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of the theological school,

. ]17
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anage of Bible study.Not only is thistrue
.

college, and the preparatory institutes, but of

very many of the people in their homes. Nor is such study confined to the

Theology of Scripture ; it includes the fields of Geography, History, Ethnol

ogy, and Archæology. There has never been a time when so much material

has been available for the illustration and vindication of that wonderful book.

From library, monastery, ancient tomb, and ruined city the diligent searcher

has brought forth long-hidden lore. Very much of this information has been

made available to the Bible student by special treatise and magazine and
Jitka

newspaper article.

1984

The present is also the age of the encyclopedia, in which all this varied
F !!! ' ;

information may
be preserved and arranged for ready reference. The ency

clopedia is a convenience to the professional student ; but to the general

Bible-studying public it is a necessity, since his library is usually limited and
Online Mwi

his time pretty fully occupied. It has been the aim of the editor to presentaiin

CMS

the results rather than the processes of study, giving material carefully pre

37012 :

pared and instantly available. This work is presented to the public witủ

firm conviction that it will greatly aid all classes of Bible students .!. 71

A good encyclopedia must possess the following features:: bon

lis

with the

I. FullNESS AND ACCURACY. Every topic should be treated with fullness
son 11:11

and accuracy, all reliable information respecting it being recorded . The
:

range of strictly Bible topics in this encyclopedia is as extensive as that of
10m M ?

any other, even though the number of volumes may be much larger.

To secure accuracy the works of distinguished and recent writers have

been consulted by the editor, and specialists in different lines have been

happily secured . Among these may be mentioned Professor J. F. Mc

Curdy, Ph.D., LL.D., of Toronto , Canada ; Professor H. A. Buttz, D.D.; Rev.

George E. Post, M.D., of Beirut, Syria, an authority on Eastern lands and

customs ; Rev. A. H. Tuttle, D.D.; W. Haskell, of Yale University ; the:

ןונ

.
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distinguished Assyrian scholar, Rev. R. W. Rogers, Ph.D., F.R.G.S .; Rev.

S. L. Bowman, D.D.; Professor D. S. Martin, formerly of Barnard College,

New York City ; and Rev. E. McChesney, D.D.

II . EASE OF REFERENCE. Frequently one consults an encyclopedia to

find information on only a single point, and does not care or has not time to

read an entire article . To aid in this matter of ready reference a systematic

and uniform division of articles has been adopted. Thus a person consulting

the article “ Isaac ” will find the following divisions : Name and Family,

Personal History, Character, Note (in which special attention is called to

difficulties of interpretation, alleged discrepancies, etc. ). The same divisions

will be found in all biographical articles. Whenever the editor has found

a figurative use of a word in the Bible such use has been given in the last

division of the article, viz., Figurative. Thus anyone consulting this

encyclopedia will find the divisions following the same order in all the

articles and indicated by prominent type.

III. PropeR CONDENSATION. While a Bible encyclopedia is desired

that is small in size and comparatively inexpensive, it should be equally

accurate with those more costly and cumbersome. It must not suffer by a

too rigid condensation. While an equally extensive field has to be traversed

as by editors of the larger encyclopedias, space must be carefully, economized .

This has been accomplished by avoiding mere discussion and the repetition

in several articles of the same material. But the material is made available

by cross references.

..

IV. ILLUSTRATIONS. The large amount of valuable material and the

need of economizing space have led the editor to be careful in the selection

of illustrations. Cuts have been used not for padding, but only as they serve

to illustrate the text. Of these there are over three hundred , besides the

full -page illustrations. The cuts illustrating the article “ The Jewish

Tabernacle ” were made from photographs of the model erected under the

supervision of the editor.

IV. CONSECUTIVE STUDY. In addition to the above features the editor

has provided, where it seems desirable, for consecutive study of different sub

jects. It frequently happens that a person wishes to gain a comprehensive

knowledge of a general subject ; for example, Music. Under the usual

arrangement of cyclopedias it would be necessary to hunt up every itein , as

iv
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each instrument and the several musical terins. Ability to do this presup

poses possession of the very inforınation sought. In this work grouping of

subarticles under a general head has been adopted . Thus under “ Music ” is

discussed Vocal Music and its History ; followed by Instrumental Music, its

various types, and Instruments ; after which, in alphabetical succession, are
alimentado

given the Musical terms of the Bible. In addition all these terms are given

in their proper alphabetical place, with the reference, “ See Music.” Simi-.
: |

larly have been treated the general topics of the Animal, Mineral, and Vege

table Kingdoms, Armor, Diseases, Dress, Festivals, Handicrafts, Laws

(Mosaic), Sacrifices, etc. Persuaded of the value of these features, and be

lieving that he has in a good degree made them prominent in this work, the

editor submits the results of his labors to those whose prayer has been voiced

by the psalmist, “ Make me to understand the way of the precepts ; so shall

I talk of thy wondrous works ” ( Psa. 119:27).
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PUBLISHERS' STATEMENT

Then
HE présent awakening in the study of the Bible demands a superior class

of helps to assist those who would understand its teachings and discover

its mysteries. Since the issue of this Encyclopedia thirteen years ago,

several Biblical dictionaries and encyclopedias of various sizes and prices have

been issued both in this country and in Europe. Most of these were prepared

with special reference to the highly educated classes, and lack simplicity, con

venience, and attractiveness in which this work excels. During this period

many important discoveries which throw side -lights of remarkable brilliancy

upon the sacred pages of the Bible have been made. Notwithstanding the com

parative recency of similar works, the need of a strictly up-to -date dictionary

and encyclopedia of the Bible has been recognized and keenly felt by many

people . We have therefore undertaken to supply this need by providing a

supplement to this work in which the results of all recent discoveries and other

valuable facts are given with convenient cross references from the articles in

the body of the work to this supplement. By this means we have provided the

latest alphabetically arranged, popularhelp to the study of the Bible yet issued .

The advantages of this Encyclopedia, by reason of the convenient arrangement

of its articles for reference under a system of general divisions and subdivisions,

its compact yet clear type by which an immense amount of reading matter is

compressed into a comparatively small space , the remarkable condensation of

its important subjects into concise articles, and its choice illustrations adapted

to the text, both artistic and educational in value, particularly commend this

work to those who need the best dictionary and encyclopedia which it is possi

ble to procure at a moderate price. The supplement has been prepared by the

Rev. Melvin G. Kyle; A.M. , D.D. , one of the foremost archæologists of the

world. He has here given the best results of recent discoveries in a convenient

form for reference , so that those who use this work may be absolutely confident

of obtaining here the latest and best attested results of archæology as applied to

the study of the Holy Scriptures. This revised edition of The People's Bible

Encyclopedia will be welcomed by many thousands of busy men and women

as well as pastors and scholars who desire condensed and up-to -date information

on these important subjects. To all such it will prove an invaluable aid both

in personal study and in teaching. It is with pleasure and satisfaction that we

present this work to all seekers after truth.

THE PUBLISHERS.
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THE PEOPLE'S

BIBLE ENCYCLOPEDIA.

A'ARON , or ARʼON . - 1. Nameand Fam- for the following day. The reappearance of Mo

ily . (Heb. 1777 , -har-one', mountaineer, or en
ses confounded the multitude, who were severely

punished for their sin . Aaron cast the whole

lightener.) The brother of Moses. Aaron was the blame upon the people, but was sternly rebuked

oldest son of the Levite Amram by Jochebed by his brother (Exod. 32), through whose interces

(Exod. 6:20 ; Num . 26:59). He was three years sion, however, he received the divine forgiveness

older than Moses (Exod. 7:7), and was born B. C. (Deut. 9:19 , 20) . See SUPPLEMENT.

about 1293.
(3) High priest. In the ecclesiastical establish.

2. Personal History Of Aaron's early life ment Aaron was high priest, and his sons and

we know nothing. The first mention made of him descendants priests ; and the whole tribe of Levi

is in the narrative of the Burning Bush (Exod.. was set apart as the sacerdota ). caste. After the

4:14), in which Moses is reminded of Aaron's readi- tabernacle was completed, and every preparation

ness of speech, and could, therefore, properly act made for service, Aaron and his sons were con.

as his spokesman. Aaron had married a woman secrated by Moses (Lev. 8 :6 ), B. C. 1209.. A sad

of the tribe of Judah, named Elisheba, by whom affliction soon came to him in the conduct of

he had four sons — Nadab, Abihu, Eleazar, and Nadab and Abihu, and their untimely end ; al

Ithamar (Exod. 6:23). (1) Moses's assistant. In though Aaron and his surviving sons – Eleazar

structed by God, Aaron went into the wilderness and Ithamar - being priests, were forbidden to

to meet Moses, now on his way to Egypt, and manifest the usual signs of mourning (Lev. 10 : 1-7).

found bim in Horeb (Exod . 4:27), B. C. 1210. ( 4) Aaron and Miriam . Aaron joined Miriam in

Returning to Goshen, Aaron introduced Moses to her invidious conduct against Moses. They were

the elders of Israel , and acquainted them with his jealous of his exalted position , and Miriam found

mission (Exod. 4:29, 30). În all their interviews an opportunity for the expression of her discon

with Phiaraoh, Aaron acted as · spokesman, and tent in the marriage of Moses with a Cushite

was the actual instrument of working most of woman. She was smitten with leprosy, which was

the miracles (Exod. 7:9, sq.). After the passage removed, and forgiveness secured for her and

of the Red Sea we have several notices of Aaron Aaron, through the intercession of Moses (Num .

during the journey to Sinai (Exod. 16:6–10, 12: 1 , sq.). (5) Rebellion of Korah. Later a con.

33, 34). While the battle raged between Israel spiracy was formed against Aaron and Moses led

and Amalek, Aaron, with Hur, sustained the weary by Korah, of the tribe of Levi, and Dathan and

hands of Moses, which held the official rod, the Abiram, Reubenites. This resulted in the de.

uplifting of which secured victory for Israel struction of the conspirators at the hand of God.

(Exod. 17:9-13). With the elders of Israel he as- On the morrow the people gathered and mur.

sisted at the reception of Jethro, Moses's father- mured against Moses and Aaron , saying, “ Ye

in-law (Exod . 18:12 ). When Moses ascended Mount have killed the people of the Lord. ” . A plague

Sinai to receive the tables of the law (Exod. 24 : broke out among the people, which was stopped

12), Aaron and his sons — Nadab and Abihu—and by the intercession of Aaron. “ The true vindica.

seventy of the elders accompanied him part of tion of Aaron's priesthood was, not so much the

the way, and were permitted to behold the sym- death of Korah by the fire of the Lord, as the

bol of the divine presence (Exod. 24 : 1 , 2, 9-11). efficacy of his offering of incense to stay the

(2) Golden call. During the absence of Moses in plague, by which he was seen to be accepted as

the mount the people demanded of Aaron a visible an intercessor for his people ” (Num. 16 : 1 , sq .).

image of their God. Either through fear, igno- As a further evidence of Aaron's divine appoint

rance, or a desire to please, Aaron complied with ment, the chiefs of the various tribes were re

their request. From the ornaments of gold which quired to deposit their staves (rods) with Aaron's

they freely offered he cast the figure of a calf (a in the tabernacle. In the morning it was found

young bull), copied from the Egyptian Apis. To that Aaron's rod had budded, blossomed , and

fix the meaning of this image as a symbol of the yielded almonds, while the others remained as

true God, Aaron proclaimed a feast to Jehovah I they were. The rod was preserved " for a token

( 2 ) 1
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against the rebels ” (Num. 17 : 1 , sq .). (6 ) At ABAGʻTHA ( Heb. Nņax, ab- ag - thaw ', given

Meribah. When Moses sinned at Meribah, and by fortune), one of the seven chief eunuchs of

rebuked the people for their complaining, Aaron Xerxes, who were commanded by the king to

shared his wrongdoing, and on this account was bring Queen Vashti into the royal presence (Esth.

not permitted to enter the Promised Land (Num . 1:10 ), B. C. after 529 .

20 : 8–13, 24). (7) Death . Aaron died soon after.

When Israel reached Mount Hor the divine com
ABANA (Heb. , ab-aw -naw ', stony),

mand came that Aaron, his brother Moses, and one of the rivers of Damascus (2 Kings 5:12). It

Eleazar, his son, should ascend the mountain in is, no doubt, the present Barada or Barady, and

view of all the people ; and that he should there has its source in Anti-Libanus, and flows through

transfer his priestly robes to Eleazar . “ And the city of Damascus ; thence after fifty miles it is

Aaron died there in the top of the mount " (Num . lost in the marshy lake Babret el -Kibliyeh. Mr.

20 : 23–28), aged one hundred and twenty -three Porter says that one hundred and fifty thousand

years (Num . 33:39), and the people mourned for souls are dependent upon this river, and fourteen

him thirty days, B. C. 1170. See SUPPLEMENT. villages. It was one of the rivers which Naaman

3. Character. A man of ready speech, Aaron would have washed in rather than the river Jor

seems to have been wanting in steadyself-reliance, dan (marg. Amana). Greek , Chrysorrhoas.

and was, therefore, fitted to be an adjutant only.

Thrown at Sinai , for a moment, on his own re
ABANDON . See Glossary.

sponsibility, he failed ; not from any direct unbe- AB'ARIM (Heb. by ab-ar -reem ', re

lief on his own part, but from a weak inability to gions beyond ), a mountain chain S. E. of the

withstand the demand of the people for visible Dead Sea , and of which Pisgah is a part, or

gods to go before them .” He manifested a firm , Mount Nebo (Deut. 3:27 ; 32:49). Israel bad an

constant devotion to his brother, only disturbed encampment in the mountains of Abarim (Num .

by his joining Miriam in her murmuring against 33:47, 48).

Moses. Leaning, as he seems to have done, wholly

on Moses, it is not strange that he should have
AB'BA (Gr. ’Aßßā, ab -bah', the father), a

shared his sin at Meribah .
customary title of God in prayer (Mark 14:36 ;

4. Figurative. “Aaron was a type ofChrist, themixed 'Aramæan dialectof Palestine, and was
Rom . 8:15 ; Gal. 4 :6 ). It was in common use in

not in his personal, but in his official, character : used by children in addressing their father. It

( 1 ) As high priest, offering sacrifice ; (2) In enter

ing into theholy place on the great day of atone- “ Father ” in a special and appropriative sense
answers to our papa. The right to call God

ment, and actingas intercessor ; (3) In being pertains toall who have received the testimony

anointed with the holyoil by effusion , which was of the Spirit to their forgiveness. See ADOPTION.

prefigurative of the Holy Spirit with which our

Lord was endowed ; (4 ) In bearing the names of ABDA (Heb. 8773, ab-dar ', the servant, i . e . ,

all the tribes of Israel upon his breast and shoul- of God).

ders, thus presenting them always before God , 1. The father of Adoniram , which latter was

and representing them to him ; (5) In being the an officer of the tribute under Solomon (1 Kings

medium of their inquiring of God by Urim and 4 :6), B. C. about 960.
Thummim , and of the communication of his will 2. The son of Shammua, and a Levite of the

to them ” (M'C, and S., Cyclopeedia ). family of Jeduthun, resident in Jerusalem after

A'ARONITE, descendants of Aaron, and the exile (Neh. 11:17), B. C. after 444. Else

therefore priests, who to the number of 'three where (1 Chron. 9:16) he is called Obadiah the

thousand seven hundred fighting men under Je. son of Shemaiah.

hoiada joined David at Hebron ( 1 Chron. 12:27 ) . AB'DEEL (Heb. SSS, ab -deh -ale', serv.

Later we find that their leader was Zadok ant of God), the father of Shelemaiah, which latter

( 1 Chron. 27:17 ). was one of those appointed to apprehend Jere.

AB (Heb. 5$ , awb, probably from aw.bab', to miah ( Jer. 36:26 ), B. C. before 606.

be fruitful), the Chaldee name of the fifth eccle- AB'DI (Heb. "???, ab-dce', my servant).

siastical and the eleventh civil month of the Jew- 1. A Levite, and grandfather of Ethan; the

ish year. It was introduced after the Babylonish latter was one of the singers appointed by David

captivity, and is not mentioned in Scripture, in for the sacred service (1 Chron . 6:44).

2. A Levite, in the reign of Hezekiah, father of

Kish (2 Chron. 29:12).
AB (Heb. 5$, awb, father), the first member

3. One of the sons of Elam, who put away his

of several Hebrew compound names, e. g., Absalom , Gentile wife after the return from Babylon (Ezra

It is used to designate some quality or cir- 10:26), B. C. 456.

cumstance of the person named ; e . g. , Absalom

ABDIEL (Heb. Spany, ab -dee- ale', servant
means father ofpeace.

ABAD'DON (Gr. ' Abadsáv, ab -ad -dõhn ', de- the Gadites resident in Gilead (1 Chron . 5:15).
of God ), son of Guni and father of Abi, one of

struction ), the angel of the bottomless pit (Rev.

9:11 ), and corresponding to Apollyon ('Atomātov ), AB'DON (Heb. 11733, ab.dohn ', servile).

destroyer. The word abaddon means destruction 1. The son of Hillel , a Pirathonite, of the tribe

(Job 31:12), or the place of destruction, i. e.,Hades of Ephraim. He ruled Israel for eight years,

or the region of the dead (Job 26:6 ; 28:22 ; Prov. B. C. about 1120-1112. The only other fact re

15:11 ). specting him is that he had forty sons and thirty

>

whiter it isknown asthegiftigneonin (Num.3:33.

etc.

>
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aw
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nephews (marg. sons' sons), who rode on young A’BEL -MA’IM (Heb. 6:22 Bax aw - bale'

asses-a mark of their consequence. Upon his mah '- yim , meadow of water), the name by which

death he was buried in Pirathon ( Judg. 12:13-15 ). Abel-beth -maachah is called in 2 Chron. 16 :4.

2. A son of Shashak, and one of the chief Ben

A'BEL -MEHOʻLAH (Heb.ina bax,jamites dwelling in Jerusalem (1 Chron. 8:23), B. C.

before 1200 . bale ' mekh -o -law ', meadow of dancing ), a place in

3. The firstborn ofGibeon, a Benjamite and the Jordan valley,and the homeof Elisha (1 Kings
resident at Jerusalem (1 Chron. 8:30 ; 9:36), B. C. 19:16; Judg. 7:22). It was in thetribe of Issa

char. It has been described as a “ rich meadow
before 1200.

4. The son of Micah, and one of those sentby and luxuriant."land extending four miles S. of Beth-shean ; moist

King Josiah to Huldah to inquire concerning the

recently discovered books (2 Chron. 34:20, sq . ), A’BEL-MIZ RAIM (Heb. 67 % 338

B. C. about 624. In 2 Kings 22:12, he is called bale' mits -rah' -yim , meadow of Egypt), the scene

Achbor.
of the mourning of Egypt over Jacob (Gen. 50:11).

ABED'-NEGO (Heb. 139 7 %, ab -ade' neg -o ', It is locatedW. of the Jordan, according toThom

servant of Nego, i. e. , of Nebo, or the Chaldaic Jericho,between that city and the Jordan.son . Another authority places it in the plain of.

Mercury ), the Chaldee name given to Azariah by

the king of Babylon's officer. Azariah was one of A’BEL - SHITTIM (Heb. bow bax,

the three Jewish youths who, with Daniel, were bale' shit -teem ', meadow of acacias), the last halt

selected byAshpenaz (master of the eunuchs) to ing place of Israel (Num. 33:49). Called simply

be educated in the language and wisdom of the Shittim (Num . 25: 1 ; Josh . 2 : 1 ; Mic. 6 : 5) . The

Chaldeans (Dan. 1 :3, sq.) . With his two friends, scene of Israel's gross idolatry and the consequent

Shadrach and Meshach, he was cast into the fiery death of twenty-four thousand by plague.

furnace forrefusing to worship the golden statue A'BEZ (Heb. Yox, eh ' -bets ; to gleam , conspic

set up by Nebuchadnezzar, but was miraculously

delivered ( Dan. 3), B. C. about 606.
uous, Josh . 19:20), in Issachar, in the N. of the

plain of Esdraelon.

A'BEL, 1. (Heb. 1997, hek '-bel, a breath .) The
A'BI ( Heb. , ab -ee ', myfather ), the daugh

second son of Adam and Eve, B. C. perhaps 4003. ter of Zachariah and mother of King Hezekiah

He was a keeper of sheep, and in the worship of (2 Kings 18: 2). The fuller form of the name,

his Creator offered “ of the firstlings of his flock Abijah, is given in 2 Chron. 29: 1 .

and of the fat thereof." Cain , who was a hus.

bandman, “ brought of the fruit of the ground.” A'BI- (Heb. , ab-ee', an old construct form

“ The Lord had respect unto Abel and to his of father of ) forms the first part of several.

offering ; ” whereupon Cain became greatly en- Hebrew proper names.

raged at his brother, and eventually slew bim
ABI'A, another form of ABIAH (q. v. ).

(Gen. 4: 1-8). The superiority of Abel's sacrifice

is ascribed bythe apostle Paul to faith (Heb. of Rehoboam , king of Judah .
1. The name given in 1 Chron. 3:10 to the son

11 :4). And as faith implies a previous revelation,
2. (Gr. 'Aşıá, ab-ee-ah '.) A priest in the timeit is probable that there was some command of of David (Luke 1 : 5), called Abijah ( 1 Chron . 24:10).

God, in reference to the rite of sacrifice, with

which Abel complied and which Cain disobeyed. ABI'AH , another mode of anglicizing ABI

There are three references to Abel in the New JAH (q. v . ).

Testament, Our Saviour calls him “ righteous ' 1. The second son of Samuel, appointed with

(Matt.23:35 ; comp. 1 John 3:12). In Heb. 12:24, Joel, hiselder brother, judgeof Beer-sheba,by
it is written that " the blood of sprinkling speak his father. The brothers “ turned aside after

eth better things than that of Abel.” lucre, and took bribes, and perverted judgment. "

By reason of their conduct Israel demanded of

A BEL,2. (Heb. Sax, aw -bale", a grassy place , Samuel a king (1 Sam .8:2, sq.;1 Chron.6:28),

or ,meadow .) B. C. before 1030.

1. A word used as a prefix in a number of 2. The wife of Hezron and mother of Ashur

cases (2 Sam. 20:14, 18). See ABEL-BETH-MAACHAH. (1 Chron. 2:24 ).

2. A great stone ( 1 Sam . 6:18) near Beth- 3. Oneof the sons of Becher, the son of Ben

shemesh , upon which the Philistines set the ark jamin ( 1 Chron. 7: 8).

when they returned it to Israel.

A'BI-AL'BON (Heb. yy , ab -ee' - al
A'BEL -BETH -MA'ACHAH (Heb. bone', father of strength , valiant), one of David's

172929 a Bax, aw - bale'bayth -ma- a -kaw ',meadow mighty men (2 Sam . 23:31),called in the parallel

of the house of oppression ) (2 Sam. 20:14, 15 ; passage (1 Chron . 11:32) by the equivalent name
ABIEL (q. v. ).1 Kings 15:20 ; 2 Kings 15:29), a place in the

north of Palestine, near the waters of Merom, ABI'ASAPH (Heb . O , ab-ee-aw -sawf",

identified with Abil-el-Kumh. In 2 Sam. 20:14, 18, father of gathering ) the last-mentioned (Exod.

it is called simply Abel. It was a place of im- 6:24) of the sons of Korah, the Levite, B. C.

portance, a metropolis, and called a “mother in 1210. His identity with EBIASAPH (q. v. ) ( 1 Chron.

Israel” (2 Sam . 20:19). It was besieged by Joab, 6:23, 37) is a matter of much uncertainty and

Ben -hadad, and Tiglath -pileser (2 Sam . 20:14 ; difference of opinion. The probability is that they

1 Kings 15:20 ; 2 Kings 16:29). are different persons.
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ABIATHAR ABIHAIL

ABI'ATHAR (Heb.mx, eb-yaw -thawr ', ABIDE . See GLOSSARY.

father of abundance, i, e. , liberal), the thirteenth A'BIEL (Heb. box, ab - ee -ale', father of

high priest of the Jews, son of Abimelech, and
third in descent from Eli. His father and breth- strength ,i.e. , strong ).

1. A Benjamite, son of Zeror (1 Sam. 9 : 1 ) and

ren were slain by order of Saul, because Ahimelech
had inquired of the Lord for David, given him father of Ner (1 Sam . 14:51 ) , which last was the

showbread to eat and also the sword of Goliath grandfather of King Saul (1 Chron. 8:33 ; 9:39).

( 1 Sam . 22) . Abiathar, with an ephod, fled to In 1 Sam . 9:1 the phrase " son of Abiel ” 'should

David in Adullam ( 1 Sam . 22 : 1 , 20–23). He be “ grandson of Abiel.”

was well received by David, and accompanied him
2. One of David's mighty men (1 Chron. 11:32 ).

in his wanderings, inquiring of the Lord for him Heis the sameas Abi-albon, the Azbathite(2 Sam .

( 1 Sam . 30: 7), B. C. before 1000. David became 23:31), B. C. about 1000 .

his firm friend for life, and when he ascended the ABIEʻZER (Heb . , ab-ee-eh -zer, fa

throne appointed Abiathar high priest (1 Chron. ther of help, i . e ., helpful).
15:11 ; 1 Kings 2:26 ), and a member of his cabinet 1. The second son of Hammoleketh, sister of

( 1 Chron. 27:34). David did not remove Zadok, Gilead and granddaughter of Manasseh (1 Chron.
who had been appointed high priest by Saul after 7:17, 18 ). He was the founder of the family to

the death of Abimelech, so both appointments which Gideon belonged, and which bore his name

stood, and Zadok and Abiathar were joint high as a patronymic (Josh. 17:2 ; Judg. 6:34), B. C.
priests ( 1 Kings 4 :4). Together they superin before 1170. He is elsewhere called Jeezer, and

tended the removal of the ark to Jerusalem his descendants Jeezerites (Num. 26:30).

( 1 Chron. 15:11 ; 1 Kings 2:26 ). Abiathar remained 2. The Anethothite, one of David's thirty chief

faithful to David during the rebellion of Absalom warriors (2 Sam. 23:27).
Abiezer commanded the

(2 Sam . 15:24), but joined Adonijah when he set ninth division of the army (1 Chron . 27:12), B. C.

himself up as the successor of David, while Zadok 1000.

was on Solomon's side ( 1 Kings 1:19 ). For this

Solomon banished Abiathar to Anathoth, and de
ABIEZRITE (Heb. 8 179, ab -ee' haw

posed him from the priesthood (1 Kings 2:26,27). ez-ree', father of the Ezrite), a patronymic desig .

Zadok was put in the room of Abiathar (v. 35). nation ofthe descendants of Abiezer ( Judg. 6:11,

This completed the doom predicted against the 24 ; 8:32.)

house of Eli, and restored the pontifical succes
AB'IGA IL (Heb. 578, ab -ee -gah '- yil, fa

sion — Zadok, who remained high priest, being of ther of joy , i . e. , exultation ).

the elder line of Aaron's sons. 1. The wife of NABAL (q . v .) , a sheep master of

NOTE.— “ Itappears strange that Abiathar should be Carmel ( 1 Sam .25: 3 ), B. C.about 1000. In sheep

named aspriest, 1. A., as high priest , along with Zadok, shearing time David sent some of his young men

sinceSolomon had deposed him from the priestly office to Nabal for a present, which was insolently re

(2 Chron . 2:27, 35) , and we cannot imagine any subse

quent pardon . The only possible explanation is that
fused. David was greatly enraged, and set out

proposed by Theodoret, viz., that Solomon had only de- with four hundred men to avenge the insult.

privedhim of the priest's office, butnot of the priestly Abigail , having been informed of her husband's

dignity, because this was hereditary ” (Keil, Com .).In Mark 2:26, occurs the phrase " in the daysof Abia- conduct and the impending danger, went tomeet

thar the high priest,” whichmaybe rendered,
* In (the David with an abundant supply of bread, corn,

time) of Abiathar(the son) of the high priest .” Or per- wine, etc. She prayed David's forbearance, argu

haps Abiathar was actively assisting his father at the ing from Nabal's character (v.25),theleadings of
time referred to ( 2 Sam . 8:17 ; 1 Chron. 18:16, etc. ) .

God by which David had been kept from murder

ABIB (Heb. 5 , aw -beeb', from 53x, to by her coming to meet him, and the fact that God

fructify ; properly an ear of grain), the month of is the avenger of the wicked (v. 26). David was

green ears, the first of the Jewish ecclesiastical mollified by Abigail's tact and beauty, and he re

year (Exod. 13:4 ; 23:15 ; 34:18 ; Deut. 16: 1 ), called his vow . Returning home, Abigail found her

and afterward (Neh . 2:1) called Nisan ( q. v. ). husband intoxicated, and told him nothing of her

According to the Rabbins it began with the new conduct and his danger until morning. The in

moon of March, or rather of April , according to formation produced so great a shock “ that his

Michaelis; when the first ripe grain ripens in heart died within him , and he became as a stone

Palestine. It should not be regarded strictly as (v . 37), and he died about ten days after. Abigail

thename of a month, but rather as a designation became David's wife, and shared hisvarying for

of the season. See TIME.
tunes, dwelling at Gath (1 Sam . 27:3 ), being

ABIDA, many ABʻIDA (Heb.977 , ab- among thecaptives taken by the Amalekitesfrom

ee-daw', father of knowledge, that is, knowing ), the Hebron when he was anointed king (2 Sam . 2 :2).

Ziklag (30 :5), and accompanying her busband to

fourth of the five sons of Midian , the son of Abra- She bore David a son named Chileab (3 : 3 ), called

ham by Keturah (Gen. 25:4 ; 1 Chron. 1:33). also Daniel ( 1 Chron , 3 : 1 ).

ABIDAH , many ABIDAH, a less correct
2. A daughter of Nahash ( Jesse) and sister of

mode of anglicizing Abida (Gen. 25 :4) .

David, and wife of Jether, or Ithra, an Ishmaelite,

by whom she had Amasa (2 Sam. 17:25 ; 1 Chron.

ABI'DAN (Heb. 1772 , ab -ee-dawni ', father 2:16, 17).
of judgment, i . e. , judge). son of Gideoni , prince ABIHA'IL (Heb.377938, ab-ee -khah'-yil,

of the tribe of Benjamin (Num . 1:11 ; 2:22 ; 10:24), father ofmight, i . e ., mighty).

B. C. 1210. See Num. 7:60, 65 .
1. The father of Zuriel, which latter was chief
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ABIHU ABIMAEL

of the Levitical family of Merari when Moses bring them back to their allegiance. He marched

numbered the Levites at Sinai (Num. 3:35), B. C. with four hundred thousand men against Jero
1210. boam, who met him with eight hundred thousand

2. The wife of Abishur (of the family of Jerah- men. In Mount Ephraim he addressed a speech

meel) and mother of Ahban and Molid ( 1 Chron. to Jeroboam and the opposing army, in which he

2:29 ). advocates a theocratic institution, refers to the

3. Theson of Huri, and one of the chiefs of the beginning of the rebellion, shows the folly of op

family of Gad, who settled in Bashan (1 Chron . posing God's kingdom , and concludes with urging

6:14). Israel not to fight against God. His view of the

4. The daughter, i. e., descendant, of Eliab , political position of the ten tribes with respect to

David's oldest brother, and second wife of Reho- Judah, though erroneous, is such as a king of
boam. She could hardly have been the daughter Judah would be likely to take . He gained a signal

of Eliab, as David, his youngest brother, was victory over Jeroboam , who lost five hundred

thirty years old when he began to reign, some thousand men, and though he did not bring Israel

eighty years before her marriage (2 Chron. 11:18). to their former allegiance, he took Beth -el, Je

5. The father of Esther and uncle of Mordecai shanah, and Ephraim , with their dependent towns,

(Esth . 2:15 ; 9:29), B. C. before 538. from them , and Jeroboam never again warred

He imitated his
ABIHU (Heb. N173 , ab - ee -hoo ,̒ to whom with him . (2 Chron. 13 :1-20).

he, i . e. , God, is father ), the second son of Aaron wives, by whom he had twenty-two sons and six
father's sins ( 1 Kings 15 : 3 ), and had fourteen

by Elisheba (Exod. 6:23 ; Num . 3 : 2), who, with teen daughters (2 Chron. 13:21). He was suc

his father, eldest brother, and seventy elders of ceeded by Asa , his son (2 Chron. 14 : 1).

Israel, accompanied Moses part way up Mount
NOTE. - The maternity of Abijal. In 1 Kings 15:2,

Sinai , and beheld manifestations of God's presence we read, “ His mother's name was Maachah , the

(Exod. 24: 1 , 9, 10). Afterward, with his brothers daughter of Abishalom ” (comp. 2 Chron. 11:20, 22);

Nadab, Eleazar, and Ithamar, he was set apart and
but in 2 Chron . 13 :2 . “ His mother's name also was

Michaiah , the daughier of Uriel of Gibeah ." The solu

consecrated to the priesthood (Exod. 28 : 1 ). Nadab tion of the dimculty probably is that the mother of

and Abihu neglected, on one occasion, to use fire Abijah bad twonames, and that Absalom was her

from off the altar in burning incense, substituting grandfather.
“ strange or common fire instead. They were 3. One of the descendants of Eleazar, the son

instantly struck dead (probably by lightning), and of Aaron, and chief of one of the twenty -four

were taken away and buried in their clothes with courses or orders into which the whole body of

out the camp (Lev. 10 : 1 , ff.), B. C. 1210. It is the priesthood was divided by David ( 1 ron ,

probable that the sacrilege was ' committed in 24:17). Of these the course of Abijah was the

drunken recklessness, as immediately a law was eighth , B. C. 1000.

given prohibiting wine or strong drink to the priest 4. The daughter of Zechariah and mother of

whose turn it was to enter the tabernacle (v. 9). King Hezekiah (2 Chron . 29 : 1 ) , and, consequently,

ABIHUD (Heb. 777939, ab -ee-hood', father the wifeof Ahaz. She is called ' Abi (2 Kings

of renoion ), one of the sons of Bela, the son of 18:2), B.C. before 719.

5. One of the priests, probably, who affixed
Benjamin (1 Chron. 8:3 ).

their signatures to the covenant made with God
ABI'JAH (Heb. 1777x ab-ee -yaw ', whose by Nehemiah (Neh. 10 : 7) . He seems to be the

father God is). same ( notwithstanding the greatage this implies)

1. A son ofJeroboam I, king of Israel . On his whoreturned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Neh ,

falling ill Jeroboam sought help secretly from the 12:4 ), and who had a son Zichri (Neh . 12:17 ),
God whom he had openly forsaken . He sent his B. C. 445.

wife, disguised and bearing a present of bread and ABI'JAM (Heb. Das, ab-ee-yawm',father of
honey, to Ahijah, the prophet

, who was at Shiloh. the sea, i. e. , seaman), the name always given in
The prophet was blind, but had been warned by the Book of Kings to the king Judah (1 Kings

God of her coming. He revealed to her that, 14:31; 15:1, 7, 8 ); elsewhere called Abijah.

though the child was to die, yet because there was
1 Kings 14 : 1 , refers to another person. Abijam

found in Abijah only, of all the house of Jero- is probablya clerical error, some manuscripts

boam, “ some good thing toward the Lord,” he

only, of all that house, should come to his grave
giving Abijah.

in peace, and be mourned in Israel. The
ABILE'NE (Gr. 'Apianvń, ab -ee-lay -nay', a

queen

returnedhome, andthe child expired as she crossed plain ), a small district of Cæle-Syria, on the

the threshold .
Abilene (LukeAnd they buried bim ; and all eastern slope of Anti-Libanus.

Israel mourned for him ” ( i Kings 14:1–18), B.C. 3:!) was eighteen miles from Damascus and
about 930. thirty-eight miles from Heliopolis or Baalbek.

2. The second king of the separate kingdom of It lay in the Suk Wady Barada, a gorge cut

Judah, the son of Rehoboam and grandson of originally, as the inscriptions reveal, by the Em
Solomon ( 1 Chron. 3:10). He is called Abia perors Aurelius Antonius and Lucius Aurelius

(? Chron. 3:10), Abijah (2 Chron. 12:16),and Abi- Verus, in the 2d century.,

jam ( 1 Kings 14:31 ; 15:1-8 ). Abijah began to ABIM'AEL (Heb. 58723 , ab -ee -maw -ale ',

reign B. C. 918, in the eighteenth year of Jeroboam , father of Mael ), one of the sons of Joktan, in

king of Israel , and reigned three years. Con- Arabia (Gen. 10:28 ; 1 Chron. 1:22). He has been

sidering the separation of the ten tribes of Israel supposed to be the founder of an Arabian tribe

as rebellion, Abijah made a vigorous attempt to called Maël.

( 0
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ABIMELECH

ABIM'ELECH (Heb. 1732978, ab-ee-mel -ek, Abimelech visited Isaac at Beersheba, and desired
Isaac re

father of the king, i. e. , royal father ), probably a to make a covenant of peace with him.

general title of royalty, as Pharaoh among the ferred to the hostility that the Philistines had

Egyptians.
shown ; to which Abimelech replied that they did

not smite him, i. e. , drive him away by force, but

1. The Philistine king of Gerar in the let him depart in peace, and closed byrecognizing

time of Abraham (Gen. 20 : 1 , sq. ), B. C. about 2200. Isaac as being one blessed of God. Isaac enter

After the destruction of Sodom, Abraham re- tained Abimelech and his companions with a feast,

moved into his territory, and remained some time contracted the desired covenant with them, and

at Gerar. Abimelech took Sarah, whom Abraham dismissed them in peace (Gen. 26 :26-31).

had announced to be his sister, into his harem, 3. King of Shechem. (1) His conspiracy.

being either charmed with her beauty or desirous After Gideon's death Abimelech formed a con

of allying himself with Abraham . God, in a spiracy with his mother's family, who seem to

dream, appeared to Abimelech, and threatened have had considerable influence in Shechem . The

him with death on account of Sarah , because she argument used was the advantage of the rule of

was married . Abimelech, who had not yet come one person to that of seventy. He also reminded

near her, excused himself on the ground that he them that he was one of themselves. Thus influ

supposed Sarah to be Abraham's sister. That enced, the Shechemites furnished him money out

Abimelech , in taking Sarah, should have supposed of the treasury of Baal -berith , with which Abim

that he was acting in the integrity of heart and elech hired desperate men , and, repairing to

purity of hands" is to be accounted for by con - Ophrah with them , slew all his brothers save

sidering the customs of that day. Abimelech, the Jotham , the youngest, who hid himself. (2 ) The

next morning, obeyed the divine command, and Bramble King . At a general assemblage of the

restored Sarah to Abraham , providing him with men of Shechem and the house of Millo (q . v.)

a liberal present of cattle and servants, and offered Abimelech was declared king, B. C. after 1100.

him a settlement in any part of the country. He When Jotham was told of the election of Abim

also gave him a thousand pieces of silver as a elech he went to the top of Mount Gerizim ,

covering of the eyes ” for Sarah; i.e . , according where the Shechemites were assembled for some
to some, as an atoning present. Others think that public purpose, perhaps to inaugurate Abimelech

the money was to procure a veil for Sarah to con- (Kitto ), and rebuked them in his famous parable

ceal her beauty, that she might not be coveted for of the trees choosing a king (Judg. 9 :7–21). (3)
her comeliness. “ Thus she was reproved ” for Revolt of Shechem . Judgment against Abimelech

not having worn a veil , which as a married was not long delayed , for in three years “ God

woman, according to the custom of the country, sent an evil spirit between ” him “and the men

she ought to have done. Some years after, Abim- of Shechem ," and they “ dealt treacherously with

elech , accompanied by Pichol, " the chief captain Abimelech.” They caused ambuscades to be laid

of his host,” repaired to Beersheba to make a in the mountains, and robbed all that passed. The

with Abraham , hich is the first design was , probably, to bring the government
league on record. Abimelech restored a well into discreditby allowing such lawlessness, or to

which had been dug by Abraham but seized by waylay Abimelech himself. The insurgents found

the herdsmen of Abimelech without his knowledge a leader in Gaal (q . v . ) , the son of Ebed , who,

(Gen. 21:22-34 ). while they were cursing Abimelech in the excite

2. Another king of Gerar in the time of ment of a village feast to Baal, called upon them

Isaac (Gen. 26 :1-22), B.C. about 2100. Supposed to revolt from Abimelech , and declared that he

to have been the son of the preceding. Isaac would dethrone him . He then challenged the

sought refuge with Abimelech from famine, and king to battle (Judg. 9 : 22–29). (4 ) Destroys

dwelt at Gerar. Having the same fear respecting Shechem . Zebul, the ruler of Shechem , sent

his wife, Rebekah, as his father entertained re- word to Abimelech of the revolt, and requested

specting Sarah, he reported her to be his sister . him to place himself in ambush that night, and be

Abimelech discovered the untruthfulness of Isaac's prepared to surprise Gaal in the morning. As was

statement (v. 8), whereupon he reproved him for expected, Gaal started out in the morning, was

what he had said , and forbade any of his people met and defeated by Abimelech, and prevented

to touch Rebekah on pain of death . The agricul- by Zebulfrom entering the city. The next day

tural operations of Isaac in Gerar were very suc- the people went out into the field , possibly to

cessful, returning him in one year a hundredfold. continue their vintage, and Abimelech slew them

He also claimed his proprietary right to the soil with two of his companions, while with his other

by reopening the wells dug by his father. The two be seized the city gates. After fighting

digging of wells, according to the custom of those against the city all day he took it, destroyed it

times, gave one a right to the soil . His success utterly, and strewed it with salt (Judg. 9:30–45).

made the Philistines envious, so that even Abim- | (5) Destroys the hold. When the inhabitants of

elech requested him to depart, fearing his power. the town of Shechem heard of the fate of the city

Isaac complied, and encamped in the open country they betook themselves to the temple of Baal

( " the valley of Gerar ' ). In this valley he opened berith. Their purpose in so doing was evidently

the old wells of Abraham's time, and his people not to defend themselves, but to seek safety at

dug three new ones. But Abimelech's herdsmen the sanctuary of their God from the vengeance of

contended concerning two of these, and the patri- Abimelech. When he heard of this, Abimelech

arch removed to so great a distance that there went with his men to Mount Zalmon, and brought

was no dispute respecting the third . Afterward from thence branches of trees. These were piled
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against the building and set on fire. The building undertake to rebuild Jericho ( 1 Kings 16:34 ). For
was consumed with all its occupants, about one prophecy, see Josh. 6:26.

thousand men and women ( Judg. 9:46-49). (6) AB'ISHAG (Heb . JUX, ab -ee- shag', father
Abimelech's death . At last the fate predicted

by Jotham (v. 20) overtook Abimelech . He went of error), a beautiful young woman of Shunem , in

from Shechem to Thebez, besieged the town,and the tribe of Issachar, who was selected by the
took it. This town possessed a strong tower, and servants of David to minister unto him in his old

in this the inhabitants took refuge. When Abim-age (1 Kings 1 : 3, 4), B. C. 959. She became his

elech approached near the door to set it on fire wife, but the marriage was never consummated

awoman threw a piece of millstone (the upper (1 Kings 1:4). Soon after David's death Adoni

millstone) upon him, crushing his skull.Seeing jah sought,throughtheintercession of Bath-sheba,

that he was mortally wounded, he called upon his Solomou's mother,thehand of Abishag. Butas

armor -bearer to thrust him through with a sword, thecontroland possession of the harem of the

lest it should be said , “ A woman slew him .” After deceased king was associated with rights and priv.

Abimelech's death his armywas dissolved. “Thus ileges peculiarly regal, Solomon supposedthis de

God rendered the wickedness of Abimelech mand to be part of a conspiracy against the
upon

his head “ which he did unto his father,in slaying (1 Kings 2:17–25). See ADONIJAI .
throne. Adonijah was therefore put to death

his seventy brethren ” ( Judg. 9:50-56).

4. The son of Abiathar, and high priest in AB'ISHAI, many ABISH'AI (Heb. 813 ,

the time of David (1 Chron. 18:16). The name is ab -ee -shah'ee, father of a gift), a son of Zeruiah,

probably an error of transcription for Ahimelech sister of David (by an unknown father), and

(2 Sam . 8:17). brother to Joab and Asahel (1 Chron. 2:16). The

5. In the title of Psa. 34 the name Abimelech first we learn of Abishai is his volunteering to

is interchanged for that of ACHISH (q. v .), king accompany David to the camp of Saul, B. C.

of Gath , to whom David fled for refuge from Saul about 994 . The two went down by night and

(1 Sam . 21:10). found Saul and his people asleep. Abishai begged

ABIN’ADAB (Heb. 577'?$, ab -ee-naw -dawb', of David thathe might slay Saul with his spear,
which was stuck in the ground ar his head

father of generosity , i. e., liberal).
Joab he1. A Levite of Kirjath-jearim , in whose house (1 Sam. 26:6–12 ). With his broi.

Asabel)the ark was deposited after it was returned pursued after Abner (who had just sl.

by the Philistines (1 Sam. 7 :1 ; 2 Sam . 6 :3, 4 ; hill of Ammah (2 Sam. 2:24), and aided in the
until sundown, and until they had rea ned the

1 Chron. 13:7), B. C. before 1030.

2.The second of the eight sons of Jesse In the war against Hanun, undertaken by David
treacherous assassination of Abner ( 2 Sam . 3:30) .

( 1 Sam . 17:13 ;1 Chron. 2:13 ), andone of the three to punish the Ammonites for insulting his mes

who followed Saul to the campaign against the

Philistines in which Goliath defied Israel (1 Sam . sengers, Abishai, assecond in command, was op
posed to the army of the Ammonites before the17:13).

3.One of the four sons of King Saul(1 Chron. the city (2 Sam . 10:10 ,14 ; 1 Chron. 19:11, 15),
gates of Rabbah and drove them headlong into

9:39 ; 10:2). He was slain by the Philistines in The same impetuous zeal and regard for David
the battle of Gilboa (1 Sam. 31 : 2 ; 1 Chron. 10:2), which he showed in thenight adventure to Saul's

B. C. 1001. His name appears as Ishui in the
camp Abishai manifested in his desire to slaylist in 1 Sam 14:49.

4. The father of one of Solomon's purveyors 16:9, 11 ;19:21 ). When the king filed beyond
Shimei, when the latter abused David (2 Sam .

(or, rather, Ben-Abinadab is to be regarded as the

nameofthe purveyor himself (M'C. and S.,Cyclo- Jordan, Abishai remained faithful to David, and

pædia, s. v.; also marg.), who presided over the three divisions of the army which crushed the
was intrusted with the command of one of the

district of Dor,andmarriedTaphath, the daughter rebellion (2Sam . 18:2 , 12) , B. C. 967.

of Solomon (1 Kings 4:11 ), B. C. after 960.
In the revolt of Sheba, the Benjamite, David

ABIN'OAM (Heb. Dyzn, ab-ee-no'-am , fa- ordered Amasa to muster the forcesof Judah in

ther of pleasantness or grace, i. e., gracious), the three days . His tardiness compelled David to again

father ofBarak, the judge ( Judg. 4 :6, 12 ; 5 :1, 12), have recourse to the sons of Zeruiah, and Abishai
B. C. after 1170. was appointed to pursue Sheba, which he did

ABIRAM (Heb. 573 , ab-ee-rawm ', father the Pelethites, and all the mighty men (2 Sam.
(accompanied by Joab), leading the Cherethites,

of height, i. e ., lofty, proud ).i

20 : 6–10) . Later, when David's life was imper

1. One of the sons of Eliab, a Reubenite , who, iled by Ishbi-benob, Abishai came to his help and

with his brother Dathan, and with On, of the slew the giant (2 Sam . 21: 15–17). He was chief

same tribe, joined Korah, a Levite, in conspiracy of the three “ mighties ” whoperformed the chiv

against Moses and Aaron, B. C. about 1190, in alrous exploit of breaking through the host of

which he, with the other conspirators, were de- the Philistines to procure David a draught of

stroyed by an earthquake (Num . 16: 1-33 ; 26 : 9 , 10 ; water from the well of his native Bethlehem

Deut. 11:6). See KORAH.
(2 Sam . 23:14–17). Among the exploits of this

2. The eldest son of Hiel, the Beth-elite, who hero it is mentioned (2 Sam . 23:18) that he with

died prematurely (for such is the evident import stood three hundred men and slew them with his

of the statement) for the presumption or igno- spear, but the occasion of this adventure , and

rance of his father, in fulfillment of the doom pro- the time and manner of his death , are equally

nounced upon the posterity of him who should I unknown.
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ABISHALOM ABLUTION

In 2 Sam. 8:13 , the victory over the Edomites also with Obadiah, son of Arnan, and father of

in the valley of Salt is ascribed to David , but in Shechaniah in 1 Chron . 3:21 .

1 Chron. 18:12, to Abishai. It is hence probable AB'JECT (Heb. 17?, nay-keh', a smiter ), one

that the victory was actually gained by Abishai,
but is ascribed to David as king and commander smiting with the tongue, i. e . , a railer, slanderer

(Kitto, s. v. ).
(Psa. 35:15 ; comp. Jer. 18:18). See GLOSSARY.

ABISH'ALOM , a fuller form ( 1 Kings 15 : 2 , 10) ABLUTION , a ceremonial washing, it might

of the name ABSALOM (9. v .). be of the person (or part thereof), clothing, ves

ABISHUA (Heb . Yup, ab -ee-shooʻ-ah, sels, or furniture, as a symbolof purification.
1. Cleansing from the taint of an inferior con

father of welfare).

1. The son of Phineas ( grandson of Aaron ), and of this sort was the washing with water ofAaron
dition preparatory to initiation into a higher one.

fourth high priest of the Jews(1 Chron. 6: 4 , 5, 50) . and his sons before they were invested with the

2. One of the sons of Bela, the son of Benja: priestly robes and anointed with the holyoil

min (1 Chron. 8 :4) ; possibly the same as Jerimoth | Exod . 29:4 ; Lev. 8:6). The same is doubtless

( 1 Chron. 7: 7).
true of the ablution of persons and raiment which

AB'ISHÚR (Heb . 7700932 , ab-ee-shoor ', father was required of theIsraelites as a preparation to

of the wall, i . e. , stronghold, or perlaps mason ), I their receiving the law from Sinai (Exod. 19 :10–15).

the second son of Shammai, of the 2. Preparation for special

tribe of Judah. He was the hus. act of religious service . The

band of Abihail, and father of two priests before they entered in

sons, Ahban and Molid ( 1 Chron. to the service of the tabernacle

2:28, 29 ). were required, under penalty of

AB'ITAL (Heb. 12 ab-ee
death , to wash their hands and

feet . For this purpose a large

tal', father of the dew, i. e. , fresh ),
basin of water always stood

in readiness (Exod. 30: 18–21 ;

Lev. 16) . The Egyptian priests

carried the practice to a bur.
densome extent. Herodotus

tells us ( ii , 37) that they shaved

their bodies every third day,

that no insect or other filth

might be upon them when they

served the gods . The Mo.

hammedan law requires ablu.

tion before each of the five

daily prayers, permitting it to

be performed with sand when

water is not to be had, as in

the desert.

3. Purification from actual

defilement. Eleven species of

uncleanness of this nature are

recognized by the Mosaic law

(Lev . 12-15), the purification
for which ceased at the end of

a prescribed period, provided

the unclean person then washed

bis body and his clothes. In a

few cases, such as leprosy and

the defilement caused by touch
Hand Washing in the East.

ing a dead body, he remained

unclean seven days. The Jews

the fifth wife of David and mother of Shephatiah, afterward introduced many other causes of defile

who was born in Hebron (2 Sam . 3 :4 ; 1 Chron. ment, being equaled, however, by the Moham

3:3).
medans.

ABITUB (Heb. 570778 , ab -ee-toob', father
4. Declaration of freedom from guilt of a par

of goodness, i. e., good ), a son of Shaharaim , a ation for the murder of a man by unknown hands,
ticular action. An instance of this is the expi

Benjamite, by his wife Hushim , in Moab ( 1 Chron. when the elders of the nearest village washed

8:11 ). their hands over a slain heifer, saying, “ Our

ABIUD, a Grecised form (Matt. 1:13) of hands have not shed this blood, neither have our

ABIHUD (q . v. ) , the great-great-grandson of Zerub- eyes seen it ” (Deut. 21 : 1-9) . The Pharisees car

babel , and father of Eliakim , among the paternal ried the practice of ablution to such excess ,
from

ancestry of Jesus (Matt. 1:13 ). He is probably the affectation of purity while the heart was left

the same with Judah, son of Joanna, and father unclean, that our Lord severely rebuked them for

of Joseph in the maternal line (Luke 3:26), and their lıypocrisy (Matt. 23:25).
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ABNER

a

“ All these practices come under the head of 5 , 15). (2) Under Ish -bosheth. After the death

purification from uncleanness ; the acts involving of Saul, B. C. 1000, Abner, taking advantage of
which were made so numerous that persons of the the feeling entertained in the other tribes against

stricter sect could scarcely niove without contract. Judah, took Ish -bosheth , a surviving son of Saul,

ing some involuntary pollution .” Therefore, they to Mahanaim , and proclaimed him king, and ruled

never entered their houses without ablution , from in his name. This happened five years after

the strong probability that they had unknowingly Saul's death, the intervening time being probably

contracted some defilement on the streets. They occupied in recovering land from the Philistines

were especially careful never to eat without wash- (K. and D. , Com ., in loco) and in gaining influence
ing their hands (Mark 7: 1-5). A distinction with the other tribes. A sort of desultory war

must be made between this cereroonial washing fare was kept up for two years between the armies

and ordinary cleansing of the hands as a matter of David and Ish -bosheth . The only engagement

of decency. When the charge was made against of which we have an account is the battle of

our Lord's disciples that they “ ate with unwashen Gibeah, Joab and Abner commanding the oppos

hands ” it was not meant that they did not at all ing forces. (3) Slays Asahel . Abner was beaten

wash their hands, but that they did not do it and fed for his life, but was pursued by Asahel

ceremonially. (brother of Joab and Abishai). Abner, not wish.

These ceremonial washings were prescribed ing to have a blood feud with Joab ( for, according

with such minute details as to be not only burden- to usage, Joab would become the avenger of his

some, but sometimes impossible. Before the cere- brother Asahel, in case he was slain ), begged

mony one must decide the kind of food to be Asabel to cease following him and pursue soine

partaken of—whether it was prepared first fruits, other one. Asahel refused, and Abner thrust

cominon food , or holy, i . e. , sacrificial food. “ The him through with a back stroke of his spear.

water was poured on both hands, which must be The pursuit was kept up by Joab and Abishai

free from anything covering them, such as gravel, until sunset, when a parley was held between the

mortar, etc. The hands were liſted up, so as to leaders, and Joab sounded the trumpet of recall .

make the water run to the wrist, in order to in- Abner retired to Mahanaim and Joab to Hebron

sure that the whole hand was washed and that ( 2 Sam . 2 : 8-30). ( 4 ) Breaks with Ish - bosheth .

the water polluted bythe hand did not again run At last Abner took a step which was so presump

downthe fingers. Similarly,each hand was rubbed tuous and significant of his consciousness of

with the other (the fist), provided the hand that power that even the feebler Islı -bosheth pro

rubbed bad been affused ; otherwise the rubbing tested . It was the exclusive right of the suc.
might be done against the head, or even against a cessor to the throne to cohabit with the concubines

wall. But there was one point on which special of the deceased king. Yet Abner took to his own

stress was laid. In the first affusion ' which was harem Rizpah one of Saul's concubines. The

all that originally was required when the hands rebuke of Ish -bosheth so greatly enraged him that

were not Levitically defiled, the water had to he declared his purpose of abandoning the house
run down to the wrist. If the water remained of Saul and allying himself with David ( 2 Sam .

short of the wrist, the hands were not clean. 3 : 6-9). To excuse, his conduct he asserted that

Accordingly, the words of St. Mark can only mean he was aware of the divine purpose concerning

that the Pharisees eat not 'except they wash David. (5 ) Joins David. He made overtures

their hands to the wrist.' If the hands were de through messengers to David, who required, as a

filed ' two affusions were required : the first to re- preliminary, the restoration of his wife, Michal,

move the defilement, and the second to wash who had been given to Phaltiel by Saul. Abner

away the waters that had contracted the defile made a tour among the elders of Israel and Ben
ment of the hands. Accordingly, on the affusion jamin, advocating the cause of David. He then

of the first waters the hands were elevated, and repaired in person to David , who showed him

the water made to run down at the wrist, while at great attention and respect, giving him and the

the second waters the hands were depressed, so twenty men accompanying him a feast. In return

that the water might run off by the finger joints Abner promised to gather all Israel to the stand

and tips ” (Edersheim, Life and Times of Jesus, ard of David, and was then dismissed in peace

ii, 11 ). (2 Sam . 3 : 9, sq . ) . (6) Slain by Joab. Joab, re

ABNER . - 1. Name and Family. ( Heb. turning from Hebron from a military expedition,

28, ab -nare', father of light, i. e. , enlightening.) and fearing the influence of such a man as Abner

The son of Ner and uncle of Saul (being the to theking, but doubtless in his name, he sent
resolved to avenge his brother's death . Unknown

brother of his father, Kish). messengers after Abner to call him back . Draw .

2. Personal History. (1) Under Saul. Ab- ing Abner aside under the pretense of private

ner was a renowned warrior, and the commander- conversation, he smote him under the fifth rib so

in - chief of the army of Saul ( 1 Sam. 14:50), B. C. that he died ( 2 Sam . 3:6-30). Abner was buried

1030. He was the person who conducted David at Hebron with the honors due to a prince and

into the presence of Saul after the death of Go- chieftain, David himself following the bier (vers.

liath ( 1 Sam . 17:57). He was doubtless held in 31 , 32). David's lamentation over Abner exoner .

high esteem by Saul, and with David and Jonated him in public opinion from any blame, and

athan sat at the king's table ( 1 Sam . 20:25 ) . He his declaration to his servants (2 Sam . 3:38 , 39;

accompanied Saul to Hachilah in his pursuit of showed that he could properly estimate the char.

David , who sarcastically reproached him for not acter even of an enemy, and that he would have

keeping more securely his master (1 Sam. 26 : 1 , punished his murderer had he only the power.
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ABOMINATION ABRAHAM

ܙܙ

ABOMINATION (Heb.51: ,pig -gool', filth, less, consider this a manifestation of contempt

Lev. 7:18 ; VIP', shik -koots', unclean , Deut.29:17, for themselves and their gods, and this would so

enrage them that they would stone the Israelites.

etc.; Y ', sheh®-kets, rejected, Lev. 7:21 , etc.; ABOMINATIONOF DESOLATION (Heb .

-7230m, to-ay-baw ', causing abhorrence,Gen.43:32; dawa yupu, Dan. 11:31 ; or Draw yopo, Dan.

Gr. Boé vypa, bdel'-oog-mah, Matt. 24:15, etc.). 12:11 ; desolating filthiness),means, doubtless, the

This word is used to denote that which is par- removal of the stated worship of Jehovah, and

ticularly offensive to the moral sense , the religious the setting up of the idol altaron Jehovah'saltar

feeling, or the natural inclination of the soul. of burnt offering by Antiochus Epiphanes, who

Israel became an abomination to the Philistines dedicated the temple to Jupiter Olympus. Jo

because of the antipathy caused by reverses in sephus and the author of the first book of Mac .

war ( 1 Sam . 13 :4) ; David , for his distressed con- cabees refer to this as the accomplishment of

dition, was an abomination to his friends (Psa. Daniel's prophecy, in declaring that “ they set up
88 : 8 ). See SUPPLEMENT. the abomination of desolation upon the altar ”

The practices of sin — such as the swellings of (1 Macc. 1:59 ; 6 :7 ; Josephus, Ant., xii , 5 , 4 ; 7,6).

pride , lips of falsehood, the sacrifices of the wicked, Jesus quotes the words in Matt. 24:15 ,and applies

and the foul rites of idolatry — are stigmatized as it to what is to take place when the Romans invest

abominations (Prov. 6:16 ; 12:22 ; 15 :8 ; Jer. 6:15 , Jerusalem , advancing with their image-crowned'
etc. ). standards, regarded as idols by the Jews. A still

There are some peculiar applications ofthe term , later appearance of the “ abomination of desola

to which attention is called : tion in the holy place ” was when Hadrian set up

1. “ The Egyptians might not eat bread with the figure of a boar over the Bethlehem gate of

the Hebrews, for that is an abomination (toëbah ') the city, erected a temple o Jupiter upon the site

unto the Egyptians ” (Gen. 43:32). The explana- of the Jewish temple, and caused an image of

tion probably is that the Egyptians thought them- himself to be set up in the part which answered

selves ceremonially defiled if they ate with stran . to the most holy place .

gers. The primary reason may have been that
A'BRAHAM (Heb . 1778, ab-raw -hawm ',

the cow was the most sacred animal to the Egyp
tians, and the eating of it was obnoxious to them ; father of a multitude). Up to Gen. 17 : 5 , also in

whereas it was eaten and sacrificedby the Jews 1 Chron . 1:27 ; Neh. 9: 7 , he is uniformly called

and most other nations. The Jews themselves, in Abram (Heb. 278, ab-rawm ', high father). “ The

later times, considered it unlawful to eat or drink name of Abram - Abu -ramu, ' the exalted father'

with foreigners in their houses, or even to enter -is found in early Babylonian contracts ” (Sayce,

their dwellings ( John 18:28 ; Acts 10:28 ; 11: 3 ). Higher Crit . , p . 159).

2. Joseph told his brethren to answer when i. Family. Abraham was a native of Chaldea ,

questioned by Pharaoh , “ Thy servants' trade hath and descendant in the ninth generation from Shem ,

been about cattle from our youth even until now , the son of Noah . His father's name was Terah,

both we, and also our fathers. Joseph adds as a and he was born in Ur, B. C. perhaps 2333 (Gen.

reason for giving this statement, “ That ye may 11:27 ). See SUPPLEMENT.

dwell in the land of Goshen ; for every shepherd is 2. Personal History. “ The life of Abra

an abomination unto the Egyptians." The origin ham , from his call to his death, consists of four

of this feeling is nowhere given either in sacred periods, the commencement of each of which is

or profane history, but the fact is beyond dis- marked by a divine revelation of sufficient im.

pute, being amply attested by the evidence of the portance to constitute a distinct epoch.”

monuments, on which shepherds are always rep- ( 1 ) The First Period.- The Call. ( 1 ) REMOVAL

resented in a low and degrading attitude. It may To CHARRAN. When Abraham was about seventy

be that this feeling arose from the subjugation of years of age he, with his father Terah, hisnephew

Lower and Middle Egypt by a tribe of nomad Lot, and his wife Sarah, went and abode in

shepherds; or that the Egyptians,as a settled and Charran (Gen. 11:27–31). The reason for this

civilized people, detested the lawless and predatory movement is given in Acts 7 : 2 , 3 : “ The God of

habits of the wandering shepherd tribes, which glory appeared unto our father Abraham when he

then as now bounded the valley of the Nile and was in Mesopotamia , before he dwelt in Charran,

occupied the Arabias , and said unto him , Get thee out from thy coun

3. When Pharaoh told the Israelites to sacri- try, and from thy kindred, and come into the land

fice to “ your God ” without going to the desert, which I shall show thee ." (2 ) LEAVES CHARRAN.

Moses replied, “ It is not meet so to do ; for we At the death of his father the call to Abraham

shall sacrifice the abomination of the Egyptians was renewed . " Now the Lord had said unto

to the Lord our God : lo, shall we sacrifice the Abram , Get thee out of thy country , and from

abomination of the Egyptians before their eyes, thy kindred, and from thy father's house ,:unto a

and will they not stone us ? ” ( Exod . 8:26 .) Some land that I will show thee ” ( Gen. 12 :1-3 ). A

think the abomination to consist in the sacrifice of condition was annexed to the call that he should

the cow . Others ( K. and D. , Com ., in loco) think that separate from his father's house and leave his

“ the Israelites would not carry out the rigid regu . native land . He left his brother Nahor's family

lations observed by the Egyptians with regard to (who had also come to Charran, comp. Gen. 22 :

the cleanness of the sacrificial animals, and in 20, 23 ; 24:29 , and 27:43 ) and departed, taking

fact would not observe the sacrificial rites of the with him Lot, probably regarded as his heir (Jo

Egyptians at all.” The Egyptians would, doubt- sephus, Ant., i, 7 , 1 ), and all his substance, to go

(
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ABRAHAM

any should

1 )

-

A not knowing whither " (Heb. 11 :8). ( 3) REACHES on the war usages still subsisting in Arabia,

CANAAN. He traveled until he came into the land Abraham had a claim to all the recovered goods.

of Canaan, and formed his first encampment in The king of Sodom recognized this right, but

the vale of Moreh, between the mountains of Abraham refused to accept anything, even from

Ebal and Gerizim , where his strong faith was re- a thread to a shoe latchet, lest say, “ I

warded by the second promise that his seed should have made Abram rich " (Gen. 14:17, sq. ).
possess this land . Here Abraham built “an altar

( 2) The Second Period . — Thepromise of a lineal

to the Lord , who appeared unto him. ” It is prob- heir and the conclusion of the covenant (Gen. 15,

able that the Canaanites were jealous of Abraham , 16). ( 1 ) VISION OF ABRAHAM. Soon after this

and that he therefore soon removed to the moun- Abraham's faith was rewarded and encouraged by

tainous district between Beth-el and Ai, where he a distinct and detailed repetition of former prom .

also built an altar to Jehovah . (4 ) IN EGYPT. ises, and by a solemn covenant contracted be

He still moved southward until , at length, com- tween himself and God . He was told , and he

pelled by a famine, he went into Egypt. Fearing believed, that his seed should be as the stars of

that the beauty of Sarah would tempt the Egyp- i heaven for number, and that his posterity should

tians and endanger his life, he caused her to pass grow up into a nation under foreign bondage, and

for his sister, a term used in Hebrew , as in many that after four hundred years they should come

other languages, for a niece, which she really was up and possess the land in which he sojourned

(Smith's 0. T. Hist., p. 72). Sarah was taken to (Gen. 15 ). (2) Birth Of ISAMAEL. Ten years

the royal harem and Abraham loaded with val . Abraham had dwelt in Canaan, and still he had

uable gifts, that could not be refused without an no child. Sarah, being now seventy- five years of

insult to the king, which he did not deserve. age, and probably despairing of bearing children

Warned of his mistake, Pharaoh summoned Abra- herself, persuaded Abraham to take Hagar, her

ham, and indignantly rebuked him for his subter- Egyptian handmaid , who bore him Ishmael (Gen.

fuge. He then dismissed Abraham , who went 16 ), B. C. 2247.

out of Egypt, taking his wife and Lot and his (3) The Third Period . - The establishment of

great wealth with him (Gen. 12). ( 5) RETURN TO covenant, change of name, and the appointment

Canaan. Having reached his former encamp- of the covenant sign of circumcision (Gen. 17-21 ).

ment between Beth -el and Ai , he again establishes (1 ) CHANGE OF NAME. Thirteen years more pass

the worship of Jehovah (Gen. 13:3, 4). The in- by, and Abraham reached his ninety-ninth year.

creased wealth of Abraham and Lot became the God appeared to him , and favored him with still

cause of their separation . The country did not more explicit declarations of his purpose. He

furnish sufficient pasture for the flocks and herds changed his name from Abram to Abraham , re.

of Abrabam and Lot, and dissensions arose be- newed his covenant, and in token thereof com

tween their herdsmen . In order to avoid strife manded that he and his should receive circumci.

and consequent weakness before their enemies, sion. Abraham was assured that Sarah, then

Abraham proposed that they occupy different dis- ninety years old , should a year hence become the

tricts. He gave the choice of locality to Lot, mother of Isaac, the heir of the special promises.

who selected the plain of Jordan, and went thither Abraham wavered in faith and prayed for Ish

and pitched his tent. The childless Abraham mael, whom God promised abundantly to bless ,

was rewarded with a third blessing, in which but declared that he would establish his covenant

God reiterated his promise to give him the land with Isaac. (2) CIRCUMCISION. That very day

and a posterity like the dust of the earth for Abraham , his son Ishmael, and all the males

number. Then Abraham removed bis tent, and of his household were circumcised (Gen. 17 ).

came and dwelt in Mamre, near Hebron, and (3) Visi Abraham was favored,

built an altar (Gen. 13 ). ( 6) RESCUES Lot. Lot shortly after, with another interview with God.

was now involved in danger. The five cities Sitting in his tent door under the oaks of Mamre,

of the plain had become tributary to Chedorlao- he saw three travelers approaching , and offered
mer, king of Elam . In the thirteenth year of them his hospitality. They assented, and partook

their subjection they revolted, and Chedorlaomer of the fare provided, Abraham standing in re.

marched against them with three allied kings. spectful attendance, according to oriental custom .

The kings of Sodom and Gomorrah fell, their These three persons were, doubtless, the “ Angel

cities were spoiled, and Lot and his goods were Jehovah " and two attending angels. The prom

carried off (Gen. 14: 1–12). Word was brought to ise of a son by Sarah was renewed, and her in

Abraham, who immediately armed his dependents, credulity rebuked. The strangers continued their

three hundred and eighteen men, and with his journey , Abraham walking some way with them.

Amorite allies overtook and defeated them at (4 ) DESTRUCTION OF Sodom. The Lord revealed to

Dan, near the springs of Jordan. Abraham and him the coming judgment upon Sodom and Go

his men pursued them as far as the neighborhood morrah ; and then followed that wondrous plead

of Damascus, and then returned with Lot and all ing in behalf of the cities (Gen. 18). Abraham

the men and goods that had been taken away. rose early the next morning to see the fate of the

B.O.perhaps 2250. ( 7) MEETS MELCHIZEDEK. Ar- cities, and saw their smoke rising “ up as the

rived at Salem on their return, they were met by smoke of a furnace ” (Gen. 19:27–29), B. C. 2225.

MELCHIZEDEK ( q . v . ) , king of Salem , and “priest (6) SARAH TAKEN BY ABIMELECH. After this Abra.

of the most high God,” who brought him refresh- ham journeyed southward , and dwelt between

ments. He also blessed Abraham in the name of Kadesh and Shur,and sojourned in Gerar. Abim.

the most high God, and Abraham presented himelech, king of Gerar, sent and took Sarah , but

with a tenth ofthe spoils. By strict right, founded was warned of God in a dream, and sent her back

OF ANGELS.

2
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ABRAHAM

BORN.

1

the next morning to Abraham, whom he reproved promises formerly made to Abraham were then
for the deceit he had employed. He was healed in confirmed in the most solemn manner. Abraham

answer to Abraham's prayer (Gen. 20) . (6) Isaac returned unto his young men, and with them went

At length , when Abraham was one hun- to Beer-sheba and dwelt there (Gen. 22: 1–19).

dred years old, and Sarah ninety, the long-prom . (2) DEATH OF SARAH. The next event recorded

ised heir was born, B. C. 2233. The altered in Abraham's life is the death of Sarah, aged one

position of Ishmael in the family excited the ill- hundred and twenty -seven years, at or near He

will of himself and his mother. This was so ap- bron , B. C. 2193. Abraham purchased ,of Ephron

parent in the mocking behavior of Ishmael at the the Hittite, the cave of Machpelah, the field in

weaning of Isaac, that Sarah insisted that heand which it stood, and all the trees in the field, and

Hagar should be sent away, to which Abraham there he buried Sarah (Gen. 23 ) . (3) MARRIAGE

reluctantly consented . Abraham , after settling of Isaac. His next care was to procure a suitable

a dispute concerning a well taken by Abimelech's wife for Isaac. He commissioned his eldest serv .

servants, made a treaty with him (Gen. 21 ). ant to go to Haran, where Nahor had settled, and

(4) The Fourth Period. ( 1) ABRAHAM'S GREAT get a wife for his son from his own family. He

TRIAL (Gen. 22–25: 11), B. C. 2213. When Isaac went, and, directed by God , chose Rebekah, the

was nearly grown (twenty-five years old, says | daughter of Bethuel, son of Nahor. In due time
he returned , and Rebekah was installed in

Sarah's tent as chief lady of the camp

(Gen. 24), B. C. 2193. Some time after

Abraham took another wife, Keturah, by

whom he had several children . These,

together with Ishmael, seem to have been

Abraham's Oak.

Josephus, Ant., i , 13, 2) God subjected Abraham | portioned off by their father in his lifetime, and

to a terrible trial of his faith and obedience. He sent away to the east, that they might not inter

commanded him to go to Mount Moriah (perhaps fere with Isaac. (4 ) DEATH. Abraham died, aged
where the temple afterward stood) and there offer one hundred and seventy -five years, and was buried,

up Isaac, whose death would nullify all his hopes by Isaac and Ishmael, in the cave of Machpelah
and the promises. Probably human sacrifices al. ( Gen. 25 ), B. C. 2158.

ready existed , and therefore the peculiar trial lay 3. Character. In studying the life of Abra

in the singularposition of Isaac and the improba- ham one is deeply impressed with several beauti.

bility of his being replaced . Abraham decided to ful traits of his character. Where, for example,
obey, “ accounting (literally, reasoning) that God do we find such an example of courteousness as

was able to raise him up, even from the dead " Abraham furnishes for our imitation in his en

(Heb. 11:19) . Assisted by his two servants he made tertainment of the strangers in Mamre ? How

preparations for the journey,and started early promptly he offers his hospitality ; with what del.

the next morning. On the third day he saw the icate regard for the feelings of his guests would

place, and told his servants that he and his son he make it appear that they will oblige him more
would proceed on further to worship and return. by accepting than he does them by offering his

Upon Isaac's asking, “ Where is the lamb for a hospitality (Gen. 18 : 3-5). Nor was Abraham's

burnt offering ? " Abraham replied, “ The Lord generosity less apparent, so graciously shown, in
will provide himself a lamb." The altarwas built his treatment of Lot. He insists neither upon

and Isaac placed thereon . The uplifted hand of the obligations due him as Lot's adopted father

the father was arrested by the angel of Jehovah, nor his advanced age ; neither does he claim his

and a rim caught in the thicket was substituted rights under the promise of God to give him the
for Isaac. Abraham called the name of the place land. He allows his nephew to have the first

Jehovah.jireh, “ the Lord will provide.” The I choice, uttering these noble words : “ Let there be
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ABRAHAM'S BOSOM ?";;, ! ABSALOM

>

1

.

no strife, I pray thee, between me and thee, and A'BRAM (Heb. 678, ab-rawm ', father of

betweenmyherdmenand thyherdmen ; forwebe height, i . e. , high father ), the original name (Gen.

brethren .” The tenderness of Abraham is no less

17 :5) of Abraham .
remarkable than his other virtues. Aware of the

sin of Sodom , his heart is stirred by the contem- ABRECH ' (Heb. 77 , ab-rake', A.V. "bow

plation of its impending doom. As he patiently, the knee " ), a word in the original of Gen. 41:43,

earnestly pleads, with the Lord to spare the where it is used in proclaiming the authority of

wretched inhabitants , we are reminded of Him Joseph . It is very difficult to fix absolutely the

who wept over the Holy City, and cried, “ O Je meaning of the word. Wilkinson ( Anc. Égyp .,

rusalem , Jerusalem, how would I have gathered ii, 24) says that the word abrek is used to the

thy children, as a hen gathereth her chickens present day by the Arabs when requiring a camel

under her wings, but ye would not.” But it is as to kneel and receive its load . The word is, prob

an example of faith that Abraham shines pre- ably, of Egyptian origin, but changed so as to

eminent. How ' severe its tests - called to leave have a Hebrew sound. In the Coptic Aberek or

his country, and go he knew not where ; to so- Abrek means " bow the head.” Origen and

journ in the land of promise as in a strange coun- Jerome think Abrech means “ a native Egyptian ; "

try ; to expect an heir when his wife was past consider how desirable it was to have Joseph cease

age; but he never wavers. This faith culminates to be regarded as a foreigner : it has the meaning

on Moriah, where he is to slay his promised heir, of naturalization.

but falters not, expecting, by reason of his faith, AB'SALOM . - 1. Name and Family. (Heb.

that God would from the ashes of sacrifice restore

him his son . " In Paul's catalogue of immortalsbibuze, ab-shaw -lome', bibag ab-ee-shaw

Abraham shines a star of greatest magnitude. ” lome', father of peace. ) The third son of David,

Abraham had his failings, as who has not ? He and his only one by Maacah, the daughter of Tal

trusted God to restore the life of his son, yet he mai, king of Geshur (2 Sam . 3 :3 ), born B. C.

did not trust him to protect the honor of his wife, about 1000.
and was thus twice led into falsehood . 2. Personal History. (1 ) Avenges Tamar.

NOTE:-(1) Sacrifice of Isaac. Some havefound it Absalom's sister, Tamar, becamethe object of the

diMcult to reconcile God's coinmand to sacrifice Isaac lustful desire of Amnon, her half brother, David's
with his prohibition of human sacrifices (Lev. 18:21; eldest son , and was violated by him ( 2 Sam. 13 :
20 : 2 ) . We answer , "God's design was not to secure a

certain outward act, but a certain state of mind , a 1-18 ). According to Eastern notions the duty of
willingness to give up the beloved object to Jehovah " avenging his sister's wrong fell upon Absalom .
Haley ),

form thatAbraham could not understand it in any other in his own house, saying nothing to Amnon,
" The divine command was given in such a Hé therefore took Tamar and kept her secluded

way than as requiring an outward burnt offering, be

cause there was no other way in which Abraham could “ neither good nor bad.” After two years had

accomplish the complete surrender of Isaacthan by an passed he found an opportunity for revenge. He

actual preparation for really offering the desiredsacri- then invited all his brethren ,including Amnon,
ice ” ( Keil, Com. ). See SACRIFICE , HUMAN . (2) Gen.

12:5, states that Abraham went forth to go intothe to a great sheep-shearing at Baal-hazor, and, to

land of Canaan," but Heh. 11:8, that he went out, not lull suspicion, requested the presence of his father
knowing whither he went." At first the name of the also. Amid 'the nirth of the feast, while they

country was not revealed to him . It is designated sim
ply as a land that I will show thee " (Gen. 12:1). But were warm with wine, the servants of Absalom,

" had been mentioned at the at a preconcerted signal,fell upon Amnon and
outset, it migbt stillbetrue that he went forth .“ not slew him (2 Sam. 13:23–29). Absalom fled to his
knowing wbither be went." For, in those days of slow
transit, imperfect intercommunication , and meager grandfather, Talmai, and remained there three

geographical knowledge, the mere name of a country years (vers. 37, 38). (2) Return to Jerusalem .
severalhundred miles distant would convey almost no David, yearning for his exiled son Absalom (v. 39),
idea of the country itself ( Haley) . See SUPPLEMENT.

yielded easily to the scheme of Joab, and per

ABRAHAM'S BOSOM, The phrase " to mitted Absalom to return to Jerusalem , but not

be in one's bosom ” applies to the person who so to appear before him . Absalom dwelt for two

reclines at the table that his head is brought al. whole years in Jerusalem , and then sent for Joab,

most into the bosom of the one sitting next above who refused to see him , until Absalom ordered

bim. To be in Abraham's bosom signified to his servants to burn his (Joab's) barley field.

occupy the seat next to Abraham, i. e. , to enjoy Then Joab secured for him an interview with the

the same felicity with Abraham . Jesus, accom- king ( 2 Sam. 14). ( 3) Preparations for revolt.

modating his speech to the Jews, describes the But Absalom proved himself false and faithless.

condition of Lazarus after death by this figure He secretly plotted a revolt,propitiating the popu

(Luke 16:22, 23). “ Abraham's bosom ” is also lace by the beauty of his person and the magnifi.

an expression of the Talmud for the state of bliss cence of his surroundings, riding in a chariot with

after death. Father Abraham was, to the Israel- fifty outriders. He also fostered the discontent

ites, in the corrupt times of their later supersti- of the people by insinuations against his father's

tions, almost what the Virgin Mary is to the Rom- justice. Other causes, doubtless, were favorable

ish Church . He is constantly invoked as though for Absalom : the affair of Bath -sheba, the probable

he could hear the prayers of his descendants, disaffection of Judah for being merged in one

wherever they are ; and he is pictured standing common Israel, and less attention on the part of

at the gate of paradise to receive and embrace David, through age, to individual complaints

his children as they enter, and the whole family ( 2 Sam. 15 :1-6 ). ( 4) Revolt. When the plot

of his faithful descendants is gathered to his was ripe, Absalom sought and obtained leave to

go to Hebron, to pay a vow which he had made at

even if the name Canaan

"

:

arms,
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Geshur in case he should be permitted to return dan in pursuit of his father (2 Sam . 17:25 , 26 ).

to Jerusalem . He had sent spies throughout all A battle was fought in the wood of Ephraim. The

the tribes of Israel, summoning those favorable to army of Absalom was defeated, twenty thousand

his cause to assemble at Hebron, whither he went were slain, and a still greater number perished in

attended by two hundred unsuspecting adherents the defiles of the forest. ( 7) Death . Absalom

( 2 Sam. 15 :7–11). His next step was to send for filed on a swift mule, and, riding through the

Ahithophel, David's counselor, and secure his ap- forest, his long locks became entangled in the

proval and advice (2 Sam. 15:12 ), he being an boughs of a great terebinth (or oak), and he was

oracle in Israel (2 Sam. 16:23). (5) Entry into left suspended. Joab, being informed of this,

Jerusalem . When David heard the sad tidings hastened to the spot and slew him, notwithstand

of revolt he at once prepared for flight, and, leav- ing David's request that he should be spared. The

ing Jerusalem , repaired to Mahanaim, beyond body was taken down and cast into a pit, over

Jordan (2 Sam. 15:13, sq.). Absalom now entered which the people raised a greatheap of stones as

Jerusalem (2 Sam. 15:37), and, through the advice a mark of abhorrence, a burial which the historian

of Ahithophel, publicly took possession of the contrasts with the splendid monument prepared

portion of his father's harem left in the city. The by Absalom for himself in the “King's Dale ”

motive in this latter act was the more unreserved (2 Sam. 18: 1-18), B. C. 967 . Absalom had three

support of the people, from the assurance that sons and one daughter, the latter named Tamar

any reconcilement between Absalom and his fa- | ( 2 Sam. 14:27 ), who alone survived him (2 Sam.

ther would hereafter be impossible (2 Sam . 16 :20– 18:18 ) and became the mother of Maachah, the

22). Absalom had already met Hushai, who had wife of Rehoboam (2 Chron. 11:20, 21 ).

NOTE .-- ( 1) Weight ofhair . “ At every year's end ."

Literally , from the end of days to days ; i. e., from

time to time. Though Absalom's hair was doubtless

very heavy, and thus was cousidered beautiful, the

weight given, two hundred shekels , is too much .There

is evidently an error in the text (Keil , Com .; 2 Sam .

14:26 ) . (2 ) After forty years . “This is an error in the

text, forDavid reigned but forty years in all (1 Kings

2:11), and he certainly had reigned many years before

Absalom's rebellion . The Syriac and Arabic versions

read four years, and with this agrees Josephus "
(Whedon, Com.).

ABSTINENCE , a general term signifying to

refrain from something or some action . In the

ecclesiastical sense it means the refraining from

certain kinds of food or drink on certain days.

1. Jewish. The first mention of abstinence

in Scripture is found in Gen. 9 :4, where the use

of blood was forbidden to Noah. The next is in

Gen. 32:32 : “ Therefore the children of Israel eat

not of the sinew which shrank , which is upon the

hollow of the thigh, unto this day : because he

(the angel) touched the hollow of Jacob's thigh in

the sinew that shrank . ” The law confirmed ab.

stinence from blood (Lev. 3:17), and the use even

of lawful animals if the manner of their death

rendered it likely that they were not properly

bled (Exod. 22:31 ; Deut. 14:21 ). Whole classes
Absalom's Tomb.

of animals which might not be eaten are given in

Lev. 11. See ANIMAL ; Food. Certain parts of

been sent to join him by David, that he might lawful animals, as being sacred to the altar, were

be instrumental in thwarting the counsels of forbidden , viz . : the caul (or net covering the

Ahithophel (2 Sam. 15 :33–37 ; 16 : 16–19). A liver), the kidneys, and the fat upon them, the fat

council of war was held to consider the course covering the entrails, also the tail of the “ fat

to be pursued against David , Abithophel ad . tailed sheep ” (Lev. 3 :9-11). Everything conse

vised the immediate pursuit and death of the crated to idols was also interdicted (Exod. 34:15 ) .

king—that one death would close the war. Hu- While engaged in their official duties, the priests

shai, to gain time for David, urged his skill and were commanded to abstain from wine and strong

bravery, the number and might of his warriors, drink (Lev. 10 : 9 ), and the Nazarites had to ab
the possibility and disastrous consequences of de- stain from strong drink and the use of grapes

feat, and advised a general gathering against during the whole time of their separation (Num.

David, and the total annihilation of him and his 6 :3). The RECHABITES (q. v.) voluntarily assumed
followers. The advice was accepted by Absalom . a constant abstinence from wine (Jer. 35: 6). The

Information was secretly sent to David, who then Essenes, a Jewish sect, were very stringent in

went beyond Jordan, and there collected force their abstinence, refusing all pleasant food, eating

sufficient to oppose Absalom (2 Sam . 17 : 1-14, nothing but coarse bread and drinking only water,

21–24). (6) Anointed king. Absalom was for: while some abstained from all food until evening.

mally anointed king (2 Sam . 19:10 ), appointed 2. Christian . Some among the early Chris.

Amasa captain of his host, and crossed over Jor- tian converts thought themselves bound by the
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Mosaical regulations respecting food ,and abstained 177, raw -tsaw ', to take pleasure in ; Gr. 8exouan

from . flesh sacrificed to idols, and from animals dekl '-om -ahee, to take with the hand, i . e ., to re

accounted unclean by the law. Others considered ceive with hospitality). To accept is to receive with

this a weakness, and boasted of the freedom with pleasure and kindness(Gen. 32:20), and is the op.

which Christ had set them free. Paul discusses posite to reject, which is a direct refusal with dis

this matter in Rom. 14 :1-3 ; 1 Cor. 8,and teaches approbation ( Jer. 6:30 ; 7:29). An accepted or

that everyone was at liberty to act according to acceptable time (Psa. 69:13 ; 2 Cor. 6:2 ) is the

his own conscience, but that the stronger should time of favor, a favorable opportunity. Luke 4:24

refrain from that which might prove a stumbling. means that no prophet is welcomed, appreciated

block to his weaker brother. In 1 Tim. 3: 3 , 4 he favorably in his own country. “Neither acceptest

reproves certain persons who should forbid mar- thou the person ,” etc. (où hapſáveis apównov) ,

riage and enjoin abstinence from meats. The
means that Jesus was not a partisan, given to

council of the apostles at Jerusalem limited en- partiality. See Meyer, Com.; Grimm , Lez.

forced abstinence upon the converts to that of Acceptance also means that relation to God
" meats offered to idols, blood, and things stran in which he is well-pleased with his children , for

gled ” (Acts 15:29).
by children of God only is it enjoyed. In Acts

In the early Church catechumenswere required , 10:35 we learn that " in every nation he that

according to Cyril and Jerome, to observe a sea- feareth him and worketh righteousness is accepted

son of abstinence and prayer for forty days ; ac- of him .”

cording to others, twenty days. Superstitious The Christian scheme bases acceptance with

abstinence on the part of the clergy was con- God on justification. Paul in Eph. 1 : 6 refers to

sidered a crime, and if that abstinence arose from “ the grace " of God, “ wherein he hath made us

the notion that any creature of God was not good accepted in the beloved.” In Christ only are we

they were liable to be deposed from office. Strict acceptable to God. Out of him we are sinners

observance of the Church fasts was enjoined.
and subjects of wrath.

ABUSE. See GLOSSARY ..
The Calvinist teaches that the sins which are

pardoned in justification include all sins, past,

ACCAD (Heb. 728, ak-kad ', a fortress), present, and future, and that God will not deal

the name of a city in Babylonia mentioned in with the believer according to his transgressions ;
Genesis (Gen. 10:10) as belonging to the kingdom whereas the Arminian holds that the state of ac

of Nimrod in the country of Shinar. See Shinar. ceptance can be maintained only by perpetually
With it are named Babel, Erech, and Calneh. believing in and appropriating to himself the

Erech and Babel are well known in later history, atoning merits of Jesus,and obediently keeping

and their sites have not been lost, but the very
God's holy commandments.

locations of Accad and of Calneh are still un ACCESS TO GOD (Gr. zapooaywyh, pros-ag

known . Accad is probably the city which is ogue-ay', act of moving to), that friendly relation

known in the early Babylonian inscriptions under with God whereby we are acceptable to him and

the name of Agade. Here in a very early period, have assurance that he is favorably disposed

by many supposed to be about 3800 B. C., a king toward us (Rom . 5 :2; Eph. 2:18 ; 3:12). In sub

Damed Sargon I held his court and established a stance it is not different from the peace of

powerful kingdom . From Agade Sargon swept God ,” i. e ., the peaceful relation of believers

westward, conquering as he went, and plundering toward God, brought about through his death. By

even to the coasts of the Mediterranean. In early the continuous power and efficiency of his atoning

times Accad was coupled with Sumer as the name act, Jesus is tho constantBringer to the Father.

of a small kin om known always the kingdom Access means the obtaining of a hearing with

of Sumer and Accad. How this name arose we God, and if a hearing, the securing in some form

do not know. It may be that Accad was also the of an answer to our requests. St. John (1 John

name of a country round about the city,and that 5:14, 15) says:" This is the confidence that we have

the kingdom had its early location in that territory. in him , that, if we ask anything according to his

However thatmay be, the nameSumer and Accad will, he heareth us : and if we know that hehear

was rather a political than a geographical term in us, whatsoever we ask, we know that we have the

its common use in the Babylonian and Assyrian petitions that we desired of him . " Here we learn

inscriptions. The people who first formed this that access to God involves asking according to

kingdom were the ancient Sumerians, whose racial his will . A child has right of access to his father.

connections are not yet known. They were the Such right and privilege are granted to, and should

inventors of the cuneiform system of writing, and be enjoyed by, every child of God. We must not

laid the basis upon which the whole system of infer that ouraccess is cut off if we do not realize

culture of the ancient Babylonians rested . The direct answers to some of our requests, but be.
Sumerians were gradually absorbed by the Sem- lieve that God heareth his children always and does

ites when they entered the country, and the con- for them the best things. See Glossary.

trol of the kingdom of Sumer and Accad passed ACʻCHO (Heb. 129, ak - ko ', sultry or heated
into their hands. The city of Accad, or Agade, sand), a town on the Mediterranean coast, thirty

disappeared in ancient times, and nothing is heard miles south of Tyre, and ten from Mount Carmel

of it in the period of Assyrian supremacy. No (Judg. 1:31 ). Known to the ancientGreeks aud

mention of it is elsewhere made in the Bible. See Romans as Ptolemais, from Ptolemy the king of

SUPPLEMENT.—R. W. R.
Egypt, who rebuilt it in 100 B. C. During the

ACCEPT, Acceptable, Accepted (Heb . Middle Ages called Acra, and subsequently called,

>
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nesus .

St. Jean d'Acre. Paul visited this place (Acts tradition was that the soilof this spot, a deep pit

21 :7). See PTOLEMAIS. or cellar, was believed to have tłe power of con

ACCOUNTABILITY is not a Bible word , suming dead bodies in the space of twenty-four
- but an abstract term for that return for his talents hours, so that whole shiploads of it are said to

and opportunities which every soul must make to have been carried away in A. D. 1218, in order to

God day by day, and especially at the judgment, cover the famous Campo Santo in Pisa.

as we are taught in Matt. 12:36 ; Rom . 14:10 ; Heb. ACHAI'A (Gr. 'Ajaia, ach -ah -ee'-ah, grief,

13:17 , and 1 Pet. 4 : 5 . It is a well-established doc- trouble ; derivation not certain ), the name once

trine of holy Scripture, attested to by the human applied to the northwest portion of the Pelopon

consciousness, that we are free moral agents, en It was afterward applied to the entiro

tirely dependent upon our Creator for our exist. Peloponnesus, called now the Morea . It was one

ence and maintenance, and rightly answerable to of the two provinces, of which Macedonia was the

him for our conduct; and that God consequently other, into which the Romans divided Greece . It

has a right to our perfect obedience and service. was under a proconsular government at the time

It is accordingly easy for us to feel that he is when Lukewrote the Actsofthe Apostles, so that

justified in calling us to a strict reckoning for all the title given to Gallio, “ deputy," was proper

he has intrusted us with. Disabled by our fall (Acts 18:12 ).

into sin , gracious strength has been provided for ACHAPICUS (Gr. 'Axaikos, ach -ah -ee -kos', an

us in the atonement, so thatwe are without ex. Achæan ), a Christian of Corinth who had rendered
cuse if we fail to do God's will.

Paul personal aid , and by him was kindly com

mended to the Corinthian church (1 Cor. 16:17),

A. D. 54.

A'CHAN (Heb. 777, aw -kawn ', troublesome),

a son of Carmi, of the tribe of Judah ; called also

Achar (1 Chron. 2: 7).

Personal History . (1) Achan's sin. By one

incident of his life Achan attained a disgraceful

notoriety. Jericho, before it was taken, was put

under that awful ban, whereby all the inhabitants

(excepting Rahab and her family) were devoted

to destruction ; all the combustible goods to be

burned, and the metals consecrated to God (Deui.

7:16, 23-26 ; Josh. 6 : 17–19 ) . After Jericho fell

(B. C. 1170 ) the whole nation kept the vow of

devotement, with the exception of Achan . His

covetousness made liim unfaithful, and, the op

portunity presenting, he took a goodly Babylonish

garment, two hundred shekels of silver, and an

ingot of gold of lifty shekels' weight ( Josh. 7:21 ).

( 2) Result of Achan's sin. Ai had been visited

by spies, who declared that it could easily be

taken . An expedition of three thousand men ,

sent against the city, was repulsed, and returned

to Joshua, who inquired of the Lord concerning
Aceldama, " The Potter's Field .”

the cause of the disaster. The answer was that

“ Israel had sinned, ... for they have even taken

ACCURSED . See ANATHEMA, BAN, OATH. of the accursed thing, and have also stolen , and

ACCUSER (Heb. 10}, law -shan ', to lick , to dissembled also, and they have pui it even among

use the tongue ; in the New Testament, Kathyopos, for Israel's defeat; and Joshua was commander
their own stuff ” (Josh. 7:11 ). This was the reason

kat-ay -gor -os, prosecutor ).

1. "Onewho has a cause or matterof contention ; lots forthe offender. ' Achan was chosen , and, be.
to sanctify the people, and on the morrow to cast

the accuser, opponent, or plaintiff in any suit ing exhorted by Joshua,made a confession of his
(Judg. 12 : 2 ; Matt. 5:25 ; Luke 12:58 ) . guilt ; which was verified by the finding of the

2. In Scripture, in a general sense, an adversary spoil in his tent. (3)Achan's punishment. Achan
or enemy (Luke 18 : 3 ; 1 Pet. 5 : 8 ). In the latter

was conveyed, with his family, property, and spoils,
passage reference is made to the old Jewish opinion to the valley (afterward called " Achor, trouble),

chat Satan was the accuser or calumniator of men where they • stoned him with stones , and burned

before God (Job 1 : 6, sq.; Rev. 12:10 ). See Ad- them with fire” (Josh . 7:25).

VERSARY .

NOTE.- (1) Objection has been urged against the use

ACELDAMA (Gr. 'Axe2sapá, ak -el-dam -ah'), of the lot to discover the guilty party.we answer that
called at preserit Hak ed -damm , It signifies the decision by lot,when ordered by God , ivvolved no

chance, but was under his special direction , as is evident
field of blood, once called the “ Potter's Field "

from the expression , " Which the Lord tabeth " ( Josh.

(Matt. 27 : 8 ; Acts 1:18 , 19 ). Now at the east 7:14 ); " The lot is cast into the lan, but the whole dis
end and on the southern slope of the valley of posing thereof is of the Lorul " (Prov. 16:33) . ( 2) The
Hinnom. The tradition which fixes this spot severity of the punishment of Achan,as regards his

family, has excited considerable comment.

reaches back to the age of Jerome. Once the dicate it by saying that Achan, by bis sin, bad fallen

Some vin
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under the ban pronouncedagainst Jericho, and was held his court here. It is stated (Ezra 6: 2) that
exposed to the samepunishinent as a town which had here was found in the palace a roll upon which
fallen away into idolatry (Deut. 13:16, 17) ; other's be

lieve that the family of Achan were privyto his crime, was the decree of Cyrus for the rebuilding of the

and therefore were deserving ofa share in hispunish- temple at Jerusalem .

ment (K. and D. , Com .) ; others, again, consider it as

the result of one of those sudden impulses of indiscrim
A'CHOR (Heb. nisy, aw-kore', trouble ), now

inate popular vengeance to which the Jewish people called Wady-el-Kelt. Its name resulted from the
were exceedingly prone (Kitto ).

sin and consequent punishment of Achan (Josh .

A'CHAR (Heb . y,aw -kawr',trouble), another 7 :24–26 ). The valley ran up from Gilgal toward

form ofthe name Achan, and given to that person Beth -el. The term “ valley of Achor ” was pro
in 1 Chron. 2:7. verbial, and the expression of the prophet (Hos

A'CHAZ (Matt. 1 :9) , elsewhere AHaz (q. v.).
2:15 ) , the valley of Achor, a door of hope,” is

ACHBOR (Heb. 712 ,ak -bore',mouse,gnaw.cipline.
still more suggestive of the good results of dis.

ing ).
ACH'SA, a less correct mode ( 1 Chron . 2:49)

1. The father of Baal-hanan, the seventh Edom- of anglicizing the name Acusan ( q. v. ).

itish king, mentioned in Gen. 36:38, 39 .
ACH'SAH (Heb . •7073, ak-saw', anklet), the

2. The son of Michaiah, and one of the courtiers

whom Josiah sent to Huldah to inquire the course name of Caleb's daughter ( 1 Chron. 2:49). Caleb

to be pursued respecting the newly discovered offered her in marriage to the man who should

book of the law (2 Kings 22:12 , 14), B. C. 624. capture the city of Debir, B. C. 1162. His own

In the parallel passage (2 Chron . 34:20 ) he is nephew, Othniel, won the prize, and onherwayto
called Abdon the son of Nicah. He is doubtless her future home she asked of her father an ad

the same person whose son , Elnathan , was cour- dition to her dower of lands. She received the

tier of Jehoiakim (Jer. 26:22 ; 36:12). valley full of springs situated near to Debir. Her

A'CHIM ( perhaps the same word as Jachin, it was considered ungracious to refuse a daughter
request was probably secured the more readily as

wchom God makes firm ), the son of Sadoc, and under such circumstances ( Josh . 15:16 , 17 ; Judg.

father of Eleazar, among the paternal ancestors 1:12, 13).

of Christ (Matt. 1:14), B. C. after 410.
ACHʻSHAPH (Heb. 90 $, ak -sharof ', fasci

A'CHISH (Heb. x, aw -keesh ', perhaps nation). Identified with the modern ruins of

angry), probably a general title of royalty, like Kesaf or Yasif, northeast of Accho. It belonged

ANJELECH (q. v.), another Philistine kingly name, to Asher (Josh. 19:25).

with which , indeed , it is interchanged in the title
ACHʻZIB (Heb. 5778, ak-zeeb', falsehood, de.

of Psa. 34 ,

1. A Philistine king of Gath with whom David ceil), a town of Asher (Josh. 19:29 ; Judg. 1 :3 ! ),
soughtrefuge from Saul (1 Sam . 21:10-15 ).The identical with es-Zib, about ten miles north of

Accho.

servants of Achish soon recognized David as the
The town of the same name in Judah ( Josh.

successful champion of Israel against Goliath, and
he only escaped by pretending madness, “ well 15:44 ; Mic. 1:14) is probably the same as Che

zib (Gen. 38:5).
knowing that the insane were held in violable, as

smitten but protected by the Deity ” (De Roths
ACKNOWLEDGE, Acknowledgment

child , * Hist. of Israel). The same person is (Gr. šniy wors, ep- ig'-no-sis, precise and correct

likely meantby Achish, to whom David again re- knowledge), used in the New Testament of the

paired. Achish received him kindly, probably knowledge of things ethical and divine ; of God ,

considering their common enmity against Saul as especially the knowledge of his holy will and of

à strong bond of union . After living awhile at the blessings which he has bestowed and con.

Gath , David received from Achish the town of stantly bestows through Christ (Eph. 1:17 ; Col.

Ziklag for a possession ( 1 Sam . 27 : 2–6) . He made 1:10 ; 2 Pet. 1 : 2); of Christ, i . e., the true knowl.

numerous forays against the neighboring nomads, edge of Christ'snature, dignity, benefits (Eph.

which he persuaded Achish were as much in his 4:13 ; 2 Pet . 1 : 8 ; 2:20). Grimm , Lex., s . v.

interest as his own ( 1 Sam . 27 : 8–12) . Achish ACRE (Heb . 7a , isch '-med, a yoke) is given as

still bad great confidence in David, and he pro- the translation of the Hebrew word which is

posed making him chief of his bodyguard ( 1 Sam . used as a measure of land, i. e . , so much as a

28 : 1 , 2). He took David and his men with him yoke of oxen can plow in a day (1 Sam. 14:14 ;

when he went up to the battle which sealed the Isa. 5:10).

fate of Saul, but was led to dismiss them by the · ACROSTIC (Gr. åkpov, ak'-ron, extremity, and
jealousy and opposition of the Philistine leaders.
l'bus David was spared from participating in the orixos,stikh'-os, verse), anode in which the first,

the first and last, or certain other letters of the
battle (1 Sam. 29 : 2-11 ), B. C. about 999.

2. Another king of Gath, the sonof Maachah, They arenotfoundin this form in the Bible. In
lines taken in order, spell a name or sentence .

to whom two servants of Shimei fled. Shimei

went to reclaim them , and thus,by leaving Jeru- the poetical parts of the Old Testament are what

salem , broke his parole and met his death ( 1 Kings 119 has as many stanzasor strophes asthere are
may be called alphabetical acrostics ; e . g., Psa .

2:39, 40), B. C. 957.
letters in the Hebrew alphabet. Each strophe

ACHMETHA (Heb. Nņam , akh-me-thaw ', has eight lines, each beyinning with the same

a station , fortress), the capital of northern letter, the first eight lines beginning with

Media. The classical name is Ecbatana . Cyrus Aleph, the next with 3 , Beth, and so on. Psa
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25 and 34 have one verse to each letter in its posterity dwelt in Jerusalem after the captivity,

order. In others , as Psa. 111 , 112, each verse is B. C. 445.

divided into two parts following the alphabet. ADA’LIA (Heb. 1978, ad -al-yaw ', probably
The Lamentationsof Jeremiah are mostly acros- of Persian origin ), one of the ten sons of Haman,

tic , and the last chapter of Proverbs has the initial the enemy ofthe Jews. He was slain by the

letters of its last twenty -two verses in alphabet- Jewsunder the royal edict at Shushan (Esth. 9: 8),

ical order. The term acrostic is used to B. C. probably 477 .

describe a modeof performing the psalmody
AD'AM . I. The first man . –. - i. Name and

of the ancient Church . A precentor began
a verseandthe people joinedhim atthe Family. (Heb. 673, aw-dawm', red ; hencead

close. The following illustrates: amah, the ground .) The first man and “ son of

Jesus, who for me hast borne God ” (Luke 3:38) by special creation . The name
E very sorrow , pain , and scorn , which God gave him (Gen. 5 :2) is founded upon
Standing at man's judgmentseat,

U njust judgment there to meet : the earthly side of his being : Adam from adamah,

Save me by thy mercy sweet, etc. earth, the earthly element, to guard him from

self-exaltation ; not from the red color of his body,

The acrostic was also commonly used for epi- since this is not a distinctive characteristic of

taphs. But the most famous of all ancient acros- man, but common to him and to many other

tics is the one used by ancient Christians as a creatures (K, and D. , Com ., 2 : 7 ).

secret symbol of the faith . This is the Greek
2. Personal History. (1) Creation. In the

word 'Ixous, ichthus, fish, formed from the initial first nine chapters of Genesis there appear to be

letters of five titles of our Lord, “ Jesus Christ, three distinct histories relating more or less to the

God's Son, Saviour. " life of Adam . The first ( 1 : 1-2 : 3) records the cre .

'Indows.... I ēsous. ation ; the second (2 :4-4 : 26) gives an account of

Xplotòs.... CH ristos. paradise, the original sin of man, and the imme

Θεός .. ..TH eos. diate posterity of Adam ; the third (5 :1–9:29) con

Υιός .. ..U ios. tains mainly the history of Noah , referring to

Σωτήρ . S otěr. Adam and his descendants principally in relation

to that patriarch. “ The Almighty formed man
ACTS, Book of. SEE BIBLE .

of the dust of the earth, breathed into his nostrils

AD’ADAH (Heb. 777 , ad-aw -daw ', festival), the breath of life, and man became a living soul ”

a placein Palestine, in the southern part of Judah ( 2:7). ( 2) In Eden. Hegave him dominion over

(Josh . 15:22). all the lower creatures ( 1:26 ), and placed him in

ADAH (Heb..77), « w -daw ', ornament,beanty ). Eden that he might cultivate it and enjoy its

1. One of the two wives of Lamech, and mother birds of the air were brought to Adam, who ex
fruits (2:15, 16). The beasts of the field and the

of Jabal and Jubal (Gen. 4 :19-23 ), B. C. about amined them and gave them names . This exam

3875.

2. Daughter of Elon the Hittite , the first of intellectual capacity, and also led to this result,
ination gave him an opportunity of developing his

the three wives ofEsau, and mother of Eliphaz that there wasnot found a helpmeet for man.

(Gen. 36:2, 4,10, 12 , 16 ). She is elsewhere (Gen. (3) Creation ofEve. “ And the Lord God caused

26:34) confounded with Bashemath .
a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept ;

ADA'IAH (Heb. -777 , ad-aw -yav ', whom Je- and he took one of his ribs, and closed up the

kovah adorns). flesh instead thereof. And the rib , which the

1. A native of Boscath (Bozkath , in the valley Lord God had taken from man , made he a woman,

of Judah, Josh. 15:39), and father of Jedidah , the and brought her unto the man.” The design of

mother of Josiah, king of Judah (2 Kings 22 : 1 ), God in the creation of thewoman is perceived by

the latter born B. C. 632 . Adam when she is brought to him by God, and

2. The son of Ethni and father of Zerah , of he said , “ This is now bone of my bones, and flesh

the Levitical family of Gershom , in the ancestry of my flesh : she shall be called Woman, because

of Asaph, the celebrated musician ( 1 Chron. 6:41 ). she was taken out of man . ” Thus we find Adam

Probally the same with Iddo (v. 21 ) . appointed Lord of the earth and its inhabitants,

3. A son of Shimhi, and one of the chief Ben- endowed with everything requisite for the devel

amites resident in Jerusalem before the captiv. opment of his nature and the fulfillment of his

ity (1 Chron . 8:21 ), B. C. before 586. destiny. In the fruit of the trees he found sus.

4. A priest, son of Jeroham , who, after the re- tenance; in “ the tree of life," preservation from

turn from Babylon, was employed in the workof death ; in " the tree of knowledge," a positive law

the sanctuary ( 1 Chron . 9:12 ; Neh . 11:12). for the training of his moral nature ; in the care

5. Father of Maaseiah, who was one of the of the garden , exercise of his physical strength ;

" captains of hundreds ” during the protectorate in the animal and vegetable kingdom , a capacious

of Jehoiada ( 2 Chron. 23 : 1 ). region for the development of his intellect ; and

6. A “ son of Bani," an Israelite who divorced in the woman, a suitable companion and help .

his Gentile wife after the captivity (Ezra 10:29). “ The first man was a true man , with the powers

7. Another of the sons of Bani (probably not of a man and the innocence of a child .” (4 ) Fall.

the same Bani) who put away his Gentile wife But Eve, having been beguiled by the tempter to

(Ezra 10:39). eat of the forbidden fruit, persuaded her husband

8. Son of Joiarib and father of Hazaiah, of to do the same. When called to judgment before

the tribe of Judah (Neh . 11 : 5 ), some of whose God, Adam blamed his wife, who in turn blamed

:

X

a
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the tempter. God punished the tempter by dec. II. A town near the Jordan, and beside Zarctan

radation and dread, the woman by painful travail ( Josh . 2:16). All traces of the city are gone. Van

and submission (see EvE ), and the man by a life de Velde is inclined to identify the town Zaretan

of labor. With the loss of innocence camea feel- with Kurn Surtabeh, and find both names in

ing of shame, and they sought to hide their na- 1 Kinys 7:46, which is would render, “ The king

kedness with leaves, but were afterward taught cast them ( the vessels , etc. , of the temple) at

of God to make clothing of the skins of animals. Adam, between Succoth and Zarthan." Here the

Adam and Eve were expelled from the garden, at waters miraculously rose in a heap wbile the Is

the eastern side of which cherubim and a sword raelites crossed the river Jordan.

of flame turning every way were placed. The AD'AMAH (Heb. 1727 , ad -aw -maw ', earth,

object of these were to guard the way of the tree
of life (q. v.), and prevent Adam's return to it ground), a fenced city of Naphtali ( Josh. 19:36),

(Gen 3 ). (5) Subsequent history. It is not probably the same as Adami (Josh. 19:33). The

modern Damieh.
known how long Adam lived in Eden, and there

fore we cannot determine the length of his life
ADAMANT. See MINERAL KINGDOM.

after the expulsion. Shortly after leaving Eden , AD'AMI (Heb. 27 , ad-aw -mee ', earthy, Josh.

Eve gave birth to Cain (Gen. 4 :1). Scripture gives 19:33), a place in Palestine, near the border of

the names of only three sons of Adam - Cain, Abel, Naphtali . Rosenmüller, Keil, and others join Ad

and Seth—but contains an allusion (Gen. 6 :4) to ami with the following name Nekeb. Keil renders
sons and daughters.” He died B. C. perhaps the two “ Adami of the pass ; " and it is supposed

3074, aged nine hundred and thirty years . by Knobel to be Deir -el-ahmar, i . e. , red cloister,

3. Figurative. Paul declares that Adam a place still inbabited, three hours N. W. of

was a type of Christ, the figure of him
that Baalbec, on the pass from the cedarstoBaalbec.

was to come (Rom . 5:14) ; hence our Lord is A'DAR , the sixth month of the civil and last

sometimes called the second Adam . This typical of the ecclesiastical Jewish year. See TIME.

relation stands sometimes in likeness, sometimes ADBEEL (Heb. 1978, ad -beh -ale', disci
in contrast. In likeness : Adam was formed im

mediately by God,as was the human natureof plined of God ), the third -named of the twelve

Christ ; in each the nature was holy ; both were
sons of Ishmael (Gen. 25:13 ; 1 Chron . 1:29).

invested with dominion over the earth and its AD'DAN (Heb. 178, ad-dawn ') , another form

creatures (see Psa. 8). In contrast : Adam and (Ezra 2:59) of the name (Neh. 7:61 ) Addon (q . v .).

Christ were each a federal head to the whole race AD'DAR ( Heb. 778, ad -dawr.', thrashing floor ,

of mankind, but the one was the fountain of sin

and death , 'the other of righteousness and life of Benjamin (í Chron . 8 : 3 ), elsewhere (Gen. 46:21 )
or wide, open place), a son of Bela and grandson

(Rom. 6 : 14-19) ; Adam communicated a living called Ard .

soul to all his posterity, Christ is a quickening

Spirit to restore life and immortality to them ADDER , the rendering in the A. V. of four

(i Cor. 15:45).
Hebrew words, each of which probably signifies

some kind of venomous serpent. See ANIMAL

NOTE.- Many questions of deep interest and of digil- KINGDOM.

cult solution arise in connection with our Arst parents.

And yet it is wise for us to accept the scriptural account ADDI (Gr. 'Assi, ad -dee ', for Heb. 73, Adi,
as a literal statement of facts, and dismiss the rational

istic theories and speculations to wbich it has given rise.
ornament), the son of Cosam and father of Melchi,

( 1 ) Antiquity of Man. The Scriptures seem to teach in the maternal ancestry of Jesus (Luke 3:28) .

that man has been in existence about sixty centuries, ADDICT. See GLOSSARY.

and bis creation an act of the personal God. There are

many who maintain a much greater antiquity for man, ADDON (Heb. 7778, ad -done ', powerful), the
and bis descent from the lower order of animals, and

they from inorganic matter. Faith , however, against name of the second of three persons (Neh. 7:61 )
all this opposition , has no reason as yet to feel ashamed who, on returning from the captivity to Palestine,
of its contession that in the creation of nan, a new, a

separate, word bas here been spoken by the Almighty were unable to " show their father's house, nor

“ The descent of man from apes cannot be their seed, whether they were of Israel, ” B. C. 536.
demonstrated , either from history , since nowhere is
there a record that during thousands of years onebeast In Ezra 2:59, he is called Addan. Kitto and oth

has developed itself into a man ;orfrom natural science, ers think this the name of a place.
since itcannot show the indispensable links by means

of which the transition from beast to man is explicable " A’DER (Heb. 7 , eh '-der, a flock ), a chief
(Van Oosterzee, Dog ., vol. P. 362) , (2) Unity of theHuman Race. This question has given rise to much Benjamite, son of Beriah, resident at Jerusalem

Did the Almighty Creator prodnice ( 1 Chron. 8:15) .

only one man and one woman , from whom all other A’DIEL (Heb. 1977 ,ad -cc-ale', ornament of
boman beings are descended ? or did he create several

buman pairs, from whom distinct stocks of men have God ).
been derived ? " Delitzsch has given this admirable

summary of the proofs of unity : That the races of Simeon ,who seemto have dispossessed the aborig
1. One of the family heads of the tribe of

men are not species of one gedus, but varieties of one

species, is conòrmed by the agreement in the physiolog- ines of Gedor ( 1 Chron . 4:36).

icaland pathological phenomena in them all, by the 2. A priest, son of Jahzerah and father of

similarity in the anatomical structure , in the funda
mental powers, traits of the mind,in the limits to the Maasiai , which last was very active in recon

duration of life, in the normaltemperature of the body structing the temple after the captivity ( 1 Cluon .

and the average rate of pulsation, in thedurationof 9:12), B. C. 536 .
pregnancy , and in the unrestricted fruitfulness of mar

riages between the various races " (K. and D. Com .,
3. The father of Azmaveth, which latter was

Gen. 2 :18-25 ). See DEATH . treasurer under David ( 1 Chron. 27:20).

7

Creator .

discussion of late .

1
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A'DIN ( Heb. 1977, aw -deen ', etfeminate ). ADMINISTRATION (Gr. dlakovia , dee -nk .

1. The head of one of the Israelitish families, on -ee'-ah, service), in the New Testament signifies

of which a large number returned with Zerubbabel " to relieve, to minister, " as in 2 Cor. 9:12.

to Jerusalem from Babylon, B. C. 536. The num ADMIRATION . See GLOSSARY .
ber is given, in Ezra 2:15 , as four hundred and

fifty -four; in Neh . 7:20 , as six hundred and fifty- ADNA (Heb. 837 , ad -naw ', pleasure).

five, the discrepancy being occasioned by an 1. An Israelite of the family of Pahath -moab,

error in the hundreds and the including or ex- who divorced his Gentile wife after the captivity

cluding of himself (M'C. and S. , Cyc., s. v .). Fifty ( Ezra 10:30 ).

more of the family returned (with Ebed, the son 2. A chief priest, son of Harim , and contem

of Jonathan) under Ezra (Ezra 8: 6), B. C. 457 . porary with Joiakim (Neh. 12:15 ) , B. C. about 536
2. One of those who sealed the covenant made

by Nehemiah and the people after their return to
AD'NAH (Heb. 7375", ad -naw ', pleasure) .

Jerusalem (Neh . 10:16), B. C. about 445. 1. One of the captains of the tribe of Manasseh

who joined David at Ziklag ( 1 Chron . 12:20 ), B. C.

AD’INA (Heb . N37%, ad -ec-naw ”,slende
r, deti before 1000.

cate), the son of Shiza, a Reubenite, captain of 2. A warrior of the tribe of Judah, and princi

thirty of his tribesmen - one of David's mighty pal general under Jehoshaphat (2 Chron. 17:14 ),

men (1 Chron . 11:42 ) , B. C. before 1000. B. C. about 863 .

AD’INO (Heb. 1077 , ad -ee -no ', slender, as a ADOʻNI- BEʻZEK (Heb. P ?? , ad-o'- nee.

spear), the name given, in 2 Sam . 23 : 8, as one of beh '-zek , lord of Bezek ); king or lord of Bezek, a
David's mighty men . Much difference of opinion city of the Canaanites. He had subdued seventy

respecting it exists . Some think the passage has of the petty kings around him , and, after having

been corrupted. “ It is clear that these words cut off their thumbs and great toes, compelled

*Adino the Eznite ' are not proper names, al- them to gather their food under his table. At the

though their grammatical construction is not very head of the Canaanites and Perizzites he opposed

easy ” ( M ?C . and S. , Cyc., s . v . ). See also the par- the men of Judah and Simeon, and, being defeated ,

allel passage ( 1 Chron . 11:11 ). was served in the same manner as he had treated

ADITHA’IM (Heb. O , ad -ee-thah'' -yim ,
his own captives, B. C. about 1145. He died of

double prey, Josh. 15:36), a place in Palestine, but by his captors ( Judg. 1 :5–7).
his wounds at Jerusalem , whither he was carried

location unknown.

ADJURATION (Heb. 1$, aw -law ”, in Hiph .,
ADONI'JAH (Heb. -777 , ad -o -nee -yaw ', my

lord is Jehovah) .

to cause to swear, in 1 Kings 8:31 ; 2 Chron. 6:22 ,
1. The fourth son of David and second by Hag

y , shaw -bal”, to make swear ; Gr. ¿ sopríšw, ex-or- gith, born in Hebron while his father reigned over

kid''-70, to exact an oath). Judah only (2 Sam . 3 : 4 ) , B. C. about 1003. Ac

1. An act or appeal whereby a person in au- cording to oriental usages Adonijah might have

thority imposes upon another the obligation of considered his claim superior to that of his eldest

speaking or acting as if under the solemuity of an brother, Amnon, who was born while his father

oath ( 1 Sam . 14:24 ; Josh. 6:26 ; 1 Kings 22:16 ; was in a private station ; but not to that of Ab

2 Chron . 18:15 ). In the New Testamentwe have salom , who was not only his elder brother, and

an example of this where the high priest calls born while his father was a king, but was of

upon Jesus to avow his character as the Messiah royal descent on the side of his mother. When

(Matt. 26:63 ; compare Mark 5 :7) . Such an oath, Amnon and Absalom were dead Adonijah be

although imposed upon one without his consent, came heir apparent to the throne. But this order

was binding in the highest degree; and when had been set aside in favor of Solomon , who was

connected with a question, made an answer com- born while his father was king over all Israel . ( 1 )

pulsory. Anointed king. Adonijah aspired to the throne,

2. In Acts 19:13 , the term occurs with refer- prepared a guard of chariots and horsemen and

ence to the expulsion of demons. lifty foot runners, and gained over to his side

3. In the Roman Catholic Church, the use of Joab and Abiathar, the priest. He was also a

the name of God, or of some holy thing, to induce man of handsome appearance and likely to win

one to do what is required of him . the people. Waiting until David seemed to be at

AD'LAI (Heb. 1373, ad -lah '-ee, just), the father the point of death, he called around him his

brothers (excepting Solomon ) and other influential

of Shaphat, which latter was a chief herdsman men, and was proclaimed king at Zoheleth. The

under David ( 1 Chron . 27:29) , B. C. after 1000. plot was defeated by the prompt action of the

AD'MAH (Heb . .77978, ad-maw', red earth ), a aged king ,who, through the influence of Nathan

city in the vale of Siddim (Gen. 10:19 ), destroyed and Bath -sheba,caused Solomon to be proclaimed

with Sodom (Gen. 19:24 ; Deut. 29:23)." Supposed king and to be anointed by Zadok, the priest.
by some to be identical with the Adam of Josh . (2) Pardoned. Adonijah fed for refuge to the

altar, which he refused to leave until pardoned by
3:16 .

Solomon . He received pardon, but was told that
AD'MATHA (Heb. N727., ad -maw.thaw ', a future attempt of the same kind would be fatal

perhaps earthy, dark -colored ), the third-named of to him ( 1 Kings 1 : 5-53 ). (3) Death. Some time

the princes or courtiers of Ahasuerus (Esth . 1:14), after David's death he covertly asserted his claim

B, C , about 519. in asking for ABISHAG ( 9. v . ) (the virgin widow of
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his father in marriage. Adonijah was imme- of which was filled up with large stones, which

diately put to death by the order of Solomon remained long after (Josh . 10: 1–27) . In consider.

( 1 Kings 2 : 23–25 ), B. C. 960. The execution of ing the severe treatment of these kings we must

Adonijah by Solomon must not be judged of by remember that the war was one of extermination,

the standards of the present day. According to and that the war usage of the Jews was neither

the custom of Eastern princes, a thousand years better nor worse than those of the people with

before Christ, Solomon would probably have slain whom they fought. See SUPPLEMENT.

all his brothers upon ascending the throne, wliere- ADOPTION (Gr. viodecía, hwee-oth -es -ee' -ah,

as we learn of the death of Adonijah alone, and the placing as a son ), the admission of a person

that only after his second treasonable attempt. to some or all of the privileges of natural kinship.

2. One of the Levites sent by King Jehosha- As the practice of adoption was confined almost

phat to assist in teaching the law to the people of exclusively to sons — the case of Esther being an

Judah ( 2 Chron . 17 : 8), B. C. after 875 . exception — it probably had its origin in the natural

3. A chief Israelite after the captivity (Neh. desire for male offspring. This would be espe

10:16 ), probably the same elsewhere (Ezra 2:13 ; cially true where force , rather than well -observed

8:13 ; Neb. 7:18) called ADONIKAM (q. v.). laws, decided the possession of estates .

ADONI'KAM, many ADON’IKAM (Heb.
1. Among the Hebrews. Abraham speaks

077 , ad -o-nee-kawm ', whom the Lord sets up, heir, having probably, adopted him as his son
of Eliezer (Gen. 15 :3 ), a houseborn slave , as bis

or lord of the enemy ), one whose descendants, to Jacob adopted his grandsons, Ephraim and Ma

the number of six hundred and sixty -six, returned nasseh, to be counted as his sons (Gen. 48 : 6), thus

to Jerusalem with Zerubbabel ( Ezra 2:13), B. C. enabling him to bestow, through them , a double

536. He himself is included in Neh . 7:18 . Some portion upon his favorite son Joseph. Sometimes

what later three of his immediate descendants, a man without a son would marry his daughter to

with sixty male followers, came with Ezra (Ezra a freed slave, the children being accounted her

8:13 ), B. C. 458. He appears (from the identity father's ; or the husband himself would be

of the associated names) to have been the Adoni- adopted as a son ( 1 Chron. 2:34). Most of the

jah who joined in the religious covenant of Nehe early instances of adoption mentioned in the
miah (Neb. 10:16) . Bible were the acts of women who, because of

ADONIRA “ (Heb. 1777 , ad -o-nee-ravm ', barrenness, gave theirfemale slaves to their hus.
lord of height, i. e. , high lord), the son of Abda, bands, with the intention of adopting any children

and receiver-general of the imposts in the reigns Abraham , and the son ( Ishmael) was considered
they might have. Thus Sarah gave Hagar to

of David, Solomon, and Rehoboam ( 1 Kings 4:6 ) .
During his extended term of office he rendered as the child of Abraham and Sarah (Gen. 16:1, sq.).

both limself and the tribute so odious to the The childless Rachel gave her maid, Bilbah, to

people, in sustaining the immense public works of her husband(Gen. 30:1-7), and was imitated by

Leah (Gen. 30 :9-13 ). In such cases the sons

Solomon, that when Rehoboam rashly sent him to

enforce the collection of the taxes the exasperated
were regarded as fully equal in the right of herit

populace rose upon him and stoned him to death . age with those by the legitimate wife .

This was the signal for the revolt under Jeroboam
2. Among the Romans. Adoption was a

( 1 Kings 12:18), B. C. 930. Adoniram is called ,
familiar social phenomenon, and its initial cere

by contraction, Adoram (2 Sam .20:24; 1 Kings tant place in theirlaws. By adoption an entire
monies and incidents occupied a large and impor

12:18) and Hadoram (2 Ohron. 10:18).

ADO NI-ZE'DEK (Heb. 77 , ad - o ? - in a higher sense than some of the family kin,
stranger in blood became a member of the family

nee-tseh '-dek, lord of justice, i. e. , just lord ), the than emancipated sons, or descendants through

king of Jerusalem when the Israelites invaded females. Such a one assumed the family name,

Palestine (Josh. 10: 1 ), B. C. 1170. After Jericho engaged in its sacrificial rites, and became, not

and Ai were taken , and the Gibeonites bad suc- by sufferance or at will, but to all intents and

ceeded in forming a treaty with the Israelites, purposes, a member of the house of his adoption .

Adoni-zedek induced the Anorite kings of Hebron, The tie thus formed could only be broken through

Jarmuth , Lachish , and Eglon to join him in a the ceremony of emancipation, and formed as

confederacy against the enemy. They began op- complete a barrier to intermarriage as relation .

erations by besieging the Gibeonites, who sent ship by blood. At Rome there were two kinds of

to Joshua for help. Joshua marched all night adoption , both requiring the adopter to be a male

from Gilgal , and, falling unexpectedly upon the and childless : arrogatio and adoption proper.

besiegers, put them to utter rout. The five kings The former could only take place where the per.

took refuge in a cave at Makkedah, but were de- son to be adopted was independent ( sui juris)

tected , and the cave's mouth was closed by pla- and bis adopter had no prospect of male offspring.

cing buge stones against it. When the Israelites The adopted one became, in the eyes of the law,

returned from the pursuit the cave was opened a new creature. He was born agair into a new

and the kings taken out. Thechief men of Israel family. This custom was doubtless referred to

then set their feet upon the necks of the prostrate by Paul(Rom . 8 :14-16 ).

monarchs -- an ancient mark of triumph. The five The ceremony of adoption took place in the

kings were then slain , and their bodies hung on presence of seven witnesses. The fictitious sale

trees until evening, when, as the law forbade a and resale, and the final “ vindication ” or claim,

longer exposure of the dead (Deut. 21:23), they were accompanied by the legal formula, and

were taken down and cast into the cave, the mouth might mean the sale of a son into slavery or his
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adoption into a new family, according to the words 3. Another use of this word by the same

used. The touch of the festuca or ceremonial apostle is in Rom . 9 :4 , where he speaks of the

wand might be accompanied by the formula, “ I Israelites “ to whom pertaineth the adoption . ”

claim this man as my son,” or “ I claim this man By this is meant the special place that was given

as my slave.” It was the function of the wit- to Israel among the nations as the chosen people
nesses, upon occasion , to testify that the transac- of God.-E. M °C.

tion was in truth the adoption of the child. ADORA'IM (Heb. 67777, ad -o -rah'- yim ,

3. Greek . At Athens adoption took place double mound), a town, doubtless in the S. W.of

either in the lifetiine of the adopter or by will; Judah, sinceit is enumerated among the cities

or if aman died childless and intestate, the state fortified by Rehoboam (2 Chron . 11:9). It is

interfered to bring into his house the man next met with in 1 Macc. 13:20 as an Idumean city,

entitled by the Attic law of inheritance, as beil
. "Adwpa , and so also frequently in Josephus. It

and adopted son. If there were daughters, one of

them was usually betrothed to the adopted son. it with thepresent Důra, a village about seven
was taken by Hyrcanus. Robinson has identified

If after that a male heir was born, he and the and one half miles to the westward of Hebron.

adopted son had equal rights.

4. The custom of adoption still prevails in the ADOʻRAM (Heb. , ad -o -rawm '), an of

East among the Turks, Greeks, and Armenians. ficer in charge of the tribute (2 Sam. 20:24 ;

This is done in order to have an heir to the estate, 1 Kings 12:18 ), elsewhere called ADONIRAM (q . v. ).

and implies the renouncing of all claim to the
ADORATION , in its true sense, is the act of

child by its parents . Among the Mohammedans

the ceremony of adoption is sometimesperformed tures various forms of adoration are mentioned ;
paying honors to a divine being. In the Scrip

by causing the adopted one to pass through the
e . g. , putting off the shoes (Exod. 3 : 5 ; Josh. 5:15),

shirt of the adopter. Something like this may
have been the action of Elijalı whenhe threw his bowing the knee (Gen. 41:43 ; 43:26 ; Dan. 2:46),

kissing (Psa. 2:12 ; Luke 7:38) . The passage, “ If
mantle on Elisha (1 Kings 19:19).

I bad beheld the sun when it shined, or the moon

ADOPTION . - Theological. This term as used
walking in brightness; and my heart had been

in a theological sense cominonly denotes that act secretly enticed, or my mouth had kissed my
of God by which he restores penitent and be hand: ' this also were an iniquity to be pun

lieving men to their privileges as members of ished by the judge ” (Job 31:26-28), clearly inti

the divine family,and makes them heirs of heaven. mates that kissing the hand was considered an

1. Theology owes its use of the word adoption overt actof worship in the East. In the same

in this way to the apostle Paul. He is the only
manner respect was shown to kings and other

Scripture writer who employs the term thus trans
lated. The passagesin Paul's writingsin which the persons of exaltedstation. “ Laying the band

doctrine of adoption is stated in connection with upon the mouth. ” (Job 21 :5 ; 29:9 ; Psa. 39:9) im .

the use of that term are Rom . 8:15–17 ; Gal. 4:4- plied the highest degree of reverence and sub
mission .

6 ; Eph. 1 : 5 . These are not by any means, how
ADORN (Gr. koopéw, kos -meh '-o, to ornament),

ever, the only passages in his writings in which
the essentialthought is plainly declared (2 Cor. to embellish with honor, gain ; followed by par

6:18). And more generally speakingthis maybe ticiple designating the actby whichthe honor is

said to be one of the doctrines upon which the gained (Tit. 2:10 ; 1 Pet. 3 :5).

New Testament lays special stress, That we who ADRAM MELECH (Heb. 1379778, ad-ram

have forfeited and lost our place and privileges as meh '-lek, splendor of the king).

children of God may be fully reinstated therein 1. A son of Sennacherib, king of Assyria . The

was one of the great teachings of Jesus Christ. king was dwelling at Nineveh after his disastrous

For that the parable of the prodigal son was expedition against Hezekiah. While worshiping

spoken. in the house of Nisroch , his god , Sennacherib was

Adoption, it appears, taking the Scripture murdered by Adrammelech and his brother Shareza,

teachings as a whole, while not the same as our B. C. 681. Having accomplished the crime, the

justification, is necessarily connected therewith, two brothers fled into Armenia (2 Kings 19:36, 37 ;

as forgiveness would be empty without restoration Isa. 37:38) .

to the privileges forfeited by sin. Adoption and 2. The name of an Avite god (2 Kings 17:31).

Regeneration also are two terms closely related, See Gods, False.

as they represent two phases of the same fact ,
ADRAMYTTIUM (Gr. 'AŠpajivītnvós, ad

regeneration meaning the reproduction of the ram -not- tay-nos', the mansion of death ), a seaport

filial character, and adoption the restoration of of Mysia, in Asia Minor (Acts 27:2-5 ), whence

the filial privilege. See JUSTIFICATION, REGENER. Paul sailed in an Alexandrian ship to Italy. It

now bears the name Adramyti.

2. The word adoption is also used by the
ADRIA (Gr. 'Adpías, ad -ree' -as), called the

apostle Paul with reference to the full and final
sea of Adria ” in R. V. (Acts 27:27). It is the

outcome of salvation, the complete “ manifesta
tion of thesons of God ” and perfect investiture modernGulf of Venice, the Mare Supernum of

with all their heavenly privileges, for which the Romans, as distinguished from the Mare

Christians must wait . So he writes of waiting rived its name from Adria, a city in Istria.
Inferum or the Tyrrhenian Sea . It probably de

“for the manifestation of the sons of God," and

waiting for the adoption, to wit, the redemption A'DRIEL (Heb . 77 , ad - ree-ale ', jlock of

of our body ” (Rom. 8:19, 23). God ), a son of Barzillai the Meholathite. Saul

ATION ,
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gave to him in marriage his daughter Merab, who husband and wife should become one flesh ,”

had been promised to David (1 Sam. 18 : 17–19). each being held sacred to the other. So taught

His five sons were among the seven descendants Jesus : “Have ye not read, that he wbich made

of Saul whom David surrendered to the Gibeonites them at the beginning made them male and fe
(2 Sam . 21 : 8 ) in satisfaction for the endeavors of male. . . Wherefore they are no more twain ,

Saul to extirpate them, although a league had but one flesh . ” When the Pharisees , with the

been made between them and the Israelites (Josh. apparent hope of eliciting some modification in

9:15 ). In 2 Sam . 21 :8 the name of Michal occurs favor of the husband, put the question, “ Why did

as the mother of these sons of Adriel. In ex- Moses then command to give a writing of divorce

planation , see MICHAL. ment, and to put heraway ? ” Jesus replied, “ Moses

ADUL’LAM (Heb. 7, ad-col-lawm '), the becauseof the hardness of your hearts suffered
resident city of a Canaanitish king, not far from you to put away your wives : but from the begin

Whosoever shall putGath , and near also to the scene of David's vic- ning it was not so...

tory over Goliath (Josh. 12:15 ; 15:35 ; 2 Chron. away his wife, except it be for fornication, and

11 : 7 ; Neh . 11:30).
shall marry another, committeth adultery,” etc.

Fortified by Rehoboam, and

still a city in the time of the Maccabees ( 2 Macc. is the teaching of St.Paul (Eph. 5 : 25–33 ; 1 Cor.
(Matt. 19 : 3-9). In perfect accord with this also

12:38).
7 : 1-13 ; 1 Tim. 3:12). It will be seen that ac

ADUL’LAM, CAVE OF (Heb. Doz, ad- cording to the fundamental law it is adultery for
ool-lawm ). Two locations are claimed for this cave theman as well as the woman to have commerce

made memorable by David's connection therewith with another person than the legal spouse. In
( 1 Sam . 22 : 1 ; 2 Sam . 23:13 ; 1 Chron. 11:15). The ancient times, however, exception was made

traditional site is the great cave of Khareitun, S. E. among the nations generally in favor of the man .
of Bethlehem . Harper ( Bib. and Mod. Dis ., p. He might have more wives than one, or have in

224 ), advocating this location, says :

“ These are the most remarkably sit

uated caves in the side of the grandest

and wildest gorges in Palestine. A

few resolute men could defend the pass

against a host. There are three caves

opening one into the other ; the first

is lofty and of considerable size, and

could easily accommodate four hun

dred men, and was found dry and dusty

even at the end of the rainy season.

The sides of the valley are lined with

caves, some now used to fold flocks

and herds."

Conder ( Palestine, p. 49) locates the

site of the cave on the side of the

valley of Elah, the scene of David's

meeting with Goliath. It was first

discovered by M. Clermont Ganneau,

whose views were fully carried out by

our researches. The cave itself is a

small one, blackened by the smoke of

many fires, and scooped in the side

of alow hill, on which are remains of Cave of Adullam .

a former town or village.” Smith

( His. Geog ., p. 229, sq.) thus sums up the argu- | tercourse with a person not espoused or married

ment in favor of the eastern site: " The Adullam to him , without being considered an adulterer.

of the Old Testament lay off the central range Adultery was sexual intercourse with the married

altogether, for men from the latter went down to wife, or what was equivalent, the betrothed bride

it (Gen. 38: 1 ; 1 Sam . 22: 1 ; 2 Sam . 23:13 ). The of another man ; for this act exposed the husband

prophet Gad bids David leave it and go into the to the danger of having a spurious offspring im

land of Judah ( 1 Sam . 22:5 ) ; and it is reckoned posed upon him. In the seventh commandment

with Socoh, Azekab, Gath , Mareshah, and other ( Exod. 20:14) all manner of lewdness or 'unchas

towns in the Shephelah west of Hebron (Josh . tity in act or thought seems be meant (Matt .

15:35 , etc. ). It is not contradicted by the two 5:28) . (2) Roman. The Roman law appears to

passages (2 Sam . 23:13 ; 1 Chron. 11:15) describ - have made the same distinction with the Hebrew

ing how water was brought to David in Adullam . " between the unfaithfulness of the husband and

ADUL LAMITE, an inhabitant (Gen. 38 : 1 , wife, hy defining adultery to be the violation of
another man's bed.

12, 20 ) of Adullam (q . v .).
The infidelity of the husband

did not constitute adultery. The Greeks held
ADULTERY . - 1. Defined . ( 1) Jewish . The substantially the same view .

willful violation of the marriage contract by either 2. Trial of Adultery . A man suspecting

of the parties, through sexual intercourse with a his wire of adultery , not having detected her in

tbird party. The divine provision was that the the act, or having no witness to prove her supposed

:
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guilt, brought her to the priest that she might “ We name him who cohabits with another woman

be submitted to the ordeal prescribed in Num. (not his own wife) an adulterer.” Ambrose says :
5 : 11-31. See JEALOUSY, OFFERING OF. When “ All unchaste intercourse is adultery ; what is

adultery ceased to be a capital crime, as it doubt- illicit for the woman is illicit for the man .” Greg.

less did , this trial probably fell into disuse. No ory Nazianzen argues that the man should not be

instance of the ordeal being undergone is given left free to sin while the woman is restrained.

in Seripture , and it appears to have been finally Chrysostom says : “ It is commonly called adultery

abrogated about forty years before the destruction when a man wrongs a married woman. I , how

of Jerusalem . The reason assigned is that the ever, affirm it of a married man who sins with the

men were at that time so generally adulterous unmarried .” Jerome contends that 1 Cor. 6:16

that God would not fulfill the imprecations of the applies equally to both sexes. (2) Penalties. A

ordeal oath upon the wife. convicted adulterer cannot receive orders . An

3. Penalties. ( 1 ) Jewish. The Mosaic law adulterer or adulteress must undergo seven years'

assigned the punishment of death to adultery penance. A presbyter so offending is to be excom
(Lev. 20:10), but did not state the mode of its municated and brought to penance. The layman
infliction . From various passages of Scripture whose wife is guilty cannot receive orders, and if

(e . g., Ezek. 16:38, 40 ; John 8 : 5 ) we infer that it | already ordained must put her away under pain

was by stoning. When the adulteress was a slave of deprivation . An unchaste wife must be di.

the guilty parties were scourged, the blows not to vorced, but not the husband, even if adulterous.

exceed forty; the adulterer to offer a trespass The adulterer must undergo fifteen years of peni.
offering (a ram ) to be offered by the priest ( Lev. tence, but only seven for incontinence. Two

19:20-22 ). Death does not appear to have been conclusions were drawn by canonists and divines:

inflicted, perhaps by reason of guilt on the part | (a ) Divorce, except for adultery, is adultery . ( ) To

of those administering the law ( John 8 :9 ). We retain an adulterous wife is adultery. A woman
find no record in the Old Testament of a woman must not leave her husband for blows, waste of

taken in adultery being put to death . The usual dower, incontinence, nor even disbelief ( 1 Cor.

remedy seems to have been a divorce, in which 7:16 ), under penalty of adultery. An offending

the woman lost her dower, right of maintenance, wife is an adulteress, and must be divorced , but
etc. , thus avoiding public scandal. The word not so the husband . The Catholic Church holds

Tapadecyparioar, “ make a public example ” (Matt. that marriage is not and ought not to be dissolved

1:19 ), probably means to bring the matter before by the adultery of either party (Council of Trent,

the local Sanhedrin, the usual course. (2) Roman, sess. xxiv, can . 7 ) . (3) Constructive adultery.
etc. The Roman civil law looked upon adultery The following are treated as guilty of actual adul.

as " the violation of another man's bed,” and tery: A man marrying a betrothed maiden ; a girl
thus the husband's incontinence could not consti- seduced marrying another than her seducer ; con
tute the offense. The punishment was left to secrated virgins who sin , and their paramours ;

the husband and parents of the adulteress, who a Christian marrying a Jew or an idolater.

under the old law suffered death . The most usual ADUM'MIM (Heb. 6737?, ad -oom -meem ',
punishment of the man was by mutilation, castra

tion, cutting off the nose and ears.
red, or bloody), the place on the road froin Jerusa

ishments were banishment, heavy fines, burning lem to Jericho (Josh. 15 : 7 ; 18:17 ), and supposed

at the stake, drowning. Among the Greeks and to be the scene of the good Samaritan's rescue of

other ancient nations the adulterer mightlose eye, the man who fell among th : ieves . It has the mod

nose, or ear. Among savage nations of the pres
ern name of Kulat- ed - Dem .

ent time the punishment is generally severe. ADVENT, SECOND. See MILLENNIUM.

The Mohammedan code pronounces it a capital ADVERSARY , in its general meaning, is an

offense.
eromy; as “ The Lord will take vengeance upon

4. Spiritual. Inthe symbolical language of his adversaries ” (Nah. 1:2). Very frequently it
the old Testament adultery means idolatry and is derived from Heb. 273, tsur , to bind ; in 1 Sam .

apostasy from the worship of Jehovah (Jer. 3 : 8, 9 ;

Ezek , 16:32 ; 23:37 ; Rev. 2:22). This figure re
2:10, 97, rib, to strive. In the New Testament

sulted from the sort of married relationship, the we have åviikeiļevos, Üzevavríos, one who opposes ;

solemn engagement between Jehovah and Israel and avoidikos, opponent in law . In Isa. 50:8, the

(Jer. 2:2 ; 3:14 ; 13:27 ; 31:32 ; Hos. 8:9). Our expression poza brz, Baal mishpút, means “ he

Lord uses similar language when hecharged Israel who has a judicial cause or lawsuit against me; "

with being an “ adulterous generation ” (Matt. 12 : just as in Roman law dominus lilit is distinguished

39; 16:4 ; Mark 8:38 ), meaning a faithlessand un- fromthe procurator'; i . e . , from the person who

holy generation. An “ adulterous means an apos

tate church or city (Isa . 1:21 ; Jer . 3:6-9; Ezek . represents him in court (Delitzsch, Com .). Spe

16:22 ; 23 :7). cifically (Heb. 1920, Satan ), the devil , as the gen.

5. Ecclesiastical. The following views ob- eral enemy of mankind (1 Pet. 5 : 8).

tained in the early Church : ( 1) The crime. Under
ADVISE . See GLOSSARY.

Justinian the wife was regarded as the real crim

inal, and her paramour as a mere accomplice. ADVOCATE (Gr. Iapákantos, parak '-lay -tos,

This view seems to have been held during the Paraclete), one who pleads the cause of another.

whole early Christian period. Gregory of Nyssa The term is applied to the Holy Spirit by Jesus

makes a distinctior. between fornication and adul- ( John 14:16 ; 15:26 ; 16 : 7 ) , where it is rendered

tery. A canon of Basle furnishes this definition : Comforter ; and by John to Christ himself (1 John

Other pun

>
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ÆNEAS AGAG

2 : 1 ) . The word Advocate (Lat. advocatus) might they dwindle into insignificance when compared

designate a consulting lawyer, or one who pre- with the exceeding and eternal glory to which

sented his client's case in open court ; or one who, they lead . But this applies only to believers, as

in times of trial or hardship, sympathized with the appears by the next verse, while we look ,' etc.

afflicted and administered suitable direction and AMictions have a salutary operation, provided that

support. we look at the things which are eternal."

Æ'NEAS (Gr. Aivéas, ahee-neh '-as), a paralytic AFTER . See GLOSSARY.

of Lydda cured by Peter (Acts 9:33 , 34).
AFTERNOON (Heb . Dirty nius, ne -toth ' ha

ÆNON (Ga. Aivov, ahee-nohn ', springs), the
place “ near Salim ”where John baptized (John yom ', the day's declining, Judg. 19 : 8 ), according

3:23) . Dr. Barclay locates it atWadyFarah, five to the Jewish reckoning the fifth of the sixth divi

miles N. of Jerusalem .
sions of the day. See TIME .

ÆON (Gr. aiúv, age),a human lifetime,lifeitself
AG'ABUS (Gr. " Ayaſos, ag '-ab-os, perhaps to

(according to Homer, Herodotus, etc.); an unbrok-love), a prophet, supposedto have been one of the

en age,perpetuityof time, eternity. With this sig- seventy disciplesof Christ. He with otherscame
nification the Hebrew and Rabbinic idea of the from Jerusalem to Antioch while Paul and Bar.

word -37 , o-lawm ', concealed, combines in the famine, which actually occurred the following
nabas were there, and predicted an approaching

biblical and ecclesiastical writers. Hence in the year. The expression throughout all the world ”
New Testament con is used : 1. In the phrases was probably used in a national sense , and by it

eis tòv aidva (Gen. 6 :3, " always " ),forever ( John Judea was doubtless meant, and the words must

6:51, 58 ; 14:16 ; Heb. 5:6 ; 6:20, etc.); eis aiwva be understood to apply to that famine which , in

(Jude 13), eis quépav aiūvos (2 Pet. 3:18), unto the the fourth year of Claudius, overspread Palestine.

day which is eternity ; with a negative, never (John The poor Jewsin general were then relieved by

4:14 ; 8:51;10:28; 11:26, etc.); eistous aiūvas, the queen of Adiabne,who sent to Egyptto pur
unto the ages, i. e., as long as timeshall be , for- chase corn for them (Josephus, Ant., xx, 2,5 ;

ever (Luke 1:33 ; Rom. 1:25 ; 9 ; 5 ; 11:36, etc. ). In 5, 2). For the relief of the Christians in Judea

the expression eis tous aiwvas rāv aiúvwv (Gal. contributions were raised by their brethren in

1:5 ; 2 Tim . 4:18 ; 1 Pet. 4:11 ; Rev. 1 :6, 18 , etc.) Antioch, and taken to Jerusalem by Paul and
the endless future is divided up into various Barnabas (Acts 11:28-30 ). Many years after,

periods, the shorter of which are comprehended this same Agabus met Paulat Cæsarea , and warned
in the longer, " From the age " is used in the him of the sufferings which awaited him if he

sense of from the most ancient time, from of old prosecuted his journey to Jerusalem (Acts 21:10
(Luke 1:70 ; Acts 3:21 ; 15:18 ). 12). Agabus took the girdle of St. Paul and

2. As the Jews distinguished the time before fastened it round his own hands and feet, and

the Messiah, and the time after the Messiah, so said , “ Thus saith the Holy Ghost, So shall the

most of the New Testament writers distinguish Jews at Jerusalem bind the man that owneth this

ó aiùy oúros, this age (and similar expressions), girdle, and shall deliver him into the hands of the

the time before the appointed return or truly Gentiles.”

Messianic advent of Christ , and aiwv uézawv, the
A’GAG (Heb. 158, ag-ug', flame), probably a

future age (Matt. 12:32 ; Eph. 1:21 ) .

3. Figurative. The container is used for the Pharaoh in Egypt, etc.
common name of all the Amalekite kings, like

contained, and oi aiāves denotes the worlds, the
1. The king, apparently, of one of the hostile

universe, i.e. , the aggregate of things contained neighboring nations at the time of the Exode,

in time (Heb . 1 : 2 ; 11 : 3 ) (Grimm, Gr. Lex ., s. v.). B. C. 1169. He is referred to by Balaam (Num.

AFFECT. See GLOSSARY. 24: 7) in a manner implying that the king of the

Amalekites was, then at least, a great monarch,
AFFLICTION (mostly Heb. ? on- ee', de- and his people a grenter people, than is commonly

pressed ; Gr. Ohipes, thlip'-sis, pressure). Other magined (M'C. and S. , Cycl., s. v.).

Hebrew and Greek words are used, and if they 2. The king of the Amalekites, who, being

were all literally rendered we should have in- taken prisoner by Saul, was spared by him , con

iquity, straitness, lowered , evil , breach, suffering. trary to the solemn.vow of devotementto destruc

This last word expresses its meaning in common tion whereby the nation, as such, had of old pre .

The English word comes from the Latin cluded itself from giving any quarter to that

adflictus, a striking, as one thing against another ; people (Exod. 17:14 ; Deut. 25:19). When Samuel

pain, grief, distress of body or mind, etc. came to the camp of Saul he chided him and told

Respecting the well-known and oft-quoted pas- him of his rejection , and ordered Agag to be

sage, “ For our light affliction, worketh for brought to him . Agag came “ delicately, " i. e.,

us," etc. ( 2 Cor. 4:17), we quote from Meyer, Com. , in a joyous state of mind, thinking that his life

Notes by American Editor: " The Revision of would still be spared to him (K. and D., Com. , in

1881 gives this weighty and impressive verse in a loco. ). But the prophet ordered him to be cut in

rendering which is exact, and yet faithful to our pieces ; and in the expression which he employed

English idiom . The verse contains the whole " As thy sword hath made women childless, so

philosophy of the Christian view of affliction . It shalt thy mother be childless among women

does not deny the reality of earthly sorrows or indicates that, apart from the obligations of the

underrate their power, as did the Stoics; but after vow, some such example of retributive justice was

allowing them all their force, calmly says that intended as had been exercised in the case of

(G

use.
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was.
"

.

own.

ADONI-BEZEK (q . v. ). Perhaps Agag had treated ment only by Luke (22:44) to describe the fearful

prisoners in the same way hewas now treated by struggle through which our Lord passed in the

Samuel (1 Sam . 15 : 8–33), B. C. 1032 . garden of Gethsemane. The circumstances of

A'GAGITE is found ( Esth. 3 : 1 , 10 ; 8 : 3 , 5 ; this mysterious transaction are recorded in Matt.

Luke9:24) in connection with Haman, the enemy of | 26 :36-46 ; Mark 14:32–42 ; Heb. 5: 7, 8 .

Mordecai. Josephus (Ant., xi , 6, 6) explains alone notices the agony, the bloody' sweat, and

it as a synonym of Amalek, and so it possibly the appearance of the strengthening angel . ' All
agree that he prayed for the removal of this

AGAIN , AGAINST. See GLOSSARY.
cup ,” and are careful to note that he qualified this

AGĂPÊ, pl. AGAPÆ (Gr. åyánn, ag-ah'.
petition by a preference of his Father's will to his

The question is , what did he mean by “ this
pay, love), a simple meal of brotherly love cele
brated daily in the apostolic times in connection cup? " what was the cause of this sorrow unto

death ?

with the Eucharist, the two being spoken of to
For answer we quote Edersheim : “ Not fear,

gether as the Lord's Supper. At this meal the either of bodily or mental suffering : but death.

Christians, in connection with their commonRe- Man's nature, created of God immortal, shrinks

deemer, ignored all distinctions of rank, wealth, | (by the law of its nature) from the dissolution of

and culture, and met as members of one family. the bond that binds body to soul. Yet to fallen

At the feast the bishop (or presbyter) presided, man death is not by any means fully death,for

the food having been prepared at home, or at the he is born with the taste of it in his soul. Not

place of meeting, according to circumstances. so Christ. It was the unfallen Man dying ; it

Before eating the guests washed their hands,
was he, who had no experience of it , tasting

prayer was offered, and the Scriptures were read . death , and that not for himself but for every
Afterthe meal a collection wastaken for widows man, emptying the cupto its bitter dregs. It was
and orphans, the kiss of charity was given, and the Christ undergoing death by man and for man ;
communications from other congregations were the incarnate God, the God-man, submitting him.
read and answered .

self vicariously to the deepest humiliation, and

The Agape was never enjoined by divine com- paying the utmost penalty : death — all death .
mand, and gradually, losing its peculiar feature of No one could know what death was (not dying,

childlike unity, it led to all sorts of abuses, such which men dread, but Christ dreaded not);no

as we find rebuked by St. Paul. Another cause one could taste its bitterness as he. His going

for its discontinuance was that the Third Council into death was his final conflict with Satan for

of Carthage (A. D, 391 ) creed that the Eucha

rist should be taken fasting. Later several coun- took away the power of death .
man, and on his behalf. By submitting to it he

He disarmed

cils forbade their being held in the church build- Death by burying his shaft in His own heart. And

ings. Vestiges of the practice remained as late beyond this lies the deep, unutterable mystery of

as the Council of Basle, in the 15th century . Christ bearing the penalty due to our sin, bearing

A’GAR , a Greek form (Gal. 4:24, 25) of the our death , bearing the penalty of the broken law,

name Hagar (q . v.). the accumulated guilt of humanity, and the holy

AGATE (Heb. 75 , sheb -007, the name of one
wrath of the righteous Judge upon them ” ( Life

of the precious stones in the breastplate of the of Jesus, ii,638, 539).

high priest (Exod. 28:19 ; 39:12). In Isa. 54:12 ten), a term applied to the sayings of our Lord
AGRAPHA (Gr. åypăsos, ag-raf '-os, unurit

and Ezek. 27:16 the word agate is used for an
not recorded in the gospels. Naturally, there

other Hebrew word,757?,kad-kode', which modern wouldbe many of these,and such is recorded as

interpretation is disposed to identify with RUBY the fact ( John 21:25). The sources of our knowl.

( q. v .). See MINERAL KINGDOM. edge of these sayings are threefold : (a ) The first

AGE, in the A. V., is the word used to repre- and surest is to be found in the books of the New

sent several Hebrew and Greek words : generation Testament itself. An unquestionable example is

(Heb. 117,dore, the circle of the years of human given in Acts 20:35 : “ Rememberthewords of the
Lord Jesus, how he said, It is more blessed to

life ( Job 8 : 8 ; Isa . 38:12) ; old age (Heb. 17.5 ,zaw- give than to receive.” Mayor in his comments on

kane', aged ,Gen. 48:10) ; lifetime (Heb. 1? m, khek'- James 1:12, “ He shall receive the crown of life,

led , that which is flecting, Job 11:17 ; Psa. 39:5) ; which the Lord promised to them that love him ,"

grayheadedness (Heb . 5 , sabe, 1 Kings 14:4); ing of Christ.
thinks these words a semiquotation of some say.

(6) The next source, both in

day (Heb . 01', yome, so called from the diurnal amount and anthority, is supplied by some manu

heat, Gen. 18:11 ; 24 : 1 ; Josh . 23 : 1 , 2 ; Zech. 8:4 ) ; scripts of the New Testament, among them the

mnaturity, a particular period of life' (Gr. 1 Mería, well-known addition in Codex Bezae to Luke 6:4.

hay-lik -ee '-ah, Heb . 11:11 ). See Æon. “ On the same day, beholding one working on the

AGʻEE (Heb. 85%, aw -gay ', fugitive), a Har- Sabbath, he said unto him , Man, if thou knowest

what thou dvest, blessed art thou ; but if thou
arite, father of Shammah, which latter was one of knowest not, accursed art thou and a transgressor

David's chief warriors (2 Sam . 23:11).
of the law ." (c) Quotations in early Christian

AGONY (Gr. dywvia, ag-o-nee '-ah, struggle ), writers and in lost gospels. The quotations of
used both in classical and New Testament Greek these sayings cease almost entirely after the
of severe mental struggles and emotions ; our fourth century, when the current gospel text had

anguish . The word is used in the New Testa- | won its way to acceptance. Of these unrecorded

.
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new.

sayings Resch has collected seventy -four which he (Gen. 2:15 ). We are told that “ Cain was a tiller

regards as genuine, and one hundred and three of the ground ” (Gen. 4:2). The ancestors of the

apocryphal. “ In the main these sayings neither Hebrews in Mesopotamia followed pastoral pur:

have historical setting nor affect the truth of our suits, which were kept up by Abraham , Isaac,and

Lord's life . They do, however, often illustrate Jacob, whose sons settled as shepherds on the

his teaching, and express it perhaps in a terser, fruitful pasture lands of Goshen (Gen. 47). Dur

more remarkable form than is found elsewhere. ing their four hundred years ' residence in Egypt

The following are some of the most remarkable the Israelites engaged in the pursuit of agriculture

of these sayings : “ He that is near me is near the (Deut. 11:10 ) , so that they were prepared to make

fire ; he that is far from me is far from the king. the cultivation of the soil their principal employ.

dom ; ” “ That which is weak shall be saved by ment, and in this sense the Mosaic statewas founded

that which is strong ” (Rev. W.Locke, The Ex- on agriculture (Michaelis , xxxviii , 11) . As the soil

positor ). (d) “ The Logia, or Sayings of our Lord, ” could not be alienated, but reverted to the owner

found in Oxyrhynchus, one hundred and twenty in the year of jubilee, each family had a stake in

miles south of Cairo, Egypt, by Messrs . B. F. the soil , and its culture was held in high esteem

Grenfell and Arthur S. Hunt, 1896. “ The docu- (1 Sam . 11: ; 1 Kings 19:19, sq . ; 2 Chron. 26:10).

ment in question is a leaf from a papyrus book As the pastoral life of Israel had kept it from

containing a collection of Logia, orSayings of our mixture and local attachment, especially while in

Lord, of which some, though presenting several Egypt, so agriculture in Canaan tended to check

novel features, are familiar, others are wholly a freebooting and nomad life.

It was found ... in a mound which pro- 1. Irrigation . In all countries climate and

duced a great number of papyri belonging to the soil have much to do with the methods of agricul.

first three centuries of our era , those in the im- ture and sorts of crops. In Eastern countries,

mediate vicinity of our fragment belonging to the

second and third centuries. This fact, together

with the evidence of the handwriting, which has

a characteristically Roman aspect, fixes with cer

tainty 300 A. D. as the lowest limit for the date

at which the papyrus was written. The general

probabilities of the case, the presence of the usual

contractions found in the biblicalmanuscripts, and

the fact that the papyrus was in book, not roll

form , put the 1st century out of the question,

and make the first half of the 2d century un

likely. The date , therefore, probably falls within

the period of 150–300 A. D. The fragment

measures 54x3] inches, but its height was origi

nally somewhat greater, as it is unfortunately

broken at the bottom ” (pp. 5, 6 ).

The rendering from the English is given by

Grenfell and Hunt (pp. 10–15 ) thus :

Logion 1. " ... and then shalt thou see clearly Sowing Grain .

to cast out the mote that is in the brother's eye.”

Logion 2. “ Jesus saith , Except ye fast to the
world, ye shall in no wise find the kingdom of generally, the heat and dryness of the greater

God; and except ye keep the sabbath, ye sball portionof theyear makes irrigation by canals and

not see the Father," aqueducts indispensable. This is true to a con

Logion 3. “ Jesus saith, I stood in the midst of siderable extent of Palestine, although its rains

the world,and in the flesh wasI seen of them . Thereis reference,however,tonatural irrigation
are more frequent than in Egypt or Assyria.

and I found all men drunken, and none found I

athirstamongthem ; and my soul grievethover by conduits 072-32, water-partings, canals ( Job

the sons of men, because they are blind in their 38:25 ; Prov. 21 : 1). These were well-known to

heart. the Israelites in Egypt (Deut. 11:10).

Logion 4. Undecipherable. 2. Care of Soil. The several portions of the

Logion 5. “ Jesus saith , Wherever there are land were carefully marked off (1 Sam . 14:14 ;
and there is one alone, I am with him . Prov. 22:28) ; divided for the various products of

Raise the stone and there thou shalt find me ; the soil (Isa. 28:25 ); secured against injury from
cleave the wood, and there am I." . wild animals by hedges and walls (Isa . 5 :5 ; Num.

Logion 6. " Jesus saith , A prophet is not ac- 22:24) ; and the soil fertilized by manuring

ceptable in his own country, neither dotha (2 Kings 9:30 ; Psa. 83:10). The preparation of

physician work cures upon them that know him ." manure from straw trodden in the dunghill ap

Logion 7. "Jesus saith, A city built upon the pears from Isa. 25:10. The dung, the carcasses,

top of a high hill , and stablished, can neither fall and the blood of animals were used to enrich the

zor be hid ." soil ( 2 Kings 9:37 ; Psa. 83:10 ; 8 : 2 ; Jer. 9:22 ).

Logion 8. Undecipherable. Salt, either by itself or mixed in the dunghill in

AGRICULTURE. The cultivation of the soil order to promote putrefaction, is specially men .

dates back to Adam, to whom God assigned the tioned as a compost (Matt. 5:13 ; Luke 14:34, 35).

occupation of dressing and keeping the garden The land was burned over to destroy the seed of

.
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noxious herbs (Prov. 24:31; Isa . 32:13), and was The Israelites, probably, learned the working of
then enriched with ashes. The cultivation of hill- these in Egypt ( Exod. 9:31 ), and they seem to

sides in terraces cannot be proved from any clear have grown them in Palestine, for according to

statement of Scripture, but the nature of its soil Hos. 2 :9, and Prov. 31:13 , flax and wool were
makes it necessary. Terraces are still seen on to be found in every house. Cotton must have

the mountain slopes, rising above one another, been early cultivated by the -Israelites, for in

frequently to the number of sixty or eighty ; and 1 Chron. 4:21 among the ancient households of

on them fields, gardens, and plantations. Judah is named a family of workers in byssus .

The soil was broken up by the plow ( q . v . ) , a 4. Harvest. Grain was cut with the sickle

crude affair, probably similar to those used in (Deut. 16:9), the reapers living on parched grain

Egypt. The ground was cleared of stones and and bread dipped in vinegar (Ruth 2:14 ). It is

thorns (Isa . 6 : 2) early in the year ; sowing or gath- probable, however, that the modern custom of

ering from “ among thorns " being a proverb for pulling up by the roots prevailed to a considerable

slovenly husbandry ( Job 5 : 5 ; Prov. 24:30, 31 ) . extent in ancient times. This was done to save

New land was plowed a second time. The plow all the straw , as it grew very short. When cut it

was followed by men using hoes to break the was gathered on the arms (Psa. 129 : 7 ), bound in

clods (Isa. 28:24 ), but in latter times a harrow sheaves, and laid in heaps ( Cant. 7 : 2 ; Ruth 3 : 7 )

was employed. This appears to have been then to be thrashed. Thrashing floors were placed in

An Eastern Thrashing Floor.

as now merely a thick block of wood pressed the open air, leveled and tramped hard, generally

down by the weight of a stone or a man (Job on elevated ground, so that in winnowing the

39:10 ; Isa. 28:24 ) . The seed appears to bave wind might carry away the chaff ( Hos . 13: 3 ; Jer.

been sowed and harrowed at the same time, al. 4:11 ). Thrashing was done by oxen driven over

though sometimes it was plowed in by a cross the grain to tread out the kernels with their
furrow . hoofs (Hos. 10:11 ) , by machines made either of

3. Crops. The principal crops of Palestine planks with stones or bits of iron fastened to the

were, undoubtedly, wheat and barley, from which lower surface to make it rough, and rendered

was derived the common bread of the country. heavy by some weight upon it, or small wagons

Mention is also made of spelt, millet, lentils, flax, with low cylindrical wheels like saws (Isa . 28:27;

cucumbers, melons, beans, cummin , fennel, etc. 41:15 ).

Hay was not in use, and, therefore, barley with Iu thrashing small quantities of grain, or for

chopped straw was fed to cattle (Gen. 24:25 , 32 ; tender cereals, fails were used (Ruth 2:17 ; Isa.

Judg. 19:19 , sq .). 28:27 ) . Winnowing was done with a broad shovel

The sowing began after the Feast of Tabernacles or wooden fork with bent prongs. The mass of

(the end of October and in November ), in the time chaff, straw , and grain was thrown against the

when the autumn rains come gradually, thus leav- wind so that the chaff might be blown away.

ing the farmer time to sow his wheat and barley. This was usually done in the evening, when there

Summer fruits (millet, beans, etc. ) were sown in was generally a breeze (Ruth 3 : 2 ; see Jer. 4:11 ;

January and February. Harvest began with bar- 51:2 ). The chaff and stubble were burned (Isa.

ley (2 Sam . 21 : 9 ; Ruth 2:23), which ripens in 5:24 ; Matt. 3:12 ) . Finally the grain was sifted

Palestine from two to three weeks before wheat, (Amos 9 : 9 ).

and was opened by law on the 16th Nisan with Laws. Israel owed Palestine as its possession,

the presentation of the first barley sheat. Len- and its fertility to Jehovah ; hence its cultivation

tils , etc. , were ready at the same time with barley. was put under obedience to the Lord's commands.

Then came wheat and spelt, so that the chief The Sabbath rest was to be observed (Lev.

part of the grain harvest closed about Pentecost. 19: 3 ), the soil was to lie fallow in the sabbatic

Flax and Cotton . Regarding the cultivation of (25:3, sq . ) and jubilee years ( 25:11 ). The Is

these the Old Testament gives little information . raelites were forbidden to yoke an ox and asş
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together (Deut. 22:10 ), the one being a clean and lished the worship of the Phænician idols, and es

the other an unclean animal; to sow with mingled pecially of the sun-god Baal. Ahab built him a

seed ( Lev. 19:19 ; Deut. 22 : 9 ) , or moistened seed temple and an altar in Samaria, and made a grove

on which the carcass of an unclean animal had for the impure orgies of the goddess Ashtoreth

fallen ( Lev . 11:37 , 38 ). The corners of the fields ( 1 Kings 16 :29–33). So strong was the tide of

were not reaped, and the gleanings of the fields corruption that it appeared as if the knowledge

were left for the poor (Lev. 19:9 ; Deut. 24:19 ; of the true God would be lost among the Israel.

comp. Ruth 2:2). ites . But a man suited to this emergency was

It was allowed to pluck the heads of ripened raised up in the person of Elijah (1 Kings 18),

grain while passing along in the path left in the who opposed the royal power, and succeeded in

field (Deut. 23:25 ; Matt. 12: 1 ; Luke 6: 1 ). The retaining many of his countrymen in the worship

first fruits of all kinds of planting belonged to of the true God. See ELIJAH. Ahab had a taste

Jehovah, in recognition of his being the giver of for splendid architecture, which he indulged by

all good things. The fruit of the orchard the first building an ivory house and several cities (1 Kings

three years was uncircumcized (unclean ), and not 22:39). He erected his royal residenceat Jezreel,

in the plain of Esdraelon, still keeping Samaria as

capital of his kingdom . (2) Death of Naboth .

Refused a neighboring vineyard, which he desired

toadd to his pleasure grounds, Ahab, through the

influence of Jezebel, caused its proprietor, Naboth,

to be put to death on a false charge of blasphemy.

For this crime Elijah prophesied the total extinc

tion of the house of Abab. The execution of the

sentence was delayed in consequence of Ahab's

repentance ( 1 Kings 21). (3) Wars. Ahab under

took three campaigns against Ben-hadad II, king

of Damascus, two defensive and one offensive.

In the first Ben -hadad had laid siege to Sa

maria, and Ahab, encouraged by God's prophets,

made a sudden attack upon him while at a

banquet, and totally routed the Syrians. Ben.

hadad was the next year again defeated by

Ahab, who spared his life and released him on

condition of restoring the cities of Israel he had

Reaping with Sickle.
held, and allowing Ahab certain commercial and

political privileges ( 1 Kings 20:34). : For three

to be eaten, All of the fourth year's yield was years Ahab enjoyed peace, when, with Jehosha

consecrated to Jehovah ; and the first eating by phat, king of Judah, he attacked Ramoth in

men was to be that of the fifth year (Lev. 19:23 ). Gilead. Michaiah told Ahab that the expedition

For cultivation of Vine and Olive , see under re- would fail. The prophet was imprisoned for giv

spective words. ing this warning, but Ahab was so impressed that

AGRIPPA (Gr. 'Aypir tas, ag -rip '-pas, per he took the precaution of disguising himself when

haps wild horse tamer),the name of two ofthe he went into battle. ( 4 ) Death. Hewas slain

members of the Herodian family. See HEROD.
by a man who “ drew a bow at a venture, " and

although stayed up in his chariot for a time he died
AGUE. See DISEASES.

ateven, and his army was dispersed (1 Kings 22).

A'GUR (Heb. 1979, aw -goor ", gathered), the When he was brought to be buried in Samaria

author of the sayings contained in Prov. 30, which the dogs licked up his blood as a servant was

the inscription describes as composed of the pre- washing his chariot, thus fulfilling the prophecy

cepts delivered by “ Agur the son of Jakeh ." of Elijah (1 Kings 21:19). See SUPPLEMENT.

Beyond this everything that has been stated of 2. A false prophet who deceived the Israelites

bim , and of the time in which he lived, is pure at Babylon, and was threatened by Jeremiah , who

conjecture (Kitto, s. v. ). foretold that he should be put to death by the

AH- (Heb. "AX, akh, or Tip, akh -ee', brother king of Babylon, in the presence of those whom

of), the former part of many Hebrew words, should become a common malediction to say,
he had beguiled ; and that in following times it

signifying relationship or property.
“ The Lord make thee like Zedekiah and like

AHAB (Heb.SNTIX, akh -awb', father's Ahab, whom the king ofBabylon roasted in the

brother ). fire ” (Jer. 29:21, 22), B. C. 606.

1. The son of Omri, eighth king of Israel, and AHAR'AH (Heb. 1778, akh -rakh', after the
second of the dynasty of Omri, succeeded his fa

ther in the thirty-eighth year of Asa, king of brother),the third son of Benjamin (1 Chron. 8: 1 ),

Judah,andreigned twenty-two years in Samaria, elsewhere called Ehi (Gen. 46:21), Ahiram (Num.

B.C. 876–853. His wife was Jezebel, a heathen 26:38), and Aher (1 Chron. 7:12).

princess, daughter of Ethbaal, king of Zidon. AHARʻHEL (Heb. Song, akh-ar -khale ', be

( 1 ) Idolatry. Jezebel was a decided and energetic hind the breastwork), a son of Harum ,whose fam .

character, and soon acquired complete control ilies are named among the lineage of Coz, a de.

over her husband, so that he eventually estab - scendant of Judah (1 Chron . 4:8 ).

2
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AHAS'AI (Heb. IIX, akh-zah'ee, perhaps a and consoled himself in the pleasures of his

prolonged form of Ahaz, possessor, or contracted harem ; in the seventh year of his reign “ fair

form of Ahaziah, whom Jehovah holds),a grandson he replaced Vashti by marrying Esther.
young virgins were sought ” for Abasuerus, and

of Immer, and one whose descendants dwelt in

Jerusalem after the return from Babylon (Xeh . It is generally agreed that the person here re
3. The father of Darius the Mede (Dan . 9: 1 ).

11:13). Gesenius thinks him the same with Jah- ferred to is the Astyages of profane history, but

ZERAH ( q. v.), who is made the grandson of Immer

( 1 Chron. 9:12 ).
some identify him with Cyaxeres.

AHAVA (Heb. 87.78, å -hav -aw ', water ), the

AHAS’BAI (Heb. 1978, akh -as -bah'ee, I river or place where was a river at which gathered

take refuge in Jehovah — Gesenius), a Maachathite, the Jewish exiles who were to return from Bab
father of Eliphelet,one of David's warriors (2 Sam. ylon to Jerusalem (Ezra 8:21). Possibly the place

23:34). In i Chron. 11:35, he is apparently called called Hit, on the Euphrates E.of Damascus.

UR (q. v . ). AHAZ (Heb. TTX, aw -khawz', possessor ).

AHASUERUS (Heb. Jinong, akh-ash- 1. The twelfth king of the separate kingdom of

vay-rosh ', probably Lion king), the title of three Judah, being the son and successor of Jotham .

Median and Persian monarchs mentioned in the Personal History. He reigned sixteen years

Bible. (according to some authorities,two years as vice

1. The Persian king to whom the enemies of roy), B. C. 735–719. (1) Wars. At the time of

the Jews sent an accusation against them , the re- his accession Pekah , king of Israel, and Rezin,

sult of which is not mentioned (Ezra 4 :6). He king of Syria, were in league against Judah. They

was probably Cambyses, son of Cyrus, who came proceeded to lay siege to Jerusalem , intending to

to the throne B. C.529, and died after a reign of place on the throne Ben -Tabeal, probably a Syrian
seven years and five months. noble (Isa. 7: 6). Isaiah hastened to announce to

2. The Persian king mentioned in the Book of him the destruction of the allied monarchs, who

Esther. He is probably identical with Xerxes, failed in their attack upon Jerusalem , although

whose regal state and affairs tally with all that is they inflicted serious damage on him elsewhere.

here said of Ahasuerus. His kingdom was very Rezin, king of Syria, captured Elath (2 Kings

extensive, extending from India even unto Ethi- 16 : 6 ) ; Zichri, an Ephraimite, slew the king's son,

opia (Esth. 1 :1). (1) Divorces Vashti. In the the governor of his house, and his prime minister;

third year of his reign he made a sumptuous ban. and Pekah, king of Israel, gained a great advan

quet for his robility, and prolonged the feast for tage over him in a battle in Judah, killing one

one hundred and eighty days. On one occasion , hundred and twenty thousand men , and taking

being partially intoxicated ,he ordered Vashti, his captive two hundred thousand of his people.

wife, to be brought before him , that he might ex. These, however, were returned through the remon .

hibit her beauty to his courtiers. She, however, strance of the prophet Oded (2 Chron. 28 : 6–15).

refused to appear; for, in fact, it was contrary to (2) Becomes a vassal. In his extremity Ahaz ap

Persian etiquette as well as to female propriety. plied to Tiglath -pilnezer, king of Assyria, for as

Thereupon Ahasuerus indignantly divorced her, sistance, who freed him from his most formidable

and published a royal decree asserting the superi enemies by invading Syria, taking Damascus, and

ority of husbands over their wives . (2) Marries killing Rezin. He purchased this help at great

Esther. In theseventh year of his reign (2:16) he cost, becoming tributary to Tiglath -pilnezer. He

married Esther, the beautiful Jewess, who, how . sent bim the treasures of the temple and of his

ever, concealed her parentage. (3) Haman's plot. own palace, and even appeared before him at

His prinie minister, Haman, was enraged with Damascus as his vassal. (3) Idolatry. While

Mordecai, the Jew, because he did not do him rev- he was there his idolatrous propensities induced

erence ; and, in the twelfth year of the king's him to take the pattern of a heathen altar and

reign, offered him ten thousand talents of silver have one like it built in Jerusalem. Upon his

for the privilege of ordering a general massacre return he offered upon the altar, closed the tem.

of the Jews in thekingdomon an appointed day. ple, removed itssacred utensils, andraised shrines

The king refused the money, but granted the re- to heathen deities everywhere. ( 4) Death . He

quest. Couriers were dispatched to the most dis- died unlamented, and his body was not deposited

tant parts of the realm to order the execution of in the sacred sepulchers (vers. 16-27).

the decree. Mordecai immediately sent word to NOTE . - In 2 Kings 16:2 the age of Abaz, at his acces.

Esther of the impending danger, and, through her sion , is given as twenty years. This probably refers to

intercession, the decree was so far annulled as to some earlier viceroyship, otherwise he would have been

empower the Jews to defend themselves against only eleyen years old at the birth of his son Hezekiah

their enemies. Ahasuerus disgraced and hanged his age is given as 25 years.
(comp. 2 Kings 10:2, 20 ; 18 : 2 ). In the latter passage

Haman and his ten sons (7:10 ; 9:14), and made

Mordecai bis prime minister ( 10 : 3 ). (4) Identity.
2. A great -grandson of Jonathan, son of King

The following evidenceis in favor of the identity Saul, being one of the four sons of Micah, and fa .

of Ahasuerus and Xerxes. ( 1 ) In the third year
ther of Jehoadah or Jarah ( 1 Chron . 8:35, 36 ; 9:42).

of the reign of Xerxes was held an assembly to AHAZI'AH (Heb. 777X, akh -az-yaw ', held

arrange the Grecian war ; in the third year of by Jehovah).

Ahasuerus was held a great feast and assembly in 1. The son of Ahab, king of Israel, whom he

Shushan, the palace. (2) In the seventh year of succeeded in every sense, being as completely

his reign Xerxes returned defeated from Greece, under the control of Jezebel and idolatry as was
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his father ( 1 Kings 22 : 51-53). He was the eighth AHI'AH (Heb. 7TIŅ, akh -ee-yaw ', brother of

kiny of Israel, and reigned two years, B. C. 853, Jehovah, another mode of Anglicizing the name

852. The most signal public event of his reign Ahijah ).

was the revolt of the vassal king ofthe Moabites, 1. The son of Ahitub, and high priest in the

who took the opportunity of the defeat and death reign of Saul ( 1 Sam. 14 :3, 18), B. C. about 1022.

of Ahab to discontinue the tribute which he had He is here described as being the Lord's priest

paid to the Israelites, consisting of one hundred in Shiloh , wearing an ephod . " In 14:18 it ap

thousand lambs, and as many rams with their pears that the ark was under his care. There

wool (2 Kings 1 : 1 ; 8 :4 , 5) . Ahaziah became a is some difficulty in reconciling this with the

party with Jehoshaphat to revive the maritime statement (1 Chron. 13 : 3) that they inquired not
traffic of the Red Sea . Because of this alliance at the ark in the days of Saul . Some avoid the

God was displeased with Jehoshaphat, the vessels difficulty by inserting “ ephod ” for “ ark ” (K. and

were destroyed, and the enterprise blasted (2 Chron. D., Co., in loco); others, by interpreting the

20 :35-37 ) . Soon after Ahaziah was injured by ark, in this case, to mean a chest for carrying

falling from the roof gallery of his palace in Sa- about the ephod ' in. Others apply the expres

maria (the " lattice ” of the text probably meansion only to all the latter years of the reign

ing a balustrade to keep persons from falling ) of Saul, when we know thatthe priestly estab

He sent to inquire of Baal-zebub, the idol of lishment was at Nob, and not at Kirjath -jearim ,

Ekron, what should be the result of his injury. where the ark was. But probably the last time

But the messengers were met and sent back by that Abiah inquired of the Lord before theark
Elijah, who announced that he should rise no

was on the occasion related in 1 Sam. 14:36, when

more from the bed upon which he lay. He died Saul marred his victory over the Philistines by bis

shortly after, and was succeeded by his brother rash oath, which nearly cost Jonathan his life.

Jehoram ( 2 Kings 1:17 ; 3 : 1 ). But God returned no answer in consequence, as it

2.The son of Jehoram by Athaliah, and sixth seens , of Saul's rash curse . If, as is commonly

king of Judah, B. C. 843. He is also called Je supposed, Abiah is the same person as Ahimelech,
hoahaz (2 Chron. 21:17 ; 25:23) and Azariah this failure to obtain an answer may have led to

(2 Chron. 22:6). He followed the exampleof his an estrangement between the king and the high

father-in -law , Ahab , and wasgiven to idolatry priest, and predisposed him to suspect Ahimelech's
(2 Kings 8 :25–27; 2 Chron. 22:1-4 ). He joined loyalty, and to take that terrible revenge upon

his uncle, Jehoram , of Israel, in an expedition him for his favorto David (M'C. and S. , Cyc., s. v.).

against Hazael, king of Syria,which proved dis. Gesenius supposes ( Thes. Heb., p. 65) that Ahim
astrous . The kingof Israel was wounded, and elech may have been a brother to Ahiah, and that

Abaziah visited him in Jezreel. During this visit they officiated simultaneously, the one at Gibeah,

Jebu was secretly anointed king of Israel, and or Kirjath -jearim , and the other at Nob .

conspired against Jehoram . The two kings rode 2. Son of Shisha, and secretary of King Solo
out in their several chariots to meet Jehu, and mon ( 1 Kings 4 : 3 ), 'B. C. 960.

when Jehoram was shot through the heart Ahaziah
3. One of the sons of Bela , son of Benjamin

attempted to escape, but was pursued as far as
(1 Chron. 8 :7), elsewhere (v. 4 ) called AHOAH (q . v . ).

the pass of Gur, and, being there mortally wounded,

bad only strength to reach Megiddo, where he AHI'AM (Heb. DNTN, akh -ec-awm ', perhaps

died. His body was conveyed by his servants to for Achiab ', father's brother ), a son of Sharar, the

Jerusalem for burial (2 Kings 9 : 1-28). Hararite, and one of David's thirty heroes ( 2 Sam.

NOTE . - In 2 Kings 8:26 A baziab is said to have been 23:33 ; 1 Chron. 11:35), B. C. 1000.

twenty-two years old wben he began to reign ; but in

2 Chron. 22 : 2 bis age is stated to be forty -two years. AHI'AN (Heb. jimx, akh -yawn ', brotherly),

The former is undoubtedly correct, as in chron: the first named of the four sons of Shemidah, of
21:5, 20 , we see that his father was forty when he died,

which would have made bim younger than his son. the tribe of Manasseh (1 Chron . 7:19), B. C. about

2 Chron . 22 :7-9 informs us that “ the destruction of 1444.

Ahaziah was of God," since , by fraternizing with the

bouse of Abab, he was included in the commission given AHIEʻZER (Heb. 7 , ckh -ee - eh ' -zer,

brother of help, i . e . , helpful).

AH'BAN (Heb. 1778, akh-bavn', brother of 1. The son of Ammishaddai, and chief of the

the wise), the first named of the two sons of Abi. tribe of Dan when the people were numbered at

shur by Abibail, of the descendants of Judah fering for the serviceof the tabernacle , like the
Sinai (Num . 1:12), B. C. 1210. He made an of.

( 1 Chron. 2:29), B. C. about 1471 . other chiefs (Num. 7:66).

A HER (Heb. TX, akh -air ', after ), a descend- 2. The chief of the Benjamite warriors who

ant of Benjamin ( 1 Chron. 7:12) ; probably the joined David at Ziklag ( 1 Chron. 12: 3), B. C. before
1000.

same person as Ahiram (Num . 26:38). Some

translators consider it as not a proper name at AHI HUD. 1. (Heb . 1971 , akh- ee-hood ',

all, and render it literally another ." brother of renown.) The son of Shelomi, and

prince of the tribe of Asher. He was one of
AHI (Heb. Tx, akh -ee', brotherly) .

1. A son of Abdiel, and chieftain of the tribe of Canaan (Num . 34:27) , B. C. 1172.
those appointed by Moses tooversee the partition

of Gad, resident in Bashan (1 Chron . 5:15) .

2. The first named of the four sons of Shamer, 2. (Heb. 17TN, akh -ee-khood ', brother of a

a chieftain of the tribe of Asher (1 Chron. 7:34). 'Triddle, i . e. , mysterious. ) The second named of the

to Jebu to root them out.

1

>
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two later sons of Bela, the son of Benjamin revolted David refused to allow the ark to be rea

(1 Chron , 8 : 7 ). moved from Jerusalem , believing that God would

AHI'JAH (Heb. III, akh -ee-yaw ', brother bring him back to the city. The high priests,

of Jehovah ). Zadok and Abiathar, necessarily remained in at

1. A prophet of Shiloh ( 1 Kings 14 : 2 ), and tendance upon it; but their sons, Ahimaaz and
hence called the Shilomite (ch. 11:29). There are Jonathan, concealed themselves outside the city to
two remarkable prophecies of Ahijah extant.The be in readiness to bear off to David any inipor

one in 1 Kings 11:31-39 is addressed to Jeroboam, tant movements and designs of Absalom which

B. C. 960 . In this he foretold the rending of the they might receive from within. When, there.
kingdom of Solomon, in punishment for his idol- fore, Hushai informed the priests thatAbsalom
atries, and the transference of ten tribes after his had preferred his own counsel to that of Abitho

death to Jeroboam . Solomon, hearing of this phel, they sent word to Ahimaaz and Jonathan
prophecy, sought to kill Jeroboam , who fled to by a girl, doubtless to avoid suspicion. A lad
Shishak, kingof Egypt , and remained there until saw the transaction and informed Absalom,who

Solomon's death. Theother prophecy (1 Kings dispatched servants after them . They were hid
14:6–16 ).was delivered to the wife of Jeroboam , by a woman in a dry well , the mouth of which

who came to him in disguise to inquire con
was covered and strewn over with corn . She told

the
cerning the king's son , who was sick. In this pursuers that the messengers had passed on

he foretold the death of the son, the destruction in haste, and when all was safe released them ,

of Jeroboam's house on account of the images and theymade their wayto David (2 Sam. 15:24
After the death of

he had set up, and the captivity of Israel. In 27 ; 17 :15–22), B. C. 967.

2 Chron. 9:29, reference is made to a record of Absalom , Ahimaaz prevailed upon Joab to let him

the events of Solomon's reign contained in the run after the Cushite who had been sent to inform

“ prophecy of Ahijah the Shilomite ." David . He outstripped him , being doubtless

2.An Ísraelite of the tribe of Issachar, father swift of foot and taking another route, and pro

of Baaclia, king of Israel ( 1 Kings15:27 ), B. C. ceeded to break the news gently to David , telling

before 911 . him at first only of the victory. While speaking

3. The last named of the five sons of Jerah- the Cushite entered and bluntly revealed the

meel by his first wife (1 Chron . 2:25), B. C. after truth; . The estimate in which he was held by

1170.
David is shown in his answer to the watchman

4. A Pelonite, one of David's famous heroes who announced his coming: “ He is a good man ,

(1 Chron. 11:36), apparently the same called Elism and cometh with good tidings ” (2 Sam . 18: 19-32).

(q. v. ), the son of Abithophel the Gilonite in the 3. Solomon's purvevor in Naphtali,who married

parallel passage (2 Sam . 23:34 ).
Basmath , daughter of Solonion ( 1 Kings 4:15 ),

5. A Levite appointed, in the arrangement by
B, C. after 960.

David, over the sacred treasury of dedicated
AHI'MAN ( Hel. 122 ?,akh -ce-man ', brother

things at the temple ( 1 Chron . “26:20 ), B. C. 1000. of a gift, i. e. , liberal).

6. One of those who subscribed the covenant, 1. One of the three famous giants of the race

drawn up by Nehemiah, to serve the Lord (Neh. of Anak,who dwelt at Hebron when the Hebrew
10:26), B. C. 445. spies explored the land (Num . 13:22) , B. C. 1210,

AHI’KAM (Heb. OPTIX, akh- ee -kawm ', brother and who (or their descendants) were afterward

of rising,i . e. , high; according to Gesenius, brother expelled by Caleb ( Joshi. 15:14 ), and eventually

of the enemy), one of the four persons sent by slain by the Judaites ( Judg. 1:10).
2. A Levite who was one of the porters (war.

King Josial to inquire of the prophetess Huldah
concerning the proper course to be pursued in dens) of the temple ( 1 Chron. 9:17 ).

relation to the acknowledged violations of the AHIMÄELECH (Heb. 19nx, akh - ee-meh '.

newly.discovered book of the law (2 Kings 22 : 12– lek, brother of the king ).

14 ; 2 Chron. 34:20 ), B. C. 624. He afterward
1. High priest of the Jews, son of Ahitub

protected the prophet Jeremiah from the perse- | ( 1 Sam . 22:16) and father of Abiathar (v. 20 ),

cuting fury of Jehoiakim (Jer. 26:24 ), B. C. about and probably the same withi Aniar (q . v.). He

609. His son, Gedaliab, showed Jeremiah a like was a descendant of the line of Ithamar through

kindness (Jer. 39:14). He was the son of Sha- Eli ( 1 Chron. 24 : 3 , 6 ; Josephus, Ant., v , 11,

phan, and father of Gedaliah ,the viceroy of Judea 5 ; viii , 1 , 3 ) . When David fled from Saul (B. C.

after the capture of Jerusalem by the Babylo- 994) he went to Nob, where the tabernacle

nians (2 Kings 25:22 ; Jer. 40 : 5–16). then was. His unexpected appearance alarmed

AHI’LUD (Heb. 775m?, akh- ee-lood ', brother Abimelech, whose anxious inquiry wasanswered
of one born), father of Jehoshaphat, recorder under by David's falsehood, “ The king hath commanded

David and Solomon (2 Sam . 8:16 ; 20:24 ; 1 Kings me a business." Under this pretext Alimelech

4 :3), and also of Baana, one of Solomon's pur- Goliath (1 Sam .21:1-9).A servant of Saul,Doeg,
was induced to give him bread and the sword of

veyors (1 Kings 4:12), B. C. 960 .
an Edomite , witnessed the transaction, and in.

AHIM'AAZ (Heb. 73191 , akh -ee-mak '-ats, formed King Saul, who immediately sent for

brother of anger ). Ahimelech and the other priests then at Nob, and

1. The father of Ahinoam , wife of King Saul | charged them with treason . But they declared

(1 Sam . 14:50 ), B. C. before 1022 . their ignorance of any hostile designs on the part

2. The son and successor of Zadok ( 1 Chron. of David . This, however, availed them nothing,

6: 8, 53) in the high priesthood . When Absalom | for the king ordered his guard to slay them

a
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Upon their refusing to do so he commanded AHIS'AMACH (Heb. 17791778, akh -ce -sar .

Doeg, who slew the priests, eighty-five in number: mawk', brother of help ), father of one of the

He then marched to Nob and put to the sword famous workers upon the tabernacle, Aholiab , the

everything it contained (1 Sam . 22:9-20). The Danite (Exod. 31:6 ; 35:34 ; 38:23), B. C. 1210.

only priest that escaped was Abiathar, Alime

lech's son , who fled to David, and who afterward AHISH'AHAR (Heb . nung, akh - ee

became high priest (23 :6 ; 30:7). The names in shakh '-ar, brother of the dawn, i. e., carly), a war

2 Sam . 8:17 and 1 Chron. 24 :6 are commonly re- rior, last named of the sons of Bilhan, ofthe tribe

garded as having been transposed by a copyist. of Benjamin (1 Chron . 7:10).

2. A Hittite, one of David's warriors, whom AHI'SHAR (Heb.mp akh -ee-shawr',

David invited to accompany him at night into the brother of song, or of the upright),the officer who
camp of Saul in the wilderness of Ziph ; but

Abishai seems alone to have gone with him (1 Sam. 4 :6). i. e., steward, or governor of the palace, a
over the household ” of Solomon (1 Kings

26 : 6 , 7), B. C. about 996.

AHI’MOTH (Heb. nizamni , akh -ee -moth ', East, B. c. 960.
place of great importance and influence in the

brother of death, i. e. , destructive), one of the sons AHITH'OPHEL (Heb. Spinig akh-ee.

of Elkanah,a Levite (1 Chron. 6:25). In v. 26 he tho'-fel
, brother of folly), a counselor of David,is called Nabath.

whose wisdom was so highly esteemed that his
AHIN'ADAB (Heb. 577X, akh - ee -naw - advice had the authority of a divine oracle

dawb ', liberal brother), son of Iddo, and one of the (2 Sam . 16:23) . Absalom , when he revolted , sent

twelve purveyors of Solomon . His district was to Ahithophel, who was at Giloh , his native city,

Mahanaim , the southern half of the region beyond and secured his adhesion. He, perhaps, thought

Jordan ( 1 Kings 4:14), B. C. 1000. to wield a greater sway under the prince than

AHIN'OAM (Heb. Däitis , akh-ee-no'-am, he had done under David ,and also resented Da

brother of pleasantness, i. e. , pleasant).
vid's conduct to his granddaughter, Bath -sheba

1. The daughter of Ahimaaz,and wife of King (comp.2 Sam . 11:3with ch. 23:34). 'WhenDavid

Saul ( 1 Sam . 14:50 ), B. C. about 1023.
heard of Ahithophel's defection , he prayed God

2. A Jezreelitess, and one of David's wives alluding to his name),and induced Hushai, bis
to turn his counsel " to foolishness " (doubtless

while he was yet a private person (1 Sam .25:43, friend, to go over to Absalomto defeatthe coun.
B. C. 996. She and his other wife, Abigail

, sels ofthis now dangerous enemy (15:31-37).

lived with him at the court of Achish (ch .27:3); Ahithophel's advice toAbsalom was to show that

were takenprisonersbythe Amalekites when they the breach between him andhis father was irrep

plundered Ziklag (ch . 30 : 5 ) , but were rescued by
David (v. 18). She went with him to Hebron and arable by publicly taking possession of the royal

resided with him while he remained there as king
harem (16 :20–23). He also recommended imme

of Judah (2 Sam. 2 : 2), and wasmotherof his eldest diate pursuit of David, and would probably have

son, Amnon (2 :2).
succeeded had not Hushai's plausible advice been

accepted by the council . When Ahithophel saw
AHI’O (Heb. 1mix, akh -yo ', brotherly). that his counsel was rejected for that of Hushai

1. One of the sons of the Levite Abinadab, to the far-seeing man gave up the cause of Absalom

whom , with his brother, was intrusted the care for lost ; and he forthwith returned to his home

of the ark when David first attempted to remove in Giloli, hanged himself, and was buried in the

it to Jerusalem . Ahio probably guided the oxen, sepulcher of his father (2 Sam . 17), B. C. 967.
while his brother Uzzah walked by the cart (2 Sam.

AHI TUB (Heb. 210 TTX ,akh -ec- toob', brother
6 : 3, 4 ; 1 Chron. 13: 7), B, C. 992.

2. Å Benjamite, one of the sons of Beriah of goodness).

(1 Chron . 8:14) . 1. The son of Phinehas and grandson of Eli.

3. One of the sons of Jehiel, a Gibeonite, by He probably succeeded the latter in the high

Maachah (1 Chron. 8:31 ; 9:37). priesthood, his father being slain in battie, B. C.

AHIRA (Heb. 5 ) Tip ,akh -ee-ral“, brother of Abimelech ( 1 Sam . 14:3 ;22: 9, 11 , 20), B. C. about
1141. He was succeeded by his son. Ahiah , or

evil, i. e., unlucky), the son of Enan, and chief of 994.

the tribe of Naphtali (Num . 2:29). He was ap- 2. The son of Amariah and father of Zadok,

pointed as “ head man ” of his tribe to assist who was made high priest by Saul after the death

Moses in numbering the people ( ch . 1:15), and of Ahimelech (2 Sam. 8:17 ; 1 Chron . 6 : 8), B. C.

made his contribution to the sacred service on the
984 . It is not probable that this Ahitub was

twelfth day of offering (7:78 , 83 ; 10:27), B. C. ever high priest. The coincidence of the names
1210,

( 1 Chron. 6 : 8 , 11 , 12) would lead us to infer that

AHIʻRAM (Heb.Sh , akh-ee-rawn ”, brother the latter list was spurious , or that by the Ahitub
of the height, or high ), a son of Benjamin, from found therein is meant Azariah (2 Chron. 31:10).

whom one of the families of the Benjamites was of the Ahitub mentioned in 1 Chron. 9:11 ; Neh.

named (Num . 26:38). He was, apparently, the 11:11 nothing definite is known, save that he was

same with Ehi (Gen. 46:21), Aher (1 Chron . 7:12),
“ ruler of the house of God ."

and Aharah ( 1 Chron. 8: 1 ). AH'LAB (Heb. 5518, akh-lawb', fatness, i. e. ,

AHIRAMITE (Heb. 1797 Tip , akh -ee -raw- fertile ), a town of Asher, whose inhabitants the

mee ), a descendant (Num. 26:38) of the Benja- Israelites were unable to expel (Judg. 1:31). It

mite AHIRAM ( q. v ). has not been identified .

(4)
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AH LAI (Heb. 2ņix, akh -lah'ce, Oh that ! and not of persons. Thiswould seem to be evi

wishful).
dent from the expression in the heading, “ after

1. The daughter of Sheshan, a descendant of their places by their names ,” (v. 40) as compared

Judah, married to her father's Egyptian slave, with v. 43, according to their habitations in the

JARHA (q. v .), by whom she had Altai (1 Chron . land of their possession ” (Keil , in loco ; Smith,

2:31 , 34, 35).
Dictionary, s . v . ).

2. The father of one of David's valiant men AHU MAI (Heb. 9721n7p akh-00 -mah'ee,

(1 Chron. 11:41), B. C. 991. brother of water ), the son Jahath, a descendant

AHO’AH (Heb. Dinx, " akh - o' -akh, brotherly), of Judah , and of the family of the Zorathites
the son of Bela , the son of Benjamin (1 Chron . (1 Chron. 4 :2 ), B. C. about 1300.

8:4) ; called also Ahiah (v . 7), and perhaps Iri AHUʻZAM (Heb. DITX, akh-ooz-zawon ', their

(1 Chron. 7 :7), B. C. probably about 1600. It is possession ), the first named of the four sons of

probably hewhose descendants are called Aho- Ashur ( “father of Tekoa" ) by one of his wives,
hites (2 Sam . 23:9 , 28) . Naarah, of the tribe of Judah (1 Chron . 4 :6 ), B.C.

AHO’HITE (Heb. Ting, akh -o -khee'), a patro- about 1300.

nymic applied to Dodo or Dodai, one of the cap- ABUZZATH ( Heb, Ha, ak -o0z-zath , po8

tains under Solomon (1 Chron. 27:4); his son session ), one of the friends (perhaps “ favorite ” )

Eleazar, one of David's three chief warriors of the Philistine king Abimelech, who accom .

(2 Sam. 23:9; 1 Chron. 11:12); and Zalmon, or panied him on his visit to Isaac (Gen. 26:26), B. C.

İlai , another bodyguard (2 Sam . 23:18 ; 1 Chron. about 2100.

11:29) ; probably from their descent from AHOAH
A'I (Heb. 2 , al’ee, ruin , heap of ruins).

( q. v.).

AHOʻLAH (Heb. $, o -hol-aw ', her own the scene ofJoshua'sdeleat( Josh.10:1; Gen.
1. One of the royal cities of the Canaanites, and

tent), the name of a probably imaginary harlot, 12 : 8 ; 13 : 3). It lay to the E. of Beth-el, beside

used by Ezekiel (23 :4, 5 , 36, 44) as a symbol “ Beth -aven.” It was the second Canaanite city

of the idolatry of Samaria, the apostate branch of captured by Israel ( Josh. 7 : 2-5 ; 8 : 1–29).

Judah being designated by Aholibah. The terms 2. A town of the Ammonites, apparently oppo

indicate respectively that, while the worship of site Heshbon (Jer. 49 :3). Nothing is known of

Samaria had been self-invented , and never sanc- this Ai. Some have thought that the correct

tioned by Jehovah, that at Jerusalem was divinely reading of the name (as Isa. 15: 1) should be Ar.

instituted, but now degraded and abandoned for
AI'AH (Heb. 1778, ah-yaw', a cry, often hark).

foreign alliances. They are both graphically de

scribed as lewd women , adulteresses, prostituting
1. The first named of the two sons of Zibeon

themselves to the Egyptians and Assyrians, in the Horite, or rather Hivite (Gen. 36:24, A. V.,

imitating their abominations and idolatries; where- Ajah ; ?Chron. 1:40), B. C. about 1840.

fore the allegory is an epitonie of the history of
2. The father of Rizpah , Saul's concubine

the Jewish Church (Kitto, s. v .).
(2 Sam. 3:7 ; 21 : 8, 10, 11), B. C.about 1053.

AHOʻLIAB (Heb. Sp .79,7" -hol-e-awb',
AI'ATH (Heb . nn ah-yawth', Isa. 10:28),

tent

of his father), the son of Ahisamach, of the tribe another form of the city Ai (q. v. ) .

of Dan, an expert workman in the precious metals
AI'JA (Heb . Az, ah -yaw ', Neh . 11:31), an .

and other materials, and, together with Bezaleel, other form of Ai (q. v. ).

appointed to superintend the preparation of such AI'JALON , another form of the city AJALON

articles for the tabernacle (Exod. 31: 6 ; 35:34 ; ( q. v .).

36: 1 , 2 ; 38:23), B. C. 1210. AI JELETH SHAHAR occurs in the title

AHOL’IBAH (Heb. 177757 , " -hol-ce- baw', of Psa. 22. See Music.

my tent is in her ), a symbolical name given to A’IN (Heb. 773', ah '-yin ), literally, an eye, and

Jerusalem (Ezek. 23:4, 11, 22, 36, 44), under the also, in the simple but vivid imagery of the East,

figure of an adulterous harlot, as having once a spring or natural burst of living water, always

contained the true worship of Jehovah, and hav. contradistinguished from the well or tank of arti

ing prostituted herself to foreign idolatries. See ficial formation, and which latter is designated by

AHOLAH . the words Beer and Bor . Ain oftenest occurs in

AHOLIBAʼMAH (Yeb. 1727.28, 8 -hol -e- combination with other wordsformingthenames

baw-maw', tent of theheight).
of definite localities, as En-gedi, En -gannim , etc.

1. The granddaughter of Zibeon the Hivite, It occurs alone in two cases :

and one of the wires of Esau (Gen. 36 : 2) , B. C.
1. One of the landmarks on the eastern bound

about 2100. In the earlier narrative (Gen. 26:34 ) ary of Palestine, as described by Moses (Num .

Aholibamah is called Judith the daughter of 34:11) . It is probably ' Ain el-'Azy, the main

Beeri the Hittite. The probable explanation is source of the Orontes, as pring remarkable for its
that her proper name was Judith ,and that Aholi- force and magnitude.

bamah was the name that she received as the 2. Oneof the southernmost cities of Judah ( Josh.
wife of Esau and foundress of the three tribes of 15:32), afterward allotted to Simeon (Josh. 19 :7 ;

his descendants . 1 Chron. 4:32) and given to the priests ( Josh.

2. One of the dukes who sprang from Esau 21:16 ). In the list of priests' cities in 1 Chron .

(Gen. 36:41; 1 Chron, 1:52). The list of names 6:59 Ashan takes the place of Ain.

in which this is included is probably of places, AIR (Gr. áñp, ah -ayr ', the air, particularly the
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lower and denser, as distinguished from the higher rulers were to be assembled together, the trumpet

and rarer, é aione, ether), the atmospheric region was blown softly (Heb. 977 ). When the camps

( Acts 22:23 ; 1 Thess. 4:17 ; Rev. 9: 2 ; 16:17). In
were to move forward, or the people march to

Eph. 2 : 2 “ the ruler of the powers of the air" is
the devil , the prince of the demons that, accord- war, it was sounded with a deeper note ” (Jahn,

ing to Jewish opinion, fill the realm of the air. Bibl. Arch.,95, v ). A war note, or callto arms,

It is not to be considered as equivalent to dark- or other public emergency ( Jer.4:19 ; 49: 2; Zeph.
See GLOSSARY.1:16) .

ness (Gr. σκότος). “ To beat the air " (αέρα

AL'EMETH (Heb. 0a57, aw -leh '-meth, cover
dépelv, 1 Cor. 9:26 ) refers to pugilists who miss

their aim , and means “ to contend in vain.” “ To ing), the first named of the sons of Jehoadah, or

speak into the air ” (eis åépa hažēlv, 1 Cor. 14:9, Jarab, the son of Abaz, of the posterity of Saul

i , e. , without effect) is used of those who speak (1 Chron. 8:36 ; 9:42), B. C. after 1030.

what is not understood by their hearers. ALEXANDER (Gr. 'Adéfavopos, al-ex ' -an

A'JAH, another form of Arah (q. v.). dros, man-defender).

AJ'ALON , or AI'JALON (Heb. 7757x, ah
1. A man, whose father, Simon, a Cyrenian

Jew, was compelled to bear the cross of Jesus
yaw -lone', place of deer or gazelles). (Mark 15:21) .

1. A Levitical city of Dan ( Josh. 19:42) ; a

city of refuge (Josh. 21:24 ; 1 Sam. 14:31 ; 1 Chron. one of the chiefmen in Jerusalem, present at the
2. A kinsman, probably, of the high priest, and

6:69). It was with reference to the valley named examination ofPeter and John before the San

after this town that Joshua said, “ Sun, stand hedrin forthe cure of the lame man ( Acts 4:6),

thou still upon Gibeon ; and thou, Moon, in the A. D. 30.

valley of Ajalon " ( Josh. 10:12). Ajalon is the

modern Yalo, fourteen miles from Jerusalem, part he took in the uproar about Diana, which
3. A Jew of Ephesus, known only from the

north of the Jaffa road.

2. A city in the tribe of Zebulun ( Judg.12:12). 19:33), A. D. 58. He was probably put forward
was raised there bythe preaching of Paul (Acts

Elon, the judge, was buried there. The modern

by the Jews to defend them from any connection
Jalun ,

with the Christians. His appeal to them for op

AKAN (Heb.1777, aw -kawn ', twisted ), the last portunity was in vain, an uproar following for two

named of thethree sons of Ezer, the son of Seir, hours .

the Horite (Gen. 36:27), called also (1 Chron . 1:42) 4. A coppersmith or brazier, who, with Hyme.

Jakan .
næus and others, apostatized (1 Tim. 1:20). It is

AX'KUB (Heb. 1979, ak -koob ', insidious).
not certain, but not at all improbable, that he is

1. The fourth named of the seven sons of the same person as the one mentioned in 2Tim .

Elioenai, or Esli, a descendant of David (1 Chron .4:14, who seems to have opposed and hindered
Paul.

3:24) .

2."One of the Levitical gatekeepers ofthe andree-ah), acelebrated cityand sea
port of

ALEXANDRIA (Gr. ' Anežávopela, al-ex

temple after the captivity (1 Chron . 9:17 ; Neh.11:19 ; 12:25), B. C. 636. Perhaps the same who Egypt, situated on a narrow stretch of land be

assisted Ezra in expounding the law to the people about twelve miles from the Canopic mouth of
tween Lake Mareotis and the Mediterranean,

(Neh. 8 : 7). His descendants appear to have suc
the Nile.

ceeded to the office ( Ezra 2:42).
It was named for Alexander (man

3. The head of oneofthe families of Nethinim defender), who founded it about B. C. 333. The

that returned from Babylon (Ezra 2:45),B.C.636. long, narrow island of Pharos was formed intoa

sort of breakwater to the port, by joining the

AKRABBIM (Heb.org.py, ak-rab-beem', a middle of the island to the mainland by means

steep ofscorpions), a place, as the pame suggests, of a mole, seven stadia in length, and hence called

which abounded in scorpions, and located where the Hepta-stadium. Upon the island of Pharos

the country ascends from the neighborhood of the was constructed the famous lighthouse, which

southern end of the Dead Sea to the level of Alexander called after his friend Hephaestion, but

Palestine. It is called the ascent of Akrabbim not finished till the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus,

(Num . 34 :4 ). B. C. 284-246.

ALABASTER . See MINERAL KINGDOM.
The most famous of all the public buildings

ALAMETH (less correct form of ALEMETH, museum, or college ofphilosophy, the professors
planned by Ptolemy Soter were a library and

q. V.), the last named of the pine sons of Becher, of which were supported out of the public income.

the son of Benjamin (1 Chron . 7 : 8).
The library soon became the largest in the world,

ALAM MELECH (Heb. 137928, al-lam -meh'- numbering seven hundred thousand whenthe
lek, oak of [the] king), a town in the territory of Saracens destroyed it by fire. It was here that

Asher (Josh. 19:26 ). the version of the Scriptures called the Septua

AL'AMOTH, amusicalterm (1 Chron. 15:20 ;
gint was made by the seventy learned men who

title Psa. 46). See MUSIC.
gave it its name.

Alexandria is not named in the Old Testament,

ALARM (Heb..znam, ter -00-aw ', a loud noise and only incidentallyin the New Testament (Acts

or shout), the peculiar sound of the silver trumpet 2:10 ; 6 :9 ; 18:24 ; 27 :6), and yet it is most im

of the Hebrews, giving them signals while on portant in connection with the history of the

their journey (Lev. 23:24 ; 25 : 9 ; Num. 10: 5, 6 ; Jews, and from the foundation of an independent

29:1). " In times of peace, when the people or sect of the Jewish religion.
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ALEXANDRIAN (Gr. 'Aežavdpeus, al-ex- ings and school of Origen. It assumed a double

and -reuce'), an inhabitant of Alexandria in Egypt, or threefold sense of the Scriptures, an obvious

specially a Jew resident there (Acts 6 :9 ; 18:24). literal sense, and a hidden spiritual sense, both

The Jews, being highly valued as citizens , were being intended by the author . Thus the book of

encouraged to settle in the city, and were ad. Joshua has recently been treated as an allegory

mitted into the first of its three classes of citizens , of the soul's victory over sin and self. The alle.

having equal rights with the Greek inhabitants. gorical interpretation of the Bible arose among

In the reign of Tiberius (A. D. 16 ), the Jews in the Alexandrian Jews in their attempt to recon

Alexandria numbered about one third of the popu- cile the Mosaic account with Greek philosophy.

lation . Notwithstanding many persecutions and The four rivers of Paradise were Plato's four car.

massacres, they continued to form a large propor- dinal virtues. Adam was the lower,sensuous man,

tion of the population, and retained their civil etc. The early Christian Churcb received alle

rights till A. D.415, when forty thousand of them gorical interpretation also from th- Jews of Alex.

were expelled at the instigation of Cyril, the andria, wishing to réconcile Christianity with

Christian patriarch. They recovered their strength, Greek thought. Origen taught a threefold sense

and appear to have been very numerous at the of Scripture, corresponding to man's body, soul,
time of the Saracen conquest. and spirit. As we come to the Middle Ages, four

ALGUM , or ALMUG . See VEGETABLE senses were found in Scripture : historical, alle

KINGDOM. gorical, moral, and anagogical ; e. g ., Jerusalem is,

ALI'AH (Heb. 1775 , al-ce -yaw ', perhaps evil), literally, a city of Palestine ; allegorically, the

a less correct form of Alvah (q. v .). The second the heavenly Jerusalem .
Church; morally, the believing soul; anagogically,

named of the dukes of Edom, descended from Swedenborg held that “all and every part of

Esau (1 Chron. 1:51) ..
Scripture, even the most minute, not excepting

ALI'AN (Heb. 1772, al- yawn', tall), a less cor- the smallest jot or tittle, signify and involve
rect form of the name Alvan (q. v. ). The first spiritual and celestial things ” (Arcana Cælestia,

named of the five sons of Shobal, a descendant of i , 2). This mode of interpreting Scripture is very

Seir (1 Chron. 1:40), B. C. about 1853. fascinating and yet dangerous, because there is a

ALIEN (Heb. 15 ,gare; 77?, nay-kawr", both temptation to readintothe word one's imagin

ings, and not to be content with its plain and

stranger; Gr. á22órpios, al-lot'-ree-os, belonging simple teachings.

to another, i . e. , foreign ), a foreigner, or person

born in another country,and thus not entitled to novia ), a Grecized form(Rev. 19 : 1 , 3, 4, 6) of
ALLELUIA, ALLELUJAH (Gr. 27.11

therights of citizenship in the countryinwhich HALLELUJAH (q .v.).

he lives ( Exod. 18 : 3 ; Deut. 14:21 ; Eph. 2:12 ,etc. ) .

See FOREIGNER. ALLIANCE, the political or social relations

ALL, ALLEGE. See Glossary.
formed between nations by treaty . In Scripture

such compacts are known as leagues , covenants,

ALLEGORY (Gr. 82anyopéw, al-lay-gor-eh'- o), treaties, etc. In this article we treat them only

occurs only once (Gal. 4:24 ) , “ Which things as related to the Israelites.

are to be allegorized ” (Gr, åtivá &otiv åłanyopoú- 1. Pre -Mosaic. The patriarchs entered into

μενα) . " To allegorize ” (ałanyopēcv) means to international relations with the peoples of Canaan,

express or explain one thing under the image of for their subsistence in the land of promise, but

another. “St. Paul is here declaring, under the not yet given in actual possession. Abraham was

influence of the Holy Spirit, that the passage he " confederate ' with some of the Canaarite princes

has cited has a second anda deeper meaning than (Gen. 14:13 ), and he also entered intoan alliance

it appears to have: that it has that meaning, then , with Abimelech the Philistine king (Gen. 21:22

is a positive, objective, and indisputable truth ” 24 , 32), which was renewed by their sons (Gen.

(Ellicott , Com .). To say that a history is allego- 26:27, sq.).

rized is quite different from saying that it is alle- 2. Mosaic. Israel, as the covenant people of

gory itself. “ As Hagar bore children to bondage, Jehovah, was to hold itself aloof from heathen

so does the Sinaitic covenant produce sons under influences and idolaters; and, therefore, when

circumcisional bondage to the heavy ritual " they settled in Palestine, intercourse with such
(Whedon, Com .). Dean Trench says, “ The alle- nations was strongly interdicted (Lev. 18 : 3 , 4 ;

gory needs not, as the parable, an interpretation 20:22 , 23). Their country and their occupation

to be brought to it from without, since it contains protected them from mixing with peoples which

its interpretation within itself." The real object would have endangered their nationality and mis

of the allegory is to convey a moral truth . Every sion. But it was by no means intended that they

allegory is a kind of parable, containing a state should live without any intercourse with other

ment of a few simple facts followed by the explanations; but to cultivate friendly relations with

nation or allegorical interpretation (Luke 8 : 5–16) . them , and seek their good . The Mosaic legislation

The allegories found in Scripture are its parabol- taught Israel to love and respect strangers (Exod.

ical representation, such as, in the Old Testament, 22:20 ; 23 :9 ; Lev. 19:33, sq .; Deut . 10:18, 19).

Canticles, Psalms 45, 80, Isa. 6 : 1-7 , and in the The law commands Israel to root out the nations

New theparables of our Lord. of Canaan , because of their abominations, and to

In early times there was an allegorical mode of make no covenant with them (Exod. 23:32 , sq . ;

interpreting the historical portions of the old 34:12, sq. ; Deut. 7 :1, sq.); also the Amalekites

Testament,which reached its climax in the writ- | (Exod. 17:14, 16 ; Deut. 25: 17–19), because of

a
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1

their cruel attack upon the Israelites. Yet it for- founder of an Arabian tribe, the locality of which

bade them to make war upon the other peoples, is unknown .

the Edomites, Ammonites, and Moabites , or to AL'MON (Heb. 77225y, al-mone', hidden ), the

conquer their land (Deut. 2 :4, sq.). The law, last named of the four sacerdotal cities of Benja

therefore, was not opposed to Israel's forming min (Josh. 21:18 ; Alemeth , 1 Chron. 6:60). It

friendly and peaceful relations with other peoples, is identified with the ruins of Almît, or el-Mid

nor even to maintain peace with them by cove
ALMOND. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

nants and treaties .

3. In Later Times. When the common ALMON -DIBLATHA'IM (Heb. Baby

wealth ofIsraelwas fully established inCanaan, 722??? 7, al-mone' dib-law -thaw'-yem -aw ),the fifty
formal alliances sprang up between it and other first station of the Israelites in the wilderness E.
nations. Thus David entered into friendly rela

tions with Hiram, king of Tyre(2 Sam . 5:11),and of the Dead Sea (Num. 33:46, 47). Perhaps the
withKing Hanun, the Amorite (2 Sam . 10:2); and same with Beth-diblathaim (ſer. 48:22), and Dib

lath ( Ezek . 6:14).
Solomon made a treaty with Hiram to furnish

materials and workmenfor the temple (2 Kings
ALMS, ALMSDEEDS (Gr. 3henpooúvn, el-eh

5:15, sq .). In neither case was their theocratic ay -mos-ooʻ-nay,beneficence, or the benefaction itself).

standing falsified or endangered . Solomon also In Heb. 07177, tsed- aw-kaw', righteousness, is the
entered into treaty relations with a Pharaoh, by usual equivalent for alms ( Psa. 24 :5 ; Prov. 10 : 2 ;

wbich be secured the monopoly of trade in horses | 11 :4 ; Mic. 6 : 5 ). The word alms is not found

and other products (1 Kings 10:28 , 29). We find in the A. V. of the Old Testament, but is met

Asa , when at war with Baasha, king of Israel, with frequently in the Apocrypha. The great an

sending anembassyto Ben -hadad, king of Syria, tiquity of almsgiving is shown in Job 29:13 , sq.

reminding him of a league existing between Israel 1. Jewish Almsgiving. The generaldistri
and Judah (2 Chron. 20:35, 36), which ceased in bution of property in Israel, and the precautions

Jehu's reign. When Pekah, king of Israel, with taken to prevent the alienation of inheritances

Rezin, king of Syria, laid siege to Jerusalem , Ahaz on the one hand, as well as the undue accumu

formed a league with Tiglath -pileser, king of lation of wealth on the other, with the prom

Assyria (2 Kings 16 :5-7). Later we find the ised blessing of Jehovah in case of obedience,

kings of Judah alternately allying themselves with tended to make extreme poverty very rare. Still ,

Egypt and Assyria, according as the one or other there would arise cases ofneed. Moses imposed for

of these powers was most likely to aid them , all time the obligation , " Therefore I command

The prophets, however, rightly denounced the thee, saying, Thou shalt open thine hand wide unto

treaties by which Israel , distrusting the help of thy brother, to thy poor, and to thy needy, in thy

its God, sought to find support from the invasion land ” (Deut. 15:11). Specific provisions were

of nations by allowing themselves to become en- made for the regular distribution of alms on a

tangled in idolatrous practices and licentious large scale among the poorer members of the

habits (Ezek. 16:23 ; Hos. 5). commonwealth — the Sabbatical year— " that the
Respecting the rites by which treaties were poor of the people inight eat " (Exod. 23:11 ) ; the

ratified, see COVENANTS.
gleanings of field and fruit and the forgotten

AL'LON (Heb. jizx, al-lone', an oak). sheaf (Lev. 23:22 ; Deut. 24: 19-22) ; the tithings

1. Easton says: “The expression in the A.V.of the stranger, the fatherless,and the widow (Deut.
laid up in store every third year for the Levite ,

Josh . 19:33, ‘ from Allon to Zaanannim ,' is more
correctly rendered in the R. V. from the oak in 14:28 ,29); the freeing at Jubilee of the poor
Zaanandim ,'" " which served as a landmark . ( Lev . 25 : 39-54) ; the law giving the poor the right

to enter a field or vineyard and satisfy hunger
2. The son of Jedaiah and father of Shiphi, a

chief Simeonite, of the family of those who ex- the poor (Exod . 22:25 ; Lev. 25:35, 36) ; the com
( Deut . 23:24 , 25) ; interest forbidden on loans to

pelled the Hamites from the valley of Gedor mand to entertain at the annual festivals the

( 1 Chron . 4:37), B. C. about 715 .
Levite, stranger, orphan, and poor (Deut. 16 :11

AL LON -BACH UTH (Heb. 01159 je, al. 14 ). It is only as we remember these laws that

lone baw -kooth ', oak of weeping ), a landmark con. which the Old Testament uses to express the idea
we can understand the expression righteousness,

sisting of a tree marking thespot where Deborah, of charity (Deut. 24:13; Prov. 10:2; 11:14)

Rebekah's nurse, was buried (Gen. 35: 8) . Literally meaning right or acts of right, or justice,

ALLOW . See GLOSSARY.
tsedakah' came to mean charity," because ac

ALMIGHTY, the word used in the Old able right to certain produce of the soil . Hence
cording to the Mosaic law the poor had an inalien

Testament as the translation of the Hebrew '70, it does not exactly correspond to our term “ alms,"

shad -dnh'ee, mighty, as, “ I am the Almighty but occupies a midway position between deeds of

God ” (Gen. 17 : 1 ). In the New Testament it is right and love.

the word for the Greek Tavtokpátwp, pan-tok -rat Very naturally, almsgiving came to be con.

ore, all-powerful.
sidered a virtue (Ezek. 18:7 ; Prov. 19:17), and a

violation of the statutes regarding it a heinous sin
ALMOʻDAD (Heb. 770zas, al-mo-dawd”, | (Isa.58:6, 7). Among the later Jewspoverty be

meaning unknown), the son of Joktan, of the came quite prevalent, owing to foreign dominion

family of Shem (Gen. 10:26 ; 1 Chron. 1:20), B. C. and the oppression of wealthy Israelites. The

before 2300. He is supposed to have been the Mosaic statutes were changed to meet the in
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"

creasing claims upon the charity and benevolence tion ; Heb. 172 ???, miz-bay'-akh ; Gr. Avolaothplov,

of the community. Two collections were ordered : thoo-see-as-tay'-ree-on, place of sacrifice).

(1 ) a daily collection of food (Heb. 1777987, tam- 1. Early. The altar was originally a simple el

khoo ,̒ alms for the dish ), distributed every morn - evation made of earth , rough stones, or turf. The

ing ; and (2) a weekly collection of money altars for constant use, especially in temple service,

( 1917, koop -paw ', alms for the box ), distributed were generallyof stone, though they mightbeof
other materials. Thus, in Greece, several were

weekly. There was also a chamberin the tem- built ofthe ashes of burnt offerings, as that of Zeus

ple where alms were secretly deposited for the at Olympia ; and one at Delos made of goats' horns.

poor of good families who did not wish to openly The probability is that some of the ancient monu

receive charity. ments of unhewn stones, usually thought to be

Almsgiving came to be associated with merit, Druidical remains, were derived from altars of

andwas looked upou as a means of conciliating primitive times, as cromlechs, in the form of a

God's favor and warding off evil (Dan, 4:27), and

as among the essential virtues of the godly (Isa.

58:4-7 ; Ezek . 18 :7 ; Amos 2 : 7). To be reduced

to soliciting alms was regarded as a curse from

God, and Judaism gave no encouragement to

begging as a sacred calling.

2. Christian . Almsgiving was noticed by

Jesus in his warning against following the example

of those who gave “ to be seen of men. ' He

urged his followers to give without ostentation ,

looking to God alone for reward (Matt. 6 : 1-4 ).

The Christian spirit of caring for the needy is

forcibly expressed (1 John 3:17). Christianity

does not encourage indolence and consequent

poverty (2 Thess. 3:10 ); and yet is very emphatic

in insisting upon the general duty of ministering

to those in distress (Luke 3:11 ; 6:30 ; 12:33 ;

Acts 9:37 ; 10 : 2 , 4 ) . The disposition of the giver

is of more account than the amount of the gift

(Mark 12:42 ; Cor. 8:12 ; see also Acts 11:29

Rom. 12:13 ; Eph. 4:28 ; 1 Tim . 6:18 ; Heb. 13:16).

ALMUG TREE. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

ALOE, ALOES. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

AʼLOTH (Heb. siby, aro-loth ', 1 Kings 4:16).
See BEALOTH.

AL'PHA AND O'MEGA

(Gr. ápa, al'- fah ; öleya, o '-meg

al ), the first and last letters of

the Greek alphabet, used to ex

press the eternity of God (Rev.

1 : 8 , 11 ; 21 : 6 ; 22:13 ; see also

Isa. 44 :6 ). The early Christians

frequently placed the letters A,

alpha, and 12, omega, on either

side of the cruciform monogram,
Greek Altar.

formed from the letters X, chi,

and P, rho, the first two letters of the name Christ table, one large stone being supported in a hori.
in Gr. ΧΡΙΣΤΟΣ. zontal position upon other stones.

ALPHÆUS (Gr. 'Anpaios, al-fah '-yos).
Another form of altar was a heap of small

1. The putativefather of James the Less(Matt. stones with a large, flat stone placed upon its top.
In some

10:3; Mark 3:18 ; Luke 6:15 ; Acts 1:13 ), and hus. Many of these cairns still remain.

band of that Mary who,with the mother of Jesus instances, as at Stonehenge, a circle of stones

and others, was standing by the cross during the incloses a central one, somewhat similar in con
Two picturescrucifixion (John 19:25). By comparing John struction to those found in Persia.

19:25 with Luke 24:10 and Matt. 10:3 it appears tian ceremonies, probably in honor of Isis. The
discovered at Herculaneum represent sacred Egyp

that Alphaus is the Greek, and Cleophas, or

CLOPAS (q. v.) , the Hebrew or Syriac, name of the altars in these pictureshave at each cornera

same person . rising,which continues square to about one half

2. The father of the evangelist Levi, or Mat- its height,gradually sloping off to an edge or

thew (Mark 2:14).
point. These are, no doubt, the “ horns of the

altar ” (Exod. 27 :2 , sq . ). See SUPPLEMENT.

ALPHE'US. See ALPHÆUS.
Heathen altars generally faced the east, stand

ALTAR (from Lat. altus, high ; ara , eleva- ling one behind the other, and so placed that the

4
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a

images of the gods appeared behind them . Upon of twenty cubits, with a height of ten cubits

them were carved the name of the deity or some (2 Chron. 4: 1-), made of brass (bronze or copper).

appropriate symbols. They were of two kinds, This is the altar thatwas repaired by Asa (2 Chron.

higher and lower: the higher for the celestial 15 :8 ), removed by Ahaz, probably to make room

gods, and called by the Romans altaria ; the for the one erected after a model seen by him in

lower for terrestrial deities, and called arae. There Damascus (2 Kings 16:14), " cleansed ” by Heze

was a third kind of altar, anclabris, or enclabris, kiah (2 Chron . 29:18) , and rebuilt by Manasseh

a sort of table on which the sacrificial utensils (2 Chron . 33:16 ).

( c) In the Second Temple. This altar was erected

before the temple (Ezra 3 :3, 6), and on the place

occupied by the former (Josephus, Ant. , xi , 4 , 1 ).

It was probably made of unhewn stone (Exod.

20:15), for in the account of the temple service by

Judas Maccabæus it is said, “ They took whole

stonesaccording to the law, and built a new altar

according to the former " ( í Macc . 4:47).

( d) In Herod's Temple. According to Josephus,

this altar was a square whose sides were fifty

cubits each, with a height of fifteen cubits . It

had corners like horns, and the passage up to it
Altar of Stones.

was by an insensible acclivity from the south,

were placed and the entrails of victims laid. The It was formed without any iron tool , nor did any

mensa sacra was a table on which incense was iron tool so much as touch it at any time (Wars,

sometimes presented and offerings not intended V, 5, 6). According to the Mishna, it was a square

to be burned . Some altars, as well as temples, thirty-two cubits at the base, and decreasing at

were dedicated to more than one god ; we even intervals until it was twenty-four cubits. The

read of some beingdedicated to all the gods . Mishna states, according to Josephus, that the

2. Hebrew . The first altar on record is the stones were unhewn, and whitewashed every year

one built by Noah after leaving the ark (Gen. at the Passover and the Feast of Tabernacles . A

8:20). Mention is made of altars erected by

Abraham (Gen. 12: 7 ; 13 :4 ; 22 :9), by Isaac

(26:25), by Jacob (33:20 ; 35: 1 , 3 ), and by Moses

(Exod. 17:15 ; 20 :24–26 ). In the tabernacle and

temple two altars were erected, the one for sacri.

fices and the other for incense.

1. The Altar of Burnt Offering (Heb.

-70 nap , miz-bakk' haw -o -law ', Exod. 30:28;

brazen altar, non 127?, miz-bakh , han

nekh -sheth ', Exod. 39:39; table of the Lord, Mal .

1 : 7, 12). This altar differed in construction, etc. ,
at different times,

(a) In the Tabernacle (Exod. 27:38) it was a

hollow square, five cubits in length and breadth

and three cubits high, and was made of shittim

(acacia ) wood, overlaid with brass (probably cop

Altar of Burnt Offering .

per ). The corners terminated in “ horns ” (q. v .).

The altar had a grating,whichprojected through pipe connected with the S. W. horn conveyed the
openings on two sides, and had four rings fastened blood of victims by a subterranean passage to

to it for the poles with which the altar was car
Kedron.

ried. These poles were made of the same mate 2. Altar of Incense (Heb. 79?? ha???

rials as the altar. The priests being forbidden to 7-7?, miz -bakh ' mik -tar" ket-oʻ-reth,altar of in.
go up to the altar by steps (Exod. 20:26 ), the earth
was, probably, raised about the altar to enable censing of incense, Exod. 30: 1 ; called also the

them to serve easily. golden altar, 53 nap?, miz-bakk haz-zaw

The utensils for the altar (Exod. 27 :3), made of hawb', Exod. 39:38 ; Num . 4:11). (a) This would

brass (copper ), were, ash pans ; shovels, for clean- seem to be the “ altar of wood ,” further described

ing the altar ; basins, for receiving the blood to be as “ the table that is before the Lord (Ezek.

sprinkled on the altar ; flesh hooks, i . e . , large 41:22). It was made of shittim wood overlaid

forks, to handle the pieces of flesh; fire pans with gold , and wasone cubit square, with a height

(Exod. 38 : 3 , called censers, Num. 16:17) ; snuff of two cubits having horns of the same materials

dishes (Exod. 25:38). According to Lev. 6:13 , the (Lev. 4 :7). Running around the sides near the

fire on this altar was never to be allowed to go top was a (border) of gold, beneath

which were rings for the staves of shittim wood

(6 ) In Solomon's Temple. In adapting the in- covered with gold, “ to bear it withal ” (Exod.

struments of worship to the larger proportions of 30: 1-5 ). Its place was in front of the veil, mid

the temple, the altar of burnt offering was, natu- way between the walls (Lev. 16:18 ; Exod. 30 :6 ).

rally, increased in size. It became now a square In Exod. 40: 6 Moses was commanded to place

1

9

6

crown

out.
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this altar “ before the ark of the testimony," and the Greek fathers and in Greek liturgies. ( 2) Thu.

in Heb. 9:4 it is enumerated among the articles siaste'rion (Gr. Ovolaothplov, the place of racrifice,

within the second veil , i . e ., in the Holy of Holies. Heb. 13:10). (3) Mensa Domini, or mensa Do

The meaning, probably , is that the great typical minica, is frequently employed by the Latin fa

and symbolical importance of this altar associated thers . An altar raised in honor of a martyr often

it with the Holy of Holies. bore his name, as mensa Cypriani.” Mensa is

(6) In Solomon's Temple this altar was similar, frequently used to designate the slab which forms

but made of cedar ( 1 Kings 6:20 ; 7:48 ; 1 Chron. the top of the altar. ( 4) Ara is used by Tertul.

28:18) . Upon this altar incense was burned every lian with some qualification, but was repudiated

morning and evening (Exod. 30 :7, 8) , and the by the early Christian apologists on account of its

blood of atonement was sprinkled upon it ( v. 10 ). heathen associations. This term , in the rubrics,

Being placed immediately before the throne of means a portable altar (q. v.) or consecrated slab,

Jehovah (ark of the covenant), it was the symbol and is also used for the substructure on which

of believing and acceptable prayer. the mensa, or altar proper, was placed . (5) By

This is the only altar which appears in the heav- far the most common name employed by the Latin

enly temple (Isa . 6 :6 ; Rev. 8:3, 41). It was the fathers and in liturgical diction is altare, a high

altar at which Zacharias was ministering when altar. In 1kc arst prayer book of Edward VIthe

the angel appeared to him (Luke 1:11 ). altar was calied “ God's board ."

3. Mention is made (a ) In Isa. 65 : 3 of “ al. II . FORM AND MATERIAL. In early times the

tars of brick ,” which Rosenmüller thinks an allu- altar was usually of wood, and altars of this kind

sion to some Babylonish custom of burning incense are in the churches of St. John Lateran and St.

on bricks covered with magical formulas or cunei- Praxedes at Rome. These early altars, no doubt,

were like tables in their form and general charac

ter, in remembrance of the Jewish solemnity at

which Jesus instituted the holy Eucharist. The

change of material from wood to stone probably

grew out of the use of tombs in the Catacombs,

in the celebration of the Lord's Supper. After

ward, when the Church had peace, the form of

a tomb was preserved. As wealth increased

altars were frequently constructed of silver and

gold, sometimes of bronze and copper, elaborately

embossed, engraved, and adorned with enamels.

The altars of country churches were commonly of

stone, without carving or ornamentation . In the

Eastern churches the altars are generally wooden ;

and so in England since the 16th century. The

law of the Church of England requires that the
lower portion of the altar be of wood.

of wood as the material for their construction

connected the solemn act there wrought upon them

with the offering on Calvary ; the use of stone

symbolized the sure foundation of the faith " ( Lee,

Glossary of Liturg . Terms, p . 14). The slab of

stone forming the top of the altar was marked

with five crosses, in memory of the wounds of

Jesus,

Altar of Incense.
III. NUMBER AND Position. Of old , as in the

Greek Church now, there was but one altar in a

form inscriptions. (6) Of the Assyrian -Damascene church, although exceptions to this rule existed

altar erected by Ahaz from model seen by him in even in the time of Constantine. At the end

Damascus (2 Kings 16 : 10-13 ). (c) An altar to of the 6th century we find traces of a plurality

the “ unknown God " (àyváoru 0ɛw , Acts 17:23). of altars in Western churches ; and in the 7th

Reliable authorities assure us that there were sev. and 8th centuries the number had so increased

eral altars in Athens with this inscription . Meyer that Charlemagne, in a capitulary (805–806) at

( Com. , in loco) says, with reference to the mean- Thionville, attempted to restrain their excessive

ing of this inscription, “ On important occasions, multiplication. In the plan of the Church of St.

when the reference to a god known by name was Gall , Switzerland, there are no less than seventeen

wanting, as in public calamities of which no defi- altars.

nite god could be assigned as the author, in order Anciently the altar stood away from tho wall,

to honor or propitiate the god concerned by sacri- at the chord of the apse, when the churchended

fice, without lighting on a wrong one, altars were in an apse ; when the end of the church was

erected which destined and designated å yváoty squarethe altar occupied a corresponding posi

θεό.» tion . The officiating priest stood with his back

4. Christian. An elevated table or slab conse to the apse , and facing the congregation and en

crated for the sacrament of the holy Eucharist. trance. As the number of altars increased in a

I. Names. ( 1 ) Trap'eza (Gr. Tpámeça, a table, church it was found convenient to place one or

1 Cor. 10:21 ), the term most commonly used by more against the wall.

“ The use
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IV. ACCESSORIES. Usually the altar was raised also a “ mount of the Amalekites ” in Ephraim

on steps, one, two, or three in number, from which (Judg. 12:15) . Some have felt justified in identi

the bishop sometimes preached. Under these fying the Amalekites with the Hyskos, or shep

steps was the cofessio, i. e., a small receptacle for herd kings,” who ruled Egypt for five hundred

relics, without which it is not customary to con- years, according to some about the time of Israel's

secrate an altar. In the Eastern church a piscina sojourn in Egypt. Two routes lay through the

is usually found under the altar. Altars from land of Amalek, one by the Isthmus of Suez to

a very early date were inclosed within railings of Egypt, the other by the Elanitic arm of the Red Sea

wood, metal, or stone, upon which columns and (i. e., the Gulf of Akabah ). It has been thought

arches of silver are fixed, and veils or curtains that the expedition noticed Gen. 14 may have

of rich stuff suspended from the arches . been connected with the opening of the latter

No altar can be raised without relics, which route.

were customarily kept (from the 9th century) According to the view which we have taken,

on the top of the altar surrounded by an altar Amalek, the son of Esau (Gen. 36:12 , 16), may

piece ; later, the relics were returned to their have been progenitor of a tribe which was merged

former place, viz. , under or in the altar. with the original Amalekites so as to form part

AL - TASʻCHITH , a term found in title of of the great Amalekite race, or he may have

Psalms 57, 58, 59, 75. See Music .
taken his name from some connection with the

A'LUSH (Heb. w958, aw -loosh ", place of wild Amalekites, possibly as Scipio won lis nameAfri
canus, or it may have been a mere coincidence.

beasts), the place of encampment of Israel in the Historical accounts of Amalekites in southern

desert , next to Rophidim , where was no water Arabia will then refer to a time subsequent to their

(Num. 33:13, 14). dispossession by the Israelites. According to an

ALVAH (Heb. 17739, al- vaw ', perhaps evil), other account, the" Amalekiteswere from Yemen
the second named of the Edomitish chieftains (Geikie, Hours with the Bible, ii , 253).

descended from Esau (Gen. 36:40) , B. C. about Some have supposed that all the Amalekites

1496. The name is translated Aliah in 1 Chron. were descended from Amalek , son of Esau . In

1:51 . that case the language of Gen. 14 : 7 would mean

ALVAN (Heb. 775 , al-vawn', tal), the first what was afterwardthe country of theAmalek
ites .

named of the five sons of Shobal, the Horite, of
The Amalekites were always bitter foes of Is

MountSeir(Gen. 36:23) ; called also Alian (1 Chron . rael, sometimes alone , sometimes in conjunction

1:40), B. C. about 1853.
with other tribes. Their first attack was made in

AMAD (Heb. 79793', am -awd ', people of dura- time of distress at Rephidim . They were doomed

tion ), a town near the border of Asher (Josh . to utter destruction ; but though they suffered

19:26 ). heavily, especially at the hands of Saul and David ,

AʼMAL (Heb. 5727, aw-maul', toil), the last the sentence was so imperfectly executed that

nained of the four sons of Helem , of the tribe of Hezekiah (1 Chron. 4:43). This is their last ap
there was a remnant to be smitten in the days of

Asher ( 1 Chron. 7:35), B. C. about 1444 .
pearance in Bible history. In the Sinaitic penin

AM'ALEK (Heb. 23723, am - aw -lake', dweller sula are massive stone buildings averaging seven

in a valley), the son of Eliphaz (the firstborn of feet high by eight feet diameter inside ; which may

Esau) by his concubine, Timna (Gen. 36:12 ; 1 Chron. perhaps be remains of the Amalekites (Geikie,

1:36), and chieftain of an Idumæan tribe (Gen. ii , 257).— W . H.

36:16), B. C. about 1740. This tribe was probably AMAM (Heb. 0728, am -awm ', gathering- spot ),

not the same with the Amalekites so often men

tioned in Scriptures , for Moses speaks of the Am . ably in thetractafterward assigned to Simeon
a city in the south of Judah (Josli 15:26 ), prob

alekites long before this Amalek was born (Gen. ( Josh. 19 :1-9) ; probably midway between the

14: 7). See AMALEKITES.
Mediterranean and the Dead Sea.

AM'ALEKITES (Heb. mostly p2.727, am -aw

lake , Amalek ; more rarely " 2273, am -aw -lay- naw ”,fixed ,i. e.,a covenant).
AM'ANA, or AMA’NA (Heb. 77778, am -aw

kee', the Amalekite), a very ancient race, whose 1. The marginal reading (2 Kings 6:12) of

history is thus summed up by Balaam (Num . ABANA (q . v . ) .

24:20) : Amalek was the first of the nations ; A mountain (Cant. 4 : 8 ) , part of Anti -Libanus,

but his latter end shall be that he perish for: from which the waters of Abana flow .

ever." Arabian tradition , which, though unveri- AMARANTHINE (Gr. auapávtivos, am -ar

fiable, is yet deserving of some respect, makes an'-tee-nos,un fading), the original of A. V.“ that
Amlak, or Amlik, the son of Lud, the son of fadeth not away ” (1 Pet. 6 :4 ; comp. 1 :4, Gr.

Shem, though sometimes he is said to be the son åpápavros), and meaning composed of amaranth,

of Aram, and represents that the Amalekites were
a flower so called because it never withers or

driven westward from Babylonia before the time fades, and when plucked off revives if moistened
of Joktan.

In Abraham's time we find the Amalekites S. w. .vith water ;hence it is a symbol of perpetuityand

of the Dead Sea (Gen. 14: 7). In the time of Moses
immortality ” (Grimm , Gr. Lex ., 8. v . ) .

they occupied all the desert of et Tih to the bor- AMARI'AH (Heb. 1778, am-ar -yaw', said

ders of Egypt, and most of the Sinaitic peninsula , [i . e. , promised ] by Jehovah ).

with the south country of Palestine. There was 1. A person mentioned in 1 Chron. 6 : 7, 52 , in

>
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>
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the list of the descendants of Aaron by his eldest 2. A son of Hadlai and chief of Ephraim, who

son, Eleazer, as the son of Meraioth and father of with others vehemently and successfully resisted
Abitub, B. Č. after 1210. There is no means of the retention as prisoners of the persons whom

determining whether Amariah was ever high lekah , king of Israel, had taken captive in a cam

priest, but it is probable that he was the last of paign against Ahaz, king of Judab (2 Chron .

the high priests of Eleazer's line prior to its trans- 28:12), B. C. about 738.

fer tothe line of Ithamar in the person of ELI AMAS'AI (Heb. 16723, am-aw-sah’ee, bur

(q. v . ) . Josephus calls bim Arophæus, and says
densome).

he lived in private , the pontificate being at the

time in the family of Ithamar.
1. A Levite, son of Elkanah, and father of Ma

2. A high priest at a later date (B. C. probably 35 ), B. C. about1300.
bath,of the ancestry of Samuel (1 Chron . 6:25,

740), son of another Azariah and father of an
2. One of the chief captains of Judah who, with

other Ahitub ( 1 Chron. 6:11 ; Ezra 7 : 3 ) .

3. A Levite,second son of Hebron and grand- jamin, joined David while an outlaw at Ziklag:
a considerable body of men from Judah and Ben

sonof Kobath, and of the lineage of Moses He with otherswasmade captain of David'sband

( 1 Chron. 23:19 ; 24:23), B. C. 1015.4. A chief priestactive in the reforms instituted (1 Chron. 12:18), B. C. before 1030. This is the

Amasai who is supposed by some to be identical

by King Jehoshaphat (2 Chron. 19:11), B. C. 896.
with Amasa .

5. One of the Levites appointed by Hezekiah to

superintend the distributionof the temple dues ark with blowing oftrumpetson its removalfrom
3. One of the priests appointed to precede the

among the sacerdotal cities (2 Chron. 31:15), B. C. the house of Obed-edom to Jerusalem (1 Chron.
726 .

tile wife, whom he had married after the return who assisted Hezekiah in restoringthe worship of

6. A Jew, son of Bani, who divorced his Gen- 15:24), B. C. after 1030.

4. Another Levite, and father of the Mabath

from Babylon (Ezra 10:42), B. C. 456.

7. One of thepriests who returned from Babylon (2 Chron. 29:12), B. C. 726.
God , and was active in cleansing the temple

with Zerubbabel (Neh . 11 :4), B. C. 536 ; and prob

ably the same person who years after (B. C. 445) AMASH'AI (probably an incorrect form of

sealed the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh . 10: 3). the name Amasai),the son ofA zareel , and one of

He appears to have been identical with the chief the priests appointed by Nehemiah to reside at

priest, the father of Jehohanan (Neh . 12:13).
Jerusalem and do the work of the temple (Neh.

8. The son of Shephatiah and father of Zech- 11:13), B. C. 445.

ariah . His descendant, Athaiah, was one of the AMASI'AH (Heb. Toaz, am-as-yau', bur
Judahite residents in Jerusalem after the captiv- den of Jehovah ), the son of Zichri, a chieftain of
ity (Neh . 11 : 4), B. C. 445 .

Judah , who volunteered to assist King Jehosha
9. The great-grandfather of the prophet Zeph- phat in his religious reform , with two hundred

aniah (Zeph. 1 :1 ), B. C. long before 630.
thousand chosen troops (2 Chron . 17:16), B. C. 872.

AM'ASA (Heb. Nima?, am -aw -saw ', burden ).

1. The son of Abigail, a sister of King David , Jehovah strengthens).
AMAZI'AH (Heb. 1718728, am - ats-yar ', whom

by Jether, or ITHRA (9. v. ), an Ishmaelite (2 Sam . 1. The son and successor of Jehoash , or Joash,

17:25 ; 1 Kings 2: 5 , 32 ; 1 Chron . 2:17) . His pa- and the ninth king of Judah. He ascended the

ternity probably led David to neglect him in com- throne at the age of twenty -five years, and reigned

parison with the more honored sons of David's twenty -nine years (2 Kings 14 : 1 , 2 ; 2 Chron. 25 :1),

other sister, Zeruiah . He joined Absalom in his B. C. 797-769. He commenced his reign by slay

rebellion , and was by him appointed comîander- ing the persons who had murdered his father, but

in - chief in the place of Joab, by whom he was spared their children , according to the Mosaic in

totally defeated in the forest of Ephraim (2 Sam . junction (Deut. 24:16) . In the twelfth year of his

18: 6 , 7). David afterward gave him command of reign he prepared a great expedition for the re

his army in the room of Joab, who had incurred covery of Edom, which had revolted from Je

displeasure by his overbearing conduct and his horam . He raised a large army (three hundred

slaying of Absalom (2 Sam . 19:13), B. C. 1023. On thousand) of his own, and increased it by hiring

the breaking out of Sheba's rebellion, Amasa was one hundred thousand Israelites, the first example

so tardy in his movements (probably from the re- of a mercenary army that occurs in the history of

luctance of the troops to follow him ) that David the Jews. At the command of the prophet he

dispatched Abishai with the household troops in dismissed these mercenaries, who returned in

pursuit of Sheba, and Joab joined his brother as anger and sacked several of the cities of Judah.

a volunteer. Amasa overtook them at the great The obedience of Amaziah was rewarded by a

stone of Gibeon, and Joab, while in the act of great victory over the Edomites, ten thousand of

saluting him , smote him dead with his sword , thus whom were slain in battle, and ten thousand more

ridding himself of a dangerous rival . Joab con- dashed to pieces from the rocks of Selah , which

tinued the pursuit of Sheba, and, by his popularity Amaziah took, and called Jokteel. Among the

with the army, prevented David from removing spoil which he took were the idols of Mount

him from command or calling him to account for Seir, in the worship of which Amaziah suffered

his bloody deed (2 Sam . 20 :4–13), B. C. 1022. himself to be engaged . Then began his disasters.

Whether Amasa be identical with the Amasai A prophet was sent to reprove him , and he re

who is mentioned among David's commanders sented his faithful admonition . The prophet then

(1 Chron. 12:18) is uncertain .
foretold his downfall. Urged by arrogance, or

1
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provoked by the conduct of the disbanded mer. to surprise Shechem ( Judg. 9:30, sq.) appears to

cenaries, he sent a challenge to the king of Israel have been unskillful.

to meet him in battle. The king returned him a AMEN (Heb. 72x, aw -mane'; Gr. euh , am

scornful reply through a parable,and advised him ane', true, faithful), a word used to affirm and

to remain at home. Amaziah, still belligerent, confirm a statement. Strictly an adjective, mean

was met by Jehoash, and by him defeated, taken ing firm , metaphorically faithful, it came to be

prisoner, and brought to Jerusalem , his own be usedas an adverb,by which something is asserted

tropolis. The north city wall was broken down, or confirmed. Used at the beginning of a sen

the temple and palace despoiled, and hostages tence it emphasizes whatis about to be said. It

taken. Amaziah was allowed to remainuponthe is frequently so employed by our Lord, and trans

throne and survived about fifteenyears, when a lated " verily.” Itisoften used toconfirm the

conspiracy was formed against him , and he was words of another,and adds the wish for success to

slain at Lachish . His body was brought " upon another's vows and predictions. “ The repetition

horses " to Jerusalem ,andburied in theroyal sep. oftheword employed by John alone in bis gospel

ulcher (2 Kings 14 :3–20 ; 2 Chron , 25: 2-28).

(twenty - five times)has the force of a superlative,
2. The father of Joshab, which latter was one

of the Simeonite chiefs who expelled the Amalek- most assuredly ” (Grimm, Gr. Lex., 8.v.).

ITS LITURGICAL USE . Among the Jews this
ites from the valley of Gedor in the time of Hez

use of the word is illustrated by the response

ekiah ( 1 Chron . 4:34), B. C. after 726.

3. The son of Hilkiah and father of Hashabiah, (Num. 5:22), by that of thepeople at MountEbal
of the woman in the trial by the water of jealousy

a Levite of the ancestry ofEthan , a singer of the (Deut. 27:16–26 ; comp. Neh. 6:13; see also i

temple (1 Chron. 6:45), B. C. considerably before Chron. 16:36 ). " It was a custom , which passed

1000 .

4. The priest of the golden calvesatBeth-el,in semblies, that when hewho had read or discoursed
over from the synagogues into the Christian as

the time of Jeroboam II. Hecomplained to the hadoffered up a solemn prayer to God the others

king of Amos's prophecies of coming evil, and in attendance responded Amen, and thus made

urged the prophet to withdraw into the kingdom the substance of what was uttered their own

of Judah and prophesy there . Amos in reply (1Cor.14:16). Several of the Church fathers refer
told him ofthe severe degradation his family to this custom , and Jerome saysthat at the con .

should undergo in the approaching captivity of clusion of public prayer the united voice of the

the northern kingdom (Amos 7 :10-17), B. C. 782.
people sounded like the fall of water or the noise

AMBASSADOR (Heb . tseer, one who of thunder.

goes on an errand ; yos, loots, interpreter ; 1837a, AMERCE . See GLOSSARY.

mal-awk ', messenger). The isolated position of AMETHYST. See MINERAL KINGDOM.

ancient Israel rendered comparatively unnecessary A MI (Heb. 1738, aw-mee), one of the servants

the employment of ambassadors, although ex: of Solomon, whose descendants went up from

amples are afforded of the employment of such Babylon (Ezra2:57). In Neh. 7:69 he is called
functionaries. They do not seem to have known

Amon.

of “ministers resident" at a foreign court, all the
embassies of wbich we read being extraordi- AMIABLE ( Heb. 777?, yed- eed ', loved). This

David sent ambassadors to Hanun, king word occurs only in Psa. 84: 1, “ How amiable are

of the Amorites, to congratulate him upon his ac thy tabernacles, " etc. In Psa. 127 : 2 it is rendered

cession to the throne (2 Sam . 10 : 2), and Hiram beloved .” Its plural form, signifying de

sent them to Solomon for a like purpose (1 Kings lights,” is found in the title to Psa. 45 , "A song
5 : 1 ). Toi, king or Hamath, sent his son Joram to of loves."

David to salute him and to bless him " after his
AMIN'ADAB, a Greek form (Matt. 1 :4 ; Luke

victory over Hadadezer (2 Sam. 8:10). Ambassa- 3:33) of AMMINADAB (q. v. ).

dors were also sent to protest against a wrong AMIT’TAI (Heb. "Qax, am -it-tal'ee, true),

(Judg. 11:12), to solicit favors (Num. 20:14), and to
a native of Gath -hepher, of the tribe of Zebulun,

contract alliances (Josh . 9 :3, sq .).
Ambassadors were not considered as represent- and father of the prophet Jonah (2 Kings 14:25

ing the person of the sovereign , according to the Jonah 1 : 1 ), B. C. before 820.

present thought, but rather as distinguished and AMʻMAH (Heb. 17798, am -maw ', a cubit), the

privileged messengers, and their dignity was rather place reached by Joab and Abishai , in their pur

that of heralds (2 Sam. 10 : 1-5). More frequent suit of Abner, at sundown (2 Sam . 2:24).

mention is made of them after Israel came to have

relations with Syria, Babylon, etc. They were
AM MI(Heb. 1999, am-mee', i . e. , as explained in

usually men of high rank. The word occurs once the margin of A. V. , " my people ") , a figurative

in the New Testament (2 Cor. 5:20, Gr. appoßetw , name applied to the kingdom of Israel in token

pres -byooʻ- o , to be a senior ). of God's reconciliation with them, in contrast with

AMBASSAGE . See GLOSSARY.
the equally significant name Lo-ammi given by the

prophet Hosea to his second son by Gomer the

AMBUSH (Heb. 55$, aw-rab', to lie in wait), daughter of Diblaim (Hos. 2 :1 ). In the same man

a lying in wait and concealment to attack by sur
ner Ruhamah contrasts with Lo -ruhamah .

prise. Joshua, at the capture of Ai, shows him- AMMIEL (Heb. 3 ay, am-mee-ale', people

self to have been skilled in this method of warfare of God ).

( Josh. 8). The attempt on the part of Abimelech 1. The son of Gemalli, of the cribe of Dan, one

nary . "

( 6

"
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AMMIHUD AMMONITES

of the twelve spies sent by Moses to explore the the Exodus (Num. 1:12 ; 2:25 ; 7:66, 71 ; 10:20 ),

land of Canaan (Num . 13:12), B. C. 1209. He was, B. C. before 1210.

of course, one of the ten who perished by the AMMIZ'ABAD (Heb. 77793, am-mee-zar
plague for their “ evil report ” (Num . 14:37).

2. Thefather of Machir of Lo-debar,which lat. ofBenaiah, whichlatter wasDavid's captain ofthe
baud', people of endowment), the son and subaltern

ter entertained Meplıibosheth until he was,be host commanding in the third month (1 Chron .
friended by David ( 2 Sam . 9 :4, 5 ; 17:27), B. C.

27 : 6), B. C. 1000.
before 1000 .

AM'MON (Heb. 122 , am -mone', inbred, -an
3. The father of Bath -sheba, wife of Uriah and

afterward of David ( 1 Chron. 3 : 5 ) , B. C. before other form of BEN -AMMI, 9. v. ), the son of Lot by

1030. In 2 Sam . 11:3 he is called Eliam (q . v .), his youngest daughter (Gen. 19:38 ), B. C. about

by the transposition of the first and last syl- 2230. His descendants were called Ammonites

lables . (Deut . 2:20), children of Ammon (Gen. 19:38), and

4. The sixth son of Obed-edom , and one of the sometimes simply Ammon (Neh . 13:23 ).

doorkeepers of the temple (1 Chron . 26 : 5 ) , B. C. AMMONITES (Heb. , am -mo-nee'), a

after 1000 .
nomadic race descended from Lot's youngest

AMMIHUD (Heb. 77.79993, am -mee-hood ', daughter, as the more civilized Moabites were

people ofglory ).
from the elder one (Gen. 19: 36–38). The two tribes

1. An Ephraimite, whose son, Elishama, was
were so connected that their names seem some.

appointed chief of the tribe at the time of the

Exode (Num .1:10 ; 2:18 ; 7:48, 53 ; 10:22 ; 1 Chron. times to have been used interchangeably (comp.

7:26 ), B. C. before 1210.
Deut. 23 : 4 with Num . 22 : 2-7 ; Num .' 21:29 with

2. Thefather of Shemuel, which latter was the Judy. 11:24 ; and Judg. 11:13 with Num . 21:26).

Simeonite chief who was appointed for the divi
Ammon, having dispossessed the Zamzum

sion of the Promised Land (Num. 34:20), B. C. be- mim (Deut. 2: 19-21 ), dwelt E. of N. from Moab,

fore 1452 . from the Arnon to the Jabbok ; “ Sihon king of

3. A man of the tribe of Naphtali, whose son, taken the land between these streams from thethe Amorites ” having just before the Exodus

Pedahel, was prince of the tribe, and was ap
pointed for the division of the land (Num . 34:28), former king of Moab ” (Num . 21:26 ), “ from the

B. C. before 1452 . wilderness even unto Jordan ” (Judg. 11:22), and

whom Absalom fled after his murder of Amnon theAmmonites, Ammon was often in league with

4. The father of Talmai, king of Geshur, to thus crowded Ammon eastward into the desert.

Although the Israelites were forbidden to molest

(2 Sam . 13:37) , B. C. before 1030 .

5. The son of Omri and descendant of Pharez, other nations against Israel, as , with Moab ( Deut.

and father of Uthai, which last was one of the first 23 : 3 , 4) ; with Moab and Amalek (Judg. 3:13) ;

to live at Jerusalem on the return from Babylon with the Syrians (2 Sam . 10: 1-19) ; with Gebal and

(1 Chron . 9 :4), B. C. before 536 . Amalek (Psa. 83 :7), and was almost always hostile,

AMMIN'ADAB ( Heb. 5777922, am -mee-naw
both before and after the captivity (Neh. 4 :3 , etc.;

see also Judith, chaps. 5–7 ; 1 Macc. 6 :30–43), till

dawb ', people of liberality). all were swallowed up by Rome. In the time of

1. Son of Ram , or Aram, and father of Nasion Justin Martyr (about 150 A. D. ) the Ammonites

( or Naasson, Matt. 1 :4 ; Luke 3:32 ), who was were quite numerous, but in the time of Origen

prince of the tribe of Judah at the first number- | (about 186–254 A. D.) they were merged with the

ing of Israel in the second year of the Exodus Àrabs.

(Num. 1 :7 ; 2 :3 ), B. C. before 1210. He was the The Ammonites were governed by a king

fourth in descent from Judah, the sixth in ascent ( 1 Sam . 12:12) . The national deity was Molech

from David ( Ruth 4:19 , 20 ; 1 Chron . 2:10 ), and [ ii Kings 11 : 7 ) , often called Milcon (1 Kings 11 : 5,

one of the ancestors of Jesus Christ (Matt. 1 : 4 ; 33.) The capital was Rabbah, or Rabbath Am .

Luke 3:33). He is the same Amminadab, prob- mon, for a while called Philadelphia, from Ptolemy

ably, whose daughter, Elisheba, was married to Philadelphus, but now called Ammon.

Aaron (Exod. 6:23 ). The Ammonites seem to have furnished a small

2. A son of Kohath, the second son of Levi contingent to the Syrian confederacy against Shal

( 1 Chron. 6:22 ). In vers. 2 and 18 he seems to be maneser II (854 B. C.) , and Budnilu of Ammon
called Izhar (q . v.).

was among the twelve kings of the Hatti and of

3. A Levite of the sons of Uzziel, who, with the seacoast who sent ambassadors to Esar-haddon

one hundred and twelve of his brethren , was ap- at Nineveh (671 B. C.).

pointed by David to assist in bringing up the ark
The Ammonite names in the Bible go to show

to Jerusalem ( 1 Chron . 15:10, 11), B. C. 1000.
that the language was akin to the Hebrews.

AMMIN'ADIB ( Heb. 507 723, am -mec'naw- Solomon set an example in marrying Ammonite

deeb', another form of Amminadlub), a person whose Ammonitess (1 Kings 14:31),which example Israelwomen. Rehoboam's mother being Naamah , an

chariots are mentioned as proverbial for their

swiftness (Cant. 6:12), from which he appears to
was too ready to imitate (Neh. 13:23).

have been, like Jehu, one of the most celebrated
The doom of desolation prophesied against Am.

charioteers of his day.
mon (Ezek . 25 : 5 , 10 ; Zeph . 2 :9) has been literally

fulfilled. “ Nothing but ruins are found here by

AMMISHADDAI (Heb. nanay, am-mee- the amazed explorer. Not an inhabited village re.

shad -dah'ee, people of the Almighty), the father of mains, and not an Ammonite exists on the face of

Abiezer, chief of the tribe of Dan at the time of the earth” (Thomson, Land and Book, iii , 622).

a
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name

AM'NON (Heb. 113728, am-nohn', faithful). Zerka), and from the Jordan to the Desert (Judg.

1. The eldest son of David by Ahinoam , the Jez- 11:22) ; and thatof “ Og the king of Bashan," from

reelitess, born in Hebron (2 Sam. 3 :2 ; 1 Chron. 3 : 1 ) , the Jabbok to Mount Hermon ( Jebel esh Sheik:)

B. C. before 1000. By the advice and assistance (Deut. 3 :4 , 9 ). See SUPPLEMENT.

of Jonadab he violated his half-sister Tamar, As Sihon and Og attempted to act on the offen

which her brother Absalom revenged two years sive Israel immediately possessed their territories

after by causing him to be assassinated (2 Sam . 13) . (Deut. 3 :8-10 ). Their next collision with Amo.

2. The first named of the four sons of Shimon, rites was with the anti -Gibeonite confederacy of

or Shammai, of the children of Ezra, the descend the five Amorite kings of Jerusalem , Hebron, Jar.

ant of Judah (1 Chron. 4:20). muth , Lachish, and Eglon ( Josh . 10 :1-43). Amo.

AʼMOK (Heb. 27229", aw -moke', deep ), the father rites alsoappearin the northern confederacy which

was vanquished near the waters of Merom (Josh.

of Eber, and a chief among the priests who went 11 : 1-14 ). This was the last hostile stand of the

up from Babylon with Jerubbabel (Neh. 12 : 7, 20), Amorités. In the days of Samuel they were at

B. C. 536. peace with Israel ( 1 Sam . 7:14 ). Solomon levied

AMOMUM. The Gr. word åwwmov ,am - 7 -mon , on the remnant of the Amorites and of the other

occurs only in Rev. 18:13, where it is rendered | Canaanite nations a tribute of bond service ( 1 Kings

" odours." It is, however, the name of a plant . 9:20, 21 ). The other notices of the Amorites after
See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. Solomon's day are mere historical reminiscences,

A'MON (Heb. 3722 , aw-mone', builder ).
No peculiar Amorite system of government or

ria) in the time of Ahab, who was charged to keep lar tribe. There are possible traces of a wider

1. The governor of “ the city ” ( probably Sama- religion is mentioned; hence it is argued that the
Amorites " is not the name of any particu

Micaiahtill the king shouldreturn from thesiege application of the name than we have indicated.

of Ramoth -gilead (1 Kings 22:26 ; 2 Chron . 18:25 ),

B. C. 897.
“ It is plausible that the cuneiform ideogram of

2. The fifteenth king of Judah, who succeeded the chief seat of that people ” (McCurdy, Hist .,
Damascus means ' the Amorite city , ' as being

his father Manasseh at the age of twenty-two

years ( B. C. 641), and reigned two years .
He fol- Proph., and the Mon., i, 244, $ 201 ). The Egyp

lowed Manasseh's idolatries without sharing his tian name for Palestinians was Amu.

repentance. Falling a victim to a court conspiracy,
According to the Amer . Jour. of Arch ., Jan.

the people avenged his death by slaying the con uary -March, 1896, the " and of the Amorites "

spirators and placing upon the throne his son
from a Babylonian point of view in Abraham's

Josiah, aged eight years. Amon was buried with day was properly Syria N. of the future Palestine,

his father in the garden of Uzza (2 Kings 21 :19- tothe couthern limit
of Canaan. —W. H.

but it was actually applied to the whole country

26 ; 2 Chron . 33 : 20–25 ; Jer. 1 : 2 ; 25 : 3 ; Zeph. 1 : 1 ) .

3. The head, or ancestor, of one of the families AMOS (Heb. 0720p, au -moce ', burdensome).

of the Nethinims who returned from Babylon with 1. One of the twelve minor prophets and a

Zerubbabel after the captivity ( Neh . 7:59), B , C. native of Tekoah , a town about six miles S. of

before 536 . Bethlehem . He belonged to the shepherds there,

AM'ORITES (Heb. always singular, used col . and was not trained in any school of the prophets.

lectively, 287, haw - em -o-ree ', the Amorite), a And yet, without dedicating himself to the calling

tribe descended from Canaan (Gen. 10:16 ), and
of a prophet, he was called by the Lord to prophesy

one of the seven whose lands were given to Is- concerning Israel in the reignsof Uzziah, king of
Judah, and Jeroboam , king of Israel, two years

rael (Deut. 7 : 1 ; comp.Gen. 15:16) . w -em -o-ree before the earthquake (Amos 1:1), B. C. about
means literally “ the high one,” whence the name 763. The exact date of his appearing , or the

Amorites is very generally supposed to , mean
" highlanders ” (Num . 13:29°; Deut. 1:7, 20; Josh. length of his ministry,cannot be given. " The two

10 :6 ), or " tall ones (Amos 2:9 ; comp. Num .
kingdoms were at the summit of their prosperity.

28:32 ; Deut. 2:11),or, possibly, “ chiefs," as the idolatry prevalent. It was at such a time as this
Idleness , luxury, and oppression were general, and

name Aryans is said to mean nobles." We
that the plain shepherd of Tekoah was sent into

might then compare the title emir, from 772x , aw- Israel andprophesied at Beth -el. This is almost

mar ', which combines the meanings of ' pro- a solitary instance of a prophet being sent from

ject upward ,” whence 572X, aw -meer ', top, as of Judah into Israel , and, doubtless, attracted uni.
versal attention

a tree , and “ say,' command.”
His prophetic utterances were

The Amorites were so prominent that their directed against Judah as well as Israel,and close
name seems sometimes to be used for Canaanites with promises of divine mereyand returning favor

in general ( Josh. 24 : 8, etc.), and in the Tel-el- to the chosen race. He was charged with a con

Amarna letters Amurri is the name for Palestine spiracy against Jeroboam , the king,and threatened

Phænicia , by Amaziah ,the high priest of Beth -el. After ful

In Abraham's day they dwelt W. of the Dead filling his mission he probably returned to Judah.

Sea, in Hazezon -tamar(Gen. 14 :7), “ which is En. The time and manner of his death are unknown.

gedi ” (2 Chron . 20:2), now Ain Jidi, and about
2. The ninth in the line of ascent from Chris ,

Hebron (Gen. 14:13," comp. 13:18). " The Israel- being the son of Naum and father of Mattathing

ites found E. of Jordan two Amorite kingdoms: (Luke 3:25), B. C. about 400.

that of Sihon, which lay along the Jordan from AʼMOZ (Heb. pazax, aw -molis', strong), the
the Arnon (Wady Mojib) to the Jabbok ( Wady father of the prophet Isaiah (2 Kings 19 : 2 ; Isa

-
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>

1 : 1 ), B. C. before 738. According to rabbinical antiquity, and are still worn in many parts of the

tradition , he is also the brother of King Amaziah, world. They were often worn as earrings (q . v.)

and a prophet ; but of this there is no proof. as the centerpiece of a necklace, and among the

AMPHIP'OLIS (Gr. 'Ajoinones, am - fip '-ol is, Egyptians frequently consisted of the emblems of

a city surrounded, so called because the Strymon various deities. Among the Arabs the figure of

flowed round it), a city of Macedonia through on open handis used, as well as that of a serpent.

which Paul and Silas passed on their way from
The English word Amulet does not occur in

Philippi to Thessalonica (Acts 17:1). Itwas about Scripture, but the word bum? (leh -kar -sheem ',
thirty- three miles from Philippi; it is now in ruins, charms; Isa. 3:20, A. V. , earrings) is now gener

and its site occupied by a village called Neophorio. ally understood to have the meaning of amulets.

AM'PLIAS (Gr. ' Aurhias, am -plee'.as), a Hence they formed part of the trappings which

Christian at Rome, and mentioned by Paul as one Jacob commanded his household to put away (Gen.

whom he particularly loved (Rom. 16: 8), A. D. 60. 35:4). The most fanciful and superstitious notions

AM'RAM (Heb. ??? 3", am -rawm ', high people). have prevailed respecting the marvelous powers

1. The first named of the sons of Kohath, a Le- ticular monthwasworn asan amulet during theof gems (q . v .) . The gem appropriate for a par

vite. He married his father's sister, Jochebed, month, and was supposed to exert a mysterious

and by her becamethe father of Miriam , Aaron, control inreference to beauty, health, riches, etc.

and Moses (Exod. 6:18, 20 ; Num. 26:59). He One's person and house were thought tobepro

died aged one hundred and thirty - seven years , tected from malign influences by holy inscriptions

probably before the Exode.
2. A son of Dishon and descendant of Esau placed upon the door. The existence of such a

(1 Chron. 1:41 ) . In Gen. 36:26 he is called niore
custom is implied in the attempt of Moses to turn

correctly HEMDAN (9. v. ) .
them to a proper use by directing that certain

3. One of the sons of Bani , who, after the re .
passages of the law should be employed (Exod.13: 9 ,

turn from Babylon, separated from his Gentile 16 ; Deut. 6:9 ;11:18), “ that they might look upon

it, and remember all the commandments of the
wife ( Ezra 10:34), B. C. 456.

Lord, and do them ” (Num . 15:38 , 39). Such writ

AM'RAMITES, descendants (Num . 3:27 ; | ten scrolls afterward degenerated into instruments

1 Chron . 26:23) of Amran , No. 1 . of superstition among the Jews, so that “ There

AM'RAPHEL (Heb. 1977a8,am-raw -fel, der was hardly any people that more used or

ivation uncertain), a king of Shinar, who, with
were more fondof amulets, charms, mutterings,

three others from neighboring countries, invaded exorcisms, and all kindsof enchantments ” (Light.

Palestineand fought with the kingsof the Jordan foot, HorceHeb., Matt. 24:24). These amulets con.

country (Gen. 14). The name Amraphel has been sisted of little roots, parts of animals, or, more

the subject of great controversy since the dis commonly, bits of paper or parchment upon which

covery of the Assyrian inscriptions,in someof were written words or characters , and were sup

which scholars early expected to find it. Schrader posed to have magical power. One of the most

early identified Amraphel with Hammurabi,though frequent ofthe latter was the cabalistic hexagonal

the two names seem very unlike. Otherexplana- figure known as “ the shield of David,” and the

tions have been recently proposed, but none are
seal of Solomon . "

satisfactory. If, as Hommel supposes, on the
Many of the Christians of the 1st century wore

ground of an early Assyrian list of names, Ham - amulets marked with a fish , as a symbol of the

inurabi was also read Hammurapaltu the names
Redeemer, or the pentangle, consisting of three

may be identified with some assurance .
triangles intersected and made of five lines, which

Hammurabi was the real founder of the great may be soset forth with the body of man as to
empire at Babylon. He conqueredthe lesser states touch and point out the places where our Saviour

of which the country was composed, united the was wounded.”. Among the gnostics Abraxas

North and the South, built great canals, and cul- gems were used. At a later period ribbons with

tivated thearts of peace no less successfullythan sentences of Seripture written on them were hung

the arts of war. His reign (2287–2233 B, C. ?)
about the neck . The Council of Trullo ordered

was long and brilliant. A small fragmentary in the makers of all amulets to be excommunicated,
scription of his mentions his wars with Eri- Aku, anddeemed the wearers of them guilty of heathen
Tudghulla, and Kudur-lagamar, and scems there superstition . See TERAPHIM .

fore to set at rest all doubt that he is really the AMʻZI (Heb.13728, am -tsee', strong).
king Amraphel of the Old Testament. See CHED

1. Son of Bani, of the family of Merari , and in
ORLAOMER, Arioch, and Tidal; also SUPPLEMENT.

LITERATURE. - Sayce, Patriarchal Palestine,Lon, the leaders of the temple music (1 Chron . 6:46) .
the ancestry.of Ethan, who was appointed one of

don, 1895. Schrader, Cuneiform Inscriptionsand
the Old Testament, translated by Whitehouse,2 vols. B. C. long before 960,

Rogers, Outlinesofthe Early History ofBaby, which latter wasactively engaged in the building
2. Son of Zechariah and ancestor of Adaiah,

lonia, Leipzig, 1895 (with accounts of the reign of of the second temple (Neh, 11:12), B. C. before 445.

Hammurabi and chronological data) . —R. W. R.

AMULET, a supposed preservative against
ANAB (Heb. 5 , an -awb', grape town ), a

sickness , accident, witchcraft, etc. Amulets con- place upon the mountains of Judah, from which

sisted of precious stones, gems, gold, and some. Joshua expelled the Anakim (Num . 13:33 ; Josh.

times of parchmentwritten over with some inscrip: 11:21 ; 15:50); now bearing the same name, Anab,

tion . They have been widely used from remote about ten miles S. W. of Hebron.

>
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ANAGOGICAL (Gr. åváyw, an -ag'-o, to lead Scriptures with a love of truth for its own sake,

up), pertaining to the mysterious, spiritual. The and not with the purpose of finding proof for

older writers on biblical interpretation mention opinions already formed .

four senses of Scripture — the literal, allegorical, AN'AMIM (Heb. 0979 an
in -aw -meem ), de

tropical, and anagogical. This last is the spir- scendants of Mizraim (Gen. 10:13 ; 1 Chron. 1:11),

itual sense relating to the eternal glory ofthe be- and,accordingto Knobel, inhabiting the Delta in
liever up to which its teachings are supposed to

Egypt.
lead ; thus the rest of the Sabbath, in an anagog- ANAM'MELECH . See Gods, False.

ical sense, signifies the repose of the saints in
A'NAN (Heb. 177, aw-nawn', a cloud ), one of

heaven (Heh. 4 :4–11 ) ; or the mystery of the union

between man and wife, of the union between the chief Israelites that sealed the covenant on

Christ and the Church (Eph. 5 : 22–32). the return from Babylon (Neh . 10:26), B. C. 445.

ANAH (Heb. 7, an -aw ', answer ), the son ANA'NI (Heb . 7 , an-aw-nee', cloudy), the

of Zibeon and grandson of Seir. His daughter last named of the seven sons of Elioenai , a descend

Aholibamah is the second named of Esau's wives ant of David, after the captivity (1 Chron. 3:24),
(Gen. 36:2, 14, 25). An Anah is mentioned in B. C. about 400.

Gen. 36:20 as one of the sons of Seir, and head ANANI'AH (Heb. 7ans, an -an -yar ', pro

of an Idumæan tribe. Both passages probably tected by Jehovah).

refer to the same person, the word son ” being 1. The father of Maaseiah and grandfather of

used in v. 20, in the larger sense of descendant. Azariah . The latter repaired a portion of the

While feeding his father's asses in the desert he wall of Jerusalem after the return from exile

discovered warm springs, from which circum
stance he probablyobtained the nameBeeri ,"the (Neh.3:23), B. C.about445.

2. The name of a town in Benjamin, mentioned
man of the wells ” (Gen. 26:34).

as inhabited after the captivity (Neh. 11:32).

ANAHARATH (Heb. 07 , an -aw -kha- ANANI'AS (Gr. 'Avavías, an -an -ee '-as, of

rauth', gorge), a town on or within Issachar (Josh . Gr. Ananiah, protected by Jehovah ).

19:19). 1. A member of the early Christian Church at

ANAI'AH (Heb . , an -aw -yaw ', Jah has Jerusalem , who, conspiring with his wife, Sap

answered ), one of the persons (probably priests) phira, to deceive and defraud the brethren, was

who stood at the right hand of Ezra , while he overtaken by sudden death, and immediately

read the law to the people (Neh . 8:4), and per- buried (Acts 5 :1, sq .). The members of the Jeru

naps the same with one of the chiefs of the people salem Church had a common fund, which was

who joined Nehemiah in a sacred covenant (Neh. divided by the apostles amongthe poor. Those
10:22), B. C. 445.

who carried into full effect the principle that

A NAK (Heb. Day, aw -nawk ', long-necked, i . e., “ naughtof the thingswhich he possessed washis
sold their lands and houses and laid

a giant), the son of Arba, the founder of Kirjath the price at the apostles' feet . One Joses, sur

arba. He was the progenitor of a race of giants named Barnabas, had done this, and, it would
called Anakim. These Anakim were a terror to

seem , had received hearty commendation therefor.
the children of Israel (Num . 13:22, 28), but were Probably incited thereby,and desirous of applause,

driven out by Caleh, who came into possession of Ananias, in concert with his wife, Sapphira, sold

Hebron ( Josh. 15:13 , 14), B. C. after 1170.
a possession , and brought the pretended price to

AN'AKIM . See ANAK.
the apostle. Either their covetousness or fear of

ANALOGY (Gr. évahoyía, proportion ). want influenced them to keep back part of the

1. Asapplied to the works of God generally, price—an acted lie . Peter was moved by the

analogy leads to the conclusion that ( a) a part of a Spirit to uncover the deceit ; and instead of ex

system of which he is the author must, in respect of tenuating it because the lie had not been uttered ,

its leading principles,besimilar tothe whole ofthat he passed on all such prevarication the awful

system ; (b) the work of an intelligent and moral sentence, “ Thou hast not lied unto men, but unto

being must bear in all its lineaments traces of the God." Upon hearing these words Ananias “ fell

character of its author ; ( c) the revelation of God down and gave up the ghost," and was carried out

in the Scriptures is in all respects agreeable to and buried by the young men present. See SAP

what we know of God from the works of nature

and the order of the world.

NOTE.- " They had all things common ” (Acts 5:32 ).

2. Analogy of Faith. This phrase is de- " By becoming Christians the Jewish converts suffered

rived from the words ofSt. Paul (Rom . 12 : 6) , the loss of all things, unless they had property independ

Let us prophesy according to the proportion proportion of these was few . So deep an offense againstent of the will, favor, or patronage of others, and the

analogy) of faith , ” and signifies the harmony Jewish prejudices cast them loose from Jewish charities,

of the different parts of Scripture. The parts of and involved loss of employmentto such as were traders,

Scripturemust be explained accordingto the tenor and dismissalfromtheir employments to such aswereworkmen and servants, producing a state of destitution
of the whole, not bringing any one part so con- which rendered extraordinary exertions necessary on

spicuously into view as to obscure or contradict the part of the more prosperous brethren.
others. Thus exaggerated teaching respecting ation at this day in Jerusalem " (Kitto , Med .). The firstillustrated and proved y whatwe actually see in oper

che dignity of the Virgin Mary's relation to our Christians did not adopt the fantastical and impracti.

Lord has tended to obscure the doctrines relating cable theory known inmodern times bythe name of

to our Lord as the only Mediator. The better to communism , divesting themselves of individualprop

follow the analogy of the faith, one should study the mon stock . They had acommonfund, but that it waserty , andthrowing all they had and earned into a com

>
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ANATH ANATHEMA

not binding upon all to contribute everything thereto is implicated in the quarrels of the Jews and the

evident from what Peter said to Ananias, that hemight Samaritans, he with others was sent to Rome to
bave kept the land if he had chosen , or even have used

its price after it was sold . The principle universally answer for his conduct before Claudius Cæsar

accepted was, lhatnone should want while any of their ( Josephus, Ant., xx , 6, 2). The emperor decided

brethren had the means of helping them .
in favor of the accused party, and Ananias re

2. A devout and honored Christian of Damas. turned with credit, and remained in office until

cus, to whom the Lord appeared in vision and Agrippa gave it to Ismael ( Josephus, Ant., xx ,

bade him go to a street called Straight and in - 8 , 8 ). When Paul appeared before Ananias he

quire at the house of Judas for Saul of Tarsus. made the declaration , I have lived in all good

Ananias at first hesitated, be conscience before God until this day. ” There

cause of his knowledge of
upon the high priest ordered the apostle to be smit

Saul's former character and ten in the face. Paul, indignant at so unprovoked

conduct. But, assured of San's
an assault, replied , “ God shall smite thee, thou

conversion and God's purpose
whited wall." Being asked , “ Revilest thou God's

concerning him , he consented.
high priest ? ” Paul said, “ I wist not that he was

He “ went his way, and entered
the high priest,” perhaps having overlooked in

into the house; and putting his
his warmth the honor due him in his official sta.

hands on him said, Brother tion . A plot having been formed against Paul ,

Saul, the Lord, even Jesus,
he was sent by Claudius Lysias to Felix, whither

that appeared unto thee in the he was followed by Ananias (accompanied by the

way as thou camest, hath sent orator Tertullus), who appeared against him . An

me, that thou mightest receive anias was deposed shortly before Felix quitted

thy sight, and be filled with his government, and was finally assassinated (J9

the Holy Ghost. And imme . sephus, War, ii, 17 , 9), B. C. 67.

diately there fell from his eyes A’NATH (Heb. O , an -awth ', an answer, i . e . ,

as it had been scales ; ” and, to prayer ), the father of Shamgar, the third of the

judges of Israel after the death of Joshua (Judg.

3:31 ; 5 : 6) . B. C. perhaps 1150.

ANATHEMA (Gr. avádeua, an -ath'-em -ah,

a thing laid by ), a votive offering consecrated to a

god and hung up in the temple. When used in this

general sense, as it often is by classical writers,

it is written with a long e (avádnua, an -ath'ay-mah,

Luke 21 : 5 , A. V. , “ gifts ” ). The form avoidea

and its special meaning seem to be peculiar to the

Hellenistic dialect, probably from the use made

of the word by the Greek Jews. In the Septua

gint anathema is generally the translation of the

Hebrew . word 2 , kheh '-rem , to consecrate. The

following are its uses :

1. Old Testament. ( 1 ) A species of vow

( q. v .) by which persons and things were irrevoc.

ably and irredeemably devoted to the Lord (Lev.

27 ; Num . 21 : 2 ) , and in such a way that the

persons devoted had to be put to death, while

the things fell to the sanctuary or to the priests.

But, inasmuch as the deliberate killing of anyone,

even a slave, was treated as a punishable offense

(Exod . 21:20), it is evident that the pronouncing

of the anathema could not be left to the pleasure

of any individual, since it might be used for im

pious purposes. The anathema, being a manifes .

tation of the judicial holiness of God, realizing

Straight Street, Damascus. itself in executing righteous judgment upon men ,

assumed the character of a theocratic penalty. It

recovering his sight which he had lost when the could, therefore, be inflicted only by God or by

Lord appeared to him on the way to Damascus, the divinely appointed authorities, acting with a

Paul, the new convert, arose, was baptized, and view to the glory of God and the upholding and

preached Jesus in the synagogues (Acts 9:10–20 ; edifying of his kingdom (see Keil, Bib. Arch. ).

22:12) , A. D. 37. Tradition makes Ananias to ( 2 ) It was sometimes a command and not a vow.

have been afterward bishop of Damascus, and to The only instance in which the anathema is ex

have suffered martyrdom .
pressly enjoined in the law is the command

3. The high priest before whom Paul was against those who served other gods (Exod. 22:20 ),

brought previous to being taken to Felix ( Acts even against whole cities. In such cases the men

23) . He was made high priest by Herod, king of and cattle were ordered to be put to death by the

Chalcis, who for this purpose removed Joseph, son sword, and the houses with their contents to be

of Conydus (Josephus, Ant., xx , 1 , 3). Being burned (Deut. 13:12 , sq . ). This was carried out,

"A ,
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ANATHEMATA ANATHOTH

a

especially in the case of the Canaanites (Deut. should be found telling an untruth. ( e) In Rom .

20:17 , sq. ) , but in all its severity against Jericho 9 :3 Paul writes, “ I could wish that myself were
alone (Josh. 6:17, eq.). In the case of the other accursed (syù åvábɛua cival ) from Christ.” We

cities , only that which had life was put to death , have no means of knowing exactly what the

the cities themselves being spared ( Josh. 10:28, apostle understood by the above expression. From

sq .), though often the cattle were spared and the words “ accursed from Christ " we are hardly

with the rest of the spoil divided among the warranted in believing that he referred to either

soldiers ( Deut. 2:34, sq. ; 3 :6 ; Josh . 8:21 , sq.; the Old Testament anathema ( 1 ) or the ban of the

11:11 , sq.). In case anyone retained a part of synagogue (2 ) . Nor do they seem to refer to

that which had been anathematized for his own sudden death or a judicial act of the Christian

use, he brought upon himself the anathema of Church . Meyer ( Com ., in loc.)observes, “ Paul sees

death (Josh . 6:18 ; 7:11, sq.; comp. Deut. 13:17). those who belong to the fellowship of his people

2. Among the later Jews the ban of the advancing to ruin through their unbelief; there

synagogue was the excommunication or exclusion fore he would fain wish that he himself were a

of a Jew (usually for heresy or blasphemy) from curse offering, if by means of this sacrifice of his

the synagogue and the congregation , or from own self he could only save the beloved brethren ."

familiar intercourse with other Jews. This modi- Much of the difficulty of understanding this pas

fication of the anathema owes its origin to Ezra sage would be obviated if we remember that the

10: 8, where the kheh’rem consisted in the anathe apostle does not give expression to a decision

matizing of the man's whole goods and chattels, formally reached , but rather to a sentiment stirred

and the exclusion of the anathematized individ- within him by an unutterable sorrow . He " could

nal from the congregation. The later rabbinical wish himself accursed , if the purport of the wish

writers mention three degrees of anathema : (1) could be realized to the advantage of the Israel

Niddu'i, separation , a temporary suspension from ites " (Meyer, Com .). (d) “ Let him beanathema "

ecclesiastical privileges, which might be pro- | (Gal. 1:8, 9) has the probable meaning of, Let him

nounced for twenty- four reasons. It lasted thirty be execrable and accursed. (e) “ Calleth Jesus

days, and was pronounced without a curse. The accursed ” (anathema, 1 Cor. 12 : 3) means, doubt

person thus anathematized could only enter the less, the act of any private individual who exe.

temple on the left hand, the usual way of de- crated Christ and accounted him accursed . The

parture ; if he died while under anathema there thought appears to be that those who speak by

was nomourning for him, and a stone on his coffin the Spirit do not execrate Jesus, but confess him

denoted that he was separated from his people as Lord. ( f ) In 1 Cor. 16:22 we find the expres

and deserved stoning. (2) Kheh'rem , curse. This sion “ Anathema Maran -atha ” (åvá epa papàv alá ).

was pronounced upon the individual who did not In this the apostle announces his accord with the

repent at the expiration of thirty days, by an will of God, that those who are destitute of love

assemblage of at least ten persons, and was ac- to Jesus should be doomed to final perdition.

companied with curses. The person so excom- Maran -atha is the Chaldaic phrase for the Lord

municated was cut off from all social and religious comes, and seems to be used in this connection to

privileges, it being unlawful to eat or drink with indicate that the fulfillment of such punishment

bim ( Cor. 5:11). The anathema could be re- will be associated with his coming. After “ let

moved by three common persons, or one person of him be anathema ” there should be a full stop.

dignity. (3) Upon the still impenitent person was 4. Ecclesiastical. “ The Church has used the

inflicted the severer punislıment of shammata ', phrase ' anathema sit ' from the earliest times with

imprecation, a solemnact of expulsion from the reference to those whom she excludes from her

congregation, accompanied with fearful curses, communion, either because of moral offenses or

including the giving up of the individual to the because they persist in heresy. In pronouncing

judgment of God and to final perdition. anathema against willful heretics the Church does

3. In the New Testament. From the above but declare that they are excluded from her com

we are prepared to find that the anathema of the munion, and that they must, if they continue

New Testament always implies execration , but do obstinate, perish eternally ” ( Cath . Dict . ).

not think that the word was employed in the
ANATHEMATA (from ávarionul, an -at-ith ' .

sense of tecbpical excommunication either from

the Jewishor Christian Church. It occurs only ay -mee, to layup). In general the term was applied

five or sixtimes. (a) In Acts 23:12 it is recorded having been setapart to the service of God. In
to all kinds of ornaments in churches, these things

that certain Jews bound themselves under a Luke 21:5 the word is thus used for the gifts and

curse " (literally, anathematized themselves) “ that

they would neither eat nor drink till they had word is used to denote memorials of great favors
ornaments of the temple. In a stricter sense the

killed Paul.” The probability seems to be that which men had received from God. Very early a

these persons looked upon Paul as unworthy of

life, and considered it their religious duty to com
custom, still existing, sprang up of anyone receiv.

ing a signal cure presenting to the Church what
pass his death . They therefore anathematized ,

i. e. , devoted themselves to destruction ifthey cured, in gold or silver. Anathemata is also a
was called his ectypoma, or figure of the member

drew back from their purpose. (6) When Peter term usedto designate the coverings of the altar

was charged the third time with being a follower

of Jesus he began “ to curse and to swear," etc. AN'ATHOTH (Heb. ning an -aw -thoth ',

(Matt. 26:74, ávatɛuari(elv). This is thought by answers, i . e. , to prayer).

some to be a vulgar oath ; by others, an imprecation 1. One of the sons of Becher, the son of Ben .

called down upon himself by Peter in case he | jamin (1 Chron . 7 :8 ), B. C. before 1210.
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ANCHOR ANDRONICUS

2. One of the chief Israelites who sealed the also by the flames of fire which are seen to go

covenant after the return from Babylon (Neh . forth from his throne ” (Keil , Com. , in loc.).

10:19), B. C. about 445 . ANCIENTS (Heb. IPI zaw -kane', old ), aged,

3. À townin the tribe of Benjamin, belonging either decrepit or vigorous (Gen. 18:12, 13 ; 19:31;

to the priests, also a city of refuge (Josh . 21:18 ; 24:1, etc.); elders, i. e. , chief men, magistrates

Jer. 1 : 1). It is chiefly noted as the birthplace of
the prophet Jeremiah, and mostly his residence (Isa. 3:14 ; 24:23 ; Jer. 19:1; Ezek. 7:26 ; 8:11,

( Jer. 1 : 1 ; 11:21-23 ; 29:27) . It was a walled town 12, etc.).See ELDERS ; GLOSSARY.

AND IF. See GLOSSARY.
of some strength, seated on a broad ridge of hills,

overlooking the valley of the Jordan and the ANDREW . - 1. Nameand Family. (Gr.

northern part of the Dead Sea. It was three ' Avdpéas, an-dreh'-as, manly.) A native of the

miles N. of Jerusalem . Robinson identifies the city of Bethsaida in Galilee (John 1:44 ), the son

present Anata with Anathoth, distant an hour of Jonas (John 21:15) and brother of Simon Peter

and a quarter from Jerusalem , containing about (Matt. 4:18 ; 10:2 ; John 1:40).

one hundred inhabitants . See 2 Sam . 23:27 ; 2. Personal History. (1) Receives Christ.

1 Chron . 12 : 3 ; Ezra 2:23 ; Neh . 7:27 .
At first a disciple of John Baptist, Andrew was

ANCHOR (Gr. aykupa, angʻ-koo-rah ). Very “ the lamb of God ”
led to receive Jesus by John pointing him out as

( John 1:36-40 ). He then
naturally the anchor has been in use from the re

mote ages. In the heroic times of the Greeks him that he had “ found the Messiab ” ( v . 41). They
brought his brother Simon to the Master, telling

large stones called evvai were used for anchors. both returned to their occupation as fishermen on

the Sea of Galilee, and there remained until , after

John Baptist's imprisonment, they were called by

Jesus to follow him (Matt. 4:18 , sq .; Mark 1 : 14–18).

(2) As apostle. The further mention of him in

the gospels is his being ordained as one of the

twelve (Matt. 10 : 2 ; Mark 3:18 ; Luke 6:14) ; his

calling the attention of our Lord to the lad with

the loaves and fishes at the feeding of the five

thousand (John 6 :8 ); bis introducing to Jesuscer

tain Greeks who desired to see him (John 12 : 20–

22) ; and his asking, along with his brother Simon

and the two sons of Zebedee, for a further ex

planation of what the Master had said in refer.

ence to the destruction of the temple (Mark 13 :3).

Anchor Used as a Symbol. He was one of those who, after the ascension,

continued at Jerusalem in the “ upper room

Those used by the Romans were usually of iron, ( Acts 1:13) . Seripture relates nothing of him
and in shape resembled the modern anchor. The beyond these scattered notices. (3) Traditions.

scriptural mention of the use of anchors is in The traditions about him are various. Eusebius

Acts 27:29, 30, 40. From this passage it would makes him preach in Seythia ; Jerome andThe

seem that anchors were used at both the stern odoret in Achaia (Greece); Nicephorus in Asia

and bow of vessels.
Minor and Thrace. It is supposed that he founded

Figurative. In IIeb. 6:19 the anchor is used a church in Constantinople, and ordained Stachys

metaphorically for a spiritual support in times of ( 9. v .), named by Paul (Rom . 16: 9), as its first

trial , in which senseit is still frequently employed. bishop . At length, the tradition states, he came

In the early Church it was also used with refer to Patræ , a city of Achaia, where Ægeas,the

ence to thepersecutionswhich threatened the ship proconsul, enraged at his persisting topreach,

of the Church. In some cases above the trans commanded him to join in sacrificing to the hea

verse barofthe anchorstands the letter E , prob- deredhim to be severelyscourged and thenthen gods , and upon the apostle's refusal he or

ably an abbreviation of Elpis, hope. Sometimes
the anchor was associated with the fish ,thesym- crucified. To make his death more lingering, he

bol of the Saviour, the union of the two symbols was fastened to the cross, not with nails, butwith

expressing “ hope in Jesus Christ." cords. Having hung two days, praising God, and

ANCIENT OF DAYS ( Chald. 7° ??" pape, thefaith, he is saidtohave expired on November
exhorting the spectators to embrace, or adhere to,

at-teek' yov-meen ', advanced in days), an ex. 30, but in what year is uncertain . The cross is

pression applied to Jehovah in a vision of Daniel stated to have been of the form called Cruz decus

(7: 9, 13 , 22) . “ When Daniel represents the true sala, and commonly known as “ St. Andrew's

God as an aged man , he does so not in contrast cross, X.” Some ancient writers speak of an

with the recent gods of the heathen which Anti- apocryphal Acts of Andrew .

ochus Epiphanes wished to introduce, or specially ANDRONI'CUS (Gr. ' Avdpóvikos, an-dron'-ee

with reference to new gods ; for God is not called kos, man-conquering), a Jewish Christian, kins

the old God, but appears only as an old man , be- man and fellow -prisoner of Paul . He was con

cause age inspires veneration and conveys the im . verted before Paul, and was of note among the

pression of majesty. This impression is height- apostles (Rom . 16 : 7 ) , A. D. 60. According te

ened by the robe with which he is covered, and Hippolytus, he became bishop of Pannonia ;.ac.

by the appearance of the hair of his head, and I cording to Dorotheus, of Spain .

>
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ANEM ANGER
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.

HITE , .

7

ANEM (Heb. , aw -name', tuno fountains), while they possess a subordinate value, neverthe

a Levitical city in Issachar, assigned to the Ger- less havea real value.

shomites (1 Chron. 6:73). It is called En -gannim
1. They furnish a necessary safeguard against

( Josh. 19:21 ; 21:29).
narrowness of thought as to the extent and variety

of the creations of God.

ANER (Heb . 738, aw-nare', a youth, an exile ). 2. They help us in acquiring the proper con :

1. A Canaanitish chief near Hebron who, with ception of Christ, who is above the angels, and

Eshcol and Mamre, was confederate with Abra- the object of angelic worship.

ham . He joined in pursuit of Chedorlaomer and 3. They give a wonderful attractiveness to our

shared in the spoil, not following the example of conception of that unseen world to which we are

Abraham (Gen. 14:13, 24), B. C.about 2250. hastening.

2. A Levitical city assigned to the Kohath- 4. They set before us an example of joyous

ites, and situated in Manasseh, W.of the Jordan and perfect fulfillment of God's will. “ Thy will be

( 1 Chron . 6:70). It is called Tanach ( Josh . done in earth as it is in heaven ," i . e. , by the angels.

21:25). 5. They put to shume the horrible indifference

AN ETHOTITE , or ANETOTHITE, less of multitudes of mankind with respect to the
correct forms of Anglicizing the word ANATHOT- great work of conversion . “ There is joy among

See ANATHOTH . the angels over one sinner that repenteth . "

ANGEL (Heb. 1$$ 72, mal-awk ' ; Gr. ayyeros,
6. They broaden our view of the manifold

mercies of God, whose angels are “ sent forth to

ang' -el-os, both meaning messenger ). In some minister for them wbo shall be heirs of salva.
cases the word is applied to human beings ( Isa. tion ” (Heb. 1:14 ; comp. 12:22).

43:19 ; Mal. 2:7 ; Rev, 1:20), or even figuratively 7. They remind us of our high rank as human

to impersonal agents_ (Exod. 14:19 ; 2 Sam. 24 : beings, and our exalted destiny as Christians. We

16, 17 ; Psa. 104:4 ). The connection must deter- who are “ made but little lower than the angels ”

mine its force . In its most common use in Scrip. may becomeas the angels ofGod in heaven (Psa.

ture the word nevertheless designates certain 8:5, R.V.,“ lower than God ;” Matt. 22:30).-E. McC.

spiritual and superhuman beings, who are there ANGELIC HYMN, the hymn Gloria in ex

introduced to us as messengers of God. There celsis, so called because the former part of it was

are but few books of the Bible — such as Ruth, sung by the angels when announcing the birth of

Nehemiah, Esther, the epistles of John and James Jesus (Luke 2:14) . In several oriental liturgies it

—that make no mention of angels. is used in the earlier part of the service. Before

With respect to their existence and nature, we the time of Edward VI it was sung before the

find the Scriptures presenting the same progress collect, epistle, and gospel , but was afterward

and development as with many other subjects of transferred to the closing part of the office, as'a

revelation . Thus it is that the doctrine of angels song of thanksgiving after communion.

becomes more distinct in the later periods of
ANGELIC SALUTATION , the greeting

Jewish history, and is more full and significant in

the New Testament writings. Angels appear
extended to the Virgin Mary by the angel when he

most frequently and conspicuouslyin connection announced to hier that she was to becomethe

with the coming and ministry of our Lord . His mother of Jesus (Luke 1:28). See Ave MARIA.

words concerning the angels are of unmistakable ANGER (usually Heb. 9%, af; Gr.opyń,or-gay ),

meaning and value. According to his teaching the emotion of instant displeasure, indignation,

they are personal, sinless, immortal beings, exist. arising from the feeling of injury done or in

ing in great number, and in close relation not tended, or from the discovery of offense against

only with individual men, butalso with the history law .

of God's kingdom (Matt. 13:39 ; 18:10 ; 22:30 ; The anger attributed to God in the New Testa

25:31 ; 26:53 ; Luke 15:10 ; 16:22). ment is that in God which stands opposed to

There is harmony between the teachings of our man's disobedience, obstinacy (especially in re.

Lord upon this subject and those of the apostles sisting the Gospel), and sin, and manifests itself

and of the Scripture writers generally. Many in punishing the same.

questions that may be raised car. receive no an- Anger is not evil per se, being, as love, an

swer whatever from the Scriptures. Of the his - original susceptibility of our nature. If anger

tory of the angels we can know but little. It were in itself sinful, how could God himself be

appears that some of their number “ kept not angry ? Paul commands the Ephesians (Eph.4:26 )

their first estate, " but fell under divine displeas- that when angry they are not to sin. « Paul does

ure, and are reserved “ unto the judgment of the not forbid the being angry (Gr. opyíčeo0€) in itself,
great day ” ( Jude 6 ). and could not forbid it, because there is a holy

Aside from the teachings of Scripture there is anger, which is the ' spur to virtue,' as there is

pothing irrational, but quite the opposite, in be- also a divine anger ; but the being angry is to

ieving in the existence of creatures superior to be without sin ” (Meyer,Com ., in loc.).

man in intelligence, as there are many inferior. Anger is sinful when it rises too soon, without

But we depend wholly upon the Scriptures for our reflection ; when the injury which awakens it is

knowledge. The denial of the existence of angels, only apparent ; when it is disproportionate to the

as that of devils, springs from the materialistic, offense; when it is transferred from the guilty to

anbelieving spirit, which in its most terrible form the innocent ; when it is too long protracted and

denies theexistence of God. becomes revengeful (Matt. 5:22 ; Eph. 4:26 ; Col.

The revelations of Scripture concerning angels, | 3 : 8).

a
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ANGLE ANIMAL KINGDOM
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ANGLE (Heb. hari, khak -kaw ', Isa. 19 :8 ; 1in the case of plants. There are 38 mammals,

Hab. 1:15 ), mediæval English for " hook ” (Job . out of perhaps 130, 34 birds out of about 350, il

41 : 1 ). See GLOSSARY. reptiles out of nearly 100, and one amphibian out of

A'NIAM (Heb. Depp, an -ee- avm ', sighing It is a notable fact thatnot a single speciesofa considerable number indigenous in these lands.

of the people), the last named of the sons of fish is mentioned by name. Of insects there are

Shemidah, of the tribe of Manasseh (1 Chron . sixteen, out of a number not as yet satisfactorily

7:19), B. C. after 1210 .
settled . Scorpions and spiders are mentioned gen.

A’NIM (Heb . 0997, aw -neem ', fountains), a erically. The number of species is considerable.

city in the mountains of Judah ( Josh. 15:50 ), ten Four only of the large number of mollusks and

miles S. W. of Hebron, and probably the same as only one of the worms are specifically named .

the present Ghuwein . Coral and sponge are the generic representations

ANIMAL, an organized living body, end of their respective orders. Few even of the

dowed with sensation . In the Hebrew there are
mammals, except the domestic animals, are specific.

several terms rendered “ creature,” “ living thing,"
Most of them are generic or family names, to

“ cattle,” etc. “ The animals are in Lev. 11 di- which is often appended , “ after his kind.” Some,

vided into four classes : ( 1 ) Larger terrestrial as the chamois,mole,unicorn, are mistranslations ;

animals (v. 2); (2) aquatic animals (vers. 9, 10 ); others, as the dragon and satyr, are fabulous.

(3 ) birds (v. 13) ; (4) smaller animals (vers. 20, 29 ,
ADDER . See SERPENT,

41 , sq . ) ; and these classes were again distin

guished into clean, i. e. , eatable, and into unclean, largenumbers of species of ants in the East, and
ANT (Heb. -327?, nem -aw - law ' ). There are

whose flesh was not to be eaten (comp. Lev. 11
and Deut. 14 :1-20). The larger terrestrial ani- innumerable hosts of them make their nests beside

mals were, moreover, in the Old Testament sepa- the thrashing floors, and wherever their favorite

rated into cattle, i . e . , tame domestic animals, and food is found. In every country in the world the

into beasts of the field or wild beasts (Keil, Bil. ant is proverbial for industry, so there has never

Arch. ). been any controversy with regard to the passage

Clean and Unclean. The distinction be- in Prov. 6:6 , “ Go to the ant, thou sluggard.” The

tween clean and unclean animals goes back to the habits of the ants of cool climates and of those of

time of primeval man (Gen. 7 : 2 ; 8:20), but it did the tropical and semitropical countries differ so
not originate in a dualistic view of creation . Ac- much that considerable controversy has arisen as

cording to Bible teaching all the creatures of the to the wisdom and foresight of this insect. Prov.
earth were created good and pure, as creations of 30:25 : " The ants are a people not strong, yet

the holy God (Gen. 1:31). Impurity entered into they prepare their meat in the summer.” There

creation through man's fall ; and the irrational are, however, certain facts in regard to the ants

creature, although not affected by sin, suffered of the Holy Land which settle this controversy in
under its consequences. From the lists (Lev. 11 : favor of the rigid accuracy of the author of the

1-31 , 46 ; Deut. 14: 1-19), the clean animals ( i . e. , Proverbs. They are : ( 1 ) The ants of these coun
such as could be eaten ) were ruminant quadru. tries lay up vast stores of grain in their nests .

peds, which parted the hoof, were cloven -footed, (2) To facilitate this act of providence they place
and chewed the cud ; aquatic animals with fins their nests as near as possible to the places where

and scales ; all birds except the nineteen species grain is thrashed or stored. ( 3 ) They certainly

named ; flying insects, having two long legs for eat this grain during the winter season. (4) They
Jeaping, as the grasshopper. encourage certain insects which secrete sweet

For Sacrifice. Sacrifices were of ( a ) the juices to consort with them , and collect and

beeve kind, a cow, bull, or calf ; the ox, having store their eggs with their own, that they may

been mutilated, could not have been offered have them at hand for future use when they

( Lev. 22:24 ) ; (b) the goat kind — a he -goat, a she shall have hatched .

goat, or a kid ; (c) the sheep kind — a ewe, ram , or In regard to their wisdom , we have abundant

lamb. See SACRIFICE. evidence of it in their social and military organi

These regulations would seem to have been zation, the fact that they take and train slaves,

abrogated by our Lord, when he taught that in- and that they have elaborately constructed nests,

ward purity was the great essential (Matt . 15:11 , with overground and underground roads, and, in

17–20). In the vision Peter was taught the essen- some cases , practice a sort of agriculture.

tial cleanliness of all God's creatures (Acts 10 : ANTELOPE (R. V. , Deut. 14 : 5 ; Isa. 51:20).

11-16). See Ox.

Paul speaks decidedly upon this point (Rom .

14; Col. 2:16 ; Tit. 1:15), and yet the apostoli, hint as to the kinds of apes which were brought
APES (Heb. 1917, kofe, monkey ). We have no

council at Jerusalem placed " things strangled,"

and “ blood ,” along with " pollutions of idols and by the merchant navies of Solomon and Hiram ,

fornication, on the list of things prohibited but itis probable that they were very numerous.

( Acts 15:20) .
as they continue to be to the present day on all

the ships coming from the East Indies through

ANIMAL KINGDOM.
the Suez Canal. They are distributed in this way

in considerable numbers throughout all the coun .

The proportion of animals mentioned in the tries bordering on the Mediterranean, though not

Bible compared with the total number found in indigenous in any except the Barbary States and

Bible lands is far larger than that which obtains | Gibraltar.

2
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Arrowsnake ANIMAL KINGDOM Bat

>
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ARROWSNAKE. See SERPENT. places not indicated in our translations (Num.

ASP. See SERPENT. 22:21-33 ; 1 Sam. 9 : 3 ; 2 Kings 4:22, 24). David

ASS (Heb. 177277, kham -ore ', the male ass ;
had an officer to take care of his she asses (1 Chron.

27:30).

pins, aw -thone', she ass ; Gr. ovos, on '-os, donkey ; Ass colts (Gen. 49:11 ) are also called foals (Gen.

ÚTocuylov, hoop -od -zoog '-ee-on, under the yoke). The 32:16 ), young ass ( Isa . 30 :6 ), and colt (Job 11:12).

ass is one of the earliest and most frequently They are all translated from the same Hebrew

mentioned animals alluded to in the Bible. Asses word, 'ayir.

are spoken of in connection with the history of Wild asses are frequently mentioned, two He.

Pharaoh (Gen. 12:16), Abraham (Gen. 22:3 ), Ja

cob (Gen. 32 :5), Moses (Exod. 4:20), Balaam (Num .

22:21-33 ), and in fact most of the notable persons

mentioned in the Old Testament. There was noth

ing in any sense degrading in the idea of riding on

an ass, as might perhaps be inferred from Zech. 9:9

( comp. Matt. 21 : 7). It was the sign of the peace

ful mission of Christ. Kings, high priests, judges,

and the richest people of ancient and modern

times, have ridden on an ass . Many of the asses

of Damascus, Bagdad, Aleppo, Cairo , Cyprus, and

other parts of the East are beautiful animals, very

easy in gait, and perfectly surefooted. They often

cost very high prices, and are adorned with mag

nificent caparisons.

They have also been used from the remotest an .

tiquity as beasts of burden. Special breeds of

them are raised for this purpose. Some of them

are very small and cheap, while others are but

little smaller than a mule, and carry burdens of

greater weight in proportion to their size than

any other animal. The pack saddle differs ac

cording to the use to which it is put. The fa

miliar crosstree is employed for firewood. Abra

ham doubtless loaded the wood for the sacrifice in

this way (Gen, 22 :3). When sheaves of grain are

to be loaded a kind of cradle is suspended to

this or to the flat saddle. This latter, called in

Arabic a jelål, is composedof an under layer brew words ( 79, peh'-reh ,running wild ; 7197,
of thick felt and an upper of strong haircloth, aw -rode', lonesome) being so translated. Both

with a padding between , about six inches in thick are found together in one parallelism (Job 39:5 ),

ness, of straw or sedges. This saddle is flat on but rendered by the single expression wild ass.

top and bent down over each side of the animal, Wehave no means of knowing whether they refer

so as to protect his ribs from the pressure of the to the same or different species. Asinus onager,

load . Over such a saddle as this sacks of grain Pall., and A. hemippus, St. Hilaire, are found in

or cut straw are thrown and tied fast by arope the deserts nearest to Palestine.

passing under the breast. The sons of Jacob BADGER (Heb. winn, takh'- ash ). Although

probably used this sort (Gen.42:26, 27). If sand the badger is found throughout the Holy Land,
is to be carried , small panniers are slung over its skin is unsuitable for the outer covering of

the saddle, and hang down on either side without the tabernacle (Exod. 25 :5 , etc.), and for sandals

touching the body. If bread or other provisions, (Ezek. 16:10).Moreover, the Heb. techashim would
not liable to be injured by pressure, are taken seem to be from a root cognate with the Arab.

larger panniers are used. In such Jesse and Abi- luchas,which signifies the dolphin, and possibly

gail may have sent their presents (1 Sam . 16:20 ; sea animals similar in general appearance, asthe

25:18). If fruit is to be carried two boxes are porpoise, halicore, and seal. The R. V. has ren

slung in similar manner. Children are often car- dered the Hebrew original by seal, with a mar,

ied in this way inlarger boxes. Probably Moses's ginal of porpoise. The skins of all these would

wife sat on a jelål, with her children in boxes on suit the requirements of the case, and it is not un.

either sideof her, when going down to Egypt likely that the term is to be understood in the

(Esod. 4:20). Sacks of grain or straw are often broad sense of such marine creatures, rather than

slung across the bare back of an ass. in the restricted application to a single species.
Asses were also used for plowing (Isa. 30:24 ; A number of such species were obtainable in the

32:20).

Itwas not allowed to theIsraelites to yoke an been , rare.
Red Sea, near Sinai . Seals are, and must have

We prefer dolphin or porpoise to any

ox and an ass together (Deut. 22:10). They were other rendering.

not allowed to eat its flesh, yet in the stress of
BALD LOCUST. See Locust,

hunger during the siege of Samaria they violated

this law (2 Kings 6:25). BAT (Heb. 520 %, at -al-lafe ). The Hebrew idea
The she ass is the one intended in a number of of a bat was “ a fowl that creeps , going upon all
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Bear ANIMAL KINGDOM Camel

fours." It was unclean (Lev. 11:19). It is in re- tifies the hyperbole. Among the peasant popula.

ality a mammal, and its wings are membranous tion they are in almost every house.

and destitute of feathers. It has a mouselike Honey is used not only in its separate state,

odor. It lives in caverns, tombs, or ruins (Isa. but fruit is preserved in it, and it is used as a

2 : 19-21). The bat is a voracious destroyer of sauce for a variety of confections and pastries.

fruit, making it necessary for those who try to It was a standard article of commerce (Ezek.

raise it in the neighhorhood of cities to cover the 27:17). Stores of it were collected at Mizpah

clusters, or even the whole tree, with a net. There (Jer. 41: 8 ). It was not allowed to be used in

are about fifteen species of bats in the Holy Land. burnt offerings (Lev. 2:11 ). The honey in the

BEAR (Heb. 5-7, or 217, dobe). The bear is carcass of the lion (Judg.14: 8) is best explained

by the rapidity with which a carcass is denuded

now a somewhat rare animal in Syria, being con by wild beasts and ants in this hot climate and

Sned tothe higher regions of Lebanon, Antileba- then dried in the blazing sun.

non, and Amanus, and found very sparingly in the

wilder portions of Bashan , Gilead , and Moab. It is good to eat honey, but (25:16, 27) not to in
According to the author of Proverbs (24:13), it

is rarely or never seen now in western Palestine. dulge to surfeit. Other references to honey con
It is known in science as Ursus Syriacus, Ehr.,

and differs from thebrown bear of
Europe' by its vey sundrymoral lessons (Ezek . 3: 3 ; Psa.19:10;

Prov. 16:24).
grayish fur. It was once abundant in Palestine

( 1 Sam . 17:36 ; 2 Kings 2:24 ). The Scripture
BEETLE, an insect of the grasshopper kind

alludes to the cunning of the bear (Lam . 3:10 ), to (Lev. 11:22 See Locust.

the ferocity of the she bear robbed of her whelps BEEVES. See Cattle, Ox.

(2 Sam. 17 : 8 ; Prov. 17:12 ; Hos. 13 : 8), to the BEHEMOTH, the plural of the Hebrew word

danger of the bear to man (1 Sam . 17:34 , 36 ; for BEAST (9. v .), used (Job 40: 15–24) of the hippo

Amos 5:19) . The bear feeds principally on roots , potamus, the beast, only excelled by leviathan,

fruits, and other vegetable products, but does not with the description of which ends the climax
fail to avail itself of the chance to devour any begun in ch . 38, and carried upward until it finds
animal which may come in its way. Hence the lits acme in the “king over all the children of

significance of the picture of the peaceful reign of pride ” (41:34). The hippopotamus is a pachy.

Christ ( Isa. 11 : 7 ).
derm , the largest except the elephant and the

BEAST. There is so great a want of uni- rhinoceros, amphibious in habits, living on vege

formity and accuracy in both the A. V. and the table food, and corresponding well with the de.

R. V. in their renuerings of the three Hebrew scription in the above passage. It is found in the

words for living creatures that our limits will not upper Nile, and was common in the lower in

allow us to make an analysis of them . Beasts ancient times. It may have been found in the

were created on the fifth and sixth day. The Jordan (40:23 ), although poetic license would make

term is sometimes used by the translators for it quite possible that the mention of that river

Heb. .772! , bě-hay -maw ', dumb ; at others for should have reference only to its aquatic habits

77, beh-ere'; andstill again for "T, khah'ee, to Indeed, “ the river ”of the first member ofthe
and its courage, and not to its geographical range.

live. It is sometimes employed for living things parallelism can only mean the Nile, and the men.

(Gen. 7:14), or animals in contradistinction to man tion of the Jordan in the second would seem to be
(Gen. 6:7), or mammalia (1 Kings4:33), or the ani- simply to strengthen the hyperbole.
mal kingdom (Prov. 30:30 ), or wild beasts as dis

BIRD . See Fowl.
tinguished from cattle (Gen. 7:14 ), or quadrupeds

(Gen. 7: 2), etc. Paul describes his opponents as
BITTERN . See SUPPLEMENT.

wild heasts (1 Cor. 15:32) . Peter speaks of cer- BOAR. See SWINE.

tain sinners as natural brute beasts (2 Pet. 2:12) . BULL, BULLOCK. See Ox .
In the same manner, Jude 10. The New Testa

ment word for beast is onplov, thay -ree '-on .
CALF. See Ox.

BEES (Heb . 27, deb- o -raw ', orderly ). In
CAMEL (Heb. 32an,gaw -mawl", labor, burden .

the Holy Land, while bees occasionally make their bearing ; Gr. ráunhos, kam '-ay-los ), one of the

hives in trees, as in other countries (1 Sam . most useful of the domestic animals of the East.

14:25 , 26), they generally resort to clefts in the With the exception of the elephant it is the largest

rocks, usually almost inaccessible to man. There animal used by man . It is often eight feet or

are several allusions to the rocky homes of the more in height, and possessed of great strength

bees (Deut. 32:13 ; Psa. 81:16 ). They are espe- and endurance. It has a broad foot, which en

cially abundant in the wilderness of Judea (Matt. ables it to walk over sandy wastes without sink

3:4). They resent with great fury any interfer. ing deeply beneath the surface. It has a provis.

ence by man with their retreats (Deut. 1:44 ; Psa. ion in its stomach for storing water enough to

118: 12). enable it to travel for days together without

The numbers of wild bees at present in Pales- drinking. It is capable of subsisting on the

tine would not justify the expression “ a land coarsest and bitterest of herbage, and can take

flowing with milk and honey." It is, however, into its horny mouth the most obdurate thorns,

probable that they were far more numerous at the which it grinds up with its powerful teeth and

time when the Israelites entered Cannan . But digests with its ostrich -like stomach . To offset its

the number of domesticated bees in the country is great height it is formed to kneel, so that it can

enormous, and, added to the wild ones, fully jus- / be loaded as easily as an ass, and ther, rise with
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its burden of five hundred pounds and plod on on account of its pastoral facilities. They then

through the hottest day, and the most inhospitable became herdsmen and shepherds to Pharaoh.

waste of the deserts, in which it finds its con- One of the words, mikneh, translated cattle, sig

genial home. The hump on its back is not only a nificspossessions. It includes horned cattle, horses,

help to retaining its pack saddle, but a storehouse asses, sheep, and goats . The specific words for

of fat, in reserve against its long fasts. The flesh , animals of the bovine species, and for sheep and

although forbidden to the Israelites, is eaten by goats, are also occasionally rendered cattle. Also

the Arabs, and sold in the markets of all oriental behêmåh, which means, primarily, beast in general .

cities . Its skin is used in making sandals, and its CHAMELEON (Heb . TiB, or 012, ko'-akh).

hair in the weaving of the coarse cloth of which
their tents and outer garments are made. Its There is no possibility of determining with cer

milk, and the products made from it, are a prime tainty the animal intended by this Hebrew word

element in the diet list of the Bedouin .
in the list of creeping things (Lev. 11:30). It was

The allusions to the camel in the Scripture are probably a lizard , and more likely to have been

so numerous that it is unnecessary to point them the Nilemonitor than the chameleon. TheR. V.

renders it land crocodile. The former of these at

tains a length of five to six feet, and the latter of

four to five. On the authority of the LXX. and

the Vulgate the A. V. las rendered it chame

leon .

On the other hand the R. V. has rendered lin

shemeth, at the end of the verse, by chameleon,
instead of mole of the A.V. This is based on the

fact that tinshemeth is derived from a root signify

ing to breathe, and that the ancients believed that

the chameleon lived on air. This somewhat fan

ciful idea is hardly probable enough to do away

with the authority of the LXX, and the Vulgate,

which render the word mole. The reference, how

ever, is not to the true mole, but to the mole rat,

Spalax typhlus, which is abundant in Bible lands .

If the above views be correct, chameleon should

out. They prove that it was used from the earliest be dropped from the biblical fauna.

tiines in the very regions where it is now the main CHAMOIS (Heb. 27, zeh '-mer ). The chamois

reliance of the people for traversing the otherwise of Europe is not found in the Holy Land. The

almost impassable deserts, and transporting bur- animal referred to by this name (Deut. 14 : 5 ) was

dens too heavy for other animals to carry. certainly not one of the domestic animals. It was

The word rendered dromedaries (Isa. 60:6 ; Jer. also certainly known to them by its Hebrew name,

2:23) does not refer to the peculiar breed of blood zemer, and within the reach of the Israelites, as it

camels known by that name, but to young camels, was spoken of as an animal that they might eat.

the latter reference being to the female. Noanimal satisfies the probabilities of the case so

Figurative. In the two passages (Matt. 19:24 ; well as the mountain sheep of Egypt and Arabia,

23:24 ) the size of the camel is made the basis of known as the aoudad and the hebsh. It is prob

comparison. There is not a particle of evidence able that it was abundant in Sinai, where it is to

in favor of the statement that the needle's eye, in be found even now. It is distinguished from the

the former passage , refers to the smaller gate cut other animals of its group by the long hair on its

through the panel of the city gates of the East, or throat and breast, extending like a ruffle to its

that such a gate is, or ever was, called a needle's foreknee. Its horns resemble those of the beden,

eye. The whole force of the comparison in both or mountain goat.

passages is found in the hyperbole. Moreover, no
CHICKEN . See Cock.

camel could ever be forced through one of these

small gates.
COCK. The only mention of domestic fowls

in the Old Testament is in connection with the

CANKERWORM, probably a stage in the daily provision for Solomon's table ( 1 Kings 4:23).

development of the Locust (q. v .).

CAT. The cat is nowhere alludedto in the Jered swans, geese, guinea fowls, capons, and falted
The Hebrew word, 279, bar -boor', has been ren

Bible, excepting intheApocrypha (Epistle of Jer. fish, as well as the fatted fowlof theA. V. and the
21 ). It is not mentioned in classical authors, ex
cept when treating of Egyptian history. This R. V. In the absence of decisiveevidence we may

seems the stranger as there are two species of accept the opinion of our translators and assunie

wild cats in Palestine, and the domestic cat is ex
that such an epicure as Solomon did not fail to

have so delicious an element in his larder.

ceedingly common now all through the East .
In the New Testament the cock crowing is men.

CATERPILLAR . See Locust. tioned as a measure of time in connection with

CATTLE ( the rendering of several Hebrew Peter's denial of Christ (Matt. 26:34, 74 ; Mark

and Greek words) were of prime importance to 14:30 ; Luke 22:34 ; John 18:27). Cocks are not

the Hebrews. Their first employment was the regular in their times of crowing, sometimes crow

care of flocks and herds. On their arrival in ing twice (Mark 13:35), and at other times irregu

Egypt they were assigned to the land of Goshen, larly through the night or before the dawn.
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a

The hen is alluded to but once in the Scripture CUCKOW , a mistranslation of a Hebrew

(Luke 13:34). word, 95w, shakl -af, which is probably ge

COCKATRICE. See SERPENT. neric for bird of the sea gull family. The word

COLT. See Ass, HORSE. occurs only twice (Lev. 11:16 ; Deut. 14:15 , R.V.,

CONEY (Heb. 179, shaw - fawn ), a small pach- seamew " ).

ydermatous animal, with a dentition and feet re- DOE (R. V. , Prov. 5:19 , for roe, A. V.) is the

sembling those of the hippopotamus. It is as female of the wild goat. See Goat, WILD.

large as a rabbit. It has a plump body and very DOG (Heb. 52, keh ' -leb, yelping ; kivápiov ,
short ears and tail. Its scientific name is Hyrax koo-nar'-ee-on ,puppy ; kówv, koo -̒ohn, dog). The

Syriacus. It does not really chew the cud, but
has a motion of the jaws which resembles that dog referred to in the Scriptures is invariably the

function. Had it divided the hoof it would un
unclean animal, so familiar in the streets of all

doubtedly have been admitted into the listof oriental cities. He is a cowardly, lazy, despised

animals allowed to the Hebrews for food (Lev. 22:31), human flesh (1Kings 14:11), blood (1Kings
creature. He eats garbage, dead animals (Exod.

11 : 5 ; Deut. 14 : 7 ) .
The coney lives in holes and clefts of the rocks 22:38 ). He is the lowest type of vileness (Eccles.

(Psa . 104 : 18 ; Prov. 30:24, 26) .
It is found 9 :4 ; 2 Sam . 3 :8; Isa .66:3 ). Dogs wander through

throughout the whole length of Sinai, Palestine, the streets (Psa. 59:6, 14 ). With all their cow .

and Lebanon .
ardice they are treacherous and violent (Psa. 22:16 ,

20). The only good thing said of them is that
CORAL (Heb.1721, raw -maw ', high in value). they watch the flocks(Job 30 :1 ; Isa. 66:10).

It is uncertain what substance is intended by the Christ compares the Gentiles to them (Matt.

word rûmộth, rendered coral by both the A. V. 15:26). Those who are shut out of heaven are

and the R. V. As coral , however, is a precious called dogs (Rev. 22:15 ). The price of a dog

commodity, and highly suitable for the require- | (Deut. 23:18) probably refers to sodomy. The re

ments of the only two passages in which the word turn of a fool to his folly is compared to one of

occurs, we may rest contented with this transla- the most disgusting of the many filthy habits of

tion (Job 28:18 ; Ezek . 27:16). This substance is the dog (Prov. 26:11 ; 2 Pet. 2:22).
the skeleton of microscopic zoophytes. It is of a DOLEFUL CREATURES (Heb. 8, oʻ-akh,

great variety of colors, shapes, and consistency .The most valuable is the red. Many of the a howler ; Isa. 13:21 ; A. V., marg ., “Ochim ")
branches of coral are extremely beautiful. The refer to birds or beasts which emit shrieks or
Red Sea was probably named so on account of the howlings or ominous sounds, such as the booming

red coral growing in its waters. The best coral is
of owls, the wailing cry of jackals, and the dismal

brought from Persia and the Red Sea , buta very the fact that such creatures resort to ruins and
howling of wolves. The point of the allusion is

good quality is also found in the Mediterranean, deserted dwellings, and indicate the desolation
Fine specimens of the best colors may bring fifty which has overtaken them .

dollars the ounce . Coral was much valued among

the ancients and the Arabs for making beads and
DOLPHIN . See BADGER.

other ornaments. DOVE (Heb. 27, yo-naw'; Gr. teplotepá,

CORMORANT. In the list of uncrean birds per-is -ter -ah ). Four species of wild pigeons are

(Lev . 11:17 ; Deut. 14:17) the word cormorant is found in Bible lands, the ring dove, or wood

probably the correct rendering of the Heb. pigeon , the stock dove, the rock dove, and the ash

, shaw -lawk', bird of prey. It is abundant rumped rock dove. Theyare all known bythe
in the Holy Land. It is a large black bird, living name of hamâm in Arabic. They make their

by fishing. Its scientific name is Phalacrocorax nests in the clefts and holes of the rocks (Cant.

carbo. In all other places in the A. V.where cor- 2:14 ; Jer. 48:28 ; Ezek . 7:16). They also nest in

morant is used pelican should be substituted for trees. They are unresisting (Matt. 10:16), and

it,as the true rendering of the original, 97, kaw- therefore suitable for sacrifice (Gen. 15:9 ; Lev.

12 :6–8 ; Luke 2:24 ; Mark 11:15 ; John 2 : 14–16 ) .

ath ', vomiting.
They are timid (Hos . 11:11) ; they fly to great dis

COW. See Ox.
tances in their migrations ( Psa. 65:6-8) ; they are

CRANE (Heb . 0rd, soos, leap). The word oc- gentle (Cant. 1:15 ; 4 :1, etc.). Therefore a dove
curs only twice in the Bible (Isa . 38:14 ; Jer. 8 : 7 ) , was the form in which the Holy Spirit descended

and in both places should be rendered twittering, on Jesus Christ (Matt. 3:16, etc.) . See TURTLE

or twitterer , as applied to the swallow or some Wild doves are very numerous in some

similar bird. Notwithstanding the opinion of the parts of the Holy Land. There are also vast num

A. V. and the R. V. , we think that the crane bers of tame pigeons in all the cities and villages.

onght to be dropped from the list of biblical birds. They have been kept from the earliest times,

CROCODILE (marg. Job 41 : 1 ), a well -known Being acceptable for sacrifices, they were also

saurian, found in ancient times in lower as well clean , and used as food.

as upper Egypt, but now confined to the upper DOVE'S DUNG (Heb. Dan, khar -ay'

waters of the Nile . It was probably abundant in yo-neem ). Several theories have been formulated

the Kishon in Bible days. It is said to be still to explain the difficulty in regard to this material

found there. It is the creature intended by as an article of food (2 Kings 6:25 ): (1) That it

" dragon ” (Ezek . 29 : 3 ) and “ whale ” (32 : 2 ; comp. was a kind of plant. No plant with this name

Jer. 14 : 6 , R. V. , marg.). See LEVIATHAN . has been discovered, however, and it is unlikely

>

>

DOVE.

)
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1

that any plant would have been found in any FALCON , R. V. for A. V. “ kite ” (Lev . 11 :

quantity in a place in the last extremity of famine. 14 ; Deut. 14:13), and A. V. “ vulture ” (Job 28 : 7 ).
(2) That it was in reality dung, but used as a

FALLOW DEER, a mistranslation of Heb .
fertilizer, to promote the quick growth of vege: 73377", yakh-moor' (Deut. 14:5; 1 Kings 4:23),
tables for food. This is fanciful, and not sup

ported by the context. (3) That 'the people, in which is correctly rendered by R. V. “ roebuck ."

the depth of their despair and starvation, actually FERRET. See GECKO.

ate this disgusting material. This seems the most
FISH. The Greek language has over four

probable view , and is supported by the fact that hundred names of fishes . The Hebrew, as we

a similar occurrence took place in the English have it in the Bible, has not even one. Neverthe

army in 1316. less fishes are mentioned frequently in the Scrip

DRAGON (Heb. ?, tan -neen ). This word is tures . They were classified as clean, having tins

used in the A. V. with several meanings : ( 1 ) In and scales, and unclean, not so furnished. Whales,

connection with desert animals ( Isa. 13:22 ; 34:13 , seals, dolphins, and other creatures, now known to

14, etc.), it is best translated by wolf, and notby be lung breathers, were regarded by the Hebrews
jackal, as in R. V. The feminine form of the as fish . There are forty -five species in the inland

waters and very large numbers in the Mediter.
Heb. Po, tan -naw ', is found in Mal. 1 : 3 . (2)

Sea monsters (Psa. 74:13 ; 149:7; Isa.

27: 1 ). ( 3) Serpents, even of the smaller

sorts (Deut. 32:33 ; Psa. 91:13). (4) The

crocodile (Ezek . 29:3 ; 32:2, marg.) . ( 5) In

the New Testament (Rev. 12 :3, et seq . ) it

refers to a mythical monster, which is va

riously described and figured in the legends

of all nations. One of the Hebrew words,

usually rendered dragon, is in some places

translated serpents (Exod. 7 : 9 , 10, 12) .

DROMEDARY (Heb. wan, reh ' -kesh, swift

beast ; 79., ram -mawk', a brood mare). Besides

the references to the dromedary in the A. V. (Isa .

60: 6 ; Jer. 2:23), where the word should be ren

dered young camel (Heb. 27, beh '-ker), it is also

mentioned in 1 Kings 4:28 und Esth . 8:10 ; in the

first being an erroneous rendering of a Hebrew
Fish found in Sea of Galilee .

word signifying “ swift beasts," as in margin, and

in the second another word signifying “mares."

There is no clear and undoubted reference to the had a man's body and a fish's tail. There are
ranean Sea. Dagon, the god of the Philistines,

dromedary in the Scripture.
many allusions to fishing in the Bible.

EAGLE (Heb. , neh ' -sher ; 1777, raw- FLEA (Heb. Wsne, par-oshe '), a most annoy

khawm ' ; Gr. detos, ah-el-us). The word eagle in ing and unfortunately most common insect in the

the A. V. includes both the eagles proper and the East. David compares himself to a flea in order

vultures. There are no less than four of the for- to discredit Saul ( 1 Sam . 24:14 ). The similar

mer and eight of the latter in the Holy Land. The reference (1 Sam. 26:20) is considered by some an

most common of the vultures are the griffon and error in the text.

the Egyptian vulture, commonly known as Pha

raoh's chicken . The commonest of the eagles is number offies in the East is one of its most strikFLY (Heb. 5737, zeb-oob). The immense

the short-toed eagle, Circætus Gallicus, Gmel.

All of these birds are swift (Deut. 28:49), soar
ing characteristics. The number of species is also

high (Prov. 23:5), nest in inaccessible rocks (Job very large. The Heb. zeb -oob ', which is part of

39:27-30), and sight their prey from afar Job the name of the god of Ekron, Baal-zebub, is
39:29). Besides the above references the habits generic, but as the house fly is the most familia

of eagles and vultures are alluded toin numerous representative it would be most frequently thought
of in connection with this name. It is uncertain

passages (Num . 24:21 ; Job 9:26 ; Prov. 30:17, 19 ;

Jer. 49:16; Ezek. 17:3 ; Obad .4 ; Hab. 1:8 ; Matt whether the plague of flies, 57 , aw -robe', refers

24:28 ; Luke 17:37). The tenderness of the eagle to the swarming of a single species (R. V., Psa.

to its young is also graphically set forth (Exod. 78:45 , " swarms of fies " ), or å multiplication of

Deut. 32:11). Its great age is also noted such noxious insects (A. V. “ divers sorts of

(Psa . 103:5 ; Isa. 40:31 ). “ Devoured them " can hardly mean ate

EGGS. See Fowl. them up bodily, nor bit them ; but destroyed their

food, and overwhelmed them with their nastiness.ELEPHANT. This animal is not mentioned

in the text of the A. V. , but twice in the margin
FOAL. See Ass, HORSE.

(1 Kings 10:22 ; 2 Chron. 9:21). The animal is FOWL. A number of Hebrew words are ren

mentioned in Maccabees. dered fowl, as 277, bar -boor " ; 1973, ofe ; 90 $,
EWE. See SHEEP ,

isip -pore'. They are all translated by other words

19:4 ;

Aies " ).
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also, as “ bird,” “ birds of prey ," " sparrow , ” etc. prey. A. V. uses it for Heb. -77, raw -khaum ',

This want of uniformity tends to obscure mean- which is Pharaoh's chicken , Neophron percnopte

ings which would otherwise be simple.

1. Birds were divided into clean and unclean,
R. V. uses it for one, peh'-res, which is

the latter including the carrion birds, fish hunters,
better rendered ossifrage.

and some others, as the hoopoe. Domestic fowls GLEDE, an old name for the kite. If the

are mentioned, but it is nowhere said that they Hebrew original, 7x7, raw -aw (Deut. 14:13) be

were eaten . It is , nevertheless, extremely prob
not the same as dâ’âh (Lev. 11:14, A. V., “ kite ; "

able that they were so used.
R. V., “ vulture " ), glede is as good a rendering as

2. Nest. The allusions to birds' nests in the
can be given.

Bible are frequent and forcible. They were made

in the sanctuary (Psa . 84:3), rocks (Job 39:27 ;
GNAT (Gr. xóvwy, ko'-nopes), the wine gnat or

comp. Num . 24:21 ; Jer. 19:16 ), trees (Psa! midge in fermenting and evaporating wine. Gnats

101:17 ; Jer. 22:23 ; Ezek. 31 : 6). Nests are con .
or mosquitoes are most irritating pests in all parts

cealed in ruins (Isa. 34:15)and holes (Jer. 48:28). of the East, and are very common in the low

The New Testament nests (Matt. 8:20 ; Luke 9:58) lying marshy lands of Palestine and Egypt. It

are mere roosts .
may refer to any small bloodsucking insect, and

3. Eggs are frequently alluded to (Deut. 22 :6 ; the more minute creatures, whether bloodsuckers

Job 39:14 ; Isa . 10:14 ). They were well-known or not, which torment man and beast.

articles of food ( Luke 11:12) . Figurative. The custom of filtering wine,

4. Migration of birds(Cant. 2:11 , 12 ; Jer. among the Jews,was founded on the prohibition

8:7), their singing (Eccles. 12:4 ; Psa. 104:12), of " all flying, creeping things " being used for

flight (Exod. 19:4 ),care of young (Deut.32:11, 12), food, excepting saltatorii (see Lev. 11:22, 23).

voracity (Matt. 13:4), and many other character. The saying of our Lord, “ Blind guides, who'strain

istics are alluded to.
out a gnat and swallow down a camel” (Matt.

FOX. In several places it is uncertain whether the contrast between the smallest insect and the
23:24 ), was doubtless taken from this custom .

Heb. Samu, shoo -awl ; Gr. årúans, al-o'- pakes, sig- largest animal is used to illustrate the inconsist

nifies fox or jackal (Lam . 5:18 ; Ezek . 13 :4 ; Cant. ency of those who are superstitiously anxious in

2:15 ). In others it doubtless means jackals (Judg: avoiding small faults , yet do not scruple to com

15 :4 ; Psa . 63:10) . The difficulty in regard to the mit the greatest sins.

number of jackals which Samson turned loose into GOAT (Heb. 178, ak-ko', slender ; 55:, yaw -ale",

the fields of the Philistines disappears if we con

sider that he probably collectedthem , doubtless climbing ; 7?', aze, sirong ; Tiny, at-tood ', pre

with the aid of his companions, over a wide district pared, and so leader ; , saw -eer ', shaggy ;

of the Philistine plain, and set them loose in pairs, Gr. épíolov, er -if '-ee-on ; Tpáyos, tragʻ-os) , an

at perhaps as many as a hundred and fifty centers, animal often associ .

so as to burn up as much as possible of the ated with sheep, and
“ shocks, and also the standing corn , and the mentioned with them

vineyards and olives.” In only one place is it in many places in

more probable that fox is intended (Neh . 4 : 3). Scripture, once sharp

'Alóriš, al-o '-pakes, in the New Testament can ly contrasted (Matt.

mean nothing but fox. The Syrian fox is identi. 25:32 , 33). Owing to

cal with the common European fox, Vulpes vul the unlovely disposi

garis, L. tion of the goat it was

FROG (Heb. 9????, tsef-ar -day'-ah ). The frog
less chosen for ordi.

of the Egyptian plague (Exod. 9 : 2-14) is Ranů es .
nary sacrifices. Nev.

culenta, L. , an amphibian, common everywhere in
ertheless it was

Egypt and the Holy Land (see Wisd . 19:10 ).
allowable victim (Lev.

GAZELLE, the correctrendering of " , tseb- 3:13; 4:24 ;. 9:15 ; 10:16 ; ch . 16,passim ; Num.

te', translated, A. V., roe and roebuch: It is the importance, as a source and investment of wealth,

15:27 ; 28:22 , etc. ) . Goats were only second in

smallest of the antelopes in the Holy Land. It is to sheep.

abundant in the wildest portions of the country. Figurative. In Matt. 25:32, 33, sheep and

Its beauty and speed are often alluded to insacred and profane poetry. Its scientific nameis goats are used to represent the righteous and the

wicked respectively. “ The wicked are here con

Gazella Dorcas, L.
ceived of under the figure of goals, not on account

GECKO (Heb. 67778, an-aw -kaw ', R. V., Lev. of the wantonness and stench of the latter

11:30, for A. V. “ ferret " ). This lizard is named (Grotius), or in consequence of their stubbornness

from the sound which it emits. Its scientific name (Lange), but generally because these animals were

is Ptyodactylus Hasselquistii, Schneid. It is fre. considered to be comparatively worthless (Luke

quently found in houses. It runs with great 15:29) ; and hence, in v. 33 , we have the diminu

rapidity, and clings to walls and ceilings by the tive tà épioia for the purpose of expressing con

suckers with which its feet are furnished. It is tempt " (Meyer, Com ., Matt. 25:32, 33).

no way probable that the Hebrew original of this GOAT, WILD, a graceful animal, Capra

word signifies the ferret. Beden , L. , with semicircular horns two and a half

GIER EAGLE, a term in English of indefi- to three feet long. It is found in the more in

nite meaning, referring to the soaring of birds of accessible mountains and deserts. Of the two

>
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Grasshopper ANIMAL KINGDOM Leviathan

2

" )

Hebrew words ya'alath and akko (Deut. 14 : 5) the to retain the horses they captured (Deut. 17:16),

first certainly, and the second probably, refers to and accordingly houghed most of those wbich they

this species. took (Josh. 11:4-9). But they soon ceased to re

GRASSHOPPER . See Locust. gard this restriction , and accumulated large studs

GREAT OWL. See Owl.
of cavalry and chariot horses, mostly from Egypt

and Assyria . Solomon had twelve thousand cav.
GREYHOUND, a very doubtful rendering of alry and four thousand chariot horses. Riding a

Heb. Ona 7"! ? , zar-zeer mawth -na'-yeem , horse was usually a sign of military rank. Many
slender in the loins (Prov. 30:31 ). The marginal high functionaries , however, rode asses, mules,
readings, “ horse ” and “ warhorse,” show that the and camels.

translators were not quite satisfied with the ren- HORSELEECH (Heb . 17773 , al-oo -kaw ',
dering of the text.

sucking, Prov. 30:15), either one of the leeches,

HARE (Heb. , ar-neh'-beth, Lev. 11 : 6 ; Hirudo medicinalis, Sav.,or Heemopis sanguisorba,

Deut. 14 : 7), a rodent of which there are four Sav., found in the stagnant watersthroughout the

species in the Holy Land, of which Lepus Syria- land, or a specter like the “ night monster . "

cus, Hempr. et Ehr. , is generally diffused . The HOUND . See GREYHOUND.

others, L. Sinaiticus, Hempr. et Ehr. , L. Egyp
HYENA (Heb. 995*, tsaw-booʻ-ah, speckled ),

tius,Geoffr., and L. Tsabellinus, Rūpp. , are desert probably the correct rendering of Jer. 12:9,
species.

“ speckled bird." It suits well the context. The

HART, Cervus Dama, L. , an animal once hyena is very common throughout the Holy Land,

found in Palestine, but now probably extinct S. and would be one of the “ beasts of the field " to

of Amanus. The Hebrew Sag, ah-yawl', and not devour the carrion so vividly represented in the

yahmôr (Deut. 14:5 ; 1 Kings 4:23),is the fallow above passage.

deer. The female is called Hind. See FALLOW JACKAL (Heb. 7 ?, tan -neen ', monster ),

DEER . R. V. , Isa. 34:13 ; Jer. 9:11 ; 10:22 ; 51:37 ; Mic.

HAWK (Heb. V., nayts, Lev. 11:16 ; Deut . 1:8, for A. V. " dragon .” It would better be

rendered wolf. Also R. V., Jer. 14 :6, marg. ,
14:15 ; Job 39:26 ; 072179, takh-mawce', Lev. 11 :

“ crocodile ; " A. V. " dragons." We believe that
16 ; Deut. 14:15 ). There are eighteen species of this should also be rendered wolf. On the other

the hawk “ after his kind,” ranging in size from hand, “ wild beasts of the islands ” should be

the little sparrow hawk to the buzzard. These jackals. Jackal should in some cases be substi

are exclusive of the kites and gledes .
tuted for fox, as the translation of bono, shoo

HE ASS. See Ass .
awl'. See Fox. The jackal is a familiar noc

HEIFER . See Ox. turnal animal, with a peculiar howl, feeding on

HEN . See Cock. live prey and carrion.

HERON . There are six species of herons in KID . See Goat.

the Holy Land. As the Heb. 17p, an -aw - faw ' KINE. See Ox.

(Lev. 11:19 ; Deut. 14:18 ), is associated with the KITE . Three Hebrew words (1778, ah-yaw' ;

etork, and accompanied by the qualifying phrase 77, daw -aw ”, fly rapidly ; and 1777, dah - yaw ')
after her kind,” it is reasonable to accept

heron,” rather than eagle, parrot, swallow , or ibis,
are general terms for birds of prey of the falcon

all of which have been suggested in its place.
sort. R. V. renders ah -yaw ' “ falcon ; " A. V. ,

HIND , the female of Hart ( q. v. ).
sometimes“ kite.” (Lev. 11:14 ; Deut. 14:13), some.
times “ vulture." R. V. renders daw -aw ' and

HIPPOPOTAMUS. See BEHEMOTH . dah-yar' kite ; ' “ vulture ." Three

HONEY . See BEE. kites exist in theHoly Land, Milvus ictinus, Sav. ,

HOOPOE, probably the correct translation of M. migrans, Bodd. , and M. Ægyptius, Gmel.

Heb. 2 ? 17, doo-kee- fath ', R. V. , Lev. 11:19 ;
LAMB. See SHEEP.

Deut. 14:18 ; A. V. , “ lapwing." It is a migratory
LAPWING . See HOOPOE.

bird , Upupa epops, L., which spends the summer in LEOPARD (Heb. 7729, naw-w -mare', spotled ;

the Holy Land and the winter in more southerly Gr. Tápdares, par'-dal-is), Felis leopardus, L.,

districts. Its head is often figured on theEgyptian a wily, active, ferocious beast (Isa. 11 :6 ; Jer. 5 :6 ;

monuments. If it be the bird intended by doo- Dan . 7:6 ; Hab. 1 :8 ; Rev. 13:2). It is next to

kee-fath ' it was unclean. It is, however, now the bear the largest of the existing carnivora in

freely eaten. the Holy Land. It has a beautiful spotted skin

HORNET (Heb. 77 , tsir -aw ', as stinging), ( Jer. 13:23), which is highly admired by the

an insect with a formidable sting. It is found in people. It is used for rugs, saddle covers, and

considerable abundance in the Holy Land . Com- one is sometimes hung over the back by religious

mentators are at variance as to whether the in- medicants. The cheetah, or hunting leopard , Felis

tention of the passages in which it is mentioned jubata , Schreb., is probably included under the
(Exod. 23:28 ; Deut. 7:20 ; Josh. 24:12) is literal Hebrew generic name naro -mare'.

or figurative. There are several species of hornets LEVIATHAN (Heb. 179 ?, liv-yaw -tharon ),

in the Holy Land.
a word signifying an animal, writhingor gathering

HORSE. The Hebrews were at first forbidden itself into folds ; used for the crocodile (Job 41: 1,

"
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Lice ANIMAL KINGDOM Mole

46

WILL

and probably 3 : 8 , R. V.," leviathan ;" A. V. , " their grinum , are the most common. They are always

mourning," marg. " leviathan ; " also Psa. 74:14) ; to be found in the southeastern deserts, but, from

for a serpent (Isa . 27: 1) ; for some sea monster time to time,multiply in vast numbers and spread

(Psa. 104:26), possibly the whale. over the whole country, carrying ruin and despair

LICE. Notwithstanding the authority of R. V.

(marg. , Exod. 8:16 ; Psa. 165 :31) “ sandflies " or

fleas ” for Heb. 1?, kane, fastening,and its deriv

atives, the weight of evidence is in favor of lice.

These filthy insects are an endemic pest of the

first magnitude in the East. What it must have

been when they became universal is beyond the

power of our imagination to conceive. The Mo

hammedans shave their heads, and use means to

cause hair to fall out by the roots in other parts
A Locust of Palestine.

of their bodies, to escape this pest. This is the

inheritance of an ancient custom ofthe Egyptian (everywhere. The poetical and prophetical books
priests, and others of the inhabitants.

abound in vivid descriptions of their destructive

LION, the well-known king of beasts, for- ness, and the powerlessness ofman to resist them .
merly abundant in Palestine (Judg. 14:8 ; 1 Sam . Eight Hebrew words seem to refer to locusts;
17:34 ; 2 Kings 17:25 ; Jer. 49:19, etc.), and not some of them probably to various stages in their

extinct there until the end of the 12th century . development . " It is, however, impossible to de

Seven words, aryeh , kephir, gûr, lübi, layish , termine the exact 'meaning of each . Locusts

shahal, and shahåž, are used to denote the lion in were undoubtedly eaten (Matt. 3: 4).

The following vivid description of locusts is

given by Jahn (Bib . Arch ., $23 , s. 2.): “ Vast bodies

of migrating locusts, called by the orientals the

armies of God, lay waste the country. They ob

serve as regular order, when they march , as an

army. At evening they descend from their flight,

and form , as it were, their camps. In the morn

ing, when the sun has risen considerably, they as

cend again, if they do not find food, and fly in the

direction of the wind (Prov. 30: 27 ; Nah . 3:16 , 17).

They go in immense numbers ( Jer. 46:23), and oc

cupy a space of ten or twelve miles in length , and

SELDARIT four or five in breadth , and are so deep that the

sun cannot penetrate through them ; so that they

Assyrian Lion Hunting. convert the day into night, and bring a temporary

darkness on the land (Joel 2 : 2 , 10 ;. Exod. 10:15 ).

general, or at different ages and in different The sound of their wings is terrible (Joel 2 : 2).

states. ' Four words, shủ'ag, nâ'ar, näham , and when they descend upon theearth , they cover a

hagabh, express his voice in varying moods, as the vast track a foot and ahalf high; if the air is cold

roar, yell, or growl. Six words denote his atti and moist, or if they be wet with the dew, they re

tudes and movements in quest of prey, rabaz, main ... till they are dried and warmed by the

shåhah, yashabh, ardbh, ramas, zinnek, as prowl. sun (Nah . 3:17). Nothing stops them . They fill

ing ,crouching, and ambushing. the ditches which are dug to stop them with their

Figurative. The Scriptures abound in al. bodies, and extinguish by their numbers the fires

lusions to the strength, courage, cruelty, and which are kindled . They pass over walls and

rapacity of this beast . His royalattributes made enter the doors and windows of houses (Joel 2: 7–9).

him an emblem of Christ (Rev. 5 : 8 ). They devour everything which is green , strip off

LITTLE OWL. See Owl. the bark of trees, and even break them to pieces

LIZARD (Heb. ** , let-aw -aw ', hiding), a by their weight (Exod. 10 :12–19 ; Joel 1:4, 7, 10

family term ,occurring in a list (Lev . 11:30) of six , 12, 16, 18, 20 ; 2:3) . ”

all of which are rendered in R. V. by names de
MICE . See MOUSE.

noting lizards . A considerable number of the MOLE. No true mole exists in the Holy

lizard family is found in the Holy Land, and sev- Land. The mole rat, Spalax typhlus, Pall . , may

eral of them are common about houses, espe- be the animal intended by Heb.nown, tan -sheh ”.
cially the wall lizard , Zootica muralis, Laur. ; the
sand lizard, Lacerta agilis, L.,and the green lize meth (Lev. 11:30, R. V. , " chameleon ”). Another

ard, L. viridis, L. See Tortoise, Gecko, CHA- Hebrew word, bm, khaf-ore' (Isa. 2:20), is trans

MELEON , MOLE. lated “ moles." It would perhaps better be trans

LOCUST (Heb. , ar-bel ', generic term ). lated burrowing rats or mice, being understood as

The devastations which the locust is capable of generic for all the numerous burrowers found in

producing made it a fitting instrument of one of waste places. The mole rat is a rodent, while the

the ten memorable plagues of Egypt. Two mole is one of the insectivora, which comprise the

species, Ædipoda migratoria and Acridium pere- shrews, hedgehogs, and moles.
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Moth ANIMAL KINGDOM Ox
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MOTH (Heb. wy, awsh ; Gr. ons, sace), several in which it occurs by “ owl,” sometimes with
species of the family Tineide which infest woolen marginal reading " ostrich ." R. V. correctly and

goods and furs. It is almost impossible to guard uniformly renders it “ ostrich." The ostrich is a

against them in the eastern climate. The people well -known bird, found in the deserts of Africa

wrap up their carpets and clothes with pepper and Arabia . Its renown for voracity is due to the

grains, tobacco, pride of India leaves , and other large size of the pebbles , bits of glass, or other ob

substances, The scriptural and apocryphal al . jects which it swallows, as fowls swallow gravel,

lusions to moths are very significant of their sub . to assist in the subdivision of their food in the

tle and noxious agency ( Job 4:19; 27:18 ; Hos. 5:12 ; gizzard . The female ostrich makes a shallow nest,

Matt . 6:19, 20 ; Luke 12:33 ; Sir. 19 : 3 ; 42:13). and lays so many eggs that some of them are left

MOUSE (Heb. 777, ak-bawr', as nibbling). however, covers mostof them withsand, and ,
uncovered and therefore not incubated . She,

The number of species of mouselike animals in while leaving them to the influence of the sun's

the Holy Land is about forty. All of them are rays by day, incubates them by night. The

probably included in the generic prohibition (Lev. ostrich , when pursued, runs against the wind,

11:29). One species was eaten by the recusant and in large circles, a fact which enables the

Israelites, along with swine's flesh (Isa. 66:17) . hunter to lie in wait for it, and thus partially

We cannot be sure . what species it was. It may neutralizes the advantage of its great speed . It

have been the hamster, which is said to be eaten is not true that it hides its head in the sand on

by the Arabs.
the approach of danger. When compared with

MULE . Mules were not allowed according to someother birds, as the partridge, noted for their

the Mosaic law (Lev. 19:19). Yet they were used cunning in concealing their eggs and young, and

early in the period of the kings (2 Sam. 13:29 ; escaping from their enemies, the ostrich, wbich

18:9 ;_1 Kings 1:33, etc.). They were imported runs away from eggs and chicks, in the frantic

from Togarmah (Ezek . 27:14). Besides the Hebrew desire to escape by its great speed , seems open to

term, 77 , peh'- red, which undoubtedly refers to the charge of stupidity ( Job 39: 14–17).

the mule, two other words are so translated in the OWL. Five Hebrew words are rendered in

A. V. , viz. , wan, reh®-kesh (marg., 1 Kings 4:28 , A. V. “ owl.” (1).pn3,bath yah -an -aw '. In

R. V. , “ swift steeds " ), and bºy ??, yeh '-meem (Gen. five out of the eight places in which it occurs

36:24, R. V. , “ hot springs ” ).
A. V. text translates it “ owl.” R. V. correctly

NEST. See Fowl. renders them all “ ostrich.” (2) 97372, yan -shoof ',

NIGHT HAWK. The Heb. Ozanin , takh
or 870., yan -shofe', means twilight. It may refer

marce', is uncertain in meaning. Some have ren
to some species of owl, or owls in general, or, as in

dered it " ostrich,” others “ owl.” As the owl is LXX. and Vulgate, mean ibis. (3) DiD, koce, is a

mentioned in the list (Lev. 11:16 ; Deut. 14:15), and general term for the owl (Lev. 11:17 ; Deut. 14:16,

at least one other word exists for the ostrich, the " little owl;" Psa. 102:6, " Owl" ). (4) 127., kip

R. V. has done well in transliterating in themargin tahmas,” with the gloss “ of uncertain poze' (Isa .34:15,A. V. , " great owl ; ” R. V., " ar

rowsnake ” ), probably refers to any owls which
meaning."

frequent ruins. Nesting, laying eggs, and hatch

NIGHT MONSTER, R. V. for A. V. ingmust referto a bird, not to a snake. (5) oy???,
< screech owl ” (Isa. 34:14 ; R. V. , marg. , “ Heb.

Lilith ” ) The Hebrew rootsignifies night, and the Ice-leeth' (Isa. 34:14, A. V. , "screech owl ; ” R. V.,

allusion is doubtless to a fabulous specter, such as
night monster " ), is probably no bird at all .

are supposed to hauntruins. See Night MONSTER. Only two of the above five

ONYCHA (Heb. oame, shekh-ay'-leth,a scale), probablygeneric, or at least their specific mean

words certainly refer to owls. Both of these are

a substance mentioned as an ingredient of the holy ing has been lost. There are numerous species of

perfume (Exod. 30:34). It is the operculum of owls in the solitary places,caves, and ruins of the

shells of Strombi, and is prepared for use by roast- East, as Asio Otus, L. , A.brachyotus, J. R. Foster,

ing, which evolves an empyreumatic oil , on which Bubo ascalaphus, Sav. , Scops giu ,Scop., and Athene

its aromatic properties depend.
glaur, Sav.,and others. All of them areregarded

OSPRAY (Heb. 1777 , oz-nee-yaw), the fish by the people as birds of evil omen. They were

eagle, Pandion halictus, L.,an unclean bird (Lev. all unclean, according to the Mosaic law.

Deut. 14:12), which fishes along the coasts ox. 1. The translation of Heb. Si , shore.

of the Holy Land and in the Hûleh .
The cognate Arab . thaur, Gr. Taūpos, tõu '-ros, Lat.

OSSIFRAGE (Heb. O , peh '-res ), the lam- taurus, refer to the male. Shore, however, is

mergeier, Gypetus barbatus, L. , the largest of the generic for both sexes and all ages . Though

vultures of the Holy Land. As it is a familiar generally translated “ ox , " it is sometimes ren

bird in Europe its habits are well known . It kills dered “ bullock."

its own prey, but also does not disdain carrion. 2. Cow, Kine. The rendering of Heb. 977,

Hence it was unclean (Lev: 11:13 ; Deut. 14:12). baw-kawr', which is also generic for bovines, bak

R. V. renders the Hebrew original gier eagle aw -raw ', with the feminine ending, signifies the cow.

OSTRICH (Heb. 71, no-tsaw ', flying, Job 3. Bull, Bullock . Usually theequivalent of

39:13 ; elsewhere 73 , yaw -ane ). The A.V.trans- Heb. 19 , par, or , pawr. The feminine paráh

lates this latter in five out of the eight passages is once used (Num . 19 : 2) for heifer. Sometimes

(
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Palmeruorm ANIMAL KINGDOM Quail

2

An Oxcart.

the term abbir, strong ones, is used metaphoric- civilized world , and has never ceased to be raised

ally for bull (Psa. 22:13 ; Lev. 13 ; Isa. 34: 7), but for its gorgeous feathers.

it is also used in the same sense for the horse PEARL is mentioned in A. V. in Old Testa

( Jer, 8:16 ; 47 :3) .

4. Calf
, Heifer. The rendering of Heb. 3ay ment only once (Job 28:18, 1193, gaw -beesh ).

R. V. , with probability, translates it “ crystal.”

ay '-ghel, and 777, eg -law '. Once “ heifer " is the Pearls are mentioned several times in the New

equivalent of 777, paw -raw ' (Num . 19: 2).
Testament (Matt. 7: 6 ; 13:45 , 46 ; 1 Tim. 2: 9 ;

5. Wild 0x (Heb. 1x , teh -o', A. V., Deut . Rev. 17:4 ; Gr.papyapírns,mar-gar -ee'-tace). The
gates of pearl (Rev. 21:21 ) refer to mother of

14: 5), Wild Bull (Heb. Nin, toh, A. V.,, Isa.51 : pearl. Both are depositions from the juice of
20). R. V. in both passages, antelope." It is

the pearl oyster, Avicula margaritifera, L.
probably Oryx beatrix, L. , also known as Antilope

leucoryx, Pall . , an Arabian and African species,
PELICAN , probably the correct translation

which extends to the borders of Syria. Uni- of Heb. 87, kaw -ath '. It was an unclean bird

(Lev. 11:18 ; Deut. 14:17 ).

It was found in desolate

places (Psa. 102 : 6) and ruins

(R. V., Isa . 34:11 ; Zeph . 2:14,

A. V. cormorant," marg.

pelican ” ). Two species are

found in the Holy Land, Pel.

ecanus onocrotalus, L., and

P. crispus, Brush. The pel.

ican lives on fish , which it

catches with its long beak

and stores in the capacious

pouch beneath it. When

gorged with food it flies away

corn of A. V. is rendered “ wild ox ” in R. V. , to some lonely place, and pressing its pouch against

Num . 23:22 ; 24 : 8 ; Job 39 : 9 , 10 ; Psa. 29: 6 ; 92:10 . its breast stands in this attitude for hours or days,
See UNICORN. until it is hungry again , when it resumes its fish

No animal, except the sheep, is so frequently al- ing: If kaw -ath'be the pelican ,this attitude would

luded to in Scripture as the ox and his derivatives. well suit the melancholy inactivity to which David

PALMERWORM (Heb. 1; gaw -zawm ', alludes in comparing himself with the “ pelican in
the wilderness."

devouring, Joel 1:4 ; 2:25 ; Amos 4: 9 ) , a destroy

ing larva, possibly a caterpillar, more probably a
PIGEON . See Dove.

stage in the development of the locust. Its root PORCUPINE, SEE SUPPLEMENT, PAGE1230 .

signifies to cut off. It is impossible to identify it. PORPOISE. See BADGER.

PARTRIDGE (Heb. ? P, ko-ray', a caller, PURPLE, a dye extracted from the throat

from its cry). There aretwo species of partridges of severalshellfish of the genera Murex and Pur

in the Holy Land, Caccabis chukar, C. R. Gray: pura, found on the coast of the Meriiterranean.

the red -legged partridge, and Ammoperdix Heyi, The art of preparing it is lost. It is uncertain
Temm. , the sand partridge. The former is generally whether the A. V. “ scarlet ,” marg. “ purple,”

in the middle and upper mountain regions and R. V. “ purple ” (Heb. 77 : , ar-gaw -mawon ',

the Syrian desert. The latter is peculiar to the
Dead Sea and Jordan valley. This may be the Dan. 5 : 7, 16), is the same as “ purple,” Topoupoūv,

one alluded to by David (1 Sam . 26:20). The por- foo-roon' (John 19: 2) , which is called

passage Jer. 17:11, in which R. V. has adopted let,” Kokkivny, kok -kin ' -ane (Matt. 27:28). See

A. V. marginal rendering, " gathereth young which Colors.

she hath not brought forth , " is obscure. It may PYGARG (Heb.wing, dee-shone', leaper ),

refer to pirating a nest, after themanner of the probably the addax, Antilope addax, Licht., an

cuckoo, or decoying away the chicks of another animal found in the Syrian and Arabian deserts .

bird . Although no modern authority has wit. It is mentioned in only one of the two lists of

nessed such theft, some of the ancients believed clean animals (Dent. 14:5). There seems to be no

that thepartridge was guilty of it . authority for A. V.

PEACOCKS. In one place where A. V. has
QUAIL (Heb. , sel-aww'), a gallinaceous

given " peacock ” ( Job 39:13) the original is Heb.

12., reh'-nen , which is undoubtedly a name for bird, Coturnix vulgaris, L., more or less resident in

the ostrich , as in R. V. In the other two pas- them on its migrations northward in March, and
Egypt and the Holy Land, but also passing through

sages where " peacocks ” occurs in A. V. and R. V. southward in September. The quails pass over

(1 Kings 10:22 ; 2 Chron . 9:21 ) the reference is

unquestionably to this lordly bird. The Heb. hausted . Many of them perish in_the transit.
narrow portions of the sea, but arrive greatly ex

O , took -kee', survives in the allied tokei, which Those which theIsraelites captured (Exod. 16:13 ;
is the Tamil name of the bird . So far as we Num . 11:31 , 32) were on their way N. Tristram

know Solomon was the first to import it into west- has pointed out their course up the RedSea, across

ern Asia. It soon became well known all over the the mouth of the Gulf of Akabah and Suez, to the

>
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marg. “ bison ."
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Sinaitic peninsula, and so blown by a sea wind SEA MONSTER. See DRAGON, WHALE.

over the camp of the Israelites.
SERPENT. It is impossible to unravel the

RAM. See SHEEP. TI
tangle in which the translators, ancient and

RAVEN. The raven , Corvus corax , L. , is the modern, have involved the eight words used in the

first bird named (Gen. 8 : 7) . It feeds in part on Hebrew for serpents. Only one of them (Heb.

seeds and fruit. TO BID!), shef -ee-fone) can be identified with any de
this fact our Saviour gree of certainty. This is in all probability Ce.

alludes (Luke 12:24 ; rastes Hasselquistii, Strauch, the horned cerastes of

Gr. kópaç, kor'-ax ). the desert. It is reasonably probable that pethen
It also

captures refers to the cobra. Zepha' and ziph'óni and
small creatures

eph'eh are uncertain. Heb. 7???, tan -neen ', is
alive, but it loves
carrion ( Prov. 30 : usually translated dragon, and if it refers to a

17), and so was un
snake in the story of the controversy between

clean. Orientals, as
Moses and Pharaoh we have no means of guessing

well as occidentals, the species . Heb. Wimp, naw -khawsh ', is a general

look upon it as a term, corresponding exactly to the English serpent

The Quail.
bird of evil omen

or snake. Heb. 979), saw -rawf ', means fiery,and
(Isa. 34:11 ). The

Hebrew word 27, or is, o-rabe', of which omousness of the unknown species intended.
is therefore only a term to characterize the ven .

raven is the translation , doubtless includes the

crows, rooks, jays, and choughs, as is implied in

the expression “ after his kind ” (Lev. 11:15 ;

Deut. 14:14).

ROE. In one place (A. V. , Prov. 5:19 ; R. V.

“ doe;" Heb.is, yah-al-aw ) it should be wild

she-goat ; in all other places, GAZELLE (q . v. ).

ROEBUCK , a mistranslation of the Heb.

9 , tseb-ee , which significs the GAZELLE (q. v.).

The roebuck, Cervus capreolus, L. , is found in the

Holy Land, and is the proper translation of Heb .

999377 ", yakh-moor (Deut. 14 : 5 ; 1 Kings 4:23 ;

A. V. wrongly “fallow deer ' ). It must have

been very abundant in the days of Solomon. It
Scorpion .

is now found rarely in northern Galilee and

Carmel, and in the woods of Gilead. It is still

known in Carmel by the name yakh-moor',
The serpents of Egypt, Sinai , and the Holy

and E.
Land are numerous. Of the venomous ones the

of the Jordan by that of hamûr.
principal are Daboia zanthina,Gray, Cerastes Has

SAND FLIES. See Lice.
selquistii, Strauch, Naja haje, L. , Echis arenicola,

SAND LIZARD . See Snail and LIZARD. Boie, Vipera Euphratica, Martin , and V. ammo

SATYR , the equivalent (Isa. 13:21 ; 34:14 ) dytes, L; The English namesof snakes mentioned

of 70, saw -cer ', which means a he- goat, and is cockatrice (fabulous), fiery Aying serpent, viper,
are adder, arrowsnake, asp , basilisk (fabulous),

usually so translated. The same word is rendered and the generic term serpent. Besides these the

in A. V. (Lev. 17: 7 ; 2 Chron. 11:15) “ devils,” following terms are used : Crooked , crossing like a

R. V. "he-goats, ” marg. “ satyrs ." Grotesque bar, fleeing, gliding, piercing, swift, winding, as

creatures, half man and half goat, figure in the adjectives to the serpent, but seeming to refer to

Greck and Roman mythologies under the name of the crocodile, under the name leviathan (Isa. 27 : 1 ).

satyrs and fauns. Almost all the allusions to the serpent in the

SCARLET, the product of the cochineal in . Scriptures are to its malignity and venom. Prob
sects , Coccus ilicis and C. cacti, which are raised ably the Hebrews regarded most or all snakesas

in Palestine. Crimson is also produced by thepoisonous. Only once (Matt. 10:16) is there a

same insects, as also purple and violet. See ofits wisdom . Its habits, even to being ovipa.
doubtful commendation of the serpent on account

COLORS.

rous (Isa. 69 : 5), were minutely noted. The devil

SCORPION, a generic term for about a is the “ old serpent.”

dozen species of the Arachnidæ, which inhabit the

Holy Land. The poison is in the sting at the end
SERPENT CHARMING has always been

of the tail . The scorpion is an emblem of torture an Asiatic specialty. The cobra is the snake

and wrath . Some of the species of southern Pal- specially used for this purpose.

estine are six inches long. SHEEP, the rendering of several Hebrew

SCREECH OWL. See Owl, Night MONSTER. five hundred times in the Bible. The broad-tailed
and Greek words. This animal is mentioned about

SEAL, SEAL SKINS. See BADGER.
variety is the one which is , and probably hasbeen

SEAMEW . See Cuckow . from ancient times , the one raised in the East.

Cobra .

*

(
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Allusion is made to its fat tail (“ rump,” A. V.; Olov, stroo-thee'-on, probably refers to the house

Exod . 29:22 ; Lev. 3 : 9 ; R. V. “ fat tail ” ). The sparrow (Matt. 10:29 ; Luke 12 : 6 , 7).

number of sheep raised in ancient times was pro- SPECKLED BIRD . See HYENA.

digious. We read of the tribute of 200,000
SPIDER . Two Hebrew words are translated

fleeces from the king of Moab (2Kings3 :4) . Reuben

took 250,000 sheep from the children of Ishmael in A. V. spider. 1.09727, sem -aw -meeth ' (Prov .

( 1 Chron.5:21).Lambs were offered in immense 30:28), from a root signifying to be poisonous.

numbers in sacrifice, usually males , in one case a R. V. gives " lizard.” Both the spider and sev

female (Lev. 14:10 ). Solomon offered 120,000 on eral varieties of lizards frequent houses . 2.

occasion of the consecration of the temple( 1 Kings ups, ak-kaw-beesh' (Job 8:14 ; Isa . 59 : 5 , 6), is

8:63 ) . Sheep's milk and wool were and are of

immense importance for food and clothing, and generic for spiders,of which there is a large num

as articles of commerce . Ram's skins entered ber in the Holy Land.

into the structure of the tabernacle . SPONGE (Gr. Onbyyos, spong'-gos), a porous

Shepherds in Bible lands have the same personal body, produced in the sea, composed of tubules

knowledge and exhaustive care of their flocks as and cells, lined with amoboid substance. The
in ancient times. Their offices were chosen as em- vital action of these protozoa keeps up a steady

blems of those of Christ and his ministers in the circulation of water through the channels. Com

care of the believers committed to their charge. Imercial sponges consist only of the skeleton , out

of which the lining and investing

ameboid substance has been

cleaned. The only mention of the

sponge is in connection with the

crucifixion of our Saviour (Matt.

27:48, etc.).

STALLION (Sir. 37: 8 ). Un

altered horses are more highly es

teemed in the East for all except

menial offices. Geldings are sel

dom seen .

STORK (Heb. 77om, khas

ee -daw '). Two species, Ciconia

alba, L. , the white stork, and C.

nigra, L. , the black stork, are

found in the Holy Land. It was

A Sheepfold.
an unclean bird. Although its

usual nesting place is in ruins, it

The interest of the sheep to Christians culmi- | also, especially the black species, resorts to trees

nates in the fact that Christ is the atoning, illu- (Psa. 104:17). It is a migratory bird, going to

minating, lifegiving, reigning Lamb of God. northern Europe in the summer, flying high “ in

SHE GOAT. See Goat.
the heaven ” (Jer. 8 : 7), and making a rushing

SNAIL. The Hebrew word "p? p17, kho '-met,ren- Their affection for their young is proverbial.noise ( “ the wind was in their wings,” Zech , 5 : 9 ).

dered (A. V. , Lev. 11:30) “ snail,” is generic for
SWALLOW . The only Hebrew words prop

lizard (R. V. , l. c . , “ sand lizard, ” which rendering

is , however, only conjectural ) . Another word , erly translated swallow are ming, der -ore' (Psa. 84 :

Babawi, shab -lool? (Psa. 68:8), is probably generic 3; Prov.26: 2), and O10, 8008 (Isa. 38:14 ; Jer. 8 : 7).

for snail, although neither the LXX. nor Vulgate 7945, aw.goor', in the latter two signifies twit

support the rendering. The surface of rocks, terer, instead of “ swallow," as in A. V., or “ crane,"

walls , and tree trunks in this land is often cov. as in R. V. The swallows and swifts and martins

ered with a thin pellicle, looking like a film of are numerous in Bible lands. Their shrill cries,

collodion or gelatine. This is caused by the pass- as they skim the ground and sweep through the

ing and repassing of snails , which always leave a air with incredible rapidity, are among the most

slimy track behind them . This is the melting of characteristic features of oriental towns.

the snail, alluded to in the above passage. If a SWAN. Probably the Heb. Dawn, tan -sheh'.

snail remain attached to a place in the hot sun it meth (Lev. 11:18 ; Deut. 14:16 ; A. V. “swan,”
will dry up, but be stuck fast to its resting place R. V. " horned owl.” marg: “ swan ' ), refers to the

by this inspissated mucilaginous fluid.. The num- purple gallinule, Porphyrio cæruleus, Vandelli,or
ber of species of snails in Bible lands is large.

one of the ibises, Ibis religiosa, L., or I. falcinella,

SOW. See SWINE. L. , and not to the swan , which is hardly found in

SPARROW , one rendering of Heb. 50 %, the Holy Land,and would not have been regarded

tsip -pore', which , iike 'usfür in Arabic, is generic
as unclean.

for small birds. Only in one or two instances SWINE (Heb. , khaz- eer" ; Gr. xoipos,

(Psa. 84 : 3 ; 102 :7) is it specific for the house khoy'-ros). The hog is regarded by Mohammedans

sparrow . Zippôr is more frequently rendered with no less loathing than by the Jews. Many of

" bird ” and “ fowl.” The New Testament otpov- the oriental Christians share this feeling, while
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others raise swine and freely eat of its flesh. The notwithstanding the fact that the cognate Arab.

Jews in Christ's time had come to ignore their own khuld refers to the mole rat, Spalaz typhlus. The

law on this subject (Matt. 8:30, etc.), as had some term must be understood in a family sense for all

of their ancestors who ate their flesh (Isa. 66:17). the Mustelidæ, as the marten , ichneumon, genet,

TORTOISE (A. V., Lev. 11:29 ; R.V.“ greatliz- and polecat.

ard " ). The Heb. 5*, tsawb, is the cognate of the WHALE (Heb. 17, tan , or 757), tan -neen ', a

Arab. dabb , which is the term applied to the land monster). The " great whales ” (A. V., Gen. 1:21 ;
monitor, Psammosaurus scincus, an animal often R. V. sea monsters ; ” Job 7:12 ; Ezek. 32 : 2 ) are

six feet long, and to another lizard, Uromastyx to beunderstood of all aquatic creatures not con
spinipes, which attains a length of two feet, and sidered as fishes. See DRAGON. Jonah's whale

has a short rounded head, and a tail surrounded (KĪTOS, kay '-tos, Matt. 12:40, from the LXX., Jonah

by ringsof spines. Although there are lond and 1:17) wasa “ great fish , " 3779 97, dawg gaw
sea tortoises in the Holy Land and its adjacent sea, dole'. It might have been a spermaceti whale,
záb does not refer to any of them , and therefore had one wandered into the Mediterranean, or a

the tortoise must be dropped from the list of Scrip- large shark, of which thatsea contains many large
ture animals.

TURTLE, TURTLEDOVE (Heb. hin, enough tohave swallowedJonah.
WHITE OF AN EGG (A. V., Job 6 :6) may

Lore ), one of the best-known birds of the Holy better be rendered, as in R. V. marg., “ juice of

Land . It was used by the poor for sacrifices (Lev .
purslane. "

5:11 , etc.). Its peculiar note and gentle dispo

sition (Psa. 74:19) made it a type of Christ . There
WILD ASS. See Ass.

are three species in the Holy Land, Turtur auri- WILD BEASTS. The signification of beasts

tus, L. , thecommon turtledove, T. risorius,L. , the in many places, and of wild beasts in all , is beasts
collared turtledove, and T. Senegalensis, L. , the of prey. The context will always settle the

palm or Egyptian turtle. meaning. There are no more any lions in Syria

UNICORN (R. V., " wild ox ,” Heb. byt ?, reh- and Palestine. They were , however, numerous in
Bears are still found in considerableame), probably Bos primigenius, L. , the true Bible times.

auerochs. This animal is now extinct, but cer- numbers in Antilebanon, and a few still linger in
tainly existed in Germany in the time of Cæsar, Lebanon. They become more abundant in Amanus

and did not probably becoine extinct in Europe and the Taurus. Wolves are common throughout.

until the Middle Ages. Cæsar describes it as im . Leopards are occasionally met with in Lebanon,

mense in size, of great strength ( comp. Num . and more frequently in Antilebanon and E. of

23:22 ; 24 :8), speed (Psa. 29:6), and ferocity, un- the Jordan, and in the neigliborhood of the Dead

tamable ( Job 39:9, 10), associated with bulls Sea. Jackals are very common everywhere.

(Isa.34:7 ; A. V.marg. "rhinoceroses”) ( Cos., Bell. Foxes are also very numerous. Hyenas haunt

Gall., iv, 29). It cannot be the Arab. ri'm , which ruins and waste places. Badgers, martens, pole.

is doubtless Antilope leucoryx (see Wild Ox cats, ichneumons, and genets are also found.

under Ox), nor Bison bonasus, which is called by Among the wild beasts which are not carnivorous

the modern Germans auerochs, but which is an are the roebuck, the gazelle , the addax, hart, wild

animal with short horns, quite unsuitable for ass, the beden ( wild goat ), swine, and coney.

" horns of the unicorn ." Still less can it be the Hunting, except for roebuck and gazelles, is not

intention to speak of a fabulous creature like the common .
A few bears are shot every year.

traditional unicorn, with the single horn springing Wolves are killed by the shepherds. Foxes are
from the center of the forehead. The re'êm had occasionally trapped or shot. Hyenas are caught

more than one horn (Deut. 33:17). in steel traps or shot, and rarely a leopard is

VIPER . See SERPENT. killed in the more lonely parts of the mountains.

VULTURE. Several vultures have already markets of the large cities. The allusions to wild
Hares are shot in the winter, and brought to the

been described . See Eagle, GIER EAGLE, OSPRAY, beasts in the Bible are numerous (2 Kings 14 : 9 ;

and OsSIFRAGE. The Hebrew words$ 7, daw-aw ', Job 39:15 ; Psa . 80:13 ; Hos. 13 : 8 , etc.).

on dah -yaw ', rendered in A. V. vulture,” WILD GOAT. See Goat, WILD.

should be kite, and 78, ah-yaw', perhaps (as in WILD OX. See Ox, UNICORN.

R. V., Job 28: 7) "falcon. ” The word -177, raw- WOLF (Heb. 587, zeh-abe' ; húros, loo ’-kos).

hawm ', translated "gier eagle ” (Lev. 11:18), We believe it also to be the proper rendering of
should be vulture. It refers to Pharaoh'schicken , abs, tan -neem ', translated , A. V., "dragons ;

Neophron Percnopterus, Sav. R. V. , “ jackals ” (Job 30:29 ; Psa. 44:19 ; Isa.

WASP . The reference in the only passage 13:22 ; 34:13 ; 43:20 ; Jer. 9:11 ; 10:22 ; 14 :6, R. V.

in which this insect is mentioned (Wis. 12 : 8) is marg. " the crocodile ; ” 49:33 ; 51:37; Mic . 1:8 ).

doubtless to the common yellow jacket, Vespa vul- The wolf is the terror of the sheep. but usually

garis, L. It is very common throughout the Holy flees from the shepherd. Wolves are very numer.

Land, and is especially so in the vineyards during ous in all the sheep walks of this land. The em

vintage , and about the grape presses, and the fruit blematic reference to the ferocity and bloodthirsti

shops in towns. ness of the wolf are numerous and forcible.

WEASEL (Heb. , kho ' -led ). This is , per- WORM. The only worms alluded to in Scrip

haps, the best translation of kho '-led (Lev. 11:29) , Iture are the larve of insects,as op, sauce ( Isa. 51: 8 ),

>
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the grub of the moth ; 17797, rim -maw ', maggots tion may refer rather to the small bells worn , es

bred in decaying vegetable and animal substances pecially by dancing girls, around the ankles.

(Exod. 16:24 ; Job 7 :5 , etc. ), and tólå'îm , also AN'NA ("Avva, an '-nah, Greek form of Han

maggots similar to the last. Tólä' and tóla'ath , nah ), the prophetess, and daughter of Phanuel, of

from the same root, refer to the cochineal insect. the tribe of Asher. Married in early life, she,

Earth worms are not mentioned in the Bible . after seven years, lost her husband. From that

The worms which devoured Herod (Acts 12:23) time she devoted herself to attendance upon the

were probably also maggots, bred in a wound or sore. temple services, and probably by reason of her
ANIMAL, SYMBOLISM OF. See Sym- great piety was allowed to reside in some one of

the chambers of the women's court. Anna was

ANIMAL,WORSHIP OF, is of great antiq. eighty-four years old when the infant Jesus was

uity, and its origin is involved in much obscurity. presented to the Lord. Entering as Simeon was

Zoolatria (animal worship ) is said to have been thanking God,Anna also broke forth in praise for

introduced into Egypt by King Kekau of the sec- the fulfillment of the divine promises (Luke 2:36).

ond dynasty. The gods of the Egyptian, Indian, AN'NAS (a contracted form of Ananias), a

Greek, and Teutonic mythologies were the “ pow- high priest of the Jews. He is called by Jo

of nature ; and the principal sacred animals sephus Ananus, the son of Seth , and was first

and reptiles were worshiped as their incarnations appointed high priest by Quirinus, proconsul of

or servants. Many of them were carefully tended Syria, about A. D. 7, but was removed after seven

years (Kitto says fifteen years) by Valerius Gratus,

procurator of Judea (Josephus, Ant., xviii, 2, i

and 2). Annas is mentioned in Luke 3 : 2 as being

high priest along with Caiaphas. Our Lord's first

hearing was before Annas ( John 18:13), who sent

him bound to Caiaphas (v. 24). In Acts 4:6 he

is plainly called high priest. He had four sons

who filled that office, besides his son-in-law, Caia

phas. There have been several theories advanced

to reconcile the application of high priest to

Annas and Caiaphas at the same time. Kitto

thinks that Annas was regarded as being high

priest jure divino, and having authority in spir .

itual matters, while Caiaphas was the pontiff rec

ognized by the government. The probability is

that his great age, abilities, and influence, and

his being the father-in-law of Caiaphas, made him
Anklets.

practically the high priest, although his son-in-law
held the office .

while living, and when dead were buried with great

ANOINTED (Heb. roza, maw -shee'-akh,
pomp. To cause the death of any of these crea

tures designedly was punishable with death ; but anointed ), a consecrated person, as king (1 Sam.

if anyone caused the death of a cat, hawk, or ibis, 24 : 6) ; by way of preeminence, Jesus the Messiah.

with or without intent, he must die.
ANOINTING . Anointing the body with oil

The Israelites often degraded themselves by an

imitation of this kind of worship ( Exod . 32), for
was a very ancient and widespread custom , being

which they were severely punished.
very common among the Egyptians, the Hebrews,

and the inhabitants of the far East, as well as

Among the Aztecs, the animal kingdom as among the Greeks and Romans. The purpose

represented by the gods Nitzilopochtli, signifying was, doubtless, to keep the skin supple, and to
Humming bird to the left (in northern Mexico the moderate the evaporation which is so great in hot

humming bird being the messenger of spring ), climates .

and Quetzalcoatl , “ the feathered serpent” or “ the SCRIPTURAL ANOINTING (Heb. usually

serpent bird ” ( Reville, Native Religions of Mer
ico, etc.). Traces of this ancient cuit are found in 1era, maw -shakl ’; Gr. xpiw, khree'-o, to rub).

Great Britain and Ireland, where in the worship 1. Toilet. The allusions to anointing as part

of wells the presence of animals or fish as guiardi- of the toilet are numerous, both in theOld and

ans or tutelary deities of the wells is a marked New Testaments (Ruth 3 :3 ); as expressive of joy

feature (Comme, Ethnology in Folklore).
( Psa. 23 : 5 ; 45 : 7 ; Heb. 1 : 9 ) ; its disuse indicative

ANISE . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM .
of grief (2 Sam . 14 : 2 ; Psa. 92:10 ; Dan. 10: 3). It

ANKLET (Heb. 05, eh '-kes, A. V. “ tinkling guests (Luke 7:46), although the unguentsused on
was reckoned among the civilities extended to

ornaments " ), the ornament mentioned in the de- such occasions seem to have been perfumes rather

scription given of female attire (Isa. 3:18) . It than oils . It was also used medicinally (Isa. 1 : 6 ;

was a ring of gold , silver, or ivory, worn round Mark 6:13 ; James 5:14) . See Oil.

the ankles . The anklet was very widely used by The practice of anointing the bodies of the

the ancients, nor has its use ceased yet in the East. dead is referred to in Mark 14 : 8 and Luke 23:56.

The Egyptian monuments show them to have This ceremony was performed after the washing
been worn by both sexes . The practice was for- of the body, and was doubtless intended to check

bidden in the Koran (24:31 ), though the prohibi. | decay. See EMBALMING.
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2. Consecration . The first instance of the Respecting religion , sacrifices are mentioned (Gen.

religious use of oil is the anointing of the stone 4 :4 ); some think that the Sabbath was observed ;
by Jacob (Gen. 28:18 ; 35:14), evidently designed mention is made that “ men began to call upon

to be a formal consecration of the stone, or spot, the name of the Lord ” (Gen. 4:26 ). “ We have

to a sacred purpose. Under the Mosaic law per. bere an account of the commencement of that

sons and things set apart for sacred purposes were worship of God which consists in prayer, praise,

anointed with the “ oil holy ointment” (Exod. and thanksgiving, or in the acknowledgment and

30:23-26 ; 29 : 7). See PRIEST, ORDINATION OF. celebration of the mercy and help of Jehovah."

3. Coronation . It was a custom among the Noah seemed to have been familiar with the dis

Jews to anoint with oil those set apart as kings, tinction between clean and unclean beasts (Gen.

which custom was adopted by the Christian Church. 7 : 2) (K. and D., Com ., in loc.).

4. Figurative. The anointing with oil was a ANTHROPOPATHISM (from Gr. åvopwno

symbol of endowment with the Spirit of God ráðɛla, with human feelings), the attributing of

(1 Sam. 10: 1 , 6 ; 16:13 ; Isa. 61 : 1 ) for the duties human emotions, such as anger, grief, joy, etc. , to

of the office to which a person was consecrated God. Traces of this are found in Scripture (Gen.

(Lev. 8). See King, PRIEST. 6: 6 ; 8:21 ; 11 : 5 , 6 , and many other passages). If

ANON . See GLOSSARY. we understand such expressions, not as the anti

ANSWER (Heb. 1727 , aw -naw ', to testify ; pode, but rather theimperfect approximating ex

pression of eternal truth, then they become the
Gr. árokpivouai, ap -ok -ree'-nom -ahee, to respond)

meansof a betterknowledge of God.
has in Scripture other meanings than the usual ANTICHRIST (Gr. ávtixplotos, an -tee'-khris
one of reply.

1. Miriam is said to have " answered,” i. e., used only by the apostle John (Epistles 1 and 2),
tos, against Christ; some, insteadof Christ), a word

taken up the strain of victory sung by Moses and
1. Meaning. The Greek preposition avti , in

the men (Exod. 15:21 ; see Sam . 18: 7 ; 29 : 5 ; composition , sometimes denotes substitution, tak ;

comp. Num. 21:17) .

2. To respond to requests or entreaties (1 Sam. The connection inwhich theword is used appears
ing the place of another ; hence, “ false Christ.”

4:17 ; Psa. 3:4 ; 18:41 ; 27 : 7) ; to announce future
to import opposition, covert rather than avowed,

events ( 1 Sam. 14:37 ; 28 : 6) .

3. In a forensic sense : of a judge investigating
with a professed friendliness .

2. Antichrists. St. John seems to make a

(Acts 17:11), or giving sentence (Exod. 23 : 2) ; of distinction between “ antichrist and anti.

à witness answering inquiries of judge, hence to christs ” (1 John 2:18), for he declares that

testify, bear witness (Deut. 19:16 ; Job 16 : 8) ; to

accuse or defend in court (Deut. 31:21 ; Gen. 30:33 ; | christ shall come." ' Dr. Bloomfield ( Greek Testa
now are there many antichrists,” but “ that anti

Hos. 5).

4. To is also used for the commence. ment, i, 541) quotes approvingly the following:

“ An antichrist is one who opposes Christ, whether

ment of a discourse, whennoreply to any ques: he oppose the doctrine of his deity or bis hu

tion or objection is expected ( Job 3 :2 ; Cant. 2:10 ; manity ; or whether he set himself against him,

Matt. 11:25 ; 12:38 , etc. ) .

“ Answer of a good conscience ” (1 Pet. 3:21) other methods of atoning for sin, and finding acin respect of his priestly office, by substicuting

seems to signifythe ability to address God with ceptancewith God; his kingly office, by claiming

a conscience free from guilt.
authority to exact laws in his Church contrary to

ANT. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.
his laws, or to dispense with his commandments ;

ANTEDILUVIANS, people who lived be or his prophetical office, by claiming authority to

fore the flood. Of this period we have but little add to, alter, or take away from the revelation

authentic information (Gen. 4 : 16–6 : 8), although which he has given in his holy word .” “ This,'

additional knowledge may be gathered from the he adds, “ is very agreeable to the description of

history of Noah and the first men after the del- antichrist ” (1 John 2:22; 4 : 3 ; 2 John 7). In a gen

uge. In the Bible account we find few indica- eral sense an antichrist is a person who is opposed

tions of savagery among these people, and there to the authority of Christ as the head of the

need not be the opinion that they civilized them- Church , and to the spirit of his religion .

selves. 3. The Antichrist. From early times the

It is the opinion of some that the antediluvians opinion has prevailed that the antichrists referred

were acquainted with astronomy, from the fact of to were rather the forerunners of an evil tban

the ages of Seth and his descendants being re- the evil itself. Some individual, it was thought,

corded (Gen. 5 :6, sq.), and they appear to have would arise who, by way of eminence, shouid be

been familiar with botany, from the mention of fitly called the antichrist; and who, before being

the vine, olive, etc. (Gen. 6:14 ; 8:11), mineralogy destroyed by Christ, should utter horrid blas

(Gen. 2:12 ), music (Gen. 4:21), architecture, from phemies against the Most High, and practice

the fact of Cain having built a city (Gen. 4:17), great enormities upon the saints. This view came

metallurgy, so faras forging and tempering are from connecting the passages in St. John's epis

concerned (Gen. 4:22 ). Agriculture was evidently tles with the descriptions in Daniel and the Apoca

the first employment ofAdam (Gen. 2:15 ; 3:17, 18) , lypse of the great God -opposing power that should

afterward of Cain (Gen. 4 :2 ) and of Noah, who persecute the saints of the Most High ; and of St.

planted a vineyard (Gen. 9:20). The slight inti- Paul's “ man of sin ” (2 Thess. 2 : 3-8 ). See also

mations to be found respecting government favor our Lord's own prediction respecting the last age

the notion that the particular governments were of the world (Matt. 24:24), and the description of

patriarchal, subject to general theocratic control . such an antichrist (Rev. 13:8 ).

answer
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4. Identification. The early Christians looked formed a large portion of the population, with

for antichrist as a person , and not a polity or system . which class Seleucus Nicator colonized the place.

The general opinion seems to have been that he It became the third city in the Roman empire,

would be a man, in whom Satan will dwell utterly with a population of five hundred thousand.

and bodily, and who will be armed with Satanic Pompey made it the seat of the legate of Syria ,

powers. In the Middle Ages antichrist was sup- B. C. 64, and a free city.

posed to be either the offspring of a virgin or of Antioch was early associated with Christian

a bishop and a nun. Pope Innocent III (A. D. effort. Thither fled the persecuted disciples after

1213) designated Mohammed as antichrist; the the death of Stephen (Acts 11:19, 20). Thename

Reformers thought it to be the papal Church , “ Christian,” as applied to the followers of Jesus,

which is the prevailing opinion of Protestants to and the first missionary movement conducted by

this day. The Mohammedans also expect an anti- St. Paul , each had their origin in Antioch. The

christ, whom they call Al Dajjal, from a name most flourisbing period in the history of the

which means an impostor or liar. Christian Church in Antioch was in the time of

ANTICHRISTIANISM , a convenient term Chrysostom , who was born there in 347 . In 635

to designate in a collective manner the various it was taken by the Saracens, and by the Turks in

.....

Modern Antioch .

> )

"

forms of hostility to Christianity. It is equiva- | 1084, captured by Crusaders in 1098. It has

lent to the “ spirit of Antichrist ” (1 John 4 : 3). It been gradually declining under Mohammedan rule
was this which Enoch and Noah denounced in since 1268. Six thousand people now comprise
their preaching (Jude 14 ; 2 Pet . 2 : 5–7 ) ; that the population. The modern name is “ Antakia . "

“ vexed the righteous soul” of Lot ; the “ carnal 2. Identified with “ Yalobatch," the modern

mind ” ever opposed to God (Rom . 8 : 7 ) ; the “ mys- town, in the extreme northern part of Pisidia. It

tery of iniquity ” foreseen by Paul ( 2 Thess. 2:7). contained a synagogue and someproselytes. Paul

It has since the days of persecution been chiefly twice visited the place (Acts 13:14 ; 14:21).
confined to intellectual modes of opposition, AN TIPAS (Gr. 'Avrinas, an -tec'-pas ).

known as Infidelity, Deisin , Rationalism , etc. 1. Herod Antipas was the son of Herod the

AN’TIOCH (Gr. ' Avrióxela, an -tee-okk ' - i-ah, Great by Malthace, a Samaritan . He inherited

from Antiochus, a Syrian king ).
of his father's dominions Galilee and Perea, as

1. In Syria, on the left bank of the Orontes, tetrarch . He was the Herod who executed John

sixteen and a half miles from the Mediterranean, the Baptist. See Herod.

and three hundred miles N. of Jerusalem , be
2. A " faithful martyr " mentioned in Rev. 2 :

tween the Lebanon and Taurus mountain ranges . 13 , A. D.before 100. He is said to have been one

It was founded about 300 B. C. by Seleucus Ni- of our Saviour's first disciples and a bishop of

cator, and called Epidaphnes (near Daphne ), or Pergamus, and to have been put to death in a

“ on the Orontes, " to distinguish it from fifteen tumult there by the priests of Æsculapius, who

other Antiochs. The city was several times de had a celebrated temple in that city. Tradition

stroyed by earthquakes, by one of which , A. D. relates that he was burned in a brazen bull under

526, two hundred and fifty thousand persons were
Domitian .

killed . It was luxurious. Its main street, four ANTIP'ATRIS (Gr. ' Avritatpis, an -tip -at

miles in length , was lined with magnificent man- rece', instead of his father ), a city built by Herod

sions . It was highly cultivated, hụt its cultivation the Great in honor of his father, Antipater. It is

was debased, sensual, and shocking. The Jews | the modern Ras-el -Ain. It lay on the road built
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by the Romans, leading from Cæsarea to Jerusa- APHAR'SITES (Heb. 1979, af-aw -re-sah '.

lem , thirty -eight miles from the former place.ee, only in Ezra 4: 9), an inhabitant of an un.

Paul was taken thither prisoner, and by night known region of the Assyrian empire (Mc. & S.,

(Acts 23:31 ).
Cyc.), whence colonists had been sent to Samaria

ANTITYPE (Gr. avtítutov, an -teet'-00-pon, a after its capture.

counterpart, Heb. 9:24 ; 1 Pet. 3:21 , rendered
Assuming the to be prosthetic , this namehas

figure), that which is represented or prefigured by been compared with the name Persæ. The name

a type. The type may be considered a rough 072, or07,in Ezra 1 : 1 ; 4: 3 , has been thought
draught, while the antitype is the perfect image.

The type is a figure, and antitype is the reality to render this doubtful, it being the name of a

· which the type prefigured, as Christ is the Antitype country (i . e. , Persia), while do ??, or 57072, is

of the paschal lamb. the corresponding patrial Persian ; and the men

ANTOʻNIA, a strong fortress built andnamed tion of Cyrus in allthree places shows that the

by Herod in honor of Antonius, or Marc Antony, same country is referred to in all. Moreover,

situated to the N. W. of the temple area in Jeru . Ezra 1 : 1 ; 4 : 3 are Hebrew , while Dan. 6:29 is

salem, partly surrounded by a deep

ditch one hundred and sixty-five

feet wide. It was garrisoned with

Roman soldiers, whose watchful

ness preserved order in the temple

courts . Spoken of as the castle

(Acts 21:37). Here Paul made

an address (Acts 22 : 1-21 ). Herod

constructed a secret passage from

the fortress to the temple .

ANTOTHI'JAH (Heb.

Ons, an -tho-thee-yaw ', answers

of Jah ), a Benjamite , one of the

sons of Jeroham ( 1 Chron. 8:24).

AN'TOTHITE, a dweller in

Anathoth ( 1 Chron . 11:28 ; 12:3).

See ANATHOTH.

ANUB (Heb. 59 , aw -noob ',

bound together, confederate), son

of Coz and descendant of Judah

through Ashur ( 1 Chron . 4 : 8 ) .

ANVIL (Heb . 39 , pal'-am,

beaten, Isa . 41 : 7) , the utensil em

ployed among the Hebrews, as by

other nations, for hammering on.

ANYTHING , APACE. See

GLOSSARY.

APE . See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

APELLES (Gr. 'AT € 22īs, ap

el-lace'), a Christian in Rome, whom Paul salutes | Aramaic, or Chaldee.” Thus the occurrence of

in his epistle to the church there (Rom . 16:10 ), the name on need not negative the connection
and calls “ approved in Christ, ” A. D. 60. AC

cording to the old Church traditions, A pelles was between 1973 and 7972, if it is accepted
one of the seventy disciples, and bishop either of on other grounds. Delitzsch compares the Parshua

Smyrna or Heracleia. The Greeks observe this of the Assyrian inscriptions, which may have been

festival on October 31 .
Persia, or a Median region.-W. H.

APHAR'SACHITES (Heb. "30928, af-ar
A'PHEK (Heb . PDR, af-ake', strength, and so

sek -ah'ee, Ezra 5 : 6 ; 6 : 6), or APHAR'SATH
fortress).

CHITES ( Heb. "ano , af-ar-sath -kah'ee, Ezra 1. One of the cities of the tribe of Asher, which

4 : 9 ) , an unknown people, quite probably identical the children of Israel did not conquer ( Josh. 19 :

with Assyrian tribes who furnished colonists for 30 ; 13 :4 ; Aphik, Judg. 1:31). It was famous

Samaria after its captivity . Some compare the for its temple of Venus, which Constantine de

Partakka (Partukka) of the Assyrian inscriptions, stroyed.

which were remote districts of Media. Some have
2. A city of Issachar, near Jezreel , and where

noted a slight resemblance to Parætacæ, or Par- the Philistines encamped on the eve of Saul's death

ætacem , the names of mountaineers, specially on and Ahab took Ben-hadad II (1 Kings 20:26 ).

the borders of Media and Persia . But it is possible, 3. A city near Mizpeh , N. W. of Jerusalem ,

after all , as Hoffman suggests, that the name may near the battlefield on which the sons of Eli were

be some official title. - W . H. slain (1 Sam. 4 : 1 ; 7:12 ).

Tower of Antonia.
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4. A city, most probably the place called at word is , a political defection (Gen. 14: 4, Sept. ;

present Fik , six miles E. of the sea of Galilee 2 Chron. 13 : 6, Sept. ; Acts 5:37). In the New

(2 Kings 13:17) . Testament its more usual meaning is a religious

APHEʻKAH (Heb. TRON, af-ay-kaw ', for- defection (Acts 21:21 ; 1 Tim . 4: 1 ; Heb. 3:12).

tress), a city in the hill country of Judah (Josh . ( tasia a fide) : a secession from the Church, anda
This is called “ apostasy from the faith ” (apos

16:53). Its site has not been discovered .

APHI'AH (Heb. TID , af-ee '-akh, blown upon , peculiar characteristics are mentioned : seducing

disowning of the name of Christ. Some of its

i . e. , refreshed ), the father of Bechorath, a Ben- spirits, doctrines of demons, hypocritical lying, a

jamite and ancestor of Saul (1 Sam. 9 : 1 ). seared conscience, forbidding of marriage and of

A'PHIK (Heb. P , af-eek', strong), another meats, a form of godliness without the power

form (Judg. 1:31) of APHEK (see No. 1).
( 1 Tim . 4 : 1 ; 2 Tim. 3: 5 ) . The grave nature of

A'PHRAH (Mic. 1:10 ). See BETH -LE-APHRAH. 26–29 ; 2 Pet.2 :15-21; John 15:22.
apostasy is shown by such passages as Heb. 10:

Comment

APH’SES (Heb. yx , pits-tsates ', dispersive), ing upon Heb. 10:26 , sq .,Weiss ( Bib. Theology in

the head of the eighteenth sacerdotal family of the New Testament, ii , 228) says : “ The falling

the twenty -four into which the priests were di- away of such as have gotten the knowledge of

vided by David (1 Chron. 24:15), B , C. 1005 . salvation in Christ ( 10:26 ), and experienced all his

APOLLOʻNIA (Gr.' Anohnwvia, ap-ol-lo-nee- blessings(6:4–6), istherewith characterized as a
ah, dedicated to Apollo ), a city in Macedonia sin, which is yet more terrible than that of frivo

through which Paul and Silas passed (Acts 17: 1 ). lous disobedience, for which, under the old cove

“ No one mentions el Haram , but I think this is nant, death was assigned (10:28) ; it is a daring

the true site of Apollonia. . . . Here are outlines sin, a willful sinning against better knowledge and

of an ancient city. The citadel probably occu- conscience, for which there is no more any sacri

pied that singular cliff on the N. W. which over- fice, but only the avenging judgment over the

hangs the sea. . . The top was entirely covered enemies of God (vers. 26 , 27 ). There is, there

by a castle now in ruins ; but when in good con- fore, even in the new covenant, as in the old , a

dition, and held by a competent garrison, it must malignant sin for which its atoning institute is

have been almost impregnable.”
not available, and which can hence never be for

APOL'LOS (Gr. 'A10226s, ap -ol-loce ), a

given, like the sin against the Holy Ghost, of

learned (or eloquent) Jew of "Alexandria ,'well which Jesus speaks because he who commits it

quainted with the Scriptures and the Jewish can no more be renewed to repentance (6:4–6 ).”

APOSTLE (Gr. årbotohos, ap-os'-tol-os, a del
religion (Acts 18:24) . About A. D. 56 he came

to Ephesus, where he began to teach in the
egate),

syna .
1.' In General. One sent with a special

gogue “ the things of the Lord, knowing only the

baptism of John” (v. 25). Here he met Aquila is used in the Septuagint (1 Kings 14: 6 ; Isa. 18 :2),

message or commission . In this sense the word

and Priscilla, who “ expounded unto him the way and in the New Testament :John 13:16, “ Neither

of God more perfectly,” and Apollospreached is he who is sent(apostle )greaterthan he who
Christ with great zeal and power ( v. 26) . After sent him ; " 2 Cor. 8:23 ; Phil. 2:25 , where per

this he preached in Achaia, and especially at

Corinth (18:27 , 28 ; 19: 1), having been recom . called their apostles, or messengers. In Heb. 3 :1
sons deputed by churches on special errands are

mended by the brethren in Ephesus (v. 27) . On Jesus is called “ the Apostle and High Priest of our
his arrival at Corinth he was useful in watering

the seed which Paul had sown (1 Cor. 3 : 6). Many
profession . "

2. Hebrew. The Jews, it is said , called the

of the Corinthians became so much attached tohim as to well-nighproduce a schism in the collector of the half-shekel, which every Israelite

Church, some saying “ I am of Paul;” others,“I paid annually to the temple, an apostle ;also

am of Apollos” ( 1Cor. 3:4-7). That this party their rulers. Paul nay have used the word in

those who carried about encyclical letters from

feeling was not encouraged by Apollos is evident this sensewhen he declares himself “an apostle,
from the manner in which Paul speaks of him ,and his unwillingness to return to Corinth (1 Cor not of men,neither by men ” (Gal. 1:1), plainly

16:12). Apollos was, doubtless, at this time with Christ. (See also Rom . 1 :1; 1 Cor. 15:1.)

indicating that his commission was directly from

Paul in Ephesus. Paul again mentions Apollos

kindly in Tit. 3:13 , and recommends him and twelve of the disciples chosen by our Lord to be

3. Christian. The official name of those

Zenas, the lawyer, to the attention of Titus, know withhim during his ministry, and to whom he in

ing that they designed to visit Crete, where Titus trusted the organization of his Church. These
Jerome thinks that Apollos remained thereuntil he had heard that the divisions in the Church he chose early in his ministry, and ordained " that

at Corinth had been healed by Paul'sletter, and they should be with him .” The number twelve

then returned and became bishop of that city: of Israel ,and was fixed, so that the apostles were

was, doubtless, with reference to the twelve tribes

Other authorities make him bishop of Duras, of often called simply “ the twelve" (Matt. 26 : 14,

Colophon, of Iconium (in Phrygia ), of Cæsarea. 17 ; John 6:67 ; 20:24 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 5 ) . Their names

APOLʻLYON (Gr. ' Anokāówv, ap-ol-looʻ-ohn , were: 1. Simon Peter (Cephas, Bar-jona ); 2. An.

destroyer ), the Greek equivalent (Rev. 9:11 ) of drew ; 3. John ; 4. Philip ; 5. James; 6. Bar

ABADDON (q. v.). tholomew (perhaps same as Nathanael); 7. Thomas

APOSTASY (Gr. áfootagia, ap -os-tas-ee'-ah, (Didymus) ; 8. Matthew (Levi) ; 9. Simon Zelotes ;
a falling away). The common classical use of the 10. Jude (Lebbæus, Thaddæus); 11. James the

(

>

was.
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APOSTLES' CREED APOSTOLICAL COUNCIL

Less ; 12. Judas Iscariot. The original qualifica- for that purpose. It ceased , as a matter of

tion of an apostle, as stated by Peter (Acts 1:21, course, with its first holders, all continuation of

22 ), was that he should have been personally ac - it, from the very conditions of its existence (comp.

quainted with our Lord's ministry, from his bap- 1 Cor. 9 : 1), being impossible. The bishops of the

tism by John to his ascension. By this close ancient Churches coexisted with, and did not in

personal intercourse with him they were peculiarly any sense succeed , the apostles; and when it is

fitted to give testimony to the facts of redemp- claimed for bishops or any Church officers that

tion . Shortly after their ordination “ he gave to they are their successors it can be understood

them power against unclean spirits to cast them only chronologically and not officially,

out , and to heal all manner of diseases ;” “" and 5. In a lower sense the term apostle was ap

sent them forth two by two, to preach the king - plied to all the more eminent Christian teachers,

dom of God ” (Mark 3:14 ; Matt. 10: 1-6 ; Mark . e. g. , to Adronicus and Junia (Rom. 16 : 7).

6 :7 ; Luke 6: 1 , 13 ; 9: 1 ). They accompanied our APOSTLES' CREED. See CREED.

Lord on his journeys, saw his wonderful works,

heard his discourses to the people (Matt .5:1 ; orrelating to or traceable to the apostles, as
APOSTOLIC , APOSTOLICAL, belonging

Luke 6: 13-49) and those addressed to the learned

Jews (Matt. 19:13, sq.; Luke 10:25,sq.). They title, as one of honor, and likely also implying
apostolical age , apostolical doctrine, etc. The

sometimes worked miracles (Mark 6:13 ; Luke

9: 6), sometimes attempted to do so without suc
authority, has been falsely assumed in various

cess (Matt. 17:16). They recognized Jesus as the ways. The pretended succession of bishops in

Christ of God (Matt. 16:16 ; Luke 9:20), and the Roman Church calls itself the Apostolical
some churches is called Apostolical Succession . So

ascribed supernatural power to him (Luke 9:54) ,
but did nothave ahighunderstanding ofhis church,andthe see ofRome the ApostolicalSee,

spiritual mission (Matt. 15:16 ; 16:22; 17:20, 21 ; Bishop. In the early Church all bishops' sees
the bishop of Rome styling himself Apostolical

Luke 9:54 ; 24:25 ; John 16:12),and acknowledged
the weaknessof their faith (Luke17:6). Jesus were called apostolical, but at length someof the

taught them to understand the spiritual meaning their right as successors of St. Peter, and the
popes declared that the title " apostolical” was

of his parables (Mark 4:10, sq.; Luke 8:9, sq.); Council of Rheims(1049) declared the pope to be

and yet when he was removed from the earth the sole apostolical primate of the universal
their knowledge of his kingdom was very limited

Church .

( Luke 24:21 ; John 16:12). Apparently loyal at
heart, when he was arrested they all forsook him APOSTOLIC AGE, that period of Church

and fled (Matt. 26:56). Before his death our Lord history which covers the time between the day of

promised to the apostles the Holy Spirit, to fit Pentecost and the death of John, the last apostle.

them to be founders and rulers of the Christian The apostolic age lasted as long as the churches

Church (John 14:16, 17, 26 ; 15:26 , 27 ; 16: 7–15 ) , were under the immediate guidance of an apostle.

and after his resurrection he contirmed their calí , The arrangements made by the apostles can be

and commissioned them to “ preach the Gospel to ascribed to our Lord so far as relates to the prin

every creature ” (John 20 :21–23; Matt. 28: 18-20). ciple, but not to the details of execution . The

Shortly after Christ's ascension they, under divine form of worship seems to have been very simple,

guidance, chose Matthias to be the successor of much being left to the choice of individuals and

Judas Iscariot (Acts 1:26). On the day of Pente- churches. Its principal features, however, with

cost the Holy Spirit descended upon the Church regard to the Sabbath , church festivals, and the

(Acts 2), and the apostles became altogether dif- sacraments were fixed. There were many pious

ferent men, testifying with power of the life and customs among these Christians, partly new and

death and resurrection of Jesus (Luke 24:48 ; partly derived from Judaism . The apostolic age

Acts 1:22 ; 2:32 ; 3:15 ; 5:32 ; 13:31). Their first is commonly divided into three periods : 1. From

work was the building up of the Church in Jeru- the Pentecost until the second appearance of Paul

salem (Acts 3–7), and then they carried the Gospel (about A. D. 41). 2. Until the death of Paul

into Samaria (Acts 8: 5–25). With this ends the (about 67). 3. The Johannean period (about 100).

first period of the apostles' ministry, with its APOSTOLICAL COUNCIL, the assenibly

center at Jerusalem , and Peter as its prominent of the apostles and elders, held in Jerusalem

figure. In this age Peter represents Jewish Cbris. (A. D. 50), an account of which is given in Acts 15.

tianity, Paul Gentile Christianity, and John the At Antioch, under the labors of Paul and Barna

union of the two. The center of the second bas, many uncircumcised persons had been gath .

period of the apostolic agency is Antioch, where a ered into the Church . Some Jewish Christians on

Church was soon built up, consisting of Jews and a visit from Jerusalem contended that circum.

Gentiles. Of this and the subsequent period St. cision was necessary to salvation . Paul and Bar.

Paul was the central figure, and labored with the nabas, with others, were deputed to lay the matter

other apostles (Acts 11:19–30 ; 13: 1-5 ). In the before a general meeting of the Church in Jeru.

third period the twelve almost entirely disappear salem.

from the sacred narrative, and we have only bits A preliminary meeting appears to have been

of personal history, which will be found under held , at which some converts from among the
their respective names. Pharisees showed such opposition (Acts 15 :5 , 6 ;

4. The Apostolic Office. As regards the Gal. 2) that it was thought best to submit the

apostolic office, it seems to have been preeminently matter to the whole body. After much disputa

that of founding the churches, and upholding tion Peter told of his experience with Cornelius,

them by supernatural power specially bestowed and was followed by Barnabas and Paul , who told
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APOTHECARY APPEARANCE

of their great success among the Gentiles. Then no appeal, properly speaking, in his case ; the lan .

James, as president of the Council, summed up guage used ( Acts 25: 9) implies the right on the

the debate, and pronounced in favor of releasing partof the accused of electing either to be tried

Gentile converts from the necessity of circum- by'the provincial magistrate or by the emperor.

cision and other observances of the Mosaic cere. Since the procedure in the Jewish courts at that

monial law . The conclusion being agreed to, a period was of a mixed and undefined character,

letter was drawn up and sent to Antioch by two the Roman and Jewish authorities coexisting and

delegates chosen to accompany Paul and Barna- carrying on the course of justice between them ,

bas (see Acts 15:22, sq .). The letter when read Paul availed himself of his undoubted privilege

at Antioch gave great cheer to the Gentile con . to be tried by the pure Roman law (Smith , Dict.,

verts. s. v.).

APOTHECARY (Heb. 127, raro-kakh', to 3. Ecclesiastical. In the early Church all

perfume, Exod. 30:25 ; 37:29 ; Eccles.10:1, mary: bishop with his court, an appealbeing allowed to
ecclesiastical matters were determined by the

perfumer ' ). A person whose business it was to

compound ointments in general was called an
the provincial syno!. Appeal to the pope was

apothecary or perfumer (Neh. 3:8 ). The work first formally recognized by the Council of Sardica

was sometimes carried on by women “ confection . (A. D. 343 ), where it was agreed that a condemned

aries ” (1 Sam. 8:13). Originally the“ anointing oil" bishop had the right of appeal to the pope, who

was prepared by Bezaleel (Exod. 31:11 ; 37:29),shouldeither contirm the verdict of the synod or
after which it was probably prepared by oneof appoint new ges. The decision of the council

the priests.
was not at first generally accepted , yet within the

APPAIM (Heb. 0998, ap -pah' -yim , the nose all importantcases an appeal could be made not
next half century the assumption obtained that in

trils), the second named of the sons of Nadab, and only by a bishop, but by anyone aggrieved. Thus

the father of Ishi, of the posterity of Jerahmeel, it came to pass that during the mediæval period

of the tribe of Judah ( 1 Chron . 2:30). the pope became, ex officio, the ecclesiastical judge

APPAREL (usually Heb. 72, behg'- ed , dress, of highestresort for all the nationswhose Churches

orsome form ofChald. w17?, leb -oosh”, clothing). inEnglandof an appeal occurred in the reignof
acknowledged obedience to him . The first instance

See DRESS. Stephen, but the concession was withdrawn under

APPEAL (Gr. śnikahéopai, ep -ee -kal-eh' -om- Henry II when one of the Constitutions of Clar

ahee, to invoke for aid, Acts 25:11, 12, 21, 25 ). endon decided that no appeals should be made to
1. Jewish. In patriarchal times the head of the pope without the king's consent. In Ger

the tribe, or sheik, administered justice, and, many the first reaction against papal usurpation

having no superior, there was no appeal from his appeared in the “ Golden Bull,” which forbade ap

decisions. In the condemnation of Tamar (Gen. peals to Rome from a civil court. The Concorda

38:24) Judah exercised the power usual over the tum Constant (1418 ), and the decree of the thirty

women of his family. Had the case been between first sitting of the Council of Basel , determined

man and man it would, doubtless, have been re that appeals to the pope should not be decided in

ferred to Jacob. After the Exodus, Moses at Rome by the curia, but by judices in partibus,

first adjudged all cases himself, but at the sug. chosen first by provincial or diocesan synods, and

gestion of Jethro he arranged for a number of afterward by the bishops and chapters. The fol.

inferior judges, with evident right of appeal to lowing is from the Catholic Dictionary (s. v .):
himself (Exod. 18:13 , 26). Later on the judges “ The object of appeals is the redress of injustice,

of the different towns were to bring all difficult whether knowingly or ignorantly committed . Ap.

cases which they were unable to decide before peal can be made from any judge recognizing a

the Levitical priests and judges at the place of superior; thus no appeal is possible in secular

the sanctuary for a final decision (Dent. 17 : 8–11 ) . matters from the decision of the sovereign power,

According to the above regulation the appeal or the highest secular tribunal, in any country ;

lay in the time of the Judges to the judge (Judg. for these, in such matters, recognize no superior.
4 :5 ) , and under the monarchy to the king, who There can be no appeal from the pope, for he,
appears to have deputed certain persons to inquire as the vicar of Christ, recognizes no superior on

into the facts of the case, and record his decision earth. . . . Nor can an appeal be made from a
thereon (2 Sam. 15 : 3 ). " Jehoshaphat delegated general council legitimately convened and ap
his judicial authority to a court permanently es- proved, because it, being in union with the Roman

tablished for the purpose (2 Chron . 19 : 8) . These pontiff who approved it, represents the whole

courts were reestablished by Ezra ( Ezra 7:25) . Church, from the sentence of which there can be

After the institution of the Sanhedrin the final no appeal.” In the Methodist Episcopal, the
appeal láy to them . Presbyterian, and most of the Protestant Churches

2. Roman. A Roman citizen under the repub- the right of appeal is recognized and modes of
lic had the right of appealing in criminal cases procedure provided for in their several books of

from the decision of a magistrate to the people; | Discipline.

and as the emperor succeeded to the power of the APPEARANCE, a term usually applied to

people there was an appeal to him in the last re- the interviews grantedto the disciples by Jesus
St. Paul, as a Roman citizen, exercised a after his resurrection. From the several accounts

right of appeal from the jurisdiction of the local we see that our Lord's body had undergone a

court at Jerusalem to the emperor (Acts 25:11 ) . change, having extraordinary powers of locomo.

But as no decision had been given there could be tion , of becoming invisible and visible at pleasure,

.

sort.
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APPEARING ARABIA

T :

66

while it still retained characteristics of matter, ARAB (Heb. 57 , ar -awb ', ambush ), a city

and was capable of taking food in the ordinary in the mountains of Judah, and given to that tribe

way. The following appearances are recorded : (Josh. 15:52). Site unknown.

To Mary Magdalene (Mark 16: 9 , 10 ; John 20 :11
AR'ABAH (Heb. 7777, ar -aw -baw ', desert,

18 ) ; to other women (Matt. 28: 9 , 10) ; to Simon
Peter (Luke 24:34 ; 1 Cor. 15:5 ); to the two go- Josh. 18:18), the Arabah (A. V. " the plain " ), is

ing to Emmaus(Luke24:13,s.q.); to ten apostles applied (Deut. 1:1 ; 2 :8 ; 3:17 ; 4:49 ; Josh.

(Mark 16:14 ; John 20:19) ; to apostles, including 3:16 ; 12: 1, 3 ; 2 Kings 14:25; Amos 6:14) to

Thomas ( John 20:26 , s.q.) ; to seven disciples at the great valley between the Dead Sea and the

the Sea of Galilee (John 21 : 1 , s.q.); to five hun. Gulf of Akabah. It may , however, be used as

dred (Matt. 28: 16–20 ; Mark 16 :16-18 ; 1 Cor. the proper name of the whole valley lying between

15:6); to James, then to all apostles, and gives Mount Hermon and the Red Sea . By using two

them a commission (Luke 24 :44-49 ; Acts 1:3-8; of its names which overlap each other we may

1 Cor. 15: 7) ; atthe ascension (Mark 16:19, 20 ; Lake of Galilee to the S. of the Dead Sea it is
call it the Jordan -'Arabah valley. From the

Luke 24 :50–53 ; Acts 1 : 9-12) .
called by the Arabs the Ghôr, or Depression .”

APPEARING of our Lord (1 Tim . 6:14 ;" Toward Jericho, although there is so much

2 Tim. 1:10 ; 4 : 1 , 8, etc. ). See ADVENT, SECOND.
fertility, the stretches of sour soil , the unhealthy

APPHIA (pronounced Af'fia, Gr. 'Anoia, ap jungle, the obtrusive marl,and the parched hillsides

fee'-a ), the name of a female affectionately saluted out of the reach of the streams justify the Hebrew

by Paul (A. D. 64) as a Christian at Colosse name of the Arabah or Desert. In the New

(Pbilem . 2 ), supposed byChrysostom and Theodoret Testament also the valley is called a wilderness

to have been the wife of Philemon, with whom, (Mark 1 :4, 5 )." “ Robinson ( B. R. , ii , 490 ) states

according to tradition, she suffered martyrdom. that the exact point of division between El Ghôr

See PHILEMON. and El 'Arabah is a line of white cliffs which

APPI FORUM , the market place of Appius . crosses the valley obliquely beyond the flatmarsh

A town or station located forty -three miles from land to the S. of the Dead Sea . From there S.

Rome, upon the “ Appian Way," over which Paul to Akabah is the 'Arabah ; but N. to the Lake of

passed on his way to the capital (Acts 28:15). Galilee, the Ghôr ” (Smith, Hist. Geog., pp. 47 ,

Three Taverns was a village about ten miles 484, 507, note) .

nearer Rome.
ARA'BIA (Heb. , ar-awb', desert ; Gr.

APPLE . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM ; GLOSSARY . l’Apaßía, ar-ab-ee' -ah ). Arabia does not in the Bible

APPROVE. See GLOSSARY.
denote the whole peninsula between the Red Sea

APRON . See DRESS. and the Persian Gulf, but only the northern part,

AQUILA (Gr. 'Arthas, ak -oo'- las, an eagle), a contiguous to Palestine ( Isa. 21:13 ; Jer. 25:24 ;

Jew and a native of Pontus, and by occupation a Ezek . 27:21 ) ; and in the same manner " the

tentmaker. Fleeing from Rome in consequence Arabian ” ( Isa. 13:20 ; Jer. 3 : 2) does not denote

of an order of Claudius commanding all Jews to the Arab in general, but only the inhabitant of

leave that city, he went to Corinth , where he was the northern prai

living when Paul found him ; and, being of the
ries and deserts .

samehandicraft, abode with him , A. D. 54. Some Only in the later

time after, being opposed by the Jews, and per books of the Old

haps to remove any obstacle to his acceptance by Testament, as, for

the Gentiles, Paul left the house of Aquila and instance, 2 Chron .

dwelt with one Justus. It is not certain when 21:16 , where the

Aquila and his wife , Priscilla, were converted to Arabiansare spoken

Christianity, but it was before Paul left Corinth, of together with

for they accompanied him to Ephesus. While the Ethiopians, or

there they instructed Apollos in “ The way of God in Neb. 2:19 ; 6 : 1 , and in the New Testament

more perfectly ” (Acts 18), and appear to have (Acts 2:11 ; Gal. 1:17 ; 4:25) the name seems to

been zealous promoters of the Christian cause in have obtained a more general signification . Arabia

that city ( 1 Cor. 16:19) . At the time of Paul's comprises an area of about one million square

writing to Corinth, Aquila and his wife were still miles, with about eight million inhabitants (Schaff

at Ephesus ( 1 Cor. 16:19), but in Rom . 16 : 3 we Herzog) .

find them again at Rome, and their house a place The peoplewho originally inhabited the desert

of assemblage for Christians. Some years after of Arabia still inhabit it, and have never been ex

they appear to have returned to Ephesus, for Paul pelled . The three ancient divisions of Arabia were :

sends salutations to them during his second im . Arabia Petræa, occupying the most northern

prisonment at Rome (2 Tim . 4:19), as being with part of the territory between the Persian Gulf and
Timothy. Nothing further concerning them is the Red Sea. Modern traveler's have a better

known. knowledge of this part than the rest of the pen

AR (Heb. , awr, a city ), the same as Ar
insula . It is a desolate region, abounding in

Moab (Num. 21:16, 28 ; Deut. 2:9, 18, 29), on the limestone, basalt,and granite, the extremenorth

border of the Arnon (22:36) . ern part being especially inaccessible and partially

inclosed by steep cliffs . Mount Sinai, with its
A'RA (Heb. 27 , ar-aw', lion ), the last named triple peaks or ridges, one of which has the name

of the three sons of Jetber, of the tribe of Asher of Horeb, lies in the southwestern part of Arabia

( 1 Chron. 7:38). Petræa. See Sinal.
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ARABIANS ARAN

Arabia Deserta, referred to Hos. 2:14 ; Isa . 2. An Israelite, whose posterity ( variously stated

35 : 1 ; 40: 3 , and called by the Bedouins “ the as seven hundred and seventy- five and six hundred

desert," was the scene of Israel's wanderings. Its and fifty-two in number) returned from Babylon

physical conditions are noticed Isa . 35: 7. with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2 : 5 ; Neh . 7:10), B. C. 536

Arabia Felix , in which are the modern Mecca He is probably the same with the Arah whose son ,

and Medina, is said to contain some of the most Shechaniah, was father - in - law of Tobiah (Neh.6 : 18 ).

beautiful and fertile spots on the globe. In lower
A'RAM (Heb. 079, ar-awm ', high region ).

Arabia was the kingdom of Sheba, whose queen

visited Solomon ( 1 Kings 10 : 1-13 ) . The Sabeans
1. The fifth named of the sons of Shem, and

are referred to as to their character and resources father of the people inhabiting Syria, who, from

( Jer. 6:20 ; Ezek . 27:22 ; Psa . 72:15 ; Isa . 60 : 6 ; him , were called Aramæans, or Aramites (Gen.

Joel 3 : 8). 10:22) .

Recent geographical divisions of Arabia are : 2. The son of Kemuel and grandson of Nahor

Arabia Proper, or Jezirat el -Arab, or the country | (Gen. 22:21 ), B. C. about 1900. According to

Mount Ararat.

T

as far up as to the wasteterritory ; then Northern | Smith (s. v . ) , he is probably identical with Ram

Arabia or El-Badieh , being S. of the Euphrates ( Job 32 :2 ) .

and Syria, reaching S. to Arabia Petræa ; and 3. The last named of the sons of Shamer, of

Western Arabia, comprising Sinai and the desert the tribe of Asher ( 1 Chron . 7:34).
of Petræa . The entire country was peopled by 4. The son of Ezrom and father of Amminadab,

essentially the descendants of Semitic and Cush- among the ancestors of Christ (Matt. 1:3 , 4 ; Luke

itic tribes generally coming under the designa- 3:33) . The Greek form of Ram (1 Chron. 2 :9).

tion of “ the Arab . ” The country is associated

with the most heroic Bible characters, Job , Moses, 1 Chron . 7:14), a female Syrian, as the word is
A'RAMITESS ( Heb. 179 , ar -am-mee',

Abraham, etc. , etc. The natives in this country

had a part in the day of Pentecostrevival. Paul elsewhere rendered. See ARAM.

also retired thither (Gal . 1:17) . ARAM -NAHARA’IM (Heb. 2017

ARABIANS. See ARABIA. ar -am ' nah -har -ah '-yim , Aram between the two

ARAD (Heb. 777, ar -uwd ’, fugitive ).
rivers), the country situated between the rivers

1. In Num . 21 : 1 “ king Arad ” should read Psa. 60 , see caption). At Hos. 12:12, R. V.,
Euphrates and Tigris (Gen. 24:10 ; Judg. 3 : 8 ;

it is

“ king of Arad.” One of the “ sons” of Beriah , called the “ field of Aram ," and in A. V. the

of the tribe of Benjamin ( 1 Chron . 8:15) .2. A Canaanite city on the southernmost bor- " country of Syria . ” It included in it Padan

ders of Palestine, whose inhabitants drove back

the Israelites while trying to enter Canaan from
A'RAM - ZO'BAH (Heb. mix , ar -am '

Kadesh (Num . 21 : 1 ; 33:40) , but were finally sub - tso-baw ', Psa . 60, see caption), at the period of

dued by Joshua (Josh. 12:14 ; Judg. 1:16). It lay Saul and David the most powerful realm of Syria.

twenty miles S. of Hebron, and is now called Tell Near Damascus ( 1 Sam . 14:47 ; 2 Sam . 8 : 3) .

Arad.
ARAN (Heb. 779, ar-awn ', wild goat), the

ARAH (Heb. 1778, aw-rakl', wayfaring). second named of the two sons of Dishan , and grand.

1. The first named of the three sons of Ulla , of son of Seir, the Horite (Gen. 36:28 ; 1 Chron.

the tribe of Asher ( 1 Chron . 7:39). 1:42), B. C. 1853 ,

0

aram .
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ARARAT ARCHÆOLOGY

1

>

AR’ARAT (Heb . -378, ar -aro-rať , sacred 1. Biblical Archæology may be defined as

land or high land, Gen. 8 : 4 ; Jer. 61:27). This the scientific representation of the forms which

name, from being applied to the country between liſe assumed among the people of Israel , as that

the Tigris and the Caucasus Mountains,known as nation of antiquity selected by God to be the

Armenia, and called in the Assyrian inscription bearer of revelation ; also so much of the condi.

Urarti, came to apply to the mountain range, and tions of life existing among the other nations

especially to the double conical peak about seven which came into contact with Israel as will give

miles apart and respectively fourteen thousand us a clearer understanding of the Bible and the

and ten thousand three hundred feet in height conditions of life among the Israelites. These

above the plain below . The greater height, called nations were those having race relationship, as

by the natives Massis, or Varaz-Baris, and by the the Aramæans, Arabs, Canaanites, Philistines,

Persians Kuhi-Nuh, " the mountain of Noah," etc., or were temporary oppressors or rulers, as

has its top covered with perpetual snow . Native the Egyptians, Assyrians, Medo-Persians, Greeks,

traditions locate the resting place of the ark on and Romans; of these antiquities we introduce

the southern slope; Syrian traditions and Assyrian only such as bear directly on some Scripture

inscriptions settle upon a peak further Š. in passage. See SUPPLEMENT.

Kurdistan. (1) Contents. The matters belonging to bibli.

ARAU'NAH (Heb.. ?????, ar-av-naw ', mean of Israel, the placesof Worship, the personnel ofcal archæology are : ( 1) The religious institutions

ing doubtful), a Jebusite who had a thrashing worship, the acts of worship, consisting of sacri.
flooron Mount Moriah, which he sold to David as fices, purifications, etc. ; worship according to its

a site for an altar to Jehovah, B. C. 961. The times, festivals, and changes. ( 2) The civil and

angel of pestilence, sent to punish King David for social relations of the Israelites : domestic life as

taking a census of the people, was stayed inthe to dwellings, food, marriage, children , sickness,

work of death near the plot of ground belonging death, etc.; employments, as agriculture, rearing

to this person . When David desired to purchase of cattle,trades, commerce, etc.; affairs of state,

it he liberally offered the ground to him as a free as law , administration of justice, and relation to

gift. David insisted uponpaying Araucah, giving other nations.

him , according to 2 Sam . 24:24, fifty shekels of
Archæology, it will be seen, is closely allied

silver, and according to 1 Chron. 21:25 , six hun with history, thelatter depicting the growth and

dred shekels of gold .
progress, the former describing the actual con

NOTE.-Many efforts have been made to reconcile this dition of the development attained .

difference, somesaying that the afty shekels were given

for the oxen , and the six hundred shekels for the land ;
(2) Sources. The sources of biblical archæol.

others, that the fifty shekelswere for the thrashing floor ogy are written and representative monuments ,

and oxen , and the six hundred shekels for additional ( 1) Among the written monuments, the Bible must

ground. This land was the site ofthe temple (2 Chron. be placed in the first rank, thenthe writings of
3: 1 ) . Aráudah's name is sometimes written Ornau .

See Chronicles. Josephus and Philo, the Talmud , Targums, and

AR'BA (Heb. 1978, ar-bah’, four), a giant, Jews by GreekandRoman authors, such as He.
the Rabbins; notices regarding Palestine and the

father of Anak . From him Hebron derived its rodotus, Xenophion, Diodorus Siculus, Plutarch,

early name of Kirjath -arba, i. e. , city of Arba Strabo, Appian, Pliny, Tacitus, and Justin ; na.

(Gen. 35:27 ; Josh . 14:16 ; 15:13 ; 21:11).
tive writers among the Egyptians, Phæpicians,

AR'BATHITE, THE, i. e. , a native of the Babylonians, etc.; descriptions of travels in the

ARABAH (9. v .) or Ghôr. Abialbon the Arbathite East, and the publications of the “ Palestine Ex

was one of David's mighty men (2 Sam. 23:31 ; ploration Fund," instituted in England in 1865 ,

1 Chron . 11:32) . of the " Palestine Exploration Society " of America,

ARBITE . PaaraitheArbite wasoneofDa- in 1877. (2) Representative monuments, as the
and of the “ Deutsche Palæstine Verein ,” founded

vid's guards (2 Sam. 23:35). The word signifies remains of theTemple walls, the bridge leading

a native of ARABÍA ( q. v. ). In 1 Chron. 11:37 the from theTemple to Zion, the Tower of Hippicus,

name is given as Naarai.
and the tombs of the patriarchs at Hebron; the

ARCH (Heb. $ x, ay -lawm ), an architectural Arch of Titus at Rome;Jewish coinsfrom the
term in Ezek . 40:16, 22, 26 , 29. These terms are time of the Maccabees — often called Samaritan

very difficult of explanation . By some they are from the resemblance of their written characters;

thonght to be the same as 05nx, oo-lawm', a ves
the ancient monuments of the Egyptians, Syrians,

Babylonians, and Assyrians, consisting of remains
tibule or porch. Dr. Keil, following Kliefoth, of palaces, temples, public buildings, sculptures,
considers them to be those portions of the inner etc., lately brought to light by excavations.

side walls of the gateway which projected in the (3) History and Literature. The treatment of
same manner as the two pillars by the porch , biblical archæology began in the 16th century

viz. , the intervening walls between the three with the spread of Bible study , especially of the

guard rooms, and also those portions of the side Old Testament in the original . It resulted in only

walls which inclosed the two thresholds on either a few works of no great importance either in ex

side ( Com. , in loc.). In these projecting side tent or intrinsic value. More was done in the

walls were the windows mentioned in v. 16. See 17th century, especially through a study of the

ARCHITECTURE .
Talmud and of the rabbinical writers, as well as

ARCHÆOLOGY (Gr. ápracohoyia, science of classical and oriental literature. A great re.

of ancient things), the knowledge of antiquity. vival of interest has resulted from the important
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ARCHANGEL ARCHIPPUS

discoveries made by excavating during the last that our Lord alludes to this circumstance in Luke

thirty years. For lists of valuable aids in the 19 : 12–27 . Archelaus returned to Judea, and,

study of biblical archæology, see McC. and S. , Cyc.; | under pretense that he had countenanced the sedi

Schaff-Herzog, Encyc.; Keil, Bib. Arch. , i, 1-18 . tions against him , he deprived Joazar of the high

2. Christian Archæology has for its object priesthood, and gave that dignity to his brother

“ the systematic study of the art, constitution, Eleazar. He governed Judea with so much vio

government, discipline, worship, rites, and life of lence that in the tenth (ninth according to Dio

the early Christian Church .” Bennett ( Christian Cassius) year of his reign he was dethroned, de

Archceology) gives the following divisions: (a ) The prived of his property, and banished to Vienna, in

archæology of Christian art , which examines Chris. Gaul ( Josephus, Ant., xvii, 13, 2). His cruelty

tian thought, life, doctrines, and institutions as was manifested toward Samaritans as well as

they are found crystallized in monuments. (6) Ar. Jews. The parents of our Lord turned aside,

chæology of the constitution and governmentof the from fear of him , on their way back from Egypt,

Christian Church, including the examination of and went to Nazareth, in Galilee, in the domain

the fundamental idea of the Christian Church as of his gentle brother Antipas (Matt. 2:22). Ar

evealed in the New Testament, the Church in its chelaus illegally married Glaphyra, the wife of

organized form , its offices, government, and dis- his brother Alexander, during the lifetime of the

ciplíne. (c) Archæology of Christian worship and latter.

rites, embracing public services, as preaching, the ARCHERS (Heb. Dem, kash -shawth ”, bow
sacraments, and the sacred times and seasons.
(d ) Archæology of Christian life, the Christian man, Gen. 21:20 ; ya boz, bah'-al khayts, ar .

family,the Church and marriage, slavery and home row -man ,Gen. 49:23 ; rupa wis, en- nosh' bak
religion , the Church and charities, the social and keh' shayth , bowman, 1 Sam. 31 :3 ; also shooter

literary position of the early Church , the care

for the dead, Christian burial, etc. Christian ar

chæology, asa science, dates from the 16th century,

when the Protestant reformers rigorously arraigned

the Church for a wide departure from primitive

simplicity. To answer this indictment the Magde

burg centuriators, the adherents of Rome, were

compelled to enter upon its study. Cæsar Baro

nius ( 1607), a cardinal, after thirty years of labori

ous study, published his Annales Ecclesiæ, which

has eversince been regarded by Roman Catholic

writers as a well-furnished arsenal of defense .

Up to what date the boundaries of Christian

archæology should be fixed has not been finally

settled . Some confine it to the first three cen

turies, some have regarded the death of Gregory
the Great (A. D. 604) as its proper limit. Others

extend it to the 11th century, or to the age of

Hildebrand, while still others carry it forward to

the Reformation. Bennett ( Christian Archæology)

confines his studies to the period ending with the

second Trullan Councilat Constantinople, in 692 .
Assyrian Archers.

ARCHANGEL. See MICHAEL.

ARCHELA'US (Gr. 'Apxéhaos, ar-khel -ah-os; Jer. 51:3). The bow and arrow are weapons of
with the bow , 1 Chron . 10 : 3 ; one bending the bou ,

ruler of the people), son of Herod the Great by a
Samaritan woman, Malthace (Josephus, War, i, very ancient origin (Gen. 48:22 ; 49:24 ; comp.

28, 4), and brought up, with his brother Antipas, Gen. 9:14, 15 ). Archers were very numerous

at, Rome(Josephus, War, i, 31, 1). Upon his among the Hebrews, especially in the tribes of

father's death, Casar divided his kingdom , giving Benjamin and Ephraim (Psa . 76:3; 1 Chron. 8:40;
to Archelaus (B. C. 4 ) Idumea, Juden, and Sa. 12 Chron. 14 :8 ; 17:17). Archers are frequently

maria, with the important cities, Caesarea,Sebaste, found on the Egyptian monuments and Babylon

Joppa, and Jerusalem . His share oftheking sculptures. Referenceis made to the Philistine
lom brought him a yearly income of six hundred archers in 1 Sam. 31 : 3, and the Persians were

talents. He was made ethnarch, with promise offamous for their archers ( Isa. 13:18 ; Jer. 49:35 ;

becoming king if he ruled virtuously ( Josephus,

50:29 ). See ARMOR .

Ant., xvii, 11 , 4 ). After Herod's death , and AR'CHEVITE (Chald . " ??? , ar -kev -al’ee,

previous to going to Rome to receive the govern- Ezra 4 : 9) . The Archevites were inhabitants of

ment, Archelaus ordered his soldiers to attack the Erech (Warga ). This seems to be quite generally

Jews, who were becoming very tumultuous, at the agreed. Thence came part of the colonists of Sa

temple . The attack resulted in the death of about maria after its capture. — W . H.

three thousand Jews. On his going to Rome the

Jews sent a deputation of the principal citizens
AR'CHI (Heb . , ar-hee'), a city or dis.

protesting against his cruelty, and asking to be trict in the neighborhood of Beth - el ( Josh. 16: 2).

permitted to live according to their own laws, Site difficult of identification.

under a Roman governor. Some have thought | ARCHIP'PUS (Gr. 'APXITTOS, ar '-khip-pos

2001
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ARCHITE ARCHITECTURE

amaster of the horse), a Christian minister at structed on a colossal scale. These prove their

Colosse, to whom Paul sends a salutation, calling builders to have been far advanced in architec

him “ our fellow -soldier ” (Philem . 2 ) , and whom he tural art, and profoundly versed in the science of

exhorts to increased activity ( Col. 4:17), B. C. 63. mechanics, and indicate a long period of anterior

In the Epistle to Philemon he is addressed jointly development. “ Egyptian architecture, in many

with Philemon and Apphia, from which it has points, such as the majestic disposition of the

been inferred that he was a member of Philemon's masses, the sublime massiveness and durability of

family. Tradition states that he was one of Jesus's its walls, the long vistas through successive courts

seventy disciples, and suffered martrydom at and lines of columns and sphinxes, the predom

Chonæ , near Laodicea. inance of the interior over the exterior ornament,

AR'CHITE (Heb. , ar-kee '). The Ar- the universal use of color, the subordination of

chites, if we may judge from Josh. 16: 2 , were a
sculpture and painting to architectural effects, the

symbolism of its ornaments and the monumental

family whose possessions were upon the southern character of its edifices, was the most perfect the

boundary of the tribe of Ephraim , between Beth - el world has ever The Egyptian public

and Ataroth . The term is applied to Hushal edifices consisted of temples, palaces, tombs, and

(q . v. ) , who adhered to David during Absalom's re- aqueducts. In Egyptian architecture the columns

bellion (2 Sam . 15:32 ; 16:16 ; 17:5, 14 ; 1 Chron. are of three kinds,emblematic of the papyrus, the

27:33) . lotus, and the palm . The earliest temples and

"
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An Egyptian Temple.

ARCHITECTURE. Although we know but tombs were doubtless of wood, or excavated from

little of the early achievements and progress of the solid rock, and gave a typical character to the

the science of architecture, sufficient remains to later temples, built mostly above ground and of

prove their antiquity. To the race of Shem is at- cut stone. See TEMPLE; PYRAMID.

tributed (Gen. 10:11 , 12, 22) the building of the 2. Babylonian, etc. One of the most ancient

cities of Nineveh, Rehoboth, Calah, and Resen. nations known to us as having made any consid

In Gen. 11 : 3–9 we learn of the earliest recorded erable progress in the arts of design is the Baby

building and of the materials employed in its con- lonian . They have left celebrated monuments,

struction. Inasmuch as the Hebrewswere brought such as the Temple of Belus , the Kasr, the hang

into contact with many of the surrounding na- ing gardens, and the wonderful canals of Nahar

tions, and their own architecture was, doubtless, Malca ,and Pallacopas . The dimensions of their

more or less influenced thereby, it will be prof- ruins afford some idea of the colossal size of the
itable to speak briefly of their architecture also. original structures . We have no entire architec

1. Egyptian. Concerning the rise of Egyp- tural monument of Nineveh, but enough has come

tian art we know nothing, but we are brought to light to prove the advanced condition of the

face to face with the Pyramids of Gizeh , the Assyrians. They are found to have understood

Sphinx, obelisks, and temples, many of them con- and applied the arch ; to have made tunnels, aque
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ARCHITECTURE

ducts, and drains ; and to have been acquainted tion to many ruined temples in Sicily, mention
with the lever and screw. should be made of the Temple of Poseidon at

3. Greek . The earliest efforts of the Greeks in Pæstum , in southern Italy , one ofthebest preserved

architecture were the cyclopean walls surrounding and most beautiful relics of antiquity. The Doric

the castles of the kings in the Heroic Age at order is represented by the Temple of Theseus

Tiryns, Argos, Mycenæ , and elsewhere. These are and the Parthenon, while the Erectheum is the

of enormous thickness, some being constructed most brilliant creation of the Ionic order in At

of colossal blocks, the interstices filled with tica . The progress of the drama led to improve

smaller stones ; others are built more or less care- ment in the building of theaters (q . v .). The fol.

fully hewn, and fitting each other. Among the lowing are Greek orders of architecture :

most striking relics of these primitive times are (1) Doric. The Doric column consists of (a) the

the so -called Thesauroi (treasuries), the usual shaft, which increases in diameter almost in

form of which was a circular chamber vaulted visibly up to about one quarter of its height, and

over by horizontal courses approaching from all diminishes slightly after that point. It has no
sides until they meet. An open -air building pre- base, but rests immediately on the stylobate. It

served from that age is the supposed Temple of is surrounded by semicircular flutings meeting

Hera on Mount Ocha, in Eubea, a rectangle built each other at a sharp angle. (V ) The capital, con

of regular square blocks, with walls over a yard sisting of three parts, the hypotrachelion, or neck

in thickness, two small windows, and a door with of the column, a continuation of the shaft, but

leaning posts and a huge lintel in the southern separated by an indentation from the other drums ;
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An Assyrian Palace.

side wall . The sloping roof is of hewn flagstones | the echinus, a circular molding, or cushion, which

resting on the wall and overlapping each other. widens greatly toward the top ; the abax, or

Columns were introduced at an early period ,being abacus, a square slab supporting the architrave,

mentioned by Homer. Architecture developed or epistylion. The architrave is the quadrangular

her favorite forms in the construction of temples, stone reaching from pillar to pillar. Above this

and so all other public buildings borrowed their is the frieze (zophoros), surmounted by the cornice.

artistic character from them . The structure and (2) Ionic. This column is loftier than the Doric ;

furniture of private houses (see House ) were, the enlargement of the lower part is less than the

during the best days of Greece, kept down to the Doric ; the distance between the columns is greater,

simplest forms. The first architects known by and the flutings deeper, and separated by flat

name are Rhæcus and Theodorus of Samos, who surfaces. The Tonic column has a ase, consist

built the great Temple of Hera in that island ; ing of a square slab, and several cushion -like sup

while Chersiphron of Cnosus, in Crete, with his ports separated by grooves. The capital again is

son Metagenes, began the Temple of Artemis more artistically developed, while the architrave

(Diana ) at Ephesus,one of the seven wonders of is divided into three bands, projecting one above

the world , which was not finished till one hundred the other, and upon it rises, in an uninterrupted

and swenty years after. surface, the frieze, adorned with reliefs along its

A vast temple to Zeus was begun at Athens whole length, and, finally , the cornice is composed

in the 6th century. Here and there in the west of different parts .

ern colonies the Doric style still predominated . (3) Corinthian. The base and shaft are identi.

Among the chief remains of this period, in addi- calwith the Ionic, but the capital makes the form
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of an open calix formed of acanthus leaves, from most cases these were not built by themselves

between which grow stalks with small leaves, (Deut. 6:10 ; Num . 13:19) .

rounded into the form of volutes. On this rests a (1) Hebrew architecture, in the proper sense of

small abacus widening toward the top, and on this the word , did not exist until the timeof the kings .

the entablature, borrowed from the Ionic order. Immediately after the conquest of Zion David

The style known as the Tuscan is å degenerate began to rebuild and fortify the city, and erected

form of the Doric. The column has a smooth a palace for himself. But the peaceful reign and

shaft , tapering up to three quarters of its lower vast wealth of his son , Solomon, gave a great im

dimensions . Its base consists of two parts, a cir- pulse to architecture. He enlarged and strength

cular plinth and a cushion of equal height. ened the city wall and the castle of Millo ( 1 Kings

4. Etruscan and Roman . The Etruscans 3: 1 ; 9:15 , 24 ; 11:27 ), built fortresses and cities

anited wonderful activity and inventiveness with in various places, among which Baalath and Tad .

a passion for covering their buildings with rich mor are in all probability represented by Baalbec

ornamental carvings. None of their temples re- and Palmyra (1 Kings 9 : 17–20) , and a costly

main, for they built the upper parts of wood ; but aqueduct by which drinking water was brought

we have evidences of their activity in walls and from the region of Etam to Jerusalem . The tem

tombs. Some very old gateways, as at Volterra ple and the palace were his two most magnificent

and Perugia, exhibit the true arch of wedge buildings. Other kings of Israel and Judah are

shaped stones. The most imposing monument of recorded as builders : Asa (1 Kings 15:23),Baasha

ancient Italian arch -building is to be seen in the ( 15:17), Omri (16:24 ), Ahab ( 16:32 ; 22:39), Hez

sewers of Rome, laid in the 6th century B. C. ekiah (2 Kings 12:11, 12 ; 22 :6 ), and Jehoiakim ,

The Roman architects kept alive the Etruscan whose winter palace is mentioned (Jer. 22:14 ;

method of building the arch ,which they developed 36:22 ; see also Amos 3:15). On the return from

and completed by the inventions of the cross arch captivity the chief care of the rulers was to re

and the dome. With the arch they combined , as build the temple and the walls of Jerusalem in a

a decorative element, the columns of the Greek substantial manner, with stone, and with timber

order. They also introduced building with brick from Lebanon ( Ezra 3 : 8 ; 5 :8 ; Neh. 2 : 8 ; ch. 3).

(see POTTERY ). A vigorous advance was made But the reigns of Herod and his successors were

from the opening of the 3d century B. C., when especially remarkable for their great architectural

the Romans began making great military roads works. Not only was the temple restored, but the

and aqueducts. fortifications and other public buildings of Jeru

In the last decades of the republic simplicity salem were enlarged and embellished (Luke 21 :5) .

gradually disappeared, and a princely pomp was The town of Cæsarea was built on the site of

displayed in public and private buildings ; wit. Strato's Tower; Samaria was enlarged and received

ness the first stone theater erected by Pompey as thename of Sebaste. The connection of Solomon

early as 55 B. C. All that had gone before was with Egypt and with Tyre, and the influence of

eclipsed by the works undertaken by Cæsar, the the captivity, must necessarily have affected the

theater, the amphitheater, circus, Basilica Iulia, style of the palatial edifices of that monarch , and

and the Forum Cæsaris. These were finished by of the first and second temples . The enormous

Augustus, under whom Roman architecture seems stones employed in the Assyrian, Persepolitan,

to have reached its culminating point. The great and Egyptian buildings find a parallel in the sub

est monument of that age, and one of the loftiest structions of Baalbec, and in the huge blocks

creations of Roman art in general,is the Pantheon, which still remain at Jerusalem, relics of the

built by Agrippa. Of the luxurious grandeur of buildings either of Solomon or of Herod. But

private buildings we have ocular proof in the few monuments are known to exist in Palestine

dwelling houses of Pompeii, a paltry country town by which we can form an accurate idea of its

in comparison with Rome. The progress made buildings, and even of those which do remain no

under the Flavian emperors is evidenced by trustworthy examination has yet been made. It

Vespasian's amphitheater (the Coliseum ), the is probable, however, that the reservoirs known

mightiest ruin in the world ; the baths of Titus, under the names of the Pools of Solomon and

and his triuinphal arch. But all previous build- Hezekiah contain some portions at least of the

ings were surpassed in size and splendor when original fabrics (Smith, Bib. Dict. s . v.).
Trajan's architect, Apollodorus of Damascus, (2) Various Periods. " There are in Palestine

raised the ForumTraianum , with its hugeBasilica eight great periods of building, beginning with the

Ulpia, and the still surviving Column of Trajan. rude stone or prehistoric age, including Hebrew ,

5. Hebrew . The Israelites were shepherds, Greek, Roman, Byzantine, Arab , Crusading, and

and, by habit, dwellers in tents, and had , there. Saracenic. The rude stone monuments ( q. v . )

fore, originally no architecture. Even Hebron , a are probably the earliest remains in the

city of higher antiquity than the Egyptian Zoan , country. Hebrew remains are chiefly represented

was called originally from its founder, perhaps a by rock-cut tombs, rock scarps, tunnels, and pools

Canaanite of the race of Anak, Kirjath -arba , the (as at Siloam), the great tells or mounds beside

city of Arba (Num . 13:22 ; Josh. 14:15 ). It was springs and streams, and a very few inscriptions.

probably in connection with Egypt that the Israel . The wall on Ophel, found by Sir C. Warren , is

ites first became builders of cities, being com- probably as old as Nehemiah , and in the extreme

pelled to labor at the buildings by the Egyptian North we have Phænician sculptures, tombs, and

kings. From the time of their entrance into sarcophagi of equal antiquity. The Greek age

Canaan they became dwellers in towns and houses presents several examples of native art under

of stone (Lev, 14:34, 46 ; 1 Kings 7:10) ; but in Greek influence , such as the palace of Hyrcanus
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and some of the Jerusalem tombs. To the earliest by repeating the square, chosen as unit, three

Roman period belong the walls of the Jerusalem times to the W., and one time respectively to the

and Hebron harems, with the temple at Siah, the N., E.,and S. Other features were , apses for the

colonnade at Samaria , the earliest remains at side altars ; the raised choir, to allow for the

Masada and Cæsarea . Advancing to the 20 crypt; a belfry , first one, and as an independent

century of our era , we find Syria to havebeen sud - building, then two, and connected with the west

denly covered with Roman cities, Roman roads, ern termination of the building ; small arched gal .

Roman temples and inscriptions ; and this period, leries running round parts or the whole of the

to which the synagogues also belong, is one of the church within and without; the exterior was

greatest building ages in Palestine. The Roman covered with numerous well-disposed arches, pi.

work gradually gives place to the Christian archi- lasters, and other ornaments, and the richly deco

tecture of the Byzantines. . . . At Bethlehem we rated doorways and windows drew the eye to the

have one of the oldest churches in the world , the central part of the facade. The result was that

4th -century pillars still standing in place. The the whole external had a dignity not to be found

church was five hundred years old when England in any other style of church architecture. Among

became a kingdom . The early Arabs have the finest examples of this style are the cathedrals

left us very few buildings beyond the Dome of of Pisa, Vercelli, Parma, Modena, and Lucca (in

the Rock at Jerusalem , the great Damascus Italy), of Worms, Bonn, Mayence, and St. Gereon

mosque. They employed Persian and Greek and St. Apostoli in Cologne. To this style belong

architects, and brought no original style of their the peculiar churches and round towers of Ireland ,

own from the deserts of Arabin . The Crusaders, and the round tower of Newport, R. I.

who followed, were great builders, civil and (4) Gothic. This style retains the ground plan

ecclesiastical; the country is full of their castles and general arrangement of the Romanesque, but

and of their churches ” (Conder, Palestine, p. 226 , substituted the pointed for the round arch. The

sq .). See HousE, TEMPLE; also SUPPLEMENT. pointed arch was probably brought to Europe by

6. Christian. The early Christians held their the Crusaders from Asia, where it was used by

services in synagogues, private houses, the fields, the Saracens. The use of the pointed arch re

the catacombs- indeed ,wherever opportunity af- quires, for harmony, a corresponding upward

forded . As early as in the 3d century buildings tendency in all parts of the structure, and by ob

erected by them existed , but they were neither literating the idea of a mechanical contrivance

substantial nor costly. Christian architecture did produces the impression of organic growth. This

not become an art until the time of Constantine, style arose in the 12th century, reaching its cul

when it appeared in two entirely different forms, mination in the 13th century, which is known as

the Basilican and the Byzantine. the “ golden period of Gothic architecture .” The

(1 ) Basilican. When Christianity became the earliest fully developed example of this style is

religion of the state the ancient basilicas, or halls the cathedral of St. Denis, consecrated in 1144.

of justice, were turned into churches, and this In northern France it is seen in highest perſection

style became prevalent throughout the Western in the cathedrals of Notre Dame (Paris, 1163–

countries, and lasted until the 11th century. The 1312), Chatres (1193–1260), Rheims(begun 1212)
lower floor was used by the men , and the galleries and Amiens (1220–1288). In Englandexamples

reserved for the women. Specimens of this style are seen at Canterbury (1174 ), Westminster Abbey,

of architecture still existing and in good repair London ( 1245–69), Salisbury ( 1220–58 ), and Exeter

are S. Paolo fuori le mura , S. Clemente in Rome, ( 1327–69 ).

S. Apollinare in Classe in Ravenna, etc. (5) Renaissance. The Gothic style had never

(2) Byzantine. The principal feature of this taken such deep root in Italy as in the other

style is the dome, which was frequently used in countries of Europe. The revival of classic
Roman tombs. In Persia the problem was first studies resulted in architecture in a return to

solved of placing the cupola on a square sub. classical forms. It began with eclecticism , the
structure, by forming an octagon in the interior of adoption of the round arch, the cupola , the columu

the square by means of a huge pillar in each in its classical proportions and signification. It

angle. The Latin cross was abandoned for the ended, however, in servile copying of ancient
Greek cross , whose branches are of equal length. temples. The chief monument of this style is St.

The objection to images obliged the architects to Peter's at Rome.

seek some other means than sculpture of enriching Respecting modern architecture it can be said

the churches, hence the profusion of mosaic work. that it is marked by no style such asis followed by
The masterpieces of this style are St. Mark's at all builders of the period . “ Sometimes there is a
Venice, St. Vitale at Ravenna, and St. Sophia at mixing together of several styles, sometimes a re

Constantinople. Still later the Greek cross was nunciation of style altogether.”
combined with the square, and the number of ARCTUʻRUS (Heb. wy, awsh , or was, al'.

cupolas was increased tonine - one at theendof yis)), the Latin form of the Gr. ápkrovpos, and
each arm, one over the crossing, and one in each

generally believed to represent the constellation
corner of the square.

Ursa Major, the Great Bear (Job 9 : 9 ; 38:32).
(3) Romanesque. This results from a union of

the two previous styles, the basilica and the dome. ARD (Heb. 77 , ard, perbaps fugitive), named

The ground plan and the interior and exterior of in Gen. 46:21 as a son of Benjamin , and in Num .

the old basilica were materially changed. A very 26:40 as a son of Bela, and grandson of Benja

important feature was the transept, with fixed min . Both these passages probably refer to the

proportions , the cross being invariably produced sanie person , the former mentioning him as a
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descendant, the latter giving the exact relation- punish Aretas, but while on the march news was

ship. In 1 Chron . 8:3he is called Addar. His received of the death of Tiberius, and the Roman

descendants were called Ardites. army was withdrawn. It is probable that Caligula

ARD'ITE ( Heb. "77X, ar-dee '), a descendant gave Damascus to Aretus asa free gift (A. D. 38),

ofArd , or Addar, the grandson of Benjamin (Num . and he ismentionedas beingking of that city by
the apostle Paul (2 Cor. 11:32).

26:40 ).

ARDON (Heb. 1177, ar -dohn', fugitive ), the
AR'GOB (Heb. 178, ar-gobe', stone heap).

last named of the three sons of Caleb, butwhether Pekahiah , or,with Arieh, a prince of Pekahiah,
1. An accomplice of Pekah in the murder of

by Azubah or Jerioth is uncertain (1 Chron. 2:18). whose influence Pekah feared, and whom he there

AREʻLI ( Heb. 58, ar-ay-lee', heroic), the fore slew with the king (2Kings 15:25), B. C. 769.

last named of the seven sons of Gad, and founder
2. An elevated district or table-land, in Bashan,

of the family of Arelites (Gen. 46:16 ; Num . an island in form , some twenty by thirty miles in

26:17).
extent ; elsewhere (Luke 3: 1 ) called Trachonitis.

It was allotted to the half tribe of Manasseh. The

ARE LITES (Heb. same as Areli, Num . 26: statement ( Deut. 3 :4) of there being sixty cities in

17), the descendantsof Areli, the last of the seven this region is confirmed by recent discoveries.

sons of Gad (Gen. 46:16). “ The sixty walled cities are still traceable in a

AREOP'AGITE (Gr. 'Apeonayimns, ar-eh -op- space of three hundred and eight square miles.

ug -ee - tace, Acts 17:34), a member of the court of The architecture is ponderous and massive : solid
AREOPAGUS ( q. v .). walls, four feet thick , and stones on one another

AREOP'AGUS , another name for Mars' without cement ; the roofs, enormous slabs of

(Ares) Hill, which is the rendering of the Greek basaltic rock like iron ; the doors and gatesare of

word of which Areopagus is the Latin form . It stone eighteen inches thick, secured by ponderous

was called Mars' Hill because Mars, the god of war, bars. The land bears still the appearance of hav.

was said to have been tried there for the murder ing been called 'the land of giants under the giant

of Halirrhothius, the son of Poseidon. It was an Og '" (Porter, Giant Cities of Bashan).

elevated and rocky place at Athens, W. of the ARID'AI (Heb. "????, ar -ee-dah ' -ee, perhaps

Acropolis.

The Court. An ancient criminal court, called slain by the Jews in Babylonia (Esth. 9:9), B. C.
strong), the ninth of the ten sons of Haman,

by the same name, sat here. " Solon's legislation about 509.

raised the Areopagus into one of the most powerful
ARID'ATHA (Heb. 897 ?? !, ar -re-daw -thaw ',

bodies by transferring to it the greater part of the

jurisdiction of the Ephetæ (a judicial court of strong), the sixth son of Haman, slain by the

high antiquity at Athens), as well as the super. Jews (Esth . 9 : 8), B. C. about 509.

vision of the entire administration, the conduct of ARI’EH (Heb . 27 , ar-yay ', the lion ), either

magistrates, the transactions of the popular assem
one of the accomplices of Pekah in his conspiracy

bly, religion, laws, morals, and discipline, and against Pekahiab, king of Israel , or one of the

giving itpower to call even private persons to ac- princes of Pekahiah, who was put to death with

count for offensive behavior. The Court of Are- him (2 Kings 15:25 ), B. C. 759.

opagus, as its full name ran, consisted of life mem.

bers(Areopagites),who supplernented their number
A'RIEL (Heb. , ar -ee -ale , lion of God),

by the addition of such archonsashad discharged one of the “ chief men ” sent by Ezra to Iddo at

their duties without reproach. Not only their age, Casiphia to bring ministers for the house of God

but their sacred character, tended to increase the to go with the people to Jerusalem (Ezra 8:16),

influence of the Areopagites. They were regarded B. C. about 457.

as in a measure ministers of the Furies, who under In commenting upon Isa . 29 : 1 , sq . , Delitzsch un

the name of Semne (venerable) had their cave derstands Ariel to mean the “ hearth of God," as a

immediately under the Areopagus, and whose wor- figurative name given to Jerusalem .

ship came under their care . Its political this from the fact of Ezekiel's giving (43: 15,16 )

powers seem never to have been clearly defined . this name to the altar of burnt offering in the new

It often acted in the name of, and with full temple, and that Isaiah could not say anything
powers from , the people, which also accepted its more characteristic of Jerusalem than that Je.

decisions on all possible subjects. Under the hovah had a fir and a hearth there (Isa. 31 : 9,

Roman rule it was still regarded as the supreme " furnace " ). “ By the fact that David fixed his

authority. Then, as formerly, it exercised a most headquarters in Šerusalem , and then brought the

minute vigilance over foreigners” (Seyffert, Class. sacred ark thither, Jerusalem became a hearth of

Dict., 8. v.). God .”

ARETAS (Gr. 'Apétas, ar -et -as, a namecom- ARIMATHÆ'A (Gr. 'Apipaðaía, ar-ee-math

mon to many of the kings of Arabia Petræa), an ah'ee-ah, a height), the birthplace and sepulcher

Arabian king, the father-in -law of Herod Antipas. of Joseph in Judea. Here the body of Jesus was
Herod afterward married the wife of his brother buried (Matt. 27:57 ; Mark 15:43 ; Luke 23:51 ;

Philip, and in consequence of this the daughter of John 19:38 ). It is thought to be the same as

Aretas returned to her father. Enraged at the Ramah, the birthplace of Samuel ( 1 Sam. 1: 1, 19),

conduct of Herod, Aretas instituted hostilities which by Keil and Delitzsch ( Com ., in loc . ) is iden

against him, and destroyed his army. Complaint tified with Ramah in Benjamin , about two hours

being made to the emperor, he sent Vitellius to N. W. of Jerusalem .

1
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A'RIOCH (Heb. 173, ar-yoke'). nicians for shipbuilding. A covering of pitch

1. A king of Ellasar who accompanied Chedor. (bitumen) was laid on inside and outside, to make

laomer, king of Elam , on his incursion into Pales- it watertight and, perhaps, as a protection against

tine about 2250 B. C. (Gen. 14). The name and marine animals. The ark consisted of a number

the person are almost certainly the same as the of “ nests,” or small compartments, arranged in

Eri-Aku (servantof the god Aku) son of Kudur- three tiers , one above another— “ with lower, sec

Mabug, king of Larsa, a few of whose brief in- ond, and third ( stories) shalt thou make it.”

scriptions have come down to us. In origin Eri
The ark was three hundred cubits long, fifty

Aku was not a Babylonian, but after his ancestors broad, and thirty high ; and appears to have been

had conquered some of the Babylonian cities be built in the form of a chest, with flat bottom and

and his successors became fully identified with fat (or slightly sloping) roof, being intended not

their adopted home. He was conquered by Ham- for sailing ,but merely to float upon the water.

murabi, king of Babylon (2287-2233 B. C. ?),and Light and air were furnished through a window,
his territory annexed to the empire, of which that the construction of which we have not data suf

city bad become the capital. He joined the raid ficient to form an intelligent idea of. It is un

of Chedorlaomer into Palestine, and is heard of certain whether the words, “in a cubit shalt

no more after the defeat by Abraham . The city thou finish it above,” refers to the window or the

of Ellasar mentioned in Genesis as his is probably ark. If to the window, then it would seem to
Larsa , the ruins of which have been found at the imply that it was a cubit wide and ran the whole

modern Senkereh (see ELLASAR ). The name, date, length of the ark. If to the ark, the passage can
and place all agree perfectly with the conditions only signify that the window was placed within a

set forthin the Babylonian inscriptions mentioned cubit of the roof. The most probable conclusion

above. See CHEDORLAOMER, AMRAPHEL, and Tidal. is that the window was on the side. Some place

LITERATURE. — Sayce, Patriarchal Palestine, Lon. the window on the roof, covering it with trans

don, 1895 ; Schrader, Cuneiform Inscriptions and parent (or translucent) material. The ark had a

the Old Testament, translated by Whitehouse, door in the side.

2 vols . ; Hommel, The Buttle in the Vale of Siddim
In addition to Noah and his family, eight per

(with translations of the inscriptions of Eri-Aku ); sons in alí (Gen. 7 : 7 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 5 ), one pair of all

Sunday - School Times, March 5, 1892 . unclean ” animals, seven pairs of all that were

2. The captain of the guard of Nebuchadnez- “ clean,” and seven pairs of birds, with a con

zar ( Dan. 2:14, ff . ), not otherwise known to us. tingent of “ creeping things,” were to be sheltered

-R. W. R.
in the ark . As to the possibility of housing the

ARIS'AI (Heb. 1977 , ar -ce- sah ' -ee, arrow of animals,we must consider the extent of the flood,
See Flood.

Aria ), the eighth of the ten sons of Haman, slain

by the Jews in Babylonia (Esth. 9 :9), B. C. about above). In Exod. 2:3 it is recorded that when the
2. The Ark of Bulrushes (Heb . same as

509.

mother of Moses could no longer bide him , she

ARISTAR CHUS (Gr. ’Aplotapxos, ar -is'- placed him among the reeds of the Nile in an ark

tar -khos , the best ruler), a native of Thessalonica , |(boat) of bulrushes, daubed with slime and pitch .

and a faithful adherent of the apostle Paul in his This ark was made from the papyrus reed, which

labors. He became the companion of Paul in his grows in the marshy places of Egypt. Pliny says

third missionary tour, accompanying him to that “ from the plant itself they weave boats ;

Ephesus, where he was seized and nearly killed and boats of this material were noted for their

in the tumult raised by the silversmiths under swiftness." They are alluded to in Isa . 18 : 2 .

Demetrius (Acts 19:29 ), B. C. 59. He left that
3. Ark of the Covenant (Heb. 117$, or iş,

city accompanying Paul to Greece, thence to Asia

(Acts 20:4), and subsequently to Rome (Acts aw-rone', the common name for a chest or coffer).

27 : 2), whither he was sent as a prisoner, or be
( 1) Names. It was called the " ark of the

came such while there (Philem . 24), for Paul calls covenant” (Num . 10:33 ; Deut. 31:26 ; Heb. 9 :4,

him his “ fellow -prisoner " ( Col. 4:10 ). Tradition etc.), because in it were deposited the two tables

makes him to have suffered martyrdom in the time of stone, upon which were written the ten com

of Nero. mandments, the terms of God's covenant with

ARISTOBUʼLUS (Gr. 'Apiotóſovans, ar -is- Israel; “ the ark of the testimony” (Exod. 25:15 ,
tob'-oo-los, best counselor), a person to whose house. 22), the commandments being God's testimony

hold at Rome Paul sends salutation (Rom . 16:10), respecting his own holiness and the people's sin ;

A. D. 60. Tradition represents him as a brother throne of the divine presence. For full descrip
" the ark of God ” ( 1 Sam . 3 : 3 ; 4:11 ), as the

of Barnabas, ordained a bishop by Barnabas or
Paul, and as laboring and dying in Britain. tion, see TabernaCLE.

Ramsay ( St. Paul the Traveller, p. 353) identifies (2) History. The history of the ark is in ac .

Aristobulus as a son of Herod the Great .
cordance with its intensely moral character. As

ARK, the name given to three vessels men
the symbol of the Lord's presence, it was borne

tioned in the Bible.
by the priests in advance of the host (Num . 10:33 ;

Deut. 1:33 ; see also Psa . 132 : 8) . At its presence

1. Noah's Ark (Heb. ram, tay-baw', a chest), the watersof Jordan separated, and only when it

the vessel in which Noah and his family were was carried to the farther shore did the waters

saved during the Deluge. It was made of gopher resume their wonted course ( Josh, 3 : 11-17 ; 4 :7 ,

(i. e. , cypress) wood, which on account of its light- 11 , 18). The ark wascarried about Jericho at

ness and durability was employed by the Phæ. the time of its downfall ( Josh. 6 :4–12). Very

>
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naturally, the neighboring nations, ignorant of the reference is to the discomfiture of the people

spiritual worship, looked upon the ark as the god of God, as represented by Josiah and his army,

of Israel ( 1 Sam . 4 : 6, 7), a delusion which may by the profane worldly power. To the apocalyp

have been strengthened by the figures of the tist this was a fit type of a similar but much

cherubim upon it . grander event in the far distant future, in which

The ark remained at Shiloh until the time of the ungodly world should rise up with such con

Eli , when it was carried along with the army, incentrated force as to gain the ascendency over a

the hope that it would secure victory for the Is. degenerate though still professing Church .

raelites against the Philistines . The latter were ARME’NIA (Heb. 0278, ar-aw -rat', 2 Kings

not only victorious, but also captured the ark 19:37 ; Isa. 37:38), in western Asia. It extends

(1 Sam . 4:3-11); but they were glad to returnit from the Black Sea to the Caspian Sea, and from

after seven months (5:7). It was taken to Kir- the Caucasus to theTaurus. Here the Old Tes.

jath- jearim (7:2),where it remained until the time tament locates Paradise (Gen.2:12). In Scripture

of David. Its removal toJerusalemwas delayed the countryis mentioned under several names,

three months by the death of Uzzah while care which, however, seem to apply to various parts of

lessly handling it. Meanwhile it rested in the it. Probably Ararat (Gen. 8:4 ; 2 Kings 19:37;

honse of Obed-edom, from which it was taken, Isa. 37:38 ; Jer.61:27) indicates the eastern part.

with greatest rejoicing, to Mount Zion (2 Sam. Three provinces of Armenia are mentioned in Jer.

6: 1-19).
51 :27 - Ararat, Minni , and Ashchenaz.

When the temple was completed the ark was

deposited in the sanctuary ( 1 Kings 8 : 6-9). In
ARMHOLE. See GLOSSARY OBSOLETE and

2 Chron. 35 : 3 the Levites were directed to restore ARCHAIC WORDS.

it to the holy place. It may have been moved
ARMLET. This word is not used in the A. V.,

to make room for the “ carved image that being rendered in 2 Sam . 1:10 by “ the bracelet

Manasseh placed “ in the house of God ” (2 Chron. on his arm ." See BRACELET.

33: 7) ; or possibly on account of the purification ARMO NI(Heb. 117 , ar -mo-nee ', of a for.

and repairs of the temple by Josiah. When the tress), the first named of the two sons of Saul, by

temple was destroyed by the Babylonians the Rizpah, who was given up by David to be hanged

ark was probably removed or destroyed (2 Esdr. by the Gibeonites. He was slain with six of his

10:21 , 22 ). brethren in the beginning of the barley harvest

ARK'ITE (77 , ar-kee ', a tush , Gen. 10:17 ; (2 Sam . 21 : 8, sq . ), B. C. about 966 .

1 Chron . 1:15), the name of a race descended from ARMOR, ARMS. The weapons of the na

Canaan (Gen. 10:17), “ and, from the context, tions mentioned in the Bible were essentirlly the

evidently located in the N. of Phænicia .” It is same, with modifications according to age and

generally connected with the "Apki Tij év to country. In giving a description of the several

Außávo of Josephus (Ant., i, 6, $2), and the weapons, we adopt the ordinary division of Offen

classical Arca, called, as the birthplace of Alex. sive Weapons (Arms) and Defensive Weapons

ander Severus, Cæsarea Libani. The modern (Armor).
'Arka “ lies on the coast, two to two and a half In order to aid the reader we present (see p. 84)

hours from the shore, abont twelve miles N. of the figure of a Greek heavy-armed warrior, show .

Tripoli and five S. of the Wahr el Khebir (Eleu - ing most of the weapons of offense and defense
therus). Arca was well known to the Crusaders.

-W. H.

ARM (Hebrew usually 27, zer -o '- ak ), the com

mon instrument of strength and agency, is often

used in Scripture as the emblem of power. The

“arm of God is only another expression for his

might ( Psa. 89:13 ; Isa . 53 : 1 ) . Hence a stretched .

outarm , making bare his arm, ascribed to God ,

signifies his power and promptness to protect or

punish (Exod. 6 : 6 ; Deut. 4:34 ; Isa. 52:10), a figure

taken from the attitude of ancient warriors. To

break the arm means to destroy one's power (1 Sam .

2:31 ; Job 22:9, etc. ).

ARMAGEDDON (Gr. 'Apuayedsév, ar-mag

ed -dohn ', from Heb. 1777 17, hill or city of Battle -axes and Spears.

Megiddo, Rev. 16:16 ). Megiddo occupied a very This will not, however, include all the weapons

marked position on thesouthernrimof the plain used by the people underconsideration .

of Esdraelon, the great battlefield of Palestine.

It was famous for two great victories : of Barak
1. Offensive Weapons. ( 1) Battle-ax and

over the Canaanites (Judg. 4:15 ), and of Gideon Mace. The most primitive of weapons were the

over the Midianites (Judg. 7); and for twogreat club and the throwing bat. The club at first con
disasters : the deaths of Saul (1Sam. 31:8 )and sisted ofa heavy piece of wood, of various shapes,

of Josiah (2 Kings 23:29, 30 ; 2Chron . 35:22). used in hand- to -hand fighting. The mace (Heb .

Armageddon becomes a poetical expression for 37,3, bar-zel) was of wood,bound with bronze,

terrible and final conflict ; and in the Apocalypse about two and one half feet long, with an angulur
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piece ofmetal projecting from thehandle, perhaps It was from seven to ten inches in length , taper.

intended as a guard. At the striking end it was ing gradually to a point, the blade, made of bronze,

sometimes furnished with a ball . Maces were being thicker in the middle than at the edges.

borne by the heavy infantry, and each charioteer Assyrian swords were often richly decorated, the

was furnished with one . The Egyptian battle-ar hilt arranged with lions' heads so arranged as to

was about two or two and one balf feet long, with form both handle and crossbar. The sword of the

a single blade secured by bronze pins, and the Greeksand Romans generally had a straight two

handle bound in that part to prevent splitting. edged blade, rather broad, and of nearly equal

The blade was shaped like the segment of a circle width from hilt to point. It was worn on the left
side.

The sword of the Hebrew resembled that of

other oriental nations, and appears to have been

short. That of Ehud was only a cubit (from eight

een to twenty-two inches) long. It was carried

in a sheath held by the girdle ( 1 Sam . 17:39 ; 2 Sam .

|20: 8) ; hence the expression “ to gird one's self

with a sword means to commence war ; and “to

loose the sword ,” to finish it (1 Kings 20:11 ).

Figurative. The sword itself is the symbol of

war and slaughter (Lev . 26:25 ; Isa. 34: 5, etc. ), of

divine judgment (Deut. 32:41 ; Psa. 17:13 ; Jer.

12:12 ; Rev. 1:16 ), and of power and authority

(Rom. 13:4). The word of God is called “ the

sword " of the Spirit (Eph. 6:17). The sword is

used in Scripture as illustrative of the word of

God (Eph. 6:17 ; Heb. 4:12) ; Christ ( Isa. 49: 2 ;

Rev. 1:16 ); the justice of God (Deut. 32:41 ;

Zech . 13 : 7 ) ; the protection of God (Deut. 33:29 ) ;

severe calamities (Ezek. 5 : 2, 17 ; 14:17 ; 21 : 9) ;

deep mental affliction (Luke 2:35) ; the wicked

(Psa. 17:13); their tongue (Psa. 67:4 ; 64: 3 ; Prov.

12:18 ); their persecuting spirit (Psa. 37:14) ; their

end (Prov . 5: 4) ; false witnesses (Prov. 25:18 );

judicial authority (Rom. 13 :4). Drawing of sword

is figurative of war and destruction (Lev. 26:33 ;

Ezek. 21: 3-5 ) ; sheathing it, of peace and friend .

ship (Jer. 47 : 6) ; living by it, of rapine (Gen. 27:

40) ; not departing, of perpetual calamity (2 Sam .

12:10).

(3 ) The Spear, Javelin, Dart. The spear is a
Heavy -armed Greek Soldier.

weaponcommon to all nations of antiquity. That

and made of bronze or steel . The poleaz was
of the Egyptians was of wood, from five to six

about three feet in length, with a large metal ball, feet long, with the head of bronze or iron, usu
to which the blade was fixed . Allusions to these ally with a double edge like that of the Greeks.

weapons are supposed to occur in Psa. 2:9 ; 35:3; The javelin was similar to the spear, but lighter

Prov. 25:18 . The throwstick is the same weapon and shorter, the upper extremity of the shaft ter .

seen figured on Egyptian and Assyrian monu- minating with a bronze knob surmounted by a

ments , “ Axes ” (Ezek. 26:9), literally irons, is ball . It was sometimes used as a spear for thrust

used figuratively for weapons or instruments of ing, and sometimes it was darted, the knobof the

extremity keeping it from escaping the warrior's

( 2) Sword (Heb. So , kheh '- reb ). The Egyptian short, scarcely exceeding the height of a man .
hand. The spear of the Assyrian infantry was

sword was short and straight, from two and one that of the cavalry was longer. Several kinds of

spears are mentioned in Scripture, but how the

several terms used are to be understood is some.

what uncertain . (a) The 7m, khan-eeth', a

“ spear” of the largest kind, was the weapon of

Goliath ( 1 Sam . 17 : 7 , 45 ; 2 Sam. 21:19 ; 1 Chron .

20:5), and also of other giants (2 Sam . 23:21 ;
Egyptian Swords .

1 Chron . 11:23) and mighty warriors (2 Sam . 2:23 ;

half to three feet in length, usually double-edged 23:18 ; 1 Chron,11:11, 20). It was the habitual

and tapering to a point, and was used to cut and companion of King Saul, and it was this heavy

thrust. The king's sword was worn in his girdle, weapon,and not the lighter “ javelin,” that he cast
and was frequently surmounted by one or two at David (1 Sam . 18:10, 11 ; 19 : 9 , 10) and at

heads of a hawk,the symbolof the sun, a title Jonathan (20:33). (6).Apparently lighter than the

given to Egyptian kings. The sword thus worn preceding was the 1979, kee-dohn', or javelin .

was really a dagyer, a common Egyptian weapon . When not in action the kee-dohn' was carried on the
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back of the warrior ( 1 Sam. 17:6, A. V. “ target " ). 144 :6 ; Hab. 3:11 ). “ The arrow that flieth by

(c) Another kind of spear was 17727, ro'-makh. In day” (Psa. 91:5) denotes some sudden danger.

the historical books it occurs in Num . 25 : 7 and The arrow is also figurative of anything injurious,

1 Kings 18:28, and frequently in the later books, ( Psa. 64:3), a false witness(Prov. 25:18). A
as a deceitful tongue (Jer. 9 : 8), a bitter word

as in i Chron. 12:8 ( “ buckler "); 2 Chron . 11:12. good use of" arrow ” is in Psa. 127:4, 5, where chil

(d ) The Hibe, sheh '-lakh, was probably a lighter åren are compared to “ arrows in the hand of a

missile, or dart (see 2 Chron. 23:10 ; 32:5, mighty man ; ” . i. e . , instruments of power and

"darts ;” Neh. 4:17, 23, see marg .; Job 33:18 ; action. The word is also used to denote the

36:12 ; Joel 2: 8). (@) war, shay”-bet, a rod or efficiency of God's word ( Psa. 45 : 5). The battle

staff, is used once only to denote a weapon (2 Sam.bow is figurative for weapons of war and the mili

18:14 ).
tary power (Zech . 9:10 ;, 10:4) .

Figurative. The spear is used figuratively of

the bitterness of the wicked (Psa. 57 : 4) ; the in
(5) The Sling (Heb. 27., keh '-lah) may be justly

struments and effects of God's wrath (Hab. 3:11 ). reckoned as among the most ancient instruments

( 4) Bow and Arrow . The bow was the prin- of warfare (Job 41:28). This weapon was com

cipal weapon of offense among the Egyp

tians, Assyrians, and Hebrews. That of the

Egyptians was a round piece of wood, from

five to five and one half feet long, either

straight orbending in the middle when un

strung. The string was made of hide, cat

gut, or string. The Assyrian archer was

equipped in all respects like the Egyptian,

the bow being either long and slightly curved

or short and almost angular. Among the

Hebrews the bow (Heb. DOP, keh ' -sheth )

and arrow (YT, khayts) are met with very

early in their history, both for the chase

(Gen. 21:20 ; 27 : 3) and war (48:22). In later

times archers accompanied the armies of the

Philistines (1 Sam. 31 : 3 ; 1 Chron . 10:3) and

of the Syrians ( 1 Kings 22:34). Among the

Hebrews captains high in rank (2 Kings

9:24), and even kings' sons (1 Sam . 18:4 ),

carried the bow, andwere expert in its uso

(2 Sam . 1:22). The tribe of Benjamin seems

to have been especially addicted to archery

(1 Chron. 8:40 ; 12 : 2 ; 2 Chron. 14: 8 ; 17:17) ;

but there were also bowmen among Reuben,

Gad, Manasseh (1 Chron . 5:18 ), and Ephraim

( Psa. 78 : 9). Of the form the bow we can

gather almost nothing. It seems to have

been bent by the aid of the foot ( 1 Chron .

5:18 ; 8:40 ; 2 Chron . 14 : 8 ; Isa. 6:28 ; Psa.
Bows, Arrows, and Quiver.

7:12, etc.). Bows of steel, or rather brass,

are mentioned as if specially strong (2 Sam. 22:35 ; mon among the Egyptians, Assyrians, and Hebrews.

Job 20:24). It is possible that in 1 Chron. 12 : 2 a Later the Greek and Roman armies contained large

kind of bow for shooting bullets or stones is al numbers of slingers. The

luded to (Wisd. 5:22, " stone -bow ” ). The arrows weapon was very simple, being

were carried in quivers (Heb. m, lel-ee hung on made of a couple of strings of

the shoulder or at the left side . They were prob
sinew, leather, or rope, with a

leathern receptacle in the mid
ably of reed, and mostly tipped with iint points ; dle to receive the stone . After

others were of wood tipped with metal , about being swung once or twice

thirty inches long and winged with three rows of around the head it was dis .

feathers. They were sometimes poisoned ( Job
charged by letting go one of

6 :4), or tipped with combustible materials (“ fery the strings . Besides stones,

darts,” Tà TETUPouéva, pep -00-ro-men '-ah , those plummets of lead shaped like

set on fire, Eph. 6:16). an acorn were used , and could

Figurative . This word is frequently used as be thrown to the distance of

the symbol of calamity or disease sent by God six hundred feet. The stones

(Job 6 :4 ; 34 :6 ; Psa. 38 :2; Deut. 32:23 ); the were selected for their smooth.

metaphor deriving propriety and force from the Egyptian Slinger. ness ( 1 Sam . 17:40) , and were

popular belief that all diseases were immediate considered as munitions of

and special inflictions from heaven. Lightnings war. In action they were either carried in a

are described as the arrows of God (Psa. 18:14 ; 1 bag (1 Sam . 17:40 ) or lay in a heap at the feet
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of the slinger. Among the Hebrews the Ben- Its object was to make a breach in the wall of a

jamites were especially expert slingers (Judg. beleaguered town.

20:16 ; comp. 1 Chron. 12 : 2 ). 2. Defensive Weapons. ( 1) The Shield .

Figurative. The rejection of one by Jehovah | The ancient soldier's chief defense, his shield,
was various in form and mate

rial . The shield of the Egyptian

was about one half his height, and

generally about twice as high as

broad. It was probably formed

of a wooden frame covered with

rawhide, baving the hair outward,

with one or more rims of metal

and metal studs. Its form re

sembled a funeral tablet, circu

lar at the top and square at the

base. A rare form of Egyptian

shield was of extraordinary size

and pointed at the top. The

shields of the Assyrians in the

more ancient bas - reliefs are both

circular and oblong ; sometimes of

gold and silver, but more fre

quently of wicker work, covered

A Catapult. with hides. The shield in a siege

covered the soldier's whole per

is represented by the expression, “ The souls of son , and at the top had a curved point or a square

thine enemies, them shall he sling out, as out of projection like a roof, at right angles with the

the middle of a sling ” ( 1 Sam . 25:29 ); while in body of the shield . This was to defend the com

Zechariah ( 9:15 ) sling stones represent the ene- batants against missiles thrown from the walls .

mies of God, which are trampled under feet like Shield is the rendering in the A. V. of the fol..

sling stones.” lowing words, of which the first two are the most

(6) Engine, Battering -ram . (a) Khish -shaw- frequent and important: (a) The tsin -naw' (Heb.

bone' (Heb. jion, contrivance). The engines 793, protection ) was large eno to cover the

which went by this name (2 Chron . 26:15) were whole body (Psa . 5:12 ; 91 :4 ) . When not engaged

the balista , used for throwing stones, and the in conflict it was carried by the armor -bearer

catapulta, for arrows, an enormous stationary

bow. Both of these engines were of various

throwing power, stones being thrown of from

fifty to three hundred pounds weight. Darts

varied from small beams to large arrows, and

their range exceeded one quarter mile. All these

engines were constructed on the principle of the

A Battering - ram . Group of Ancient Arms.

( 3

string, the bow , or spring. (6) Nekh - ee' (Heb. ( 1 Sam . 17: 7 , 41 ) . The word is used with “ spear'

T ???, stroke, Ezek . 26 :9 ), the battering -ram , so ren
as a formula for weapons generally ( 1 Chron.

dered (Ezek. 4 : 2 ; 21:22 ; Heb. 19, kar,butting). 12:24; 2 Chron. 11:12). (6 ) The maw -gane' (Heb .

This instrument was well known both to theEgyp ??) was smaller , a buckler or target, probably

tians and the Assyrians. The ram was a simple for hand - to -hand fighting. The difference in size

machine, consisting of a metal head affixed to a between this and the above-mentioned shield is

beam , which might be long enough to need one evident from 1 Kings 10:16, 17 ; 2 Chron. 9:15 , 16,

or two hundred men to lift and impel it. When where twice as much gold is named as being used

it was still heavier it was hung in a movable for the latter as for the former. This shield is

tower and became a wonderful engine of war. I usually coupled with light weapons, as the bow
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(2 Chron. 14:8) and darts (32 : 8). ( c) The sheh ' -let was usually of linen cloth quilted , which served as

(Heb.be ). The form of this shield is not well an effectual protection to the head , withoutthein.
known. Although by someitis translated quiver," convenience of metal in a hot climate. The As.

and by others " weapons " generally, it is evident syrian helmet assumed different shapes in different

that shields is proper by comparing 2 Kings 11:10 | ages, but its earliest form was a cap of iron, ter

with 2 Chron. 23 : 9 ; 2 Sam. 8: 7 ; 1 Chron.

18:7, 8. The so-khay -raw ' (Heb.70,

" buckler ' ) is found only in Psa. 91:4,

and is used poetically. ( d) Finally,

we have the Gr. Oupeos, thoo -reh -os'

(Eph . 6:16), a large oblong and square

shield . The ordinary shield among

the Hebrews consisted of a wooden

frame covered with leather, and could

be easily burned (Ezek. 39 : 9). Some

shields were covered with brass, or

copper , and when shone upon by the

sun caused the redness mentioned in

Nah . 2:3. Shields were rubbed with

oil to render the leather smooth and

slippery, and to prevent its being in

jured by the wet (2 Sam . 1:21, 22 ; Isa.

21 :5), as well as to keep the metalfrom

rusting. Except in actual conflict, the

shieldwas kept covered (Isa. 22 : 6) . The

golden shields mentioned in connection

with the equipment of armies ( 1 Macc.

6:30) were most probably only gilt ;

on the contrary, those of the generals

of Hadadezer (2 Sam. 8 : 7) and those

Solomon made ( 1 Kings 10:16, sq. ; Shield, Sword , and Girdle .

14:26) are to be regarded as ornamen

tal pieces of massive gold , such as were later sent | minating in a point, and sometimes furnished with

to Rome as gifts (1 Macc. 14:24 ; 15:18). Brazen flaps, covered with metal scales, protecting the

shields also occur only in connection with leaders ears and neck and falling over the shoulders .

and royal guards ( 1 Sam. 17 :6 ; 1 Kings 14:27). We find several references to the ko ’ -bah (Heb .

HOME
LONDON

ע
ת

as being in use among the(עַבֹוקtwice,עַבֹוּכ

Hebrews. They seem to have been commonly of

brass (1 Sam. 17:38) .

Figurative. In Isa . 69:17 Jehovah is repre .

sented as arming himself for the defense of man ,

and among other articles he puts on is “ a helmet

of salvation , " seeming to teach that salvation is

the crowning act of God. The helmet as a part

of the Christian's armor represents salvation (Epli.

6:17), “ the hope " of salvation ( 1 Thess . 5 : 8, Gr.

Trepitoinois , per-ee-poy'-ay-sis, an obtaining).
(3 ) The Breastplate, or Cuirass. The earliest

material used to protect the body was probably

the skins of beasts, which were soon abandoned

OBO
for coats of mail . The cuirass of the Egyptians

consisted of about eleven horizontal rows of metal

plates , well secured by brass pins, with narrower

rows forming a protection for the throat and neck.

Each plate, or scale, was about an inch in width .

In length the cui ass may have been little less

than two and one half feet, covering the thigh

The Breastplate. nearly to the knee ; and in order to prevent its

pressing too heavily on the shoulder it was bound

Figurative. The shield is illustrative of God's with a girdle about the waist. Usually, however,

protection (Gen. 15 :1 ; Deut. 33:29; 2 Sam. 22:3 ; that part of the body below the girdle was pro

Psa . 3 : 3 ; 5:12 ; 28 :7; 33:20 ; 59:11; 84 : 9 , 11; tected by a kind of kilt, detached from the girdle.

115:9-11; 119 : 114; 144 :2) ; truth of God (Psa. Such was the covering of the heavy-armed troops.

91:4 ); salvation of God (2 Sam. 22:36 ; Psa. 18:35) ; With the light-armed infantry, and,indeed, among

pf faith (Eph. 6:16). the Asiatic nations in general, the quilted linen

(2 ) The Helmet. The helmet of the Egyptians cuirass was in much demand.
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The Assyrians used coats of scale armor and

embroidered tunics, both of felt and leather.

Among the Hebrews we have (a) the breastplate

(Heb. 1972, shir -yone', glittering), enumerated in

the description of the arms of Goliath, a coat of

mail,” literally, a “ breastplate of scales ” ( 1 Sam .

17 : 5), and further (v . 38), where shiryone alone

is rendered “ coat of mail.” It may be noticed

that this passage contains the most complete

inventory of the furniture of a warrior to be

found in the whole of the sacred history. Shiryone

also occurs in 1 Kings 22:34 and 2 Chron. 18:33 .

The last passage is very obscure ; the real mean .

ing is probably “ between the joints and the

breastplate ." ( ) The takh -ar -aw ' (Heb. NTS)
is mentioned but twice - in reference to the gown

of the high priest (Exod. 28:32 ; 39:23). Like the

English habergeon ,” it was probably a quilted

shirt or doublet put on over the head. Both of

these terms are rendered “ habergeon ” (Exod.

28:30 ; 39:23 ; Job 41:26 ; 2 Chron. 26:14 ; Neh.

4:16).

Figurative. Being an efficient means of pro

tection for the body, it is used metaphorically for

defense : “ the breastplate of righteousness ” (Eph. A Helmet.

6:14 ), and “ the breastplate of faith and love "

(1 Thess. 5 :8). not belong to the common armor of the He.

( 4) Greaves (Heb. Insa, mits-khaw ', literally, brews.

a facing), for covering the leg, made of brass and (5) Girdle (Heb. Siz , ay-zore), from which the

sword was suspended, is frequently'men.

tioned among the articles of military

dress (Isa . 5:27 ; Eph. 6:14 ). It was of

leather, studded with metal plates.

When the armor was light the girdle was

broad and girt about the hips ; other.

wise it supported the sword scarfwise

from the shoulder. See GIRDLE

ARMOR -BEARER (Heb.12 07

naw - saw ' kel-ee ), a person selected by

prominent officers to bear their armor,
to stand by them in danger, and to carry

their orders, somewhat as adjutants in

modern service ( Judg. 9:54 ; 1 Sam. 14 : 6 ;

16:21 ; 31 :4).

ARMORY, the place in which ar.

mor was deposited. In Neh . 3:19 men .

tion is made of “ the armory at the

turning of the wall ” in Jerusalem ; prob

ably the arsenal (“ house of armor " )

which Hezekiah showed with so much

pride to the Babylonian ambassadors (Isa.

39 : 2 , Heb. Pue, nel '-shek ). A poetical

allusion is made to armory in Cant. 4 :4

(Heb. 72an, tal-pee -yaw '). In Jer. 50:

25 God is said to have " opened his

armory ” (Heb. xix, o -tsawr ).

Greaves and Sandals. ARMY, represented in Scripture by

several Hebrew and Greek names .

widely known among the ancients, are mentioned 1. Jewish. Although Israel was not to be a

in the A. V. only in the case of Goliat ” ( 1 Sam . conquering people, yet it had to defend itself

17 : 6) , and the war boot (Heb. jixg, seh- own'), a against hostile attacks, at first in the wilderness

sort of half boot made of leather, studded with and afterward in the promised land. Hence Is

strong nails, only in Isa. 9 : 5 (literally, “ every rael marched out of Egypt (Exod. 12:41 ; 13:18),

We infer, therefore, that they did l as the host of Jehovah, armed. As such, tlieshoe " ).
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people were arranged according to their tribes and greatly strengthened by foot and horse ( 2 Chron.

divisions of tribes (Num. 1-4 ), and every man 14 : 8 ; 17:14 ; 25:5 , etc.). Sometimes foreign troops

above twenty years of age was enrolled for military were hired as auxiliaries (2 Chron. 25 : 6).

service (Num . 1 , sq.; 26:2) with the exception of “ With regard to the arrangement and maneu

the Levites (Num . 2:33). Up to what age military vering of the army in the field, little is known. A

duty lasted is not given. Josephus states (Ant., division into three bodies is frequently mentioned

üi, 12, 4 ) that it was to the fiftieth year. (Judg. 7:16 ; 9:43 ; 1 Sam. 11:11 ). Jehoshaphat

In time of war thenumber of fighting men divided his army into five bodies, but retained the

needed was collected from the different tribes threefold principle of division, the heavy-armed

under the direction of inspectors (Heb. O , troops of Judah being considered as the proper
sho-teh -reem ', Deut. 20: 5 ; 2 Kings 25:19), by whom army, and thetwo divisions of light-armed of the

also the officers were appointed (Deut. 20:9). The tribe of Benjamin as an appendage (2 Chron. 17:
14–18).” It is very difficult to ascertain the

principle on which these levies were made is not numerical strength of the Jewish army, the num

known to us. The law provided that anyone hav - bers given in the text being manifestly incorrect.

ing built a new house, not yet consecrated ; having the discipline and arrangement of the army was

planted a vineyard, and not having as yet enjoyed gradually assimilated to that of the Romans, and

its fruit ; or having betrothed but not yet married the titles of officers borrowed from it.

a wife, should not go to battle (Deut. 20:5–7). 2. Roman Army. The Roman army was di

The fainthearted were also dismissed , in order vided into legions, the number of soldiers in a

that they should not discourage their brethren legion varying at different times. These legions

(Deat. 20: 8). The army thus constituted was di- were commanded by six tribuni ( " chief captains,"

vided into companies of thousands, hundreds, and Acts 21:31), who commanded by turns. The tenth

fifties under their respective officers (Num . 31:14), part of a legion , containing three hundred men,

and still further into families (Num . 2:34 ; 2 Chron. was called a cohors, cohort (“ band,” Acts 10: 1) ;

25 : 5 ; 26:12) ; each father's house probably form the cohort was divided into three maniples, and

ing a detachment, led by the most valiant among the maniple into two centuries, originally contain

them . The provisioning of the army was laid on ing one hundred men, but later varying according

each tribe (Judg. 20:10 ;1 Sam . 17:17,sq . ). From to the strength of the legion. These centuries

the time of Moses to that of David the army of were under the command of centurions (Acts 10 : 1 ,

Israel consisted of footmen (1 Sam. 15 :4), and 22 ; Matt. 8 : 5 ; 27:54). There were in addition to

from the time Israel entered into Canaan until the legionary cohorts independent cohorts of vol.

the establishment of the kingdom little progress unteers . One of these was called the Italian

was made in military affairs.
(Acts 10: 1 ), as consisting of volunteersfrom Italy.

During the kingdom . Soon after the estab. There is a cohort named “ Augustus” (Acts 27: 1),

lishment of the kingdom a standing army was which Meyer ( Com ., in loc.) thinks to mean

set up, the nucleus of which was the band of imperial cohort, one of the five cohorts stationed

three thousand men selected by Saul ( 1 Sam . at Cæsarea, and regarded as bodyguard of the

13:2 ; 24 : 2), and to which he constantly added emperor, employed here on special service affect

men ( 1 Sam. 14:52). Before David became king ing the emperor." See WAR .

he had a band of six hundred men, gathered in AR'NAN (Heb. 27 , ar-nawn ', nimble ), prob

his wars with Saul (1 Sam. 23:13, 25:13), from
whom his most notedcaptains were chosen (2Sam . ablythe great-grandson of Zerubbabel, in the line

23:8, sq.). To these he added the Cherethites of David's descendants ( 1 Chron 3:21), perhaps

and Pelethites (2 Sam , 8:18 ; 16:18 ; 20:7). More- the same with Joanna (Luke 3:27 ), an ancestor of
Jesus.

over, he organized a national militia in twelve

divisions, each consisting of twenty-four thousand, AR NON (Heb. 173978, ar -nohn ', murmur ), a

and responsible for a month's service every year river rising in the mountains ofGilead , E.of the

(1 Chron. 27: 1 ). At the head of the army when Jordan, and reaching the Dead Sea through a
in active service wasa commander-in -chief ( " cap- stony and precipitous chasm of red and yellow

tain of the host , " 1 Sam . 14:50). sandstone . Thenameis also applied to the valley,

The army hitherto had consisted entirely of in- or valleys, now known as " Wady Mojib ,an enor.

fantry (1 Sam . 4:10 ; 15 :4) , the use of horses hav- mous trench across the plateau ofMoab. It is about

ing been prohibited (Deut. 17:16 ). David had seventeen hundred feet deep,and two miles broad

reserved a hundred chariots from the spoil of the from edge to edge of the cliffs which bound it, but

Syrians (2 Sam. 8: 4), which probably served as the the floor of the valley over which the stream winds

foundation of the force which Solomon enlarged is only forty yards wide. About thirteen miles

through his alliance with Egypt (1 Kings 10:26, from the Dead Sea the trench divides into two

28, 29). branches, one running N. E.,the other S. S. E. ,

The army, with the exception of a regularly and each of them again dividing into two.

maintained bodyguard ( 1 Kings 14:28 ; 2 Kings Properly all the country from Jabbok to Arnon

11 :4, 11 ), was, strictly speaking, only a national belonged northward to Ammon, southward to

militia, not in constant service, but in time of Moab. But shortly before Israel's arrival , SuHon

peace at home engaged in agriculture, and without (q. v . ), an Amorite king from western Palestine,

pay. Even in war their pay probably consisted had crossed the Jordan, and driving Moab south

only of supplies, and a fixed portion of the spoil . ward over Arnon , and Ammon eastward to the

These arrangements were kept up by his succes- sources of the Jabbok, had founded a kingdom

sors, and by some of them the military power was for himself between the two rivers " (Smith, Hist.

" the

6
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Geog., p . 558,sq. ). It was afterward taken pos- ARTIFICER (Heb . vain , kho-rashe', or want,
session of by Israel on its way to Palestine, and khaw-rawsh') , a fabricator of any material , as
Arnon became the boundary between Israel and carpenter, smith , engraver, etc. (Gen. 4:22; 1 Chron .

Moab (Num. 21:13, 26 ; Josh . 12: 1 ; Judg. 11:22 ; 29:5 ; 2 Chren. 34:11 ; Isa . 3:3 ). See HANDICRAFT.

Isa . 10 : 2 ; Jer. 48:20).
ARTILLERY (Heb. ??, kel-ee ', prepared ),

A'ROD (Heb. 117, ar-ode', a wild ass), the used of the armor (quiver, bow and arrows) of

sixth son of Gad (Num . 26:17), whose descendants Jonathan (1 Sam . 20:40 ). See GLOSSARY.

were called Arodites, B. C. about 1700. He is ARTS . See HANDICRAFT.

called Arodi (Gen. 46:16). AR'UBOTH (Heb.nia, ar -o0b -both', lat

AR'ODI, A'RODITE. See Arod. tices ), a city or district, mentioned ( 1 Kings

AR'OER (Heb. yin, ar-o-ayr', nudity). 4:10 ) as the purveyorship of the son of Hesed .

1. A town on the N. bank of the Arnon (Deut.
“ From the fact that it included Sochoh it would

2:36 ; 3:12 ; 4:48 ; Josh . 12 : 2 ; 13 : 9, 16 ; Judg.
seem to have been a district of Judah ; but as

11:26 ; 1 Chron . 5 :8 ). As the southernmost town there were two Sochons in Judah it is impos

of Israel E. of Jordan, it has been called "the sible to determine whether the one mentioned

Beer -sheba of the East." Now called Arair, thir. here was upon themountains ( Josh. 15:48) or in

teen miles W. of the Dead Sea . the plain (v. 35) . The fact that it is associated

2. A town built by the Gadites (Num . 32:34 ; with the land of Hepher rather favors the latter ”

Josh . 13:25 ; Judg. 11:33; 2 Sam . 24 : 5), con- |(Keil, Com. , in loc.).

nected with the history of Jephthah. ARU'MAH (Heb. 177279 ??, ar-00 -maw ', height),

3. A city S.W. of Beer-sheba, associated with a place, in the neighborhood of Shechem , where

David and his warriors ( 1 Sam . 30 : 26–28 ; 1 Chron . dwelt Abimelech, the son of Gideon (Judg. 9:41)

11:44), called now Ararah.
AR’VAD (Heb . 777, ar -vad ', place offugio

AR'OERITE (Heb. , ar-o-ay-ree'), an tives), anisland off the coastof Phoenicia, rocky,

inhabitant of Aroer (No. 3), probably that in the two miles from the shore, and peopled by mar

tribe of Judab ( 1 Chron. 11:44). iners and soldiers (Ezek. 27 : 8, 11 ). Thomson

AR'PAD , or ARʼPHAD (Heb. 77 , ar- says the island ofRuwad is a little more than two
pawd', spread out), a Syrian city near Damascus miles from the shore to the S. of Tartus. On

and Hamath, having its own king (2 Kings 19:13 ; that small island are Phænician remains ; there
“ the family ” of the Arvadites are supposed to

18:34 ; Isa . 10 :9 ; Jer. 49:23), captured by the
have settled.

Assyrian king Tiglath - pileser II. It is rendered

Arphad (Isa. 36:19; 37:13).
AR’VADITE (Gen. 10:18 ; 1 Chron . 1:16) , an

ARPHAX’AD (Heb.Tas , ar-pak-shad ', (q. v.). The Arvadites were descendedfrom the
inhabitant of the island of Aradus, or ARVAD

border or fortress of the Chaldeans), the first ante. sons of Canaan (Gen. 10:18). They appear to have

diluvian patriarch , son of Shem , and father of been in some dependence upon Tyre, as we find

Salah, born two years after the deluge, and died them furnishing a contingent of mariners to that

aged four hundred and thirty-eight years (Gen. city (Ezek. 27 : 8, 11 ). They took their full share
11 : 10–13 ; 1 Chron . 1:17, 18) . in Phænician maritime affairs, particularly after

ARROW. See Armor, I, 4. Tyre and Sidon fell under the dominion of the

ARTAXERXES (Heb. nmuunne
Greco -Syrian kings.

takh -shash -taw '; Gr. 'Aptafépens, ar -tax -er '-xace,
ARʻZA (Heb. Na , ar- tsaw ', earthiness ), a

probably the great warrior or king). steward over the house of Elah, king of Israel, in

1. The Persian king who, at the instigation of whose house, at Tirzah, Zimri, the captain of half

the enemies of the Jews, obstructed the rebuild- his chariots, conspired against Elan (9. v . ) , and

ing of the temple (Ezra 4 : 7–24) , B. C. 622, which killed him during a drunken debauch ( 1 Kings

ceased until the second year of Darius, B. C. 520. 16: 8-10 ).

He is doubtless the same with the Magian impos. A'SA (Heb. NON, aw -saw ', healing ).

tor Smerdis, who seized the throne B. C. 522 , and 1. The son and successor of A bijah, king of
was murdered after a usurpation of eight months. Judah , who reigned forty -one years (Usher, B. C.

2. Probably Longimanus, who reigned over 955–914 ; McCurdy, B. C.915-875 ). ( 1) Religious

Persia forty years, B. C. 464-425. In the seventh conduct . On assuming the reins of government,

year of his reign he commissioned Ezra to return Asa was conspicuous for his support of the wor

to Jerusalem , granting large privileges to him and ship of God, and opposition to idolatry. Even his

those accompanying him (Ezra 7:1, sq.), B. C. 457 , grandmother, Maachah, was deposed from the

About thirteen years later (B.C. 445) he granted rank of “queen mother " because she had set up

permission to Nehemiah to assume control of the an idol, which Asa overthrew and “ burnt by the

civil affairs at Jerusalem (Neh 2 : 1-8) .
brook Kidron ” ( 1 Kings 15:13). Still , the old

ARʻTEMAS (Gr. 'Apteuās, ar -tem -as', gift of hill sanctuaries were retained as places of wor

Artemis, i. e. , Diana ). the name of a disciple ship. He placed in the temple gifts dedicated by

mentioned in connection with Tychicus, one of his father, and rich offerings of his own, and re

whom Paul designed to send into Crete to supply newed the altar, which had apparently been dese

the place of Titus, when he invited the latter to crated (2 Chron . 15 : 8). (2 ) Wars. The first ten

visit him at Nicopolis (Tit. 3:12), A , D , 65 . Ac- years of his reign his kingdom enjoyed peace, which

cording to tradition , he was bishop of Lystra. Asa improved in fortifying his frontier cities and

an.
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raising an army, which numbered at the begin- overseer of the contributions to the house of the

ning of hostilities five hundred and eighty thou- Lord ( 2 Chron . 31:13 ), B. C. about 700.

sand men (2 Chron. 14 : 8), though this number 4. The father of Jonathan, who was one of the

has been thought an exaggeration of the copyist. elders that assisted Ezra in putting away the for .

In the eleventh year of his reign Zerah, the Ethi- eign wives of the Jews on the return from Baby

opian, invaded Judah with an army of a million lon ( Ezra 10:15), B. C. 457.

Asa besought God for help, and ,marching ASAHI'AH (Heb. 70%, ah -saw -yaw ', created
against Zerah, met and defeated bim at Mareshah.

He returned to Jerusalem with the spoil of the by Jehovah), an officer of Josiah , who was sent

cities around Gerar,and with innumerable sheep with others to consult Huldah , the prophetess,

and cattle ( 2 Chron . 14 :9-15 ). The prophet Azariah concerning the book of the law found in the tem

met Asa on his return, and encouraged him and the ple (2 Kings 22: 12-14), B. C. 624 .

people to continue their trust in God. (3) Reforms. ASA'IAH (Heb. 1720p, ah -saw -yaw ', whom

Asa carried on his reforms; a gathering of the peo- Jehovah made).

ple was held at Jerusalem , sacrifices were offered ,

and a covenant was made with Jehovah. To these of Simeon who, in the time of Hezekiah, drove
1. A prince of one of the families of the tribe

ceremonies there came many from the kingdom out the Hamite shepherds from the rich pastures

of Israel, believing that God was with Asa
near Gedor (1 Chron . 4:36), B , C. about 700 .

(2 Chron . 15 ). In the thirty-sixth year (according
2. The son of Haggiah ( 1 Chron . 6:30) , and

to some twenty-sixth ) of his reign hostilities were chief of the two hundred and twenty Levites of

begun by Baasha, king of Israel, who fortified the family of Merari, appointed by David to re
Ramah, to prevent his subjects from going over

move the ark from the house of Obed -edom

to Asa. (4 ) Alliance with Ben -hadad. The good (1 Chron . 15 :6, 11 ), B. C. after 1000 .

king then committed the great error of his life. 3. The “ firstborn " of the Shilonites who re
He resorted to an alliance with Ben-hadad I , of turned to Jerusalem after the captivity ( 1 Chron .

Damascus, purchasing his assistance with treas.
ures from the temple and the king's house. Ben: 9:5), B. C. about 536.

4. The same ( 2 Chron.34 : 20 ) with ASAMIAJ (q.v.).

hadad made a diversion in Asa's favor by in

vading northern Israel, whereupon Baasha left
A'SAPH (Heb. 278, aw- sawf', collector) .

Ramah. Asa took the material found there and 1. The father (or ancestor) of Joah, which latter

built therewith Geba and Mizpah. His want of person was “ recorder " in the time of Hezekiah

faith was reproved by the seer Hanani, who told | (2 Kings 18:18,37 ; Isa. 36 : 3 , 22), B. C. about 710 .

him that he had lost the honor of conquering the 2. A Levite, son of Berachiah, of the family of

Syrians because of this alliance,and also prophe - Gershom ( 1 Chron. 6:39; 15:17), eminent as a

sied war for the rest of his days. Asa, angered at musician, and appointed by David to preside over

Hanani, put him in prison, and oppressed some of the sacred choral services (1 Chron. 16 :5 ), B. C.

the people at the same time (2 Chron. 16 : 1 , sq . ). after 1000. The “ sons of Asaph are afterward

( 5) Sickness and death. In the thirty-ninth year mentioned as choristers of thetemple ( 1 Chron.

of his reign he was afflicted with a disease in his 25 : 1, 2 ; 2 Chron. 20:14, and elsewhere), and this

feet, and "sought not to the Lord ," but depended office appears to have been made hereditary in the

upon the physicians. The disease proved fatal in family (1 Chron. 25 : 1 , 2). Asaph was celebrated

the forty- first year of his reign . He died greatly in after times as a prophet and poet (2 Chron.

beloved , and was honored with a magnificent 29:30 ; Neh. 12:46), and the titles of twelve of the

burial (2 Chron. 16 :12-14 ).
Psalms (50 , 73–83) bear his name, though in some

2. A Levite, son of Elkanah and father of of these (74, 79, 75) the “ sons of Asaph " should

Berechiah, which latter resided in one of the be understood , as matters of late occurrence are
villages of the Netophathites after the return from referred to (Kitto, s. v. ).

Babylon ( 1 Chron. 9:16 ), B. C. after 536 . 3. A “keeper of the king's forest,” probably in

Lebanon. Nehemiah requested Artaxerxes to give

AS'AHEL (Feb. Boy, as-aw -ale", God's him an order on Asaph for timber to be used in the

creature). rebuilding of the temple (Neh. 2 : 8), B. C. about 445 .

1. The son of David's sister, Zeruiah , and ASAR’EEL (Heb. Symox, as-ar-ale', right of

brother of Joab and Abishai (2 Sam. 2:18; 1 Chron. God ), the last named of the four sons of Jehale

2:16) . He was an early adherent of David, being leel, of the tribe of Judah (1 Chron. 4:16) , B. C.

one of the famous thirty (2 Sam . 23:24), and, about 1300.

with his son Zebadiah, was commander of the
ASAREʻLAH (Heb. -up, as-ar-ale

fourth division of the royal army ( 1 Chron . 27 : 7 ) .
-au ,

He was renowned for his swiftness of foot, and
ight toward od) , one of the sons of the Levite

after the battle of Gibeon he pursued and over- Asaph , who was appointed by David in charge of

took Abner, who reluctantly, and in order to save the temple music ( 1 Chron. 25: 2). He is probably

his own life,slew Asahel with a back thrust of his the same with Jesharelah ( v. 14 ) , and if so, was in

spear (2 Sam . 2: 18-23), B. C. about 1000. Joab , the seventh of the (twenty-four) courses, B. C.

to revenge Asabel's death , slew Abner some years
after 1000.

after at Hebron (2 Sam . 3:26, 27). ASCENSION OF CHRIST, his glorious

2. One of the Levites sent by Jehosbaphat into withdrawal, as to his bodily presence, from the

Judah to teach the law of the Lord (2 Chron. earth, and entrance, as the God -man and media

17:8), B. C. after 875. torial King,into heaven .

3. One of the Levites appointed by Hezekiah as 1. The Fact. The ascension was from the
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Mount of Olives forty days after the resurrection. 14 : 2) . (6 ) He awaits his perfect triumph over all

( 1 ) Predicted in Psa . 68:18 ; 110 : 1; then inter- his foes (Heb . 10:13). (7) He shall come again to

preted (Eph . 4 : 8-10 ; Heb . 1:13 ) ; also by Christ judge the world (Acts 1:11 ; Matt. 25:31, 32 ).

himself (John 6:62 ; 20:17) . (2 ) Recorded (Mark LITERATURE.- Van Oosterzee's Christian Dog

16:19 ; Luke 24:50, 51 ; Acts 1 :9-11 ) . (3 ) Rec- matics ; Pope's Compendium of Christian The

ognized by St. Johın (passages above cited ), and ology ; Miley's Systematic Theology ; Watson's

by other New Testament writers who based Sermon on “ The Ascension of Christ ; " Vinet's

doctrines upon it (2 Cor. 13 :4 ; Eph.2 : 6 ; 4 :8-10 ; Sermon on “ Evangelical Studies ; " Geikie's Life

1 Pet. 3:22 ; 1 Tim . 3:16 ; Heb . 1:13 ; 6:20 ). and Words of Christ. - E . McC.

(4) Certified by the disciples who were eyewit- ASPENATH (Heb. O , aw-se-nath', proba

nesses; by thewords of the twoangels; by Stephen bly who belongs to Neith , i. e., the Egyptian Mi

and Pauland John, who saw Christ in his ascended

state (Acts 1 : 9-11 ; 7:55, 56 ; 9: 3-5 ; Rev. 1:9–18) who became Joseph's wife (Gen. 41:45),B. C. 1715.
nerva), the daughter of Poti-pherah, priest of On ,

(5)Demonstrated by the descent of the Holy Spirit She became the mother of Ephraim and Manasseh

on the day of Pentecost (Matt . 3:11 ; Luke 24:49 ;
Acts 2 :1-4, 33), and by the manifold gifts bestowed (Gen.46:20). Beyond this nothing is known con

by the ascended Lord upon his Church (Eph. cerning her. See SUPPLEMENT.

4:11, 12).
A'SER , the Grecized form of Asher (Luke

2. Doctrinal and Ethical Significance. 2:36 ; Rev. 7:6),
The visible ascension Christ was the necessary ASH. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

sequel and seal of his resurrection (Rom. 6 :9) . A'SHAN (Heb. 70 , aw -shawn ', smoke ), a

>

Ashdod (Azotus ).

It was the appropriate connecting link between | Levitical city (1 Chron. 6:59) in the low country

his humiliation and glorification (Phil
. 2 :5–11). of Judah, assigned firs to Judah ( Josh. 15:42),

As consequences of the ascension the New Testa- again to Simeon ( Josh . 19 : 7 ; 1 Chron . 4:32) in

ment writers particularly note : ( 1 ) The removal of which last passage it is given as a priests'

his bodily, but not liis spiritual, presence from the city). Ain instead of Ashan is used in Josh .

earth ; Christ “ has passed into the heavens,” but 21:16 .

invisibly he is always near at hand (Heb . 4:14 ; ASH'BEA (Heb . Save, ash -bay'- ah, adjura

Matt. 28:20; Acts 23:11; 2 Tim . 4:17). (2) The tion ), the head of a family mentioned as working

investure of Christ with power and dominion in in fine linen, a branch of the descendants of

heaven and earth. He is at the right hand Shelah, the son of Judah ( 1 Chron . 4:21 ).

of God ” (Matt. 28:18 ; Phil. 2:10 ; Heb. 12 : 2 ).

(3) The perpetual intercession of Christ, as our ASHÖBEL (Heb. bars ash -bale ), the second

great High Priest (Rom . 8:34 ; Heb . 5:20 ; 7:25) . son of Benjamin (Gen. 46:21 ; 1 Chron. 8 : 1 ), B. C.

(4 ) The sending forth of the Holy Spirit, and the about 1700. His descendants were called Ash.

bestowment of other gifts upon the Church (Acts belites (Num . 26:38).

2:33 ; Eph. 4:11 , 12) . ASH'BELITE . See ASHBEL.

Of practical import, accordingly, the ascension

of Christ is closely related to the peace and sancti
ASH'CHENAZ, a less correct form of Angli

fication and hope of believers . (1) He is their cizing AshkENAZ (q . v .), found in 1 Chron 1:6 and
Jer. 51:27 .

,heavenly advocate ( 1 John 2 : 1 ) . ( 2 ) He is still in

terceding for their perfection (John 17: 20–24 ). ASHʻDOD (Heb. Tinus, ash -dode', ravager ),

(3) They are then encouraged to fidelity and to a town about three miles from the Mediterranean ,

confident prayer (Heb. 4 : 14-16). (4 ) He power. lying between Joppa and Gaza. One of the five

fully attracts them to things above (Col. 3 :1-4). .cities of the Philistines (Josh. 13 :3 ; 1 Sam . 6:17).

(6) He has gone to prepare a place for them (John | Captured by Uzziah (2 Chron. 26 : 6). The chief

>
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seat of Dagon worship . In the New Testament the tribe had become so insignificant that its
called Azotus (Acts 8:40 ). name is altogether omitted from the list of the

“ Ashdod, like Gaza, takes her name from her chief rulers (1 Chron. 27:16–22 ). With the ex

military strength . Her citadel was probably the ception of Simeon, Asher is the only tribe west of

low hill , beside the present village. It was well the Jordan which furnished no judge or hero to

watered , and commanded the mouth of the most the nation . “ One name alone shines out of the

broad and fertile wady in Philistia. It served, general obscurity—the aged widow • Anna, the

also, as the halfway station on the great road be- daughter of Phanuel of the tribe of Aser,' who in

tween Gaza and Joppa. Ashdod also, like her the very close of the history departed not from

sisters, had suffered her varying fortunes in the the temple, but " served God with fastings and

war with Israel, and, like them , suffered for her prayers night and day ' (Stanley, Sinai and

position in the way between Assyria and Egypt. Palestine). See SUPPLEMENT.

Sargon besieged and took her (Isa. 20 :1, sq .) ; Sen- ASHERAH ( Heb. - ash-ay-raw ', A. V.

nacherib besieged and took her ; but her most

wonderful siege, which Herodotus calls the longest
grove ” ). Respecting the meaning of Asherah

in history, was for twenty -two years byPsammet- three principal opinions have been advanced. We

ichus. Judas Maccabæus cleared Ashdod of idols condense from Dr. Weir's article in the Imperial

in B. C. 163, and in 148 Jonathan and Simon Bible Dictionary :

burnt her temple of Dagon " (Smith, Hist. Geog.,
1. That Asherah means “ grove." There is not

p. 193). a single passage in which the rendering " grove'

ASH DODITES (Neh. 4 :7), inhabitants of is frequently connected with the verbs “ to make”
is unavoidable, but in many it is inadmissible. It

ASHDOD ( q . v. ) ; less correctly rendered Ashdoth

ites ( Josh. 13 : 3).
( 1 Kings 16:33 ; 2 Kings 17:16 ; 21 : 3 ; 2 Chron .

ASHDOTHITES (Heb. 9770s, ash -do- dee"), out” ' 2 Kings 23:6). The passage most appealed
33: 3) ; " to set up (2 Chron. 33:19) ; to bring

a less correct mode (Josh. 13 :3) of anglicizing the to in defense of this rendering (Deut. 16:21),

name ASHDODITES ( q. v .). “ Thou shalt not plant thee a grove (an Asherah)

ASH DOTH -PIS’GAH (Heb. 7 op miun, of any trees near untothe altarof the Lord thy

ash -dolk ' pis-gaw ', ravines of Pisgah, R. V. “ Thou shalt not plant (Dan. 11:45) near the altar
God," etc., has for its most obvious meaning,

( slopes of Pisgah,” Deut. 3:17 ; Josh. 12 :3 ; of Jehovah an Asherah formed out of any tree ,

13:20. In Deut. 4:49, A. V. , it is. " springs of etc.; and the natural conclusion is that the Asherah

Pisgab. ” Ashdoth is rendered " springs,” Josh . was a wooden pillar, or trunk of a tree, to which

10:40 ; 12 :8, in the A. V., but “ slopes " in R. V.). a symbolical character of some kind was attached .
Thomson says :“ The springs of 'Ayun Musa are a 2. That Asherah was the name of a goddess,

thousand feet directly below the summit of Jebel nearly identical with Ashtoreth .

Neba, and their biblical name is supposed to “ the prophets of the grove ” (1 Kings 18:19 ),

have been Ashdoth-pisgah , the streams of Pisgah, seems to support this view at first sight. But in

mentioned in Deut. 3:17, and elsewhere. That 1 Kings 16:32 , 33 it is said that “ Ahab set up an

identification, therefore, furnishes additional altar to Baal in the house of Baal, . and Ahab

proof that Jebel Neba, towering above us on the made the Asherah,” plainly distinguishing between

south, is the veritable mountain of Nebo, to the Baal the divinity in whose honor altars were

top of wbich Moses probably ascended from these erected and temples built, and the Asherah , a

same streams."
thing made.

ASHER (Heb. ux, aw-share', happiness), 3. That it was a symbolic figure, at first nothing

the eighth son of Jacob,and second of Zilpah, afterward a wooden image (2 Kings 21:7). Thatmore than the stem of a tree fixed in the ground,

the maid of Leah (Gen. 30:13), before 1640.

1. Personal History. Of this we have no
the Asherah had some intimate connection with the

record . worship of Ashtoreth is evident (1 Kings 16:33 ;

2. The Tribe of Asher. (1) Number. 2 Kings 17:10, 16 ; 18: 4 ; 21 :3 , etc.). Wemust

Asher had four sons and one daughter. Upon not confound the two, however, for the Scripture

quitting Egypt the tribe numbered forty-one thou- always speaks of Ashtoreth as a divinity, followed

sand five hundred, ranking ninth ; and at the after, served, and worshiped, but of Asherah as

second census the number had increased to fifty a material symbol, a tree, or a trunk set up.

three thousand four hundred men of war, ranking
We are thus -led to the conclusion that, just as

fifth in population . (2) Position . During the the stone imagewas usually the symbol of Baal,
march through the desert Asher's place was be- so the Asherah of wood was the symbol of Ash

toreth .

tween Dan and Naphtali, on the N. side of the

tabernacle (Num . 2:27). ( 3) Territory. The ASH'ERITES, descendants of ASHER ( q. v . )

general position of the tribe was on the seashore and members of his tribe (Judg. 1:32) .

from Carmel northward , with Manasseh on the

S., Zebulun and Issachar on the S. E. , and Naph
ASHES (Heb. 28, ay ’-fer ; Gr. Onodos,

tali on the N.E. The boundaries and towns are spod -os ' ; also zu , deh'-shen, literally, fatness,

given in Josh. 19 : 24–31 ; 17:10, 11; Judg. 1:31, i. e . , the fat ashes from the sacrifices).

32. ( 4) Subsequent history. The richness of 1. The ashes on the altar of burnt offering

the soil , and their proximity to the Phænicians, were removed each morning by a priest clad in

may have contributed to the degeneracy of the linen (his official dress) ; and carried by him,

tribe (Judg. 1:31 ; 5:17). In the reign of David | dressed in unofficial dress , to a clean place without

The passage,

>
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the camp (Lev. 6:10, 11 ). According to the shape, which are perhaps remains of ancient moles,

Mishna, the priest who was to remove the ashes and at the bottom of the rocky basin, in which

was chosen by lot. The ashes of the red heifer the mediæval city was confined, explorers think

(see PURIFICATION) had the ceremonial efficacy of they can trace the lines of a little dock ” (Smith

purifying the unclean (Heb. 9:13), but of polluting Hist. Geog ., pp. 131 , 189, 190 ). See SUPPLEMENT.
the clean .

ASH'KENAZ (Heb. TOIVN, ash -ken - 12', sig
2. Figurative. It has been the custom in

all ages to burn captured cities ; and so, toreduce nification unknown), the first named of the three

aplace to ashes is a well-understoodexpression about 2347. The nameisspelled Ashchenazin
sons of Gomer, son of Japhet (Gen. 10: 3), B. C.

for effecting a complete destruction (Ezek . 28:18 ; 1Chron.1:6, and Jer. 51:27. In the latter, refer

2 Pet . 2 : 6). A very frequent figurative employ.
ment of the word is derived from the practiceof ence is made to hisdescendants as constituting a
sitting among ashes, or scattering them uponone's kingdom in Armenia, or, at least, not far fromit.

“ There are various conjectures as to its precise
person, as a symbol of grief and mourning (Job

2:8; 42:6 ;Isa. 68:5; Jer. 6:26 ; Matt.11:21, etc.). locality.”

In Ezek. 27:30 it is declared of the mourning ASHNAH (Heb. -os, ash -naw '), the name

Tyrians that they shall wallow themselves in of two cities, both in the tribe of Judah ( Josh.

the ashes,” expressive of great and bitter lamen- 15:33 , 43). Neither of them has been positively

tation . Eating ashes is expressive of the deepest identified.

misery and degradation (Psa . 102 : 9 ; Isa. 44:20 ). ASH'PENAZ (Heb . Pes, ash -pen -az ’, per

Ashes are also used to represent things easily haps horse -nose ), the master of the eunuchs, a

scattered , perishable, and, therefore, worthless, chamberlain of Nebuchadnezzar, B. C. about 607,
Thus Abraham speaks of himself as dust and

who was commanded to select certain Jewish

ashes ” (Gen. 18:27), and the wicked are said to
be “ ashes under the soles of the feet ” to the captives to be instructed in the learning and

tongue of the Chaldeans ” (Dan . 1 : 3 ). Among
righteous (Mal. 4 : 3).

those whom he selected were Daniel and his three

3. The carly Christians naturally adopted a

ceremony which had acquired so much significance. whose Hebrew nameshe changed to Chaldee (Dan.
companions, Hananiah , Mishael, and Azariah,

Tertullian speaks of the “ substitution of sack 1:7). The request of Daniel, that he might not

cloth and ashes for a man's usual habit ” as a be compelled to eatthe provisions sent from the

regular ceremony of public confession and pen- king's table, filled Ashpenaz with apprehension.
ance in the 2d century. Penitents under excom

munication used to sprinkle ashes upon their Ashpenaz, and he diů not use constraint toward
But God had brought Daniel into favor with

heads, and,standing at the doors of thechurches, him , which kindness the prophet gratefully re

ask the prayers of those entering, that they might cords (Dan. 1:16 ).
be readmitted to communion .

ASH'RIEL, in 1 Chron . 7:14 , more properly

ASH'IMA, the god of the people of Hamath ASRIEL ( q. v. ).
(2 Kings 17:30 ). See Gods, False.

ASH'TAROTH (Heb.onus,ash -tax -rölk ').
ASH'KELON , AS'KELON (IIeb .

1. A city of Bashan, E. of Jordan (Deut. 1 :4,

gipun, ash - kel-one', weighing ; Gr. 'Aokálw ), A. V., “ Astaroth ;” Josh.9:10; 12 :4 ; 13:12,31),

one of the five Philistine royal cities , on the coast in the half tribe of Manasseh . In Josh , 21:27 it

of the Mediterranean Sea. Samson went down to is called Beesh -terah .

Ashkelon when he slew thirty men and took their 2. Another form of the goddess Ashtoreth .

spoil (Judg. 14:19) ; it was assigned to the tribe See Gods, False.

of Judah ( Judg. 1:18) ; it is mentioned in the de- ASH'TERATHITE (Heb. m , xsh -ter.

nunciations of theprophets ( Jer. 25:20 ; 47:5,7; aw -thee'), an epithet of Uzziah (1 Chron. 11:44 ),
Amos 1 : 8 ; Zeph. 2 : 4 , 7 ; Zech . 9 :5 ). The town

forms

probably as being a citizen of Astaroth,
semicircle - in a hollow, declining

ASH'TEROTH KAR’NAIM (Heb. o - muy
toward the sea, surrounded on every side by

artificial mounds. “ Since the fortifications, as -7272, ash -ter - oth ' kar -nah -yim , Ashteroth of

at Cæsarea, are bound together by pillars of the two horns, Gen. 14 : 5 ) . This was probably

Herod's time, it is certain that the Askalon which distinct from Ashtaroth . The Raphaimsdwelt in

Herod embellished (Josephus, Wars, xxi , 11 ) Ashteroth Karnaim , a place probably at or near

stood here, though extending farther inland ; Tell ' Ashtarah. There was a temple here, dedi.

and there is no hint in Josephus that Herod's cated to the principal female divinity of the

Askalon occupied any other site than that of the Phænicians ; both the city, in later Hebrew times

old Philistine city.: : . During the Crusades As- called Carnaim , and the temple are mentioned in

kalon combined within herself the significance of Maccabees.

all the fortresses of Philistia, and proved the key ASH'TORETH, one of the names of a Si
to S. W. Palestine. To the Arabsshe was donian goddess. See Gods, False .

the ‘ Bride of Syria ,' ' Syria's Summit .' The

Egyptians held her long after the Crusaders were
ASH'UR (Heb.hus, ash -shoor", successful),

settled in Jerusalem , was captured by Bald. a posthumous son of Hezron (grandson of Judah,

win III in 1154 , was retaken by Saladin Gen. 46:12 ), by his wife Abiah ( 1 Chron . 2:24 ),

in 1187, dismantled five years later, and finally B. C. about 1471. He had two wives, Helah and

demolished in 1270. . . . At Askalon there are Naarah , by each of whom he had several sons

visible at low water two shallows of crescent | ( 1 Chron. 4 : 5) , and through these he is called the

or

a

>

>
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" father” (founder) of Tekoa, which appears to the title, and also that through courtesy it was

have been the place of their eventual settlement. extended to those who had held the office.

ASH'URITES. 1. “ The Ashurite ” (Heb. AʼSIEL (Heb. Spuy, as-ec-ale', created by

INDN7, haw -ash -oo- ree") mentioned in 2 Sam . 2: 9 God), the father of Seraiah , and progenitor of
among thesubjects ofIsh-bosheth . As some copies one of the Simeonite chiefs that expelled the

of the Hebrew give OT," the Asherite,” it Hamites from the valley of Gedor, in the timeof
Hezekiah ( 1 Chron. 4:35 ), B , C. before 715 .

would be, perhaps, “safer to follow the Targum
AS'KELON (Judg. 1:18). See ASHKELON.

of Jonathan, which has Beth-Asher (70$ 72,the
AS'NAH (Heb. 177o, as-naw ', thorn, or per .

house of Asher). The Asherites will then denote
the whole of thecountry W. of the Jordan above haps storehouse), the head of one of the families

Jezreel (the districtof the plain of Esdraelon ),and of the Nethinim (temple servants)that returned

the enumeration will proceed regularly from N. to from the Babylonian captivity with Zerubbabel

S. , Asher to Benjamin.” Asherite alsooccurs in (Ezra 2:50), B. C. about 536.

Judg. 1:32. ASNAPPER , or OSNAPPAR (Heb.

2. In Ezek. 27:6,wefind boyun , bath -ash- 2308, os-nap-par'), the name of a king men

00 -reem ', which the A. V.renders “ the company of tioned only in Ezra 4:10, and called there the

the Ashurites.” It is proposed to read ourne, great and noble Asnapper (R. V. “ Osnappar ” ).

becth -ah -shoor -eem ', hunn, teh -ash -oor ', being a
His name has been diligently sought in various

tall cedar tree. The Chaldee and the Vulgate identified with Esar-haddon , and also with Sen
Assyrian inscriptions , and be has been at times

render it buxus, the box -tree ; the Syriac and nacherib and Shalmaneser. In 1875 it was first

Hebrew_interpret sherbin, a species of cedar, suggested by Gelzer that Asnapper is simply an

The R. V. translates the phrase " inlaid in box, ” | Aramæan form of the Assyrian name Asshur.

literally, “ daughter of boxwood.” — W . H.
bani-pal. This view, which seems so strange at

ASHVATH (Heb.omny, ash- vawth ', perhaps first sight, is now almost universally accepted.
bright), the last named of the three sons of Japh. The name Asshur-bani-pal seems greatly to have

let, great-grandson of Asher ( 1 Chron. 7:33) . puzzled foreign writers and speakers, and the

A'SIA , a name of doubtful origin, which , as a Greek form Sardanapallos, and the Latin Sardan.

designation along with Europe and Africa, came
apalus, both derived from Asshur-bani-pal, are

into use in the 6th century B. C. TheScriptures hardly less strange than theAramæanform As

do not mention Asia as a whole, the several refer
napper.

ences being to separate nations , or parts of the
Asshur-bani-pal followed his father Esar-haddon

continent.In the New Testament the wordis (see ESAR-HADDON) upon the throneof Assyria ,by

His long reignused in this narrower sense, sometimes for Asia the express will of the latter.

Minor, and sometimes forProconsular Asia ,which 667–626 B. C.)was one of the most brilliantin

latterlyincluded Phrygia, Mysia, Caria, and Lydia. the annals oftheAssyrian people. Hewas not a

Proconsular Asia was governed by a pretor until manof great native ability as was his father. He

the Emperor Augustus made it a proconsular
was not a great warrior, nor a great subduer of

province. Dr. J. Strong (Cyc.) thinks that “ Asia ” other lands. His reign was brilliant simply be

denotes the whole of Asia Minor inActs19:26, had made strongwithout and within, and into
cause he inherited a kingdom which his father

27 ; 21:27 ;24:18 ; 27:2 ;and thatProconsular Asia whichformerkings bad poured the wealth of
is referred to in Acts 2: 9 ; 6 : 9 ; 16 : 6 ; 19:10, 22 ;
20:4, 16, 18 ; Rom. 16:5; ' 1 Cor. 16:19 ; 2 Cor. 1: plundered lands the whole world over. He had

8 ; 2 Tim . 1:15 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 1 , and contained the been carefully educated in the learning of the

seven churches of the Apocalypse (Rev. 1 :4, 11 ) . had so little taste for war, and so great taste forBabylonians, and no Assyrian king before ever

Luke appears to have used the term Asia in a

still more restricted sense, as he counts Phrygia who caused tobe gathered into Nineveh the
knowledge, art, literature, and science. It was he

and Mysia asprovinces distinct from Asia ( Acts greatest library which had ever been assembled

2 : 9, 10 ; 16 : 6, 7 ).
there. The books in it were written upon clay, it

AʼSIA , CHURCHES OF. See under their is true, but none the less were they real books, in

respective names. that they contained records of the deeds, thoughts,

ASIARCHS (Gr. 'Agiápxns, as-ee-ar'-khace, and words of the men of the past. It is to this

rulers of Asia , A. V. " the chief of Asia," Acts library that we owe much of what we know of the

19:31 ), the ten superintendents of the public carly history not only of Assyria, but also of

games and religious rites of proconsular Asia , Babylonia. While Asshur-bani-pal remained in

who celebrated at their own expense the games in Nineveh absorbed in his library, or in the worship

bonor of the gods and emperor. Each city annu- of the gods, or in the pleasures of royalty , his

ally, about the time of the autumnal equinox, armies, led by generals, were sent to carry on

delegated one of its citizens with a view to this campaigns often in distant lands . His first cam

office ; and out of the entire number ten were paign was in Egypt, where he carried on to a con

elected by the assembly of deputies. One of the clusion the efforts undertaken by his father, Esar

ten, perbaps chosen by the proconsul, presided . haddon. In two campaigns he drove Tirhaka

It has been disputed whether only the president from the country and set up Psammeticus as king

or the whole of the ten bore the title asiarch . in Memphis, to hold his throne as an Assyrian

From Acts 19:31 it would appear that all bore vassal. The other events of his reign are con
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nected with stirring scenes. He besieged and scendants peopled the land of Assyria. The word

took the city of Tyre ; he defeated the Lydians appears in Gen. 10:11, as if it were the name of a

under King Gyges, who had paid tribute to the person , but the verse should be rendered as in the

Assyrians, and afterward played them false by margin, “ he went out into Assyria.” ,

giving aid to the Egyptians. He further drove ASSHU'RIM (Gen. 25:3). See ASHURITES.

back an Elamite invasion of his country, and later
AS'SIR (Heb. Ox, as-seer ', prisoner ).

invaded Elam itself. By the will of his father

Samash -shum -ukin, brother of Asshur-bani-pal,had
1. A Levite, son of Korah (Exod. 6:24 ; 1 Chron,

been made king of Babylon, to rule in subjection 6:22), B. C. before 1210. His descendants consti

to the great king in Nineveh. This arrangement tuted one of the Korhite families.

worked poorly, and led to constant friction between 2. Son of Ebiasaph , great-grandson of the pre

the brothers . It was finally terminated by a war ceding, and father of Tahath (1 Chron . 6:23 , 37 ).

in which Asshur-bani-pal defeated the allied forces There is some suspicion , however, that the name

of the Babylonians, Elamites, and Arabians, and here has crept in by repetition from the preceding

annexed Babylonia to Assyria . Many other (McC.and S., Cyc., s. v .).

campaigns into Arabia and in the West filled the 3. Son of Jeconiah, a descendant of David

years of his reign, most of them being almost | (1 Chron. 3:17), unless the true rendering is

certainly conducted by his generals . There is no
Jeconiah the captive,” referring to the captivity

Assyrian king whose career and whose name so of that prince in Babylon.

well fit the narrative in Ezra 4 : 9, 10.-R. W. R. AS'SOS (Gr. 'Aogos, as'-sos), a seaport town in

ASP. See ANIMAL KINGDOM. Mysia, on the N. shore of the Gulf of Adramyt

AS'PATHA (Heb. NAPON, as-paw -thard '), tium , and aboutthirty miles from Troas by sea,

the third of the sons of Haman slain by the Jews from Troasto embark for Mitylene (Acts 20:13, 14 ).
and opposite Lesbos. Paul came hither on foot

of Babylonia (Esth . 9 : 7), B. C. before 536.
It is now a miserable village, bearing the name of

ASPHALTUM . See MINERAL KINGDOM. Asso.

AS RIEL (Heb. 3 VN, as-ree -ale', vow of ASSURANCE . 1. (Heb. Hea, beh'-takh, se

God ), a son of Gilead and great-grandson of Ma- curity, trust), mentioned (Isa . 32:17), together with

nasseh (Num . 26:31 ; Josh. 17: 2), B. C. about quietness," as the effect of righteousness (R. V.
1450. În 1 Chron. 7:14 the name is Anglicized " confidence ”).

Ashriel .

2. (Gr. tioris, pis'-tis, persuasion, credence.) The

ASʻRIELITE (Heb. IV , as-ree- ale-ee' ), resurrection of Jesus from the dead isgivenby

a descendant of Asriel (Num. 26:31). Paul as the ground of assurance in believers ( Acts

ASS. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.
17:31 ) .

ASSEMBLIES, MASTERS OF (Heb. fidence.) In this sense it is used in Col. 2 :2 ;
3. (Gr. Tanpooopía, play.rof-or-ee '-ah, entire con

DIDO ,bah -al-ay'as-oo-phooth "). This phrase 1 Thess. 1 :5 ; Heb. 6:11 ; 10:22.

occurs in Eccles. 12:11 , and is thought to mean ASSURANCE, a term brought into theology

the master spirits of the gatherings in the East, from the Scriptures, sometimes used broadly

where sages and philosophers uttered their by theologians as referring to certitude respecting

weighty sayings. The meaning appears to be that the validity of Christian revelation ; most com

the preacherendeavored to so utter the truth as monly employed to denote the firm persuasion of

that it should impress the listener with its weight one's own salvation. The latter must of course

and authority ; and that his words should take include the former. In experience the two are

hold of men's consciences, holding them to most closely connected. In both senses assurance

obedience as nails bind together boards through is a product of the Holy Spirit (1 Thess 1:5 ; Col.

which they are driven . 2:2 ; Heb. 6:11 ; 10:22 ; 2 Cor. 1:22 ; Rom. 8:16).

ASSEMBLY, the term used in the A.V.forsev. See also other passages expressing " confidence,”
eral Hebrew words, elsewhere translated “ CONGRE- “ boldness."

GATION ” (q. v. ). It is also therepresentative of the As to assurance of personal salvation the fol.

following: (1):777 , ats-aw -raw ', a coming together, lowing arethe points about which there has been
the most discussion :

especially for a festal occasion (Lev. 23:36 ; Num. 1. Assurance has been held, chiefly by Calvin .

29:35 ; Deut. 16 : 8). (2 ) * ????, mik -raw ', some. ists , to relate not only to present but also to final
thing called, a public meeting (Isa. 1:13 ; 4 : 5 ). salvation. This is the logical outcome of the

(3) pop, as-up -paw ', a collection of learned men doctrine of unconditional election. It must stand

or fall with that doctrine. Others, who regard
(Eccles. 12:11). (4 ) “ General assembly ” (Gr.

Travíyupus, a festal gathering of all the people, tion, limit the assurance to present acceptance
more consistently mankind as in a state of proba

Heb. 12:23), commonly believed to be the same as with God.

the Church. (5) 'Ekranoia, a term in use among

the Greeks from the time of Thucydides for an lievers ? Thus the doctrine of the Roman Catholic
2. Is assurance the common privilege of be

assemblage of the people for the purpose of de- Church answers in the negative “since no one can

liberating (Acts 19:39). certainìy and infallibly know that he has obtained

AS'SHUR ( Heb . hex, ash - shoor ', a step ), the graceof God” (Council of Trent, sess. vi, ch.

the second named of the sons of Shem (Gen. 10: ix, “ DeJustificatione ” ). Luther and Melanchthon

22 ; 1 Chron. 1:17), B. C. before 2300. His de- and many utlier of the reformers held strongly to

)

:
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the affirmative, and even made assurance the ASSYRIA , AS'SHUR (Heb. 97wx, ash

criterion of saving faith. Calvinistic doctrinehas shoor', or 08, ash -shoor'), the name of a country.
regarded assurance (implying not only present but

1. The Land of Assyria was originally an
also final salvation ) as a special gift of grace
possessed by relatively few believers, though,theo- exceedingly small tract, the triangular-shaped strip

retically at least, within the privilege and dutyof lying between the rivers Tigris and Zab, and

all. Methodist theology has given strong em- bounded on the N. and E. by the Median and Ar

phasis to assurance as the common privilege of all meniau mountains. This territory was so small

who truly believe in Christ ; presenting, not the that it seems scarcely possible that a people con.

doubting and desponding type, but the confident fined within its borders could ever have reared an

and joyous type of religious experience as the one empire powerful enough to have dominated the
which is normal and scriptural. civilized world . It is, however, to be remembered

3. As to whether assurance is of the essence of, that it was not the people of this very narrow

or a necessary element in, saving faith the first tract who made the world one vast tributary. That

Protestant Confession (Augsburg) held that it is was done by a people of wider original possessions,

involved therein in accordance with Luther's for the land of Assyria was in close contact with

declaration that “ he who hath not assurance Babylonia. The river Zab never formed a hard

spews faith out. ” Other and later utterances of and fast boundary between the two lands. There

the reformed doctrine discriminated between the was indeed no natural boundary at all. The

act of justifying and saving faith and the assur. political boundaries wavered back and forth in

ance which comes as its result. The Westmin- the great valley, just as political power went up

kter Assembly was the first Protestant synod, how- and down. When Assyria was the stronger, then

ever, that formally declared assurance not to be was the boundary pushed far below the Zab ;

of the essence of saving faith . Wesley, while when Babylonia became more powerful it re

seeming at times to teach the opposite view, treated northward. So, also , westward the Tigris

nevertheless clearly held and taught that assur- did not continue to confine the Assyrians on the

ance is not involved in justifying faith or neces. W. At a very early period the borders were ex.

sarily connected therewith. “ The assertion, ' Jus- tended almost to the Euphrates. The populations

tifying faith is a sense of pardon,' ” he says, “ is of this wider country were absorbed into the

contrary to reason ; it is flatly absurd . For, how kingdom of Assyria, and forgetting their origin

can a sense of pardon be the condition of our became Assyrians to all intents and purposes.

receiving it ? ” For a most discriminating pres. The world -wide dominion was achieved through

entation of his views as to the relation of as the alliance with Babylonia, as well as by the ab

surance to faith, see bis works, vol. xii, pp. 109, sorption of the other peoples of the valley. Dur.

110. ing all their history the Assyrian people were of

4. As to the grounds of assurance, opinions one family blood with the people of Babylonia,

have also varied, especially as to their order and and their land wås likewise of almost one piece.

relative importance. Calvinists are rather dis. The land of Assyria is scarcely detachable from

posed to lay stress upon the external grounds of the Assyro-Babylonian land.

confidence instead of those that are internal ; i. e. , 2. Climate , Flora, and Fauna. The land of

the truths and promises of Scripture are dwelt Assyria is, by nature, divided into two parts. The

upon more largely and strongly than the fruits of southern part is low and level, almost exactly the

the Spirit and the “ witness of the Spirit.” See same in appearance and character as Babylonia.

SPIRIT, WITNESS OF. Wesley and other Methodist The northern and eastern portions, on the other

theologians emphasize chiefly the “ witness of the hand, rise rapidly into high and rolling plains,

Spirit,” though they by no means undervalue the which , in turn, are lifted into foothills, and these

confidence that comes from the recognition of the again into the mountains. The proximity of these

validity of the truth and promises of God, and mountains materially affected the climate, which

that which comes from finding in one's self the was in general cooler than that of Babylonia. It

graces which surely proclaim the fact of personal is, however, impossible to secure any definite in.
salvation witness of the Spirit ” brings formation sufficiently comprehensive for a general

iaith to its full development, so that, uplifted to view of the climate. The ancient inhabitants,

a joyous experience of the new life, we become who wrote so much concerning their lives , kept

possessed more abundantly of the fruits of the no records of temperature, and in modern times

Spirit, and the faith in God's word which was the passing traveler has only noted the tempera.

ictellectual, rational, and dim or wavering be- ture at irregular intervals. From the records it

comes spiritual, living, and certain. Thus is re- appears that the average maximum temperature

alized “the full assurance of faith ,” and “ of indoors in Bagdad during June and July is 107 °

hope ” and “ understanding." See Westminster Fahrenheit, while it sometimes goesup as high as

Con., art. xviii, “ of the Assurance of Grace and 120° or 122°. This average (107 °) seems now

Salvation ; " Hodge's Systematic Theology ; Pope's also to bereached in Assyria, at least along the

Compendium of Christian Theology ; Dorner's river Tigris, in the neighborhood of the modern

System of Christian Doctrines, introductory town of Mosul. There is little doubt, however,

chapter, “ The Doctrine of Faith ; ' Watson's that this is higher than the regular temperature

Theological Institutes , Wesley's “ Works,” espe. in ancient times, for the failure of the extensive

cially sermon on “ The Witness of the Spirit ; system of irrigation, the encroachment of the

Chamberlayne's Saving Fuith.—E. McC. desert sands, and the denudation of forests have

ASSWAGE. See GLOSSARY. all conspired to change the climate. The land of

The
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ASSYRIA

.

Assyria was not so famed in the ancient world for guage of Assyria was closely akin to that of

fertility as was BABYLONIA ( 9. v. ), of which the Babylonia, and may properly be regarded as prac

stories are perhaps too highly colored, but its tically the same language. It belongs to the

circle of products was wider than those in the Semitic family of languages, and is , therefore,

Warmer land of Babylonia. Along the rivers akin to Arabic, Aramæan, and Hebrew. Unlike

Tigris and Zab grain was grown with a success these three kindred languages, the Assyrian never

perbaps fully equal to that of Babylonia . The developed an alphabet, though it did develop a

palm tree, most valuable of all the products of few alphabetic characters. During its entire

the vegetable world, flourished by the się 2 of figs, history the Assyrian language was prevailingly

pomegranates, olives, almonds, and mulberry ideographic and syllabic. It expressed words by
trees, The higher portions of the country pro- means of signs which represented the idea : thus

duced also the foliage of the temperate zone. there was a single sign for sun, another for city,

There was abundant pasturage, on which extensive another for wood, another for hand. These are

flocks and herds were fattened, and over which called ideograms, and originated in considerable

great swarms of bees sought honey. The culture measure out of pictures, o hieroglyphs of the

of the vine was carried on with great success, and objects themselves . But besides these ideograms

the manufacture of wine— “ the drink of life," as the language also possessed numerous syllabic

the Assyrians called it—was perhaps the chief in- signs such as ab , ib , ub, ba, bi , bu . By means of

dustry in the North. these words could be spelled out. Clumsy though

The fauna of the land was scarcely less rich this appears to be, the Assyrians were able to de

than its flora. At the head stood the lion ,scarcely velop it far enough to make it a wonderfully ac
so fierce as the lion of Africa, but affording sport curate and sufficiently flexible tool . The materials

in the chase sufficiently dangerous to attract the on which they wrote were clay and stone , the use

attention of many of the Assyrian monarchs. of which had come from Babylonia. In writing

Other animals of the cat tribe - the leopard , lynx, upon stone the characters were chiseled deeply

and wildcat among them—were also found and into the surface, in regular lines, sometimes over

pursued in the chase. Over the plains the wild raised figures of gods or kings. Writings thus

ass and onager wandered in small herds. Deer executed were of monumental character, and could

existed in two varieties at least ; the hare was not be used for business or literary purposes . The

numerous, the porcupine and beaver not unknown great bulk of Assyrian literature has come down

in the historical period. The rivers supplied food to us upon clay, and not upon stone.
The clay

fish in abundance, and in the reeds along their tablets, as they are called, vary greatly in size.

banks sheltered pelicans, cranes, ducks, swans, Some are shaped like pillows, two inches in length,

geese , herons, and gulls. Partridges, bustards, by an inch and a quarter in width. Others are
and the ostrich were abundant ; the thrush, the flat, and sometimes reach sixteen inches in length

blackbird , and the ortolan were in the air, and by nine or ten inches in width . The clay is also

eagles and hawks pursued their prey . Though sometimes shaped like barrels, varying in height

the animals in a state of nature were so plentiful from five to nine inches, or like cylinders or

the animals which were domesticated were com- prisms, which are found sometimes sixteen inches

paratively few ; of these the chief were the horse, in height. When the soft clay had been formed

ox, ass, goat, and sheep , to which the camel was into some one of these shapes the characters
added , but not in the earliest periods. were formed by pressing into the surface a small

In mineral wealth Assyria was much in advance metallic tool with a triangularly pointed end.

of Babylonia, for stone of good quality for use in Each pressure formed a wedge-shaped, or cunei

architecture and the arts was found in abundance form , depression, and by repeated indentations the

in the mountains and foothills. characters were made. On these clay tablets the

3. The People. The people who inhabited Assyrians wrote a varied literature. We have

Assyria belonged to the great Semitic race . They now in our possession vast stores of this literature,

had come originally, so it appears,from Babylonia representing widely differing phases. There are

to settle as colonists. They were not of pure race, found historical inscriptions, narrating in annalis.

for there had already been an intermixture of tic form the deeds of Assyrian monarchs; public

blood with the Sumerian people, who were the documents, royal and private letters and dis

original inhabitants of the land. After this im- patches ; lists of taxes ; innumerable business

migration the Babylonians continued the process documents, such as receipts and bills of sale ;

of intermixture with successive invading peoples religious documents, as hymns, prayers, incanta

from Elam , Arabia, and elsewhere, but the Assyr- tions, and lists of omens; linguistic documents, as

ians intermarried little with neighboring peoples, lists of signs and of words with explanations ;

and held it a subject for much boasting that they astronomical lists of eclipses and the like ; tables

were of purer blood than the Babylonians. In of square and cube roots ; medical treatises and

stature the Assyrians were of average modern lists of recipes for the healing of disease.

European height, and were powerfully built. Their small part of this vast literature has been pub

complexion was dark , the nose prominent, the lished in facsimile, or made accessible in trans

hair, eyebrows, and beard thick and bushy. They lations in European languages. When they are

were apparently of cheerful disposition, given to madethusaccessible they willgive such an insight

mirth and feasting, but of implacable cruelty. into the whole life of these people as we are able

The pages of history are nowhere more bloody to obtain of very few peoples of antiquity.
than in the records of their wars. 5. Religion. The people of Assyria derived

4. Language and Literature. The lan- | their religious ideas from Babylonia , and during

But a
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all their history had constant contact with the Persian Gulf. He even captured the city of

mother country in this matter, as in others . The Babylon, and made ancient Babylonia a sort of

faith was polytheistic, and never shows in any tributary state to the new commonwealth of

text yet found any approach to monotheism . The Assyria. He extended his influence over

god who stood at the head of the Assyrian pan. part of the Mediterranean, and threatened Egypt

theon was the great god Asshur, always honored so that Pharaoh gave him presents. It is of

as the divine founder of the nation. After him course not to be supposed that the great free

and below him are the gods Anu, Bel, and Ea , the booter and warrior extended or even attempted to

middle of whom , under slightly varying names and extend Assyrian rule over so vast an empire. He

with changes of titles, was worshiped in Baby- went rather to plunder than to extend the benefits

lonia, and even far westward among other Semitic of Assyrian civilization, such as they were.

peoples. Besides this great triad , there was an- perhaps, inconceivable how vast a store of wealth

other consisting of the moon god Sin , the sun in gold and silver, objects of apparel , and precious

god Shamash, whose name appears in royal names stones he brought into the city of Asshur, his

so frequently, and Ishtar, the goddess of the cres- capital.

cent moon, and the queen of the stars ; though His son and successor, Asshur-bel -kala, was a

her place in this triad is often taken by Ramman, weak man, and the influence gained by Tiglath

the “ thunderer,” god of rain , of tempests, and of pileser was suffered to wane and almost to dis

storms . These gods are invoked at times sever- appear. It was during his reign and those of his

ally in phrases which seem to raise each in turn immediate successors that the kingdom of the

to a position of supremacy over the others. Early Hebrews seize opportunity to develop under

students ofreligious texts sometimes mistakenly David and Solomon into a powerful kingdom .

supposed that these ascriptions of praise and Humanly speaking, this would have been almost

honor were in reality tokens of monotheism . This impossible during the lifetime either of Tiglath .

is now well known to be a false influence. Mono- pileser I or of Asshur-nazir-apal, who was the next

theism is unknown, henotheism seems at times to of.the great Assyrian conquerors (884–860 B. C.).

be reached, but polytheism is the prevailing, as it Asshur-nazir-apal imitated Tiglath -pileser I, and

was always the popular, belief. Besides these in some respects was a greater man than he .

great triads of gods there were large numbers of He carried on a series of wars with the same

minor deities, as well as countless spirits of peoples who had suffered during the reign of
beaven , earth, and sea. See NERGAL. Tiglath - pileser I, and there have been few wars

The religious ceremonial of the Assyrians, with in human history more relentless, more bloody,

its sacrifices morning and evening, and its offer- more destructive of property, and with less justi

ings of wine, milk, honey, and cakes, was similar fication.

to that of Babylonia , but is not yet satisfactorily He was succeeded by his son , Shalmaneser II,

known, save in outline. who for more than thirty years carried on cam

6. History. It is clear that the origin of the paign after campaign against the West, giving to
Assyrian commonwealth is to be found among the Hebrew people their first foretaste of the

Babylonian colonists . Not only is this definitely horrors of Assyrian oppression,and the first threat

stated to be the case in the Old Testanient (Gen. of ultimate extinction through the Assyrians.

10:11 ), but the Assyrians themselves continually See SHALMANESER.

look back to Babylonia as the motherland. The The reign of his son and successor, Shamshi.

earliest developments in the new table and moun- Ramman II (824–812 B. C.), was disturbed by rebel

tain land of Assyria are not very clear. It appears lion and civil war, though he later carried on exten

probable that here, as in Babylonia, the earliest sive campaigns in the East and in the North, and

forms of government were connected with the lives materially strengthened the now rapidly growing

of cities , and that from cities Assyrian civilization Assyrian kingdom , while Ramman -nirari III (811

and rule gradually spread over the surrounding 783), who succeeded him , turned his attention to

country, and later by the combination of different ward the West and temporarily conquered the city
cities a kingdom was founded with the capital of Damascus. After his reign , the growing power

one of them .
of Assyria, hitherto apparently invincible, began

The earliest rulers in Assyria were called Pa- to diminish . There were more civil disturbances,

tesi , a word which has been supposed to mean and, added to this, several outbreaks of pestilence,

priest-king, or high priest. The reading of the and with his death the oldest Assyrian kingdom

word is , however, still uncertain, and the meaning may be said to have come to an end.

still more so. Judging from the men who bore this A new kingdom succeeded immediately by the

title, it is , perhaps, safe to assume that the title reign of a usurper, Tiglath -pileser III. He was

indicated some kind of combination of priestly a man not only of tremendous energy, of strong

and governmental rule. The earliest kings of character, but of real creative genius. The kings

Assyria are little more than names, and the dates who had preceded lim had been plunderers, but

of their reigns are extremely uncertain . not rulers. They had marched to all points of

The first great name among the Assyrian kings the compass that they might plunder and bring

is the name of Tiglath -pileser I,who reigned about their gains to their capital. He began with the

1100 B. C. He carried the power of the Assyrian fixed determination to make a great empire, to

arms in great expeditions over almost all western weld together the West and the East, to make the

Asia, from the mountains of Elam to the coasts name of Assyria not merely dreaded as a force

of the Mediterranean, and from the ice -covered making for plunder, but to make it revered as a

mountains of Armenia to the lowlands of the power forgood government. See TigLATH -PILESER ,
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On the death of Tiglath-pileser III, in 727, tomed from an early date to record on their clay

Shalmaneser IV ascended the throne, in whose tablets the aspect of the heavens and the changes

reign the siege of Samaria was begun. See Shal- which took place in them night after night, the

On the end of his reign there followed appearance of the constellations, their compara

a brilliant series of reigns by kings who are gen- tive brilliancy, the precise moments of their rising

erally spoken of as the Sargonides, being thus and setting and culmination, together with the

named after the first of them , and one of the more or less rapid movements of the planets, and

greatest, Sargon ( 722–705). He was not only one their motions toward or from one another.” They

of the greatest of Assyrian generals, butmayeven discovered the revolution and eclipses of the

as an organizer be compared with Tiglath-pileser moon, and frequently predicted with success

III. See SARGON. To his son Sennacherib he eclipses of the sun (Maspero, Dawn of Civilization,

left an empire too great for the new king. There p. 775, sq. ).

is even a doubt as to the personal courage of the The astronomy of China and India dates back

new monarch . There are even stronger doubts of to a very early period, for we read of two Chinese

his military skill. In him boastfulness took the astronomers, Ho and Hi, being put to death for

place of action, but in spite of his defects he failing to announce a solar eclipse which took

did manage in some fashion to hold together a place B.C. 2169.

semblance of the authority which he had in- The Hebrews do not appear to have devoted

herited. Were it not for the great interest felt much attention to astronomy, perhaps because

for his connections with the Hebrew people, his astrology, biglıly esteemed among the neighboring

name would find little mention in modern ac- nations (Isa. 47: 9 ; Jer. 27 : 9 ; Dan . 2), was inter

counts of Assyrian history. See SENNACHERIB. dicted by the law (Deut. 18:10, 11 ). And yet we

He was succeeded by his son Esar-haddon, who find as early as the Book of Job the constellations

in every respect was a far greater man than his were distinguished and designated by peculiar and

father and continued in his reign some of the best appropriate names (Job 9 :9 ; 38:31; also Isa.

traditions of the Assyrian world power . See 13:10 ; Amos 5 : 8 ) .
ESAR -HADDON.

ASUP PIM (Heb. DIDON, as-up -peem ', collec
Esar-baddon was succeeded by his son Asshur- tions (1 Chron. 26:15 ; house of collections, v. 17), a

bani-pal, who entirely lacked the military genius
of his father, and was therefore notonlyunableto part of the temple assigned to the care of the

conquer anything more, but also to hold together family of Obed-edom. It appearsto have been a

the empire which he had inherited . He prided building usedfor the storing of the temple goods,

himself more upon great buildings, upon patron
situated in the neighborhood of the southern door

age of art, literature, and science, than upon deeds of the temple in the external court, and with

of prowess upon the field of battle, and inhis probably two entrances (Keil, Conn .,in loc.). Dr.

reign the decay of the empire in physical strength Strong ( Cyc.,s . v. ) thinks that it wasthe inclosed

was rapid. There was also a serious insurrection space used for store chambers between the two

during his reign which threatened the very ex - N . E.gates, in the outer wall of the temple. The

istence of the state. The revolt lasted morethan same word in Neh. 12:25 is incorrectly rendered

fifty years, and while it continuedEgyptbroke ( A. V.) “ thresholds.”

loose from Assyrian thraldom, Syria joined the
ASYLUM (Heb. 272, mik-laut'), a place of

revolt, and the whole empire threatened to col- safety where even a criminal might be free from

lapse. See ASNAPPER ; also SUPPLEMENT. violence from the avenger.

There is doubt as to the order of the few kings 1. Ancient. From Exod . 21:14 ; 1 Kings 1:50

who succeeded Asshur-bani-pal. The power of we see that the Hebrews, in common with many

the empire was broken. Thenames ofthe kings rep- other nations, held that the altar, as God's abode,

resent men who possessed titles that were almost afforded protection to those whose lives were in

empty, and a storm that should engulf the whole danger. By the law, however, the place of ex

fabric was brewing in Babylonia and in the terri- piation for sins of weakness (Lev. 4 :2 ; 5 : 16–18 ;

tories of the Manda. See NINEVEH. When the Num. 15 : 27–31 ) was prevented from being abused

city of Nineveh was taken (607–6) the Assyrian by being made a place of refuge for criminals de.

empire came to an end, and a new rule by Indo- serving of death. The Mosaic law also provided

European people and a new life took the place of " cities of refuge” (q. v .). Among the Greeks

the great empire and the remarkable life which and Romans, the right of asylum pertained to

had been slowly built up during the centuries.- altars, temples, and all holy shrines. These
R. W. R. sanctuaries were exceptionally numerous in Asia.

AS'TAROTH ,AS’TARTE. SecGods,False. During the time of the Roman empire the statues

ASTONIED. See GLOSSARY. of the emperors were used as refuges against

momentaryacts of violence. Armies in the field
ASTROLOGY. See MAGIC.

used the eagles of the legionsfor the same purpose.

ASTRONOMY (Gr. dotpovouía, laws of the 2. Christian. In the Christian Church the

stars). This science probably owes its origin to right of asylum was retained, and extended from

the Chaldeaus, there being evidence that they had the altar to all ecclesiastical buildings. By act of

conducted astronomical observations from remote Theodosius II (A. D. 431) not only the Church

antiquity. Callisthenes sent to his uncle, Aris was to be considered sacred, but also the atrium ,

totle, a number of these observations, of which the the garden, bath, and cells. Many abuses crept

oldest must have dated back to the middle of B. C. in , until the custom has either become extinct or

2300 . “ The Chaldean priests had been accus- greatly reformed.

ܪ
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ASYN'CRITUS (Gr. 'Agbykpitos, as-oong'- to be put to death ; one only, Joash, the son of

kree-tos, incomparable), the name of a Christian Ahaziah, escaping (2 Kings 11:1), B. C. 842.

at Rome to whom St. Paul sends salutation (Rom. Atbaliah usurped the throne for six years, 842-836.

16:14 ), A. D. 60. Joash, in the meantime, had been concealed in the

A'TAD (Heb. 8, aw -tawd ', a thorn ). It is temple by his aunt, Jehosheba, the wife of Jehoi

uncertain whether Atad is the name of a person ada, the high priest. In the seventh year, Je
hoiada resolved to produce the young prince, and ,

or a descriptive appellation given to a “ thornylocality. At the thrashing floor of Atad the sons arrangements having been made for defense in

declared king.
of Jacob, and the Egyptians who accompanied case of necessity, Joash

them , “ made a mourning ” for Jacob seven days Athaliah, who was probably worshiping in the

(Gen. 50:10, 11), B. C. 1689.
house of Baal , was aroused by the shouts of the

people, and repaired to the temple, where her cry

AT'ARAH (Heb. 177937, at-aw -raw ', a crown ), of treason ” only secured her own arrest . (3)

the second wife of Jerabmeel, of the tribe of Death . She was taken beyond the sacred pre

Judah , and mother of Onam (1 Chron. 2:26), B. C. cincts of the temple and put to death . The only
about 1471, other recorded victim of this revolution was

AT'AROTH (Heb. sim ,at-aw-rõtl',crowns). Mattan, the priest of Baal (2 Kings 11.1 , sq .;
1. A city near Gilead, E. of Jordan, in a fertile 2 Chron: 23:1–17).

grazing district (Num . 32 : 3). Rebuilt by the
2. One of the sons of Jeroham , and a chief

Gadites (v . 34) . tain of the tribe of Benjamin, who dwelt at Jeru.

2. A city on theborder of Ephraim and Benja - salem ( 1 Chron. 8:26 ).

min (Josh. 16 :7). Called also Ataroth-adar (Josh.
3. The father of Jeshaiah , which latter was one

18:13).
of Elam that returned with seventy

3. Ataroth of the house of Joab,” in the tribe dependents from Babylon under Ezra (Ezra 8 :7 ),

of Judah,a city founded by the descendants of B. C. about 457.

Salma (1 Chron. 2:54 ). ATHANASIAN CREED. See CREEDS.

A’TER (Heb. 70$, aw -tare', shut up). ATHEISM (Gr. ådeos, ath'-en-os, without Gou),

1. A person “ of ” (probably descendant of) the denial of the existence of God. The term has

Hezekiali, whose familyto the number of ninety- always been applied according to the popular con

eight returned from the captivity (Ezra 2:16 ; ception of God. Thus the Greeks considered a
Neh . 7:21 ) , B. C. before 536 . man åbeos, atheist, when he denied the existence of

2. The head of a family of Levitical “ porters the gods recognized by the state. The Pagans

to the temple, whose descendants went up to called Christians atheists because they would not

Jerusalem at the same time with the above (Ezra acknowledge the heathen gods and worship them .

2:42; Neh . 7:45 ), B. C. before 536 . In the theological controversies of the early Church

3. ' One of the chief Israelites that subscribed the opposite parties not infrequently called each
the sacred covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. 10:17), other atheists .

B. C. about 445.
When we speak of atheism proper, we speak

A'THACH (Heb. 19 , ath -awk ', lodging), a of a phase of the controversy touching a great
city in Judah to which David sent a present of the first cause of creation. The word, however, is
spoils recovered from the Amalekites who had not in favor, and is renounced even by those

sacked Ziklag (1 Sam . 30:30 ). Its site is un- whose reasonings naturally lead up to it. The

known. question may be fairly asked, Is blank atheism or

ATHAIAH (Heb..7773 ,ath -aw -yaw ', perhaps antitheism possible to the human mind ? And the

the sameas Asaiah ), a son of Uzziah , ofthe tribe appeal to Scripture, and such an appeal should be
answer must be finally given that it is not.

of Judah, who dwelt in Jerusalem after the return allowed, we find that through the whole book
from Babylon (Neh. 11 :4 ) , B. C. 445.

there is no single allusion to men from whose

ATHALI'AH (Heb.-o, ath -al-yaw ', af- mind the thoughtof God is erased.The book dem
flicted by Jehovah). onstrates everything about the Deity but his es .

1. The daughter of Ahab , king of Israel, doubt- istence. It never descends to argue with an

less by his wife Jezebel. She is called (2 Chron. atheist. If it recognizes a man who is a disbe

22 :2) 'the daughter of Omri, who was father of liever in God, it counts him a “ fool ” ( Psa. 63 : 1 ) .

Ahab, but by a comparison of texts it would ap- “ In Eph. 2:12 the expression, åbɛoi év TỤ KÓGuw,

pear that she is so called only as being his grand- without God in the world ,' the word åDeol , godless,

daughter. (1 ) Idolatry. She was married to may be taken either with the active, neuter, or

Jehoram , king of Judah, who " walked in the way passive reference, i. e. , either denying, ignorant of,

of the house of Ahab,” no doubt owiug to her in. or forsaken by God . The last meaning seems

Auence, “for he had the daughter of Ahab to best to suit the passive tenor of the passage and

wife ” (2 Chron. 21 : 6). After the death of Jeho- to enhance thedreariness and gloom of the picture"

ram , Ahazialı came to the throne, and he also (Ellicott, Com. , in loc. ) .
walked in the way of Ahab's house, following the Atheism proper has mostly sprung from moral

wicked counsel of his mother (2 Chron. 22 :2 , 3 ) . causes, and denotes a system ofthoughtwhich the

( 2) Reign. Ahaziah reigned one year, and was healthiest instinct of mankind has always ab.

slain by Jehu, ·whereupon Athaliah_resolved to horred . Even among the heathen the denial of

seat herself upon the throne of David . She the existence of the gods was proscribed and

caused all the male members of the royal family punished.

If we
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ATHENIAN (Acts 17:21, rendered “ of Ath- 2. Scripture Doctrine. Terms and Methods.

ens ” in v . 22 ) , an inhabitant of ATHENS (q . v.). In addition to the terms above named there are

ATH'ENS (Gr. 'Adīvai, ath -ay -nahee ), the other words used in the Scriptures which express
capital of Attica, and the chief seat of Grecian the idea of atonement or throw special light

learning and civilization during the golden period upon its meaning. Of these may be here cited

of the history of Greece. An account of this city (a) iháokopai, ilaskomai, translated ( Heb. 2:17)

would be out of place in the present work. St.
to make reconciliation ." Also Rom . 3:25 ;

Paul visited it in his journey from Macedonia, and 1 John 2: 2 ; 4:10, where the kindred noun is

appears to have remained there some time (Acts rendered “propitiation ;” (6 ) aurpov, lutron, trans

17:14–34 ; comp. 1 Thess. 3 : 1 ). During his resi- lated “ ransom ,” “ redemption " ( Matt. 20:23;

dence he delivered his memorable discourse on Mark 10:30 ; Luke 2:38 ; Heb. 9:12). By such

the Areopagus to the “ men of Athens ” (Acts words and in such passages as these the doctrine

17:22—31). The Agora or “ market,” where St. is taught that Christ died to effect reconciliation

Paul disputed daily, was situated in the valley be between God and man, to propitiate the divine

tween the Acropolis, theAreopagus, the Pnyx, and favor in behalf of sinful men, and to redeem or

the Museum, being bounded by the Acropolis on ransom men from the penalties and the dominion

the N. E. and E., by the Areopagus on the N., by oftheir sins.

the Pnyx on the N. W. and W., and by the There are also forms of expression in which the

Museum on the S. The remark of the sacred idea of substitution , or that Christ stands as our

historian respecting the inquisitive character of substitute in the economy of divine grace, appear

with marked emphasis (Rom . 5 : 6-8 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 3 ;

2 Cor. 5:21 ; Gal . 3:13 ; Tit . 2:14 ; 1 Pet. 2:24 ;

3:18).

The divinely appointed sacrifices of the Old

Testament dispensation are alsofull of significance,

embracing as they did special offerings or sacrifices

for sin. The uniform teaching of the New Testa

ment is that these were typical of the sacrifice

which Christ made of himself for the sins of the

world.

3. Summary. While the Scriptures do not

give a philosopbical theory or explanation of the

atonement, nor perhaps furnish us with data alto

gether sufficient for such a theory, still it is true

Acropolis. that (a ) The Scriptures reveal the atonement to

us as an accomplished and completed fact (Heb.

the Athenians (17:21) is attested by the unani- 9 : 13-26 ) . (6) They represent this fact as neces

mous voice of antiquity. Demosthenes rebukes sary to human salvation (Luke 24 :40–46, 47 ;

his countrymen for their love of constantly going Acts 4:12 ). (c) While the whole earthly life of

about in the market, and asking one another, Christ contained an atoning and even sacrificial

“ What news ?” The remark of St. Paul upon the element, the virtue of the atonement is to be found

" superstitious " character ofthe Athenians(17:22) chiefly in his sacrificial death. His death was in

is in like manner confirmed by the ancient writers. dispensable (John 3:14, 15). ( d) In the atoning

ThusPausanias says that the Athenians surpassed death of Christ was exhibited not only the holy

all other states in the attention which they paid to wrath of God against sin , but quite as much the

the worship of the gods ; and hence the city was love of God toward sinful men (Rom . 3:25 , 26 ;

crowded in every direction with temples, altars, 5 : 6-8 ; John 3:16). ( e) The gracious divine pur.
and other sacred buildings. Of the Christian pose realized in the atonement was inwrought

church founded by St. Paul at Athens, according with the creation of man. Redemption was in the

to ecclesiastical tradition, Dionysius the Areop- thoughtand plan of the Creator so that man fall.

agite was the first bishop (Smith, Bib. Dict., 8. v .). ing fell into the armsof divine mercy. The Lamb
See PAUL. of God was “ slain from the foundation of the

ATHLAI (Heb. 27, ath-lah'ee, oppressive), world ”(Rev. 13:8; 1 Pet. 1:19, 20). (f) The

a son of Bebai, who put away his strange wife on
atonement is not limited, but universal in the

the return from Babylon ( Ezra 10:28).
extent of its gracious provisions (Heb. 2 : 9 ;

AT ONE. See GLOSSARY.
1 Tim. 2 : 5, 6 ; 4:10 ; Rom . 5:18 ; 2 Cor. 5:14, 15).

ATONEMENT (Heb. from 27, kaw - far", to lead to universal salvation. The great offer of
( 9 ) The universality of the atonement does not

cover, cancel ; Gr. karakhayh, kat-al- lag -ay', ex- salvation may be, and often is, rejected , and when

change, reconciliation ). the rejection is final the atonement avails nothing

1 Definition . In accordance with the force for the sinner (Mark 16:16 ; John 3:36 ; Heb.

of these terms of Scripture the atonement is the 10:26-29). (h) The atonement is the actual objec

covering over of sin, the reconciliation between tive ground of forgiveness of sins and acceptance

God and man, accomplished by the Lord Jesus with God for all penitent believers ( John 3:16 ;

Christ. It is that special result of Christ's sacri- Acts 2:38 ; Eph. 1: 7 ; Col. 1:14 ).

ficial sufferings and death by virtue of which all 4. Theological Treatment. This branch of

who exercise proper penitence and faith receive the subject calls for two classes of statements :

forgiveness oftheir sins and obtain peace. (1) as to the history of the doctrine; ( 2) as to the

1
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nence.

theological views most generally held at the pres- nature of God , but in the nature of the divine
ent time. government. The purpose of the atonement is to

( 1) History. During the early centuries of the make it possible to exercise mercy toward fallen

history of the Church, and particularly prior to and sinful men, and at the same time maintain the

the Nicene Council (A. D. 325), Christian theology dignity of the law, the honor of the Lawgiver, and

reflected, in the main, simply the teaching of the protect the moral interests of the universe.
New Testament upon this subject. The attention Grotius thus founded what is known as the

of theologians was concentrated upon the person of rectoral or governmental theory.

Christ. There was but little speculation as tothe The doctrines of Anselm , Abelard, and Grotius

method of the atonement on the exact ground of represent the principal tendencies of thought and

its necessity. That the sacrifice of Christ was discussion throughout the whole history of the

vicarious, that he suffered in the stead of men , doctrine. Under the treatment of various theo

was, however, an idea constantly held ; and that logians these doctrines received modification more

these sufferings were necessary to meet the re- or less important ; but in their leading principles

quirement of divine righteousness was sometimes these three forms of teaching have been the most

declared with emphasis. A fancifulnotion, it is prominent in the theology of the Christian
true, began to appear at that early period , a notion Church.

which afterward obtained some measure of promi- (2) Modern views. Aside from the opinion of

Christ was regarded as a ransom paid to rationalists and semirationalists, who wholly or

the devil to redeem men who by their sin had in part reject the authority of Scripture, and ac

come under the dominion of the devil. This was cordingly attach but slight if any importance to

taught by Origen (A. D. 230), and more emphatic. Scripture teaching concerning the atonement, the

ally by Gregory of Nyssa (A, D. 370). This view three theories prominent in the past are still the

has also , but incorrectly, been attributed to prominent theories of the present. With various
Irenæus ( A. D. 180). Captious critics and in shadings and modifications, and attempts at inter

fidels have often cited this incident in the history blending, they embody in the main the thinking

of theology in order to bring all theology into ridi. of modern timesupon this subject.

cule and contempt. But it is to be remembered The moral influence theory, however, it should

that this phase of doctrine was always met with be said , has never obtained formal or general ac

the strongest denial and opposition, as by Atha. ceptance in any evangelical communion. It has

nasius (A. D. 370) and Gregory of Nazianzum been regarded justly as falling far short of ade

(A. D. 390). It was never the accepted doctrine quately representing the teaching of Scripture. It
of the Christian Church . contains some measure of truth , but leaves out

Anselm. Prominent in the history of the the truth most essential, that of real , objective

doctrine of the atonement must ever stand the atonement. It reduces the atonement to an object

name of Auselm , A. D. 1100. In his book, Cur lesson.

Deus Homo, he brings out most clearly and em- The thought of the Christian Church of to -day

phatically the idea of the atonement as satisfac- is divided in its adherence between the satisfac

tion to divine justice. He viewed thenecessity of tion and governmental theories ; these theories ,

atonement as entirely in the justice of God. He appearing in various forms. But no one of these

made this term “ satisfaction,” it has been said, viewsmost prominent is free from grave logical

a watchword for all future time.” Certain it is objections if held too rigidly and exclusively ,

that what is known as the satisfaction theory of Thus the satisfaction theory, if held in the sense

the atonement will ever stand associated with his that Christ actually bore the punishment for the

sins of men, or that he literally, according to the

Abelard . Chief among the opponents of An- figure of Anselm , paid the debt of human trans

selm was Abelard, A. D. 1141. He referred the gressors, after themanner of a commercial trans

atonement wholly to the love of God, and taught action, must lead logically to one or the other of

that there could be nothing in the divine essence two extremes—either that of a limited atonement

that required satisfaction for sin . The death of or that of universalism . It tends also to anti

Christ upon the cross was solely an exhibition of nomianism, to say nothing of other objections

divine love. The effect is moral only. It is in- often raised . The governmental theory, held

tended to subdue the hearts of sinful men , to lead alone and too boldly, loses sight of the fact that

them to repentance and devotion to Christ. Thus the divine government must be a reflection of the

Abelard stands as the father of what is known as divine nature, and that what is required by that

the moral influence theory. government must be required also by some quality

Grotius. An epoch in the history of the doctrine inherent in God. Further, this theory, if not

was reached when Grotius, A. D. 1617, wrote his guarded strongly, and by bringing in in some form

Defensio fidei Cathol. de Satisfactione. He wrote the idea of satisfaction to divine justice, reduces

in refutation of the teaching of Socinus, who de- the death of Christ to a great moral spectacle. It

nied the vicarious character of Christ's death , and becomes, in fact , another moral influence theory.

the need of any reconciliation of God with man. A strong tendency, accordingly, of the present

Grotius held fast to the vicariousness of Christ's day is to seek some way of mediating between or

sufferings, and used the term “ satisfaction .” But of uniting the elements of truth found in these

in his view it was a satisfaction to the require- various theories. Certain it is that the Scriptures

ments of moral government, and not to the justice do represent the death of Christ as a most affect

which inheres in God himself. The necessity of ing manifestation of the love of God. Certain,

the atonement, accordingly, he found not in the I also, it is that his death is represented as sacri.

name.
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ficial, and required by the justice of God. And the battle of Actium, B. C. 31, being saluted im.

equally true it is that it is often viewed in its perator by the Senate, who conferred on him the

relations to divine law and the moral economy title Augustus in B. C. 27. He forgave Herod,

that God has established. And if the earnest who had espoused the cause of Antony, and even

attempts of devout thinkers do not succeed wholly increased his power. After the death of Herod,

in penetrating the mystery of the cross, and in A. D. 4, bis dominions were divided among his

bringing the exact meaning of Christ's death sons by Augustus, almost in exact accordance with

within the compass of their definitions, still it is his will. Augustus was emperor at the birth and

held as beyond all question that the atonement during half the lifetime of our Lord, but his name

wrought by Christ is a fundamental fact in human occurs only once (Luke 2: 1 ) in the New Testa

salvation, a real " covering ” for sin , the divinely ment, as the emperor who ordered the enrollment

appointed measure for " reconciliation " between in consequence of which Joseph and Mary went

God and man . to Bethlehem, the place where the Messiahwas to

5. Extent of Atonement. The extent of be born.

atonement is much less discussed than formerly,
AUL. See Awl.

Calvinism , though still divided upon that subject,

having considerably departed from the view it AUNT (Heb. 17717, do -daw ', loving ), a father's

once strenuously held, that the atonement was for sister (Exod. 6:20) ; also an uncle's wife (Lev. 18 :

the elect only. The prevailing doctrine is that 14 ; 20:20).

of universal or general, though conditional, atone
AUTHORIZED VERSION (A. V.). See

ment.
BIBLE.

LITERATURE . — The literature of this subject is

very extensive. Reference may here be made to
AVA (Heb. 879, av-vaw ', ruin, 2 Kings 17 :

The Vicarious Sacrifice, Bushnell— the moral 24), or I'vah (Heb. 1777, iv -vaw ', 2 Kings 18:34 ;

influence theory ; Atonement in Christ, Miley- 19:13). “ As Ivvâh is placed by the side of

the governmental theory ; Our Lord's Doctrine of Hena (18:34 ; 19:13), Avva can hardly be any

the Atonement, Smeaton — the satisfaction theory ; other than the country of Hebeh , situated on the

also to the chapters treating this subject in such Euphrates between Anah and the Chabur” (Keil,

works of systematic theology as Pope's Com. Com . on Kings) .

pendium of Christian Theology, Van Oosterzee's
AVE MARIA (Hail Mary).

Christian Dogmatics, Hodge's Systematic Theol
1. The words of the angel Gabriel to the Virgin

ogy , H. B. Smith's System of Christian Theol
Mary, when announcing the incarnation (Luke 1 :

ogy.-E. McC.

28 ), as rendered by the Vulgate.

ATONEMENT, DAY OF. See FESTIVALS.
2. The familiarprayer, or form of devotion, in

AT ROTH (Num . 32:35). See ATAROTH. the Roman Catholic Church, called also the “ An

ATTAI (Heb. " ny, at-tah'ee, opportune). gelical Salutation .” It consists of three parts :

1. The son of a daughter of Sheshan,of the (1) The Salutation of Gabriel, Ave (Maria) gratia

tribeofJudah, by his Egyptian
servant, Jarha. plena,Dominus tecum ; benedictatu inmulieribus;

( 2) the words of Elizabeth to Mary, et benedictus
Hewas the father of Nathan (1 Chron .2:35, 36). fructus ventris tui ; (3) anaddition made by the

2. One of David's mighty men,of the tribe of Church, Sancta Maria, Mater Dei, ora pro nobis
Gad ,who joined David at Ziklag, whither he bad peccatoribusnunc et in hora mortis nostre. The

fled from Saul ( 1 Chron . 12:11).

3. Thesecond of the four sons of King Reho- the breviary of Pius V ( 1568) tobe useddaily
whole Ave Maria, as it now stands , is ordered in

boam , by his second wife, Maachah, the daughter before each canonical hour and after compline;

of Absalom (2 Chron . 11:20 ).
i. e. , the last of the seven canonical hours ( Cath.

ATTALI'A (Gr. 'Artáhela, at-tal'-i-ah ), a sea . Dict., s. v. ).

port on thecoast of Pamphylia, at the mouth of
AVEN (Heb. 178, aw -ven, nothingness, van

the river Cattarrhactes. The town was named

after its founder, Attalus Philadelphus, king of ity).

Pergamos. Paul and Barnabas on the way to
1. The popular name of Heliopolis, in Lower

Antioch stopped there (Acts 14:25 ). Its name in Egypt, probably selected intentionally in the sense

the 12th century appears to have been Satalia ; it of an idol-city (Ezek. 30:17) because On-Heliopolis

still exists under the name of Adalia. was from time immemorial one of the principal

ATTENT. See GLOSSARY.
seats of the Egyptian worship of the sun, and

possessed a celebrated temple of the sun and a

ATTIRE. See DRESS. numerous and learned priesthood .

ATTITUDE . See PRAYER, SALUTATION.
2. The “ high places of Aven " are the build.

ings connected with the image-worship at Beth -el,
AUGUS'TUS (Gr. Aŭyovotos, ow '-goos-tos), the and which were to be utteriy ruined (Hos . 10 : 8) .

imperial title assumed by Octavius, successor of 3. Mentioned as “ the plain of Aven ” (Amos

Julius Cæsar. He was born A. U. C. 691 (B. C. 1 : 5) , and thought by some to be the same as the

63 ), and was principally educated by his great plain of Baalbek, where there was a magnificent

uncle, Julius Cæsar, whomadehim his heir. After temple dedicated to the sun. Robinson ( Bibl.

the death of Cæsar, he acquired such influence Res., p. 677) understands by it the present Bekaa,

that Antony and Lepidus took him into their between Lebanon and Anti-Libanus, in which

triumvirate . He afterward shared the empire Heliopolis was always the most distinguished

with Antony, and attained supreme power after city.

>
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Avim ”

AVENGER OF BLOOD. See BLOOD, 5. Mah- ats-awd' (Heb. 7 * 322, a hewing instru

AVENGER OF . ment), rendered “ tongs ” (Isa. 44:12) and “ ax

A'VIM (Hcb. brzy, av-veem'; A VIMS, or (Jer. 10 :3 ). Some axes were shaped like chisels

A'VITES, Heb. 27, av-vee').
fastened to a handle, and such may have been the

instrument named in Jeremiah ; but as Isaiah

1. A people among the early inhabitants of (44:12 ) refers to the work of a blacksmith the

Palestine, whom we meet with in the S. W. cor- mah -ats-awd was probably a chisel for cutting the

ner of the seacoast, whither they may have made
iron upon the anvil.

their way northward from the Desert. The only

notice of them which has come down to us is con

tained in a remarkable fragment of primeval

history preserved in Deut. 2:23 . Here we see them

dwelling in the villages in the S. part of the

Sliefelah, or great western lowland , as far as

Gaza.” In these rich possessions they were at

tacked by the invading Philistines, “ the Caph

torim which came forth out of Caphtor,” and who

after “ destroying ” them and “ dwelling in their

stead ," appear to have pushed them further N.

Possibly a trace of their existence is to be found

in the town
(or “ the Avvim " ), which

occurs among the cities of Benjamin ( Josh. 18:23).

It is a curious fact that both the LXX. and Jerome

identified the Avvim with the Hivites , and also

that the town of ha - Avvim was in the actual dis

trict of the Hivites ( Josh. 9 : 7, 17 , comp. with

18 :22-27 ).

2. The people of Avva, among the colonists Ancient Axes, etc.

who were sent by the king of Assyria to reinhabit

the depopulated cities of Israel (2 Kings 17:31 ). 6. Kar -dome' (Heb. 6772) is the commonest

They were idolaters, worshiping gods called Nib- name for ax or hatchet. This is the instrument

hazand Tartak (Smith, Bib . Dict ., s. v . ). referred to in Judg. 9:48 ; 1 Sam . 13:20, 21 ; Psa .

AVITH (Heb. 07973, av -veeth "), a city of the 74:5; Jer. 46:22, and was extensively used for

Edomites, capital of King Hadad before there felling trees .

were kings in Israel (Gen. 36:35 ; 1 Chron. 1:46).
7. The Greek word for ax is åčivn, az -ee -nay

AVOID, AVOUCH, AWAY. See Glos
(Matt. 3:10 ; Luke 3: 9).

Figurative. The ax is used in Scripture as

a symbol of divine judgment. John Baptist, re

AWL (Heb. 94 ? a, mar -tsay'-ah , from verb ferring probably to the excision of the Jewish

signifying “ to bore ” ), a boring instrument, people, says,
“ And now also the ax is laid unto

probably of the simplest kind, and similar to those the root of the trees. ” This denotes that it had

in familiar use at the present time. It occurs already been stuck into the tree preparatory to

twice in the Scriptures (Exod. 21:6 ; Deut. 15:17 ) . felling it. The ax was also used as a symbol of

human instrument, e . g. , “ Shall the ax boast
AWORK . See GLOSSARY.

itself against him that heweth therewith ? ” (Isa.

AX, the rendering in the A. V. of several 10:15 , ) i. e . , Shall the king of Assyria boast him
original words :

self against God ?

1. Gar -zen ' (Heb. 7.???, to cul). This appear's
AXHEAD (Heb . 5772, bar-zel", 2 King 6 : 5)

to have consisted of a head of iron ( Isa. 10:34 ), is literally “ iron ; ” butas an ax is certainly in

fastened with thongs or otherwise, upon a handle tended, the passage shows that the axheads

of wood, and so liable to slip off ( Deut. 19:5 ; amongthe Hebrews were of iron. Those found in

2 Kings 6 :5). It was used for felling trees (Deut. Egypt are of bronze, such as was anciently used ;

20:19 ) and for shaping timber, perhaps like the but they have made them also of iron , the latter

modern adze.
having been consumed by corroding.

2. Kheh' -reb (Heb. 57 ), usually rendered AXLETREE occurs only in 1 Kings 7:32, 33,

“ sword, ” is used of other cutting instruments ; as the translation of 7 , yad, hand, the whole

once rendered “ ax ” ( Ezek . 26 :9) ; probably a
pickax, as it is said that “ with his axes he shaliphrase being the hands of the wheels.

break down thy towers.” A'ZAL (Heb. bxx, aw -tsale', noble), a place,

3. Kush -sheel' (Heb . See) occurs only in Psa. evidently in the neighborhood ofJerusalem , and

74 :6, and appears to have been a later word de probably E. of the Mount of Olives (Zech . 14:5).
Its site has not been identified .

noting a large ax .
AZALI'AH (Heb. 195xx, ats-al-yaw '-hoo,

4. Mag-zay-raw? (Heb. -77702), “ iron cutting

tools ” (K. and D. , Com .; 2 Sam . 12:31 ). Meg: father of Shaphan thescribe. The latter was sent
reserved by Jehoval ), the son of Meshullam and

ay-raro' (Heb. 777 ??) is also used in the same with others by Josiah to repair the temple (2 Kings

passage, also 1 Chron. 20: 3 , and means a saw . | 22 : 3 ; 2 Chron. 34 :8), B. C. about 624,

SARY.

( 6
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AZANI'AH (Heb. 177TX, az- an - yaw ', whom return from a victory over Zerah, the Ethiopian
Jehovah hears), the father of Jeshua, which latter (2 Chron. 15 : 1 ), where he is called the son of

was one of the Levites that subscribed the sacred Oded, but Oded simply in v. 8 . He exhorted Asa

covenant after the exile (Neh. 10: 9), B. C. 445. to put away idolatry and restore the altar of God

AZAR'AEL (Neh. 12:36 ). See AZAREEL (5). reformation followed , participated in by repre
before the porch of the temple . A national

AZAR’EEL (Heb. 38973, az-ar -ale", God has sentatives out ofall Israel. Keil (Com .) thinks

helped ).
Obed in v. 8 is an interpolation.

1. One of the Korbites who joined David at 11. Two sons of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chron.

Ziklag ( 1 Chron. 12 :6 ) , B. C. before 1000. 21 : 2), B. C. 875. M'Clintock and Strong (s . v. )

2. The head of the eleventh division of the conjecture that there is a repetition of name, and

musicians of the temple ( 1 Chron. 25:18), B. C. that there was but one son of that name.

about 1000. Called Uzziel in v. 4 . 12. A clerical error (2 Chron. 22 : 6 ) for AHA

3. The son of Jeroham , and prince of the tribe ZIAH (q . v. ), king of Judah .

of Dan, when David numbered the people (1 Chron. 13. A son of Jeroham , one of the “ captains "

27:22) . who assisted Jehoiada in restoring the worship of

4. An Israelite, descendant of Bani, who re. the throne, opposiny Athaliah and placing Joash
nounced his Gentile wife after the return from on the throne (2 Chron . 23 : 1 ) .

Babylon (Ezra 10:41).
14. The son of Obed, another of the “ captains "

5. The son of Ahasai and father of Amashai, who assisted in the same enterprise (2 Chron.

which last was one of the chiefs of one hundred and 23 : 1 ).

twenty -eight mighty men who served at the temple 15. High priest in the reign of Uzziah. When

under the supervision of Zabdiel on the restoration the king, elatedby his success, went into the

from Babylon (Nen . 11:13 , 14 ). He is probably temple of the Lord to burn incense,” Azariah

the same with one of the first company of priests went in after him , accompanied by eighty of his

who were appointed with Ezra to make the cir- brethren, and withstood him (2 Chron. 26:17 , sq . ).

cuit of the newly completed walls with trumpets 16. Son of Johanan, and a chief of the tribeof

in their hands (Neh. 12:36), where the name is Ephraim , one of those who protested against en.

rendered Azarael . slaving their captive brethren taken in the inva

AZARI'AH (Heb. 77??!, az-ar -yaw ',
sion of Judah by Pekah (2 Chron. 28:12 ):

helped
17. A Merarite, son of Jehalelel, who was one

by Jehovah ), a common name in Hebrew, and of those who cleansed the temple in the time of

especially in the families of the priests of the line Hezekiah ( 2 Chron . 29:12).

of Eleazar, whose name has precisely the same 18. A high priest in the time of Hezekiah

meaning as Azariah. It is nearly identical and is (2 Chron . 31:10, 13), B. C. 719. He appears to

often confounded with Ezra, as well as with have cooperated zealously with the king in that

Zeraiah and Seraiah. thorough purification of the temple and restoration

1. A son or descendant of Zadok, the high of the temple services which was so conspicuous a

priest, in the time of David and one of Solomon's feature in his reign .

princes ( 1 Kings 4 :2), B. C. 960. He is probably 19. The father of Amariah, and an ancestor of

the same with No. 6 below , Ezra (Ezra 7 : 3).

2. A sonof Nathan, and captain of King Solo. 20. Son of Maaseiah , who repaired part of the

mon's guards ( 1 Kings 4 : 5). wall of Jerusalem (Neh . 3:23 , 24), was one of the

3. Son and successor of Amaziah, king of Judah Levites who assisted Ezra in expounding the law

( 2 Kings 14:21 ; 15 :1, sq. ; 1 Chron. 3:12), more (Neh. 8 : 7); sealed the covenant with Nehemiah
frequently called Uzziah ( q. v.). (Neh. 10: 2 ), and assisted at the dedication of the

4. Son of Ethan and great-grandson of Judah city wall (Neh. 12:33) .

( 1 Chron. 2 : 8). 21. One of the nobles who returned from

5. The son of Jehu and father of Helez, of the Babylon with Zerubbabel (Neh. 7 : 7) . Called

tribe of Judah ( 1 Chron . 2:38 , 39) . Seraiah in Ezra 2 : 2 .

6. A highpriest, son of Abimaaz and grandson 22. One of the “ proud men " who rebuked

of Zadok ( 1 Chron, 6 :9), whom he seems to have Jeremiah for advising the people that remained in

immediately succeeded ( 1 Kings 4 : 2). He is Palestine, after their brethren had been taken to

probably the same with No. 1 above. Babylon, not to go down into Egypt ; and who

7. The son of Johanan and father of Amariah , took the prophet himself and Baruch with them to

a high priest ( 1 Chron .6:10, 11). He was probably that country (Jer. 43 : 2–7).
high priest in the reigns of Abijah and Asa, as 23. The Hebrew name of ABED-NEGO (q . v. ), onc

his son Amariah was in the days of Jehosliaphat of Daniel's three friends who were cast into the

(Smith, s. v.). fiery furnace (Dan. 1 : 7).

8. The son of Hilkiah and father of Seraiah, A'ZAZ (Heb.777, aw -zauz', strong), a Reubenite,

which latter was the last high priest before the the son of Shema and father of Bela ( 1 Chron . v. 8).

captivity ( 1 Chron. 6:13 , 14 ; 9:11 ; Ezra 7: 1 ) .

9. A Levite, son of Zephaniah and father of AZAʼZEL (Heb. SINIZ, az-aw -zale”), the He

Joel ( 1 Chron. 6:36 ). In v. 24 he is called Uzziah . brew term translated in the A. V. (Lev. 16 : 8 , 10,

It appears from 2 Chron. 29:12 that his son Joel 26) “ scapegoat. ” It is a word of doubtful inter

lived under Hezekiah, and was engaged in the pretation, and has been variously understood .

cleansing of the temple. 1. By some it is thought to be the name of the

10. The prophet who met King Asa on his Igoat sent into the desert. The objection to this is

.
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that in vers. 10, 26 the Azazel clearly seems to and Eltolad (Josh. 15:29 ; 19 : 3 ; 1 Chron. 4:29,

be that for or to which the goat is let loose. A. V. “ Ezem " ).
2. Others have taken Azazel for the name of the AZ'GAD (Heb. 7 , az-gawd', strong in for

place to which the goat was sent. Some of the

Jewish writers consider that it denotes the height ber of 1,222 (2,322according to Neh. 7:17), re
tune), an Israelite whose descendants, to the num

from which the goat was thrown ; while others returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:12).

garded the word asmeaning " desert places.” Dr.J. A second detachment of one hundred and ten,

Mayer ( Sunday-School Times)believes Azazel to be with Jobanan at their head, accompanied Ezra

a word of Coptic origin, and equivalent to oasis. ( Ezra 8:12). Probably the Azgad of Neh. 10:15

To this oasis he thinks the scapegoat was led by a is thesame person , some of whose descendants

man familiar with the desert. 3. Many believe Aza joined in the covenant with Nehemiah.

zel to be a personal being, either a spirit, a demon,

or Satan himself. The cabalists teach that in order
AʼZIEL, a shortened form (1 Chron . 15:20 ) for

to satisfy this evil being and to save Israel from JAAZIEL (q. v. ), in v. 18.

his snares, God sends him the goat burdened with AZI‘ZA (Heb. XIT?, az-ee -zaro', strong), an

all the “ iniquities and transgressions ” of his Israelite, descendant of Zattu , who divorced the

people once a year. But we think it entirely im- Gentile wife he had married after his return from

probable that Moses under divine guidance would Babylon (Ezra 10:27), B. C. 456.
cause Israel to recognize a demon whose claims

on the people were to be met by the bribe of a AZMA VETH (Heb. 0 ?????, az-maw '-veth ,

sin -laden goat. 4. What appears to be the most strong as death).

probable rendering of Azazel is “ complete sending 1. A Barhumite (or Baharumite ), one of David's

away,” i . e., solitude. The rendering then of the thirty warriors (2 Sam. 23:31; 1 Chron . 11:33),

pussage would be “ the one for Jehovah, and the and father of two of his famous slingers ( 1 Chron .

other for an utter removal. " See ATONEMENT, 12 : 3), B. C. about 1000.

Day oF ; SCAPEGOAT. 2. The second of the three sons of Jehoadah

AZAZI'AH ( Heb . 777773, az-az-yaw '-hoo,
( 1 Chron . 8:36), or Jarah (9:42), a descendant of

Jonathan , B. C. after 1030.

strengthened by Jehovah ). 3. Son of Adiel, and keeper of the royal treas .

1. One of the Levites who were appointed to ury of David (1 Chron. 27:25), B. C. about 1000 .

play the harp in the service of the tabernacle at
4. A village of Judah or Benjamin (Neh . 12:29),

the timewhen the ark was brought up from Obed - called (7:28) Beth-azmaveth . It was occupied

edom ( 1 Chron . 15:21 ) , B. C. about 991 .

2. The father of Hoshea , who was prince of The notices of it seem to point to some locality in
by Jews who returned with Ezra from Babylon.

the tribe of Ephraim when David numbered the the northern environs of Jerusalem.

people ( 1 Chron. 27:20), B. C. about 1015 .

3. One of those who had charge of the temple AZMON (Heb. 1723 , ats -mone', bonelike),

offerings in the time of Hezekiah (2 Chron . 31:13), a place on the southern border of Palestine, be

B. C. 726. tween Hazar-adar and “the river of Egypt

AZBUK (Heb. 77973, az- book ”, strong devasta. (Num . 34 :4, 5 ; Josh. 15 :4).

tion), the father of Nehemiah, who was the ruler AZ'NOTH - TA'BOR (Heb. man niats,

of the half of Beth -zur, and who repaired part of noth ' taw -bore', tops of Tabor), a town in the W.

the wall after the return from Babylon (Neh. 3 : of Naphtali, between the Jordan and Hukkok

16), B. C. before 445. ( Josh . 19:34).

AZEKAH (Heb. 77.7 , az-ay-kaw', tilled ), a A'ZOR (Gr. ' Açúp, from Ty, to help ), the son of

town in the plain of Judah (Josh. 15:35 ; 1 Sam. Eliakim and father of Sadoc, in the paternal an

17: 1 ), with suburban villages (Neh . 11:30), and a cestry of Christ (Matt. 1:13).

place of considerable strength (Jer. 34 : 7). The AZOʻTUS (Gr. 'AÇwtos, ad -zo-tos), the Gre

confederated Amoritish kings were defeated here cized form (Acts 8:40) of ASHDOD (q . v . ).

by Joshua, and their army destroyed by an extraor- AZ’RIEL (Heb. byt, az-ree-ale', help of

dinary shower of hailstones ( Josh. 10:10, 11 ) .

Joshua's pursuit of the Canaanites after the battle
God ).

of Beth -horon extended to Azekah ; and between
1. A mighty man of valor, and one of the heads

it and Shochoh the Philistines encamped before of the half tribe of Manasseh beyond Jordan, who

the battle between David and Goliath (i Sam . 17: were taken into captivity by the king of Assyria

1 ). It was fortified by Rehoboam (2 Chron . 11 : 9),
a punishment for their national idolatry

pas still standing at the time of the invasion of ( 1 Chron. 5:24 ), B. C. about 740.

the kings of Babylon (Jer. 34 :7), and was one of
2. The father of Jerimoth, which latter was

the places reoccupied by the Jews on their return ruler of the tribe of Naphtali under David

from captivity (Neh. 11:30) .

( 1 Chron . 27:19), B. C. about 1000 .

3. The father of Seraiah, who with others was

AʼZEL (Heb. 3*$, aw -tsale”, noble),the son of appointed by King Jehoiakim to apprehend Ba
Eleasah, of the descendants of King Saul (1 Chron . ruch , the scribe, and Jeremiah for sending him a

8:37, 38 ; 9:43). threatening prophecy (Jer. 36:26), B. C. 600.

AʼZEM (Heb. , eh'-tsem, a bone), a city in AZPRIKAM (Heb. 27 , az-ree-karom ', help

the tribe of Simeon , originally included within.the against the enemy).

southern territory of Judah, near Balah (or Bilhah ) 1. The last named of the three sons of Neariah,

>
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AZUBAH BAAL -HERMON

a descendant of Zerubbabel (1 Chron. 3:23), B. C. latter was the prophet who falsely encouraged

about 404. He is perhaps the same as Azor(q . v. ). King Zedekiah against the Babylonians (Jer. 28: 1),

2. The first of the six sons of Azel, of the B. C. about 596.

tribe of Benjamin (1 Chron. 8:38 ; 9:44 ). 2. The father of Jaazaniah , who was one of the

3. A Levite, son of Hashabiah and father of men whom the prophet in vision saw devising

Hasshub (1 Chron. 9:14 ; Neh. 11:15), B. C. before false schemes of safety forJerusalem (Ezek. 11:1),
536. B. C. 594.

4. The governor of the king's house in the
AZʻZAH (Heb. 77, az- zaw ', the strong), the

time of Abaz, slain by Zichri , a mighty man of

Ephraim ( 2 Chron . 28 :7), B. C. 741.
more correct English form (Deut. 2:23 ; 1 Kings

AZUBAH (Heb. 177973 , az-oo -baro ', ruins, the form given in the R. V.
4:24 ; Jer. 25:20) of Gaza ( q. v .). The latter is

forsaken ).

1. The daughter of Shilhi and mother of King
AZʼZAN (Heb. 777, az-zawn ', perhaps a thorn ),

Jehoshaphat (1 Kings 22:42 ; 2 Chron, 20:31), the father of Paltiel, the prince of the tribe of

B, C. before 876. Issachar, and commissioner from that tribe in

2. The wife of Caleb, the son of Hezron the dividing of Canaan (Num . 34:26), B. C.

(1 Chron . 2:18, 19), B. C. about 1471. See 1209.

JERIOTE .
AZʻZUR (Heb . 1 , az-zoor ', helper ), one of

AʼZUR (Heb. 279, az-zoor', a less correct form the chief Israelites who signed the covenant with

of Azzur, helper ). Nehemiah on the return from Babylon (Neh. 10:

1. The father of Hananiah of Gibeon, which | 17), B. C. 445.

יֵלֲעַּב,

B

BA'AL (Heb. Sya, bah'-al, lord ,possessor ). Ramoth -Negeb (Josh. 19:8). It is also the same

1. A very common name for god among the with the BEALOTH (q. v.) of Judah (Josh. 15:24) .

Phænicians. The word is also used of the BA'AL - BEʻRITH , a god worshiped in She

master and owner of a house (Exod. 22 : 7 ; Judg. chem. See Gods, False.

19:22) ; of a landowner (Job 31:39) ; of an owner BA'ALE OF JU’DAH (Heb. 17717?

of cattle ( Exod. 21:28 ; Isa. 1 :3 ), etc. The word

is often used as a prefix
to namesof townsand bah-al-ay' yeh-hoo-daw ',lords of Judah), a city of

Judah, from which David brought the ark into
men , e . g. , Baal-gad, Baal-banan, etc.
2. The nameof the chief male god of the Jerusalem (2 Sam . 6 :2 ). Probably the same as

BAALAH, 1 (q. v.).
Phænicians. See Gods, FALSE.

3. A Reubenite, son of Reaia . His son Beerah BA'AL -GAD (Heb. 73 393, bah ' -al gawd ,

was among the captives carried away by Tiglath- lord of fortune), a Canaanite city (Josh. 11:17 ;
pileser (1 Chron. 5 :5), B. C. before 740. 12: 7), at the foot of Hermon, hence called Baal

4. The fourth named of the sons of Jehiel, the hermon (Judg. 3 : 3 ; 1 Chron . 5:23). It is the mod.

founder of Gibeon, by his wife Maachab (1 Chron. ern Banias, in the valley of Lebanon.

8:30 ; 9:36 ), B, C. before 1200. BA'AL -HAʼMON (Heb . 77727 Ya, bah'-al
5.' Thename of a place ( 1 Chron . 4:33), else- haw -mone, lord of a multitude), the place where

where BAALATH -BEER (9. v. ).
Solomon had a vineyard (Cant. 8:11 ) which he let

BA'ALAH (Heb. $ya, bah -al-aw ', mistress). outto “ keepers." Location is uncertain.

1. A city on the northern border of the tribe BA'AL-HA’NAN (Heb. 777 3ya, bah '-al
of Judah ( Josh. 15:10). Dr. Thomson says it khaw -nawn', lord of grace).

may have been one of the religious sanctuaries of 1. An early king of Edom, son of Achbor, suc

the ancient Gibeonites, as it appears (Josh. 15 : 9) cessor of Saul, and succeeded by Hadar (Gen. 36:

that Baalah and Kirjath -jearim were applicable 38, 39 ; 1 Chron. 1:49, 50), B. C. after 1676.

to the same place. See 1 Chron . 13 : 6.
2. A Gederite, David's overseer of “ the olive

2. A city on the S. of Judah (Josh . 15:29 ). trees and sycamore trees in the low plains ”

Called ' Balah ( Josh. 19 :3 ) ; also Bilhah (1 Chron . | ( 1 Chron . 27:28 ), B. C. after 1000.

4:29).
BA'AL -HAʼZOR (Heb. hixn 3ya, bah”-al

3. A mountain on the N. W. boundary of

Judah, between Shicron and Jabneel (Josh . 16:11), khaw -tsore',having a village), a place near Ephra

usually regarded as the same with Mount Jearim . im where Absalom had a sheep farm , and where

he murdered Amnon (2 Sam. 13:23). Probably
BA'ALATH (Heb. mpya, bah -al-awth ', mis- the samewith Hazor (Neb. 11:33),now Tell'Asar.

tressship ), a town of the tribe of Dan (Josh . 19:44) ; BA'AL-HER -MON (Heb. 7727 Sya, bah '.
supposed to be the place fortified by Solomon al kher -mone', lord of Hermon ).

( 1 Kings 9:18 ; 2 Chron . 8:6).
1. A city of Ephraim near Mount Hermon

BA'ALATH -BEER (Heb. Nanga,bah- |(1 Chron. 6:23). Probably identical with Baal

al-ath ' beh -ayr ', mistress of the well), a city of gad (Josh. 11:17).

Simeon ( Josh. 19 : 8), and probably the same as 2. A mountain E. of Lebanon (Judg. 3 :3), from

Baal (1 Chron. 4:33). Doubtless identical with which the Israelites were unable to expel the

>
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Hivites. “ Baul-hermon is only another name for as it is always mentioned to indicate the location

Baal-gad, the present Banjas, under the Hermon of Pi-hahiroth.

( see Josh. 13:5 ) ” (K. and D. , Com .). BAʼANA (Beb. Na, bah -an -aw ', son of af.

BA'ALI (Heb. , bah-al-ee', my master). fiction ).

“ Thou shalt call me Ishi; and shalt call me no 1. The son of Ahilud, one of Solomon's twelve

more Baali ” (Hos. 2:16 ). The meaning is that the purveyors, whose district comprised Taanach, Me

Church will enter into right relation with God, in giddo, and all Beth-shean , with the adjacent

which she will look toward him as her husband region (1 Kings 4:12), B.C. 960.

( Ishi), and not merely as owner , master. Calling 2. The father of Zadok , which latter person

or naming is a designation of the nature or the assisted in rebuilding the walls of Jerusalemunder

true relation of a person or thing. The Church Nehemiah (Neh. 3 :4), B. C. 445.

calls God her husband when she stands in the
BA'ANAH , another form of BAANA.

right relation to him ; when she acknowledges, 1. A son of Rimmon, the Beerothite. He,

reveres, and loves him , as he has revealed him with his brother Rechab, slew Ishbosheth while

self , i . e . , asthe only true God , On the other he lay in his bed , and took the head to David in

hand, she calls him Baal when she places the true Hebron. For this David caused them to be put

God on the level of the Baals, either worshiping to death , their hands and feet to be cut off, and

other gods along with Jehovah, or by obliterating their bodies, thus mutilated, hung up over the

the essential distinction between Jehovah and the pool at Hebron (2 Sam . 4 :2-12),B.C. about 992.

Baals ” (K. and D. , Com ., in loc .). 2. A Netophathite, father of Heleb, or Heled,

BA'ALIM , the plural of Baal. See Gods, which latter personwas one of David's mighty men

FALSE.
(2 Sam . 23:29 ; 1 Chron. 11:30) , B. C. about 1000.

BA'ALIS (Heb. 0957, bah -al-ece', in exulta
3. The son of Hushai, and purveyor of King

Solomon. His district was in Asher and Aloth

tion ), king of the Ammonites about the time of l ' (1 Kings 4:16) , B. C. 960. The name should be

the Babylonian captivity, whom Johanan reported translated Baana.

to Gedaliah, the viceroy, as having sent Ishmael

to slay him (Jer. 40:13, 14 ), B , C. 588 .
BA'ARA (Heb. 82, bah -ar-aw ', brutish ),

BA'AL -MEʻON (Heb. 1937? bra , bah'-al meh one of the wives of Shaharaim, of the tribe of
Benjamin (1 Chron. 8 : 8). In v . 9. by some error,

one', lord of the dwelling), one of the towns rebuilt she is called Hodesh.

by the Reubenites, and their names changed

(Num. 32:38). Baal-Meon ( Bcon, v. 3 ; Beth
BAASEYIAH (Heb. 177032 , bah -as-ay-yawo ',

Meon, Jer. 48:23 ; and Beth -Bual.Meon, Josh. 13 : work of Jehovah ), a Gershonite Levite, son of

17) is probably to be found in the ruins of Myun, Malchiah and father of Michael, in the lineage of

S. E. of Heshbon (K. and D., Com .).
Asaph the singer (1 Chron , 6:40), B. C. before

BA'AL - PE'OR , a god of the Moabites. See
1000.

Gods, False. BA’ASHA (Heb. Na, bah-shaw', offensive

BA'AL-PER'AZIM (Heb. 1539, bah'- ness), the third sovereign of the separate kingdom
al per -aw -tseem ', possessor of breaches), called of Israel , and the founder of its second dynasty.

Mount Perazim (Isa . 28:21 ), Š. W. of Jerusalem , He reigned B. C. 911-888. Baasha was the son

the modern Jebel Aly. Here David fought the of Ahijah, of the tribe of Issachar, and conspired

Philistines ( 2 Sam . 6:20 ; 1 Chron . 14:11). The against King Nadab, the son of Jeroboam ( when

place and the circumstances appear to be again he was besieging the Philistine town of Gibbe .

alluded to in Isa. 28:21, where it is called Mount thon), and killed him and his whole family,

Perazim.
( 1 Kings 15:27, sq . ). He was probably of humblo

BA'AL -SHALʻISHA (Heb. Jemi bya, origin,as the prophet Jehu speaks of him asbeing
“exalted out of the dust ” ( 1 Kings 16 :2). In

bah ' -al shaw-lee-shaw', lord of Shalisha), a place matters of religion his reign was no improvement

of Ephraim , not far W. from Gilgal (2 Kings 4:38, on that of Jeroboam , and he was chiefly remark

42). From this place a man brought provisions able for his hostility to Judah . He built Ramah
for Elisha.

“ that he might not suffer any to go out or come

BA'AL -TAʼMAR (Heb. am 3ga, bah ' - al in to Asa king of Judah " (1 Kings 16:17) . He

taw -mauor ', lord of palm trees), one of the groves
was compelledto desist by the unexpected alliance

of Baal. Probably the palm tree of Deborah of Asa with Ben-hadad i of Damascus. Baasha

(Judg. 4 : 5 ). In the tribe of Benjamin near Gibeah died in the twenty -fourth year of his reign, and

of Saul (Judg. 20:33). The notices seem to cor- was honorably buried in Tirzah, wliich he had

respond to the present ruined site Erhah, about made his capital (1 Kings 15:33; 16 :6 ). For his

three miles N. E. Jerusalem . idolatries the prophet Jehu declared to him the

BA'AL-ZEʻBUB, the god of the Philistines determination of God to exterminate his family,

at Ekron. See Gods, FALSE.
which was accomplished in the days of his son

BA'AL-ZE -PHON (Heb. 71D 39, bah'-al
Elah, by Zimri (1 Kings 16 : 10-13) .

tsef-one', Baal of winter, or north ), a place be
BABBLER , the rendering (Eccles . 10:11 ) of

longing to Egypt onthe border of the Red Sea the Heb. zivis ya, bah'al law-shone', master of

(Exod. 14 : 2 ; Num . 33 :7), mentioned in connection the tongue. The word is understood by some

with Pi-hahiroth, on the journey of the Israelites. as charmer, by others as slanderer. Paul was

It must have been a well-known place, inasmuch I called a " babbler ” ( Acts 17:18, Gr. Onepuodóyos,

)

>
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sper-mol-og'-os, seed picker, as the crow), probably BABYLON, BA'BEL . - 1 . Name. The

with a iwofold meaning: (1 ) from the manner in name of a city on the Euphrates River, capital of

which that bird feeds, a parasite ; and (2) from the country of Babylonia . The name is connected

its chattering voice.
by the Hebrews with the root bâ-lal 327), to

BABBLINGS (Heb. Taip, see'-akh, Prov. 23 : confound, in the narrative of the confusion of

29 ), conversing with oneself, as the drunkard ; tongues at the Tower of Babel (Gen. 11 : 9). The

(Gr. Kevoowvía, ken -of-o -nee'-ah) empty discussion, Babylonians called the city Bib-ili, gate of god,

discussion of vain and useless matters (1 Tim. 6 ; andBûb- ilâni, gate of the gods. In the Sumerian

20 ; 2 Tim . 2:16). inscriptions (see Babylonia) it is called Ka-din

BABE (Heb. 553y, o -lale' ; or 550, o-lawl', a gira, gate of god ; Tin-tir, seat of life ; Shu

little child , Psa. 8 :2 ; 17:14 ; 57byn, tah- al-ool", foundation to the descendants of Cush and fol
аппа, and E -ki. The biblical account ascribes its

caprice, vexation , Isa. 3 :4 ; y, nah '-ar, tossing lowers of Nimrod (Gen. 11 : 2–9) who came from

about, a wanderer, Exod. 2 : 6, usually a lad ; Gr. the East and settled in the plain of Shinar. This

Bpkoos, bref'-os, an unborn child, Luke 1:41, 44 ; a
statement distinguishes the people who founded

newbornchild,'Luke 2:12, 16 ; 18:15 ; 1 Pet. 2 :2). sessed it. All thatwe have been able to learn ofthe city from the Semitic race who afterward pos

The expression “ from a child ” (2 Tim. 3:15) is

the rendering of anò Bpépous, from infancy.
the city and its history points strongly to the same

view.
Nacios, nay'-pee -os, notspeaking, is strictly used of

infants, but alsoof little children generally (Matt. information. Our knowledge of the size and ap
2. Size and Appearance . (1 ) Sources of

21:16 ; 1 Cor. 3 : 1 ; 13:11 ; Heb. 5:13) .
Figurative. Babe is used figuratively to pearance of the ancient city is derived from

several sources . We have first the Greek bis
represent a succession of weak and wicked
princes who reigned over Judah from the deathtoriansandgeographers, and second the Babylonian

of Josiah to the destruction of Jerusalem( Isa. inscriptions, especially those of Nebuchadnezzar,
3 : 4). In the New Testament the term refers to and third the various allusions in the Old Testa

the weak in Christian faith and knowledge (1 Cor. ment, and lastly, the ruins and mounds of the

3 : 1 ; Heb. 5:13 ; 1 Pet. 2 : 2).
ancient city which are still in existence. Of the

last named we know even yet comparatively little.
BA BEL (Heb. 377, ba -bel', confusion ), the The ruins are so extensive that no individual or

name originally applied to the Tower of Babel society has been bold enough to attempt their

(Gen. 11:9), and afterward extended (10:10 ) to the complete excavation . The cost of removing the

city of BABYLON ( q. v.). From the account given in soil froin the buried streets, houses, palaces, and

Genesis (11 : 2–9) it appears thatmen had wandered temples would be so great as to be at present

since the Deluge without any permanent abode, prohibitive, even if the Turkish government and

but finally settled in the land of Shinar. There the fanatical inhabitants of the neighborhood were

they resolved to build an immense tower, and for both disposed to permit and encourage such an
this purpose made bricks and burned them undertaking. Furthermore, the ruins upon the
thoroughly, so that they became as stone . For western bank of the Euphrates have been much

mortar they used asphalt, in which the neighbor- swept by the Euphrates during the spring floods,
hood of Babylon abounds. The motive for build- to the destruction of ancient landmarks. The

ing the tower was the desire for renown, and the desultory diggings by various investigators have
object was to establish a noted central point, produced but little compared to that which has

which might serve to maintain their unity. rewarded digging at Nineveh and Nippur, while

Jehovah interfered with this ungodly purpose, the natives have destroyed many antiquities and

and sentupon the workmen confusion of tongues. obliterated important lines of wall in their search

This interposition was doubtless miraculous, as for building material with which they have erected

indeed, on simply natural principles, it were im- squalid villages far and wide. It is to be hoped

possible to account for such a confusion of that even yet some government or society will be

language as would be sufficient to arrest the bold enough to dig over the entire surface. There

progress of the building and force the builders is reasonto hope that in spite of the wasting of
into a separation from their cherished home. the river and the tunneling of the Arabs valuable

Traditions, etc. There was a tradition antiquities may be found. As we cannot learn

among the Chaldeans that the building of an im- much of the topography of the city from the ruins

mense tower was prevented by the gods, who also in their present condition we are forced back upon

caused the builders to differ in their speech. the other sources,viz. , the Greek, the Babylonian,

The identification of Birs-Nimrud with the Tower and the Hebrew writers . Unhappily, these differ

of Babel has an insuperable difficulty in its dis in their statements, and a reconciliation of them

tance from Babylon. Indeed, there are no real in all their details is not now possible . The Old

grounds for identifying the tower with the Temple Testament, however, says relatively little of the to

of Belus, or for supposing that any remains of the pography of the city, andwehave, therefore, practi

building long survived thecheck which the builders cally but two sources — the Greek and the Babylo

received . nian . It will be convenient to set down in order

The expression " whose top may reach unto the more important facts as derived from these.

heaven ” (Gen. 11:4) is a mere hyperbole for great (2) Greek sources. The first Greek authority is

height, and should not be taken literally. See Herodotus, “ father of history," or " father of

Deut. 1:28 ; Dan. 4:11 , etc. lies, ” according to two diverse opinions of his

*
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veracity. He claims to have seen the city with with gold, silver, and jewels . Besides these great

his own eyes, and from his description the follow. works he enumerates a number of temples within
ing facts may be gleaned (Book i, 178–186 ). The the city either erected or restored by him. As far

city was in the form of a square, one hundred and as the inscriptions have been read they support

twenty stades (thirteen miles thirteen hundred Herodotus rather than Ctesias and the later Greeks.

and eighty-five yards) on each side. It had two (4) The Hebrew accounts are more valuable for

walls, inner and outer. The vast space within the the history than for the topography of the city.

walls was laid out in streets, at right angles each As to the latter, however, they represent the city

to the other, and these streets were lined with as great in size, beauty, and strength , and in this,

houses three or four stories in height. The chief as we have seen above, are amply sustained by the

public edifices were the following : ( 1) The temple inscriptions.

of Belus, consisting of a tower, pyramidal in form , 3. History. The beginnings of the city of

of eight stories, with a winding ascent. On the top Babylon are unknown to us except for the biblical

was a sanctuary. This tower was surrounded by a passage already mentioned (Gen. 10:10). The

walled inclosure with brazen gates,measuring two Babylonian inscriptions give us no information

stades (four hundred yards) each way. (2) The concerning the origin of the city . An omen

palace of the king. (3) The bridge across the tablet which mentions Sargon I alludes to Babylon

Euphrates, connecting the eastern and western as already in existence in his day (about 3800 B. C.).

sections of the city. The representations of this may or may not have been the case . Of the

Herodotus present a city overwhelming in size great antiquity of the city there can be no doubt.

and magnificence. The next Greek writers whose During the period (3000–2400 B. C.) when the

records are important are Ctesias and his repro- smaller states in Babylonia were uniting to form

ducer and elaborator Diodorus Siculus ( ii , 7 , sq . ) . the kingdom of Sumer and Akkad no reference is

According to them the city was much smaller ever made to Babylon. But from the period

than Herodotus has represented. Its circuit was about 2400 B. C. the city is so powerful as always

three hundred and sixty stades (forty -one miles to command attention . The name of the first

six hundred yards). The walls are also smaller, king of Babylon known to us is Sumu -abi (2399–

being three hundred feet instead of three hundred 2385 B. C. ? ) of whom we know nothing. The

and thirty-seven and one half feet ( Herodotus) in real maker of the city's exaltedposition was the

height. To the bridge of Herodotus, Diodorus sixth king in her first dynasty- Hammurabi(2287

adds also a tunnel under the river, and describes 2233 B. C.? ), who conquered the kingdom of

the hanging gardens of Nebuchadnezzar as rising Sumer and Akkad and made Babylon its capital.

in terraces from a base four hundred feet square, He also dug great canals for irrigating the neigh.

upon which great depth were supported full grown boring country, erected buildings, restored tem

trees. These representations of Herodotus, Ctesias, ples , and otherwise beautified and adorned the

and Diodorus Siculus are copied by later writ- capital (see AMRAPHEL ). From his time onward the

ers, notably Strabo, Pliny, and Quintus Curtius, city increased rapidly in power until the growing

who make obvious mistakes in some places and Assyrian power was able to assert its jealousy

copy accurately in others. Sometimes they re- and begin to attack and invade the regions about

duce the great size by changing the measures into Babylon. These successive invasions disturbed

those of smaller size or capacity ( such as cubits the commercial life and weakened the city's

into feet) without changing the numbers attached strength until at last (689 B. C.) Sennacherib

to them . It is evidentfrom even a cursory survey destroyed it. It was rebuilt by his wiser son

of the Greek writers that only an unsatisfactory Esar-haddon (see articles SENNACHERIB and Esar

view, untenable in details, can be made out of HADDON), but did not again reach exalted power

their descriptions. ( 3 ) Babylonian sources. It until the reign of Nabopolassar (625–605), who

was Nabopolassar, father of the famous Nebu- greatly strengthened and beautified it, as did also

chadnezzar, who built the walls of Babylon. It his son Nebuchadnezzar (605-562) (Dan . 4:30 ).

is, however, not from him , but from his son, that The later Babylonian kings also claim to have

we learn most about them . The inscriptions of added to the great buildings in the city. In 638

Nebuchadnezzar agree, in the very beginning, Babylon was taken by Cyrus, and with that the

with Herodotus in the statement that the city had decay of the city may be said to begin . Xerxes

two walls. The inner one was called Nemitti-Bêl plundered it. Alexander the Great thought to re

(foundation of Bel) and the outer Imgur-Bêl (Bêl store the great temple, in ruins in his day, but was de.

has been merciful ) . Around these walls were terred by theprospective cost . During the period

great moats for additional defense, dug out of the of Alexander's successors it decayed rapidly and

soil by Nabopolassar and bricked up by Nebuchad. soon became a desert. From the days of Seleucus

The gates in the walls, says the latter, Nicator (312–280 B. C.), who built the rival city

were of cedar covered with copper, though the Seleucia on the Tigris, queenly Babylon never re

Greek accounts were formerly interpreted as vived . The end of the greatest world city of

meaning that the gates were solid metal. It is antiquity had come.-R. W. R.

interesting to note that gates like these have Figurative. Romish writers generally, and

already been found at Balawat, in Assyria . The some also among Protestants, would understand

palace in the city, which had also been built by his the expression in 1 Pet . 5:13 , “ The church that

father, Nebuchadnezzar restored and beautified. is at Babylon, elected together with you,” of

Its doors wereconstructedin the same manner as Babylon in a mystic sense, viz., of pagan Rome.
the gates of the walls ; the thresholds were of | Capellus and others take it to mean Jerusalem .

bronze, and the interior was magnificently adorned Others locate it on the Tigris, and identify it with

nezzar.
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Seleucia or Ctesiphon ; others still, in Egypt. drained , as it was in the Babylonian period. It

“ The most natural supposition of all is that by was a wheat-producing country of the first rank,

Babylon is intended theold Babylon of Assyria, and the tithe lists of the native temples show that

which was largely inhabited by Jews at the time Herodotus was probably not exaggerating when

in question " (Smith, Bib. Dict., 8. v. ). he stated that it produced one third of the wbeat

The Babylon in the Book of Revelation ( 14 :8 ; grown in the whole Persian empire. Under the

16:19 ; 17 : 5 ; 18 : 2 ) is generally believed to be the misgovernment and oppression of later times the

symbolical name for Rome, some identifying it land has been turned into a waste. The overflow

with pagan and others with papal Rome. “ The of the rivers, uncontrolled by the great system of

power of Rome was regarded by later Jews as canals now in ruin , lies in stagnant pools,and one

that of Babylon by their forefathers (comp. Jer. of the richest of lands in antiquity has become

51 : 7 with Rev. 14 : 8), and hence, whatever the one of the poorest of the modern world .

people of Israel be understood to symbolize, 3. Ethnology. The inhabitants of Babylonia

Babylon represents the antagonistic principle " during the historical period were a mixture of

( Bib. Dict., s. v.).
several races . In the earliest period the chief

Another interpretation identifies Babylon with race was the Sumerians. This was the people

Jerusalem , i . e ., with the Jerusalem which was who founded a number of the chief cities, in

false to its heavenly King. But in this view vented the cuneiform system of writing, and in

Babylon is not the Jerusalem only of the Jews. ' general may be said to have laid the foundations

She is the great Church of God throughout the of culture and civilization in the land . A few

world when that Church becomes faithless to her inscriptions written in their language have come

true Lord and King ” (Dr. William Milligan, Com ., down to us . But these are mixed with words and

Rev., ch . 17). even constructions that belong to the Semitic

BABYLONIA . - 1. Name. The name of family of languages, and are therefore less val.

Babylonia is derived from its chief city, Baby- uable as sources of independent information. Be

lon , and the land, like the city, is often in late in- sides these there are bilingual texts, consisting of

scriptions called Bâb -ili, gate of god. In earlier Sumerian with interlinear Babylonian text. These

periods the country about the city was called are so strongly colored by Babylonian words as to

Karadunyash, and this namemay have been ap- be of subordinate use for the study of the Sumerian

plied to the wider land which we know as Baby- language . From all that can be now learned from

lonia. The usual name of Babylonia, however, in these texts it appears that the language of the

the inscriptions, especially those of early periods, Sumerians was similar to the modern Finnish and

is Sumer and Akkad . Sumer is probably to be con- Turkish, so that it may be conveniently grouped

nected with the biblical Shinar, and Akkad with with them . This fact, however, gives us no clew

the city of Akkad , or Agade, though both these to the racial affinities of the Sumerians, for iden.

identifications are doubtful . It is ,however,prob- tity of language is not a proof of identity of race,

able that Sumer and Akkad was long used as a but merely of social contact. The sculptures of

political, not a geographical, designation for the this people which are still preserved are not suffi
land of Babylonia. cient in themselves to determine the racial con

2. Geography. The territorial limits of Baby- nections of the people, and the question must
lonia cannot be settled with any accuracy, for the now be left without solution . The next important

reason that they varied greatly from time to time, people in Babylonia were the Semites—a people

according to the success or failure of Babylonian belonging to the same family as the Hebrews,

In general the following facts are true : Arabs, and Assyrians. When they first entered

The northern boundary of Babylonia was formed the country and whence they came are alike un

by Assyria, and was marked by a line of forts known to us. At a very early period we find them

known to the Greeks as the Median Wall. This beginning to found kingdoms and to incorporate

boundary was the subject of friendly negotiation in them the conquered Sumerian states . The Sem

between early Babylonian and Assyrian kings, itic language also appears very early by the side

and the subject of ruthless war between their of the Sumerian . The branch of Semiteswho first

It varied in position in different conquered and ruled in Babylonia received acces

ages. The eastern boundary for the more part sion from other Semitic peoples out of Arabia

was the river Tigris, though certain cities beyond during the early periods . To the Sumerian and

the Tigris often belonged to the political system Semitic stocks were added,as time went on, yet

of Babylonia. The southern boundary was the other peoples from Elam , Media, and elsewhere,

Persian Gulf. It is to be noted that this bound- until the people of Babyloniawere so completely

ary was also changing, for the rivers Tigris and mixed as to defy all analysis into separate races.

Euphrateswere constantly making new soil. Even It is strange that on the other hand the people of

so late as the reign of Sennacherib they discharged Assyria should suffer comparatively little from

their_waters through two separate mouths into mixture, and should be able to pride themselves

the Persian Gulf, though now they have but upon pure Semitic blood . See SUPPLEMENT.

one. The western boundary was the Euphrates, 4. History . ( 1) Early period . The political

though the country actually possessed extended history of Babylonia has its beginning at a period

to the edge of the desert, a short distance W. so early that to assign any date for its origin

of the river . The entire land is flat, and if not exposes the chronologist and all his work to

in its entire length , certainly in its lower portions doubt. The history of Egypt is rivaled, if not

alluvial . The soil is largely of clay, but the top exceeded, in antiquity by what is already known

is exceedingly fertile when properly irrigated and l of the early history of Babylonia, and the latest

arms.

successors .
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discoveriestend to push back still further thebe- cities into one large kingdom was the beginning

ginnings of the history. It is as yet impossible of unity. The Sumerian and Semitic populations

to set dates for the early events in the history. were beginning to cease opposition , each to the

Wemust, however, have some point at which to other, and were forming strong kingdoms in con
begin our story. It is safe to fix upon the year sequence. But this was not achieved without

4000 B. C. as marking a period of which we difficulties from the outside. About 2300 B. C.

begin to have some knowledge. At this time the city of Larsa was conquered by Kudur-Mabuk,
there were no great kingdoms in Babylonia. king of Elam , who made his son Eri-Aku a king

(2) City kingdoms. The land had a number of there . There was another Elamite king of ap

cities , each surrounded by its dependent cities, or parently the same dynasty, Kudur-nankhundi ,

its narrow tributary country. In each of these who also ravaged but did not rule in Babylonia

cities there ruled a king. Gradually these kings ( see ARIOCH and CHEDORLAOMER ). These invasions

of cities were led by religion or ambition, or both , from Elam only made the need of internal unity

to attempt the conquestof other cities, and thus and strength more evident. These cities in Baby

increase their territory and influence. From such lonia could not sustain their independence against

attempted conquests small kingdoms were grad. assaults from strong kingdoms elsewhere if they

ually formed . Out of these petty kingdoms later were not united. (4) Babylon. While thesemove

days were to make a mighty empire. The earliestments were taking place in southern Babylonia a

kings of the small city kingdoms whose names city was growing in northern Babylonia which

are known to us are Alusharshid, king of Kish, should ultimately rule the entire land. Babylon

and Sargon , king of Agade. It is impossible to was probably already an ancient city in the year

say exactly when they ruled. There are good 2400 B.C. But we know no king's name who

reasons for placing the latter about 3800 B. C. , ruled in it before Sumu-abi (2399-2385 B. C.?).

and the former is now probably to be placed even At that time the city was already large and power

earlier. Both were conquerors. In their time ful , and must have had centuries of development

the adding of city to city had already begun, and behind it. Of this king and of the four who fol

the city kingdoms were beginning to be extended lowed him we know but little. We hear of the

so as to include territory far beyond the city building of temples and palaces and fortresses,

limits or the limits of all its environs or colonies. and these notices testify to us of wealth and

Alusharshid conquered in Elam ; Sargon marched power. (5 ) Hammurabi. With the sixth kinga

.westward even to the Mediterranean , and brought new era begins. Hammurabi (2287-2233 B. C. ?)

back from the Lebanon cedar beams wherewith began his reign under auspicious circumstances ;

to build his palace. He used these beams also in the small kingdoms with which hewas surrounded

the construction of a temple to the god Bel in were weak and easy to conquer. It was bis am

Nippur, so that he must have had some sort of bition to make a united Babylonia. The beginning

influence in that city so far distant from his own of the execution of this plan was the conquest of

city of Agade. After thedays of these two kings Larsa . The king of Larsa was Eri-Aku (see

a long period is passed over, of which we know Arioch) , who is also called Rim -Sin, and he held

nothing. Other city kingdoms were growing up the title of king of Sumer and Akkad . We know

in other parts of the land, especially at Lagash nothing of the details of this conquest. It hap

and at Ur. Of the former city there is known to pened about 2250 B. C. , and with it came an end

us a ruler by the name of Gudea. His inscrip to the old Sumerian civilization. No rebellion

tions, written in the Sumerian language, show him against Hammurabi followed ; his authority was

to have been the head of a very high civilization . everywhere recognized, and weare therefore prob.

He built great temples in his cities , bringing for ably justified in the inference that the conquest

this purpose both stone and wood from the was an easy one. Hammurabi was a statesman as

Amanus Mountains in Syria. (3) King Urbau. In well as a soldier, and set himself at once to justify

Ur about 2900 B. C. we find ruling a king by the himself to the people of Sumer and Akkad by wise

name of Urbau, and with him the power of that administration . The chief among his great public

famous city first becomes clearly known to us. works was the building of a great canal, which he

Other cities , such as Isin and Larsa, are important describes in these words: “ Hammurabi, the power:

centers of activity and of government at this ful king, king of Babylon , ...when Anu and Bel

early date. Each of these cities in turn seems to gave unto me to rule the land of Sumer and Akkad,

have exercised sovereignty over a considerable and with their scepter filled my hands, I dug the

part of Babylonia. When a city began to have canal Hammurabi, the Blessing-of-Men, which

attached to it a considerable territory outside the bringeth the water of the overflow unto the land

natural sphere of influence the king was no of Sumer and Akkad . Its banks upon both sides

longer satisfied to be called king of the city, but I made arable land ; much seed I scattered upon

desired a more sounding title. This custom of it. Lasting water I provided for the land ofSumer

adopting an additional title begins,for us, with and Akkad. The land of Sumer and Akkad, its
Urbau. He calls himself not only “ king of Ur, " separated peoples I united ; with blessings and

but also “ king of Sumer and Akkad.” This abundance I endowed them ; in peaceful dwellings

phrase is not geographical , but political , in mean . I made them to live. " He could have executed

ing. It is the name of the kingdom located in no more useful work than this. It brought water

southern Babylonia, consisting of a number of cities to a thirsty land . If he had been received double

with their surrounding country. The capital of fully by the people of Sumer and Akkad he could

this kingdom is at one time Ur, at another Larsa, have chosen no way in which to knit to himself and

at another Isin. This consolidation of several | his royal house the hearts of a conquered people.
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Besides this work of utility, Hammurabifollowed with the northern kingdom of Assyria (see As

the example of his predecessors in the erection Syria), and Kallima- Sin , who carried on à corre

and repair of public buildings. The temples of spondence with Amenophis III, king of Egypt. We

the Sun in Larsa and in Sippar he rebuilt ; the do not know the cause of the downfall of the

temple of Ishtar in Zaulab he extended, and the Kassite dynasty . There may have been a popu

great temples of E -sagila and E-zida in Babylon lar uprising against foreign domination, with a

itself he enlarged and beautified . “ But these cry of “ Babylonia for the Babylonians." (7) Dy

buildings are only external evidences of the great nasty of Pashe. It was followed by the dynasty of

work wrought, in this long reign, for civilization. Pashe, which controlled the land for one hundred

The best of the culture of the ancient Sumerians and thirty-two years. Of the eleven kings in this

was brought into Babylon and there carefully con- dynasty the most famous was Nebuchadnezzar I

served. What this meant to the centuries that (1127–1117 B. C. ? ), in whose reign there was war

came after is shown clearly in the later inscrip- withAssyria. Nebuchadnezzar lost to the rapidly

tions. To Babylon the later kings of Assyria developing power of Assyria the small land of

look constantly as to the real center of cultu.e Kisshati in northern Mesopotamia, but he was, on

and civilization . No Assyrian king is content with the other hand, victorious in an expedition into

Nineveh and its glories, great though these were in Elam. After the end of this dynasty our knowl.

later days ; his chiefest glory camewhen he could edge of Babylonia is for a time very slight.

also call luimself king of Babylon , when the sym-| (8 ) Under Assyria. Soon the Assyriaus began

bolic act of taking hold of the hands of Bel- conquests in Babylonia, and the Assyrian power

Marduk had been accomplished. Nineveh was the rapidly proved itself superior in war to the peace

center of a kingdom of warriors, Babylon the loving and cultivated Babylonians . For a long

abode of scholars ; and the wellspring of all this timeour knowledge of events in Babylonia is de

is to be found in the works of Hammurabi. But rived from the Assyrians, for the Babylonians

if the kings of Assyria looked unto Babylon with have left but little historical material for this

longing eyes, yet moredid later kings in the city period of national humiliation. The story of this

of Babylon itself look back to the days of Ham- period is therefore told in the article on Assyria,

murabi as the golden age of their history. Nabo. for it is not properly Babylonian history at all,

polassar and Nebuchadnezzar acknowledged the but the history of Assyria, which had now made

power of this great king in the most flattering Babylonia a subject state, or even a province of

way. They imitated in their inscriptions the very its own empire (see, besides the article on As

words and phrasesin which he described his build- SYRIA , also TigLATH -PILESER, SArgon,SENNACHERIB,

ing, and , not satisfied with this, even copied the and ESAR-HADDON). (9) Nabopolassar, The real

exact form of his tablets and the manner of the Babylon of former times reasserted itself only

writing. In building, his plans were followed ; after the fall of the Assyrian state. When Nine

and in rule and administration his methods were veh was evidently losing power, and the end of

imitated . His works and his words entitle him to the proud city was not far off, the throne of Baby

rank as the real founder of Babylon ” (Rogers, lon was seized by Nabopolassar (625–605 B. V.).

Outlines of theEarly History of Babylonia, pp. 29, At this time he was general of the garrison, and

30). Of the successors of Hammurabiwe know some think was connected collaterally with the

very little. After him came five kings before the royal line of Babylonian kings. At any rate , he

end of the first dynasty of Babylon, about 2096 married a Median princess, and so allied himself

B.C. After this came the second dynasty, which to royal blood. When the Indo-European peoples
lasted until about 1727 B.C. In this the peace to the east of Elam began the invasions of As

which Hammurabi had achieved continued. The syria, which were almost unresisted, he joined

reigns were long, and time was given to art, litera- with them in the effort to bring to an end the

ture, and science. See AMRAPHEL. (6) Elamite bated city of Nineveh . He dispatched an army

invasions. The last two reigns, however, were under his son Nebuchadnezzar to plunder As

sliort, and it is probably a safe inference that at syria. Nineveh fell in 607–6 B. C. ° ( 10) Nebu .

this time the invasions had begun which were to chadnezzar. In the next year Nabopolassar died ,

result in a new dynasty. The fertile land of Baby- and Nebuchadnezzar became king in his place.

lonia had often tempted the mountaineers of Elam . His long reign ( 605–561 ) was one of the most

They now began to invade it, not as organized ar- glorious in all the annals of Babylonia (see NEBU

inies, butin vast hordes of immigrants.The chief CHADNEZZAR ). He was on all sides victorious in

position among the invaders was held by a people war, and soon Babylon was the foremost power in
known as theKassites. Of their racial connec- western Asia. He became the real head of Syria

tions we know very little. They were apparently by his victory at Carchemish. In 599 he took

not Semites. They soon came to power in the Jerusalem, and sent Jehoiakim , the king, into cap

state, and were able to put upon the throne ativity to Babylon. In 588 he followed up this
king of their own.

The Kassite dynasty thus move by destroying the city and carrying off to

begun held control in Babylonia, according to the Babyloniaitschief inhabitants. He was agreat
Babylonian kinglists, fora period of five hundred builder. He restored palaces and temples, and

ind seventy-six years and nine months, or until erected new buildings all overthe land. From
1019 B. C. Of most of these kings we know every site yet excavated in Babylonia have come

nothing beyond the names and probable dates. bricks stamped with his name and titles. None
Among them the most famous seein to have been of his predecessors had ever built so widely or so

agu,asuccessful warrior ; Kara-indash, in whose magnificently .In 568 B.C. he invaded Egypt,
reign we meet with the first evidences of contact defeated the Pharaoh Amasis, and occupied part

"
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BABYLONIA

of the country. This expedition he seems to have art which he had brought back from theWest with

counted of especial moment, for he mentionsit in him . During the remaining time ofthe Persian

his inscriptions. It is, indeed, the only military dominion in Babylonia the city of Babylon re

movement to which he alludes in all of thenumer. mained the winter residence of the kings of

ous inscriptions of his which have come down to Persia, who may have done something for the

With this single exception, his texts boast preservation of its buildings devoted to luxury or

only of buildings and restorations. Of these only to worship, but apparently suffered its walls and

does he seem to be proud. It is quite in accord defenses to sink gradually into ruin. Gradually

ance with his own inscriptions that the Book of the population of the city shrunk into a smaller

Daniel represents him as boasting of the great compass, and where once there had been streets

city of Babylon which he had builded . (11) Evil- adorned with great buildings the land was turned

merodach. Nebuchadnezzar was succeeded (561 - into agricultural uses. At the end of the Persian

560 B. C.) by his son EviL -MERODACH (q. v .) , period the portion of Babylon actually occupied

who was murdered by his brother-in -law Nergal- by the residences of its inhabitants covered a dis

sharezer, the chief seer of one of the temples. trict of only six hundred stadia in circumference,

( 12) Nergal-sharezer made himself king, built a presenting a doleful picture in comparison with

new palace, and died, without any other mark of the glories of the days of Nebuchadnezzar and

distinction, in 556 B. C. , leaving the throne to his Nabonidus. This physical decay of the capital's

infant son Labashi-Marduk ( called by Ptolemy La- glories was only the outward expression of the in

borasoarchad ), who reigned but three months and ward dissolution. ( 17) Alexander. In 331 B. C.

was murdered byNabonidus, not a member of the Alexander the Great, with his Greek and Mace.

royal family at all . (13) Nabonidus was a man donian followers, took the city without striking a

of force and character, whose reign is one of the blow , as Cyrus had done before him . Even in its

glories of the long history. As a builder of tem- sad decay the city struck its conquerors almost

ples he was almost equal to Nebuchadnezzar, and dumb with astonishment at its size and mag.

in one particular he overtops him . He was not nificence. Alexander determined to restore all

merely a restorer of the works of previous kings . that was fallen and make Babylon his chief capi

He was genuinely interested in the great works of tal. The chief officials of the city were deposed,

his predecessors. His inscriptions record how he and in their places Macedonians were set up.

searchedamong the foundation stones of ancient | Then began the work of restoration. The great

temples for the tablets upon which the founder's buildings of Babylon had all been built of unburnt
name was written , We owe to him very much of brick, with an outer covering of burnt brick.

our knowledge of the early dynasties of Babylonia , Erections of this kind were subject to atmospheric

for he was careful to leave chronological and his influences, and especially to rapid decay when the

torical statements concerning temples which he roofs were in bad repair. Suffered during the

had restored . Upon this or some other hobby be Persian period to fall into bad condition, the great

was so greatly bent that he actually neglected the temples were now almost ruins, and the task set

.country, and in the seventeenth year of his reign by Alexander was colossal . His men began the

the land revolted against him for neglecting the work of restoration first with the great temple of

country and its religion and leaving everything to Bel, with which was connected almost the whole

his son Belshazzar ( see BELSHAZZAR) . (14) Cyrus. history of Babylonia, for in it kings had performed

Aided by this rebellion, Cyrus was able in 538 to the sacred ceremonies which made their title legal

take the city of Babylon almost without the and their persons almost sacrosanct. It was in

semblance of a struggle . Cyrus placed Gobryas Alexander's mind that the rebuilding of this tem

in charge of the city. Three months later Nabo- ple would add to his prestige in the city of Baby

nidus died . Cyrus made Babylonia a province in lon and center on his person the affection of those

the Persian empire, and during his reign (538– who had been reared to love the old ways and to

529) there was peace, and there was also in the be devoted to the ancient shrines of worship. The

reign of Cambyses (529–521 B. C.). (15) Darius. task was too great or the agents of the king were

When Darius, son of Hystaspis , came to the throne not devoted to the work, for itmade slow progress,

Babylon revolted, but was in three years subdued . and came to an end without a completion. Another
In 513 there was another unsuccessful revolt. project of Alexander made somewhat better prog.

When these rebellions had been quelled the an- He designed a great port to be dug in the

cient spirit of Babylon was at an end . During the city in order that ships proceeding up the Eu .

reign of Darius the other wall of the city of Baby- phrates might have a suitable place for unloading.

lon was leveled with the ground, and with this This work seems to have made better progress

act may be said to begin the destruction of than the other, but was likewise never completed.

Babylon as a central fortress and the end of All the works of restoration and of new construc

Babylonia as a political entity in the world's his- tion cametoa sudden end with the death of Aler

tory. (16) Xerxes in his reign, either before or ander in 323 B. C. ( 18 ) Concluding history. This

after the ill -fated campaign against Greece, de - year struck the death knell not only of the city,

stroyed some of the sacred objects connected but of the whole land of Babylonia. From the

with old Babylonian worship . Idols of great an- slow but sure processes of decay there was to be no

tiquity and of priceless historic value and interest effective move made by any later ruler. Time

probably disappeared at this time. As a sort of would surely wipe away all traces of the wealth

compensation for this act of vandalism Xerxes and power of the past, but to this there were now

madethe city of Babylon the capital of a satrapy, added the destructive wars of the Seleucid pe

and placed in it some of the treasures of Greek | riod , when one after another of rival claimants

us.

ress.
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BABYLONISH GARMENT BAHURIM

16
we

men

possessed the country for a season. When at last BACKSLIDING (Heb. 270, soog, to go back,

peace was restored thecity of Babylon lostmuch , Prov. 14:14 ; 799, saw-rar', to be refractory, Hos.
and the land of Babylonia gained nothing through

the building of Seleucia (see BABYLON ). In the 4:16; -7210 mesh-oo-baw', turning away, apos

reign of Antiochus I this policy was again some- tasy , Jer. 3:6 , etc .; 8 : 5 ; 31:22 ; 49 :4 ; Hos. 4:16,

what changed ,for he resumed the efforts of Alex. etc .; in Heb. 10:39, the Gr. ÚTOOTÉZhw is prop

ander the Great to restore or rebuild the sacred erly rendered “ draw back ” ). In experience we

sbrines of the ancient Babylonians. Then came find that backsliding may be partial or complete.

another dark period, for in the reign of Seleucus In the latter case recovery is pronounced impossi.

II the armyof Ptolemy Euergetes passed through ble. It is apostasy (q. v. ) . It may have its be

northern Babylonia, and even reached the city ginnings in “ looking back ” (Luke9:62) and its

itself. How much the city suffered we do not progress in love waring cold (Matt. 24:12 ). Hence

know, but the wreck of the country was increased. our Lord's promise to those who “ endure to the

In the following reigns there were several upris- end ” (Matt. 24:13), and the assurance that

ings in Babylonia against the Greek rule, but these are become partakers of Christ, if we hold fast the

were without serious effects upon the country until beginning of our confidence firm unto the end ”

the rebellion of Timarchos, governor of Babylon, (Heb. 3:14).

who tried to make himself an independent ruler BADGER . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.
after the death of Antiochus V. Timarchos

wrought ruin to city and land in his efforts to set BAG is the rendering in the A, V. for several

up a new tyranny. Soon after Babylonia had words in the original :

fallen into the hands of the Parthians, who took 1. Khaw -rcet ' (Heb . 977, pocket),

revenge upon the city for having made somesort tioned in 2 Kings 5:23 as the “ bags” in which

of stand against them . In 126–5 B. C. the Par- Naaman placed the talents for Gehazi. Gesenius

thian satrap Euemeros, or Himeros, applied the thinks that they were called pockets from their

torch to a part of Babylon . The decay of the long, conelike shape. In Isaiah (3:22) the word

whole land was now rapid. The city was capital is rendered “ crisping pins, ” but means really the

of a satrapy of the Parthian empire for a time, reticules carried by Hebrew ladies.

but the glory of that honor was slight. Livy says
2. Keece (Heb. 09?), a bag for carrying

that the city in this time was Partho-Greek

Macedonian in its character, but the people were
weights (Deut. 25:13 ; Prov . 16:11 ; Mic. 6:11 ),

leaving the city rapidly, and it was soon a heap and also used as a purse ( Prov. 1:14 ; Isa. 46:6).

of ruins (see Babylon ), and had become a parable 3. Kel -ee' (Heb. ??), rendered “ bag ” in 1 Sam .

and a subject of mockery among the sophists . 17:40, 49 , is a word of general meaning. It

Among the ruins of Babylon and in sundry other is the " sack in which Jacob's sons carried

parts of the country Jews were now settled , and grain (Gen. 42:25), but in 1 Sam . 9:7 ; 21:5, it

later colonies of Christians settled here and there. denotes a bag or wallet for carrying food (A. V.

When the Mohammedan deluge of conquering vessel ” ). The “shepherd's bag ” (1 Sam . 17:40 )

bosts came from Arabia there were few to oppose worn by David was probably (see Zech . 11:15, 16)

their savage onslaught, and the whole land was used to carry the lambs which were unable to

soon in their hands. In their care the land has walk , and also materials for healing such aswere

returned almost to a wilderness, beneath whose sick and binding up those with broken limbs

soil lie buried memorials of the glorious period (comp. Ezek. 34 :4, 16).

when Babylonia led the world in civilization.- 4. Tser-ore' (Heb. 173 ), properly a " bundle"
R. W. R.

(Gen. 42:35 ; 1 Sam . 25:29), appears to have been
BABYLONISH GARMENT (Heb. 078 used in carrying money on a long journey (Prov.

ad -deh '-reth shin -awr', cloak of Shinar or 7:20 ; Hag. 1 :6 ).

Babylon), an ample robe with figures of men and 5. In the New Testament two words are used :

animals either embroidered or interwoven in the (a ) yawogókopov (gloce-sok '-om -on ), the “ bag

fashion for which the Babylonians were noted . which Judas carried, probably a small box or

It came to mean a valuable piece of clothing in chest ( John 12 :6 ; 13:29); (6) the Bahávrlov (bal
general (Josh. 7:21). an '-tee-on ) or wallet (Luke 10 :4 ; 22:35 , 36, purse ;

BAʼCA (Ileb. 177, baw-kaw', weeping .) The 12:33, bag). All of these appear to have been
receptacles for money.

R. V. has it “valley of weeping ” (Psa. 84 : 6). In

the same version the margin has " balsam trees,” BAHA'RUMITE (Heb. 1727902, bakh-ar -00.

rendered “ mulberry trees ” in 2 Sam . 5:23 , 24 ; mee'), a native of Bahurim (q . v.) ; an epithet

1 Chron.14:14, 15. David represents the faithful applied to Azmaveth, one of David's warriors
as weeping such tears of joy on the way to Jeru- | (i Chron . 11:33). Called Barhumite in 2 Sam.

salem as cause the very dry and barren valley to 23:31.

become like a place of springs.
BAHU'RIM (Heb. borma, bakh-00-reem',

BACKBITE, the rendering (Psa. 15 : 3) of
young men ), a town of Judah on the road from

Heb. 577, raw-gal, to run about tattling ; sno , Jerusalem to theJordan, E. of Olivet (2Sam. 3:

say-ther, secrecy, in tale bearing. In the New 16). David had trouble here with Shimei , and

Testament the Gr. karanałów , kat-al-al-eh -o,is was hidden by the spies (2 Sam. 16 :5 ; 17:18).

to speak evil of, to traduce (Rom. 1:30 ; 2 Cor. Azmaveth is the only other native of this place

except Shimei mentioned in Scripture (2 Sam . 28:
12:20).
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BAIL BALANCES

)הָפָאהֶׂשֲעַמלָכֲאַמ,

31 ; 1 Chron. 11:33). It is identified as ' Almît, ance of the angel, there being no way of escape,
three and a half miles N. E. of Jerusalem. it fell down. This greatly enraged Balaam , who

BAIL . See SURETY, smote her with a stick , whereupon the ass ques

BA'JITH (Heb. 02, bah”-yith, house), sup. soon became aware ofthe presence of the angel,
tioned Balaam as to the cause of the beating. He

posed to be a city in Moab, where there may have who accused him of perverseness. Balaam offered
been a celebrated idol temple ; by others it is to return ; the angel, however, told him to go on,

rendered temple house (Isa. 15 : 2).
but to speak only as God should tell him. Meeting

BAKBAK'KAR (Heb. 72272, bak -bak -kar', Balak, he announced to him his purpose of saying

searcher), one of the Levites inhabiting the vil. only what the Lord should reveal . According to
lages of the Netophathites, after the return from his directions seven altars were prepared, upon
Babylon ( 1 Chron . 9:15), B. C. about 536. each of which Balak and Balaam offered a bullock

BAK'BUK (Heb. P????, bak-book', a bottle ), and a ram . Thrice Balaam essayed to speak

the head of one of the families of the Nethinim against Israel, but his utterances were overruled

that returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel by God, so that , instead of cursings , there were

(Ezra 2:51 ; Neh. 7:53), B. C.about 536.
blessings and magnificent prophecies, reaching

BAKBUKI'AH (Heb. Papa, bak -book- Jacob ” (Num . 24:17). Balaam advised the ex
forward until they told of “ a star” rising “ out of

yaw ', emptying, i. e. , wasting of Jehovah),a Levite, pedient of seducing the Israelites to commit for.

second among his brethren ,” who dwelt at Je- nication (Num . 31:16 ). The effect of this is re

rusalem on the return from Babylon (Neh. 11:17). corded in ch . 25 . A battle was afterward fought

He was also employed on the watches, and was a with the Midianites, in which Balaam sided with

porter of the gates (Neh . 12 : 9, 25), B. C. about 536. them , and was slain (Num . 31 : 8), B. C. 1170.

BAKE. See BREAD. “ The high places to which Balaam was brought

BAKEMEATS (Heb. 78 ya 5872, were three,were three, . : . each sacred to a Moabite deity,

mah-ak -awl mah -as-eh ' aw -faw ',food the work of the Jordan valley.
each comnanding a more or less extensive view of

The first is BAMOTH -BAAL

the baker ), baked provisions (Gen. 40:17). See
(q . v.), ... the Field of Zophim . another

GLOSSARY.
name for the Nebo ridge. ... The third station

BAKING . See BREAD.
of Balaam was the Cliff of Peor, that looked

BAʼLAAM (Heb . oppa, bil-awm ', foreigner), toward Jeshimon, and whence apparently the
the son of Beor, and living at Pethor, which is whole host of Israel was visible in the plains of

said , in Deut. 23 :4, to have been a city of Mes. | Abel-shittim ” (Harper, The Bible and Mod. Dis.,

opotamia. Although doubtless belonging to the p. 134).

Midianites (Num . 31:8 ), he possessed some knowl. BALAC, another form of BALAK (Rev. 2:14) .

edge of the true God, and acknowledged that his
BAL'ADAN (Heb. 77833, bal-ad -awn', he has

superior powers as poet and prophet were derived

from God, and were his gift. His fame was very
given a son ).

great, and he became self -conceited and covetous.
1. The father of Merodach -baladan, king of

The Israelites having encamped in the plain of Babylon in the time of Hezekiah, king of Judah

Moab (B. C. 1170 ), ”Balak ,the king of Moab, | (2 Kings 20:12 ; Isa. 39: 1 ), B. C. before 713.

entered into a league with the Midianites against
2. A shortened form of Merodach -baladan

them , and sent messengers to Baalam with the ( Isa. 39:1), or Berodach -baladan (2 Kings 20:12).

rewards of divination in their hands ” (Num . 22 : 6 , BAʼLAH (Heb. z, baw -law ', to decay), a

sq. ). Balaam seems to have had some misgivings city in Simeon (Josh. 19: 3), probably the same

as to the lawfulness of their request, for he in- with Bilhah ( 1 Chron. 4:29), or Båalah (Josh .

vited them to remain over night, that he might 15:29).

know how God would regard it. These misgivings BAʼLAK (Heb. 27, baw -lawk', empty, emp
were confirmed by the express prohibition of God

upon his journey. Balaam informed the messen
tier ), the son of Zippor, and king of the Moabites

gers of God's answer, and they returned to Balak. (Num . 22:2, 4). He was so terrified at the ap

A still more honorable embassy was
proach of the victorious army of the Israelites,

sent to

Balaam , with promises of reward and great honor. who, in their passage through the desert, had en

He replied that he could not be tempted by re- camped near the confines of his territory, that he
ward, but would speak what God should reveal. applied to Balaam to curse them , B. C. about

He requested themto tarry for the night, that he 1.170. Hisdesigns being frustrated in this direc

might know what the Lord would say unto him tion , he acted upon Balaam's suggestion, and
seduced the Israelites to commit fornication

His importunity secured to him permission
to accompany Balak's messengers with the divine (Num . 25 : 1 ; Rev. 2:14).

injunction to speak as God should dictate . Balaam BALANCES (Heb. 6727Nza, mo-zeh -nay'- eem ,

in the morning proceeded with the princes of i . e. , two scales). That these were known to the

Moab. But "God's anger was kindled against early Hebrews and in common use is evident from
him, and the angel of the Lord stood in the way the frequent reference to them in the Old Testament

for an adversary against him . ” Though Balaam (Lev. 19:36 ; Job 6: 2 ; 31 : 6 ; Hos. 12 : 7, etc.). The

saw not the angel, the ass which he rode wasaware probability is that the Hebrews used the common

of his presence. Atfirst it turned into the field ; balancesof Egypt. Theywerenotessentially differ
again , in its terror, it pressed against the wall, ent from the balances now in use.

squeezing Balaam's foot; upon the third appear. I they were suspended by a ring, and in other cases

more.

Sometimes
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BALD LOCUST BANISH

corte

Bald, i. e . , on

the cross beam turned upon a pin at the summit supposed to refer to some particular spot . Keil

of an upright pole, each end of the arm termi- | (Com ., in loc. ) says that the word " is to be taken

natiug in a hook , to which the precious metal to collectively, and that the use of the singular

be weighed was attached in small bags. is to be explained from the antithesis to the one

Figurative . In a figurative sense the balance divinely appointed Holy Place in the temple, and

is employed in Scripture as an emblem of justice not from any allusion to one particular bamah of

peculiar distinction.”

BA'MOTH (Heb. niza, baw -moth ', heights),

the forty-seventh station of the Israelites (Num.

21:19, 20) in the country of the Moabites, and

probably the same as BAMOTH-BAAL (q. v.).

BA MOTH -BA'AL (Heb.Iwe niza , baw

moth ' bah'-al, heights of Baal), a place E. of

Jordan, and lying upon the river Arnon (Josh.

13:17). In the R. V. at Num. 21:28 , called

' the high places of Arnon .” " Bamoth-baal

falls into place as the ridge S. of the stream of

Wady Jideid , now called the ' Crucified One, '

which presents a group of more than one hundred

Egyptian Balances. rude stone monuments (Harper, The Bible and

Mod. Dis., p . 122) . See BALAAM .
and fair dealing (Job 31 :6 ; Psa. 62 : 9 ; Prov. 11:1),
Bulances used in connection with the sale of bread BAND, the representative of several Hebrew

offruit byweightis the symbol of scarcity (Rev. and Greek words,especially of oneipa, spi'-rah, a

6 : 3 ; see also Lev. 26:26 ; Ezek . 4:16, 17).
cohort . See ARMY.

BALD LOCUST. See Animal KINGDOM. BA'NI (Heb. 77, baw -nee', built).

BALDNESS (Heb. from 7 ?, kaw-ray’-akh, 1. A Gadite, one of David's mighty men

(2 Sam. 23:36), B. C. about 1000.

the top or back of the head ;
2. A Levite, son of Shamer and father of Amzi,

bes,ghib-bay ' -akh,bald on the forehead). Bald. a descendant of Merari(1Chron . 6:46), B. C. be.

ness is mentioned in Scripture as a defect, inter- fore 1300 .

fering with personal beauty ; and the more natu- 3. A descendant of Pharez and father of Imri,

rally so,as the hair was frequently allowed to one ofwhose descendants returnedfrom Babylon

Tow with peculiar luxurianceasan ornament. (1 Chron . 9:4), B. C. long before 536.
Natural baldness appears to have been uncommon, 4. One whose “ children ” (descendants or re.

and is alluded to as a mark ofsqualor and misery tainers), tothenumberof sixhundredand forty
flia , 3:24 ; 15 : 2; Jer.47:5). The address to two,returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel( Ezra

Elisha," Go up, thoubaldhead ”(2 Kings 2:23),2:10 ). Heis elsewhere(Neh.7:15)calledBinnui.may mean that

his scoffers referred to his age IIe is probably the one mentioned (Neh. 10:14) as

coulis. Baldness was expressly distinguishedfrom having sealed the covenant.
Leprosy, but had certainpoints of contact with it 5. The name of Bani is given (Ezra 10:29 , 34,

Artificial baldness was a mark 38) three times as one who, either himself or his

of mourning (Jer. 16:6; Ezek. 7:18;Amos 8:10), descendants,had takenstrange wives after the
andwasforbidden to the Israelites on the ground captivity,

of theirbeingaholy people (Deut. 14:1, 2);itwas 6. A Levite, whose_son, Rehum , repaired a

a punishment inflictedupon captives (Deut:21:12). portion of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:17). Ap

The priests wereforbidden tomakebaldnesson parently thesame Bani wasamong those who

their heads,as wellas to share off the corners of were conspicuousin all the reforms on thereturn
their beards (Lev.21:6; Ezek: 44:20). The Jews from Babylon (Neh. 8:7; 9:4,6 ; 10:13). Hehad

bilainterpretation ofthis injunction excluded asanotherson named Uzzi, who was appointed over

Dealness is not mentioned as a disqualification namewas Hashabiah (Neh. 11:22).
boldpriest from ministering at the altar,although seer of the Levites at Jerusalem ; his own father's

,

the conclusion ofaNazarite's vow(Num.6:9, 18). 2 Sam . 14:13, 14),BANISHMENT (Heb.01722,
BANISH (Heb. 1779, naw -dakh ', to push off,

ut
round

about, "
29

: 3 ; and “ burn ” in Ezek . 24:5 .BALL (Heb . 117, dure,Isa.22:18;rendered mad-doo®akh, cause of banishment, Lam . 2:14 ;

inmanysports , and was similarly constructed to the Mosaic law ; but was adopted , together with

as in the
margin

) . The ball was used anciently | Banishment was not a punishment prescribed by

the forfeiture of property, by the Jews after the

"

(Lev. 13:40-44 ) .

( Lev. 21. 17-20 ) .

those nowin
use.

BALM .
See VEGETABLE

KINGDOM
.

captivity. It also existed among the Romans,BAMAH
(
Heb

. 1772) , baw -maw ', height), a portatio, which was a punishment of great severity.
together with another form of exile, called dis

Fordappears in its Hebrew form only in Ezek . transported to some island named by the emperor,
The The person banished forfeited his estate, and was

20:29, while in the first part of the verse it is there to be kept in perpetual confinement (see
translated

“
high

place." By some the name is Smith's Dict. of Class. Antig ., S. V. “ Banish .

high place
where idols were

worshiped
.
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BANK BANQUET

P
o
d
e

u

r

e

ment” ). Thus the apostle John was banished to who were then conducted into the receiving room .

the island of Patmos (Rev. 1 : 9) . After the whole company had arrived the master

of the house shut the door with his own hands, a
BANK . 1. (Heb. -53 , so-lel-aw ). The name

of the mound raised against a beleaguered city 13:25 ; Matt. 25:10 ). The guests were kissed upon
signal that no otherswere to be admitted (Luke

(2 Sam . 20:15 ; 2 Kings 19:32 ; Isa. 37:33) ; else their arrival (Tob. 7 :6 ; Luke 7:45) ; their feet

where rendered " mount," in the same sense .
washed (Luke 7:4 a custom common in ancient

2. The table or stand (Gr. Tpáteça,trap'-ed -zah) Greece, and still found here and there in Palestine ;

ofa money changer,at which he sits exchanging the hair and beard anointed (Psa. 23 : 5 ; Amos 6 :

money (Matt. 21:12 ; Mark 11:15 ; John 2:15). In

Luke 19:23 the word is rendered "bank ” in the 6); and their placesassigned them according to
rank ( 1 Sam . 9:22 ; Luke 14: 8 ; Mark 12:39 ) . In

modern sense of the term .

BANNER is the rendering of the Hebrew magnificent garment of a light and showy color,
some cases each guest was furnished with a

words 577, deh '-gel, conspicuous, and 0. , nace, and richly embroidered, to be worn during the

from its loftiness. They are also translated en- banquet (Eccles. 9 :8 ; Rev. 3:4 , 5 ). The refusal

sign and standard ( q. v . ). of such a mark of respect implied a contempt for

the host and his entertain .

ment that could not fail to

provoke resentment (Matt.

22:11 ).

5. Fare, etc. In geni.

eral the feasts of the Isra .

elites were simple ; but, no

doubt, under the kings,

with growing prosperity

and luxury, riotous ban .

quets were not unknown,

Particularly choice dishes

were set before the guest

intended to be specially

honored (1 Sam. 9:24 ),

sometimes double ( 1 Sam .

1 : 5 ), and even fivefold por.

tion (Gen. 43:34). In ad .
Reclining at a Banquet.

dition to a great variety

of viands, wine was used ,

BANQUET (generally Heb. .mura, mish -teh', often drugged with spices (Prov.9 :2;Cant. 8:2);
drinking). and the banquets frequently degenerated into

1. Occasions. Besides being a part of the drinking bouts (Isa. 5:12; Amos 6 : 5 ; Psa. 69:13 ).

religious observance of the great festivals, banquets The Jews of the Old Testament appear to have

or feasts were given on great family occasions, as used a common table for all the guests, although

a birthday (Gen. 40:20 ; Matt. 14:6 ), the weaning persons of high official position were honored with

of a son and heir (Gen. 21 : 8) , a marriage (Gen. a separate table . In some cases a ceremonial

29:22 ; Judg. 14:10 ; Esth. 2:18 ; Matt. 22 :2–4) ,

the separation and reunion of friends (Gen. 31:27 ,

54 ) , a burial (2 Sam . 3:35 ; Jer. 16 :7 ; Hos. 9 :4),

a sheep -shearing ( 1 Sam . 25 : 2 , 8 , 36 ; 2 Sam. 13 :

23–29).

2. Time. The usual time for holding the

banquet was toward evening,corresponding to the
dinners of modern times. To begin early was a

mark of excess ( Isa . 5:11 ; Eceles. 10:16 ). These

festivals were often continued for seven days,

especially wedding banquets ( Judg. 14:12 ) ; but if

the bride were a widow , three days formed the

limit.

3. Invitations, etc. Invitations were sent ont

through servants ( Prov. 9 : 3 ; Matt. 22 : 3 , sq .)

some time previous to the banquet ; and a later

announcement informed the expected guests that Assyrian Drinking Party .

the arrangements were complete , and their pres

ence was looked for (Matt. 22:8 ; Luke 14:7). separation prevailed, as at Joseph's entertainment
This after- summons was sent only to those who of his brethren (Gen. 43:32). In early times

had accepted the previous invitation, and to sitting was the usual posture (1 Sam. 16:11 ; 20 : 5,

violate that acceptance for trivial reasons could 18) ; but later they adopted the luxurious practice

only be viewed as a gross insult. of recliningupon couches (Luke 7:37 , 38 ; John 12 :

4. Etiquette. At a small entrance door a 2 , 3).

servant received the tablets or cards of the guests, In the houses of the common people the women

HAL
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ATION.

and children also took part in the feast (1 Sam. and is to baptize with the Holy Ghost. His dis

1 :4 ; John 12 :3 ), the separation of the women not ciples administered the symbolical baptism , he

being a Jewish custom . that which is real (Matt. 3:11 ). The attention of

6. Diversion . At private banquets the master the reader is now invited to
of the house presided, and did the honors of the 5. Christian Baptism . We consider the

occasion ; but in large and mixed companies it points of chief interest: (1) Obligation. The
was the ancient custom to choose a governor of obligation of Christian baptism rests upon the

the feast ” ( John 2:8). This functionary performed command of Christ (Matt. 28:19). Though

the office of chairman, in preserving order, and Christianity is a spiritual, and not in any large

also took upon himself the general management sense a ceremonial , religion, yet nevertheless

of the festivities. The guests were entertained Christ gave the command to baptize , which of

with exhibitions of music, singers, and dancers, course implies the further command to receive

riddles , jesting, and merriment (Isa . 28 :1 ; Wisd. baptism . That this obligation is perpetual ap

2: 7 ; 2 Sam . 19:35 ; Isa. 5:12 ; 25 : 6 ; Judg. 14:12 ; pears from the breadth of the command, and the

Neh. 8:10 ; Amos 6: 5 , 6 ; Luke 15:25) . See Fes- far -reaching promise that was given in connection

TIVALS, Food ; also GLOSSARY. with it. The Quakers, among those who profess

BAPTISM , the application of water as a rite faith in Christ, are the chief opponents of this
of purification or initiation ; a Christian sacra- view. They rest their objection mainly upon the
ment. See SACRAMENTS; also SUPPLEMENT. spiritual character of Christianity, and hold that

The word “ baptism " is the English form of the baptism of the Holy Spirit alone is requisite.

the Gr. Bartlouós, bap-tis-mos'. The verb from They assert that water baptism was never intended

which this noun is derived — ßanticw, bap -tid- to continue in the Church ofChrist any longer than

20—is held by some scholars to mean "to dip, while Jewish prejudices made such an external

immerse.” But this meaning is held by others to ceremony necessary. (2) Significance. The na

be not the most exact or common, but rather a ture and effect of baptism have been the sub.

meaning that is secondary or derived. By the ject of much controversy. The Roman Cath

latter it is claimed that all that the term neces- Olic, the Greek, and the Lutheran Churches, and

sarily implies is that the element employed in many in the Church of England and Protestant

baptism is in close contact with the person or Episcopal Church, hold that baptism is the direct

object baptized. The Greek prepositions év (en) instrument of regeneration. This is the so -called

and éis ( eis) have played a very prominent part doctrine of baptismal regeneration. See REGENER

in discussions respecting the mode of baptism . Roman Catholics hold so strongly to this

The scope of this article is limited mainly to view that, accordingly, they also hold that all

Christian baptism , but as preliminary to this brief persons, adults or infants, who die unbaptized are

mention is made of : excluded from heaven. Others have gone to the

1. Jewish Baptism . Baptisms, or cere. opposite extreme, taking the Socinian view, that

monial purifications, were common among the baptism is merely a mode of professing faith in

Jews. Not only priests and other persons, but Christ, or a ceremony of initiation to the Christian

also clothing, utensils, and articles of furniture, Church. Others have reduced the rite to a symbol

were thus ceremonially cleansed (Lev. 8 : 6 ; Exod. of purification , expressive of the purifying in.

19:10–14 ; Mark 7: 3, 4). fluence of the Christian religion. The prevailing

2. John's Baptism . The baptism of John doctrine of evangelical Churches is that baptism

was not Christian, but Jewish. It was, however, is not only the rite of initiation into the Church of

especially a baptism “ unto repentance." The Christ, and not only a sign, butalso a seal of divine

only faith that it expressed concerning Christ was grace . For example, the Westminster Confes

that his coming was close at hand. They who sion, art. xxviii, says : “ Baptism is a sacrament of

confessed and repented of their sins and were the New Testament, ordained by Jesus Christ, not

baptized by John were thus obedient to his call only for the solemn admission of the party bap
to “ prepare the way of the Lord.” tized into the visible Church, but also to be unto

3. Baptism of Jesus. The baptism that him a sign and seal of the covenant of grace, of

Jesus received from John was unique in its signifi- his ingrafting into Christ, of regeneration,of remis

cance and purpose. It could not be like that sion of sins,and of his giving up unto God through

which John administered to others, for Jesus Jesus Christ, to walk in newness of life; which

did not make confession. He had no occasion to sacrament is, by Christ's own appointment, to be

repent. Neither was it Christian baptism , the continued in his Church until the end of the

significance of which we shall consider later. world. ” As circumcision was the sign and seal of

Jesus himself declared the main purpose and the Mosaic covenant, so baptism is the sign and

meaning of this event in his words, “Thus it be seal of the new covenant of the Gospel . On the

cometh us to fulfill all righteousness.” It was an one hand the person baptized becomes thus

act of ceremonial righteousness appropriate to his pledged to fidelity to Christ, and on the other hand
public entrance upon his mission as the Christ. baptism ratifies the divine pledge for the fulfill.

4. Baptism of Christ's Disciples. That ment of all his gracious promises to those who

Christ himself baptized his disciples is a matter, truly accept Christ. Baptism, under the new dis
to say the least, involved in doubt. While it is pensation, takes the place of circumcision under the

probable that at the beginning of his ministry old . This is the fair implication of all those utter .

our Lord baptized those who believed in him , he ances of the apostle which represent Christians as

not long afterward delegated this work to his numbered among the “ faithful seed,” “ the chosen

disciples (John 4: 1, 2 ). The office of Christ was generation ,” “the circumcision,” “ the house
"
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hold of God." St. Paul distinctly declares this the least; to sustain this view by an appeal to the

relation between the two rites (Col. 2 : 10–12). Scriptures. The wise and proper observance of

(3 ) Proper subjects of baptism . In accordance Church order, however, has committed the per

with this last named view it is plain that not only formance of this rite to the ministers of the

adults who repent of their sins and give evidence Church . The Roman Catholic Church teaches

of faith in Christ, but also infants, the children of that baptism administered in extreme cases by a

Christian parents, or under the care of those who layman, or a woman, or even a heretic is valid,

will give them Christian nurture, are proper sub- though still ministers alone have the right to

jects for baptism . The following quotation ad baptize. The same view obtains amongLutherans

mirably states the view of those who believe in and others who hold strongly to the doctrine of

infant baptism : “ We hold that all children , by baptismal regeneration.

virtue of the unconditional benefits of the atone. LITERATURE. - Theliterature of this subject is

ment, are members of the kingdom of God, and abundant. Besides works upon systematic the

therefore graciously entitled to baptism ; but, as ology, see Bradbury, Duty and Doctrine of Bap

infant baptism contemplates a course of religious tism ; Neander, History of Doctrines ; Beecher,

instruction and discipline, it is expected of all par- Baptism, its Import and flodes ; Hibbard, Chris

ents or guardians who present their children for tian Baptism , its Subjects, Mode, and Obligation.

baptism that they will use all diligence in bringing For Baptist views, see Booth, Apology for the

them up in conformity to the word of God ;and Baptist , Booth, Pædobaptism Examined ; Smith ,

they should be solemnly admonished of this obli- Arguments for Infant Baptism Examined ; Jewett,

gation , and earnestly exhorted to faithfulness On Baptism . - E . McC.

therein . " Roman Catholics and others who teach BAPTISM FOR THE DEAD (Gr. ÚTÈD TÕV

that baptism is a saving rite, and absolutely essen- vekpôv, 1 Cor. 15:29) . of this difficult passage

tial to salvation, base their custom of infant bap- there are many expositions, a few of which we

tism upon that ground. They who reject the present:

baptism of infants do so because of their different 1. The Corinthians, the Marcionites, and other

view of the significance of the rite . If we bear heretics had a custom , supposed to be referred to

in mind the fact that baptism takes the place by the apostle. Persons who had been baptized

of circumcision as the initiatory sign and seal had themselves baptized again for the benefit of

of membership in " the household of God," people who had died unbaptized but already believ.

and the gracious words of Christ concerning ing, in the persuasion that this would be counted

“ little children , " and the Scripture references to to them as their own baptism . From this the

the baptism of families, as well as the established apostle drew an argument to prove their belief in

antiquity of infant baptism in the Christian the resurrection. Meyer ( Com.. , in loc . ) believes

Church, it would seem entirely reasonable to ad. that this is the practice to which the apostle re

mit the correctness and scripturalness of this fers. « « • For the benefit of the dead ' remains the

Christian usage. The Roman Catholic and Greek right interpretation . "

Churches, and all Protestant Churches, except 2. Chrysostom believes the apostle to refer to

Baptist, practice infant baptism . ( 4) Mode . The the profession of faith in baptism , part of which

common doctrineof Christendom has been that all was, “ I believe in the resurrection of the dead."

that is essential in the mode of baptism is the ap- The meaning, then, would be, “ If there is no

plication of water “ in the name of theFather, and resurrection of the dead , why, then, art thou bap

of theSon, and of the Holy Ghost.” It denies that tized for the dead , i . e . , the body ? ” Whedon

immersion is the only valid baptism , and admits of ( Com ., in loc . ) holds to this interpretation, and

sprinkling, pouring, and immersion. That immer- says : “ The apostolic Christians were baptized

sion is a very ancient mode of baptism may be into the faith of the resurrection of the dead, and

freely admitted. But the same may also be said thereby they were sponsors in behalf of the dead,

of the othermodes - sprinkling and pouring. Bap- that the dead should rise."

tisms , or ceremonial purifications, among the Jews 3. Anotherinterpretation, that of Spanheim ,

were performed undoubtedly in various ways. considers “ the dead ” to be martyrs and other

“ Our Lord in his institution of baptism simply believers who, by firmness and cheerful hope of

appropriated an ancient rite , and adapted it to the resurrection , have given in death a worthy ex

purposes of his kingdom. And he was silent as to ample, by which others were also animated to re

the mode in which the water is to be applied. It ceive baptism . This interpretation, however,may

is contrary to the whole spirit of Christ's teach perhaps also be improved if Christ be considered

ing to attach great importance to details of as prominently referred to among those deceased ,

ceremony. Also baptism , which is a universal by virtue of whose resurrection all his followers

rite , may properly, and sometimes must of ne - expect to be likewise raised .

cessity , be varied in mode according to climate 4. Olshausen takes the meaning of the passage

and other circumstances. The Baptists hold to be that “ all who are converted to the Church

“ That Christian baptism is the immersion in are baptized for the good of the dead, as it requires

water of a believer, into the name of the Father, a certain number (Rom . 11 : 12-25), a ‘ fullness ' of

and Son, and Holy Ghost; ... that it is pre- believers , before the resurrection can take place.”

requisite to the privileges of a Church relation, 5. “ Over the graves of themartyrs.” Vossius

and to the Lord's Supper . " (5) Administra. adopted this interpretation, but it is very unlikely

tors . The administration of baptism is com- that this custom should have prevailed in the days

monly regarded as exclusively a prerogative of of St. Paul.

the ministerial office. But it is difficult, to say BAPTISM OF BLOOD. Those who for

1 )

"
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the sake of Christ suffered martyrdom , without the BAR’ACHEL (Heb. 3897 , baw -rak -ale", God

time or opportunity of being baptized, were con- has blessed ), the father of Elihu the Buzite, one

sidered by the early Church to have been baptized of the three friends ” who visited Job in his

in their own blood by the act of martyrdom. affliction (Job 32: 2, 6).

Gregory of Nazianzum speaks of a baptism of
BARACHI'AH . See BERECHIAH.

martyrdom and blood with which Christ himself

was baptized . This baptism surpasses the others BARACHI'AS (Gr. Bapazias, bar-akh -ee ' - as

in proportion as it is free from sin ( see Matt. = Barachiah), the father ofthe Zechariah (Zach.
10:39 ; Luke 12:50). arias) mentioned in Matt. 23:35 , as having been

BAPTISM OF FIRE. The words, “ Hethat
murdered by the Jews. See ZECHARIAH.

cometh after me shall baptize you with the Holy
BARAH. See BETH-BARAH.

Ghost and with fire ” ( Matt. 3:11 ), have been BAPRAK (Heb. 277, baw-rawk”, lightning), the

variously understood. It is explained as referring son of Abinoam of Kadesh, a city of refuge in the

to the fire of everlasting punishment, after Origen tribe of Naphtali (Judg. 4 :6).
and several fathers. After Chrysostom and most Personal History. He was summoned by

Catholic expositors, it isunderstood as the fire of the prophetess Deborah to take the field against

the Holy Spirit, which inflames and purifies the the army of the Canaanitish king, Jabin , com

spirils of men. By some it is believed to be

the fire of tribulations and sorrow ; by others ,

the fire of penitence and self-mortification .

The Seleucians and Hermians took the passage
KEDESH

literally, and taught that material fire was

necessary to the administration of baptism,
MROM

but we are not told either how or to what

part of the body they applied it, or whether

they compelled the baptized to pass through or

over the flames.

Meyer (Com ., in loc.) says that all explana ACCHO

tions “ which take fire as not referring to the

punishments of Gehenna are refuted byJohn's
LAKE GENNESARET

own decisive explanation in Matt . 3:12. "
HAROSHETH

BAPTISM OF JE'SUS. See BAPTISM, 3 .
DABERATH

BAR , a word of various meanings. ( 1 ) A

bar, crossbar passing along the sides and rear
TABSOR

of the TABERNACLE (q. v.), through rings at

tached to each board , and thus holding the

boards together (Exod . 26:26 , sq. ) . (2) A bar or MEGID.RO

bolt for fastening a gate or door (Judg. 16 :3 ;

Neh . 3 : 3 , sq .). The word is used figuratively

of a rock in the sea ( Jonab 2 : 6), the bank or
TAANACH

shore of the sea (Job 38:10 ), of strong fortifi.

cations and impediments (Isa. 45 :2 ; Amos 1 : 5).

BAR- (Heb . 2 , bar, son ), a patronymic sign,

used like Ben, which had the same meaning.
Probable Battle Ground of Barak and Sisera.

Ben , however, prevails in the pure Hebrew

names of the Old Testament, and Bar in those of manded by Sisera, with a force of ten thousand mien

the New Testament, because much more used in from the tribes of Naphtali and Zebulun . He

the Chaldee and Syriac languages.
was further instructed to proceed to Mount Tabor,

BARABBAS (Gr. Bapaßßās, bar-ab -bas', for Jehovah would draw Sisera and his host to

for Chald. Nad 2, bar ab-baw', son of Abba) , meet him at the river Kishon, and deliver him

a robber who had committed murder in an insur- into his hand. Barak consented only on the con.

rection (Mark 15 :7; Luke 23:19) in Jerusalein , dition that Deborah would go with him , which
and was lying in prison at the time of the trial of she readily promised. Sisera, being informed of

Jesus before Pilate, A. D. 29. The latter, in his Barak's movements, proceeded againsthim with his

anxiety to save Jesus, proposed to release him to whole army, including ninehundredchariots. At a
the people, accordance with their demand that signal given by the prophetess, the little army,

he should release one prisoner to them at the seizing the opportunity of a providential storm ,
Passover. Barabbas was guilty of the crimes of boldly rushed down the hill and utterly routed the

murder and sedition, making him liable to both hostof the Canaanites. The victory was decisive :

Roman and Jewish law. But the Jews were so Harosheth was taken, Sisera murdered, and Jabin
bent on the death of Jesus that of the two they ruined (Judg. 4 ), B. C. 1120. The victory was

preferred pardoning this double criminal (Matt. celebrated by the beautiful hymn of praise com

27:20; Mark 15:11 ; Luke 23:18 ; John 18:40). posed by Barak in conjunction with Deborah

" Pilate, willing to content the people, released (Judg. 5). Barak appears in the list of the faith
Barabbas unto them , and delivered Jesus .. to ful worthies of the Old Testament (Heb. 11:32 ) .

be crucified ” (Mark 15:15 ). BARBARIAN (Gr. Bápßapos, bar -bar-os,
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BARBER BARREN

rude) was originally the Greek epithet for a peo indicate that the Jews at that time had granaries

ple speaking any other than the Greek language. above ground. See STOREHOUSE.

After the Persian wars it began to carry with it BAR'NABAS (Gr. Bapváßas, bar-rab '-as, son

associations of hatred and to imply vulgarity and of prophecy), the name given by the apostles to

lack of culture. The Romanswere originally in- joses (Acts 4:36 ), probably on account of his emi

cluded by the Greeks under the name barbaroi. nence as a Christian teacher.

But after the conquest of Greece, and the trans- Personal History . Barnabas was a native

ference of Greek art and culture to Rome, the of Cyprus, and a Levite by extraction. ( 1) Charity.

Romans took the same position as the Greeks Being possessed of land, he generously disposed

before thein, and designated as barbarians all who of it for the benefit of the Christian community,

in language and manners differed from the Greco and laid the money at the apostles' feet (Acts 4:

Roman world. The word barbarian is applied in 36 , 37). As this transaction occurred soon after

the New Testament, but not reproachfully, to the the day of Pentecost he must have been an early

inhabitants of Malta (Acts 28:4) , who were of convert to Christianity. (2) Associated with Pani.

Phænician or Punic origin, and to those nations When Paul made his first appearance in Jerusa

that had indeed some refinement of manners, but lem Barnabas brought him to the apostles and

not the opportunity of becoming Christians, as attested his sincerity (Acts 9:27). Word being

the Scythians (Col. 3:11). The phrase “ Greeks and brought to Jerusalem of the revival at Antioch,

Barbarians (Rom. 1:14) means all peoples. Barnabas (who is described as “ a good man , and

BARBER (Heb. Sp ., gal-lawb') occurs but full of the Holy Ghost and of faith ") was sent to
once in the Scriptures (Ezek . 5 : 1 ) ; but , inasmuch make inquiry. Finding the work to be genuine,

as great attention was paid to the hair and beard he labored among them for a time, fresh converts

among the ancients , the barber must have been a being added to the Church through his personal

well-known tradesman . See Hair. efforts. He then went to Tarsus to obtain the

assistance of Saul, who returned with him to
BAREFOOT (Heb. 9775, yaw -khafe', unshod ,

Antioch, where they labored for a whole year

Jer. 2:25) . In the East great importance was at- (Acts 11:19-26 ). In anticipation of the famine

tached to the clothing, and feelings respecting it predicted by Agabus the Christians at Antioch

were peculiarly sensitive, so that a person was made a contribution for their poor brethren at

looked upon as stripped and naked if he only re- Jerusalem, and sentit by the hands of Barnabas
moved an outer garment. To go barefoot was an and Saul ( Acts 11: 27-30 ), A. D. 44. They, how

indication of great distress ( Isa. 20:2-4 ; 2 Sam . ever, speedily returned ,bringing with them John

15:30) . Persons were also accustomed to remove Mark, a nephew of the former (Acts 12:25 ).

their shoes when coming to places accounted holy ( 3) First missionary journey. By divine direc

(Exod. 3 : 5). tion (Acts 13 : 2 ) they were separated to the office

BARHUʻMITE (Heb. 27 , bar-khoo-mee'), of missionaries, and as such visited Cyprus and
a transposed form (2 Sam . 23:31) of the Gentile some of the principal cities in Asia Minor (Acts

name BAHARUMITE (q . v . ) .
13:14). At Lystra, because of a miracle performed

BARI'AH (Heb. , bau- ree'-akh, fugitive), by Paul,theyweretaken for gods, the people
calling Barnabas Jupiter (ch . 14 :8–12 ). Re

one of the five sons of Shemaiah, of the descend. turning to Antioch, they found the peace of the

ants of David , who are counted as six, including Church disturbed by certain from Judea, who

their father ( 1 Chron. 3:22), B. C. before 410.
insisted upon the Gentile converts being circum

BAR - JE'SUS (Gr. Bapıncovs, bar-ee-ay-sooce', cised . Paul and Barnabas, with others, were sent

son of Joshua), otherwise called ELYMAS ( 9. v. ), to Jerusalem to consult with the apostles and

who withstood Barnabas and Paul (Acts 13 : 6 ) . elders. They returned to communicate the result

BAR - JO'NA (Gr. Baplovāc, bar-ee-oo-nas', son of the conference, accompanied by Judas and

of Jonah), the patronymic of the apostle Peter Silas ( ch . 15 : 1–32). (4) Second missionary

(Matt. 16:17 ; comp. John 1:42). journey. Preparing for a second missionary

BARʼKOS (Heb. Dip?a, bar-kose', uncertain ), journey, a dispute arose between Paul and Bar
nabas on account of John Mark . “ Barnabas

the head of one of the families of Nethinim that determined to take Mark with them ; Paul thought

returned from the captivity with Zerubbabel it not good to take him . ” The contention became
( Ezra 2:53 ; Neh. 7:55) , B. C. 536 .

so sharp that they separated, Barnabas with Mark

BARLEY. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM . going to Cyprus, while Paul and Silas went

BARN , the rendering of several words in through Syria and Cilicia (ch . 15:36-41). At

the original :
this point Barnabas disappears from the record of

1. Aw -sawm ' (Heb. DON, Prov. 3:10 ; rendered the Acts.Several times he is mentioned in the

" storehouse ” in Deut. 28:8), a place for the stor writings of St. Paul, but nothing special is noted
save that Barnabas was at one time led away by

ing of grain.
Judaizing zealots . All else is matter of inference.

2. Go'-ren (Heb. 1.3, Job 39:12 ; “ barn floor "
BARREL (Heb. 72, kad, jar, pitcher ), prob

in 2 Kings 6:27) signifies rather a thrashing floor, ably an earthen vessel used for the keeping of

as elsewhere translated.
flour ( 1 Kings 17:12 , 14 , 16 ; 18:33 ) . In other

3. Meg-oo-raw '(Heb.677737?,Hag.2:19 )and mam . places the word is rendered “ pitcher” (q . v . ) .

meg -00 -raw ' (Heb. 07727922, Joel 1:17), a granary. BARREN (Heb. 77, aw -kawr ', when spoken

4. The words in Luke (12:18 ) would seem to l of persons). Barrenness, in the East, was looked

6
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BARSABAS BARZILLAI

upon as a ground of great reproach as well as a out of the city on his last journey to Jerusalem

punishment from God (1 Sam . 1 :6, 7 ; Isa.47:9 ; Mark 10:46 ). Hearing that Jesus was passing,
49:21 ; Luke 1:25, etc.). Instances of childless he cried for mercy, and in answer to his faith he

wives are found (Gen. 11:30 ; 25:21 ; 29:31 ; Judg. was miraculously cured, and “followed Jesus in

13 : 2 , 3 ; Luke 1 :7, 36). Certain marriages were the way. '

forbidden by Moses, and were visited with bar- BA'RUCH (Heb. 7777, baw -rook ', blessed ).

renness ( Lev . 20:20, 21). The reproach attached
1. The son of Zabbai. He repaired (B. C. 445)

to barrenness, especially among the Hebrews, was
doubtless due to the constant expectation of the that part of the walls of Jerusalem between the

Messiah, and the hopecherished by every woman thehighpriest (Neh. 3:20), and joined in Nehe
north -east angle of Zion and the house of Eliashib

that she might be the mother of the promised
miah's covenant (10: 6).

Seed . In order to avoid the disgrace of barren

ness women gave their handmaidens to their hus 2. Son of Col-bozeh, a descendant of Perez, a

bands, regarding the children born under such son of Judah. His son Maaseiah dwelt in Jeru

circumstances as their own (Gen. 16 :2 ; 30: 3).
salem after the captivity (Neh. 11 :5).

BAR'SABAS (Gr. Bapoaßās, bar-sab-as ', son held an honorable office in Zedekiah's court (Jer.
3. Son of Neriah and brother of Seraiah, who

ofSabas ), a surname. 32:12 ; 36 :4 : 51:59). Baruch was the faithful

1. Of Joseph, a disciple who was nominated friend and amanuensis of Jeremiah . In the fourth

along with Matthias to succeed Judas Iscariot in year ofKing Jehoiakim (B. C. about 604) Baruch
the apostleship (Acts 1:23).

2. Of Judas, who, with Silas, was sent to Anti- ered by Jeremiah and read them to the people.
was directed to write all the prophecies deliv.

och in company of Paul and Barnabas (Acts 15:22). This he did in the temple both that and the suc

BARTHOL'OMEW (Gr. Bapoohouaios, bar- ceeding year. He afterward read them privately

thol-om -ah -yos, son of Tolmai), one of the twelve to the king's counselors, telling them that he

apostles of Jesus, and generally supposed to have had received them through the prophet's dic

been the same person who, in John's gospel, is tation. The king, when the roll was brought to

called Nathanael. him, cut it and threw it into the fire. He or

1. Name and Family. In the first three dered the arrest of Jeremiah and Baruch, but
gospels (Matt. 10:3 ; Mark 3:18 ; Luke 6:14 ) Philip they could not be found. Baruch wrote an.

and Bartholomew are constantly named together, other roll, including all that was in the for

while Nathanael is nowhere mentioned. In the mer and an additional prediction of the ruin of

fourth gospel Philip and Nathanael are similarly Jehoiakim and his house (Jer. 36). Terrified by

combined, but nothing is said of Bartholomew. the threats in the prophetic roll, he received the

Nathanael must therefore be considered as his real assurance that he should be spared from the

name, while Bartholomew merely expresses his calamities which would befall Judab ( Jer. 45 ).

filial relation (Kitto ). During the siege of Jerusalem Jeremiah purchased

2. Personal History. If this may be taken the territory of Hanameel, and deposited the deed
as true, he was born in Cana of Galilee (John 21 : 2) . with Baruch (Jer. 32:12), B. C. 590. Baruch

Philip , having accepted Jesus , told Bartholomew was accused of influencing Jeremiah in favor of

that be bad “ found him , of whom Moses in the the Chaldeans (Jer. 43:3 ; comp. 37:13), and he

law, and the prophets, did write, Jesus of Naza- was thrown into prison with that prophet, where

reth .” To his question, “ Can there any good he remained until the capture of Jerusalem ( Jo

thing come out of Nazareth ?” Philip replied, sephus, Ant. , x, 9 , 1 ) . By the permission of

“Come and see.” His fastidious reluctance was Nebuchadnezzar he abode with Jeremiah at Miz

soon dispelled . Jesus, as he saw him coming to pah, but was afterward forced to go to Egypt

him, uttered the eulogy , “ Behold an Israelite in- (ch . 43 : 6). Nothing certain is known of the

deed, in whom is no guile ! ” (John 1:45 , sq.) He close of his life. According to one tradition, he

was anointed with the other apostles (Matt. 10 :3 ; went to Babylon upon the death of Jeremiah,

Mark 3:18 ; Luke 6:14), was one of the disciples where he died, the twelfth year after the destruc

to whom the Lord appeared after the resurrection of Jerusalem . There are two apocryphal

tion ( John 21: 2), a witness of the ascension , and books which purport to be the productions of

returned with the other apostles to Jerusalem Baruch.

(Acts 1 :4, 12 , 13). Tradition only speaks of his BARZILÄLAI (Heb. 1772, bar -zil-lah'ee, of

subsequent history. Heissaidtohavepreached iron).
the Gospel in India (probably Arabia Felix) ; others

say in Armenia, andreporthim to have beenthere who showed great hospitality to David when he
1. A wealthy and aged Gileadite of Rogelim,

Aayed alive and then crucified with his head down. fled beyond Jordan from his son Absalom , B. C.
ward.

967. He sent in a liberal supply of provisions,
3. Character. Nathanael “seems to have

beds , and other conveniences for the use of the

been one of those calm , retiring souls, whose king's followers (2Sam. 17:27). On the king's

whole sphere of existence lies not here, but

"Where,beyond these voices, there is peace.' Jordan , but declined on the score of age (being
triumphant return Barzillai accompanied him over

It was a lifeof which the world sees nothing, be- eighty years old), and perhaps from a feeling of

cause it was ' hid with Christ in God ' ” (Farrar). independence,to proceed to Jerusalem and end his

BARTIME'US (Gr. Baptiuaios, bar -tim -ah'- days at court. He, however, recommended his

yos, son of Timceus), a blind beggar of Jericho, son Chimham to the royal favor (2 Sam . 19:31–39 ).

who sat by the wayside begging as our Lord went on his deathbed David recalled to mind this kind
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BASE BASKET

Or it may

a

*

stone.

ness, and commended Barzillai's children to the and brazen gates ( Joshı. 13:30 ; 1 Kings 4:13). In

care of Solomon ( 1 Kings 2 : 7). Num . 32:41 called Havoth - jair.

2. A Meholathite, father of Adriel, which latter BASH'EMATH (Heb. 72207, bos-math',
was the husband of Michal, Saul's daughter (2 Sam.

21: 8 ), B. C. before 1021. fragrance, elsewhere, 1 Kings 4:15 , more correctly,

3. A priest who married a descendant of Bar. “ Basmath " ), a daughter of Ishmael, the last mar.

zillai ( 1) , and assumed the same name. His ried of the three wives of Esau (Gen. 36 :3, 4 , 13 ),

genealogy became so confused that his descendants , from whose son , Reuel, four tribes of the Edomites

on the return from captivity, were set aside as
were descended. When first mentioned she is called

unfit for the priesthood (Ezra 2:61 ; Neh. 7:63), Mahalath (Gen. 28 : 9 ), while, on the other hand,

B. C. before 536. the name Bashemath is in the narrative (Gen.

BASE (Heb. 17, kane, 1 Kings 7:31 ; -73573,26:34) given to another of Esau's wives, the daugh
ter of Elon the Hittite . It inay be that the name

mek- o-naw ', pedestal, 1 Kings 7 : 27-40), a pedes- ( Bashemath ) has been assigned to the wrong per

tal or stand upon which thelaver was placed. son in one or other of the passages.

BAʼSHAN (Heb. 77, baw -shawn ', light soil, have been theoriginal name of one,and thename
fruitful). This country extended from Gilead in given to the other upon her marriage, for, “ as a

the Š. to Hermon on the N. , and from the Jordan rule, the women received new names when they

to Salcah, the present Salkbat, on the E. , and in- were married .”

cluded Edrei (Deut. 3:10 ; Josh . 9:10 ), Ashtaroth BASIN, the rendering in the A. V. of several

( Deut. 1 :4 ; Josh . 9:10, etc.), the present Tell-Ash- words in the original. In old editions it is spelled

tur, and Golan (Deut. 4:43 ; Josh . 20 : 8 ; 21:27 ). “ Bason ."

Golan , one of its cities, was a city of refuge. Its

productiveness was remarked in the Old Testa
1. 4g-gawn' (Heb.178), literally, pounded out ; &

ment (Psa. 22:12 ; Jer. 50:19). The western
vessel for washing, a laver (Exod. 24: 6).

part is exceedingly fertile to-day. On the E. rise 2. Kef-ore' (Heb. ), a covered dish or tank

the Hauran Mountains to a height of six thousand ard, such as the gold and silver vessels of the
feet. It was noted for its fine breed of cattle sanctuary ( 1 Chron. 28:17 ; Ezra 1:10 ; 8:27).
( Deut. 32:14 ; Ezek . 39:18) . The cities are de

scribed by Moses as “ fenced cities with high
3. Diz -rawk ' (Heb. P7 ??? ), a bowl from which

walls, gates, and bars.". The gates were made of anything was sprinkled. The sacrificial bowls in

Burckhardt speaks of Kuffer, where the the Tabernacle were of “ brass ” (bronze or cop

gates of the town, nine feet high, " are of a single per, Exod . 27 : 3), and those in the Temple of gold
piece of stone." (2 Chron . 4 :8 ).

Some of the deserted towns are as perfect as

when inhabited. When Israel entered Canaan, of victims (Exod. 12:22; Jer. 52:19); the oilfor
4. Saf (Heb. 19), utensils for holding the blood

Argob,a province of Bashan, contained " sixty the sacred candlestick(1 Kings 7:50); basins for
fenced cities "

(Deut. 3 : 4 , 5 ; 1 Kings 4:13 ).
After the exile Bashan was divided into four domestic purposes ( 2 Sam . 17:28); also a drinking

districts : Gaulonitis , or Jaulan, the western; cup (Zech, 12:2).

Auranitis, or Hauran (Ezek . 47:16 ) ; Argob, or
5. Niptare' (Gr. vinTÍP), the basin from which

Trachonitis; and Batanæa, now Ard-el-Bathan- the Lord washed the disciples ' feet (John 13:5)

yeh.
See Bowl, CUP.

“ In the Tel el-Amarna tablets the land of BASKET, the rendering of several Hebrew

Bashan is called Ziri- Basana, “ the field of Bashan ,' and Greek words :

and the same name is found in an Egyptian text 1. Sal (Heb. 5o) , so called from the twigs of

discovered at Abydos, which tells us that thewhich it was originally made, specially used for

prime minister of the first year of Meneptah's

reign was a native of “ Zar-Basana ?” (Sayce, Lev. 8:2, 26 , 31; Num . 6:15, 17, 19). The form
holding bread (Gen. 40:16 , sq . ; Exod. 29:3 , 23 ;

Higher Crit . and Mon., p. 251 ).
of the Egyptian bread basket is delineated in

BAʼSHAN, HILL OF. In Psa. 68:15 the Wilkinson's Anc. Egypt., iii , 226, after the speci

poet says, “ The hill of God is as the hill of mens represented in the tomb of Rameses III .

Bashan ; an high hill as the hill of Bashan " We must assume that the term sal passed from

(R. V. “ A mountain of God is the mountain of its strict etymological meaning to any vessel

Bashan ; an high mountain is the mountain of applied to the purpose.

Bashan " ). " This epithet, not applicable to the In Judy. 6:19 meat is

long, level edge of the tableland, might refer served up in a sal, which

either to the lofty triple summits of Hermon , or to could hardly have been

the many broken cones that are scattered across
of wickerwork . The

Bashan, and so greatly differ in their volcanic expression “ white bas.

form from the softer, less imposing heights of kets " is of doubtful

western Palestine " ( Smith, Hist. Geog ., p . 550). meaning, supposed to refer to the material of

BA'SHAN -HAVOTH -JA’IR (Heb. 797 which they were made, to the white color of the

y; niin, baw-shawn' khav-vothe' yaw -eer', the peeled sticks, or to their being full ofholes.

Bashan of the villages of Jair ), the name given
2. Sal-sil-loth' (Heb. Diboso), a word of kindred

by Jair to the places he had conquered in Bashan origin , applied to the basket used in gathering

(Deut. 3:14). It contained sixty cities with walls | grapes (Jer. 6 : 9).

a
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BASMATH BATH -SHUA

3. Teh ' -neh (Heb. ), in which the first fruits to orders without a dispensation from the sov

of the harvest were presented (Deut. 26 : 2, 4). ereign or archbishop.

From its being coupled with the kneading bowl BAT. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

(A V. “ store," Deut. 28 : 5 , 17) we may infer that BATH. See METROLOGY, p. 711 .

it was also used for household purposes, perhaps

to bring the corn to the mill.
BATHE, BATHING (Heb. 1977, raw -khats ).

4. Kel- 006' (Heb. 575), so called from its
The hot climate of the East, with its abundant dust,

made bathing a constant necessity for the pres

similarity to a bird cage or trap , probably in reservation and invigoration of the health. This

gard to its having a lid ; it was used for carrying natural necessity was greatly furthered among

fruit (Amos 8: 1 , 2 ). the Israelites by the religious purifications en

5. Dood (Heb. 777, a pot), used for carrying joined by the law . For, although these precepts

fruit ( Jer. 24: 1 , 2),as well as on a large scale for had a higher object, the teaching of personal
carrying clay to the brickyard (Psa. 81:6 ; pots, purity, they could not fail to intensify the in.

A. V.), or for holding bulky articles (2 Kings 10 : stinct of cleanliness, and to make frequent wash .

7). InEgypt heavy burdens, as grain , were carried ing and bathing an indispensable arrangement of

in large baskets , swung froma pole upon the the life.

shoulders. In 1 Sam . 2:14 ; 2 Chron. 35:13 ; Job The Israelites , from early times, were accus

41:20, the same word appears to mean pots for tomed not only to wash the hands and feet before

boiling.
eating, but also to bathe the body when about to

6. In the New Testament baskets are described visit a superior (Ruth 3 : 3), after mourning,which

under the three following terms : Kóolvos (kof '-ee- always implied defilement (2 Sam. 12:20 ), but

nos), ofvpis (spoo -rece',hamper ), oapyávn ( sar-gan '. especially before any religious service (Gen. 35 : 2 ;

ay ). The last occurs only in 2 Cor. 11:33, in Exod. 19:10 ; Josh. 3 :5 ; Sam . 16 : 5 ) , that they

describing St. Paul's escape from Damascus. might appear clean before God. The high priest

With regard to the two former words, it may be at his inauguration (Lev. 13 : 6), and on the day of

remarked that the first is exclusively used in the atonement before each act of propitiation (Lev.

description of the miracle of feeding the five 16 : 4, 24), was also to bathe. To cleanse the body

thousand (Matt. 14:20 ; 16 : 9 ; Mark 6:43 ; Luke snow water was used, or lye put into the water

9:17 ; John 6:13), and the second, in that of the (Job 9:30), also bran, according to Mishna. Bath

four thousand (Matt. 15:37 ; Mark 8 : 8) ; the dis- ing in running water was specially favored (Lev.

tinction is most definitelybrought out in Mark 8: 15:13), or in rivers (2 Kings 6:10 ; Exod. 2 :5 ).

19, 20 (Smith, Bib. Dict. , s . v. ). Baths were placed in the courts of private houses

BASMATH (Heb. 07207, bas-math ', fra- (2 Sam . 11:2;Susanna 15 ). In the later temple
grance), a daughter of Solomon, who becamethe there were bath rooms over the chambers for the

vife of Ahimaaz, one of the king's purveyors Siloam and Hezekiah (Neh. 3:15 , 16 ; 2 Kings 20 :
use of the priests. The “ pools," as those of

( 1 Kings 4:15), B. C. about 1000.
20 ; Isa . 22:11 ; John 9:7), were public baths, no

BASTARD (Heb. 777972, man-zare', polluted ). doubt introduced in imitation of a Roman and

The word occurs in Deut. 23 :2 and Zech. 9 : 6 . Its Greek custom (Keil, Bib. Arch. , ii , 144 ).

etymology is obscure, but it appears to denote any- BATH-SHEBA (Heb. yaw-na, bath -shel ' .
one to whose birth a serious stain attaches. The

Rabbins applied the term not to any illegitimate bah , daughter of the oath), daughter of Eliam

offspring, but to the issue of any connection with- | (2 Sam. 11 : 3 ), or Ammiel ( 1 Chron. 3 : 5 ) , the

in the egrees prohibited by the law (see Mar- granddaughter of Ahithophel (2 Sam. 23:34), and

RIAGE). A very probable conjecture is that which wife of Uriah. She had illicit intercourse" with

applies the term to the offspring of heathen David while her husband was absent at the siege

prostitutes in the neighborhood of Palestine, and of Rabbah, B.C.about980. Uriah being slain by a

who were a sort of priestesses to the Syrian god - contrivance of David, after a period of mourning

dess Astarte. In Zech. 9 : 6 the word is, doubtless, for her husband Bath -sheba was legally married

used in the sense of foreigner, expressing the to the king (2 Sam . 11: 3–27). The child which

deep degradation of Philistia in being conquered was the fruit of her adulterous intercourse with

by other people.
David died , but she became the mother of four

1. Persons of illegitimate birth among the Jews sons - Solomon, Shimea (Shammuah), Shobab, and

had no claim to a share in the paternalinheritance, Nathan (2 Sam . 5:14 ; 1 Chron. 3:5). When Ad
or to the proper filial treatment of children of the onijah attempted to set aside in his own favor the

family. This is what is referred to in Heb. 12: 8, succession promised to Solomon, Bath -sheba was

where a contrast is drawn between the treatment employed by Nathan to inform the king of the

which God's true children might expect, as com conspiracy , and received from him an answer

pared with that given to such as are not so re- favorable to Solomon ( 1 Kings 1 :11-31). After

lated to him. the accession of Solomon she, as queen-mother,

2. Persons of illegitimate birth are forbidden, requested permission of her son for Adonijah to
by the canon law, from receiving any of the minor takein marriage Abishag the Shunammite ( 1 Kings

orders without a dispensation from the bishop; 2:21 ). The request was refused, and became the

nor can they, in the Latin Church, be admitted to occasion of the execution of Adonijah (2:24, 25) .

holy orders, or to benefices with cure of souls, ex- BATH -SHUA, a variation of the name Bath.

cept by a dispensation from the pope . In the SHEBA (q. v . ), the mother of Solomon (1 Chron .

Church of England a bastard cannot be admitted | 3 :5).
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BATTERING -RAM BEATING

>

BATTERING -RAM . See ARMOR. 2. Maw -nore' (Heb. 94372 ), literally, yoke, hence
BATTLE. See WARFARE.

a weaver's frame, or its principal beam (1 Sam .

BATTLE -AX . See ARMOR. 17 : 7 ; 2 Sam. 21:19 ; 1 Chron. 11:23 ; 20:5).

BATTLE -BOW . See ARMOR. 3. Gabe (Heb. 5., cutting), a board (1 Kings

BATTLEMENT (Heb. 17723 23, mah -ak -eh ', 6 :9).

ledge), a breastwork, of wall or lattice, sur 6. Obe (Heb. 33), a term of architecture, a

rounding the flat roofs of Eastern houses,required threshold step (1 Kings 7:6 ; Ezek. 41:25, A.'y.

as a protection against accidents (Deut. 22 : 8). “ planks ” ).

“ Battlements ” is the rendering- (Jer. 5:10) for 5. Tsay'- law (Heb. wx, a rib), joists of a

Jos, net-ce-shaw ', tendril,the parapet of a city building ( 1 Kings 7 : 3 ; “ board ” in 6:15, 16 ;

wall .
“ plank ” in 6:15).

BAV'AI (Heb. 2, bav -vah'ee), a son 6. Keh-rooth-oth' (Heb.ning?, hewed ), beams

Henadad, and ruler of the half part of Keilah. (1 Kings 6:36 ; 7 : 2, 12).

He repaired a portion of the wall of Jerusalem on 7. Ko-rard' (Heb. -7717) a crosspiece or raf.

the return from Babylon (Neh. 3:18), B. C. 445. ter (2 Kings 6 : 2 , 5 ; 2 Chron. 3 : 7 ; Cant. 1:17).

BAY (Heb. gius, law-shone', tongue), the 8. Kar-raro' (Heb. -77), to fit beams, hence to

cove of the Dead Sea, at the mouth of the Jordan frame (Neh . 3 : 3 , 6 ; Pså. 104 : 3).
(Josh. 15 : 5 ; 18:19), and also of the southern

9. Kaw - fece' (Heb. O ??), a crossbeam, girder
extremity of the same sea ( 15 : 2) . The same

term is used in the original) with reference to the (Hab. 2:11).

forked mouths of the Nile ( “ the tongue of the
10. Dok-os' (Gr. dokós), stick of wood for build

Egyptian Sea,” Isa. 11:15) .
ing purposes (Matt. 7: 3, sq.; Luke 6:41 , 42). In

the passages referred to reference is made to a

BAY, the color, according to the English ver

sion, of one of the spans of horses in the vision those whowith greater sins reproved the lesser
common proverb among the Jews, respecting

of Zechariah (6 : 3, 7 ) . It is the rendering of faults of others.See MOTE.

piax, aw -mohts', strong. Keil and Delitzsch trans
BEAN . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM,

late “ speckled, powerful horses” ( Com ., in loc. ). BEAR . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

BAY TREE. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
BEARD. See Hair.

BAZʻLITH (Heb. 017333, bats-leeth ', naked BEAST . See Animal KINGDOM ; GLOSSARY .

ness), the head of one of the families of Nethinim

that returned to Jerusalem from the exile (Neh. is of frequent occurrence in Scripture, and gen
BEAST, in a figurative or symbolical sense,

7:54). He is called Bazluth in Ezra 2:52 .

BAZ’LUTH (Heb. 073a, bats-looth '), an- cious andbrutal natures properly belonging to the
erally refers to the sensual and groveling or fero

other form of BAZLITH. brute creation. The psalmist speaks of himself

BDELLIUM . See MINERAL KINGDOM. as being “ like a beast before God, " while giving

BEACON (Heb. 77 , to '-ren ), a tree stripped way to merely sensuous considerations (Psa.73:22 ).

of its branches and used like a flagstaff ( Isa. 30: The word is sometimes used figuratively of brutal

17, marg., " tree bereft of branches" ). In Isa.
Hence the phrase, “ I fought with wild

33:23 and Ezek. 27 : 5 it is rendered “ mast."
beasts at Ephesus ” ( 1 Cor. 15:32, comp. Acts

BEALI'AH (Heb. 73, beh -al- yaw ', whose strongand exasperated enemies.For a similar use
19:29), is a figurative description of a fight with

Lord is Jehovah), one of the Benjamite heroes of the word see Eccles. 3:18 ; 2 Pet. 2:12 ; Jude 10.

who went over to David at Ziklag ( 1 Chron. 12 : 5), A wild beast is the symbol of selfish , tyrannical

B. C. before 1000. monarchies. The four beasts in Dan . 7 : 3 , 17, 23,

BE’ALOTH (Heb. nibyn, beh - aw -loth ', prob- represent four kingdoms (Ezek. 34:28 ; Jer. 12:9)

ably citizens). In the Apocalypse the Beast obviously means a

1. A town in the southern part of Judah , i . e. , worldly power, whose rising out of the sea indi.

in Simeon ( Josh. 15:24), probably the same as cates that it owes its origin to the commotions of

Baalath -beer (19 : 8). the people (Rev. 13: 1; 15:2 ; 17 : 8 ).

2. A district in Asher of which Baanah was The four beasts (Gr. Sia, dzo'-ah , living crea .

commissary ( 1 Kings 4:16, “ in Aloth ;" R. V. tures, not onplov, thay-ree'-on, beast in the strict

“ Baloth " ). sense) should be rendered the four living ones

BEAM is the rendering in the A. V. of the (Rev. 4: 6).

following words : BEATING , or BASTINADO, apunishment

1. El’-reg (Heb. 57 , a web, Judg. 16:14), in in universal use throughout the East. It appears to

the A.V. rendered beam . Keil and Delitzsch (Com. , be designated by the Hebrew phrase “ rod of cor

in loc.)understand this to mean thecomborpress rection ” ( no77a upu, shay'-bet moo-sawr', Prov.

which was used to press the weft together and 22:15). Beating with rods (“ scourging," Lev.

so increase the substance of the cloth. The mean. 19:20 ; “ chastising,” Deut. 22:18) was established

ing would then be , when Samson was awakened by law, and was very common among the Jews

he tore out the weaver's comb and the warp from (Prov. 10:13 ; 26 :3). The person to be punished

the loom with his plaits of hair that had been was extended upon the ground, and blows, not ex.

woven in. ceeding forty, were applied to his back in the

men.

>

>

5

>
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BEBAI
BED

MENTS .

presence of a judge ( Deut. 25 :2, 3). Among the BED, the rendering of several Hebrew and

Egyptians, ancient and modern , minor offenses Greek words :

were generally punished with the stick , and per
1. Mit - taw ' (Heb. 1707 ), a bed as extended ; used

sons who refused to pay taxes were frequently

brought to terms by avigorous use of the stick. either for rest at night (Gen. 47:31 ; Exod. 8 : 3 ;

1 Sam. 19:13 , etc.) or for ease and quiet, a couch,Superintendents were wont to stimulate laborers

by the persuasive powersof therod . The basti- divan (1Sam.28:23 ; Esth. 7: 8 ; Amos 3:12); a
litter (Cant. 3 :7).nado was inflicted on both sexes. See PUNISH.

2. Mish-kawó' (Heb. 5287), generally the mar .

BEB'AI ( Heb. , bay-bah'ee, father ). riage bed (Gen. 49 :4 ; Lev. 15:4) ; also a coffin or

1. The head of oneof the families that returned bier (2 Chron. 16:14 ; Isa. 57:2).

with Zerubbabel from Babylon (B. C. about 536) 3. Yaw - tsooʻ -ah (Heb. 99 % ), spread as a bed

to the number of six hundred and twenty-three (1 Chron. 5 :1 ; Job 17:13 ; Psa. 63 : 6 ).

(Ezra 2:11) or six hundred and twenty-eight (Neh. 4. Ek '-res (Heb . , with a canopy). This bed
7:16). At a later period twenty -eight more, under was of a more imposing style than ordinary ( Job
Zechariah, returned with Ezra (Ezra 8:11), B.C. 17:13 ; Psa. 41 : 3 ; “ bedstead ,” Deut. 3:11).

Egyptian Bedsteads.

about 457. Several of his sons were among those 5. Ar-00-gaw' (Heb. 79 piled up ), probably

who had taken foreign wives (Ezra 10:28). referring to the custom of piling up cushions for

2. The name of one who sealed the covenant the sake of comfort (Cant. 5:13 ; 6:2, A. V. , “ bed

with Nehemiah (Neh . 10:15) , B. C. 445.
of spices ” ).BECAUSE. See GLOSSARY.

6. Kee -ma (Gr. Kívn, Matt. 9: 2, 6 ; Mark 4:21 ),
BE'CHER (Heb. , beh ' -ker, firstborn, or a a mere couch consisting of a litter and coverlet ;

young camel). krab’ -bat -os (kpáßßatos), a pallet or mattress

1. The second son of Benjamin, according to (Mark 2 :4 ; John 5 : 8 , sq . ; Acts 9:33 ); koy'-tay

the list of both in Gen. 46:21 and 1 Chron . 7:6, but (koltn ), the marriage bed (Luke 11: 7; Heb. 13:4 ).

omitted in 1 Chron. 8 : 1 . Some suppose that the We distinguish in the Jewish bed five principal

word “firstborn” in the latter passage is a cor- parts : ( a ) The mattress, a meremat, or one or more

ruption of Becher ; others, that Becher in the two

passages above is a corruption of the word sig.

nifying “ firstborn." Yet 1 Chron. 7 : 8 gives Becher

as a person, and names his sons. He was one of

the sons of Benjamin that came down to Egypt

with Jacob , being one of the fourteen descendants

of Rachel who settled there. At the numbering

of the Israelites in the plain of Moab (Num . 26 )

there is no family named after him . But there is

a Becher and a family of Bachrites among the

sons of Ephraim . This has given rise to the

supposition that the slaughter of the sons of

Ephraim by the men of Gath had sadly thinned

the house of Ephraim of its males, and that

Becher, or his heir, married an Ephraimitish heir

ess, a daughter of Shuthelah (1 Chron. 7:20, 21 ), Taking up the Bed (Mark 2:11, 12).

and so bishouse was reckoned in the house of quilts. (6) The covering, a finer quilt than used for

Ephraim .

2. Son of Ephraim ; called Bered (1 Chron. a . In summer a thin blanket, or theouter garment
7:20);his posterity were called Bachrites(Num . lawprovided thatitshould not be keptinpledgeworn by day ( 1 Sam . 19:13), sufficed. Hence the

26:35). He is probably the same as the preceding. after sunset,thatthe poor might notbewithout his

BECHORATH (Heb. gisa, bek-o-rath', first- covering (Deut.24:13). (c) The pillow mentioned

born ), the son of Aphiah, of the tribe of Benjamin, ( 1 Sam . 19:13 ) seems to have been material woven

one of the ancestors of King Saul (1 Sam . 9 : 1 ), of goat's hair, with which persons in the East

B. C. long before 1030.
covered the head and face while sleeping. The
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Heb. non, keh ' - seth , should be rendered “ cover- bah'-al ze-bool', the lord of the dwelling, in which

ing.". It may be that pillows were made of cloth evil spirits dwell. The fact that Jesus designates

rolled up to suit individual taste, or, as at the himself as “master of the house ” would seem to

present day, made of a sheep's fleece or goat's indicate that Beelzeboul had a similar meaning.

skin stuffed with cotton. (d) The bedstead . The See Gods, FALSE,

bedstead was not always necessary, the divan, or BE'ER (Heb. , bě-ayr ', an artificial well,

platform along the side or end of an oriental distinguished from En, a natural spring ). It is
room, sufficing as a support for the bedding. Yet usually combined with other words asa prefix,

some slight and portable frame seems implied but two places are known by this name simply :
among the senses of the word, which is used for a 1. A place in the desert on theconfines of Moab,

" bier ”(2 Sam .3:31), and for the ordinary bed where the Hebrew princes dug a well with their

(2 Kings 4:10 ), for the litter on which a sick per- staves and received a miraculoussupply of water

son might be carried ( 1 Sam . 19:15), for Jacob's (Num .21:16–18). It is probably the same as Beer

bed of sickness (Gen.47:31), and for the couch | elim (Isa . 15 :8 ).
on which guests reclined at a banquet ( Esth . 1 : 6). 2. A town in Judah to which Jotham fled for

(e) Ornamental portions. These consisted of pil- fear of Abimelech (Judg. 9:21 ), probably about

lows anda canopy, ivory carvings, gold and silver, eight Roman miles N. of Eleutheropolis, the pres

and probably mosaic work, purple, and five linen entel Birch, near the mouth of the Wady es Surâr.

(Esth . 1 : 6 ; Cant. 3 : 9, 10 ; Amos 6:4 ). The
BEE'RA (Heb. 8 , bě-ay-raw ', a well), the

ordinary furniture of a bedchamber in private

life is given in 2 Kings 4:10.

last given of the sons of Zophah, a descendant of

Asher (1 Chron. 7:37), B. C. after 1600.

BE’DAD (Heb. 779, bed -ad', separation, or

77877 , son of Adad), the father of Hadad, a the son of Baal, a prince of the tribe of Reuben,

BEEʻRAH (Heb. .779, bě-ay-raw', a well),

king in Edom (Gen. 36:35 ; 1 Chron . 1:46). and carried into captivity by the Assyrian Tiglath

BE'DAN (Heb. 77?, bed-awn). pileser ( 1 Chron, 5 :6 ).

1. The name of a judge of Israel , not found in BE'ER -EʻLIM (Heb. 83, be -ayri ay

Judges, but only in i Sam . 12:11 . It is difficult leem ', well of heroes), a spot named in Isa. 15 :8 as
to identify him with any of the judges mentioned on the “ border of Moab, probably the S., Eglaim

elsewhere, but it is probable that Bedan is a con- being on the N. end of the Dead Sea. It seems
tracted form for the name of the judgeAbdon ( q.v.). to be the same as Beer (Num. 21:16).

2. The son of Ulam , the great-grandson of Ma
BEE'RI (Heb . 79 , bě-ay -ree ', of a fountain ,

nasseh ( 1 Chron. 7:17), B. C. after 1600.
illustrious ).

BEDCHAMBER (Heb. Diarang 777, khad 1. A Hittite, and father of Judith , a wife of

ar ham -mee -toth ', room of beds, 2 Kings 11 : 2 ; Esau (Gen. 26:34 ), B. C. about 1796.

2 Chron. 22:11 ; 520 777 , khad-ar mish- 2. The father of the prophet Hosea (Hos. 1 : 1 ),

B. C. before 748.
kawb', sleeping room , Exod. 8 : 3 ; 2 Sam . 4 : 7 ;
2 Kings 6:12 ). The “ bedchamber ” in the tem- BEPER -LAHAI -ROI (Heb. Ni msa,
ple where Joash was hidden was probably a store bě-ayr lakh -ah'ee ro -ee ', the well of him that

chamber for keeping beds (2 Kings 11: 2 ;2 Chron . liveth and seeth me, or the well of the vision of

22:11 ). The position of the bedchamber in the life), the fountain between Kadesh and Bered,
most remote and secret parts of the palace seems near which the Lord found Hagar (Gen, 16: 7 , 14) .

marked in the passages, Exod . 8 : 3 ; 2 Kings 6:12 . In Gen. 24:62 ; 25:11 , the A. V. has “ the well of

BEDEʻIAH (Heb . 1777.a, bay-dč-yaw ”, servant Lahai-roi."

of Jehovah ), one of the family of Bani , who di
BEEʻROTH (Heb.ning , bě-ay-roth ', wells).

vorced his Gentile wife on the return from Baby- 1. One of the four cities of the Hivites who

lon (Ezra 10:35), B. C. 456.
made a league with Joshua (Josh. 9:17 ). Beeroth

BEDSTEAD. See Bed, 4 , 6.
was allotted to Benjamin ( Josh. 18:25), in whose

BEE. See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

possession it continued at the time of David, the

murderers of Ish-bosheth belonging to it (2 Sam.

BEELI’ADA (Heb. 9775yra, beh-el-yaw-daw' , 4:2). Beeroth,with Chephirah and Kirjath-jearim ,
Baal has known ), one of David's sons , born in is in the list of those who returned from Babylon

Jerusalem (1 Chron . 14 : 7 ) , B. C. after 1000. He is (Ezra 2:25 ; Neh. 7:29).

called Eliada (2 Sam . 6:16 ; 1 Chron . 3 : 8 ) .
2. Beeroth of the children of Jaakan is named

BEELʻZEBUB(Gr. Bɛɛāteſoba, beh -el-zeb -ool'), (Num . 33:31, 32 ; Deut. 10 :6) as a place through

a heathen deity, believed to be the prince of evil which the Israelites twice passed in the desert,

spirits (Matt. 10:25 ; 12:24, 27 ; Mark 3:22 ; Luke being their twenty -seventh and thirty -third sta

11:15, sq .). By some Beelzebul is thought to mean tion on their way from Egypt to Canaan, prob

San Sya,the dung-god,an expression intended to ably in the valley of the Arabah.

designate with loathing the prince of all moral
BEEʻROTHITE, an inhabitant of BEEROTA

impurity. It is supposed, at the same time, that (q . v. ) of Benjamin (2 Sam. 4: 2 ; 23:37).

the name Beelzebub, the Philistine god of flies, was BE'ER -SHE -BA (Heb . ya , bt-aynu

changed to Beelzebul (" god of dung "), and em- sheh ' -bah, well of the oath, or of seven ), a city in
ployed in a jocular way as a name of the devil. the southern part of Palestine, about midwaybe.

Others prefer to derive the word from 31373ya, I tween the MediterraneanSea and the southern end

:
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of the Dead Sea. It received its namebecause like év apx?, en ar -khay' ( John 1 :1), and indicates

of the digging of the well and making of a com- the commencement of a series of things or events .

pact between Abrahain and Abimelech (Gen. The context of Gen. 1: 1 gives it the meaning of

21:31). It was a favorite residence of Abraham the very first beginning, the commencement of

and Isaac (Gen. 26:33). The latter was living the world , when time itself began.

there when Esau sold his birthright to Jacob, and Our Lord is styled the Beginning (Gr. 'Apxh, ar .

from the encampment rou the wells acob | khay ') by both Paul and John (Col. 1:18 ; Rev. 1 :8 ;

started on his journey to Mesopotamia. He halted 3:14 ), and it is worthy of remark that the Greek

there to offer sacrifice to “ theGod of his father” philosophers expressed the First Cause of all

on his way to Egypt. Beer-sheba was allotted to things by the same name.

Simeon ( 1 Chron . 4:28), and Samuel's sons were BEHEAD . See PUNISHMENT, p . 913 .

appointed deputy judges for the southernmost

districts in Beer -sheba ( 1 Sam. 8 : 2 ). Elijah filed
BEHEMOTH. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

to Beer-sheba, which was still a refuge in the 8th BE’KAH , an early Jewish weight, being half

century, and frequented even by northern Israel a shekel . See METROLOGY, III.

(Amos 5 : 5 ; 8:14). The expression “ from Dan to BEL, the national god of Babylonia. See

Beer-sheba " was a formula for the whole land. Gods, FALSE.

During the separation of thekingdoms the for- BE LA (Heb. yra, beh '-lah, swallowed ).

mula became from Geba to Beer -sheba, or from

Beer-sheba to Mount Ephraim . After the exile
1. A king of Edom , the son of Beor, and a

Beer-sheba was again peopled by Jews, and the nativeof the city of Dinhabah (Gen. 36:32, 33;

forinula ranfromBeer-sheba to the valley of Hin- 1 Chron. 1:43). From the nameof his father,Beor,
nom (Neh. 11:27, 30 ). There are still seven wells we may infer that he was a Chaldean by birth,

at Beer-sheba, and 'to the N., on the hills that and reigned in Edom by conquest. He may have

bound thevalley, are scattered ruins nearly three been contemporary with Moses and Balaam .

miles in circumference .
2. The eldest son of Benjamin (Gen. 46:21 ;

From

BEESH'TERAH (Heb. muxa, beh-esh -ter- him camethe family of the Belaites(Num .26:38).
1 Chron. 7 : 6, 7 ; 8 : 3 ), B. C. about 1640.

aw', with Ashtoreth ), one of the two Levitical 3. A son of Azaz, a Reubenite ( 1 Chron. 5 : 8 ),

cities allotted to the Gersbonites, out of the tribe “ who dwelt in Aroer even unto Nebo and Baal

of Manasseh beyond Jordan ( Josh. 21:27). In the meon.”

parallel list (1 Chron. 6:71) Ashtaroth is given ; 4. Another name (Gen. 14: 2 , 8) for the city of

and Beeshterah is only a contracted form of Beth- Zoar (q. v.).

Ashtaroth , the “ temple of Ashtoreth . ”
BEʻLAH, a less correct mode of Anglicizing

BEETLE. See ANIMAL KINGDOM. (Gen. 46:21) the name Bela (q. v.), the son of

BEEVES. See ANIMAL KINGDOM . Benjamin.

BEG, the rendering of Heb. wpz, baw -kash ', BEʻLAITE , the patronymic (Num . 26:38) of

bescech (Psa. 37:25) ; 3800, shaw-al' (Psa. 109 : 10 ;
the descendants of BELA, 2 ( q. v.).

Prov. 20 : 4) ; Gr. étaitéw, ep-ahee-teh '-o, to ask
BEʻLIAL (Heb. Syasa, bel-e-yah'-ai, worthless

for (Luke 16:3);Tporaitéw,pros-ahee-ter '-o (Mark ness,wickedness ; Gr. Benía ?, bel-ee'- al). Belial is

10:46; Luke 18:35 ; John 9: 8).
often used in the A. V. as if it were a proper name,

BEGGAR (Heb. gira , eb -yone', destitute, the Old Testament asaproper name ; its meaning
but beyond question it should not be regarded in

1 Sam . 2:8 ; Gr. atuxós, pto-khos', Luke 16:20, 22 ; being worthlessness, and hence recklessness, lawless

Gal. 4: 9 ; elsewhere poor). Abeggar,whose regular ness . The expression “ son man of Belial ”

business it was to solicit alms publicly, or to go must be understood as meaning simply a worth .

promiscuously from door to door, as understood less , lawless fellow (Deut. 13:13 ; Judg. 19:22 ;

by us, was unknown to the Pentateuchal legisla- | 20:13, etc.).

tion . The poor were allowed privileges by the In the New Testament the term appears (in the

Mosaic law, and indeed the Hebrew could not be best manuscripts) in the form Bežias, bel-ee'-as,

an absolute pauper. His land was inalienable, and not Bɛział, as given in A. V. The term , as

except for a certain period, when it reverted to used in 2 Cor. 6:15, is generally understood as

him or his posterity, and if this resource was in applied to Satan, as the personification of all that
sufficient he could pledge the services of himself is bad.

and family for a valuable sum . In the song of

Hannah ( 1 Sam . 2: 8), however, beggars are spoken
BELIEF (Heb. 7728, aw-man', to be firm ; Gr.

of ,and beggary is predicted of the posterity of the ríotus, pis'-tis, trust), the mental assent to a state

wicked, while it was promisednot to be thepor: The statement, however, maybe untrue, in which
ment, proposition, or existing condition of things.

tion of the seed of the righteous ( Psa. 109 : 10 ;

37:25); so that then the practice was probable,
case belief is opposed toknowledge. A statement

though not uncommon . In the New Testament of truth commends itself to us as commanding

weread of beggars that wereblind, diseased ,and acceptance, which is belief. The testimony of

maimed seeking almsat the doors of therich,by falsehood may be repeateduntilwe believe itto
consciousness always commands our belief. A

the waysides, and before the gate ofthe temple be true, though webelieve truth much more
(Mark 10:46 ; Luke 16:20, 21 ; Acts 3 : 2).

BEGINNING (Heb DW ,ray -sheeth',first ).
readily than falsehood.

Those within whose reach the truth is

" In the beginning ” (Gen. 1 : 1) is used absolutely, I guilty in not believing. If they turn their minds

or

are
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in the direction of truth they will be convinced. the bells of horses, predicted the coming of a time

God condemns those who will not come to the when all things,even to the lowest, should be sanc .

light. The words translated believe in both the tified to God.

Old and New Testament strongly carry the mean. BELLOWS (Heb. 1722, map -poo ' -akh, blower),

ing ofremaining steadfast,adheringto, as wellas Jer. 6:29 only, though other passages whichspeak

relying on and trusting, a fact which speaks vol- of blowing the fire (Isa. 54:16 ; Ezek. 22:21),may
umes as to the way of salvation.

refer to them ; but as wood was the common fuel

BELIEVERS (Gr. A lotoi,pis-loy’; Lat. fideles), inancient times, and kindles readily, a fan would

a term applied to converts (Acts 5:14 ; 1 Tim . generally be sufficient. Bellows seem to have

4:12) ; in the early Church baptized laymen, in been of great antiquity in Egypt, and were used

distinction from the clergy on the one hand, at the forge or furnace. They were worked by

and catechumens, who were preparing for bap: the foot of the operator, pressing alternately upon

tism . They had special privileges , titles, and two skins till they wereexhausted , and pulling up

honors, denied the catechumen , being called “ the each exhausted skin with a string held in his

illuminated ,” “ the initiated ,” “ the perfect,” “ the hand . The earliest specimens seem to have been

favorites of heaven ," and were allowed to par- simply of reed tipped with a metal point where it

take of the Lord's Supper, join in all the prayers came in contact with the fire.

of the Church , and listen to all discourses de.

livered in the Church ,
BELLY (Heb. usually 7 , beh '-ten , hollow ;

BELL (Heb. 1 , pah -am - one', something Gr. koihia, koy-lee '-ah ; also Heb. 17a , may- eem ';

struck,Exod . 28:33, 34; 39:25, 26 ; 78??, mets- the Hebrews and most ancient nations the belly
gas ' )

il -law ', tinkling, Zech. 14:20). The bell is closely was regarded as the seat of the carnal affections,

allied to the cymbal. The indentation of cymbals as being, according to their view, that which first

partakes of sensual pleasures (Tit. 1:12 ; Phil. 3:19 ;

Rom. 16:18).

Figurative. It is used figuratively for the

heart , the innermost recesses of the soul (Prov.

18 : 8 ; 20:27 ; 26:22). The “ belly of hell,” liter.

ally, “ out of the womb of the nether world,” is a
strong phrase to express Jonah's dreadful condi.

tion in the deep ( Jonah 2 : 2 ).

BELOMANCY, divination by arrows. See

Magic, p . 670.

BELSHAZʻZAR (Heb. Rusa, bale-shats

tsar '), the name of the last native king of Babylon

Egyptian Smith's Bellows. mentioned in Daniel ( chaps. 5 , 7 , and 8 ) . This

name occurs also in Josephus, who identifies him

would be found to add to their vibrating power with the Babylonian king Nabonidus , in the words,

and sonority, and as this indentation became ex. “ the Baltasar, who by the Babylonians was called

aggerated nothing would be more probable than Naboandelos.” Except for the references in these

that they should eventually be formed into half- two places, viz. , Daniel and Josephus, the name

globes . This form is found in Roman and Greek of Belshazzar was nowhere to be found. Since

sculpture. The most ancient bells yet discovered the discovery of the Babylonian inscriptions,how .

consist of a plate of metal, bent round and rudely ever, the name has been frequently found . In

riveted where the edges meet. Such were in use Babylonian it is found Bel-shar-usur, composed of

among the Assyrians and ancient Chinese. the name of the god Bel (Heb. Baal), the word

1. Small golden bells were attached to the lower sharru , king, and the imperative singular of

part of the blue robe (robe of the ephod) which nasaru, lo protect, the whole meaning, “ Bel pro

formed part of the official dress of the high priest. tect the king." Belshazzar was the son of Na.

These may have been partly for ornament, but bonidus (556–539 B. C. ), a Babylonian, not a

partly also for use, to ring as often as the high Chaldean , who followed upon the throne of Baby

priest moved, so as to announce his approach and lon two incapable kings, and proved to be a man

retirement (Exod. 28 : 33–35) . of force and character.

2. In Isa. 3 : 16-18 reference is made to little The historical inscriptions which have come

tinkling bells, which are worn to this day by down to us which relate to the last days of the

women upon their wrists and ankles to attract at- Babylonian empire give us no information con

tention and gain admiration . cerning Belshazzar, but his existence and his re.

3. “ Bells of thehorses” (Zech . 14:20) were lationship to the king are placed beyond doubt by

probably “ concave pieces or plates of brass, which the Babylonian contract tablets in which he is

were sometimes attached to horses for the sake of mentioned. Oneof these tablets mentions a debt

ornament” (Jahn, Bibl. Arch ., § 96 ). These by of Belshazzar's for which he had to give security,

their tinkling served to enliven the animals, and being thus compelled to conform to the same legal
in the caravans served the purpose of our modern obligations as bound his subjects. In all of them

sheep bells. In the passage referred to the motto he is specifically called “ son of the king.” Besides

“Holiness to the Lord,” which the high priest these commercial transactions and arrangements,

wore upon his miter, being also inscribed upon there are many records of gifts to temples in
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Babylonia by Belshazzar, especially to the shrine 4. A Levite in the time of David , who “ played

of the sun god at Sippar. The reason of these with the psaltery on Alamoth ” at the removal of

gifts to the temple at Sippar is unknown, though the ark (1 Chron. 15:18 , 20 ; 16 : 5), B. C. about 990.

it has been suggested that at this time Belshazzar 5. A priest appointed to blow the trumpet be

may have been at the head of an army stationed fore the ark when David caused it to be removed

in the country of which Sippar was a prominent to Jerusalem (1 Chron . 15:24 ; 16 : 6 ), B. C. about

city. 990.

It seems probable that though Nabonidus con- 6. A Levite of the sons of Asaph, the son of

tinued to be king of Babylon until it was taken Jeiel , and grandfather of Jahaziel, which latter

by Cyrus and annexed to the Persian empire, was sent by God to encourage the army of Jehosha

Belshazzar was regent during part of the time, phat against the Moabites (2 Chron. 20:14), B. C.

and hence was properly called king in the Book of before 896.

Daniel. The events which led up to the fall of 7. A Levite in the time of Hezekiah, who was

Babylon are stillnot quite plain . As in the case one ofthe overseers of the offerings to the Temple

of the fall of Nineveh, Babylonian documents (2 Chron. 31:13), B. C. 726 .
dealing with the end of the state fail us, and we 8-11. Four Jews who had taken Gentile wives

must have recourse to the inscriptions of Cyrus after the return from Babylon, B. 456. They

himself, and these have not yet satisfactorily were respectively of the " sons ” of Parosh (Ezra

solved all the difficulties. 10:20), Pahath -moab (v. 30), Bani (v. 35 ), and

There is some reason to hope that later discov. Nebo (v. 43).

eries may throw some light on Darius the Mede, 12. The father of Pelatiah, which latter was a

and on the relation of Belshazzar to the kingdom . prince of the people " in the time of Ezekiel

See BABYLON ; also SUPPLEMENT . - R . W. R. (Ezek. 11 : 1 ), B. C. before 592.

BELTESHAZ'ZAR (Heb. yauna, bale- BEN -AM MI (Heb. nyayoga, ben -am -mee', son

tesh -ats -tsar ', Bel's prince ), the name given to of my kindred), son of Lot by his youngest
Daniel at the court of Nebuchadnezzar in Baby- daughter . He was the progenitor of the Am

lon (Dan. 1 : 7, etc. ) . See DANIEL. monites (Gen. 19:38) , B. C. 1897.

BEN (Heb. 12, bane, son ), a Levite “ of the BENCH (Heb. w??, keh'-resh, a plank, usually

second degree,” one of the porters appointed by rendered board), once the rowing benches of a

David to the service of the ark (1 Chron. 15:18 ), ship (Ezek . 27:6 ). The same Hebrew term is used
B. C. 988. (Exod. 26:15, sq.) for the boards of the TABERNA.

BEN- (Heb . 17 , bane, son of ), often used as a
CLE (q. v.). See CHittim .

prefix to scriptural proper names, the following
BEN’E -BERAK (Heb. Pa , ben -ay'.

word being either a proper name,an appellative, ber-ak”,sons of lightning), one of the cities of Dan

or abstract . (Josh. 19:45 ), the present Ibn Abrak, an hour from

BENA TAH (Heb. 77 , ben-aw-jaw”, built by cities besieged and taken by him ( Sayce, Higher
Jehud. Sennacherib meptions it as one of the

Jehovah). Crit, and the Mon., p . 430).

1. The son of Jehoiada, the chief priest ( 1 Chron .

27:5) , and a native of Kabzeel (2 Sam . 23:20 ;
BENEDICTION, an essential form of public

1 Chron. 11:22). Hewas placedby David (1 Chron. worship was the priestly benediction, the form of
11:25) over his bodyguard of Cherethites and which is prescribed in the law, “ The Lord bless

Pelethites(2 Sam . 8:18 ; 1 Kings 1:38 ; 1 Chron. thee, and keep thee : the Lord make his faceshine
18:17 ; 2 Sam . 20:23), and given a position above upon thee, and be gracious unto thee : the Lord

" the thirty ,” but not included amongthe “ first lift up his countenance upon thee, and give thee

three ” of the mighty men (2 Sam . 23:22,23; peace” (Num . 6:24–26), the promise being added

1 Chron. 11:24, 25 ; 27:6). Hewas a very valiant that God would fulfill the wordsof the blessing.
man, and his exploitsagainstman and beast which Thisblessing waspronounced by the priest, after
gave him rank" are recorded in 2 Sam . 23:21; I every morning and evening sacrifice, with uplifted

1 Chron. 11:22 . He was captain of the host for bands, as recorded of Aaron (Lev. 9:22), the

the third month ( 1 Chron . 27: 5) . Benaiah re

people responding by uttering an amen. This

mained faithful to Solomon during Adonijah's blessing was also regularly pronounced at the

attempt on the crown (1 Kings 1:8, sq.).Acting Bib. Arch., i, 457). The Levites appear also to
close of the service in the synagogues (see Keil,

under Solomon's orders, he slew Joab, and was

appointed to fill his position as commander ofthe have had thepower of giving the blessing(2 Chron.

army ( 1 Kings 2:35 ; 4:4), B. C. 938. Jehoiada, (30:27), and the same privilege was accorded the

the son of Benaiah, succeeded Ahithophel about king, as the viceroy ofthe Most High (2 Sam.

the person of the king, according to 1 Chron. 6:18 ; 1 Kings 8:55). Our Lord is spoken of as

27:34. This is possibly a copyist's mistake for blessing little children (Mark 10:16 ; Luke 24:50 ),

“ Benaiah the son of Jehoiada. besides theblessing on the occasion of the institu ,

2. Aman of Pirathon, of the tribe of Ephraim, tion of theEucharist (Matt.26:26).

one of David's thirty mighty men (2 Sam . 23:30 ; BENE - JA'AKAN (Heb . 1737, ben -cy'

1 Chron. 11:31 ), and the captain of thebost for the yah -ak -awn ', children of Jaakan), a tribe which
eleventh month (1 Chron. 27:14), B. C. 1000. gave their name to certain wells in the desert

3. One of the princes of the families of Simeon, which formed one of the halting places of the

who dispossessed theAmalekitesfromthe pasture Israelites on their journey to Canaan (Num. 33:31,

grounds of Gedor (1 Chron. 4:36), B. C. about 715. 32). “ Bene-Jaakan is simply an abbreviation of

TT : 1

(

>
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Beeroth -bene- Jaakan, wells of the children of Ja- and his successor on the throne of Syria. His

akan . Now , if the children of Jaakan were the reign was disastrous for Damascus, and the vast

same as the Horite family of Jakan mentioned in power wielded by his father sank into insignifi.

Gen. 36:27 , the wells of Jaakan would have to be cance. The dying Elisha prophesied that the

sought for on the mountains that bound the Syrians should be smitten at Aphek (2 Kings

Arabah ” (K. and D. , Com ., in loc . ). 13 : 3 ), and his prophecy was fulfilled by Jehoash

BEN'E -KE’DEM (Heb. ??. ? , ben -ay '. beating Ben-hadad three times, and recovering the

keh ’-dem , " children of the East ”) a people or cities taken from Israel (v . 25), B. C. about 836 .

peoples dwelling to the E. of Jordan, by which we
The misfortunes of Ben -hadad III are noticed by

are to understand not so much the Arabian desert,
Amos (Amos 1 :4).

that reaches to the Euphrates, as Mesopotamia BEN -HA'IL (Heb. 507-72, ben-khah'-yil, son

(Gen. 29 : 1 ; Job 1 : 3 ; Judg. 6 : 3, 33 ; 7:12 ; 8:10, of strength, that is, warrior ), one of the “ princes ”
etc.). of the peoplesent by Jehoshaphat to teach the in

BENEVOLENCE, DUE (Gr. ń ópechouévn habitants of Judah (2 Chron . 17 : 7), B. C. 912.

kývola ), a euphemism for marital duty (1 Cor. 7 : 3) .
BEN -HA’NAN (Heb. Tben -khaw.

BEN -HADAD (Heb. 777 77 , ben-had-ad', nawn ', son of one gracious), the third named of

son of Hadad), the name of three kings of Damas. the four “ sons ” of Shimon , of the tribe of Judah

( 1 Chron . 4:20), B. C. probably before 1300.

1. Probably the son (or grandson) of Rezon .
BENINU (Heb. 137 , ben -ee -noo', our son ), aIn his time Damascus was supreme in Syria, and

as an energetic and powerful sovereign he was
Levite who sealed the covenant with Nehemiah

courted by Baasha, king ofIsrael,and Asa,king (Neh . 10:13), B. C. 445.

of Judah. He finally closed with the latter on re- BEN'JAMIN (Heb.7 2977 , bin -yaw -mene', son

ceiving a large amount of treasure, and conquered of myright hand ).
a great part of the N. of Israel, thereby enabling 1. The youngest of the sons of Jacob, and the

Asa to pursue his victories in the S. ( 1 Kings second by Rachel(Gen. 35:18),born B.C.about 1640.

15 : 18–20 ; 2 Chron. 16 :2-4 ), B. C. about 907. lie Personal History. Benjamin was probably

probably continued to wage war successfully the only son of Jacob born in Palestine. Ris

against Israel in Omri's time (1 Kings 20:34). birth took place on the road between Beth - el and

2. Son of the preceding, and a king of great Ephrath (Bethlehem ), a short distance from the

power and extended dominion. This is proven by latter. His mother died immediately, and with

the factthat thirty-two vassal kings accompanied her last breathnamed himBen -oni (son ofmy pain ),

him to his first siege of Samaria (1 Kings 20: 1 ) . which name the father changed. Wehear noth

Ahab submitted as a vassal until he was required ing more of Benjamin until the time when his

to give up his wives and children to Ben -hadad , brethren went into Egypt to buy food. Jacob

when he rebelled (vers. 2-9). Ben-hadad ordered kept him at home, for hesaid , “Lest peradventure

his forces to be set in array against the city. mischief befall him " (Gen. 42 :4) . The story of

Ahab'sarmy, preceded by two hundred and thirty- his going to Joseph, the silver cup , his apprehen.

two princes, went out against the Syrians while at sion, etc., is familiar, and discloses nothing beyond

their cups, and defeated them with great slaughter. a very strong affection manifested for him by bis

Upon the supposition that Jehovah was a god of father and brethren .
the hills, he resolved to fight the Israelites in the The Tribe of Benjamin . In Gen. 46:21

low country, and offered battle at Aphek. The the immediate descendants of Benjamin are given

Syrians were defeated with a loss of one hundred to the number of ten , whereas in Num . 26 :38-40,

thousand men, while twenty -seven thousand were only seven are enumerated, and some even under

crushed by the fall (perhaps in an earthquake) of different names. This difference may probably

the wall of Aphek, in which they had taken refuge. be owing to the circumstance that some of the

Ben -hadad threw himself upon the mercy of Ahab, direct descendants of Benjamin died at an early

who spared his life on condition that he would period , or, at least, childless. ( 1 ) Numbers. At

restore the towns taken from Omriby Ben -hadad I the first census the tribe numbered thirty-five

(vers . 10–34), B. C. 901-900. Some time after thousand four hundred, ranking eleventh , but in.

the death of Abab, Ben -hadad renewed the war, creased to forty-five thousand six hundred at the

but his plans and operations were defeated,being second census, ranking seventh. ( 2) Position.

made known to Jehoram by Elisha (2 Kings 6:8, sq.), During the wilderness journey Benjamin's position

B. C. 893. Once more he attacked Samarin, and was on the W. side of the tabernacle with his

pressed the siege so closely that a terrible famine brother tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh (Num ,

ensued , but the Syrians withdrew because of a 2 : 18–24). We have the names of the “ captain '

panic infused aniong them by the Almighty of the tribe when it set out on its long road (Num .

(2 Kings 6:24 to 7:1-16), B. C. 892. Seven years 2:22) ; of the spy (13 : 9 ) ; of the families of which

later Ben-hadad, being sick, sent for Elisha, who the tribe consisted when it was marshaled atthe

was in Damascus, to inquire of him as to the re- great balt in the plains of Moab, near Jericho

sult of his sickness. The prophet announced that (Num . 26 :38–41, 63), and of the “ prince ” who

his sickness was not mortal,but that he should was chosen to assist at the dividing of the land

die, which prophecy was fulfilled by the king being (Num . 34:21 ). _ (3) Territory. The proximity of

smothered by Hazael, who succeeded him (2 Kings Benjamin tó Ephraim during the march to the

8 : 7-15) , B. Č . 885 . promised land was maintained in the territories

3. A third king of Damascus, son of Hazael, I allotted to each . Benjamin lay immediately to

>
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BENJAMITE BERED

a

1

a

the S. of Ephraim , and between him and Judah. age (Num. 32: 3, " a place for cattle ” ). It is more

(4) Subsequent history. We may mention, among properly called Beth -baal-meon (Josh. 13:17), more
the events of note, that they assisted Deborah briefly Baal-meon (Num. 32:38), and Beth -meon
(Judg. 5:14) ; they were invaded by the Ammon- (Jer. 48:23 ).

ites ( 10 : 9); that they were almost exterminated by BEʻOR (Heb.nya, beh-ore', a torch ).
the other tribes because they refused to give up

the miscreants of Gibeah (chs. 19, 20); that the re
1. The father of Bela, one of the kings of Edom

maining six hundred were furnished with wives at
(Gen. 36:32 ; 1 Chron. 1:43).

Jabesh-gileadand Shiloh ( ch .21). To Benjamin Balak to curse the children ofIsrael(Num . 22:5),
2. The father of Balaam , the prophet hired by

belongs the distinction of giving the first king to
the Jews, Saul being a Benjamite (1 Sam . 9: 1 ; B. C. about 1170. In 2 Pet. 2:15 he is called

Bosor.

10:20, 21 ). After the death of Saul they declared

themselves for Ish -bosheth (2 Sam. 2:15 , sq .; BERA (Heb. m, beh’-rah, gift, evil), king

1 Chron. 12:29 ). They returned to David (2 Sam. of Sodom at the time of the invasion of the five

3:19 ; 19:16 , 17). David having at last expelled kings under Chedorlaomer, which was repelled by
the Jebusites from Zion , and made it his own resi- Abraham (Gen. 14: 2 , 17, 21 ), B. C. about 2250.

dence, the close alliance between Benjamin and

Judah (Judg. 1 :8) was cemented by the circum
BER’ACHAH (Heb. 1777?, ber -aw -kaw ',

stance that while Jerusalem actually belonged to
blessing).

the district of Benjamin, that of Judah was im.
1. One of the thirty Benjamite Warriors who

mediately contiguous to it. After the death of joined David at Ziklag"(1 Chron. 12:3).

Solomon Benjamin espoused the cause of Judah , 2. A valley between Bethlehem and Hebron,

and the two formed a kingdom by themselves. not far from En-gedi ; noted as the place where

After the exile, also, these two tribes constituted Jehoshaphat overcame the Moabites and Ammon

the flower of thenew Jewish colony ( comp. Ezra ites (2 Chron. 20:26).

4:1; 10: 9). The prediction of Jacob regarding BERACHI'AH ( 1 Chron . 6:39). See BERE

Benjamin's future lot, or the development of his CHIAH , 2.

personal character in his tribe, is brief : “ Benja- BERAI'AH (Heb. 77 , ber-aw -yaw ', created

inin shall raven as a wolf : in the morning he
shall devour the prey, andat nighthe shalldivide by Jehovah), next to the last named of the sons

the spoil” (Gen. 49:27). The events of history of Shimhi, and a chief Benjamite of Jerusalem

cast light on that prediction, for the ravening of | ( 1 Chron. 8:21 ).

the wolf is seen in the exploits of Ehud the
BERE’A (Gr. Bépoca, ber' -oy -al ), a Macedonian

Benjamite (Judg. 3 ), and in Saul's career, and city at the foot of Mount Bermius, once a large
especially in the whole matter of Gibeah, so care and populous city, the residence of many Jews,
fully recorded in Judg . 20. So, again , the fierce whose character for careful criticism in the study
wolf is seen in fight in2 Sam . 2:15, 16 , at Gibeon, of the Scriptures was commended by St. Paul

and again in the character of Shimei. Some find ( Acts 17: 10-13). Berea is now known as Verria,
much of the wolf of Benjamin in Saul of Tarsus, a place of some fifteen thousand people.

making havoc of the Church." BERECHI'AH (Heb. 177???, beh -rek -yaw '.
2. A ºman of the tribe of Benjamin, second hoo, blessed by Jehovah ).

named of the seven sons of Bilhan , and the head
1. One of the sons (according to most authori

of a family of warriors ( 1 Chron . 7:10).
3. An Ísraelite, one of the“ sonsof Harim , " ties), or a brother (McC. and S., Cyc., s. v.), of Ze

who divorced his foreign wife after the exile (Ezra rubbabel, of the royal line of Judah (1 Chron. 3:

10:32 ) , B. C. 456. He seems to be the same per
20), B. C. 536.

son who had assisted in rebuilding (Neh .3:23) and celebrated singer (1 Chron. 6:39, A. V. , " Bera
2. The son of Shimea and father of Asaph , the

purifying (Neh. 12:34) the walls of Jerusalem .
chiah ; ” 15:17), B. C. 1000. He was one of the

BEN'JAMITE (1 Sam . 9:21 ; 22 : 7 ; 2 Sam . "' doorkeepers for the ark ” when it was removed
16:11 , etc. ), the patronymic title of the descend from the house of Obed -edom (1 Chron. 15:23 ).

ants of the patriarch BENJAMIN (9. v . ). 3. The son of Asa, and one of the Levites that

BE’NO (Heb. 19,beh-no', his son) is given as dwelt in the villages of the Netophathites after
the only son , or the first of the four sons, of the return from Babylon ( 1 Chron. 9:16), B. C.

Jaaziah the Levite, of the family of Merari, in about 536.

1 Chron. 24:26, 27. 4. The son of Meshillemoth , and one of the

BEN -ONI (Heb. 8-17, ben -o-nee', son of Oded's prohibition of the enslavement of their
chiefs of Ephraim , who enforced the prophet

my pain ), the name given by the dying Rachel to Judaite captives by the warriors of the northern

ber youngest son, but afterward changed (Gen. kingdom (2 Chron. 28:12), B. C. 741.

35:18) by his father to BENJAMIN (q . v. ). 5. The son of Meshezabeel and father of Me

BEN -ZOʻHETH (Heb. ODIT ?, ben-zo. shullam , who repaired a part of the walls of Jeru

khayth', son of Zoheth ), a person named ( 1 Chron . salem (Neh. 3:4 , 30). His granddaughter wasmar

4:20) as the second son of Ishi , a descendant of ried to Johanan, the son of Tobiah (Neh . 6:18) .
Judah, or it may be that he was grandson of Ishi, 6. The son of Iddo and father of Zechariah the

being the son of Zoheth himself. prophet (Zech . 1 : 1 , 7), B. C. before 520.

BE'ON (Heb. , beh-ohn', perhaps an early BE'RED (Heb. 777, beh '-red, hail).

error for Meox,q.v. ), one of the places fit for pastur- 1. A son of Shuthelah and grandson of Ephraim
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(1 Chron. 7:20), supposed by some to be identical BERODACH -BAL'ADAN (Heb. 77877

with Becher (Num . 26:35). 1789, ber - o - dak' bal-ad - awn ), the king of Bab

2. Atownin theS. of Palestine (Gen. 16:14);ylon who sent friendly letters and a gift to Hez
betweenwhich and Kadesh laythewell Lahai-roi; ekiah upon hearing of his sickness (2 Kings 20:
supposed by some to be at El-Khulasah, twelve 12). He is also called , in Isa. 39:ì, MERODACH
miles from Beer -sheba .

BALADAN (q. v.).

BE'RI (Heb. 12, bay -ree', well, fountain), a BEREA. See BEREA.

son of Zophah, and a mighty warrior of the tribe

of Asher (1 Chron. 7:36).
BEROTHAH (Heb. Ipina, bay-ro- thaw ',

BERI'AH (Heb . 17an , ber - ee '-aw , in evil, or Ezek. 47:16), or BERʼOTHAI (Heb. 02, bay.

son of evil).
ro-thah'ee, cypress, 2 Sam. 8: 8). Ezekiel mentions

1. The last named of the four sons of Asher, Berothah in connection with Hamath and Damas

and father of Heber and Malchiel (Gen. 46:17 ; cus, as forming the northern boundary ofthe prom

1 Chron. 7:30). His descendants were called ised land as restored in his vision. Keil ( Com .,

Beriites (Num. 26:44, 45).
in loc. ) says : “ Hamath is not the city of Hamath

2. A son of Ephraim , so named on account of on the Orontes , . . . but the kingdom of Hamath,

the state of his father's house when he was born . the southern boundary of which formed the north

Some of Ephraim's sons had been slain by men ern boundary of Canaan, though it cannotbe given

of Gath “ because they came down to take away with exactness.” Harper ( Bible and Mod. Dis.,

their cattle ” ( 1 Chron. 7:23).
p. 245) identifies Berothai with Beirut.

3. A Benjamite, and apparently son of Elpaal. BEʻROTHITE, an epithet of Naharai, Joab's

He and his brother Shema were ancestors of the armor-bearer (1 Chron . 11:39), probably as a na

inhabitants of Aijalon , and expelled the people of tive of BEEROTH (9. v . ).

Gath ( 1 Chron. 8:13) . His nine sons are enumer BERYL . See MINERAL KINGDOM.

ated in vers . 14–16 .

4. The last named of the four sons of Shimei, a BEʻSAI (Heb. O , bes -ah'ee, subjugator, vic

Levite of the family of Gershom ( 1 Chron. 23:10, tory), one of the heads of the Nethinim , whose

11 ) . His posterity was not numerous, and was descendants returned from Babylon (Ezra 2:49 ;
reckoned with that of his brother Jeush . Neh. 7:52), B. C. 536.

BERIÖITES (Heb . y , hab-ber -ee -ee '), only BESODEʻIAH (Heb. 1777103, bes- o-deh -yaw ",

mentioned in Num . 26:44, and the descendants of in the counsel of Jehovah ), the father of Meshul.

BERIAH (q. v . ), son of Asher (Gen. 46:17 ; Num . lam, which latter repaired " the old gate ” of Jeru

26:45) . salem (Neh. 3 : 6 ) , B. C. 445.

BERITES (Heb. 72, bay-ree '), a people only
BESOM (Heb. SONO , mat-at -ay', a broom,

mentioned in 2 Sam . 20:14, in the account of Isa . 14:23,“ besom of destruction ” ). To sweepaway,
Joab's pursuit of Sheba, son of Bichri. Being

mentioned in connection with Abel and Beth- the East forutter ruin.

as with a brcom , is a metaphor still frequent in

Jehovah treats Babylon

maachah they seem to have lived in northern
as rubbish , and sweeps it away, destruction serv.

Palestine. Thomson ( Land and Book) placesthem at Biria, N.of Safed . Biria he identifies ing him as a broom. " See GLOSSARY.

with the Beroth , a city of the upper Galilee, not
BEʻSOR (Heb. So , bes-ore', cold ), a brook

far from Cadesh, where, according to Josephus flowing into the Mediterranean, about five miles

(Ant., v, i , 18) , the northern Canaanite confederacy S. of Gaza . The place where two hundred of

pitched camp against Joshua. The story is told David's men remained while the other troops pur
in Josh. 11, where, however, the camp is located sued the Amalekites ( 1 Sam. 30: 9, 10, 21 ). The

at the waters of Merom . present Wady es Sheriah, according to some ;

Klostermann, from the reading of theLXX (oi év others claim its location unknown.

xappi), thinks the true reading may have been BESTEAD. See GLOSSARY.

“ all the Bichrites. " — W . H.
BESTOW. See GLOSSARY,

BEʻRITH , the god (Judg. 9:46). See Gods,

False. BETAH (Heb. hen, beh ' -takh, confidence ),

BERNI'CE (Gr. Bepvíkn ), the eldest daughter called Tibhath (1 Chron. 18 :8 ), a city of Syria .

of Agrippa I, by his wife Cypros ; she was Zobah, captured by David ( 2 Sam . 8 :8 ), and yield

espoused to Marcus, the son of Alexander, and ing much spoil of “ brass.” Probably a city on

upon his death was married to her uncle Herod , the eastern slope of Anti-Libanus .

king of Chalcis, by whom she had two sons BE'TEN (Heb. 109 , beh'-ten, belly), one of the

( Josephus, Ant., xviii, 5, 4 ; xix , 5 , 1 ). After the cities on the border of the tribe of Asher (Josh .
death of Herod she lived for some time with her 19:25 only). Identified by some as the present

own brother, Agrippa II, probably in incestuous el-Bahneh, a village with ruins five hours E. of
intercourse. She was afterward married to Pole

Akka .

mon , king of Cilicia, but soon deserted him and

returned to her brother. With him she visited
BETH (Heb. 02, bah '-yith ), the name of the

Festus on his appointment as procurator ofJudea, second letter of the Hebrew alphabet, correspond .

when Paul defended bimself before them all (Acts ing to our B. As an appellative, Beth is themost

25:13, 23 ; 26:30) . She afterward became the mis- general word for house (Gen.24:32 ; 33:17 ; Judg.

tress of Vespasian and his son Titus. 18:31 ; 1 Sam . 1 : 7) . From this general use the
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BETHABARA BETH - BIREI

"

transition was natural to a house in the sense of a BETH -ARBEL (Heb. Saa 72 , bayth

family. Beth is frequently employed in com- ar-bale', house of God's ambush ). In Hos. 10:14 we

bination with other words to form the names of read of Ephraim, “ All thy fortresses shall be

places.
spoiled, as SHALMAN (q. v . ) spoiled Beth-arbel in

BETHAB'ARA (Gr. Bnbaßapá, bay-thab -ar- the day of battle." “ Beth-arbel is hardly the

ah', house of the ford ),the place on the E. bauk Arbela of Assyria — which became celebrated

of the Jordan where John was baptizing ( John through the victory of Alexander—since the

1:28) ; placed by Conder at the ford 'Abarah , just Israelites could scarcely have become so well

N. of Beisan . The R. V. reads, “ in Bethany be- acquainted with such a remote city, but in all

yond Jordan.” Many of the best Greek manu: probability the Arbela in Galilæa Superior, a

scripts have “ Bethany " instead of “ Bethabara .” | place in the tribe of Naphtali between Sephoris

This is not the Bethany near Jerusalem . and Tiberias” (K. and D., Com . ) . Sayce locates

BETH -A'NATH (Heb. ny nya, bayth an- it near Pella on the E. of Jordan, and thus in the

auth', house of response), a fortified city of Naph - line of Moabite invasion.

tali, named with Beth -shemesh (Josh. 19:38 ; Judg. BETH -AVEN (Heb. 7? Da, bayth awé-ven ,

1:33), from neither of which the Canaanites were house of nothingness, i. e., idolatry),a place in the

expelled, although made tributaries ( Judg.1:33). mountains of Benjamin (Josh .7:2; 18:12 ; 1 Sam.

BETH - A NOTH (Heb. 01203, bayth an- 13:5), E. of Beth -el ( Josh .7:2), and between it

oth ', house of answers), a town in the mountains and Michmash ( 1 Sam . 13:5 ).

of Judah ( Josh. 15:59). The place mentioned in Hos. 4:15 is not the

>

Bethany .

1 ?

BETH'ANY (Gr. Bnoavia, bay -than -ee '-ah, same, but, as Amos 4:4 and 5 : 5 clearly show , a

house of dates). name which Hosea adopted from Amos 5 : 5 fór

1. A place on the E. of Jordan, the name of Beth -cl (the present Beitin) to show that Beth - el, the

which is substituted in the R. V. for Bethabara house of God, had become Beth -aven, the house of

(see John 1:28). idols , through the setting up of the golden calf

2. A village situated on the eastern slope of there ( 1 Kings 12:29) .

Mount Olivet, fifteen furlongs (about two miles)
BETH -AZMA VETH (Heb. 77773a,

from Jerusalem. It is called also the house of
misery on account of its lonely situation and the bayth az-maw '-veth , house of Azmaveth), a village

invalids who congregated there . It wasthe home of Benjamin , the inhabitants of which , forty-two

of Lazarus, and associated with important events in number,returned with Zerubbabel from Babylon

in Scripture history (Matt. 21:17 ; 26 : 6 ; Mark (Neh. 7:28 ; “ Azmaveth ,” Neh.12:29 ; Ezra 2:24 ).

11:11 ; 14 : 3 ; Luke 24:50 ; John 11 : 1 ; 12 : 1 ) ; BETH -BA'AL-ME'ON (Heb.bya na

called now , Azariyeh , or Lazariyeh , the place 11979 , bayth bah'-al mě-own ', house of Baal-meon ),
of Lazarus,” consisting of about forty poor houses

inhabited by Moslems.
one of the places assigned to Reuben in the plains

BETH - AR'ABAH (Heb. 177737 099, bayth Baal-meon (Num . 32:38) orBeon (32 : 3), to which
E. of Jordan ( Josh. 13:17), known formerly as

haw -ar -aw -baw ', house of the desert), a town on the the Beth was possibly a Hebrew prefix. It is iden

N. end of the Dead Sea, and one of six cities be- tified with the present ruins of Myun, three

longing to Judah on the N.border of the tribe quarters of an hour S. E. of Heshbon.
( Josh. 15 : 6 , 61). It was afterward included in the

list of the towns of Benjamin ( Josh. 18:22) . It
BETH -BA'RAH (Heb. 1772, bayth baw

is called Arabah in Josh . 18:18. raw ', house of crossing), a chief ford of Jordan .

BETH -ARAM (Heb. , bayth haw . Possibly the place of Jacob's crossing (Gen.32:

rawm ', mountain house, or town of the height), a 7:24 ), and where Jephtha slew the Ephraimites
22.), S. of the scene of Gideon's victory (Judg.

town ofGad, opposite Jericho,and three milesE. (Judg. 12:4). Not identified.

of Jordan (Josh . 13:27). Named Julias, or Livias ,

by Herod, after the wife of Augustus ; and the
BETH -BIR'EI (Heb. na, bayth bir

present er Rameh . ee', house of a creative one), a town of Simeon,
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BETH -CAR BETH -GAMUL

same as

inhabited by the descendants of Shimei ( 1 Chron. pied by people returning from Babylon (comp

4:31 ) ; the Beth-lebaoth of Josh . 19 : 6, or simply Ezra 2:28 with Neh. 11:31).

Lebaoth (Josh. 15:32). Not identified with any Beth-el being, as laid down by Eusebius and Je

present locality. rome, twelve miles from Jerusalem and on the right

BETH ' -CAR (Heb. 27 , bayth kar, sheep hand of the road to Shechem , correspondsprecisely

house), the place to which the Israelites pursued to the ruins which bear the name Beitin. It

the Philistines from Mizpah ( 1 Sam . 7:6–12); between two shallow wadies, which unite and fallstands upon the point of a low rocky ridge,

From the unusual expression, “ under Beth -car,"
it would seem that the place itself was on a height into theWadySuweinit toward the S. E.

with a road at its foot. Its situation is not
2. Knobel suggests that this is a corrupt read.

known .
ing for Bethul or Bethuel ( Josh . 19 :4 ; 1 Chron .

BETH -DA'GON (Heb.74070093, bayth -dar- 4:30), in the tribe of Simeon.
BETH -EL ,MOUNT OF, the southern range

gohn', house of Dagon) .

1. A city in the low country of Judah, about Beth-el is here distinguished from Luz becausethe
of mountains belonging to Beth-el ( Josh. 16 : 1 , 2 ) .

five miles from Lydda, near Philistia (Josh. reference is notto the town of Beth -el, but to the

15:41). mountains, from which the boundary ran out to
2. A town near the S. E. border of Asher

Luz.

( Josh. 19:27).

BETH -DIBLATHAIM (Heb. 6737703, rebuilt Jericho (1 Kings 16:34), was called,being
BETH ' -ELITE , a name by which Hiel, who

bayth dib -law -thah '-yim , house of two cakes of a native of BETH-EL (q. v .) in Benjamin .

figs), a city of Moab denounced by Jeremiah (Jer.

48:22) ; called Almon -diblathaim (Num . 33:46) and
BETH - EʻMEK (Heb. Pras:17 , bayth haro

Diblath (Ezek. 6:14) . Ay'-mek, house of the valley), a city of Asher, in

BETH'-EL (Heb. Spolu ,bayth -ale', house of the S. of thevalley of Jiphthah- el (Josh. 19:27),not

God ).
yet discovered .

1. A town about twelve miles N. of Jerusalem , BEⓇTHER (Heb. m , beh '- ther , dissection ,

separation ), a range of moun

tains named in Cant . 2:17 , and

perhaps the the

mountains of spices ” (8:14 ).

BETHESDA (Gr. Bn

deosá, bay -thes -dal ', house of

mercy, or of the stream ), a

pool in Jerusalem near the

sheep gate (Neh . 3 : 1 ; 12:39 ;

John 5 : 2). Incorrectly iden

tified with the modern Birket.

Israil. Robinson identified it

with the pool of the Virgin

in the Kedron valley , as does

Conder. Captain Warren

thinks it the same as that

pool near the N. W. corner

of the Haram area, and in the

convent of the Sisters of Zion .

originally Luz (Gen. 28:19) . It was here that Still another identification is with the half- filled

Abraham encamped (Gen. 12 : 8 ; 13 : 3 ), and the water reservoir adjoining the Church of St. Anne,

district is still pronounced as suitable for pas- which the older writers call the piscina interior.

turage. It received the name of Beth -el, “ house in the time of the Crusades it was distinguished

of God,” because of its nearness to or being the from Birket-Israil , called the sheep pool , and

very place where Jacob dreamed (28:10–22). around it tive porches were traced .

Beth-el was assigned to the Benjamites, but they
BETH -EʻZEL (Heb. 5 *8m3,bayth hur

appear to have been either unable to take it or

careless about doing so, as wefind it taken by the ay ’-tsel, near house, Mic. 1:11 ). " Most likely the

children of Joseph (Judg. 1 : 22–26) . same as Azal (52 $, aw -tsal', Zech. 14 : 5) , a place in

Being very close to the border of Ephraim , we the neighborhood of Jerusalem , to the E. of the

are less surprised to find it in the kingdom of the Mount of Olives , as Beth is frequently omitted in

Ten Tribes after the disruption of the kingdom . the names of places” (K. and D., Com. , Micah ).

It seems to have been the place to which the ark BETH -GADER (Heb. 73, bayth -gaw

was brought (Judg. 20 :26-28). It was one of the
three places which Samuel selected to hold court dare', house of the wall), a place in the tribe of

( 1 Sam . 7:16), and Jeroboam chose Beth -el as one
Judah, of which Hareph is named as “ father ” or

of the two places in which he set up golden calves founder (1 Chron. 2:51) . Probably identical with

(1 Kings 12 : 28–33) . King Josiah removed all GEDOR (q. v. ) of Josh . 15:58.

traces of idolatry, and restored the true worship of
BETH -GA MUL(Heb. 50733 02, bayth gow

Jehovah (2 Kings 23 : 15–20). Bethel was occu- | mool', camel house), a city of Moab (Jer. 48:23).

Beth-el .

>
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" It is about forty -five miles S. E. of the Sea | ive foundations exist ” (Harper, Bible and Mod.

of Galilee, and although it has been deserted for Dis., p . 159).

centuries the massive houses look as though the It was along this pass that Joshua drove the

inhabitants had just left them ” (Osborn). Called discomfited allies against whom he went out in

now Um-el-Jemal, near Bozrah , one of the de- defense of the Gibeonites (Josh . 10:10) ; and by

serted cities of the Hauran. Orelli ( Com ., Jer .) | the same route one of three companies of Philis

declares the site unknown. tine spoilers came against Israel ( 1 Sam. 13:18).

BETH -GIL’GAL (Heb. 532 nm, bayth “ The importance of the road upon which the

two Beth-horons were situated, the main approach

hag -ghil-gawl, house of Gilgal, Neh. 12:29), a place to the interior of the country from the hostile

from which the sons of the singers gathered to districts on both sides of Palestine, at once ex

gether for the celebration of the rebuilding of the plainsand justifies the frequent fortification of

walls ofJerusalem ; doubtless the same as Gil- these townsat different periods of the history

GAL ( q. v.) .
( 1 Kings 9:17 ; 2 Chron. 8 : 5 ; 1 Macc. 9:50 ; Judg.

BETH -HAC CEREM (Heb.On,bayth 4:4, 5).

hak -keh ' -rem , house of a vineyard ), a beacon sta- BETH -JESH IMOTH (Heb. nizowy 02,

tion near Tekoah, now Tekoa. (Jer. 6:1); a lofty bayth hah -yesh -ee -mõth ', house of deserts ), a town

prominence, some forty feet high , S. E. of Beth- in Moab ,not far E. of the mouth ofthe Jordan
lehem , used for signaling uponoccasions of inva- (Num . 33:49,“ Beth- jesimoth ;" Josh .12: 3 ; 13:20 ;

sion. Here the Crusaders established a strong Ezek. 25:9). Belonging to Sihon, king of the
fortress.

Amorites (Josh. 12 :3).

BETH -HAGʻGAN (Heb. 3 O , bayth
BETH - JESTMOTH, another form of Beth

hag-gaun', house of the garden ), a placeby way of
JESHIMOTH ( q. v. ) .

which King Ahaziah fled from Jehu (2 Kings 9:27,
BETH -LE -APH'RAH (Heb. 17793 ? Da,

A. V. , “ garden house ” ). The “ garden house ”
cannot have been in the royal gardens, butmustbayth le -af-raw ', house of dust ; so in R. V.,

have stood at some distance from the city of Mic. 1:10 ; “ house of Apharah ” in the A. V.), a

Jezreel, as Ahaziah went away by the road thither, place between Joppa and Gaza.

and was not wounded till he reached the height of BETH -LEB’AOTH (Heb . nix ?? 013, bayth

Gur, near Jibleam. leb -aw -oth ', house of lionesses), a town in the lot of

BETH -HARAN (Heb. 777 na, bayth havo- Simeon (Josh. 19: 6), in the extreme S. of Judah

rown ', mountain house ), a fenced city E. of Jor- ( 15:32), where it is given as LEBAOTH (q. v.).

dan, " built," i . e . , restored and fortified, by the BETH ' -LEHEM (Heb. Ona na,bayth lek '.

Gadites (Núm. 32:36 ). No doubt the same as khem , house of bread ; Gr. Bn62ɛéļ , bayth -le-hem '),
BETH -ARAM (q. v. ). 1. A town in Palestine, near which Jacob

BETH -HOGʻLA (Josh. 15 :6), or BETH- buried Rachel, then known as Ephrath (Gen. 35:

FOGLAH (18:19 ; Heb. 1977 m, bayth khog- 19 ; 48:7). It is also called Beth -lehem Ephratah

law ', house of a partridge), a place on the border Bethlehem of Judea (Mått. 2 : 1 ), and the city of
( Mic. 5 : 2 ) , Beth -lehem - judah ( 1 Sam. 17:12),

of Judah and of Benjamin, and belonging to the David (Luke 2:4 ; John 7:42). The old name
latter tribe ( 18:21 ).

lingered long after Israel occupied Palestine
BETH -HOʻRON (Heb . jinin na, bayth kho- (Ruth 1:2; 4:11; 1 Sam .17:12; Psa. 132:6 ; Mic.

rone', house of the hollow or cavern), the name of 5 : 2, etc.). “ If the derivations of the lexicons

two towns, an " upper " and a “ nether ” ( Josh. are to be trusted, the name in its present

16 : 3, 5 ; 1 Chron. 7:24 ; 2 Chron. 8: 5), on the road shape appears to have been an attempt to trans

from Gibeon to Azekah ( Josh . 10:10, 11) and the late the earlier Ephrata into Hebrew language

Philistine plain (1 Sam. 13:18 ). Beth-horon lay and idiom , just as the Arabs have, in their turn ,

on the boundary line between Benjamin and with a further slight change of meaning, con

Ephraim (Josh . 16:3, 6 ; 18:13 , 14 ), was assigned verted it into Beit-lahm , “ house of flesh ?” (McC.

to Ephraim , and given to the Kohathites (Josh. and S. , Cyc., s . v. ).
21:22 ; 1 Chron . 6:68 ). It is said ( 1 Chron . 7:24 ) After the conquest Beth -lehem fell to Judah

that Sherah built Beth -horon the nether, and the (Judg. 17: 7 ; 1 Sam . 17:12 ; Ruth 1:1, 2) ; Ibzan

upper, and Uzzen - sherah . The building referred of Beth -lehem judged Israel after Jephthah (Judg.

towas merely an enlarging and fortifying of these 12:8) ; Elimelech , the husband of Naomi and
towns. Sherah was probably an heiress, who had father-in - law of Ruth , was a Beth -lehemite (Ruth

received these places as her inheritance, and 1: 1, 2), as was also Boaz (2 : 1, 4 , 11).
caused them to be enlarged by her family . David was born in Beth -lehem , and here he was

“These places still exist, and are called by anointed as future king by Samuel (1 Sam . 16 :1,

Arabic names meaning upper andlower' sq.) ; here wasthe well from which David's three

They are separated by about half an hour's jour. heroes brought him water (2 Sam. 23:15, sq. ),

ney. The upper village is about four miles from thought to be the same wells still existing in the

Gibeon, the road always on the ascent. The de N. side of the village, and three in number ; it

scent begins from the upper to the lower village, was the birthplace of the Messiah (Matt. 2:1),

andthatroad is one of the roughestandsteepest and its male children were slain by order of Herod

in Palestine ; it is still used as the road from the (2:16 , comp. Jer. 31:15 ; Mic . 5 : 2 ). This Beth -lehem

coast, and is a key to the country ; it was after- is about five miles S. of Jerusalem , and elevated

wardfortified by Solomon . Old tanks and mass- two thousand five hundred and fifty feet above

>
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the sea level , or one hundred feet higher than BETH -PEʻOR (Heb. niyo na, baythpě-ore',
Jerusalem itself.

house, or temple, of Peor ), a place in Moab E. of
2. A town in the portion of Zebulun, named Jordan, abominable for its idolatry. It belonged

only in connection with Idala (Josh. 19:15). Dr. to Reuben (Josh. 13:20 ; Deut. 3:29; 4:46 ). It

Robinson locates it at Beit-lahm , about six miles was the last halting place of the children of Israel,

W. of Nazareth , and lying between that town and and in the valley near by was that in which
the main road from Akka to Gaza.

Moses rehearsed the law to Israel and was buried

BETH '-LEHEMITE, an inhabitant of BETH- (Deut. 4 :44–46 ; 34: 6).

LEHEM (q . v. ) in Judah (1 Sam . 16 : 1 , 18 ; 17:58 ; BETH'PHAGE (Gr. Brnoayń, bayth -fag -ay',

2 Sam . 21:19). house of unripe figs), on Mount Olives, and on the

BETH '- LEHEM - JU'DAH , a more distinc. way from Jerusalem to Jericho, close to Bethany.

tive title (Judg. 17: 7, 8, 9 ; 19:1, etc .; Ruth 1 : 1 , A Sabbath day's journey from Jerusalem (Matt.

2 ; 1 Sam. 17:12) of BETHLEHEM, 1 ( q. v . ). 21 : 1 ; Mark 11 : 1 ; Luke 19:29). No trace of it now

BETH -MA'ACHAH (Heb. 1773220z, remains. It is not once mentioned in the Old

bayth mah-ak-aw', house of Maakah), a place to Testament, though frequently in the Talmud.

which Joab went in pursuit of Sheba the son of BETH -PHEʻLET (Neh. 11:26). See BETA .

Bichri (2 Sam . 20:14). It was quite close to Abela, PALET.

Ver

Beth-lehem.

→

so that the names of the places are connected BETH -RAPHA (Heb. En na, baylh raw

in v . 15 , and afterward as Abel-beth -maachah faw ', house of Rapha, or giant), a name occurring

( 1 Kings 15:20 ; 2 Kings 15:29) ; also called in the genealogy of Judas as a son of Eshton

Abel-maim (2 Chron . 16 :4). (1 Chron. 4:12).

BETH -MAR'CABOTH (Heb.nia77797 01a, BETH -REʻHOB (Heb. Sin e, bayth rés

bayth ham -mar -kaw -both ', place of chariots), a khobe', house of the street), a place near which

town of Simeon, in the extreme S. of Judah, in was the valley where lay the town of Laish , or

which dwelt some of the descendants of Shimei Dan (Judg. 15:28). This valley is the upper part

( Josh. 19 : 5 ; 1 Chron. 4:31 ). of the Huleh lowland, through which the central

BETH -ME'ON (Heb. 713 ?? a , bayth me- source of the Jordan flows, and by which Laish

own', house of habitation ), a place in the tribe of Dan, the present Tell el Kadi, stood . The Am .

Reuben (Jer. 48:23) ; elsewhere (Josh . 13:17 ) in monites secured mercenary soldiers from Beth.

the full form BETH -BAAL-MEON (q. v. ). rehob to fight against David (2 Sam. 10 : 6 ; Rehob,

v. 8).

BETH -NIMRAH (Heb. -777 ?? Da, bayth BETHSA IDA (Gr. Bnboaïdá, bayth - sahee -dak ',

nim -raw ', house ofthe leopard ), one of the towns house of fish ).

"built," i.e.,fortified by the tribe ofGad (Num . 1. A city in Galilee, on the W. coast of the Sea

32:36) ; called simply Nimral (q .v . ) in Num . 32 : 3 . of Tiberias (John 1:44 ; 12:21). It was the native

BETH -PALET (Heb. by 02, bayth per'- place of Peter,Andrew,and Philip, and a frequent
let, house of escape), a town in the S. of Judah resort of Jesus. Our Lord upbraided its inhabit.

( Josh. 15:27 ), assigned to Simeon, and inhabited ants for not receiving his teachings (Luke 10:13 ).

after the captivity (Neh. 11:26, A. V., “ Beth- Dr. Robinson infers that Bethsaida was not far

phelet " ).
from Capernaum , as does also Edersheim. The

latter says (Life and Times of Jesus, ii , 3 , 4 ) :
BETH -PAZʻZEZ ( Heb. yana, bayth " From the fact that Mark names Bethsaida, and

pats-tsates', house of dispersion ), a city of Issachar John Capernaum , as the original destination of

( Josh. 19:21) . Site unknown. the boat, we would infer that Bethsaida was the
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1

fishing quarter of, or rather close to, Capernaum . seventy. " In this statement of numbers we are

Further, it would explain how Peter and not only struck by the fact that in the Hebrew

Andrew , who, accordingto John, were of Beth- the seventy stands before the fifty thousand, which

saida, are described by Mark as having their home is very unusual , but even more by the omission of

in Capernaum . This also suggests that in a the copula 7 ( vawv, and), which is altogether un

sense - as regarded the fishermen — the names paralleled . ... We can come to no other con .

were interchangeable, or, rather, that Bethsaida clusion than that the number . fifty thousand is

was the · Fisherton ' of Capernaum .” neither correct nor genuine, but a gloss which has

Robinson identifies as its probable site ' Ain et crept into the text through some oversight ” (K.

Tabighah, a small village in a little wady, with a and D., Com. , in loc.). It was identical with Ir

copious stream bursting from an immense fountain . shemesh ( Josh. 19:41 ) , and is probably preserved

2. Bethsaida ofGaulonitis, afterward called in the modern Ain -shems, on the N. W. slopes of

Julias. There is every presumptive evidence that the mountains of Judah. See SUPPLEMENT.

the city in Gaulonitis, on the E. side of the sea, is 2. A city near the southern border of Issachar,

that “ in the desert place ” where Christ fed the between Mount Tabor and the Jordan (Josh. 19:22).

five thousand (Luke 9 : 10–17) and “ healed them Keil thinks this to be a Levitical city.

that had need of healing. " Here he also restored
3. One of the “ fenced cities ” of Naphtali

the blind man to sight (Mark 8: 22–26), as it would ( Josh. 19:38 ; Judg. 1:33), from which and from

be on the road to Cæsarea Philippi, next visited Beth -anath the Canaanites were not driven out.

by our Lord (v. 27). 4. The name given by Jeremiah (43:13) to On

It was originally a small town ; but Philip the (q . v. ), the Egyptian city usually called Heliopolis.

tetrarch , having raised it to the rank of city, BETH -SHEMITE, an inhabitant ( 1 Sam.

called it Julias, after Julia, the daughter of the 6:14, 18 ) of the BETH -SHEMESH (q . v . ) in Judea.

Emperor Augustus (Josephus, Ant., xviii , 2 , 1 ) . BETH -SHIT’TAH (Heb. n'a, bayth

Philip died and was buried here. Some identify shit-taw ", houseof the acacia), a town not far from

the locality with a spur of the mountains E. ofthe the Jordan to which the Midianites fled from

Jordan valley, called by the Arabs El Tel. Smith
Gideon ( Judg. 7:22).

(Hist. Geog ., p. 458) thinks that it is not neces

sary to accept more than one Bethsaida. BETH -TAP'PUAH (Heb. 77en na, bayth

BETH'SHAN (Heb. 2003, bayth shawn', tap-pooʻ -akh, house of apples), a town about five

miles W.of Hebron ( Josh. 15:53 ) , same as mod .
1 Sam . 31:10, 12 ; 2 Sam. 21:12), or BETH - ern Teffüh. Another town in Judah was known

SHE'AN (Heb. 7870 , bayth shě-awn', house by the simple nameof TaPpuan (q. v .) .

of ease, security), a city on the road from Jerusalem BETHU'EL (Heb. Spina, beth-oo-ale', de

to Damascus about fourteen miles from the lower stroyed of God).

end of Lake Gennesaret. At this place the corpse 1. A southern city of Judah , sometimes called

ofSaul was exposed (Judg. 1:27 ; 1 Sam. 31:10). Bethul or Beth -el (i Chron . 4:30 ; Josh . 19:4 ;

In the time of Samuel it furnished provision for 12:16 ; 1 Sam. 30:27). Named with Eltolad and

the king's household (1 Kings 4:12) . The tribes Hormah.

did not seem able to subdue the Canaanites here
2. The son of Nahor by Milcah ; the nephew of

(Josh . 17:11 , 16 ; Judg. 1:27 ; 1 Chron . 7:29). Abraham , and father of Rebekah (Gen. 22:22, 23;
It was, however, at one time under the power of 24:15 , 24, 47). In ch . 25:20 and 28: 5 he is called

the Israelites, for in the flourishing days of Sol- Bethuel the Syrian .” In the narrative of Re

omon it had to bear its part in contributing to bekah's marriage he is mentioned as saying,

the heavy expenses of the royal table (1 Kings “ The thing proceedeth from the Lord ” (ch . 24:50 ),
9:20, 21 ; 4:12) . Conder ( Palestine, App .) iden- while her brother Laban takes the leading part in

tifies it with the present Beisân. the transaction.

BETH -SHE -MESH (Heb. wala na, bayth BEⓇTHUL (Heb. Sına, beth-ool”, contraction
sheh'-mesh, house of the sun ).

for Bethuel), a town in the S. of Simeon, named

1. A sacerdotal city (Josh . 21:16 ; 1 Sam . 6:15 ; with Eltolad and Hormah (Josh. 19 :4) .

1 Chron . 6:59) in the tribe of Dan, on the N. bound- BETH ' -ZUR (Heb. 773 na, bayth tsoor ",

ary of Judah ( Josh. 15:10), towardPhilistia house of the rock ), a town which fell to Judah, and
( 1 Sam. 6: 9 , 12). The expression went down "

( Josh . 21:16 ; 1 Sam. 6:21) seems to indicate that From 1 Chron. 2:45Beth -zur would seem to have
situated in the mountain district ( Josh . 15:58).

the town was lower than Kirjath - jearim ; and
there was a valley of cornfields attached to the been founded by the people of Maon. It was

place ( 1 Sam . 6:13 ). It was a “ suburb city " “ built ,” i . e ., probably fortified, by Rehoboam

(Josh. 21:16 ; 1 Chron. 6:59),and contributed to people of Beth-zur aided Nehemiah in rebuilding
(2 Chron. 11 : 7) ; and after the captivity the

Solomon's expenses (1 Kings 4:9). In an engage the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:16).

ment between Jehoash, king of Israel, and

Amaziab, king of Judah, the latter was defeated BET ONIM (Heb. Dyba, bet-o-neem ', hoviows),

and made prisoner (2 Kings 14:11 , 13 ; 2 Chron. a town in the tribe of Gad ( Josh. 13:26), probably

25:21 , 23 ). In the time of Ahazthe Philistines the ruin of Batneh on Mount Gilead .

occupied it (2 Chron. 28:18), and to this place the BETRAY (Gr. Tapadidwl, par -ad -id '-o -mee,

ark was returned ( 1 Sam . 6:19). The number to give into the hands of another), the term used

slain at Beth-shemesh for irreverently examining of the act of Judas in delivering up our Lord to

the holy shrine is recorded as fifty thousand and the Jews(Matt. 26:16 ; Mark 14:10 ;Luke 22:4 , 6 ).

>
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BETROTHAL BIBLE

7

BETROTHAL . See MARRIAGE. BIBLE . 1. Name. The term by which the

BEUⓇLAH (Heb..757, beh -oo-law ', married ), Christian sacred book is designated, usually called

figurative of Judea (Isa. 62 : 4 ), and then of the
“ The Holy Bible.” The word is derived from

Church. “ The Church in its relation to Jehovah the Gr. Tà Bißāla (ta bib'- lee-ah, the books), and is

is a weak but beloved woman, which hashim for chosen because the Bible embraces a number of

its Lord and husband ” (54 : 5 ).
distinct books, written in widely separated times

and by different authors and in three different
BEVERAGE. See DRINK.

languages. The singular is used because of the

BEWITCH , the rendering of two Greek essential unity of the many books, which together

words : ( 1 ) épionnue, ex-is '-tay-mee,to throw out of give us the gradual development of the divine

position, used of Simon Magus, who bewitched, scheme of redemption.
i. e. , carried away with wonder, the people of 2. Divisions . The Bible is divided into two

Samaria (Acts 8: 9) ; (2) Baokaivw , bas-kah'ee-no, sets of books, called respectively the Old and the

to mislead by pretense, to charm , fascinate (Gal . 3 : 1 ) . New Testament. The term Testament is borrowed

BEWRAY. See GLOSSARY. from the Gr. Sabían (dee-ath -ay '-kay, covenant),

and was chosen because it states the theme of the

BEYOND (Heb. 17?, ay’-ber, the region or books, namely, the covenant of salvation which

country beyond ; Gr. Tépav, per'-an). The phrase God has made with man .

“beyond Jordan ” frequently occurs in Scripture. The Old Testament is in the Hebrew language,

To ascertain its meaning we must take into ac- and embraces the Hebrew canonical writi It

count the situation of the writer. With Moses, is made up of thirty -nine books. These are

writing upon its eastern bank , it usually signified divided by the Hebrews into three distinct classes :

ühe country W. of the river (Gen. 50:10, 11 ; Deut. ( 1) The Law (Torah ), which comprises the tive

1 : 1 , 5 ; 3 : 8, 20 ; 4:46), but with Joshua after he books of Moses—Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,

crossed the river it meant the reverse (Josh . 5 :1 ; Numbers, and Deuteronomy. These are the very

12 : 7 ; 22 : 7 ) . In Matt . 4:15 ' beyond Jordan "
oldest of the biblical books. Portions of Genesis

designates, after the two lands already mentioned, are fixed verbal traditions of times long prior to

a new land as the theater of the working of Jesus, Abraham , and which were incorporated into the

viz. , Perea. work which Moses prepared. These were also

BEʻZAI (Heb. 2 , bay- tsah'ee, probably sub- regarded by the Jews as the most authoritative.

jugator ), the head of one of the families who re
(2) The Prophets, according to the Hebrew classi.

turned from Babylon to the number of three tication, embraced the books of Joshua, Judges,

hundred and twenty-four, including himself (Ezra
1 and 2 Samuel, 1 and 2 Kings, Isaiah, Jeremiali,

2:17 ; Neh. 7:23), B. C. 536. Either he or his Ezekiel, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah,

family is probably referred to (Neh . 10:18) as
Micah, Nahum , Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai,

sealing the covenant, B. C. 445.
Zechariah, Malachi. The historical books of this

class were elevated to the high rank of “ Proph.

BEZAL'EEL (Heb. 37, bets- al-ale', in ets" partly because of their antiquity, butchiefly

the shadow (protection ] of God). because of the belief that they were prepared by

1. The artificer to whom was intrusted the the prophets whose history is there recorded

design and construction of the tabernacle and its (Samuel, Nathan,Gad ) or because the times them .

furniture in the wilderness. For this work he selves were so potently determined by their pres.

was specially chosen and inspired by Jehovah.ence and influence. ( 3) The Hagiographa (the

With him was associated Aholiab, though Beza- Sacred Scriptures). These were divided into

leel appears to have been chief. He was the son three classes: (a) Psalms, Proverbs, Job ; ( 6) The

of Uri,the son of Hur (Exod. 31 : 2–11 ; 35:30 ; Canticles, Ruth , Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, and

38:22 ), B. C. 1210. See SUPPLEMENT. Esther ; ( c) Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, 1 and 2

2. One of the sons of Pahath-moab, who di- Chronicles. The Christian Church has pre

vorced his foreign wife after the captivity ( Ezra ferred to depart from the Hebrew classifica

10:30), B, C. 456. tion , which gives a higher authority and sanctity

BEʻZEK (Heb.p2, beh'-zek, lightning).
to some of the books than to others; and, regard.

1. The residence of Adoni-BEZEK (9. v.), and ing all as equally inspired; has made the natural

inhabited by Canaanites and Perizzites (Judg. 1:4, division of the Old Testament books into (1 ) The

b) . It must have beenin the mountains (**up" Historical, (2) The Poetical, ( 3) The Prophetical.
3. The Canon of Scripture is a phrase by

near Jerusalem , possibly on the eminence near
Deir el-Ghafr, four and a half miles S. W.of which the catalogue of the authoritative sacred

Bethlehem .
writings is designated . The idea of canonicity,

2. The place of gathering where Saul numbered or the right of a book to be regarded as Scripture,

the forces ofJudahand Israelbefore going to the was determined by its unquestioned use in the

relief of Jabesh -gilead (1 Sam. 11:8 ). It would Church by a competent authority, such as a prophet

seem to be at Khulat-Maleh, on the descent to
or an apostle, or one divinely appointed to com

mand it.

Jordan, near Succoth .
The Jewish canon was finally fixed by Ezra and

BEʻZER (Heb . , beh'-tser, ore). the great synagogue.” From that time to the

1. The sixth named of the eleven sons of Zo- present it has remained unaltered . The Christian

phah, of the descendants of Asher (1 Chron .7:37). Church accepted this ancient catalogue as canon

2. A Reubenite city of refuge E. of Jordan ical.

(Deut. 4:23 ; Josh. 20:8 , etc.). The New Testament canon, like that of the
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Old Testament, was a growth. The books were ond book of the Pentateuch, and describes the

read by apostolic authority in the churches. After great deliverance of Israel from the bondage in

the death of the apostles every church sought to Egypt. It also by divine purpose images the re

collect as many of the documents as possible which demption by blood of sin -enslaved souls and the

were known to have an inspired authorship. The character of their pilgrimage to the Canaan of

consensus of Christian thought had fixed upon the spiritual rest and their heavenlyhome.

catalogue of books now accepted as the only ones Leviticus is the third book of the Pentateuch ,

divinely authorized long before it was proclaimed and is so called because it delineates the legisla

by any Church council. The Council of Carthage tion concerning the priests and Levites — their

(Å. D. 397) formally ratified what the judgment character, their consecration, and their duties. It

and conscience of the Church had loug accepted. is the book of worship, describing the sacrifices,

The argument for the canonicity of the books the feasts, and the fasts . It foreshadows the

of the Bible may be summarized thus: (1 ) The Gospel truth of the recovery of guilty man to

unbroken continuity of the life and testimony of holiness and God by blood.

the Church, and the agreement of that testimony Numbers is the fourth book of the Pentateuch ,

so early as the second half of the 2d century and is so called because of the two numberings of

in remote countries of Europe, Asia, and Africa. the people, at the beginning and at the end of the

(2 ) The books are constantly read in the as- wilderness wanderings. It covers a period of

semblies of the faithful, so that they were fa. thirty -eight years , and images the wretched loss a

miliar to the eyes and the ears of all ; which would soul suffers by forfeiting the promise of God

not only make it impossible to surreptitiously in through unbelief and willful provocation .

troduce any other than those known to be genuine, Deuteronomy is the last book of the Penta

but would prevent any alteration of the original. teuch , and is so called because it is a restatement

(3) The quotations made of the sacred writings, of the law (Gr.devtepos, dyooʻ-ter -os, second ; and

and so acknowledged by the fathers of the Church, vóuos, nom '-os, law ). It is the farewell of Moses to

would restore them all if by any means the docu- his people at a time when they were about to enter

ments themselves were lost. (4) Heretics who upon the realization of their hopes and he was

lived on the border of the apostolic age bear about to die . It is chiefly a review of the old law ,

abundant and explicit testimony to the authorship with the addition of new ones relating to civil in

and contents of the documents. (5) The perfect stitutions . The poetic genius of Moses appears at

agreement of its parts. (6) The literary peculiari. its best in the sublime ode of ch . 32 .

ties — its language, idioms, style, historical allu- Joshua . This book is supposed to be a con

sions—are all accordantwith what its authors pro- tinuation of the Pentateuch. It bears the name

fess to have been. See Canon. of Joshua partly because he was the principal

4. The Authorship and Contents of the figure in the history of the Israelites, which is here

several books of the Bible is a subject that has recorded, and which covers the first twenty- five

not commanded unanimity of opinion among the years of God's people in the promised land; and

students of the sacred book. It is the purpose of partly because of the traditional opinion that he

this article to state the general conclusions of was the author of the work. The probability is

Christian scholarship concerning them. that most of the material was prepared by him

The Pentateuch (Gr. TevTátevyos, pen -tat -y00- | (Josh. 24:26), but that the work wasedited at a
khos, fivefold sc. book, the first five books) is later date by some historian who added an account
ascribed to Moses. It is probable that he wrote of events that did not occur during the life of

the bulk of the work himself, but embodied in it Joshua, such as the capture of Hebron (15 : 13–19),

ancient traditions, either written or oral , in their | the occupation of Jerusalem ( 15:63) , and the death

original form . The sudden change in literary style of the greatleader (24:29, 33). The book is an

and the use of different words in speaking of God account of the conquest of Canaan, and images

indicate that this was certainly the fact in Gene- the spiritual truth that faith possesses by making
sis. The occasional abruptness in the Exodus conquest of what God has already given .

narrative suggests that this may possibly have Judges is the second (according to the Jewish

been the fact in that book also . It is probable classification) of the prophetical books of the

that certain fragments of Moses's work, which had Bible, and is so called because it is a history of a

been preserved by oral transmission, may at a period in which Israel was guided by divinely

later day have been incorporated by Joshua or directed men, who were called Judges. They were
Ezra into the original text. Othniel, Ehud, Shamgar, Deborah , Barak,Gideon,

Genesis (Gr. Téveois, ghen '-es-is, generation ) is Abimelech, Tola, Jair, Jephthah,Ibzan, Elon, Ab

the name of the first book in the Bible. This is don, Samson, Eli, and Samuel. Their rule covered

the oldest trustworthy history in the world, cover- a period of four hundred and fifty years. Accord.

ing a period, according to the generally received ing to Jewish tradition, the book was written by
chronology, of two thousand three hundred and Samuel, but modern scholarship acknowledges only

sixty-nine years; and for this reason is of com- chaps. 1-16 as probably from his pen . The others

manding interest. It treats of the beginnings— were added by later annalists, possibly Ezra or

the beginning of time and of the world, the be- Nehemiah. It is a history of the apostasy of

ginning of the human race and of bistory, the God's people bytheir willful neglect ofthe law ,

beginning of sin and its consequent death, the and imagesfor all time the failure of God's people

beginning of the redemption, the beginning of the through affiliation with the unbelieving world .

Church, the beginning of the chosen nation. Ruth was formerly a part of the Book of Judges,

Exodus (Gr. Efodos, ex'-od -os, exit) is the sec- and the history it records belongs to the period of
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Deborah and Barak . Its authorship is unknown, Job, a philosophic epic poem, in which is dis.

though commonly assigned to Samuel. It is an cussed the relation of human suffering to the

exquisite epic idyl , and gives the history of a providence of God. This poem, in strength of

Moabitess who by the splendor of her devotion expression and loftiness of tone and breadth of

became an Israelite indeed, and one in the line of conception, has never been surpassed , if, indeed,

the Messiah . it has ever been equaled. It deals with the most

First and Second Samuel, two historical books difficult problems in the soul's history, and speaks

which in the Hebrew manuscripts were not di- of facts and laws of the physical universe which

vided. The division, however, is made in the imply the highest level of intellectual culture the

LXX, and the Christian Church has adopted Hebrews ever reached . Its authorship is unknown.

the form of the Greek translation. Its aim is to There are those who think that its archaic gran

continue the history of the chosen people from deur and vagueness and theutter absence of every

the time of the Judges, and especially to record thing that is Jewish indicate that it was written

the transition from the rule of Judges to the gov- before the time of Abraham, probably by Job

ernment under kings. The author of the books is himself. Some have named Jobab the Edomite

unknown, but they were probably not written till (Gen. 10:29) as the author. Others argue from
the time of Josiah . the identity of some of its expressions with those

First and Second Kings, historical books clas- of Moses's poeticalworks that the great lawgiver
sified by the Jews among the prophetical . In the wrote it. Others think that it was the product of

ancient Hebrew they were but one book ; in the that most intellectual period of Hebrew history,
LXX and later Hebrew collections they are the time of Solomon, and that possibly it may

two. They are a continuation of the history of have come from the genius of the wise king him.

Israel from that of 1 and 2 Samuel . The author self. Others think that it was written by some one

is unknown, but the common opinion is that they living on the borders of the Idumæan desert dur

were compiled either by Jeremiah or Ezra from ing the monarchy prior to Amos the prophet.
ancient annals . Whenever the poem may have been written, the

First and Second Chronicles, two of the histor. person and history on which it is based belong to

ical books of the Old Testament. In the ancient an age prior to the rise of the Hebrew cult. The

Hebrew they were but one book and were called absence of any allusion to the law or events of

“ Diaries,” which suggested to Jerome the name later history, the long life of Job and his practice

by which they are now called. In the Greek ver- of patriarchal forms of worship, compel an assent

sion they are called “ Supplement,” which sug to the remote antiquity of the story on which the

gests the purpose of their preparation, which was poem is based . But the modern and philosoph

to supply additional information not given in the ical tone forbids the idea of the origin of the poem

other works. Such especially are the genealogical itself at that time . Thereare three views as to

tables which record the unbroken line of the the historical accuracy of the history: (1 ) That it

chosen people for nearly three thousand five hun.is entirely true. (2 ) That it is entirely imaginary.

dred years. Chronicles have more especial refer . (3) That it is founded on a true history, which was

ence to the form and ministry of the religious recast to serve the purpose of the author in the

worship as bearing upon its reestablishment after unfolding of his theme. This latter view is the

the return from Babylon. They were probably one most commonly held by Christian believers.

prepared from ancient annals by Ezra. Psalms, the Hebrew Hymn Book, arranged es.

Ezra, written by Ezra, “ the scribe," who went pressly for use in the temple service. Its ancient

up from Babylon to Jerusalem with the second name was not Psalms ( songs set to music), but

body of returned captives (7:27 ; 8 : 1 ) . Its history Praises or Praise Book. It received its present

is a continuation of the Chronicles, and records form about the middle of the 4th century prior

the events connected with the close of the Baby- to our era, by the temple board which had been
onian captivity. appointed to edit the sacred books. These selec

Nehemiah, one of the historical books of the tions were made not to give the world a collection

Old Testament. It is a compilation of documents of choice poetry, but for use in public worship.

written by several authors . The first and greater There had been similar collections of sacred song

portion was written by Nehemiah himself, and the made before. There were certainly four hymn

rest he gathered from various sources . The book books. The compilers combined these books

was originally combined with that of Ezra, and which were already in common use, added a sup.

was called Second Esdras. It is an account of plementary collection of new songs, cast the

events that occurred in Jerusalem during the whole into a single book , and introduced it by

twelve years of Nehemiah's government . their authority into the public worship. There

Esther, the last of the historical books of the are then in the book of the Psalms five books,

Old Testament. It is an account of an event that every one of which has its distinctive character

occurred in the voluntary exile of the Jews under and closes with a doxology. ( 1 ) The first includes

the Persian king Xerxes. Theincident here re- Psalms1-41. It is the Davidic collection. Most of

corded is supposed to have its historical position them were composed by him,and all breathehis
between the sixth and seventh chapters of Ezra. spirit. Their characteristic feature is the out

It is of special interest in that it explains the bursting of the soul's life. They are sacred lyrics
origin and import of the feast of Purim (see Fes- that haveneverbeen equaled.(2) The second in
TIVALS),which remainstothis day, authenticating cludes Psalms42–72. This collection was madein
the truth of the story. It was probably written by the time of Solomon . It contains a few of David's

Mordecai, who figures in the history. psalms,. but is remarkable for the large number
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written by the sons of Korah, who were musicians Song of Solomon, sometimes called Canticles.

in the temple choir and singers of the finest In the Hebrew idiom it is called the Song of

artistic culture. It is this that gives character to Songs. Until very recent times it has commonly

the collection, viz. , exquisite art. In daintiness been attributed to the genius of Solomon. The

of workmanship, and delicate sensibility of the poem is constructed in dramatic form , though the

niceties of meter, they rank with the very best of genius of the Hebrew history will not suffer us to
Greek verse. (3) The third book includes Psalms believe that it was acted as in modern opera. For

73–89, and was arranged by the singers of Je- this reason some regard it as a lyric idyl or a
hoshaphat's time, who made what may be called marriage ode. But the poem has its characters ,

the Asaphic collection. Asaph was a Levite of its scenery, its solos both treble and bass, which
practical talent whom David made leader of the occasionally glide into duet and terminate in a

choral service which he organized. Twelve of chorus. Its principal character is Solomon, who

his psalms bear his name and give character to seeks to win a pure virgin who has another lover.
tbis collection. His style is didactic. His pur. According to some, she is a daughter of Pharaoh,

pose is to teach. His poetry is versified doctrine. whom the king finally married. Others think she

(4) The fourth book includes Psalms 90–106, and is a slepherdess of Palestine, whom the king

was prepared in the time of Hezekiah. Its style is woos but who resists all his temptations and to

liturgic, and was prepared specially to aid in the the last remains true to her rustic lover. Some

splendid ritual. (6) The fifth book includes Psalms think that the shepherd lover is Solomon himself

107–150, and was supplemental. In this collec- in disguise. The drama pictures the Church ( the

tion is placed some of the sweet odes which from virgin) wooed by the world spirit (Solomon ). Her

long use had become sacred and dear to the heart faithfulness and final restoration was a powerful

of the people. There is no poetry in all litera- rebuke to the world spirit which characterized the

ture which so expresses and interprets the deepest kingdom of Israel at the time. There are those

emotions of the divine life, nor any so adapted to who think that the song was not a marriage ode

all climes and ages and so fitted to aid in praise, at all , nor did it originate in Solomon's time, but
as the Hebrew Psalter. that it is the cry of the faithful Church still re

Proverbs, a collection of wise sayings, or maining in the kingdom of the ten tribes when

practical wisdom , which in the Hebrew original, rent away from the house of David.

a3 well as in the Greek and Latin versions , are Isaiah, written by the prophet of that name,

called “ The Proverbs of Solomon.” It is certain, who lived in Palestine from B. C. 760–700,during

however, that the collection is not the work of a the reigns of Uzziah, Jotham , Ahaz, and Heze

single hand. This appears (1 ) In the marked kiah . In subjectmatter, lofty, spiritual tone, and

differences of the literary style of its severalparts. splendor of literary style it is unequaled by any

(2) In the diverse social and political conditions of the prophets. It is a collection of the prophe

implied. (3) In the direct statement in the open - cies uttered at wide intervals of time, and evoked

ing of ch . 25 that what follows was added by the by widely varied occasions, from the time of the

order of Hezekiah. It is, however, the general inauguration in B. C. 756 to the illness of Heze

belief that the body of the book, from the begin- kiah, B. C. 712. This, in a measure, destroys the

ning of ch . 10 to 22:16, is the work of the wise unity of the book, and provokes the question as

king. The other parts were subsequently added, to its origin from a single pen . Its chief themes

and the original title was retained for the whole are rebukes of the prevalent apostasy, warnings

of the compilation. of approaching calamity, predictions of the Baby.

Ecclesiastes. It is commonly thought that this lonian captivity and restoration, and the advent

book was written by Solomon near the close of of the Messiah. The Messianic propheciesare :

his life, and is designed to show the wretched 1. The forerunner ( 40:3) . 2. Christ's birth (7 :

plight of a misspent life like his own. The prob- 14). 3. His family (11:10). 4. His name and king.

ability, however, is that it was writtenby some dom (9:6-7). 6. His rejection by the Jews (8:14 ).

wise Hebrewwho presented his theme, The True 6. His acceptance by the Gentiles (49:6 ). 7. His

Meaning of Life, through the personality of the miracles (35 :5-6 ). Modern critics have denied

wise but erring king. The literary form is a the unity of Isaiah, affirming that thelast twenty

species of poetry called the Chokma, or Gnomic, seven chapters are strikingly unlike the others in

in distinction from the lyric and the epic. The literary style, that they are written from the

gnome is a compressed and polished sentence of standpoint of the Babylonian captivity, and that

wit or wisdom , akin to the proverb yet put in it is inconceivable that the name of Cyrus could

poetic form . The plan of the book is to present have been spoken two hundred years before his

* The Quest of Life .” It traverses the common birth. But to this it is replied that the title “ The

but false views, all of which are shown to be Vision of Isaiah,” etc. , has ever been applied to

" Vanity,” and leads the reader to the true ideal, the whole book ; that a second part has never been

in which are consolation and satisfaction . The known to exist separately ; that if separated those

following analysis, made by Dr. Samuel Cox , is who joined them believed they were both from

perhaps the best that has been suggested : Pro- Isaiah's pen ; that a second Isaiah is unknown in

logue, 1:1-11. Section First, The Quest in Wis- history ; that so far from a fatal diversity of style

dom and Pleasure, 1:12–2:26. Section Second, The there is a striking similarity of idea and expres

Quest in Devotion to Business, 3-5 : 20. Section sion in the two parts; that Christ and the apostles,

Third, The Quest in Wealth and the Golden Mean, who frequently quote the prophets, never once
6-8 : 15 .

Section Fourth, The Quest Achieved, suggested the idea of two Isaiahs ; that no other

8:16–12: 7. Epilogue, 12 :8-14 satisfactory explanation of the admitted relation .
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ship of the two Isaiahs can be given than that of came bilingual. Just why the two tongues were

identity. used does not appear. (2) “The contents of the

Jeremiah . The prophecies of Jeremiah, who book are irrational.” This requires no reply, for

lived in the troubled times of Judah from B. C. it is simply a denial of facts which appear to be

627–575. They relate mostly to events transpir. supernatural. The authenticity of the book is

ing within the prophet's history, but foretell the supported by (1) Its unquestioned canonicity till

abrogation of the law , the inauguration of a very recent times. (2) The literary style, such as

spiritual worship, the call of the Gentiles through the two tongues, the use of Persian words, the

the Gospel, and the final restoration of the Jews. rhetorical rather than the impassioned poetical

The prophecies are not arranged in chronological form , which usually characterized the prophetic

order, but according to subjects, each particular utterances. (3) Its intimate acquaintance with

theme being introduced by the formula “ The word the manners, customs, and religion of the Chal

of the Lord came to Jeremiah ." The following dean period. ( 4 ) Its indorsement by Christ

division is the one commonly received : 1. Intro- (Matt. 24:15 ) and the apostles ( 1 Cor. 6 :2 and

duction (1). 2. The roll written by Baruch (2-21 ). 2 Thess. 2 : 3). No book of the Old Testament has

3. Prophecies against the kings of Judah and exerted a wider influence on Christian thought

false prophets (22–25 ). 4. The fall of Jerusalem than this one. It predicts the rise and course of

(25—28). 5. Comfort for the exiles of Babylon the five great empires, the Babylonian, Persian,

(29–31). 6. History of the two years before the Grecian, Roman, and Christian. It depicts the

fall of Jerusalem (32–44). 7. Against foreign advent of the Messiah and the effect of his

nations (45–51). 8. Supplementary narrative (52). human presence upon the whole future of the race.

Lamentations, a collection of five separate Hosea, the first in the order of the twelve " Minor

poems written by Jeremiah. They are Hebrew Prophets." The order, however,is not chronolog .

elegies bewailing the desolation of Jerusalem. ical. Hosea lived B. Č. about 784–724, and his

Each elegy is an acrostic, consisting of as many prophecies cover that period. The book consists

verses as there are Hebrew letters, the initial of two unequal sections. The first section ( 1-3 )

letter of the successive verses following the order is a narrative, and the second (4-14) is a series of

of the alphabet. The peculiarity of the Hebrew passionate addresses , appeals, sarcasms, and de

elegiac poetry is lines of unusual length broken nunciations evoked by the apostasy of his people.

near the close, and ending with a short and rapid Joel, written during the reign of Uzziah, B. C.

phrase suggesting that the weary thought would about 800–780. It is a call to the priests and

hurry to a conclusion. It produces à peculiar the people to awake to righteousness and thus

emotion , which characterizes this entire collection, avert an impending calamity , which is imaged as

viz. , a great grief which will come to a sudden a drought and a plagueof locusts. The actual

end. This is not the song of despair, but one of woe that came was the Assyrian invasion . The

hope rising out of apparent abjectdesolation . The style of the book is described as “ uniting the

dull eyes are cleansed by tears, and out of great strength of Micah with the tenderness of Jere

grief is the vision of the love of God , which is miah."

greater than our sorrow and which will heal the Amos, written by Amos near the close of the

sin that occasioned it. 8th century B. C. It consists of three sections,

Ezekiel, the prophecies of Ezekiel . His his- which received their present form toward the close

tory is somewhat obscure, but it is certain that of Jeroboam's reign . Each section starts from

he was contemporaneous with Jeremiah and Dan- the same point, physicalchastisements ; follows the

iel , and was one of the captives in Babylon . The same development, the impenitence of the people ,

greater portion of the book was written in exile, and reaches the same conclusion, the irrevocable

and has special reference to it. It is naturally Assyrian invasion.

divided into five parts : 1. The preparation and Obadiah. The date of this prophecy is proba

call of the prophet(1-3). 2. The destruction of Je- bly about B. C. 585. Nothing is known of its

rusalem (4-24 ). 3. Foreign nations (25–32). 4. The author beyond what appears in the book itself.

new Israel (33–39). 5. The ideal theocracy (40-48 ). There is a remarkable similarity of vers. 1-8 to

Daniel. This book is not placed among the Jer. 49:14, sq. , which has evoked considerable dis

prophets in the Hebrew classification of the cussion as to which was borrowed. The weight

sacred books, for the reason that Daniel was 'not of criticism favors the originality of Obadiah. It

regarded a prophet in the strict sense of that is a prophecy against theEdomites, warning them

spiritual order. It is classed among the Hagi. not to rejoice over Israel's calamity, as their own

ographa. The book was universally ascribed to doom is surely impending. The prophecy was

Daniel, and its authorship was never questioned partially fulfilled by Nebuchadnezzar and John

till the 4th century of our era , when Porphyry Hyrcanus, but awaits its completion in the restora

affirmed that it appeared in the time of Antiochus tion of Israel.

Epiphanes. His statement affected Christian Jonah. There are three views held by reverent

thought but slightly, and it was not till modern students as to the character of this work :(1) That

times that the ancient view was seriously ques. it is an allegory or popular Jewish tradition of a

tioned. The chief reasons for the new view are : Babylonian myth. (2 ) That it has a historical basis,

( 1 ) The two distinct languages in which the two but that its present form is poetical and mythical.

parts of the book are written ; the historical part (3) That it is veritable history. The reasons for

being in Hebrew, and the prophetical part being this third view are : (a) Its unquestioned histor

in Aramaic, erroneously called Chaldee. But it icity until recent times. (6) Its high moral tone.

was during the exile that many of the Jews be- / (c) The indorsementofJesus. Thebook is simply
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an historical narrative, with the exception of the and its services reestablished. Malachi prophecied

prayeror thanksgiving in ch . 2. Its date is B. C. B. C. 420, and his purpose was to warn the priests

about 820. and people of the advent of the Messiah, which

Micah, a book of remarkable strength, quoted was near at hand. The style is described as that

by Zephaniah (3: 3), Ezekiel(22:27), and Jesus(Matt. of a reasoner rather than that of a poet, and is

10:35 ). It prophesies the ruin of both Judah and distinguished by no remarkable literary character

Israel. It was prepared about B. C. 720. It has istics .

three sections introduced by the formula “ Hear 5. Contents of New Testament. The

ye: ” 1. The judgment of Jehovah on Israel and canonical books of the New Testament are natu

Judah (1-3 ). 2. Judgment on Jerusalem (4, 5). rally divided into three classes : ( 1) Historical,

3. Jehovah's justification (6, 7). including the four gospels and the Acts of the

Nahum . The date,the authorship, and the pur. Apostles. ( 2) Didactic, embracing the epistles.

port of this book are controverted. The weight (3) Prophetic, the Apocalyse. They are placed in

of judgment, however, favors the view that it is of their logical and not in their chronological order,

Galilean origin and is not,as somehave supposed, viz .: History, doctrine and morals, prophecy.
the work of a Jewish captive in Nineveh ; that The Gospels. There is but one Gospel (an

it wasspoken between the twoinvasions of Sen. old Saxon word corresponding in meaning with

nacherib, and that it is designed to console Israel the Gr. evayyéniov, yoo-ang -ghel'- ee-on, glad news),

by the prediction of the overthrow of Nineveh. though told by four writers, known as evangel

It is divided into three sections : (1 ) A statementof ists. These four, while relating the story of

the theme. ( 2) The calamity of Assyria. (3) The Jesus and his mission in the world, give us four
reasons therefor. pictures of the divine Person as unlikeasthe face

Habakkuk. B. C.608 is an approximate date of the same man taken by the camera set at

of this prophecy — a time when the destruction of different viewpoints. The first and most striking

the city was immanent, and which the author of difference appears between the first three evangel.

the book suffered. He remained in the city while ists and John. Matthew , Mark, and Luke give ac.

his countrymen were in exile. Foretelling the counts that are easily harmonized. Hence they

doom of the city, itbewails the suffering of the are called synoptists (ovvoyis, the same view ).

good in the ruin that comes upon the guilty, and John gives à view so unlike the others as to

appeals to God for a reply. The answer comes evoke the question whether it can be made to

in a promise of the retribution of the destroyer. agree with the other three. A closer view reveals :

The literary merit of this book is of the highest the fact that the synoptists themselves are very

order. Ewald calls it a Pindaric ode. It is a unlike in purpose and plan as well as in literary

composition unrivaled for boldness of conception, style. Thus we have four distinct phases of the

sublimity of thought, and majesty of diction. The one Gospel - as distinct as the images of the

figures are all happily chosen and splendidly de- Apocalypse ( 4 :6-8) which describe them . Matthew

veloped. It was used as a psalm and afterward is the winged creature with the face of an ox ;

incorporated in the temple service. Mark, that of the lion ; Luke, that of a man ; John,

Zephaniah , a product of Josiah's reign (B. C. that of an eagle.

642–611). It predicts the destruction of Judah Matthew, the first of the canonical gospels,

because of its idolatry, calls the people to repent. supposed to be a reproduction inGreek ofa docu.

ance, and promises the restoration of Israel and ment composed by Matthew in Hebrew , about the

the destruction of her enemies. year A. D. 60 or 63, and which contained an ac

Haggai, the first of the three of the postexile count of the discourses of Jesus. The object of
prophecies. It was spoken during the reign of the book as stated in ch. 1 : 1 is to show that Jesus

Zerubbabel. The work of rebuilding the temple is the true Messiah. It was prepared especially for
had been suspended for fourteen years through the Jews, and gives an argument from genealogy,
the edict of Artaxerxes, which had been obtained prophecy, and doctrine that is peculiarly forceful
through charges made by the Samaritans, who to Jewish thought. It also exhibits this Messiah

were enragedat not being allowed to participate. as rejected by the chosen nation, and the conse.
When the interdiction was revoked the people quent disaster that will surely come upon the

manifested no disposition to resumethe abandoned ancient Church.

work. The object of this prophecyis to rouse Mark . The second canonical gospel was pre.

the lethargic nation to the work . The style ac- pared about A. D. 64 by John Mark, son of Mary,

cords with the purpose — is vehement, pathetic, and whose home at Jerusalem was the center of the

at times threatening. early Christian community. He probably wrote

Zechariah . Theauthor of this book was priest under the direction of Peter,whom heaccompanied

as well as prophet. He was born in Babylon and in his apostolic mission and whose discourses he

returned to Jerusalem with the exiles. Hejoined reports. The gospel was designed especially for

with Haggai in urging the people to zeal in re- the Roman world ,and exhibitsJesus as the royal

buildingthe temple . The book naturally divides One — the spiritual King of the world -wide empire.

into two sections. The first part (1–8) deals with Luke. The third canonical gospel was written

the construction of the temple and its worsbip. by Luke, the companion of Paul, and probably on

The second part (9-14) treats ofthe destiny of the the suggestion and with the assistance of the

Jewish Church and the return of the Messiah . great apostle. There is much in the work that

Malachi, the last of the Old Testament prophe indicates the influence of the apostle to the Gen

cies. It belongs to the post-Babylonian period of tiles. The material of the work was gathered

The new temple was finished , during the two years of Paul's imprisonment at
Jewish history.
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Cæsarea, A. D. 59–61 , and the gospel was proba - cause it rejected God's mode. There is still a

bly completed during the apostle's imprisonment remnant, the true Israel , and finally Israel will be

in Rome, A. D. 63. Its destination was the Greek restored .

world , and its purpose was to exhibit the perfect First Corinthians, written to the church at

man — the world's Redeemer. Corinth by Paul while at Ephesus in the spring of

The synoptical gospels are related to each other A. D. 57. Its aim is to correct abuses of conduct

as all based upon the oral traditions of Jesus, but which had arisen in the Church and which, while

diverging in plan according to the aim of the destroying its peace,threatened its very existence.

several evangelists. The three have been charac- It is of particular interest to theChurch at all times,

terized thus : Matthew is liturgical, Mark is anec- not merely for its historical information, butmore
dotical , and Luke is historical. especially because of the apostle's method of

John. The fourth of the canonical gospels was tracing every matter hehandles back to its per

written by the apostle John, near the close of his manent principle. It thus discloses fundamental

life, while he was in Asia Minor, in the midst of truth which is applicable to the conscience of all

the churches founded by Paul. He wrote under ages. There are four natural divisions of the epis

the instigation of the apostle Andrew and the tle: 1. Ecclesiastical questions (1-4 ). 2. Moral

bishops of the churches, to supplementthe story of questions (5–10 ). 3. Liturgical questions (11-14) .

Jesus as told by the synoptists. While his primary 4. Doctrinal questions (15 ).

object was to clear up obscurities in the Gospel Second Corinthians. This epistle was evoked by

narrative, he also set himself to the overthrow of a report that Titus brought to Paul concerning

doctrinal errors that began to arise in Asia Minor the effect of his first epistle. The report was in

respecting the person of Jesus. He presents the the main cheering. The Church had listened to
glory of Jesus as the eternal Son of God. the counsel of its founder, and was earnestly cor

Acts, the fifth historical book of the New recting its abuses. But, on the other hand, Ju

Testament. It was written by Luke as a continua- daizers were reinforced by those who came with

tion of the sacred history which he had already what they claimed was “ a higher authority.” This

written . It is an account of the establishment of epistle is characterized by conflicting emotions :

the Church, especially through the ministry of (1) Joy for the correction of evils . (2) Indignation

Peter and Paul. Why he who wrote so complete at the conduct of opponents.

a bistory of our Lord has given such an incomplete Galatians, one of the four major epistles, and

and fragmentary account of the planting of the one which is superlatively characteristic of its

churches is a question that has not been satisfac- author. It is largely autobiographical; and while

torily answered. The purpose of this account it discusses the great doctrine of salvation by

was probably to give an illustration of the power faith, the personal element interpenetrates the

of the Gospel. It was probably written in the city discussion in such a way as to make the reader

of Rome soon after Paul's second imprisonment feel his presence in almost every sentence. It

there. was written in Macedonia A. D. 57 or 58 , and was

Romans. This epistle stands first in the order addressed to the church in Galatia. The Gala

of the canon , not because of its priority in time, tians were a peculiar race of Celtic blood, semi

but because of the commanding character of its barbarous, fickle, superstitious. They had em

contents. It is an inspired doctrinal statement of braced the Hebrew faith and afterward the Chris

the redemption scheme, and is confessedly the tian. Then they began to relapse into Judaism .

profoundest document in all sacred literature. It The aim of this epistle is to call the backsliding

was written by Paul while at Corinth (A. D. people back to the Gospel of grace.

58–59) to the Christian Church in the city of Ephesians, a circular letter destined to

Rome. aim was threefold : ( 1 ) Apologetic, number of churches in Asia Minor, which Tych

seeking to prepare the way for the transfer of his icus was directed to visit in the course of a

mission to the world's capital. ( 2) Didactic , seeko journey which took him to Colosse (6:21 , 22, and

ing to instruct the Roman Church in doctrine. Col. 4 :7-9). It was written by Paul while a pris.

(3) Polemic, combating the Judæo - Christianity oner in Rome, A. D. 62. It is unlike most of his

which menaced the early Church . Its thesis is , epistles in the absence of the spirit of contro

Righteousness is not by the law, but by the grace versy. It is the epistle ofmeditation, and is called

of God through faith . It demonstrates the uni- by Coleridge “ the divinest composition of man.

versality of guilt-Jews as well as Gentiles — and It is described as an epistolary treatise upon a

the consequent universal condemnation. It proves holy church as accordant with God's eternal ideal

that the law had utterly failed to produce holiness. through Christ, and humanly to be realized on

Nor was that its design . Its purpose was to ex- earth.” Its central thought is the mystical uniou

hibit the meaning of sin, and to show the need of of Christ and his Church.

a Saviour. The purpose of God from the first, as Philippians, written by Paul while a prisoner

seen in Abraham and his posterity, was to recover in Rome, A. D. 62, in answer to expressions of

the lost world by the method of grace. The faith sympathy, accompanied with a substantial gift,

remedy is made efficient by Christ's expiation . It which Epaphroditus brought with him from the

produces the principle of sanctification , emanci- brethren at Philippi . This church was founded

pates from the servility of the law, and gives a by Paul some eleven years before. It is thought

triumphing assurance of a complete and lasting that no church so commanded his love as this.

salvation . Nor does the faith method impeach | The epistle is literally " a love letter, ” in which

God's faithfulness in his election of the Jews, for Paulpours out his innermost heart.

his liberty cannot be limited . Israel failed be- | Colossians, written by Paul while a prisoner

a
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in Rome, A. D. 62, to a church in a decayed town Paul in the Hebrew language, and that it was

in the heart of Phrygia—a church which the afterward translated into the Greek by Luke.

apostle did not found and which he never visited. But the Pauline authorship is excluded bymauy

But the tidings had reached him that that church considerations, both literary and historical. There

was relapsing into Jewish ritualism and oriental are equally strong reasons against a Hebrew orig

mysticism . It was to save a people with spiritual | ipal. It may have been inspired by the great

aspirations from a fatal diverting of their purpose apostle, for it certainly contains his thought and

that this letter was written. Its theme is the spirit. But it was written by another hand, such

sufficiency of Christ as the Head of all creation as Luke or Barnabas or Apollos, and appeared

and the Church. just before the outbreak of the Jewish war,

First and Second Thessalonians, two epistles A. D. 64-67. In copiousness of vocabulary, in

written by Paul from Corinth ; the first A. D. 49, purity of style and vigor of statement, it is un

and the other one year later. They are the earliest equaled by any book of the New Testament. It

of all Paul's writings, and probably the first of the aims to show that Christianity is the divine ful

New Testament products. They are of peculiar fillment of the sacred Levitical institutions. Its

interest to us because they image the substance plan is outlined thus : The theme — The finality of

of Paul's preaching in the early history of his Christianity ( 1:1-4 ). I. The superiority of the Son

ministry. One prominent item of his preaching to angels (1:5–2:16). II. Moses and Jesus (3–4 ).
was the second advent of Christ. These epistles III. Christ's high priesthood universal and sove

are especially concerned with this doctrine. Here ereign (5–7). IV. The fulfillment of Christ's

the apostle affirms: (1) Christ is surely coming. priestly work (7–10: 18). V. Application of the

(2) The adveut will be visible. (3) It will be sud- truth discussed (10: 19–12: 29). VI. A personal

den. (4 ) It is to be constantly expected. (5) The epilogue (13).

time is unknown. (6) It will be glorious. James, an epistle written by James, the brother

First and Second Timothy, personal letters writ- of Jesus and bishop of the church at Jerusalem .

ten by Paul to Timothy,his son in the Gospel. They It was destined especially for Christians of the

are called “ Pastoral ” because they are counsels Jewish blood. It is remarkable for an entire

for a pastor or shepherd of a spiritual flock. The absence of any allusion to any of the distinctive

first was written at Rome soon after the apostle's doctrines of Christianity, such as the incarnation,

release from his first imprisonment, A. D. 63. It the atonement, the Holy Spirit, and regeneration .

was designed partly to instructTimothy in the For this reason, and the fact of its seeming antag

duties of the office with which he had been in onism to the great doctrine of salvation by faith ,

trusted, partly to supply him with credentials to Luther would remove it from the canon . But its

the churches, and partly to furnish through him place there is firm and its Christian spirit is un

guidance to the churches themselves. The second mistakable. Written to Jews, it shows the iden

epistle was written at Rome just before thesecond tity of the highest standard of Jewish piety with

trial of Paul, A. D. 66. Its design was to inform that of Christianity. The latter is not a mere

Timothy of the apostle's peril and to summon him sentiment — a faith without works, but a power

to his side. It breathes a spirit of sublime resig- that renews the entire life of those who believe.

nation. First and Second Peter, written by Peter the

Titas, a personal letter written by Paul at apostle to Christians throughout Asia. The first

Rome shortly after his release from his first was probably written from Babylon between A. D.

imprisonment, A. D. 63, to Titus , who, by the 50 and 55. The second may have been written in

apostle's appointment, was at the head of the Rome shortly before the author's death , A. D. 64.

church in Crete. Its aim is to help him in his The purpose of both is to confirm the faith of the

difficult work, giving him particular instruction churches in the holiness of their Gospel and to

concerning the qualifications of church officers strengthen them to meet their multiplying sorrows.

and members. The epistle closely resembles the First, Second, and Third John , written by John

First Epistle to Timothy, and is called " Pastoral.” the apostle while a resident in Ephesus, after the

Philemon, a personal letter written by Paul destruction of Jerusalem . The first was addressed

while a prisoner in Rome, A. D. 62. It relates to to the Gentile churches in Asia Minor. The other

a purely private matter. Its aim is to bespeak a two were personal letters. One was written to an

kindly welcome for a runaway slave, Onesimus, elect lady eminent for her piety, or possibly,

who had become a Christian and was persuaded as some think , to the Church, which John calls
to the unheard -of act of returning voluntarily to in figure “the elect lady." The other was ad.

his owner, Philemon, who was also a Christian. In dressed to the well-beloved Gaius, who may pos

this epistle the apostle recognizes the fact that the sibly be the Gaius of Rom. 16:23 and 1 Cor. 1:14.

Gospel does not release its subjects from civil The substance of all these epistles is the identifi
laws. Onesimus was still a slave and deserved cation of love for Christ and each other with the

punishment for his desertion. But Paul in love spiritual life.

takes this burden upon himself. Without attack- Jude, written by Jude, the brother of James

ing the institution of slavery, he teaches a spirit the apostle, who is also named Thaddæus and

which moderates its harshness and will ultimately Lebbæus. It was addressed to the Church at large,

by peaceful process destroy it. and was designed to combat an evil which had

Hebrews, one of the three books of the New appeared in the Church and threatened its life. It

Testament especially addressed to the Jews, the is an appeal for the faith which was once deliv.

other two being Matthew and James. There is ered to the saints (v. 3) .

an old tradition that it was originally written by Revelation, the only prophetic book of the

a

a
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New Testament; also called the Apocalypse. It Second Esdras, a book probably of Egyptian

is a vision of John the evangelist, which he had origin. It is a disquisition on the unsearchable

while an exile for the faith on the isle of Patmos, ness of God's providences and the signs of the

near the end of the 1st century of the Church. last age.

Like the Book of Job, the Apocalypse belongs to Tobit, probably written in Babylon about B. C.

the epic class of poetry, but its action is more like 350. It is a sweet story of the influence of re
that of drama, and for this reason scholars have ligion on home life and character.
called it “ the Canticles of the New Testament." Judith, an historical fiction, the origin of which

Its theme is the coming Christ. It begins with , is very uncertain. Its design is to revive the

“Grace be unto you ... from him ... which is to spirit of heroism among the crushed Jews.

(1 :4 ), and closes with the testimony of Esther , the interpolated portions of the He

Christ, “ Surely I come quickly," and the cry of brew book of Esther, added to the original in

the Church, “ Even so , come, Lord Jesus ” (22:20 ). order to complete the narrative.

It pictures the unfolding of the kingdom ofGod in The Wisdom of Solomon purports to be the

the world until its final and complete triumph. work of the wise king, and discusses the char

Much of the prophecy is as yet unfulfilled, and acter of true wisdom and how to attain it. Its

many and varied are the efforts at interpretation. origin is obscure, but it supposed to belong to

The general plan of the book, however, is simple : B. C. 150–50.

I. The state of the Church at the time of the Ecclesiasticus, also called “ The Wisdom of

prophecy (1-3). II. The preparation of the Church Jesus the Son of Sirach.” It is believed to have

for the advent (4–19:10 ). III. The final triumph been written in Hebrew, and is certainly filled

of the Church in the return of Christ ( 19:11–22:21). with the Palestinian spirit. It is an exhortation to

6. Other Inspired Books. Not all of the cheerfulness in depressing circumstances. It prob

genuinely inspired books appear in our collection. ably belongs to a time prior to the Maccabean
Reference is made in the Scriptures themselves to period.

other books of a character like their own, but Baruch assumes to be written by a companion

which are now lost. They are : 1. The prophecy of Jeremiah, but the proof of its later origin

of Enoch (Jude 14 ). 2. The book of the wars of is convincing, notwithstanding it is modeled on

the Lord (Num . 21:14). 3. The book of the just the plan of the ancient prophecy. It is entirely

( Josh. 10:13 and 2 Sam. 1:18 ). 4. The book of lacking in originality, and is a lamentation over

the order of the kingdom (1 Sam .10:25). 5. The Jerusalem with a prophecy of the final recovery
books of Nathan and Gad ( 1 Chron. 29:29). 6. The of the city.

books of Nathan, Ahijah, and Iddo (2 Chron. 9:29). The Song of the Three Holy Children . It is a

7. Solomon's parables, songs, etc. ( 1 Kings 4:32). supplement to the story of the Hebrew worthies
8. The acts of Solomon (1 Kings 11:41 ) . 9. The in Dan, 3.

book of Seriah (2 Chron . 12:15). 10. The book Susanna purports to be an appendix to the Book

of Jehu ( 2 Chron. 20:34). 11. The book of Isaiah of Daniel, and is founded on an event in his early

concerning King Uzziah (2 Chron . 26:22) . 12. The career in Babylon.

words of the seers (2 Chron . 33:18). 13. The Bel and the Dragon . Evidently written to com

volume of Jeremiah burned by Jehudi (Jer. 36:23). plete the story of Daniel and the lions.

7. Apocrypha. A name given by Jerome The Prayer of Manasses. There are internal

to a number of books which in the LXX evidences that it was written near the beginning

are placed among the books of the Bible, but of the Christian era . It purports to be the prayer

which for evident reasons do not belong to the of Manasses which was recorded in one of the

sacred canon. The term is also applied to certain sacred books now lost (2 Chron . 33:18) .

writings of the New Testament times which claim First and Second Maccabees. Two of the four

to be inspired, but which are spurious. The Old books of this name, which give the history of the

Testament Apocrypha has an unquestioned his struggle of the Jews against the civil and religious

torical and literary value, but has been rejected tyranny of the Syrian kings during the heroic

as an inspired book for the following reasons : period ending B. C. 135.

(1 ) The entire absence of the elements which gave The apocryphal books of the New Testament,

the genuine Scriptures their divine character, such unlike those of the Old, have never commanded

as their prophetic power and their poetic religious the faith of the Christian Church, excepting in a

feeling.. (2) The presence of imaginative creations few and isolated instances. There are over one

which it presents as historic truth ; fictional and hundred of them, and it is doubtful whether one

legendary literature. (3) A literary dishonesty, of them appeared before the 2d century of our

seen in the presentation of great names, such as Most of them betray a much later date .

Daniel, Solomon , and Jeremiah, as the authors of They are valuable as indicative of the growth of

works which they could not have written, and in thought and the rise of heresy in the age just sub

the insertion of formal documents as authentic sequent to that of the apostles. None of them

which are certainly fictitious. (4) Historical ever received the sanction of any ecclesiastical

anachronisms with which the books abound. council. - A . H. T.

They were all written either during the captivity BIBLE, ENGLISH. 1. Early Versions.

or subsequentto it, and form thehistorical link There were portions of the Bible,and possibly

between the Old Testament and the New. The the entire work , rendered into the English ver

Old Testament apocryphal books are : nacular very early in the history of the lan

First Esdras, a combination of different au- guage. Gildas states that “When the English

thors, of narratives relating to Zerubbabel. | martyrs gave up their lives in the 4th century

era.
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all the copies of the Holy Scriptures which could translation of the entire Bible . It was probably

be found were burned in the streets." Cranmer, done under the influence of Cromwell and with

Thomas More, and Foxe, with many others, bear the aid of many assistants . It was not with Cover

testimony to the existence of “ divers copies of dale, as it was with Tyndale, a work of love. He

the Holy Bible in the English tongue.” The fol- undertook it as a task imposed upon him and did

lowing are fragments of translations which are it perfunctorily and mechanically. Nor was it a

clearly traced : Cædmon's versifications of an translation from the original, but mainly from the

English translation (689) ; St. Cuthbert's Evan- German and Latin. It shows a strong royal and

gelistarium ,which is a Latin translation with an ecclesiastical influence. It uses a variety of Eng

interlinear English (689); St. Aldhelm's transla- lish equivalents for the same original. It bears

tion ; Eadfurth's translation (720) ; King Alfred's the marks of haste and carelessness.
(901 ) ; Ælfric's (995 ). These, however, were all 5. Matthew's Bible . This is the first

made from the Latin, and not from the original “ Authorized Version ” of the Holy Bible in Eng

Hebrew. After the Conquest the language under lish. It is a fusion of the Tyndale and the

went a great change; the old English Bibles fell Coverdale versions, and was printed in London

into disuse, until they were practically unknown, by the king's license in 1537, by the publishers

only a few fragments remaining.
Grafton and Whitchurch. It bears the name of

2. Wyclif's Version . In the 14th century Thomas Matthew, wbich is undoubtedly a pseu

there was a demand which had been gathering donym. The real editor is John Rogers, the pro

strength for many years for an English version . tomartyr. His notes and comments were far in

This demand was met by two translations, made advance of his time, and soon evoked a strong

respectively by John Wyclif and Richard Purvey. ecclesiastical opposition to this version.

Each carried on his work without the knowledge 6. Travener's Version. This version ap

of the other. Wyclif's was completed in 1384, peared in 1639, and was made necessary by the

and Purvey's in 1388. The latter, however, was ecclesiastical opposition to the Matthew's Bible.
thought to be only a correction of the former and It, however, is but an expurgated edition of this

at one time was even published in the name of version.

Wyclif. The Wyclif version is characterized by 7. Cranmer's Version was printed in 1539
( 1 ) The homely speech of the common people. with the sanction of Cranmer's name. The trans

In many instances the word children is rendered lation was made by a corps of scholars under the
" brat ;' father is “ dad ; " chariot is “cart. ” (2) direction of the archbishop and his coadjutors.

The exact rendering of the English idiom for the It was a large folio and illustrated with a picture
ancient. Thus, Raca is “ Fy ” or “ Pugh ; " mam- supposed to be the work of Holbein . It had the
mon is “ richesse.” (3) The literalness of the license of the king, and was called “ The Great

translation . The following is a specimen : “ The Bible.”

disciplis scien to hym, Maister now the Jewis 8. The Geneva Bible. This was a popular

soughten for to stoone thee, and est goist thou revision of “ The Great Bible ” made by Hebrew
tbidir ? Jheus answered whether ther ben not and Greek scholars who were refugees in Geneva.

twelue ouris of the dai ? If ony man wandre in The cost of the other (about $ 30) made it in

the night he stomblith , for light is not in him. He accessible to the people. The purpose of the

seith these thingis and aftir these thingis he seith Geneva version was to give to England a house
to hem Lazarus oure freend slepith but Y go to hold edition of the word of God. It was a small

reise hym fro sleep Therfor hise disciplis seiden : quarto with marginal notes, and was divided into
Lord if he slepith he schal be saaf.” chapters and verses . It at once became popular,

3. Tyndale's Version. In 1526 William and there are over two hundred editions of it.

Tyndale made a translation of the New Testa- 9. The Bishops' Bible appeared in 1568, and

ment from the original Greek . He afterward made was made on the suggestion of Archbishop Parker.

a translation of the Pentateuch and other por. He was assisted in his work by eight of his

tions of the Old Testament. The whole was bishops and some of the scholars of the Church.

printed in Germany and imported into England . It was elegantly printed, profusely illustrated , and

Tyndale's introduction and comments awakened ornamented with elaborate initial letters . From

intense opposition ; and many copies of the work one of these , introducing the Epistle to the He.

were publicly burned by the order of the Bishop brews, this version was popularly called “ The

of London. As in Wyclif's version , the language Leda Bible.” It never received the approval of

was the homely speech of the people . Many of the scholars , and its cost kept it from the pos

his words have lost their old-timemeaning, as is session of the people.

seen in the following rendering of Tit. 1 : 1 : “ Paul , 10. The Rheims and Douay Version . A

the rascal of God and the villein of Jesus Christ.” translation was made by Martin, Allen , and

The aim of the translator was to render the sim- Bristow, who were refugees in Rheims, where in

ple sense of the original uninfluenced by theolog. 1582 they published the New Testament. The

ical thought. Thus, instead of " grace” he used work was completed by the publication in 1609 of

the word “ favor," " love" instead of “ char- the Old Testament. This was done in Douay,

ity,” acknowledging " instead of “confessing, ” which fact gives the name to the version . Alto

" elders " instead of " priests,” “ repentance " in- gether aside from its Romish viewpoint, it is the

stead of “ penance, " " congregation " instead of poorest rendering into English of any of the ver

“ church ."
sions. The following are given as fair specimens

4. Coverdale's Version. In 1535 Miles of its literary style : Purge the old leaven that

Coverdale completed and printed an English | you may be a new paste, as you are asymes . ”

1

"

"
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“You are evacuated from Christ. ” In Gal . 5 : Edition of the English Bible : Its Subsequent Re
19 this version substitutes for “ drunkenness," prints and Modern Representatives. It is there

" ebrieties ;" for revelings," " comessations ; said that more than half the references found in

and for “ long-suffering, longanimity .” In Heb. the edition of 1611 are derived from manuscript

9:23 , for “ the patterns of things in the heavens," and printed copies of the Vulgate Latin Bible,

the Douay has the exemplars of the celestials." and thus present to us the fruits of the researches

In Heb. 13:16 , “ To do good and to communicate of mediæval scholars and the traditional exposi.

forget not , for with such sacrifices God is well tions of the Western Church.' Yet there were

pleased ,” the Douay reads, “ Beneficence and in that edition only about nine thousand of these

communication do not forget, for with such hosts references, whereas there are many times that

God is promerited.” number in ordinary reference Bibles to-day ; and

11. The Authorized Version . It is also in Bagster's Treasury Bible, containing a page

known as the King James Bible, from James I, of references for every page of text, there are

by whose authority and support it was undertaken claimed to be five hundred thousand references.

and completed . It was begun in 1604 and finished Many obviously erroneous references have been

in seven years. Forty-seven of the ablest scholars weeded out, but good and bad are still to be found

were selected to do the work, each taking a por- in most reference Bibles; and they need watching,

tion and all finally reviewing the whole . It was as do all the works of man ( Sunday School

to correspond with the Bishops' Bible, excepting Times).

where the original Hebrew and Greek made it im- (2) Chapters. The numerical division of the

possible. The excellence of the work done is at. Old and New Testament into chapters is by some

tested by the simple fact tnat this version bas ascribed to Lafrance, Archbishop of Canterbury;

held the heart of the English -speaking world for by others to Stephen Langton. Its authorship is

nearly three centuries, and that no subsequent usually assigned to the schoolmen, who, with

version has been able to supplant it. Cardinal Hugh, of St. Cher, were the authors of

12. The Revised Version. There have been the Concordance for the Latin Vulgate, about

a number of attempts at revision of the A. V., A. D. 1240. Yet Cardinal Humbert, A. D. 1059,

but nothing of importance has been done until cites Exodus, chaps. 12 , 13. Whoever was the

very recent times. In 1870 the convocation of author, from this period the division of the several

Canterbury formally originated an inquiry which books into chapters was gradually adopted in the

has resulted in a new version completed in 1885. Latin and other versions.

This version was felt to be needed because of the LITERATURE. — Works used in the preparation

change which two centuries have made in the of articles on the Bible :Horne's Introduction ;

meaning of many English words; because of the Davidson's Treatise on Biblical Criticism ; Bishop

fuller knowledge we now have of the Hebrew and Foster's The Supernatural Book ; Professor Giv

the Greek text; because of the confessed inac- en's Revelation, Inspiration, and Canon ; Keith on

curacy of many of the renderings in the A. V.; the Prophecies ; Fisher's Supernatural Origin of

and because of the obscurities occasioned by the Christianity ; Harman's Introduction ; Words

form of the English text where there is no dis- worth on the Canon of Scripture; Birk's The Bible

tinction made between prose and poetry, and and Modern Thought ; Weir on The Nature and

where the divisions into chapters and verses make Means of Revelation ; Stillingfleet's Origines Sacrae ;

unnatural and abrupt breaks in the inspired Professor W. Robertson Smith's article on theBible

thought. The aim of the translators was to in- in the Britannica ; Townsend on The Bible and

troduce as few alterations into the text of the the Nineteenth Century ; Geikie's Hours with the

A. V. as faithfulness to the truth would allow ; Bible ; Pentecost's The Volume of the Book ;

and to make the language of such alterations Newton's Book of the Beginnings , Angus's The

conform to that of the rest of the book. The New Bible. Ilandbook ; Bissell on the Pentateuch, its
Version has not yet won the heart of the English - Origin and its Structure ; Murray on The Origin

speaking world , but is accepted as an able com- and Growth of the Psalms ; Cook's The Bible and

mentary on the text which since 1611 has been English Prose Style ; Moulton on The Literary
a sacred classic. Stridy of the Bible ; Canon Driver's Introduction

13. The American Standard Bible. The to oid Testament Literature. - A . H. T.

R. V. with such alterations as were recommended BIBLE, LITERATURE OF. Aside from

by the American branch of revisers, and which its sacred character, the Bible is a depository of

was not to be published till 1900. literature of the highest order. The literary

14. The Polychrome Version . An entirely features of the Bible have been obscured by the

new translation made from the original text,under absorbing interests of its doctrinal teachings,

the direction of Professor Haupt, of Johns Hop- which have made the form in which they have

kins University, and which aims to give a render- been communicated seem insignificant. And they

ing on the basis of the most recent school of are almost entirely obliterated in the structure of

Higher Criticism . the English text, where there is no visible distinc

15. Bible Chapters and Marginal Ref - tion between prose and poetry, and where the di

(1) “ The marginal or parallel ref. visions into chapter and verse abruptly break lines

erences, found in our ordinary English of thought and musical rhythm in the most un

Bibles, are a matter of growth and of changes natural places. But a knowledge of the literary

and selection. Their history is given in various form is needful to an understanding of the divine

works on the English Bible . It is told carefully meanings. To turn poetry, stirring with elevated

and with succinctness in Scrivener's Authorized | emotion and creative imagery, into accurate prose,

erences .

as
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BIBLE, LITERATURE OF

As is done in our English Bible, is to make it state Instances of this are seen in the movement of the

things of doubtful meaning, and sometimes of per- hostsof Israel when theysangthe song of Moses
plexing untruth . The ancient Hebrew , as is uni- and Miriam, and in David's dancing when they

versally the fact in the speech of the infancy of brought the ark to Zion with song. The later

history and thought, has somewhat of the poetic poetry of the Greeks is more artistic, and makes

element even in its prose. Thus, for example, the themovementof sound, rather than of body, chord

story of creation as told in Genesis , which is the with the sentiment. David's lyrics are the outo

oldest literary fragment in the world, is really an burst of nature.

epic, and must be read not as we read science, but 4. The Augustan Period of Hebrew litera

as we read the intuitions of a creative spirit. So ture occurred during the reign of Solomon, when

also the literary form of prophecy, exalted as it is the kingdom was at the zenith of its power and a

by the lofty tone of the writer, passes out of protracted peace with its consequent prosperity

prose into dramatic forms, as in Micah and Hosea, gave leisure for reflection . Under the genius of

or into what has been termed rhapsody, as illus- the wise king there grew up in his court a school

trated in Habakkuk and in the second portion of of wisdom - poets, historians, scientists , philoso

Isaiah. To interpret these as prose would be to phers . Out of this academy came the most bril

create confusion worse confounded . The history liant products of the Hebrew mind. Among them

and character of the literature of the Bible may are Job, a masterpiece of epic poetry ; the Song

be briefly summarized thus : of Solomon , either a dramatic ode or pure drama ;

1. The Mosaic Literature is the product of Ecclesiastes, a superb specimen of gnomic verse ;

the great lawgiver, who collated and edited the Proverbs, a collection ofthe sayings of wise men—

traditions of the people and wrote the history of short pithy sentences which compress the essence

bis own period. This material was put in shape of wisdom ; Psalms of the Korahitic character,

after the establishmentof the kingdom gave leisure remarkable for their artistic finish.

for literary study, and was finally edited after the 5. Period of the Kings. The characteristic

exile by those who made annotations on many feature of this is prophecy. All literatures have

points of interest to their time which in the origi- their diviners , but it is the peculiar glory of the

dal were obscure. It includes primitive epics, biblical that it has its prophecy. The oracle re

such as the creation (Gen. 1-2 :3), the temptation lates to the present, and has reference to circum

(Gen. 2:4–3:24), the flood (Gen. 6:9–9 : 17) ; epic his. stances of private and national life. Prophecy,

tory, such as the story of Abraham and Joseph ; in addition to this, looks on to the end of history

constitutional history, such as the exodus ; gen- and relates to mankind as a whole. Its literary

ealogies and orations, such as frequently occur in form is rich with : ( 1 ) History, as the Book of

Genesis and Numbers ; lyrics, by wbich we mean Jonah ; (2) Discourse, as Isa . 1 and Ezek. 34 ;

poetry set to music and meant to be sung. In (3) Lyrics,asIsa . 47 and Ezek . 32; (4) Doom -songs,

this period are folk -songs, such as the songsof the as Jer. 46–51 ; Ezek . 25–32 ; (5 ) Parables, as

sword (Gen. 4:23,24) and thewell (Num . 21:17, 18) ; Ezek . 15 and Isa . 5 : 1-7 ; (6) Drama, as Micah

odes, which are distinguished from other lyrics by and Hosea ; ( 7) Elegy, as Lamentations; (8 ) The

greater elaboration and artistic finish , such as Psalms of this period are of a didactic and liturgic

the triumphal song of Moses (Exod. 15), and his character. They are doctrine in verse or prepared

parting song (Deut. 32) ; elegies, such as the song especially for the use of the psalter and the music

of bondage(Psa. 88 ), and the song of life (Psa. 40 ). of worship .

2. The Period of the Judges was one of 6. The Post - exilic Period is noted for the

anarchy and unrest, such as produces myths and effort that was made to collect and put in perma
ballads, but rarely elaborated and sustained litera. nent form all the sacred literature ; and for this

ture. Its products in Israel are war songs, as that reason is a good starting point for the study of the

of Deborah ( Judg. 5) ; fables, as Jotham's ( Judg. entire biblical collection. Its touch is felt in

9 ); popular narrative of heroes, as Samson and every part of the holy book. This period also
Jephthah ; idyls, as that of Ruth. added : ( 1 ) History, as Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther;

3. The Transition Period into stable gov . (2) Prophecy, as Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi;

ernment was marked by two strong elements of ( 3) Lyric, which are embraced in the fifth book

literature — the historical and the lyrical. There of the Psalms. Here are beautiful specimens of

were appointed chroniclers to collate the ancient the ballad style in “ the songs of degree " ( Psa.

documents and write up the traditions of their 120–134 ).

people. Hence came the histories of Joshua and 7. The New Testament Literature is

Judges. Under the genius of David sacred lyrics unique. The gospels are not, strictly speaking,

reached at a bound a height of excellence never history nor biography, buttestimonies. Lukedoes,

attained since in any speech. David's psalms are in some measure, approach the dignity of history,

unequaled in expressing and interpreting the deep- but it is a report of facts gathered from eyewit

est spiritual emotion of all time. Hebrew poetry, nesses . This gives to the gospels a convincing

unlike that of the European literatures, is not in force which mere history could not command.

the reter or rhyme, but in the movement of The epistolary literature, independent of its sacred

thought likened to the swing of the pendulum to theme, ranks among the highest of that form of

and fro, or like the tramp of an armymarching in letters. The Apocalypse deserves its place among

step. Its versification is the rhythmic cadence of the prophets. Careful students liken it to the

parallel lines. In this respect it is more akin to Canticles. It is a dramatic presentation of the
the music of nature than our own. The most history of the Church in its struggle and final

ancient song was made to accompany the dance. I triumph. - A . H. T.
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BIBLE, VERSIONS OF BIGVAI

era,

BIBLE, VERSIONS OF, the name given BIBLIA PAUPERUM , Bible of the Poor.

to the translations of the Bible into languages 1. The name given to a Picture Bible, printed

other than the original. Since the Protestant before the invention of movable types, on wood

Reformation they have become very numerous, blocks. It had forty leaves printed on one side,

portions of the Holy Scriptures being rendered on which forty scenes from the life of our Lord

into almost every dialect in the world . Only the were depicted, with some Old Testament events ,

most important of the older versions are here accompanied with an illustrative text or sentence

named : in Latin . It was not intended so much for the

1. The Septuagint (LXX). This is the oldest poor people as for the indigent friars, who were,

translation of the Old Testament into the Greek doubtless, aided in their preaching by the pictures.

language. It is so called from the seventy -two The pictures in this book were copied in sculpture,

translators, or from the sanction it received from paintings, and altar pieces. The stained -glass win

the seventy-two members of the Sanhedrin . The dows in Lambeth Chapel were copied from some

occasion of it was the decline of the Hebrew speech of them.

as the popular vernacular, and the common use of 2. A work of Bonaventura , in which Bible

the Greek throughout the civilized world. It was events are alphabetically arranged and accom

commenced byJews of Alexandria about B. C. panied with notes to aid preachers.

280, and was finished several years later. The BIBLIOMANCY (Gr. Bıpaiov, bib -lee'-on,

marked literary inequality of its several parts in Bible, and uavteia, man-ti'-ah, divination ), a kind

dicate that they are the work of different minds. of fortune-telling by means of the Bible, consist

It came in thecourse of time to havean authority ing of drawing texts of Scripture at random , from

even higher than that of the original text . And which inference was made of duty, future events,

there can be but little doubt that it is far more etc. It was introduced from paganism , which

correct than the Hebrew we now have, which is made a similar use of Homer, Virgil, and other

not in its original form , but in the liturgical shape writers. In the 12th century it was used for the

into which it was cast for purposes of worship by detection of heretics and in the election of bishops.

Jews of Tiberias about the 6th century of our A sort of bibliomancy was in use among the Jews,

The LXX was invariably quoted by the New which consisted in appealing to the very first

Testament writers, and it was the text universally words heard from anyone reading the Scriptures,

accepted by the Christian Church . There have and in regarding them as a voice from heaven.

been a number of later Greek versions designed to
BICHʻRI (Heb. ????, bik -ree', youthful), a

correct or better the LXX. They bear thenames
of the translators — Aquila, Theodotion , Symma- Benjamite,whose son Sheba stirredup a rebellion

chus. But they were neveraccepted by the Chris. against David after the death of Absalom (2 Sam .

tian Church .
20: 1 , sq.), B. C. about 967.

2. Peshito. The Syriac version of the Old BID'KAR (Heb. 27a, bid -kar', assassin, or,

Testament and the greater part of the New. The according to Fürst, servant of the city), Jehu's

translation was made in the second part of our captain and originally fellow -officer, who cast the

era from the original text. It corresponds with body of Jehoram , the son of Ahab, into the field
the LXX in such a degree as to suggest the fact of Naboth after Jehu had slain him (2 Kings

that the present Hebrew text varies widely from 9:25), B. C. 842.
the ancient and original one. There are later

BIER (Heb. 773, mit-taw ', bed , 2 Sam. 3:31 ;
Syriac versions, notably the Syro-Hexaplar-trans- Gr. gopós, sor- os', open coffin, funeral couch, Luke
lated from the LXX in the 7th century.

3. Vulgate. The current Latin version of 7:14). The original form oftheterm is “ beere,"

the Bible ,madeby Jerome and completed A.D. is in factahand-barrow on which to carry a corpse
from the Anglo -Saxon “ beran ," to bear. The bier

405. The New Testament is a revision of an older to burial. In Europe it was usually covered by a

Latin version, called the Itala, the origin of which

is unknown. The Old Testament is a translation
hearse,' or wagon -shaped framework, for the

support of the “ pall.” A combination of the two

from the Hebrew with the aid of the LXX. There

are many editions of this version, but the onein placed on wheelsmakes the modern hearse.

current use is the Clementine ( 1593), so called
BIGAMY. See MarriaGE.

from Pope Clement VIII, who authorized the final BIGʻTHA (Heb. ana, big -thaw ', perhaps

revision and proclaimed it the true text. garden), one of the seven chamberlains who had

4. Coptic. The Coptic is a mixture of thean- charge of the harem of Xerxes (Ahasuerus) and

cient Egyptian and the Greek tongues. There are were commanded by him to bring in Queen Vashti

two versions in this tongue, known as the Mem- to the banquet (Esth . 1:10), B. C. 619 .

phitic and the Thebaic, belonging respectively to BIGʻTHAN , or BIGʻTHANA (Heb. 1999,
Lower and Upper Egypt. They were both made
from the LXX and not from the Hebrew . Both big-thawn ', perhaps fortune-given ), one of the

were made in the 2d century, and neither gives the door.” Heconspired with Teresh against the
chamberlains of Xerxes (Ahasuerus) who “ kept

the entire canon of Scripture.

There are other ancient versions, belonging to life of the king, and being exposed of Mordecai

countries widely separated and made from the was hanged with his fellow -conspirator (Esth. 2:21;

original at different times . With many verbal 6: 2), B. C. about 610.

differences they are in wonderful agreement, and BIGʻVAI (Heb. 7 , big-vah'ee, husbandman ).

are a strong proof of the integrity of the text of 1. The head of one of the families of Israelites

the Holy Bible . - A . H. T. See VERSIONS. who returned from Babylon with Zerubbabei (Ezra

( 6 »

а
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2 : 2 ; Neh. 7 :7), with a large number of retainers showed the amount of indebtedness, probably of

-two thousand and fifty-six, Ezra 2:14 ; two tenants who paid rent in kind.

thousand and sixty -seven , Neh. 7:19 , B. C. 536. BIL'SHAN (Heb. 2017, bil-shawn ', son of

Ata later period seventy-two males of hisfamily the tongue, i. e., eloquent), thename of one of the
returned with Ezra (ch . 8:14), B. C. about 457.

2. One of the chiefs of the people who sub . princes of the Jews who returned to Jerusalem

scribed to the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. with Zerubbabel after the captivity (Ezra 2: 2 ;

10:16 ), B. C. 445. Perhaps the same with No. 1. Neh. 7: 7), B. C. 536 .

BILDAD (Heb. 7919, bil-dad ', son of conten- BIM’HAL (Heb. 5772, bim -hawl', son of cir

tion), the Shubite, and the second of the three cumcision , i. e. , circumcised ), a son of Japhlet and

friends of Job who disputed with himas to his great-great-grandson of Asher (1 Chron . 7:33),

affliction and character (Job 2:11). In his first
speech (ch . 8) he attributes the death of Job's chil. B. C. about 1444.

dren to their own transgression. In his second BIND (Heb. 2017, kaw-shar'). In the command,

speech (ch . 18) he recapitulates his former asser- “ Thou shalt bind them for a sign upon thine hand,”

tions of the temporal calamities of the wicked, in- etc. , (Deut . 6 : 8) the “ words are figurative, and de

sinuating Job's wrongdoing. In his third speech note an undeviating observance of the divine com
(ch. 25), unable to answer Job's arguments, he mands ; and their literal fulfillment could only be

takes refuge in a declaration of God's glory and a praiseworthy custom or well-pleasing to God

man's nothingness . Finally, with Eliphaz and when resorted to as the means of keeping the

Zophar, he availed himself of the intercession of commands of God constantly before the eye

Job, in obedience to the divine command (ch . 42 : 9). | (K. and D., Com ., in loc.).

BIL’EAM (Heb. Da, bil-awm ', foreigner ), a BINDING AND LOOSING . To bind and

town in the western half of the tribe of Manasseh, loose are found in the address of our Lord to Peter

and given with its “ suburbs to the Kohathites (Matt. 16:19). No other terms were in more con

(1 Chron . 6:70).
stant use in rabbinic canon law than these. “ The

BIL’GAH (Heb.7a,bil.garo', cheerfulness). words are the literal translation of the Heb. 10 ,

1. Head of the fifteenth course for the Temple aro-sar ', to bind, in the sense of prohibiting ; and

service, as arranged by David (1 Chron. 24:14 ), 10.7, hit-teer ', to loose, in the sense of permitting.”
B. C. about 989.

2. A priest who returned from Babylon with
Binding and loosing ” referred merely to things

Zerubbabel and Jeshua (Neh. 12 :5, 18), B. C. 536. them lawful orunlawful . Thus the rabbisclaimedor acts, prohibiting or permitting them , declaring

Perhaps the same as Bilgai, infra (Neh. 10: 8).

BILÄGAI (Heb. , bil-gak'ee, signification binding orloosing acts or things ; by thesecond
both legislative and judicial power: by the first

same as above), one of the priests whose de- remitting or retaining , thus declaring a person free
scendants were sealed with Nehemiah after the from or liable to punishment, compensation, or

restoration (Neh . 10 : 8), B, C. 445. Probably the sacrifice . These two powers Jesus transferred ,

same as Bilgai, supra.
and that not in their pretension, but in their

BIL HAH (Heb. 7a, bil-haw ', faltering ), reality,to theapostles (Edersheim , Lifeand Times

the handmaid of Rachel, given to her by Laban of Jesus, ii, 85 ).

(Gen. 29:29), and bestowed by her upon her hus- BIN'EA (Heb. xyzn, and , bin -aw ', a

band, Jacob , that through her she might have gushing forth,fountain ), aBenjamite, son of Moza
children, B. C. about 1749. Bilhah thusbecame and father of Rapha, of the descendants of King

the mother of Dan and Naphtali (Gen. 30 :3-8; Saul (1 Chron. 8:37; 9:43), B. C. about 850.
35:25 ; 46:25). Her stepson Reuben afterward

lay with her (Gen. 35:22 ), and thus incurred his
BINNU'I (Heb. 152 , bin -noo'ee, a building ).

father's dyingreproof (Gen. 49:4). 1. A Levite whose son, Noadiah, was one of

BIL HAN (Heb. 1732, bil-hawn ', tender). those that assisted in weighing the gold and silver

1. A Horite chief, son of Ezer, sonof Seir, from Babylon (Ezra 8:33), B. C. about 457.
designed for the divine service on the restoration

dwelling in Mount Seir, in the land of Edom (Gen.
2. Oneof the " of Pahath -moab,who put

36:27 ; 1 Chron . 1:42), B. C. about 1840.
2. A Benjamite, son of JEDIAEL (q. v .) and away his strange wifeon the return fromBabylon

father of seven sons (1 Chron .7:10), B. C. before (Ezra 10:30), B. C. 456 .

1444 . 3. Another Israelite, of the of Bani,

who did the same (Ezra 10:38), B. C. 456.

BILL (Heb. O , say'- fer, writing) is a word 4. A Levite, son ofHenadad,who returned with

meaning anything that is written, e. g ., a “bill of Zerubbabel from Babylon (Neh. 12 : 8), B. C. 536.

divorcement ” (Deut. 24 : 1 , 3 ; Isa. 50 :1 ; Jer. 3 : 8 ; He also (if the same) assisted in repairing the

Matt. 19:7, Gr. Bebhíov, bib-lee '-on). The words walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:24), B. Ć. 446 , and

in Job 31:35, " that mine adversary had writ- joined in the covenant (Neh. 10:9), B. C. 410.
ten a book,” would be better rendered , “ that mine 5. The head of one of the families of Israelites

adversary had given me a bill of accusation " whose followers, to the number of six hundred

(i.e., of indictment). In Jer. 32:10–16, 44, “ the and forty -eight, returned from Babylon (Neh. 7:15).

evidence" (marg. " book " ) means a bill of pur- In Ezra 2:10 he is called Bani (q.v.), and his re
chase or sale. By “ bill ” (Gr. ypáupa, gram '-mah, tainers are numbered at six hundred and forty.
Luke 16:6, 7) a legal instrument is meant, which I two .

sons

sons
79
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BIRD. See ANIMAL KINGDOM, Food, Sacri, adopted daughter of Pharaoh. It may be sup

posed that she became the wife of Mered through

BIRʻSHA (Heb.ywna, beer -shah',with wicked- captivity.

ness), a king of Gomorrah, succored by Abraham BITH RON (Heb. zirna,bith -rone', the broken

in the invasion of Chedorlaomer (Gen. 14:2), B. C. or divided place), a defile in the Arabah, or Jordan

about 2250. valley (2 Sam. 2:29), through which abner and his

BIRTH . See Child. men went after the death of Asahel.

BIRTHDAY (Heb. O bi", yome hool-leh- BITHYN'IA (Gr. BLOvvia, bee-thoo-nee'-ah ), the

deth ', Gen. 40:20 ; Gr. Tà pevéola, Matt. 14 : 6 ; N. W.province of Asia Minor. It is mountainous,

Mark 6:21). The custom of 'observing birthdays thickly wooded,and fertile. It was conquered by

was very ancient and widely extended. In Persia the Romans 75 B. C. The letters of Pliny to the

they were celebrated with peculiar honor and Emperor Trajan show that the presence of so

banquets, and in Egypt the king's birthday was many Christians in the province embarrassed him

observed with great pomp (Gen. 40:20). No ref. very much (1 Pet. 1 : 1 ) . Paul was not permitted

erence is made in Scripture of the celebration of to enter Bithynia (Acts 16: 7 ), being detained by

birthdays by the Jews themselves, although the the Spirit.

language of Jeremiah (20:14, 15) would seem to BITTER (Heb. some form of a,maw -rar ' ;

indicate that such occasions were joyfully remem- | Gr. Tikpbs, pik -ros'). Bitterness in Scripture is

bered. By most commentators the feasts men- symbolical of affliction, misery, servitude (Exod.

tioned in Job 1:13 , 18 , are thought to have been 1:14 ; Ruth 1:20 ; Prov . 5 :4 ), of wickedness (Jer.

birthday festivals, but Delitzsch (Com ., in loc . ) 4:18). A time of mourning and lamentation is
believes them to have been gatherings each day in called a “ bitter day ” (Amos 8:10 ). Habakkuk

the home of one of the brothers. The feast com- ( 1 : 6) calls the Chaldeans “ that bitter and swift

memorative of “ Herod's birthday.” (Matt. 14 :6 ) | nation ,” i . e. , having a fierce disposition. The

may have been in honor of his birth or of his ac

cession to the throne (Hos. 7 : 5). The later Jews wickedness ( Acts 8:23), while a “ root of bitter
" gall of bitterness ” describes a state of extreme

regarded the celebration of birthdays as a part of ness " (Heb. 12:15 ) expresses a wicked, scandalous

idolatrous worship. In the early Church the term person, or any dangerous sin leading to apostasy.

“ birthdays " was applied to the festivals of mar- The “ waters made bitter ” (Rev. 8:11 ) is figura

tyrs, the days on which they suffered death in this tive of severe political or providential events.

world and were born to the glory and life of
heaven. BITTER HERBS. Because of the symbol.

BIRTHRIGHT (Heb. 77isa, bek -o -raw ' ; mandedto be used in the celebration of the Pass
ical meaning of bitterness bitter herbs were com

Gr. Tutorókia, pro-tot-ok '-ee-ah, primogeniture), over ( q . v . ) to recall the bondage of Egypt (Exod.

the right of the firstborn ; that to which one is 12 : 8 ; Num . 9:11 ) . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

entitled by virtue of his birth . See FIRSTBORN .
BITTERN. See SUPPLEMENT.

BIRʼZAVITH (Heb. oita, beer -zoth ', holes),
BITUMEN (A. V. “ slime " ). See MINERAL

a name given in the genealogies of Asher ( 1 Chron. KINGDOM.

7:31) as the son of Malchiel and great-grandson of
BIZJOTH'JAH (Heb. mia, biz-yo -theAsher.

BISHʼLAM (Heb. apua, bish- lawm', son of aw', contemptof Jehovah), one of the towns that
fell to Judah (Josh . 15:28) , probably the same

pence), apparently an officer of Artaxerxes in Pales- with Baalath-beer ( 19 : 8). Site unknown.
tine at the time of the return of Zerubbabel from

captivity. He wrote to the king against the Jews
BIZ'THA (Heb. Nņa, biz-tharo), one of the

who were rebuilding the temple (Ezra 4:7), B. C. seven eunuchs of the harem of Xerxes ( Ahasuerus)

629. who were ordered to bring Vashti forth for exhibi.

BISHOP. See Elder, p . 302.
tion (Esth. 1:10), B. C. about 521 .

BISHOPRIC (Gr. ĚTLOKOTÝ, ep -is -kop -ay ', over BLACK. See COLORS.

sight), the ministerial charge in the Church ( Acts BLAINS. See DISEASES.

1:20 ; 1 Tim . 3 : 1). In later times it is used to
BLASPHEMY (Gr. Bhaopnuía, blas-fay -me'.

designate (1 ) the office and function of a bishop,

and (2) the district over which he has jurisdiction. ah ) signifies the speaking evil of God (Heb.

BISHOPS’ BIBLE. See BIBLE, English , 9. 71.7 D 577, to curse the name of the Lord,

BIT (Heb. ana,meh'-theg,Psa. 32 : 9 ; Gr. xahivós. Psa. 74:18 ; Isa . 52 : 5 ; Rom . 2:24 ). Sometimes,

khal-ee-nos', James 3 :3), elsewhere rendered Bri- | translators when the generalmeaning, “ evil-speak
perhaps, “ blasphemy” has been retained by our

DLE ( q . v . ).
ing,” or“ calumny,” might have been better (Col.

BITHI'AH (Heb. 177 ??, bith-yaw', daughter 3:8). There are two great forms of blasphemy:

of Jehovah ), daughter of Pharaoh and wife of ( 1 ) Attributing some evil to God, or denying him

Mered, a descendant of Judah (1 Chron. 4:18). It some good which we should attribute to him (Lev .

is thought that her sons are mentioned (v. 17) in 24:11; Rom . 2:24 ). (2 ) Giving the attributes of

the clause beginning “ and she bart, " etc. As God to a creature—which form of blasphemy the

the Pharaohs contracted marriages with royal Jews charged upon Jesus (Luke5:21; Matt. 26:65 ;

families alone, Mered was probably a person of John 10:36 ). The Jews, from ancient times, have

some distinction ; or Bithiah may have been an interpreted the command, Lev. 24:16, as prohibit

>
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BLASTING 17. BLOOD

was

ing the utterance of the name Jehovah, reading times, under the spirit of prophecy, they pre

for it Adonai or Elohim . dicted blessings to comeupon them. Thus Jacob

Punishment. Blasphemy, when committed in blessed his sons (Gen. 49:1-28 ; Heb. 11:21 ), and

ignorance, i . e . , through thoughtlessness and weak . Moses the children of Israel (Deut. 33: 1–29). It

ness of the flesh , might be atoned for ; but if was the duty and privilege of the priests to bless

committed " with a high hand,” i . e. , in impious the people in the nameof the Lord (see BENEDIC

rebellion against Jehovah, was punished by ston- tion). Further, men bless their fellow -men when

ing (Lev. 24 : 11-16). they express good wishes and pray God in their

New Testament. Blasphemy against the Holy behalf. (4) At meals. The psalmist says, " I will

Ghost (Matt. 12:31 ; Mark 3:29 ; Luke 12:10), also take the cup of salvation, and call upon the name

called the unpardonable sin, has caused extended of the Lord ” (Psa. 116 : 13), an apparent refer

discussion. The sin mentioned in the gospels would ence to a custom among the Jews. A feast was

appear to have consisted in attributing to thepower made of a portion of their thank offerings when,

of Satan those unquestionable miracles which Jesus among other rites, the master of the feast took a

performed by “ the finger of God,” and by the cup of wine, offering thanks to God for his mer.

power of the Holy Ghost. It is questionable cies. The cup was then passed to all the guests,

whether it may be extended beyond this one lim- each drinking in his turn . At family feasts, and

ited and special sin (see Sin, THE UNPARDONABLE ). especially the Passover, both bread and wine were

Among the early Christians three kinds of blas- passed, and thanks offered to God for his mercies .

phemy were recognized : (1) Of apostates and BLESSING , THE CUP OF, a name ap.

lapsi (lapsed), whom the heathen persecutors had plied to the wine in the Lord's Supper ( 1 Cor.

compelled not only to deny, but to curse Christ . 10:16) , probably because the same name

(2 ) Of heretics and other profane Christians. given to the cup of wine in the supper of the

(3) Blasphemy against the Holy Ghost. PASSOVER ( q. v.).

BLASTING (Heb. 27 , shed -ay-faw ', singe
BLINDNESS (see DISEASES) was sometimes

ing). This and Heb. 777 (yay-raw -kone', to be inflicted for political or other purposes in the East
yellowish, mildew ) refer to two diseases which at- (1 Sam . 11 : 2; Jer. 22:12). In common with other

tack the grain : the former to the withering or calamities blindness was supposed to be the result

burning of the ears, caused by the East wind (Gen. of transgressions in a previous state of existence.

41 :6, 23, 27) ; the other to the effect produced by a Thus the disciples of our Lord asked , " Who did

warm wind in Arabia, by which the green ears are sin , this man or his parents, that he was born

turned yellow, so that they bear no grains (K. and blind ? ” (John 9 :2.)

D. , Com .). See MILDEW.
Figurative. In Scripture blindness is a term

BLASTUS (Gr. Blágros, blas -tos),the cham- frequently used todenoteignorance or awantof
spiritual discernment ( Isa . 6:10 ; 42:18, 19 ; Matt.

berlain of King Herod Agrippa who acted as
15:14) . Thus “ blindness of heart " is a lack of

mediatorbetween the people of Tyre and Sidon understanding resulting from evil passions (Mark

and the king (Acts 12:20), A. D. 44 .
3 : 5, marg. ; Rom. 11:25 ).

BLEMISH (Heb. 297, moom ; Gr. pwuos, mo'
BLOOD (Heb. 7, dawm ; Gr. aipa, hah'ee-mah ).

mos). “ As the spiritual nature of a man is re- A peculiar sacredness attached to blood,because

flecied in his bodily form, only afaultless condi- of theidea that prevailed of its unity with the

tion of body could correspond to the holiness of a soul. We find this distinctively stated (Gen. 9 :4) ;

priest.” Consequently all men were excluded from
“ But flesh with the life thereof, which is the blood

the priesthood , and all animals from being offered thereof," etc. “ This identification of the blood

as sacrifices, who had any blemish . These blem with the soul, which prevailed in antiquity, ap

ishes are described in Lev. 21:17–23; 22:19-25 ; pears at first to have no further foundation than
Deut. 15:21 . “ A flat nose may mean any muti

lation, while “ anything superfluous ” would seem in the body causes death . But this phenomenon
that a sudden diminution of the quantity of blood

to indicate " beyond what is normal, an ill formed itself has the deeper reason that all activity of

meinber.” The rule concerning animalsextended the body depends on the quantity of the blood.

to imperfections, so that if an animal free from The blood is actually the basis of the physical

outward blemishwas found, after being slain, in- life ; and, so far, the soul, as the principle of

ternally defective it was not offered in sacrifice.
bodily life, is preeminently in the blood. We are

BLESS, BLESSING (Heb. 27, baw - rak '; to understand this only of the sensuous soul, not

Gr, ejhoyéw , yoo-log.eh '-o). Acts of blessing may of the intelligent and thinking soul” (Delitzsch ).

be considered : ( 1 ) When God is said to bless men Arising from this principle the Scriptures re.

(Gen. 1:28 ; 22 17 ) . God's blessing is accompanied cord different directions respecting blood :

with that virtue which renders his blessing effec- 1. As Food. When permission was given

tual, and which is expressed by it. Since God is Noah to partake of animal food (Gen. 9 :4) the

eternal and omnipresent, his omniscience and om- use of blood was strictly forbidden . In the Mosaic

nipotence cause his blessings to avail in the present law this prohibition was repeated with emphasis,

life in respect to all things, and also in the life to though generally in connection with sacrifices

come. ( 2) When men bless God (Psa. 103 : 1 , 2 ; (Lev. 3 :8 ; 7:26 ). “ The prohibition of the use of

145:1-3, etc.). This is when they ascribe to him blood has a twofold ground : blood has the soul

those characteristics which are his,acknowledge his in itself, and in accordance with the gracious

sovereignty, express gratitude for his mercies, etc. ordinance of God it is the means of expiation for

(8) Men bless their fellow -men when, as iņ ancient human souls, because of the soul contained in it.

>
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The one ground is found in the nature of blood , retaliation was not to extend beyond the im

and the other in its destination to a holy purpose, mediate offender (Deut. 24:16 ; 2 Kings 14 :6 ;

which, even apart from that other reason, with 2 Chron. 25 : 4, etc.). (3) If a man took the life of

draws it from a common use (Delitzsch, Bib. another without hatred, or without hostile intent,

Psychology, p . 283). Becauseof the blood the hewas permitted to fee to a city of refuge (q. v.).

eating of bloody portions of flesh (Gen. 9 :4 ), or It is not known how long blood revenge was

of flesh with blood (Lev. 19:26 ; 1 Sam . 14:32), is observed , although it would appear (2 Sam. 14: 7, 8)

also forbidden. The penalty was thatthe offender that David had influence in restraining the opera

should be “cut off from the people , " which seems tion of the law. Jehoshaphat established a court

to be death, but whether by the sword or by ston- at Jerusalem to decide such cases (2 Chron. 19:10 ).

ing is not known (Lev. 17:14 ). This prohibition
BLOOD, ISSUE OF. See DISEASES.

was also made by the apostles and elders in the

council at Jerusalem, and coupled with things BLOODY SWEAT. In recording the scene

offered to idols (Acts 15:29). in Gethsemane Luke says that our Lord's sweat

2. Sacrificial. A well-known rabbinical max. was as it were great drops of blood falling down

im, and recognized by the author of the Epistle to the ground ” (22:44 ). These words are under

to the Hebrews (9:22), was , “ Without shedding of stood by many to express merely a comparison

blood is no remission.” The life is in the blood , between the size and density of the drops of

as is often declared by Moses, and the life of the sweat and those of blood. But blood (aiuatos) only

sacrifice was taken, and the blood offered to God, receives its due in being referred to the nature of

as a representative and substitute for the offerer the sweat, and we infer that the words imply a

(Lev. 17:11). See SACRIFICE. profusion of bloody sweat mingled with blood .

3. Figurative. “ Blood ” is often used for " Phenomena of frequent occurrence demonstrate

life: “ Whoso sheddeth man's blood ” (Gen. 9 : 6) ; how immediately the blood, the seat of life, is

“ His blood be upon us (Matt. 27:25). “ Blood " under the influence of moral impressions. A feel.

sometimes means race or nature ; as, God “ hath ing of shame causes the blood to rise to the face.

made of one blood all nations of men ” ( Acts Cases are known in which the blood, violently

17:26 ). Sometimes it is used as a symbol of agitated by grief, ends by penetrating through

slaughter (Isa. 34 :3; Ezek. 14:19). To " wash the the vessels which inclose it, and, driven outward,

feet in the blood of the wicked ” (Psa. 58:10) is to escapes with the sweat through the transpiratory

gain a victory with great slaughter. To “ build a glands ” (Godet, Com. , in loc .).

town with blood ” (Hab. 2:12) is by causing the BLOT (Heb. 07177, maun -khar ', to rub over, to

death of the subjugated nations. Wine is called wipe). This word is used in the sense of to oblit

the blood of the grape (Gen. 49:11).
erate ; therefore to blot out is to destroy or abolish.

BLOOD AND WATER . See CRUCIFIXION . To blot out sin is to fully and finally forgive it

BLOOD, AVENGER or REVENGER OF (Isa . 44:22). To blot men out of God's book is to

(Heb. 673 bp , go -ale" had-dawn”, literally, re
withdraw his providential favors and to cut them

deemer of blood ). At the root of the enactments Psa.69:28 ). When Moses says, in the above pas
off untimely (Exod. 32:32 ; comp. Deut. 29:20 ;

of the Mosaic penal code there lies the principle

of strict but righteous retribution, the purpose understand the written book as a metaphorical
sage, “ Blot me, I pray thee, out of thy book ," we

being to extirpate evil and produce reverence for expression, alluding to the custom of making a list

the righteous God. This principle, however, was of all citizens so that privileges of citizenship

not first introduced by the law of Moses. It is might be accorded them . “ To blot out of

much older, and is found especially in the form of Jehovah's book, therefore, is to cut off from liv.

blood revenge among many ancient peoples. " In ing fellowship 'with the living God .. and to

deed , it appears almost everywhere where the state deliver over to death. As a true mediator of his

has not yet been formed or is still in thefirst people, Moses wasready to stake his own life for
stages of development, and consequently satisface the deliverance of the nation if Jehovah would

tion for personal injury falls to private revenge, forgive the people their sin . These wordswere

particularly family honor, as among theArabs, the strongest expression of devoted, self -sacrificing

ancient Greeks, Romans, Germans, and Russians, love " (K. and D., Com ., in loc.).

and to the present day among the Bedouins ,
The not blotting the name of the saints out of

Druses, Circassians, and other nations of the the book of life, etc. (Rev. 3 : 5), indicates their

East ” (Keil, Arch .).
security and final vindication. A sinful act (Job

“ We have this custom of blood calling for 31:7) or reproach (Prov. 9 : 7) is termed a blot.

blood ' existing among the Arabs of to -day .

If a man is slain there can never be peace between
BLOW UP. See GLOSSARY .

the tribes again unless the man who killed him BLUE. See COLORS.

is slain by the avenger " ( Harper, Bible and Mod.
BOANER’GES (Gr. Boavepyés, bò-an -erg -es ',

Dis. , p. 52) .

By this custom the life, first of all, but after James and John, probably onaccount of “ their
sons of thunder ), a surname given by Christ to

it also the property of thefamily, as its means of ardent temperamentand bold eloquence as preach

subsistence, was to be protected by the nearest of
ers” (Mark 3:17) .

kin, called a redeemer. The following directions
were given by Moses : ( 1 ) The willful murderer

BOAR . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

was to be put to death, without permission of com- BOARD , the translation of several original

pensation , by the nearest of kin. (2) The law of words : .
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BOAT BOOK

a

sin '

A Skin Boat.

1. Looʻ-akh (Heb. 1795 ), & tablet (Exod. 27:8; 1:18, 14), the instrument of the soul (2 Cor. 5:10 ),

38 : 7 ; Cant. 8: 9 ; Ezek . 27:5). and its members as the instruments of righteous.

2. Keh '- resh (Heb. 0.p.), to split off (Exod. 26: noss or iniquity (Rom .6:13, 19).
Figuratively, used of a number of persons

18, sq. ; 36:20, sq .).

3. Sed -ay-raw . (Heb. .777 ), a row , set up in Church (Rom . 12:5 ; 1Cor. 10:17 ; 12:13 ;Eph.2:16,
closely united into one society,a mystical body, the

order (1 Kings 6:9). etc.). The body (owua) is distinguished from the

4. Tsay-law' (Heb. % $% ), literally, rib, so beam , shadow (oklá )(Col. 2:17). Thus the ceremoniesof

etc. (1 Kings 6:16, 16 ).
the law are figures and shadows realized in Christ

and the Christian religion. Again, “ the body of

5.San-ece (Gr. oavis ), a plank of a vessel (Acts

27:44).
” ( Rom. 6 :6), called also “ the body of this death ”

BOAT. 1. Ab-aw -raw ' (Heb. 1777 ), a cross- conversion . The apostle speaks of a natural body

( Rom . 7:24 ), represents the condition of sin before

ing place, so ferry boat (2 Sam . 19:18 ). in opposition to a spiritual body (1 Cor. 15:44).

2. Ploy-ar -ee-on (Gr. Thoáplov ), a little ship, The body which is buried is natural (YVXiKóv)

a fishing smack (John 6:22, 23). inasmuch as the power of the sensuous and per

ishable life (yrxh) was its vital

principle. The resurrection body

will be spiritual (TvEvpatikov) in

asmuch as the spirit will be its life

principle.

12 . BODY OF HEAVEN . See

GLOSSARY.

BOʻHAN (Heb. 1079,60'-han, a

thumb), a Reubenite, in whose

honor a stone was set up (or

named), which afterward served

as a boundary mark on the fron .

tier of Judah and Benjamin ( Josh.

15:6 ; 18:17).

BOIL . See DISEASES.

BOLLED. See GLOSSARY.

3. Skaf'-ay (Gr. oráon), dug out, a boat acting BOLSTER (Heb. Winn ?, mer -ah -ash - aw ', at

as tender to a larger vessel (Acts 27:16, 30, 32). the head, 1 Sam . 19:13, 16 ; 26 :7, 11 , 16), else

BO’AZ (Heb. Teh, bo '-az, perhaps alacrity ), where rendered Pillow (q. v .).

a wealthy Beth -lehemite, kinsman to Elimelech , BOLT. See Lock.

the husband of Naomi. When Naomi and Ruth BOND, the translation of several Hebrew and

returned from the country of Moab the latter Greek words ; an obligation of any kind (Num .

received_permission to glean in the fields of 30:2, 4, 12). It is used to signify oppression, cap

Boaz. He treated her generously, offering her tivity, affliction (Psa. 116 :16 ; Phil. 1 :7). We read

much greater privileges than were usually accorded of the “ bond of peace ” (Eph. 4 : 3 ) ; and charity,

to gleaners. Finding that the kinsman of Ruth, because it completes the Christian character, is

who was more nearly related to her, would not called the “ bond of perfectness ” (Col. 3:14) .

marry her according to the “ levirate law ,” Boaz Bands or chains worn by prisoners were known as

voluntarily assumed its obligations. He married bonds ( Acts 20:23 ; 25:14).

Ruth, and their union was blessed by the birth of BONDAGE. See SERVICE.

Obed, the grandfather of David (Ruth 1-4 ), B. C. BONDMAID , BONDMAN , BONDSERV .
about 1070.

ANT. See SERVICE.

BOCH ERU (Heb. 1775, bo -ker -oo', firstborn ), BONE. This word is used figuratively, as,

one of the six sons of Azel, a descendant of King “ bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh ” ( Gen.

Saul (1 Chron. 8:38). 2:23), “ of his flesh and of his bones ” (Eph . 5:30 ),

BO'CHIM (Heb. Ona, bo -keem ', weepers), a to mean the same nature, and the being united in

place near Gilgal, called, as the name indicates, to the nearest relation. Iniquities are said to be in

remind of the tears shed by the unfaithful people men's boneswhen their bodies are polluted there.

of Israel upon God reproving them (Judg.2:1,6 ). by (Job 20:11) ; and utter helplessness is repre

It was W. of the Jordan, near the Dead Sea , and sented by the “valley of dry bones ” (Ezek. 37:

probably between Beth-el and Shiloh .
1-14).

BODY, the translation of several Hebrew words
BONNET. See DRESS.

and the Gr. owua, so'-mah. It usually refers BOOK (Heb . , say' -fer ; Gr. Bißos, bib'.

to the animal frame as distinguished from the los). The Hebrew_word is much more compre

man himself. It differs from saru (oáp), which hensive than our English book. It means any.

refers rather to the material or substance of the thing written , as a bill of sale or purchase (Jer.

body. It is spoken of in the Scriptures as the 32, 12, sq . ), a bill of accusation (Job 31:35), a

temporary abode of the Spirit (2 Cor. 5: 1 ; 2 Pet. Ibill of divorce (Deut. 24: 1 , 3), a letter (2 Sam . 11;

>

>
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14 ), or a volume (Exod. 17:14 ; Deut. 28:58, etc.). 2. Mis-gher '-reth (Heb. 3o , inclosing, Exod.

Respecting the material, form, and making of 25:25, 27 ; 37:12, 14), the panel running around

books, see WRITING.
the table of showbread into wbich the upper ends

Thereare some expressions in Scripture which of the legswere mortised. The term is employed
may be suitably noticed here :

1. “ To eat a book ” (Ezek. 2:9 ; 3:2; Rev,10: Temple lavers (i Kings 7:28–36; 2 Kings 16:17).
of a similar panel on the pedestals of the

9) is a figurative expression, meaning to master

the contents of the book ; to receive into one's
3. Kaw -nawf ' (Heb. 977, edge), the hem or

innermost being the word of God. fringe of a garment (Num. 15:38).

2. “ A sealed book ” is one closed up from 4. Tore (Heb. hin, a string), a row or string of

view (Rev. 5 : 1–3), or one whose contentswere not pearls or golden beads.for the head dress (Cant.

understood by those reading it (Isa. 29:11). By a 1:11 ).

book “ written within and on the back side

( Rev. 5 : 1 ) we understand a roll written on both
BORN AGAIN , or BORN OF GOD. See

REGENERATION .
sides.

3. “ Book of the generation ” means the gen. BORROW , BORROWING , as a matter of

ealogical records of a family or nation (Gen. 6: law , etc. See Loan.

1 ; Matt. 1 : 1 ).
We call attention to the much -debated act of

4. “ Book of judgment” (Dan. 7:10), perhaps the Israelites in “ borrowing ” from the Egyptians

means books of accounts with servants ; or, as (Exod. 12:35). This was in pursuance of a divine

among the Persians, records of official services command (Exod. 3:22 ; 11:2) ; and it suggests a

rendered to the king, and the rewards given to difficulty, seeing that the Israelites did not intend

those who performed them ( Esth. 6 :1-3 ). The to return to Egypt, or restore the borrowed arti

"books ” (Rev. 20:12) are referred to in justifica- cles. So considered the Israelites were guilty of

tion of the sentence passed upon the wicked.
an immoral act. The following are some of the

5. “ The book of life ” (Phil. 4 : 3), the “ book attempts at explanation, briefly stated :

of the living ” ( Psa. 69:28), an expression em 1. The Israelites borrowed, expecting to return

ployed in accommodation to the image of the in three days ; but when Pharaoh refused to allow

future life being a citizenship. “ The figure of a this Moses was instructed to demand the entire

heavenly register, in which the names of the elect departure of Israel. After the smiting of the

are inscribed, is common in the Old Testament firstborn Israel was “ thrust out,” and had no

(Exod. 52:32 , 33 ; Isa. 4 : 3 ; Dan. 12 : 1 ). This opportunity of returning what they had borrowed.

book is the type of the divine decree . But a 2. After the borrowing the Egyptians made

namemay be blotted out of it (Jer. 17:13 , etc. ) ; war upon the Israelites, and this breach of peace

a fact which preserves human freedom ” (Godet, justified the latter in retaining the property as

Com. , on Luke 10:20). Whedon (Com ., same
* contraband of war."

passage) says : “ Our names are there recorded 3. Ewald ( Hist. of Israel, ii , 66) maintains that

when we are justified by living faith . The re- “ since Israel could not return to Egypt, ... and

tention of our names is conditional; i . e . , our therefore was not bound to return the borrowed

names may be blotted out by sin , and thus our goods, the people kept them , and despoiled the

citizenshipbe lost.”
Egyptians. It appears a piece of high retributive

6. “ Book of the wars of the Lord ” (Num . 21 : justice that those who had been oppressed in

14) is thought by some to be an ancientdocument Egypt should now be forced to borrow from the

existing at the time of the writing of the Penta- Egyptians , and be obliged by Pharaoh's subsequent

teuch,and quoted or alluded to byMoses. Another treachery to retain them , and thus be indemnified

view is that it “ is a collection of odes ofthe for their long oppression. "

time of Moses himself, in celebration of the glori- 4. “ The only meaning of shaw -al' 39 ) is to

ous acts of the Lord and of the Israelites ” (K. ask or beg ; and the expression yash -ee -loom "

and D. , Com .). “ Was this book a record of war

(713XD ., Exod. 12:36), literally,“they allowed them
songs sung over camp fires, just as the Bedouin

do to -day ? It seems most likely (Harper, Bible
to ask ,' i . e. , the Egyptians received their pe

and Modern Discoveries, p. 122 ). See Roll, tition with good will and granted their .request.

GLOSSARY. From the very first the Israelites asked with.

BOOTH (Heb. 20, sook -kam ', hut, or lair ; out intending to restore, and the Egyptians

often translated “ tabernacle,” or “ pavilion " ), a

granted their request without any hope of receiv.

ing back, because God had made their hearts

shelter made of branches of trees and shrubs favorably' disposed toward the Israelites ” (K. and

(Gen. 33:17), and serving as a protection against D. , Com ., 3:22). This view appears to be taken

rain, frost, and heat. Such were also the tempo- by Josephus (Antiq., ii , 14, 6 ) : “ They also hon

rary green shelters in which the Israelites cele ored the Hebrews with gifts ; some in order to

brated (Lev. 23:42 , 43) the FEAST OF TABERNACLES secure their speedy departure, and others on ac

(q. v.). count of neighborly intimacy with them ." “ It

BOOTY. See Spoil .
evidently refers to the custom , which is fresh now

BOʻOZ, the Grecized form (Matt. 1 : 6) of the as alwaysin the unchangeable East, of soliciting

Beth -lehemite Boaz (q . v. ).
a gift on the eve of departure, or on the closing

of any term of service of any sort whatsoever,

BORDER. 1. Generally ( from Heb.312; gheb- That this was the custom in that day,as it is now ,

ool ), a boundary line. is indicated in many Bible references to the giving

C
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BOSCATH BOUNTIFULNESS

10

of gifts (Gen. 12:16; 38:10, 11 ; Judg. 3: 16–18, ians, and Greeks. Glass bottles of the 3d and 4th

etc.); but more explicitly in the divine command centuries B. C. have been found at Babylon by

to the Israelites themselves not to forget the Mr. Layard. The Jews, probably, borrowed their

backsheesh when they released a servant at the manufacture of such ware from the Egyptians.

beginning of the sabbatical year (Deut. 15 : 13

15 ) ” (Trumbull, Kadesh - Barnea, p. 388).

BOS'CATH (2 Kings 22: 1). See BOZKATH.

BOSOM (Heb. PT?, khake, to inclose ).

1. The bunchy fold of the dress in front of the

breast, into which idlers thrust the hand (Psa.

74:11), was used as a pocket or bag, in which

bread, grain , and other kinds of food were carried

(2 Kings 4:39 ; Hag. 2:12 ; Luke 6:38 ; Gr, kółTOS,

kol -pos). Shepherds thus carried lambs ( Isa. 40:11 ).

2. The front of the body between the arms ;

hence to . “ lean on one's bosom " is to so recline

at table as that the head covers the bosom, as it

were, of the one next him (John 13:23). The ex

ression “ into Abraham's bosom " 16:22)

means to obtain the seat next to Abraham, i. e.,

to be partaker of the same blessedness as Abra

bam . Christ “ is in the bosom of the Father '

(John 1:18), i. e., " He who is most intimately con

nected with the Father, and dearest to him . "

BOʻSOR (Gr. Booóp, bos-or ), the Grecized form
Earthen Bottles .

(2 Pet. 2:15) of BEOR ( q. v .), father of Balaam

BOSS (Heb. 52, gab, something convex ), the out. There are frequent indications of such bottles at a
standing parts of a shield , and thus the thickest very early period. Jeremiah mentions the potter's

and strongest ( Job 15:26 ). The word is some earthen bottles and the dashing of them to pieces

times rendered " back ” (Psa. 129:3 ; Ezek. 10:12), ( Jer. 19 :1-10 ; 13: 12–14 ).

" bodies," i. e. , ramparts ( Job 13:12), “ nave,” 3. Figurative. “Bottle” is used as a poetical

i. e . , rim , of a wheel (1 Kings 7:33). figure for the clouds : “ Who can stay (empty) the

BOTCA . See DISEASES.
bottles of heaven ? ” (Job 38:37 . ) “ Put thou my

BOTTLE . 1. The Skin Bottle (Heb.orant, (Land, etc.) says : “We find allusions in old
tears into thy bottle " Thomson(Psa. 36 : 8).

khay -meth, Gen, 21:14; Hos. 7:6 ; 785, node, Judg. authors to the custom of collecting the tearsof

4:19 ; Josh. 9:4, 13 ; 337, neh'-bel, 1 Sam. 1:24; mournersand preserving them in bottles. These

10: 3 ; 2 Sam . 16: 1 ; aix, obe, Job 32:19; Gr. opening ancient tombs.”
lachrymatories are still found in great numbers on

Others think it has

kokós, Matt. 9:17 ; Mark 2:22 ; Luke 5:37). The reference to the custom of placing precious stones

Arabs, and wander- and other valuables in bottles , and has reference

ing tribes generally, to the high valuation of our tears on the part of

keep their water, God.

milk, and liquids in
BOTTOM, See GLOSSARY.

leathern bottles. The

animal is killed, its
BOTTOMLESS PIT. See Pit.

head and feet cut BOUGH, the rendering of several words in the

off, and the body original. In Isa. 17 : 6 it stands as a representa

drawn out without tive of Heb. 77x, aw -meer', A. V. “uppermost

opening the belly. bough .” It is a word only used here, and is

The openings at the usually derived from an Arabic root signifying a
feet and tail

are general, or emir, and hence, in the present text,

sewed up , and the the higher or upper branches of a tree. Leethinks
vessel filled and emp- that it denotes the sheath in which the fruit of

tied at the neck. the date-palm is enveloped . He translates thus:
The Arabians tan " Two or three berries in the head of the caul”

Skin Bottle . their bottles with (or pod, properly sheath), “ four or five in its fis
acacia bark. The

sures.”

fact of leathern bottles helps us to understand

such passages as Josh . 9 :4 ; Job 32:19 .
BOUNTIFULNESS is generosity, liberality ,

A bottle

in the smoke” (Psa. 119 : 83) may refer to the hang
or munificence in bestowing favors or gifts above

ing of bottles in tents where the smoke has free ac- what is due. In Prov. 22 : 9 theHeb. Siz, tobe,

cess to them , rendering them hard andshriveled. good, and in Isa. 32: 5 Heb. yiv , sho' -ah ,rich,

2. Vessels of Metal, Glass,or Earthen free, are translated “ bountiful. ” 5727, gaw -mal',

Ware (Heb. Papa, bak -book ', Jer. 19: 1 ). Such to dealbountifullywith, is so rendered (Psa. 13. 6,

vessels were in use among the Egyptians, Assyr. I etc.). In 2 Cor. 9:5 , 6 evhoyía, yoo-log - ee '-ah, good

1

1
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BOW !!!
BRACELET

speech or blessing, is translated " bounty ” and accustomed to place the target (K. and D.,

bountifully," and in v. 11 ánórns is rendered Con .).

“ bountifulness ” ( R. V. “ liberality ” ). The word BOX (Heb . 72,pak, 2 Kings 9 : 1 , 3 ; Gr. åháßao

and its derivativesare usedin the Bible to express pov, al-ab'-as-tron, Mark 14:3),a flask forholding
themore than humanforbearance and generosity | oil or perfumery. Theterm box

with which God dispenses good to his creatures.

may have

come into use because the flask was frequently in

BOW, as a weapon . See ARMOR, closed in a box of wood or ivory.

Figurative. The bow signifies judgments BOX TREE. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

ready for offenders (Psa. 7:12) ; sometimes lying BOY (Heb. 15, yeh '-led, a young boy or child ,
(Psa. 64 : 3 ; Jer. 9 :3). “ A deceitful bow ” (Psa.

78:57 ; Hos. 7:16) represents unreliableness. “ He
Joel 3:3 ; Zech. 8 : 5 ; y , nah '-ar, Gen. 25:27),

bade them teach the use of the bow ” (2 Sam. 1 : a term used of those who are from the age of in

18). Bow here means a song to which the title fancy to adolescence.

Kesheth (Heb. nu?, bow ) was given, not only be
BOʻZEZ (Heb. Y * , bo-tsates ', shining). Be

cause the bow is referred to ( v. 22), but because tween the passes through which Jonathan endeav

It is a martial ode ” ( K , and D., Com ., in loc.).
ored to cross over to go up to the post of the

Philistines there was a sharp rock on this side,

BOW IN THE CLOUD . See RAINBOW, Bozez ; and one upon the other, Seneh ( 1 Sam .

BOWELS, the translation of several Hebrew 14: 4 , 5). These rose up like pillars to a great

words and theGr. Of háyxvov,splangkh’-non, and height, and were probably the “hills ” which

often indicating the internal parts generally, the Robinson saw to the left of the pass.

inner man, and also the heart. Thus the bowels BOZKATH (Heb. Opet, bots -cath ', swell of

are made the seat of tenderness and compassion ground ), a town in the plain” of Judea, near

(Gen. 43:30 ; Psa. 25: 6, translated “tender mer. Lachish and Eglon (Josh .15:39), and the birth

cies; ” Phil. 1:8 ; Col. 3:12, etc.). “ My bowels place of Adaiah , maternal grandfather of King

shall sound like an harp” ( Isa.16:11) is thus ex, Josiah(2 Kings 22: 1 ).
plained by K. and D. ( Com .): “ Just as the hand

BOZ'RAH (Heb. 77 , bots-raw ', inclosure,
or plectrum touches the strings of the harp, so

did the terrible things that he had heard Jehovah fortress).
say concerning Moab touch the strings of his in- 1. A city of Edom, and residence of Jobab

ward parts, and cause them to resound with notes (Gen. 36:33; 1 Chron . 1:44 ). This is the Bozrab

of pain .”

of Isa . 34 : 6 ; 63 : 1 ; Jer. 49:13, 22 ; Amos 1:12 ;

Mic. 2:12.
BOWING (mostly Heb. 1770, shaw -khaw ', to

Dr. Thomson says the well -known

sink down, 777, kaw -dad”, to bow down, and the passage in Isa. 63:1 is clear in itsreference.

" That place has been identified with el- Busaireh ,

Gr. a pookuvéw ,pros-koo-neh '-o ), an attitude of re- or Little Busrah, as its name implies, in the moun.

spect and reverence from the earliest times. Thustainous district to the S. E. of the Dead Sea, and

Abraham “ bowed himself to the people of the about eight miles S. of Tufileh, the ancient Tophel.”

land ” (Gen. 23 : 7) ; Jacob, when he met Esau, 2. A place in Moab (Jer. 48:24). Porter identi.

“ bowed himself to the ground seven times ” (Gen. fies it with Busrah, which lies in the open plain

33 : 3) ; and the brethren of Joseph “ bowed down about sixty miles S. of Damascus. The vineyards

their heads, and made obeisance ” (Gen. 43:28) . are destroyed.

The orientals in the presence of kings and princes BRACELET, sometimes called armlet, because

often prostrate themselves upon the earth . Such
worn in such numbers as to reach from wrist to

customs prevailed among the Hebrews (Exod. 4 : elbow , or because armlet may mean the ornament

31 ; 1 Kings 1:53 ; 2:19 ; 1 Sam . 24 : 8) .
as worn by men only. Five Hebrew words are

Bowing is frequently noticedin Scripture as an rendered “ bracelet " in the A. V. Two of these

act of religious homage to idols ( Josh. 23 : 7 ;2 Kings 6:18; Judg. 2:19; Isa. 44:16, sq.),andalso may be set aside as not correctly translated : Bonn,

to God (Josh. 5:14 ;Psa. 22:29 ; 72:9 ; Mic. 6:6, etc. ). paw -theer', a band or cord, by which the signet

ring was hung about the neck (Gen. 38:18, 25),

BOWL, the translation of several Hebrewwords. We have no,means of obtaining accurate , khawkh, the hook or ring or clasp for fasten

information as to the material and precise form of ing the garments of women (Exod. 35:22).

these vessels. In the earliest times they were, 1. Shay-raw ' (Heb. 77 ), chains, Isa . 3:19.

doubtless, made of wood and shells of the larger “ According to the Targum, these werechains worn

kinds of nuts, and were used at meals for liquids , upon the arm , or spanglesupon the wrist, answer

broth , or pottage (2 Kings 4:40). Modern Arabs ing to the spangles upon the ankles " (K. and D.,

are now content with a few wooden bowls, although Com .). Bracelets of fine twisted gold are still

those of the emirs are not infrequentlymade of cop - common in Egypt. Dr. Strong (Cyc., s. v. ) thinks

per and neatly tinned. Bowls with Hebrew inscripthis was a bracelet of chain work worn only by

tions have been found at Babylon. See Dish .

BOWMAN (Heb. nu?, keh '-sheth, bow, and 2. Tsaw -meed ' (Heb. 70), literally, afastener,

17727, raw -maw ', shoot, Jer. 4:29). See ARMOR.
Gen. 24:22 , 30, 47 ; Num . 31:50 ; Ezek. 16:11 . This

BOWSHOT (Heb. num., kek '-sheth, bow, and was worn bybothmen and women.

hay, taw -khaw ', to stretch, Gen. 21:16). “ In the 3. Ets-aw -daw ' (Heb. 777 * ), properly ankle

distance as archers," i. e. , as far as archers are chain, 2 Sam . 1:10, where reference is made to

>

>

women.
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BRAMBLE BREAD

0000

mans

the royal armlet taken by the Amalekite from the hence any burnt wood, a firebrand (also Amos
arm of the dead Saul.

4:11 ; Isa. 7:4). In Judg. 16:5 (Heb .72, lap
That men as well as women wore bracelets is

seen in Cant.5:14 , peed',in v.4 " firebrand” )itis a lamp or torch, and

which may be ren
so rendered elsewhere.

II 5 000
dered, “His wrists BRASS. See MINERAL KINGDOM.

are circlets of gold BRAVERY. See GLOSSARY.

full set with to
BRAY. 1. Naw -hak ' (Heb. 17 ), a loud, harsh

pazes." The arm
letwas worn by cry of anass when hungry ( Job 6 :5). It is used

princes asone of figuratively of the cry of persons when hungry

the insignia of (Job 30:7).

royalty, and by 2. Kaw -thash ' (Heb. win7), to pound as in a

other distin. mortar (Prov. 27:22). Such a punishment is said

guished persons. to be still in use among the oriental nations.

Among the Ro BRAZEN . See MINERAL KINGDOM.

bracelets
BRAZEN SEA . See LAVER.

Egyptian Armlets .
were given as a

reward of great BRAZEN SERPENT (Heb. nung una,

prowess. These ornaments were often madewith naw -khawsh' nekh-o'-sheth, serpent of copper). As

the ends joined , and formed a complete circle. the Israelites " journeyed from Mount Hor by the

They varied in material and number according way of the Red Sea ” they rebelled against God

to the ability and fancy of the wearer. Among and against Moses. Punished by Jehovah with

the wealthy they were mother-of-pearl, of fine flex- fiery serpents (q . v. ), many of them died . At the

ible gold , and more commonly of silver. The command of God Moses made the figure of a

poorer class used steel, horn, copper, beads, and serpent and set it upon a pole. Whoever of the

other cheap material. bitten ones looked at it “ lived,” i . e. , recovered

BRAMBLE. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
from the serpent's bite (Num . 21 : 1-9). This

brazen serpent afterward became an object of

BRANCH , the rendering of a number of worship, under the name Nebushtan, and was

Hebrew and Greek words. In the Scriptures, as destroyed by King Hezekiah (2 Kings 18 :4).

well as elsewhere, the family is spoken of as a

tree, and the members thereof as branches. From (John 3:14 ) most commentators have rightly in.
Figurative. From the words of our Lord

this bas arisen a number of figurative expressions : ferred that the “ brazen serpent” was intended

1. A branch is used as a symbol of prosperity as a type of Christ as the Redeemer of the

(Gen. 49:22 ; Job 8:16 ; Prov. 11:28 ; Ezek . 17:6 ), world.

and also of adversity ( Job 15:32 ; Psa. 80:11 , 15 ;

Isa. 25 :5 ).
BREACH. See GLOSSARY.

2. “ Án abominable branch ” (Isa. 14:19) may BREAD (Heb.on ?,lekh'-emi; Gr. åptos, ar '- tos).

mean a branch withered, or a useless sucker start. The word “ bread ” in the Bible is used in a very

ing from the root. The sentence might better be

rendered, “ But thou art cast out without a grave,

like an offensive (i . e . , useless) branch .”

3. “The highest branch ” (Ezek . 17:3) is applied

to Jehoiachin as king. “They put the branch to
their nose

(Ezek. 8:17) is very obscure as to its

meaning. By some the act was thought to be ex

pressive of contempt, similar to " they turn up the

nose with scorn ." Others understand a reference

to the hypocrisy of the Jews who carried branches
in honorof Jehovah but held them to the nose in

scorn , outward worship but secret contempt. It

may be that the branch was of a tree dedicated to

Baal , and carried by them in his honor. The say.

ing appears to be a proverbial one, but the origin

and meaning have not yet been satisfactorily ex
Bread of Palestine.

plained.

4. Christ the Branch . A branch is the symbol wide sense,often occurring as our “ food ,” as in the
of kingsdescended from royal ancestors ; and, in petition, “ Giveus this day our daily bread.” In

conformitywith this way of speaking, Christ ,in Its earliest reference is found in Gen. 18 :5, 6.
strictness it denotes baked food, especially loaves .

respect of his human nature, is called "
1. Material. The best bread was made of

of the stem of Jesse, and a branch . : . out of

his roots ” (Isa .11: 1 ; Jer. 23 :5 ; Zech . 3:8 ; 6;12). 1 Sam . 1:24; 1 Kings 4:22, etc.); and when sifted
wheat, called “flour " or “ meal” (Judg. 6:19 ;

Christians are called branches of Christ, the Vine, the “ fine flour” (Gen. 18: 6; Lev. 2 : 1 ). A coarser
with reference to their union with him (John bread was made of barley (Judg. 7:13 ; John

BRAND, in Zech. 3: 2 (Heb. 79N , ood ), means used (Ezek. 4 :9-12).
6 : 9-13 ). Millet, spelt, beans , and lentils were also

a wooden poker with which the fire is stirred ; 2. Preparation. To make " leavened bread"

a root out

C

15: 5, 6).
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BREAD BREAST

)

(Heb. yan, khaw -mates ', sour) the flour was mixed and contaminated with dust and abraded particles
with water, kneaded on a small kneading trough, of the stone. She kneaded it with a little water,

with leaven added. These kneadingtroughs may blended with it, as a sort of yeast, a piece of stale

have been mere pieces of leather, such as are now dough of the day before, and made from the mass

used by the Arabs, although the expression round cakes, about half an inch thick and some

“ bound up in their clothes ” (Exod. 12:34) favors four inches in diameter, which she placed upon a
the idea of a wooden bowl. The leavened mass filat flint, covering them with hot ashes. The

was allowed time to rise (Matt. 13:33 ; Luke 13:21 ), bread, imperfectly raised , often badly cooked, bor

sometimes a whole night (Hos. 7: 6 , “ their baker rowed, from the organic fuel under which it was

taste to which stransleepeth all the night " ). When the time for making buried , a special odor, and

bread was short the leaven was omitted, and un- gers did notsufficiently accustom themselves. The

leavened cakes were baked, as is customary among impurities which it contained were sufficient in the

the Arabs (Gen. 18 : 6 ; 19 : 3 ; Exod. 12:39 ; 1 Sam . | long run to ruin the strongest teeth . Eating it

28:24). Such cakes were called in Heb. 173973, and old men were not infrequently met with whose
was an action of grinding rather than chewing,

mats-tsaw ', sweetness.
teeth had gradually been worn away to the level of

Thin round cakes made of unleavened dough the gums, like those of an aged ass or ox (Mas

were baked on heated sand or flat stones ( 1 Kings pero, Dawn ofCiv. , p . 320 ).

19 :6), by hot ashes or coals put on them—" ash

cakes ” (Gen. 19 : 3 ; Exod. 12:39, etc.). Such scribed were not cut but broken , hence the ex
5. Figurative. The thin cakes already de

cakes are still the common bread of the Bedouins pression usual in Scripture of “ breaking bread ,"

and poorer Orientals. On the outside it is, of to signify taking a meal (Lam . 4 :4 ; Matt. 14:19 ;
course, black as coal, but tastes well .

15:36).

... Old bread is described in Josh . 9 : 5 , 12, as
From our Lord's breaking bread at the institu

crumbled (Heb. 7R ?, nik -kood ', a crumb ; A. V. tion of the Eucharist, the expression , “ breaking

“ moldy " ), a term also applied to a sort of easily of, ” or “ to break bread,” in the New Testament

crumbling biscuit (A. V. " cracknels " ). is used for the Lord's Supper (Matt . 26:26), and

“ From flour there were besides many kinds of for the agape , or love feast (Acts 2:46),

confectionery made: ( a) Oven -baked, sometimes " Breadofaffliction” (Heb. Yn ans, lekk -em

perforated cakes kneaded with oil, sometimes thin, lakh '-ats ). “ To give to eat of the bread of afflic

flat cakes only smeared with oil ; (6) pancakes tion" (literally penury ) signifies to put one on the

made of flour and oil, and sometimes baked in the low rations of a siege or imprisonment ( 1 Kings

pan, sometimes boiled in the skillet in oil, which 22:27; Isa. 30:20).

were also presented as meat offerings ; (c) honey
" Bread of sorrows" (Heb. jioni , lekk’-em

cakes (Exod . 16:31 ), raisin or grape cakes (Hos. 3 : 1 ;

Cant. 2 :5; 2 Sam . 6:19 ; 1 Chron. 16 : 3 ), and heart its-tsaro-bone', literally, “ bread of labors," Psa.

cakes , kneaded from dough, sodden in the pan and 127 : 2) means food obtained by toil .

turned out soft, a kind of pudding ( 2 Sam .13 : 6-9) . “ Bread of tears ” (Heb. -73 ??? ?, lekh'-em
... The various kinds of baked delicacies and dim -aw ', Psa. 80 :5) probably signifies a condition

cakes had, no doubt, become known to the Israel. of great sorrow .

ites in Egypt, where baking was carried to great “ Bread of wickedness ” (Prov. 4:17) and “ bread

perfection ” (Keil, Arch .,ii, 126 ). of deceit ” ( Prov. 20:17) denote not only living or

3. Baking. When the dough was ready for estate obtained by fraud, but that to do evil is as

baking it was divided into round cakes (literally , much the portion of the wicked as to eat his bread .

circles of bread ; A. V. “ loaves,” Exod. 29:23 ; “ Cast thy bread upon the waters” (Eccles . 11 : 1 )

Judg. 8 :5 ; 1 Sam . 10 : 3, etc.), not unlike flat stones is doubtless an allusion to the custom of sowing

in shape and appearance (Matt. 7: 9 ; comp. 4:3), seed by casting it from boats into the overflowing

about a span in diameter and a finger's breadth in waters of the Nile, or in any marshy ground.

thickness. The baking was generally done by the From v. 1 it is evident that charity is inculcated ,

wife (Gen. 18 : 6 ) , daughter (2 Sam . 13 : 8 ), or a female and that, while seemingly hopeless , it shall prove

servant ( 1 Sam . 8:13 ). As a trade, baking was at last not to have been thrown away ( Isa . 32:20 ) .

carried on by men (Hos. 7 :4 , 6 ) , often congregating, “ Bread of God ” (Lev . 21 : 6 , 8, 17, 21 , 22 ; 22:25 ).

according to Eastern custom , in one quarter (Jer. “ Not only are the daily burnt offerings and the

37:21 , “ bakers' street;" Neh . 3:11 ; 12:38 , “ tower burnt and sin offerings of the different feasts called

of the ovens ;" A. V. " furnaces ” ).
' food of Jehovah ' (“my bread,' Num . 28:2 ) , but

4. Egyptian Bread -making. The following the sacrifices generally are described as the food

account of early bread-making is very interest- of God , ' as food, i . e . , which Israel produced and

ing : “ She spread some handfuls of grain upon caused to ascend to its God in fire as a sweet-smell.

an oblong slab of stone, slightly hollowed on ing savor ” (K. and D. , Com. , Lev. 3 : 6–16) .

its upper surface, and proceeded to crush them
BREAD, SHOW. See SHOWBREAD .

with a smaller stone like a painter's muller,

which she moistened from time to time. For
BREAKFAST. See MEALS.

an hour and more she labored with her arms, BREAK UP. See GLOSSARY.

shoulders, loins, in fact, all her body ; but an in- BREAST (Heb. Tu, shad, or 70, shode, to
different result followed from such great exertion. moisten, Job 24 : 9 ; Isa. 60:16 ; Lam . 4 : 3 ; -27,

The flour, made to undergo several grindings in

this rustic mortar, was coarse , uneven,mixed with khaw -zeh ', the part seen , in frequent use ; 77 ?,

bran or whole grains, which had escaped the pestle, ' khad -ee', Dan . 2:32 ; also Gr. otiboç, stay '-thos,

>
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BREASTPLATE BRICK

1 )

were

"

prominent). Among females of the East a full of the plains, separated from the pebbles and

and swelling breast was considered a type of foreign substances which it contained, mixed with

beauty (Cant . 8:10 ). grass or chopped straw, moistened with water,

The waving of the breast of the animal offered and assiduously trodden under foot, furnished the

in sacrifice (Lev. 7:30) is thought to be typical of ancient builders with material of incredible tenac

offering the affections and service of the worshiperity. This was molded into thin, square brick,

to God . eight inches to a foot across and three or four

BREASTPLATE . See ARMOR ; High Priest, inches thick, but rarely larger . They were stamped

DRESS OF. on the flat side, by means of an incised wooden

BREECHES. See PRIEST, DRESS OF.
block , with the name of the reigning sovereign,

and were then dried in the sun. They were some

BRETHREN. See BROTHER.
times enameled with patterns of various colors. '

BRIBE, BRIBERY (Heb. 193, ko'-fer, re- The Babylonian bricks more commonly

demplion money).
burned in kilns than those used at Nineveh,

1. A payment made by a man to redeem him which are chiefly sun -dried like the Egyptian.

self from capital punishment. The expression , 2. Egyptian. Egyptian bricks were not gen.

“ Of whose hand have I received any bribe to erally baked in kilns, but dried in the sun,although

blind mine eyes therewith ? ” (1 Sam. 12:3 ,) means, a brickkiln is mentioned by Jeremiah (43:9).

“ Of whom have I taken anything to exempt from Made of clay, they are, even without straw , as

punishment one worthy of death ? " firm as when first put up in the reigns of Amu

2. (Heb. Toie , shoʻ-khad, gift.) A present to nophs and Thothmes, whose names they bear.
When made of the Nile

avert punishment (2 Kings16: 8; Prov. 6:35), or a mud they required straw

bribe taken to pervert justice ( 1 Sam. 8: 3 ; Ezek. to keep them from fall.

22:12, A. V. “ gifts ” ). ing apart, and when laid

BRICK (Heb. 17a, leb -ay -nav', from 12}, to up in walls weresecured

be white, from the whiteness of the clay out of by layers of sticks and

which bricks were made ; rendered “ tile " in
reeds. In size they va

Ezek. 4 : 1). The earliest mention made of bricks ried from 20 or 17 inches
An Egyptian Brick .

in Scripture is in theaccount of the building of to 144 inches long, 834

Babel (Gen. 11 : 3). In Exodus (ch. 5 ) we have inches to 672 inches wide, and 7 inches to 442

the vivid description of the grievous hardship im- inches thick. See SUPPLEMENT.

posed upon the Israelites in making of bricks in Brickmaking was regarded as an unhealthy and

Egypt.
laborious occupation by the Egyptians, and was,

1. Babylonian. The following account taken therefore, imposed upon slaves. Very naturally,
from Maspero (Dawn of Civilization , pp. 622, 623) the Hebrews, when enslaved by the Pharaohs,
will probably answer for all the countries ofthe were put to this work. The use of brick as build

East : “ In the estimation of the Chaldean archi- | ing materialwas, doubtless, quite general , although

tects stone was a matter of secondaryconsidera- their friable nature often insured early decay. We

tion. As it was necessary to bring it from a have illustrations of walls, teinples , storehouses,

Aboutgreat distance and at considerable expense, they and temples having been built of bricks.
used it very sparingly, and then merely for lintels, twelve miles from Ismailia, in Wady Tumilat, are
thresholds, for hinges on which to hang their the remains ofa thick wall built of large bricks.

doors, for dressings in some of their state apart. Among other things found was a square area , in
ments, in cornices or sculptured friezes on the closed by enormous brick walls, containing a space

of about fifty - five thousand square yards . This

space contained the ruins of a temple. Then

came strange buildings of thick walls of crude brick

joined by thin layers of mortar. These were the

undoubted storehouses or granaries in which the
Pharaohs stored the provisions necessary for

armies about to cross the desert . . . . Inscriptions

found prove undoubtedly that these cities were

built by Rameses II — the Pharaoh of the oppres

sion ” (Harper, Bible and Mod. Dis ., p. 75) .
3. Jewish . The Jews learned the art of brick

making in Egypt, using almost the identical

method . Even now in Palestine, says Major

Conder, “ the bricks are made in spring by bring.
A Babylonian Brick .

ing down water into ditches dug in the clay, when

chopped straw is mixed with the mud ; thence the

external walls of their buildings ; and even then soft mixture is carried in bowls to a row of wooden

its employment suggested rather that of a band molds or frames, each about ten inches long by

of embroidery carefully disposed on some garment three inches across. These are laid out on flat

to relieve the plainness of the material. Crude ground, and are squeezed full, the clay being left

brick , burnt brick, enameled brick, but always to harden in the sun .

and everywhere brick was the principal element Mention is made of the brickkiln in the time of

in their construction. The soil of the marshes or | David (2 Sam. 12:31 ; comp. Nah. 3:14), and Isaiah
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BRIDAL GIFT BROOK

>

RIAGE
>

complains (65: 3) that the people built their altars refractory slaves (see Isa. 37:29). Prisoners of

of brick, instead of stone, as the law directed war were similarly treated . One of the Assyrian

(Exod. 20:26). sculptures represents prisoners with a ring in the

BRIDAL GIFT. See MARRIAGE. lower lip, to which is attached a thin cord held

BRIDE, BRIDEGROOM. See MARRIAGE.
by the king (2 Kings 19:28).

Figurative. The Church isalludedto(Rev. ingmen and nations away from the completionof
Figurative. The providence of God in lead

21: 9) as “ the bride, the Lamb's wife.” The mean.
ing is that as the bridegroom rejoices over thetheirplans is symbolized by the bridle " and

" hook ” (2 Kings 19:28 ; Isa . 30:28 ; 37:29 ; Ezek.
bride, so the Lord shall forever rejoice in his peo

ple and his people in him . Christ himself is also 29:4); The restraints of law and humanity are

called “ the bridegroom”in the samesense ( John called a bridle, and to" let loose thebridle ” ( Job

3:29).
30:11 ) is to act without reference to these.

The figure, under various and extended forms,
BRIER . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM .

is frequently used in the Old Testament to denote BRIGANDINE. See GLOSSARY.

the union between Jehovah and the Jewish nation.
BRIM . 1. The edge or brink of water ( Josh .

BRIDECHAMBER (Gr.voupáv,noom -fohn '). 3:15 ; Heb. 777, kaw -tseh ').
See MARRIAGE.

2. The upper edge or rim of a vessel (1 Kings
BRIDEMAID , BRIDEMAN . See MAR

7:23, sq. ; 2 Chron. 4:2, sq. ; Heb. 171 , saw -faw ',

BRIDGE. The only mention of a bridge in lip ; Gr. åvw, an'o,top, John 2 :7 ).

the canonical Scriptures is indirectly in the proper
BRIMSTONE (Heb. 079777, gof-reeth', prop

name Geshur (q . v. ), (Heb. 170., bridge). A erly resin ; Gr. Belov, thi'-on, flashing). The He

bridge still exists at this place, called “ Jacob's brew word is connected with gopher (Heb. ),

Bridge.” Remains of bridges over the Jordan and probably meant the gum of that tree. It was

and other rivers of Syria still exist. The bridge thence transferred to all inflammable substances,

connecting the temple with the upper city ( Jose- especially sulphur (q . v.). The cities of the plain

phus, War, vi, 6, 2) was probably an arched were destroyed by a storm of fire and brimstone

viaduct. (Gen. 19:24).

BRIDLE (Heb. 107, reh'-sen, a curb, halter,
Figurative. Apparently with reference to

Job 30:11 ; 41:13 ; Isa. 30:28 ; ina, meh '-theg, note punishment and destruction (Deut. 29:23;
Sodom, brimstone is often used in Scripture to de

strictly the bit,as rendered in Psa. 32:9 ; biona, Job 18:18 ; Psa. 11:6; Isa. 30:33 ; Ezek . 38:22 ;

makh-sohm ', a muzzle, only in Psa. 39 : 1 ; Gr. Luke 17:29 ; Rev. 9:17, etc.).

BRINK , otherwise rendered

BRIM (q. v .).

BROIDERED, the rendering

of the Heb. 17727??, rik -maw ', va

riegated work (Ezek. 16:10, sq . ;

26:16 ; 27 : 7 , 16 , etc. ) . Once (Exod.

28 : 4 ) we have the Heb. yaun ,
tash -bates', checkered stuff, See

EMBROIDERY.

The “ broidered hair " of 1 Tim .

2 : 9 (Gr. Théypa, pleg '-mah, twist)

refers to the fashionable manner

of the Roman ladies of wearing

the hair plaited and fixed with

crisping-pins (comp. 1 Pet. 3 :8).

BROKEN -FOOTED,

BROKEN - HANDED.

See PRIEST, QUALIFICATIONS OF.

BROOK (Heb. generally bra,

nakk'-al ; Gr. xeiuapsos, khi'-mar

hros, a torrent).

1. A small stream , issuing from

Ancient Bridles with Bells. a subterranean spring and running,

through a deep valley, as the

xałevós, khal- ee -nos', bit, James 3: 2 ; Rev. 14:20). | Arnon, Jabbok, Kidron , etc.

The word bridle is used for that portion of the 2. Winter streams arising from rains, but dry

harness by which the driver controls the horse, ing up in the summer (Job 6:15 ).
and consists of the headstall , bit, and reins (Psa. 3. The torrent bed, even though it be without

32 : 9) . The Assyrians ornamented their bridles to water ; so that it is sometimes doubtful whether

a high degree, the bed or stream is meant. The word is some.

It wascustomary to fix a muzzle of leather on times rendered " river, " as in the case of the
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BROTH BROTHERS OF OUR LORD
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exact term

brook of Egypt, a small torrent in the southern of their fellows. While it requires obedience to

border of Palestine (Num. 34: 8 ; Josh. 15 :4, 47). the golden rule, a special and warmerlove for

Figurative. “ My brethren have dealt de- our brethren in Christ is enjoined . Brotherly

ceitfully as a brook , " eto. (Job 6:15), is an expres- love requires the best construction of a neighbor's

sion of the failure of friends to comfort and help. conduct, effort, and sacrifice for others, and for .

BROTH (Heb. 27 , maw -rawk', soup, Judg. giveness of injuries. See CHARITY.
BROTHERLY LOVE. See BROTHERLY

6:19, 20 ; P7 , pau -rawk ', to crumble), so - called KINDNESS.

from the fragments or crumbs of bread over BROTHERS OF OUR LORD. In Matt.

which the liquid is poured. " Broth of abomi- | 13:55 " James, and Joses , and Simon ,and Judas”

nable things ” ( Isa. 65 :4) means " a decoction or are named as the brothers of Jesus, while sisters

broth made either of such kinds of flesh or such are mentioned in v. 56. The sense in which the

parts of the body as were forbidden by the law " terms “ brothers and sisters " is to be taken has

(K. and D. , Com. , in loc .). been a matter of great discussion, some contending

BROTHER (generally Heb. hx, awkh ; Gr. that they are to be regarded in their literal sense,

others in the more general sense of relations.
adenoós, adel- fos ).

Several theories in support of the latter view have
1. Meanings. Brother is a word extensively been advanced :

and variously used in Scripture. ( 1) A brother in
1. That they were our Lord's first cousins, the

the natural sense, whether the child of the same
sons of Alphæus (or Clopas) and Mary, the sister

father and mother (Gen. 42:4 ; 44:20 ; Luke 6:14 ), of theVirgin. Against this view it is urged that

of the same father only (Gen. 42:16 ; 43:3; Judg. there is no mention anywhere of cousins or kins

9:21 ; Matt. 1:2 ; Luke 3:1, 19), or of the same men of Jesus according to the flesh, although the
mother only (Judg. 8:19). ( 2) A relative, kins- term cousin (Gr.åvegiós) is well known in New

man, in any degree of blood, e. g., a nephew (Gen. Testament vocabulary (Col. 4:10); also the more

14:16 ; 29:12, 15) or a cousin (Matt. 12:46 ; John “ sister's son (υιός αδελφής, Acts
7:3 ; Acts 1:14, etc. ). (3) One of the same tribe

23:16 ); also “ kinsman " (ovyjevns) occurs eleven
(Num . 8:26 ; 18 :7 ; 2 Kings 10:13 ; Neh . 3:1). times (Mark 6:4 ; Luke 1:36, 68 ; John 18:26 ;

(4) A fellow -countryman ( Judg. 14:3 ; Exod. 2:11; Acts 10:24; Rom . 9 : 3, etc.). Thus it seems

4:18 ; Matt. 5:47 ; Acts 3:22 , etc.), or one of akindred nation, e. g .,theEdomites and Hebrews strange that if the brothers of our Lord were

merely cousins they were nevercalled such.
(Gen. 9:25 ; 16:12 ; 25:18 ; Num . 20:14 ). (5) An

Again, if his cousins only were meant, it would
ally, confederate, spoken of allied nations as the not be true that " neither did his brethren believe

Hebrews and Tyrians (Amos 1:9), or those of the on him ” (John 7: 5 , sq. ), for in all probability

same religion (Isa .66:20 ; Acts 9:30 ; 1 Cor. 5:11; three of the four (viz., James the Less, Simon, and

11:2), probably the name by which the early con- Jude) were apostles.
verts were known until they were called “ Chris.

2. That they were sons of Joseph by a former
tians ” at Antioch (Acts 11:26 ). ( 6) A friend, marriage with a certain Escha, or Salome, of the

associate, as of Job's friends (6:15 ; see also 19:13 ; tribe of Judah. The only ground for its possi.

Neh.6:10,14),of Solomon, whom Hiram callshis bility is the apparent difference of age between

brother (i Kings 9:13 ). (1) One of equal rank Joseph and theVirgin.

and dignity (Matt. 23:8). (8) One of the same
3. That they were the offspring of a levirate

nature, a fellowo-man (Gen. 13:8 ; Matt.5:22,sq.; marriage between Joseph and the wife of his
Heb. 2:17). ( 9) It is applied in the Hebrew to in. deceased brother, Clopas. This, however, is a

animate things, asof the cherubim it is said , " their
mere hypothesis.

faces one to another ” (Exod. 25:20 ; 37: 9 ; liter

ally, a man his brother). ( 10) Disciples, followers of Jesusarenumerous, and, taken collectively,
The arguments for their being the full brothers

(Matt. 25:40 ; Heb. 2:11 , 12).
are very strong. ( 1 ) The words “ firstborn son

2. Figurative. As likeness of disposition, (Luke 2:7)appear to have been used with refer

habits, Job says (30:29), “ I am a brother to
ence to later born children . (2) The declaration

dragons ” (literally, jackals), i. e., I cry andhowl that Joseph “ knew her not till she hadbrought
like them .' Among the Proverbs (18 :9) is one forth her firstborn son ” (Matt. 1:25) does not

which says, “ He also that is slothful in his work necessarily establish the perpetual virginity of

is brother to him that is a great waster.” The Mary. We mustremember that “ the evangelist

Jewish schools distinguish between a “ brother "

(i. e.,an Israelite by blood ) and neighbor ” (a fromthetime when his gospel wascomposed, and
employed the term ' firstborn ' as an historian,

proselyte ). The Gospel extends both terms to all consequently could nothave used it had Jesus
the world ( 1 Cor. 5:11 ; Luke 10:29, 30 ).

been present to his historical consciousness as the

BROTHERLY KINDNESS (Gr. pladen only son of Mary. But Jesus, according to Mat
pia, fil-ad-el-fee'-ah, 2 Pet. 1:7) is rendered thew (12:46,sq. ; 13:55, sq .), had also brothers and

“ brotherly love ” (Rom . 12:10 ; 1 Thess. 4 :9 ; Heb. sisters, among whom he was the firstborn "
13:1), “ love of the brethren ” (1 Pet. 1:22)." It is (Meyer, Com ., on Matt. 1:25 ). (3 ) They are con.
affection for our brethren, in the broad meaning stantly spoken of with the Virgin Mary, and with

of which word the Scriptures include our neigh- no shadow of a hint that they were not her chil.

bors by all mankind, not excluding our enemies. dren. The mother is mentioned at the same time

We are not required to bestow equal love upon (Mark 3:31 ; Luke 8:19 ; John 2:12 ; Acts 1:14),
all, or recognize all as possessing an equal claim just as in Matt. 13:55 the father and sisters are
to it. It does not make men blind to the qualities likewise mentioned along with him.

66
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BROTHER'S WIFE BUNNI

a

6

consume

BROTHER'S WIFE (Heb. 07 ?, yeb -ay- to divide the inheritance among the tribes (Num .

meth , Deut. 25: 7 ; “ sister -in -law , ” Ruth 1:15). 34:22), B. C. about 1170.

See MARRIAGE, LEVIRATE. 2. The son of Abishua and fatherof Uzzi, being

BROW (Heb. 1872, may'- tsakh, clear, con- B. C.after 1210.
great-great-grandson of Aaron ( 1 Chron. 6:5 , 51 ),

spicuous), the forehead (Isa. 48:4) ; Gr. oppus, of
BUKKI'AH (Heb. 22, book -kee-yaw ',wasted

roos', brink, the edge of a hill (Luke 4:29) .

BROWN(Heb. D977, khoom , literally,scorched)
, byJehovah),a Kohathite Levite,of the sons of

Heman, the leader of the sixth band, or course,
the term applied to dark -colored (black) sheep in the temple music service. The bandconsisted
(Gen. 30 :32-40 ). See Colors.

of himself and eleven of his kindred ( 1 Chron. 25 :

BRUISED, the rendering of at least eleven 4, 13), B. C. 1000.

Hebrew and Greek words, is used in Scripture in

a figurative sense. Thus Satan is said to bruise Jewish year (1 Kings 6:38). See TIME.
BUL, the eighth ecclesiastical month of the

the heel of Christ (Gen. 3:15 ), i . e. , to afflict the

humanity of Christ, and to bring suffering and
BULL. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

persecution on his people. The serpent's poison Figurative. In this sense bull represents

is in his head, and a wound in that part is fatal. powerful, fierce, and insolent enemies (Psa. 22:12 ;

So Christ is said to bruise the head of Satan when 68:30 ; Isa . 34 : 7).

he crushes his designs, despoils him of his power, BULLOCK . See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

and enables his ople to rise superior to mpta
BULRUSH . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

tion ( Rom . 16:20). Our Lord was bruised when

he had inflicted upon him the punishment due to
BULWARK , the rendering of several Hebrew

words :

our sins (Isa. 53 : 5 , 10). The king of Egypt is called

a “ bruised reed ” (2 Kings 18:21 ), to mark his weak 2. Khale 3977), literally, strength (2 Kings

ness and inability to help those trusting in him . 18:17 ; Isa. 26:1, an intrenchment ; , khay.
Weak Christians arebruised reeds, which Christ law ', in Psa. 48:13),

will not break ( Isa. 42 : 3 ; Luke 4:18).
2. Maw -tsore' ( 91872 ), literally, straitness (Deut.

BRUIT. See GLOSSARY.
20:20), probably a mound erected by besiegers.

BRUTISH (Heb. 97, baw-ar", to In Eccles. 9:14 the word is 71x77, maw -sode”.
by fire or eating), a term applied to one whose

mentaland moral perceptions are dulled by igno
3. Pin -naw ' ( 227), pinnacle, or turret (2 Chron .

rance (Prov. 12:1), idolatry (Jer. 10: 8, 14 , 21 , etc.). 26:15).

“ The word must be explained from Psa. 92 : 6 , Bulwarks in Scripture appear to have been rural

brutish ,' foolish, always bearing in mind that the towers, answering the purpose of the modern

Hebrew associated the idea of godlessness with bastion. They were usually erected at certain

folly , and that cruelty naturally follows in its distances along the walls, generallyat the corners ,

train ” (Keil, Com ., on Ezek. 21:31 ).
and upon them were placed the military engines.

BUCK. See ANIMAL KINGDOM (art. ROEBUCK) .
See FORTIFICATIONS.

BUCKET (Heb. 157, del-ee', or 957, dol-ee'), a
BU'NAH (Heb. 1779, boo-naw ', discretion),

vessel with which to draw water (Isa. 40:15). " In the second ofthe sons of Jeremiah, the grandson

John 4:11 the Greek word åvianua is used.
of Pharez, the son of Judah (1 Chron. 2:25) .

Figurative. Bucket is used (Num . 24:7) for
BUNCH , the rendering of several Hebrew

abundance, as water is the leading source of pros. words, as a bunch of hyssop (Exod. 12:22), a

perity in the burning East. The nation is person- bunch of raisins (2 Sam . 16 : 1 ), the bunch of a

ified as a man carrying two buckets overflowing camel (Isa. 80: 6).

with water. BUNDLE (Heb. 117 , tser -ore', parcel ; Gr.

BUCKLER . See ARMOR ; Glossary. deguh, des -may' ; * 270os, play -thos, fullness), any.

BUFFET (Gr. kolapítw , kol-af-id-20, to strike thing bound together, as a“ bundle of myrrh

with the fist), rude maltreatment in general, whether (Cant. 1:13), of “ grain ” (Matt. 13:30 ),of “ sticks ”

inderision' (Matt. 26:67; Mark 14:65 ), affliction (Acts 28:3). It is also used of money in a purse
(1 Cor. 4:11), opposition (2 Cor. 12:7 ), or punish. (Gen. 42:35 ).

ment (1 Pet. 2:20). Figurative. The speech of Abigail to David

BUILDING (Heb. 77, baro-nau ', to build ; (1 Sam . 25:29) may be rendered, as in R. V., “ The

Gr. olkodouéw , oy-kod -om - el '-o ). See ARCHITECTURE, living,"and the words seem to refer to the safer
soul of my lord shall be bound in the bundle of the

HOUSE.

Figurative. “ To build " is used with refer. metaphor is taken from the custom of binding up
preservation of the righteous on the earth . The

ence to children ,and a numerous progeny (Ruth valuable things in a bundle to prevent injury.

4:11 ; 2 Sum. 7:27) ; and to the founding of a

family. The Church is called a building (1 Cor.
BUN'NI. 1. (Heb. 2, boon -nee', built. ) One

3: 9, etc.); and the resurrection body of the Chris- of the Levites who made public prayer and con

tian is denominated a building in contrast to a fession (Neh . 9:4 ), and joined Nehemiah in the

tent, symbolical of this mortal body ( 1 Cor. 5: 1 ). solemn covenant after the return from Babylon

BUK'KI (Heb. 22, book -kce', waster ). (ch. 10:15 ), B. C. 445.

1. The son of Jogli , and chief of the tribe of 2. (Heb. 1979 , boo-nee', built.) A Levite whose

Dan, appointed by Moses as one of the commission descendant, Shemaiah, was made an overseer of

>
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BURDEN BUZITE

1

1 )

the temple after the captivity (Neh. 11:15), B. C. churning of milk bringeth forth butter.” The

before 445. other passages will apply better to curdled milk

BURDEN (Heb. Neza, mas-saw', a lifting up ). than to butter. The ancient method of making

This word is often used in the familiarmeaning of butter was, probably, similar to that followed by

a load. It has also frequently the meaning of an the modern Bedouins. The milk is put into a

oracle from God ; sometimes as a denunciation of skin , the tanned hide of a whole goat ; this skin is

evil (Isa. 13 : 1 ; Nah . 1 : 1 ) , and also merely as a hung up on a light frame or between two poles,

message, whether joyous or afflictive (Zech. 9 : 1 ; and pushed steadily from side to side till the butter

12: 1 ; Mal. 1 :1 ).
is ready “ When the butter has come, they take

BURIAL . See DEAD, THE.
it out, boil or melt it, and then put it into bottles

BURNING . See PUNISHMENTS, p . 912 .
made of goats' skins. In winter it resembles

candied honey ; in summer it is mere oil ” (Thom

BURNING . " Burning instead of beauty " son, Land and Book, i , 393).

(Isa. 3:24, viz., inflammation). “ In Arabia the BUZ (Heb. 172, booz, contempt).

application of the cey with a red-hot iron plays a

very important part in the medical treatment of 1. The second son of Nahor and Milcah (Gen.

both man and beast. You meet with many men
22:21), B. C. about 1872 . Elihu the Buzite, one

who have been burned not only on their legsand of. Job's friends, was doubtless a descendant of

arms, but in their faces as well ” (Wetstein ).
this Buz (Job 32 : 2).

Burning thus appears to have been used as a sym
2. The father of Jahdo, of the tribe of Gad

bol for disfigurement, as the contrary of beauty.
( 1 Chron . 5:14) .

3. One of three tribes of northern Arabia. In

BURNING BUSH . See Bush.
Jer. 25:23 the following are mentioned : “ Dedan,

BURNT OFFERING , SACRIFICE . See and Tema, and Buz, and all that are in the utmost

SACRIFICES. corners. Orelli ( Com.) renders, “ all with clipped

BURY , BURYING PLACE. See Dead, temple ” (comp. 9:26 ); and adds, “ The meaning

THE ; Томв. is, that they shaved the chief hair all round,

BUSH (Heb. 720, sen -eh ', bramble ; Gr. Báros, leaving onlya tuft in the middle .”

bat-os), the burning bush, in which Jehovah mani BU'ZI (Heb. 12, boo -zee', a Buzite), a priest,

fested himself to Moses at Horeb (Exod. 3 : 2 , etc.; father of Ezekiel the prophet (Ezek. 1 : 3 ), B. C.

Deut. 33:16 ; Mark 12:26 ; Acts 7:30, 35). This before 595 .

wasprobably the bramble. See SUPPLEMENT. BUZ’ITE (Heb. 12, boo-zee'), a term indica

Figurative. The thornbush, in contrast with ting the ancestry of Elihu, only found in Job 32 : 2 ,

the more noble and lofty trees (Judg. 9:15 ), repre- 6, " Elihu the son of Barachel the Buzite ; ” to
sented the Israelites in their humiliation as a which v. 2 adds, “ of the kindred of Ram .” In

people despised by the world . The burning bush Gen. 22:21 Buz is son of Nabor and uncle of

represents Israel as enduring the fire of affliction, Aram . If we identify this Aram , son of Kemuel ,

the iron furnace of Egypt (Deut. 4:20) ; chastened with the Ram of Job (32 : 2) , as thé Ram of Ruth (4 :
but not consumed (K. and D. , Com ., in loc . ) . 19) becomes Aram (Matt. 1 :3, 4 ; Luke 3:33), and

Bishop Patrick interprets the symbol thus: “This as the Syrians, who are Aramites (Heb. 5997

fire might be intended to show that God would

there meet with the Israelites,and give them his law am -meem ') in 2 Kings 8:28 ; 9:15 , are 07977, haw

in fire and lightning, and yet not consume them ." ram -meem ', in 2 Chron . 22 : 5 , we shall think of

The word Tv, see '-akh, shoot, in Job 30 :4, 7 , Elihu asa descendant of Nahor. If we take “ of

means shrubs in general ; 5572, năh-hal-ole", in the kindred of Ram ” in a more general sense as

meaning Aramæan, the relationship might still
Isa. 7:19, pastures. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

hold good, since in Gen. 31:24 Laban, the grand
BUSHEL . See METROLOGY, II.

son of Nahor, is “ the Syrian .” To be sure, this

BUSYBODY (Gr. nepiepyos, per-ce '-er -gos, Aram is not the Aram afterward known as Syria ,

working around, 1 Tim . 5:13 ; Teplepyášouai, per- but Aram-naharaim , or Mesopotamia (see Gen. 24 :

ee-er -gad '-zom -ahee,tobeoverbusy, Thess. 3:11 ; 10), which was the Aram of the Assyrian kings.

ärnorpieniOKOTOS, 'al-lot-ree-ep-is -kop -os, one who Here was an Aramæan population from an early

supervises others' affairs, 1 Pet. 4:15), a meddle- date, as the Assyrian accounts testify.
some person, emphatically condemned in the above This probable descent of Elihu from Nahor has

passages. led some to locate the events recorded in Job in

BUTLER (Heb. Rya, mash -kel ), a cup- 20:23 Buz is associated with Tema and Dedan;the northeast, where Nahor lived . But in Jer .

bearer, as the word is rendered 2 Chron. 9:4, and and Jer. 49:8 and Ezek. 25:13 pointedly connect

an officer of honor in the royal household of Tema and Dedan with Edom.

Egypt (Gen. 40: 1, 13). It was his duty to fill and
bear the drinking vessel to the king. Nehemiah Arabian Bâzu . To Bâzu Esar-haddon, in prepara

Delitzsch (Par. , 307) compares Buz with the

was cupbearer to King Artaxerxes (Neh .1:11 ; 2 : 1 ). tion for the Egyptian campaign of 671 B. C. ,

BUTTER (Heb. $??T, khem -aw ', grown marched through the desert a distance of one

thick ). Although always rendered butter in the hundred and eighty double hours (Tiele , Bab ..

A. V., critics usually agreethat the Hebrew word Assyr. Geschichte, p. 337) . The double hour's

means curdled milk. Indeed, it is doubtful whether march is estimated by Geikie (Hourswith Bible, v.

butter is meant in any passage except Deut. 32: 74) at seven English miles. If we think this too

14 , “ butter of kine," and Prov. 30:33 , “ the rapid a rate for an army traversing an inhospitable

ar.
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BY CÆSAREA

<

6

desert, at any rate three hundred and sixty hours' may be that the Aramæans, in migrating, like the

march will carry the Assyrians well into Arabia. Hebrews, to the south and west, carried their

If we were to suppose that Elihu was an Ara- personal and local names with them to their new

mæan by birth butresident in the Edomite part homes.-W. H.

of Arabia, it might account for the manner in BY, BY AND BY. See GLOSSARY.
which he stood apart from the rest of the speakers.

BYWAYS (Heb. , o '-rakh, way, and
The doubt whether to connect Buz with the

northeast or the southeast is connected with a |572329, ak- al-kaſ, crooked). It is recorded (Judg.

like uncertainty in regard to the land of Uz. The 5: 6) that “ in the days of Shamgar, ... the high

nameUz is given to a son ofAram (Gen. 10:23), ways were unoccupied , and the travelers walked

and also to a son of Nahor (22:21, A. V. “ Huz." ). through byways.” These byways were paths and

But it was also the name of a grandson of Seir circuitous routes which turned away from the

(Gen. 36:28 ). In Jer. 25:20 the land of Uz is high roads. They were resorted to in order to

mentioned between Egypt and Philistia, and in escape observation and for safety.

Lam . 4:21 the daughter of Edom dwells in the
BYWORD, the rendering of the following

the land of Uz. Smith ( Bib. Dict. , s . v. “ Uz " )

places the land of Uz east, orsoutheast, of Pales- Hebrewwords: 79, mil- len ', word, discourse (Job

tine, adjacent to theEdomites of Mount Seir; but 30: 9); Supiza, maw -shawl', proverb (Psa . 44:14),

Gesenius (Heb. Let., 12th ed . , s. v . 775) , locates it and Sivire,mesh-ol”(Job 17 : 6) ; -777 , shen -ee -naro',

in the east and northeast, about Trachonitis and sharp, and so a taunt (Deut. 28:37 ; 1 Kings 9: 7 ;

Damascus. The cause of this apparent location | 2 Chron. 7:20 ; Jer. 24 :9).

C IT DIEU

CAB, a Hebrew measure. See METROLOGY, II. | 25:11) ; in which case, if their cause was a crim

CABʻBON (Heb. jian, kab -bone', hilly), a inal one, they were sent to Rome(Acts 25:12, 21 ).

place in the " plain " of Judah (Josh . 15:40) ;pos: Augustus (Luke 2:1), Tiberius (Luke 3 : 1; 20:22),
The Cæsars mentioned in the New Testament are

sibly the samewith Machbenah( 1 Chron: 2;49); Claudius (Acts 11:28),Nero (Acts 25: 8 ). See
probably the heap of ruins called Kubeibeh, or each name.

Kebeibeh, " which must some time have been a

stroug fortification, and have formed the key to CÆSARE'A (Gr. Karoápela, kahee-sar ' -i- a , in

the central mountains of Judah ” (V. de Velde), honor of Cæsar ).

and lie S. of Beit-jibrin , and two and a half hours 1. Cæsarea Palæstinæ (i. e . , “ Cæsarea of

E. of Ajlan (Robinson, Pal., ii, p. 394). Palestine " )—so called to distinguish it from

CABIN (Heb. 0929, khaw -nooth', vault), a Cæsarea Philippi-— or simply Cæsarea, was situated

cell. In theEast the prison often consistedof a TyretoEgypt, andabout halfway between Joppa
on the coast of Palestine onthe great roadfrom

pit (dungeon), with vaulted cells around it for the and Dora (Josephus, War, i, 21, 5 ). The distance

separate confinement of prisoners (Jer. 37:16) .
from Jerusalem is given by Josephus (Ant., xiii ,

CA'BUL (Heb. 3937,kaw -bool',perhaps sterile, | 11, 2 ; War, i,3, 6) as six hundred stadia ;the
worthless). actual distance in a direct line is forty-seven Eng

1. A city on the E. border of Asher, atits N. lish miles. Philip opped at Cæsarea at the close

side ( Josh . 19:27) , probably identical with the vil- of his preaching tour (Acts 8:40). Paul , to avoid

lage of Kabul, four hours S. E. of Acre. Grecians who wished to kill him , was taken to

2. A district of Galilee, containing twenty Cæsarea for embarkation to Tarsus ( 9:30 ). Here

cities,” which Solomon gave to Hiram , king of dwelt Cornelius the centurion, to whom Peter

Tyre, in return for services rendered in building cameand preached ( 10 : 1 , sq. ; 11:11), and to this

the temple. When Hiram saw them he was so city HEROD (q . v .) resorted after the miraculous

displeased that he said , " What cities ( i . e ., What deliverance of Peter from prison ( 12:19). Paul

sort of) are these which thou hast given me, my visited Cæsarea several times later (18:22 ; 21 : 8 ,

brother ? And he called them the land of Cabul | 16), and was sent thither by the Roman com

unto this day " (1 Kings 9 : 10-13) . These cities mander at Jerusalem to be heard by Felix (23:23 ,

were occupied chiefly by a heathen population, 33;: 25: 1, sq.) ; and from Cæsarea he started on

and were, probably, in a very bad condition. Or his journey to Rome (27: 1 ) .

it may have been that, as the Phenicians were a
2. Cæsarea Philippi (Gr. Katoápera, kahee

seafaring people, Hiram would prefer to have had sar' -i- a; dihutetoi,fil'-ip-poy ), a town in the north
coast cities than those inland.

ern part of Palestine, about one hundred and

CÆSAR, a name taken by—or given to — all twenty miles from Jerusalem, fifty from Damas

the Roman emperors after Julius Cæsar. It was cus, and thirty from Tyre, near the foot of Mount

a sort of title , like Pharaoh, and as such is usually Hermon. It was first a Canaanite sanctuary for

applied to the emperors in the New Testament, as the worship of Baal ; perhaps Baal-hermon

the sovereigns of Judea (John 19:15 ; Acts 17: 7). ( Judg. 3 : 3; 1 Chron. 5:23 ). It was called by the

It was to him that the Jews paid tribute (Matt. Greeks Paneas, because of its cavern, which re

22:17 ; Luke 23 :2), and to him that such Jews as minded them of similar places dedicated to the

were cives Romani had the right of appeal (Acts | worship of the god Pan. In 20 B. C. Herod the
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Great received the whole district from Augustus, no power to inflict the punisbment of death , Christ

and dedicated a temple to the emperor. Herod was taken to Pilate, the Roman governor, that his

Philip enlarged it and called it Cæsarea Philippi, to execution might be duly ordered (Matt. 26 :3, 57 ;

distinguish it from his father's on theseacoast. It John 18:13, 28). The bigoted fury of Caiaphas

was the northern limit of Christ's travels in the exhibited itself also against the first efforts of the

Holy Land (Matt. 16:13 ; Mark 8:27). The site of apostles (Acts 4 :6, sq .). What became of Caiaphas

Cæsarea is called Banias, a paltry village. after his deposition is not known.

CAGE (Heb. 2757, kel-006 ), a trap to catch NOTE.— " Appas and Caiapbas being the high priests ”

birds ( Jer. 6:27) ; also (Gr. puhash, foo -lak -ay', (Luke3 :2). Somemaintain that Annas and Calapbas
then discharged the functions of the high priesthood by

guarding ), a prison (Rev. 18:2). turns ; but this is not reconcilable with the statement of

CATAPHAS (Gr. Kajápas, kah-ee-af'-as, per- priest because he thenactually exercised the functions
Josephus. Others think that Caiaphas is called high

haps from Chald . ???, kay-faw ', depression ), a of the office, and that Annas is so called because he for
surname, the original namebeing Joseph (Jose- merly alled the situation. But itdoes not thusappear

why, of those who beld the priesthood before Caiaphas,

phus, Ant. , xviii, 2 , 2 ) ; but, the surname becoming Annas in particularshould be named, and not others

his ordinary and official designation, it was used for who had served the office more recentlythan anpas.

the name itself. Caiaphaswas the high priest of very weightyinfluence( John 18:12, sq.),so thatnot only
Meyer ( Com ., in loc . ) says : Anpas retained witbal

the Jews in the reign of Tiberius Cæsar, at the did becontinue to becalled bythe name, but, more

>

2

wy
p

2

1

beginning of our Lord's public ministry

(Luke 3 : 2), and also at the time of his con . :

demnation and crucifixion (Matt. 26: 3 , 57,

etc. ). He was appointed to this dignity

through the curator, Valerius Gratus (prob.

ably A. U. C. 770–788 or 789, Meyer, Com .,

on Luke), and held it during the whole

procuratorship of Pontius Pilate, but was

deposed by the proconsul Vitellus, A. D.

about 38. He was the son-in-law of Annas,

with whom he is coupled by Luke (see
Cæsarea .

Note ). His wife was the daughter of

Annas, or Ananus, who had formerly been over, he also partiallydischargedthe functions of high

high priest, and who still possessed great influ. priest." Edersheim (Life and TimesofJesus, 1, 264) ;

ence and control in sacerdotal matters. After Calaphasprobablyindicates that, although Annaswas
The conjunction of the two names of Annas and

the miracle of raising Lazarus from the dead deprived ofthe pontificate, he still continued to preside
Caiaphas advocated putting Jesus to death. His over the Sanbedrin " (comp. Acts 4:6).

language on this occasion was prophetic, though CAIN (Heb. 7:2, kah '-yin, a lance ).

not so designed : “ Ye know nothing at all, nor
1. The firstborn of the human race, and like.

consider that it is expedient for us, that one man

should die for the people, and that the whole na
wise the first murderer and fratricide, B. C. 4003 ( ?)

tion perish not” (John 11:49, 50). After Christ His history is narrated in Gen. 4, and the facts are

was arrested hewas taken before Annas,who sent briefly these : (1 ) Sacrifice. Cain was the eldest

him to his son-in-law, Caiaphas, probably living son of Adam and Eve, and by occupation a tiller

in the same house. An effort was made to pro- of the ground. Upon a time he and his brother

duce false testimony sufficient for his condemna- offered a sacrifice to God , Cain of the fruit of the

tion. This expedient failed ; for, though two per- ground and Abel of the firstlings of his flock .

sons appeared to testify, they did not agree,and Cain's temper and offering (being bloodless) were

at last Caiaphas put our Saviour himself upon oath not acceptable, while Abel's received the divine

that he should say whether he was indeed the approval. (2 ) Murder. At this Cain was an.

Christ, the Son of God, or not. The answer was, gered, and, though remonstrated with by the Al.

of course, in the affirmative, and was accompanied Inighty, he fostered his revenge until it resulted

with a declaration of his divine power and majesty. in the murder of his brother. When God in

The high priestpretended tobe greatly grievedat quired of him asto the whereabouts of Abel he

what he considered the blasphemyof our Saviour's declared, " I know not,” and sullenly inquired,

pretensions, and appealed to his enraged enemies “ Am I my brother's keeper ? ” The Lord then

to say if this was not enough. They answered at told him that his crime was known, and pronounced

once that he deserved to die, but, as Caiaphas had a curse upon him and the ground which he should
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CAINAN CALEB - EPHRATAH

1

gate, etc.

cultivate. Cain was to endure, also, the torments | 17–25 ), B. C. 1209. (2) A faithful report, and

of conscience, in that the voice of his brother's results. On their return all the spies agreed re

blood would cry unto God from the ground. Fear- spectingthe preeminent goodness of the land, but

ful lest others should slay him for his crime, he differed in their advice to the people. While the

pleaded with God, who assured him that vengeance ten others announced the inability of Israel to

sevenfold would be taken on anyone who should overcome the Canaanites, Caleb and Joshua spoke

kill him. He also gave him “ a sign , ” probably encouragingly. They adınitted the strength and

an assurance that his life should be spared. Cain stature of the people , and the greatness of the

became a fugitive, and journeyed into the land of walled cities , butwere far from despairing. Caleb,

Nod, where he built a city which he named after stilling the people before Moses, exhorted them

his son, Enoch. His descendants are named to earnestly and boldly, “ Let us go up at once and

the sixth generation , and appear to have reached possess it ; for we are well able to overcome it ”

an advanced stage of civilization, being noted for (Num. 13:30). For this act of faithfulness, re

proficiency in music and the arts . peated the following day, Caleb and Joshua barely

The New Testament references to Cain are Heb. escaped being stoned by the people (Num.

11 :4 , where it is recorded, “ By faith Abel offered 14:10). Moses announced to the congregation,

unto God a more excellent sacrifice than Cain ; " however, that they alone , of all the people over

1 John 3:12 ; Jude 11 . twenty years of age, should enter into the prom

2. A city of the low country of Judah(Josh. ised land, and in a plaguethat shortly followed the

15:57), possibly the same as Jukin , S. E.of Hebron. other spies died (Num. 14 :26-38). A special

CAI'NAN (Heb. 77 ?, kay-nawn', fixed ).
promise was given to Caleb that he should enter

1. The son of Enos and great-grandson of Adam. seed should possess it (Num . 14:24). ( 3) In
the land which he had trodden upon , and that his

He was born when his father was ninety years Canaan. We find no further mention of Caleb

old, B. C. perhaps 3679. He lived seventy years; until about forty-five years after. The land was

and begat Mahalaleel, after which he lived eight, being divided,and he claimed the special inher
hundred and forty years (Gen. 6: 9-14 ). His name itance promised by Moses as a reward of his fidel

is Anglicized Kenan in 1 Chron. 1 : 2 .
ity .

2. The son of Arphaxad and father of Sala,ac- his blessing. Caleb, who at the age of eighty-five
His claim was admitted, and Joshua added

cording to Luke 3:35 , 36 , and usually called the
second Cainan. He is nowhere found named in years was still as strong for war as when he was

forty, drove out the Anakim from Hebron (Josh.

the Hebrew text,nor in any of the versions made 14:6–15 ; 15:14 ). Hethen attacked Debir, to the

from it, as the Samaritan, Chaldee, Syriac, Vul- south of Hebron. This town must have been

It is believed by many that the namewas not originally in the text, even ofLuke, but is strong and very hard to conquer , for Caleb offered

an addition of careless transcribers from the Sep. daughter Achsah for a wife to anyone who should
a prize to the conqueror, promising to give his

tuagint.
take it. Othniel, his younger brother (Keil , Com .),

CAKE. See BREAD. took the city and secured Achsah and a tract of

CAʼLAH (Heb. 27, keh '-lakh, firm), one of land (Josh. 16:13–19). We have no further in

the four cities named in Gen. 10:11 , 12 , which formation respecting Caleb's life or death.

passage Sayce (Higher Crit ., etc. ) renders, “ Out of counts of the taking of Debir (Josh . 11:21, 22 ;15:13–19).
NOTE.—“ There is no discrepancy between the ac

that land he went forth into Assyria ,” etc. One For the expulsion of its inhabitants by Joshua did not

of the most ancient of Assyrian cities, built by preclude the possibility of their returning when the Is

Shalmaneser I, B. C. 1300 , and restored by Assur
raelitish armies had withdrawn to the north " (Keil,

Com .).

natsir-pal, B. C. 883-858. “ Calah lay a little

further south (of Nineveh ), at the junction of the
2. The last named of the three sons of Hezron

Tigris and the Upper Zab, where the rubbish ( 1 Chron. 2:18), of the descendants of Judah, in

heaps of Nimrud conceal the ruins of its palace. ” 1 Chron. 2: 9, where he is called Chelubai. His

CALAMUS. See VEGETABLE Kingdom.
sons by his first wife, Azubah , or Jerioth (9. v . ),

were Jesher, Shobab, and Ardon (v. 18). After

CAL'COL, the fourth named of the five sons her death he married Ephrath, by whom he had

(or descendants) of Zerah ( 1 Chron. 2 : 6). Prob. Hur (v. 19), and perhaps others (v . 50). He had
ably the same with CHALCOL (q . v .). also several children byhis concubines,Ephah and

CALDRON , the rendering of several Hebrew Maachah (vers. 46, 48), B. C. about 1500.

words, all meaning a vessel for boiling flesh , either 3. The son of Hur and grandson of the preced

for domestic or ceremonial purposes (1 Sam . 2:14 ; ing (1 Chron. 2:50 ). No further information is

2 Chron . 35:13 ; Job 41:20 ; Jer. 52:18, 19 ; Ezek . given respecting him , save a mention of his nu

11 : 3 , 7 ). Metallic vessels of this kind have been merous posterity.

found in Egypt and Nimroud . CA LEB-EPHRATAH (Heb.Ona 352.

CAʼLEB (Heb. 237,kaw -labe', a dog) . kaw-labe' ef-raw '-thaw ), only in 1 Chron . 2:24 : “ And

1. The son of JEPHUNNEI (q . v. ), the Kenezite, after that Hezron was dead in Caleb -ephratah ,"

i. e. , son of Kenaz (Keil), and chief of one of the etc. “ The town or village in which Caleb dwelt

families of Judah. with his wife Ephrath may have been called

Personal History . (1) A spy. The first Caleb of Ephrathah, if Ephrath had brought this

mention of Caleb was his appointment, at the age place as a dower to Caleb (comp. Josh. 15:18) .

of forty years ( Josh. 14 : 6, 7 ) , as one of the twelve Ephrathah or Ephrath was the ancient name of

spies sent by Moses to explore Canaan (Num . 13: 6 , I Bethlehem, and with it the name Ephrath is

9
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.

connected, probably so called after her birthplace. their tutelary deities, and these names, transcribed

If this supposition is well founded, then Caleb of into Greek, and then into Arabic, are still used by

Ephrathah would be the little town of Bethlehem ” the Christian inhabitants of Egypt, side by side

(Keil, Com . ) . with the Mussulman appellations. One patron for

CALENDAR (Lat.calendarium , from calere, each month was, however, deemed not sufficient ;

to call, because the priests called the people to each month was subdivided into three decades ,

notice that it was new moon ), an ecclesiastical over which presided as many decani, and the days

almanac, indicating the special days and seasons themselves were assigned to genii appointed to
to be observed. protect them .

1. Chaldean. “ Their years were vague years “ The first year of three hundred and sixty days,

of three hundred and sixty days. The twelve equal regulated by the revolutions of the moon, did not

months of which they were composed bore names long meet the needs of the Egyptian people ; it

which were borrowed, on the one hand, from did not correspond with the length of the solar

events in civil life, such as “ Simanu ,' from the year, for it fell short of it by five and a quarter

making of brick, and 'Addaru,' from the sowing days, and this deficit accumulating from twelve

of seed, and, on the other, from mythological oc- month to twelvemonth caused such a serious dif

currences whose origin is still obscure, such as ference between the calendar reckoning and

" Nisanu , ' from the altar of Ea, and “ Elul , ' from the natural seasons that it soon had to be cor .

a message of Ishtar. The adjustment of this year rected. They intercalated, therefore, after the

to astronomical demandswas roughly carried out twelfth month of each year and before the first

by the addition of a month every six years, which day of the ensuing year, five epagomenal days,

was called a second Adar, Elul, or Nisan, ac- which they termed the five days over and above

cording to the place in which it was intercalated. the year.'

The neglect of the hours and minutes in their cal . " These days constituted, at the end of the

culation of the length of the year became with ' gr - at year, ' a 'little month ,' which considerably

them, as with the Egyptians, a source of serious lessened the difference between the solar and lunar

embarrassment, and we are still ignorant as to the computation, but did not entirely do away with it,

means employed to meet the difficulty ” (Maspero, and the six hours and a few minutes ofwhich the

Dawn of Civilization , p . 777). Egyptians had not taken count gradually became

2. Egyptian . “ The first (astronomical) ob- the source of fresh perplexities. Theyat length

servatories established on the banks of the Nile amounted to a whole day, which needed to be

seem to have belonged to the temples of the sun ; added every four years to the regular three hun

the high priests of Ra .. were actively em- dred and sixty days, a fact which was unfortu

ployed from the earliest times in studying the con- nately overlooked. The difficulty, at first only

figuration and preparing maps of the heavens. slight, increased with time, and ended by disturb.

In directing their eyes to the celestial sphere, ing the harmony between the order of the calen

. Thot had at the same time revealed to men the dar and that of natural phenomena . At the end

art of measuring time, and the knowledge of the of one hundred and twenty years the legal year
future. As hewas the moon-god par excellence, had gained a whole month on the actual year,and

be watched with jealous care over the divine eye the first ofThot anticipated the heliacal rising of

which had been intrusted to him by Horus, and Sothis by thirty days, instead of coinciding with it

the thirty days, during which he was engaged in as it ought” (Maspero, ibid ., p. 206 , sq .).

conducting it through all the phases of its 3. Jewish. The Israelites divided their year

nocturnal life,was reckoned as a month. Twelve according to natural phenomena exclusively, com

of these months formed a year, a year of three bining, therefore, the solar and lunar year. The

hundred and sixty days, during which the earth months began with the new moon , but the first

witnessed the gradual beginning and ending of month was fixed (after the Exodus and by the
the circle of the seasons. The Nile rose, spread necessities of the Passover) by the ripening of the

over the fields, sank again into its channel ; the earliest grain, viz . , barley. The lunar month aver
harvest followed the seedtime. These formed aging twenty-nine and one half days, a year of

three distinct divisions of the year, each of equal twelve months of thirty andtwenty-nine days alter

duration. Thot made of them the three seasons, nately resulted ; but this involved a variation of

that of the waters, Shaît ; that of vegetation , eleven and twenty-two days alternately in eighteen

Pirdît; of the harvest, Shômů, each composing outof nineteen years. To reconcile this lunar year

four months, numbered one to four : the first, with the year of the seasons, a thirteenth month was
second, third, and fourth months of Shaît ; the inserted about once in three years. That the Jews

first, second, third, and fourth months of Pirait ; had anciently calendars wherein were noted all the

the first, second, third, and fourth months of feasts, fasts, and days on which they celebrated

Shômů. The twelve months completed, a new any great event of their history is evident from

year began, whose birth was heralded by the ris. Zech . 8:19 . Probably the oldest calendar is the

ing of Sothis in the early days of August. The Megillath Taanith ( "* volume of affliction " ), said

first month of the Egyptian year thus coincided to have been drawn up in the timeof John Hyr
with the eighth of ours . Thot becameits patron, canus, B.C. before 106. In the subjoined calendar

and gave it his name, relegating each of the others it is assumed,as usual, that the first month of the

to a special protecting divinity. ... Officialdocu- Hebrew ecclesiastical year, Abib or Nisan , answers

ments always designated the months by the ordi- nearly to half March and half April ; the earliest

nal number attached to them in each season, but possible commencement of the lunar year being

the people gave them by preference the names of on our fifth of March. See ChronoLoGY.
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JEWISH CALENDAR .

SHOWING THE LUNAR Months, WITH THE FESTIVALS AND Fasts in Each, WEATHER, ETC.

NAMES OF MONTHS.

FESTIVALS. SEASON. WEATHER. CROPS, ETC.

HEBREW. ENGLISH .

March

April.

A'BIB (Heb. 15$

aw -beeb ', green

ears ), or "NISAN .

Thirty days ; first

of sacred , seventh

of civil, year.

April

May.

ZIF (Heb. 17, zeev,

1. New moon (Num. 10 : Spring Wind S.; some- Barley harvest be

10 ; 28 :11-15 ). equinox. times sirocco. Fall of gius in tbe plain of
Fast for Nadab and the “ latter ” or spring Jericho and in the

A bihu (Lev . 10: 1, 2) . rains (Deut. 11:14 ). Jordan valley : wheat

10. Selection of paschal The melting snow's of coming into ear ; up

lamb (Exod. 12:3) . Lebanon and the rains lands brilliant with

Fast for Miriam (Num . all the Jordau chan - shortlived verdure

20 : 1 ), and in memory nel, and the riverand flowers ,

of the scarcity of water overflows in places its

( 20 : 2) . " lower plain " (Josh .

14. Paschal lamb killed 3:15 ; comp. Zech . 10 :

in evening (Exod . 12 : 11).

6) .

Passover begins (Num.
28:16 ).

Search for leaven.

15. First day of unleav

ened bread (Num . 28:

17) .

After sunset shear of

barley brought to

temple.

16 . " First fruits, " sheaf

offered (Lev. 23:10 ,

sq.) .

Beginning of harvest,

fifty days to Pentecost

( Lev. 23:15 ).

21. Close of Passover,

end of unleavened

bread (Lev. 23 :6 ).

15 and 21. Holy convoca

tions ( 23 : 7 ).

26. Fast for death of

Joshua.

1. Newmoon (Num.1:18 ). Summer. Wind S.; showers Principal barvest

6. Fast of three days for

brightness ), or

I JAR . Twenty

nine days ; second

of sacred, eighth

of civil, year.

and thunder storms month in lower dis

excesses during Pass very rare ( 1 Sam 12: tricts. Barley har

over, 17, 18). Sky generally vest general (Ruth 1 .

10. Fast for death of Eli cloudless till end of 22 ) ; wheat ripening

and capture of ark summer. on the uplands ; apri

(1 Sam . 4:11, sq .) . cots ripen . . In Jordan

15. Secondº or lit valley hot winds de

Passover, for stroy vegetation ,

those unable to cel

ebrate in Abib ; in

memory of entering

wilderness (Exod . 16 :

11 ).

23. Feast for taking of

Gaza by S. Macca

bæus ; for taking and

purification of temple

by the Maccabees.

27. Feast for expulsion

of Galileans from Je

rusalem .

28. Fast for death of

Samuel ( 1 Sam . 25 : 1 ) .

1. New moon . Wind N. W., also Wheat harvest be

2. " Feast of Pentecost, E .; and khamseen , or gins on uplands ; al

or "Feast of Weeks," parching wind from monds ripen ; grapes

because it came seven southern deserts. Air begin to ripen ; honey

weeks after Passover still and brilliantly of the Jordad valley

( Lev. 23 : 15-21).
clear. collected Nay to July.

15 , 16. Celebration of

victory over Beth-san

( 1 Macc.5 :52 ; 12: 40,41 ) .

17. Feast for taking

Cæsarea by Asmona

ans,

22. Fast in memory of

Jeroboam's forbidding

subjects to carry Orst

tle "

May

June.

SI'VAN (Heb . 77* ,

see -vawn') . Thirty

days ; third of sci

cred , ninth of civil,

year .

į
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JEWISH CALENDAR . Continued .

NAMES OF MONTHS.

FESTIVALS . SEASON WEATHER. CROPS, ETC.

HEBREW ENGLISH

fruits to Jerusalem

( 1 Kings 12:27 ).

25. Fast in memory of

rabbins Simeon, Ish

mael, and Chanina ;

feast in honor of

judgment of Alexan

der the Great, in favor

of Jews against Ish

maelites, who claimed

Canaan .

27. Fast , Chanina being

burned with books of

law .

ןיחבַה,

TAM'MUZ (Heb. June 1. New moon . Hot Wind usuallyN.W., Wheat barvest on

t a m- July . 14. Feast for abolition season , also E., and kham - highest districts ; vari

of a book of Saddu seen from S. Air stilous fruits ripe .

Ynoom ). Twenty-) cees and Betbusians, and very clear ; beat Springs and vegeta .

nine days; fourth intended to subvert intense ; beavy dews. tion generally dried

of sacred , tenth oral law and tradi up. Bedouins leave

of civil, year . tions. steppes for mountain

17. Fast in memory of pastures. Elsewhere,

tables of law broken country parched , dry

by Moses (Exod.32:19 ); and hard—" a dreary

and taking of Jerusa waste of withered

lem by Titus. stalks andburned -up

grass ( " stubble ,

A. V. ) .

AB (Heb. 5x, awb
July- 1. New moon ; fast for Wind E. Air still Principal fruit

August. death of Aaron , com and very clear ; heat month - grapes, figs,

fruitful). Thirty memorated by cbil intense ; heavy dews. walnuts, olives, etc.;

days ; orth of sa dren of Jethuel, wbo vintage begins (Lev.

cred, eleventh of furnished wood to
26 :5 ).

civil , year . temple after the cap

tivity.

9. Fast in memory of

God's declaration

against murinurers

entering Canaan

(Num. 14 :29-31).

18. Fast , because in the

time of Abaz the even

ing lamp went out.

21. Feast when wood

was stored in temple.

24. Feast in memory of

law providing for

sons and daughters

alike inheriting es

tate of parents.

E’LUL (Heb. 575 August
1. New moon . Wind N. E. Heat Vintage generai;

September.
7. Feast for dedication still intense (2 Kings 4 : harvest of dourra and

el- ool', good for of Jerusalem's walls 18-20),much lightning, maize ; colton and

nothing). Twen by Nehemiah. but rain rarely . pomegranates ripen .

ty - nine days : 17. Fast, death of spies

sixth of sacred, bringing ill report

twelfth of civili (Num. 14:26) .

year. 21. Feast, wood offering .

22. Feast in memory of

wicked Israelites, who

were punished with

death .

( Throughout the month

the cornet is sounded

to warn of approach

ing new civil year.)

ETA'ANIM (Heb . September - 1. New moon ; New Seed time, Wind N. E. Dews Plowing and sowing

Dan xay-thaw- October . Year ; Feast of Trum -or earing. very heavy. Former begin as soon as

pets (Lev. 23:24 ; Num. or early, i . e . , autum - ground is softened by

perma 29 : 1 , 2 ). nal, rains begin (Joel the rain - in any

nent), or TIS'RI. 3. Fast for murder of 12:23 ) to soften the weather as the time

Thirty days ; sev Gedaliah (2 Kings 25 : ground (Deut. 11:14) : runs short ( Prov. 20 :

epth of sacred , 25 ; Jer. 41:2 ) ; high nights frosty (Gen. 31: 4 ; Eccles. 11 :4) ; cot
Orst of civil, year. priest set apart for 40). ton harvest.

day of atonement.

neem ',
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JEWISH CALENDAR.- Continued .

NAMES OF MONTHS.

FESTIVALS. SEASON . WEATHER . CROPS , ETC.

HEBREW. ENGLISH ,

22. Holy

7. Fast on account of

worship of golden

calf.

10. Day of atonement,

“ the fast " (Acts 27: 9),

1. e . , the only one en

joined by the law ; the

Ürst day of jubilee

years.

15-21. Feast of Taber

nacles.

convocation ,

palins borne, prayer
for rain .

23. Feast for law being

finished ; dedication of

Solomon's lemple.

BUL (Heb.372, bool) , October- 1. New moon .

November. 6, 7. Fast because Neb

or MARCHESH' uchadnezzar blinded

VAN. Twenty
Hezekiah (2 Kings 25 :

nine days ; eighth 7 ; Jer. 52:10) .

of sacred , second 17. Prayers for rain .
of civil, year. 19. Fast for faults com

mitted during Feast

of Tabernacles.

23. Memorial of stones

of altar profaned by

Greeks (1 Macc . 4:44 ).

26. Feast in memory of

recovery after the cap

tivity of places occu

pied by the Cuthites.

Wind N., N. W., Wheat and barley

N. E. , S., S. W. Rainy sown ; vintage in

month, partly fine ; northern Palestine ;

rains from S. and rice harvest ; fig tree

S. W. laden with fruit ; or

ange and citron blos

som ; almost all vege

tation basdisappeared

CHISLEU (Heb. November- 1. New moon .
Winter Snow on mountains Trees bare, but

and deserts

7209, kis - lave' ). December. 2. Fast threedays) if no begins.. and stormy. Greatest plains
rain ( John 10: amount of rainfallgradually becoma

Thirty days; ninth 3. Feast in honor of As. 22 ). during year in Decem- green pastures.

of sacred , third mopeans throwing ber, January, and Feb

of civil, year . out idols placed in ruary.

temple court by Gen

tiles.

6. Feast in memory of

roll burned by Jehoi

akim (Jer. 36:23 ).

7. Feast in memory of

death of Herod the

Great.

14. Fast, absolute if no

rain .

21. Feast of Mount Ger

izim ; plowing and

sowing of Mount Ger

izim witb tares , as

Samaritans had in

tended to do with

temple ground .

25. Feast of the dedica

tion of the temple , or

of Lights (eight days)

in memory of restora

tion of temple by Ju

das Maccabæus.

Wind N., N. W. , N. Flocks leave high

E. Coldest month : lands for the Jordan

rain , bail, and snow valley, and its cultiva

( Josh . 10:11 ) on high - tion begins ; orangee
er hills, and occasion-ripening, and lower

ally at Jerusalem . districts green with

TE'BETH ( Heb . December - 1. New moon . Mid

nau, tay'-beth ). January. 8.Fast because the law winter .

grain.

was translated into

Twenty - nine Greek.

days ; tenth of
9. Fast, no reason as

sacred, fourth of
signed .

civil, year. 10. Fast on account of

siege of Jerusalem

by Nebuchadnezzar

(2 Kings 25 : 1 ).

28. Feast in memory of

exclusion of Saddu

cees from the Sanbe

drin .
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JEWISH CALENDAR.- Continued .

NAMES OF MONTHS.

FESTIVALS. SEASON . WEATHER. CROPS , ETC.

HEBREW. ENGLISH .

SHE'BAT (Heb . January- 1. New moon . Winter. Wind N. , N. W., N. Almond and pec.ch

E. inGradually grow - blossom warmer

Po, sheb -awt'), February. 2. Rejoicing for death of
King Alexander Jan ling warmer . Towardand sheltered local.

or SE'BAT. Thir næus, enemy of the end of mouth themost ities ; oranges ripe .

ty days ; eleventh Pharisees. pleasant "cool sea

of sacred , ofth of 1 or 5. Fast in memory son begins.

civil, year . of death of elders,

successors to Joshua .

15. Beginning of the

year of TREES (q. v . ) .

22. Feast in memory of

death of Niscalenus,

who ordered images

placed in temple, and

who died before exe

cution of his orders .

23. Fast for war of the

Ten Tribes against

Benjamin (Judg. 20) ;

also idol of Micah ( 18:

11 , sq .).

29. Memorial of death of

Antiochus Epiphanes,

enemy of Jews.

Cold and
A’DAR (Heb. 78 February 14. New moon.

Wind W. Thunder In valley of Jordan

March 7. Fast because ofMoses rainy and bail frequent, cultivation draws to

ad -awr, fire). death ( Deut. 34 :5 ) . season , orsometimes snow. Thean end, and barley

Twenty -nine 8, 9. Trumpet sounded in spring. latter rains begin , onripens.

days ; twelfth of thanksgiving for ram , which plenty or fam

sacred, sixth of and prayer for future ine, the crops and pas

civil , year .
rain .

ture depend.
12. Feast in memory of

Hollianus and Pipus,

two proselytes, who

died rather than break

the law.

13. Fast of Esther (Esth .

4:16 ). Feast in mem

ory of Nicanor, enemy

of the Jews (1 Macc.

7:44 ).

14. The first Purim , or

lesser Feast of Lots

(Esth . 9:21 ) .

15. The great FEAST OF

PURIM (q . v . ) .

17. Deliverance of sages

who fled from Alex

ander Jandæus.

20. Feast for rain ob

tained in time of

drought, in time of

Alexander Jannæus.

23. Feast for dedication

of Zerubbabel's tem

ple (Ezra 6:16).

28. Feast to commem

orate the repeal of de

cree of Grecian kings

forbidding Jews to

circumcise their chil

dren .

4. Roman. The ancient Roman year consisted certainly known. The Decemviri, B.C. 450, prob

of twelve lunar months, of twenty-nine and thirty ably introduced the system of adjustment after

days alternately, making three hundred and fifty- ward in use, viz. , by inserting biennially an inter

four days ; but a day was added to make the num- calary month of twenty-three days between Febru

ber odd, which was considered more fortunate , so ary 24 and 25 , and in the fourth year a month of

that the year consisted of three hundred and fifty - twenty-two days between February 23 and 24.

five days. This was less than the solar year by But this gave the year an average of three hun.

ten days and a fraction. Numa is credited with dred and sixty-six and a quarter days, or one too

attempting to square this lunar year of three hun- many , and it was the business of the pontiffs to

dred and fifty-five days with the solar of three keep the calendar in order by regular intercala

hundred and sixty - five; but how he did it is not ' tion. Their neglect produced great disorder
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The mischief was finally remedied by Julius “ From the 8th century combined calendars of

Czesar, with the assistance of the mathematician saints and martyrs were made, and are found in

Sosigenes. To bring the calendar into corre great numbers. They are designed to suit all

spondence with the seasons the year 46 B. C. was times, are supplied with means to ascertain the

lengthened so as to consist of fifteen months, or movable feasts, especially Easter.”

four hundred and forty - five days, and the calendar The present Saints ' Calendar of the Roman

known as the Julian was introduced January 1 , Catholic Church is very copious, and may be found

45 B. C. The use of the lunar year and the inter- more or less complete in its almanacs.

calary month was abolished , and the civilyear was “ The German Lutheran Church retained the

regulated entirely by the sun . Cæsar fixed this Roman calendar (with the saints' days of that age)

year to three hundred and sixty -five and a quarter at the Reformation. An Evangelical Calendar

days, which is correct within a few minutes. After for the use of the Evangelical Church of Germany

this the ordinary year consisted of three hundred is issued annually."

and sixty- five days , divided into twelve months, The calendar of the Church of England may be

with the names still in use. found in the large edition of the Prayer Book, and

5. Gregorian. The method adopted by Cæsar consists of nine columns, containing, 1. The
answered a very good purpose for a short time, golden number or cycle of the moon ; 2. Days of

but after several centuries astronomers began to the month in numerical order ; 3. Dominical or

discover a discrepancy between the solar and the Sunday letter ; 4. Calends, nones, and ides;

civil year. The addition of one day every fourth 5. Holy days of the Church, as also some festivals

year would be correct if the solar year consisted of the Roman Church, for convenience rather than

of exactly three hundred and sixty -five and a reverence ; 6–9. Portions of Scripture and of the

quarter days, whereas it contains only three Apocrypha, appointed for the daily lessons .
hundred and sixty - five days, five bours, forty- CALF (Heb. bos, ay ’-ghel ; Gr. uóoxos, mos '.
seven minutes, fifty -one and a half seconds. This

makes the Julian year longer than the true solar khos ; also pai, ben baw-kawr', son of the

year by about twelve minutes. In 1582 the Julian herd), the young of the or species. The frequent

year was found to be about ten days behind mention in Scripture of calves is due to their com

the true time, the vernal equinox falling on the mon use in sacrifices . The “ fatted calf ” was

11th instead of the 21st of March , its date at the considered by the Hebrews as the choicest of
Council of Nice, A. D. 325. PopeGregory issued animal food . It was stall-fed, frequently with

an edict causing the 5th of October to be called reference to a particular festival or extraordinary

the 15th , thus suppressing ten days, and making sacrifice ( 1 Sam . 28:24 ; Amos 6 :4 ; Luke 15:23 ).

the year 1582 to consist of only three hundred and the allusion in Jer. 34:18, 19 is to an ancient

fifty-five days; thus restoring the concurrence of custom of ratifying a Covenant ( q. v.). See Ani.

the solar and civil year, and consequently the MAL KINGDOM.

vernal equinox to the place it cccupied in 325, Figurative. The expression “ calves of our

viz. , March 21. In order that this difference lips ” (Hos. 14 : 2), and “ fruit of our lips ” (Heb.

might not recur it was further ordained that every | 13:15 ) signify prayers or thanksgiving, young oxen

hundredth year ( 1800, 1900, etc.) should not be being considered as the best animals for thank

counted as a leap year, except every fourth hun
offerings.

dredth , beginning with 2000. In this way the dif

ference between the civil and solar year will not
CALF, GOLDEN (Heb. 177222 S.", ay'-ghel,

amount to a day in five thousand years. The steer ; mas-say -kaw ', molten image ), the idolatrons

pope was promptly obeyed in Spain, Portugal, and representation of a young bullock, set up at Mount

part of Italy . The change took place in France Sinai (Exod . 32 : 2 , sq . ) , and later by Jeroboam at

the same year by calling the 10th the 20th of De. Beth -el and Dan ( 1 Kings 12:28, sq . ) . Opinions

cember. 'Gradually all the Christian countries differ as to which of the Egyptian gods this image

adopted this style, excepting Russia, which still was modeled after, somebelieving it to have been

adheres to the old style , and is twelve days behind Apis , others Mnevis, while still others claim that

the true time. it was an imitation of Typhon . See Gods, FALSE.

6. Ecclesiastical. Originally the ecclesias . Much discussion has been caused by the dec

tical calendar was only an adaptation of Greek and laration that Moses “ took the calf which they had

Roman calendars, although Christian influence is made, and burnt it with fire, and ground it to pow .

seen in two calendars as early as the middle of der, and strewed it upon the water, and made the

the 4th century. This influence is shown in the children of Israel drink of it ” (Exod. 32:20) .

setting of the Christian week side by side with the It is objected that the malleability of gold would

pagan, while the other, A. D. 448, contains Chris- prevent its being pulverized , and that gravitation

tian feast days and holidays, though as yet very would forbid its floating on the water if pulver

few, viz. , four festivals of Christ and six martyr ized. So difficult is it to answer these objections

days. The earliest known pure Christian calen- that many suppose a miracle the only way out of

dar is of Gothic origin , from Thrace, in the 4th the difficulty. Mr. P. Du Bois , formerly Assistant

century. It is a fragment, merely thirty -eight Assayer of United States Mint, Philadelphia , de

days , but contains mention of seven saints. clares neither position to be necessary. In the

Originally the martyrs were celebrated only Sunday School Times, June 23 , 1888 , he mentions

where they suffered , and each Church had its own the two theories of the construction of the calf,
calendar, but in the Middle Ages the Roman cal- viz . , of solid gold and of a wooden frame covered

endar spread throughout the Western Church. I with gold, and says : “ I wish to add another

>

2
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theory — that the calf was a bronze apis , ' or fault of men's not obtaining salvation is not God's,

animal figure, covered with gold (see Jsa. 40:18, but their own (Matt. 23:27 ; Acts 13:46 ).
19). The admixture of small proportions of cer- This call is extended to men through the preach

tain metals , notably lead, arsenic, antimony, and ing of the word (Rom. 10:14 ; 1 Cor. 1:21 ; Tit.

tin , will at once render gold refractory and more 1 :3), accompanied by the Holy Spirit. Calvinistic

or less brittle. Tin, in certain proportions, theologians distinguish between the external and

will render gold alloys not merely brittle, but as the internal call. The former, they think , is ad.

friable as glass. : . If we accept the theory that dressed to all, elect and nonelect alike ; the latter

the image was a solid gold casting, the tin, or only to the elect, and is an effectual calling (see

tin -copper alloy, might have been in the original Westminster Shorter Catechism , ques. 31).
trinkets from which the mass was made. There The true distinction lies not in the intrinsic na

was, without much doubt, a solder of gold , silver, ture of God's call itself, but in the different ac

andtin in that day. . . . If the theory of a bronze ceptance by man. There is truly a rejected calling

animal be resorted to the bronze centerwould and an obeyed calling, and those who obey God's

have easily fused with the gold exterior, and so call become permanently the cailed (Whedon ).

made a thoroughly friable alloy. The com- Those who are “ predestinated ” (“ foreordained,"

minution once having been perfected, it is easily R. V.) to eternal life are such as, being called,

demonstrable that the powder, despite its specific were foreknown to comply with the call. Peter's

gravity, would float in water .” See Aaron, p. 1. exhortation, “ Brethren, give diligence to make

CALF, WORSHIP OF. See Gods, FALSE. your calling and election sure ” (2 Pet. 1:10), is a

CALKER (Heb. P.7, beh '-dek, gap, or leak ; class is sure and requires no further care or labor
warning against assuming that the salvation of any

and PITT, khaw -zak ', to stop), a repairer of the on their part. That the “ promise " is as exten
breach, as in 2 Kings 12 :8 ; 22 :5 , but elsewhere sive as the calling is evident from Acts 2:39 .

used as now for one who stops the seams in a ves. CAL NEH (Heb. 32, kal-neh ', fortress), the
sel (Ezek . 27:9, 27). fourth named of Nimrod's cities (Gen. 10:10) ;

CALL , CALLING (Heb, usually 77, kaw- probably the Calno of Isa. 10:9, and the Canneh

of Ezek. 27:23 . These four cities were in the
raw'; Gr. kakéw , kal-eh -o, to call ).

1. To Call for Help , hence, to pray. We
land of Shinar, i . e. , of the province of Babylon,

first meet this expression in Gen. 4:26 :" Then on the lower Euphrates and Tigris; and Calneh

has been identified with Ctesiphon , now a great
began men to call upon the name of the Lord ”

(see also Psa. 79:6 ; 106 : 1 ; Isa. 64:7 ; Jer. 10:25; word is thought to mean the fort of the Ana, or
heap of ruins sixty miles N. E. of Babylon . The

Zeph. 3:9). In this sense of invoking God in Anu, one of the chief Babylonian gods. In the

prayer,with anacknowledgment of his attributes, time of the prophetAmosCalneh appears to have
confession of sins, etc. , " call " is used in the New constituted an independent principality (Amos

Testament (Acts 2:21 ; 7:59 ; 9:14 ; Rom. 10:12 ; 6:2), but in the 8th century B. C. became a prey

1 Cor. 1 :2).

2. Divine Call. The word " call ” is used in and fifty yearslater Calneh was still a considerable
to the Assyrians ( Isa. 10: 9) . About one hundred

Scripture with the following significations : ( 1) In town, asmay be inferred from its being men.
the sense of " to name," * to designate ” (Gen. tioned (Ezek. 27:23) among the places which

16:11 ; Deut. 25 :8), and in the sense of “to be,” traded with Tyre.

e... , “ His name shall be called Wonderful ” (Isa.

CAL'NO (Heb. 1353, kal-no', Isa. 10 :9). See9:6 ) ; i. e. , he shall be wonderful, and so acknowl.

edged. (2) In the designation of individuals to CALNEH.

some special office or work, as the call of Bezaleel CAL'VARY (Gr. kpaviov, kran -ee'-on, a skull,

(Exod. 31 : 2), of judges, prophets, apostles, etc. but having its English form from the translators

( Isa. 22:20 ; Acts 13 :2 ) ; of nations to certain having literally adopted the Latin word calvaria,

functions, privileges, or punishments (Lam . 2:22 ; a bare skull; the Greek is the interpretation of
Isa. 5:26) ; particularly of Israel (Deut. 7:6-8 ; the Hebrew Golgotha, q . v . Once, in Luke

Isa. 41:9 ; 42:6 ; Hos. 11 : 1). (3) A condition of 23:33, the word occurs), the place where Christ

life, “ Let every man abide in the same calling was crucified , designated as the place of a skull

wherein he was called ” ( 1 Cor. 7:20). (4) Call to (Golgotha), either because of the shape of the

salvation . “ To call ” signifies to invite to the mound or elevation or because a place of execui.

blessings of the Gospel, to offer salvation through tion . Some claim that Moriah and Calvary are

Christ. This calling is, we believe, universal, identical . The removal of the city wall from time

" for the divine purpose of redemption is just as to time renders it difficult to locate the spot. It

universal as the need and capacity of redemption, would probably be a prominent place near to the

so that the notion of a divine decree to pass by a public highway, for the Romans selected such

portion of mankind, and to restore freedom only places forpublic executions. See SUPPLEMENT.

to the rest, is out of the question " ( Dorner, Chris . “ From the 4th century to the present day the

tian Doct., iv, 183; John 3:16 ; 2 Pet. 3:9). This sites of Calvary and of the Holy Sepulcher have

call is of God's free grace, and does not depend been shown within the precincts of the Crusading

upon man's works, condition, position, etc. (Rom . Cathedral, standing where Constantine's Basilica

8:28–30 ; 2 Tim . 1:9 ; 1 Thess. 4: 7 ; Heb. 3 : 1 ; was raised . The discovery of part of the second

1 Pet. 1:15, 16). The desire of God's heart, as wall’in 1886 shows pretty clearly that the line

testified by his word (1 Tim . 2 :4 ; 2 Pet. 3:9; which - guided by the rock levels — I drew in 1878,

Ezek . 33:11 ), is the salvation of all ; so that the I nearly coinciding with Dr. Robinson's line, is

:
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correct, and that the traditional site was thus in the plied to those who superstitiously strive to avoid

time of our Lord within the city walls. For the small faults and yet do not scruple to commit

last half century this view has been very generally great sins. This is a reference to the custom of

held , but there was no agreement as to the true the Jews in “ straining their wine , ” in order that

site. I was enabled, however, through the help of there might be no possibility of swallowing with

*Dr. Chaplin, the resident physician, to investigate it any unclean animal, however minute (Lev.

the ancient Jewish tradition, still extant among 11:42) . This passage should be rendered, “ Ye
the older resident Jews, which places the site of strain out the gnat," etc. Dr. Adam Clarke says

the ‘ House of Stoning,' or place of execution , at that the “ at ” was substituted for “ out” in the

the remarkable knoll just outsideof the Damascus edition of 1611.

Gate, north of the city. There are several reasons, CAMEL'S HAIR (Gr. Tpíxes, treekh'er

which I have detailed in other publications , for kauñaov, kam-ay'-loo). The long hair of the camel,

thinking that this hillock is the probable site of which is somewhat woolly in texture, becomes,

Calvary ” (Conder, Palestine, p. 30 ). toward the close of spring, loose, and is easily

C !!

WA

ப ROUNDIA
SULIT

CHAMA

Calvary.

CAMEL. For description of the camel, see pulled away in licks from the skin . The modern
ANIMAL KINGDOM . Arabs still weave it into a coarse sort of cloth for

Figurative. “ It is easier for a camel to go tent covers and coats for shepherds and camel

through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man drivers. Garments of this material were worn by

to enter into the kingdom of God ” (Matt. 19:24) John the Baptist in the wilderness (Matt. 3 :4 ).

is a proverbial expression to show how difficult it Figurative. It was an outward mark of that

is for a rich man who has the many temptations deadness to carnal enjoyment and mortification

of wealth to leave them for the sake of Christ. which marked John's mission as God's prophet in

The objection is made that the metaphor of an the apostasy of Israel . In this be imitated his

animal passing through a needle's eve is a bad great predecessor and type , Elijah (2 Kings 1: 8) ,

one, and that the Gr. káunhos, kam ’-ay-los, ought in a time of similar degeneracy (see Zech . 13:4).

to be read káuihoc, kam '-il-os, a cable, “ as for CAʼMON (Heb. 777277, kaw -mone'), the place of

a rope to pass,” etc. There appears, however,

to be no such Greek word as náuinos,a cable. Jair's (the judge) burial (Judg. 10: 5). Josephus

“ To render the word by a narrow gate, a narrow ( Ant., v , 7, 6 ) states that Camon was a city of

mountain pass, or anything but a needle is inad. Gilead , while Eusebius and Jerome place it on the

missible ” (Meyer, Com . , in loc.). great road, six Roman miles N. of Legio, on the

“ Ye blind guides, which strain at a gnat , and way to Ptolemais, which would be in the plain of

swallow a camel ” (Matt. 23:24), is a proverb ap- Jezreel or Esdraelon.
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CAMP, ENCAMPMENT(Heb..70772,makh. Israel. The tents nearest to the tabernacle were

anch ', from 1777, khaw -naw ', to sit down, to pitch those of the Levites, whose business it was to

tent), a term applied to any band or company pre- thatof Kohath to the south, and that of Merari to
watch it ; the family of Gershon pitched to the west,

senting a regular and settled appearance ; a the north . The priests occupied a position to the

nomad party at rest (Gen. 32:21); an army or east, opposite to the entrance of the tabernacle

caravan when on its march (Exod. 14:9 ; Josh . (Num . 3:38) . The priests and Levites were under

10:8 ; 11 :4 ; Gen. 32 :7, 8), and the resting place the immediate supervision of Moses and Aaron

of an army or company ( Exod. 16:13 ). Some. (Num . 1:53 ; 3 :21-38 ). The host of Israel was

times the verb refers to the casual arrangement divided into fourdivisions and encamped in the

of a siege (Psa. 27 :3) or campaign (1 Sam . 4 : 1 ). following order : First, on the east, Judah, having

Among nomadic tribes war never attained the associated with him Issachar and Zebulun ; on the

dignity of a science, and their encampments were south , Reuben, Simeon, and Gad ; on the west,

consequently devoid of all the appliances of more Ephraim, Manasseh, and Benjamin ; on the north ,

systematic warfare. The art of laying out an en. Dan, Asher, and Naphtali. Each division had its

NORTH.

4th Division . - Camp of Dan.

DAN,

62,700.
ASHER, NAPHTALI ,

41,500. 53,400.

MERARITES,

3,200.
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campinent appears to have been well understood separate STANDARD (q. v .), and each family had a

in Egypt long before the departure of the Is- separate standard , around which itwas to pitch its

raelites from that country, and it was there, tents (Num . 1:52). The order of encampmentwas

doubtless, that Moses became acquainted with that preserved on the march (Num . 2:17), the signal for

mode of encampment which he introduced among which was given by a blast of the two silver
the Israelites.

trumpets (Num. 10:5 ). Sentinels were probably

1. Camp of Israel. (1) Arrangement. Dur placed at the gates (Exod . 32:26 , 27) in the four

ing the sojourn in the wilderness, when the people quarters of the camp. This was evidently the

for a long period had to be kept in a narrow case in the camp of the Levites ( comp. 1 Chron .

space, it was necessary for the sake of order and | 9:18, 24 ; 2 Chron . 31 : 2). (2) Sanitary regula

safety to assign the several tribes and families to tions. The encampment of Israel, being thatof the

their respective positions, leaving as little aspos- Lord's host, and with the Lord himself symbol

sible to personal rivalry or individual caprice. ically resident among them, was ordered to be kept

With the exception of some scatteredhints, our in a state of great cleanliness. This was forthe

information respecting the camp of Israel is found twofold purpose of preserving the health of so

in Num .,chaps. 2 and 3. The tabernacle occu- great a number of peopleandpreserving the pur.

pied the center of the camp, following the com- ity of the campasthe dwelling place of God (Num.

mon practice in the East of the prince or leader 5 :3, sq .; Deut. 23:14 ). The dead were buried with .

of a tribe having his tent inthe center of the out the camp(Lev. 10:4 , 5 );lepers were excluded

others. It should be borne in mind that Jehovah, till their leprosy departed' (Lev.13:46 ), and like.

those tent was the tabernacle, was the leader of wise all others with loathsome diseases (Lev.
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16:2 ; Num. 5 :2) or personal uncleanness (Deut. is distinguished from Cana of Asher (Josh . 19:28,

23: 10–12) ; those defiled by contact with the dead, A. V. “ Kanah " ). It was the birthplace of Na

whether slain in battle or not, were excluded thanael ( John 21 : 2), and honored as the scene of

from the camp for seven days; captives remained Christ's first recorded miracle ( John 2:1, 11 ; 4:46).

for a while outside (Num . 31:19 ; Josh. 6:23) ; North of Nazareth lie the two sites which have at

the ashes from the sacrifices were carried to various times been regarded as representing Cana

an appointed place without the camp, where the of Galilee. The one is the Christian village of

entrails, skin, horns, etc. , and all that was not Kefr Kenna, accepted before the Crusades as the

offered in sacrifice, were burnt (Lev. 4:11, 12 ; true site ; the other site is the ruin of Kânah , four

6:11 ; 8:17) ; the execution of criminals took or five miles farther N. The former site is

place without the camp (Lev. 24:14 ; Num . 15:35, adopted by Conder ( Palestine, p. 95), while Rob

36 ; Josh. 7:24), as did the burning ofthe young inson accepts the northern one.

bullock for the sin offering (Lev . 4:12). A very CANAAN (Heb. 720p, ken -ah' -an, perhaps

important sanitary regulation is mentioned in
Deut. 23:12–14 . Theencampment of the Israel. low or submissive), the fourth son of Ham and

Theites in the wilderness left its traces in their sub - grandson of Noah (Gen. 10 :6 ; 1 Chron. 1 : 8).

sequent history. The temple, so late as the time transgression of his father (Gen. 9:22) gave occa .

of Hezekiah, was still the camp of Jehovah sion to Noah to pronounce a doom on the de.

(2 Chron. 31 :2 , A. V., “ the tents of the Lord ;" scendants of Canaan . Noah may have pronounced

comp. Psa. 18:28) ; and the multitudes who this curse either through inspiration or because of

flocked to David were a great host, like the host Canaan's following in his father's impiety. We

of God ” (1 Chron . 12:22, literally, “ a great camp, do not suppose that it was in consequence of the

like the camp of God”).
transgression of Ham . See CANAANITES.

2. Military. We have no definite informa- CA'NAANITE, SIMON THE (Matt. 10:4 ;

tion concerning the military encampments of Is- Mark 3:18). See Simon, 2.

rael in later times. Formed merely for the occa- CA'NAANITES (Heb, always collectively in

sion, and as circumstances might admit, they could
singular, “ the Canaanite, ” , hak -ken -ah -an

scarcelybe brought under very precise or stringent ee', by implication a pedlar), inhabitants of Ca
regulations. They were pitched in any suitable

or convenient situation that presented itself naan. In Gen. 10: 6 , 15–18, Canaan is the fourth

sometimes on a height (1 Sam . 17:3 ; 28 :4, etc. ) ; son of Ham, and father of “ Sidon his firstborn,

near a spring or well (Judg. 7 :1 ; 1 Sam. 29: 1). and Heth, and the Jebusite,and the Amorite, and

The camp was surrounded by the rampart (Heb. the Girgasite, and the Hivite, and the Arkite,

-7522722, mah -gaw -laro', 1 Sam .17:20 ;26 :5 , 7), and the Sinite, and the Arvadite, and theZem
arite, and the Hamathite ."

which some explain as an earthwork thrown up
1. Territory. The name “ land of Canaan "

round the encampment, others as the barrier

formed by the baggage wagons. We know that,
everywhere covers all Palestine west of the Jordan .

in thecase of a siege,the attacking army, ifpos- and the distinction between Canaan on the west of
Its boundaries are given in detail (Num. 34 :3–12),

sible, surrounded the place attacked (1 Macc. the Jordan and Gilead on theeast appears in Num .
13:43), and drew about it a line of circumvallation 32:29, 30 ; comp.33:61 ; 35: 10–14 ;Josh. 5 :10–12;
(2 Kings 25:1), which was marked by a breast- 22:11, etc.; see also Acts 7:11; 13:19. In some
work of earth (Isa. 62:10 ; Ezek. 21:22 ; comp. places the name Canaan, when used alone, is be
Job 19:12) for the double purpose of preventing lieved to refer toTyreor Phænicia._Thus in the
the escape of the besieged and of protecting the Hebrewand R. V. of Isa. 23:11 (A. V. " the mer.

besiegers from their sallies. To guard against at- chant city ;" comp. Matt. 16:21,22). In Zeph . 2: 5
tacks sentinels were posted (Judg. 7:20 ; 1 Macc. Canaan is' " the land of the Philistines ” ( comp.

12:27) round the camp, and the neglect of this
Josh. 13 :3).

precaution by Zebah and Zalmunna probably led
2. Canaanites. The term “ Canaanites ” sig.

to their capture by Gideon, and the ultimate de- nifies : (1) All the inhabitants of the land of

feat of their army(Judg.7:19). The valleywhich Canaan (Gen. 10:19),where the limits of their ter

separated the hostile camps was generally selected
as the fighting ground(1 Sam. 4:2 ; 14:18 ; 2Sam. ritory are given, “from Sidon, as thoucomestto

18:6), upon which the contest was decided , and Gerar, unto Gaza ; as thou goest, unto Sodom ,and

Gomorrah, and Admah , and Zeboim, even unto
hence the valleys of Palestine have played so con- Lasha." (2) A particular tribe inhabiting the

spicuous a part in its history (Josh. 8:13; Judg: lowlands along the Jordan andthe Mediterranean

6:33 ; 2 Sam .5:22; 8:13, etc.). When the fight- Sea (Num . 13:29 ; comp. 14:25 ; seealso Gen.
ing men went forth to the place selected for 15:21; Exod.3 :8,'17, etc. ). It is not easy to say

marshaling the forces (1 Sam . 17:20)adetach. in which of thesetwo senses the name is used,

ment was left toprotect thecamp and baggage sinceevidently any inhabitant of Canaan might
(1 Sam. 17:22 ; 30:24). The beasts ofburden be calledCanaanite, as anyone livingon the west

were probably tethered to the tent pegs (2 Kings
ern continent is, in a general sense, an American,

7:10 ; Zech. 14:15).
though the name Americans is specially applied

CAMPHIRE. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. to the people of the United States. (3) Canaanite

CA'NA (Gr. Kavā, kan -ah ), “ Cana of Galilee," signifies “ merchant ” in Job 41:6 ; Prov.31:24 ; and

a name found in the gospel of John only, but in the Hebrew of " whose traffickers,” Isa. 23:8, is

such references no clew is given as to its locality ; believed to be a plural of that which is rendered a

supposed to be near Capernaum . Cana of Galilee Canaanite. This use of the word grew out of the

:
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commercial character of the peoples of Canaan, as CAN'DACE (Gr. Kavdákn, kan-dak'-ay), the

the Syrians (Ezek. 27 ; Isa. 23 : 8, 11 , 12) . name of that queen of the Ethiopians whose high

3. History . Little is said of the history of treasurer was converted to Christianity under the

the Canaanites, except as part of the general his- preaching of Philip the evangelist ( Acts 8:27 ),

tory of Palestine . Their country was given to Is. A. D. 34. Candace was probably a distinctive

rael, and they were sentenced to destruction ; but title borne by successive queens, as Pharaoh,

Canaanite valor and Israelite lack of faith pre- Ptolemy, etc. The country over which she ruled ;

vented the sentence from being fully executed the region in Upper Nubia called by the Greeks

(Judg. 1 :27–35 ). Meroë. See SUPPLEMENT.

4. Language. As far as we can judge from CANDLE (Heb. 79, nare; Gr. húxvos, lookh '.

the history,the language of Canaan ” (Isa. 19:18) nos, a light), frequently used in Scripture, where
was the Hebrew, for which the patriarchs gave up lamp or lightwould be the more literalrendering.

their ancestral Aramaic (Gen. 31:47).

5. Civilization, etc. The Canaanites must land at the time of the translation of our present
This is due to the general use of candles in Eng

have been highly civilized, and, as is natural and version of the Bible. See LAMP.

usual, we take Kirjath -sepher ( Josh. 15:15 ; Judg.

1:11) to mean book -town (or city), not illiterate.
CANDLESTICK , GOLDEN . See TABER

Their commercial rank is shown by the use of the NACLE . ti sve

term “ Canaanite " for " merchant.” . They were
CANE . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

powerful and war with fenced cities and iron CANKER . See DISEASES ; also GLOSSARY.

chariots (Josh . 17:16, 19) ; and must have been CANKERWORM . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

energetic and industrious (Deut. 6:10, 11). But
CAN'NEH (Heb. 1722, kan -nel ', set up, dis.they were worshipers of Baal and Ashtaroth

(Schaff-Herzog, Encyc., third ed ., p. 380), super- tinguished ), mentioned only in Ezek. 27:23, and

stitious and addicted to degrading vices (Lev. probably contracted form of the earlier Calneh

18:27–30; Deut. 18:9–12). Divine mercy and (Gen. 10:10).

justice had preserved this form of civilization till CANON OF SCRIPTURE, THE. This

it had seen its best days and was ripe for the article is condensed from article in Smith's Dict.

sickle (Gen. 15:16). 1. Meaning of Term . The Gr. kavov, kan

NOTE. — It has beenusual for the past fifty years , fol- ohn', properly a straight rod, or a carpenter's rule,

lowing the theory put forth by Rosenmüller (in 1826),to came, by an easy transition, to mean a rule of ethics ,
derive Canaan (Heb. 1922 , ken -ah -an ) from art, or language . The ecclesiastical use of the word

naill, to be low , and to define it as lowland " offers a complete parallel to the classical, the fa

(Num . 13:29). This tribe of lowlanders being largeand thers using it in the sense of “ the rule of faith ,"

important, it hasbeen assumedthat their name, Ca- the rule of the Church ," “ the rule of truth.”

naabites, was extended to the other nations of western

Palestine. This derivation has been disputed byStade, As applied to Scripture it means admitted by

Pusey, and others (Prof. G. F. Moore, Proc. Am . Or the rule," and not as “ forming part of and giving

Soc., xv, p. lxviii), and isnow regarded as doubtful, the rule. ” The first direct application of the

The claim that the inhabitants of Canaan are called

Amorites in one document and Canaanites in another term canon to the Scriptures seems to be in the

is examined by Dr. J. F.McCurdy (Hist., Proph., and verses of Amphilochius (about 380 A. D.), where
the Mon., vol. 1, p. 161, 8131, n. 1,and Appendix 4 , p . the word indicates the rule by which the contents

406). On the Canaanites in geueral,seeMcCurdy, i, ofthe Bible must be determined. The uncanon

157–161; and on their origin , $126, pp. 153, 154.
In this condition of uncertainty we have thought it ical bookswere described simply as those with

safest not to attempt to decide vexed questions, but to out," or " those uncanonized." The apocryphal

develop the historic idea, accordingto the text (Gen: books, which were supposed to
10 :15-19). This makes Canaan the name of an ancestor, ccupy an inter

whichwas transferred to the land occupied by his de mediate position, were called " books read, " or
scendants, who were called Canaanites ; collectively , ecclesiastical,” though the latter title was also

though,this latter namewas sometimesgiven to alarge applied to the canonical Scriptures.
and important tribein distinction fromother tribes de
scendedfromCanaan, who had special names of their 2. The Jewish Canon of the Old Testa

ment. ( 1) Formation. According to the com
The idea that Canaanite was originally a general mand of Moses the “ book of the law ” was " put

Dame afterward sometimes used in a restricted sense,

ratherthan a tribal name afterward extended ,accords by the sideof the ark ” (R. V., Deut. 31:26), but not

excellently with the fact that the Phoenicians on their | in it ( 1 Kings 8: 9 ; comp. Josephus, Ant. , iii, 1 ,

coins called themselves , ken - ah ' -an, Canaan , $7; v, 1, şi7), and thus in the reign of Josialı

and so did the Carthaginiads; and that the Greeks ap- Hilkiah is said to have “ found the book of the

plied the name Xvā to Phænicia .
$ .2018 law in the house of the Lord ” (2 Kings 22:8 ;

It is not at all unlikely,however, that the resem - comp. 2 Chron . 34:14 ). This “ book of the law ”

blance between 1737, ken -ah '-an, and y'ap, kaw -nan', was furtherincreased by the records of Joshua

to vanquish ,might attract the attention of dwellers in ( Josh. 24:26 ), and probably by other writings

Canaan as it bas of modern scholars; and they might ( 1 Sam . 10:26) . At a subsequent timecollections

use." Canaanite"as a convenient namefor lowlands in of proverbswere made (Prov. 25: 1 ), andthe later
distinction from the highland Amorites, without know

ing or caring anything about profound philological prophets ( especially Jeremiah) were familiar with
inquiries or remote applications of the name.

McCurdy (1, 154,8126), says : " The ancestors of Canaan- the Lord ” is mentioned by Isaiah as a general colDr. the writings of their predecessors. ' “ The book of

ites, Aramæans, and Babylonians alike are shown by

the conclusive evidence of linguistic communityand lection of sacred teaching ( 34:16 ; comp. 29:18 ),
similarity of institutions to haveonce lived in close as. at once familiar and authoritative ; but it is un

sociation as nomads in some portions of the ancient likely that any definite collection either of “ the
Semite realm . According to our best light their

ing ground was northeast Arabia ." - W . H. psalms" or of “ the prophets ” existed before tho

>
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captivity. At that time Zechariah speaks of “ the this by the omission of the book of Esther. The

law " and " the former prophets " as in somemeas- third differs by the addition of Baruch , or " the

ure coordinate (Zech. 7:12); and Daniel refers to letter. ” During the first four centuries this He.

“ the books ” (Dan. 9 : 2) as already collected into a brew canon is the only one which is distinctly rec.

whole. Popular belief assigned to Ezra and “ the ognized, and it is supported by the combined

great synagogue” the task of collecting and authority of those fathers whose critical judg;

promulgating the Scriptures as a part of their ment is entitled to the greatest weight. The real

work in organizing the Jewish Church. After the divergence as to the contents of the Old Testa.

Maccabean persecution the Bible appears from ment canon is to be traced to Augustine, whose

that time as a whole, and it is of the utmost im- wavering and uncertain language on the point fur.

portance to notice that the collectionwas peculiar nishes abundant materials for controversy. In a

in character and circumscribed in contents. famous passage (De Doct. Christ., ii, 8 (13 ]) be

( 2) Contents . The first notice of the Old Testa enumerates the books which are contained in the

ment consisting of distinct parts is in the prologue whole canon of Scripture , " and includes among

to the Greek translation of the Wisdom of Sirach them the apocryphal books without any clear

(Ecclesiasticus), in which “ the law, the prophets, mark of distinction. The Council of Trent pro

and the remainder of the books " are mentioned nounced the enlarged canon, including the apoc

as integral sections of a completed whole. A like ryphal books, to be deserving in all its parts of

threefold classification is used for describing the " equal veneration,” and added a list of books to
entire Old Testament (Luke 24:44 ; comp. Acts prevent the possibility of doubt. The Reformed

28:23 ). The general contents of these three Churches agreed in confirming the Hebrew canon

classes remain to be determined . Josephus of Jerome, and refused to allow any dogmatic au.

( contra Apion, i, 8) gives twenty-two books : thority to the apocryphal books; but the form in

"five belong to Moses, the prophets in thirteen which this judgmentwas confirmed varied consid.

books, and four which contain hymns to God and erably in the different confessions. The English

precepts for the conduct of human life.” The writ- Church (Art. vi) appeals directly to the opinion of

ings of the Old Testament completely confirm the Jerome, and concedes to the apocryphal books,in

testimony of Josephus. Coincidences of language cluding 4 Esdras and the Prayer of Manasses, a

show that the apostles were familiar with severalof use " for example of life and instruction of man

the apocryphalbooks ; but they do not contain one ners,” but not for the establishment of doctrine.
authoritative or direct quotation from them , while, 4. Canon of the New Testament. While

with the exception of Judges, Ecclesiastes, Canti- the Churches of the West are divided as to the

cles, Esther, Ezra , and Nehemiah, every other position of the Old Testament Apocrypha, they

book in the Hebrew canon is used either for illus- have joined in ratifying one canon of the New

tration or proof. Several of the early fathers de- Testament. (1) The apostles claim for their writ

scribe the contents of the Hebrew canon in terms ings a public use ( 1 Thess. 5:27 ; Col. 4:16; Rev

which generally agree with the results already 22:18) and an authoritative power (1 Tim . 4:1, etc.;

obtained. The later Jewish catalogues throw little 2 Thess. 2 : 6 ; Rev. 22:19), and Peter (2 Pet. 3:18 ,

light upon the canon . They generally reckon 16) places the epistles of Paul in significant con

twenty-two books,equal in number to the letters nection with the other Scriptures . " (2) Apostolic

of the Hebrew alphabet, five of the Law, eight of fathers. In the writings of the apostolic fathers,

the Prophets ( Joshua, Judges and Ruth, I and A. D. 70–120, with the exception of the epistles of

2 Samuel, 1 and 2 Kings, Isaiah ,Jeremian and Jude, 2 Peter, and 2 and 3 John, with which no
Lamentations, Ezekiel, twelve Prophets), and nine coincidences occur, and 1 and Thessalonians,

of the Hagiographa. The last number was more Colossians, Titus, and Philemon, with which the

commonly increased to eleven by the distinct enu- coincidences are very questionable, all the other

meration of the books of Ruth and Lamentations epistles were clearly known, and used by them ;

(" the twenty-four books" ). The Old Testament but still they are not quoted with the formulas
canon, as established in the time of Ezra, bas re- which preface citations from the Old Testament.

mained unaltered to the present day. (3) Apologists. The next period, 120–170 A. D.

3. The Christian Canon of the Old Tes- —the age of the apologists-carries the history

tament. In proportion as the fathers were more of the formation of the canon one step further.
or less absolutely dependent on the Septuagint for The facts of the life of Christ acquired a fresh

their knowledge of Old Testament Seriptures, importance in controversy with Jew and Gentile.

they gradually lost in common practice the sense. The oral tradition , which still remained in the

of the difference betweenthe books of theHe- former age, wasdyingaway, and a varietyof

brew canon and the Apocrypha. The history of written documents claimed to occupy its place.

the Christian canon is tobesought fromdefinite Then it was that the canonical gospels were def.

catalogues, and not from isolated quotations. But initely separated from the mass of similar par.

even this evidence is incomplete and unsatisfac - ratives in virtue of their outward claims, which

tory, few of the catalogues being really independ had remained, as it were, in abeyanceduringthe

ent.' They evidentlyfall into two great classes, period oftradition. (4) From A.D. 170-350.

Hebrewand Latin; and the former,again ,ex- The testimony ofIranæus, Clement of Alexandria,

hibits three distinct varieties, which are to be and Tertullian extends to the four gospels, Acts;

traced to the three originalsourcesfrom which 1 Peter, 1 John, thirteen epistles of St. Paul,and

the catalogueswere derived. The firstmaybe the Apocalypse'; and,with the exception of the
called the pure Hebrew canon, which is that of Apocalypse, no one of these books was ever after

the Church of England. The second differs from ward rejected or questioned till modern times.
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(5) From A, D. 303--397. The persecution of CAPER, the rendering in the R. V. of Heb.

Diocletianwasdirected in a great measure against 721978, ab-ce-yo-naw ', provocative of desire, the
the Christian writings, and some obtained protection by surrendering the sacred books. The caper berry (A. V. " desire ,” Eccles. 12 :5). See

VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
Donatists may be regarded as maintaining in its

strictest integrity the popular judgment in Africa CAPER'NAUM (Gr. Kanepvaoúu, kap-er-nah

on the contents of the canon of Scripture, and oom ), a city of Galilee, frequently mentioned by

Augustine allows that they held in common with the evangelists in connection with the life of our

the Catholics the same " canonical Scriptures,” Lord. It was on the western shore of the “ Sea of

and were alike “bound by the authority of both Galilee ” (Matt. 4:13 ; comp. John 6:24), lower

Testaments . " The canon of the New Testament, than Nazareth and Cana, from which the road to

as commonly received at present, was ratified by it was one of descent (John 2:12 ; Luke 4:31 ) . It

the third Council of Carthage ( A. D. 397), and was of sufficient size to be always called a " city "

from that time was accepted throughout the Latin (Matt. 9 : 1 ; Mark 1:33) ; bad its own synagogue,

Church, though occasional doubts as to the Epistle in which our Lord frequently taught (John 6:59 ;

to the Hebrews still remained. Meanwhile the Mark 1:21 ; Luke 4 : 31-38)—a synagogue built by

Syrian churches still retained the canon of the the centurion of the detachment of Roman. sol.

Peshito. The churches of Asia Minor seem to diers which appears to bave been quartered in the

have occupied a mean position as to the canon place (Luke 7 :1 ; Matt. 8: 8). But besides the gar

between the East andWest. With the exception rison there was also a customs station, where the

of the Apocalypse, they received generally all the dues were gathered both by stationary (Matt. 9 :9 ;

books of the New Testament as contained in the Mark 2:14 ; Luke 5:27) and by itinerant (Matt.

African canon. (6) The Reformation. At the 17:24) officers.

era of the Reformation the question of the New Capernaum was the residence of Jesus and his

Testament canon became again a subject of great apostles, and the scene of many miracles and dis

though partial interest. The hasty decree of the courses. At Nazareth he was brought up,” but

Council of Trent, which affirmed the authority of Capernaum was emphatically his “own city ; "

all the books commonly received, called out the it was when he returned thither thathe is said to

opposition of controversialists, who quoted and have been “ at home” (Mark 2: 1 ). Here he chose

enforced the early doubts. Erasmus denied the the evangelist Matthew or Levi (Matt. 9: 9). The

apostolic origin of the Epistle to the Hebrews, brothers Simon Peter and Andrew belonged to

2 Peter, and the Apocalypse, but left their ca- Capernaum (Mark 1:29), and it is perhaps allow.

nonical authority unquestioned. Luther set aside able to imagine that it was on the sea beach that

the Epistle to the Hebrews, St. Jude, St. James, they heard the quiet call which was to make them
and the Apocalypse, at the end of his version, and forsake all and follow him (Mark 1:16, 17 ; comp.

spoke of them and the remaining Antilegomenawith 28). It was here that Christ worked the miracle
varying degrees of disrespect, though he did not on the centurion's servant (Matt. 8: 5 ; Luke 7: 1 ),

separate 2 Peter and 2 and 3 John from theother on Simon's wife's mother (Matt. 8:14 ; Mark 1:30 ;

epistles. ( 7) Calvin . Calvin , while he denied the Luke 4:38), the paralytic (Matt. 9: 1; Mark 2: 1 ;

Pauline authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews, Luke 6:18) , and the man afdicted with an unclean

andat least questioned the authenticity of 2 Peter, devil (Mark 1:32 ; Luke 4:33). At Capernaum oc

did not set aside their canonicity, and he notices curred the incident of the child (Mark 9:33; Matt.
the doubts as to St. James and St. Jude only to 18: 1 ; comp. 17:24); and in the synagogue there

dismiss them . The language of the Articles of was spoken the wonderful discourse of John 6

the Church of England with regard to the New (see v . 59).
Testament is remarkable. In the Articles of 1552 The doom pronounced against Capernaum and

no list of the books of Scripture is given ; but in the other unbelieving cities (Matt. 11:23) has been

the Elizabethan Articles ( 1562, 1671) a definition remarkably. fulfilled . No ecclesiastical tradition

of Holy Scripture is givenas " the canonical even ventures to fix its site ; and thecontestbe
books of the Old and New Testament, of whose tween the rival claims of the two most probable

was never any doubt in the Church " spots is one of the warmest and most difficult to
(Art. vi). This definition is followed by an enu decide in sacred topography. “Capernaum has

meration of the books of the Old Testament and been assigned both to Tell-Hum , three miles S.W.

of the Apocrypha; and then it is said summarily, of the issue of the Jordan, and Khan Minyeh, on

without a detailed catalogue, “ All the books of the northern edge of Gennesaret; but the evidence

the New Testament, as they are commonly re- is greatly in favor of the latter site ” (Smith,

ceived, we do receive and account them for ca- Hist. Geog ., p. 456). See SUPPLEMENT.
nonical.” A distinction thus remains between the

CAPH’THORIM (1 Chron. 1:12). See CAPH
" canonical ” books, and such “canonical books as

have never been doubted in the Church ; ” and it

CAPH'TOR (Heb. Sinpa, kaf-tore', chaplet;
seems impossible to avoid the conclusion that the

framers of theArticles intended to leave a free- Deut. 2:23 ; Amos 9: 7). The place of Caphtor

dom of judgment on a point on which the greatest may have been in Egypt. Jer.47 : 4 leads some to

of the continental reformers, and even of Romish think it an island, and regard it as identical with
scholars, were divided .

Crete. The weight of proof lies in favor of Upper

CANTICLES, another name for the “ Song Egypt, or the delta of the Nile. Ebers identifies
of

songs, which is Solomon's ” (Cant. 1 : 1 ). See Caphtor with the Phænician colonies on the coast

BIBLE,p. 146. of the delta.

authority

TORIM .
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einor

CAPH'TORIM (Heb. mod kaf-to-ree'), a priest who had command of the Levitical temple

the man ofpeople who drove the Avvim out of their posses- police, known in Jewish writers as

sions (Deut. 2:23), and from whom the Philistines the temple mount (Edersheim , The Temple,
were descended (Gen. 10: 4 ; Jer. 47:4 ; Amos 9: 7) ; p. 119). His duty was to visit the posts during

called also Caphthorim .
the night and see that the sentries were doing

their duty.

CAPPADOʻCIA (Gr . Kantadoria, kap-pad

ok-ee'-ah ), a province in the eastern part of Asia salvation ” (Heb.2:10 ; Gr. áp xuyós,ar-khay-gos'),
Figurative. God is called the captain of our

Minor. Its boundaries were changed several times because he is the author of his people's salvation,

by the Roman emperors. In New Testament his- and their leader. Jehovah announces himself to

tory it comprised Lesser Armenia. On the day of Joshua (5:14 ) as the “ captain of the host," i. e .,

Pentecost it was represented at Jerusalem (Acts the head and protector o : his people (Dan. 8:11 ,

2:9), and Peter refersto it ( 1 Pet . 1 : 1 ) ; hence its rendered “ prince " ).
interest for the Bible reader.

CAPTIVE (Heb. "? , sheb-ee'; Gr. aixualwrós;
CAPTAIN , the rendering of numerous He

brew and several Greek words, some of which re.
aheekh-mal-o-tos), one taken in war. Such persons

were treated with great indignities and cruelty.
quire special consideration :

Those who surrendered were led out with halters.

1. Sar (Heb. 7 ), Khil-ee'-ar -khos (Gr. zehiap- as if for execution (1 Kings 20:32);the victors

xos), a purely military title (1 Sam . 22: 2 ; 2 Sam. set their feet upon the necks of captured kings

23:19) ; also rendered “ chief ” (Gen. 40 : 2 ; 41 : 9), and nobles (Josh . 10:24 ) ; cut off their thumbs,

" prince ” ( Dan. 1 : 7), “ ruler ” ( Judg. 9:30) , “ gov- toes, or ears (Judg. 1 : 7 ; 2 Sam . 4:12 ; Ezeki

( 1 Kings 22:26) . The “ captain of the | 23:25) ; put out their eyes (2 Kings 25: 7 ) . Cap

tives were suspended by the

hand (Lam . 5:12) ; made to

licja lie down and be walked or

driven over (Isa . 51:23 ) ;

thrown among thorns, sawn

asunder, beaten to pieces

with thrashing machines, or

had severe labor im posed

upon them (Judg. 8 : 7 ; 2 Sam ,

12:31 ; 1 Chron. 20: 3 ). When

a city was captured the men

were usually put to death,

the women and children sold

as slaves (Isa.47 :3 ; 2 Chron.

28 : 8–15 ; Psa. 44:12 ; Mic. ) :

11 ; Joel 3 : 3 ) or exposed to

most cruel treatment (Nah.

Blinding the Eyes of Captives.
3: 5 , 6 ; Zech . 14 : 2 ; Esth .

guard ” (Acts 28:16 ) was the commander of the 3:13 ; 2 Kings 8:12 ; Isa . 13:16 , 18) . Sometimes

pretorian troops. The rank or power of an Is. the people were transported (Jer. 20 :5 ; 39: 9, 10 ;

raelitish captain was designated by the number of 2 Kings 24 :12-16) or made tributary (2 Sam . 8:6 ;

men under his command, as “ captain of fifty," or 2 Kings 14:14 ).

" captain of a thousand ; " and the commander of CAPTIVITY ( properly some form of a

the whole armywas called the “ captain of the shaw -baw ', to take captive; often expressed by

host.” See Army, OFFICER.
other Hebrew words). This word may be taken

2. Kaw-tseen' (Heb . 7 * ?) sometimes denotes a in the strict sense ofimprisonment, but in relation

military (Josh . 10:24 ; Judg. 11 : 6, 11 ; Isa. 22: 3 ), to the people of Israel it has come to mean ex

sometimes a civil, command (Isa. 1:10 ; 3 : 6) ; in patriation. Captives and captivity are used in

Isaiah rendered “ ruler."
Scripture very much in the sense of exile, yet

3. Shaw -leesh " (Heb. w??); properly a third with the notion that this state of exile was com
man , or one of three. Some conclude from this pulsory, and that the persons thus exiled were in

a dependent and oppressed condition. The vio.

that the term was applied to a higher order of sol- lent removal of the entire population of a city or

diers , who fought from chariots, and so called district is not an uncommon event in ancient his

because each chariot contained three soldiers, one tory, and was much more humane than the selling

of whom managed the horses while the others of captives into slavery. Such deportation might

fought (Exod. 14 : 7 ; 2 Sam . 23 : 8 , etc. ). Keil arise from one of two motives — thedesire of rap

thinks this explanation erroneous, and says that idly populating new cities,built for pride or policy,

the meaning is a " royal aide-de-camp” ( Com ., or to break up hostile organizations. In addition

2 Sam . 23 : 8 ; Bib . Arch ., ii , 385) . Others hold to to the destruction of national existence such exile

the opinion that the shaw - leesh ' were third officers was made the more bitter from the sanctity attrib

in rank after the king, or commanded a third part uted to special places and the local attachment to

deity. Removal was thought to sever a people

4. The " captain of the temple ” ( Luke 22: 4 ; from the care and protection of their God ; indeed,

Acts 4 : 1 ; 5:24) was not a military officer, but a lit implied the defeat of such deity.

of thearmy:
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CAPTIVITY

The bondage of Israel in Egypt, and their subju- selves (Ezek. 20: 1 ). Their genealogical tables

gation at different times by the Philistines and were preserved, and they were at no loss to tell

other nations, are sometimes spoken of as cap- who was the rightful heir to David's throne.

tivities; and the Jews themselves reckon their They had neither place nor time of national gath.

national captivities as four-the Babylonian, ering, no temple ; and they offered no sacrifice.

Median, Grecian, and Roman. The general use of But the rite of circumcision and their laws re.

the term , however, is applied to the forcible de specting food, etc., were observed ; their priests

portation of the Jews under the Assyrian or were with them (Jer. 29 : 1 ) ; and possibly the prac

Babylonian kings (Matt. 1:17). tice of erecting synagogues in every city ( Acts

1 Captivity of Israel. The removal of the 15:21) was begun by the Jews in the Babylonian

ten tribes, though often spoken of as a single captivity. (3 ) Literature . The captivity had also

erent, was a very complex process. The larger a contemporaneous literature. Tobit presents a

part of the people werecarried away,notto Baby- picture of the inner life of a family of Naphtali

lonia, but to Assyria. The period during which among the captives of Nineveh. Baruch, Mr.

their removal was gradually effected was not less Layard thinks, was written by one whose eyes,
than one bundred and fifty years. There were like those of Ezekiel, were familiar with the

two of these captivities : ( 1) In the reign of gigantic forms of Assyrian sculpture. Several of

Pekah, king of Israel, Tiglath - pileser III carried the Psalms appear to express the sentiments of

away, B.C. 740,the trans-Jordanic tribes (1 Chron. Jews who were either partakers or witnesses of

5:26) and the inhabitants of Galilee (2 Kings the Assyrian captivity. But it is from the three

15:29; comp. Isa. 9 :1) to Assyria. (2) In the reign great prophets, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel, that

of Hoshea, king of Ísrael, Shalmaneser,king of we learn most of the condition of the children of

Assyria, twice invaded (2 Kings 17 :3, 5 ) the king the captivity. ( 4 ) Duration . Jeremiah ( 25:12 ; 29:

dom which remained, took Samaria, B. C. 721, 10) predicted that the captivity should last for sev.

after a siege of three years, and carried away Is- enty years, and this prediction has aroused much

rael into Assyria. The captives were taken to discussion. Ewald ( Hist. of Israel, v, 73) says:

distant cities, many of them not far from the This, indeed, as the prophet most distinctly ex

Caspian Sea, and their places supplied by colonists plained, was nothing buta round number, to sig.
from Babylon and Cuthah, etc. (2 Kings 17:24). nify a space of time reaching to the third genera

2. Captivity of Judah. ( ?) Date, etc. The tion ,... and to indicate that only the smallest

carrying away of the people of Judah was not ac- possible number of those then living would see

complished at once. Sennacherib, B. C. after 705, the end of this (Chaldean) supremacy." Another

is stated to have carried into Assyria two hundred explanation is given by McC. and S. , Cyc. :

thousand captives from the Jewish cities which he “ There seem , in fact, to be two, if not more, co

took (2 Kings 18:13). Three distinct deportations ordinate modes of computing the period in ques.

are mentioned in 2 Kings 24:14 (including ten tion , used by the sacred writers, one civil,and ex.

thousand persons) and 25:11 , one in 2 Chron. tending from the first invasion by Nebuchadnezzar

36:20, three in Jer. 62 : 28–30 (including four to the decree of Cyrus, B. C. 606-538 ; and the

thousand six hundred persons), and one in Dan. other ecclesiastical, from the burning of the temple

1 :3. The two principal ones were : (1) When Je- to its reconstruction, B. C. 588-517. " The Baby

hoiachin with all his nobles, soldiers, andartificers lonian captivity was brought to a close by the

were carried away ; and ( 2) That which followed decree (Ezra 1 :2) of Cyrus, B. C. 538 , and the re

the destruction of Jerusalem and the capture of turn of a portion of thenation under Sheshbazzar

Zedekiah, B. C. 686. The three mentioned by or Zerubbabel, B. C. 535 ; Ezra, B. C. 458, and

Jeremiah may have been contributions from the Nehemiah ,, B. Ć. 445. The number who returned

more distinguished portions of the captives, and upon the decreeof B. C. 538 was forty-two thou

the captivity of certain selected “ children ” (Dan. sand three hundred and sixty, besides servants.

1:3), B. C. 607, may have occurred when Neb. Amongthem about thirty thousand are specified
uchadnezzar was colleague of his father, Nabo- | (comp. Ezra 2 and Neh . 7) as belonging to the

polassar. (2) Condition of captives. The condi- tribes of Judah, Benjamin, and Levi . It has been

tion of the captives must have had many an inferred that the remaining twelve thousand be.

element of bitterness. They were humiliated with longed to the tribes of Israel (comp. Ezra 6:17).

the memory of defeat and present bondage; if Those who were left in Assyria (Esth . 8 : 9 , 11 ),

faithful to Jehovah they were subject to bitter and kept_up_their national distinctions, were

scorn and derision (Psa . 137:3-5 ) ; they were re known as The DISPERSION (q. v . ) ( John 7:35 ; 1 Pet.

quired to pay for their existence in heavy serv- 1 :1; James 1 : 1). (5 ) The ten tribes. Of these

ices and tributes; those of high -priestly, noble, or little is known. (1) Some returned and mixed

royal origin were treated with the utmost indig. with the Jews (Luke 2:36 ; Phil. 3: 5 , etc.).

nity(Isa. 43:28 ;62:6). On the other hand, they (2) Somewere left in Samaria, mingled with the

were treated not asslaves, but as colonists . There Samaritans (Ezra 6:21 ; John 4:12), and became

was nothing to hinder a Jew from rising to the bitter enemies of the Jews. (3) Many remained

highest eminencein thestate (Dan. 2:48),or hold. inAssyria, and were recognized as an integralpart

ing themost confidential office near the person of of the dispersion (see Acts 2 : 9 ; 26:7). ( 4) Most,

the king(Neh. 1:11 ; Tob. 1:13, 22). The advice of probably, apostatized in Assyria , adopted the

Jeremiah (29:5, etc.) was generally followed. The usages and idolatry ofthenations amongwhom
exiles increased in numbers and in wealth . They they were planted , and became wholly swallowed

observed the Mosaic law (Esth . 2:8 ; Tob. 14 :9). up in them . (6) Cause and effects of captivity.

They keptup distinctionsof rank among them . The captivityinBabylon was the result that
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justly befell the covenant people from their be- carcase of any animal rendered the one touching,

coming assimilated to heathen states. By accept- carrying, or eating it unclean until evening (Ler.

ing other gods they broke their covenant with 11:39). For fuller particulars, see UNCLEANNESS;

Jehovah and placed themselves beyond his protec- DEAD, THE.

tion, which would be construed into indorsement CARʻCHEMISH (Heb. 972772, kar-kem

of their conduct. “ Repentance, and a returnto the ancient,the everlasting, andthe true God,eesk ), a city at the junction of the Chaboras and

froi the deliriun,the charms, and the seductions Euphrates — the later Circesium - mentioned (Isa.

of the world , had indeed been for centuries the 10 : 9) as having been subdued by an Assyrian

cry of the best prophets, ever growing in inten- king. According to 2 Chron. 35:20, Necho had

sity ” (Ewald , Hist. of Israel, v , 22 , sq.). They advanced with his ally, Josiah, against the Baby.

now came to God in penitence and earnest prayer. lonians, on the Euphrates, to take Carchemish,

The clearest proof of repentance is found in the but was defeated by Nebuchadnezzar, king of
establishment of four fast days , celebrated in four Babylon ( Jer. 46 :2). See SUPPLEMENT.

different months (Isa. 58: 3, sq.; Zech. 7 :5 ; 8:19). CARE, CARES (Gr. pépulva, mer -im -nah ).

Thus the Jews who returned from captivity were The Greek word has the sense of being drawn in

remarkably free from the old sin of idolatry; and different directions, and answers to our distraction.

a great spiritual renovation,in accordance with It is used in thesenseof anxiety in 1 Pet. 5:7,where

the divine promise (Ezek. 36 : 24–28), was wrought it is contrastedwith uéłw, mei'-o, to be of interest

in them. A new and deep reverence for at least
the letter of the law and the institutions of Moses to, and may be read, “ Casting all your anxiety

( comp.was probably the result of the religious services in upon him ; forheis interested in you

Psa. 55:23 ; Luke 8:14 ; 21:34 ). In Matt. 13:22 ;

the synagogue. The exile was also a period of Mark4:19, the “ care of this world ” is anxiety

change in thevernacular language of the Jews (see about things pertaining to this earthly life. Paul

Neh . 8: 8), and a new impulse of commercial enter
uses the same word, “ care of all the churches "

prise and activity was developed .
(2 Cor. 11:28).

3. Captivity under the Romans. ( 1 ) The

fate of the Jews at the hands of the Romans far
CARE'AH, the father of Johanan ( 2 Kings

better deserves the name of captivity ; for, after 25:23) ; elsewhere KAREAH (q. v.).

the massacre of many thousands, the captives CAREFULNESS is the rendering (Ezek. 12:

were reduced to real bondage. Josephus tells us 18, 19) of the Heb. 17787, děh -ar -garo ', trouble,
that one million one hundred thousandmen fell in and Gr. orovdý, spoo-day', dispatch, diligence
the siege of Jerusalem by Titus, and ninety- seven “ Without carefulness(2 Cor. 7:11 ). is the
thousand were captured in the whole war. Those

under seventeen were sold into private bondage; rendering, of Gr. åzépeļvos, am -er'-im -nos (1 Cor.
of the rest some were sent to the Egyptian mines 7:32), without anxiety. See Glossary.

others into the provinces to be destroyed at the
CARʻMEL (Heb. 37972, kar -mel , a planted

theaters by the sword and wild beasts (Wars, field, park , garden ).

vi , 9, 3). (2 ) An equally dreadful destruction feli 1. As a common noun ,rendered “ fruitfulfield "

upon the remaitis of the nation, which had once (Isa. 10:18 ; 29:17 ; 32:15, 16 ), “ plentiful field”

more assembled in Judea , under the reign of (Isa . 16:10 ; Jer. 48:33), “ plentiful country

Hadrian, and by these two wars the Jewish popu- (Jer. 2 : 7 ) . In 2 Kings 19:23 ; 2 Chron. 26:10,

lation must have been effectually extirpated from it is incorrectly rendered as a proper name, “ Car

the Holy Land. mel ” (R. V. " fruitful field ” ).

4. Figurative. “ Children of the captivity 2. A prominent headland of Palestine, bounding

denotes those who were in captivity, or their pos- on the south the Bay of Acre, and running out

terity ( Ezra 4 : 1 ). “ The Lord turned the captivity almost into the Mediterranean, bearing about

of Job ” (Job 42:10) means that he released him south -southeast for more than twelve miles, ter.

from his sufferings and restored him to prosperity. minating suddenly by an eastern bluff. Its aver.
“ He led captivity captive” (Eph. 4:8) is a figura- age height is one thousand five hundred feet. Car

tive allusion to the victory of Christ over the mel fell within the lot of the tribe of Asher (Josh.

enemies of himself and his kingdom . 19:26), which was extended as far south as Dor,

CARBUNCLE . See MINERAL KINGDOM. probably to give the Asherites a share of the rich

corn -growing plain of Sharon. The king of

CARʼCAS (Heb. 1972 , kar-kas ', severe), the “ Jokneam of Carmel” was one of the Canaanite

last named of the seven eunuchs who were com - chiefs who fell before the armsof Joshua (12:22 ).

manded to bring Queen Vashti into the presence These are the earliest notices which we possess of
of King Ahasuerus at the royal feast (Esth . 1:10) , the name. There is not in them a hint of any

B. C. about 478. sanctity as attaching to the mount. But there

CARCASE ( Heb. mostly 1759, neb-ay -law ' ; seem to be grounds for believing that from very

79, peh '-gher ), the dead body of man or beast early times it was considered as a sacred spot.

In later times we know that its reputation was

( Josh. 8:29 ; Isa. 14:19 ; Heb. 3:17, etc. ). Ac. not confined to Palestine.

cording to the Mosaic law : ( 1 ) The dead body of That which has made Carmel most familiar is

a human being rendered unclean the tent (or its connection with the history of Elijah and

house) in which the man had died, with any open Elisha. Here Elijah brought back Israel to alle

vessels therein, for seven days. It was no less giance to Jehovah, and slew the prophets of the

defiling to touch the dead . (2) Contact with the foreign and false god ; here at his entreaty were
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consumed the successive '" fifties ” of the royal 6:14), B. C. about 1640. His descendants were

guard ; but here, on the other hand, Elisha received called Carmites (Num. 26 : 6 ) .

the visit of the bereaved mother whose son he 2. The son of Hezron (Judah's grandson ), and

was soon to restore to her arms (2 Kings 4:25, father Hur ( 1 Chron . 4 : 1 ) . He is elsewhere

etc. ) . There is good reason to believe that a later called Caleb (ch . 2:18), or Chelubai ( 2 : 9) .

incident in the life of the same great prophet took 3. The son of Zabdi (of the tribe of Judah),

place on Carmel. This was when he “ caused fire and father of Achan, the traitor (Josh. 7 : 1 ;

to come down from heaven ” and consume the 1 Chron . 2 : 7 ), B. C. before 1170.

two " fifties" of the guard which Ahaziah had CARʻMITES, the patronymic of the descend

dispatched to take him prisoner, for having ants of Carmi (q. v.),the Reubenite (Num. 26 :6).

stopped bis messengers to Baalzebub the god of
CARNAL (from Gr. oáps. sarx, flesh ), having

Ekron (2 Kings 1 : 9-15).

Carmel is still clothed with the same excellency animalappetites (Rom . 7:14); governed bymere
the nature of flesh , i . e. , under the control of the

of wood which supplied the prophets of Israel
and Judah alike with one of their most favorite human nature, not by the Spirit of God ( 1Cor.3:

illustrations ( Isa. 33 : 9 ; Mic. 7:14).
1 , 3 , “ fleshly " ). It is mere human nature, the

3. A town in the mountainous country of earthly nature ofmanapart from divine influence,
and therefore prone to sin and opposed to God

(Rom . 8 : 7 ; comp. Gal . 5:19 , sq . , where the works

of “ the flesh " are given) .

Another sense is pertaining to the body, of

things needed for the sustenance of the body

(Rom. 15:27 ; 1 Cor. 9:11 ) . The ceremonial parts

of the Mosaic dispensation were carnal, relating

to the bodies of men and beasts (Heb. 7:16 ; 9:10).

The Christian's weapons are not carnal, i. e. , not

Mount Carmel, from the North .

T

etc. ;
66
а

Judah ( Josh. 15:55), familiar to us as the residence of human origin , not directed by human wisdom

of Nabal ( 1 Sam. 25: 2, 5 , 7, 40), and the native (2 Cor. 10 :4 ).

place of David's favorite wife, " Abigail the Car- CARPENTER (Heb. wyn, khaw -rawsh ',
melitess ” (1 Sam . 27:3 ; 1 Chron . 3:1). This was 2 Sam. 6:11 ; 1 Chron. 14 : 1 ; Isa. 44:13, Gr.

doubtless the Carmel at which Saul set up
TÉKTWV, tek'-tone, Matt. 13:55 ; Mark 6 :3). A gen

place,” literally “ a hand, ” after his victory over eral term , including an artificer in stone and
Amalek (1 Sam. 15:12). And this Carmel, and

metal, as well as wood. See HANDICRAFTS.
not the northern mount, must have been the spot

at which King Uzziah had his vineyards ( 2 Chron .
CAR'PUS (Gr. Káptos, kar'-pos, fruit ), a

26:10 ). It is now called Kårmůl, aboutseven Christian of Troas, with whom the apostle Paul

miles from Hebron. states that he left a cloak ( 2 Tim. 4:13 ), probably

CARMELITE , the designation of Nabal before his martyrdom at Rome.
when passing through Asia Minor for the last time

( 1 Sam . 30: 5 ; 2 Sam. 2 : 2 ; 3 : 3) and his wife Ab- CARRIAGE. See GLOSSARY.

igail ( 1 Sam. 27: 3 ; 1 Chron. 3 : 1 , A. V. “ Carmel
CARSHE’NA (Heb. 2772, kar -shen -aw '),

itess " ) ; also of HEZRAI (q . v. ) , one of David's war
riors (2 Sam. 23:35), probably from being in thefirst named of the seven “ princes ” or chief

habitant of CARMEL (q . v .) in Judah.
enirs of the court of Xerxes (Ahasuerus ), with

whom he consulted as to what course he should

CAR'MI (Heb. 72, kar-mee', vine-dresser ). pursue toward Vashti, who had refused to appear

1. The fourth son of Reuben (Gen. 46 : 9 ; Exod. I at the royal banquet ( Esth . 1:14).

>
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CART (Heb. -757y ,ag -aw -law ', something re- and Pollux (Gr.Pólýdeucēs ), the master of the art
volving ; sometimes rendered “ chariot, ” Psa. of boxing. They were the ideal types of bravery

46 :9 ; wagon," Gen. 45:19 , sq.; Num. 7: 8, sq . ) , and dexterity in fight, and thus became the tute

a two-wheeled vehicle, used for transporting per- lary gods of warlike youth. They were supposed

sons (Gen. 45:19) or freight ( 1 Sam . 6 :7, 8 ). They to lend their aid to the mariner, who, in case of

were drawn by cattle (2 Sam . 6 : 3 ), and are to be a storm , prays to them, and vows to sacrifice a

distinguished from the war chariots drawn by lamb to them as soon as the storm ceases. The

horses. The wheels were sometimes made of solid ship in which Paul sailed from Malta had for its

blocks of wood, sometimes with spokes, as represign Castor and Pollux (Acts 28:11 ) .

sented on the monuments of Egypt and Nineveh . CATERPILLAR . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

Figurative. The expression, " Woe unto CATHOLIC EPISTLES. At the end of the

themthat draw . sin as it were with a cart Epistles stand seven - James, 1 and 2 Peter, 1 , 2,

rope ” (Isa. 6:18 ), is understood by some to refer 3 John, and Jude — which bear the nunie of

to the binding of burdens upon carts, and so to catholic , or general. This title is inaccurate, for

the enslaving power of sin. Others use cart rope two of them, 2 and 3 John, are addressed to in.

in the sense of a trace, and think that the meta- dividuals ; and two more to a designated circle of

phor is used to illustrate the heavy burdens which readers, James to “ the twelve tribes which are in

must be drawn by the sinner.
the dispersion ,” and i Peter to “ the elect stran

CARVE, CARVING . See HANDICRAFTS. gers of the dispersion ," etc. The following ex.

CASEMENT. See LATTICE, HOUSE. planations have been given of the term : (1) These

CASIPH'IA (Heb. 297, kaw -sif- yaw ', sil- epistles are “ general letters of instruction,the
name at first applied only to a part, but afterward

very), a “ place ” of the Persian empire where including even those addressed to private per

Levites settled during the captivity, andwhence sons ; ( 2) Because the different apostles were

Iddo and others joined Ezra (Ezra 8:17). Its loca- engaged in writing them ; (3) Because of the

tion is unknown.
catholic doctrine taught in them ; (4) 1 Peter and

CASÖLUHIM (Heb. broz, kas-loo '- kheem ), 1 John, having from thebeginning been received
a Mizraite people or tribe ( Gen. 10:14 ; 1 Chron. as authentic, obtained the distinction of being

1:12). The only clew we have as yet to the position catholic,or universally accepted. Asthe otherscame
of the Casluhim is their place inthe list of the to be thus received , they were called catholic.

sons of Mizraim between the Pathrusim and the CATTLE . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

Caphtorim , whence it is probable that they were CAUL . 1. (Heb.nhn , yo -ther '-reth , properly,

seated in UpperEgypt. The LXX seems to identify redundant .) “ The popular name for a membrane

them with the sun, khash -man -ncem ', of Psa. investing the viscera (Century Dict. ). “The

68:31 (A. V. " princes ” ). liver-net, or stomach -net, which commences at the

CASSIA . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. division between the right and the left lobes of

CASTAWAY (Gr. ádókijios, ad -ok '-ee -mos, not
the liver, and stretches on the one side across the

approved),a metaphor derived from the athletic kidneys ” (K. and D., Com ., on Lev. 3:4).
stomach, and on the other to the regions of the

The

games, in which the apostle represents himself as caul,with the rest of the fat in the inside of the

being both herald and candidate as a contestant. animal to be offered, and the two- kidneys were

Being examined, the candidate is rejected as un ; burned upon the altar (Lev. 3 :4 , 5 ) .
fit for the contest. In 1 Cor. 9:27 the term is used

2. “ The carlof their heart” (Heb. wino, seg -ore',in the sense of anAPOSTATE ( q. v . ). It is rendered

“ reprobate ” (2 Tim . 3 : 8), “ rejected ” (Heb. 6 : 8). shut up, Hos. 13 : 8) is either the pericardium ,

CASTING. See HANDICRAFTS.
membrane about the heart, or the breast, as in

closing the heart.

CASTLE. In addition to its meaning of for. 3. Among the ornaments worn by the women in

tress (1 Chron. 11 :7), castles were, probably, towers Isaiah's day (Isa. 3:18) were cauls (Heb. On

used by the priests for

observation, and for shaw -beece', something interwoven ). Of the many

making known, through explanations of this term we give the following :

the sounding of trum- (a) Network caps worn about the hair ; ( 6) Plaited

pets, anything discov- bands of gold or silver thread, worn below the hair.

ered at a distance ( 1 net, and reaching from one ear to the other. Sun.

Chron . 6:54). The like balls which were worn about the neck (Arab,

“ castles, " Gen. 25:16 , sumeisa, a little sun). See Dress, p. 283 .

may have been inclo- CAUSEWAY(Heb. hopp , mes-il-law ), the

sures for flocks or cat- raised way which led from the lower city up to the
tle, Watchtowers from

temple site ( 1 Chron . 26:16 , 18), which was after
Castor and Pollux . which shepherds ward replaced by a bridge . In 2 Chron. 9:4 it is

watched their flocks. called an “ ascent,” and in 9:11 a terrace. ”

The “ castle , " Acts 21:34, refers to the quarters

of the Roman soldiers in the fortress Antonia,
CAVALRY. See Army, Wan.

adjacent to the temple. CAVE (Heb . 77, meh-aw -raw '; minor

CAS’TOR AND POL'LUX. The Dioscuri, , khore, a hole ; once zen ??, mekl -il-law ', Isa.

i. e . , sons of Jupiter ; Castor being a horse tamer, | 2:19 ; Gr. orýhatov, spay'-lah-yon , hiding place,

>

Quodu
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ance.

John 11:38 ; óný, op -ay ', cave, in Heb. 11:38 , and CELLAR (Heb.pix, o- tsawr ', something

piace" of water, James 3:11). The chalky lime laid up),an underground vault for storage of wine

stone of which the rocks of Syria and Palestine and oil" ( 1 Chron . 27:27, 28) . The word is also

chiefly consist presents , as in the case in all lime used to denote the treasury of the temple ( 1 Kings

stone formations, a vast number of caverns and 7:51 ) and of the king ( 14:26) . See House.

natural fissures, many of which have also been
CEN’CAREA (Gr. Keyxpeai, keng-khreh-a'hee,

artificially enlarged and adapted to various pur: millet), the eastern harbor of Corinth, the modern

poses, both of shelter and defense. The most
name of which is still Kenchreæ , although theremarkable caves noticed in Scripture are :

(1) That in which Lot dwelt after the destruc- from Corinth . Paul once sailed from this port
vulgar name is Kikries . It is about nine miles

tion of Sodom (Gen. 19:30 ). (2) The cave of

Machpelab ( 23:17 ). (3) Cave of Makkedah (Josh. 16 :1 to the church established there.
( Acts 18:18). He also makes reference in Rom .

10:16 ). (4) Cave of Adullam ( 1 Sam. 22 : 1 ).

(5) Cave of Engedi (24 : 3). (See under the sev. CENSER (Heb..7912,makh-taw ', a firepan ;

eral words.) (6) The cave in which Obadiah ? , mik -teh '-reth, from 197?, mik -tawr",
concealed the prophets (1 Kings 18: 4), which was incense), the vessel upon which the incense was

probably in the northern part of the country, burned in the sanctuary, and which was appointed

where abundant caves fit for such a purpose to be set every morning on the altar of incense

might be pointed out. (7) Elijah's cave in Horeb when the priest went in to trim the lamps, and

( 1 Kings 19: 9 ), the locality of which cannot be again when he lighted them at even (Exod . 30 :7, 8).

determined. (8, 9) The rock sepulchers of Laz- Yearly, on the day of atonement, the high priest

arus-and of our Lord ( John 11:38 ; Matt. 27:60). entered the holy of holies, bearing the censer, and

Caves were used as habitations (Num. 24:21 ; threw upon the burning coals it contained the

Cant. 2:14 ; Jer. 49:16 ; Obad. 3), as places of incense, holding the censer in his hand while the
refuge (Judg. 6: 2 ; 1 Sam . 14:11 ), as prisons (Isa. incense burned (Lev. 16:12, 13) . ; ! )

24:22 ; Zech. 9:11 ). See DWELLING.
No description is given of the censer, and there.

CEDAR . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. føre we are left in doubt as to its form and appear.

CEDRON (John 18 : 1 ). See KIDRON. The probability is that, inasmuch as all

CEILED, or CEILING, the rendering of fire upon which incense was burned was taken
from the “ brazen altar," every censer had a

three Hebrew words : (1 ) 7 ? 17 , khaw -faw ', to veil handle by which it could be carried. They are

or incase (2 Chron . 3:0, “ He ceiled the greater mentioned among the vessels of the tabernacle,

house with fir-tree "). (2) 199 , saw -fan', to cover, which were to be wrapped up in proper coverings
as, “ It is ceiled with cedar " (Jer. 22:14). Houses when the order was given to march (Num .4:14) ;

and from Lev. 10 : 1 ; Num . 16 : 6 , 17 , in which each

ministering priest is spoken of as having his

censer, it would seem that they existed in con

siderable numbers.

As to material , the censers were probably

made of copper (“ brazen " ) ; and from the fact

that the censers of the rebels were used as plates

to cover the altar (Num , 16:38 , 39) it would seem

that they were simply square copper sheets, folded

at the corners like the modern sheet-iron pan .

Solomon prepared censers of pure gold ” for the

temple ( 1 Kings 7:50 ; 2 Chron. 4:22). In Rev.

5: 8 ; 8 : 3, 5 , the angel is represented with a golden

See SUPPLEMENT.

The word Ovulaothplov, thoo-mee-as-tay '-ree-on,

place of fumigation, rendered “ in Heb .

9:4 , as a thing belonging to the tabernacle, prob

ably means the “ altar of incense."

CENSUS. This term does not occur in the

A. V. , although found in the original (Matt. 17:25,
Ceiling of Palace at Konieh .

kīvoos, kane'-sos, A. V. " tribute " ). The act is,

thus finished were called “ ceiled houses ” (Hag.
however, referred to in the Heb. 7???, mif-kawd',

1 :4 ) . The ceiling itself was spoken of as po, sip
or R ?, pek- ood-dav)', numbering ; and the Gr.

poon' (1 Kings 6:15) . (3) In Ezek. 41:16 the word ångypaph, ap -og-raf-ay', enrollment. TUTTO

1. Old Testament. According to the law of
rendered “ ceiled” is 97T9, shar -kheef", cut thin, Moses (Exod. 30:12–14) every male Israelite of
a board used for that purpose.

twenty years old and upward was enrolled in the

The above descriptions and those of Josephus army and was to pay half a shekel as atonement

show that the ceilings of the temple and the money. The following instances of a census being

palaces of the Jewish kings were formed of cedar taken are given in the Old Testament : ( 1) Under

planks, applied to the beams, probably with sunken the express direction of God (Exod . 38:26), in the

panels, edged and ornamented with gold, carved third or fourth month after the Exodus during the

and painted (Jer. 22:14 )..!!!! encampment at Sinai, chiefly for the purpose of

censer.

23

censer

1
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raising money for the tabernacle . The numbers thirty manipuli. The first centurion of whom

then taken amounted to 603,550 men. (2) In the mention is made in Scripture is the one who in

second month ofthe second year after the Exodus our Lord's early ministry sent a request that hs

(Num. 1 : 2 , 3). This census was taken for a double

purpose : (a) To ascertain the number of fighting

men from the age of twenty to fifty. (6) To ascer

tain the amount of the redemption offering due

on account all the firstborn, both of persons

and cattle . The Levites , whose numbers amounted

to 22,000 , were taken in lieu of the firstborn

males of the rest of Israel , whose numbers were

22,273 , and for the surplus of 273 a money pay

ment of thirteen hundred and sixty - five shekels,

or five shekels each, was made to Aaron and his

sons (Num. 3:39 , 51 ). (3 ) Thirty- eight years after

ward, previous to the entrance into Canaan, when

the total number, excepting the Levites, amounted

to 601,730 males, showing a decrease of 1,870

(Num . 26:51). ( 4 ) In the reign of David tbe men ir 00

of Israel above twenty years of age were 800,000,

and of Judah 500,000, total 1,300,000. The book

of Chronicles gives the numbers of Israel 1,100,

000, and of Judah 470,000, total 1,570,000, but in

forms us that Levi and Benjamin were not numbered

( 1 Chron. 21:6 ; 27:24). The time of this census

belongs undoubtedly to the closing years of David's

reign . The wrong of this census is thought by

some to bave consisted in the omission to collect

the atonement money (see above), but the follow

ing explanation seems the correct one : “ The true

kernel of David's sin was to be found, no doubt,

in self-exaltation, inasmuch as he sought for the

strength and glory of his kingdom in the num

ber of the people and their readiness for war Roman Centurion .

(K. and D. , Com. , 2 Sam. 24 :1-9). (5) The cen

sus of David was completed by Solomon by caus- would recover his dying servant (Matt. 8 : 5-10).

ing the foreigners and remnants of the conquered The other is Cornelius, an early convert to Chris
nations resident within Palestine to be numbered. tianity (Acts 10 : 1 ) . Others are mentioned ( Luke

Their number amounted to 153,600 ( 1 Kings 5:15 ; 7 : 2 , 6 ; also in Acts) . See Army.

2 Chron . 2:17 , 18), and they were employed in
CE'PHAS (Gr. Knoās, kay- fas', a rock ), a sur

forced labor on his great architectual works ( Josh .
name which Christ bestowed upon Simon Peter

9:27 ; 1 Kings 9:20 , 21 ; 1 Chron . 22: 2). The num
( John 1:42 ; 1 Cor . 1:12 , sq .).

bers in the armies under the several kings between

Solomon and the captivity assist us in estimating
CERTIFY. See GLOSSARY .

the population at the various times referred to.
CE'SAR. See CÆSAR. CESARE'A . See

The census taken of those who returned with Ze- CÆSAREA.

rubbabel was to settle the inheritances in Pal. CHAFF . Most generally “ chaff ” is the ren

estine and to ascertain the family genealogies. dering of the Heb. viza, motes, the refuse of win
The number was 42,360 (Ezra 2:64).

2. New Testament. St. Luke, in his account nowed grain , consisting of husks and broken straw,

of the “ taxing,” says a decree went out from In the East it was the custom to burn chaff, lest,

Augustus that all the world should be taxed, and with the changingwind, it might beblown again

in the Acts alludes to a disturbance raised by among the grain (Job 21:18 ; Psa . 1:4 ; 35 : 5 ; Isa.

Judas of Galilee in the days of the " taxing ' |17:13 ; 29:5 ; 41:15 ; Hos. 13:3 ; Zeph . 2 : 2).

(Luke 2: 1 ; Acts 5:37) . The Roman census under In Isaiah (5:24 ; 33:11 ) the word rendered

the republic consisted, so far as the present pur. “ chaff” is won, khaw -shash ', and means dry

pose is concerned, in an enrollment of persons and grass, hay. It only occurs in the above passages.

property by tribes and households.

CENTURION (Gr. Kevīvpíwv, ken -too-ree -ohn
Tek'-ben ( Heb. 170), rendered “ chaff ” in Jer

in Mars ; elsewhere ÉkaTÓvtúpxos, hek -at-on '-tar. 23:28, is elsewhere (Exod . 5 : 7 , 10 , sq .) trans.

khos, or ékatovtápxns, hek-at-on-tar'-khace), the lated straw .” The “ stubble ” mentioned in Job

captains of the sixty centuries ( companies of one
(21:18) is cut straw .

hundred men) in theRoman legion . The centurion
In Daniel (2:35) the Chaldee word 793, oor ,

carried a staff of vinewood as his badge of office. occurs .

There were various degrees of rank among the Figurative. From its being the lighter and,

centurions according as they belonged to the three comparatively speaking, worthless portion of the

divisions of the triarii, principes, and hastati, and grain , chat is used in Scripture as an emblem of

led the first or second centuria of one of the that which is , in doctrine or morals, of a similar

>
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nature ; of false teaching ( Jer. 23:28) ; evildoers, 1. The Chaldeans were originally a people

who must come to naught (Psa. 1:4 ; Isa. 33:11 ; inhabiting a small extent of land in Babylonia.

Matt. 3:12). Their territory lay on the south and east of the

CHAIN , the rendering of several Hebrew and city of Babylon , which city was located in the

Greek words. From very ancient times chains territory known in early inscriptions as Kava.

havebeen used, as at present, both for ornament, dunyash. This little country of Chaldea was

bondage, and badges of office. bounded on the south and east by the small coun

1. Badge of Office . Instances of such are tries of Bit-yakin and Tambim , the latter

the golden chain on Joseph's neck (Gen. 41:42 ; the district on theupper border of the Persian Gulf.

Heb. 777, rau -beed ', literally, collar) andthe one known. It has been proposed to derive it from
The origin of the word Chaldean is entirely un .

promised to Daniel (Dan. 7 :7 ; Heb. 1729727, ham- the Babylonian word Kashadu, to conquer ; hence,

00 -nayk', necklace). In Egypt it was one of the the conquerors. To this view Sayce and Pinches

insignia of a judge, who wore an image of truth are attached. The derivation is linguistically pos

attached to it ; it was also worn by the prime sible, but is otherwise improbable. It is, indeed,

minister.' In Persia it was considered not only a always precarious to find any etymologicalmean

mark of royal favor, but a token of investiture. ing for the name of a people. We are also not

In Ezek. 16:11 the chain is mentioned as the certainly informed about the origin or racial con

symbol of sovereignty. nectionof the Chaldeans. We find them settled

2. Ornamental. Chains for ornamental pur- in the very heart of a country chiefly inhabited by

poses were worn by men , as well as women, in Semites, and it is altogether probable that they

many countries, both of Europe and Asia, and also are Semites ; and as they spoke a Semitic

probably this was the case among the Hebrews language this fact may be regarded as con .

(Prov. 1 :9 ; Heb. Pay, aw -nawk ). In addition to firmatory.

necklaces of pearls, corals, etc., other chainswere theBabylonian inscriptions at all. In theAssyrian
The ancient Chaldeans are not mentioned in

worn ( Judith 10:4), banging down as far as the inscriptions they are first mentioned in the inscrip

waist or even lower, Mention is made of “ stepping tions of Asshur-nazir-pal (885–860 B. C.), though

chains ” (Isa. 3:20 ; Heb. niin, tseh-aw -doth”, their existence as a people stretches far beyond

rendered ornaments of the legy " ), which were that comparatively late date. Indeed, there is

attached to ankle-rings to shorten the step and some reason to believe that they had a share in the

give it elegance. The “chains ” (v. 19) were ear. However that may be, we findthese Chaldeans
ruling power in Babylonia as far back as 1100 B. C.

rings.
3. Chains were used for the confinement of playing an important role in Babylonia from the

prisoners in a manner similar to our handcuffs 8th century onward. In this period also we get

(Judg. 16:21 ; 2 Sam . 3:34 ; Jer. 39: 7 ; Heb . our chief knowledge of them through the Assyrian

ning, nekh -o '-sheth , sometimes rendered “ fet- B. C.) became king of Assyria he early coveted
inscriptions. When Tiglath-pileser III (745–727

ters " ') . The Romans frequently fastened the the prize of Babylonia that he might also call

prisoner with a light chainto the soldier guarding himself king of Babylon, and add to his titles and
him , as was the case with Paul (Acts 28:20 ; Eph. honors the glory which was always attached to

6:20 ; 2 Tim. 1:16) ; and when the utmost security the kingship over the ancient culture land of

was desired two chains were used (Acts 12:6). Babylonia. (This reign is in other points im .

The prophet Isaiah speaks (40:19) of silver chains portant for biblical history ; see TIGLATH -PILESER.)

in connection with idols, which may have been for At this time Nabonassar (747–734 B. C.) was king

ornament or to fasten them to their shrines.
of Babylon. He was constantly disturbed by the

4. Figurative. Chains are used as a symbol encroachments of the half nomadic Aramaan

of oppression or punishment (Lam. 3 : 7 ; Psa. tribes, and also more especially by the movements

149: 8 ; Ezek. 7:23, etc.). of the more civilized Chaldeans who now pos
Pride is termed a chain which holds men in its sessed the rule in two or three small states in the

power (Psa. 73 : 6) . center and south of Babylonia . Nabonassar was

CHALCEDONY. See MINERAL KINGDOM . probably friendly to Assyria and would be glad of

CHAL'COL (Heb. 1552, kal-kole', perhaps Assyrian help in dealing with the troublesome

sustenance ), one of the four sons of Mahol , who Aramæans and Chaldeans. In September; 745,

were famous for their wisdom before the timeof Tiglath -pileser III invaded Babylonia. He over

Solomon ( 1 Kings 4:31 ), B. C. before 960. In came the Aramæans, and established his southern

1 Chron .2 :6,where the name is Anglicized Calcol, Aramæan tribes he followed the river Tigris allboundary against them . In pursuit of southern

he and hisbrothers are given as the sonsof Zerah , the way to the gulf,and established two cities at
of the tribe of Judah .

strategic points. By these operations be prepared
CHALDE'A . See CHALDEANS, 1 . the way for the conquest of the Chaldeans and

CHALDE'ANS,orCHAL'DEES. The word the setting up of Assyrian rule in Babylon.

Chaldean is used in three meanings, of which In 731 Ukinzer, who came from one of the

the first is the original meaning, the second is Chaldean states , made himself king of Babylon,

merely an extension of the original, and the third but was deposed in 728 by Tiglath -pileser III,

is a tropical or secondary meaning. These three who himself ascended the throne of Babylon and

meanings are here discussed in their natural order ruled until 726 under the name of Pul (see Pul) .

of development: He was succeeded by Uluali , under which name
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ruled Shalmaneser IV of Assyria (726–722), who of Assyria. He was at once proclaimed king in

in turn succeeded by Merodach -baladan. Babylor (625 ), and became thereby the founder of

This king was and remained one of Assyria's bit- the magnificent Chaldean empire, wbich was to be

terest and most successful enemies. He was a the greatest Semitic empire of antiquity. Not

Chaldean. On New Year's Day, 721 B. C., he satisfied with the achievement of the throne in

began to reign in Babylon . Saryon was now king Babylon, he prepared to cooperate with the Medes

of Assyria, and hastened southward to attack him . in their invasion of Assyria with the purpose of

The battle was fought at Durilu, and the Assyrians overthrowing and destroying the city of Nineveh.

were not victorious. Merodach -baladan continued His son Nebuchadnezzar was sent with an army

as, king until 709 , when he was overcome by against Nineveh , and with Median help Nineveh

Sargon, and the latter became king of Babylon was taken in the year 607–606 B. C. In the next

(709–705), as well as of Assyria. After the end year Nabopolassar died , and his son Nebuchad

of Sargon's life his son Sennacherib was not able nezzar became the head of the new world-power.

at once to take up control in Babylonia, and the Nebuchadnezzar reigned 605–561 B. C. , and no

canon of Ptolemy represents the period 704–703 reign, before or after, equaled bis in grandeur

B. C.as an interregnum . The period immediately (see NEBUCHADNEZZAR). He was succeeded by his

after this was apparently a period of confusion. son Evil-merodach (561-560 B. C.) (see Evil

Our ordinary sources do not enable us to under- MERODACH), who was murdered by his brother-in

stand fully the state of affairs, for they are self- law Nergal-sharezer (560-558 B. C.), the chief

contradictory. In 702 ruled Merodach -baladan, seer in one of the temples. The next king, La

son of Baladan, who sent an embassy to Hezekiah bashi-Marduk (called by Ptolemy Laborasoarchad ),

(2 Kings 20:12 ; Isa. 29 : 1 ) (see MERODACH-BALADAN ) . reigned but three months, and was succeeded by

After him ruled successively Belebus, Asshur- the usurper Nabonidus, in whose reign the Chaldean

nadinshum , son of Sennacherib ,and Nergal-ushezib, empire came to an end (538 B. C.). The Chaldeans

though of this period also there are doubts, bad done marvelous things. That so small a land

because our sources are again doubtful. The land as Chaldea should produce a conquering race

of Babylonia was now wholly possessed by the sufficient in power to overcome and rule in mighty

Assyrians , and Chaldean influence was at a low empires is one of the marvels of history.

ebb. It had, however, not died . It would soon 3. The third meaning of the word Chaldean is

burst into a new and more brilliant life. With astrologers. In this sense the word is used in the

this, the Assyrian period in Babylonia, ends the book of Daniel (2 : 2 , 10 ; 4 :7, etc.). Curtius, Strabo,

first period of the Chaldeans. In the first mean- and Diodorus use the word in the same meaning.

ing of the word the Chaldean are a people inhabit. The origin of this usage is easily understood . The

ing a very small district in central Babylonia, out Chaldeans , from 625 B. C. onward, held complete

of which some of their chief men made their way sway in Babylonia . The city of Babylon was

into Babylon itself and got the rule there. their capital city. But Babylon was from time

2. In its second meaning the word Chaldean immemorial the very center of intellectual life in

is applied, not to the small homeland of the all western Asia . This intellectual activity was

Chaldean people, but to all Babylonia. The kings much employed in the study of the stars, both

who ruled in Babylon are not called kings of scientifically and as a means of divining. Astron

Babylonia, but rather kings of Chaldea . The ter- omy and astrology were much sought after in the

ritory thus called Chaldea was about four hundred land. Hence Babylon became famous as the home

miles in length ,and its average breadth was about of magicians and sorcerers . As the Chaldeans

one hundred miles. In order to understand this held Babylon it was perfectly natural that they

strange extension of meaning for the word Chal- should give their name to the sorcerers, or as

dean it will be necessary to examine the history trologers, who had made the city famous.

of Babylonia from the Assyrian period onward R. W. R.

for a space. In Assyria, after the death of Esar CHAL'DEE . See CHALDEANS.

haddon, all real force had gone out of the people. CHALK. See MINERAL KINGDOM.

Assyria was grand and imposing as a world power,

butit had no longer power to conquer and expand.
CHALLENGE. See GLOSSARY.

Asshur-bani-pal (668–625 B. C.) , who next ruled in CHAMBER, as an apartment of a house (q.v.).

Assyria , was devoted to the artsof peace and added Figurative. The term “ chamber " is used

scarcely anythingto the military prestige of the em- metaphorically in the Psalms (104 : 3 , 13) for the

pire. Theend of the Assyrian state was approach. heavens .
ing. That thrilling and joyous fact was known long The expression, " Enter into my chambers,” etc.

before to the prophets of the Hebrew people. It was ( Isa. 26:20), is figurative of earnest prayer.
now becoming known in Egypt, in Media, and in The “ chambers of the south ” (Job 9: 9) are the

Chaldea. The Chaldean people had been resting constellations, or, perhaps, in a more generalsense,
and gaining power for a time. They would be the regions of the southern sky.

ready for action and leadership when the hour “ Chambers of imagery ” (Heb . “ image apart

should strike. When the end of Asshur-bani-pal's ments, ” Ezek . 8:12) is used by the prophet to

reign was come the head of the garrison in Baby- denote the vision which he had of the idolatrous

lon was à Chaldean, whose name was Nabopolas- practices of the Jews in Jerusalem . Image

Some think that he was connected col- chambers " is the term applied to the rooms or
laterally with the old native line of Babylonian closets in the houses of the people , in whichi

kings . He was, in any event, ready to seize the idolatrous images were set up and secretly wor.

moment and convert to his own gain the weakness | shiped.

sar.
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CHAMBERING (Gr. koirn, koy '- tay), a word changed into personal existences ; e. g ., the Hebrew

occurring only in Rom. 13:13, where it signifies term 170, boʻ -hoo, emptiness, is transformed into
lewd and licentious conduct.

Baau, the producing principle. According to
CHAMBERLAIN (Heb. 0999, saw -reece ', cas- Greek mythology, from Chaos arose the Earth,

trated, sometimes translated " EUNUCH," q . v.), an Tartarus, and Love, also Erebus and Night. Ovid

officer confidentially employed about the person of describes chaos as a confused mass, containing the

the sovereign, as Potiphar (Gen. 39:1). This officer elements of all things which were formed out of

was introduced into the court by Solomon (1 Kings it. The great majority of the cosmogonies, how

4 :6 ; 16: 9," steward ;" 18:3,“ governor ' ). His duty ever, are atheistic, ascribing creation to inherent

seems at first to have been the superintendence of ability in matter, or to a blind necessity ; while

the palace and royal etiquette. Later this post the Scriptures make it the act of God.
became one of special and increasing influence, CHAPEL (Heb. 77 , mik -dawsk ', holy place)

including the right of introduction to the king .

He thus becamethe chief minister.
occurs only in Amos 7:13, where Beth -el is called

“ the king's chapel ” by the high priest of the
Erastus, the “ chamberlain ” of the city of Cor.

inth, was one of those whose salutationsto the Beth -el was the royal capital, the principal seat of
golden calf. The meaning appears to be that

Roman Christians are given (Rom. 16:23 ; Gr.

worship established by the king.
oikovópos, oy-kon -om '-os). The office was appar

ently that of public treasurer or arcarius. The
CHAPITER , CAPITAL, in modern archi.

arcarii were inferior magistrates having charge of tecture, the upper, ornamental part of a column.

the public chest, and were under theauthority of In Exod. 36:38 ; 38:17, 19, 28 (Heb. UNT, roshe)
the Senate.

it refers to the capitals on the pillars of the tab.

Blastus, Herod's chamberlain (Acts 12:20 ; Gr. ernacle and its court. Once (2 Chron. 3:15) the

KOLTÚv, koy-tone') was the chief valet de chambre Heb. x, tseh '-feth, to encircle, is so rendered ;

of the king, and by reason of his office had great elsewhere (1 Kings, 2 Chron ., and Jer. 52:22)
influence with Herod.

CHAMELEON . See ANIMAL KINGDOM. the term is the rendering of the Heb. Ons, ko

CHAMOIS . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.
theh’-reth, and refers to the capitals of the tem

ple pillars.

CHAMPAIGN (Heb. 17 % ar -aw -baw ', CHAPMAN , CHAPT. See Glossary.

a desert), an open or uninhabited district (Deut.
CHAR’ASHIM (Ileb . Onunn,khar-aw -sheem ,

11:30). See ARABAH.

CHAMPION (Heb. Sist, ghib -bore', 1 Sam . craftsmen ). The “ valley of Charashim ” ( 1 Chron.

17:51 ; elsewhere mighty man."); The Hebrew " valley of craftsmen ” (Neh. 11:35) ; not far from
4:14 ) was inhabited by craftsmen, and is called

phrase, rendered champion ” in 1 Sam . 17:4, 23, Jerusalem .
literally is a man between the two, a go -between, a
challenger. So Goliath went between the armies CHAR'CHEMISH (2 Chron. 35:20). See Car

of the Hebrews and Philistines, as the champion

of the latter. CHARGER . 1. The rendering of the Heb.

CHANAAN (Gr. Xavaáv, khan -ah -an ), an. 1777?, keh -aw -raw ', literally , a deep dish ; the silver

other form (Acts 7:11 ; 13:19) of Canaan (q. v.) . dishes presented by the tribal chiefs (Num . 7) for

CHANCE. The use of this word in Scripture the service of the tabernacle. The word is else

has the sense of to meet unexpectedly (Deut. 22 : 6 ; where translated “ dish ” (Exod. 25:29 ; 37:16 ;

2 Sam . 1 : 6) , an occurrence for which there seems Num . 4 :7). They weighed one hundred and thirty

to be no explanation (1 Sam . 6 : 9 ), a coincidence shekels each .

(Luke 10:31), opportunity (Eccles. 9:11 ), example 2. The “ chargers " mentioned in Ezra 1 : 9 (Heb .

( 1 Cor. 15:37). See GLOSSARY. bongs, ag -ar-laul ), thirty of gold and one thou.

CHANCELLOR (Heb. 05703 , beh -ale' -tch- sand of silver, are supposed, by some, to have

ame', lord of judgment), the Chaldee title of the been basins for holding the blood of the sacrifices;

Persian governor of Samaria (Ezra 4 : 8 , 9 , 17) . by others, baskets for the first fruits .

CHANELBONE, CHANGEABLE . See 3. The “ charger ” (Matt. 14 :8, 11; Mark 6:25 ,

GLOSSARY. 28 ; Gr. hîvač, pin '-ax) upon which Herodias boré

the head of John the Baptist was probably a
CHANGE OF RAIMENT. See Dress .

CHANNEL. 1. The rendering ( Isa. 27:12) 11:39, sq .
large platter , and the word is so rendered in Luke

of SHIBBOLETA (q. v.). In short, the word was properly a general term,
2. The bed of the sea, or of a river (Psa. 18:15 ; indicating what bore or was loaded with any

Isa. 8 : 7 ; Heb. PPN, aw -feek ', valley). weight ; hence, a saddle horse is still called a

CHAOS, a term not used in Scripture, but in charger.

frequent use to designate the unformed mass of CHARGES, CHARGE. See Glossary.

primeval matter mentioned in Gen, 1 : 2. It comes CHARIOT, the rendering of several Hebrew

from the Greek ( xáos, khah '-os, immeasurable space), words and one Greek word, the indiscriminate use

and is used by Hesiod for the unfathomable gulf of which renders it difficult to know which kind

which was supposed to be the first of existing of vehicle is meant. The same words are em

things. Some cosmogonies, as the Phænician, ploved in speaking of chariots of war, state char

retain the biblical terms descriptive of chaos, but | iots, and even of wagons. The earliest mention of
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CHARIOT ir

“ Char

“ Char.

chariots in Scripture is where Joseph, as a mark (2 Sam. 8 :4), and later seven hundred from the

of distinction, rode in Pharaoh's second chariot Syrians ( 10:18 ), who, in order to recover their

(Gen. 41:43); and later when he went in his ground, collected from various countries thirty

own chariot to meet his father (46:29) . Char- two thousand (1 Chron . 19 : 6 , 7).

iots also accompanied the funeral procession of 4. Hebrew . Hitherto the Israelites had few

Jacob, as a guard of honor (50 : 9). We next find chariots, partly on account of the mountainous

them used for a warlike purpose (Exod. 14 : 7 ), nature of the country, partly owing to the prohi

when Pharaoh pursued the Israelites with six hun . bition against their multiplying horses. Solomon

dred chariots. raised and maintained a force of one thousand

1. Egyptian. From the Egyptian monuments four hundred chariots ( 1 Kings 10:26) by taxation

we are able to form a very correct idea of the on certain cities. The chariots and the horses

were imported chiefly from Egypt (1 Kings 10:29) .
5. New Testament. In the New Testament

the only mention made of a chariot, except in Rev.

9 : 9, is in the case of the Ethiopian eunuch of

Queen Candace (Acts 8:28 , sq . ).

6. Figurative. Chariots are frequently al.

luded to as symbols of power (Psa. 20: 7 ; 104:3 ;

Jer. 51:21 ; Zech . 6 : 1 , 2 ) ; hosts or armies (2 Kings

6:17 ; Psa . 68:17) . Elijah, by his courage, faith ,

and power with God, was the chariot of Israel,

and the horsemen thereof ” (2 Kings 2:12). “ Char

iot ” is likewise used poetically in Scripture to

designate the rapid agencies of God in nature

| ( Psa. 68:17 ; 104 : 3 ; Isa. 66:15 ; Hab. 3 : 8).

jot of the cherubim " ( 1 Chron. 28:18) probably

means the cherubim as the chariot upon which

God enters or is throned (see CHERUBIM, 3 ) .
Egyptian Chariot.

Chariot cities ” (2 Chron. 1:14) were the depots

chariots of that nation . They were all similar in and stables erected by Solomon on the frontiers

form , having but two wheels,exceptin one obscure of his kingdom , such as Beth -marcaboth, “ the

instance, furnished on the right side with cases house of chariots " ( Josh. 19 : 5) , and Hazor-susah,

for bows and spears and arrows. The frame- “ the village of horses ” ( 1 Kings 10:28). Solomon

work, wheels, pole, and yoke were of wood, with had one thousand four hundred chariots.

the wheels sometimes tipped with iron, and the iot of fire, and horses of fire ” (2 Kings 2:11 ) signi

axletrees ending with a scythe-like projection . The fies some bright effulgence which, in the eyes of

binding of the framework, as well as the harness, the spectators, resembled those objects.

were of rawhide or tanned leather ; while the iot man ” (2 Chron . 18:33) is another name for

floor was often made of rope network, to give a driver of chariot” ( 1 Kings 22:34). “ Chariots

more springy footing to the occupants. The of the sun ” are mentioned (2 Kings 23:11 ) as

chariot was open behind , and here the charioteer being burned by Josiah. Horses and chariots

entered. werededicated to the sun by its worshipers, under

From the Egyptian sculptures it would seem

that an Egyptian army was composed exclusively

of infantry and chariots. Chariots were manned

sometimes with three men , the warrior, the shield

bearer, and the charioteer ; sometimes with two,

the warrior and his charioteer ; sometimes with

only one person . The presumption is that the

horsemen and riders (Exod. 14 : 9 ; 15 : 1 ) were

riders in the chariots ; and the “ captains ” ( 14 : 7 )

were chariot-warriors, literally, “ third ”
men ,

probably selected for their valor.

2. Assyrian. From the sculptures we learn

that the Assyrian chariot resembled the Egyptian

in all material points. Assyrian War Chariot.

3. Canaan. The Canaanites had iron chariots

( Josh. 17:18 ), not scythe chariots , for these were the supposition that that divinity was drawn in a

introduced by Cyrus, but simply chariots tipped chariot by horses. The rabbins inform us that

with iron ” (K. and D. , Com. , in loc. ). Of these the king and nobles rode in these chariots when

it is recorded that Jabin , king of Canaan, had they went forth to greet the morning sun . “ The

nine hundred ( Judg. 4 : 3) . ' The number of 'char- chariot of Israel” was an expression applied by

iots which the Philistineshad in the time of Saul, Elisha to Elijah (2 Kings 2:12). The meaning is

viz., thirty thousand (1 Sam . 13:5), appears ex- thought to be that, as earthly kingdoms are de
cessive, the probability being that there is a pendent for their defense and glory upon warlike

mistake by the copyist, so that it would be more preparations, a single prophet has done more for

correct to read three thousand . David took from the preservation and prosperity of Israel than all

Hadadezer, king of Zobah, one thousand chariots her chariots and horsemen .

“ Char:

1 )
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CHARITY CHEESE

name.

"

NESS, LOVE.

On this expe

CHARITY (Gr. ayánn, ag -ah' -pay ; R. V. CHE’BAR (Heb. 77 ?,keb -awr', length ), a river

" love " ). The only word in the Bible translated in the land of the Chaldeans ” (Ezek . 1: 3), on

charity nieans love. It is affection , tender and the banks of which some of the Jews were located

passionate attachment, a sentiment of our nature at the time of the captivity, and where Ezekiel saw

excited by qualities in a person or thing which his earlier visions (Ezek . 1 :1 ; 3:15, 23, etc. ) . It is

command our affection ; a virtue of such efficacy commonly regarded as identical with the Habor,

that it is said to be the fulfilling of the law . Its or river of Gozan, to which some portion of the

absence_invalidates all claim to the Christian Israelites were removed by the Assyrians (2 Kings

It is the antithesis of selfishness. Luther 17: 6). But this is a mere conjecture. Chebar is

calls it “ the shortest and longest divinity.” It is a name which might properly be given to any

active, and dissatisfied if not blessing others. great stream . A likely conjecture identifies it with

Christian love is piety, the greatest boon which Nahr Malcha, or Royal Canal of Nebuchadnezzar.
God can give, for “ God is love." “ In it all CHECK. See GLOSSARY.

human duty is summed up " (Matt. 22:37-40 ; Rom .
CHECKER WORK (Heb. 7776 , seb-aw

13 :8 ; 1 Cor. 13:13).
Charity, in modern speech, has other meanings : kaw ', network), supposed to be latticework, form

First, that sentiment which promptsustothink ingabalustradeupon thecapitals of the columns

" network ” in v. 18),and speak well of others,judge their acts kindly, in the temple (1 Kings 7:17 ;

and make them happy ; second, generosity to thee CHEDORLA’OMER (Heb.2733377?, ked

poor ; third , that which is thus given ; and fourth, or -law -o '-mer ), a king of Elam who conquered a

å benevolent foundation. SeeBROTHERLY KIND- portion of Palestine about the Dead Sea, which

afterward rebelled. Fourteen years after the con

CHARM , CHARMER, CHARMING . See quest he again invaded the territory, accompanied

MAGIC, p . 670. by Arioch , king of Ellasar ; Amraphel, king of

CHARRAN (Acts 7 : 2, 4). See Haran.
Shinar ; and Tidal, king of Goiim.

dition he took the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah

CHASE . See HUNTING.
and carried off a great store of plunder and many

CHASTE, CHASTITY (Gr. åyvós, hag-nos'; captives, including Lot. He was pursued by

áyvórns, hag -not -ace, dedicated,hence, holy, clean), Abraham to Hobah, north of Damascus, com

in scriptural sense : ( 1 ) Freedom from impure pletely routed , and all his goods and captives re

thoughts, imaginations, or desires (Phil. 4 :8 ; taken. The name Chedorlaomer really divides

1 Tim. 5:22, “ pure ;” 1 Pet. 3 :2); spoken of God into two parts , and the Babylonian form of it

( 1 John 3:3 ; James 3:17). (2) Pure from illicit is Kudur-Lagamar (man or worshiper of the

sexual intercourse (2 Cor. 11 : 2 ; Tit. 2: 5). god Lagamaru, an Elamite deity). Both portions

CHASTEN . See CHASTISEMEMT. of the name were found in the inscriptions of the

CHASTISEMENT. The same Hebrew and Assyrian king, Asshur-bani-pal, 668–625 B. C.,

Greek words are translated chastise, chasten , cor
who made a raid into Elam and recovered some

rect, nurture, and instruct. They contain the Babylonian property which had been taken by the

meaning sometimes of reproof with just displeas- has found inthe British Museum a broken tablet
Elamites centuries before. Recently Mr. Pinches

ure, involving the infliction ofpain visited upon of Hammurabi, 2287–2233
B.C. (?), on which thethe transgressor for his reformation .

1. Yaw -sar" (Heb.107), the primary meaning of ends all doubt as to the name as well as the his
name of Chedorlaomer is found. This discovery

which is to instruct, is the word in Deut. 8 : 5 ; 21 : torical character of Chedorlaomer. Many other

18 ; Psa. 6 : 1 ; 38: 1 ; 94:12 ; 118 :18 ; Prov. 19:18 , Babylonian discoveries show the entire historical
where the translation is chasten ; also in Lev.26:28 ; probability of such an invasion at this time from

Deut. 22:18 ; 1 Kings 12:11 , 14 ; 2 Chron. 10:11 , Babylonia into Palestine . Indeed , in the days of

14 ; Jer.31:18, and Hos. 7:12,wherethe translation Sargon I, about 3800 B. C. , such invasions had
is chastise.

already begun. See AMRAPHEL, ARIOCH, ELAM,

2. Yaw - kakh (Heb . 137, to convict, Sam. 7: and TIDAL ; also SUPPLEMENT.

14 ; Job 33:19), rendered chasten . This and the LITERATURE.— Sayce, PatriarchalPalestine, Lon.

precedingword are translated correct, e. g., Psa. don ,1895 ; Sayce, Higher Criticism and theMon

39:11 ; Job 5:17, et al.
uments, London, 1894 ; Trumbull, Kadesh - Barnea,

3.Aw -naw ' (Heb. 1799, to humble oneself, Dan. NewYork, 1884( with a discussion of theroute
followed by Chedorlaomer and his allies on this

10:12) is translated " to chasten thyself.” invasion ; important).— R . W. R.

4. In the New Testament we have only maideów,
CHEEK (Heb. 177?, lekh -ee'). Smiting on the

pahee-dyoo'o, to instruct, train, chastise, and its
derivedsubstantive, naideia, pahee-di'-ah ( Luke cheek was considered in itself a great insult (Job

23:16 , 22 ; Heb. 12: 5, 7, 8, 11). It is nurture in 16:10 ; Lam. 3:30 ; Mic. 5 : 1 ; Luke 6:29). “ Thou

Eph. 6:4 ; instruction in 2 Tim . 2:25 ; 3:16 ; learn hast smitten all mine enemiesupon the cheek bone

in Acts 7:22 ; 1 Tim. 1:20 ; and teach in Acts 22:3 (Psa. 3 : 7) is figurative of utter destruction of those

and Tit. 2:12. enemies . The cheek bone denotes the bone in

In Lev, 26:28 the meaning is to punish in just which the teeth are placed, and to break thatis to
wrath. In Isa. 63:8 , “ The chastisement of our disarm the animal. “ He hath the cheek teeth of

peace was upon him .” The word ineans that a great lion ” (Joel 1:6) refers to the hinder teeth ,

suffering of the Son of God by which our recon
or grinders. See GLOSSARY.

ciliation was effected . CHEESE, the rendering of several Hebrew

1
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CHELAL CHERITH

>

sons

sons

.

terms, as 57. 1977, khaw -re-tsay' he- khaw- the people after Ezra had read to them the book

lawb', slices,or segments, of cheese (1 Sam. 17:18) ; of the law (Neh. 9:4), B. C. 445.

pa niny, sheph-owth' baw -kawr', according to
CHENANI'AH (Heb. ?, ken -an -yaw ',

the Chaldee and the rabbins, cheese of cows (2 Sam . established by Jehovah ), chief of the Levites who,

17:29) ; -777, gheb -ee -naw ' (Job 10:10 ), coagulated
as master of song ( 1 Chron. 15:22), conducted the

milk ...Among the regulations regarding food in grand musical services when the ark wasremoved

the Mishnawus that no cheese made by foreigners He was of the family of Izharites, and was ap
from the house of Obed-edom to Jerusalem ( 15:27 ).

should be eaten , for fear that it might be derived pointed overtheinspectors of the building of the

from the milk' of an animal which had been temple (26:29), B. C. about 1000.
offered to idols .

CHELAL (Heb. 193, kel-awl, completion ), 93 , kef-ar" haw -am -mo-nee', village of the
CHE PHAR -HAAM'MONAI (Heb . E ?

one of the of Pahath -moab, who divorced

his Gentile wife after the return from Babylon of Benjamin (Josh. 18:24 ). No trace of it has yetAmmonites), a place mentioned among the towns

( Ezra 10:30 ), B. C. 456 .
been discovered.

CHEL'LUH (Heb. 17157, kel-oo-hah'ee, com
CHEPHI'RAH (Heb. 777 ?, kef-ee-raw ', vil

pleted ), one of the of Bani, who divorced

his Gentile wife after the return from captivity jamin (Josh . 18:26) ; now Kefirch, about eleven
lage, hanılet ), one of the Gibeonite towns of Ben

(Ezra 10:35), B. C. 456.
miles from Jerusalem . Joshua made a league

CHEʻLUB (Heb . 2757, kel-oob ', a cage). with its people ( Josh . 9:17) . It was occupied after

1. The brother of Shuab and father of Mehir, of the captivity by a remnant of Benjamin (Ezra 2:25 ;

the tribe of Judah ( 1 Chron . 4:11 ).
Neh. 7:29).

2. The father of Ezri, who was David's chief CHERAN (Heb. 77?, ker -awn ', derivation un

gardener (1 Chron . 27:26), B. C. after 1000.
certain ), the lastnamed of the four sons ofDishon,

CHELU’BAI (Heb ." 3757, kel-oo-bah'ee), one the Horite " duke ” descended from Seir (Gen.

of the sons of Hezron ( 1 Chron. 2: 9) ; elsewhere in 36:26 ; 1 Chron. 1:41).

the same chapter (vers. 18 , 42) called CALEB (9. v . ).
CHER'ETHIM (Ezek . 25:16), the regular

CHEM'ARIM (Heb. 01770 ?, kem -aw -reem ', plural of Cherethite.See CHERETHITES, No. i.

CHER'ETHITES (Heb. 07?, ker-ay-thee' ) .ascetics, Zeph. 1:4 ; elsewhere, Kings 23 : 5 ,

“ idolatrous priests,” and Hos . 10:5 , " priests " ),
1. “ Those tribes of the Philistines who dwelt

the priests appointed by the kings of Judah for the in the southwest of Canaan ( 1 Sam . 30:14 ), ind

worship of the high places and the idolatrous wor- treated by Ezekiel (25:16, ' Cherethim ') and Zeph.

ship of Jehovah. aniah (2 :5) as synonymous with Philistines ” ( K.

CHE'MOSH , the leading deity of the Moabites . the words in these passages by "Cretans, from
and D. , Com .). The LXX and Syriac rendered

See Gods, FALSE.
which it is conjectured that the PHILISTINES (q . v . )

CHENA'ANAH (Heb..7739?, ken -ah -an -aw ', sprang from Crete.

perhaps low ). 2. “ The Cherethites and the Pelethites," a col .

1. The fourth named of the seven " sons ” of lective term for David's life -guards (2 Sam . 8:18 ;

Bilhan, a Benjamite and mighty warrior, appar. 15:18 ; 20: 7 , 23 ; 1 Kings 1:38, 44 ; 1 Chron .
18:17 ) . The words are

adjectives in form , but
with a substantive mean

ing, and were used to

indicate a certain rank,

literally, the execution.

ers and runners .

later date they were

called “ the captains and

the guard ” ( 2 Kings 11 :

4 , 19 ; comp. 1 Kings
14:27). The effort to

identify the Cherethites

with No. 1 has failed .

CHE'RITH (Heb.
The Brook Cherith .

???, ker -eeth ', a cut

ently, in the time of David ( 1 Chron. 7:10), B. C. ting, or gorge) is a brook , dry in summer, but flow
about 1000. ing as a torrent in winter, at the bottom of what

2. The father of the false prophet Zedekiah, travelers say is one of the wildest ravines in the

which latter opposed Micaial and encouraged
country . Such a place as the prophet Elijah ,

Ahab ( 1 Kings 22:11, 24 ; 2 Chron. 18:10, 23), Aeeing from his enemies, might have selected as a
B. C. before 890.

hiding place (1 Kings 17 :3, 5 ). “ The traditional site

CHEN'ANI (Heb. 1957, ken-aw-nee', planted ), of the brook is now the Wâdy Kelt, a wild glen

one of the Levites who conducted the devotionsof which runs into the Jordan valley ; but the Bible

At a
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CHERUB CHERUB

man.

expression, 'facing ' or 'before' Jordan,would seem it is said that “ the third ... had a face as a

to imply that it was east of that river, and there man (4:7 ), seeming to imply that the human

fore in Elijah's own native country of Gilead. figure was characteristic of them all, but that it,

Wady Yabis, opposite Beth -shean, may be the in addition to the figure, had also the face of a

place ” (Harper, Bible and Mod . Dis., p . 299). Whatever else, therefore, may have been

CHE'RUB (Heb. 5797, ker - 006 ), an Israelite associated with them , thismuch is clear, that the

of doubtful extraction, whoaccompanied Zerub- they weremarked by characteristics taken from
human element predominated in their form. But

babel to Judea (Ezra 2:59 ; Neh . 7:61). other spheres of creaturely existence. Thus alike

CHERUB (Heb. 577?, ker -oob '), CHERU- in the tabernacle, in the temple, and in the visions
BIM (Heb. brann?, ker -00-beem '; Gr. Xepovßiu , of Ezekiel and St. John, they had wings. In

kher-00 -beem ').
Ezekiel and the Apocalypse they are said to have

had not only the face of a man, but the faces of a

1. Scripture Mention . Cherubim are men- lion, an ox,and an eagle. Ezekiel speaks of them

tioned : ( a ) At the expulsion of our first parents as in possession of all the four faces ( 1 : 6-10) ;

from Eden (Gen. 3:24), when their office was “to St. John apportions one only of the four to each

keep the way of the tree of life , ” i . e. , to render it (Rev. 4 : 7 ), while in the case of the cherubim both

impossible for man to return to paradise and eat of the temple and the tabernacle no intimation is

of the tree of life. In this account there is no given that they possess more than one face, in all

mention of their nature or form. (6) We next probability the human. Perhaps, however, the

read of them in connection with the furnishing of animal faces were latent in the cherubin of the

the tabernacle (Exod. 25:18 , sq . ) , where directions tabernacle, and capable of development.

are given to place two golden cherubim upon the 3. Cherubim and the Throne. An im

top of the ark of the covenant. They were to be of portant question relative to the cherubim has

“ beaten work,” i . e ., beaten with the hammerand reference to their position as regards the throne

rounded , and not solid . They were fastened to of God . Are they the bearers of that throne,

the mercy seat (lid of the ark ), and, facing each or simply near it ? Some Old Testament expres

other, stretched out their wings so as to form a sions appear to favor the former theory. Thus we

screen over the mercy seat. They were called the read : “ Thou that sitteth upon the cherubim ,

“ cherubim of glory ” (Heb. 9 : 5). Cherubim were shine forth ” ( Psa.80: 1 ), and , " He sitteth enthroned

also woven into or embroidered upon the inward upon the cherubim, the earth is moved ” ( Psa.

curtain of the tabernacle (Exod. 26 : 1 , sq .) and the 99: 1 ). These and similar passages must be taken
veil (Exod. 26:31 ). The two cherubiin placed figuratively, for in the books of Moses it is the

by Solomon in the holy of holies (1 Kings 6:23 , mercy seat that is God's throne (Lev . 16 : 2 ; Num.

sq. ; 2 Chron. 3:7-14 ) were made of olive wood, 7:89). He is again and again spoken of as the

uverlaid with gold . They had bodies ten cubits “ Lord of hosts that dwelleth between the cheru

bigh , and stood upon their feet, like men. The bim ” ( 1 Sam . 4 :4 ; 2 Sam . 6 : 2 ) . Similarly St. John

length of their wings was five cubits. They stood speaks of them as being “ in the midst of the

with “their faces inward,” i. e. , toward the holy throne and round about the throne ” (Rev. 4 :6 ).

place, the outward wing of each cherub touching These figures appear to have been suggested by

the wall and the tip of the other wings touching the position of the cherubim upon the ark of the

each other. (d ) Other references are as follows: covenant, and to suggest the idea of close prox

“ He rode upon a cherub, and did fly" (2 Sam . imity to the throne of Jehovah in service and

22:11 ; Psa. 18:10) ; the vision of four cherubim worship. See SUPPLEMENT.

( A. V. “ living creatures " ) seen by Ezekiel (1:5 ,sq. ; 4. Meaning. It is evident that they do not

10: 1 , sq.), and that of the “ four beasts” in Rev. represent attributes of the Almighty, for this

4 :6, sq . (Gr. Soa, dzo'-ah, living creature) . would be in direct contradiction to the command

2. Form . From the above descriptions and ment, " Thou shalt not make ... any likeness of

references it is impossible to arrive at certainty anything, " etc. (Exod. 20 :4 ). Again ,they are rep

respecting various particulars of the cherubim, resented as worshiping, and have ascribed to

and it is difficult to say whether this silence may them creaturely position and ministerial character.

have arisen from the fact that these figures were The three leading theories are the mythical, real,

familiar to the Israelites , or whether it was in. symbolical : ( 1) Mythical. According to the myth

tended to leave the matter in indefiniteness . Aical theory the cherubim was an imitation of the

line of similarity runs throughout the whole Bible Egyptian sphinx or of those composite animal

with regard to them , with slight modifications in forms belonging to Central Asia , and to be met

their structure, due, perhaps, to the fact that the with, above all, upon the Assyrian and Babylo.

idea they were intended to express had become nian monuments. (2) Real. This theory takes the

clearer as time ran on. Turning to the cherubim i cherubim to be supramundane spiritual essences,

of Solomon, we find that they stood upon their spiritual beings of a higher order than the angels.

feet ” (2 Chron. 3:13), thus leading us to believe In support of this theory it is argued that “ God

that they had a human and not a bestial form . would not have placed symbols, the pure creation

This is confirmed by reading the accounts in of the Hebrew fancy, at the gate of paradise

Ezekiel , who says : “ This was their appearance ; (Kliefoth ) . The comparison made between the

they had the likeness of a man " (1:5); and , king of Tyre and a cherub (Ezek . 28:14 ) is

“There appeared in the cherubiin the form of a thought to be intelligible only on the assumption

man's hand under their wings " ( 10 : 8 ). Of the that the prophet conceived of the cherub as a

four living creatures mentioned in the Apocalypse supramundane and spiritual being . “ Again, in the

3
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CHESALON CHILD

same as

>

“ CHIEF

>

>

vision (Rev. 4) the four 50a are not animal exist- 24 : 8-11 ) . (2 ) OTT , ghen -aw -zeem ', used only in

ences representing the material creation or the the plural, rendered “ chests ” (Ezek. 27:24 ) and

animal kingdom , but spiritual beings that sur. “ treasures ” (Esth . 3 :9 ; 4 : 7 ) .

round the throne of God ” (Keil , Arch ., p . 115) .
CHESTNUT. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

(3) Symbolical. Those holding this theory believe

that cherubim are symbolical figures, ideal con
CHESUL'LOTH (Heb. Dizo?, kes -oollöth ',

ceptions, which have no corresponding represent- fattened ), a town of Issachar (Josh, 19:18), prob

atives among actual living things. The important ably identical with Chisloth -tabor (v. 12). It is

question then is , What do they represent? Dr. J. thought that modern Iksal marks the ancient site.

Strong ( Tabernacle, p. 82) says: “ We venture to
CHEʻZIB (Heb. » T?, kez-eeb', deceitful), a town

expound them as cosmical emblems of the divine

attributes, or, as modern science (somewhat atheis in which Judah was when Shelah, his third son .

tically, we fear) styles them , the laws of nature .' was born (Gen. 38 : 5) ; probably the

They are the creative and providential functions of Achzib.

God, exercised in behalf of his human subjects.... CHICKEN (Gr. voodiov, nos-see '-on , Esdras

The four faces are the main indexoftheir typical 1:30; Matt. 23:37). See Animal KINGDOM.

significance ; the human denotes intelligence, the

leonine strength, the bovine perseverance, and the
CHIDE. See GLOSSARY .

aquiline rapidity ; so that we have the complete CHI'DON (Heb . 1179, kee -dohn ', a spear ),

picture of an omniscient, omnipotent, uniform , thought by some to be an Israelite to whom be.
and ubiquitous maintenance and superintendence
of the external fortunesand affairs of the body of longedthethrashing floor where the accidentto

the ark, on its journey to Jerusalem , took place,
true worshipers, i . e. , the Church of all time."
Dr. Milligan (in an articlein Bible Educator, vol. as well as the deathofUzzah ( 1 Chron. 13:9). It

is more probable that it was the name of the
iii, p. 295) says : “ Thus, therefore, we reach the

place.
meaning and purport of the cherubim . They are

an emblem of man , associated on the one hand CHIEF, the rendering of a large number of

with the inanimate, on the other with animated Hebrew and Greek words, frequently in connec

creation, all brought into the immediate presence tion with officialterms, as “ Chief BUTLER ” (q . v.),

of God, all placed close around his throne, “ Chief Captain " (see Army) , “ Chief of the Fa .

and either filling or stretching forth to fill the thers ” (see FATHER), “ Chief of the Levites ” (see

holy of holies with their presence.” Fairbair LEVITES), “ Chief Musician ” (see Music),

(Imp. Dict., ii, 11 ) concludes thus: “ They (cheru- PORTER” (q . v.), “ Chief Priests ” (see PRIEST),

bim) were ideal representatives of humanity in
“ Chief Rulers ” (see SYNAGOGUE).

the highest and holiest places - representatives, CHIEF OF THREE (Heb. We will

not of what it actually is , but of what it was roshe hash -shaw -lee -shee '), the official title ofADINO

destined to beconie when the purpose of God in (q . v . ) , the Ezrite ( 2 Sam . 23:8, A. V. “ chief

its behalf is accomplished. ... God manifested as among the captains ; ” marg. “ head of the three" ).

dwelling between the cherubim is God appearing
Perin a state of blessed nearness to men ," etc.

CHIEFS OF ASIA . See ASIARCH .

haps, as has been suggested , they are sometimes CHILD, CHILDREN(Heb.properlyIba, yeh '.

spoken of as mythical, and at other times as real . led ; Gr. Tékvov, tek '-non, something born) . This

CHES’ALON (Heb.7i5o?,kes-aw -lone”,strength,
term is often used in Scripture with considerable

latitude ; thus the descendants of a man, however

fortress ), one of the landmarks on the west part remote, are called his sons or children . For other

of the north boundary of Judah ( Josh. 15:10 ).

Eusebius and Jerome differ as to its situation, but

uses, see below .

1. Desire for. It is of children that the

agree that it was a very large village near Jerusa
lem. Robinson (Bib. Res., p. 154) identifies itwith house, the family, is built ( Gen. 16 : 2 ; 30:3,marg.

“ builded by her ” ). The conception and bearing

the present Kesla.
of children was a matter of longing and joy among

CHEʻSED (Heb. , keh'-sed , doubtful sig the Israelites,especially to the women (Gen.24:60;
nification ), the fourth named of the sons of Nahor 30 :1 ; 1 Sam . 1:11 ). On the ground of the two

( Abraham's brother) by Milcah (Gen. 22:22), B.C. fold blessing connected with creation and the

about 2200. covenant promise (Gen. 1:28 ; 12 : 2, 7 ; 13:16) :

CHEʻSIL (Heb. Boop, kes-cel, ungodly, fleshly), special gift of God's grace (Deut. 28:4 ; Psa,
numerous group of children was considered as a

a town in the south of Judah ( Josh. 15:30), iden- 113 : 9 ; 128:3, sq .; Prov. 17:6 ; Eccles. 6:3 ), and

tical with Bethul and Bethuel( Josh. 19 :4 ; 1 Chron. sterility in marriage was thought to be a divine

4:30 ; “ Beth -el,” 1 Sam . 30:27 ). punishment (Gen. 16 : 2 ; 30:23; 1 Sam. 1:6, sq. ;

CHEST, the rendering of two distinct Hebrew Isa. 47:9).
2. Infants. At childbirth women were helped

terms : ( 1 ) jinx, or 1 $,aw -rone', invariably used by nurses, midwives, even in the time of the
for the ark of the covenant, and, with two excep- patriarchs' (Gen. 35:17 ; 38:28 ; Exod . 1:15 ), al

tions , for that only. These exceptions are (a) the thongh women in the East often give birth so
“ coffin ” in which the bones of Joseph were carried easily as not to need this help. The newborn

to Palestine (Gen. 50:26 ), and (6 ) the “ chest ” in child, after having the navel cord cut, was bathed

which Jehoiada, thepriest , collected the offerings in water, rubbedwithsalt, and wrapped inswad
for temple repairs (2 Kings 12: 9 , 10 ; 2 Chron. Idling clothes (Ezek. 16 :4). As a rule, it was
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nursed and tended by the mother herself (Gen. 14:14 ; 15 : 3 ; 17:23), “ sons of handmaids ” (Psa.

21 : 7 ; 1 Sam . 1:23 ; 1 Kings 3:21 ; Cant. 8 : 1 ), 86:16 ; 116: 16 ).

excepting in case of weakness or death or in 5. Nlegitimate. Such children had no legal

princely families (2 Kings 11 : 2 ; comp. Exod. 2 :9). inheritance (Gen. 21:10 ; Gal. 4:30) ; they did not

After eight days boys were circumcised (see CIR. receive the training of legitimate sons (Heb. 12 : 8,

CUMCISION ), and got their names from some remark- " chastisement ; " Gr. Taideía, education ); were ex

able circumstance connected with their birth (Gen. cluded from the congregation (Deut. 23: 2) ; and

25:25, sq. ; 35:18 ; 38:29) or according to the were despised by their brethren (Judg. 11: 2).

mother's hopes or wishes (Gen. 4:23 ; 29:32, sq . ; 6. Figurative. In the Scriptures, children,

1 Sam . 1:20), but in later times from some rela - like sons or daughters, are used figuratively (a)

tive ( Luke 1:61). Forty days after its birth , in to express a state of ignorance and of intellec

the case of a boy, and eighty in the case of a girl, tual darkness (Matt. 11:16 ; 1 Cor. 13:11 ; 14:20 ;

the mother had to offer a sacrifice of purification in Eph . 4:14 ; Heb. 5:13) ; (6) of persons who are dis

the temple (Lev. 12: 1-8), to present themale first tinguished, whether for good or evil , by some par.

born to Jehovah, and to redeem it with five shekels ticular quality or power. Thus the expression

of silver (Num . 18:15 , sq .; comp. with 4:47, and “ children of light” (Luke 16: 8) is applied to those

Lev. 27 :5). The weaning of the child did not who have a knowledge of God through Christ; the

occur, in some cases, till it was two or three years “ children of obedience ” (1 Pet . 1:14 ) are those

of age (2 Macc. 7:27), and was celebrated with submitting themselves readily to the will of God.

festivities (Gen. 21 : 8), and on special occasions The more immediate disciples of Jesus, who hailed

was accompanied with the offering of a sacrifice him as the Bridegroom of his Church , are called

( 1 Sam . 1:23, 24). “ children of the bridechamber ” (Matt. 9:15) . On

3. Training. Both boys and girls, in their the other hand, we have such expressions as
earlier years, were under the training of their “ child of hell ” (Matt. 23:15), “ children of the
mother ( Prov. 31:1 ; 2 Tim. 1:5 ; 3:15 ), the wicked one” (Matt. 13:38), “ children of this

daughters, no doubt, remaining so until their mar- world ” (Luke 16: 8).

riage. At the age of five years, probably, the CHILDBEARING (Gr. TEKVoyovía, tek -nog.

boys were trained by their fathers, or in well-to-doon -ee'.ah ). As a part of the cursecomingtoour

families placed under the care of special tutors first parént, on account of sin , it was said to her,

(Num. 11:12; Isa. 49:23 ; 2 Kings 10: 1,5 ; Gal. 3:24); “ In sorrow thou shalt bring forth children ” (Gen.

This instruction was not only in reading and 3:16). Commenting on this, Delitzsch says : “ That
writing, but also in the Law, its commandments the woman should bear children was the original
and doctrines, and the deeds and revelations of will of God ; but it was a punishment that hence
Jehovah to his people (Exod. 12:26 ; 13 : 8 , 14 ; forth she was to bear them in sorrow, i. e. , with

Deut. 4:10 ; 6 :7, 20 , sq.: 11:19 ; Prov. 6:20 ). pains which threatened her own life as well as
Schools werenot set up till a comparatively late that of the child .” The punishment consisted in
time, and only in the larger cities. Gamaliel is an enfeebling of nature, in consequence of sin.

said to have been the first who instituted schools The language of the apostle, “ Notwithstanding
for boys in cities.

she shall be saved in childbearing, if they con
4. Children and the Law . In the Decalogue tinue in faith and charity,” etc.(1 Tim. 2:15), im

reverence for parents is madea condition of chil. plies thata patient endurance of this penalty shall
dren's prosperity (Exod. 20:12 ; Lev. 19: 3 ; Deut. contribute to woman's spiritual benefit.

5:16). If a child cursed his parents he was under
CHILDBIRTH . See CHILD, 2 .

the divine curse (Deut. 27:16), and was to be put
to death equally with him who did violence to CHILDREN OF GOD. See ADOPTION.

them (Exod. 21:15, 17 ; Lev. 20 : 9 ; comp. Prov. CHILDREN OF ISRAEL . See ISRAEL.

20:20 ; Matt. 15 :4) . Drunkenness, gluttony, and
CHIL’EAB (Heb. 5 » ??, kil-awb', restraint of

the like, persevered in against a father's warning,
werepunished by the elders of the citywith ston- the father), thesecond son of David, by Abigail ,

the widow of Nabal, the Carmelite (2 Sam. 3 : 3),
ing (Deut. 21 : 18-21 ).

Thus while the Law secured to the parents full B. C. about1000. He iscalled Daniel in the par
allelauthority over their children, it provided also passage (1 Chron. 3:1 ).

against the abuse of full parental power. The CHIL’ION (Heb. 7ipa, kil-yone', pining), the

father was not to deprivebis firstborn of his younger son of Elimelech and Naomi, and husband
rights of primogeniture in favor, for example, of of Orpah, Ruth's sister ; he died childless in the

a younger sonby asecond and more loved wife land of Moab (Ruth 1:2, 6 ; 4 :9), B. C. about 1100.
(Deut 21 : 15-17 ) . He could render nugatory a vow CHIL’MAD (Heb. 77???, kil-mawd), a place
made by his daughter, but he must do so imme
diately upon hearing it ; otherwise he could not or country mentioned in conjunction with Sheba

prevent its fulfillment (Num . 30:4, 6 ). He had and Asshur. (Ezek. 27:23). The only name bear
power to marry his daughters, and even to sell ing any similarity to it is Charmande, a town near

them into concubinage, but not to a foreign peo - lonian frontier ; butit is highly improbable that
the Euphrates between the Mascas and the Baby

ple (Exod. 21 : 7, sq . ).

Chiidren seem to have often been taken as
this place was of sufficient importance to rank

with Sheba and Asshur.

bondsmen by creditors for debts contracted by

the fathers ( 2 Kings 4 : 1 ; Isa . 50: 1 ; Neh. 5 :5 ). CHIM’HAM (Heb. 0,77??, kim -hawm ', pining,

Children who were slaves by birth are called in longing), a follower and, according to Josephus

Scripture “ thosis born in the house (Gen. | (Ant., vii, 11 , 4), a son of Barzillai, the Gileadite.
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Upon David's restoration after Absalom's rebel- called Cyprus.” By the Greeks the name was re.

lion, Chimham returned from beyond Jordan with tained for the city Citium, a Phænician colony of

him, and received marked favors at his hand , unknown_antiquity on the southern coast, while

which were first offered to Barzillai , but declined " by the Hebrews all islands and most of the sea.

on account of old age (2 Sam. 19 :37-40), B. C. coasts are called Chethim .” Modern scholars bold

973. David probably bestowed upon him a pos- that the name was extended first from Citium to

session at or near Bethlehem , on which , in later all Cyprus, and afterward to the coasts and islands,

times, was an inn called after him (Jer. 41:17). especially of Greece, though sometimes it was

CHIMNEY (Heb. , ar-oob -bar', lattice). Macedonia.TheVulgate in Numbers and the Vul.carried as far as Italy. InMaccabees, Chittim is

The expression “as the smoke outofthechimney ” gate and the Chaldee Targum in 1 Chron. 1 :7 have
(Hos. 13 : 3 ) should be rendered “ smoke out of

the window ,” i . e. , “ window -lattice ,” as the houses
Italy,” and in Ezek. 27: 6 the Targum has

were without chimneys. The same word is else
Apulia .”

where translated “ WINDOW ." See House. Among the Phænicians , kit -tet ', meant

CHIN'NERETH (Heb. 07 , kin -neh '-reth,
Cyprians. Among the Hebrews we may perhaps

harp-shaped),or CHINʼNEROTH (Heb, ni?? say that the writers who showed most interest in

kin -ner-oth '; 1 Kings 15:20, “ Cinneroth " ).
and acquaintance with the maritime operations of

1. A fortified city in thetribe of Naphtali( Josh. Tyre, as Isaiah (see ch.23),Jeremiah (25:22 ; 47:4 ) ,
19:35 only), of which no trace is found in later and Ezekiel ( chs. 26, 27 , 28), used almost entirely

writers, and no remains by travelers. By St. the longer and more accurate form One, kit-tee

Jerome Chinnereth was identified with the later yeem', as Isa . 23 : 1 , kethibh (but in 23:12 it is
Tiberias. On the temple walls of Karnak, at bo, kit -teem ) ; Jer. 2:10 ; Ezek. 27 : 6 , DIPO

Thebes, Thothmes III (B. C. 1600) gives a list of
Canaanitish towns submitting to him ,among which geri,35; while authors more remote in space

Chinnereth is found.
or time have the shorter form 28 ? (Gen. 10:4 ;

2. Sea of Chinnereth (Num . 34:11 ; Josh . Num . 24:24 ; 1 Chron . 1 : 7 ; Dan. 12:30) .

13:27) , the inland sea, which is most familiarly The name Chittim , being once given to these

known to us as the “ lake of Gennesaret.” This regions, might continue as a geographical term

is evident from the mode in which it is mentioned without regard to changes in population ; but the

as being at the end of Jordan opposite to the association of Chittim in Gen. 10 :4 with Javan

“ Sea of the Arabah,” i . e . , the Dead Sea ; as hav- and Elishah points to Greeks and Carians rather

ing the Arabah or Ghor below it,etc. (Deut. 3:17 ; than to Phænicians. If in Gen. 10 :4 we read

Josh. 11 : 2 ; 12 : 3 ) . In the two latter of these Rodanim , as in 1 Chron. 1 : 7, instead of Dodanim,

passages it is in a plural form , Chinneroth. It we may with plausibility liken Javan, Elishah,

seems likely that Cinnereth was an ancient Ca- Kittim , and Rodanim to Ionia , Elis, Citium, and

naanite name existing long prior to the Israelite Rhodes.

conquest.
Cyprus was visited by Sargon I, whose date at

CHI'OS (Gr. Xios, khee'-os), an island in the present “ is given as about 3800 B. C., ” the older

Grecian Archipelago, about five miles from the estimate being about 2100 B. C. It paid tribute

mainland ; now Scio. It was once noted for wine. to Thothmes III in the 16th century B. C.; seven

Paul anchored there (Acts 20:15).
of its kings sent ambassadors to Sargon II, 709

B. C. , who erected a monolith at Citium ; ten of

CHISʻLEU (Heb. 1507, kis-lave"), the name its kings sent envoys to Esar-haddon at the close

adopted from the Babylonians,after the captivity, of the war against Abdimilkuti and Sanduarri,

by the Jews for the third civil or ninth ecclesias- 676 B. C. " Their names have quite generally a

tical month (Neb. 1 : 1 ; Zech . 7 : 1 ). See CALENDAR, Greek sound ” (Tiele, Bab.- Assyr. Gesch. , 330,

TIME. 346 ).— W.H.

CHIS’LON (Heb. jiboz, kis - lone', hopeful), CHIUN (Heb. 7797, kee-yoon', statue), in Amos

the father of Elidad, who, as one of the chiefs of 5:26 we read , “ But ye have borne the tabernacle

Benjamin, was selected on the part of that tribe of your Moloch and Chiun your images, the star

to divide Canaan (Num. 34:21 ), B. C. before 1170. of your god , which ye made to yourself.” This

CHIS’LOTH -TA’BOR (Heb. nan nop, took up the tabernacle of Moloch,and the star of
was changed in the Septuagint so as to read, “ Ye

kis-loth' tav -bore', flanks of Tabor ), a place near
Tabor ( Josh. 19:12), and probably the same as your god Rempham ,” etc., from which Stephen

Chesulloth (v . 18) .
quoted (Acts 7:43). From this it has been sup

GARNOGO
posed that the Kiun of Amos has been read by

CHIT TIM , KIT TIM (Heb. "mo, kit- tee'; the Greek translator Revan or Raiphan, and that
O , kit- tee-ee', an islander ). “ A name of large this was an Egyptian name for Saturn. But such

signification ( such as our Levant), applied to the authorities as Gesenius, Hengstenberg, Keil , and

islands and coasts of the Mediterranean in a loose others bave come to the conclusion that she

way without fixing the particular part, though Chiun of the prophet was not the name of a god

particular and different parts of the whole are
at all , but that it should be rendered stalue or

probably in most cases to be understood ” (Pict image . See Gods, False .

Bib. on Ezek . 27 : 6 ) . According to Josephus CHLO‘E (Gr. X2ón, khlo '-ay, verdure), a female

( Ant. , i , 6 , § 1 ) it is an ancestral name. “ Che- Christian mentioned in 1 Cor. 1:11, " some of

thimus possessed the island Chethima ; it is now whose household had informed the apostle Paul

> )

a
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war

of men.

of divisions in the Corinthian Church. Whether Omega (2) in the form ofw, or suspended by
shewas a resident of Corinth or not we have no chains from a transverse bar, thus : A. The

means of knowing.
date of its origin is uncertain, but it was widely

CHOLER . See GLOSSARY. known as early as A. D. 312 , when Constantine

CHOR -A'SHAN (Heb. 913, kore ar- applied it tocoins andmilitary standards. See

shawn ', smoking furnace). According to another
SYMBOLISM.

reading it ought to be Bor -ashan . It was a place CHRIST, OFFICES OF . See JESUS.

named ( 1 Sam . 30:30) as the scene of David's
CHRIST, PERSON OF. See Kenosis.

hunting exploits ; also probably identical with

Ashan of Simeon (Josh, 16:42 ; 19 : 7). CHRIST, RESURRECTION OF. See

RESURRECTION.
CHORAʼZIN (Gr. Xopaçiv, khor-ad-zin ',

certain derivation), one of the cities of Galilee in CHRISTENING , the ceremony of BAPTISM

which Christ did some of his mighty works; and (q. v. ), because : (a) Some hold that the person

doomed for neglecting his teachings (Matt. 11:21 ; receiving that sacrament becomes thereby a mem

Luke 10:13). Major Conder (Palestine, p . 100 ) is ber of Christ. (6 ) Baptism fixes the Christian or
of the opinion that the name survives in Kerázeh . christened name of the child .

CHOSEN (Heb. from 97, baro -khar' ; Gr. CHRIS'TIAN (Gr. Xplotlavós, khris -tec -an -os',

#klektos, ek -lek -tos' ), singled out from others for follower of Christ), the name given to those who

some special service or station. “ Chosen ” believe that Jesus is the Messiah ; a member of

riors are such as are picked out as being most the Christian Church . This name was first applied

skillful orbest adapted to some service (Exod. 16 : to the followers of Jesus at Antioch (Acts 11:26) ;

4 ; Judg. 20:16). The Israelites were a chosen " but whether it was given to them by others or

people,God having set them apart to receive his assumed by themselves is not stated. It was

word and maintain his worship (Psa. 105 :43 ; probably applied by the Gentiles. It was early

Deut. 7 : 6, 7). Jerusalem was “ chosen " as the adopted by the Christians ( 1 Pet. 4:16 ). There is

seat of the temple. ( 1 Kings 11:13). Christ was nothing to prove that the name was at first a title

chosen ( “ elect, ” Isa. 42 : 1 ) of God to be the Saviour of ridicule, although Agrippa probably used it

The apostles were “ chosen before of in derision (Acts 26:28).

God ” to be witnesses of the resurrection (Acts CHRISTMAS ( Christ's Mass, or Festival), the

10:41 ). The declaration , “ Many are called, but annual festival held by the Christian Church in

few chosen,” means that the invitation is extend memory of the birth of Christ. It begins with

ed to many but that only few profit thereby so as the evening of December 24 (called Christmas

to be finally accepted (Matt. 20:16 ; 22:14 ). This Eve), and continues until Epiphany ( January 6 ),

is understood by some to mean that few so live as the whole period being called Christmastide. It

to receive special honor. See ELECTION.
is more particularly observed on December 25,

CHOZEČBA (Heb . NIID, ko -zeb -aw ”, deceitful), which is called Christmas Day,or simply Christ

a city in the lowlands of Judah, " the men " of mas.

which are named among the descendants of She As to whether our Lord's birth really occurred

lah ( 1 Chron. 4:22), the same as Chezib and Achizib on December 25 ancient authorities are

(Gen. 38 : 5 ; Josh. 15:44). agreed. Clement of Alexandria says that some

CHRISM . See ANOINTING. place it on April 20 , others on May 20, while

CHRIST (Gr. Xplotós, khris-tos', anointed ), to have been born on January 6. For a long time
Epiphanius states that in Egypt Jesus was believed

the official title of our Saviour (occurring first in the Greeks had no special feast corresponding to

2 Esdras 7:29, and constantly in the New Testa- Christmas Day. Chrysostom , in a Christmas

ment), as having been consecrated by bis baptism sermon, A. D. 386, says: “ It is not ten years

and the descentof the Holy Spirit as our Prophet, sirce this day was clearly known to us, but it has

Priest, and King. See Jesus.
been known from the beginning to those who

CHRIST, ASCENSION OF. See ASCENSION. dwell in the West.” The whole Western Church

CHRIST, CRUCIFIXION OF. See CRUCI- unanimously agreed upon this date, and the

Eastern Church adopted it without much contra
diction .

CHRIST, DEATH OF. See ATONEMENT,
CRUCIFIXION. Observance. As mentioned above, the whole

period from Nativity to Epipbany was consecrated.
CHRIST, DIVINITY OF. See INCARNA- The four Sundays preceding Christmas were in

corporated with the cycle, under the title of the

CHRIST, HUMANITY OF. See INCARNA- Advent, as a preparation for the festival . On

Christmas Day, in the Roman Catholic Church,

CHRIST, LIFE OF. See Jesus. three masses were celebrated, viz. , at midnight,

CHRIST, MONOGRAM OF. In the Roman dawn, and in the daytime, a custom still observed

catacombs and elsewhere is to be found a mon- tical explanation of the three masses is given,and
in collegiate and cathedral churches .

ogram consisting of the first two Greek letters
of the naine of Christ,X and P (our R ), combined theyare supposed to figure thethree births of

our Lord : of his Father before all ages, of the
in various ways : & , fi f These letters Blessed Virgin , and in the hearts of the faithful”

were sometimes combined with Alpha (A) and ( (Cath. Dict., 8. v.).

not

FIXION .

TION

TION.

“ A mys.
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CHRISTS, FALSE CHRONOLOGY

Several non -Christian elements have crept into dates when the several books of which it is com.

the observance of Christmas. The use of lighted posed were written , and to the historicity of the

tapers reminds us of the Jewish feast of purifica- facts recorded in their contents. Thus the origia

tion. The giving of presents was a Roman of the Christian era is involved . But the modern

custom ; while the yule tree and the yule log are chronologist is confronted with no inconsiderable

remnants of old Teutonic nature worship. Grad- difficulty at the very outset to fix the exact date

ually the festival sank into mere revelry. In of the nativity of Jesus Christ, as the founder of

England an abbot of misrule was chosen in every Christianity,which synchronizes with the beginning

large household ; in Scotland an abbot of unreason , of the Christian era. This is due to the fact that

who was master of the house during the festival . he is compelled to base his computation on date

The custom was forbidden by an act of Parlia- less documents written in a remote antiquity. For

ment in 1555 ; and the reformation brought in a neither sacred nor profane authors in those times

refinement in the celebration of Christmas by were at all accustomed to record historical facts

emphasizing its - Christian elements. under distinct dates . All demands were satisfied

CHRISTS , FALSE (Gr. YEUSóXplotol, psyco
when known occurrences were referred to definite

dokh'-ris-toi), those who falsely claim to be the periods, as within a certain generation, or under a

Messiah, and against whom our Lord warned his specific dynasty, or within the reign of a given

disciples (Matt. 24:24 ; Mark 13:22). About ruler already familiar to the contemporaries ad.
twenty-four such persons have had more or less dressed ; for our modern method of historical no.

prominence.
tation according to the calendar was something

altogether unknown to the ancients . A fine illus
CHRON'ICLES. 1. First and Second tration of the ancient method is furnished in the

Chronicles, the official records in the kingdoms third gospel, wherein a chronological minute is
of Judah and Israel. See BIBLE.

made of the beginning of the Baptist's ministry,
2. Other “ Chronicles.” It is manifest that compacting away and synchronizing in a single

the books of Chronicles and Ezra, though put into sentence the names of the ruling Cæsar at Rome,

their present form by one hand, contain in fact the several political rulers of Palestine under that
extracts from the writings of many different emperor, the territories over which they presided,
writers, which were extant at the time the compila- and even the high priests of the Jewish church at

tion was made. For the full account of the reign Jerusalem (Luke 3:1 , 2 ). Now it does not follow
of David the compiler made copious extracts from that because such documents were dateless they

the books of Samuel the seer, Nathan the prophet, were unhistorical, or in any sense to be discredited.

and Gad the seer (1 Chron. 29:29). For the reign Rather, as such was the universal custom of the
of Solomon he copied from “ thebookof Nathan ,” times with historians , a departure from that
from the prophecy of Ahijah the Shilonite," and method would at once justify a suspicion against
from the visions of Iddo the seer ” (2 Chron . an ancient document as unauthentic and incred.

9:29). Another work of Iddo, “ the story (or in- ible. See SUPPLEMENT.

terpretation, Midrash ) of the prophet Iddo, ” sup- 2. Basis of Computation. The argument

plied an account of the acts and the ways and relies upon three capital facts : (a ) The star of

sayings of King Abijah ( 13:22) ; while yetanother the ancient wise men, a scientific conclusion ;(b)
book of Iddo concerning genealogies, with the book the death of Herod the Great, with special refer
of the prophet Shemaiah, contained the acts of ence to an eclipse of the moon ; and (c) the en.

King Rehoboam (12:15 ). For later times the rollment of the Jewish population at the birth of

“ book of the kings of Israel and Judah " is Christ, by the Roman Quirinius. The scholarly

repeatedly cited (2 Chron . 25:26 ; 27 : 7 ; 32:32 ; Dr. Edward Robinson states: “ The present Chris

33:18, etc.), and “ the sayings of the seers,” or tian era , which was fixed by the abbot Dionysius

rather of Chozai (33:19 , A. V.“scers ") ; and for Exiguus in the 6th century, assumes the yearof

the reigns of Uzziah and Hezekiah “ the vision of the Christian era as coincident with the year 754

the prophet Isaiah ” ( 26:22; 32:32). Besides the from the building of Rome. Our era begins in any
above-named works there was also the public case more than four years too late ; i. e., from

national record mentioned in Nel. 12:23. These four to five years at least after the actual birth of
“ chronicles of David ” are probably the same as Christ. This era was first used in historical works
those above referred to, written by Samuel, by the Venerable Bede early in the 8th century,

Nathan, and Gad . From this time the affairs of and was not long after introduced in public trans
each king's reign were regularly recorded in a actions by the French kings Pepin and Charle
book (1 Kings 14:29 ; 15: 7 , etc.) ; and it was magne " (Greek Harmony of the Gospels).
doubtless from this common source that the pas- Dionysius Exiguus did not give origin to the

sages in the books of Samuel and Kings identical Christian era , he merely computed it. Consider
with the books of Chronicles were derived (Smith, ing the data then at his command, his work is as
Bib . Dict. , s . v .).

remarkable for its difficulty as for its measure of

CHRONOLOGY, NEW TESTAMENT. success. However, the common
censensus of

Chronology is the scientific measurement of time eminent biblicists is that he erred in his conclu.

according to the revolutions of the heavenly bod - sion by at least four years : that the beginning of

ies, when it is said to be astronomical, or, accord- the Christian era should properly have been dated

ing to particular events occurring among men on at A. U. 750 instead of 754, which would have

earth , when it is called historical. been coincident with B , C. 4 of our present chro

1. Difficulties of Chronology. The Chronology. There are several scientific and historical

nology of the New Testament relates alike to the data now to be considered as determinative of the

>
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time of the nativity of Jesus Christ, upon which lation of Wieseler, placing the date of the

the Christian era is based. appearance of the star atA. U. 750 is coinci.

(1) Star of the Wise Men, Matthew alone notes dent with B. C. 4, the time of the corrected

the passage of the Magi, who had crossed the chronology of the nativity . ” “ It is pronounced

deserts of the East, guided by the presence of a by Pritchard to be as certain as any celestial

strange star to the feet of theinfantJesus. They phenomenon of ancient date.!!! “ If we accept

ask of Herod, “ Where is he that is born King of the results of these calculations of astronomers,

the Jews ? for we have seen his star in the east, we are brought to within two years of the native

and are come to worship him ." . The appear ity, viz., between A.U. 748 [ B. C. 6 ] (Kepler), and

ance of a star was the predicted sign of the 750 [B. C. 4 ] ( Wieseler) . The differences arise,

Messiah's birth as made by Balaam, the Moses of of course, from the uncertainty of the time of the

the Midianites. It reads: “ There shall come a departure and length of the journey of the Magi ”

Star out of Jacob, and a Scepter shall rise out of ( Hist., i, 115 , 116, 119).

Israel. Out of Jacob shall come he that shall (2) Chinese notations. Dr. Edersheim mentions

have dominion ” (Num. 24:17, 19). the astronomical tables of the Chinese as being

In reference to the star of the Magi Dr. Schaff honored by Humboldt, which contains an account

remarks : “ The Saviour was not without a wit- of this star ; and that “ Pingré and others have

ness among the heathen. Wise men from the designated it as a comet," whose appearance was

East -i. e., Persian Magi, of the Zend religion, in coincident with the visit of the Magi, which would

which the idea of a Zoziosh, or redeemer, was seem to go before ( them ) in the direction of, and

clearly known - guided miraculously by a star or stand over , Bethlehem ." “ And here the subject

meteor created for the purpose, came and sought must, in the present state of information, be left ”

out the Saviour to pay bim homage ” (Smith, Bib . (see Jesus the Messiah, i , 213) .

Dict., vol. ii , p . 1349, Hackett's ed .). (2) Death of Herod the Great. He was some

(1) Jewish intimations. ( a) With reference to times known as Herod I. The first gospel re
Balaam's prediction, the Jewish rabbis wrote in lates that “ Jesus was born in Bethlehem of

their Talmud : “ When the Messiah shall be re- Judea, in the days of Herod the king” (Matt. 2:

vealed there shall rise up in the east a star flam- 1 ; comp. Luke 1:5 ). Josephus, the celebrated
ing with six colors ” (R. Frey, Messiah, p. 137 ). Jewish priest and historian, born A. D. 37, affirms

“ The star shall shine forth from the east, and in both his historical works that Herod died in

this is the star of the Messiah . It shall shine Jericho, in thevalley of the Jordan, A. U. 750, or

forth from the east for fifteen days, and if it B. C. 4. It is known that his death occurred just

be prolonged it will be for the good of Israel ” before the Jewish Passover, on the 13th of March.

( Edersheim , Jesus of Nazareth , vol. i , p. 212). This writer further remarks that on

( ) Those Jews who are still looking for their night there was an eclipse of the moon

Messiah to come confidently expect a star to tiquities, book xvii , ch. xvii, 6 , § 4 ; War, i, ch. i,

appear as the sign of his advent. So it was 33 , § 8) . The fact of the eclipse is conspicuous for

also in the early centuries of Christianity ; and the reason that it is the only one mentioned by

this explains why that celebrated messianic this writer, and that this circumstance furnishes
imposter succeeded so well in the reign of a certain astronomical datum for determining the

Hadrian, A. D. 132–135, who assumed the name nativity, since Herod was then alive and “ sought

Bar-Kokheba, i. e . , “ the son of a star,” and issued the young child's life .”

coins bearing a star in allusion to Balaam's pre- When the Magi inquired of Herod respecting

diction . In his open rebellion against the Romans him “ born King of the Jews,” it filled him with
he found a large following of the Jews, but when consternation . “ Herod the king ... was troubled,

made a prisoner he promised that if his captors and all Jerusalem with him .” Fearing that the

killed him he would prove his Messiahship by royal infant would be his supplanter, he “ sent

rising from the dead. The Romans took him at forth and slew all the male infants (atooteihas
his word and cut off his head. As he did notáveihe návras Toùs maidas, masc. plur.) from two

rise as he had promised, the Jews became dis- years old and under.” Joseph meanwhile had

gusted and named him Bar-Kozibar, i.e. , “ the son Aed with the holy family into Egypt, “ until the

of a lie ! ” (see Schaff's Hist. Christ. Church, death of Herod," when an angel directed him to
vol. i, p. 402.) ( c) Dr. Schaff also mentions the return to the land of Israel, “ for they were dead

learned rabbi named Abarbanel, or Abrabanel, as who sought the young child's life.” Now, Josephus

authority for the tradition of the Jews, “ There relates that Herod, just five days before he died ,
was a conspicuous conjunction of planets . . slew his own son Antipater, which reveals his

three years before the birth of Moses, in the sign horrible character. This fact seems to have been

Pisces,” and that another “would occur before confused with the account of the massacre of the
the Messiah's birth .” This was fifty years before infant children at Bethlehem when the report

Kepler published his discovery of theconjunction reached the emperor at Rome. Thereupon Macro

of the planets Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars, in the bius states that Augustus Cæsar, recalling Herod's

sign Pisces, at the birth of Jesus. Kepler's dis . Jewish hatred of swine, said , “ It is better to be

covery bas since been verified by other eminent Herod's hog than to be his son ” (“ Melius est Her.

astronomers, including Schubert, of Petersburg ; odis porcum esse quam filium )” (Saturnalia Con
Charles Pritchard , of London, honorable secre- vivia, ii , 4 ) .

tary of the Royal Astronomical Society ; and It is obvious that Jesus was born at least several

Ideler and Encke, of Berlin ." “ Dean Alford months before the death of Herod ; that the slay.

accepts this view . . The mathematical calcu- ling of the innocents occurred between the birth of

that very

” (An

>
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our Lord and the death of Herod ; and withal, the a headtax in money ; and in the second it was a

moon's eclipse on that “ very night " of his death registration of their property. The census occurred

renders it scientifically certain and ascertainable B. C. 4 to A. D. 1. It was begun by Sentius

by mathematical calculation that Herod departed Saturninus, governor of Syria, in A. U. 749, or

this life on March 13, A. U. 750, which is identi- B. C. 5 , was then continued by Quintilius Varus

cal with the year B. C. 4, the year assumed as that until B. C. 4, and concluded by Cyrenius from the

of the nativity. year B. C. 4 to A. D. I , the time of the nativ

(3) Enrollment of Cyrenius * (Quirinius). An- ity. Luke expressly says, “ This was the first en

other chronological datum for determining the rollment. " The second enrollment by Cyrenius

year of Christ's birth is furnished by the third occurred A. D. 10–14, according to the correct

gospel : chronology.

" Now it came to pass in those days, there went Now, Luke makes historical notation of both

out a decree from Cæsar Augustus, that all the enrollments in a way that indicates a perfect
world should be enrolled . This was the first en- understanding of them on the part of his con

rollment made when Quirinius was governor of temporaries. He refers to the first as a principal
Syria. And all went to enroll themselves, every fact connecting it with the birth of Jesus ; he

one to his own city . And Joseph also went up refers to the second enrollment incidentally, in

from Galilee, out of the city of Nazareth, into narrating what Gamaliel said in defense of the

Judea, to the city of David, which is called Beth- apostles before the Sanhedrin. In recounting

lehem , because he was of the house and family of different rebellions against the Romans in that
David ; to enroll himself with Mary. . And country, Gamaliel said, “ After this man rose up

she brought forth her firstborn son ” (Luke 2: Judas of Galilee in the days of the enrollment
1-7). (comp. Luke 2 : 1-3 and Acts 5:37). It is of this

(1) Method of registration . This was a Roran registration that Josephus says : “ Under his ad

registration conducted by the Jewish method. ministration (Cyrenius's as procurator of Judea)
Every person was required to resort to his own it was that a certain Galilæan whose name was

tribal territory in order to be entered in the Judas prevailed with his countrymen to revolt”

registry. By this simple but most significant (War, ii, 8 , 1 ) ; “ I mean that Judas who caused

circumstance Joseph and Mary left their residence the people to revolt when Cyreniuscame to take an

in Galilee and came to their ancestral Bethlehem , account of the estates of the Jews" ( Ant., xx, 5 , 2).

in the territory of Judah, where Jesus was born ; The latest word touching these enrollments is

and Micah's prediction of the Messiah's birth was that given by the eminent Augustus W. Zumpt,

circumstantially realized : “ Thou, Bethlehem the classical scholar and archæologist of Berlin,

Ephrathah . '. '. out of thee shall one come forth whose recent researches have secured us " full

unto me who is to be ruler in Israel ” (Mic. 5 :2). historical probability , and whose conclusion of the

A headtax was imposed upon all men and women date of the birth of Christ at the time of the

between the ages offourteen and sixty- five (Schaff). census taken B. C. 4 by Cyrenius is indorsed by

Dr. Edersheim says : “ In consequence of the de- the scholarly Mommsen , and accords with the view

cree of Cæsar Augustus, Herod [ the Great] directed of Ideler, Bergmann, Browne, Ussher, and Sancle .

a general registration to be made after the Jewish mente " (Schaff).

rather than the Roman manner . All country (3) Patristic references. These have their

people were to be registered in their own city ; evidential value, coming from those who were so

meaning thereby the town to which the village or near in the succession of the apostles, and cor .

place where they were born was attached. In so roborating the historical character in the common

doing the house or lineageof each was marked. Ac- understanding of their contemporaries respecting

cording to the Jewish modeof registration the peo- the census taken by Cyrenius at the time of the

ple would have to be enrolled according to tribes, nativity. Manifold strength is added to these

families, or clans, and the house of their fathers . references in that they appeal directly to the

1. In the caseof Joseph and Mary, whose descent registries of the Roman government for the truth

from David was not only known, but where, for the of whatthey say. Justin Martyr (bornA. D. 105)

sake of the unborn Messiah , it was most important says : “ Now there is a village in the land of the

that this should be distinctly noted, it is natural Jews, thirty- five stadia from Jerusalem , in which

that in accordance with Jewish law they should | Christ was born, asyou can ascertain also from the
go to Bethlehem " ( Jesus the Messiah , i, 182, registries of the taxing under Quirinius [Cyrenius)

183). your first procurator in Judea " (First Apology,

(2) The two registrations. There has been in ch. 34) . Now, as Justin was defending the

the past an interesting question : How could Cyre - Christians from persecutions by the government,

nius conduct an enrollment of the Jews at the nothing could have been more unfortunate and

birth of Christ, B. C. 4, when it is a known fact fatal to his claim if the appeal to the public

that he was appointed governor of Syria and registries was false; but nothing could be stronger

made a registry ten years later, viz. , in A. D. 6 ? in evidence if the appeal was verified by the

The answer is that Cyrenius was twice appointed registration. This remark applies alike to Ter.

to this service . In the first instance it was a tullian, of Carthage (born A. D. 160), who was a

census of the population, taken with a view of re- highly gifted lawyer, and who, writing with a differ.

placing their tribute to the empire in produce by ent design from a different country, refers to the
same enrollment, and the same period, when he

* Cyrenius is his name derived from the Greek, says : “ There is historical proof that at this very

Kuphuios, andQuiriniusbis proper Roman name. time a census had been taken in Judea by Sentius
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Saturninus,* which might have satisfied their in- (6) Monumental inscription . A monument has

quiry respecting the family and descentof Christ " been unearthed at Rome between the Villa Hadri.

(Marcion, iv , ch. 19). ani and the Via Tiburtina. The name of him to

(4 ) Accounts of historians. Dr. Schaff cites whom the monumentwas dedicated is obliterated .

with approval several high authorities as histori Bergmann, Mommsen , and Merivale refer it to
ans on this subject. He says : Cassiodorus and Cyrenius. Then it reads : " Quirinius as proconsul

Suidas expressly assert the fact of a general cen- obtained Asia as his province. As legate of the

sus, and add several particulars whichare not de- deified Augustus a second time, he governedSyria

rived from Luke ; e. g ., Suidas says that Augustus and Phænicia ” (see Schaff's Hist. Christ. Church,

elected twenty commissioners of high character i, 122, 123).

and sent them to all parts of the empire to collect (7) Christ's confirmation . There is a direct im.
statistics of the population. ': ', . Hence Huschke, plication of Christ's loyalty, as one of Cesar's

Wieseler, Zumpt, Plumptre, and McClellan accept subjects,” to “ the powers that be,” as on the

their testimony as historically correct. ... Wiese. notable occasion when he met the Jews with the
Jer quotes also John Malala, the historian of Anti- answer, “ Render unto Cesar the things which are

och, as saying that 'Augustus in the thirty- Cæsar's " (Matt. 22: 15–22). This wonderfully wise

ninth year and tenth month of his reign [ i. e . , reply which silenced his adversaries is a record

B. C. 5 or 6] issued a decree for a general regis- which is exactly accordant with the witness of the

tration throughout the empire. ' Julius Cæsar had emperor, who as the head of the imperial govern.

begun a measurement of the whole empire, and ment had in his possession, for reference, all the
Augustus completed it ” (Hist. Christ. Church, vol. registrations of the Jews. Julian said : ' “ Jesus
i , pp. 124 , 125, note 4). whom you celebrate was one of Cæsar's subjects.

(5) Affirmation of an enemy: It is greatly to If you dispute it I will prove it by and by ; but
our advantage in the investigation of the truth of it may as well be done now. For you yourselves

the gospels to cite the testimony ofa conspicuous allow that he was enrolled with his father and

adversary of Christianity who lived in the early mother the time of Cyrenius. ” This is an in

centuries of the era , touching this census taken dependent and complete confirmation of Matthew .
by Cyrenius at the time of the nativity-Julian, These, then, are the three principal arguments

born 331,a Roman emperor, known as “ the Apos- respecting the birth of Jesus, and therefore dating

tate," because , having been brought up a Chris. properly the Christian era at least four years

tian, he repudiated this religion when he came earlier, viz. : (a) That based upon the science of

to the throne. When in possession of all the astronomy relating to the Star of the Magi , as de

archives of the empire he wrote against the Chris- veloped by Kepler and improved by other astron

tians as one so conscious of the certainty of his omers ; ( b) the death of Herod the Great, dated by

source of information that he adopts a defiant the eclipse of the moon ; and (c) the argument

tone, especially in reference to the enrollment of based on history due to the researches of Zumpt

Joseph and Mary at Bethlehem, as mentioned by in regard to the date of Cyrenius's registration of

Luke. There is absolutely, no known record of the Jews. Respecting this census , in distinction
evidence that Jesus was “ enrolled as one of from a later registration by the same person as

Caesar's subjects,” unless it was at the time which indicated by Luke, the patristic appeals made by

Julian affirms. He says : " Jesus, whom you cel- Justin and Tertullian to the documents in the

ebrate, was one of Cæsar's subjects. If you dis- possession of the government; the assumption of

pute it , I will prove it. . . . For yourselves allow fact in the declaration by the Emperor Julian , who

that he was enrolled with his father and mother in directly connects Christ with the census-taking of

the time of Cyrenius. " “But Jesus having per. Cyrenius and his parents' registration ; the con

suaded a few among you, and those the worst of firmatory testimony of the secular historians Cas
men, has now been celebrated about three hundred siodorus, Suidas, and John Malala, of Antioch, to a

years, having done nothing in his lifetime worthy universal registration throughout the world; the
of remembrance, unless anyone thinks it a mighty monumental reference at Rome to the same trans

matter to heal lame and blind people ,and exorcise action of Cyrenius; and Christ's own conduct in

demoniacs in the villages of Bethsaida and Bethany ” holding himself to be " a subject of Cæsar . ” by
(Lardner's Works, vii, 626 , 627) . paying the usual imperial tribute to the receivers,

are all so many facts corroborating the state

*Franciscus Junius is quoted as authority for the ment of Luke as historical, and fixing the proper
bistorical statement that the agent through whom

Saturninus carried out the census in Judea was the date of the Christian era at least fouryears earlier

Jovernor Cyrenius, according to Luke, ch . 2 " (Schall ). Ithan for our present current chronology.

*

CHRONOLOGY OF THE BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

(a) THE HISTORICAL BOOKS.

Book . Writer. Place. Addressed to Date . Key Thought.

1. Synoptic gospels :

Matthew Judea Jewish Christians 60-65 Jesus the true Messiah.

Mark Rome Roman Christians 60-65 Jesus the Son ofman .

Luke Cæsarea Greek Christians 58-65 Jesus Redeemer of mankind.

John Ephesus Christian Church 90-100Jesus incarnate Son of God .

Luke Rome Gentile world 58-65 Origin of apostolic churches .

First gospel

Second gospel

Third gospel

2. Fourth gospel

3. Acts of Apostles
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The foregoing represents what is regarded as approximately correct. The exhibit following,

however, represents the varied opinions of recent scholarship and critics respecting the several dates
of the historical books of the New Testament. The first four persons named are known as eminent

orthodox Christian writers ; the others are recognized as rationalists of more or less liberal views re

specting the Scriptures .

Воок SCHAFF ALFORD HARMAN MITCHELL KEIM
HOLTZ- SCHEN

MANN KEL

HILGEN
WEISS REXAN

FELD

VOLKMAR BACR

Matthew 60-67 41-48 60-63

Mark 60-67 63 67-68

Luke 64-65 50–58 63

John 80–100 70–87 80

Acts 64 63

68–69 66

68-69 100

63-67 90

78-90 130

63-67

68

75

80

123

70

58

80

120

70

69

70-80

95

70

81

100

130

84

76

94

125

105-115

73

100–103

150

130

150

140

160

(B) THE PAULINE EPISTLES .

Writings. Place, Addressed to Date. Key Thought.

1. The earliest epistles writ

ten : two in number .

1 Thessalonians Corinth Thessalonian Christians
52 Second advent of Jesus Christ.

2 Thessalonians Corinth Thessalonian Christians 53 Misapprehension of advent

2. Epistlesuniversallyaccred corrected.

ited : four in number.

Corinth or

Galatians The church in Galatia 56 Salvation by faith .
Ephesus S.

1 Corinthians MacedoniaThe church in Corinth 57 Resurrection of Jesus Christ.

2 Corinthians MacedoniaThe church in Corinth 57 Defense of his apostleship.

Romans Corinth The Christians at Rome 58 Power of sin and grace.

3. Epistles written in cap.

tivity : three in number .

Cæsarea or

Philippians The church at Philippi 58-60 Spiritual encouragements
Rome

given .

Ephesians
Rome The church at Ephesus | 62–63 Unity of Christian brethren.

Colossians Rome The church at Colosse 61-63 Correction of heretical views.

4. The pastoral epistles :

three in number.

1 Timothy Macedonia Timothy 62-65 Church officers and their duties.

2 Timotby Rome Timothy
65–66 Apprehension of his own death

near,

65 Persons for churchly offices,

Macedonia
Titus Titus of Crete

or Greece

5. A personal epistle : one
in number.

Philemon Rome Master of Onesimus

6. A general epistle : one

in number ,

Hebrews | Palestine Jewish Christians

65 Onesimus's slavery or freedom.

63–64 High priesthood of JesusChrist.

(Y) THE CATHOLIC EPISTLES .

James

1 Peter

2 Peter

1 John

2 John

3 John

Jerusalem Jerusalem 63–64 Duties: prayer, faith, works .

| Babylon The dispersed Jews 64 Encouragement in Christian

duties.

Unknown The Church at large 65 New heavens and new earth .

Judea The general Church 90-100 Love of Jesus and the brethren .

Ephesus Elect lady and children 90–100 Loyal obedience to Jesus Christ.

Ephesus Elder and beloved Gaius 90–100 The state of the Church.

or

( 5) BOOK OF THE APOCALYPSE .

Patmos * 168-69*

Revelation
Seven churches of The consummation of all

or

Asia

Ephesus 96-98
things.

* If the apostle John wasbanished to Patmos under the reign of Nero, as the internal evidence indicates,

be wrote the Apocalypse about A. D. 680r 69, which was after the death of that emperor; but the gospel and
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The following exhibit represents the most recent opinions of Christian critics respecting the

dates to be assigned to the several Pauline epistles :

SCHAFF ZAUN
CONYBEARE

ALFORD BAGSTER
AND HOWSON

LEWIN FARRAR HARMAN MITCHELL

58

57

57

56

61

58-60

57-58

57-58

56-57

Romans

1 Corinthians

2 Corinthians

Galatians

Ephesians

Philippians

Colossians

1 Thessalonians

2 Thessalonians

1 Timothy

2 Timothy

Titus

Philemon

8
初

们
仍

吐
8
8
8
8
8

58

57

57

52

64

63

63

53

53

58

57

58-59

54-57

61-62

63

61-62

52

53

67-68

67-68

67-68

61-62

59

57-58

57-58

54–57

61-63

62-63

63

52-53

53

65

65

58

57

57

57

62

62

62

52

53

67

68

67

62

58

57

57

58

62

63

62

52

52

64

66

64

62

58

57

58

59

63

61-62

63

52

52

66

67

66

63

58-59

57-58

57-58

58-59

63

63

63

52-54

53-54

65-66

65-66

65-66

63

66

63 63-64

а .

LITERATURE. — Dr. Philip Schaff's History of the tion outside of the Bible, and what the results ob

Christian Church , revised edition ; Dr. Edward tainable by combining all our items of knowledge.

Robinson's Greek Harmony ; McClintock and We may notice at the outset that we have to do

Strong's Cyclopædia ; Smith's Bible Dictionary, here with department of biblical introduction ,

Hackett's edition ; Edersheim's Jesus the Messiah ; not with the criticism or explanation of the text

Josephus's Antiquities ; Ante - Nicene Fathers ; | itself. Biblical chronology is not concerned at all

Lardner's Works ; Historical Evidences of the with theteaching of the Bible, not even with facts

New Testament,bythe writer. - S.L. B. of Bible history. It is rather a species of applied

CHRONOLOGY, OLD TESTAMENT. arithmetic. When we hare to dealwith numbers

1. Definition. Biblical chronology is a branch of there is no question of opinion involved, and none

historical chronology, which is distinguished from properly admissible . The separate statements of

mathematical or astronomical chronology by its the Bible as to the time of the occurrence of

being occupied not with divisions of time in the events are, of course , matters of textual criticism ,

abstract (see TIME), but with the relations of ac- but when the sense is once ascertained they pass

tualevents in the order of time as they have oc- beyond this region into that of pure numerical

curred in human history. It takes for granted calculation , precisely like the data obtainable

the divisions and terms of mathematical chronol- from the Assyrian monuments and other outside

ogy, such as day, week, month , year, cycle, and sources . This caution is necessary , because , as

uses them for its own purposes. The exact point we shall see, there are great difficulties in the ad.

of time at which any event occurs is its date. But justment of the biblical numbers, and the whole

the date itself is a relative term, and always subject is often treated as though the truth of
means the interval of timebetween the event and Revelation were itself to be staked upon the cor

some fixed point in human history, arbitrarily rectness of some time-honored system of biblical
chosen as the starting place or thegoal in the proc- chronology .
ess of measurement. Such a chief point of ref- 2. Old Testament Data . We should prop

erence is an era. If we were dealing with the erly begin by inquiring what chronological data

chronology of universal history we should have to are furnished by the old Testament itself. We

consider quite a number of such eras , as they have may summarize the state of the case as follows:
been devised by various peoples in various ages . ( 1) Early chronology incomplete. The ancient

In biblical chronology, however, we need only to Hebrews did not arrive at a definite method of

refer to the single great era of the birth of the noting time till near the close of their independent
Christ. This event is , moreover, such a great di- political history. In fact, no nation of great an

viding point between the ancient and the modern tiquity except the Babylonians and Assyrians
world , between the old and the New Testament were in the habit of noting the time of events reg .

ages, thatwe may treat of the chronology of the ularly and by system . In this matter they were
Old Testament separately from that of the New. most nearly approached by the Egyptians. That

The subject falls into two great divisions—the a people shouldbe chronologers in any real sense

ascertainment of the time at which the events oc- two conditions are necessary : First, there should

curred,and thearrangement of the dates thus be among them a classof professional and busi

obtained into a chronological system . Practically, ness men who are familiar with numeration, cal

however, the one branch of the subject runs into culation , and measurement a large scale.

the other, and it will be our simplest plan to find Among the Babylonians this condition was very

out what data the Bible itself furnishes,how they early fulfilled , because they had already taken the

are to be used, what are our sources of informa- first steps in science , especially in computation and

epistles some years later. This view is advocated or accepted by Neander, Lücke, Bleek , Ewald , DeWette ,

Baur,Hilgenfeld ,Reuss, Düsterdieck, Weiss ,Renan, Aube,Stuart, Davidson, Cowles, BishopLightfoot, West
cott, and Schalt . The great majority of older commentators, and among the recent ones Elliott, Alford, Heng

senberg,Ebrard ,Lange, Hofmann,Godet, Lee, etc.," favor the traditional date, as the external evidenceindi
cates, which is after Domitian's death in A.D.96.Johnissaidtohave died anaturaldeath in the reign of

Trajan, about A. D. 98 (seeScbaff , Pist. Christ. Church, 1, pp. 429, 834 ).- S. L. B.

on
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66

mensuration, and also had manifold and wide- also because there seems to be a good deal of

spread mechanical and business interests, which textual corruption in the numbers of the Old

required the application of such technical knowl. Testament generally, uncertainty still prevails

edge. Second, there must needs be some large with regard to the time of accession and decease,

institution or institutions whose history and an and the number of the regnal years, of several of

nals were so extensive and complicated as to need the kings of Israel and Judah. For example, the

careful and systematic recording. The Babylo- data with regard to the time of the accession of

nians had such institutions in their city states Hezekiah of Judah are so inconsistent that

of vast antiquity, and also in their colossal tem- no less than three separate dates (727, 720,

ples, which were centers of varied business and so- 715 B. C.) are assignable to it, according as we

cial activity, apart from their functions in matters rely uponone source of information or another in

of religion. The ancient Hebrews, as a nomadic the second book of the Kings. As will be seen ,

people, whose civic and religious institutions were however, it is possible, with the aid of the As

not permanently settled till the monarchy had syrian monuments, to make out an almost exact

been well established, were devoid of such incen- tabulation of the years of the kings from the time

tives to chronological reckoning and registration. of David (c. 1000 B. C.) onward.

(2) Old Testament writers . Accordingly, we (4 ) Dating by reigns of kings. In the method

find that when the Old Testament writers and of reckoning or the chronological system of the

compilers came to indicate periods or intervals of ancient Hebrews we remark the absence of a def

time in the days before the kingdom they em - inite principle. In the royal annals it becamethe

ployed methods which necessarily yielded only custom to indicate the time of an event by saying

very general results. Thus (a) for the ages before that it took place in such or such a year of the

Moses they made the head of a family group or reign of the king. This, on the whole, was a good

clan stand for his descendants composing such a system , though in times of anarchy and frequent

community till a new community of the same changes of dynasty the notation was apt to be

kind branched off from it . Thus we have an ex- confused. In the later books from Jeremiah

planation of the apparently enormously long lives onward frequent references are also made to the

of the antediluvians . In the old Semitic lan- years of the kings of Babylon or Persia, and these

guages it was a very common usage to denote are of very great value . Apart from this imper.

such a family or kin by the name of its ancestral fect system no fixed era was employed any more

head, and the very designation of such a commu- than among most other ancient peoples. Even

nity was the term a life ” (hayy ). (6) In the two hundred years after the division of the king.

genealogical tables, which were formerly taken dom we find a primitive method employed by

seriously as the basis of an exact biblical chronol- Amos, who dates his prophecy with reference to a

ogy, omissions of greater or less extent were famous earthquake in the days of Uzziah. The

made, the only object being to give the line of de- great epochs of national history, such as the Es.

scent, with some indication of the duration of the odus and the foundation of Solomon's temple, are

most important families . Hence the sum of the referred to also (1 Kings 6 :1), but not consistently

numbers there given does not necessarily give the or permanently employed. This does not preju

total length of antediluvian time. (c) In the dice the results obtained from the biblical data,

period that intervened till the final establishment except in so far as the lack of a definite term of

of the kingdom round numbers were regularly comparison and measurement has deprived us of a

employed. The constant occurrence of the num- means of verification, which in thechronology of

ber forty is the most striking case in point. It is some later nations has been found to be of the

evident that here also it is useless to attempt highest value.

anything like exact computation of long inter- (5 ) Usher's chronology. The system of bib

vals of time, or an accurate ascertainment of lical chronology which goes under the name of

dates, except by a sure synchronism with some Archbishop Usher has kept its ground not be

event whose time is fixed by independent evi- cause of its correctness, but because something of

dence. Thus, when we profess to be able to give the kind is needed, and it is more elaborate and

the approximate date of Abraham or of the Ex- plausible than its rivals. It, like other systems

odus, we do so by combination with contempo- less in vogue, depends upon the correctness of the

raneous events in Babylonia or Egypt, whose numbers given in the received Hebrew text, be

dates are known from the monuments.
sides assuming that there are no breaks or omis

(3) Causes of more correct chronology. The sions in the genealogical lists. We thus are told

main causes that promoted an exact system of that from the Creation to the Flood one thousand

time-reckoning among the Hebrews were the re- six hundred and fifty -six years elapsed. But the

cording of the annals of the kingdom and the in- Septuagint version makes the same summation to

fluence of Babylonian and Assyrian methods. It be two thousand two hundred and forty -two years,

was not till after the division of the kingdom that while the Samaritan gives us but one thousand

a strict record was kept. We find in the books three hundred and seven . It is probable that the

of the Kings a regular series of synchronisms be- Hebrew numbers are, on the whole, more correct,

tweentheregents of the two kingdoms of Israel but no one can besure that they are uniformly

and Judah . These, however, though of great so. Another period we may take as stretching as

help to us, are not always reliable, for the obvious far as the Exodus, which, according to Usher, on

reason that they were a matter of calculation, the same numerical basis, occurred in the year of

while the lengths of the reigns were a matter of the world 2513, or B. C. 1491. Choosing, for

contemporary record. On this account, and convenience, a date in the history of the divided
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monarchy of Israel, we find that, according to the erence table from 893 to 666 B. C. The reigning

same authority, the death of Ahab, of the north- king takes his turn as one of these magistrates,

ern kingdom , took place in 897 B. C. The fall and thus we stand on firm ground throughout, by

of Samaria is put by Usher at 719 B. C. The connecting with the Canon of Ptolemy. An

correct dates of these events we shall indicate eclipse of the sun mentioned for the month Sivan

and demonstrate presently. Meantime these out of the year that would correspond to 763 B. C.

standing citations may be sufficient to show the has been proved by astronomical calculation to

character of the results obtainable by using the have occurred on June 15 of that year, a fact

current numbers of the received Hebrew text. which guarantees the correctness of the system .

3. Other Sources of Information . It will 4. Dates Established . If a series of syn

now be in place to indicate the character of the chronisms can be found at points of contact

information obtainable from other sources, which between the history of Israel and Assyria, we can

wemay use as a check upon the system just de obtain also a sure foundation for the chronology
scribed. of Israel. An opportunity is afforded by a state

(1) Canon of Ptolemy. Apart from thescanty ment in an inscription of Shalmaneser II (860

information obtained from Greek historians, the 825 B. C. ), that in 854 Ahab of Israel was in

main dependence of inquirers for the time from alliance with Ben-hadad II of Damascus against

the middle of the 8th century B. C. onward was himself. Such a rare event seems to be provided

the famous “ Canon of Ptolemy,” a list of the for by the peace of Aphek, which apparently took
rulers of Babylon from Nabonassar, 747 B. C. , to place the year before (1 Kings 20:34 ), i. e. , the

Darius III of Persia, 335 B. C. These dates are year corresponding to 855.
In the third year

subject to control from various sources, and by thereafter war was resumed between Ahab and

comparing them with the biblical numbers a Ben -hadad ( 1 Kings 22: 1), and the former was slain
fairly correct exhibit could be made of the at the battle of Ramoth-gilead . We therefore

chronology of the later history of the kingdom of set down 853 as the date of the death of Abab.
Judah and of the Jewish state under the Persian Confirmatory of this is the statement that Jehu of
domination . As above remarked, a much more Israel offered homage to Shalmaneser in 842 , the

exact system of time notation was observed by twelfth year thereafter, i. e. , naturally at the
biblical writers during these later days. beginning of his reign over Israel (comp. 2 Kings

( 2) The monuments. But the whole science of 9:29 and 8:26). Passing over other points, we ob

biblical chronology has been revolutionized by the serve that the fall of Samaria, synchronous with

disclosures of the monuments oi Egypt and As- the accession of Sargon of Assyria, is fixed at

syria and Babylonia, particuiaily of the last two the end of 722 B. C. It has already been men .

countries. In Babylonia, whose civilization is the tioned that, according to Usher's system , the death

oldest in the world, and where the divisions of of Ahab occurred in 897 and the fall of Samaria

time based on astronomical observation first be in 719.

came current, the notation of years was made in To go further back to a very important event,

connection with thetemple feasts. Thus they be the Exodus from Egypt, we have seen that it oc

came a matter of regular record , so that very long curred, according to Usher's system , in 1491 B. C.

intervals of timecould be calculated with accuracy. That this date is wrong by nearly, if not quite,

It is from this source, for example, that we learn three centuries is easily proved. By a concur

indirectly the date of Abraham. One of the oldest rence of various kinds of testimony, native

cities of Babylonia was the biblical Erech, the Egyptian, Assyrian and Babylonian, and astro

seat of the worship of Ishtar (Astarte). In 645 nomical, we can date with approximate correct

B. C. Asshur-bani-pal, king of Assyria, in his con. ness the famous eighteenth and nineteenth Egyp

quest of Elam, brought back to Erech from Susa tian dynasty. The limits are from about 1580 to

(Shushan), the capital of Elam, a statue of Ishtar about 1210. During nearly the whole of that

which had been carried away by the Elamites one period, and certainly from 1520 to 1210, Palestine

thousand six hundred and thirty -five years before. was practically a province of Egypt, and such an

Thuswe have 2280 B. C. as the date of a great event as its occupation by Israel was out of the

invasion of Babylonia by the Elamites. Now in question. The Exodus must therefore have taken

Gen. 14 there is an account of the subjugation of place about the end of the 13th or the beginning

southern Palestine by a number of eastern princes of the 12th century B. C. The recent discovery

under the lead of Elam. Abraham repelled these of an allusion to the people of Israel in Palestine

invaders. There was no general occupation of in the reign of Meneptah (about 1250 B. C.) can.

Babylonia bythe Elamites thatwe know of other notbe connected with the historic occupation of

than this in the 23d century B. C. We may allow that country , but only with the possible resettle.

froin twenty to thirty yearsfrom 2280 tili Abra- mentor survivalthere of a fragment of the He

bam's victory, which is thus fixed at about the brew race.

year 2250 B. C. From such data as those above set forth we

Among the Assyrians a still more systematic construct our best available chronological frame

method was in vogue. Each year was named after work of the Old Testament history. For details
its presiding magistrate ( līmu), and was so re- see the article HISTORY. – J. F. McC .

ferred to perpetually. Lists of these names made

out in order have been preserved more or less
CHRYSOLITE, CHRYSOPRASE . See

MINERAL KINGDOM.
complete, and some of the lists have important

events of the years noted along with thenames. CHUB (Heb. 575, koob, only Ezek. 30 : 5), a

Thus it is possible to makeoutan unbroken ref- nation in alliance with Egypt, and probably near
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it. The latest edition of Gesenius's Heb. Lex . proportion as they represent the spirit and purpose of

poses to read 375, loob, a singular form of 1973, Christ,who is the Head of the true Church . And

loo-beem' ( Libyans), which elsewhere occurs only yet Churches , in the sense of outward organiza

tion, are necessary. It is often said , The

in the plural. Some propose 513, noob (Nubia) , Churches are not Christianity ; ” but, true as this

as the Arabic version has Noobeh. At least one is , it is also true that Christianity necessarily re

Hebrew manuscript has 5707, keh -noob ', with sults in Churches. The ideas, experiences, and

which we may compare the Egyptian Ceneb, or purposes that Christians hold in common must

Gheneb, used by Thothmes III in a collective lead to this result . And, besides this, Christianity

sense for the nations south of Egypt. But these operates practically upon the world chiefly through

emendations are only conjectures. - W . H. the Churches. Thus it appears that, wbile the

CHUN (Heb: 713, koon, founding, 1 Chron. 18 : Churches are not identical with the Church, they
are nevertheless its more or less perfect repre

8), a city of Hadarezer, king of Syria, in Aramo sentations, and its more or less helpful and nec

zobah , on the highway to the Euphrates,and plun - essary adjuncts and instrumentalities . And, fur

dered by David for brass and copper wherewith to ther, it should be said , that Christ contemplated

build the temple. Called Berothai (2 Sam. 8 :8). and in some measure arranged for the formation

Probably the same as Berothah (Ezek. 47:16). of Churches . The apostles specially authorized

CHURCH. 1. The Term , General Use. to carry forward his work labored not only to lead

The word church is used to express various mean- men to a saving knowledge of Christ, but were

ings, the most common of which are : (1) The active also in establishing Churches. The form of

entire body composed of those who are savingly these organizations, however, has been a subject

related to Christ. (2 ) The aggregate of all the of much contention (see EPISCOPACY, PRESBYTE

ecclesiastical communion professing faith in RIANISM, CONGREGATIONALISM ). But it is clear

Christ. (3) A particular Christian denomination . from the New Testament Scriptures that the

(4) A single organized Christian congregation. Churches, as visible institutions, along with all

(5 ) A building dedicated for Christian worship . their human elements, may, and are required to,

It is essential to keep this large variety ofmean. contain a divine element which gives to them

ings clearly in mind to prevent confusion of great dignity and importance and power. These

thought and discussion upon this subject. considerations prepare us to appreciate justly the

2.New Testament. The New Testament conflicting views as to the true idea of the Church.

word translated Church is the Gr. ĚKK2901a, ek- The Roman Catholic view (held also by the Greek

klay-see' -ah, called out, i. e . , “ the called,” “ the Church and High Church Episcopalians) is that

elect. " The fundamental meaning of the term the Church is a visible organization, the form of

thus appears to be the whole company of true which is divinely ordered, however much these

believers—those called out from the world into parties differ as to which is the true Church . The

the spiritual communion of which Christ is the Protestant doctrine, on the other hand, lays prin.

head . We find , however, narrower and lower cipal stress upon the personal relation of Chris.

meanings attached to the word. It reíers some- tians to Christ as constituting them members of

times to the company of believers in a single the true Church ; while at the same time the im

province or city, or those meeting in a particular portance of the outward organizations is duly re

place of worship. It is applied even to bodies of garded. The distinction between the visible and

professed believers who have largely departed the invisible Church is a proper distinction rescued

from true faith and practice, though in such cases and made emphatic by Protestantism .

the title is no longer appropriate, except as a re- 4. RomanCatholic and Protestant State

minder of what they once were, or as only a name ments. The authoritative utterances of Roman

or convenient designation, the significance of ists and of Protestants illustrate this difference of

which in such cases is wholly lost . The connec- view. For example, theCatechism of Trent (Roman

tion must determine in every case the sense in Catholic) says : “The Church is one, because, as

which the term is employed. the apostle says, there is one Lord, one faith,

3. The Idea of the Church. From the fore- one baptism ; ' but more especially because it has

going it is plain that, according totheNew Testa- one invisible ruler, Christ, and one visible,viz., the

ment Scripture, the Church , in the deepest and occupant for the time being of the chair of St.

truest sense of the term , is the entire number of Peter at Rome.” Luther's Larger Catechism says :

the saved, whether upon the earth or in heaven, “ I believe that there is upon earth a certain com .

united in one spiritual household by sal'ation munity of saints, composed solely of holy per
through Christ. It embraces thus both “ the sons , under one Head, collected together by the

Church militant ” and “ the Church triumphant.” Spirit ; of one faith and one mind; endowed with

The Church upon earth is not, therefore, when manifold gifts, but united in love and without

viewed strictly, a visible ecclesiastical organiza sects and divisions." The Church of England

tion , or all of them taken together ; for such (Art. xix) says : “ A congregation of faithful men,

organizations have commonly, to say the least, in which the pure word of God is preached, and

embraced some who are not true believers , and the sacraments duly administered according to

the forms and methods of these organizations are Christ's ordinance, in all those things that of neces

marked by much that is merely human and cor- sity are requisite to the same. This is also the

respondingly imperfect. These organizations are definition given by the Methodist Episcopal Church.

called Churches largely by way of accommodation. These quotations might be greatly multiplied ; $

They are worthy of the designation only in pro- but enough is given to show the main line of

6
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1 )

divergence and the position and trend of Prot- 8. Literature. Works on Systematic Theol

estant doctrine upon thissubject. ody, chapters treating of Ecclesiology,or the Doc

5. The Relation of the Church to the trine of the Church. Of special value: Van Ooster:

Kingdom of God . The relation of the Church zee's Christian Dogmatics, Watson's Theological
to the kingdom of God is a point often involved Institutes, Dorner's System of Christian Doctrine,

in confusion through inexact use of terms. As a Pope's Compendium of Christian Theology . See

visible institution the Church is not that king. also special treatises, as, e. g. , Hooker's Ecclesi

dom, but at the most, as Van Oosterzee de astical Polity, Elliott's Delineation of Romanism ,
scribes it, "the training school of the kingdom of Whately's Kingdom of Christ, Ripley's Church

God.” We are permitted to think only of the in- Polity . - E. MCC.

visible Church as identical with the kingdom to CHURL (Heb. op kee- lah'ee, withholding,
which Christ referred so frequently ; thougheven Isa. 32:5, 7), a fraudulent person, a deceiver.
then it should be remembered that “ the kingdom

of God” has often a much broader meaning than
CHURLISH (the rendering of the Heb.wp.

bis gracious government of his saints. “ His king- kaw -sheh ', severe), a word descriptive of a coarse,

don ruleth over all.” ill -natured fellow (1 Sam. 25 :3) ; probably the

6. Unity of the Church . Christ prayed that same in meaning as “ hard ” (Matt. 25:24).

bis followers “ may all be one. " But that he CHURNING (Heb. 13, meets, squeezing,

meant by this, or that he even contemplated, the Prov. 30:33), signifies the act of pressing ,rendered

formation ofone outward organization that should in the same verse

embrace all Christians in external unity is an idea agrees with the ancient method of making butter.
wringing " and “ forcing ,” and

that has no support in Scripture. The opposite
CHU'SHAN -RISHATHA IM (Heb. 2010,

is implied in his words, “My kingdom is not of
thisworld.” Unity is an attribute of theinvisible , koo-shan' rish -ar -thah'-yim ), a king of

Church. All Christians are bound together in Mesopotamia who oppressed the Israelites for

" the unity of the Spirit,” having “ one Lord , one eight years; the form in some English Bibles of

faith, one baptisın , one God and Father of all ” CUSHAN -RISHATHAIM (q. v . ) .

(Eph. 4:3-6). The evils of sectarianism , and false CHUʻZA (Gr. Xoušās, khood -zas', possession ),

ideas as to what constitutes the true Church, have the " steward ” of Herod (Antipas), whose wife,

led to the desire forwhat in recent times has been JOANNA (q. v .), having been cured by our Lord

misnamed Church unity, viz.., uniformity, or one either of possession by an evil spirit or of a

ness of outward organization . But however de disease, became attached to that body of women

sirable it is that denominational rivalries and sec. who accompanied him on his journeyings (Luke

tarian strife shall cease, and whatever advantage 8 : 3).

would be likely to come with larger cooperation of

Christian bodies, still it is believed by many that
CIELED, CIELING . See CEILED.

the formation of one all-embracing ecclesiastical
CILI'CIA (Gr. Kidekia , kil-ik- ee'-ah), the south

establishment would be fraught with great perils easterly province of Asia Minor, and upon the

and lead to great harm . Mediterranean Sea, with Tarsus, the birthplace of

7. The Éthics of the Church. As visible St. Paul, its capital. A Roman province, B. C. 67.

· institutions Churches must exercise government The Jews of Cilicia had a synagogue at Jerusa

over their members. What rules of conduct they lem (Acts 6 : 9). It was famous for its goats' hair.

may properly impose and enforce is, however, a Paul learned his trade of tentmaking here, and

question of great importance. If the Church is, visited it soon after his conversion (Gal. 1:21 ;

as Roman Catholics hold, infallible, because Acts 9:30 ). Cicero was once consul of it. Its

divinely inspired, then all that the Church may climate wasluxurious and attracted Greek resi

require is of divine obligation. If the Churches, dents (Acts 15:41 ; Acts 21:39).

as some seem to hold, are merely voluntary human CINNAMON . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

societies formed for Christian purposes, then such CIN NERETH , another form of CHINNE

rules as from a human standpoint may seem ap- RETH ( q. v. ).

propriate are binding upon those who enter and

remain in their communion ; though at the same CIRCLE (Heb. 2777, khoog ). “ It is he that

time the obligationof entering or remaining be- sitteth upon the circle of the earth ” ( Isa. 40:22).
comes,to say theleast, greatly reduced. Butif, The same word is applied (Job 22:14, rendered

according to the Protestant theory, the Churches
circuit " ) to the heavens, which the ancients

are divine-human institutions,and not infallible, supposed to bea hollow sphere. The figure then is

the rules of conduct must be in accordance with of Jehovah sitting or walking upon the heavens,

the teachings of the infallible word . The ethical which were thought to arch over the earth.

standard of the visible Church must be simply CIRCUIT. (1 ) In 1 Sam . 7:16 (Heb. 529, saw

that of the Holy Scriptures, otherwise the true bab', to revolve), a regular tour of inspection ; in

idea of the Church is lost sight of and the Church Eccles. 1:6, the periodical direction of the winds,

assumes either too much or too little. Only by which in the East are quite regular in their sea.

adhering to the word of God as the rule of faith

and practice ” can the Churches save themselves
( 2) In Job'22 :14 the Hebrew word is 377 ,

from the twoextremes :ontheone hand, that of khoog, Circle ( q. v.). (3) The act of going round

unduly magnifying the authority of the visible (Heb. 17pipp, tek -00 -faw ', revolution), the apparent

Church, or, on the other, that of laying aside its diurnal revolution of the sun around the earth

bigbest claim to recognition and obedience. (Psa. 19 : 6), the completion of a year (Exod.

sons,
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34:22 ; 2 Chron. 24:23, rendered “end of the Christianity, at its introduction, assumed toward

year " ), or of the term of pregnancy ( 1 Sam. 1:20, circumcision was one of absolute hostility so far

rendered “ the time was comeabout " ). as the necessity of the rite to salvation or its pos

CIRCUMCISION (Heb. -75123,moo-law” ; Gr. session of any religious or moralworth were con
cerned (Acts 15 : 5 ; Gal . 5 : 2).

Tepitoun, per -it-om -ay', a cutting around).

1. TheCeremony of circumcision consisted Edomites, Moabites, Ammonites,and Eg
3. Pagan. Circumcision was practiced by the

cians,
in cutting away the foreskin, i. e. , the hood or

fold of skin containing the penis. This is gen. who wanted to be initiated into the sacred mys
but among the last only by the priests and those

erallydoneby means of a sharp knife, but in teries. The practice hasalso been found to exist

more primitive times sharp stones were used

(Exod. 4:25 ; Josh. 5 : 2, “ knives of fint."). As a andmany savage tribes in the heart of Africa;
among the Ethiopians, Colchians, Congo Negroes,

rule thisact was performed by the father (Gen. also among American Indian tribes,e. & , the

17:23), although it might be done by any Israelite,
and, if necessary, womenas well (Exod. 4:25), but Salivas,theGuamos,the Octamotos on theOrinoco,

never by a Gentile. In later times the operation among theinhabitants of Yucatan andof Mexico,
and the Fiji Islanders , See SUPPLEMENT.

was, in the case of adults, performed by a doctor,

The Jewsof thepresent day intrust it to a mohel bolical significance ofcircumcision, it is said to have
4. Significance. With respect to the sym

(Heb. 5.7142) appointed especially for the purpose . originated in phallusworship, but if so thiswould

In later times the naming of the child accom- have no bearing on the Israelite view of the rite.

panied the act of circumcision (Luke 1:59). It was practiced, say some, because of its medi

2. History. After God had made a covenant cal advantages, as the warding off of disease

with Abraham (Gen. 15) he commanded that, as through ease in cleanliness, or that it served to

a token of the covenant, every male should be increase the generative powers , but these can

circumcised ; not merely the children and bodily hardly be received as proper explanations, for

descendants of Abraham, but also those born in whole nations not practicing circumcision appear

his house and purchased slaves , and that in the as healthy and fruitful . Nor can the rite be

case of children on the eighth day after birth . brought into connection with the idea of sacrifice,

Every one not so circumcised was to be “ cut off “ the consecration of a part of the body for the
from his people ” as having “ broken the cove. whole,” or even as an act of emasculation in

nant ” (Gen. 17 : 10–14 ). honor of the Deity, that has gradually dwindled

Circumcision was formally enacted as a legal down to the mere cutting away of the foreskin."
institute by Moses (Lev. 12.3 ; John 7:22, 23), and We must rather look for the significance of this

was made to apply, not only to one's own chil- rite in the fact that the corruption of sin usually

dren, but to slaves, home-born or purchased ; to manifests itself with peculiar energy in the sexual

foreigners before they could partake of the pass- life, and that the sanctification of the life was

over or become Jewish citizens (Exod. 12:48 ) . symbolized by the purifying of the organ by which

During the wilderness journey circumcision fell life is reproduced. But, as spiritual purity was

into disuse. This neglect is most satisfactorily demanded of the chosen people of God , circum

explained as follows : The nation, while bearing cision became the external token of the covenant

the punishment of disobedience in its wanderings, between God and his people. It secured to the

was regarded as under temporary rejection by one subjected to it all the rights of the covenant,

God, and was therefore prohibited from using the participation in all its material and spiritual bene

sign of the covenant. fits ; while, on the other hand, he was bound to

As the Lord had only promised his assistance fulfill all the covenant obligations. It had not,

on condition that the law given by Moses was however, a sacramental nature ; it was not a ve

faithfully observed , it becamethe duty of Joshua, hicle through whichto convey the sanctifying in

upon entering Canaan, to perform the rite of fluences of God to his people, but was simply a

circumcision upon the generation that had been token of admission to the covenant of grace with

born in the wilderness. This was done, imme- God.

diately upon crossing the Jordan, at or The circumcision of the child on the eighth day

Gilgal ( Josh. 5: 2 , sq . ). seems to have been founded on the significance

From this time circumcision became the pride that attached to the number seven , so far as

of Israel, they looking with contempt upon all that number denotes a period of time. On the

those people not observing it (Judg . 14:3 ; 15:18 ; eighth day, when a new cycle of life began, the

1 Sam . 14 : 6 ; Isa . 62 : 1 , etc.). It became a rite child entered into covenant with God, into a new

so distinctive of them that their oppressors tried world , into the kingdom of God. Again, it was

to prevent their observing it, an attempt to which not until the eighth day that the child was sup.

they refused submission (1 Macc. 1:48 , 50, 60, 62 ) . posed to possess an independent existence.

The process of restoring a circumcised person 5. Figurative. Circumcision was used asa

to his natural condition by a surgical operation symbol of purity of heart ( Deut. 10:16 ; 80:6;

was sometimes undergone from a desire to assim comp. Lev. 26:41 ; Jer. 4 :4; 9:25 ; Ezek. 44:7).
ilate themselves to the heathen around them , or “ Who am of uncircumcised lips ” (Exod. 6:12 ;.

that theymightnot be known as Jews when they By this figure Moses would seem to imply that he

appeared naked in the games. Against having was unskilled in public address, asthe Jewswere

recoursetothis practice,from an excessive anti- wontto consider circumcision a perfecting of one's
Judaistic tendency, St. Paul cautions the Co- powers. Circumcision is also figurative of a readi

rinthians (1 Cor. 7:18 , 19) . The attitude which I ness to hear and obey (Jer. 6:10 ). Christians are

near
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CIS CITIZENSHIP
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the true spiritual circumcision, i. e., the spiritual before reaching the city (Num . 35:19). The fugi
i

Israel (Phil. 3 :3 ; Col. 2:11). tive before he could avail himself of the shelter

CIS, a Grecized form (Acts 13:21) of the name must undergo a solemn trial, and prove to the

of Kiss ( q. v.), the father of King Saul . congregation that the killing was accidental (Num .

CISTERN (Heb. ka, or hia, bore, a dug 35:12, 24); if acquitted ofintentional killing he
must remain within the city or its suburbs until

place), a receptacle for holding water (Prov. 5:15 ; the death of the high priest, and if found outside

Eccles . 12 :6 ; Isa . 36:16 ; Jer. 2:13). Sometimes its limits might be put to death by the avenger of

these were dug around a spring to retain thewater blood (Num . 35:25 ,sq.).

coming therefrom . Those which generally bore According to the rabbins, in order to aid the

the name of cisterns were covered reservoirs, dug fugitive it was the business of the Sanhedrin to

out of the earth or rock, into which, in the rainy keep the roads leading to the cities of refuge in

seasons , the rain or a flowing stream was con- thebest possible repair. No hills were left, every

ducted for storage. The absence of rain during river was bridged ,and the road itself was to be at

the summer mɔnths (May to September) makes it least thirty-two cubits broad. At every turn were

necessary to collect and preserve the water, which guide posts bearing the word Refuge; and two

falls in abundance during the remainder of the students of the law were appointed to accompany

year. These cisterns were usually large pits, but the fleeing man, to pacify, if possible, the avenger,

sometimes extensive vaults , open only by a small should he overtake the fugitive .

mouth. The mouth was closed with a large flat CITIES OF THE PLAIN (Gen. 13:12 ; 19 :

stone, over which sand was spread to prevent 29). These cities were five in number: Sodom ,

easy discovery (Cant. 4:12, “ sealed fountains ”). Gomorrah, Admah, Zebojim, and Bela or Zoar.
Mud would naturallyaccumulate at the bottomof “ They lay on thefloor of the Jordan valley, after

these cisterns, so that anyone falling therein the name of which they were called cities of the

would be likely to perish (Jer. 38 :6 ; Psa. 40 : 2).
In cities, thechief dependence for water being Kikkar (Heb. 77?, kik-kawr', circle), but exactly

upon cisterns, they were carefully made, either where we cannot tell . There is a much-debated

bewn outof the rock or constructed of masonry. but insoluble question whether the narratives in

Empty cisterns were sometimes used as prisons ; Genesis intend to place the cities to the north or

thus Joseph was cast into a pit (Gen.37:22 ; Heb? to the south of the Dead Sea . For the northern

nia, bore), and Jeremiah was also thrown intoone Lot looked uponthecitiesfrom near Beth -el(Gen.
site there are these arguments : that Abraham and

( Jer. 38 :6). Thomson says (Land and Book) that 13:3-10) ; that the name of Jordan is not appli
dry cisterns are used in Palestine as granaries.

cable to the south end of the Dead Sea ; that the

Figurative. (a) The breaking of the wheel presence of five cities there is impossible ; that

at the cistern ,used to draw up thebucket, is used the expedition of the four kings, as it swept

(Eccles. 12 :6) as an image of the dissolution of tlie north from Kadesh -barnea, attacked Hazezon.

bodily powers. (6) To " drink waters out of thine tamar, which is probably En-gedi , before it reached

own cistern ” (Prov. 5:15) means to confine one's the Vale of Siddim , and encountered the King of

self to pleasures legitimately his own. (©) “ Broken Sodom and his allies ; that the name Gomorrah

cisterns ” (Jer. 2:13) as tanks not only without perhaps exists in Tubk 'Amrîyeh, near'Ain el

feeding springs, but unableto even retain the Feshkah, and that thename of Zour has been re
water flowing into them, are symbols ofallearthly, covered in TellShâghûr. See SUPPLEMENT.

as compared with heavenly, means of satisfying “ But, on the other hand, at the south end of

man's highest needs.
the Dead Sea there lay throughout Roman and

CITIES . See City .
mediæval times a city called Zoara by the Greeks,

CITIES OF REFUGE (Heb. 02273 , and Zughar by the Arabs, which was identified
au -ray' ham -mik -lawt). When the Israelites had by all as the Zoar of Lot. Jebel Usdum is the

The
comeinto the land of Canaan theywere tochoose uncontested representative of Sodom.

towns conveniently situated as “ cities of refuge, ”
name Kikkar may surely have been extended to

to which the manslayer who had killed a person is continued for a few miles to the south of Jebel
the south of the Dead Sea, just as to-day the Ghôr

by accident might Aee. Three of these cities
were located on each side of the Jordan (six in Usdum ; Jewish and Arab traditions fix on the
all). Those on the west of the Jordan were: south ; and, finally, the natural conditions are

Kedesh in Galilee (1 Chron. 6:76 ), Shechem in more suitable there than on the northto the de

Mount Ephraim( Josh. 21:21; 1"Chron. 6:67), scriptions of the region both before and after

Hebron in Judah ( Josh. 21:11; 2 Sam .6:8; the catastrophe, for there is still sufficient water

Chron. 6:55); on theeast ofJordan were Bezer, and verdure on theeastern side of the Ghôrto

in the plain ofMoab (Deut. 4:43 ; Josh. 20:8); suggest aGarden of the Lord, while the shallow

Ramoth.gilead, in the tribe of Gad ( Deut. 4:43; bay and long marshes may, better than the ground

Josh. 21:38 ; 1 Kings22:3);and Golan,in Bashan,atthe northendof the sea,hidethesecretofthe

in the half tribe of Manasseh(Deut.4:43;Josh overwhelmed cities” (Smith,Hist. Geog., p. 505,sq.).

21:27; 1 Chron. 6:71). They were also Levitical
CITIES, UNDERGROUND . See EDREI.

cities. See LEVITE.
CITIZENSHIP (Gr. Tohteia, pol-ee-ti '-ah,

Regulations. The following were the regu- Acts 22:28, “ freedom '),the rights and privileges

lationsrespecting theasylum offered by the cities ofa native or adopted citizenas distinguished

of refuge: The AVENGER OF BLOOD (q. v . ) was from a foreigner .

allowed tokill the manslayer if he overtook him 1. Hebrew . As the covenant people, and
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CITY CLAUDA

( 6

according to the Mosaic constitution (which was (Gen. 23:10 ; Ruth_4 : 1 ; Matt. 6 :5, etc.). Few of

framed on a basis of religious rather than of the streets were paved, although, according to

political privileges and distinctions), the idea of Josephus (Ant. , viii, 7), Solomon had the roads

the commonwealth (Eph. 2:12) was merged into leading to Jerusalem laid with black stone. More

that of the CongrEGATION (9. v .). certain are the statements that Herod the Great

2. Roman (Lat. civitas). In the fullest sense paved the main street in Antioch, and Herod

citizenship included the right of voting, of being Agrippa III Jerusalem with white stones. Many

elected to a magistracy, of appeal to the people, cities were surrounded with high walls, having

of contracting a legal marriage, of holding prop- strong gates and brazen or iron bars (Deut. 3:7;

erty in the Roman community. “ As a rule, the 1 Kings 4:13), and provided with watchtowers

Jewish communities in Roman citics are to be (2 Sam . 18:24, sq.).

regarded in the light of private associations of Later, especially under the kings, many places,

settlers, which were recognized by the state and particularly frontier towns and chief cities, and

on which certain rights were conferred, but the above all, Jerusalem , were strengthened by the

members of which did not enjoy the rights of erection of thick walls with battlements (2 Chron.

citizenship ” (Schurer, Jewish People, ii, 270, sq . ). 26 : 6, sq.; Zeph . 1:16), and high towers raised

Still there were quite a large number of towns in partly over the gates (2 Sam . 18:24 ; 2 Kings 9:

which the Jews enjoyed the rights of citizenship, as 17), partiy at the corners of the walls (2 Chron.

enumerated above. Individual Jews also had the 14: 7 ; 32 : 5). Ditch and rampart were provided for

rights of citizenship conferred upon them , as Paul the outside of the walls (2 Sam. 20:15 ; Isa. 26: 1 ;

(Acts 21:39), who, however, claimed it from being 1 Kings 21:23).

freeborn (22:28). Government. The government of Jewish

CITY (Heb. y, eer , poetical -77 ??, kir-yaw "
, (Deut. 16:18), who were required to be priests,

cities was vested in a council of elders with judges

watched ), in the most ancient times the only dis- Under the kings we find mention of a “ governor”

tinction between village and city was that an (1 Kings 22:26 ; 2 Chron . 18:25). After the cap

assemblage of houses and buildings surrounded tivity Ezra made similar arrangements for the

by a wall was reckoned a city, and without such appointment of judges (Ezra 7:25 ). See CITIZEN

surroundings a village (Lev. 25 : 29–31 ; 1 Sam . 6 : SHIP.

18 ; Ezek. 38:11 ).
CITY, FENCED (Heb. -777879, mets -oa-rau ',

Later, cities became distinguished by a large

number of houses, as well as by the size, solidity,
a rampart), a fortified city. See City, FORTRESS.

and magnificence of the buildings. “ Cities and
CITY, HOLY, another name of Jerusalem

their villages are commonly mentioned in the (Neh. 11:1; Dan. 9:24), probably from the feeling

upportionment of the land to the tribes of Israel that the sacredness of the temple extended in

( Josh . 13:23, 28 ; 15:32 , 36 , 41 , etc. ), from which some measure over the city . It is so distinguished

we infer that some villages belonged to and were in the East to the present day.

dependent upon the cities. Naturally, with in- CITY, LEVITICAL. See LEVITICAL CITIES.

creased population and extension, villages and CITY OF DAVID , a portion of southern Je

towns developed into cities, e. g., Hazar-addar rusalem , including Mount Zion, where the fortress

(Num . 34: 4), perhaps Hezron and Adar (Josh . 15: of the Jebusites stood . Thisfortress was reduced

3) ; the two places being, probably, near together by David, who built a new palace and city, named
and growing into one. This may account for the after him (1 Chron. 11 : 5).

fact that many places are designated now cities , Bethlehem , the native town of David, is also

now villages, as Bethlehem ( John 7:42, " town ; " called , from that circumstance, the city of David

Luke 2 :4 , “ city " ). ( Luke 2:11).

The earliestnotice in Scripture of city -building
CITY OF GOD, a name given to Jerusalem

is of Enoch by Cain (Gen. 4:17). After the con

fusion of tongues the descendants of Nimrod which is evident from Deut. 12:5 : " The place
( Psa . 46 :4 ; comp. 48 : 1 , 8 ), the appropriateness of

founded Babel, Erech , etc. , in the land of Shinar ; which the Lord yourGod shall choose out of all

and Asshur built Nineveh , Rehoboth, etc. (Gen. your tribes to put his name there,even unto his

10 :10–12, 19). The earliest description of a city, habitation shall ye seek, and thither thou shalt

properly so called , is that of Sodom (Gen. 19 : come.'

1–22), but cities existed in very early times on the

sites of Jerusalem , Hebron, and Damascus ; and it
CITY OF PALM TREES. See LR -HATTE.

seems plain that the Canaanite, who was

land ” before the coming of Abraham , had already
CITY OF SALT. See IR -HAMMELAH,

built cities. We read that the Israelites during CITY, SACERDOTAL. See PRIEST.

their sojourn in Egypt were employed in building
CITY, TREASURE (Heb. 7 ? o ?? , eeror fortifying the " treasure cities ” of Pithom and

Raamses (Exod. 1:11 ). mis-ken -aw ', city of provisions, called “city of

Hebrew Cities. The cities of Palestine were, store," 1 Kings 9:19). Two such cities, PITHOM
judging from the large number mentioned in and RAAMSES (q . v.), were built by the Israelites

Joshua, relatively smali, like most cities of very while in Egypt (Exod. 1:11), in which the produce
ancient times. They were, probably, like oriental of the land was housed. The Jewish kings had

cities of to-day, built with narrow, crooked streets similar places of public deposit (2 Chron . 8:4, 6 !

( Eccles. 12:4 ; Cant. 3 : 2), with many squares near
16 :4 ; 17 :2).

the gates, where markets and courts were held CLAU’DA (Gr. Khavon, klow '-day ), a small

>>

in the MARIM .

) >
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CLAUDIA CLOTHES, RENDING OF

island near the southwest shore of Crete. Pliny CLAW (Heb. 1072, par-saw ), the sharp,

calls it Gaudos. Ptolemy calls it Klaudos. Now hooked end of the foot of a bird (Dan . 4:33) or

called Gozzo . It embraces about thirty families. animal (Deut. 14 : 6 ) ; the hoof solid or split.

Paul passed this island on his voyage to Rome Figurative. The expression “ tear their claws

(Acts 27:16). in pieces ” (Zech . 11:16 )means to seize upon and

CLAU'DIA (Gr. Klavdia, klow -dee' -ah, fem. eat the last morsel of Aesh or fat.

inine of Claudius), a Christian female mentioned CLAY . See MINERAL KINGDOM .

in 2 Tim . 4:21 , as saluting Timotheus. By soine CLEAN, CLEANNESS, the rendering of

she is thought to have been the daughter ofthe several Hebrew and Greek words, having the

British king Cogidunus, and the wife of Pudens primary meaning of freedom from dirt or filth ,

(mentioned in the same verse), and sent to Rome and then of moral purity. Generally, however,

to be educated ; that there shewas the protégée of they signify freedomfrom ceremonial defilement.

Pomponia ( wife of the late commander in Britain, See PURIFICATION, PURITY, UNCLEANNESS.

Aulus Plautius), and became a convert to Chris.

tianity. On the other hand, it may be said that
CLEFT, the rendering of several Hebrew

words.

this attempt at identification rests on no other

foundationthan the identity of the names of the 1. A space or opening made by cleavage, as a

parties, which, in the case of names so common as fissure in a building (Amos 6:11; Isa. 22:9,

Pudens and Claudia, may be nothing more than " breaches "); crevice in a rock (Isa. 2:21; Cant.

a mere accidental coincidence (Conybeare and 2:14 ; Jer. 49:16 ).

Howson's St. Paul, ii, 484, note ; M'C. and S. ,
2. The split in the hoof of an animal (Deut.

Cyc., 8. v .).
14 :6 ).

CLAUDIUS (Gr. Klavdios, klõu ’-dee-os, per- ful),a person (apparently a Christian ofPhilippi)
CLEMÄENT (Gr. Kanuns, klay'-mace, merci.

haps from claudus, lame).

1.The fourth Roman emperor (excluding Julius mentioned by Paul (Phil.4 :3) as one whose name
was in the book of life. This Clement was, by

Cæsar), who succeeded Caligula, January 25, A. D.
41. (1) Early life. He was the son of Drusus the ancientChurch, identified with thebishop of

Rome of the same name.

and Antonia, and was born August 1 , B. C. 10, at

Lyons, in Gaul. Losing his father in infancy, he CLE'OPAS (Gr. Khomas, kleh -op ' -as, contrac

was left to the care and society of domestics, and tion ofGr. Kebampos, of a renownedfather), one
despised by his imperial relatives. Notwithstand of the two disciples who were going to Emmaus

ing the weakness of intellect resulting from this on the day of the resurrection, when Jesus drew

neglect, he devoted himself to literary pursuits, near and conversed with them (Luke 24:18). He
and was the author of several treatises. On the questioned them as to the subject of their conver.

murder of Caligula he hid himself through fear of sation, chided them for their ignorance and un

a similar fate, but was found by a soldier, who belief, and expounded to them the Scriptures
saluted him as emperor. ( 2 ) As emperor. He which foretold his sufferings and glory. Arriving

was taken, almost by force, to the popular assem- at Emmaus, they secured his presence at the

bly, and constituted emperor chiefly by the pre- evening meal, during which he was made known
torian guards, under the promise of a largess to to them. They hastened back to Jerusalem and

each soldier. According to Josephus, the throne acquainted the disciples with what they had seen
was, in a great measure, finally secured to him and heard. Cleopas must not be confounded with

through the address and solicitation of Herod CLEOPHAS ( q. v.), or rather Clopas, of John 19:25.
Agrippa. This obligation he returned by great CLE'OPHAS, or rather CLO'PAS (Gr.

favors to that personage, enlarging his territory, Kiwās, klo-pas ), the husband of Mary (q. v .),
and appointing his brother Herod to the kingdom the sister of Christ's mother ( John 19:25 ) ; prob.

of Chalcis ( Josephus, Ant ., xix, 5 , 1), giving to ably a Grecized form of ALPHÆUS (q. v . ).
this latter also, after his brother's death, the

presidency over the temple at Jerusalem (Josephus,
CLERK (Acts 19:35). See Town CLERK.

Ant., xx,1, 3) . The Jews were generally treated CLOAK, an article of Dress (q. v.), as a cover.

by him with indulgence, especially those in Asia ing or veil, p . 281.

and Egypt (Ant., xix, 6, 2,3 ; xx, 1, 2), although Figurative. That which conceals, and so, a

those in Palestine seem to have, at times, suffered pretext or excuse (John 15:22 ; 1 Pet. 2:16).

much oppression at the hands of his governors. CLOSET (Heb. Ten, khoop-paw ', canopy), a

About the middle of his reign those who abode at bridal couch with curtains (Joel 2:16; “chamber ,"

Rome were all banished (Acts 18:2), A. D. prob. Psa. 19:5 ). The same vord is still employed by

ably 49. The conduct of Claudius during his
government, in so far as itwasnotunder the in the Jews for the canopy under which themarriage

fluence of his wives and freedmen, wasmildand ceremony is performed.

popular, and he made several beneficial enact- tam -i'-on ) is used in the sense of a place of pri,
In the New Testament the word (Gr. Tajelov,

ments. Having married bis niece, Agrippina , she

prevailed uponhimto set
aside his own son,"Bri- vacy ; any quiet room in one's home ,as opposed

tannicus, in favor of her son , Nero, by a former tothe synagogues and the streets (Matt.6: 6;Luke

12:3).
marriage ; but discovering that he regretted this

step she poisoned him, A. D. 54. CLOTH, CLOTHES, CLOTHING . See

2. Claudius Lysias (Acts 23:26). See Lysias.
DRESS.

CLAVE . See GLOSSARY. CLOTHES, RENDING OF. See REND .
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CLOUD COAL

coal" or

>

( 2 )

CLOUD (Heb. principally S7, avb, and 17 ) 2. The “cast clouts" (Heb. To, seh - khaw .

aw -nawn '; Gr. vepéan, nef-el'-ay ). The allusions baw ', Jer. 38:11 , 12) were old , torn clothes or

to clouds in Scripture, as well as their use in sym- rags put under the prophet's arms to prevent the.

bolical language, can only be understood when we cords cutting into the flesh while he was being

remember the nature of the climate, where there drawn out of the dungeon.

is hardly a trace of cloud from the beginning of
CNI'DUS (Gr. Kvídos, knee'-dos), a town at the

May to the close of September. During this sea
extreme southwest of Asia Minor, upon land jut

son clouds so seldom appear and rains so seldomfall as to seem phenomenal, as was the casewith tingout between the islands of Rhodes and Coos

the harvest rain invoked by Samuel (1 Sam. 12:17, sailed by this place (Acts 27: 7).

(Acts 21 : 1 ). Venus was worshiped there. Paul

18) and the little cloud, not larger than a man's

hand, which Elijah declared to be sure promise
COAL . Two Hebrew words are rendered

of rain (1 Kings 18:44).
coals : "

Clouds are referred to as showing forth the 1. One ( 979, peh-kharom', black ) would seem to

power and wisdom ofGod in their formation(Psa. be applied to coals not yet lighted. It occurs

135:6, 7 ; 147:8 ; Prov. 8:28, etc.), and causing three times — twice when the smith working with

them to hold and dispenserain (Job 37:10 ,sq. ; the coals is mentioned (Isa.44:12 ; 54:16 ), and in

Prov. 3:20). They are called the “ clouds of Proverbs (26:21, " as coals are to burning coals " ),

heaven ” (Dan. 7:13 ; Matt. 24:30), “ windows of where unlighted coals must be meant.
heaven (Gen. 7:11 ; Isa. 24:18), “ bottles of

It has been disputed whether the Hebrews had

heaven (Job 38:37), “ chambers ” of God (Psa. mineral coal or merely charcoal. There is strong

104: 3 , 13 ), “ dust of God's feet " (Nah. 1 : 3 ).

Man's ignorance is illustrated by his inability to ancient times. The mountains of Lebanon contain

reason, however, that the former was used in

number the clouds (Job 38:37), to account for

their spreading (36:29 ), the disposing and balancing times, and were,probably, not neglected by the

seams of coal which have been worked in recent

of them (37:16 , 16 ), to cause them to rain (38:34), Phænicians. Charcoal was the “ coal ” in com

or stay them (38:37).

Figurative. Living much in the open air,

mon use ; thus coals of juniper or broom are

mentioned ( Psa. 120:4).
and being of a poetical nature, the people of the

2. The other word (oma, gah-kher '-leth , kin
East would naturally make clouds figurative of
many things. Thus clouds are the symbol of dling) signifies an ignited or live coal, and is of

armies and multitudes of people (Isa. 60 : 8 ; Jer. frequent occurrence (2 Sam. 14 : 7 ; Job 41:21 ;

4:13 ; Heb. 12 : 1 ). The sudden disappearance of Psa. 18 : 8 ; Isa. 44:19 ; Ezek. 24:11 , etc. ) ; often

threatening clouds from the sky is a figure for the with the addition of “ burning " or of " fire " (Lev.

blotting out of transgressions ( Isa. 44:22). A day 16:12 ; 2 Sam. 22:13 , etc.).

of clouds is taken for a season of calamity and of The term " live coal" (Heb. Ten, rits-pau ',

God's judgment (Lam . 2:1 ; Ezek . 30:3 ; 34:12 ; Isa. 6 : 6) appears to have been a hot stone used
Joel 2: 2). Naturally the cloud is a symbol of for baking upon (see 1 Kings 19: 6 , a cake baken

transitoriness ( Job 30:15 ; Hos. 6 :4). The “ cloud
without rain ” is the proverb for the man of on the coals,” Heb. 27, reh '- tsef ). In the er .

promise without performance (Isa. 18 :4 ; 25 : 5 ; pression “ their visage is blacker than a coal "

Jude 12 ; comp. Prov. 25:14 ). False teahers are (Lam . 4 : 8) coal simply means blackness (R. V.

compared to “ clouds that are carried with a tem- “ darker than blackness ” ).

pest” (2 Pet. 2:17). A wise ruler is said to be In the New Testament " fire of coals ” (John

as the “light of . a morning without clouds " |18:18) was probably of charcoal, on a chafing dish ,

(2 Sam. 23:4 ), while the favor of a king is com- used in the East for the sake of warmth. See

pared to “ a cloud of the latter rain , refreshing FUEL.

and fertilizing the earth ” ( Prov. 16:15 ).
“ Clouds Figurative. The expression , “ They shall

returning after the rain " is figurative of the quench my coalwhich is left ” (2 Sam . 14 : 7), refers

infirmities of old age ; i . e. , as after a rain one to the burning coal with which one kindles a fire,

expects sunshine, so after pains one longs for and is obviously a metaphor for extinguishing

comfort. As clouds in hot countries veil the op- one's family.

pressive glories of the sun, they are used to sym
“ Coals of fire ” (2 Sam. 22: 9 , 13 ; Psa. 18 : 8, 12,

bolize the divine presence, which they entirely or etc.) is by some thought to be a figure for light
in part conceal (Exod. 16:10 ; 33 : 9 ; Num. 11:25 ; nings proceeding from God. “ The flameof red.

Job 22:14 ; Psa . 18:11 , 12 ; Isa. 19 : 1 ). See Pil- hot coals pours out of him as out of a glowing

LAR OF CLOUD, SHEKINAH. furnace . This description is based entirely upon

CLOUD, PILLAR OF. See PILLAR.
Exod. 19:18, where the Lord comes down upon

Sinai in smoke and fire" (K. and D., Com. , on

CLOUT. 1. The word taw -law ' (Heb. Samuel).
Josh. 9 : 5), properly means to cover , i. e., to patch, “ Thou shalt heap coals of fire upon his head ”

and denotes that the sandals of the Gibeonites (Prov. 25:22 ; Rom . 12:20 ) represents the shame

were mended, as if they had become old and worn and confusion which men feel when their evil is

during their journey. The primary sense of the requited by good.

word seems to have been a blow, as a “ clout on In Cant. 8 : 6 it is said, “ Jealousy is cruel as the

the head .” It was then applied to a bit of ma- grave : the coals thereof are 'coals of fire, which

terial clapped on, or hastily applied to mend a hath a most vehement flame.” In Hab. 3 : 5

tear, a patch. “ burning coals ” seem to mean fevers.

>
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COAST COLORS

16

>

"

1

COAST, an inaccurate rendering of several 2. In the early age of the Christian Church the

terms, meaning border, except in the expression Christians of Palestine suffered greatly from pov.
sea coast. " See GLOSSARY .

erty, probably due to ostracism . Paul made ap

COAT. See DRESS. peals to the Gentile Christians for aid (Acts 24:17 ;

Rom. 15:25 , 26 ; 2 Cor. 8 and 9 ; Gal. 2:10),

COAT OF MAIL . See ARMOR .
recommending collections (Gr. hoyía, log-ee'-ah) to

COCK, THE, is a Christian symbol on tombs be taken for this purpose on the “ first day of the
of the resurrection , the herald of life after the week ” ( 1 Cor. 16 :1-3).

night of death. It is also a symbol of vigilance.
COLLEGE (Heb. Tema, mish -neh ', repetition,See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

COCKATRICE . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.
2 Kings 22:14), the residence of the prophetess

HULDAH (q. v. ). The word Mishneh should be
COCKCROWING (Gr. á hektopoqwvia , al-ek- taken asa proper name, and as meaning a district

tor-of-o-ned -ah). The habit of the .cock in the or suburb of the city. The same term is used in

East of crowing during the night at regular times Zeph. 1:10, and rendered “ second,” where the

gave rise to the expression “ cockcrowing ” to in different quarters of Jerusalem are spoken of (see

dicate a definite portion of time (Mark 13:35). The Neh . 11:9, in the original “ upon the city second,”

Romans called the last watch of the night, the i . e., over the second part of the city). Keil

break of day, about three o'clock, gallicinium ; thinks the Mishneh to have been the “ lower city ”

and the Hebrews designated the cockcrowing on the hill Akra.

period by words signifying “ the singing of the

cock.” Among theHebrews we find no mention
COLLOPS (Heb. 177277,pee-maw ', to beplump),

of the flight of the hours of the night except the the thick flakes of fat flesh upon the haunches of
crowing of the cock. See TIME. a stall -fed ox , used as the symbol of irreligious

COCKLE . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
prosperity (Job 15:27). See Glossary.

COFFER (Heb. 1978, ar-gawz', suspended )
, Cæsar Augustus withtheprivileges of a colony

COLONY . The city of Philippi was gifted by

the small chest which the Philistines placed upon (colonia ). "Antioch in Pisidia and Alexandria
the cart with the ark (1 Sam . 6 :8, 11, 15), and in Troas both possessed the same character, but

which they deposited the golden mice and emerods Philippi is the first case to which Scripture (Acts

that formed their trespass offering.
16:12 ) calls our attention to this distinction.

COFFIN (Heb. 750$, aw -rone', Gen. 50:26, “ and When the Romans conquered a town they planted

he was put in a coffin in Egypt ” ), undoubtedly a a body of their own citizens therein, as a kind of

mummy chest made of sycamore wood, which was garrison, usually to the number of three hundred.

deposited in a room, according to Egyptian cus- These constituted a " colony of Roman citizens"

tom , and carried away with Israel at the Exodus. (Lat. colonia civium Romanorum ), a sort of little

See DEAD, BURIAL OF . Rome . Such a colony was free from taxes and

The same Hebrew word is rendered “ chest ” military duty, its position as an outpost being re

(2 Kings 12.10), and very frequently “ Ark ” (q. v.) . garded as an equivalent. It had its own consti

COGITATION (Heb. ziya, rah -yone'), Dan. tution (a copy of the Roman), and elected its own
senate and other officers of state. To this consti

7:28, elsewhere rendered simply “ thought.”
tution the original inhabitants had to submit

COIN . See METROLOGY, IV . (Seiffert, Dict. Class. Ant., 8. v.).

COL -HOʻZEH (Heb. -5 , kol-kho -zeh ', COLOR (Acts 27:30) , pretense.

every seer ), a descendant of Judah , being the son COLORS. “ The color sense, i . e. , the distinc

of Hazaiah, and father of one Baruch (Neh . 11:5 ), tion of color impressions in sensation, perception,

B. C. before 445. He had also a son named Shal. and nomenclature, follows the same law as all

lum , who repaired part of the wall of Jerusalem human development— the law of progress from

after the captivity (Neh. 3:15). coarse to fine.” Magnus declares that this devel

COLLAR. 1. Any aperture. In Job 30:18 opment follows the order of the prismatic colors ,

(Heb. 17, peh), the opening by means of which from the positive reddish yellow to thedelicate

blue-violet. The Jews had not reached such an
the shirt was put on. The meaning of this pas- advanced state of art that we should expect a

sage seems to be that Job was so wasted bydisease wide acquaintance with colors . Thereare not,

that his garments were not at all sustained by his therefore, many colors mentioned in Scripture,

person, but hung loosely from his neck.
and these may be arranged in two classes — those

2. A peculiar kind of pendant ( Judg.8:26 ; Heb. applied to natural objects, and artificialmixtures

720p, net-ee-faw ', rendered “ chains ” in Isa. 3 : employed in DYEING (q. v.) or PAINTING (q . v .).

19 ), probably pearl-shaped EARRINGS (q. v. ). 1. Natural. (1) White. This term embraces

COLLECTION . 1. Joash ordered a collec
the relatively as well as the absolutely white. In

the full sense of the word the rays of the sun and

tion (Heb. , mas-ayık ') for the repairing of those proceeding from a body raised to white heat

the temple (2 Chron. 24 : 6 , 9). A chest was placed are white, because all the colors of the spectrum
by the high priest at the entrance ofthe temple to are united in them. But even the daylight is not

receive the same. By making a distinction be- absolutely colorless, and the direct light of the
tween this money and that given for theuse of the sun seems yellowish, or, to speak poetically,

priests a special appeal was made to the liberality of golden. We are,therefore, prepared for a varied
use of the term " white. " Thus Matthew (17: 2)

>

ibe people.
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writes, “ His raimentwas as white as the light ; forth, sprouting, and is used indiscriminately for

and our Lord said , “ The fields are already white all food products of theearth (Gen. 1:30 ; 9: 3 ;

to the harvest ” ( John 4:35) ; the ripening ears Exod. 10:15 ; Isa. 15 :6). Sometimes it is used for

are white as distinguished from the green blade. the sickly yellowish hue of mildewed grain (see

The most common term is law -bawn' (Heb.17?), Mildew),and also forthe entire absence of color

which is applied to suchobjectsas milk (Gen. Is wrongly used in the A. V. for white (Gen.30:37;
produced by fear (Jer . 30 :6 ,“ paleness ” ). “Green ”

49:12), manna (Exod. 16:31), snow (Isa. 1:18); Esth. 1:6 ), young (Lev. 2:14 ; 23:14), moist (Judg.
horses (Zech. 1 : 8), raiment (Eccles. 9 : 8 ) ; and a
cognate word expresses the colorof the moon (Isa . 16:7, 8),sappy (Job 8:16), and unripe (Cant. 2:13).

24:23). Tsakh (Heb. hs, sunny),dazzling white, early period (Gen.38:28 ; Exod.26:1),is not noticed
2. Artificial. Dyeing, although known at an

is applied to the complexion (Cant. 5:10) ; khiv- as a profession in the Bible ; and the Jews were

vawr' (777), a term of a later age, to snow (Dan. probably indebted to the Egyptians and Phæni.
7 : 9 only), and to the paleness of shame (Isa . 29:22) ; cians for their dyes and the method of applying

seeb ( 9 , aged ), to the hair alone. Another class them . These dyes were purple (light and dark ,

of terms arises from the textures of a naturally the latter being the“ blue ” of the A. V.) and
crimson ;

white color. These were, without doubt , primarily
vermilion was introduced later. (1) Par.

applied to the material; but the idea of color is ple (Heb. 1937 , ar-gaw -mawn ). This color was

also prominent, particularly in the description of obtained from a species of shellfish, the murez

the curtains of the tabernacle (Exod. 26 : 1) and trunculus. “ The dye taken from these shellfish

the priests' vestments ( Exod. 28 : 6 ) . (2) Black . is not their blood, but the slimy secretion of a

Black and white are the extremest contrasts in giand which they have in common with all snails.

Scripture, the former being where light and its This secretion is not at first red or violet, but

colors have vanished. But then , as now, the term whitish . When exposed, however, to the sun

is used relatively, and includes the dark ·hues light it begins to color like a photographic sur

which approach black. The shades of this color face, and, passing through shades of yellow and

are expressed in the terms shaw-khore (ano, green, settles into the purple color, which is a

dusky), applied to the hair (Lev. 13:31 ; Cant. combination of red and violet light ; and this

6:11); the complexion (Cant. 1:5),particularly sometimes moreof a red hue, is ineffaceable.
mixed color, having sometimes more of a blue,

when' affected with disease (Job 30:30) ; horses Purple was a monopoly of the Phænicians. They,

(Zech. 6 :2 , 6) ; khoom (010 , literally, scorched, not onlyon their own but on other coasts, dis

A. V. " brown," Gen. 30:32), applied to sheep ; covered shellfish yielding purple ; but theoldest

the word expresses the color produced by influence site of the purple trade was Tyre itself. At the

of the sun's rays ; kaw -dar ' (777, literally, to be present day, in the neighborhood of the miserable

dirty), applied to a complexion blackened by sor- ruined village which bears the name of Tyre, there

row or disease (Job 30:30 ), mourner's robes (Jer. are found traces of these purple dye-works, which

8:21; 14 : 2), a clouded sky (1 Kings 18:45), night were celebrated far into the Christian era . Purple

(Mic. 3 : 6 ; Jer. 4:28 ; Joel 2:10 ; 3:15 ), a" turbid was still costly in the time of the Roman suprem

brook (whence possibly Kidron ), particularly when acy. A mantle of the best purple of Tyre, such

rendered so by melted snow ( Job 6:16). (3) Red. as the luxurious habits of the empire required,

Aw -dome” (Heb. DI$) is applied to blood (2 Kings dollars ” ( Delitzsch,Iris
, p. 65, sq.).

cost ten thousand sesterces, i. e. , over five hundred
Robes of a

3:22), a garment sprinkled with blood (Isa. 63 : 2 ), purple color were worn by kings ( Judg. 8:26 ) and

a heifer (Num. 19 :2), pottage made of lentils by the highest officers, civil and religious. They

(Gen. 25:30), a horse (Zech. 1:8 ; 6:2), wine (Prov. were also worn by the wealthy and luxurious ( Jer.

23:31), the complexion (Gen. 25:25 ; Cant. 5:10 ; 10 : 9 ; Ezek. 27: 7 ; Luke 16:19 ; Rev. 17 :4 ; 18:16).

Lam .4:7,A. V.“ ruddy ”). Ad -am -dawm ' (27978, ( 2) Blue (Heb. man, tek-ay'- leth ). This dye was
reddish) is applied to a leprous spot (Lev. 13:19 ; procured from a species shellfish found on the

14:37). Saro-rook' (po , literally, fox -colored, coast of Phænicia, and called by modern natural
bay) is applied to a horse (A. V. “ speckled,” ists Helix Janthina. The tint is best explained
Zech. 1 :8), and to a species of vine bearing a by the statements of Josephus (Ant., iii , 7, $7) and

purple grape (Isa . 6 :2 ; 16:18). This color was Philo that it was emblematic of the sky, in which

syinbolical of bloodshed (Zech . 6 : 2 ; Rev. 6 : 4 ; case it represents, not the light blue of our northern

12 : 3 ) . ( 4) Yellow seems to have been regarded climate, but the deep dark hue of the eastern sky.

as a shade of green, for the same term greenish is The A.V. has rightly described the tint in Esth. 1 :6

appliedto gold (Heb. PO ????, yer -ak-rak', Isa. (margin) as violet.Thiscolor was used in the same

68:13 , “ yellow " ), and to the leprous spot (Lev. Ecclus. 40:4 ) and the idols of Babylon (Jer. 10: 9)
way as purple . Princes and nobles (Ezek. 23: 6 ;

13:49). (5) Green,though frequently used, seldom were clothed in robes of this color ; the ribband

refers to color. The Hebrew terms are rah-an. and fringe of the Hebrew dress were to be of this

awn ' (773 ), applied to what is vigorous and color (Num . 15:38 ). (3) Red or Crimson ( Isa.
flourishing (Job 15:32 ; Psa. 37:35 ; 52 : 8 ; Hos. 1:18 ; Jer. 4:30, etc. ). This color is expressed

14:8); also used of that which is fresh, as oil in llebrew by several different terms: Sham -nee

(Psa. 92:10) ; and yaw - rawk ' (777), or yeh'-rek (1? , Gen. 38: 28–80), to -lah ' -ath shaw'-nee

007 ), having the radical signification of putting ,Exod. 25 :4), or to -lah ' -ath simply (Isa . 1:18) ;

)

(תַעַלֹוּת
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kar-mele (3992, A.V.“ crimson ,” 2 Chron. 2: 7 , evil ( Zech. 6 : 2 ; Rev. 6:5). (3) " Red is the color of
14; 3:14 ) was introduced at a late period , prob- fire, and therefore of life : the blood is red because

ably from Armenia, to express the same color. life is a fiery process. But red , as contrasted

The first term expresses the brilliancy of the color, with white, is the color of selfish, covetous, pas
the second theworm or grub whence the dye was sionate life.” Sin is called red inasmuch as

procured. This was a small insect of the size of it is a burning heat which consumes man (Isa.

a pea, which draws its nourishment from plants 1:18). Red (crimson ), as representing blood, desig.

of the oak and other kinds by piercing them. nates the life principle of man and beast (Gen.

The tint produced was crimson rather than scarlet. 9 :4-6 ) andthe essential element of atonement

The only natural object to which it is applied in (Isa .63:2 ; Heb. 9:22). (4) Green wasthe emblem

Scripture is the lips, which are compared to a of freshness, vigor, and prosperity (Psa. 92:14,

scarlet thread (Cant. 4:3). Robes of this color A, V; “ flourishing ; ” 37:35, marg., " green ").
were worn by the luxurious (2 Sam . 1:24 ; Prov. (5) Blue. The purple blue, or hyacinth ,points to

31:21; Jer. 4:30 ; Lam . 4: 5 ; Rev. 17 :4). This heaven, and was the symbol of revelation . Among

color was among the Greeks and Romans the the Hebrews it was the Jehovah color, the symbol

proper color for the military cloak ; and so it is a of the revealed God (comp. Exod. 24:10 ; Ezek.

scarlet cloak which, according to Matthew, is put 1:26). Delitzsch says : “ Blue denotes the softened

on theSaviour by the soldiers in Pilate's judgment divine majesty condescending to man in grace

hall. Mark and Johın say “ purple," for the (Iris, p.48). It also represented reward. (6) Purple,

language of the people did not distinguish the two as the dress of kings, was associated with royalty

kinds of red. (4) Vermilion (Heb . non , shaw- and majesty (Judg. 8:26 ;Esth. 8:15 ; Cant. 3:10;

7 : 5 ; Dan. 5: 7 , 16, 29, A. V. “ scarlet ” ).
shar ). This was a pigment used in fresco paint

ingg,either for drawing figures of idolson the kol-os- sah'ee, correction), a city of mercantile im
COLOS'SÆ, or COLOS'SE (Gr. Kohoooni,

walls of temples (Ezek.23:14), for coloringthe portance on the Lycus,in Phrygia, about twelve
idols themselves (Wisd . 13:14 ), or for decorating miles above Laodicea. The most competent com

the walls and beams of houses (Jer. 22:14). Ver
mentators think that the Christian church there

milion was a favorite color among the Assyrians,
as is still attested by the sculptures of Nimroud was founded by Epaphras (Col. 1 : 2, 7 ; 4:12), and

and Khorsabad.
believe Col. 2 : 1 to prove that - Paul had not been

there previous to writing the epistle. The city
3. Sacred , or Sacerdotal. Purple, blue, scar

was destroyed by earthquake in the nintb year of
let, and white were the four colors prescribed by Nero and rebuilt. The modern town Chonas is

Moses. Of four colors were the ten curtains of at the ruins.

the tabernacle, the veil, the curtain which hung
COLOS'SIANS. See BIBLE, BOOKS OF .

at the entrance of the holy place, and the entrance

into the court ; the ephod, the girdle, and the
COLT. See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

breastplate of the high priest. Of three colors, COMB. See HONEYCOMB ; BEES, in ANIMAL

viz., blue, purple, and scarlet, were the pomegran- KINGDOM ..

ates which adorned the robe of the ephod. Of COMFORT (Heb. 099, naw-kham', to comfort,

one color,white, were hisunder robe andmiter; give forth sighs ; Gr. napakanów, par-ak-al-eh --o,
of blue were the fifty loops of the curtain, the to call alongside, help).' Our English word ,is
cordby which the breastplate was fastened to the from Lat. confortare ( con fortis),to strengthen

ephod,and that by which the diadem was attached much, and means to ease, encourage, inspirit, en

to the miter. of one color also, sometimes blue, liven . See COMFORTLESS, in Glossary.

sometimes purple, were the coverings of the sacred

furniture of the tabernacle whenit wascarried consolation and support which result from the
As pertaining to the life of believers it is the

from place to place ; and of one color, white, were

the clothes of theordinary priests,with, probably, ing
clear to him his part in the great redemption,

gracious work of the indwelling Comforter, mak.

the exception of the particolored girdle.

4. Figurative. (1) White has a direct sig peace and joy. It is not at all times the measure
assuring him of the Saviour's love, and imparting

nificance because light is white. White denotes

what is nearly the same, holiness. The lated CONSOLATION (q. v.) in the New Testament.
of piety or grace. The Greek noun is often trans

priests were clothed in white as servants of the

Holy One and as examples in holiness. White
COMFORTER, THE. See Holy Ghost.

was also the ground color of the veil which divided
COMING OF CHRIST (Gr. napovola, par.

the sanctuary, of the curtains, of the attire of the 00-see’-ah , a being present), our Lord's first ap

high priest. Garments of salvation are certainly pearance in the flesh ( 1 John 5:20; 2 John 7), or

garments of light (Psa. 27:1, “ The Lord is my future appearance atthelast day. See MILLENNIUM.

light and my sa!vation ; " comp. Rev. 19:8 ). Figurative. Christ is said to come when his

Whitewas also che sign of festivity (Eccles. 9 :8) Gospel is introduced in any place by his ministers

and triumph (Zech. 6:3 ; Rev. 6: 2). As the color (John 15:22; Eph . 2:17), when his Church is visibly

of light (comp. Matt. 17:2) white was the symbol or powerfully established in the world (Matt.

of glory and majesty (Dan. 7 : 9 ; Ezek.9:3, sq.; 16:28),when he bestows upon believers his Spirit

Matt.28:3; John 20:12; Acts 10:30). ( 2) Black, as (John 14:18, 23, 28), when he executes judgment
the opposite of white or light, denotesmourning, upon wicked communities (2 Thess. 2 :8), and when

affliction, calamity, and death (Jer. 14 :2 ; Lam . his providence calls us away by death (Matt. 24:42).

4:8; 5:10). It was also the sign of humiliation COMMANDMENTS , THE TEN . See

(Mal. 3:14, literally, “ in black ” ) and the omen of DECALOGUE.

purity, or,

6
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"

COMMERCE. The interchange of products, from their territories they gradually established

goods, property of any kind must have been nearly colonies in Cyprus and several islands of the

coeval with the history of men. When Cain built Ægean Sea, penetrated to the Black Sea, and

a city, however insignificant it may havebeen, he spread along the shores of Sicily, Sardinia , Gaul ,

would, in all likelihood, have need of articles which Spain, and Africa, which rose to more or less im

he himself did not manufacture. The musical portance. The rising prosperity or Tyre soon

instruments made by Jubal and his descendants eclipsed the ancient and flourishing commercial

and the handiwork of Tubal -cain in “ brass and city of Sidon . About 600 B. C. her commercial

iron ” (Gen. 4:21 , 22) indicate purchasing thereof. greatness reached its zenith, and is graphically

Certainly, the construction of so large a vessel as described by Ezekiel (ch . 27).

the ark necessitated such a great quantity and 3. Israel. It was not until the time of Solo

variety of material as would require exchange, mon that Israel took prominence as a commercial

either in the way of barteror money. nation. A combination of favorable relations in .

It is clear that international trade must have vited the nation to pursue commerce with zeal,

existed and affected to some extent the pastoral and the broad extent of the possessions of Israel

nomadraces, for we find that Abraham was rich, at that time made it possible to develop traffic

not only in cattle, but in silver, gold , and plate alike by sea and by land. Solomon organized an

and ornaments (Gen. 13 : 2 ; 24:22, 53), which extensive trade with foreign countries. He im .

metals must, in all probability, have been brought ported linen yarn , horses, and chariots from
from other countries. Egypt ( 1 Kings 10 : 22–29). It was by Phænicians

1. Egypt held a prominent position from early that the cedar and other timber for his great

times among trading nations, although her com. architectural works was brought by sea to Joppa,

merce has generally been thought to have been while Solomon found the provisions necessary for

carried on by foreigners. Maspero writes (Dawn the workmen in Mount Lebanon (1 Kings 5:6, 9 ;

of Civilization, p. 392): “ The Egyptians willingly 2 Chron . 2:16). For any distant navigation, how

left their own towns in pursuit of fortune or ever, Solomon was obliged to depend upon the

adventure, and the sea did not inspire them with Phænicians, as they were the only nation at that

fear or religious horror. . . . They succeeded in time having the ability and inclination for it.
making lengthy voyages, and in transporting troops Phænician sailors were at first the teachers of the

into the enemy's territory from the mouths of the Israelites ; they aided them in building and man .

Nile to the southern coast of Syria. Inveterate ning the tall ships destined for distant voyages.

prejudice alone could prevent us from admitting They were built in Ezion-geber, the harbor of
that the Egyptians of the Memphite period went Elath, probably on the very spot where Akaba

to the ports of Asia by sea. They imported cedar now stands. The cargo brought back each time

from Lebanon and pine from Cilicia , amber from from the three years' voyage was gold, silver,

the shores of the Baltic, and, perhaps by the same ivory, red sandalwood, apes, and peacocks, prob
route, the tin used to alloy copper for making ably also nard and aloe (1 Kings 10:11, 22).
bronze. Caravans plied between Egypt and the To increase the land traffic he had small cities

lands of Chaldean civilization, crossing Syria and built in advantageous localities in which goods of

Mesopotamia, perhaps even by the shortest route, all sorts were suitably stored (1 Kings 9:18, 19 ;

as far as Ur and Babylon .” We read of such a 2 Chron. 8 :4, 6). " The main road for the land

caravan ( Ishmaelite), laden with spices, which car traffic between Egypt and the interior of Asia

ried Joseph into Egypt (Gen. 39 :1). Egyptian must have been the great highway leading past

traders sailed the Red Sea as far south as the Gaza, and further west of Jerusalem to the north

Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb, but they preferred to ' n Jordan and Damascus Here it was joined

carry on this southern trade by caravans, bringing by the road from the Phænician cities, and con

back asses and slaves. In return for these imports tinued as far as Thapsacus, on the Euphrates.

Egypt exported large quantities of grain, especially This was entirely in the dominions of the king ;
in the times of scarcity. See EGYPT. and here, under the peaceful banner of a great

2. Tyre, etc. Intercourse with Tyre does not and powerful monarchy, commerce could flourish

appear to have taken place till a laterperiod. At as it never did before ” (Ewald , Hist. of Israel,

the same period it is clear that trade was carried ii, p. 280, sq .).

on between Babylon and the Syrian cities, and also After Solomon's death the maritime trade de .

that gold and silver ornaments were common clined, and an attempt made by Jehoshaphat to

among theSyrian and Arabian races (Num . 31:50 ; revive it proved unsuccessful (1 Kings 22:18, 49) .

Josh . 7:21 ; Judg. 5:30 ; 8:24 ; Job 6:19). We know , however, that Phænicia was supplied

The Arabians availed themselves at an early from Judea with wheat, honey, oil , and balm

period of their advantageous position between the ( 1 Kings 6:11 ; Ezek. 27:17 ; Acts 12:20), while

two opulent countries of India and Egypt, and Tyrian dealers brought fish and other merchan.

obtained the monopoly of a very profitable carry. dise to Jerusalem at the time of the return from

ing trade between them . captivity (Neh. 13:16), as well as timber for the

Sidon, supplied with cedar from its neighboring rebuilding of the temple, which then, as in Solo

mountains, built many ships, and exported the mon's time, was brought by sea to Joppa (Ezra 3:

produce of the adjoining country and the various 7). Oil was exported to Egypt (Hos. 12: 1 ), and

articles of their own manufacture. The PHENI. fine linen and ornamental girdles of domestic

CIANS (q. v.),whose principal seaport was Sidon, manufacture were sold to the merchants (Prov,

were regarded as the inventors of commerce, ship- 31:24).

building, etc. When the Canaanites were expelled ! Although the successive invasions of Palestine,

"
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COMMON COMMUNITY OF GOODS

" It

26:2 ;

with the accompanying exactions upon the inhab- 2. Protestant. The Churches of the Refor .

itants, must have impoverished the country from mation rejected these views, although Protestant

time to time (1 Kings 14:26, sq. ; 15:18 ; 2 Kings definitions vary somewhat. (a) Luther declared

12:18 ; 14:13 ; 16:8 ; 18:15, 16, etc. ), it is also clear the Church was the body of believers, who, by

from the denunciations of theprophets that much faith, were saints ; hence the phrase was exeget

wealth existed and much foreign merchandise was ical of the “ Holy Church .". So also the Reformed

imported. From the language of Ezekiel Jerusa- Church, at first in its symbols, the First Helvetic

lem appears to have been the rival of Tyre, and and the Scotch Confession of 1560. (6) Calvin

through its port, Joppa, to have carried on trade understood it as a peculiarity of the Church.

with foreign countries (Isa .2 :6 , 16 ; 3:11 , 23 ; Ezek. excellently expresses the character of the Church ;

Hos. 12: 7 ; Jonah 1:3 ). as though it had been said that the saints are

The Babylonish captivity taught the Jews to united in the fellowship of Christ on this condition,

put up with an unsettled and wandering existence, that whatever benefits God bestows upon them
and to travel in any direction whither gain or they should mutually communicate to each other."

necessity summoned them. They, under the pas. He is followed in the Geneva and Heidelberg

ision for trade, migrated from Babylon into Greek Catechisms, and in the Westminster Catechism ,
cities ; and in Asia Minor, then rapidly becoming which says : “ All saints being united to one

Greek, numbers of Judeans were to be met with another in love , they have communion in each

in almost every part, but especially in the wealthy other's gifts and graces, and are obliged to the

and, in most res independent commercial performance of such duties, public and private,

cities on the west coast. They settled in large as do conduce to their mutual good, both in the
numbers in Egypt, and spread along the northern inward and outward man . " ( c) Pearson and

coast of Africa, carryingwith them their inherent Leighton agree substantially in stating that Chris.
love of trade.

tians have communion with the Father (1 John 1 :

Simon the Maccabee protected commerce, and 3 ; 2 Pet. 1 :4), with Christ ( 1 John 1 : 3 ; John

established Joppa a free port, which soon became 17:23), with the Holy Ghost (Phil. 2 : 1 ; 2 Cor.

the resort of all the ships of trade on the Medi- 13:14), with angels (Heb. 1:14 ; Luke 15:10 ; Matt.

terranean . It was also promoted by the Asmo- 17:10), with all saints on earth as the living mem

peans, and encouraged by Herod. The trade of bers of Christ (John 1 :7 ; Col. 2:19), and that they

Israel, both domestic and foreign, was greatly form one family with the saints who are in glory

promoted by the festivals, which brought large (Heb. 12:22, 23).

numbers of persons to Jerusalem and caused great COMMUNITY OF GOODS. The following

outlay for sacrifices and incense ( 1 Kings 8:63) . picture of the early Church is given in Acts:

COMMON (Gr. KoLvós, koy -nos', belonging to * And all that believed were together, and had

several, Acts 10:14), used by the Jews (like the all things common,” etc. ( 2:44, 45) ; " And the
multitude of them that believed were of one heart

Heb. 567, khole ), in opposition to that which is andofone soul: neither said any of them that

hallowed (Gr, äylos, hagʻ-ee-os ). They also applied ought of the things which he possessed was his

it to that which is impure, whether naturally or own ; but they had all things common,” etc. (4 : 32–
legally (Mark 7 :2; Rom . 14:14 ). Finally, it was 34). From this we are not at liberty to assume

used ofmeats forbidden , or such as had been par- in general “ a distinguished beneficence, liberality,

taken of by idolaters. and mutual rendering of help , ” or a prevailing

COMMONWEALTH (Gr. Tohteia, pol-ee -ti'- willingness to place private property at the dis
ah, a state ), spoken of the theocratic or divine posal of the Church ; ” but " a real community of

commonwealth (Eph.2:12); elsewhere, “ freedom ” goods ” in the early Church at Jerusalem. In

( Acts 22:28 , R. V. “ citizenship ” ). order the better to understand this community of

COMMUNICATE . See GLOSSARY.
goods the following characteristics must be noted :

(1) It took place only in Jerusalem , and probably
COMMUNION . See LORD'S SUPPER .

because of the poverty of the church in that city.

COMMUNION OF SAINTS, a part of There is no trace of it in any other church ; on

Article iii of the Apostles' Creed : " I believe in the contrary, the rich andpoor continued to live

the Holy Catholic Church, the communion of side by side (1 Cor. 16 : 2 ; 2 Cor. 9 : 5–7 ; 1 Tim. 6:

saints.” The phrase is not found in the creeds of 17 ; James 5:1, sq.). (2) This community of goods

the Greek Church; and in the Westwe find it was not ordained as a legal necessity, such as was

first in Faustus, Bishop of Reji, South Gaul, A. D. practiced by the ESSENES (q . v.). It was all left

about 455. Among the views held are : to the free will of the owners (Acts 5 :3, 4), where

1. Roman Catholic. “The communion of the sin of Ananias was shown to be his pretending

saints consists in the union which binds together to give more than he really had done. (3) “It

the members of the Church on earth, and connects was a continuation and extension of that com .

the Church on earth with the Church suffering munity of goods which subsisted in the case of

in purgatory and triumphant in heaven. The Jesus himself and his disciples , the wants of all

faithful on earth have communion with each being defrayed from a common purse ;

other because they partake of the same sacra- nest striving to carry out to the letter such com

ments, are under one head, and assist each other inands as we find in Luke 12:33. “ Every age

by their prayersand good works. .. . They com- haswitnessed anattemptto revive theJerusalem
municate with the souls in purgatory by praying dream of a life where should exist no distinctions

for them , ... with the blessed in heaven by ob- of order,' and class, and where literally all
taining their prayers" ( Cath. Dict. , s. v.). things should be possessed in common ; but every

>

an ear

>
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such attempt has failed. The estimate of Paul of the chosen family we find no mention of a

and his brother apostles was the true one : they state of concubinage; Isaac seems to have had no

judged rightly when they declined to interfere partner to his bed butRebekah, and no children

with the established order of things among civi- but Esau and Jacob. But the evil reappears in

lized peoples, or to recognize in any way a state the next generation in an aggravated form ; Esau

of society which, however beautiful in theory, in multiplying wives at pleasure, and Jacob taking

practice would effectually bar all progress, and first two wives and then two concubines.

which would result only in confusion and misery Nor was the practice ever wholly discontinued

(Rev. H. D. M. Spence, Bib . Ed., üi, 267). among the Israelites, for we see that the following

COMPASS (Heb. usually 350, saw -bab', to re
men had concubines, viz. , Eliphaz (Gen. 36:12),

volve ), used in the A. V. as a noun, as to “ fetch a (2 Sam .6:13), Solomon (1 Kings 11:3), Rehoboam
Gideon ( Judg. 8:31), Saul (2 Sam . 3 : 7), David

compass” (Num . 34:5 ; Josh. 16 :3, etc.; Acts 2 Chron. 11:21), Abijab (2 Chron. 13:21). In

28:13, Gr. Teplépxqual, to go around).
deed, in process of time concubinage appears to

COMPASSION . See MERCY, have degenerated into a regular custom among the

COMPEL, the rendering in the A. V. (Matt. Jews, and the institutions of Moses were directed

5:41 ; 27:32 ; Mark 15:21 ) of the technical Greek to prevent excess and abuse by wholesome laws

term ang-ar-yew ':o (ayyapevw), literally, “ to em- and regulations (Exod. 21: 7-9 ; Deut. 21: 10–14 ).

ploy a courier.” These couriers had authority to The unfaithfulness of a concubine was considered

press into their service, in case of need, horses, as criminal (2 Sam . 3 : 7, 8), and was punished with

vessels, even men they met. In Luke 14:23 the scourging (Lev. 19:20). In Judg. 19 the possessor

Greek word (avaykášw, an -ang -kad -zo) has the of a concubine was called her “ husband,” her

milder sense of to urge. See GLOSSARY . father is called the “ father-in -law," and he the

COMPREHEND . See GLOSSARY.
“ son - in - law ," showing how nearly the concubine

approached to the wife.

CONANI'AH (Heb. 1777313, ko -nan-yaw '-hoo, Sometimes, to avoid debauchery, a female slave

Jah has sustained ). would be given to the son, and wasthen considered

1. A Levite, ruler of the offerings and tithes as one of the children of the house, and retained

in the time of Hezekiah (2 Chron. 31:12, 13 , A. V. her rights as concubine even after the marriage of
Cononiah " ). the son (Exod. 21 : 9, 10).

2. One who made large offerings for the pas- Christianity restores the sacred institution of

chal sacrifices as renewed by Josiah (2 Chron. marriage to its original character,and concubinage
35: 9). is ranked with fornication and adultery (Matt. 19 :

CONCISION (Gr. katatou “, kat -at-om -ay', cut- 5 ; 1 Cor.7:2). Still the practice of concubinage
ting down ,mutilation ),a contemptuous term used yieldedonly inthe slowest andmostgradualman

by Paul(Phil. 3 :2) todenote thezealous advocates after the establishment of Christianity the state
ner even to our Lord's explicit teachings. Long

of circumcision ; as though he would say, “ Keep recognized concubinage as contradistinguished

your eye on that boasted circumcision,or,tocall from marriage,though not in coexistencewith it;
it by its true name, ' concision , ' or 'mutilation .' "
In Gal. 5:12 he speaks more pointedly: “ Iand evenaslate as the Councilof Toledo, A.D.

400, communion was allowed to persons living
would they (the same class of Judaizing teachers) therein, while it excluded polygamists. For cen

wereeven cut off ” (Gr. árokóxovrai), i. e. , make turies concubinage was quite common among

themselves eunuchs.

CONCLUDE. See GLOSSARY,
clergy and laity, being at first denied to the clergy,

CONCUBINE (Heb. w5 , pee-leh '-ghesh, the Reformation .It still exists insome countries,
but only with generaleffect, about the period of

derivation uncertain), a secondary or inferior particularly Germany, under the title of left
wife. handed, or morganatic marriage, in allusion to the

1. Roman and Greek. Among the Romans manner of its being contracted, viz. , by the man

it was only at a comparatively late period that giving the woman bis left hand instead of the

concubinage acquired any kind of legal sanction, right. This is a real marriage, though without the

andthe concubine came to be substituted for the usual solemnity, and the parties are bound to live

mistress. Among the Greeks, however, the dis- together, though the woman cannot take her hus
tinction between wife and concubine was early band's name and title.

established, the former being for the begetting of CONCUPISCENCE (Gr. Én côvuía , epee-thoo.
legitimate children and taking charge of the affairs mee'-ah, a longing, Rom .7:8 ; Col. 3:5 ),evil desire,

of the house, the other for performing daily min- generally in tạe sense of indwellingsin.
istrations about the person.

2. Hebrew . Concubinage early came into CONDEMNATION (Heb. yun, raw -shah ',

general practice, for we read (Gen, 22:24) of to make or declare wrong ( in law ]; Gr. xpiua, kred .

Bethuel, the father of Rebekah, having not only mah, judgment pronounced ). The Greek word is

his wife Milcah, but also a concubine, Reumah, translated judgment and (often wrongly) damna
who bore him four children . Indeed , concubinage tion . Condemnation signifies the declaring an

substantially appeared when Abraham took Hagar evildoer to be guilty ; the punishment inflicted
as a sort of wife, by whom Sarah hoped he would ( 1 Cor. 11:32, 34 ); testimony by good example

have children-to be reckoned, in some sense, as against malefactors (Matt. 12:41, 42). We use

her own, and to take rank as proper members of the word with the lighter meaning of censure, dis

the family (Gen. 16: 1 , sq.). In thenext generation approval, blame, etc.

a
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name

CONDUIT (Heb. tpyn, teh - aw -laro', a channel, 2. The Comitia , or Legislative Assem

watercourse,” Job 38:25 ; " trench," 1 Kings blies. (1) Composition. The persons composing
18: 32–38) . The aqueduct made by Hezekiah to the Comitia were judges, heads of families, gene

convey the water from the upper pool of Gihon alogists (Heb. 0990, sho -ter -eem '), elders, and the
into the western part of Jerusalem (2 Kings 18 :

princes of the tribes . These representatives
17 ; 20:20 ; Isa . 7 :3 ; 36 : 2). It seems to have

been at first an open trench, but closed with formed the congregation. Comp. Exod. 12: 3 , “ the

masonry at the approach of the Assyrians. The congregation of Israel; ” v. 21 , " the elders of

aqueduct, though much injured,and not serviceable Israel; ", further, Deut. 31:28 , where we read,

for water beyond Bethlehem, still exists ; the
“ the elders of your tribes and your officers ;

water is conveyed from about two miles S. of Beth- and in v. 30, "the whole congregation of Is

lehem , crossing the valley of Hinnomona bridge rael.” Thus bothexpressions arein everycase
of nine arches. identical, and congregation or assembly of Israel

means the people of Israel present in their repreCONEY. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.
sentatives.

CONFECTION (Heb. 7777, ro '-kakh, Exod. (2) Meetings. The Comitia were convened by

30:35), the perfume (v. 37) made by the temple the judge or ruler, for the time being, and, in case
apothecary. of his absence, by the high priest ( Josh. 23 : 1 , 2 ;

CONFECTIONARY (Heb. 1727, raw-kakh', assembling appears to have been at the doorof
Num. 10:24 ; Judg. 20:27 , 28). The place of

1 Sam . 8:13), a female perfumer.
the tabernacle (Num. 10: 3 ; 1 Sam . 10:17); al

CONFERENCE (Gr. apocavationul, pros -an- though some other place, commonly of some celeb

at-ith '-ay-mee, to communicate), the bringing to rity, was selected (Josh . 24 : 1 ; 1 Sam . 11:14, 15 ;

gether of individual opinions, to discuss ; hence 1 Kings 12 : 1 ) . While in the wilderness the sum.

applied to any religious discussion (Gal. 2: 6). mons was given by blowing the holy trumpets ;

CONFESSION (Heb. from -777, yaw.daw ', select convention, composed merely of the headsthe blowing of one trumpet being the signal for it

literally, to use, i. e ., extend the hand) is used in of the clans or associated families, and of the

the Old Testament in the sense ofacknowledging princes of the tribes ; the blowing of two trumpets,

one's sin (Lev. 5:5 ; Job 40:14 ; Psa . 32:5). In the signal for convening the great assembly, com

the prayer of Solomon at the dedication of the posed notonly of the above, but also of the elders,

temple he uses the expression “ confess thy judges , and genealogists, and, in some instances,

( 1 Kings 8:33, 35 ; 2 Chron. 6:24, 26 ), of the whole body of the people (Num. 10 :244 ).

doubtless meaning the acknowledgment of Je. When Israel was settled in Palestine notification

hovah as the one against whom the Israelites of the assembly was sent by messengers.

might sin, and the justice of punishment meted

( 3) Powers, etc. In the congregation the rightsout by him.

The Greek word rendered " confession ” is oporo of sovereignty were exercised, such as declaring

war (Judg. 20: 1, 11-14), making peace (Judg. 21 :
yéw , hom -ol-og-eh '-o, literally, to say the same thing,

i.e ., not to deny, and so to admit or declare one's 13-20), and concluding treaties (Josh.9: 15–21).

self guilty of whathe is accused. It is also used Civil rulers and generals, andeventually kings,

inthe sense ofa profession , implying the yielding 12:20 ). The congregation acted without instrucwere chosen ( 1 Sam . 10:17 ; 2 Sam . 5 : 1 ; 1 Kings

or change of one's conviction (John 12:42 ; Acts tions from the people, on their own authority, and

23 : 8 ; Rom. 10: 9, 10 ; 1 Tim. 6:13 , etc. ).

according to their own views ; still they were in
CONFUSION . See GLOSSARY.

the habit of proposing to the people their decisions

CONFUSION OF TONGUES. See BABEL ; for ratification ( 1 Sam. 11:14 , 15 ; comp. Josh.

TONGUES, CONFUSION OF . 8:33) . When Jehovah was chosen as the special

CONGREGATION (Heb. -777, ay-daw ', or king of the Hebrews it was by the people them

wi, mo-ade' ; Gr, ovvaywyh , soon -ag- o -gay ).
selves , all of whom, as well as their rulers, took

the oath of obedience, even the women and chil.
1. The Hebrew People in its collective dren (Exod. 24 : 3-8 ; Deut. 29 :9-14).

capacity under its peculiar aspect as a holy com- In the later periods of Jewish history the con

munity, held together by religious rather than gregation was represented by the SANHEDRIN (9.v. );
political bonds.Sometimes it is used in a broad and the term SYNAGOGUE (q. v. ), applied in the

sense as inclusive of foreign settlers (Exod. 12: Septuagint exclusively to the congregation, was

19) ; but more properly, asexclusively appropriate transferred to the place of meeting. In Acts 13 :

to the Hebrew element of the population (Num. 43, however, it is used in a modern sense of an

15:15 ). Every circumcised Hebrew was a mem- assemblage (Keil, Bib. Arch ., ii, 315 ; Jahn, Bib.
ber of the congregation, and took part in its pro - Arch.).

ceedings, probably from the time that he bore

CONGREGATION , MOUNT OF (Heb. 73It is important, however, to observe that

heacquired nopoliticalrightsinhisindividual 7922, har mo-ade ), supposedby some to refer to
capacity, but only as a member of a house ; for Mount Moriah as the site of the temple (Isa. 14:

the basis of the Hebrew polity was the house, 13) , but Zion was neither a northern point of the

whence was formed in an ascending scale the earth , nor was it situated on the north of Jerusa

family or collection of houses, the tribe or col.lem . “ The prophet makes the king of Babylon

lection of families, and the congregation or collec - speak after the general notion of his people, who

tion of tribes.
placed the seat of the Deity on the summit of the

arms.

( 16)
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CONGREGATION
CONVERSION

true sense

northern mountains, which were lost in the clouds” therewith (Acts 13 : 2, 3 ; 1 Cor. 12:28). See OR

(Delitzsch, Com .).
DINATION.

CONGREGATION ,

3. Modern Use. The uses of the term in

TABERNACLE OF.

See TABERNACLE.

modern times correspond in the main to the fun .

damental Scripture ideas. Thus in ecclesiastical

CONI'AH , another form of JEHOIACHIN (q . v. ) . phraseology it denotesthe setting apart of a church

CONONI'AH. See CONANIAH.
for the purpose ofworship,or the setting apart of

CONSCIENCE (Lat. conscientia, conscious. The broadest andmost important application is

a person to an office of the Christian ministry.

ness;Gr.ovveidnois, soon -i'-day-sis ), the conscious that which refers to the dedication of one's self

ness that a proposed act is or is not conformable toGod , to behis possession and devoted to his

to one's ideal of right, and manifesting itself in service. Persons thus dedicating themselves are

the feelingof obligation or duty. Conscienceis sanctified by the Spirit,andthus becomein the
not so much a distinct faculty of the mind, like ac consecrated." The Holy Ghost is

perception,memory,etc.,as an exercise of the judg: both the seal and power of consecration. See

ment and the power of feeling, as employed with SANCTIFICATION.

reference to moral truth . It implies moral sense

“ to discern both good and evil ” (Heb. 5:14), and

CONSOLATION. See COMFORT, HOLY GHOST

a feeling, more or less strong, of responsibility. CONSTELLATIONS. See ASTRONOMY, STAR .

Thus it will appear to be wrong to name conscience

“ the voice of God,” although this is true, that the 10:22, 23 ; 28:22). See DISEASES.

CONSUMPTION , end, consummation (Isa.

testimony of conscience certainly rests on a divine
CONTAIN. See GLOSSARY.

foundation , a divine law in man, the existence of
which, its claims and judgments, are removed from CONTENTION (Heb.77779, mau -dohn ', strife ;

hio subjective control.
57, reeb, pleading ; Gr. špis, er' -is, strife), im

If a man knows his doing to be in harmony moderate strife or struggle in words to obtain an

with this law his conscience is good (Acts 23:1; end, angry debate,discordant discussion, wrangling

1 Tim .1:5, 19 ; Heb. 13:18 ; 1 Pet. 3:16, 21),pure controversy,altercation, partisanship,puttingone's

(1 Tim . 3:9; 2 Tim . 1:3),void of offense(Gr.ampóoko- self forward, factiousness (Prov. 13:10 ; 17:14 ;

hos). If his doing be evil, so also is his conscience, 18:6 ; Hab. 1 :3 ; Acts 15 : 3 , etc.; Rom. 2:18 ; see

inasmuch as it is consciousness of such evil (Heb. also Phil. 2:3 ; James 3:14, 16 ; in the plural,

10:22) ; it is defiled (Gr. peplaquévn, Tit. 1:15; 2 Cor. 12:20; Gal. 5:20). Contention is also the

1 Cor. 8 :7 ) when it is stained by evil deeds ; or rendering of Gr. épiðeia, er -ith- i'-ah , from a verb

seared with a hot iron (1 Tim . 4:2) when it is meaning, “ to work for bire,” lience a mean, sordid

branded with its evil deeds, or cauterized , i. e. , fellow .

made insensible to all feeling.

Paul lays down the law that a man should fol.

CONTENTMENT (Gr. avrápkela , ow-tar'-ki

low his own conscience, even though it be weak ; dered in2 Cor. 9:8. It is that disposition of mind,

ah) . The word means “ sufficiency," and is so ren

otherwise moral personality wouldbe destroyed

(1 Cor. 8:10, sq. ; 10:29, sq . ). See GLOSSARY.

through grace, in which one is independent of out

ward circumstances (Phil. 4:11 ; 1 Tim. 6 : 6 , 8), so as

CONSECRATION, the rendering of several not to be moved by envy (James 3:16), anxiety

Hebrew and Greek words. It is the act of setting (Matt . 6:25, 34) , and repining (1 Cor . 10:10).

apart any thing or person to the worship or service
CONTRACT. See COVENANT.

of God .

1. The Law of Moses ordained that the first
CONTRITION (Heb. 87, daw-kaw', bruised;

born, both of man and beast, should be consecrated our English word is from Lat. contritus), penitence,

to Jehovah ; also that all the race of Abraham humiliation, and grief for having sinned . The con

was in a peculiar manner consecrated to his wor- trite soul is symbolized in the “ bruised reed ”

ship, wbile the tribe of Levi and family of Aaron (Matt. 12:20), which the Saviour “ will not break . "

were more immediately consecrated to the service Contrition is the antecedent to pardon (Psa. 34 :

ofGod (Exod. 13 : 2 ; Num. 3:12 ; 1 Pet. 2 : 9). There 18 ; 51:17 ; Isa. 66 : 2 ). Daw -kaw ' is the word

were also consecrations, voluntary and of tem- (Isa. 53 : 5 , 10) rendered , “ He was bruised for our
porary or abiding nature (see Vow) . Thus Han . iniquities ;' “ It pleased the Lord to bruise him . "

nah devoted her son Samuel to a lifetime service Roman Catholic theology names perfect repent

in the tabernacle ( 1 Sam . 1:11) ; and David and ance “ contrition ,” and imperfect repentance

Solomon appointed the Nethinim to a similar trition .”

service in the temple (Ezra 8:20). The Hebrews CONVENIENT. · See GLOSSARY.

sometimes devoted to the Lord their fields and CONVENT. See GLOSSARY.

cattle, spoils taken in war (Lev. 27:28, 29), vessels CONVERSANT. See GLOSSARY,

( Josh. 6:19), profits (Mic. 4:13 ), individuals (Num.
CONVERSATION . See GLOSSARY.

6 : 2–13 ; 1 Sam . 1:11 ; Luke 1:15), and nations

(Exod. 19: 6) .

CONVERSION (Gr. ÉTLOTpooń ,ep -is -trof-ay ,

2. In the New Testament all Christians are Acts 15:3, rendered “ conversion,” literally, turn

consecrated persons. They are not only “ a holy | ing toward ), a term denoting, in its theological

nation,” but also “ a royal priesthood ” (1 Pet. 2: use, the “ turning " of a soul from sin unto God.

9). The New Testament also recognizes special The verb (ÉTlOtpłow ) is sometimes rendered in the

consecrations, as to the work of the Christian New Testament “ to convert," sometimes simply

ministry, or to some particular service connected “ to turn ." In its active sense it represents the

ܪ

at

ܙܙ

a
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action of one who is instrumental in “ turning " or COʻOS (Gr. Kūs, koce), a small island , formerly

" converting ” others (Luke 1:16 ; Acts 26:18 ; called Meropis, in the Ægean Sea (Acts 21:1), the

James 5:19, 21 ) ; intransitively, the action of men birthplace of Hippocrates, celebrated for wines

in their own conversion, i . e . , the action of men and beautiful stuffs. It is now called Stanchio,
empowered by divine grace to “ turn " from sin and has a population of about eight thousand.

" toward " God (Acts 3:19, R. V.) . Paul spent the night on the island when on his

The Hebrew terms of the Old Testament have voyage to Judea from Miletus .

a similar significance and use (Psa. 19 : 7 ; 51:13 ; COPING (Heb.n , tay ' -fakh, a handbreadth ),

Jer. 31:18 ; Ezek. 33:11 ). There is a measure of

freedom in the Scripture use of these terms that

should put us on our guard againstattempts at

too rigid definition . But in a general way it may

be said that conversion in the Scriptures has a

more exact and restricted meaning than is ascribed

to it in common religious phraseology. Conver

sion is not justification, or regeneration, or assur

ance of reconciliation, however closely these bless

ings may be connected with true conversion. Like

repentance and faith , both involved in conversion,

conversion is an act of man which he is enabled

to perform by divine grace.

Justification and regeneration are acts of God,

which he invariably accomplishes for those who

are converted, i. e., for those who, with repentance

and faith, “ turn ” away from sin “ toward ” him

( Acts 3:19 ). For a full and discriminating state

ment of the doctrine of conversion, see Pope, Comp.

Christian Doc. , iii , 367–371 . See REPENTANCE.

CONVICTION (Gr. Aérau, el-eng -kho, to

convict, reprove, John 8:46 , A. V. “ convinceth ."

The R. V. changes the rendering to convicteth .”

1 Cor. 14:24, A. V. " convinced ” is in R. V.

reproved ; " in Tit. 1 : 9 “ convince " is changed to

convict,” etc.). The meaning of conviction as a Coping.

law term is being found guilty. In common lan
guage it means being persuaded or convinced. In the corbels, i . e. , projecting stones on which the

theology it means being condemned at thebar of ends of timbers are laid ( 1 Kings 7: 9).

one's own conscience as a sinner in view of the COPPER. See MINERAL KINGDOM.

law of God. It is the antecedent to repentance, COPPERSMITH (Gr. xahkeus, khalk -yooce',

and is often accompanied bya painful sense of a brazier), a worker in any kind of metals; probably
exposure to God's wrath . It is the work of the Alexander was so called (2 Tim. 4:14) because cop

Holy Spirit, showing the heinousness of sin and per was in such common use. See HANDICRAFTS.

the soul's exposure to divine wrath. The means
COR. See METROLOGY, II, 1 , (6 ).

of conviction are various : Gospel truth, the law
CORAL. See MINERAL KINGDOM.

read or heard, reflection , affliction, calamity, etc.

It often comes suddenly, and may be stified, as it CORBAN (Gr. kopßāv, kor -ban ', an offering ),

surely is, if not heeded . a name common to any sacred gift ; the term in

CONVINCE . See GLOSSARY.
general use to denote sacrifice, its equivalent

(Exod. 28:38) being holy gifts. All things or per

CONVOCATION (Heb. $ ?????, mik -raw '), a sons consecrated (or vowed ) for religious purposes

holy assembly, i. e., a meeting of the people for the became corban and fell to the sanctuary. " Thei.

worship of Jehovah (Exod. 12:16, etc.). The fol. Pharisees taught that as soon as a person had
lowing occasions were to be held as convocations: said to his father or mother, “ Be it (or, It is)

The Sabbaths (Lev. 23: 2, 3); the Passover, the corban (i. e., devoted) whatever of mine shall

first and the last day (Exod. 12:16
; Lev. 23 :7, 8 ; all to God and was relieved from using it for his

profit thee ” (Mark 7:11 ), he thereby consecrated

Num. 28:18, 25 ) ; the Pentecost, Feast of Weeks

( Lev. 23:21; Num . 28:26); the FeastofTrumpets parents . This Jesus declared tobe contradictory
(Lev.28:24; Num. 29:1) ; the Feast of Tabernacles, of thecommand which taught children to honor

first and last day (Lev . 23:35, 36 ; Num . 29:12) ;
their parents. See Vows.

the onegreat Fast, the annualDay of Atonement CORD, the rendering of several Hebrew words,

( Lev. 23:27; Num. 29 :7). the most comprehensive of which is bon, kheh '.
One great feature ofthe convocation was that bel, from the root meaning to twist, hence the

no work was to be doneupon these days, except English cable. The term cord includesin its mean.

what was necessary for the preparation offood ; ing rope, twine, thread, thongs, etc.
on the Sabbath even this was prohibited (Exod. 1. The Material of which cord was made

33:2, 3).
varied according to the strength required . Wil

COOK , COOKING . See Food. kinson says that flax was used for making ropes,
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"

string, and various kinds of twine ; for large upon an isthmus between the gulfs of Lepanto

ropes, however, of ordinary quality and for com- and Ægina, connecting the Peloponnesus and the

mon purposes, the fibers of the date tree were mainland, forty miles W.of Athens.
It had two

employed, as at the present day. The strongest harbors, Cenchreä on the east and Lechæum on
rope was probably made of strips of camel hide, the west. Its citadel, called Acrocorinthus, was

still used by the Bedouins for drawing water. built upon the rock two thousand feet above the

Other materials are mentioned, as reeds, rushes, level of the sea.

osier, etc. 2. History. It had a mixed population of

2. Uses. The following uses of cord are men . Romans, Greeks, and Jews. It was wealthy, lus .

tioned : ( 1 ) For fastening a tent (Exod. 35:18 ; urious, immoral, and vicious. In 146 B. C. the

39:40 ; Isa . 54 : 2) . (2 ) For leading or binding ani . Romans destroyed it. Julius Cæsar restored it,

mals, as a halter or rein (Psa . 118 :27 ; Hos. 11 :4 ). 46 B. C. Gallio, brother of Seneca, was proconsul

(3) For yoking them either to a cart (Isa . 5:18 ) or when Paul first visited it. Upon the second visit

a plow (Job 39:10, A. V. “ band " ) . (4) For Paul wrote his Epistle to the Romans, probably

binding prisoners (Judg. 15:13 ; Psa . 2 :3 ; 129 :4 ; 58 A. D. The Gentile element prevailed in the

Ezek. 3:25). (5 ) For bowstrings (Psa. 11:2)made of Christian Church in Corinth . In 1462 the Turks

catgut ; such are spoken of in Judg. 16: 7 (A. V. gained possession of it and held it till the Greek
green withs,” but more properly fresh or moist revolution. Its former glory has entirely passed

bowstrings). (6) For the ropes or “ tacklings” of away. A miserable village called Gortbo exists

a vessel ( Isa. 33:23 ) . ( 7 ) For measuring ground amid the ancient ruins . Þau visit to Corinth is

(2 Sam . 8 : 2 ; Psa . 78:55 ; Amos 7:17 ; Zech . 2 : 1 ) ; narrated in Acts 18. His Epistles to the Corin. ·

hence cord or line became an expression for an thians form an index of the moral character of

inheritance (Josh. 17:14 ; 19 : 9 ; Psa. 16: 6 ; Ezek . the people. See SUPPLEMENT.

47:13), and even for any defined district (Deut. CORIN'THIAN , an inhabitant of CORINTE

3:4). ( 8 ) For fishing and snaring. (9 ) For attach
(q. v. ) .

ing articles of dress, as the “ wreathen chains,"
SeeCORIN'THIANS, EPISTLES TO.

which were rather twisted cords, worn by the
BIBLE, BOOKS OF.

high priests (Exod . 28:14 , 22, 24 ; 39:15, 17).

(10) For fastening awnings (Esth . 1 :6). (11 ) For
CORIN'THUS, another form of CORINTH

attaching to a plummet. (12) For drawing water (Epistle to Romans, subscription).

out of a well or raising heavy weights (Josh . 2:15 ; CORMORANT. See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

Jer. 38:6 , 13).
CORN. See GLOSSARY.

3. Figurative. ( 1 ) To gird one's self with

a cord was a token of sorrow and humiliation
CORNELIUS (Gr. Kopvnxuoc, kor-may -lee - 0s ).

( 1 Kings 20:31-33 ; Job 36 : 8). (2 ) To stretch 1. Family. He was probably of the Cornelii,
out a cord over or about a city signifies to destroy a noble and distinguished family at Rome. He is

it ( Isa. 34:11 ; Lam . 2 : 8 ) . Probably the meaning described (Acts 10:2) as “ a devout man ,and one
is that God brings about destruction with the that feared God with all his house," etc.' He was

same rigid exactness as that with which a builder a centurion of the Italian band stationed at

carries out his well-considered plan . (3 ) Tent Cæsarea.

cords furnish several metaphors of stability (Isa . 2. Relation to Judaism . Some think him

33:20, “ neither shall any of the cords thereof be a proselyte of the gate (q . v .), who, having re

broken ,” and Jer. 10:20, “ all my cords are nounced idolatry, and worshiping the true God,

broken ,” signifying disaster). (4 ) “ The cords of submitted to the seven (supposed) precepts of

one's sins " (Prov. 5:22) are the consequences of Noah, frequented the synagogue, and offered

wrongdoing. (5) As the tent supplied a favorite sacrifices by the hands of the priests, but, not

image of the human body, the cords which held it having received circumcision, was not reckoned
in its place represented the principle of life (Job among the Jews. Of the truth of this there is

4:21 ; Eccles . 12:6 ). The “ silver cord ” (Eccles . no positive evidence. Yet Cornelius appears to

12 : 6) is supposed to be the spinal marrow , and is have been in that class of persons described by

thought to refer to the silk and silver cord by Bishop Tomline, consisting of Gentiles who had so
which lamps were suspended , and the breaking of far benefited by their contact with the Jewish

which allowed the lamp to be dashed to pieces. people as to have become convinced that theirs
(6 ) A “ threefold cord ,” i. e. , one of three strands, was the true religion . They, consequently, wor

is the symbol of union, the combination of many shiped the true God, were acquainted with the

(Eccles. 4:12). (7) “ I drew them with cords of a Scriptures of the Old Testament, and observed
(Hos. 11 :4) is an expression signifying that several Jewish customs, as, for instance, their

God had employed humane methods, such as men hours of prayer or anything else that did not in

employed when inducing others, as , for instance, a volve an act of special profession.
father guiding a child , who is learning to walk , 3. Sends for Peter. While in prayer an

with leading strings. angel appeared to him and declared that his

CORE,a mode of Grecizing (Jude 11 ) the name
prayers and alms had come up for a memorial

KORAH (q. v. ).
before God , " and directed him to send to Joppa

for Peter. The messengers were received and hos
CORIANDER . See VegetaBLE KINGDOM.

pitably entertained by Peter, who had been pre

COR’INTH (Gr. Kópivvos, kor '- in -thos, orna- pared by the revelations of the noonday vision .

ment,beauty). Arriving at the house of Cornelius, Peterpro

1. Physical Description. A Grecian city Iceeded to explain his vision, when the Holy Ghost

2

>

1 )

man
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1 )

CG

corner stone

66

>

fell upon the Gentiles present, and they were “ bap- CORNER STONE (Heb. 1777 778 eh ' -ben

tized in the name of the Lord” (Acts 10:1–3), pin'naw , Job 38 :6 ; Isa. 28:16 ; Gr. kepałń ywvías,

A. D. 45. Cornelius thus became the first fruit kef-al-ay' go-nee'-as), the stone at the corner of

of the Gentile world to Christ, and was publicly two walls and uniting them ; specifically, the stone

recognized as such. According to Jerome, he built built into one corner of the foundation of an

a Christian church at Cæsarea, but later tradition edifice as the actual or nominal starting point of

makes him bishop of Scamandios (Scamandria ?) a building. . From a comparison of passages we

and ascribes to him the working of a great miracle. and mention of “ a stone for foundations ” (Isa.

CORNER , the rendering of several Hebrew 28:16), a stone for a corner ” (Jer. 51:26 , from

and Greek words : which it would appear that corner stones were

1. Pin -nav ' (Heb. 792, pinnacle ), an angle, as placed in different positions as regards elevation ).
The

the corner of a house (Job 1:19), a street (Prov. 118:22 ) and the headstone ” (Zech. 4 :7) seem to
expressions “the head of the corner " (Psa.

7:8), roof (Prov. 21 : 9), etc. warrant the conclusion that the “ corner stone " is

2. Pay -aw ' (Heb. 17X ?, mouth , hence side, the a term equally applicable to the chief stone at

extreme part ), the side of anything, as the points the top and that in the foundation.
of the compass, sometimes rendered “ quarter, ” Figurative. The phrase corner stone ” is

“ side; ” districts of a country (Neh. 9:22), in the sometimes used to denote any principal person, as
plural meaning the whole land (Num . 24:17) ; the the princes of Egypt ( Isa. 19:13 , margin ). Christ

extreme part of anything, as of a field (Lev . 19 :9), is called the in reference to his

of the table of showbread (Exod. 25:26), of being the foundation of the Christian faith (Eph.

a divan (Amos 3:12, in which passage its use 2:20 ) and the importance and conspicuousness of
is obscure, some understanding it to mean the the place he occupies (Matt. 21:42 ; 1 Pet. 2 : 6).

post of bonor,others the mostconvenient place CORNET. See Music, INSTRUMENTAL.

for repose, still others as meaning only a small
CORRECTION (Heb . 107, yaw-sar', to inportion, implying poverty). The corners of

the head and beard ” (Lev . 19:27 ; 21 :5) were the struct, chastise; na , yaw -kakh', to manifest, rea

places where the hair of the beard meets that of son with, reprove). In “ He that chastiseth the

the head , which the Jews were forbidden to cut heathen, shall not he correct ? ” (Psa. 94:10) both

(see Hair ). Hebrew words are used in the above order. The

3. Kaw -nawf" (Heb. 1777, edge ), used in Isa . man is styled happy whom God thus correcteth
11:12 ; 30:20 ; Ezek . 7: 2, to express the “ four (Job 5:17). The Scriptures are for correction

corners of the earth," or the whole land . (2 Tim. 3:16). In the Bible the word has the

4. Kaw -thafe' (Heb. Ano, shoulder ), the border same double meaning as in other English litera

ture, viz., to reform , rectify, free from errors, and
or side of a building (1 Kings 6 : 8 ; 7:30), the sea to chastise or punish ; the act of correcting.

(Num. 34:11), city or country (Josh. 15 :8, 10, etc.).
CORRUPTION , the rendering of several

5. Mak-tso ' -ah (Heb. yixpa, angle), spoken of Hebrew and Greek words,signifying( 1) Thedecay

the external extremities of the tabernacle (Exod . of the body (Job 17:14 ; Psa . 16:10 , etc.). (2) The

27 :2, 4 ; 36:29), the internalones of a court (Ezek. blemishes which rendered an animal unfit for

41:22 ) . sacrifice ( Lev. 22:25). (3 ) The demoralization of

6. Pah'-am (Heb. 632, step ), a term applied to heart and life through sin (Gen.6:12; Deut. 9:12),

the extremities (perhapsfeet) of the ark and laver resultingin those sinful habits and practices
which defile and ruin men (Rom. 8:21 ; 2 Pet.

(Exod. 25:12 ; Kings 7:30).
2:12, 19). (4) Everlasting ruin (Gal . 6 :8).

7. Tsay-law' (Heb.32x,rib, or side), the corners
CORRUPTION , MOUNT OF, a hill near

of each side of the altar of incense (Exod. 30 :4 ; Jerusalem , where Solomon established high places

37:27).
for the worship of Ashtoreth, Chemosh, and Mil

8. Kaw -tsaw ' (Heb. 17 * 7, cut off, end ). Used com, afterward overthrown by Josiah (2 Kings

as No. 7. 23:13). Tradition locates it at the eminence im.

9. Zaw -veeth ' (Heb. 079? , angle), the corners of mediately south of the Mount of Olives.

an altar (Zech, 9:15) ; the corner columns of a
COʻSAM (Gr. Kwoáj, ko-sam', a diviner), the

palace, representing female figures (Psa. 144 :12).
son of Elmodam and father of Addi , in the line

10. The Greek word ywria, go-nee'-ah , may of Joseph, the husband of Mary (Luke 3:28).

mean the corner of a stree'i, forming a square COTES (Heb. only in the plural, ning

( Matt. 6:5), or a dark recess used for secrecy ay-roth ', stalls), pens or inclosures for Aocks
( Acts 26:26). The corners of the sheet in (ž Chron. 32:28).

Peter's vision (Acts 10:11 ; 11:6 ) is the rendering
COTTAGE. (1 ) A hut made of boughs (Isa.

of another word, meaning the “ beginning. "
The “corner of the field was not allowed to 1 : 8 ; Heb. 7 , sook-kaw'), for the purpose of

be wholly reaped (Lev. 19 : 9), but was to be left temporary shelter. Being of slight structure, when

to the gleaning by the poor. See REAPING . the fruits were gathered they were either taken

For the head of the corner," see CORNER STONE. down or blown down by the winds of winter

CORNER GATE . This gate was at the north. ( Job 27:18, " booth ” ). (2) Another Hebrew word

west corner of Jerusalem (2 Kings 14:13 ;2 Chron. (1737572, mel-oo-naw") occurs in Isa. 24:20, “ The

25:23 ). See JERUSALEM . earth ... shall be removed like a cottage; " better,

av

(
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COUCH
COVENANT

swing to and fro like a hammock. It would seem a career (2 Tim. 4 :7 ), path, direction (Psa. 82:5),

to have been a swinging bed suspended from the running as of a horse (Jer. 8:6 ; 23:10 ).

trees or an even frailer structure than No. 1 COURSE OF PRIESTS AND LEVITES

(rendered “ lodge,” Isa. 1 : 8). ( 3) The cottages ( Heb. 2772, makh -al-oʻ-keth ; Gr. éonuepia, ef.

mentioned in Zephaniah (2 : 6 ; Heb.on?, ke-roth', ay-mer-ce"-ah,lusting for a day). The number of

literally, diggings) are thought by some to mean the priests and Levites had so increased that

wells,butprobably were excavations made by the David divided them into twenty -four classes or

shepherds as a protection against the sun. orders, with a president at the head of each

COUCH. See BED.
class, The order in which each of these classes

COUCHING PLACE (Heb. ya??, mar

was to take its turn was determined by lot, a new

one being appointed every week, their duties be.

bates ), a resting place for flocks (Ezek. 25 : 5 ) , an ginning with one Sabbath and ending on the next
expression showing the utter ruin of Ammon. | ( 2 Kings 11 : 9 ; 2 Chron. 23 : 8 ; see also 1 Chron.

COULTER (Heb. 8, ayth, 1 Sam. 13:20, 21 ), 24:1, where the twenty -four orders are enumer.
according to Isa. 2 :4 , Mic. 4 :3 , and Joel 3:10 , ated ; and 27: 1 , sq . ). See LEVITES, PRIESTS.

is an iron instrument used in agriculture, the COURT (Heb. usually , khaw -tsare ), an

majority of theancient versions rendering it plow open inclosure; applied in Scripturemostly to the
share. inclosures of the tabernacle and TEMPLE (9. v. ) .

COUNCIL . In the Old Testament council is It also means a yard of a prison (Neli . 3:25 ; Jer.

the rendering of the Heb. 1777 ?, rig -maw ', liter- 32:2), of a private house (2 Sam . 17:18 ), and of a

ally, a heap (Psa. 68:27 ), a throng or company of palace (2 Kings 20 :4 ; Esth. 1:5, etc.).

“ Court for owls ” (Isa . 34:13) is rendered by
persons. Two Greek words are thus rendered in

the New Testament :

Delitzsch (Com ., in loc.) “ pasture for ostriches."

1. A consultation of persons(Matt . 12:14, Arabic for green , a green field , and takes it in

He says that the Hebrew word corresponds to the

ovußoúhlov, soom -boo'-lee-on ). In Acts 25:12 refer.
ence is made to a board of assessors oradvisors, the sense of a grassy place, such as is frequented

with whom the governors of the provinces took by ostriches. In Amos (7:13) the Heb. 02, bah'.

counsel before rendering judgment (Grimm , Greek yith, a house, is rendered “ court. "

Ler. , s . v . ) .
In the New Testament the Gr, avhń, -lay',

2.Any assembly for the purpose of deliberating designates an open court (Rev. 11 : 2), while “ kings'

or adjudicating (ouvéSplov, soon -ed ’-ree-on, a sit- courts ” is the rendering of the Greek word

ting together). Among the Jews these councils Baoihelov, a palace. See House.

were : ( 1 ) The Sanhedrin . (2 ) The lesser courts COURTS, JUDICIAL . See Law, ADMINIS

(Matt. 10:17 ; Mark 13 : 9 ), of which there were two

at Jerusalem and one in each town of Palestine.

See Law, ADMINISTRATION OF.

COUSIN , the rendering of the Gr. operis

(soong -ghen -ace'), a blood relative or “ kinsman ," as

COUNCIL, APOSTOLICAL. See Apos- elsewhere, translated.

TOLICAL Council.

COUNSELOR (usually Heb . 12's, yaw-ats) . | the term applied to various transactions between

COVENANT (Heb. 07977, ber -eeth ', cutting ),

In general, an adviser upon any matter (Prov. God and man, and man and his fellow-man. It is

11:14 ; 15:22 ; 2 Chron. 25:16, etc.), especially the also rendered “ league” ( Josh. 9 :6, 7, 11, etc .;

king's state adviser (2 Sam . 15:12 ; Ezra 7:28 ; Judg. 2:2 ; 2 Sam . 3:12, 13, 21; 5 : 3; 1 Kings

1Chron .27:33, etc.), and one of the chief men of 5:12, etc.), “ confederacy " ( Obad. 7 ). In the New

the government (Job 3:14 ; 12:17 ; Isa. 1:26 ; 3:3; Testament the word diaoinn, dee-ath-ay'-kay, dis

etc.). In Mark 15:43 and Luke23:50 the word positionor will respecting a personor thing, is

probably designates a member of the Sanhedrin. used ; sometimes it is translated “ TESTAMENT "

COUNTERVAIL (Esth . 7 :4). See GLOSSARY. (q. v. ), at other times “ covenant."

COUPLING (Heb. 27, khaw -bar", to join ), 1. Application of the Term . ( 1) Properly,

of curtains (Exod. 26 :4, 5 , 10 ; 28:27 ; 36:11 , of a compact between man and man ; either

etc.), and wooden beams for fastening a building between tribes or nations (1 Sam. 11 : 1 ; Josh. 9:

(2 Chron , 34:11 ).

6, 15) , or between individuals (Gen. 21:27 ), in

COURAGE,COURAGEOUS(Heb. Sp?, lay. conditions, andwas promised certain advantages
:

which each party bound himself to fulfill certain

bawb', heart, Dan. 11:25 ; 574, rooʻ- akh , breath , In making covenantsGod was solemnly invoked as
life, spirit, Josh . 2:11 ; 773x, aw -mats ', to be alert, a witness (Gen. 31:50 ), whence the expression “ a

covenant of Jehovah ” ( 1 Sam . 20:8 ; comp. Jer.

-strong, Deut. 31 : 6 , 7 , etc.; PIT ,khaw -zak',to seize, 34:18, 19; Ezek . 17:19), and an oath was sworn
Josh . 23:6 ; 2 Sam . 10:12 ; 13:28 ; 2 Chron . 15:8, (Gen. 21:31). Accordingly, a breach of covenant

etc. ; Gr. Cápoos, thar ' -sos, courage, cheer, Acts was regarded as a heinous sin (Ezek. 17: 12–20).

28:15) . Courage is that condition of mind into the marriage compact is called " the covenant of

which fear does not enter; which enables us to God ” (Prov. 2:17). As a witness to the covenant

face difficulties and dangers with firmness and a gift was presented (Gen. 21:30), or a heap of
fearlessness. stones set up (Gen. 31:52). (2) Improperly, of a

COURSE . This word is used in Scripture in covenant between God and man. Asman is not in

the sense of advance, progress (2 Thess. 3 :1 ), race, I the position of an independent covenanting party,

TRATION OF .

>
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a

same.

such a covenant is not strictly a mutual compact, Among the Medes, Lydians, Armenians, Arabs,

but a promise on the part of God to arrange bis Scythians, and other nations the parties to a treaty

providences for the welfare of those who should were wont to draw blood from their veins and to

render bim obedience. drink or lick it. This custom was unknown to

2. Covenants Mentioned. The following the Israelites.

covenants are mentioned in Scripture: (1) The According to the Mosaic ritual, the blood of the

covenant with Noah, in which God assured victim was divided into halves ; one half was

Noah that judgment would not again come to men sprinkled upon the altar, and the other upon the

in the form of a flood ; and that the recurrence people (Exod. 24 :6, sq . ) . The meaning of this

of the seasons and of day and night should not seeins to be that, in the sprinkling of the blood

cease (Gen. 9 ; Jer. 33:20). (2) The covenant with upon the altar, the people were introduced into

Abraham . The condition of this covenant was gracious fellowship with God and atonement made

that Abraham was to leave all his country, kindred, for their sin . Through the sprinkling of the blood

and father's house, and to follow the Lord into upon the people Israel was formally consecrated

the land which he would show him . The promise to the position of God's covenant people.

was a fourfold blessing : ( 1 ) Increase into a numer

ous people ; (2)Material and spiritual prosperity , ber-eeth ' meh'-lakh). Covenanting parties were
COVENANT OF SALT (Heb. iba na

" I will bless thee ; " (3 ) The exaltation of Abra
ham's name— “ makethy name great ; ” (4) Abra- accustomed to partake of salt, to make the cove
ham was not only to be blessed by God, but to be nant a covenant of salt (Num . 18:19; 2 Chron.

The meaning appearsa blessing to others (Gen. 12:1-3). Later this 13 : 5), i . e. , inviolably sure.

covenant was renewed, and Abraham was promised to havebeen that the salt, with its power to

a son and numerous posterity (Gen. 15 ). About strengthen food and keep it from decay,symbol

fourteen years after the making of the covenant
ized the unbending truthfulness of that self

it was renewed, with a change of his name and surrender to the Lord embodied in the sacrifice,

the establishment of circumcision, which was to by which all impurity and hypocrisy were repelled .

be the sign of accepting and ratifying the cove COVENANT, THE NEW . In the New

dant (Gen. 17). ( 3) The covenantwith Israel . Testament we read of only two covenants — the

This took place at Sinai, when the people had new and the old , the former broughtin and estab

intimated their acceptance of the words of the lished by Christ, and the latter in consequence

covenant as found in the Ten Commandments ceasing to exist. The old, i . e., the covenant of
(Exod . 34:28 ; 24 :3 ), and promised to keep the law , with all its outward institutionsand ritualistic

Their obedience to the commands of the services , is regarded as old because its full and

law was to be rewarded byGod's constant care of formal ratification took place before the other .

Israel , temporal prosperity, victory over enemies, In germ the new covenant (or that of grace)

and the pouring out of his Spirit (Exod . 23:20, sq . ) . existed from the first; and partial exhibitions of

The seal of this covenant was to becircumcision, it have been given all along the world's history.
and was called “ Jehovah's covenant” ( Deut. 4:13). It was involved in the promise of recovery at the

It was renewed at different periods of Jewish his. fall.

tory (Deut . 29 ; Josh. 24 ; 2 Chron, chaps. 15 , 23 , 29 , COVERING THE HEAD in prayer ( 1 Cor.

34 ; Ezra 10 ; Neh. chaps. 9, 10) . ( 4) Covenant with 11 :4-6). “ The Jewish men prayed with the head
David . This was in reality but another and more covered, nay, even with a veil before the face.

specific form ofthe covenant with Abraham, and had Greek usage required that the head should be bare

for its main object to mark with greater exactness on sacred occasions ; and this commended itself

the line through which the blessing promised in the to Paul as so entirely in accordance with the

Abrahamic covenant was to find accomplishment. divinely appointed position of man (v . 3) that for

The seed -royal thenceforth was to be in the house of the man to cover his head seemed to him to cast

David (2 Sam . 7:12 ; 22:51 ), and, especially in con- dishonor on that position. His head ought to

nection with the One who was to be preeminently show to all (and its being uncovered is the sign of

the child of promise in that house, all good, first this) that no man, but, on the contrary, Christ,

to Israel, and then to all nations, should be real and through him God himself, is Head (Lord) of
ized (Psa . 2 and 22 ; Isa. 9 : 6 , 7, etc. ). the man.

A woman, when praying, was to

In adaptation to human thought such covenants honor her head by having a sign upon it of the

were said to be confirmed by an oath (Deut. 4:31 ; authority of her husband, which was done by

having it covered ; otherwise she dishonored her
3. Ceremonies . “ Covenants were not only head by dressing, not like a married wife, from

concluded with an oath (Gen. 26:28 ; 31:53 ; Josh. whose headdress one can see that her husband is

9:15 ; 2 Kings 11 :4 ), but, after an ancient Chaldee her bead, but like a loose woman , with whose shorn

custom , confirmed by slaughtering and cutting a head theuncovered one is on a par ” (Meyer, Com .,

victim into two halves, between which the parties in loc.). The above command does not refer to
passed , to intimate that if either of them broke private or family prayer.

the covenant it would fare with him as with the

slain and divided beast (Gen. 15:9 , sq .; Jer. 34 : SABBATH , COVERTFOR.
COVERT FOR THE SABBATH. See

18, sq.). Moreover, the covenanting parties were
wont to have a common meal (Gen. 26:30, sq. ; COVETOUSNESS (Heb. 77277. chaw -mad ', to

31:54 ; comp. 2 Sam . 3:20 with v. 12), or at least desire ; Ya, beh ' -tsah, dishonest gain ; Gr. 72€0

to partakeof salt (somegrains of it )” (Keil , Bib. veſía, pleh -on -ex-ee'-ah , the wish to have more), an
Arch. , ii, 382). See COVENANT OF SALT. inordinate desire for what one has not, which has

.

Psa . 89: 3).
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COW CREATION

to

its basis in discontentment with what one has. It creation of the earth, or the system to which the

has an element of lawlessness, and is sinful be earth belongs, and to the creation of man. The

cause contrary to the command, “ Be content with first words of the record, however, at least suggest

such things as ye have " (Heb. 13:5),because it leads a still broader conception. Taking the account as

trust in uncertain riches,” to love of the world, a whole, we have revealed a succession of creative

to forgetfulness ofGod , and is idolatry (Col. 3:5), acts, constituting together one great process of
setting up wealth instead of God. It rankswith creation. And whatever pretations have been

the worst sins (Mark 7:22 ; Rom. 1:29). Our Lord given as to the various stages of this process, or

especially warns against it (Luke 12:15), as does the “ days ” of creation, or of other particulars, the

St. Paul (Eph. 6 : 3 , etc. ) . A man may be covetous, fact of chief import remains unclouded — that

eager to obtain money, and not avaricious or to God is ascribed the work of bringing into

penurious, i. e . , unwilling to part with money, or existence, by the free exercise of his creative

sordid and niggardly, i . e . , mean in his dealings . power, the world and all orders of beings that are

He may or may not be miserly. therein . This is the uniform teaching of the Old

The verb is also used in a good sense (1 Cor. Testament Scriptures (Psa. 33 :6 ; Isa. 45:18 ; Jer.
12:31). 10:12, etc.). The doctrine of the New Testament

COW. See ANIMAL KINGDOM . upon this subject is not merely a repetition , but in

COZ (Heb. Vip, kotse, a thorn), the father of some respects a development or further unfolding,

Anub and others of the posterity of Judah (1Chron. of that contained in the Old . Thus, with greater
4 :8), where,however, hisown parentage is not explicitness theexistence of superhuman intelli

stated ,unless he be ason or brother of Ashur (in gence isattributed in the New TestamentScriptures
to divine creative power. As the heavenly and

v. 5), B. C. before 1300.
spiritual world comes more clearly into view in the

COZ’BI (Heb ."???, koz-bee', false), the daughter New Testament, alongwith this comes more clearly

of Zur, a Midianitish prince. While in the act of the declaration that all spiritual beings, outside of

committing lewdness with Zimri, an Israelitish God, owe their origin to him . Also, that creative
chief, she was slain by Phinehas, who thrust a “ Word of the Lord ,” upon which such stress is

javelin through them both (Num. 25:15 , 18), B. C. laid in the Old Testament, in the New Testament
about 1170. is identified with Christ. The second person of

CRACKLING (Heb. Sip, kole, voice, i . e. , the Trinity is revealed as the one most directly
y connected with the work of creation. In him

noise) . “ The crackling of thorns under a pot
creation has its explanation and its end (see John

(Eccles. 7 :6) is a proverbial expression for a roar

ing but quickly extinguished fire.
1 :3 ; 1 Cor. 8 : 6 ; Eph . 3 : 9-11 ; Heb. 1 : 2 ; 2:10 ;
Col. 1:16).

CRACKNEL (Heb. plural D'OR ?, nik -kood 3. Antichristian Views. It is requisite

deem') , a kind of biscuit baked hard and punctured to distinguish clearly between Christian doctrine

with holes, such as the wife of Jeroboam sent to upon this subject and antichristian opposing

the prophet Ahijah ( 1 Kings 14 :3). The original theories. Particularly should be noted : (i) Ma.

word, in nearly the same form , is rendered terialism , which assumes the eternal existence of

“ moldy " in Josh. 9 : 5 , 12 . matter and regards matter as the fundamental

CRAFT, CRAFTSMAN. See Handicraft. principle of all things. This doctrine is atheistic.

CRAFTINESS, CRAFTY (Heb. O , au
(2) Pantheism, which identifies the works of God,

ram ', to be bare, cunning, subtilty ; Gr. Tavovpyia, himself — a form ofspeculation which often exer
or the universe which God has created, with God

pan -oorg-ee'-ah, adroitness, unscrupulousness) are cised a powerful charm over a certain class of
terms used in theBible as appliedtothesly, sub- minds,but which is, like materialism, essentially

tle, wily, deceitful,and fraudulent ( Job 5:12, 13 ; immoral. (3) Emanationism , which regards the

Psa.83:3;Luke 20:23 ; 1 Cor. 3:19 ; 2 Cor. 4 :2 ; things created , not as reallycreations produced

12:16, etc. ).
by the free exercise of divine power, but as

CRANE. See ANIMAL KINGDOM .
emanating or flowing forth from God as a stream

CREATION, the work of God in bringing issues from its fountain . This view regards God

into existence the universe, including both the as merely passive. Logically, creation would be

material and the spiritual worlds ; in a more re- without beginning or end. No room is left for

stricted sense, the bringing into existence and into design in creation, to say nothing of other objec

its present condition the earth and the system to tions equally serious . ( 4) Evolution, a theory

which it belongs. which, in its rigid materialistic form , has been

1. Christian View . According to Christian taught so as to deny the Christian doctrine of

doctrine, God alone is eternal. The system or creation . Abridged and modified forms of the

systems of the material universe, as well as matter theory, however, are held by many Christian

itself, also spiritual beings, except God, had a scientists and theologians. Evolution becomes

beginning. They were absolutely created, made antichristian only when it seeks to explain the

out of nothing, " by the power of the almighty world and the existing order of things without

will . The first sentence of the Apostles 'Creed is to recognizing the creative power and work of God.

be taken in its broadest and deepest sense, “ I This it has often attempted, though in vain.

believe in God the Father Almighty, Maker of 4. Importance of Doctrine. True doctrine

heaven and earth . ” upon this subject is both theoretically and prac

2. Biblical. The record of the creation in tically of fundamental importance : (1 ) In relation

Genesis relates principally in its details to the I to God, whose eternal greatness and majesty can
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son of

creature is a gen

be felt by us only when we conceive of him as Nestorians, Eutychians, and Monothelites, that it

" before all worlds ” and the Creator of all . ( 2 ) must have been written after the promulgation of
Here, first of all , true religion establishes its claim these heresies.

upon us ; for He who has created us and all things The Nicene Creed was adopted at the Council

may rightfully require our worship and service. of Nice, A. D. 325, and enlarged at the second

(3) In the creation we find also a true revelation, Council of Constantinople, A. D.381, by which the

and he who recognizes this must admit the pos- faith of the Church respecting the

sibility and even the probability of more particu- Christ was set forth in opposition to certain errors ,

lar revelations. The objection to miracles in especially Arianism . The Nicene Creed is held to

connection with revelation vanishes when one be of authority in the Greek and Ronian Churches,

begins by accepting the miracle of creation. and is admitted by most Protestant Churches,

(4) This doctrine underlies all true repose of CREEK (Gr. kóros, kol'-pos, bosom ), an inlet

faith ; for only when we apprehend the broad and from the sea, e .g . , St. Paul's Bay, island of Malta

wholesome teaching of the Scriptures upon this (q. v. ), where theapostle was wrecked (Acts 27:39).

subject can we fully commit ourselves unto God

CREEPING THING (Heb. yon, sheh '-rets,
as unto a faithful Creator."

5. Literature. See works upon systematic an active mass of minute animals ; or, Heb.

theology, particularly Van Oosterzee'sChristian wan, reh '-mes, creeping), a term used in Scripture

Dogmatics, Pope's Compendium of Chrislian The- (Gen. 1:24 ; 6 : 7 , etc. ) to designate both reptiles ,

ology, Hodge's Systematic Theology ,Tayler Lewis's insects, aquatic creatures, and the smaller mam

Six Days of Creation, Hugh Miller's Testimony of malia.

the Rocks, Janet's Final Causes. - E. McC. CRES'CENS (Gr. Kphokns, krace'-kace, grow

CREATURE (Heb. vba, nel " :fesh , a breath- ing), an assistant of the apostle Paul, wholeft
ing creature ; Gr. krious, klis'- is, a making, thing Rome for Galatia (2 Tim. 4:10). Of him nothing

made; krioua, ktis'-mah, formation ). further is known ; the accounts of his having been

1. In Old Testament use a preacher in Galatia, and having founded the

eral term for any animal (Gen. 1:21 , 24 , etc. ). Church in Vienne, are mere legendary glosses on

2. In New Testament : ( 1) A term for the whole this passage (Ellicott, Com ., in loco.).
creation or for any created object, e. g. , “ Every CRE'TANS . See CRETE.

creature of God is good” ( 1 Tim. 4 :4) ; "Nor CRETE (Gr. Kpiirn, kray '-tay, carnal,fleshly),
height, nor depth, nor any other creature "

called now Candia, a large island in the Mediter
(Rom . 8:39, etc.). (2) Humanity individually or ranean, about one hundred and fifty miles in
collectively. “ Preach the Gospel to every crea- length and from six to thirty-five wide.. It lies

ture” (Mark 16:15) ; “ The creature was made midway between Syria and Malta. Anciently it
subject," etc. (Rom. 8:20, 21 ). See Glossary. possessed its hundred cities. It is mountainous,

CREATURE, LIVING (Ezek. 1 : 5 , sq.; and its famous peak is Mount Ida. The vessel,

10:15, 17, 20). See CHERUBIM .
carrying Paul (q . v . ) on his way to Rome, sailed

CREDITOR . See Debt, Loan. along the southern coast of the island, where it was

CREED ( credere, to believe), a statement of overtaken by a storm (Acts 27:7-21). The Cretes

articles of belief which are fundamental and have (Acts 2:11; “ Cretians,” Tit. 1:12 , A. V.) are now

been disputed . In the early Eastern Church a sum . called Cretans. It seems likely that a very early

mary of this sort was called the lesson (Gr. páānua ), acquaintance existed between the Cretans and the

because thecatechumens were required to learn it'; Jews ; and the special mention of the Cretans

also ovu Bohov (symbolum ), a mark, token , or badge, among those attending the great Pentecost (Acts

as a seal ring — the proof of orthodoxy, whereby 2:11 ) is just what we should expect. The Cretans

each Church may know its own members; also had a name in ancient times for being good

canon (Gr. kaváv), the rule, viz. , of faith. sailors; also for skill in archery and expertness in

The first object of creeds was to distinguish the ambushing. Hence they were frequently engaged

Church from the world, from Jews and pagans. as light-armed troops by other nations.

The earliest formularies contained simply the lead The ancient notices of their character fully

ing doctrines and facts of the Christian religion. agree with the quotation which Paul produces

The second object was to distinguish between from “ one of their own poets ” (Tit. 1:12) : “ The

persons professing the Christian faith, i . e . , those Cretans are always liars, evil beasts , slow bellies ”

who retained the apostolic doctrine, and thosewho (literally, idle gluttons). The classics abound

had departed therefrom and fallen into errors on with allusions to the untruthfulness of the Cre

important points. The Apostles' Creed is of the first tans ; and it was so frequently applied to them

class, the Nicene and Athandsian of the second . that Kray -tidz'-ein (KPNTiSelv)," to act the Cretan , "

The Apostles' Creed is an early summary of the was a synonym to play the liar. See SUPPLEMENT.

Christian faith , in which all Christian Churches, CRIB (Heb. 0938, ay -booce', manger, or stall),

Greek, Roman, and Protestant, agree. By many a stall (Prov 14 :4), or simply a manger to eat out

writers of the Church of Rome it is held to have of ( Job 39:9 ; Isa. 1: 3).

been written by the apostles themselves, but it is

now generally admitted that, in its present form at
CRIMSON . See Colors, 2, ( 3 ) .

least, it is not ofearlier date than the fourth century. CRISPING PIN (Heb. 0997, khaw -reet ,

The Athanasian Creed was supposed to have pocket, Isa. 3:22), properly a pouch for holding

been drawn up by Athanasius , in the fourth cen- money, generally carried by men in the girdle, or

tury. But it so plainly rejects the errors of the in a purse (q . v. ) ; rendered " bag " in 2 Kings 6:23 .

>
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CRIS'PUS (Gr. Kpionos, kris '-pos, curled), pear to have contemplated it only as a symbol,

chief of the Jewish synagogue at Corinth (Acts without any miraculous energy, and associated it

18 : 8), converted and baptized by the apostle Paul with that which was hopeful and joyous. On the

( 1 Cor . 1:14 ). According to tradition , he became tombstones of the early Christians the cross was

afterward bishop of Ægina. the emblem of victory and hope . It was only

CROOKBACKED (Heb. 125, gib-bane', to be after superstition took the place of true spiritual

arched ,or contracted ). A humpback (Lev, 21:20,21) borne about as a sacred charm .devotion that the figure of the cross was used or

was one of the blemishes which unfitted a priest

for the sacred service of the sanctuary.
In the latter part of the 3d century people

signed the cross in token of safety, and laidstress

CROP (Heb. 17$73, moor -av ”, conspicuous) , on figures of it as a preservative against both

this part of the bird, with its feathers , was cast spiritual and natural evil . This superstitious feel.

among the ashes at the side of the altar, and not ing was stimulated by the discovery of whatwas

burned with the rest of the fowl (Lev. 1:16). See held to be the real cross upon which our Lord

SacrIFICE. suffered . The empress Helena, mother of Con.

CROSS (Gr. otavpós, stow -ros', a stake; Lat. stantine, about A. D. 326, visited Palestine, and

crux ).
was shown three crosses by a Jew. In order to

1. Form . The cross which was used as an know which was the genuine one, Macarius,

instrument of death (see Crucifixion) was either bishop of Jerusalem , suggested that they be
a plain vertical stake to which the victim was tested by their power of working miracles . One

fastened, with the hands tied or nailed above the only being reported as possessing this quality , it

head, or such a stake provided with a crossbar, was declared to be the real cross.

to which the victim was fastened with the arms out- 3. As Signature. As early as the 6th cen

stretched . Of this latter kind three varieties were tury it had become the custom to place three

known, so that there were four forms of the cross : crosses (+ ++) near the signature of important

( 1) Simple ( Lat. simplex), 1 ; (2) St. Andrew's documents, these having the value of an oath on

(decussata ), X ; (3 ) St. Anthony's (commissa ), T ; the part of the signer. Priests added it to their

( 4) The Latin (immissa ), + . signatures, and bishops, as a sign of the dignity of

Other forms have been invented, and used as their office, placed it before their signatures .

emblems, e. g. , the Greek cross , consisting of four Crosses were used in diplomatic documents as
By tradition theequally long arms, t ; double cross, #, whose early as the 5th century.

cross is now used as a signature by those unable

upper bar refers to the inscription by Pilate on to write.

the cross of Jesus ; and the triple, # , #, of 4. Figurative. The cross is used in Scripture,

which the first is used by the pope, the second by in a general way, for what is painful and mortify:
the Raskolniks.

ing to the flesh (Matt. 16:24) . After the resurrec

In addition to the transverse bar there was tion of our Lord the cross is spoken of as the

sometimes a peg, or other projection, upon which representative of his whole sufferings from his

the body of the sufferer rested, to prevent its birth to his death (Eph. 2:16 ; Heb. 12 :2), and for

weight from tearing away the hands. the whole doctrines of the Gospel ( 1 Cor. 1:18 ;

2. Emblem. That the cross was widely known Gal. 6:14); while the opposers of the Gospelwere

in pre-Christian times as an emblem has been spoken of as enemies of the cross ( Phil. 3:18).

clearly shown by independent investigators. In- " The cross of Christ ” ( 1 Cor. 1:17) represents

deed , it was a well-known heathen sign . “ In the that Christ was crucified for man, and thereby

British Museum there is the statue of Samsi Vul, procured his salvation .

king of Assyria, B. C. 825 ; on his breast he wears CROW. See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

this * . The vestments of the priests of Horus,

the Egyptian god of light, are marked t.
CROWN. 1. Origin. This ornament , which

At

Thebes, in the tombs of the kings, royal cows are
is both ancient and universal , probably originated

represented plowing, a calf playing in front. from the fillets used to prevent the hair from

Each animal has a + marked in several places on

it. M. Rassam has found buildings at Nineveh

marked with the Maltese cross . Osiris, as well

as Jupiter Ammon, had for a monogram a t .

The cross is found marked on Phænician monu

ments B. C. 1600 ” (Harper, Bib, and Mod. Dis. ,

p 104 ).

In Christian times the cross, from being in itself

the most vile and repulsive of objects, becanie in

the minds of believers the symbol of all that is

holy and precious. As Christ is the “ wisdom of Ancient Crown (Slavonic) .

God and the power of God ” unto salvation , it is

but natural that those who experience the power being disheveled by the wind. Such fillets are

of this salvation should glory in the cross. The still common, and they may be seen on the sculp .

exact time of its adoption as a Christian emblem tures of Persepolis, Nineveh , and Egypt; they

is unknown. In the pre-Constantine period the gradually developed into turbans, which by the

sign of the cross seems to have been quite gener. addition of ornamental or precious materials as

ally recognized by primitive Christians. They ap- sumed the dignity of miters or:crowns. The use
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was

IT :

ous sorts,

of them as ornaments probably was suggested CROWN OF THORNS (Gr. OrépavověE

by the natural custom of encircling the head with akavöðv ). The Roman soldiers made a crown out

flowers in token of joy and triumph (Wisd. 2 : 8 ; of some thorny plant, and crowned our Lord in

Judith 15:13). mockery (Matt. 27:29). " The object was not to

2. Bible Use. Several words in Scripture are cause suffering, but to excite ridicule ; so that

rendered “ crown : ” while we cannot altogether dissociate the idea of

( 1 ) Neh'-ze
-zer (Heb. 172, literally, something set something painful from this crown of thorns we

must not conceive of it as covered with prickles,

apart, consecration ; hence consecrated hair, as of which were intentionally thrust into the filesh. It

a Nazarite) is supposed to mean a diadem . It is impossible to determine what species of thorn it

was applied to the plate of gold in front of the (Meyer, Com. , in loc. ). See THORN.

high priest's miter (Exod. 29:6 ; 39:30) ; also to the

diademwhich Saul wore in battle , and which was of punishment wasin use among the EgyptiansCRUCIFIXION . 1. History . This form

brought to David (2 Sam . 1:10), and that which was

used at the coronation of Joash (2 Kings11:12). (Gen. 40:19), the Carthaginians, thePersians (Esth.

The crown was in universal use by priests, and in 7:10 ), the Assyrians, Scythians, Indians, Germans,
religious services. “ A striped headdress and and from the earliest times among theGreeks and

cue,” or “ a short wig, on which a band was
Romans. After the conquest of Tyrus Alexander

fastened, ornamented with an asp, the symbol of the Great orderedtwo thousand Tyrians to be cru

royalty," was used by the kings of Egypt in re
cified as punishment for the resistance which that

ligious ceremonies (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt., iii, city made. Crucifixion was abolished by Constan

354
, fig. 13). The crown worn by the kings of tine, probablytoward the end of his reign, owing,

Assyria was a high miter ... frequently adorned doubtless,tohis increasing reverence for the cross.
withflowers, etc. ,andarranged in bands oflinen Punishment by the crosswas confined to slaves

or silk. Originally there was only one band,but or to malefactors of the worst class. Exemption
afterward there were two, and the ornaments from it was the privilege of Roman citizenship.

were richer ” (Layard, ii, 320 ).
2. Among the Jews. Whether this mode of

execution was known to the ancient Jews is a

(2) At-av-raw' (Heb. 677939, circlet ; Gr. otápa- matter of dispute. The Hebrew words said to

vos, stef'-an-os), a moregeneral word for crown, allude to crucifixion are taw -law ' (mm) and yaw

and used for crowns and head ornamentsof vari- kah' (927), generally rendered in the A. V. “to

When applied to the crowns of kings

itappearsto denote the state crown asdistinguished hang ” (Num. 25:4 ; Deut. 21:22 ; 2 Sam . 18:10).

from the diadem, as, probably, the crown taken The Jewish account of the matter is that the

by David from the king of Ammon at Rabbah, exposure of the body tied to a stake by the hands

and used as the state crown of Judah (2 Sam . 12 : took place after death . The placing of the head

30 ). As to the shape of the Hebrew state-crown on an upright pole has been called crucifixion .

we can form an idea only by reference to ancient Crucifixion after death was not rare, the victim

The diadem of two or three fillets may being first killed in mercy.. The Jews probably

hare signified dominion over two or three countries. borrowed this punishment from the Romans.

In Rev. 12 :3 ; 13 : 1 ; 19:12 , allusion is made to Among the Jews, as well as among the Romans,

" many crowns worn in token of extended crucifixion was considered the most horrible form

dominion. of death ; and to a Jew it would seem the more

(3) Keh ' -ther (Heb. m , chaplel), the name accursed of God ” (Deut. 21:23). Our Lord was
horrible from the curse, “ He that is hanged is

given (Esth. 1:11 ; 2:17 ; 6 : 8 ) to the ancientPersian condemned to it by the popular cry of the Jews

crown , which was, doubtless, the high cap or tiara ( Matt. 27:23 ) on the charge of sedition against

80 often mentioned by Greek historians. Cæsar ( Luke 23 :21-23 ).

(4) Other Hebrew terms rendered “ crown 3. Process. Crucifixion was preceded by scour

zare (n.), a wreath or border of gold around the ging with thongs, to which were sometimes added

edge of the ark of thecovenant (Exod. 25:11 , etc. ) ; nails, pieces of bone, etc. , to heighten the pain,

and kod -kode' ( 191277), the crown of the human often so intense astocause death. In our Lord's

case, however, this infiction seems neither to have

bead (Gen. 49:26, etc.). The Greek word otéjja, been the legal scourging after sentence nor yet

stem '-mah, is used only once in the New Testa- the examination by torture (Acts 22:24), but rather

ment ( Acts 14:13) for the “ garlands ” used with a scourging before the sentence to excite pity and
victims.

procure immunity from further punishment (Luke

3. Figurative. The crown was a symbol of 23:22 ; John 19 : 1 ) . The criminal carried his own

victory and reward, victors being crowned in the cross, or a part of it, in which case another was

Grecian games. These crowns were usually made compelled to share the burden (Luke 23:26) The

of leaves, which soon began to wither. In opposi- place of execution was outside the city ( 1 Kings

tion to these is the incorruptible crown (1 Cor. 21:13 ; Acts 7:58 ; Heb. 13:12); arrived there, the

9:25; 2 Tim . 2 : 5) , a crown of life (James 1:12 ; condemned was stripped of his clothes, which

1. Pet.5:4 ; Rev. 2:10). The meaning of the crown became the perquisite of the soldiers (Matt. 27:35) ;

of thorns placed on the head of Jesus (Matt. and the cross having been previously erected he

27:29) was to insult him under the character of was drawn up and made fast to it with cords or

the king of the Jews. The crown is also used as nails, although sometimes he was fastened to the

an emblem of an exalted state (Prov. 12:4 ; 17:6 ; cross, which was afterward raised . The feet of

Isa. 28: 6 ; Phil. 4: 1 , etc.). the victim were generally three or four feet from

crowns.

"
are
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cup ” is

the earth . Before the nailing or binding took CUNNING . See GLOSSARY.

place a medicated cup was given out of kindness CUP, the rendering mostly in the Old Testa

to confuse the senses and deaden the pangs of the ment of the Heb. JID, koce ; in the New Testa
sufferer ( Prov. 31 : 6), usually of “ wine mingled

with myrrh,” because myrrh was soporific. Our ment, of theGr. Tothplov, pot-ay '-ree-on.

Lord refused it that his senses might be clear
1. Egyptian. These were very varied in form ,

(Matt. 27:34 ; Mark 15:23).
the paintings upon the tombs representing many

If the nailing was the most painful mode in the of elegant design, while others are deficient in

first instance the other was more so in the end, both form and proportion. Many were of gold

for the sufferer was left to die of sheer exhaus- and silver (Gen. 44:2 ; comp. Núm. 7:84), some

tion, and when simply boundwith thongs it might being richly studded with precious stones, inlaid

take days to accomplish the process ; for usually with vitrified substances in brilliant colors, and

a strong pin projected out of the central stem , on
even enameled. They were also made of hard

which the body of the sufferer rested . Instances stones, pottery, glass, and porcelain.

are on record of persons surviving for nine days.
2. Assyrian. Cups and vases amongthe As

Owing to the lingering character of this death our syrians were even morevaried in form and design

Lord was watched, according to custom, by a party
than among the Egyptians. The materials em

of four soldiers (John 19:23), with theircenturion ployed were about the same— the precious metals,

(Matt. 27:66), to prevent the person being taken copper, bronze, glass, and pottery, both glazed and

down and resuscitated. Fracture of the legs was unglazed . Some of their drinking cups terminate

resorted to by the Jews to hasten death (John in thehead of a lion ,with a handle. " Other festal

19:31 ). This was done to the two thieves cruci- cups are more like bowls in form and fluted.

fied with Jesus, but not to him , for the soldiers
3. Hebrew. The cups of the Jews, whether

found that he was dead already (John 19:32–34 ) of metal or earthenware, were probably borrowed

The unusualrapidity of our Lord's death was due from Egypt or from the Phænicians, who were

to the depth of his previous agonies,or may be celebrated in that branch of workmanship. In

sufficiently accounted for simply from peculiari- Solomon's time all his drinking vessels were of

ties of constitution . Pilate expressly satisfied gold (1 Kings 10:21). The cups mentioned in the

himself asto the actualdeath by questioningthe NewTestamentwere often, no doubt, madeafter

centurion (Mark 16:44). In most cases the bodyGreek and Roman models.

was suffered to rot on the cross by the action of
In Isaiah (22:24) the word translated “

the sun and rain or to be devoured by birds and ag-gawn ' (Heb. 178, literally, a trough for wasb

beasts. Sepulture was generally, therefore, for- ing garments), and signifies a laver, or basin (so

bidden, but in consequence of Deut. 21:22, 23 an rendered in Exod. 24 : 6, and “ goblet,” Cant. 7: 2).

express national exception was made in favor of The cups in 1 Chron . 28:17 were broad bowls for

the Jews (Matt. 27:58) . libation, improperly rendered covers (Exod.

CRUSE , the rendering of three Hebrew words : 25:29 ; 37:16 ; Num . 4:7).

1. Tsap-pakh '-ath ( IDS, literally, spread out),
4. Ćup ofDivination. The use of such cups

usually thought to be a flask, butmorelikely a early as the time of the patriarch Jacob .

was a practice common to Syria and Egypt as

Other

shallow cup for holding water ( 1 Sam . 26:11 , 12,

16 ; 1 Kings 19 : 6) or oil ( 1 Kings 17:12 , 14 , 16).

“ In a similar case in the presentdaythis would be

a globular vessel of blue porous clay, about nine

inches diameter, with a neck of about three inches

long, a small handle below the neck, and opposite

the handle a straight spout, with an orifice about

the size of a straw , through which the water is

drunk or sucked " (Smith, Bib. Dict. , s . v. ) .

2. Bak -book ' (P272), so called from the gur

gling sound in emptying (1 Kings 14:3), an

en bottle ” (Jer. 19: 1, 10 ).

3. Tsel-o-kheeth ' (6175x), probably a flat metal

saucer of the form still common in the East. It

occurs in 2 Chron. 35:13 , “ pans;" and otlier words

from the same root are found in 2 Kings 2:20,

cruse," and 2 Kings 21:13, “ dish .” Divining Cup.

CRYSTAL. See MINERAL KINGDOM. wise the question, “ Is not this it in which my lord

CUBIT . See METROLOGY, I, SUPPLEMENT.
drinketh , and whereby indeed he divineth ? ”(Gen.

44: 5) would have lost half its force with the

CUCKOW. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.
brethren of Joseph. “ Among the Egyptians this

CUCUMBER . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. sort of divination consisted inpouring clean water

CUD. See 1 , p . 1130.
into a goblet, and then looking into the water for

CUMI (Gr. koõjul, koo '-mee, from Heb. 1997, water into a goblet ordish, dropping in pieces of
representations of future events ; or in pouring

koo '-mee), “ arise " (Mark 5:41 ). gold or silver, also precious stones, and then

CUMMIN . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. observing and interpreting the appearance of the

ofthe

ស ស ស ស

mur
an

" earth

>
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water. Melted wax was also poured into the ee'-er-gah, officious, meddlesome), magic, spoken of

water, and the will of the gods interpreted by the the black art as practiced by the Ephesian con

variously shaped figures formed in this way. But jurors (Acts 19:19). The allusion is doubtless to

we cannot infer with certainty from this that the Ephesian spells, i , e., charms, consisting of

Joseph actually adopted this superstitious practice. lettersor monograms written on parchment and
The intention of the statement may simply have worn like amulets. See Magic.
been to represent the oblet as a sacred vessel CURIOUSLY . See GLOSSARY .

and Joseph as acquainted with the most sacred CURSE, the rendering of several Hebrew and

things ” (K. and D., Com. , in loc. ). Greek words. Many instances are recorded of

5.Figurative. Cup ” is employed in both cursing in the Scripture. Thus God cursed the

Testaments in some curious metaphorical phrases: serpent which had seduced Eve (Gen. 3:14) ; Cain,

"The portion of the cup ” is a general expression who slew his brother (4:11). He promised Abra

for the condition of life, prosperous or miserable ham to curse those who should curse him. These

(Psa. 11:6 ; 16 : 5 ; 23 :5). divine maledictions are not merely imprecations,

A “ cup ” is also the natural type of sensual nor the expressions of impotent wishes; but they

allurement ( Prov. 23:31 ; Jer. 51: 7 ; Rev. 17 :4 ; carry their effects with them , and are attended

18 : 6) . Babylon is termed a "golden cup ” to with all the miseries they denounce or foretell.

express its splendor and opulence. Curses delivered against individuals by holy men

“ Cup of consolation " (Jer. 16: 7). It was the (Gen. 9:25 ; 49: 7 ; Deut. 27:15 ; Josh. 6:26) are

oriental custom for friends to send viands and not the expressions of revenge, passion, or im

wine (the cup of consolation ) to console relatives patience; they are predictions, and, therefore, not

in mourning feasts ( comp. 2 Sam. 3:35 ; Prov. such as God condemns.

31 : 6). The Mosaic law forbade the cursing of father or

"Cupof salvation ” (Psa. 116:13) is probably mother (Exod. 21:17)on pain of death, of the

the drink offering lifted in thanksgiving to God prince of his people (22:28) , of one that is deaf

(Num . 10: 5 ; 28 : 7). ( Lev. 19:14) or perhaps absent so that he could

" Cup of blessing ” (1 Cor. 10:16 ; called the not hear. Blasphemy, or cursing God , was a cap

" cup of the Lord,” v. 21), i. e ., the cup over ital crime (Lev . 24:10, 11 ). See ANATHEMA.

which the blessing is spoken, when the wine con

tained in it is expressly consecrated by prayer to

the sacred use of the Lord's Supper. It is called

in Jewish writings, just as by Paul, “ the cup of

blessing," and is supposed to refer to the third

cup of wine drunk at the passover feast, over

which a special blessingwas spoken. In 1 Cor.

10:21 it is contrasted with the “ cup of devils,"

i. e., the cup drank at heathen feasts.

The “ cup of trembling,” literally, “cup of reel

ing, intoxication " (Isa. 51:17, 22 ; Zech. 12 : 2),

" cup of astonishment and desolation ” (Ezek.

23:33 ) , “ cup of fury ” (Isa. 51:17, 22 ; Jer. 25:15),

" cup of indignation ” (Rev. 14:10 ) are figures

representing the effects of Jehovah's wrath upon

the wicked . God is represented as the master of

a banquet, dealing madness and stupor of venge.

ance to guilty guests. There is in the prophets

no more frequent or terrific image, and it is

repeated with pathetic force in the language of

our Lord's agony (Matt. 26:39, 42 ; John 18:11).

CUPBEARER (Heb. 2 , mash-kel ' ), that
officer of the household who tasted the wine and

passed it to those at the table. He was often

chosen for his personal beauty and attractions, Oriental Cupbearer.

and in ancient oriental courts was always a person

of rank and importance. From the confidential
CURTAINS, the rendering in the A. V. of

nature of his duties and his frequent access to the three Hebrew terms:

royal presence, he possessed great influence. The 1. Yer -ee -ard ' ( 777?, tremulous), ten "cur.

chief cupbearer or butler to the king of Egypt tains ” of fine linen, and also the eleven of goats'

was the means of raising Joseph to his high hair which covered the tabernacle (Exod. 26 : 1-13 ;

position (Gen. 41 : 9). Rabshakeh appears from his 36 : 8–17). The charge of these curtains and ofthe

name to have filled a like office in the Assyrian other textile fabrics of the tabernacle was laid on

court (2 Kings 18:17). Nehemiah was cupbearer the Gershonites (Num. 4:25). Having this definite

to, Artaxerxes Longimanus, king of Persia (Neh. meaning, the word became a synonym for the tab

1:11; 2:1). Cupbearers are mentioned among the ernacle (2 Sam. 7 :2). Sometimes it means the

attendants of Solomon ( 1 Kings 10:5 ; 2 Chron. 9:4). sides of à tent ( Isa. 64 : 2 ; Jer. 4:20 ; 10:20).

CURE. See DISEASES.
2. Maw -sawk ' ( 7079, veil), the “ hanging " for

CURIOUS ARTS (Gr. tà teplepya, tah per . the doorway of the tabernacle (Exod. 26:36, etc.)

W
E
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and also for the gate of the court round the taber- David the success of the battle against Absalom ,

nacle (Exod . 27:16, etc.). See TABERNACLE. and the death of the young prince (2 Sam . 18:21

3. Doke (Pt, fineness) occurs in the expression, 23,31, 32), B. C. about 970.

“stretcheth outthe heavens as a curtain ” ( Isa. fatherof Jehudi,which lastwas sent by the
2. The father of Shelemiah, and great-grand

40:22),and appears to have been a fabric suchas Jewish magnates toinvite Baruch to read his roll
isusedby rich orientals for a screen over their tothem (Jer. 36:14), B. C. before 604.

courts in summer .
3. The son of Gedaliah and father of the proph .

CUSH (Heb. w1D, koosh ). et Zephaniah (Zeph. 1 : 1 ), B. C. before 620.

1. A son (probably the eldest) of Ham . In the CUSHION . See BED.

genealogy of Noah's children it is said , “ Cush
CUSTOM (Heb. 77, hal-awk', way taz, Ezra

begat Nimrod ” (Gen. 10: 8 ; 1 Chron. 1:10). A

number of his descendants are also mentioned. 4:13 , 20 ; 7:24 ; Gr. Téños, tel'-os, tax, 1 Macc. 11 :

2. A Benjamite, mentioned in the title of Psa. 35 ; Matt. 17:25 ; Rom. 13 : 7). See Tax

7, respecting whom nothing more is known than CUSTOM, RECEIPT OF (Gr. Tehóviov, tel.

that the psalm there said to have been com - o'-nee-on ), a term signifying toll-house (Matt. 9 : 9 ;

posed “ concerning his words ” (or affairs), B. C. Mark 2:14 ; Luke 5:27).

1000. He appears to have been an enemy of

David and seeking an opportunity ofinjuring him , koo-thaw'), name of a city of Babyloniamentioned
CU'THA orCUTH (Heb. 712, kooth, or 1913,

but to have been unsuccessful (v. 15).

3. Land of. “ The name of Cush was derived twice only in the Old Testament. In one passage

from Egypt. To the Egyptians Kash denoted the (2 Kings 17:30) it is connected with the worship of

districts south of the First Cataract, inhabited for the god Nergal; in the other (2 Kings 17:24) it is

the most part by races of a Nubian origin. . .
mentioned along with Babylon and other cities as

Kash was the Ethiopiaofthe classical geographers, furnishing the people whowere deported and settled
and in the tablets of Tel-el-Amarna it is called in Samaria. The city of Cutha was located a short

Ka’si . In the later Assyrian inscriptions the name
distance eastward of Babylon, where the village

is written Ku'si, and it is this form of the name of Tell-Ibrahim now marks its former site. It was

which we find in the Old Testament, In the Old one of the most important cities of ancient Baby.

Testament, however, the name has a much wider lonia. In theopinion of some it was thecapital

signification than it had either in Egypt or in city of an ancient kingdom which existed before

Assyria. It embraces not only the African Kash the city of Babylon had risen to power in the

of the Egyptian monuments, but also thesouthern country. However that maybe, the city continued

coasts of Arabia " (Sayce, Higher Crit., p . 132).
to be a center of power through the Assyrian

period , and many Assyrian kings balted there to
CU'SHAN (Heb. jona, koo-shawn'), if the paytribute of worship at the shrine of its great

name of a person (Hab. 3 : 7), is perhaps the same god Nergal, whose temple, known by the name of

as CUSHAN-RISHATHAIM ( q. v .), king of Mesopotamia E -shid -lam , has been found in the ruins at Tell.
(Judg. 3 : 8 , 10). Gesenius considers Cushan but Ibrahim . After the taking of Samaria by the

another form of Cush, by which he understands Assyrians Sargon, king of Assyria, transported in.
Ethiopia. habitants from Avva, Babylon, Hamath, and Seph

CU'SHAN -RISHATHA'IM (Heb. 70D arvaim to Samaria, to take the place of those
who had been removed into captivity. These

Dinn?, koo-shanʼrish-aw-thah”-yim, A. V. “ Chu: peoplebecameknown as Samaritans in later times,

shan ") was a king of Mesopotamia who oppressed and a long enmity existed between them and the

Israel during the period of the Judges eight Jews. Among them the people of Cutha must

years ( Judg. 3 :8 ). The country to which Cushan. have been prominent either because of numbers
rishathaim belonged is, by the Old Testament, or of ability, for the new settlers were long called

probably located between the two rivers Eu. Cutheans. The history of Cutha shows periods of

phrates and Chaboras. It was inhabited by Ara- power and of decay. Sennacherib, king of

mæan tribes at the period of the judges in Israel . Assyria, who destroyed Babylon, claims to have

At that time neither Assyria nor Babylonia was conquered Cutba in one of his great campaigns;

strong enough to gain and hold complete domin . and Nebuchadnezzar in a later day rebuilt and
ion over these tribes. It is, therefore, easy to otherwise restored and beautified its temple,

understand how he, dignified with the title of Cutha had two rivers or canals, and therefore
king, could make incursions into the rich country probably possessed some commercial importance.
of Israel and plunder it. -R. W. R.

No inscriptionswritten by these tribes have yet
CUTTING OFF from the people. See Er

been found , and the name Cushan-rishathaim has

not been discovered in any of the inscriptions,

either of the Babylonians or of the Assyrians. It
CUTTINGS ( in the flesh ), expressed by seh '.

is probable that the name has been Hebraized. ret (Heb. , Lev. 19:28), saw -reh '-leth (non

We therefore have no knowledge ofthe king's incision, Lev. 21:6), and gud-go '-daw (177673, a cut,
name or persouality beyond the indications in the

book of Judges.—R. W. R.
Jer. 48:37). Unnatural disfigurement of the body

was prohibited by Moses, and seems to refer to

CU'SHI (Heb. 10, koo-shee', Cushite, or the scratching of the arms, head, and face, com

Ethiopian ). mon in times of mourning among the people of

1. The messenger sent by Joab to announce to the East. The law gave the further probibition,

COMMUNICATION.
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“Nor print any marks upon you ” (Lev. 19:28) ; tive of Cyrene (A. V.), or Cyrenaica, in Africa

i. e., tattooing, a custom very common among the (Mark 15:21 , etc.).

savage tribes ,and still met with in Arabia. “ This

prohibition had no reference to idolatrous usages: SULPICIUS QUIRINUS) was the second of thatname
CYRE'NIUS (whose full name was PUBLIUS

butwasintended to inculcate upon theIsraelites mentioned in Roman history, and was consul with
a proper reverence for God's creation ” (K. and D. , M. Valerius Messala.Some years after, A. D. 6,
Com ., in loc . ).

Other authorities think that the prohibition re- andin Judea a census, or åroypaoh. He wasa
he was made governor of Syria, and made there

fers to the superstitions and practices of heathen- favorite with Tiberius, and on his death, A. D.
ism. The priests of Baal cut themselves with 21, he was buried with public honors by the

knives to propitiate the god “ after their manner”

(1 Kings 18:28). Herodotus says the Carians, who above named seems, in Luke 2:2, to be identified
senate at the request of the emperor. The census

resided in Europe, cut their foreheads with knives with one which took place at the time of the

at festivals of Isis ; in this respect exceeding the birth of Christ, when Sentius Saturnius was

Egyptians, who beat themselves on these occasions
governor of Syria. Hence has arisen considerable

(Herod. ii, 61 ). Lucian, speakingof the Syrian difficulty, which has been variouslysolved, either

priestly attendants ofthismock deity, says that, by supposing some corruption in the text of St.

using violent gestures , they cut their arms and
tongues with swords. Tattooing indicated alle- Luke, orby giving some unusual senseto his

giance to a deity, in the same manner as soldiers words. But A. W.Zumpt,of Berlin, has shown

andslaves bore tattooed markstoindicate alle of Syria, and,by very striking and satisfactory
it to be probable that Quirinus was twice governor

gianceor adscription . This is evidentlyalludedto arguments, fixes the time of his governorship at
in the Revelation of St. John (13:16 ; 17:5 ; 19:20 ), from B. C.4 to A. D. 1 ;the second A. D. 6-10.

and, though in a contrary direction, by Ezekiel

( 9 : 4 ), by St. Paul (Gal. 6:17), in the Revelation CYRUS (Heb. Wys, ko '-resh , Babyl. Kurash,

( 7 : 3 ), and perhaps by Isaiah (44 :5) and Zechariah old Persian Kurush ; Gr. Kūpos,

(13 : 6) (Smith, Bib. Dict. , s . v . ). See Mark. koo '-ros ; Lat. Cyrus),thefound

CYMBAL. See Music, p. 764 . er of the Persian empire, holds

an important place both in bib

CYPRESS . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
lical prophecy (Isa. 41:25 ; 44:

CYPRUS (Gr. Kumpos, koo'-pros) , a large 28 ; 45 : 1-13) and history (Ezra

island in the Mediterranean off thecoast of Syria. 1 : 1-8 ; 4 :3-5 ; 2 Chron. 36:22,

Its length is about one hundred and forty-eight
sq.; Dan. 1:21 ; 10 : 1 ) . To

miles, and its width from five to fifty miles . It was understand the part which he

once inhabited by the Phænicians. In 477 B. C. played in the history of Israel,

the Greeks controlled it. In 58 B. C. it fell to the and of the ancient world gener

Romans. On the death of Alexander the Great ally, we should keep in view

it had been incorporated with Egypt. It was an
some important facts of a

imperial province in 27 B. C. The first New Tes. Cyrus. general character :

tament notice of Cyprus is in Acts 4:36, where it
1. Condition of Western

is mentioned as the native place of Barnabas. Asia. When Cyrus appeared a complete politi

It appears prominently in connection with the cal, social , and religious revolution was impend.

carly spread of Christianity (Acts 11:19, 20). ing in western Asia. The region with which the

Paul and Barnabas visited it A. D. 44. It was Bible chiefly concerns itself had been controlled

Paul's first missionary field (Acts 13:4-13). The for thousandsof years by the Semitic race, who

Kittim of Gen. 10:4 and the Chittim of Isa. 23 : 1 had given to theworld the elements of civilization,

were primarily the inbabitants of Citium , and and were still to rule it by its conquering religions .

then of the whole island. In 1878, by the terms | The center of power and influence for the whole

of the "conditional convention,” Cypruswas con- country from the mountains of Media to the

reyed by Turkey to Great Britain, the sultan re. Mediterranean; and from Mount Taurus to the

taining sovereignty and receiving annual payments Arabian desert, had always been in the East, in

of money in placeofits revenues, and in 1887 the Babylonia or Assyria. The Chaldean dynasty in

island was ceded to Great Britain . Babylon, which during the previous half century

CYRENE (Gr. Kupín, koo-ray’-nay), a city Nebuchadnezzar,wasnow rapidly declining.
hadbeen at the head of the empire founded by

founded by the Greeks, upon a beautiful tableland
2. Israel and Babylon . The political for

one thousand eight hundred feet above the sea

level. It was the capital ofthe district of Cyren: history, depended upon this eastern power, Assyria
tunes of Israel had, in the critical periods of its

aica in Africa . It was a Greek city, but contained

many Jews. Cyrene was represented in Jerusalem dom of Israel had been destroyed , by the latter
or Babylonia . By the former the northern king.

at the Pentecost (Acts 2:10 ). Simon, one of its Judah and Jerusalem had been led away captive.

people, helped Jesus bear his cross (Matt. 27:32) . The remnant ofIsrael, the hope of the world, was

Cyrenian Jews had a synagogue at Jerusalem

(Acts 6 : 9). It was destroyed in the 4th century of release seemed little likely to be fulfilled .
now still in bondage, and its fondly cherished hope

by Saracens. It is waste and occupied now by

wild beasts and Bedouins.
3. The Iranians. For about two centuries

before this era a new people had been very gradu.

CYRENIAN (Gr. Kupmaios, koo-ray -nah '. ally but surely coming into power in the moun.

yos, of Cyrene, Matt. 27:32 ; Acts 11:20), a na- tainous region to the east of the Tigris. These

«
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were the Iranians, an offshoot of the Aryan race . quarian research,while his subjects were neglected.

After the main body of the Asiatic Aryans had in the East the inactivity of a monarch means

descended into India the Iranians remained for suffering and oppression among his people. The

many centuries in Baktria, on the slopes of the prosperity of the subjects of Cyrus excited the

Hindu-Kush Mountains. Thence they moved in envy of the Babylonians, and they soon became

two divisions westward, the one settling in Media, ready for a change of masters. Soon after the

the other in theregion to the northeast of the subjection of Lydia northern Mesopotamia , from

Persian Gulf, called “ Persis.” The latter, the the Euphrates to the Tigris, submitted to Cyrus,

Persians , came later than the former, the Medians , But it was not till 538 that he felt himself justi.

and by a different route. They had at first but a fied in invading Babylonia proper.
small territory, which, however, just before the 9. Fall of Babylon . The invasion was ac

birth of Cyrus they had augmented by taking companied by revolts in Babylonia itself. Early

possession of Elam. in Tammuz (June) a battle was fought in favor of

4. Records of Cyrus. For information about Cyrus, not far from Bagdad. On the 14th the

Cyrus we naturally look to the Greek historians city of Sippar, twenty- four miles N. of Babylon,

and to the native annalists of Babylon and Persia. was taken without a blow being struck . Two days

His fame among the Greeks was so great that they later Babylon itself was entered by Gobryas, the

retailed no end of stories about his life and death, general of Cyrus, at the head of his troops. No

and so great was his influence in the world that resistance was offered, and Nabonidus was taken

they resorted to the supernatural to adequately prisoner. On the 3d of Marchesvan (October)

explain it . Nearly all that they tell of his infancy Cyrus himself entered the city and finally settled

and youth, and much relating to his mature years, its affairs, proclaiming universalpeace.

is legendary or mythical. It is now possible , how- 10. His Later Actions. He personally di.

ever , by the aid of the cuneiform inscriptions, to rected the policy of the newly won kingdom , but

make out at least an outline story of his life. did not make Babylon his chief residence. The

5. Cyrus as Prince of Persis. Cyrus was concerns of his great empire demanded his atten.

born about 590 B. C. He was a descendant of tion in many regions and local centers , It would

Achæmenes, the founder of the royal line of Persia. appear thathis eastern provinces, the least civilized

His father was the first Cambyses, and he himself of all, had most of his immediate care. He lived

was the grandson of the first Cyrus. The annex. nine years after the surrender of Babylon. Con.

ation , about 596, of Elam , or Aushan, to the north ficting stories are told of his latest deeds. He prob

of Persis with its capital, Susa (Shushan ), was the ably died at Pasargadæ, the capital of his native

event which gave the Persians independent stand. Persis, near which a tomb still remains with a

ing among Eastern peoples. This was eleven column inscribed, “ I am Cyrus the king, the

years after the fall of the Assyrian empire, and Achæmenidean .”

the Medes, who had the principal share in that 11. His Character and Achievements.

catastrophe, soon extended their dominion south Cyrus was one of the greatest men of any age.

ward, so that when Cyrus came to his small he. His genius for pacification and government was

reditary dominions, about 558 B. C., they had much more remarkable than his rare military

been for some time in vassalage to the kindred talent. With an Asiatic career rivaling that of

Iranian monarchy of the north . Alexander of Macedon, he was morally far greater

6. HeConquers Media. Astyages was then than his imitator, though without any of the early

king of Media, about 550 B.C. , and Cyrus attempted advantages of the son of Philip and the pupil of

to throw off his yoke. Astyages marched against Aristotle. His personal qualities are illustrated

him, but his troops revolted and delivered him up by his having won the hearts of many peoples

to Cyrus , who spared his life and gave him a speaking many strange tongues and professing

princely residence for the rest of his days. The manydiversereligious.Hisadministrativemeasures

whole Median dominion then fell to Cyrus. It had attest his statesmanship no less than his goodness .

been extended already far to the west, and his His liberation of the Hebrew exiles was the most

possessions soon reached to the river Halys, half- far-reaching beneficent measure ever devised by

way across Asia Minor, a heathen monarch, and, along with the main tenor

7. War with Lydia. War with the power and purpose of his life, vindicates his prophetic

ful and ambitious Cræsus of Lydia was inevitable. title, “ The anointed of Jehovah .”

It terminated with the taking of Sardis in 547 . 12. Cyrus and the Jewish Restoration .

An important result of this conquest was the sub- The liberation of the Hebrew exiles is not directly

jection of the Greek cities and colonies on the mentioned in the inscriptions of Cyrus which have

coast land and islands of Asia Minor. The ad- been so far brought to light. But his chronicler

ministration of thisand other subject districts states that he “ proclaimed peace to all Babylonia

Cyrus left to carefully chosen viceroys. His do immediately after his entrance into the capital,

minions were still farther extended over thekindred and, doubtless, the famous manifesto quoted in

Iranian tribes totheeastward ,so that they stretched Ezra 1 :2-4 was included among the proclamations.

from the Ægean Sea beyond the farthest limits In considering the part played by Cyrus in the re

of modern Persia . vival of Israel under Persian auspices we must

8. Condition of Babylonia . The Semitic keep in mind :

lowlands were still held precariously by the Chal- ( i ) The prophecies concerning Cyrus. Among
dean monarchy. Nabonidus, the last native king these we should not restrict ourselves simply to
of Babylon, who came to the throne in 555 B. C., those passages which directly refer to Cyrus. In

was an inefficient ruler who spent his time in anti- | a certain sense the whole of the second part of
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Isaiah ( chaps. 40–66) is conditioned upon his great king. How the subject should serve his

achievements, since it is concerned with the return own community, or even the state at large, it did

of Israel from captivity, which he was the means of not occur to an Assyrian ruler to inquire. The

accomplishing. We have, bowever, in the passages peoples of the vassal states and conquered com.

cited at the head of this article distinct and highly munities were thus virtually held as slaves, and if

suggestive statements about Cyrus and his services they refused homage and tribute they were com

to the cause of Jehovah. In Isa. 41:25, the re- pelled, at the point of the sword, to contribute

markable announcement is made : “ I have raised larger revenues. If they again refused their con

[ roused ) up one from the north, and be is come ; structive rebellion was punished with the loss of

from the rising of the sun one that calleth upon my home and country. Thus was instituted the ter

name." This enlarges upon 41:2, “ Who hath rible system of deportation, whose object was to

raised up one from the east ? " The fulfillment is break down the national spirit ; for this had no

seen in the fact thatwhile Cyrus came originally right to assert itself as against the sovereignty of

from the east of Babylonia, his advance upon the king and the gods. Thus Samaria finally lost

that country was made from the north. Both of its independent existence. Thus, also , Judah and

these related passages predict his unparalleled Jerusalem were apparently obliterated forever. In

career of conquest, while 41 :2 also asserts that the lands whither the exlles were deported they

the cause of “ righteousness ” is the motive of the were helpless before the king, and their obedience

whole career of the God-chosen man, or, in the was unquestioned. This was the case even under

propbet's ownwords, of him “ whom righteousness the Chaldean régime of Nebuchadrezzar, who im

beckons to follow him .” In 44:28 Cyrus is intro- proved upon the old Assyrian system so far that

duced in connection with the promised rebuilding he sought to utilize the talents and skill of the

of Jerusalera and the temple. In carrying out exiles rather than to crush out their manhood

this work he is to act as the " shepherd ” of Jeho- Cyrus had a different conception of government,

vah, i, e. , as the ruler and guardian of the people He knew that the contentment of the subject was

of Jehovah, all whose pleasure he is to perform the essential condition of national prosperity, and

în 45 : 1 he is called Jehovah's anointed ," i. e ., be that to secure such contentment a large measure
was appointed to the kingly office by Jehovah and of local freedom was necessary . Hence he en.

endowed with the gifts for such a function. In couraged the national aspirations of the people,

the following context irresistible might is attributed whom hefound enthralled under the yoke of Baby

to him through the help and presence of the God lon. How this love of freedom and righteousness

of Israel, uninterrupted and complete success are was providentially used for the emancipation of the

to attend him, and he is to fall heir to the accumu- Hebrews we have seen declared in the prophecies

lated treasures of the ancient Babylonian empire thathave been just cited.

(45:1-3). All this is to be achieved that Cyrus, (3) Cyrus and the returning exiles. This motive

and all the nations to whom Jehovah had hitherto I of Cyrus is shown in his proclamation recorded in

been an unknown God, should learn his name and Ezra 1:2–4 , the preface of which (1 : 1 ) states that

his character, and these very surnames of shepherd Jehovah stirred up his spirit to accomplish the

and anointed had been given him for the sake of restoration of his people. In the manifesto itself

Jehovah's people (45 :3-6 ). Further, the character Cyrus says that Jehovah charged him to build his

of the restoration is set forth as a deliverance by house at Jerusalem, and this, the chief object of

Cyrus free and voluntary (45:13). the new settlement, he commends to the Hebrews

( 2) The spirit and policy of Cyrus . To under- everywhere in his dominions. Besides he restored

stand how Cyrus changed the face of western the sacred vessels of the temple which had been

Asia , and particularly how he brought Israel to its carried away by Nebuchadrezzar ( 1 : 7), furnished

own again, we need to take a backward glance supplies, protection, and an escort to the expedi

over the history of Babylonia and Assyria. The tion, and made grants of timber and provisions to

Semitic conception of government, exemplified in the builders of the temple (3: 7 ) . That the enter

the domination of the Semites, was that of abso- prise was interrupted, even during the reign of
lute monarchy, without any properly delegated Cyrus (4 : 3-5) , was doubtless due to the absence

power, All the officials of the empire,whether in of the king in his eastern provinces during the

the central city or in the dependent states, were later years of his reign. What he could do for
mere creatures of the king, who himself was the Israel that he did , and that, from the human

vicegerent of the gods. Moreover, the whole standpoint, was practically everything. Without
population was regarded as tributaries and servants Cyrus the hope of Israel and of the world would

of this central authority. Hence obedience and have been quenched in the darkness of Babylonian

service were the functions of every subject of the bondage (Isa. 42:22 ; 49 :9 ; 61:14).-J. F. McC.
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DABAREH DAMASCUS

D

DAB'AREH (Josh. 21:28 ). This name is in- scribed in case of offense against the person , prop

correctly spelt in the A. V., and should be Dab- erty, or name of another. See Law .

ERATH ( q. v . ). DAM'ARIS (Gr. Aáuapıs, dam '-ar -is, gentle),

DABBASHETH (Heb. 27, dab -beh '-sheth, an Athenian woman converted to Christianity by
hump), a town on the border of Zebulun (Josh. Paul's preaching (Acts 17:34 ). Chrysostom and

19:11). Its location has not been positively iden- others believed her to have been the wife of

tified .
Dionysius the Areopagite, but apparently for no

DAB'ERATH (Heb. 07577, daro-ber -ath ', pas- in this passage.
other reason than that she is mentioned with him

ture), a Levitical town of Issachar (Josh. 19:12 ; DAMASCENES' (Gr. Aajaokopvós, dam-as
1 Chron. 6:72 ; Dabareh, Josh . 21:28). It lay at
thewestern foot ofMountTabor. The present in - kay-nos'), inhabitantsof Damascus (2 Cor. 11:32).

significant village of Deburieh . DAMASʻCUS (Heb. pon, dam -meh ' - sek ;

DAGGER (Heb. 97, khek '-reb), any sharp Plo??, dar -neh '-sek ; once, 2 Kings 16:10,

instrument, especially a weapon of war (Judg PO227,doo -meh ' -sek ; Gr. Aauaokós, dam -as-kos ),
3:16, 21 , 22). See ARMOR. said to be the oldest city in the East.

DAGON. See Gods, FALSE.
1. Situation . Damascus lies about seventy

miles from the seaboard, upon the east of Anti
DAILY occurs in the A. V. as the rendering Lebanon , and close to the foot of the hills, in the

of theGr.Értoioios, ep - ee -ooʻ-see -os, necessary (Matt. valley of the Abana, a great plain about twenty.

6:11 ; Luke 11:3 ), so that the phrase really means three hundred feet above the sea and thirty miles

the bread of our necessity, i. e., necessary for us.
by ten in extent. This plain is called the Ghutah ,

DAILY OFFERING or SACRIFICE . See and is shot all over by the cool, rapid waters of

SACRIFICE. the Abana, which do equal service in bringing life

DALAI'AH (1 Chron . 3:24), the same name and in carrying away corruption. It is very fer

elsewhere more correctlyAnglicized DeLAIAH, 1 tile,aboundingingardens, orchards,and meadows.
It is to Abana that Damascus chiefly owes her

(q . v . ).
importance and stability. Another important

DALE, THE KING'S (Heb. D ????, ay ’-mek, factor is that the city lies on the border of the

depression ), the name of a valley not far from desert, and that she is situated on the natural
Jerusalem and in the valley of Jehoshaphat, highway from the east to the west. Three great

where Absalom built a family monument (Gen. roads go forth from her — west, south , and east.
14:17 ; 2 Sam . 18:18) . It is also called the “ vale The western, or southwestern, road travels by
of Shaveh ." Galilee to the Levant and the Nile . The south

DALMANU'THA (Gr. Aahuavovóá, dal-man- ern, which leaves the city by the “ Gates of God,”
00-thal'), a place on the west coast of the Sea of takes the pilgrims to Mecca. The eastern is the

Galilee, into parts of which Christ was said to road to Bagdad.

have gone (“ Magdala,” Matt. 15:39 ) . Dalmanutha 2. History . Josephus (Ant., i, 6) says that

itself is mentioned only in Mark 8:10 . The place Damascus was founded by Ủz, son of Aram. Itº

is identified with a village called Ain - el-Barideh is first mentioned in Scripture in connection with

—the “ cold fountain ." The village proper is Abraham ( Gen. 14:15), whose steward was

called el-Mejdel,possibly the “ Migdal-el ” of Josh. native of the place ( 15:2). We may gather from

19:38 . the name of this person,as well as from the state

DALMATIA (Gr. Aa2qaría,dul-mal -ee'-ah) , theAramwans,that it wasaSemiticsettlement.
ment of Josephus, which connects the city with

a district east of the Adriatic, being a Roman

province ; a place visited by Titus (2 Tim . 4:10). came to succorHadadezer king of Zobah,” with
In the time of David “ the Syrians of Damascus

According to Rom. 15:19 Paul himself had once whom David was at war (2 Sam . 8 : 5 ; 1 Chron . 18 : 5) ;

preached there, the place being referred to as but the Syrians weredefeated , and David became

Illyricum .
master of the whole territory, garrisoning it with

DALʻPHON (Heb. Zip}, dal-fone"), the sec . Israelites (2 Sam.8 :6). Inthereign of Solomon
ond of the ten sons of Haman , killed by the Jews Rezon (q . v.) becamemaster of Damascus ( 1 Kings

on the thirteenth of Adar (Esth . 9 : 7), B. C. about 11:23-25 ). The fi u.ily of Hadad appears to have
509. recovered the throne, as we find Ben -hadad in

DAM (Heb. DX, ame). The Mosaic code had league with Baashaof Israel againstAsa (1 Kings

15:19; 2 Chron. 16 : 3 ) , and after in league with Asa

several regulations respecting treatment of par against Baasha ( 1 Kings 15:20). The defeat and

ents, even among animals. Thus the young death of Ahab at Ramoth -gilead ( 1 Kings 22: 15–37)

animal was to be with its mother seven days enabled the Syrians of Damascus to resume the

after birth before it could be sacrificed ( Exod. offensive. Their bands ravaged Israel during Je.

22:30 ; Lev. 22:27); a lamb was not to be seethed horam's reign and laid siege to Samaria.

in its mother's milk (Exod. 23:19) ; a mother bird
Hazael, the servant of Ben -hadad, murdered the

was not to be taken with her young (Deut.22 : 6 , 7 ) . king (2 Kings 8:15 ) , and was soon after defeated

DAMAGES, remuneration or restitution pre. I by the Assyrians. He and his son waged successful

a

.
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DAMMIM DAN

war against Israel and Judah, but Joash defeated In Rom. 14:23, “ He that doubtetn is damned if

the Syrians thrice and recovered the cities of he eat," i . e . , is condemned by conscience and by

Israel (2 Kings 13 :3 , 22–25) . Jeroboam II (B. C. God because he is not satisfied that he is right in

about 783) is said to have recovered Damascus so doing. See PUNISHMENT, EVERLASTING.

(2 Kings 14:28). Later ( B. C. about 735) Rezin,

king of Damascus, and Pekah, king of Israel,
DAN (Heb. 77, dawn, judge), the fifth son of

laid unsuccessful siege to Jerusalem (2 Kings Jacob and the first of Bilhah ,Rachel's maid (Gen.

16 :8), but Elath - built by Azariah in Syrian ter- 30 :6), B. C. perhaps about 1640.

ritory —having been taken by Rezin, Ahaz sought 1. Personal History. Of the patriarch him .

the aid of Tiglath -pileser (2 Kings 16 : 7 , 8 ) . Rezin Iself no incident is preserved. By the blessing of

FELEPAS

Damascus.

was slain , the kingdom of Damascus brought to Jacob on his deathbed it was settled that Dan and

an end, the city destroyed, and its inhabitants his other sons by handmaids should be legally

carried capiive into Assyria (v. 9 ; comp. Amos entitled to a portion of the family inheritance.

1 :5). It was long before Damascus recovered 2. Tribe of Dan. (1 ) Numbers. Only one son

from this serious blow . We do not know at what is attributed to Dan (Gen. 46:23 ), but it may be

time Damascus was rebuilt ; but Strabo says that observed that “ Hushim " is a plural form , as if

it was the most famous place in Syria during the the name, not of an individual, but of a family.

Persian period. At the time of the Gospel his. At the exodus the tribe of Dan numbered sixty

tory and of the apostle Paul it formed a part of two thousand seven hundred warriors (Num . 1:39),

the kingdom of Aretas (2 Cor. 11:32) , an Arabian and at the second census sixty-four thousand four

prince, who held his kingdom under the Romans . hundred, holding their rank assecond. (2) Position

The mention of Damascus in the New Testa- in camp. Dan's position in the journey was on

ment is in connection with the conversion and the north of the tabernacle, with Asher and Naph.

ministry of Paul (q . v . ) . tali . The standard of the tribe was of white and

DAM'MIM . See EPHES-DAMMIM, Pas-DAMMIM. red, and the crest upon it an eagle, the great foe

DAMNATION (rendering of several Greek to serpents , which had been chosen by the lender

terms, denoting judgment,destruction, etc. ), a word instead of a serpent, because Jacob had compared

used to denote the final loss of the soul, but not Dan to a serpent . Ahiezer substituted the eagle,

to be always so understood. Thus, in 2 Pet . 2 : 1, the destroyer of serpents, as he shrank from carry

the expression “ damnable heresies " (Gr. aipéoeus ing an adder upon his flag. (3) Prominent per

arwhelas) means destructive opinions ; " they that sons. One who played a prominent part in the

resist shall receive to themselves damnation " wanderings was " Aholiab, the son of Ahisamach,

(Rom . 13 : 2 ) , evidently condemnation, i . e. , from of the tribe of Dan ” (Exod . 31 : 6 , et seq . ) . Sam

the rulers . Again , in 1 Cor. 11:29, the damnation son was also a Danite (Judg. 13 : 2, sq.). ( 4) Ter

resulting from " eating and drinking unworthily ” ritory. Dan was the last of the tribes to receive

is condemnation (so rendered in v . 34 ). Just what his portion , which was the smallest of the twelve.

it is to which the offender may be condemned lies It had , however, great natural advantages , was
with God . Some suppose temporal judgments very fertile, and had also a line of seacoast, which

from God and the censure of wise and good men . seems to have led them to engage in fishing
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DAN, CAMP OF DANCE

and commerce, for in the war of Sisera and Barak have practiced it but the lower ranks of society

Dan remained in ships ( Judg. 5:17). It included and those who gained their livelihood by attending

the cities of Joppa, Lydda, and Ekron. (5) Capture festive meetings.

of Laish. Crowded by the Amorites from the rich The dresses of the female dancers were light

lowlands up into the mountains, the Danites turned and of the finest texture, showing by their trans

their attention to territory in the north of Pales- parent quality the form and movement of the

tine. A force of six hundred men was sent, who | limbs . They generally consisted of a loose - flowing

captured and burned Laish, afterward rebuilding robe, reaching to the ankles,occasionally fastened

it and naming it Dan (Judg. 18: 14–29). This city, tight at the waist, and round the hips was a small

with others, was laid waste by Ben -hadad ( 1 Kings narrow girdle, adorned with beads or ornaments

15:20 ; 2 Chron . 16 :4) , and this is the last mention of various colors . Slaves were taught dancing as

of the place. It is now called Tell el Kâdy (“mound well as music, and in the houses of the rich,

of the judge ” ). besides their other occupations, that of dancing

DAN , CAMP OF (Judg. 13:25 ; 18:12 , A. v. to entertain the family or a party of friends was

“ Mahaneh -dan " ), the name given to the distriet required of them ; and free Egyptians also gained
in which the Danites pitched before emigrating a livelihood by their performances. The dances of
northward ; or perhaps the location of someDanite the lower orders generally had a tendency toward

families which remained . a species of pantomime ; and the rude peasantry

DAN, CITY OF. 1. Formerly Laish, but were more delighted with ludicrous and extrava

taken by the Danites and called Dax (q . v. ) .
gant dexterity than with gestures which displayed

2. There is a reference in Ezek . 27:19 in the at the temples in honor of the gods, and insome
elegance and grace. The Egyptians also danced

A. V. to “ Dan also ” (Heb. 17?) , but the R. V. processions, as they approached the precincts of

has it correctly “ Vedan,” which has been thought the sacred courts.

to be Aden in Arabia, once the chief trading port 2. The Greeks, though they employed women

of Arabia before the rise of Mochar. who practiced music and dancing to entertain the

"DAN EVEN TO BEPER-SHE'BA . ” Dan guests, looked upon the dance as a recreation in

being thenorthern boundary of Canaan, and Beer- which all classes might indulge, and an accomplish.

sheba its most southerly town, this proverbial ment becoming a gentleman ; and it was also a

saying expressed the extreme length of the land Jewish custom for young ladies to dance at private

(Judg. 20 :1 ; 1 Sam . 3:20 , etc. ). entertainments (Matt. 14: 6), as it is at Damascus

and other Eastern towns .

DANCE. This act is usually denoted in He
3. The Romans, on the contrary, were far

brew by some form of khool (3251, to twist),prob- from considering it worthy of a man ofrank orof

ably referring to the whirling motions of the a sensible person ; and Cicero says : “ No man

sacred dances of the Orient (Judg. 21:21 , 23 ; who is sober dances, unless he is out of his mind,

Psa. 30:11 ; 1 Sam . 18 : 6 ). The word khaw -gag' either when alone or in any decent society, for

( 1917) means moving in a circle ( 1 Sam . 30:16 ), dancing is the companion of wanton conviviality,

while raw -kad ' ( 727, 1 Chron . 15:29, “ Michal dissoluteness, and luxury.” Nor did the Greeks

saw David dancing and playing ") means to extraordinary gesticulation were deemed indecent
indulge in it to excess ; and effeminate dances or

skip or leap for joy . Similar in meaning is kaw- in men of characterand wisdom .

rar ' ( 777 , 2 Sam . 6:14 , 16 ). In the New Testa- 4. Hebrew. Among the Jews dancing was

ment" dance ” is the rendering of khor-os' (xopós, always a favorite social pastimeamong girls and

an inclosure for dancing ," Luke 15:25), and women (Jer. 31 :4) , imitated by children playing on

or-khen '-om -ahee (opxévouai, literally,to leap, Matt. the street (Job 21:11; Matt. 11:17 ; Luke 7:32 ),

11:17 , etc. ). and was engaged in by femalecompanies in honor

1. Among the Egyptians the dance con- of national joys, especially of victories (1 Sam.

sisted mostly of a succession of figures, in which 18 : 6) and religious festivities ( Exod. 15:20 ; Judg.

the performers endeavored to exhibit a great 21:21 ). On such occasions , at least in more

variety of gesture. Men and women danced at ancient times, men also testified the joy of their

the same time or in separate parties, but the hearts by dancing (2 Sam . 6 :3 , 14). A religious

latter were generally preferred from their superior meaning belonged also to the torch dance, which

grace and elegance. Some danced to slow airs, arose later, by men in the temple on the first

adapted to the style of their movement — the at- evening of the Feast of Tabernacles. The dances

titudes they assumed frequently partook of a grace probably consisted only of circular movements ,

not unworthy of the Greeks - and other's preferred with artless rythmical steps and lively gesticula

a lively step, regulated by an appropriate tune. tions, the women beating cymbals and triangles

Graceful attitudes and gesticulation were the gen . (Judg. 11:34) . When at national festivities other
eral style of their dance, but, as in other coun- instruments were played (Psa. 68:25 ; 150 :4). Of

tries, the taste of the performance varied accord- public female dancers, as are frequently found in

ing to the rank of the person by whom they were the modern East, there is not a trace to be found

employed, or their own skill ; and the dance at the in Old Testament times. Such dancing as that

house of a priest differed from that among the un- of Herodias's daughter before men at a voluptuous

couth peasantry or the lower classes of townsmen. banquet (Matt. 14 :6 ; Mark 6:22 , sq .) was first in

It was not customary for the upper orders of troduced among the Jews through the influence of

Egyptians to indulge in this amusement, either in corrupt Greek customs.

public or private assemblies, and none appear to The Jewish dance was performed by the sexes

66 >
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DANGER DANIEL

>

"

separately. There is no evidence from sacred his- tion in accordance with the barbarous custom of
tory that the diversion was promiscuously enjoyed, oriental courts. ( 3 ) Interprets dreams. After

except it might be at the erection of the deified three years of discipline Daniel was presented to

calf, when, in imitation of the Egyptian festival the king,and shortly after he had an opportunity

of Apis, all classes of the Hebrews intermingled of exercising his peculiar giſt (1:17) of inter.

in the frantic revelry. In the sacred dances, al preting dreams — not only recalling the forgotten

though both sexes seem to have frequently borne vision of the king, but also revealing its meaning

a part in the procession or chorus, they remained ( 2:14, sq.). As a reward he was made " ruler

in distinct and separate companies (Psa. 68:25 ; over the whole province of Babylon " and "chief

Jer. 31:13). The dances of the virgins at Shiloh of the governors over all the wise men of Baby

were certainly part of a religious festivity (Judg. lon ” (2:48 ). Later he interpreted another of

21:19–23 ). Nebuchadnezzar's dreams to the effect that he was

A form of religious dancing sometimes made to lose for a time his throne, but to be again

part of the public worship of the early Christians. restored to it after his humiliation had been com .

The custom was borrowed from the Jews, in whose pleted ( Dan. 4). ( 4 ) In retirement. Under the

solemn processions choirs of young men and unworthy successors of Nebuchadnezzar Daniel

maidens, moving in time with solemn music, appears to have occupied an inferior position

always bore a part. It must not be supposed that (Dan. 8:27) and no longer to have been " master

the “religious dances ” had anysimilarity to mod of the magicians” (4:8 , 9), probably living at Susa

ern amusements. They were rather processions, in | (8 : 2). In the first year of King Belshazzar

which all who took part marched in timewith the (7 : 1 ), B. C. about 555, he was both alarmned and

hymns which they sung. The custom was very comforted by a remarkable vision (ch . 7), followed

early laid aside, probably because it might have by one two years later (ch . 8), which disclosed to

led to the adoption of such objectionable dances him the future course of events and the ultimate

as were employed in honor of the pagan deities. fate of the most powerful empires of the world,

Probibitions of dancing as an amusement abound but in particular their relations to the kingdom of

in the Church fathers and in the decrees of the God and its development to the great consumma.

councils (Keil, Arch ., ii, 282 ; Wilkinson, Ancient tion. (5) Restored to office. He interpreted the

Egyptians, i, 133–140). handwriting on the wall which disturbed the feast

5. Figurative. Dancing in the Scriptures is of Belshazzar (5 : 10-28 ) , and, notwithstanding his

symbolical of joy in contrast with mourning (Psa. bold denunciation of the king, the latter ap.

30:11, etc.). See GLOSSARY. pointed him the “ third ruler of the kingdom

DANGER . See GLOSSARY. (5:29) . After the fall of Babylon Darius ascended

the throne and made Daniel the first of the “ three

DANIEL (Heb. 5427, daw -nee-yale', God is presidents ” of the empire (6:2).In deep humilia

my judge). tion and prostration of spirit he then prayed to

1. TheSon of David , the second by Abigail, the Almighty in the name of his people for for

the Carmelitess ( 1 Chron. 3 : 1). In the parallel giveness oftheir sins and for the divine mercy in

passage, 2 Sam. 3: 3 , he is called Chileab. their behalf ; and the answering promises which

2. The celebrated prophet and minister at he received far exceeded the tenor of his prayer,
the court of Babylon, whose life and prophecies are for the visions of the seer were extended to the

contained in the book bearing his name. Nothing end of Judaism ( ch . 9). (6) Persecution. His eleva

is known of his parentage or family, but heap- tion to the highest postof honor and the scrupu.
pears to have been of royal or noble descent(Dan. lous discharge of his official duty aroused the envy

1:3) and to have possessed considerable personal and jealousy of his colleagues, who conspired
endowments ( Dan. 1 :4). (1) Early life . He was against him . They persuaded the monarch to pass

taken to Babylon while yet a boy, together with a decree forbidding anyone for thirty days to offer
three other Hebrew youths of rank—Hananiah, prayer to any person save the king. For his dis

Mishael, and Azariah - at the first deportation of obedience the prophet was thrown into a den of

the people of Judah in the fourth year of Jehoi- lions, but was miraculously saved and again raised
akim (B. C. 604). (2) Enters the king's service. to the highest posts of honor (ch . 6 ) . (7) Patriot

He and his companions were obliged to enter the ism. He lived to enjoy the happiness of seeing

service of the royal court of Babylon, on which his people restored to their own land, and though

occasion he received the Chaldean name of Belte- his advanced age would not allow him to be among

shazzar, according to the Eastern custom when a those who returned to Palestine, yet did he never

change takes place in one's condition of life, and for a moment cease to occupy his mind and heart

more especially if his personal liberty is thereby with his people and their concerns ( 10:12). At
affected (comp. 2 Kings 23:34 ; 24:17). Daniel, the accession of yrus he still retained his pros.

like Joseph, gained the favor of his guardian, and perity ( 1:21; 6:28). (8) Visions. In the third

Was allowed by him to carry out his wise intention year of Cyrus he had a series of visions, in which
of abstaining from unclean food and idolatrous he was informed of the minutest details respect

ceremonies (1:8–16 ). His prudent conduct and ing the future history and sufferings of his nation
absolute refusal to comply with such customs to a period of their true redemption through

were crowned with the divine blessing and had Christ, as also a consolatory notice to himself to
the most important results. Another reason of proceed calmly and peaceably to the end of his
a sanitary nature may also be assigned for this days, and then await patiently the resurrection of
temperance, as it is probable he was at this time the dead (chaps. 10–12). It is not worth while to

undergoing the curative process after emascula- Imention here the various fables respecting the
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DANIEL, BOOK OF DARIUS

later life and death of Daniel, as all accounts are surrection of the nobles against him. Darius was

vague and confused . See SUPPLEMENT. apparently the rightful heir to the throne, being

Character. In the prophecies of Ezekiel men- | descended, collaterally with Cyrus, from the an

tion is nade of Daniel as a pattern of right- cient royal line of Persis. The reign of Darius

eousness (14:14, 20) and wisdom (28:3), and, belongs more to general than to Bible history ;

since Daniel was still young at that time (B.C. but as he had great influence on the history of

594-588), some have thought that another prophet the world, as well as upon the fortunes of the

must be referred to. But Daniel was con- Jews, we must notice the leading stages of his

spicuous for purity and knowledge at a very career. For our information we are indebted not

early age (Dan. 1 :4, 17, 20), and he was probably only to the Greek historians,butto his own inscrip

over thirty years of age at the time of Ezekiel's tions, written in the Old Persian cuneiform al

prophecy. phabet, whose decipherment also gave the key to

3. A priest of the family of Ithamar who re- the more ancient and complex Assyrian and Baby

turned from the exile with Ezra ( Ezra 8:2), B.C. lonian system of ideograms and syllable signs.

about 457. He is probably the same with the (1) Period of revolt. The genius for universal

priest Daniel who joined in the covenant drawn rule pussessed by Cyrus, his power of conciliation

up by Nehemiah (Neh . 10: 6), B. C. 445. his generosity and tolerance, had kept his hetero

DAN'IEL, BOOK OF. See BIBLE, Books of. geneous empire in peace and contentment for sev ..
DAN'ITE (Judg. 13 : 2 ; 18 : 1 , 11 ; 1 Chron . 12 : enteen years after the submission of the Lydians

and Greeks of Asia Minor and nine years after the
35), one of the tribe of Dan (9. v.).

DAN - JA'AN (Heb. 1 ? 77, dawn yah'-an, Cambyses discontent and misrule prepared the
capture of Babylon. But during the reign of

2 Sam . 24: 6). The LXX. and the Vulgate read “Dan way for open revolt, which at the accession of

in the woods,” Opinions differ as to whether this Darius was carried on in all parts of his domin

is identical with Dan or Laish, or the ancient site ions . To name the disaffected districts would

called Danian in the mountains above Khan en simply be to enumerate the provinces of the em

Nakura, south of Tyre, or a place near Gilead. pire, or , more summarily, the countries of which

DAN'NAH (Heb..727, dan-naw', murmuring), itwas originally composed. Persia proper, Susi.

a city in the mountains of Judah, about eight
ana (Elam ), Media, Babylonia, Assyria, Armenia,

miles from Hebron (Josh. 15:49).
Parthia, Hyrcania, with less known regions to the

DARA (Heb. 337, daw-rah), a contracted or the governorsof Asia Minor and Egypt quietly
east, revolted successively or concurrently, while

corrupt form (1 Chron. 2 : 6) of the name Darda assumed their independence. But the energy and

(q. v.). military skill of Darius everywhere prevailed, and

DAR’DA (Heb. 3979, dar-duh', pearl of the whole formidable uprising was quelled after

knowledge ), a son of Mahal, one of the four men six years' work of stern repression, so that by 515

of great fame for their wisdom , but surpassed by B. C. the sole authority ofPersia was recognized

Solomon ( 1 Kings 4:31 ), B. c. before 960. In in all the lands that had been subdued by Cyrus

1 Chron. 2 : 6, however, the same four names occur and Cambyses. (2 ) Period of reorganization .

again as sons of Zerah,” of the tribe of Judah, Cyrus had made it his policy to interfere as little

with the slight difference that Darda appears as
as possible with the modes of government followed

Dara. Although the identity of these persons by his several subject states. For example, in

with those in i Kings 4 has been much debated, many countries the native kings were confirmed

they are doubtless the same.
and encouraged in their autonomous administra

DARI'US (Gr. Aapeños, hence the Roman and and in the smaller states native governors lookedtion upon the payment of a reasonable tribute,

modern form of the name; Old Persian Dūraya- afterthe royal revenues and at the same time

va'ush ; Heb. w ). This name is borne by ruled their people in accordance with traditional

three personages in the Old Testament. methods. This whole system was changed by

1. Darius Hystaspes (Ezra 4 : 5, 24 ; 5 : 5–7 ; Darius, who abolished the local kingdoms and
6: 1 , 12, 15 ; Hag. 1 : 1 ; 2:10 ; Zech . 1 : 1 , 7 ; 7 : 1 ) , principalities, divided the whole empire into “

the restorer of the Persian empire founded by trapies,” each satrap being a Persian official with

Cyrus the Great (see Cyrus ). Cyrus was suc- supreme authority in civil affairs, and a division of

ceeded in 629 B. C. by his son Čambyses, who the imperial army to support him and maintain

possessed his father's adventurous spirit without the government against all outside attacks. Judges

his commanding genius. He added first Phoenicia were also appointed with fixed circuits, and a sys

and Cyprus, and afterward Egypt, to the new em . tem of postswas established, with royal roads ex

pire, but failed in attempting to carry out imprac- tending everywhere for the transmission of dis

ticable schemes of conquest in North Africa and patches and rescripts to and from the capital cities

Ethiopia. Encouraged by these disasters to Cam- of Susa or Persepolis. Notice that this govern

byses a pretender seized the throne, claiming mental system wasan advance on the old Assyrian

that he was Smerdis, the deceased younger son of despotism , in that thesovereign ruled by delegated

Cyrus, who had not long survived his father's power, while still falling short of the representa

death. Cambyses, despairing of success against tive systems that had their origin in the Greek
the usurper, put an end to his own life while on republics. What is of particular importance to

his homeward march. The impostor, after a reign Bible readers is the application of the system to

of a few months, was dethroned by Darius, the Palestine . There the returning exiles expected

son of Hystaspes, in 521 B. C. , who headed an in- I to found an autonomous princedom , butunder

66 >
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Darius there was erected instead the Persian prov. ( Ezra 6: 1-5) . Darius therefore made a new proc

ince of Judah, with imperial supervision over mat- lamation insisting that no obstacle should be put

ters civil and religious. (3) Period of foreign in the way of the people of Jerusalem ; that the

conquests. Not content with the empire that fell building of the temple should be forwarded ; that

to him by succession, Darius planned and carried interference with the work should be a capital of

out vast schemes of foreign conquest. The most fense, and that contributions should be made in

important of these were the acquisition ,about 512 money and goods from the king's local revenues

B. C., of northwestern India , and the subjection , toward the expenses of the restoration (Ezra 6:6–

about 508 B. C. , of the coast land between the 12). Accordingly the satrap and his officers with

Bosporus and the Grecians tate of Thessaly. By all diligence carried out the orders of Darius

the former the navigation of the lower Indus was ( 6:13, sq. ), with the result that the temple was fin.

controlled and the tradeof India opened up by ished and dedicated in the sixth year of Darius

way of the Persian Gulf, with an enormous increase (516 B. C.).

of the imperial revenue. The expedition which 2. Darius the Mede (Dan. 5:31 ; 9 : 1 ; 11 : 1 )

accomplished the latter result crossed the Bos is written, by the mistake of a scribe, for Gobryas,

porus, conquered maritime Thrace and Macedonia the general of Cyrus who took Babylon in July,

and the adjacent territory of the warlike Scythians 538 B. C. (see Cyrus) . For four months, until the

to the north, whose inroads were a continual men- entry of Cyrus, he acted as governor of Babylon,

ace to the Asiatic provinces. Thus the

Persian dominions now extended from the

Caucasus to the borders of northern Greece

and " from India even unto Ethiopia ” (Esth.

1 : 1 ). (4) Period of the Grecian wars. These, Signature of Darius .

as is well known, were precipitated by dis

turbances among theGreeks of the Asiatic coast. I though he was never king. He was also a “ Mede,"

The revolt of the subject cities, in 501 B. C. , was not a Persian in the strict sense, since the inscrip.

supported for a time by the European states tions call him “ Gubaru of Gutium ,” this country

of Athens and Eretria. It lasted till 494 B. C. , being the home of an ancient people (the “ Goyim

and after its complete suppression steps were im- of Gen. 14 : 1 ) living on the western slope of the

mediately taken by Darius for vengeance upon the mountains of Media, northeast of Babylonia. It is

foreigners. The first great expedition by land impossible to make any other identification . Cyrus

and sea, in 493, did not quite reach its destina. himself became king of Babylon after the occu

tion , and the second by sea, in 490 , was frustrated pation, so that there is no room for any other

by the world - famous defeat at Marathon . These hypothetical monarch . As to Darius Hystaspes

expeditions were led by generals of Darius, and (see above), he did not become king of either

hemade plans for a third which he was to com- Babylon or Persia till 521 B. C. , eight years after

mand in person. A revolt in Egypt, in 487, and the death of Cyrus. He was also in one sense a

his own death , in 486, put an end to the designs. “ Mede, ” but was descended from the ancient

He was succeeded by his son Xerxes, the Ahasuerus royal line of the Persians. See SUPPLEMENT.

of the Book of Esther, whose mother wasa daugh- 3. Darius the Persian (Neh . 12:22 ). This

ter of Cyrus the Great . ( 5) Darius and the Jews. was Darius Codomannus, the last king of Persia

The exiles who returned under the protection of (B. C. 336–330 ), whose empire was destroyed by

Cyrus (537 B. C. ), having begun their politicaland Alexander the Great. He was a contemporary of

religious life at Jerusalem , were thwarted in their the high priest Jaddua, who is referred to in the

efforts to rebuild the temple by the Samaritans same verse. Thus the Bible brings before us nearly

and other adversaries, who accused them of in- all the notable kings of Persia, from first to last.

trigue and sedition against the Persian govern- —J. F. McC.

ment. Cyrus, being occupied with his eastern
DARKNESS (Heb. Ten, kho -shek ', the

Fars, did not take upon himself to interfere for
the prosecution of the work. His successor, Cam- dark ; Gr. okótos, skot'-os), in the physical sense,

byses, had little sympathy with his struggling sub- is specially noticed , on three occasions, in the

jects . Thus the restoration of the sanctuary, so
Scriptures :

essential in all ways to the progress of the little 1. At the period of creation, when darkness, it

nation, was delayed for seventeen years (Ezra is said , was on the face of the deep," the dis

4 24).The accession of Darius gave new hope to pelling of wbich, by the introduction of light, was

the leaders of the Jews. In 520 B. C. the prophets the commencement of that generative process by

Haggai and Zechariah stirred up the people to which order and life were brought out of primeval

renewed efforts,and under their inspiration Zerub- chaos (Gen. 1 :2–4 ).

babel, the civil leader of the colony, set earnestly 2. The plague of darkness in Egypt (Exod. 10 :

to work (Ezra 6 : 1 , 2 ). An appeal to Darius by 21 ), “ darkness that might be felt." See PlaguES

Tattenai , the satrap of Syria ( Ezra 6 :3–17), em- OF EGYPT.

bodying a memorial from the leaders of the Jews, 3. The awful moment of our Lord's crucifixion ,

resulted in the confirmation of their contention when “from the sixth hour there was darkness

that their proceedings were not only lawful, but over all the land unto the ninth hour” (Matt. 27:

actually carried on under royal authority. Darius 45). Some, chiefly ancient writers, have insisted

gave orders that search should be made, with the upon rendering “ over all the earth,” and account

result that in Ecbatana the edict of Cyrus was for it by an eclipse of the sun . But an eclipse of

found containing all that the Jews had claimed the sun could not be visible to the whole world,

)
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bread ;

and, moreover, there could not have been an mother cities, as “Heshbon and all her daughters

eclipse, for it was the time of full moon, when the (Num. 21:25 , marg.); so Tyre is called the daughter

moon could not come between the sun and the of Zidon (Isa . 23:12).

earth . The darkness would, therefore, seem to Cities were commonly personified as women ,

have been confined to Palestine, and may have and so, naturally, had the designation given to

been caused by an extraordinary and preternatural them of daughters of the country to which they

obstruction of the light of the sun by the sulphur- belonged, as daughter of Zion, ” “ daughter of

ous vapors accompanying the eartliquake which Jerusalem ” (Isa. 37:22 , etc.). The condition of
then occurred. daughters, that is, of young women, in the East, their

The “ thick darkness where God was” (Exod. employments, duties, etc., may be gathered from

20:21) was doubtless the “ thick darkness ” in various parts of the Scriptures, and seemsto have

which “ the Lord said he would dwell” ( 1 Kings borne but little resemblance to that of young

8:12), and has reference to the cloud upon the women of respectable parentage among ourselves.

mercy seat. “ Cloud and darkness are round about Rebekah drew and fetched water; Rachel kept

him ” (Psa. 97: 2) refers to the inscrutability of the sheep, as did the daughters of Jethro, though he

divine nature and working. The darkness con- was a priest, or a prince , of Midian. They super

nected with the coming of the Lord ( Isa . 13 : 9, 10 ; intended and performed domestic services for the

Joel 2:31 ; Matt. 24:29, etc.) has reference to the family. Tamar, though a king's daughter, baked

judgments attendant on his advent. and the same of others.

Figurative. Darkness is used as symbolical DAUGHTER - IN -LAW (Heb. 2, kal.

of ignorance and spiritual blindness (Isa. 9:2 ;law '; Gr. výuon, noom '- fay), means, literally, a

John 1:5 ; 1 John 2: 8, etc. ) . With respect to the bride, and is applied to ason's wife.

gloom associated with darkness it becomes signif
DAVID . - 1. Name and Family . (Heb.

icant of sorrow and distress ; hence, “ the day of

darkness" is the time of calamity and trouble 777, or 7777, daw -veed ', affectionate, or beloved .)
(Joel 2 : 2). Isa . 8:22 ; 9 : 2 ; 13:10, etc. , refer to The second king of Israel. See SUPPLEMENT.

the unlighted streets of Eastern countries, and From the subjoined register we learn several

indicate the despair and wretchedness of the facts of importance. David's father, Jesse, was

lost. Darkness affording a covering for the per- partly of Moabitish origin , being the grandson of

formance of evil, “ the works of darkness” (Eph. Boaz and Ruth . His mother's name is unknown,
5:11 ) is employed to designate the more flagrant and “ all we know of her character is derived from

exhibitions of unrighteousness. Darkness is used two brief allusions to her in the poetry of her

to represent the state of the dead ( Job 10:21 ; son, from which we may gather that she was a
18:18). godly woman , whose devotion to God's service

DARʻKON (Heb .11777, dar-kone ', derivation David commemorates as at once a token of God's

favor to himself and a stimulus to him to conse
uncertain ), one whose “ children ,” or descendants,

crate himself to God (Psa. 86:16 ; 116: 16 ) ” (Kitto).

were among the “ servants of Solomon ” who re: David, born in Beth -lehem (1Sam . 16 : 1 ; 2 Sam .

turned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:36 ; 5 :4 ),B.C. 1030, was the youngest of seven sons

Neh. 7:58), B. C. about 458 .
(or eight if we admit Elihu, mentioned in the

DARLING (Heb. 7T;, yaw -kheed '; united, Syriac and Arabic Versions). His sisters were

only, hence beloved ; Psa . 22:20 ; 35:17), one's Zeruiah and Abigail, though they arenotexpressly
self. See GLOSSARY. called the daughters of Jesse ; and Abigail (2 Sam .

DART, the rendering of several Hebrew and 17:25) is called the daughter of Nanash (q. v . ).

Greek words, meaning an arrow or light spear. As the youngest of the family he may have pos

The Hebrews are supposed to have discharged the sibly received the name, which first appears in

arrow while on fire, to which allusion may be made him , of David, the Darling. Perhaps for this

in Deut. 32:23 , 42 ; Psa . 7:13 ; 120 :4 ; Zech, 9:14 ; same reason he was never intimate with his

Eph. 6:16 . See Armor.
brethren , The familiarity which he lost with his

DA'THAN (Heb. 777, daw -thawn ', of a spring, brothers he gained with his nephews, the three

or well), a Reubenite chieftain, son of Eliab , who sonsof his sister Zeruiah, and the onesonofhis
sister Abigail.

joined the conspiracy of Korah , the Levite, and,

with his accomplices, was swallowed up by an elder brothers David seems to have been held in
2. Early History. (1 ) As shepherd . By his

earthquake (Num . 16:1, sq .; 26 : 9 ; Deut. 11 : 6 ; small esteem , and to him was allotted the humble

Psa . 106 : 17), B. C. about 1190.
office of tending the flocks. While thus occupied

DAUGHTER (Ileb. na,bath , feminine of 1-2 , he beguiled the time with music, and as a min

bane, son ; Gr. Ovyárnp, thoo -gat -air ) is used in strel gained considerable renown ( 1 Sam . 16:18 ).
Scripture, like son , with some latitude. In addi. One incident alone of his solitary shepherd life

tion to its usual and proper sense of daughter, has come down to us — his conflict with the lion and

born or adopted, it is used to designate a step- the bear in defense of his father's flocks ( 17 :

sister, niece, or any female descendant (Gen. 20:12 ; 34-36 ). (2 ) Anointed as Saul's successor. After

24:48 ; Num. 25 : 1 ; Deut. 23:17 ). More generally the rejection of Saulthe Lord commanded Samuel

still it is used of the female branch of a family, to go to Beth -lehem and anoint one of the sons of

or female portion of community, as “ the daugh- Jesse as king. He therefore took a heifer, went

ters of Moab,” of “ the Philistines,” “ of Aaron " to Beth -lehem , and summoned Jesse and his sons

(Num. 25 : 1 ; 2 Sam . 1:20 ; Luke 1 : 5 ) . Small to the sacrifice. The heifer was killed , and the

towns were called daughters of neighboring large | party were waiting to begin the feast. As the

)
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sons appeared before Samuel, beginning with the dismay of his countrymen-hears the reward pro

eldest, he was restrained by divine intimation posed by the king—is introduced to Saul - under.

from choosing them . Seven had thus passed by, takes the combat. Rejecting Saul's armor, which

and Samuel said unto Jesse, “ Are here all thy he finds too cumbersome, he takes only his shep

children ? ” Jesse replied, “ There remaineth yet herd's staff, a satchel (in which he places five

the youngest, and , behold, he keepeth the sheep.” smooth stones from a brook ), and a sling. A col

In obedience to the command of the prophet David loquy takes place between the two combatants,

was sent for. Soon there entered a youth, ruddy, after the manner of ancient warfare , and the

and withal of a beautiful countenance and goodly giant advances. David, placing a stone in his
to look to. “ And the Lord said, Arise, anoint sling, sends it whizzing to its mark in the forehead

DAVID'S FAMILY REGISTER .

Salmon Elimelech to Naomi (Ruth 1 : 1).

or Salmah

( Ruth 4:20 , 21 ;

1 Chron .2 : 11).

Chilion to Orpah.Boaz to Ruth to Mahlon

(Ruth 4:10 ).

Obed (Ruth 4 : 13, 17) .

(2 Sam . 17:25 ) Nahash to unknown ? to Jesse . *

1

Jonathan ( 1 Chron . 27 : 32 ).

Zeruiah

(1 Chron .

2:16).

Abigail to Eliab,

Jether or Elihu

Ira ? ( 1 Chron . (1 Chron .

2:17 ; 27 : 18) .

11:40. )

Abinadab . Shammah ,

Shimma,

Shimeah

( 2 Sam .

21:21 ) .

Nethaneel. Raddat Ozem (One DAVID.

( Rael, Jo- (Asam , is not

sephus, Josephus, given ,
Ant., vi, Ant ., vi, unless

8,1 ; 8,1 ). Elihu ,

Rei, Syr. and

Ewald ). Arab .,

1 Chron.

2:15. )

Abishal. Joab. Asahel. Amasa, Abihail to Re Jonathan Jonadab

hoboam (2 Chr. ( 2 Sain . 21:21 ; ( 2 Sam .

11:19 ) . 1 Chron . 27 : 13 : 3 ).

Zebadiah 32) . (Nathan ?

(1 Chron . Jerome, Qu . Heb ., on

27 :7 ). 1 Sam. 12:10 . )

* The list of Jesse's children is given in 1 Chron. 2 : 13-16 .

Joel ?

(Jerome,

Qu . Ileb.,

on 1 Chron .

11:38. )

him : for this is be. Then Samuel took the horn of his opponent, who falls with his face to the

of oil, and anointed him in the midst of his breth- ground. Rushing forward he takes the sword of

ren : and the Spirit of the Lord came upon David Goliath and cuts off his head ( 17: 1-61). Two

from that day forward.” It is not probable that trophies long remained of the battle — one, the

Samuel said anything at that time about the mean- huge sword of the Philistine, which was hung up

ing and object of the anointing,but possibly before behind the ephod of the tabernacle at Nob

leaving communicated all to David and Jesse (21 : 9) ; the other the head of Goliath, which Da

(16 :1-13), B.C. about 1013. vid took to Jerusalem (17:54). (3) In Saul's

3. His Relations with Saul. (1 ) Introduc- family. When David went forth to meet the

tion . With the rejection ofSaul on the part of Philistine Saul inquired of Abner about him .

God the Spirit of Jehovah departed from him, Abner professed ignorance, and David was, there.

and an evil spirit from Jehovah troubled him . fore , upon his return , brought before Saul and

When Saul's attendants noticed the mental ail- questioned. He gave the name of his father and,

ments of the king they advised him to let the in all probability, further information respecting

evil spiritbe charmed away bymusic, and recom- himself and family, as the words of ch . 18:1 seem

mended David as minstrel. David appeared at to indicate a protracted conversation . “ And Saul

court, and " when the evil spirit from God was took him that day, and would let him go no

upon Saul, David took his harp and played ; so more bome to his father's house " (17:55–18 :2 ).

Saul was refreshed and was well, and the evil (4) Jonathan's friendship. It was at this inter

spirit departed from him ” (1 Sam. 16 : 14–23 ). view that Jonathan found his heart drawn toward

(2) Slays Goliath. After Saul's condition improved David, and, in the graphic language of Scripture,

David probably returned to Beth.lehem . While his soul was knit with the soul of David, and

the armies of the Philistines and of Israel are en. Jonathan loved him as his own soul.” He soon

camped in the terebinth ” valley Goliath, a Philis- made known his love, and the two youngmen en

tine of gigantic stature and clothed in complete tered into a covenant of friendship, which was in

armor, insults the comparatively defenseless Is the bighest degree honorable to both, and which,

raelites, among whom the king alone appears to in the case of Jonathan, calls forth our admira

be well armed (17:38 ; comp. 13:20). No one tion and regard. As a sign and pledge of his

can be found to take up the challenge. At this friendship Jonathan gave David his clothes and

juncture David appears in the camp, sent by Jesse armor (18 : 1-4 ). This seems to have been a very

with food for his brethren. He hears the chal- common custom in ancient times (compare the

lenge, now made for the fortieth time - sees the exchange of armormadeby Glaucus and Diomedes

"
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Homer's Iliad, vi, 230). (5) Saul's jealousy. David to another (Pbaltiel) , and was not restored to David

conducted himself with great prudence, and Saul until after Saul's death. (1) With Samuel. David

placed him above the men of war, and made him fed to Samuel at Ramah, and reported to bim all

one of their commanders. Probably some days, that Saul had done. He, doubtless, sought advice

if not weeks, after David's victory over Goliath from the prophet, and desired to strengthen him ).

the Israelites returned from pursuing and plun- self by intercourse with him for the troubles that

dering the Philistines. Then the women came still awaited him. He and Samuel went and dwelt

out of all the cities of Israel, singing and in Naioth. Saul, learning of David's whereabouts,

dancing to meet King Saul, with tabrets,with joy, sent messengers to take him ; but the three com

and with instruments of music. And the women panies, as soon as they came into the presence of

answered one another as they played, and said, the prophets, were completely disarmed, they them

Saul hath slain his thousands, andDavid his ten selves prophesying. Saul afterward went to Ramah

thousands." These words aroused the jealousy and made inquiry at Sechu for Samuel and David .

of Saul, who eyed David askance and plotted TheSpirit of the Lord came upon him, and he went

his destruction ( 18 : 5–9). He attempted to take prophesying to Naioth (1 Sam . 19:19, sq .). (2) Con

David's life with a javelin, but failed (vers. 10, 11 ). sults Jonathan . David fled to Ramah , and a secret

Afraid of David , because the Lord was with him, interview with Jonathan confirmed the alarm al

Saul removed him from his immediate presence ready excited by Saul's endeavor to seize him there,

by appointing him a captain over a thousand. I and he now determined to leave his native country

and take refuge at the

court of his enemy. He

Gibeon . and Jonathan renewed
Jerichoo

their covenant of

friendship, and, his
Jeariin JEBUS

friend dismissed him

in
Bethlehem

20 ).peace (ch.

(3 ) Visits Nob. David

repaired to Nob, the

seatof the tabernacle,
Keilan

partly to obtain food

andweapons, and partly

o Hebron to have an interview

with the high priest .

Engedi. On the pretext of a

Carmei secret mission from

Saul he gained an an

swer from the oracle,

some of the
Rubbath

crated bread, and the

sword of Goliath (21 :Beersheba

1-9). (4) Flets to

Wilderness of Paran Mizpeh Gath. David, fo : fear

( Kerak 2 of Saul, repaired to

Scene of David's Wanderings. Achish , king of Gath ,

but it being made

But David behaved so wisely that all Israel and known to the king that he was the slayer of Goli

Judalı came to love bim as a leader, which fact ath , David feigned madness. The king thereupon

only increased Saul's animosity (vers. 12-16) . Al- dismissed him from his presence, and David be

though he had promised to give his daughter came an outlaw (21:10–15 ).

(Merub) to the slayer of Goliath , he now offered 5. As an Outlaw. (1 ) In Adullam . He re

her to David only on condition of future service, paired to the cave of Adullam , which he made his

hoping for his destruction at the hands of the headquarters. There came to him here his breth

Philistines. Even then he broke his promise and ren and his father's house, together with others

gave his daughter to Adriel, the Meholathite (who were in distress or had creditors,or were

(vers. 17–19). Learning of David's love for Michal, dissatisfied with the government of Saul), until

" Saul said , I will give him her, that she may bea they numbered about four hundred men (1 Sam .

snare to him .” The condition was that David 22 : 1 , 2 ) . (2) In the hold . Bis nextmove was to a

should slay a hundred Philistines, with the hope stronghold , either the mountain afterward called

that he would fall in the attempt. David slew Herodium , close to Adullam , or the fastness called

two hundred of the enemy, and received Michal by Josephus Masada, the Grecized form of the

for his wife (v. 20, sq . ) . Saul still followed up Hebrew word Matzed ( 1 Sam . 22 :4 , 5 ; 1 Chion .

his persecution, but David had two faithful friends 12:16 ), in the neigliborhood of En-gedi. While

at court - Jonathan and Michal. Warned by the there he had located his aged parents, for the sake

one of Saul's purpose to kill him , and assisted by of greater security, beyond the Jordan , with their

the other, he escaped by night ( 19 : 1-18) and ancestral kinsmen of Moab (1 Sam. 22 :3, 4 ). In

became a fugitive. so doing he was probably influenced by his re

4. A Fugitive. David saw Jonathan no more membrance of the fact that Naomi and her family

except by stealth. Michal was given in marriage had found in that land a place of sojuurn , and
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that Ruth , his ancestress,was herself a Moabitess. ing David in the wilderness of En-gedi, entered a

The neighboring king, Nabash , of Ammon, also cave for a natural necessity, not knowing that

treated him kindly (2 Sam . 10: 2). Here occurred David and his men were concealed there. David

the daring exploit of the three heroes who faced cut off the skirt of Saul's long robe. He made

death to procure water from the well of Beth- the deed known, and expostulated with the king

lehem , and David's chivalrous answer ( 1 Chron . for his treatment of him ,whereupon reconciliation

11:16-19 ; 2 Sam . 23: 14-17). Hewas joined here and mutual forgiveness followed (24:1, eq. ). The

by two separate bands : one, a little body of eleven third was in the wilderness farther south. David

fierce Gadite mountaineers, who swam the Jordan penetrated into the camp by night, and carried off

in flood time to reach him (1 Chron. 12 : 8–15) ; the the cruse of water and the well-known royal spear

other a detachment of men from Judah and Ben- of Saul (26 : 7, 11 , 12). The interview that followed

jamin under his nephew Amasai , who henceforth was the last between David and Saul. (5) David

attached himself to David's fortunes (1 Chron . 12 : and Nabal. While he was in the wilderness of

16–18). (3) In Keilah. At the warning of God Maon occurred David's adventure with Nabal, in

he fled into the forest of Hareth (somewhere in structive as showing his mode of carrying on the

the hills of Judah), and then again fell in with the freebooter's life, and his marriage with Abigail

Philistines, and again, apparently advised by God (25 :2–42). His marriage with Ahinoam , from Jez

(1 Sam . 23:4), he made a descenton their foraging reel , also in the same neighborhood ( Josh. 15:55,

parties and relieved Keilah, in which he took up 56), seems to have taken place a short time be

his abode. While there, now for the first time in fore (1 Sam. 25:43; 27:3 ; 2 Sam . 3:2) .

a fortified town of his own, he was joined by a new 6. Service under Achish. Wearied with

and most important ally - Abiathar, the last sur. his wandering life , he at last crosses the Philistine

vivor of the house of Ithamar. By this time the frontier, not, as before, in the capacity of a fugi

tive, but the chief of a powerful band - his six

hundred men now grown into an organized force,

with their wives and families around them ( 1 Sam .

27 : 3 , 4 ). (1 ) Receives Ziklag. After the manner of

Eastern potentates, Achish gave him , for his sup

port, a city — Ziklag, on the frontier of Philistia

(27:6 ). There we meet with the first note of time

in David's life. He was settled there for a year

and four months (27 : 7 ), and his increasing impor

tance is indicated by the fact that a bodyof Ben

jamite archers and slingers, twenty -two of whom

Modern Oriental Traveling Flasks. are specially named, joined him from the very tribe

of his rival ( 1 Chron. 12 : 1-7) . During his stay he

four hundred who had joined him at Adullam may possibly have acquired the knowledge of

(22:2) had swelled to six hundred (23:1-13 ). (4) In military organization and weapons of war (1 Sam .

Ziph and Maon. The situation of David wasnow 13 :19–23), in which the Philistines surpassed the

changed by the appearance of Saul himself on the Israelites, and in which he excelled all the pre

scene. Apparently the danger was too great for ceding rulers of Israel. David could not enjoy

the little army to keep together. They escaped the protection of Achish without rendering him
from Keilah , and dispersed “ whithersoever they service. So he fell upon the tribes of the southern

could go,” among the fastnesses of Judah. Hence- desert of Shur, toward the confines of Egypt, the
forth it becomes difficult to follow his movements Geshurites, the Gezrites, and the Amalekites, and

with exactness, partly from ignorance of the lo exhibited their spoil to Achish as having been

calities, partly because the same event seems to won in the south of Judah, and from the allied
be twice narrated . But thus much we discern : tribes of the Jerahmeelites and the Kenites

He is in the wilderness of Ziph . While here he (27:8-10 ). But the confidence of Achish was not

was visited by Jonathan, who encouraged him and shared by his Philistine nobles, and Davidwas not

renewed the covenant between them (23: 16–18). obliged to go up with them against Saul (29 : 3, sq . ) .
Once ( or twice) the Ziphites betrayhis movements He found that during his absence the Amalek.

to Saul (23:19 ; 26 : 1). From thence Saul literally ites had smitten Ziklag, burned it down, and

hunts bim like a partridge, the treacherous Ziph - carried off the women and children. (2) Ziklag
ites beating the bushes before him, and three retaken . David and his followers were greatly

thousand men stationed to catch even the print of distressed , and David was in danger of being

his footsteps on the hills (23:14, 22 ; 24:11 ; 26 : 2, stoned. The excitement was calmed by Abiathar,
20). David finds himself driven to the extreme who directed them to pursue the Amalekites, with

south of Judah, in the wilderness of Maon. On the promise of success. Guided by a straggler

two, if not three, occasions the pursuer and pur. (an Egyptian slave of one of the Amalekites),and
sued catch sightof each other (23:25–29 ; 24 : 1-22 ; assisted by some of the chiefs of the Manassites
ch. 26). Of the first of these escapes the memory ( 1 Chron . 12 :19-21), he fell upon the enemy, who

was long preserved in the name of the “ Rock of were feasting in all the disorder of security, and
Divisions," given to the cliff down one side of slaughtered them for a whole night and day, only

which David climbed while Saul was surrounding four hundred of the whole tribe escaping. They

the hill on the other side (23 : 25–29), when he was not only recovered their loss , but obtained also a

suddenly called away by the cry of a Philistine great booty in cattle from the enemy . David di

invasion. On another occasion Saul, while seek- / vided the spoil among his six hundred, giving an
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equal share to those remaining with the baggage into “ a great host, like the host of God ” (1 Chron.

with those who went to the fight. From hisown 12:22), and its command was given to his nephew

share David sent gifts to requite the friendly in- Joab (2 Sam. 2:28). The Levitical tribe, formerly

habitants of the scene of his wanderings ( 1 Sam . represented by the solitary fugitive Abiathar, now

30 : 1-31). (3) Saul's death . Two days after this came in strength, represented by the head of the

victory an Amalekite arrived withthenews of the rivalbranch of Eleazar, the high priest, the aged Je

fatal defeat of Saul at Gilboa. The reception of hoiada, and his youthful and warlike kinsman Zadok

the tidings of the death ofhis rival and of his friend, ( 1 Chron. 12:27, 28 ; 27:5 ). The kingdom at first

the solemn mourning, the execution of the bearer was a constitutional one ; for it is stated, “ David

of the message (who declared himself the slayer made a league with the elders of Israelin Hebron

of Saul), the pathetic lamentation that followed, before Jehovah ; and they anointed David king

well close the second period of David's life (2 Sam. over Israel ” (2 Sam. 5: 3). Two things first made

1 : 1-27), B. C. about 1000. themselves apparent at Hebron , and affected for

7. King of Judah. After the death of Saul ill all the rest of his career. The first was the

the surviving members of his house took refuge formation of a harem , according to the usage of

on the east of Jordan, while David, at the com- oriental kings. To the two wives of his wandering

mand of God, removed , with his band and all his life he had now added four, and, including Michal

family, to Hebron. Here the men of Judah came five. There were born to him in Hebron six sons

to him and anointed him king over their tribe . one of whom was Absalom (2 Sam. 2 :2 ; 3 :2–5 , 15)

David was now (B. C. about 1000 ) about thirty The second was the increasing power of his kins

years of age, and he reigned in Hebron seven men and chief officers, which the king strove ii.

years and six months (2 Sam . 5 : 4 , 6 ). Thence le vain to restrain within the limits of right (2 Sam.

sent a message to the men of Jabesh-gilead to 3 : 31-36). (1 ) Jerusalem taken. David resolved

thank them for the honor which had been paid to to remove the seat of government from the remote

Saul's remains, and to announce bis accession to Hebron nearer to the center of the country, and

the throne. For five years, probably, the domin- his choice fell upon Jerusalem , the strong city of

ion of the house of Saul,whose seat was now at the Jebusites, situated on a rocky height, two thou

Mahanaim , did not extend to the west of Jordan, sand six hundred feet above the level of the sea.

and consequently David would be the only Israelite The lower cityhad been taken in the timeofJoshua,

potentate among the western tribes. ( 1) Marries but the upper city had hitherto defied all attacks.

Maacah . He then strengthened himself by a David offered as a reward to the successful scaler

marriage with Maacah , daughter of Talmai, king of the precipice the highest place in the army.

of Geshur (3 : 3 ) . From Abigail he seems to Joab was the successful warrior, and henceforward

have received a large private fortune. Con- continued captain of the host ( 1 Chron. 11:6). The

cerning his other wives we know nothing in par . royal residence was instantly fixed there, fortifica

ticular, only it is mentioned that he had six sons tions were added by the king and by Joab, and it

by six different mothers in Hebron . Abner gradu- was known by the special name of the “ City of

ally brought Israel under the dominion of Ish- David ” (2 Sam . 5: 9 ; 1 Chron. 11 : 7). The neigh

bosheth , and then endeavored to conquer Judah. boring nations were partly enraged and partly

(2) Civil war. The war was begun by Abner's awe-struck. The Philistines made two ineffectual

advance upon Gibeon, where he was met by the attacks on the new king (2 Sam . 5 :17–25 ), and a

forces of Judah under Joab, the son of David's retribution of their former victories took place by

sister Zeruiah . In the battle that ensued the men the capture and conflagration of their own idols

of Israel were routed, and Asahel, a brother of (2 Sam . 5:21 ; 1 Chron. 14:12). Tyre, now for the

Joab, slain by Abner, whom he was pursuing first time appearing in the sacred history, allied

(2:12, sq.). A quarrel between Abner and herself with Israel ; and Hiram sent cedar wood

Ish -bosheth decided the former to bring the king for the building of the new capital (2 Sam . 5:11 ),

dom over to David , who required , as a preliminary especially for the palace of David himself (7: 2),

proof of sincerity, the restoration of his wife (2) The ark removed to Jerusalem . David had

Michal. After giving her back Abner proceeded now the long -desired opportunity of bringing the

to win the elders of Israel over to David , butJoab, ark from its obscurity at Kirjath -jearim , where it

fearing that he would be displaced by Abner, had remained since its restoration by the Philis

seized a favorable opportunity of murdering him . tines (1 Sam . 6:21). Thither David went with

David called upon God to witness that he was thirty thousand men, chosen from all the tribes,

guiltless of Abner's blood, obliged Joab to join in and transported the ark . A temporary halt (owing

the universal mourning, and himself followed the to the death of Uzzah ) detained it at the house of

bier (3 : 6, sq .). The feeble Ish -bosheth, left Obed -edom (2 Sam. 6 ; 1 Chron. 13), from which,

helpless by the loss of Abner, fell a victim to after three months, it was again moved forth with

the conspiracy of two of his captains. David great state to Jerusalem . David prepared for its

took vengeance on the murderers, and buried Ish- final transport and reception with great care. It

bosheth in Abner's tomb at Hebron (ch. 4). was carried by the Levites upon their shoulders,

8. Kingof all Israel. The throne, so long escorted by David and his chief warriors, with the
waiting for him , was now vacant, and the united elders of Israel. David danced in the sacred pro

voice of the people at once called him to occupy it cession , and gave his soul up to joy as the ark

(B. C. about 992); and for the third time David was passed to its rest in the hill of Zion. Sacrifices

anointed king (see Note) . A festival of three days were offered , and , amid the sound of music and

celebrated the joyful event ( 2 Sam . 5 : 3 ; 1 Chron. the shouts of the people , the ark was placed in the

12:38, 39). David's little band had now swelled | new tabernacle that David had built for it. It was
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the greatest day of David's life. One incident it one of the great objects of his reign to gather

only tarnished its splendor—the reproach of means and materialfor this importantundertaking.

Michal, his wife, as he was finally entering his ( 4) Mephibosheth. When David had taken up his

palace to carry to his own household the bene- abode in Jerusalem he inquired whether there yet

diction which he had already pronounced on his survived any of Saul's descendants to whom he

people. His act of severity toward her was an ad- might show kindness. Through Ziba, an old

ditional mark of the stress which he himself laid steward of Saul's, he learned of Mephibosheth, a

on the solemnity (2 Sam. 6 : 20–23 ; 1 Chron. 15 : son of Jonathan. He sent for Mephibosheth, re.

29 ; for this occasion were probably written Psalm turned him Saul's family possessions, and gave

24, 68, and 101 ; also 1 Chron. 16 :7-36), B. C. 982. him a place at the king's table (2 Sam . 9:13 ).

Arrangements were made by David for the whole ( 5) Wars. His own throne and the service of

order of divine worship according to the law of God's sanctuary being thus established , David ad.

Moses. Asaph and his brethren were appointed vanced to the final subjugation of the enemies of

to minister in the daily service before the ark . Israel. Within ten years from the capture of

The office of chief doorkeeper was committed to Jerusalem he had reduced to a state of permanent

Obed -edom , in whose house the ark had rested. subjection the Philistines on the west (2 Sam

DAVID'S FAMILY.

I. WIVES OF THE WANDERINGS.

( 1 Sam . 27 : 8 ; 1 Chron . 3 : 1 . )

Abinoam of Jezreel. Abigail of Carmel.

1

Amnon Chileab or Daniel

(2 Sam. 3 : 2) . (2 Som . 3 : 3) .

II. WIVES AT HEBRON.

(2 Sam . 3 : 2-5 ; 1 Chron . 3 : 1-4 . )

Haggith . Abital.Maachah of Geshur . Eglah . Michal

(2 Sam . 3:13).

Absalom . Tamar. Adonijah. Shephatiah . Ithream .

3 sons who died Tamar (or Maachah ) to REHOBOAM

(2 Sam . 14:27 ; (2 Sam . 14:27 ; ( 2 Chron . 11:20 ) .

18:18). Josephus, Ant., vii, 8, 5) .

ABIJAM.

N. B.- There were, besides , 10 concubines (2 Sam. 6:13 ; 15:16) whose children ( 1 Chron , 3 : 9 ) are not named .

III. WIVES AT JERUSALEM.-(Names not given. )

(2 Sam. 5 : 18-16 : 1 Chron . 3 : 5-8 ; 14 : 4-7. )

Eliphelet. Nepheg • plia . Elishama . Eliphelet.Ibhar. Elishua ,

Elishama

(1 Chron . 3 : 6).

Nogah

(1 Chron .

3 : 7).

Eliada ,

Beeliada

( 1 Chron .

14 : 7 ) .

Jerimoth

( 2 Chron .

11:18).

Mahalath to REHOBOAM.

Bath -sheba ( 1 Chron . 8 : 5).

Bath -shua .

Shobab. Nathan.One died

As a child

(2 Sam . 12:15 ) .

Shammuah ,

Shimea

(1 Chron . 3 : 5).

Jedidiah,

or

SOLOMON .

Mahalath to REHOBOAM to Tamar, or Maachah

1 ( 1 Kings 15 : 2) .

A BIJAM .

Zadok and the priests were charged with thedaily | 8 : 1 ; 1 Chron . 18 : 1 ) , ' the Moabites on the east

and other sacrifices at the tabernacle, which re- | (2 Sam. 8 : 2 ; 1 Chron. 18 : 2 ) , the Syrians on the north.

mained at Gibeon ( 1 Chron. 16 :37–39). (3) David's east, as far as Euphrates (2 Sam . 8 :3, sq . ), the

resolve to build a temple. After this event the Edomites (v. 14 ) on the south ; and the Ammon

king, contrasting his cedar palace with the curtains ites, who had broken their ancient alliance, and

of the tabernacle, was desirous of building a made one grand resistance to the advance of the

temple for the ark . He communicated his desire empire (10:1-19; 12 :26-31). These last three wars

to the prophet Nathan, who, without waiting to were entangled with each other. The last and

consult God , replied : " Do all that is in thine crowning point was the siege of Rabbah . (6) Three

heart; for God is with thee. ” But the word of years' famine. About this time a three years'

God came to Nathan that same night telling him famine terrified Israel , which induced David to in

that David was not to build a house for God to quire of the Lord the cause of this judgment.

dwell in ; that he had been a man of war ; that The Lord replied , " It is for Saul, and for his

God would first establish his house, and that his bloody house, because he slew the Gibeonites. "

son should build the temple (2 Sam. 7 ; 1 Chron . Nothing further is known about the fact itself.

17) . Encouraged by the divine approbation, and The Gibeonites were sent for , and upon their

by the promises given him , David henceforth made requisition David gave up to them two sons of
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Rizpah, a concubine of Saul , and five sons where he remained three years, after which he

Merab , whom she had borne to Adriel . These was recalled to Jerusalem , but dwelt in his own

were slain, and their bodies , left uncared for,were house " two full years, and saw not the king's

watched over by Rizpah. Word was brought to face . ” After this he sent for Joab, and through

David, who had the bones of these crucified men , his mediation was admitted into his father's

together with those of Saul and Jonathan, which presence (ch. 14). Absalom soon began to aspire

were brought from Jabesh , honorably deposited in to the throne, and, under pretense of wanting to

the family tomb at Zelah , in the tribe of Benja- fulfill a vow, he gained permission to go to Hebron,

min. It is probable that this was the time when where he strengthened his conspiracy. Hearing

David spared Mephibosheth , in order to fulfill his I of Absalom's conduct, David fled from Jerusalem

de

(15:13 , sq . ), and passed over Jordan, B. C.

about 974. Mahanaim was the capital of Da.

vid's exile, as it had been of the exiled house

of Saul (17:24 ; comp. 2 :8, 12). His forces

were arranged under the three great military

officers who remained faithful to his fortunes

-Joab, captain of the host ; Abishai, captain

of “ the mighty men ; " and Ittai , who seems

to have taken the place of Benaiah as captain

of the guard ( 18: 2). On Absalom's side was

David's nephew, Amasa (17:25 ). The final

battle was fought in the " forest of Ephraim ,"

which terminated in the accident leading to

the death of Absalom (18 : 1-33). The return

was marked at every stageby rejoicing and am

nesty (2 Sam . 19: 16-40; 1 Kings 2:7);andJudah

was first reconciled. The embers of the insur.

rection still smoldering (2 Sam . 19:41-43) in

David's Tomb. David's hereditary enemies of the tribe of

Benjamin were trampled out by the mixture

covenant with Jonathan (21 : 1-14) . (7) David's of boldness and sagacity in Joab, now, after the

advltery. The notion of the East, in ancient and murder of Amasa, once more in his old position (ch .

modern times, has been that a well - filled harem . 20), and David again reigned in peace at Jerusalem .

is essential to the splendor of a princely court. (9 ) Three days' pestilence . This calamity visited

T:his opened a dangerous precipice inDavid's way, Jerusalem at the warning of the prophet Gad. The

and led to a most grievous fall . Walking upon occasion which led to this warning was the census

the roof of his house, he saw a woman washing of the people taken by Joab at the king's orders

herself. The beautyof the woman excited David's (2 Sam. 24 :1-9 ; 1 Chron. 21 : 1-7 ; 27:23, 24 ).

lust, and he inquired of his servants who she was . Joab's repugnance to the measure was such that

“ Bath -sheba, the daughter of Eliam , the wife of he refused to number Levi and Benjamin (1 Chron.

Uriah the Hittite," was the reply. Notwithstand 21 : 6) . The king also scrupled to number those

ing she was the wife of another, David sent for who were under twenty years of age (27:23),

her, and she appears voluntarily to have acceded and the final result was never recorded in the

to his sinful purpose. In order to cover up his “ Chronicles of King David " (v. 24). Outside the

sin, and secure Bath -sheba for his wife, David sent walls of Jerusalem , Araunah, or Ornan, a wealthy

Uriah into battle under circumstances that caused Jebusite, perhaps even the ancient king of Jebuz

his death, and thus added murder to his other (2 Sam. 24:23), possessed a thrashing floor ( 1 Chron

crime. The clouds from this time gathered over 21:20). At this spot an awful vision appeared,
David's fortunes, and henceforward ' the sword such as is described in the later days of Jerusalem ,

never departed from his house " ( 12:10). There of the angel of the Lord stretching out a drawn

followed the outrage of his daughter, Tamar, sword between earth and sky over the devoted

by his eldest son , Ammon , and the murder of the city. The scene of such an apparition at such a

latter by the servants of Absalom ( 11 : 1–13 : 29). moment was at once marked out for a sanctuary.

(8; Absalom's rebellion . Absalom fled and went David demanded, and Araunah willingly granted,

to Talmai, the son of Ammihud, king of Geshur, the site ; the altar was erected on the rock of the

>
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as a

"

thrasbing floor; the place was called by the name NOTE.—1 Sam. 13:14. “ How ," ask some, " could a

of “ Moriah ” (2 Chron. 3 : 1 ) ; and for the first time man after God's own heart havemurdered Uriah,and
seduced Bath -sheba , and tortured the Ainmonites ?

a boly place, sanctified by the vision of the divine extract from one who is not a too-indulgent critic of
Presence, was recognized in Jerusalem. It was sacred characters expresses at once the common sense

“ David,this spot that afterward became the altar of the and the religious lesson of the whole matter .

the Hebrew king, had fallen into sins enough - blackest

temple, and therefore the center of the national crimes - there was nowant of sin . And, thereupon , the

worship. ( 10 ) Adonijah's conspiracy. Adonijah , unbelievers sneer,and ask, " Is this your man according
oneof David's elder sons, feared that the influence toGod'sheart ? ' The sneer,I must say, seems to me

but a shallow one. What are faults , what are the ou

of Bath-sheba might gain the kingdom for her own ward details of a life, if the inuer secret of it, the re

son, Solomon, and declared himself to be the suc- morse, the temptations, the often-bafiled , never-ended
cessor to his father. ( 11) Solomon made king . struggle of it, be forgotten ? All earvest soulswill

The plot was stifled, and Solomon's inauguration an earnest human soul toward wbatis good and best.
ever discern in it (David's life ] the faitbful struggle of

took place under his father's auspices (1 Kings Struggleoften bafiled - sorebattled - driven as into entire

1 :1–53). By this time David's infirmities had wreck,yet a struggle never ended ,ever with tears,
grown upon him. The warmth of his exhausted repentance, true unconquerable purpose, begun anew

(Carlyle, Heroes and Hero-worship, i, 277). 1 Sam .

frame was attempted to be restored by the intro- 16:18 ; 17:42, 56. There seems a contradiction be

duction of the young Shunammite, Abishag ( 1 : 1 ; tween these two passages, the one representing David

2:17). His last song is preserved — a striking
mighty, valiant man, and a man of war," the

others as a youth , a stripling . " The first descrip

union of the ideal of a just ruler which hehad tion of David does notpresuppose he had already

placedbefore him,and of the difficulties which foughtbravely in war,but may be perfectly explained

he had felt in realizing it (2 Sam. 23 : 1-7). His from what David hiinself afterward afirmed respecting
bis conflicts with lions and bears (17:34, 35) . The cour

last words, as recorded, to his successor,are general age and strength which he then displayed furnished

exhortations to his duty, combined with warnings suficient proofs of heroism for anyone to discern in
against Joab and Shimei, and charges to remember him the future warrior ” (Keil, Com .). 1 Sam . 17:

55, sq.
How can we reconcile Saul and Abner's

the children of Barzillai( 1 Kings 2:1-9). (12) Death. ignorance of David, who had been musician and

He died at the age of seventy (2 Sam . 5: ), and armorbearer to Saul? (16:14, sq .) Keil and Delitzsch

" was buried in thecity of David ”(1 Kings 2: 10,11 ), (Com .) explain as follows: " The question put by

B. C. about 960. After the returnfrom the Saul does notpresuppose an actual want of acquaint

ance with the person of David and the name of his

captivity “ the sepulchers of David ” were still father, but only ignorance of the social condition of
pointed out “ between Shiloh and the house of the David's family, with which both Abner and Saul may

mighty men,” or “the guardhouse ” (Neh. 3:16 ). quainted.” Some explain hy saying that after David
bitherto have failed to make themselves more fully ac

His tomb, which became the generalsepulcher of played before Saul he returned tobis home (which ap
the kings of Judah, was pointed out in the latest pears to be the fact , 18:2), and that his appearance

times ofthe Jewish people. The edifice shown as Thomson, Land and Book, 11, 306, American ed.).
had so changed as to make recognition impossible

such from the Crusades to the present day is on 2 Sam, 5 :3 . The three anointings of David need give

the southern bill of modern Jerusalem , commonly no trouble . The Arst (1 Sam . 16:13) was aprivate,
called Mount Zion, under the so-called “Cænacu. prophetic anointing ; by the second ( 2 Sam . 2:4 , he was

publicly recognized as king over Judah ; by the third

lum ," but it cannot be identified with the tombof 2 Sam.5 :3),asking over both Judah and Israel. 2Sam .

David , which was emphatically within the walls 5 :6-9 .Some see a discrepancybetween the fact of the

(Smith ).
capture of the stronghold of Zion '' and the taking of

Goliath's head to Jerusalem ( 1 Sam . 17:54 ). Ewald ( Hist.

Perhaps the best way to understand the family of Israel, lil,p. 72) answers, that clearly Daviddidnot
of David will be to study the table on page 253, in carry the head to Jerusalemn tillafterward, whenhewas
which are given his wives, children, and grand- king . Kell (Com . on 1 Sam . 17:54) explainsthat

children, so far as known . The royal line was
theassertion made by some, that Jerusalem was not yet

in possession of the Israelites, rests upon a confusion

carried on through a union of the children of Solo- between the citadel of Jebus upon Zion, which was still
mon and Absalom (1 Kings 15: 2 ) . in the hands of the Jebusites, and the city of Jerusalem ,

9. Character. “ If we proceed to put to- in which Israelites haddwelt for a long time (Josh .
15:63 ; Judg. 1 :8 ). 2 Sam . 6:20. The proud daughter

gether, in its most general features,the whole of Saul was offended at the fact that the king had on this
picture of David which results from all these his occasion let himselfdown to the level ofthepeople. She

torical testimonies, we find the very foundations tauntshim with having stripped hiinself, because while
dancing and playing he wore somewhatlighter garments

of hischaracter tobe laid in a peculiarly firm and (such as theordinarypriestly, garb )instead of the

unshakentrust in Jehovah , and the brightest and heavy royal mantle (Ewald,Hist.of Israel,ili, p. 120).

most spiritual views of the creation and govern- Israel to say, " Go, number Israel and Judah."
2 Sam . 24: 1 tells us that God moved David against

ment of the world, together with a constant, 1 Chron. 21:1 it is alleged thatSatan stood up against

tender, and sensitive awe of the Holy One in Israel,and provoked David to number the people .But

Israel
,a simple, pure striving neverto be untrue the meaning is that God permitted Satan thus to move

tohim , and the strongest efforts to return to him might arise for the punishment of Israel's sin .The
David in order that through his act an opportunity

all the moreloyally after errors and transgres. command of David was not sinful in itself, but became
sions. . . . His mouth continually overflows with so from the spirit ofpride and vainglory out of which it

heartfelt praise of Jehovah , and his actions are peopleover whom he ruled ( Taylor,David , p . 371) .
originated , and which was shared with him by the

ever redolent of the nobility inspired by a real and

living fear of him ( for the errors by which he is DAVID , CITY OF. 1. The name given by

away stand out prominently justbecause of David to the castle of Zion , which he took from

their rarity). ... In the cleardaylight of Israel's the Jebusites ,and in which he lived ( 1 Chron.

ancient history David furnishes the most brilliant 11 :7). It was on the southwest side of JERUSA

example of the noble elevation of character pro- LEM (q. v .). See also SUPPLEMENT.

duced by the old religion ( Ewald, Hist. of 2. Bethlehem was called the city of David

Israel, vol. iii, pp. 67, 58). (Luke 2:4, 11 ), being the birthplace of the king.

In

carried
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DAWN DEACONESSES

p. 362 .

"

9

sons.

DAWN . See TIME. lected and set apart by prayer and laying on of

DAY. See TIME. hands. To deacons primarily was assigned the

DAY OF ATONEMENT. See FESTIVALS, of temporal affairsof the Christian societies, yetduty of ministering to the poor, and the oversight

retaining, as in the case of Stephen and Philip,
DAY OF CHRIST, also called “ his day,” the right to teach and baptize. The qualifications

" that day,” “ the day of the Lord, ” is the time for this office, as enumerated by Paul (1 Tim. 3 :8,

of the coming again of our Lord. The day of sq.), were of a nature to fit them for mingling with

Christ “ is the horizon of the entire New Testa- the Church in most familiar relations, to ascer

ment, the period of his most decisive manifestation tain and relieve the wants of the poorer members

in a glorious revelation of himself which could not with delicacy, and freedom from temptation to

be , and is never , predicted of any but a divine avaricious greed. On offering themselves fºr their

person ” ( 1 Cor. 1:8 ; Phil. 1:6, 10 ; 2 Thess. 2 :2 ) work deacons were to be subject to a strict scru

(Pope, Christ. Theol., iii , 388 , sq .). tiny (1 Tim . 3:10). (2) In the early Church . A

DAY OF JUDGMENT. See JUDGMENT. difference of opinion respecting the function of

DAY OF THE LORD. See Day of Christ. deacons prevailed in the early Church . Somecon

DAY'S JOURNEY. See METROLOGY, I.
tended that no spiritual function had been as

signed them (Council Constantinople, Can. 18 ),

DAYSMAN (Heb. ha , yaw-kakk', to set whereas Ignatius styles them “ ministers of the

right), an umpire or arbitrator (Job 9:33), is an mysteries of Christ.” Tertullian classes them

old English word derived from day, in the spe- with bishops and presbyters as guides and leaders

cific sense of a day fixed for a trial. The mean- to the laity. They evidently occupied the position

ing seems to be that of some one to compose our of assistants to the higher clergy, exercising the

differences, and the laying on of whose hand er spiritual functions or not, according to thesenti

presses power to adjudicate between the two per- ment of the age or wish of those whom they

There might be one on a level with Job, assisted. The deacons, also called Levites, re

the one party ; but Job knew of none on a level ceived a different ordination from the presbyters,

with the Almighty, the other party (1 Sam . 2:25). both as to form and the power it conferred; for
Such a mediator we have in Jesus Christ (1 Tim . in the ordination of a presbyter the presbyteis
2 : 5). See GLOSSARY. who were present were required to join in the

DAYSPRING (Heb. how, shakk'-ar, Job imposition of hands with the bishop, but the ordi

38:12 ; Gr, ávarohí, an-at-ol-ay', Luke 1:78), the nation of a deacon might be performed by the
first streak of daylight, the dawn; and so the bishop alone. Duties. The duties of the deacon

early revelation of God in Christ to the soul.
were : 1. To assist the bishop and presbyter in

the service of the sanctuary ; especially to care

DAYSTAR (Gr. pwodópos, foce-for -os, light- for utensils, etc., of the holy table. 2. In the

bearing, Lat. Lucifer),theplanet Venus,the morn- administration ofthe Eucharist, to hand the ele

ing star (2 Pet. 1:19). The meaning of the pas- ments to the people, but not to consecrate the

sage is that the prophets were like a lamp, but elements. 3. To administer the baptism . 4. To

Christ himself is atleast the light of daw !, her- reccive the offerings of the people. 6. Some

alded by the “ morning star ” (Rev. 2:28 ; 22:16). times, as the bihop's special delegates, to give to

DEACON (Gr. diákovos, dee-ak' -on -os, of un- the penitents the solemn imposition of hands, the
certain origin ), one who executes the commands sign of reconciliation . 6. To teach and catechise

of another, a servant. the catechumens. 7. In the absence of bishop

1. In a general sense the term is applied to and presbyter to suspend the inferior clergy. In

the “ servant” of a king (Matt. 22:13) ; ministers addition there were many minor duties. Deacons
(Rom . 13:4 ; literally , deacons of God ,” i . e . , often stood in close relations with the bishop, and

those through whom God carries on his adminis. not infrequently looked upon ordination to the

tration on earth ); Paul and other apostles (1 Cor. presbyterates as a degradation. The number of

3 :5 ; 2 Cor. 6 : 3 ; 1 Thess. 3 : 2). As tea hers of the deacons varied with the wants of the individual

Christian religion are called "« deacons of Christ ” church. The qualifications of a deacon were the

in 2 Cor. 11:23 ; Col. 1 : 7 ; 1 Tim . 4:6, Christ is same that were required in bishops and presbyters
called the “ minister (literally, deacon, Rom . 15 : 8) | ( 1 Tim. 3 : 1, sq . ). (3) In the modern Church dea

of the circumcision ,” as devoting himself to the cons are found as a distinct order of the clergy

salvation of the Jews. In addition to this gen- in the Roman Catholic, Church of England, Epis
eral use of the word it was given a more specific copal, Methodist Episcopal, German Protestant

meaning: Churches. In the main their duties are the same,

2. Officer of the Church . (1) Origin. In and consist in helping the clergy in higher orders.

the New Testament deacons, or helpers, appear in the Presbyterian and Congregational Churches

first in the church at Jerusalem . The Hellenistic they are laymen, who care for the poor, attend to

Christians complained that their widows were neg . the temporal affairs of the Church, and act as

lected in favor of the Hebrew Christians “ in spiritual helpers to the minister (see Schaff, Hist.

the daily ministration ” (Acts 6: 1 ). This was a Christ. Ch., i, p. 135 ; Hurst, Hist. Christ. Ch ,

natural consequence of the rapid growth of the p. 25 ; McC. and S., Cyc.).

society, and of the apostles having more than they DEACONESSES, or female helpers, had the

could properly attend to. Upon the recommenda- care of the poor and the sick among the women

tion of the apostles “ seven men of honest report , of the Church . This office was the most needful

full of the Holy Ghost and wisdom , ” were se- on account of the rigid separation of the sexes in
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that day . Paul mentions Phebe as a deaconess of all equal in rank - king and peasant , the humblest

the church of Cenchrea ; and it seems probable and the hero. Virtue was the ground of admis

that Tryphena, Tryphosa, aná Persis, whom he sion into the land of the blessed,and reunion with

commends for the labor in the Lord were leacon- the deity of which he was an emanation, receiving

esses (Rom. 16 : 1 , 12 ) . the holy name of Osiris . His body was so bound

1. In the Early Church the apostolical con- up as to resemble the mysterious ruler of Amenti

stitution distinguished “ deaconesses ” from “ wid . (Hades) ; it bore some of the emblems peculiar to

ows ” and “ virgins,” and prescribed their duties . him; and bread, of a form which belonged ex.

The office of deaconess in the Eastern Church con- clusively to the gods, was given to the deceased in

tinued down to the 12th century. It was frequently token of his having assumed the character of that

occupied by the widows of clergymen or the wives deity. Services. These were performed by the

of bishops, who were obliged to demit the married priests (of the grade who wore the leopard skin ) at

state before entering upon their sacred office. the expense of the family . If the sons or relations

2. Qualifications. Piety, discretion, and ex. were of the priestly order they could officiate, and

perience were in any case the indispensable pre- the members of the family had permission tobe

requisites in candidates. During the first two cen- present. The ceremonies consisted of a sacrifice

turies the Church more carefully beeded the advice (incense and libation being also presented) and a

of Paul that thedeaconess should have been the wife prayer. These continuedat intervals as long as

of one husband, also that the Church should admit the family paid for them. The body after EMBALM

to this office only those who had been thoroughly ING (q. v .) was frequently kept in the house, some

tested by previous trusts, having used hospitality times for months, in order to gratify the feeling

to strangers, washed the saints' feet, relieved the of having those who were beloved in life as near

afflicted , diligently followed every good work, etc. as possible after death. The mummy was kept

( 1 Tim . 5:10) ; but at a later period there was in a movable wooden closet, drawn on a sledge to

more laxity, and younger and inexperienced women and from the altar, before which frequent cere.
were admitted . monies were observed. It was during this interval

3. Ordination . The question of their ordina- the feasts were held in honor of the dead. Some.

tion hasbeen much debated. They were inducted times the mummy was kept in the house because

into their office by the imposition of hands . Of the family were not possessed of a catacomb or

this there is abundant proof. This would not they were denied the rites of burial on account of

necessarily imply the right to fulfill the sacred accusations brought against or debt contracted

functions of the ministry. by the dead or his sons . Tl : is was considered a

4. Duties. The need of such helpers arose creat disgrace, only to be removed by the payment

from the customs and usages of the ancient woru, 1 of the debt, liberal donations in the service of

which forbade the intimate association of the seves religion, or the influential prayers of the priests .

in public assemblies. They were to instruct the The form of the ritual read by the priest in pro

female catechumens, to assist in the baptism of nouncing the acquittal of the dead is preserved in

women, to anoint with holy oil, to minister to the the tombs usually at the entrance passage. In

confessors who were languishing in prison, to care this ritual the deceased is made to enumerate

for the women who were in sickness or distress , all the sins forbidden by the Egyptian law and

and sometimes act as doorkeepers in the churches. to asserthis innocence of each, persons of every

It is plain that the deaconesses had other duties rank being subjected to this ordeal. Every

than those of keepers of the entrances of the large city , as Thebes, Memphis, and some others,

church appointed for women, or even as assistants had its lake, at which the ceremonies were prac

in baptism or instructors of candidates ; they ticed . The Egyptians rid not permit the extremes

were employed in those works of charity and of degradation of the dead that the Jews some

relief where heathen public opinion would not times allowed ; the oody of a malefactor, though

permit the presence of the deacons. excluded from the necropolis , was not refused to

DEAD , BAPTISM FOR THE . See Bai
his friends for burial (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt., ii,

357 sq. ) . See SUPPLEMENT.

DEAD, THE. 1. Egyptian. The great care
2. Hebrew. Immediately when life departed

of the Egyptians was directed to their condition it was the office of a friend or son to close the

after death. They expected to be received into eyes of the dead (Gen. 46 :4 ) and to kiss the face

(Gen. 50 : 1 ). The body was washed, wrapped in

a linen cloth (Matt . 27:59 , etc.), or the limbs sep

arately wound with strips of liuen ( John 11:44),

placed in a coffin (Luke 7:14), and if not buried

immediately it was laid out in an upper room

( 2 Kings 4:21; Acts 9:37). (1) The embalming

of the dead took place after the Egyptian fashion

in the case of Jacob and Joseph (Gen. 50 : 2 , 26 ) ,

but only imitated by the rich or distinguished so

Egyptian Coffin . far that they anvinted the dead with costly oil

(John 12: 7 ) and wound them in linen with spices ,
tre

company of that being who represented divine especially myrrh and aloes (John 19:39, 40) .

goodness if pronouncedworthy at the great judg- (2) The burning of bodies occurred to secure

ment day ; and to be called by his name was the them from mutilation ( 1 Sam . 31:12), in which

fulfillment of all their wishes. The dead were ase the bones were afterward buried (v. 13 ) : or

TISY .
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not

in times of war, where the multitude of deaths The word rendered “ dead ” (Job 26 :5 ; Psa

made burial impossible (Amos 6:10) ; finally, as a 88:10 ; Prov. 2:18 ; 9:18 ; 21:16 ; Isa. 14:9 ; 26:14 ,

punishment inflicted on great criminals (Lev. 20:19) is raro-faw' (Heb. 897) , the relaxed, i . e. ,
14 ; 21: 9). The “ making of a burning,” usual those who are bodiless in the state after death .

when kings were buried (2 Chron . 16:14 ; 21:19 ;
Jer. 34 :5 ), was a consuming of sweet-scented sub- DEAD SEA, THE. 1. Name. In Scrip

stances in honor of the dead. On high state ture it is called the Salt Sea (Gen. 14: 3 ; Num.

occasions the vessels, bed , and furniture used by 34:12 , etc. ), the Sea of the Plain or Arabah (Deut.

the deceased were burnt also. Such was probably 3:17 ; 4:49,etc. ), East Sea (Ezek. 47:18 ; Joel 2:

the “ great burning " made 20 ; Zech. 14: 8, A. V. “ former ” ). The name

for Asa. If a king was Dead Sea has been applied to it since the 2d

unpopular or died dis- century, and it was also called the Asphalt Sea by
graced (2 Chron. 21:19) early writers. See SUPPLEMENT.

this was observed. 2. Location , etc. The Dead Sea lies in the

(3) Funeral and burial. southern end of the Jordan valley, occupying the

fifty -three deepest miles, with

an average breadth of nine to

ten miles . The surface is twelve

hundred and ninety feet below

the level of the Mediterranean ,

but the bottom is as deep again ,

soundings having been taken of

thirteen hundred feet in the

northeast corner, under the hills

of Moab ; thence thebed shelves

rapidly, till the whole southera

end of the sea is only from eight

to fourteen feet in depth.

These figures vary from year

to year,and after a very rainy

season the sea will be as much

as fifteen feet deeper, and at

the southern end more than a

Orienial Funeral. mile longer. It is fed by the

Jordan and four or five smaller

To remain unburied was considered the greatest | streams , which pour into it six million tons ofwater

indignity which could befall the dead (1 Kings a day. It has no outlet, but is relieved by evap

13:22 ; 16 :4 ; Jer. 7:33 , etc. ) because the corpse oration , often so great as to form very heavy

soon became the prey of wild beasts (2 Kings clouds. To this evaporation is due the bitterness

9:35 ). The law ordered that criminals should be of the sea . The streams which feed it are unus .

buried on the day of execution (Deut. 21:23 ; ually saline, flowing through nitrous soil and fed

comp. Josh . 8:29) . by sulphurous springs. Chemicals, too, have been

The speedy burial of the dead did not prevail found in the waters of the sea , probably introduced

in ancient times (Gen. 23 : 2 ), but arose when the by hot springs in the sea bottom . Along the shores

law made dead bodies a cause of uncleanness are deposits of sulphur and petroleum springs,while

(Num . 19:11 , sq .; comp. Acts 5 : 6 , 10). the surrounding strata are rich in bituminous mat

To bury the dead was a special work of affecter. At the southeast end a ridge of rock salt,

tion ( Tobit 1:21 ; 2 : 8) and an imperative duty of three hundred feet high, runs for five miles, and

sons toward their parents (Gen.25 : 9 ; 35:29 ; Matt. the bed of the sea appears to be covered with salt

8:21 ), and next devolved upon relatives and friends crystals. “ To all these solid ingredients, precip

(Tobit 14:16 ) . The body was carried to the grave itated and concentrated by the constant evapora

in a coffin , often uncovered, on a bier borne by tion, the Dead Sea owes its extreme bitterness and

men , with a retinue of relatives and friends (2 Sam. buoyancy . While the water of the ocean contains

3:31 ; Luke 7: 12-14 ; Acts 5 :6,10 ),while thoseprom- from four to six per cent of solids in solution ,

inent because of position, virtue, or good deeds the Dead Sea holds from twenty-four to twenty-six

were followed by a vast multitude (Gen. 50: 7 , 14 ; per cent. The water is very nauseous to the taste

1 Sam . 25 : 1 ; 2 Chron . 32:33) . and oily to the touch, leaving upon the skin , when it

The custom seems to have prevailed , as early as dries, a thick crust of salt. But it is very bril.

our Lord's life on earth , of having funeral orations liant. Its buoyancy is so great that it is difficult

at the grave. Even at the funeral of a pauper to sink the limbs deep enough for swimming ."

women chanted the lament, “ Alas, the lion ; alas , “ Its shore is a low beach of gravel, varied by

the hero ! ” or similar words, while great rabbis marl or salt marsh . Twice on the west side the

were wont to bespeak for themselves a warm mountain cliffs come down to the water's edge,

funeral oration . After the funeral a meal was and on the east coast there is a curious peninsula,

given (2 Sam . 3:35 ; Hos . 9 :4 ; Ezek . 24:17 , 24 ), El- Lisan (or the Tongue), though the shape is

which later became scenes of luxurious display more that of a spurred boot. Ancient beaches of

( Josephus, War, ii, 11 ). See EMBALMING, MOURN- the sea are visible all round it, steep banks from

five to fifty feet of stained and greasy marl, very

(
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friable, with heaps of rubbish at their feet , and the lower orders of living things, as animals and

crowned with nothing but their own bare, crum- plants, denotes the extinction of vital functions,

bling brows. Behind these terraces of marl the so that their renewal is impossible. With refer

mountains rise precipitous and barren on either ence to human beings the term is variously defined

coast . To the east the long range of Moab, at a according to the view held of human nature and

height of two thousand five hundred to three life. The answer to the question,
" What is

thousand feet above the shore, is broken only by death ? " depends upon the answer given in the

the great valley of the Arnon. On the west first place to the question, " What is man ? ” See

coast the hills touch the water at two points, but IMMORTALITY.

elsewhere leave between themselves and the sea Scripture Doctrine. The general teaching

the shore already described, sometimes one hun. of the Scriptures is that man is not only a phys

dred yards in breadth, sometimes one and a half ical, but also a spiritual being ; accordingly death

miles. From behind the highest terrace of marl is not the end of human existence, but a change

the hills rise precipitously from two thousand to of place or conditions in which conscious existence

two thousand five hundred feet." continues. (1) The doctrine of the future life is

The prophet Ezekiel (47 :1-12) gives a wonder- less emphatically taught in the Old Testament

ful vision of a stream of water issuing from the than in the New. The Old Testament Scriptures,

temple , and with increasing volume sweeping | however, frequently refer to death in terms har.

The Dead Sea .

down to the Dead Sea and healing its bitter waters, monious with that doctrine (Eccles. 12 : 7 ; 2 Sam,

" teaching that there is nothing too sunken, too 12:23 ; Psa. 73:24 ; Job 14:14 ; Isa. 28:12). (2) In

useless, too doomed, but by the grace of God it the New Testament this dark subject receives

may be redeemed, lifted , and made rich with life ” special illumination. In many cases essentially

(Smith, Hist. Geog., pp. 499–512).
the same forms of representation are employed.

DEAF (Heb. 27, khay -rashe'; Gr. kwoós, ko- Death is " a departure," a " being absent from the

fos“, blunted ). Moses protected the deaf by a body," an “ unclothing," a " sleepy;" but with all

special statute, “ Thou shalt not curse the deaf ” is the clear and strong announcementof life and

(Lev . 19:14 ). This was because the deaf could immortality brought to light through the Gospel

not hear, and were therefore unable to defend (2 Cor. 5:1-4 ; John 11:13 ; 2 Tim . 1:10 ; 4 :6–7 ,
themselves. etc. ). (3) Death as a human experience, accord!

Figurative. Deafness is symbolical of inating to the Scriptures, is the result and punish
tentiveness or inability ( Isa. 29:18 ; 35 : 5 ; Matt. ment of sin . " The wages of sin is death . " And

11 : 5 , etc.). though the word is often used in a spiritual sense,

DEAL. See METROLOGY, p . 718. to denote the ruin wrought in man's spiritual na

DEARTH (Heb. 577, raw -awb', hunger; Gr . ture by sin, yetinthe ordinary physical sense of
the word death is declared to have come upon the

Ayuós, lee-mos ', scarcity ), a scarcity of provisions, human race in consequence of sin. No such dec

resulting from failure of rain ( 1 Kings 17: 1), the laration is made as to the death of lower crea

plague of locusts (Psa . 78:46), or the lack of prop- tures (Gen. 2:17 ; 3:19 ; Rom . 5:12 ; 6:23 ; James

erly farming the land (Ruth 1 : 1 ) . See FAMINE. 1:15). (4) A principal part of Christ's redemptive

DEATH. A term which, in its application to work is the abolishment of death . This is seen in

2
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man.

( >

part in man's present state, in the salvation which the death of Ehud the children of Israel fell away

Christ effects from sin, which is “the sting of from the Lord, and were given into the hands of

death ,” and in the taking away of the fear of “ Jabin, king of the Canaanites, who reigned in

death from true believers. The complete work of Hazor. ” He oppressed them severely for twenty

Christ in this respect will appear in the resurrec- years. (2 ) Delivered by Deborah. At this time

tion (2 Tim . 1:10 ; 1 Cor. 15:22 , 57; Heb. 2 :14,15 ). Deborah, “ the prophetess,” dwelt under a palm

(5) Man and lower creatures. ( 1) The Scriptures tree (which bore her name) between Ramah and

make a deep distinction between the death of hu- Beth-el , in Mount Ephraim , and bither the people

man beings and that of irrational creatures. For came to her for judgment. She sent an inspired

the latter it is the natural end of their existence; message to BARAK (q. v .), bidding him assemble

for the former it is an unnatural experience to ten thousand men of Naphtali and Zebulun at

which they are reduced because of sin, which is also Mount Tabor, for Jehovah would draw Sisera

unnatural. Man was not created to die. (2) The ( Jabin's general ) and his host to meet him at the

Scriptures nowhere affirm that death did not pre- river Kishon, and deliver them into his band .

vail over the lower creatures before the fall of Barak agreed, but only on the condition that Deb

Thus upon this point there is no conflict orah would accompany him . Deborah consented ,

between the Scriptures and geology. ( 3) It does but assured him that the prize of victory, viz .,

not follow , because man was created immortal, the defeat of the hostile general, should be taken

that his permanent abiding place was to be this out of his hand, for Jehovah would sell Sisera into
world . The Old Testament Scriptures give two the hand of a woman (Jael). “ And the Lord

examples of men, Enoch and Elijah, who passed discomfited Sisera , and all his chariots, and all bis

into the other world , but did not see death .” |host, with the edge of the sword before Barak . "

(See Martensen's Christ. Dogm. , Watson's Insti- Sisera, taking refuge in the tent of Heber the

iutes, Pope's Compend. Christ. Theol., Laidlaw's Kenite, was slain by his wife, Jael. This success

Bible Doctrine Concerning Man ).-- E . McC. was followed up until Jabin was overthrown, and

DEBATE . In addition to the usual meaning the land had rest forty years. (3) Song. The

of friendly discussion, debate means quarrel, victory was celebrated by “ The Song of Deborah

strife ; thus, “ Ye fast for strife and debate ” and Barak , ” usually regarded as thecomposition of

(Isa. 68:4, R. V. “ contention,” Heb. 732, mats- Deborah(ch. 5 ), and which even crities of the

tsaw'). Among evils of the Gentiles given in the read this remarkable song without coming to the
“ One cannotmost skeptical tendency so admit.

Epistle to the Romans (1:29) Paul includes debate ; conclusion that the rugged and unformed age of

the rendering of Gr. èpis, er'- is, wrangling, strife the judges, as we are accustomed to regard it,

(A. V.). SeeGlossary. was animated by a spirit that was far from being

DE'BIR (Heb. 727, deb -eer', sanctuary, place merely warlike; and that, under the rough ex

of the oracle). terior presented to us in the stories of the heroes

1. A city in the south of Judah near Hebron, there were lofty conceptions of God's character

called earlier by the name KIRJATH -SEPHER (q . v . ) , and a feeling of consecration on the part of those

or Kirjath -sannah (Josh. 15:15, 49 ; Judg. 1:11 ). who led the nation ” (Robertson, Early Religion

Joshua conquered it from the Anakim (Josh. of Isracl, p. 18).
10:38, 39 ; 11:21 ; 12:13 ; 15:49). Othniel, the DEBT . 1. The rendering of several Hebrew

younger brother of Caleb, won the hand of Achsah and Greek words, with the geueral meaning of
by leading an attack against Debir (Judg. 1:13 ; something due. In the Mosaic law the duty of

3 :9). Debir is thought to be the sameas modern aiding the poor was strongly emphasized (Deut.
Edh -Dhaheriyeh, “ the well on the ridge,” south 15: 7, sq .; comp. Psa . 37:26 ; Matt. 5:42), but all
of Hebron . loans to fellow -Israelites were to be without in.

2. There was another Debir in Gad (Josh. 13:26), terest (Deut. 15 : 2 ) , and usury was looked upon

not far from Mahanaim , and possibly the same as with deepest contempt (Prov. 28:8 ; Ezek. 18: 8,

Lo -debar (2 Sam . 17:27). 13, 17, etc.). In any case of debt the creditor was

3. Also a place called Debir near the valley of expected to manifest the utmost consideration for

Achor, between Jerusalem and Jericho (Josh. 15 : 7 ) . the debtor, as a brother Israelite. Written notes

4. (Heb . 777, deb-eer'), the king of Eglon, in of obligation (Deut. 15 : 2 ) were, at least after the

the low country of Judah ; one of the five Canaan - Ant , xvi, 10, 8; War, ii, 17, 6) . The bonds
period of exile, regularly in vogue ( Josephus,

itish princes who joined the confederacy of Ado mentioned in the parable (Luke 16 : 6, sq. ) may

ni-zedek, of Jerusalem, and who were defeated, havebeen written onwax-covered tablets, or parch

confinedin a cave, and at length hanged by Joshua

(Josh. 10: 3-23), B. C. after 1170.
ment, from which the numbers might easily be
effaced. Of these “ bonds " there were two kinds.

DEB'ORAH (Heb. .77127, deb -o -raw ', a bee). The most formal, shetar, was not signed by the

1. The nurse of Rebekah (Gen. 35 : 8), whom debtor, but only by the witnesses,who wrote their

she accompanied from the house - of Bethuel names (or marks) immediately below the lines of

(24:59). She is only mentioned by name on the the document to prevent fraud. Generally it was

occasion of her burial under the oak tree of further attested by the Sanhedrin of three, and

Beth -el, named in her honor Allon -bachuth (oak | contained the names of creditor and debtor, the

of weeping, 35 : 8 ). amount owing, and the date, together with a

2. À prophetess, “ the wife of Lapidoth,” who clause attaching the property of the debtor. In

judged Israel (Judg. 4 : 4 ) in connection with Barak, fact, it was a kind of mortgage. When the debt

B. Č. about 1120. (1) Israel ander Jabin . After was paid the legal obligation was simply returned
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to the debtor ; if paid in part, either a new bond was framed after the covenant law, not with a

was written or a receipt given. The bond men. view of expanding it, but to enforce it. As Fair.

tioned in the parable was different, being merely bain suggests, its chief object was to secure

an acknowledgment of debt for purchases made, through the instrumentality of the magistrate,

and was signed only by the debtor, witnesses that if the proper love should fail to influence the

being dispensed with . hearts and lives of the people, still the right

2. Regulations Respecting Debtors. The should be maintained . The elaborate system was

creditor might secure what was due him bymeans designed as an educator, to lead the people into

of a mortgage, pledge, or bondsman. ( 1) If a the great principles of life embodied in the Deca

pledge was to be taken for a debt the creditor logue and afterward exhibited in Christ. It was

was not allowed to enter the debtor's house and only a temporary expedient to achieve a given

take what he pleased , but was to wait without end, while the Decalogue is a statement of prin
(Deut. 24:10, 11 ; comp. Job 22: 6 ; 24 : 7–9). ( 2) A ciples to continue for all time.

mill or millstone, or an upper garment received This unique place of the Decalogue is seen in

as a pledge wasnot to be kept over night. These the circumstance of its delivery. While all the

appear to be only examples of those things which rest of the law was given by God through the lips

the debtor could not, without great inconvenience, of Moses, this was spoken by God himself, and

dispense with (Exod. 22:26 , 27 ; Deut. 24 :6, 12). with an awful display of splendor and solemnity

(3) A debt could not be exacted during the Sab- never before witnessed (Exod. 19). It appears

batic year (Deut. 15:1-15), but at other times the also that angels were active in the promulgation

creditou might seize, first, the hereditary land, to be oj the law (Deut. 33 : 2, 3 ; Psa. 68:18 ; Acts 7 :

held until the year of jubilee ;or, secondly, the debt 53. Gal. 3:19 ; Heb. 2:2 ). In addition to that

or's house, which could besold in perpetuity,unless coese laws werewritten by God's own finger, and

redeemed within a year (Lev. 25:25–33). Thirdly, on durable tables of stone (Deut. 9 : 1 ) . In the

the debtor might be sold, with wife and children, symbolism of the East the stone signified the
as hired servants (not slaves) until the jubilee perpetuity of the law written upon it. Written

(Lev, 25 :39-41). (4 ) A person becoming bonds- on both sides , it meant the completeness of the

man or surety wa. liable in the same way as the code.

original debtor (Prov. 11:15 ; 17:18 ). Still another fact marks the unique place of the

DEBTOR . See DEBT. Decalogue. The tables of stone were put in the

most sacred place in the world. In the taber.

DECALOGUE (Gr. Aekáhoyos, dek-al-og-os).
1. Name. Decalogue is the name by which nacle ,in the holy of holies,” in the ark of the

covenant. Thus they were plainly recognized as

the Greek fathers designated “ the Ten Command

ments," which were written by God on tablesof of what was held to be strictly required by the
containing in themselves the sum and substance

stone and given to Moses on Mount Sinai. In He
covenant.

brew the name is “ ten words” (no 09777, 4. Contents. That the Decalogue contains

had -deh -baw -reem ' as-el' -reth, Exod. 34:28 ; Deut. the essential principles of the moral law, and is

4:13 ; 10 :4). It is also called “ the moral law ," therefore of permanent obligation, is affirmed in

" the tables of testimony ” (Exod. 34:29), “ the the New Testament. Jesus held it up as the per

tables of the covenant (Deut. 9:9), and “ the cov- fect code. When the young man asked him the

enant ” (Deut. 4:13). In the New Testament it is way of attaining eternal life , Jesus quoted from

called “ the commandments " (evrohai, en -to-la'hee, the Decalogue and told him to obey it and live

Matt. 19:17, sq.; Rom . 13 : 9 ; 1 Tim . 1 : 9,10 , et al. ). (Mark 10:19 ; Luke 18 : 18-20). And again , after

2. Versions. There are two versions of the assenting to the two features of the Decalogue as

Decalogue given in the Pentateuch. The first is tlie very essence of the law, he said, “ This do,

contained in Exod. 20, and the second in Deut. 5. and thou shalt live ” (Mark 12:28 ; Luke 10:28).

These are substantially and almost verbally iden- In his dispute with the Pharisees the chief point

tical , excepting that the reasons given for the at issue was this : They exalted the minor law,

observance of the fourth commandment are not the ceremonial observance, and threw the duties

the same. In Exodus the reason is based on our inculcated in the Ten Commandments in the back .

obligations to God as the Creator (Gen. 2 : 3 ) . In ground ; he brought the Decalogue forward and

Deuteronomy the reason assigned is our duty to gave it its true place. So did the apostles (Rom.

others and the memory of the bondageinEgypt. 13: 9). In the protracted discussion concerning

This variation has led many to the belief that the the law, all Paul's examples are taken from these

original law was simply “ Remember the Sabbath tables , or what they clearly forbade or required.

day, to keep it holy. It may, however, be the 5. Source . The foundation and source of the

fact that the form as it stands in Exodus is the moral law is God's character. “ I am the Lord

divine original, but that Moses in reviewing the thy God, which brought thee out ofthe land of

law just before his adieu to his people adds a Egypt, out of the house of bondage,” is the way

fresh and fuller significance which the history of the Decalogue is introduced . The Hebrew name
Israel suggested. here used (Everlasting Eternal Almighty) inti

3. Nature. The Decalogue is a statement of mates that the principles of law have their stand.

the termsof the covenant which God made with ing in the character of God. “ I am ... thou

bis chosen people ; and in this respect is to be shalt.” That is the connection. And it is that

distinguished from the elaborate system of law that makes the moral law so awful in its unchange

known as the Mosaic. The vast legal system of able majesty. It is law because God is . It can

Israel, civil, criminal, judicial, and ecclesiastical, | not be changed without changing the character ol

6

"
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Paul says ,

Jehovah himself. Right is what it is , because God the heart . It is really the intent of the heart that

is what he is , and therefore is as unchangeable as determines the moral character of the act. It

God. cannot be reached by human legislation. It ex

The fact that God has placed the law of his poses to the conscience the utter failure of an act

own character on man is proof thatman is capable that might otherwise be blameless. It was this

of the divine. Expressing as it does man's true law that brought Paulwith all his righteousness

nature, to vary from its requirements is to fall under sentence of condemnation (Rom . 7: 7).

below the dignity of true manhood. In this sense The two tables are summarized in the two great

the Decalogue is , as the reformers taught, identi. laws, “ Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all

cal with the “ eternal law of nature." thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy

6. Prohibitory. The Decalogue is a series strength , andwith all thy mind ; and thy neighbor
of prohibitions. The negative form is due to as thyself.” — A. H. T.

the shocking depravity of those to whom it was DECAP’OLIS (Gr. Aɛkáno?.is, dek -ap '-ol-is, ten

addressed . A prohibition means a disposition to cities), a district containing ten cities in thenorth

do the thing prohibited. If men were not in eastern part of Galilee, near the Sea of Galilee

clined to worship something other than God the (Matt. 4:25 ; Mark 5:20 ; 7:31 ).

first commandment would not be needed . If there
The cities were Scythopolis, Hippos, Gadara,

was no murder in men's hearts the sixth com . Pella, Philadelphia, Gerasa, Dion, Canatha, Ra

mandment would not be required. And so of all phana, and Damascus. Damascus is the only one
the laws. “ The law was added be- now entitled to the name of city. They were

cause of transgressions.” The law is put in the built originally by the followers of Alexander the

negative form for another reason , viz., the law Great, and rebuilt by the Romans in B. C. 65, by
can only restrain the act. It cannot in plant the whom they had certain privileges conferred upon

positive virtue. Statutory law may restrain and them.

regulate actions. It cannot transform the sinful

heart. It is of necessity negative.

DECISION, VALLEY OF, a figurative

7. Divisions. The Ten Commandments are
name (Joel 3:14) for the valley of JEHOSHLAPHAT

not numbered in the sacredtext, and the Church (9. v.): The prophet gives in this passage ade

has been divided as to how the division should be scription ofthenations streaming intothe valley

made. There are three general modes of division
of judgment ; following it with that of the ap

attempted : ( 1) That which thereformed churches pearance of Jehovah upon Zion in the terrible

have adopted, and which is called the Philonie glory of the judge of the world, and as a refuge
of his people.

division . It makes Exod. 20 : 2, 3 the first com

mandment, vers. 4-6 the second, and v. 7 the
DECREE, the rendering of a number of He

third . This division is supported bythefollowing brew „ and Greek words, sometimes translated

reasons: (a) It is made on the principle_that
law ,” “ edict.” The enactments of kings in the

polytheism and idolatry are identical. (i)There East were proclaimed publicly by criers ( Jer. 34:

are three ways of dishonoring God—in denyinghis 8, 9; Jonah3:5–7) who are designated in Dan. 3:

unity, his spirituality, and his deity. (c) It di- 4 ; 5:29, by the term karozá , the herald. Messen

vides the two tables into three and seven laws; gers, sent for that purpose, carried them to distant

three having a mystical reference to God , and provinces, towns, and cities ( i Sam . 11:7 ; Ezra 1:

seven to the Church . ( d) It obviates the need of 1 ; Amos 4 :5), and they were publicly announced

making the unnatural division of the commands at thegate of the city, or other public place. In

ment against covetousness into two . (2) The Jerusalem they were announced in the temple,

second division is called the Augustinian, and where large numbers of people assembled , for
unites vers. 3–6 into one commandment; and di- which reason the prophets often uttered their

vides the commandment concerning covetousness
prophecies there.

into two. By this method the Roman Church sup- DE'DAN (Heb. 7777, ded -awn ', meaning doubt

ported the legitimacy of sacred images which ful).

were not worshiped. (3) The third, or the Talmudic 1. A son of Raamah, son of Cush (Gen, 10: 7 ;

division , makes Exod . 20: 2 the first commandment, 1 Chron . 1 : 9) .

and vers , 3-6 the second . 2. A son of Jokshan, son of Abraham and Ke

8. Order. The order in which these laws were turah (Gen. 25: 3 ; 1 Chron . 1:32). The usual

written on the two tables of stone is not a matter opinion respecting these founders of tribes is that

of grave consideration. If the division were equal, they first settled among the sons of Cush , wher

as many think, then the law concerning honor to ever these latter may be placed ; the second, on

parents is exalted to a high rank , associated as it the Syrian borders, about the territory of Edom .
is with our duty to honor God . But even without But Gesenius and Winer have suggested that the

a numerical equality of the two tables the division name may apply to one tribe ; and this may be

is philosophical. Our duties to God come first, adopted as probable on the supposition that the
his being, his worship , his name, and his day. descendants of the Keturahite Dedan intermarried

Then come our duties to our fellow -men. They with those of the Cushite Dedan, whom the writer
have their beginning in the home. Then they places, presumptively, on the borders of the Per

reach out beyond the home circle to all mankind, sian Gulf. The theory of this mixed descent
having regard, first, for our neighbor's life ; second, gains weight from the fact that in each case the

to his wife ; third, to his property; fourth, to his brother of Dedan is named Sheba. The passages
position. Finally, the tenth commandmenttouches in the Bible in which Dedan is mentioned (besides

the spring of all moral completeness, the desire of the genealogies above referred to ) are contained

(
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in the prophecies of Isaiah (21:13), Jeremiah (25 : The opinion held by Rosenmüller, Herder, and

23 ; 49:8 ), and Ezekiel (25:13 ; 27:16, 20 ; 38:13), others is that some of the psalms were written

and are in every case obscure. The probable infer- before the Babylonish captivity, some by exiles

ences from these mentions of Dedan are : ( 1 ) That returning to Palestine, and a few at a later date ;

Dedan, son of Raamah, settled on the shores of but that all were incorporated into one collection

the Persian Gulf, and his descendants became car- because they had one and the same character.

avan merchants between that coast and Palestine. With respect to the term rendered in the A. V.

(2) That Jokshan, or a son of Jokshan , by inter . " degrees," a great diversity.of opinion prevails
marriage with the Cushite Dedan, formed a tribe among biblical critics. According to some it

of the same name, which appears to have had its refers to the melody to which the psalm was to be

chief settlement in the borders of Idumea, and per- chanted . Others, including Gesenius, derive the

haps to bave led a pastoral life. A native indica- word from the poetical composition of the song

tion of the name is presumed to exist in the island and from the circumstance that the concluding

of Dadan, on the borders of the gulf (Smith ). words of the preceding sentence are often repeated

DEDANIM . See DEDAN. at the commencement of the next verse (comp.

DEDICATE (Heb. 7277, khai -nak ', to initiate; 121:4, 5, and 124:1,2and 3, 4 ).
A good instance of the “ step ” style is found

HIP, kaw -dash ', to pronounce clean ), a religious in Psa. 121 : “ I will lift mine eyes unto the hills,

service whereby anything is dedicated or conse- from whence cometh my help. My help cometh

crated the service of God ; as the dedication of from the Lord, which made heaven and earth .”

the tabernacle by Moses (Exod. 40 ; Num . 7) ; the Aben-Ezra quotes an ancient authority, which

altar (Num. 7:84, 88) ; the temple, by Solomon maintains that the degrees allude to the fifteen

( 1 Kings 8) ; the temple,by the returned exiles steps which, in the temple of Jerusalem , led from

(Ezra 6:16, 17); the temple built by Herod (Jo- the court of the women to that of the men , and on

sephus, Ant., xv, 11, 6) (see TEMPLE ). Dedicatory each of which steps one of the fifteen songs of

solemnities were observed with respect to cities, degrees was chanted . The generally accredited

walls, gates, and private houses (Deut. 20: 5 ; Psa. opinion , however, is that they were pilgrim songs

30, title ; Neh . 12:27). The custom still lingers sung by the people as they went up to Jerusalem .

in the dedication of churches, " opening ” of roads,
DEHAVITES (Heb. 8777, deh -haw -yay', or

bridges, etc.

DEDICATION , FEAST OF. See Festi
2777, deh -Naw -vay', Ezra 4: 9 only ; R. V. “ De

haites " ), one of the tribes transported by the king
VALS, p . 367.

of Assyria to “ the cities of Samaria " at the time

DEED . See LAND.
of the captivity of Israel , B. C. 721. As they are

DEEP , the rendering of several Hebrew and named in connection with the Susanchites, or

Greek works, used to denote: (1) The grave or Susianans, and the Elamites they may be the

abyss (Rom . 10: 7 ; Luke 8:31) ; (2) The deepest widely diffused Aryan Daï, or Dahi, mentioned by

part of the sea (Psa. 69:15 ; 107 :24, 26) ; Chaos, Herodotus i, 125, among the nomadic tribes of

existing at creation (Gen. 1:2) ; (4) Hell,the place Persia (Aáoi, Mapdol, Apoteikol, Eayaptioi) (Smith,

of punishment (Luke 8:31 ; Rev. 9 : 1 ; 11:7). Bib. Dict., 8. v . ).

DEFILE, the rendering of several Hebrew and If Daſ were transported by the Assyrians to

Greek words, generally meaning uncleanness, in a Samaria it must have been a small detached

figurative or ceremonial sense . Many blemishes section of the tribe analogous to the Hittites

of person and conduct were, under the Mosaic law, of southern Palestine. The Aáol of Herodotus,

esteemed as defilements. Under the Gospel the Dahæ of Pliny and Virgil, were a warlike and

moral defilement is specially emphasized (Matt.
numerous nomad tribe who wandered over the

15:18 ; Rom. 1:24). See UNCLEANNESS. steppes to the east of the Caspian. Strabo has

DEGREE (Heb. 15:22, mah -al-ar ', a step ). grouped them with the Sacæ and Massagetæ as

This term is used of a group of Levites " of the north of Bactriana.” In the time of Alexander
the great Scythian tribes of inner Asiato the

second degree " (1 Chron. 15:18) in the sense of and later they were found about the rivers Oxus

rank or order of enumeration. David , in the expres- and Jaxartes. The name also appears in the vicin

sion, “ Thou hast regarded me according to the es- ity of the Sea of Azof and of the river Danube.

tateof a man ofhigh degree” (1 Chron. 17:17), seems But all these places are far beyond the horizon of

“ Thou hast visited me in reference to Assyria, nor can we find that the Assyrians ever

my elevation.” In Psa. 62: 9 “ degree " is evidently mention such a race. On the whole, we incline to

used in the sense of condition or rank, as also in regard the identification as an interesting sugges.

Luke 1:62 and James 1 :9 (Gr. TATElvós, tap-i-nos', tion rather than an established fact.-W. H.

depressed , humiliated ). In 1 Tim . 3:13 (Gr. Ba @ubs,

bath -mos') the meaning is position (or “ standing,
DEHORT. See GLOSSARY.

R. V.). In reference to degree as applied to meas DE'KAR (Heb. 27, deh' -ker, stab) , the father

urement, see DIAL. of Solomon's purveyor in the second royal district,

DEGREES, SONG OF (Heb. nibyzat -01, lying in the western part of the hill country of
Bheer ham -mah-al-loth', song of steps), a title given Judah and Benjamin, Shaalbim and Beth-shemesh

to each of the fifteen psalms from 120 to 134 in. ( 1 Kings 4: 9), B. C. before 960.

clusive. Four of them are attributed to David, DELAI'AH (Heb. 17797, del-aw -yaw ', freed by

one is ascribed to the pen of Solomon, and the Jehovah).

other ten give no indication of their author. 1. One of the sons of Elioenai, a descendant of

66

"

to mean ,
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the royal line from Zerubbabel (1 Chron. 3:24), New Testament (Acts 17:18, A V. “ gods ") used

where the name is Anglicized Dalaiah. He prob- for deity, but usually inferior spiritual beings,

ably belongs to the tenth generation before Christ angels who “ kept not their first estate” (Matt.

(see Strong's Harmony of the Gospels, p. 17), B. C. 25:41; Rev. 12 : 7 , 9 ) ; the ministers of the devil
about 300 . (Luke 4:35 ; 9 : 1 , 42 ; John 10:21 , etc.). Satan is

2. The head of the twenty-third division of the called the “ prince of the devils ” (Matt. 9:34 ;

priestly orderin the arrangement by David (1 Chron. 12:24 ; Mark 3:22 ; Luke 11:15 ; Gr. åpxovil Tov

24:18), B. C. about 960. Sampoviwv ). Demons are said to enter into the

3. “ Children of Delaiah " were among those body of) one to vex him with diseases (Luke

that returned to Zerubbabel from certain parts of 8:30, 32, sq.; Matt. 9:33 ; 17:18 ; Luke 4:35, 41,

the Assyrian dominions, but who had lost the etc.). A person was thought to be possessed by a

genealogical records (Ezra 2:60 ; Neh. 7:62), B. C. demon when he suffered from some exceptionally

536. severe disease (Luke 4:33 ; 8:27) ; or acted and

4. The son of Mehetabeel and father of the spoke as though mad (Matt. 11:18 ; Luke 7:33 ;

Shemaiah who advised Nehemiah to escape into John 7:20, etc.). According to a Jewish opinion

the temple from the threats of Sanballat (Neh. which passed over to the Christians, demons are

6:10), B, C. 445. the gods of the Gentiles and the authors of

5." Ason ofShemniah andone of the princes idolatry. Paul, teaching that the gods ofthe

to whom Jeremiah's first roll of prophecy was Gentiles are a fiction (1 Cor. 8:10,sq .), makes thereal

read (Jer. 36:12). He afterward vainly interceded existences answering to the heathen conceptions

with the king (Jehoiakim) to spare the roll from of the gods to be demons, to whom he says they

the flames ( v. 25 ), B. C. 606. really sacrifice ( 1 Cor. 10:20) ; according to 1 Tim.

DELICATE . See GLOSSARY. 4:1 pernicious errors are disseminated by denions.

DELI’LAH (Heb. 173757,del-ee-law ," languish- chains under darkness unto the judgment ofthe
They are represented as “ reserved in everlasting

ing, lustful), a courtesan who dwelt in the valley greatday ” ( Jude 6; comp. 2Pet. 2:4).

of Sorek, beloved by Samson (Judg. 16 :4–18 ), DEMONIAC (Gr. Saluovíčopat, dahee-mon -id '.

B. C. about 1060. Samson was inveigled by her zom -ahee, to be under the power of a demon, ren .

into revealing the secret of his strength and the dered “ possessed with a devil "), a term fre

means by which he might be overcome. To this quently used in New Testament of one under the

she was bribed by the lords of the Philistines, influence of a demon. The verb “ to be demon

who gave her the large sum of eleven hundred ized ” occurs, in one form or another, seven times

pieces of silver for her services. She was proba. in Matthew , four times in Mark, once in Luke,

bly a Philistine, and one who used her personal and once in John .

charms for political ends. 1. Nature. By some, demoniacs are thought

DELUGE. See Floon. to have been “ persons afflicted with especially

DEMAS(Gr.Ampās, day-mas), a companion severe diseases , either bodily or mental (such as
of St. Paul (called by him his fellow -laborer in paralysis, blindness,deafness, loss of speech ,ep
Philem . 24 ; see also Col. 4:14 )during his firstim- ilepsy, melancholy, insanity, etc.), whose bodies.
prisonment at Rome. At a later period (2 Tim . in the opinion of the Jews, demons had entered ."

4:10) we find him mentioned as having deserted But the evidence seems to us sufficient toaccept
the apostle through loveof this presentworld,and the theory of actual possession by spirits. “ The

demonized were incapable of separating their own
gone to Thessalonica, A. D. 66.

consciousness and ideas from the influence of the

DEME'TRIUS (Gr. Anuitpios, day -may'-tree- emon , their own identity being merged , and to

os). that extent lost, in that of their tormentors. In

1. A silversmithof Ephesus, who made “ silver this respect the demonized state was also kindred

shrines for Diana ” ( Acts 19:24), i. e . , probably, to madness ” (Edersheim , Life of Jesus, i, p. 6C8 ).

silver models of the temple or of its chapel,
(1 ) The evangelists constantly distinguish be

which, perhaps, a little image of the goddess was tween demoniacal possession and all forms of

placed. " These, it seems, were purchased by for mere disease, although sometimes occurring to

eigners, who either could not perform their devo- gether. Thus, he “ cast out the spirits . . . and

tions at the temple itself, or who, after having healed all that were sick ” (Matt. 8:16) ; they

done so, carried them away as memorials or for “ brought unto him all sick people . . . and those

purposes of worship. Demetrius, becoming alarmed which were possessed with devils, and those whick

at the progress of the Gospel under the preaching were lunatic ” (4:24) ; “ they brought unto him

of Paul, assembled his fellow -craftsmen, and ex- all that were diseased , and them that were pos

cited a tumult by haranguing them on the danger sessed with devils ” (Mark 1:32; comp. verse 34).

that threatened the worship of Diana, and, con . Here “ lunaties ” are specially distinguished from

sequently, the profits of their craft. The tumult demoniacs. Matthew (9:32, 33) keeps the posses

was quieted by the tact and boldness of the townsion distinct from the dumbness with which he

clerk ,and Paul departed for Macedonia, A. D. (per was also afllicted. Jesus called his disciples “ to

haps autumn) 55 .

2. A Christian mentioned with commendation all devils, and to cure diseases ” (Luke 9:1 ;comp.
gether,and gave thempower and authority over

in 3 John 12, A. D. about 90. Further than this Matt . 10:1 ). In Mark 6:13 “ they cast out many

nothing is known of him . devils, and anointed with oil many that were sick ,

DEMON (Gr. Saiuwv, dah '-ee -mown, and its and healed them ” (see Mark 3:15 ; Luke 6:17, 18).

derivative Sarjóvrov, dahee-mon '-ee -on ). Once in the l (2) The evangelists constantly assert that the

>
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4:41 ;

see

>

7

actions and utterances in demoniacal possessions joy, “ Lord, even the devils are subject to us

were those of the evil spirits. The demons are through thy name,' his answer was to the same

the actual agents in the cases. Such statements effect: ' I beheld Satan as lightning fall from

are many : " The unclean spirits cried , saying,” heaven .' We are further informed (Mark 3:14,

etc. (Mark 3:11 ) ; “the devils besought him ” 15) that in the solemn act of calling and appoint

(Matt. 8:31); “ when the unclean spirit had torn ing the apostles ' he ordained twelve, that they

him , and cried with a loud voice, he came out of should be with him , and that he might send thein

him " (Mark 1:26 ; Luke 4:35). Similar in their forth to preach, and to cast out devils .' Was he

tenor are Mark 9 :20-26 ; Luke 9:42; 8 :2 ; Acts trifling with his chosen messengers ?” (President

5:16. (3 ) Not mere disease. Some of the facts Bartlett, in Independent, February 14, 1889.)

recorded are not compatible with any theory of 2. Cure. “ The New Testament furnishes the

mere disease, bodily or mental. One of these in- fullest details as to the manner in which demo.

superable facts is found in the case recorded by niacs were set free. This was always the same. It

three evangelists ( Matt. 8 ; Mark 5 ; Luke 8),where consisted neither in magical means nor formulas

the devils asked and received from Christ permis- of exorcism , but always in the word of power

sion to pass from the demoniac into the herd of which Jesus spake or intrusted to his disciples,

swine, and are declared to have done so , with the and which the demons always obeyed. In one

results there set forth. Again , there is the habit- respect those who were demonized exhibited the

ual assertion of Christ's divinity by these spirits same phenomenon : they all owned the power of

and our Lord's recognition of the fact, while as Jesus ” (Edersheim , Life of Jesus, i , p . 480, sq . ).

yet not only the people, but the disciples did not
DEN. The rendering of one Greek and sev

know and characterize him , e. g., “ I know thee eral Hebrew words, meaning a lair of wild beasts

who thou art, the Holy One of God ” (Mark 1:24 ; (Job 37 : 8 ; Psa. 10: 9; 104 :22 ; Isa . 32:14 ) ; a hole

Luke 4:34) ;“ What have we to do with thee, of à venomous reptile ( Isa. 11 : 8) ; a fissure in the

Jesus, thou Son of God ? ” ( Matt. 8:29 ; comp. Luke rocks, caves used for hiding ( Judg. 6: 2; Heb. 11:38 ;

Mark 3:11 ). That this was a genuine rec- Rev. 6:15 ), or resort for thieves (Matt. 21:13 ; Mark

ognition, so understood by our Saviour, appears in 11:17 ; Luke 19:46). For "Den of Lions

this same passage; for “ he straitly charged them DANIEL.

that they should not make him known.' Mark

DENARIUS. See METROLOGY, IV.
says ( 1:34 ) he “ suffered not the devils to speak,

because they knew him ; " and Luke (4:41 ), “ he DENIAL . 1. Heb. wnp, kaw -khash ', to be

rebuking them suffered them not to speak : for untrue, disown (Josh , 24:27 ; Prov. 30 : 9) .

they knew that he was Christ." Epilepsy, lunacy, 2. Gr. atapvéopat, ap-ar-nek'-om-ahee, to affirm

insanity, do not meet these several facts. Alford that one has no acquaintance or connection with

calls attention to a sort of double consciousness another; of Peter denying Christ ( Matt . 26:34 ,

indicated in some of these cases, the utterance sq. , 75 ; Mark 14:30, sq. , 72 ; Luke 22:34, 61 ) ; to

seeming to comenow from the man and not from deny one's self, to lose sight of one's self and
the evil spirit. In Acts 19: 13-17 we find a dis . one's own interests (Matt. 16:24 ; Mark 8:34 ;

tinction between “the evil spirit ” who said , Luke 9:23).

“ Jesus I know , and Paul I know ; but who are 3. Gr. apvéouai, ar -neh '-om -ahee, to deny an as.

ye? ” and “ the man in whom the evil spirit was,” sertion (Mark 14:70) or event (Acts 4:16) ; to deny
who leaped on the sons of Sceva and overcame with accusative of the person is used of followers

them . (4) Jesus and demoniacs. Jesus treated of Jesus who, for fear of death or persecution,
cases of demoniacal possession as realities. deny that Jesus is their master and desert his

“ He is not only described as "charging,' ' rebuk- cause (Matt. 10:33 ; Luke 12: 9 ; 2 Tim . 2:12) ; and,
ing,' ' commanding, ' and ' casting out the un- on the other hand, of Jesusdenying that one is his

clean spirits, but his direct addresses to them follower (Matt. 10:33 ; 2 Tim . 2:12). “ Denying "
are recorded . Thus (Mark 5 :8–12 ; Matt. 8 : God and Christ is used of those who, by cherishing

29–32), ‘ he (Jesus] said unto him , Come out and disseminating perniciousdoctrines and immor.

of the man , thou unclean spirit. And he asked ality , are adjudged to have apostatized from God
him, What is thy name ? And he [the unclean and Christ (2 Pet. 2 : 1 ; 1 John 2:22, 23 ; Jude 4).

spirit] answered, My name is Legion : for we Denying ungodliness and worldly lusts ” (Tit.
are many. .. And all the devils besought him, 2:12) is to abjure, renounce.

saying, if thou cast us out, suffer us to go away Self-denial, in the scriptural sense, is the re
into the herd of swine. And he said unto them , nouncing of all those pleasures, profits, views,

Go.' Again (Mark 1:25 ; Luke 4:34), he directly connections, or practices that are prejudicial to
addressed the unclean spirit : ' Hold thy peace, the true interests of the soul . The understanding
and come out of him. ' Was this all a show and a must be so far denied as to lean upon it in prefer

pretense on his part ? He went further yet, forence to divine instruction (Prov. 3: 5 , 6) ; the will

he deliberately argued with the Jews on the as- must be denied so far as it opposes the will of
sumption of the reality of demoniacal possession, God (Eph. 5:17) ; the affections when they become

affirming that his casting out devils by the Spirit inordinate (Col. 3 : 5 ) ; the physical nature must be

of God proved that the kingdom of God had come denied when opposed to righteousness (Rom . 6:12,
unto them ( Matt. 12 :23–27 ; Luke 11 : 17-23 ) . 13 ) ; position (Heb. 11 : 24–26), pecuniary gain

Questioned as to their inability to cast out an evil (Matt. 4:20–22), friends and relatives (Gen. 12:1)

spirit Jesus replied, ' This kind can come forth must be renounced if they stand in the way of

bynothing , butbyprayer and fasting ? (Mark 9:29). religion and usefulness. One's own righteousness
When the seventy returned and said to him with must be relinquished, so as not to depend upon it
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DENIAL OF CHRIST DEUEL

1

"

(Phil. 3 :8 ,9 ) ; even life itselfmust be laid down tended plains are liable to droughtand consequent

if called for in the cause of Christ (Matt. 16:24, barrenness ; hence the Hebrew language describes

25). a plain , a desert, and an unfruitful waste by the

DENIAL OF CHRIST . See PETER.
same word .

DENOUNCE. See GLOSSARY. 3. Yesh - ee-mone' (Heb. 7izam ?, desolation ; ren

DEPOSIT . See PROPERTY, OFFENSES AGAINST. dered " wilderness,” Deut. 32:10 ; Psa. 68:7 ; “ sol

DEPRAVITY. In theology the term deprav. itary,” Psa. 107:4) is used with the definite article

ity denotes the sinfulness of man's nature.
See apparently to denote the waste tract on both sides

of the Dead Sea . In such cases it is treated as a
SIN, ORIGINAL.

proper name in the A. V.; thus “ the top of Pis
DEPTH. See DEEP.

gah, which looketh toward Jeshimon " (Num. 21:20).

DEPUTY, the rendering of several words : This term expresses a greater extent of unculti.

1. Nits- tsawb' (Heb. 5 ?, appointed ), a prefect; yated country than the others ( 1 Sam . 23:19, 24 ;
Isa. 43:19, 20).one set over others. This word is rendered “ offi.

cer," or chief of the commissariat appointed by 4. Khor -baw ' (Heb. , desolation) is gener

Solomon (1 Kings 4 : 5 , etc. ). ally applied to what has been made desolate by

2. Peh-khaw' (Heb. 71 , Esth . 8 : 9 ; 9 : 3 ; R. V. man or neglect (Ezra 9: 9 ; Psa. 109 : 10 ; Dan. 9:12 ).

" governor ”), the Persian prefect “ on this side " The only passage where it expresses a natural waste

(i. e.,west of) theEuphrates;modernform , pasha. Sinai. It is rendered “ desert ”onlyin Psa. 102: 6 ;or “ wilderness ” is Isa. 48:21 , where it refers to

3. Anth- oo'-pat-os (Gr.åvovnatos,inlieu of any; Isa. 48:21; Ezek. 13 : 4.The Greek word in the

one), a proconsul. The emperor Augustus divided

theRoman provinces into senatorial and imperial. NewTestament ( épnuos, er '-ay-mos) has the gen

The formerwere presided over by proconsulsap- times rendered “ wilderness.”eral meaning of solitary, uninhabited, and is some

pointed by the senate; the latter were adminis.
“ DesertFigurative.

tered by legates of the emperor, sometimes called
or wilderness is used

propretors (Acts 13 : 7 , 8, 12 ; 18:12). GLOSSARY.
in Scripture as the symbol of temptation, solitude,

and persecution (Isa. 27:10 ; 33: 9); of nations ig.
DER BE (Gr. Aépßn, der'-bay), a small town at norant or neglectful of God (32:16 ;35 :1) ; of Israel

the foot of Mount Taurus, about sixteen miles east when they had forsaken God (40:3). The desert

of Lystra. Paul and Barnabas gained many con- was supposed to be inhabited by evil spirits, or at

verts here; possibly among them wasGaius (Acts least occasionally visited by them (Matt. 12:43 ;

14 :6, 20 ; 20 :4 ). Paul passed through the place Luke 11:24).

on his second missionary journey (16 : 1 ).
DESIRE . See GLOSSARY.

DESCRY. See GLOSSARY.
DESIRE OF ALL NATIONS (literally , the

DESERT is scarcely distinguished in ordinary delight or costly of all the nations) is an expression

language from wilderness, and in the English Bible (Hag. 2 :7) understood by most of the earlier com
the terms are used indiscriminately. In one placementators as a title of the Messiah. Khem -daw '

we find a Hebrew term treated as a proper name, (Heb. 17797, desire) is the valuable possessions of
and in another translated as a common name.

1. Mid-bawr' (Heb. 27???, pasture; Exod. 3 : 1 ; thought is thattheshaking will be followedby
the heathen, their gold and silver (v. 8 ), and the

5 : 1 , etc. ), usually rendered “ wilderness ” (Gen. this result, or produce this effect, that all that is

14 : 6 , etc.), and applied to the country between | valuable will come to fill the temple with glory.

Palestine and Egypt, including Sinai (Num . 9 : 5 ) .
DESOLATION , ABOMINATION OF.

When used with the article midbawr denotes the
See ABOMINATION .

wilderness of Arabia ( 1 Kings 9:18) . Such pas

ture land in the East is very often an extensive
DESPITE, DESPITEFUL. See GLOSSARY,

plain or steppe, which during the drought and DESTROYER (Heb. 172, mash -khcetkº,
heat of summer becomes utterly parched and bare; an exterminator, Exod . 12:23), the agent employed

so that the transition from pasture land to desert in the slaying of the firstborn (Heb. 11:28 ; Gr. ó

was quite easy and natural. That the word com . 2oApévwv, hò hol-oth -ryooʻ-on ), the angel or mes.
prehends both meanings, see Psa. 65:13 ; Joel

senger of God (2 Sam . 24:15 , 16 ; 2 Kings 19:35 ;
2:22 . But in many, and indeed the greater num . Psa. 78:49 ; Acts 12:23).

ber of passages , the ideal of sterility is the prom
DESTRUCTION (Heb. 71738, ab -ad -done',

inent one (Gen. 14 : 6 ; 16 : 7 ; Deut. 11:24 , etc. ) .
In the poetical books “ desert ” is found as the perishing, Job 26: 6 ; 31:12 ; Psa. 88:11 ; Prov.

translation of midbawr (Deut. 32:10 ; Job 24 : 5 ; 15:11 ) means a place of destruction, abyss, and

Isa. 21 : 1 ; Jer. 25:24) .
is nearly equivalent to SHEOL (q . v .).

2. Ar-aw -baw ' (Heb. 77,7 , sterility ; rendered
DESTRUCTION, CITY OF. See On.

“ desert” in Isaiah , Jeremiah, and Ezekiel ; else. DEU'EL (Heb. 1973?, deh -oo-ale', known of

where usually“ plain ” ). While this term primarily God ), father of Eliasaph, the “
“ captain of the

meant plain , it was not in the sense of pasture, tribe of Gad at the time of the numbering of the

but rather that of hollow or level ground , and people at Sinai (Num . 1:14 ; 7:42, 47 ; 10:20), B, C.

especially the level of the Jordan valley, extend about 1209. The same man is mentioned again

ing to the Red Sea (Deut. 1: 1; 2 : 8 ; Josh. 12: 1 ; (2:14 ), but here the name appears as Reuel,
hence also sea of the Arabah ” or “ desert,” Deut. owing to an interchange of the two very similar

4:49 ; viz., the Dead Sea ). In the East wide, ex- | Hebrew letters, 7 and 7.

a

>
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DEVIL DIBON

ur

DEVIL (Gr. diáßolos, dee-ab '-ol-os, accuser"). the tiara of the high priest, as it does in every in

1. One who slanders another for the purpose stance in the Pentateuch, from which Ezekiel has

of injury, a calumniator, e. g., a gossip monger taken the word.

(1 Tim . 3:11 ; 2 Tim . 3 : 3 ; Tit. 2 : 3). The difference in Greek between diadem (drásnua )

2. “ Devil” is the rendering of the Heb. and crown (orépavos) is carefully observed. The

saw-eer', hairy (Lev. 17:7), a " goat," or " satyr" latter is a crown in thesense of a chaplet,wreath,

spiritsthat inhabited the desert, and whose per- festal gladness.” Diadem is a crown as the badge

(Isa. 13:21; 34:14). These were supposed to be or garland ; the “ badgeof victory in the games,
of civic worth , of military valor, of nuptial joy, of

nicious influence was sought to be averted by sac

rifice . The Israelites brought this superstition
of royalty.

and theidolatry to which it gave rise fromEgypt, What the“ diadem ” of the Jews was we know

where goats were worshiped as gods. These were fillet of silk ,twoinchesbroad, bound around the
not. That of other nations of antiquity was a

the gods whom the Israelites worshiped in Egypt head and tied behind , the invention of which is

(Josh . 24:14 ; Ezek. 20 : 7; 23 : 3, 8, 9, etc.).

3. In Deut. 82:17 ; Psa. 106:37, the term ren- sometimes, however, it was blue, like thatof
attributed to Liber. Its color was generally white ;

dered “ devil” is shade (Heb. 7 , demon), and Darius, and it was sown with pearls or other

means an idol; since the Jews regarded idols as gems (Zech. 9:16 ; comp. Mal. 3:17) .

demons that caused themselves to be worshiped DIAL ( 75322
, mah-al-aw ', slep ), for the meas

by men.
ment of time, erected by Ahaz (2 Kings 20:11 ;

4. “ The Scriptures associate with the evil in

humanity an empire which is not human, but mah -al-aw " may signify either one of a flight of
Isa. 38: 8), and called the “ Assteps of Ahaz."

which has invaded humanity, and as the prince of steps or degree, we might suppose the reference

this empirethey point to a created but lofty spirit, to be adial plate with a gnomon indicator ; but,
who has fallen from God and man, and has power in the first place, the expression points to an
to show this enmity in action.” Sce Satan .

actual succession of steps, that is to say, to ar

DEVOTED THING . See ANATHEMA. obelisk upon a square or circular elevation as

DEVOTION. See GLOSSARY.
cended by steps, which threw the shadow of its

DEW (Heb. 39, tal). “ The dews of Syrian in the morning and evening upon the lowest,
highest point at noon upon the highest steps, and

nights are excessive ; on many mornings itlooks either on the one side or the other, so that the
as if there had been heavy rains, and this is the obelisk itself served as a gnomon . The step dial

sole slackening of the drought which the land of Ahaz may have consisted of twenty steps or

feels from May till October ”(Smith, Hist. Geog., more, which measured the time of day by half
p. 65) (Judg. 6:38; Cant. 5 : 2 ; Dan. 4:15, sq . ) . hours, or even quarters. If the sign was given

This partial refreshment of the ground is of great an hour before sunset the shadow , by going back

value, and would alone explain all the oriental ten steps of half an hour each, would return to

references to the eífect of dew. Thus it is coupled the point at which it stood at twelve o'clock.

as a blessing with rain, or mentioned as a source When it is stated that “ the sun returned ,” this

of fertility (Gen. 27:28 ; Deut. 33:13 ; Zech . 8:12), does not mean the sun in the heaven, but the sun

and its withdrawal is considered a curse (2 Samn . upon the sundial, upon which the illumined sur

1:21 ; 1 Kings 17:1; Hag. 1:10). face moved upward as the shadow retreated, for

Figurative. Dew in the Scriptures is a sym- when the shadow moved back the sun moved

bol of the beneficent power of God, which quick back as well . The event is intended to be repre

ons, revives, and invigorates the objects of nature i sented as a mi cle, and a miracle it really was

when they have been parched by the burning heat ( Delitzsch, Com. , on Isa. 38 : 7 , 8).

of the sun (Prov. 19:12 ; Hos. 14 : 5 ) . The silent, DIAMOND . See MINERAL KINGDOM.

irresistible, and rapid descent of dew is used to
DIANA. See Gods, False.

symbolize the sudden onset of an enemy (2 Sam .

DIBʻLAIM (Heb. (2.297, dib-lah '-yim , cakes17:12). “ The dew of thy youth ” (Psa. 110: 3) is

thought to be a figure of abiding youthful vigor . [ of dried figs ? ]), the nameof the father of Gomer,

Dew is a token of exposure inthe night (Cant. the wife ofHosea (Hos. 1 : 3), B. C. about 750.

5 : 2 ; Dan. 4:15, etc. ) ; the symbol of something DIBʻLATH , properly DIB LAH (Heb.27,

evanescent (Hos. 6:4 ; 13 : 3 ) ; and, from its noise- dib - law '), a place named only in Ezek. 6:14, as if
Jess descent and refreshing influence, the emblem situated at one of the extremities of the land of

of brotherly love and harmony (Psa. 133:3 ). Israel . It is natural to infer that Diblah was in

DIADEM . The rendering in the A. V. of the north . The only name in the north at all like

several Hebrew words : it is Riblah, and the letters D and R are so much

1. Tsaw -neef' (97 something wound about alike in Hebrew and so frequently interchanged,

the head ); spoken of the turban ofmen (Job 29:14), strong probability that Riblahis the right reading.
owing to the carelessness of copyists , that there is a

of women (Isa. 3:23, " hood " ), of the high priest

(Zech . 3: 5 ), and the tiara of a king (Isa. 62 : 3 ) . DI'BON (Heb. 11–17, or 157, dee -bone', pining).

2. Tsef -ee-raw ' (779 , circlet, Isa. 28 : 5), a
1. A town on the east side of Jordan , in the

royal tiara.
rich pastoral country, which was taken possession

of and rebuilt by the children of Gad (Num . 32:
3. Mits -neli'-feth (1977 , Ezek . 21:26) does 3 , 34 ). From this circumstance it possibly received

not mean the royal diadem, like tsaw -neef', but the name of Dibon-gad. Its first mention is ia

6
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DIBON -GAD DISCERNING OF SPIRITS

the ancient fragment of poetry (Num . 21:30) , and conjectures that the two names Dimon and Dibon

from this it appears tohave belonged originally to are the same.

the Moabites. We find Dibon counted to Reuben DIMO’NAH (Heb. zizan?, dee-mo- naw') , a

in the lists of Joshua ( 13 : 9 , 17) . In the time of
Isaiah and Jeremiah , however, it was again in city in the south ofJudah ( Josh. 15:22) , perhaps

the same as Dibon in Neh . 11:25 .

possession of Moab (Isa. 15 : 2; Jer. 48:18, 22 ;
comp. 24). In the same denunciations of Isaiah DI'NAH (Heb. 1727, dee-naw', justice), the

it appears, probably, under the name of Dimon . daughter of Jacob by Leah (Gen. 30:21), and full

In modern times the name Dhibån has been dis sister of Simeon and Levi. While Jacob dwelt in

covered by Seetzen , Irby and Mangles,and Burck . Shechem Dinah was seduced by Shechem , the son

hardt ag attached to extensive ruins on the Roman of Hamor, the chief of the country. She was

road, about three miles N. of the Arnon (Wady probably at this time about thirteen or fifteen

Modjeb). years of age, the ordinary period of marriage in

Dr. Tristram (Land of Moab, pp.132, 133) says : the East. Shechem proposed to make the usual
“ Dibon is a twin city upon the two aujacent reparation by paying a sum to the father and

knolls, the ruins covering not only the top, but marrying her ( Deut. 22:28, 29), but Jacob de

the sides to their base. " clined to negotiate until he had made known the

2. One of the towns which was reinhabited by facts to his sons and advised with them . Hamor

the men of Judah after the return from captivity proposed a fusion of the two peoples by the estab
(Neh. 11:25). From its mention with Jekabzeel, lishment of intermarriage and commerce. The

Moladah, and other towns of the south there can sons, bent upon revenge, demanded , as a condition

be no doubt that it is identical with Dinonah of the proposed union, the circumcision of the

(q . v.) . Shechemites. They assented, and on the third

DI'BON -GAD, one of the halting places of day, when the people were disabled, Simeon and

the Israelites (Num . 33.45 , 46). It was, no doubt, Levi slew them all and took away their sister

the same place which is generally called Divon, 1. (Gen. 34). Dinah probably continued unmarried

DIB'RI (Heb. "777, dib-ree', perhaps eloquent), about 1640.
and went with her father into Egypt (46:15), B. C.

a Danite, father of Shelomith , a woman whose
DI'NAITE (Heb . 27, dee-nah'ee), a name

son was stoned to death hy command of Moses
for blasphemingthe name of the Lord (Lev. 24:11), given to a part of the colonists placed in Samaria
B. C. 1209. after it was taken by the Assyrians (Ezra 4 :9).

DIDRACHM . See METROLOGY, IV .
“ They remained under the dominion of Persia,

and took part with their fellow - colonists in oppo

DID'YMUS (Gr. Aidwuos, did '-00-mos, twin ), a sition to the Jews under Artaxerxes, but nothing

surname ( John 11:16 , etc. ) of the apostle Thomas. more is known of them ” ( Smith , Bib. Dict . , s. v . ).

DIE THE DEATH . See GLOSSARY. This is the usual understanding. Hoffmann,

DIET (Heb. -777, ar-oo-khaw '), the term ap- however, regards it as an official title, “ judges

plied to the daily allowance apportioned by Evil- | ( 777, “ judges,” Ezra 7:25).

merodach, king of Babylon, to his royal captive, DINE , DINNER . See Eating, Food.

Jehoiachin , king of Judah (Jer. 52:31). Respect
DIN'HABAH (Heb. 777777, din -haw -bar ',

ing the general use of the word see Food.

DIGNITIES (Gr.plural of Sóða,dor'-ah,glory). 36:32 ; 1 Chron. 1:43). Location uncertain .
robbers' den ), a city of Bela , king of Edom (Gen.

persons higher in honor ( 2 Pet. 2:10 ; Jude 8 ),

probably angels as being spiritual beings of pre- Acovicios, dee-on-oo'-see-os, reveler, Acts 17:19--34),
DIONY'SIUS THE AREOPAGITE (Gr.

eminent dignity.

DIKÄLAH (lieb . 27, dik-law ”, perhaps a the preaching of Paul on Mars'Ilill. Nothing
an eminent Athenian converted to Christianity by

palm tree), the name of a son of Joktan (Gen. 10: | further is related of him in the New Testament,

27 ; 1 Chron . 1:21 ). His descendants probably but Suidas recounts that he was an Atheniau by

settled in Yemen and occupied a portion of it a birth and eminent for his literary attainments ;

little to the east of the Hejaz. that he studied first at Athens and afterward at

DIL’EAN (IIel . 7727,dil-awn'), a town in the Heliopolis, in Egypt. The name of Dionysiushas
low country of Judah (Josh. 15:38 ). Identification become important in Church history from certain

uncertain . writings formerly believed to be his, but uow

DILIGENCE , DILIGENTLY. See Glos. Pseudo-Dionysian writings (McC. and S. , Cyc ., s.r. ).
known to be spurious and designated as the

DILL, marginal and correct rendering (Matt.
DIOTÖREPHES (Gr. Alotpeous, dee-ot-ref-ace',

23:23) ofGr.åvitov, an '-ay-thon , translated in the tle John in his third epistle. Desiring preemi.
Jove-nourished ), a person condemned by the apos

text “ anise . " See VEGETABLE Kingdom .

nence, he refused to see the letter sent by John,
DIM'NAH ( Ileb. 677?7 , dim -naw ', dunghill), therebydeclining to submit to his directions or

a Levitical city in Zebulun (Josh . 21:35 ). In acknowledge his authority. He circulated ma

1 Chron. 6:77 Rimmon is substituted for it. licious slanders against the apostle and exercised

DI’MON, THE WATERS OF (Heb. 712277, an arbitraryand pernicious influence in the Church

dee-mone ), some stream on the cast of the Dead (3 John 9, 10 ).

Sea, in the land of Moab, against which Isaiah is DISALLOW . See GLOSSARY, Vow.

here uttering denunciations ( Isa . 15 : 9). Gesenius DISCERNING OF SPIRITS, a spiritual

7
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DISCIPLE DISEASES

the eye.

gift enjoyed by certain in the apostolic age. This area of skin infiltrated with anthrax bacilli . If

enabled its possessor to judge from what spirits the focus of the disease be not destroyed the

the utterances they heard proceeded, whether the blood is rapidly poisoned and the patient dies .

Holy Ghost, human or demoniac spirits ; thus pre- (4) Probably all skin diseases in which there is

serving the Church from misled influences (1 Cor. suppuration in and beneath the cutis would have

12:10 ; comp. 1 Cor. 14:29 ; 1 John 4 : 1 ). been included in the generic designation boils .

DISCIPLE. 1. This term occurs once in the BLEMISH (Lev. 21:18–21, the rendering of

Old Testament, as the rendering of Heb. 71793, several. Hebrew words), any deformity or spot.
Such disqualified their possessor from becoming a

lim -mood ', one instructed, Isa. 8:16 ; rendered
priest.

" learned ” in 50: 4 , “ taught " in 54:13.

2. In the New Testament it is the render BLINDNESS (Heb. jin?, iv-vaw -rone', Deut.

ing of the Gr. uaonīns, math -ay- tace', learner, and 28:28 , etc.). Eye affections are among the most

occurs frequently. The meaning is one who pro common of all the diseases of Bible lands. Oph

fesses to have learned certain principles from thalmia and other destructive diseases prevail to
another and maintains them on that other's au- a frightful extent in Egypt . Among the lower

thority. It is applied principally to the followers classes it is , perhaps, the exception to see both

of Jesus (Matt. 5: 1 ; 8:21, etc.); sometimes to eyes perfect. A very large proportion of the

those of John the Baptist (Matt. 9:14) and of the population has lost one eye, and the number of

Pharisees (Matt. 22:16). It is used in a special totally blind is excessive . While the ravages of

manner to indicate the twelve (Matt. 10 : 1 ; 11:1; eye diseases are not so frightful in Palestine and

20:17). Syria they are sufficiently so to illustrate the very

DISEASES. frequent (more than sixty times) references to

blindness in the Bible . The causes are the heat,

In treating this subject we call attention to the sunlight, dust, and, most of all, the uncleanly

several diseases mentioned in Scripture, and to habits of the people, all of which favor the spread

their treatment. Under the latter we introduce of diseases, which often in a single day destroy

medicine, physician, remedies, etc. :

AGUE (Heb. ODIR, kad -dakh '-ath, Lev. 26:16, BOILS. See BLAINS.

R. V. “ fever " ). This is doubtless generic for all BOTCH (Heb. TTIP, shekh -een ', burning, Deut.

the fevers of the land. They are intermittent, 28:27, 35 , R. V. “ boil ” ), another rendering of

remittent, typhoid, typhus, besides the febrile the word elsewhere translated “ boil."

states accompanying the various inflammations

andtheexanthemata . Malarial feversarethe ED (Lev. 21:19), a disqualification for the priestBROKEN -HANDED, BROKEN -FOOT

most characteristic . They prevail especially in
hood .

late summer and early autumn.
Clubfoot and clubhand would also dis.

In the swamps

qualify.

of the Haleh and the irrigated gardens about the

cities very malignant types of these fevers attack BRUISES (Isa . 1 : 6 ; Jer. 30:12 ; Nah . 3:19,

those who sleep in the foci of infection and those several Hebrew words ), familiar accidents, often

who work in the poisonous atmosphere. Not in- far more serious than would be supposed from

frequently patients die in the second or third their external marks.

paroxysm of such fevers. When they do not die CANKER (2 Tim . 2:17 , A. V. marg ., R. V.

from the violence of the poison they often drag gangrene ; Gr. váyypaiva, gang'-grahee nah ).

on through weary months of constantly recurring The terrible disease, cancer, for which no remedy

attacks and suffer from congestion or abscess of exists but the knife, is quite prevalent in the East,

the liver or spleen and other internal disorders. especially the form of it known as epithelioma.

BLAINS and BOILS (Heb. -paša, ab-ah- The sufferer from all forms of cancer has more or

800-aw ' ; IT ', shekh -een ', Exod . 9 : 9, 10 ). These exhausted by bleeding or suppuration, at length
less acute pain, and ultimately ulceration, and,

are of several kinds : ( 1 ) simple boils, which may dies worn out with its unspeakable agony. Butthis

be single or come outir jarge numbers and suc- rendering, although it would suit the requisitions

cessive crops (Job 2: 7 ), sausing much suffering of the passage, is not the true one. See Gan.

and some danger to the patient. They consist in

a core, wbich is a gangrenous bit of skin and sul ).

cutaneous tissue, surrounded by an angry,inflamed, The only helpers to women in this condition are
CHILDBEARING (Gen. 3:16 ; 1 Tim. 2:15 ) .

and suppurating nodule, which finally bursts and the ignorant midwives. Many valuable lives are
lets out the core, after which the seat of the boil lost through their incompetence and mismanage

beals, leaving a permanent scar. (2 ) Carbuncles.
See Child, 2 .

These are very large boils, with a number of open

ings, leading to a considerable mass of dead cellular CROOKBACKED (Heb.12:, gib-bane', arched,

tissue and giving exit to the discharge of the Lev. 21:20). In the East it is quite common to see

same. Suchwasprobably Hezekiah's boil (2 Kings young girls carrying children on their shoulders,
20: 7 ; Isa. 38:21). ( 3) Malignant pustules. These or perched on their hips. Many of these fall and

are due to infection from animals having splenic experience irreparable injuries to their spines.
fever. The virus is carried by insectsor in wool Scrofulous disease of the spine is also very com

or hides or otherwise, and produces a black spot mon and often results in angular curvature. The

where it enters, surrounded by a dark livid pur- specimens of deformity of this class, which are to

plish or dusky red zone, with vesicles and a hard. be seen by every wayside in Syria and Palestine,
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Dropsy DISEASES Leprosy

»

” (Heb .

>

causes.

are lamentable. Those afflicted with such deform- ITCH (Heb. O , kheh '-res, Deut. 28:27). It

ities were not allowed in the temple service. is probable that the word translated “ itch " in

DROPSY (Gr. Üdpwnikós, hoo -dro -pik -os', watery, this passage refers to some other tormenting

Luke 14: 2). This is a symptom of a number of skin disease, as eczema or prurigo, while that

diseases, mostly of the heart, liver, kidneys, and translated A. V. “ scab,” R. V. “ scurvy

brain, causing collections of water in the cavities garabh , Arab. jarab ), is the true itch . Jarab

of the body, or on its surface, or in the limbs. It is the classical name of this disease , and used for

is curable only if the disease causing it is ame- it also in common speech to this day (see SCURVY ).

nable to treatment. Itch is a skin disease produced by the entrance of

DWARF. Dwarfs were not allowed in the a parasitic insect into the substance of the skin.

priesthood (Lev. 21:20).
It causes intolerable itching, and the scratching

If leftEMERODS (Heb. 5ep, oʻ-fel, tumor, Deut. produces deep furrows and excoriations.
to itself it is interminable. Although curable by

28:27, etc. ), a painful disease, especially promoted proper medical treatment, this was probably un

by the sedentary habits of the orientals, and hence known to the Hebrews.
very common there . Although amenable to the

LAMENESS, impairment or loss of power in
advanced skill of the West, the popular medicine
of the East has nocure for it . Itwas , therefore, walking. It wasa barrier to the priestly office

a very terrible visitation (1 Sam. 5 : 6 , 9, 12 ; 6 :4,
(Lev. 21:18).

5, 11). LEPROSY (Heb. 013495, tsaw -rak-ath) . Much

FLAT NOSE (Heb. 6.7, khaw - ram ', to be confusion has arisen in the interpretation of the

Blunt, Lev. 21:18), a disqualification for the priest. scriptural allusions to leprosy, from the fact that

this word is used in English for a disease, ele
bood.

phantiasis Græcorum , wholly different in its symp
FLUX (Gr. Svoevtepia, doos-en -ter-ee'-ah ). The toms, course, and termination from the Levitical

“ bloody flux ” (Acts 28 : 8) was, no doubt, dysen- and New Testament leprosy. The former is a

tery. This disease is very common in the East, constitutional, incurable, hereditary, more or less

and often fatal, not merely by its own violence, contagious disease, which sometimes begins with

but by the abscess of the liver which it frequently numbness of the extremities, with or without pain.
It is supposed that the disease of the There are dusky and livid swellings, and distor

bowels (2 Chron . 21:15 , 19) with which Jehoram tions of the hands and feet ; nodules are formed in

was smitten was the advanced state of this various parts of the body; ulcers open on the soles

disease, causing an invagination and procidentia . of the feet or at the ball of the heel. These extend

GANGRENE (R. V. , 2 Tim . 2:17, for A. V. to the bones, which become carious , and , as the

" canker " ), mortification of any part of the body . ulceration spreads, the patient becomes more or
The reference is probably to the variety known less crippled. Tubercles are produced on the

as senile gangrene. This disease begins at the face, and folds of skin are raised on the forehead

end of a toe or finger, as a blackish spot, which and cheeks, which give the so-called leonine ex

gradually spreads over the rest of the toe, then to pression to the countenance. Fever sets in, and

the other toes, and the foot, and leg , until at last ultimately the patient, often after a long and mis

the patient dies of blood poisoning. Even early erable life, succumbs. This disease may be the

and free amputation generally fails to save liſe, “ botch ” (A. V., Deut. 28:35 , R. V. “ boil ” ) “ in the

as the disease is in the constitution,and reappears knees and legs,” and “ from the sole of the foot

in the stump. This course of the destructive proc- to the crown of the head.”

ess corresponds well with that of profane and The biblical leprosy is a whiteness (Exod. 4 :6)

vain babblings which (v . 16 ) “ increase ” (R. V. which disfigured its victim , but did not disable

proceed further ” ) unto more ungodliness. See him . Naaman was able to exercise the functions

CANKER.
of general of the Syrian army, although a leper.

HALT (Gr. xohós, kho-los', limping, Luke 14 : Both Old Testament andNew Testament lepers
21 ; John 5 : 3), lame, whether from rigidity, or went about everywhere. Leprosy is described in

amputation , or deformity.
Leviticus as a white spot, spreading or disappear

IMPOTENT (John 6 : 3 ), a general term for ing , sometimes with a reddish basė, or as raw

disabled . spots. A victim of this superficial , scaly disease

INFIRMITY, a word used in the A.V. in three lepra, or psoriasis)was unclean only as longas

the affection was partial. Once the whole body
senses : ( 1) Impurity (Lev. 12 : 2 , R. V. “ impu

rity " ). (2) Deformity (Luke 13:11). (3) A gen . temple (Lev. 13:12, 17).
was covered he was clean , and could enter the

eral term for disability ( John 5 :5 ; 1 Tim . 5:23).

Besides these senses it is used figuratively for famed margins and whitened hairs, may refer to
The allusion to a boil (Lev. 13 : 18–28), with in

mental and spiritual weaknesses (Rom . 8:26,
an Aleppo button, ending at its margin in a psori

etc. ).
asis , or a lupoid affection, which spreads forsome

INFLAMMATION , a general and well- distance around . This is quite common in the

understood term (Lev. 13:28 ; Deut. 28:22 ) . East. Levitical leprosy is self-terminable (Lev.

ISSUE, a word used medically in three senses : 13:46) . Elephantiasis Græcorum is neither cur.
( 1) Offspring (Gen. 48 :6 ). ( 2 ) A flowing of blood able, nor does it wear itself out .

(Lev. 12:7 ; Matt. 9:20, etc.). ( 3 ) Other discharges The secret of the ceremonial uncleanness of

(Lev. 15 : 2) . These discharges rendered their persons with the various forms of tetter , eczenna,

victim unclean . lepra simplex, psoriasis, etc. , is the piebald and

66
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Lunacy DISEASES Worms

)

NESS .

mottled appearance, not the disease, for, as before SCAB (Heb. for neq, saw -fakk ', Lev. 13 : 2, 6, 7 ;

said, a man wholly covered with the eruption was 14:56). The same root appears in the form of a

clean. When the lepers were cured by Christ the verb ( Isa. 3:17 ), sippaḥ , to aflict with a scab.

cure was called cleansing (Matt. 10 :8 ; 11 :5 ; Luke Both refer to the crust which forms on a skin

7:22 ; 17:14). The victims were neither lame nor eruption. Such are common in many skin dis.

deformed. They were never brought on beds. eases and do not indicate any particular kind .

The Mosaic law was full of prohibitions in regard Many diseases of the scalp produce them and

to that which was not simple and uniform . A cause the hair at the same time to fall out. This

mottled or piebald animal could not be offered, is regarded as a special calamity forwomen (Isa.

A priest could not wear a patched or many-colored 3:17). The term yallepheth (Lev. 21:20 ; 22:22),

garment. Fungous growths on walls, mildew on A. V. “ scabbed ,” refers to some crustaceous dis

clothes, were accounted leprosy, and made the ease of the skin of animals. · The disease of

tainted objects unclean. In this case surely it horses, in which there is a scabby, eczematous

was the mottled blotched appearance that was state of the pastern,known in English as " scratch

objected to. The aim of the law was to inculcate es," is called jarab (itch ) in Arabic.

by object lessons purity, simplicity, unity. When
SCALL (Lev . 13:30, 35 ; 14:54), a somewhat

these objects were attained by uniformity in the general term for eruptions.
eruption , even of leprosy, all over the body of the

patient, he ceased to be ceremonially a leper.
SCURVY (R. V. , Deut. 28:27 , for A.V. “ scab” ).

This disposes at once of the idea that scriptural We have given our reasons under Itch for prefer.
lepers were isolated hygienically, as the victimsof ring the rendering itch for the Heb. garabh here,

elephantiasis Græcorum are,lest they should in- instead of for hereș, as in A. V., R. V. Wedo

fect others. For when perfectly leprous they not see any reason to render it with R.V. “ scurvy."
were free to go where they would. (See, for a com Nor dowethink the rendering of the same word

plete elaboration of this argument, Sunday School (Lev. 21:20; 22:22), A. V. , Ř. V., scurvy ” any

Teacher, London, May, 1880, pp. 183–188 .)
better. Itch is its proper rendering. This would

remove scurvy from the list of diseases mentioned
LUNACY (Matt. 4:24 ; 17:15). See MAD

in Scriptures.

MADNESS (Heb. gisa, shig -gaw -one', rav- general term forulcers.
SORES (Isa. 1 : 6 ; Luke 16:20 ; Rev. 16:11 ), a

ing, Deut. 28:28). Madmen are twice mentioned WEN (Heb. 52., yab-bale”), a cyst contain
( 1 Sam . 21:15 ; Prov. 26:18) . Insanity is muchmore rare in the Eastthan in the West. This is ing cebaceous and other matters, spoken of only
doubtless due to the freedom from the strainwhich in connection with animals intended for sacrifice

so severely tests the endurance of the more active (Lev. 22:22), but also common in men .

minds of the Japhetic stock . Little or no treat
WITHERED (Heb. Waz, yaw -bashe'). The

ment is used . It is considered a merit to feed and Nazarite's skin is spoken of as withered (Lam . 4 : 8 ) ,

clothe the insane if needy. i . e ., wrinkled and dry. A “ withered hand "

MAIMED (Luke 14:21 ), a general term for (Matt. 12:10, etc.; comp.1 Kings 13:4-6) is one
severely injured. in which the muscles, and often the bones them .

MURRAIN (Heb. 77, deh ' -ber, pestilence). selves, are shrunken,owing to loss ofnerve power

We have no means of knowing what the epidemic is much shorter, as well as more slender, than
or stiffening of joints. Not infrequently the limb

was which constituted the fifth plague (Exod . natural. When resulting from anything but re

9: 1-6 ). It may have been splenic fever, which cent disuse it is incurable.

sometimes prevails extensively.
WOUNDS are frequently alluded to. The

PALSY (Gr. Tapahutikos, par-al-oo-tee-kos', binding up and pouring in oil and wine (Luke

loosened ). Paralysis comes from several causes: 10:34 ) was as good antiseptic treatment as was

( 1 ) Inflammation of the brain or spinal cord . This then known.

in the East is specially common in infancy , and
WORMS. The worms which ate Herod (Acts

inmany cases leads to partial paralysis , as of the

shoulder, arm , oneor both legs,andsometimes the 12:23) mayhave been maggots bred in some gan

nerve of speech or hearing, or both . (2) Injuries
grenous sore.

of the spinal column. These are more apt to oc TREATMENT OF DISEASES .

cur in adult life. (3) Pressure from curvature
The Hebrews were greatly inferior to their pow

of the spine, or from tumors or other cause. erful neighbors of Egypt, Assyria, and Greece in
(1) Apoplexy. Theparalysis from the latter cause scientific culture. We have no ' allusion in the

sumetimes cured. That from the others is Old Testament to scientific schools, and it is im.

incurable. The cases brought to our Saviour were

undoubtedly of the incurable sort, and probably fortheeducation of religious teachers, but we
probable that such existed . There were schools

involved at least the lower limbs.

have no reason to believe that anything was

PESTILENCE (Heb. 27, deh '-ber ; Gr. 2010 taught in them except the Hebrew language it.

pós, loy-mos’, plague), a general term for dis- self and the various branches of canon law and

easeswhich attack large numbers of persons at interpretation. While their neighbors were evolv

the sametime. They are not known to be due to ing and cultivating mathematics,astronomy, his

organic germs. We have no means of knowing tory, logic, metaphysics , law , and medicine, and

what particular pestilences from time to time their learned men were committing to inscribed
scourged the Israelites. bricks, stone, papyrus rolls, and books full trea.
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tises on all that they knew, the ancient Hebrews things, “ pestilence ” (Exod. 5 : 3, etc.), " murrain "

have not left us a single fragment of literature or (Exod. 9 : 3 ), are uncertain . Of the treatment of

science except the canonical Seriptures and the these, except ceremonial and sacerdotal,we have
Apocrypha. Only by the most laborious search not the faintest hint. The few remedies men.

can we find in these Scriptures hints as to the tioned are evidently popular ones, as mandrakes

scientific belief and practice which the Hebrews balm ; or ingredients in ungnents used for sacred

may have derived from their residence in Egypt purposes, not for healing, as calamus, cassia, cin

and intercourse with their more enlightenedand namon, myrrh, galbanum , ouycha, stacte, frankin

progressive rivals . The Talmud, the function of cense; or condiments,as coriander.
which was to gather up all that tradition had Thus for the period of Hebrew history to the

transmitted, and expound it by all that the in- end of the Old Testament the Scripture reveals

genuity of its astute authors could furnish , does hardly a trace of medical science or art. This

nothing to change our judgment that the Hebrews seems remarkable, considering the long residence

had little or no notion of the movement of the of Israel in Egypt, where medicine was well estab

human mind which was taking place in other lished and cultivated to a high degree of excel.
lands. lence for those days. The Egyptians, owing to

We have no reason to suppose that medicine the practice of embalming, were well acquainted
affords any exception to the general state of the with human anatomy, as well as with that of the

sciences among the Hebrews. It is exceedingly domestic animals. They also had a system of

difficult to establish from the Bible the existence pathology and a considerable materia medica.

of such a science or of a proper order of medical They cultivated medicine to the point of dividing

practitioners in the earlier stages of Hebrew his. it into specialties as in modern times. But the

tory. The allusions to the offices of the midwives Israelites in Egypt were a race of illiterate slaves,

(Gen. 35:17 ; 38 : 27–30 ; Exod . 1:15) give us no and there is no reason to believe that any ofthem

reason to suppose that they were an educated except Moses carried away any of the learning of

class, or had any knowledge of the art of ac- Egypt. Although a considerable number of l.s

couchement greater than is possessed by their gienic precepts exist in the Mosaic law, as circum

successors in Syria at the present day. There is cision, burying of excrements, etc. ( Deut. 23:13 ),

nowhere in Scripture an intimation that a physi. it is a strained interpretation to refer them to

cian assisted at a confinement. The simple opera- the niedical knowledge or skill of the lawgirer.

tion of circumcision was probably performed by There was a tendency in all serious sickness to

heads of families or their dependents (Gen. 17: 10- fall back on the religious ritual, and ultimately on

14 ; 34:24 ), or even women (Exod. 4:25). The law the divine providence (Exod. 15:26 ; Psa. 103:3;

provided that one who injured another should 147:3; Isa. 30:26 ; Jer. 17:14 ; 30:17). When
pay for the loss ofhis time and cause him to be Asa “ sought not to the Lord, but to the physi

thoroughly healed ” (Exod . 21:19 ) . But this “ caus- cians” ( 2 Chron. 16:12), the record speaks reproach

ing to be healed ” does not state nor necessarily fully. It is impossible to tell whether his dis

imply a physician. Physicians embalmed Jacob eased and swollen feet were dropsical or elephan
(Gen. 50 : 2 ), but they were Egyptians, not Hebrews. tiasical.

Job mentions physicians (13 :4 ). Even so late as In the time of Christ the Jews had become en

the time of Joram (850 B. Ć ), although he re- lightened by contact with Egypt, Babylon ,Greece,

turned to Jezreel to be healed of woundsand sick and Rome. They certainly cultivated philosophy,

ness (2 Kings 8:29), no mention is made of doc- law , and medicine. In the New Testament are

It is uncertain whether Asa's physicians mentioned dropsy, canker (cancer, or better gan.

(2 Chron. 16:12, 915 B.C. ) were natives or foreign grene), bloody flux (dysentery), palsy, and lunacy .

The poetical allusion (Jer. 8:22, B.C. 626) is Physicians were a regular profession (Matt. 9:12 ;
in the form of a question, " Is there no balm in Mark 2:17 ; Luke 4:23 ; 5:31 ) . Luke was the “ be.

Gilead ? is there no physician there ? ” While it loved physician ” ( Col. 4:14 ). Physicians were

implies that physicians were then recognized as a numerous (Mark 5:26 ; Luke 8:43)." They doubt

guild, it does not make it certain that they were less practiced according to the system then in
more than users of balsams and ointments for vogue in the Greek and Roman world . But the

wounds. A few passages in Proverbs and one in vast number of the unrelieved stands out on every

Ecclesiastes have been quoted to prove that Sol- page of the gospels andgives to the ministry of

omon was versed in medicine ( Prov. 3:8 ; 12:18 ; Christ its peculiar hold on the people. A briel

17:22 ; 20:30 ; 29 : 1 ; Eccles. 3:3) ; but such an in- survey of the methods of treatment followed in

terpretation is quite fanciful. The allusions to the East, wherever the influence of western science

diseases and remedies also tend to show that the and art have not transformed them , will give a

conceptions of medicine were crude and popular. graphic impression of the state of medicine in

Of the diseases and deformities mentioned in the biblical times.

Hexateuch we know ague, blains, boils, botch , The thing which most strikes a stranger in the

bruises, crook back, dwarf, emerods, flat nose, halt management of the sick in the East is the gather

ness, infirmity, inflammation, issue, itch , lameness, ing of friends from far and near in the sick cham

madness, wen, wound . Yet the most cursory ber. It is evident that this was the custom in
glance at these terms shows that they are popular, our Saviour's time. There seem to have been nu.

not scientific. The “ running issue ” (Lev. 15:2, merous witnesses to everymiracleofhealing, and

R. V. “ issue out of his flesh ” ), “ scab ” (Deut. the fame of his power was thus the more

28:27 , R. V. “ scurvy ” ), “ scall ” ( Lev. 13:30), and widely spread.

as leprosy ” (Lev. 13:15 ), both of persons and Fevers are treated by bloodletting, often vers

>

tors .

er's .

speedily
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copious. Barbers are accustomed to perform this tiquated operation. They relieve a large number

simple operation , as they were in Europe until re. of cases, but many patients die in their hands, and

cent times. Indiscriminate bloodletting has only even when they live are often the victims of the

disappeared from modern medicinewithin the last bungling which has left them with an incurable

forty years. But in the East it continues to be fistula.

considered the sheet anchor of the healing art. Tumors are beyond the anatomical knowledge

Where blood is not taken from a vein large num- and operative skill of the native quacks. Few of

bers of leeches are applied, and the flow of blood these practitioners can reduce a strangulated her.

is favored by poultices. Scarifying is also prac. nia . None of them can operate on it with the

ticed with great vigor, and the skin over an in- knife.

Hamed part is often scored with hundreds of cross- Fractures occur so frequently in sheep and

hatches. Inflammations are also treated with goats that shepherds and goatherds learn to put

poultices, hot fomentations, or cold applications, them up. In using this art on the human sub
often with snow. When the inflamed part has ject, however, they are apt to forget the difference

suppurated it is lanced, often by a barber or an between the sinewy limb of a goat and the fleshy

uneducated quack. Tents made of a roll of rag one of a man, and apply their bandages too tight,

or paper are introduced to favor the flow of mat- and so cause gangrene and sometimes death. It

ter. Chronic inflammations are treated by scarifi. is customary to stiffen the bandages with which a

cation, liniments, but especially by firing with a fracture is put up with a paste made of flour and

hot iron. Immense scars, caused by this heroic eggs.

treatment, often gridiron the abdomen and chest The native charlatans frequently succeed in ar.

and the neighborhood of the large joints. Setons, resting the bleeding from wounds by pressure.

issues, and blisters are also freely employed, es- They have inherited the idea of dressing wounds

pecially in the treatment of eye diseases and in- with balsams,and some of them sew wounds in a
ternal inflammations.

rude sort. They understand and use a number of

Mineral springs, especially the thermal ones at astringent powders and solutions. They com.

Callirrhoë, M'Kes, and Tiberias, have a great repu- pound a considerable variety of ointments and

tation in the treatment of chronic rheumatism , have great faith in them .

gout, skin diseases, and rigidity of joints . Even The " birthstool” (R. V. , Exod . 1:16) is still

the Bedouins resort to these springs. Anah was used by the native midwives. It is carried from

noted for finding “the hot springs (Gen. 36:24 , house to house as needed . It is superfluous to say

R. V.; not, as in A. V., ' mules ') in the wilderness." that it often carries infection with it. The mid

Such a find would give a man a reputation among wives have no idea of operative assistance and are

the nomads to-day. The hot-air bath at Abu- of no use in any emergency. The native doctors
Rabah, northeast of Hems, is much visited by the are not called in such cases . Nevertheless the

Arabs. The ruins of an immense khân surround mortality of oriental women in childbirth is not

the blowhole of the bath.
relatively large, their physical conformation being

Diarrhæas and dysenteries are little understood such as to favor them at this crisis .

and little treated by the people. In a case of Insanity is not treated medically. If lunatics

diarrhea arising from an overloaded stomach they are violent they are chained , and sometimes bru .
tightly administer emetics and cathartics. They tally used . But they are generally left at large,

have a very imperfect idea of the diet suitable to as in scriptural times. Epilepsy is usually not

treated, and its victims roam about the streets,

Acute chest diseases, as pneumonia and pleu- and many of them make their living by real or

risy, are treated by sangrado methods. Con- feigned attacks in public places , as in our Sa

sumption, fortunately not so common as in Eu- viour's day.

rope and America, they do not understand . They The materia medica of the native doctors has ,

have an exaggeratedidea of its contagiousness of course, been greatly enriched in ourday by the

They give asses' milk asdiet in many cases ofthis science of the West. But the quacksstill employ

many exploded remedies, the knowledge of which

Eye diseases are treated in a barbarous fashion. has come down to them by tradition or through

Forgranularlids they scarifytheconjunctivaand the writingsof Avicenna or others of the Arabian
rub into it a variety of powders,among which physicians. Thesearethe survival ofthe rem .
oride of antimony is oneofthe most used. They edies in useamong theGreeks and Romans, with
use solutions of silver nitrate and crystals of cop what was added in the Middle Ages.

per sulphate. There are a considerable number of Their surgical instruments are few. A razor is

Joorish and Persian eye doctors who couchcat- the instrument used by the stonecutters, the scar

aracts. This operation, which they do cleverly ifiers, and a lancet the instrument for bleeding
enough, is, however, only a temporary benefit. The and opening of abscesses. A flint knife (Exod.

eves are always subsequently lost. For ingrowing 4:25) is the nearest approach to a surgical instru
eyelashes they remove asegment of the lid and ment alluded toinScripture.
sew the wound . The operation is seldom of much The following animal and vegetable substances
benefit and often ruins the eyes.

used in medicine are alluded to under their sev

Most barbers draw teeth,but they often break eralheadingsinthe articles on AnimalKINGDOM
them off at the crown. Theycannot extract the and VEGETARLE KINGDOM: Anise,balm , calamus,
stumps. Much misery is caused in this way. cassia, cinnamon , cummin, dill , galbanun , gall,

There are a considerable number stonecutters, hyssop, leech, mandrake, mint, myrrh, stacte,

who go from place toplace performing a very an: wine.-G. E. Post.

these cases .

fell disease.
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DISH DISPERSION OF ISRAEL

>

DISH, the rendering in the A. V. of several voluntary emigrations of Jewish settlers during
Hebrew and Greek terms : the Græco-Roman period tothe countries border

1. Say -fel ( po,low ), probably a shallow pun ing onPalestine, and to all the chief towns of

(a “ dish ” of butter , curelled milk, Judg. 5:25 ; The Diadochoi (successors of Alexander the Great),the civilized world, for the sake chiefly of trade.

à bowl” of water, Judg. 6:38).

2. Tsal-lakh -ath (opes, something to pour fered to immigrants citizenship and many other
in order to build up their several kingdoms, of.

into), probably a platter (2 Kings 21:13) . privileges . Attracted by these circumstances, and

3. Keh-aw-raw' ( 7777?, something deep ), the perhaps influenced by adverse events at home,

gold “ dishes ” of the tabernacle (Exod. 20:29 ; large numbers of Jews were induced to settle in

37:16 ; Num . 4: 7 ; “ charger ” in Num . 7).
Syria, Egypt, and Asia Minor, as well as in all the

4. Troob -lee-on (Gr.Tpóßhcov, Matt. 26:23 ; Mark more important parts and commercial cities of

14:20), probably the same as No. 3 .
the Mediterranean Sea.

In ancient Egypt and Judea each person broke
2. Extent. That the dispersion became very

offa small piece of bread, dipped it into the dish, widespread we have strong and varied evidence.

and conveyed it to the mouth with a smallportion The Roman Senate dispatcheda circular ( 139–138
of the contents of the dish . To partake of the B. C.) in favor of the Jews to the kings of Egypt,

same dish was to show special friendliness and Syria, Pergamos, Cappadocia, and Parthia, and to

intimacy.
a great number of provinces, towns, and islands

of the Mediterranean Sea ( 1 Macc. 15 : 16–24). It
DI'SHAN (Heb. Tont dee-shawn ', another may hence be safely inferred that there was al.

form of Dishon, antelope), the name of the young ready a greater or less number of Jews in all

est son of Seir, the Horite, father of Uz and Aran, these lands. See also the list of countries from

and head of one of the original tribes of Idumea which Jews had come to Jerusalem (Acts 2:

(Gen. 36:21 , 28 , 30 ; 1 Chron . 1:38, 42). 9-11 ).

DI'SHON (Heb. 110T, dee -shone', antelope),' In Mesopotamia, Media, and Babylonia lived the

the nameof two descendants of Seir, the Horite. descendants of the members of the ten tribes

1. Seir's fifth son, and head of one of the and of the kingdom of Judah carried thither by

original Idumean tribes (Gen. 36:21 , 30 ; 1 Chron. the Assyrians and Chaldeans. The “ ten tribes

1:38 ). never returned at all from captivity, nor must

2. Seir's grandson, the only son of Anah, and the return of the tribes of Judah and Benjamin

brother of Aholibamah,Esau's second wife (Gen. be conceived of as complete. These easternJew.

36:25 ; 1 Chron. 1:41) . ish settlements may also have been increased by

DISHONESTY. See GLOSSARY.
voluntary additions, and the Jews in the prov

inces were numbered by millions ( Josephus, Ant.;
DISPENSATION (Gr. olkovouía, oy-kon -om- xi, 6, 2).

ee' -ah, management of household ; hence English Josephus names Syria as the country in which

economy).
was the largest percentage of Jewish inhabitants,

1. Divine dispensations are generally understood and its capital, Antioch, was specially distin

to be the methods or schemes by which God pro- guished in this respect. In Damascus, according

vides for man's salvation . These have varied in to Josephus, ten thousand (or according to an.

different ages, being adapted by the wisdom and other passage, eighteen thousand) Jews were said

goodness of God to the circumstances of men. to have been assassinated during the war. Agrippa

The different dispensations are known as the is authority for the statement that Jews had set

Patriarchal, Mosaic or Jewish, and Christian. Ittled in Bithynia and in the uttermost corners of

must be remembered that through these dispen- Pontus, which is confirmed by the Jewish inscrip

sations the virtue of the one covenant of grace tions in the Greek language found in the Crimea .

flowed (Eph . 1:10 ; 3 : 2 ).
The entire history of the apostle Paul shows how

2. The word is used by Paul to indicate the widely the Jews had settled all over Asia Minor.

office (duty) intrusted to him by God of proclaim
The most important with regard to the history

ing the Gospel ( 1 Cor. 9:17 ; Col. 1:25 ) . of civilization was the Jewish colony in Egypt,

3. Those acts of God which affectmen , either and especially in Alexandria. Long before the

in mercy or judgment, are called dispensations time of Alexander the Great, Jewish immigrants

of PROVIDENCE (q . v. ).
were found there. In the time of Jeremiah many

DISPERSION OFISRAEL (Gr. diaonopá, Jews went to Egypt for fear of the Chaldees ( Jer.

dee-as-por-ah ' ; rendered " dispersed ,” John 7:35 ; 41:17,18 ), in opposition to the warning of the

“ scattered," James 1 : 1 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 1 ) . Jewish com- prophet (chaps. 42, 43), and settled in various

munities settled in almost all the countries of the parts of the country (44 : 1 ). Nebuchadnezzar ap

civilized world , remaining, on the one hand, in pears, during his invasion of Egypt, to have car.

constant communication with the mother country, ried to Babylon a considerable number of Jews

and, on the other, in active intercourse with the from Alexandria.

non-Jewish world . The Jewish dispersion penetrated from Egypt

1. Causes of the dispersion. These were of to the westward ,and was numerously represented

different kinds : The deportation by the Assyrian in Cyrenaica . That it reached Greece is evident

and Babylonian conquerors of large masses of the from the fact that Paul found synagogues in

nation into their eastern provinces; the carrying Thessalonica, Berea, Athens, and Corinth (Acts

to Rome by Pompey of hundreds of Jewish cap- 17: 1 , 10, 17 18:4, 7 ). Jews were also found in

tives. Of greater importance, however, were the l almost all the islands of the Grecian Archipelago

G
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and the Mediterranean Sea, and in some of these Italy generally we are most thoroughly informed

in large numbers. through the large number of Jewish epitaphs

In Rome there was a Jewish community num. found in the cemeteries of Rome and Venosa.

bering thousands, first appearing in that city dur- From these inscriptions we gather that the Jews

ing the time of the Maccabees. Judas Maccabeus living in Rome were divided into a large number

sent an embassy to obtain assurances of its friend of separate and independently organized communi

ship and assistance (1 Macc. 8 :17–32) ; another ties, each having its own synagogue, gerousia (as

was sent by Jonathan ( 12 :1-4 ), and a third by sembly of elders), and public officials. Two im

Siinon (B. C. 140–139), which effected an actual portant privileges were allowed them : the right

offensive and defensive alliance with the Romans of administering their own funds and jurisdiction

( 1 Macc. 14:24 ; 15 :15–24 ). over their own members. Rome also granted them

But the settlement of Jews at Rome dates only exemption from military service. În the older

from the time of Pompey, who after his conquest cities of Asia Minor, Syria , and Phænicia there

of Jerusalem (B. C. 63) took numerous Jewish were instances in which individual Jews had the

prisoners of war with him to Rome. Sold as rights of citizenship conferred upon them , e. g. ,
slaves, many of them were afterward given their Paul(Acts 21:39). But as a rule the Jewish com .

liberty, and, granted Roman citizenship, formed a munities are to be considered as private associ.

colony beyond the Tiber. They were expelled ations of settlers. These had the right to claim

from Rome under Tiberius, and again by Claudius. the protection of the laws and enjoy the comforts

But the Jews soon returned and, although looked and immunities of life.

down upon by the Romans, increased in wealth 4. Religious Life. Constant contact could

and numbers. not fail to have its effect upon the Jews in their

3. Jewish Communities in the dispersion . development. The cultured Jews were not only

Of course there was only one way in which the Jews, but Greeks also, in respect to language,

scattered Israelites could maintain their native education, and habits ; and yet in the depths of

religion and usages, viz., by organizing themselves their hearts they were Jews, and felt themselves

into independent communities , and that as a rule in all essentials to be in unison with their breth.

they were in the habit of doing, the nature of the ren in Palestine. One of the principal means em

organization varying according to time and place. ployed for preserving and upholding the faith of

Information respecting this feature of the disper their fathers was the SYNAGOGUE (q . v.).

sion in the East, Asia Minor, and Syria is very There was also a temple at Leontopolis, with a

meager. In Alexandria and Cyrene they formed regular Jewish temple service (B. C. 160-A. D. 73).

an independent municipal community within or See TEMPLE. Collectionswere regularly received

coordinate with the rest of the city. A very im- in every town, and at particular seasons forwarded

portant light is thrown upon the constitution of to Jerusalem . The language employed in the re

communities of the dispersion by a Jewish inscrip.ligious services appears to have been usually

tion found in Berenice, in Cyrenaica (probably Greek .

B. C. 13), from which we find that the Jewsof DISPERSION OF MANKIND, the result

Berenice formed a distinct community, with nine of confusion of tongues at Babel (Gen. 11 : 6–9) .

archons at its head. With regard to the consti. In Gen. 10: 5 , 20, 31, we are told that the pos

tution of the Jewish communities of Rome and of I terity of Noah were divided in their lands, every

SHEM.

!

Asshur. Arphaxad.Elam .

1

Some of the

Persian tribes.

The

Assyrians.

Lud .

The

Lydians.

Aram .

The

Syrians.Abraham .

Isaac, Ishmael.

Jacob . Esau.

The Ishmaelites, who mingled with

the Arab tribes descended from

Joktan , in the line of Eber,

from Arphaxad .
The Hebrews. The Edomites.

HAM.

Mizraim. Phut. Canaan ,Cush .

1

The Ethiopians

and their colonies.

The Egyptians

and their colonies .

The Líbyang
and the Mauritanians.

The Canaanites , the

Phænicians, and their colonies.

JAPHETH .

Gomer .

1

Magog.

1

Madai. Javan. Tubal. Meshech . Tiras.

The Cimmerians

and the Armenians.

The Caucasians

and the Scythians.

The Medes and some

of the Persian tribes.

The Tibareni

and the Tartars.

The Moschi and

the Muscovites .

The

Thracians.

Elisha . Tarshish . Chietim . Dodanim.

TheThe

Greeks.

The Etruscans

and the Romans.

The Cyprians

and the Macedonians . Rhodians.
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one according to his tongue, family , and nation ; divorcement. (1) Temporary expedient. Divorce,

so that their distribution was undoubtedly con giving a writ, and causes of divorce seem to have

ducted under the ordinary laws of colonization . been accepted by Moses by hereditary usage, and

The tenth chapter of Genesis presentsan account allowed because of the people'shardness of heart

of the principal descendants of Noah, followed (Matt. 19 : 7, 8). The question of divorce was entirely

by the description of that event which led to the at the will of the husband ; the wife, not possess

division of race into many nations with different ing equal privileges with the husband, had no

languages. The table on the preceding page right of divorce. The action of Salome and

shows the principal tribes that have been iden- others was done in defiance of law , and in imita.
tified . See SUPPLEMENT. tion of Roman licentiousness . (2) Ground of

DISPOSITION . See GLOSSARY. divorce. There have been many interpretations

of the expression “ some uncleanness, ” given as

DISPUTE. See GLOSSARY.
the ground of divorce. It occurs also in Deut. 23 :

DIVERS, DIVERSE (Heb. Opsa, kil-ah !- 14 of things which profanethe camp of Israel;
yim, of two sorts). The Jews were forbidden to and denotes something shameful or offensive.

bring together different kinds of materials, ani. Adultery, to which some of the rabbins would

mals,or products,such as : (1) Weaving garments of restrict the expression, is not to be thought of, be.
two kinds of stuff, particularly of wool and linen ; cause this was to be punished with death . It is

(2) sowing a field with mixed seed ; (3 ) yoking an necessary, therefore, to understand by the phrase

ox and an ass together; (4) breeding together in question something besides adultery,something

animals of different species, e. g.,to procure mules perhaps tending in that direction, something fitted

( Lev. 19:19 ; Deut. 22:9–11). The enactment con
to raise not unreasonable jealousy or distrust in

cerning cloth would probably be better under the mind of the husband, and destroy the prospect

stood if we knew the exact meaning of Heb. of true conjugal affection and harmony between

you, shah-at-naze', rendered “ linen and woolen ” him and his wife. Still. a good deal was left to

(Lev. 19:19),and “ garment of divers sorts ” (Deut . of the husband; and so far from justifying it , on
the discretion, and it mightbe the foolish caprice,

22:11 ). Perhaps the best explanation is woolen abstract principles of rectitude, our Lord rather

and linen carded together. admitted its imperfection, and threw upon the de .

DIVERT. See GLOSSARY. fective moral condition of the people the blame

DIVINATION (Heb. DOP, keh ' -sem , lot, or of a legislation so unsatisfactory in itself, and so

some kindred term ). evidently liable to abuse. (3) Regulations. But

1. Of the many instances mentioned in Scrip. the giving “ a bill( or rather book ') ofdivorce

ture some must be taken in a good sense, as
ment” (comp. Isa. 60: 1 ; Jer. 3: 8 ) would in ancient

through them Jehovah made known his will. times requirethe intervention of a Levite , not only

They were : ( 1 ) Cleromancy, or lot, used by the to secure the formal correctness of the instrumeni,

Hebrews in matters of extreme importance, and but becausethe art of writingwas then generally
unknown.

always with solemnity and religious preparation
This would bring the matter under the

(Josh . 7:13) . See Lor. (2) Oneiromancy, Divina cognizance of legal authority, and tend to check

TION BY DREAMS (q . v .). (3) The Urim ANDThun. the rash exercise of the right by the husband. To

Mim (q . v. ), which seemsto have the same rela- guard against thoughtless and hasty divorce, the

tion to true divination that the TERAPHIM (q. v.)law provided thatif a man dismissed his wife, and
she became the wife of another man, he must not

had in the idolatrous system . (4 ) Phonomancy,
i . e. , direct vocal communication , such as God again take her to wife, not even if the second

vouchsafed to Moses (Deut. 34:10);accompanied husband had divorced her, or even if he had died.

by the rod serpent (Exod . 4 : 3) ; leprous hand ( v. 6 ) ;
“ The remarrying of a divorced woman is to be re

burning bush (3 :2 ) ; plagues ( chaps. 7-12) ; and the garded as a pollution , or on the same level with

cloud ( 16:10, 11). At other times there was no fornication, and the law condemns the reunion of

visible phenomenon (Deut. 4:15 ; 1 Kings 19:12, such a divorced one with her first husband as an

13 , 15 )." God also communed with men from the abomination before Jehovah ,' because thereby

MERCY SEAT (9. v . ) and by the voice of angels. fornication is carried still further, and marriage is

(5)Through his prophets God revealed his will degraded to the mere satisfaction of sexual pas.

(2 Kings 13:17 ; Jer. 51:63 , 64 ) . See PROPHECY. sion ” (Keil, Bibl. Arch. , ii, 173–175).

2. The pretended art of foretelling the future,
2. Christian Law . The teachings of Jesus

or discovering that which is obscure, by super- upon the subject of divorceare found in Matt. 5:

natural or magical means, is treated under Magic. 31 , 32 ; 19:3–10 ; Mark 10:2-12, and Luke 16:18.

DIVORCE ,DIVORCEMENT (Heb.nina,
Brieily they are: ( 1 ) The liberty given to a man

. ? by the Mosaic law to put away his wife (Deut. 24 .

ker- ee -thooth ' ; Gr. årootáciov, ap-os-tas' -ee- on , a 1 , sq . ) was because of the hardness of the Jewish

cutting, separating ). heart. (2) He who divorces his wife, except for

1. Jewish Law. A legal separation between fornication, and marries another, commits adultery

man and wife, by means of a formal process of (Matt. 19 :9) ; and he who thus puts her away

As the ordinances respecting mar- leads her to commit the same crime (Matt. 6:32).

riage have in view the hallowing of that relation , (3 ) He whomarries a divorced woman commits adul.

80 also was the Mosaic regulation in respect of tery, and the woman who puts away her husband

divorce (Deut. 24 :1-4 ). From this we learn that a and marries another man (Mark 10:12 ) incurs the

man, finding in his wife something shameful or of. same kind of guilt. This last refers to the cus.

fensive, dismissed her from his house with a writ of tom among the Greeks and Romans, viz. , that the

some sort.

a
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DIZAHAB DOORKEEPER

some

( 6

7 )

»

wife might also be the divorcing party. In Matt. dah, and father of the Eliezer who predicted the

19:9 is given the one exception in favor of divorce, wreck of Jehoshaphat's fleet auxiliary to Ahaziah

viz., fornication, i . e . , adultery ; because adultery (2 Chron. 20:37), B. C. 874.

destroys what, according to its original institution DO DO (Heb. 1717, do-do', amatory).

by God, constitutes the very essence of marriage,
1. A descendant of Issachar, father of Puah,

the union of two in one flesh (vers, 5 , 6).
and grandfatber of the judge Tola (Judg. 10 : 1 ),

DIZ'AHAB (Heb. 977 7, dee zaw-hawb', gold . B. C. after 1100.
en, region of gold ), a place in the wilderness of 2. An Ahohite, father of Eleazar, one of David's

Sinai, not far from the Red Sea. It has been three mighty men (2 Sam . 23 : 9 ; 1 Chron. 11:12),

identified with Mersa Dahab, or Mina Dahab, i . e . , B. C. before 1000. He seems to be the same with

" gold-harbor. Gold was most likely found there the Dodai mentioned in 1 Chron. 27 :4 as com

(Deut. 1 : 1 ).
mander of the second division of the royal troops

under David.

DOCTOR (Gr. didáokahos, did -as'-kal-os, a
3. A Beth-lehemite, and father of Elhanan, one

teacher, Luke 2:46 ; 6:17 ; Acts 5:34). The Jewish
teachers, at least some of them , had private lecture of David's thirty' heroes (2 Sam. 23:24 ; 1 Chron.

rooms, but also taught in public . Their method 11:26 ), B. C. before 1000.

was thesame as prevailed among the Greeks ; any DO’EG (Heb. 81, do-ayg ’, fearful), an Edom

disciple being allowed to ask questions, to which the ite, and chief of Saul's herdsmen ( “ keeper of

teacher gave reply. They did not have any official the king's mules,” Josephus, Ant., vi, 12, 1 ). He

position, and received no salary other than volun- was at Nob when Abimelech gave David assist

tary gifts from their disciples, and were chiefly of ance by furnishing him with the sword of Goliath

the sect of the Pharisees. See LAWYER, RABBI. and the showbread ( 1 Sam . 21 : 7 ). Of this he in

DOCTRINE . 1. Leh ' - kakh (Heb. 177 ?, son formed the king, and, when others refused to obey

thing received ), instruction (Deut. 32:2 ; Job 11: the number of eighty-five persons (1 Sam . 22:9–
his command, slew Ahimelech and his priests to

4 ; Prov. 4 : 2 ; Isa. 29:24 ).
19), B. C. about 1000. This “ act called forth one

2. Mo-say-raw ' (Heb. 770ira, correction, chas- of David's most severe imprecative prayers (Psa.

tisement ). “ But they are altogether brutish and 52), of which divine and human justice seem alikę

foolish : the stock is a doctrine of vanities ” (Jer. to have required the fulfillment.”

10: 8) is thus rendered by Orelli ( Com. , in loc.) : DOG. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

" And at a stroke they shall become simpletons Figurative. 1. In Bible times, as now,

and fools; the vanities are chastised , wood is troops of hungry and half -wild dogs roamed about

this . " He then adds : “When their worshipers the fields and the streets feeding upon dead bodies

are convicted of folly and stand confounded , this and other offal ( 1 Kings 14:11 ; 16 :4 ; 21:19, 23 ;

is alsс a chastising of the idols, which are degraded 2 Kings 9:10, 36 ; Jer. 15 : 3, etc.), and thus be

from their arrogant height to what they really are, came objects of dislike. Thus fierce and cruel en

viz, wood.”
emies were styled dogs (Psa. 22:16 , 20 ; Jer. 15 : 3).

3. Shem -oo -aw ' (Heb. 199920 , something heard, 2. The dog being an unclean animal, the terms

and so an announcement), proclamation, preach . “ dog," “ dead dog, dog's head," were used as

ing (Isa. 28:9). terms of reproach , or of humiliation if speaking

4. Generally in the New Testament doctrine is of one's self (1 Sam. 24:14 ; 2 Sam. 3 :8 ; 9 : 8;

from Gr. didáokw, did -as' -ko, to teach (Matt. 7:28 ; 2 Kings 8:13).

Mark 1:22, 27 ; Luke 4:32, etc.), but once (Heb. 6: 3. In the East “ dog " is used for impure and

1 ) it is the rendering of Gr. łóyos, logʻ-os,something profane persons, and was used by the Jews re

spoken, instruction . specting the Gentiles ( Matt. 15:26) .

DODAI (Heb. "317, do -dah’ee, probably an
4. False apostles are called “ dogs " on account

of impurity and love of gain (Phil. 3 :2 ).
other form for Dodo), an Ahohite, who commanded 5. Those who are shut out of the kingdom of
the contingent for the second month under David heaven are also called " dogs” (Rev. 22:15) , on

(1 Chron. 27:4); probably the same as Dodo (q. v . ) . account of their vileness.

DOD’ANIM (Heb. 1977, do-daw -neem ', Gen. DOLEFUL CREATURES. See ANIMAL

10:4 ; 1 Chron . 1:7,marg .of A. V. “ Rodanim " ), a KINGDOM.
family or race descended from Javan, the son of DOOR, the opening for ingress and egress, an

Japheth. The weight ofauthority is in favor of essential part of a tentor house.

Dodanim is regarded as identi- Figurative. " I will give the valley of Achor
cal with Dardani. The Dardani were found in for a door of hope " ( Hos. 2:15) refers, doubtless ,

historical times in Illyricum and Troy; the former to the defeat of İsrael through the sin of ACHAN

district was regarded as their original seat. They | (q. v . ), the encouragement given by Jehovah, and

were probably a semi-Pelasgic race, and are Joshua's uninterrupted success (Josh. 7:1, sq.).

grouped with the Chittim in the genealogical table, An “ open door " is used by Paul ( 1 Cor. 16 : 9 ;

asmore closely related to them than to the other 2 Cor. 2:12 ; Col. 4: 3) as a symbol of the favorable

branches of the Pelasgic race. Kalisch identifies opportunity for apostolic work . Our Lord speaks

Dodanim with the Daunians, who occupied the of himself as “ the door ” (John 10:9), and John

coast of Apulia (Smith, Dict.). of a door opened in heaven ” (Rev. 4 : 1 ).

DOD’AVAH (Heb. 7777777, do -daw -vaw '- hoo, DOORKEEPER (Heb. iv, shoare'; Gr.

beloved of Jehovah), a man of Mareshah, in Ju- ovpwpós, lhoo -ro -ros ). “ Doorkeepers for the ark

"

the former name.

"

66
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DOORPOST DOWRY

) )

2 )

are named ( 1 Chron . 15:23 , 24), whose duty was ceived of the Lord's hand double for all of her

thought to be to guard the door of the tabernacle, sins ” (Isa. 40: 2) does not mean twice as much

so as to prevent anyone from coming carelessly to as she deserved , but ample punishment through

the ark.” Persons were appointed to keep the her twofold captivity, the Assyrian and Roman.

street door of houses, and these were sometimes “ For your shameye shall have double " (Isa. 61 : 7 )

women ( John 18:16 ; Acts 12:13) . refers to the double possession of land, not only

Doorkeeper" in Psa. 84:10 (marg. " to sit at that which they had inherited, but extended far

the threshold ” ) does not convey the right mean- beyond their former borders. See INHERITANCE.

ing of the original. It means one “ at the thresh- Double heart, double tongue, double mind are

old ,” either a beggar asking alms, or a passer-by opposed to one that is simple, unequivocal, sincere

merely looking in . ( James 1 : 8 ; 4 : 8).

DOORPOST, the rendering of Heb. 970, saf DOUBT is that state of mind in which it hesi.

(Ezek. 41:16), for THRESHOLD (q. v . ) . Moses en- tates between two contradictory conclusions. It
joined upon the Israelites that they should write may have some degree of belief, checked by a

the divine commands “ upon the posts of thy consciousness of ignorance. In this case it is pro

house and thy gates ” (Deut. 6 : 9 ; Heb. 1771772, visional, waiting for morelight. The New Testa

mez -00-zaw '). These words were figurative, and be reasoned with.
ment gives several instances of this as worthy to

are expected to be understood spiritually. Plac
Absolute disbelief is the belief of the opposite

ing inscriptions about the door of the house was of that which faith holds .

an ancient Egyptian custom , and was evidently

followed by the Israelites in very early times.
DOUGH (Heb. PX , baro -tsake', swelling from

Portions of thelaw were either carved or inscribed fermentation , Exod. 12:34, 39 ; Jer. 7:18, etc.;

upon the doorposts, or else written upon parch: -77%, ar-ee -saw ', meal). Mention is made of
ment and inclosed in a cylinder or r'eed, and fixed Israel carrying their dough with them , before it

on the right hand doorpost of every room in the
was leavened, when they left Egypt (Exod. 12:34).

house.
Dough was sometimes bakedwith or without

DOPH'KAH (Heb .177 ? T, dof-kaw ', a knock ), leaven. See BREAD.

one of the encampments of Israel in the desert, DOVE COT. “ When traveling in the north

their eighth station (Num . 33:12, 13). It was lo- of Syria many years ago I noticed in certain vil.

cated between Rephidim and the Red Sea ; there lages tall square buildings without roofs, whose

is no satisfactory identification. walls were pierced inside by numberless pigeon

DOR (Heb. 117, dore, dwelling ), an ancient city holes. In these nestled and bred thousands of

of the Canaanites( Josh. 11: 2; 12:23 ). Its people these birds. Their foraging excursions extended

were tributary to King Solomon (Judg. 1:27 ; many miles in every direction, and it iscurious to

1 Kings 4:11). It was a Phænician settlement on notice them returning to their windows' uke

the coast of Syria, and is identified with Tantura, bees to their hives orlike clouds pouring over a

about eight miles N. of Cæsarea.
sharp ridge into the deep valley below (see Isa .

60:8).
DOR'CAS (Gr. Aopkás, dor -kas', gazelle), a

I have never seen them in Palestine "

( Thomson, Land and Book).
charitable and pious Christian woman of Joppa,

whom Peter restored to life (Acts 9 :36_41). The
DOVE'S DUNG. See ANIMAL KINGDOM ,

sacred writer mentions her as a certain disciple DOVES and TURTLEDOVES were the

named Tabitha, which by interpretation is called only birds that could be offered in sacrifice, being

Dorcas,” the reason of which probably is that she usually selected by the poor (Gen. 15 :9 ; Lev. 5:7 ;

was a Hellenistic Jewess, and was called Dorcas 12 : 6 ; Luke 2:24 ) ; and to supply the demand for

by the Greeks, while to the Jews she was known them dealers in these birds sat about the precincts

by the name of Tabitha (q . v.). of the temple (Matt. 21:12, etc. ). See ANIMAL

DOTE. See Glossary.
KINGDOM .

DOʻTHAN (Heb . , do '- thawn, two wells ; reconciliation with God (Gen. S:8, 10), and has
Figurative. The dove was the harbinger of

Young says “ double feast” ), an upland plain on since been the emblem of peace. It is also a noted

the caravan route from Syria to Egypt, about symbol of tender and devoted affection (Cant. 1 :

eleven miles N. of Samaria, and noted for its ex : 15 ; 2:14 , etc. ), and likewise of mourning (Isa. 38:

cellent pasturage ; the scene of Joseph's forced 14 ; 59:11 ).

slavery, and also of Elisha's vision of the moun . The dove symbolizes the Holy Spirit which de.

tain full of horses and chariots (Gen. 37:17; scended upon our Saviour at his baptism, visibly

2 Kings 6:13). One of the two wells found there with that peculiar hovering motion which dis

now has the name of “ the pit of Joseph ” ( Jubb tinguishes the descent of a dove (Matt. 3:16 ;

Yusuf ). It was “ the usual sort of pit or pond Mark 1:10 ; Luke 3:22 ; John 1:32).

dug even now by Arabs and shepherds to get rain

water, with sloping sides, perhaps ten feet deep.”
DOWRY (Heb. mia, mo'-har, price paid for

DOUBLE, the rendering of several Hebrew a wife,Gen. 34:12 ; Exod. 22:17 ; 1 Sam . 18:23 ;

and Greek words, has many meanings.Thus the 7??, zeh'-bed, a gift, Gen. 30:20). In arranging

BREASTPLATE (q . v. ) was to be made of two thick- for marriage, as soon as paternal consent was ob.

nesses of cloth (Exod. 39 : 9). Double money," tained, the suitor gave the bride a betrothal or

the same value as before, with an equal value bridal gift, as well as presents to her parents

added thereto (Gen. 43:12, 15). “ She hath re . and brothers. In more ancient times the bride

a
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DOXOLOGIES DREAM

received a portion only in exceptional cases (Josh . DRAWER OF WATER (Heb. 6:22 agu,

15:18 sq. ; 1 Kings 9:16). The opinion that the sho-ayb ', drawer, mah '-yim , water ). In the East

Israelites were required to buy their wives from the water is often carried from the rivers or wells by

parents or relatives seems to be unfounded. The persons who make it their trade, carrying water

mo'-har in the Old Testament was not " purchase

money,” but the bridal gift which the bridegroom ,

after receiving the bride's assent, gave to her, not
to the parents or kinsfolk . See MARRIAGE.

DOXOLOGIES (Gr. dogohoyía, dox -ol-og-ee '- a,

giving glory ), ascriptions of glory or praise to
God.

1. Scriptural. These abound in the Psalms

(e . g. , 96 : 6; 112 : 1 ; 113: 1), and were used in the

synagogue. The apostles very naturally used them

(Rom . 11:36 ; Eph. 3:21 ; 1 Tim . 1:17). We have

also examples of celestial doxologies (Rev. 5:13 ;

19:1). The song of the angels in Luke 2:14 is a

doxology. As to the doxology in Matt. 6:13 , see

Lord's Prayer.

2. Liturgical. Threedoxologies of special

note have been used in church worship from a

very early time : ( 1 ) The Lesser Doxology, or Gloria

Patri, originally in the form , “ Glory be to the

Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost,"

to which was added later, “ world without end,”

and still later brought to its present form : “ Glory

be to the Father, and to the Son , and to the Holy

Ghost, as it was in the beginning, is now, and ever

shall be, world without end. Amen. '

Greater Doxology, or Gloria in Excelsis, called also

the ANGELIC HYMN (q . v.). (3 ) The Trisagion,

as old as the 2d century , beginning, “Therefore,

with angels and archangels , and with all the com
-

pany ofheaven, we laud and magnify thy glorious

"

(2) The

ےج

name. "

Water Carrier .

water.

DRAG (Heb. 07?????, mik -meh ' -reth) is men

tioned as being the object of worship by fishermen

(Hab. 1:15, 16 ). It was a large fishing net, the

lower part of which , when sunk, touches the bot
tom , while the upper part floats on the top of the in goatskins slung on their backs, with the neck

brought around under the arm to serve as a mouth .

DRAGON. See ANIMAL KINGDOM,
It was a hard and servile employment (Deut. 29:

In the New Testament“ dragon ” (Gr. Spáxwv) (Josh. 9:21,23 ).
11 ) , to which the Gibeonites were condemned

is only found in Rev. 12 :3 , sq . ; 13 : 2, 4 , 11 ; 16:13 ;

20: 2, and is used figuratively of Satan. The DREAM (Heb. diba?, khal-ome'; Gr. övap ,

reason of this scriptural symbol is to be sought on '-ar). “ The dream is a domain of experience,

not only in the union of gigantic power with craft having an intellectual, ethical, and spiritual sig .

and malignity, of which the serpent is the natural nificance. Living in an earthly body,wehave, as

emblem , but in the record of the serpent's agency the background of our being, a dim region, out of

in the temptation (Gen. 3). which our thinking labors forth to the daylight,

In Christian art the dragon is the emblem of and in which much goes forward, especially in the

sin in general and idolatry in particular, having condition of sleep, of which we can only come to

usually the form of a gigantic winged crocodile. a knowledge by looking back afterward. Expe

DRAGON WELL (Heb. 7903 7y, ane hat- rience confirms to us the assertion of Scripture

(Psa. 127 : 2) that God giveth to his beloved in
tan -neen ), probably the fountain of Gihon, on the sleep . Not only many poetical and musical inven.
west side of Jerusalem (Neh. 2:13).

tions, but, moreover, many scientific solutions and

DRAM . See METROLOGY, IV. spiritual perceptions, have been conceived and

DRAUGHT (Gr. aoedpív, af-ed -rone'), aa privy,
born from the life of genius awakened in sleep.

sink ; found only in Matt. 15:17; Mark 7:19. See ethical. In the dream one's true naturemanifests“ Another significant aspect of dreaming is the

DUNG, GLOSSARY.
itself, breaking through the pressure of external

DRAUGHT HOUSE (Heb. 17*777, makh- relations and the simulation of the waking life.

ar-aw -aw ', literally, easing one's self), a privy or From the selfishness of the soul, its selfish im

sink. Jehu, in contempt of Baal," ordered his pulses, its restlessness stimulated by selfishness,

temple to be destroyed and the place turned into are formed in the heart all kinds of sinful images,
a receptacle for offal or ordure (2 Kings 10:27) . of which the man is ashamed when he awakens,

3
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and on account of which remorse sometimes dis- the psalmist uses the figure of the strained wine

turbs the dreamer. The Scriptures appear to hold being a portion of the righteous, while the wicked
the man responsible, if not for dreaming, at least shall drink the dregs.

for the character of the dream (Lev. 15:16 ; Deut. 2. Heb. DYAR, koob-bah '-ath , goblet, Isa . 61:17,

23:10).

“ A”third significant aspect of dreams is the but better, “ the goblet ofhis fury ."
22, and rendered “ dregs of the cup of my fury,"

spiritual : they may become the means of a direct

and special intercourse of God with man.
The DRESS. In treating of this subject we call

witness of conscience may make itself objective attention to : ( 1 ) Materials, color, and ornamenta

and expand within the dream -life into perceptible tion ; (2) Garments,forms, names, etc .; ( 3) Usages
transactions between God and man. Thus God relating thereto .

warned Abimelech (Gen. 20) and Laban (31:24 ) in 1. Materials, etc. The first mention that

a dream, and the wife of Pilate warned her hus. occurs in Scripture of clothing is of the simple

band against being concerned in the death of the garments made by Adam and Eve from fig leaves

Just One.” The conviction of the sinfulness and (Gen. 3: 7), which were followed by those made of

nothingness of man is related by Eliphaz as the skin of animals (3:21 ) . Skins were not wholly

realized in a dream ( Job 4 : 12–21 ). disused at later periods; the “ mantle” worn by

The special will of God is often revealed to men Elijah appears to have been the skin of a sheep or

through dreams, of which the Scriptures mention some other animalwith the wool left on.
It was

many. Such are the dreams of Jacob in Beth-el characteristic of a prophet's office from its mean

(Gen. 28:12) and in Haran (Gen. 31: 10–13 ), the appearance (Zech . 13:4 ; comp. Matt. 7:15). Pe

dream of Solomon in Gibeon ( 1 Kings 3: 5), the lisses of sheepskin still form an ordinary article

dreams of Joseph the husband of Mary (Matt. 1 : of dress in the East. The art of weaving hair

20), the night visions of Paul (Acts 16 : 9 ; 18: 9 ; was known to the Hebrews at an early period

23:11 ; 27:23). From 1 Sam . 28: 6 we infer that (Exod. 26: 7 ; 35 :6 ); the sackcloth used by mourn.

God did at times answer sincere inquirers. Con- ers was of this material. John the Baptist's robe

cerning the future the dreams of Nebuchadnezzar was of camel's hair (Matt. 3 :4 ). Wool, we may

and Daniel are examples. presume, was introduced at a very early period,

“ Waking visionsprobably are to be distinguished the flocks of the pastoral families being kept

from these prophetic dream visions, which the partly for their wool (Gen. 38:12) ; it was at all

seer, whether by day ( Ezek. 8 : 1 ; Dan. 10 : 7 ; Acts times largely employed, particularly for the outer

7:55 ; 10 :9-16) or by night(comp. Acts 16:9 ; 18 : 9) , garments (Lev. 13:47; Deut. 22:11, etc.). Flax

receives in a waking state.”
was no doubt used in the earliest times to make

The dreams of Joseph in his father's house linen garments. Of silk there is no mention at a

(Gen. 37 : 5–11), which, as became plain to him very early period, unless it be in Ezekiel ( 16:10, 13).

subsequently (42 : 9), figuratively predicted to him Whitewas esteemed the most appropriate colot

his future eminence over the house of Jacob, for cotton cloth , and purple for others .

the dreams of the chief butler and the chief baker Ornamentation wassecured by (1 ) weaving with

of Pharaoh (Gen. 40), the dream of the soldier in previously dyed threads ( Exod. 35:25 ); (2) gold

the Midianitish camp in the time of Gideon (Judg. thread ; (3) introduction of figures, either woven

7:13), are illustrations of dreams of presentiment. into the stuff or applied by needlework. Robes

According to Num . 12 :6, dreams and visions decorated with gold (Psa. 45:13), and at a later

(q . v . ) are the two forms of the prophetic revela- period with silver thread (comp. Acts 12:21),

tions of God . Too much reliance is not to be were worn by royal personages ; other kinds

placed upon dreams (Eccles. 5 : 7 ).
of embroidered robes were worn by the wealthy

“ A good dream was one of the three things both of Tyre (Ezek. 16:13 ) and Palestine ( Judg.

- viz., a good king, a fruitful year, and a good 5:30 ; Psa. 45:14 ). The art does not appear

dream - popularly regarded as marks of divine to have been maintained among the Hebrews;

favor; and so generalwas the belief in the sig- the Babylonians and other Eastern nations (Josh.

nificance that it passed into this popular saying: 7:21 ; Ezek. 27:24 ), as well as the Egyptians (v.7),

“ .If anyone sleepsseven days withoutdreaming call excelledin it. Nor does the art of dyeing appear

him wicked ” (as being unremembered by God) to have been followed up in Palestine; dyed robes

( see Delitzsch, Biblical Psychology, p . 324 ,sq.) . were imported from foreign countries (Zeph.1:8),

Interpretation of Dreams. Because the particularly from Phænicia, and were not much

dream was looked upon as a communication from used on account of their expensiveness ; purple

the gods there arose those who professed ability to (Prov. 31:22 ; Luke 16:19) and scarlet (2 Sam. 1:24)

interpret the same (see Magic). These were not were occasionally worn by the wealthy. The sur.

to be listened to if they taught anything contrary rounding nations weremore lavish in their use of
to the law (Deut. 13:1, sq.; Jer. 27:9, etc.). In- them ; the wealthy Tyrians (Ezek. 27:7), the Mid.

stances are given of God's aidingmen to 'under- ianitish kings ( Judg. 8:26), the Assyrian nobles

stand dreams and thedivine lessons taught thereby,(Ezek. 23 : 6), and Persian officers (Esth. 8:15) are

e . g. , Joseph (Gen. 40 : 5 , sq.; 41:7–32), Daniel all represented in purple.

(Dan. 2:19, sq.; 4 : 8).
2. Garments. From the simple loin cloth, of

DREDGE. See GLOSSARY.
apron ,dress gradually developedin amount and

DREGS. 1. The rendering of the Heb. part, taste of the wearer.".Regarding the clothing of

character according to climate, andconditionand

sheh '-mer, Psa. 75 : 8, elsewhere lees of wine. As the patriarchs and ancient Israelites we have no

the wine was strained when about to be used, so exact information , but it was

>

unquestiona
bly

very
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DRESS

9

simple. It was not limited to what was indis. As an article of ordinary dress it was worn by

pensable to cover nakedness, for we read of vari- kings ( 1 Sam. 24 :4), prophets ( 1 Sam . 28:14),

ous forms of clothing (Gen, 24:53 ; 37 : 3) and nobles (Job 1:20), and youths ( 1 Sam . 2:19) . It

costly garments of byssus (Gen. 41:42 ; 45:22). may , however, be doubted whether the term is

The making of clothes among the Israelites used in its specific sense in these passages, and

was always the business of the housewives, in not rather for any robe that chanced to be worn

over the keth-o'-neth ( 1 ). Where two tunics are

mentioned (Luke 3:11) as being worn at the same

time, the second would be a meh -eel' ; travelers

generally wore two, but the practice was forbid

den to the disciples (Matt. 10:10 ; Luke 9 : 3).

(3) Mantle or Cloak (Heb. saw, sim -law ', and

other terms), a piece of cloth nearly square, a

sort of blanket or plaid. In pleasant weather it

was more conveniently worn over the shoulders

than being wrapped around the body. While it

answered the purpose of a cloak, it was so large

that burdens, if necessary, might be carried in it

(Exod. 12:34; 2 Kings 4:39). The poor wrapped

themselves up wholly in this garment at night,

spread their leathern girdle upon a rock, and rested

their head upon it, as is customary to this day in

Asia. Moses, therefore, enacted as a law what

had been a custom, that the upper garment, when

given as a pledge, should not be retained over

night (Exod . 22:25, 26 ; Deut. 24:13 ; Job 22 : 6 ;

24 : 7). In the time of Christ the creditors did not

take the upper garment or cloak , which it was not

lawful for them to retain , but the coat or tunic,

which agrees with the representation of Jesus

(Matt. 6:40 ). There having occurred an instance

of the violation of the Sabbath (Num. 15 :32–41),

Moses commanded that there should be a fringe

upon the four corners of this garment, together
Man's Outdoor Costume.

with a blue cord or ribband, to remind the people

of the heavenly origin of his statutes (Matt . 9:20 ;

which women of rank equally took part (1 Sam . Luke 8:44). See TIEM . The prophet's mantle

2:19 ; Prov. 31:22, sq. ; Acts 9:39).

While the costume of men and women was very the wool turned outward. (4 ) Breeches or Drawer's
was, probably, as a rule , a simple sheepskin with

similar, there was an easily recognizable distinc

tion between the maleand female attire of the (Heb. 07???, mik -nawce', hiding), a garment worn

Israelites , and accordingly the Mosaic law forbids | under the tunic for the fuller covering of the

men to wear women's clothes, and vice versa

( Deut. 22 :5 ).

( 1 ) The dress of men. Among the Israelites

these were : ( 1 ) Tunic (Heb. Ona, keth -o ' -neth ,

Esod. 28 :4, 39 ; 29 : 5 ; 2 Sam. 15:32 ; Gr. Xitov,

khee-tone , Matt. 5:40 ; Mark 6 : 9 ; Luke 3:11 ; 6:29,

etc. ; A. V. in each case “ coat ” ). This was the

most simple of allthe garments worn, correspond

ing to an ordinary shirt or nightgown. It was

probably made of two pieces sewn together at the

sides, or else formed of one piece, with a place

cut for the head to pass through. It afforded so

slight a covering that persons who had on noth

ing else were called naked ( 1 Sam. 19:24 ; 2 Sam.

6:20 ; John 21 : 7) . Another kind reached to the

wrists and ankles : It was in either case fastened

around the loins with a girdle (q. v. ), and the Military Girdles.

fold formed by the overlapping of the robe served

as an inner pocket. Such a garment was worn

by the priests (q. v.), and probably by Joseph but do not appear to have been in general use
person . These trousers were worn by the priests,

(Gen. 37 : 3 , 23) and Tamar (2 Sam . 13:18 ). (2 ) The

Outer Tunic (Heb. Boyz?, meh-eel” ) , a looser and a (5) Girdle (the rendering of one Greek and sev
among the Hebrews. See Priest, DRESS OF.

longer sort of a tunic, reaching to near the ankles ; eral Hebrew words). The tunic when it was not

open at the top so as to be drawn over the head, girded impeded the person who wore it in walking.

and having holes for the insertion of the arms. Those, consequently, who perhaps at home were
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ungirded went forth girded (2 Kings

4:29 ; 9 : 1 ; Isa. 5:27 ; Jer. 1:17 ; John

21 : 7 ; Acts 12 : 8). There were for .

merly, and are to this day, two sorts

of girdles in Asia : a common one of

leather, six inches broad and furnished

with clasps, with which it is fastened

around the body (2 Kings 1 : 8 ; Matt.

3 :4 ; Mark 1 : 6) ; the other a valuable

one of flax or cotton, sometimes, in.

deed , of silk or of some embroidered

fabric, a handbreadth broad, and sup

plied with clasps by which it was

fastened over the forepart of the

body (Jer. 13 : 1 ) . The girdle was

bound around the loins , whence the

expressions, “ The girdle of the loins '

and “gird up your loins " ( 1 Kings
18:46 ; Isa . 11:5 ; Jer. 1:17). The

Arabians carry a knife or a poniard

in the girdle . This was the custom

among the Hebrews (1 Sam. 25:13 ; Sandals .

2 Sam . 20: 8-10), a fact which admits

of confirmation from the ruins of Persepolis. The for the feet were sandals (Heb. 15 , nah - al-aro ';

girdle also answers the purpose of a pouch, to Gr. Ümódnua, hoop- od '-ay-mah, bound under the

carry money and other necessary things (2 Sam . feet) , of leather and fastened with thongs.

18:11 ; Matt. 10 :9 ; Mark 6: 8) . (6) Cap or l'ur- were taken off upon entering a room or a holy
They

ban. The words for headdress which occur in

place (Exod. 3: 5 ; Josh. 5:15) , while the poor and

the Old Testament (Heb. 7 , tsuw -neef", Job 29 : mourners went barefoot (2 Sam . 15:30 ; Isa.

14, “ diadem ; " 78 , peh -ayr ', Isa . 61 : 3 , A. V. 20:2 ; Ezek . 24:17, 23). Men of rank had these
“ beauty ; " 61:10, A. V. “ornaments " ) belong to sandals put on, taken off, and carried after them

by slaves (Matt. 3:11 ; Mark 1 : 7 ; John 1:27).

(2) The dress of women . The difference be

tween the dress of men and women was small,

consisting chiefly in the fineness of the materials

and the length of the garment. The dress of the

hair in the two sexes was different, and another

mark of distinc

tion was thatwom

a veil .

( 1 ) Tunic. Wom

en wore the tunic

as an under dress

(Cant . 5 :3), but

it was probably

wider, longer, and

of finer material ;

the well-to-do wore

also shirts (Heb.

7977, saw - deen ',

wrapper, Isa . 3:23 ,

“ fine linen " ), and

a kind of second

Turban.
tunic (male, 2) , pro

vided with sleeves

the dress of men of rank. Mig -baw -aw ' (Heb. and reachingtothe

hara, bonnet) is used only of the priest's cap. ankles. (2) Gir

Israelites, as a rule , seem not to have worn any dle. This was

cap, but to have confined their hair with a band or frequently of fine Woman's Outdoor Costume.

wrapped a cloth - generally known by us as a tur- woven stuff (Prov .

ban-around the head , as is still done in Arabin. 31:24) and studded with precious stones, and was

See DIADEM, MITER . (7 ) Ephod. The ephod (q . v. ) worn lower down on the loins and more loosely

and the meh-eel' (2 ), according to the Mosaic law, than by men. (3) Headdress. (a ) Veil. That of

were appropriately garments of the high priest the lower class of Israelitish women is unknown,

(q . v.), but were sometimes worn by other illustri- but the veil was regarded from ancient times by

ous men ( 1 Sam . 18 :4 ; 2 Sam . 6:14 ; Job 29:14 ; women of character as indispensable. Various

Ezek. 26:16). (8) Sandals, Shoes. The covering kinds are mentioned : “ The oldest kind seems to

A

en wore
02
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be isaw - eef' (Heb. 15 *, to wrap, Gen. 24:65 ; the presence of the bridegroom (24:65),and lewd

38:14, 19), a cloak-like veil , a kind of mantilla women veiled themselves (38:15). ( 4) Sandal.

which at a later time, perhapsmade of finer stuff, Sandals consisted merely of soles strapped to the

feet, but ladies wore also costly slippers, often

made of sealskin (Ezek. 16:10, A. V. " badgers'

skin ,” R. V.“ sealskin ” ), probably also of colored
leather. Ladies of rank appear to have paid

great attention to the beauty of their sandals

(Cant. 7 : 1 ). They were embroidered or adorned with

gems, and so arranged that the pressure of the

foot emitted a delicate perfume. (5) Stomacher

(Heb. 57ma, peth -eeg -eel ), a term of doubtful

origin, but probably a gay holiday dress ( Isa. 3:23).

The garments of females were terminated by an

ample border of fringe, which concealed the feet

(Isa. 47 :2 ; Jer. 13:22).

(3) Luxurious articles of dress. In addition

to the essential and common articles of dress al

ready mentioned a great many more of an orna

mental kind were in use, especially among women

of luxurious habits . In rebuking the women

of Jerusalem Isaiah (3:16 , sq . ) mentions a num

ber of these articles of luxurious dress . There is

doubt as to the precise meaning of some of the

words employed in the description, and little com

paratively can now be known of the exact shape

and form of several of the articles mentioned.

They are : (a) Tinkling ornaments, rings of gold ,

silver, or ivory, worn round the ankles, which

Woman's Veil. made a tinkling sound as the wearer walked . See

ANKLETS. (6) Cauls. These were probably head

was called raw -deed ' (Heb. 7777, spreading, Cant. bands or frontlets, i . e. , plaited bands of gold or

5 : 7 ; Isa. 3:23).” The rah-al-aw '(Heb.ibya, fut- silver thread worn below the hair net and reach

tering, Isa. 3:19) are veils flowing down from the ing from ear to ear. ( c) Round tires (Heb. ,
head over the temples, hence waving with the

action of walking, which were so adjusted to

the eyes as to be seen through. Many under

stand tsam -maw ' (Heb. 17703, to fasten on ;

“ locks," Cant. 4 : 1 , 3 ; 6: 7 ; Isa. 47 :2 ; R. V.

" veil " ) to be a veil ; and that of one cover

ing breast, throat, and chin, such as is still

worn in Syria and Egypt. ( 6) The mit-pakh '.

ath (Heb. ODO??, Ruth 3:16 ; rendered

" wimple ” in Isa. 3:22), a sort of shawl or

broad garment, and probably similar to the

mantle (or cloak ) worn by men . As the

cloaks worn by the ancients were so full that

one part was thrown upon the shoulder and

another gathered up under the arm, Ruth,

by holding a certain part, could receive into

her bosom the corn which Boaz gave her "

(Edersheim , Sketches Jewish Life). ( c) The

kerchief (Heb. DO?, mis -paw -khau ”,

spread out, Ezek. 13:18, 21) is understood by

some as a close -fitting cap ; but others think

it to have been a long veil or headdress.

" The Eastern women bind on their other or.

naments with a rich embroidered handker

chief, wbich is described by some travelers Headdress Worn by Women of Modern Palestine.

as completing the headdress and falling

without order upon the hair behind .” In patri- | sah-har-one', a round pendant ; " crescents,” R. V.)

archal times wives (Gen. 12:14 ) and young women the new moon being a symbol of increasing good

(24:15 , sq . ) went about, especially when engaged fortune, and as such the most approved charm

in their household duties , without veils ; and yet against the evil eye ; fastened round the neck

in so early times the betrothed veiled herself in and hanging down upon the breast (Judg. 8:21).

1
0
0
0
0
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(d) Chains (Heb. 17790 ?, net-ee.faw '), earrings (R. person traveling, they were girded up (1 Kings

V.“ pendants "). (e) Bracelets ( q. v .). According 18:46 ; 2 Kings 4:29 ;9: 1 ; 1 Pet. 1:13). On enter

to the Targum , these were chains worn upon the ing a house the upper garment was probably laid

arm, or spangles upon the wrist, answering to the aside and resumed on going out (Acts 12: 8). In a

spangles upon the ankles. (f) Mufflers, i. e., flut- sitting posture the garments concealed the feet;

tering veils (q. v. above). (9) Bonnets (Heb.7 * ?, The number of suits possessedby the Hebrews
this was held to be an act of reverence (Isa . 6: 2).

peh -ayr ', embellishment, R. V. “ head tires " ) are
was considerable ; a single suit consisted of an

only mentioned in other partsof Scripture as worn under and upper garment. The presentation of a

by men. (1) Ornaments of the legs ( R. V. “ ankle robe in many instances amounted to installation

chains"), a chain worn to shorten and giveelegance or investiture (Gen. 41:42 ; Esth. 8:15 ; Isa. 22:21 ) ;

tothe step. See ANKLETS. (°) Headbands (Heb. on the other hand, taking it away amounted to

707, kish-shoor ),sashes, and so rendered in R.V. dismissal from office (2 Macc. 4:38). The produc
(k) Tablets (Heb. wan, neh '-fesh, breath ), smelling tion of the best robe was a mark of special honor

bottles (R.V.“ perfumeboxes ” ). (1)Earrings(Heb. in a household (Luke 15:22). The number of

robes thus received or kept in store for presents
wins, lakh'-ash, whisper), an amulet (R. V.), i . e., was very large , and formed one of the main ele

gems or metal plates with an inscription upon ments of wealth in the East (Job 27:16 ; Matt.

them, worn as protection as well as ornament. 6:19 ; James 5: 2) ; so that to have clothing = to be

See Earrings. ( m ) Rings, both ear and nose . wealthy and powerful ( Isa. 3 :6, 7 ) ” (Smith , Bib .

See Rings. (n ) Changeable suits (Heb. 1777, Dict., s. v.; Jahn,Keil).

makh -al-aw -tsaw '), gala dresses, not usually worn,
DRESS is used in Scripture in the following

but taken off when at home. (o) Mantles, the senses : ( 1 ) To till the soil (Heb. 735, ar -bad , to
second tunic . See above. ( P ) Wimples, the

serve , Gen. 2:15 ; Deut. 28:39; Gr. yewpyłu , gheh .
broad cloth wrapped round the body, such as Ruth ore-ghel '-o, Heb. 6 : 7). (2) Preparation of food

wore (Ruth 3:15). See Vell (R. V. " shawl"). ( Heb. Tips, aw-sar', to make, Gen. 18:7,8 ; 1 Sam.
(9) Crisping pins (Heb. 9777?, khaw -reet', cut out, 25:18; 2 Sam . 12:4 ; 13: 5, 7, etc. ). (3) Trimming

R. V. “ satchel " ); pockets for holding money(2 lamps (Heb. 237, yaw -tab ', make right, Exod. 30:7).
Kings 5:23,“ bags” ),which was generally carried by
men in the girdle or in a purse . ( r ) Glasses (R. V. DRINK. As a drink water took the first place,

" hand mirrors,” q. v .) . ( 3) Fine linen (Heb. 7'70, although milk was also extensively used, but con

saw -deen ', to envelope), veils or coverings of the of thirst the common people used a sour drink
sidered as food (q. v. ). For the better quenching

finest linen , Sinducloth. (t) Hoods, i. e ., head- (Ruth 2:14 ), a sort ofvinegar mixed with oil, per

dress. (u) Veils (q. v . ) , probably delicate veil-like haps also sour wine. The well-to-do drank wine,
mantles thrown over the rest of the clothes.

probably mixed with water, and often also spiced ;

Of course , garments varied greatlyinmaterial also a stronger intoxicating drink ,either dute wine
and ornamentation, according to ability and taste.

or Egyptian barley wine. See WINE.

Being often changed during marriage and other Figurative. To “ drink waters out of thine
festive occasions, they were called garments of own cistern ” (Prov. 5:15) is to enjoy the lawful

change. Kings and men of rank had always a
pleasures of marriage. To “ drink blood ” (Ezek.

large wardrobe of these, partly for their own use | 39:18) is to be satiated with slaughter. To “ drink

(Prov. 31:21 ; Job 27:16 ; Luke 15:22), partly to
water by measure (Ezek. 4:11 ) denotes scarcity

give away as presents (Gen. 45:22; 1 Sam . 18 : 4 ; and desolation .

2 Kings 5 : 5 ; 10:22 ; Esth . 4: 4 ; 6 : 8 , 11 ) .
DRINK, STRONG (Heb. , shay -kawr',-

( 4) Dress of foreign nations mentioned in the
Bible. That of the Persians is described in Dan . | intoxicant ; Gr. oikepa, sik '-er -ah ), any intoxicat.

3:21 in terms which have been variously under- ing beverage. The Hebrews seem to have made

stood , but which may be identified in the follow- wine ( q. v.) of pomegranates (Cant. 8: 2) and

ing manner : ( 1 ) The sar-bal" (5570, A.V. “ coat” ), other fruits. In Num .28:7 strong drink is clearly
used as an equivalent to wine. '« The following

underclothing, worn next the person ; (2) Pat-teesh' beverages were known to the Jews: ( 1 ) Beer,

( , A. V.“ hoşen " ), probably the outer tunic ; which was largely consumed in Egypt under the
(3) Kar-bel-aw " ($972, A. V. “ hạts."),mantle; name of zythus, and was thence introduced into
while (4) the “other garments ” ( 17}, leb -oosh ) Palestine. It was made of barley ; certain herbs,

such as lupin and skirrett, were used as substimay mean coverings for the head and feet. In

addition to these terms we havenotice ofa robe tutes for hops. (2) Cider, which is noticed in the

Mishna as apple wine. (3) Honey wine, of which
of state of fine linen (Heb. 7??? , tak-reek'), so there were two sorts—one consisting of a mixture

called from its ample dimensions (Esth . 8:15). of wine, honey, and pepper ; the other a decoction

References to Roman or Greek dress are few. of the juice of the grape, termed débash ( honey)

3. Customs Relating to Dress. “ The by the Hebrews, and dibs by the modern Syrians.

length of the dress rendered it inconvenient for (4) Date wine, which was also manufactured in

active exercise ; hence the outer garments were Egypt. It was made by mashing the fruit in

either left in the house by a person working close water in certain proportions. (5) Variousother

by (Matt. 24:18) or were thrown off when the oc- fruits and vegetables are enumerated by Pliny as

casion arose (Mark 10:50 ; John 13: 4 ; Acts 7:58), supplying materials for factitious or homemade
or, if this was not possible, as in the case of a wine, such as figs, millet, the carob fruit, etc , It
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is not improbable that the Hebrews applied rai- years old when her father died in A. D. 44 ( Jose

sins to this purpose in the simple manner followed phus, Ant., xix, 9 , 1 ; xx, 7, 1, 2). She was early

by the Arabians , viz., by putting them in jars of promised in marriage to Epiphanes, son of Anti

water and burying them in the ground until fer. ochus, but the match was broken off in conse

mentation takes place ” (Smith , Bib. Dict., s. v . ) . quence of his refusing to perform his promise of
She was

DRINK OFFERING . See SACRIFICIAL OP. conforming to the Jewish religion.

married to Azizus, king of Edessa, but afterward

was induced by Felix, procurator of Judea, to
DROMEDARY. See ANIMAL KINGDOM. leave Azizus, and become his wife. In Acts 24 ;

DROPSY . See DISEASES. 24 she is mentioned in such a manner that she

DROSS (Heb. So, seeg, refuse ), the impuri- may be naturally supposed to have been present

ties separated from silver, etc.,by the processof when Paul preached before Felix in A.D. 57.

melting (Prov. 25 :4 ; 26:23) ; also the base metal DUKE (Lat. dux, a leader) is the translation of

itself prior to smelting (Isa. 1:22, 25 ; Ezek. 22 : two Hebrew terms : ( 1 ) Al-loof' (97778, friend ),
18, 19).

Figurative. Dross is usedto representthe phylarchs, i. e ., head of a tribe or nation (Gen.
the distinguishing title of Edomite and Horite

wicked (Psa . 119: 119; Prov. 26:23), sin (Isa. 1:25), 36 :15-43 ; Exod. 15:15 ; 1 Chron. 1:51, 54 ). Al
and Israel (Ezek. 22:18 , 19).

loof ' is used rarely of Jews (Zech . 9 : 7 ; 12 :5, 6 ,

DROUGHT, the rendering of a number of governor " ), and once of chiefs in general (Jer.

Hebrew words. In Palestine from May till Octo- 13:21 , " captain ” ). (2) Nes -eek ' (790?, a prince,

ber there is little if any rain , and consequently being anointed ), dukes of Sihon (Josh . 13:21),

this is the season of drought. The copious dews

nourish only the more robust plants , and as the communication orpouring in ofpower.” (K. and D.,
‘ properly vassals of Sihon, princes created by the

season advances the grass withers, unless watered
Com. , in loc. ). It is rendered “ princes ” (Psa.

by rivulets or the labor ofman. It is the drought 83:11 ; Ezek. 32:30 ; Dan. 11 :8) and “principal

of summer (Gen. 31:40 ; Psa. 32:4 ) ; the parched
men ” (Mic. 5 : 5 ) .

ground cracks ; the heaven seems like brass and
DULCIMER . See Music, p . 767.

the earth as iron (Deut. 28:23); prairie and forest

fires are not uncommon (Isa. 5:24 ; 9:18 , etc.). DU'MAH (Heb. 177977, doo-maw', silence).

DROWN (Gr. katanovrigw , kat-ap-on -tid -zo ). 1. A son of Ishmael, most probably the founder

Drowning was not a Jewish method of capital of an Ishmaelite tribe of Arabia, and so giving

punishment, nor was it a practice in Galilee, but name to the principal place or district inhabited

belonged to the Greeks, Romans, Syrians, and by that tribe (Gen. 25:14 ; 1 Chron. 1:30 ; Isa. 21:11).

Phænicians (Matt. 18:6). 2. A town in Judah (Josh . 15:52), the same as

DRUM . See Music, p. 764.
Daumeh, about ten miles S. W. of Hebron.

3. The region occupied by the Ishmaelites in
DRUNK , DRUNKARD (Heb. some form Arabia (Gen. 25:14 ; 1 Chron. 1:30), retained in

of , shaw -kar', to be tipsy ; nu, shaw-thaw', themodern Dumat el Jeudel.

to imbibe ; 1777,raw-vaw', to fill ;* 70,saw -baw ', mah seems to be symbolical,meaning deep, utter4. Figurative. As used in Isa. 21:11 , Du.

to drink to excess ; Gr. peduw, meth-oo -̒o). Noah; “ silence," and therefore theland of the dead

who was probably ignorant of the fiery nature of
(Psa.sa. 94:17 ; 115 : 17).

wine, affords us the first instance of intoxication

(Gen. 9:21). DUMB (Heb. Dx, il-lame', speechless ; 1777,

That the excessive use of strong drink was not doo-maw', Hab. 2:19 ; Gr. kwoós, ko- fos', blunted,

uncommon among the Jews may be inferred from as to tongue, i . e . , unable to speak, oras toear, i . e. ,
the striking figures furnished by its use and deaf). Dumbness has the following significations :

effect, and also from thevarious prohibitions and (1 ) Ínability to speak by reason ofnatural infirm
penalties ( Psa. 107: 27 ; Isa. 6:11 ; 24:20 ; 49:26 ; ity (Exod. 4:11 ; Matt. 15:30 ; Luke 1:20, etc. ).

61:17–22 ; Hab. 2:15, 16). The sin of drunken . ( 2) By reason of want of knowing what to say or

ness is strongly condemned in the Scriptures how to say it (Prov. 31 : 8) ; unwillingness to speak

(Rom . 13:13 ; 1 Cor. 5:11 ; 6:10 ; Eph . 6:18 ; (Psa. 39 : 2 , 9).

i Thess. 5:7, 8) .
DUNG, the rendering of several Hebrew and

Figurative. Men are represented as drunk Greek words. In the case of sacrifices the dung

with sorrow , afflictions, and God's wrath (Isa. 63 : wasburned outside the camp (Exod. 29:14 ; Lev.

6 ; Jer . 51:57; Ezek. 23:33); also those under the 4:11 ; 8:17 ; Num. 19 : 5) ; hence the extreme op

power of superstition, idolatry, and delusion , be probrium of the threat in Mal . 2 :3 . Particular

cause they do notuse their reason (Jer. 51 : 7 ; Rev. directions were laid down in the law to enforce

17:2). Drunkenness sometimes denotes abun. cleanliness with regard to human ordure (Deut.

dance, satiety (Deut. 32:42 ; Isa. 49:26). “To add 23:12, sq.); it was the grossest insult to turn a man's

drunkenness to thirst ” (Deut. 29:19 ; R. V. “ to house into a receptacle for it ( 2 Kings 10:27 ,

destroy the moist with the dry ") is a prover. " draughthouse ;" Ezra 6:11 ; Dan. 2 :5 ; 3:29,

bial expression, meaning the destruction of one
dunghill,”, ” A. V.) ; public establishments of that

and all.

nature are still found in the large towns of the

DRUSIL'LA (Gr. Sporocłha, droo '-sil -lah ), East . The use of this substance among the Jews

youngest daughter of Herod Agrippa I, by his was twofold : (1) as manure (q. v. ), and ( 2) as

wife Cypros, and sister of Herod II, was only six | fuel ( q. v . ).

TT
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DUNG GATE (Neh. 2:13 , “ dung port ; " 3 : DWARF (Heb. P, dak, beaten small, as in

13 , 14 ; 12:31 ) , a gate of ancient Jerusalem , located Lev. 16:12), an incorrect rendering for a lean or

at the southwest angle of Mount Zion (J. Strong, emaciated person (Lev. 21:20). Suchi a person

Harmony). It was doubtless so called because was included among those who could not serve

of the piles of sweepings and garbage in the valley in the sanctuary. See BLEMISH.

of Tophet below. DWELL. It has been thought, both from
DUNGEON. See Prison.

Scripture and profane writers, that the first

DUNGHILL, the rendering of three Hebrew dwellings of men were caves ; that these were

words and one Greek , and meaning: (1 ) A heap of followed by tents, and then by houses (Gen. 4:17,

manure (Isa. 25:10 ; Luke 14:35 ). (2) Privy 20). See House, Text.

(2 Kings 10:27, “ draughthouse ; ” Dan. 2 :5 ). Figurative. God “ dwelling in light " is said

Figurative. To sit upon a dung heap denoted in respect to his independent possession of his

the deepest degradation and ignominy (i Sam. 2 : own glorious attributes (1Tim . 6:16 ; 1 John 1 : 7 ) ;

8 ; Psa. 112: 7 ; Lam . 4 : 5). he dwells in heaven in respect to his more imme

DU'RA (Heb. 80777, doo -raw', the circle), a diate presence there (Psa. 123: 1 ) ; Christ dvelt

plain in the province of Babylon in which Nebu. Todweil has the sense of permanent residence.
(tabernacled) upon earth during his incarnation.

chadnezzar set up a golden image (Dan. 3: 1). It
is supposed that the site of the image is identified Godshallenlarge Japheth,andbeshall dwell in

the tents of Shem ” (Gen. 9:27).
in one of the mounds discovered in the territory.

“ To dwell under one's vine and fig tree "

DURE. See GlossaRY.
( 1 Kings 4:25) is to enjoy the possession of a

DUST (usually Heb. 27, aw -fawr', powdered). home in one's own right. God dwells in the Church

In the countries suffering from severe droughts (Eph . 3 : 17–19) through the Holy Spirit ( 1 Cor. 3 :

the soil is often converted into dust, which, agi- 16 ; 2 Tim . 1:14 ) ; and believers are exhorted to

tated by violent winds, brings terrific and desola " let the word of God dwell in them richly ” (Col

ting storms. Among the punishments against the 3:16 ; Psa. 119:11).

Hebrews, in the event of forsaking Jehovah, was “ Dwell deep,” literally, “ make deep for dwell.

that, instead of rain , dust and ashes should fall ing.” (Jer. 49 :8 ), seems to refer to a custom still

from heaven (Deut. 28:24). common in Eastern countries of seeking refuge

Figurative. To put dust on the head was from danger in the recesses of rocks and cav.

the sign of the deepest grief ( Josh . 7 : 6) ; sitting erns, etc.

in the dust denotes degradation (Isa . 47 : 1 ) ; the DWELLING, the rendering of a number of

“ mouth in the dust ” (Lam . 3:29) symbolizes sup- Hebrew and Greek words. Human dwellings

pliant and humble submission . Dust may mean have varied from the earliest day to the present

the grave (Job 7:21 ), death itself (Gen. 3:19 ; Psa . caves, booths, tents, houses, and palaces - accord.

22:16), a numerous people (Num . 23:10), or low ing to the character of the country , mode of

condition ( 1 Sam . 2 : 8 ; Nah. 3:18). The shaking living, and occupation, as well as the degree of

of the dust is a sign of merited contempt with culture.

which the people rejecting the truth are reduced DYE (Heb. 77.7, khaw -mates', dazzling). “ The
to the level of the Gentiles (Matt. 10:14 ; Acts13:51 ) . To “ lick thedust ” signifies the most Egyptians were acquainted with the effect of acids

on color, and submitted the cloth they dyed to one
abject submission (Psa . 72: 9). To “ cast dust

at anyone (2 Sam . 16:13) may signify contempt, manufactories. We may suppose some general
of the same processes adopted by our modern

or, as some think, to demand justice (Acts 22:23). notions of chemistry,orat least ofchemical agency,
See MOURNING.

were known to the Egyptians."

DUTY (Heb.17, daw -bawr ', a matter, Their colors were principally blue, red, green,

2 Chron. 8:14 ; Ezra 3: 4) means the task of each black, yellow, and white. The red was an earthy

day. The other use of the word is that which a bole ; the yellow an iron ocher ; the green was a

man owes to his wife or his deceased brother's mixture of a little ocher with a pulverulent glass,

widow (Deut. 25: 5, 7 ; Heb. 17-19, o-nan', cohabi- made by vitrifying the oxides of copper and iron
tation). In the New Testament the word is the with sand and soda ; the blue was a glass of like

rendering of the Greek opethéw, of-i-lek '-o, to be composition without the ocherous addition ; the

under obligation (Luke 17:10 ; Rom . 15:27), and black was bone or ivory black ; and the white a

signifies that which onght to be done.
very pure chalk. They were mixed with water,

Duty implies obligation. Such is the constitu- and apparently a little gum to render them tena

tion of the human mind that no sooner do we
cious and adhesive. They had few mixed colors,

perceive a given course to be right than we rec
though purple, pink, orange, and

ognize also a certain obligation resting on us to with , and frequently on papyri. The Israelites

pursue that course , evidently learned the art of dyeing from the
Duties vary according to

See Colors,one's relations . Thus a man has duties to him . Egyptians (Exod. 26 : 1 ; 28 :5–8 ).
HANDICRAFTS.

self, the family, the state, and God . As his su

premest relation is to God, and as God's com DYED ATTIRE (Ezek . 23:15 ; Heb . 1959,

mands are always right, therefore man's chief teb-oo -leem ). This seems to refer to variegated

obligation is to God ( i Cor. 10:31 ). headbands or turbans.
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ear.

EAGLE. See ANIMAL KINGDOM. frequently of a still greater size, or made of six

Figurative. Of great and powerful kings rings soldered together; sometimes an asp, whose

(Ezek . 17:3 ; Hos. 8: 1); of the renovating and body was of gold set with precious stones, was

quickening influences of the Spirit in the godly, worn by persons of rank as a fashionable caprice;

referring to the eagle's increase of vigor after the but it is probable that this emblem of majesty was

period of moulting (Psa. 103:5 ; Isa. 40:31); of usually confined to members of the royal family.

God's strong and loving care of his church (Exod. Earrings of other forms have been found at Thebes,

19:4 ; Deut. 32:11) ; the melting away of riches is but their date is uncertain, and it is difficult to

symbolized by the swiftness of the eagle's flight say if they are of an ancient Egyptian age or of

(Prov. 23 : 5), also the rapidity of the movement of Greek introduction. Of these the most remark

armies (Deut. 28:49 ; Jer. 4:13 ; 48:40), and the able are a dragon and another of fancy shape,

swiftness of man's days (Job 9:26) ; the height which is not inelegant. Some few were of silver,

and security of its dwelling symbolizes the fancied and plain hoops, like those made of gold already

but fatal security of the wicked (Jer. 49:16 ; noticed, but less massive, being of the thickness

Obad. 4 ). Enlarge thy baldness as the eagle " of an ordinary ring. At one end was a small

( Mic. 1:16) is “ a reference to the bearded vulture, opening, into which the curved extremity of the

or more probably the carrion vulture, which has other caught after it had passed through the

the front of the head completely bald and only a Others were in the form of simple studs.

few hairs at the back of the head. The words The ancient Assyrians, both men and women, wore

cannot possibly be understood as referring to the earrings of exquisite shape and finish ; and those

yearly moulting of the eagle itself ” (K. and D., on the later monuments are generally in the form

Com ., in loco). of a cross.

EAR (Heb. 77, o'-zen), the organ of hearing. 2. Hebrew . ( 1 ) Av -gheel' (Heb. bany, round).

We learn from Scripture that blood was put the ring formed in the shape of a hoop (Num .

upon the right ear of the priests at their consecra- 31:50 ; Ezek . 16:12). (2) Nek '- zem (Heb. Dtd).

tion (Exod .29:20; Lev. 8:23), and of the healed Used both as a nosering and an earring, and differ

leper in his cleansing (Lev. 14:14) ; that they were
often adorned with rings ( see EARRING), and that ing little ifany in form. It certainly means an

earring in Gen. 35:4 , but a nose jewel in Gen.
servants who refused to leave their masters were

fastened to the door by an awl bored through the 24:47 ; Prov. 11:22 ;Isa. 3:21; while itsmean

ear as a mark of perpetual servitude (Exod . 21:6 ; ing is doubtful in Judg. 8:24, 25 ; Job 42:11.

Deut. 15:17) . (3) Lakk ' -ash (Heb. wns, whispering). This word,

Figurative. “ To uncover the ear ( 1 Sam . rendered in the A. V. “ earrings ” (Isa. 3:20), is

20 : 2, margin) is to reveal ; to bavethe ear heavy given “ amulets ” in the R. V. This latter more

( Isa. 6:10) or uncircumcised ” (Jer. 6:10 ) is to be correctly represents the Hebrew word (meaning

inattentive and disobedient ; the regard of Jehovah incantations), and these were gems or metal charms

to the prayer of his people is expressed thus : with an inscription upon them , which were worn

“ His ears are open to their cry ” (Psa. 34:15). for protection as well as ornament. On this ac

EAR , EARING . See GLOSSARY. count they were surrendered along with the idols

EARNEST (Gr. appaßúv,ar-hrab-ohn',pledge), by Jacob's household (Gen. 35:4). Chardin de

money which in purchase is given as a pledge that scribes earrings, with talismanic figures and char

the full amountwill subsequently be paid . The acters on them, as still existing in the East. Jewels

Hebrew word (1127, ar -aw -bone') was usedgen- of the earrings still worn in easterncountries far
were sometimes attached to the rings. The size

erally for pledge (Gen. 38:17), surety (Prov. 17:18), exceeds what is usual among ourselves ; hence

and hostage (2 Kings 14:14). The noun earnest they formed a handsome present ( Job 42:11) or

occurs three times in the New Testament (2. Cor. offering to the service of God (Num . 31:50). Ear

1:22 ; 5 :7 ; Eph. 1:14), and the meaning of the rings were worn by both sexes (Exod. 32 : 2).
passages appears to be that the Holy Spirit is in

the heart as an earnest money given for a guaran EARTH. The rendering of several Hebrew

tee of a future possession, the pledge of complete and Greek words. (See MINERAL KINGDOM.)

salvation . The gift of the Holy Spirit, comprising 1. Ad-aw -maw ' (Heb. 177278 ), soil or ground, as

as it does “ the power of the world to come in Gen. 9:20, where “ husbandman is literally

(Heb . 6 :5 ), is both a foretaste and a pledge of fu- man of the ground. The earth supplied the ele

ture blessedness (Meyer, Com ., on 2 Cor. 1:22 ; mentary substance of which man's body was

Grimm, Dict., s. v.). See GLOSSARY.
formed (Gen. 2 : 7). According to the law, earth or

EARRING. 1. Egyptian, etc. The ear- rough stones were the material outof which altars

rings usually worn by Egyptian ladies were large, were to be raised (Exod. 20:24 ) ; thought by some

round, sin- to symbolize the elevation of man to God. Others

gle hoops think it teaches that the earth , which has been

of gold , involved in the curse of sin , is to be renewed and

from one glorified by the gracious hand of God. Naaman's

inch and a request for two mules' burden of earth (2 Kings

half to two inches and one third in diameter, and | 5:17), was based on the belief that Jehovah, like

2
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heathen deities , was a local god, and could be 2. Miz -rawkh ' (Heb. 177 ???, rising), the place

worshiped acceptably only on his own soil . of the sun's rising, and used when the east is only

2. Ek’-rets (Heb.y ?? ). K. and D. (Com .,on Gen. distinguished from the west (Josh . 11 :3 ; Psa. 60:

2 :5) thus distinguish between field (Heb. 77 , 1 ; 103 : 12 ; Zech. 8 : 7 ) , or from some other one

deh ) and earth . “ Saw -deh' is not the widespread quarter (Dan .8:9; 11:44, etc.).

plain of the earth , the broad expanse of land , but 3. Mo- tsaro' (Heb. ** ia, Psa. 75:6), a going

a field of arable land, which forms only a part of forth, as of the sun.

the earthor ground." The term is applied in a 4. An -at-ol-ay ' (Gr. åvarokń, rising), generally

more or less extended sense : ( 1 ) To the whole used in the plural and without the article, mean.

world (Gen. 1 : 1 ) ; (2) to land as opposed to sea ing eastern regions.” In Matt. 2 : 2 , 9, it is used

(Gen. 1:10 ); (3) to a country (Gen. 21:32) ; (4) to in thesingular, which would seem to suggest the

à plot of ground (Gen. 23:15) ; (5 ) to the ground following rendering : “ For we have seen his star

on which a man stands (Gen. 33 : 3) ; (6 ) to “ the in its rising."

inhabitants of the earth ” (Gen. 6:11 ; 11 : 1 ) ; (7 ) to “ The East” is the name given by the ancient

heathen countries, as distinguished from Israel, Hebrews to a certain region, including the coun

especially during the theocracy ( 2 Kings 18:25; tries to the east and north of Palestine ( Isa. 11:
2 Chron . 13 : 9 , etc.) ; (8) in a spiritual sense it is 14 ; Jer . 49:28, etc.).

employed in contrast with heaven, to denote things Figurative. East was symbolical of an ex.
carnal (John 3:31 ; Col. 3 : 2 , 5 ).

treme point, e. 8. , As far as the east is from the

EARTHEN VESSEL, or EARTHEN - west ” (Psa. 103 : 12).

WARE . See Pot, POTTER. EAST, CHILDREN OF THE (Heb.

EARTHQUAKE (Heb. wym, rah' -ash, vibra- , ben -ay' -keh '-dem ), an appellation given

tion ; Gr. celouós, sice-mos ), a tremulous motion to a people or to peoples living east of Palestine

or shaking of the earth caused by the violent ac- (Judg. 6 :3, 33 ; 7.12 ; 8:10 ; 1 Kings 4:30, etc.).
tion of subterraneous heat and vapors. That EAST GATE, the potter's gate, or the gate

Palestine has been subject both to volcanic agency leading to the potter's field (Jer. 19 : 2). See

and to occasional earthquakes there can be no JERUSALEM.

doubt. The recorded instances, however, are but

few ; tłe most remarkable occurred in the reign Sea (Joel 2:20 ; Ezek .47:18) ; while the Mediter
EAST SEA. The Dead Sea was called the East

of Uzziah (Amos 1: 1 ; Zech . 14 :5 ), which Josephus

connected with the sacrilege and consequent pun.
ranean Sea was called the West Sea (Num. 34:6 ) .

ishment of that monarch (2 Chron . 26:16, sq . ). Of
EAST WIND (Heb. 5 777, kaw -deeni', east).

the extent of that earthquake, of the precise lo. See WINDS.

calities affected by it, or of the desolations it may EASTER (Gr. Táoxa, pas'-khah, from Heb.

have produced — of anything, in short, but the no , peh'-sakh) , the Passover, and so translated
general alarm and consternation occasioned by it,
we know absolutely nothing. From Zech. 14:4, 5 in every passage excepting “ intending after
we are led to infer that a great convulsion took Easter to bring him forth to the people ” (Acts

place at this time in the Mount of Olives, the 12:4 ). In the earlier English versions Easter had
mountain being split_ so as to leave a valley be- been frequently used as the translation of Táoxa.
tween its summits. Earthquakes are mentioned At the last revision Passover was substituted in

in connection with thecrucifixion (Matt. 27:51-54), all passages but this. See PASSOVER.

the resurrection (Matt. 28 : 2), and the imprison
The word Easter is of Saxon origin , Eastra, the

ment of Paul and Silas (Acts 16:26 ). These, like goddess of spring, in whose honor sacrifices were

that recorded in connection with the death of offered about Passover time each year.

Korah (Num . 16:32), and with Elijah's visit to
1. Festival of. A festival observed in com

Mount Horeb ( 1 Kings 19:11 ), would seem to have memoration of our Lord'sresurrection . Although

been miraculous rather than natural phenomena. not of apostolic institution, the observance of

Josephus ( Ant. , xv, 52) gives an account of an
Easter was early introduced into the Church .

earthquake which devastated Judea (B. C. 31 ).
When Polycarp went to Rome (A. D. 160) be

Figurative. Earthquakes are symbolical of found two modes prevalent of celebrating Easter,

the judgments of God (Isa . 24:20 ; 29 : 6 ; Jer . 4:24 ;
each claiming apostolic precedent. Tertullian

Rev. 8:5) ; of the overthrow of nations (Hag . 2 :6, seems to recognize the celebration, and Apostolic

22 ; Rev. 6:12 , 13 ; 16:18 , 19).
Constitutions represent it as quite general in the

Church.

EAST. The following terms are thus rendered paschal season, which very early extended over a
Easter was the central point of the

in the English Bible :
period of fifteen days.

1. Keh ' -dem (Heb. 27?, what is in front)means « The first week was called the Passover of the

that which is before or in front of a person, and cross, ' and the second the Passover of the

was applied to the east from thecustom of turning resurrection . The first was usually kept as a

in that direction when describing the points of the strict fast, from midnight of the previous Sunday

compass (Gen. 13:14 ; 28:14 ; Job 23 : 8 , 9 ; Ezek. (Palm Sunday) till cockcrowing on Easter morn.

47:18, sq. ). Keh'-dem is used geographically for a On Good Friday the kiss of peace was prohibited ;

spot or country immediately before another in an the ornaments of the altar were removed, the lights

easterly direction (Gen. 2:8 ; 3:24 ; 13:11 ) ; and as extinguished ; no chanting was allowed in the pro

a proper name, eastward, into the land of Kedem cession ; there was no consecration of the euchar.

(Gen. 25 : 6). See SUPPLEMENT, ist ; the collect was mostly intercessory. As the

>
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EASTER EBEN-EZER

Eastern morn drew near the signs of sorrow and bells roll out a solemn peal , while the whole mul

mourning were laid aside, the lamps and tapers titude sends forth a loud roar of relief after the

were lighted, and a scene of darkness and mourn- suppressed excitement. The fire is supposed to

ing was succeeded by one of splendor and glad. come from heaven, and the actual presence of the

ness. Prayer, supplication, the singing of psalms Holy Ghost is expected. The fire is caught by the

and hymns, the reading of appropriate Scripture nearest pilgrims and passed to others, and so

lessons, and homilies from the clergy occupied the rapidly that in less than five minutes the whole

hours of the evening and night. The Easter Sun- church was covered by a sea of fire. Half an

day, from Easter eve to the evening of Easter hour afterward the church was empty, and the

day, was one continuous celebration of the resur- fire on its way to kindle lamps in many a distant

rection. The Scripture readings included the en- church ” (Major Wilson, Bib. Ed., iv, p. 285).

tire resurrection history ; the joy of the people EATING See Food, HOSPITALITY,

was unrestrained ; all labor was suspended.After Figurative. “ To eat ” is spoken metaphor

the recognition of Christianity by theempire ically of meditating upon and assimilating theword

prisoners were often released, debtors forgiven, of God (Jer. 15:16 ; Ezek. 3 : 1 ; Rev. 10: 9) ; fa

and slaves manumitted. The entire week was miliar intercourse (Luke 13:26 ; comp. Tit. 1:16 ).

thus considered a season of uninterrupted rejoi- “ To eat the spoil of enemies ” ( Deut. 20:14) is to

cing. By degrees the fast preparatory to Easter make use of it for one's own maintenance. “ Eat

Sunday was lengthened, until, probably about the ing and drinking ” signifies enjoying one's self

time of Constantine, it reached forty days (Quad- ( Eccles . 5:18), or to live in the ordinary way as

ragesima, Lent). The rejoicings were also con- distinguished from asceticism (Matt. 11:18 ; comp.

tinued through the whole period of fifty days Acts 10:41 ).

(Quinquagesima) from Easter to the day of Pente
E'BAL (Heb. 57, ay-baul', to be bare, a

cost (Whitsunday) ” (Bennett, Christ. Archeol. ,

p. 455) .
stone).

2. Controversies. Very early there was much 1. A various reading ( 1 Chron . 1:22) for OBAL

controversy as to the proper time of celebrating (q. v.):

the Lord's resurrection, and consequently of the
2. One of the sons of Shobal, son of Seir, the

related events of the eucharist and crucifixion. Horite, of Idumea (Gen. 36:23 ; 1 Chron . 1:40).

" Probably this controversy may be ultimately
3. One of two mountains separated by the

traced to the diversity of opinion in the churches valley of Shechem . Ebal is two thousand seven

of Jewishand Gentile origin respecting the obli- hundred feet above the sea. The opposite moun.

gations of the Mosaic institutions . One party, tain, Gerizim , is two thousand six hundred feet

the Christians of Asia Minor and a few others,
above the sea . The modern name of Ebal is

adbered strictly to the tradition respectingthe Sitti Salamigah, so called after a Mohammedan

time of celebrating the Passover by Christ and female saint. Ebal is the mountain from the top

his apostles just before the crucifixion. Hence of which were pronounced the blessings, and

they uniformly observed the Christian Passover from Gerizim the cursings, of Israel (Deut. 11:29 ;

on the fourteenth day of the month Nisan , which Josh. 8: 30–35). Conder considers that upon the

was the first month of the sacred year of the top of this mount may be the site of Joshua's

Jews. This was observed as a fast. In the altar. The base of Mount Ebal has many sepul

evening of the sameday, Roman time, but at the chral excavations.

beginning of the fifteenth Nisan, Jewish time, they E BED (Heb . 7 , eh '-bed, servant).

partook of the communion, to commemorate the 1. The father of Gaal ( q. v . ) , who headed the

last paschal supper of Christ. The beginning of insurrection at Shechem against Abimelech (Judg.

the festival might fall upon any day of the week ; 9 : 26-35) , B. C. about 1100.

only it had a fixed date, the fourteenth Nisan, and 2. Son of Jonathan, and head of the descend

this day regulated the entire Easter festival. Aants of Adin who returned (to the number of fifty

second party, of which the Roman Church was the males) from the captivity (Ezra 8 : 6), B. C. about

leader, celebrated the crucifixion of Christ on 457.

Friday, the day of the week on which it actually
E'BED -MEʻLECH (Heb. 7329-78, eh ' -bed

occurred. The Sunday following was observed as
Easter, or the day of resurrection . They extended meh'-lek, servant of a king) , probably an official

the fast from Friday till Easter day, and did not title equal to king's slave, i. e. , minister, an Ethi

celebrate the eucharist before the festival of the opian at the court of Zedekiah, king of Judah,

resurrection. By this arrangement the anniver- who was instrumental in saving the prophet Jere

sary of the death of Christ always fell upon For his humanity hewas promised deliverance
miah from the dungeon and famine (Jer. 38 : 7-13) .

Friday, and that the resurrection on Sunday ;

get the feast was not fixed, as in the other case,
when the city should fall into the enemy's hands

but movable. Hence the Christian Sunday, or the(Jer. 39:15-18), B. C. 589. He is there styleda

day of resurrection, and not the Jewish paschal eunuch, and heprobablyhad charge of the king's

day, regulated the Easter festival” (Bennett, harem , an office which would give him freeprivate

Christ. Archæol., p . 452).
access to the king.

The ceremony in the Church of the Holy EB'EN - EʻZER (Heb . , eh ' -ben haw

Sepulcher, Jerusalem , of the Holy Fire at the ay '-zer, stone of the help ), a stone set up hy

Greek Easter is very remarkable. At a certain Samuel after a signal defeat of the Philistines, as

point in the celebration “ a light is seen to glim- a memorial of the " help " received on the occa .

iner through a hole in the mausoleum, the great sion from Jehovah ( 1 Sam . 7:12) . Its position is

>
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EBER EDIFICATION

9 )

>

carefully defined as between Mizpeh and Shen . E'DEN . 1. (Heb. 773, ay ' -den ). The real

Neither of these points, however, has been identi- origin of the name probably is found in the Assyri

fied with any certainty — the latter not at all. an idinu ( from Accadian edin ), “ plain .” But Eden

E'BER (Heb . , ay '-ber, beyond ). has generally been supposed to mean “ delights "

1. The son of Salah and fatherof Peleg, being (LXX Tpugn ; Vulg. voluptas). The earliest home

the third postdiluvian patriarch after Shem (Gen. of man ; the dwelling place of our first parents,

10:24 ; 11:14 ; 1 Chron. 1:18, 25). He is claimed the exact location of which has always been a

as the founder of the Hebrew race (Gen. 10:21 ; matter of conjecture (Gen. 2 : 8, 10, 15 ; 3:23, 24 ,

Num . 24:24 ). In Luke 3:35 his name is Angli- etc.). It is distinctly referred to in Scripture,and

cized Heber. has been a matter of tradition among almost all

2. The oldest of the three sons of Elpaal , the nations, it being the “ golden age ” of the Greeks.

Benjamite, and one of those who rebuilt Ono and Its location was “ eastward ” from the writer of

Lod, with their suburbs (1 Chron . 8:12 ), B. C. 535. the sacred account. Probably somewhere along

3. The head of the priestly family of Amok, in the course of the rivers Tigris and Euphrates,

the time of the return from exile under Zerub- and in the “ land of Shinar," or Babylonia . It was

babel (Neh. 12:20), B. C. 535 .
a most fertile locality . “ A region where streams

EBI'ASAPH (Heb. 77778 eb- yaw -sawf', abound, where they divide and reunite, where

alone in the Mesopotamian tract can be found the

gatherer ), the son of Elkanah and father of Assir, phenomenon ofa single river parting into four
in the genealogy of theKohathite Levites (1Chron. arms, each of which is or has been a river of con
6:23 ) . In v . 37 he is called a son of Korah, from a

sequence.

comparison of which circumstance with Exod. 6 :
“ The garden and its mystical tree were known

24 most interpreters have identified him with to the inhabitants of Chaldea in pre-Semitic days.

ABIASAPH (9. v. ) of the latter passage ; but (unless the garden stood hard by Eridu, “the good city '

we there understand, not three sons of Korah to as it was called by Sumerian founders ” (Sayce,

be meant, but only three in regular descent ) the Higher Crit. and Non.).

pedigrees of the two cannot be made to tally with- 2. One of the markets which supplied Tyre

out violence. From 1 Chron. 9:19 it appears he with richly embroidered stuffs (Isa. 37:12 ; Ezek.

had a son named Kore. In 1 Chron. 26: 1 his 27:23). It is not to be sought for in the present

nume is abbreviated to Asaph. village on the eastern slope of Lebanon , but it is

EBONY. See VEGETABLE Kingdom. the paradise (Tapádeloos) of the Greeks, which

EBRO’NAH (Heb. 7 , eb -ro-naw ', pas- Robinson imagines that he has found in Old Jusiel,

sage), the thirtieth station of the Israelites on their not far from Ribleh . It is called “ house of Eden"

way from Egypt to Canaan (Num . 33:34, 35). Since
(Amos 1 : 5 ).

it lay near Ezion-gaber on the west, as they left vites who assisted in the reformation of public3. Son of Joah, and one of the Gershonite Le.

Jotbathah, it was probably in the plain Kâ'a en
worship under Hezekiah (2 Chron. 29:12), B. C.

Nakb, immediately opposite thepass of the same after 719 .
name at the head of the Elamitic branch of the He is probably the same Levite ap

Red Sea ."
pointed by Hezekiab as one of those who were to

superintend the distribution of the freewill offer.
ECCLE'SIASTES. See Bible, Books of.

ings (2 Chron . 31:15) .

ECLIPSE OF THE SUN. No historical
E’DER (Heb. 73 , ay'-der, a flock ).

notice of an eclipse occurs in the Bible, but there

are passages in the prophets which contain mani. 1. A city of southern Judah, on the Idumaan

fest allusion to this phenomenon ( Joel 2:10, 31; border (Josh . 15:21 ) , perhaps the same as Edar

3:15 ; Amos 8 : 9 ; Mic. 3 :6; Zech . 14 :6 ). Some of (9. v.).
2. The second of the three ““ sons

these notices probably refer to eclipses that oc
(descend.

curred about the time of the respective composi-ants) . of Mushi appointed to Levitical offices in

tions ; thus the date of Amos coincides with a
the time of David ( 1 Chron . 23:23 ; 24:30), B. C.

after 1000 .

total eclipse , which occurred February 9 , B. C.

784, and was visible at Jerusalem shortly after EDIFICATION (Gr. oikodou “, oy -kod -om -ay',

noon ; that of Micah with the eclipse of June 5, building) means building up. A building is there.

B. C. 716. A passing notice in Jer. 15 :9 coincides fore called an edifice. Accordingly , the work of

in date with the eclipse of September 30, B. C. confirming believers in the faith of the Gospel

610, so well known from Herodotus's account ( i , and adding to their knowledge and graces is ap
74, 103) . The darkness that overspread the world propriately expressed by this term . Christians

at the crucifixion cannot with reason be attributed are said in the New Testament to be edified by

to an eclipse, as the moon was at the full at the understanding spiritual truth (1 Cor. 14 : 3-5), by
time of the Passover. the work of “ apostles, prophets, evangelists, pas

ED (Heb. 73, ayd, a witness ), a word inserted tors, and teachers ” (Eph . 4:11 , 12), and by good

in the A. V. of Josh . 22:34 , apparently on the
speech (4:29 ) .

authority of a few manuscripts,and alsoofthe the study and hearing of God's word, prayer, use
The means to be used for one's upbuilding are

Syriac and Arabic versions, but not existing in

the generally received Hebrew text .
of the sacraments, meditation, self- examination,

and Christian work of every kind. It is our duty

E’DAR (Heb. 97 , ay' -der, a flock ), the place to edify each other ( 1 Thess . 5:11) by the exhibi.

where Jacob first halted after the burial of Rachel tion of every grace of life and conversation.

(Gen. 35:21 ). The term is also applied to believers as “ living

>>
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EDIFY EDOMITES

stones ” builded up into a habitation for the Lord , Gen. 36:40–43, and were probably petty chiefs or
constitutingthe great spiritual temple of God sheikhs of their several clans.

(Eph. 2 : 20–22 ; 1 Pet. 2 :8). 3. History. “ Esau's bitter hatred to his

EDIFY. See GLOSSARY. brother Jacobfor fraudulently obtaininghis bless

EDOM (Heb. Din , ed- ome', red).
ing appearsto have been inherited by his latest

1. The name given to Esau (q . v .) after he bar. posterity, The Edomites peremptorily refused to

permit the Israelites to pass through their land
tered his birthright for a mess of red pottage (Num . 20:18-21). For a period of four hundred

(Gen. 25:30 ).
2. Edoin stands also collectively for the Edom- yearswe hear no more of the Edomites. They

ITES (q. v.), as well as for their country, called 14:47). Some forty yearslater David overthrew
were then attacked and defeated by Saul (1 Sam.

also IDUMEA.

their army in the Valley of Salt, ' and his general,
EDOMITES (Heb. 27 , ed -o -mee ), the de- Joab, following up the victory, destroyed nearly

scendants of Esau,who settled in the south of the whole male population (1 Kings 11:15, 16 ),

Palestine, and at a later period came into conflict and placed Jewish garrisons in all the strongholds

with the Israelites (Deut.23 :7 ;Num . 20:14 ,sq .); fre- of Edom (2 Sam . 8:13, 14). Hadad, a member of

quently called merely Edom (Num. 24:18 ; Josh. the royal family of Edom, made his escape with a

15:1 ; 2 Sam. 8:14, etc.).
com ?

few followers to Egypt, where he was kindly re

1. Country. Edom , or Idumæa, was situated ceived by Pharaoh. After the death of David he

at the southeast border of Palestine (Judg. 11:17 ; returned and tried to excite his countrymen to re

Num. 34 : 3), and was properly called the land or bellion against Israel, but failing in the attempt

mountain of Seir (Gen. 36:8 ; 32 : 3 ; Josh. 24 :4 ; he went on to Syria, where he became one of
Ezek. 35 :3 , 7, 15). The country lay along the Solomon's greatest enemies (1 Kings 11: 14–23).

route pursued by the Israelites from Sinai to In the reign of Jehoshaphat (B. C. 875) the Edom

Kadesh-barnea, and thence back again to Elath ites attempted to invade Israelin conjunction with

(Deut. 1 :2 ; 2 :1-8 ), i . e . , along the east side of the Ammon and Moab, but were miraculously de

great valley of Arabah. On the north of Edom stroyed in the valley of Berachah (2 Chron. 20:22).

Jny the territory of Moab, the boundary appearing A few years later they revolted against Jehoram,

to have been the “ brook Zered ” (2:13, 14, 18 ), elected a king, and for half a century retained

probably the modern Wady-el-ahsy. “ As yet , the their independence (21:8). They were then ato

precise limits of ancient Edom , westward, cannot tacked by Amaziah, and Sela their great strong.
be designated with confidence. When the hold was captured (2 Kings 14: 7 ; 2 Chron. 25:11,

Azâzimeh, or Muqrâh,mountain track shall have 12). Yet the Israelites were never able again
been carefully explored,such natural features may completely to subdue them (28:17). When Neb.

be there shown for the marking of the west- uchadnezzar besieged Jerusalem the Edomites

ern border of Edom ” ( Trumbull, Kadesh -barnea, joined him , and took an active part in the plun.
p . 99 , sq . ) . See SUPPLEMENT. der of the city and slaughter of the Jews. Their

The physical geography of Edom is somewhat cruelty at that time seems to be specially referred

peculiar. Along the western base of the moun- to in the 137th Psalm. It was on account of

tain range are low calcareous hills. These are suc . these acts of cruelty committed upon the Jews in

ceeded by lofty masses of igneous rock , chiefly the day of their calamity that the Edomites were

porphyry, over which lies red and variegated sand so fearfully denounced by the later prophets ( Isa.

stone in irregular ridges and abrupt cliffs, with 34 : 5–8 ; 63 : 1-4 ; Jer. 49:17 ; Lam . 4:21 ; Ezek,

deep ravines between . The latter strata give the 25:13, 14 ; Amos 1:11, 12 ; Obad. 8 , 10, sq. ). On

mountains their most striking features and re- the conquest of Judah , the Edomites, probably in

markable colors. The average elevation of the reward for their services during the war, were

summit is about two thousand feet above the sea. permitted to settle in southern Palestine, and the

Along the eastern side runs an almost unbroken whole plateau between it and Egypt ; but they

limestone ridge, a thousand feet or more higher were about the same time driven out of Edom

than the other. This ridge siuks down with an proper by the Nabatheans. For more than four

easy slope into the plateau of the Arabian desert. centuries they continued to prosper. But during

While Edom is thus wild, rugged, and almost in the warlike rule of the Maccabees they were again

accessible, the deep glens and flat terraces along completely subdued, and even , forced to conform

the mountain sides are covered with rich soil , from to Jewish laws and rites and submit to the gov.

which trees, shrubs, and flowers now spring up ernment of Jewish prefects. The Edomites were
luxuriantly . now incorporated with the Jewish nation , and the

2. The Edomites were descendants of Esau, whole province was often termed by Greek and
or Edom , who expelled the original inhabitants, Roman writers Idumea. Immediately before the

the Horites (Deut. 2:12), whose rulerswere sheikhs siege of Jerusalem by Titus, twenty thousand

(Gen. 36:29, 30 ). A statement made in Gen. 36:31 Idumæans were admitted to the Holy City, which

serves to fix the period of the dynasty of the eight they filled with robbery and bloodshed. From

kings. They “ reigned in the land of Edom be- this time the Edomites, as a separate people, dis.
fore there reigned any king overthe children of appear from the page of history. Little is known

Israel; ” I. e., before the time of Moses, who may of their religion ; but that little shows them to
be regarded as the first virtual king of Israel have been idolaters (2 Chron. 25:14, 15 , 20). Jo.

(comp. Deut. 33: 5 ; Exod. 18: 16–19). It would also sephus refers to both the idols and priests of the

appear thatthese kings were elective. The princes Idumæans ” (Smith, Bib. Dict., s. v. ). See Trum .

( A. V. " dukes " ) of the Edomites are named in bull, Kadesh -barnea ; Smith, Hist. Geog., ete.

)
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EDREI EGLON

ED'REI (Heb. 177TX, ed -reh ' - ee, mighty). 41) ; of Daniel and his companions in captivity

1. A fortified town of northern Palestine, situ- | (Dan. 1 :4, 17) ; and, above all, in the intellectual

ated near Kedesh and Hazor (Josh . 19:37), site gifts and acquirements of Solomon, which were

not known. even more renowned than his political greatness

2. One of the metropolitan towns of Bashan (1 Kings 4:29, 34 ; 10: 1-9 ; 2 Chron. 9 :1-8 ). In

beyond Jordan (Josh. 12: 4 , 5 ; 13:12 ; Deut. 3:19), later times the prophecies and comments on them ,

and the place where King Og was defeated by as well as on the earlier Scriptures, together with

the Israelites (Num . 21 : 33–35 ; Deut. 1 :4 ; 3 :1-3 ). other subjects, were studied. Parents were re

It afterward fell to eastern Manasseh ( Josh. quired to teach their children some trade. See

13:31 ; Num . 39:33). CHILDREN, FATHER, SCHOOLS.

" Its present name, Ed- Dera ’-ah ; first discov.; EFFECT. See GLOSSARY.

ered by Consul Wetzstein in 1860, explored and EFFECTUAL CALLING . See Call.

mapped since by Schumacher in 1886. Accounts
EFFECTUAL PRAYER . In James 5:16

of this wonderful city have been given by others . the A.V.bas " the effectualfervent (Gr.èvepyovuévn)

Iwillcondense the accounts. It is asubterranean prayer ofarighteous man availeth much.” The

city. There is a small court, twenty- six feetlong, participle here has not the force of an adjective,

eight feet three inches wide, with steps leading but gives the reason why the prayerof arighteous

down into it, which has been built as an approach manhas outward success. The R. V. renders

to the actual entrance of the caves. Then come appropriately, “ the supplication of a righteous

large basaltic slabs, then a passage twenty feet man availeth much in its working.”

long, four feet wide, which slopes down to a large

room , which is shut off by a stone door so this EGG ( , bay -tsaw ', from root meaning

underground city could be guarded . white). The passage in Deut. 22: 6 prohibits the

“ Columns ten feet high support the roof of the taking of a sittingbird from its eggs or young

chambers into which you now enter. These col- Eggs are mentioned as deserted ( Isa. 10:14 ); of

umns are of later period,but there are other sup. scorpion(q.v.) 'asan article of food (Lukel1:12).
the cockatrice (59 : 5). Egg is contrasted with a

ports built out of the basaltic rock. Then come

dark and winding passages — a broad street,which Eggs were extensively used as food (q. v.).

Figurative.
“ The white of an egg

had dwellings onboth sides of it , whose height and
is used

width left nothing to be desired.' The temperature ( Job 6 :6, “the juice of purslain , ” R.V.margin)

was mild, no difliculty in breathing ; several cross
as a symbol of something insipid.

streets, with holes in the ceiling for air ; amarket EGʻLAH (Heb.Teg-law ', heifer ), one of

place, a broad street with numerous shops in the David's wives during his reign in Hebron and the

walls; then into a side street, and a great ball, mother of his son Ithream (2 Sam . 3 : 5 ; 1 Chron.
with a ceiling of a single slab of jasper, perfectly 3 : 3 ), B. C. about 1000. The clause appended to

smooth and of immense size . Airholes are fre. Eglah's name, viz., “ David's wife, ” is not added
quent, going up to the surface of the ground about to show that Eglah was David's principal wife,
sixty feet . Cisterns are frequent in the floors. which would necessitate the conclusion drawn by

Tunnels partly blocked, too small for anyone now the rabbins that Michal was the wife intended

to creep through , are found. The two traveiers (Keil , Com .).

from whom I have quoted believe that a far EGʻLAIM (Isa . 15 :8). See Ex-EGLAIM,

greater city exists than the portion they explored. EGʻLON (Heb. jibus, eg -lawn ', calflike), a

“ This remarkable subterranean city was pre. Moabite king. ( 1 ) Subdues the Israelites. When
bumably hollowed out to receive the population of Israel forsook the Lord again, the Lord strength .

the upper town in times of danger, and thepeople ened Eglon against them . The king allied him.
were thus prepared to stand a siege on the part of self with the Ammonites and the Amalekites, in
the enemy for as long as their magazines werefilled vaded the land, and took“ the city of palm trees,'

with food, their stables with cattle, and the cisterns i. e., Jericho (B.C. perhaps 1100). Sixty years had
with water.

passed since Jericho had been destroyed byJoshua.

“ If, however, the enemy had found out how to During that time the Israelites had rebuilt the

cut off their supply of air by covering up the air- ruined city,but they had not fortified it on account

holes the besieged would have had to surrender or of the curse pronounced by Joshua upon anyone

perish. The average depth of the city from the who should restore it as a fortress ; so that the

surface of the ground is about seventy feet ” Moabites could easily conquer it, and, using it as

(Harper, Bib. and Mod . Dis., pp. 127–129). a base, reduce the Israelites to servitude. Here

EDUCATION . Although nothing is more Eglon built a palace (Josephus,Ant., v, 4, 1 , sq.),
carefully inculcated in the law than the duty of which he occupied at least in the summer months

parents to teach their children its precepts and (Judg. 3:20). (2) His death . After the Israelites

principles (Exod . 12:26 ; 13 :8 , 14 ; Deut. 4 :5 , 9, 10 ; had served him eighteen years the Lord raised up

6:2, 7, 20, etc.), yet there is little trace among the a deliverer in the person of EHUD (9. v. ), a Ben

Hebrews in earlier times ofeducation in any other jamite. He wasdeputedto carry a present to the

subject. Exceptions to this statement may per. king, and after he had done so retired with his

haps be found in the instances of Moses himself, attendants. Returning to the king, whom he found

who was brought up in all Egyptian learning in his summer parlor, he informed him that he

( Acts 7:22) ; of the writer of the book of Job, who had a secret message from God. Eglon dismissed

was evidently well versed in natural history and in his attendants and rose to receive the divine mes.

the astronomy of theday ( Job 38:31 ; chaps. 39, 40, Isage with reverence , when Ehud plunged a dagger
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EGYPT

into the body of the king, whose obesity was such Egypt, the problem of the original settlement is

that the weapon was buried to the handle, and not yet fully solved . In both the presence of a

Ehud could not draw it out again. Ehud locked the Semitic element is certain. But while in Baby.

door of the room ,went out through the porch, and lonia it predominated physically and intellectually

escaped to Seirath, in Mount Ephraim . Through it is difficult to prove as much for the earliest

delicacy the servants waited for a long time before people of Egypt. It is hardly conclusive to say

they opened the door, when they found Eglon that no other race than the Semitic could have

dead upon the floor (Judg. 3 : 12–26). furnished the mental and moral impulses that

E'GYPT (Heb. 073379 hisza, Gr. 1j ' Aiyuttos, started the Egyptian civilization. Yet the Sem .

whence the modern Kopt through the Arabic Qibt). Eastern world, and their influence in the rise of
ites were the only great civilizers of the early

1. The Territory . The Hebrew Misraim Egyptian culture may be reasonably suspected till

and the Greco -Roman Ægyptus have always in a race of better pretensions shall be proven to

cluded the same range of territory, viz. , the region have played a larger part. The points of contact

stretching northward from the first cataract of between the Semites and the Egyptians that are

the Nile at Assouan (Syene), 24° north latitude, to surest are linguistic and particularly grammatical

the Mediterranean at 31 ° 30 ', eastward from the resemblances. For example, the languages of

Nile to the Red Sea, and westward to the un- both races have nearly thesame set of pronominal

known desert. Practically, however, Egypt was suffixes, the sane endings for genders, and most

limited to the district inimediately watered and of their numerals alike. They have also in com.

fertilized by the Nile and its affluents within these mon the use of a construct state, as well as several

northern and southern limits. The popular divi analogies in verb inflections. More fundamental

sion into Upper and Lower Egypt has been main. still is the practical identity of the consonantal

tained from the earliest times. “ Lower Egypt,” systems, including the peculiar Semitic gutturals.

the main portion, was always confined to the Less conclusive is the absence of a representation

Delta, the fan-shaped region beginning at the of the vowels in Semitic and Egyptian writing,

modern Cairo and spreading out to the Mediter. for, as a matter of fact, the Semitic phonetic sys

ranean, where it extends from Alexandria on the tem which most resembles the hieroglyphic alpha

west to Port Said on the east. " Upper Egypt ” bets, viz. , the Babylonian cuneiform , does indicate

is now often used of Egypt proper, and “ Lower the vowels uniformly. Thus, as far as writing

Egypt ” is often employed to include Nubia or is concerned, we are thrown back upon a ques

Ethiopia (the Cushof the Bible), which reaches tionable relationship of the original ideographio
southward to Berber, above the Fifth Cataract. systems. The vocabularies also are disappointing,

But this usage, while legitimate for modern Egypt, since they show very few resemblances. Gram .

is quite erroneous when applied to the ancient matical analogies are, however, the surest test of

country. The distance from the most northerly relationship, and point to a kinship more radical

deposit of the Nile on the Mediterranean coast than that which is indicated by vocables alone.

line southward to Assouan is five hundred and A proof of the Semitic derivation of the Egyptian

forty miles, but the winding course of the river culture has been sought in certain common fea.

makes the actual length of historical Egypt overtures of the respective religions, and also in re

sis hundred miles. The widest spread of the semblances in ancient architecture. These anal.

Delta along the coast is one hundred and fifty ogies are not clear or numerous enough to throw

miles, while it is scarcely one hundred miles from light upon the earliest affinities of either race.
Cairo to the sea. Southward the inhabited land , Besides this Semitic element, thus surely but

measured by the inundations of the river, varies remotely indicated, there is also a non -Semitic fac

from three to ten miles in breadth. This strip of tor, presumably African, in the Egyptian race.

territory really marks the valley of the Nile, be. No monumentalpurely Egyptian faces are Semitio

ing the deposit of black mud formed by the river in their general type offeature. On the other

during many thousands of years. The bed of the hand they are not Negro or Negroid, and we are

Nile, however, follows the course of a mighty driven to the negative conclusion that the missing

fractura made in the limestone rock of the coun . components are to be sought among some of the

try, toward the end of the tertiary period, by the vanished races of northern Africa . An attempt

rise of the present elevated land to the east of has, indeed, been made by Hommel to conjure

the river. This great fault or cleft received the with the mysterious name “ Sumerian, ” and to

water of the Nile. But the channel was nearly show that both peopleand civilization are aprod.

filled up in various ways by bowlders and gravel uctof asupposed pre-Semitic civilization inBaby.

before the Nile mud was deposited in any great lonia. Butthe data are very far from sufficient.

quantity. In the upper fifty miles of the valley The Sumerians themselves are somewhat shadowy

between Assiout and Assouan the river follows its and elusive.

original channel through granite rocks, which What has been said refers to the historical

here replace the northern limestone and make the Egyptians, from about the fourth dynasty onward.
first great cataract at Assouan . The black earth But there are traces of human habitation as far

of the Nile valley, as distinguished from the red back as the Pleistocene epoch, and of actual sculp

of the surrounding deserts, is thought to have tured figures at least two types are apparent,

given to the country the name by which it has al- pointingto the presence of other races before the
ways been known to the native race- - Qemet, from historic age. Petrie regards it as possible that

Qem , “ black ." two races, which he calls the “ large-eyed and

2. The Inhabitants. As in Babylonia, so in the “ aquiline,” preceded successively the later
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ruling people. The so -called “new race , " whose enty-seven years , though he makes no claim far

discovery in 1895 has created such interest among approximate accuracy before 3410 B. C., abont

Egyptologists, are not taken into account here, which time he thinks the sixth dynasty began.

since they seem to have come in between the sixth Perhaps we are justified in saying that the begin

and the tenth dynasties. As a remarkably di- ning of Egyptian history was not far either way

verging type they, however,deserve mention. They from 4000 B. C. Back to the 16th century BC.

were apparently an invading people, who drove a reasonable degree of accuracy has been gained.

out the inhabitants from a large section of coun- Modern astronomical calculations fortunately aid

try in Upper Egypt. They knew nothing of writ- in fixing important epochs. Their chief basis

ing, and were inferior to the ruling race of Egypt, must be briefly referred to here. It is the so .

and indeed to most ancient peoples, in all kinds called “ Sothic period," named from “ Sothis,” the

of art except that of shaping fints and in pot. native name of the star Sirius. The Egyptians,

tery. They also worked in copper. Character. not having had a leap year, lost one day in every

istic was their mode of burial, so different from four of their calendar years. In other words, the

that of the historic Egyptians, as they interred year began one day earlier every four years.

their dead in square grave pits, with the head to Hence at the end of 1460–1461 years the circle of

the south facing westward . The best opinion as the year's retrogression would have been com.

to the origin of this people points to a Libyan pleted , and the new year would start exactly at

source . the same season as at the beginning of the period,

None of these racial types are Negro or Negroid, i. e. , when the sun was in the same apparent po

and for the presumably Semitic element in the sition as at the opening of the era .

Egyptian civilization we must look to Asia . A period began and ended with the time when Sirius

good deal of evidence indicates southwest Ara- rose heliacally, or at the same time with the sun,

bia, the Punt of the Bible, as the probable start- on the same day of the current year. Such helia.

ing point of these immigrants. On the sculptured cal risings of Sirius are sometimes noted on the

monuments there is , it is said , but one race repre- monuments, since they coincided with the annual

sented whose face resembles the typical Egyp- inundation of the Nile. Upon this basis Mahler

tian—that of “ Pun " or Punt. The first dynasty has calculated the time of Thothmes III, the most

ruled at Abydos, and if the Asiatics had come by powerful of theEgyptian kings, at 1503-1449 B.C.,

the Isthmus of Suez from northern Arabia their and other reigns have also been fixed as far as

settlements would have been made in Lower rather the interpretation of the memorials can be relied

than in Upper Egypt. To claim with Petrie that on to furnish the needed data.

these people of Pun were connected with the his. 4. History. Assuming it to be probable that

toric Punic or Phænician race is perhaps prema- the ruling race of Egypt came from the lower Red

ture. The principai accessions of outsiders made Sea region (Punt), we yet find it impossible to

to the population during historical times will be trace the earliest development of its civilization.

mentioned in the following brief abstract of the It is apparently to this stage that we must refer the

story of Egypt. native mythical list of ten kings of This (near

3. Chronology. As an introduction to the Abydos), in Upper Egypt, who reigned three hun.

history the chronology of Egypt requires special dred and fifty years, and the preceding thirty

mention. Unlike their contemporaries of Baby- demigods, who covered a period of three thousand

lonia, the ancient Egyptians were not careful and six hundred and fifty years, which, along with still

accurate time measurers, and the chief source of earlier gods extending over thirteen thousand eight

information on this subject are ancient lists of hundred and seventy years, seem to have been

kings, with more or less definite notation of time suggested by the traditions of a long-vanished

in connection with them. The current division of past and the gradual transition from the unknown

historical time is that of Manetho, an Egyptian or obscure to the more familiar conditions of hu.

priest, who wrote in Greek about 250 B. C., and man life and action . It is unanimously agreed by

whose work has been preserved in summaries or ancient authorities that the first historic dynasty

references by Josephus, Africanus, and Eusebius. began with King Menes. Neither the names nor

He made out thirty-one dynasties of kings, with any authenticated remains of this ruler or of his

the length of each dynasty in years. A supple . successors of the first two dynasties have been

ment and correction of his catalogue is afforded discovered , but certain royal tombs supposed to

by monumental lists in temples or tombs or on belong to the period have been found at Abydos.

papyri. These do not give the regnal years. An. Our knowledge, properly speaking, begins with

nals of the reigns of kings inscribed in temples or the third dynasty; but some idea may be gained

in tonıbs give very important data for determin. of the reality of antecedent history from the fact

ing the time of the recorded events. In spite of that kings of this dynasty were already working

these helps there is not even an approximate the copper mines of Sinai - an enterprise which

agreement among scholars as to the probable du- implies travel, conquest, business relations, manu.

ration of the earlier dynasties. Consequently also facture, a military system , and well-settled gov.

the total length of Egyptian history, in the strict ernment. Already the political center had been

sense of that term , is still a matter of conjecture. transferred to Lower Egypt, at Memphis, an

A table of “ minimaldates” compiled by E. Meyer, achievement credited by tradition to King Menes.

and based upon the least numbers that car possi. In the fourth dynasty the civilizatior. of Egypt

bly be assumed, makes the first dynasty to have seems to come before us as a finished product.

begun in 3180 B. C. Petrie, on the other hand, The antecedent period is thus summarized by

estimates four thousand seven hundred and sev. Petrie : " For a few centuries before the fourth
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dynasty (or from about 4500 B. C.) the dynastic in Heracleopolis were unable to maintain them

Egyptians had been filtering into the Nile valley selves against the princes of Thebes, to whom the

through the Koser road ; they had early pushed local rulers for themost part gave their allegiance.

down to Memphis, and got a footing there. Va. Both centers of influence 'must have also been

rious rulers had arisen in different districts, who greatly disturbed by the settlement of the “

were remembered mainly by tradition , About a race ” which, as above stated , probably entered

century before the fourth dynasty they consoli. Upper Egypt during this transitional era.

dated their power : tools of copper were introduced , With the tenth dynasty the “ Old Kingdom

workmen were organized , and they began to use came to an end. The “ Middle Kingdom ,” which

stone architecture, which was a novelty, all pre- lasted from the eleventh to the thirteenth, or, in.

vious work having been in wood. The traditional cluding the Hyksos domination, to the seventeenth ,

tales about these kings were written down as showed in the farlier stages remarkable vigor and

stories, such as the Westcar papyrus. Lastly, in enterprise. The period is first signalized by the

the nineteenth dynasty, these foating tales and predominance of Thebes, which was now the ac

traditional accounts were collected, and a contin knowledged capital in place ofMemphis. Until

uous list of kings made out from them, all in the twelfth dynasty none had arisen which could

consecutive order." compare in fame and power with the monumental

The fourth dynasty is that of the greatest of fourth. Now, however, the great aim of the mon

the pyramids, of which the largest is well known archy was not only internaldevelopment but for

as that of Cheops ( Chufu ), the second of the line . eign conquest as well. Monuments of this dynasty

According to Manetho, be reigned sixty-three are found everywhere, even as far up the Nile as

years ; his successor, Chephren , sixty -six years; the Second Cataract. The complete conquest or
and his successor, Mykerinus, sixty-three years. Nubia was now effected, with a great increase of
Each of the two latter was also the builder of an wealth in gold , slaves, and fighting men. The

immense pyramid, the exam ple having been set by Delta also was for a time reclaimed, and statues

Sneferu, the founder of this dynasty. The pyr- of the Theban kings there found attest the expul
amid of Cheops is the greatest stone building ever sion of the foreigners. During the thirteenth

erected. According tothe reasonable account of dynasty decentralizing influences reasserted them
Herodotus, it required the labor of one hundred selves, and while there was abundance of energy

thousand men for three months of each year for in various parts of the country there was no com.

twenty years, the work being done when other mon governing power.

employment was impossible, namely, during the It is from this time that we must date the steady

season of the inundation of the Nile. From the influx of the Asiatics, which resulted finally in the

fact that no preceding or succeeding monarch rule of the Bedouin Princes,” or Hyksos, as

constructed so magnificent a pyramid we infer Manetho terms them. Their origin is not yet

that its builder was an unrivaled architectural surely made out, but they were at least mainly of

genius, an assumption confirmed by the marvelous the Semitic family, consisting of various nomadic

exactness of the colossal workmanship. But the tribes from northern Arabia, Palestine, and Syria.

great pyramid of Chephren must also be men. It has been conjectured that the Elamitic con.

tioned , as well as his granite temple near by and quest of Babylonia, which took place about the

his splendid diorite statue, the finest specimen of same period as their occupation of Egypt, may
early Egyptian art. The Sphinx also is by many have led to the movement westward. It is far

assigned to this dynasty. Of this dynasty we more probable that it was caused by the Babylo.

have only to add here that a great part of its en- nian occupation of Syria and Palestine, which, as

terprise was devoted to reclaiming by drainage the we can infer from the El Amarna tablets, lasted

marshy land of the Delta. This task, indeed, rep- for many centuries, and, as we know from other

resents much of the progressive activity of all the cuneiform records, began before the Elamitic ré.
early dynasties. gime in Babylonia. It was in the eastern part of

The fifth dynasty was little distinguished. The the Delta, at Zoan and Avaris, that the strangers

sixth was, on the whole, aggressive and prosper- had their headquarters, whence at length they

ous, though clouded with misfortune at the close. made their authority felt throughout Egypt proper.

Its memorials, both written and artistic, are found A marked result of their sway was the introduc

all through Egypt, with records of expeditions to tion of Semitic words into the language of the

Nubia and northwest Arabia. Invasions from the Egyptians and of Semitic gods into their worship.

latter quarter seem to have been frequent, since It is difficult to know whether Thebes ever sub

Pepi I, the third king of this dynasty, is credited mitted to them. If so, its subjugation was not

with having subdued the restless Bedouins in five permanent. Long resistance on the part of Upper

successive campaigns, in which he employed levies Egypt gradually changed into aggression, with the

of subject Nubians. Of the dynasties from the result that at the close of the seventeenth dynasty

seventh to the tenth we know little directly. We the Hyksos were finally expelled from the coun.

observe, however, that the rulers of Memphis were try . The Asiatic occupation, however, exercised

unable to retain that city as their capital and an influence upon the policy and history of Egypt

transferred their residence to Heracleopolis, south until the latest times.

of the Fayum. The antecedent pressure must With the eighteenth dynasty (about 1587-1400

have come from Asia , and there is good evidence B. C.) begins the “New Kingdom ,” Thebes being

that an Asiatic kingdom or province was actually again thecapital. Egypt nowattains to the summit

formed in theDelta during this obscure period. of its power. The former possessions in Nubia

On the other hand, the kings who had their seat and the Delta were recovered, and new dominion :

7
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added both to the south and to the north . Exten- ened Palestine. Seti I, the third king of the line,

sion in the latter direction is of most importance after much marching, reconnoitering, and fighting,

for Bible study. It was found that the only sure was fain to treat with the Hittite king. They

means of excluding the troublesome Asiatics was agreed that the Egyptians might rule as far as

to occupy their territory. Hence the retreating Lebanon, and the Hittites from thence northward.

Hyksos were followed across the Isthmus, and Seti then successfully devoted himself to the up

campaigns in western Asia became the order of building of hiscountry internally. His successor,

the day. Two of the greatest conquerors of the Rameses II ( 1347–1281 ), speni the first twenty.

time were Thothmes I, the third ruler of thedy. one of the sixty-seven years of his reign in des

nasty, and Thothmes III, the sixth of the line. perate conflicts with the Hittites, which left him

The latter extended his sway as far as the Eu- pretty much where he began , the division of the

phrates, and even received tribute from beyond whole coast-land being virtually the same as that

the river. In his first twenty years he led fif- arranged by his father. The treaty with the Hit

teen campaigns in Asia. The rising kingdom of tite prince, Chetta -sira, is very elaborate, and was

Assyria sent to him propitiatory presents . These long faithfully observed. Contented with the

repeated expeditions were necessary to repress re- possession of Palestine, Rameses spent the rest of

volts , but the remainder of his long reign ( 1503- his life in strengthening and beautifying his king.

1449 B. C.) was mainly devoted to the arts of dom and glorifying himself monumentally. To

peace. He was the most powerful of all the Pha- carry out his architectural designs he, like bis

raohs. It was really a new Egypt which he ruled. great predecessors, made use of the conquered

Horses and chariots had changed the methods of border populations. Among others were the He

war and created a new profession. Asiatic wives, brew people, who had settled on the east of the

gods, and customs became fashionable. The clos. Delta during the régime of the Hyksos and had

est relations were maintained with all of western prospered under their protection. After their

Asia . Wealth and luxury increased enormously. overthrow and the beginning of the Asiatic inva.

The official class grew at the expense of the tillers sions the lot of the Hebrews was naturally griev.

of the soil . The priesthood was the greatest per- ous. Rameses in particular pressed them hard

manent gainer. The temples and their ministers with his rigorous system of forced labor. Pithom

soon became all-powerful, and as the successors and Rameses were two of the military stations

of Thothmes had little of his ability or energy they helped to construct. These familiar names

they succumbedtothe growing power of the hier- help us to follow the foreign policy of this dynasty

archy. At length the fourth king after Thothmes, as it sought to make sure of its hold upon north

usually knownas Amenophis IV, son of a king of ern Arabia and Palestine . There was, indeed, now

the same name, tired of the priestly yoke. In little danger of direct aggression from that quarter.

part or indirectly influenced by his Asiatic par. The real rival of Egyptwas Assyria, the successor

entage, he determined to found a new and simpler of Babylonia as the arbiter of western Asia, and

religion — the sole worship of the sun's disc , or it was still at a distance.

Aten. For this purpose he chose a new capital, Far more serious trouble threatened from the

on the site of the modern Tell el Amarna, half western side. The Libyans, from whom the Egyp

way between Thebes and Memphis. All other wor-tian armies had long been recruited, were prepar

ship was proscribed but that of the solar deity ing to make Egypt their own camping ground.

and its life -giving rays. The attempt was unsuc. Meneptah, the son and successor of Rameses II,

cessful. The age was not ripe for either a philo- found his reckoning with them the most serious

sophic or a monotheistic religion. The forces of business of his reign. With them were allied

materialism triumphed after the death of this roving pirates from various parts of the Mediter.

wonderful king (about 1370 B. C.). A few years ranean, who had already wrought much destruc.

later the dynasty itself came to an end, with Thebes tion on the Syrian and Phænician coast, and were

once more the capital. destined to play a part in the fates of more bis.

A great discovery has made clear to us the toric peoples. The combination was defeated and

Asiatic relations of the latter half of this dynasty. Egypt saved for the time. In Palestine Meneptah

At El Amarnawere found in 1887 over three hun- held a more or less insecure dominion. Among

dred letters , in cuneiform characters, from Baby- the peoples whom he claims to have subdued in

jonia, Assyria, northern Mesopotamia (Mitanni), that region Israel finds a place — the only mention

Syria, and Palestine. From the two countries of the name, so far as is yet known, on the Egyp.

last named native governors, appointed by the tian monuments. Yet, as we shall see, it is very

Egyptian court, describe the precarious condition doubtful whether the Hebrew “ Exodus" had yet

of their garrisons during the reigns of Amen . taken place. The closing years of this dynasty

ophis III and IV. Local uprisings, treachery, and were marked by confusion and anarchy. For a

sedition of the officials, and the approach of the brief time a Syrian resident occupied the throne

Hittites from the North , are the chief sources of as one among many claimants.

danger. Among the familiar localities from woich Finally something like order wns effected by Ram.

suchletterswere written were Tyre, Beirut, Aceho, eses III (1220–1190), the founder with his father of

Gaza, Askalon, and Jerusalem . Sidon, Joppa , and the twentieth dynasty. In the earlier years of his

Lachish are also referred to. reign he had to repel renewed attacks from the

The no less famous nineteenth dynasty had not Libyans, and a more formidable incursion of the

only to rehabilitate Egypt internally, but also to maritime barbarians, who camenot only directly by

reestablish its power in Asia . The Hittites, now sea, but also by land through Syria and Palestine.

a strong confederacy, occupied Syria and threat. They were defeated near the very border of Egypt
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Their inroads and devastations broke up the rem- home was, however, fairly prosperous. Thus he

nants of the Hittite empire in Syria and made remained a constant obstacle to Assyria in the

the Egyptians more insecure than ever in Pales. establishment of its great empire until Esar-had

tine. Yet that country was not given up - entirely don, the son of Sennacherib , carried the war into

till the time of the feeble successors of Rame. Africa. In 670 he annexed the country as far as

ses III, who bore his name without its traditional Thebes and appointed as his governors, directly

power or renown . responsible to himself, the former Egyptian vice

The twenty -first dynasty consisted of princes of roys . Tirhaka fled to Ethiopia, but soon returned

Tanis (Zoan ), who for a time reigued concurrently and started a rebellion. Esar-baddon died while

with a line of priestly usurpers. It was the latter on his way to put it down, and the task was left

who had put an end to the rule of the house of to his son, Asshurbanipal. The governors assured

Rameses. But their régime in Thebes, as well as him of their loyalty to Assyria. But the perma.

the Tanite princes, disappeared before the Libyan nent submission of Egypt was a different matter,

dynasty. The “ New Kingdom ” now gave place to Necho I, of Sais, the most powerful of the princes

foreign domination, which lasted from the twenty of the Delta, and other chiefs united with Tirhaka.

second to the twenty -fifth dynasty. The founder The uprising was repressed with great severity.

of this new order was Sheshonk (Shishak ), who had Tirhaka again fled southward, and died soon there.

been commander of the army. It was he who after. Necho was pardoned and held the Delta

gave shelter and his sister-in -law in marriage to faithfully for the Assyrians. Urdaman, the nephew

Jeroboam as a fugitive from Solomon . But in the of Tirhaka, continued the war of independence.

reigns of Jeroboam and Rehoboam he made a After some successes he had to retreat upon

raid upon the two kingdoms of Israel. The un. Thebes, which was taken, and met with a cruel

importance of its results suggests the general fate at the hands of the Assyrians (comp. Nah . 3 : 8–

character of Egyptian invasions of Asia. Though 10). A final defeat in Nubia itself brought the

Jerusalem was occupied and plundered , the Egyp- Ethiopian rule in Egypt to an end.

tians soon disappeared. An unsuccessful raid But the son of Necho, Psammetichus I, with the

against Judahwas made by his third successor, help of troops sent by Gyges, king of Lydia, re

Osorkon II (“ Zerah , " 2 Chron. 14 : 9, sq .). The fol- belled in the nameof ancient Egyptian independ

lowing dynasty has an obscure history, but in its ence , and by 645 B. C. Asshurbanipal was obliged

time the Ethiopians began the invasions which to relinquish the kingdom of the Nile. It bad

resulted in their sovereignty over the whole of been an Assyrian dependency for a quarter of a

Egypt. They first established themselves in Thebes century. Psanimetichus was the founder of the

and then gradually pushed northward. The end twenty-sixth dynasty, under which the power of

of the Libyan régime found twenty independent Egypt greatly revived. It was his policy and that

princes in the Delta. These were subdued after of his successor, Necho II (610-594 B. C.), to

a stubborn resistance, but Pianchi, the Ethiopian favor the influx of Greek settlers and develop a

king, wisely left them their petty realms on con- great maritime commerce. The decline of Assyria

dition of vassalage. Hence the twenty -third and encouraged the hope of a new Asiatic empire.

twenty - fourth dynasties are still named after na- Just before the fall of Nineveh, in 608 B. C. ,

tive kings. But the twenty -fifth , under Sabako, Necho struck into Palestine and Syria. Josiah of

the grandson of Pianchi, is titularly Ethiopian Judah, who intercepted his march, was defeated

( 728–645 B. C.). and slain at Megiddo, and his kingdom came un.

The princes of the Delta, accordingly, followed der Egyptian control. Syria was then soon sub.

the lead of Ethiopia, though sometimes seeming dued by Necho. But the whole country had to be

to act an independent part. Thus one of them, given up after his defeat at Carchemish, on the
named Seva (“ So," 2 Kings 17 :4), allied himself Euphrates (604 B. C.), by Nebuchadnezzar, the

with Hoshea of Israel and the Philistines of Gaza young Chaldean prince, who had already borne a

against Assyria . The fall of Samaria at the end hand in the capture of Nineveh.
of 722 B. C., and the defeat of the other allies by Western Asia was now divided between the

Sargon at Raphia in 720, frustrated the ambitious Chaldeans and their allies the Medes. Yet Egyptian

enterprise . In these and subsequent movements intrigues were not yet at an end. It was partly

against Asia the inspiring motive came from the through promises of Egyptian help that Jehoiakim

Ethiopian overlords, who now for a whole cen. of Judah, once an Egyptian vassal , and the last

tury cherished the design of restoring Egyptian king, Zedekiah, were induced to revolt against

ascendency in Palestine and Syria. The result of Babylon . The two captivities of Judah were the
the present attempt was, however, that Egypt result. Hophra, grandson of Necho II, was pha

narrowly escaped an Assyrian invasion. Sabataka, raoh at the time of the fall of Jerusalem (586
the son of Sabako, in 715 B. C. , paid tribute di- B. C.). Some time there during his reign,

rectly to Sargon to save his territory from being his kingdom was overrun by Nebuchadnezzar
overrun by the irresistible Assyrians. (comp. Jer. 46:13, sq. ), but not long occupied by

A better chance for Egypt seemed to offer itself him . Imperial expansion was not the first aim of

to the next Ethiopian monarch, Tirhaka (702–662 the Chaldean as it had been of the Assyrian em

B. C.). Sargon died in 705, andthe lately subju . pire. Generally, however,Egypt prospered until

gated states from Babylonia to the Mediterranean after the rise of Persia under Cyrus. In his time

revolted against his son Sennacherib. When the Amasis (Ahmes II) was on the throne of the

Assyrian king came upon Palestine in 701 Tir. Pharaohs. To check the progress of Cyrus he

haka marched to the relief of Hezekiah of Judah, made a league with Crosus, king of Lydia, and

but was defeated at Elteke. His government at Nabonidus, the last king of Babylon . Cyrus

1
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conquered Lydia before the allies could well com- brought about the depreciation of Ra worship

bine their forces, and by his capture of Babylon in generally, so that he became at last merely the

538 even Egypt was at his mercy. His eastern local deity of On, the “ Sun City " (Heliopolis).

affairs alone prevented its subjugation. From the point of view of historical develop

Cambyses, the son of Cyrus, undertook this task ment we observe that the polytheism of Egypt ,

in 525. The conquered Egyptians were harshly originally to a great extent a " polydemonism
treated by the cruel successor of the humane arose from the combination of numberless local

Cyrus. The Persian régime thus established lasted cults. This in its turn was due to the political

for more than a hundred years (525-414 B. C.). alliance and ultimate union of the nomes or dis

Cambyses conquered not only Egyptbut Ethiopia. tricts into which the country was very early di

His rule wasinsanely tyrannical but brief. Darius vided. We must necessarily go further back of

Hystaspes (521-486) tried with success to admin. these elementary political divisions, and see in
ister Egypt on the old historical and religious each of the surviving divinities a tribal deity,

lines. A revolt, encouraged by the Greek victory which in many cases was doubtless the totem of a

at Marathon, was suppressed by his son Xerxes family or clan. At the other extreme we see how

(486-466 ). Still another revolt, lasting two years, Ptah, the deity of Memphis, became the great

was put down in 462 under Artaxerxes I. Pros. national deity with the rise of that city, and a like

perity attended the Persian rule thereafter till the honor was conferred later upon Amon as the god
final revolt in the reign of Darius II, in 414, made of Thebes (“No-Amon " ). It is also interesting

Egypt once more independent. By the aid of to observe how the various leading deities are

Greek generals and soldiers it maintained itself, ranged about one or the other of the two imperial

under three nominal dynasties (twenty-eighth to gods, Ra and Osiris, the one giving and control.

thirtieth), against the repeated efforts of the later ling life, the other ruling the world of the dead.

Persian kings to reinstate it. Thenthe vigorous Along with these four, though standing aloneon
Artaxerxes III (Ochus) subdued it after a desper account of his unique character, was Hapi, the

ate struggle (about 349 B. C.) waged against Nec- god of the Nile, whose worship was naturally the

tanebus II, the last of the Pharaohs. Thebrief expression of gratitude. For other deities, some
rule of Ochus was barbarous and cruel . It and of them the result of speculation rather than of

the few years of Darius Codomannus are reckoned traditional worship, the reader must consult spe.

the thirty -first dynasty, which came to an end cial works, though he will find there little agree.

when Alexander of Macedon, after his final defeat ment as to the attributes and mutual relations of

of Darius (331 ), cameover into Egypt. With the even such familiar divinities as Horus, Hathor,

founding of Alexandria he founded also that Hel. Neit, Isis, and Set.

lenic civilization which tolerated and at length The rampant animism of the religion is shown

superseded the old Egyptian culture. Hence, in the prevailing notions as to human existence.

when Egypt again became independent, under the Besides the soul, the spirit, and the shadow of the

Ptolemies (323 ),not only the spirit but the very man , there was the most important of all, his Ka,
form of ancient Egypt was changed forever. or double. This counterpart of each individual

5. Religion . Just as there is a large tract of was held to survive with him after death as long

primitive Egyptian history that is beyond our ken, as the body was incorrupt. Hence the need and

so the religion of Egypt is in its early stages very practice of embalming the dead. The forms

obscure. It is also mysterious all through the under wbich the various divinities were wor

dynastic ages. The little that can be said here shiped were chosen, we may presume, partly as

must therefore be confined to what is proved or emblems, partly as survivals of primitive totem

probable. The basis of the popular religion is, as superstition, and partly because certain sacred

elsewhere, partly animistic and partly mytholog objects, beneficent or maleficent, needed propiti .

ical. The former element is relatively much ation. Interesting from these points of view is

stronger than in the purely Semitic religions. the adoration of a large numberof animals, and

That is to say, the worship of spirits — of men, their association with oneor another of the ruling

animals, and plants — had practically more sway deities. For the religious literature, and especially

than had the personification of the powers of na- the great pyramid texts of the_fifth and sixth

ture, as in myths of the sun -god, of darkness, dynasties and “ the Book of the Dead,” reference

clouds, or rain. Hencethepersuasion of the per- must be made to the special works, where also the

sistence of the spirit life of men , or the doctrine subjects of general literature and art may be

of immortality, early took deep hold of the people studied.
of Egypt and gave character to their religion 6. Relations with Israel. The historical

everywhere andalways, no matter which of the points of contact between Egypt and Asia, and

multifarious cults were locally observed. An his. especially the people of Palestine, have been no.

torical illustration of the decline of myth worship ticed in the foregoing sketch . It will be neces.

will help to make this distinction plain . Among sary here merely to make some general remarks.

the greatest of the deities were Ra, the chief solar We make two great periods : (1) The time before

divinity, and Osiris, the god and judge of the dead . the Exodus. Egypt, as well as Babylonia, had

The worship of the former tended always to be much to do in preparing a home-land for the

come more speculative and subjective, and there people of Israel , whose successful occupation of

fore less popular. It will be remembered that Canaan depended upon their being able to cope

Amenophis IV made a special form of this cult, with the Canaanites. Had these remained an

the adoration of Aten, or the solar disc, the state independent people they could not have been sub

religion, and proscribed all others. His ill success | dued by Israel. But Palestine was for six cen
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dred years

turies (about 2300–1700 B. C.) occupied by Baby. The little that seems to be specially applicable

lonians, and during three later centuries (about only tends, so far, to increase the difficulty of in .

1500–1200 B. C.) it was practically a province of terpreting the monuments as an aid to the under

Egypt. The Hebrews of theExodus entered Ca- standing of the Old Testament. Their only men

naan after theretirement of the Egyptians and tion of “Israel”—the statement by Meheptah,

found its formidable people disunited and with alluded to above - is as yet a puzzle. If made

out political aptitude or cohesion, largely on ac. before the Exodus, how did “ Israel ” happen to be

count of their long dependence upon foreigners. then in Canaan ? If made after the Exodus, why

Again Egypt was the nursery of Israel during the does the Bible say nothing of the successive at.

childhood of the nation. The Hebrews, to be tempts made by Egypt to reconquer Canaan in

sure, led there a sort of parasitic existence . Yet the days of Meneptah and his successors ? In

they were brought thither “ to save many people striking contrast with the indefiniteness and in

alive.” Nor was their Egyptian history one of coherence of the Egyptian records, those of As

mere unprogressive living. It was here that the syria and Babylonia furnish an almost complete

family group developed into clans and tribes, historical commentary upon the outlines of the

ready to take their part in the forming of the na- Old Testament story, from the Creation to the

tion in a better and more suitable home. Here close of the Exile, besides furnishing thebasis

also some of the great events occurred which of biblical and oriental chronology. Yet Egypt
never ceased to influence the national life and plays a large and important part in the complete

spirit.(2) The time after the Exodus. With record of Revelation, and a clear understanding of

the calling of Israel “ out of Egypt” (Hos. 14 : 1) its fascinating history, its religion, and its national

all close relations between the two peoples ceased. character is indispensable to every student of the

Egypt never again received any great number of Bible. See SUPPLEMENT. — J. F. McC .
Israelites. It was sometimes a resort of political E'HI (Heb. " TIX, ay -khee', brotherly), one of the

refugees, most numerous of whom were the sur

virors of the fall of Jerusalem ,who dreaded,in the grandson called Ahiram (q.v.)inNum.26:38.
of Benjamin (Gen. 46:21) . He isprobably

spiteoftheexhortations of Jeremiah , toremain in the parallelpassage (1 Chron. 8: 6) he seems to
inCanaanunder Babylonian protection (2 Kings be called Enud (q .v .).

25:28 ; Jer. 41:17–44 :30 ). The Egyptian control

of Palestine' antedated the Exodus, and, though E’HUD (Heb. 77,7 %, ay -hood ', union ).

occasional efforts were made thereafter to subdue 1. A descendant of Benjamin, progenitor of one

the country, none met with success till six hun of the clans of Geba that removed to Manahath

in the days of Pharaoh Necho. | ( 1 Chron. 8 : 6). He seems to be the same as Ahi

Egypt was always a secondary political power in ram (Num . 26:38), and if so Ahiram is probably

Asia. Its long occupation of Palestine and Syria the right name, as the family were called Ahiram .

were only possible during the interval between ites. In 1 Chron. 8 : 1 the same person seems to

the -Babylonian and the Assyrian supremacy, be called Aharah, and perhaps also Ahoah in v.

when these two powers were busy contending 4 ; Ahiah,v: 7 ; and Aher, 1 Chron. 7:12.
with one another. During the history of Israel in 2. The third named of the seven sons of Bilhan,

Canaan Egypt played normally the part of an the son of Jediael and grandson of the patriarch

intriguer against Assyria and the Chaldeans, Jacob (1 Chron. 7:10), B. C. about 1640.

seducing Israel to revolt with promises of help, 3. A judge of Israel, the son (descendant) of

and leaving it in the lurch when the time came Gera , a Benjamite. The name Gera was hiered.

for action. Hence the biting sarcasm of the nick- itary among the Benjamites (Gen. 46:21 ; 2 Sam.

name given to Egypt by Isaiah (30 : 7), “ the do- 16:5 ; 1 Chron . 8 :3, 5).

nothing blusterer. Its only achievement of con- Personal History . Ehud was the second

sequence in Asia during these six hundred years, judge ofIsrael ,or rather ofthat partof Israelwhich

the conquest by Necho, wasmade when Assyria he delivered from theMoabites. (1) Israel under

was moribund and the Chaldeans had not yet Moab . Israelhaving lapsed into idolatry, the Lord

come to power. strengthened Eglon, the king of Moab, against

Even less than the political was the religious them . With the assistance of the Ammonites

influence of Egypt upon Israel. The two races and the Amalekites he invaded the land and took

had little in common fundamentally, Egypt being Jericho (Judg. 3:12, 13) and held Israel under

outside the historic Semitic realm. The Hebrews tribute eighteen years (B. C. perhaps 1100-1082).
accordingly were in no wise impressed by what (2 ) Ehud slays Eglon . Deputed by the children

they saw in Egypt before the Exodus, and there of Israel , Ehud brought a present (probably tribute)

after they had little inducement to copy its custo Eglon. He departed with those who bore the

toms in any sphere. No usage or ceremony or gift, but, turning again at “ the quarries (marg.
belief mentioned in the Bible as being practiced graven images) that were by Gilgal,” he presented

or professed by Israel can be clearly traced to an himself before the king in his summer parlor.
Egyptian source. On the other hand, Assyria, He secured the dismissal of the attendants by de.
and especially Babylonia, along with the Canaanitic claring that he had a secret errand unto Eglon.

peoples, greatly affected thepopular worship of When they were alone “ Ehud said , I have a mes.
Israel.

sage from God unto thee," and the king rose to

Accordingly, while the indirect testimony of the receive it with reverence . Immediately Ehud,

Egyptian monuments to the truth of the Bible who was left-handed, drew a dagger_from his

narratives is very great, it is not surprising that right thigh and plunged it so deeply into Eglon's ab.

they have furnished so little direct illustration. I domen that the fat closed upon the hilt and Ehud

"
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could not withdraw it. Leavingthe room , he locked 7. Vale of Elah. Located eleven miles S. W.

the door and fled by way of the quarries into from Jerusalem, the scene of Goliath's death at

Seirath . (3) Overcomes Moab. Ehud now sum- the hands of David (1 Sam. 17 : 2 ; 21 :9). Geikie

moned the Israelites to Seirath, in the mountains speaks of a terebinth tree at this place, fifty- five

of Ephraim . First taking the fords of Jordan, he feet in height and seventeen feet in circumfer.

fell upon the Moabites, defeating them with a loss ence, with foliage wide enough to cast shade in
of ten thousand of their best men . And so the extent seventy -five feet. It is the modern Wady

land had rest for eighty years (Judg. 3 : 15–30). es-Sunt, or valley of the acaci tree. Its entrance

NOTE:-- : The conduct of Ehud must be judged ac- from the Philistine plain is commanded by the
cording to the spirit of those times,when itwas thought famous Tell-es-Sâfiyeh.

allowable to adopt any means of destroying the enemy of

one's nation . The treacherous assassination of the hos- EʻLAM (Heb. , ay - lawm ', hidden ).

tile king is not to be regarded as an act of the Spirit of

God, and therefore is not set before us as an example . " 1. The first named of the sons of Sbem (Gen.

Beyond his commission as deliverer of Israel we do | 10:22 ; 1 Chron . 1:17). His descendants probably

not suppose that God gave Ebud any special commands, settled in that part of Persia which was afterward
but left him to the choice of such measures and plans

of conquest as hisown judgment andskill might devise. frequently called by this name.

EʻKER (Heb. 22, ay '-ker, transplanted, for- 2. A chief man of the tribe of Benjamin, one

eigner, Lev. 25:47), the youngest of the three sons of the sons of Shasbak, resident at Jerusalem at

of Ram, the grandson of Hezron ( 1 Chron . 2:27) . the captivity or on the return ( 1 Chron . 8:24 ),
B. C. 536 .

EK'RON (Heb. 71777, ek-rone', extermination ),
3. A Korhite Levite, fifth son of Meshelemiah,

a city of the Philistines, about eleven miles from who was one of the porters of the tabernacle in

Gath. It belonged successively to Judah ( Josh . the time of David (1 Chron. 26 :3), B. C. 1000 .

13: 3) and Dan (Josh. 19:43 ) and to the Philistines 4. The progenitor of a family who returned

( 1 Sam . 5:10) . Here the ark was carried ( 1 Sam . with Zerubbabel (B. C. 536) to the number of

5:10, 6 : 1-8). The fly god was worshiped here twelve hundred and fifty -four (Ezra 2:7 ; Neh .

(2 Kings 1:2). Robinson found its site at Akir, 7:12). A further detachment of seventy -one men

ten miles N. E. of Ashdod. came with Ezra (Ezra 8 : 7 ). It was, probably,

EK'RONITE (Josh . 13 : 3 ; 1 Sam . 5:10), an one of this family, Shechaniah, son of Jehiel.

inhabitant of the Philistine city of Ekron (q. v. ). who encouraged Ezra in his efforts against the

EL (Heb. b , ale , mighty, especially the Al indiscriminate marriages of the people (Ezra 10:2),
mighty), God , either Jehovah or a false god ; and six of the sons of Elam ” accordingly put

sometimes a hero or magistrate. It occurs as a away their foreign wives (Ezra 10:26).

prefix (and suffix) to several Hebrew words, e . ..., 5. In the same lists is a second Elam , whose

El-Beth -el. sons, to the same number as in the former case,

EL'ADAH (Heb. 1777 el-aw -daw ', God has and which, for the sake of distinction, is called
returned with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:31 ; Neh . 7:34),

decked ), one of the sons (rather than later de. “ the other Elam .” “ The coincidence of numbers

scendants, as the text seems to state)of Ephraim is curious, and also suspicious, as arguing an ac

( 1 Chron . 7:20); perhaps the same as ElEAD (q . v . ) cidental repetition of the foregoing name” (Smith ,

of v. 21 , since several of the names (sce Tanath) Dict., s. v . ) .

in the list appear to be repeated.
6. One of the chiefs of the people who signed

EʼLAH (Heb. 8, ay-law', oak, any large the covenant with Nehemiah (Neb . 10:14), B. C.

zvergreen ).
445 .

1. One of the Edomitish “ dukes," or chieftains, miah and took part in the dedication of the new7. One of the priests who accompanied Nebe

in Mount Seir (Gen. 36:41 ; 1 Chron. 1:52).

2.The father of Shimei, one of Solomon's pur- wall of Jerusalem (Neh. 12:42),B. C.445.

veyors (1 Kings 4:18 ), B. C. after 960.
8. The name of a country inhabited by the de.

3. The son and successor of Baasha, king of scendants of Shem (Gen. 14:1-9; Isa. 11:11). The

Israel ( 1 Kings 16 :8-10 ). He reigned for only
name corresponds to the Elymais of the Greek

parts of two years ( B. C. 888–886 ), and was then and Roman writers. It comprehended Susiana,

killed while drunk by Zimri, in the house of his now Khusistan. The seat of an ancient monarchy,

steward , Arza (in Tirzah), who was probably a
the rival of Chaldea , powerful in the days of

“ The doom of the coun .
confederate in the plot. He was the last king of Abraham (Gen. 14 :1-9).

Baasha's line, andby this catastrophethe predic- try camewith Nebuchadnezzar. After the fallof
tions of the prophet Jehu ( 1 Kings 16 :1-4 ) were Babylon they were incorporated with the Persian,

accomplished.
then with the Syro-Macedonian, and finally with

4. The father of Hoshea, last king of Israel the Parthian Empire. A remarkable confirmation

(2 Kings 15:30 ; 17 : 1 ) , B , C. before 730.
of Scripture is a record of the Assyrian Asshur.

5. One of the three sons of Caleb, the son of banipal ( B. C.668–626), recently deciphered : ' In

Jephunneh ( 1 Chron. 4:15 ), B. C. about 1210. This my fifth expedition to Élam I directed the march.

passage ends with the words “ even (or and ) I overwhelmed Elam through its extent. I

Kenaz,” showing that a name had been dropped cut off the head of Teummam , theirwicked king,

out before it (Keil , Com .).
who devised evil . Beyond number I slew his sol .

6. The son of Úzzi , and one of the Benjamite diers ; alive in hand I captured his fighting men

heads of families who were taken into captivity (Schaff-Herzog, Cyc .).

( 1 Chron . 9 : 8 ) , or rather, perhaps, returned from EʻLAMITES (Ezra 4 : 9 ; Acts 2: 9), the original

it and dwelt in Jerusalem, B. C. 536. inhabitants of the country called Elam ; they were

IT :
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descendants of Shem, and perhaps received their hymns chanted forth to the people. Compare the

name from an actual man , Elam (Gen. 10:22). case of Saul (1 Sam. 10:11).

EL’ASAH (Heb. ,el-aw -saw ', God has ELDER (Heb. 17.5, zaw-kane', old ; Gr. Tpeo .

made). Búrepos, older ; Eng. presbyter ). In early times

1. One of the sons of Pashur, a priest, who re- books were scarce, and the aged of the tribes were

nouncedhis Gentilewife, whom he had married the depositories of the traditions of bygone genera.

during the captivity or after (Ezra 10:22) , B. C. tions. The old men , moreover, had mostexperience

457. and were the heads of large families, over whom

2. The son of Shaphan, one of the two men they exercised supremeauthority. Great reverence

who were sent on a mission by King Zedekiah to was paid to the aged among the Hebrews and

Nebuchadnezzar at Babylon. They at the same other nations (Lev. 19:32 ; Deut. 32 : 7 ; Job 12:12 ;

time took charge of the letter of Jeremiah the Prov. 16:31). Identifying old age with matured

prophet to the captives in Babylon (Jer. 29 : 3), wisdom , knowledge, and experience, and as a re.

B. C. about 693. ward for a virtuous and godly life, the aged were

ELATH (Heb. mas, ay-lath', a grove), or positions inthe community. Thename elder came
from time immemorial chosen to fill the official

ELOTH (Heb.nisa , ay-loth ', a grove), a town of to be used as the designationfor theoffice itself.
Edom , usually mentioned together with Ezion- 1. In the Old Testament the term elder is

geber, and situated at the head of the Gulf of applied to various offices; to Eliezer, who is de

Akabah . It would seem to have been a more an- scribed as the “ eldest servant” (R. V. elder, i . e .,

cient, at least more'notable place, than Ezion major -domo,Gen.24: 2) ; the officers of Pharaoh's

geber, from its being used to indicate the location household (Gen. 50 :7), and David's head servants

of the latter. It first occurs in the account of the (2 Sam. 12:17). " The ancients of Gebal” (Ezek.

wanderings (Deut. 2 : 8 ), and in later times must 27: 9) are understood to be the master workmen .

have come under the rule of David in his conquest The elders of Egypt (Gen. 50: 7) were probably the

of the land of Edom (2 Sam . 8:14). We find the state officers, and the term as denoting a political

place named again in connection with Solomon's office applied not only to the Hebrews and Egyp

navy ( 1 Kings 9:26 ; comp. 2 Chron . 8:17 ). It was tians , but also to the Moabites and Midianites

apparently included in the revolt of Edom against (Num. 22:7). “ According to patriarchal custom

Joram recorded in 2 Kings 8:20 ; but it was taken the fathers, standing by the right of birth (primo

by Azariah ( 14:22). After this, however, “ Rezin, geniture) at the head of the several tribes and

king of Syria, recovered Elath, and drave out the divisions of tribes, regulated the relations of the

Jews from Elath , and the Syrians came to Elath , tribes and clans, punished offenses and crimes,

and dwelt there to this day” (16 :6). From this and administered law and equity. Thus from the

time the place is not mentioned until the Roman heads of tribes, clans , and families proceeded the

period, during which it became a frontier town of elders, who, even before the time of Moses, formed

the south and the residence of a Christian bishop. the superiors of the people. For Moses and Aaron,

EL -BETHP-EL (Heb. 58na 98, ale-bayth- Israelto announce to the people their divine

com .

on their arrival in Egypt, gathered the elders of

ale', the God of Beth -el), the name given by Jacob missionto lead them out of the bondageof Egypt

to the altar which he erected at Beth-el on his re- (Exod. 3:16, 18 ; 4:29).” They accompanied Moses

turn from Laban (Gen. 35:7). It was built in in his first interview with Pharaoh (Exod. 3:18) ;

memory of God's appearance to him in the vision through them Moses gave his communications and
of the “ ladder " (Gen. 28:12, sq. ; 35 : 7).

commands to the people (Exod. 19 : 7 ; Deut. 31 : 9) ;

ELDAAH (Fleb. 7 , el-daw -aw ', God of they were his immediate attendants in all the
knowledge), the last named of the five sons of great transactions in the wilderness (Exod. 17: 5) ;

Midian, Abraham's son by Keturah (Gen. 25:4 ; seventy of them accompanied Moses to Sinai(Exod.

1 Chron. 1:33), B. C. after 2,000. 24 : 1), when they were called nobles. Seventy of

EL DAD (Heb. 775, el-dawd', God has
them were also appointed to bear the burden of

government with Moses (Num. 11:16, 17 ). As in

loved ), one of the seventy elders appointed the legislation of Moses certain things were com

to assist Moses in the administration of justice, mitted to the charge of the elders of each particu.

B. C. 1210. These elders were assembled before lar city (Deut. 19:12 ; 21 : 3 , etc. ), it was clearly

the door of the tabernacle and received the spirit implied that the people, on their settlement in

of prophecy from God (Num . 11:24, 25). Eldad is Canaan , were expected to appoint persons (“ eld

mentioned along with Medad, another elder, as ers" ), who would see that divine regulations were

having received the same gift, although for some executed in the several districts ( see Josh . 20:4 ;

reason they were not with the other elders, but Judg. 8:16 ; Ruth 4: 2 , etc. ). In the Psalms and
remained in the camp. A young man brought the prophets elders are spoken of as a distinct

word to Moses that these two persons were proph. class, with an official character, and occupying a

esying in the camp, and Joshua entreated Moses somewhat separate position (Psa. 107 : 32 ; Lam .

to forbid them . But Moses replied : " Enviest thou 2:10 ; Ezek. 14 :1, etc. ) . After the return from

for my sake ? Would God that all the Lord's peo the Exile the office rose into higher significance
ple were prophets, and that the Lord would put and fuller organization. With every synagogue

his Spirit upon them ! ” (Num. 11:26–29 ). The (q . v . ) there was connected a government of elders,

mode of prophesying, in the case of Eldad and varying in numbers according to the population

Medad, was probably the extempore production of attached to it. The rulers of the synagogue and

>
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the elders of the people were substantially one, lingered toward the close of the second ” (Schaff,

and a certain number of those elders belonged to Hist. Christ. Church ). The reason of the use of

the SANHEDRIN (q. v .). two terms for persons having the same essentist

2. In the New Testament they were asso- functions has given rise to much discussion ,

ciated sometimes with the chief priests ( Matt . Two general suggestions have been made

21:23), sometimes with the chief priests and scribes ( 1 ) The term presbyter has been claimed to be

(Matt. 16:21 ), or the council ( Matt . 26:59), always of Jewish derivation , and to have been used at

taking an active part in the management of public first only by Jewish-Christian congregations. In

affairs. Luke speaks of the whole order by the communities where a Christian church had sprung

collective term of eldership (Gr. TipeoButéplov, from the bosom of a local synagogue, and was

pres-boo-ter '-ee-on, Luke 22:66 ; Acts 22 : 5). There therefore chiefly under the control of Jewish tra.

is no specific account given of the origin of the dition and thought, the term presbyter, which

eldership in the apostolic Church. We find offi. was the name of the governing body of the syn.

cers called indifferently elders or presbyters and agogue, would be naturally transferred to officers

bishops (Gr. ĖTIOKOTOS, ep-is'-kop -os, superintend- of similar function in the Christian societies. It

ent). This office pertained to local congregations is likewise true that the term “ bishop ” is used to

and was extended as the churches multiplied, and designate one of like official duty in the churches

was distinguished from that of deacon. Elders of almost exclusively Gentile origin . (2 ) A sec.

first came into prominence on the scattering ond theory is that the bishop of the Christian

abroad of the disciples and the withdrawing of the Church was analogous in office and function to

apostles from Jerųsalem , following the death of that of the president of the heathen fraternities

Stephen . They were associated with James to or clubs. To administer the funds of these or .

give direction to the affairs of the church, and ganizations became a matter of primary impor.

appear to have been a well-known and established tance, and the officer charged with this duty was

class of officials ( Acts 11:30),and comeinto greater termed an episcopos.

prominence in association with the apostles (Acts The peculiar environment of the first Christian

15 : 2). With the “ brethren ” they constituted the believers compelled like provision for the exercise

council at Jerusalem to which was referred the of systematic charities. Most of the early dis .

circumcision, and united with the apostles and the ciples were of the poorer class, and many more,

church in sending delegates to Antioch and other upon profession of the Christian faith, became

churches, who should convey the decision of the outcasts from their families and homes .

council (Acts 15:22, 23) . When Paul visits Jeru- 3. In the Modern Church . (1) In the Ro

salem for the last time he betakes himself to man Catholic Church, the Church of England, and

James, the president, where he finds all the elders the Protestant Episcopal Church “ priest ” is gen.

assembled (Acts 21:18, sq . ). The “ elders ” of the erally used instead of “ presbyter " or elders,"

New Testament Church were the “ pastors " (Eph . to designate the second order in the ministry (the

4:11), “ bishops or overseers ” ( Acts 20:28, etc. ), three orders being bishops, priests, and deacons).

"leaders” and “ rulers ” ( Heb. 13 :7 ; 1 Thess. 6:12 , (2 ) In the Methodist Episcopal Church only two

etc.) of the flock . They were also the regular orders of ministers are recognized, elders and

teachers of the congregation, whose duty it wasto deacons, the bishop being chosen ( primus inter

expound the Scripturesand administer the sac. pares) as superintendent. (3) Among Congrega
raments ( 1 Tim. 3 :2 ; Tit. 1 : 9) . The Jewish Chris- tionalist and all Churches having the presbyterian

tians, following the pattern of the synagogue as form of government the two orders of elders and

well as of political administration of cities, which deacons are recognized. Among Presbyterians
was vested in a senate or college, readily adopted there are two classes of elders, viz. , teaching

the presbytery. Consequently we meet it every- elders (pastors) and ruling elders ( laymen ).

where in the plural, and as a corporation at Jeru- EʻLEAD (Heb. 7, el-awd, God has ap

salem (Acts 11:30 ; 15 :4, 6, 23 ; 21:18), at Ephesus
(20:17, 28), at Philippi( Pl . '1:1), at the ordina- plauded), a descendant of Ephraim (1 Chron.

tion of Timothy (1 Tim . 4:74: ,, etc
7:21 ), but whether through ShtTHELAR ( q. V.), or

“ The essentialidentity of presbytersand bishops a son of the patriarch (the second Shuthelah being

in the apostolic age is a matter of well nigh abso- taken as a repetition of the first, and Ezer and

lute historic demonstration. The same officers of Elead as his brothers), is not determined .

the church of Ephesus are alternately called pres- ELEA LEH (Heb. - ,el- aw -lay ', God has

byters and bishops. Paul sends,greetings to the ascended ), a town of the Amorites, in the country

bishops and deacons of Philippi, but omits the east ofthe Jordan, in the tribe of Reuben (Num.

presbyters because they were included in the first 32:3-37). Prophetic threats were uttered against

term , as also the plural indicates. In the pastoral it(Isa.16:4 ; 16 :9 ; Jer.48:34 ). The present El-AI,

epistles , when Paul intends to give the qualifica- about a mile N. from Heshbon.
tions for all church officers he again mentions

two, bishops and deacons, but the term presbyters ELE'ASAH (Heb. hopp , el- av -saw ), more

afterward for bishops. Peter urges the presbyters properly ELASAH (9. v .).

to “ tend the flock of God , and to fulfill the office 1. The son of Helez, one of the descendants of

of bishops,' with disinterested devotion and with Judah, of the family of Hezron ( 1 Chron . 2:89).

out lording it over the charge allotted them. The 2. Son of Rapha, or Rephaiah, a descendant of

interchange of terms continued in use to the close Saul through Jonathan and Merib -baal, or Me

of the 1st century, as is evident from the epistle phibosheth (1 Chron. 8:37 ; 9:43), B. C. after

of Clement of Rome (about A. D. 95), and still l 1030.
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ELEAʼZAR (Heb. 7 , el-aw - zawr ', God is the Exile (Ezra 8:33),B. C. about 457. It is not
helper ), a common name among the Hebrews. definitely stated, however, whether he was a priest

1. The high priest. The third son of Aaron by
or even a Levite.

Elisheba, daughter of Amminadab (Exod. 6:23;
6. One of the descendants of Parosh, an Isra

28:1). He married a daughter of Putiel,who bore elite (i . e. , layman) who, on returning from Bab.

him Phinehas (6:25), B. C. before 1210. ( 1 ) Suc- ylon, renounced the Gentile wife whom he had
ceeds to priesthood. After the death of Nadab married. (Ezra 10:25), B. C. 456.

7. One
and Abihu without children (Lev. 10 : 1 ; Num. 3 :4),

those who encompassed the walls of

Eleazar was appointed chief over the principal Jerusalemon their completion (Neh . 12:42), B. C.

Levites, to have the oversight of those whohad | 445. He is probably the same with No. 7 .

charge of the sanctuary (Num . 3:32). After the de- 8. The son of Eliud, in the genealogy of Jesus

struction of Korah and his company, Eleazar gath
Christ (Matt. 1:15).

ered up their censers out of the fire to make plates ELECT (Heb. m , baw -kheer', chosen, and

for a covering of the altar of burnt offering so rendered in 2 Sam. 21 : 6), used to denote those
( 16:37–39). With his brother Ithamar he minis- selected by God for special office , work, honor,

tered as a priest during their father's lifetime. etc. (Isa. 42 : 1 ; 45: 4 ; 65 :9, 22). The term was

(2) As high priest. Immediately before the death sometimes applied in the Early Church ( 1 ) to the
of Aaron Moses went with them both unto whole body of baptized Christians; (2) to the

Mount Hor, where he invested Eleazar with the highest class of catechumens elected to baptism ;

sacred garments, as the successor ofAaron in the (3) and to the newly baptized, as especially ad
office of high priest (Num. 20 : 25–29), B. C. about mitted to the full privileges of the profession.
1170. One of his first duties was, in conjunction

with Moses, to superintend the census of the
ELECTION (Gr. Ekhoyh, ek- log-ay', choice, a

peo

ple (26:1-4 ). He also assisted at the inaugura
picking out).

tion of Joshua (27:18–23) and at the division of
1. Bible Meaning . This word in the Scrip

the spoil taken from the Midianites (31:21). After tures has three distinct applications. (1) To the

the conquest of Canaan he took part in thedi- divine choice of nations or communities for the

vision of the land ( Josh. 14 :1). The time of his possession of special privileges with reference to

death isnot mentioned in Scripture. Josephus the performance of special services. Thus the
Jews were a chosen nation,” “ the elect. ” Thus

says that it took place about the same time asJoshua's, twenty-five yearsafter the death of also in the New Testament bodies of Christian

Moses. The high priesthood is said to have re people, or churches, arecalled “ the elect. ” (2 )The
officemained in the family of Eleazar until the timeof divine choice of individuals to a particula

or work.
Eli , into whose family, for some reason unknown,

Thus Cyrus was elected of God to

it passed until it was restored to the family of bring about the rebuilding of the temple. Thus

Elcazar in the person of Zadok (1 Sam . 2:27; to be theapostle to the Gentiles. ( 3) The divinethe twelve were chosen to be apostles, and Paul

1 Chron . 6:8 ; 24:3 ; 1 Kings 2:27) (Smith, s. v. ).

2. An inhabitant of Kirjath - jearim , who was set and therefore heirs of heaven.
choice of individuals to be the children of God,

apart by his fellow -townsmen to attend upon the

ark while it remained in the house of his father,that theologicalcontroversieshavebeenfrequent
It is with regard to election in this third sense

Abinadab, after it had been returned to the He- and at timesmost fierce. Calvinists hold that this

brews by the Philistines (1 Sam . 7 :1, 2); B. C. be- election of individuals to salvation is absolute,

fore 1030. It is not stated that Eleazar was a

Levite ; but this is very probable, because other unconditional,by virtue of an eternal divinede

wise they would hardly have consecrated him to
Arminians regard election as conditional

be the keeper of the ark , butwouldhave chosen upon repentance and faith. The decree of God

a Levite for the purpose. is that all who truly repent of their sins and

believe on the Lord Jesus Christ shall be saved.

3. The son of Dodo the Ahohite, that is,pos. But everyresponsible person determines for him

sibly,a descendant of Ahoah, of the tribe of Ben- self whether or not he will repent and believe.

jamin (1 Chron. 8 :4), one of the three most eminent Sufficient grace is bestowed upon everyone to en.

of David's thirty -seven heroes, who “ fought till able him to make the right decision .

his hand was weary " in maintaining with David 2. The Calvinistic View . The Westminster

and the other two a daring stand after “ the men Confession, the standard of the Church of Scot

He was also one of land, and of the various Presbyterian Churches
the same three when they broke through the of Europe and America, contains the following
Philistine host to gratify David's longing for a statement : “ God from all eternity did by the

drink of water from the well of his native Beth. most wise and holy counsel of his own will freely

lehem (2 Sam . 23:9, 17 ; 1 Chron. 11:12), B. C. and unchangeably ordain whatsoever comes to

pass ; yet so as thereby neither is God the author

4. A Levite, son of Mahli, and grandson of of sin,nor is violenceoffered to the will of the

Verari (B. C. after 1210 ). He is mentioned as creatures, nor is the liberty or contingency of

having had only daughters, who were married by second causes taken away, but rather established.

their“ brethren,” i. e., cousins (1 Chron . 23:21 , 22; Although God knows whatsoever may or can come

24:28 ).
to pass upon all supposed conditions , yet hath he

5. The son of Phineas, and associated with the not decreed anything because he foresaw its
priests and Levites in taking chargeof the sacred future, oras that which would come to pass upon
treasure and vessels restored to Jerusalem after I such conditions. By the decree of God, for the

cree.

of Israel had gone away,22

about 970.
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manifestation of his glory some men and angels has received various modifications by theologians

are predestinated unto everlasting life and others of the Calvinistic school. The General Assembly

foreordained to everlasting death . These angels of the Presbyterian Church in the United States

and men, thus predestinated and foreordained are of America, May, 1903, adopted the following:

particularly and unchangeably designed, and their “ We believe that all who die in infancy, and all

number is so certain and definite that it cannot others given by the Father to the Son who are

be either increased or diminished. Those of man- beyond the reach of the outward means of grace,

kind that are predestinated unto life, God, before are regenerated and saved by Christ through

the foundation of the world was laid, according to the Spirit, who works when and where and how

his eternal and immutable purpose,and the secret he pleases.".
counsel and good pleasure of his will , hath chosen 3. The Arminian View. The Arminian

in Christ unto everlasting glory, out of his mere view of election has been in recent years more

free grace and love, without any foresight of generally accepted than formerly, even among

faith , or good works, or perseverance in either of denominations whose teachings have been Calvin

them , or any other thing in the creature, as con- istic or indefinite upon this point . This view

ditions or causes moving him thereto ; and all to grounds itself, in opposition to Calvinism , upon

the praise of his glorious grace. As God hath ap- the universality of the Atonement and the

pointed the elect unto glory, so hath he, by the graciously restored freedom of the human will.

eternal and most free purpose of his will , foreor. Election, accordingly, is not absolute but con

dained all the means thereunto. Therefore, they ditional, contingent upon the proper acceptance of

who are elected, being fallen in Adam, are re. such gifts of grace as God by his Spirit and provi

deemed by Christ, are effectually called unto faith dence puts within the reach of men . Inasmuch

in Christ, by bis Spirit working in due season ; as this subject involves the character and method

are justified, adopted, sanctified , and kept by his of the divine government and the destiny of the

power through faith unto salvation . Neither are entire race, it should be said : ( 1 ) That according

any other redeemed by Christ, effectually called , to the Arminian doctrine the purpose of God to

justified, adopted, sanctified, and saved, but the redeem mankind was bound up with his purpose

elect only. The rest of mankind God was pleased, to create . The Lamb of God was “slain from the

according to the unsearchable counsel of his own foundation of the world .” God would not have

will , whereby he extendeth or withholdeth mercy, permitted a race of sinners to come into existence

as he pleaseth, for the glory of his sovereign without provision to save sinners. Such provision

power over his creatures, to pass by, and to or must not be for only a part but for the whole of

dain them to dishonor and wrath for their sin, to the fallen race . To suppose the contrary is op.

the praise of his glorious justice.”

posed to the divine perfections. To doom to eternal

In support of this doctrine it is argued by death any number of mankind who were born in

Calvinistic theologians: ( 1 ) That according to the sin and without sufficient remedy would be injus

Scriptures election is not of works but of grace ; tice. (2) The benefits of the Atonement are uni.

and that it is not of works means that it is not versal and in part unconditional . They are un

what a man does that determines whether he is conditional with respect to those who, through no

to be one of the elect or not . For the descendants fault of their own, are in such a mental or moral

of Adam this life is not a probation. They stood condition as to make it impossible for them either

their probation in Adam , and do not stand each to accept or reject Christ. A prominent Church

one for himself. (2 ) That the sovereignty of God emphasizes the doctrine that “ All children,

in electing men to salvation is shown by the fact by virtue of the unconditional benefits of the

that repentance and faith are gifts from God. Atonement, are members of the kingdom of

These fruits of his Spirit are the consequences God ." This principle extends to others besides

and signs of election and not its conditions. children, both in heathen and Christian lands.

(3) The salvation which is of grace must be of grace God alone is competent to judge of the extent

throughout. The element ofworksor human merit to which , in varying degrees, human beings

must not be introduced at any point in the plan. are responsible, and therefore of the extent

And this would be the case if repentance and to which the unconditional benefits of the

faith were the conditions of election . (4) That |Atonement may be applied . (3) The purpose

the system of doctrine called Calvinistic , Augus. or decree of God is to save all who do not,

tinian , Pauline, should not bethus designated. actually or implicitly, willfully reject the saving

That though taught clearly by Paul , particularly offices of the Lord Jesus Christ. Among those

in Rom . 8 :9, it was taught also by others of the who have not heard the Gospelmay exist “ the

writers of sacred scripture,and by Christ himself. spirit of faith and the purpose of righteous.

Reference ismade to Matt. 11:25 , 26 ; Luke 4 :25 – ness. Thus virtually even those who have no

27 ; 8:10 ; John 6:37, 39, et al . ( 5) That the knowledge of the historic Christ determine

sovereignty ofGod as evidenced in dispensing whether or not they will be saved through Christ.

saving grace is illustrated alsoin his establishing Theyto whom theGospel is preached have higher

thetemporal conditionsof mankind. Someare advantages and more definite responsibilities. To

bornand reared in thesurroundings of civilization, them repentance toward God and faith in the

others of barbarism. And precisely so some are Lord Jesus Christare the conditions of salvation,

blessed with the light of the Gospel,whileothers,|(4) Upon allmenGod bestows some measure of
dwelling in pagan lands, are deprived of that his grace, restoring to the depraved will freedom

light, and consequently are not saved .
sufficient to enable themto accept Christ and be

This systemofstrict Calvinism above outlined saved. Thus, in opposition to Calvinists,Armin
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ians assert that not only was Adam , but also his tary on Romans ; Wesley, Sermons, particularly

depraved descendants are in a state of proba- sermons 54, 62, 63, 64.-E. McC.
tion .

EL -ELOʻHE-ISRAEL (Heb. 173
In behalf of this doctrine it is argued : (1) That By , God, ale el- o-hay' yis-raro-ale', the mighty

thewhole trend of the Scriptures is to declare the God of Israel). Jacob called by this name an

real responsibility of men, and their actual power
to choose between life and death. (2) That the altar pitched before Shechem (Gen. 33:20) in ac

Scriptures explicitly teach that it is the will of cordance with his vow (28:21) to give glory to the
“ God of Israel.”

God that all men should be saved. Only those

perish who wickedly resist his will (1 Tim. 2 :4 ; ELEMENTS (Gr. OtolXelov , stoy-khi'-on , or

4:10 ; John 6:40 ; Acts 7:51, et al . ). (3) The derly), the component parts of the physical uni
Scriptures declare the universality of Christ's verse. “ The elements shall melt with ferventheat ".

Atonement, and in some degree the universality (2 Pet. 3:10, 12), i. e. , reduced to as confused a

of its benefits (Heb. 2 :9 ; John 1:29 ; 3:16 , 17; chaos as that from which it was first created .
1 Cor. 15:22 ; Rom. 6:18, 19), and many other Figurative. The term is used figuratively of

passages. (4 ) The doctrine of unconditional the elementary parts of religion (Heb. 5:12 , " first

election necessarily implies that of unconditional principles "), the elements of religious training, or

reprobation ; and that is to charge God with the ceremonial precepts common alike to the wor
cruelty. (5 ) That unconditional election neces- ship of the Jews and Gentiles (Gal. 4 :3, 9) ; the

sarily implies also the determinate number of the ceremonial requirements, especially of Jewish tra

elect, a point which Calvinists hold, though they dition (Col. 2 :8, 20). In Galatians and Colossians

admit that they have for it no explicit teaching of the word is rendered “ rudiments.". These types,
Scripture. To the contrary, the Scriptures not weak ” and “ beggarly," were suited to a con

only generally but particularly teach that the num . dition of comparative childhood, in which appeals
ber of the elect can be increased or diminished. must be made to the senses. See GLOSSARY.

This is the purport of all those passages in which E LEPA (Heb. 5728, eh '-lef, yoking), one of the

sinners are exhorted to repent, or believers warned
against becomingapostate,orto “ make ” their townsallotted to Benjamin and mentioned in the

“ calling and election sure”'(Matt. 24:4, 13 ; 2 Pet. second group of fourteen towns (Josh. 18:28).

1:11, et al.). (6) That the Scriptures never speak
“Robinson (ii , p. 139) is, no doubt, correct in

of inpenitent and unbelieving men as elect,asin supposingittobethepresent Neby Samvil(i. e.,
some cases it would be proper to do if election prophet Samuel), two hours N. W. of Jerusalem'

were antecedent to repentance and falth, andnot (K. and D., Com .).
conditioned thereby. * (7) That the whole theory ELEPHANT. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.
of unconditional election is of the same tendency ELHA’NAN (Heb. 7: ?, el-khaw -nawn', God

with fatalism . (8) That the logic of unconditional

election is opposed to true evangelism . (9) That is gracious).

the essential features of the Arminian doctrine of 1. A distinguished warrior in the time of King

election belongtotheprimitiveandtrulyhistoric David, who performed a memorable exploit against

doctrineof the Church. Augustine was thefirst the Philistines, though in whatthat exploit exactly

prominent teacher of unconditional election, and consisted and who the hero himself was itisnot
2 Sam.

regardlessof the
logical inconsistency, granted easy to determine ( B. C.about989).

that reprobation is not unconditionel. Táisdoc. 21:19 says thathe was the “ son of Jaare Oregim ,

trine of Augustine was first formally accepted by Gittite,thestaffof whosespear waslikeaweaver'sthe Bethlehemite," and that he “ slew Goliath ,the

the Church in A. D. 529, in the Canons

Council of Orange, approved by PopeBoniface II.
beam ." In the A. V. the words “ the brother of ”

The prominency of unconditional election in the are inserted to bring thepassage into agreement

heologyofProtestantismis due largelyto the in- with1 Chron . 20:6,which states that “ Elhanan,

luence andworkof John Calvin, who, at the age Goliath, the Gittite,the staff
of whose spear,"etc,

son of Jair (or Joar), slew Lahmi, the brother of

of twenty-five,wrote hisInstitutes, inwhich he not
only setforth theAugustiniandoctrineof unicon of these two statementsthe latter isprobably
ditional election, butalsocarried it out to its the more correct.

logical conclusion, unconditional reprobation . In 2. The name Elhanan also occurs as that of

reviving and developing the doctrine of Arminius, “ the son of Dodo ” (2 Sam . 23:24 ; 1 Chron. 11 :

John Wesleyandhis followers havebeenintruen: 26),where he is given asone of the thirty of

i thin a large degree incalling backthe thought David'sguard.”Perhapshis father had both
of the “ This Elhanan is not the same as the

deriptures andheldby thewholetihtigrinant in urbeonementionedabove" (Keil, Com.s.
during the first fourcenturies of its bistory.

ELI. – 1 . Name and Family. (Heb. ,
The limits of this article donotpermitan ex- ay-lee", ascent,summit.)Eli was descended from

en nation ofthecontested passages of Scripture. Aaron'through Ithamar (Lev.10:1,2, 12),as ap
en lehis,recourse must be hadeby the generalpears from the fact thatAbiathar, who was cepa
cendere to worksof systematictheology and tothe tainly a linealdescendantofEli(1 Kings2:27),vinistic view of recent years, see Hodge, System . have been “ of the sons of Ithamar ” ( 1 Chron .intentaries. For best presentation of theCal hadason,Abimelech, who is expresslystatedtº

see Watson,
Institutes

; Miley, Systematic The

alic Theology
; for Arminianism or Methodist view , 24 : 3 ; comp. 2 Sam . 8:17).

dogy ;
Whedon

, On theWill ; Whedon , Commen- 1 is generally supposed to have been the firstof the2. Personal History. (1 ) High priest. Eli

(21)
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line of Ithamar who held the office of high priest is mentioned ( 7:24-29) as presenting the offering
( Josephus, Ant., v, 11 , 2). How the office ever of his tribe at the dedication of the tabernacle .

came into the younger branch of the house of 2. A Reubenite, son of Pallu (or Phallu ), whose

Aaron we are not informed, but it is very evident family was one of the principal in the tribe,and

that it was no unauthorized usurpation on the father or progenitor of Dothan and Abiram , the

part of Eli (1 Sam. 2 :27-30 ). (2) Judge. Eli also leaders in the revolt against Moses (Num . 16 : 1 ,

acted as judge of Israel, being the immediate pre- 12 ; 26: 8, 9 ; Deut. 11:6 ), B. C. 1190. Eliab had

decessor of Samuel (1 Sam. 7 :6, 15–17), the last of another son, Nemuel (Num . 26: 9).

the judges . He was also the first judge who was 3. The eldest brother of David (1 Chron . 2:13)

of priestly descent, and is said to havejudged Is- and first of the sons of Jesse who was presented

rael forty years (4:18). (3) His sons. His sons, to Samuel when he came to Bethlehem to anoint

Hophni and Phineas, conducted themselves so a king (1 Sam. 16:6), B. C. about 1013. Eliab,

outrageously that they excited deep disgust among with his two next younger brethren , was in the

the people and rendered the services ofthe temple army of Saul when threatened by Goliath ; and it

odious in their eyes (1 Sam . 2 : 12–17, 22). Of this was he who made the contemptuous inquiry, with

misconduct Eli was aware, but contented himself which he sought to screen hisown cowardice,

with mild and ineffectual remonstrances (2:23 , 24 ) when David proposed to fightthe Philistine,“ With

where his station required severe and vigorous whom hast thou left those few sheep in the wilder

action (3:13). (4 ) Prophetic warnings. A prophet ness:#” ( 17:28) . His daughter Abihail married her

was sent to announce the destruction of the house second cousin , Rehoboam , and bore him three chil.

of Eli, as a sign of which both bis sons should be dren (2 Chron . 11:18, 19). Eliab is supposed to be

slain in one day ; a faithful priest should be the same with Elihu, “ of the brethren of David "

raised up in bis place, and those who remained of (1 Chron . 27:18).

Eli's house should come crouching to him with the 4. An ancestor of Samuel the prophet, being a

prayer to be put into one of the priest's offices to Kohathite Levite, son of Nahath and father of

earn a morsel of bread ( 1 Sam. 2 : 27-36). Another Jeroham ( 1 Chron . 6:27). In the other statements

warning was sent to Eli by the mouth of the of the genealogy this name appears to be given as

youthful Samuel (3 : 11-18). ( 5) Death. At last Elihu (1 Sam . 1:1) and Eliel ( 1 Chron . 6:34).

the Israelites rose against the Philistines, but were 5. A valiant man of the Gadites, who joined

defeated near Eben-ezer. They then took the David in the stronghold in the wilderness ( 1 Chron.

ark of the covenant into the camp, hoping thereby 12:9 ).

to secure the help of God ; but in a succeeding 6. A Levite, who was one of the second rapk

engagement they suffered a still greater defeat, of those appointed to conduct the music of the

in which Eli's sons were slain. When tidings sanctuary in the time of David and whose part

were brought to Eli that Israel was defeated was to play on the psaltery. He also served as

that his sons were slain , that the ark of God was “ porter," i, e. , a doorkeeper (1 Chron . 15:18, 20 ;

taken— " he fell from off the seat backward by | 16 : 5), B. C. about 986.

the side of the gate, and his neck brake, and he
ELI'ADA (Heb. "T?, el-yaw -daw ', God is

died : for he was an old man, ninety -eight years ,

and heavy ” ( 1 Sam. 4), B. C. about 1050. The
knowing).

final judgment upon Eli'shousewas accomplished Jerusalem ,thechild(asit would seem ) of one of
1. One of the youngest sons of David , born at

when Solomon removed Abiathar from his office

and restored the line of Eleazar in the personof his wives, and not of a concubine (2 Sam . 5:16 ;

Zadok (1 Kings 2:27).
1 Chron . 3 : 8 , 9), B. C. after 1000. In 1 Chron.

3. Character. The
14 :7 the Dame appears in the form Beeliada (whom

corded history of Eli the master has known). As to the difficulty of

presents to us the character of Eli in three differ

ent aspects : (1) The devoted high priest. He David's using a name which contained 532 (Baal)

takes particular interest in Hannah when he un- for one of its elements it is, at least, very doubt

derstands her sorrows and bestows upon her his ful whether that word , which literally means mas.

priestly benediction ( 1 Sam . 1:17 ; 2:20). He recog- ter, husband, had in David's time acquired the

nizes the divine message and boivs in humble sub- bad sense whichBaal worship in Israel afterward

mission to the prophecy of his downfall (3 : 8 , 18) imparted to it (Kitto, s. v .) .

and shows his profound devotion to God by his 2. The father of Regon, who fled from the

anxiety for the ark and his sudden fall and death service of Hadadezer, king of Zobah, and became

at the tidings of its capture. We can find in him a captain of Syrian marauders who annoyed Solo .

no indication of hypocrisy or lack of faith in God . mon during his reign (1 Kings 11:23), B. C. after

(2) As judge. The fact that he judged Israel | 960. The name is Anglicized Eliadah.

seems to prove that his administration was, on the 3. A Benjamite and mighty man of war, who

whole, carefuland just. But his partiality appears led two hundred thousand archers of his tribe to

when his own sons are the offenders . ( 3) As the army ofJehoshaphat (2 Chron. 17:17), B.C. 875.

father. Eli let his paternal love run away with ELI'ADAH (1 Kings 11:23), å less correct

his judgment ; his fondness for his sons restrained mode of Anglicizing the name ELIADA (No. 2,
him from the exercise of proper parental authority. supra).

ELIAB (Heb. 38958, el-ee -awbé, God isfather ). ELI'AR (Heb. 738, ay-lee-yaw ', whose God is

1. À son of Helon and the captain of the tribe Jehovah) a less correct mode of Anglicizing the

of Zebulun who assisted Moses in numbering the name Elijah.

people (Num . 1:9 ; 2:7 ; 10:16), B. C. 1209. Hel . 1.One of the “ sons of Jeroham ," and head of

>
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a Benjamite family resident at Jerusalem (1 Chron. of Elijah is given in the A. V. of the Apocrypha
8:27 ). and New Testament.

2. One of the “ sons of Elam ,” who divorced ELI'ASAPH (Heb. 1775 , el-yaw -sawf', God
bis Gentile wife on returning from the exile (Ezra

has added ).10:26), B. C. 456.

1. The son of Deuel (or Reuel), head of the tribe
ELI'AHBA (Heb. Xana , el-yakh - baw', God of Gadat the timeof the census in the wilderness

will hide), a Shaalbonite, one of David's thirty of Sinai (Num . 1:14 ; 2:14 ; 7:42 , 47 ; 10:20), B. C.

chief warriors (2 Sam. 23:32 ; 1 Chron. 11:33), 1209 .

B. C. about 1000.
2. The son of Lael, and chief of the family of

ELI'AKIM (Heb. 677?,el-yaw -keem ', God Gershonite Levites(Num . 3:24), B. C. 1209.
of raising ). ELI'ASHIB (Heb. ,el-yaw -sheet', God
1. Son of Hilkiah and prefect of thepalace will restore), a common name of Israelites, espe.

of King Hezekiah (2 Kings 18:18 ; 19:2). (1) His- cially in the latter period of the Old Testament
tory. He succeeded Shebna in this office after

history.
the latter had been ejected from it as a pun.

1. A son of Elioenai, one of the latest de
ishment for his pride (Isa. 22: 15–20), B. C. after scendants of the royal family of Judah ( 1 Chron.

719. He was one of the three persons sent by 3:24).

Hezekiah to receive the message of the invading
2. A priest in the time of King David, head of

Assyrians (2 Kings 18:18 ; Isa . 36: 3, 11, 22) and the eleventh “ course " in the order of the “ gov.

afterward to report it to Isaiah. (2 ) Character. ernors” of the sanctuary ( 1 Chron. 24:12), B. C.

Eliakim was a good man, as appears by the title about 989.

emphatically applied to him by God, “ My servant 3. A Levitical singer who repudiated his Gen
Eliakim ” ( İsa . 22:20 ), and as was shown by his tile wife after the exile (Ezra 10:24 ), B. C. 556.

conduct on the occasion of Sennacherib's invasion
4. An Israelite of the lineage of Zattu, who did

(2 Kings 18 ; 19 :1-5 ), and also in the discharge the same (Ezra 10:27), B. C. 456.

of the duties of his high station, in which he acted
5. An Israelite of the lineage of Bani, who did

as a " father to the inhabitants of Jerusalem and the same (Ezra 10:36), B. C. 456.

to the house of Judah ” (Isa. 22:21).
6. The high priest of the Jews in the time of

No72. - Toe omice that Eliakim heldhas long been a Nehemiah (B. Č. 445). With the assistance of

subject ofperplexityto commentators. The ancients, his fellow-priests he rebuilt the eastern city wall
including the LXX and Jerome, understood it of the

priestly olilce . But it is certain , from th description adjoining the temple (Neh. 3:1). His own man.

oftheoffice in Isa. 22, and especially from the expression was, doubtless, situated in the same vicinity

sion in v. 22,** Thekeyof thehouse of David willI lay (3:20, 21). Eliashib was related in some way to
upon his shoulder, " that it was the king's house , and not

the house of God, of which Eliakim wasmadeprefect Tobiah the Ammonite, for whom he prepared an
(Smith, Dict., s. v. ; Delitzsch , Com .). Most commen- anteroom in the temple, a desecration which ex

tators agree that Isa. 22:25 does not apply to him , but to cited the pious indignationof Nehemiah (13 :4, 7),
Shebna. Delitzsch , however, says :

is also brought down at last by the greatnessofhis One of the grandsons of Eliashib had also married
power on account of the nepotism to which he has given the daughter of Sanballat the Horonite (13:28).

There seems to be no reason to doubt that the

2. The original name of JEHOIAKIM ( q. v.), king same Eliashib is referred to in Ezra 10:6, as the

of Judah (2 Kings 23:34 ; 2 Chron. 36:4 ). father of Johanan , with whom . Ezra consulted con .

3. A priest in the days of Nehemiah, who as- cerning the transgression of the people in taking

sisted at the dedication of the new wall of Jeru- Gentile wives. He is evidently the same with the

salem (Neh. 12:41), B.C. 445.
son of Joiakim mentioned in the succession of

4. Son of Abiud and father of Azor,of the pos- high priests (Neh. 12:10, 22).

terity of Zerubbabel (Matt. 1:13 ). He is probably ELI'ATHAH (Heb. , el-ee' -aw -thaw ,

identical with Shechania ' (1 Chron . 3:21).

5. Theson of Melea and fatherof Jonan, in God of consent), the eighth named of the fourteen

the genealogy of Christ (Luke3:30), probablythe sons of the LeviteHeman ,and musician in the

grandson of Nathan ,of the private line of David's time of David ( 1 Chron.25:4). Withtwelve of

descent, B. C. considerably after 1000. his sons and brethren be had the twentietb divia

sion of the temple service (25:27) , B. C. about
ELIAM (Heb. Opa?, el-ee -awm ', God of the 970.

people).

ELIÖDAD (Heb. 77758, el-ee-dawd’, God of his
1. The father of Bath -sheba, the wife of Uriah

and afterward of David (2Sam. 11:3). In thelist love ), son of Chislon , anda chief of the tribe of
of 1 Chron.3:5 the names of both fatherand Benjamin who represented histribeamongthe

daughter are altered, the former to Ammiel and commissionersappointedto divide the promised
the latter to Bath -shua . land (Num. 34:21), B. C. 1170.

2. Son of Ahithophel, the Gilonite, one of EʻLIEL (Heb.58 , el-ee -ale", God of gods)

warriors (2 Sam. 23:34), B. C. 1. One of the heads of the tribe of Manasseh, on

about 1000. The name is omitted in the list of the east of Jordan ; a mighty man (1.Chron. 5:24).

1 Chron. 11 , but is now probably discernible as 2. The son of Toah and father of Jeroham , añ.

“ Ahijah the Pelonite. ” The ancient Jewish tra- cestors of Heman, the singer and Levite (1 Chron.

dition, preservedby Jerome, is that the twoEliams6:34) ; probably identical with the Eliabof v. 27,
are one and the same person (Smith, Dict.). and of the Elihu of 1 Sam. 1 : 1 .

ELI’AS, the Grecized form in which the name 3. One of the descendants of Shimbi, and bead

Eliakim himself

Way."

David's “ thirty 22
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of a Benjamite family in Jerusalem (1 Chron. cated to God, was descended from Eliezer in the

8:20 ). sixth generation if the genealogy in 1 Chron . 26:25

4. One of the descendants of Shashak, and also is complete.

head of a Benjamite family in Jerusalem (1 Chron. 3. A son of Becher and grandson of Benjamin

8:22). ( 1 Chron . 7 : 8) , B. C. after 1640.

5. “ The Mahavite," and one of David's distin- 4. One of the priests who blew withtrumpets

guished warriors ( 1 Chron . 11:46), B. C. 991 . before the ark when it was brought to Jerusalem

6. Another of the same guard, but without any (1 Chron . 15:24) , B. C. about 982.

express designation (1 Chron . 11:47). 5. Son of Zichri , and ruler of the Reubenites in

7. One of the Gadite heroes who came across the reign of David ( 1 Chron . 27:16).

Jordan and joined David in his stronghold in the 6. A prophet (son of Dodavah, of Maresbah)

wilderness (1 Chron . 12:11 ) ; possibly the same who foretold to JEHOSHAPHAT (q . v. ) that the

with No. 5 or 6, B. C. about 1000 , fleet which he had fitted out in partnership with
8. One of the eighty Hebronite Levites who as- Ahaziah should be wrecked (2 Chron. 20:37 ), B. C.

sisted David in the removal of the ark to Jerusa- after 875.

lem (1 Chron. 15 : 9 . 11 ), B. C. about 982 . 7. A chief of the Jews during the exile, sent

9. One of the Levites appointed by Hezekiah to by Ezra,with others, from Ahava to Casiphia, to

have charge of the offerings and tithes dedicated induce some Levites and Nethinim to join the

in the temple (2 Chron. 31:13) , B C. about 719 .
party returning to Jerusalem (Ezra 8:16), B. C.

ELIENAI (Heb.el-se-ay-nak'ee, 457.

toward Jehovah are my eyes), a descendant of
8, 9, 10. A priest (descendant of Jeshua), a

Shimhi, and a chief of one of the Benjamite fam- Levite, andan Israelite (ofthe lineage ofHarin ),

ilies resident at Jerusalem (1 Chron. 8:20).
who divorced their. Gentile wives after the exile

ELIEʻZER (Heb. , el-ce-eh-zer, God of
(Ezra 10:18 , 23 , 31 ), B. C. 456.

11. Son of Jorim and father of Jose, of the

help ). private lineage of David prior to Salatbiel (Luke

1. “ Eliezer of Damascus,” mentioned in Gen. 3:29), B. C. before 588 .

15 : 2 , 3, apparently as a house -born domestic and

steward of Abraham , and hence likely, in the ab
ELIHOE NAI (Heb. 271 , el-ye-ho-ay.

sence ofdirect issue, to become the patriarch's nah’ee, toward Jehovah are my eyes), son of Zera

heir, B. C. about 2250. The common notion is hiah, of the “ sons of Pahath -moab,” whoreturned

that Eliezer was Abrahan's house -born slave, with two hundred males from the exile (Ezra S:4),

adopted as his heir, and meanwhile his chieť B. C. 457.

servant, and the same wbo was afterward sent ELIHOʻREPH (Heb. Syng, el-ee-khoʻ-ref,

into Mesopotamia to seek a wife for Isaac. “ This God of autumn ), son of Shisha, and appointed,

last point we may dismiss with the remark that with his brother Ahiah , royal scribe by Solomon

there is not the least evidence that the elder |( 1 Kings 4:3), B. C. 959.

servant of his house ' (Gen. 24: 2) was the same
ELI’HU (Heb. 8975 , el-ee -hoo , my God is

with Eliezer ” (Kitto ).
he).

NOTE . - Much diMculty has arisen from the seeming
contradiction in the two expressions “ Eliezer of Da 1. The son of Tohu and grandfather of Elka.

mascus," and "oneborn in my house ” (Gen. 15:2, 3). nah, Samuel's father ( 1 Sam . 1 : 1) . In the state

The question arises how couldEllezerhave been a ments of the genealogy of Samuel in 1 Chron. 6,
bouse -born slave, seeing that Abraham's household was

never in Damascus. The answer is : the expression the name ELIEL (q. v .) occurs in the same posi:

my house,” literally translated is, “ the tion - son of Toah and father of Jeroham ( 6:34 ) ;

son of possession of my house," and is exactly the same and also Eliab (6:27), father of Jeroham and
as the phrase in v.3, the son of my house (A. V. ' one

born in myhouse ") is myheir." Thisremovesevery grandson of Zophai. The general opinion is that

objection to Eliezer's being ofDamascus, and leaves it Elihu is the original name, and the two latter

moreprobable that he was not a servant at all, but a forms but copyists' variations of it .
near relative , perhaps nearer than Lot . Some, indeed ,

identify Eliezer with Lot, which would afford an excel
2. One of the captains of Manasseh ( 1 Chron.

lent explanation if Scripture afforded suficient grounds 12:20) who followed David to Ziklag on the eve of

for it ( Kell, Com.; Kitto). the battle of Gilboa , and who assisted him against

2. The second of the two sons of Moses and the Amalekites ( 1 Sam. 30), B. C. about 1001 .

Zipporah, born during the exile in Midian, to 3. One of the very able-bodied members of this

whom his father gave this name, “ because," said family of Obed-edom (a grandson by Shemaiah),

he, “ the God of my fathers was my help, that de. who were appointed porters of the iemple under

livered me from the sword of Pharaoh " (Exod. David ( 1 Chron. 26 : 7), B. C. after 1000. Terms

18 :4 ; 1 Chron . 23:15), B. C. before 1210. He re. are applied to all these doorkeepers which appear

mained with his mother and brother, Gershom , in to indicate that they were not only “ strong men,"

the care of Jethro, his grandfather, when Moses as in the A. V., but also fighting men (see vers.

returned to Egypt (Exod. 4:18), having been sent 6, 7 , 8 , 12, in which the Hebrew words for arny

back by Moses (18:2). Jethro brought back Zip- and warriors, or heroes,occur).

porah and her two sons to Moses in the wilderness 4. A chief of the tribe of Judah, said to be

after the exodus from Egypt ( ch . 18 ). Eliezer had " of the brethren of David ” ( 1 Chron. 27:18), and

one son , Rehabiah, from whom sprang a numer. hence supposed by some to have been his eldest

ous posterity ( 1 Chron. 23:17 ;26:25, 26). Shelo brother, Eliab (1 Sam . 16 :6 ), B. C. 1000.

mith, in the reigns of Saul and David (v. 28), who 5. One of Job's friends. He is described as “ the

had the care of all the treasures of things"dedi. son of Barachel, a Buzite, of the kindred of Ram "

" the steward

a
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ּוהָּיִלֵא
(

Job 32:2). This is usually understood to imply Obadiah, the principal servant of Ahab and a
that he was descended from Buz, the son of Abra- true servant of God. He requests him to an

ham's brother Nahor. For his part in the re- nounce his return to Ahab ; and Obadiah, his

markable discussion, see Job. fears having been removed by the prophet, con ..

ELIJAH (Heb.b , aylee- yaw ", or 2-7958,
sents . The conversation between Ahab and Eli.

-
jah, when they met soon after, began with the

ay-lee-yaw '-hoo, my God is Jehovah ). question of the king, " Art thou he that troubleth

1. The Prophet. Elijah came from Tishbeh Israel ? " Elijah answers , unhesitatingly, “ I have

in Gilead, a district which shared deeply in the not troubled Israel; but thou and thy father's

miseries of thekingdom of the Ten Tribes. Noth - house, in that ye have forsaken the command.

ing is known concerning hisfamily or birth . ments of the Lord, and thou hast followed Baalim . "

Personal History. The better to

understand his history let us briefly con

sider the condition of affairs when Elijah

made his appearance. Ahab had taken
for wife Jezebel , a Canaanite woman,

daughter of Eth-baal. Of a weak and

yielding character, he allowed Jezebel to

JOV

W
a
z

Eastern End of Mount Carmel.

establish the Phænician worship on a grand

scale-priests and prophets of Baal were ap

pointed in crowds — the prophets of Jehovah

were persecuted and slain , or only escaped by

being hid in caves. It seemed as if the last

remnants of true religion were about to per

ish . Jezebel had also induced Ahab to is.

sue orders for the violent death of all the

prophets of Jehovah who, since the expulsion

of the Levites, had been the onlyfirm sup

port of the ancient religion (see 1 Kings 18 :4,

13,22 ; 19:10, 14 ; 2 Kings 9: 7). (1) Appears

before Ahab. Elijah suddenly appears before

Ahab and proclaims the vengeance of Je.

bovah for the apostasy of the king. “ As

the Lord God of Israel liveth, before whom

Istand," whose constant servant. I am , “there

shall not be dew nor rain these years, but

according to myword .” This was probably the

conclusion of a warning, given to the king, of |He then challenges him to exercise his authority
consequences of his iniquitous course ( B, C. in summoning an assembly to Mount Carmel that

1996) .Warned by God, hewent and(2)Hid by the controversy between them might be decided.

Cherith, perhaps the present Wady Kelt. Here (5) On Carmel. Whateverwerehis secretpur.
he remained,supported byravens,untilthe brook poses, Ahab accepted thisproposal,andthe peo
dried up.Then another refuge was providedfor ple also consented. Fire wasthe element over
him(3) At Zarephath. “ The word of the Lord which Baal wassupposed to preside. Elijah pro

enneunto him , saying, Arise, get thee to Zar- poses(wishingto give them every advantage)that,ephath ... and dwell there.”
At the gate of two bullocks being slain , and laid each upon a sep.

the cityhe met thewomanwhowasto sustain aratealtar,the onefor Baal,the other for Jehovah ,

bin, herselfonthe verge of starvation. Obedi. Whichever should beconsumed by fire must pro:
fat to his request toprepare him food,she is re- claimwhosethe childrenof Israel were, and
Mardedby the miracle oftheprolongingof the whom it was their duty to serve.

heal and oil,and the restoration ofher son to more sublime stories in history than this.Onthe
life after his sudden death (1 Kings 17). "(4) Sec- onehandthe servant of Jehovah,attended by his
and appearance before Ahab. For three years one servant,with his wild,shaggy hair,his scanty
and six months there had beenno rain James garb, and sheepskin cloak, but with calm dignity

73. At last the full horrors offamine, caused of demeanor and theminutest regularity of pro
Elijah,

returning
to Israel, found Ahab yet alive and Ashtaroth - doubtless in all the splendor ofenthe failure ofthe crops, descendedonSamaria. cedure.Don the other hand theprophets of Baal

and
unreformed

, Jezebel still mad upon her idols, their vestments (2 Kings 10:22), with the wild din

and the
prophets

of Baal still deceiving thepeo- of their “ vain repetitions " and the maddened fury
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ple surrounding all : these form a picture which but the conviction is now forced upon him that in

brightens into fresh distinctness every time we none of these is Jehovah to be known. Then

consider it. The Baalites are allowed to make came the whisper of “ the still small voice.” Eli.

trial first. All day long these false prophets cried jah knew the call, and, stepping forward , hid his

to Baal , they leaped upon the altar, and mingled face in his mantle and waited for the divine com

their blood with that of the sacrifice — but all is in munication . Three commands were laid upon him

vain , for at the time of the evening sacrifice the -toanoint Hazael king over Syria ; Jehu, the son

altar was still cold and the bullock lay stark of Nimshi, king over Israel ; and Elisha, the son

thereon— “ there was neither voice, nor any to an . of Shaphat, to be his own successor. Of these

swer, nor any that regarded .” Then Elijah re- three commands the first two were reserved for

paired the broken altar of Jehovah, and having Elisha to accomplish ; the last one was executed

laid thereon his bullock and drenched both altar by Elijah bimself (19:9–18 ). (10) Finds Elisha.

and sacrifice with water until the trench about it The prophet soon found Elisha at bis native place,

was filled, he prayed , “ Lord God of Abraham, Abel-meholah. Elisha was plowing at the time,

Isaac, and of Israel , let it be known this day that and Elijah, without uttering a word , cast his man

thou art Godin Israel , and that I am thy servant, lle, the well-known sheepskin cloak, upon him, as

and that I have done all these things at thy word.” if by that familiar action (which was also a sym

The answer was all that could be desired, for “ the bol of official investiture) claiming him for his son.

fire of the Lord fell , and consumed the burnt sac- The call was accepted, and then began that long

rifice, and the wood, and the stones, and the dust , period of service and intercourse wbich continued

and licked up the water that was in the trench." until Elijali's removal ( 19: 19–21 ). (11) Reproves

The people acknowledged the presence of God , Ahab and Jezebel. For about six years we find

exclaiming with one voice, “ The Lord , he is God ; no notice in the sacred history of Elijah, till God

the Lord , he is God . ” By his direction the jug. sent him once again to pronounce sore judgment

gling priests are slain , and Ahab informed that he upon Ahab and Jezebel for the murder of the un.

might take refreshment, for God will send the de- offending Naboth (q. v . ). Just as Ahab was about

sired rain . (6) Prays for rain. Elijah prays, to take possession of the vineyard he is met by

God hears and answers; a little cloud arises, and, Elijah, who utters the terrible curse ( 1 Kings

diffusing itself gradually over the entire face of 21 :19-25 ) , B. C. 869. Ahab, assuming penitence,

the heavens, empties its refreshing waters upon and afterward proving his sincerity, was rewarded

the whole land of Israel . Ahab rides to Jezreel, by a temporary arrest of judgment; but it took

a distance of at least sixteen miles, the prophet effect upon his wicked consort and children to the

running before the chariot, but going no farther very letter. ( 12) Elijah and King Ahaziah .

than “ the entrance ” of the city ( 1 Kings 18) . Abaziah had succeeded Ahab, his father, upon his

(7) Flees from Jezebel. The prophets of Baal death, and in the second year of his reign met

were destroyed ; Ahab was cowed ; but Jezebel with a serious accident. Fearing a fatal result,

remained undaunted . She made a vow against he sent to Ekron to learn at the shrine of Baal of

the life of the prophet, who, attended by his serv- the issue of his illness. But the angel of the

ant - according to Jewish tradition the boy of Lord told Elijah to go forth and meet the mes .

Zarephath — took refuge in flight . The first stage sengers of the king. Questioned by Ahaziah as

in his journey was Beer-sheba , which belongeth to the reason of their early return the messengers

to Judah .” Leaving his servant in the town he told him of their meeting the prophet and his

set out alone into the wilderness (1 Kings 19: 1-4 ). prediction . From their description of him Ahaziah

(8) Under the juniper tree . The labors,anxieties, recognized Elijah , the man of God. Enraged he

and excitement of the last few days had proved sent a captain with fifty men to take Elijah. He

too much even for that iron frame and that stern was sitting on the top of “ the mount, ” probably of

resolution . His spirit is quite broken, and, sitting Carmel. The officer addressed the prophet by the

beneath a juniper tree, he wishes for death . “ It title most frequently applied to him, “ Thou man

is enough ; now, O Lord , take away my life; for I of God, the king hath said , Come down. And
am not better than my fathers.” But sleep and Elijah answered and said , If I be a man of God,

food, miraculously furnished, refreshed the weary let fire come down from heaven, and consume

prophet, and he went forward , in the strength of thee and thy fifty. And there came down fire

that food,a journey of forty days to Mount Horeb. from heaven, and consumed him and his fifty. "

( 9) At Horeb. Having rested in a cave one night A second company shared the same fate. The

the voice of the Lord came to him in the morning, altered tone ofthe leader of the third party, and
asking, “ What doest thou here, Elijah ? " And the assurance of God that his servant need not

then he again unburdens his soul and tells his fear, brought Elijah down. But the king gained

grief : “ I have been very jealous for Jehovah, but nothing. The message before delivered was re

Israel has forsaken thy covenant; I stand alone, peated to his face, and the king shortly after died.

and my life is sought.' He is directed to stand This was Elijah's last interview with the house of

outside the cave , and “ the Lord passed by” in all Ahab, and his last recorded appearance in person

the terror of his most appalling manifestations . against the Baal worshipers ( 2 Kings 1 :2–17), B. C.

The fierce wind tore the solid mountains and shiv. 852 . (13) Warns Jehoram . Jehoram , king of

ered the granite cliffs of Sinai ; the earthquake Judah, had married the daughter of Ahab, and

crash reverberated through the defiles of those walked “ in the ways of the kings of Israel , as did

naked valleys ; the fire burnt in the incessant the house of Ahab . " Elijah sent him a letter de.

blaze of Eastern lightning. Like these, in their nouncing his evil doings and predicting his death

degree had been Elijah's own mode of procedure ; | (2 Chron. 21 : 12-15) . This is the only communi.
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cation with the southern kingdom of which any dience was simple and unquestioning as a child's.

record remains. ( 14) Closing scenes . The faith. Tender of soul, he could sympathize with the

ful propbet's warfare is now accomplished, and widow when she lost her child, or weep over the

God will translate bim in a special manner to sad condition of his deluded countrymen. Stern

heaven. Conscious of this he determines to spend in principle, he was, in his opposition to sin, as

his last moments in imparting divine instruction

to, and pronouncing hislast benediction upon, the

students in the colleges of Beth-el and Jericho. It

was at Gilgal- probably not the ancient place of

Joshua and Samuel, but another of the same name

still surviving on the western edge of the hills of

Ephraim — that the prophet received the divine

intimation that his departure was at hand. Here

he requested Elisha, his constant companion, to

tarry while he goes on an errand of Jehovah .

Perhaps the request was made because of the re

turn of his old love for solitude, perhaps he de

sired to spare his friend the pain of too

sudden a parting, or, it may be, he de

sjred to test the affection of the latter.

But Elisha would not give up his mas.

ter, and they went together to Beth -el.

The sons of the prophets, apparently

acquainted with what was about to hap
pen , inquired of Elisha if he knew of

his impending logs. His answer shows

how fully he was aware of it. “ Yea, I

know it ; hold ye your peace.” Again

Elijah attempts to escape to Jericho,

and again Elisha protests that he will

not be separated from him. Under the

plea of going to Jordan Elijah again

requested Elisha to tarry, but still with

no success, and the two set off together

toward the river. Fifty men of the sons

of the prophets ascend the heights be

hind the town to watch what happens . Reaching

the river, Elijah rolls up his mantle as a staff,

strikes the waters, which divide, and they two go

over on dry ground. What follows is best told in

the simple words of the narrative : “ And it came

to pass , when they were gone over, that Elijah

said unto Elisha, Ask what I shall do for thee,

before I be taken away from thee. And Elisha

said , I pray thee, let a double portion of thy spirit

be upon me. And he said, Thou hast asked a

hard thing : nevertheless, if thou see me when I

am taken from thee, it shall be so unto thee ; but

if not, it shall not be so. And it came to pass, as

they still went on, and talked, that, behold, there

appeared a chariot of fire, and horses of fire, and

parted them both asunder ; and Elijah went up

by a whirlwind into heaven. Elisha, at the won- Chapel of Elijah, Mount Horeb (said to be built over

derful sight, cried out, like a bereaved child , “ My
tbe cave ).

father, my father, the chariot of Israel , and the

horsemen thereofI ” The mantle of his master fierce as the fire that more than once answered his

bad, however, fallen upon Elisha,as a pledge that command. He was by nature a recluse, only ap.
the office and spirit of the former were now his pearing before men to deliver his message from

own (2 Kings 2: 1-13). God, and enforce it by a miracle, and then disap

Character. Elijah's character is one of pearing from sight again .

moral sublimity. Hisfaith in God seemed to know NOTE.-(1) The ravens. Much ingenuity has been

no limit por questioning. His zeal for Jehovah devoted to explaining awaythe obviousmeaning of Ell
was an all-absorbing motive of his life, sothat he jah's ravens (i Kings 17:4, sq.). Michaelis supposes that
justly said, “ I have been very jealous for theLord the brook Cherith wasa place where ravens were wont

to congregate, and that Elijah took from their nests

God of hosts." No danger nor duty was too se- morning and evening the food which they brought to

vere to shake his confidence — no labor too great their young. Others have explained by, orebim,

for his Lord. His courage was undaunted, even
to mean Arabians ; others, the inhabitants of Orbo, or

in the presence of royalty or famine. His obe- Oreb ; and some have thought that the word might
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mean merchants, from ,to traffic . The text, how- 1. A son of Esau by Adah, his first wife, and

ever, plainly records a miracle (Whedon , Com ., in loco ): father of several Edomitish tribes (Gen. 36 :4, 10 ,
(2) Elijah's mocking. Some bave objected that Elijah's 11 , 16 ; 1 Chron . 1:35, 36).
mockery of Baal's prophets was not in accordance with

the spirit of Scripture not rendering railing for rail
2. One of the three friends who came to con .

ing, but, contrarywise, blessing ” ( 1 Pet. 3:9). “ In the dole with Job in his affliction . They had agreed
case ofElijah ridicule was a fit weapon for exposing to meet together for this purpose, but, overpowered
the folly and absurdity of idol worship. The prophet

employed itwith terrible effect ” (Haley, Dis.). (3) Let- | by feelingat the condition of their friend they sat

ter to Jehoram . This letter has been considered as a down in silence for seven days (Job 2:11). Eliphaz

great difficulty , on the ground that Elijah's removal is called “ the Temanite," and was probably of
must have taken place before the death of Jehoshaphat,
and , therefore, before theaccessionof Jehoram to the Teman, in Idumea. As Eliphaz, the son of Esay,

throneof Judah. That Jehoram began to reign during had a son named Teman, from whom the place
the lifetime of bis father, Jehoshaphat, is stated in took its name, there is reason to conclude that
2 Kings 8:16 . He probably ascended the throne as vice

royorassociate some years beforethe death ofhis this Eliphaz was a descendant of the former Eliphaz

father . ( Kitto). He is the first speaker among the friends

2. A priest of “ the sons of Harim ,” who di- and probably the eldest among them . He begins

vorced his Gentile wife on returning from the his orations with delicacy and conducts bis part

exile (Ezra 10:21 ), B. C. 456.
of the controversy with considerable address

E’LIKA (Heb. 27 , el-ee-kaw ', God his re- (chaps. 4, 5, 15, 22). On him falls the main bur

jecter ), a Harodite, and one of David's thirty-seven world is perfect and certain, and that, conse
den of the argument that God's retribution in this

distinguishedwarriors (2 Sam . 23:25), B. C. about quently,suffering must be a proof of previous sin.
1000.

The great truth brought out by him is the unap
E’LIM ( Heb. big ay-leem', trees ), second proachable majesty and purity of God (4:12-21;

station in the desert of Israel (Exod. 15:27 ; Num . 15 : 12–16 ) . But still, with the other two friends,

33 : 9), where they encamped for a month (Exod. he is condemned because they had “ not spoken of
16 : 1 ) . Here were “ twelve wells (R. V. springs ' ) | God the thing that is right ” (42 : 7) . “ In order

of water and threescore and ten palm trees.” that theymay only maintain the justice of God they
The present Wady Gharandel . have condemned Job against their better knowl.

ELIM'ELECH (Heb. 1322978, el-ee-meh '-lek, edge and conscience” (Delitzsch). On sacrifice

God his king), a man of the tribe of Judah who and intercession of Job all three are pardoned .

dwelt in Bethlehem -Ephratah in the days of the ELIPH'ELEH (Heb. 1978, el -ee-fe -lay '.

judges, B. C. probably before 1070. In conse - hoo ,whom God makes distinguished), a Merarite

quence of a great dearth in the land he went with Levite, one of the gatekeepers appointed by David

his wife, Naomi, and his two sons, Mahlon and to play on the harp “ on the Sheminith
on the

Chilion, to dwell in Moab, where he and his two occasion of bringing up the ark to the city of

sons died (Ruth 1 : 2 , 3 ; 2 : 1, 3 ; 4: 3 , 9). David (1 Chron . 15:18, 21), B. C. about 982.

ELIOE'NAI (Heb. , el-yo-ay-nah'ee, a ELIPH'ELET (Heb. ,el- ee -feh '-let, God

contracted form of the name Elihoenai). of deliverance).

1. The eldest son of Neariah, son of Shemaiah, 1. The third of the nine sons of David, born

of the descendants of Zerubbabel (1 Chron . 3 : at Jerusalem , exclusive of those by Bath -sheba

23, 24) . ( 1 Chron . 3 : 6 ; 14 : 5 ) , in which latter passage the

2. A prince of the Simeonites ( 1 Chron. 4:36 ). name is written Elpalet, B. C. about 989 .

3. The fourth son of Becher, son of Benjamin 2. The ninth of the same ( 1 Chron . 3 : 8 ; 14 : 7 ;

( 1 Chron . 7 : 8). 2 Sam . 5:16) , in which two latter passages the
4. Seventh son of Meshelemiah, oneof the Kor- name is Anglicized Eliphalet. . It is believed that

hite porters (doorkeepers) of the temple (1 Chron. there were not two sons of this name, but that
26 : 3 ), B. C. about 960. one is merely a transcriber's repetition. The two

5. " A priest of the sons of Pashur,who, at the are certainly omitted in Samuel, but, on the other

instigation of Ezra ,put away his Gentile wife and hand, they are inserted in two separate lists in

offered a ram for a trespass offering ( Ezra 10:22), Chronicles, and in both cases the number of the

B. C. 456. He is , perhaps, the same mentioned sons is summed up at the close of the list.

in Neh. 12:41 as one of the priests who accom- 3. One of David's distinguished warriors, styled

panied Nehemiah with trumpets at the dedication the son of Ahasbai, the son of the Maachatbite "

of the wall of Jerusalem, B. C. 445. (2 Sam . 23:34 ), but, by some error and abbrevia

6. An Israelite (singer) of the sons of Zattu, tion, Eliphal (q. v.), son of Ur, in 1 Chron.11:35.
who likewise divorced his Gentile wife after the

4. The third of the three sons of Eshek , of the

exile ( Ezra 10:27), B. C. 456. posterity of Benjamin , and a descendant of King

EL'IPHAL (Heb. 5px, el-ce-fawl , God his Saul through Jonathan (1Chron.8:39).
judge), son of Hur, and one of David's mighty men 5. One of the three sons of Adonikam , who
(1 Chron. 11:35), B. C. about 1000. See ÈLIPH- returned from Babylon with his brothers and

ELET (3) sixty males (Ezra 8:13) , B. C. 457.

ELIPH'ALET, a less correct mode of An. 6. A descendant of Hashum , who divorced his

glicizing (2 Sam. 6:16 ; 1 Chron. 14:7) the name Gentile wife after the exile (Ezra 10:33), B. C.456.

ELIPHELET (q . v . ) . ELIS'ABETH (Gr. 'Eloáßer, el-ee-sab '-et,

EL'IPHAZ (Heb. 10x, el-ee- faz', God of from Heb. Saab , el-ee-shel'-bah ,God her oath),

gold ). wife of Zacharias and mother of John the Baptist

7:)

( 6
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She was a descendant of Aaron, and of her and bear). It is by nomeans certain that all of them

her husband this exalted character is given by the were killed ” (McClintock and Strong, s. v.) . Kitto

evangelist : They were both righteous before thinks that these children had been instigated by

God, walking in all the commandments and ordi. their idolatrous parents to mock Elisha , and that

nances of the Lord blameless ” (Luke 1:5 , 6). by this judgment the people of Beth-el were to

They remained childless until well advanced in know that to dishonor God's prophets was to dis.

years, when an angel foretold to Zacharias the honor him. (5) Assists Jehoram . Jehoram, king

birth of John, and Zacharias, returning home, of Israel, and the kings of Judah and Edom were

Elisabeth conceived (1:7–24). During fivemonths united in a campaign against Moab, endeavoring

she concealed the favor God bad granted her ; but to suppress a revolt that occurred shortly after

the angel Gabriel discovered to the Virgin Mary the death of Ahab. A difficulty arose from the

this miraculous conception as an assurance of the lack of water. Elisha, being appealed to, requested

birth of the Messiah by herself ( 1: 24–38). Mary a minstrel to be brought, and at the sound of the

visited her cousin Elisabeth, and they exchanged music the hand of Jehovah came upon him. He

congratulations and praised God together, Mary ordered pits to be dug to hold the abundant supply

abiding with her for three months (1 : 39-56). of water which he prophesied would be given

When her child was circumcised she named him them. The water which preserved their lives be

John . Upon her friends objecting that none of came the source of destruction to their enemies,

her kindred had that name an appeal was made for the next morning “ the sun shone upon the

to Zacharias. He wrote upon a tablet, “ His name water, and the Moabites saw the water on

is John," and immediately speech was restored to the other side as red as blood : and they said ,

him ( 1 : 58–64), B. C. 6 . This is blood : the kings are surely slain, and

ELISE US, the Grecized form of the name they have smitten one another : now therefore,

Elisha in the New Testament (Luke 4:27). Moab, to the spoil. And when they came to the

ELI'SHA . - 1. Name and Family. (Heb. camp of Israel, the Israelites rose up and smote

gos, el-ee-shaw ', God his salvation.) The son of theMoabites, sothattheyfled before them : but
they went forward smiting the Moabites, even in

Shaphat, of Abel-meholah (in or neur the valley their country” (2 Kings 3:4–24 ). (6) Widow's
of Jordan ).

oil. A widow of one of the sons of the prophets

2. Personal History. ( 1) Call. Elisha, a was in debt and her two sons about to be taken

husbandman, was plowing witha number of com- from her and sold by her creditors, as by law they

panions, himself withthe twelfth plow (Thomson, had power to do (Lev. 25:39) and in her extremity

Land and Book ). Elijah, on his way from Horeb she implored the prophet's assistance. Inquiring

to Damascus, found Elisha, and threw upon his into hercircumstances helearned thatshe had noth

shoulders his mantle — a token ofinvestiture with ing but a pot of oil. This Elisha caused (in his ab

the prophet's office and of adoption as a son.

Elisha accepted the call, and delaying only long filled with it all the vessels she could borrow,
sence, 2Kings 4 : 5) to multiply until the widow had

enoughto kiss his father and motherand givea and thus procured the means of payment ( 4 :7).

farewell feast to his people “ arose andwent after No place or date of the miracle is mentioned.

Elijah and ministered unto him ” ( 1 Kings 19 :

19-21),B. C.about856. ( 2) Elijah's ascension: Itween Carmel and the Jordan valley Elisha calls at
( 7) Elisha and the Shanammite. On his way be.

Wehear no more of Elisha until he accompanied Shunem . Here heis hospitably entertained by a

hismaster to the other side of Jordan, witnessed rich and godly woman. " Desiring to have him

there his ascension, and with his fallen mantle
more than an occasional guest à chamber was

parted the waters and was welcomed by the sons
prepared for his use. This room , called the Aliyah

of the prophetsas the successor of Elijah(2Kings (the upper chamber), is the most desirable ofthe
2 :1-16 ), B.C. 846.(3) AtJericho. After this he house , being retired and well fitted up: Elisha,

dweltat Jericho(2Kings2:18). The town had lately grateful for thekindness shown him , asked of the

been rebuilt by Hiel (1 Kings 16:34), and was the woman if she would have him seek a favor for

residence of a body of the “ sons of the prophets ”

(2 Kings 2:6 ). While there he was waitedupon by clined the prophet's offer, saying," Idwell among
her of the king or captain of the host. She de.

the citizens ofthe place, who complained to himof mine own people.” Gehazi, Elisha'sservant, re
the foulness of its waters. He remedied the evil

by castingsalt intothe water at its source, in the mindedhim of the Shunammite's childless condi.
name of Jehovah (2:19–22). (4) Mocked .' Leav. tion,and a sonwas promised her, which in due time

was born (2 Kings 4: 8–17). When the child was
ing Jericho he went to Beth- el, and uponnearing large enough he went outto his father in the field.
the latterplace was met by a number of children while there he was (probably) sunstruck, and

( youths ? Whedon's Com .),who mockingly cried, soon died, The mother laid the dead child upon

Goup, thou baldhead . ” This dishonor to God the prophet'sbed, and hastening to the prophet
through hisprophet was sternly rebukedby Elisha, in Carmel she made him acquainted with her loss,

and “ iwo she-bears cameout of the woodsand tore andGehaziis sent before to lay Elisha's staff upon

forty -two of them . And hewent from thence to the face of the child . The child's life not return.

MountCarmel, and from thence he returned toSa. ing Elishashut himself up with the dead boy and,

maria” (2 Kings 2 :23–25). Objection has been made prayingto God,“ stretched himself upon the child;
to the severity of the punishment visited upon the and the flesh of the child waxed warm " (4 : 18–37).

mocking children. " It is not said that they were

(8) Elisha at Gilgal. It was a time of famine,

actually slain (the expression is pp, to rend, and the food of the prophets must consist of any

which is peculiarly applicable to the claws of the herbs that can be found. The great caldron is put
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"

on at the command of Elisha,and one of the com- the presence of the king and his troops. The

pany brought in his blanket full of such wild king, eager to destroy them , asked, “ My father,

vegetables as he had collected and emptied it into shall I smite them ? shall I smite them ? ” Elisha's

the pottage . But no sooner have they begun their object was gained when he showed the Syrians the

meal than the taste betrays the presence of some futility of their attempts against him , and he,

obnoxious herb ,and they cry out, “ 0 , thou man of therefore , refused the king permission to slay

God, there is death in the pot.” In this case the cure them, and having fed them sent them away to

was effected by meal which Elisha cast into the cal, their master ( 2 Kings 6 :8–23). " Was the decep ..

dron (2 Kings 4 :38–41). Probably at the same time tion (6:19) practiced toward the Syrians justifiable ?

and place occurred the nextmiracle. A man from Various answers have been given. Keil and Raw .

Baal-shalisha brought to Elisha a present of the linson apparently regard Elisha's statement simply

first fruits, which, under the law (Num. 18 : 8, 12 ; in the light of a ' stratagem of war. ' Thenius

Deut. 18 : 3 , 4), were the perquisites of the ministers says : There is no untruth in the words of

of the sanctuary — twenty loaves of new barley and Elisha ; for his home was not in Dothan, where

full ears of corn in the husk (perhaps new garden he was only residing temporarily, but in Samaria ;

grain) . This , by the word of Jehovah, was rendered and the words “ to the man may well mean to his

more than sufficient for a hundred men (2 Kings house." Some regard the prophet's language as

4 :42–44). ( 9) Naaman cured . Naaman, the chief mere irony ” (Haley's.Alleged Dis.). (12 ) Famine

captain of thearmy of Syria, was afflictedwith lep in Syria . Ben -hadad, the king of Syria, nowlaid

rosy, and that in its mostmalignantform , the white siege to Samaria, and its inhabitants were driven

variety (2Kings5 :1,27) . Naaman,hearing of Elisha, to great straits by reason of famine. Roused by

informed the king, who sent him with a letter to an encounter with an incident more ghastly than

the king of Israel. “ And now , " so ran Ben- all, Jehoram , the king (Josephus, Ant., ix , 4 , 4)

badad's letter, “ when this letter is come unto vented , for some reason , his wrath upon Elisha,

thee, behold, I have therewith sent Naaman my and, with an oath, he said , “God do so and more

servant to thee, that thou mayestrecover him of also to meif the head of Elisha, the son of Sha.

his leprosy.” Accompanying the letter were very phat, shall stand on him this day.” An emissary

rich presents of gold, silver, and raiment. The started to execute the sentence, but Elisha, warned

king of Israel saw only one thing in the transac- l of the danger, told those present not to admit

tion, viz., a desire on the part of Ben-hadad to him , assuring them that the king was hastening

pick a quarrel with him . The prophet, hearing of (" to stay the result of his rash exclamation ,” in .

the matter,sent word to the king, “ Let him come terprets Josephus, Ant., ix, 4, 4). To the king

to me, and he shall know that there is a prophet in Elisha promised that within twenty -four hours

Israel.” So Naaman stood with his retinue before food should be plenty. The next day the Syrian

Elisha's house. Elisha sent a messenger to the camp was found deserted. The night before God

general with the simple instruction to bathe seven caused the Syrians to hear the noise of horses and

times in Jordan. Naaman is enraged at the inde- chariots ; and, believing that Jehoram had hired

pendent behavior of the prophet and the sim- against them the kings of the Hittites and the

plicity of the prescription, but, persuaded by his king of Egypt, had filed in the utmost panic and

servants, obeyed Elisha, and was healed of his confusion . Thus did God, according to the words

leprosy. Returning he appears in the presence of of Elisha, deliver Samaria." Another prediction was

the prophet, acknowledges the power of God, and accomplished ; for the distrustful lord that doubted

entreats Elisha to accept the present he had the word of Elisha was trampled to death by the

brought from Damascus. This Elisha firmly re- famished people rushing through the gates of the

fuses and dismisses him in peace (5 : 1-27). (10) Ax city to the forsaken tents of the Syrians (2 Kings

raised . The home of the prophets becoming too 6 : 24–7 :20 ). (13) Shunammite's property restored .

small it was resolved to build nearer the Jordan. Elisha, aware of the famine which God was about

While one was felling a tree the ax head flew off to bring upon the land , had advised his friend, the

and fell into the water. Appeal is madeto Elisha : Shunammite, of it that she might provide for her

“ And he cut down a stick , and cast it in thither : safety. She left Shunem for the land of the

and the iron did swim," and was recovered ( 6 : 1-7). Philistines, and there remained during the dearth .

(11) Thwarts the Syrians. The Syrians warred At the end of the seven years she returned and

against Israel, but their plans, however secret, were found her house and land appropriated by some

known to Elisha, who disclosed them to the king other person . When shewas come to the king to

of Israel, and by his warnings saved the king, ask redress he was listening to a recital by Gehazi

“ not once nor twice " only. The king of Syria, of the great things that Elisha had done, the

learning that Elisha the prophet told of his plans, crowning feat of all being that which he was then

sent a detachment of men to take him . They actually relating — the restoration to life of the

came by night and surrounded Dothan, where boy of Shunem . Thewoman was instantly recog.

Elisha resided. His servant was the first to dis. nized by Gehazi. My lord , O king, this is the

cover the danger, and made it known to his mas- woman, and this is her son, whom Elisha restored

ter. At his request the eyes of the young man The king immediately ordered her land

were opened to behold the spiritual guards which to be restored, with the value of its produce dur

protected them . In answer to Elisha's prayer ing her absence (2 Kings 8 :1-6 ). (14) Elisha at Dae

the Syrians were blinded , and Elisha offers to mascus. Wenext find Elisha at Damascus, whither

lead them to the place and person they sought. he went to “ anoint Hazael to be king over Syria. ”

He conducted them to Samaria, where their blind. Ben-hadad was prostrate with his last illness, and

ness was removed and thev found themselves in sent Hazael, with a princely present to inquire of

"

to life. "
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Elisha, " Shall I recover of this disease ? ” The caught at the mouth of the Eurotas, and the pure

answer of Elisha, though ambiguous, contained the ple of Laconia was very celebrated . The name

unmistakable conclusion , “ The Lord hath showed seems kindred to Elis, which, in the wider sense,

me that he shall surely die." . The prophet fixed was applied to the whole Peloponnesus ; and some

his earnest gaze upon Hazael and burst into tears . identify Elishah with Hellas.

Inquired of as to the cause of his grief Elisha

toldhim that he shouldbeking and bring great God of hearing).
ELISH'AMA (Heb . 2018, el -ee-sharo-maw ',

evil upon the children of Israel. Hazael returned

and told theking that the prophet had predictedhis
1. The sonof Ammihud, and “ captain ” of the

recovery. That was the last day of Ben -hadad's life, tribe of Ephraim at the Exode (Num . 1:10; 2:18 ;

for on the morrow he was smothered, and Hazael 7:48, 53; 10:22), B. C. 1209...From the genealogy

reigned in his stead (2 Kings 8 :7-15). (15) Jehu in.1 Chron . 7:26 we find that he was the grand

anointed. While Hazaelwas warring againstthe father of Joshua.
2. The second of the nine sons of David born

combined force of the kings of Israel and Judah
( 2 Kings 8:28) Elisha sent one of the “ sons of the at Jerusalem , exclusive of those by Bath -sheba

prophets ” to anoint Jehu, the sonof Jehoshaphat, (1 Chron , 3:6) , called in the parallel passages

king over Israel and prophesy concerning the fear (2 Sam. 5:15 ; 1 Chron. 14: 5) by apparently the

ful overthrow of the house of Ahab ( 9: 1, sq. ).
more proper name ELISHUA (q. v .).

(16) Death . We next find Elisha upon his death
3. The seventh of the same series of sons

bed. Here he is visited by Joash , thegrandson ( 1 Chron.3:8; 14: 7). According to Samuel(2 Sam .
of Jehu, who came to weep over the departure of 5: 14–16) therewere only eleven sons born to David
the greatand good prophet. Theking is told that he after his establishment in Jerusalem , and Elishama

will smite Syria but thrice, whereas if he had shown is eleventh of the series, B. C. after 1000.

more energy in smiting the ground with the ar
4. An Israelite of the family of David, father

rows he should have completely destroyed his foe of Nethaniah, and grandfather of Ishmael,who

(2 Kings 13:14–19). (17) In his tomb: The power
slew Gedaliah, the ruler appointed by Nebuchad .

of the prophetdoes not end with his death , for nezzar overthe people that were left in Judea

even in his tomb he restores thedead to life. A (2 Kings 25:25 ; Jer. 41 : 1), B. C. before 588 .

funeral was going on in the cemetery which con
5. An Israelite of the tribe of Judah and son

tainedthe sepulcher of Elisha. Seeinga band of of Jekamiah. In the Jewish tradition preserved

Moabites near by, the friends of the dead man
by Jerome ( Qu. Hebr. on 1 Chron. 2:41) he appears

hastily put him into the tomb of the prophet. tobe identified with No. 4 .

The mere touch of his hallowed remains had
6. One of the two priests sent with the Levites.

power, for the man “ revived, and stood up on his by. Jehoshaphat to teach the law through the

feet ” (2 Kings 13:20, 21 ), B. C. about 783 .
cities of Judah (2 Chron. 17 : 8), B. C. after 875 .

3. Character. Elisha presents a very striking Jeremiah wasread to him and other magnates and
7. A royal scribe, in whose chamber the roll of

contrast to his master,Elijah, who was a true Bed afterward deposited for a time (Jer. 36:12, 20, 21),
ouin childofthe desert. Elisha, on the other hand, B.C.about604.

was a civilized man, preferring the companionship

of men, dwelling in cities, and often in close con ELISH’APHAT (Heb. Ppp , el-ee-shav

nection with kings. Elijah was a man whose fawť, God of judgment),son of Zichri . One of

mission was to accuse of sin or bring judgment the captains of hundreds by whose aid Jehoiada,

upon men because of it. Elisha, while defending the priest , placed Joash on the throne of Judah

the ancient religion, comes as the healer, and so and overthrew Athaliah , the usurper (2 Chron . 23 :

his miracles were those of restoring to life, in- 1 , sq . ), B. C. 836.

creasing the widow's oil, making pure the bitter ELISHEBA (Heb. Sa , et-ec-shen -bah,
waters. There is tender sympathy for friends, God of the oath, i.e., worshiper of God), daughter

tears for bis country's prospective woes. And yet of Amminadab and sister of Nahshon, the captain

there is firmness in maintaining the right, stern- of the Hebrew host (Num. 2 :3). She became the

ness of judgment, and seeming forgetfulness of wife of Aaron , and hence the mother of the
self. “ Inspite of all the seductions to which he priestly family (Exod . 6:23), B. C. about 1210.

was abundantly exposed through the great con

sideration in which he was held he retained at ELISHʻUA (Heb. 270 , el-ee-shoo '-alu, God

every period of his life the true prophetic sim- of supplication ), one of the sons of David born at

plicity and purityand contempt for worldly wealth Jerusalem (2 Sam . 5:15 ; 1 Chron . 14 :5) , called

and advantages ” (Ewald's History of Israel, iv, ELISHAMA (q. v . ) in the parallel passage (í Chron.

p. 83). 3 : 6), B. C. after 1000.

ELI'SHAH (Heb. , el -ee-shaw , un- ELI'UD (Gr.'Ecoud, el-ee-ood ', Godofmajesty ),

known ), the oldest of the four sons of Javan (Gen. son of Achim and father of Eleazar,being the

10 : 4 ; 1 Chron . 1 : 7). He seems to have given fifth in ascent in Christ's paternal genealogy

name to “ the isles of Elishah, ” which are de- (Matt. 1:14, 15), B. C. about 200 (Mcc. and S.,

scribed as exporting fabrics of purple and scarlet
Cyc.).

to the markets of Tyre (Ezek. 27 :7). If the de ELIZ’APHAN (Heb. 1PX $, cl-ee-tsaw - fawn ',

scendants of Javan peopled Greece we may expect | God of treasure).

to find Elishah in some province of that country. 1. The second son of Uzziel, and chief of the

The circumstance of the purple suits the Pelopon. Kohathite Levites at the Exode (Num. 3:30 ; Exod.

vesus ; for the fish affording the purple dye were | 6:22 ), B. C. 1210. He, with his elder brother,

:)
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Mishael , was directed by Moses to carry away the EL'KOSH (Heb. wpis, el-kosh ', uncertain

corpses of their sacrilegious cousins, Nadab and derivation ), the birthplace of the prophet Nabum ;
Abihu (Lev. 10 :4). In Exodus and Leviticus the whence he is called “ the Elkosbite ” (Nah. 1 : 1 ) .

name is contracted into Elzaphan. His family Two Jewish traditions assign widely different lo

took part in the ceremony of bringing the ark to calities to Elkosh . In the time of Jerome it was
Jerusalem in the time of David (1 Chron. 15: 8) believed to exist in a small village of Galilee.

and were represented in the revival under Heze called to the present day Helcesæi (or Helcesei ,
kiah (2 Chron . 29:13) .

Elcesi), which belief is more credible than the one
2. Son of Parnach and prince of the tribe of which identifies Elkosh with a village on the

Zebulun , appointed to assist Moses in the division eastern side of the Tigris , northwest of Khorsabad.

of the land of Canaan (Num. 34:25) . This place, Alkush , is a Christian village , where

ELIʼZUR (Heb. 29395, el- ee-tsoor ", God his the tomb of the prophet isshowninthe form of
rock ), son of Shedeur and prince of the tribe of a simple plaster box of modern style.

Reuben at the Exode (Num. 1 : 5 ; 2:10 ; 7:30, 35 ; EL'KOSHITE. See ELKOSH.

10:18) , B. C. 1210. EL'LASAR (Heb. 27 , el-law -savr'), a city

ELKANAH, or ELKA’NAH (Heb. 17p, of Babylonia,mentioned twice in Genesis (14:1, 9).
el-kau -naw ', whom God created), the name of sev. Ellasar was located in Southern Babylonia, be.

cral men, all apparently Levites. There is much tween Ur and Erech , on the left bank of the great
difficulty and uncertainty in the discrimination of canal Shat- en -Nil. The site of the city is now

the various individuals who bear this name. marked by the little mound called by the natives

1. The second son of Korah , according to Exod. Senkereh. In an early period Ellasar played an

6:24, where his brothers are represented as being important rôle in Babylonia. It was the center

Assir and Abiasaph. But in 1 Chron. 6:22 , 23, in southern Babylonia of the worship of the sun

Aşsir, Elkanah, and Ebiasaph are mentioned in (called in Babylonian Shamash ), as Sippar was in

the same order, not as the three sons of Korah, northern Babylonia the chief place of the same

but as son, grandson , and great-grandson, re- worship. The Babylonian form of the city's name

spectively ; and this seems to be correct. was Larsa, and in later times it was known to the

2. Son of Shaul, or Joel, being the father of Greeks as Larissa. Its origin is entirely unknown

Amasai, and ninth in descent from Kohath, the to us, but its holy character and its religious

son of Levi ( 1 Chron. 6:25, 36 ). leadership point to a high antiquity. About 2400

3. Son of Ahimoth, or Mahath , being father of B. C. Ellasar was filling an influential place in

Zuph , or Zophai, and great-grandson of the one Babylonia. It had then the leadership in southern

immediately preceding ( 1 Chron . 6:26 , 35). Babylonia, and the kings of Larsa were at the

4. Another Kohathite Levite, in the line of same time kings of Sumer and Akkad. Of the

Heman, the singer. He was the son of Jeroham dynasty which then ruled in Ellasar we know the

and father of Samuel ( 1 Chron . 6:27, 28, 33 , 34 ), names of only two kings , Nur-Ramman and Sin

B. C. about 1106. He is described ( 1 Sam . 1 : 1 , iudina, the latter of whom built an important

sq.) as living at Ramathaim-zophim, in Mount canal which connected the Shatt-en -Nil with the

Ephraim , otherwise called Ramah ; as having two river Tigris. Shortly after this time Ellasar was

wives, Hannah and Peninnah, with no children by conquered by an invasion from Elam , and the

the former till the birth of Samuelinanswer to Elamite king Kudur-Mabug, at that time a great

the prayer of Hannah. We learn also that he conqueror even in the West, becamepossessed of

lived in the time of Eli , the high priest; that he the city. He did not, however, reside in the con.

was a pious man , going up yearly to Shilolı to quered city, but was there represented by his son ,

worship and sacrifice ( 1 : 3 ). After the birth of Eri-Aku, who is also known in the Babylonian in

Samuel Elkanah and Hannah continued to live at scriptions by the name of Rim - Sin . This is no

Ramah, and had three sons and two daughters other than Arioch of Gen. 14 : 1 . He was later

(2:21 ). Elkanah, the Levite, is called an Ephraim- conquered by Hammurabi , king of Babylon, who

ite because, so far as his civil standing was con- annexed the whole territory to the newly founded

cerned, he belonged to the tribe of Ephraim , the Babylonian empire. (See also AMRAPHEL and

Levites being reckoned as belonging to those CHEDORLAOMER .) The most important building in

tribes in the midst of which they lived . the city seems to have been the temple of the sun ,

5. The father of one Asa, and head of a Levit. called E -barra. Upon it building and restora

ical family resident in the “ villages of the Neto- tion were successively carried on by Ur-Bau and

phathites ” ( 1 Chron. 9:16), B. C. long before 536. Dungi (see Ur), Sin -iddina, Hammurabi, Nebuchad

6. A manof the family of Korhites, who joined nezzar, and Nabonidus. The mound has not yet

David while he was at Ziklag ( 1 Chron. 12 :6 ), B. C. been completely excavated, but brief examina

about 1002. He probably resided in the tribe of tions have led to the discovery of some interesting

Benjamin, which included four Levitical cities . tablets. Among them was found a tablet giving

Perhaps he was the same person who was one a list of square and cube roots . It is safe to

of the two doorkeepers for the ark when it predict that Ellasar will yet yield up some his .

was brought to Jerusalem ( 15:23 ) , B. C. about torical material by which its brilliant though

982 . comparatively brief career will become known.

7. The chief officer in the household of Ahaz, -R. W. R.

king of Judah, slain by Zichri, the Ephraimite,
ELM. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

when Pekah invaded Judah (2 Chron . 28 : 7 ), B. C. ELMOʻDAM (Gr. ' Eluwsáu, el-mo-dam ), son

about 735. of Er and father of Cosam, one of the ancestors

1 . :

"
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ELNAAM ELZAPHAN

>

T :

6

of Christ in the private line of David (Luke 3:28). ELPA'AL (Heb. Syox, el- pak ' -al, God his
de is not mentioned in the Old Testament.

wages ), the second of the two sons of Shaharaim

ELNA'AM (Heb. 0998, el-nah'cam , God his by his wife Hushim ,andprogenitor of anumer
delight), father of Zeribai and Joshaviah, two of ous progeny. He was a Benjamite (1 Chron. 8:11,

David's distinguished warriors (1 Chron. 11:46 ),
12, 18).

B. C. about 1000. “ In the Septuagint the second ELPA LET, a contracted form (1 Chron. 14: 5)

warrior is said to be the son of the first, and El- of the name ELIPHALET (q. v.).

naam is given himself as a member of the guard . " EL -PARAN(Heb. 7789 box, ale -paw -rawn ',

ELNA'THAN (Heb. pabir, el- naw -thawn', ſoak of Paran ), « the one oasis which is in

God the giver). mid -desert, on the great highway across the wil

1. An inhabitantof Jerusalem, whose daughter, derness of Paran, known in later times as “ Qala'

Nehushta, was the mother of Jehoiachin, king of at Nukhl, . more commonly ' Castle Nakhl,'

Judah (2 Kings 24: 8), B. C. before 597. He was, Castle of the Palm '» (Trumbull, Kadesh -barnea,

perhaps, the same with the son of Achbor sent by p. 37). It was at “ El-paran, which is by the wil.

Jehoiakim to bring the prophet Urijah from derness, ” that Chedorlaomer halted before start

Egypt (Jer.26:22), and inwhose presence the roll ing northward into Canaan (Gen. 14:5,6). Ishmael

of Jeremiah was read, for the preservation of dwelt in the wilderness of Paran, after he and his

which heinterceded with the king (Jer. 36:12, 25). mother were expelled through the influence of

2, 3, 4. Three of the Israelites of position and Sarah (21:21).

understanding sent by Ezra to invite the priests

and Levitestoaccompany him to Jerusalem ( Ezra its fear), a city of refuge in the tribe ofDan
EL'TEKEH (Heb. xmm, el-te -kay ', God is

8:16), B. C. 457.

(Josh. 19:44 ; 21:23).
ELOʻHIM (Heb. plural i , el-o -heem ' ; Josh . 19:44, ' cannotbe where the P. E. F. Red.

Alteku, the Eltekeh of

singular ibn el- oʻ-ah , mighty ), a term sometimes Map (1891)makes it,at Beit-likea, far up Ajalon ;
used in the ordinary sense of gods, whether true for how could an Egyptian and Assyrian army

or false (Exod. 12:12 ; 35 : 2, 4, etc.), including Je. have met there ? but was near Ekron, on the road

hovah (Psa. 76:8; Exod. 18:11 , etc.). " Dr.W.Henry to Egypt. Here Kh. Lezka is the only modern

Green ( in Hom . Mag., Sept., 1898, p. 267, sq .) name like it ” (Smith, Hist. Geog., p . 236 ).

tbus summarizes the principles regulating the use EL TEKON (Heb. 27b , el-te-kone', God is

of Elohim and Jehovah in the Old Testament : straight), one of the towns of the tribe ofJudah,
" 1. Jehovah represents God in his special rela- in the mountain district (Josh . 15:59) ; not iden

tion to the chosen people, as revealing himself to tified .

them, their guardian and object of their worship ;

Elohim represents God in his relation to the world ELTOʻLAD (Heb. Ting, el-to -lad”, God is

at large, as Creator, providential ruler in the af- generator ), one of the cities in the south of Ju

fairs of men , and controlling the operations of dah (Josh. 15:30) allotted to Simeon (Josh. 19 :4),

2. Elohim is used when Gentiles speak and in possession of that tribe until the time of

or are spoken to or spoken about, unless there is David (1 Chron. 4:29) ; not identified .

a specific reference to Jehovah, the God of the EʼLUL, the sixth month of- the ecclesiasticul,

chosen people. 3. Elohim is used when God is and twelfth of the civil year of the Jews. See

contrasted with meu or things, or when the sense CALENDAR, TIME.

requires a common rather than a proper noun.

ELOI (Gr. Ehwt, el-o -ee', for Syriac 58),
ELUʼZAI (Heb. v , el-oo-zah'ee, God is

defensive), one of the Benjamite warriors who

exclamation quoted by our Saviour (Mark 15:34) joined David at Ziklag (1 Chron. 12 :5), B. C. a

on the cross from Psa. 22 : 1 , and meaning “My little before 1000.

God ."
EL'YMAS (Gr.’Elúuaç, el- oo '-mas, derived from

the Arabic Aliman, a wise man ), a Jew named

1. A Hittite, father of Bashemath (Gen. 26:34), Bar-jesus, who had attached himself to the pro
or Adah (Gen. 36 :2 ), wife of Esau. consul of Cyprus, Sergius Paulus, when Paul vis

2. The second of the three sons of Zebulunited the island (Acts 13:6 , sq.). Upon his endeav

(Gen. 46:14 ) and head of the family of Elonites oring to dissuade the proconsul from embracing

(Num. 26:26). the Christian faith he was struck with miraculous

3. An Israelite of the tribe of Zebulun, and blindness by the apostle ( A. D. 44).

judge for ten years (Judg. 12:11 , 12) .
EL ZABAD (Heb. 77 , el-zaw - bawd ', God

4. One of the towns in the border of the tribe

of Dan (Josh. 19:43), doubtless the same with has given ).

Elon -beth -hanan (1 Kings 4: 9). Its site has not
1. The ninth of the eleven Gadite heroes who

been identified . joined David in the wilderness fastness of Judah

E’LON - BETH -HA'NAN . The same
( 1 Chron . 12:12), B. C. before 1000.

2. One of the sons of Shemaiah, the son of
Elon, 4 .

Obed-edom, the Levite. He served as a porter to
E'LONITE , the patronymic applied to the the “ house of Jehovah ” under David (i Chron .

descendants of Elon ( q. v . ), the son of Zebulun . 26 : 7), B. C, after 1000.

E’LOTH (Heb . Dibs, ay-loth”), another form EL'ZAPHAN , a contracted form (Exod. 6:22 ;

(1 Kings 9:26, etc. ) of the city of Elath (q. v.). Lev. 10 :4) of the name ELIZAPHAN (9. v.).

nature .

an

1)

.(oakןליֵאorןֹוליֵא.ELON(Heb

as
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EMBALM EMBROIDER

EMBALM (Heb. 27, kharo -nať , to spice), the “ For those who chose the middle kind on ac.

process of preserving a corpse by meansof spices count of the expense they prepared the body as

(Gen. 50: 2, 3, 26 ).
follows : They fill syringes with oil of cedar and

1. Egyptian. It is supposed that the Egyp- incision or removing the bowels, and taking care
inject this into the abdomen , without making an

tians preserved the body to keep it in a fit state that the liquid shall not escape they keep it in

to receive the soul which once inhabited it. “ The salt during the specified number of days. The

soul of the dead depended for its future career cedar oil is then taken out, and such is its strength

and fortunes upon those of the body. Every ad . that it brings with it the bowels and all the inside

vancemadein the process of decomposition robbed in a state of dissolution. The natron also dis

the soul of some part of itself ; its conscious- solves the flesh, so that nothing remains but the

ness gradually faded until nothing was left but a skin and bones. This process being over they re
vague and hollow form that vanished altogether store the body without any furtheroperation.

when the corpse had entirely disappeared. Artifi. “ The third kind of embalming is only adopted

cial means were sought to secure at will that in for the poor. In this they merely cleanse the

corruptibility of the human larva without which body by an injection of syrmæa and salt it during

the persistence of the soul was but a useless pro- seventy days, after which it is returned to the

longation of the death agony ; and these a god friends who brought it.”

was supposed to have discovered — Anubis the The processesof embalming, which would have

jackal, lord of sepulture ” (Maspero, Dawn of Civ ., instructed them in anatomy, were not intrusted to

p. 112 ) . doctors ; the horror was so great with which any.

There were three methods of embalming, the one was regarded who mutilated the human form
choice of which depended upon the rank and that the “ paraschite,” on whom devolved the

wealth of the deceased person ; the first is said to duty of making the necessary incisions in the
dead, became the object of universal

execration. As soon as he had fin .

ished his task the assistants as.

saulted him , throwing stones at him

with such violence that he had to

run for his life.

2. Hebrew . The embalming of

the dead took place after the Egyp

tian fashion in the case of Joseph

and Jacob (Gen. 50 : 2 , 26) . It was

usual , however, among the Israel.

ites , but only imitated by the rich

or distinguished so far that they

anointed the bodies of their loved

Egyptian Embalming. dead with costly oil (John 12 : 7) and

wound them in linen with aromatic

have cost about twelve hundred and fifty dollars, spices (John 19:39, sq.) (Wilkinson, Ancient

the second three hundred dollars, and the third Egypt, ii, 216, 383, sq .; Maspero, Dawn of Civ .,

extremely cheap. The process of embalmiug is p. 112 ; Winer, Realwörterbuch, art. “ Einbalsa

thus described by Herodotus : miren ' ).

“ In preparing the body according to the first In the Christian Church it was an early custom to

method they commence by extracting the brain honor the bodies of martyrs at least with embalm

from the nostrils with a curved iron probe, partly ing; and, according to an intimation of Tertullian,

cleansing the head by these means and partly by it appears to have been generally adopted by

pouring in certain drugs ; then making an incision Christians in burying their dead . A principal in.

in the side with a sharp Ethiopian stone they gredient was myrrh, which , with gold and frank

draw out the intestines through the aperture. incense, was supposed to have a mystic meaning

Having cleansed and washed them with palm wine gold as a gift to a king, frankincense to a god,

they cover them with pounded aromatics, and and myrrh to a man that must die and be buried.

afterward, filling the cavity with powder of pure This spice was used for the reason that Chris

myrrh , cassia,and other fragrant substances, frank - tians were often compelled to bury their dead in

incense excepted, they sew it up again. This be- their places of Worship, and the embalming would

ing done they salted the body, keeping it in natron tend to keep them from corruption .

during seventy days, to which period they are
EMBROIDER (Heb. yau, shaw -bats ', to in

strictly confined. When the seventy days are
over they wash the body and wrap it up entirely terweave, Exod. 28:39), EMBROIDERER (Heb.

in bands of fine linen smeared on the outside with 77, raro -kam ', Exod. 35:25 ; 38:23). An equiv

gum, which the Egyptians generally used instead alent expression is used - needlework — and so as to

of glue. The relations then take away the body, imply that not plain sewing, but ornamental work
and have a wooden case made in the form of a

was intended (Exod. 26:36 ; Judg. 5:30 ; Psa. 45:
man, in which they deposit it, and when fastened
they keep it in a room in their house, placing it 14). In Exodus the embroiderer is contrasted

upright against the wall. This is themost costly with the “ cunning workman ” (Heb. Sur, khaw

mode of embalming. shab'). The word khaw - shab ' involves the idea of
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EMERALD ENAM

1

M
A

invention or designing patterns , while needlework EMIMS, R. V. Emim (Heb. 1978, ay-meem',

(Heb. 177???, rik -maw ) expresses the idea of tec- terrors), the giant aborigines dispossessed by Moab.

ture as well as variegated color . In Gen. 14 :5–7, with which comp. Deut. 2 :10–12,

20-23, we find all the region east of the Jordan

once occupied by a series of races mostly described

as giants — the Rephaim in Bashan, the Zamzuin .

mim dispossessed by the Ammonites (Deut. 2:20,

21 ) ; possibly the same with the Zuzim of Gen.

14: 5 , the Emim by the Moabites, and the Horim

by the Edomites.

The Emim may have belonged to the aggre.

gation of nations sometimes called Turanian. If

so we may compare their name, Emim , with aima,

“ tribe " or ' borde," which appears with little

change in several languages, as the Tunguse,

aiman ; Buriat, aimah ; Mongol,aimak ; Livonian,

aim (Smith , Bib. Dict. , 2d ed ., s . v. “ Emim ." ) —
W. H.

EMMANUEL (Gr. 'Eyjavovńa, em -man -oo .

ale', God with us ; i . q . saviour ), a name given to

Christ: by Matthew (1:23) after Isa . 7:14 . Accord.

ing to orthodox interpretation the name denotes

the same as Deávôpunos, thean’thropos, and has

reference to the personal union of the human

nature and the divine in Christ ( Thayer -Grimm ,

Greek-English Lex ., s . v. ) .

Assyrian Embroidered Garment.
EMMAUS (Gr. 'Eupaous, em-mah-ooce', hot

baths), a town seven and a balf miles from Jeru.

It was in Egypt that the Israelites first learned salem (threescore furlongs), the scene of Christ's

the art of embroidery, and it would appear that revelation of himself after his resurrection (Luke
certain families had risen to distinction in the 24:13). Its real site is disputed , however. A

arts of weaving and embroidery, especially in the number of places are held, by tradition and other.

tribes of Judah and Dan (Exod. 35:30, 35 ; i Chron. wise, to be the original site of Emmaus. Among

4:21). them are Amwâs, or Emmaus-Nicopolis, Kubeibet,

In later times the Babylonians were most noted Khamesa, Beit Mizzeh, Kolonieh .

of all the Asiatic nations for the weaving of cloth EM'MOR (Gr. ' Eupóp), a Grecized form (Acts

Amwâs. One of the sites Identified as Emmaus.

of different colors, with gold threads introduced 17:16 ) of the name Hamor ( 9. v.), the father of

into the woof. The Assyrian garments are men- Shechem (Gen. 34 : 2).

tioned as an article of commerce by Ezekiel (27: EN- (Heb.7 %, ayn , fountain ), a prefix to many

24 ),andoccuras earlyas thetime of Joshua names ofplaces in Hebrew from there being a
( 7:21 ). See NEEDLEWORK, WEAVING.

living spring in the vicinity .

EMERALD . See MINERAL KINGDOM.
E'NAM (Heb. b , ay-nawm', double foun.

EMERODS . See DISEASES. tain), one of the cities of Judah in the Shefelah
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ENAN ENLIGHTEN

(A. V.

>

"

or lowland ( Josh, 15:34) . From its mention with den house " ) ; identified with modern Jenin , a

towns which are known to have been near Tim- large town of four thousand inhabitants.

nath this is very probably the place in the doorway 2. A town in Judah ( Josh. 15:34 ) ; location un .

an open place " ) of which Tamar sat known.

before her interview with her father-in-law (Gen. EN -GE'DI (Heb. 973 7 , ane geh'-dee, four

38:14).
tain of the kid ).

E'NAN (Heb. 777, ay-nawn', having eyes), the 1. A town, called also the city of palm trees

father of Abira, who was prince ” of the tribe (Gen. 14: 7 ; 2 Chron.20: 2 ). It was situated about

of Naphtali at the time of the numberingof Israel thirty miles S. E. from Jerusalem , on the edge

in the desert of Sinai (Num. 1:15 ; 2:29 ; 7:78 , of the wilderness and on the west shore of the

83 ; 10:27), B. C. 1210. Dead Sea. It is full of rocks and caves (1 Sam .

ENCAMPMENT. See CAMP.
23:29 ; Ezek . 47:10) . The source of the fountain

from which it derives its name is on the moun

ENCHANTER (Deut. 18:10), ENCHANT- tain side about six hundred feet above the sea.

ERS ( Jer. 27 : 9). See Magic. It is called now 'Ain Jîdy (spring of the kid ).

ENCHANTMENT, the rendering in the A. Smith ( Hist. Geog., p. 269, s. q. ) describes it as a
V. of several Hebrew words : place of wonderful fertility, as most suitable for

1. Law -teem '(Heb. Dus ; or le-haw -teern ', Heb.
refuge, though with insignificant caves. None of

them was large enough to have been the scene of

97, Exod . 7:11 , 22 ; 8 : 7), secret arts, such as such a story as 1 Sam . 24. The strongholds of
imposed on the credulity of Pharaoh . See Magic. David (23:29 ; 24:22 ) must have lain by the water,

2. Lekh-aw-sheem' (Heb. Downs, whispers) is and the caveis described below them .
It was immediately after an assault upon the

mentioned in Eccles. 10:11 , and is a word especially “ Amorites, that dwelt in Hazezon -tamar,” that

used in the charming of serpents ( Jer. 8:17 , ren- the five Mesopotamian kings were attacked by the

dered " charmed ” ).
rulers of the plain of Sodom (Gen. 14 : 7 ; comp.

3. Naro- khash ' (Heb. Wing, to hiss ), the auguries 2 Chron. 20:2). Saulwas told thatDavid was in

sought by Baalim (Num. 24 : 1 ), supposed to allude the “ wilderness of En-gedi ; ” and he took “ three

generally to ophiomancy (divination by serpents).
thousand men and went to seek David and his men

4. Kheh ' -ber (Heb. an, society, spell, Isa. 47 : upon the rocksof the wild goats ” (1 Sam . 24: 1-4 ).

9, 12), binding by incantations, and means gener of the Moabites and Ammonites who went upAt a later period En -gedi was the gathering place

ally the process of acquiring power over a distant against Jerusalem and fell in the valley of Bera
object or person.

These methods of imposture were forbidden in chah (2 Chron . 20 :2). The vineyards of En-gedi
were celebrated by Solomon (Cant. 1:14) , its bal.

Scripture (Lev. 19:26 ; Isa . 47 : 9, etc.), but to

eradicate the tendency seemed almost impossible
sam by Josephus, and its palms by Pliny.

(2 Kings 17:17 ;2 Chron. 33:6)anditstill flourished is doubtless the wild region west of the Dead Sea,
2. The “ wilderness of En -gedi ” ( 1 Sam . 24:1)

in the Christian era (Acts 13: 6 , 8 ; 8 : 8–11 ; Gal .
which must be traveledto reach its shores.

5:20 ; Rev. 9:21 ). See Magic.

ENGINE, a term applied in Scripture exclu
END OF THE WORLD . See EscHATOLOGY. sively to military affairs. See Armor; GLOSSARY .

ENDAMAGE. See GLOSSARY.
ENGRAVE (Heb. No , paw-thakk', to open ),

EN ' -DOR (Heb. 87-777, ane-dore', fountain to carve or grave on wood, gems, or stone ; as also

of Dor), a town about four miles from the foot of khaw-rawsh ”(Heb. ,Exod. 28:11 ; 35:35 ; 38:23).
řount Tabor. At present a “ wretched hamlet” See HANDICRAFTS, JEWELRY.

on the north shoulder of Little Hermon. The nu.

merous caves in the hillsides suggest a fit dwell
EN -HAD'DAH (Heb. 775 73, ane khad

ing place for such persons as the witch to whom daw '), a city on the border of Issachar (Josh .

SAUL (q . v.) resorted ( 1 Sam . 28 : 7 ) . See also Josh . 19:21); according to Knobel either the place by

17:11 ; Psa. 83:10. Gilboa called Judeideh , or else Beit-kad, near Gil

boa.

E'NEAS. See ÆNEAS.

EN -HAK'KORE (Heb. Agipg 7%, ane hak

EN - EGʻLAIM (Heb .0.39 77%, ane eg-lah'- ko-ray", fountain of the crier), aspring which

yim, fountain of two calves), a place mentioned by burst forth at the cry of Samson (Judg. 15:19 ).

Ezekiel (47:10) in the vision of holy waters, but It has been identified with Ayun Kara, near Zo

which has not been found . Jerome says, “ Engal- reah .

lim is at the beginning of the Dead Sea, where
EN -HAʼZOR (Heb. mixş 7y, ane khawthe Jordan enters it," and from this statement it

has been conjectured that it is to be found in Ain tsore', fountain of a village), one of the fenced

el- Feshkhah, a spring at the north end of the coast. cities in the inheritance of Naphtali,distinct from

EN -GAN NIM (Heb. Dos 7 ?, ane gan- tified.
Hazor (Josh. 19:37). It has not yet been iden .

neem ',fountain ofgardens).
1. A city in Issachar ( Josh. 19:21 ; " Anem ," ENLARGE. See GLOSSARY.

1 Chron , 6:73 ) allotted to the Levites ( Josh. 21 : ENLIGHTEN (Heb. ix , ore, illumination

29), fifteen miles S. of Mount Tabor; the scene of in every sense) means to give evidence of return.

Abaziah's escape from Jehu (2 Kings 9:27 , " gar. ing strength (1 Sam. 14:27, 29 ; Job 33:30 ).

>
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EN -MISHPAT ENSIGN

60

Figurative. It is used in this sense in Psa. ginal reading, “ Then began men to call them

18:28 (Heb . Ja , waw -găl '), and in Eph . 1:18 ; selves by thenameof the Lord,” in order, it would

Heb. 6 :4 (Gr. pwricw , fo -tid' -zo ).
seem , to distinguish theniselves from those who

were already idolaters and were termed children

EN-MISH'PAT (Heb. Oppa 77, ane mish- ofmen;the other, “ Then men profanelycalled

pawt', fountain of judgment), the earlier name on the name of the Lord ,” intimating that at that

(Gen. 14 : 7) for KADESH (q . v. ). period idolatry began to be practiced among men

ENMITY (Heb. , ay-baw '; Gr. ex @pa, Anglicized Enosh .
( McC . and S. , Cyc.). In 1 Chron. 1 : 1 the name is

ekh ' -thrah ), deep -rooted hatred, irreconcilable hos
E'NOSH, a more correct way of Anglicizing

tility. God established perpetual enmity, not only
between the serpentand thewoman ,but also be ( 1 Chron. 1:1) the name Enos (q. v.).

tween the human and the serpent race (Gen. 3:15 ) . ENQUIRE OF THE LORD ” is a phrase

Friendship with the world (i . e . , the corrupt part often met with in early Scripture history. Re

of it ) is declared to be " enmity withGod ” (James bekah is represented as going “ to enquire of the

4:4 ), as being at variance with his plans for the Lord ” (Gen. 25:22). During Jethro's visit to

promotion of righteousness (see 1 John 2:15 , 16) ; Moses we find the lawgiver vindicating his judicial

so also the carnal mind is enmity againsi God office in these words, ™ Because the people come

(Rom . 8 : 7, 8 ), opposed to his nature and will. The unto me to enquire of the Lord,” etc. ( Exod . 18:

ceremonial law is called “ enmity” (Eph . 2:15 , 16), 15 , 16) , In the tribal war against the Benjamites

probably to the hostility between Jew and Gentile,
" the children of Israel enquired diligently of the

due to Judaical limitations and antagonisms, and Lord ” (Judg. 20:27). We read also of this being
more especially the alienation of both Jew and done in the times of Saul , David , and Samuel

Gentile from God. ( 1 Sam . 9 : 9 ; 10:22 ; 2 Sam . 2 : 1 ; 5:19, 23 ; 1 Chron .

ENOCH (Heb. 1177, khan-oke”, initiated), the material 'representation of divine direction and
14:10 , 14) . This longing of humanity for some

name of two men, two others having their name decision was responded to by Jehovah, who in

given as Hanoch (q. v.). different ways made known his counsel and guid

1. The eldest son of Cain, who called the city ance to those who " enquired ” of him . This was

which he built after his name (Gen. 4:17 , 18). done through the pillar of cloud , the shechinah,

2. The son of Jared (Gen. 5:18) and father of the urim and the thumnim , and prophecy.

Methuselah (5:21 , sq. ; Luke 3:37). After the birth
EN - RIM'MON (Heb. 71227 77%, ane rim

of Methuselah, in his sixty - fifth year, he lived three

hundred years. From his name, “ the Inaugura- mone', fountain of a pomegranate), a place occu

tor," Ewald (History of Israel, i, p. 266) con- pied by the descendants of Judah after the exile

cludes that he was a good spirit, who was in- (Neh . 11:29), apparently the same with “ Ain and

voked on any new or difficult undertaking ; Rimmon " (Josh. 15:32). It seems probable that

and , from the period of three hundred and sixty- they were so close together that in the course of

five years assigned to his life, that “ he became time they grew into one.

the god of the new year. ” Though this conjecture EN -ROʻGEL (Heb. ban 7%, ane ro- gale',

has very little probability the number may have
been not without influence on the later traditions fountain of the treaders), the “ foot fountain ,”

which assigned to Enoch the discovery of the also called the fullers' fountain.” Here the full

science of astronomy(McC. and S., Cyc.). After the water of the spring (Joel15:7; 18:16 ; 2 Sam .
ers cleansed their garments by treading them in

the birth of Methuselah it is said (Gen. 5 : 22-24)

that Enoch “ walked with God three hundred
17:17 ; 1 King 1 : 9). Thomson speaks of this

years , and was not ; for God took him . ”
as the well of Job, “ Bir Eyub ," or the well of

reward of his sanctityhe was transported into Jeremiah, andjust below the junction of the val
heaven without dying, and thus the doctrineof ley of Hinnom and that of Jehoshaphat, about

immortality was plainly taught under the old dis- five hundred and fifty feet lowerthan the top of

Mount Zion .

pensation. In the Epistle to the Hebrews ( 11 : 5 )
“ But it has been proved to be the

the spring and issue of Enoch's life are clearly spring calledby the natives the mother of steps'

marked. Jude (vers. 14, 15 ) quotes from a proph- Bible and Mod. Dis.). Conder (Palestine, p. 26)
and by Christians the Virgin's Well ” (Harper,

ecy of Enoch, but whether he derived his quota identifies En -rogel with the Virgin's Well, and

tion from tradition or from writing is uncertain.The voice of early ecclesiastical tradition is almost thinks it the same as Bethesda. Sve SUPPLEMENT.

unanimous in regarding Enoch and Elijah as the ENSAMPLE. See EXAMPLE.

two witnesses ” ( Rev. 11 : 3 ). EN -SHE’MESH (Heb. wraki 77, ane sheh'.
3. The first city mentioned in Scripture (Gen ,mesh, fountain of the sun ), a landmark between

4:17 ), built by Cain, east of Eden and in the land Judah and Benjamin (Josh. 15 : 7 ; 18:17 ), east of

of Nod .
the Mount of Olives ; said to be the only spring

ENOS (Heb. wir , en -öhsh ', a man) , the son of on the way to Jericho,now called Ain- Haud, or
Seth and grandson of Adam (Gen. 5 : 6-11 ; Luke “ well of the apostles ,”

3:38 ). He lived nine hundred and five years , and ENSIGN , the rendering of three Hebrew

is remarkable on accountof a singular expression words, also translated BANNER and STANDARD.

used respecting him in Gen. 4:26 , " Then beganmen “ The distinction between these three Hebrew

to call upon the name of the Lord .” Two explana- terms is sufficiently marked by their respective

tions are given of this passage. One is the mar . Neither of them , however, expresses the

As a

1
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ENSIGN EPAPHRAS

idea which standard ' conveys to our minds, viz. , Figurative. “ It was customary to give a

a flag. The standards in use among the Hebrews defeated party a banner as a token of protection ,

probably resembled those of the Egyptians and and it was regarded as the surest pledge of fidel

ity. God's lifting or setting up an ensign ( Isa.

11:12 ) is a most expressive figure, and imports a

peculiar presence, protection , and aid in leading

and directing his people in the execution of his

righteous will,andgiving them comfort and peace

in his service” (McC. & S. , Cyc., s. v. ). See Glos
SARY .

ENSUE. See GLOSSARY.

EN -TAP'PUAH (Heb. Tan 77, ane tap

poo -̒akh, fountain of Tappuach), a spring near
the city of TAPPUAH ( q. v . ), put for that place in

Josh. 17 : 7 (comp. v. 8 ).

ENTREAT. See GLOSSARY.

ENVY (Heb. 17 $ !!, kin -aw ' ; Gr. phóvos,

fthon'-os) is ( 1 ) that discontented and mortified
feeling which arises in the selfish heart in view of

the superiority of another, nearly tantamount to

jealousy (Psa. 37: 1 ; 73 :3 ; Prov . 24: 1 , 19 ; Pbil .
Egyptian Standards.

1:15 , etc. ). (2 ) That malignant passion which sees

Assyrians — a figure or device of some kind ele- their possessor (Prov. 27:4 ;Matt. 27:18 ; Rom.
in another qualities which it covets and hates

vated on a pole. ( 1 ) Nace (Heb. Os). The no. 1:29 , etc.).

tices of the nace or ensign ' are most frequent ; Envying is ill will , malice , spite ( James 3:14).

it consisted of some well - understood signal which It is accompanied by every “ evil work ” (v. 16).

was exhibited on the top of a pole from a bare It always desires and often strives to degrade

mountain top (Isa. 13:2 ; 18 : 3). What the naturel others, not so much because it aspires after eleva

'
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En -Rogel (Bir Eyub ).

of the signal was we have no means of stating. tion as because it delights in obscuring those who

The important point to be observed is that the are more deserving. It is one of the most odious

nace was an occasional signal and not a military and detestable of vices .

standard . (2) The term del '- gel ( Heb. 597) is EPÆN'ETUS (Gr. 'Etaívetos, ep -a'hee-net

used to describe the standards which were given os, praised ), a Christian at Rome, greeted by St.

to each of the four divisions of the Israelite army Paul in Rom . 16 ; ð and designated as his beloved

at the time of the Exodus (Num . 1:52 ; 2 : 2 , sq.; and the first fruit of Asia unto Christ .

10:14, sq . ) . The character of the Hebrew military EP'APHRAS (Gr. 'Etaopās,ep -af-ras', proh.
standards is quite a matter of conjecture ; they ably a contraction of Epaphroditus), an eminent

probably resembled the Egyptian, which consisted teacher in the Church at Colossæ , denominated by
of a sacred emblem , such as an animal, a boat,or the Paul “ his dear fellow -servant " and " a faithful

king's name (Smith, Bib. Dict., s . v.). (3 ) Oth minister of Christ ” ( Col. 1 :7; 4:12 ), A. D.62. It

(Heb. nix), the standard of each tribe (Num. 2 : 2, hasbeen inferred from Col. 1: 7 (“ Asyealso learned

sq.), different from the deh '-gel, the banner of of Epaphras " ) that he was the founder of the

three tribes together. Colossian Church. Lardner thinks that the ex.

»
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EPAPHRODITUS EPHESUS

pression respecting Epaphras in Col. 4:12 , ó Ég 3. One of the sons of Jahdai, probably a de

ipov (one of you ), is quite inconsistent with the scendant of one of the sons of the foregoing

supposition of his being the founder of theChurch (1 Chron. 2:47).

since the same phrase is applied to Onesimus, a
EPHAH (Heb. 5 px, ay -faw '), a measure for

recent convert. The words are probably intended
to identify these individuals as fellow -townsmen grain. See METROLOGY, II.

of the Colossians . He was at this time with Paul EʻPHAI (Heb. Di, o - fak'ee, birdlike), a Ne

in Rome, and is afterward mentioned in the tophathite, whose sons were among the “ captains

Epistle to Philemon (ver. 23), where Paul calls him of the forces " left in Judah after the deportation

" my fellow -prisoner .” The martyrologies makeEpaphras to havebeen the first bishop of Colossa to Babylon, and who submitted thremselves to

and to have suffered martyrdom there . Gedaliah, the Babylonian governor (Jer. 40:8 ).
They warned Gedaliah of the plots against him ,

EPAPHRODI'TUS (Gr. 'Etaợpóditos, ep-af- but were disbelieved by him ( vers. 13-16 ), and

rod '-ee -tos, belonging to Aphrodite, or Venus), a probably were massacred with him by Ishmael

messenger of the church ofPhilippi to the apostle | (41 : 2 , 3 ), B. C. 588 .

Paul during his imprisonment at Rome, intrusted

with their contributions for his support (Phil . 2 :
E'PHER (Heb. , ay ’-fer, gazelle).

25 ; 4:18 ). Paul seems to have held him in high 1. The second named of the sons of Midian (Gen.

appreciation, calling him his brother, companion 25 :4 ; 1 Chron. 1:33) , Abraham's son by. Keturah.

in labor, and fellow -soldier. While in Rome he 2. An Israelite of the tribe of Judah, apparently

TANKKEE

DWG

pm

of the family of Caleb, the son of Jephunneh

(1 Chron . 4:17) .

3. The head of one of the families of Manasseh

ENRU east, who were carried away by Tilgath -pilneser

( 1 Chron . 5 : 21-26), B. C. before 727.

E'PHES -DAMʻMIM (Heb. 67997 ODN, ek '.

fes dam -meem ', boundary of blood, 1 Sam . 17 : 1 ),

called Pas -dammim (1 Chron. 11:13). The sangui.

nary contests between Israel and the Philistines

gave it its name. The modern Beit Fased (“ house

of bleeding ” ).

EPHESIANS. See EPHESUS.

EPHESIANS, EPISTLE TO. See BIBLE,
BOOKS OF.

EPH'ESUS (Gr. "Epesos, ef'-es -os), the capital
Temple of Diana, at Ephesus (restoration ).

of proconsular Asia , and an opulent city on the

contracted a dangerous illness, brought on by his western coast of Asia Minor, located on the banks
ministering to the apostle (2:30). On his return to of the Cayster and about forty miles S. E. of

Philippi he was the bearer of the epistle tothe Smyrna. Its harbor was ample.

Church there. Grotius and some other critics
1. History. It was colonized as early as the

conjecture that Epaphroditus was the same as
11th century B, C. by Androclus, the son of the

Epaphras mentioned in the Epistle to the Colos- Athenian king, Codrus. The Persians, Macedo.

sians. But though the latter name may be a
nians, and the Romans each put it under subjec

contraction of the former the fact that Epaphras tion . In 262 A. D. it was destroyed by the Goths,

wasmost probably in prison at thetimesufficiently and afterward never rose to its former glory.

marks the distinction of the persons (Kitto) . 2. Religion. The Ephesians worshiped the

Asiatic goddess Diana " (see Gods , FALSE) , whose
E PHAH (Heb.py, ay- faw ', gloom ). temple, one of the seven wonders of the world ,

1. The first named of the five sons of Midian made the city famous.The people, after the temple

(Gen. 25 :4 ; 1 Chron. 1:33). His descendants wasdestroyed by fire (B.C.356),immediately rebuilt

formed one of the tribes of the desert connected it . It is said that some of themagnificentcolumns

with the Midianites, Shebaites, and Ishmaelites are incorporated in the Church of St. Sophia.

( Isa. 60: 6 , 7), and had its seat on the east coast of There were many Jews in the city who were

the Elanitic Gulf. more or less influenced by Christianity (Acts 2 : 9 ;

2. A concubine of Caleb, the son of Hezron, of 6 : 9). Timothy was the bishop of the Church

the tribe of Judah ( 1 Chron. 2:46) . founded by St. Paul. To this Church Paul ad.
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EPHLAL EPHRAIM

dressed one of his epistles. According to Eusebius thou opened ), i. e ., receive power of hearing, the

St. John spent his last years in Ephesus. John ears of the deaf and the eyes of the blind being

opposed the doctrines of Nestorius, and Paul op- considered as closed (Mark 7:34 ).

posed the idolatry of those who made or worshiped EPHRAIM (Heb. 727.DX, ef-rah '-yim , fruil

shrines or practiced magic(19:13, sq . ). His opposi- ful), the second son of Joseph by Asenath, thetion resulted in a serious riot .

Several important councils were held in Ephe- daughter of Poti-pherah (Gen. 46:20 ), born during

sus, among which was the third ecumenical coun- the seven years of plenty, B. C. about 1650.

cil (June 22 -August 31 , A. D. 431 ). A small 1. Personal History. The first incident in

Turkish town to -day represents the once noted Ephraim's history is the blessing of his grand

city, which is called Ayasaluk. See SUPPLEMENT. father, Jacob. Contrary to the intention of Joseph

EPH'LAL (Heb . Spop, ef-lawl', judge) , the Ephraim was preferred to Manasseh by Jacob,and

upon him was conferred the birthright blessing

son of Zabad, a descendant of Judah of the lineage (Gen. 48 : 17–19 ) . Before Joseph's death Ephraim's

of Sheshan (1 Chron . 2:37) . family had reached the third generation (50:23 ),

EʻPHOD (Heb. TDX, ay -fode', an ephod ), the and it may have been about this time that the

father of Hanniel, the prince of the tribe of Ma- affray mentioned in 1 Chron. 7:21 occurred , when

nasseh,who was one of those appointed to divide some of his sons were killed and when Ephraim

thelandamongthe tribes of Israel (Num . 34:23), named a son Beriah to perpetuate the memory of

B. C. before 1170.
the disaster which had fallen on his house.

EPHOD (Heb. 710x, ay-fode', a girdle ), the
2. The Tribe of Ephraim . (1)Numbers.

At the census in the wilderness ofSinai (Num . 1:32 ,

official garment prescribed for the high priest 33 ; 2:19) its numbers were forty thousand fivehun

(q . v.), but afterward worn by ordinary priests dred, ranking tenth, and had decreased to thirty

( 1 Sam . 22:18) . Samuel wore a garment of this two thousand five hundred at the second census,

sort even when a boy (2:18) because he was set ranking eleventh . (2) Position. During the march

apart to a lifelong service before the Lord. David through the wilderness the position of the sons of

was girded with a white ephod when he brought Joseph and Benjamin was on the west of the taber

the ark to Jerusalem (2 Sam . 6:14 ). Attention is nacle (Num . 2 : 18–24), and the prince of Ephraim

called to some much disputed instances of the use
was Elishama, the son of Aminihud ( 1:10) . Accord

of the term ephod :
ing to rabbinical authority the standard of Ephraim

1. In Isaiah (30:22) the Hebrew is rendered was a golden flag, on which the head of a calf

" the ornament thý molten images of gold .” was depicted. The representative of Ephraim

Here it is evident that the word does not imply among the spies was the great hero, “ Oshea, the

the image itself, but a part of it, answering to son of Nun,” whose namewas changed by Moses

“ covering " in the same verse . to the more distinguished form (Joshua) in which

2. Gideon's ephod. In Judg . 8:27 is the follow- it is familiar to us. (3) Territory. The bound

ing : “ And Gideon made an ephod, and put it in aries of Ephraim are given in Josh . 16 (comp.

his city, even in Ophrah ,” etc. Some, and among 1 Chron . 7:28 , 29). Weare not able to trace this

them Ewald, think that this wasan image set up boundary line very exactly . But Ephraim occupied

for worship. Ewald calls it (Hist. of Israel, ii, the very center of Palestine, embracing an area

p. 388) a gilded household god, which, doubt- about forty miles in length from east to west and

less only incompliance with the custom of the from six to twenty-five in breadthfrom north to

time, he is said to have made out of the gold south. It extended from the Mediterranean to

taken in the spoil, which was voluntarily cast into the Jordan, having on the north the half tribe of

a general's mantle spread out to receive it . ... Manasseh and on the south Benjamin and Dan

It was at least Jehovah whom he and his followers ( Josh. 16:5, etc.; 18 7 , etc.; 1 Chron. 7:28, 29 ).

worshiped in this image.” According to Robert. The tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh were not at

son ( Early Religion of Israel, pp. 230–239), the first contented with the size of their allotted por.

ephod was not an image representing the national tions, and were told by Joshua to go boldly and

God of Israel , but “ the dress of the priest ; and expel the inhabitants of the adjacentmountain and

as the priest wearing it gave forth utterances for woodland country and occupy it ( Josh. 17 : 14–18).

the guidance of the people the superstition of the (4) Subsequent history. “ The tabernacle was set

time may have supposed that from such a mag. up in Ephraim at Shiloh ” (Josh. 18 : 1 ) . By this

nificent ephod, kept by a man like Gideon, who circumstance the influence of the tribe was in.

still desired that Jehovah should directly rule creased, and we find it bearing itself haughtily.

over Israel (8:23), guidance would be given in We have anexample of this in their remonstrance

cases of difficulty." to Gideon after his first victory , which that leader

3. Micah's ephod. In the story of Micah we deemed prudent to pacify bya flattering answer
read (Judg. chaps. 17 , 18) that " the man Micah ( Judg. 7:24, 25; 8 :1-3 ). With Jephthah they were
had an house of gods, and madean ephod, and still more incensed because, as they said , he had
teraphim , and consecrated one of his sons, who not solicited their aid . Jephthah boldly attacked

became his priest.” Here also the ephod probably and defeated them ( 12 : 1-6 ) . At first theEphraini
is nothing else than the priest's dress ; and for ites did not submit to the authority of David

the want of a better priest Micah set apart his son (2 Sam . 2: 8, 9 ), and though , after the death of
to wear the ephod and perform the priestly func. Ish -bosheth , a large body of them went to Hebron
tions. to join David and that monarch could speak of

EPHPHATHA (Gr. šopabá , ef-fath -ah ', bel Ephraim as the strength of his head, yet the
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jealousy against Judah sometimes broke out mother of Hur (1 Chron. 2:19) and grandmother of

( 1 Chron. 12:30 ; Psa. 60 : 7 ; 2 Sam. 19:40–43 ). David Caleb, the spy (ver . 50 ; 4:4), B. C. probably 1260.

had his ruler in Ephraim (1 Chron. 27:20) and Sol. 2. The ancient name of Beth-lehem in Judah

omon his commissariat officer ( 1 Kings 4: 8) . Still (Gen. 35:16 , 19 ; 48 : 7), both which passages dis .

the spirit and weight of the tribe were so great tinctly prove that it was called Ephrath or Ephra

that Rehoboam found it necessary to repair to tah in Jacob's time. The meaning of the passage,

Shechem , a city within its borders , for his in- “ Lo, we heard of it at Ephrath ” (Psa . 132:6 ), is

auguration (1 Kings 12 :1 ). And then, on his much disputed. The most obvious reference is

foolish refusal of their demands, the ten tribes to Beth -lehem , which is elsewhere known by that

revolted, and established a different mode of name.

worship (ch. 12). After this Ephraim was the EPHRATHITE (Heb. 0px, ef-rawth -ee')

main support of the northern kingdom , which
1. An inhabitant of Bethlehem (Ruth 1 : 2).

came to be designated by its name, and the reunion

of which with Judah was the hopeof the prophets
2. An Ephraimite ( 1 Sam . 1 : 1 ; 1 Kings 11:26).

as the fulfillment of Israel's glory (Isa. 7 : 2 ; 11:13 ; EʻPHRON (Heb. jipy, ef-rone', perhaps

Ezek . 37 : 15–22 ) . After the captivity .“ children fawnlike).

of Ephraim ” dwelt in Jerusalem (1 Chron. 9 : 3 ; 1. The son ofZohar,a Hittite ; the owner of a

comp. Neh . 11). field which lay facing Mamre, or Hebron, and of

EPHRAIM , CITY OF. In the wilderness the cave contained therein, which Abraham bought

was the town mentioned (John 11:54). It lay from him for four hundred shekels of silver (Gen.

northeast of Jerusalem . Christ found refuge there 23:8–17 ; 25:9 ; 49:29 , 30 ; 50:13), B. C. perhaps

when threatened with violence by the priests in about 2200. By Josephus (Ant., i , 14) the name

consequence of raising Lazarus from the dead . is Ephraim , and the purchase money forty shekels.

Identified as et Taiyibeh . 2. A mountain the “ cities ” of which formed

EʻPHRAIM , GATE OF. This was one of one of the landmarks on the north boundary of

the gates of Jerusalem , on the north side of the the tribe of Judah ( Josh . 15 :9). It was probably

city (2 Kings 14:13 ; 2 Chron. 25:23).
the steep and lofty mountain ridge on the west

side

EʻPHRAIM , MOUNT OF, called also by
the Terebinth valley (Wady Beit Hanina ).

other names, as mountains of Israel (Josh . EPICURE'ANS, THE, (Gr. 'ETIKOUPELos, ep

11:21 ) and “ mountains of Samaria” (Jer. 31 : 5 , 6 ; ee-koo'-ri-os), derived their name from Epicurus

Amos 3 : 9). Joshua's burial place was among (342–271 B. C.),a philosopher of Attic descent ,

these mountains, at Timnath -heres, on the north whose “ Garden ” at Athens rivaled in popularity

side of the hill Gaash (Judg. 2: 9). The earliest the “ Porch " and the " Academy. ” The doctrines

name given to the central range of mountains in of Epicurus found wide acceptance in Asia Minor

Samaria was Mount Ephraim , just as the whole and Alexandria, and they gained a brilliant advo
table land of Judah was called Mount Judah . cate at Rome in Lucretius (95–50 B. C. ) . The

EʻPHRAIM , WOOD OF. When David's object of Epicurus was to find in philosophy a

arny had advanced into the field against Israel practical guide to happiness. True pleasure and

(those who followed Absalom )a battle was fought not absolute truth was the end at which he aimed ;
" in the wood of Ephraim ” (2 Sam. 18 : 6) . All experience and not reason the test on which he

the circumstances connected with the battle indi- relied. It is obvious that a system thus framed

cate that it took place east of Jordan : Absalom would degenerate by a natural descent into mere

had encamped in Gilead, and it is not stated that materialism; and in this form Epicurism was the

he had recrossed the Jordan ; verse 3 (“ that thou opular philosophy at the beginning of the Chris.

succor us out of the city ") presupposes that the tian era (comp. Diog. , L. x , 5, 9). When St. Paul

battle took place near Mahanaim ; and, after the addressed “ Epicureans and Stoics ” ( Acts 17:18)

victory the army returned to Mahanaim . at Athens the philosophy of life was practically

EPHRAIMITE, a descendant of the patri- reduced to the teaching of those two antagonistic

arch Ephraim (Josh . 16:10 ; Judg. 12:4, 5, 6); schools (Smith ).

also rendered EPHRATHITE (q . v . ) . The narrative EPISTLE (Gr. ÉTIOTONń, ep- is -tol-ay ', a written

in Judges seems to in dicate that the Ephraimites message), the term employed to designate twenty

had a peculiar accent, or patois, similar to that one out of twenty - seven of the writings of the

which in later times caused “ the speech ” of the New Testament, while Luke and the Acts are

Galileans to betray them at Jerusalem (Matt. both prefaced by an epistle to Theophilus,a friend

26:73). of the evangelist . They are known as Paul's

EPHRAIN (Heb. zips, ef -rone), a city of Epistles and theCatholic or General Epistles.

Israel , which with its dependent hamlets Abijah
1. Paul's Epistles number fourteen (if we

and the army of Judah captured from Jeroboam include Hebrews), arranged in the New Testament

(2 Chron. 13:19). C. V. Raumer and others iden- not in the order of time as to their composition ,

tify Ephron or Ephrain both with Ophrah of Ben- but rather according to the rank of the places to

jamin,which, it is conjectured , was situated near which they were sent. It is not known by whom

or in Taiyibeh, to the east of Beth-el , and with the they were thus arranged. His letters were, as a

city of Ephraim (Keil , Com ., in loc .).
rule, written by an amanuensis under his dicta

EPHRATAH , or EPH'RATH ( Heb.
tion , after which he added a few words in his own

hand at the close. The epistles to Timothy and
978, ef-raw -thar , fruitfulness, fruitful).

Titus are called pastoral epistles , from their being

1. The second wife of Caleb, the son of Ezron, I pastoral instructions from a pastor to a pastor.

IT :
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2. The Catholic or General Epistles were the ancestry of Joseph, the husband of Mary

so called because they were not addressed to any (Luke 3:28).

particular church or individual, but to Christians
ERA, a period during which years are num

in general . Of these threewere written by John, bered and dates are reckoned from some historical

two by Peter, and one each by James and Jude. event.

This division is strictly accurate, for 1 Peter 1. Jewish . The ancient Jews used several

and 2 and 3 John, although addressed to particular eras in their computations : 1. From Gen. 7:11

persons, have little in them that is properly local and 8:13 it appears that they reckoned from the

and personal. See BIBLE, BOOKS OF. lives of the patriarchs or other illustrious per

EPISTLES, SPURIOUS. Many of these sons ; 2. From their . Exode from Egypt ( Exod.

are lost, but several are extant, of which the fol . 19 : 1 ; Num. 1 : 1 ; 33:38) ; 3. From the building of

lowing are the principal : the temple (1 Kings 9:10 ; 2 Chron . 8 : 1 ), and the

1. The Epistle of Paul to the Laodicæans. Mar- reigns of the kings of Judah and Israel ; 4. From

cion received as genuine an “ Epistle of Paul to theBabylonian captivity (Ezek. 1 : 1 ; 33:21 ; 40 :1),

the Laodicæans, " early in the 2d century, but it is and the dedication of the second temple ; 5. Era

doubtful whether it is the one now extant in the of the Seleucidæ, dating fromthe occupation of

Latin language. The original epistle was prob- Babylon by Seleucus Nicator (312 B. C.) ; 6. From

ably a forgery founded on Col. 4:16, “ And when the time when their princes began to reign (1 Kings

this epistle is read among you, cause that it be 15 : 1 ; Isa . 36 :1 ; Jer. 1 : 2 , 3 ; also Matt. 2: 1 ; Luke

read also in the church of the Laodicæans, and 1:5 ; 3:1) ; 7. Since the compilation of the Talmud

that ye likewise read the epistle from Laodicæa . " the Jews have reckoned their years from the cre

Some have endeavored to identify it with a gen- ation of the world, which they fix at B. C. 3761 .

uine epistle ; Grotius thinks it to be the Epistle to 2. Ancient Heathen . 1. The First Olympiad

the Ephesians; Theophylact that it is 1 Timothy ; placed in theyear ofthe world 3228, and B. C.

others hold it to be 1 John, Philemon,etc. 776 ; 2. The taking of Troy by the Greeks, year

2. Third Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians of theworld 2820 and B. c. 1884; 3. The voyage

Calvin, Louis Čappell, and others think that Paul undertaken for the possession of the golden fleece,

wrote many other epistles besides those now year of the world 2760 ; 4. Foundation of Rome

known, basing their opinion on 1 Cor. 6 : 9 . There (A.U.C.) , B. C. 753 ; 5. 'Era of Nabonassar, B. C.

is still extant, inthe Armenian language, an epistle 647; 6. Era of Alexander the Great, orbis last

from the Corinthians to Paul, together with the victory over Darius, B. C. 330; 7. Julian Era ,

apostle's reply. This epistle is quoted as Paul's dating from the reform of the calendar by Julius

by St. Gregory the Illuminator in the 3d cen- Cæsar, B.C. 45, Jan. 1 ; 8. Era of Diocletian , be

tury. ing the beginning of the first Egyptian year after

3. The Epistle of Peter to James is a very an- the accession of that emperor, A. D. 284, August

cient forgery. Origen says that it was not to be 29; 9. Among the Mohammedans, the Hegira,

reckoned among the ecclesiastical books, and that A. D.622 ; 10. Among the modern Persians, the

it was not written by Peter or any other inspired Era of Yezdegird III, A. D. 632 , June 16.

person. It is thought to be a forgery of some
3. Christian. For a long time the Christians

Ebonite in the beginning of the 2d century. had no era of their own, but followed those in
4. The Epistles of Paul and Seneca consist of common use in the different countries : In the

eight long letters from the philosopher Seneca to
western part of the Roman empire the Consular

the apostle Paul,with six from the latter to Seneca. Era was used until the 6th century after Christ.

Their antiquity is doubted . They are mentioned. The Era of Diocletian , called by the Christians
by St. Jerome and Augustine, and are generally the “ Era of Martyrs ” ( Æra Martyrum ) because

rejected as spurious .

5. The Epistleof Lentulus to the Roman Senate; Abyssinians and Copts.
of persecutions in his reign, still used by the

The Era of the Armeni.

giving a description of the person of Christ, and ans, when the Armenians, at the council of Tiben,

some pretended epistles of the Virgin Mary, are separated from the main body of the Eastern

generally rejected . See BIBLE.
Church by rejecting the council of Chalcedon,

EPOCH , a point of time distinguished by some A. D. 552. The Era of Constantinople, or Byzan.

remarkable event, and from which succeeding tine Era, begins with the creation of the world,
years are numbered. See Era. which it fixes at B. C. 5508. The Vulgar or Chris

EQUAL . See GLOSSARY. tian Era, beginning with the birth of Christ, is

ER (Heb. , ayr, watchful).
the ordinary count of years in the Christian coun

1. The eldest son of the patriarch Judah by tries. Thisera was invented in the 6th century by

Bath-shuah(daughter of Shuab), a Canaanitess Dionysius Exiguus, who supposed that Christ was

(Gen. 38:2, 3), B.C. about 1640. " Er waswicked born December 25, A. D. 1, a date now universally

considered to be at least three years too late . For
in the sight of the Lord ; and the Lord slew him ”

(ver. 7 ; Num. 26:19). It does notappear what several centuries the year was begun on March25,
the nature of his sin was ; but, from his Canaan- the day of annunciation. In the 11th century

itishbirth onhis mother's side, it wasprobably the Dionysian Era was adopted by the popes,and
connected with the abominable 'idolatries of Ca. has since been in universal use in the Western

Church . Sec CHRONOLOGY.
naan (Smith ).

2. The son of Shelah and grandson of Judah
ERAN (Heb. 777, ay-rawn', watch ful), son of

(1 Chron. 4:21 ). Shuthelah (eldest son of Ephraim) and head of

3. The son of Jose and father of Elmodam , in the family of the Eranites (Num. 26:36).

"
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ERANITES, descendants of Eran (Num . gally his father's successor, he was the favorite

26:36 ). son, and his father had provided by will that he

ERAS’TUS (Gr. 'Epaotos, er '-as-tos, beloved ), should be the next king of Assyria. He well

a Corinthian and one of Paul's disciples, whose knew that his succession would be contended, and
Balutations he sends from Corinth to theChurch opposed even by arms. He therefore set out for

at Rome as those of “ the chamberlain of the city ” Nineveh by forced marches. On his way he was

(Rom . 16:23 ). The word so rendered (oikováčos, met by his brother's army, which he promptly de.

Vulg. arcarius) denotes the city treasurer' (or feated , and was thus able to ascend the throne

steward ), an officer of great dignity in ancient without serious opposition.

times ( Josephus, Ant., vii , 8, 2) ; so that the con 3. Rebuilds Babylon . The attention of

version of such a man to the faith of the Gospel Esar-haddon ,after his ascension to thethrone, was
was a proof of the wonderful success of the apos- first directed to Babylonia. His father 'Sen

tle's labors in that city. We find Erastus with nacherib had attempted to end the long series of
Paul at Ephesus as one of his attendants or dea- difficulties with Babylonia by utterly destroying

cons, whence he was sent along with Timothy into the queenly city (see SENNACHERIB). This had
Macedonia, while the apostle himself remained in been an unhappy blunder. The city was indeed

Asia (Acts 19:22). They were both with the apos- gone, but its rebellious inbabitants still lived and

tle at Corinth when he wrote, as above, from that were only embittered in their opposition to the
city to the Romans; at a subsequent period Eras . Assyrian supremacy. Esar -haddon rebuilt the

tus was still at Corinth (2 Tim. 4:20), which would royal city in yet greater magnificence than before,

seem to have been the usual place of his abode. and returned the gods and images which had been

EʻRECH (Heb. 7 , eh '-rek, length, or Moon- removedby his father. This master stroke of

policy knit to him the hearts of the people of
town ), a city of Nimrod (Gen. 10:10) lying on the Babylonia, and made possible a unifying of the

left bank of the Euphrates. The burying place empire beforethe beginning of further conquest

of the Assyrian kings. It is not said that Nimrod and imperial extension.

built this and other cities in the plain of Shinar, 4. Western Campaign. In the fourth year
but that he established bis power over them , which of his reign Esar-haddon turned his attention to

indicates their antiquity, they having been of an- the west. He marched into Phænicia and cap.

other and earlier period.
tured the wealthy commercial city of Sidon and

E'RI (Heb. , ay -ree ', watching), the fifth executed its king,Abdi-Milkuti. He built another

son of the patriarch Gad (Gen. 46:16) and ances- city near by, peopled it with captives, and set a

tor of the Erites (Num. 26:16). governor of Assyrian origin over it. By this move

ERITE, a patronymic designation (Num . he designed to place in Assyrian hands the com

26:16) of the descendants of the Gadite ERI (q. v.). merce which had been controlled by the Phæni

ERR . See GLOSSARY. cians in Sidon. The plan failed at this time and

ESAIAS (Gr. 'Hoaias, hay -sah -ee'as), the Gre
the commerce went to Tyre, another Phænician

cized form of Isaiah, constantly used in the New city . Though not successful in his commercial

Testament.
plans, the military results of the campaign were

great. All Palestine submitted to him and sent

E'SAR -HADDON (Heb. jonnon, ay -sar'. Presents.Heenumerates ten kings of Cyprusand

khad -dohn ', gift of fire),one of the greatest mon- twelvekings of Syria and Palestine who paid trib .

archs and most successful warriors of Assyria, ute to him . Among the latter appears Manasseh,

son of Sennacherib, whom he succeeded onthe king of Judah.
Assyrian throne ; reigned 681-668 B. C. The 5. Repelling Invasions. In 678 the great

name of Esar-baddon is in Assyrian Asshur-akhi. empire was itself seriously threatened , and Esar.

iddin, i. e. , “ Asshur has given a brother; ” he was haddon was compelled to change his offensive tac.

therefore probably the second son born to Sen- tics into defensive. He had designs upon Egypt,
nacherib . but was compelled to withdraw his troops and

1. Sources of Information . Of his reign prepare to defend even Assyria itself. A vast

we now have abundant historical material, from horde of barbarians from southern Russia had

which the chief events in their proper order, as crossed the Caucasus Mountains, and passed over

well as the general policy of the kingdom , may be the territory of Armenia. They are known to us as

readily ascertained . His chief inscriptions con- the Cimmerians, and are bymany considered to be

sist of a prism with more than three hundred lines the people known in the Old Testament under the

of text, now in the British Museum ; several name of Gomer (Gen. 10 : 2). Their leader was

broken duplicates of the same; a beautiful black Teuspa, a Mannæan chief. Esar-baddon drove

basalt block ; a number of small tablets now badly back theinvaders from Assyria and diverted them

broken , and a large stone stele found at Singali, into Asia Minor. In reality the movement of this

in Northern Syria. The last named is in the people was not an organized invasion of Assyria

Royal Museum at Berlin. These texts have been for purposes of conquest, but rather a migration

copied and published by Budge, Harper, Schrader, of people seeking new homes. They settled in

Winckler, Rogers, and others; from their work Asia Minor and there built up kingdoms which
the following sketch of his reignis made out. later became a menace to Assyria. But they gave

2. Coming to Throne. When Sennacherib no further trouble in the reign of Esar-haddon.
died at Nineveh Esar-haddon was in command of 6. Arabian Campaign. Immediately after

an Assyrian army in Western Armenia. Though these troubles Esar-haddon's empire was similarly

he was not the eldest son , and therefore not le- | threatened on the south by the nomad tribes of
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ous,

Arabia . He organized afresh his now veteran seems to have foreseen his death, either because

troops and plunged into the heart of Arabia. No he was old or in ill -health , for before starting on

such feat had ever before been attempted. He this journey he had a great royal assembly in

had to cross trackless wastes and waterless deserts . Nineveh, where he named his son Asshurbanipal
The Arabians felt secure in their almost isolated as his successor and his son Shamashshumukin as

country, and the unconquered men of the desert king of Babylon, subject to Asshurbanipal.

believed they could ravage when and where Esar-haddon was scarcely less famous as

they chose. Their fancied security was madness. builder than as a warrior. His rebuilding of

Esar-haddon appeared among them anddrove them Babylon has already been mentioned. Besides

before him with savage slaughter. The march this he erected a magnificent palace at Nineveh.

was phenomenal. Its results may even yet be The site was used for a palace before his time,

considered remarkable when it is remembered but the new building far surpassed the old . The

that Turkey is not now able to control these same | kings of Palestine, Syria, Cyprus, as well as the

Arabs. They also, like the Cimmerians, gave no subordinate princes along the upper Euphrates,
further trouble to Assyria . all were forced to send to it contributions of wood

7. Against Egypt. With all dangers from and stone . The approaches to it were decorated

the Cimmerians and the Arabians set aside, and by colossal winged bulls, and the exterior as well

with a clear course through Syria mado possible as the interior was beautifully adorned by rare
by the reduction of Sidon and the submission of and even precious stones. He also erected tem .

all the kings and petty princes of Palestine, Esar. ples in various parts of his dominion , notably in
haddon was now free to undertake afresh his Accad as well as in Assyria proper.

campaigns against the land of Egypt. In 673 he Esar-baddon was certainly one of the greatest :

invaded the land and fought a battle on the 5th | kings of Assyria . The virtues and energies of the

of the month Adar. From this brief campaign no Sargonides were well represented in bim . No

results of consequence were achieved. In 670 he king of Assyria had carried so far the borders of

again invaded Egypt, and this time with resistless the empire . His legacy to his son was an undi

force. The first battle was fought on the 3d day vided, relatively peaceful, and almost resistless

of Tammuz (June- July) at Ishupri and was an As- empire — the first power of the world.

syrian victory. The Assyrians pushed on into the LITERATURE.—Smith , George, History of Assyr.

land and again met the Égyptians in battle on the in , revised by A.H. Sayce, London, 1895; Winckler,

16th of the same month, and were again victori . Geschichte Babyloniens und Assyriens, Leipzig,

The last stand of the ans was made 1892.—R. W. R.

on the 18th, and on the 22d Memphis fell into the

hands of the Assyrians. The king of Egypt at
E'SAU . - 1. Name and Family. (Heb. 73,

this time was Tirhakah, an Ethiopian in origin, ay -sawv', hairy,Gen.25:25 .) His surname, Edom ,

who had been an ally of King Hezekiah, of Judah, was given him from the red pottage ( 25:30 ). The

in the campaign of defense against Sennacherib eldest son of Isaac by Rebekah , and twin brother

(2 Kings 19:9 ; see art. SENNACHERIB). Tirhakah of Jacob.

Aed to his old home, but his harem with his sons 2. Personal History. We have no account

and nephews were captured. Memphis was plun . of the early life of Esau beyond an incident or

dered and destroyed that the Egyptians mightnot two connected with his birth (Gen. 25 : 22–26 ) ,

have a place for rallying and a base of supplies. B. C. about 2173. As he grew up Esau became

Without further successful resistance Esar -haddon a cunning hunter, a man of the field.” He was ,

marched the whole length of Egypt to the Nubian in fact, a thorough “ son of the desert,” who de

border, plundering, subduing , and destroying. lighted to roam free as the wind of heaven , and

From the temples alone he caused fifty- five royal who was impatient at the restraints of civilized or
statues to be transported to Assyria , and magnif. settled life . Still his father loved him , and none

icent trophies they were. Egypt was then divided the less for the savory venison the son brought to

into twenty-two provinces, over each of which a him (25:28). (1) Sells his birthright. Coming in

native-born Egyptian was set as ruler. These one day from the chase hungry and longing for

were, however, intended to be mere puppets in the food he saw Jacob enjoying a dish of pottage. He
hands of the Assyrian officers who were nomi. prayed Jacob to share his meal with him . Jacob

nally under their control. The chief cities in each set a price upon the food , even the birthright of

province were renamed with Assyrian words. The his brother. This was, indeed, a large demand,

completeness of the overthrow is also signified by for the birthright secured to its possessor immu

the adoption of Assyrian names by Egyptians, nities and privileges of high value — the headship

among whom Necho, king of Sais, is a conspicuous of the tribe, both spiritual and temporal, and the

example. He had his sons provided with Assyrian possession of the great bulk of the family prop
and not native names. After this Esar-haddon erty,and carried with it the covenant blessing (Gen.

adopted the title of “ king of Egypt,” which no 27:28 , 29 , 36 ; Heb. 12:16, 17). Urged by hun .

previous Assyrian king had ever borne. ger, however, Esau acceded to Jacob's demands,

8. Death. He was, however, not left in un . secured the food , and “ despised his birthright

disturbed possession of mis vast kingdom . There (Gen. 25 :29–34 ). ( 2) Marries. At the age of forty

were internal troubles, and further uprisings in years Esau married two wives in close succession .

Egypt which necessitated another invasion of the These were both Canaanites, and, on account of

Nile country . This was his last expedition. He their origin , were not acceptable to Isaac and

died while engaged in it, on the 10th day of Rebekah . The latter was especially grieved. “ I

Marcheswan (October -November), 668 B. C. He I am weary , ” she said (Gen. 27:46) " of my life be .

12
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6

cause of the daughters of Heth . ” (1) His first Jacob as a guard was declined, and Esau returned

wife was Adah, the daughter of Elon the Hit- to Mount Seir (Gen. 32:3–33: 16 ). (6) Later his.

tite (36: 2), called Bashemath in 26:34. (2 ) His tory. It does not appear that the two broth

second wife was Aholibamah, the daughter of ers met again until the death of their father.

Anah, as all the accounts agree, except that in Mutual interest and fear constrained them to

26:34 , where by some error or variation of act honestly, and even generously, toward each

names she is called Judith, the daughter of Beeri other at this solemn interview . They united in

the Hittite. (3 ) Esau's third wife, taken from his laying the body of Isaac in the cave of Machpelah

own kindred, wasBashemath (otherwise called Ma- (Gen. 35:29). Then “ Esau took all his cattle , and

halath, 28 : 9 ) , sister of Nebajoth and daughter all his substance, which he had got in the land of

of Ishmael(36 : 3). (3) Loses his father's blessing. Canaan ” —such, doubtless, as his father, with

When Isaac was grow old and feeble he wished, Jacob's consent, had assigned to him— " and went

in the consciousness of approaching death , to give into the country from the face of his brother

his blessing to his elder son . Without regard to Jacob ” (36 : 6). Esau is once more presented to

the words which were spoken by God with reference us (36:43) in a genealogical table, in which a long

to the children before their birth, and without line of illustrious descendants is referred to “ Esau,

taking any notice of Esau's frivolous barter of his the father of the Edomites. ” '

birthright and his ungodly connection with Ca. 3. Character . Esau, the shaggy red-haired

naanites, Isaac maintained his preference for Esau, huntsman, the man of the field, with his arrows,

He commanded him to hunt game and prepare him his quiver, and his bow, coming in weary from the

a savory dish that he might eat and bless him . chase, caught, as with the levity and eagerness of

Rebekah sought to frustrate this plan, desiring to a child , by the sight of the lentil soup— Feed me,

secure the inheritance for Jacob. Jacob success. I pray thee, with the “ red, red ” pottage' - yet so

fully simulated Esau and secured the desired full of generous impulse, so affectionate toward

blessing, but had scarcely done so when Esau re- his aged father, so forgiving toward his brother, so

turned. When told that his brother had secured open -handed, so chivalrous : who has not at times

the prize he cried out, “ Bless me, even me also, felt his heart warm toward the poor, rejected

O my father ! ” Urging this entreaty again and Esau and been tempted to join with him as he

again , even with tears, Isaac at length said to cries with a great and exceeding bitter cry, '

hin : “ Behold thydwelling shållbe the fatness of Bless me, even me also, O my father ? ' In the

the earth, and of the dew of heaven from above ; Jewish history what a foreshadowing of the future !

and by thy sword shalt thou live, and shalt serve We may even venture to trace in the wayward

thy brother : and it shall come to pass when thou chieftain of Edom the likeness of the fickle, un .

shalt have the dominion, that thou shalt break certain Edomite, now allied , now hostile to the

his yoke from off thy neck . ” Thus deprived for seed of promise. “ A turbulent and unruly race,'

ever of his birthright by virtue of the irrevo- so Josephus describes the Idumeans of his day ;

cable blessing, Esau hated his brother and vowed alwayshovering on the verge of revolution, al

vengeance . But he said to bimself, “ The days of ways rejoicing in changes, roused to arms by the

mourning for my father are at hand ; then will I slightest motion of flattery, rushing to battle as
slay my brother Jacob ." When Esau heard that if they were going to a feast ' ” (Stanley).

his father had commanded Jacob to take a wife
NOTE.-( 1 ) Esau a profane person . The apostle in

of the daughters of his kinsman Laban he also re Hebrews (12:10) mentions Esau as a profane per

solved to try whether by a new alliance he could son. " . This probably means that Esau wasa sensualist,

propitiate his parents. He accordingly married who; for a moment's gratiacation, sold his birthright.

his cousin Mahalath, the daughter ofIshmael (Gen. sacritice eternity for the pleasure of an hour.
He is, therefore, marked as the pattern of those who

( 28 :6–9) . (4) Removes to Mount Seir. Esau prob- Justice of this judgmentappears fromconsidering what
ably removed soon after this to Mount Seir, still the birthright was which be sold at such a price . Esau

retaining, however, some interest in his father's was, by right of birth, the head of the family, its

prophet, priest, and king ; and no map can renounce
property in southern Palestine. It is probable such privileges, except as a sacrifice required by God,

that his own habits and the idolatrous practices without despising ' God, who gave thein .
of his wives and rising family continued to excite than this,bewas the head of the chosen family ; on him

devolved the blessing of Abraham , that in his seed all

and even increase the anger of his parents ; and the families of the earth should be blessed ; 'and,in
that he, consequently, considered it more prudent despising hisbirthright, he puthimself out ofthe sacred

to remove his household to a distance (Gen. 32 : 3 ). Old Testament History . (2) No place for repentance.
family, and so became a profane person

( 5 ) Reconciled to Jacob . Esau was residing at we do not suppose thatEsausought a change of heart

Mount Seir when Jacob returned from Padan -aram , and mind in himself, and that a careful seeking with

and Jacob, fearing lest Esau should desire to také tears, and getdid not find a place for it .
did seek — the thing which he manifestly did labor after

revenge for former injuries,sent messengers in -was a change of mind in Isaac so that he should con

order , if possible , to appeasehis wrath . In reply fer temporaryblessings on him ,whichIsaac, in a de
to his conciliatory message Esau came to meet him gret, did ; but no change of mind took place in refer.

with four hundred armedmen . “ Jacob was greatly
ence to the spiritual blessing .

afraid and distressed .” What must have been his ESCHATOLOGY, from Gr. čoxatos, es ’ -khat.

surprise, when they neared each other, to see Esau os, applied to time, “ last.” Hence this is the term
running with extended arms to greet and embrace employed to designate that department of theology
him ! Esau “ fell on his neck and kissed him, and which treats of the events and realities of the last

they wept. " Jacob had prepared a present for times, principally the second coming of Christ, the

Esau, which the latter at first refused to take, but resurrection of the dead , the final judgment, and

afterward accepted. Esau's offer to march with the consummation of all things. Death and the

" The

But more

" " (Smith,

What Esau
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intermediate state do not belong strictly to this It is dotted with places of great historic and sa

department, though closely related to it. cred interest, which are treated under their sev .

Every form of religion that has attained to any eral names. On the east we have Endor, Nain ,

degree of development has its eschatological doc- and Shunem , ranged around the base of the “ hill

trine. Of Christian eschatology, to which we con. of Moreh ; ” Beth -shean,in the center of the plain
fine our attention, it is important to observe : where the “ valley of Jezreel " opens toward Jor.

1. The Christian doctrine of the Last Times or dan ; Gilboa, with the " well of Harod ” and the

Last Things is and must be exclusively scriptural . ruins of Jezreel at its western base. On the south

Science and philosophy can avail us nothing here. are En-gannim, Taanach , and Megiddo. On the

Of these great things of the future we can have west apex , on theoverhanging brow of Carmel, is

at presentno knowledge, except from the infallible the scene of Elijah's sacrifice ; while close by runs

word of God. And we depend chiefly upon the the Kishon, on whose banks the false prophets of

predictions of Christ and his apostles. Baal were slain . On the north are Nazareth and

2. The knowledge thus given is clear only upon Tabor. The modern Syrians call Esdraelon Merj

certain points of vital interest . Many matters to ibn -' Amer, “ the Plain of the Son of 'Amer "

which we may turn with eager inquiry arepur. (Smith, Hist. Geog ., chap. 19 ; McC. and S., Cyc.).

posely left in deepest obscurity. What has been See SUPPLEMENT.

well named “ the disciplinary reserve of prophecy" E'SEK (Heb. pws, ay -sek', contention ), one of

is found here in large measure.
Thus while Christ declared plainly and more three wells dug by Isaac's herdsmen in Gerar, and

thanonce his purpose to come again to judge the so named because the herdsmen of Gerar ' dis

world, and the apostles frequently reiterated his puted concerning its possession (Gen. 26:20 ).

predictions, the timeof his coming is left beyond ESH'BAAL, or ESH -BA'AL (Heb.Syarn,

all human calculation . Likewise, it is impossible esh -bah '-al, man of Baal), the fourth son of King

to ascertain from the Scriptures the precise order Saul ( 1 Chron. 8:33 ; 9:39). He is doubtless the

of events that must precede his coming (see Matt. same person as Ish -bosheth (1 Sam. 31 : 2 , comp.

24 ; 25 :31-46 ; Acts 1:7 ; 17:31 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 10-13 , with 2 Sam. 2 : 8), since it was the practice to

et al . ) . Also the resurrection of the dead is plainly change the obnoxious name of Baal into Bosheth

taught ; but the character of the resurrection body or Besheth, as in the case of Jerubbesheth for

is the subject of much fruitless speculation. Jerubbaal and in this very genealogy) of Mephib
Heaven and hell are to be the future and eternal osheth for Meribbaal.

portions respectively of the righteous and the ESH'BAN (Heb. TEUS, esh -bawn ', vigorous),

wicked ; but most questions of detail are left un . the second named of the four sons of Dishon, the
,

answered. And thus with regard to all the sep. Horite (Gen. 36:26 ; 1 Chron. 1:41 ).

arate topics belonging to this part of Christian

doctrine . Thus, as has been well said , ' prophetic ESHỤCOL (Heb. Sbos, esh -kole', a bunch, clus.

theology can hardly be dogmatic.” ter).

3. The truly reverent and proper way of deal . 1. A young Amoritish chieftain, who, with his

ing with eschatological questions is thatwhich ,on brothers, Aner andMamre, being in alliance with

the one hand , accepts and recognizes the great Abraham , joined him the recovery of Lot

importance of such revelations concerning the from the hands of Chedorlaomer and his cor

future as God has seen fit to give us, and, on the federates (Gen. 14:13, 24), B. C. about 2250.

other hand, refrains from the endeavor to supple- 2. The valley in the neighborhood of Hebron,

ment these revelations by fanciful conjecture or in which the spies found large grapes (Num . 13:

imagination. 23 , 24). The valley probably took its name from

For fuller discussion see Christ, Coming OF ; the distinguished Amorite above mentioned.

RESURRECTION ; JUDGMENT, FINAL ; END OF THE ESHEAN (Heb. TUN, esh -awn', support), the
WORLD ; HEAVEN ; HELL ; MILLENNIUM.

LITERATURE.—Works on systematic theology, as
third named of a group of nine towns in the coun.

Hodge,Systematic Theology ; Dorner, System of tryround Hebron in Judah ( Josh. 15:62). As the

Christian Doctrine; Pope, Compendium of Chris- that Eshean is 'a corrupt reading for Shema
LXX reading is Eouá , So-mah ', Knobel conjectures

tian Theology ; Van Oosterzee, Dogmatics. The

monographs upon separate topics are very nu
( 1 Chron. 2:43) and connects it with the ruins of

Simia, south of Daumeh (K. and D. , Com .).
merous.-E. McC.

ESCHEW . See GLOSSARY. E'SHEK (Heb. PWE, ay -shek ', oppression ), a

ESDRAEʼLON, PLAIN OF (Gr. 'Eodprabv, brother of Azel , a Benjamite, one of the late de

es-dray -lõn ', Judith 1 :8 ; 7:3), was that which scendants of King Saul; the father of Ulam, the

united the Jordan valley with the maritime plain , founder of a large and noted family of archers

along the Mediterranean, and separated the moun. ( 1 Chron . 8:39).

tainranges of Carmel and Samaria from those of ESH KALONITE (Heb.pipes, esh -kel-o
Galilee. Its western portion was known as the

Plain of MEGIDDO(q. v.), whileits eastern slope ree ), the patrial designation ( Josh. 13 : 3) of an

was called the VALE OF JEZREEL (q .v.). Two inhabitant of ASHKELON (q. v.).

things are worthy of special notice in the plain of
ESH TAOL (Heb. braux, esh -taw - ole ), a

Esdraelon : its wonderful richness and its desola town in the northern part of the hilly region, at first

tion. If we except the eastern branches, there assigned to Judah (Josh. 15:33) , but afterward to

is not a single inhabited village on its whole sur. Dan (19:41). Samson was born at or near Eshtaol

face and not one sixth of its surface is cultivated. | ( Judg. 13:24, 25 ; 16:31 ). From Eshtaol and the

6

A
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ESHTAULITE ESSENCE, THE DIVINE

neighboring Zorah the Danites started on their the formal execution of the marriage contract at

expedition to secure more territory at Laish (18 : Sinai. The promise of God to betroth Israel (Hos.
2, sq .). Its location has not been fixed . 2:19 , 20) is very significant. He was to renew

ESHẤTAULITE (Heb. xmon, esh -taw -oo- his covenant, not as a man remarries a divorced
lee'), an inhabitant of Eshtal, and who at a later wife, but as oneespouses a maid;the past isfor.

period, with the Zareathites, belonged to the fam- bis Church , such as is made with a spotless virgin.
given , and Jehovah makes a new covenant with

ilies of Kirjath -jearim (1 Chron . 2:53).
The apostle Paul refers (2 Cor. 11 : 2, “ I have es.

ESHTEMO’A (Heb. yianur, esh-tern - oʻ-ah, poused you to one husband " ) to the custom of

obedience ), or ESHẤTEMOH (Heb. inux, esh. having a marriagefriend through whom the be

tem -o', Josh. 15:50), a mountain town of Judah, trothalwas completed, i. e., who drew up the writ

and afterward ceded to the priests ( Josh. 21:14; ings, settled the agreements, gave the presents, etc.

1 Chron. 4:17, 19). David, when at Ziklag, sent ESROM (Gr. 'Eopbu, es-rome'), a Grecized

of his spoil to the elders of Eshtemoa (1 Sam . form (Matt. 1 : 3 ; Luke 3:33) of the name of Hez

Ag

Vis

VALLE DE

ZESCHOE
ELTER

Valley of Eschol.

.

30:28), and Ishbah is mentioned (1 Chron . 4:17 ) as RON (q. v.), the grandson of Judah (1 Chron

its “ father," i. e., lord. It is the present Semua, 2 : 5 ).

a village south of Hebron, with considerable ruins ESSENCE, THE DIVINE. Essence (from

dating from ancient times. Latin verb esse, to be) signifies that which a per.

ESH'TON (Heb. zimur, esh -tone', restful), a son or thing is in himself or itself, apart from all

son of Mehir and grandson of Chelub, of the tribe that is accidental. Substance is a term of equiv.

of Judah (1 Chron. 4:11 , 12).
alent meaning. These terms are held by some

to be more appropriate in philosophy than in the
ESLI (Gr. 'Echi, es-lee', son of Nagge (Naggai) ology. The Scriptures, it is truly said , contain no

and father of Naum, of the maternal ancestry of such abstract terms as essence and substance. At

Christ after the exile (Luke 3:25). He is probably the same time it must be admitted that some of

the same with Elioenai, the son of Neariąh and the names under which God has revealed himself,

father of Johanan ( 1 Chron. 3:23, 24).
as Elohim and Jehovah, refer directly to the eter

ESPOUSAL, the mutual agreement between nal divine essence. At all events theology has

parties to marry. See MARRIAGE. often made large use of these terms in its attempts

Figurative. This custom is alluded to figu. to arrive at the proper and scriptural conception

ratively, as between God and his people (Jer. 2 : 2), of God. The principal points in dispute have

where the espousal refers to the time between been , first, as to what extent, if any, the divine

Israel's betrothal at the Exodus from Egypt and essence can be known to us; and, secondly, as to
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ESSENES

the relation existing between the attributes of God since an Essene could not take food prepared by
and his essence. The view best substantiated is strangers for fear of pollution. The strongest tie

that the attributes of God are not merely subjec- by which the members were united was the abso

tive conceptions, based upon certain only relatively lute community of goods. “ It is a law among

true Scripture revelations, but that the attributes them that those who come to them must let what

made known to us through the Scriptures are they have be common to the wbole order. They

manifestations of what God is in himself. They also have stewards appointed to take care of their

are the living realization of his essence . Accord - common affairs. They choose fitting persons as

ingly, while the divine essence is incomprehensi- receivers of revenues and of the produce of the

ble, we have nevertheless some measure of true earth , and priests for the preparation of the bread

knowledge of God, knowledge that relates to bis and food .” There was one purse for all, and

very essence. (See GOD, ATTRIBUTES OF. ) For full common expenses, common clothes, and common

and discriminating discussion see Dorner, System food at common meals. The needy of the order,

of Christian Doctrine, vol. i, pp. 187–206 ; Pope, as the sick and the aged, were cared for at the

Compendium of Christian Doctrine, vol . I , pp. 246 - common expense, and special officers were ap

252 ; Van Oosterzee, Christian Dogmatics, vol. i , pointed in every town to care for the wants of the

pp. 234-238 ; Hodge, Systematic Theology, vol. i , traveling brethren. The daily labor of themembers

pp. 366-370.-E. McC. was strictly regulated . After prayer they were dis.

ESSENES', a Jewish religious community, missed to their work bythe presidents. They reas.
though differing in many respects from traditional sembled for purifying ablutions and the common

Judaism. meal, after which they went to work again, to reas

1. Name. This is of Semitic origin, though semble for the evening meal. Although their chief
but very little has with any certainty been ascer employment was agriculture they carried on crafts

tained respecting it . Some have found it in the of every kind ; but trading was forbidden (as lead.

word for “ physicians " (Heb. 19Ox, aw -say-yaw '), ing to covetousness),and also the making of weap

but the Essenes were never called “ physicians,"
ons or any utensils that might injure men.

but only servants of God. The derivation advo
5. Ethics, Manners, and Customs. Philo

cated by Ewald, Hitzig, Lucius, and others from competes with Josephus in sounding the praises

of the Essenes. According to these authorities

pious (Heb. Non, khas-ay ') is that which is most their life was abstemious, simple, and unpretend

suitable. ing. They condemned sensual desires as sinful,

2. Origin . The origin of the Essenes is as abstained from wedlock, but chose other people's

obscure as their name. Josephus first mentions children while they were pliable and fit for learn .

them (Ant., xiii, 5 , 9 ) in the time of Jonathan the ing ; they only took food and drink till they had

Maccabee (about 150 B. C. ), and speaks ex- had enough , contenting themselves with the same

pressly of one Judas an Essene (105–104 B. C.). dish day by day, and rejecting great expense as

This would place the origin of the order in the 2d harmful to mind and body ; they did not cast

century before Christ. It is questionable whether away clothes and shoes until they were utterly

they proceeded simply from Judaism or whether useless, and only sought to acquire what was

foreign and especially Hellenistic elements had not needed for the wants of life .

also an influence in their origin . In addition to the general features of simplicity

3. Organization . Their whole community was and moderation mentioned above we call attention

strictly organized as a single body, at the head of to the following special points : ( 1 ) There was no

which were presidents (Gr. Étientai), to whom slave among them , but all were free, mutually
the members were bound to unconditional obedi. voi king for each other. ( 2) Swearing was for

One wishing to enter the order received bidden as worse than perjury ; " for that which

three badges-a pickax, an apron , and a white gar- does not deserve belief without an appeal to God

ment. After a year's probation he was admitted is already condemned.” (3) They forbade anoint

to the lustrations. Another probation of two ing with oil, regarding a rough exterior as praise.

years followed, when he was allowed to participate worthy. (4) Bathing in cold water was compulsory

in the common meals and to become a full mem- before each meal, after performing the functions

ber after first taking a fearful oath, in which he ofnature,or coming in contact with a member of

bound himself to absolute openness to his brethren a lower class of the order. (5 ) They considered

and secrecy concerning the doctrines of the order white raiment as seemly for all occasions. (6) Great

to non-members. Only adults were admitted as modesty was inculcated. In performing natural

members, but children were received for instruc- functions they dug with the pickax—which each

tion in the principles of Essenism . Josephus says member received — a hole one foot deep, covered

that the Essenes were divided into four classes themselves with a mantle (not to offend the bright

according to the time of their entrance, the chil- ness of God ), relieved themselves into the hole,

dren being the first class, those in the two stages and threw in again the earth. In bathing they bound

of the novitiate the second and third class, and an apron about their loins ; they avoided spitting

themembers proper the fourth class . forward or to the right hand . (7 ) They sent gifts

4. Discipline. Transgressions of members of incense to the temple, but offered no animal

were tried by a court, and sentence was never sacrifices because they esteemed their own sacri.

pronounced by the votes of less than one hun . fices more valuable. (8) The chief peculiarity of

dred. What was once decided by that number the Essenes was their common meals, which bore

was unalterable.
the character of sacrificial feasts. The food was

Excommunication was equivalent to a slow death , I prepared by priests, with the observance, prob

ence .

a
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ESTATE ESTHER

O

ably, of certain rites of purification ; for an Essene star ).” Esther was the daughter of_Abihail, a

was not permitted to partake of any other food Benjamite and uncle of Mordecai (Esth. 2:15) .

than this . The opinion that the Essenes abstained Her ancestor, Kish, had been among the captives

from flesh and wine is not supported by the older led away from Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar.

authorities. 2. Personal History. Leftan orphan, Esther

6. Theology, etc. The Essenes held funda- was brought up by her cousin Mordecai, who held

mentally the Jewish view of the world , entertain- an office at Shushan in the palace (Esth. 2 :5–7).

ing an absolute belief in Providence, which they (1) Chosen queen. Ahasuerus having divorced his
held in common with the Pharisees. “ Next to wife because she refused to comply with his

God the name of Moses the lawgiver is with them drunken commands, search was made for the most

an object of the greatest reverence, and whoever beautiful maiden to be her successor,
Those se

blasphemes it is punished with death .". In their lected were placed in the custody of “ Hegai,

worship the Holy Scriptures were read and ex- keeper of the women. ” . The final choice among
plained . The Sabbath wasso strictly observed that them remained with the king himself. That

they did not on that day remove a vessel or even choice fell upon Esther, " for the king loved

perform the functions of nature ; and they seem Esther above all the women, and she obtained

to have kept to the priesthood of the house of grace and favor in his sight more than all the

Aaron . virgins; so that he set the royal crown upon her

They must have highly estimated their angelol- head, and made her queen instead of Vashti ”

ogy as their novices had to swear carefully to (Esth. 2 :8–17), B. C. about 478. ( 2) Saves her

preserve the names of the angels . Concerning people. Esther, in obedience to Mordecai, had

their doctrine of the soul and of its immortality notmadeknown her parentage and race (Esth. 2 :

Josephus writes : “ They taught that bodies are 10). But Haman, the Agagite ,angry with Mordecai

perishable, but souls immortal, and that the latter because he did not do him reverence, represented

dwelt originally in the subtlest ether, but being to the king that the Jews scattered through his

debased by sensual pleasures united themselves empire were a pernicious nation . The king gave

with bodies as with prisons; but when they are Haman full power to kill them all and seize their

freed from the fetters of sense they will joyfully property (ch . 3) . Upon being informed of this by

soar on high as if delivered from long bondage. Mordecai, Esther, who scemed herself to be in

To the good (souls) is appointed a life beyond the cluded in the doom of extermination, resolved to

ocean, where they are troubled by neither rain plead for her people. She decided to present her

nor snow nor heat, but where the gentle zephyr is self unbidden to the king, which was not accord

ever blowing. But to the bad (souls) is ap- ing to law (4:16). She did so and, obtaining favor

pointed a dark , cold region full of unceasing tor- in his sight, made known her request. It was

ment.” that the king and Haman would that day attend

á strange phenomenon presented on Jewish a banquet which she had prepared. At the ban

soil is the peculiar conduct of the Essenes with quet the king renewed his willingness to grant

respect to the sun. To this they turned while Esther any request she might make. She ex.

praying, in opposition to the Jewish custom oftended an invitation to both for the morrow, and

looking toward the temple. From this and other promised then to reveal her wishes (ch. 5 ) . The

customs it would appear that they were in real next day Esther pleaded for her people and de

earnest in their religious estimation of the sun . nounced Haman . The laws of the empire would

In conclusion we may observe that “ Essenism not allow the king to recall a decree once uttered ;

is merely Pharisaism in the superlative degree.” but the Jews were authorized to stand upon their

It was, however, influenced by foreign systems of defense and this, with the known change in the

theology and philosophy, of which four have intentions of the court, averted the worst conse

been proposed, viz., Buddhism, Parseeism , Syrian quences of the decree. The Jews established a

heathenism , and Pythagoreanism . yearly feast in memory of their deliverance called

The Essenes disa ppeared from history after the Purim , which is observed to this day (9:20, sq . ) .
destruction of Jerusalem . Though not directly 3. Character. “ The character of Esther, as

mentioned in Scripture they may be referred to in she appears in the Bible, is that of a woman of

Matt. 19:11 , 12 ; Col. 2 :8, 18 , 23. See Josephus, deep piety, faith , courage, patriotism , and caution,

Antiquities, xviii, 1, 5 ; Wars, ii, 8 , 2, sq. ;Schurer, combined with resolution; a dutiful daughter to

Jewish People, div. ii, vol . ii, 190, sq. ; Edersheim , her adopted father, docile and obedient to his

Life and Times of the Messiah, ii , 329 , sq. counsels, and anxious to share the king's favor

ESTATE. See GLOSSARY. with him for the good of the Jewish people . That

ES’THER , the Jewish maiden chosen to be situation made it possible, a good wife to the
she was a virtuous woman, and , as far as her

queen by Ahasuerus.

king, her continued influence over him for so long

1. Name and Family. (Persian mor, es- a time warrants us to infer. There must have

tare'.) Esther was the new and probably Persian been a singular charm in her aspect and manners

name given on her introduction to theroyal harem . since she obtained favor in the sight of all that

Her proper Hebrew name was Hadassau (q . v. ) . looked upon her (Esth . 2:15 ). ” (McC. & S. , Cyc.)

As to the signification of Esther, it is “ Istar,” the NOTE.—The arguments against the genuineness of

name of the great Babylonian goddess. Gesenius the storyof Esther are: ( 1)The narrativeimplies

quotes from the second Targum on Esther : “ She that Vashti and Esther were the legitimate wives of

was called Esther from the name of the star Xerxes, however, known to history was Amestris, mar
the great king " (Esth . 1:19 ; 2:4 ). The only wife of

Venus, which in Greek is Aster ( i . e. , dotýp, Eng. I ried to him before the tbird yearof his reignandwho
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ESTHER, BOOK OF ETHBAAL

continued queen after bis death . To this it is replied of the world (1 Cor. 2 : 7 ) . In poetical and popu . :

that the disgrace of Vashtimayhave been only leinpo : lar usages from the ages means from ofold (Luke

rary, and she was afterward restored to ber queenship ;

or that Vashti and Esther were secondary wives, the 1:70 ; Acts 3:21 ), from the most ancient times.

latter certainly being selected from the king's barem. Elsewhere of the future it is used in an unlimited

The title queen may have been used as a special
bonor in indicating the favor Esther had obtained with sense, endless (2 Cor. 4:18; 5 : 1 ; Luke 16 :9 ; Heb .

the king. (2) The king could not legally,and therefore 9:12 ; 13:20, etc.), especially of the happy future

it is supposed would not marry a wife notbelonging of therighteous, as “ life everlasting”(Matt. 19:16,

to one of the seven great Persian families . The mar- 29 ; 25:46), and often of the miserable fate of the

riageof Ahasuerus with a Jewess, even if we regard it as wicked (Mark 3:29 ; Matt. 18 : 8, etc. ).

a marriage in the fullest sense , would not be more illegal

or more abhorrent to Persian potions than Cainbyses's ETERNAL LIFE . See LIFE,

marriage with his full sister. It is, therefore, just as

likely to have taken place. Il, on the other hand,it was ETERNITY, an essential attribute of God.

a marriage ofthe secondarykind the law with respect to It is the infinitude of God in relation to duration,

the king's wives being taken from the seven great
families would not apply to it ” (Rawlinson, Historical as his omnipresence is his intinitude in relation to

Illustrations of the Old Testament). space. His existence is without beginning and

ES’THER , BOOK OF. See Bible, Booksof. buteis necessarily included in that of God's abso
will never end . The thought of this divine attri.

ES THER, FAST OF. See FESTIVALS, III. lutely independent existence . The eternity of God

ETAM (Heb. , ay -tawm ', hawk ground ). is declared in many places inthe Scriptures. See
1. “ Rock Etam " was the place to which Psa. 90: 2; 102 :26–28; Isa. 67:15 ; 44 : 6 ; 1 Tim.

Samson retired after his slaughter of the Philis. 6:16 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 8 ; Rev. 1:4 ,et al .

tines (Judg. 15 : 8 , 11). It is a conspicuous rock, E'THAM (Heb. Onn, ay -thavm '), a place to

situated near a village of the same name, men the east of the present Suez Canal , on the border
tioned ( 1 Chron. 4:32) along with Ain Rimmon of the desert, where Israel made its second station

and other Simeonitish towns, and is to be sought after leaving Egypt (Exod. 13:20 ; Num. 33: 6). At

for on the border of the Negeb and of the moun. this point the Israelites were ordered to change

tains of Judah, near Khuweilifeh . their route (Exod. 14: 2). See SUPPLEMENT

2. A city of Judah fortified by Rehoboam
E'THAN (Heb. 198, ay -thawn ", perpetuity ).

(2 Chron . 11 :6), probably, from its position in the

list, near Bethlehem and Tekoah . The Talmud .
1. One of the four persons (“ Ethan the Ezra

ists locate here the sources of the water from hite, and Heman, and Chalcol, and Darda ") who

which Solomon's gardens and pleasure grounds
were so renowned for their sagacity that it is

were fed ; from which it has been inferred that mentioned to the honor of Solomon that his wis.

the site was identical with that of Solomon's Pools dom excelled theirs (1 Kings 4:31 ). Ethan is dis

at el-Euruk, near Bethlehem . Probably it is the tinguished as " the Ezrahite ” from the others

same Etam mentioned in 1 Chron . 4 : 3 .
who are called " sons of Mahol, " unless the word

Mahol be taken for " sons of music, dancing,”
ETERNAL. The general rendering in the in which case it would apply to Ethan aswell as

etc. ,

A. V. of the Heb. o $ is, o -lawm '; the Gr. aiúv, to theothers. In 1 Chron. 2:6 they are all given

ahee -ohn ', age, or aibvios, ahee-o -̒nee-os, perpetual, as
sons of Zerah .” In the title to Psalm 89 an

and occasionally I?, keh '-dem , early, of yore. “Ethan the Ezrahite " is named as the author.

Both o -lawm ' and ahee -ohn ' are properly repre.
2. Son of Zimmah and father of Adaiah , in the

sented by eternal,” inasmuch as they usually re- ancestry of the Levite Asaph (1 Chron. 6:42). In

fer to indefinite time, past or future.
21 he seems to be called Joah, the father of Iddo.

1. O -lawm ', which means to hide, strictly des
3. Son of Kishi, or Kushaiah , a Levite of the

ignates the occult time of the past,
' time out of family of Merari. He was appointed one of the

mind,” or time immemorial (Psa.25:6; Jer. 6:16 ; 1 Chron . 6:44, or player on cymbals, chap. 15:17,
leaders of the temple music by David (as singer,

18:16 ; Job 22:15 ; Amos 9:11, etc. ). Prospect. 19), B.C. about 960. In the latter passages he
ively it denotes an indefinite time to come, forever, is associated with Heman andAsaph, the heads of
i . e. , relatively as an individual life (Exod. 21 : 6 ;
Deut. 15:17; 1 Sam . 27:12 , etc.); of a race(1 Sam two other families of Levites; and, inasmuch as

2:30 ; 13:13; 2 Sam. 7:16, etc. ); of the present the names are given as Asaph ,Heman, and Jedu
in other passages of these books ( 1 Chron. 25 : 1 , 6)

constitution of the universe (Psa. 78:69 ; 104:5 ; thun, it has been conjectured that this last and
Eccles. 1 :4, etc. ) ; or absolutely (Gen. 17:7, 8; Ethan were identical. There is at least great

Exod. 12:14 ; Jer. 51:39 ; Eccles . 12 : 5 , etc. ). It is
also employed poetically of a “ good longperiod" probability that Ethan the singer wasthe same

( Isa. 30 :8 ).

person as Ethan the Ezrahite ( see No. 1 ) , whose

name stands at the head of Psalm 89, for it is a

2. Ahee-ohn ' corresponds remarkably with theHeb.o-lawm ' in nearly all of its meanings. Its very unlikely coincidence that there should be two

derivation is from a verb meaning to breathe, nected in twodifferent tribes and walksof life.

persons named Heman and Ethan so closely con

blow, and denotes that which causes life." Its

adjective form has for its general import en
ETH'ANIM , another name for the month

during, lasting, with the following uses in the Tisri (q . v. ). See Time,

New Testament : forever ( John 6:51, 58 ; 14:16 ;
ETH BAAL (Heb: bgang, eth -bah ”-al, with

Heb. 5 : 6 ; 6:20, etc.); unto the ages, i . e. , as long Baal), a king of Sidon , father of Jezebel , the wife of

as the time shall be (Rom. 1:25 ; 9 : 5 ; 11:36 ); Ahab (1 Kings 16:31), B. C. before 875. According

from the ages, i . e . , from eternity (Col. 1:26 ; Eph. to Josephus ( Ant., viii, 13 , 1 and 2), Ethbaal is called

3 :9) ; before time was, i . e. , before the foundation | Ithobalus by Menander, who also says that he was

( 6

66

V.
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ETHER EUNUCH

two.

.

a priest of Astarte, and, baving put the king, ETH'NAN (Heb. 770 , eth-nawn', a gift), a

Pheles, to death , assumed the scepterof Tyreand descendant of Judah, one of the sons of Helah ,

Sidon, lived sixty-eight years, and reigned thirty- the wife of Ashur ( 1 Chron. 4 : 7 ).

We see here the reason why Jezebel, the

daughter of a priest of Astarte, was so zealous a ETH'NI (Heb. ???, eth -nee ', munificent), the

promoter of idolatry. In the account of Sen- son of Zerah and father of Malchiah, a Levite of

nacherib's campaign against the Hittites he says : the family of Gershom (1 Chron. 6:41 ).

“ The power of the weapons of Assur, my lord , EUBUʻLUS (Gr. Evßov us, yooʻ-boo-los, good

overwhelmed the cities of Great Sidon, Little Si- in counsel), a Christian at Rome whose greeting
don , and they submitted unto me. Ethbaal Paul sent to Timothy during his last imprison.

(Tubahlu) I set on the royal throne over them , and ment (2 Tim. 4:21 ), A. D. 66 .

I laid upon him annual tribute and gifts to my

sovereignty, never to be discontinued ” (Sayce,
EUCHARIST (Gr. Ev yaplotia , giviny luego

Higher Criticism , pp. 428, 429).
thanks), one of the names of the Lord's SUPPER

(q. v . ) .

E'THER (Heb . 70%, ek '-ther, abundance), one
EU’NICE (Gr. Eivian, yoo -nee'-kay, good vic

of a groupof nine cities in the plain ofJudah tory), the mother of Timothy and the wife of a
( Josh. 15:42), but eventually assigned to Simeon Greek (Acts 16 : 1 ; 2 Tim. 1:5) , A. D. before 66 .

( 19: 7 ). Perhaps it is now represented by the In both passages reference is made to her faith. -
ruins of Attârah (Rob ison , iii, App.).

ETHIOPIA (Heb. 012, koosh, country of 1997, saw -reece'). The Greek word means liter.
EUNUCH (Gr. xivovxos, yoo-noo'-khos ; Heb.

burnt faces), lying to south of Egypt, correspond. ally " bed keeper," i. e. , one who has charge of
ing to what is now called the Soudan, i. e., the
country of the blacks. It was known to the He- beds and bedchambers. The original Hebrew

brews (Isa. 18 : 1 ; 45:14 ; Zeph . 3:10). The name
word clearly implies the incapacity which mutila

Cush (À. V. “ Ethiopia " ) is found in the Egyptian
tion involves. Castration, according to Josephus

Keesh, evidently applied to the same territory. (Ant. , lv, 8, 40), was not practiced by the Jews
In one passage in the description of the garden of upon either man oranimals; and the law (Deut.
Eden an Asiatic Cush or Ethiopia must be in. 23 : 1 ; comp. Lev. 22:24 ) is repugnant to this treat

tended (Gen. 2:13). In all other passages the ment of any Israelite. It was a barbarons custom

words Ethiopia and the Ethiopians—with one pos
of the East thus to treat captives (Herod ., iii , 49 ;

sible exception , " the Arabians that were near the vi, 32), not only of tender age, but, it should seem,

Ethiopians ” (2 Chron . 21:16), which may refer to when past puberty. The “ officer ” Potiphar (Gen.
Arabians opposite Ethiopia — may be safely con- 37:36 ; 39: 1, marg: " eunuch " ) was an Egyptian,

sidered to mean an African country and people or married,and thecaptain of the guard ;" andin
peoples (Kitto). The languages of Ethiopia are the Assyrian monuments a eunuch often appears,
as various as the tribes. In Psa.68:31, Isa. 46:14 , sometimes armed and in a warlike capacity, oras

and probably Zeph. 3:10, the calling of Ethiopia
a scribe, noting the number of heads and amount

to the service of the true God is foretold. The of spoil , as receiving the prisoners, and even as

case of the Ethiopian eunuch (Acts 8:27–39) indi- officiating in religious ceremonies . The origina

cates the spread of the old dispensation influence tion of the practice is ascribed to Semiranis, and
in that country and the introduction of the is no doubt as early, or nearly so, as Eastern des

See CANDACE, SUPPLEMENT.
potism itself . The complete assinıilation of the

ETHIOPIAN (Num . 12:1; 2 Chron . 14:9 ; neighboring models of despotism , is traceable in
kingdom of Israel, and latterly of Judah, to the

Jer. 13:23; 38:7, 10, 12), an inhabitant of ETHIOPIA the rank and prominence of eunuchs (2Kings 8:6;

( q. v. ), or Cush ; used of Zerah and Ebed-melech.
9:32 ; 23:11 ; 25:19 ; Isa . 66 : 3 , 4 ; Jer. 29 :2 ; 34 :

ETHIOʻPIAN EUNUCH , chief officer of 19 ; 38 :7 ; 41:16 ; 52:25). They mostly appear in

Candace, the Ethiopianqueen, who was converted one of two relations, either military as

to Christianity through the instrumentality of the men of war,” greater trustworthiness possibly,

Philip, the evangelist (Acts 8:27). He is described counterbalancing inferior courage and military

as a power-wielding eunuch, i. e., chief treasurer: vigor, or associated, as we mostly recognize them,
In the East eunuchs were taken not only to be with women and children , We find the Assyr.

overseers of the harem , but also generally to fill ian Rabsaris, or chief eunuch (2 Kings 18:17)

the most important posts of the court and the employed together with otherhigh officials as am

closet ; and the very fact is that he was actually a bassador. Some think that Daniel and his com.

eunuch . Tradition calls the Ethiopian Indich and panions were thus treated (2 Kings 20:17, 18 ; Isa.

Judich, and makes him without historical proof, | 39 : 7 ; comp. Dan. 1 :3 , 7) (Smith, Bib. Dict.). The

but not improbably, the first preacher of the Gos- court of Herod had its eunuchs ( Josephus, Ant. ,

pel among his countrymen. See CANDACE, EUNUCH. xvi , 8 , 1 ; xv, 7, 4 ), as had also that of Queen

ETHIOʻPIAN WOMAN. Zipporah , the Candace (Acts 8:27). We must remember that

wife of Moses, is, so described (Num. 12 :1) ; else- both the Hebrew and Greek terms were some

where called the daughter of a Midianite (Exod. times applied to those filling important posts,

2:21 ; comp. v. 16 ) . Reference is probably made without regard to corporeal mutilatioņ .

here to the Arabian Ethiopia. Ewald and Keil and Figurative. The term is employed figura

Delitzsch think that allusion is made to another tively by our Lord. (Matt. 19:12) with reference to

wife whom Móses married after the death of Zip- the power, whether possessed as a natural dis.

PORAH (q . v .). position or acquired as a property of grace , of

1

new.

set over
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snows.

maintaining an attitude of indifference toward the EUẤTYCHUS (Gr. EvTuXos, yooʻ-too-khos, good

solicitations of fleshly desires .
fortune), a young man of Troaswho attended the

EUOʻDIAS (Gr. Evodía, yoo -od -ee '-ah, a good preaching of Paul,
The services were held in the

journey ), a female member of the Church at Phi- third story of the house, the sermon long, lasting

lippi, who seems to have been at variance with until midnight, and the air heated by the large

another female member named Syntyche (A. D. company and the many lamps. Under these cir.

58–60. ) Paul describes them as women who had cumstances Eutychus was overcomewith sleep and

“ labored much with him in the Gospel, ” and im- fell from thewindow near which he was sitting into

plores them to be of one mind (Phil. 4 : 2 , 3).
the court below , “ and was taken up dead . ” Paul

EUPHRA’TES (Heb. 27 ,per -awth',to break embraced it, likethe prophets of old ( 1 Kings 17 :
went down, and extending himself upon the body

forth ; Gr. Evopárns, yoo-frat'-ace ) . The river 21 ; 2 Kings 4:34). He then comforted his friends,

rises in the mountains of Armenia Major and flows “ Trouble not yourselves; for his life is in him .”

through Assyria, Syria, Mesopotamia, and the city Before Paul departed in the morning they brought

of Babylon , from seventeen hundred to eighteen the young man to him alive and well (Acts 20:

hundred milesinto the Persian Gulf. It receives the 5-12). Bloomfield (New Testament) proves that

water of the Tigris and other small tributaries like the narrativeforbids us for a moment to entertain

the Chebar. It is navigable for small vessels for the view of those critics who suppose tbat anima

twelve hundred miles from its mouth . It floods tion was merely suspended.

like the Nile, becoming swollen , in the months of
EVANGELIST (Gr. evayyenloths, yoo -ang

March , April,and May, by the melting of theThe Euphrates carries vastamountsof ghel -is-tace', one announcing good neus). In a

sediment into the gulf, sothat it is said to en- general sense anyone whoproclaims the mercy

croach in its deposit upon that body atthe rate of and grace of God, especially as unfolded inthe

a mile in seventy years. Pliny and other writers Gospel; therefore preeminently to Christ,and the

tell marvelous stories of islands, a hundred miles apostles whom he commissioned to preach the

and more out to sea , which have become part of truth and establish his kingdom. It came, how.

the mainland in this way. It was the natural ever, to be employed in the early Church as the

boundary of empire, so that to cross the Euphrates designation of a special class, as in the following

was to cross the Rubicon . It was the western enumeration : “ And he (Christ) gave some, apos

boundary of Mesopotamia, dividing it from the tles; and some, prophets ; and some, evangelists;

“ Land Hatti, ” which included all between the and some, pastors and teachers " (Eph . 4:11 ).

Euphrates and the Mediterranean. Babylon lay This passage, accordingly, would lead us to think

upon this, as Nineveh did upon the Tigris River. of themas standing between the two other groups

It flowed by other ancient cities, as Charchemish
-sent forth as missionary preachers of the Gos

(2 Chron. 35:20) and Sippara, Agade, Borsippa, pel by the first, and as such preparing the way

and Ur. It served, like the Nile, to irrigate the for the labors of the second. The same inference

would seem to follow the occurrence of the word

country by means of artificial canals, making, ac

cording to Xenophon,the desert to become a gar- what has been said that thecalling of the evan
as applied to Philip (Acts 21 : 8) . It follows from

den of fertility. It is referred to under various
names in Scripture (Gen. 2:14 ; 15:18 ; Deut. 1:7 ; gelist is the proclamation of the glad tidings to

11:24 ; Josh. 1 :4; 2 Sam . 8 : 3 ; 2 Kings 23:29 ; 24:7 ; those who have not known them , rather than the

1 Chron. 5:9 ; 18:3 : 2 Chron. 35:20; Jer. 13;4, sq. ; believed and been baptized . It follows also that
instruction and pastoral care of those who have

51:63). It is sometimes called the “ flood ,”

EUROC’LYDON (Gr. Espokhúsw , yoo-rok . The evangelist might or might not be a bishop

the name denotes a work rather than an order.

loo'-dohn, east and wave, an east waver), the gale of elder or a deacon. The apostles, so far as they

wind in the Adriatic Gulfwhich off the south coast evangelized (Acts 8:25 ; 14: 7 ; 1 Cor. 1:17), might

of Creteseized the ship in which Paul was finally claim the title, though there were many evangel

wrecked on the coast of Malta (Acts 27:14). This ists who were not apostles (Smith, Bib. Dict., s. v.).

gale is particularly described, and its circumstances In later liturgical language, the reader of the Gos
admit of abundant illustration from experience of pel for the day. : See GLOSSARY.
modern seamen in the Levant. As to the direc

tion of the wind we quote : “ The wind came down
EVE (Heb. 577, khav -varo', life giver ), the

from the island and drove the vessel of theisland; name given by Adam to the first woman, his wife

whence it is evident that it could not have been (Gen. 3:20). It is supposed that she was created

southerly. If we consider further that the wind on the sixth day, after Adam had reviewed the

struck the vessel when she was not far from Cape animals . The naming of the animals led to this

Matala (Acts 27:14), that it drove her toward result, that there was not found a helpmeet for

Clauda (v . 16), which is an island twenty miles man. Then God caused a deep sleep to fall upon

to the S. W. of that point, and that the sailors the man, and took one of his ribs and fashioned

feared lest it should drive them into the Syrtis , it into a woman ,and brought her unto Adam (Gen.

on the African coast (ver. 17) , an inspection of 2 : 18–22) . Through the subtlety of the serpent

the chart will suffice to show us that the point Eve was beguiled into a violation of the one com

from which the storm came must have been Ň. E. , mandment imposed upon her and Adam. She

or rather to the E. of N. E. , and thus we may took of the fruit of the forbidden tree and gave to

safely speak of it as coming from the E. N. E. ” her husband . Her punishment was an increase of

(Conybeare and Howson, Life and Epistles of St. sorrow and pregnancy (3:16) . " That the woman

Paul, ii , 326).
should bear children was the original will of God ;
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but it was a punishment that henceforth she was husband, Neriglissar, who then madehimself king

to bear them in sorrow , i. e., with pains which in his stead . Josephus, in this probably follow
threatened her own life as well as that of the child " ing Berosus , makes him odious because of de.

( Delitzsch ). Three sons of Eve are named— Cain bauchery and cruelty.. The Old Testament nar

(1 : 1 ) , Abel ( v . 2 ) , and Seth (5 :3 )—though the fact rates a kindly and high -spirited act of his doing.

of other children is recorded (5 :4). In the first year of his reign he released from

EVEN, EVENING, EVENTIDE. See prison Jehoiachin , king of Judah, who had been

Tive. thirty -seven years in confinement, “ spake kindly

EVENING SACRIFICES. See Sacrifice. for the rest of his life, honoring him above the
unto him , " and gave him a portion of his table

EVERLASTING . See ETERNITY,
other vassal kings who were at Babylon. No his

EVI (Heb. 7X, ev -ee', desirous), one of the torical inscriptions of his have comedown to us,

five kings of the Midianites slain by the Israelites but recently a few business tablets dated in his

in the war arising out of the idolatry of Baal-peor, reign have been found. — R . W. R.

induced by the suggestion of Balaam (Num . 31 : 8), EWES, the rendering in the A. V. of several

and whose lands were afterward allotted to Reuben Hebrew words for the female sheep. See ANIMAL

(Josh . 13:21 ) , B. C. 1170.
KINGDOM.

EVIDENCE, the rendering in the A. V. of EXACTOR (Heb. www, naw -gas', to drive,

the Heb . 20, say'-fer, book (as usually rendered), tax, tyrannize, Isa. 60:17), a word used to signify a

or writing ; hence a document of title,i.q. , a deed driver(taskmaster, Exod. 3 : 7 ; Job 3:18 ; Isa. 9:3),

( Jer. 32:10, 11 , 12, etc.), and of the Gr. čleyxos,
or simply a driver of animals (Job 39:7 ); hence,

(el'-eng-khos, proof, Heb. 11:1, R. V. “proving")! exactor of debt (or tribute,Dan. 11:20 ; Zech. 9:8);
Hence, with oriental ideas of tyranny, a ruler ( Isa.

EVIL is the comprehensive term under which 3:12; 14 :2 ; Zech . 10 :4 ). In the passage, Isa . 60:17,

are included all disturbances of the divinely ap- it seems to mean magistracy, and we may read

pointed harmony of the universe. Christian doc- “ righteousness shall be a substitute for the police

trine, in accordance with the Scriptures, carefully force in every form ” ( Delitzsch, Com .).

distinguishes between physical and moral evil .
EXACTRESS. See GLOSSARY.

1. Physical Evil, or, as it is often called, nat

ural evil, is disorder in the physical world. Such of several Greek words: ( 1) In Matt. 1:19, par-ad
EXAMPLE. 1. The rendering in the A. V.

physical causes as militate against physical well
being are therefore called evils. Thatsuch evils igue-mat-id'-zo (tapadeiyuariçw, to show alongside

are, to some extent at least, theeffect or penalty of the public), is to expose to infamy; (2) Digh -mah

sin is a clear teaching of Scripture (Gen.3:10-12,ua,John 13:15 ; Heb. 4:11 ; 8 : 5*; 9:23 ; James 5 :
(leiyua, Jude 7) and hoop-od -igne-mah (Ümódely

8: 16–19 ). To what extent physical sufferings are 10'; 2 Pet.2:6) mean a specimen, an exhibit, with

the necessary means to greater good is, however, the ideaof imitation ; (3) Hoop-og -ram -mos' (unoy
a great question.
2. Moral Evil,or sin , is disorder in the moral papós, an underwriting, 1 Pet. 2:21) is a copyfor

It is the failure of rational and free be- issomething struck, and so a die,resemblance.world .
imitation ; (4 ) Too -pos (TUTOS, scar, 1 Cor. 10:16)

to conform in character and conduct to the

2. In a moral sense example is either taken for
will of God. This is the greatest evil (see. Rom .

1 : 18-32). How the existence of evil is compati
a type, instance, or precedent for our admonition,

or for a pattern for our imitation .
Good exam

ble with the goodness of God is the question of

THEODICY (q. v.). For discussion of moral evil see
ples have a peculiar power above mere precepts

to dispose us to the practice of virtue and holi
Six.

ness , in that : ( 1 ) They most clearly express to us

EVILDOER , one who is bad ; from the Heb . the nature of our duties in their subjects and sen

, raw-ah', to break, and so to render worth- sible effects; ( 2) Precepts instruct us in what

less ( Psa. 37: 1; 119:115 ; Isa. 1 :4, etc. ). The Greek things our duties are, but examples assure us of

word (KCIKOTOLÓS,kak -op-oy -os') is identical with the their possibility; (3) Examples, as incentives, urge

English Doer of evil ” ( 1 Pet. 2:12 , 14 ; 3:16 ; us to imitation .

4:15). 3. Jesus Christ our Lord gave a divine-human

EVIL -FAVOREDNESS, the general term and perfect example — the only legislator who ever
for such blemish, scurvy,wound, etc., as rendered did or ever could make his own life bis codeof

an animal untit for sacrifice (Deut. 17: 1 ; comp. this example arises from duty, relationship, en
laws. The obligation we are under to imitate

Lev. 22 : 22-24 ) . See GLOSSARY.

EVIL -MERODACH (Heb. 7777 3778,
gagement, interest, and gratitude. “ Yet his was

not in all respects a perfect example. His divine .

eel' mer-o -dak ', soldier of Merodach ), name of a human excellence is in some sense too high - we

king of Babylon mentioned twice in the Old Tes- cannot attain unto it. Therefore neither does the

tament ( 2 Kings 25:27, and Jer. 52:31 ) . The Lord , nor do his apostles after him , exhibit his

Dame, in the Babylonian language, is written life as at all points the directory of ours. In some

Amel-Marduk ; i . e ., man (or servant) of the details of duty he could not set us a pattern ; for

god Marduk, or Merodach. Evil-merodach was them we must go to men subject to like passions as

the son and successor of Nebuchadnezzar and we are. He became the author of eternal salva

reigned 561-559 B. C. Of his reign we have but tion, not to those who copy him in the process ,

meager details. According to Berosus and the he never passed through the process — but to all

canon of Ptolemy he was slain by his sister's them that obey him . He gives the ideal and the

ing
s

ev
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sum of the blessed result ; the way to it we know, is brought before us in the case of the blind map

and he is himself the way, but we do not see the (John 9:22),being exclusion from the synagogue,

print of his footsteps on the path from the far i. e. , the nid-doó- i. Some think that our Lord (in

country back again to holiness. Whenever his Luke 6:22) referred specially to three forms of
example is spoken of it is in affecting connection Jewish excommunication.

with humility, patience, self -sacrifice for others , 2. Christian. Excommunication in the Chris

and utter abandonment of the world. But he did tian Church is not merely founded on the natural

not reach those heavenly affections as we must rights possessed by all societies nor in imitation

reach them . They were his divine condescension of the Jews . It was instituted by our Lord (Matt.

brought down from above and translated into hu- 18 :15–18), and consisted in the breaking off of all

man forms; in us they are the hard-won triumphs further Christian, brotherly fellowship with one

of his Spirit overcoming their opposites. Hence, who is hopelessly obdurate. We find the apostle

to sum up, the principle of our duty is his obe. Paul claiming the right to exercise discipline over

dience in love, the strength of our virtue is bis his converts (2 Cor. 1:23 ; 13:10) , and that formal

Spirit,and the summum bonum of our blessedness excommunication on the part of the Church was

is his peace. In him we see the whole law re practiced and commanded by him ( 1 Cor. 5:11 ;

flected in its highest purity ; by his character we 1 Tim . 1:20 ; Tit. 3:10). The formula of deliver

interpret it, and all our obedience is the silent ing or handing over tó Satan (1 Cor. 5 : 5 ; 1 Tim .

imitation of himself. His excellence is divine and | 1:20) admits of difference of interpretation. Some

human , to be adored and imitated . As God he interpret it as being merely a symbol for excom .

commands, and as man shows us how to obey.munication, which involves " exclusion from all

The lawgiver gives us both the pattern and the Christian fellowship, and consequently banishment

strength to copy” (Pope, Christ. Theol., iii , 156). to the society of those among whom Satan dwelt,

EXCEED, EXCELLENCE. See Glossary. and from which the offender had publicly severed

EXCHANGER (Gr. Tpateçirns, trap-od -zee'- Com ., iii, p. 180). Dr. Alfred Plummer ( Pastoral
himself ” (Dr. David Brown in Schaff's Popular

tace, Matt. 25:27 ) , a broker or banker, i. e ., one Epistles, p. 74, sq .) says that “ this handing over

who exchanges money for a fee, and loans out
to Satan was an apostolic act — a supernatural in

to others for a rate of interest . See GLOSSARY.
fiction of bodily infirmity, or disease, or death , as

EXCOMMUNICATION , “ a cutting off,dep- a penalty for grievous sin. It is scarcely doubtful

rivation of communion, or the privileges of in- that St. Paul delivered Hymenæus and Alexander

tercourse ; specifically, the formal exclusion of a to Satan, in order that Satan might have power to

person from religious communion and privileges ” afflict their bodies, with a view to their spiritual

( Cent. Dict., s . v. ) . amelioration .”

1. Jewish. Many scholars have, after the 3. Nature of Excommunication . We thus

example of Elias Levita in his Tishbi, distin- find excommunication consisted (1 ) in separation

guished three different kinds of excommunication : from the communion of the church ; ( 2) having as

1979, nid-doo'-i ; Om, khay'-rem ; Nņow, sham- its object the good of the sufferer ( i Cor. 5 :5 ) and

math -thaw '. But the first and third are used protection of sound members (2 Tim . 3:17 ) ; (3 ) that

it was wielded by the highest ecclesiastical officer
synonymously in the Talmud, and only the distinc- | (1 Cor. 5:3 ; Tit. 3:10), promulgated by the con

tion between two kinds has been handed down : gregation to which the offender belonged (1 Cor.

the temporary exclusion (1970) and the permanent | 5 :4 ), and in spite of any opposition on the part
ban ( T ), “ THE ANATHEMA ” (q . v.). The for- of a minority ( 2 Cor. 2 : 6) ; (4 ) that it was for an

mer of these ( 1977 ), the ban of the synagogue, was ration mightbe abridged at the discretion and by
indefinite duration or for a period ; (5 ) that its du

among the later Jews,the excommunication orex- the indulgence of the person imposing thepenalty

clusion of a Jew, usually for heresy or alleged blas. (v. 8) ; (C) that penitence was the condition of

phemy, from the synagogue and the congregation,or restoration (v . 7 ); (7 ) that the sentence was pub

from familiar intercourse with the Jews. Thiswas a liely reversed ( v. 10) as it was publicly promu ) .

modification of the anathema, and owes its origin to gated (v. 10).
Ezra 10 : 8 , where we find that the Cherem (anath

EXECUTION . See PUNISHMENTS.
ema) excluded the man from the congregation and

anathematized his goods and chattels, but did EXECUTIONER . The Hebrew word de

not consist in putting him to death . This eccle- scribes, in the first instance, the office of execu

siastical ban was pronounced for twenty-four dif- tioner, and, secondarily, the generalduties of the

ferent offenses, all of which Maimonides picked bodyguard of a monarch. Thus Potiphar was

out from the Talmud. In the event of the offender " captain of the executioners” (Gen. 37:36 ; mar.

showing signs of penitence it might be revoked. gin). That the “ captain of the guard ” himself

The excommunicated person prohibited occasionally performed the duty of an executioner

the use of bath , razor, and the convivial table, appears from 1 Kings 2:25 , 34. Nevertheless the

and no one was allowed to approach him within | post was one of high dignity. The Gr. OTEKOV

four cubits' distance. The term of punishment aátwp,spek -oo- lat'-ore(Mark 6:27), is borrowed from

was thirty days, and it was extended to a second the Lat. speculator ; originally a military spy or

and third thirty days, if necessary. If still contu- scout, but under the emperors transferred to the

macious the offender was subjected to the second bodyguard.

and severer excommunication, the Cherem . EXERCISE , BODILY (Gr. owuatınń you .

In the New Testament Jewish excommunication I vacía, so-mat-ee-kay' goom -nas-ee'-ah ), exercise or

)

was
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training of the body, i. e ., gymnastics (1 Tim. 4: 8). much cattle. Being " thrust out,” they had no

The apostle appears to disparage, not the athletic time to prepare suitable provisions, and therefore

discipline, but rather that ascetic mortification of baked unleavened bread, which they brought out

the fleshly appetites andeven innocent affections of Egypt(Exod .12:1-39). The time of the Exodus

(comp. 1 Tim . 4 : 3 ; Col. 2:23) characteristic of was the 15th of Abib ,which was to be to them
some Jewish fanatics, especially the ESSENES ( q. v. ) . henceforth the beginning of the year. The date

EXHORTATION (Gr. Tapáxinois, parak'. of the Exodus as fixed hy Usher (B. C. 1490 ) is

lay-sis, literally a calling near, invitation ) appears wrong by nearly if not quite three centuries .

to have been recognized in the apostolic Church From 1520 to 1210 Palestine was practically a

as a special supernatural or prophetic function province of Egypt, and such an event as its ocene

(Rom . 12 :8), probably a subordinate exercise of pation by Israel was out of the question. The

the general faculty of teaching (1 Cor. 14 : 3). It Exodus must therefore have taken place about the

has been defined as the act of presenting such end of the 13th or the beginning of the 14th cen .

motives before a person as may excite him to the tury, probably about 1210 (see CHRONOLOGY).

performance of duty.” The Scriptures enjoin min- 3. Route. We are informed that God led tlie

isters to exhort men, i. e. , to rouse them to duty people, “not through the way of the land of thei

by proposing suitable motives (Isa. 68 : 1 ; Rom . Philistines, lest the people repent when they see

12:8 ; 1 Tim . 6 :2 ; Heb. 3:13) ; and it was also the war ” (Exod. 13:17). The Philistines would , in all

constant practice of prophets (Isa. 1:17 ; Jer. 4 : probability, have opposed the entrance of the Is

14 ; Ezek. 37), apostles (Acts 11:23), and of Christ raelites into Canaan. “ But God led the people

himself (Luke 3:18) (McC. and S., Cyc. , s . v. ) . about, through the way of the wilderness of the

EXILE (Heb. - 5 ,yaw -law ', to denude, 2 Sam . Red Sea ” (v. 18).

15:19 ; 773, tsaw -aw ', to tip over in order to spill, encamped at Succoth, after a march of twelve or

Leaving Rameses (Num . 33 : 5 ) in Goshen they

figuratively to depopulate, Isa. 51:14), a transported fifteen miles (Exod . 12:37) . This identified by

captive. See CAPTIVITY.
Brugsch as Thuku,or Thuket,southeast of Rameses.

EXODUS , THE, the great deliverance ex. From Succoth they journeyed to “ Etham , in the

tended to the Israelites when the Lord did bring edge of the wilderness ” (Exod. 13:20), probably at

the children of Israel out of the land of Egypt ” or near the southern end of the Bitter Lakes.

(Exod. 12:51), “ with a mighty hand and with an They were now near the fortress of Zar, which

outstretched arm ” (Deut. 26 : 8). protected Egypt from incursions from the desert.

1. Preparatory History. The Scripture The next stage of the journey is minutely de

narrative of the Exodus begins with the death of scribed . God commanded Israel to “ turn and en

Joseph, the rapid multiplication of the Israelites , camp before Pi-babiroth, between Migdol and the
and the coming to the throne of “ a new king which sea over against Baal-zephon : before it ye shall en

knew not Joseph ” (Exod. 1 : 6-8). Brugsch Bey camp by the sea ” (14 :2). Thereason assigned for

finds in a papyrus the report of a high official of this movement is that " Pharaoh will say of the chil.

the passage of some Edomites (Bedouin ) “ into the dren of Israel , They are entangled in the land, the

land of Thuku (Succoth ) to feed themselves and wilderness has shut them in ” (v. 3) ; i . e. , “ When

their herds on the possessions of Pharaoh. This they looked out upon the desert which lay beyond

sort of immigration alarmed Pharaoh," lest they the fertile fields of Egypt their hearts failed them ,

(the Israelites) “ join also unto our enemies, and and they turned back ” (Sayce, Higher Crit. and
so fight against us ” (Exod. 1:10). He therefore Monuments, p. 253) ; or “ They have lost their way,

placed them under taskmasters “ to afflict them they are wandering in confusion, the desert has
with their burdens. And they built treasure cities, shut them in ; and in his obduracy Pharaoh would

Pithom and Raamses " (v. 11). These cities have resolve to go after them with his army, and bring
been shown, the one by name, the other from in- them under his sway again ” (K. and D. , Com ., in

scriptions, to have been founded by Rameses II , loc. ) .

the Pharaoh of the oppression. Much depends now upon the location of Pi.

The story continues with an account of the still hahiroth. Harper ( Bible and Modern Discoveries,
more rapid increase of the Israelites ; the destruc- p . 84 ) locates it upon the shore of Lake Timsah,

tion of the male children ; the birth, education, near the present İsmailia , and Baal-zephon upon
and light of Moses ; his call to act as deliverer; Mount Muksheih. He says that Egyptian rec.

the plagues and resistance of the Pharaoh of the ords show how at that time the sea extended to

Exodus (probably Meneptah ). At last the time of that place ," and that “ the sea had retreated owing

their departure is very near, and they are told to to the elevation of the land . ” This would make

ask gifts of their neighbors to aid them in their Lake Timsah the place of crossing. Mr. Sayce

extreme poverty (Exod. 11:1-3 ; 12:35, 36 ). The (p. 260) says : “ This theory would remove a great
Passover (q. v. ) was instituted ; the firstborn of many difficulties, but there is one argument against

Egypt were slain , and, overcome by the calamit so serious as to prevent its acceptance. A

ities sent upon him, Pharaoh yielded to all that canal already existed in the reign of Meneptah

was demanded of him , and urged the Israelites to which united the Gulf of Suez with the Nile, not

depart, as did also the Egyptians, " for they said , far from the modern Zagazig, and allowed ships
We be all dead men .

to pass from the Mediterranean to the Red Sea.

2. Departure. Thus driven out,the Israelites, This canal, after being choked with sand , was re

to the number of six hundred thousand men, and opened by Darius, who caused steles of granite to

families took their departure, attended by a be erected at intervals along its banks , recording

mixed multitude, and ilocks and herds, even very the construction of the work. One of the steles
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stood about five miles only to the north of Suez, Miriam and the other women sang their triumphal

where the fragments of it can still be seen . The song (Exod . 15 : 1-21 ) . (1 ) Taking up their march ,

canal, therefore , must have followed the line of they traveled three days without finding water, and

the present Freshwater Canal, not only as far as came to Marah, the water of which was bitter.

the Bitter Lakes, but also as far as Suez. It is the people murmured , and in response to the

therefore evident that the canal of Darius and the prayer of Moses God showed him a tree which,

Pharaohs did not join the sea until it reached the cast into the waters, made them sweet (Exod. 15:

modern town of Suez ; in other words , the distribu- 23–25) . (2 ) Elim was the next place of encamp

tion of land and water in the time of the nine. ment, where were twelve wells of water ( R. V.

teenth dynasty must have been the same as it is “ springs,” 15:27 ) , generally admitted to be Wâdy

to -day. ” Gharandel, and lying about half a day's journey

“ If we locate Pi -hahiroth a little to the north - southeast from Marah. A short march , but in the

west of Suez (Ajrud ), about four hours' journey,then East such movements are largely regulated by the

we have a plain nearly ten miles long and about water supply. (3) Leaving Elim they encamped at

as many broad stretching from Ajrud to the sea the Red Sea (Num . 33:10) before coming to tho

to the west of Suez, and from the foot of Atâkah desert of Sin . Their route to the sea was,probably,

to the arm of the sea on the north of Suez " ( K. by way of the plain of El-Gargah, theWâdy Useit,

and D. , Com .). Dr. J. Strong ( Cyc., 8. v . ) places and down Wâdy Taiyibeh . Some critics, wishing

Pi-hahiroth at the southeast of MountAtâkah, upon to throw doubts upon the Bible narrative, sneer at

which he locates Migdol, while Baal-zephon he the ignorance of Moses in taking this route . ‘ But

thinks to be on Mount Deraj, to the south of Atâ- why did Moses take the lower route ? For the

kah . The march of the Israelites would then be best of all reasons. The main route (which the

by a detour of Mount Atâkah, and through Wâdy Bible shows he did not take) leads to Wâdy Nasb,

Tuwarik (Pi-hahiroth ). The pass which leads to Serabît -el-Khâdim , and Maghara. What if he

Suez between Atâkah and the sea is very narrow did ? Why, there were the well-known mines,

and could easily be stopped by the Egyptians. In colonized and worked by Egyptians, held by gar:

this plain (of Baideah) Pharaoh had the Israelites risons of soldiers,with strong positions and passes !

hemmed in on all sides. This, then , according to And so Moses, ‘ skilled in all the learning of the

all appearance, is the spot where the passage Egyptians,' evades this mining country — iurns the
to the sea was effected . flank of it , so to speak — and, leading the host to

4. Passage of the Sea. Pharaoh thought the Red Sea , puts a mountain barrier between the

that, hemmed in by the sea , the Israelites would coward host and the Egyptian garrisons and

be at his mercy , and with his chariot guard — six miners ! ” (Harper, p. 98). (4 ) The Israelites re

Hundred chosen chariots — pursued after them , moved from the Red Sea and encamped next in

overtaking them encamped by the sea . Alarmed the Wilderness of Sin, on the 15th of the second

at the appearance of the Egyptians, the Israelites month after their departure from Egypt (Exod .

murmured at Moses, saying: “ It had been better | 16 : 1 ) . Sin is identified as the plain El-Markhâ,

for us to have served the Egyptians than that we about sixteen miles long and four to five miles

should die in the wilderness.” Moses encouraged broad. Here they met with scanty supplies ; but

the frightened multitude, and gave them the com- bread and flesh were both miraculously supplied ,

mand from Jehovah that they go forward.” | the former by manna ( q. v . ) and the latter by

Then , also ,Moses received word of the miracle by quails (Exod . 16 : 13-15 ) . ( 5) Dophkah and Alush

which the Lord was to deliver his people, viz . , the are the next camps mentioned, of which there is

dividing of the waters. Here a very extraordinary no satisfactory identification. (6 ) Turning inland

The angel of God , which went be. they came to Rephidim , probably theWâdy Fieràn.

fore the camp of Israel, removed and went behind Here they found no water, and the people mur

them , ” and the pillar of cloud was now in the mured against Moses for having brought them out

rear, showing its bright face to them but darkness of Egypt to perish with thirst in the wilderness .

to the Egyptians. The time had come for Jehovah Moses was directed to smite with his rod the rock

to work the decisive miracle for Israel's deliver in Horeb, and water would come out. The elders

“ Moses stretched out his hand over the were to be eyewitnesses of the miracle that they

sea ; and the Lord caused the sea to go back by might bear their testimony to it before the unbe

a strong east wind all that night, and made the lieving people. From this behavior of the unbe .

sea dry land,” upon which the children of Israel lieving nation the place received the names Mas.

passed over. It was during the night that the sah (" temptation " ) and Meribah ( “ murmuring ” ).

Israelites crossed , and the Egyptians followed . (7 ) In the third month after their departure from

“ In the morning watch the Lord looked unto the Egypt the Israelites, proceeding from Rephidim ,

host of the Egyptians through the pillar of fire arrived at Sinai (Exod. 19: 1 , 2). Their most prob .

and of the cloud, and troubled the host of the able route appears to have been by way of Wâdy

Egyptians." They turned to flee, but the return . Feirân and Wady Sheikh . The various encamp.

ing waters overwhelmed them , and all of them ments of Israel from their leaving Egypt until

perished .” Thus the Lord saved Israel that day they reached Canaan are given in Exod. 12:37;

out of the hand of the Egyptians: and Israel ch. 19; Num. 10:21 , 33 ; Deut. 1 : 2 .
See WILDER

saw the Egyptians dead upon the seashore ” NESS ; also SUPPLEMENT.

(Exod. 14 ). EXODUS, BOOK OF. See Bible, Books of

5. From the Red Sea to Sinai. Having

reached the eastern shore, perhaps a little to the
EXORCISM, EXORCIST. See Magic.

north of the Springs of Moses ('Ayân Musa ), there EXPECT. See GLOSSARY.
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2

stances .

EXPEDIENCY, EXPEDIENT (Gr. opp- ment of the sins of the elect. The expiation thus

mépw, soom-fer' -o, to advantage), “ the principle of is absolute in behalf of the limited number for

doing what is deemed most practicable or service. whom it is made. For the non-elect, or repro
able under the circumstances. A rule of expe- bate , there is no expiation. See ELECTION.

diency often referred to is that laid down by St. 2. The Arminian theory of expiation holds that

Paul: “ Wherefore, if meat make my brother to the sacrificial sufferings of Christ were not of the

offend, I will eat no desh while the world standeth , nature of punishment, but were a dịvinely ap

lest I make my brother to offend ” ( 1 Cor. 8:13). pointed, though conditional, substitute for the

The occasion of this declaration was his writing punishment of the sins of all mankind. The sac

to the Corinthians respecting the Christian's atti- rifice of Christ is expiatory in the sense that all

tude toward flesh offered up to idols ( q. v.). This who truly repent of their sins and believe on

would give offense to somescrupulous consciences, Christ have, on account of that sacrifice, their

while others, like St. Paul,might make light of the guilt canceled, the punishment of their sins re

matter , so far as personal feeling was concerned. mitted.

" It is impossible to state more strongly than does The two theories are alike in regarding Christ's

the apostle the obligation to refrain from indul sacrifice as the objective ground of forgiveness.

ging in things indifferent when the use of them is 3. The third prominent theory of the atonement,

an occasion of sin to others. Yet it is never to be the moral influence theory, adinits of no necessity

forgotten that this, by its very nature, is a prin- for sacrificial expiation and denies the expiatory

ciple the application of which must be left to character of sacrifices.

every man's conscience in the sight of God. No 4. Thus two principal questions exist : First, as

ruleof conduct founded on expediency can be en- to the fact of expiation by sacrifice, and, second,

forced by church discipline. It was right in Paul as to the sense in which the sacrifices are to be

to refuse to eat flesh for fear of causing others to regarded as expiatory.

offend, but he could not justly be subjected to With regard to the first of these questions it

censure had he seen fit to eat. The sameprinciple should be noted :

is illustrated in reference to circumcision. The ( 1 ) The idea of expiation , or of seeking recon

apostle utterly refused to circumcise Titus, and yet ciliation with Deity, through sacrifices is a common

he circumcised Timothy, in both cases acting wise feature of most if not all forms of religion. It is

ly and conscientiously. Whenever a thing is right a fair supposition that, despite all the false con

or wrong, according to circumstances, every man ceptions held in connection with the idea, some

must have the right to judge of those circum- measure of important truth lies at the bottom .

Otherwise he is judge of another man's (2) Among the sacrifices appointed of God un

conscience, a new rule of duty is introduced, and der the Old Testament dispensation there were

the catalogue of adiaphora (i. e . , things indiffer- sacrifices the purpose of which was clearly expi

ent or nonessential), which has existed in every atory . Not only the simple and most natural un .

system of ethics from the beginning, is simply derstanding of such sacrifices, but also the divine

abolished ” (T. W. Chambers, D.D., in Meyer's teaching concerning them , was that they stood in
Com. on 1 Cor. 8 ). important relation to the forgiveness of sins (see

EXPERIENCE (Heb. wrap, naw-khash', to Lev. 17:11).Preeminent among thesewere the
sacrifices on the great annual day of atonement.

observe diligently, Gen. 30:27 ; -787, raw -aw ', to See SACRIFICES ; OFFERINGS; ATONEMENT, Day of.

Eccles. 1:16 ; dokluń, dok -ee-may ', proof, test- It is not, however, to be understood that the

ing, Rom. 5:4 ; 2 Cor. 9:13 . R. V. changes expe- blood of beasts of itself had expiatory value and

rience to probation in its only place in New Tes. effect , or that the offerings in a mechanical or

tament, Rom . 5 :4 ; an experiment, in 2 Cor. 9:13, commercial way wrought reconciliation (see Psa .

to proving). We speak of our knowledge of sins 50 ; Isa. 1 ; Amos 5:22). It was only because of

forgiven and the favor of God enjoyed as our divine grace that these sacrifices availed for rec

Christian experience. It means the practical trial onciliation . The sacrifices were not only ap

of an acquaintance with the work of God in man pointed of God, but were also provided by him

which results in the consciousness of salvation. ( Lev . 17:11 ; Psa . 50:10 ).

Thus experience is the personal trial of anything ( 3) In the New Testament dispensatiou, of which

and the consequent knowledge of it. the Old was predictive and for which it was pre
EXPIATION , in the theological sense, deparatory, the sacrifice which Christ offered of liim

notes the end accomplished by certain divinely self is conspicuously set before us as the ground

appointed sacrifices in respect to freeing the of the forgiveness of sins. Christ is “ the Lamb

sinner from the punishment of his sins. The of God which taketh away the sin of the world ."
sacrifices recognized as expiatory are the sin offer. He is the “ Lamb slain from the foundation of the

ings of the Old Testament dispensation (see OF- world . ” It was Christ's own declaration that his
FERINGS; SACRIFICE) , and , preeminently, the offer blood was shed " for the remission of sins." See

ing which Christ made of himself for the sins of also John 3:14, 15 ; Col. 1:14, 20 ; Heb . 9:13 , 14 ;

the world ( see ATONEMENT). Heb. 10 : 1-12, and many other passages.

The above definition is made somewhat general As to the second question, in what sense are

for the purpose of including both of the theories the sacrifices to be regarded as expiatory ? it is

which accept expiation in any real sense. chiefly to be borne in mind :

1. The Calvinistic or Satisfaction theory teaches (4 ) That in the very nature of things punish

that the sacrifice of Christ was expiatory in the ment is not transferable — only the guilty can be

sense that Christ suffered vicariously the punish -1 punished. The innocent may suffer in behalf of

see,
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men

women

the guilty. There may then be vicarious sacrifice, a phrase of much disputed significance, under.

or substitute for punishment. But there can be stood by some to mean that Abimelech advised

no vicarious punishment. Sarah and her women, while in or near towns, to

(5) With this conception of sacrificial expiation conform to the general custom of wearing veils
the teachings of Scripture correspond . In the (q . v . ) . Another view is the following : “ By the

Old Testament the effect of sacrifice in obtaining covering of the eyes ' we are not to understand

forgiveness was not absolute, but conditional upon a veil, which Sarah was to procure for a thousand
the state of the sinner's heart. “ The sacrifices shekels, but it is a figurative expression for an

of God are a broken spirit " (Psa . 51:16 , 19 ). The atoning gift , . . . . so that he may forget a wrong

sacrifices of blood 'are aċceptable and efficacious done, and explained by the analogy of thephrase he

only when the one who offers them penitently and covereth the faces of the judges, i . e. , he bribes

believingly turns toward God. them (Job 9:24) ” (K. and D., Com ., in loc. ).

This would not be the case if the penalty of sin EYES, PAINTING THE, or rather the

were actually borne by the object sacrificed . But eyelids, is an ancient original practice which was

such is the case when the yielding up of life in known to the Hebrews, and

sacrifice is the divinely appointed but conditional is occasionally mentioned in

substitute for punishment. In the New Testament
Scripture. Jezebel is spo

Christ is never represented as being punished in

stead of sinners. But he is frequently repre
ken of as“ painting her eyes "

(A. V. “ face ”) before pre

sented as suffering death in their stead, yet in senting herself in public (2

such a sense as that the expiation wrought by his Kings 9:30 ); and the paint

death avails for them only upon condition of true
ing of the eyes is

repentance and faith . This is the whole trend of
tioned among the other

New Testament doctrine, as well as the explicit Two Styles of Eye- things by which

teaching of many passages.
painting.

thought to win admiration
As to the necessity of expiation, whence it ( Jer. 4:30, A. V. “ renting the face ; ” . Ezek. 23 :

arises, see ATONEMENT.
40 ) . “ The paint prepared from antimony ore,

For full discussion of subject see Pope's Com- when pounded, yields a black powder with a me

pendium of Christian Theology ; Dorner's System

of Christian Doctrine ; Van Oosterzee's Christian

Dogmatics ; Watson's Theological Institutes.

E. McC,

EXPRESS. See GLOSSARY.

EYE (Heb. 72, al'-yin ; Gr. opanuós, of-thal.

mos ) is used as the symbol of a large number of

objects and ideas, as : ( 1 ) A fountain frequently ;

( 2) Color (Num . 11 : 7 , in the Hebrew ; see margin );

(3 ) The face or surface (Exod. 10 :5 , 15 ; Num . 22 :

5 , 11 , as the face , i . e. , eye of the land " ) ; the

expression “ between the eyes means the fore

head (Exod. 13 : 9 , 16 ) ; (4 ) In Cant. 4 : 9 “

seems to be used poetically for look ; (5 ) " Eve "

(Prov. 23:31 , A.V." color ") is applied to the beads
Kobl Boxes and Implements.

or bubbles of wine when poured out ; (6 ) “ Before

the eyes ” (Gen. 23:11 , 18 ; Exod. 4:30) means in tallic brilliancy ; it was laid upon the eyebrows

one's presence; " in the eyes ” (Gen. 19 : 8 ) of any and eyelashes either in a dry state as a black

one means according to his judgment or opinion ; powder, or moistened generally with oil and made

to set the eyes ” (Gen. 44:21 ; Job) 24:23 ; Jer. into an ointment, which is applied with a fine

39:12) upon anyone is to regard with favor, but smooth eye pencil of the thickness of an ordinary

may also be used in a bad sense (Amos 9 :8); goose quill , made either of wood,metal, or ivory.

(7) Many of the passions, such as envy, pride, | The way to use it was to hold the central portion

pity, etc., being expressed by the eye, such phrases of the pencil horizontally between the eyelids, and
as the following occur : Evil eye ” (Matt. 20:15, then draw it out between them , twisting it around

i . e . , envious) ; “ bountiful eve ” (Prov. 22 :9 ) ; all the while, so that the edges of the eyelids were

“ wanton eyes ( Isa . 3:16) ; eves full of adul- blackened all round ; and the object was

tery ” (2 Pet. 2:14 ); " the lust of the eyes ” (1 John heighten the splendor of the southern eye anu
2:16) ; “ the des of the eyes.” (Ezek. 24:16) de give it, so to speak, a more deeply glowing fire,

notes whatever is a great delight; (8) “ To keep and to impart a youthful appearance to the whole

as the apple (pupil) of the eye ” (Deut. 32:10 ; of the evelashes even in extreme old age. Rosel .

Zech . 2 : 8 ) is to preserve with special care ; “ as lini found jars with eye paint of this kind in the
the eyes of servants look unto the hand of their early Egyptian graves " (K. and D. , Com ., 2 Kings

master " (Psa. 123:2 ) is an expression which seems 9:30).
to indicate that masters , especially in the presence

of strangers, communicated with their servants by diminutive of kozzipa, kol-loo'-ra, coarse bread of
EYESALVE (Gr. kohou plov, kol-loo'-ree- on ,

certain motions of their hands.
cylindrical shape ), a preparation shaped like a

EYES, BLINDING OF. See PUNISHMENTS. kolloora, composed of various materials and used

EYES, COVERING OF THE (Gen. 20:16) , I as a remedy for tender eyelids ( Rev. 3:18).
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EZAR EZRA

36:21 ,

river "

EʻZAR , a less correct mode of Anglicizing
EʻZER (Heb. 73, ay'-zer or 77, eh'-zer, help).

(1 Chron. 1:38) the name EZER (q. v.). 1. The father of Hushah, one of the posterity

EZ'BAI (Heb. OTX, ez -bah’ee, hyssoplike), the of Hur, of the tribe of Judah (1 Chron. 4 :4 ).

father of Naarai, one of David's mighty men 2. A son (or descendant) of Ephraim , who, with

( 1 Chron . 11:37), B, C, after 1000. Elead, was slain by the aboriginal inhabitants of

Gath “ because they came down to take away their
EZ BON (Heb. 73 , ets-bone', uncertain deri- cattle” (1 Chron . 7:21).

vation ). 3. The first named of the Gadite champions

1. The fourth son of the patriarch Gad (Gen. who went to David at Ziklag ( 1 Chron. 12: 9), B. C.

46:16 ), called also (Num . 26:16) Ozni. after 1000.

2. The first named of the sons of Bela, the son 4. The son of Jeshua, the ruler of Mizpah , who

of Benjamin (1 Chron. 7: 7). repaired part of the city walls near the armory

EZEKI'AS, a Grecized form (Matt. 1 : 9 , 10) of (Neh . 3:19), B.C. 445.

the name of King HEZEKIAH (q . v .). 5. One of the priests who assisted in the dedi

EZEKIEL, one of the four greater prophets. cation of the walls of Jerusalem under Nehemiah

(Neh. 12:42), B. C. 447.

1. Name and Family. (Heb. 382577 , yekh
6. (Heb. 8 , ay ’ -tser, treasure .) One of the

ez-kale', God will strengthen ). The son of a priest

named Buzi. sons of Seir, andnative princes of Mount Hor (Gen.

30 ; 1 Chron. 1:42 , 38), in which last
2. Personal History. Ezekiel was taken

captive in the captivity of Jehoiachin, eleven verse thename is Anglicized "Ezar.”

E'ZION -GA'BER or EʻZION -GE'BER
years before the destruction of Jerusalem (2 Kings

24:12-15). Hewas a member of a community of (Heb. 1713 , ets-yone' gheh ’-ber, giant's back

Jewish exiles who settled on the banks of the bone), a port on the coast of the gulf of Akabah,

Chebar, a or stream of Babylonia. It which Solomon used once for a navy station

was by this river, “ in the land of the Chaldeans,” ( 1 Kings 9:26). It is mentioned as the last station

that God's message first reached him (Ezek . 1:3 ). of Israel before coming to the Wilderness of Sin
His call took place “ in the fifth year of King (Num . 33:35 ; Deut. 2 :8 ). Once a large and popu

Jehoiacbin's captivity (1 : 2, B. C. 592), in the thir. lous town (2 Kings 16 : 6). The peculiar headland
tieth year, in the fourth month .” It now seems jutting out into the sea here gives to it its name.

generally agreed that it was the thirtieth year Called Ezion-Gaber (Num. 33:35 , 36 ; Deut. 2 : 8 ;

from the new era of Nabopolassar, father of 2 Chron. 20:36).

NEBOCHLADNEZZAR ( q. v.). We learn from an in- EZ NITE (Heb. 73, ay'-tsen, sharp, spear ),

cidental allusion ( 24:18 )—the only reference which
be makes to his personal history — that hewas ( 2 Sam . 23:8) as chief among David's captains .

apparently the patronymic of ADINO (q . v. ) given

marriedand hada house (8:1) in his place of exile, Concerning this doubtfulrendering Luther ex

and lost his wife by a sudden and unforeseen

stroke. He lived in the highest consideration presses the following opinion : "We believe the

among his companions in exile, and their elders fromsome book in an unknown character and bad
text to have been corrupted by a writer, probably

consulted him on all occasions (8 : 1 ; 11:25 ; 14 : 1 ;
20 : 1, etc.). The last date he mentions is the writing, so that orer should be substituted for

adino, and ha -eznib for eth hanitho ; " that is to
twenty-seventh year of the captivity (29:17), so
that his mission extended over twenty-two years. say, the reading in theChronicles ( 1 Chron. 11:11),

He is saidtohavebeenmurdered in Babylon by D.,Com .).
" he swung his spear,” should be adopted (K. and

some Jewish prince whom he had convicted of

idolatry, and to have been buried in the tomb of
EZ'RA (Heb. 7 , ez-raw', help ). 1. The

Shem and Arphaxad, on the banks of the Eu- priest who led the second expedition of Jews back

phrates. from Babylonian exile into Palestine, and the

3. Character. He is distinguished by his author of the book bearing his name (see the

firm and inflexible energy of will and character, last four chapters, in which he speaks in the first

and we also observe a devoted adherence to the person).

rites and ceremonies of his national religion. Eze- Family. Ezra was a lineal descendant of

kiel is no cosmopolite, but displays everywhere Phineas , the grandson of Aaron (Ezra 7: 1-5),

the peculiar tendencies of a Hebrew educated un-being a son of Seraiah, who was the grandson of

der Levitical training. We may also note in Eze- Hilkiah, high priest in the reign of Josiah. He

kiel the absorbed recognition of his high calling, is described as “ a ready scribe in the law of

which enabled him cheerfully to endure any priva- Moses" (v . 6) ; a scribe of the words of the com

tion or misery, if thereby he could give any warn- mandments of the Lord, and of the statutes of

ing or lesson to his people ( ch . 4 ; 24:15, 16 , etc. ) , Israel ” (v. 11); “ Ezra the priest, a scribe of the

whom he so ardently loved (9 : 8 ; 11:13) . law of the God of heaven " (v . 12) .

EZE KIEL ,BOOK OF. See BIBLE, Books of. History. (1) Appointed leader. Ezra's priestly

extraction acted as a powerful lever for directing
EʻZEL ( Heb. byx, ' eh '- zel, separation ; see his vigorous effortsspecificallyto the promotion

1 Sam. 20:19), the memorial stones, or place of of religion and learning among his people. It is

the meeting and parting of David and Jonathan recorded (Ezra 7:10) that Ezra “ had prepared his

The margin of the A. V. has “ that showeth the heart to seek the law of the Lord, and to do it,

way ; the margin of the R.V. has “ this mound . ” and to teach in Israel statutes and judgments .'

E'ZEM ( 1 Chron. 4:29). See Azem. Living in Babylon be gained the favor of King
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EZRA EZRITE

Artaxerxes, and obtained from him a commission on the twentieth day of the ninth month amid a
1

to go up to Jerusalem (B. C. about 459). The great storm of rain, and having confessed their

king's commission invited all the Israelites, priests, sin , theyproceeded to the remedy with order and

and Levites in the whole empire, who so wished, deliberation . All the strange wives were put

to accompany Ezra . Of these a list amounting to away, including even those who had borne chil

one thousand seven hundred and fifty -four is given dren , by the beginning of the new year (ch . 10).
(ch . 8 ) ; and these, doubtless, form part of the full | (4) Later history. Whether Ezra remained after

list of the returned captives contained in Nebe- the events recorded above, occupying about eight
miah (ch . 7), and in duplicate (Ezra 2). Ezra i months, or returned to Babylon, is not known. It

was allowed to take with him a large freewill is conjectured by some that Ezra remained gov
offering of gold and silver, and silver vessels , con- ernor until superseded by Nehemiah ; others thinkl

tributed by the Jews, by the king himself, and by that he continued his labors in conjunction with

bis counselors. He was also empowered to draw Nehemiah . Our next mention of him is in con

upon the king's treasures beyond the river for any nection with Neheniah, after the completion of

further supplies required ; and all priests, Levites, the walls of Jerusalem . The functionshe executed

and other ministers of the temple were exempted under Nehemiah's government were purely of a

from taxation. Ezra received authority to ap- priestly and ecclesiastical character; such as read.

point magistrates and judges in Judea, with power ing and interpreting the law of Moses to the peo

of life and death over all offenders (7 : 11-28). ple, prayingfor the congregation , assisting in the

His credentials were indorsed by the seven prin- dedication of the walls, and proclaiming the re

cipal members of the royal council ( v. 14) . | ligious reformation effected by Nehemiah (Neh .

(2) Preparations. Ezra assembled the Jews who | 8 :9 ; 12:26) . In the sealing of the covenant

accompanied him on the banks of the river Ahava, ( 10: 1 , sq . ) , Ezra perhaps sealed under the patro

where they halted three days in tents. As men- nymic Seraiah or Azariah (v. 2 ). As Ezra is not

tioned above, the number was about one thousand mentioned after Nehemiah's departure for Bab

five hundred, and included several of high -priestly ylon , and as everything fell into confusion in

and Davidic descent. Upon inspection he found Nehemiah's absence, it is not unlikely that Ezra

that they had not a single Levite among them , had again returned to Babylon before Nehemiah .

and sent a deputation to Casiphia, where many of | (5 ) Character. Ezra had a profound love for the

them lived , and succeeded in inducing thirty- word of God, and “ prepared his heart to seek

eight Levites and two hundred and twenty serv- the law of the Lord, and to do it, and to teach in

ants of the temple to join their expedition Israel statutes and judgments " (Ezra 7:10) ; he

(8: 15-20) . The valuable offerings to the temple was a man of excellent judgment (7:25 ), of large

he placed in the custody of twelve of the most conscientiousness (9 : 3 , sq .),which led him deeply

distinguished priests and Levites ; but such was to deplore sin and to strenuously oppose it. So

his trust in God and his lofty courage, that he great was bis sense of dependence upon God that

refrained from asking a royal escort (v . 22). After every step he took was marked by some devout

fasting and other pious exercises ( vers. 21-23), acknowledgment of the divine help , according to

the company started on their journey on the the good hand of God upon him ” (7 : 6, 9 , 27 , 28 ;

twelfth day of the first month (in the spring) of 8:22, 31). See Bible, Books OF.

the seventh year of Artaxerxes I. (3) At Jerusa- 2. A descendant of Judah, the father of several

lem. They reached Jerusalem without accident sons . His own parentage is not given ( 1 Chron .

at the beginning of the fifth month (7: 8 ) . Three 4:17).

days after their arrivalthe treasures were weighed 3. The head of one of the twenty -two courses

and delivered to the proper custodians, burnt sac- of priests which returned from captivity with

rifices were offered by the returned exiles , and the Zerubbabel and Jeshua (Neb . 12: 1 ), B. C. 636.

king's commissions were delivered to viceroys and The same name appears in v . 13,where it is stated

governors (8 :32–36) . In accordance with the that his son , Meshullam , was chief of his family

royal decree, Ezra was now to be firmly estab . in the time of the high priest Joiakim (see v. 12 ) ;

lished in Jerusalem as chief judge ; empowered to also in v . 33 , as one of the chief Israelites who

settle everything relating to the religion of the formed the first division that made the circuit of

Jews, and the life which was regulated by it. the walls of Jerusalem when rebuilt, B. C.445 .

Ezra soon found, to his great distress , that the
EZ'RAHITE (Heb. 1777X, ez-raw -khee ), the

people of Jerusalem had paid no regard to thelaw forbidding the marriageof Israelites with patronymic of the Levites Heman and Ethan

heathen. Overwhelmed by his emotion ,he sank (? Kings4:31; titles of Psa . 88, 89). Their Le

to the ground, utterly unstrungand weeping bit: Ezrahite ( or Ezrachite), forthey were incorporated
vitical descent is not at variance with the epithet

terly. Men of tender conscience gathered around into the Judean family of Zerach. Thus the Le

him , and all remained in mourning until the hour vite (Judg. 17:7) is spoken of as belonging to

ofthe evening sacrifice, when Ezra poured out his the family of Judah because he dwelt in Bethle
soul in prayer ( 9 : 1-15 ). By this time a great hem of Judah .

congregation had gathered about Ezra, and “ wept

very sore.” At length Shechaniah declared the
EZ’RI (Heb. I , helpful), ez -ree ', son of

guilt of the people and their wish to comply fully Chelub, superintendent for King David of those

with the law. A general assembly was called to “ who did the work of the field for tillage of the

meet in Jerusalem within three days to decide ground ” ( 1 Chron . 27:26 ), B. C. after 1000.

what course should be pursued . “ They assembled EZ RITE . See ABI-EZRITE.
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FABLE (Gr.púbos,moo'-thos, myth ), a fictitious | becomes a distinguishing mark of quality as well

story employed for the purpose of enforcing some as an enhancement of beauty (Gen. 12 : 11-13 ;

truth or precept. Neander, Life of Christ, thus Cant. 1:15 , 16 ). See GLOSSARY.

distinguishes between the parable and fable : FAIR HAVENS (Gr. kahoi auéves, kal-oy'

" The parable is distinguished from the fable by lee-men '-es, good harbors), a harbor in the island of

this , that, in the latter qualities or acts of a higher Crete (Acts 27:8 ), near the city of Lasea, which,

class of beings inay be attributed to a lower, e. g ., as Smith has shown conclusively, is the small bay,

those of men to brutes ; while in the former the two leagues E. of Cape Matala, still bearing the

lower sphere is kept perfectly distinct from that same name in the modern Greek dialect, Alpe

which it seems to illustrate. The beings and pow. wvaç kalois) ” (Ramsey, St. Paul, p. 321 ) .

ers thus introduced always follow the law of their FAIRS (Heb. 0797777, iz-zeh -bow -neem ', Ezek .

nature, but their acts, according to this law, are 27:12–27). This word is only found in Ezekiel,
used to figure those of a higher race ." Of the

fable,as thus distinguished from the parable , we renders it,and as theA. V. has it in v. 33. The
and does not mean fairs, but wares, as the R. V ,

have buttwo examplesin the Bible , (1) That of essential meaning oftheHebrew seems to be an
the trees choosing their king,addressed byJotham exchange,or equivalent, alluding to the frequency
to the men of Shechem (Judg. 9 : 8–15) ; (2) that of of barter in ancient trade.

the cedar of Lebanon and the thistle, as the an

swerof Jehoash to the challenge of Amaziah cially in a higherpower. The fundamental idea
FAITH (Gr. Tiotis, pis '-tis ), belief, trust - espe

(2 Kings 14: 9).
in Scripture is steadfastness, faithfulness.

In the New Testament fable is used for inven .
1. Scripture Use of Word . The word is

sion , falsehood (2 Pet. 1:16). “ The fictions of the used in the Scriptures, (1 ) Most frequently in a sub

Jewish theosophists and Gnostics, especially con- jective sense, denoting a moral and spiritual qual,

cerning the emanations and orders ofthe æons, ity of individuals , by virtue of which men are held

i. e., spirits of the air , are called myths” (A. V. in relations of confidencein God and fidelity to

Fables ; 1 Tim. 1 :4 ; 4 : 7 ; 2 Tim. 4 :4 ; Tit. 1:14).
him . ( 2) In an objective sense, meaning the body

FACE . There is nothing peculiar in the use of truth ,moraland religious, which God has re

of this word in Scripture,except with reference to vealed — that which men believe. Examples of

God. Applied to God, it denotes his presence. this use of the word are not numerous, though

In such phrases as “ Seeing the faceof the Lord,” they occur occasionally, as in Phil. 1:27 ; 1 Tim .

“ The face of the Lord is set against them that do 1:19; 6:20 , 21 ; Jude 3, 20.

evil,” “ The cry came before the face of the The word occurs but twice in our English version

Lord ,” it is evidently all one with God's mani- of the Old Testament, the idea being expressed

fested presence. The declaration made by by other terms, as “ trust," etc.

Jehovah to Moses, “ there shall no man see me, This article is confined in the further discussion

and live ” (Exod. 33:20), seems to contradict the to faith in the sense first named . The follow

joyful assertion of Jacob, “ I have seen God face ing points are of chief importance :

to face, and my life is preserved ” (Gen. 32:30). 2. Philosophical. Faith, viewed philosoph .

The apparent discrepance is to be explained by ically, must be regarded as lying at the basis of

the different respects in which the expression is of all knowledge . Anselm's famous utterance,

used in the two cases. The face of God, as in. “ Crede ut intelligas,” “ Believe that you may

volving the full blaze of his manifested glory, no know ,” expresses the truth in contrast with the

mortal can see and live ; but when veiled and ap- words of Abelard , “ Intellige ut credas," " Know

pearing with the softened radiance of the human that you may believe.” Truths perceived intu

countenance, revived and quickened life is the itively imply faith in the intuitions. Truths or

natural result. The word is also used in the sense facts arrived at by logical processes, or processes

of favor (Psa . 44 :3 ; 67 : 1 ; Dan. 9:17) , and sig- of reasoning, are held to be known because, first

nifies also anger , justice, severity (Gen. 16 : 6 , 8 ; of all , we have confidence in the laws of the

Exod . 2:15 ; Rev. 6:16), it being natural for men human mind. Our knowledge obtained through

to express these feelings in their countenances. the senses has underneath it faith in the senses.

" To set one's face ” denotes to fully determine To this extent Gæthe spoke wisely when he said ,

and resolve, and " to fall on the face ” is an atti . “ I believe in the five senses . " A large part of

tude of fear and reverence. To see one face to knowledge rests upon human testimony, and of

face ” is to enjoy a direct, clear sight of him, and course this involves faith in the testimony.

not a reflection in a mirror.
The distinction between matters of faith and

FACES, BREAD OF, is the showbread matters of knowledge must not be drawn too

(q. v.), which was always in the presence of God : rigidly, inasmuch as all matters of knowledge are
in some measure matters also of faith . The dis.

FAIN . See GLOSSARY.
tinction, when properly made, recognizes chiefly

FAIR , the rendering of several Hebrew and the different objects to which our convictions re

Greek words. In the East exposure to the sun late, and the different methods by which we arrive

makes a great difference in the complexion of at these convictions. The convictions themselves

Those of high condition carefully avoid may be as strong in theone case as in the other.

such exposure, and retain their fairness, which 3. Theological. Faith in the theological

>
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sense contains two elements recognized in the ing the force of the terms in which the revelation

Scriptures. There is an element that is intellec- is given . But when the reality and meaning of

tual ; also an element, of even deeper importance, revelation are thus reached reason has done its

that is moral. Faith is not simply the assent of work , and it remains for faith to accept the con

the intellect to revealed truth ; it is the practical tents of the revelation, whatever they may be .

submission of the entire man to the guidance and It should be said , however, that the evidence of

control of such truth. “ The devils believe and the saving truth of revelation, most convincing

tremble . " for many, is not that which appeals directly to

Indispensable as is the assent of the intellect, reason. Many lack ability or opportunity to in

that alone does not constitute the faith upon vestigate the rational evidences of Christianity.

which the Scriptures lay such emphasis. The But to them with all others the announcement of

essential idea is rather that of fidelity, faithful- the truth comes attended by the ministration or

ness, steadfastness . Or, as has been well said, direct testimony of the Holy Spirit. They are

" Faith, in its essential temper, is that elevation thus made to feel that they ought to repent and

of soul by which it aspires to the good, the true, believe the Gospel. If they yield to this convic

and the divine." In illustration may be cited par- tion they obtain forgiveness of their sins and be

ticularly John 3 : 18-21 ; Rom. 2 : 7 ; 4 :5 ; Heb. ch. come new creatures in Christ Jesus. The Spirit

11 ; James 2: 14-26. bears witness to their acceptance with God. And

4. Intellectual. Viewed more particularly thus in the experience of salvation they have in.

with reference to its intellectual aspect, faith is dubitable proof of the reality of revelation. In

properly defined as the conviction of the reality of all this reason is subordinate to faith, but by

the truths and facts which God has revealed, such no means opposed to it (1 Cor. 1 : 21-31 ; John

conviction resting solely upon the testimony of 16 :8–11 ; Rom . 8:14-17 ; 1 John 5 :9–11 ).

God. 7. Condition of Salvation . As has been

These truths and facts are to a large extent assumed in the foregoing, faith is the condition of

beyond the reach of the ordinary human processes salvation . It is not the procuring cause, but the

of acquiring knowledge. Still they are of the condition, or instrumental cause. It is frequently

utmost importance in relation to human life and associated in the Scriptures with repentance ; and

salvation. God has therefore revealed them. And thus the conditions of salvation , as commonly

they who accept them must do so upon the trust- stated in Protestant doctrine, are repentance and

worthiness of the divine testimony. This testi. faith . But in reality true faith and true

mony is contained in the Holy Scriptures. It is pentance are not separate or to be distinguished

impressed moreover by the special sanction of the too rigidly from each other. Faith is fundamen

Holy Spirit. (See John 3:11 , 31-33 ; 16 : 8–11 ; tal. Repentance implies faith. Faith is not real

1 John 5:10, 11, and many other places .) saving faith unless it includes repentance. (See

5. Results of Faith. They who receive the REPENTANCE.) Saving faith may therefore be

divine testimony and yield to it cordial and full properly defined, for those who bave the light of

assent become partakers of heavenly knowledge. the Gospel, as such belief in the Lord Jesus

Their knowledge comes by faith , yet none the less Christ as leads one to submit completely to the

it knowledge. The Scriptures, it is true, recognize authority of Christ, and to put complete and es

the difference between walking by faith and walk.clusive trust in him for salvation . (See John

ing by sight, and thus the difference between the 3 : 14-16, and many other places . )

objects and methods of sense-perception and Faith, which is the condition of salvation, is

those of faith . Also the difference is noted be- also, in an important measure, one of the results

tween the acquisition of human learning and of salvation. In the justified and regenerated

philosophy and the contents of the divine revela- soul faith is deepened and developed by the in

tion. But still the Scriptures represent true be- fluence of the Holy Spirit. In its essential qual

lievers as persons who “ know the things that are ity faith is unchanged, but it acquires greater

freely given of God . " Christ said to his dis steadiness ; and as the word of God is studied

ciples , “ Unto you it is given to know the mys- and its contents spiritually apprehended faith

teries of the kingdom of God ” (Luke 8:10 ; see becomes broader and richer in the truths and

also John 8:31, 32 ; 1 Cor. 1 : 5 , 6 , 21-30 ; 2: 9–16 ; facts which it grasps.

Eph. 1:17 ; 1 Tim . 2 :4). Thus in its beginning and completion faith is

6. Reason and Faith . The relation of rea- one of the fruits of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22).

son to faith is that of subordination , and yet not For fuller discussion see works of Systematic

that of opposition . The truths of revelation are Theology, particularly Dorner's Christian Dog.

in many cases above reason, though not against matics. - E . McC.
it. Such truths were revealed because reason FAITH , RULE OF. In the early Church

could not discover them . They are therefore to the summary of doctrines taught to catechumens,

be accepted , though the reason cannot dem- and to which they were obliged to subscribe be

onstrate them. But this inability of reason to fore baptism. It was afterward applied to the

discover or to demonstrate is one thing; irration- Apostles ' Creed. In modern theology it denotes

ality, as involving absurdity, or contradiction of the true source of our knowledge of Christian

the intuitions of the intellect or conscience, or truth.

contradiction of well-established truth , is another. 1. Protestant Doctrine. One of the chief

Reason has its justly recognized and appropriate doctrinal elements of the Reformation was the

function in examining and weighing the evidences sufficiency of the Scriptures for faith and salvation .

of revelation ; also in interpreting or determin- Thus the Methodist Episcopal Church teaches :
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God pro

“ The Holy Scriptures contain all things necessary legorical ; still others, rationalistic or semiration

to salvation ; so that whatsoever is not read there. alistic, relegate the whole matter to the realm of

in , nor may be proved thereby, is not to be re- the mythical. This last view , of course, cannot

quired of any man that it should be believed as be consistently held by anyone who accepts the

an article of faith, or be thought requisite or Scriptures as of divine authority.

necessary to salvation ” (Meth. Dis., v , 5). It must be admitted that the account leaves

2. Roman Catholic teaching is : “ The room for many questions both as to its form and

Church is the ordinary and the infallible means its meaning in relation to incidental details . But

by which we know what the truths are which God still the great, underlying, essential facts are suffi

has revealed . The testimony of the Church is the ciently clear, especially when the account is taken

rule by which we can distinguish between true in connection with other Scriptures. They are as

and false doctrine . A person must believe follows:

that the Church cannot err, and that whatever it 1. Bible Doctrine. 1. The fall of our first

teaches is infallibly true ” ( Cath. Dict. , s. v . ) . parents was an epoch or turning point in the

FAITH , THE CHRISTIAN . “ To those moral history of the race. It was in itself an

who receive the light, in the sense of not refusing epoch of great and sad significance and of far

it, revelation is one whole, and all its glorious sys- reaching results.

tem of truth is received and surely believed. To
2. Man at his creation was in a state of moral

them it is both objectively and subjectively the purity. In connection with his freedom there was

Faith ; and, inasmuch as Christianity has brought of necessity the possibility of sin . But still there

it in all fullness into the world, it is to them the was no evil tendency in his nature.

CARISTIAN Faith . This phrase has therefore a nounced him , with other objects of his creation,

larger meaning. It signifies that it is not their good.” He was made in the image and likeness

philosophy simply, the glory of their reason , the of God.

tradition they have derived from their fathers, but 3. As a moral being man was placed by God

the rich inheritance which the Holy Spirit has in a state of probation. His freedom was to be

given to that one supreme faculty of their souls, exercised and tested by his being under divine

the faith which is the evidence of things not seen. law. Of every tree in the garden he might freely

It is a body of truth which , as reason did not give eat, except the tree of knowledge of good and .

it, so reason cannot take it away. It is a region
evil . Atone point there must be restraint , self

in which they walk by faith , which their faith denial for the sake of obedience . “ He could not

babitually visits, in which their faith lives , and have the whole world and save his own soul. ”

moves, and has its being " (Pope , Compend. Christ 4. The temptation to disobedience came from

ian Theol., p. 45). an evil source outside himself. In Genesis only

FAITHFULNESS (Heb. 1727728, em -00 -naw ',
the serpent is mentioned . In the New Testament

the tenipter is identified as Satan , who may have
faithfulness, stability), an attribute ascribed to employed the serpent as hisinstrument (2 Cor.

God in many places, especially in the Psalms (36 : 11:3, 14 ; Rom. 16:20 ; Rev. 12:9).

6 ; 89 : 2 sq.; Isa. 11 : 5 , etc.),which exhibits his charac
5. The temptation came in the form of an ap.

ter as worthy of the love and confidence of man, peal to both man's intellect and to the senses .
and assures us that he will certainly fulfill his The forbidden fruit was presented as

good for

promises, as well as execute his threats against food ” and “ to be desired to make one wise. "

sin . It covers “ temporal blessings ( 1 Tim . 4 :8 ; Thus the allurement was in the direction of sen

Psa . 84:11 ; Isa. 33:16) ; spiritual blessings (1 Cor. sual gratification and intellectual pride.

1 : 9) ; support in temptation ( 1 Cor. 10:13) and per 6. At the beginning of the sin lay unbelief.

secution (1 Pet.4:12, 13 ; Isa. 41:10) ; sanctifying the tempted ones doubted or disbelieved God and

afflictions (Heb. 12:4–12 ); directing in difficulties believed the tempter. And thus, under the strong

(2 Chron . 32:22 ; Psa. 32: 8) ; enabling to persevere desire awakened by the temptation , they disobeyed

(Jer. 32:40),and bringing to glory ( 1 John 2:25);” | the divine command.

Faithfulness is also predicated of men : " He 7. By this act of disobedience “ sin entered
was a faithful man (Hebrew trustworthy, Neh .

into the world and death by sin ."
s who then is that faithful (trusty) and wise alienation from God were the first visible conse

Shame and

7 : 2) ;

steward ? ( Luke 12:42, etc.) “ The Faithful”
was the general and favorite name in the early quences. Theimage of God, which contained

Church to denote baptized persons.
among its features " righteousness and true holi

ness," was marred and broken , though not com
FAITHLESS . See GLOSSARY.

pletely lost. (See IMAGE OF God. ) Expulsion from

FALCON . See ANIMAL KINGDOM. Eden followed. The ground was cursed on ac

FALL OF MAN , a term of theology which count of sin . Sorrow and toil and struggle with

is not found in the Scriptures, though the essen- the evil in human nature became the lot of man .

tial fact is a matter of Scripture record and of kind.

clear though not frequent reference. The particu- 2. Theological Views. As tothe theological

lar account is in Gen. 3. The most explicit New treatment of this topic it should be particularly

Testament references are Rom. 5 :12–21 ; 1 Cor. 15 : noted :

21 , 22, 45-47 ; 2 Cor. 11 : 3 . ( 1 ) Rationalistic. A favorite view of ration.

The character of the primitive record in Gen- alistic or evolutionist theologians is that the fall

esis has been the subject of much discussion. was a necessary incident in man's moral develop

Some have contended that the account is purely ment. The fall is sometimes, therefore, spoken of

literal; others, that it is figurative, poetic, or al. | as “ a fall upward . ” It was a step forward from

1
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the savage or animal state to the practical knowl. FAMILY . The family relation is the institu

edge of good and evil , and thus, through the ex. tion of God lying at the foundation of all human

perience of sin, toward the goal of developed society. Christian ethics leave nothing wanting

moral purity. But this view ignores the essential of the main elements of that institution. It con

evil of sin. It makes sin only an imperfect or firmsmonogamy: “ From the beginning of the crea

disguised good, and is, for that reason and others, tion God made them , male andfemale. For this

opposed to the plain teaching of Scripture. cause shall a man leave his father and mother, and

( 2) Calvinistic view . The Calvinistic types of cleave to his wife ” (Matt. 19 : 5 ; Mark 10 : 6 , 7 ). So

theology regard the fall in two ways : ( 1 ) The Christian legislation is clear and positive respecting

supralapsarian, or most rigidview , includes the fall the relation of marriage, of parents and children,

under the divine decree. (2) The sublapsarian, of masters and servants , and the regulation of

the less rigid but less logically consistent view , all the honsehold . Parental obligations include

represents the divine decree as relating to the the maintenance of children ( 1 Tim . 5 : 8 ) and their

condition produced by the fall. Out from the race education in its fullest sense (Exod. 12:26, 27 ;

fallen in Adam God elected a certain number to Deut . 6 : 6 , 7 ; Eph. 6 :4 ) .

salvation . The human race is not in a state of The filial obligations are obedience (Luke 2:51 ;

probation. The sin of our first parents closed the Eph. 6 : 1 ; Col. 3:20),reverence (Exod . 20:12; comp .
probationary period of human history. Eph. 6 : 1, 2 ), and grateful requital ( 1 Tim . 5:4 ; comp

(3) Arminian view . The Arminian theology John 19:26 ) . The moral teaching of Christianity

regards the fall not as predetermined by a divine has a very marked bearing on the relation between

decree, but as foreseen and provided against by master and servants. Although themutualrights,

divine grace. It asserts that but for the redemp- duties , and responsibilities are not in their widest

tive purpose of God in Christ the race of fallen range matter of direct statute in the Scriptures,

descendants of Adam would not have been per- the principles laid down by Paul are of permanent
mitted to come into existence. When man fell application . On the employer's side there is the

he did not “fall upward ,” but he fell into the obligation of justice (Col. 4 :1 ) ; on the side of the

arms of redeeming mercy. Probation is still the servants there is enjoined the duty of obedience,

condition of mankind. For though man is fallen fidelity , and honesty (Tit . 2 : 9, 10 ; Col. 3:22, 23 ;

and therefore under the bondage of sin , through Eph. 6: 5 , 6 ) . Thus the family occupies a promi

Christ, the second Adam , man has his moral free- nent place throughout Scripture, is the first form

dom restored to such an extent that he can avail of society, and has continued to be the germ and

himself of the provisions that God has made for representative of every fellowship (Pope, Christ.

his salvation . Theol., iii ; Westcott, Social Aspects of Chris

For full discussion see works of systematic tianity, p. 19 , sq . ).

theology, as Pope, Compend. Christian Theology ;

Watson , Theological Institutes ; Van Oosterzee, the divisions of the people of Israel. See Israel,
FAMILY, or FATHER'S HOUSE, one of

Christian Dogmatics; Delitzsch, Biblical Psy- CLASSIFICATION OF.

chology ; Fletcher, Appeal.-E. McC.

FALLOW DEER. See Animal Kingdom .
FAMINE (Heb. So, raw -awb' ; Gr . Zepós,

FALLOW GROUND (Heb. 79, neer ), a field lee-mos ),occupiesa conspicuous place in Scripture
among the troubles with which God's people had

plowed up and left for seeding ; as summerfallow , to contend. It is mentioned as one of the scourges

properlyconducted, is a sure method of destroy, whichGod sent tochastise men for their wicked

ing weeds (Jer. 4 : 3 ; Hos . 10:12) . ness ( Lev. 26:21, 26 ; Psa. 105 : 16 ; Lam . 4 : 4-6 ;

FALLOW YEAR . See SABBATH . Ezek. 14:21).

FALSE CHRISTS (Gr. YoEvdó XPLOtol, psyou
1. Causes. Several causes offamine are given :

dokh'-ris-toi), those who falsely claim to be ủes . (1) God's blessing withheld (Hos. 2 : 8, 9 ; Hag. 1 : 6 ) ;

siah foretold by Jesus (Matt. 24:24 ; Mark 13:22). (2) Wantof seasonable rain (1 Kings 17: 1 ; Jer. 14 :

Nothing is known of the historical fulfillment of 1-4 ; Amos 4: 7, sq . ) . “ In Egypt a deficiency in the

this prophecy, but Josephus (Wars, vii , 11, 1 ) rise of the Nile, with drying winds, produces the

same results. The famines recorded in the Bible are

mentions Jonathan as a pretender.
traceable to both these phenomena ; and we gen

FALSE PROPHET, one pretending to be erally find that Egypt was resorted to when scar

sent from God ,a false teacher (Matt. 7:15; 24:11; | city afflicted Palestine. In the whole of Syria and
24, etc.). “ The false prophet ” (Rev, 16:13) is used Arabia the fruits of the earth must ever be de
for the second “ beast,” the mythological system pendent on rain, the watersheds having few large
of paganism.

springs and the small rivers not being sufficient

FAMILIAR SPIRITS (Heb . six, obe, a for the irrigation of even the level lands. If,

niumble from a leathern bottle ). Those professing therefore, the heavy rains of November and De

to call up the dead were said to have a “ familiar cember fail the sustenance of the people is cut off
spirit ” (Deut. 18:11 ; 2 Kings 21 : 6 ; 2 Chron. 33 : 6 , in the parching drought of harvest time, when the

etc. ). The expression sometimes means a spirit country is almost_devoid of moisture ” (Smith ,

or demon supposed to attend on an individual or Dict. , s . v .). (3 ) Rotting of seed in the ground

to come at his call ( Lev. 19:31 ; 2 Kings 21 : 6) , or (Joel 1:17) ; (4 ) Blasting and mildew (Amos 4: 9 ;

the shade or departed spirit thus evoked ( Isa. 29 : 4) . Hag. 2:17 ; (5) Devastation by enemies (Deut. 28 ,

A person with a familiar spirit was called an obe 33, 51 ) . In addition to the above causes may be

(bottle) because he was supposed to be inflated by given the imperfect knowledge of agriculture

the spirit. See Magic ; GLOSSARY. which prevailed, in consequence of which men
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had few resources to stimulate, or in unfavorable the historical books (2 Sam . 12:16 ; 1 Kings 21 :

seasons and localities, to aid the productive pow. 9-12 ; Ezra 8:21 ) and the prophets (Isa. 68 :3-5 ;

ers of nature. Means of transit were defective, Joel 1:14 ; 2:15 ; Zech . 8:19, etc. ). The expres

rendering it often impossible to relieve the wants sion used in the law is " afflicting the soul ” ( Lev.

of one region even when there was plenty in 16 : 29–31 ; 23:27 ; Num . 30:13), implying the sac

another. Despotic governments and frequent wars rifice of the personal will , which gives to fasting all

and desolation greatly interrupted agricultural in- its value . ( 1 ) Observance. The Jewish fasts were

dustry. observed with various degrees of strictness. When

2. Characteristics. These famines were often the fast lasted only a single day it was the practice

long continued (Gen. 41:27) and of great severity to abstain from food of every kind from evening

(Gen. 12:10 ; 2 Kings 8 :1 ; Jer . 52 :6 ),accompanied to evening, whereas in the case of private fasts

with wars (Jer. 14:15 ; 29:18 ), and followed by of a more prolonged character it was merely the

pestilence (Jer. 42:17 ; Ezek. 7:15 ; Matt. 24 : 7 ) . ordinary food that was abstained from . To mani.

During the time of famine people fed upon wild fest a still profounder humbling of the soul before

herbs (2 Kings 4:39 , 40), asses' flesh and ordure God in repentance and mortification on account of

(2 Kings 6:25 ; Lam. 4 : 5) and human flesh (Lev. one's sin and the punishment with which it had

26:29 ; 2 Kings 6:28 , 29), while provisions were been visited it was not unusual to put on sack .

sold by weight and water by measure (Ezek. 4:16) . cloth , rend the garments, and scatter ashes over

3. Instances. Famines are mentioned as oc- the head (2 Sam . 13:19 ; 1 Kings 21:27 ; 1 Mace.

curring in the days of Abraham (Gen. 12:10), of 3:47; Lam . 2:10 ; Jonah 3 : 5 , sq. ) . In 1 Sam . 7 : 6

Isaac ( 26 : 1 ), of Joseph (41 : 53–56), of the Judges it is said that Israel “ drew water, and poured it

(Ruth 1: 1),of David ( 2 Sam . 21 : 1 ) , of Ahab ( 1 Kings out before the Lord, and fasted on that day." To

17 : 1 ; 18 : 2 ) , of Elisha (2 Kings 4:38) , during the pour out thine heart like water ” ( Lam . 2:19)

siege of Samaria (2 Kings 6:25), in the time of seems to denote inward dissolution through pain

Jeremiah ( Jer. 14 : 1 , sq.), during the siege of Je- and misery. In connection with the fast it would be

rusalem (2 Kings 25: 3), after the captivity (Neh . a practical confession of misery and an act of

5: 3 ) , in the reign of Claudius Cæsar (Acts 11:28), deepest humiliation before the Lord. (2) Different

before the destruction of Jerusalem (Matt. 24:7 ). fasts. ( 1 ) The Mosaic law prescribed only one

Figurative. Famine is symbolic of the with public occasion of strict fasting, viz. , once a year
drawal of God's word ( Amos 8:11 , 12) and the on the great Day of Atonement (q . v. ) . This ob

destruction of idols (Zeph. 2:11 ) . servance seems always to have retained some

FAN (Heb. 1777, zaw-raw ',to toss about ; -72, prominence as the fast ” (Acts 27: 9 ) . But as to the

miz-rel ' ; Gr. nivov, ptoo '-on ), a sort of long nature of the observancewe arenowhere expressly

handled, wooden shovel,with which grain was from evening to evening ( Lev. 23:27–29). (2) The
informed , excepting that food was interdicted

thrown upagainst the wind in order toseparate Hebrews,intheearlierperiod of their history, were

the chaff therefrom (Isa. 30:24 ; Matt. 3:12 ; Luke
3:17). At the present day in Syria a large wooden in thehabit of fasting whenever they werein hard

fork is used . and trying circumstances ( 1 Sam . 1 : 7 ) , misfortune,

Figurative. To fan is used in the sense of and bereavement ( 1 Sam . 20:34 ; 31:13; 2 Sam .

to scatter, as enemies ( Isa. 41:16 ) ; to
“ fan at the 1:12), in the prospect of threatened judgments of

gates ” (Jer. 15: 7 ) is to cause defeat and disper- God (2 Sam . 12:16 ; 1 Kings 21:27), on occasions

sion on the border of the land ; " whose fan is in of falling into grievous sin (Ezra 10 :6 ), or to avert

bis hand ” (Matt
. 3:12) refers to Christ as judge, heavy calamity (Esth.4:1, sq.). (3) Extraordinary

separating evil from good.
fasts were appointed by the theocratic authorities

on occasions of great national calamity in order
FANNERS (Heb. 777, zoor, strangers ), render that the people might humble themselves before

ing in the A. V. (Jer. 51 : 2) , but properly “ stran- the Lord on account of their sins, thus avert his
gers ," and so translated in the R. V.

wrath, and get him to look upon them again with

FARE . See GLOSSARY. his favor ( Judg. 20:26 ; 1 Sam . 7 : 6 ; 2 Chron . 20 : 3 ;

FARM . See AGRICULTURE. Joel 1:14 ; 2:12 ; Jer. 36 : 9 ; Ezra 8:21 ; Neh . 1 :4 ;

FARTHING. See METROLOGY, IV.
2 Macc. 13:12 ).

2. Post- Exilic. There is no mention of any
FASHION , FASHIONING. See Glossary. Other periodical fast than that on the Day of

FAST, FASTING (Heb. D9 , tsoom , to cover Atonement in the Old Testament, except in Zech .

the mouth ; Gr. vnotevw , nace-tyoo'-o, to abstain ). | 7 : 1-7 ; 8:19 . These anniversary fast days were

In the early ages men subsisted largely upon the observed from about the time of the captivity,
spontaneous productions of the earth and the and were as follows : ( 1 ) The seventeenth day of

spoils of the chase; and owing to the uncertainty the fourth month , viz . , Tammuz, or July. This

of obtaining food fasting was often compulsory. fast was instituted in memory of the capture of

Superstitious ignorance could easily interpret this Jerusalem (Jer. 52 :6,7 ; Zech . 8:19 ). (2) Theninth

compulsion into an expression of the divine will , day of the fifth month , Ab, or August, in memory

and so consider fasting as a religious duty . It of the burning of the temple (2 Kings 25 :8 ; Zech.

was thought that the gods were jealous of the 7 :3 ; 8:19) . (3) The third of the seventh month,

pleasures of men, and that abstinence would pro. Tishri, or October, in memory of the death of

pitiate their favor. As a result we find that fast. Gedaliah (Jer. 40 :4 ; Zech . 7 : 5 ; 8:19) . (4 ) The

ing as
a religious duty is almost universal. tenth day of the tenth month, Tebeth, or January,

1. Jewish . The word fasting (Heb. tsoom ) is in memory of the commencement of the attack on

not found in the Pentateuch, but often occurs in Jerusalem (Zech . 8:19 ; 2 Kings 25 : 1 ; Jer. 52 :4 ) .
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FAST FATHER

was,

(5 ) The fast of ESTHER (q.v.), kept on the thirteenth By the 6th century fasting was made obligatory

of Adar (Esth. 4:16). “ Subsequent to the captivity, by the Second Council of Orleans (A. D. 541 ),

and with the growth of the Pharisaic spirit , the which decreed that anyone neglecting to observe

fasts became much more frequent generally, till the stated time of abstinence should be treated as

ere long they assumed the form of ordinary pious an offender. In the 8th century it was regarded

exercises, so that the Pharisees fasted regularly as meritorious, and failure to observe subjected

on the second and fifth day of every week (Matt. the offender to excommunication. In the Roman

9:14 ; Luke 18:12), while other Jewish sects, such Catholic and Greek Churches fasting remains

as the Essenes and Therapeutæ, made their whole obligatory, while in most Protestant Churches it is

worship to consist principally of fasting. There merely recommended (see Keil , Bib. Arch. , ii , 442,

however, no fasting on the Sabbath ,on festi. sq. ; Jabn, Arch ., p . 454 ; Schaff, Hist. Christ.

val and gala days in Israel, and on the day imme. Church, i, 324).

diately precedingthe Sabbath or a festival” (Judith FAT. See GLOSSARY.

8 : 6 ) . That in the lapse of time the practice of FAT (Heb. am, khay'-leb). “ The Hebrews dis
fasting was lamentably abused is shown by the
testimony ofthe prophets (Isa.58:4, sq.; Jer. 14: tinguished betweenthe suet or pure fat of an an

12 ; Zech . 7 : 5).
imal and the fat which was intermixed with the

3. New Testament. In the New Testament lean (Neh. 8:10). Certain restrictions were im

the only references to the Jewish fasts are the posed upon them in reference to the former : some

mention of “ the fast ” in Acts 27 :9 (generally un parts of the suet, viz.,about the stomach, the en

derstood to denote the Dayof Atonement) and trails, the kidneys,and the tail of a sheep,which

the allusions to the weekly fasts (Matt. 9:14: iries and produces a large quantity of rich fat,
grows to an excessive size in many Eastern coun

Mark 2:18 ; Luke 5:33 ; 18:12 ; Acts 10:30 ). These

fasts originated some time after the captivity. Offered to Jehovah in sacrifice (Lev. 3 : 3, 9, 17 ;
were forbidden to be eaten in the case of animals

They were observed on the second and fifth days
of the week, which being appointed as the days 7:3, 23). The ground of the prohibition was that

for public fasts (because Moses was supposed to
the fat was the richest part of the animal, and

have ascended the Mount for the second tables of tion of the fat asthe richest part of the animal
therefore belonged to God (3:16). The presenta

the law on a Thursday and to have returned on a
Monday) seem to have been selected for these was agreeable to the dictates of natural feeling,

private voluntary fasts .
and was the ordinary practice even of heathen

Our Lord sternly rebuked the Pharisees for their nations. The burning of the fat of sacrifices was

hypocritical pretenses in the fastswhich they ob- particularly specified in each kind of offering

served (Matt. 6:16 , sq . ) and abstained from ap
(Smith, Dict., s . v .).

pointing anyfast as part of his own religion life (Lev .17:14), stood the fat as the sign of
Figurative. Next to blood, the bearer of

( Matt. 9:14 ; 11:18 , 19). Prayer and fasting are
healthfulness and vigor. “ The fat of the earth ,”

mentioned (Matt . 17:21 ; Mark 9:29) as means for
“ the fat of the wheat, of the oil,and the wine,” even

promoting faith and as good works. Mention is

made of fasting in the Apostolic Church(Acts what peculiar expressions were familiar to the" the fat of the mighty,” though toour view some

13: 3 ; 14:23 ; 2 Cor. 6 : 5 ). In the last passage the
apostle probably refers to voluntary fasting, asin Hebrews, as indicating the choicest specimens or
chap. 11:27 he makesa distinction between fast- examples of the several objects in question (Gen.

45:18 ; Deut . 32:14 ; Num . 18:12 , marg. “ Fat ; '

ing and “ hunger and thirst.”

4. Christian Church . After the Jewish cus
2 Sam . 1:22). See GLOSSARY .

tom fasting was frequently joined with prayer
FATHER (Heb. FX, amb ; Gr. Tatúp, pat

that the mind, unincumbered with earthly matter, ayr ', literally nourisher, protector).

might devote itself with less distraction to the 1. Meanings. This word, besides its natural

contemplation of divine things. As the Pharisees sense of progenitor (Gen. 19:31 ; 44:19, etc.), has

were accustomed to fast twice a week , on Monday a number of other meanings, as : (1) Any ances

and Thursday, the Christians appointed Wednes. tor , near or remote (1 Kings 15:11; 2 Kings 14 : 3),

day and especially Friday as days of half fasting e. g. , a grandfather (Gen. 28:13; 31:42 ; 32:9, etc.) ;

or abstinence from flesh in commemoration of a great grandfather (Num . 18 :2; 1 Kings 15:11 ,

the passion and crucifixion of Jesus. They did 24, etc.) ; frequently in the plural fathers, i . e . ,

this with reference to the Lord's words, “ When forefathers (Gen. 15:15 ; Psa .45:16 ). ( 2) Founder,

the bridegroom shall be taken from them , then i . e ., the first ancestor of a tribe or nation (Gen.

shall they fast ” ( Matt 9:15) . 10:21 ; 17 :4, 5 ; 19:37 , etc.). Here wemay refer to

In the 2d century arose also the custom of Gen. 4:21 ( “ the father of all such as handle the

quadragesimal fasts before Easter, which , how- harp and organ," i . e . , the founder of a family of

ever, differed in length in different countries, musicians, the inventor ofthe art of music. Jabal

being sometimes reduced to forty hours, some- was “ the father of those who dwell in tents ” ( Gen.

times extended to forty days, or at least to several 4:20). The author of a family or society of per
weeks. Perhaps equally ancient are the nocturnal sons animated by the same spirit as himself ; thus

fasts or vigils before the high festivals, suggested Abraham was “ the father of all them that be

by the example of the Lord and the apostles. lieve ” (Rom . 4:11). The author or maker of any.

On special occasions the bishops appointed ex. thing, especially a creator ( “ hath the rain

traordinary fasts and applied the money saved to father ? ” Job 38:28) . In this sense God is called

charitable purposes, a usage which became often the father of men and angels (Isa. 63:16 ; 64:8 ;

a blessing to the poor. Eph. 3:14 , 15 , etc. ) . He is also called the Father

>

a
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FATHER , GOD THE FATLING

( >

a

2 )

of lights , i . e . , stars ( James 1:17). The above topi. 1:3). Thus also, while Christ taught his disciples
cal senses come from the notion of source, origin ; to address God in prayer as our Father,” he did

others are drawn from the idea of paternal love not use that form himself. He spoke of God as

and care , the honor due a father, etc. (3) Bene- “." my Father " and " your Father, " but at the same

factor, as doing good and providing for others as time he made it plain that he distinguished be.

a father ( Job 29:16, " I was a father to the poor " ). tween the relation in which they stood to God and

Eliakim , the prefect of the palace, was called " a that in which he himself stood. The first words

father to the inhabitants of Jerusalein ” (Isa. 22 : of the Apostolic Creed, “ I believe in God the

21 ). The Messiah is the “ everlasting father " Father Almighty," are first of all a recognition of

( Isa. 9 : 6) ; God, the father of the righteous and this deep truth of holy Scriptures . See Trinity.

of kings (2 Sam . 7:14 ; 1 Chron. 17:13 , 22 ; Psa. 2. In the Old Testament Scriptures God is in

89:26 ). (4 ) Teacher, from the idea of paternal quite a number of conspicuous instances called

instruction (1 Sam. 10:12) ; priests and prophets the Father of the Jewish nation. The chosen na

were called father, as teachers (2 Kings 2:12 ; tion owed its origin and continued existence to

5:13 , etc. ). In a similar sense the prime minister, his miraculous power and special care . As their

as chief adviser, is called the king's father (Gen. father he loved , pitied , rebuked, and required the

45 :8). (5 ) Intimate relationship, as, “ I have said obedience of his people (see Deut. 32 : 6 ; Hos . 11 : 1 ;

to corruption, Thou art my father ” (Job 17:14). Psa. 103 : 13 ; 68 : 5 ; Mal. 1 : 6).

2. Place and Authority. The position and 3. In the New Testament, which brings the fact

authority of the father as the head of the family of the fatherhood of God into greater prominence

is expressly assumed and sanctioned in Scripture and distinctness, God is represented as the Father

as a likeness of that of the Almighty over his of various objects and orders of beings which he

creatures. It lies, of course, at the root of that has created. The term thus used refers to the

so-called patriarchal government (Gen.3:16 ; 1 Cor. natural relationship between God and his crea

11: 3 ), which was introductory to the more definite tures, and has a significance more or less profound

systein that followed, but did not wholly super- according to the different natures and capacities
sede it. “ While the father lived he continued to of these objects or orders of beings. Thus God is

represent the whole family, the property was held “ the Father of lights,” the heavenly bodies (James

in bis name,and all was under his superintendence 1:17). Also he is “ the Father of spirits " (Heb.

and control. His power, however, was by no 12: 9). He is particularly the Father of man, cre

means unlimited or arbitrary, and if any occasion ated after his image (Acts 17:26 ; Luke 3 : 8).

arose for severe discipline or capital punishinent 4. God is in a special sense the Father of his

in his family he was not bimself to inflict it, but redeemed and saved people. While all the hope

to bring the matter before the constituted authori. of the Gospel rests upon the fact of the fatherly

ties (Deut. 21:18-21). The children, and even love of God for mankind even in its sinfulness

the grandchildren , continued under the roof of the (see John 3:16 ; Luke 15 : 11-32 ), still only they

father and grandfather ; they labored on his ac- who are actually saved through Jesus Christ are

count and were the most submissive of his serv. admitted to the privileges of children in the divine

The property of the soil, the power of household. Christ taught only his disciples to

judgment, the civil rights belonged to him only, pray our Father.” He said to the unbelieving

and his sons were merely his instruments and as- Jews, “ Ye are of your father, the devil ” (John

sistants . The father's blessing was regarded as 8:44). The spiritual and moral relationship de

conferring special benefit, but his malediction stroyed by sin must be restored by gracious, divine

special injury, to those on whom it fell (Gen. 9:25 , renewal ( John 1:12 ; Rom. 8 :14-16, et al .). See

27 ; 27 :27-40 ; 48:15, 20 ; ch . 49) ; and so also the ADOPTION . - E . McC .

sinof a parentwas held to affect, in certain cases , FATHER - IN -LAW . - 1 . Khawm ( Heb.

the welfare of his descendants (2 Kings 5:27).

The father, as thehead of the household , had the 57, from 177277), to join in afinity (Gen.38:13, 25 ;

obligation imposed upon him of bringing up his 1 Sam. 4:19 , 21 ).

children in the fear of God, making them well 2. Khaw-than' (Heb. 1977, to marry ), one giv

acquainted with the precepts of the law, and gen- ing a daughter in marriage (Exod. 3 : 1 ; 4:18 ; 18:

erally acting as their instructor and guide (Exod. 1-27; Num . 10:29 , etc.).

12:26 ; Deut . 6:20 , etc.). Filial duty and obedience 3. Pen -ther -os' (Gr. Tevdepós), strictly one re.

to both parents were strictly enforced by Moses lated by affinity, a wife's father ( John 18:13).

(Exod. 20:12), and any outrage against either pa
FATHER'S BROTHER (Heb. 117, dode),

lent, as a blow (Exod. 21:16), a curse (v. 17 ; Lev.

20: 9 ) , or incorrigible rebellion against their author- strictly one beloved (Isa. 6 : 1) ; an uncle (Num. 36 :

ity (Deut. 21:18, sq.), was made a capital offense. 11 ; 2 Kings 24:17); in Exod. 6:20 used in the

FATHER , GOD THE, is a term which rep feminine, FATHER'S SISTER, an Aunt.

resents several scriptural conceptions. FATHER'S HOUSE, the name given to

1. The term designates the first person of the families among the Israelites (Josh . 22:14 ; comp.

Holy Trinity. God has revealed himself as Father, 7:14, 16–18). See ISRAEL, CLASSIFICATION OF.

Son, and Holy Ghost. To the Eternal Son the FATHOM. See METROLOGY, I.
Father stands related as to no other being, and

finds in the Son the perfect and infinite object of
FATLING . 1. An animal put up to be fat

his love. With this highest meaning in view the ted for slaughter (Heb. $????, mer-ee', 2 Sam. 6:

apostles speak of God as “ the Father of the Lord 13 ; 1 Kings 4:23 ; Isa. 11 : 6 ; Ezek . 39:18 ; Matt.

Jesus Christ " (see Eph. 1:17 ; 1 Cor. 8 :6 ; 1 Pet. I 22 :4).

ants.

"
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FATTED FOWL FELIX

"
or

meant.

2. A marrowy sheep (q. v .) , especially of the FEEBLE KNEES ( Gr. τα παραλελυμένα

fat -tailed variety (Heb . 177a , may '-akh, Psa. 66:15 ).yóvata ), a term used to express the results of

3. Improperly for Mish -nel ”(Heb. 7wza, repe- overexertion , as in an athletic contest,and, figu
tition, 1 Sam . 15 : 9). These were animals of ratively, of weariness of mind, low spirits "(Heb .

12:12) .

the second birth, which were considered superior

to the others " (K. and D. , Com ., in loco).
FEEBLE -MINDED (Gr. Öhlyótrxos, ol-ig

FATTED FOWL ( Heb. D'ONZN 0729, p -soo-kos, little spirited),often occurs in the Sep

bar-boo-reem' ay -boo -seem ) are mentioned among such trouble that his heart sinks within him ; and
tuagint, and signifies one who is laboring under

the daily provisions for Solomon's table (1 Kings may mean here one despairing of working out his

4:23) . The meaning of bar-boo-reem ' is doubtful . salvation (1 Thess. 5:14, R. V. “ fainthearted ” ).

The earlier translators render it birds or fowls,

possibly
FEELING . In Eph . 4:19 we find this, “ who

capons geese " ( from the Heb.
being past feeling have given themselves over to

77, baw -rar", " 10 be pure, ” because of their lasciviousness,” etc. The Greek word åtahyéw ,

white feathers). Some kind of special fowl is ap-alg-eh'-o,means “ to become insensible to pain ,
See ANIMAL KINGDOM. callous, and so indifferent to truth , honor, or

FEAR (Heb. 7 , yir -aw “, reverence, and shame.” The writer of the epistle to the He

other Hebrew words meaning terror , Exod. 15:16 , brews (4:15) tells us that " we have not a high

etc .; carefulness, Josh. 22:24, R. V.; trembling, priest which cannot be touched with the feeling

Prov. 29:25 ; fright, Job 41:33; Gr. móßos, fob'-os, of our infirmities.” Here we have the Greek

dread, terror, Matt. 14:26, etc. ). Fear is that af ovunabéw, sum-path-eh-o, to feel for, to have com

fection of the mind which arises on the concep
passion on . Dorner thus speaks of feeling as an

tion of approaching danger. The fear ofGod is element of man's nature : “ In feeling he has
of severalkinds : Superstitious, which is the fruit existence within himself, in will he exists in a

of ignorance ; servile, which leads to abstinence state of movement from self outward, in knowl.

from many sins through apprehension of punish - edge in movement from without inward. ... Like
ment; and filial, which has its spring in love, and the other spiritual faculties, so called, feelingis
prompts to care not to offend God and to endeavor receptive of infinite as of finite truth. Feeling is
in all things to please him . It is another term for a third element alongside of knowledge and will.

practical piety and comprehends the virtues of The strength of feeling dependingvery much on

the godly character (Psa. 111:10 ; Prov . 14:2), individual mental temperament, this forms no se
while its absence is characteristic of a wicked and curity for the purity or healthiness of religious

depraved person (Rom . 3:18 ) . It is produced in feeling.Withrespect to the contents of feeling,

the soul by the Holy Spirit,andgreatblessing is in religious feeling the reference to a definite idea

pronounced upon those who possess this Christian of Godwill likewise exert an influence, and upon

trait : His angels protect them(Psa . 34:7) ; they its accurateor confused character—in short, upon

are “ under the shadow of the Almighty ” (Psa . 91: its completeness — will the nature of religionde

5 , 6) . This fear would subsist in a pious soul pend. A religion, for example, acquainted merely

were there no punishment of sin. It dreadsGod's with God's physical attributes will stand lower

displeasure, desires his favor, reveres his holi- than one that has heard of his holiness, or, still

ness, submits cheerfully to his will, is grateful for more, ofhis love. Feeling alone, occupied merely

his benefits, sincerely worships him ,and conscien- with self and brooding upon self, may easily be

tiously obeys his commandments. Fear and love comeone-sided and selfish. Knowledge, as the

Rev.must coexist in us in order that either passion product ofrevelation, we call illumination.

may be healthy, and that we mayplease and rightly
elation must possess power by its contents to in.

serve God. Thefear of the Lord ” isused for spire and intensify the will, andunder this aspect

the worship of God, e. g., “ I will teach you the it is quickening,while the feeling (the spiritual
fear of the Lord ” ( Psa. 34:11), and for the law of consciousness of self or life) is enhanced in free

God (19: 9). The “fear of Isaac” (Gen. 31:42 , 53)
dom and blessedness ” (Dorner, Christ. Doct. , ii ,

is God, whom Isaac worshiped with reverent awe.
109, 119, etc.).

The “ fear of man " is that dread of the opinions
FEET. See Foot.

of our neighbors which makes us cowards in the FE'LIX (Gr. $1215, fay '-lix, happy ), the Roman

performance of those duties which we fancy they procurator before whom Paul was arraigned (Acts

do not practice (Prov. 29:25) . See GLOSSARY. 24).

FEAST. See BANQUET, FESTIVALS. 1. Elevation and Crimes. He was origin

FEAST OF CHARITY . See AGAPE. ally a slave, and for some unknown service was

FEATHER . 1. No -tsaw ' (Heb. 17 $ io, or manumitted by Claudius Cæsar. He was appointed

175), a pinion or wing feather (Ezek . 17:3 , 7), but ishment of Ventidius Cumanus,probably A. D. 53 .

by this emperor procurator of Judea on the ban

the excrement of the crop (Lev. 1:16, from my Suetonius speaks of the military honors which the

naw-tsaw' , to expel). emperor conferred upon him, and specifies his ap

2. Eb-raw' (Heb. 7778), with the same mean- pointment as governor of the province of Judea ,

ing as No. 1 ( Psa. 68:13 ; 91 : 4 ) ; incorrectly ren
adding an innuendo which loses nothing by its

dered wing (Deut . 32:11 ; Job 39:13 ) .
brevity, viz. , that he was the husband of three

3. Incorrectly for khas-ee-daw ' (Heb. O , tum ” ). Tacitus, in his History, declares that
queens or royal ladies (“ trium reginarum mari

kindly, maternal ; Job 39:13) . during his governorship in Judea he indulged in

>
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FELIX FELLOWSHIP

state.

came.
6

all kinds of cruelty and lust, exercising regal were unfulfilled, and he retained the apostle a

power with the disposition of a slave ; and in his prisoner for two years (v. 27).

Annals (xi , 54 ) he represents Felix as considering 3. Summoned to Rome. Meantime the po

himself licensed to commit any crime, relying on litical state of Judea grew more embarrassing. It

the influence which he possessed at court. Hav- was during the two years of Paul's imprisonment

ing a grudge against Jonathan, the high priest , that disturbances took place in the streets of

who had expostulated with him on his misrule, he Cæsarea. In the end Felix was summoned to

made use of Doras, an intimate friend of Jonathan , Rome, and the Jews followed him with their ac

in order to get him assassinated by a gang of vil- cusations . Thus it was that he was anxious “ to

lains , who joined the crowds that were going up show the Jews a pleasure," and " left Paul bound "

to the temple worship, a crime which led subse (v . 27). At Rome he was saved from suffering

quently to countless evils by the encouragement the penalty due to his atrocities by the influence

which it gave to the Sicarii , or leagued assassins of his brother Pallas.

of the day, to whose excesses Josephus ascribes,
FELLOES (Heb. Pem, khish-shook', con

under Providence, the overthrow of the Jewish

While in office he became enamored of joined), the curved pieces which joined together

Drusilla, a daughter of King Herod Agrippa, who form the rim of a wheel ( 1 Kings 7:33).

was married to Azizus, king of Emesa, and through FELLOW. 1. A contemptuous use of Hebrew

the influence of Simon, a magician, prevailed upon (wry, eesh, 1 Sam . 29 : 4) Greek (avíp, an '-ayr )
her to consent to a union with him . With this

words for man .

adulteress Felix was seated when Paul reasoned

before him (Acts 24:25) . Another Drusilla is
2. The rendering of ray'-ah (Heb . y., yan?),

mentioned by Tacitus as being the ( first) wife of friend, associate, etc. (Exod. 2:13 ; Judg. 7:13 , etc. ),

Felis. and of khaw -bare' (Heb. 27, Eccles. 4:10 ).

2. Hears Paul. Paul, having been arrested
3. The rendering of aw-meeth' (Heb. 079778 ,

at Jerusalem, was sent by Claudius Lysias to Felix

at Caesarea (Acts 23:23, sq.), where he wascon- sword , againstmy shepherd,and against the manneighbor) in that remarkable passage, “ Awake, O

fined in Herod's judgment hall till his accusers
“ The expressionthat is my fellow " (Zech. 13:7 ).

After five days they arrived, headed by

Ananias, the high priest. Their case was man
man , who is my nearest one, ' implies much more

aged by Tertullus, who, to conciliate Felix, ex. had to feed theflock like Jehovah. The idea of
than unity or community of vocation, or that he

pressed gratitude on the part of the Jews, “ See
ing that by thee we enjoy great quietness, and nearest one (or fellow ) involves not only similarity

that very worthy deeds aredone untothis na- descent, according to which he whom God calls
in vocation, but community of physical or spiritual

tion bythy providence " (24:1, 2). He then pro: his neighbor cannot be a mere man, but can only
ceeded to accuse Paul, charging him , first,with be one who participates in the divine nature or is

sedition ; secondly, with being a ringleader of

the sect of the Nazarenes ; " and, thirdly, with an
essentially divine.' This passage is quoted aud

attempt to profane the templeat Jerusalem (vers. applied to himself by our Lord (Matt. 26:31).

5 , 6 ). The evident purpose was to persuade Felix FELLOWSHIP . 1. The rendering of the

to give up the apostle to the Jewish courts, in Hebrew tes-oo-meth' (manum), deposit (Lev. 6 : 2 ) ;
which case his assassination would have been something handed over as a pledge.

easily accomplished. Felix now gave the prisoner

permission to speak, and the apostle, after briefly
2. Joint interest (Heb. 297, khaw -bar', to be

expressing his satisfaction that he had to plead joined , Psa . 94:20 ; Gr. koivuvia, koy-nohn-ee'-ah ,

his cause before one so well acquainted with Jew- fellowship, communion , Acts 2:42 et al . ; LeTox ,

ish customs, refuted Tertullus step by step . Felix mel-okh-ay', partnership, 2 Cor. 6:14) .

deferred inquiry into the case for the present. Fellowship means companionship , a relation in

When Lysias comes down ,” he said , “ I will which parties hold something in common , familiar

know the uttermost of this matter." Meanwhile intercourse. Christians have fellowship with the

he placed him under the charge of the centurion Father and the Son (1 John 1 : 3) and the Holy

who had brought him to Cæsarea (24: 10–23). Spirit (2 Cor. 13:14 ), and with one another ( 1 John

Some days after Felix came into the audience 1 : 7) . As is the case between men , no one can be

chamber with his wife Drusilla, and the prisoner in fellowship with God unless he possess like pur

was brought before them. As a faithful preacher poses and feelings (1 John 2 :3-6), with love ( Rom .

he spoke to the Roman libertine and the profili- 8:38, 39 ). The fellowship of believers embraces

gate Jewish princess . As he reasoned of right- confession of faults one to another with prayer

eousness, temperance, and judgment to come, (James 5:16 ) ; assembly, with exhortation and

"Felix trembled .” But still nothing is decided , provoking to love and good works (Mal. 3:16 ;

Felix saying, “ Go thy way for this time ; when I Heb. 10:24 , 25) ; partaking the Lord's supper

have a convenient season I will call for thee . ” (1 Cor. 11:24, 25) ; “ ministering to the saints ”

We are informed why the governor shut his ears (Acts 11:29; Rom . 12:13 ; 15:25 ; 1 Cor. 16 : 1,2 ;

to conviction, and even neglected his official duty 2 Cor. 8:4 ; Heb . 13:16 ); bearing the infirmities
and kept his prisoner in cruel suspense : “He of the weak and edification ( Rom . 15: 1 ). Love

hoped also that money should have been given for and fellowship with one another are necessary

him of Paul, that he might loose him " (vers. 24- to, and an evidence of fellowship with God ( 1 John

26 ). Hence he frequently sent for Paul and had 4:12 ). Christ prayed that his people might have

many conversations with him. But his hopes fellowship with each other ( John 17:21). Fellow

>
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FENCE FESTIVALS
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ship with God is essential to fruitfulness (John the lapse of seven times seven years, was marked

15:4) . by a festival . Again, the Passover and the Feast

FENCE (Heb. 27 , gaw -dare ', an inclosure ; of Tabernacles extended over seven days ; the

Num . 22:24 ; Psa. 62 : 3 ; 80:12). Fences were built number of special convocations (9. v. ) during the

of unmortared stones, to protect cultivated lands, vear was seven - two at the Passover, one at the

sheepfolds, etc. In the crevices of such fences Pentecost, one at the Feast of Trumpets ( orNew

serpents delighted to hide (Eccles. 10: 8 ; comp. the Feast of Tabernacles.All the festivals insti
Moon ), one on the Day of Atonement, and two at

Amos 5:19).

tuted by the law of Moses may be arranged in
Figurative. In Psa. 62:3 the wicked are

compared to a tottering fence and bowing wall, two series, Septenary and Yearly. In addition
are the Post-Exilic and Doubtful Festivals. See

i . e., their destruction comes suddenly. See HEDGE.
table below :

FENCED CITY, the rendering of several

Hebrew words ; sometimes translated “ strong .
TABLE OF FEASTS.

hold (2 Chron . 11:11 ) , “ fort ” (Isa. 29 : 3 ) . The
SEPTENARY FESTIVALS, or Cycles of Sabbaths,

broad distinction between a city and a village in
including:

biblical language consisted in the possession of Weekly Sabbath (Exod. 20 : 8-11 ; 31:12, sq . ;

walls. The city had walls, the village was un. Lev. 23:1-3 ).

walled or had only a watchman's tower, to which Seventh New Moon, or Feast of Trumpets (Num .
the villagers resorted in times of danger.. A 28:11-15 ; 29 : 1-6).

threefold distinction is thus obtaived : (1) Cities ;
Sabbatic Year, i. e . , every seventh year (Exod .

(2 ) unwalled villages; (3) villages with castles or 23:10, 11 ; Lev. 25 :2–7).

towers ( 1 Chron. 27:25 ). The district east of the Year of Jubilee (Lev . 25 : 8-16 ; 27 : 16–25).

Jordan, forming the kingdoms of Moab and New Moon (Num . 10:10 ; 28:11 ).

Bashan, is said to have abounded from very early YEARLY FESTIVALS :

times in castles and fortresses, such as were built Feast of Passover and Unleavened Bread (Exod.

by Uzziah to protect the cattle and to repel the 12: 1-28 ; 23 : 5 , sq.; Lev. 23 :4-8 ; Num. 28: 16–25 ;

inroads of theneighboring tribes, besides unwalled Deut. 18:1-8).

towns (Deut. 3 : 5 ; 2 Chron . 26:10) . When the

Israelites entered Canaan they found many fenced Lev . 23:15 ; Num . 28:26 ; Deut. 16:10 ).
Pentecost, or Feast of Weeks (Exod. 34:22 ;

cities (Num . 13:28 ; 32:17 ; Josh . 11:12 , 13 ; Judg.
Day of Atonement (Lev. 16 : 1-34 ; Exod. 30 : 10–

1 : 27–33) , some of which held out for a long pe. 30 ; Num . 29:7–11).

riod, e . g. , Jerusalem was held by the Jebusites
Feast of Tabernacles (Lev. 23 :34-42 ; Num. 29:

till thetime of David ( 2 Sam. 5: 6 , 7 ; 1 Chron . 12 , sq. ; Neh . 8:18 ; John 7: 2 , 37).

11 : 5). See Cities, FORTIFICATIONS. Post -Exilic FESTIVALS, some of which were

FENS. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. kept as regularly as those prescribed by Moses :

FERRET(R . V.“ gecko" ). See ANIMAL KINGDOM.
Feast of Purim (Esth . 9 : 24–32 ).

FERRYBOAT (Heb. 7773 , ab -aw -raw ', cross
Feast of Dedication ( 1 Macc. 4:52 , sq .; 2 Macc.

10: 6 , sq . ; John 10:22).

ing), a vessel for crossing a stream (2 Sam . 19:18).
Also, DOUBTFUL FESTIVALS , mentioned by Jo

Floats or rafts for this purpose were usedfrom sephusand the Talmud :

remote times (1 Kings 5 :9, and paintings on Egyp.

tian monuments). A ferryboat still crosses the in the Lord.
Wood-carrying ; of Acra ; of Nicanor ; of Joy

Jordan ford near Jericho.
These festivals are treated in this article in the

FERVENT. See GLOSSARY. above order.

FESTIVALS. Besides the daily worship, the
I. SEPTENARY FESTIVALS.

law prescribed special festivals to be from time to

time observed by the congregation. One Hebrew 1. The Weekly Sabbath . In addition to

name for festival was khay (art, from the verb entire cessation from all work the Sabbath was

signifying to dance ), which, when applied to reli- observed by a holy assembly, the doubling of the

gious services, indicated that they were occasions morning and evening sacrifices (Num . 28 :9, sq.),

of joy and gladness. The term most fitly desig. and the presentation of new showbread in the

nating, and which alone actually comprehended Holy Place (Lev. 24 : 8). See SABBATH.

all the feasts, was mo -ade' ( 7zza, a set time or as- 2. The Seventh New Moon, or Feast of

sembly, place of assembly). What is meant by Trumpets (Heb. innen bir, yome ter-00-aw',

this name, therefore, was the stated assemblies of day of blowing, Num . 29:1), the Feast of the New
the people — the occasions fixed by the divine ap- Moon (q . v.), which fell on the seventh month, or

pointment for their being called and meeting to . Tishri. This differed from the ordinary festivals

gether in holy fellowship , i . e. , for acts and pur- of the new moon on account of the symbolical

poses of worship. There is also the Greek éoptú, meaning of the seventh or sabbatical month , and

hel -or-tay', festival, holy day. partly, perhaps, because it marked the beginning

The date of every Mosaic festival without dis- of the civil year. This month was distinguished

tinction, no matter what its special object may above all the other months of the year for the

have been , gave evidence of being connected in multitude of ordinances connected with it , the first

some way or other with the number seven . So day being consecrated to sacred rest and spiritual

every seventh day, every seventh month , every employment, the tenth being the Day of Atone

seventh year, and, lastly, the year that came after I ment, while the fifteenth began the Feast of

a
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Sabbatic Year FESTIVALS Sàbbatic Year

"

Tabernacles. ( 1 ) Sacrifices . (a) The usual morn- to learn two things : First, that the earth, though

ing and evening sacrifices, with their meat and created for man, was not merely that he might

drink offerings . (6) The ordinary sacrifice for the turn its powers to his own profit, but that he

New Moon, except the sin offering, viz., two young might be holy to the Lord and participate also in

bullocks, one ram , seven yearling lambs, with his blessed rest ; next, that the goal of life for the

their meat and drink offerings (Num . 28:11, sq.). congregation of the Lord did not lie in that inces

(c) Another festive offering of one young bullock , sant laboring of the earth which is associated with

one ram, seven lambs, with their meat and drink sore toil in the sweat of the brow (Gen. 3:17, 19),

offerings, together with “ one kid of the goats for a but in the enjoyment of the fruits of the earth,

sin offering, to makean atonement for you " (Num. free from care, which the Lord their God gave

29: 1-6 ). (2) Observance. This day was observed and ever would give them if they strove to keep

as a feast day, in the strict sense, by resting from his covenant and to take quickening from his

all work , and as a memorial of blowing of horns, law ” (Keil, Arch. , ii , p. 12). Such an institution

by a holy convocation . In later times , while as the Sabbatic year mightseem , at first sight, to

the drink offering of the sacrifice was being be impracticable. But we are to remember that

poured out, the priests and Levites chanted Psalm in no year was the owner of land allowed to reap

81 , while at the evening sacrifice they sang Psalm the whole harvest (Lev. 19 : 9 ; 23:22 ) . Unless the

29. Throughout the day trumpets were blown remainder was entirely gleaned there might easily

at Jerusalem from morning to evening. In the have been enough to insure quite a spontaneous

temple it was done even on a Sabbath , but not crop the ensuing year, while the vines and olives
outside its walls . “ The Day of Atonement, would yield fruit of themselves. Then, too, the

wbich falls on this month, provides full expiation unavoidable inference from Lev. 25 : 20-22 is that

of all sins and the removal of all uncleanness ; the owners of land were to lay by grain in previous

and the Feast of Tabernacles, beginning five days years for their own and their families' need.

thereafter, provides a foretaste of the blessedness (3) Timê, observance, etc.
The Sabbatic year,

of life in fellowship with the Lord. This sig. like the year of Jubilee, began on the first day

nificance of the seventh month is indicated by tle of the civil year, viz. , the first of the month Tisri.

sounding of trumpets, whereby the congregation Though this was the time fixed for the celebration

presenta memorial of themselves loudly and of the Sabbatic year during the time of the second

strongly before Jehovah, calling on him to vouch- temple, yet the tillage and cultivation of certain

safe the promised blessings of grace in fulfill fields and gardens had already to be left off in the

ment of his covenant (Keil, Arch ., ii , p . 10 ). sixth year . Thus it was ordained that fields upon

The fact that Tisri was the great month for sow- which trees were planted were not to be cultivated

ing might easily have suggested the thought of after the feast of Pentecost of the sixth year,

commemorating on this day the finished work of while the cultivation of grain fields was to cease

creation ; and thus the Feast of Trumpets came to from the feast of the Passover (Mishna, Shebith ,

be regardedas the anniversary of the beginning i, 1-8) . The keeping ofthe Sabbatic year is very

of the world. The rabbins believed that on this distinctly attested by 1 Macc. 6:49, 53, and Jose

day God judges all men , and that they pass before phus, Antiq., xiii, 8, 1 ; xiv, 10, 6 ; xv , 1 , 2, etc.,

him as aflockof sheeppass before a shepherd. and also that it was observed by the Samaritans

3. Sabbatic Year, the septennial rest for (Josephus , Antiq., xi , 8, 6 ).

the land from all tillage and cultivation as enjoined The laws respecting this year were: ( 1 ) That the

by Moses (Exod. 23:10, 11 ; Lev . 25 : 2-7 ; Deut. soil , the vineyards, and the olive yards were to have

15 :1-11 ; 31 : 10-13). ( 1) Names, etc. The four perfect rest (Exod. 23:10, 11 ; Lev. 25 : 2–5 ) . Rab

names given to this festival by Moses express binical regulations carried thelaw to such an extent

feature connected with its observance. that anything planted wittingly or unwittingly had

These names are : ( 1 ) Rest of Entire Rest (Heb. to be plucked up by its roots (Mishna, Terum , ii , 3 ).

jinou nau, Sabbath of Sabbatism , Lev. 25:4, ( 2) That the spontaneous growth of the fields orof

A. V. “ Sabbath of rest " ), because the land was
trees (comp. Isa. 37:30) was for the free use of the

tohave a complete rest from cultivation ; (2) Year poor ,the hireling, stranger, servants, and cattle

of Rest (Heb. jinan nap, Ycar of Sabbatism , fulharvestwaspromised for the sixth year (Lev.25:
( Exod. 23:10, 11 ; Lev.25 :2-5 ). An especially fruit

Lev. 25 : 5 ), because the rest was to extend through 20 , 21 ). ( 3) Thethird enactment enjoins the remis.

the year ; (3 ) Release (Heb. 17023, Deut. 15 : 1 , 2 ) , sion of debts,with the exception of foreigners(Deut.

or more fully the Year of Release (Heb. , 15: 1-4 ): This doesnotseemto denote the entire
renunciation of what was owed, but the not press

179720 Deut. 15:9), because in it all debts were
remitted ; (4) the Seventh Year (Heb. Yaw nay , doesnotforbid the voluntary payment ofdebts,

ing it during the Sabbatic year. This enactment

Deut. 15 : 9), because it was to be celebrated every but their enforced liquidation . Also that no poor

seventh year. (2) Design. The spirit of the Sab ; man should be oppressed by his brother. (4) Finally,

batic year is that of the weekly Sabbath. The at the feast of Tabernacles in this year, the law

rest which the land was to keep in the seventh was to be read to the people — men, women, chil

year was not to increase its fruitfulness by lying dren, and strangers — in solemn assembly before

fallow, nor merely to be a time of recreation for the sanctuary (Deut. 31 : 10-13).

laboring men and beasts, needful and useful as The Sabbatic year seems to have been systemati

this may be. It was rather to afford true spiritual cally neglected. Hence Jewish tradition explains

rest and quickening, with their attendant life and (see 2 Chron. 36:21 ) that the seventy years' cap

blessing. “Thus Israel, as the people of God, was Itivity was intended to make up for the neglect of

some
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Jubilee FESTIVALS Nero Moon

7 a

Sabbatical years . After the return from captivity fields which, unless redeemed .by the owner, had

this year was most strictly observed . been sold and thereby rendered unredeemable (27:

4.Jubilee (Heb. 531", or ba' , yo-bale', a blast 17-21)andreverted to the priests. (3)Manumis

of a trumpet), usually in connection with the year
sion of Israelites. Every Israelite, who through

of Jubilee (Lev.25:28) ; also called the" Yearof poverty had sold himself to one ofhiscountrymen
or to a foreigner settled in the land, if he had

liberty” (Ezek . 46:17). Its relation to the Sab- been unable to redeem himself or had not been

batic year and the general directions for its ob- redeemed by a kinsman, was to go out free with his

servance are found in Lev. 25 :8-16, 23-55. Its children (Lev. 25: 29–35, 39, sq ). Thus ownership

bearing on lands dedicated to Jehovah is given in of a person was changed into a matter of hire (vers.

Lev. 27: 16–25 . It is not mentioned in Deuteronomy, 40, 53). It would seem that there must have been

and the only other reference to it in the Pentateuch a perfect remission of all debts in the year of
is in Num . 36 :4. (1 ) Time. After the lapse of Jubilee from the fact that all persons who were in

seven Sabbaths of years,orseven times seven years, bondage for debt, as well as all landed property of

i . e . , forty-nine years, the trumpet was to sound debtors, were freely returned . “ Thus the Jubilee

throughout the whole land , and the fiftieth year year became one of freedom and grace for all

was to be announced and hallowed as Jubilee year . suffering, bringing not only redemption to the cap

This was not the forty-ninth year, as held by some tive and deliverance from want to the poor , but

chronologists. Decisive against this view is the also release to the whole congregation of the Lord

fact that in Lev. 25:10, sq., not only is the fiftieth fromthe sore labor of the earth , and represent

year expressly named as the year of Jubilee, but ing the time of refreshing (Acts 3:19) which the

the forty-nine years which make seven Sabbatic Lord provides for his people. For in this year

years are expresslydistinguished from it " (Winer, every kind of oppression was to cease and every

R. W. Buch, art. Jubeljahr). (2 ) Observance. It member of thecovenant people find his Redeemer
should be noticed that the observance of Jubilee in the Lord, who brought him back to his posses

was to become obligatory upon the Israelites after sion and family ” (Keil, Arch ., ii, p. 17, 18 ).

they had taken possession of the promised land

and had cultivated the soil for forty-nine years. desh , beginning of month, Num . 10:10 ; 28:11 ).
5. New Moon (Heb. Wh , roshe kho ' .

The ancient Talmudic tradition, which appears
. The ordinary New Moons, i. e , all except the

to be correct, is that the first Sabbatic year

was the twenty -first , and the first Jubilee the seventh, were raised out of the rank of ordinary

sixty -fourth after the Jews came into Canaan, for days, but not to that of festivals. They may be

it took them seven years to conquer it and seven called demifeast days, and will therefore be in.

more to distribute it. The only enactmentas to the serted here. ( 1 ) Origin . Many nations of an

manner of its observance is that it should be an- tiquity celebrated the returning light of the moon

nounced with the blowing of trumpets, the Jubilee with festivities, sacrifices, and prayers. Some

which proclaimed to the covenant nation the think that the object of Moses in providing for

gracious presence of its God. Because the Scrip- this occasion was to suppress heathen celebrations

tures do not record any particular instance of the of the day. There was, however, a deeper mean

public celebration some have denied or questioned ing in this observance. The new moon stood as

whether the law of Jubilee ever came into actual the representative of the month. “ For a single

operation. In favor of its actual observance are : day a burnt offering sufficed, in which the idea of

( 1 ) The probability arising from the observance of atonement was subordinate to the idea of conse

all the other festivals. (2) The law of the inaliena. cration to the Lord. But for the month, in view

bility of landed property really obtained among of sins committed and remaining unexpiated dur

the Hebrews (Num . 36 :4 ,6,7 ; Ezek. 46:17). (3) The ing the course of the past month, a special sin
unanimous voice of Hebrew tradition . (3 ) Laws. offering must be brought for their atonement ; and

The law states three respects in which the Jubilee thus, on the ground of the forgiveness and recon

year was to be hallowed , i. c., separated from ciliation with God thereby obtained , the people

other years : ( 1 ) Rest for soil. No sowing, reap- might be able in the burnt offering to consecrate

ing, nor gathering from the unpruned vine (Lev. their life anew to the Lord. (2 ) Mode of Ascertain .

25:11). Thus the soil enjoyed a holy rest, and ing the New Moon. As the festivals,according to

man was freed from the sore labor of sowing and the Mosaic law, were always to be celebrated on

reaping, and in blessed rest was to live and enjoy the same day of the month, it was necessary to fix

the bounty provided by Jehovah in the sixth year the commencement of the month, which was de

(v. 21). (2) Reversion of landed property (Lev. 25: termined by the appearance of the new moon, for
10-34 ; 27 : 16–24) . The law of Moses provided the new moon was reckoned not by astronomical

that all the promised land was to be divided by calculation, but by actual personal observation.

lot among the Israelites, and that it was to remain On the thirtieth day of the month watchmen were

absolutely inalienable. Therefore, at Jubilee all placed on commanding heights round Jerusalem

property in fields and houses situated in villages to watch the sky. As soon as each of them de

or unwalled towns, which the owner had been tected the moon he hastened to a house in the

obliged to sell through poverty and which had not city which was kept for the purpose, and was

been redeemed (see REDEMPTION ), was to revert there examined by the president of the Sanhedrin .

without payment to its original owner or his law. When the evidence of the appearance wasdeemed

ful heirs. The only exceptions were houses in satisfactory the president rose up and formally

walled cities, which remained with the buyer unless announced it, uttering the words, “ It is conse

redeemed within one year (25:29, 30), and the Icrated . ” The information was immediately sent

>
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The Passover FESTIVALS Unleavened Bread

"

throughout the land from the Mount of Olives by (3 ) Observance. ( 1 ) At the Exodus. At its first in.

beacon fires on the tops of the hills. The religious stitution, just before the Exodus, the keeping of the

observance of the day of the new moon may Passover was as follows: Every head of a family

plainly be regarded as the consecration of a natural chose a male of the first year without blemish

division of time. (3 ) Sacrifices. ( a) The usual from the small cattle, i. e., from the sheep or

morning and evening sacrifices, with their meat goats, on the 10th Nisan (Exod. 12 : 3). Later it

and drink offerings . ( 6 ) Special sacrifices, consist- became the fixed practice to take a lamb. On

ing of two young bullocks, one ram , and seven the 14th Nisan the victim was slain “ between

lambs of the first year, as a burnt offering, with the two evenings ” (Exod. 12 : 6 ) ; according to the

their meat and drink offerings. A goatwas also Karaite Jews between actual sunset and complete

presented as a sin offering , at which time the darkness, but understood by the Pharisees and

priests blew the silver trumpets (Num. 28: 11–15 ; Rabbins as the time when the sun begins to de.

10:10). ( 4) Observance. It is evident fromthe scend to his real setting (from 3 to 6 P. M. ) . A

writings of the prophets and from post -Exilian bunch of hyssop was dipped in the blood of the

documents that the New Moon was an important animal and applied to the two posts and the lintel

national festival. It was often called a feast along of the house where the meal was to be eaten .

with the Sabbath (Psa. 81:3 ; Isa. 1:13 ; Ezek . 46: Then the whole animal, without breaking a bone,

1 ; Hos. 2:11 ) , on which all business ceased (Amos was roasted and eaten by each family, including

8: 5 ) , the pious Israelites waited on the prophets slaves and strangers, if circumcised . If the num

for edification (2 Kings 4:23), many families and ber of the family was too small the neighboring

clans presented their annualthank offerings( 1 Sam. family might unite in the eating. It was eaten

20:6, 29), social gatherings and feasting were in that same night with unleavened bread and bitter

dulged in (vers. 5 , 24 ), and the most devout per- herbs, probably endives, wild lettuce, which are

sons omitted fasting (Judith 8 : 6). eaten by Jews of the present day in Egypt and

IL YEARLY FESTIVALS. These were : Arabia with the paschal lamb. The meal was

1. The Passover and Feast ofUnleavened eaten the same evening, all who partook having
Bread , the most important of the three great their loins girded, shoes on their feet, and a staff

annual festivals of Israel. ( 1) Name and signifi. in hand, ready to march out of Egypt. What of

cation . It was indifferently called the Feast of the lamb could not be eaten was to be burned on

the Passover and the Feast of Unleavened Bread, the morrow , and nothing of it was to be carried

but where the object was to mark the distinction out of the house (12:1-13, 21-23,28 , 43–51 ) . Ac

between the Passover as a sacrifice and as a feast cording to Jewish authorities this was called the

following the sacrifice the latter was designated
“Egyptian passover in distinction from the

the Feast of Unleavened Bread (Lev. 23 : 5 , sq . ) . “ Permanent” passover. The paschal lamb was

The Hebrew word hop, per '- sakh (from no?,paw- the sin offeringsand holyofferings, i. e., it shad
a sacrifice, combining in itself the significance of

sakk', to leap over, figuratively, to spare, show owed reconciliation as well as glad fellowship

mercy) denotes : ( 1) An overstepping ; ( 2 ) The with God ; the lamb suffered instead of the par.

paschal cacrifice by virtue of which the passing takers. There being nofixed sanctuary the houses

over was effected (Exod. 12:21 , 27, 48 ; 2 Chron . were converted into such places of grace or altars,

30:15 ). The paschal meal was on the evening and the blood put on the posts and lintel of the

of the 14th Nisan , while the seven days follow - door was the sign that the house was to be

ing are called the feast of unleavened bread (Lev. spared. With this sparing and reconciliation ac

23:5, 6), hence the expression the morrow of the complished through forgiveness of sins there was

Pussover for the 15th Nisan (Num . 33 : 3 ; Josh. immediately associated the meal, and thus the

5:11 ). The whole feast, including the paschal sacrificium becomes the sacramentum , the sacri

ere, is called the festival of Unleavened Bread ficial flesh ameans of grace. The unleavened

(Exod . 23:15 ; Lev. 23:6 ; Ezra 6:22; Luke 22:1, bread symbolized the spiritual purity, after which

7 ; Acts 12 :3 ; 20:6 ) ; but the simple name Pass- Israel in covenant with the Lord is to strive ; and

over (Heb. peh '-sakh) is the onecommonly used by the bitter herbs were intended to call to mind the

the Jews to the present day for the festival of bitter experiences which the Israelites had suf

unleavened bread (2 Chron.30:15 ; 35: 1, 11 ; Mark fered in Egypt. (2) After the Exodus. The fol

Gr. Tráoxa, a pas'-khah ). (2 ) Institution. lowing supplementary enactments were introduced

The Passover was instituted in memory of Israel's after the Exodus : All male members of the con

preservation from the last plague visited upon gregation were to appear before the Lord with
Egypt (the death of the firstborn) and their de. “ the first of the first fruits (Exod. 23 :14–19 ),

liverance from bondage (Exod. 12 : 1-28 ) . “ The the first sheaf of the harvest to be offered on

deliverance of Israel from Egypt was accompanied " the morrow after the Sabbath ” ( Lev. 23 :4-14) ;

by their adoption as the nation of Jehovah . For those prevented from keeping the Passover on

this a divine consecration was necessary that their the 14th Nisan were to observe it on the four

otward severance from Egypt might be accom- teenth of the following month (Num. 9 :6–14 );

panied by an inward severance from everything of special sacrifices were to be offered each day of

an Egyptian or heathen nature. This consecra- the festival (Num. 28 : 16–25 ) ; the paschal animals

tion was imparted by the Passover, a festival were to be slain in the national sanctuary, and the

which was to lay the foundation of Israel's birth blood sprinkled on the altar instead of the door.

(los. 2:15 ; Exod. 6 :6 , 7 ) into the new life of posts and lintels of the several dwellings (Deut.

grace and fellowship with God and to perpetuate it 19: 1-8 ).

in time to come " (K. and D. , Com ., on Exod. ch. 12). The Feast of Unleavened Bread followed

14: 1 ;
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immediately on the Passover, and lasted seven addition to the regular ritual, special prayers bear .

days, from the 15th to the 21st Nisan (or Abib). ing on the redemption from Egypt, the love of

On each of these days, after the morning sacri- God to Israel , and Israel's obligation to keep the

fice, a sacrifice in connection with the feast was Passover, 'were prescribed for that Sabbath . Mal.

presented ; unleavened bread alone was eaten 3 :1-4 : 6 was read as the lesson of the day, and

(Exod . 12: 15–20 ; 13 : 6-8 ; Deut. 16 : 3-8). (1) Sac- discourses were delivered explanatory of the laws

rifices. (a) The usual morning and evening sac- and domestic duties connected with the festival.

rifices , with their meat and drink offerings. This is likely the Sabbath referred to in John

(6) Two young bullocks, one ram , seven lambs of 19:31 .

the first year, with their meat and drink offerings. (6) The 13th Nisan. On the evening of the

These were presented after the morning sacrifice 13th Nisan, which, until that of the 14th , was

(Num. 28 : 19-24). (2) Convocations. The first called the “ preparation for the Passover ” (John

and seventh days of the feast were celebrated by | 19:14 ), every head of a family searched for and

a holy convocation and resting from work, with collected by the light of a candle all the leaven.

the exception of preparing food . On the inter- Before beginning the search he pronounced the

vening days work might be carried on unless the following benediction : " Blessed art thou, O Lord

weekly Sabbath fell on one of them , in which case our God, King of the universe, who hast sanctified

the full strictness of Sabbath keeping was ob- us with thy commandments, and hast enjoined us

served , and the special feast sacrifice was not pre- to remove the leaven ." After the search ne said ,

sented until after the Sabbath offering. (3) Barley Whatever leaven remains in my possession which

sheaf. On the second feast day ( 16th Nisan ) the I cannot see, behold , it is null, and accounted as

first sheaf of the new harvest (barley) was sym- the dust of the earth . ”

bolically offered to the Lord by waving-not (c) The 14th Nisan. This day , called until the

burned on the altar - accompanied with a lamb of evening the preparation for the Passover, was

the first year for burnt offering, with its meat and also known as the “first day of Passover ” ( Lev.

drink offerings. Previous to this offering neither 23 : 5–7 ) . Handicraftsmen , with the exception of

bread nor roasted grain of the new harvest was tailors, barbers, and laundresses, were obliged to

allowed to be eaten (Lev. 23 : 9-14 ). Those at. cease from work, either from morning or from

tending presented freewill, burnt, and holy offer- noon, according to the custom of the different

ings of sheep and oxen (Exod . 23:15 , sq . ; Deut. places in Palestine . No leaven was allowed to be

16 : 2, sq .), and sacrificial meals were eaten . The eaten after noon, when all that had been found on

feast closed on the 21st, with rest from work and the preceding or this day must be burned . On

a holy convocation. (4) History. Scripture re- the 14th Nisan every Israelite who was physically

cords that the Passover was kept on the evening able, not in a state of Levitical uncleanness, nor

before the Israelites left Egypt ( Exod. 12:28 ), further distant from Jerusalem than fifteen miles,

the second year after the Exodus (Num . 9: 1-5 ) , was to appear before the Lord with an offering in

and then not again until they entered Canaan proportion to his means ( Exod. 23:15 ; Deut.

(Exod. 13 : 5 ; Josh. 5:10) . Only three instances 16:16 , 17). Women , though not legally bound to

are recorded in which the Passover was celebrated appear in the sanctuary, were not excluded from

between the entrance into the promised land and it (1 Sam . 1 : 7 ; Luke 2:41 , 42).

the Babylonian captivity, viz ., under Solomon (d) Offering of the Paschal Lamb. This lamb

(2 Chron. 8:13), under Hezekiah when he restored must, of course, be free from all blemishi, and

the national worship (2 Chron. 30:15), and under neither less than eight days nor more than exactly

Josiah (2 Kings 23:21 ; 2 Chron . 35 : 1–19). But one year old . Each paschal lamb was to serve a

the inference that the Passover was only cele- “ company ” of not less than ten nor more than

brated on these occasions seems the less war- twenty. the representatives of each company going

ranted, that in later times it so punc- to the Temple. The daily evening sacrifice (Exod.

tually and universally observed. (5 ) Post -Exilic 29:38 , 39), usually killed at the eighth hour and a

observance. After the return of the Jews from half (i . e. , 2:30 P. M.), and offered up at the ninth

captivity the celebration of the Passover, like that and a half hour ( i . e. , 3:30 P. m . ) , was on this day

of other institutions, became more regular and killed at 1:30 and offered at 2:30 P. M. , an hour

systematic ; and its laws, rites , manners, and cus- earlier ; and if the 14th of Nisan happened on a

toms faithfully transmitted to us . These were Friday it was killed at 12:30 and offered at 1:30

the same as those in the time of Christ and his P. M., iwo hours earlier than usual, so as to avoid

apostles, and are, therefore, of the utmost impor- any needless breach of the Sabbath .

tance and interest to us in understanding the New
Testament . We give the various practices in Before the incense was burned or the lamps were

trimmed the

connection with the days of the festival on which done on this wise : The first of the three festive divi
schal sacrifice had to be offered . It was

they were respectively observed . sions, with their paschal lambs , was admitted within

(a) The Great Savbath (10th Nisan ) is the Sab- the court of the priests. Each divisionmustconsistof
bath immediately preceding the Passover,and is not less than thirty persons. Immediately the massive

gates were closed behind them . The priests blew a

so called (in the Calendar) because, according to threefold blast from their silver trumpets when the
tradition, the 10th of Nisan, when the paschal Passover was slain . Altogether the scenewasmost im
lamb was to be selected , originally fell on the pressive. All along the court up to the altarof burni

offering priests stood in two rows, the one holding

Sabbath . In later legislation the animal was not golden , the other silver bowls. In these the blood of

required to be set aside four days beforehand, yet the paschal lambs, which each Israelite slew for him
the Sabbath was used for the instruction of the self (as representative of his company at the pascba?

supper ), was caught up by a priest, who handed it to bis
people in the duties of this great festival. In

colleague, receiving back an empty bowl, and so the

Was
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bowls with the blood were passed up to the priest at the close : “Blessed art thou , Jehovah our God , King of

altar, who jerked it in one jet at the base of the altar. the universe , wbo hast redeemed us and redeemed our

While this was going on a most solemn " hyinn " of fathers from Egypt.” The second cup of wine was then

praise was raised, the Levites leading in the song and drunk, and bands were washed a second time, with the

the officers either repeating after, themor merely re- same prayer as before, and one of the two unleavened
sponding. The HALLEL (4. j.),wasrecited the whole cakes broken and " thanks given."
time, and if it was finished before all the paschal ani- Pieces of the broken cake, with "bitter herbs be

mals were slain it might be repeated a second and even tween them, and “ dipped in the charoseth , were

a third time . Ne sacrific were bung up on next handed to eac of the company. This, in all prob

books along the court, or laid on staves which rested on ability, was “ the sop which , in answer to John's in

the shoulders of two men (on Sabbaths they were not quiry about the betrayer, the Lord gave to Judas

laid on staves) , then flayed , the entrails taken out and ( John 13:25, sq . ; Mark 14:22 ; Luke 22:21 ).

cleansed , and the inside fat separated, put in a dish,
salted , and placed on the fire of the altar of burnt offer- The paschal supper itself consisted of the un

ing. This completed the sacrifice . leavened bread, with bitter herbs, of the so -called

** The first division of omicers being dismissed, the sec, Chagigah ( i . e ., a voluntary peace offering made
ond entered , and finally the third , the service in each

case being conducted in precisely the same manner. by private individuals ), and the paschal lamb

Then the whole service concluded by burning the in- itself. After that nothing more was to be eaten,

cense and trimming the lamps for the night." If it was

theSabbath the ürst division waited in the courtof the the last meat partaken of. But since the cessa
so that the flesh of the paschal sacrifice might be

Gentiles , the second between the ramparts , i . e . , the

open space between the walls of the court of the women tion of the paschal sicrifice the Jews conclude

and the trellis work in thetemple, while the third re the supper with a piece of unleavened cake , called

mained in its place...At dark,allwent out to roast the Aphikomen, or after dish . Hands were again
their paschal sacrifices . Jewish

nance the paschal lamb was roasted on a spitofpome- washed, the third cup was filled, and grace after

granate wood, the spit passing through from mouth to meat said . The service concluded with the fourth

If it touched the oven the part so touched must
becutaway, thus carryingout the idea that the lamb cup, over whichthe second portion of the Halleľ

mus : not be defled by any contact with foreign matter. was sung (Psa. 115 , 116 , 117 , 118), the whole end

It was not to be “ sodden ,” because the flesh must re - ing with the so -called " blessing of the song. "
main pure , without the admixture even of water, and

no tone of it was to be broken . ( f ) The 15th Nisan, Unleavened Bread. On

(e) The Paschal Supper. As the guests gath
this day there was a holy convocation, and it was

one of the six days on which, as on the Sabbath ,
ered around the paschal table they were arrayed

in their best festive garments, joyous and at tion, that whileon the Sabbath the preparation
no manner of work was allowed , with this excep

rest, as became the children of a king . To ex. of necessary food was not allowed (Exod. 16 : 5 ,

press this idea the Rabbins insisted that at least 23, 29 ; 35:2, 3), on holy convocation it was per

a part of the feast should be partaken of in a re- mitted (Exod. " 12:16 ; Lev. 23:7 ; Num . 28:18).

cumbent position. The left elbow was placed on The other five days on which the Bible prohibits

the table, the head resting on the hand, with suf- servile work are the seventh of this festival, the

ficient room between each guest for the free day of Pentecost, New Year's Day, and the first

movement of the right hand. This explains in and last of the Feast of Tabernacles.

what sense John "was leaning on Jesus's bosom ,”

and afterward " lying on Jesus's breast,” whenhe offered on this and the following six days two
In addition to the ordinary sacrifices there were

leaned back to speakto him (Luke 22:14, sq .; bullocks, a ram, andseven lambs of thefirst year

John 13:23, 25). The father,or other person pre. (with meat offerings) for a burnt offering , and a

siding, took the place of honor atthe table, prob- goat for asin offering (Num. 28 :19-23) . Besides

ably somewhat raised above the rest.
these public sacrifices voluntary offerings were

The paschalsupper commenced by the head ofthe made by each individual appearing before the
" company ” pronouncing a benediction over the first Lord in Jerusalem (Exod . 23:15; Deut. 16:16 ).
cup of wine, which had been olled for each person . It
was then drunk, and a basın of water and a towel were The Jewish canons prescribed that this freewill

banded round, or the guests got up towash their bands offering should be, 1. A burnt offering, worth not
Jobn 13 :4 , 5, 12 ), after which the blessing belonging less than sixteen grains of corn ; 2. A festive offer
tbereto was pronounced.

These preliminaries ended , atable was brought in , ing of not less value than thirty-two grains; 3. A

upon which was the paschalmeal. The president of the peace, or joyful offering ( Deut. 27:7), the value to
least örst took some ofthe herbs, dipped it in the sauce be determined by the offerer (Deut. 16:16 , 17 ) .
( Heb. charoseth ), ate of it, and gave to the others (Matt.

31:23 ; John 13:26 ). Immediately after this all the dishes ( 9) The 16th Nisan , Cutting Barley Sheaf.

were removed from thetable ( to excite the more This day was also called “ the morrow after the
curiosity), and thesecond cup of wine was filled. Then Sabbath ; ” and on it the omer of the first produce
ibe son asked his father as follows : " Wherefore is this

vight distinguished from all other nights ? For on all of the harvest ( i . e. , barley) was waved before the

other nights we eat leavened or unleavened bread , but Lord (Lev. 23 : 10-14). Though for obvious rea
on this night only unleavened bread ? on all other sons it was customary to choose barley grown in
nights we eat any kind of herbs, but on this night only
bitter herbs ? On all other nights we eatmeat roasted, the sheltered Ashes valley across the Kedron,

stewed , or boiled, but on this pight only roasted ? On there were no restrictions, save that the barley
all other nightswe dip (the herbs) only once, but on

was to be grown in Palestine, and without being
this night twice ? ” In reply the head of the house re
lated the whole national history, commencing with forced by manuring and artificial watering. On

Terah, Abraham's father, Israel's deliverance from the 14th Nisan delegates from the Sanhedrin had
Egypt, the giving of the law ; and the more fully he ex- marked out the spot whence the first sheaf was
plained it all the better .

The paschal dishes were now placed back upon the
to be cut, by tying together in bundles, wbile still

table . The presidenttook up in succession the dish standing, the barley to be reaped. When the

withthePassoverlamb, tbat with the bitter herbs, and time came for cutting the sheaf ( i e. , the evening of
that with the unleavened bread, briefly explaining the the 15th Nisan, even though it was a Sabbath ),
import of each ; the first part of the Hallel was sung

(Psa. 113 aud 114) , with this brief thanksgiving at the I just as the sun went down, three men , each with
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a sickle and basket, set formally to work. In also the time for administering the testing draught

order to bring out all that was distinctive in the to women suspected of adultery ( q. v.), for burn

ceremony, they first asked of the bystanders three ing the red heifer (Num. 19 : 1 , sq .), and for boring

times each of the following questions : Has the the ears of those wishing to remain in bondage.

sun gone down ? ” .“ With this sickle ? ” “ Into this one of these preliminary arrangements is specially

basket ? ” “On this Sabbath ?” and, lastly, “ Shall interesting as recalling the words of the Saviour.

I out ? ”. Having each time been answered in the | Any dead body found in the field was buried

affirmative, they cut down the barley to the where found ; and, as the pilgrims coming to the

amount of one ephah (nearly three and a half feast might have contracted " uncleanness ” by

peeks) . The ears were brought into the court of unwittingly touching such graves, it was ordered

the temple and thrashed out with canes or stalks, that all “sepulchers ” should be “ whitened ”

so that the grains might not be crushed. The month before the Passover. Evidently, it was in ref.

grain was then “ parched ” on a pan perforated erence to what our Lord saw going on around bim

with holes, so that each grain might be touched at the time he spoke, that he compared the Phar .

by the fire, and finally exposed to the wind. It isees to “ whited sepulchers, which indeed ap

was then ground and sifted to the requisite fine pear beautiful outward , but are within full of

ness, which was ascertained by one of the “ Giz- dead men's bones , and of all uncleapness ” (Matt .

barim ” (treasurers) plunging his hand into it , the 23:27) . Two weeks before the Passover, and at

sifting process being continued as long as any of the corresponding time before the other two great

the flour adhered to the hand . In this manner festivals, the flocks and herds were to be tithed

the prescribed omer of four was secured and and the treasure chests publicly opened and

offered in the temple on the 16th Nisan. What- emptied. Lastly, “ many went out of the country

ever was in excess of an omer was redeemed , and up to Jerusalem before the Passover, to purify

could be used for any purpose. The omer of four them selves ” (John 11:55 ; comp. 1 Cor. 11:27, 28) .

was mixed with a “ log ” of oil , and a handful of (6) Present observance. The Jews of to -day

frankincense put upon it , then waved before the continue to celebrate the Passover largely as in

Lord , and a handful taken out and burned on the the days of the second temple. Several days be.

altar (Lev. 2:15 , 16) . This was what is popularly, fore the festival all utensils are cleansed ; on the

though not very correctly, called “ the presenta- eve of the 13th Nisan the master of the house,

tion of the first, or wave sheaf. " with a candle or lamp, searches most diligently

(1 ) The 17th to the 20th Nisan . These days into every hole and crevice of the house to dis.

constituted a half holy day, and were “ the lesser cover any leaven wlich may remain about the

festival.” As regards work during this period all premises. Before doing so he pronounces the

that was necessary for the public interest or to benediction, following with the formal renuncia

prevent private loss was allowed, but no new tion of all leaven , On the 14th Nisan (the Prep

work of any kind for public or private purposes aration Day) all the firstborn males above thir

might be begun. The following work was allowed : teen years of age fast , in commemoration of the

Irrigating dry land ; digging watercourses; repair- sparing of the Jewish firstborn in Egypt. On

ing conduits, reservoirs, roads, market places, this evening the Jews, arrayed in festive gar

baths ; whitewashing tombs,etc. Dealers in fruit, ments, offer up the appointed prayers in the syna

garments, or utensils were allowed to sell privately gogue. Returning to their homes they find them

what was required for immediate use . In the illuminated and the tables spread with the follow

temple the additional sacrifices appointed for the ing food : Three unleavened cakes are put on a

festival were offered up , and the lesser Hallel plate ; a shank bone of a shoulder of lamb, having

was sung instead of the greater . a small bit of meat thereon, and an egg roasted

( i) The 21st Nisan, or the last day of the Pass . hard in hot ashes, are in another dish ; the bitter

over, was observed by a holy convocation , and was herbs are in a third dish, while the sauce (Heb .

celebrated in all respects like the first day, except charoseth ) and salt water, or vinegar, are put into

that it did not commence with the paschal meal. two cups. The whole family, including the serv .

( j) The Second, or Little Passover. Anyone ants, are gathered around the table, and the food,

prevented by Levitical defilement, disability, or with four cups of wine, are partaken of with

distance from keeping the regular Passover might blessings and benedictions. The same service is

observe the “ second ,” or the little Passover,” gone through the following evening, as the Jews

exactly a month later (Num . 9 : 9-12) . In this have doubled the days of holy convocation.

“ second " Passover both leavened and unleavened 2. Pentecost (Gr. IIevantoan , pet-tay-los-tay ,

bread might be kept in the house ; the Hallelwas fiftieth, i. e. , dery ), the second of the three great

not to be sung at the paschal supper ; no Chagigah annual festivals, the others being the Passover

was offered. The supper could not be eaten by and Tabernacles. The most important Bible pas .

any defiled person . sages relating to it are Exod. 23:16 ; Lev. 23 :15–

(k) Release of Prisoners. It is not certain 22 ; Num . 28: 26-31 ; Deut. 16 : 9–12 . ( 1) Names

whether the release of a prisoner at the Passover and signification. This festival is called : 1. The

(Matt. 27:15 ; Mark 15 : 6 ; Luke 23:17 ; John 18:39) Feast of Weeks (Exod. 34:22 ; Deut. 16:10 , 16 ;

was a custom of Roman origin , or whether it was 2 Chron. 8.13), because it was celebrated seven com

an old Jewish usage, which Pilate allowed them to plete weeks, or fifty days, after the Passover (Lev .

retain . 23:15 , 16) . 2. The Feast of Harvest (Exod. 23:16),

( 1) Preparations for the Passover. A month because it concluded the harvest of the later

previous (the 15th Adar) bridges and roads had grains. 3. The day of first fruits (Num . 28 :

been repaired for the use of pilgrims. This was 1 26), because the first loaves made from the new
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grain was then offered on the altar (Lev. 23:17) . two tenths ofan ephah of new four (Lev. 23:17) .

(2) Origin and import. The Scriptures donot clearly (d) With the loaves were presented : A kid of the

attach any historical signification to this festival, goats for a sin offering and two lambs for a peace

but seem to teach that Pentecost owes its origin offering. The firstling loaves, with the two lambs

to the harvest which terminated at this time. It (peace offering), were devoted to the Lord, by

is to be expected that, in common with other na waving, as a thank offering for the harvest which

tions of antiquity who celebrated the ingathering had been gathered in during the seven previous

of grain by offering to the Deity, among other weeks . The words, “ Ye shall bring out of your

firstling offerings, the fine four of wheat, the habitations wave loaves ” (Lev . 23:17), are not to

Jews would recognize Jehovah's bounty with the be understood as if every head of a house was to

first fruits of their harvest. The Jews, at least bring two such loaves, but that the two loaves

as early as the days of Christ, connected with the were presented for the whole people. “ Out of

Passover, and commemorated on the 6th Sivan , your habitations " appears to mean that they were

the giving of the Decalogue. It was made out to be loaves prepared for the daily nourishment of

from Exod.ch . 19 that the law was delivered on the the house, and not specially for a holy purpose,or

fiftieth day after the Exodus. It has been con- paid for out of the treasury. Freewill offerings,

jectured that a connection between the event and presented by each person in proportion to the

the festival may possibly be hinted at in the ref- blessings received from God . These might be

erence to the observance of the law in Deut. 16:12. burnt,meat,drink, or thank offerings (Deut.16:10).

The Pentecost was essentially linked to the Pass. This festival was to be a season of rejoicing, in

over — that festival which , above all others, ex- which were to share the children, men and maid

pressed the fact of a race chosen and separated servants, the Levites, the stranger, the fatherless,

from other nations — and was the solemn termina and the widow (Deut. 16:11 ) . Israel was also to re

tion of the consecrated period. (3 ) The time of call their bondage in Egypt and admonished to keep

the festival. The time fixed for celebrating the the divinelaw (Deut. 16:12). (5 ) Observance, Post

Pentecost is the fiftieth day from “the morrow Exilian. From Acts (2 : 9-11 ) we infer that, perhaps

after the Sabbath ” of the Passover (Ler. 23:11 , more than to any other great festival , the Jews

15, 16 ; or, as given in Deut. 16: 9 , seven full came from distant countries to Jerusalem . On the

weeks after the sickle was put to the corn. The day before Pentecost the pilgrims entered Jerusa

precise meaning of the word Sabbath in this con- lem ,and the approach of the holy convocation was

nection, which determines the date for celebrating proclaimed in theevening by blasts of the trumpets.

this festival, has been from time immemorial a The great altar was cleansed in the first watch ,

matter of dispute. The Bæthusians and the Sad- and immediately after midnight the temple gates

ducees in the time of the second temple, and the were thrown open. Before the morning sacrifice

Karaites since the 8th century of the Christian era, all burnt and peace offerings broughtbythe people

have taken “ Sabbath ” in the sense of the seventh were examined by the priests. The following

day of the week , and have maintained that the order was observed for the various sacrifices :

omer was offered on the day following thatweekly (a) The regular morning sacrifice . ( 6 ) The festive

Sabbath which might happen to fall within the offerings, as prescribed (Num . 28:26–30) ; the

seven days of the Passover. This would make Levites chanting the Hallel, in which the people

Pentecost always come on the first day of the joined. (c) The firstling loaves, with their accom

week. Against this many arguments are present- panying offerings. These loaves were prepared as

ed, showing that such an opinion involves many follows : " Three seals of new wheat were brought

arbitrary and improbable arrangements. Com to the temple, thrashed like other meat offerings,

menting on Lev. 23 : 15–22, K. and D. ( Com ., in ground and passed through twelve sieves, and the

loco) say that “ Subbaths (v. 15) signifies weeks. remainder was redeemed and eaten by anyone.

Consequently, the morrow after the seventh Sab . Care was taken that the flour for each loaf should

bath ' (v. 16 ) is the day after the seventh week, be taken separately from one and a half seah ;

not after the seventh Sabbath .” It is therefore that it should be separately kneaded with luke

evident that the Jews, who during the second warm water (like all thank offerings), and sepa

temple kept Pentecost fifty days after the 16th rately baked in the temple itself. The loaves were

Nisan, rightly interpreted the injunction in Lev . made the evening preceding the festival; or, if

23: 15–22. The fiftieth day, according to the Jew- that fell on the Sabbath , two evenings before.

ish canons, may fall on the 5th , 6th, or 7th of These loaves, with the two lambs, formed part of

Sivan . (4 ) Observance, Pentateuchal. The Mo. the same wave offering. ” (d) The freewill offer.

saic ordinances provided that on the day of Pente ings of the people, which formed the cheerful and

cost there was to be a holy convocation, on which hospitable meal of the family, and to which the

no manner of work was to be done ; all the able . Levite, the widow, the orphan, the poor, and the

bodied men of the congregation to be present (un- stranger were invited. (6) Present day observ

less legally precluded) at the sanctuary, and a ance. This festival is annually and sacredly kept

special sacrifice offered (Lev. 23 : 15–22 ; Num . by the Jews on the 6th and 7th Sivan-i . e . , be

28:26-31 ). The sacrifices offered were : ( a) The tween the second half of May and the first half of

morning and evening sacrifices, with their meat June, thus prolonging it to two days. In accord

and drink offerings . (6) A burnt offering, con- ance with the injunction in Lev. 23:15, 16, the

sisting of seven lambs, one young bullock, two Jews regularly count every evening the fifty days

rams, with their meat and drink offering ( Lev. from the second day of Passover until Pentecost,

23:18 ; Num . 28:26, sq. ). (c) Then was presented and recite a prayer over it. The three days pre

the two wave loaves, the new meat offering, of ceding the festival, on which the Jews commem

"

>
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orate the giving of the law, are called the three off from Israel (Lev. 23:27-32). The chronologi

days of separation and sanctification , because the cal link connecting the Day of Atonement with the

Lord commanded Moses to set bounds about the death of Aaron's sons (Lev. 10: 1-5) was intended

mount, and that the people should sanctify them to point out that event as leading thereto, and also

selves three days prior to the giving of the law to show the importance and holiness attached to

(Exod . 19:12, 14, 23). an entrance into the inmost sanctuary of God

On the preparation day the synagogues and private (Lev. 16:1, 2). (3) Sacrifices. From Lev. 16:54

houses are adorned with flowers and odoriferousherbs; 28 ; Num . 29:7–11, it would appear that the sacri

the males purify themselves by immersion and confes- fices for the day were asfollows: ( a) The ordinary

sion of sins, put ou festive garments,and resortto the morning sacritice . (6) The expiatory sacrifices for
synagogue, where, after the evening prayer, the hal

lowed nature of the festival is proclaimed by thecantor the priesthood , viz. , a young bullock. ( c) The sin

inthe blessing pronounced over a cup of wine. The offering for the people, a kid of the goats for

same is alsodone by every head ofa family beforethe Jehovah and another for Azazel. ( d ) The festive
evening meal . After supper, either in the synagogue
or in private houses,the reading of Scripture continues burnt offerings of the priests and people, and,

all night, the reasongiven being that, when God was with them , another sin offering. ( e) The ordinary

about to revealhis.awtoIsrael, he had to wakenthem evening sacrifice. Of course, if the Day of Atone
from sleep, and to remove that sin they now keep awake

during the night.
ment fell on a Sabbath , besides all these, the

In the general festivalservice of the morning special ordinary Sabbath sacrifices were offered. ( 4 ) Cere

prayers are inserted for the day, which setforth the monies. ( 1 ) Preparation . The center point of

glory ofthe Lawgiver and of Israel ; the great Hallel is this feast was the expiation offered by the high

recited ; the lesson from the law (Exod . 19 : 1 , 20, 26 ) ,

the Maphtir (Num . 18:26-31), avd the lesson from the priest after the morning sacrifice. In later times,

prophets (Ezek. 1:1-28,3:12 ) , are read; the evening praye at least, the high priest underwent a special prep

(Musaph) is offered , and the benediction is received by aration for this service. Seven days before he

the congregation, their heads covered by the fringed
wrapper . Onthe second evening they again resort to had left his own home and taken up his residence

the synagogue,use the ritual for the festivals, in which in the temple chambers. A substitute was pro

are again inserted specialprayers for this occasion, vided , lest the high priest should die or become

chiefly on the greatness of God and the giving of the

law and the Decalogue. Thesanctificationof the festi- Levitically unclean. During this week he prac

val is again pronounced , both by the prelector in the ticed the various priestly duties, such as sprin

synagogue and the heads of the families at home. kling the blood, burning incense, lighting the lamps,

Prayers different from those of the first day, also cele

brating the giving of the law ,aremingled with the offering the daily sacrifices, etc.; for every part

ordinary prayers ; the Hallel is recited, as wellas the of the service on Atonement Day devolved upon

book of Ruth; the lesson read from the law is Deut. the high priest, and he must make no mistake.

15 : 19–16 :17 , and the lesson from the prophets is Hab.
12:20–3:19, or 3:1-19 ; prayer is offered for departed rela: Further, he was to abstain from all that could

tives ; the Musaph Ritual is recited ; the priests pro- render him unclean or disturb his devotions. On

nounce the benediction ,and the festival concludes after the morning of the Day of Atonement the high

the afternoon service, as soon as the stars appear or priest bathed his entire person ; not in the place

3. Atonement, Day of (Heb. 672927 bi", setapart for him . He then put on the holy gar
ordinarily used by the priests, but one specially

yome hak-kip -poor-eem ), the day appointed for a ments — the coat, drawers, girdle, and head dress

yearly, general, and perfect expiation for all the of white cloth - thus signifying that he was en.

sins and uncleannesswhich might remain, despite tirely cleansed from the defilement of sin and

the regular sacrifices . (1 ) Signification . The arrayed in holiness. (2 ) Expiatory rites. Every.

Levitical ritual was a constant reminder that thing being in readiness, the high priest slew the

“ The law can never, with those sacrifices bullock (the sin offering for himself and his

which they offer year by year continually, make house ), then filled a censer (coal pan, Exod. 25:38)

the comers thereunto perfect ” (Heb. 10 : 1). Even with burning coals from the altar of burnt offer.

with the most scrupulous observance of the pre- ings, and, putting two handfuls of incense into a
scribed ordinances many sins and defilements vase, bore them into the holy of holies. He

would still remain unacknowledged, and therefore poured the incense upon the coals, “ that the

without expiation. This want was met by the ap. cloud of the incense may cover the mercy seat.”

pointment of a yearly, general, and perfect expia- As burning incense was a symbol of prayer, this

tion of all the sins and uncleanness which had re- covering of the mercy seat with the cloud of in

mained unatoned for and uncleansed in the course cense was a symbolical covering of the glory of

of the year (Lev. 16:33) . Thus on the Day of the Most Holy One with prayer to God, and thus

Atonement Israel was reconciled unto Jehovah , served as protection to the worshiper. The high

which was necessary before the Feast of Taber- priest now returned to the altar of burnt offering

nacles , which feast prefigured the ingathering of to fetch some of the blood of the bullock, which

all nations. In connection with this point it may he sprinkled upon the mercy seat (“ eastward,”

also be well to remember that the Jubilee year Lev. 16:14 ) and seven times upon the ground be

was always proclaimed on the Day of Atonement | fore it . After this he slew the goat selected for

(Lev. 25 :9). (2) Time. The tenth day of the a sin offering, and did with its blood as with the

seventh month, or l'ishri (October), and the fifth blood of the bullock, viz. , sprinkled it upon and

day before the Feast of Tabernacles, was the Day before the mercy seat. He thus made atonement

of Atonement (Lev. 16 : 1-34 ; Num . 29: 7–11 ) . The for the holy of holies, because of the uncleanness

day was a high Sabbath, on which no work was of both priests and people (v. 16). He was now

done ; and all the people were to affict their souls , required to atone for the “ tabernacle of the con

i . e . , to fast ( from the evening of the 9th to the gregation " ("* tent of meeting." R.V.) , which he

evening of the 10th ), under penalty of being cut | did by sprinkling the blood of both the bullock

darkness sets in.

1 )
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and the goat , first on the horns of the golden al- Day of Atonement, provide a cock which is slain

tar once, and then seven times toward the altar, by an inferior rabbi ; the person whose property

on the ground (see Exod. 30:10 ). Atonement it is then takes the fowl by the legs , swings it

having been made for the building, the high priest over the heads of himself and company, and at

was to expiate the altar of burnt offering, which the same time prays to God that the sins com

he did by first putting some of the blood of the mitted by them during the year may enter the

bullock and the he -goat upon the horns of the fowl. This fowl seems to be a substitute for the

altar, and sprinkling it seven times . Thus the scapegoat of old . In the evening, after a sump

dwelling, the court,and all the holy things were tuous repast, they go to the synagogue dressed in

espiated and cleansed. The question how often their best. After a blessing by the clerk each

the high priest on this day went into the holy of contributes toward the free gift offering, after

holies is not of great importance. The biblical which begins the evening prayer, the reader, the

account seems to indicate that he entered four chief rabbi, and many of the congregation clad

times : 1. With the incense, while a priest con- with the shroud in which they are to be buried ,

tinued to agitate the blood of the bullock lest it continuing in prayer and supplication for upward

should coagulate; 2. With the blood of the bul. of three hours. Some remain all night , and those

lock ; 3. With the blood of the goat ; 4. To bring who go to their homes come again in the morning

the censer, which, according to the Talmud, was at five o'clock and remain until dark . The fol.

done after the evening sacrifice. The high priest lowing is the order for the day: Morning prayers ;

then, going out into the court of the tabernacle, the usual prayers and supplications peculiar to the

laid his hands on the head of the scapegoat, con- day ; reading the portion from Lev. 16 , the maph

fessing over it all the sins and transgressions of ter (Num . 19: 7–11 ), the portion from the prophets

the people. It was led away, by a man standing ( Isa. 57:14 to end of ch. 58 ; the prayer of the

ready, into the wilderness, and there let go free, musaph, i. e. , addition, which makes mention of

to signify the carrying away of Israel's sins which the additional sacrifices (Num . 29: 7), and suppli

God had forgiven. See Azazel. (3 ) Festive offer cates Jehovah to be propitious; the offering of

ings. He then went into the tabernacle, took off the day from Num . 29 :7–27. They abstain from

his white garments, laid them down there (because food altogether during the day. See Expiation.

they were only to be worn in the expiatory ritual 4. Tabernacles, Feast of, the third of the

of this day), washed himself “ in the holy place great annual feasts, theother two being the Pass

(in the laver of the court), put on his usual official over and Pentecost. ( 1) Names. ( 1 ) The Fes

robes, and completed his own and the people's tival of Tents (Heb. DiDog IT, khag has-sook

burnt offering in the court, at the same time
burning the fat of the sinofferings on the altar. kohth ', A. V. “ Feast of Tabernacles," 2 Chron . 8:

But both of the sin offerings were carried without | 13 ; Ezra 3 :4 ; Zech . 14:16, 18 , 19) ; Gr. oknot

the camp and burned , with skin, flesh, and dung. nyía, skay-nop-ayg-ee'-ah, John 7: 2 ), because the

The persons who had taken the live goat into the Israelites were commanded to live in booths dur

wilderness and burned the sin offerings outside ing its continuance (comp. Lev. 23:43) . ( 2) The

the camp were, before they returned into it , to Feast of Ingathering (Heb. 5790XT ID , khag har

washtheir clothes and bathe their bodies (Lev. aw -seef ', Exod. 23:16; 34:22), because it was held

16: 2–29). “ This act of expiation for the people after theingathering of the harvest and fruits.
and the holy places being finished, there was pre

sented immediately before the evening sacrifice, (3) The Festival of Jehovah (Heb. 177.7? , khag

according to Jewish tradition , the offering pre- yen -ho-vaw ', Lev . 23:39, or simply the festival

scribed for the feast of the day, a goat as sin of. ( 1 Kings 8 : 2 ; 2 Chron. 5 :3), because it was the

fering, a bullock, a ram, and several lambs as most important or well known. The principal

burnt offerings, with the corresponding meat and passages referring to this feast are: Exod. 23:16 ;

drink offerings (Num . 29:7, 11), and therewith the Lev. 23 : 34-36, 39-43 ; Deut. 16:13–15 ; 31: 10

feast of the day was closed.”. According to the 13 ; Neh. ch. 8. (2) Origin and import. The

Rabbins the high priest on this day ( 1 ) Performed origin of this feast is by ' some connected with

all the duties of the regular daily service ; Succoth, the first balting place of the Israelites

( 2) Sprinkled the blood eight times, once toward on their march out of Egypt, and the booths are

the ceiling and seven times on the floor; (3) After taken to commemorate those in which they lodged

returning the third time from the holy of holies for the last time before they entered the desert

to the holy place he sprinkled the blood of bul- | (Stanley, Sinai and Palestine, Appendix, 89). It

lock and goat toward the veil, mixed the blood of was ordered by Moses in the regulations he gave

the two victims together, sprinkled the altar of to the Israelites respecting their festivals, and

incense with the mixture, pouring out what re- unites two elements : 1. The ingathering of the

mained at the foot of the altar of burnt offering ; labor of the field ( Exod. 23:16), the fruit of the

(4 ) The two goats were similar in appearance (size earth (Lev. 23:39), or the ingathering of the

and value). The lots with which they were thrashing floor and the vine press (Deut. 16:13 ),

chosen were originally of boxwood, later of gold ; and the dwelling in booths, which were to be mat.

(5) The high priest, as soon as he received the sig. ters joy to Israel ( Lev, 23:41 ; Deut. 16:14)

nal that the goat had reached the wilderness, read The dwelling in booths was to be a reminder

some lessons from the law, and offered prayer; to them of the fatherly care and protection of

(6 ) Very strict rules are given by the Mishna for Jehovah while Iurael was journeying from Egypt

the fasting of the people. (5 ) Modern observ. to Canaan (Deut. 8 : 9 , sq .). “ In comparison with

ance. The strict Jews, on the day previous to the the house of boudage ' the dwelling in booths on
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the march through the wilderness was in itself an the Feast of Tabernacles began to be strictly and

image of freedom and happiness ” (K. and D. , generally kept, and more minute definitions and

Com. , in loco ) . Such a reminder of God's loving more expanded applications of the concise Penta

care and Israel's dependence would, naturally, teuchal injunction were imperatively demanded, in

keep the Israelites from pride and self- conceit. order to secure uniformity of practice, as well as

(3) Time of festival. It began on the 15th of to infuse devotion and joy into the celebration.

Tisri (the seventh month ), five days before the
It was ordained that the booth must be a detached

Day of Atonement, and although, strictly speak- and temporary habitation, constructed for the festival

ing, it lasted only seven days (Deut . 16:13 ; Lev. and not for permanent residence ; the interior must
23:36 ; Ezek. 45:25) , another day was added ( Neh. neither be higherthan twenty cubitsnor lower than ten

8:18 ) . ' This day was observed with a Sabbatic thatched asto admit the view of the sky and the stars,
palms ; it must bave not less than three walls, and so

rest. (4) Observance. To distinguish between and the part open to the rays of the sun was not toex

the Pentateuchal enactments and the rites , cere ceed the part shaded by the cover ; it must not be under

monies, etc. , which gradually obtained , we divide a tree, covered with a cloth , or with anything which
contracts deflement or does not derive its growth from

the description of its observance into three sec- the ground . The furniture of the booths must be of the

tions : ( 1) Mosaic. On the first day of the feast plainest, and only such as was fairly necessary. Every

booths were constructed of fresh branches of fruit Israelite was to dwell in thebooth during thewhole of

the seven days of the festival, while his house was to be

and palm trees, “boughs of thick trees,” i . e ., only his occasioval abode;andhewas only to quit the
thick with leaves and willows . These were located booth when it rained heavily. Even a child , as soon as it
in courts, streets, public squares, and on house ceases to be dependent upon its mother, must dwell io

the booth . The only persons exempt were those de

roofs . In these every home-born Israelite was to puted on pious missions, invalids, nurses, women, and

dwell during the festival , in memory of their infants.

fathersdwelling in booths after their exodus from There was a controversy between the Pharisees and

Egypt (Lev. 23:40 ; Neh . 8:15) . The day was also Sadducees respecting the useof the branches of trees
mentioned in Lev. 23:40 ; the latter, from Neh . 8:15, 16,

tobe observed as a Sabbath and a holy convoca- understanding them to be for the erectionof thebooths,

tion , in which no secular work was to be done, while the Pharisees applied them to what the wor

andall able -bodied male members of the congre- that the æthrog, or citron,was " the fruit of the goodly
shipers were to carry in their bands. The Rabbins ruled

gation not legally precluded were to appear before trees, and " the boughs of thick trees meant the

the Lord. The booth in Scripture is not an image myrtle, provided it had not more berries than leaves. "

of privation and misery, but of protection , preser: in his right the lulub,or palm ,with myrtle andwillow
Every worshiper carried the throg in his left hand , and

vation , and shelter from heat, storm , and tempest branch on either side of it, tied together on the outside

(Psa. 27 : 5 ; 31:20 ; Isa . 4 :6 ). The following is a with its own kind , though on the inside it might be fas

The lulab was used intable of the sacrifices offered during this festival : tened even with a gold thread .
the temple on each of the seven festive days ; even chil

Goats, sin dren , if able to shake it, being bound to carry one .

Day. Bullocks. Rams. Lambs. offering. 14th Tisri. This was the day before the feast and

1st . 13 2 14 1 was the Preparation Day. On this day the pilgrims
came to Jerusalem and prepared all that was necessary

2d . 12 14 1
for the solemn observance of the festival. When the

3d . 11 14 1 evening set in the blasts of the priest's trumpets on the

4th .. 10
14 1 temple mount announced the advent of the feast . As

5th ..

at the Passover and at Pentecost the altar of burnt offer
9 14 1

ing was cleansed during the first night watch , and the

6th .. 14 1 temple gates were thrown open immediately after mid

7th... 7 14 1 night. The time till the beginning of the ordinary

moruing sacrifice was occupied in examining the vari .

ous sacritices and offerings that were to be brought dur

Total .... 70 14 98 7 ing the day. If this day was the Sabbath all lulabs had

1 17 1 to be deposited somewhere in the temple, as it was con
trary to law to carry the palms on the Sabbath from the

Each bullock, ram , and lamb was accompanied booths of the pilgrims to the temple.

with its prescribed meat and drink offering. The prepared a priest, accompanied by a joyous procession
15th Tisri. While the morning sacrifice was being

above sacrifices were offered after the regular with music, went down to the PoolOfSiloam , whence
morning sacrifice (Num . 29 : 12-34). Every Sab . hedrew water into a golden pitcher capable of holding

batical year the law was to be read publicly in the from a golden vessel in the temple itself,to which ithad
three logs. On the Sabbaths the water was brought

sanctuary on the first day of the festival ( Deut. been carried from Siloam the preceding dny. At the

31:10-13 ). The six following days were half fes- same time that the procession started for Siloam an

tivals, probably devoted to social enjoyments and otherwent to a place in Kedron valley (i. e., Motza),
whence they brought willow branches. These they stuck

friendly gatherings, when every head of a family on either side ofthe great altar, bending them over so

was to extend hospitality, especially to the poor as to form a canopy. The priest who had gone toSiloam

so timedhis return as to join his brother priests as they
and the stranger (Deut. 16:14 ). To these seven

carried the sacrifice to the altar. On reaching the water

days there wasadded an eighth, the twenty-second gatehe was welcomed by three blasts of the trumpet.
of the month, as the close of the feast. This day Heascended the steps of the altar with another priest,

was observed with a Sabbatic rest and holy con
who carried a pitcher of wine for a drink offering.
They turned to the left, where there were two silver

vocation, but had only a simple sacrifice, similar basins with holes in the bottom ; the basin for thewater
to the first and tenth days of the seventh month at the westwith a narrower hole, that for the wine at
(Num . 29 : 35-38 ). See table of sacrifices above. the east with wider hole,so that both might get empty
There is only one instance recorded of this festival at the same time. Into these respective basins thewater

and wine were poured ; the people shouting to the

being celebrated between the entrance into the priest, “ Raise thy hand ," to show that hereally poured

Promised Land and the Babylonian captivity thewater into the basin. The reason for this was that
Alexander Jannæus, a Sadducee (about 95 B. C. ) , had

( 1 Kings 8: 2 ; 2 Chron. 7 :8-10; Neh . 8:17). shown bis contempt for the Pharisees by pouring the

(2) Post- Exilic. After the Bahylonian captivity water upon theground . He was pelted by thepeople

2

2

2

2

2

8th ...
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with their cethrogs, and the soldiers being called in palm branches and beat them to pieces at the side of the

Dearly six thousand Jews were killed in the temple. altar, from which the day was called theday of willows,

As soon as the altar was decorated with the willow and the branch -thrashing day . This over, the chil

branches the meruing sacrifice was offered, followed by dren who were present threw away their palms and

tbe special festive sacrifices. While these sacrifices ate up their æthrogs, or citrons ; on the afternoon of

were being offered the Levites chanted the Great this day the pilgrims began to move the furniture from

Hallel , as at the Passover and Pentecost. When the the booths, the obligation to dwell in them ceasing at

choir came to the words, " O give thanks unto the that time. This, the great Hosanna day, was regarded

Lord " (Psa . 118 : 1 ) , and again when they sang, " O work as one of the four days whereon God judges theworld .

then now salvation , Jehovah ” (Psa . 118 :25 ) , and once It seems altogether probable that it was on this day that

more at the close , " O give thanks unto the Lord " ( Psa . Jesus uttered those memorable words, “ If any man

118 : 29), all the worshipers shook their lulabs toward thirst, let him come unto me, and drink ( Job

the altar. The chant finished, the priests marched 7:37) .

around the altar, exclaiming, “ Hosanna, o Jehovah ; 220 Tisri. This eighth day was added as the close of

give us help, O Jehovah, give prosperity " (Psa. 118:25 ). the festival , and was observed with Sabbatic rest and
The benediction was then pronounced and the people holy convocation. It had only a simple sacrifice (sim

dispersed , amid the repeated exclamation , " How ilar to the first and tenth day of the seventh month ; see

beautiful art thou, O altar ! ” or, “ To Jebovab and table of sacrifices above). The people dwelt no longer

thee, O altar , we give thanks ! ” This prayer for succor in booths, the joyful procession for the drawing of

was applied to Christ, when the multitude greeted water was discontinued, the illumination of the court

DUMU

EU

Booths Upon Housetops.

Jesus on his entry into Jerusalem (Matt. 21 :8, 9 ; John of the women ceased, and the palms and willows were
12:12, 13 ) . not used .

Each pilgrim betook himself to his booth , there to The ceremony of drawing the water was repeated

enjoy bis social repast with the Levite, the stranger, every morningduring the seven days of the festival,

etc. On the first day of the festival every Israelite car- but was discontinued on the eighth .

ried about his lulah, or palm, all day - to the synagogue,

on his visits to the sick and mourners .
When the Feast of Tabernacles fell on a Sab

16th to 20th Tisri, called also the niiddle days of the

feast (John 7:14), or the lesser festival. These days batic year the reading of portions of the law

Were ball holy days, on which necessary food or raiment (Deut. 31:10-13) was afterward confined to one
might be privately purchased,and work required for book of the Pentateuch, the number of syna
the observance of the festival might be performed .

During these days thesacrifices were offered , the palm gogues in which the law was read every week ren

and the citron were used , and the priests marched dering it less needful to read extensive portions in
mund the altar ason the frst day of the festival, with the temple .
this exception,that the number of animals offered that on the first seven days all the twenty-four

A peculiarity of this festival was

diminished daily .

21st Tisri, or the last day of the feast (but according orders of the priests officiated,while at all the
to some authorities this title was given to the 22d Tisri). other festivals only those served upon whom the

This seventh dayof the festivalwas distinguished from lot fell (comp. 1 Chron . 24:7–19 ). On the eighth
the other days as follows : After the Musaph , or special

festival sacrifices of the day, the priests marchedseven day the twenty -four orders were not all present;
times around the altar, instead of once, as on other only those upon whom the lot fell . As the close

days ; the willows which surrounded the altar were ofthe first day of the feast was celebrated,the
then so thoroughly shaken by the people that the leaves
lay thickly onthe ground ; the people also brought I “ joy of the pouring out of water, " the worship
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ers descended to the court of the women , where that of ordinary days, a few prayers beinginsertedin
great preparations had been made. Fourgolden the regular formula ; lessons are read on eachday,and

the procession goes round the ark .

candelabras were there, each with four golden The seventh day, i. e., the Great Hosanna , is cele

bowls, against each candelabra a ladder resting, brated with peculiar solemnity, inasmuch as it is be

upon them standing four lads from the rising lieved that on this day God decrees the weather, or,

rather, the rain , for the future harvest. On the evening

youth of the priests, with pitchers of oil, where previous every Israelite supplies himself with a small

with they fed the lamps, while the cast-off breeches bunch of willows tied with palm bark. Somepious
and girdles of the priests served for wicks. Jews read all night from Deuteronomy, the Psalms,

The light from these lamps illuminatedthe whole theMishna, etc., and are immersed before themorning

prayer. Candles are lighted at the time of morning

city, and around them danced distinguished men, service,and after the morning prayer (similar to those

with lighted torches in their hands, singing of the precedingdays) seven scrolls are taken from the
ark, from one of which the lesson is read . After prayer

hymns and songs of praise. The Levites, sta
the procession , beaded by the rabbi and the legate, with

tioned on the fifteen steps which led into the those carrying the scrolis, goes seven times round the

court, and corresponding to the fifteen psalms of ark, or the reading desk, reciting the Hosannas and

degrees, i . e. , steps (Psa. 120–134) , accompanied waving their palms. The palms are then laid down
the .

the songs with harps, psalteries, cymbals, and On the evening of the seventh day the festival com

other musical instruments . The dancing, as well menceswhich concludes the whole cycle of the feast.
as the music, continued until daybreak. It is being a day of holy convocation , the Kiddûsh ( 1. e.,

proclamation ) of its sanctity is offered . On the follow:

probable that Jesus referred tothiscustom when ing morning, in the synagogue, the prayers of the inst

he spoke those well-known words, “ I am the light twodays are offered; the special lesson of the day is

of the world ” (John 8:12). read ; the Musaph, or additional prayer, is offered, and

(3 ) Since the Dispersion. Save the adaptation longer take their meals in the booths on this day.
the priests pronounce the benediction. The people no

On

of the rites to the altered condition of the nation , the evening of this daybegins the festival called the

the Jews of the present day continue to celebrate Rejoicing of the Law . The eighteen benedictions are

the Feast of Tabernacles as in the daysof the recited,anthe scrolls taken from the ark, into which a
lighted candle is placed . A procession of distinguished

second temple. members is beaded by the legate ; they hold the scrolls

As soon as the Day of Atonement is over every Ortho- in their bands and go around the reading desk ; the

dox Jew begins to erect his booth in which he and his scrolls are then put back into the ark, except the one

family are to take up their abode during the festival, placed upon thedesk, from which is read the lastchap

and he also provides himself with a lulab ( palm ) and
ter of Deuteronomy, all persons in the synagogue being

@throg (citron ). The festival commences on the eve of called to thereading,including children. Theevening
14th Tisri ( Preparation Day ), all the Jews, attired in service over, the children leave the synagogue in pro
festive garments,resortingto the synagogues,where, cession, carrying banners with sundry Hebrew inscrip
after the evening prayer, the hallowed nature of the tions.

festival is proclaimed by the cantor in the blessing pro On the following morning the Jews resort again to

nounced over the wine . After the evening service the synagogue, recite the Hallel after the eighteen

every family resorts to its booth , which is illuminated benedictions. empty the ark of all its scrolls , put a
and 'adorned with leaves and fruit, and in which the lighted candle into it, and, with the scrolls, go roundthe
Arst festive meal is taken. Beforethis is eaten the head reading desk, amid jubilant songs. The scrolls are re

of the family pronounces the sanctity of the festival turned to the ark , with the exception of two, from one

over a cup of wine. Eachmemberof the familywashes of wbich is read Deut. ch. 33, whereunto four persons

his hands, pronouncing the prescribed benediction are at first called ; then all the little children , and then

while drying them, and all begin to eat. Orthodox again several adults . The first of these is known as the

Jews sleep in the booths all night.
Bridegroom of the Law, and after the cantor bas ad

The following morning, the first day of the feast, they dressed bim in a lengthy Hebrew formula the last verses

resort to the synagogue, holding the palms and citrons of the Pentateuch are read , the reading being followed

in their hands, laying them down during the former by all the people exclaiming, be strong ! Gen. 1 :1-2:3

part of theprayer, but taking them up after theeigbteen is read,to which another is called who is knownas the

benedictions, whenaboutto recite the Hallel. Holding Bridegroom of Genesis, to whom is delivered a Hebrew
the palm in the right hand and the citron in the left, formula ; the Maphtir (i . e . , Num. 29 :35–30 :1) is read

they recite the following prayer : “ Blessed art ihou , o from another scroll ; the Musaph, or additional special

Lord our God, King of the universe, who hast sanctiled
prayer for the festival, and the service is concluded .

us with thy commandments, and hast enjoined us to The rest of the day is spent in rejoicing and feasting .

take the palm branch ." Then each turns his citron

upside down and waves his palm branch three times
The design of this festival is to celebrate the

toward each point of the compass, and the legate of the annual completion of the perusal of the Penta

congregation pronounces the benediction ;the Hallel is teuch , inasmuch as on this day the last section of
chanted ; the lessons are read fromthe law (Lev. the law is read . Hence the name of the festival ,
22:26 ; 23:44 ; Num . 29 : 12-16), and from the Prophets

(Zech. 14: 1-21 ) . After this theMusaph prayer is re- The Rejoicing of Finishing the Law.

cited ; and when the reader comes to the passage where III. Post-Exilic FESTIVALS.

the expression priests occurs the Aaronites and the
To the yearly fes

Levites rise , and, after the latter have washed the hands tivals instituted by the Mosaic law several were

of the former, the priests, with uplifted hands, pro- added after the Exile, of which some were as reg

nounce the sacerdotal benediction (Num . 6:24-27),upon ularly kept as the Mosaic yearly feasts. They

the congregation, whose faces are veiled with the

Talith . Th ders then march round the Ark , in the were the following :

center of the synagogue, the legate carrying the scroll 1. Purim (Heb. 1979, poo-reem ', lots, Esth .
and the rest palm branches, repeating the Hosanna
and waving the palms in memory of the procession | 9:26 , 31 ) was instituted by Mordecai, at the sug
round the altar. The morning service concluded , the
people betake themselvesto their booths to partake of gestion of Esther, in memory of the extraordinary
the festive repast with the poor and the stranger. About deliverance of the Jews of Persia from the mur.

five or six o'clock they recite, inthesynagogue,the derous plot of Haman . It was generallyadopted ,
Minchâh prayer, answering to the daily evening sac
rifice in the temple. though not at first without opposition. (1) Name

The ritualand rites of the second evening and morn- and signification . The name Purim , lots, was
ingaresimilar to thoseof the Irst; the lesson from the given to this festival because of the casting of
prophets, however, is from 1 Kings 8 : 2-21. After the

afternoon service of this day themiddle daysofthe tes lots by Haman to decide when he should carry
tival begin, which last four days,when the ritual is likel into effect the decree issued by the king for the

3
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FESTIVALS FESTUS

“ The

extermination of the Jews (Esth . 9:24). The name were ordered to be illuminated for the same

was probably given to the festival in irony. period. No public mourning or fast was allowed

(2 ) Observance. The only directions given re- on account of calamity or bereavement. The sim

specting the observance of the festival is ( Esth. ilarity between this festival and the “ Feast of

9 : 17–24 ), that Mordecai ordered the 14th and 15th Tabernacles ” would seem to indicate some in

of Adar to be kept annually by the Jews ; that tended connection between the two. Our Lord,

these two days should be days of feasting and without doubt, attended this festival at Jerusalem

joy, of the interchange of presents, and of send. ( John 10:22). It is still observed by the Jews.

ing gifts to the poor ; and that the Jews agreed IV. DOUBTFUL FEASTS.

to continue the observance of the festival as it was 1. OfWood Carrying. This was held on the

begun. Nomention is made of any special sac - 3d Elul, on which everyone was accustomed to

rifice . At the present day the festival is kept as carry wood to the temple , that the fire on the altar

follows: The day preceding ( 13th Adar) is kept as might be keptalways burning. This festival ap

a fast day ( called “ the Fast of Esther " ), in ac- pears to have been derived from Neh . 10:34, and

cordance with the command of the queen (Esth . to have been nothing but a day of rejoicing, which

4:15 , 16), sundry prayers,expressive ofrepentance, was observed yearly in Jerusalem after providing

etc. , being introduced into the ritualfor the day. the necessary supply of wood for the altar. The

As on all fast days, Exod. 32: 11-14 ; 34 : 1-11 Talmudists do not mention it , but give nine yearly

are read as the lesson from the law , and Isa. times for this fetching of wood.

55 :6–56 :8 as the Flaphtarah . If 13th Adar falls 2. Of Acra. The feast which the high priest

on a Sabbath the fast is kept on the Thursday Simon (B. C. 141 ) appointed on the 23d of the

previous. As soon as the stars appear the festival second month (Ijar) to comunemorate the recon

commences, candles are lighted, all the Jews re- quest and purification of the tower and the ex

sort to the synagogue, where, after the evening pulsion of the Hellenists from Jerusalem ( 1 Macc.

service, the benediction is pronounced, and the 13:50–52). It is not mentioned by Josephus.
book of Esther is read by the prelector. As 3. Of Nicanor. This festival was held in

often as the name of Haman is mentioned in the commemoration of the defeat and death of Nicanor

reading the congregation stamp on the floor, say- by the Jews under Judas Maccabeus.

ing, “ Let his name be blotted out. The nameof people greatly rejoiced, and ordained to keep

the wicked shall rot! ” while the children spring yearly this day, being the 13th of Adar ” ( 1 Macc.

rattles. After the reading the congregation ex: 7:47 ; Josephus,Ant., xii, 10, 5 ).

claim, “ Cursed be Haman ; blessed be Mordecail” 4. Feast of Joy in the Law was held on

etc.; the benediction is said, and all go homeand 230 Tisri , as the day on which the reading of the

partake of milk and eggs. On the 14th, in the Torah ended yearly, and was again begun . It

morning, the people go to the synagogue ; several was most likely aRabbinical invention.
prayers are inserted into the regular ritual ; Exod. FES’TUS, POR CIUS (Gr. Nóprios añoTOS,

17 : 8-16 is read as the lesson from the law, and por'-kee-os face -los), the successor of Felix as the

Esther, as on the previous evening. The rest of Roman governor of Judea, appointed by the em

the festival is given up to rejoicing, exchange of peror Nero probably in the autumn ofA. D. 60

presents, games, etc. Rejoicings continue on the (C. and H., Life and Epistles of St. Paul). Three

15th , and the festival terminates on the evening days after his arrival at Cæsarea (the political

of this day. metropolis) he went up to Jerusalem . Here he

2. Dedication, Feast of (Heb. 1737, khan - wasmet by the high priest and the chief of the

ook-kaw ' ; Gr. éykaiva, eng-kah '-ee-nee-ah ), called Jews,who informed him against Paul.” They re
allow Paul to

in 1 Mace. 4 :52–59 " the dedication of the altar," be brought up to Jerusalem, the plea,doubtless,
quested, as a favor, that he would

and by Josephus (Ant., xii, 7, 7) “ the feast of being that he should be tried before the Sanhe

lights.” It was a popular and joyous festival , and drin . The real purpose, however, was to kill him

commemorated the purifying of the temple, the while on the way . Festus refused to comply, and

removal of the old polluted altar, and the restora- told them that they must meet the accused face

tion of the worship of Jehovah by Judas Macca- to face at Cæsarea. After eight or ten days Paul
beus, B. C. 164 . was summoned before Festus and asked whether

This feast began on the 25th Chisleu (Decem- he was willing to go to Jerusalem ; but the apos

ber ), and lasted eight days, but did not require tle, knowing full well the danger that lurked in
attendance at Jerusalem . Assembled in the this proposal and conscious of the rights he pos

temple, or in the synagogues of the places where sessed as a Roman citizen, refused to accedeand

they resided , ' the Jews sang " Hallel,” carrying replied boldly to Festus, concluding with, “ I ap

palm and other branches ; and there was a grand peal unto Cæsar.” About this time Herod Agrippa,

illumination of the temple and private houses. with his sister, Berenice, came on a complimen

The real origin of the illumination of the temple tary visit to Festus , and was consulted by the

is unknown, although tradition says that when the governor, The result was an interview between

sacred “ candlesticks ” of the restored temple were the three and Paul, in which the latter delivered

to be lighted only one Aagon of oil , sealed with a famous discourse and was pronounced innocent.

the signet of the high priest, was found to feed the But having appealed toCæsar Festus sent him to

lamps. This was pure oil, but only sufficient for Rome ( Acts chaps. 25, 26 ). A few other facts are

one day - when, lo, by a miracle,the oil increased , mentioned concerning Festus. Judea was in the

and the flagon remained filled for eight days, in same disturbed state that it had been in under the

memory of which the temple and private houses | procuratorsbip of Felix. He took part with Agrippa

6
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FETTERS FIGURE

against the priests , who built a wall to obstruct cultivated land, but differ in point of extent, the

Agrippa's view of the temple, but allowed an ap - saw -deh' being specifically applied to what is un .

peal to Nero, who decided in favor of the Jews. He inclosed, while field conveys the notion of in

probably died in summer of A. D. 62. See Paul. closure. On the one hand saw -deh' is applied to

any cultivated ground,whetherpasture (Gen.29: 2 ;
FETCH. See GLOSSARY.

31 :4 ; 34 : 7 ; Exod. 9 : 3 ), tillage (Gen. 37 : 7 ; 47:24 ;

FETTERS, shackles or chains for binding Ruth 2 : 2 , 3 ; Job 24:6 ; Jer. 26:18 ; Mic. 3:12),

prisoners, either by the wrists or ankles . The woodland ( 1 Sam . 14:25, A. V. “ ground ; ” Pså.

Philistines bound Samson with 132 : 6 ) , or mountain top (Judg. 9:32, 36 ; 2 Sam .

fetters of copper, or bronze 1:21), and in someinstances in marked opposition
( Judg. 16:21 ). Manasseh and to the neighboring wilderness, as the field of

Zedekiah , kings of Judah, were Shechem (Gen. 33:19), the field of Moab (Gen. 36 :
bound with fetters by the Chal. 35 ; Num . 21:20 , A. V. " country ; ” Ruth 1 : 1 ),

deans and carried to Babylon and the vale of Siddim (Gen. 14:3 , 8).

( 2 Chron . 33:11 ; 2 Kings 25 : 7 ). On the other hand the saw -deh ' is contrasted

The “ man with an unclean spir- with what is inclosed, whether a vineyard (Exod.

it " was bound with fetters and 22 : 5 ; Lev. 25 : 3 , 4 ; Num . 22 :4 , etc.), a garden , or

chains (Mark 5: 4) . In the orig- a city (Deut. 28: 3, 16 ), unwalled villages ranking
inal several words are used . in the eyes of the law as fields (Lev . 25:31). The

The Egyptians “ inclosed the term often implies a place remote from a house

hands of their prisoners in an (Gen. 4 : 8 ; 24:63), a sense more fully expressed

elongated fetter of wood, made by the open field ” (Lev. 14 : 7 , 53 ; 17 : 5 ; Num . 19 :

of two opposite segments, nailed 16) and naturally coupled with the idea of ex

together at each end, such as are posure and desertion (Jer. 9:22 ; Ezek . 16 : 5 ; 32 :

used in securing prisoners in 4 ; 33:27 ; 39 : 5 ).

Egypt at the present day " (Wil
Fields were marked off by stones, which could

kinson, The Ancient Egyptians,i , be easily removed (Deut . 19:14 ; 27:17 ; comp;

410, abridged ).
Job 21 : 2 ; Prov. 22:28 ; 23:10) . Being unfenced

FEVER . See DISEASES.
fields were liable to damage from straying cattle

(Exod . 22 :5 ) , hence the necessity of constantly

watching flocks and herds. From the absence

of inclosures cultivated land of any size migbt

be termed a field, whether of limited area (Gen.

23:13, 17 : İsa . 5 : 8 ) , one's entire inheritance

(Lev. 27:16 , sq.; Ruth 4 : 5 ; Jer. 32 : 9), public

land about a town , ager publicus (Gen. 41:48 ;

Neh. 12:29), not applied, however, to the “ sub

urbs ” of Levitical cities immediately adjacent

to the walls and considered as part of the

town ( Josh. 21:11 , 12), and lastly the territory

Ancient Fetters.
of a people (Gen. 14 : 7 ; Num . 21:20, A. V.

' country,” etc. ).

FIDELITY (Gr. Tiotis, pis'-tis) " is that grace Fields were occasionally called after remarkable

in the servant which shows him to be worthy of events, as “ Helkath -hazzurim ,” the field of strong
his Master's trust. Thus our Lord says , “ Who men (2 Sam . 2:16 ), or the use to which it may

then is that faithful and wise steward,' etc. (Luke have been put, as “ the fuller's field ” (2 Kings 18:

12:42) . Paul gives the description of the faithful 17), “ potter's field ” (Matt. 27:7).

servant as ' showing all good fidelity ' (Tit . 2:10) . The expression “ fruitful field ” (Isa. 10:18 ; 29:

The same word (Gr. Tiotis) which expresses our 17 ; 32:15 , 16) and “ plentiful field " ( 16:10, etc. )

trust in God's fidelity expresses his trust in are notconnected with saw -deh ', but with kar-meľ

It is a grace which stands alone as hav- (Heb. 52972, a park, or well-kept wood) , as dis
ing the epithet good , and it must pervade the tinet from a wilderness or forest (2 Kings 19:23 ;

whole of life. Here then are all the elements Isa. 37:24, A. V. “ Carmel,” etc. ).

of our ethics : The Master commits å trust,

and the trustworthy servant shows fidelity in all
FIFTIES. See ISRAEL , CLASSIFICATION OF.

things. It may be that the very faith which FIG . See VEGETABLE Kingdom.

trust God is the strength of the faithfulness
FIG LEAVES. See DRESS .

which God may trust . Fidelity extends to the

whole of life , with special reference to our indi. FIGHT. See WARFARE.

vidual vocation . Nothing is excluded from the
FIGURE, the rendering of the following words :

sphere of this duty. Fidelity, as the test applied
to service, is guarded by threatenings and stimu- Sen -mel (Heb. brao, Deut. 4:16) an idol, as else

lated by the hope of reward ” (Matt.25:23, 26, 30) where rendered ; mik - lah '-ath (Heb.ng'????, 1 Kings

(Popa, Christ. Theol., iii, 220–223). 6:29), a carving, as elsewhere ; tab -neeth ' (Heb.

FIELD (Heb. .77in, generally saw-deh', smooth an, Isa . 44:13), likeness or model; an-teet'-oo

ness ). This word does not exactly correspond to pon (Gr. ávrítumov, 1 Peter 3:21), antitype ; the

our “ field.” The two words agree in describing verb met -askh-ay-mat-id'-20 (Gr. Metaoxnuariše,

>

ours.

>
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FILE FIRE

1 Cor. 4:6 , A. V. “ in a figure transferred " ) means FINING POT. See METALS, WORKERS IN,

to shape one's discourse so as to transfer to one's art. “ Handicrafts.” .

self what holds true of the whole class to which
FINISHER (Gr. Teheltus, tel-i-o -tace', com

one belongs, and the meaning in the passage cited pleter), spoken of Jesus (Heb. 12:2) as one who in
is, “ by what I have said of myself and Apollos ll his own person raised faith to its perfection and
have shown what holds true of all Christian so set before us the highest example of faith

teachers ” (Grimm, Lez .); par-ab -ol-ay '(Gr. Tapa- |(Grimm, Gr. Lex ., s . v .).

Born, Heb. 9: 9 ; 11:19), parable, as elsewhere ren
dered .

FINS (Heb . 7 , sen -ap-prer:') were a dis

FILE is the incorrect rendering in the A. v. tinctive mark of such fish as might be eaten under

of the Heb. T.773 ,pets -ec-raw " peh (1 Sam . the Mosaic law (Lev. 11: 9, 10, 12 ; Deut. 14:9, 10).
See Food.

13:21) literally signifying a bluntness of the mouth ,
FIR . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM .

i . e. , edge of tools. This came from the absence

of smiths to sharpen them . FIRE (Heb . Wir , aysh ; Gr. Tip, poor'). The

FILLET, an erroneous rendering in the A. V. invention of fire antedates history and seems to be

of two words: Khash - oo - keem ” (Heb.Open,join- assumed in the first sacrifice of Cain and Abel

ings, Exod. 38:17, 28 ; 27:17), the rods which which did not know th ; use of fire; but the way
(Gen. 4 : 3 ) . No nation has yet been discovered

joined together the tops of the pillars round the in which it was first procured is unknown. En

court of the Tabernacle (q. v.)and from which tering so largely into the life of men it has nat

the curtain was suspended (Exod. 27:10, 11, etc.) ; urally been the subject of many legends. The

khoot (Heb. 0977, thread " (as elsewhere rendered ), ancient Chaldeans looked upon Gibir (or Gibil),

i . e. , a measuring line (Jer, 52:21 ). the lord of fire, as their most powerful auxiliary

FILTH, FILTHY, the rendering of several against the Annunaki, an order of inferior but

Hebrew and Greek words and meaning " foul malignant beings. Gibir is addressed asthe one

matter, " “anything that soils or defiles.”
who lightens up the darkness, who melts the cop.

In

2 Chron. 29:5 and Ezra 6:21 the filth from which per and tin , the gold and silver (Maspero, Dawn

the Jews were to cleanse the temple and them- of Civilization, P: 635). According to Greek

selves was the abomination of idolatry. Filth is mythology Prometheus, when Zeus denied fire to

usedas theequivalent of moral impurity (Ezek. men in a hollow reed. Forthis hewas punishedmortals, stole it from Olympus and brought it to

36:25 ; 2 Cor. 7 : 1 ; James 1:21 , etc.). In 1 Cor.

4:13 it is used to denote outsweepings, that which by being chained on a rock in the wildsof Seythia.

is worthless. The expression “ that the filthiness
The various uses of fire are given in the follow

of it may be molten in it ” (Ezek . 24:11 ) seems to
ing sections :

mean that the pot was to be placed empty upon
1. Domestic. The preparation of food pre

the fire that the rust may be burned away by the supposes the use of fire, whichthe Israelites seem,

lieat. The filthiness of the pot was therust uponit. at least in latertimes,tohave produced by strik

ing steel against flint (2 Macc. 10 :3 ), although the

FINE, FINES. See PUNISHMENTS. oldest method known was that of rubbing two

FINERING. See METAL, WORKERS in , art. pieces of wood together. Besides for cooking

“ Handicrafts.” purposes fire is often needed in Palestine for

FINGER (Heb. 27 , ets -bal' ; Gr. Saktuos, Sonetimes a hearth, with chimney, was con
warmth (Jer. 36:22 ; Mark 14:54 ; John 18:18).

dak '-too -los ). Besides its usual meaning it is used : structed, on which lighted wood, or pans of char

Figuratively, to denote the special and im- coal, was placed. In Persia a hole made in the

mediate agency of anyone. The Egyptian ma- floor is sometimes filled with charcoal, on which a

gicians said of the plagues, “ This is the finger of sort of table is set covered with a carpet, the

God,” i . e. , done by God himself (Exod. 8:19). The company drawing the carpet over their feet.

tables of stone were said to have been “ written Rooms are warmed in Egypt with pans of char

with the finger of God ” (Exod. 31:18) under his coal . The use of charcoal in reducing and fash

personal direction. The heavens are said to be ioning metalswas well known among the Hebrews.

the work of God's fingers, i. e . , his power (Psa . See Metals, WORKERS IN , art. “ Handicrafts ”.

8: 3) ; and Christ said, “ If I by the finger of God 2. Laws Regulating Fire . The law forbade
cast out devils ” ( Luke 11:20).

any fire to be kindled on the Sabbath, even for

“ The putting forth of the finger ” (Isa . 58 : 9) sig- culinary purposes (Exod. 35: 3 ; Num . 15:32 , sq . ) .
nifies a scornful pointing with the fingers at hum . This did not, probably, forbid the use of fire for

bler men , and especially at such as are godly. warmth . The dryness of the land in the hot sea

“ Four fingers ” is the measure of thickness used son made fires the more likely to occur (Judg. 9 :

by Jeremiah (52:21 ).
15) , and the law ordered that anyone kindling a

FINGER NAIL signatures were common fire which caused damage to grain should make

among the Chaldeans. “ An indentation was made restitution (Exod . 22:6 ; comp. Judg. 15 :4, 5 ;

with the finger nail on one of the sides of the 2 Sam . 14:30) .

(soft clay) tablet, and this mark , followed or pre- 3. Religious. Fire was used to consume the

ceded by themention of a name, “ Nail of Zabu - burnt offerings and the incense offering, begin .

damik, Nail of Abzii,' took the place of more ning with the sacrifice of Noah (Gen. 8:20) and

or less complicated sign-manuals” ( Maspero, Dawn continued in the ever-burning fire on the altar,

of Civilization, p. 731 ).
“ In the sacrificial flame the essence of the animal
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FIRE FIRE WORSHIP

was resolved into vapor; so that when a man of angels (Psa. 104 :4 ; Heb. 1 :7) ; of lust (Prov. 6:

presented a sacrifice in his own stead, his inmost 27, 28 ), and of wickedness (Isa. 9:18) ; of the

being, bis spirit, and his heart ascended to God tongue (Prov. 16:27 ; James 3: 6) ; the hope of hyp

in the vapor, and the sacrifice brought the feeling ocrites ( Isa. 50:11 ; persecution (Luke 12:49–63),
of his heart before God ” (K. and D., Com.) . This and of judgments (Jer. 48:45 ; Lam . 1:13 ; Ezek.

altar-fire was thought by most to be miraculously 39:6). Fire, in its symbolical use, is also spoken

sent from God (Lev . 6 : 9, 13 ; 9:24), like the fire of of as purifying — the emblem of a healing process

Jehovah which consumed the sacrifices of David effected upon the spiritual natures of persons in

and Solomon ( 1 Chron . 21:26 ; 2 Chron. 7 : 1 ). Keil covenant with God (Isa. 4 :4 ; Mal . 3 :2 ).

and Delitzsch ( Com ., Lev. 9:24) say : " The miracle FIRE BAPTISM . See MOLOCH, WORSHIP OF.
l'ecorded in this verse did not consist in the fact

that the sacrificial offerings placed upon the
FIRE, STRANGE. See FIRE, III.

altar were burned by fire which proceeded from FIRE WORSHIP , or pyrolatry. As a sym

Jehovah, but in the fact that the sacrifices, which bol of purity, or of the divine presence and power ,

were already on fire, were suddenly consumed by or as one of the constituent elements, or as typify

it.” Fire was to be constantly burning upon the ing the destructive element in nature, fire has

altar withoutgoing out, in order “ that the burnt been from early times the object of worship by

offering might never go out, because this was the many peoples, e. g. , the ancient Persians and

divinely appointed symbol and visible sign of the Medes. The faith of the Magi made the elements

uninterrupted worship of Jehovah, which the of nature the direct objects of worship. These

covenant nation could never suspend either day were fire , water, earth, and air, of which the first

or night without being unfaithful to its calling ” was considered the most energetic and sublime.

( K. and D.,Com. , Lev. 6:12). If by any calamity So the priest built an altar, and the sacred fire

the sacred fire was extinguished , according to the caught from heaven was kindled and kept burning

Talmud, it was only to be rekindled by friction. always . The priest was the Holy Magus. No

Fire for sacred purposes obtained elsewhere than other might attend the altars or conduct the mys

from the altar was called " strange fire,” for the tic rites. No breath of mortal might be blown

use of, which Nadab and Abihu were punished upon the sacred flame without pollution ; the

with death by fire from God (Lev. 10 : 1 , 2 ; Num . burning of dead bodies was a horrid profanation,

3 :4 ; 26:61 ). When the Israelites returned with and of the sacrificial offerings only a fragment of
booty taken from the Midianites, Eleazar, whose fat was given to the flame. This worship among

duty it was to see that the laws of purification the Canaanites is frequently referred to in the

were properly observed, told them that “ the or. Scriptures, and the people warned against joining

dinance of the law ' was that all articles which in its abominations (Lev. 18:21 ; Deut. 12:31 ;

could bear it were to be drawn through the fire, 1 Kings 11 : 7 ; 2 Chron. 28 : 3 ; Ezek. 16:20 , 21 , etc. ).

and then sprinkled with the water ofpurification In spite, however, of these warnings, the people

(Num. 31:21-23). The victims slain for sin offer- caused their children to pass through the fire to

ings were afterward consumed by fire without Molech. See Gods, False .

the camp (Lev. 4:12, 21 ; 6:30 ; 16:27 ; Heb. 13:11 ). Fire worship was practiced also among the

The Nazarite, on the day when the time of his Carthaginians, Scythians, the ancient Germans,

consecration expired, shaved his head and put the the ancient inhabitants of Great Britain ; and

hair into the altar fire, under the peace offering that traces of it are found in Mexican and Peruvian

was burning, and thus handed over and sacrificed worship. The Mexican god of fire, liuhtecutli

to the Lord the hair which had been worn in (the Lord of Fire), was a very ancient deity . He

honor of him (Num . 6:18) . is represented naked, with his chin blackened,

4. Penal. Capital punishment was sometimes with a headdress of green feathers, carrying on

aggravated by burning the body of the criminal his back a kiud of serpent; with yellow feathers,

after death (Lev. 20:14 ; 21 : 9 ; Josh. 7:25 ; 2 Kings thus combining the fire colors. i . . Sacrifice was

23:16). See PUNISHMENTS, WARFARE. offered to him daily . In every house the first

5. Figurative. Fire was a symbol of the libation and the first morsel of bread were conse

Lord's presence and the instrument of his power, crated to him . And as an instance of the astound .

either in the way of approval or of destruction ing resemblance between the religious development

(Exod. 14:19 , 24 ; Num . 11:1, 3 , etc. ) . Thus of the Old World and that of the New , the fire in

Jehovah appeared in the burning bush and on Mexico, as in ancient Iran and other countries of

Mount Sinai (Exod. 3 : 2 ; 19:18) . In the midst of Asia and Europe. in every house must be extin

fire be showed himself 10 Isaiah , Ezekiel, and guished on a certain day in every year ; and the

John ( Isa. 6 :4 ; Ezek . 1 :4 ; Rev. 1:14 ), and will so priest of Xiuhtecutli kindled fire anew by friction

appear at his second coming ( 2 Thess. 1 :8). before the statue of the god . ... “ At set of

Jehovah guided the Israelites through the wilder- sun ” of this day “ all who had prisoners of war

ness with the pillar of fire (Exod . 13:21 ). God is or slaves to offer to the deity brought forward

compared to fire, not only because of his glorious their victims, painted with the colors of the god,

brightness , but on account of his anger against danced along by their side, and shut them up in a

sin ,which consumes sinners as fire does stubble building attached to the teocalli of fire . At mid.

(Deut. 32:22 ; Isa . 10:17 ; Ezek . 21:31 ; Heb. 12 : night each owner severed a lock of the hair of his

29) . Fire is illustrative of : The Church over- slave or slaves, to be carefully preserved as a talis

coming her enemies (Obad. 18) ; the word of God man . At daybreak they brought out the victims,

(Jer. 5:14 ; 23:29) ; the Holy Spirit (Isa . 4 :4 ; Acts the priests took them upon their shoulders, and

2 :3) ; the zeal of saints (Psa. 39:3 ; 119 : 139) , and flung their human burden upon the fire " ( Reville,

a
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Religions of Mexico and Peru, p . 62, sq. , 83). or support. Hence it has been argued that the

Among the Peruvians “ Fire, considered as de. Hebrews understood by the word something solid,

rived from the sun , was the object of profound capable of bearing up the waters which accumu

veneration . Strange as it may seem at first sight, late in masses above, and even of having the

the symbol of fire was stones. stones heavenly bodies affixed to it as a crystalline pave

were thought to be animated by the fire that was ment. As proof of this view such passages are

supposed to be shut up within them , since it could quoted as speak of the foundations of heaven

be made to issue forth by a sharp blow. A perpetual shaking (2 Sam . 22: 8), of its pillars trembling

fire burned in the Temple of the Sun and in the ( Job 26:11), of the windows or doors of heaven

abode of the Virgins of the Sun. It was supposed (Gen. 7:11; Psa . 78:23 ; Mal. 3:10), or of the sky

that fire became polluted and lost its divine nature being “ strong as a molten looking-glass ” (Job

by too long contact with men. The fire must be 37:18 ). But these expressions are manifestly of

renewed from time to time, and this act was per. a figurative nature.

formed yearly by the chief priest of Peru, who FIRST -BEGOTTEN . See FIRSTBORN.

kindled wood by means of a concave golden mir
FIRSTBORN (Heb. several words from 2 ,

ror ” (ibid. , p. 162, 163 ).

FIREBRAND . 1.Lap-peed, (Heb. Teh, torch, lok"-os),"applied equally to animals and human
baw -kar ', to burst forth ; Gr. TPWTOTÓKOS, pro-tot

Judg. 15 :4 ). The firebrand used by Samson was beings. By the firstborn, in a religious point of

probably a torch made of resinous wood or other view , we are to understand the first of a mother's

material tenacious of fame. His tying the foxes tail offspring (Exod. 12:12). See INHERITANCE.

to tail was to prevent them from running to their Figurative. The expression “ firstborn "

holes, and by impeding their progress do more stands for that which is most excellent. Thus
effectual execution . Similar conflagrations pro- Jesus Christ is “ the firstborn of every creature

duced by animals, particularly by foxes, were well (Heb. 12:23) . “ The firstborn of the poor ” ( Isa.

known to Greeks and Romans.
14:30) means the poorest of the poor . " The first

2. Zake (Heb. 77, Prov. 26:18), i . e. , arrows born of death ” (Job 18:13 ) is that disease which

fitted with combustibles (comp. Eph. 6:16) . Bildad has in his mind as the one more terrible

3. Ood (Heb. 778, Isa. 7 :4 ; Amos 4:11 ), the ceived of as the children of death.
and dangerous than all others. Diseases are con

fag ends of wooden pokers ( literally, fire stirrers),
FIRSTBORN , DESTRUCTION OF. See

which would not blaze any more, but only continue
PLAGUES OF EGYPT.

smoking.
FIRSTBORN IN ISRAEL. In memory

FIREPAN (Heb. 1972, makh -taw ').
of the death of Egypt's firstborn and the preser.

1. Snuff dishes, i . e ., dishes to receive the snuff vation of the firstborn of Israel , all the firstborn

when taken from the lamps of the holy place of Israel, both of man and beast, belonged to

( Exod. 23:38) . Jehovah (Exod. 13 : 2, 15 ; comp. 12 :11-15 ).
2. An ashpan or vessel used for taking away 1. Sanctification ofthe Firstborn ofMan .

the coal from the fire on the altar (Exod. 27 : 3 ; This was closely connected with Israel's deliver

Lev. 16:12, etc. ).
ance from Egypt, and the object of that deliver

FIRES (Heb. 198, 001 ). In Isa. 24:15 we ance was their sanctification . Because Jehovah

read, “Glorify ye the Lord in the fires,” but which bad delivered the firstborn of Israel they were to

is better rendered in the R. V. “ East.”. The landsbe sanctified to him . The fundamental element

of the Asiatic East were called 00 -reem , the lands upon which this sanctification rests is evidently

of light, i . e ., the sun -rising, as opposed to the the representative character of the firstborn,

West, i . e. , “ from the sea ." (v. 14). standing for the entire offspring. Moreover, the

FIRKIN . See METROLOGY, II. firstborn of newly married people were believed

FIRMAMENT (Heb. 37.7, raw-kee'-ah, ex- Psa. 78:51). Then, too, all Israel were in out
to represent the prime of human vigor (Gen. 49 : 3 ;

panse, Gen. 1 :6, 14 , 15 , 17), the pure and trans- ward standing and covenant relationship the

parent expanse of ether which envelops the Lord's firstborn, being the national representa

globe. This was made by God on the second day lives of a redeemed Church , to be brought out of

of creation, for the purpose of separating the sea every kindred, tongue, and people,and as such they

from the clouds. As used in the record of crea- were a nation of priests (Exod. 4:22, 23 ; 19 :6).

tion, the raw -kee -ah, or firmament, includes not 2. Redemption. The firstborn was the priest

merely the lower heavens, or atmospheric sky, of the whole family. The honor of exercising

with its clouds and vapors, but the whole visible the priesthood was transferred , by the command

expanse up to the region of the fixed stars. For of God through Moses, from the tribe of Reu

it is said that on the fourth day God made in the ben, to whom it belonged by right of primo

firmament sun, moon, and stars . A controversy geniture, to that of Levi (Num. 3:12-18 ; 8:18).

has arisen respecting the sense attached by the In consequence of this fact, that God had taken

Hebrew writers to raw -kee'-ah, chiefly on account the Levites to serve him as priests, the firstborn

of the ancient translations given of it, and the of the other tribes were redeemed . They were

poetical representations found of the upper l'e- presented to the Lord when a month old , and,

gions of the visible heavens in some parts of according to the priest's estimation, were redeemed

Scripture. The Septuagint renders Otepéwua, by a sum not exceeding five shekels (Num . 18:16) .

ster -eh '- o -mah , meaning generally " some compact When the Levites were set apart Moses num

mass , " while the Vulgate hasfirmamentum , a prop bered the firstborn of Israel, to exchange them
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for the Levites. The number of the firstborn of 4. Birthright (Heb. 1777, bek- o -raw '), the

the twelve tribes amounted to 22,273 of a month term applied to the peculiar advantages, privi.

old and upward. Of this number 22,000 were ex leges, and responsibilities of the firstborn among

changed for the 22,000 Levites . This left 273 to the Israelites. The firstborn was the object of

be redeemed, whose redemption money (1,365 special affection to his parents , and inherited

shekels) was to be paid to Aaron and his sons as peculiar rights and privileges. Before these are

compensation for the persons who properly be given it will be proper to call attention to the fact

longed to Jehovah (Num .3:40, sq.). The Jewish that, in case a man married a widow with children

doctor's held that if the child died before the ex : by a former husband, the firstborn, as respected

piration of thirty days the father was excused the second husband, was the eldest child by the

from payment ; if the child was sickly, or ap. second marriage. Attention is also called to

peared otherwise to be inferior to children gener- the additional fact that , before the time of Moses,

ally , the priest could estimate it at less than five the father might transfer the right of primogeni.

shekels ; or, if he found the parents were poor, he ture to a younger child ; but the practice occa

might return the money afterthe ceremony. When sioned much contention (Gen. 25:31 , 32), and a law
the mother's days of purification were accom

was enacted overruling it (Deut. 21 : 15–17). The

plished, and she could appear in the temple, she rights and privileges of the firstborn were: ( 1 ) The

brought the child to the priest to be publicly pre- firstborn received a double portion of the estate,

sented to the Lord (Luke 2:22). The Jews still the other sons single and equal portions. Thus,

observe this law of redemption when the first for example, if there were five sons the property

born male is thirty days old , inviting to their would be divided into six portions, of which the

house friends and a priest to a meal on the follow- eldest son received two sixths, each of the others

iny day. The priest, having invoked the divine one sixth . Where there were two wives, one

blessing upon the meal and offered some introduc- loved , the other hated , the father is not to prefer

tory prayers, etc. , looks at the child and the re- the later-bornsonof the favorite wife to the older

demption money placed before him , and asks the firstborn of the hated one, but is to give the right

father to choose betweenthe money and the child . of primogeniture (with two portions of theestate)

Upon the father's reply that he would rather pay to the beginning of his strength (Deut. 21 : 15–17).

the redemption money, the priest takes it, swings Jacob took away the right of primogeniture from

it round the head of the child, in token of his Reuben because of his incestuous conduct (Gen.

vicarious authority, saying, “ This is for the first- 49 :4 ; comp. 35:22), and transferred it to Joseph

born ; this is in lieu of it ; this redeems it ,” etc. by adopting his two sons (Gen. 48: 20–22 ; 1 Chron.

When the firstborn is thirteen years old he fasts 5: 1 ) . (2) The firstborn was the head of the whole

the day before the feast of Passover, in commem- family. Originally the priesthood belonged to the

oration of the sparing of the firstborn in Egypt. tribe of Reuben, as the firstborn, but was trans

3. Redemption of the Firstborn of Ani- ferred to the tribe of Levi (Num . 3 : 12-18 ; 8:18).

mals. (1) of clean animals. The firstborn male The firstborn enjoyed an authority over those who

of animals was devoted to the Lord, and, if a were younger similar to that possessed by a father

clean animal, was sacrificed to him . It was to (Gen. 35:23, sq . ; 2 Chron . 21: 3 ). As head of the

be brought to the sanctuary within a year, dat- family he had also, according to patriarchal cus

ing from the eighth day after birth , and there tom , to provide food , clothing, and other neces.

offered in sacrifice; the blood sprinkled upon the saries in his house for his mother till death, and

altar, the fat burned upon it, while all the re- his unmarried sisters till their marriage.

maining flesh (as the breast and the right shoulder, FIRST DAY OF THE WEEK . See

in the case of peace offerings) belonged to the Lord's DAY,SUNDAY .

priest (Num . 18:17, sq . ; comp. Exod . 13:13 ;
FIRST FRUIT (Heb. Dux , ray-sheeth ',

22:30 ; 34:20 ; Neh . 10:36). If the animal had

some severe blemish — happened to be blind or first ; 1999, bik -koor', first ripe ; Gr. årapxń, ap

lame - it was eaten at home by the owner. Be- ar -khay ', beginning). Like the firstborn of man

fore the sacrifice the animal was not to be used and beast, the first fruits were sacred to Jehovah,

for any work, as it belonged to the Lord (Deut. as Lord of the soil ( Exod. 23:19; Deut. 18:4, etc.).

15:19 ). (2) of unclean animals. The firstborn 1. Character of, etc. (1 ) In general, first

of unclean animals were to be redeemed according fruits included those in the raw state (as grain

to the valuation of the priest, with the addition of and fruit); those prepared for use as food (wine,

a fifth ; and if this was not done it was to be sold oil , four, and dough ), including even wool (Exod.

at the estimated value. By this regulation the 22:29 ; 23:19 ; 34:26 ;Deut. 18:4, etc. ). (2) The

earlier law , which commanded that an ass should firstling sheaf at the Passover (q . v .) presented by

either be redeemed with a sheep or put to death the congregation before the commencement of the

(Exod . 13:13 ; 34:20), was modified in favor of the grain harvest (Lev. 23:10, 11 ). Josephus savs

revenues of the sanctuary and its servants. Noth . that the sheaf was of barley, and that, until this

ing, however, that a man had devoted (banned) ceremony had been performed, no harvest work

to the Lord of his property (man ,'beast, or field ) was to be done ( Ant., iii , 10 , 5 ). (3) The firstling

was to be sold or redeemed , because it was most loaf at Pentecost (9. v .), when the harvest was

holy (Lev. 27:28 , 29). Similarly with regard to completed. Two of these loaves, made of the new

the produce of the soil — i. e., the products of flour (wheat) and leavened , like the sheaf above

agriculture — the first of which (i . e ., the best of mentioned, were waved before the Lord (Lev

the firstlings of which ) were sacred to the Lord 23:15 ; Exod. 34:22 ; Num . 28:26).

(Exod. 23:19 ; Deut. 18 :4 ). See First Fruit. 2. Offering of First Fruits, etc. Regard
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arose.

ing the firstling (see PASSOVER and PENTECOST, art. by the brim . The priest then put his hands under

“ Festivals ” ), no private offerings of first fruits were it and waved it, the offerer continuing to recite

allowed before the public oblation of the two the story. When he reached Deut 26:10, “ And

loaves ( Lev. 23:15, 20). The law nowhere speci- now , behold, I have brought the first fruits,”

fies the amount that was to be given in the shape etc. , he put the basket beside the altar and, hav.

of offerings of this kind, but leaves it to each in. ing prostrated himself, departed. After passing

dividual's discretion ; only it provided that the the night in Jerusalem the pilgrims returned the

choicest portions were always to be offered (Num. following day to their homes.

18:12). “ Neither is it stated in the law what 4. Exemptions. Exemptions were made in

were to bethe different products of the soil from the case of: Those who simply possessed the

which firstlings were to be offered, but that the trees, without owning the land, for they could not

whole produce of husbandry was meant is implied say, “ The land which thou hast given me.” Those

in the spirit of the law itself. Accordingly, in living beyond the Jordan could not bring first

the time of Hezekiah, firstlings of grain , wine,oil, fruits in the proper sense of the libation, not be

honey, and of the whole produce of the soil, were ing able to say the words of the service, from

offered " (2 Chron . 31:5 ). This may further be in- " the land that floweth with milk and honey '

ferred from the regulation to the effect that, of ( Deut. 26 : 10–15 ) . A proselyte, though bringing the

every tree bearing edible fruit which ang Israelite offering, was not to recite the service, being un .

might plant, the fruits of the fourth year, the able to say, “ I am come to the country which the

earliest period at which they could be eaten, were Lord sware unto our fathers to give us." Stewards,

to be sacred to the Lord ; and, consequently, they servants . slaves, women , sexless persons, and her

must have been presented to him as an offering mapbrodites were not allowed to recite the serv.

(Lev. 19:23, sq. ). ice, because they could not use the words, “ I

3. Manner of Offering. The first fruits have brought the first fruits of the land, which

were brought in a basket to the sanctuary and thou, O Lord, hast given me ” (Deut. 26:10), they

presented to the priest, who was to set the basket having originally had no share in the land .

down before the altar of the Lord. Then the 5. Historical. After the time of Solomon

offerer recited the story of Jacob's going to Exypt, the corruption of the nation led to neglect of

and the deliverance of his posterity therefrom , and these as well as of other legal enactments, and

acknowledged the blessings with which God had their restoration was among the reforms brought

visited him ( Deut. 26 : 2–11 ). It being found al- | about by Hezekiah (2 Chron . 31 : 5 , 11 ) . Nehemiah

most impracticable for every Israelite to go on also, after the captivity, reorganized the offerings

this mission to Jerusalemn, the following custom of first fruits of both kinds and appointed places

The inhabitants of a district prepared a to receive them (Neh . 10:35 , 37 ; 12:44) . An of

basket with seven kinds of ripe fruit, arranged in fering of first fruits, brought to Elisha, was mi

the following order : Barley in the bottom , then raculously increased so as to feed one hundred

wheat, olives, dates , pomegranates, figs, and grapes. persons (2 Kings 4:42). First fruits were sent to

This basket was watched all night by a company Jerusalem by Jews living in foreign countries ( Jo

of at least twenty -four persons, who stayed in the sephus, Ant., xvi , 6 , 7 ).

open market place, being afraid to go into a house 6. Figurative. Of the Jewish Church it was

lest the death of an inmate should cause pollution . said, “ Israel was holiness unto the Lord, and the

In the morning the company set out for Jerusalem..first fruits of his increase ” (Jer. 2 :3 ). In the

An ox (to be the peace offering) went before them New Testanient first fruits are emblematical of

with gilded horns and an olive crown upon its abundance,excellence, and sample of full harvest.
head, the people singing, “ I was glad when they Paul says that Christians “ have the first fruits of

said unto me, Let us go into the house of the the Spirit ” (Rom . 8:23) . i . e . , the first manifesta

Lord ” (Psa. 122: 1). On approaching Jerusalem a tions of the Spirit in the Gospel dispensation.
messenger was sent to announce their arrival, and Christ was “ the first fruits of them that slept, "

the first fruits were tastefully arranged. The i. e. , the first who rose from the dead ( 1 Cor. 15 :

officiating priest, the Levites, and the treasurers 20 , 23; 16:15 ; Rom . 11:16 , etc.) Converts are

went out to meet them (the pumber of officials de called first-fruits, as Epenetus ( Rom. 16: 5) .
pending upon the size of the party ), and accom- FISH. See ANIMAL KINGDOM , Food.

panied them into the city, singing, as they entered, Figurative. This term is used to signify the

“Our feet stand within thy gates, 0 Jerusalem " inhabitants of Egypt (Ezek . 29 :4 , 5 ) ; the visible

(Psa. 122 : 2 ) . The piper, who led the music of the Church (Matt. 13:48) ; defenseless people taken

party, continued to play until the procession came by the Chaldeans (Hab. 1:14). In Christian sym .
to the mount of the temple. Here everyone, even bolism the fish is of great significance. “ It is

the king, took his own basket upon his shoulders among the earliest art fornis, and pertains to a

and went forward till they came to the court of period of Church history which causes it to be

the temple, singing, “ Praise ye the Lord ; praise among the most interesting and important objects
God in his sanctuary,” etc. (Psa. 150) . The Le- in the whole range of Christian symbolism . It is

vites responded with “ I will extol thee, O Lord ! ” | generally thought to be the symbol of Christ.
Then the pigeons which were hung about the word in Greek was made upof the initial

the baskets were taken for burnt offerings. With letters of the words in the article of faith so dear

the baskets still upon their shoulders everyone be- to the early Church : I , ’Inooūs, Jesus ; X, Xplotós ,

gan the story of Jacob till he came to the words, Christ ; 0 , Osoj , of God ; Y, Yiós, Son ; £, Ewtho,

A wandering Syrian was my fat.ier ” (see Deut . Saviour - Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour. The

26 : 3-5), when he let down his basket, holding it | fish is also used to represent Christ's disciples .

6

( 6

etc.
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Probably, as suggested by Tertullian, the water 10 ; Hab . 1:15 , 17 ; Mic. 7:2 ; Eccles. 7:26 ; Matt. 4.

and the rite of baptism were prominently in their 18 , sq. ; Mark 1:16, etc.). This consists of a net

thought, while secondary reference may have been with fine meshes and of a circular form , about fif

had to the parable of the net or to the command teen feet in diameter. The margin is loaded with

of Christ to Peter and Andrew , Follow me, and leađen sinkers . To the center of the net is at

I will make you fishers of men (Matt. 4:18, 19) lached a long piece of fish line. This is held in

(Bennett, Christ. Arch ., 77 , 92) . the left hand, wbile the net, which has been pre

FISH GATE (Heb. 67. , shah'-ar viously gathered up in the right, is cast by a broad
sweep of the arm over an area of the shallow

had-dawg-yeeni', gate of the fishes), the name
water close to the shore, where the fisherman bas

(2 Chron . 33:14 ; Neh. 3 : 3 ; 12:39) of one of the previously observed a shoal of fish . The center

gates of JERUSALEM (q . v .). It probably took its of the net is now drawn up by means of the cord,
name from the fact of fish being brought through and the fishernian wades into the water and se

it on the way to the city, or from the fish market
cures the catch. The seine is also very much used.

being located near it.
Half of it is loaded into one boat and the other

FISH POOL (Heb. 1777, ber -ay-kaw ', pool), half in another, and the boats then separate, pay

in general a pond or reservoir ; thought by our ing out the net as they go and inclosing a vast

When all the net has beentranslators at Cant. 7: 4 to be intended for fish area of the water.

(q. v. ), such as were anciently constructed for paid out the boats draw it toward the shore and
land the ends of the net. The two crews now

pleasure angling
commence to draw in their respective ends of the

FISHER (Heb. 177, dav -vawg' ; Gr. åhieus, net, thus inclosing the draught of fishes and

hal-ee-yoos'). In addition to the usual meaning, gradually landing them (Matt. 13:48). At other

the Lord called his disciples “ fishers of men times the two boats inclose a circle in the water

(Matt. 4:19 ; Mark 1:17). See T'ISHING.
and draw the fishes into the boats (Luke 5 :4–9).

FISHHOOK (Hebrew plural 1777 nigo, see- The seine is also mentioned in the Old Testament

roth' doo.gaw ', horns of fishing). ( Isa . 19 : 8 ; Hab. 1:15) . The writer has seen a

1. The prophet Amos (4: 2 ), in denouncing the fisherman in Egypt bore a hole through the tails

voluptuous grandees of Sa

maria, predicts as follows :

“ God will take you away

with hooks, and your poster

ity with fishhooks." Dr.

Keil ( Com ., in loco), says :

“ The figure is not taken from

animals into whose noses

hooks and rings are inserted

to tame them, or from large

fishes that are let down into

the water again by nose

hooks ; but from the catching

of fishes that are drawn out

of the fish pond with hooks."

2. A ring placed in the

mouth of fishes and attached

to a cord to keep them alive

in the water ( Job 41 : 1 , 2 ).

See FISHING .

FISHING (Heb. 377 ,

deeg ; Gr. á llevw ,hal-ce-yooʻ-o).

Fishing has always been an

industry pursued by a large
Willi

number of people in Pales

tine . The natives are ex

ceedingly fond of fish , and

pay double to triple the price

for it that they do for fesh . Fishing (Egyptian Inscription).

The Turkish government real

izes a handsome sum by the octroi tax on it . The of fishes caught by a hook and string them on a

methods of taking fish mentioned in the Bible are : cord , and fasten one.end of the cord to a stake in

( 1) Angling with a hook ( Isa. 19 : 8 ; Hab. 1:15 ; the water to keep them fresh . Four of Christ's

Job 41 : 1 ; Amos 4: 2). (2 ) Spearing (Job 41:7). twelve disciples were fishermen . Christ promises

In this passage the reference is to the crocodile, them that they shall become fishers of men (Mark

but he is included under the generic idea of fish | 1:17, etc.).- G . E. P.

as conceived by the Hebrew mind, i . e. , a crea- FITCHES. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

ture living more or less in the water. (3) Netting. FLAG. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

They used the cast nel (Ezek . 26 : 5 , 14 ; 32 :3 ; 47 : FLAG. See STANDARD.
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FLAGON, the rendering in the A. V of two man nature, man (Gen. 2:23 ; Matt. 19 : 5 , 6 ; 1 Cor.
Hebrew terms : 6:16 ; Eph. 5 :29–31); also of the incarnation of

1. Ash -ee -shaw ' ( 700x, pressed together, Christ (Jolin 1:14 ; 6:51 ; Rom . 1:3; Eph. 2:15;
2 Sam . 6:19; 1 Chron. 16:3; Cant. 2:6). The Col. 1:22;Heb. 6 : 7 ; 10:20, etc. ). (6) Natural or

meaning of this word is, doubtless, a cake of physical origin, generation, relationship (Gen. 29:

pressed raisins,such as are a common refreshment 14 ; 37:27 ; Judg. 9:2 ; 2 Sam. 6 : 1 ; 19:18 ; John

in the East. In the passage in Hosea (3: 1 ) grape 1:13 ; Rom. 9 :8 ; Heb. 2: 11-14 ; 12 : 9) ; of one's

Gal.
or raisin cakesare del.cacies, figuratively repre- countryman (Rom . 9:3 ; 11:14 ; Acts 2:30 ;

senting that idolatrous worship which appealsto 4:23 );a fellow.mortal ( Isa. 68:7). (7) The sen

the senses and gratifies the carnal appetites and suous natureof man, the animal nature, " with .

desires (comp. Job 20:12). Loving grape cakes is out any suggestion of depravity, sexual desire

equivalent to indulgence in sensuality.
(John 1:13) ; with cravings which excite to sin

2. Neh '- bel (332, a skin, Isa. 22:24). This word ture, the earthly nature of man apart from divine
(Matt. 26:41 ; Mark 14:38). (8 ) “ Mere human na

is commonly used for a bottle or pitcher made influence, and therefore prone to sin and opposed

either of skin or earthenware (Isa. 30:14). The to God ; accordingly it includes in the soul what

word sometimes occurs with the force of a mu
ever is weak, low, debased, tending to ungodliness

sical instrument, generally rendered “ psaltery,” and vice " (see Rom . 8 : 3 , 5 , 6 ; 2 Cor. 7: 5 ; Gal.

but sometimes “ viol." See GLOSSARY. 5:16 ; Eph. 2 : 3 ) . (9) As a modest, general term

FLAKE (Heb. 1923, map-pawl”, pendulous ), for the secret parts (Gen. 17:11; Exod.28:42,mar
the dewlaps or flabby parts on the belly of the gin; Lev. 15: 2 , 3 , 7, 16 , 19 ; 2 Pet . 2:10 ; Jude 7).

crocodile (Job 41:23), which are firmly attached to 3. Other terms occasionally rendered “ flesh ”

the body and do not hang loosely as on the ox. in the Old Testament are : Sheh-ayr" (Heb. ,

FLAME. See FIRE. Psa. 73:26 ; 78:20 , 27 ; Prov. 11:17, etc.), having

FLANK (Heb. 5oz, keh '-sel, loin), the internal a more special reference to the muscle or physical

muscles of the loins near the kidneys, to which element as food . Tib-khaw' (Heb.imao, a slaugh

the fat adheres (Lev. 3:4, 10, 15 ; 7:4); hence the tered carcass, 1 Sam . 25:11 ) . Law -khoom ' (Heb.

viscera in general, figuratively for the inmost feel.Ons, food, Zeph . 1:17). See Food.
ings (Psa. 38:7 , “ loins ” ). The expression “ he FLESH AND BLOOD (Gr, σαρξς και αίμα),

maketh collops of fat on his flanks” ( Job 15:27) an expression denoting man as fallible, liable to

is used to denote the results of self-pampering.
err (Matt. 16:17 ; comp. Gal. 1:16 ; Eph. 6:12).

FLAX . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM .
FLESH HOOK (Heb. 19, maz-layg', and

FLEA. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

17752a, maz-law -gaw ), an instrument used in sac
FLEECE (Heb. Tu , gaze, sheared, Deut. 18:4 ; rificial services (Exod. 27 : 3 ; 38: 3 ; Num . 4:14 ;

Job 31:20), the wool of a sheep, whether on the 1 Chron . 28:17 ; 2 Chron . 4:16 ) ; probably a fork,

living animal, shorn off, or attached to the flayed with its many tines bent back to draw away the

skin . The miracle of Gideon's fleece (Judg. 6:37 , flesh . The implement in 1 Sam . 2:13 , 14 , is stated

39, 40) consists of the dew having fallen one time to be three -tined, and was apparently the ordinary

upon the fleece, without any on the floor, and that fork with prongs for culinary purposes, of course ,

at another time the fleece remained dry while the of large size.

ground was wet with dew.
FLESH “ OFFERED TO IDOLS ” ( 1 Cor.

FLESH. 1. Esh -paror' (Heb. PUN, 2 Sam. 8:1, sq.; comp. Acts 15:20). This consisted of

6:19 ; 1 Chron . 16 :3 ), an obscure word, understood those parts of the animals offered in heathen sac

by the Rabbins as signifying a piece of flesh or rifices which remained over after the priests had

roast meat; but Gesenius and Rediger have received their share, and which were either eaten

given their explanation of the word as signifying in the temple, or at home in connection with sac

a measure of wine, or drink .
rificial feasts, or else (by poor or miserly persons)

2. The rendering of two words in the original sold in the flesh markets. This was a very prac

Hebrew and Greek (Heb .27, baw-sawr', fresh - eat such meat, either through being invited toatical matter, as the Christian might easily come to

ness ; Gr. oáp s, sarks). These words have vari- feast by lieathen acquaintances ( 10:27) , or by buy

ous meanings, as follows: (1 ) In a general sense ing it in the market ( 10:25), and thereby offense

of the whole animal creation , man or beast (Gen. would be given to scrupulous consciences. On

6:13, 17, 19 ; 7:15, 16 , 21 ; 8:17 ; Matt. 24:22; the other hand, those of freer spirit, and withi
1 Pet. 1:24). ( 2) Of the flesh of the living body, more of Paul's own mode of thinking,might be

both of men and beasts (Gen. 41:2, 19 ; Job 33:21 ; apt to make light of the matter, and withal forget

1 Cor. 15:39); and as distinguished from other how a Christian ought to spare the weak . See

parts of the body, e . g. , from bones (Luke 24:39 ). EXPEDIENCY .

(3) In the sense of our word meat, i. e . , the flesh

of cattle used for food (Exod. 16:12 ; Lev. 7:19 ; FLESH POT (Heb .07 , 70, scer hab-baw

Num. 11 :4, 13) ; see Food . (4) The body as dis sawr', pot of the flesh , Exod. 16 :3). This was

tinguished from the spirit ( Job 14:22 ; 19:26; probably the bronze vessels with three legs, and

Prov. 14:30 ; Isa. 10:18,margin ; John 6:52 ; 1 Cor. used for culinary purposes by the Egyptians,such

5 :5 ; 2 Cor. 4:11 ; 7 : 1 ; Col. 2 :5 ; 1 Pet. 4 : 6) ; so as is represented in the paintings of the tombs.

also “ flesh and blood as a periphrasis for the FLIES. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

whole animal nature or man (Heb. 2:14 ). (5 ) Hu- FLINT. See MINERAL KINGDOM.
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solar year .

FLOAT (Heb. 7777, do-ber -aw ' ), of uncertain Table of Events. Genesis .

derivation. A raft for conveying bulky sub. The ark rests on Ararat, seventeenth day

stances by water. Thus Solomon contracted with
of seventh month ... 8:14.

Hiram , king of Tyre, to have cedars cut on the Tops of mountains visible, first day of
western side of Mount Lebanon and floated to

8 :5 .tenth month...

Jaffa ( 1 Kings 5: 9). Sometimes spelled “ flote "
Raven and dove sent out .. 8 :6-9 ,

( 2 Chron . 2:16).
Dove again sent out seven days after,

FLOCK. Figurative. In addition to the and returns with olive branch ... 8:10, 11 .

usual sense of sheep (see Animal Kingdom), taken Dove sent out the third time, after seven

collectively the term is applied to the Church , days, and returns no more... 8:12.

whether of Israel in the olden times or the Chris- Ground becomes dry, six hundred and first

tian Church (Isa . 40:11 ; Matt. 26:31 ; Luke 12:32 ; year, first month, and first day ; cover

1 Pet. 5 : 2 , 3 ). “ Flock of the slaughter" (Zech. ing of ark removed . 8:13 .

11:4 ) is an expression that may be applied either Noah leaves the ark, second month ,

to a flock that is being slaughtered or to one that twenty -seventh day ... 8: 14-19

is destined to be slaughtered in the future. From

verse 11 it would appear that Israel is the flock

referred to, and not the human race .
Thus it will be seen that the Deluge lasted

“ Israel

was given up by Jehovah into the hands of the twelve lunarmonths and ten days, or exactly one

See SUPPLEMENT.

nations or imperial powers to punish it for its sin.
2. Extent of Flood. On this question two

But as these nations abused the power intrusted
to them and sought utterly to destroy the nation opinions have obtained - one, that the food was

of God, which they ought only to have chastised, general over the whole globe ; the other, that it

the Lord takes charge of his people as their shep
was partial, affecting only those regions inhabited

herd ” (K. and D., Com . , in loco),
by man . The following considerations favor the

FLOOD, or DELUGE (Heb. 51272, mab-bool' ; be fulfilled by the“ flood of waters.” That de
probability of a partial flood. ( 1 ) The design to

Gr. Katakavouós, kat-ak -looce-mos ). sign was plainly not to destroy and remodel the

1. Bible Account. There are many ref- surface of the earth, but rather to sweep off men

erences in Scripture to the Flood , as one of the on account of their wickedness. The opinion of a

prominent and important facts in the world's his universal flood either takes it for granted that the

tory ; but the historical account is given in Gen- whole world was peopled in the days of Noah , or

esis (chaps. 6–8) . Attention is first pointedly that vast portions of the land were involved in

drawn to the cause of this judgment, viz . , " the ruin , although uninhabited by man . For the first

wickedness of man was great in the earth .” ( 6:5–7, alternative there is no evidence in Scripture.

11-13 ), which had reached a height altogether Again, it would have been impossible for Noah to

subversive of the great end of God in the crea- have preached righteousness to men if they had

tion of mankind, and of the real well -being of the dwelt in all avds. The second alternative necessi

world itself. tates our belief in the destruction of large por

“ The announcement of the commencement, tions of the earth , although uninhabited — a view

course, and termination of the Flood abounds in opposed to the known modes of God's dealings

repetitions; but the connection is well sustained, with his creatures. ( 2) The astronomical diffi .

and no links could be erased without producing a culties in the way of the theory of a universal
gap ” (K , and D. , Com .). At the command ofGod deluge are great. Supposing the earth's crust to

Noah built an ark ( q . v .), in which he and his have been about the same as now , the water must

family were to be saved during the coming flood. have risen about five miles above the sea level , so

The ark was finished when Noah was in his six as to cover the top of the highest mountain.

hundredth year, and all its living freight was gath- This would increase the equatorial diameter of the

ered into it . “ And the Lord shut him in ” (7:16 ). earth by some ten or twelve miles. The orbit

After a pause of seven days “ the waters of the round the sun would consequently be altered.

flood were upon the earth .” The influence of its attraction on the planets would

In Isaiah (54:9) the Flood is spoken of as “ the be increased, and thus the element of disorder
waters of Noah .” In the New Testament our reach to the utmost regions of space. After a

Lord gives the sanction of his own authority to year all this change would be done away with by

the historical truth of the narrative (Matt. 24:37, the return of the earth to its original condition,

sq.; Luke 17:26). Peter speaks of the “ long- and all this disturbance of the whole universe re

suffering of God ” which “ waited in the days of sult from the method of destroying a compara

Noah
ile the ark was preparing, wherein few , tively small portion of creation. (3) The geo

that is , eight souls were saved by water ” ( 1 Pet. logical objections to a universal deluge are also

3:20 ), and cites it as an example of God's right formidable. In many parts of the earth is found

eous judgment (2 Pet. 2 : 5). a diluvium , or drift, supposed to owe its origin to

the period of the Deluge. This diluvium , lying

near the surface of the earth , and composed of

Noah , in his six hundredth year, enters various materials - sand, pebbles , fragments of
the ark with his family . 7 : 1-9 . rocks, organic remains — and often laid as if it bad

The rain begins on seventeenth of sec been drifted into its present position by the action

ond month , and lasts forty days.. 7 : 10–17. of a mass of waters flowing in a particular direction,

The rain ceases ; the waters prevail.... 7 : 18–24 . I was at first naturally connected with the Deluge.

"

Table of Events. Genesis .
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A more careful examination of the diluvium the reeds repeated it to him . He was to an .

showed that it belonged to many different periods, nounce to his fellow -townsmen the coming flood ,

and had, to considerable extent, resulted from build himself a ship, and prepare for the catas

local causes, acting over limited areas. Moreover, trophe. Shamashnäpishtim repeated the warning

the agency which caused this drift was found not to the people, but they refused to believe it, and

to be a rush of water, but ice, coming from the turned him into ridicule. The ship, one hundred

north . ( 4 ) Another difficulty which must be met and forty cubits long and one hundred and forty

by the advocate of a general age is the capacity cubits wide on the deck , was completed ; and,

of the ark for the support of animal life . From the warned by the god , he entered with his family,

description of the ark given in Genesis we are servants , and possessions.' Then follows a de

pretty certain of its dimensions; and we also scription of the storm , which raged with such

know, for all practical purposes, the number of violence that even the gods were afraid of the

distinct species of animals, fowls, and creeping deluge: “ Six days and nights the wind continued,

things upon the earth ; and by no conceivable pos- the deluge and the tempest raged. The seventh

sibility could the ark be made to receive the whole day, at daybreak, the storm abated ; the deluge,

of these by twos and sevens, and provide suf- which had carried on warfare like an army,

ficient food for a year. The opinion , therefore, I ceased . . . I opened the hatch way and the light

fell upon my face; I sank down, I cowered, I

wept, and my tears ran down my cheeks when

I beheld the world all terror and all sea. At

the end of twelve days a point of land stood

up from the waters, the ship touched the land

of Nisir ; the mountain of Nisir stopped the

ship and permitted it to float no longer .'

Then follows an account of the sending out of

the dove, swallow , and raven. He resolved to

.conciliate the gods by expiatory ceremonies :

“ I sent forth the inhabitants of the ark toward

the four winds ; I made an offering ; I poured

out a propitiatory libation on the summit of

the mountain ." He thereupon reentered the

ship to await the effect of his sacrifice. The

gods, who no longer hoped for such a windfall ,

& Chaldean Tablet Containing a Record of the Deluge.
accepted the sacrifice with wondering joy.

“ The gods sniffed up the odor ; the gods

seems inevitable that the flood of Noah was a local | sniffed up the excellent odor; the gods gathered

event, and that it " was universal ” only so far as like flies above the offering ." Bel, the god who

it effected the destruction of the whole human had sent the flood , also came, and was full of

wrath that any man had escaped destruction, but

3. Traditions. In favor of the Mosaic ac- he was mollified by the words of Ea. “ He went

count of the Deluge there are the ample tradi- up into the interior of the ship ; he took hold of

tional testimonies. The traditions of the ancient my band and made me go up, even nie ; he made

Asiatic nations are the most important, because my wife go up, and he pushed her to my side ; he

they were the earliest to be put on record, and turned our faces toward him ; he placed himself

were also the accredited accounts of the descend between us, and blessed us : Up to this time

ants of those who settled nearest to the catas- Shamashnapishtim was a man ; henceforward let

trophe. These traditions come nearest to the bib- him and his wife be reverenced like us, the gods,

lical account. and let him dwell afar off, at the mouth of the

Chaldean . — The following is abbreviated from seas,' and he carried us away and placed us afar

Maspero, Dawn of Civ ., p . 565 , sq. : From the be- off, at the mouth of the seas.

ginning of the world to the Deluge they reckoned Other notices of the Flood are found in Phæni.

six hundred and ninety-one thousand two hun- cian mythology ; in the Sybilline oracles; in the

dred years . Men in the meantimebecamewicked ; Phrygian story of King Annakos, or Nannakos

they lost the habit of offering sacrifices to the (Enoch ); Syrian, Armenian, Persian , and Chinese

gods, and the gods, justly indignant at this nog. traditions ; also among the American Indians.

ligence, resolved to be avenged . Now Shamashina

pishtim was reigning at this time in Shurippak,
FLOOR (Heb. 173 , go '-ren , to smooth ), a level ,

the “ town of the ship ; " he and all his family or open area, as the “ place ” or square near the

were saved, and he thus relates how Ea saved biṁ gates of oriental cities (1 Kings 22:10 ; 2 Chron .

from the disaster: " The great gods had deter- 18 :9, 1. V. “ void place ” in both passages ). See

mined upon the destruction of Shurippak, the city House, PAVEMENT, Thrashing Floor.

on the banks of the Euphrates. The master of FLOTES. See Float.

wisdom , Ea, was anxious to warn me of the peril FLOUR , rendered in the A. V. for the follow.

which threatened, but it was a very serious affair
to betray to a mortal a secret of heaven . Heing: Keh '-makh (Heb. 77727?, to grind, Judg: 6:19 ;

therefore confided to a hedgeof reeds theresolu- 1 Sam . 1:24 ; 28:24 , etc.). So '-leth (Heb. , to

tion that had been adopted .” Shamashnapishtim strip ), from a stripping off the hull , the finest and

heard the address to the field of reeds, or perhaps purest of the meal, usually rendered “ fine flour."

>

race .

>
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Seni-id '-al- is (Gr. geuidahus, Rev. 18:13), the Greek stands for emptiness, Gen. 34:7, and many others.

term for the preceding. Fine meal, i. e . , grain Other terms in the original may be rendered

beaten fine, is spoken of in the time of Abraham " thickheadedness ” (Eccles. 2: 3), “ senselessness ”

(Gen. 18 :6 ). At first barley alone was ground, but | (2 Tim . 3 : 9 ) , “ heedlessness ” (2 Cor. 11 : 1 ), “ self

afterward wheat, as only the poor used barley. confidence ” (Psa . 85 : 8 ) , “ insipidity ” (Job 24:12 ;

As to the method of making flour, both mortars Jer. 23:13 ). As a word in common use, folly is a

and mills were employed. See Bread ; Mills. weak or absurd act, and foolishness is a want of

Fine flour was presented in connection with sac- wisdom or judgment.

rifices in general, and by the poor as a sin offer. FOOD. Represented in the original by several

ing (Lev. 5 : 11-13) . Hebrew and Greek words.

FLOWER (Heb. 77 , peh ’-rakh, a calyx), the 1. In Early Times. The articles of food

term applied to the floral ornaments of the golden used by men are determined largely by the prod

candlestick (Exod. 25:31 , sq .; 37:17 ; 1 Kings ucts of the country which they inhabit, and change
7:26) , and also the artificial lily ornaments round with the growth of culture. At first men lived

the edge of the great laver (1 Kings 7:26 ; upon roots , vegetables, and the fruit of trees, all

2 Chron. 4 : 5). of which articles were known by the general name

FLOWERS. Figurative. Flowers , from of Lekh'em (Heb. 27, Gen. 1:29 ; 2:16 ) . No

their speedy decay, are representative ofthe short- doubt it was not till after the Flood that God al.

ness of human life (Job 14: 2 ; Psa. 103:15 ; 1 Pet. lowed men the use of the flesh of animals (Gen.

1:24 ) ; the speedy downfall of the kingdom of Is- 9: 3 ) , but it is very probable that the Cainite Jubal,

rael ( Isa. 28: 1 ), and the sudden departure of the “ the father of such as dwell in tents and have

rich (James 1:10, 11 ). See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. cattle ” (Gen. 4:20), used not only the milk and

FLUTE. See Musical INSTRUMENTS . wool obtained from the flock, but also ate of the

FLUX, BLOODY. See DISEASES.
flesh of the cattle. That before the Flood the

FLY. See ANIMAL KINGDOM .
flesh of animals was converted into food may be

inferred from the division of animals into clean

FOAL (Ileb . 79, al '- yer, Gen. 49:11 ; 7.7 , and unclean (Gen. 7 : 8 ), and after the Flood it is

bane, son, Zech. 9 : 9 ; Gr. viós, son , Matt. 21 :5 ) , an expressly mentioned that animals were slain for

ass's colt. See ANIMAL KINGDOM. food (Gen , 9 : 3 , 4).

FOAM (Heb. 997, heh ' -tsef, a splinter ). The 2. In the Patriarchal Age the flesh of

original word is rendered “ foam ” in Hos . 10 : 7 , animals, both tame and wild, was eaten . Legu.

“ As for Samaria, her king is cut off as the foam minous food (i. e. , beans, peas, etc. ) was used, and

upon the water.' It means a broken branch, a
a preparation of lentils (q . v . ) seems to have been

fagot , or splinter.
à common and favorite dish (Gen. 25:34 ). Use

FODDER (Heb. 5753, bel-eel', Job 6:5). The 43:11). Asearly as the time of Abraham the art
was also made of honey, spices, and nuts (Gen.

word properly signifies a mixture, and is rendered of preparing bread was carried to some degree of

in Job 24 :6 , and “ provender ” in Isa . perfection.

30:24 .
3. Among the Egyptians. The Egyptians

FOLD, the rendering in the A. V. of several partook both of animaland vegetable food. Beef

Hebrew and Greek words : and geese constituted the principal part of the

1. Ghed -ay -raw ' (Heb. 1777., walled in , Num . animal food, although ducks, teal , quails, and

32:16 , 24, 36).
other birds were used. Mutton , however, was er

cluded. An endless succession of vegetables was

2. Miklar" (Heb. 27 , a pen, Hab . 3:17 ; also required on all occasions, and, when dining in

Psa. 50 : 9 ; 78:70). private, dishes composed chiefly of them were in

3. Raw -bats' (Heb.727, to recline, Isa . 13:20 ) . greater request than joints , even at the tables of

These three words, with the Gr. ow -lay' ( ovhń), the rich. Maspero says (Dawn of Civ., p . 64 , sq .):

signify a small inclosure for flocks to rest in . “ The Egyptians had begin by eating indiscrim

4. The following terms, Do ' -ber (Heb . 27, Isa.Tinately every kind of fruit which the country pro

duced. Manyof these , when their therapeutic virtues

5:17 ; Mic . 2:12), and Naw -veh ' (Heb. 17?, at home, had been learned by experience, were gradually

2 Sam . 7 : 8 ; 1 Chron . 17 : 7 ; Isa . 65:10 ; Jer. 23 : 3 , banished asarticles of food and their use restricted

etc. ), signify pasture; while the Greek word Troijvn to medicine ; others fell into disuse, and only re

( poym '-nay, John 10:16 ) , means the flock itself. appeared at sacrifices or at funeral feasts ; several

See Flock. varieties continue to be eaten to the present time

FOLDEN. See GLOSSARY. -the acid fruits of the nabeca and of the carob

FOLLOWER (Gr. uuntis, mim -ay -tace', an tree, the astringent figs of the sycamore, the in.

imitator ). Paul urges Christians to be followers sipid pulp of the dom -palm , besides those which

of me,” etc. , meaning that they were to imitate are pleasant to our Western palates, such as the

him in all good things ( 1 Cor. 4:16 ; 11:1, etc.); common fig and the date. Vetches, lupins,beans,

also to take God as an example (Eph. 5 :1). In chickpeas, lentils, onions, fenugreek, the bamiả

Phil. 3:17 the “ followers ” were to be co-imitators.(having a fruit of five divisions, covered with

FOLLY (mostly Heb. opp, iv-veh '-leth, and slightly sweet, but astringent to the taste),the

prickly hairs, and containing soft white seeds,

7?, neb -aw '-law ). The first word means silli- meloukhia (chopped up and cooked much the same
ness, as in Prov. 5:23, etc.; the second word | as endive is withi us), the arum colocasia ( the root

>

corn

1

>
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of which, cooked in water, is eaten at the present den to " seetle a kid in his mother's milk ” (Exod.

day), all grew wild in the fields, and the river 23:19 ; 34:26 ; Deut. 14:21 ). The reason for this

in elf supplied its quota of nourishing plants . " prohibition is not given, but it may be that it

Anong the poorer classes vegetables constituted would seem to indicate “ a contempt of the rela
a very great part of their ordinary food, some of tion which God has established and sanctified be

which were eaten in the crude state, and others tween parent and young, and thus subverting the

roasted in the ashes, boiled , or stewed . To these divine ordinance " (K.and D. , Com ., in loco ). Be

they added milk and cheese (Wilkinson, Ancient sides these, according to ancient tradition, the

Egyptians, i, 165, sq.). Israelites, perhaps from a feeling of reverence,

4. Among the Chaldeans. Their land af- denied themselves the use of the sinew of the hip

forded the Chaldeans " ten or twelve species of (Gen. 32:32 ).

pulse to choose from - beans, lentils, chick -peas, (2) Articles allowed . These were partly vege

retches, kidney beans, onions, cucumbers, egg- table and partly animal, with salt for seasoning.

plants, ' gombo,' and pumpkins. Wheat and bar. Grain formed the chief nourishment, roasted in

ley are considered to be indigenous on the plains the fire , especially wheat kernels—stilla favorite

of the Euphrates; the date palm met many needs ; food in Palestine, Syria, and Egypt. But it was

fruit trees of many varieties abounded. A con- frequently baked into bread. Milk was an article

siderable proportion of the tribes on the lower of daily food ; not only the milk of cows, but also

Euphrates lived for a long time on fish only, eaten of sheep and goats (Deut. 32:14 ; Prov. 27:27 ) ;

either fresh , salted or smoked ; they dried them sometimes sweet, sometimes sour, thick, or cur

in the sun, crushed them in a mortar, strained the alled . The latter still forms, after bread, thechief

polp through linen , and worked it up into a kind food of the poorer classes in Arabia and Syria, nor

of bread or into cakes ” (Maspero, Ancient Chal- is it wanting on the tables of well - to-do persons.

dea, p . 554, sq.). The Israelites , no doubt, prepared cheese of differ

5. Among the Israelites. While in Egypt ent kinds, and very likely butter also (Prov. 30:33).
the Israelites shared in the abundance of that “ Much liked also were honey of bees ; perhaps,

land, where they “ sat by the

fleshpots and did eat bread

to the full (Exod. 16 :3 );

and they recalled in the wil

derness with regret and mur

muring “ the fish , the cucum

bers, the melons, the leeks,

the onions, and the garlic

( Num . 11 :5 ). The subject of

food among the Israelites Egyptian Kitchen .

will be considered as follows:

Articles prohibited ; articles allowed ; food, its also, grape honey (must of sweet grapes boiled to

preparation; meals, etc. a syrup), and wood honey of wild bees (1 Sam . 14 :

(1) Articles prohibited . Animal food was lim. 25; Matt. 3 :4 ), in which Palestine was and still is

ited by the Mosaic law : (a) By the primeval rich ; raisins, dried figs (1 Sam . 25:18), date cakes

distinction between clean and unclean, under which (2 Sam. 16 :1), and various fresh fruits.” Vege

distinction were forbidden to be used as food : tables. — Of these those chiefly used were pulse,

Quadrupeds which donot ruminate (i. e.,chew the lentils , and beans, with onions, garlic, and cucum .
cud ) or have cloven feet (Lev. 11:4-8 ; Deut. 14 : bers ; also green herbs — sometimes raised in gar

7, 8 ). Fishes without scales and fins, e. g ., eels dens ( 1 Kings 21 : 2), sometimes growing in the

and all shell fish (Lev. 11 : 9-12 ). Birds of prey fields (Prov. 15:17). Animal food. — The flesh of

and such as feed upon worms and carrion (Lev. oxen, sheep, and goats ranks first, while the flesh

11:13–19). Serpents and creeping insects ; in- of calves, lambs, and kids was greatly prized ;

sects which sometimes fly and sometimes go upon perhaps, also, that of pigeons and turtle doves.

their feet, with the exception of some of the locust The rich had upon their tables stag, antelope, buck ,

kind (Lev. 11:20-24 , 42). (6) By the sacrificial and various kinds of winged game (1 Kings 4:23 ;

ordinances was forbidden the eating of all blood | Neh. 5:18). Fish were supplied in great abun

of cattle and birds and bloody flesh (Lev. 3:17 ; dance from the lake of Gennesaret (John 21:11 ;

7:26 ; 17 : 10-14 ; Deut. 12:16 , 23 ; comp. Gen. 9:4 ; comp. Matt. 14:17 ; 15:34 ), while in after times the

Sam. 14:32, sq.). The fatty portions which, in Phoenicians brought fish to Jerusalem from the

the sacrifice of oxen, sheep, and goats, were burned sea (Neh. 13:16). Locusts were eaten by the poorer

upon the altar (Lev. 3:17 ; 7:23, 25 ); also every people (Lev. 11:22; Matt. 3 :4 ; Mark 1 :6) ; some

thing consecrated to idols (Exod. 34:15) . (c) For times salted and roasted (or fried), sometimes

sanitary reasons, doubtless, the following was for- boiled in water and buttered.

bidden as food : The flesh of cattle that had fallen (3 ) Preparation of Food. Grain was eaten at

down dead or bad been torn by wild beasts (Exod. first without any preparation , and the custom of

22:31 ; Lev. 11:39, sq . ; Deut. 14:21), as well as thus eating it had not entirely disappeared in the

food prepared with water on which the dead body time of Christ (Matt. 12 : 1) . After the uses of fire

of an unclean insect had fallen (Lev. 11:33 , 34) . were known grain was parched. Later the intro

All food and liquids remaining in an uncovered duction of the mortar and mill furnished flour,

vessel in the tent or chamber of a dying or dead which was made into bread (q . v. ) . As to the

man (Num . 19:14, 15). In addition, it was forbid . preparation of vegetables and desh , we learn that
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FOOL FOOTSTEPS

ol ,

" He set my

so early as the time of Isaac it was customary to FOOT. 1. The rendering of the Heb. 7 , kane,

prepare soup of lentils (Gen. 25:29, 34) and flesh a stand, with reference to the laver (q. v.).

(27:14). Vegetables , pulse, and herbs were cooked
2. (Heb. 5m, reh'-gel ; Gr. Tous, pooce). The

in pots (2 Kings 4:38 ; Num . 11 : 8 ; Judg. 6:19 ;
1 Sam . 2:14) and seasoned with oil . ' Roasting on word “ feet ” is used in Scripture for the sake of

a spit was perhaps the oldest way of cookingflesh, delicacy, to express the parts and the actswhich

but less common among the Israelites than boiling, it is not allowed to name. Hence, “ the hair of

roast flesh being used only by the rich and better

the feet, " to open the feet,” etc. “ To cover

classes ( 1 Sam . 2:15 ), as is still the case in the the feet ” ( 1 Sam. 24: 3 ; Judg. 3:24) is a euphe

East. When cooked in pots (1 Sam . 2:14 ; 2 Chron. mism for performing the necessities of nature, as it
35:13), it was lifted out with a three-pronged fork isthe custom in theEast to cover the feet. The

and brought to the table with the broth ( Judg. Jews neglected the feet, and bared them in affic

6:19) . All the flesh of the slain animal, owing to
tion (2 Sam . 15:30 ; 19:24 ; Ezek . 24:17) ; stamped

the difficulty of keeping it in warm climates, was them on the ground in extreme joy or grief (Ezek.

commonly cooked at once. The Israelites seem to 6:11; 25 :6) ; showed respect by falling atthe feet

have boiled the flesh of young animals in milk. (1 Sam . 25:24 ; 2 Kings 4:37 ; Esth . 8:3 ; Mark

Locusts were frequently roasted, as they still are 5:22), reverence by kissing another's feet (Luke

in the East. “ Their wings and feet are taken off 7:38), subjection by licking the dust from the

and their intestines extracted; they are salted, foot ( Isa. 49:23) ; while the subjugation of ene

fixed upon a sharp piece ofwood, placed over the mies was expressed by placing the foot on their

fire, and at length eaten. They are likewise pre- necks (Josh.10:24 ; Psa. 110 :1). The feet of ene

pared by boiling them . Sometimes they are salted mies were sometimes cut off or maimed (Judg.

and preserved in bottles and, as occasion requires, 1 : 6, 7; 2 Sam . 4:12). Uncovering the feet was a

are cut in pieces and eaten ” (Lev. 11:22 ; Matt. mark of adoration (Exod . 3:5).

3 :4). Salt (g . v.) was very anciently used (Num . Figurative. “ To be at any one's feet ” is

18:19 ; comp. 2 Chron. 13 : 5). In most ancient used for being at theservice of another, following

times the animal was slain by the master of the him , or receiving his instruction (Judg. 4:10 ;

house, although he were a prince, and the cooking Acts 22:3). The last passage, in which Paul is

also was done by his wife (Gen. 18: 2–6 ; Judg. described asbeing brought up at the feet of

6:19), with the help of female slaves. In the Gamaliel,” will appear still clearer if we under

houses of theupper classes there were also special stand that, as the Jewish writers allege, pupils

cooks (1 Sam . 9:23 , sq . ) , and in the larger cities actually did sit on the floor before, and, therefore,

bakers (Hos. 7 :4 ) .

at the feet of, the doctors of the law, who them

(4) Meals, etc. Besides a simple breakfast the selves occupied an elevated seat.

Israelites had two daily meals ; at midday (Gen. feet upon a rock .” (Psa. 40:2) expresses the idea

18 :1 ; 43:16 , 25 ; Ruth 2:14 ; 1 Kings 20:16), and of stability. “ Thou hast set my feet in a large

their principal meal at about six or seven in the place ” (Psa. 31:8 ) denotes liberty. “ Sliding of

evening (Gen. 19: 1 , sq .; Ruth 3 : 7). They were the feet ” is figurative for yielding to temptation

accustomed to wash their hands both before and ( Job 12: 5 ; Psa . 17 : 5 ; 38:16 ; 94:18 ). “ Treading

after eating (Matt. 15 : 2 ; Mark 7: 2 ; Luke 11:38), under foot” (Isa. 18:7 ; Lam . 1:15) implies com

because food was lified to the mouth with the plete destruction. To “ wash dip ” one's

fingers (see Washing ). Prayers were also offered feet in oil or butter (Deut. 33:24 ; Job 29:6) is to

(1 Sam . 9:13). In the older times it was the cus . possess abundance; " dipped in blood ” ( Psa. 68:

tom to sit at the table (Gen. 27:19 ; Judg. 19 : 6 ; 23 ), of victory. “ To keep the feet of the saints ”

1 Sam . 20: 5 , 24 ; 1 Kings 13:19), but later it was (1 Sam . 2 : 9) is to preserve them from stumbling.

usual to recline upon cushions or divans. The
Lameness of feet ” (Psa. 35:15, A. V. adver

food was taken to the mouth with the right hand, sity ; " marg . “ halting ; ” Jer. 20:10, etc.) denotes

a custom still prevalent in the East (Ruth 2:14 ;
affliction . “ To set one's foot ” in a place signi.

Prov . 26:15 ; John 13:26). See BANQUET ; Drink. fies to take possession (Deut. 1:36 ; 11:24).

FOOL. Represented by a large number of water with the foot” (Deut. 11:10 ) refers to irri

Hebrew and Greek words. The word is used in gation, which was effected by foot pumps, and by

Scripture with respect to moral more than to in- turning the small streams of the garden with the

tellectual deficiencies. The “ fool ” is not so much foot. A striking phrase, borrowed from the feet,

one lacking in mental powers, as one who misuses is used by Paul (Gal. 2:14) : When I saw that

them ; not one who does not reason, but reasons they walked not uprightly ; ” literally, “ with a

wrongly. In Scripture the “ fool,” by way of straight foot ” (Gr. our oporodowolv).

eminence, is the person who casts off the fear of FOOT WASHING . See WASHING.

God , and thinks and acts as if he could safely dis
FOOTMAN . Employed in the A. V. in two

regard the eternal principles of God's righteous- senses: 1. The military use of the word is the

ness (Psa. 14 : 1 ; 92 :6 ; Jer. 17:11 ; Prov. 14 :9, infantry in the army (q. v.) . 2. In the special
etc.). " Yet in many passages, especially in Prov. sense of a runner (q. v.).
erbs, the term has its ordinary use, and denotes

FOOTSTEPS (Heb. bye. pah '-am , Psa. 17: 5 ;
one who is rash , senseless, or unreasonable. The

expression “ thou fool ” (Matt. 5:22) is used in the 577, aro-kabe', Psa. 66 : 6 ; 77:19 ; 89:51 ; Cant.

moral sense, means “ wicked , " and seems to be 1 : 8). Footprints are held to be indicative of one's

equivalent to judging one as worthy of everlasting character, their direction a proof of his tenden

punishment. See Folly. cies . Therefore to watch one's footsteps is to

FOOLISHNESS. See FOLLY ; Fool. seek a cause for accusation (Psa. 17: 8, 11).

"

or

"

66

>

"To
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FOOTSTOOL FOREHEAD

"

FOOTSTOOL (Heb. wan, keh '-besh ; some disposition of God, in accordance with which he
thing trodden upon ), an article of furniture, used indulgently tolerates sins and delays their punish

ment(Meyer, Com ., in loco).

FORCES (Hebrew, specially 5 , khah' -yil,

strength ). In a military point of view it is applied

to army, fortifications, etc. In Isa. 60 : 3, 11 the

phrase “ forces of the Gentiles seems to be used

in its widest sense to denote not only the subju

gation of the heathen, but also the consecration of

their wealth ( the rendering in the R. V.).

FORD (Heb. 1732, mah-ab -awr', and 17793.2,

mah -ab -aw -raw ', a pass), a shallow place in a river

or other body of water wbich may be crossed on

foot or by wading (Gen. 32:22 ; Josh . 2 : 7 ; Judg.

3:28 ; 12: 5 , 6, A. V. “ passages ; ” Isa . 16: 2). The

fords of Jordan are frequently mentioned . A lit

tle above the Dead Sea two fords cross the Jordan

near Jericho, passable for the mostof the year,

connecting roads from the Judean hills with high

Egyptian Footstool. ways from Gilead and Moab. The passage from

Samaria into Gilead was made easy by an extraor

to support the feet when sitting in state, as upon dinary number offords through the Jordan . The

a throne (2 Chron. 9:18) . The divine glory which depth of the Jordan fords varies from three feet

resided symbolically between the cherubim above I to as much as ten or twelve (Smith, Hist. Geog. of

FELTEI

Ford of Jordan .

(

Holy Land, pp . 266 , 337 , 486 ) . Mention is also

made of the ford of the Jabbok (Gen. 32:22) and

of Arnon ( Isa. 16 : 2 ). The " passages » of the

Euphrates (Jer. 51:32) “ are not merely those over

the main river, but also those over the canals cut

from it to add strength , whether fords, ferries, or

light wooden bridges, which must have existed

alongside the one stone bridge over the river for

purposes of intercourse ” (Orelli , Com. , in loco).

FOREFRONT is used in its present sense, as

the foremost part or place, e. g. , the forefront of

the ark of the covenant is supposed to use the ark a building or of a battle (Ex. 26 : 9 ; 2 Sam . 11:15,

as a footstool (1 Chron . 28 :2 ; Psa. 99 : 5 ; 132: 7).

The earth is called God's footstool by the same FOREHEAD (Heb. 13??, may'-tsakh, to

expressive figure which represents heaven as his shine). The practice of veiling the face in public

throne (Psa. 110: 1 ; Isa . 66: 1 ; Matt. 5:35). for women of the higher classes — especially mar

FORBEARANCE (Gr. ávoxh, an-okh -ay , a ried women-in the East, sufficiently stigmatizes
holding back, delaying, Rom . 2:4 ; 3:25) . “ The with reproach the unveiled face of women of bad

forbearance of God and bis long suffering -- the character (Gen. 24:65 ; Jer . 3 : 3 ) . Reference is

two terms exhausting the one idea - denote the made to this when Israel is called “ impudent”

etc.

>
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FOREIGNER FORGIVENESS

)

BUTES OF

T : T )

(literally, “ of an hard forehead ,” R. V.), while the people of the covenant (Rom . 9 :4 ), with whom,

courage is promised to the prophet when Jehovah in virtue of this right, he was now incorporated

says, I have made the forehead strong (R. V. (Exod. 12:48). The parties excluded from this

hard ') against their foreheads ” (Ezek. 3:7, 8 ) . fellowship were the Edomites and Egyptians resi

The custom among many oriental nations both of dent in Israel — only, however, till the third gen

coloring the face and forehead and of impressing eration (Deut. 23 : 7 , 8 ); the seven Canaanitish na

on the body marks indicative of devotion to some tions, doomed to destruction and excluded forever

special deity or religious sect is mentioned by (Exod. 34:15 ; Deut . 7:1-4) ; the Ammonites and

various writers. In Ezekiel ( 9:4-6) we read that Moabites, “ even to the tenth generation "-i e. ,

the mark n (in early times made in the form of a forever — because of their opposition to the Israel

cross) should be placed upon the foreheads of ites entering Canaan (Deut. 23: 3).
those who mourned the abominations of Israel, Figurative. “ Foreigners ” in Eph. 2:19 de

that they might be spared (see Rev. 7 :3 ; 9: 4 ; notes those who, being in a state of nature, are

14: 1 ; 22:4 ). In the opposite sense as servants of without citizenship in God's kingdom , as opposed

Satan (Rev. 13:16, 17 ; 14 :9, etc.). The “ jewels to “ fellow -citizens” (Gr. ovutoitai). In 1 Pet.

for the forehead," mentioned by Ezekiel ( 16:12), 2:11 “ foreigners ” (A. V. “ strangers " ) are those

and in margin of A. V. (Gen. 24:22), were in all who live as strangers on the earth, i. e., with their

probability nose -rings (Isa. 3:21 ). citizenship in heaven (Phil. 3:20 , R. V.).

FOREIGNER (Heb. " ?? , nok-ree', stranger, FOREKNOWLEDGE. See GOD, ATTRI

Deut. 15 :3 ; Obad. 11 ; sein, to-shaub', Exod.

FOREORDINATION . See ELECTION,
12:45 , dweller, as distinguished from a native; Gr.

Trápoikos, par'-oy -kos, dwelling near, Eph. 2:19),
FORERUNNER (Gr. apóspouos, prod'-rom

one livingin a country of which he is not a native, os), one who is sent before to take observations

i. e., in the Jewish sense, a Gentile. The kingdom or act as a spy , a scout, a light-armed soldier.

of God, temporarily limited to the one people In Heb. 6:20 it is used in the sense of one who
of Israel, yet bore within it the germ of uni- comes in advance to a place whither the rest are

versality, of diffusion among all people.
The to follow, viz. , Jesus Christ (comp. John 14: 2).

covenant made with Abraham and established FORESHIP (Gr. apápa, pro' -ra, Acts 27:

with Israel at Sinai was from the beginning not 30, 41 , “ forepart” ), the prow of a ship ( q. v.).

exclusively confined to the natural posterity of Is- FORESKIN (Heb. 7 , or -law ' ; Gr. åkpo
rael's twelve sons. As a practical proof that the

redemption which was to be prepared thr
Bvoría, ak-rob-oos-tee'-ah), the loose fold of skin

him and his seed was intended for allraces ofthe on the distinctive member of the male sex , which

earth, Abraham was commanded to circumcise was removed in circumcision (9. V. ), leaving the

Circumcisionevery male belonging to his house. Hereby his glans penis artificially uncovered.
servants, who amounted to hundreds, are included being a symbol of purification , the foreskin was a

in his house, made partakers of the covenant of the heart” (Deut. 10:16 ; Jer. 4 :4) to designate
type of corruption ; hence the phrase, “ foreskin

promises, and incorporated with the promised
a carnal or heathenish state (Rom . 2:29 ). It was

Beed .

Privileges. When the Israelites went up out
sometimes brought as a trophy of slain Gentiles

( 1 Sam . 18:25 ; 2 Sam. 3:14).
of Egypt a large, mixed multitude of foreigners

accompanied them (Exod . 12:38 ; Num . 11 : 4 ; Josh . FORESKINS, HILL OF. A place at or

8:35 ), and were not rejected by them . Among
near Gilgal , so called from the fact that the fore .

the Israelites there were at all times individuals skins of the Israelites were buried there when the

of other (heathen ) peoples. To such were granted nation was circumcised (Josh . 5 : 3 ).

toleration and several privileges, in return for FOREST. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

which compliance with the following regulations Figurative. Forest is used symbolically to

was insisted upon . They were required, for ex- denote a city, kingdom , and the like (Ezek. 20:46,

ample, not to blaspheme the name of Jehovah where the forest of the south " denotes the

(Lev. 24:16) ; not to indulge in idolatrous worship kingdom of Judah). Kingdoms which God has

(Lev, 20: 2) ; not to commit actsof indecency (Lev. threatened to destroy are represented under the

18:26) ; not to do any work on the Sabbath (Exod. figure of a forest, destined to be burned (Isa . 10:

20:10) ; not to eat leavened bread during the Pass- 17, 18 , 19, 34 , where the briars and thorns denote

over (Exod . 12:19) ; not to eat any manner of the common people, while “ the glory of the for

blood or flesh of animals that had died a natural est ” are the nobles and others of high rank . See

death or had been torn by wild beasts (Lev. 17 : also Isa. 32:19 ; 37:24 ; Jer. 21:14 ; 22 : 7 , etc.).

10 , 15). Under such circumstances the law ac- The forest is the image of unfruitfulness as con

corded to foreigners not only protection and toler- trasted with a cultivated field or vineyard (Isa .

ation, but equal civil rights with the Israelites. 29:17 ; 32:15 ; Jer. 26:18 ; Hos , 2:12).

They could even acquire fixed property, lands FORGIVENESS (Heb. DP, kaw -far ', to

(Lev. 25:47 , sq . ), and offer sacrifices to the Lord
cover, to hide, to purge, to do away, Deut. 21 : 8 ,

(Num . 15:15 , sq . , 26 , 29).
Citizenship. Should he desire to enjoy the et al.; Nin, naw-saw ', to lift up, to take away,

full rights of citizenship astranger submitted to Gen. 60:17, et al : ribo, saw -lakh', and apinur,

circumcision, thus binding himself to observe the af-ee'-ay.mee, to send away, let off, Psa . 103 : 3, et

whole law , in return for which he was permitted al .; Matt . 6:12, and most of the New Testament

to enjoy to the full the privileges and blessings of | places ; xapitojai, khar - id '-zom -ahce, to give gladly
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FORK FORT

a

“ In

or freely, Luke 7:42, et al.). Forgiveness is the siege; mib -tsawr ( , Isa. 17 :3 ; 25:12 ; 34:13 ;

act of putting aside an offense or overlooking it Hos. 10:14 ; Jer. 10:17 ; Amos 5: 9), a fortified

and treating the transgressor as if innocent. In castle or city ; Orelli (Com ., Jer. 6:27) would ren

ordinary use it has a deeper meaning than pardon. der “ fortress ” as metal, either gold or silver ;

We ask pardon for inadvertent and slight offenses,

and forgiveness for grievous ones. In religion mis-gawb' (2:022,Isa. 25:12), a cliff or inaccessible

forgiveness, or justification (q. v. ), is a forensic or height. There are a few other words having sim

judicial act of God which does not effect a change ilar meaning Modern artillery being unknown

of character, but of relation to him. God declares in scriptural times, the means of defense then in

the sinner just or righteous — i. e. , that the use were very simple. The rudest of all contri

claims of justice are satisfied — so that the forgiven yances were resorted to, as caves, which abounded

one is in justice entitled to the reward promised in Palestine, and clefts of the rocks (Josh. 10:16 ;

or due to perfect righteousness. What is called Judg. 6 : 2 ; 20:47 ; 1 Sam. 12 :6, sq . ). In such a

forgiveness in theOld Testament is frequently justi- cleft of the rock Samson dwelt for a time(Judg.

fication in the New Testament. The ground of it 15 :8, 11 , A. V. “ top," R. V. “ cleft”) ; and in such

is the atonementof our Lord Jesus Christ, through a cavern David found shelter for himself and his

whom the penalty of the divine law is remitted, six hundred men ( 1 Sam . 22: 1 , sq .). Inventions

when the sinner believes in him. It may be for- for defense are metwith from the earliest times.

feited by renewed sin, in which case all antece- At first they consisted of unhewn or rudely chipped

dent guilt returns upon the backslider (Ezek. uncemented stones, piled up for walls, but with no

33:13). ditches, towers , or gateways other than gaps left

FORK (Heb. ziupp. w "> , shel-oshe' kil - lesh : between the huge stones. These defenseswere of

the style of building known as Cyclopean, Pelas
one', three of prongs, only in 1 San . 13:21), a

tbree-pronged fork, i . e ., pitchfork, with which to of Mosesand Joshua were a highly civilized people ,
gian , and Etruscan . The Canaanites of the time

handle hay, straw, etc.
connected by commerce with the most advanced

FORMER . See GLOSSARY. nations of their time, and especially with Egypt .

FORNICATION (Heb. 071379, taz -nooth '; Gr. It is therefore probable that their walled cities,
Topveia, por -ni'-ah) is used of illicit sexual inter- with gates and bars, bore a resemblance to fortifi

course in general (Acts 15:20, 29 ; 21:26 ; Rom . cations shown on Egyptian monuments.

1:29 ; 1 Cor. 5 : 1; 6:13, 18 ; 7:2, etc.). It'is dis . Moses's time Bashan was famed for its strong

tinguished from '“ adultery " (Gr. Moixéia, moy
cities, with high walls, strong gates and bars

khi'-ah, in Matt. 15:19 ; Mark 7:21; Gal. 5:19). (Deut. 3:5 ; 1 Kings 4:13). In after times, espe

Jahn (Bibl.Arch ., § 158) thus distinguishes be frontier and chief cities, and aboveall Jerusalem,
cially under the kings, many places, particularly

tween adultery and fornication among nations

where polygamy exists : “ If a married pian has
were strongly and artistically strengthened by the

criminal intercourse with a married woman, or
erection of thick walls with battlements (2 Chron.

with one promised in marriage, or with a widow 26:6, sq.; Zeph. 1:16), and high towers raised

expecting to be married with a brother-in - law , it is partly over the gates (2 Sam .18:24; 2 Kings9:17),

accounted adultery. If he is guilty of such inter- partly at the corners of the walls (2 Chron. 25:23;

course with a woman who isunmarriedit iscon- by ditchandramparton the outside ” (2 Sam . 20:
32: 5) ; and the walls were still further defended

sidered fornication .” At the presenttimeadultery 15 ; Isa. 26 :1 ; 1 Kings 21:23). In addition to
is the term used of such an act when the person these therewere built, sometimes in the cities

is married, fornication when unmarried ; and forni- (Judg. 9:61, sq.), sometimes at different points of

cation may be defined as lewdnessof anunmar. the open country, watch towers and keeps, or cas

ried person of either sex. Its prohibition rests on
the ground that it discourages marriage,leaves the tles (2 Kings 18:8 ; 2 Chron. 17:12; 27:4),for pro

education and careof children insecure,depraves tionof Jerusalem ,see art. JERUSALEM.
tection against enemies. Regarding the fortifica

and defiles the mind more than any other vice,
Egyptian.

and thus unfits for the kingdom of heaven (1 Cor.
A systemof regular fortification

6 :9, etc.). Our Lord forbids the thoughts that the fortresses was quadrangular; the walls of
was adopted in the earliest times. The form of

lead to it (Matt. 5:28).
crude brick , fifteen feet thick , and often fifty feet

Figurative. The close relationship between

JehovahandIsrael is spoken of under the figure face. The towers, like the rest of the walls, con
high , with square towers at intervals along each

of marriage ; the worship of idols is naturally sisted ofa rampart and parapet, which last was

mentioned as fornication (Rev. 14:8 ; 17:2, 4; crowned by the usual round-headed battlements,

18:3 ; 19:2 ); as also the defilement of idolatry, as in imitation of Egyptian shields,like those on
incurredby eating the sacrifices offered to idols their stonewalls. ...To keep the enemy as far

(Rev. 2:21 ). See IDOLATRY.
as possible from the main wall was, of course, the

FORT, FORTIFICATION , FORTRESS, great object. This was done by raising it on a

the renderings of several Hebrew words : Maw- broad terrace or basement, or by having an outer

tsood (7937, net ), a fastness (2 Sam. 5 :9 ; 22 : 2, circuit or low wall of circumvallation, parallel to

and five times in the Psalms) ; maw - oore ' (Thyra, the main wall, and distant from it on every sido
Dan . 11:19), a stronghold, fortified by nature and from thirteen to twenty feet ; and the tower stood

at each side of the entrance, which was toward

art ; daw -yake' ( P.17, 2 Kings 25 : 1 ; Jer. 52 : 4 ; one corner of the least exposed face. Another

Ezek. 4 :2 ; 17:17 ; 21:22), a scaling tower in a more effectual defense, adopted in larger fortifica
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FORTH FOUNTAIN

16
ear

)

tions, was a ditch with a counterscarp, and in the moting, or striving after anything (2 Cor. 8 : 8, and

center of the ditch a continuous stone wall. Over in v. 7 “ diligence ;" R. V., in both verses,

the ditch was a wooden bridge, which was re- nestness " ).

moved during a siege " (Wilkinson, Ancient Egyp- 2. IIpodvuia , proth -oo-me'-ah (2 Cor. 9: 2 , R. V.

tians, i, 407, sq.). See WAR ; also SUPPLEMENT. “ readiness " ), literally predisposition ,and so readi

Figurative. As illustrative of divine protec- ness ofmind.
tion to those who trust him , the Lord is compared FOUNDATION, the lowest part of a build.

to a fortress (2 Sam. 22:2 ; Psa. 18 :2 ; 31 :3 ; ing, and on which it rests.

71 :3 , etc.). “ The fortress also shall cease from Figurative. By foundation is sometimes

Ephraim " (Isa. 17 : 3), is an expression signifying understood the origin ( Job 4:19), where men are

that she loses her fortified cities, which were represented as dwelling in clay houses, whose

once her defense. To overthrow one's fortressis foundation , i. e . , origin , was in the dust (comp.

to rob it of defense, to humiliate (Isa. 25:12). Of Gen. 2 : 7 ; 3:19). It is also used in the sense of

the righteous man it is said, " his place ofdefense beginning, as “ the foundation of the world ”

shall be the munitions of rocks ” ( Isa. 33:16 ,), i . e. , (Matt . 13:35 ; 25:34 , etc.). The expression is illus

God's protection shall be to him as the impreg. trative of Christ : “Behold, I lay in Zion for a

nable walls of a fortress upon a rock . “ I have foundation stone,” etc. (Isa . 28:16 ; 1 Cor. 3:11 ) ;

set thee for a tower and a fortress among my peo- of the doctrines of the apostles (Eph. 2:20) ; the

ple, " etc. ( Jer. 6:27 ), is rendered by Orelli , Com . , | first principles of the Gospel (Heb. 6 : 1 , 2 ) ; the

ODO

waar

Wells of Moses.

in loco, “ an assayer to my people, a piece of ore ” Christian religion ( 2 Tim . 2:19) ; of the righteous

(Heb. from * , beh '-tser , broken off"), “ that thou (Prov. 10:25 ); the wise man is one who lays his

mayest test their walk ." foundation upon a rock (Luke 6:48) ; the good

minister, who builds on the true foundation
FORTH. See GLOSSARY.

Jesus Christ ( 1 Cor. 3:10) .
FORTUNA'TUS (Gr. Poprovváros, for -too

nať -os, fortunate ), a disciple of Corinth , of Roman
FOUNTAIN , the rendering of several He.

birth or origin, as his name indicates, who visited brew words and one Greek word.

Paul at Ephesus, and returned, along with Ste- 1. Ah'-yin ( 7.5 , eye), a natural source of living

phanas and Achaicus, in charge of that apostle's

First Epistle to the Corinthian Church (1 Cor. 16 :

Deut. 8 : 7 ; 33:28 ; 1 Sam . 29 : 1 ;water (Gen. 16 :7 ;

17). “ The household of Stephanas ” is mentioned Prov. 8:28, etc. ) .

in 1:16 as having been baptized by Paul him- 2. Mah -yawn ' ( 77???), a spring of running water

self ; perhaps Fortunatus and Achaicus may have ( Lev. 11:36 ; Josh . 15 : 9 ; Psa . 74:15 ; 114 : 8 ; Prov .

been members of that household. There is a For- 23:26); a well -watered place (Psa . 84:6 ; A. V.

tunatus mentioned at the end of Clement's First “ well; " R. V. “ a place of springs " ') ; spoken of

Epistle to the Corinthians, who was possibly the the tide or influx of the sea (Gen. 7:11 ; 8 : 2 ) .

same person (McC. and S. , Cyc.).
" A fountain sealed ” (Cant. 4:12) is supposed to

FORUM APPII. See Appii Fortu .

FORWARDNESS, the rendering in the
refer to pools of Solomon .

A. V. of two Greek words :
3. Mab-boo'-ah (99272, gushing), probably a rill

1. Emovsń, spoo-day', literally haste, and then , of running water (Eccles. 12 : 6 ; rendered “ springs”

generally, of earnesiness in accomplishing, pro- I in Isa . 35 : 7 ; 49:10).
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FOWL FREEDOM

4. Maw - kore' (9172, something dug, Lev. 20:18; FOWLER ( from Heb. wip?, yaw -koosh ', to lay

Psa. 36 : 9 ; 68:26 ; Prov. 5:18 ; 13:14 ; 14:27 ; Jer. snares ; Psa. 91 : 3 ; 124 :7 ; Prov. 6 : 5 ; Jer. 5:26 ;

2:13), an artificial source of flowing water, occa- Hos. 9 : 8 ), one who took birds by means of

sionally rendered “ spring," " well." nets, snares, decoys, etc. Among the Egyptians

5. Improperly bor (nia , Jer. 6: 7 ), which desig . “ fowling was one of the great amusements of all

nates only a pit or standing water. classes . Those who followed this sport for their

In the Greek myn, pay-gay', is used as the livelihood used nets and traps, but the amateur

equivalent of maw -kore' (James 3:11 , 12 ; Rev. sportsman pursued his game in the thickets, and

7:17; 8:10 ; 14 :7 ; 21 : 6). felled them with the throw -stick . The throw .

Figurative. Of God (Psa. 36 :9 ; Jer. 17:13) ; stick was made of heavy wood, and fat, so as to

as the source of grace ( Psa. 87: 7); of Christ offer little resistance to the air in its flight, and

(Zech . 13 : 1 ) ; of the manifestations of divine | the distance to which an expert could throw it

was considerable . It was about one foot

and a quarter to two feet in length , and

about one and a half inches in breadth,

slightly curved at the upper end. They

frequently took with them a decoy bird,

and in order to keep it to its post , a female

was selected , whose nest, containing eges,

was deposited in the boat” (Wilkinson ,

Ancient Egyptians, i , 234 , sq . ) . By the

Mosaic law any one finding a bird's nest

was forbidden to take the mother with the

eggs or young ( Deut. 22 : 6 , 7 ) , lest the

species be extinguished ; or, perhaps, to

impress upon men the sacredness of the

relation between parent and young.

FOX. See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

Figurative. The proverbially cunning
character of the fox is alluded to in Scrip

tures, as in Ezek . 13 : 4, where the prophets

of Israel are said to be like foxes in the

desert ; and in Luke 13:32 , where our Lord

CHALLE calls Herod " that fox." The fox's fondness

for grapes is alluded to in Cant. 2:15 .

FRAME (Heb. ,yay'-tser, form ), as

of the human body ( Psa. 103 : 14 ; " thing framed ,"

Isa . 29:16) ; and “ the frameof a city ” (Heb. 17 ????,

mib -nek ', Ezek. 40 : 2), a city building. See GLOS

...

SARY.

ROTUNUT

FRANKINCENSE . See INCENSE, VEGE

TABLE KINGDOM .

FRANKLY . See GLOSSARY.

FRAUD. See Law .

FRAY (Heb. 7777, khaw -rad ', to frighten ,

Deut. 28:26 ; Jer. 7:33 ; Zech . 1:21 ), an old word,

signifying to frighten, to scare away. See Glos.
SARY.

FRECKLED SPOT (Heb. Poza, bo'-hak, Lev.

13:39 ), an efforescence on the skin , not uncom

mon in the East, consisting of spots of a palish

Philip's Fountain (Acts 8:38 ). white, resembling the leprosy, but harmless, and

neither contagious nor hereditary (Gesenius,

grace ( Isa. 41:18 ; Joel 3:18) ; of Israel, as the Lex., s . v .) .

father of a numerous posterity (Deut. 33:28) ; of a FREEDOM (Heb. I ,khoof-shaw", liberty;
good wife ( Prov . 5:18 ); of spiritual wisdom (Prov. Gr. Tohireía, pol- ee-ti'-ah, citizenship , Acts 22:28 ).

16:22 ; 18 :4 , in both passages rendered - well 1. Hebrew. Every Israelite (man or maid )
spring ”); of the Church (Cant. 4:12 ; Isa . 58:11 , who had become a slave might not only be re

spring of water ' ). See SPRING, WELL.
deemed at any time by his relatives, but, if this

FOWL. See Animal Kingdom ; Food ; Sacri did not take place, he was bound to receive his

freedom without payment in the seventh year,

In the New Testament " fowls " is therendering with a present of cattle and fruits (Exod.21:2,
most frequently of the Gr. Tà TETE /VÁ ,which compre- sq.; Deut. 15 : 12-15) . Indeed all slaves of He

hends all kindsof birds (Matt. 13 :4 ; Mark 4 :4, etc.). I brew descent, with their children , obtained freedom

ܙܙ

(
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FREEDOM ER

common .

without ransom in the jubilee year (Lev. 20:41 ) . freedom . This involves the fact that the divine

If the man was single when he went into slav- freedom becomes connected with conditional

ery, he was liberated alone ; whereas the wife events and is to the same extent conditioned by

brought into slavery with her husband received them . But this is a necessary feature of the

her freedom at the same time with him (Exod. government which God has established over the

21 : 2, sq.; Jer. 34:8, sq .). The emancipation of world of moral beings he has seen fit to create .

slaves among Greeks and Romans was tolerably God has manifested his perfect freedom in cre

The Greeks had no special legal form ating such a world and adapting his methods to

for the process, and consequently no legal differ- the exigencies that arise in its history . This

ences in the legal status of freedom . At Athens view of the divine freedom is to be maintained in

they took the position of resident aliens, and were opposition to the exaggerated and unscriptural

under certain obligations to their liberators as view of the divine sovereignty which, despite all

patrons. merely verbal qualifications, actually reduces the

2. Roman. Among the Romans emancipation freedom of moral creatures to a nullity, and re

was either formal or informal. ( 1 ) Of formal gards their destinies as unalterably fixed by an

emarcipation there were three kinds: (a ) the eternal, divine decree. See SOVEREIGNTY OF GOD ;

manumissio vindictā, in which the owner appeared also Pope's Compendium of Christiun Theology,

before the magistrate with the slave . A Roman vol. i, pp. 308–311.
citizen laid a staff upon the slave's head and de. 2. Human. In what has been said above the

clared him free, whereupon the master, who was freedom of man, as that of other moral intelli.

holding the slave with his hand, let him go as a gences, has been assumed . The doctrine of human
symbol of liberation, (6 ) The manumissio censu , freedom , or of freewill , the subject of so much

in which the master enrolled the slave's name in controversy, requires , however, particular discus
the list of citizens . (c) Themanumissio testāmento, sion.

or manumission by will, in which the master de- (1) Defiuition . By freedom of the will , in the

clared his slave free, or bound his heir to emanci- proper sense, is meant the power of contrary

pate him . ( 2) Informal emancipation took place choice, i . e. , the power of the mind to choose in

in virtue of an oral declaration on the part of the some other direction than that in which the choice

master, in the presence of friends, or by letter, or is actually -made. Theologically freedom refers
by inviting the slave to the master's table . After especially to the power to choose between good

formai emancipation they at once became Roman and evil , righteousness and unrighteousness. On

citizens, but, not being freeborn, were not eligible the one hand, by those who uphold this doctrine,

to office and were excluded from military service. it is asserted that man freely determines his own

Informal emancipation conferred only practical volitions ; on the other, by necessitarians, it is

freedom without civil rights (Seyffert, Dic. Class. held that these volitions are determined by condi.

Antiq. (s. v .). Freedom is used (Acts 22:28 ; comp. tions, influences, and circumstances with which

21:39) for citizenship ( q. v .). they are connected as rigidly and powerfully as

FREEDOM. 1. Theological. An attribute effects are connected with causes in the material
of God. This is declared by the apostle Paul, in world .

harmony with the unanimous testimony of the (2) Parties to controversy. Prominent among

Scriptures, in the words, “ Who worketh all things those who deny human freedom are materialists.

after the counsel of his own will ” ( Eph. 1:11 ). By This position is also the natural result of Dualism

this term theology expresses the fact that God is a and Pantheism . Also that form of Theism which

self-determining agent ; a free personal being act. fails to recognize the divine freedom finds no

ing purely in accordance with his own perfections. freedom in man. The attitude of Calvinistic

The reason of the divine purpose and act is to be theology upon this subject has been the occasion

found only in God himself. Inasmuch as God is of much dispute and probably of somemisunder

eternally and unchangeably what he is , we must standing. The extreme doctrines of foreordina

recognize in God, in a proper sense, an absolute tion, of unconditional election and reprobation,

necessity. But it is a necessity which not only held by Calvinists, as well as some of the terms

does not conflict, but is identical, with his perfect by which they describe man's actual condition, are
freedom . The creation — the existence of all logically equivalent to a denial of man's freedom.

things that are not God - must be referred to the And yet it may truly be said that, whether con

divine freedom . God could be under no necessity sistent with itsell or not, Calvinism , generally

to create. But if he creates, his creation, the speaking, has steadfastly proclaimed the respon.

order, the laws he establishes among them , must sibility of man as a free moral agent. On the

reflect his wisdom and goodness and holiness — in whole, belief in the freedom of the will , properly

a word , Himself. At this point the doctrine of interpreted, may be regarded as the unanimous, if

the divine freedom reveals sharply its opposition not always coherently spoken, belief of the Chris

to Pantheism , which asserts that all things, even tian Church.
sin (the sinfulness of which it denies ), are but (3 ) Theological interpretation. The doctrine

necessary manifestations or unfoldings of the of human freedom relates not only to man's origi

Divine Being. See PANTHEISM . nal condition before the fall , but also to his pres.

The freedom of God is exercised and illustrated ent fallen condition, as that of bondage to sin ;
in his government of his moral creatures. It has and still further to the condition to which he is

pleased God to create intelligences possessed of brought through redemption by Christ. (a ) Man

moral freedom , and to make their ultimate des was created in the image of God, and accordingly

tiny contingent upon the right use of their was endowed with perfect moral freedom. Sin

>
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FREEDOM , YEAR OF FRUIT
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resulted from the abuse of freedom . (See Fall frequently used in the New Testament, as Jas.

OF MAN ; Sin . ) (6 ) In consequence of the sin of 2:23 ; 4:4 .

the first human pair mankind has inherited a de

praved nature. So that while the natural freedom i. e. , a tassel
, Deut. 22:12 ; ***, Isee-tseeth ',

FRINGE (Heb .579, ghed - eel’, twisted thread ,

of man is not lost in respect to many things, yet

with respect to meeting the requirements of the flowery, bloomlike, and so tassel, Num. 15:38, 39).

divine law, man is of himself in a state of com- Fringes were ordered to be sewn upon the hem of

plete moral inability ( see Rom. 7 :19-24, et al). the outside garment, to remind the Israelites of

This is to be held in opposition to Pelagianism the commandments of God, that they might have

(See PELAGIANISM ). ( c) The actual condition of them constantly before their eyes and follow them.

mankind, as morally fallen, is , however, greatly These fringes (tassels) were made of twisted blue

modified by the grace of God that has come to thread and fastened upon each corner of the gar

the race through redemption . The Holy Spirit is ment. The color (blue) was used to remind the

poured out upon all flesh . The moral feeling of Jews of the heavenly origin of the law. Fringed

men is to such an extent restored that they are garments, elaborately wrought, were very coinmon

enabled to do freely many things that are right, among the ancient Egyptians and Babylonians.

and especially they may appropriate or refuse to FROG. See Animal KINGDOM.

appropriate the provision that God has made for FRONTIER (Heb. 177, kaw -tseh ', Ezek . 25 :

their salvation. Through regeneration and sanc

tificationthe bondage of sinis completelyde 9), theextremity or borderofa country.

stroyed, and thus true believers become “ free FRONTLET (Heb. - ppiu , to -faw - faw ', to
indeed. ' bind, only in Exod. 13:16 ; Deut. 6 :8 ; 11:18 ).

( 4 ) Arguments for freedom . (a) Appeal is “ The expression in Deut. 6 : 8, Thou shalt bind

made to universal consciousness. The common them for a sign upon thine hand, and they shall

experience of men is that while choosing one way be as frontlets between thine eyes,' does not point

they feel that they might choose another. (6) Free at all to the symbolizing of the divine commands

dom is essential to all moral responsibility. And by an outward sign to be worn upon the band, or

moral responsibility is one of the intuitions of the to bands with passages of the law inscribed upon

human mind. (c) The denial of freedom must them, to be worn on the forehead between the

logically lead to the denial of moral distinctions in eyes. . . . The line of thought referred to merely

human affairs. (d) In addition to the above, expresses the idea that the Israelites were not

which are purely rational arguments, is the gen- only to retain the commands of God in their

eral force of Scripture teaching, which uniformly hearts, and to confess them with the mouth , but

represents man as invested with the power of to fulfill them with the hand, or in act and deed ”

choosing between right and wrong, and between (K. and D. , Com . in loco ). But the Jews, after

sin and salvation . their return from captivity, construed the injunc

LITERATURE.— (Arminian) Watson, Theological tion literally, and had portions of the law written

Institutes ; Pope, Compendium of Christian The- out and worn as badges upon their persons. They

ology ; Whedon, Freedom of the Will ; (Calvinis . are still worn by modern Jews, and consist of

tic) Edwards, Inquiry on the Freedom of the Will ; strips of parchment, on which are written four

Hodge, Systematic Theology. E. McC. passages of Scripture (Exod. 13:2–10, 11-17 ;

FREEDOM, YEAR OF, OR JUBILEE . Deut. 6 :4-9; 13-22) . These are rolled up in a

See FESTIVALS.
case of black calfskin, attached to a stiffer piece

of leather having a thong one finger broad and one
FREEMAN (Gr. årenevospos, ap -el-yoo'-ther, and a half cubits long. Sce PHYLACTERY.

os, one set free), a person who had been freed

(1 Cor. 7:22) . In Gal. 4:22 , 23 , 30 , a strong dis
FROST (Heb. 117, kef-ore ', so called from

tinction is drawn between the free woman and the covering the ground, “ hoar frost,” Exod . 16:14 ;

bondmaid. See FREEDOM. Job 38:29 ; Psa. 147 : 16 ; also h , keh ' -rakh,

FREEWILL OFFERING . See SACRIFICIAL smooth, as ice , so rendered Job 6:16 ; 38:29),

OFFERING . frozen dew. It appears in a still night, when

FRET. See GLOSSARY.
there is no storm or tempest, and descends upon

the earth as silently as if it were produced by
FRIEND (Heb.37, ray'-ah, associate), a per- mere breathing (Job 37:10) . In Psa. 78:47

son with whom one has friendly intercourse (Gen. “ frost ” is the rendering of the Heb. 57957 , khan
38:12, 20 ; 2 Sam . 13 : 3 ; Job 2:11 ; 19:21 , etc. ) ;

also a lover, one beloved of a woman (Cant. 5:16 ; of ant.
v -marol', which Michaelis thought to be a species

Jer. 3 : 1 , A. V. “ lovers," 20 ; Hos. 3 : 1 ) ; and in

Judg. 14:20 it is used in the sense of “ the friend
FROWARDNESS (Heb. To , tah-poo

of the bridegroom ” (John 3:29), who asked the kaw '), perverseness (Deut. 32:20) ; deceit, false

hand of the bride and rendered service at the mar. hood (Prov. 2:12 ; 6:14, etc.).

riage ( q. v.). FRUIT. See GARDEN ; VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

1. Het ah ' - ee - ros (Gr. Étaipos, comrade, Matt. 11 : Figurative. The word fruit is often used

16, A.V. “ fellow " ), used in kindly address (Matt. figuratively in Scripture : Of offspring , children

20:13 ; 22:12 ; 26:50). (Exod . 21:22 ; Psa. 21:10 ; Hos. 9:16 ) ; also in

2. Pi'-tho (Gr. IIɛíow, Acts 12:20), is used in the such phrases as “ fruit of the womb” (Gen. 30 : 2 ;

sense of to pacify, to win one's favor. Deut. 7:13, etc. ) ; “ fruit of the Joins ” ( Acts 2:30) ;

3. Fee ' -los (Gr. Qihos),one attached by affection ; “ fruit of the body ” ( Psa. 132:11 ; Mic. 6 :7 ).

a10-27
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FRYING PAN FUNERAL

7 )

1

1

It was ,

Also in a variety of forms, as : “ They shall eat what God predicts, and so unconsciously act in

the fruit of their doings,” i. e., experience the order to verify God's veracity.”

consequences (Prov . 1:31; Isa . 3:10 ; Jer. 6:19 ; FULLER . See HANDICRAFTS.

17:10 ); the " fruit of the lands” is used for gain ,
FULLER'S FIELD (Heb. 037 TO, seh

profit ; boasting is the “ fruit of the stout heart ”
(Isa. 10:12); a inan's words are called the “ fruit day 'kaw -bas ),a spot near Jerusalem (2 Kings

of the mouth ” (Prov. 12:14 ; 18:20 ; Heb. 13:15; 18:17 ; Isa . 36:2; 7:3) so near the walls that one

Hos. 10:13) ; " fruit of lies ; " “ the fruit of the speaking there could be heard on them (2 Kings

righteous " (Prov. 11:30) is his counsel, example, 18:17, 26). The pool mentioned is probably the
etc .; the “ fruit of the spirit, ” enumerated in onenow known as Birket-el-Mamilla, at the head

Gal. 5:22, 23, are those gracious habits which the of the Valley of Hinnom , a little west of the Yafa

Holy Spirit produces in the Christian, given more gate. The position of the fuller's field is thusin
dicated .

briefly as goodness, righteousness, and truth ”

(Eph. 5 : 9 ) ; the “ fruits of righteousness ” ( Phil.
FULLER'S SOAP . Figurative. The

1:11 ) are such good works as spring from a gra- powerful cleansing properties of borith, or soap,

cious frame of heart. Fruit is also the name are employed by the prophet Malachi ( 3 :2) to rep

given to a charitable contribution (Rom. 15:28). resent the prospective results of the Messiah's

FRYING PAN (Heb. nunta, mar -kheh '.
coming (comp. Mark 9 : 3 ). See FULLER under
HANDICRAFTS.

sheth ), a pot for boiling meat, etc. (Lev . 2 : 7 ; 7 : 9). FULLNESS . 1. Mel-ay- aro' (Heb . 7x3zo,

robably, deeper than the “ baking pan

(Lev. 2 : 5 ) which was used for baking bread. abundance). That portion of the corn and wine

which was to be offered to Jehovah as a tithe

FUEL (Heb. Osna, mah -ak -o '-leth , and or first fruits (Exod.22:29,margin ; Num. 18:27).

-13? , ok-law ', both meaning to be consumed ). 2. Saw-bah' (Heb. way, to fill, satiety, abun.

In most Eastern countries there is a scarcity of dance Exod . 16 :3, “ to the full ; " Lev. 25:19,

wood and other materials used by us for fuel . your fill ' ).

Consequently almost every kind of combustible 3. Play'-ro-mah (Gr. nahpoua, that which has

matter is eagerly sought for, such as the withered | been filled ). This term has been variously used in

stalks of herbs and flowers (Matt. 6:28 , 30 ), thorns Scripture. (a) The “fullness of time ” is the time

(Psa. 58 : 9 ; Eccles. 7 : 6 ) , and animal excrements when Christ appeared— “ When the fullness of the

( Isa . 9 : 5 , 19 ; Ezek . 4 : 12-15 ; 15 :4 , 6 ; 21:32). time was come God sent his Son ” (Gal. 4 :4 ).

At the present time wood or charcoal is employed (6) The fullness of Christ is the superabundan
ce

in the towns of Syria and Egypt, although the with which he is filled (John 1:16 ; Col. 1:19 ; 2 : 9 ).

people of Palestine use anthracite coal to some In the last passage, “ In him dwelleth all the full

extent. See Coal. ness of the Godhead bodily, ” means that the whole

FUGITIVE, the rendering of several He- nature and attributes of God are in Christ. (c) The

brew words, meaning to wander, a refugee , deserter, fullness of Christ(Eph .1:23),as it is the Church
Church, i . e . , the body of believers, is called the

etc.

which makes him a complete and perfect head .

FULFILL (Hebrew from 37, maw -luw ', to FUNERAL. 1. Egyptian. When the

fill ; Gr. Tanpów, play -ro'-o), a term generally used | body was buried, either inthe hills, there to be
with reference to the ac .

complishment of proph

ecy ; in the Old Testa .

ment with respect to

prophecies such as are

imminent (e. g. , the

death of Jeroboam's

child, 1 Kings 14:17,

18), or distant ( that Egyptian Funeral.

referring to the rebuild

ing of Jericho, 1 Kings 16:31 ), or such as refer to preserved by the conservative influence of the

a near as well as to a remote event, etc. In the New sand, or, having been embalmed, was placed in a

Testament the formulas “ that it might be fulfilled ,” sarcophagus of hard stone, whose lid and trough,

“ For thus it is written ," " Then was fulfilled,” may hermetically fastened with cement, prevented the

be mere allegations,without its being intended to de penetration of any moisture, the soul was sup

clare that the literal fulfillment took place on the oc- posed to follow the body to the tomb, and there

casion described . Dr. Whedon ( Com. , Matt. 1:22 ) to dwell, as in its eternal house ,upon the confines

says : “ All these things did transpire, in order, of the visible and invisible world . Funeral sacri.

among other and more direct purposes, to the ful. fices and the regular cultus of the dead originated

fillmentof that prophecy, inasmuch as the fulfill in the need experienced for making provision for

ment of that prophecy was at the same time the the sustenance of the manes after having secured

accomplishment of the incarnation of the Re- their lasting existence by themummification oftheir

deemer and the verification of the divine predic- bodies. Unless supplied with food the soul (or

tion . Nor is there any predestinarian fatalism in double) was supposed to wander abroad at night

all this. God predicts what he sees men will in search thereof. Therefore food and vessels of

frcely do, and then men do freely in turn fulfill / wine and beer were brought to the tomb, that

MUUTTI

DANIU
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FUNERAL FURNITURE

they might enjoy that which was thought to be (Thompson, Land and Book, i , 149). See DEAD,
necessary for the maintenance of their bodies. THE ; ENBALMING.

2. Among the Ancient Israelites. What FURLONG. See METROLOGY, I.

form or ceremonies of obsequies were observed is

to us almost unknown, except that the act of
FURNACE. The rendering in the A. V. of

interment was performed by the relations (sons, the following words :

brothers) with their own hands (Gen. 25 : 9; 35:29 ; 1. Kib- shawn ' (Heb. 777, so called from sub .

Judg. 16:31 ; comp. Matt.8:21 , 22). In later duing the stone or ore), a sinelting furnaceor lime

times the Jews left this office to others, and in kiln (Gen. 19:28 ; comp. Isa. 33:12; Amos 2 : 1 ),

Amos 5:16 it is spoken of as something shocking or brickkiln (Exod. 9 : 8, 10 ; 19:18) .

that kinsmen should be obliged to carry the corpse
2. At-toori ' (Heb. 1108, of uncertain origin ), a

to the grave. As soon as possible after death the

body was washed (Acts 9:37), then wrapped in a large furnace, apparently with an opening at the

large cloth (Matt. 27:59 ; Mark 15:46 ; Luke 23: top to cast in materials (Dan . 3 : 22,23) , and a door

53), or all its limbs wound with bands (John 11 : at the ground from which to take the metal(v. 26).

44), between the folds of which, in cases of per- It was probably built like the Roman kiln for bak

The Persians used the furnacesons of distinction, aromatics were laid or sprin- ing pottery ware .

kled (John 19:39, sq . ) . At public funerals of for inflicting capital punishment ( Dan. 3 ; comp.

princes sumptuous shrouds were used, and there Jer. 29:22 ; Hos. 7:7 ; 2 Macc. 7 : 5 ) .

was a prodigal expense of odors. The body was 3. Koor (Heb. 190, dug out, pot), a refining fur

nace (Prov. 17 : 3 ; 27:21 ; Ezek .

22:18), probably similar to the

one used in Egypt. The jeweler
appears to have had a little

portable furnace and blow

pipe, which he carried about

with him, as at present in

India.

Figurative. The refining

furnace is figuratively applied

to a state of trial (Deut. 4:20 ;

Isa. 48:10, etc.).

4. Tan -noor (Heb.7959, per

haps fire-pot ), a stove , i . e. ,

a cylindrical fire -pot, such as is

used in the dwelling houses of

the East” (Gen. 15:17), “ from

which a fiery torch, i . e . , a bril .

liant flame, was streaming

forth .” They are still in use

among the Arabs under the

same name; a large round pot

of earthen or some other ma

A Mohammedan Bier.
terial, two or three feet high,

narrowing toward the top ;
removed to the grave in a coffin (probably open), this being heated by a fire made within, the dough

or on a bier (2 Sam . 3:31 ), borne by men (Luke was spread upon the sides to bake .

7:14 ; Acts 5 : 6, 10), with a retinue of relatives and
5. Al-eel' (Heb. 3752, of uncertain etymology ),

friends (2 Sam. 3:31 ; Luke 7:12 ). The Talmud

speaks of funeral processions with horns, in a probably acrucible(Psa.12:6).

long train (Job 21:33), with loud weeping and
6. Kam '-ee -nos (Gr, káțvos), a furnace either

wailing (2 Sam. 3:32). Female mourners
for smelting, burning earthen ware, or baking

hired for the purpose, who prolonged the lamenta- bread (Matt . 13:42,50 ; Rev. 1:15 ; 9 :2).

tion several days . The burial was followed by FURNACES, THE TOWER OF (Heb.

the funeral meal (2Sam. 3:35 ; Jer. 16: 6 , 7 ; Hos. p . 37979, mig-dal hat-tan -noo -reem ”, Neh. 3 :
9:4 ; Ezek . 24:17, 22) .

11 ; 12:38). This was one of the towers of the
3. Modern Jewish Customs. “ Crowds of middle or second wall of Jerusalem , at its north

relatives, friends, and acquaintances assemble at

funerals. For all these refreshments must be the intersection of the present line of the Via
west angle, adjoining the “ corner gate," and near

provided, and not a few from a distance tarry all Dolorosa with the street of St. Stephen. It may be

night, and must be entertained. The priests, the samewith the “ Baker's Street ” (Jer. 37:21 ),

also, and religious functionaries of all sects , must

be rewarded for their attendance, for their subse
FURNITURE. 1. The rendering in the

quent prayers , and good offices in behalf of the A. V. of the Heb. 2, kar, pad, a camel's litter or

dead. Many families are reduced to poverty by canopied saddle, in which females are accustomed

funerals, and it must have been substantially so in to travel in the East at the present day (Gen.

remote ages, for the customs were very similar ” 31:34).

were
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FURROW À GAD

2. Kel-ee ' (Heb. 152, something prepared). The sions," referring, according to some, to the golden
namegiven to the sacred things in the tabernacle calves at Dan and Beth -el, but according to others

and their utensils (Exod. 31:7, sq. ; 35:14 ; 39:33). to their apostasy from Jehovah and the royal

In Nah. 2 : 9 it is used for “ ornamental ves- house of David (comp. ch. 3 : 5 ).

sels. " FUTURE LIFE. See LIFE ; IMMORTALITY .

For furniture in its usual sense , see House, FURY (Heb. 177277, khay -maw '; heat ;

III.

71977, khaw -rone', burning), intense anger, attrib

FURROW , a trench in the earth made by uted to God metaphorically, or speaking after

a plow (Psa. 65:10 ; Hos. 10:4). In Hos. 10:10 the manner of men (Lev. 26:28 ; Job 20:23 ; Isa .

“ furrows " had better be rendered “ transgres- | 63 : 3 , etc.). See ANGER:

or

G

GA'AL (Heb. 539, gah '-al, loathing ), the son Baptist to his father, Zechariah (Luke 1:11),and

of Ebed ( Judg. 9:26 , sq . ). He was probably a free that of the Messiah to the Virgin Mary (Luke
booter, and was welcomed to Shechem because 1:26). Keil (Com. on Dan. 10 :5, sq . ) , thinks that

the Shechemites hoped that he would be able to
we there find a description of Gabriel. The word

render them good service in their revolt from appears to have been descriptive of the angelie
Abimelech . At the festival at which the Shechein- office, used as a proper name. As to his relation

ites offered the first fruits of their vintage in the to other angels and archangels, the Scriptures give
temple of Baal, Gaal strove to kindle their wrath no information ; but in the book of Enoch “ the

against the absent Abimelech . His rebellious four great archangels, Michael, Raphael, Gabriel,

speech was reported to Abimelech by the town and Uriel,” are described as reporting the corrupt

state of mankind to the Creator, and receiving
prefect , Zebul. On receiving this intelligence

Abimelech rose up during the night with the peo- writingsGabriel isrepresented as standing in
their several commissions. In the Rabbinical

ple that were with him , and placed four companies front of the divine throne, near the standard of

in ambush against Shechem . When Gaal went
out in the morning upon some enterprise, and Judah. The Mohammedans regard Gabriel with

stood before the city gate,Abimelech rose up with profound reverence , affirming that tohim was

his army out of the ambush. Gaal fled into the committed a complete copy of the Koran,which

city,but was thrust out byZebul, and we hear of Heis styled in the Koran theSpirit of Truthand
he imparted in successive portions to Mohammed.

him no more, B. C. after 1100.

GA'ASH (Heb. Wy:, ga'-ash , quaking), more
the Holy Spirit, and it is alleged that he will hold

the scales in which the actions of men will be

accurately Mount Gaash , in the district of Mount weighed in the last day.

Ephraim . On the north side of the hill was Tim
GAD (Heb. 7 , gawd, fortune). 1. Son of

nath - serach, the city given to Joshua (Joshi . 24:30 ).

Here Joshua was buried . The “ brooks," that is ,
Jacob.

valleys of Gaash are mentioned in 2 Sam. 23:30 ; (1) Name and Family. Jacob's seventh son,

1 Chron. 11:32 . the firstborn of Zilpah, Leah's maid, and whole

GA'BA (Josh . 18:24 ; Ezra 2:26 ; Neh . 7:30), brother to Asher (Gen. 30: 11–13 ; 46:16, 18), B.C.

a less correct rendering of GEBA ( q. v .).
perhaps about 2000.

(2) Personal History. Of the life of the in

GAB'BAI (Heb. 191 , gab-bah'ee, tax gatherer"), aividual Gad nothing is preserved, and therefore

a chief of the tribe of Benjamin, who settled in we must proceed immediately to speak of :
Jerusalem after the captivity (Neh. 11 : 8), B. C. (3) The Tribe of Gad. ( 1 ) NUMBERS. At

before 445 .
the time of the descent into Egypt seven sons are

GAB'BATHA (Gr. yaßßalá, gab -bath -ak ' ; ascribed to him (Gen. 46:16 ), remarkable from

Chald . m ., knoll), the place mentioned in Johin the fact that a majority of their names have plural

19:13 , where it is stated that Pilate ,alarmed by persons (Smith ). At the first census Gad had
terminations, as if those of families rather than

the insinuation of the Jews, “ If thou let this man forty-five thousand six hundred and fifty adult

go thou art not Cæsar's friend,” went into the
pretorium again , and brought Jesus out tothem . males, ranking eighth ; and at the second census

forty thousand five hundred, ranking tenth .
He then pronounced formal sentence against

Jesus, having taken his seat upon the tribunal division of the Israelitish host, following the
( 2 ) Position They were attached to the second

(Gr.Brua ), in a place called the Pavement (Gr. standard of Reuben, and camping on the south of

106orpurov, stone strewn ), but in the HebrewGab- thetabernacle,their chief being Eliasaph, the son

batha. It is probable that the Greek name was of Deuel, or Reuel (Num . 1:14 ; 2:10–16). (3) TER

given to the spot from the nature of its pavement, ritory . ' In common with Reuben, Gad requested

and the Hebrew from its shape.
Moses to give them their portion on the east of

GA'BRIEL (Heb. 389.73 ; Gr. Taşpınja , gab- Jordan, because they had a great multitude of
ree-ale ', man or hero of God ), the word used to cattle." . Upon being assured that they would

designate the heavenly messenger, sent to explain assist their brethren in the conquest of Canaan,

to Daniel the visions which he saw (Dan. 8:16 ; Moses granted them their request. The country

9:21 ), and who announced the birth of John the allotted to Gad appears, speaking roughly, to have
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GADI / GALATIA

6

lain chiefly about the center of the land east of GAD'DI (Heb. 179, gad -dee ', fortunate), son of

Jordan. To Reuben and Gad was given the ter- Susi, of the tribe of Manasseh , sent by Moses to

ritory of Sihon , between the Arnon and the Jab- represent that tribe among the twelve “ spies ”

bok, and as far east as Jazer, the border of the on their exploring tour through Canaan (Num.

Ammonites, but the division is hard to define (see 13:11), B. C. 1209 .

Num . 32:34, sq.; Josh . 13:15, sq . ) . “ The land is GAD'DIEL (Heb . 1873, gad -dee- ale', fortune

high , well suitable for flocks. ... there iswater in

abundance, and therefore the vegetation is rich " of God ), son of Sodi , ofthe tribe of Zebulun.

(Harper, Bible and Mod . Dis., p. 262). (4) SUBSE- One of the twelve " spies ” sent by Moses to ex .

QUENT HISTORY. The Gadites were a warlike race, plore Canaan (Num. 13:10), B. C. 1209.

and they bravely aided their brethren in the con- GA'DI (Heb . 17), gaw -lee', a Gadite), the

quest of Canaan ( Josh . 4:12 ; 22: 1-4). Surrounded father of the usurper Menahem , who went up from

by the Ammonites, Midianites, andmanyother hos- Tirzah, and came to Samaria and slew Shallum ,
tile tribes , they yet nobly defended their country. king of Israel ( 2 Kings 15:14 ) , and reigned ten

One of their greatest victories was that gained over years over Israel (v. 17), B. C. about 741.

the descendants of Ishmael, the tribes of Jetur,
GAD'ITES (Heb. "75 , gau -dee'), the descend

Nephish , and Nodab, from whom they took enor.
mous booty ( 1 Chron: 5:18-22). The seat of Ish- ants of GAD (q. v.), the son of Jacob (Num . 34:14 ;

Deut. 3:12, 16 ; 4:43 ; 29:8 , etc.).
bosheth's sovereignty was established in this ter .

ritory, for Abner brouglit him to Mahanaim , and
GA'HAM ( Heb. Ona, gah '-kham , to burn ), one

there he reigned (2 Sam. 2 : 8 ) , and there he was of the sons of Nahor (Abraham's brother) by his

assassinated. Many, however, of the Gadite chiefs concubine Reumah (Gen. 22:24 ) , B. C. about 2200.

had joined David while in the hold ( 1 Chron . GA'HAR (Heb. 7., gah '-khar, lurker ), one

12 : 8); and when, years later, he was obliged to of the chief Nethinim whose descendants returned

flee across the Jordan, he found a welcome and with Zerubbabel from the captivity to Jerusalem

help ( 2 Sam , 17:24 , 27–29). In the division of (Ezra 2:47; Neh .7:49) , B. C. before 536.

the kingdom, Gad, of course, fell to the northern
GAINED. See GLOSSARY .

state, and many of the wars between Syria and
GA'IUS (Gr. lážos, gah'-ee- os ; Latin Caius).

Israel must have ravaged its territory (2 Kings
1. A Macedonian who accompanied Paul in

10:33). At last, for the sins of the people, Tig- some of his journeys, andwas seized by the popu

lath-pileser carried the Gadites and the neighbor- lace atEphesus ( Acts 19:29), A. D. about 54.

ing tribes away captive into Assyria (2 Kings
2. A man of Derbe, who accompanied Paul on

15:29 ; 1 Chron. 5:26 ) .
his return from Macedonia into Asia, probably to

2. “ The Seer,” or “ the king's seer, " i . e . , Jerusalem ( Acts 20 : 4 ).

David's ( 2 Sam. 24:11 ; 1 Chron . 21 : 9 ; 29:29 ; 3. An inbabitant of Corinth, the host of Paul,

2 Chron. 29:25), was a prophet who appears to and in whose house the Christians were accus.

have joined David when in " the hold,” and at tomed to assemble ( Rom . 16:23) . He was bap

whose advice he quitted it for the forest of Hareth tized by Paul ( 1 Cor. 1:14 ) .

( 1 Sam . 22 :5), B. C. before 1000. We do not hear 4. The person to whom John's third epistle is

of him again until he reappears in connection addressed . “ He was probably a convert of St.

with the punishment inflicted for the numbering John (v.4 ), and a layman of wealth and distinction

of the people ( 2 Sam .24 : 11-19 ; 1 Chron . 21 : 9–19). in some city near Ephesus, A. D. after 90. The

But he wasevidently attached to the royal estab. epistle was written for the purpose of commending

lishment at Jerusalem , for he wrote a book of the to the kindness and hospitality of Gaius some

Acts of David (1 Chron. 29:29 ), and also assisted Christians who were strangers in the place where

in settling the arrangements for the musical serv. he lived .” — Smith .

ice of the house of the Lord ” ( 2 Chron . 29:25).

GAD (Heb. 75, gall), the god (Isa. 65:11 , A. V. the name of two Levites after the exile.
GAʼLAL (Heb.33;, gaw - lawl, perhaps weighty ),

" troop " ) of good fortune. See Gods, False.
1. One of those who dwelt in the villages of the

GAD'ARA (Gr. Tadapá, gad-a-rah '), the cap . Netophathites and served at Jerusalem (1 Chron.
ital of the Roman province of Perara, east ofthe 9:15), B. C. about 536.

Jordan, about six miles from the Sea of Galilee,
2. A descendant of Jeduthun, and father of

opposite Tiberias . It is doubtful if the scene, Shemaiah, or Shammua (1 Chron. 9:16 ; Neh.

strictly speaking, of the healing, by the Saviour, 11:17 ), B. C. before 445.

of the demoniac was Gadara, for it is inaccessible GALA'TIA (Gr. Taharia, gal-al-ee '-ah ). The
from the lake by a ravine of great depth . The Roman Galatia was the central region of the

description is probably general. The modern vil. peninsula of Asia Minor, with the provinces of

lage,Uin -Keis,is in the midstofruins intimatingthe Asia on the west, Cappadocia on the east, Pam
grandeur of the ancient Gadara. See GADARENE. phylia and Cilicia on the south, and Bithynia and

GADARENE' (Gr. Tadap vós,gad -ar -ay -nos'), Pontus on the north (Acts 16 :6 ; 18:23 ; 1 Cor.

an inhabitant of GADARA ( 9. v .),mentioned in the 16 : 1 ; Gal. 1 : 2 , etc. ) . It would be difficult to de.

account of the healing of thedemoniacs (Mark 5: 1 ; fine the exact limits. In fact they were frequently

Luke 8:26 , 37). It is also, probably, the correct changing. At one time there is no doubt that this

reading in Matt. 8:28 (and is so rendered in the province contained Pisidia and Lycaonia, and

R. V.), where “ Gergesenes ” must be supposed to therefore those towns of Antioch, Iconium, Lystra,
owe its origin to a confusion in the matter of and Derbe, which are conspicuous in the narrative

geography. of St. Paul's travels.

66
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GALATIANS GALILEE , SEA OF

2

GALA'TIANS. They were called by the Judea. The people of Galilee were specially

Romans Galli, and were a stream from that tor- blamed for neglecting the study of their language,

rent of barbarians which poured into Greece in the charged with errors in grammar, and especially

3d century B. C., and which recoiled in confusion with absurd malpronunciation, sometimes leading

from the cliffs of Delphi . Crossing over into Asia to ridiculousmistakes. Thus there was a general

Minor they lost no time in spreading over the contempt in Rabbinic circles for all that was Gal

whole peninsula with their arms and devastation , ilæan. The Galilæans were easily recognized by

dividing nearly the whole of it among their three their dialect and tone, as is seen by the detection

tribes. They levied tribute on cities and kings, of Peter as one of Christ's disciples (Mark 14:70).

and hired themselves out as mercenary soldiers . The name was applied by way of reproach to the

It became a Roman province under Augustus, early Christians. Julian generally used this term

reaching from the borders of Asia and Bithynia to when speaking of Christ or Christians, and called

the neighborhood of Iconium , Lystra, and Derbe, Christ “ the Galilæan God.” He also made a law

“ cities of Lycaonia.” Henceforth this territory requiring that Christians should be called by no

was a part of the Roman empire. other name, hoping thereby to abolish the name of

“ The Galatians are frequently called Gallo- Christian . It is said that he died fighting against

Grecians, and many of the inhabitants of the the Christians, and as he caught the blood from a

province must have been of pure Grecian origin. wound in his side, threw it toward heaven, say.

Another section of the population, the early ing, “ Thou hast conquered, 0 Galilæan ! ”

Phrygians, were probably numerous, but in a GALILEE (Heb. 137.gaw -lee- aw ', circle or
lower and more degraded position. The presence

of a great number of Jews in the province implies inces — Judea ,Samaria, and Galilee. Galilee occu
circuit).PALESTINE(q.v.)wasdividedintothreeprov.

that it was, in some respects, favorable for traffic .
The Roman itineraries inform usof thelines pied the upper part of theland, being thenorthwest

of communication between the great towns near than one third of western Palestine, extending from
province. In the time of Christ it included more

the Halys and the other parts of Asia Minor. the base of MountHermon, on the north, to the

These circumstances are closely connected with

the spread of the Gospel” (C. and II.,Life and ridges ofCarmel andGilboa,on thesouth, and from
the Jordan to the Mediterranean Sea, about fifty by

Epist. of St. Paul, i, 247).
twenty-five miles in extent. Solomon once offered

Religious Matters. The Galatianshad little the tract to Hiram , who declined it, after which

religion of their own, and easily adopted the super- Solomon colonized it . It embraced a large northern

stitions and mythology of the Greeks. Paul in- portion of the tribe of Naphtali, and was called
troduced the Gospel among them (Acts 16 : 6 ; Galilee of the Gentiles . There are very many

18:23 ; Gal. 1 :6 ; 4 : 3 ) , visiting them in person. Scripture references to it . The first three gospels

When detained by sickness he sent Crescens to are occupied largely with Christ's ministry in

them (2 Tim . 4:10 ). Soon after Paul left Galatia, Galilee. ' Of his thirty -two parables nineteen were

missionaries of the Judaizing party came, and spoken in Galilee, and twenty-five of his thirty

taught the necessity of circumcision for the higher three great miracles were performed in Galilee.
grade of Christian service; declared that the In this province the Sermon on the Mount was

a postle did , in effect, preach circumcision (Gal. spoken. Here our Lord was transfigured.

5:11 ), thus casting doubt upon Paul's sincerity. GAL'ILEE, SEA OF. This is called by
Such teaching caused defection among the con- four several names in Scripture : The “ Sea of

verts to Christianity, and he wrote his epistle vin
Chinnereth (Heb.no , kin -nel '-reth , harp

dicating himself from the charges of the Judaizing

party.
shaped ), the shape of the sea (Num . 34:11 ; Josh ,

12 : 3 ; 13:27) ; the “ Lake of Gennesareth " ( Luke5 : 1,
GALA'TIANS, EPISTLE TO. See Bible, Gr . Tevvnoapet, ghen -nay-sar-et' ), the name of the

BOOKS OF .

extended plain adjoining the lake ; the “Sea of

GALBANUM . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. Tiberias ” ( John 6 : 1 ; 21 : 1 , Gr. Tißepiás, tib - er - ee

GAL’EED (Heb .75 , gal-ade', heap of wit- as '). This is the name used by the natives atthis

nesses), the name given by Jacob to a pile of used (Matt. 4:18 ; 16:29). The lake is distant
time - Bahr Tarberiyeh. The name “ Galilee " is

stones erected by Jacob and Laban as a memorial from Jerusalem about sixty miles; is from eighty

of their covenant (Gen. 31:47, 48). It is Hebrew, to onehundred and sixty feet deep, with abun.

but the name given by Laban Jegar-sahadutha is dance of fish. The river Jordan, which makes a

Aramaic, known probably to Nahor's family, wbile
Abraham and his descendants learned the kindred steep descent, falling on the scale of sixty feet to

a mile, for the distance of more than twenty - five
dialect of Hebrew.

miles, enters the lake. The waters of the lake

GALILA'AN (Gr. Tahimaios, gal-ee -lah '-yos), are blue and sweet. The lake , about which so

a native, or inhabitant of Galilee (Matt. 26:69 ; much of the life of Jesus was passed,though six

Acts 1:11 ; 5:37 ; Jolin 4:45 , “ of Galilee " ). The hundred and eighty feet below the Mediterranean

Galilæans were generous and impulsive, of simple Sea , was the center of busy life. Nine cities, each

manners, earnest piety, and intense nationalism . with a population of not less than fifteen thousand,
They were also excitable, passionate, and violent. bordered it. It was the very highway of rich

The Talmud accuses them of being quarrelsome, traffic between Damascus and the sea . The cus

but admits that they cared more for honor than tomhouse duties, from which Christ took Mat.

for money . Their religious observances were sim - thew , were of no little import. The hot springs

ple, differing in several points from those of l brought multitudes to be cured. Mr. George
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Adam Smith, in his recent statements, says con- understood as expressing the bitter nature of the

cerning the industries of Galilee : “ They were draught, and its purpose was to strengthen the

agricultural, fruit growing, dyeing, and tanning, Lord for the trial of suffering before him .

with every varying department of a large carrying GALLANT, GALLENTS. See GLOSSARY.

trade, but chiefly boatbuilding, fishing, and fish
GALLERY, the translation of two Hebrew

curing. Of the last, which spread the lake's fame
words :

over the Roman world before its fishermen and

their habits became familiar through the Gospel,
At-took ' (Heb. from pop, to cut opi'), a term

there is no trace in the Evangelists. The fisheries in architecture, signifying projection of a story or

themselves were pursued by thousandsof families. portico, an offset , terrace (Ezek. 41:15 ; 42:3, 5).

They were no monopoly ; but the fishing grounds, Their exact form is a matter of conjecture.

best at the north end of thelake,where

the streams entered, were free to all.

And the trade was very profitable. "
Keruzey, Chorazin

It was on and about this lake that

Jesus did many of his most wonder

ful miracles. Eighteen of the thirty
( Tali

three recorded miracles of Christ

were probably done in the immediate

neighborhood of the Sea of Galilee.
Alan Minyeh

In the city of Capernaum alone he

performed ten of these.

GALL, the rendering of the fol

lowing original words : EN/ N

1. Mer-ay-raw " (Heb. 77?), or

mer - o - raw ' (Heb..7777?),denotes ety

mologically " that which is bitter ; '

see Job 13:26, “ thou writest bitter

things against me.” Hence the term
BENT

is applied to the “ bile "

from its intense bitterness (Job 16:

13 ; 20:25) ; it is also used of the " poi Tiberias
son” of serpents (Job 20:14 ), which

Gamala
the ancientserroneously believed was

udSprs

their gall. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

2. Roshe (Heb. U8 or W17), gen

erally translated “ gall ” by the A. V.

is in Hos. 10:4 rendered " hemlock ;

in Deut. 32:33 and Job 20:16 roshe

denotes the “ poison i venom

of serpents. From Deut. 29:18 and Tichea (Kuruk ) Hippos

Lam . 3:19, comp. with Hos. 10:4 , it
SCALE OF MILES

is evident that the Hebrew term de.

notes some bitter, and perhaps poi

sonous plant. Other writers have supposed, and 2. Rekh -eet' (Heb. 177?) , probably panel

with some reason (from Deut. 32:32), that some work or fretted ceiling (Cant. 1:17, margin ).

berry-bearing plant must be intended. Gesenius
GALLEY. See Sup.

understands “ poppies.” The capsules of the Pa

paveracece may well give the name of roshe GAL'LIM (Heb. O , gal-leem ', fountains, or

( "head ") to the plant in question, just as we perhaps heups), a city ofBenjamin ,north of Jerusa

speak of poppy heads. The various species of lem . It was the native place of Phalti, to whom

this family spring up quickly in cornfields, and David's wife Michal had been given ( 1 Sam . 25 :

the juice is extremely bitter. A steeped solution 44 ; Isa . 10:30).

of poppy beads may be “ the water of gall ” of GALʻLIO (Gr. Ia22iwv, gal-lee'-own ), procon

Jer, S : 14.

sul of Achaia (Acts 8:12 , etc. ) . See Pall.

3. Khol-ay (Gr. xoan, perhaps greenish ), the bit GALLOWS. See PUNISHMENTS.
ter secretion gall. It is recorded that the Roman

soldiers offered our Lord, just before his cruci
GAMA LIEL (Heb. b gam -lee-ale", re .

fixion, " vinegar (R. V. ' wine ')mingled with gall ” ward of God).

(Matt. 27:34 ), and " wine mingled with myrrh ” 1. Son of Pedahzur, and the captain of the

(Mark 15:23). The Jews were in the habit of tribe of Manasseh (Num . 7:54 ; 10:23), who was

giving the criminal a stupefying drink before appointed to assist Moses in numbering the people

nailing bim to the cross, probably with the pur. at Sinai ( 1:10 ; 2:20 ). He made an offering, as tribe

pose of deadening pain. Much discussion has prince, at the dedication of the altar ( 7:54 ), and

arisen both as to the nature of the potion pre - was chief of his tribe at starting on the march

sented to Jesus and its purpose. Perhaps the through the wilderness ( 10:23), B. C. 1210 .

following is about correct: “ Gall" is to be 2. Doctor. The grandson of the great Hillel,

"
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and himself a Pharisee and celebrated doctor of the notices are very few . The only recorded

the law. His learning was so eminent and his sports, however,are keeping tame birds ( Job 41:5)

character so revered that he is one of the seven and imitating the proceedings of marriages or

who, among Jewish doctors only, have been hon- funerals ( Matt. 11:16) . With regard to manly

ored with the title of “ Rabban ." He was called games, they were not much followed up by the

the “ Beauty of the Law ,” and it is a saying of Hebrews; the natural earnestness of their char

the Talmud that “ since Rabban Gamaliel died the acter and the influence of the climate alike indis

glory of the law has ceased .” He was a Pharisee, posed them to active exertion. The chief amuse.

but anecdotes are told of him which show that ment of the men appears to bave consisted in

he was not trammeled by the narrow bigotry of conversation and joking (Jer. 15:17 ; Prov. 26:19).
the sect. He rose above the prejudices of his A military exercise (probably a war dance) seems

party. Candor and wisdom seem to have been the to be noticed in 2 Sam. 2:14. Indeed the public

features of his character, and this agrees with games of the Hebrews seem to have been exclu.

what we read of him in the Acts of the Apostles , sively connected with military sports and exer
that he was “ had in reputation of all the people ” cises ; and it is probable that in this way the Jew

(C. and H., Life and Epistles of St. Paul). When ish youth were instructed in the use of the bow

the apostles were brought before the Sanhedrin, and sling (1 Sam . 20:20, 35-40 ; Judg. 20:16 ;
and enraged the council by their courage and 1 Chron . 12: 2). In Jerome's day the usual sport

steadfastness, the latter sought to slay them . But consisted in lifting weights as a trial of strength,
this rash proposalwas checked by Gamaliel, who, as also practiced in Egypt. Dice are mentioned

having directed the apostles to withdraw , thus by the Talmudists, probably introduced from

addressed the council : “ Ye men of Israel, take Egypt. Public games were altogether foreign to

heed to yourselves what ye intend to do as touch the spirit of Hebrew institutions; the great reli

ing these men. Refrain from these men ,and gious festivals supplied the pleasurable excite

let them alone ; for if this counsel or this work be ment and the feelings of national union which

of men , it will come to nought; but if it be of rendered the games of Greece so popular, and at

God , ye cannot overthrow it ” (Acts 5 :34-39 ). His the same time inspired the persuasion that such

counsel prevailed , and the apostles were dismissed gatherings should be exclusively connected with

with a beating. We learn from Acts 22:3 that he religious duties. Accordingly the erection of a

was the preceptor of the apostle Paul. Ecclesias- gymnasium by Jason was looked upon as a heathen

tical tradition makes him become a Christian and ish proceeding (1 Macc. 1:14 ; 2 Macc. 4:12–14).
be baptized by Peter and Paul, together with his The entire absence of verbal or historical reference

son Gamaliel and with Nicodemus . The Clemen- to this subject in the gospels shows how little it

tine Recognitions ( 1:65) state that he was secretly entered into the life of the Jews.

a Christian at this time. But these notices are 3. Grecian . The more celebrated of the Gre

altogether irreconcilable with the esteem and re- cian games were four in number : The Isthmian,

spect in which he was held even in after times by held on the Isthmus of Corinth , in a grove sacred

the Jewish Rabbins. The interference of Gama- to Poseidon, from B. C. 589, held in the first

liel in behalf of the apostles does not prove that month of spring, in the second and fourth years

he secretly approved of their doctrine . He was a of each Olympiad ; the Nemean, celebrated in the

dispassionate judge, and reasoned in that affair valley of Něměā, in honor of Zeus ; the Olympian ,

with the tact of worldly wisdom and experience, celebrated in honor of Zeus at Olympia ; and the

urging that religious opinions usually gain strength Pythian , held from B. C. 686 on the Crissæan

by opposition and persecution (5:35 , 37 ), while, if plain , below Delphi, once in four years, in the

not noticed, they are sure not to leave any lasting third year of each Olympiad. The Olympic games

impression on the minds of the people if devoid of were by much the most celebrated, and in de

truth (v. 38), and that it is vain to contend against scribing these we describe the others, with certain

them if true (v . 39 ). M'C . and S. , Cyc. differences of no account. They were celebrated

GAMES. This word does not occur in Scrip- once every four years, and hence a period of four

ture, though frequent reference is made to the years was termed an Olympiad, by which period

things signified by it. the Greeks reckoned their time. “ The festival

1. Egyptian. Among the Egyptians the most consisted of two parts : (1 ) The presentation of

usual indoorgames were " odd and even ;" “ mora,” offerings, chiefly to Zeus, but also to the other

played by two persons, who each simultaneously gods and heroes, on the part of the Eleans, the

threw out the fingers of one hand, while one party sacred embassies, and other visitors to the feast;

guessed the sum of both ; draughts; dice, the land (2) The contests . These consisted at first of

latter being, according to Plutarch , a very early a simple match in the stadium ( 1 Cor. 9 : 24–27 ),

invention in Egypt. The games of children were : the race being run in heats of four, the winners

Throwing and catching the ball, running, leaping, in each heat competing together, the first in the

and similar feats. Young children were amused final heat being proclaimed victor ; later the run

with painted dolls and animals, made to assume ners had to make a circuit of the goal and return

different positions by means of strings. Out-of- to the starting point ; then came the long race,

door games were : Ball, wrestling, throwing a where the distance of the stadium had to be

knife or pointed weapon into a block of wood; covered six, seven , eight, twelve, twenty, or

feats of strength, such as lifting, etc.; mock twenty -nine times ; the fivefold contest, consist

fights, bullfights, etc. (Wilkinson , Anc. Egyptians, ing of leaping, running, quoit, spear throwing, and

i, 189-211). wrestling; boxing ; chariot racing in the hippo.

2. Hebrew. With regard to juvenile games, drome; pancration (a combination of wrestling and
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boxing ); racing in armor, and competitionsbetween significant figurative description of the fight with

heralds and trumpeters. Originally only men took strong and exasperated enemies.

part in the contests, but after B. C. 632 boys also

shared in them. At first the contests were only mentioned as defenders of the towers of Tyre
GAMʻMADIM (Heb.* 772.3, gam-maw-deem),

open to freemen of pure Hellenic descent, but
they were afterward opened to Romans. Permis. (Ezek . 27:11). Various explanations have been

sion to view the games was given to barbarians givenof the meaning of the term, but the most

and slaves, while it was refused to women.
Au probable is warriors," " brave men,” used as an

competitors were obliged to take an oath that they epithet applied to the native troops ofTyre.

had spent at least ten months in preparation for
GA'MUL (Heb.ba , gaw -mool', rewarded ),

the games, and that they would not resort to any the chief of the twenty-second course of priests,
among whom the services of the

sanctuary were distributed by lot

in the time of David ( 1 Chron.

24:17), B. C. after 1000.

GAOLER. See JAILER.

GAP (Heb. 7 , peh-rets,

breach ), an opening in a wall

(Ezek. 13 :5) ; “ breaches” (Amos

4 : 3 ) .

Figurative. The corruption

was so great in Israel that Ezekiel

(22:30 ) declares “ that not a man

could be found who should enter

into the gap as a righteous man ,

Ancient Running. Contest. or avert the judgment of destruc.

tion by his intercession .”

unfair tricks in the contests. Judges, varying in GARDEN (Heb. 15, gan ; 77 , gan -naw ' ;

number from one to twelve, but after B. C. 348-727,gin -naw '; Gr. Kinos, kay '-pos ). Gan and its
always ten , kept guard over the strict observance

of all regulations and maintained order . Trans derivatives have the same generic meaning in He

gressions of the laws of the games and unfairness brew as their English equivalent garden. They

on the part of competitors were punished by for- apply to flower gardens (Cant. 6 : 2), spice planta

feiture of the prize or by fines of money, which tions (4:16) , orchards ( 6:11), kitchen gardens

went to the revenue of the temple. The name of (Deut. 11:10), and probably parks (2 Kings 9:27 ;

the victor, as wellas his home, were proclaimed 21:18, 26). Bible lands have been for the most

aloud by the herald and a palm branch presented part denuded of their forests. Even groves of non

him by the judges. The actual prize he only re- fruit-bearing trees are rare, except in the neigh

ceived on the last day of the festival. This was borhood of cities and villages. The mountain tops

originally some article of value, but at the com- are generally bare. So also the table lands of the

mand of the Delphic oracle this custom was interior. The unsafe condition of the country,

dropped, and the victors were graced by a wreath and the necessity of aggregating human dwellings

of the leaves of the sacred wild olive, said to have near the comparatively few springs or by the

been originally planted by Heracles. Brilliant water courses, prevent the peasants from living

distinctions awaited the victor on his return home, in scattered houses in the midst of their fields and

for his victory was deemed to have reflected honor plantations. The grain fields and pastures are

on his native land at large. He was accorded a usually at a distance from the villages, not sur

triumph, and at Athens received 500 drachme,the rounded by fences or hedges , but extending un

right to a place of honor at all public games, and broken for miles in every direction, often without

board in the Prylaneum for the rest of his life " a single tree to diversify their surface. On the

(Seyffert, Dict. Class. Antiq .). These games were other hand the vegetable gardens, fruit orchards,

often held in the Hellenic towns of Palestine, being mulberry groves , and such trees as are cultivated

introduced by Herod into Cæsarca and Jerusalem. for timber, like the poplar, are grouped in and

In the former town he built a stone theater and a around the villages and towns, where they are ac

large amphitheater. St. Paul's epistles abound cessible to the people, can be easily guarded from

with allusions to the Greek contests (see 1 Cor. 4 : poachers, and above all where they can be irri

9 ; 9 :24–27 ; 15:32 ; Pbil. 3:14 ; Col. 3:15 ; 2 Tim . gated from the water supply which is the life of

2 : 5 ; 4 : 7; 8 ; Heb. 10:33 ; Heb. 12 : 1 ). A direct the place.

reference to the Roman beast-fights (Gr. & nplo- The western landscape exhibits fields and pas

váxnca) is made by St. Paul when he says, “ If tures, divided by fences , walls, and hedge rows,

after themanner of men I fought with beasts at interspersed with groves or scattered trees, and

Ephesus,” etc. (1 Cor. 15:32 ). Paul takes for dotted with picturesque cottages, with here and

granted that his readers were acquainted with there a village or town, the outskirts of the town

what he describes in such strong language, and being usually more or less waste or barren . On

that they would take it figuratively, since they the other hand the eastern landscape consists

knew that his citizenship would exclude bim from usually of broad areas sown with uniform crops of

condemnation to such punishment. It is here a cotton or cereals, or terraced hillsides planted with

>
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vines, mulberries , or figs, or bleak mountain tops, beds. The vegetables, however, are planted in

often with scarcely a shrub to clothe the gray rows by the shallow ditches or furrows througłe

rocks, and not infrequently one may take in at a which the water is conveyed to them (Psa. 1 :3 ;

glance these varied features of the scenery with Eccles . 2 : 6 ). This water is turned from one fur.

out seeing a single human habitation. Suddenly , row to another either by a boe or by moving the

on rising above a knoll in the plains, or turning earthen bank which separates them by a shove of

an angle in the valleys , he comes upon a scene of the foot (Deut. 11:10 ). Sometimes the vegetables

ravishing beauty. A village, perched on the top are planted in a sunken parallelogram ,surrounded

of a rounded hill or clinging to the mountain side, by a low, earthen wall, in which an opening is

or a city in a broad plain , surrounded and inter- made by the foot until the space is filled with

spersed with luxuriant gardens, orchards, and water, and then the earth is shoved back in the

groves of shade and timber trees, among which same way and retains the water. This process is

wind silvery streams, and over which is a haze repeated over the whole plantation. Many gar

which transforms all into a dream. As he enters dens have fountains or wells (Cant. 4:15). To this

this paradise the voice of the nightingale, the allusion is made in the name En-Gandim, “ Foun

goldfinch , and the thrush , and the odors and ſtain of Gardens,” the modern Jennîn . In the or

bright colors of innumerable flowers and fruits, chards and gardens were planted vines, olives

charm his senses . Such a scene greeted Moham- (Exod. 33:11), figs, pomegranates, walnuts ( Cant.

med as he looked from the barren chalk hills of | 6:11 ), flowers (Cant. 6:23 ), henna, spikenard, saf.

fron, calamus, cinnamon, frank

incense, myrrb, aloes, and vari.

ous spices (R. V. , Cant. 4:13,

14), and a great variety of veg .

etables andfruits . The gardens

and parks of Solomon (Eccles.

2 :5, 6) are supposed to have been

in Wadi ' Urtâs, and the pools

(v . 6 ) are still in good preserva

tion. The “King's garden ” (2

Kings 25 :4, etc.) was near the

pool of Siloam, at Bîr Ayyûb,

which is probably En-rogel.

The delight which the ancients

derived from their gardens is

the subject of many allusions

in Canticles. It is exactly re

produced in oriental gardens to

day. Seated on a mat or rug

by the bank of a rushing stream ,

under the shade of the orange

or apricot, which tempers the

brightness while not obscuring

the glory of the sunshine, in an

atmosphere laden with the odors

of flowers, and musical with the

songs of the nightingales and

An Eastern Garden . plaintive with the cooings of the

turtle doves, he whiles away

Anti-Lebanon over the oasis of Damascus, and he hours, eating the luscious fruits which droop over

feared to enter lest he should no longer care for his head, drinking of the pure, cold water, con
Paradise. versing with his friends, or, soothed by these in

An Eastern garden is wholly unlike a Western. Huences, he sinks into a tranquil slumber, in which

It is generally surrounded by a high wall of mud he dreamsof the paradise of God.-G. E.P.

or stone (Prov. 24:31 ) , or hedges or fences ( Isa. Figurative. A “watered garden ” (Isa. 68 :

5 :5), usually composed of a tangle of brambles, 11 ; Jer. 31:12) was an emblem of fertility. A
thorns, or canes to prevent intrusion . The door “ tree planted by the waters (Jer. 17: 8 ; comp.

has a wooden boltlock, by the side of which is a Psa. 1 :3 ) was the emblem of the righteous. A

hole for the hand to be put through from the out- waterless garden (Isa. 1:30) was a desert.

side to reach the lock , which is fastened on the
GARDEN HOUSE, the rendering (2 Kings

inner face (Cant. 5 : 4 , 5 ) . Over the gate or inside
the garden is a booth or lodge of boughs (Isa. 1:8 ), 9:27) of Heb. 77 na, bayth hag-gawn ', “ Ahaziah

or a room , often in the shape of a tower (Mark filed by the way of the garden house." " The'gar
12 : 1 ), for the watchman. On the trees are scare- den house ' cannot have formed a portion of the

crows (Gr. apoßaoráviov,Ep. Jer. 69) . These con- royal gardens, but must have stood at some dis

sist of the figure of a man perched on the limb of tance from the city of Jezreel, as Ahazialı went
a tree , or of rags tied to the branches, or of the by the road thitber, and was not wounded till he

body of a bird. These gardens are not laid out reached the height of Gur, near Jibleam " (Keil,
with the precision of the West, with paths and Com .). Some think that a place is denoterl.

>
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In Canticles ( 1:16) the bride looks with delightupon 3. Kos-meh ' - o (Gr. Koouéw , to arrange, make

the summer house shaded with verdure, and con- ready), to decorate, as a house (Matt. 12:44 ; Luke

taining the divan, inviting to luxurious repose. 11:25 ) ; to adorn, as the walls of a city, with pre

GARDENER, a class of workmen alluded to cious stones (Rev. 21:19). See GLOSSARY.

in Job 27:18, and mentioned in John 20:15 . See GARRISON (from Heb. 27, to stand firm ),

GARDEN .
a military or fortified post (1 Sam . 13:23; 14 : 1 , 6,

GA'REB (Heb. 27 , garo-rabe',scabby ). 1. An etc .; 2 Sam. 23:14 ). În Ezek. 26:11 an improper

Ithrite, i. e., a descendant of Jethro, or Jether, rendering is given of the Heb. mats-both' (1973979 ),
and one of David's mighty men (2 Sam . 23:38 ; which always means a standing object or monu

1 Chron . 11:40), B. C. about 1000,
mental column ; here probably pillars dedicated

2. A hill near Jerusalem , apparently N. W. to Baal,two of which are mentioned by Herodotus

( Jer. 31:39). ( ii , 44 ) as standing in the temple of Hercules at

GARLAND ( Gr. Oréuva, stem '-mah ). In Tyre, one of gold, the other of emerald ; not

heathen sacrifices it was customary to adorn the images of gods, but pillars, as symbols of Baal.

victims with fillets and garlands, and also to put GASH'MU (Heb. 170., gash -moo ), probably

garlands on the head of their idol before sacrifice.
These gurlands were generally composed of such a prolonged form (Neh . 6 :6) of the name GESHEM

trees or plants aswere esteemed mostagreeable (q. v.).
to the god who was to be worshiped. It is recorded

GATAM (Heb. bpya, gah -tawm ', puny) , the

(Acts 14:13) that the priest at Lystra came out to fourth named of the sons of Eliphaz, the son of

meet Paul and Barnabas with “ oxen and gar. Esau, and founder of an Edomitish tribe (Gen. 36:

lands,” but whether to adorn the oxen or the | 11 , 16 ; I Chron. 1:36), B. C. about 1740.

apostles is uncertain .

GARLIC , GARLICK . See

VEGETABLE KINGDOM .

GARMENTS . When the

people proclaimed Jehu king they

took their garments and put them

under him on the stairs (2 Kings

9:13), probably thus making an
improvised throne for him. The

spreading of garments in the எமை

streets before persons to whom it

was intended to show particular

honor was a very ancient and

general custom. Thus the peo

ple spread their garments in the

way before Jesus (Matt. 21 :8 ),

while some strewed branches .

The simple and uniform shape of

garments encouraged the practice

of gathering a large number to

gether ( Job 27:16 ; Matt. 22:11 ,

12 ; James 5: 1 , 2), and of keep

ing them on hand to present to
thosewhom it was desired to honor

(Gen. 36:2 ; 2 Kings 6 : 5 ; 2 Chron.

9:24 ). See DRESS.

GARMITE (Heb. 77 , At the Gate of an Eastern City.

hag -gar -mee', perhaps strong), an

epithet of KEILAH (q . v. ) in the obscure genealogy GATE ( generally the rendering of Heb. 19,
( i Chron . 4:19) of MERED (q . v . ). shah '-ar, opening, and Gr. 762n, pooʻ-lay, from

GARNER. 1. O -lsawr" (Heb. xix, deposi- éqw, toturn ), the entrance to inclosedgrounds,

tory), usually rendered a treasure , but really the buildings, cities, etc.

place where goods are laid up (Joel 1:17) .
1. Various Names. In the Scriptures we

2. Meh ' -zev (Heb. ???, to gather), a place for find mentioned : (1)Gatesof cities,as the“fish,”
' sleep gate," etc., of Jerusalem (Neh. 1 : 3 ; 8 : 3 ;

storing away anything, especially a granary (Psa. Jer. 37:13); the gates of Sodom (Gen. 19: 1), of

144:13 ); Ap-oth-ay -kay (Gr. árodhun, Matt. 3:12 ; Gaza (Judg. 16 :3). (2) Gates of palaces (Neh . 2:8 ).

Luke 3:17) ; elsewhere “ barn .” See GRANARY.
(3) Gates of the temple (q . v .). (4 ) Gates of tombs

GARNET. See MINERAL KINGDOM. (Matt. 27:60, A. V. “ door "). (6 ) Gates of prisons

GARNISH . 1. Tsaw -faw ' ( Heb. 50%, to ( Acts 12:10). (6) Gatcs of camps (Exod. 32:26,
27 ; see Heb. 13:12).

overlay, e. g., with stones, 2 Chron. 3: 6).
2. Material, etc. We are not informed as

2. Shif -raw ' (Heb. Du, brightness), i. e ., with to whatmaterials the Israelites used for the in .

which the heavens are clothed (Job 26:13). closures and gates of their temporary camps. In

g
o
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Egyptian monuments such inclosures are indicated 20 : 2). In heathen cities the open spaces near the

by lines of upright shields, with gates apparently gates appear to have been sometimes used as

of wicker, defended by a strong guard. Gates of places for sacrifice (Acts 14:13 ; comp. 2 Kings

brass ( Psa. 107 : 16 ; Isa. 45:2 , " bronze " ) and of 23 : 8 ) . Being positions of great importance the

iron (Acts 12:10) were, probably, only sheeted gates of cities were carefully guarded and closed

with plates of these metals. Gates of stone and at nightfall ( Deut. 3 : 5 ; Josh . 2:5, 7 ; Judg. 9:40,

of pearls are mentioned in Isa. 54:12 ; Rev. 21:21 , 44 ).

and are supposed to refer to such doors, cut out 4. Figurative. Gates are thus sometimes

of a single slab , as are occasionally found in an- | taken as representing the city itself (Gen. 22:17 ;

cient countries. Gates of wood were probably 24:60 ; Deut. 12:12 ; Judg. 5 :8 ; Ruth 4:10 ; Psa .

used in Gaza (Judg. 16 : 3 ). The doors themselves 87 : 2 ; 122: 2). “ The gates of righteousness” (Psa.

of the larger gates mentioned in Seripture were 118: 19 ) are thought to mean the temple gates.

two-leaved , plated with metal, closed with locks, The gates of death and hell occur (Job 38:17;

and fastened with metal bars (Deut. 3 : 5 ; Psa. 107 : Psa. 9:13 ; Mic. 2:13) as symbols of power and

16 ; Isa . 45 : 1 , 2) . Gates not defended by iron empire. In Matt. 16:18 by the " gates of hell "

were of course liable to be set on fire by an enemy must be understood all aggressionsby the infernal

(Judg. 9:52). The gateways of royal palaces and empire upon the Christian Church.

ےہ:

GATH (Heb. na, gath, a wine fat), a city on

the borders of the country of the Philistines,

nearest to Jerusalem . Its inhabitants were called

Gittites ( Josh . 13: 3). The ark brought trouble to

it ; Goliath was born in it ; David fled thither

from Saul (1 Sam . 21:10 ; 27: 2, 4 ; Psa. 56) . Gath

was taken by Samuel (1 Sam . 7:14), by David

( 1 Chron. 18 :1 ) , and by Uzziah (2 Chron. 26 :6 ).

The site cannot be determined. Smith (Hist.

Geog., p. 194), after a very careful putting of the

case, concludes that “ Gath, the city of giants, died

Tell es Salleh (Site of Gath ).
out with the giants, and we have no certain knowl.

even of private houses were often richly orna- edge of her site to-day owing to the city's early

mented. Sentences from the law were inscribed and absolute disappearance. ... Both place and

on and above the gates (Deut. 6 : 9 ; Isa. 64:12 ; name were wholly destroyed about 750 B. C.,and

Rev. 21:21 ). In later Egyptian times the gates of this renders valueless all statements as to the city's

the temples seem to have heen intended as places site, based on evidence subsequent to that date.”

of defense, if not the principal fortifications. The GATH ' - HEʻPHER (Heb. Nina, gath

gateways of Assyrian cities were arched or square- hah -khay -fer, winepress of the well), a town of

headed, sometimes flanked by towers. The en- Zebulun, in lower Galilee, five miles from Nazareth .

trance to their own royal mansions was a simple It was Jonah's birthplace ( 2 Kings 14:25), whose

passage between two colossal human -headed bulls reputed tomb is shown at the village of El-Meshad,
or lions.

3. Purposes. The gate was the place for 19:13 the town is called Gittah-hepher.
at the top of the hill , as Neby- Yûnas. In Josh .

great assemblies of the people (Prov. 1:21), as
GATH - RIM'MON (Heb.71797 , gath -rim

they passed into and out of the city. This natu .

rally led to thecustom of using gates as places mone', winepress ofRimmon or pomegranate).

for: public deliberation ; reading thelaw and proc.
1. A Levitical city in the tribe of Dan. It was

lamations (2 Chron . 32:6 ; Neh. 8: 1 , 3 ); holding situated near Joppa, in the plain of Philistia (Josh.

court (Deut. 16:18 ; 17 : 8 ; Ruth 4:11 ; 2 Sam . 15: 2, 19:45 ; 21:24 ; 1 Chron . 6:69). TheGath -rimmon

etc.); gathering news (Gen. 19 : 1 ), and gossip (Psa. (Josh . 21:25) is evidently a copyist's error, occa

69:12) ; attracting the attention of the sovereign sioned by the wandering of the eye to the previous

or dignitary at his going out or coming in (Esth . 2: verse.

19, 21 ; 3 : 2 ) . The priests and prophets seem to
2. Also a city of the same name in the half

have delivered their discourses, admonitions, and tribe of Manasseh, called in 1 Chron. 6:70 Bileam .

prophecies at the gates (Isa . 29:21 ; Amos 5:10 ; GAULANI'TIS, a province ruled by Herod

Jer. 17:19, 20 ; 26:10). Criminals were punished Antipas, east of the Lake of Galilee. The name

outside the gates ( 1 Kings 21:10, 13 ; Acts 7:58 ; is derived from “ Golan," one of the cities of

Heb. 13:12). Pashur smote Jeremiah and put him refuge in the territory of Manasseh (Josh . 20 :8 :

in the stocks at the high gate of Benjamin (Jer. 21:27 ; Deut. 4:43). See GOLAN
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GAY GEDERATHITE

GAY (Gr. hautpós, bright), a term equivalent to GEDALI'AH (Heb. 77.,ghed-al-yaw ",made
magnificent, sumptuous, as applied to clothing great by Jehovah).

(James 2:3 ; “ goodly ” in v. 2). 1. The Son of Jeduthun and his second as.

GAZA (Heb. Ty, az-zaw ', stronghold ), like sistant in the Levitical choir selected by David
Damascus, one of the most ancient cities of the for the temple service (1 Chron . 25 : 3 , 9), B.C. be

world, being a border Canaanite city before Abra- fore 960.

him . Its Hebrew name is Azzah (Deut. 2:23 ; 2. A Descendantof Jeshua, and one of the

1 Kings 4:24 ; Jer. 25:20). It was the capital of priests who divorced their Gentile wives after the

the Philistines. Its earliest inhabitants were the Babylonish captivity (Ezra 10:18 ), B. C. 456 .

Avims, who were conquered by a Philistine tribe 3. The Son of Pashur, and one of the Jew

called the Caphtorims (Josh. 13: 2, 3 ) . It was the ish princes who, hearing a prophecy of Jeremiah,

scene of Samson's prowess and humiliation ( Judg. conspired to accuse and imprison the prophet (Jer .

16 :1–3); also of Philip's Christian service (Acts 8: 38 :1, sq.), B. C. 589.

200) . Its modern name is Ghuzzeh, and it contains
4. The Son of Ahikam (Jeremiah's protector,

ten thousand inhabitants. Jer. 26:24), and grandson of Shaphan. After the

GAʼZATHITES (Heb. "TEST, haw -az-zaw
destruction of the temple ( B. C. 588) Nebuchad

thee ), a designation ( Josh. 13 : 3 ) of the inhabitants
nezzar departed from Judea, leaving Gedaliah as

of the city of Gaza ; rendered Gazites (Judg. 16 :2) . guard, at Mizpah. Gedaliah had inherited his
governor. He was stationed, with a Chaldean

GAZELLE. See ANIMAL KINGDOM. father's respect for Jeremiah (Jer. 40 : 5 , sq . ), and

GAʼZER (2 Sam . 5:25 ; 1 Chron. 14:16). See was, moreover, enjoined by Nebuzar-adan to look

GEZER . after his safety and welfare (39 : 11-14 ) . Hav

GA'ZEZ (Heb. 77.5, gaw -zaze', shearer ). ing established his government at Mizpah, the in.

1. A “son” of Caleb (son of Hezron, son of habitants, who had fled at the advance of the

Chaldean armies, or when the troops of Zedekiah
Judah ) by his concubine Ephah (1 Chron. 2:46 ).

2. A grandson of the same Caleb, through his their retreats, began to gather around him . Ged
were dispersed in the plains of Jericho, quitting

son Haran (1 Chron. 2:46).
aliah advised submission and quietness, promising

GAʼZITES (Heb. O7777, haw -az-zaw -theem ), them , on this condition, the undisturbed enjoy:

the designation ( Judg. 16 : 2) of the inhabitants of mentof their possessions. The labors of the field

Gaza ; rendered “ Gazathites ” (Josh . 13 : 3) . were resumed, and they " gathered wine and

GAZʻZAM (Heb. 15, gaz-zawm', devouring), summer fruits very much ”. (40:12 ). Jeremiah

the progenitor of one of the families of Nethinim joined Gedaliah ; and Mizpah became the resort of

that returned from the captivity with Zerubbabel of whom ,as might beexpected at the end of aJews from various quarters (40:6 , 11 ), many

(Ezra 2:48 ; Neh. 7:51 ), B. C. before 536 .
long war, were in a demoralized state , unre

GEBA (Heb. 525, ghel ' -bah, hill), a Levitical strained by religion, patriotism , or prudence. The

city of Benjamin (Josh. 21:17 ; comp. 1 Kings 15 : wise, gentle , and prosperous reign of Gedaliah did

22 ; 1 Sam . 13:3, 16 , etc. ), situated north of Jeru- not secure him from the foreign jealousy of Baalis,
salem. The Philistines were smitten from Geba king of Ammon, and the domestic ambition of

unto Gaza by David (2 Sam. 5:25), and Gaza was Ishmael, a member of the royal family of Judalı

rebuilt by Asa (1 Kings 15:22 ; 2 Chron. 16 : 6 ) . ( Josephus, Ant. , x , 9, 3 ) . The latter came to

" From Geba to Beer-sheba ” expressed the whole Mizpah with a secret purpose of destroying Ged

extent of the kingdom of Judah (2 Kings 23 : 8). aliah. Gedaliah, generously refusing to believe a

It is identified with Jeba, near Michmash . riendly warning which he received of the intended

GEBAL (Heb. 325, gheb -awl, a line, Psa. treachery, was murdered , with his Jewish and

83: 7).
Chaldean followers, two months after his appoint

1. A mountain tract in the land of Edom , ex
After his death the Jews, anticipating the

tending south from the Dead Sea toward the Elan- resentmentof the king of Babylon, gave way to

itic gulf of the Red Sea. despair. Many, forcing Jeremiah to accompany

2. A city spoken of (Ezek. 27 :9) in which the them, fled to Egypt, under Johanan (2 Kings

Gibbites lived, who were employed when Solo- 25:22–26; Jer. 40:13; 41:18).

mon's temple was building by the king of Tyre, GED'EON (Gr. Tedɛúv, ghed -eh -own ', the Gre

and therefore probably north of Palestine. There cized form of Gideon ). The judge Gideon ( q. v. ),

is much stone in the locality. The word "> , thus Anglicized in Heb. 11:32.

ghib-lee', indicates that the Gibbites were stone GE’DER (Heb. 27 , gheh '-der, walled ), a city

squarers," as they seem to have been. of the Canaanites taken by Joshua (Josh. 12:13) ;

GEBER (Heb.2 , gheh '-ber ,warrior),the son identical probably with GEDOR (q. v . ).

of Uri, and one of Solomon's purveyors,having GEDEʻRAH (Heb. 7777, ghed-ay -raw ', sheep

jurisdiction over Gilead (1 Kings 4:19). His son cote), a city of Judah with a Phænician title . It

(probably) had charge of Ramoth -gilead (v. 13), is the feminine form of Geder ( Josh. 12:13), and
B, C. after 1000.

its plural is Gederoth ( 15:41 ).

GE'BIM (Heb. br.: , gay -beem ', springs, cis- GED'ERATHITE (Feb. 07:47, hag-ghed

terns; in Isa. 33 :4, " locusts; " in Jer. 14 :3 , " pits " ), ay-raw-thee'), an epithet of Josabad , one of David's

a city of Benjamin, between Anathoth and Nob, famous warriors at Ziklag ( 1 Chron . 12:4 ),so called
mentioned only in Isa . 10:31 . from being a native of Gedor or Gederah .

ment.

רד:

3

)
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GEDERITE GENEALOGY

.

>

>

:)

GED'ERITE (Heb. 77: 7, hag -ghed -ay-ree '), arrogated to himself a superior discernment to that of
the Lord's prophet ; then be falsely employed the name

an epithet of Baal-hanan, David's overseer ofolive of that prophet for the purpose which the propbet him

and sycamore groves in the low plains of Judah selfbad expressly and most emphatically repudiated ;

( 1 Chron. 27:28 ) , probably so called from being a
further, as an excuse for aiming at such a purpose , be

invented a plea of charity , which had no existence but

native of Geder or Gederah .
in his own imagination ; and, finally, on being inter

GED'EROTH ( Ileb . 1177., ghed - ay -rotkº,for. rogated by Elisha after his return , he endeavored to dis
guise bis procedure by a lie. Such accumulated guilt

tresses), a town in the “ valley ” of Judah ( Josh. obviously deserved some palpable token of the divine

15:41), and captured by the Philistines from Ahaz displeasure” (M'C .and S., Cyc.). See ELISHA.

(2 Chron . 28:18). GEHEN'NA (Gr. Teevva , gheh '- en -nah , for

GEDEROTHA’IM (Heb. Oning , ghed -ay- the Heb. Dir7, hin -nome”, the Valley of Hinnom ),

ro-thah'-yim, double wall), named (Josh. 15:36) a deep, narrow glen to the south of Jerusalem,
among the valley towns of Judah . where the Jews offered their children to Moloch

GEʻDOR (Heb. mins, ghed -ore', a wall). (2 Kings 23:10 ; Jer. 7:31 ; 19 : 2–6). In later

1. A chief of the Benjamites resident at Jeru- times it served as a receptacle of all sorts of putre

salem ( 1 Chron . 8:31 ; 9:37), B. C. before 536 .
fying matter, and all that defiled the holy city,

2. An ancient city in the mountains of Judah and so became the representative or image of the

( Josh. 15:58) , some of whose inhabitants joined place of everlasting punishment, especially on ac

David at Ziklag ( 1 Chron. 12 : 7). It was probably the words of Christ refer when he says “ the firecount of its ever -burning fires ; and to this fact

to this town that Josabad the Gederathite be is not quenched. ” “ The passages of the New

longed (1 Chron. 12:4). Some identify it with Testament show plainly that the word ' gehenna'

Geder. The village is now called Jedûr.

3. It is said in 1 Chron . 4:39, they went to the
was a popular expression for 'hell’of which Jesus

entrance of Gedor, even unto the east side of the and his apostles made use, but it would be erro

neous to infer that Jesus and his apostles merely

valley,” ete. Keil says (Com ., in loco), '47? Niaza, accommodated themselves to the popular expres

meh -voʻghed-ore', does not mean the entrance of sion , without believing in the aetual state of the

Gedor, but is a designation of the west.” It is lost ” (Schaff -Herzog ).

impossible to determine exactly the location of

this Gedor,but it is notto be identified with No. 2. cles),a place on theboundary of Judahand Ben.
GEL'ILOTH (Heb. 89399 , ghel-ee -lowth ”, cir.

GEHAʼZI (Heb . " gay-khah- zee', valley of jamin ( Josh .18:17), and probably another form of

vision), the servant of Elisha. The first mention Gilgal ( Josh. 15:7).
of him is his reminding his master of the best GEMAL'LI (Heb. De, ghem -ul-lee', comel
mode of rewarding the kindness of the Shunam
mitess (2 Kings 4:12 sq.). Hewas present when she driver), the father of Anmiel, which latter was

told the prophet of her son's death , and was sent
the Danite representative among those who ex

by Elisha to lay his staff upon the face ofthe plored the land of Canaan (Num. 13:12), B,C.

1209 .

child, which he did without effect (4 : 25–36) .

The most remarkable incident in his career is that
GEMARI'AH (Heb. 777 , ghem -ar -yar ',

which caused his ruin . When Elisha declined the Jehovah has perfected ).

rich gifts of Naaman, Gehazi coveted at least a 1. The son of Hilkiah , who, with Elasah, son of

portion of them . He therefore ran after the re- Shaphan, were sent to Babylon as ambassadors by

tiring chariots, and requested, in his master's King Zedekiah. They also took charge of a letter

name, a portion of the gifts , on the pretense that from Jeremiah to the Jewish captives at Babylon,

visitors had arrived for whom he was unable to advising them to settle peacenbly in the land of

provide. He asked a talent of silver and two captivity, promising deliverance after seventy

garments ; and the grateful Syrian made him take years, and warning them against false prophets

two talents instead of one . Having hid the spoil, ( Jer. 29: 3 , sq. ) , B. C. about 597 .

he appeared before Elisha, who asked him where 2. The son of Shaphan, one of the nobles of

he had been , and on his answering, “ Thy servant Judah , and a seribe of the temple in the time of
went no whither," the prophet denounced bis Jehoiakim . Baruch read aloud the prophecies of

crime, and told him that the leprosy of Naaman Jeremiah to the people at the official chamber of

should cleave to him and to his seed forever. Gemariah (or from a window in it) , which was at

“ And he went out from his presence, a leper as tached to the new gate of the temple built by

white as snow ” (2 Kings 5 :20–27). We after- King Jotham (Jer. 36:10 ; comp. 2 Kings 15:35).

ward find Gehazi recounting to King Joram the Gemariah's son, Michaiah, having reported this to
great deeds of Elisha, and, in the providence of his father, Baruch was invited to repeat the read.

God, it happened that while he was speaking of ing, at the scribe's chamber in the palace, before

the restoration of the child of the Shunammite Gemariah and others, who gave an account of the

woman she, with her son , appeared before the maiter to the king ( Jer. 36 : 11-20). He, with the

king to claim her house and lands, of which she others,heard the divine message with fear, though
had been despoiled during the recent famine. Gemariahı and two others besought the king no“

Struck by the coincidence, the king immediately to destroy the roll ( 36 : 21-25 ), B. C. about 608.

granted her request ( 2 Kings 8 : 1-6) . GENDER. See GLOSSARY.

GENEALOGY (Gr. Teveahoyía, ghen -eh -al-ogNOTE . - Gehazi made a lcper . The punishment in

flicted on Gehazi,though severe, cannot justly be reck:ee'-ah ; Feb. İnd or nitin 20, “ theoned too hard for .

complication of wickedness in his conduct. He first I book of the generations " ), race accounts or fam

" There was a great
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GENEALOGY GENNESARET

ily registers tracing the descent and ancestral re- the existence of our Lord's genealogy in two

lationships of tribes and families. The older his forms, as given by Matthew and Luke.The men .

tories being usually drawn up on a genealogical tion of Zachariasas “ of the course of Abia," of

basis, " genealogy ” is often extended to the whole Elizabeth as “ of the daughters of Aaron ," and of

history, as the book of the generation of Jesus Anna, the daughter of Phanuel, as “ of the tribe

Christ ” includes the whole history contained in of Aser,” are further indications of the same

that gospel (comp. Gen. 2 :4, etc. ). This genea- thing (Luke 1 :5 ; 2:36 ). From all this it is abun.

logical form of history was not peculiar to the dantly manifest that the Jewish genealogical rec

Hebrew or the Shemitic races, for the earliest ords continued to be kept till near the destruction

Greek histories were also genealogies. of Jerusalem. But there can be little doubt that

1. The Purpose of God in respect to the the registers of the Jewish tribes and families

higher interests of mankind took from the first a perished at the destruction of Jerusalem, and not

specific family direction, and it was of importance before.

that at least the more prominent links in the suc- “ The Jewish genealogies have two forms, one

cessive generations of those more nearly connected giving the generations in a descending, the other

with the development of that purpose should be in an ascending scale. Examples of the descend

preserved to future times. It is the genealogy of ſing form may be seen in Ruth 4 : 18–22 , or 1 Chron.

mankind in its bearing on this higher interest~ 3; of the ascending 1 Chron. 6 :33-43, A. V .; Ezra

reaching through the line of Seth to Noah, then 7 : 1-5 . Females are named in genealogies when

from Noah through the line of Shem to Abraham, there is anything remarkable about them , or when

then again through the lines of Isaac, Jacob, Ju- any right or property is transmitted through them

dah, and David to Christ - over which the provi- (see Gen. 11:29 ; 22:23 ; 25 :1-4 ; 35 :22–26 ; Exod.

dence of God has most carefully watched, and 6:23; Num . 26:33 ; 1 Chron. 2 :4 , 19, 35, 50, etc.) ”

which it has most fully exhibited in the historical (Smith, Bib. Dict. , s. v. ).

records of Scripture. “ The promise of the land GENEALOGY OF JESUS CHRIST. See

of Canaan to the seed of Abraham , Isaac, and CHRONOLOGY, NEW TESTAMENT ; JESUS.

Jacob successively,and the separation of the
Israelites from the Gentile world ; the expectation

GENERALLY . See GLOSSARY.

of Messiah as to spring from the tribe of Judah ; GENERATION (Heb. 177? im, to-led -ar '; Gr.

the exclusively hereditary priesthood of Aaron yévedis, ghen '-es-is, birth, nativity ; Gr. yévvnua,

with its dignity and emoluments ; the long succes- ghen '-nay-mah, offspring'; Heb. i7, dore ; Gr.

sion of kings in theline of David ; and the whole yeveá, għen-eh-ah', period). As willbe seen from
division and occupationof the land upon genea- the above the word generation is used in at least

logical principlesby the tribes, families, andhouses three shadesof meaning inthe Scriptures, which

of fathers, gave a deeper importance to the science

of genealogyamong the Jews than perhaps any |(1) The radicalmeaningis that of the production
are closely related and growing out of each other.

other nation ."

2. Different Genealogies. “ In Gen. 35:22–
of offspring, in wbich sense it is applied to the

26 we havea formalaccount of the song ofJacob; springnoted in a genealogical table ,and called a
offspring of an individual, or successions of off

the patriarchsof the nation, repeated in Exod. 1; book for generations” (Gen. 6: 1; 37 : 2 ; Matt.1:

1-5 . In Gen. 46 we have an exact genealogical
census of the house of Israel at the timeof Jacob's 17, etc.), i. e., lists of successive lines of descent

going down to Egypt. When the Israelites were
from father to son, (2) A period of time. Dif.

in the wilderness of Sinai their number was taken fering as the intervals do in this respect, genera.

by divinecommand after their families, by the tion could never be intendedto mark a very

house of their fathers .' According to these gen , siderablelatitude. The term is used in the sensedefinite period, and must be understood with con

calogical divisions they pitched their tents,and of time or successive divisions of time. For gen

Inarched, and offered their gifts and offerings,eration in the sense of a definiteperiod of time,
chose the spies, and the wholeland of Canaan was

see Gen. 15:16 ; Deut. 23: 2, 3 , 8, etc. As an in
parceled out among them .”

David, in establishing the temple services,divided 32:7;Isa.68:12;for timefuture, see Psa. 45:17;
definite period of time : for time past, see Deut.

the priests and Levitesinto courses and companies, 72 : 6, etc. (3) The word is also taken todenote
each under the family chief. When Hezekiah re
opened the temple and restored thetemple services the persons actually constituting a specific gen

bereckoned thewhole nation by genealogies.Zerub- eration, asexponentsofits state or character, as;
“ this generation "

babel's first care seems to have been to take a cen

(Matt. 11:16), an evil and

adulterous generation.” (Matt. 12:39 ), “ faithlesssus of those who had returned from Babylon and and perverse generation ” (Matt. 17:17), “ crooked

to settle them accordingto theirgenealogies (see and perverse generation ” (Phil . 2:15)." Delitzsch
I Chron. 9: 2, eq. ). In like manner Nehemiah
gathered“ together thenobles, and the rulers, and ( Com ., on Isa.63:8)thusdefines generation :“We

the people, that they might be reckonedby gen- which doresignifies an age, or themenliving in a
must adhere to the ordinary usage, according to

ealogy ” (Neh . 7 :5 ; 12:26 ). That this system was
continued in after times, at least as far as the particular age; also,in an ethical sense, the en

priests and Levites were concerned, we learn from tirebody of those who are connected together by

Neh. 12:22 ; and we have incidental evidence of similarity of disposition " (Psa. 14 : 5 ).

the continued care of the Jews still later to pre GENESIS. See BIBLE, BOOKS OF.

serve their genealogies from the apocryphal books GENNESARET (Gr. TengapẤT, ghen-may

(1 Macc. 2 :1-5 ; 8:17 ; 14:29). Another proof is ( sar- et ', garden of riches). The earliest use of the
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GENTILE GERAH

:

name is in 1 Macc. 11:67, Gen -nay-sar' (Gr. Tev- sacrifice might be legitimately offered even by a

vnoáp). The Targums identify the name with Gentile” (Lev. 22:25) (Schürer, Jewish People,

Chinnereth (Deut. 3:17 ; Josh. 19:35), which is ap. Div. II, vol. i, 299, sq.; also ii, p . 311).

plied both to the lake and the town. The form which the adhesion of Gentiles to Ju.

1. The Town. This stood on the west shore daism assumed, and the extent to which they ob

of the lake, called in Old Testament CHINNERETA served the ceremoniallaws of the Jews, was of a

( q.v.). very varied character. Tertullian speaks of Gen.

2. The District. A small region of Galilee, tiles who, while observing several Jewish ordi.

on the west shore of the lake, visited by Jesus on nances, continued notwithstanding to worship their

his way south to Capernaum (Matt. 14:34).
own deities. On the other hand, those who sub

3. Lake (Luke 5: 1 ). The name given to the mitted to circumcision thereby bound themselves

SEA OF GALILEE (q . v. ).
to observe the whole law to its fullest extent.

GENTILE . 1. Old Testament. The Heb. manifold series of gradations. The “ God -fearing ”
Between these two extremes there would be a

go -yeem ' (11.1) signified the nations, the surround- Gentiles mentioned (Acts 10:2 , 22 ; 13:16, 26, 43;

ing nations,foreigners as opposed to Israel (Neh. 16:14 ; 17:17 ; 18 :7) were, probably , those who

5:8). adopted the Jewish mode of worship, attended the

2. New Testament. 1. The Greek Ovos synagogues, but restricted themselves to certain

( eth '-nos) in singular means a people or nation leading points of the ceremonial law, and so were

(Matt . 24: 7; Acts 2 : 5 , etc. ), and even the Jewish regarded as outside the fellowship of Jewish com .

people (Luke 7 :5 ; 23 : 2, etc.). It is only in the munities (Schürer, ii, 311, sq .).

plural that it used ' for heathen (gentiles) . GENTILES, COURT OF THE . See Ter

2. " E227v (hel -lane, literally Greek, John 7:35 ; | PLE.

Rom . 3 :9 ). The A. V. is not consistent in its
GENTLENESS (Heb. 777 , an -aw -varo ', con

treatment of this word, sometimes rendering it by

“ Greek ” (Acts 14:1 ; 17:4 ; Rom . 1:16 ; 10:12), descension , Psa .18:35 ; Gr. Énleiketa, ep -ee -i'-ki-ah,

sometimes by “ Gentile ” (Rom . 2 : 9, 10 ; 3:9 ; 1 Cor. clemency, 2 Cor. 10 : 1). “All God's going back

10:32). The latter use of the word seems to have from the strictness of his rights as against men,

arisen from the almost universal adoption of the all his allowing of their imperfect righteousness

Greek language.
and giving a value to that which, rigidly esti

3. Relation to Israel. " What rendered the mated, would have none ; all his refusal to exact

Jews a distinct and honored class was simply extreme penalties ; all his remembering whereof

their election of God to the place of his peculiar we aremade and measuring his dealings with us

people , by which they became the recognized de- thereby ” (Trench, Syn. of N. 7.), God demands

positories of his truth and the consecrated channels the same of us toward our fellows (Matt. 18:23 ) .

of his working among men .
The distinction be. The helping grace of God, that practical hearken

tween Israel and other nations, as was shown in ing on the part of God , when called upon for

the covenant with Abraham, was to be only for a help, which was manifested in the bettered condi.

time; and believing Gentiles in no age were exation of the Psalmist Sam . 22:36 ; Psa. 18:35 ).

cluded from sharing in the benefits conferred Four Greek words are rendered “ gentle " or " gen

upon the Jews, when they showed themselves lleness, ” all of them with the underlying meaning

willing to enter into the bond of the covenant. of affable, kindly.

Hedged in by a multitude of special institutions GENU'BATH (Heb.nes , ghen -oo-bath ', per

and taught to consider a nonobservance of these haps theft), the son of Hadad, of the Edomitish

customs as uncleanness, and blinded by an intense royal family, by the sister of Tahpenes ,the queen

national pride, the Jews seemed often to regard of Egypt, and reared in Pharaoh's household

the heathen as only existing for the purpose of ( 1 Kings 11:20 ). He was born in the palace of
punishing the apostasy of Judea (Deut. 28:49 ; Pharaoh and weaned by the queen herself, and

i Kings 8:33, etc. ) , or of undergoing vengeance was on the same footing as the sons of the king.
for their enmity toward her ( Isa. 63 : 6).

GE’RA (Heb. 27 , gay -rar ', grain ), the name
' Considering the wall of strict separation which ,

as regards matters of religion the Jews had erected of at last three Benjamites.

between themselves and the Gentiles, it would not
1. The son of Bela and grandson of Benjamin

readilyoccur to one that these latter were also pero mentioned (withsome confusion) in verses 5, 7,(1 Chron. 8 :3 ) ; probably the same with the one

mitted to take part in the worship at Jerusalem . I unless one of these be identical with No. 2. In

It may be accounted for, however,byreflecting Gen. 46:21he is given as the son of Benjamin,

how formal and superficial the connectionoften and there appears among the descendants of Ja

is between faith and worship. To present a

sacrifice in some famous sanctuary was often no cob at the time of his removal to Egypt, B. C.

more than an expression, on the part of the offerer, about 1706. In 1 Chron. 7 : 7 , Uzzi occupies the

of a cosmopolitan piety, and not intended to be an
same position as Gera elsewhere in the genealogy.

expression of the man's creed. This might take
2. The father (or ancestor) of Ehud the judge

place at Jerusalem , for there was no reason why (Judg. 3:15 ), B. C. before 1110.

the Jewish people and their priests should dis
3. The father of Shimei, which latter cursed

countenance an act intended to do honor to David when he fled from Absalom (2 Sam . 16: 5 ;

their God, even though it were purely an act of 19:16, 18 ; 1 Kings 2: 8), B. C. before 966.

politeness. Accordingly we find the Old Testa- GERAH, the smallest weight and coin among

ment itself proceeding on the assumption that a | the Hebrews. See METROLOGY, III, IV .

לו
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GERAR GERSHON

T :)GE'RAR (Heb. 77 gher -awr', a region, a was the scene of the parable of the trees and

lodging place). A rich country in the south of brambles (Judg. 9:7; sq.). Tradition attempts to lo

Palestine; the place of the first Philistine. Abim- cate here Abraham's altar built for thesacrifice

elech was its ruler. Abraham and Isaac ·both of Isaac, also his interview with Melchizedek.

were here and sinned (Gen. 20:1 ' ; 26 : 1 ; 26:17). After the captivity Manasseh, by permission of

Henry A. Harper says : “ This place has been Alexander the Great,built a temple on Gerizim ,

identified with Umm el Jerrar. The valley is and the Samaritansjoined together the worship of

about two hundred yards wide. ... I may here idols and the true God (2 Kings 17:33). This

remark that Gerar was well known to the Egyp- temple was destroyed by John Hyrcanus. To this

tians. Its name appears in the list of Thoth day the sect offers annual paschal sacrifice on the

mes III as “Kerara. I do not think there are top of the mount according to the prescriptions of

any grounds for identifying Gerar with Gaza, as Exod. 12. Moses commanded (Deut. 11:29 ; 27:

is done by some writers . " 12) that from Mount Gerizim the blessings of
"

SVET

T
O

Mount Gerizim .

GERASENE, an inhabitant of GERASA (q . v.) . the law should be proclaimed , while its curses

Several manuscripts rend Tepaorpāv, instead of should proceed from Mount Ebal (comp. Josh. 8:

Tepyeonvūv, in Matt. 8:28. 33).

GER'GESA or GER’ASA (Gr. Tépaoa, gher '. GER’SHOM (Heb. Dün, gay-resh -ome, ex

* as-ah ), identical with Jerash, a city of magnificent prsion ).

ruins. Theaters, triumphal arches, temples, and 1. The elder of the two sons of Moses, born to

colonnades of Corinthian pillars indicate what the him in the land of Midian by Zipporah ( Exod . 2:

city must once have been . The city is mentioned 22 ; 18 :3 ), B. C. before 1210. He, with his brother

neither in the Old or New Testaments. Its founder Eliezer, held no other rank than that of simple

and its ancient name are both unknown up to this Levites, while the sons of their uncle Aaron en

time. Thomson says : “ Whatever uncertainty joyed all the privileges of the priesthood ( 1 Chron.

there may be regarding the biblical history of Jer- 23:15, 16 ; 26:24), a proof of the rare disinterest

ash, all agree that it is identical with Gerasa in edness of 'Moses." Shebuel, one of his descendants,

Gilead, a city of the Decapolis, and upon the was appointed ruler of the treasury under David

Eastern confines of Perea. The Romans included (1 Chron. 26 :24-28 ).

Gerasa among the cities of Decapolis, and it seems 2. The oldest son of Levi ( 1 Chron . 6:16, 17, 20,

to have been burned by the Jews in retaliation 43, 62, 71 ; 15 : 7 ), elsewhere written GERSHON

for the massacre of over twenty thousand of their (q. v . ).
number at Casarea. Before the siege of Jeru- 3. The 'son of one Manasseh (according to the

salem Vespasian sent his general, LuciusAnnius, text), and father of Jonathan, which last acted as

to Gerasa, who took the city and slew a thousand priest to the Danites who captured Laish (Judg. 18:

of its young men, and carried away their families 30) ; but, according to a more correct reading, he is

captive.” not different from the son of Moses. The Talmud

GERGESENE' (Gr. Tepyeomús, gher -ghes-ay- explains the substitution of “ Manasseh " for

1198 ), the reading in the A. V. in the account of the “ Moses " in the text by asserting that Jonathan

expulsion of the swine by our Lord (Matt. 8:28), did the works of Manasseh, and was therefore
instead of Gaderene (Mark 5 : 1 ; Luke 8:26). reckoned in his family.

GER’IZIM (Heb. 27, gher -ee-zeem ), the 4. A descendant of Phinehas, who went up with

mountainof the Gerizzites, situated opposite Ezra from Babylon (Ezra 8:2),B. C. 457.

Mount Ebal, over the valley of Shechem , which
GER'SHON (Heb. jiog gayresh -one', ex

was about three miles in length and not wider pulsion.), the eldest of the three sons of Levi, ap

than will allow the hearing of a voice across. It | parently born before the migration of Jacob's
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family into Egypt (Gen. 46:11 ; Exod. 6:16), B. C. Bashan (Deut. 3:13, 14 ; Josh. 12 : 5 ). It was

before 1706. But, though the eldest born, the ruled over by Talwai, whose daughter David mar

families of Gershon were outstripped in 'fame by ried (2 Sam . 3:3). It was the possession of Man

their younger brethren of Kohath, from whom asseh, although its original inhabitants were not

sprang Moses and the priestly line of Aaron expelled ( Josh. 13:13 ). Thither Absalom fled

(i Chron. 6 :2–15 ). At the census in the wilder- after killing Amnon (2 Sam. 13:37, 38), from wbich

ness the Gershonites numbered seven thousand Joab returned him to Jerusalem (14:23). It is

five hundred males (Num. 3:22), the number of stated ( 1 Chron . 2:23) that “ Jair took Geshur,

efficient men being two thousand six hundred and and Aram . even threescore cities.” While

thirty (4:40). The sons of Gershon had charge these places were taken, they were held only as

of the fabrics of the tabernacle—the coverings , subject territories.

curtains, hangings, and cords ( 3:25 , 26 ; 4:25 , GESHURI (Heb.hu , ghe-shoo -ree', Deut.

26). In the encampment their station was behind 3:14 ; Josh. 13:2), or GESHÄURITES (Heb.
the tabernacle, on the west side (3:23) . When

on the march,they went with theMerarites, in the us, ghe-shoo-reem ', Josh. 12:5 ; 13:11, 13;

rear of the first body of three tribes - Judah, Is- 1 Sam . 27 : 8) , the inhabitants of GESHUR (q . v.),

sachar, Zebulun — with Reuben behind them. In bordering on Aram , to the east of Jordan .

the apportionment of the Levitical cities thirteen
GEʼTHER (Heb. m gheh -ther, derivation

fell to the lot of the Gershonites-two in Manas.

seh beyond Jordan, four in Issachar, four in Asher, uncertain ),the name of the third son of Aram

and three in Naphtali
. In the timeof David the (Gen. 10:23). He is mentioned in 1 Chron . 1:17

as one of the sons of Shem , probably meaning
family was represented by Asaph “ the seer
( 1 Chron. 6:39–43). It isnoteasy tosee what " grandson of.” It is uncertain where his pos

special duties fell to the lot of the Gershonites in
terity settled.

the service of the tabernacle after its erection at GETHSEM'ANE (Gr. Tedonuavī, gheth -say

Jerusalem, or in the temple. They were appointed man -ay ', oil press),the olive yard at the foot of the

to “ prophesy ” -i. e . , probably, to utter or sing Mount of Olives, to which Jesus was accustomed

inspired words, perhaps after the special prompt- to retire (Luke 22:39) with his disciples, and
ing of David himself (25 : 2) . Others of the Ger- which was the scene of his agony (Mark 14:32 ;

slonites, sons of Laadan, had charge of the Luke 22:44 ; John 18 : 1 ). There are two tradi

" treasures of the house of God, and over the tional places called Gethsemane. One is in the

treasures of the holy things” ( 26 :20–22), among possession of the Latin Church. It consists of a

which precious stones are specially named (29:8). triangular spot, some seventy paces in circumfer

In Chronicles the name is , with two exceptions ence. It is inclosed by a fence and contains some

( 6:1 ; 23:6 ), given in the slightly different form of very large and old olive trees, besides a flower
“ Gershom .” garden. The Greeks have set up another tradi.

GER’SHONITES, the descendants of Ger- tional Gethsemane, located farther up Mount

shon, one of the sons of Levi (Num . 3:21 ; 4:24 , Olivet. Dr. Thomson (Land and Book, ii , p. 483,

27 ; Josh. 21:33 , etc.). As to the office and duties sq. ) says that he is inclined to think both are

of the Gershonites, see LEVITES. wrong,and he would place the garden in a very

GEʻSHAM, or rather GEʻSHAN (Heb.7 , secludedspotseveral hundredyards northeast of
the other traditional sites.

gay -shawn ', filthy ), the third son of Jahdai, among
GEU'EL (Heb. 589 , gheh- oo -ale , majesty of

the descendants of Caleb ( 1 Chron . 2:47 ), B, C.

after 1210. God ), the son of Machi, of the tribe of Gad, and

GE'SHEM (Heb. bus gheh'-shem, shower), an one of the men sent by Moses to search the land

Arabian (Neh. 2:19 ; 6 : 1 ), and one of the enemies of Canaan (Num. 13:15), B. C. 1209.

of the Jews on the return from the exile, espe GE’ZER (Heb. , gheh´-zer, a precipice). It

cially in the plots against the life of Nehemiah was a Canaanitish city on the southwest border of

(0 : 2), B. C. 445. Geshem , we may conclude, Ephraim , near lower Beth -Horon (Josh . 16: 3). It

was an inhabitant of Arabia Petræn, or of the was allotted to the Korathite Levites, but the orig.

Arabian Desert, and probably the chief of a tribe inal inhabitants were not dispossessed, so that

which, like most of the tribes on the eastern fron. even in Solomon's time the Canaanites were still

tier of Palestine, was, in the time of the captivity | dwelling there and paying tribute to Israel ( 1 Kings

and the subsequent period, allied with the Per- 9:16 ). It must at this time bave been independent

sians, or with any peoples threatening the Jewish of Israelitish rule, for Pharaoh captured it and
nation ; for the wandering inhabitants of the frono gave it to his daughter, Solomon's wife, for a pres

tier, doubtless, availed themselves largely, in their ent (1 Kings 9 :15–17).' It is identified with Tell
predatory excursions , of the distracted state of el Jezar. See SUPPLEMENT.

Palestine, and dreaded the reestablishment of the GEZ RITES, the name given in the A. V. of
kingdom . The Arabians, Ammonites, and Ash

doditesare recordedas having " conspired to fight ites and Geshurites,“ of old the inhabitants of the
1 Sam . 27: 8 to a tribe associated with the Amalek .

against Jerusalem and to hinder " its repairing.
land, as thou goest to Shur, even unto the land of

GE'SHUR (Heb. Sowa, ghesh -oor ', bridge), a Egypt.” The three were attacked, plundered,and

principality in Syria on the east of Jordan, adjoin. exterminated by David during his stay in the land

ing the north border of the Hebrew territory, and of the Philistines. This is all that is known of

lying between Mount Hermon, Maachah , and the tribe, and even the name is in doubt. Gez.
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(rites ( Heb.O , hagh -ghiz-ree', strictly “ the Giz- lowing seems to be the true explanation : “ They

rite") is the rendering of the geri of 1 Sam. 27:8 , were called Nephilim because they fell upon the
where the kethîbh has 72:7, which may be Gir- people and oppressed them . ... To an unpreju.

zite, Gerizite, or Gerizzite. The Alexandrianmanu- dicedmind the words, as they stand, represent the

script of the LXX hastòv Tespalov ; Vulgate, Gerzi Nephilim ,who were on the earth in thosedays,as
and Gezri. The R. V. has Girzites in the text and existiug before the sons of God began to marry

Gizrites in the margin . Gesenius himself, and the daughters of men, and clearly distinguish

after him Stanley, reading, as we suppose, Gerizite, them from the fruits of those marriages” (K. and

supposed an old -time connection between this tribe D. , Com. , in loco). That Nephilim signifies

and Mount Gerizim . If we read Gezrites, it would of violence, " who plundered the weak and de

naturallymean inhabitants of Gezer ; but Gezer fenseless, is seen inthe report of the spies (Num.

being fifty miles distant in the territory of Ephra
im, seems too far off to have been reached by 13:33),whogave this name to the sons of Anak."

David on this raid.-W. H. 2. Rephaim (Heb. DANDO, ref -ay-een ', strong).

men

ALE
MALNM2409

GETHSEMANA

Gethsemane.

GHOST, the English form of the German Geist, a race settled on the other side of Jordan, whom

or spirit, and the translation of several Hebrew Chedorlaomer defeated (Gen. 14 : 5) . At the

and Greek words signifying breath, life, spirit (Job period of the conquest, Оg, king of Bashan, is said

11:20; Jer. 15 : 9 ; Matt. 27:50 ; John 19:30). In to have alone remained (Deut. 3:11), whose bed

the New Testament it frequently occurs as the stead of iron was said to have been nine cubits

designation of the third person in the Trinity—the long and four cubits wide. He is said to have

Holy Ghost (q. v .). Other phrases in which it been of a race of giants (Josh . 12 :4 ; 13:12). See

occurs are those rendered “ to give up the ghost,” REPHAIM .

etc., all simply signifying to die (Gen. 25:17 ; Lam. 3. Anakim (Heb. 62 , an -aro -kcem ', sons of

1:19, etc.). See Holy Ghost.
Anak). In Num . 13:33 , the spies brought back

GI'AH (Heb. 17. ghee'-akh, fountain ), oppo- the report that in the promised land they had seen

site the hill Ammah , on the way to the desert of “ the giants, the sons of Anak .” In Deut. 2:10, 11 ,

Gibeon, mentioned in the account of the pursuit they are classed with the Emim and Rephaim on

of Abner by Joab and Abishai (2 Sam . 2:24). account of their gigantic stature. See AnaKIM.

GIANT, the rendering of several Hebrew 4. Emim (Heb. 697978, ay-meem), a race who
words.

dwelt in the country of the Moabites (Gen. 14 :5 ),

1. Nephilim (Heb. 05 ,nef -ee-leem ', caus- and described as “great, and many, and tall, as

ing to jall). The first mention of Nephilim is in the Anakim ” (Deut. 2:11). See Exims.

Gen. 6 :4, “ There were giants (Nephilim) in the 5. Zamzummims (Heb. 0972727, zam -zum

earth in those days. " Much dispute has arisen meem), whose home was in the land of Ammon

concerning the meaning of this verse, but the fol- | (Deut. 2:20). See ZAMZUMMIM.

(
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>

6. One other passage employs the term “giant” 5. Gibeah is rendered “ hill ” in the following

(Job 16:14), where the original is ghib-bore? (Heb . passages: “ The hill that pertained to Phineas,” in

723 :), rendered elsewhere a mightymap .” From Mount Ephraim , where Eleazar was buried ( Josh .

the remnant of the Anakim left in Gath of the 24:33), identified with Khurbet Jibia, five miles

Philistines came the famous Goliath (1 Sam . 17:4). N.of Guphna, toward Shechem ; “ bill of Moreh ”

Other giants of the Philistines are mentioned in (Judg. 7:1);“ hill of God ” ( 1 Sam. 10:5 ); “ hill

2 Sam . 21:16–22, “ Ishbi-benob, which was of of Hachilah ” (1 Sam . 23:19 ; 26 :1); “ hill of Am

“hill of Gareb ” ( Jer. 31:39 ).the sons of the giant; ” “ Saph, slain by Sib- mah ” (2 Sam . 2:24) ;

bechai; " . a man of great stature, that had on GIB'EATH (Josh . 18:28), same as GIBEAB, III,

every hand six fingers, and on every foot six toes,
GIBʻEATHITE (Heb. m , ghib -au -thee ),

- healso was born to the giant; " and the brother of
GOLIATH (q. v .) the Gittite.”' All nations have had a native of Gibeah (1 Chron. 12:3), Shemah by

a dim fancy that the aborigines who preceded name, who was the father of two Benjamites who

them , andthe earliestmen generally wereofim- joined David.

mense stature . No doubt at an early period men GIB’EON (Heb. 7937 , ghib-ohn', hill city ), one

and even tribes under favorable circumstances of the Hivite cities which, through deception ,

reached an unusual size, and were of extraordinary effected a league with Joshua ( Josh . 9:3–17), thus
strength. Many things, however, concur to show escaping the fate of Ai and Jericho. It was after .

that the size of the race did not differ materially warú allotted to Benjamin, and made a Levitical
from what it is at present, as the mummies of town (18:25 ; 21:17). After the destruction of

Egypt, the size of ancient armor, as well as archi- Nob by Saul the tabernacle was set up here, and

tectural dimensions, and the measures of length remained until the building of the temple ( 1 Chron.
received from antiquity. 16:39 ; 1. Kings 3 :4, 5 ; 2 Chron. 1 : 3, sq. ). When

GIB’BAR (Chald . 77., ghib -bawr', a hero ), an the Amoritish kings besieged Gibeon , Joshua

Israelite whose descendants, to the number of hastened to its relief and a great battle followed ,

ninety-five, returned with Zerubbabel from Baby- to the great discomfiture of the Amorites (see

Ion (Ezra 2:20), B. C. before 536. This is prob- Joshua). From Jer. 41:16 it would seem that

ably an error for the remnants of the natives of after thedestruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchad

Gibeon (Neh. 7:25). nezzar, Gibeon again became the seat of govern .

ment.

GIB BETHON (Heb. ying , ghib -beth -one', a miah (28:1)." Menof Gibeon ” returned with
It produced prophets in the days of Jere

height), Philistine city (Josb. 19:44 ; 21:23), Zerubbabel (Neh . 7:25).

within the bounds of the tribe of Dan, and as

signed to the Kohathites (21:23 ). Nadab, king of
GIBEONITES (Heb. 27, ghib -o -neem '),

Israel, was slain under its walls (1 Kings 15:27 ; the people of Gibeon, and perhaps also of the

16:15).
three cities associated with Gibeon ( Josh. 9:17).

GIBEA (Heb. No , ghib -aw ', hil) a place the inhabitants of Gibeon attempted to antici
Upon the victorious advance of the Israelites

built or occupied, in connection with Machbenab, pate the danger which threatened them by means

by Sheva (1 Chron . 2:49), perhaps the same as of a stratagem , and to enter into a friendly

Gibeah (Josh . 15:57). alliance with Israel . A delegation waited upon

GIB'EAH (Hebrew same as above ), a hill, as Joshua at Gilgal , representing themselves as an

the word is sometimes rendered. bassadors from a far country, desirous of making

1. Gibeah-haaraloth, “ the bill of the fore a league with him . They made this appear prob
skins ” (Josh. 5 :3, margin ). able by taking “ old sacks upon their asses, and

2. Gibeah of Judah, situated in the moun- wine bottles, old, and rent, and bound up ; and

tains of that tribe ( Josh. 15:57), where the prophet old shoes and clouted (i . e. , mended) upon their

Habakkuk is said to have been buried. It lay feet, and old garments upon them ; and all the

from seven to ten miles S. W.of Jerusalem , and bread of their provision was dry and moldy. "

is identified by Robinson with Jebah . They represented that all these tokens of age and

3.Gibeah of Benjamin ( Judg. 19:14 ; 1 Sam . wear had come to them upon their journey. Upon
13:16 ; 2 Sam . 23:29), known also as “ Gibeah of these representations they were received

Saul” ( 1 Sam. 11:4 ; Isa . 10:29 ), the scene of the friends and an alliance made with them . Upon

inhuman crime recorded in Judg. 19:12, sq . , and the discovery of the stratagem by which they had

for which the Benjamites were nearly extermi- obtained the protection of the Israelites, they were

nated. It was Saul's birthplace, and continued to condemned to be perpetual bondmen, hewers of

be his residence after he became king ( 1 Sam . wood and drawers of water for the congregation,

10:26 ; 11 :4 ; 15:33, etc.), and here the Gibeonites and for the house of God and altar of Jehovah

hung his descendants (2 Sam. 21 : 6). Professor (Josh . 9:23, 27). Saul appears to have broken this,

Sayce says that “ Gibeah is one of the names of covenant, and in a fit of enthusiasm or patriotism

the Canaanitish towns recorded upon the walls of to have killed some and devised a general massacre

the temple of Karnac at Thebes as paying tribute of the rest (2 Sam . 21 : 1 , 2, 5 ) . This was expi .

to Egypt under the eighteenth dynasty, under ated many years after by giving up seven men of
Thothmes III." Saul's descendants to the Gibeonites, who hung

4. Gibeah at Kirjath -jearim , where the ark them or crucified them “ before Jehovah " --as &

remained from the time the Philistines returned it kind of sacrifice - in Gibeah , Saul's own town

until it was taken to Jerusalem (2 Sam. 6 : 3, 4 ; (vers . 4, 6, 9). From this time there is no men

comp. 1 Sam. 7 : 1 , 2) . tion of the Gibeonites as a distinct people, but

"

>

as
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many writers include them among the NETHINIM Recognizing Jehovah, bewas filled with fear ; but

(9. v . ), who were appointed for the service of the being comforted he built an altar (JEHOVAH -SHA.

temple (1 Chron. 9 : 2 ). LOM, the Lord send peace,Judg. 6: 11–24). (3) De.

GIBʼLITES (Heb. "???, ghib-lee ), inhabitants, stroys an altar of Baal. The first thing for Gid

no doubt, of Gebal or Biblus (Byblus), a maritime idolatry, and sanctify bimself by sacrificing , a
eon to do was to purify his father's house from

town of Phænicia,whose people, in Ezek . 27:9,are burnt offering. That night God commanded him

called Giblians in the Vulgate and Biblians in the to throw down the altarof Baal, belonging to his

LXX . The Giblites are mentioned in Josh . 13 :5 father, and cut down the grove by it. Then he

( Hleb. 1950 NT “ the land of the Giblite"), was to build an altar unto the Lord, and offer

and in 1 Kings 6:18 (in the Hebrew 0977, Alex- thereon a seven-year-old bullock of his father's.
andrian manuscript of LXX oi Bißicoi, Vulg. Assisted by ten servants,Gideon obeyed the vision

Biblii) as skilled laborers, called in the text of the during (probably) the following night, through

A.V. " store -squarers." The R. V. in both places fear of those around. Gideon, being identified as

has Gebalites . - W . H. the perpetrator of the act, was in danger of being

GIDDAL TI(Heb. 1917.,ghid -dal-tee', I have and told thepeople to allow Baal to plead for him.
stoned. But his father took the part of his son,

made great), the ninth son of Heman, and head of self. From this circumstance Gideon received

the twenty-second course of Levitical musicians in the name of Jerubbaal, i. e . , “ Let Baal plead "

the tabernacle under David (1 Chron. 25 :4, 29), (Judg. 6 : 25–32). (4 ) The sign of the fleece . When

B. C. after 1000. The office of these brothers was the Midianites and their allies once more invaded

to sound the horn in the Levitical orchestra (v . 5). the land of Israel the Spirit of the Lord came

GDDDEL (Heb. 37., ghid -dale', large), the upon Gideon, and he gathered together an army
name of two men whose descendants returned from from the tribes of Manasseh, Asher, Zebulun, and

the captivity with Zerubbabel.
Naphtali . Before going into battle he asked for

1.One of the Nethiniin ( Ezra 2:47 ; Neh. 7:49), He asked that the dew should fall on a fleecea sign from God of the success of his undertaking,

B. C. before 536 .

2. One of “ Solomon's servants," i,e ., perhaps, all around should be dry. In the morning thespread upon the thrashing floor, while the ground

of the Canaanitish tribes enslaved by Solomon fleecewas so wet that Gideon wrung out of it a

(Ezra 2:56 ; Neh. 7:58 ; comp. 1 Kings 9:21 ), B. C. bowl of water.
before 536.

The next night the wonder was

GID'EON .— 1. Name and Family. (Hleb. reversed, the soilbeing wet and the fleece per
fectly dry (6 : 36-40). “ The sign itself was to

jis ?, ghid -ohn', tree feller ,i. e. , warrior) . He was manifest thestrength of divine assistance to his

son of Joash the Abi-ezrite, of the tribe of Ma- weakness of faith . Dew, in the Scriptures, is a

nasseh, and resided at Ophrah in Gilead, beyond symbol of the beneficent power of God, which

Jordan . quickens, revives, and invigorates the objects of

2. Personal History . (1) Condition of Is- nature when they have been parched by the burn

rael. ' Another relapse into evil brought Israel ing heat of the sun's rays ” (K. and D., Com .).

under the oppression of the Midianites forseven (5) Midianites defeated. Assured by this double
years. With Midian were allied Amalek and “ the sign , Gideon advanced against the enemy, and

children of the east " ( of Jordan ). Their power encamped near the brook Harod, in the valley of
pressed so severely upon the Israelites that the Jezreel . The army of the Midianites and their
latter made them the dens which are in the allies numbered about one hundred and thirty -five

mountains, and caves , and strongholds." The thousand (Judg.8:10 ),while the Israelites mustered
allies encamped in their territory, destroyed the only thirty-two thousand. Nevertheless, “ the

crops , “ till thou come unto Gaza, and left no bus- Lord said unto Gideon, The people that are with

tenance for Israel, neither sheep, nor ox, nor ass,” thee are too many for me to give the Midianites

so that “ Israel was greatly impoverished” ( Judg. into their hands, lest Israel vaunt themselves
6 : 1-6 ). But before helping them the Lord sent a against me, saying, Mine own hand hath saved

prophet (name not given ) to reprove them for me.” Gideon, therefore, made the usual procla

their disobedience and bring them to repentance. mation ( Deut. 20 : 8), that all the faint-hearted

(2) Call of Gideon . In such a time of distress mightwithdraw ; and twenty -two thousand availed

Gideon was thrashing wheat in the winepress to themselves of this opportunity. Even this num

conceal it from the Midianites. While thus en- ber the Lord regarded as too great, and so Gideon

gaged the angel of the Lord appeared to him and was commanded to test them in the matter of
addressed him in these words : “ The Lord is with drinking. Those who knelt to drink were re

thee, thou mighty man of valor . " To this Gid. jected , and only those were chosen who “ lapped

con made the despondent reply, “ If the Lord be of the water with his tongue, as a dog lappeth ,"

with us, why then is all this befallen us ? ” Then i. e . , to take the water from the brook with the

Jehovah (revealing himself) said, "Goin this thy hollow of their hand, and lap it into the mouth
might, and thou shalt save Israel from the hand with their tongue as a dog does. This test re
of the Midianites : have not I sent thee ? " Doubt. duced the number to three hundred men . These

ful of the means by which he might accomplish took the provision from the people, and the war

so great a work, he requested a sign from heaven. trumpets ; so that every one of the three hundred

This was granted to him ; for when he presented had a trumpet and (as the provisions were prob

his offering of a kid and unleavened cakes, the ably kept in vessels) a pitcher as well . That night

angel touched it, and it was consumed by fire. Gideon overheard a man telling to his fellow a

"

"
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dream which he had had, viz.,thatof a cake of barley an image (see EPHOD ). It proved a snare to Is

bread overthrowing a tent. Regarding this dream rael, to himself, and house : to Israel, because

as significant of divine cooperation, Gideon began they made it an object of worship ; to Gideon and

the attack without delay. He divided his three his house, because he invaded the prerogative of

hundred men into three companies, gave them all the Aaronic priesthood, and gave an impetus to

trumpets and empty pitchers, with torches in their the worship of Baal after his death . The evil

hands. The pitchers were to hide the burning consequences of this false step in religion was re

torches during the advance, and to increase the alized in the miserable sequel of Gideon's family.

noise at the time of the attack by dashing them to The history of Gideon is concluded in Judg. 8 :28–

pieces. The noise and sudden lighting up of the 32. The Midianites had been so humiliated that

burning torches would naturally deceive the enemy “ they lifted up their heads.no more. And the

as to the numbers of Gideon's army. His strat- country was in quietness forty years in the days

agem was eminently successful, and the enemy, of Gideon.” A few other notices are given re

thrown into a complete rout, “fled to Beth -shittah specting his family, to prepare the way for the
in Zererath, and to the border of Abel-meholah, history of his sons after his death. " And Jerub

unto Tibbath ” (7 : 1-23). (6) The Ephraimites. baal , the son of Joash, went and dwelt in his own

In order to cut off the enemy's retreat at the Jor. house ; " retiring into private life. In addition to

dan, Gideon sent notice to the Ephraimites to the seventy sons born of his many wives, he had

“ take before them the waters unto Beth -barah and a son by his concubine who lived in Shechem , and

Jordan " (3:28). The Ephraimites responded ,took to this son he gave the name of Abimelech.

possession of the waters mentioned , captured the Gideon died at a good old age, and was buried in

two princes, Oreb and Zeeb, put them to death, his father's sepulcher at Ophrah, B. C. about

and brought their heads to Gideon. This latter 1100–1060.

act amounted to an acknowledgment of Gideon's GIDEONI (Heb. , ghid- o-nee, warlike ),

leadership, but they were greatly annoyed because

he had made war upon and defeated the enemy man of his tribe , and was employedin numbering
a Benjamite whose son, Abidan, was a prominent

without first summoning them to thefield. Serious the people (Num . 1:11; 2:22 ; 7:60, 65 ; 10:24 ),

consequences were avoided by the tact of Gideon
B. C. about 1209 .

in speaking in a lowly spirit of his doings in com

parison with theirs (7: 24–8: 3). The gleaning of GIDOM (Heb. 137. ghid -olim ', cutting, i. e. ,

Ephraim is the victoryover the Midianites and the desolation ), aplace east of Gibeah, toward the wil

capture of the two princes. The vintage of Abi- derness (of Beth-el), where the routed Benjamites

ezer, Gideon's victory with his three hundred men. turned to escape to the rock Rimmon (Judg. 20.

(7) Destroys Succoth . Passing over Jordan in 45).

his pursuit of the Midianites, he was refused as GIER EAGLE. See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

sistance by the people of Succoth and Penuel .

Upon his return he destroyed both places ( 8 :4–17).
GIFT. The giving and receiving of presents

(8) Avenges his brethren. Gideon inquired of has in all ages been not only a more frequent, but

the two captive kings of Midian (Zebah and Zal- also a more formal and significantproceeding in

munna ), “ What manner of men were they whom the East than among ourselves. We cannot ad

ye slew at Tabor ? " And they answered, “ As duce a more remarkable proof of the important
thou art, so were they ; each one resembled the part which presents play in the social life ofthe

children of a king.” Hethen told them that these East than the fact that the Hebrew language pos

personswere his brethren, and commanded Jether, sesses no less than fifteen different expressions

his firstborn, to slay them . But Jether fearing for the one idea. Several of these have a distinct

to do so, Gideon slew them , “ and took away theor- and specific meaning, indicative of the relation of

naments that were on their camels' necks ” (8:18 - giver and receiver,or of the motive and object of

21 ). (9) Refuses the crown. Gideon, having so the presentation.

gloriously delivered Israel from the severe and
1. From the Hebrew root 79 (nau -than ) we

longoppression of the Midianites, was offered by have several words, meaning a gratuity (Prov. 19 :

the Israelites an hereditary crown . “ The men of 6) ; to secure favor (Prov. 18:16 ; 21:14), in reli

Israel ” were probably only the northern tribes, gious thankfulness (Num . 18:11 ), or in dowry

already mentioned in chap. 6:35, who had suffered ( Gen. 34:12) , in inheritance (Gen. 25 :6; 2 Chron.

most severely from the Midianitish oppression 21 : 3 ; Ezek. 46:16, 17), or as a bribe (Prov. 10:27 ;

and had rallied about Gideon . The temptation Eccles. 7 : 7 , etc. ).

to accept the government of Israel was resisted 2. From the Heb. xD ( naw - saw ', to raise) we

by Gideon, probably, because he thought the gov; have words signifying pecuniary assistance (Esth.
ernment of Jehovah in Israel amply sufficient, and
did not consider himself or his sons called to found 2:18) and a present in token of respect (2 Sam. 19:

an earthly monarchy (Keil, Com .) . (10) Remain- 42). Perhaps the inherent idea of these terms is

ing acts and death . Gideon made the request that of oblation to a superior,a dish of honor for

that the people should give him the golden ear
special guests ( 2 Sam . 11 : 8), the “collection " for

ringstaken with the spoil, whichtheywillingly the sanctuary(2 Chron .24 :6, 9).

consented to do, andbrought them to the amount
3. More distinctly in the sense of a votive offer

of seventeen hundred shekels (about fifty pounds). ing is min -khaw ' (Heb. 177 ???), an oblation or pro

He made thereof a golden ephod, and put it in his pitiatory gift (2 Sam. 8 : 2 , 6 ; 1 Chron. 18: 2, 6, etc.),

own city, Ophrah. This was probably a magnific and in several other passages where the word has

cent coat, made of the gold and purple, and not the accessory idea of tribute.

>
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4. Other words are mercenary in character. The fullest list of these charismata, or spiritual

Thus show ' - khad (Heb. Trio) is a gift for the pur- gifts, is given in 1 Cor. 12).

pose of escaping punishment, presented either to
Concerning spiritual gifts Cremer says : Their

à judge (Exod. 23:8; Deut. 10:17) or to a con- and neither the enumeration of 1 Cor. 12, nor of
number is asvarious as the needs of the Church ,

queror ( 2 Kings 16 :8 ).
5. In Greek the usual terms are generally de- Eph. 4,nor Rom . 12 can be regarded as exhaust

rived from diswue (dido-mee, to give), and have a
ive. But those are permanent which are neces

verywide meaning, as did the Hebrew.
sary for the government of the Church, and those

" It is clear that the term 'gift' is frequently temporarywhich had a miraculous element,as the
used where we should substitute tribute ' or ' fee. miraculous gifts of the apostles. But among the

The tribute of subject states was paid not in a
latter is nottobe included the ' gift of proclaim .

fixedsumof money, but in kind, each nation pre. The apostoliccharismata bear the same relation
ing the Gospel so as to produce faith ' ( Weiss).

senting its particular product ; and hence the ex.
pression to bring presents ' - to own submission to those of the ministry that the apostolic office

(Psa. 68:29 ; 76:11 ; Isa. 18:7). Friends brought
does to the pastoral office, and consist in the power

presents to friends on any joyful occasion (Esth . to lay the foundations of the Church . They are

9:19, 22 ), thosewho asked for information or ad- therefore not repeated, as the Irvingites hold, for

vice to those who gave it (2 Kings8 :8),the needy there are no circumstances calling for theirrepeti

to the wealthy from whom any assistance was ex
tion ” (article in Schaff-Herzog ).

pected (Gen. 43:11 ; 2 Kings 15:19 ; 16: 8) ; on the GIFON (Heb.ins, ghee-khone', a stream )

occasion of a marriage, the bridegroom not only 1. One of the four rivers of Eden (Gen, 2:13) .

paid the parents for bis bride (A. V. dowry '), The Nile, Oxus, Araxes, and the Ganges have all
but also gave the bride certain presents (Gen. 34: been supposed to be identical with the Gihon.
12; comp. Gen. 24:22). The nature of the pres- Sayce thinks it the same with the modern Kerkhah,
ents was as various as were the occasions. The the Choaspes of classical antiquity.

mode of presentation was with as much parade as 2. A spring near Jerusalem , on the west bank

possible. The refusal of a present was regarded of the Kidron valley. Probably the water course

as a high indignity. No less an insult was it not wbich Hezekiah turned aside when Sennacherib
to bring a present whenthe position of the par came to besiege the city, so that the besiegers

ties demanded it (1 Sam . 10:27) ” (Smith, Bib . Dict., might not have water to drink (2 Chron. 32:30 ;

8. v .). 33:14 ). Captain Sir Charles Warren claimed to

GIFT OF TONGUES . See TONGUES, GIFT OF. have traced thediverted water course and secured
GIFTS, SPIRITUAL (Gr. xapiouara, khar- the stone plug, twelve inches in length, with which

is '-ma-tah, gifts of grace). This term outside of the drain was stopped (see Harper,Bible andMod.

the Paulineep
istlesis only used once in theNew Disc.).

Testament, viz ., 1 Pet. 4:10, in the sense of the GIL'ALAI (Heb. 55.8 ghil-al-lak'ee, dungy

gift of divine grace. The expression, “But every or weighty ), one of the priests appointed by Nehe
man bath his proper gift of God ” (1 Cor. 7 : 7 ), miah to aid Zechariah in the musical services un.

seems to imply continence or some other gracious der Ezra at thededication of the walls of Jerusalem
endowment in its place. In 2 Cor. 1:11 the “ gift ” (Neh. 12:36), B. C. 445.

was deliverance from great peril to life. Paul
1 GILBOʻA (Heb. saya, ghil-boʻ-ah, bubblingcalls that which he intends to communicate to the

Romans , through his personal presence among
fountain ). Its name was probably suggested by

them a spiritual gift of grace (Rom . 1:11), “ be the spring or fountain about half a mile E. of the

cause in his apprehension all such instruction, city of Jezreel, which stood on the western ex.
Parallel and six miles N.

comfort, joy, strengthening, etc., as are produced tremity of the mount.

by his labors, are regarded not asprocuredbyhis ofthis range is another, called the “ hillof Moreh,”

own human individuality, but as a result which but called by traveler's “ Little Hermon .” The

the Holy Spirit works by means of him — the
beautiful valley of Jezreel lies between the two.

gra

cious working of the Spirit,whose organhe is " It was at Gilboa thatSaul andhis three sonswere

(Meyer, Com ., in loco ).
slain in the battle with the Philistines (1 Sam . 28 :

The “ free gift," " giftby grace ” (Rom. 6:16 , 4; 31:1, 8 ; 1 Chron. 10: 1 ). When David heard

16) is the economy of divine grace, by which the of the disaster he incorporated in his beautiful

pardon of sin and eternalsalvation are appointed odeallthe conditions, geographical, military, and

to sinners in consideration of the merits of Christ social (2 Sam . 1 :19–25)

laid hold of by faith ( comp. Rom . 6:23) ; plural of GIL’EAD (Heb. 73 ??, ghil-avd ', mound ofwit

the several blessings of the Christian salvation ness).

(Rom. 11:29). 1. The mountain region east of the Jor.

In the technical Pauline sense " gifts ” (Gr. dan, called “ the mount of Gilead ” (Gen. 31:25),

xapionata) denote extraordinary powers, distin- extending from the Sea of Galilee to the upper

guishing certain Christians and enabling them to end of the Dead Sea. About sixty miles long and

serve the Church of Christ, the reception of which twenty wide, bounded on the northby Bashan, and

is due to the power of divine grace operating in on the south byMoab andAmmon (Gen. 31:21 ; Deut.

their souls by the Holy Spirit ( Rom . 12 : 6 ; 1 Cor. 3 : 12–17 ). Called now Jebel Jelâd or Jelad. Upon

1:7 ; 12: 4 , 31; 1 Pet. 4:10 ) ; specially the sum of it is the site of the ancient city of Ramoth -gilead,

those powers requisite for the discharge of the now called Es-Salt. Its scenery is beautiful. The

office of an evangelist (1 Tim . 4:14 ; 2 Tim. 1 : 6). I hills are fertile and crowned with forests. Scrip

"
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i The

ture names oak trees and herds of cattle as found GILONITE (Heb. , ghee -lo -nee'), an epithet

there (Gen. 37:25 ; Num. 32:1 ) . Reuben and Gad of the traitor AHITHOPAEL (q. v. ), doubtless from

desired to possess this territory because in need his city, Giloh (2 Sam . 15:12 ; 23:34).

of pasture for their herds (Deut. 3 : 12–17). The
GIM'ZO (Heb. 17795, ghim -zo', a place fertile

occupants now are, as in early times, hardy, fight
ing men . The name Gilead is seldom used in the in sycamores), a town in the low country of Judah.

Bible beyond Old Testament history.
Now Jimza, three miles from Ludd or Lydda.

2. A city “of them that work iniquity, " etc. GIN , an old English word for trap, and the

(Hos. 6 :8 ). " Hosea calls Gilead (district) a city rendering of two Hebrew words :

of evil -doers, as being a rendezvous for wicked 1. Mo-kashe' (Heb. wpira), a noose or “ snare,”

men , to express the thought that the whole land as elsewhere rendered (Psa. 140:5 ; 141 :9 ; Amos

was as full of evil-doers as a city is of men ” (K. 3 :5).

and D. , Com.).
2. Pakh (Heb. 19), a plate of metal, hence a

3. The son of Machir and grandson of Ma

nasseh ;his
descendantsborehis nameas a patro- trap (Job 18:9;Isa. 8:14); elsewhere “snare.”

nymic (Num . 26:29 , 30). GI'NATH (Heb. 27, ghee-nath ', derivation

4. Father of Jephthah the judge, and de- uncertain ), the father of TIBNI (q. v . ), king of the

ecendant of the above (Judg. 11 : 1 , 2) .
northern tribes of Israel (1 Kings 16:21, 22), B.C.
before 925.

5. Son of Michael and father of Jaroah, of

the tribe of Gad (1 Chron. 5:14 ).
GIN'NETHO, a corrupt reading (Neh. 12:4 )

GILEADITES, THE (Heb. 7pm ghil-aw- for the name Ginnethon .
GIN'NETHON (Heb. jina:, ghin - neth -one',

dec , Judg. 12 :4, 5 ; Num. 26:29 ; Judg. 10 :3), a

branch of the tribe of Manasseh , descended from gardener), one of the “ chiefs ” of the priests that

Gilead. There appears to have been an old-stand- returned from the captivity with Zerubbabel (Neh .

ing feud between them and the Ephraimites, who 12 :4, where the reading is “ Gennetho " ) and sub

taunted them with being deserters. See Judg. 12 : scribed the covenant with Nehemiah ( 10:6). His

4, which may be rendered : “ And the men of son, Meshullam, is mentioned as contemporary

Gilead smote Ephraim , because they said, Ye with the high priest Joiakim (12:16), B. C. 536

Gileadites are fugitives of Ephraim among the 410 .

Ephraimites and among the Manassites." GIRDLE, as an article of clothing, see DRESS ;

meaning of these obscure words is probably the Priests, CLOTHING OF.

following : ‘ Ye are an obscure set of men, men of Figurative. To “gird ( or girdle) up the
no name, dwelling in the midst of two most noble loins " was a common expression for putting one's

and illustrious tribes ” (Rosenmüller).
self in readiness for anyservice that might be re

GIL /GAL (Heb . 55. ghil-gaul', rolling).
quired (Luke 12:35 ; 1 Pet. 1:13 ). Girdles of sack

cloth were worn as marks of humiliation and

1. A place inthe Jordan valley not far from sorrow (Isa. 3:24 ; 22:12). The girdle was a symbol

Jericho, called Geliloth (Josh. 18:17). Here the of strength,activity, and power ( Job 12:18; 30:11 ;

Israelites first encamped after they crossed Jor- Isa. 23:10 margin ;45:5; 22:21 ; 1 Kings 20:11).

dan , and here were the twelve stones set up as a " Righteousness and faithfulness are called the

memorial (Josh. 4:19, 20 ). Samuel judged here girdle of the Messiah ( Isa. 11:5), and the perfect

( 1 Sam . 7:16) ; Agag was slain here (1 Sam . 15:33). adherence of the people ofGod to his service is

· The name Gilgal has been recovered by Major spoken ofas the “ cleaving of the girdle to a man's
Conder. The Arabs consider the place sacred , loins ” ( Jer. 13:11 ).

and bury their dead near a large tamarisk tree

which grows there. There are about a dozen
GIR’GASHITES, or GIR'GASITE (Heb.

small mounds, seemingly artificial. Are these an, hag-ghir -gaw -shee', " the Girgashite ;"

traces of the Israelitish camp ? One of the mounds LXX, • Tepyeogios ; Vulg. Gergesæus), one of the

goes by the name of Tell Jilulieh. For a per- seven Canaanite nations whose land was given to

manent camp there must have been water near. Israel. Josh, 24:11 seems to place them west of

Major Conder found that a stream ran right the Jordan. The Girgashites have been very
through these Tells or mounds ” (Harper, Bible naturally connected with the Gergesenes of Matt .

and Mod. Disc.). 8:28, who were on the east of the Sea of Galilee ;

2. Gilgal of Elijah and Elisha (2 Kings 2 : 1 , 2 ; but here and in the parallel passages in Mark and

4:38) , a locality probably four miles distant from Luke are variant readings, Gadarenes and Ger

Beth -el and Shiloh . asenes, which are preferred by some. Thus we

3. In Josh. 12:23 occurs the name of a regal may say of the Gergesenes as Josephus ( Ant., i ,

Gilgal. In the R.V. the term “ king of the na - 6, 3) says of the whole seven, “ We have nothing

tions of Gilgal” is exchanged for “the king of in the sacred books but their names." In Gen.

Goiim in Gilgal,” and Parker says the word Goiim 10:16 and 1 Chron. 1:14 theGirgashite is descended
probably means the nomad people who had been from Canaan . The Girgashites are enumerated
driven away by Joshua. among the devoted Canaanite nations only in Gen.

GI’LOH (Heb. 1753, ghee-lo ,erile ),in the moun- 16:21; Deut. 7:1; Josh. 3:10 ; 24:11 ; Neh. 9:8.
W. H.

tains of Judah (Josh . 15:51 ). The birthplace and

the scene of the miserable suicide of the traitor GIRL (Heb. 1775 , yal-daw ', literally, one born ),

Ahithophel (2 Sam . 15:12 ; 17:23). Probably the in the ordinary sense (Joel 3 : 3 ; Zech . 8 : 5), but of

present Kurbet Jala, north of Hebron, a marriageable “ damsel” (Gen. 34 :4 ).

>
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GIS’PA (Heb. N ? ,ghish-paw',derivation un- women's toilet are mentioned " glasses ” (Heb.

certain),oneof the two overseers of the Nethinim 117 ghil-law -yone', Isa. 3:23), better rendered
in Ophel, at Jerusalem , after the captivity (Neh. mirrors, i . e. , polished metal plates.

11:21 ) ; but whether he was himself also of that 3. The familiar passages, For now we see

class is not stated, although this is probable from through a glass, darkly ” (1 Cor. 13:12), and " like

the fact that his associate, Ziha, was ( Ezra 2:43), unto a man beholding his natural face in a glass

B. C. 445. (James 1:23), in both of which the Greek is

GITTAH - HEPHER (Heb. Oni,ghit- ŠOORTpov, es '-op-tron, a mirror.

taw -khay '- fer, Josh. 19:13). See GATH-HEPHER. 4. In the Apocalypse we find the expression,

“ like unto a clear glass ” (21:18), “ as it were trans
GITTAIM (Heb. O , ghit-tah'-yim, two

parent glass ” (v. 21) ; in both passages “ glass is

winepresses), the place to which the Beerothites the rendering of the Greek vahos, hoo -̒al-os, and

filed ( 2 Sam . 4: 3), perhaps through fear ofvengeance probably means glass in its present sense. In

for the murder of Ishbosheth. It is mentioned Rev. 4 : 6 ; 15 : 2 the adjective form of the above

(Neh. 11:33) in the list of cities inhabited by the word is used, meaning of glass, transparent.

Benjumites after the captivity. Location unknown. Although so little mention is made of glass in

GIT TITE (Heb..., ghit- lee'), an inbabitant, the Scriptures, it was no doubt known to the He
or properly native, of the Philistine city, Gath brews, as there is abundant evidence of its use.

(Josh. 13: 3 ), six hundred of whom attached them . See HANDICRAFTS; MINERAL KINGDOM.

selves to David and became part of his body- GLEAN (Heb. --p1, law-kať, to pick up ; 557,

guard (2 Sam . 15:18 , 19) . OBED-EDOM (9. V. ), in aw -lal'). Moses provided a liberal treatment of
whose house the ark was placed for a time ( 6:10 ), the poor at the harvest season . In reaping the

is called a Gittite , probably from his birthplace, field the owner was not to “ wholly reap the cor

the Levitical city of Gath -rimmon in the tribe of ners," etc. (Lev. 19 : 9 , sq . ); i . e., bie was not to

Dan (Josh. 21:24 ; 19:45) . reap the field to the extreme edge , nor gather

GITTITH , a musical term in title of Psa. together the ears left upon the field in the reap

8, 81 , 84. See Musical TERMS. ing. In the vineyard and olive plantation the

GIʼZONITE (Heb. , ghee-zo-nee), an in- fallen fruit was to be left for the distressed and
the foreigner (comp. Deut . 24 : 20-22), hence the

habitant of Gizoh , Hashem by name, who was
the ancestor of two of David's warrior's (1 Chron. proverb of Gideon ( Judg. 8 : 2 ) . See AGRICULTURE.

11:34 ) . Kennicott thinks that the name should
GLEDE . See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

be Gouni, a proper name and not an appellative GLISTERING . See GLOSSARY,

( Dissert., pp. 199–203 ). GLORIFY. 1. To make glorious or honor.

GLASS . “ Glass " is mentioned in Scripture able, or to cause to appear so (John 12:28 ; 13:31 ,

in the following passages :
32 ; Acts 3:13, etc.) ; especially of the resurrection

1. “ Hast thou with him spread out the sky, of Christ and his ascension ( John 7:39 ; 12:16).

2. The bringing of Christians to a heavenly con

dition and dignity ( Rom . 3:30 ).

3. To glorify ( 1 Cor. 6:20) is to “ show forth

his praise " by obedience to his law . Thus the

“ heavens declare the glory of God ” in obedience

to the law of creation , and much more do men

glorify him by willing obedience to the moral law

( 1 Cor. 10:31 ; John 17 : 5 ).

GLORY in the A. V. usually represents the

Heb. kaw -bode' (7127, weighl), and Gr. dox ' -ah

( Sóza ), although a number of other words in the

original are thus rendered.

In the applications of the word “ glory ” in Scrip

ture it is easy to trace the fundamental idea in

volved in it. Properly it is the exercise and dis

play of what constitutes the distinctive excellence

of the subject of which it is spoken ; thus, in re

spect to God, his glory is the manifestation of bis

divine attributes and perfections, or such a visible

effulgence as indicates the possession and pres

ence of these (Exod. 33:18, 19 ; 16 : 7 , 10 ; John

1:14 ; 2:11 ; 2 Pet. 1:17, etc. ). God's “ glory is

the correlative of his holiness . is that in

which holiness comes to expression. Glory is the

expression of holiness , as beauty is the expression
A Metal Mirror.

of health ." In respect to man, his glory is found

which is strong, and as a molten looking-glass ?" and character, such as wisdom , righteousness,
in the things which discover his honorable state

(Job 37:18) (Heb. 7777, raw -deed ', spreading). superiority to passion, or that outward magnif

2. Among the numerous articles of the Jewish | icence which is expressive of what, in the lower
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sphere, bespeaks the high position of its pos- GOBLET (Heb. 77$, ag-gawn ), a trough for

washing garments ; thus any laver, basin, bowl

“ By a very natural extension, the term glory is (Cant. 7: 2 ; comp. Exod. 24:6, " basin ; " Isa. 22:24 ,

used for the property or possession itself, which cup ” ). In form and material the goblet was

tends to throw around its subject a halo of glory , probably like those found in the Egyptian ruins,

or in some respect to crown it with honor; as when of silver, gold , bronze , porcelain, and even of

the glory of man is identified with bis soul; the wood.

glory of Lebanon with its trees (Isa. 60:13); the GOD . 1. Names of God. The two essen

glory of herbs withthe beauty of their flower tial and personal names of God in the Hebrew

(40 :6 ); the glory of God with his infinite perfec
tions, andespecially with his pure andunchanging Scriptures are Elohim dig, ebo-heem '), and

righteousness(3:8 ; 42:8). In this last sense God Jehovah (471.7?, yeh-ho-varo '); the former calling

is the glory of his people (Jer. 2:11 ; Zech . 2 :5 ), attention to the fullness of divine power, the lat

because heis the living root and spring of all that ter meaning “ He who is,” and thus declaring the

distinguishes them for good ; and they are bis divine Self-existence. These terms are varied or

glory in the other sense (Jer. 13:11 ; 33 : 9), inas. combined with others to bring out or emphasize

much as it is through their holy and blessed state, certain attributes of the Godhead, such variations

through the wonderful things done for them and or combinations being rendered in our English

by them , that his own glorious perfections are version , “God Almighty,” “ The Living God,"
manifested before the eyes of men. There are no “ The Most High , ” “ The Lord ,” or “ The God of

applications of the word in Scripture but what Hosts.” The English word God is identical with

may without difficulty be reduced to the one or the the Anglo -Saxon word for “ good ,” and therefore
other of those now indicated ” ( Imp. Dict. , s. v . ) . it is believed that the name God refers to the

GLUTTON (Hebrew from 357, zaw -lal", to divine goodness. (See Oehler's T'heol. of Old Test.,

Strong's and Young'sConcordances.)
shake, hence to be loose,morally),a voluptuary, de 2. Doctrine Defined. The scriptural or
bauchee (Deut. 21:20 ; Prov. 23:21); “ riotous” in Christian doctrine God must be distinguished

Prov. 23:20 ; 28:7. “ Gluttonous” (Matt. 11:19 .; not only from anti- theistic theories,but also from

Luke 7:34) is a free liver.
other theories more or less approximating that

GNASH (Heb. P.17, khaw -rak', to grate the doctrine. God as revealed through the Scriptures

teeth ; Gr. Bpúxw, broo -̒kho), “ to gnash with the is the one Infinite and Eternal Being. He is

teeth ,” and “ gnashing of teeth ,” are expressions purely spiritual, the Supreme Personal Intelligence,

denoting rage or sorrow (Job 16 :9; Lam. 2:16).
the Creator and Preserver of all things, the per

GNAT. See ANIMAL KINGDOM .
fect Moral Ruler of the universe ; he is the only

GO. See GLOSSARY. proper object of worship ; he is the tri-personal -

theFather, Son, and Holy Ghostconstitutingone
GOAD, 1. (Heb. 77 ???, mal-mawd'], an instru- Godhead (Gen.1:1;Exod. 34:14 ; Psa. 90:1, 2; 139:

ment for guiding oxen , the long handle of which 7–12 ; Job 26 ; Jer. 23:24 ; Matt . 3:16 , 17 ; 28 :
might be used as a formidable weapon (Judg. 3:31 ) . 19 ; John 4:24 ; 1 John 4:16 , etc.). The above

The instrument, as still used in the countries of does not present fully, as we shall see later, the

southern Europe and western Asia, consists of contents of revelation concerning God. But it is

a rod about eight feet long, brought to a sharp sufficient for the purpose of making the distinc

point and sometimes cased with iron at the bigger tions named.

end, to clearthe plow of clay. (1 ) Theism . Theism , as the term is most com

2. (Heb. 19577, dor-bone), anything pointed , monly used, is equivalent to monotheism , and par

and the context of Eccles . 12 requires ratherthe ticularly in the sense of recognizing the one God

sense ofa peg or nail, anything in -shortwhich can and Governor of allthings. Accordingly the folas distinct from the world, the personal Creator

be fastened , while in 1 Sam . 13 the point of the lowing arespecifiedas : (a) Atheism avowed, or
plowshare is more probably intended .

Figurative. “ To kick against thegoads,” theism , holding a multiplicity of gods; (c)Pan
existing different names or disguises ; (6 ) Poly

A. V. " the pricks ” (Acts 9:5), was proverbially theism, identifying God with the universe ; (a) Ma.

used by the Greeks for unavailing resistance to

superior power.
terialism , recognizing no existence save that of

matter ; (e) Agnosticism ,denying all knowledge of
GOAT. See ANIMAL KINGDOM ; Food ; SCAPE- God and all possibility of knowing him , thus be

ing in practical effect equivalent to Atheism .

GOAT'S HAIR ; SKIN . See Dress ; Tab
(2) Deism. Deism and Theism are etymologi

cally equivalent terms, yet a distinction is found

GO’ATH (Heb. 71, go-aw', lowing), a place rious forms, but in general ithas been distinctin their application . Deism has appeared in va

near Jerusalem , mentioned by Jeremiah (Jer. from Theism in that, though holding to the exist

31:39) in his prophecy of the city's restoration.ence of a personal God who has created the

The site is unknown, but probably west of the city. world, it has regarded God as holding himself

GOB (Heb. 27 , gobe', a pit, 2 Sam. 21:18, 19 ; aloof from the world and leaving it to the govern
called Gezer, Chron. 20:4), the place where the ment of natural laws.

brother of Goliath of Gath defied Israel, but was (3) Theism and Christian doctrine. Theism

slain by Jonathan, the son of Shimei or Shammah . lies at the basis of all Christian doctrine, and yet

In the Syriac version Goh is “ Gath . " is not to be regarded as comprehending that doc

GOAT.

ERNACLE .

(
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GOD GOD, THE UNKNOWN

tripe in all its fullness. This must appear most or useless. Nevertheless they remain, whatever

plainly in the consideration of the attributes of may be their changes of form , in all essential

God and the mode of the divine existence. respects, valid and of great use in confirming and

(4) The knowledge of God. As to man's knowl- explaining the belief in God which is insome sense

edge of God two questions havebeen the subjects natural to every human heart. It is to be observed

ofmuch controversy : the first relating to the pos- also that nature and man and history bring to us

sibility of true knowledge of the divine Being, the a general revelation from God-a fact not seldom

second the source or method of such knowledge. recognized in the Scriptures (see Psa. 19 : 1-8 ;

First. Can God be known ? The Scriptures de Acts 14:17; 17:26 , 27 ; Rom. 1:19, 20 ; 2:15.)

clare that God is incomprehensible (see Job 11: 7 : Accordingly study in these directions yields not

21:14 ; 36:26 ; Psa. 77:19 ; Rom . 11:33). Perfect only evidences of the existence of the divine Be

or complete knowledge of God is not attainable ing, but also some knowledge of his character.

by man upon the earth . But equally true it is Speciai revelation, for which the Holy Scriptures

that the Scriptures represent God as revealing are the appointed vehicle, affords us thenecessary

himself to man, and that a sufficient though lim- and sufficient knowledge of God. The Scriptures

ited measure of true knowledge of God is put throughout are harmonious in their teachings.

within the reach of human beings. The impor- TheGod of the Old Testament is also the God of

tant distinction to be maintained at this point is the New . And yet the Scriptures exhibit a prog

that between partial and perfect knowledge. We ress in the revelation.
cannot comprehend God, and yet we can truly The New Testament doctrine of God is distin.

know him . Our blessedness, our eternal life even, guished from that of the Old, first, in that it pre

is in such knowledge (see Matt. 11:27 ; John 17 : 3 ; sents with peculiar distinctness and fullness the

Rom . 1:19, 20 ; Eph. 1:17 ; Col. 1:10 ; 1 John 5:20). divine fatherhood. Second, it declares likewise the

The prevailing faith of the Christian Church in divine sonship of Jesus Christ, “ God manifest in

all ages has been in accord with these teachings the flesh.” The God -man is the fullest disclosure

of Scripture. of the divine nature, and the Redeemer and Sav

Both theological and philosophical speculation, iour of mankind. Third, the distinct divine per

however, have often diverged from this view , and sonality and peculiar office of the Holy Ghost is

in both directions. For example, defenders of the brought most clearly into view . And thus comes

Arian heresy in the fourth century held that God what at most was but intimated in the Old Testa

could be fully known. They thus sought to meet ment, the doctrine of the Trinity. See Trinity.

the appeals of their opponents to the unsearch- 3. The Attributes of God . From the Scrip

ableness of God. The Mystics of the Middle Agestures is derived in the largest measure our knowl.

also claimed the possibility of perfect knowledge edge of the attributes ofGod. By the word at

of God. Through the life of love in God they tributes in this connection is meant the properties

held that the soul could contemplate him imme- or qualities of the divine Being, and particularly

diately and clearly, and thus arrive at complete those which are made known to us through the

knowledge. In modern times the tendency of er - revelation which he has given of himself. They

ror, in the main, is in the opposite direction. The are not to be regarded as mere human concep

incomprehensibility of God and his unknowable- tions, but as true representations of the divine

ness are conceived in such a one-sided or exagger- nature. Nor are they to be thought of as other

ated form as to shut out the possibility of any wise than absolutely inseparable from that nature.

measure of real knowledge. Agnosticism is an They blend harmoniously with each other in the

estreme illustration. The doctrine of Mansel in unity of the one Being, God.

bis Limits of Religious Thought betrays the same Theologians differto some extent in their state

tendency. ments of the senti truth of Scripture at this

Second. As to the source or method of the point, varying in their use of terms, also in clas

knowledge of God, it is held by many theologians sification and arrangement. But they generally

that the idea, and consequently some knowledge agree in recognizing the following as the revealed

of God, is innate. By this is meant, however, attributes of God, viz : Spirituality, Infinity, Eter

only that allmen have naturally a conviction that nity, Immutability, Self-sufficiency, Perfection,

there is a Being upon whom they are dependent Freedom , Omnipotence, Omnipresence, Omnis

and to whom they are responsible. The argu - cience, Justice, Truth , Love, Mercy, and Grace.

ments for and against this view are too minute For discussion of attributes see separate heads.

and extended to be here presented. Van Ooster- LITERATURE . — Works of systematic theology:

zee's statement is weighty : “Belief in God is by Van Oosterzee, Pope , Hodge, Watson ; Bowne,

no means the necessary product of abstract rea- Studies in Theism ; Foster, Theism ; article in

soning, but has its firm basis in the whole nature Encyc, Bril., “ Theism , ” by Professor Flinto - E .

and being of man.” It is also said with much McC.

force that the Scriptures do not seek to prove the “ GOD FORBID,” “ GOD SPEED .”. See

existence of God , but simply assume or assert the GLOSSARY.

fact as one that men ought to be prepared to rec- GOD , THE UNKNOWN (Gr. 'AyvQOTG

oguize. The rational proofs of the existence of DEG ). Paul, in his address on Mars ' Hill,said that

the divine Being are not, however, to be regarded he had seen in Athens "an altar with this inscrip

otherwise than of great value. They are mainly tion , "To the unknown God ' " ( Acts 17:22, 23 ).

drawn from nature, from history, and from human. That there actually stood at Athens such an altar

ity. It is sometimes rashly asserted that argu- would appear historically certain , since Paul ap

ments built upon these foundations are antiquated | peals to his own observation , and that, too, in the

7
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GODDESS GODS, FALSE

>

nature or essence.

(

"

presence of the Atheniansthemselves. But there thing very precarious in the further assumption

are corroborating external proofs, since Lu- that 'Adar-melech is to be regarded as the sun's

cian , Pausanias, and Philostratus mention altars fire, and, indeed, since Adar is Mars, that he is

at Athens consecrated “ to the unknown gods. " so far to be thought of as a destructive being ,'

The question naturally arises, What definite god and that Anammelech is a contraction of a na,
is meant ? Different answers have been given,butthe followingis probably correct : “ On im eyeofMolech, signifying the ever watchful eye of

portant occasions, when the referencetoa god regarded as the solar Mars, Anammelech as the

Saturn ; according to which Adrammelech is to be

known by name was wanting, as in public calami- solar Saturn ” (Keil, Com .,2 Kings 17:31).
ties, of which no definite god could be assigned as

the author, in order to honor or propitiate the god ANAM MELECH (Heb. ????,an -am -meh'

concerned by sacrifice, without lighting upon the lek, 2 Kings 17:31 ). See ADRAMMELECH.

wrong one, altars were erected which were des.

ASHE’RAH (Heb. quis, ash -ay -raw ', happy),
tinedand designated åyvuotW JEQ (to the un

known god)."
the name ofa goddess and the idol itself. “ Asherah

GODDESS . See Gods, False .

was the goddess of fertil

ity, and as such was wor.

GODHEAD (Gr. Oetõs, thi'-os, godlike, Acts shiped under the form of

17:29 ; Decórns, thi-ot'-auce, divinity, Rom . 1:20 ; a cone of stone or the

DebTns, theh-ot-ace, divinity, Col. 2:9), the divine branchless trunk of a tree .

Both goddess and emblem

GODLINESS, the rendering of Gr. čvokera, were called by the same

yoo -seb '-i-ah, reverence, in Scripture everywhere name, a factwhich has in

piety toward God (Acts 3:12, A. V., “ holiness ; ” duced the translators of

1 Tim . 2 : 2 ; 4 :7,8 ; 6: 3 , 5 , 6 , 11). It is the sum the Septuagint, and after

of religious virtues and duties, bringing to its them of the Authorized

possessor blessedness here and hereafter (1 Tim. Version, to render them

4 :8). " The mystery of godliness ” ( 1 Tim . 3:16) both by the false term

is the mystery which is held by godliness and grove' (g . v. ). But in the

nourishes it. Once (1 Tim . 2:10) godliness is the Old Testament Asherah

rendering of beogéßera, theh -os-eb '-i-ah, reverence plays a very subordinate

toward God.
part to ASHTORETH (q . v.) ; Asherah

GODS (Heb. 27bg, el-o -heem '). In Exodus it is Ashtoreth who is (Symbolical Tree),

(22:28, A. V.) is thecommand,“Thou shalt not of Canaan , asin the eyes of the Greeks she was

emphatically the goddess

revile the gods.” Some understand the term" gods” to be appliedto imagistrates by way of emphatically the goddess of Phænicia ” (Sayce,

Higher Crit., etc. , p. 81 ).

respect. The more correct rendering (and so given

in the R. V.) is “ Thou shalt not revile God ."
ASH'IMA (Heb. Namux, ash -ee-maw ', deriva

* Elohim does not mean either the gods of other tion uncertain), the god of Hamath introduced by

nations , or the rulers, but simply God, the colonists settled in Samaria by Shalmaneser

whose majesty was despised in every breach of the ( 2 Kings 17:30). Of the many suggestions, that

commandments of Jehovah, and who was honored presented by the Rabbins that it was worshiped

in the persons of the rulers (see Prov. 24:21 ; under the figure of a bald -he-goat seems most

1 Pet. 2:17) ” (K. and D., Com. , in loco . ). probable. This agrees with the Egyptian worship

of Pan .

GODS, FALSE. ASH'TAROTH (Heb. ninous, plural of

Under the head of idolatry (q. v.) will be dis- Ashtoreth, Judg. 2:13 ; 10: 6 ; 1 Sam . 7 : 3 , 4 , etc.).

cussed the general subject of the evil , which ASHẤTORETH (Heb. Onus, ash -to '-reth,

proved so attractive and fatal to the Israelites, 1 Kings 11:5, 33 ; 2 Kings 23:13) , the great god .

viz ., the worship of false gods. In this article we dess of the Canaanites, whose worshipprevailed,

onlypresentthegods specially named in Scrip. not only among the Philistines (1 Sam . 31:10),but

ture,whether worshiped by Israel or other nations . likewise in the region beyond Jordan, one of the

They are given in alphabetical order. chief cities of which was named Ashtoreth (Gen.

ADRAM'MELECH(Heb. 279978, ad-ram- 14:5; Deut.1: 4, etc.). Her worship was intro
meh '-lek, splendor of the king ), the name of a false duced among the Israelites in the time of the

god brought into Samaria by the Sepharvites judges (Judg. 2:13 ; 1 Sam. 7 :4 ), was celebrated

( 2 Kings 17:31), the other god mentioned in con- by Solomon ( 1 Kings 11 : 5 ), and finally suppressed

nection being Anammelech . It is evident from by Josiah ( 2 Kings 23:13 ). Ashtoreth was not of

the offering of children in sacrifice to them that Canaanitish origin, but was probably the Ishtar of

they were related to Molech . “ Movers ( Phoniz., Babylonia, the evening star, whose name and wor

i, pp .410 , 411 ) regards these two as names of the ship had traveled west, and became the moon.

same deity, a double -shaped Molech, and reads in She was worshiped at first as the conceiving

the singular 'thegod of Sepharvaim .' This double and birthgiving principle in nature, but_com

god , according to his explanation , was sun- bined from primeval times with the planet Venus

being, because Sepharvaim , of which he was toho as morning and evening star, and worshiped as

owxos is designated by Berosus as a city of the Aphrodite , the goddess of love, with voluptuous

sun. This may be correct . hut there is some- sensuality. She is probably the" queen of heaven ”

)

{
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Astarte GODS, FALSE Baal- Zebub

9
1

(Jer, 7:18 ; 44:17, 18). Her worship seemsto have to the worship of Baal ( Judg. 2 :10–13 ), and, with

extended wherever Phænician colonies were the exception of the time of Gideon's judgesbip

founded. Thus we find her name in inscriptions (6:25 ; 8:33) Baal was worshiped up to the

still existing in Cyprus, on the site of the ancient time of Samuel (Judg. 10:10 ; 1 Sam . 7:4 ), through

Citium , and at Carthage, and quite frequently as whose influence the people renounced his worship .

an element of Phænician proper names. From then on we do not read of Baal in the his

Ashtoreth was represented with an ox -bead and tory of Israel until the reign of Ahab (1 Kings

horns (sickles), or with a 16:31 , etc.), when the apostasy from Jehovah

woman's head surrounded by reached its height. Jezebel, thewife of Ahab, the

the crescent moon. Respect- daughter of the king of the Zidonians, introduced ,

ing the rites accompanying or greatly increased, the means for maintaining

her worship, the Scriptures and advancing the worshipof Baal. The worship
give no detailed information, of Baal, withthat ofAsherah, spread greatly, and

but she is called (2 Kings during the times of the kings was the religion

23:13) “ the abomination of of the court and people of the ten tribes.

the Sidonians. " The high hill ( 16 :31-33 ; 18:19 , 22 ). It came to be the question

and the shade of the green whether Jehovah or Baal was to receive recogni

tree are most frequently men- tion as the national God . Occasionally sup

tioned in connection with her pressed (2 Kings 3 : 2 ; 10:28), it was never perma

Ashtoreth , worship (Deut. 12 :2 ; 2 Kings nently abolished (17:16). The worship of Baal

16:4). Her priests were also prevailed in the kingdom of Judah (8:27 ;

eunuchs, dressed as women, or women who prosti- 16 : 3 ; 21:3).

tuted themselves to enrich the temple of the god- “ The worship of Baal among the Jews seems to

dess. Perhaps her most sensual cultus was among have been appointed with much pomp and cere.

the Moabites, as appears from the clay figures mony. Temples were erected to him (1 Kings

recently found in Moab, one of which, e. g. , repre- 16:32; 2 Kings 11:18) ; his images were set up,

sents the goddess in obscene nakedness , and of a ( 2 Kings 10:26 ); his altars were very numerous

repulsively coarse obesity (Keil, Arch ., p. 37, sq. ; (Jer. 11:13), were erected particularly on lofty

Sayce, Higher Crit .). eminences (1 Kings 18:20), and on the roofs of

The Greeks called Ashtoreth 'Aotáptn, Astarte, houses (Jer. 32:29) ;there were priests in great

and compare her to Venus Juno, and sometimes numbers (1 Kings 18:19), and of various classes

Luna. She also appears as the Mylitta of the (2 Kings 10:19) ; the worshipers appear to have

Babylonians, and the Alytta of the Arabians and been arrayed in appropriate robes (10:22) ; the

Armenians. worship was performed by burning incense ( Jer.

ASTARÄTE, the Greek name for ASHTORETH 7:9) and offering burnt sacrifices, which occasion.

( q. v. ). ally consisted of human victims ( 19 : 5) . The

BÁ’AL (Heb. Sya, bah'-al, husband, lord ), oficiating priests danced with frantic shouts

sometimes given in contracted form of Bel (Heb. to excite theattentionandcompassion of the god
around the altar, and cut themselves with knives

52, bale), the chief deity of the Phoenicians and | (1 Kings 18:26-28)."

Canaanites, being the supreme male divinity, as Of particular local conceptions of Baal, there are

Ashtoreth was the supreme female divinity. He named in the Old Testament :

was the original sun god-his symbol being the BA'AL - BEʻRITH (Heb. 007 bya, bah'-a!
solar disk — the principle and bearer ofphysical ber -eeth ', Baal of the covenant) worshiped in a

life, and of the generating, propagating power of temple at Shechem after the death of Gideon

nature ; also thepreserving ( Judg. 8:33 ; 9:4) as god of the covenant, i,e ;
and destroying principle. Ac.

cordingly hewas variously
protector and guardian of engagements. Called

simply “ the god of Berith " (9:46 ).
worshiped in different places

and at different times. There BA'ALIM(Heb.byt, beh-aw -leem ',plural of

were therefore many Baals, Baal), a general term including, not statues or

i. e. ( Baalim ), various concep - images of Baal,but various conceptions of the god.

tions of the god. The Ro- BA'AL -PEʻOR (Heb. Siyo bya, bah ’ - al pel

mans identify Baal , on the

one hand,with theOlympian ore', Baal of Peor), the god of the Moabites, to

Zeus as the king of heaven,
whose worship the Israelites were seduced in the

and withSaturn as theprin- 22:17). Hewas worshiped by the Moabites with
plains of Moab (Num . 25 : 1 , sq. ; 31:16 ; Josh .

ciple of order, unity, and ne
cessity in the organism of the sacrifices and sacrificial banquets,which often de

world, aswell as with Mars,the principle of dis- generated into unchastity, andwas propitiated in

sension, disorder, and destruction .
times of great distress even with child sacrifices

The worshipof Baal is of very great antiquity, (2 Kings3:27). He is identified by somewith
CHEMOSH (q. v. ).

as it was established among the Moabites and their

allies in the time of Moses (Num. 22:41 ) , and BA’AL -ZEBUB (Heb. 5935 bya, bah ' -al zeb

through these nations the Israelites were seduced oob ', Baal of the fly), he who produces and also

to the worship of this god, under the peculiar form removes the swarms of tormenting flies, which,

of Baal-peor (Num . 25 :3–18 ; Deut. 4 :3 ). For this in warm climates, are often the cause of sickness.

they were fearfully punished, but soon returned | He was consulted as the predicting God by Aba

Baal
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Bel GODS, FALSE Calf Worship

Babylonian religion, declared Bel -merodach to be

not only the supreme deity of the imperial city

and the reigning iconarch , but also the supreme

deity of the Babylonian divinities. This attempt

cost him his throne, as several of the cities of

Babylonia claimed to be older than Babylon itself,

and the gods they worshiped to have been revered

long before Bel-merodach was heard of. At Nipur

indeed Merodach was regarded as merely the

younger . Bel ,' the god of Nipur (Mul-lil or El- lil)

being the older Bel'” (Sayce, Higher Crit. and

Mon.510 ; Maspero,Dawn of Civilization ).

BERITA . See BAAL -BERITA .

CALF WORSHIP . A form of worship to

which the Israelites were prone, and the first spe

cies of idolatry into which they fell after the

Exodus (Exod. 32 : 2, sq .) At a later period, when

Jeroboam introduced a false or corrupt worship

of Jehovah, it took the sametype of the adoration

of golden calves set up for the convenience of the

people, one at Beth-el, in the south , and another

at Dan, in the north ( 1 Kings 12:28, 29).

Among several Eastern nations there is evidence

of the worship of the bull as the emblem of

strength, the symbol of the generative power of
The Fly God . nature . Thus we have the winged bull as well as

lion among the Assyrians. In Egypt the term

ziah of Israel in his sickness (2 Kings 1 : 2, etc.). In bull was a favorite one to be applied to a king or

the New Testament the name is altered, according god. “The worship of the Apis Bull is as old as

to the correct text, to BeɛageBoom beh -el-zcb-oot the age of the Pyramids, but an inspection of the
See BEELZEBUB. tombs of the bulls in Serapeum , discovered by M.

BEL (Heb. 53,bale),the namegiven to the na-immeasurably greater was the devotion to the
Mariette under the sands of Sagara, shows how

tional god of Babylonia (Isa. 46 :1 ; Jer. 50: 2 ; sacred animals in the later times than in the for

61:44 ) . Bel was the Jupiter of the Babylonians,
(Renouf, Religion of Anc. Egypt).

and , as Bel-merodach , the tutelar deity of Baby The cow, in Egypt as well as in India, repre
lon . It is not known what the word Merodach sents theDawn, Sky, and other powers. Thus it

means, or what the special aspect of the god was, would seem that the Israelites had been familiar

when worshiped under that title. According to

the legend of the tablets, Merodach was chosen by

the gods to do battle with Tiâmat (Chaos), who

brought into existence, or gave nourishment to,

monsters made up of members borrowed from

scores of different animals. Having slain Tiâmat,
" he split open the body, hanging one half on

high, which became the heavens; the other half

he spread out under his feet to form the earth ,

and thus made the universe such as men have

since known it." To him was credited the sun ,

moon, etc., the peopling of the earth . He was

supposed to unite wisdom with courage and

strength ; he attacked the wicked, protected the
Calf Idol.

good , and used' his power in the cause of order

and justice. Some adored the sun under the title with the worship of the calf while in Egypt, and

of Merodach, i. e., the youthful sun of spring and that they might worship Jehovah under this sym .

early morning. He was supposed to control the bol.

planet Jupiter. He was chosen by the brick- The question arises, Did the Israelites worship

makers as their patron. As the protector of an Egyptian god or Jehovah when they set up the

Babylon , he was honored with a great temple, golden calf, and later under Jeroboam ? The ar

E -saggill, “ the house of the lofty head.” Here guments in favor of the former supposition are

every year he was thought to take his seat, while briefly given thus: ( 1 ) The ready apostasy of Israel

the gods of heaven and earth reverently regarded to Egyptian superstition (Acts 7:39) . (2) The fact

him , standing before him with bowed heads. The thatthey hadbeen worshipers of such a god in
ruinsnow called Birs Nimrud is that of the tem- Egypt ( Josh. 24:14), and their familiarity with his

ple of Bel, of which Herodotus gives a description. cultus (1 Kings 11:40). (3) The resemblance of

In the earlier period of Babylonian history Bel the feast of the golden calf to that in honor of

shared with several other deities the worship of Apis. The religious processions were like orgies,

the people, but “Nabonidos, wishing to centralize I in which even the women appeared, amid indecent

mer
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Castor and Pollux GODS, FALSE Diana

>

songs and dances, noisy music, and bacchanalian Others identify him with Baal-zebub, Mars, and

feasts. We can thus easily understand how, on Saturn. Solomon introduced his worship ( " the

setting up the worship of the golden calf in the abomination of Moab ” ) at Jerusalem (1 Kings 11:

wilderness, it should have been said of the people 7) , and Jehu abolished it (2 Kings 23:13 ). The

that “ they sat down to eat and drink, and rose up Moabite worship of Chemosh has received unex

to play,” and that Moses, on approaching, heard pected illustration by the MOABITE STONE (q. v. ).

the noise of singing and dancing (Exod. 32 : 6 , Mesha ascribes his victories to Chemosh (2 Kings

17–19) . 3 : 5), and to him offered his son (v. 27). The sym

On the other hand it is urged : (1 ) That the Is- bol of Chemosh was a black stone . Jewish tradi.
raelites adopted a well-known cherubic emblem tion says a “ black star.”

and applied it to Jehovah, being already acquainted CHIUN (Heb. 779?, kee-yoon ', probably a

with this symbol (Exod. 25: 18-22). (2) Aaron , in statue), named only in the passage, “ Ye have borne
proclaiming the feast, calls it a feast to Jehovah, the tabernacle of your Molech and Chiun your
and speaks of the god as the visible representa images

tive of Him who had led them outof Egypt(Exod, with the Babylonian Kaivan , the planet Saturn.
(Amos 5:26). Sayce identities Chiun

32:4,5 ). (3) It wouldappear unlikely thatagod The Septuagint translates it as a proper name,

so recentlyhumiliated by the judgment of Moses Rhephan, which became still further corrupted

(Num . 33:4 ) would have beenchosen. ( 4) Jero. into Rhemphan (Acts 7:43) . It is thought by

boam seems to have had no idea of introducing a
new religion, but only of giving a different form many not tobe a proper name,but simply a statue

or idol , so that the whole may be translated ( with
to an old one. This calfworship is throughout Gesenius), “ Ye bore the tabernacle of your king

the Old Testament, and especially in theBookof (Molech ) and the statue of your idols, the star of
Kings, very clearly distinguished from Baal and

your god which you made to yourselves ; ” refer .

other idol worship. See CaLF, GOLDEN.
ring not to any specific deity by name, but to the

CAS'TOR and POL'LUX (Gr. Subokovpol, dee secret idolatrous practices which the Jews kept up

os ’ -koo -roy, sons of Jupiter). Castor was a horse with the worship connected with that of the ark

tamer and Pollux master in the wilderness .

of the art of boxing. DA ”GON (Heb. 7777, daw -gohn ', from dawg, a

Castor became mortal, fish ), a god of Sumerian origin associated with
having fallen in a con

test with Idas and Lyn
Anu, the god of the sky.

That his worship was car.
ceus, the sons of their

ried west from Babylon

paternal uncle Aphare
we know from the fact

us. Pollux, the immor

tal son of Zeus, prayed
that Sargon inscribed the

laws of Harran accord.
his father to let him die

ing to the wish of the

too. Zeus permitted him

to spend one day among
gods Anu and Dagon. It

would appear therefore
the gods, bis peers, the

that Dagon was one ofother in the lower world with his beloved brother.

the numerous gods whose
According to another story Zeus, in reward for

Dagon .
their brotherly love, set them in the sky as the

names and worship were

introduced into Canaan

constellation of the Twins, or the morning and
evening star. They are the ideal types of bravery duringthelong period of Babylonian influence

and supremacy; He is generally represented asand dexterity in fight.
The ancient symbolof the twin gods at Lace- having the bodyor trunkof a fish with a human

head and hands, and as being the symbol of water,

dæmon was two parallel beams, joined by cross- and so of all the vivifying natural powers which

pieces,which the Spartans took with them into take effect in warmcountries through water. The

war.They were worshiped at SpartaandOlym : femalecounterpartof Dagon wasåteryatis, whose

pia with Hercules and other heroes. As gods of temple is mentioned 2 Macc . 12:26 .

the sea they were worshiped especially in Ostia,

the harbor town of Rome. The only mention of Philo Byblius as the god of grain, and that he was
TheBabylonian-Assyrian Dagon is described by

them in Scripture is that the ship in which Paul
sailed from Malta bore the sign of" Castor and right " is shown by a Phænician cylindrical seal

Pollux ” ( Acts 28:11).
of crystal now in the Ashmolean Museum , at

Oxford. On this the name of Baal-Dagon ' is

CHEMOSH (Heb. wian, kem -oshe', subduer), written in Phænicianletters, whileanear of corn
the leading deity of the Moabites (Num . 21:29 ; is engraved near it . There are other symbols on
Jer. 48:7 ), and also god of the Ammonites ( Judg. the seal . but no figure of fish ” (Sayce,

11:24) . The name and position of Chemosh in Higher Crit. ) .

mythology are uncertain . Jerome identifies him Dagon was one of the principal deities of the

with Baal-peor, probably a god of the sun . “ He Philistines, and was worshiped at Gaza and Ash

is found in this position upon the coins of Areop- dod ; the former being used ns a theater, and once
olis, standing upon a column, with a sword in the overthrown by Samson ( Judg. 16 :21-30 ; 1 Sam . 5 ;

right hand and a lance and shield in the left, and 6,6 ; 1 Chron. 10:10 ).
with two fire torches by his side , and was appeased DIA'NA (Gr. ' Apteuis, ar'-tem-is), a goddess

by the sacrifice of children" (2 Kings 3:27) (K.and known among the Greeks as Artemis and among
D., Com ., on Num. 21:29). the Romans as Diana . Like Apollo she was armed

Ou pod

Castor and Pollux.

7
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effigy. She was undoubtedly a representative of

the same power presiding over conception and

birth which was adored in Palestine under the

name of Ashtoreth. Her worship, frantic and

fanatical after the manner of Asia, was traced

back to the Amazons. Her temple at Ephesus

was one of the wonders of the world, but its great

glory was the “ image which fell down from

Jupiter ” ( Acts 19:35). Images claiming so

lofty an origin were to be found in other cities

than Ephesus. Once in the year therewas a pub

lic festival in honor of the goddess at Ephesus, to

which all the Ionians who could do so repaired

with their wives and children, bringing costly offer

ings to Diana and rich presents for the priests.

Great gain came to the silversmiths in making

and selling small images of the goddess (see Acts

19:23, sq.).

GAD (Heb. 79. gad ), improperly rendered

troop ” ( Isa . 65:11), was the god of good fortune,

supposed to be the deified planet Jupiter. This

star is called by the Arabs “ the greater luck ” as

the star of good fortune.

JUʻPITER,the Latin form of Gr. Zeus, dzyooce,
Zeus. In the Italian mythology Jupiter was the

highest god in heaven, and identical with tbe

Greek Zeus, not only in nature but also in name,
wwwmuuntamente

for Jupiter is compounded of lờuvis and pater.
FACTURII INCLUDIN

As in the course of time the Italian god became

Diana . identified with the Greek, he was regarded as a

son of Saturn and of Ops, corresponding with the

with bow and arrow, which she used against mon Greek Urănus and Rhea respectively. From Ju

sters and giants, but shewas also a beneficent and piter comes all that appears in the heavens. As

helpful deity. As Apollo was the luminous god of Lucetius he is the bringer of light, the cause of

day, she with her torch was a goddess of light by the dawn, as well as of the full moon . Just as

night, and in course of time became identi

fied with all possible goddesses of moon

and night. Her proper domain is that

of nature, being a mighty huntress, some

times chasing wild animals, sometimes

dancing, playing, or bathing with her com.

panions. To her all beasts of the field

were sacred , but her favorite animal all

over Greece was held to be the bind . As

goddess of the chase she had also influ .

ence in war, and the Spartans before bat

tle soughtber favor by the gift of a goat.

Diana (Artemis) was also a protectress

of youth , especially those of her own sex.

Young girls revered the virgin goddess as

the guardian of their maiden years, and

before marriage offered her a lock of their

hair, their girdle, and their maiden gar

ment.
MWINK

She was supposed to assist at

childbirth . In early times human sacri

fices had been offered to Artemis . A relic

of this was the yearly custom observed at

Sparta, of flogging the boys till they bled,

at the altar of a deity known as Artemis
Orthia.

“ Diana of the Ephesians ” was not a

Greek divinity, but Asiatic. This is shown
Ghen und

by the fact that eunuchs were employed Jupiter and Mercury.

in her worship-a practice quite foreign

to Greek ideas. She was not regarded as a virgin, the calends (1st) of each month are sacred to Juno,

but as mother and foster-mother, as is clearly so the ides (18th or 15th), which are full-moon

shown by the multitude of breasts in the rude days, are sacred to Jupiter. He controls all

يلا
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a
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weather, sends the lightning and rain ; was the Ammonites, called ( 1 Kings 11 : 5 ; 2 Kings 23:13),

giver of wine, the decider of battles and giver of “ the abomination of the Ammonites."

victory ; watches over justice and truth, and is MOʻLECH (Heb. , mo'-lek ; Gr . poróx,
therefore the most ancient and most important mol-okh ', Acts 7:43. Withone exception in the Old

god of oaths.
Jupiter is mentioned in Acts 14:12, 13, where it Testament, 1 Kings 11 :7, it is preceded by the ar

is recorded that thepeople of Lycaonia cried: “ The the LXX by theruler,”or“ the king ").
ticle, “the Molech," not infrequently translated in

the
gods are come down tous in the likeness of men.

curius ,because he was the chief speaker." Bar- and indications sufficient to show that this deity

And they calledBarnabas, Jupiter,andPaul, Mer- most part Molech is associated with the Ammon

ites as their national god, but there are notices

nabas was probably identified with Jupiter because
was widely worshiped . He was called by the

of his majestic appearance. Paul was identified

with Mercury becausehe was the god of eloquence. lech, Malcom and such other names ; and wasPhænicians and Carthaginians Melkarth, Baal-me

Thetemple of Jupiter at Lystra appears to have related to BAAL(q.v.), by the sacrifice of children.

beenoutside the gates, as was frequently the cus- Molech was representedby a brazen statue, which

In Acts 19:35 it is stated that the Ephesians
was hollow and capable of being heated, and

believed that their statue ofDiana fell down from formed with a bull's head, and arms stretched out

Jupiter.
to receive the children to be sacrificed , drums and

cymbals being meanwhile beaten to drown the
MAL'CHAM (Heb. Op ???, mal -kaum , literally cries of the sufferers (Ezek. 16:20, 21 ; 20:31 ;

their king), understood by Gesenius to be an idol Jer. 32:33 ; 2 Kings 21 : 6, etc. ) .

generally, as invested with regal honors by its Another class of passages which represent the

worshipers. By others supposed to refer to Mo- worshipers as causing their children to pass
loch . Keil and Delitzsch ( Com. , on Zeph. 1:5 ) say, through the fire to Molech (e . g . , 2 Kings 23:10),

Their king'is Baal , who is distincily called king or simply to pass through the fire ( 2 Kings 16 : 3 ;

in the inscriptions." 17:17), have been understood by the Rabbins, fa

MER'CURY (Lat. Mercūrius ; Gr. ' Epuñs, her - thers, and early theologians, as denoting a passing

mace ), the Italian god of commerce and protector through the fire without burning, a purification

of the grain trade, and identical with Hermes, through fire, a kind of fire baptism . But, as the

who wastheson of Zeus and the Naiad, daughter practice is always associated with what was cruel

of Atlas. He was the inventor of the lyre,the and aboininable, it is presumable that it ended
herald of the gods, and guide of the dead into with death .

Hades ; the god of mining, of crops, and of roads . The worship of Molech came in among the Is.

He was also the patron of trade and even of theft, raelites as an accommodation to the wives and

of games, and of oratory. He is mentioned in concubines of Solomon, whom he had taken from

Acts 14:12, where it is stated that the people of the Ammonites (1 Kings 11 : 7). The high places

Lystra took Paul to be Mercurius, probably be built by Solomon for Molech before Jerusalem, on

cause of his eloquence. the Mount of Olives, appear to have stood till the

MEROʻDACH (Heb. 177979, mer -o -dawk', Jer. time of Josiah (2 Kings 23:13). They were prob
ably in a neglected state, and not regularly fre

50: 2) . Merodach, in the inscriptions Marduk, quented for worship ; for the valley of Hinnom

wasthe specific tutelary deity of the city ofBaby: (or that part of it called Tophet) is always repre
lon . He rose to the head of the system of gods sented as the scene of those atrocities which, in

after Babylon became a capital with wide-spread the later periods of the Hebrew monarchy, signal

ing dominion, and also has the surname of Bel. ized the Molech worship of its princes (2 Kings

Among the planets Merodach answers to Jupiter: 23:10 ; Isa. 30:33 ;Jer.7:31).
The quotation in Jeremiah mentions both Bel and

Merodach, but they are usually associated as Belo bystoning, as a desecration of the nameof Je
The worship of Molech was punished with death

merodach on the monuments. Merodach may hovah, anda defiling of his sanctuary (Lev.

have been at first an epithet, which, from frequent

and familiar use , passed at length into a proper
20: 3).

name ; or in Babylon there may have been twin various fancifulopinions have been broached, re
A great deal of discussion has taken place, and

idols representing the same gods under varied

phases. On the Assyrian tablets the god seems
specting the passage in Anios 5:26 , quoted by

to be called Merodach in his Assyriancharacter, Stephen in Acts 7:43, in which the prophet charges

and only Bel in his Babylonish relation.
the Israelites with not having brought “ sacrifices

That

both are the same is plain , from the fact that the but borne the tabernacle of their Molech .” Keil
and offerings to him (Jehovah) in the wilderness,

wife of Merodach, named Zurbanit, is also wor. and Delitzsch ( Com ., on Amos) thus interpret the

shiped as the wife of Bel .

In Babylon Merodach was held in high honor. meaning of the passage : " The thought is there.

He is called " the old man of the gods.' The fore the following : the king whose booth , and

gates, as the scenes of dispensing justice, are which they had made their god, i . e., a star deity.
the images whosestand they carried, were a star

under his charge. The inscriptions ofNebuchad. The Sik-kuth wasno doubt a portable shrine in

nezzarare fullof his praises and of invocations to whichthe imageofthe deity waskept.”

him ( Imp. Dict. s. v . ) .
Molech was the sun-god ; not quite identical with

MIL'COM (Heb. Dissza, mil-kome'), another Baal,but the tendencyoftheone kind of worship

form of MALCHAM (q. v.), the national god of the was to pass over into the other. Molech worship
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factor of its

counsell

may be characterized as, at least in later times, epithet applied to the brazen serpent (q. v.), which

the more intense and repulsive form of Baal the Israelites had turned into an object of wor.

worship . ship (2 Kings 18 :4). Among the first acts of

MO’LOCH, another form in English (Amos Hezekiah was the destruction of all traces of the

5:26 ; Acts 7:43) of MOLECH (q . v . ) . idolatrous rites which had gained a fast hold upon

NE BO (Heb. ja?, neb-o ' ; Babylonian from the people. Among other objects of superstitious

Nabiu, Assyr. Nabu ), a Babylonian and Assyrian the course of a thousand years, had become in
reverence and worship was this serpent, which , in

god. He was one of the five gods who actu, vested with a mysterious sanctity, which easily de

ate the heavenly bodies, and
have controlled them from generated into idolatry.

the moment of creation ; the NERʻGAL (Heb. 33m, nare-gal ), the name of

oriental Mercury, or the in- a Babylonian god worshiped by the people of

terpreter of the gods. He Cutha (2 Kings 17:30). The name of this god has

assumed the role of sooth- been found on Babylonian inscriptions of various

sayer and propbet, and was dates, but the meaning of the name is as yet un

ready to give advice upon known. To Nergal were addressed largenumbers

every subject; the inventor of of hymns. Prayers to him have come down to us

making clay tablets, and writ- upon Babylonian clay tablets. One of the most

ing upon them ; hence the interesting of these prayers may be thus trans

wedge or arrowhead --- the es- lated :

sential element of cuneiform

writing - appears to have
“ O Nirgal, strong one of the gods, the darling of NIN.

been his emblem ; he also Thou treadest in the bright heavens, lofty is thy place !

bore the name of Tir (“ a shaft Thou art exalted in the Under-world and art the bene.

or arrow " ). His wife Tash

mit was the goddess of let. With Ia among the multitude of the gods inscribe thy

ters, and opened the eyes and
ears of those who received in . With Sin in the heavens thou seekest all things !

And Bil thy father has granted thee that the black
struction from her husband.

headed race, all living creatures .

Nebo possessed the power

99
of recalling the dead to life, The cattle of Nirgal, created things, thy hand should

rule !

though rarely making use
Nebo.

I so and so , the son of so and so am thy servant !

thereof. He was interested The ... of god and goddess are laid upon me !

in the art of building ; and the work of brick - Uprooting and destruction are in my house I

makingwas inaugurated with festivals and sacri- since thou art beneficent, I have turned to thydivinity !

fices to him and other gods concerned in the same since thou art compassionate, I have sought for thee ?

art. Since thou art pitiful, I have beheld

Generally, he enjoys the high -sounding title of Since thou art merciful, I have taken my stand before

“ Lord of lords," "Holder of the scepter of pow- Truly pity me and hearken tomy cries !
thee !

er," etc. Hence Layard thinks the name is de- May thineangry heart bave rest ?" - King.

rived from the Egyptian Neb, “ Lord . "
The word Nergal is also used in Assyrian and

It was in the later Babylonian empire that the
shrine of Nebo enjoyed apeculiarpreeminence; Babylonianas the descriptivenameof the large

and he was the tutelar god of themost important wingedfigures which stand before the entrances

Babylonian kings,in whose names the word Nabu nection betweenthename of thegod and theof Babylonian and Assyrian pulaces. The con

(Nabo) appears ; e. g. , Nab- polagsar, Nebuchad
name of these colossi is not yet understood. -

nezzar, Nebonassar, and Nabonidus, Samgar-nebo
R. W. R.

(Jer. 39: 3), and Nebushashban (Jer. 39:13 ). His

principal temple was at Borsippa, called E -tida, NIB'HAZ (Heb. Tha!, nib -khaz ), mentioned

is the eternal house.” In a chamber of this temple (2 Kings 17:31) together with Tartak as an Avite

a wedge or arrowhead is found as a symbol of deity, but with no further information . The names

Nebo. His annual festival and that of his spouse, of these gods have not yet been found on the As.

Tashmit, was held on the 17th of the month syrian inscriptions. According to rabbinical ac
Elul . counts Nibhaz had the form of a dog and Tartak

In the clause, “ Bel boweth down, Nebo stoop- that of an ass.

eth ” (Isa. 46:1), the reference is to the utter help. NIS -ROCH (Heb. 1109, nis-roke"), the name

lessness of these guardian gods. The judgmentof of an Assyrian god in whose temple at Nineveh
Jehovah falls upon them through Cyrus. They Sennacherib (see SennACHERIB) was murdered

fall from their niches,and instead of being car- |(2 Kings19:37 ; Isa. 37:38). The name Nisroch

ried, as formerly, in solemo procession, are now has not yet been found in any Assyrian inscrip

packed upon the weary bensts as a spoil and bur- tion. Ithas been suggestedby Schrader that the

den . The gods " themselves are gone into captiv: form inwhich the name appears in the Septuagint

ity ” ( v. 2 ), since their self or personality consistedin nothingmorethan the wood and metalofwhich might be compared, by a slight change, with the

name Asshur, the name of the chief god of As.

their images were composed .
syria. It has also been suggested that the name

NEHUSH'TAN (Heb. yun ?, nekh -oosh- may possibly be compared with the name of the

tawn ', a brazen or copper thing), a contemptuous Assyrian god Nusku .
Neither of these sugges.

.
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tions, however, has found any direct support in both oriental and Greek mythology along with

the inscriptions, and the matter must be left doubt- Phallus as a symbol of the generative power, and

ful.-R. W. R.

NUMBER , the incorrect rendering of the Heb.

??, men -ee ', the apportioner (Isa. 65:11 ) : “ They

that forsake the Lord, that prepare a table

for that troop, and that furnish the drink offering

unto that number. ” The correct rendering of the

'troop” and “ number ” is “ Gad ” and

“ Meni. ” Delitzsch subscribes to the view pro

posed by Gesenius, who adopts the pairing of Ju

piter and Venus, common among the Arabs, as the

two heaven -bodies that preside over the fortunes of

men ; and understands by Meni (number), Venus,

and by Gad (troop), Jupiter. “ There is nothing

at variance with this in the fact that Ashtoreth is

the name of Venus. Meni is her special name as

the bestower of good fortune and the distributor

of fate generally.” See Gad, above.

POL LUX. See CASTOR.

REMPHAN (Gr. 'Peppáv, hrem - fan ), an idol

mentioned in his address before the council (Acts
A Sun Worshiper .

7:43, quoted from Amos 5:26). Stephen evidently is also found upon Assyrian monuments. Some

refers to two different divinities, Moloch and derive the name from 0797, raw-mam'=-17, room ,

Remphan (R. V. Rephan ), the latter being the

rendering of Chiun in Amos. Muchdifficulty has asthe supreme god of heaven.

been occasioned by this corresponding occurrence SA'TYR (Heb. 27 , saw-eer', shaggy ), a he

of two names so wholly different in sound. K. and goat, and so rendered in Lev. 4:24 ; 2 Chron. 29:

D. (Com ., in loco) thusexplain : "The name Rephan 23, etc., but Satyr in Isa. 13:21 ; 34:14. Isaiah

(Gr. 'Pepáv) or Remphan (Gr. 'Peupáv) owes its probably refers to the demons (“ field devils,"

origin simply to the false reading of the unpointed Luther), which were supposed to inhabit the des.

71'3, kee-yoon ', as 1274, inasmuch as in the old ert, and whose pernicious influence it was sought

Hebrew writing, not only is » (k ) similar to (r) , to avert by sacrifices. The Israelites had brought

but ? (v) is also similar to = ($ ).” Meyer (Com ., this superstition, and the idolatry to which it gave

in loco) says : Rephan is the Coptic name of rise, from Egypt. They were the gods whom the

Saturn, as Kircher has proved from the great Israelites worshiped and went whoring after in

Egyptian Scala. The ancient Arabs, Phænicians, Egypt ( Josh. 24:14 ; Ezek . 20 : 7 ; 23:3, 8, 19, 21 ,

and Egyptians gave divine honors to the planet 27). Both the thing and the name were derived
Saturn ." from the Egyptians, who worshiped goats as gods,

There was no god Rephan or Remphan, for the particularly Pan ,who was represented in the form

name never occurs apart from the Septuagint. of a goat, a personification of the male and fertil

The Alexandrian translation of Amos (5:26 ) has izing principle in nature, whom they called Mendes

acquired a greater importance than it would other- (K. and D., Com ., on Lev. 17 : 7).

wise possess from the fact that the protomartyr SUCʻCOTH -BENOTH (Heb. niza sind,

Stephen, in his address, has quoted the words of sook -kohth ' ben -ohth ', booth of danghters), named in

the prophet according to that version , simply be the list of Babylonian deities (2 Kings 17.30, 31),

cause the departure of the Greek translation from whose worship the settlers from Babylon set up

the original text was of no consequence so far as in Samaria. Opinions vary as to its meaning.

his object was concerned, viz., to prove to the According to the connection and the ancient ver
Jews that they had always resisted the Holy Ghost, sions, it is the name of an idol. The rabbins

inasmuch as the Alexandrian rendering also con- thought it a goddess under the form of a hen and

tains the thought that their fathers worshiped the chickens ; other's regard it as an astronomical em

army of heaven.
blem of the Babylonians . Hengstenberg thinks it

REPHAN , R. V. for REMPAAN (q. v. ). means the daughters of Bel and Mylitta. The gen.

RIMMON (Heb . 71297, rim-mone', pomegran- eral view is that it denotes the booths in which

ate), a Syrian deity, worshiped at Damascus, where the daughters of the Babylonians prostituted them

there was a temple or “ bouseof Rimmon ” (2 Kings selves in honor of their god Mylitta. Thenius

5:18). It is probably a contracted form for Hadad saysthat the originalmeaning of Succoth -benoth

Rimmon, since Hadad was, the sụpreme deityor
was booth, in which the daughters of the servants

sun -god of the Syrians. Hadad, with the modifi- of Mylitta prostituted themselves in her honor ;

but the word was later pronounced as one, and
cation expressed by Rimmon, would be the sun

god of the late summer, who ripens the pome.
was used to denote the name of the deity wor

granate and other fruits. In this sense he has shiped in the booths" ( Herzog, Cyc.,s. v.).

TAMMUZ. See p. 1081 .
been thought to be the personification of the power

of generation, since the pomegranate, with its TARPTAK (Heb. 297 , tar-tawk') , one of the

abundance of seeds, is used in the symbolism of gods introduced into Samaria by the Avite settlers
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GOG GOLIATH

(2 Kings 17:31). Gesenius regards Tartak as a of the four provinces into which Bashan was

demon of the lower regions , and according to rab- divided after the Babylonish captivity, and prob

binical accounts he was represented as an ass, ably identical with the modern Jaulûn, in Western

while Nibhaz had the form of a dog.
Hauran.

For more elaborate accounts of these several GOLD. See MINERAL KINGDOM .

deities see : Keil, Arch. , ii ; Sayce, Higher Crit., GOLDEN CITY ( Heb. -7.772, mad -hay

etc.; Robertson,EarlyReligion of Israel; Herzog, baw ”), a term applied to Babylon (Isa. 14 :4 )and
Cyc.; McC. and S., Cyc.; Imperial Bib. Dict.;

Ewald, Hist. of Israel,etc. See IMAGE ; TEREBINTH ; translators ever thought of deriving this word
occurring nowhere else. “ Not one of the early

WORSHIP, from the Aramæan dehab (gold ), but translated

GoG (Heb. :, qog ; Gr. TóY, gognue).
the word as if it were marhebah (haughty, violent

1. Son of Shemaiah and father of Shimei, treatment). We understand it, according to mad

and one of the descendants of Reuben (1 Chron. menah (dunghill) in chap. 25:10, as denoting the

5 : 4) . place where they were reduced to pining away,

2. The prince of Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal 1.e.,as applied to Babylon as the house of servi

(A. V." the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal ”); tude where Israelbadbeen wearied to death "
whom Ezekiel said would invade the restored land

(Delitzsch, Com ., in loco).

of Israel from the far distant northern land by
GOLDEN WEDGE. See Keh '-them , p. 734.

the appointment of God in the last times, and

with a powerful army of numerous nations (38 :
GOLDSMITH . See HANDICRAFTS .

1-9), with the intention of plundering Israel, now GOL’GOTHA (Gr. Toyoðú, gol-goth -ah', place

dwelling in security, that the Lord may sanctify of a skull). The gospels and tradition disagree

himself upon him before all the world (v . 10–16). as to the locality. John (19:41 , 42) locates the

When Gog shall fall upon Israel , he is to be de place by saying, that “ in the garden near the

stroyed by a wrathful judgment from the Lord, place whereJesus was crucified there was a new

that the nations may know that God is the Lord sepulcher, and that he was here laid , for it was

(vers. 17–23) . On the mountainsof Israel will Gog nigh at hand, and it was the Jew's preparation

with all his liosts and nations succumb to the judg- day. The Scripture references place the spot

ment of God (39 : 1-8).
outside of the city, and from Matt. 27:33, and

" The army of Gog consisted not only of wild Mark 15:29 , it is to be concluded that the place

Japhetic tribes, but of Hamitic tribes also, i . e. , of crucifixion was on the public highway or road.

of peoples living at the extreme North and East | On the contrary, the place of tradition is quite

(Persians) and South (Ethiopians)—i. e. , on the a distance within the city limits. The fact that

borders of the then known world . These are all the city wall may have been changed in the re

summoned by Gog, and gathered together for an building of the city by Hadrian, etc., etc., is met

attack upon the people of Israel. This points to a with the fact of the general uncertainty of locali

time when their formerfoes — Ammon,Moab, Egypt, ties located by tradition, being matters of hearsay

etc. — will all have passed away from the stage without the records.

of history, and the people of God will stand in The name gives no certain clew . The Hebrew

the center of the historical life of the world , and Golgotha has by some been translated “ Hill of

will have spread so widely over the earth that death ” (Jerome in old times, and Krafft and

its foes will only be foundon the borders of the Hengstenberg in modern times ), but both linguistic

civilized world (comp. Rev. 20:8 ) ” (Keil , Com ., on and archæological reasons , Schultz says, are

Ezek. 38) .

against this derivation . See CALVARY,

“ That the use made of Gog and the tribes in GOLI'ATH . - 1. Name and Family. (Heb.

question is for the purpose of presenting an ideal 09 , gol-yath ', exile.) Goliath, although repeat
delineation—a prophecy of what might be expectedone day to arise of evil to the cause and people of edly called a Philistine, was probably descended

God, from quarters and influences that should from the old Rephaim , of whom a scatteredrem

hold the same relative position toward them in the nant took refuge with the Philistines after their

future which was done by the rude and distant dispersion by the Ammonites (Deut. 2:20, 21 ;

tribes in question - seems clear from thewhole 2 Sam. 21:22). Some trace of this condition may

character of the delineation itself”( Imp. Dict., be preserved in thegiant's name, exile.

8. v.).

2. Personal History. The only mention

3. St. John in the Apocalypse has made use of made of Goliath is his appearance as the cham

pion of the Philistines, and his death at the

a portion of Ezekiel's prophecies inhis prospect, hands of David (1Sam .17), B. C. 1007. The Phi
ive outline of the Churchi's future (20:8-10); and listines had ventured upon another inroad into the
the manner in which he has done so confirms thevieir of Gog and Magog being an ideal represen- country, and had taken up a firm position on the
tation . The names appear to symbolize some fu-slope of a mountain, Ephes-dammim , between
ture barbarian or infidel enemy that is to rise Shochoh and Azekah, in western Judah. Israel

against Christianity .

encamps over against them on the slope of a sec

ond mountain , at a place called the Valley of the

GOʻLAN (Heb. 751., go-laron ', captive), one of Terebinth, and between the twocamps lies a deep,
the three cities of refuge on the east of Jordan , narrow valley, which seems destined as a field on

the others being Bezer and Ramoth (Deut. 4:43 ; which the warriors of either side may exercise

comp. Josh. 20 : 8 ; 21:27 ; 1 Chron . 6:71). It be their valor. And now from the Philistine camp

came the head of the province of Gaulanitis, one there advances a chanıpion, Goliath of Gath, six
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mated .

ܙ

(

much smaller than ours .

cubits and a span high (which,taking the cubit at " statements of this argument have hitherto been

twenty -one inches , would make him ten and a vitiated by three faults. They have been based

half feet high ), with a bronze helmet, and clothed upon facts that are irrelevant, they bave omitted

in a coat of mail the weight of which was five some that are relevant , and they have sup

thousand shekels, and a spear like the shaft of a posed that critics who maintain the historical

weaver's beam . Forty days he terrifies the people truth of the narrative have some subjective or

by challe morning and evening, to single gmatic reason for doing so." Difficulties sur

combat any of Israel's warriors. David had been round the exact locating of the ruined cities,

sent to his brethren with provisions, and, hearing in respect to the Dead Sea. Their relative posi

the challenge of Goliath , inquired its meaning. tion to each other led to the use of the descrip

Upon being told , he offered to become Israel's tive words “ Cities of the Kikkar, or Circle,"

champion, and sallied forth armed with a sling translated in our English version, Cities of the
and five smooth stones. He answered the scorn - Plain .

ful taunt of the giant with, “ This day will the GOODLY .

Lord deliver thee into mine hand." He smote

GOODLY TREES (Heb. 777 77, ates hav
Goliath in the forehead, and,slaying the fallen
champion, cut off his head. '“ When the Philis- davor ", trees of ornament). The Israelites were

tines saw their champion was dead, they fled," directed to take “ boughs of goodly trees ” (i . e .,

and were pursued by the Israelites with great carry about in festive procession) on the first day

slaughter.
of the Feast OF TABERNACLES (q . v . ), in memory

NOTE .- The size ofthe giant bas been variously esti- of their having dwelt in booths(Lev. 23:40). The

The Septuagint (1 Sam . 17:4) and Josephus expression , “ goodly trees,” probably included not

(Ant., vi, 9,1) read four cubits and a span ," which only the orange and citron, which were placed in
would make him a little over seven feet.

putes the six cubits and a span to have been about nine also myrtles, olive trees, palms, and others which
Thenius com- gardens for ornament rather than for use, but

feet two inches, Parisian measure . "

giantswho are eight feet and upward , for, according to had beauty or pleasant odor” (K. and D., Com. ,
theN. Preuss. Zeit., of 1857, there camea man to Ber- in loco).

lin eight feet four inches high, and possibly still grow

ing, as he was only twenty years old, and he was said
GOODMAN (Gr. Oikodeodóns, oy-kod-es-pot

to bave a great-uncle who was nine inches taller. "
ace ,Matt. 20:11 ; 24:43 ; Mark 14:14 ; Luke 22:11),

"The weight of the armor, ive thousand shekels, is

given by Ewald (vol. 111, p. 69) as ive thousand pounds, Luke 13:25 ; 14:21); “ householder ” (Matt. 13:27 ;
rendered master of the house ” (Matt. 10:25 ;

who merely observes that the pounds were , of course ,

Thenlus, makes the weight 20 : 1 , etc. ). “ Goodman ” (Prov . 7:19) is the render
-

and adds that the cuirass of Augustus the strong,pre- ing of the Hebrew Wnx, eesh , man , i . e . , husband.

served in the bistorical museum at Dresden , weighed See GLOSSARY.

Ofty -ive pounds. From this he infers that the weight

given as that of Goliath's coat of mail is by no means GOODNESS ( Heb . Ten, kheh - sed ; sit ,

wo great." In 2 Sam . 21:19, we find that another Go tobe ; Gr. syabwoúvn, ag -ath -0-800'-nay, etc.). In
liath of Gath (of whom it is also said that “ the state of

bis spearwas like a weaver's beam " ) was slain by some places kindnessseems more especially neant;

Elhanan , also a Bethlehemite. St. Jeromemakes the e. g. , " The earth is full of the goodness — loving.
uolikely conjecture that Elhanan was another name for kindness, R. V. - of the Lord ” (Psa. 33 : 5). In
David . The Authorized Version here interpolates the
words " the brother of," from 1 Chron.20 :5, where the others it expresses the supreme benevolence,

glant is called “ Labmi.' The assumption that there holiness , and excellence of the divine character,

weretwo Goliaths is a very improbable one, and there the sum of all God's attributes. “ I will make all
is nothing at all strange in the reference to abrother of
Goliath ,who wasalso a powerful glant, and carried a my goodness pass before thee, and will proclaim

spear like Goliath ” (see K. and D., Com .). the name of the Lord before thee ” (Exod. 33:19 ).

GO'MER (Heb. 73, go'mer, perfection ).
In common use goodness is the opposite of bad

ness , the quality of character which makes its

1. The eldest son of Japheth, and father of Ash- possessor lovable; excellence more particularly of

kenaz, Riphath , and Togarmah (Gen. 10 :2, 3) . à religious kind, virtue, righteousness.

The name afterward occurs as that of a tribe (see
GOPHER . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

Ezek. 38:6 ), probably the Cimmeranians, who

dwelt, according to Herodotus, on the Mæotis, in
GOPHER WOOD. See VEGETABLE KING.

the Taurian Chersonesus (K, and D. , Com .).

2. The name of the daughter of Diblaim, a har- GOʻSHEN . 1. (Heb. 795, go'shen ). Usually
lot who became the wife or concubine (according called the “ land of Goshen,” “

to some, in vision only) of the prophet Hosea shen ” (Gen. 47:27), simply “ Goshen,” and “ the
country of Go

(Hos. 1 :3), B. C. about 785.
land of Rameses ” (47:11 ; comp.Exod . 12:87), for

GOMORRAH (Heh. 776x, am -o-raw , a the towns Pithom and Rameses laywithin its
ruined map; Gr. Tópoppa, gom '-or-hrhah, Matt. 10 : borders ; also Zoan or Tanis (Psa. 78:12). Goshen

15, etc.), the city which, with Sodom, became the is fairly well identified , the various references to

type of intolerable wickedness, and was destroyed it, in the Bible and on the Egyptian monuments,

by fire (Gen. 10:19 ; 13:10 ; 19 :24,28). The Dead as well as later historical data, all go to fix it as

Sea now occupies the place of these towns. The including the Wady Toomilat, with more or less

plain but awful account of the destruction of of the country on each side of the wady. Ebers

ihese cities has been unsuccessfully accounted outlines this region graphically when he says:

for, in the theory of such subsidence as that “ As far as it is possible to fix its ancient limita

of an Atlantis, and it is as fabulous. George tions, it exhibits the form of a cornucopia, by the

A. Smith ( Hist. Geog., pp. 305 , 308) shows that I waterway (the series of lakes through which runs

"

97

a
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the Suez Canal) that divides Africa from Asia. specific sense to the first four books of the New

The fresh -water canal which already existed at Testament, because each one gives a distinct

the time of the sojourn of the Jews in Egypt, and memoir of Jesus Christ ; and so exclusively and

which was reopened by M. de Lesseps, washes its completely are the contents of these four gospels

southern frontier ; the Lake of Menzaleh lies to the occupied with the Lord's life that had there never

north of it, and to the west the Tanitic arm of been the historical Christ, who lived and died, who

the Nile , which has now dwindled to a narrow rose from the dead and ascended into heaven,

water course.” It was in this district that Jacob those four gospels would have no right to exist.

and his family settled upon their removal to Different in authorship, different in the stand

Egypt, and there remained until the Exodus (Gen. point of the writer, different in the parts and

45:10 ; 46:28, etc. ). It was a pastoral district in period of our Lord's life traversed , different also

which some of the king's cattle were kept (47 :6 ). / in the omissions and additions of each, the four

2. A district of southern Palestine, lying between gospels constitute one harmonious whole : one in

Gaza and Gibeon, its name probably being given subject, one in source, one in history, one in pur

in remembrance of Egypt (Josh . 10:41 ; 11:16). pose and in power ; and each biographer relates

In the latter passage the maritime plain of Judah, independently his own story of Jesus with that

the Shefelah, is expressly mentioned, and if inimitable simplicity and truth which commends

Goshen was any part of that rich plain , its fer- itself “ to every man's conscience in the sight of

tility may have suggested its name. God .”

3. A town mentioned in company with Debir, 1. Writers of the Gospels. The authors

Socoh, and others as in the mountains of Judah of the four gospels were severally Matthew , Mark ,

(Josh. 15:51 ), in the group on the southwest part Luke, and John (see under several names).

of the hills. They were not all fishermen as is often supposed .

GOSPEL (A. S. , god and spell, good story ), They were from different secular occupations, and

good tidings, and used as the equivalent of the from various parts of the country.

Gr. evayyéniov (y00-ang-ghel'-ee-on ), which in earlier
Patristic testimony regarding both the authors

Greek signified a present given to one who and the order of the several gospels is very con

brought good tidings, or a sacrifice offered in clusive. Irenæus (born about A. D. 115 ), the

thanksgiving for such tidings having come. In pupil of Polycarp , who was the disciple of the

later Greek it was used for the good tidings them- apostle John, says: “ It is not possible that the

selves. It is used to signify : gospels can be either more or fewer than they

1. The welcome intelligence of salvation to are now ” ( Against Heresies, iii , 8) . Origen ( b. 185)

man, as preaching by our Lord and his disciples.
“ attests that he knows only four gospels

2. The four histories of our Lord's life, pub- which are the only undisputed ones in the whole

lished by Matthew , Mark, etc. , who are called Church of God throughout the world ; ” and he

Evangelists,” writers of the history of the names them in the exact order as they have come

Gospel .
down to us (Eusebius , Eccl. Hist., B. vi , ch . 25 , p .

3. Collectively, the Gospel doctrines ; as “ the 231 , Crusé's translation). The famous Fragment

Gospel of the grace of God ” (Acts 20:24), be known as the Muratorian Canon (dating A. D.

cause it flows from God's free love and goodness; 170, is torn off in the first part, leaving a few

“ the Gospel of the kingdom ” (Mark 1:14), be words in the last of Mark's gospel,butgives Luke

cause it treats of the kingdom of grace, and and John in that order. As the part due to

shows the wayto the kingdom of glory ; ' “ the Matthew has disappeared, and is found nowhere

Gospel of Christ ” ( Rom . 1:16), because he is the else, it is easy to understand that it was the part

author and great subject of it .
which was lost . Eusebius (b. 260), the first his .

The “ Law and the Gospel ” are sometimes used torian of the Church whose work has come down

as being antagonistic, which is an error. Jesus to us, while discussing the books of the New

said, “ Think not that I am come to destroy the Testament, says : Among the first must be

law,” etc. (Matt. 5:17 ). The gospels emphasize placed THE HOLY QUATERNION OF THE GOSPELS”

the law, and give it a deep spiritual meaning ; ( Euseb ., E. H., iii , 25 , p . 99).

but they go farther and tell us that the divine (1) Matthew wrote at Jerusalem , before start

favor may be obtained otherwise than by a per. ing out to evangelize the nations ; Mark wrote at
fect and universal conformity to the law. In Rome, before starting out to establish the faith in

this sense Gospel is not law. Egypt ; Luke wrote in Greece, or while sharing

GOSPELS. See BIBLE, Books of.
Paul's imprisonment at Cæsarea ; John wrote at

Ephesus after his exile at Patmos. Clement of

GOSPELS, THE FOUR. The term Gospel Alexandria (b. 150) affirms that Matthew con

is an old English word (used A. D. 1250–1350) tinued his stay at Jerusalem with the other

derived from the Saxon God-spel, i . e. , God, and apostles, busy with his own countrymen for a

spel, story ; from spellian, to tell, meaning “ liter period of twelve years after the crucifixion

ally a narrative of God " (Skeat) as realized in (Strom . , vi, 5 , 53). Eusebius says : “ The Holy

the life of Jesus Christ. It is so used in both the Apostles and disciples of our Saviour, being scat

Authorized and the Revised Version (Webster). tered over the whole world, Thomas, according to

Gospel is not a translation of the Greek word tradition, received Parthia as his allotted region ;

Evayyéācov ( yoo-ang-ghel'- ee on ) ; as is constantly Andrew received Scythia, and John Asia, where,

supposed ” (Stormonth ), but “ it is the nearest after continuing forsome time, he died at Ephesus.

idiomatic equivalent" known to the sacred writ. Peter appears to have preached through Pontus,

ers (Schaff). The word gospels is applied in a |Galatia, Bithynia, Cappadocia, and Asia, to the
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2 )

1

sion,"

Jews that were scattered abroad ; who also finally composition . Socrates, the historian, states that

coming to Rome, was crucified with his head Matthew went to Ethiopia, where he is said to

downward, having requested of himself to suffer have died a natural death. Eusebius says that

in this way ” (E. H., iii, c. 1 , p. 70 ). Pantænus, the philosopher, who afterward became

Theodore of Mopsuestia says : “ For a good a Christian , and was placed at the celebrated

while the apostles preached chiefly to Jews in school at Alexandria, penetrated as far as the

Judea , Afterward Providence made way for con- Indies, and “ there found his own arrival antici

ducting them to remote countries. Peter went pated by some who there were acquainted with

to Rome; the rest elsewhere ; John , in particular, the gospel of Matthew , to whom Bartholomew ,

took up his abode in Ephesus. About this time one of the apostles, had preached, and left them

the other evangelists, Matthew , Mark, and Luke, the gospel of Matthew in Hebrew,which was also

published their gospels, which were soon spread preserved until this time ” (see E. H., v, 10,

abroad all over the world” ( cited by Lardner, v, p. 178 ).

299). The author of the Imperfect Work (about ( 2 ) Mark is the evangelist who wrote the

A. D. 560) wrote : “ The occasion of Matthew's second gospel . Papias, Bishop of Hierapolis in

writing is said to be this : There was a great per- the first half of the 2d century, furnishes the

secution in Palestine, so that there was danger earliest notice of this gospel. He says : “ Mark ,

lest all the faithful should be dispersed . That having been the interpreter of Peter, wrote down

they might not be without teaching, though they accurately whatever he remembered, without how

should have no teachers, they requested Matthew ever recording in order what was either said or

to write for them a history of all Christ's words done by Christ. For neither did he hear the Lord ,

and works, that wherever they should be, they nor did he follow him [as did the Twelve)

should have with them the ground of their faith ” So then Mark committed no error in thus writing

(Lard. , v, p. 300 ). Exactly when Matthew's gos- down such details as he remembered ; for he

pel was written is at present indeterminate. made it his own forethought not to omit or mis

Ancient writers differ in dates. Theophylact, of represent any details that he heard [from Peter ] ”

the 11th Christian century, and Euthymius, of (Euseb., E.II., iji , 39). Jerome observes ofMark,

the 12th century , state that it was produced that “ taking his gospel which himself had com

" eightyears after the ascension , ” which would be posed , he went to Egypt and at Alexandria founded

about A. D. 41 or 42 of our current chronology. a church of great note ; ” and in his Book of Illus

But the more ancient writers give a later date. trious Men, says : “ Mark, the disciple and inter

The Paschal Chronicle of the 7th century says, preter of Peter, at the desire of the brethren at

" about fifteen years after our Lord's ascen- Rome, wrote a short gospel according to what he

with which Nicephorus Callisti , of the had heard related by Peter, which , when Peter

14th century, agrees. This would be about knew it, he approved it and authorized it to be

A. D. 48. But Irenæus, Bishop of Lyons, in the read in the churches ” (see Lard . , v, 334). Uni

2d century, and at only one remove from the versal testimony is to the effect that Mark wrote

apostle John, says : “Matthew indeed produced a down in his gospel as best lie could the substance

gospel written among the Hebrews in their own of Peter's preaching; and the gospel itself con

dialect, while Peter and Paul proclaimed the gos. firms by internal evidence the testimony of the

pel and founded the Church at Rome. After the fathers in many respects. For while it details in

departure [death ) of these, Mark , the disciple and a graplıic manner important facts, it is at once

interpreter of Peter, also transmitted to us in the briefest and least complete of the four gos

writing that which had been preached by Peter. pels. Nevertheless, it represents fairly the im

And Luke, the companion of Paul, comm ted pulsive and energetic Peter, and the very omis

to writing the gospel preached by him [Paul] . sions and additions indicate the style of the

Afterward John, the disciple of our Lord, the apostle. Justin Martyr, who wrote about A. D.

same that lay in his bosom, also published the 140-150, and was born before the death of the

gospel while he was yet in Ephesus, in Asia ” | apostle John, cites from the Mernoirs of Peter

(Euseb ., E. H., v, C, 8 ). In no case could this the names given to James and John by Jesus,

have been earlier, but probably later than A. D. who called them “ Boanerges, " or sons of thun .

61 , the year Paul arrived at Rome a prisoner. der ; a circumstance mentioned only in Mark's gos

Epiphanius, Bishop of Cyprus in A. D. 367, who pel ( 3:17). Jerome, after mentioning Mark as

is accounted high authority in these matters, says having composed his gospel, and gone to Egypt,

that Matthew wrote first [of the four evangelists ] and founding a notable church at Alexandria,

and Mark soon after, being a companion of Peter states that this evangelist “ died in the eighth

at Rome; that Mark and Luke were both of the year of the reign of Nero.” As Nero ruled the

seventy disciples sent out to the Gentiles; that empire A. D. 54-68, this would place the death of

both were offended at Christ's words recorded in Mark in the year 62 (Lard . , v, 331 ) .

John 6:44 ; that Peter recovered Mark, and Paul Three things are made evident as related to

recovered Luke to the Christian faith afterward ; Mark's gospel by these patristic citations : ( 1 ) That.

that Mark wrote the second gospel and Luke the Mark composed his gospel of the substance

third, and John wrote the fourth and last gospel preached by Peter ; ( 2) that Peter “ knew ” of

( see Lard. , iv, pp. 187, 188 ). the fact, and both approved and authorized his

By whom the gospel of Matthew was given in gospel to be read in the several churches ; (3) that

our present Greek form is unknown, but probably all this was accomplished before the death of
by himself. The concensus of critical scholars is Peter at Rome.

that it is not a mere translation, but an original ( 3) Luke, by common consent, was the writer
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"

of the third gospel and of Acts. Even such John unto the same day that he was taken up ”

writers as the Frenchman Renan, known as hostile to heaven (Matt. 10 :2–5 ; Acts 1:22). They were

to Christianity , fully concede this fact as incon- so chosen , as Mark and Luke were not, to be

testable. The third gospel is derived from differ- “ witnesses of all things which he did both in the

ent sources, but all legitimate authorities, as it is land of the Jews and in Jerusalem ,” whose per

confessedly due to those apostles who “ from the fectly familiar knowledge of Jesus was such that
beginning were eyewitnesses and ministers of the they even “ did eat and drink with him after he

word ” (Prologue of chap. 1 ). Nevertheless, it is rose from the dead . " These were they whom he

the most complete gospel of them all, and the commanded ” “ to preach unto the people and to

only one which observes a strictly historical testify " (Acts 10:39, 41 , 42). As seen, Papias,

method, the first three gospels being biographical who was almost within touch of theapostles, says

sketches, or as designated by Justin Martyr, that Mark neither heard the Lord, nor did he

“ Memoirs of the Apostles ” (arouvnjovevpata Tūv follow him. Even if Epiphanius be correct in

#TOOTówv). It is to be remarked that both Luke's identifying Mark and Luke with the seventy dis

gospel and Acts are dedicated to one Theophilus ciples, it does not follow from the evidence that

( friend of God ), which was a custom in those they were with Jesus “ from the beginning, " and

days, obligating those thus receiving a copy as a certainly not at the end, if they became offended

gift to exert themselves to give the work circula at Christ's words, “ and walked no more with

tion ( Lee ). him .” Neither of these writers professes to have

(4 ) John is the author of the fourth ospel. been itnesses of the scenes wliich be re

After extraordinary research and testing, the cords; but quite to the contrary, Luke makes

criticism of the best scholarship of the age declaration of other sources of information . How

ascribes this work to that apostle “ whom Jesus ever, this is no detriment at all to the claim of

loved .” No classic writing of equal antiquity is these two gospels as being equally historical and

so well attested by both external and internal credible with the others. Mark reports the sub

evidence as John's gospel. It has been said , so stance of Peter's sermons which he had often

peculiar and marked is this writing, that if we did heard repeated in public or in private conversa

not know who its author was, we should have to tions; and Peter was an eyewitness, and Luke

imagine a personage of such character for its acknowledges his obligation to those who were

authorship. ' eyewitnesses and ministers of the word.”

2. Designations of the Writers. ( 1 ) Evan- Nor do these facts reduce the contents of the

gelists. In organizing the workers for the king- second and third gospels to the character of mere

dom of Christ “ He gave some, apostles ; some, traditions," as some have assumed . Traditions

prophets ; and some, evangelists . for the may be, and often are, thoroughly historical, since

perfecting of the saints ” (Eph. 4:11, 12). Evan- the mere act of writing does not render anything

gelists appear to have been appointed to a certain historical . But these two gospels were not handed

work, rather than to be a specific order in the down from one generation to another, or from

apostolic Church. They were afterward known as father to son , as must be the case with “ tradition ,"

ɛvayyehlotai, evangelists, whose function was that they were written deliverances to contemporaries

of missionary preachers, who are described by of Christ and his apostles , who were themselves

Eusebius as " leaving their country they per- cognizant of many facts recorded in these gos

formed the office of evangelists to those who pels . These writings of Mark and Luke were

proclaim Christ; they also delivered to them the never questioned by those who lived in their time,

books of the holy gospels. The Holy Ghost also and were in a position to know or deny the bis

wrought many wonders through them , so that as toricity and credibility of their statements. Their

soon as the gospel was heard men voluntarily gospels were not of the character of traditions

gathered in crowds and eagerly embraced the true any more than the records taken in the courts, of

faith with their whole minds." The evangelists the testimony of witnesses, are to be calledmere

were “ bringers of good tidings given to the traditions," which would obviously be a vicious

heralds of salvation through Christ, who are not misuse of language.

apostles ” ( Thayer). In the time of Chrysostom (2) Synoptists . The writers of the first three

the term was applied to the writers of the gospels " gospels are known as Synoptists in distinction

(Cremer ). The four gospels were composed within from the fourth gospel; and the first three gos

à short period, if measured by the lapse of time, pels are called the synoptic gospels ; from ouv

but at long intervals, if measured by the course (soon ) together, and ouis (op'sis) view . The refer

of events . ence is to the parallel narratives in the facts

A just distinction is to be noted as between the recorded and the statements made by Matthew ,

first and fourth gospel written by two of Christ's Mark , and Luke. John's gospel is very different

disciples, who were eyewitnesses of facts stated, in character, being intentionally supplementary to

and the second and third gospels, which were the accounts given by the synoptists. Clement

written by evangelists who did not witness the of Alexandria says : “ The three gospels pre

facts which they record. Mark and Luke were viously written, having been distributed among

not of the Twelve at least. The distinction re- all;and also handed down to him . ſi. e. , John ),

lates to the kind of testimony which each class they say that he admitted them , giving his testi

furnishes. Matthew , and John were identified mony to their truth ; but that there was wanting

with the original “ Twelve " disciples who were in the narrative the account of the things done

chosen by our Lord to accompany him throughout by Christ among the first of his deeds, and at the

bis ministry, “ beginning from the baptism of commencement of the gospel ... For it is evi.

"
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account.

dent that the other three evangelists only wrote that of the perfect Man delineated on their pages.

the deeds of our Lord for one year after the im . There must first have been the real God-Man

prisonment of John the Baptist, and intimated made manifest to their gaze , present to theappre

this in the very beginning of their bistory. hension through the senses, realized and known

The Apostle John, it is said, being entreated to to their mind , by long and familiar contempla

undertake it , wrote the account of the time not tion, to have furnished to the race such an im

recorded by the former evangelists, and the deeds perishable portraiture of the living Christ of God.

done by our Saviour which they have passed by The origin of the four gospels was clearly his

( for these were the events that occurred before torical, although somewhat progressive in char.

the imprisonment of John ), and this very fact is acter. First, there was the Christly Presence

intimated by him when he says (2:11) : " This be- whose very personality and spirituality spoke so

ginning of miracles did ,” etc. (Euseb ., iii, c. 24) . directly to men's consciousness that at liis word

Clement elsewhere says : But John, last of all , they turned from their occupation instantly, and

perceiving that what had reference to the body in with a loving cheer, " left all ... and followed

the gospel of our Saviour was sufficiently de- himn ” (Matt. 4:21, 22; Luke 5:27). Then the

tailed, and being encouraged by his familiar gospel which he himself orally declared, the

friends and urged by the Spirit, wrote a spiritual miracles which he wrought to confirm the word,

gospel ” ( Ib. , vi, 14 ). the truths which he taught in conversation, as one

The synoptists in traversing the same ground who gazed upon the invisible world ; and the
with each other exhibit certain agreements and passion which he endured at the end, in main

disagreements in statement which are really re- tenance of his teachings — are the things which

markable . These divergencies relate alike to made a powerful and imperishable impression

matter and method, yet without invalidating the upon mankind. After that the apostles took up

For the last century it has been a the story of his life, and began to preach with

problem for the ripest scholarship and keenest strange power that Jesus was the realization of

criticism to solve. The careful analysis and con- Jewish prediction, was the true Messiah of the

sideration have been carried on nearly to exhaus- Jews, the incarnate Son of God, the wonderful

tion , and no satisfactory solution has been reached Redeemer of mankind. For about thirty years

from sheer insufficiency of data , now after the after the crucifixion, while whole communities
lapse of nearly two thousand years. These several were religiously reformed or revolutionized by

writers indicate their individuality of character Christian doctrine ,no pen had yet traced a single

and independence of each other in a manner that line about Jesus Christ in the gospels. At last,

excludes the thought of either collision or collu- all these oral teachings both by Christ and his

sion in their testimony. For they evince not the apostles crystallized in written and permanent

slightest consciousness of any error as possible , form known to us as the four gospels, to be the

and evidence not the slightest concern that any- heritage of the generationsto come, down to the

thing that they record could be disputed by con- end of time. The oral and the written teachings

temporaries who might be supposed to be at times were equally authoritative and the product of in
as familiar with certain public events as them- spired minds (Comp. 2 Pet. 1:21 ; 2 Tim . 3:16 ,

selves. Unquestionably they neglect the strict 17 ; 1 Thess, 2:13 ; 2 Thess. 2:15 ; Acts 15 : 22-28).

chronological order of events, in that they aim at Jesus directed his disciples to go “ teach all na

the higher end ofspiritual sequence, which is al . tions” (Matt. 28:20) ; but he did not restrict them
ways kept in sight. Mere deviations of statement to any one mode of teaching, and speech and

are certainly not to be taken as contradictions. writing are but different methods of instruction

The variations of the first three gospels furnish a for those who are present or absent .

clear case of what in the courts is known as
(1) Matthew . In point of time , the best bib

" Substantial truth under circumstantial variety lical scholars give priority to Matthew's gospel

of testimony in manner and detail,” as in any ( Schaff). Origen mentions “ the four gospels as

other case of testimonies from different witnesses

who arehonest. For, as Dr.Schaffadmirably God throughout the world,” and that “ the first is
the only undisputed ones in the whole Church of

remarks, “ It is a generally acknowledged prin
ciple in legal evidence that circumstantial varia written by Matthew, the same who was a publican,
tion in the testimony of witnesses confirmstheir but afterward an apostle of Jesus Christ, who have

substantial agreement." ing published it for the Jewish converts, wrote it

3. Origin of the Gospels . Very evidently in Hebrew .”. That Matthew wrote his gospel in
the several gospels had their origin in a common theHebrew language is amply attested by Papias,

There is not the slightest proof,how- Irenæus, Pantænus, Origen, Eusebius, Cyril of
that they were derived from some prior and Jerusalem , Epiphanius, and Jerome . Traces of

unknown writing of some unknown and imaginary Hebrewwords found nowhere else than ina Jew
this fact may be found in his use of certain

author. Their character precludes the assump

tion . The four gospels owe their existence solely ish vocabulary. Such are Immanuel (Heb. 380975787";

to one source, as they are exclusively occupied Gr. 'Eupavovna, “ God with us,” 1:23) ; Golgotha

with one subject, viz., the historical Person of ( Heb. mas .. Chald. xms Gr. Tonyobā, a
Jesus Christ. His life is no ideal creation, and
the contents of the gospelsarenot the outgrowth skull, 27:33); Raca (Gr.'Pakà, a simpleton, 5:22) ;

of exuberant fancy. The evangelists themselves Eli (Heb. " ???; Gr. ' H2:, “My God,” 27:46). Pan.

were utterly incapable of even conceiving ideally, tænus, the Christian philosopher ,avors that in his

much less developing, such a unique character as evangelism he had penetrated so far as the Indies,

"

source .

ever,
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where he found those who are acquainted with panion of Peter, and whose gospel we have, that

Matthew's Hebrew gospel, which Bartholomew, one he should leave them a monument of the doctrine

of the apostles, had preached to the natives (see thus orally communicated in writing. Nor did

Euseb ., E , H., v , 10, p. 178). they cease their solicitations until they had pre

That Matthew wrote as early as the period vailed with the man, and thus became themeans

assigned is evident from citations made therefrom of that history which is called the gospel of Mark .”

by one who was a disciple of the apostles. Bar. Peter “ having ascertained what was done, by the

nabus, whose epistle is now dated A. D. 70–79, revelation of the Spirit, was delighted ,” and .

mentions many incidents recorded in the several | “ the history obtained his authority for the pur

gospels as well as in Paul's earlier epistles, such pose of being read in the churches ” (Euseb. , E.H.,

as Christ's choosing the twelve apostles, the ii , c. 15 , pp. 52, 53).

mockery of Jesus by Herod Antipas and his sol- (3) Luke. This evangelist, in the prologue of

diery, the casting lots for his garments, etc., and his gospel, professes to have received information

then cites the very words of Matthew (9:13 , also from those who “ from the beginning were eye

in Mark 2:17 ) : “ I came not to call the righteous, witnesses and ministers of the word," and that he

but sinners ” to repentance. Not only is this pas. himself “ had a perfect understanding of all

sage cited as being Scripture, but as determinative things from the very first,” respecting which be

that he was not quoting from an oral gospel, he now proposed to write ( 1 : 2, 3). Clement remarks

says , “ As it is written , Many are called ,butfew that “ Luke also in the commencement of his nar

chosen ; ” ως γέγραπται πολλοί κλητοι ολίγοι, rative premises the cause which led him to write,

Ékektoi— sicum scriptum est (Epis. of Barnabas, showing that many others having rashly under

ch . 4, close) (see Matt. 22:14 , and 20:16 of Au- taken to compose a narration of matters that he

thorized Version ; the latter reference is omitted had already completely ascertained, in order to

in the English Revised Version). This is the first free us from the uncertain suppositions of others,

distinct reference made by an apostolic father to in his own gospel he delivered the certain account

a written gospel . The document known as the of those things that he himself had fully received

Didaché of the Apostles, which was written in the from his intimacy with Paul, and also his inter

last decade of the 1st century, makes much use course with the other apostles” (Euseb. , E. H., ii,

of this Gospel of Matthew , particularly of the 24). In the sense that he possessed several

Sermon on the Mount, which Matthew is by far sources of information, his gospel is the most

the most copious in quoting. The Didaché was in composite of the four, in its contents. It is safe

existence while the apostle John was still living, to believe that it was composed in the period

and proves that Matthew's writtengospel was well between A. D. 58 and 63, but probably not pub
known in the 1st century. So Justin writes of lished until after the death of Paul. « Markand

the “ Memoirs,” or “ Memorabilia of the Apostles Luke wrote at a time when their writings might

which are called Gospels” in both his Apologies be approved, not only by the Church, but also by

and Dialogue. Papias says that “ Matthew com- the apostles still living ” (Augustine).

posed his history [tà hóyia, i. e . , the divine oracles] (4) John. In respect to this evangelist, Clement

in the Hebrew dialect, and everyone translated again observes : " After Mark and Luke had al

them as he was able ” (Euseb., iii , c. 38, p. 116). ready published their gospels , they say that John ,

Clement of Alexandria says, referring to the first who, during all this time, was prenching the gos

and third gospel : “ Those which contain the pel without writing, at length proceeded to write

genealogies were written first ” (Euseb. , E. H., it on the following occasion : The three gospels

vi , c . 14 , p. 220). previously written , havingbeen distributed among

(2 ) Mark . Re the difficulties which all, and also handed to him , they say that he ad

confronted Peter at Rome, and his success, Euse- mitted them , giving his testimony to their truth ;

" The declaration of the truth prevailed and that there wasonly wanting in the narrative

and overpowered all , and the divine word itself, the account of the things done by Christ, among

now shining from heaven upon men and flourish- the first of his deeds and at the commencement of

ing upon earth and dwelling with his apostles, the gospel . . . . The apostle, therefore, in his

prevailed and overpowered every opposition ” gospel gives the deeds of Jesus before the Baptist

(ii , c. 14 ). Clement of Alexandria says: “ The was cast into prison, but the other evangelists

gospel of Mark was occasioned in the following mention the circumstances after that event. One

manner: When Peter had proclaimed the word who attends to these circumstances can no longer

publicly at Rome, and declared the gospel under entertain the opinion that the gospels are at

the influence of the Spirit, as there was a great variance with each other, as the gospel of John

number present, they requested Mark , who had comprehends the first events of Christ's life, but

followed him from afar, and remembered well the others, the history that took place at the

what he had said , to reduce these things to writ- latter part of the time. It is probable, therefore,

ing, and that after composing the gospel, he gave that for these reasons John has passed by in

it to those who requested it of him " (Euseb.,E. H., silence the genealogy of our Lord, because it was

vi, 14) . written by Matthew and Luke; but he commenced

Clement, in another place, says : “So greatly with the doctrine of the divinity as the part re

did the splendor of piety enlighten the minds of served for him by the divine Spirit, as if for a

Peter's hearers, that it was not sufficient to hear superior ” (Euseb ., E.H., iii , c. 24 , pp. 98, 99).

but once, nor to receive the unwritten doctrine of The celebrated Fragment of the New Testament

theGospel of God, but they persevered in every known as the Muratorian Canon, which dates

variety of entreaties to solicit Mark as the com- | about A. D. 170, thus accounts for the origin of

3

bius says :
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John's gospel: that at Ephesus the apostles and cording to Mark," etc., which do not appear on the

elders showed John the first three gospels, which earliest manuscripts which have comedown to us .

he read and approved , and then urged him to This, however, is not to be understood as saying

write the fourth gospel; that thereupon John that - these indications of authorship are not en.

desired to seek the Lord's will , and proposed to tirely correct and authentic. For while it is not

make it the subject for fasting and prayer for absolutely known, it is very highly probable that

three days ; that meantime anyone receiving a this formula was placed there by the direction of

revelation respecting it should immediately com- the Church first receiving them , with a view to

municate it to the others ; that on the first night properly designating them for permanent future

Andrew the disciple reported a vision that John use.

should narrate all matters his own name, and (2) Contents. Matthew and Luke open their

the others should assist him. Thereupon, John gospels with the genealogies and birth of Jesus;

proceeded to write his gospel, with the special Mark, with the baptismal ministrations of the

view of supplementing any details omitted by the Baptist ; and John, with the mystery of the incar

other evangelists, and generally omitting particu- nation. Matthew closes his gospel with Christ's

lars which they had inserted in the first three great commission to go “ disciple all nations ; ”

gospels. This account serves toexplain the special Mark, with the successes which should crown the

indorsement given by these assistants, which now ministry of the apostles ; Luke, with the inde

is included in the text, at the close of the fourth scribable joy experienced by the disciples return

gospel, in these words: “ This is the disciple which ing from Christ's ascension ; and John , with the

testifieth of these things and wrote these things ; assurance that a world of books could not describe
and WE KNOW THAT HIS TESTIMONY IS TRUE " ( John the words and deeds of Christ to men . As to

21:24 (see Westcott's Canon , p . 214 ). those contents of the gospels which relate to our

4. Objects of the Gospels. Each evangel. Lord's ministry, the characteristic differences may

ist naturally had some special object in view in properly be remarked. Matthew gives special

composing his gospel, and that gave it prom- prominence to our Lord's discourses on the moun

inence. Matthew, being himself a Jew , wrote in tains, as related to the ancient prophecies (5–7) ;

the Jewish language for the special benefit of all Mark gives in simplest but graphic narrative, a

Jewish converts and people. Accordingly he re- vivid picture of Christ's miracles, of wliich he

cords the evidence that Jesus Christ was truly the records nearly as many as the other two evangel

realization of the Jews' Messiah, and hence traces ists (5–8 ) ; Luke gives prominence to the parables

Christ's royal descent from Abraham as the pro- of Jesus elsewhere unrecorded ( 13–17 ) ; while the

genitor of the Jewish race, down through the line evangelist John discourses profoundly respecting

of Davidic kings, and thereby proves that Jesus the preexistence of Christ, and his wonderful
was the true King of “ the kingdom of heaven ," in prayers (chaps. 1, 10 , 12:27–30 ; 17). “ Matthew

distinction from an earthly monarchy of common groups together doctrinal teachings in the form
expectation. The accentuation of the phrase is of great discourses ; he is a preacher. Mark

made obvious' by the fact that “ the kingdom of narrates events as they occur to his mind ; he is a

heaven " does not occur in any other evangelist, chronicler. Luke reproduces the external and in

but occurs in the first gospel no less than thirty- ternal development of events ; he is a historian

two times (Westcott). Luke, on the other hand , (Godet). John declares the profound doctrine of

was a Greek, and wrote liis gospel in the Greek the incarnation ; he is a theologian.

language - the language of common intercourse “ Matthew's narration occupies about one fourth

among the nations — for the special advantage of of his gospel ; Mark's about one half, and Luke's

all the Greek-speaking Gentiles. He therefore about one third " (Norton). “ If the total con

naturally neglects the proof of the Jewish Mes- tents of the gospels be represented by one hun

siah as secondary in the interest of the Gentiles , dred, there are seven peculiarities in Mark, forty

and traces Christ's natural descent down from two in Matthew, fifty-nine in Luke, and ninety -two

Adam , as the progenitor of the whole human race , in John ” (Westcott). “ One half of Mark is

cognizing Jesus Christ as the Redeemer, notof the found in Matthew , one fourth of Luke is found in

Jews only, but of universal mankind. Mark's Matthew , one third of Mark is found in Luke. ...

surname being Roman, and he being Peter's in . If the extent of all the coincidences be repre.

terpreter in preaching to the Romans at Rome, at sented by one hundred, their proportion is : Mat

their urgency wrote his gospel in the interests of thew , Mark, and Luke have tifty-three coinci

the Roman converts and people, concerning “ the dences ; Matthew and Luke have twenty -one;

kingdom of God" which now had come to them . Matthew and Mark have twenty ; and Mark and

John wrote his gospel long after the other evan- Luke have six coincidences” (Schaff ) .

gelists, with the purpose of supplementing the Matthew's gospel serves as the connecting link

first three gospels, writing for the special edifica- between the Old Testament and the New. His

tion and evangelization of the Christian Churches. Sermons of Christ are larger in extent than all

Thus the four gospels had each à specialty, but the others together. He makes constant refer

not an exclusive purpose in writing ; for these ence to the civil law of Moses, correcting wrong

specialties are but the variations of the one great impressions and tendencies of the Jewish people .

Gospel adapted to all men, in the interests of His familiarity with the land of the Jews, its

every age, until the end of the world. geography and topography, is indicated in his

5. Contents of the Gospels. (1 ) Titles. assumption of such knowledge on the part of the

These are prefixed to the several gospels, intro- Jews. That the contents of Mark's gospel, as

ducing them as According to Matthew ,";" “ Ac. I already indicated, was the substance of Peter's
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preaching which Mark reported , is accordant with Luke's gospel in contents is the most particular

the affirmations of Papias, Irenæus, Clement of in details, the most historical in order, and the

Alexandria, Tertullian, Origen , Eusebius, and most complete in character of them all. His is

Jerome. Tertullian (h. 150 ), referring to the preeminently the gospel of Christ's humanity ; the

second and third gospel , says : “ That which Mark gospel of “ the Son of Man ; " and the gospel of

published may be affirmed to be Peter's, whose salvation for the universal human race . He alone

interpreter Mark was. For even Luke's form of narrates Christ's prayer on the cross for his ene

the gospel men usually ascribe to Paul . And it mies, and his promise of paradise to the penitent

may well seem that the works which the disciples thief, closing with a brief description of our

publish belong to their master's ” (Adv. Marcion, Saviour's benediction with uplifted hands upon

iv, c. 5 ) . the world which he had just redeemed , as he

In the incorporation and also in the omission ascended into the heavens. His style indicates

of certain significant facts, Mark indicates that culture. He possessed a wealth of vocabulary.

Peter's statements were the basis of his gospel, He is remarkable for his carefulness in historical

especially those related to the apostle . In his details. He uses about one hundred and eighty

opening chapter the evangelist mentions that terms in his gospel alone, not found elsewhere in

Peter's home was “ the house of Simon and the writings of the New Testament,many of which
Andrew " ( 1:16 , 29) ; and in the closing chapter are rare and even technical. An illustration is

he records the message of the angel of the resur- furnished in his remarkable description of Paul's

rection : “ Go your way, tell his disciples and shipwreck in Acts, in which he gives no less than

Peter that he goeth before you into Galilee ; there seventeen nautical terms with entire correctness .

shall ye see him " ( 16 : 7). There is a parallel Henotices with the observance of a trained phy.

statement amounting almost to identity of words sician the subjects of diseases, of sufferings,and
in one of the last sentences of Mark (16:19), and the miracles of healing. He mentions Peter's

in Peter's First Epistle : “ So the Lord Jesus ... mother-in -law , who was distressed with “ a great

was received up into heaven, and sat down at the fever.” (4:38); the fever and dysentery which had

right hand of God,” and “ Jesus Christ, who is on seized upon Publius of Melita ( Acts 28 : 8), and

the right hand of God , having gone into heaven Christ's deadly sufferings in the garden, so that

( 1 Pet. 3:22, Eng. R. V.; comp. Acts 2:25, 33–36) . “ his sweat was as it were great drops of blood

Among the contents of Mark's gospel are two falling down to the ground ” (Luke 22:44 ).

miracles of unusual character to be noted ; one John , the loving disciple whom Jesus loved,

wrought upon the deaf and dumb man in Decap- survived all the other disciples, and unto him it

olis , at which the people “ were above measure was reserved to close the apostolic age. He was

astonished, saying hebath done all things well. the preeminent personage whose part it was to

He maketh even the deaf to hear, and the dumb close also the story of our Lord's life . “ His

to speak ” ( 7:37) . Another miracle was that gospel is the golden sunset of the age of inspira

wrought upon a blind man of Bethsaida, whose tion ” (Schaff). It was written at Ephesus, a city

cure was not instantaneous, but gradual , in that of prominence in “ Asia ," the name of the most
at first he only “ saw men , as trees, walking ;' western province of Asia Minor, long after the

butwhoat Jesus's touch , " saw all things clearly " Jerusalem of John's early manhood was made a

(8 : 22-26). heap of ruins in A. D. 70. Writing at such a

Mark's gospel is the least literary and least remote point both in distance and time, and espe .

complete of the four. His style is crude, his vo- cially under the circumstances which gave rise to

cabulary limited , his narrative abrupt and often his gospel, it would not be expected that he would

broken off suddenly, suggestive of the speaker need to parallel the lines and traverse the terri.

whom he is reporting, rather than the graceful tory traced by the synoptists . Accordingly he

writer. Despite all this, it is the peculiarity of neglects the genealogical ancestry of our Lord, the

the contents of his gospel that they are always birth of the Baptist, the story of Christ's tempta

interesting, because the thoughts are sharply pre- tion, his baptism in the Jordan, his transfigura

sented in a series of pictures, rapid , vivid , and tion on the mountains, the choosing of the twelve

often dramatic. All this is the marked charac- disciples, and the account of the demons cast out .

teristic of all Peter's public addresses. Mark's He records nothing of the two sacraments, the

remarkable impressibility and memory are dis- Sermon on the Mount, the Lord's Prayer, the de.

tinctively illustrated herein. Sometimes the evan- struction of Jerusalem , or of the end of the world.

gelist gives delicate touches ofshade and coloring On the other hand, John begins his gospel with

to persons and scenes which he describes. He “ the beginning " of time, discourses of Christ's

notes particularly the manly emotions and passions preexistent. state, and identifies Jesus as the

of Jesus in the stir of events ; such as his posi- Word with the uncreated God by his incarnation .

tions ( 1:12), his gestures (9:35 ; 10:23), his ex. The witness of the Baptist that Jesus was the

pression of countenance (8:12 ), his movements Son of God, is incorporated in his writings. : He

(3:34 ; 0 ; 32 ; 9:35 ; 11:11), his repose (4:38), his thence passes into the spiritual birth of men , the

wonder (6 : 6 ), his indignation (3:5), his tenderness bread and water of life, and enlarges upon the

(6:31 ; 6:34 ; 8:23 ; 10:21 ). The same particular- mission and comfort of the Holy Spirit. John

ity is observable in mentioning persons, parties , includes the accounts of Nicodemus, the woman

places, and in noting times : of persons ( 1:29, 36 ; of Samaria, and six miracles not mentioned

3 :6 ; 11:11 ; 13 : 3 ; 15:21 ; 10 :7) ; of places ( 2:1, 13 ; by the synoptists : the first, which occurred at

3 : 7 ; 4 : 1 ; 5:20 ; 7:31 ) ; of times ( 1:35 ; 4:33 ; 6 :2 ; the marriage of Cana of Galilee ; and the last ,

11:11 ; 14:68 ; 15:25 ). the most wonderful of miracles, the raising of
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Lazarus from death to life. At the close he con called the gospel of womanhood. Throughout

fesses that he omits " many other things” “ which from the very first chapter to the last, the noble

are not written in this book ;" but then carefully and womanly deeds of devoted women are re

states that “ These things are written that ye marked. Elizabeth the wife of the saintly priest,

might believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of and mother of the Baptist ; Mary “ the wedded

God ; and that believing, ye might have life Maid and Virgin Mother; ” “ Anni a prophetess,

through his name" (20:30, 31; 21:25 ). the daughter of Phanuel, of the tribe of Aser ; "

It is evident that the writer of the fourth gos- the sorrowing but gladdened widow of Nain,

pel is a Jew , and is familiar with Jewish facts, whose dead son was lifted into life ; the woman

personages, and places in history. A delegation of with the issue of twelve years' standing ; the

Jewish " priests and Levites from Jerusalem " nameless woman who anointed Christ's feet in

asked the Baptist, “ Who art thou ? ” ( 1:19) ; the house of Simon the Pharisee ; the guiltless,

Philip saith, “ We have found him of whom but much abused Mary Magdalene, who was the

Moses in the law and the prophets did write, first to visit the sepulcher; the Mary and Martha

Jesus of Nazareth ” ( 1:45) . How is it that thou, who with Lazarus composed the first Christian

being a Jew, asketh drink of me, which am a family at Bethany ; the poor widow who cast into

woman of Samaria ? ” (4 :9, 10). “Salvation is of the treasury her two mites, which was all the liv.

the Jews” (4:22). “ Now Jacob's well was there” ing she had; the weeping “ daughters of Jerusa

(4 : 6) . “ This is that prophet which should come lem ” whom Jesus addressed so thoughtfully from

into the world ” ( 6:14). There is also evident a the cross ; the women of Galilee who brought

familiarity with the geography : “ These things with them spices to the sepulcher of our Lord ;

were done in Bethabara, beyond Jordan, where the woman in the beautiful parable of the lost

Jolin was baptizing " ( 1:28) ; “ Go wash in the piece of silver — these all attest what prominence

pool of Siloam ” [at Jerusalem ] (9 : 7). “ Philip Luke " the beloved physician " gave to woman

was from Bethsaida, the city of Andrew and hood in his gospel.

Peter " ( 1:44); " There was a marriage in Cana of Another characteristic of Luke's authorship is

Galilee ” ( 2:1 ); “ John also was baptizing in Ænon that he brings so much sunshine and clieer in his

near Salim " ( 3:23). “ Then cometh he to a city gospel . From first to last there are words of

of Samaria, which is called Sychar, near a parcel joy and gladness." To Zacharias it was said ,

of ground that Jacob gave to his son Joseph “ Thou shalt have joy and gladness ” (1:14). To

(4 :5 ). So also of the topography about the Holy the shepherds with their flocks on the lills of

City : “ Now there is at Jerusalem by the sheep . Bethlehem , it was said, “ Behold I bring you

market a pool which is called in the Hebrew good tidings of great joy which shall be to all

tongue Bethesda, having five porches" (5 : 2 ) ; and people ” ( 2:10). The seventy disciples return with

we read of " in the temple in Solomon's porch " joy, because even demons are subject to them

( 10:23) ; over the brook Kedron where was a through Christ's name (10:17). So the shepherd

garden ” (18 : 1 ) , “ the judgment-seat in a place recovers his sheep and returnswith joy ; the lost

called The Pavement,but in theHebrewGabbatha " piece of silver is found and neighbors and friends

(19:13), and " the place called the place of the are asked to join in the joy and cheer it brought

skull, which is called in the Hebrew, Golgotha to them all; the angels in heaven rejoice over one

( 19:17). sinner that repenteth (ch . 15 ). In that surprise in

6. Characteristics of the Gospels. If the presence of the risen Lord, the disciples “ be.

Matthew's gospel is the most majestic and power- lieved not for joy " and wonder (24 :4 ) ; and at

ful in citations from the Old Testament, Mark's last, when Jesus “ was parted from " his disci

is clearly the briefest and most incomplete in the ples, and was taken up into heaven, the apostles

historical sense, while Luke's is the most composite worshiped him , and returned to Jerusalem with
with reference to his various sources, and John great joy (24:51 , 52). Is it any wonder that the

the most profound and impressive for its advance skeptical Renan should declare that the third

doctrine. Matthew conducts the essential Jewish gospel is the most beautifulbook ever written,

argument in the Jewish tongue, for the Jewish when viewed from a purely literary and humani

people. He traces Christ's ancestral kings, he tarian standpoint ?

records the Sermon on the Mount ; he disregards Four characteristics mark the gospel of John.

the chronological order of events, following simi. These are ( 1 ) the inimitable simplicity of its style,

larity of matter, looking constantly to spiritual which engages the thoughtful interest of the

sequence. child quite as much as that of the man ; (2) the

Dr. Lange remarks of Mark's gospel, as a profound doctrine of the incarnation of Jesus

prominent characteristic, the alternation of rest Christ, which of course transcends human under

and labor constantly noted by that evangelist in standing, but so is one'sown life incomprehensible ;

Christ's public life. After his baptism , Jesus re- (3) the preeminent spirituality of its character,

tired to the wilderness of Judea, before engaging and this is attributable to the devout personality

in preaching in Galilee ( 1:12 ). He withdrew of its author; and (4) finally, John's gospel is to

himself with his disciples to the sea , and to " a be recognized in a supremesense as the gospel of

small ship ," before he began the work of miracles love. His sentences are brief and sententious ;

upon “ plagues " and the casting out “unclean sometimes antithetical , but oftener running in

spirits ” who cried out, " Thou art the Son of parallelisms after the style of Hebrew poetry.

God ” (3 : 7–12). His vocabulary is not large, but is sufficient.

Luke's characteristic is his completeness and " The light shineth in darkness, and the darkness

his exactness in all matters of detail. It has been comprehendeth it not . "
.. “ Á servant is not
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greater than his lord ; neither one that is sent apostle Paul] sent his writings to those who were

greater than he that sent him ." The author of at a distance, in the form of an epistle, where the

the fourth gospel and the three synoptists trav- addition of the name is necessary " (Homily 4, on

erse the territory of our Lord's life from opposite Matt. ). There was besides great critical care ex

starting points. That is, the synoptists begin ercised by Paul in this regard in order to prevent

with our Saviour's manhood, and develop pro- imposture, especially as he employed amanuenses

gressively along the lines of his Messiahship and in writing , but left his autograph deposited with

miracles until the doctrine of his divinity is to be the several churches addressed, accompanied with

clearly apprehended. On the contrary, Jolin be certain marks or signs which should indicate by

gins with his preexistence and Godliead and comparison the real authentication of any given

descends gradually through his Messiahship to the document purporting to be apostolical. This

plane of his manhood among men. The synoptists special precaution against fiction and forgery is

trace his claims as the God -Man through his ex- clearly set forth in 2 Thess. 3:17 : “ The salutation

ternal history ; but John lays claim at once to of Paul in mine own hand, which is the token in

Christ's dignity by opening up to our apprehen- every epistle ; so I write." No other writings of

sion his internal nature as the Son ofGodthrough equal antiquity can furnish such evidence of their

the incarnation . Hence the author of the fourth authenticity as these sacred writings.

gospel supplements but does not repeat the (2) Simplicity. Another evidence of credibility

thrice-told story of the first three evangelists, is internal, manifested in the absolute simplicity

filling their omissions with most interesting mat- and sincerity of purpose on the part of the evan

ter, seldom overlapping their narratives,and then gelists. These apostolic men unhesitatingly record

only to give added details, and so supplement the their own ignorance and stupidity which had sub

whole. Added years, and matured experience, jected them to repeated reproof from Christ ; their

and deep reflections with increased spirituality, carnal ambitions for place and power; their utter

and a constant faith and abounding love, gave to failure to work a miracle after they had been duly

this apostle the highest qualifications for the authorized by the Master (Matt. 17: 14-21; Mark

production of his gospel . He uses the verb to 9 : 14-29) ; how they forbade another to work mira.

believe (TLOTEvelv) about two hundred times ; cles because he did not follow the disciples (Luke

twice as often as the synoptists. This writer 9:38, 39). Further, they make it a matter of cir

especially speaks as an eyewitness : “ We be. cumstantial record against themselves that Peter

held his glory ; glory of the only begotten of the openly denied his Master ; that Judas was guilty

Father, full of grace and truth ” ( 1:14 ), and near of treachery and was bribed by a small price; that

the close of the gospel, he records his affirmation out of sheer fear, all the disciples forsook Jesus
that there were many other signs which Jesus when he was arrested in the garden. After the

did in the presence of his disciples which are not crucifixion they confess the deep despondency and

written in this book ; but these are written that despair of all the apostles ; their absolute disbelief

ye might believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of in the fact of Christ's resurrection ; their conse

God, and that believing ge might have life quent return to former secular pursuit at the sea

through his name” ( 20:30, 31). of Galilee . Without strictures on the horrid cru .

7. Credibility of the Gospels. It seems elties of the crucifixion ; without concealments or

strange that this point shouldbe discussed in exaggeration ; without explanation or extenuation ,

view of such documents. “ The credibility of the they confess their own faults and foibles. Facts

gospels would never have been denied if it were just as they occurred, have to speak for then

not for the philosophical and dogmatic skepticism selves, and the record unexplained and unjustified,

which desires to get rid of the supernatural and goes down to all future generations , to be read

miraculous at any price ” (Schaff). and known of all men. In their profound sincerity

(1) Signatures. An objection to thecredibility they evidence no reservations, and no concern re

of the gospels is based upon the fact that they specting their own, or each others' fame; they do

bear no signatures to authenticate sacred author- not even seem to inquire what will be the effect of

ship . The case is different with the epistles of all this touching the Christian cause thereafter.

the New Testament. Paul's thirteen epistles Their whole trend is to tell the story of Jesus

invariably open with a declaration of his author. which had taken full possession of their souls ;

ship as an apostle of Jesus Christ (see Rom. and the account receives an added charm from the

1: 1 ) ; and sometimes it appears again em- very simplicity and sincerity for the absolute

bodied in the text near the close of the epistle truth of the narrative .

(1 Cor. 16:21; Col. 4:18 ; 2 Thess. 8:17, comp. (3) Confirmation . The credibility as well as the

Phil. 6 :9). For this marked difference in docu- authenticity of the gospels is confirmed by an an
ments of equal nntiquity, there is required a justi- cient disbeliever, Celsus ( b. about 135-140) who

fying explanation. Fortunately we have not far was an eclectic philosopher who championed the

to go for the sufficient reason . Chrysostom (b . literary assault upon Christianity and the Chris

347) states the case fully thus : " Moses did not tians, in a work entitled A True Word (Woyos

put his nameto the first five books (of the Bible) , ' Aanons). It was published about a century after
nor did the historian who wrote after him .. the gospels. Having evidently a copy of these

nor did Matthew , or Mark, or Luke, or John, put Scriptures in liis possession, he makes adverse

their names to their writings. What is the criticisms upon about one hundred and twenty

reason for this ? [Because) they delivered their facts which are mentioned in their contents.

writings [directly] to those woho were present,when Among these particulars he refers to Jesus as

it was needless to put their name down ; [but the l having descended from the Jewish kings, that at

1
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first Joseph was suspicious of Mary's chastity, to the Study of the Scriptures ; Westcott, Introduc

that Jesus was born in a small village in Judea, tion to the Study of the New Testament ; West

that Mary was married to an unnamed carpenter, cott, Canon of the New Testament, 1881 ; Van Oos

that a strange star appeared at Christ's birth , terzee, Person of Christ, 1876 ; Schaff, Person of

that Herod slew the children of Bethlehem, that Christ, N. Y.; Gladstone, Impregnable Rock of

an angel directed Joseph and family to flee into Holy Scripture ; Prof. Given , Truth of Scripture

Egypt, that they were recalled to their home in Revelation, etc.; Savce, Higher Criticism and the

Nazareth , and that Jesus was called a Nazarene. Verdict of_the Monuments, 1894 ; Rawlinson,

Then to clinch his charges he emphasizes the fact Historical Evidences of the Truth of the Scripture

that these gospels were written by Christ's disci. Records, N. Y .; Faussett, Summary of Gospel In

ples . His words are : “ The disciples of Christ cidents, etc .; Rénan , Life of Jesus ; Chrysostom ,

wrote such statements regarding him " (Origen, Homilies on the New Testament ; Ante-Nicene
Contra Celsum , B. ii, ch . 16). As you yourselves Fathers (in English ); Conybeare, Monuments of

have recorded ” (Ib . ii , 49 ; 53). " All these state- Early Christianity ; Chadwick, Christ Bearing

ments are taken from your own books, in addition Witness to Himself, N. Y.; Lardner's Works, 10

to which we need no other witness ; for you fall vols.; Bowman, Historical Evidences of the New
by your own swords ” (Ib . ii , 74 ) . Celsus never Testament. -S. L. B.

cites an apocryphal gospel as authority, for he GOURD. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

knew that only these four had ever been acknowl GOVERNMENT OF GOD. See THEOCRACY,
edged as genuine by the Christian world, upon ISRAEL.

which they relied with an implicit and absolute

faith . At this early date this enemy of Chris
GOVERNMENT OF ISRAEL. See ISRAEL .

tianity corroborated and authenticated the authen . GOVERNOR, the representative in the Au

ticity and historicity of the four gospels. thorized Version of no less than ten Hebrew and

8. Canonicity of the Gospels. The canon five Greek words, denoting various degrees of

of the New Testament was formed and estab. authority and power. The numerous and generally

lished directly between the apostolic writers and vague original terms are also rendered by “ ruler,"

the several churches addressed. No council what. “ chief, ” “ prince, captain ,” etc. See Glossary.

ever of the church had any part in its formation.

About the middle of the 2d century certain chief of a tribe or family (Judg.6:15 ; Isa. 60:22 ;
1. Al- loof" (Heb. 9728, gentle, familiar), the

falsewritingsknown as Apocryphal Gospels first Mic. 5 :1),not equivalent to the prince of a thou

appeared, purporting to givea sketch ofthe sand " of Exod . 18:21,orthe head of a thousand ”
childhood and early life of Jesus. Theywere of Num . 1:16. It is theterm applied to the “ dukes ”

mere romances, strangely puerile writings, unhis
torical in character as a whole, yet with shreds of of Edom (Gen. 36 ; comp. Zech . 9 : 7 ; 12 : 5 , 6).

truth borrowed from the genuine history. These 2. Kho-kake (Heb. P ?.., Judg. 5 : 9 ), and Mekh

apocryphal books were put in circulation about a o-kake (Heb. P ????, Judg. 5:14) , denote a ruler in
century after the genuine gospels had been pub- his capacity of lawgiver and dispenser of justice

lished . About A. D. 363 the small Council of (Gen. 49:10 ; Prov . 8:15 ; comp. Judg. 5:14 with

Laodicæa, as the first instance of the kind , took Isa. 10 : 1 ) .

formal action in recording a list of the genuine 3. Moʻ- shel (Heb. So , having dominion ), a ruler
books of the New Testament, to preserve the just
distinction between those which had always been considered especially as having power over the

accepted and those which were known to be a poc Psa.105 :20 ; Gen.24 :2). The "governors of the
property and persons of his subjects ( Josh . 12 : 2 ;

ryphal. To prevent imposition, especially in re.
moter churches, this council'made a public declar- people,” in 2 Chron. 23:20, appear to have been

ation of the Canon just as it had been maintained the king's bodyguard (comp. 2 Kings 11:19) .

and known to be, from the time of the apostles 4. Naw -gheed ' (Heb. 77 , a commander ), de.

themselves. Now obviously this action was not notes a prominentpersonage, whatever his capacity.

original, but simply confirmatory of that which the It is applied to a king as the military and civil

church had held from the beginning as settled re- chief of his people (2 Sam . 6 : 2 ; 6:21; 1 Chron.

specting canonical books. It was, in intention 29:22 ) , to the general of an army (2 Chron . 32:21 ) ,

and in fact, a standing protest against those other and to the head of a tribe (19:11 ). It denotes an

books which were known as spurious. Having officer of high rank in the palace, the lord high

done this as a public, and formal declaration and chamberlain (28:7).

confirmation of the faith of the church respecting 5. Naw -see (Heb. O an exalted one). The

the sacred books, its work was done. The council

originated nothing, inaugurated nothing, and ex
prevailing idea in this word is that of elevation .

cept in the ratifying sense, " settled ” nothing.
It is applied to the chief of the tribe (Gen. 17:20 ;

The epistles being sent to distant churches Num . 2:3 , etc. ), to the heads of sections of a tribe

were always received with critical caution and | (Num . 3:32 ; 7 :2), and to a powerful sheik (Gen.

care. To find acceptance at all, they had tocome 23 : 6). In generalitdenotesaman of elevated rank.

under due apostolic sanctions and bear significant the Sanhedrin,whose seat ivas in the middle of
Naw -see ' was the official name of the president of

tokens from the writers thereof that they were

genuine, and not spurious (2 Thess . 3:17).
the seventy-one members.

LITERATURE. -Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History, 6. Peh-khaw' (Heb. 1979) is a word probably of

Crusé's translation , London ; Schaff, History of the Assyrian origin. It is applied in 1 Kings 10:15 to

Christian Church , vol . i ; Harman, Introduction the petty chieftains who were tributary to Sol.
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GOVERNOR GRACE AT MEALS

G

omon (2 Chron. 9:14); to the military coinmander John 2: 9), “ the governor of the feast.” Lightfoot

of the Syrians ( 1 Kings 20:24 ), the Assyrians supposes him to have been a kind of chaplain,

(2 Kings 18:24 ; 23 : 6 ) , the Chaldeans ( Jer. 61:23), who pronounced the blessings upon the wine that

and the Medes (51:38 ). Under the Persian vice was drunk during the seven days of the marriage

roys , during the Babylonian captivity , the land of feast. He appears to have been on intimateterms

the Hebrews appears to have been portioned out with the bridegroom , and to have presided at the

among “ governors ” inferior in rank to the satraps banquet in his stead. The duties of the master of

(Ezra 8:36 ), like the other provinces which were a feast are given at full length in Ecclus. 35 (32),

under the dominion of the Persian king (Neh. which were to place in order the tables and

2:7, 9). It is impossible to determine the precise couches, arrange the courses, taste the food and

limits of their authority, or the functions which wine beforehand, etc.

they had to perform. It appears from Ezra 6 :8 15. Yoo-thoo'-none (Gr. εibúvwv, one leading, a

that these governors were intrusted with the col- guide), i. e . , a helmsman (James 3 :4).i

lection of the king's taxes ; and from Neh. 5:18 ;
GOʻZAN (Heb. 1717 , go-zawn', quarry), the river

12:26, that they were supported by a contribution

levied upon the people, which was technically upon whose banks the Israelites were located when

termed "the bread of the governor ” (comp. Ezra carried away captive (2 Kings 17:6 ; 1 Chron.

4:14 ). Theywere probably assisted in discharging 5:26) ; a region of Central Asia, subject to the As

their officialduties by a council (Ezra 4 : 7 ; 6 :6 ). The syrians ( 2 Kings 19:12 ; Isa . 37:12). The towns

“ governor " beyondthe river had a judgment seat to which they were taken were Haláh and Habor.

at Jerusalem , from which probably he adminis - Gozan adjoins the Euphrates, is now called Kiz

tered justice when making a progress through his zel-ozan ; it “ rises in Kurdistan, falls into the

province (Neh. 3 : 7 ). White River, and thence into the Caspian. The

7. Paw - keed ' ( Heb. 7*72) denotes simply a per- region through which it flows is most fertile "
(Harper, Bib . and Mod. Dis.).

son appointed to any office. It is used of the officers

proposed to be appointed by Joseph (Gen. 41:34) ;
GRACE (Heb. 17, khane; once, in Ezra 9: 8 ,

of Żebul, Abimelech's lieutenant (Judg. 9:28) ;of Tano, tekh -in -nau ' ; Gr. zápis, khar ' -ece; once, in

an officer of the high priest (2 Chron. 24:11) ; and James 1:11 , cúmpétela, yoo -prep ' -i -ah ), a word of

of a priest or Levite of high rank (Neh. 11:14, 22). various meanings.

8. Shal-lecť (Heb. 2395v ), a man of authority. 1. Physical beauty (i . e. , grace of form and per.

Applied to Joseph as Pharaoh's prime minister son, Prov. 1:9 ; 3:22 ; 31:30, A.V. “ favour " ; Psa.

(Gen. 42 : 6) ; Arioch, the captain of the guard ;
45: 2 ; James 1:11 , etc. ).

to the king of Babylon (Dan.2:15) ;and to Daniel God toward "man, or of men toward each other
2. Favor, goodness, benevolence, friendship of

as third in rank under Belshazzar (5:29).

9. Sar (Heb. , to rule) , a chief, in any ca
(Gen. 6 : 8 ; 18 : 3 ; 19 : 9 ; 2 Sam . 10: 2 ; 2 Tim . 1 : 9 ).

3. God's forgiving mercy, as gratuitous and op.

pacity . The term is used equally of the general posed to merit (Rom . 11:6 ;Eph.2 : 5 ; Col. 1 :6 , etc.) .

of an army (Gen. 21:22), or the commander of a
4. The Gospel generally, as opposed to law

division ( 1 Kings 16 :9 ; 11:24 ), as of the governor ( John 1:17 ; Rom . 6:14 ; 1 Pet. 5:12, etc. ).

of Pharaoh's prison (Gen. 39:21 ), and the chief of 5. Certain gifts of God, freely bestowed ; c . g. ,

his butlers and bakers (40 :2 ) , or herdsmen (47:6). miracles, prophecy, tongues, etc. (Rom. 15:15 ;

10. Seg -an ' (Chald . 7.) is applied in the plural 1 Cor. 15:10 ; Eph. 3:8, etc.).

(Dan . 3 : 2 , 27 ; 6 : 8) to the governors of the Baby
6. Christian virtues; e . g. , charity, liberality,

lonian satrapies, in connection with other official holiness, etc. (2 Cor. 8 : 7 ; 2 Pet. 3:18 ) .

terms, who were probably the military chiefs of 7. The glory to be revealed, or eternal life

the provinces. ( 1 Pet. 1:13 ).

The Greek terms rendered in the New Testa- 8. Theological Differences. The principal conten

ment “ governor” are the following, of which the tions of theology as to the doctrine of divine grace

first two relate to public or military officers, and have related : ( 1 ) To its absolute necessity , Pela

the last two to domestic usages : gians denying the depravity of man's nature and

11. Eth -nar'-khuce (Gr. idvápxns, 2 Cor. 11:32), his consequent utter dependence upon grace ;

an officer of rank under Aretas, the Arabian king | ( 2 ) To the extent of grace and its relation to the

of Damascus. It has been conjectured that the human will, Calvinists asserting their doctrine of

ethnarch of Damascus was merely the governor of unconditional and irresistible grace for the elect ;

the resident Jews, but it does not seem probable (3) To themeans ofgrace, or methods of its opera

that an officer of such limited jurisdiction would tion , Roman Catholics and High Churchmen at

be styled “ the ethnarch of Aretas the king ; ” and, taching undue importance to the sacraments .

as the term is clearly capable of a wide range of GRACE AT MEALS, a short prayer at table,

meaning, it was most likely intended to denote one returning thanks to God for food provided and

who held the city and district of Damascus as the asking the divine blessing thereon. The propriety

king's vassal or representative. of such an act is evident from the injunction

12. Hayg -em -ohn' (Gr. vykrúv ), the procurator ( Rom. 14 : 6 ; 1 Cor. 10:31; 1 Tim . 4 :4 ), and from

of Judea under the Romans (Matt. 27:2 ; Luke 2 : 2 ) . the example of our Lord (Mark 8: 6 , 7 ; Luke

13. Oy-kon -om '-os (Gr. Oikovóuos, Gal . 4 : 2 ), a 24:30 ). Among the Jews “ grace ” was said both
steward , apparently intrusted with the manage- before and after meals, and also by women , slaves,

ment of a minor's property. and children . Regulations were made down to the

14. Ar -khee- tree '-klee -nos (Gr. ápxepikhevos, I pettiest detail, viz .: what form was to be used for
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GRACIOUS GRAVE

the fruits of the trees ; what for wine , what for left to nourish him during the period of his second

the fruits of the ground ; for bread ; for vege. existence.

tables ; for vinegar ; for unripe fallen fruit ; for “Some of the wealthy class had their tombs cut

locusts, milk, cheese, eggs; and scholars contended out of the mountain side ; but the majority pre
as to when this and that form was suitable. ferred an isolated tomb, ' mastaba ' (i . e. , formed

When such restriction was laid upon prayer by like thestone bench or platform seen in the streets

the legal formula, it could not but be chilled into of Egyptian towns in front of each shop), compris.

an external performance (Schürer, Jewish People, ing a chapel above ground, a shaft, and some sub

Div. ii, vol ii, 117 sq . ). terranean vaults. The doors face east, sometimes

GRACIOUS. See GLOSSARY.
north or south, but never west. Oneof these is

but the semblance of a door, contrived so as to
GRAFF . See GLOSSARY.

face the east ; this was for the use of the dead,

GRAFT, GRAFF (Gr. šykevtpiśw, eng-ken- and it was believed that the ghost entered or left

trid '-zo, to prick in ). Grafting is the process in it at will . The door for the use of the living,

horticulture by which a portion of a plant is made sometimes preceded by a portico, was almost

to unite with another plant, whether of the same always characterized by great simplicity. Over it

kind or of another variety or species. The plant is a smooth flagstone, bearing sometimes merely

upon which the operation is performed is called the name of the dead person, sometimes his titles

the stock ; the portion inserted or joined with it, and descent, sometimes a prayer for his welfare,

the scion or graft. The usual process was to take and an enumeration of the days during which he

shoots or buds from approved trees, and to insert is entitled to receive the worship due to ances.

thein on others, where, with proper care, they con- tors.

tinued to grow. Thus fruit was kept from degen. “ The fashion of burying in a pyramid was not

erating, for the grafts received nourishment from adopted in the environs of Memphis until toler.

the stocks , but always produced fruit of the same ably late times, and the Pharaohs of the primitive

sort as the tree from which they were taken . dynasties were interred, as their subjects were, in

The apostle Paul makes use (Rom . 11 : 17-24 ) sepulchral chambers or mastabas " (Maspero,

of a figure which has something striking. He Dawn of Civ ., p. 248, sq., 359).

compares the Jewish theocracy to a good olive 2. Chaldean. “ Wemust not expect to find

tree, theGentiles to a wild one, ofwhich a branch on the plains of the Euphrates the rock -cut tombs,

is engrafted upon the former, and which by that the mastabas or pyramids of Egypt. No moun

means acquires fruitfulness . tain chain ran on either side of the river formed

GRAIN (Heb. niny, tser -ore', packed, i. e. , ker of rock soft enough to be cut and hollowed easily

nel ; Gr. KÓK-Kos, kok '-kos, kernel), used, (Amos time sufficiently hard to prevent the tunnels once
into chambers or sepulchral halls, and at the same

9 :9 ; Matt. 13:31 , etc. ) in the singular, and not as

we do in a collective sense. See also Corn in cut from falling in ." The tomb“ was constructed

VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
of dried or burnt brick , and its form varied much

from the most ancient times. Sometimes it was a

GRANARY . See STOREHOUSE .
great vaulted chamber, and contained the remains

GRAPE. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM . of one or two bodies walled up within it.

GRASS. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
other times it consisted of an earthen jar, in

which the corpse had been inserted in a bent-up
GRASSHOPPER . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

posture, or was composed of two enormous cylin

GRATE (Heb. 1272, mak -bare ), a copper drical jars, which, when united and cemented with

network, movable by a copper ring at each cor- bitumen, formed a kind of barrel around the body.

ner, and placed below the top of the great altar Clay jars and dishes, arranged around the body,
(Exod . 27 :4 ; 36:16 ; 38 :4 , 6, 30 ; 39:39). See contained the food and drink required for the dead
ALTAR.

man's daily fare ; and even stone representations

GRAVE ( properly Heb. 27, kel -ber, asep. lastingsubstitutesfor the reality. ...Thesepul
.

of provisions, which, like those of Egypt, were

ulcher ; Gr. uvõua, mnay'-mah, or uvnuciov,mnay- chers of royalpersonages alone furnish us with

mi'on, literally , remembrance, and so tomb ; once
monuments of which we can determine the site .

of Ong, shakh'ath, Job 33:22 ; in Job 30:24 the At Babylon these were found in the ancient pal

Heb. ?, beh -ee ', is rendered improperly grave, acesin whichthe living wereno longer inclinedto

but should be prayer). Many times “ grave "is the dwell;that of Shargina, for instance, furnished a

rendering of Heb. Sison, sheh -ole', Gr. Qons, hah'- years after the death ofthe founder ” (Maspero,
burying place for kings more than two thousand

dace, in the sense generally of the abode of the Dawn of Civ ., p. 685 , sq . ).

dead. See SHEOL. 3. Hebrew . Among the Jews graves were

1. Egyptian. “ The bodies of the common sometimes mere cavities, dug out in the earth

people, usually naked and uncoffined, were thrust (Gen. 38: 8 ; 1 Sam. 31:13) ; natural caves or

under the sand, a depth of barely three feet from grottoes (Gen. 23:17) ; artificial tombs hewn out in

the surface. Those of the better class rested in the rock, providedwith galleries and chambers,

mean , rectangular chambers , hastily built of yel. preference being given to places outside cities

low bricks, and roofed with pointed vaulting. No (Luke 7:12 ; John 11:30 ). Only kings and proph.

ornaments or treasures gladdened the deceased in ets (1 Kings 2:10; 16:6 ; 1 Sam . 25:1 ; 28: 3)

his miserable resting place ; a few vessels, how . were buried in cities. The rich had , no doubt,

ever, of coarse pottery contained tho provisions family burying places (Gen. 28:20 ; Judg. 8:82 ;

At
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GRAVE CLOTHES GRECIANS

>

2

warn

2 Sam . 2:32 ; 1 Kings 13:22), while the poorer 13 , R.V.throughout) and “ Grecia ” ( A. V. of Dan ..

classes would doubtless have their public ones 8:21 ; 10:20 ; 11 : 2 ) ; in Joel 3 : 6 , 09???, q. d . , “ Ja

(Jer. 26:23 ; 2 Kings 23 :6 ; comp. Matt. 27: 7 ) ; 1 vanites" is translated “ Grecians. ” In the New

Graves hewn in the rock, or laid out in natural
caves, were closed with large flat stones (Matt. Testament both versions distinguish between

27:60; 28 : 2 ; John 11:38). Monuments were set " Ežanves. (hel'-lay-nese), “ Greeks” by birth , as op

up in very early times on or over graves (Gen. posed to ' Iovdaiol (ec-oo-dah '-yaw ), “ Jews,” whence

35:20 ; comp. Job 21:32 ; 2 Sam . 18:18), which " Ezanves is sometimes applied to Gentiles in gen

afterward took the form of magnificent mauso . eral; and 'Elanviotai (hel -lay -nis -tah'ee), “ Gre

leums with pyramids and many kinds of emblems cians,” i . e ., Greek -speaking Jews, as opposed to

1 Macc. 13:27 , sq . ) . 'Eſpaial (heb -rah '-yau ), home Jews dwelling in

Probably there were burying places attached to Palestine. The difference between the two versions

each village in ancient times, as we find in the case in Acts 11:20 and 18:17 results from a difference

of Nain, where the graveyard remains to this day. between the Greek texts which they followed

In post-exilic times it was sought to restore and In the New Testament, then , Grecians or Mel

adorn the graves of the prophets and other holy lenists were foreign Jews who spoke Greek, which

persons, and this was particularly affected by the the conquests of Alexander had made the lan

Pharisees, to testify their reverence for the proph - guage of the educated throughout the civilized

ets (comp. Matt. 23:30, sq .). world , and “ also the language of the masses in

Flat stones laid upon graves had upon them the great centers of commerce.” Some would also

the title jins (tsee -yone', waymark ), to
include under the name “ Hellenists ” proselytes

of Greek birth ,

passers-by lest they should contract uncleanliness
There are legends of early Jewish settlements

by touching the grave. For this end also the
tombs were whitewashed every year on the 15th inArabia, Ethiopia, and Abyssinia. Indeed , the

natural overflow of a vigorous people inheritingof Adar.

There are scriptural traces of the popular idea thebusiness energy of their father Jacobwould

that graves were the residence of demons (comp. have united with the varying fortunes of war to

Matt . 8:28), who were, perhaps, connected with carry numbers of Jews far beyond the limits of

soothsaying ( Acts 16:16) ; while others refer such the Jewswho were scattered abroad in these early
Palestine at a remote period. Of the influence of

allusions to the supernatural notions respecting
offering to the manes of the departed . See Tomb ages it is impossible to form an estimate . Theirs

GRAVE CLOTHES (Gr. Keipia, ki-ree '-ah, wherever the faithful Jew went he carried the
was not professedly a missionary religion ; but

winding sheet). From early times the body was knowledge of the true God, as did Naomi (Ruth

washed (Acts 9:37), then wrapped in a linen cloth 1:15 , 16 ; 2:12), or, indirectly, Naaman's maid

(Matt. 27:59), or the limbs separately wound with ( 2 Kings 5 : 3 , 11 ) ; and, as far as his influence er:

strips of linen (John 11:44). tended, he carried that combination of religion and
GRAVED. See GRAVING under Handi. lawful commerce which the great missionary ex .

plorer, Livingstone, thought so desirable .

GRAVEL (Heb. 79T, khaw -tsawts ', Prov.
But “ the Dispersion, as a distinct element in .

fluencing the entire character of the Jews, dates

20:17 ; Lam . 3:16 ; 7p??, may-aw ', thought by from the Babylonian exile.” Its limits had been

some to menn interior, belly , Isa. 48:19), small extended by the Greek conquests in Asia , by the

stones or pebbles ; comminuted rock , coarser than colonizing policy of some of the successors of
sand. Alexander the Great, and by the persecutions of

GRAVEN IMAGE ( Hleb. Bon, peh'-sel, or Antiochus, so that " at the beginning of the
bon, pes-eel', a carving), a figure made of wood Christian 'era the Dispersion was divided into

or stone (Exod . 20:4 ; Deut.27:15), to represent the Egyptian.”
three great sections — the Babylonian, the Syrian ,

Jehovah . See IMAGE WORSHIP.

“ From Babylon the Jews spread throughout
GRAVING . See HANDICRAFTS.

Persia, Media , and Parthia ; but the settlements

GRAY. See Hair, in China belong to a modern date." Nisibis, in

GREASE ( Psa. 119:70), elsewhere rendered northeast Mesopotamia, became a colonizing cen .

fat (q. v. ).
“ In Armenia the Jews arrived at the great

GREAT OWL. See Animal Kingdom .
est dignities.”

We find them throughout Asia Mino: even to

GREAVES. See Armor, 2 , ( 1). its western coast. They were numerous in Cyprus,

GRE'CIA (Heb. 1775 yaw -vawn '), usually ren- and were important enough in Delos and in Cos

dered Javan (q. v.), the Latin form (Dan. 8:21 ; to receive religious recognition from the Romans.

10:20 ; 11 : 2) of Greece ( q. v . ) .
“ The Jews of the Syrian provinces gradually

GREʻCIANS.— Identification. In the old and together with the Greek language adopted in
formed a closer connection with their new homes,

Testament, Greeks, inhabitants of Greece and the
coast lands and islands belonging to the Greek many respects Greek ideas .” Hence arose Hel

lenism .

race; in the New Testament, Hellenists, or Greek .

speaking Jews .
“ This Hellenizing tendency, however, found its

most free development at Alexandria. The Jew .
In the Old Testament Javan ( IIeb. 777 , yaw ish settlements established there by Alexander

vawn ) is translated “ Grecco " ( A. V. of Zech . 9 : |and Ptolomy I became the source of the African

CRAFTS,

>

ter,

)
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dispersion, which spread over the north coast of easily understood, but simpler, more intelligible,

Africa, and perhaps inland to Abyssinia. At Cy- and more translatable than the classic, and also

rene and Berenice(Tripoli) they formed a consid. more analytic, like modern languages. " It was

erable portion of the population.” It was Jason essentially a fusion of Eastern and Western

of Cyrene who wrote “ in five books ' a history of thought. . . . The characteristic of the Hellenic

the Jewish war of liberation , which supplied the dialect is the combination of a Hebrew spirit with

chiefmaterials for the second book of the Mac. a Greek body, of a Hebrew form with Greek

cabees.”
words. The conception belongs to one race and

“ The Jewish settlements in Rome” either re- the expression to another. Nor is it too much to

sulted from “ the occupation of Jerusalem by Pom- say that this combination was one of the most

pey, B. C. 63,” or were largely increased by that important aids for the adequate expression of its

event. Under the favor of the early emperors teaching. In the fullness of time, when the great

they increased, till in the time of Claudius they message came, a language was prepared to receive

had become formidable on account of their num- it ; and thus the very dialect of the New Testa

bers and dissensions, and were banished from the ment forms a great lesson in the true philosophy

city ” (Acts 18 :2 ; comp. Suet., Claud. , 25 , “ Ju- of history, and becomes in itself a monument of

dæos impulsore Chresto assidue tumultuantesRóma the providential government of mankind.”

ezpulit ”). But they soon flowed back and were The sentences in quotation marks are from

quite numerous (Acts 28:17, ff.) and conspicuous Smith's Bible Dictionary, where the whole subject

(Mart. , Ep ., xi, 94 ; Juv. , Sat., iii , 14). is well treated under the headings “ Grecians,”

Thus at the day of Pentecost there were at Jeru- “ Hellenists,” “ Dispersion , ” and “ Alexandria .”

salem devout Jews out of every nation under W. H.

heaven (Acts 2 :5). For, though scattered through GREECE (Heb. 777, yaw -vawn ’; Gr. ' Eazás,

so many remote lands, “ the Dispersion was still hel-las ), properly that country in Europe inhabited
bound together in itself and to its mothercountry by the Greeks (1 Macc. 1 : 1 ), but in Acts 20:2,
by religious ties. The temple was the acknowl- apparently designating only that part of it in.
edged center of Judaism , and the faithful Jew cluded in the Roman province of Macedonia (q. v. ).
ererywhere contributed the halfshekel toward its Greece is sometimes described as a country con

maintenance.” But, while the fires ofpatriotism taining the four provinces of Macedonia,Epirus,
burned unguenched and unquenchable throughout Achaia (or Hellas), and Peloponnesus, but more

the Jewish world, it was impossibletomaintain commonly only the twolatter are to be understood
pharisaic strictness and rigor in these remote as comprised in it. There seems to have been

lands. Egypt, for example, was beyond the reach little intercourse between Greece and the He

of the beacon fires which signaled the timeof brews, untiltheMacedonian conquest of the East;
appearance of the new moon, and beyond theSab- hence' the few references in the Old Testament.

bath reading of the Hebrew Scriptures. " The Greece is mentioned in Gen. 10 : 2, 4 , under the

influence of the Dispersion on the rapid promul.
name JAVAN (q . v. ) ; the Jews and Greeks are

gation of Christianity can scarcely be overrated . said to have met in the slave market (Joel

The course of the apostolic teaching followed in aregular progressthe line of Jewish settlements." 3:6); and Greece is spoken of as “ the rough

This we can see by followingthe travels of St. goat,” by Daniel (8:21).

Paul in the Acts . “ Throughout the apostolic territories which now form the kingdom of
“ At the beginning of the Christian era those

journeys the Jews were theclass to whom ‘it was Greece formed the Roman province of Achaia, with

necessary ( åvayxaiov)thatthewordof God should the proconsul residing at Corinth . As a place
be first spoken' (Acts 13:46 ) ; and they in turn of learning, however,Athens held the firstrank,

were united with the mass of the population by and study therewas held as indispensable to a

the intermediate body of the devout? (oi oeßó- Roman youth wishing to distinguish himself,

pevol), which had recognized in various degrees Her schools of grammar, rhetoric, dialectics, and

the faith of the God of Israel.' " .
philosophy, werecrowded.

The Hellenistic system was so widely diffused as

to form an excellent preparation for a world reli. Paul, who visited Philippi (Acts 16:12), then
“ Christianity was first planted in Greece by

gion. It was strong enough to give the new faith Thessalonica, Berea, Athens, and Corinth (chaps.

å goodstart, yettoo weak to restrain its growth 17, 18). Dionysius theAreopagite, who wascon.
or to smother its free spirit in a mass of Judaic verted " through theapostle's address on Mar's

details and reduce it to the position ofan advanced Hill,is said to havebecome the Bishop of Athens .”
Judaism . The steadfast adhesion of the Helle.

See GRECIANS, PAUL.
nistic system to the historic faith , with its com

parative freedom from Pharisaic narrowness, well GREEK , an inhabitant of Greece .

qualified it to be the nurse of a new religion which
GREEN. See COLOR .

was to be an expanded but not enfeebled devel. GREETING . See SALUTATIONS.

opment of the old. “ The purely outward ele- GREYHOUND . See ANIMAL KINGDOM. .

ments of the national life were laid aside with a
GRIEF. See GLOSSARY ; Sorrow .

facility of which history offers few examples,

while the inner character of the people remained
GRIEVANCE, GRIEVOUSLY. See

unchanged . ”
GLOSSARY.

The Septuagint version of the Old Testa- GRIND. See Mill.

ment had given the Hellenists a Greek language Figurative. To oppress the poor by exaction

of their own, so near to the classic Greek as to be | (Isa. 3:15 , " to grind the faces of the poor " ).

"
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The expression, “Let my wife grind unto an. 1 Kings 1:8 ), and to form a military guard (1 Sam .

other ” (Job 31:10 ) means, let her become anoth . 22:17 ; 2 Kings 10:25 ; 11:6 ; 2 Chron. 12:10 ).

er's menial ( comp. Exod. 11 :8 ; Isa. 47: 2). 3. Mish-meh'-reth (Heb. zawa) and mish

GRISLED, or GRIZZLED (Heb. 777, baw- marr! (Heb. papra), express properly the act of.

rode', spotted ), partly colored or variegated , as watching, but are occasionally transferred to the
goats (Gen. 31:10, 12), or horses (Zech. 6: 3 , 6). persons who kept watch (Neh. 4 :9, 22 ; 7: 3 ; 12 :9 ;

Job 7:12 ).
GROVE , the rendering of two Hebrew words.

1. Ash -ay -raw ' (Heb . -77, fortunate). It is
GUARDIAN ANGELS. See ANGELS.

GUD'GODAH (Heb. .7727, gud - goʻ-daw , cut
generally admitted that this word cannot mean
either a green tree or a grove, for the simple rea. ting, cleft), the fortieth station of the Israelites,

son that the words to make (1 Kings 14:10 ; 16:33 ; between Mt. Hor and Jotbath (Deut. 10: 7). The

2 Kings 17:16, etc. ), to set up (2 Kings 17:10), to nameappears to be preserved in the present wady

stand up (2 Chron.33:19), and to build (1 Kings Chudhagidh.

14:23), used to denote the erection of an Asherah, GUEST . See HOSPITALITY .

are not one of them suitable to a tree or grove. GUEST CHAMBER (Gr. karáluma, kat- al' .

On the other hand the Asherah is spoken of as be- oo-mah, to break up, i. e. , a journey), any room

ing set up under, or by the side of, the green tree. for the entertainment of guests (Mark 14:14 ; Luke

Asherab is, in all probability, a name for Ashto- 22:11) ; rendered Inn in Luke 2 :7. See HOUSE.

RETH (q. v. ), and the idol (a wooden column) was
GUILT. See Sin.

generally set up by the side of the altars of Baal.

2. Ay'-shel ( Heb. Swis, rendered “ grove, ”
GUILTY . See GLOSSARY.

Gen. 21:33) really means the tamarisk tree, which
GULF (Gr. zágua, khas'-mah, chasm ), an im.

with its long life, hard wood, and evergreen between the abode of Abraham and the lost rich
passable space, such as is representedto exist

leaves, was a type of the ever-enduring grace of

the faithful covenant-keeping God. In the re
man (Luke 16:26).

ligions of the ancient heathen world groves play a
GU NI (Heb. 1995, goo-nee', colored, dyed ).

prominent part. In the old times altars only were 1. One of the sons of Naphtali (B. C. perhaps

erected to the gods. It was thought wrong to about 2000), but not necessarily born before the

shut up the gods within walls, and hence, as migration to Egypt (Gen. 46:24 ; Num. 26:48 ;

Pliny expressly tells us, trees were the first tem . 1 Chron . 7:13). His descendants are called

ples ; and from the earliest times groves are men- Gunites (Num . 26:48).

tioned in connection with religious worship (Gen. 2. Father of Abdiel and grandfather of Ahi ,
12 : 6, 7 ; 13:18 ; Deut. 11:30 ; A. V. “ plain " ). The which last was chieftain of the Gileadite Gadites

groves were generally found connected with tem- (1 Chron. 5:15).

ples, and often had the right of affording an asy- GU'NITE (Heb. 1977, hag-goo-nee '), a gen
lum . Some have supposed that even the Jewish eral name of the descendants of GuNi ( q. v.), of

Temple had an inclosure planted with palm and the tribeof Naphtali (Num. 26:48).

cedar ( Ps. 92:12 , 13 ) and olive (Ps. 62 :8) , as the

mosque which stands on its site now has. This is GUR (Heb. 795, goor, a whelp as abiding in

more than doubtful ; but we know that a cele the lair), an ascent near ībleam , on the roadfrom

bratedoak stood by the sanctuary at Shechem Jehu overtook and slew Ahaziah theking (2 KingsJezreel to Beth-haggan, where the servants of

( Josh. 24:26 ; Judg. 9 :6).
9:27). It has not been identified.

GRUDGE. See GLOSSARY.
GURʼ-BA'AL (Heb. 52m ., goor-bak '-al,

GUARD, the rendering of three Hebrew words: sojourn of Baal),a place in Arabia captured by

1. Tab-bawkh ' (Heb. 1 ) originally signified Uzziah (2 Chron. 26 :7) ; not identified.

" cook ; ” and as butchering fell to the lot of GUTTER (Heb. 7953, tsin -noor ).

the cook in Eastern countries it gained the sec- 1. This term occurs in the proposal of David

ondary sense of " executioner," and is applied to that some one should “get up to the gutter and

the bodyguard of the kings of Egypt (Gen. 37:36) smite the Jebusites ” (2 Sam . 5 : 8 ). Different

and Babylon (2 Kings 25 :8; Jer. 39:9 ; 41:10 ; Dan . meanings of the word have been given, but it

2:14) . probably signifies “ waterfall,” or steep water

2. Rats ( Heb. 19 ) properly means a

ner,” and is the ordinary term employed for the
2. Rah ' -hat ( Heb. 27. ), drinking troughs

attendants of the Jewish kings, whose office it (Exod. 2:16), into which Jacob placed peeled rods
was to run before the chariot (2 Sam. 15 : 1 ; / when the sheep came to drink (Gen. 30:38, 40).
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HAAHASH'TARI (Heb. mung, akh-ash- |Chebar of Ezekiel (2 Kings 17 : 6). It empties into

tar -ree', the mule driver ), the last mentioned of the Euphrates. The ten tribes were carried into

the foursons of Naarah, the second wife of Ashur, the region through which it flows. Harper (Bib.

of the tribe of Judah ( 1 Chron. 4 : 6). and Mod. Dis. , p. 352) says : “Sargon, in the As.

syrian inscriptions, says : “ Samaria I looked at, IHABATAH (Heb. 77377, khab- ah - yaw ', Jeho
captured ; twenty-seven thousand two hundred

vah has hidden ), a priest whose descendants re- and eighty men (or families) who dwelt in it I car

turned from the captivity with Zerubbabel, but ried away. I appointed a governor over them , and

were degraded from the priesthood, not being able continued the tribute of the former people. He

to trace their genealogy (Ezra 2:61 ; Neh. 7:63), adds that he transported prisoners from Babylon

B. C. about 536 .
to the land of the Hittites. ' This land was Sa

HAB'AKKUK (Heb. Papam, khab-ak -kook ', maria, and the inscription agrees with the Bible
statement.

embrace), the eighth in order of the twelve minor
The captives from Samaria are taken

prophets. Nothing certain is known as to the to Halah, a town of Media ; to Habor, now called

the Khabour."
circumstances of Habakkuk's life, as we have only

apocryphal and conflicting accounts. In the head HACHALI'AH (Heb. 1775271, khak -al- yaw ',

ings to his book ( chaps . 1 : 1 , and 3: 1) Habakkuk darkness of Jehovah ; ornament of Jehovah, Fürst),

is simply described as a man who held the office the father of Nehemiah, the governor after the

of prophet. From the conclusion to the psalm in captivity (Neh. 1 : 1 ; 10 : 1 ) , B. C. before 446.

ch . 3, “ To the chief singer on my stringed instru- HACHʻILAH (Heb.om, khak-ee -law ',

ments ( v. 19), we learn that he was officially

qualifiedto take part in the liturgical singing of dark ), a hiding place of David at the time the

the temple, and therefore belonged to one of the Ziphites proposedbetraying him to Saul ( 1 Sam.

Levitical families who were charged with the 23:19 ; 26 : 1 , 3). Hachilah appears to have been

maintenance of the temple music, and,like the the long ridgenow called El Kôlah, where there

prophets Jeremiah and Ezekiel,whosprangfrom is a high hill with a ruin , called Yükîn .

priestly households, belonged to the tribe of Levi. HACHMONI (Heb. 1772TT, khak -mo-nee',

This is supported by the superscription of the skillful), a man only known as the father (or an

apocryphon of Bel and the Dragon, “ Habakkuk cestor, comp. 1 Chron . 27 :2) of Jashobeam , the

the son of Joshua of the tribe of Levi” (K. and chief ofDavid's warriors (1 Chron . 11:11 , where son

D., Com .). of Hachmoni is rendered“ Hachmonite," for which
HAB’AKKUK , BOOK OF. See Bible, the parallelpassage (2 Sam . 23:8) has “ Tachmon

BOOKS OF . ite " ), and also of Jehiel, the companion of the

HABAZINI'AH (Heb. 177837, khab -ats- B. C. considerably before 100).
princes in the royal household (1 Chron. 27:32 ) ,

Hachmon or

tsan -yar ', perhaps lamp of Jehovah ; according to Hachmoni was, no doubt, the founder of a family

Fürst, collection of Jehovah), the father of one to which these belonged. The actual father of

Jeremiah, andgrandfather of the chief Rechabite, Jashobeam was Zabdiel(27:2),and he is alsosaidto

Jaazaniah, which last the prophet Jeremiah tested have belonged to the Korhites ( 12:6); possibly the

with the offer of wine in the temple (Jer. 35 :3), Levites descended from Korah (McC .and S. , Cyc.).

B. C. about 607.
HACHMONITE . See HacHMONI.

HABERGEON , an old English word for
HADAD (Heb. 77.7, had-ad ', fierce), prob

breastplate. See Armor, II, (3).
HABITATION, the rendering of several He- of several men.

ably an official title, like Pharaoh , and the names

brew and Greek words,and used in the general altered form , Hadar.
It is found occasionally in the

sense of a place to dwell in (Psa. 69:25 ; 104 : 12 ;
1. One of the sons of Ishmael (Gen. 25:15 ,

Acts 1:20, etc.).
“ Hadar; " 1 Chron . 1:30), after B. C. 2200.

Figurative. God is called the “ habitation of
2. The son of Bedad, and king of Edom. He

his people” (Psa.71:3 ; 91:9). Justice and judge gained an important victory over the Midianites
ment are the habitations of God's throne (89:14 ), ) on the field of Moab. He was the successor of

since all his acts are founded on them ( 117:2). Husham ,andestablished his court at Avith (Gen.

Palestine, Jerusalem ,the tabernacle, and the tem 36:35 ; 1 Chron. 1:46).
ple are called the habitation of God , for them

he signally showed his presence (Psa. 132:5, 13 ; hanan. The name of his city was Pai (Pau), and
3. Another king of Edom, successor of Baal

Eph. 2:22). God is said to " inhabit the praises his wife's nameMehetabel (1 Chron.1:50 ). He is

of Israel ” (Psa. 22 :3), i. e. , Jehovah is the object called Hadar in Gen.36:39,where his death is not

of and graciously receives the praises of his peo- mentioned . This may be explained by the simple

ple. Eternity is represented as Jehovah's habita- fact that at the time when the first table was

tion ( Isa. 57:15), i. e . , the eternally dwelling One, drawn up Hadad was still alive and seated upon
whose life lasts forever and is always the same.

See House, TENT.
the throne. In all probability Hadad was the king

of Edom to whom Moses applied for permission to

HA'BOR (Heb. , khaw-bore', joining to- pass through the land (Num. 20:14 , sq. ), B. C.

gether ), a river of Mesopotamia, distinguished from about 1170 .
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men.

4. A prince of the royal house of Edom . In HADAT'TAH (Heb. non?, khad -at-laro ',

his childhood he escaped the massacre under Joab, new ), one of the extreme southern towns of Judah

and fled with some'followers into Egypt. Pharaoh (Josh. 15:25) . The Masoretic accents of the He

treated him very kindly, and gave him his sister brew connect Hadattah with Hazor preceding,

in-law in marriage. By her he had a son , Gen - making it read “ new Hazor.” It may be repre

ubath, who was brought up in the palace with the sented by the ruins of el Hudhaira, south of Jebel

sons of Pharaoh . After David's death Hadad re- Khulil.

solved to recover his dominion, but Pharaoh op

posing him , he left Egypt and returned to his own word does not occur in the EnglishBible, either
HADES (Gr. ởdns), hah '-dace, unseen ). This

country ( 1 Kings 11:14, sq.), B. C. 984. It does

not appear from the text, as it now stands, what times in the original (Matt. 11:23; 16:18 ; Luke
as a general or proper name, but is found several

was the result of this attempt, further than hewas 10:16 ; 16:23 ; Acts 2:27, 31; Rev. 1:18; 6: 8 ;
one of the troublers of Solomon's reign ( v . 14). 20:13 , 14 ; 1 Cor. 15:55, but in the last passage
Our version makesv. 25 refer to Rezon , but the the truereading is bávatos, death ).
Septuagint has, “ This is the evil which Adar did .”

The following views of Hades may be well noted :
The meaning then will be, This same kind of mis

chief( incursions in the land of Israellikethose of Roman view of Orcus, or Inferna, is that of a
1. The ancient Greek view of Hades, and the

Rezon) wrought also Hadad (Whedon, Com ., in place forall the dead in thedepth of the earth ;
loco. ).

dark, dreary, cheerless, shut up, inaccessible to

HADADEʻZER (Heb. ???, had-ad-ek'- prayers and sacrifices, ruled over by Pluto. This

zer, Adad his help ), son of Rehob, and king of the presiding god was the enemy ofalllife, heartless,

Aramite state of "Zobah . While on hisway to inexorable, and hated accordingly by gods and

establish his dominion (B. C. about 984 ) hewas

defeated in the neighborhood of the Euphrates
2. The Hebrew Sheol (q. v.) is the equivalent

( 2 Sam . 8 : 3). From ch . 10 (v. 7 , sq .) we learn that for Hades, and is likewise the subterranean abode

Joab commanded the forces of Ísrael. Hadadezer of all the dead until the judgment. It was divided

made preparations for the campaign of the follow- into two departments, paradise or Abraham's

ing year on a far larger scale . When David heard bosom for the good, and Gehenna or hell for the

that Hadadezer was gathering great armies on the bad.

Euphrates, he determined to anticipate his attack .
3. In the New Testament, as will be seen above,

Hemarched in person with his troops over Jordan the term Hades is of comparatively rare occur
to the northeast, and, at Helam, a place un.

rence ; in our Lord's own discourses it is found

known to us, a ducisive battle was fought. The only three times, and on two of the occasions by

Aramæans from both sides of the Euphrates were way of contrast to the region of life and blessing.

completely routed (2 Sam . 8 :4 ; 10:18), and the From a consideration of the various passages the

power of Hadadezer was so thoroughly broken following may be a just conclusion : It seems as

that all the small tributary princes seized the op- if in the progressof God's dispensations a separa

portunity of throwing off his yoke.
tion had come to be made between elements that

HADADRIM'MON (Heb. 7122777.7, had
originally were mingled together, so that Hades

was henceforth appropriated, both in the name

ad -rim -mone'), a place in the valley of Megiddo and in the reality, to those who were reserved in

(Zech. 12:11 ). " The lamentation on account of the darkness and misery to the great day ; and other

deuth of the good king Josiah, who lost his life in names, with other and brighter ideas, were em

battle here, was so great as to pass into a proverb ployed to designate the intermediate resting place

(2 Chron. 35 : 22–25). of the redeemed. These latter pass immediately

HA’DAR (Heb. 777, khad -ar', perhaps upon death into the presence of their Lord ( John

chamber ). 1. One of the “ sons of Ishmael” (Gen. 14 : 2, 3 ; Phil. 1:23). Such being the nature of

25:15), given in 1 Chron . 1:30 as Hadad (q. v .).
the scriptural representation on the subject, one

must condemn the fables that sprung up amid the
2. (Heb. 777, had -ar ', perhaps ornament), an Dark Ages about thelimbus, or antechamber of

Edomitish king who succeeded Baal-hanan (Gen. hell, and the purgatorial fires, in which it was sup

36:39). The nameof his city, and the name and posed even redeemed souls had to complete their
genealogy of his wife, are given. In the parallel ripening for glory ” (Imp. Dict., s . v. ).

list in 1Chron. 1 he appears as Hadad. We know
HADID (Heb. 77777, khaw -deed ', pointed ), a

from another source ( 1 Kings 11:14 , sq .) that

Hadad was one of the names of the royal family of place in Benjamin, seven hundred and twenty of

Edom. See Hadad, 3 . whose inhabitants returned from captivity (Ezra

2:33, where some copies read Harid ; Neh . 7:37 ;
HADAREʻZER (Heb. , had -ar - eh '.

11:34).

zer, Adad his help ), the form (2 Sam . 10:16, 19 ;

1 Chron. 18:3,sq.;19:16, 19) of HadadezER (q. v.) the father of Amasa,which latter was one of the
HAD'LAI (Heb. 1577, khad -lah'ee, resting ),

HAD'ASHAH (Heb. 1977, khad -aw -shaw ”, Ephraimites who opposed the captives of Judah

new ), a city in the valley of Judah ( Josh . 15:37), in the civil war between Pekah and Ahaz (2 Chron.

between the hilly region and the Philistine border. 28:12), B. C. about 735.

HADAS'SAH (Heb. 707..?, had -as-saw ', HADOʻRAM (Heb. gin , had -o -rawm ', Ha

myrtle), the earlier Jewish name of Esther (Esth. dor is exalted ).

2: 7). See EstiiER. 1. The fifth of the thirteen sons of Joktan

66
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HADRACH HAGARENES

(Gen. 10:27 ; 1 Chron . 1:21), and supposed to be her the birth of a sou and numerous descend.

progenitor of a tribe in Arabia Felix. It is im- ants.

possible to identify the tribe in question. Gesenius 3. Return . Obedient to the heavenly visitor,

and others think that the Adramitæ are meant. and having distinguished the place by the name of

2. The son of Toi ( Tou ), king of Hamath, sent Beer-lahai-roi, Hagar returned again to the tent of

by his father (with valuable presents of gold, Abraham , where in due time she had a son. Abra

silver, and brass vessels) to congratulate David ham called him, as directed by the the angel (v. 11 ),

on his victory over their common enemy, Hadad- Ishmael, “ God shallhear. " About fourteen years

ezer , king of Syria (1 Chron. 18:10), B. C. about after Isaac was born, and when he was weaned,

984. In the parallel narrative of 2 Sam . 8 , the two or three years later, Ishmael greatly offended

name is given as Joram . This, being a contrac- Sarah by mocking her son. Sarah insisted upon

tion of Jehoram , which contains the name of Je- his expulsion from the family, together with Hagar.

hovah, is peculiarly an Israelitish appellation 4. Expelled. Abraham ,though displeased, con

(Smith, s . v . ) . sented, being divinely instructed to follow Sarah's

3. Chief officer of the tribute in the time of advice. Hagar and her son were sent away. In

Rehoboam, son of Solomon. He was stoned to the desert, the strength of Ishmael gave way,

death by the people of the northern tribes when and she laid him down under one of the stunted

sent by the king to collect the usual taxes (2 Chron . shrubs of that region. She withdrew about a

10:18 ), B. C. about 934. Probably the same per- bowshot's distance, unwilling to see his dying

son as Adoniram in 1 Kings 4 : 6 ; 5:14. sufferings, and wept. The angel of the Lord ap.

HADRACH (Heb. 7777, khad -rawk”), the peared with a comforting promise of her son's

name of a country mentioned by Zechariah (9:1), increasing greatness, and directed her toa fountain,
from which she filled the bottle and gave her son

concerning which many theories exist. Some
to drink . We have no account of Hagar's subse

think it the name of an old deity ; others, that itwas a king of Damascus ; others, as Rawlinson, quent history beyond what is involved in that of

identify it with Edessa.
Ishmael, who established himself in the wilderness

Keil and Delitzsch

( Com ., in loco.) say : " The land of Hadrach must married to an Egyptian woman (Gen. 21:1-21).
of Paran, in the neighborhood of Sinai, and was

denote a land hostile to the covenant nation or

the kingdom of God, and can only be asymbolical InGal.4:24, the apostle Paul, in an allegory,

epithet descriptive of the Medo-Persian empire.” makes Hagar representthe Jewish Church, which

was in bondage to the ceremonial law, as Sarah
HÆMORRHOIDS. SeeDISEASES,“ EMERODS." represents the true Church of Christ, which was

HAFT (Heb. 52, nils -lsawb', fixed) an old free from this bondage (Bloomfield, New l'est .).

form of handle, e. g. , of a dagger (Judg. 3:22). NOTE.-WellofHagar. In her flight Hagar rested

by a prominent watering -place— " the fountain in the

HA'GAB (Heb. 57, khaw -garb', a locust ), way of Shur ” (Gen. 16:7), located between Kadesh

one of the Nethinim whose descendants returned with Moilani,or Muwaylih ,isapproved bymanycom
and Bered " (v. 14 ). The identification of this fountain

from Babylon under Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:46), B. C. mentators .

before 536. HAGARENES ', HA'GARITES (Psa. 83 : 6,

HAGʻABA (Heb. Xan, khag- aw -baw ', also 777, A. V. Hagarenes, R. V. Hagarenes, marg.

17777?, a locust, Ezra 2:45), one of the Nethinim Hagrites; 1 Chron . 5:10, 777,A.V. Hagarites,
whose descendants returned from the captivity R.V. Hagrites ; 19, 20,527, A. V. Hagarites,
with Zerubbabel (Neh. 7:48), B. C. before 536.

HAGʻABAH (Ezra 2:46), another form of the R.V.Hagrites; comp. 27:31,"77, A. V. Hagerite,

preceding. R. V. Hagrite; LXX, 'Ayapnvoi, 'Ayapaiol) , a

FA'GAR (Heb. 737, haw -gawr ', derivation nation living east of Palestine who were dispos

uncertain ), an Egyptian, servant of Abraham (Gen. sessedby Reuben, Gad, and east Manasseh, in the

21 : 9, 10), and Sarah ( 16 : 1). See SUPPLEMENT.
days of Saul. To this time 1 Chron . 5:10 refers .

1. Abraham's Wife. Sarah, continuing for Vers. 18–22seem at first sight to refer to the
80 long a time childless, determined to become days of Jotham and Jeroboam II. But we incline

a motherby proxy (not uncommon in the East) tive ofv. 10, which is interrupted by the genealto think that v. 18 is a resumption of the narra

through her handmaid, whom she gave to Abra
ham as a secondary wife (Gen. 16 ), B. C. after ogy of Gad (vers, 11 , 17), the more because Pekah,

2250. This honor was too great for the weak in whose reign the first captivity took place

and ill-regulated mind of Hagar ; and no sooner
(2 Kings 15:29), was contemporary with Jotham

did she find herself likely to become the mother (2 Kings 15:32) , so that little time would be left

over her less favored mistress. Sarah, deeply force sent against them (i Chron. 6:18), andtheir

of her master's heir than she openly triumphed for the occupation by Israel ( 1 Chron. 5:21 ).
The power of the Hagarenes is shown by the

wounded, complained to Abraham, who gaveher wealth in Hocks and herds by the spoil (v. 21).

power to act as she thought best toward Hagar.
2. Flight. As soon as Sarah made her feel Their subsequent hostility appears from Psa.83:6,

her power, Hagar fled, doubtless intending to where they are mentioned next to Moab. In

return to Egypt by a road used from time imme. 1 Chron.27:31 Jaziz, the Hagrite, keeps the flocks

morial, that ran from Hebron past Beersheba “ by of David, very likely in his ancestral regions.

the way of Shur. ” There the angel of the Lord Mibhar, “ the son of Haggeri” ( "7732 ), may

found her by a well , and directed her to re- equally well mean “ son of a Hagrite." We need

turn to her mistress and submit to her, promising find no discrepancy between this and 2 Sam . 23:38 .
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)

race.

“ Bani the Gadite,” since the two accounts are HAGʻGITH (Heb. 0917, khag-gheeth ', festive),

connected with different periods of David's life, a wife of David, known only as the mother of

about thirty years apart, and it is not likely that Adonijah (2 Sam . 3 :4 ; 1 Kings 1 : 5, 11 ; 2:13 ;

the persons about him were exactly the same. 1 Chron. 3 : 2). She was probably married to David

It is generally supposed that the Hagarenes after his accession to the throne, B. C. 1000.

were the descendants of Hagar. This is favored HAGIOGRAPHA (Gr. 'Ayzóypaða, Hag- ee
by the fact that of the three names, Jetur, og'-ra-phah, holy writings), a name sometimes

Nephish, and Nodab, which are mentioned in applied to the third division of the Scriptures,

1 Chron.5:19, apparently as names ofHagrite tribes called by the Jews “ The Writings,” and consist

or chiefs, two, Jetur and Nephish, appear in ingof the Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Daniel, Ezra,

Gen :2:6, 15 as names of sons of Ishmael. In Psa. Nehemiah, Ruth, Esther, Chronicles, Canticles,

83: 6 Ishmaelites are distinguished from Hagar- Lamentations, and Ecclesiastes. This division

enes ; but it may be as a general and special term ,
was so manifestly arbitrary that it was never ac

as the Parisians might be distinguished from the cepted as a proper one by the Church.

French in one passage, and in another all might
HA'I, another form (Gen. 12:8 ; 13:3) of A1

be called French , or, as among the seven nations
( q. v.) .

of Canaan , one was called especially Canaanites .

Smith ( Bib. Dict.) thinks the name and location
HAIL . 1. (Gr. xaipɛ, khah'-ee-reh,be cheerful,

of the Hagarenes may be represented by Hejer ,rejoice.) A salutation conveying a wish for the
the Agræ of Ptol., v, 19, 2, and Strabo, xvi, 767. welfare of the person addressed (Luke 1:28); con
Gesenius ( 12th ed . ) thinks that the 'Aypaiol of tinued among our Saxon forefathers in “ Joy to

Strabo were probably another section of the same you,” and “ Health to you.”

McClintock and Strong set their limits from 2. Congealed rain (Heb. 777, baw-rawd'; Gr.

the junction of the Tigris and Euphrates to the záłaša, khal'-ad -zah ), with which God defeated

isthmus of Suez. We only know them by the an army of Canaanites (Josh . 10:11, “ the Lord
land taken from them east of Gilead ; but as a cast down great stones from heaven upon them

pastoral tribe they no doubt traversed at different unto Azekah,and they died "). This phenomenon,
times a good deal of territory. Jetur is thought which resembled the terrible hail in Egypt (Exod.
to be represented by Iturea .—W. H. 9:24 ), was manifestly a miraculous occurrence

HA’GERITE (Heb. ), ha -hag-ree), a produced by the omnipotent powerof God, forthe
designation of Jaziz ( q. v . ), who was overseer of bailstones did not injure the Israelites who were

David's flocks ( 1 Chron . 27:31 ). See HagarITE .
pursuing the enemy. That hail, though uncom

HAGʻGAI (Heb. 9:17, khag-gah'ee, festive ), the mon, was not absolutely unknown in Egypt, we
learn from the testimony of travelers fromancient

tenth in order of the twelve minor prophets, and times to the present. În Palestine, “ hail is com

the first of the three who, after thereturn of the mon , and is often mingled with rain and with

Jews from the Babylonian exile, prophesied in thunder storms (comp. Psa. 18:12, 13, etc. ) , which

Palestine . Of the place and year of his birth, happen at intervals through the winter, and are

and his descent, nothing is known. He commenced frequent in the spring ” (Smith, Hist. Geog., p. 64 ).

to prophesy in the second year of Darius Hystaspes As a hailstorm is generally accompanied by

Hag. 1:1). Together with Zechariah, he urged lightning, we find in Scripture hail and fire (i. e. ,

the renewal of the building of the temple, which lightning) mentioned together (Exod. 9:23 ; Psa.

had been suspended after the reign of Cyrus, and 78:48 ; 105:32, etc.).

obtained the permission and assistance of the king Figurative. Hail is the symbol of divine

(Ezra 5: 1 ; 6:14 ). Animated by the high courage vengeance upon kingdoms and nations, as the

of these devoted men, the people prosecuted the enemies of God and his people ( Isa. 28:2, 17 ; 32:

work with vigor, and the temple was completed 19 ; Hag. 2:17).

and dedicated in the sixth year of Darius, B. C. 520.
HAILSTONE (Heb. 777 , eh '- ben baw

HAGʻGAI, BOOK OF. See BIBLE, Booksof rawd ), a stone of hail (Josh. 10:11). See above.

HAGʻGERI (Heb.my, hag-ree',a Hagerite ). HAIR (properly Heb . ,say-awr'; Gr. Opis,

“Mibhar, son of Haggeri,” was one of the mighty threeks). The customs of ancient nations regard

menofDavid's guard, according to the catalogue ing the hairvaried considerably.

of 1 Chron. 11:38 . The parallel passage (2 Sam .
1. Of the Head. ( 1) The Egyptians. AC

23:36) has “ Bani the Gadite.”
cording to Herodotus, the Egyptians “ only left

HAGʻGI (Heb. O , khag-ghee ', festive), the the hair of their head and beard grow in mourn.

second of the seven sons of the patriarch Gad ing, being at all other times shaved .” This agrees

(Gen. 46:16), and progenitor of the family of perfectly with the authority of the sculptures and

Haggites (Num. 26:15). of Scripture, where Joseph is said to have “ shaved

HAGGI'AH (Heb. :77777, khag-ghee -yaw ', fes- himself,” when sent for from prison by Pharaoh

tival of Jehovah ), a Levite of the family of (Gen. 41:14). Love of cleanlinessseems to have
Merari, apparently theson of Shimea and the been the motive for this custom , and the priests

father of Asaiah,which last seems to have been carried this so far that they shaved the whole

body every three days. Even the heads of young
contemporary with David ( 1 Chron. 6:30).

children were shaved, certain locks being left at
HAGʻGITES (Heb. n.7, ha- khag-gee'), the the front, sides , and back. Women always wore

family title of thedescendants of Haggi (q. V.), the their own hair, and they were not shaved even in

son of Gad (Num. 26:16). mourning, or after death . Wigs were also worn ,

>
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wore

though rather by women than by men (Wilkinson, The enemies of the Egyptians, including probably

Anc.Egypt., pp. 32, 639). many of the nations of Canaan, Syria, and Ar

(2) Assyrian. In the Assyrian sculptures the menia, etc., are represented nearly always bearded.

hair always appears in the Ninevite monuments is a series of battle

long, combed close- views from the capture of Lachish, by Sennach.

ly down upon the erib, in which the captives have beards very

head, and shedding like some of those in the Egyptian monuments.

itself in a mass of There is, however, an appearance of convention
curls upon the alism both in Egyptian and Assyrian treatment of

shoulders. Herod- the hair and beard on monuments, which prevents

otus testifies that our accepting it as characteristic.

the Babylonians (2) Hebrew regulations, etc. Among the He

their hair brews the beard was considered as an ornament,

long. The very and was not shaven, but only trimmed (2 Sam. 19:

long hair, however, 25). The dressing, trimming, anointing, etc., of

that appears in the the beard was performed with much ceremony by

figures on themon persons of wealth and rank (Psa. 133 : 2 ) . The re.

uments is supposed moval of the beard was a part of the ceremonial

Egyptian. to have been part- treatment proper to a leper (Lev. 14 :9). Size and

ly false, a sort of fullness of beard are said to be regarded, at the

headdress to add to the effect of the natural hair. present day, as a mark of respectability and trust

(3) Greeks. The Greeks of the oldest times worthiness. The beard is the object of an oath ,

regarded long hair in man as an ornament, and and that on which blessings or shame are spoken

only cut it as a sign of mourning. At Athens, of as resting. The custom was and is to shave or

down to the Persian wars, the hair wasworn long, pluck it and the hair out in mourning (Isa. 15: 2;

and fastened up into a knot by a needle in the form 50: 6 ; Jer. 41 : 5 ; 48:37 ; Ezra 9:3 ; Bar. 6:31); to

of a grasshopper. A free Athenian citizen did neglect it in seasons of permanent affliction (2 Sam.

not wear his hair very short, or he would have 19:24 ), and to regard any insult to it as the last

been mistaken for a slave, who would be obliged outrage which enmity can inflict ( 2 Sam . 10:4 ).
to do so. The Greek women, to judge from ex- The beard was an object of salutation (2 Sam . 20 :

isting monuments, followed an extraordinary vari- 9), and it was a custom to swear by it (Matt. 5:36).

ety of fashions, but all of them sought to cover The law forbade the deforming of the head by

the forehead as much as possible . Hairpins (made cutting away the hair round it, and of the beard

of ivory , bronze, silver, and gold ), fillets, and nets by cutting the corners (Lev. 19:27). This is un

were used in dressing the hair. Both Greek and derstood to mean that the hair was not to be cut

Roman ladies tried by artificial means to give in a circle from one temple to another, as among

their dark hair a fair or ruddy complexion. the Arabs ; nor that portion of the face where the

( 4 ) Hebrews. The Hebrews bestowed special beard and hair met be shaved. By some these

care on the hair and beard ( see below) ; regarding regulations are thought to have reference to the

thick , abundant hair as an ornament, while the fact that among some nations these customs are

bald head was exposed even to insults (2 Kings part of idolatrous worship.

2:23). Long flowing hairwas wornonly by youths Figurative. Hair was a symbol of that which
in more ancient times ( 2 Sam. 14:26 ; Cant. 5:11 ), was of the least value in man's person ( 1 Sam. 14 :

and by Nazarites during the term of their vow 48 ; 2 Sam. 14:11 ; 1 Kings 1:52 ; Matt. 10:30 ;

(Num. 6: 5). Women always wore their hair long Luke 12:7 ; 21:18); of great number (Psa. 40:12;

(Cant. 4 : 1 ; Luke 7:38 ; John 11:2; 1 Cor. 11:15), 69:4); a minute distance (Judg. 20:16 ). White or
and put up in plaits (2 Kings 9:30) ; so the Nazar

grayhair is the symbol of honor or authority, and

ite (Judg. 16:13, 19). Fashionable ladies were in is thus entitled to respect (Lev. 19:32 ; Prov. 16 :

the habit of curling artificial locks (Isa. 3:24 ). The 31; Dan. 7:9 ; Rev. 1:14 ); sometimes of approach

fashionable braided hair, in which the Jewesses of ing decay, asof Israel (Hos. 7:9). To cover the

a later time probably imitated the style of Roman beard ( A. V. “upper lip " ), i . e . , to cover the face
ladies, is censured by the apostlesas unsuitable up to the nose, is a sign of mourning (Lev. 13 :
for Christians ( 1 Tim. 2: 9 ; 1 Pet. 3 : 3). Even men 46 ), of trouble and shame (Ezek. 24:17 ; Mic. 3 :7),

beganat that time to curl their hair,a practice and is reallyequivalent to covering the head ( Jer.
which was generally condemned (Josephus,Ant., 14:4 ; Esth. 6:12).

xiv, 9, 4), the usual custom for men being to cut

the hair from time to time with a razor (Ezek .
HAK'KATAN, or rather KA’TAN (Heb.

44:20),but withoutshaving it bare. Female hair. 797., kaw -tawn ', little, or junior ), a descendant

dressers, who are first mentioned in the Rabbin . (or native) of Azgad, and father of Johanan,

ical writers, may have existed in more ancient which last returned with one hundred and ten

times , for barbers are mentioned in Ezek. 5 : 1 . male retainers from Babylon with Ezra (Ezra 8:12),

2. TheBeard . (1 ) Customs. Western Asiatics B. C. before 487.

have always cherished the beard as the badge of
HAK'KOZ (1 Chron. 24:10). See Koz.

the dignity of manhood, and attached to it the

iinportance of a feature, e. g. , the eye or nose. HAKU PHA ( Heb. XP1pn, khak -00 -faw ',

The Egyptians, on the contrary, sedulously, for crooked ; Fürst, incitement), one of the Nethinim

the most part, shaved the hair of the face and who returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezra

head, and compelled their slaves to do the like. I 2:81 ; Neh. 7:83), B. C. about 588.

7
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HAʼLAH (Heb. 1937, khal-akh “), the district in ginning and close of many of the Psalms (see Psa.
Media into which the captive Israelites were taken 106, 111 , 113 , 117, 135) . In the great hymn of

by the Assyrian kings (2 Kings 17 : 6 ; 18:11 ) ; triumph in heaven over the destruction of Baby.

1 Chron . 5:26 ), and situated on the banks of the lon the large multitude in chorus, like the voice of

Khabour. mighty thunderings, burst forth, Allelujah , for

HAʼLAK (Heb. p ?n, khaw -lawk ”, bare), the the Lord Godomnipotent reigneth,” in response
to the voice from the throne saying, “Praise our

Smooth or Bald Mountain, mentioned in the de- God, all ye his servants ” (Rev. 19:1-6 ).
scription of Joshua's conquests in Canaan (Josh .

HALLOʻHESH , or rather LOʻCHESH (Heb.11:17 ; 12 : 7 ) . Doubtless this ridge is referred to
inisi, hal-lo khashe', enchanter ), the father ofin Num . 34 : 3 , 4 ; Josh . 15 : 2 , 3 , under the name

Ascent of Akrabbim . Trumbull (Kadesh - Barnea, Shallum , which latter assisted Nehemiah in repair .

p . 96) identifies Halak with the present Madara, ing the walls of Jerusalem (Neb. 3:12), where the

the bare northern wall of Wady Fegreh, with its name is Anglicized “ Halohesh .” He was one of

smooth rock passes, Es-Sufâh and Es-Sufey . the popular chiefs who covenanted with Nehemiah

Others think it to be the north edge of the Azazi . ( Neh. 10:24), B. C. 445.

meh mountain, inclosing the wilderness of Zin. HALLOW , HALLOWED (Heb. 27, kaw

HALE . See GLOSSARY. dash ', to set apart, consecrate ; Gr, dyráśw, hag -ee

HAL’HUL (Heb. Borisn, khal-khool', full ad'-zo, to make sacred) . Spoken of a person who
of hollows), a town in the highlands of Judah, in consecrates bimself to God (Isa . 65:5 ); of Christ

which tradition says Gad, the seer of David, was
undergoing death to consecrate himself to God

buried ( Josh . 15:58); preserved in the ruins of (John 17:19 ; comp. 10:36 ; Gal. 1:15 ); ofthings,

Halhûl, an hour and a half north of Hebron.
e. g. , the altar, the temple (Exod. 29:36 ; Lev. 8 :

HAʼLI (Heb. 957?, khal-ee', jewel),one of the keepingit holy (Exod. 20:8,etc.). In general,

15 ; Num . 7 :1 ; 1 Kings 8:64) ; the Sabbath in

towns assigned to Asher (Josh . 19:25), not definitely Christians are the hallowed (Acts 20:32 ; 26:18,

located . A. V. “sanctified " ), as those who, freed from im

HALL. See House, purity, have been brought near to God through

HALLEL (Heb . 55. hal-lale ', Gr. iuvos, their faith and sanctity. See SANCTIFICATION.

hoom '-nos, praise), the name of a particular part HALO‘HESH (Neh. 3:12). See HALLOHESH .

of the hymnal service chanted at certain festivals .
HALT. See Glossary ; DISEASES.

This service received the designation “ hallel ” be

cause it consists of Psalms 113–118, which are
HAM (Heb. DTT, khawm , hol), the youngest of

psalms of praise and begin with Hallelujah . It the three sons of Noah (Gen. 5:32). Like his

is also called the “ Egyptian Hallel,” because it brothers he was married at the time of the Deluge,
was chanted in the temple while the Passover and with his wife was saved from destruction in

lambs, first enjoined in Egypt, were slain . This the ark ( 7:13 ). After the Deluge he provoked the

Hallel was also chanted after the morning sacri- wrath of his father by an act of indecency toward

fice on the Feast of Pentecost, the eight days of him and reaped the patriarch's curse (9:21 , sq .).

the Feast of Tabernacles, and the eight days of A list of his descendants is given in chap. 10 :6–18,
the Feast of Dedication. It was chanted too in I as follows :

HAM .

1

I. CUSH. II . MIZRAIM . III . PHUT. IV . CANAAN.

1. Seba ; 2. Havilah ; 3. Sabtah ;

4. Rasmuh ; 6. Sabtecha ; 6. Nimrod .

1. Ludim ; 2. Anamim ; 3. Lehabiun ;

1. Naphtuhiin ; 5. Pathrusinı ;

6. Casluhiin ; Caphtorir ,

1. Sidon ; 2. Heth ;

3. Jebusite ; 4. Amorite ;

5. Girgasite ; 6. Hivite ;

7. Arkite ; 8. Sinite ;

9. Arvadite ; 10. Zema

rite ; 11. Hamathite.
Sheba ; Dedan. Philistim ,

»

private families on the first evening of Passover. Cush, Mizraim , and Phut were the progenitors

The Great Hallel was so called because of the of the tribes that peopled Africa, and Canaan be

reiterated response after every verse, “ For thy came the father of those that principally occu

mercy endurethi forever ” (Psa. 136 ). It was re - pied Phoenicia and Palestine. “ Glasser has iden .

cited on the first evening of the Passover, at the tified the Kham (Ham ) oî the biblical list of races

supper, by those wishing to have a fifth cup, i . e . , with the ' Amu ' (viz., worshipers of ‘ Am ' ) of the

one above the enjoined number. The hymn sung Egyptian inscriptions ” ( Recent Research. in Bib .

hy Jesus and his disciples after the Last Supper Land, p. 141). The name of Ham alone , of the

(Matt. 26:30) is supposed to have been part of three sons of Noah , if our identification be correct,

this Hallel . is known to have been given to a country (Psa. 78 :

HALLELUJAH (Heb. 1935., hal-leh -100 '. | 51; 105:28 ; 106:22).
NOTE. -Gen . 9:24 : “ His younger son .' It is question

yah, praise ye Jah, i . e. , Jehovah ; Gr. árankovia, able whether the adjective literally , " lit.

al-lay -loo '-ee -al ), evidently a common form of tle " ) is to be taken as comparative, in the sense of " the

the youngest .adoration and thanksgiving in Jewish worship, as younger;" or as superlative,meaning
Keil and Delitzsch (Com ., in loco .) prefer the former,

appears from its frequent employment at the be. I and take the order in which the threenames stand asad

younger
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“ HAM , THEY OF ” HAMMON

Indication of their relative ages. Others 'accept the HAM'MATH (Heb. 07977, kham -malk ',warm
superlative and consider Ham to be the youngest son

(McC. and S. , Cyc .). Gen. 9:25 : “ Cursed be Capaan ! ” springs), one of the fortified cities in the territory

** To understand the words of Noah with reference to allotted to Naphtali ( Josh . 19:35) . It is not pos.
bis sons we must bear in laind, on the one hand, that as sible from this list to determine its position, but

the moral nature of the patriarch was transmitted by
generation to his descendants, so the diversitiesof char. the notices of the Talmudists leave no doubt that

acter in the sons of Noah foreshadowed diversities in it was near Tiberias, one mile distant - in fact,

themoral inclinations of the tribes of which they were that it had its naine, Chammatlı, " hot baths," be
tbe beads ; and, on the other hand , that Noah , through
the spirit and power of that God with whom he walked, cause it contained those of Tiberias. Josephus

discerned in the moral nature of his sous, and the dif- mentions it under the name of Emmaus as a vil.

ferent tendencies which they already displayed , the lage not far from Tiberias. The Hummám , at
germinal commencement of the future course of their
posterity, and uttered words of blessing and of curse, present threc in number, still send up their hot

Thich were prophetic of the history of the tribes that and sulphureous water at a spot rather more than a

descended from them " (K. and D., Com .). mile south of the modern town. In the list of Le

“HAM, THEY OF” ( 1 Chron . 4:40) (Heb. vitical cities given out of Naphtali ( Joshi. 21:32) the

-71?, min -harm ). The Simeonites, wishing to moth -dor,and in 1 Chron. 6:76 it is further altered
name of this place seems to be given as Ham

extend their territory, “ went to the entrance of to Hammon.
GEDOR (q . v . ), and there found these Hamites

who “ dweit there of old ." They may have been
HAMMED'ATHA (Heb. 877 , hum -med

Egyptian Cushites, or even Canianités (1 Chron. aw -thaw '), father of the infamous Haman, and

1:8). This only is certain , that they were a peace- commonly designated as “ the Agagite ” (Esth. 3:
ful shepherd people, dwelling in tents , and there. 1, 10 ; 8 : 5 ; 9:24 ), though also without the title

fore nomads. ( 9:10).

HA'MAN (Heb. 777, haw -mawn', foreign deri HAM MELECH ( Heb. 27, ham -mel '-lek,

vation ), the son of Hammedatha the Agagite, the king), father of Jerahmeel, which latter was

prime minister of Ahasuerus, the Persian king Jeremiah and Baruch ( Jer. 36:26), B. C. beforeone of those commanded by Jehoiakim to arrest

( Esth . 3 : 1 ), B. C. after 486. As Agag was a title

of the kings of the Amalekites, it is supposed 605. It is uncertain whether this wasthe same

that Haman was descended from the royal family with Hammelech, the father of Malchiah, into

of that nation. He, or his father, probably found whose dungeon Jeremiah wasafterward cast (Jer.

their way to Persia as captives or hostages. His 38:6), B. C. bebefore 589. Others, lowever, re

intrigues against Mordecai and the Jews, the dis- gard the word in both cases as an appellative,

covery of his plot, and his own execution, are referring in the first passage to Jehoiakim and

graphically delineated in the Book of Esther. Pri- in the latter to Zedekiah . Compare HAMMOLE

deaux ( Connexion, anno 453),computes the sum

which he offered to pay into the royal treasury at HAMMER is the rendering of several Hebrew

inore than two million sterling pounds (ten million words :

dollars). 1. Pat-teesh ' (Heb . 1999), used by the gold.
HA'MATH (Heb. 07977, kham -awth', fortress), beater (Isa. 41 : 7 ) and the quarryman (Jer. 23:29).

a very ancient city, and capital of the upper Syria, 2. Mak -kaw -bavi' (Heb . 2729), probably a tool

in the valley of the Orontes, and most important for hollowing, as the pointed hammer of the stone

town , as Shalmanezer claims to have captured
eighty-nine towns belonging to it (Sayce). Origin- cutter and smith ( 1 Kings 6: 7 ; Isa. 44:12 ), and,

ally a Canaanite colony (Gen. 10:18). In the time generally, any workman's hammer ( Judg." 4:21,

ofHezekiah it was taken by the Assyrians (2 Kings where the form is mak -keh'-beth, n =212 ; Jer. 10: 4 ).

18:34) and was annexed to the Assyrian empire, 3. Hal-mooth ' (Heb . 0192277, only in Judg. 5:26),

B. C. 720. It was located in a fertile and well probably a heavy wooden mallet used for driving

watered valley at the foot of Lebanon . Its mod in the tent pins.

ern name is “ Hamah," and it is here that those

4. Kay-laf" (Heb. 122, Psa. 74 :6 ), a heavy
inscribed stones , called “ Hamath " stones, were

first noticed by Burckhardt in 1810, afterward
hammer, a maul .

rediscovered by Sir Richard Burton and Tyrwhitt Figurative. The hammer is used symboli.

Drake, and of which squeezes were shown in cally for the word of God (Jer. 23:29), and for

London in 1872 which are now known to be “ Hit- Babylon as a destructive agency ( Jer. 50:23).

tite ."
HAMMOL'EKETH (Heb. 252., ham -mo

HAM'ATHITE (Heb. 1777277, kham -aw -thee '), leh'-keth , the queen ), a woman introduced in the

the inhabitants (Gen. 10:18 ; 1 Chron. 1:16), or genealogies of Manasseh as daughter of Machir

rather founders of Hamath (q . v.). The Hama- and sister of Gilead ( 1 Chron. 7:17, 18 ), and as

thites were a Hamitic race, closely akin to the Hit- having among her three children Abiezer, from

tites, on whom they bordered and with whom they whose family sprang the great judge Gideon. The

were generally in alliance. Jewish tradition is that “ she used to reign over a

HAʼMATH -ZO'BAH ( Heb. .pix 02207, portion of the land that helonged to Gilend," and

kham -ath ' tso -baw ', fortress of Zobah ,2 Chron . 8:3 ), served. See HAMMELECH .
that for that reason her lineage has been pre

supposed to be the same as HAMATH ( q. v . ) . Some

think it different, and distinguished therefrom by
HAMMON (Heb. 777er?, kham-mone', warm ).

the suffix “ Zobah ." 1. A towu in the territory of Asher ( Josh.

KETH .

.

-
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HAMMOTH -DOR HANANI

>

ren.

>

19:28), apparently midway between Naphtali and HA'NAN (Heb. 7:7, khaw -nawn ', merciful).

Sidon. Present site not certain .
1. One of the sons (or descendants) of Shashak ,

2. A Levitical city of Naphtali assigned to the one of the chief men of Benjamin, residing at

Gershonites ( 1 Chron. 6:76 ), and answering to the Jerusalem (1 Chron . 8:23), B. č. before 1050.

similar names of HAMMATH and HAMMOTH-DOR
2. The last named of the six sons of Azel the

(q. v.).
Benjamite ( 1 Chron . 8:38 ; 9:44).

HAMMOTH -DOR (Heb. x1 nisht, kham 3. Son of Maachah, and one of David's mighty

moth ' dore, hot springs of Dor), a city of Naphtali men (1 Chron . 11:43), B. C. 1000.

( Josh . 21:32 ); probably the same with HAMMATH 4. One of the Nethinim whose posterity were

(q. v.).
among those that returned from the captivity with

HAM'ONAH (Heb. -721227, ham -o -naw ', mul. Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:46; Neh. 7:49), B. C. 536 .

titude), the figurative name of the place in the 5. One of the Levites who assisted Ezra in ex

valley in which the burial of Gog and his forces pounding the law to the people (Neh. 8 :7), B. C.

are prophetically announced to take place (Ezek. 445. He also sealed the covenant made by Nehe

39:16 ). miah (10:10 ). He is probably the same as the one

HAMON -GOG (Heb. sia 77227, ham - one' mentioned inchap: 13:13, as the son of Zaccur,
gohg, multitude of Gog), the name given by the who, on account of his integrity, was appointed to

prophet Ezekiel (39:11) to the valley in which the distribute the Levitical revenues among his breth

slaughtered army of Gog are described as being

buried. See GOG. 6. A chief of the people who subscribed the

HAMOR (Heb. 91217, kham-ore', a he-ass), The same nameoccursinver . 26.
covenant drawn up by Nehemiah (Neh. 10:22).

a Hivite, from whom (or his sons) Jacob pur
7. The son of Igdaliah, and an officer about the

chased the plot of ground in which Joseph was Lord's house. Into the chamber of his sons Jere

afterward buried (Gen. 33:19 ; Josh . 24:32 ; Acts miah brought the Rechabites in order to test their

7:16, in which last passage the name is Anglicized temperance ( Jer. 35 :4), B. C. about 607.

Emmor ), and whose son, Shechem , seduced Dinah
HANANEEL, TOWER OF (Heb. 3827,

(Gen. 34: 2). As the latter appears to have found.

ed the city of Shechem, Hamor is also named as khan -an -ale', God has favored ), a tower which

the representative of its inhabitants ( Judg. 9:28), formed part of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh . 3 :1 ;

in the timeof Abimelech . Neither his character 12:39). From these two passages, particularly

and influence (indicated by his title “ prince " ), from the former,it might almost be inferred that

nor his judicious behavior in the case of his son, Hananeel was but another name for the Tower of

saved him from the indiscriminate massacre by Meah ; at any rate they were close together, and

Dinah's brothers, stood between the sheep gate and the fish gate .

HAMU'EL (Heb. 5892217, kham -moo-ale", heat, The remaining passage in which it isnamed
This tower is further mentioned in Jer. 31:38.

or anger of God ), the son of Mishma and (appar- (Zech . 14:10) also connects this tower with the

ently ) father of Zacchur, of the tribe of Simeon corner gate,” which lay on the other side of the
(1 Chron. 4:26).

sheep-gate (Smith, Bib. Dict., s. v . ).

HAʼMUL (Heb. 392377, khaw -mool" pitied, HANA NI(Heb. ;?, khan -aw -nee', gracious).

spared ), the second of the two sons of Pharez, 1. One of the sons of Heman, appointed by lot,
son of Judah ( 1 Chron. 2:5). He could not have in the time of David, for the service of song in the

been born, however, before the migration of Jacob sanctuary. Hananihad charge of the eighteenth

into Egypt (as appears to bestated in Gen. 46 : division (1 Chron. 25:4, 25), B. C. after 1000.

12), since Pharezwas not at that time grown up
2. A prophet who rebuked Asa, king of Judah,

( 38:29 ).
for seeking help from the king of Syria against

HÁⓇMULITES (Heb. 1572377, khaw -moo -lee ), Baasha, king of Israel. Inpunishment for his

the descendants (Num . 26:21) of Hamul. defection from the true God, Hanani threatened

HAMU'TAL (Heb. Banan, kham -oo -tal', him with wars during the remainder of his reign .

kinsman of thedero),daughter of Jeremiah of Lib- him in prison (2 Chron. 16:7-10), B. C. 879. This
Enraged at the prophet's boldness, the king put

nah,wife of King“Josiahand mother of King Hanani is probablythe same with the father of

Jehoahaz (2 Kings 23:31; 24:18 ; Jer. 62: 1 ), B. C. the prophet Jehu,who denounced Baasha(1 Kings
639.

HANAM’EEL (Heb. Sepan, khan-am -ale", 20:34).
16 : 1, 7) and King Jehoshaphat (2 Chron. 19 : 2 ;

perhaps God has given ), the son of Shallum and 3. One of the sons ( or descendants) of Immer,

cousin of Jeremiah, to whom , while Jerusalem who had taken a strange wife during the captiv

was besieged, he sold a field in Anathoth (Jer. ity (Ezra 10:20).

32 : 6-12), B. C. about 590. The prohibition to 4. One of the “ brethren " of Nehemiah, who,

sell Levitical estates applied merely to their alien with others, went from Jerusalem to Shusban,

ating them from the tribe. “ The transaction was sent probably by Ezra, and brought information

intended to evince the certainty of restoration concerning the condition of the returned Jews.

from the impending exile by showing that pos. Their information probably led to the mission of

sessions, which could be established by docu. Nehemiah (Neh .1: 2). Hanani returned to Judea,

ments, would be of future value to the possessor " and, together with one Hananiah, was placed in

(vers. 13–16 ). charge of the gates of Jerusalem, to see that they
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HANANIAH HAND

>

“ The

T

were opened and shut at the proper hours, morn . Lord: Behold, I will cast thee from off the face of

ing and evening ( 7 : 2), B. C. 445. the earth : this year thou shalt die, because thou

5. A priest, one of themusicians who officiated bast taught rebellion against the Lord. So Hana

in the ceremonial of purifying the walis of Jeru- niah the prophet died the sameyear in the seventh

salem when they had been rebuilt (Neh . 12:36), month " (Jer. 28 : 1-17), B. C. about 593.

B. C. 445 . history of Hananiah is of great interest, as throw.

HANANI'AH (Heb. , khan -an - yaw ', ing much light upon the Jewish politics of that
Jehovah has favored ).

eventful time, divided as parties were into the

1. One oft
he sons of Zerubbabel,who was of partisans of Babylonon one hand, and Egypt on

the family of David (1 Chron. 3:19). His sons are
the other. It also exbibits the machinery of false

given as Pelatiah and Jesaiah (ver. 21).
prophecies, by which the irreligious party sought

2. One of the sons of Shishak, and a chief of to promote their own policy in a very distinct

the tribe of Benjamin ( 1 Chron. 8:24).
form” (McC. and S. , Cyc.).

12. The father of Zedekiah, who was one of the
3. A son of Heman, appointed by David to take

charge of the sixteenth division of Levitical mu.
princes to whom Michaiah reported Barnch's

reading of Jeremiah's prophecies (Jer. 36:12),
sicians ( 1 Chron. 25 :4, 23), B. C. about 1000.

B. C. about 604.

4. “ One of the king's captains ” in the armyof
13. The grandfather of Irijah, the captain of

Uzziah, king of Judah (2 Chron . 26:11), B. C. the guard at the gate of Benjamin, who arrested
after 783.

5. AnIsraelite, of the family of Bebai,whore- he intended todesert to the Chaldeans (Jer. 37:
the prophet Jeremiah upon the supposition that

nouncedhis Gentile wife after the captivity (Ezra 13),B.C.697.

10:28), B. C. 456.

6. " The son of one of the apothecaries” (or three Hebrew children,by which latter name he is
14. The original name of Shadrach, one of the

makers of the sacred ointments and incense, better known (Dan. 1 :6, 7, 11 , 19 ; 2:17).

Exod. 30: 22-38), who repaired part of the wall of

Jerusalem (Neh. 3 : 8), B. C. 445. Possibly the
HAND (Heb. 7 , yawd, the open palm ; 92,

same with No. 5. kaph, the hollow of the hand ; Gr. xeip, khíre).

7. The son of Shelemiah, and one of the priests Figurative. Being the member of the body

who repaired the wall of Jerusalem opposite their which is chiefly employed in active service,thehand

houses, “ from above the horse gate ” (Neh . 3:30), is used in Scripture with a great variety of applica

B. C. 445.
tions founded upon and suggested by this natural

8. The " ruler of the lace, " and the person employment, thus : (1 ) Hands are the symbols of

who was associated with Nehemiah's brother, human action ; pure hands represent pure actions,

Hanani, in charge of the gates of Jerusalem . He unjust hands injustice ; while "hands full of

is described as a faithful man , " and one that blood ” denote actions stained with cruelty, etc.

" feared God above many ” (Neh. 7 : 2 ), B. C. 445. | (Psa. 90:17 ; Job 9:30 ; 1 Tim. 2 : 8 ; Isa. 1:15).

His office seems to have been one of authority and (2) Washingthe hands was a symbol of innocence

trust, and perhaps the same as that of Eliakim , (Deut. 21:6, 7 ; Psa. 26 :6 ; Matt. 27:24 ). (3) The

over the house " in the reign of Heze- hand, in general, was the symbol of power and
kiah.

strength, especially the right hand (Exod. 15: 6; Psa.
9. The name of one of the “ chief of the peo- 17:7). Holding by the right hand ” was expressive

ple ” who sealed the covenant made by Nehemiah of support (Psa. 73:23 ; Isa. 41:13); standing at

and the people to serve the Lord (Neh. 10:23), 11 : right hand indicated protection (Psa.16 :8 ; 109:
B. C. 445.

31 110: 5) ; to lean upon the hand of another was
10. A priest, apparently son of Jeremiah, after a mark of familiarity, as well as of superiority

the captivity (Neh. 12:12) ; probably the same (2 Kings 6:18 ; 7:17) ; to give the hand, as to a

with one of those who celebrated the completion master, was a sign of submission (2 Chron. 30 : 8 ,

of the walls of Jerusalem (ver. 41), B. C. 44 ". margin ), and to kiss the hand denoted homage,

11. Son of Azur, a prophet of Gibeon, who | ( 1 Kings 19:18 ; Job 31:27) ; pouring water on

uttered false prophecies in the fourth year f another's hands signified to serve him (2 Kings

Zedekiah, king of Judah. He publicly wrophesied 3:11) , to " seal up the hand ” is to prevent one

in the temple that within two years Jaconiah and from working, e . g ., by reason of the cold (Job

his fellow -captives, with the vessels of the Lord's : 7 :7) ; to withdraw the hand is to withhold sup

house, which Nebuchadnezzar had taken away to port (Psa . 74:11) , while to cut it off was to prac

Babylon, should be brought back to Jerusalem . tice extreme self-denial (Matt. 6:30 ). The open

He sought to uphold his prophecy by taking off hand is figurative of liberality (Deut. 15 :8 ; Psa.

from the neck of Jeremiah the yoke which he 104 :28 ), theclosed hand of illiberality (Deut. 15:7).

wore by divine command ( Jer. 27: 2 ), in token of The right hand was used to indicate the South,

the subjection of Judea and the neighboring and the left the North (Job 23 : 9 ; 1 Sam . 23:19;

countries to the Babylonian empire . Jeremiah 2 Sam. 24 : 5). The right hand was the place of

was bidden to go and tell Hananiah that for the honor (1 Kings 2:19) and power (Mark 14:62). “ I

wooden yokes which he had broken he should will turn myhand upon thee ” (Isa. 1:26) signifies

make yokes of iron, “ that they may serve Nebu. a movement of the hand, hitherto at rest, either

chadnezzar .” Jeremiah also added this rebuke for the purpose of inflicting punishment upon the

and denunciation : “Hear, now , Hananiah : The person named (Amos 1:8 ; Jer. 6: 9 ; Ezek. 38:12 ;

Lord hath not sent thee; but thou makest this Psa. 81:14 ), or, though this is seldom the case,

people to trust in a lie. Therefore, thus saith the for the purpose of saving one (Zech. 13: 7).

who was

ܝ
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HANDBREADTH HANDICRAFTS

(

Customs. Men lifted up their hands in prayer ashamed of their manual labor. It was a rabbin

( Job 11:13 ; 1 Tim . 2 : 8 ), also in taking an oath ical principle, that “Whoever does not teach his

(Gen. 14:22, etc. ) ; smote the hands together over son a trade, is as if he brought him up to be a

the head as a gesture of extreme grief (2 Sam . robber.”

13:19 ; Jer. 2:37); the accuser stood at the right II. Corporations. In Egypt each class of
hand of the accused in a trial ( Psa. 109 :6 ; Zech. workmen recognized one or more chiefs—the

3 : 1 ) ; the right hand of the priest was touched masons their master-mason, etc.—who looked

with blood of the consecration ram (Exod . 29:20 ; after their interests and represented them before

Lev. 8:23 , 24 ). The Jews washed their hands be the local authorities . It is said that among the

fore eating (Matt. 15 : 2 ; Mark 7: 3 ) , or after touch. Greeks even the robbers were united in a corpo

ing an unclean person (Lev. 15:11 ); servants were ration like others, and maintained an accredited

directed by movements of the hand of master or superior as their representative with the police, to

mistress (Psa. 123 : 2 ) ; the hand was kissed in discuss the somewhat delicate questions which

idolatrous worship (Job 31:27 ); treaties were their trade gave occasion to. Most of the work

made and sureties entered into by joining hands men who formed a state corporation lodged, or at

( 2 Kings 10:15 ; Job 17 : 3 ; Prov. 6: 1 ; 17:18) ; the least all of them had their stalls in the same

hand was placed under the thigh of a person to quarter or street, under the direction of their

whom an oath was made (Gen. 24 : 2, 3 ; 47:29 , chief. In Chaldea “ every workman taught his

31) ; joy was shown by clapping the hands own trade to his children, and these in turn would

(2 Kings 11:12 ; Psa. 47:1 ) ; while smiting them instruct theirs ; families which had an hereditary

together expressed extreme anger (Num . 24:10 ; profession, or from generation to generation had

Ezek. 21:14 , 17) . gathered bands of workmen about them, formed

HANDBREADTH . See METROLOGY, I. themselves into various guilds, or, to use the cus

tomary term, into tribes governed by chiefs and

HANDICRAFTS. following specific customs. The organization was

The word handicraft is not found in Scripture, like that of Egypt, butmore fully developed . ”
and yet it is very appropriate , inasmuch as most (Maspero, Dawn of Civ. , p. 310, 753).

of themechanical work of olden times was per- each other, hadno exclusive guilds; the principle
The Palestinian workmen, though they kept by

formed by hand.
of

I. Early Notices. Examples of handicraft them . Bazaars and streets were named after
free trade, " so to speak, prevailing among

as applied to the ordinary needs of life occur in
them . In Alexandria there were excellent Jew.

the mythical ages of Greece, Hephaestus repre. ish workmen, arranged in guilds in their great

senting the gods in this kind of industry. The
synagogues. The guild of coppersmiths there was

only artisans mentioned in Homeric poems are

builders, carpenters, potters, and workers in leath - its Rabbin or chief, with a synagogue and burial
represented by one in Jerusalem , organized under

er, and metal. The first craftsman we read of in
place of its own.

Scripture, Tubal-Cain (Gen. 4:22 ) was a worker in
Below is presented further information re

metals, indicating that metal-working was one of specting the several handicrafts mentioned in
the earliest crafts among the Hebrews. This cir

Scripture .
cumstance becomes so much the more significant

APOTHECARY (Exod. 30:25, 35 ; 37:29 ;

asthe general Hebrew term for an artisan, 77, Eccles. 10 :1), rendered " confectionaries ” ( 1 Sam .

haw -dawsk ', primitively denotes a worker in metals, 8:13). See PERFUMER, below ; article Perfume.
or at least in some hard material. The Hebrews,

ARMORER. In 1 Sam. 8:12 , it is recorded

when they left Egypt, had among them skilled that Samuel told the Israelites that if they chose

workmen in gold, silver, brass, wood, leather, as is a king he would take their sons and set them to
evident from the building of the tabernacle. make his instruments of war ; i. e . , to be engaged

But, when these artists died, the development of in thearts of warfare rather than in thoseof

the mechanical arts seemed to have come to a
peace. As to the work of the armorer , it can be

standstill (Judg. 5 :8 ; 1 Sam . 13:19). Even in the better understood by consulting article ARMOR.

time of Solomon theHebrews needed the teaching

of the Phænicians (2 Sam . 5:11 ; 1 Kings 5: 1 , sq. ;
BAKER (Heb. 7ox, aw -faw ', to cook), makers

7:13, sg .).
of bread and pastry, a department then more

Manual labor was generally held in low esteem varied than that of cook (Gen. 40:1, sq.; 41:10 ;

by the Greeks, in later times many free citizens Hos. 7:4 , 6). In Jer. 37:21 it is stated that bread

declining to engage in it at all . ' The Romans was brought daily “ out of the baker's street,” a

also seem to have thought that there was some- baker's bazaar, wbich would indicate that bakers

thing objectionable in mechanical labor, and informed a guild by themselves .

many wealthy homes this was mostly done by slaves . BRICKMAKER . “ Brickmaking, a

To pursue a trade was, at least in later times, not manual occupation , with nothing to stimulate the

considered degrading among the Jews. Indeed, clever workman to improvement, was only fol

at this time all the rabbinical authorities were lowed by the meanest of the community, who had

working at some trade, and it became the fashion not even the satisfaction of working for them

to affect hard labor: the great Hillel being a selves ; for bricks were a government monopoly,

woodcutter ; his rival Shammai a carpenter ; and and the pay for a tale of them was a small re

among the celebrated rabbis of after times we muneration for this laborious drudgery in mud .

find shoemakers, tailors, carpenters, sandal mak . The employment of numerous captives,who worked

ers, smiths, potters , builders, etc. Nor were they las slaves, would in any case have enabled the

a

mere
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Carpenter HANDICRAFTS Goldsmith

government to sell the bricks at a lower price than FULLER (Heb. 027, kaw -bus', to wash ; Gr.

those persons who had recourse solely to free yvapevs,gnaf-yuce',a clothes dresser). The art of

labor." See article BRICK.
the fuller is of great antiquity , and seems to have,

CALKER (Heb. P.7, beh ’-dek, a gap), a re
at a very early period, reached a comparative de

pairer of leaks in a vessel (Ezek. 27: 9, 27), where gree of perfection. Many persons, both men and

Tyre is represented as a ship.
women , were engaged in cleaning cloths and stuffs

of various kinds, and the occupations of the fuller
CARPENTER . See Wood, WORKERS IN, form some of the subjects of Egyptian sculptures.

below . It is probable that they were only a subdivision of

CARVER , the rendering of six Hebrew words, the dyers. The trade of the fullers, so far as it is

meaning to engrave, sculpture, and carve. Carv. mentioned in Scripture, appears to have consisted

ing was carried on to a great extent by the Egyp- chiefly in cleansing garments and whitening them

(Mark 9 :3). The process of fulling and cleansing

cloth , so far as it may be gathered from the prac.

tice of other nations, consisted in treading or

stamping on the garments with the feet or with

bats in tubs of water, in which some alkaline sub

stance answering the purpose of soap had been

dissolved. “ In early times, before and even after

the invention of soap, potash, niter, and several

earths were employed for cleaning cloths, as well

as various herbs, many of which are still in use

among the Arabs” (Wilkinson , Anc. Egypt., ii ,

p. 166 ). The “ fuller's field ” (2 Kings 18:17 ;

Isa. 7 : 3 ; 36:2 ) was near Jerusalem , and its men

tion would seem to indicate that it was a well

Egyptian Brickmakers.
known resort of this craft. See Fuller's FIELD,

SOAP.

tians both upon buildings and furniture. The arts
GARDENER . See GARDEN, AGRICULTURE.

of carving and engraving were much in demand in

the building of the tabernacle and the temple show that theEgyptians were acquainted with the
GLASS WORKER . Discoveries in Egypt

(Exod . 31:5 ; 35:33 ; 1 Kings 6:18, 35 ; Psa. 74:6); use of glassas early as B. C. 1600. Glass

aswell as in the ornamentationof the priestly blowing, the blowpipe,and furnace are clearly in,

dresses. Carving of timber is mentioned (Exod.

31 : 5), and a minute description of the process of
dicated by the monuments. A glass bead found

at Thebes bears the name of a Pharaoh who lived

idol making is given in Isa. 44:13, sq.
about B. C. 1450 ; glass bottles are met with on

CONFECTIONER. See PERFUMER, below ; the monuments of the fourth dynasty, dating back

article PERFUME.
more than four thousand years ago. * Pliny as

DYER. This word does not occur in Scrip- scribes the discovery of glass to some Phænician

ture, but we have mention of skin dyed, and of sailors accidentally lighting a fire on the seashore;

various colored curtains in the tabernacle (Exod. but if an effect of chance, the secret is more

25 :4 , 6 ; 26:14, etc.),and of Lydia , as a seller of pur- likely to have been arrived at in Egypt, where

ple ( Acts 16:14). The dyeing of purple was ac- | natron (subcarbonate of soda) abounded, than by

the seaside." There is little doubt that the

honor of the discovery belongs to the Egyp

tians. Glass was not only known to the

ancients, but used by them far more exten

sively than in modern times . The Egyptians

knew the art of cutting, grinding, and engrav.

ing it, and they could even inlay ' t with gold

or enamel, and “ permeate opaqu glass with

designs of various colors. ” Besides this they

could color it with such brilliancy as to be

able to initate precious stones in a manner

which often defied detection . The principal

use to which glass was applied by the Egyp
Egyptian Fullers .

tians , besides beads and fancy work, was for

the manufacture of bottles , vases, and other

tively carried on , especially in Thyatira, and an utensils. Egyptian porcelain should , perhaps, be

inscription found there particularly mentions the called glass porcelain, as partaking of the quality

guild of dyers of that place. of the two. The Assyrians were also acquainted

EMBALMING , a distinct craft. See article with the art. Glass was not applied in ancient

EMBALM.
times to windows.

EMBROIDERER . See articles EMBROIDER ; GOLDSMITH (Heb. qnix, tso -rafe', Neh . 3 : 8,
NEEDLEWORK .

32 ; Isa . 40:19 ; 41 : 7 ; 46 : 6 ), a melter of gold (" re

FOUNDER (Judg. 17 :4 ; Jer. 6:29 ; 10: 9, 14 ; finer,” Mal . 3 : 2, 3 ). From the remotest ages gold

01:17). See METAL, WORKERS IN, below. has been used for jewelry and articles of luxury,

>
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Thus we read of a “ ring " and a “gold chain of precious stones and metals, such as the breast

being given to Joseph by Pharaoh (Gen. 41:42), plate of the high priest (Exod. 28 :9–11 , 21 ), and

and the borrowing of jewels of silver, and jewels the plate on his miter (vers. 36,37). . The mystic
of gold ” from the Egyptians by the Israelites engraving of Zechariah (3 :9) is likewise described

(Exod. 11: 2 ). The sculptures of Thebes and Beni in the same terms .

Hlassan show , by their numerous representations 6. Mik -lah'-ath (Heb. ryp, a sculpture) is
of gold and silver vases, inlaid work, and jewelry, rendered

carved figures ” (1 Kings 6:29), and
in common use, the great advancement the Egyp- “ gravings ” (7:31).Two other words are used to
tians had made in the art of goldsmithing.

signify a “graving tool ” or “ pen ” (Isa. 8 : 1 ; Jer.

" At Beni Hassan the process of washing the ore ,
17: 1).

smelting, or fusing the metal with the help of the

blowpipe, and fashioning it for ornamentalpur- the subtle work of the fine arts, and with this well
Figurative. The prevalent idea of No. 2 is

poses, weighing it, and taking an account of the
quantity so made up, andother occupations of the agrees the use of the word in Prov. 6:18, “ the

heart that deviseth wicked imaginations ” (comp.
goldsmith, are represented ; but, as might be sup- 1 Sam . 23 :9 ; literally, to forge). In the passage,

posed, these subjects merely suffice, as they were
“ Behold , I have graven thee upon the palms of

intended, to give a general indication of the gold
smith's trade, without attempting to describe the my hands” (Isa.49:16), there is an allusion to the

ancient custom of puncturing ornamental figures
means employed ” (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt ., ii , and mementoes upon the hand, arm , and fore

138, sg .) .
head, and coloring the punctures with indigo,

When gold first began to be used, idols, orna .

ments, or other objects were madeofthemetal in being as close to God as he is to himself, and
This gives us the figure of Zioncypress, etc.

its pure state , but later an alloy was addedto facing him amid all the emotions of his divine life .
harden it, and at the same time increase the bulk

of the valuable material. Gold leaves were used LEATHER, WORKERS IN (Heb. mis,

at an early period , even in the time of the first ore ; Gr. Sepuátivos, der-mat'-ee -nos, Matt. 3 : 4 ) .

Osir-tasen; andwe find theark overlaid with pure of their knowledge of themakingof leather from
The probability is that the Israelites obtained much

gold , while gold thread was used for embroidery

(Exod. 28 : 6, 15 ). The casting of the metal is no
the Egyptians. “ Part of the process of curing

ticed on the same occasion. See JEWELRY.
skins is introduced in the sculptures, and that of

dyeing them is mentioned in the Bible (Exod . 25 : 5).
GRAVING, ENGRAVING. 1. Khaw -tsab ' In one instance a man is represented dipping the

(Heb. S* , to cut, hew ), although once translated hide into a vase, probably containing water, in
graven ” ( Job 19:24 ), is generally used to indi- which it was suffered to soak , preparatory to the

cate the rougher work of hewing (q . v. ) stone. lime being applied to remove the hair, a process

2. Khaw - rash ' (Heb. 27, to scratch ), used to very similar to that adoptedat the present day in

the East. The tanning and preparation of leather
describe “ engraving ” (Jer. 17:1 ) . It occurs fre was also a branch of art in which the Egyptians

quently as a noun, and is rendered in the A. V. evinced considerable skill ; the leather cutters

engraver,” " craftsman," " smith,” “ artificer , ” | constituted one of the principal subdivisions of

It indicates artistic work with fine instru- the fourth class, and a district of the city was ex .

ments, yet it can hardly be understood in the clusively appropriated to them in the Libyan part

specific sense of our art. Sometimes it appears to of Thebes . of leather they made thongs, shoes,

mean mason ( 1 Chron. 14 : 1 ), carpenter ( 14 : 1 ) , and sandals, the coverings and seats of chairs or

with iron that of smith.
sofos, bow cases, and most of the ornamental fur.

3. Khaw -kak' (Heb . PP17, to hack ), a branch of niture of the chariot ; harps were also adorned

art more nearly coinciding to our idea ofengraving. with colored leather, and shields and numerous

The word is used of engraving a plan or map other things were covered with skin prepared in

upon a clay brick ( Ezek. 4 : 1, “ portrayed ” ), of in various ways” (Wilkinson , Anc. Egypt., ii, p. 92,

scribing upon a tablet of stone or metal (Job sq.). Reference is made (2 Kings 1 :8 ; Matt. 3 : 4 )

19:24), while in Ezek . 23:14 it seems to indicate to girdles of leather .

painting. MASON. See article House ; Stone, WORKERS

4. Peh-sel'(Heb. Son, graven image) refers to IN, below.

the operation of the carver or sculptor. For
METAL, WORKERS IN . - 1. Egyptian.

curious details of the fabrication of idols, see
“ Iron and copper mines are found in the Egyp.

Isaiah (30:22 ; 40:19 ; 41 : 7 ; 44 : 12-15) . From tian desert, which were worked in old times ; and

Jeremiah ( 10 :3-9) itwould seem that the wrought the monuments of Thebes,and even the tombs
and prepared metal for covering the idol was im- about Memphis, dating more than four thousand

ported and put on by Jewish artisans.
years ago, represent butchers sharpening their

knives on a round bar of metal attached to their

5. Paw -thakk ' (Heb. Ning, to open ) would ap- apron , which from its blue color can only be steel.

pear to describe figures in relief, rather than stat. The skill of the Egyptians in compounding metals

ues , such as the cherubic figures on the temple is abundantly proved by the vases, mirrors, arms,

walls (2 Chron. 3 : 7 ) . In 1 Kings 6:29, sq ., we and implements of bronze discovered at Thebes and

learn that engraved (A. V. “ carved " ) work of in other parts of Egypt ; and the numerous meth

cherubs, palms, and open flowers stood out in re . ods they adopted for varying the composition of

lief from the walls . The chief application , how- bronze, by à judicious mixture of alloys, are

ever, of the word is to the cutting and engraving shown in the many qualities of the metal. They

>
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had even the secret of giving to bronze ( or brass) and most ancient of all manufactures. Potters

blades a certain degree of elasticity, as in the were a very numerous class in Egypt, “ and all the

dagger of the Berlin Museum, which probably processes of mixing the clay, and of burning, bak

depended on the mode of hammering the metal, ing, and polishing the vases are represented in the

and the just proportions of peculiar alloys. . tombs of Thebes and Beni Hassan.” It is abun

Theart of soldering metals had long been prac- dantlyevident, both thatthe Hebrews used earthen

ticed in Egypt before the time of Glaucus. ware vessels in the wilderness, and that the pot

In coarser work, or those parts which were out of ters' trade was afterward carried on in Palestine.

sight, the Egyptians soldered with lead ” (Wilkin. They had themselves been concerned in the pot

son, Anc. Egyptians, ii, 159, sq. ). ters ' trade in Egypt (Psa. 81 : 6 ) , and the wall

2. Chaldean. • The Chaldeans made metal paintings minutely illustrate the Egyptian process .

implements of copper at an early age, afterward The clay, when dug,was trodden by men's feet so

of bronze, and, lastly, of iron . Among the metal as to form a paste (Isa . 41:25 ; Wisd. 15: 7) ; then
founders and smiths all kinds of examples of these placed by the pot

were to be found — axes of an elegant and grace- ter on the wheel

ful design, hammers and knives, as well as culi. beside which ne

nary and domestic utensils, cups, caldrons , dishes, sat, and shaped by

mountings of doors and coffers, statuettesof men , him with hishands.
bulls, monsters, and gods ; ornaments, rings, ear- How early the

rings, bracelets, and ankle rings ; and, lastly, wheel came into
weapons of all descriptions - arrow and lance use in Palestine

heads, swords, daggers, and rounded helmets with we know not, but

neck piece or visor ” (Maspero, Dawn of Civ ., p . it seems likely that

755 , sq . ). it adopted

3. Israelites. For the working of metals , from Egypt ( Isa.

three different trades were early developed : that 45:9 ; Jer. 18: 3 ).

of the smith in iron (Isa. 44:12; 2 Chron . 24:12), It is impossible to

including the locksmith (2 Kings 24:16 ); the cop- fix the period of

persmith (1 Kings 7:14), and the gold and silver the invention of

smith (Judg. 17:4, A. V. “ founder '). We read the potter's wheel,

of axes and other iron instruments (Num. 35:16 ; but the

Deut. 19 : 5 ; 27:5 ), while vessels and cooking uten. ments prove that Egyptian Potters.

sils were of brass (or copper). The working (ham- it was known pre

mering) of iron was probably known to the vious to the arrival of Joseph. Many articles

patriarchs. In later times arms and other things, were shaped by the hands of the workman, with

formerly made ofcopper, such as chains, bolts, and out the aid of the wheel. The vessel was then

armor, were madeof iron (comp. Judg. 16:21 with smoothed and coated with a glaze, and finally burnt

Job 20:24 ; Psa. 107: 16, 149:8 ; Isa. 45 :2 ). Copper in a furnace . There was at Jerusalem a royal

working was not older than of iron, both originat- establishment of potters ( 1 Chron . 4:23) from

ing with Tubal Cain (Gen. 4:22), only copper ore, whose employment, and from the fragments cast

being found more frequently solid in large masses, away in the process, the Potter's Field perhaps re

and more easy to work than iron ore, was more ceived its name ( Isa. 30:14 ).

widely spread in earlier ages than iron. Copper Figurative. There are several allusions to

was used for all sorts of vessels, weapons, and both the potter and his fabrics : The breaking of

armor, mirrors (Exod. 38 : 8), and statues (Dan. pottery is used, from its fragile nature, to illus

5:4, 23). trate the ease with which God punishes the wicked

Casting was certainly known and practiced (Psa. 2 : 9 ; Isa. 30:14 ; Jer. 19:11 ) ; from its cheap

among the Hebrews (Judg. 17 :4 ; 1 Kings 7:46 ; ness, the depreciation of good men (Lam . 4 : 2 ).

2 Chron. 4:17). In the last two passages we are The thorough acquaintance of the potter with both

told that the workmen employed by Solomon cast the clay and the vessel that he made therefrom is
the metal vessels, etc. , of the temple in the clay used to illustrate God's knowledge of men . The

soil of Jordan . power of the potter in molding the clay is used to

Gold was in extensive use from the earliest illustrate the absolute power of God in molding

times, both as a commercial medium and orna- the destinies of men (Rom . 9:21 ). To place one's

ment. See JEWELRY. self as clay in the hands of God, as the potter, is

PERFUMER. The perfumes used in the a striking figure of complete trust and surrender

religious services, and in later times in the funeral ( Isa. 64:8 ). The phrase " throw to the potter ”

rites of monarchs, imply knowledge and practice (Zech. 11:13) is apparently a proverbial expression

in the art of the “apothecaries ” (i. e.,perfumers), for contemptuoustreatment, although we have no

who appear to have formed a guild or associa means of tracing its origin satisfactorily.

tion (Exod. 30:25, 35 ; Neh. 3:8 ; 2 Chron. 16:14 ; the words read, they can only be understood as

Eccles. 7 : 1 ; 10 : 1 ; Ecclus. 38 : 8). See OINTMENT, signifying that the potter was in the house of

PERFUME.
Jehovah when the money was thrown to him ; that

PLASTERER . See articles HOUSE ; PLASTER.
he had either some work to do there, or that he

had come there to bring some earthenware for
POTTER (Heb. 13;, yaw -tsar', to mold ; Gr. the temple kitchens ” (see 14:20 ) (K. and D. , Com .,

Kepaueus, ker -am -yooce'). The art of making ves- in loco ).
sels of earthenware is one of the most common REFINER . See METALS, WORKERS IN.

" As
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Rope HANDICRAFTS Wood, Workers in

ROPE (Heb.San, kheh '-bel, twisted ; n5, ab- that the Egyptians were well acquainted with

oth' ,twined; Gr.o xolviov, skhoy-need-on ,grasswithe) . mechanical powers and the mode of applying a
Ropes, strings, and various kinds of twine were locomotive force with the most wonderful suc

made by the ancients of flax and other materials. cess . ... The hieroglyphics on obelisks and other

“ For large ropes of ordinary quality, and for com- granite monuments are sculptured with a minute
mon purposes, the fibers of the date tree were ness and finish which is surprising, even if they

employed by the Egyptians as at the present day, had used steel as highly tempered as our own
and many specimens of these durable materials (Wilkinson, Anc. Egyptians, ii, 156 , 308, sq . ).

have been found in the excavations of Upper and 2. Hebrews. Stone work among the Hebrews

Lower Egypt. In a tomb at Thebes, of the time consisted of the hewing and smoothing of stones

of Thothmes III, is represented the process of and marble for great buildings. They were also

twisting thongs of leather, which is probably the skillful in cutting and engraving precious stones
same as that adopted in ropemaking ” (Wilkin- for ornaments (Exod. 35:33) . From the fact that

son , Ancient Egyptians, ii , p. 93). David secured masons from Hiram (2 Sam . 5:11 ;

The Scripture references to rope are but few : 11 Chron. 14 :1) we infer that the Hebrews were

The binding of Samson with them by Delilah not as skillful as the Tyrians.

( Judg. 16:17, 12) ; in Ahithopel's counsel to drag As will be seen from the above, the ancients

down with ropes the supposed place of David's employed substantially the same appliances as are

retreat (2 Sam. 17:13) ; the servants of the de- used in working stone to-day, and the great

feated Syrian king, Ben -hadad, coming to Ahab pyramids, temples, aqueducts, etc., of the East

with ropes round their necks ( 1 Kings 20:31 , 32), testify to their skill .

as a sign of absolute surrender ; and in the account TAILOR . See article DRESS.

of Paul's shipwreck (Acts 27:32). TANNER . See LEATHER , WORKERS IN, above.
Figurative. Isaiah directs a woe against

those guilty of impiety thus : “ Woe unto them TOOLS. Metal workers used the anvil, ham

that draw iniquity with cords of vanity, and sin as mer (Isa . 41:7), tongs, chisel , or graving tool (Exod.

it were with a cart rope ” (5:18). « There is a 32 :4), bellows ( Jer. 6:29), melting pot (Prov. 17 : 3 ) ,

bitter sarcasm involved in the bold figure em- and for large castings the furnace (Ezek . 22:18 ).

ployed. They were proud of their unbelief, but WEAVER . The weaving of the common ,

this unbelief was like a halter with which, like coarser, and finer woolen , linen, cotton , and hair

beasts of burder , they were harnessed to sin ,and cloths into garments, covers, tent curtains, etc. ,

therefore to the punishment of sin , which they was the business of the housewives, as well as the

went on drawing farther and farther, in ignorance spinning of flax, wool, cotton , goat's and camel's

of the wagon behind them ” (Delitzsch, Com. , in hair (Exod. 35:25, sq. ; 2 Kings 23:7 ; Prov. 31:13 ,

loco).
19). But the art of weaving, strictly so called

SHIPBUILDER . See article SHIP .
(Exod. 27:16, Heb. 504 7033, mah -as-ay' kho

SHOEMAKER . See Leather, WORKERS IN, shabe'), with inwrought flowers and figures, was
above.

done by men, as well as the weaving of fine bys.
SILVERSMITH . See METALS, WORKERS IN, sus, in which the sons of Selah were engaged even

above.
in Egypt (1 Chron . 4:21 ). Hence the particular

STONECUTTER. See Stone, WORKERS IN. manipulations of this business were so generally

STONE, WORKERS IN . - 1. Egyptians. known that in figurative language we often read

The Egyptians, at a remote period , used stone im- of the weavers' beam ( 1 Sam . 17:7 ; 2 Sam. 21:19 ),

plements; and we find that stone-tipped arrows the shuttle ( Job 7 : 6 ), warp and woof (Lev. 13:48 ,

continued to be occasionally used for hunting long sq.; Judg. 16:13), etc. " The loom itself,as it hap

after the metal head had been commonly adopted. pens, is not mentioned in the Old Testament ; it

The same prejudice in favor of an ancient custom was, however, chiefly the high -shafted one com

retained the use of stone knives for certain reli- mon throughout all antiquity, so that the weaver

gious purposes, examples of which have been required to stand before it ” (Keil, Bib . Arch ., ii ,

found in excavations and tombs . p . 228) .

“ The most ancient buildings in Egypt were WOOD, WORKERS IN . - 1. Egyptian.

constructed of limestone, hewn from the moun Carpenters and cabinetmakers were a very numer

tains bordering the valley of the Nile ; but so soon ousclass of workmen, and their occupations form

as the durability of sandstone was ascertained the one of the most important subjects in the paint

quarries of Silsilis were opened, and these mate ings which represent the Egyptian trades . From

rials were universally adopted. Immense blocks these we learn that the Egyptians made the various

of stone were quarried here and transported to wooden parts of houses (doors, etc. ), boxes, tables,

their destined localities . The obelisks transported sofas , chairs, etc. With the carpenters may be

from the quarries of Syene, at the first cataracts , mentioned the wheelwrights, makers of coffins,

to Thebes and Heliopolis, vary in size from seventy and the coopers; and this subdivision of one class

to ninety -three feet in length . Small blocks of of artisans shows that they had systematically

stone were sent from the quarries by water to adopted the partition of labor. The makers of

their places of destination in boats or on rafts, and chariots and traveling carriages were of the same

if any land carriage was required, they were placed class. Palanquins, canopies, and wooden chests

on sledges and rollers ; but those of very large for traveling and religious purposes were the work

dimensions were dragged the whole way by men, of cabinetmakers or carpenters ; but the makers

overland . ... The immense weight of stone shows | of coffins were distinct from both of these. The

T
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boat builders and basket makers were subdivisions persons, as of Joshua by Moses (Num . 27: 18-20 ;

of workers in wood . The occupation of the cooper Deut. 34 : 9 ) ; and also sometimes attended the

was comparatively limited in Egypt, where water healing of persons by a prophet (2 Kings 4:34 ),

and other liquids were carried or kept in skins and though in this instance Elisha placed his hands

earthenware jars; and the skill of the cooper was upon the hands of the child . In the Gospel age

only required to make wooden measures for grain, the action was, undoubtedly, used in connection

which were bound with hoops of either wood or with the bestowal of supernatural gifts, or the

metal. Among the many occupations of the car. miraculous effects of the Holy Spirit (Mark 5:23 ,

peuter, thatof veneering is noticed in the sculp - 41; 7:32), although our Lord extended his hands

tures of Thebes as early as the time of the third over the apostles in blessing them at the Mount

Thothmes ” (Wilkinson, Anc. Egyptians, ii , p. 109 , of Olives (Luke 24:50). The apostles laid their

sq.). hands upon sick folk and healed them (Matt. 9:18 ;

2. Israelites. As among the Egyptians the Mark 6: 5, etc. ) ; and at times also laid their hands

carpenter, joiner, carver, sculptor, wagon maker upon the baptized, that they might receive the

and basket maker all worked in wood. These special gifts of the Spirit (Acts 8: 15–18 ; 19 : 6 ) .

trades or occupations were probably never strictly A quite natural extension of this practice was to

separated from one another. Mention of the first apply it to those who were set apart to the sacred

three is made in connection with the building of office in the Church - the men already possessed

the tabernacle (Exod. 25:10, sq .; 35:30, sq . ; 37 : 1 , of delegated power and authority proceeding, like

10, 15, 25) . The Israelitish princes had wagons— Moses in respect to Joshua, to put some of their

covered ones too — in the desert, which they prob- own honor upon those chosen to the same respon

ably brought from Egypt (Num . 7 : 3), and baskets sible and dignified position ( Acts 14 :3 ; 1 Tim.

are mentioned (Num . 6:15 , sq.; Deut. 26 : 2, 4) ; 4:14). “ Not that the mere act could confer any

but of cooperingthere is not a trace. special spiritual power, but it was employed as a

3. Tools. " The usual tools, among the Egyp. fit and appropriate symbol to denote their full and

tians; of the carpenter were the ax, adz, hand- formal consent to the bestowalof the divine gift ;

saw, chisels of various kinds, the drill, and two and, being accompanied by prayer to Him who

sorts of planes (one resembling a chisel , the other alone can really bestow it, might ordinarily be

apparently of stone, acting as a rasp on the sur. regarded as a sign that the communication had

face of the wood, which was afterward polished actually taken place ."

by a smooth body, probably of stone) ; and these, Ecclesiastical Uses. In the rites of the

with the ruler, plummet, right angle (square), a early Church the imposition of hands was used

leather bag containing nails, the hone, and the in confirmation, which generally was

horn of oil, constituted the principal, and perhaps companiment of baptism , and symbolized the

the only implements he used ” (Wilkinson , ii, 111 ). reception of the Holy Ghost. It was also prac

Among the Israelites the following tools for ticed in ordination (q . v.). In the modern Church

carpenters and joiners are incidentally mentioned : the Roman Catholics use the imposition of hands

the ax , hatchet, saw , plane, level , compass ( Isa. in the ceremonies which precede extreme unction,

44:13), bammer, and pencil (or red lead). in ordination and confirmation (in both of which

HANDKERCHIEF (Gr. oovdápiov, soo-dar!. services it has received a sacramental efficacy ).

el-on, sweat cloth ). The sudarion is noticed in In the mass, previous to the consecration of the

the New Testament as a wrapper to fold up money elements, the priest extends his hands over the

(Luke 19:20) ; as a cloth bound about the head people in blessing. The Church of England and

of a corpse ( John 11:44 ; 20 : 7), being probably the Protestant Episcopalchurches employ it as a

brought from the crown of the head under the symbolical act in baptism and confirmation. The

chin, and, lastly, as an article of dress that could Methodist Episcopal, the Presbyterian, and Con

be easily removed (Acts 19:12), probably a hand.gregational Churches employ it only in ordination.

kerchief worn on the head like the keffich of the HANDSTAFF (Heb. 5779, mak-kale', a rod
Bedouins. See DRESS.

or staff ), a javelin (Ezek. 39 : 9) . See Armor, I, (3 ).

HANDLE (Hebrew , plural nisa, kap-poth ', HANDWRITING (Gr. 10óYpapov, ki- og

literally hands), the thumb pieces or knobs of the raf-on , what one has written with his own hand ),

bolt or latch to a door (Cant. 5 : 5 ). See Lock. specially a note of hand, or writing in which one

HANDMAID or HANDMAIDEN (Heb.ited with him or lent to him by another, to be re
acknowledges that money has either been depos

PU, shif-khaw ', or -7728, aw -maw ”, Gen. 16:1; turned at an appointed time.

Ruth 3 :9 , etc.; Gr. douan,doo'-lay, Luke 1:38, etc. ). Figurative. It is applied in Col. 2:14 (R. V.

A maidservant, as both Hebrew terms are often bond ") to the aic law, which shows men to

translated , the latter being rendered “ handmaid " be chargeable with offenses for which they must
in a deprecatory sense. See SERVICE.

pay thepenalty (Thayer, Gr. -Eng. Lex. , s . v . ) .

HANDS, IMPOSITION OF. This occurs HA’NES (Heb. 0997, khaw -nace'), a place in

in Scripture as a patriarchal usage , as Jacob's Egypt only mentioned in Isa. 30 :4 : " For his

laying his hands upon the headsof Joseph's chil. princes were at Zoan, and bis messengers came to

dren (Gen. 48:14 ); as well as in later times, when Hanes." Hanes has been supposed by Vitringa,

Jesus placed his hands upon children presented to Michaelis. Rosenmüller, and Gesenius to be the

kiin for his blessing ( Matt. 19:15 ). The imposi- same as Heracleopolis Magna in the Heptanomis.

tion of hands formed part of the ceremonial ob. This identification depends wholly upon the simi.

served on the appointment and consecration of larity the two names ; a consideration of the

>
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sense of the passage in which Hanes occurs shows HAN NIEL (Heb. Bon, khan -nee-ale',graco
its great improbability. We are disposed to think ofGod).

that the Chald. Paraphr. is right in identifying 1. The son of Ephod, prince of the tribe of

it with Tahpanhes, a fortified town on the eastern Manasseh, and one of those appointed by Moses

frontier (Smith, Bib . Dict. , s. v .).
to divide the land among the several tribes (Num .

HANGING . See PUNISHMENT. 34:23) .

HANGING , HANGINGS, the rendering of 2. One of the sons of Ulla, and a chief of the

three Hebrew terms, two referring to the fur- tribe of Asher (1 Chron. 7:39, where the name is

nishings of the tabernacle and temple.
less correctly Anglicized Haniel).

1. Muw-sawk' (Heb. 1970 ?? ), the “ hanging ” was
HA'NOCH (Heb. iom, khan -oke', initiated ).

a curtain or “ covering to close an entrance ; one 1. The third son of Midian, and grandson of

was placed before the door of the tabernacle Abraham and Keturah (Gen.25 :4 ; 1 Chron. 1:33,

(Exod. 26:36, 37 ; 39:38 ) ; another was placed be- A. V. “ Henock " ), B. C. after 2200.

fore the entrance of the court (Exod. 27:16 ; 38 :
2. The oldest son of Reuben (Gen. 46: 9 ; Exod.

18 ; Num . 4:26) ; the term is also applied to the 6:14 ; 1 Chron. 5 :3), from whom came “ the family

veil thatconcealed the holy of holies (Exod. 35:12 ; of the Hanochites ” (Num. 26 : 5), B.C.perhaps about

39:34 ; 40:21 ; Num. 4 : 5 ) .
1640.

2. Kel'-lah (Heb.327, a screen ). The “ hang.
HANOCHITES. See HANOCH, 2.

ing3 ” were used for covering the walls of the HANUN (Heb . 17-17, khaw -noon ', favored ).

court of the tabernacle, just as tapestry was in 1. The son and successor of Nahash, king of

modern times (Exod. 27 :9 ; 35:17 ; 38 : 9 ; Num. the Ammonites (2 Sam. 10 : 1 , sq.; 1 Chronº19:
3:26 ; 4:26). 2–6). David, who had received kindness from

3. Bawt- teem ' (Heb. Opa, marg. " houses " ), Nabash, sent an embassy to condole with Hanun

“ hangings” (2 Kings 23:7), probably means small on the death of his father, B. C. about 984.

tent temples woven by the women for Asherah The young king, led by his courtiers, misappre

( comp. 2 Kings 17:30).
hended the object of the mission and shamefully

HAN'IEL, the less correct form (1 Chron . shaven and theirgarments cut off at the middle,
treated the embassadors. Their beards were half

7:39) of HANNIEL ( q. v .) .
and in this plight they were sent back to David

HAN'NAH (Heb. 77, khan -naro ', grace, News being brought to the king of the affront, he

favor ), wife of Elkanah (a Levite of Ephratah ) commanded the embassadors to tarry in Jericho

and mother of Samuel . Although childless, she until their beards grew. He vowed vengeance,

was much beloved by her husband, but was greatly and Hanun, anticipating war, called to his aid the

distressed by the insults of Elkanah's other wife, Syrians. The power of the Syrians, however, was

Peninnah, who had children. On one of her visits broken in two campaigns, and the Ammonites

to Shiloh she vowed before the Lord, if he would were left to their fate.

give her a son, to devote him to his service. Her 2. A Jew who was associated with the inhabit

manner, speaking in an inaudible tone, attracted ants of Zanoah in repairing the valley gate of

the attention of the high priest, Eli, who sus- Jerusalem after the captivity (Neh . 3:13), B. C.445.

pected her of drunkenness. From this suspicion 3. The sixth son of Zalaph, who repaired part

she easily vindicated herself, and , receiving a of the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:30), B. C. 445.

blessing from Eli , returned to her home with a HAP. See GLOSSARY.

lightened heart. Before the end of the year
HAPHRAIM (Heb. 07.pn, khaf-aw -ral '.

Hannah became the mother of a son , whom she
named Samuel, B. C. about 1106. When Samuel yim , double pit), a place near the borders of

was old enough to dispense with her maternal | Issachar, mentioned as between Shunemand Shihon

services Hannah took him to Shiloh and presented ( Josh. 19:19). It is identified by Knobel with the

him , with due form , to the high priest ( 1 Sam. village of Afuleh , west of Sulem, and more than

1 : 1–25) . The joy of Hannah found expression in two hours N. E. of Lejun.

an exulting song of thanksgiving. It is specially HAPLY . See GLOSSARY.

remarkable that in this song (2:10) is the first HARA (Heb . 277, haw -raw ', mountainous),

mention in Scripture of the word “ anointed

Messiah, and, as there was no king in Israel at
a province of Assyria, mentioned ( ! Chron . 5:26)

the time, it seems the best interpretation to refer asoneof the localities to which Tiglath-pilneser
it to Christ. There is also a remarkable resem . deported the two and a half trans- Jordanictribes.

blance between this song and that of Mary(Luke Being joined with Hala, Habor, and the River

1:46, sq.). Hannah cameup to Shiloh every year the Tigris and Euphrates, we may safely conclude
Gozan, all situated in western Assyria, between

to visitSamuel and to bring him a coat.
She re

ceived the kindly notice ofEli, and , blessed of thatHara was in their neighborhood.

God, bare after Samuel three sons and two daugh- HAR’ADAH (Heb . -7777 , khar-aw -dar',

ters (2:21 ). place of terror ), the twenty- fifth station of the

HAN'NATHON (Heb. hp , khan -naw . Israelites in the desert (Num . 33:24); perhaps at

thone', probably favored ), a place on the northern the head of the valley northeast of Jebel Araif

boundary of Zebulun ( Josh . 19:14 ), apparently
en Nakah.

about midway between the Sea of Galilee and the HA'RAN (Heb. 777, haw -rawn ', mountoineer).

valley of Jiphthah-el . 1. One of the three sons of Terah, brother of

>
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HARARITE HARLOT

2

Abraham , and the father of Lot, Milcah, and HARETH (Heb. O , kheh'-reth, thicket).

Iscah . He died in his native place (Ur) before This is the place in the wooded mountain to which

his father, Terab (Gen. 11:26, sq. ), B. C. probably David fled from Saul ( 1 Sam . 22:5). Possibly the

before 2250,
scene of the incident narrated in 2 Sam . 23 : 14-17 ;

2. (Heb . 7777, khaw -rawn', parched .) The son 1 Chron. 11 : 16–19.

of Ephah, a concubine of Caleb, and father of HARHAIAH (Heb. , khar -hah-yaw ',

Gazez ( 1 Chron . 2:46), B. C. after 1210. fearing Jehovah ), the father of Uzziel, “ of the
3. (Hebrew same as No. 1.) One of the three goldsmiths,” which latter repaired part of the

sons of Sbimei, a Gershonite,who was appointed walls of Jerusalem after the captivity (Neh. 3 :8),

by David to superintend the offices at the taber. B. C. 445.

nacle ( 1 Chron . 23 : 9), B. C. about 960.

4. (Hebrew same as No. 2. Thename of the 34:22 as Hasran (q. v .).
HAR’HAS (2 Kings 22:14 ), given in 2 Chron.

place where Abraham , after he left Ur, tarried

until the death of his father, Terah (Gen. 11:31 ,
HAR’HUR (Heb. ??? , khar-khoor', burning

38 ; Acts 7: 2, A. V. “ Charran " ). The elder fever), one of the Nethinim whose posterity re

branch of the family remained at Haran , which turned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:51 ;
led to the journeys — first, that of Abraham's serv- Neh. 7:53), B. C. before 536.

ant to obtain a wife for Isaac (Gen, 24) ; and, next, HA'RIM (Heb. 69T, khaw -reem ', flat-nosed ).

that of Jacob when he fled from the wrath of
1. The head of the third 'course of priests as

Esau ( 28:10,sq . ). It is said to be in Mesopotamia arranged by David (1 Chron. 24: 8), B. C. after

(24:10), more definitely in Padan -aram (25:20). 1000.

Sennacherib, in his letter to Hezekiah, names Ha.

ran as among the towns takenbyhis predecessors berof three hundred andtwenty males, or one
2. An Israelite, whose descendants, to the num

(2 Kings 19:12 ; Isa. 37:12). It is mentioned by thousand and seventeen in all, returned from

Èzekiel (27:23 ) among the places which traded Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:32, 39 ; Neh.

with Tyre. This trade would be very natural , as
7:35 , 42), B, C. before 536. But among these

Haran was the frontier town of Babylon , com
some are enumerated (Ezra 10:21 ) as priests in

manding both the roads and fords ofthe Euphrates. the corresponding lists of those who renounced

“ It was the city of the moon god, the foundation their Gentile wives, and others (10:31 ) as ordinary

of whose temple went back to prehistoricaltimes, Israelites. Schwarz and others consider Harim to

and was restored by Nabonidas” (Sayce, Higher be a place, and identify it with the village

Crit. and Mon., p. 507, sq . ).
Charim , situated eight English miles N. E. of

HARARITE (Heb. "7777, ha-hah -raw - ree ). Jaffa (McC . and S., Cyc.).

the designation of three of David's guard.
3. The father of Malchijah , who repaired part

1. Agee, a Hararite (2 Sam . 23:11 ). of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:11), B. C. before

2. Shammah , the Hararite (2 Sam. 23:33).
445.

3. Sharar (2 Sam. 23:33) or Sacar ( 1 Chron. 4. One of the priests who signed the sacred

11:35), the Hararite, was the father of Ahiam, covenant ofNehemiah (Neh. 10:5), B. C. 445.

another member of the guard. 5. chief of the people who signed the cov .

HARBOʻNA (Heb. N31377, khar -bo -naw ', ass
enant (Neh. 10:27), B. C. 445.

6. One of the priests who returned from Baby

driver ; in Esth. 7:9 771270), one of the seven lon (Neh . 12:15 ). In the former list the name is

chamberlains of King Ahasuerus, or Xerxes, com- changed to Rehum (v. 3 ) , B. C. about 536.

manded by him to exhibit the beauty of Queen HARIPH (Heb. 07977, khaw -reef', autumnal).

Vashti to his courtiers (Esth . 1:10). He also sug. 1. An Israelite, whose descendants (or possibly

gested to the king the hanging of Haman (7 :9, a place whose inhabitants ), to the number of one

A. V. “ Harbonah ” ), B. C. about 478. hundred and twelve, returned from Babylon with

HARBOʻNAH (Esth. 7:9). See HarbonA. Zerubbabel (Neh. 7:24). Probably the same with

HARDEN . “ To harden one's face" (Prov. Jorah (Ezra 2:18), B. Ć. before 536.
2.21:29) is to put on an impudent, shameless face. chief of the people who gave his hand to

" To harden the neck ” (2 Kings 17:14 ; Neh . 9:29 ; the covenant made by Nehemiah (Neh. 10:19),

Prov. 29 : 1 , etc. ) is to be stubborn, self- willed .
B. C. 445.

HARD, HARDLY. See GLOSSARY. HARLOT, WHORE, etc. , are terms pro

HARDNESS OF HEART (Gr. Okanpokapdía, miscuouslyused in the A. V. for several Hebrew

sklay-rok-ar-dee'-ah, Matt. 19:8 ; Mark 3 :6,Gr. wordsof widelydifferent meaning.

Tópwois, po'-ro-sis, callousness), destitution of 1. 20 -naw ' (Heb. 17307) is the word which oc

feeling ; obtuseness to spiritual things; obduracy, curs most generally in the Old Testament, and

wickedness. In common use - stinginess, solid expresses licentious action on the part of either

ity, firmness. In Ezek. 3 :7 “ hardhearted ” evi- men or women, married or unmarried ; also used
dently means morally hardened. to describe the misconduct of a concubine or

HARE. See ANIMAL KINGDOM . secondary wife (Judg. 19 : 2 ). This word is often

rendered in the A. V. by the first of the

HAREPH (Heb. 9.777, khaw -rafe', reproach- above English words (Gen. 34:31, etc.), and with

ful), the “ father ” of Bethgader and “ son ” of out apparent reason by the second (Prov. 23:27,

Caleb of Judah by one of his legitimate wives etc. ). From Gen. 38:15 it would appear that such

( 1 Chron. 2:81 ), B. C. about 1190. women were marked either by a veil or some

6
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HARNEPHER HARUZ

>

Easton says

"

1

peculiarity in its size or mode of wearing it, Newman says that when he drank of the water he

though Jalı (Bib. Arch ., p. 141 ) thinks that all found it very sweet and delicious. It is identical

lewd women went without the veil , and that Tamar with the present fountain Ain Julad, a mile E.

assumed a veil for the purpose of concealing her from Jezreel, and opposite Shunem.

self from her father - in - law . The effort to identify

the term harlot with innkeeper ( Josh. 2 : 1 ; Judy. mah and Elika, two of David's heroes (2 Sam .
HA’RODITE (Heb. 1777, khar- o-dee '). Sham

16: 1 ) seems hardly justifiable.

2. Ked-ay-shaw " (Heb. ???, to consecrate; in natives of Harod (q. v.). In 1 Chron. 11:27an
23:25 ) were so called , probably from their being

the three passages,Gen.38 : 21,22; Deut. 23:17 ; Hos.
4:14), one " set apart to a sacred purpose, ” accord- error in writing gives us Harorite (Heb. 1 ,

ing to the infamous rites in use among the votaries har -o -ree' ).

of certain deities in Canaan and neighboring coun- HAR'OEH (1 Chron. 2:52). See REAJAH .

tries . Herodotus refers to the infamous custom

of the Babylonians, who compelled every native
HARORITE (Heb.ning,har - o -ree ', 1Chron .

female to attend the teniple of Venus once in her 11:27), another form for HARODITE (q. v. ), an ep

life, and to prostitute herself in honor of the god - ithet of Shammoth, one of David's heroes.

dess. Such prostitution was forbidden by the law HAROʻSHETH OF THE GENTILES

of Moses (Lev. 19:29 ; 21:9), yet it seems to have(Heb.own , khar - oʻ -sheth ), a city in the north of
been assumed that the harlot class would exist, Palestine, the home of Sisera (Judg. 4:2,13, 16 ),

and the prohibition of Deut. 23:18 , forbidding Harper thinksthename signifies " forests,” and

offerings from the wages of such sin, is perhaps
says“ there still are the densely wooded slopes ."

due to the contagion of heathen example. “ the name in the Hebrew is Harosheth

3. Nok-ree -yaw ' (Heb. 177 , to ignore), “ the ha Gojim , i. e . , “ the smithy of the nations,' prob

strange woman ” (1 Kings 11: 1 ; Prov. 5:20 ; 6:24 ; ably so called because here Jabin's iron war

7 : 5 ; 23:27). There is a difference of opinion as chariots, armed with scythes,weremade." Jabin's

to the circumstances in which such a name was great armygathered here preparatory to battle and

given to harlots . The simplest account seems to defeat (Judg. 4).

be that it refers to a man leaving his own rightful HARP. See Music , p . 766.

wife for another, who ought to be strange to him
HARROW (Heb. Yarm, khaw -reets ', 2 Sam .

(Prov. 5:17, 18 , 20 ). Another explanation is that
the earliest and most frequent offenders against 12:31; 1 Chron. 20: 3). The word so rendered in
purity were “ strange women ,” in the sense of for- the above passages is probably a thrashing ma

eigners, like the Midianite women in the days of chine, the verb rendered to harrow ” (Job 39:10),
Moses (Num .25 : 1 , sq. ), Canaanites, and other Gen- expresses apparently the “ breaking of the clods"

tiles ( Josh, 23:13) .
( Isa. 28:24 ; Hos. 10:11), and is so far analogous

4. Por'-nay (Gr. Tópvn, Matt. 21:31 , 32 ; Luke to ourharrowing, but whether done by any such

machine as we call “ a harrow " is very doubtful.
15:30 ; 1 Cor. 6:15 , 16 ; Heb . 11:31 ; James 2:25) ,

anywoman, married or single, who practices un HAR’SHA (Heb. NDOTT, khar-sharo', en

lawful sexual indulgence, whether for gain or for chanter ), one of the Nethinim whose descendants

lust . The representation given by Solomon is no (or rather, perhaps, a place whose inhabitants ) re

doubt founded upon facts, and therefore shows turned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:52 ;

that in his time prostitutes plied their trade upon Neh . 7:54 ), B. C. before 536. Schwarz (Palest.,

the “ streets ” ( Prov. 7:12 ; 9:14, etc.; Jer. 3 : 2 ; p . 116 ) thinks it may be identical with the ruins

Ezek. 16:24 , 25 , 31 ). called by the Arabs Charsha, situated south of

Figurative. The term “ harlot ” is used fit. Wady Sur, about halfway between Beit Jibrir

uratively for idolatress (Isa. 1:21 ; Jer. 2:20 ; Rev.(Eleutheropolis) on the west, and Gedur (Gedor) on

17 : 1 , 5 , 15 ; 19 : 2) . See FornICATION ; ILLEGITI
the east.

HART. See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

HARNEʻPHER (Heb. 27 , khar-neh '- fer, HA’RUM (Heb. 27, haw-room', exalted ), the

snorer ), one of the sons of Zophah, a chief of the father of Aharhel, the “ families " of which latter

tribe of Asher ( 1 Chron . 7:36). are enumerated among the posterity of Coz, of the

tribe of Judah (1 Chron. 4 :8).

HARNESS, HARNESSED (Heb. ON,
HARUMAPH (Heb. 9727777, khar-00 -maf",

sar', to fasten ), the act of fastening animals to a
cart or vehicle, e . g. , yoking cattle (i Sam . 6:7,10; snub-nosed ), “ father” of Jedaiah, which latter was

A. V. “ tie " ) or horses (Jer. 46 : 4 ). From the mon
oneof the priests who repaired part of the walls

uments we see that the harness of the Egyptian of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:10), B. C. 445.

war chariots was of leather, richly decorated, HAR’UPHITE (Heb. 19777?, khar-00 - fee '), a

many colored , and studded with gold and silver. patronymic applied to Shephatiah (1 Chron. 12 : 5),
See GLOSSARY. which denotes either one descended from HARUPH

HA’ROD (Heb . 7in , khar - ode', trembling or ( q. v . ), ora native of Haripi (q. v.).

terror ), the spring at which the test of drinking HA’RUZ (Heb. porn, khaw -roots ', earnest ), a

was applied before the battle of Israel with the citizen of Jotbah , and father of Meshullemeth ,

Midianites (Judg. 7). The well bursts out of the who became the wife of King Manasseh and

some fifteen feet brond and two feet deep, mother of King Amon (2 Kings 21:19), B. C. be.

from the very foot of Gilboa . ” Bishop John P. | fore 641 .

MACY.
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HARVEST HASHUM

a

HARVEST (Heb. 7*7., kar -tseer', severed ; subscribed the covenant of fidelity to Jehovah

Gr. Deploubs, ther -is-mos ). The crops in the south- | (10:11), B. C. 445.

ern parts of Palestine and in the plains come to HASHABNAH (Heb. Un, khash-ab

maturity about the middle of April. but in the naw ', probably for Hashabiah), one of the chiefs

northern and mountainous sections they do not of the people whosubscribed Nehemiah's covenant

become ripe till three weeks, or more, later. The (Neh. 10:25), B , C, 445 .

harvest began with the barley and the festival of
HASHABNI'AH (Heb. Ten, khash -ab.

the Passover (Lev. 23 :9–14 ; 2 Sam . 21 :9 , 10 ; Ruth

2:23) and ended with the wheat (Gen. 30:14 ; neh -yaw ', thought of Jah ).

Exod. 34:22) and thefestival of Pentecost (Exod. ofthewalls of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:10),B. C. before1. Father of Hattush , which latter repaired part

23:16). See AGRICULTURE.
445.

Figurative. Harvest is a figurative term for

judgment (Jer. 51:33 ; Hos. 6:11; Joel 3:13 ; comp. at the solemn fast under Ezra and Nehemiah when
2. A Levite who was among those who officiated

Rev. 14:15) ; of a season of grace (Jer. 8:20) ; a
timewhenmany are readyto receive the Gospel the covenant was sealed (Neh. 9 :5), B. C. 445 .

(Matt. 9:37 , 38 ; John 4:35) ; and, as the harvest HASHBAD'ANA (Heb. 77on, khash

is considered as the end of the season, so our Lord bad-daw '-naw, considerate judge), one of those who

says, “ The harvest is the end of the world ” ( Matt. stood at Ezra's left hand while he read the law tu

13:39). Dew in harvest, causing the plants to the people (Neh. 8 :4 ) , B. C. 445.

ripen with rapidity and luxuriance, is a symbol of
HA'SHEM (Heb. O , haw -shame', wealthy).

God's fostering care ( Isa. 18 :4) ; cold in harvest is

refreshing, like a faithful messenger (Prov.25:13) ; The sons of Hashem, the Gizonite, are named

while rain in harvest, being untimely, is a symból among the members of David's guard ( 1 Chron.

of honor given to a fool (26 : 1 ).
11:34 ; the Jashen of 2 Sam . 23:32) , B. C. before

1047.

HASADI'AH (Heb. 1770 , khas-ad -yaw ',
HASHMO‘NAH (Heb. Firaun , khash-mo

favored by Jehovah), one of the five sons of Zerub .

babel mentioned in 1 Chron . 3:20. Keil (Com .) naro ", fatness), the thirtieth station of the Israelites

thinks that this group was by a different mother in the wilderness (Num . 33:29, 30 ), near Mount

from those in v . 19. Hor. It was located , apparently, near the inter

HASENU'AH (Heb. 17872015, has -sen -00 -aro ', the Arabah.
section of Wady el-Jerafeh with Waily el - Jeib, in

pointed), an Israelite of the tribe of Benjamin ,
HAʼSHUB (Heb. 5297, khash - shoob', intelli-.

whose descendants dwelt in Jerusalem after the

captivity ( 1 Chron . 9 : 7 ), B. C. before 536 .
gent).

HASHABI'AH (Heb. 777 em,khas/-ab-jaw', who repaired part of thewalls ofJerusalem (Neh.
1. The son of Pahath -moab, and one of those

Jehovah regards). 3:11 ) , B. C. 445. Perhaps he is the same person

1. The son of Amaziah and father of Malluch, mentioned ( 10:23 ) as one of the chief Israelites
of the family of Merari ( 1 Chron . 6:45). who joined in the sacred covenant of Nehemiah .

2. The son of Bunni and father of Azrikam , of 2. Another who assisted in the building of the

the family of Merari ( 1 Chron. 9:14 ; Neh. 11:15 ) , wall of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:23 ), B. C. 445.

B. C. before 445. 3. A Levite, son of Azrikam and father of She

3. The fourth of the six sons of Jeduthun maiah, which last was one of those resident in

( 1 Chron . 25 : 3), who had charge of the twelfth the “ villages of the Netophathites,” and having

course of singers (v. 19), B. C. after 1000. general oversight of the temple ( Neh. 11:15 ;

4. A Hebronite, appointed by David on the west 1 Chron. 9:14, in which latter passage the name is

side of Jordan “ in all the business of the Lord,
more correctly Anglicized “ Hasshub ” ), B. C. be

fore 445.

and in the service of the king ” ( 1 Chron . 26:30 ),

B. C. after 1000 . HASHU'BAH (Heb.wm,khash -ou-baw ,

5. Son of Kemuel, and ruler of the Levites in esteemed ), one of the five sons of Zerubbabel (Keil ,

David's time ( 1 Chron. 27:17), perhaps the same Com .), but according to some authorities the son

with No. 4. of Pedaiah, the descendant of David (1 Chron . 3:20).

6. One of the chief Levites who made voluntary HAʼSHUM (Heb. DUT, khaw-shoom', en

offerings of victims for the Passover kept by King

Josiah (2 Chron. 35 : 9 ) , B. C. about 639.
riched).

7. One of the Levites who respondedtothein- 'place whoseinhabitants), to the number of two
1. An Israelite whose posterity (or perhaps a

vitation of Ezra to act as a minister inthe house hundred and twenty -three, came back from Baby;

of the Lord (Ezra 8:19), B. C. about 457.
lon with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:19), or three hundred

8. One of the chief priests into whose care Ezra and twenty-eight in all (Neh. 7:22). Seven men of

intrusted the bullion and other valuables for the them married foreign wives, from whom they sep

sacred vessels at Jerusalem (Ezra 8:24 ). He is arated (Ezra 10:33), B. C. before 536.

probably the same whose father, Hilkiah, is men 2. One of those who stood up with Ezra while
tioned in Neh . 12:21 , B, C. 457. he read the book of the law to the people ( Neh .

9. The son of Mattaniah and father of Bani 8:4 ), B. C. about 445.

(Neh. 11:22), B. C. before 445. 3. The head of a family who sealed the cove.

10. A chief of the Levites (Neh . 12:24), who re - nant made by Nehemiah and the people (Neh.

paired part of the walls of Jerusalem (3:17), and | 10:18), B. C. 445.
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HASHU'PHA (Neh. 7:46). See HASUPHA. ants returned from Babylon (Ezra 2:42 ; Neh . 7:45 ),

HASʼRAH (Heb. 17791, khas-raw ', poverty ), B. C.before 536.

the father (or mother) of Tikvath and grandfa HATSI HAM MENUCHOTH (1 Chron

ther of Shallum , which last was husbandof Hul- | 2:52, margin). See MANAHETHITES.

dah the prophetess (2 Chron. 34:22). The parallel HAT TIL (Heb . bron, khat- teel', waving ),

passage (2 Kings 22:14 ) gives the name, probably one of the descendants of “Solomon's servants”

by transposition, in the form Harhas. Hasrah is whose posterity returned from Babylon with Zerub

said to have been “keeper of the wardrobe,” babel (Ezra 2:67; Neh. 7:59), B. C. before 536.

perhaps the sacerdotal vestments, B. C. before

HATTUSH ( Heb . WIun, khat-toosh ', deri.639.

HASSENA'AH (Heb. 5787917, khas -sen -are
vation uncertain).

1. One of the sons of Shemaiah, among the
aw', thorny), a Jew whose sons rebuilt the fish
gate in the repair of the walls of Jerusalem (Neb. posterity of Zerubbabel (1 Chron. 3:22), B. C. after

3 : 3 ) , B. C. before 445. In Ezra 2:35 ; Neh . 7:38 ; the 2. A descendant of David who accompanied
name isgiven without the article. SENAAH (q . v .). Ezra to Jerusalem (Ezra 8 :2), B. C. 457.

HAS'SHUB (1 Chron . 9:14). See HASHUB, 3. 3. Son of Hashabniah, and one of those who

HASTE . See GLOSSARY. rebuilt the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:10), B. C.

HASUʼPHA (Heb. ADIDn, khas-oo-far ',
445. Perhaps identical with No. 2.

4. One of the priests who united in the sacred
covered ), one of the Nethinim whose descendants covenant with Nehemiah (Neh . 10 :4), B. C.

returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezra about 445.

2:43 ; Neh . 7:46 , in which latter passage the name

is less correctly Anglicized Hashupha, q. V. ), B. C. Zerubbabel (Neh. 12: 2), B. C. 536.
5. A priest who returned from Babylon with

before 536.

HAT (Chald . 2 , kar-bel-aw ", Dan. 3:21),
HAUNT. See GLOSSARY.

HAU'RAN (Heb. 7777, khav-rawn ', cave land ),a mantle, and so rendered in the R. V. See DRESS.

HA'TACH (Heb. 777, hath-awk', perhaps
known to the Greeks and Romans as Auranites ;

one of the divisions of Bashan (q . v.). The fol

verity), a eunuch in the palace of Xerxes, ap- lowing description of Hauran is given by Smith

pointed to wait on Esther, and who acted for her (Hist. Geog . of the Holy Land, p. 536 , sq . ) :. “ It
in her communications with Mordecai (Esth. 4 : 5 , stretches north and south from the territory

6 , 9 , 10), B. C. about 478.
of Damascus to the district of ' Ajlun, from the

HATE (Heb. No, saw -nay '; Gr. puloéw, mis- Jebel' Aswad to the Wady Shelaleh or Upper
eh '-o ), in the root of the Hebrew word is the idea Yarmuk . The southern end of it is called Èn

of ugliness, deformity; hence to regard with feel- Nukra, the hollow hearth’of the Bedouin, for it

ings contraryto love; to abhor, to loathe, to cherish lies low between the hilly Jaulan on the west, the

dislike to. In both the Hebrew and Greek words Leja and more distant Jebel Hauran on the east,

we find the above meaning in some places (e. g. , and the range of Zumleh behind Edrei on the

2 Chron. 18 : 7 ; Psa. 45 : 7 ; Matt. 24:10 , etc.) ; while south . ” It is, for the most part “ a rolling prairie

in others the meaning is “ to regard with less love " of rich, red soil , under wheat, or lying for the year

(e. g ., Deut. 21:15 , 16 ; Prov . 13:24 ; Mal. 1 : 3 ; fallow in pasture. Its grain is packed in bags

Rom . 9:13) .
and carried on camels to Damascus and Acre.

The requirement to hate father and mother, remarkable peculiarity of this plain is that it is

wife and children, etc. , and one's own life (Luke practically treeless, and very little timber is used.

14:26), means that all earthly ties and love must The houses, even to the rafters, ceilings, most of

be subordinate to love for Christ. the doors, the lattices, and window bars are of

God's hatred is toward all sinful thoughts and stone, the somber basalt.

ways. It is a feeling of which all holy beings are “ In the beginning of the 1st century before

conscious in view of sin , and is wholly unlike the Christ, the western Hauran was under the Jew

hatred which is mentioned in the Scriptures among Alexander Janneus, while the Nabateans occupied

the works of the flesh (Gal. 5:20 ). everything else to the east, including Damascus,

HA'THATH (Heb. roz, khath-ath', terror, Romans came, in B. C. 64, besides freeing the
the rest of Hauran , and the Leja . When the

as in Job 6:21 ), son of Othniel and grandson of Greek cities of Gaulanitis and Gilead from the

Kenaz, of the tribe of Judah ( 1 Chron. 4:13 ), con- Jews, they drove the Nabateans to the southern

sequently also grandnephew and grandson of edge of Hauran, but did not occupy Hauran it

Caleb (v. 15 ; comp. Judg. 1:13), B. C. probably self ” (Smith , p.616 ,sq . ). It later came under the
after 1170.

rule of the Herods. The Roman rule manifests

HAT'IPHA, many HATI-PHA (Heb. itself in the ruins of aqueducts, theaters, etc., and

XDU ?, khat- ee -faw ', robber ), one of the Neth- roads. Hauran is mentioned in Scripture only in

inim whose posterity returned from Babylon with Ezek. 47:16, 18, in defining the northeast border :

Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:54; Neh. 7:56 ), B. C. before of the promised land. It formed part of " the

536.
region of Trachonitis ” referred to by Luke (3 : 1 )

assubject to Philip the tetrarch .

HATITA, some HATI'TA (Heb. Noon ,
HAVE. See GLOSSARY .

khat-ee-taw ', exploration ), one of the “ porters

(i. e. , Levitical temple janitors) whose descend. HAVEN , the rendering of two Hebrew and

A
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HAVILAH HAZAR -ADDAR

one

"

one Greek word, and having the meaning of our day he took a cloth, dipped it in water, and spread
words, “ port, ” or “ harbor." it over the face of the king, who, in his feebleness,

HAVILAH (Heb. - $ 77 , khav -ee-law ', cir- and probably in his sleep, was smothered,anddied

cular).
what seemed a natural death (2 Kings 8:15).

1. A country which the description of Eden
3. King. He ascended the throne,and was soon

represents as producing gold and precious stones engagedin hostilitieswith Ahaziah, king ofJudah,

(Gen 2:11). A sandy region skirting Babylonia and Jehoram ,king of Israel, for the possession of

on the western border. Havilah was on the bor- Ramoth -gilead ( 2 Kings 8:28).

der " asthougoest to Assyria.” . Dr. Keil says that aboutthis time a destructive war was waged4. Wars. The Assyrian inscriptions show

( Com ., on Gen. 2:11 ) : " The identity of this Chavi.

lah withthe Chavilah of theJoktanites (Gen. between the Assyrianson one side, and the Syrians,
10:29 ; 25:18 ; 1 Sam. 15 :7), or of the Cushites Hittites, Hamathites, and Phænicians on the other.

(Gen. 10:7; 1 Chron. 1 :9), is disproved, not only Benhadad had recently suffered several severe de

by the article used here, but alsoby the descrip- feats at the hands of the Assyrian king, andupon

tion of it as a land where gold ,bedolach, and the the accession of Hazael the war was speedily re

shobam stone are found.”
newed. Hazael took up à position in the fast

2. A district of Arabia Felix, on the borders of nesses of the Anti-Libanus, butwas there attacked

Arabia Petræa,named after the second son of by the Assyrians, who defeated him with great

Cush (Gen. 10 :7; see below), or, according to loss, killing sixteen thousand of his warriors,
others, from a son of Joktan (10:29). “ Havilah and capturing, more than one thousand

hundred chariots.
appears to answer to Chaulaw of Edrisi, a district

The Syrians rapidly l'e

between Sanaa and Mecca. Havilah and Shur covered their losses, and toward the close of

formed the southeast and southwest boundaries the reign of Jehu , Hazael led them against the
of the territories of the Ishmaelites, from which Israelites, whom he “ smote in all their coasts

they extended their nomadic excursions toward (2 Kings 10:32), thus accomplishing the prophecy
the northeast, as far as the districts under As of Elisha (2 Kings 8:12) . His main attack feil

syrian rule” (Keil
, Com ., Gen. 10:29; 25:18) (see upon theeastern provinces,where he ravaged " all

also 1 Sam. 15: 7 ; 1 Chron. 1:9, 23).
the land of Gilead, the Gadites, and the Reuben

3. The second son of Cush (Gen. 10: 7 ; 1 Chron. ites, and the Manassites, from Aroer, which is by1

1 : 9).
the river Arnon , even Gilead and Bashan ” (2 Kings

4. The twelfth named of the thirteen sons of 10:32, 33 ). He seems to have held the kingdom

Joktan (Gen. 10:29 ; 1 Chron . 1:23).
of Israel in a species of subjection (2 Kings 13 :3-7 ,

HA TOTH -JA IR (Heb. ; nini, khav- threatened thekingdom of Judah. Having taken
22), and toward the close of his life he even

vothe yaw -eer', huts or hamlets of Jair), a dis- Gath ( 2 Kings 12:17), he proceeded to attack

trict of villages in Bashan, east of the Jordan, Jerusalem , defeated the Jews in an engagement

which the son of Manasseh took and called by his (2 Chron . 24:24), and was about to assault the

name (Num. 32:41). city, when Joash induced him to retire by present

Deut. 3:14 says that “ Jair took all the country ing him with a large ransom (2 Kings 12:18 ). This

of Argob and Maachathi, and called them Bashan. able and successful, but unprincipled, usurper left

havoth -jair." In Judges (10:4) it is recorded that the throne, at his death, to his son, Benhadad

Jair the Gileadite and judge had thirty cities (2 Kings 13:24 ), B. C.about 815.

called Havoth -jair.
HAZAI'AH (Heb. : 7777 ?, khaz-aw -yaw ', Jeho

HAWK . See ANIMAL KINGDOM .
vah beholds), son of Adaiah and father of Col-hozeh,

HAY . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
a descendant of Pharez (Neh. 11:5 ),B.C.before 536.

HAZ'AEL (Heb. 3877?, khaz- aw -ale", God be HAʼZAR (Heb . 27, khaw-tsare', an inclosure ),
holds, i. e. , cares for), an officer of Benhadad, a term frequently prefixed to geographical names

king of Syria, whom Elijah was commanded to in order to indicate their dependence as villages

anoint to be king in his stead (1 Kings 19:15).

1. Consults Elisha. When Elisha was atDa Lex., s. v .) says that Hazar is “ spoken also of the
upon some town or noted spot. Gesenius (Heb.

mascus, Hazael was sent by his master, then ill, to movable villages or encampments of nomadic

consult the prophet respecting his recovery tribes, who usually pitch their tents in a circle, or

(2 Kings 8:7–13 ), B. C. about 843. The answer was
so as to form an inclosure . " The African Arabs,

that he might certainly recover. Howbeit,” who originally emigrated from Arabia, have re

added the prophet, “ the Lord hath showed me tained many of their ancestral customs. · When

that he shall surely die.” He then looked stead. these Arabs are in a region wherethey are liable

ily upon Hazael till he became confused, on which toattacksfrom enemies, they pitch their tents in

the man of God wept. Upon Hazael asking, a circle, with their cattle and goods in the center.
" Why weepeth my lord ? ”. Elisha replied,cause I know the evilthat thou wilt do unto the The whole is then fenced in witha low wall of

childrenof Israel,” etc.Hazael exclaimed, “ But stones, in which are inserted thick bundles of

what is thyservant, the ( not a) dog, that heshould needlelikespikes forming a perfectly impene

thorny acacia, the tangled branches and long

do this great thing ? ” The prophet responded, trable bedge around the encampment” (Trumbull,

“ The Lord hath showed methat thou shalt be Kadesh - Barnea , p. 281). See Hazar -ADDAR, etc.

king over Syria .”

2. Kills Benhadad. Hazael returned and HAʼZAR -ADDAR (Heb . 778 , khats

told Benhadad the prophet's answer. The next ar ad -dawr ', village of Addar ), a place in the

"

“ Be
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HAZAR - ENAN HAZOR

>

>

>

66

southern desert part of Palestine, between Kadesh- ment was at the northern side of the Desert et

barnea and Amon (Num . 34 :4 ; simply Adar in Teeh ; perhaps at the southeast portion of the

Josh . 15 :3). Jebel Muqrâh tract.” At Hazeroth the people

HAʼZAR -E'NAN (Heb. 777 377, khats- tarried (Num. 11:35) ; here occurred the sedition
ar'ay-nawn”,village of fountains),a village named of Miriam and Aaron (chap. 12 ), after which Israel

removed to the wilderness of Paran ."

as a boundary place (Num . 34 :9, 10 ; Ezek. 47:17 ;

48 : 1 ). Probably a place located east-northeast of HAZ’EZON - TA'MAR (Heb. man jixit,

Damascus ; identified as Keryetein. “ And the khats-ets-one' taw-maror', pruning of the palm
border from the sea shall be Hazar-enan , the bor. trees ),the ancient name of Engedi (Gen. 14 : 7 ) ; in

der of Damascus, cannot have any other meaning 2 Chron . 20 : 2) called Hazazon -tamar.

than that thenorthern boundary, which started HAʼZIEL (Heb. bgn, khaz-ee- ale', vision of
from the Mediterranean Sea, stretched as far as

Hazar-Enan, the frontier city of Damascus ” (Keil, of thefamily ofLaadan (1Chron.23 : 9), B. C. about
God ), a “ son ” of the Gershonite Shimei, and chief

Com ., Ezek. 47:17).
960.

HAʼZAR -GADDAH (Heb.1770 37, khats
HA'ZO (Heb. 9777, khaz-o', a seer ), one of the

ar' gad -daw ', village offortune ; Josh. 15:27), a

town in theextremesouth of Judah . Perhaps 2250. The only clew tothe locality settled bysons of Nahor by Milcah (Gen. 22:22 ), B. C. after

identified with Wady Mubughik and its extensive him is tobe found in the identification of Chesed,

ruins.

HAʼZAR -HAT TICON (Heb. 75ın 31, in all likelihood,be placed in Ur ofthe Chaldees,
and the other sons of Nahor ; and hence he must,

khats-ar hat-tee-kone', middle village), named in or the adjacent countries.

the prophecy of Ezekiel (47:16) as the ultimate HAʼZOR (Heb. 1877, khaw -tsore', village).

boundaries of the land. Its location has not been

ascertained.
1. A chief city of north Palestine (Josh. 11:10 ),

HAʼZARMAVETH (Heb. 077747 , khats. Canaanitish king, who sent outa summonsto the
near LakeMerom , and the seat of Jabin, a powerful

ar-maw'-veth, village of death ), one of the sons of neighboring kings to assist him against Joshua

Joktan (Gen. 10:26 ; 1 Chron . 1:20), or a district (11: 1, sq.). Like other strong places in that part,

of Arabia Felix settled by him . it stood on an eminence ( Josh. 11:13 , A. V.

HAʼZAR -SHU`AL (Heb.bytus men, khats- strength ”), but the surrounding country was
ar' shoo-awl', village of jackals),a town the iden- doubtless flatand suitable for chariot maneuvers

tifications of which are all conjectural . It was ( see vers. 4, 6, 9 ; Judg. 4: 3 ). Another, Jabin,

upon the south border of Judah ( Josh. 15:28 ; king of Canaan, oppressed Israel , from whose

Neh . 11:27), but afterward included in the terri. yoke deliverance was obtained by Deborah and

tory of Simeon (Josh. 19: 3 ; 1 Chron. 4:28). Barak, after which Hazor remained in possession

HAʼZAR -SU'SAH (Heb. 7070 737,khats- oftheIsraelites, and belonged to the tribe of
Naphtali ( Josh. 19:36 ; Judg. 4 :2, sq . ; 1 Sam .

ar soo-saw ', village of horses), a city that fell to 12 :9). It was one of the places to fortify which

the tribe of Simeon (Josh . 19 : 5), identified by some Solomon made a tax levy (i Kings 9:15). Its in

with Sansannah ( 15:31 ) , one ofSolomon's “ chariot habitants were carried off to Assyria by Tiglath

(2 Chron. 1:14 ). “ Probably the ruin pileser (2 Kings 15:29 ; Josephus, Ant., ix , 11, 1 ).

Susin on the caravan road to Egypt, ten miles S.
"A hill, close by Jebel Hadîreh, and now called

of Gaza ” (Harper, Bible and Mod. Dis.). Tell Hara, is found to be covered with ruins.

HAZ'AZON - TAMAR (2 Chron. 20: 2). See Here are the remains of an ancient fortress ; a
HAZEZON - TAMAR . city with its walls and towers is still to be traced

HAZEL . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM . onthe eastern slope. This is probably the site

of Hazor” (Harper, Bible and Mod. Dis ., p . 350 ) .

HAZELELPONI, or rather ZELEL PONI
2. A city in the south of Judah ( Josh. 15:23 ),

(Heb. ex., hats-tsel-el-po -nee ', shade-facing), perhaps Hezron, nearto Kadesh -barneå (v. 3 ).

the sister of Jezreel and others of the sons of This is thought to have been the central town of

Etam, a descendant of Judah ( 1 Chron. 4 : 3 ) . that name, the other Hazors, Hazor-hadattal,

HAZEʻRIM (Heb. 6737?, khats-ay -reem ', vil. etc., being probably so called for distinction's sake.

lages), the name of a place (Deut.2:23); or,pero probably a district ofArabia ; " itmaybea col3. “ The kingdoms of Hazor ” (Jer. 49: 28–33) ;

haps, as Schwartz suggests ( Palestine, p. 93) , a
general designation of the many towns by the lective name, and refer to settled, not wander.

name of Hazor, or Hagar, found among the Avites ing Arabs, dwelling in strong farmsteads. The

(q . v. ) , in northwest Arabia Petræa.
tents of these nomads, and the insignificant

Bedouin villages, without doors and bars, present
HAZEROTH , HAZEROTH (Heb.

a strange contrast to the great cities of Syria ,

ninn, khats-ay -roth', villages, the sixteenth sta- with their magnificent palaces (vers. 23-27) ; and

tion of the Israelites, and their second afterleav - yet even the former contain preciousgoods , tenpt

ing Sinai (Num . 11:35 ; 12:16 ; 33:17, 18 ; Deut. ing the foreigner's greed " (Orelli, Com ., in loc.) .

1 : 1). Respecting its site, Trumbull says (Kadesh- 4. A city inhabited by the Benjamites after the

Barnea, p. 314 ) : “ It has been common since the captivity (Neh . 11:33) ; possibly the modern Gazur.

days of Robinson to identify this station with From the places mentioned with it, as Anathoth ,

'Ayn el-Hudhera . It would, indeed , seem Nob, etc., it would seem to have been a little north

more probable that this second formal encamp- of Jerusalem .

cities "

>

)

>

or

>
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HAZOR -HADATTAH HEART

HA'ZOR - HADATTAH ( “ New Hazor," HEADSTONE (Zech. 4 : 7). See CORNER STONE.

Josh . 15:25 ). See HADATTAH. HEADY (Gr. A poneths, prop - et-ace', falling

HEAD (Heb .ux, roshe ; Gr. kepahń, kef-al- forward ),a term applied to one form of wicked

ay ). This part of the body has generally been ness, viz., those who are rash, reckless (2 Tim.

thought to be the seat of intelligence, while the 3 :4 ) .

heart, or the parts near it, were the place of the HEAL. See DISEASES.

affections (Gen. 3:15 ; Psa. 3 : 3 ; Eccles. 2:14). In
HEAP, the rendering of several Hebrew

Scripture the head is sometimes put for the whole words, with the general meaning of a collection

person (Gen. 49:26 ;Prov. 10:6 ), or for the life of things so as to form an elevation. The term

itself (Dan, 1:10 ; 1 Sam . 28 : 2).
was applied to a pile of earth or stones covering

Customs. The head was bowed : in wor
over or marking the place of a grave (Josh. 7:26 ;

shiping God (Gen. 24:26 ; Exod. 4:31), and as a 8:29 ; 2 Sam. 18:17 ); to the ruins of walls and

token of respect (Gen.43:28). In grief the head cities (Job 8:17 ; Isa. 25 :2 ; Jer. 9:11); a pile

was covered up (2 Sam . 15:30; Esth. 6:12 ), shorn (e. g. , of rubbish , Neh. 4: 2 ; of grain, Cant. 7 : 2 ; of

(Job 1:20 ), sprinkled with dust ( Josh. 7:6 ; Job 2: sheaves, Ruth 3 :7 ; Hag. 2:16, etc.).

12) , or the hands placed thereon (2 Sam . 13:19 ;
HEART (Heb. mostly 5, labe ; Gr. kapdía,

Jer. 2:37) . Shaving the head was forbidden to

the priests and Nazarites (Lev. 21: , 10 ; Num .kar-dee'-ah ). According to thorough investiga

6:5). Lepers always went with the head uncovered tion and evidence of Scripture in all its parts, the

(Lev. 13:45 ), while women generally covered the heart is the innermost center of the natural con

The heart is : ( 1 ) The center
bead in public (Gen. 24:65; 1 Cor. 11:5). The dition of man.

heads of criminals and enemies slain in war were of the bodily life, the reservoir of the entire life .

often cut off (Matt. 14:10 ; Judg. 5:26 ; 1 Sam . 17: power (Psa. 40:8, 10, 12), and indeed in the low

51 , 57 ; 31 :9). est physical sense ; for eating and drinking, as

Diseases. The head was liable to leprosy strengthening of the heart (Gen. 18:5 ; Judg. 19:5 ;
(Lev. 13:42–44), scab ( Isa. 3:17 ), internal disease 1 Kings 21:7; Acts 14:17, etc.), becomes the

(2 Kings 4:19 ; Isa . 1 :5 ). See DISEASES.
strengthening of the whole man. (2) The center

of the rational -spiritual nature of man ; thus when
Figurative. The head is illustrative of God

a man determines upon anything, it is called to
(1 Cor. 11 :3), of Christ (1 Cor.11:3; Eph. 1:22; presume in his heartto do so ”.(Esth. 7.5); when

Col. 2:19), of rulers (1 Sam . 15:17; Dan. 2:38), he is strongly determined, he is said to stand

of chief men ( Isa. 9:14, 15) ; of the chief city of a steadfast in his heart ” ( 1 Cor. 7:37) ; what is done

kingdom (Isa. 7:8). The covered head is a symbol gladly,willingly, and of set purpose,is done “from

of defense and protection (Psa. 140: 7 ) , or of sub- the heart ” (Rom . 6:17). The heart is the seat of

jection (1 Cor. 11:5, 10);made bald signifies heavy love (1 Tim .1:5 ) and of hatred (Lev. 19:17).

judgments ( Isa. 3:24 ; 15:2; 22:12 ; Mic. 1:16); Again, the heart is the center of thought and con

lifted up, of joy and confidence (Psa. 3 : 3 ; Luke ception ; the heart knows (Deut. 29:4, Prov . 14:

21:28); of pride, etc. (Psa. 83;2) ; of exaltation 10), it 'understands (Prov. 8 : 5 ; Isa. 44:18; Acts

(Gen. 40:13 ; Psa.27 :6); anointed, of joy and pros. 16:14), it deliberates (Neh . 6:7, marg.), it reflects

perity (Psa. 23 : 5) ; shaking the head is a gesture (Luke 2:19),and estimates (Prov. 16 :9) . The heart

of mockery at another's fall (Isa. 37:22) or mis- is also the center of the feelings and affections :

fortune ( Psa. 22:7 ; Jer. 18:16 ; Matt. 27:39). Of joy(Isa. 65:14) ; of pain (Prov. 25:20 ; John 16:

" The head is, according to Scripture, evidently 6 ); all degrees of ill will (Prov. 23:17 ; Acts 7:54 ;
the noblest part of man . ... Becausein the head James 3:14 ); ofdissatisfaction, from anxiety (Prov.

the human organism culminatesChrist is called 12:25) to despair (Eccles.2:20), all degrees of fear,
the ' Head of the Church ; ' and for the same rea

son the head is the general metaphorical appella. terror ( Deut. 28:28; Psa. 143:4). (3) The center
from reverential trembling ( Jer. 22:40) to blank

tion of him who is most exalted, the most excel of the moral life ; so that all moral conditions,

lent, the chief. He who blesses lays his hand from the highest love of God (Psa. 73:26), even

upon the head of the person to be blessed, and he down to the self-deifying pride (Ezek. 28 : 2, 5 ),

who consecrates on the head of the persontobe darkening (Rom . 1:21) and hardening ( Isa. 6 :

consecrated. . . . Precisely for the same reason 10 ; 63:17 ;Jer. 16:12 ; 2 Cor. 3:15 ), are concen

tongues of fire are distributed on the heads of the trated in the heart as the innermost life circle of

apostles: it was a heavenly laying on of hands.” humanity ( 1 Pet. 3 :4 ). The heart is the labora

HEAD OF THE CHURCH . On account tory and place of issue of all that is good and

of the very intimate union that exists between evil in thoughts, words, and deeds (Mark 7:21 ;

Christ and the Church he is called the head (Eph. Matt. 12:34) ; the rendezvous of evillusts and pas
4:15 ; 5:23), and the Church his body (4:12 ; Col. sions (Mark 4:19, comp. 15 ; Rom . 1:24 ); a good

1:24 ), inseparably united. Not only does the or evil treasure (Luke 6:45 ) ; the place where God's

Church, as a body, stand in need of Christ (Col. 2: natural law is written in us (Rom . 2:15), as well as

19; Eph. 4:15 , 16), but the apostle ventures the the law of grace ( Isa. 51 : 7 ; Jer. 31:33) ; the seat

bold expression that Christ also needs the Church , of conscience (Heb. 10:22 ; comp. 1 John 3 : 19–
as that which belongs to his completeness. 21 ) ; the field for the seed of the divine word

HEADBAND (Hebrew plural 6707, kish- (Matt. 13:19 ; Luke 8:15). It is the dwelling place
of Christ in us (Eph . 3:17 ); of the Holy Ghost

shoor-ecm '), probably a girdle (Isa. 3:20 ; " attire ,” ( 2 Cor. 1:22); of God's peace (Col. 3:15) ; the re

Jer. 2:32). See DRESS.
ceptacle of the love of God (Rom. 5 : 5 ) ; the closet

HEADDRESS . - See DRESS. of secret communion with God (Eph. 6:19). It is

9 )
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HEARTH HEAVEN

FERINGS.

FERINGS.

the center of the entire man , the very hearth of an idol grove was prohibited, and bread baked by

life's impulse. See GLOSSARY. it could not be eaten, or if a weaver's shuttle was

HEARTH, the rendering of several Hebrew made of such wood its use was forbidden , as well

words :
as cloth woven therewith . A Gentile-as a non

1. Awkh (Heb. $), a brazier, or portable fur- and all intercourse with him was defiling,including
observer of the laws of purification --was unclean,

nace, in which fire was made in the king's winter his house and all objects touched by him (John

apartment (Jer. 36:22, 23).
18:28). Provisions coming from the heathen were

2. Kee -yore' (Heb. 1999 ), a fire pan or basin for not to be eaten by Jews, although theywere al

holding fire (Zech. 12 :6 ), for roasting in (1 Sam. lowed to trade in them. A strictly legal Israelite

2:14), or for washing." " aver ” (Exod. 30:18, could not atany time sit at meat at a Gentiletable

etc.).
(Acts 11:3 ; Gal. 2:12) (Schurer, Div. II, vol. i,

3. Mo-kade' (Heb. 77.722, a burning, so rendered
51, sq .). See GENTILE.

HEAVE OFFERING . See SACRIFICIAL Or

in Isa. 33:14), a fagot for fuel (Psa. 102:3), and

from the sameroot, yaw '-kad, a burning mass upon FEAVE SHOULDER . See SACRIFICIAL OF

a hearth (Isa. 30:14).

HEAT, the rendering of several Hebrew and

Greek words, having besides its ordinary meaning andGreek words:
HEAVEN, the rendering of several Hebrew

several peculiar uses in Scripture.

Figurative. The heat of the sun is symbol
1. Material. (1) Shaw -mah' -yim ( Fleb. ,

ical of tribulation, temptation, or persecution lofty), by far the most frequent designation of
(Matt. 13 : 6, 21; Luke 8: 6-13). "A gentle heat of heaven in the Hebrew Scriptures, and meaning the
the sun signifies the favor and bounty of the firmament, which appears like an arch spread out

prince, while a fierce heat denotes punislıment above the earth, and represented as supported on
(see Psa. 121: 6). “ Heat of the day ” ( Alatt. 20:12) foundations and pillars (2 Sam . 22:8 ; Job 26:11 ),

is united with burden to denote severe toil. with the rain descending through its gates or win

HEATH . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
dows (Psa. 78:23 ; comp.Gen.28:17). We find such

expressions as toward heaven, heavenward (Gen.

HEATHEN (Heb. 977., go -yeem ', troop). At 15 :5; 28:12); " under the heavens," i. e.,on earth

first the word go-yeem ' denoted generally all the (Eccles. 1:13; 2 : 3) ; “ under the whole heaven , ”

nations of the world (Gen. 18:18 ; comp. Gal . 3:16), i. e., the whole earth (Gen. 7:19; Deut. 2:25 ; Job

but afterward the Jews became a people distin. 28:24, etc.) ; " the heavens and the earth ," i . e . ,

guished from the other nations. They were a the universe (Gen. 1 : 1 ; 2 : 1 ). Akin to this word

separate people (Lev. 20:23 ;26:14-38), and the is maw-rome' (Heb. Dinia, elevation), which, though
other nations were heathen. With these nations not rendered “ heaven,” has doubtless a celestial

the Israelites were forbidden to associato (Josh. signification (Psa. 68:18 ; 93:4 ; 102:19), rendered
23 : 7) , to intermarry ( Josh, 23:12 ; 1 Kings 11 : 2 ),

or to worship their gods. Owing to itsposition , a wheel), rendered “ heaven ” in Psa. 77:18,
" the height.” ( 2) Gal-gaľ (Heb .on high , "

these nations penetrated into Palestine, and the

advance of lieathen culture could notbe prevented . but meaning a whirlwind. (3 ) Shakh ' -ak (Heb.

For thatvery reason the lines of defenseagainst Pau, dust, vapor ), the sky or heavens ; serene

all illegalitywere only the more strictly and care. (Job 37:18) or as covered with clouds (37:21);

fully drawn by the vigilance of the scribes. “ Two from which descend the rain and dew (36:28 ; Prov.

points especially were not to be lost sight of in 3:20) , and manna (Psa. 78:23 ; comp. Isa. 45:8 ),

guarding against heathen practices - heathen idol, and whence thethunder is heard (Psa. 77:18).
atry and henthen non-observance of the Levitical Also put for the clouds themselves (Job 38:37).

law of uncleanness. Withrespect to both the(4) Closely connected with (3) is raw -kee '-ah (Heb.

pharisaism of the scribes proceeded with extreme

minuteness. For the sake of avoiding even an
77, an expanse ), rendered in the A. V. “ firma .

only apparent approximation to idolatry, the Mo- ment ” (q . v.). (5) Of the Greek terms, 00 -ran -os '

saic prohibition of images (Exod. 20 :4, sq.; Deut. (ovpavós), like ( 1 ), signifies the heights, and thence

4:16, sq. ; 27:15) was applied with the most re- the vaulted expanse of the sky ; the region where

lentless consistency.” Not only did they declare clouds and tempests gather (Matt. 16 :2; Luke 4:

themselves ready to die rather than to allow a 25) ; the region above the sky, the seat of things

statue of Caligula in the temple ( Josephus, Ant., eternal and perfect, where God and the other

xviii , 3, 8 ), but the Jews also repudiated pictorial heavenly beings dwell (Matt. 5:34 ; 23:22, etc. ).

representations in general, such as the trophies in This heaven Paul (2 Cor. 12:2 ) seems to designate

the theater or the engle at the gate of the temple. the third heaven. Mes-oo-ran '-ay-mah (Gr. uerov

Very minute and exact regulations were made to pávnja), mid -heaven ; thus the sun is said to be in

prevent any encouragement of idolatry or contact | mid -heaven at noon, where what is done can be

therewith : e . g. , an Israelite was not to have any seen and heard by all ( Rev. 8:13 ; 14 : 6 ; 19:17 ).

business transaction with a Gentile during the 2. Spiritual. Heaven in this sense is the

three days preceding or the three days following place and state of blessedness of the righteous.

a heathen festival, while on the festival itself an The nature of this blessedness is beyond any ade.

Israelite was to hold no kind of intercourse with quate conception by us, but we are aided by such

the town ; all objects possibly connected with idol. declarations as when Jesus calls heaven his

atrous worship were forbidden, wood taken from “ Father's house ” ( John 14:2) ; “ Paradise " (Luke

>
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23:43 ; comp. 2 Cor. 12:4 ; Rev. 2:7 ; 22: 2). Itis HEBREW LANGUAGE. The language

also styled “the heavenly Jerusalem ” (Gal. 4:26 ; of the Hebrews and of the Old Testament Scrip

Heb. 12:22 ; Rev. 3:12), the “kingdom of heaven " tures, with the exception of a few chapters writ

(Matt. 19:12 ; 25 : 1 ; 2 Tim . 4:18 ; James 2 : 5), the ten in Chaldee. It is called Hebrew nowhere in

“ everlasting kingdom ” (2 Pet. 1:11 ), the " eternal Scripture, but this is not surprising when we re

inheritance ” (1 Pet. 1:4 ; Heb. 9:15), the “ better member how rarely that name is employed to

country ” (Heb. 11:14 16). designate the Israelites. It is called " the lan.

We learn that the blessed in heaven will have guage of Canaan” (Isa. 19:18 ), as distinguished

“life everlasting, " an eternal weight of glory fromthat of Egypt; and the “Jewish language

( 2 Cor. 4:17), exemption from death, sorrow, and (2 Kings 18:26, 28) , as distinguished from the

pain (Rev. 21 :4), as well as from all evil works Aramæan. The Hebrew belongs to the Semitic or

(r. 27 ). See LIFE, EVERLASTING. Shemitic group of languages.

HEAVINESSis in A. V. the English trans- brew has apredominance ofguttural sounds - at
1. Characteristics. ( 1) Sound . The Hc

lation ofseveral Hebrew and Greek words, and, least four, ifnot five ; the useof very strong let

with its derivations, in Scriptural usage, means

ters, which may be represented by tt, ts, kk (or kh) ;
weight ( 727, kaw -bade', 1 Kings 12:11 ) ; sharp, the vowels arekept in strict subordination to the

hard to bear (TUR, kaw -shel ', 1 Kings 14 : 6) ; consonants, it being a rare and exceptional case

sulky, sour (79, sar , 1 Kings 20:43 ) ; mourning when a word or syllable begins with a vowel.
( 2 ) Roots, etc. Like other Semitic languages, the

(TND, tah -an- ee-yaw ', Isa. 29:2, R. V.) ; sorrow Hebrew is characterized by the three-lette: root.

and fear (17787,děh -ar -gaw ', Prov. 12:25) ; counte- This is expanded into a variety of conjunctional

nance ( : , paro -neem ', Job 9:27 , R. V.) ; weak- forms, expressing intensity, reflexiveness, causa

tion , etc., modifications of the root idea being

ness ( 757?, kay-haw ', Isa. 61 : 3 ) ; affliction, grief indicated, not by additions to the root, but by

( 2779, too-gaw ', Psa. 119 :28) ; humiliation ( 11923 , changes within the root. (3) A -peculiar use of

tah-an-eeth ’, Ezra 9: 6, R. V. marg.fasting); wise extension, in space or time.(4) In composithe plural, not only denoting plurality, but like

sore sickness ( 1), noosh , Psa. 69:20, R. V.marg. ) ; tion the Hebrew is simple, pictorial, and poetical.

troubled (åsnuovéw, ad -ay -mon -eh '-o, Phil. 2:26 , 2. History . So far as history informs us

R. V.) ; dejection of the eye (katýpela, kat-ay'-fi-ah, Palestine wasthe earliest seat of the Hebrew lan

James 4 :9) ; sorrow (aúan, loo-pay', Rom . 9 :2, guage, and it appears to have been the common

R. V.; 2 Cor. 2 : 1 ) . In commonuse : the quality | language of the numerous tribes of that country

of being weighty; torpidness, depression of spirits, when Abraham came thither. “ It is certain that

borrow , grief, tediousness, burdensomeness. in Palestine itself Hebrew was adopted long be

HEAVING AND WAVING . See Sacri.fore the days of Israelitish conquest. The let

FICIAL OFFERINGS. ters on Tel el -Amarna tablets prove this.

Old Canaanitish words, which have been so
HEBER (Nos. 1 , 2 , 3 , Heb. 27, ay ’-ber, of strangely preserved under the dust heap of an

the other side, i . e. , of the river, immigrant). Egyptian city, are important not only in indicating

1. The last named of the seven chiefs of the the wide extent to which the Canaanitish language

Gadites in Bashan (1 Chron, 5:13).
was spoken in Palestine, but also in proving that

2. One of the sons of Elpaal,and a chief of the long before the days of the Israelitish invasion

tribe of Benjamin ( 1 Chron. 8:17 ) . the language of Canaan’wasin all respects the

A Benjamite and son of Shashak ( 1 Chron . same as that of the Old Testament ” (Sayce,
8:22), B. C. before 598 . Higher Crit. and Mon., p. 356 , sq . ) . Of course

(Nos. 4, 5, 6 , Heb. Sam, kheh '-ber, community .) the Canaanitish language, when adopted by the

4. Son of Beriah and grandson of Asher (Gen. Hebrews,did not remain unchanged, being modi
46:17 ; 1 Chron. 7:31, 32), B. C. about 1700. fied by such influences as time, place, the indi

llisdescendants are called Heberites (Nuin .26:45). the character and subject matter of their comvidual peculiarities of the Hebrew writers, and

5. “ A descendant of HOBAB (q. v. ), whose wife,

Jael, slew Sisera (Judg. 4:17, sq.) . He is called
positions. A progressive development in the

Heber the Kenite( Judg. 4:11, 17 ; 5:24), which writings handed down to us is observable, so that

seems tohavebeena name for the wholefamily of Moses, of David and Solomon, and of the
it is quite safe to distinguish three periods — that

(Judg. 1:16). Heber appears to havelived sepa. exile . The cause of the dying out of the He.

rate from the rest of the Kenites, leading a patri- brew as the national language of the Jews was

archal life. He must have been a person of some doubtless the captivity. The Chaldee language

consequence from its being stated that therewas had alreadycome to be widely known among the

peace between the house of Heher and the power- Jews in Palestine by means of the Chaldean inva

ful King Jabin . At the time the history brings sions ; but in exile it attained such preponderance

him under our notice his camp was in the plain of over the Hebrew that on their return to their

near Kedesh, in Naphtali ” (Kitto ).

6. Probably
a son of Mered ( of Judah ) by Je- mother country only the more educated (with the

hudijah, and · father ” of Socho ( 1 Chron. 4:18 ). tongue. On the contrary , the generationwhich
old people) still understood this their mother

B. C. probably before 1300.

had grown up in exile spoke Chaldee, and the
HEBERITE, a descendant of HEBER (q . v. Hebrew ceased to be the living language of the

No. 4 ). of the tribe of Asher (Num . 26:45). people.

>
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our ela .

3. The Written Hebrew . Respecting this man from the region beyond,” and supposed to

two interesting questions present themselves : have been applied to Abraham, as having crossed

( 1 ) As to the age and origin of the characters or the Euphrates.
letters found in all extant Hebrew MSS. and in 2. The name Hebrews differs from the term

our printed Hebrew Bibles. Two conclusionsmay Israelites in this respect, that the latter was in

be relied upon as certuin — that they were not in use only among the people themselves , while the

use among the Jews previous to the captivity and former was the current name amony foreign

that they have been used since the beginning of nations. In Scripture the name Hebrew is never

" The probability is that the introduc- applied to the Israelites except when the speaker

tion of these characters had some connection with is a foreigner (Gen. 39:14 , 17 ; 41:12 ; Exod . 1:16 ;

the introduction of the Aramæan language, and 2: 6 , 7 ; 1 Sam . 4 : 6 , 9 , etc.), or when the Israelites

that the change from the ancient written charac- speak of themselves to a foreigner (Gen. 40:15 ;

ters, like that from the ancient language, was ac- Exod. 1:19 ; Jonah 1 : 9 , etc. ), or when they are

complished gradually. " ( 2) Respecting the punc- contrasted with other peoples (Gen. 43:32 ; Exod.

tuation . The two following conclusions may 1:15 ; Deut. 15:12 ; 1 Sam . 13 :3 , 7). See ÍSRAEL;

now be regarded as established : That the present Jews.

punctuation did not form an original part of the HEBREWS, EPISTLES TO. See BIBLE .

inspired record, but was introduced by the Jewish

doctors long after that record had been closed , HE'BRON (Heb. ginam, kheb-rone', a com

for the purpose of preserving, so far as possible, munity ; alliance).

the true pronunciation of the language; and that 1. The oldest town in Palestine and one of the

"

>

2

Hebron.

the present pointed text, notwithstanding its com- most ancient in the world. It was in the moun

parative recency, presents us with the closest tains of Judah, about two thousand eight hundred

possible approximation to the language which the feet above the Mediterranean Sea, and between

sacred writers actually used ” ( Imp. Dict., s . v .; Beersheba and Jerusalem , being about twenty

Keil , Introd. to 0. T.). miles from each . It was named Kirjath-arba

HEʻBREW OF THE HEBREWS (Gr. (Gen. 23 :2 ; Josh. 14:15 ; 15:13), also MAMRE

'EBpañoç ç'Eſpaiw ). A Hebrew of Hebrew parent- ( 9. v.), after Mamre the Amorite (Gen. 13:18 ;

age and ancestry ; a Hebrew of pure blood ( Phil. 35:27). It is now called el-Khulil. Among those

3: 5 ). Owing to the loss of private records in who lived there were the Canaanites and the Ana

earlier times there might have been manya Ben- kim (Gen. 23: 2; Josh . 14:15; 15:13) , Abraham

jamite left in Palestine whocould not prove a (Gen. 13:18), Isaac and Jacob (Gen. 35:27 ).

pure Hebrew descent. On another occasion Paul David made it his royal residence (2 Sam . 2 : 1-4;

seems to appeal in a similar case, “ Are they He- 5 :5 ; 1 Kings 2:11 ) ; also Absalom (2 Sam. 15 :

brews ? So am I ” (2 Cor. 11:22). That the ex. 10), Sarah was buried here (Gen. 23 : 17-20) ;

pression did not refer to being born in Palestine Joshua took Hebron ( Josh. 10:36, 37 ; 12:10) and

is shown by Paul himself saying, “ I am a man Caleb retook it (Josh . 14:12). The Romans also

which am a Jew of Tarsus ” ( Acts 21:39 ).
captured and destroyed it . The mosque of He.

HEʻBREWS (Heb. m ??, ib -ree '; plural and it is with difficulty that any Christian gains
bron covers the remains of some of the patriarchs,

09777, ib -reem ' ; Gr. ' Eſpaños, heb-rah'-yos), a admission to the sacred building:

designation of the people of Israel. 2. The third son of Kohath, and a grandson of

1. Its Derivation. ( 1 ) Some ascribe the Levi ; a younger brother of Amram , father of

origin of the word to Ay-ber" (Heb. 1723"); Eber, Mosesand Aaron (Exod .6:18 ; Num . 3:19 ; 1 Chron.
the ancestor ( Gen. 10:21 ) ; see also the use of 6:2, 18; 23:12), B. C.before 1290. His descend

Eber as a national name (Num. 24:24) . (2) Others
ants are called Hebronites (Num . 3:27, etc. ).

3. The son of Mareshah , and, apparently, grand

trace the name to the Hebrew aw-bar" (937, to sonof Caleb, of theposterity of Judah (1 Chron.

pass over'), so that a Hebrew would mean the | 2:42, 43), B. C. after 1170.
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HEBRONITE (Heb. pinan, kheb -ro -nee"), phrates and the Jordan, where David routed the
a descendant of Hebron, the third son of Kohath Syrians under Hadadezer. The town named Ala

(Exod. 6:18 ; Num . 3:19, comp. v. 27 ; 1 Chron. mata by Ptolemy is identified as modern Helam .

26:23, 30, 31). We find them settled in Jazer, in HEL'BAH (Heb.maan, khel-baw', fatness),

Gilead, " mighty men of valor," seventeen hundred
a town of Asher not far from Sidon, and one of

in number, who were superintendents for King the places from which the Canaanites were not

David (1 Chron. 26:31, 32), while twenty-seven expelled (Judg. 1:31). Site unknown,

hundred others held the same position over the

two and a half tribes (v . 30).
HEL'BON (Heb. jimo , khel-bone', fat, i. e .,

HEDGE, the rendering of several Hebrew fertile), a place named only in Ezek. 27:18 ,
and Greek words, most of them used to denote where the wine of Lelbon " is mentioned among

that which surrounds or incloses, whether it is a the commodities furnisaed by Damascus to the

stone wall (Prov. 24:31 ; Ezek . 42:10), or a fence great market of Tyre. “ It still exists in the vil .

of other materials. Gaw -dare' (Heb. 27 ;) and lage of Hellón, a place with many ruins three and
a half miles N. of Damascus in the midst of a

ghed -ay -raw (Heb. 1777) are used of the hedge valley of the same name” (Keil, Com. , in loc.).

of a vineyard (Psa. 89:40 ; 1 Chron. 4:23 ; Jer.
HEL DAI (Heb. , khel-dah'ee, worldli

49:3), and the latter is employed to describe the

wide walls of stone, or fences of thorn (Eccles. ness).
10: 8) . which served as a shelter for sheep in winter 1. A Netophathite, and descendant of Othniel,

and summer (Num. 32:16). The word mes -oo -kaw ' chief of the twelfth division (twenty-four thou

(Heb . 1770 ?? ) means a thorn hedge (Mic. 7 :4 ). sand) of David's forces (1 Chron. 27:15), B. C.

about 960. In 1 Chron . 11:30 (where he is called
See WALL.

Heled ) his father's name is said to be Baanalı ; and

Figurative. A hedge is used figuratively of in the parallel passage (2 Sam . 23:29) he is called

God's protection (Job 1:10) ; of the sluggard's Heleb .

way (Prov. 15:19) ; afflictions (Job 3:23 ; 19:8 ) ;

judgments (Lam .3:7 ; Hos. 2 : 6) ; holy ordinances
2. One returned from the captivity, whom the

(Isa. 5:2; Matt. 21:33); broken hedge, figurative prophetZechariahwas directed to takewith him
of the removal of protection (Psa. 80:12 ;Isa. when hewentto crown the high priest Joshua as

5 :5 ).
a symbol of the future Messiah's advent (Zech .

6:10), B. C. 519. The name is written Helem in

HEʻGAI, or HEGʻAI (Heb . 27, hay-gah'-ee, v. 14.

eunuch ; or HEʻGE, Esth , 2 : 3, Heb. 837, hay- HEʻLEB (Heb. m , khay -leb ', fat, fatness),

gay', same), the eunuch having charge of the son of Baanah the Netophathite, and one of

harem of Xerxes, and the preparation of the David's warriors (2 Sam . 23:29) ; elsewhere more

females sought as concubines for him (Esth. 2: 8 , correctly called Heled ( 1 Chron. 11:30), or, still

16), B. C. about 478.
better, Heldai (1 Chron . 27:15).

HEʻGE , the same as HEGAI (Esth. 2:3, q . v. ). HEʻLED (Heb. 77, khay' -led , portion of
HEIFER . See Animal KINGDOM ; SACRIFICES.

Figurative. As the heifer, or young cow ,
time; Fürst, continuance of life), son of Baanah,

was not used for plowing, but only for treading
a Netophathite, and one of David's warriors

out the grain , when it ran without any headstall, Chron , 11:30), called in the parallel passage

the
expressionan “ unbroken heifer " (Hos. 4:16 ; |(2 Sam . 23:29) Heleb, but more accurately Heldai

A. V: " backsliding " ) is used for refractoriness?(1 Chron. 27:15 ).

A similar sense is attached to the expression ,
HEʻLEK (Heb. 10, khay'-lek, a portion), the

" calf of three years old ” (Isa. 15 :5 ; Jer.48:34 ). second son of Gilead , of the tribe of Manasseh ,

" To plow with another man's heifer ” (Judg whose descendants were called Helekites (Num.

14:18), is to take an unfair advantage of another. | 26:30 ; Josh. 17 : 2).

An heifer that “ loveth to tread out the corn HELEKITES (Heb. "p ? , khel-kee'), the de

(Hos. 10:11 ), is figurative of one choosing pleas
ant, productive, and profitable labor ; because in scendants of Helek (Num. 26:30). “Children of

thrashing the animal was allowed to eat at pleas
Helek ” (Josh. 17 :2) .

ure (Deut. 25:4 ). “ An heifer of three years old ” HELEM (Heb. byt, khay'-lem , dream. 1. The
(Isa. 15 : 5) is one still in freshness and fullness of brother of Shamer and great-grandson of Asher

its strength, and is used figuratively of a nation' ( 1 Chron . 7:35), B. C.probably before 1210. Per

still strong. “ Fair,” of the beauty and wealth of haps the same with Hotham (v. 32).

Egypt (Jer. 46:20). " At grass,” of the luxurious 2. One assisting Zechariah in typical crowning

Chaidees (50:11) .
of the high priest (Zech . 6:14 ), probably by er.

HEIFER , RED . See SACRIFICIAL OFFERINGS. roneous transcription for Heldai (v . 10).

HEIR . See INHERITANCE.
HEʻLEPH (Heb. som, kheh '-lef), a city men

HEʻLAH (Heb. xm; khel-aw ', rust), one tioned as thestarting point of the northernborder

of the two wives of Ashur, the father of Tekoah, of Naphtali, beginning at the west (Josh . 19:32).

by whom she had three sons ( 1 Chron . 4:5 , 7).

HEʻLAM (Heb. Dbam , khay-lawm ', place of lets, strength).
HELEZ (Heb. 7?, khay '-lets, or

abundance, 2 Sam . 10:16: but bxsm , in v. 17) .
1. One of David's mighty men (2 Sam . 23:26),

Memorable as the place located between the Eu -'lan Ephraimite of Pelon (1 Chron. 11:27), and cap.

.'kieh,ץֶלֶח
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tain of the seventh monthly course (1 Chron. hints, and more than hints, of the difference in

27:10 ), B. C. about 950. the conditions of the departed. The Psalmist

2. Son of Azariah and father of Eleasah, of the prays : “ Draw me not away with the wicked, and

tribe of Judah (1 Chron . 2:39). with the workers of iniquity ” (Psa .28 :3 ; see also

HEʻLI (Gr. 'Hai, hay-lee ', for Heb.953, ay -lee', Isa. 33:14 ; 66:24; Dan. 12 :2.) .

( 2 ) Hah ’-dace (Gr. ådns). One of the New Testa
ascent), the father -in -law of Joseph, and mater ment terms rendered “ hell ” like the Old Testa

nal grandfather of Christ (Luke 3:23) . ment “ sheol” is comprehensive, and has a quite

HELKAI (Heb. " pan, khel-kah'ee, appor- similar significance. It refers to the underworld,
tioned ), son of Meraioth , and one of the chief or region of the departed. It occurs eleven times

priests in the time of the high priest Joiakim (Neh . in the New Testament, viz.: Matt. 11:23 ; 16:18 ;

12:15), B. C. after 536. Luke 10:15 ; 16:23 ; Acts 11:27, 31 ; 1 Cor. 15:55 ;

HEL'KATH (Heb. 27, khel-kath ', smooth- word “ heli ”in every case with one exception ,viz.:
Rev. 1:18 ; 6 : 8 ; 20:13, 14.... The A.V. renders the

ness), a town assigned to the tribe of Asher, on i Cor. 15:55 , where it gives “ grave." The R. V.,

the eastern border (Josb . 19:25 ), and one of the however, substitutes “ hades ” for “ hell,” leaving

Levitical cities (21:31). In 1 Chron. 6:75 Hukok the word untranslated, thus representing , as it is

is an old copyist's error).
held, more correctlythe original idea. Itis not to

HEL'KATH -HAZ’ZURIM (77?, bedeniedthat the distinction thus recognized be
khel-khath, hats-tsoo-reem ', smoothness of the rocks, tween“ hades,” and “ hell," asa place ofmisery is

a valid one.

others field of the sharp edges), the name given to
Nevertheless it is equally plain that

the plain near the pool of Gibeon, because of the our Lord, in certain of his words, associated judg.
deadly combat of twelve of the adherents of Ish- ment and suffering with the condition of some of

bosheth with as many of David's, which appears the inhabitants of “ hades ” (e. g. , Matt. 11:23 ;

Luke 16:23).
to have brought on a general engagement, result

ing in the defeat of the men of Israel (2 Sam.
(3) Gheh '- en -nah (Gr. yćevva, the valley of Hin.

2: 12–17).
nom) . A place where the Jewish apostacy, the

HELL, a tern which in common usagedes. It was converted by King Josiah into a place ofrites of Moloch , were celebrated (1 Kings 11:7 ).

ignatesthe place of future punishment for the abomination , where deadbodies were thrown and

wicked. Other meanings in many instances are burnt (2 Kings 23:13, 14). Hence the place

expressed bythis term, which must be recognized served as a symbol, and the name was appropri

to prevent mistakes and confusion. In some ated to designate the abode of lost spirits. In

cases it refers to thegrave, in otliers to the place this way the term was used by our Lord.

of disembodied spirits without any necessary im
The word occurs twelve times in the New Tes

plication as to their happiness or unhappiness .
This fact, however, does not militate against the tament, and in every case it is properly translated

correctness of the belief indicated by the common which overbears all others is particularly the
" hell.” That is, the meaning of the English word

use of the term , a belief which rests upon many meaning of Gehenna (see Matt . 5:22, 29, 30 ;

passages of Scripture for its support.
1. Scripture Terms. The words of the orig. 10:28; 18:9; 23:15, 33 ; Mark 9:43, 45, 47; 'Luke

12: 5 ; James 3:6).
inal Scriptures rendered “ hell ” in the English

The distinction between hades and Gehenna is

A V.are three in number. With a solitary ex- of importance, because not only is it necessary to

ception (2Pet. 11:4; Taptapów , tar-tar-o -̒o, to the understanding of quite a large number of pas
incarcerate) they are the only words thus trans
lated . These, however, are not the only terms, sagesin the New Testament,but also it maypre

vent misconstruction and remove uncertainty as to
as we shall see, in which the ideaof a place of Christ's teachingwith regard to the future state
future penal suffering for the wicked is clearly and of the wicked. It also has important bearing

strongly expressed. The three words are as fol
upon the doctrine of “ Christ's descent into hellº

lows :
(hades) and that of the “Intermediate State . ”

(1) Sheh - ole ” (Heb. Bise) . Without entering 2. Scripture Synonyms. The Bible doc .

into the discussion as to the derivation or root trine of hell is by no means confined to the terms

meaning of this term of the Old Testament Scrip- above mentioned, and to the passages in which
tures , it may be sufficient to say, that this word they appear. There are many phrases in which

occurs sixty-five times . In our A. V. it is trans- the overshadowing idea is presented with great
lated thirty-one times « grave," thirty -one times distinctness, such as unquenchable fire , ” “

“ hell," and three times " pit.” The general idea darkness,"
" ( the blackness of darkness, ' furnace

is “ the place of the dead ;" and by this is meant, of fire,” “ torment in fire and brimstone," " the

not the grave, but place of those who have de- smoke of their torment, ” “ the lake which burneth

parted from this life . The term is thus used with with fire and brimstone,” “where their worm

reference to both the righteous and the wicked ; of dieth not,” “ the place prepared for the devil and

the righteous (Psa. 16:10 ; 30: 3 ; Isa. 38:10, etc.). his angels." Van Oosterzee well remarks : “There

Of thewicked (Num . 16:33 ; Job 24:19 ; Psa. 9:15, is no doubt that Holy Scripture requires us to be

et al .) . This is in accordance with the general lieve in a properly so -called place of punishment,

character of the Old Testament revelation, which in whatever part of God's boundless creation it is

presents much less clearly and strongly than the to be sought. That the different images under

New the doctrine of the future life with its dis- which it is represented cannot possibly be taken

tinct allotments of doom . But there are many literally will certainly need no demonstration ; but

outer

"
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it is perhaps not unnecessary to warn against the there is not wanting evidence of their occasional

opinion that we have to do here with mere imagery. inspiration ” (McC. and S., Cyc.).

Who shall say that the reality will not infinitely HEʻMATH (Heb. 7727?, kham -awth ', fortress).
surpass in awfulness the boldest pictures of

1. A Kenite, ancestor of the Rechabites
it ? "

( 1 Chron . 2:55).

For theological treatment of doctrine, see
2. An incorrect Anglicized form (1 Chron. 13 : 5 ;

PUNISHMENT, FUTURE.
Amos 6:14) of Hamath (q. v. ).

HELMET. See ARMOR, 2 (2).
HEMDAN (Heb. 77 ? m , khem -dawn ', pleasant),

HELON (Heb. 1957, khay-lone', strong), the the first named of the four children ” of Dishon,

father of Eliab, which latter was prince of the which latter was a son of Seir, and one of the

tribe of Zebulun at the Exode (Num . 1 : 9 ; 2 : 7 ; Horite “ dukes ” in Mount Seir (Gen. 36:26). In

7:24, 29 ; 10:16), B. C. 1210. 1 Chron . 1:41 the name is, by an error of tran

HELP . Besides its usual meaning of assist- scribers, written Amram .

ance, a technical application is given the term in HEMLOCK . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

two passages.
HEN . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

1. “ Helps ” (Gr. Bondela, bo -ay'-thi-ah ), an ap

paratus for securing a leaking vessel , by means HEN (Heb. 17, khane, grace), the son of Zeph .

of ropes, chains, etc., forming a process of under- aniah, to whom the prophet was sent with a

girding(Acts 27:17). symbolical crown (Zech. 6:14) ; probably a figura
2. Helps (Gr. åvrianuis, an -til -ape-sis, a tive name for Josiah (v. 10). By the LXX and

laying hold of ), the ministrations of the deacons, others the words are taken to mean for the favor

who have care of the sick ( 1 Cor. 12:28), where it of the son of Zephaniah (Smith, Dict. ).

is used in the senses of helpers.
HE'NA (Heb. 977, hay -nah ', signification un

HELPMEET (Heb . 177???, hel '- zer keh
known) , a city probably in Mesopotamia , men

neg-dow ', a help as his counterparl), i. e . , an aid tioned in connection with Hamath, Arpad, etc., as

suitable to him , such as the man stood in need of having been overthrown by Sennacherib before

(Gen. 2:18, generally now punctuated so as to read his invasion of Judea (2 Kings 18:34 ; 19:13 ; Isa.

a "helpmeet for him ” ). 37:13). It is probably the city of Ana on the

HELVE (Heb. y., ates, wood), the handle or Euphrates.

wooden part (Deut. 19 :9) of an ax (q. v . ) . HEN'ADAD (Heb. 777 , khay-naw -dawd ",

HEM OF A GARMENT (Heb. 370, shool, favor of Hadad), a Levite, whose sons were active

to hang down ; Gr. kpáonedov , kras'-ped -on ), the in the restoration after the captivity (Ezra 3: 9).

extremity, border of the outer garment (Exod. Two of the latter, Bavai and Binnui, are named

28:33 ; 39 : 24-26 ; Matt. 9:20 ; 14:36). The im- (Neh. 3:18, 24 ; 10 :9 ), B. C. before 536.

portance which the later Jews, especially the HENOCH (1 Chron . 1 : 3 , 33). See Exoch.

Pharisees, attached to this portion of the dress HE PHER (Heb. O , khay '-fer, a pit, well).
(Matt. 23:5 , A. V. “ borders ") was founded upon

the regulation (Num. 15:38, 39). The_fringe did
1. The youngest son of Gilead and great-grand

not owe its origin to this regulation , but was
son of Manasseh (Num. 27 : 1 ). He was the father

originally the ordinary mode of finishing the robe ; of Zelophehad (Num. 26:33 ; 27:1 ; Josh. 17:2, 3),

the ends of the threads composing the woof and hisdescendants were called Hepherites (Num.

being left in order to prevent the cloth from un
26:32), B. C. before 1170.

raveling.
2. The second son of Ashur (a descendant of

HEMAM, the son of Lotan, the eldest son of Judah) by oneof his wives, Naarah (1 Chron. 4:6),
B. C. after 1210.

Seir (Gen. 36:22). The same as Homas (q . v .).
3. A Mecherathite, one of David's heroes, ac

HE'MAN (Heb. 777, hay -mawn', faithful). cording to 1 Chron. 11:36. The name does not

1. One of the four persons celebrated for their appear in the list given in Samuel, and is sup

wisdom , to which that of Solomon is compared posed to be an interpolation, or identical with

(1 Kings 4:31). He is probably the same as the Eliphelet of2 Sam . 23:34.
son of Zerah and grandson of Judah (1 Chron. 4. A royal city of the Canaanites, taken by

2: 6). The mention of these men together as fa- Joshua ( 12:17), and used by Solomon for commis

mous for their wisdom does not at all require that sary purposes (1 Kings 4:10). It is to be sought

we should think them contemporaries. for in the neighborhood of Socoh, in the plain of

2. Son of Joel and grandson of Samuel ( Sher- Judah.

uel) the prophet, the Kohathite, and one of the HEPHERITE (Heb. "???, khef -ree ), a de

leaders of the temple music as organized by David scendant of Hepher 2 (Num. 26:32).

(1 Chron. 6:33 where singer should rather be ren

dered musician ; 15:17 ; 16:41, 42), B. C. about 960.
HEPH'ZI - BAH (Heb . Po , khef- tsee '.

This, probably, is the Heman to whom the eighty. baw, my delight is in her ).
eighth Psalm is ascribed. He had fourteen sons 1. The queen of Hezekiah and mother of King

and three daughters. Asaph, Heman, and Je- Manasseh (2 Kings 21 : 1 ) , B. C. before 690.

duthun are termed ' seers ' (2 Chron.35:15), which 2. A symbolical name given to Zion by Isaiah

refers rather to their genius as sacred musicians (62 :4 ). Zion had been called “ Forsaken, " but

than to their possessing the spirit of prophecy now is called Hephzi-bah, as the object of God's
( 1 Chron 15:19; 25 : 1 ; 2 Chron. 5:12), although | affection .
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HERALD (Heb. Ting , kaw -roze', only in Dan. carried a staff furnishedwith a point of iron (see
3 :4 ), a crier, a herald, from an old Persian word GoaD) and had also a wallet or small bag for pro

khresii (Keil, Com ., in loc. ) . The several Greek visions, etc. ( 1 Sam . 17:40, 43 ; Psa. 23:4 ; Mic.

words usually rendered " preach ” in the New 7:14 ; Matt. 10:10 ; Luke 9:3,4). They wore a cloak ,

Testament have the meaning of to proclaim as a with which they could envelop the entire body

herald, while the word “ preacher” (1 Tim 2 :7; ( Jer. 43:12); and their food was always simple,

2 Tim . 1:11 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 5) would be more correctly sometimes only the chance fruit they might find

rendered herald . (Amos 7:14 ; Luke 15:15) . Their wages consisted

HERB, see VEGETABLE KINGDOM .
of the products of the herd, especially of the milk

(Gen. 30:32, sq .; 1 Cor. 9 : 7). The occupation of

HERBS, BITTER (Heb. Daginza, mer -o-reem ). herdsman was honorable in early times(Gen. 47:6;
The Israelites were commanded to eat “ bitter 1 Sam . 11 : 5 ; 1 Chron. 27:29 ; 28: 1). Saul him

herbs ” with the Passover bread (Exod. 12 :8 ; Num . self resumed it in the interval of his cares as

9:11 ) in remembrance of the bitterness of their king ; also Doeg was certainly high in his con

bondage in Egypt (Exod . 1:14). “ The Mishnah fidence (1 Sam. 21 : 7). Pharaoh made some of

mentions these fiveas falling within the designa- Joseph's brethren rulers his cattle. "

tion of 'bitter herbs,' viz , lettuce, endive, suc. David's herdmasters were among his chief officers

cory, what is called "Charchavina (urtica, beets ?) , of state. The prophet Amos at first followed this

and horehound "" (Edersheim ,The Temple, p . 204). occupation (Amos 1:1 ; 7:14). See SHEPHERD.p.

HERD (Heb. 27, baw -kawr ' ; Gr. åyćan, ag
HEⓇRES (Heb. O , har -kheh'res, moun

el’-ay). “ The herd was greatly regarded both in tain of the sun),a cityofDan, near Aijalon,which

the patriarchal and Mosaic period. The ox was
the Ammonites continued to hold (Judg. 1:35), but

the most precious stock next to horse and mule. as tributaries. Keil ( Com ., in loc .) thinks Har.
The herd yielded the most esteemed sacrifice kheh ' - res only another name for Ir -shemesh.

(Num . 7:3 ; Psa . 69:31 ; Isa . 66 : 3 ) ; also flesh HERESH (Heb. won, kheh '-resh, silence,

meat and milk, chiefly converted, probably, into artificer ), one of the Levites that dwelt in the
butter and cheese (Deut. 32:14 ; 2 Sam. 17:29), villages of the Netophatbites," near Jerusalem ,

which such milk yields more copiously than that on the return from captivity ( 1 Chron . 9:15), B. C.
of small cattle. The full -grown ox was hardly ever 536 .

slaughtered in Syria ; but, both for sacrificial and HERESY (Gr. åipeous, hah '-ee-res-is, a choice)

convivial purposes, the young animal was pre- means, in the New Testament: 1. A chosen
ferred (Exod. 29:1). The agricultural and general course of thought and action ; hence one's chosen

usefulness of theox, in plowing , thrashing, and opinion, tenet, and so a sect or party, as the Sad
as a beast of burden (1 Chron . 12:40 ; Isa . 46:1), ducees (Acts 5:17 ) ; the Pharisees (15:5 ; 26 :5 ); the

made such a slaughtering seem wasteful. The Christians (24 : 5 , 14 ; 28:22 ). 2. Dissensions aris.

animal was broken to service probably in his third ing from diversity of opinions and aims (Gal. 5:20 ;
year (Isa . 15 :5 ; Jer. 48:34). In the moist season , 1 Cor. 11:19) . 3. Doctrinal departures from re

when grass abounded in the waste lands, especially vealed truth , or erroneous views ( Tit. 3:10 ; 2 Pet.
in the south ' region, herds grazed there. Espe- 2 : 1 ). Against such departures the apostles vigor

cially was the eastern table land (Ezek: 39:18 ; ously warned the Church (Acts 20:29 ; Phil. 3 :2 ).

Num . 32 :4) a place for cattle.' Herdsmen, etc. , In the Early Church . In the apostolic

in Egypt were a low , perhaps the lowest caste ; age we find three fundamental forms of heresy,
but of the abundance of cattle in Egypt, and of which reappear with various modifications in al.
the care there bestowed on them , there is no doubt most every subsequent period.

(Gen, 47 : 6 , 17 ; Exod. 9 :4, 20 ). So the plague of (1 ) Judaistio. “ The Judaizing tendency, the

hail was sent to smite especially the cattle (Psa. heretical counterpart of Jewish Christianity, so

78:48), the firstborn of which also were smitten insists on the unity of Christianity with Juda

( Exod . 12:29). The Israelites departing stipulated ism , as to sink the former to the level of the

for (Exod . 10:26) and took 'much cattle with latter, and make the Gospel merely a perfected

them ( 12:38). Cattle formed thus one of the tra- law . It regards Christ also as a mere prophet, a
ditions of the Israelitish nation in its greatest second Moses, and denies, or at least wholly over.
period, and became almost a part of that great looks, his priestly and kingly offices, and his divine

When pasture failed, a mixture of various nature in general. The Judaizers were Jews in

grains ( Job 6 : 5 ) was used , as also chopped straw ? reality, and Christians only in appearance and

(Gen. 24:25 ; Isa. 11 :7 ; 65:25 ), which was torn in name. They held circumcision and the whole

pieces by the thrashing machine and used prob. moral and ceremonial law of Moses to be still

ably for feeding in stalls. These last formed an binding, and the observance of them necessary to

important adjunct to cattle keeping, being indis- salvation. Of Christianity as a new, free, and

pensable for shelter at certain seasons (Exod. 9 :6, universal religion , they had no conception. The

19 ) ” (Smith, Bib. Dicl. ). same heresy, more fully developed, appears in the

HERDMAN (Heb. Pia, bo-kare', a tender of 20 century under the name of Ebionism .”

(2) The Paganizing or Gnostic Heresy. “ This

oxen ; in distinction from 77, a feeder of sheep ). exaggerates the Pauline view of the distinc

The rich owners of herds placed them in charge of tion of Christianity from Judaism, sunders Chris.

herdsmen, who watched the cattle to keep them tianity from its historical basis, resolves the real
from straying, to protect them from wild beasts, humanity of the Saviour into a Docetistic illusion

and lead them to suitable pasture. Usually they li. e. , the heavenly Being, whose nature is pure

ness.

a
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light, suddenly appearing as a sensuous appari. a Christian resident at Rome to whom St. Paul

tion ). The author of this baptized heathenism , sends greeting (Rom . 16:14 ). Irenæus, Tertullian,

according to the uniform testimony of Christian and Origen agree in attributing to hin the work

antiquity, is Simon Magus, who unquestionably called The Shepherd, but this is greatly disputed.

adulterated Christianity with pagan ideas and He is celebrated as a saint, in the Roman calendar,

practices, and gave himself out, in pantheistic on May 9 .
style, for an emanation of God. This heresy, in HER'MES (Gr. 'Epuñs, her -mace', i . e . , the

the 2d century, spread over the whole Church, Greek Mercury), a man mentioned (Rom . 16:14 ) as
east and west, in various schools of gnosticism ." a disciple in Rome. According to the Greeks he

(3) Syncretistic Heresy. As attempts had al- was one of the seventy disciples and afterward

ready been made, before Christ, by Philo and Bishop of Dalmatia ” (Calmet, Dict.,s. v. ).

others to blend the Jewish religion with heathen HERMOG'ENES (Gr. 'Eppoyévns, her -moy

philosophy, especially that of Pythagoras and en ' -ace, Mercury-born ), a disciple in Asia Minor

Plato, so now, under the Christian name, there ap- mentioned by the apostle Paul, along with Phygel

peared confused combinations of these opposing Ilus, as having deserted him , doubtless from fear

MOUNT HERMON

:

systems, forming either a paganizing Judaism or a of the perils of the connection (2 Tim. 1:15) . Noth

Judaizing paganism , according as the Jewish or ing more of him is known.
the heathen element prevailed.

HER'MON (Heb . 777277, kher-mone', thepeak ),
“ Whatever their differences, however, all these

three fundamental heresies amount at last to a
a mountain which formed the northernmost boun

more or less distinct denial of the central mystery dary ( Josh. 12:1) of the country beyond the Jor

of the Gospel—the incarnation of the Son of God dan ( 11:17), which Israel conquered from the

for the salvation of the world. Theymake Christ Amorites (Deut. 3 : 8) . It must, therefore, have

either a mere man or å mere superhuman phan- belonged to Anti-Libanus ( 1 Chron. 5:23 ; comp.

tom ; they allow , at all events, no real and abiding Deut. 4:48 ; Josh. 11: 3 , 17, etc.) . It is identified

union of the divine and human natures in the per- with the present Jebel es-Sheik, i. e. , Sheik's Moun

son of the Redeemer." tuin, situated thirty miles S. W. of Damascus and

Heresy disturbed the unity of doctrine and of forty miles N. E. of the sea of Galilee . Its heighit

fellowship in the early Church, which was there is about nine thousand and thirty- five feet above
fore forced to exclude those holding false doctrine the Mediterranean sea. In Deut. 4:48 it is called

from its communion. Once excluded, they formed Mount Sion, i. e., a high mountain, being by far
societies of their own. This was the case with the the highest of all mountains in or near Palestine.

Novatians, Gnostics, Donatists, etc. See Schaff The ancient inhabitants of Canaan had sacred
(Hist. Christ. Church , p . 88 , sq .). places on the high mountains and the hills. We

HERETIC . See HERESY. need not wonder, then , that Hermon should have

HERITAGE . See INHERITANCE. been selected for the altar and the sacred fire .

HERMAS (Gr. ' Epuās, her -mamas ', Mercury ), Hermon was the religious center of primeval Syria.
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Its Baal sanctuaries not only existed , but gave it " Idumaan;" Josephus,Ant., xiv, ch. 8, § 5 ; Wars,
a name, before the Exodus (Josh . 11:17). " From i, ch . 10, § 3 ). They occupied a southern district

nearly every prominent point in Palestine the of Palestine known as Nageb, located between the

mountain is visible, but it is when we leave the Mediterranean and the Dead Sea and southward.

hill country of Samaria and enter the plain of By conquest John Hyrcanus brought the Iduma

Esdraelon that Hermon appears in all its majesty, ans into Palestine about B. C. 130, and as they

shooting up on the distant horizon behind the conformed to the Jewish rite of circumcision they

graceful rounded top of Tabor. It was probably embraced the Jewish religion . However, the Jews

this view that suggested tothe Psalmist the words regarded the Idumæans with considerable suspicion

• The north and the south thou hast created them : and prejudice, calling them but " half Jews '

Tabor and Hermon shall rejoice in thy name (Ant., xiv, ch. 15, § 2 ; xx , ch. 8 , § 7 ) . Josephus
(Psa. 89:12) ' ” (McC. and S. , Cyc.). The Psalmist records that Herod was appointed procurator of

also speaks (Psa. 133 :3) of the “ dew of Hermon . " Galilee when only fifteen years of age (Ant. , siv,

The snow on the mountain condenses the vapors ch. 9, § 2) ; but probably the age of twenty-five
during the summer so that abundant dews descend was intended (see Whiston's note in loco). Mark

upon it while the surrounding country is parched . Antony gave Herod a tetrarchy ( Ant., xiv, ch . 13,

One of its tops is actually called Abu-Nedy, i . e . , ss 1 and 2 ; War, i, ch . 12, § 5), and afterward
“ father of dew ." he persuaded the RomanSenate to make Herod a

It is now quite generally accepted that one of king ( Ant., xiv, ch . 14 , § 4 ) . The great Roman

the southern peaks of Hermon was the scene of historian Tacitus affirms that Herod was placed

the transfiguration . “ In many points it fits the on the throne by Mark Antony, and that Augustus

narrative of the gospels better than Tabor " | [Cæsar ) enlarged his privileges (Hist., v, 9 ) . But

(Schaff-Herzog, s . v .). Kitto says : “ There can be Herod did not succeed in asserting his royal rights

no doubt thatoneof the southern peaks of Hermon over Palestine until he had captured Jerusalem ,

was the scene of the transfiguration. Our Lord B. C. 37. Nevertheless, his coronation by Cæsar

traveled from Bethsaida, on the northwest shore was made an occasion of great magnificence (Wars,

of the Sea of Galilee, to the coasts of Cäsarea i, ch . 20, § 3).

Philippi; thence he led his disciples ' into a high 2. Architecture. Herod had a passion for

mountain apart, and was transfigured before them .' ostentatious display in the direction of magnifi

Afterward he returned, going toward Jerusalem cent arcliitecture and monuments, as, had also all

through Galilee ( comp. Mark 8 :22–28 ; Matt. 16 : his ruling descendants after him . Jerusalem , as

13 ; Mark 9 : 2–13, 30–33). For many centuries a the metropolis of the land, was the recipient from

monkish tradition assigned this honor to Tabor, him of much munificence in the way of architec

but it is now restored to its proper locality.” tural monuments. To conciliate the Jews, who

HERʻMONITES (Heb. Dopia???, kher-mo- had been alienated by his cruelties, he with much

neem '), properly “ the Hermons," with reference address proposed to reconstruct their ancient tem

to the three summits of Mount Hermon (Psa. 42:6). has been shrewdly suspected that he entertainedple which Solomon had originally built, though it

HER'OD. This was not a personal name,but the sinister motive to possess himself of the pub

the family or surname. It belonged alike to all lic genealogies collected there, especially those re

the generations of the Herodian house as known lating to the priestly families,unto whom they were

to the Scriptures. Much confusion has arisen of paramount importance and interest. It is said

from not having cognized this simple fact. Hence that he thereby hoped to destroy the genealogy of

some have even questioned the inerraney of Luke the expected Messiah, lest he should come and

in that he called Herod Antipas “ Herod," when usurp his kingdom . However that may be, he

Josephus uniformly calls him “ Antipas." But the endeavored tomake the Jewish nation understand
point assumed is itself a mistake. For Luke men that he was doing them a great kindness without

tions him as “ Herod,” and “ Herod the tetrarch , " cost to them , and he promised that he would not

“ Herod the tetrarch of Galilee ” in the attempt to build them a new temple, but merely

same chapter (3 : 1 , 19) ; and Josephus repeatedly restore to its ancient magnificence the one origin

calls him “ Herod the tetrarch ,” and “ Herod the ally built by David's son. For the restoration

tetrarch of Galilee,” and that Herod who was made by Zerubbabel upon the return of Israel

called Antipas ” (Ant. , xviii , ch . 2, §3 ; ch. 7 , § 1 ; from the captivity of Babylon seemsto have fallen

ch . 9 , SS 5 and 6 ; War, ii , ch. 9, § 1 ) . The iden- short in architectural measurement, in height some

tification therefore is perfect as regards the per, sixty cubits ( Ant., xv, ch. 11 , § 1 ), and the whole

son, the official title, the political geography ; and was becoming marked with decay. To this end

Luke's mention is strictly historical . All the de. Herod took down the old temple to its very foun

scendants of Herod the Great down to the fourth dations, and engaged one thousand wagops to

generation, who were identified with the govern draw stones and ten thousand skilled workmen

ment of Palestine and are mentioned in the New to teach the priests the art of stonecutting and

Testament, are known in history by the surname carpentering.

Herod : Herod Archælaus, Herod Antipas, Herod The temple proper which he erected was one

Philip II , Herod Agrippa I, and Herod Agrippa II. hundred cubits in length and twenty cubits in

I. HER’OD THE GREAT, B. C. 37-4 . height. It was constructed of white stone, each

1. History. The father of Herod the Great one being twenty- five cubits long and eight in

was named Antipater. He was of Idumæan blood. height. Surmounting this structure was a great

The Idumæans were of the Edomite stock , the de- white dome adorned with pinnacle of gold , sug

scendants from Esau (see Smith's Bible Dict. , I gestive of a mountain of snow as seen from afar

>
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new ,

(Ant., xv, ch. 11, S $ 2 and 3). The Jewish tradi- forth and slew all the male children that were at

tion holds that “ the temple itself was built by Bethlehem " (Matt. 2:13, 16). One of Herod's

the priests in one year and six months, when they most infamous crimes in the purpose was, when he

celebrated its completion with Jewish feast and was on his deathbed, to command that “ the prin

sacrifices ; but that the cloisters and outer inclo- cipal men of the entire Jewish nation ” should

sureswere eight years in building. ” However that come to his presence, whom he then shut up in the

may be , additions were made continuously from hippodromeand surrounded them by soldiers, and

year to year; so that though Herod began the re- ordered that immediately after his own death ,

building B. C. 20, as a whole it was literally true which he expected soon , they should all be killed,

that the temple was built (wkodouýba ) in forty that it might seemingly, at least, afford " an honor

and six years," whenthe Jews so asserted to Jesus able mourning at his funeral ! ” The royal wretch

(John 2:20). But the end was not yet, for the died, but the order was never executed (Ant. ,

work was really continued until A. D. 64, just six xvii, 6 , 6 ; War, i, ch . 33, § 8).

years before the final destruction of the temple II. HER’OD ARCHÆLA'US (B. C. 4 - A . D. 6)

by the Roman soldiers of Titus. Even then, when He was the eldest of the three sons who suc

the Romans under Vespasian made incursion into ceeded the father in the government of Pales

Palestine in 64, Herod's great grandson, Herod tine — the son of Malthake, the Samaritan wife

Agrippa II was making expensive preparations to War, i, ch . 33 , $ 7).

" raise the holy house twenty cubits higher " (War, 1. Accession. His father provided in his

v , ch. 1 , § 5). will that Archælaus should become a king at his

The destruction of the temple occurred on the own death ; but a deputation of fifty Jews of dis

Jewish Sabbath, August 10, in the year 70, and tinction, by the consent of Quintilius Varus, Pre

then was realized the prediction of Daniel that " sac- fect of Syria, sailed to Rome and protested against

rifice and oblation shall cease ” (9:25–27). When such measure, urging that instead there might be

Jerusalem was captured, the temple was burned, a theocracy under the civil authority of a Roman

the Jewish people were expatriated ; and never procurator. It is said that eight thousand Jews

since bas sacrifice been offered up to God on Jew . met and hailed these deputies with shouts of joy

ish altars. The ceremonial law was extinguished in sympathy with this movement.

significantly with their Sabbath ! “ Old things 2. Ethnarchy. When the Emperor Augustus

have passed away ; behold all things have become had read the will and heard the protestations

against Arcbælaus , he refused his royalty, and in

About the same time Herod rebuilt the temple stead appointed him ethnarch over one half of his

at Samaria, “ out of a desire to make the city father's kingdom , including therein Samaria, Ju

more eminent than it had been before, but princi- dea, and Idumæa, promising, however, that if his

pally because he contrived that it might at once ruling his people should justify the measure he

be for his own security and a monument of his would thereafter make him a king over the same

magnificence (Ant. , xv, ch. 8, § 5). He is also territory.

credited with having erected a monument over the 3. Government. But Archalaus began at

royal tombs at Jerusalem, after having attempted once to usurp kingly prerogatives without and

to rob the dead of their sacred treasures, " such against imperial authority . Soon his course pro

as furniture of gold and precious goods that were duced tumults and revolts, which he sought to

laid up there ” (Ant. , xvi, ch . 7 , § 1 ). reduce to peace by cruelties and terrorism . On

3. Character. Herod was not only an Idu- the occasion of a certain Passover be slew three

mæan in race and a Jew in religion, but he was a thousand Jewish subjects, " till the temple was

heathen in practice and a monster in character. full of dead bodies ; and all this was done

During his administration as king he evidenced by one who pretended to the lawful title of king ”

himself to be exceedingly crafty, jealous, cruel , ( Ant. B., xvii, ch. 9 , SS 3–6 ; War, B. ii , ch . 6,

and revengeful. He exercised his kingly power SS 1, 2 ; ch .7, § 3).

with the disposition of a very despot. This char- 4. Deposition. In consequence of the com

acteristic was illustrated in its worst form toward plaints made against the ethnarch Archælaus was

the several members of his own family. He had deposed in the year 6 of corrected chronology,

nine or ten wives (War, ii, ch . 28, § 4), and on which was early in the tenth year of his govern

the merest suspicion put to death his favorite wife, ment, and he was banished to Vienna in Gaul

Mariamne, and also her brothers, Aristobulus and (France), where at length he died. His territory

Alexander (War, i, ch . 11, $ 6, close), and at last, was then reduced to a Roman province and placed

when on his own deathbed, just five days before under the authority of Coponius as procurator.

he died himself, he ordered his son , Antipater, to “ With Archælaus ended all remaining semblance

be slain ( Ant., xv, ch . 7, SS 5–7 ; War, i, ch. 22, of the monarchy. The scepter had departed from

$ 5 ; Ant., xv, ch . 6 , § 2 , close ; ch. 3 , § 3 ; xvi, Judah." ( Farrar on The Herods . )

ch. 11, § 7 ; xvii, ch. 7, § 1 ; War, i, ch . 33, § 7). 5.Scripture Reference. A single inciden

It is no wonder that Augustus should have rid- tal allusion is made in the gospels to Archælaus,

iculed this Jewish king, saying that “ It is better but it is in exact accordancy with his character.

to be Herod's hog than to be his son ! ” It is It was probably near the close of the first year of

easy to understand how it is accordant with his Christ's infancy that Joseph and Mary returned

character that the inquiry made by the Magi, from Egypt, intending to go to Galilee by way of

" Where is he that is born King of the Jews ? ” | Jerusalem . “ But when he heard that Archælaus

should so arouse bis jealous spirit that he should was reigning over Judea in the room ofhis

' seek the young child to destroy him ," and " sent father, Herod [the Great], he was afraid to go
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thither, and he turned aside into the parts of ch . 6, § 4 ). The occasion referred to by both evan
Galilee "

(Matt. 2:22). (For criticism on the ex. gelists and historian , in which so much interest

pression “ Archælaus was reigning, " see HEROD centers, was a festive party of the nobles of the

ANTIPAS, 8). land who assembled at the tetrarch's palace to

III. HER’OD AN’TIPAS (B. C. 4 - A . D. 39). celebrate the anniversary of Herod's birthday.

This prince was the full but younger brother of Salome here first appears in this scene in sacred

Archælaus (Ant. , xvii , ch . 1, § 3 ). history. On the mother's side she was grand

1. Character. As a ruler he was regarded as daughter of Simeon,the high priest. Now the
' sly, ambitious, luxurious, but not so able as his fact that a child was born to Philip and Herodias

father " (Schürer). Hausrath does him the scant by the first marriage of the mother was a bar to

courtesyof calling him “ a wily sneak ! ” Of him her second marriage under Jewish law. Her mar

Jesus said, “ Go ye and tell that fox, behold, I riage to Antipas, while her proper husband and his
cast out devils ; ” Ilopevő évTES einate tū áhánéki proper wife were still living,was the more aggra

vating to the Jews because she was a Jewessand

belonged to the royal family ; and their infamy

was the more conspicuous in that Herod Antipas

was the ruler of the Jews and had shamelessly

TIBE
put the Jewish lawsatdefiance (Lev. 18:16 ; 20:21).

This anniversary was the occasion, and this

daughter, Salome, was made the guilty person by

whom this infamous Herodias secured the revenge

of a bad woman for the reproof given her hus

Coin of Herod Antipas. band for living with her unlawfully. Salome

having danced before the nobles to the great fas

Taúin (Luke 13:32). His administration was char- cination and gratification of Herod, he promised

acterized throughout with cunning and crime, in- her anything she might ask of him , to the half of

tensely selfish and utterly destitute of principle. his kingdom . Herodias saw her opportunity and

2. Tetrarchy. His father had contemplated induced her daughter to request the head of John

making him a king, to reign over the territory the Baptist, who was then in prison near at hand.

ruled by Arehælaus, which constituted one half of the executioner was sent to the prison at once

his own kingdom, but subsequently concluded to and the ghastly gift was given. John the Bap

alter his will, making him a mere “ tetrarch ” of tist was beheaded, the man who of allmen born

Galilee 'and Perea , which embraced but one of women was greatest (Matt. 11:11 ; Luke 7:28) .

fourth of the original territory (Ant. , xvii, ch . 8, The voice of one crying in the wilderness was at

$ 1), and Cæsar afterward confirmed the will and last silenced. Therough and rugged prophetof
" made Antipas tetrarch ” ( War, i, ch. 33, § 7). righteousness ceased to live. “ His disciples came

Besides this testimony a coin exists which dis- and took up the body and buried it, and wentand

tinctly proves the historicity of this tetrarchy. told Jesus ” (Matt. 14:12 ).

It was struck in the year 33, and reads on the The place of the Baptist's prison was anciently

obverse side, “ Of Herod the Tetrarch ;" and on known as Machærus, but the modern name is

the reverse side, “ Tiberias," as the capital of the Mkaur (see Bedeker's Palestine, 1876, p. 303). It

tetrarchy ; obverse, Hpwdov terpapxov ; reverse, is located in the mountain fastnesses with a deep

Τιβεριας. ravine below, on the eastern shore of the Dead

3. Marriages. Herod Antipas was first mar- Sea, between Abarim and Pisgah,not farfrom the
ried to the daughter of Aretas, an Arabian king northern extreme of the sea. It is said that “the

of Petræa. Nevertheless he intrigued with He- rock-hewn dungeon was beneath the splendid ban

rodias, the wife of his half-brother , Philip I, who quet hall ” in which the nobility were entertained

was a tetrarch of noble standing, in whose house when the swordsman was sent to bring in the

Antipas was a guest. The two eloped together, prisoner's head. Itwas here " in the same moun

although both weremarried at the time ( Ant., xviii , tains in which Israel sought for the grave of her

ch. 5 , § 1). Now Herodias was granddaughter of first prophet [Moses), was the last prophet ( John]

Herod the Great and sister of Herod Agrippa I , entombed.”

and the wife and niece of Herod Philip I. 5. Treacheries. It was now the thirty-ninth

4. John and Antipas. The scandalous con- year of our chronology when Caius Caligula had

duct of Herod Antipas and Herodias is cited in heen for two years upon the imperial throne at

the first three gospels in connection with the re- Rome. He soon discovered the real character of

proof administered by John the Baptist to Herod Herod Antipas. Ascertaining that as tetrarch he

Antipas , and is treated quite at large by Josephus was intriguing with a Roman officer of the army

(Matt. 14 ; Mark 6 ; Luke 9 ; Ant., xviii, ch. 7 , § 1 ). named Sejanus,and had been confederating with
For John said, " It is not lawful for thee to have the king of Parthia against the Roman empire, and

thy brother's wife ” (Mark 6:18) ; and Luke adds, had laid in store armors for seventy thousand men

“ Herod the tetrarch being reproved by him for of war, Antipas was soon to be called to judgment.

Herodias, Philip's wife, and for all the evils which Meantime Herodias was most urgent that the te

he had done, added yet this above all , that he trarch should go to Rome and makerequest that he

shut up John in prison " (3:19 , 20). might receive a crown as king. Moreover, he was

The first two gospels mention the daughter extremely jealous of his nephew Herod Agrippa I,

of Herodius," hut neither gives her name. Jose who had already received a kingdom ; a man whom

phus says that her name was Salome ( Ant., xviii , 1 Antipas had deeply offended by insulting reflec

)

)
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tions on his condition of poverty before he had had mention that “ Archælaus was reigning over Judea

royalty bestowed on him . Agrippa was in rela- in the room of his father Herod (the Great] ” as

tions of intimacy with the emperor, and kept him if he was a king, whereas Archælaus was but an

posted as to these movements of his uncle Anti- ethnarch, and his father ruled a kingdom (Matt.

pas . At length Antipas unwillingly was con . 2:22 ). So also Herod Antipas is repeatedly called

strained to go to Rome and request that the first 'a king " in the first two gospels when his prin

will of his father might be granted him by the cipality was merely a tetrarchy (Matt. 14: 1, 9 ;
emperor. Herod Agrippa I immediately sent his Mark 6:14, 22-27) . Alford says, “ Herod was not

freedman named Fortunatus to Rome with the king properly, but only a tetrarch .” Wescott,

necessary documents to prove these accusations, states that he was called king by courtesy."

and Agrippa himself followed in a few days to Whedon, that he was so called " in compliance

confront Antipas with the facts and proofs in per- with custom ; " and Farrar, “ It is only popularly

son. Antipas was just having his first interview that he is called king. " The determining argu

when Fortunatus entered and handed the letters ment, however, is fatal to all these conjectural

at once to the emperor . When Agrippa had also opinions, and is based upon the usus of the word

arrived, and all the accusations against Antipas king, at the time the evangelists employed it, and

were understood by the emperor, he challenged not in its modern restricted sense. We now apply

Antipas to deny the charges preferred of his the term absolutely and exclusively to royalty, but

treachery toward the imperial government, in in the time of Augustus and afterward, it was ap

confederating with Sejanus, and with Artabanus, plicable not only to a sovereign ruler, but." in a

king of Parthia, and the secret storing of arms general and lower sense applied equally to a prince,
against himself. The tetrarch could not deny ruler, viceroy, and thelike" (Robinson's Greek Dic

these accusations, and soconfessed his guilt. tionary of the New Testament, on Baocheus, and

6. Antipas Deposed. Thereupon Caligula also ßaoiheuw ). The appellation was applied to a

deprived Herod Antipas of his tetrarchy “ and chief, a captain , a judge to a king's son, a

gave it by way of addition to Agrippa's kingdom ,” prince, or anyone sharing in the government ;

confiscated his money, and sent him and his wife generally a lord, a master, a householder, and

into perpetual banishment in Lyons, Gaul (France), after Augustus, to any great man ” ( Liddell and

andeventually in Spain , where hedied (Ant., xviii, Scott's Greek Dictionary, 1883, on Bacilevs).

ch. 7, SS 1 , 2 ; War, ii, ch. 9, § 6 ). Dion Cassius Josephus (born A. D. 37 ), who lived in the time

also relates that “Herod the Palestinian, having of the apostles, confirms this usage when he re.

given a certain occasion by reason of his brothers lates that Herod the Great altered his will, " and

( nephew ] was banished beyond the Alps, and his therein made Antipas king," when in fact he was

estates ofthe government confiscated to the state ” merely made tetrarch (War, i, ch . 32 , § 7).
(Booklv, Cæsar Augustus, 27). IV. HER’OD PHIL’IP II (B. C. 4-34 A. D.).

7. Jesus and antipas. " It is now in place 1. Philip theTetrarch . This Herod was also

to consider the relations of our Saviour and this the son of Herod the Great and Cleopatra. He

tetrarch during the week of the great crucifixion . should not be confounded with a half brother of

It was about six years before Herod Antipas was the same name, who was the son of Mariamne,

deposed and exiled. From the time that this and known as Philip I. By his father's will Philip

Herod had slain the Baptist,this crime hadhaunted I was excluded from all government rights on ac
his conscience. When then he heard of the deeds count of the supposed treachery on the part of

done by Jesus, " he was perplexed, because it was his mother toward her husband (War, i, ch . 30,
said of some that John had risen from the dead.” | 8 7). He married hiş niece Herodias, who after

“ And Herod said , John have I beheaded, butwho ward eloped with her husband's half brother
this of whon hear such things ? " And he Herod Antipas. Philip and Herodias had a

said, “ This is John the Baptist ; he is risen from daughter named Salome, who figured in the death

the dead ; and therefore mighty works do show of John the Baptist. Philip 11, the tetrarch,

forth themselves in him ” (Luke 9 :7 ; Matt. 14 : 2) . married this Salome.

We find Herod Antipas at Jerusalem when 2. Tetrarchy. With characteristic accuracy

Jesus was before Pilate on trial for his life. When Luke refers to this “ Philip , " and is confirmed in

Pilate understood that Jesus was from Galilee, all particulars by Josephus and contradicted in

the territory of Antipas, " he sent him to Herod none. This Jewish historian of fame gives us

as belonging to his jurisdiction .” " And when definitely the countries included in his tetrarchy.

Herod saw him, he was exceedingly glad ; for he He mentions how Herod the Great by will pro

was desirous to see him of a long season, because vided that his own kingdom should be divided

he had heard many things of him , and he hoped between his three sons; Archælaus taking half

to see somemiracle done by him .". Nevertheless, the territory, as already described , to be ruled as

as Christ did not reply to his questions of curi- an ethnarchy, and the remaining half to be divided

osity, he was offended, and “ Herod with his men into two parts, to be called tetrarchies, meaning

of war set him at nought, and mocked him , and each a fourth part,to begiven to the “ two sons,

arrayed him in gorgeous robe, and sent him again Philip [II] and Antipas ; ” and that “ Batanæa and

to Pilate. And the same day Pilate and Herod Trachonitis and Auronitis [ i. e . , Gaulonitis] and

were made friends together ; for before they were parts of Jamnia .. were to be made subject to

at enmity between themselves ” (Luke 23:5–12 ; Philip;” under the name of tetrarchy ( Ant., xvii,
comp. Acts 4:27). ch . 11 , § 4 ; ch . 8 , § 1 ). These regions were located

8. Kingship ofAntipas. Criticism has found in northeastern Palestine. There is in existence

difficulty in understanding how the evangelists a coin struck by the authority of Philip II, in the
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reign of the Emperor Tiberius, which bears the We come now to the third generation of the

following superscription : Herods, the first of whom is

Obverse, “ Tiberius Augustus Cæsar ” —Tißeplos V. HER’OD AGRIP'PA I (A. D. 37–44 ).

Σεβαστος Καισερ. 1. Princely Life. This Agrippa wasthe son

Reverse, “ Of Philip Tetrarch " - Qihet Tov TET of Bernice and Aristobulus, a son of Herod the

Γραρχης ].
Great, who slew him . He was born B. C. 10, and

Itis said that Philip was the first Jewish prince died A. D. 44. He was the child of two first

who used images on his coins (Madden on Jewish cousins, and was himself married to another

Coins ; Thomas Lewin on Paul, vol . i , p. 17) . cousin , who was the daughter of his aunt, who

Philip's subjects were mostly Syrians and Greeks. again was married to an uncle ! Josephus men

He had a peaceful rule for thirty-seven years . tions him Agrippa,” and “Agrippa the

3. Conduct. This tetrarch was altogether the Great” (War, i, ch . 28, § 1 ; Ant., xvii, ch . 2 ,S 2 ;
best of all the Herods. He is described as a xviii, ch. 5 , § 4 ) . In the New Testament he is

person of moderation and quietness in the conduct called either by his surname “ Herod,” or “ Herod

of his life and government,” whose consideration the king ” ( Acts 12 : 1 , 6, 7 , 11 , 19-21). He was

for his subjects was remarkable ; that when he brought up and educated at Rome, as

traveled among them he was careful to have his most of the Herodian princes . Agrippa appears

tribunal on which he sat in judgment to follow him to have been a man of gracious manners, ofkindly

in his progress, and when anyone met him who spirit in the main, gifted with extraordinary

wantedassistance, he made no delaybut had his powers of eloquence, and quite vain withal. In

tribunal set immediately wheresoever he happened

to be, and sat down upon it and heard his com

plaint. Moreover, he left monuments of himself

worthy of his name in improvements for his people .

At Paneas, at the base of Mount Hermon, in the kuyang

north, at the principal source of the Jordan,he

built a new city with much magnificence, called

Cæsarea Philippi (Matt. 16:13). It is now but a Coin of Herod Agrippa .

mere ruin . This city must be distinguished from

Cæsarea on the Mediterranean Sea. He also erected religion he was a zealous rather than a devout

Bethsaida to the rank of a city, whose site was a Jew, attentive to " tithe of mint and anise and

little north of the Sea of Galilee on the upper Jor- cummin ,” but neglectful of “the weightier mat

dan, and he gave it the name Julias, after Julia, ters of the law, judgment, mercy, and faith.” He

“ the profligate daughter of Augustus” (Ant. , xviii, was keenly fond of popularity, and possessed

ch . 2 , $ 1 ; War, ii, ch . 9, § 1 ). much personal magnetism (Ant., xix, ch. 6, SS 1 ,

4. Death . After a long rule, distinguished | 2 ; xix, ch. 7 , § 3 ).

for its moderation and equity, this worthy tetrarch 2. Reverses.' Agrippa and Caius (Gaius)

died A. D. 34, which was "in the thirtieth year Caligula , the heir apparent to the imperial throne,

of the reign of Tiberius." He was greatly beloved in early life became warm personal friends , a fact

by his people. He had married Salome, the which afterward was greatly to the advantage of

daughter ofHerodias, but they left no children . this prince. For out of this intimacy came some

Upon his death his territory was annexed to the remarkable surprises and reverses of fortune to

Roman province of Syria. “ When he was carried Agrippa. One day these friends were riding out

to his monument,which he had already erected for together in a chariot, and Eutychus, a freedman,

himself beforehand, he was buried with great was their charioteer. In the course of conversa

pomp ”. (Ant., xviii, ch. 4 , § 6). tion , Agrippa enthusiastically stretched out bis

5. Philip and the Gospels. He is men hands and said confidingly to Caligula that he

tioned by Lūkeas “ Philip , tetrarch of the Iturea, ” wished that old Tiberius would die, that Caius

which is the Greek name for the country lying at Caligula might assume the purple and the throne.

the base of the Lebanon mountains ( Luke 3 :1). The freedman , overhearing the remark , reported

“ When Jesus came into the coasts (Mark, Gr. it to the emperor Tiberius, who at once peremp

Tàs kóuas, the villages] of Cæsarea Philippi, he torily ordered Agrippa to be put in chains and

asked his disciples, saying, Whom do men say then imprisoned. Wearing his robe of distinction,
that I, the Son of man, am . ::: But whom say the order was executed , and Agrippa was placed

ye that I am ? Simon Peter said , Thou art the among the criminals of the State. This humilia

Christ, the Son of the living God. Jesus said , tion was endured, however, but six months, when

Blessed art thou, Simon Bar-jona : for flesh and Tiberius died, and Caligula at once became em

blood hath not revealed it unto thee , but my peror (Ant., xviii, ch . 6, § 6 ; War, ii, ch. 9 , $ 5 ).

Father which is in heaven ” (Matt. 16 :13–17 ; 3. Kingship. A few days after the imperial

Mark 8 : 27-30). It was in this region that Jesus funeral Agrippa was summoned to appear at the

began to teach them that " the Son of man must new emperor's palace — the palace of Caligula.

suffer many things, and be rejected of the elders Having shaved and changed raiment, he presented

and chief priests and scribes, and be slain, and be himself hopefully in the presence of the new em .

raised the third day ” (Luke 9:22) . “ But they peror, his friend, who immediately proceeded to

understood not that saying, and were afraid to put a diadem upon Agrippa's head and appointed

ask him " (Mark 9:32). him to be king of the tetrarchy of [his uncle)

Thus the second generation of the Herodians Philip ( and Lysanius); also ... changed his

known to the gospels pass out of history. iron chain for a gold one of equal weight,” which

>

(

"
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he hung about his neck. Afterward this golden to Rome in their interests in this matter. Mean

chain was “ hung up within the limits of the tem- time Agrippa, who was at this time at Rome,

ple at the treasury [at Jerusalem ), that it might furnished in honor of Caligula a magnificent ban

be a memorial of the severe fate he had lain quet; and when the emperor was full of wine,

under ; a demonstration how the greatest and Agrippa had drank to his health, Caligula

prosperity may have a fall, and that God some generously proposed in return everything that

times raises what is fallen down. .. For this might contribute to Agrippa's happiness, and, so

chain thus dedicated afforded a document to all faras was in the emperor's power, he should be

men that King Agrippa had once been bound in a at his service. With admirable tact and address

chain for a small cause, but recovered his former Agrippa declined to receive anything in his own

dignity and was advanced to be a more illustrious behalf, as he had already received so much ; but,

king " (Ant., xviii, ch . 6, SS 10, 11 ; xix , ch . 6 , in behalf of his brethren at home,he said, “ This

§ 1 ). The Senate at Rome also gave him the bon. J is my petition, that thou wilt no longer think of

orary position of pretor. the dedication of that statue which thou hast

4. Assumes Government. In the second ordered to be set up in the Jewish temple by Pe.

year of Caligula's reign Agrippa requested leave tronius." Caligula thereupon, " as a favor to

of the emperor to return home to Palestine and Agrippa ,” rescinded the order (Ant. , xviii , ch. 8,

take possession of his kingdom ( Ant., xviii, ch. 5, SS 1-8). Nevertheless, because Petronius so far

§ 11 ). Accordingly he sailed on the Mediter. disobeyed Caligula's orders as to make representa

ranean, in the usual course, to Alexandria in tions, and so delay executing his orders, the em.

Egypt. At this time the Jews and Greeks of the peror ordered the prefect to commit suicide ; but

city were in very unpleasant relations with each the order was delayed at Rome, and very soon
other. When the Greeks saw this Jewish king, Caligula died by the dagger of the assassin, named

accompanied by his bodyguard, exploiting much Chærea, whom the emperor had outrageously in

gold and silver, they spitefully took occasion to sulted . This was in A. D. 41 .

mock him with the meanest insults. They even 6. Enlarged Kingdom. Claudius , a weak

engaged a poor, naked, idiot buy, named Carabas, minded man, who had been the laughingstock of

who was the butt of the street boys , placed on the court, now came to the front. Through the

him a crown of paper, clothed him in mat cloth , friendly offices of Herod Agrippa I, who with great

and with a stick in his hand to represent a scepter diplomacy used his influence adroitly with the

and a bodyguard composed of the gamin of the Senate favorably for this man, he was made em

city, they deridedthe new king on the stage ( see peror. As a return for being elevated to the im

Philo's Flaccum , &$ 5 and 8). But when Agrippa perial succession in the house of the Cæsars

reached his subjects in Palestine the Jews were and the empire of the world, Claudius published

astonished to see him returning as a king, and he edicts in favor of the Jews, and greatly enlarged

was received with apparent satisfaction. the dominions of Agrippa by adding Judea,

5. Memorable Services. In accordance Samaria, and Abylene, so that his realm was now

with his promiseon leaving the emperor at Rome, almost as extensive as was his grandfather's, King

having organized and established his kingdom , Herod the Great, lacking only Idumæa (Ant., xix,

King Agrippa I returned to the imperial capital. ch . 5 , § 1 ; War, ii , ch. 11 , $ 5). Monumental

It was about this time that Caligula developed evidence of the historicity of this account is fur.

unmistakable indications of insanity, and, among nished in a coin struck by Herod Agrippa I, at
other things, demanded that he should be univer- Cæsarea. It reads :

sally deified and adored as a god, and that all men Obverse : Βασιλευς μεγας Αγριππα φιλοκαισερ.
should swear by his name. He filled his Jewish Reverse : Καισαρη Σεβαστω Αιμενι.

subjects with the utmost horror when he ordered Obverse : “ Agrippa the Great, Lover of Cæsar ."

Petronius, president of Syria, to place a gilded Reverse : “ Cæsar on Port Sebastus."

statue of the emperor in the holy of holies of the Sebaste is the standing Greek word for Augus.

temple at Jerusalem to be worshiped . For when tus, the title assumed by several emperors.

they submitted to become subjects of the empire “ Cumanus took one troop of horsemen , called the

they were guaranteed all their own national and troop of Sebaste, out of Cæsarea ” (War, ii , ch .
religious rights. A similar attempt at Alexandria 12, § 5) .

had occasioned both tumults and massacres. An 7. Humiliations Imposed. Though having

embassy composed of Jews, who were the princi- received royalty, with the added heritage of his

pal men among them , was organized , with the grandfather's kingdom , Herod Agrippa was at one

eminent Philo at their head, to persuade Caligula time made to feel that, after all , his dominion was

to desist from this inexpressible wrong . But a mere dependency upon the Roman power which

when they went to the emperor he refused them dominated the nations included in the empire.

his presence, and bade Philo “ Begone !” Petronius Being of Idumean origin ,it is related that on one

meantime, with an army,marched to Jerusalem. occasion , before his kingdom had been enlarged

At Ptolemais the Jews Aocked by the ten thou- by Claudius, when the Feast of Tabernacles was

sand to petition the Syrian prefect not to compel observed , the lesson from the law for the day was
them to " violate the laws of their forefathers; read : “ Thou shalt in any wise set him king over

but that, if he persisted in carrying out the im- thee whom the Lord thy God shalt choose.

perial order, to first kill them, and then do what Thou mayest not set a stranger over thee which

he was resolved upon ( Ant., xviii, ch . 8, SS 1-6) . is not thy brother ” (Deut. 17:15 ). He, remem

Petronius was touched with this loyalty of their bering that he was of foreign stock, and was so

faith , and, dismissing the Jews, promised to send recognized by his brethren, Agrippa, from bitter

)
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anticipations, burst into tears before them all; the reflections shone out in a surprising splendor.

but the people, sympathizing with him, exclaimed , Josephus says that the people exclaimed that

“ Fear not, Agrippa, thou art our brother !” For hewas a god,” and that “ the king did neither

the law required also, “ Thou shalt not abhor an rebuke them nor reject their impious flattery ”

Edomite, for he is thy brother. ... The children (comp. Acts 12:19–23). After five days the king

that are begotten of them shall enter into the con. departed this life, being in the fifty-fourth year

gregation of the Lord in their third generation ” of his age and in the seventh of his reign .'

(Deut. 23 ; ch. 7, § 8 ). Agrippa thus was clearly he reigned four years under Caius [ Caligula]

entitled to this consideration ; he was at a re- Cæsar, three of them were over Philip's tetrarchy

move of the third generation at least from the only, and on the fourth he had that of Herod (An.

Idumæans or Edomites. tipas] added to it; and he reigned besides those

Now Agrippa resided mostly at Jerusalem . He three years under the reign of Claudius Cæsar "

commenced the building of impregnable walls to | (Ant., xix , ch .8 , S 2 ) .

fortify the city. But Marsus Vibius, prefect of VI. HER’OD XGRIP'PA II (A. D. 63–70 ).

Syria, ordered the constructions discontinued on 1. Identification . Much confusion and diffi

the mere grounds of suspicion. The king, like his culty have been experienced to identify these two

ancestors, was fond of ostentatious display. He historical personages—father and son — as they
had once invited a number of petty kings contigni- bear exactly the same name. Nevertheless, they

ous to his own realm to be his guests and accept are known in both profane and sacred history by

his hospitality at the city Tiberias, where royal different appellations. Outside of Scripture the
spectacles were to be witnessed. Marsus Vibius elder is called Herod Agrippa I and the younger

came also from Syria. Agrippa and the five kings as Herod Agrippa II. But in the New Testament

thinking to do him honor, went forth in a chario : the father is named either “ Herod," as he is re

about seven furlongs to meet the prefect. But peatedly called in the same chapter (Acts 12: 6 ,

Marsus, being suspicious of the real meaning of 11 , 19-21), or “ Herod the king ” (12:1) ; whereas

hospitable popularity and display of the public the son , in contradistinction from the father, is
games, offered a great affront to all concerned called either “ Agrippa " (25:22, 23 ; 26:32), or

when he ordered the five kings to proceed at once King Agrippa " (25:26 ; 26:27 , 28). True, both

and quietly to their respective homes ( Ant., xix , were kings and bore the same name, but they were

ch. 7, § 2 ; Ibid., ch. 8, § 1). not both rulers at the same time and their king.

8. Christian Persecutions. Herod Agrippa doms were different. So far as appears in Scrip

I is known in the New Testament simply as ture, Herod Agrippa I was king of all Palestine

“ Herod. ” He was the only Herod. who had roy- proper during the period A. D. 41-44 ; while Herod

alty bestowed upon him and governed all Pales- Agrippa II was king of perhaps one third of that

tine since the death of his grandfather, Herod the country, lying to the north and northeast, during

Great, who died soon after the birth of Jesus. the period A. D. 52–70, when his government was

He is mentioned only in the Book of Acts, where utterly destroyed by the Roman - Jewish war and

he is named twice in the same chapter in connec- the Jewish nation ceased to be. As to scriptural

tion with two different events (ch. 12). Although incidents associated with - each, it was Herod

usually an affable man, he was exceedingly ambi- Agrippa I who beheaded James, the brother of

tious to please bis Jewish subjects, and this pas- John, and also imprisoned Peter at Jerusalem

sion led him to become a persecutor of the Chris. | ( 12:13 ); but it was Herod Agrippa II who went to

tians in the little community at Jerusalem . The Cæsarea , whom Paul called “ king ” or “ King

record reads: “Now about this time Herod the Agrippa ” in his memorable defense at Cæsarea

king stretched forth his hands to vex (raków , to ( 26 :2, 7, 13, 19, 26 , 27 ), and whom Luke calls either

maltreat, exasperate) certain of the Church . And “ Agrippa " or King Agrippa " in narrating the

he killed James, the brother of John (sons of same occasion ( 25:13, 22–24, 26 ; 26:28, 32).

Zebedee], with the sword ; and because he saw it 2. Youth . When Herod Agrippa I died, in

pleased the Jews he proceeded further to take A. D. 44, he left this son and three daughters

Peter also , " with a view of slaying himafter the named Bernice,Mariamne, and Drusilla (Ant., xviii,

Passover was ended (Acts 12:1-3). But Peter ch. 5 , § 4 ; xix, ch .9, § 1). Agrippa was born A. D.

was delivered by night by the interposition of an 27, and was but a stripling of seventeen years of

angel. Now this procedure was exactly accordant age at his father's death, resident at the imperial

with the Jewish Talmud in the Mishna, which capital , receiving his education under the patron.

reads thus : “ The ordinance of putting to death age of the emperor. “ Now Agrippa, the son of

by the sword is this, the man's head is cut off the deceased, was at Rome and brought up with

with a sword , as is accustomed to be done by royal Claudius Cæsar ” (Ant. , xix, ch . 9, § 2 ). This em

command " ( Professor Lomby, Com ., in loco ; peror at first contemplated placing young Agrippa

comp. Ant., xix, ch. 9, § 3). immediately upon his father's throne to rule all

9. Death . Agrippa and his deputies and Palestine ; but better counsels prevailing, he con.

other dignitaries of the landassembled at Cæsarea, cluded that it would be “ a dangerous experi

atthe seaside, to celebrate the games at a festival ment” for “ so young a man,” who was without

and to offer vows for the safety and prosperity of any experience, to undertake to govern so large a
the Emperor Claudius. Early in the morning of kingdom (Ant.,xix, ch 9, $ 2) . “ So Claudius made

the second day of the celebration the king pre- the country a Roman province, and sent Cuspius

sented himself to the people clad in " a garment Fadus to be procurator of Judea and the whole

made wholly of silver and of a texture truly won of the kingdom ” ( Ant., xix, ch . 9, § 2 ; War, ü ,

derful. ” When the sun's rays touched his dress ch. 11 , § 6 ).
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3. Royalty. When his uncle, Herod, king of by a stone, but continued in the command of his

Chalcis, died , in A. D. 48, Agrippa junior had at- own troops until the Romans had destroyed both

tained the twenty-first year of his age. Claudius Agrippa's kingdom and the Jewish commonwealth .

now appointed him to be governor of that vacant The war closed in the capture of Jerusalem in the

kingdom . At the same time he was made super- year 70. Agrippa then retired to Rome, where at

intendent of the Jewish temple at Jerusnlem and length he died, in the seventy -third year of his

manager of its treasury, with full power to remove age, A. D. 100 , and in the third year of the reign

the high priests from office at will, an authority of the emperor Trajan.

which he frequently exercised, as did his uncle be- Josephus makes special note of the fact that

fore bim (Ant., xx, ch_8. & 11 ; xx , ch . 9, 88 1,4, Titus, the Roman general, affixed his signature to

6 ; xx, ch . 1 , § 3). These frequent changes of the history of the Roman-Jewish war, as written

the high priesthood for political reasonsrendered by himself, and authenticated its statements as
Herod Agrippa Il quite unpopular with the Jews. being historical , and, moreover, when he was em.

It is not quite clear whether royalty was con- peror, ordered the publication of his books ; and

ferred upon this Agrippa when he was appointed that Josephus then had in his possession sundry

at Chalcis over his uncle's vacant kingdom ,but it letters from Herod Agrippa II attesting the truth

is quite certain he had this distinction at least of his historical narrative as one who was an eye.

when he was transferred to another and greater witness of the facts therein stated (Life, $ 65 ).

kingdom . His royal residence was finally estab- PRINCESSES OF THE HOUSE OF THE

lished at Cæsarea Philippi, at the southwestern HERODS.-HERODIAS, BERNICE, Drusilla. The

base of Mt. Hermon , which is at the principal Herodian princesses were not themselves Jewish

source of the River Jordan . rulers, but were married to those who were. They

4. Kingdom . Josephus remarks: “ Now , belonged to the royal family by birth . There were

after the death of Herod, king of Chalcis, Claudius others, but these are the only ones mentioned in

set Agrippa, the son of Agrippa, over his uncle's the historical New Testament.
kingdom , while Cumanus took upon him the office I. HERO'DIAS. See under HEROD ANTIPAS,

of procurator of the rest (of the territory ), which 3 and 4.

was a Roman province ” (War, ii , ch. 12 , § 1 ). He II . BERNI'CE. 1. Personality. Thisprin.

also mentions that about theyear 53, “ when Clau- cess was the eldest daughter of King Herod

dius had completed the twelfth year of his reign, he Agrippa I and Cypros, and she was therefore the

bestowed upon Agrippa [II] the two former sister of King Herod Agrippa II and Drusilla ;

tetrarchies of Philip and Lysanius, but took from and she was the wife of Herod, king of Chalcis,

him Chalcis when he had been governor thereof “ who was both her husband and uncle." She

four years (Ant., xx, ch. 7, § 1 ; War, ii, ch . 12 , was sometimes called “a queen ,” but in reality

§ 1), and removed him to a greater kingdom
Bernice was a woman of

(War, ii, ch . 12, § 8). His realm was now situated rarest beauty and charmsof person . Tacitus men

in the north and northeast of Palestine, but the tions her as “ Queen Bernice [who] at that time

regions known as Peræa, and Judea, Samaria, and (was] in the bloom of youth and beauty ” (Hist. ii,

Galilee, which belonged to the kingdom of his fa- 81).

ther, were never included in the kingdom of King 2. Character. Her husband dying in A. D.

Herod Agrippa II. A coin exists, struck by the 48, Bernice was but twenty years of age. How

authority of the second Herod, at Cæsarea Philippi, ever, after that event her character washeld much

the capital of his new kingdom, in the imperial in question on the score of chastity. She had re

reign of Nero, which reads thus : tired to the home of her brother Agrippa II, and

Obverse : “ Nero Cæsar." even their relations with each other were regarded

Reverse : “ By King Agrippa, Neronias." with grave suspicion ( Ant., xx , ch . 7 , § 3). In order

That is, the city Cæsarea Philippi is renamed to cast off all evil surmises respecting them ,she ac
Neronias in honor of Nero, the reigning em. cepted marriage with Polemo, king of Pontus, who

peror at that time. was induced to take the step " on account of her

5. End. Herod Agrippa II, unlike his father, riches ; ” but their married life together was of

was never popular with his subjects. It appears but short duration, as not long afterward Bernice

to have been the purpose of the procurator, Florus, forsook her husband andreturned to her brother

to goad the Jews into revolt and war with the Agrippa (Ant.,xx, ch. 7 , § 3, comp. Tacitus, Hist.,

whole Roman empire by his own official and infa- ii, 81 ; Suetonius, Titus, vii ; Juvenal's Satires,

mous conduct toward those people. “ Multitudes 155–157). No intimation of Bernice's reputation

of Jews addressed themselves to the king (Agrip- is given in the references in the New Testament .

pa II) and to the high priests, and desired that 3. Publicity. She figures conspicuously be.

they might have leave to send ambassadors to sides her unmarried brother, Herod Agrippa II, in

Nero against Florus ” (War, ii, ch. 17 , S 4 ). But places of public interest and assemblies, on sev:

Agrippa, seeing the evils to arise,in apublic ad. eral occasions. In one instance they went together

dress endeavored to dissuade the Jews from their to Jerusalem to quiet the warlike spirit aroused

warlike purpose, an appeal which ended in tears, among the Jews by the exasperating cruelties

and greatly moved the impassioned people ad perpetrated by, and the conduct of, the notorious
dressed . But when Agrippa saw that the inevit . Gessius Florus , the procurator. Bernice appeared

able had come, he joined his forces with those of in the gallery of the auditorium overlooking the

the Romans and made war upon his abused and excited and surging multitude,to whom Agrippa

aggrieved subjects (War, ii , ch . 17, $ 4). In a bat- made a powerful appeal that they should not re.

tle before Gamala Herod was wounded in the elbow volt against the Roman power. When Agrippa

never wore a crown.
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had thus spoken, both he and his sister wept, and When the father died in A. D. 44, Drusilla was but a

by their tears repressed a great deal of the vio- prattling child of six summers. As she grew into

lence of the people ” (War, ii, ch .16 , SS 1-5). They womanhood she became a celebrated beauty, and
went together again when “ King Agrippa (II )was was the envy of even her sister Bernice.

going to Alexandria,tocongratulate Alexander (the 1. Marriages. Being a Jewess of a family

procurator] upon his having obtained the govern- of distinction, she accepted in marriage Azizus,

ment" of Judea ( War, ii, ch . 10 , § 1). Andnow once king of Edessa (Emesa), on the express condition

again they are found together at Cæsarea on the that he would conform to the required ceremony

sea, to extend courtesy of greetings and congratu. of becoming a Jew . At one time " while Felix

lations to Portius Festus upon the occasion of his the procurator of Judea saw this Drusilla, he fell

entering upon office as procurator of that country, in love with her ; for she did indeed excel all

while Paul was in custody there as a prisoner other women in beauty.” Felix sent a Jew “ to

( Acts 25). From the lips of Festus, King Agrippa persuade her to forsake her husband and marry

learned the particulars respecting the eloquent him ; and he promised that if she would not refuse

prisoner whom his predecessor Felix had left him , he would make her a happy woman.” She

" bound,” because "he was willing to show the accepted this proffer, and was " prevailed upon to

Jews a pleasure." Already had Paul been im- transgress the laws of her forefathers and marry

prisoned two years, and the official Jews of Jeru. Felix. And when he had a son by her, he named

TABLE OF THE HERODIAN FAMILY .

GIVING THE NAMES ONLY OF THOSE MENTIONED IN THE FOREGOING DISCUSSION AND THOSE NAMED IN THE NEWTESTAMENT .

HEROD I, or

HEROD THE KING, or

HEROD THE GREAT.

DORIS. MARIANNE

(the Asmongan ).

MARIANNE

(the Boethusian ).

MALTIAKE

(the Samaritan).

CLEOPATRA

( of Jerusalem ),

ANTIPATER

(execated

B. C. 4). HEROD PHILIP I

( m . Herodias).

HEROD ARCHÆLAUS ?

(exiled A. D. 6).

HEROD ANTIPAS3

( m . Herodias,5

exiled A. D. 39) .

Herod Pullip II,

" the tetrarch "

(m. Salome,

d . A. D. 34 ) .ALEXANDER and ARISTOBULUS

( executed B. C. 6 ). (m . Bernice,

executed B, C, 6 ) . SALOME 11.6

HEROD KING OF CHALCIS

(d. A. D. 48).

HERODIAS

(banished

A. D. 39 ).

HEROD AGRIPPA 19

( m . CYPROS,

d. A. D, 44 ).

AEROD AGRIPPA 118 BERNICE , 9 DRUSILLA10

(53-70 A. D. ). (m. Azizus and FELIX,

d. at Vesuvius A. D. 79 ) .

AGRIPPA

(d. at Vesuvius A. D. 79).

1 " Herod the King," Matt . 2 ; Luke 1 : 5 . 2 Herod “ Archælaus,” Luke 19 : 12-27 ; Matt . 2 :22.3 " Herod " Antipas " the

tetrarch ,” Matt . 14 : 1 ; Luke 3 : 1, 19 ; Mark 6:14, 4 Herod “ Philip " " the tetrarch ," Matt. 14 : 1, 6 ; Luke 3 :1, 19 ; 9 :7 ; Mark

6:14. 6 " Herodias, ” Matt. 14 :3, 6 ; Mark 6:17. 6 Salome, Matt. 14 :6 ; Mark 6:22, 28 ; Luke 3 : 19.7 “ Herod ” Agrippa ( 1 )

“ the king, ” Acts 12 : 1 , 2. 8 Herod “ Agrippa ” II , Acts 25 : 13-27 ; 26 . 9 " Bernice," Acts 25:13 , 23 ; 26:30 . 10 “ Drusilla , "

Acts 24:24 .

salem had been clamoring for his life. Agrippa him Agrippa ” ( Ant., xx , ch. 7 , SS 1, 2). This son

having expressed a desire to hear Paul speak in and mother perished in the eruption of Mount

defense of the Christian faith , Festus promised Vesuvius in the Christian year 79.

him opportunity “ on the morrow .” Accordingly, 2. Husband . Claudius Felix was a man of

“ when Agrippa was come and Bernice with great low origin , and obviously of the lowest instincts .

pomp, and was entered into the place of hearing, He “ had been a slave [in Rome), in the vilest of

with the chief captains and principal men of the all positions, at the vilest of all epochs, in the

city, at Festus's command Paul was brought forth ” vilestof all cities ” (Farrar ). Tacitus says that as a

(Acts 25:22, 23 ). Bernice was now conspicuously procurator “ Antonius Felix exercised the prerog

seated beside her brother,King Agrippa. At this atives of a king, with the spirit of a slave, rioting

time the princess was thirty-two years of age, and in cruelty and licentiousness ; a man who
sup

sat blazing with all her jewels " before the gaz- posed he might perpetrate with impunity every

ing public, listening to the apostle's immortal de kind of villainy ” ( Annals, xii , 54). Suetonius re.

fense (Acts 26) . marks that “ in consequence of his elevation [to

III. DRUSIL'LA. Herod Agrippa I left three be procurator of Judea ], he became the husband

daughters,named Bernice, Mariamne,and Drusilla, of three queens ” (Claudius, c. 28).

in that order of their age (Ant . , xviii , ch . 5 , § 4).
3. At Cæsarea. During the procuratorship,

"

>
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“ Felix came [to Cæsarea ] with his wife Drusilla, HESABON (Heb gizwm, khesh -bone', intelli.

which was a Jewess, he sent for Paul and gence ), originally a Moabitish town, but when the

heard him concerning the faith in Christ Jesus. Israelites arrived from Egypt it was ruled over by

And as he reasoned of righteousness, and temper- Sihon, styled both “ king of the Amorites" and

ance [ i . e . , self-control ), and the judgment to “ king of Heshbon." It was taken by Moses

come, Felix was terrified, and answered, Go thy ( Josh. 21:23–26), and became a Levitical city

way for this time; and when I have a convenient ( Josh . 21:39 ; 1 Chron. 6:81), in the tribe of Reu

season , I will call thee unto me." He hoped that ben (Num. 32:37 ; Josh. 13:17 ) ; but, being on the

bribe money would be given him to release Paul, border of Gad, is sometimes assigned to the latter

and accordingly sent for him the oftener ; but, ( Josh. 21:39 ; 1 Chron. 6:81). “ Heshbon, now

when he was to be succeeded by the honorable Hesbân ; twenty miles E. of Jordan. The ruins

Porcius Festus, " Felix left Paul bound " to please stand on a low hill, and are a mile in circuit; a

the Jews (Acts 24: 24–27). Thus closed the scene shapeless mass of hewn stones, a great pool, a

and the procuratorship of Felix at Cæsarea. ruined fort, numerous caves here exist ” (Harper,

LITERATURE. — Conybeare and Howson, Life and Bible and Mod. Dis. , p. 374).

Epistles of St. Paul ; Thomas Lewin, Life and Figurative. In Cant. 7 :4 the eyes of the

Letters of St. Paul ; Prideaux, The Old and New Shulamite are likened to the “ fishpools of Hesh

Testaments Connected ; Milman, History of the bon, " by the gate of Bath -rabbim . The bright

Jeros ; Thomas Lewin, Fasti Sacri; Stanley,Jewish pools in the stream which runs beneath Hesbân

Church ; Ewald ,History of Israel, 1867; Schürer, on the west are probably intended (IIarper).

Jewish People in the T'ime of Jesus Christ, 1885 ;
HESHMON (Heb . 112wm, khesh -mone', fat

Wellhausen, History of Israel and Judah, 1891 ;
Farrar, “ The Herods;" Yahn, Hebrew Common ness), a town in the south of Judah (Josh. 15:27),

wealth , 1828 ; Hausrath, History of theNew Testa- perhaps the same as Azmon (v. 4).

ment Times, 1878 ; Keim, Jesu of Nazara, 1878 ; HETH (Heb. O , khayth , terror, dread ), the

Edersheim, Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah, forefather of the nation of the Hittites (q . v.)

1885 ; Rénan, History of the People of Israel ; called " sons and children of Heth ” (Gen. 23 :3 , 5,

Smith's Bible Dictionary, Hackett's edition ; Kitto, 17, 10, 16, 18 , 20 ; 25:10 ; 49:32). Once we hear

Biblical Cyclopædia ; McClintock and Strong, of the daughters of Heth ( Gen. 27:46 ). In the

Cyclopædia ; Reuss, History of the New Testament; genealogicaltables of Gen.10 and 1 'Chron. 1 ,

Bowman, s. L., Historical Évidences of the New Heth is named as a son of Canaan, younger than

Testament. - S . L. B.
Zidon, the firstborn, but preceding the Jebusite,

HERO'DIANS (Gr. 'Howdiavoi, hay -ro -dee -an- the Amorite, and the other Canaanitish families.

oy ), a party among the Jews of the apostolic The Hittites were, therefore, a Hamitic race.

age, and a party keenly opposed to Jesus (Matt. HETHʼLON (Heb. inn, kheth -lone', wrapped

22:16 ; Mark 3 : 6 ; 12:13) ; but of which no explicit
information is given by any of the evangelists. (up), the name of a place on the northern border

The party was, probably, formed under Herod the of Palestine (Ezra 47:15 ; 48: 1 ). In all probabil

Great, and appears to havehad for its principle ity the way of Hethlon ” is the pass at the

that it was right to pay homage to a sovereign northern end of Lebanon, and is thus identical

who might be able to bring the friendship of Rome with the entrance of Hamath ” in Num . 34:8,
etc. Its site has not been identified .

and other advantages, but who had personally no

title to reign by law and by religion. On this HEWING (Heb. 5X17, khaw - tsab '). The Gib

question they differed from the Pharisees (Matt. eonites, having deceived Joshua, were sentenced

22:16, 17), although they coalesced with them in to serve as " hewers of wood and drawers of

disguised opposition, or in open union against water unto all the congregation " (Josh. 9:21 ), a

Jesus, in whom they saw a common enemy. The service which was performed by the lowest class

Herodians were obviously something more than a of the people (Deut. 29:11 ). In 1 Kings 6:15 it is

political party, something less than a religious recorded that Solomon “ had fourscore thousand

sect. hewers in the mountains."

HERODIAS (Gr. 'Hpwdiás, hay -ro-dee-as', HEZEKI (Heb. "?!?, khiz -kee ', strong), one

feminine of Herod), the daughter of Aristobulusone of the sons of Mariamne andHerod the Great ofthe “ sons ” of Elpael, a chief resident of Jeru.

—and sister of Herod Agrippa I. See HEROD,
salem ( 1 Chron. 8:17, 18).

HEZEKI'AH (Heb. ZITT, khiz-kee - yaro',

HERODION (Gr. 'Hpwdiwv, hay-ro -dee -ohn, strengthened of Jehovah,2 Kings 18 : 1 , 10, 14,15,

derived from Herod), a Christian at Rome to 16 ; 1 Chron . 3:23 ; Neh. 7:21 ; Prov. 25:1; 177.IT,

whom Paul sent a salutation as his kinsman khis - kee -yaw ' -hoo, 2 Kings 20:10 ; 1 Chron. 4:41 ;

(Rom . 16:11). According to Hippolytus he be- 2 Chron . 28:27; 29: 1 , 20, etc.; -777ITT ), yekh -iz-kee

came Bishop of Tarsus, but according to others, yaw ', Ezra 2:16 ; Hos. 1:1; Mic. 1:1 ; 1777777;
of Patra .

HERON . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.
yekh-iz-kee-yaw'-hoo, Isa . 1 : 1 ; Jer. 15 :4 ; Gr.

'EÇekias, ed -zek -ee'-as).

HE’SED (Heb. Tom, kheh '-sed, kindness ), the 1. The thirteenth sovereign (including

name of a man whose son (Ben -hesed) was Solo- Queen Athaliah) of the separate kingdom of

mon's purveyor in the districts of Aruboth, Sochoh , Judah.
and Hepher ( 1 Kings 4:10), B. C. before 960. Family. Hezekiah was the son of Ahaz

66

6

>
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and Abi (Abijah ), born B. C. about 744 (2 Kings using every available means to strengthen his po

18 : 1, 2 ; 2 Chron . 29 : 1 ). sition and render his capital impregnable (2 Kings

Personal History. “ The biblical history | 20:20 ; 2 Chron. 32:3-5 , 30 ; Isa. 22:8-11).

of Hezekiah's reign has come to us in detached In 701 Sennacherib invaded Judea ( 2 Kings

fragments. We have two versions of it, one in 18 :13–16 ). The rumor of the invasion redoubled

the Books of Kings, the other in the Book of Hezekiah's exertions, and he prepared for a siege

Isaiah, but the two versionsdiffer but little from by providing offensive and defensive armor, stop

each other. . . . The chronicler informs us that ping up the wells,and diverting the watercourses,

' the acts of Hezekiah ' were written in the vision conducting the water of Gihon into the city by

of Isaiah the prophet ' (2 Chron . 32:32) . This a subterranean canal (Ecclus. 48:17). But the

vision, then, would have been a biography of the main hope of the political faction was the alliance

king, and we may conclude that the fragmentary with Egypt, and they seem to have sought it by

history of his reign, which we now possess, was presents and private entreaties (Isa. 30 :6 ). The

extracted from it. The most striking fact con- account given of this first invasion in the Annals

nected with this fragmentary history , however, has of Sennacherib is that he attacked Hezekiah be

been revealed to us by the Assyrian monuments. cause the Ekronites had sent their king, Padiya,

The embassy of Merodach -baladan took place (or “ Haddiya ” ), as a prisoner to Jerusalem (comp.

ten years before the campaign of Sennacherib in 2 Kings 18 :8 ); that hetook forty-six cities (" all the

Judah,” which “ happened not in the fourteenth fenced cities " in 2 Kings 18:13, is apparently a

year of Hezekiah's reign, but in bis twenty-fourth general expression , comp. 19: 8) and two hundred

year" (Sayce, Higher Crit ., etc. , p. 423, sq .). thousand prisoners ; that he besieged Jerusalem

Hezekiah began to reign at the age of twenty- with mounds (comp. 2 Kings 19:32); and although

five years, and occupied the throne twenty -nine Hezekiah promised to pay eight hundred talents

years (2 Kings 18 : 2 ; 2 Chron. 29 : 1), B. C. 719- of silver (the Scripture narrative, Kings 18:14,

690. says three hundred of silver and thirty of gold ),

( 1) Reform . His first act was to purge, repair, yet, not contentwith this, he mulcted him of a part

and reopen the temple, which had been neglected of his dominions, and divided it among the kings

during the idolatrous reign of his father. This of Ekron, Ashdod, and Gaza.
“ Brandis has en.

work was so thorough as not even to spare the deavored to show that the difference really origi

high places , ” which “ he removed , and brake the nates in a difference of computation, eight hun.

images, and cut down the groves.” A still more dred ' light' Assyrian talents being equivalent to

decisive act was the destruction of a brazen ser- three hundred 'heavy' Palestinian ones” (Sayce,

pent, said to have been the one used by Moses in High . Crit., etc.). In almost every particular this

the miraculous healing of the Israelites (Num ., account agrees with the notice in Scripture. Heze

21: 9 ), which had become an object of adoration. kiah's bribe (or fine) brought a temporary release,

The history of this reformation is given at length for the Assyrians marched into Egypt, where Sen

in 2 Chron. 29 , sq . It commenced with the cleans- nacherib was thwarted by Tirhakah, or Tarakos.

ing of the temple " in the first month ” of Heze- On his return he “ dealt treacherously ” with

kialı's first year, i . e . , in the month Nisan after. Hezekiah (Isa. 33:1) by attacking the stronghold

his accession, and was followed in the next month of Lachish. This was the commencement of that

(because at the regular season neither Levites nor second invasion, respecting which we have such

temple were in a state of preparation) by a great full details in 2 Kings 18:17, sq.; 2 Chron. 32: 9,

Passover, extended to fourteen days, to which not sq .; Isa. 36. From Lachish he sent against Je

only all Judah was summoned, but also the “ rem- rusalem an army with a blasphemous and insulting
nant ” of the ten tribes, some of whom accepted summons to surrender. Hezekiah's ministers

the invitation . were thrown into anguish and dismay, but the un

( 2) War with Philistines. Hezekiah early daunted Isaiah hurled back threatening for threat
(B. C. about 718) assumed the aggressive against ening with unrivaled eloquence and force. Mean.

the Philistines, and not only retook the cities while Sennacherib, having taken Lachish , was

which bis father had lost ( 2 Chron. 28:18 ), but besieging Libnah, when, alarmed by a rumor

even dispossessed them of their own cities, except of Tirhakali's advance, he was forced to relinquish

Gaza (2 Kings 18 : 8) and Gath ( Josephus, Ant., ix , once more his immediate designs, and content

13, 3). Hethus came to exercise a sort of suze- himself with a defiant letter to Hezekiah . The

rainty over the Philistian cities, and Ashdod, under Jewish king, with simple piety, prayed to God

its Greek prince, was induced to lead them in the with Sennacherib's letter outspread before him ,
revolt against Assyria. and received a prophecy of immediate deliverance.

(3) Relations with Assyria . “ Hezekiah re. Accordingly, “ that night the angel of the Lord

ceived from his father ,Ahaz, a kingdom mortgaged went out and smote the camp of the Assyrians ”

to Assyria .' Egypt, whose noxious interference one hundred and eighty-five thousand

had contributed to the fall of Samaria, appears (2 Kings 19:35). Of this great destruction there is

again as a fomenter of insurrection in Palestine. no word or hint in Sennacherib's inscriptions , as

The misguided patriotic party in Jerusalem disre- so shameful a disaster would be naturally con

gards the warning given by the capture of the cealed by national vanity. The Assyrians only

rebellious Ashdod (B. C. 711 ), and, after the ac- recorded victories. Sennacherib admits by his

cession of Sennacherib ( B. C. 705 ),takes the lead silence that he never penetrated within the walls

in an alliance of the disaffected states." Heze. of Jerusalem .

kiah rebelled against the king of Assyria, refusing (4 ) In Peace. Hezekiah assiduously cultivated

to pay tribute or send presents (2 Kings 18:7), I the arts of peace, and, by wise management of

"

men
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HEZEKIAH

>

nmrmIUTAT . A

finance and the attention which he paid to agri- blasphemous letter. In later times he was held in

culture and increase of flocks and herds, he be honor as the king who had “ after him none like

came possessed of much wealth (2 Chron. 32:23, bim among all the kings of Judah, nor any that

27-29 ; 2 Kings 20:13 ; Isa. 39:2 ). Hezekiah im- were before him ” (2 Kings 18 : 5) ; in Jer. 26:19

proved the water supply of Jerusalem , first intro- the elders of the land cite him as an example of

duced by Solomon, covering the upper outlet of pious submission to the word of the Lord spoken

the Gihon, and bringing it by a subterranean by Micah ; and the son of Sirach closes his recital

channel into the city ( 2 Chron . 32: 3 ; Isa . 22:11). of the kings with this judgment — that of all the

A very interesting account of the discovery and kings of Judah, “ David , Hezekiah , and Josiah

survey of this tunnel is given by Major Conder in alone transgressed not , nor forsook the law of the

bis Palestine, pp. 26, sq. This was stored in the Most High ” ( Ecclus. xlix , 4 ) .

large reservoir still called after Hezekiah (Ewald,
NOTE.— (1) Time of Passover (2 Chron . 29:3, sq .) ,

History of Israel, iii , p. 254 ). Himself a sacred “ The statement, ' in the Orst year of his reign , in the

poet, and probably the author of other psalms örst month,' is suficiently explained if Hezekiab
besides that in Isa. 38, he seems to have collected ascended the throne in one of the last months of the

the psalms of David and Asaph for the temple on the first of Nisan of the new year, so few months, or
calendar year , which began with Nisan, In that case ,

worship, and certainly employed competent scribes perhaps only weeks, would have elapsed since hisac
to complete the collection of Solomon's Proverbs cession, that what he did in Nisan could not rightly

( Prov. 25 : 1 ). He appears also to have given or his reign " (Keil, Com. ).
have been dated otherwise than 'the first year of

It ( the Reforination ) com

ders for the preservation of genealogical records. mencedwiththe ansing of the temple in the

(5) Sickness . " In those days was Hezekiah Arst month ' of Hezekiah's Arst year , i , e ., in the

sick unto death ” (2 Kings 20: 1; 2 Chron . 32:24 ; in the nextmonth (because at the regular season neither
month Nisan next after bis accession , and was followed

Isa. 38: 1). Hezekiah, whose kingdom was still in Levites nor temple were in a due state of prepara

a dangerous state from fear of the

Assyrians, and who had at that

time no heir, “ turned his face to

the wall and prayed unto the

Lord . ” God had compassion on

his anguish , and heard bis prayer.

Isaiah had hardly left the palace

when he was ordered to promise

the king immediate recovery, and

a fresh lease ( fifteen years) of life,

ratifying the promise by a sign

(see Note), and curing the boil by

a plaster of figs (2 Kings 20 : 1 , sq .;

Isa. 38: 1 , sq .). Various embas.

sadors came with letters and gifts

to congratulate Hezekiah on his recovery ( 2

Chron . 32:23), and among them an embassy

from Merodach - baladan (or Berodach) (2 Kings

20:12) . The pretended object of thismission

was to compliment Hezekiah upon his conva

lescence (2 Kings 20:12 ; Isa. 39: 1), but it

certainly had also the secret political object

of making common cause with Hezekiah to Hezekiah's Pool.

throw off the Assyrian yoke. Hezekiah re

ceived the overtures of Babylon with unconcealed | tion ) by a great Passover,extendedto fourteen days ”
gratification ; and, perhaps to enhance the opin. (Ritto). (2) Sign (Isa. 38 :7, 8 ), “ The step dial of Abaz

ion of his own importance as an ally, displayed to measured the time of day by half bours,or even quar
may have consisted of twenty steps or more, which

the messengers his princely treasures . The con- ters . If the sign was given an hour before sunset, the

sequences of this coqueting with the strangers, shadow, by going back ten steps ofhalf an hour each ,

would return to the point at which it stood . "
When

and vain display are pointed out in Isa. 19 : 3-8.
it stated that ' the sup returned, ' this does not mean the

(6) Death . After the destruction of the As- sun in the heaven , but the sun upon the sun dial, upon

syrians Hezekiah lived to enjoy for only about which the illumined surface moved upward as the

one year his well-earned peace and glory. He shadow retreated ; for when the shadow moved back ,

the sun moved back as well . The event is intended to

died, after a reign of twenty-nine years, in the be represented as a miracle ; and a miracle it really

fifty -fourth year of his age (2 Kings 20:21 ; was " (Smith , Bib. Dict.; Mc . and S., Cyc., 8.v .) . See
SENNACHERIB .

2 Chron. 32:33), B. C. 690.

Character. The prominent characteristics 2. The second of the three sons of Neariah, a

of Hezekiah were his trust in God and disposition descendant of Salarhiel (1 Chron.3:23 ), probably

to render him suitable honor and service (2 Kings a brother of the Esli of Luke 3:25 , and also of

18:4-6). Nor was he wanting in courage, as is Azor of Matt. 1:13, B. C. after 536 .

shown in the stern measures adopted to reform 3. The children of " Ater of Hezekiah ," to

the religion of his people as well as in his revolt the number of ninety -eight, returned from Baby

from the Assyrian king. His belief in prayer is lon with Zerubbabel (Neh . 7:21). In Neh. 10:17

seen by his earnest calling upon God during his his name (Anglicized“ Hizkijah " ) appears in a

illness,and upon the reception of Sennacherib's Isimilar connection (but without the connective
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HEZION HIGH PLACE

>>

“ of ”) among those who subscribed the covenant tures of objects, as of an animal, tree, bird, etc.,

of Nehemiah, B. C. before 536. representing a word, syllable, or single sound, and

HEʻZION ( 1'in, khez -yone', vision ), the fa- intendedto convey a meaning. The name was

ther of Tabrimon and grandfather of Ben-hadad I, first applied to the engraved marks and symbols
to whom Asa sent silverand gold fromthesacred found on the monuments and other records of an

treasury to secure his aid against Baasha (1 Kings cient Egypt. The key to these inscriptions was

15:18). B. C. before 915. In the absence of all the Rosetta STONE (q. v. ). The Egyptian hiero

information the natural suggestion is thatheis glyphics were generally engraved, but in old tem

the same person as Rezon, the contemporary of ples are found in high relief, generally fromright

Solomon (1 Kings 11:23), the two names being toleft, but readeither vertically or horizontally.
very similar in Hebrew, and still more so in the They ceased to be written about 300 A. D. Sce

versions (Smith).
WRITING.

HE’ZIR (Heb. - , khay-zeer', swine).
HIGGAIYON . See Music, TERMS OF .

1. The head of the seventeenth course of priests
HIGH DAY. See GLOSSARY.

as established by David (1 Chron. 24:15 ) , B. C. HIGH PLACE (Heb. 1799, baw -maw ', eleva

after 1000. tion ).

2. One of the heads of the people whosealed 1. Meaning. The proper meaning of bar
the solemn covenant with Nehemiah (Neh . 10:20 ), maw ' is ratherdoubtful, but was at first a designa
B. C. 445.

tion of any eminence, as " the heights of the

HEZ'RAI (Heb. 27, khets-ray ', walled in , clouds ” (Isa. 14:14 ); " waves of the sea (Job

2 Sam. 23:35), the same as Hezro (q . v. ) .
9: 8, marg. “ heights " ) ; but more especially of

HEZRO (Heb. 1737, khets-ro ', inclosure), a
mountains and hills (Deut. 32:13 ; 2 Sam. 1:19,

25 , etc. ). Then the term came to be applied to

Carmelite ; one of David's mighty men ( 1 Chron. elevated places on which worship and sacrifice

11:37 ). He is called in the margin and in 2 Sam . were offered ; to idols (Num . 22:41, etc.), and to

23:35 HEZRAI (q . v . ) . Jehovah ( 1 Sam . 9:12 , etc. ). As to the nature and

HEZRON (Heb. zinxm, khets-rone', inclosed ). arrangement of thebawmaw there is nothing cer
1. The third son of Reuben (Gen. 46 : 9 ; Exod. tain. That they were buildings is evident, for

6:14 ; 1 Chron . 4 : 1 ; 6 : 3). His descendants were they are described as having been “ built ”

called Hezronites (Num . 26 : 6).
( 1 Kings 11 : 7 ; 2 Chron, 33: 3), " removed "

2. The elder of the two sons of Pharez and (2 Kings 18:4), “ thrown down ” (2 Chron. 31 : 1 ),

grandson of Judah (Gen. 46:12 ; Ruth 4:18, 19 ;
“ broken down ” (2 Kings 23 : 8), and “ burned

1Chron. 2 :5, 9, 18 , 21 , 24 , 25). He is called (2 Kings 23:15) . The sanctuary at Beth -el (1 Kings

Esrom in Matt. 1 : 3 . 12:31) was a temple in the strict sense, in which

3. A place on the southern boundary of Judah , a golden calf was set up as Jehovah's symbol,

west of Kadesh-barnea ( Josh . 15 : 3 , 25). In the with an altar of sacrifice. In the kingdom of the

latter passage it is identified with Hazor (q . v. ) .
ten tribes every city had its bawmaw (2 Kings 17:

HEZʻRONITES, the descendants of Hezron , have been invariably associated with the high
9, comp. Ezek . 16:24, 31 , 39). Altars seem to

No. 1 (q. v. ).
places (2 Chron . 31: 1, etc. ) , and frequently groves

HIDDAI (Heb. 97., hid -dal’ee, derivation (2 Chron. 34 : 3 , etc. ). : 51

uncertain ), one of the “ thirty " heroes of David , 2. History. ( 1) General. Probably a natural

“ of the brooks Gaash (2 Sam . 23:30 ). In and, at first, an innocent impulse led men to wor.

1 Chron. 11:32 he is given as HURAI (q. v . ) . ship on the hills. The worshiper appeared to be

HIDDEKEL (Heb. 5p7n , khid -deh'-kel), the brought nearerto heaven and removed fromthe

name of the third of the four rivers of Paradise scenes of life's usual routine, thus suggesting the

(Gen. 2:14 ), being that which runs on the border idea of sacredness. The use of high places was

of Assyria. It is generally identified with the widely spread, the Trojans sacrificing to Jupiter

Tigris (q. v. ), « the great river ” (Dan. 10 : 4 ).
on Mt. Ida, the Greeks placing the habitations of

HI'ËL (Heb. 58 T , khee-ale', life from God ), Albordsch. Wefind that high places were very
their gods on Mt. Olympus, and the Persians on

a native of Beth-el, who rebuilt Jericho in the frequent among the neighbors of the Israelites,

reign of Ahab ( 1 Kings 16:34), and in whom was the Moabites (Num . 22:41 ; Isa. 16:12, etc.), and

fulfilled the curse pronounced by Joshua (Josh . the Canaanites (Deut. 12:2 , etc.). Nebo was prob

6:26), B. C. after 875 . ably sacred to the divinity of that name (Isa . 46: 1 ) .

HIERAP'OLIS (Gr.'Iepánohus, hee-er -ap '-ol-is, (2) Among the Israelites. The origin of this

sacred city). This place is mentioned only once kind of worship may be partly traced to the sim .

in Scripture (Col. 4:13), with Colossæ and Laodicea. ple custom of the patriarchs, who built altars and

Such association is just what we should expect , offered sacrifices at the places where Jehoval re

for the three towns were all in the basin of the vealed himself to them (Gen. 26:25 ; 28:18). But

Mæander and within a few miles of one another. it is mainly to be sought in the influence of the

Its modern name is Pambouk -Kalessi (Smith, Bib . Canaanites, who were left in the land with their

Dict., s . v.). There is little doubt that the Church high places, exercised on the hearts of the Israel.

of Hierapolis was founded at the same time with ites. Its earthly tone and sensuality were more
that at Colossæ . attractive than the severe discipline of the ear

HIEROGLYPHICS (from Gr. lepós, hee-er - nest worship of Jehovah , which insisted upon the

os ', sacred, and yaūgev, gloo'.fen ,to carve). Pic- denial of thie flesh and consecration of the heart.

)
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HIGH PRIEST HILL

>

The Israelites were commanded to “ pluck up high priesthood was rendered particularly illus

the high places of the Canaanites, as being seats trious by the great reformation effected under it

of idolatry (Num . 33:52 ; Deut. 12; 2 ; 33:29). In by King Josiah (2 Kings 23 :4, sq. ; 2 Chron. 34 :

obedience to Moses, Joshua set up great stones 9 , sq . ) by the solemn Passover kept at Jerusalem
upon Mt. Ebal, upon which was inscribed the in the eighteenth year of the king's reign (2 Chron.
law (Deut. 27:5 ; Josh. 8:30). Of the period 35: 1 , sq . ), and, above all, by the discovery which

prior to Samuel the term bawmaw is used only be made in the house of the Lord of a book which

three times of high places where worship was is called “the Book of the Laws” (2 Kings 22:8 )

offered, and only once is there reference to their and “ the Book of the Covenant " ( 23: 2), B. C.
use by the Hebrews (Lev. 26:30). During the 639.

time of the judges the high places are not men- NOTE.-A dimicult and interesting question arises :
tioned, although sacrifice was offered even by What was the book found byHilkiah? Kennicott is of

Levitical priests and prophets ; and they are no- opinion that it was the original autograph copy of the
Pentateuch written by Moses which Hilkiah found ,

ticed only once in the time of Samuel ( 1 Sam . 9 : but his argumentis far from conclusive. Ourmeansof

12, 19, 25 ;-10 :5 ). No mention is made of a high answering this question seem to be limited : (1) To an
placeduring David's reign, although it is evident examination ofthe terms in which the depositing the

book of the law by the ark was originally enjoined ;

that he worshiped on Mt. Olivet (2 Sam. 15:32 ) | (2) To an examination of the contents ofthebooksdis

and offered sacrifices at local altars ( 1 Chron . 21 : covered by Hilkiah,asfar as they transpire; (3) To any

26 ). The reign of Solomon shows an unusual de indications which may be gathered from thecontem

velopment ofthe worship on high places,and it is of Scripture. A consideration of all these points raises
porary writings of Jeremiah, or from any other portions

recorded of him that “ he sacrificed and burnt in a strong probability that the bookin question was the

cense in high places, and that Gibeon was “ the book of Deuteronomy ( Smith ). The probability is that

the book found by Hilkiah was the same wbich was in
great high place ” ( 1 Kings 3 : 3 , 4) . Beth -el was

trusted to the care of the priests and was to be put in

another of the principal of these sanctuaries the side oftheark (Deut. 31:9-26),andthat this was the
( 1 Kings 12:32). To gratify his foreign wives entire body of the Mosaic writing and not any part of

Solomon built high places for Ashtoreth, Chemosh, it, seems the only tenable conclusion (Kitto).

and for Milcom (1 Kings 11 : 7 ; 2 Kings 23:13 ) .
3. A Merarite Levite, the son of Amzi and

The construction of the temple did not prevent father of Amaziah ( 1 Chron. 6:45).

idolatrous worship and the worship of Jehovah on
4. The second son of Hosah , a Merarite, ap

high places from increasing under Rehoboam pointed by David as doorkeeper of the tabernacle

( 1 Kings 14:23). Hezekiah waged warfareagainst ( 1 Chron. 26:11 ), B. C. about 995.

local shrines on high places (2 Kings 18:4 , 22 ;
5. One of those who stood at the right hand of

2 Chron . 32:12 ; Isa. 36 : 7), but his successor,
Ezra while he read the law the people (Neh .

Manasseh, revived them . Josiah, however, com- 8 :4 ), B. C. about 445.

pleted the work of Hezekiah (2 Kings 23: 8 ) . After
6. One of the chief priests who returned from

the captivity the high places were not revived. Babylon with Zerubbabel and Jeshua (Neh . 12 : 7 ) .

High places were expressly sanctioned by Jere. His son Hashabiah is mentioned in v. 21 , B. Ć.

boam in the kingdom of Israel, and raised to a
536 .

national worship by his erecting high-place tem
7. A priest of Anathoth and father of the

ples ( 1 Kings 12:31 ; 13:32) at Beth - el and at Dan. prophet Jeremiah ( Jer. 1 : 1 ) , B. C. before 626.

Introduced on political grounds ( 1 Kings 12:26,
8. Father of Gemariah, who, with Elasah, was

sq.), it was maintained by all the kings of the ten sent by Zedekiah with a message to the captives

tribesdown to thefall of the kingdom (2 Kings at Babylon ( Jer. 29 : 3), B. C. before 599.

17:9, 29, 32). See GROVE. HILL, the rendering of several words in the

HIGH PRIEST. See PRIEST, HIGH.
original.

HIGHEST (Heb. 71 ??, el-yone', elevated ), a which seems to have the force of curvature or
1. Ghib-aw' (Heb. , high ), from a root

title ascribed to Jehovah (Psa. 18:13 ; 87:5), and humpishness. A word involving this idea is pe

in the New Testament (Gr. vrlotos, hoop '-sis-tos) culiarly applicable to the rounded hills of Pales

of the highest region , i . e., heaven (Matt. 21:9 ; tine. (Exod . 17 : 9 ; 1 Sam . 7: 1 , etc. ) .

Mark 11:10 ; Luke 2:14 , etc.) ; also of rank , the
2. Har (Heb. 17) . Our translators have also

most high God (Mark 5 : 7 ; Luke 8:28 , etc. ).

HIGH -MINDED . See GLOSSARY.
employed the English word hill for the very differ.

ent term har, which has a much more extended

HIGHWAY ( usually Heb. ??, mes-il-law '). sense than ghib-av ,meaning awholedistrict rather
See Roads. than an individual eminence, and to which our word

HI'LEN ( 1 Chron. 6:58). See Holon.
mountain " answers with tolerable accuracy.

HILKI'AH (Heb. 1777 ???, khil-kee-yaw', por- times occurs soas to confusethemeaning of a pas
This exchange is always undesirable, but it some

tion of Jehovah ). sage where it is desirable that the topography

1. The father of Eliakim , who was overseer of should be unmistakable. For instance, in Exod.

the household in the time of Hezekiah ( 2 Kings 24 :4 , the “ hill ” is the same which is elsewhere

18:18, 26, 37 ; Isa. 22:20 ; 36 : 3 , 22 ; 37 : 2 ), B. C. in the same chapter (12, 13 , 18, etc. ), consistently

before 719. and accurately rendered “ mount” and “ mountain .”

2. High priest in the reign of Josialı. Accord . The countryofthe “ hills,” in Deut. 1 :7 ; Josh. 9 : 1 ;

ing to the genealogy in 1 Chron . 6:13 ( see Neh . 10:40) ; 11:16, is the elevated district of Judah,

11:11 ) he was son of Shallum , and, from Ezra 7 : 1 , Benjamin, and Ephraim , which is correctly called

apparently the ancestor of Ezra, the scribe. His “ themountain " in the earliest descriptions of Pal

( G
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HILL COUNTRY HINNOM

estine (Num . 13:29), and in many subsequent pas- gold, 1 Kings 7:50, or, at least, plated with gold ),
sages. In 2 Kings 1 :9 and 4:27, the use of the but generally of the same material as the door

word “ hill” obscures the allusion to Carmel, which itself. These pivots worked in sockets - above
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in other passages of the life of the prophet (c . g. , and below — in the door frame. The weight of the

1 Kings 18:19; 2 Kings 4:25) has the term "mount" door resting on the lower pivot, it would open with

correctly attached to it. much less ease than one working on our hinges,

3. Mah-al -eh ' (Heb. 75322
, elevation). On one especially when the lower socket became worn

occasion the word Mah -al-ch ', better “ ascent," is
(Prov. 26:14) .

rendered " hill” (1 Sam . 9:11 ) .
HIN’NOM (Heb. bb , hin -nome', perhaps

4. In the New Testament the word “ hill ” is abundant).

employed to render the Greek word Bovvós (Boo. 1. Anunknownperson whose name is given

nos', hillock ), but on one occasion it is used for to the “ Valley of Hinnom ” (Josh. 18:16 ; Neh.

öpos (or'- os), elsewhere “ mountain,” so as to ob- 11:30) ; elsewhere (Josh..15:8 ; 2 Kings 23:10 ;
scure the connection between the two parts of the 2 Chron. 33 : 6, etc.) called “ the valley of the son,"

same narrative (Luke 9:37).
“ children of Hinnom ."

HILL COUNTRY, the rendering in the Old 2. Valley of Hinnom ,otherwise called the

Testament ( Josh._21:11) of Har (see Hill, 2) ; valley of the son," or " children of Hinnom ," a deep

and in the New Testament of the Gr. or - 2 -nos' and narrow ravine, with steep, rocky sides to the

(ópelvós, mountainous ; Luke 1:39, 65 ) ; and mean south and west of Jerusalem ,separatingMount Zion

ing Mount Ephraim . The rendering “ hill country ” to the north from the “ Hill of Evil Counsel,” and

is misleading. “ With their usual exactness the the sloping rocky plateau of the “ plain of Reph.

Hebrews saw that these regions (i . e . , the moun- aim” to the south. The earliest Bible mention

tains of Judah, Ephraim , and Naphtali) formed of the Valley of Hinnom is in Josh . 15 :8 ; 18:16,

part of one range, the whole of which they called where the boundary line between the tribes of

not by a collective name, but singularly—the Judah and Benjamin is described as passing along

mountain ” (Smith, Hist. Geog ., p . 53).
the bed of the ravine. On the southern brow ,

HIL'LEL (Heb. 5 : 7, hil-layl”, praising), a
overlooking the valley at its eastern extremity,

Pirathonite, and father of the judge Abdon (Judg. 11:7),whose horrid rites were revived fromtime
Solomon erected high places for Molech ( 1 Kings

12:13 , 15), B. C. before 1070.

HIN . See METROLOGY, II, 2 (2) .

to time in the same vicinity by the later idolatrous

HIND . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

kings. Ahaz and Manasseh made their children

HINGE, the rendering of two Hebrew words, 16:3 ; 2Chron . 28:3 ; 33:6), and thefiendish cus.
pass through the fire ” in this valley (2 Kings

viz. , tseer (993 , to open , Prov. 26:14 ), and pohth tom of infant sacrifice to the fire gods seeros to

(ne literally an interstice, 1 Kings 7:50) . Doors in have been kept up in Tophet, at its southeast

the East turn rather on pivots than what we call extremity for a considerable period ( Jer. 7:31;

hinges. They were sometimes made of metal 2 Kings 23:10). To put an end to these abomina

( e. g. , Solomon had hinges in the temple made of tions the place was polluted by Josiah , who ren.

•ܕ
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HIP AND THIGH HIRAM

dered it ceremonially unclean by spreading over it terially assisted the work by sending cedar wood

human bones , and other corruptions (2 Kings 23:10, from Lebanon, and skillful workmen to Jerusalem

13, 14 ; 2 Chron . 34 : 4 , 5), from which time it ap- | (2 Sam . 6:11 ; 1 Chron. 14 : 1 ), B. C. about 994. It

pears to have become the common cesspool of the was probably thesameprince who sent an embassy

city , into which its sewage was conducted, to be of condolence and congratulation when David died

carried off by the waters of the Kidron, as well as and Solomon ascended the throne. In considera

a laystall, where all its solid filth was collected. tion of large quantities of corn, wine, and oil sent

From its ceremonial defilement, and from the de- him by Solomon, the king of Tyre furnished from

tested and abominable fire of Molech , if not from Lebanon the timber required for the temple, de

the supposed overburning funeral piles , the later livering it at Joppa, theport of Jerusalem ( 1Kings

Jews applied the name of this valley Ge Hinnom, 5 : 1 , sq. ; 9:11 , sq. ; 2 Chron. 2 : 3 , sq .). He also

Gehenna, to denote the place of eternal torment. supplied large quantities of gold , and received from

The name by which it is now known is Wûdy Je- Solomon in return twenty towns in Galilee ( 1 Kings

hennam , or Wady er Rubéb (Smith, Bib . Dict. , s. v .). 19 : 11-14), which, when he came to inspect them,
V

TE
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Valley of Hiunom.

HIP AND THIGH (Heb. piw , shoke), a pleased him so little that he applied to them a

proverbial expression for a great slaughter (Judg. name of contempt ( Cabul), and restored them to

15:8), like the Arabic “ war in thigh fashion ," or Solonion ( 1 Kings 9:12, 13 ; 2 Chron. 8 : 2). It does

the German “ cutting arm and leg in two . " not, however, appear that the good understanding

HIRAH (Heb. 777, khee-raw ', splendor ), an
between the two kings was broken by this un.

Adullamite, and friend of Judah (Gen. 38 : 1 , 12 ; he admitted Solomon's ships to a share in the
pleasant circumstance, for it was after this that

comp. v . 20 ).
profitable trade of the Mediterranean (1 Kings

HIRAM (Heb. 677?, khee-rawm ', high-born ; 10:22); and Jewish sailors, under the guidance of
generally in the Chronicles 777 , khoo-rawm', Tyrians, were taught to bring the gold of Ophir

“ Huram ” ; and biza, khee-rome', “ Hirom ” in Red Sea. Dius, the Phænician historian, and Me.
(1 Kings 9 : 26–28) to Solomon's two harbors on the

1 Kings 5:10, 18 ; 7:40 ). nander of Ephesus, assign to Hirama prosperous

1. King of Tyre, who sent an embassy to reign of thirty-four years, and relate that his

David after the latter had conquered the strong- father was Abibal, his son and successor Baleazar

hold of Zion and taken up his residence in Jeru. Others (later writers, as Eusebius, after Tatian,

salem . It seems that the dominion of this prince Præp. Ev.. x, 11 ) relate that Hiram, besides sup
extended over the western slopesof Lebanon ; and plying timber for the temple , gave his daughter in

when David built himself a palace, Hiram ma- marriage to Solomon. Some have regarded this
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Hiram as a different person from the friend of and of a Tyrian father. He was sent by King

David, arguing from the long reign necessary, if | Hiram to execute the principal works of the in

he was the same who assisted David to build his terior of the temple, and the various utensils re

house. Dius relates that Solomon used to send quired for the sacred services ( 1 Kings 7:13, 14,

difficult questions to Hiram , with a request that he 40) . It is probable that he was selected for this

should send similar ones in return , on condition purpose by the king, in the notion that his half
Hebrew blood would render him the more accept

able at Jerusalem , B. C. about 960.

HIRE. See WAGES.

HIRELING (Heb. Si saw -keer?; Gr.

pLoOwTbs, mis -tho-tos ), a laborer employed on hire

for a limited time (Job 7 : 1 ; 14 : 6 ; Mark 1:20),

as distinguished from one belonging to his master.

Naturally, as a temporary laborer, he would feel

much less interest as compared with the shepherd

or permanent keeper of the flock (John 10:12, 13).

See SERVICE.

HISS (Heb. Pau , shaw -rak ', to whistle ). (1)

This term usually expresses insult and contempt

(Job 27:23) ; and mingled astonishment and con.

tempt, as by beholders of the ruined temple

( 1 Kings 9 : 8 ; 2 Chron. 7:21 ) . (2) It is also used in

the sense of to allure, to entice ; as a bee keeper,

who by hissing (whistling) induced the bees to

come out of their hives and settle on the ground

(Isa. 5:26 ; 7:18).

HISTORY, NEW TESTAMENT AND

EARLY CHRISTIANITY . From the birth
Tomb of Hiram.

of Christ until the accession of the last of the

that he who failed to solve them should pay the house of the Herods, Herod Agrippa II, embra

other a penalty, and that Hiram had to pay these cing fifty years, is a period without a parallel in

fines for some time, until he succeeded in revers- history for changes and complications in the

ing his fortune by the employment of a Tyrian, several governments and political geography of

Abdêmon, against Solomon . Dr. Thomson de- | Palestine.

scribes a remarkable monument (called “Hiram's The conspectus following synchronizes the reign

tomb " ) still extant, which he passed a little be- of the Roman emperors of the first Christian cen

yond the village of Hanaweih ( Thomson , Land and tury, the numerous high priests of the Jews, and

Book, i , 290 , sq .). the different political governments of that country ,

2. The son of a widow of the tribe of Naphtali, with the Christian history of the same period.

A CONSPECTUS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT AND CHRISTIANITY

OF THE FIRST CENTURY .

.DATE. EMPERORS. CHRISTLAN HISTORY . HIGH PRIEST. PALESTINIAN RULERS.

iframe

B. C. 4 . Augustus

(Octavius ),
PROBABLE BIRTH OF JESUS CHRIST.

Eleazar ap- DEATH of Herod the Great, March 13 .

pointed by Three sons succeed him , viz . :

Archælaus. ( a ) Herod Archælaus, ethnarch of one

Jesus ben Sid. half of the territory : Samaria , Ju

Joazar(second dea , and Idumea.
tine ). ( b ) Herod Antipas, tetrarch of one

fourth , viz. : Galilee and Peræa.

(c) Herod Philip, tetrarch of Panias,

Auranitis, Batania, and Trachopitis.

Quiriuius (Cyrenius) registers the

Jewish population.

Annas Archælaus deposed and banished ; bis

(Hanan) . territory becomes a Roman province .

Coponius, procurator of Judea, A , D.

6-9, under the governor of Syria .

Quirinius registere Jewish property .

Marcus Ambivius, procurator of Ju

dea , A. D. 9-12,

Apnius Rufus, procurator of Judea ,

A. D. 12-15.

A. D. 6. Augustus.

A. D. 9. Augustus.

A. D. 12. Augustus. JESUS VISITS JERUSALEM (Luke 2) .
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DATE . EMPERORS. CHRISTIAN HISTORY. HIGH PRIEST . PALESTINIAN RULERS.

A. D. 14. Augustus

dies Aug.19 .

Tiberius

succeeds

A. D. 14–37.

A. D. 15 . Tiberius . Ishmaelben Valerius Gratus, procurator, A.D.15-26 .
Phabi .

A.D. 16 . Tiberius. Eleazar ben

Hanan.

A. D. 17 . Tiberius. Simon ben

Kambith .

A. D. 18 . Tiberius. Joseph

Kaiaphas

(" Caiaphas" ),
A. D. 18-36 .

A. D. 26 . Tiberius. Ministry of John the Baptist. Pontius Pilate , procurator, A. D. 26–36 .

Pontius Pilate, procurator.A, D. 27 . Caiaphas.Tiberius. Baptism of Jesus ; his ministry be

gin First Pas er , March 22.

First Galilean circuit (Matt. 4 ; Mark

1 ; Luke 4).

A. D. 23 . Caiaphas. Pontius Pilate , procurator .Tiberius. March 29, Christ's Second Passover .

Second Galilean circuit (John 5 ;

Matt. 13) .

A. D. 29.

A D. 30 .

April 16, Third Passover. Third Gali- Caiaphas. Pontius Pllate , procurator.

lean circuit (Matt. 9:10 ; Mark 6 ;

Luke 9) .

Oct., Feast of Taberuacles (John 7).

Dec., Feast of Dedication (John 10) .

Tiberius. March 30 , Christ at Bethany. Fourth Caiaphas. Pontius Pilate, procurator .

Passover week.

Christ betrayed Thursday nigbt, A pr.6 .

The crucifixion , April 7 .

The resurrection, April 9.

The ascension , May 17 .

The pentecost, May 27 .

First miracle by the apostles (Acts 3) :

Sanhedrin imprison Peter and John

(Acts 4).

Tiberius. Ananias and Sappbira die . Apostles Caiaphas. Pontius Pilate, procurator.

imprisoned , but delivered by an

angel ; summoned before Sanne

drin . Gamaliel interposes. Apostles

beaten (Acts 5).

Tiberius. Caiaphas. Pontius Pilate , procurator ; Philip ,

the tetrarch , dies . Vitellius, legate

of Syria.

Tiberius. Saul leads in persecutions. Ethiopian Jonathan ben Pontius Pilate deposed. Marcellus

converted by Philip (Acts 8) .
Hanan by succeeds, A. D. 36 .

Vitellius.

A , D. 31 .

A.D. 34 .

A. D. 36 .

A. D. 37. Tiberius Stepben martyred ; Saul converted and Theophilus Caligula gives Herod Agrippa I te

dies March spends three years in Arabia (Acts by Vitellius. trarchtes of Philip and Lysanius.

16 ; Caligula 9 ; Gal. 1:18 ). Maryllus sent to Judea as hipparch .

succeeds

A. D. 37-41 .

A. D. 39. Caligula. Herod Antipas deposed ; Publius

Petronius, governor of Syria.

March 16, Caligula attempts to put his

statue in the temple at Jerusalem .

A. D. 40. Caligula . Paul visits Jerusalem ; plots_made

against his life ; he goes to Tarsus

( Acts 9).

Christianity passes to the Gentiles :

Cornelius converted and baptized

(Acts 10, 11 ) .

A. D. 41. Caligulą , Gentile Christians multiply at Antioch , Simon Kan- Berod Agrippa I made king over

dies Jan. 24 . Syria , and are first called Chris- theras by Samaria , Abylene, and Judea by

Claudius tians at Antioch (Acts 11 ). Agrippa 1. Caligula and Claudius, A. D. 41-44 .

succeeds.

A. D. 42. Claudius. Barnabas brings Paul from Tarsus to Matthias ben Herod Agrippa I, king of Palestine,
Antioch. A gabus predicts a great Hanan by A. D. 41-44 .

famine (Acts 11 ). Agrippa 1.
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DATE. EMPERORS . CHRISTIAN HISTORY . HIGH PRIEST . PALESTINIAN RULERS.

A. D. 43. Claudius . Elionæus ben

Kantherus by

Agrippa I.

A. D. 44. Claudius. James beheaded by Agrippa I ; Peter Joseph ben Herod Agrippa I exploits at Cæsarea

released from prison by an angel Kambith by in the theater, and dies five days

( Acts 12) . Herod of after, aged öfty-four years ( Acts 12 ) ,

Chalcis . Claudius makes Cuspius Fadus proc

urator of Judea .

Theudas executed .A. D. 45. Claudius . Paul and Barnabas sent on first mis

sionary journey to the Gentiles

(Acts 13, 14).

A. D. 46. Claudius. Tiberius Alexander, procurator, A.D.

46–48 .

A. D. 47 . Claudius. Ananias by

Herod of

Chalcis.

A. D. 48. Claudius. Judaizers visit Antioch ; Paul and Ventidius Cumanus, procurator of

Barnabas sent to Jerusalem : Coun Judea.

cil decrees liberty to Gentiles (Acts Herod of Chalcis dies , and Claudius

15). gives his principality 10 Herod

Agrippa II , son of Herod Agrippa I.

A. D. 50. Claudius. Paul and Silas's second missionary Ishmael ben

journey to Geutiles (Acts 15–17 ). Phabi

(younger) by

Agrippa II .

A. D. 51. Claudius. Paul and Silas visit cities in Asia Minor

and Europe. The Macedonian vis

ion . Paul and Silas at Philippi

are whipped and imprisoned. Paul

goes to Athens ; preaches his mem

orable discourse on Mars' Hill.

A. D. 52 . Claudius. Paul meets Aquila and Priscilla .

Writes First Epistle to the Thessa

lonians .

Antonius Claudius Felix , procurator of

Judea ,A. D. 52-60 .

King Agrippa II pleads for Jews at

Rome.

A. D. 53 . Claudius. Paul before Gallio at Achaia ; leaves

Corinth and visits Ephesus (Acts

18). Writes Second Epistle to the

Thessalonians.

A. D. 54 . Claudius Panl visits Jerusalem again. Makes

dies, Acces tbird missionary journey .

sion of Nero,

A. D, 54-68 .

A. D. 55 . Nero. Paul is two years at Ephesus ; meets

A pollos ( Acts 18 ) . , Alumult arises.

Town clerk quiets the people (19 ).

Paul goes to Macedonia and Greece

(20 ). style

A. D. 57. Nero. Paul writes both epistles to the Corin-

thians, also to the Galatians. Goes

to Corinth , staying three inonths.

A. D. 58. Nero. Writes the epistles to the Romans.

With Luke leaves Corinth for Mace

donia , Troas, and Miletus, returning

to Jerusalem via Tyre and Cæs

area .

Agabus illustrates prediction with

Paul's girdle ; Philip's four daugh

ters prophesy.

A tumult at Jerusalem ; Faul_is as

saulted , but rescued by the Roman

captain ; addresses the mob ; is sent

to Cæsarea by night. Paul's de

fense before Felix ( 19-21) .

A. D. 59. Nero . Paul imprisoned at Cæsarea for two

years (A).

A. D. 60 . Nero ,
Portius Festus, procurator of Judea.

A. D. 60-62 .

Paul defends himself before Festus

and King Herod Agrippa II at Cæs

area (25 , 20 ),

His voyage to Rome ; shipwrecked at:

Melita (Malta) ; spends winter there

(27, 28 ).
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DATE . EMPERORS. CHRISTIAN HISTORY, HIGH PRIEST . PALESTINIAN RULERS .

A. D. 61 . Nero . Voyage resumed, lands at Puteoli : Joseph Kabi,

thence to Rome afoot; is delivered by Agrippa II.

to Burrus, the pretorian prefect of

Nero. Lives for two years in his

own hired house (27 , 28 ).

A. D. 62. Nero . Paul writes to Philemon, Colossians, Hanan ben

Philippians , Ephesians, two to Tim- Hanan , and

othy, and to Titus. Jesus ben

Acts of the Apostles closes. Damnai, by

Agrippa II .

Conybeare and Howson conjecturally trace Paul's life further as follows :

A. D. 63 . Nero . Jesus ben

Gamaliel, by

Agrippa II .

Gessius Florus, procurator.A. D. 64. Nero. Nero burns Rome, and persecutes

Christians for his own crime.

A, D. 65 . Nero . Paul travels to Spain. Matthias ben

Theophilus,

by Agrippa II.

A. D. 66. Nero . Paul visits churches in Asia Minor.

A. D. 67 . Nero . Writes First Epistle to Timothy, also to Phanpias ap

Titus. pointed by

the people.

A. D. 68 Nero com- Paul is martyred at Rome.

inits suicide

Galba suc

ceeds.

Marcus Antonius Julianus, procura

tor. ¿ritponos (Josephus , War,

vi, 4. 3).

A. D. 69. Successively Apostles go abroad to evangelize the

Galba, Otho, pations .

and Vitel
:

lius.

A. D. 70. Vespasian . Titus captures Jerusalem .

A. D. 79. Vespasian

dies, and

Titus suc

ceeds, 79-81.

4. D. 81. Titus dies, Domitian persecutes Christians .
Domitian

succeeds.

A. D. 96.) Domitian

dies, and

Nerva suc.

ceeds,

A. D. 98 . The apostle John dies.Trajan.

Trajan .A. D. 100 .

Herod Agrippa II . dies at Rome in

T'rajan's reign, aged seventy -three

years, having ruled twenty-two years

and survived the war thirty years.

NOTE.-The dates for the bigh priests given above are the conclusions of Ewald and Schürer, but are not

claimed to be exact, yet closely approximate.

TABULATION OF THE HIGH PRIESTS AND PROCURATORS OF JUDEA .

HIGH PRIESTS , PROCURATORS OF JUDEA , SCHÜRER . Lewin,
WHITE

HOUSE ,

MCCLINTOCK

& STRONG'S

Cyclo .

B. C.B. C.

44

B. C.

4

B. C.

4

B. C.

3

3

Joazar ben Boetbus.

Eleazar .

Jesus ben sie.

Joazar (second time).

Archælaus as ethnarch .

Aerod Antipas as tetrarch .

Pbilip II as tetrarch .

c
o
c
o

c
o
a

4 4
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HIGH PRIESTS . PROCURATORS OF JUDEA. SCHURER . LEWIN ,

MCCLINTOCE
WHITE

& STRONG'S

HOUSE .

CYCLO .

*ANNAS (Hanan).

A. D.

6 Archælaus is deposed .

Coponius, procurator.

Marcus Anibivius,

Annius Rufus .

15 Valerius Gratus.

A. D.

16

6

9

12

14

A D.

6

6-9

9-12

12-15

15-26

A. D.

7

7-9

9-12

12-15

15-26

A. D.

6

6-9

9-12

12-15

15-26Ishmael ben Phabi.

Eleazar ben Hanan.

Simon ben Kamithus.

* JOSEPH KAIAPIAS.

Jonathan ben Hanan.

Theophilus ben Hanan.

17

18

34

36

37

39

36

37

36-38

39

36-88

37-4037

Herod Pbilip II dies.

Marcellus.

Maryllus (hipparch ).

Herod Antipas deposed.

Herod Agrippa I king.
41 39 41-44 41-44Simon Kantheras.

Matthias ben Hanan.

Elionæus ben Kantheras.

Joseph ben Kamydus. 44 Cuspius Fadus.

Tiberius Alexander .

47 Ventidius Cumanus,

44

46

48

44-46

46-48

48-50

44-46

46-18

48-51

45-46

47-49

49-53Ananias ben Nebeæus.

Jonathan.

50 52

60

51-60

60-62

61

62

62

63

62 02-64

64 65

Ishmael ben Phabi (Junior ). Antonius Claudius Felix . 50-58 53–55

Portius Festus . 58-60 55-62

Joseph Kabi ben Simon,

Hanan ben Hanan ( Ananus). Florus Albinus. 60-64

Jesus ben Damni.

Jesus ben Gamaliel.

Gessius Florus. 64

Matthias beu Theophilus. 65

Plannias ben Sanuel. 67

Marcus Antonius Julianus ( Jose 69-70

pbus, War, b. vi, ch . 4, 83,

επιτροπος).

* See Luke 18:13, 24 ; John 18:13, 14.

LITERATURE.—Tacitus, History and Annals; ment of the reasons why the scheme of Usher is

Josephus, Antiquities and Roman -Jewish War; discredited . Unfortunately we cannot give any

William Smith , Bible Dictionary; Conybeare and but approximate dates to events_preceding the
Howson, Life and Epistles of St. Paul; Thomas middle of the 9th century B. C. From thattime

Lewin's' Life and Letters of St. Paul; Thomas onward nearly every occurrence can be correctly

Lewin, Fasti Sacri; Schürer, Jewish People in the timed. The only exceptions are those for which

Times of Jesus Christ; Milman, History of the the numbers of the current Bible text give di.

Jews; Ewald , History of Israel ; Farrar, on verse or contradictory data. This is particularly

The Herods; S. L. Bowman, Historical Evidences true of the accession of Hezekiah and the length
of the New Testament. - S . L. B. of the reign of Manasseh.

HISTORY, OLD TESTAMENT. To As to the events cited it should be observed that

write an Old Testament history in literary form since a selection must be made those must be

and style, even in the briefest possible compass, chosen which are ( 1 ) important or useful in mark

would be to deal critically with the greater por- ing off epochs or conventional divisions of time.

tion of the whole Bible narrative. Instead of at- | Hence all the kings of Israel and Judah have been

tempting this task, here so manifestly imprac- cited , as well as the most important earlier and

ticable, it will be better to present in tabular form later political incidents. ( 2) Those which mark

the leading events of ancient Hebrew history with an era in the progress of Revelation . Hence the

their dates, as nearly as these can be ascertained , dates of the prophets and their writingsas well

and a note of synchronisms, with the most im- as of the other books of the Old Testament, so far

portant occurrences outside of the sphere of the as these can be ascertained .

chosen people. A preliminary remark or twoʻmay The events mentioned under the head of “Syn.

be helpful. As to the dates employed, the system chronisms ” are those which are of most impor

of Usher has been so far referred to that it is tance in general history, and especially those that

represented in the first column. The reader is directly or indirectly affected the fortunes of

referred to the article CHRONOLOGY for a brief state- | Israel.a

Usurr's

DATES,

B , C.

EVENTS IN BIBLICAL HISTORY,

REVISED

ATES,

B, C.

EVENTS IN CONTEMPORARY HISTORY ,

C. 6000- Semitic settlements in Babylonia ; building of
5000 cities, represented by Tower of Babel."

City of Nippur in Central Babylonia ruled by

successive dynasties.

c. 5000- Akknd' in North Babylonia, Erech in South

4000 Babylonia (Gen. 10), and other cities rise to

power ,
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Ushee's

DATES ,

B. C.

EVENTS IN Biblical HISTORY,

REVISED

DATES .

B , C.

EVENTS IN CONTEMPORARY HISTORY.

4004 [ Creation of the World .] c.4000 Union of Upper and Lower Egypt - First dy

nasty.

2348 ( Deluge.] c.3800 Empire of Akkad extends to the Mediterranean

under Sargon I , and Naram -Sin .

c . 3600 Age of the great pyramids in Egypt.

South Babylonia dominant in West Asia .

1996 ( Birth of Abram .] c.3000 City of Ur dominant in Babylonia .

Babylonia subdued by the Elamites.Abram leaves Ur for Charran and Palestine. c . 2280

Abram routs Elamitic and Babylonian invaders

of Palestine under Chedorlaomer of Elam. c . 2250

1706 Israel goes down to Egypt.

c . 2240 Rise of city of Babylon . Hammurabi (Am

raphel of Gen. 14 ) its king expels the Elamites

and unites all Babylonia .

|c.2000 Shepherd kings ( Hyksos) found Asiatic dynasty

in Egypt.

Jc . 1900 Babylonians completely occupy Syria and Pales
tine .

Hardships of Israel in Egypt begin .

c. 1600 Babylonians retire from Syria and Palestine.

c . 1580
Hyksos expelled from Egypt. Asiatics oppress

ed .

c.1500 Egyptian empire founded in Syria and Pales

tine.

c. 1400 Rise of the Hittite league in Syria . Egyptians

give way to them in Syria .

1326
Treaty between Rameses II of Egypt and the

Hittite king ; Egyptians retain Palestine and

Hittites Syria .

1491 Exodus of Israel from Egypt. c . 1210

ic . 1200

Egyptians retire wholly from Palestine,
1451 Entrance of Israel into Canaan . c. 1170

Otbniel judges in Israel. c. 1160

1338 Deborab and Barak judge. c. 1120

1291 Gideon judges. c . 1100 Assyria becomes more powerful than Babylonia,

but does not occupy the latter country .

1188
Jepthah judges c. 1080

Ruth , c . 1070

Decline of Assyria and Babylonia gives opportu

nity for development to Aramæans in Syria

(Damascus, Zobah , etc. ) and to Israel, with

other peoples in Palestine.
1

1136 Samson judges. c. 1060

1129 Samuel judges. c. 1050

1098 Saul is made king. c.1030

1058 David begins to reign . c. 1000

1017
c. 960Solomon begins to reign .

Temple completed .1007 c. 950

945
Libyan dynasty begins in Egypt under Shish 1k

(Sheshonk I ). Rise of Damascus.

977 934Division of the kingdom,

Kingdom of Israel. Kingdom of Judah .

Jeroboam I. Rehoboam.

Wars between Israel and

Judab .

.

977 934

973 Shishak invades Israel and Judah . 929

957
Abijah . 918

956 Asa . 915

056 Nadab. 913

954 Baasba . 911
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USHER'S

DATES,

B, C.

EVENTS IN BIBLICAL HISTORY,

REVISED

DATES,

B. C.

EVENTS IN CONTENPORARY HISTORY.

Kingdom of N. Israel. Kingdom of Judah .

Baasha loses territory

in thenorth to Ben -ha

dad I of Damascus, 890 Revival of Assyrian power .

930 Elah. 888

931 Zimri. 887

929 Pri ?
Omri - Founding of Sa- Longpeacewith North

maria . Israel . 886

Jehoshaphat. 875
Assyrians begin systematic conquest in Syria .918 Ahab.

916 ) Alliance with Judah

against Damascus.

854Truce with Damascus

under Ben -hadad II .

Shalmaneser II ights a great battle at Karkar

with twelve nations, including Israel and

Damascus.

Truce broken ; Ahab

killed at Ramoth

gilead .

853

897-6 Ahaziah - Joram . 853

892 Jeboram . 850

885 Ahaziah . 843

884 Jebu . Atbaliab . 842 Shalmaneser receives tribute from Jebu.

878 Jeboash. 836 Israel only saved from destruction through the

attacks of Damascus by the Assyrian assaults
upon the latter .

856 Jehoahaz. 815

Joash . 799

838 Amaziab . 797

Etbiopian suzerainty over Egypt.

Damascus taken by Ramman -pirari III of

Assyria .

823

809
Jeroboam II. Azariah (Uzziah ) . 783 Revival of North Israel. Assyriaus retire .

Azariah (sole reigo ). 769 Expansion of Judah.

Prophet Amos. 763

754 City of Rome founded .

Propbet Hosea . 748

772-1 Zachariah - Shallum . 742

771 Menahem . 741

757 Jotham (sole reign ) . 738

Prophet Isaiah .

Pekabiah . 736760

758

742 )
Pekab, Ahaz. 735 League of Damascus and north Israel against

Judah .

730 Hoshea (as Assyrian

vassal).

Judah , tributary to

Assyria. 734 Tiglath pileser III ( Pul . ) invades Palestine.

733 Damascus and Samaria taken by Assyrians , part

of Israel deported .

728 Ethiopian dynasty in Egypt (728-645 ).

Revolt of Hoshea . Prophet Micah , 724

721 Annexation to Assyria . 722 .Sargon II , king of Assyria (722-705 ), deports
27,290 people of Samaria .

728 Hezekiah . 719

Joins in revolt against

Assyria . 704

701 Sennacherib (705-681) invades Palestine; deporte

200,150 people of Judah ; retires from Jerusa .

lem because of plague in his army.
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USHER'S

DATES,

B. c

EVENTS IN BIBLICAL HISTORY.

REVISED

DATES .

B. C.

EVENTS IN CONTEMPORARY HISTORY .

697 Manasseb . 690

672 Esar-baddon (681-668 ) conquers Egypt.

Asshurbanipal (668–626) reconquers Egypt.667

Joins in revolt against

Assyria , and is for

a time a captive. 647

645 Assyrians expelled from Egypt.

642 Aion. 641

640 Josiah . 639

Prophet Jeremlab . 026 Swift decline of Assyria .

Finding of the Book of

the Law ; great re

for in religion and

worship. 621

Propbet Zephaniah . 020

Josiab killed in battle

with Necbo. 608 Pharaoh -necho invades Palestine and Syria .

609 608Jeboahaz - Jehoiakim .

Judah , a vassal of

Egypt.

Propbet Nabum. 607 Nineveh destroyed by Medes and Chaldeans.

Necho defeated at Carcheniish by Nebuchad.
nezzar.

604

Judah submits to

Nebuchadnezzar. 601

Prophet Habakkuk. 600

Jeboiakim revolts . 598 Chaldeans invade Judab.

598 Jeboiachin : First cap

tivity. 597

597 Zedekiab . 597

Prophet Ezekiel .
592

Zedekiah rebels . Jerusalem invested . 588

586 Jerusalem taken . Zedekiah a captive. 586

Deportation of most of the remnant of Judah to

Babylonia. Others diee LO Egypt. The

prophet Obadiah . 586

567 Nebuchadnezzar conquers Egypt but does not

retain it .

562 Evil-Merodach, king of Babylon.

555 Nabonidus, last king of Babylon .

Cyrus, prince of Persia and Elam, becomes king

of the Medes.

547

Proclamation of Cyrus freeing the exiles of
Judab.

Cyrus conquers Lydia.

Cyrus conquers Babylon and obtains its domin .

ions.

538

536 Arrival of returning exiles in Jerusalem .
536

Rebuilding of the temple begun .

525 Cambyses, son of Cyrus, conquers Egypt.

522
Work on the temple discontinued .

522

521 Darius Hystaspes, king of Persia (521-486 ),

520 Prophets Haggai and Zechariah. 520
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B. C.

EVENTS IX CONTEMPORARY HISTORY .

Rebuilding of temple renewed . 520

515 Tempie completed.
515

490 Defeat of Persians at Marathon ,

486 Xerxes, king of Persia (Abusuerus, 486_465 ) ,

Invades Greece and is repulsed .480

478 Esther made queen of Xerxes. 478

465
Artaxerxes Longimanus, king of Persia .

457 Ezra comes to Jerusalein with a body of colonists .
458

444 445Nehemiah comes to Jerusalem and works at

repairs as governor under Persia .

444Book of the Law read at rededication of the

temple,

The prophet Malachi . 432

HIT TITES (Heb. 19T, Khit' -tee), a people Hittites once lived in the mountainous country of

mentioned frequently in the Old Testament. In Asia Minor beyond the Taurus ranges, in the dis

Genesis (10:15 ) they are described as the sons of trict roughly covered by the later appellation

Heth, and in the days of Abraham are located in Cappadocia . Thence they poured southward in

the neighborhood of Hebron (Gen. 23 :1-20), for migratory bands, and possessed themselves of a

from a body of them the patriarch bought a burial large part of southern Asia Minor, and of the

place . Esau married Hittite wives (Gen. 26:34, 35; upper part of the Euphrates Valley. These mi.

36: 2 ), and the spies sent by Moses into the land of grations may, perhaps, be regarded ashaving oc

Canaan found them located in the hill country curred chiefly about 1500 B. C., though earlier

(Num . 13:29) . When - the Hebrews invaded the and perhaps smaller migrations are necessary to

land west of Jordan, and attempted to divide it explain the biblical allusions.

among themselves, the Hittites opposed them in 2. During the reign of Egyptian kings, beginning

several struggles (Josh. 9 : 1 , 2 ; 11 :3). At this same with Thothmes III (about 15th century ), and con

period the Hittites were located near the territory tinuing on down through the reigns of Seti I and

held by Israel, for the inhabitant of Luz who Rameses II (about 13th century ), the Egyptians had

had betrayed that city into the hands of Israel frequent hostile encounters with a people called

built a new city in Hittite territory (Judg. 1:26 ). the Kheta. This people was plainly trying to

As the territory was gradually conquered by Israel , seize the whole of Syria and Palestine, andits

the Hittites were not driven out of it, but re- progress southward must lead to continualconflict

mained, and in some cases intermarried with their with Egypt, which was still determined upon pos

conquerors. Their later influence on Israel is sessing that whole country. In the reign of Ram .

marked in various ways. We find mention of eses II occurred the most important of these

Hittites as among David's followers ( 1 Sam. 26 : 6) wars between the Kheta and Egypt. The decisive

and Uriah, against whom David plotted was of engagement took place at Kadesh on the Orontes.

this race (2 Sam. 11 : 3). During the reign of Solo- The battle showed the prowess of the Kheta no

mon Hittite women were in his harem (1 Kings less than the power of the Egyptian monarchy. It

11 : 1 ), while many of this people were impressed was celebrated in a splendid poem by the great

for forced labor ( 1 Kings 9:20, 21 ). national Egyptian poet Pentand, and on its con .

If now we attempt to gather together all these clusion a treaty of peace was made between the

various references at different periods to draw Kheta and Rameses II. This treaty is inscribed

from them a picture of the historical situation and in superb style on the walls at Karnak, in Upper

of the general movements ofthe race we shall Egypt. In it the king of the Kheta and the king

find almost insuperable difficulties. The general of upper and lower Egypt make pledges of eternal

progress of research is also extremely confusing, faithfulness and peace, establish boundaries be.

for as soon as new facts are learned from Egyp- tween their respective territories in Syria, and

tian and Assyrian sources, and an attempt is made proclaim an amnesty uponboth sides to political

to reconcile them with those already known, the fugitives. The very form of this treaty shows that

conclusions drawn are more likely to be darkening the boast.ng expressions of the poet Pentand,

than illuminating. There can be no reason to which claim overwhelming Egyptian victories, were

doubt that in the future the main outlines of their hardly justified by the facts. The Kheta had

racial origin, connection , and history will be indeed successfully withstood the greatest power

cleared up, but at present little more can be done then existing in the world, and Rameses II bad

than to state a series of facts without making a not succeeded in possessing himself of the very

serious attempt to relate them. valuable territory which they had already seized .

1. It is now believed by many, perhaps by the This campaign alone is sufficient to prove that the

majority of modern scholars, that the people called | Kheta had already instituted some sort of estab
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lished government, with centralized power. It is, written by the Hittites. This theory was attract

however, scarcely wise to claim that they had al- ive in many ways, for, to mention no others, it

ready established an empire In what particulars would readily explain at one stroke a host of facts

and to what extent these Kheta are the same as which are now more or less unrelated . But, un

the Hittites of the Bible, it is simply impossible to fortunately for these good ends , no definite proof

say. They are judged by many to be the same has yet been found to connect these inscriptions

people. The explanation then given is, that in the with the Hittite people. Attempts to decipher

north of Israel they had united,formed a kingdom, them continue to be made, and some of the ablest

established a government, and organized an army, orientalists in the world have essayed this ex

while in earlier days detached communities had ceedingly difficult problem . Professor A.H. Sayce

been formed in various places even as far south has attempted to decipher the inscriptions by

as Hebron. comparingthem with the inscriptions found near

3. The inscriptions of Asssyrian kings, between Lake Van, but his results have not been widely

the 12th and the 8th centuries before Christ, accepted. C. R. Conder has made several at

contain numerous references to a people called tempts, and has even ventured so far as to pro

Khatte. The first allusions to them are found in pose a rendering of certain of the inscriptions,but

the inscriptions of Tiglath -pileser I (about 1120 this essay is even less successful than the work of

B. C.), whose raids for plunder into the west Professor Sayce, and may be safely regarded as

brought him into conflict with them in the terri. having utterly failed. The work of Sayce and

tories west of the Euphrates, beyond the city of Conder was succeeded by that of Peiser, an As

Carchemish. The records of Tiglath -pileser I syriologist of assured reputation. Peiser's efforts

hardly make it clear whether there was at that have, however, also not proved successful, and

time any organized Hittite commonwealth, for he some of his methods he has since modified or

was engaged only in conquest for purposes of abandoned. By far the most promising of all

plunder, and not with the purpose of acquiring these successive endeavors has been made by

territory to be united with his kingdom . After Peter Jensen , professor in the University of Mar

his reign there came a gradual weakening of As- burg , and a distinguished Assyriologist. He has

syrian power, and not until the reign of Asshur attempted to prove that the inscriptions are not

nazirpal III (884–860 B. C. ) did theKhatte feel the Hittite at all, butwere produced by an entirely

advance of Assyrian power. This king makes a different people. He calls the language Cilician

number of references to them in his inscriptions , tentatively, and proposes to connect it with the

claiming to have defeated them in battles at dif- old Armenian language, by the use of which he

ferent places from Carchemish westward. His seeks to decipher words and phrases. If there

successor, Shalmaneser II (859–825) actually at- were any bilingual texts in existence the problem

tempted to take possession of the west, and natu- would be much simplified, for then the words of

rally came into conflict with this same people. He equivalent meaning would be quickly separated

took the city of Pethor, west of the Euphrates, from the others, and a combination of them would

and calls it a city of the Khatte. In 854 he fought be certain to yield an interpretation . But in the

a great battle atKarkar for the possession of the so-called Hittite character there has been found

west, and in the league of confederates opposed to but one bilingual text — the Boss of Tarkondemos

him the Khatte are mentioned . He claims a vic- —and this has been lost, and only a questionable

tory again , but he was not able to take the terri- cast of it remains in existence. The interpreta

tory of these same Khatte, and they continue to tion of the characters upon this cast is so doubtful

oppose Assyrian conquests down to 717 B. C. , that no two interpreters are in full agreement

when the city of Carchemish is taken by Sargon about it. Jensen has brought to the task extraor

II. After that they seem to drop gradually out of dinary mental equipment as well as a certain

sight as a force in western Asia . keenness of mind and an unusual power of com

From these and other allusions in the Assyrian bination. It may well be that he will reach the

inscriptions but little of the history of the Khatte solution , and a number of scholars have already

can be learned, and it is premature, to say the given in their adherence either to his method or,
least, to speak about the Hittite empire which the in whole or part, to his conclusions. Of all these

Assyrians have revealed to us . That the Kheta none is quite so important as Hilprecht. Those

of the Egyptian inscriptions and the Khatte of the who hastily attach themselves to the hypothesis of

Assyrians are the same people is not indeed cer - Jensen , but are not themselves independent schol
tain even yet, but it is most probable. ars, may not be counted as of weight, and also

4. At a number of places in Syria and in Asia but little influence should be permitted to those

Minor, as far back as 1815, travelers noticed large who, while competent scholars in general orspecial

blocks of stone containing inscriptions in an un- linguistics, have not dealt with monumental litera

known language . The writing is evidently hiero- ture. Hilprecht is a master in the knowledge of

glyphic in character, and the figures represonted the monumental literature of the Assyrians and

in it are parts of the human body, such as the Babylonians , and is qualified to judge of the

head, the eye, arms, legs, and feet; figures and methods pursued by Jensen in handling this un

parts of the figures of various birds and animals, known and unread monumental literature. Hil.

and other less easily recognizable signs. As these precht's judgment is entitled to great weight, but

inscriptions were found in territory in which the others still hold off from Jensen's conclusions.

Hittites arelocalized by the Assyrian and Egyptian The only safe position at present seems to be that

inscriptions, as well as the Old Testament, many of suspended judgment.

scholars leaped to the conclusion that they were 5. The question of the racial connections of the
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Hittites cannot be decided until it is determined foresighted keenness and the same disposition to

finally whether the writers of these inscriptions gain their ends by diplomacy rather than by arms;

are really the same people as they. Wben that but their craft this time is less self -contident and

vexed question is settled we shall have either a more successful .

mass of fresh testimony to handle or we shall be The Hivite form of government is not described,

able to eliminate material that now confuses the but the mention of “ our elders and all the inhab

question. If weassume for the present that the itants of our country ” (Josh . 9:11) certainly indi
Hittites are the same people as the Kheta of the cates one which people had considerable

Egyptian monuments, we can gain thereby a few voice, since the sending of an embassy of uncon

facts as to the personal appearance of this people. ditional peace is one of the highest acts of sov.

The Egyptian pictures represent the Kheta as ereignty. So -Hamor and Shechem “ communed

short in stature, stout, and thick -limbed. The with the men of their city ” (Gen. 34 : 20–24 ), and

skin was yellow, the hair black, and the eyes a reasoned, but did not attempt to command.

very dark brown. The clothing in wbich they are The scarcity of Hivite names prevents our judg.

represented would suggest that they belonged in a ing of their language ; but it was in all probability

cold climate, for they wear boots , with upturned like that of the other Canaanite tribes, quite near

toes, gloves, and a close-fitting cap, or sometimes the Hebrew. It is not probable that they were

a tiaralike headcovering. The face is progna- the same with the KADMONITES (q. v.), since these,

thous in an unusual degree. In general appear as their name. implies, are more likely to have

ance it is thought that they resemble Mongols, but been “ children of the East," Bene-kedem ; nor

the evidence at hand is hardly sufficient for a with the Avim, since these bad been destroyed by

scientific conclusion. See SUPPLEMENT. the Caphthorim .-W. H.

6. The facts here presented concerning thu HIZKI'AH (Heb . PITT, khiz-kee- yar ',-
Hittites and the peoples identified with them strengthened of Jah), an ancestor of Zephaniah the
are left unconnected intentionally. Too much

prophet (Zeph . 1:1), B. C. before 630 .

has been said about the Hittites in many popular
HIZKI'JAH (Hebrew same as above). Ac

books. It is necessary to strip off a mass ofdoubtful generalization and return to the thor: cording to the punctuation of the A. V.'a man

qughly ascertained truth.In a few years all this who sealed the covenant of reformation with
Ezra and Nehemiah (Neh. 10:17). But there

doubt and uncertainty may give place to knowl.edge, and we may be ableto speak of the Hittites is no doubtthat the name should be taken with

with the same confidence thatwenow use in dis- given inthelists of those whoreturned from
that preceding it, as “ Ater-Hizkijah ," a name

cussing the Assyrians and Babylonians. - R.W . R.
Babylon with Zerubbabel (Smith, s. v .). See

HIVITES (Hebrew always in the form "7977 HEZEKIAH.

hakh -iv - vee ', “ the Hivite ; " LXX Evaios), one HOARFROST (Heb. Siap, kef -ore', Exod.

of the seven nations of Canaan, who were to be 16:14 ; Psa. 147 : 16 ; Job 38:29, “hoary ' See

destroyed by the Israelites (Deut. 7: 1, and else FROST.

where ; comp. Gen. 10:17). The focus of the

Hivites seems to have been in the north. In Josh .
HO'BAB (Heb. 51, kho -bawb', beloved ), the

11 : 3 the Hivites dwelt “ under Hermon, in the land son of Raguel the Midianite (Num . 10:29 ; Judg.
of Mizpeh ; ” in Judg. 3 : 3 , they dwelt in Mount 4:11), B. C. 1210. He has usually been identified

Lebanon, from Mount Baal-hermon unto the en- with Jethro ( see Exod. 18:5, 27, compared with

tering in of Hamath ; ” in 2 Sam . 24 : 7 , “ all the Num. 10:29, 30) ; but it is rather his father, Reuel,
cities of the Hivites " are numbered apparently to whom the title “ Moses's father-in -law " is in .
near Tyre. And all these seem to be in some tended to apply in Num . 10:29. That Jethro and

sense official locations of the Hivite race, rather Reuel (Raguel) were names of the same per.

than mere chance settlements . But the name seems evident from Exod . 2:18 , 21 ; 3 : 1 .
Hivite may be a descriptive term like AMORITES Hobab would, therefore, be the brother-in-law of

(q. v. ), and not a local name, for we find Hivites
Moses. When Jethro returned to his home

in other localities. Hamor, the father of Shechem , (Exod. 18:27) Moses prevailed upon Hobab to re

was a Hivite. The whole story (Gen. 34:2-31) main (as seems implied by the absence of any

shows them to have been warmhearted, impulsive refusal to his second importunity in Num . 10:32)

and overconfident ( v. 23), yet overtrustful (v. 21 ) , and act as guide through the desert. We find

and given to trade and to the multiplication of flocks his descendants among the Israelites (Judg. 4:11).

and herds rather than to war. It is hinted that HO'BAH (Heb. 277, kho-baw ', hiding -place),

the absence of any attempt at revenge confirmsa place, north of Damaseus, to which Abraham
this impression of their unwarlike character, asdoes theease with which Abimelech tookthecity, pursued the kings whohad pillaged Sodom (Gen.

thoughindeed at last not without hard fighting the village of Hobah, a quarter of a mile N. of
14:15) . “Hobah has probably been preserved in

( Judg. 9 :22_49) and by the “ unmilitary character '
Damascus ” (K. and D. , Com ., in loc.) .

of his slayer and of her weapon (v . 53). Perhaps

the nameof their god, Baal-berith, Baal of the of Zophah, of the tribe of Asher (1 Chron.
HOD (Heb. 71.7, hode , majesty), one of the sons

league, may confirm this impression of their un
7:37).

warlike character. In Josh . 9 : 7, 17 we find Hiv

ites occupying four confederate cities (Gibeon, Che HODA'IAH (Heb. 177771.7, ho-dah-yeh-varo!

phiruh, Beeroth , and Kirjath -jearim ) in the western hoo, majesty of Jah ), the first named of the seven
half of the territory assigned . Here we find the same sons of Elioenai, of the descendants of Zerubbabel

>

C 11

son
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HODAVIAH
HOLINESS 1.1

e . , his

( 1 Chron. 3:24) ; probably a brother of the Naum wholeness. The term is used with reference to

of Luke 3:25.
persons, places, and things.

HODAVI'AH (Heb . 17771- , ho-dav- yaw ", 1. Holiness of God . Holiness is one of the

essential attributes of the divine nature. It is, on
praise of Jehovah ).

1. One of the chief men of the tribe of Manas- the one hand, entire freedom from moral evil,and

seh, east of Jordan at the timeof the Assyrian upon the other, absolutemoral perfection. The
Scriptures lay great stress uponthis attribute of

captivity (1 Chron. 5:24).

2. Son of Hasennah and father of Meshullam, God (see Exod. 15:11 ; 1 Sam . 2:2; Psa. 71:22 ;
of the tribe of Benjamin ( 1 Chron. 9:7), B. C. be- 99:9 ; 111:9 ; Isa. 6 : 3 ; Hab. 1:12 ; Rev. 15:4, etc.).
fore 536. Of greatest consequence, also, in this connection,

3. A Levite, whose descendants (to the number is the revelation of God's holiness in the character

of seventy-four)returned from Babylon with Zerub and work of Jesus Christ. See Christ ,SINLESS

babel (Ezra 2:40 ), B. C. before 536. In the parallel NESS OF ; ATONEMENT.

By the holiness of God, it is not implied that hepassage (Neb. 7:43) his name is written Hodevah.

He is probably the same as Judah (Ezra 3 : 9 ) .
is subject to some law or standard of moral excel

lence external to himself, but that all moral law
HOʻDESH (Heb. In, kho'- desh , a month), and perfection have their eternal and unchange

one of the wives of Shaharaim , of the tribe of able basis in his own nature. “ He is the One in

Judah, several of whose children are enumerated whom these eternal sanctities reside, who is him

(1 Chron. 8 :9), in v. 8 more correctly Baara (q. v . ) . self the root and ground of them all. ” In this

HODE VAH (Heb. -7771.7, ho -dev -aw ', majesty sense it is said without qualification, “ There is

of Jah, Neh. 7:43). See HODAVIAH, 3. none holy as the Lord ” ( 1 Sam. 2 : 2) ; “ Thou only

HODI'AH (Hebrew same as Hodijah ), one of the art holy ” ( Rev. 15:4).

twowives of Mered (1 Chrori. 4:19 ),and the mother Religious and Moral Bearings. The holiness

of Jered and Heber and Jekuthiel; she is called of Godis set before us in the Scriptures as ofgreat

(v. 18) Jehudijah (77777, the Jewess, i .
practical consequence.

( a) It is the special ground of reverence, awe,
Jewish wife, as distinguished from Bithiah, who and 'adoration (see Psa. 71:22 ; 111:9 ; Isa . 6: 3,

was an Egyptian ).
et al . ). (6) It is the standard of all holiness (see

HỌDI’JAH (Heb. 177717, ho-dee-yaw',majesty, Matt. 5:48 ; 1 Pet. 1:16, et al.). (c) It implies

of Jehovah ). necessarily the divine opposition to, and condem

1. One of the Levites who assisted Nehemiah nation of all sin (Hab. 1:13 ; 1 Sam . 6:20 ; Isa . 6 : 5 ,

in expounding the law (Neh . 8:7 ; 9 : 5). From the et al . ). (d) The contemplation of this attribute
association of his name in Neh. 10:10, with some is accordingly peculiarly adapted to awaken or

of those mentioned in connection with his in chap. deepen the human consciousness of sin . See

8:7, we conclude that he is the same person, Scriptures above referred to. (e) It is revealed
B. C. 445.

to men, nevertheless, as setting before them the

2. Another Levite mentioned in Neh. 10:13 , as highest end of their aspiration, and hope, and

one of those who signed the covenant with Nehe- endeavor ( see Exod. 19: 6 ; Lev. 20 : 7 ; Heb. 12 ;
miah. 1 Pet. 1:16 ).

3. One of the Israelites who became parties 2. Holiness in Moral Creatures Gener

with Nehemiah in the sacred covenant (Neh. 10:18 ). ally. The Scriptures represent the unfallen

HOGʻLAH (Heb. , khog -law ', perhaps also in many instances are thus representedangels as “ holy ” ( Matt. 25:31 ; Mark 8:38 ) ; men

partridge ), the third of the five daughters of Ze- | ( 2 Kings 4: 9 ; 2 Chron. 35 : 3 ; Ezra 8:28 ; Mark 6:20 ;

lophehad the Gileadite, to whom, in the absence of i Pet. 2 :5 ).

male heirs, portions were assigned by Moses (Num. But in all such cases the following distinctions

26:33 ; 27 : 1 ; 36:11 ; Josh. 17: 3). are to be borne in mind : (a) Holiness of the most

HOʻHAM (Heb. 0.71.7, ho -hawm ', derivation exalted type in the creature,as in the holy angels,

uncertain ), the king of Hebron, who joined the is less than the holiness of God . Their holiness

league against Gibeon, but was overthrown in is perfect conformity to the will of God , one in

battle by Joshua and slainafter being captured finitely superior to themselves. The holinessof

in the Cave of Makkedah( Josh.10:3), B. C.after God is absolute; its law is in the perfectionof his
1170. own Being. (6) God is inthe most complete sense

HOISE. See GLOSSARY.
separate from evil. In him is no possibility of

sin. With infinite comprehension he perfectly
HOLD (Heb. 17778 ??, mets-oo-daw ', fortress, as measures the enormity of sin and hates it with a

often rendered), the term especially applied to the perfect hatred. The angels are finite in their ca

lurking places of David (1 Sam . 22:4 , 5 ; 24:22, pacities, and however holy there exists for them
etc.) .

at least the abstract possibility of sinning. For
HOLDEN . See GLOSSARY. such reasons, probably, it is written, “ There is

none holy as the Lord ” (1 Sam . 2 : 2 ) ; “ Hecharged
HOLINESS (Heb. WIP, koʻ-desh ;Gr. dywoívn, his angels with folly ” (Job 4:18),and “Behold,

hag-ee-0-800'-nay ; in both cases “ separation," or he putteth no trust in his saints (angels ); yea, the

setting apart,” holy, from Sax. " halig," " whole ,” heavens are not clean in his sight ” (Job 15:15).

" sound ” ). Holiness is therefore a general term In connection with the last passage, says Dill

*o indicate sanctity, or separation from all that is mann, “ In comparison with the all -transcend

sinful , or impure, or morally imperfect; moraling holiness and purity of God , the creatures

:

G
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HOLINESS, CEREMONIAL HOLY GHOST

>

2

>

»

2 )

»

which ethically and physically are the purest are 5. Laws against unnatural marriages and lusts

impure.” (Lev. , chaps. 18, 20 ).

Holiness in man, with respect to which the fore- 6. Holiness of priests ( q. v.), LEVITES ( q. v.), and

going, is certainly suggestive, requires further con- holiness of sacred places. See TABERNACLE ;

sideration. TEMPLE, etc.

3. Holiness in Man . Of this it is to be noted, 7. Of times . See FESTIVALS.

(a) That in many cases the holiness ascribed to
HOʻLON (Heb. jism or 1975, kho-lone', sandy).

men in the Scriptures is simply ceremonial, formal.
1. A town in the mountains of Judah ( Josh.

They are persons " separated , " " set apart," or

dedicated to holy services. They were expected
15:51) , given to the priests (21:15). Location is
unknown.

or required, however, along with this outward

dedication, to lead holy lives, and tobe inwardly judgment was pronounced by Jeremiah (48:21).
2. A city in the plain of Moab upon which

dedicated, ' a requirement frequently lost sight of. Not identified,although named in connection

Thus thepriests and the Levites are spokenofin with Jahazah, Dibon , and other known places.

the Old Testament as " holy.” (6) The holiness
HOLPEN. See GLOSSARY.

predicated or required of men, upon which the

Scriptures everywhere lay almost exclusive stress,
HOLY GHOST, the third Person in the

is that of character and conduct. (c) Man appears Trinity.

before us in the Scriptures as a fallen being, and, 1. Scriptural Designations (Heb. 777

as he appears to our observation ,by nature unholy ci , roo '-akh el-o-heem ', Spirit of God ; or
and sinful. Created in the image of God, he has

lost oneof the most essential features of that 1.? 777, rooʻ-akh yeh -ho-vaw ', Spirit of Jeho

image - holiness. ( d) Holiness, so far as it ap- vah ;Gr. tò aveùua Tòäyiov, lo pnyoo'-mah to hag'-ee

pears in man anywhere, is an outcome of God's on, “ the Holy Ghost,” or “ the Holy Spirit") .

gracious work in salvation, and yet not without Frequently the term is simply “ the Spirit,” or

the proper exertion of one's own free will, and the “ the Spirit of the Lord,” or “ the Spirit of God,"

putting forth of strenuous effort (Eph. 4:22, 24 ) . or “ theSpirit of Jesus Christ ” (Matt. 3:16 ; Luke

(e) Exalted attainments in holiness are possible 3:22 ; 4:18 ; Acts 5 :9 ; Phil. 1:19).
for men, and often realized in this life ( Luke 2: Theological Statements. The doctrine

1:75 ; 2 Cor. 7:1 ; 1 Thess. 3:13). ( f) The whole of the Holy Ghost has about it the difficulty that
tone of Scriptureaccords with the weighty exhorta- belongs to that of the Trinity, or the existence of

tion , “ Follow peacewith all men and holiness , with God as a purely spiritual being ; the difficulty that

out which no man shallsee the Lord ” (Heb. 12:14) . arises from the narrow limits ofthe human under

For other phases of this part of the subject, see standing. Nevertheless the Scriptures bring to us
SANCTIFICATION . their definite representations of truth . And with

4. Holy Place, Things,etc. The Scriptures these Christian thought must concern itself. The

also ascribe holiness to places (e. g ., the Temple, chief topics of theology respecting theHoly Ghost

and the“ most holy place" therein ). Also to things , are : 1. His personality ; 2. His divinity ; 3. His

as the altars and other accessories of worship. By relation to the Father and to the Son ; 4. His

holiness in such instances is meant “ separation office or work.

or dedication to holy uses, and of course there is (1) Personality . The historic and prevailing

implied no moral quality or inherent sanctity in doctrine of the Christian Church, in accordance

the objects themselves. They were to be treated with the Scriptures, has been that the Holy Ghost

with reverence, as should churches and accessories is a person distinct from the Father and the Son,

of worship in these days, because of the holiness though united to both in the mysterious oneness

of God to whose service they are dedicated . See of the Godhead. He is not simply a personifica

HOLINESS, CEREMONIAL . - E . McC. tion or figurative expression for the divine energy

HOLINESS, CEREMONIAL. Jehovah had or operation , as some have held at various periods

called Israel to be “ a kingdom of priests, and an of the history of the Church (Anti- Trinitarians),

holy nation ” (Exod. 19:6 ), having placed them in but an intelligent agent, possessed of self-con

covenant fellowship with himself. In this cov. sciousness and freedom . In proof of this it is

enant relationship he established an institution of justly said : ( 1 ) That the Scriptures which ascribe

salvation, which furnished the covenant people distinct personality to the Father and the Son,

with the means of obtaining the expiation of their with equal explicitness ascribe distinct personality

sins and securing righteousness before God and to the Holy Ghost. Prominent illustrations of

holiness of life with God (see also Lev. , chaps. this are found in Matt. 3:16, 17 ; 28:19 ; John

11-15, 17, 18 ; Deut. 14 : 1-21 ). This holiness was 14:16, 17 ; 15:26 . ( 2) The pronouns used with

shown in certain ceremonies and laws : reference to the Holy Spirit are invariably per

1. The dedication of the firstborn (Exod. 13 :2 , sonul pronouns, e . g., John 16:13, 14 ; Acts 13 : 2.

12, 13; 22:29, 30, etc.), and the offering of all (3) The attributes of personality, self-conscious
firstlings and first fruits ( Deut. 26 : 1 , sq . ). ness, and freedom are ascribed to the Holy Ghost

2. The distinction between clean and unclean (1 Cor. 2:10 ; 12:11 ). (4 ) The relations described

food (Lev., ch . 11 ; Deut. , cb . 14 ). as existing between the Holy Spirit and mankind

3. Provision for purification (Lev.,chaps.12–15 ; are such as to emphasize his personality. The

Deut. 23 : 1-14 ). See PURIFICATION . Spirit strives with man (Gen. 6 :3 ). He instructs,

4. Laws against disfigurement (Lev. 19:27 ; regenerates , sanctifies, and comforts believers

Deut. 14 : 1 ) and against excessive scourging (Deut. ( John 16:13, 14 ; 3 : 5 ; 14:16 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 2) .
We are

25: 3). warned not to " sin against,” “ not to resist,” not

»

> )
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" to grieve," nor to quench the Holy Spirit (Matt. 32:14 , 15 ; Job 32 : 8 ; 33 :4 ; Gen. 2 : 7 ; Exod.

12:31, 32 ; Acts 7:51 ; Eph. 4:30 ; 1 Thess. 5:19). 31 : 2 , sq.; Num . 11:17 , et al .). ( 2) He bore an im

( 2) Divinity. The divinity of the Holy Ghost portant part in the coming of Christ in the flesh

has been but little disputed in the Church by and the qualifying of his human nature for his

those who have admitted his personality. The work (Luke 1:35; John 3:34 ; 1:32). _ (3) He is

Arian heresy of the 4th century, which repre- the revealer of all divine truth . The Holy Scrip

sented the Holy Ghost as the earliest of all the tures are especially the product of the Holy Spirit

creatures of the created Son, is the chief exception (Mic. 3 :8 ; John 14:26 ; 16:13 ; 1 Cor. 2 :10–13 ;

to the general rule. The Scriptures whiclı estab- 2 Tim . 3:16) . (4 ) He moves upon the hearts

lish the personality of the Holy Spirit, in many and consciences of all men, attending revealed

cases, as must have been noted, also establish his truth with his power wherever it is known, and

divinity. Beyond this attention is commonly even where it is not known, affording some

called to the following sure indications of Holy measure of divine light and gracious influence

Scripture : ( 1 ) The Holy Ghost is distinctly called | (Acts 2:17 ; John 16 :8–11; 1 Cor. 2 :4). (5 ) He

God, and names are given to him that properly convicts men of sin , graciously aids them in re

belong only to God (Acts 5 :3, 4 ; Isa. 6: 9 ; comp. pentance and faith ; regenerates, comforts, and

Acts 28:25 ; Jer. 31 :31-34 ; Heb. 10:15 ; 2 Cor. sanctifies believers ; bears witness to their accept

3:17, 19). (2) Divine attributes, as knowl- ance with God and adoption as God's children ;

edge, sovereignty, eternity, are ascribed to theHoly dwellsin them as the principle of a new and divine

Ghost ( 1 Cor. 2:11 ; 12:11 ; Heb. 9:14 ). (3) Divine life. In addition to Scripture before quoted, see

works, as creation and the new birth , are attrib . Rom . 8 :14–16 ; 1 Cor. 6:19 ; 2 Cor. 3:18 ( see Spirit,

uted to bim (Gen. 1 : 2 ; Job 26:13 ; John 3 : 3 , 8). Witness OF). (6 ) He also exercises guidance in

(4) Worship and homage such as belong only to the ministrations of the Church , calling men to

God are paid to the Holy Ghost (Isa . 6 : 3-10 ; various offices and endowing them with qualifica

comp. Acts 28:25-27; 2 Cor. 13:14 ). And har- tions for their work (Acts 13 :2 ; 1 Cor. 12:4-11).

monious with this is the fact that the sin against LITERATURE. —.-Works of Systematic Theology :

the Holy Ghost is the unpardonable sin (Matt. Van Oosterzee, Christian Dogmatics; Watson, In
12:31 , 32) . See Six, UNPARDONABLE. stitutes; Hodge, Systematic Theology. Also Shedd,

( 3) Relation to Trinity. The relation of the History of Doctrine; Neander, History of Dog .

Holy Ghost to the Father and to the Son isa sub- mus. For practicaland devotionaluse, The Tougue

ject with respect to which the faith of the Church of Fire, William Arthur.-E. McC.

developed slowly. The controversies of the first
HOLY GHOST, SIN AGAINST. See Sin,

four centuries related principally to the Son. The THE UNPARDONABLE.

Council at Nicæa, A. D. 325, gave forth simply
HOLY OF HOLIES. See TABERNACLE ;

this clause respecting the third Person in the

“ And we believe in the Holy Spirit.”Trinity :

TEMPLE.

The second Council at Constantinople, A. D. 381 , HOLY PLACE . See TABERNACLE ; TEMPLE.

added the words “ the Lord and Giver of life who HOLY SPIRIT. See Holy Ghost.

proceeds from the Father, who is to be worshiped
HOLYDAY . 1. The rendering of the Heb.

and glorified with the Father and the Son, and
wbo spake through the prophets." At the third 1917, khaw - gag ', to dance, a festival celebrated by

Synod of Toledo, A.D. 589, the words “ filio que" sacred dances (Exod . 5 : 1 ), and so a public solem

(and the Son) were added, so as to assert the pro- nity (Psa. 42 :4 ).

cession of the Holy Ghost from the Son as well as 2. In Col. 2:16 " holyday ” is the rendering of

the Father. Thiswas a principalcause of the divi- the Gr. heh-or-tay' ( iopiń ), a feast, and often so
sion between the Western and Eastern Churches, the translated .

former maintaining, the latter denying, that the
HOʻMAM (Heb.bi , ho -mawm ', destruction ),

Holy Ghost proceeds from both the Father and

the Son (seeShedd, Hist. of Doctrine, vol. i, pp. one of thesons ofLotan, and grandson of Seir the

355-362). The prevailing doctrine may be thus Horite (1 Chron. 1:39). In the parallel passage

summed up : ( 1) The HolyGhost is the same in (Gen. 36:22) his name is written HEMAM .

substance and equal in power and glory with the HOME. See Family ; HOUSEHOLD.

Father and the Son. (2) He is, nevertheless , as
HOMEBORN . See SERVICE.

to his mode of subsistence and operation , subor

dinate to both the Father and theSon, as he pro HOMER . See METROLOGY, II.

ceeds from them and is sent by them , and they HONEST, HONESTY. See GLOSSARY.

operate through him ( John 15:26 ; 16:15 ; 14:26 ;

Phil. 1:19 ; Acts 11:17). HONESTY(Gr, kalós, kal-os', excellent). “ Hon .

( 4) Office. Well says Van Oosterzee : Hap
est” is generally rendered in the R. V. “ honor.

pily, not the sounding the depths of the Holy able ” and “ seemly.” Sem -not -ace (Gr. oeuvótns)

Spirit's nature, but the receiving and possessing has the meaning of gravity, probity, purity (1 Tim .

of the Holy Spirit himself, is for us,even as Chris- 1 2: 2 ). ': “ Honestly ” (Rom . 13:13 ; 1 Thess. 4:12) is

tian theologians, the main point."' Hence, with the rendering of the Gr.yoo-skhay-mon '-oce (evo xn

out detracting from the value of what has pre- jóvws), and means seemingly. In general, honesty

ceded , the paramount importance of the office and stands for upright disposition, rectitude in dealing

work of the Holy Spirit." This is indicated as fol- with others, probity, purity.

lows: (1 ) The Spirit is the immediate source of all HONEY. 1. The rendering of the following

life, physical and intellectual ( Psa . 104:29 .; Isa . I words :

"
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(1) Yah' -ar (Heb. , copse, or forest, 1 Sam . HOOD (Heb. 7 * , tsaw -neef', Isa . 3:23), a

14:25, 27, 29 ; Cant. 5 : 1 ), the honey of bees, and so headdress composed of twisted cloths of various

called because found in trees . colors ; a turban. See DRESS.

(2) No'-feth ( Hleb.op , to drip,distil,Psa. 19:10 ; HOOF (Heb. 0707?, par-saw', to split, divide),

Prov. 5 : 3 ; 24:13 ; 27 : 7 ; Cant. 4:11 ), usually used the cleft foot of neatcattle (Exod. 10:26 ; Lev. 11 : 3 ,

of the honey in the comb. etc.), and also of thehorse, though not cloven (Isa .

(3) Deb-ash' (Heb. War, stickiness ), the word ofthemain distinctions between clean andunclean
5:28 ; Jer. 47 : 3). The parting of the hoof is one

most frequently used for honey. It is to be under- animals. See Animal.

stood as bee honey in most passages in the Old HOOK. 1. Khawkh (Heb. OTT, literally, a

Testament, even in those in which Canaan is de

scribed as the land flowing with milk and honey thorn ), a ring, such as we place in the nose of a

(Exod. 3 : 8, 17 , etc. ), bees being abundant even in bull to lead him about (2 Kings 19:28 ; Isa .37:29;

the remote parts of the wilderness, wherethey Ezek. 29:4, etc. ); an allusion in the first twopas.
deposit their honey in the crevicesof the rocks or sages to the absolute control of Jehovah over Sen.

in hollow trees. The term debash applies also to nacherib. A similar method was adopted for lead

grape honey, which the Israelites prepared and ing captives, as Manasseh (2 Chron. 33:11).

made an article of export. It was this which Jacob
2. A peg, or pin , upon which the curtains were

sent to Joseph (Gen.43:11),and which the Tyrians hung in the tabernacle (q . v.).

purchased from Palestine (Ezek . 27:17). , It is still
3. A vine dresser's pruning hook (Isa. 2 :4 ; 18 : 5 ;

called dibs, and is an important article of commerce
Mic. 4 : 3 ; Joel 3:10) .

in Palestine and Syria. Three hundred pounds of
4. Double or forked pegs, upon which the car.

grapes yield one hundred pounds of dibs, and when cases of beasts were hung for flaying (Ezek.

diluted with a little water takes the place of sugar
40:43).

(Exod. 16:31 ).
5. A fleshhook for taking joints of meat outof

the boiling pot (Exod. 27: 3 ; 1 Sam. 2:13, 14). See

(4) Tsoof (Heb. 77%, dripping), the cells of the FishhOOKS .

honeycomb full of honey ( Psa, 19:10 ; Prov. 16:24).
HOPE, the rendering of several Hebrew and

(5) Mel -ee (Gr. péże, Rev. 10: 9 , sq . ) is the term Greek words :

for honey in general, while kay -ree'-on (Gr. knplov)
1. Beh '- takh (Heb. Tiem, safety) means both the

is applied to the honeycomb (Luke 24:42).

(6) The “ wild honey ” mentioned as part of
fact, security, and the feeling, trusl ( Psa. 16 : 9 ;

John the Baptist's food (Matt. 3 :4 ) is supposed by
22 : 9 , etc. ).

2. Keh'-sel (Heb. 502, fatness), confidence, some
some to have been a vegetable honey exuding

from trees, but was likely the honey of wild bees. times foolishly entertained (Job 8:14 ; 31:24 , etc.),

Josephus mentions a honey made froin the juice but not always (Psa . 78 : 7 ) .

of grapes 3. Mib - lawkk ' (Heb. 19??, refuge), firm and

2. Mosaic Regulations. Together with certain hope (Prov . 22:19, A. V. “ trust " ) ; some

" leaven ,” honey was not permitted to be burned times figuratively of a person or thing in which

on the altar. They are mentioned together as pro confidence is placed (Job 8:14, A. V. “ trust ; ”.

ducing fermentation, and tending to acidify and Psa. 42 : 5 ; 71 : 5 , etc. ).

spoil that which might be mixed with them . Their 4. Makh -as- ek ' (Heb . 0m ), or makh -seh '

prohibition was to show that the taint of corrup, ( 01772), a shelter (Psa. 62 : 8 , A. V. “ refuge ; ”
tion must not be allowed to adhere to the spiritual
food which man offered to God . The first fruits (Jer. 17 : 7, 17; Joel 3:16 , literally , a refuge from
of honey were,however, presented for the use of storm , and applied to God).

the priests (2 Chron . 31 : 5). 5. Mik - veh ' (Heb. 7 ?????), or mik-vay' (+7???),

Figurative. Honey and milk are put for something wailed for; also something collected
sweet discourse (Cant. 4:11 ). The word of God is (Ezra 10: 2, expectation ); also one in whom con

compared with honey as furnishing pleasure (Psa . tidence is placed (Jer. 14 : 8 ; 17:13 ; 50: 7).

19:10 ; 119: 103), and honey taken in due quanti- 6. Tik-vaw ' (Heb..777??,line thread, Josh . 2:18,

ties is illustrative of moderation in pleasure (Prov . 21 ), expectation (Job 11:20; 19:10 ;Psa. 71 :5) ;

25:16, 27). See Bees, in ANIMAL KINGDOM . the “ prisoners of hope ” (Zech, 9:12) are those

HONOR, the rendering of several Hebrew and cherishing hope of deliverance.

Greek words, meaning : ( 1) Respect paid to su- 7. To-khekº-leth (Heb.onir ),expectation (Job

periors : to God ( 1 Chron . 16:27; Psa. 66 : 2 ; 96:6 ; 41 : 9 ; Psa . 39 :7) .

Dan . 11:38 ; John 5:23 ; Rev. 5:12) ; to parents

and kings, including submission and service (Exod.
8. El-pece' (Gr. ) means : ( 1 ) In a bad sense,

20:12 ; Matt. 16 :4 ; 1 Pet. 2:17); the esteem due expectation of evil, but in the New Testament

always ( 2) in a good sense, expectation of good ,
to virtue, wisdom , glory, reputation , and probity
(Prov. 15:33 ; 22 : 4 ; 29:23). (2) The reward, emol hope. In the Christian sense, joyful and contident

ument, position , given to subjects (Num . 22:17 , 37 ;
expectation of eternal salvation (Acts 28:6 ; 26:7 ;

2 Chron. 1:11, 12 ; Esth . 6 :3, 6 ,9), and the 'tinni Rom. 6 :4, sq.; 1 Cor. 13:13). God is styled the

reward of righteousness (John 6:44 ; Rom. 2 :7 ; from him . Paul calls his converts his hope
“ God of hope” (Rom. 15:13 ), because our bope is

Heb. 2 :7 ; 2 Pet. 1:17).
( 1 Thess. 2:19), not as cause, but subjects of his

HONORABLE. See GLOSSARY . hope .
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HOPH NI(Heb. 27, khof-nee', a fighter),the of the ' and of Edom ' (Num . 20:23),
yet when

first named of the two sons of the high priest Eli the region of which Jebel Neby Hâroon is a part

( 1 Sam . 1 : 3 ; 2:34), who fulfilled their hereditary had to be compassed , it is mentioned as Mount

sacerdotal duties at Shiloh . Their brutal rapacity Seir (Deut. 2: 1-5). (3) The advance of Israel

andJust, whichincreased with their father's age from Kadesh -barnea to Mount Hor alarmed the

(2: 12-17, 22), filled the people with indignation, king of Arad in Canaan,who came out against

and provoked the curse which was denounced them in force (Num . 21: 1 ; 33:40). There is a

against their father's house, first by an unknown mountain which fully meets the requirements of

prophet (vers. 27–36 ), and then by the youthful the Bible text, and the natural demands of the

Samuel (3 : 11-14 ) . They were both slain on the narrative, as to the Mount Hor where Aaron died

same day,and theark was captured by the Phil. and was buried. That mountain is JebelMadurah,

istines (4:10, 11 ), B. C. about 1076. The Scrip- near the western extremity of Wady Feqreh, a

tures call them " sons of Belial ” (2:12).
little to the southwest of the passes es -Sufâh and

el- Yemen . Its formation, its location , its name,
HOPHRA. See Pharaoh -HOPHRA.

HOR, MOUNT (Heb. 777 , hore haw- and there is even asmack of tradition in its favor.
go to identify it with the place of Aaron's burial,

howrl, "mountain, the mountain," i . e . , the moun- . . In its location , Jebel Madurah stands at a

tain of mountains ), the name of two mountains. triangular site , where the boundaries of Edom, of

Mount Hor.

(

1. The mountain on which Aaron died (Num. Canaan, and the Wilderness of Zin meet. It is at

20:25, 27). The word Hor is regarded by the lex. the extremest northwest boundary ofEdom, yet it

icographers as an archaic form of Har , the usual is not within that boundary line . It is on the very

Hebrew term for “ mountain ." The few facts verge of the land of promise, yet it is not within

given us in the Bible regarding Mount Hor are the outer limits of that land . ” See Rowland (Imp.

soon told . It was on the boundary line ” (Num . Dict . ), article Moserah.

20:23) or at the edge ” (33:37) of the land of 2. A mountain named only in Num . 34 : 7, 8 , as

Edom . It was the halting place of the people one of the marks in the northern boundary of the

next after Kadesh (20:22 ; 33:37), and they quitted land of promise. Its identification is difficult.

it for Zalmonah ( 33:41 ) in the road to the Red Sea The Mediterranean was the western boundary ;

(21:4 ). It was during the encampment at Kadesh the first point was Mount Hor,and the second

that Aaron was gathered to his fathers . The “ the entrance of Hamath.” If Dr. Porter's iden

commonly accepted site of Mount Hor is at the tification of the latter with the pass at Kalat el

east of the ' Arabah, the highest and most con- Husn, close to Hums, is correct , then Mount Hor

spicuous of the whole range of the sandstone can be nothing else than the great chain of Leba

mountains of Edom, having close beneath it on its non itself. “ It is so clearly the natural northern

eastern side the mysterious city of Petra . The boundary of the country, that there seemsno rea

tradition has existed from the earliest date. It is son to doubt that the whole range intended by

now the Jebel Nebi-Harûn, “ the mountain of the the term Hor" (Smith , Bib . Dict. , s . v. ) .

Prophet Aaron.” Trumbull( Kadesh - Barnea, p. 129, HOʻRAM (Heb . -77, ho-rawm ', lofty), the king
sq.) opposes thistradition for the following rea of Gezer, who, coming to the relief of Lachish,

sons : “ ( 1) Permission to pass through his terri.
tory wasrefused Israel by theking of Edom , who was overthrown by Joshua ( Josh. 10:33), B. C.

after 1170.

came out against Israel with much people and

with a strong hand ... wherefore Israel turned HOʻREB (Heb . Sn, kho -rabe', desert, Exod.

away from hin ' (Num . 20: 14-21 ). It was at this 3 : 1 ; 17 : 6 ; 33 : 6 ; Deut. 1 : 2 , 6 , 19 , etc. ; 1 Kings

time that the death and burial of Aaron took 8: 9 ; 19 : 8 ; 2 Chron . 5:10 ; Psa. 106: 19 ; Mal. 4 :4 ),

place. ( 2) There is commonly a distinction be in the opinion of some a lower part or peak of

tween Mount Seir ' and ' the land of Edom ' in the Sinai from which one ascends towards the south

various Pentateuchal references to the Edomitish the summit of Sinai ( Jebel Musa ); but according

territory east and west of the ' Arabah . . . . And to others a general name of the whole mountain of

Mount Hor is said to be . by the coast (or, on the line) which Sinai was a particular summit. See SINAI,
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21

HOʻREM (Heb. 27, khor-ame', devoted), one HORN (Heb. 7 .???., keh ’-ren , projecting ; Gr.

of the “ fenced cities ” of Naphtali ( Josh . 19:38 ), képas, ker'-as). Horns are mentioned in Scrip

between Migdal-el and Beth -Anath. Van de Velde ture as being used for :

( i , 178 , 9) suggests Hurah as the site of Horem ;

Keil and Delitzsch ( Com ., in loc .) say that neither horns perforated at the tip ; such as are still used
1. Trumpets. These were at first merely

Horem nor Beth -Anath are known.
for calling laborers to meals. Later they were

HOR -HAGID'GAD (Heb. 757 , klore made of metal,as the silver trumpets of the

hag-ghid -gawd ", hole of the cleft), the name of the priests (Num . 10 :1, sq .). Those used at the over

thirty-third station of Israel in the desert (Num. throw of Jericho ( Josh. 6 :4 , 6,13) were, probably,

33:32, 33), probably the same with their forty - first large horns or instruments in the shape of a born,

station, GUDGODAH (q . v .) (Deut. 10 : 6 , 7). which gave a loud , far-sending note(see Lev. 23:24 ;

HOʻRI (Heb. h, or amin, kho -ree', cave
25: 9).

2. Vessels. Horns being hollow and easily
dweller ).1. A son of Lotan, and grandson of Seir (Gen. polished, havebeen used in ancient andmodern

36:22; 1 Chron. 1:39).
times for drinking and kindred purposes, such as

2. In Gen. 36:30 , “ Hori ” has in the original
a flask or vessel made of horn to hold oil ( 1 Sam.

the article prefixed , i . e, the Horite ; and is the 16: 1, 13 ; 1 Kings 1:39), or toilet bottle containing

same word with that which in vers . 21 , 29 , is ren
antimony for blacking the eyelashes. See INKHORN .

dered in the A. V. “ the Horites " (Smith, Dict . ).
3. The projections of the altar of burnt offer .

3. A Simeonite, whose son Shaphat was the ing (Exod.27: 2) and of the altar of incense (30:2)

commissioner of his tribe, sent by Moses to ex
at their four corners, were called “ horns." By

plore the land of Canaan (Num . 13:5), B. C. 1210. laying hold of these horns of the altar of burnt

HOʻRIMS (Deut. 2:12 , 22) . See HORITE .
offering, a criminal found safety ( 1 Kings 1:50 ;

2:28), if his offense was accidental (Exod. 21:14) .

HOʻRITE (Heb. Ti , kho -ree', cave dweller ). 4. The peak or summit of a hill was called a

Sayce (High. Crit., p . 203) thinks it better to con- | horn (Isa . 5: 1 , margin) (see illustration below ).

1

" )
117

*

Horns of Hattin .

nect the name with a root signifying “ white," 5. In Hab. 3 :4, “ he had horns coming out of

and considers the Horites as the representatives his hand;" the context implies rays of light ( comp.

of a white race whom their neighbors contrasted Deut . 33: 2).

with the “ red ” -skinned Edomites. In such a case
The custom of the Druse women of wearing horns

they would have been members of the A morite seems not to have been referred to in the Scrip

stock. The Horites anciently dwelt in Mount Seir, ture. So remarkable an article of dress, had it

and were the earliest inhabitants of the land be-been in existence, would in all probability have

tween the Dead Sea and the Flamitic Gulf. They been noticed by many authors who have entered

were conquered and exterminated bythe Edom so minutely into such matters. These horns con

ites (Gen. 14 : 6 ; 36:20 , 21 , 29 ; Deut. 2:12, 22 , sisted at first of an apparatus designed to finish

“ Horim " ). off the headdress so as to raise the veil a little

HORʻMAH (Heb. 1772777, khor -maw ', devoted from the face, and from small beginnings have

to destruction ), the chief town of a Canaanitish developed to their present enormous size. Some

king in the south of Palestine ( Josh. 12:14 ), near times they aremade of pasteboard, of tin, silver,

which the Israelites were discomfited by the and among the wealthy of gold . The day for

Amalekites when against the advice of Moses they these preposterous appendages is about over.

attempted to enter Canaan by that route (Num . After the wars between the Maronites and the

14:45 ; comp. 21 : 1-3 ; Deut. 1:44) . It was 'after- Druses (A. D. 1841 and 1845), the Maronite clergy

ward taken by Joshua and assigned to Judah thundered their excommunications against them,

(Josh . 15:30), but finally fell to Simeon ( 19 :4 ; and very few Christians now wear them (Thom.

1 Chron . 4:30 ). Hormah has not been positively son, Land and Book, i , 101 , 102).

identified, though S'beita has been suggested as its Figurative. Two principal applications of

possible site. this metaphor will be found -- strength and honor.
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FARE.

) .

Horns being the chief sourceof attack and defense Because in the delineations of battle scenes which

with the animals to which God has given them , occur in the monuments there is no representation

they are employed in Scripture as emblems of of cavalry, it has been supposed by some that

power ; of God (Psa. 18: 2 ; Hab. 3 :4), of Christ Egypt did not possess that arm of service, at least

(Luke 1:69 ; Rev. 5 : 6), of Ephraim (Deut. 33:17), in early times. Professor Hengstenberg hasmain

of the wicked (Psa. 22:21; 75:10), of kingdoms tained that the word " horsemen ," of the above
(Dan. 7 : 7, 8, 24 ; 8:3 , 5 , 6, 20), of antichristian passage, should be rendered " chariot riders.'

powers (Rev. 13: 1 ; 17 :3, 7). “ The first and principal passage concerning the

The budding, or sprouting of horns, is figur. constituent parts of the Egyptian army which

ative of the commencement or revival of a nation pursued the Israelites, is that of Exod. 14:6 ,7 :

or power (Psa. 132:17 ; Ezek. 29:21 ) ; raising up, And be made ready his chariot, and took his

of arrogance (Psa . 75 :4 , 5 ) ; exalting, of increase people with him ; and he took six hundred chosen

of power and glory ( 1 Sain. 2: 1 , 10 ; Psa. 89:17, chariots, and all the chariots of Egypt,and chariot

24 ; 92:10 ; 112: 9); pushing with , of conquests warriors upon all of them . Here Pharaoh's

(Deut. 33:17 ; 1 Kings 22:11 ; Mic. 4:13) ; bringing preparation for war is fully described . It consists,

down, or degradation ( Job 16:15 , " I have defiled," first,ofchariots , and , secondly, of chariot warriors.

i , e . ,laid low , " myhorn in the dust,” as a wounded. Cavalry is no more mentioned than infantry.” If

animal); cutting off, of destruction of power (Psa. cavalry was not an early arm of Egyptian warfare

75:10 ; Jer. 48:25 ; Lam. 2 :3).
it is evident that it was well known in later times

HORNET. See Animal KINGDOM. 2011 ( Isa. 31 : 1 ; 36: 9). Among the Assyrians single

HORONATM (Heb. D 77, kho-ro-nah'-yim, with them , too, the cavalryarm of themilitary
riders on horseback were not uncommon , although

double cave town ), a city of Moab, on the mountain service consisted chiefly of chariots . See War

slope of Lubith, along the route of the invading

Assyrians (Isa. 15:5 ; Jer. 48 :3, 5 , 34).
HO'SAH (Heb . 101 , kho -saro ', hopeful).

HORONITE, THE (Heb. , hakh-o-ro

nee'), an epithet of Sanballat(only in Neh. 2:10 , 19 ; line where it turned from the direction of Tyre
1. A city of Asher, at a point on the boundary

13:2). Fürst and the latest (12th) German edi- toward Achzib (Josh. 19:29) ; possibly the modern

tion of Gesenius derive it from Beth -Horon ,while village of el-Ghazieh, a little south of Zidon.
Dr. Strong's Eschaustive Concordance and Robin

son's Gesenius take it from Horonaim . On the thirteen of his relatives, was appointed door
2. A Levite of the family of Merari , who, with

latter supposition Sanballat was a Moabite; and
this would accord well with his connection ' with keeper to theark after its arrival in Jerusalem

Tobiah, the Ammonite. But if the term is from (1 Chron. 16:38). In the latter distribution ( 26:10,

Beth-Horon, he was probably
11 , 16) the gate Shallecheth , on the west side of

Samaritan, or
related to the Samaritans. This would agree with the temple, fell to him , B. C. about 988.

Josephus, who says: “ He was a Cuthean by birth, HOSANNA (Gr. doavvá, ho-san-nak’, from

of which stock were the Samaritans also (Ant., Heb. 197901.7, ho-she-ah' naw, save now ), the

xi, 7, § 2).—W. H. cry of the multitude as they thronged in our Lord's

HORSE. See ANIMAL KINGDOM .
triumphal procession into Jerusalem (Matt. 21 :9,

Figurative. On account of the strength of 15 ; Mark 11:9, 10 ; John 12:13). The psalm from

the horse, he has become the symbolof war (Deut. which it was taken (the 118th) was one with which

32:13 ; Psa. 66:12 ; Isa. 58:14 ; Zech . 9:10 ; 10: 3) ; they were familiar from being accustomed to re

of conquest, as in Cant. 1:9, the bride advances cite the 25th and 26th verses at the Feast of
with her charms to conquest, as a company of Tabernacles. On that occasion the Hallel, con

horses in Pharaoh's chariots.” The war horse sisting of Psalms 113–118, was chanted by one of

rushing into battle is figurative of impetuosity of the priests, and at certain intervals the multitudes

the wicked in sin (Jer. 8 : 6). In Zechariah (6 : 2-7 ) joined in the responses, waving their branches of

the prophet mentions horses that were red, black, willow and palm ,and shoutingas they waved them

white, and speckled . The red horses symbolize hallelujah , or hosanna, or “O Lord , I beseech

war, the black pestilence, the speckled famine, thee, send now prosperity ” (Psa. 118:25 ). On

while the white points to the glorious victories of each of the seven days during which the feast

the ministers of the divine judgment (K. and D. , lasted the people thronged in the court of the
Com ., in loc.). Poison temple, and went in procession about the altar,

HORSE GATE (Heb. Dong Ww, shah ' - ar setting their boughsbending toward it, thetrum ?
has-800 -seem '), a gate in the old wall of Jerusalem pets sounding as they shouted hosanna. It was

(q. v .), at the west end of the bridge leading from not uncommon for the Jews in later times to em.

Zion to the temple (Neh. 3:28 ; Jer. 31:40), per- ploy theobservances of this feast, whichwas pre
haps so called because the horses of the sun ” eminently a feast of gladness, to express their

(2 Kings 23:11) were led through it for idolatrous feelings on other occasions of rejoicing (1 Macc.

worship (2 Chron. 23:15 ).
13:51 ; 2 Macc. 10: 6, 7 ). See Hallel.

HORSE - LEECH . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.
The early Christian Church adopted this word

HORSEMAN (usually Heb. w17p 3y3, bah ' -al constitutionsconnected withthe great doxology,
into its worship. It is found in the apostolical

paw -rawsh ', master of a horse). From Exod. 14 :9, " Glory be to God on high ," and was frequently

etc., it would appear that cavalry accompanied used in the communion service, during which the

Pharaoh in his pursuit of Israel— “ his horsemen ." I great doxology was sung . vitil

a
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HOSE, HOSEN (Chald .D902,pal -teesh ', Dan. of God was addressed to him ; and this removes

3:21). The better rendering of this term appears all the difficulties that beset the assumption of

to be tunic, and undergarment. See DRESS. marriages contracted in outward reality.” See
BIBLE.

HOSE'A (Heb. yuid, ho- shay '- ah, deliverer),

theson of Beeri, and the first of the minor prophets Jah has saved).
HOSHATAH (Heb. 1778017, ho - shah -yaw ',

as they appear in the A. V.

1. Time. In the first verse of his prophecy it
1. A man who assisted in the dedication of the

is stated that “ the word of the Lord came unto wall of Jerusalem afterithad been rebuilt by

Hoseain the days of Uzziah , Jotham ,Ahaz,and Nehemiah(Neh. 12:32), B. C. 445.

Hezekiah; kings of Judah, and . . , . of Jeroboam, who was a man of note after thedestruction of
2. The father of a certain Jezaniah, or Azariab,

king of Israel." Dr. J. F. McCurdy dates the be
ginning of Hosea's public life at B. C. 748, and Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, and besought Jere

Hezekiah's death at B. C. 690, which would make miah to favor the flight of the remnant of the

the prophet's ministry extend over a period of Jews into Egypt (Jer. 42:1 ; 43:2), B. C.586.

about fifty-eight years. The book furnishes strong HOSHA MA, or HOSH'AMA (Heb.5724 in,

presumptive evidence in support of this chro- ho -shaw -maw ', Jah has heard ), one of the sons of

nology. King Jehoiachin, born during his captivity ( 1 Chron .

2. Place. There seems to be a general con- 3:18 ), B. C. after 597.

sent among commentators that the prophecies of HOSHE'A (Hebrew same as Hosea ).

Hosea were delivered in the kingdom of Israel , 1. The original name of Joshua, the son of

and that he was a subject of that kingdom . This Nun (Deut. 32:44); sometimes written Oshea, as
is favored not only by the fact that his prophetic Num. 13:8, 16.

addresses are occupied throughout with the king- 2. The son of Elah, and last king of Israel . He

dom of the ten tribes, but also by the peculiar conspired against and slew his predecessor, Pekah

style and language of his prophecies, which have (2 Kings 15:30 ), “ in the twentieth year of Jotham ”

here and there an Aramæan coloring, and still more Tiglath -pileser set up Hoshea as the nominal king
by the intimate acquaintance with the circum- of Samaria, but as his personal representative

stances and localities of the northern kingdom (B. C. about 733). He did not become established

(5: 1 ; 6 :8 , 9 ; 12:12; 14 :6), which even goes so far on the throne till after an interregnum of at least

that he calls the Israelitish kingdom “ the land ” eight years, viz. , in the twelfth year of Abaz

( 1: 2), and the king of Israel “ ourking ” (7 : 5 ) . It | (2 Kings 17 : 1 ). It is declared of him that "he

has been conjectured that Hosea, having longap. did that which was evil in the sight of the Lord,

pealed in vain to his countrymen , retired to Judah, but noto as the kings of Israel that were before

and that there his prophecy was committed to bim ” (v. 2). Shortly after his accession he sub

writing in its present form . Dr. Sayce ( High. Crit. , mittedto the supremacy of Shalmaneser , who ap

etc. , p.477) says of Hosea, “ Hosea was a northern pears to have entered his territory with the inten

prophet, and his prophecies were delivered to the tion of subduing it by force if i'esisted (2 Kings

rulers and the inhabitants of Samaria. But they 17 : 3) ; and indeed seems to have stormed the

have undergone a revision in Judah ; in other strong caves of Beth -arbel (Hos. 10:14), but who

words, they have passed through the hands of retired pacified with a present. Intelligence that
Jewish editors there are passages where the Hoshea liad entered into negotiations with So, king

context shows that the name of Judah has been of Egypt, prompted Shalmaneser to return and
substituted for that of Israel (e. g. , 8:14 ).” . punish the rebellious king with imprisonment for

3. The Prophet's Family Relations. It is withholding the tribute (2 Kings 17:4) . He was

recorded in 1 :2-9 that Hosea , at the command of probably released by the payment of a large ran

God, took an impure woman (Gomer, the daughter som, but a second revolt soon after provoked the

of Giblaim) to wife, and had by her two sons king of Assyria to march an army into the land

(Jezreel and Loammi) and one daughter (Lo-ruha of Israel ; and after a three years' siege Samaria

mab ), and in 3 : 1 , 2 , that by the divine command was taken and destroyed, and the ten tribes were

he purchased an adulteress . These statements have carried away beyond the Euphrates, B. C. 722

given rise to much discussion as to their literal or (2 Kings 17 :5 , 6 ; 18 :9–12). Of the future fortune

allegorical interpretation. Dr. Strong (Mc. and S. , of Hoshea we know nothing.
Cyc ., s. v . ) expresses the opinion that “ There were 3. Son of Azaziah and prince of the tribe of

two marriages by the prophet : first in chaps. 1 , 2 , Ephraim in the time of David ( 1 Chron . 27:20),

of a woman (probably of lewd inclinations already) B. C. about 1000 .

who became the mother of three children, and was 4. One of the chiefs of Israel who joined in the

afterward repudiated for her adultery ; and the sacred covenant with Nehemiah after the cap

second, in ch . 3 , of a woman at least attached tivity (Neh . 10:23), B. C. 445.

formerly to another, but evidently reformed to a HOSPITALITY . In oriental lands, and still

virtuous wife. Both these women represented the in some countries of belated civilization, it was

Israelitish nation, especially the northern kingdom, and is felt to be a sacred duty to receive, feed,

which, although unfaithful to Jehovah, should first lodge, and protect any traveler who might stop at

be punished and then reclaimed by him ." Dr. Keil the door. The stranger was treated as a guest,

( Com ., in loc. ) says , “ No other course is left to us and men who had thus eaten together were bound

than to picture to ourselves Hosea's marriages as to each other by the strongest ties of friendship,

internal events, i. e ., asmerely carried out in that which descended to their heirs, confirmed by

inward and spiritual intuition in which the word | mutual presents. With the Greeks hospitality
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HOST HOUSE

a

7

was a religious duty, as was the case with He- HOSTAGE (Heb. , tah -ar -oo -baw ,

brews, enjoined by the law of Moses (Lev. 19:34). suretyship), one delivered into the hand of another

The present practice of the Arabs is the nearest
as security for the performance of a pledge or

approach to the ancient Hebrew hospitality. A engagement. In ancient times it was very usual

traveler may sit at the door of a perfect stranger for conquered kings or nations to give hostages

and smoke his pipe until the master welcomes him for the payment of tribute, of continuance in sub

with an evening meal, and may tarry a limited jection ; thus Jos king of Israel , exacted hos.

number of days without inquiry as to his purposes, tages from Amaziah, king of Judah (2 Kings 14:14 ;

and depart with simple “ God be with you ” as his 2 Chron. 25:24).

only compensation. As the Hebrews became
HOʻTHAM (Heb. oņin, kho-thawm', a seal

more numerous inns were provided, but these did
not entirely supersede home hospitality. The old ring) , one of the sons of Heber, the grandson of
Testament gives illustrations of it in Gen. 18:1-8 ; Asher ( 1 Chron. 7:32 ). He is probably the same
19:1-3 ; 24:25, 31–33, etc. Job says (31:32), “ The with Helem , whose sons are enumerated in v. 35 ,

stranger did not lodge in the street, but I opened and grandsons in vers . 36, 37.

my doors to the traveler.” The neglect of the HO'THAN (Hebrew same as HOTHAM ), an Aroe.

law of hospitality is illustrated in the case of rite, father of Shama and Jeliel, two of David's
Dives and Lazarus (Luke 16: 19–25). " valiant men

( 1 Chron . 11:44), B. C. about 1000.

The spirit of Christian hospitality is taughtin HO'THIR (Heb. Oni , ho-theer ', preserver ),

the New Testament (Luke 14 : 12–14 ). The Gr.
qihóçevos ( fil-oz'-en -os, a lover of strangers) is the the thirteenth son of HEMAN (q. v .), who, with

word for hospitality in Tit. 1 :8 ; 1 Pet. 4:9 ; and eleven of his kinsmen , had charge of the twenty.

piloševia ( fil -oc-en -ee'-ah, love of strangers) in first division of Levitical singers (1 Chron. 25 :4,

Rom. 12:13 ; Heb. 13 :2 .
28), B. C. after 1000.

HOST. 1. In a social sense.
HOUGH (Heb. 27, aw -kar ', to extirpate), the

(1) Xen'os (Gr. çevos), literally a stranger, i . e. , method employed to render useless the captured

one who receives and entertains hospitably (Rom . horses of an enemy (Josh . 11 : 6 ; comp.Gen. 49: 6 ,
16:23), where “ and of the whole Church ” is added ; margin), since the Israelites were forbidden to use

meaning that Gaius received all the members of that animal (2 Sam . 8 :4 ; 1 Chron . 18 :4) . It con

the Church who crossed his threshold, or kindly sisted in hamstringing, i. e. , severing “ the tendon

permitted the Church to worship in his house.
Achilles " of the hinder legs.

(2 ) Pan-dokh-yoos' (Gr. ravdoyeus, " one who HOUR . See TIME.

receives all comers " ), an innkeeper, host (Luke HOUSE (Heb. 07.19 , bah ' -yith ; Gr, oikia, oy .
10:35).

2. In a military sense. See ARMY.
kee'-ah ). The beginning of house building is lost

in the darkness of primeval times, and reaches
HOST OF HEAVEN (Heb. 0912.7 X back in the sacred record to thedays ofCain

tseb - aro ' hash -shaw -mah'.yim , army of the skies, (Gen. 4:17). While the Israelites did not become

Gen. 2 : 1). The sun , moon, and stars, under the dwellers in cities till the sojourn in Egypt and

symbol of an army ; in which the sun is considered after the conquest of Canaan (Gen. 47:3 ; Exod .

as king, the moon as his vicegerent, the stars and 12 :7 ; Heb. 11 : 9), the Canaanites, the Assyrians,

planets as their attendants (comp. Judg. 5:20). and the Egyptians were from an early period

The worship of the host of heaven was one of the builders of houses and cities. Of course houses

earliest forms of idolatry (q . v. ), and was common would vary niuch, according to the climate, tastes,

among the Israelites in the times of their declen- and condition of the people. And yet we find

sion from the pure service of God (Deut. 4:19 ; some leading characteristics in the oriental house,

2 Kings 17:16 ; 21 :3, 6 ; Jer. 19:13 ; Zeph. 1 : 5 ; distinguishing it from that of northern latitudes.
Acts 7:42 ). 1. Material. The material for house building

The "host of heaven , ” referred to in Dan. 8:10, is determined partly by what is to be had in the

11 , appears to be figurative for " the holy people," locality, partly by the object of the buildingsand

i . e ., Israel (see 8:24 ). The comparison of Israel the means of the builders. The houses of the

to the “bosts of heaven ” has its root in this, that rural poor in Egypt, as well as in most parts of

God , the King of Israel, is called the God of Hosts Syria, Arabia, and Persia, are for the most part

( “ the Prince of the Host, ” v. 11 ), and by the hosts mere huts of mud or sunburnt bricks. Those of

are generally to be understood the stars or angels ; the Israelites were probably such as they still are

but the tribes of Israel also, who were led by God in Palestine, mostly made of brick burned or
out of Egypt, are called “ the hosts of Jehovah ” merely dried in the sun, or of lime and sandstone.

(Exod . 7:4 ; 12:41). As in heaven the angels and Only the houses of the rich, and palaces, were built

slars, so on earth the sons of Israel form the host of hewn stone ( 1 Ķings 7 :9 ; Isa. 9:10) or white
of God. This comparison serves, then, to char- marble ( 1 Chron. 29 : 2 ) . For mortar there was

acterize the insolence of Antiochus (the “ horn , ” used clay or lime, or gypsum (Isa . 33:12 ; comp.

Dan. 8 : 9) as a wickedness against heaven and the Deut. 27:4) and asphalate (Gen.11:3). The beams,
heavenly order of things (Keil , Com ., in loc . ) . doorposts, doors, windows, and stairs were com

Jehovah is frequently mentioned as “ Jehovah, monly of sycamore (Isa. 9:10) ; in more ornamental

God of hosts,” i.e., of the celestial armies ( Jer.5 :14; buildings, of olive, cypress, cedar, and sandal

38:17 ; 44: 7 ; Hos. 12 :5, etc.). The Heb . Sabaoth, (1 Kings 7: 2 ; Jer. 22:14 ).

hosts, is used by the apostles Paul and James 2. Exterior. Only large palaces, it would ap.

(Rom . 9:29 ; James 6:4 ). " >;; pear, were built of more than one story, at least in

stiti
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earlier times ; so the palace of Solomon, the Zeph. 1:5). Upon the roof, as in a most public

house of Lebanon (1 Kings 7 :2, sq .), the three - place, Absalom spread the tent for his father's

story side chambers of Solomon's Temple (6 :5, concubines, to indicate the unalterable estrange

sq.). There is no other mention in Scripture of ment between himself and David (2 Sam . 16:21,

any house in Palestine with more than one story, 22). Announcements were made from theroof

for Acts 20: 9 refers to Troas. (Matt. 10:27 ; Luke 12 : 3). It was usual to have

(1) The walls were whitewashed outside and two flights of steps to ascend to the roof, one

within the house and one in the

street, which latter would afford

amorereadyescape than through

the house (Matt . 24:17).

(3) The porch (Heb. bsrx,

00-lawm', vestibule) was not un .

common in Egyptian houses,

but was a very unusual feature in

the houses of ancient Palestine,

no reference to it being found

in the Old Testament, except in

the case of the temple and of

Solomon's palace (1 Kings7: 6,

7 ; 2 Chron . 15:8 ; Ezek . 40 :7 ).

The “ porch ” (Judg. 3:23, Heb.

7177072, mis -der -ohn ) is an in

correct rendering, the reference

being probably to a colonnade

running along the outside of

the upper room of Eglon's pal

ace and communicating with a

staircase . In the A. V, we read

of a porch attached to the high

priest's palace (Matt. 26:71, Gr.

Tvláv, poo -lone'), which

Oriental House.
likely the gate or entrance to

the house from the street, as

inside with lime or gypsum ,palaces with bright- elsewhere (Acts 10:17 ; 12:14 ; 14:13 ; Rev. 21:12).

colored vermilion ( Jer. 22:14). The exterior of a The stö-ah' (John 5 : 2, Gr. otoá) bore no resem.
dwelling house of the better kind in Palestine is blance to the porch ofadwelling house, but was

for the most part plain and unattractive, having rather a colonnade, or cloisters, or a distant build.
but few openings or projections, such as to give ing, used as a place of resort in the heat of the

relief and variety. These openings are notmore day. The porch of the palace was a place of

than the doorway and two or three latticed win- judgment for the king ( 1 Kings 7 : 7, 8).
dows,

( 4) Door. Doors were commonly made of wood,

(2) The roof is commonly flat, has never any the more expensive being of cedar (Cant. 8 : 9) ;

chimneys, and does not overhang the external but doors made of single slabs of stone, some

walls. In the poorer class of houses the roofs inches thick , occasionally ten feet high, and turn

were made of earth , stamped and rolled upon a ing on stone pivots, are found in the old houses

foundation of boughs or rafters. The nature of and sepulchers in Syria. Thedoorways of Eastern

these roofs readily explains the transaction re- houses are sometimes richly ornamented , though

ferred to in Mark (2 :4 ) and Luke (5:19). Probably they are generally mean in appearance even when

the bearers of the paralytic in their anxiety broke belonging to sumptuous dwellings. The doorway

up the simple materials of the roof, and through from the street into the court is usually guarded

the aperture let him down into the presence of within from sight by a wall or some arrangement

Jesus. The better class of houses had their roofs of the passages, and had a stone seat for the

laid with tiles and stone. The outer edge was pro- porter and other servants. Over the door the Is.

vided with a breastwork or latticelike railing to raelites were directed to write sentences from the

prevent falling (Deut. 22 : 8 ) . The roof is one of Law.

the most important parts of an Eastern house,
(5) Court (Heb. 7 , khau-tsare', inclosed ).

every kind of business and amusement at times
proceeding upon it. We haveRahabhidingthe The court was one of the great characteristics of

spies beneath the stalks of flax laid on the roof to the Eastern house, the latter being built to inclose

dry (Josh. 2 : 6) . We find the roof used for con one, two, and even three courts. Some of the

fidential communing ( 1 Sam . 9:25 ), for sleeping finest houses in Damascus have as many asseven.
(v. 26), for lamentation (Isa. 15:3 ; Jer. 48:38 ), The court nearest the entrance is variously ar

for watching the approach of an enemy (Isa. 22 :1), ranged, according as it is the only one, or the

or the bearer of tidings (2 Sam . 18:24,33). Booths house has two or more. If there is only one court,

were built upon the roof (Neh . 8:16), and altars it is an open space or quadrangle, round which

for idolatrous worship (2 Kings 23:12; Jer. 19:13 ; | the apartments for the inmates, and in country
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places also the sheds for the cattle, are arranged. where tiey dwell . It was into this court that

A house of a somewhat better description usually Esther came to invite the king to visit her part of

consisted of the court, three or four storerooms on the palace, but she would not on any account have

the ground floor, with a single chamber above, from gone into the outer court.

which a flight of stairs leads to the court. The ( 6 ) Windows. The window of anEastern house

houses of men of rank, and palaces, were usually had no glass ; consisted generally of an aperture,

built with a roomy court, surrounded with porticoes inclosed with latticework , and small, so as to ex.

and galleries, paved, provided with well (2 Sam. clude the heat. The windows usually look into

17:18) and baths ( 11: 2 ), probably planted with the court, but in every house one or more look

trees, and forming the reception room of the into the street, making it possible for a person to

house. If there were three or more courts, all observe the approach of another without himself

except the outerone were alike in size and appear being visible (Judg. 5:28 ; 2 Sam. 6:16 ; Prov. 7 : 6 ;

ance ; but the outer one,being devoted to the more Cant. 2 :9). Where houses were built against the

public life and intercourse with society, was ma. I city wall it was not unusual for them to have
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Court of House in Damascus.

terially different from all the others. Into this projecting windows surmounting the wall and

court the principal apartments look, and are either looking into the country. From such a window

open to it in front or are entered from it by doors . the spies escaped from Jericho (Josh . 2:15 ) and

Over the doorway leading from the street is a pro- Paul from Damascus (2 Cor. 11:33). Daniel's

jecting window with a lattice more or less elab- room had several windows, and his lattices were

orately wrought, which , except in times of public open when his enemies found him at prayer (Dan.

celebrations, isusually closed (2 Kings 9:30 ). An 6:10). The projecting nature of the window, and
awning is sometimes drawn over the court and the the fact that a divan or raised seat encircles the

floor strewed with carpets on festive occasions. interior, so that persons sitting at the window are

The stairs to the upper apartments are in Syria near the aperture, easily explains the fall of
usually in a corner of the court. Around part, if Ahaziah and Eutychus ( 2 Kings 1 :2 ; Acts 20: 9).

not the whole, of the court is a veranda, often (7) The pillar formed a very important feature

nine or ten feet deep, over which, when there is in oriental building, partly , perhaps, as a rem

more than one floor, runs a second gallery of like iniscence of the tent, with its supporting poles,

depth with a balustrade. If there are more than and partly from the use of flat roofs. Pillars were

three courts the second is for the use of the mas used to support fint roofs or awnings; also to sup.

ter of the house, where he is attended by his port curtains (Exod. 26:32). The circumstance of

eunuchs, children, and females, and sees only Samson's pulling down the house bymeans of the

those whom he may call from the third court, pillars may be explained by the fact of the com.
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pany being assembled on tiers of balconies above used was usually charcoal, and the food cooked in

each other, supported by central pillars on the pots and chafing dishes.

basement; when these were pulled down the whole ( 4) Furniture. Thefurniture in ancient East

of the upper floors would fall also (Judg. 16:26). ern houses was generally simple, owing probably

(8) Chimney. The ancient house did not have to the people living so much out of doors.

chimneys ; the word so rendered (Hos. 13 :3)means And though we have no exact information re

a hole through which the smoke escaped, and in use the furniture of houses in Palestine, it

only in the poorer houses, where wood was used is probable that they indulged, as did surrounding

for fuel. In the better class of houses the rooms nations, as wealth permitted, in many luxuries

were warmed by charcoal in braziers (Jer. 36:22 ; (Keil, Arch ., ii, 108 ). For the furnishing of an apart

Mark 14:54 ; John 18:18), or a fire at night might ment theIsraelites appear to have held the follow

be kindled in the open court (Luke 22:65). ing articles indispensable : A bed, table, seat,and

3. Interior. ( 1) The upper room (Heb. 1733 , candlestick, i. e.,lamp (2 Kings 4:10). To these

al-ee- yaro ' ; Gr. ühepõov, hoop-er -o '-on ) was on the were added, for the complete furnishing of a

roof, and , being the most desirableplace in the house, the necessarycooking, eating,anddrinking
vessels.

house, was often given up to favored guests ; but
In the houses of the wealthy these ar.

it must not be confounded with the guest chamber ticles were not only provided in great abundance,
The rooms( q. v. , below). Usually the Scriptures mention but but were also costly and luxurious .

oneupperroom, as if there were only one(Jude: divan ),whichserved also as beds,and were cor.
were furnished with cushions and couches ( sofa or

3:23; 1 Kings 17:19 ; 2 Kings 4:11 ; Acts 9:39 ; ered with costly carpets (Prov. 7:16) and soft pil.

20:8), but in the larger houses there were several lows (Ezek .13:18, 20). Thebedsteads were inlaid

(2 Chron. 3:19 ; Jer. 32:13, 14 ). Frequent men- with ivory (Amos 6:4), and the tables and stools ,
tion is madeof them in connection with kings, which weremuch more in use among the Israelites

who seem to have used them as summer houses than at present in the East (2 Kings 4:10; Prov.
because of their coolness (Judg. 3:20 ; 2 Kings
1: 2 ; 23:12). The summer house spoken of in 9:14), were artistically wrought. The eating and

Scripture wasveryseldom a separatebuilding,the drinking vesseis wereof gold and silver,and the

needful wardrobes and chests were not wanting.
lower part of the house being the winter house

andtheupper the summer house. This room in Scripture in the sense of lineage, or family;
Figurative. The word " house ” is often used

was used for meditation and prayer (Mark 14:15 ;
Luke 22:12 ), set apart for the prophets (1.Kings thus Joseph was of thehouse of David ( Luke
17:19 ; 2 Kings 4:10), and, on avcount of their 1:27 ; 2:4 ); offspring (2 Sam . 7:11; Psa . 113:9);
size and coolness, as places of meeting (Acts 1:13 ; household (Gen. 43:18 ; Isa.36:3 ). Heaven is the
20:8), and for similarreasons the dead were laid house of God (John 14:2 ); the grave is the house

out in it( 9:39). An upper roomappears to have appointed for all living (Job 30:23; Isa . 14:18);
been built over the gateways of towns ( 2 Sam. the body is called a house (2 Cor. 5 :1).

18:33). HOUSEHOLD, the rendering generally of

(2) Guest chamber (Heb. 1770 ?, lish -karo'; Gr. the same Hebrew and Greekwords asarerendered
katáhvua, kat-al'-oo-mah). This room was placed house,” and meaning the members of a family
opposite the entranceinto thecourt,and wasused living in the same dwelling, including servants and

bythemaster of the houseforthe reception of all dependents. In Job 1 : 3 the word ab-ood-daw '(Heb.

visitors. It is often open in front and supported 777, literally “ service " ) appears to mean a

in the center by a pillar. It is generally on the retinue of servants. The expression “ they of
ground floor, but raised above the level of the Cæsar's household ” (Phil. 4:22 ) seems to refer to
court. This would seem to have been the guest some of the servants of the emperor.

chamber where our Lord ate his last passover One of the divisions of the Hebrews, as tribes,

(Mark 14:15 ; Luke 22:11 ), being not the “ upper families, households, etc. See ISRAEL, Constitu

room , ” but a ground room elevated. Before enter- tion of .

ing the guests take off their shoes ; so our Lord is HOUSETOP, the flat roof of an Eastern

thought to have had hisfeet bare when the woman house (q.v.).

washed them (Luke 7:38).

(3) Other rooms. There are seldom any special ered with earth rolled hard , which, softened by
Figurative. Some of these roofs were cov.

bedroomsinEastern houses, except in those of the rain, wouldafford nourishment for grass seeds.

wealthy (2 Kings 11 :2 ; Eccles. 10:20 ; 2 Sam .4 :5). When the returning drought and heat came the

In Egypt there were such (Gen. 43:30 ; Exod. 8:3),

as also in Syria (2 Kings 6:12). In houses gen- momentary prosperity followed by ruin (2 Kings
grass speedily withered , a proper illustration of

erally a low divan, raised round the sides ofthe

room , serves for seats by day, and on it are placed
19:26 ; Psa . 129:6 ; Isa. 37:27).

the beds for sleeping during the nights. The HUKÖKOK (Heb. Ppan, khoo -koke', ap

ceilings ( q. v.) of the principal apartments were pointed), a city on the southern border of Naph.

adorned with much care, and often at great ex- tali , near to Aznoth -tabor ( Josh. 19:34). Robin

pense. The kitchen, where there is aninner court, son and Van de Velde identify it with Yakuk, five

is always attached to it, as the cooking is per- miles W. of the site of Capernaum . There is

formed by the women . The furniture of this another Hukkok ( 1 Chron . 6:75, A. V. “ Hukok ")

apartment consists of a sort of raised platform of in Asher. In Josh . 21:31 it is Helkath instead of

brick , with receptacles on it for fire , answering to Hukkok, a case in which the two names are ap

the“ boiling places ” of Ezekiel(40:23). Thefuel plied to one place.
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HU KOK (1 Chron. 6:75). See HUKKOK. and the scorn and cruelties which he suffered at

HUL (Heb. Bor, khool, circle ), the second son the hands of blind and sinful men.

of Aram , and grandson of Shem (Gen. 10:23 ; (3) The end of his humiliation was, ( a) in a

1 Chron. 1:17). The geographical location ofthe subordinate sense, the fulfillment of certain types

people whom he represents is notpositivelyknown. and predictions of the Old Testament dispensa

Quite probable seems the identification proposed tion (see Matt. 2:23 ; 27:35 ; John 12:38, et al . ) ;

by Rosenmüller ( Alterthum , i , 2 , p. 253) with the (6) chiefly, that Christ might come in the most

district now called Huleh , around Lake Merom complete sense into oneness with mankind , and

(Mc. and S. , Cyc.).
thus accomplish human redemption (2 Cor. 5:21 ;

8 : 9, et al . ).

HULDAH (Heb. -77?, khool-daw ', weasel), (4) Its ethical import appears in that (a) thus

a prophetess, the wife of SHALLUM (q. v .), who was Christ sets before the worldthe most perfect ex

keeper of the wardrobe. She dwelt, in the reign ample of unselfishness ( see Matt. 20:28 ; 2 Cor.

,of Josiah, in that part of Jerusalem called the 8 : 9) ; (6) likewise of patience and humility (Matt.

Mishneh (second or double, perhaps “ suburb, " or 10:24 , 27 ; 11:29 ; Heb. 12 : 2, 3).

"lower city ' ). To her the king sent Hilkiah the For theological treatment we refer to Van

priest, Shaphan the scribe, and others, to consult Oosterzee's Dogmatics, vol . ii , pp . 540-550 ; Pope's

respecting the denunciations in the lately found Compendium of Christian Doctrine, vol. ii , pp.

book of the law. She then delivered an oracular 152-166, and other works of systematic theology.

response of mingled judgment and mercy, declar- -E. McC.

ing the not remote destruction of Jerusalem , but
HUMILITY (Heb. 17773 , an -aw -vaw ', gentle

promising Josiah that he should be taken from

theworld before these evil days came (2 Kings ness, affliction ; Gr. Tanelvoppooúvn, tap -i-nof-ros
22 :14–20 ; 2 Chron. 34: 22–28), B. C. about 639. oo nay, lowliness of mind ; Prov. 15:33, et al .;

Huldah is only known from this circumstance.
Acts 20:19 in R. V. is " lowliness of mind" ). The

heathen moralists had not the idea ; their humility
HUMAN SACRIFICE. See SACRIFICE,

(from humus, earth) meant meanness of spirit.

HUMAN SOUL. See Soul. Christian humility is that grace which makes one

HUMANITY OF CHRIST. See Christ, think (Rom . 12:3). It requires us to feel that inthink of himself no more highly than he ought to

INCARNATION OF.

God's sight we have no merit, and in honor to

HUMBLENESS (Col. 3:12), elsewhere ren- prefer our brethren to ourselves (Rom . 12:10), but

dered Humility ( q. v. ). does not demand undue self -depreciation or de

HUMILIATION OF CHRIST, an expres- pressing views of one's self, but lowliness of self

sion which refers to the earthly life of the Lord estimation, freedom from vanity. It is enjoined

Jesus Christ, and contrasts his condition during of God (Col. 3:12; James 4:10 ), with promise of

that period, on the one hand, with the glory of his his blessing (James 4 :6 ). The word is about

preexistent state, and, on the other, with his sub- equivalent to meekness (Psa. 25 : 9 ) , and is essential

sequent exaltation. to discipleship to Christ (Matt. 18 : 3 , 4 ) .

Scripture Teaching. The fact, the con- HUNDREDS. One of the groups (Exod.

stituent features, the end, and the ethical signifi- 18:21) into which Moses divided the people of

cance of Christ's humiliation, are all matters of Israel . See Israel, CLASSIFICATION OF.

explicit Scripture teaching. HUNGER (Heb. 37, raw -abe'), the render

(1 ) The fact wasmorethan suggested in certain ing of the same Hebrew and Greek words that

utterances of the Lord himself (see John 3:13 ; are sometimes rendered “ famine ” (q . v . ) .

6:62 ; 16:28 ; 17:5 ). In deepest harmony with such Figurative. . Our Lord, in his Sermon on the

utterances, as well as with the declared facts of Mount (Matt. 5 :6), uses hunger as symbolic of

our Lord's earthly history, was apostolic teaching ; deep and earnest longing after righteousness.

e. g. , Paul said , " he humbled himself ” (Phil . 2 : 8 ;
HUNGER - BITTEN . See GLOSSARY.

see also 2 Cor. 8 : 9 ; Heb . 2 : 9 , 10, 16 ; Rev. 1:18) .

According to the import of these and other pas.
HUNT, HUNTER , HUNTING (Heb. 773,

sages the humiliation of Christ began with his tsah'-yid, to lie in wait ; 777, raw -daf ', to run
incarnation and culminated in his death upon the after). Naturally, the pursuit and capture of wild

cross, and cameto its end in his exaltation to the animals became very early a means of sustenance

right hand of God. and ofpleasure.

(2) Nature. An examination of the Scripture 1. Egyptians. In Egypt the desert had its

bearing upon this subject shows that the humilia- perils and resources ; the lion , leopard, panther,

tion consisted ; (a) in his voluntary incarnation ; and other dangerous beasts being found there .

(b) in not only entering into union with human The nobles, like the Pharaohs of later times, re

nature, but also in assuming a manhood which, garded as their privilege or duty the stalking and

though sinless, was still subject to the infirmities destroying of these animals. The common people

of man's moral condition (see Rom. 8 :3) ; ( c) in hunted the gazelle, oryx, mouflon sheep, ibex ,

that “ he was made under the law ” (Gal. 4 :4 , 5 ), wild ox, and the ostrich , and such humbler game
i . e. , subjected to legal measures and obligations as the porcupine and the long -eared bare. To

appropriate only for human beings ; (d ) in standing scent and retrieve the game, the hyena ran side

as the representative of sinners (2 Cor. 5:21 ); by side with the wolf-dog and the lithe Abyssinian

(e) in his sacrificial death ; (f) his humiliation was grayhound. When the Egyptian wished to pro

made more conspicuous by poverty, persecutions, I cure animals without seriously hurting them, he

>
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used the net for birds , and the lassooand the bola one of the sons of Benjamin (Num . 26:39), and

for quadrupeds, these being less injurious than founder of the family of the Huphamites. He is

the spear and arrow. The bola was made of a supposed to be the same with Huppim . From

single rounded stone, attached to a strap about 1 Chron. 7:12, 15, it would appear that Huppim

was a grandson of Benjamin .

HU'PHAMITES, the descendants (Num .

26:39) of HUPHAM (q. v.).

HUP'PAH (Heb. PT, khoop -paw ', covering,

protection), a priest in David's time, having charge

of the thirteenth of the twenty -four classes into

which the king divided the priests (1 Chron. 24:13),

B. C. 1000.

HUP PIM (Gen. 46:21 ; 1 Chron. 7:12). See

HUPHAM .

HUR (Heb. 97 ,khoor, a hole, prison ), the name

of five men.

1. A man who is mentioned in connection with

Moses and Aaron on the occasion of the battle

with Amalek at Repbidim , when with Aaron he

stayed up the hands of Moses (Exod . 17:10, 12 ).

He is mentioned again in 24:14 as being, with

Aaron, left in charge of the people by Moses dur.

ing his ascent of Sinai, B. C. 1210. He was, ac

cording to Josephus ( Ant., iii , 2, 4 ), the husband

of Miriam , the sister of Moses.

2. The grandfather of Bezaleel , the chief artif

icer of the tabernacle— “ son of Uri , son of Hur
Hunter and Hounds (Egyptian ).

of the tribe of Judah ” (Exod. 31 :2 ; 35:30 ;

five yards long. When the stone was thrown the 38:22). In the lists of the descendants of Judah

cord twisted round the legs, muzzle, or neck of the Hur there appears asone of the great family of
in 1 Chron. the pedigree is more fully preserved.

animal pursued, and the hunter was able to bring Pharez. Hewas the son of Calebben -Hezron by

down his half-strangled prey.

2. Chaldeans. Among this people. the chase
a second wife, Ephrath (2:19 , 20 ; comp. v. 5, also

was a favorite pastime,and afforded substantial | 4: 1 ), the first fruit of the marriage (2:50 ; 4:4), and

additions to the larder. It was, however, essen
the father, besides Uri ( 2:20), of three sons, who

tially the pastime of the great noble, who hunted founded the towns of Kirjath-jearim , Bethlehem,
the lion and bear in the woodedcovers or the and Beth -gader (v. 51 ), B. C. before 1210 (Smith,

Dict.).

marshy thickets of the river bank ; the gazelle,

ostrich, and bustard on the elevated plains or who were slain (with Balaam ) by the Israelites,
3. The fourth named of the five kings of Midian

rocky table lands of the desert.

3. Biblical. The chase is mentioned as being about 1170. In a later mention of them (Josh.under the leadership of Phineas (Num. 31 : 8), B.C.

pursued as early as the time of Nimrod, who was
a mighty hunter beforethe Lord ” (Gen.10 :9); 13;21),these five Midianites are termed “ duhes of

occupation among the Israelites. It was practiced named of Solomon's twelve purveyors.

but it does not appear to have formed a speciai | Sihon," properly, “vassals ” (Keil,Com .).
4. A person whose son (Ben-Hur) was the first

His dis .

byfarmers and shepherds (q. v.), partly for the trict was in MountEphraim (1 Kings 4: 8), B. C.

sake of food (Gen. 27 : 3, sq. ; Prov. 12:27),partly before 960 .

in defending their flocks against beasts of prey

(1 Sam. 17:34 ).
5. Father of Rephaiah , which latter is called

Hunters used the bow and arrow (Gen.27:31), captivity, and who assisted in repairing its walls
“ ruler of the half part of Jerusalem " after the

slings (1 Sam . 17:40), nets, snares, and pits, espe (Neh . 3:9), B.C. before 445.

cially for larger animals, such as gazelles ( Isa.

51:20) and lions (2 Sam . 23:20 ; Ezek . 19 :4 ). HU'RAI (Heb. , khoo -rah'ee, linen

The following regulations are given in the worker ), a native of the valleys (" brooks " ) of

Mosaic law : 1. The products of the land in the Mount Gaash , and one of David's valiant men

Sabbatic year were to be left in part to serve the (1. Chron. 11:32) ; called less correctly (2 Sam .

wants of the beasts of the field (Exod. 23:11 ; 23:30) Hiddai, B , C , 963 .

Lev. 25 : 7). 2. If eggs or young birds were taken HU'RAM (Heb. 677/7, khoo-rarom', high born ),
from a nest, the mother was allowed to escape another form of Hiram (q . v .).

(Deut. 22 :6 , sq . ). 3. Israelites and strangers

among them were required to let the blood flow the patriarch (1 Chron. 8: 5).
1. A Benjamite, son of Bela , the firstborn of

from edible wild beasts and birds taken in the

2. The form in which the name of the king of

hunt, and to cover it with earth (Lev. 17:13), be- Tyre in alliance with David and Solomon -- and
cause containing the life it was considered holy .

elsewhere given as Hiram , appears in Chronicles

HU PHAM (Heb. 27 , khoo-fawm’, perhaps (2 Chron . 2: 3 , 11 , 12 ; 8 :2 , 18; 9:10, 21 ) ,

coast man , Gesevius; protected, Fürst), apparently 3. The same change occurs in Chronicles in the

1
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SARY.
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name of Hiram the artificer, which is given as form for Shuham , as a representative of his

Huram (2 Chron. 2:13 ; 4:11 , 16 ).12.17
brethren . "

HURI (Heb. " 7777, khoo-ree', linen worker ), the . 3. One of the wives of Shaharaim , a Benjamite,
son of Jaroah, and father of Abihail , of the de- in the country of Moab, by whom he had Abitub

scendants of Gad in Bashan ( 1 Chron , 5:14).
and Elpaal (1 Chron. 8 : 8 , 11 ).

HUSBAND . See MARRIAGE.
HUSK . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

HUSBANDMAN (properly Heb. 17727 WX, HUZ, eldest son of Nahor and Milcah (Gen.

22:21 ). See Uz.

eesh ad- aw -maw ', man of the ground; Gr. yewpyós,
HUZ'ZAB (Heb. 53 , naw -tsab', to establish ).gheh -ore-gos', land worker), a farmer or other

worker of the soil . Husbandry is among the most This word is erroneously rendered (Nah. 2 : 7) as a

ancient and honorable occupations (Gen. 9:20 ; proper name. The meaning appears to be as fol.

26:12, 14 ; 37:7 ; Job 1 : 3 ; Isa. 28 : 24–28 ; John lows : The prophet has been declaring that “ The

15: 1 ). gates of the rivers shall be opened , and the palace

Figurative. God is compared to a husband. shall be dissolved ," and he cries out, as if against

man (John 15 : 1 ; 1 Cor. 3 : 9). " The various opera- objectors, “ It is established ,” i. e. , is determined

tions of husbandry (see AGRICULTURE), such as (by God).

sowing of seed, harvesting, etc. , furnish many HYACINTH . See Jacinth, MINERAL KING

apt illustrations in Scripture.

HUSBANDRY . See AGRICULTURE ; Glos
HYENA. See ANIMAL KINGDOM . Bush for

HYK'SOS (compounded according to Jo

HU'SHAH (Heb. von, khoo-shaw', haste), sephus, ofthe Egyptian hyk, “ king, and sos ,

son of Ezer, and descendant of Hur, of the family
shepherd,” or “ Arab ” ' ) , a race who invaded

of Judah (1 Chron . 4:4), whence probably the EGYPT (q. v.), and constituted the 15th and one or

See SUPPLEMENT.patronymic Hushathite (2 Sam. 21:18 ; 1 Chron . two of the following dynasties.

11:29 ; 20:4). He seems to be the same person HYMENÆUS (Gr. ' Yuevaios, hoo -men -ah '.

that is called Shuah in 1 Chron . 4:11 . Comp. yos, wedding song ), a person in Ephesus twice
HUSHAM . named in the Epistles ofTimothy, who, with Alex.

HU’SHAI (Heb. wyn, khoo -shah '- ee, hasty ), ander (1 Tim . 1:20)and Philetus (2Tim. 2:17) had

an Archite, and a prominentactor in thehistory departed from the truth in faith andpractice.
1. Error. The chief doctrinal error of these

of Absalom's rebellion. When David fled from

Jerusalem , Hushai joined him , but, at David's sug- rection was past already ” (2 Tim. 2:18).
persons consisted in maintaining that “ the resur

“ The

gestion, returned to the city for the purpose of servinghis master,asoccasionmight offer (2 Sam . precise meaning of this expression is by no means

15:32, sq.). He offered his allegiance to Absalom best founded opinion is, that they understood the
clearly ascertained ; the most general and perhaps

(16:16, sq .), and was invited by him to a confer. resurrection in a figurative sense of the great

ence, which should decide the prince's action.
Hushai advised delay in the pursuit of the king Thus he stands as one of the earliest of the Gnos

change produced by the gospel dispensation ."

until ampler preparation had been made, thus de.
tics .

feating the counsel of Ahithophel ( 17 :5–22) . The 2. Sentence. “ Whom I have delivered unto
immediate result was the suicide of the defeated Satan ” (1 Tim . 1:20). The exact meaning of this

Ahithophel (v . 23 ), and the ultimate consequence formula has been much discussed. Some think it

was the crushing out of the rebellion, B. C. about

977. He is called the “ friend ” of David (2 Sam. natural infliction of corporeal punishment; others,
means simply excommunication ; others, super.

15:37 ), and “ the king's companion,” i. e ., vizier, both combined. Elliott ( Com ., in loc.) says:

or intimate adviser (1 Chron . 27:33). Baanah, conclude, then , with Waterland, that delivery

Solomon's vicegerent in Asher (1 Kings 4:16), was
over to Satan ' was a form of Christian excom .

doubtless his son.

munication , declaring the person reduced to the

HUʻSHAM (Heb. Dvn, khooʻ-shawm, hastily ), state of a heathen,accompaniedwith the authori
a Temanite, successor of Jobáb and predecessor tative infliction of bodily disease or death .” Satan

of Bedad, among the native princes of MountSeir was held to be the instrument or executioner of

before the usurpation of the Edomites (Gen. 36:34 , all these visitations.

35 ; 1 Chron. 1:45 , 46). HYMN. See MUSIC.

HU'SHATHITE, THE, the designation of HYPOCRISY ( Hebrew from 9-17, khaw -nafe ',

one of the heroes of David's guard . Sibbechai to defile, and so rendered in Jer. 3 :9 ; Gr. ÚTTÓKPLOIS,

( 2 Sam. 21:18 ; 1 Chron. 11:29 ; 20:4 ; 27:11). hoop-ok '-ree-sis, an onswer, to play a part),dissimu.
Josephus, however, calls him a Hittite. In 2

lation of one's real character or belief; a false

Sam. 23:27 he is named Mebunnai, a mere cor- assumption of character or belief. In Isa. 32 :6

ruption of Sibbechai . See HUSHAH.
we have the expression " to practice hypoc

HUʻSHIM (Heb. brunn, khoo-sheem ', hasters). risy ” with the meaning of dealing craftily. The

1. The son of Dan (Gen. 46:23) ; given Shuham Greek word signifies the part taken by an actor ;

in Num . 26:42. hence outward show . Hypocrisy is professing to

2. A namegiven as that of “ the sons of Aher," be whatone is not, and is gencrally applied to l'e .

or A harah, the third son of Benjamin ( 1 Chron. ligious character.

7:12 ; comp. 8 : 1 ), and therefore only a plural HYPOCRITE. The hypocrite is a double
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HYSSOP ICHABOD

person, natural and artificial; the first he keeps tracted by touching a dead body (Num . 19: 1 , sq . ).

to himself, the other he puts on, as he does his See SACRIFICIAL OFFERINGS,7.

clothes, i5 make his appearance before men. The simplest form of the hyssop sprinkler is the

Hypocrites have been divided into four classes : “ bunch ” which each father in Israel bastily pre

1. The worldly hypocrite, who makes a profession pared before leaving Egypt. In the Mosaic ritual

of religion and pretends to be religious, merely the bunch of hyssop was tied with a scarlet thread

from worldly considerations (Matt. 23:5). 2. The (Num. 19: 6) . In the account of the crucifixion

legal hypocrite , who relinquishes his vicious prac- (John 19:28, 29) it is recorded, " they filled a

tices, in order thereby to werit heaven, while at sponge with vinegar, and put it upon hyssop, and
the same time he has no real love to God (Rom. put it to bis mouth.” In the parallel passages of

10 : 3). 3. The evangelical nypocrite, whose reli- Matthew and Mark no reference is made to the

gion is nothing more than a bare conviction of sin ; hyssop, but it is said that the sponge was put upon

who rejoices under the idea that Christ died for a reed. Some explain the difference of statement

him , and yet has no desire to live a holy life by the supposition that the hyssop was fastened

(Matt. 13:20). 4. The enthusiastic hypocrite, who to a reed ; others that the Greek term rendered

has an imaginary sight of his sins and of Christ ; " reed ” was a long stalk of hyssop ; others, as

talks of remarkable impulses and high feelings, Haley ( Alleged Discrepancies, p. 235), think that
etc. , while he lives in the most scandalous prac- drink was twice offered to our Lord.
tices (2 Cor. 11:14).” Figurative. The Psalmist, having in view
HYSSOP. In someof the sacrifices the rela- the frequent use of hyssop in the ceremonial law,

tion between the shed blood and the transgressor as a means by which the virtue of the sacrifice

was made manifest by the sprinkling on him of was transferred to the transgressor, applies it fig.

part of the blood. This was done with a bunch of uratively to the purification of the soul from guilt

hyssop. The first record of this use of hyssop is when he prays, “ Purge me with hyssop, and I

in connection with the Exodus,when the Israelites shall be clean ” (Psa. 51 : 7 ). In alluding to Solo

employed it to sprinkle the doorposts with the mon's botanical knowledge it is said " Hespake

blood of the paschal lamb (Exod. 12:22). It was of trees, from the cedar tree that is in Lebanon

also used in connection with the ceremony of puri- even unto the hyssop that springeth out of the

fying lepers ( Lev. 14 :4-7), and in sprinkling blood wall ” (1 Kings 4:33 ). The tall cedar and the

on the leprous house (vers. 48–53). Hyssop was humble hyssop at once suggests themost extensive

alsc used in the peculiar ordinance appointed for range in the vegetable world . See VEGETABLE

the purification of ceremonial uncleanness con- KINGDOM.

6

. )

I

I AM (77 ), a name of God of Bethlehem , probably the Bethlehem of Zebulun

(Exod . 3:14 , lit. God is he who is), the absolute I, (so Michaelis and Hezel), and not of Judah (as Jo.

the self-existent One, sephus says). He governed sever. years, B. C.

IB’HAR (Heb. 10 :, yib -khar', choice), one of probably after 1080. The prosperityof Ibzan is

the sons of David, born to him in Jerusalem sonsand thirty daughters),and his wealth by their
marked by the great number of his children (thirty

(2 Sam . 5:15 ; 1 Chron .3:6 ; 14:3), B. C. after 1000. marriages, for they were all married. Some have

IBʼLEAM ( Heb. D ; ? , yib -leh -awm ’, devour- held , with little probability, that Ibzan wasthe

ing people ), a city , with suburban towns-within same with Boaz (Kitto).

the natural boundaries of Asher, but assigned to
ICE (Heb. 17.7., keh' -rakh, smooth , Job 6:16 ;

Manasseh ( Josh. 17:11 ) ; one of the towns from
which Manasseh failed to expel the Canaanites 38:29 ; Psa. 147: 17). “ On the Central Range (in

( v . 12). It is called Bileam ( 1 Chron. 6:70 ) a Le- Palestine) snow has been known to reach a depth

ritical city (comp. Josh . 21:25 , where it is called of nearly two feet , and the pools at Jerusalem

Gath -rimmon ). Probably preserved in the ruins have sometimes been covered with ice. But this

of Khirbet-belameh, half an hour S. of Jenin . , is rare ” (Smith, Hist. Geog., p. 65).

IBNEI'AH (Heb . 177 ?, yib-neh -yaw ', built by ICH'ABOD (Heb. Tap , ee-kaw -bode', where

Jah ), a son of Jeroham , who, with other Benja- is the glory ? inglorious), the son of Phinehas, and

mites, returned to Jerusalem after the captivity grandson of Eli . The wife of Phinehas was about

( 1 Chron . 9 : 8 ), B. C. after 536. to become a mother when she heard that her hus.

IBNI'JAH (Heb. 177?: yib -nee-yaw ', build- band was slain in battle, that Eli was dead, and

ing of Jah ), the ancestor of Meshullam , a Ben- that the ark of God had been taken by the Phil.

jamite, who settled in Jerusalem after the return istines. Under such circumstances her labor was

from Babylon ( Josh. 9 : 8 ) , B. C. after 536 . fatal. When lying at the point of death the women

IB’RI (Heb. , ib- ree', an Eberite,or “ He standing about sought to cheer her,saying, “ Fear

for thou hast borne a son .

brew " ), the last of " the sons of Merari byJaaziah,” by naming the child Ichabod, adding: “ Theglory
Sheonly replied

apparently a descendant of Levi in the time of is departed from Israel: for the ark of God is
David ( 1 Chron . 24:27) .

taken ” ( 1 Sam . 4 : 19-22), B. C. about 107 € . The

IBʻZAN (Heb .18, ib -tsawn ', shining), the only other mention of Ichabod is in 1 Sam . 14 : 3,

tenth “ judge of Israel ” (Judg. 12 : 8-10). He was where it is stated that his brother, Ahitub, was

T :: .

not ;
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father of Anah (q. v . ), who acted as high priest lay'-ros, may be rendered nonsensical, absurd (Luke

for Saul. 24:11).

ICOʻNIUM (Gr. 'Ikóviov, ee-kon'-ee-on, image- IDOL, IMAGE. These are the rendering of a

like), a celebrated city of Asia Minor, visited prob- large number of Hebrew and Greek words, and may

ably three times by the apostle Paul (Acts 13:51 ; be divided as follows : (1 ) Abstract terms, which,

14:1, 19, 21 ; 16: 2), the present Konia, or Konieh, with a deep moral significance, express the degra

having a population of forty thousand. dation associated with, and stand out as a pro

ID’ALAH (Heb. 27, yid -al-aw ', exalted), test of the language against,the enormities of
a city of Zebulun, near its western border, men idolatry ; ( 2) Those which apply to the idols or

tioned between Shimron and Bethlehem (Josh . inuages, as the outward symbols of the deity iho

19:15 ), “supposed by V. de Velde to be the village
wasworshiped through them ; (3) Terms relating

of Jeda, or Jeida.on thewest of Semunieh , though to material and workmanship.

Robinson (Bib . Res., p . 113) states the very oppo 1. Abstract Terms. 1. Aw '-ven (Heb. 7.? » ), ren

site ” (K. and D., Com .). dered elsewhere “ nought,” “ vanity, ” “ iniquity,”

ID'BASH (Heb. 27., yid -bawsh ', honeyed ), a wickedness, sorrow ,” etc. , and only once

descendant of Judah who, with his two brothers “ idol ” (Isa . 66 : 3). The priniary idea of the root

and a sister, are said ( 1 Chron. 4 : 3, R. V. “ sons seems to be emptiness, nothingness, as of breath

of " ) to be “ of the father of Etam ,” probably or vapor; and, by a natural transition, in a moral

meaning of the lineage of the founder of that sense, wickedness in its active form of mischief,

place, or perhaps they were themselves its settlers. and then,as the result, sorrow and trouble. Hence

IDO. 1. Id -do' (Heb. xins'
, timely ), the far aw ”-ven denotes a vain,false, wicked thing, and

ther of Ahinadab, Solomon's purveyor in the dis- expresses at once the essential nature of idols and

the consequences oftheir worship.

trict of Mahanaim ( 1 Kings 4:14), B. C. before 960.

2. Id -do ' (Heb. 179, timely ), a Gershomité Le
2. El-eel ( Heb. 3958, good for nothing) is

vite, son of Joah , and father of Zerah ( 1 Chron. thought bysome to have a sense akin to that of

6:21); perhaps more correctly called Adaiah in ar ”-ven ,as applied to an idol. It is used of the
" falsehood," and would therefore much resemble

v. 41 .

3. Yid -do' (Heb. 179, lovely ), son of Zechariah, contrastwith Jehovah it appears in Psa . 96 : 5 ; 97 : 7.
idols of Noph or Memphis ( Ezek. 30:13). In strong

and ruler of the half tribe of Manasseh east

3. Ay-maw ' ( Heb. 171978 ), “ terrifying shapes,”
( 1 Chron . 27:21 ), B. C. 960.

4.Id-do' (Hebrew same as No. 2), a seer whose horror or terror (Jer. 50:38), in reference either to
“ horror, " “ terror,” and hence an object of

“ visions ” against Jeroboam incidentally containedsome of the acts of Solomon (2 Chron. 9:29). He the hideousness of the idols or to the gross char

appears to have written a chronicle or story re
acter of their worship. In this respect it is

lating to the life and reign of Abijah (13:22), closely connected with number 4.

which he seems to have called Midrash , or “ expo- 4. Mif-leh '-tseth (Heb. xspra), a fright, ”

sition , and also a book “ concerning genealogies,” “ horror," applied to the idol of Maachah, prob

in which the acts of Rehoboam were recorded ably of wood , which Asa cut down and burned

(12:15), B, C. after 934. These books are lost,but (1 Kings 15:13 ; 2 Chron. 15:16), and which was

they may have formed part of the foundation of unquestionably the phallus, the symbol of the pro

the existing books of Chronicles. ductive power of nature and the nature-goddess

5. Id -do' (Hebrew same as No. 2 in Zech . 1 : 1 , Ashera.

but different in other passages), the father of 5. Bo' - sheth (Heb. 0 , " shame,” or shame.

Berechiah and grandfather of the prophet Zech

ariah(Zech. 1:1, 7), although in other places fulthing," A. V,and R. V., Jer. 11:13 ; Hos. 9:10 ).

Zechariah is called the son of Iddo” (Ezra 5;1; theobscenityof his worship.applied to Baal or Baal-peor, as characterizing

6:14 ; Neh. 12:16 ). Iddo returned from Babylon

with Zerubbabel (Neh . 12 :4 ), B. C. 536. 6. Ghil-loo-leem' (Heb. 07312 ) is used as a term

6. Id -do ' (Ileb. 178, mishap), the chief of the of contempt, but isof doubtful origin (Ezek. 30:13).

Jews established at Casiphia. It was to him that The expression is applied,principalìy in Ezekiel,

Ezra sent for Levites and Nethinim to join his to false godsand their symbols (Deut. 29:17, mar
company. Thirty -eight Levites and two hundred gin “ dungy gods;" Ezek : 8:10, etc.). It stands side

and twenty Nethinimresponded to his call(Ezra by sidewith other contemptuous terms in Ezek.

8:17–20), B. C. 457. It would seem from this that 16:36 ; 20:8 ; as, e . g . , shekets, “ filth , ” “abomina

Iddo wasa chief person of the Nethinim , and also tion ” (Ezek . 8:10), and

that this is one of the circumstances which indi 7. Shik-koots' (Heb.pw , filth ,impurity, espe

cate that the Jews, in their several colonies under cially applied to that which produced ceremonial

the exile, were still ruled by the heads of their na- uncleanness Ezek . 37:23 ; Nah. 3:6 ). As refet'ring

tion and allowed the free exercise of their worship to the idols themselves, it primarily denotes the

(Kitto ). obscene rites with which their worship was asso

IDLE (Gr. åpyós, ar-go8 ). peculiar use of ciated , and hence, by metonymy, is applied both

this word is, " I say unto you, that every idle word to the objects of worship and also to their wor.

that men shall speak, they shall give an account shipers.

thereof ” (Matt. 12:36). Here the term idle means 2. Names of Idols. Terms applied more di.

unprofitable, pernicious. The Greek word añpos, I rectly to the images or idols, as the outward sym

(
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bols of the deity who was worshiped through to be that eben maskeeth signifies a stone with
them . figures graven upon it.

1.Seh'-mel (Heb. 3790 ), or say '-mel (Heb. Syao, 11. Teraphim . See TERAPHIM.

likeness, semblance), rendered “ idol ” (2 Chron.
3. Material, etc. Terms relating to the ma

33:7, 15) ; “ figure ” (Deut. 4:16) ; “image" (Ezek. terial and workmanship of the idol.

8 : 3, 5). It corresponds to the Latin simula- 1. Peh ' -sel (Heb. 509, usually rendered in the

A. V. “ graven or carved image,” but “ quarries "

2. Tseh'-lem (Heb. b )x ), and tsel -emº (Heb. in Judg. 3:19, 26). The verb is employed tode.
bb a shadow ). It is the “ image " of God in note the fine work of the stone worker, after re

which man was created (Gen. 1:27; comp. Wisd. ceiving it from the quarries (Exod. 34:4; 1Kings

5:18 ). The term pehsel was applied, however, to
2:23), distinguished from “ likeness ,”

" image ” from the “ idea ” which it represents, stone (Deut. 7:25 ; Isa . 30:22 ; 40:19 ; Hab. 2:19).
images of metal and wood , as well as those of

though it would be rash to insist upon this distinc

tion. But whatever abstract term may best de
2. Nek '-sek (Heb. 10.), or nay'- sek (Heb. 10:),

fine themeaning of tseh'-lem , it is unquestionably and mas -say -kaw ' (Heb. .77079, are evidently syn
used to denote the visible forms of external ob . onymous ( Isa . 41:29 ; 48 :5 ; Jer. 10:14 ) in later

jects, and is applied to figures of gold and silver Hebrew , and denote a “ molten ” image, the last

( 1 Sam . 6 :5 ; Num . 33:52 ; Dan. 3 :1), such as the term being often used in distinction from pehsel
golden image of Nebuchadnezzar, as well as to | (Deut. 27:15 ; Judg. 17 :3, etc.).

those painted upon walls (Ezek. 23:14 ). “ Image ” 4. Forms of Idols. Among the earliest ob

perhaps most nearly represents it in all passages. jects of worship, regarded as symbols of deity,
Applied to the human countenance (Dan. 3:19 , were meteoric stones; then rough, unhewn blocks,

" form ” ), it signifies the “ expression .” and later stone columns or pillars of wood, in which

3. Tem -oo -naw ' (Heb. 1727727 ), rendered " image" the divinity worshiped was supposed to dwell.

inJob 4:16 ; elsewhere " similitude” (Deut. 4:12), The Bible does not give us many traces of the

“ likeness ” (Deut. 5: 8). Form , ” or “ shape ” forms of idolatrous images. Dagon (q. v .), god of

would be better.
the Philistines, had a figure partly human, termi.

4. Aw-tsawb' (Heb. 593) ; 5. Ek '-tseb. ( Heb. nating in a fish. See Idolatry.
IDOLATRY 1. Definition and Classifi.

So , Jer. 22:28) ; or, 6. Oʻ-tseb (Heb. Sa, Isa.
cation . In a general sense idolatry is the paying

48: 5), “ a figure," all derived from a root aw -tsab', of divine honors to any created thing ; the ascrip
“ to work ,” or fashion ,” are terms applied to tion of divine power to natural agencies. Idolatry

idols as expressing that their origin was due to the may be classified , as follows : (a) The worship of
labor of man.

inanimate objects, as stones, trees, rivers, etc.;

7. Tseer (Heb.7 % ), once only applied to an idol (6) of animals; (c) of the higher powers of nature,
(Isa. 45:16). The word signifies “ a form ,” or as the sun , moon, stars ; and the forces of nature,

“ mold," and hence an “ idol. " as air, fire, etc. ; ( d ) hero-worship, or of deceased

8. Mats- tsay-baw ' (Heb. 177.523, anything set up: tions or 'mental qualities, as justice. Anotherancestors ; (e) idealism , or the worship of abstrac

a “ pillar ” (Gen. 28:18 ; 31:45 ; 35:14 , 15). Such classification is very suggestive : (a) the worship

were the stones set up by Joshua ( Josh. 4 : 9 ) of Jehovah under image or symbol; (b) the wor

after the passage of the Jordan, and at Shechem ship of other gods under image or symbol; (c) the

( 24:26 ), and by Samuel, when victorious over the worship of the image or symbol itself. Each of

Philistines ( 1 Sam . 7:12). When solemnly dedi- these formsof idolatry had its peculiar immoral

cated they were anointed with oil, and libations tendency. See Gods, False ; IDOL.

were poured upon them . The word is applied to

denote the obelisks which stood at the entrance to 2. Idolatry of the several heathen nations

the Temple of the Sun at Heliopolis (Jer . 43:13). with whom the Israelites came into contact. From

The Palladium of Troy, the black stone in the these idolatry was imported into Israel.

Kaaba at Mecca, said to have been brought from ( 1) Chaldea. The gods of the Euphrates con

· heaven by the angel Gabriel , and the stone at stituted a countless multitude of visible and in

Ephesus “ which fell down from Jupiter " (Acts visible beings, distributed into tribes and em

19:35), are examples of the belief, anciently so pires throughout the universe. Each god had his

common , that the gods sent down their images peculiar function or occupation, forming his prin.

cipality , in which he worked under his respective

9. Kham -maw -neem ' (Heb. Dogano ), in the mar- prince or king. Differing from the gods of Egypt,
gin of most passages “ sun images," the mention who weresupposed to be either friendly to man

of which is joined with statues of Astarte (Lev. or indifferent, in Chaldea they for the most part
26:30 ; Isa. 17 : 8 ; 27:9; Ezek. 6:4, 6 ; 2 Chron: pursued him with the most implacable hatred,

14 :5 ; 34: 7) several times; while from 2 Chron. Aoated in the air,and presided over the unhealthy
seeming to exist only to destroy him. Some

34:4 it appears that they stood upon the altarsof winds; the genii offevers and madness crept in

Baal. They were probably images of the fire-god

Baal, and seem to have represented a rising flame wandered about the water's edge ; ghouls lay in
everywhere ; imps haunted the houses ; goblins

of fire, being made either of wood or stone.
wait for travelers in unfrequented places ; and the

10. Mas-keeth' (Heb. 0721.2; Lev . 26: 1 ; Num . dead quitted their tombs at night to satiate them

33:52 ; Ezek. 8:12). The general opinion appears I selves with the blood of the living. These mur.

>

upon earth.

(
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derous beings were represented as composite Sun god , and in addition to natural light,he sheds

creatures, in whom the body of a man was joined upon the earth truth and justice ; he is the "high

grotesquely with birds' wings, tails, and claws, judge ” before whom everything makes its obei.

fishes ' scales, and different parts of the hyena or The third place in this triad was held

wolf. Not only were thesedemons hostile to men originally by the goddess Ishtar, the evening and

and animals, but some of the more audacious morning star, but was later replaced by Ramman,

among them did not fear at times to attack the the god of tempests and thunder. This triad

gods of light ; on one occasion , in the infancy of gathered around them all the divinities who could

the world , they had sought to dispossess them and easily be abstracted from the function or object

reign in their stead . To combat this deformed to which they were united, and constituted a kind

and vicious band were the good genii , monsters of of divine aristocracy . This was supposed to have

fineand noble bearing - griffins, winged lions, lion. been composed of seven supreme and magnificent

headed men, and human -headed bulls. gods, fifty great gods of heaven and earth, three

When we remember that the number of the hundred celestial spirits, and six hundred terres

Chaldean gods was sixty -fire thousand, it is no trial spirits . Each of these bad a representative

wonder that we should be puzzled to say what on earth , to receive for him the homage of men,

these various divinities could have possibly repre- and to signify to them his will. Government.— The

sented. “ The gods, like those of Egypt, were gods assembled every morning in a hall situated

not abstract personages, guiding in a metaphysical near the gates of the sun in the East, and there

fashion the forces of nature. Each of them con- deliberated on the events of the day. Ea sub

tained in himself one of the principal elements of mitted to them the fates which were about to be

which our universe is composed-earth , water, fulfilled, a record was made thereof, and Shamash

sky, sun, moon, and the stars which moved around was deputed to carry them out .

the terrestrial mountain. The succession of natural (2) Egypt. Entering the theological world

phenomena with them was not the result of un . of the Egyptians, “ we are confronted by an actual

alterable laws ; it was due entirely to a series of rabble of gods,” representing a function, a moment

voluntary acts, accomplished by beings of differ- in the life of a grain of wheat, a man or the uni.

ent grades of intelligence and power. Every part verse. Deities went from place to place, easing

of the great whole is represented by a god , a god the pains of women in travail , giving to the newly

who is a man, a Chaldean, who although of finer born child a name; others hailed the sun in his

and more lasting nature than other Chaldeans, rising and setting ; certain genii opened the gates

possesses the same instincts and is swayed by the in hades, or kept the paths daily traversed by the

same passions. " Among all the thousands of tab . sun, etc. Some appeared in human form , others

lets or inscribed stones on which we find recorded as animals, bulls or lions , rams or monkeys, ser

prayers and magical formulas, we have as yet dis . pents , fishes, ibises, hawks; others dwelt in inani

covered no document treating of the existence of mate things, as trees, stakes, etc. , while others

a supreme god, or even containing the faintest were of shapes formed by a combination of the

allusion to a divine unity. The supreme triad was human and animal. The Egyptians deified the

composed of Anu, the immovable firmament ; Ea. sun , the earth, the stars , the sky, the Nile, but

the bottomless abyss, the dark waters which had each principality, each city, almost every village,

filled the universe until the day of creation , and conceived and represented them differently. Thus

had a complete knowledge of the past, present, Osiris of the Delta, Khnûmû of the Cataract,
and future ; Bel , the earth on which men live, and Harshâfitû of Heracleopolis , were each of them

into whose bosom they return after death . “ The incarnations of the fertilizing and life-sustain

gods, who had begun by being the actual material ing Nile . Similarly Horus the sun , and Râ the

of the element which was their attribute, became sular disk, and other sun gods, were worshiped

the spirit of it, and then the ruler. At first re - in different parts of the Nile valley. Female

siding in their own domain, in the course of time deities were recognized , and families assigned
they entered the domain of the other gods, till to them. The god, his wife and son, often

finally the greater number of them were identified formed a triad ; and where a goddess ruled over

with the firmament.” Thus instead of being god a province the triad was completed by a divine

of the heaven, the earth, or the waters, each god consort and a divine son . The gods were thought

reigned in the province of others as in his own. to be soul and body, the latter molded out of more

" The national god of the Assyrians was Assur rarified substance , and generally invisible, but

(or Asshur), identified by ancient scribes with the endowed with the same qualities, and subject to

Accadian An Sar, or ' god of the hosts ' of the the same imperfections as those of men. Conse

Upper Firmament, whose name appears in the quently, they were mortal, and, though more

Greek form of Assôros ." The secondary triad slowly, yielded at last to decay. The chief god

consisted of gods of restricted power and invari. of the shepherds, or Hyksos, was Set, or Sutekh,

able form . Recognizing in the unswerving regu- who was worshiped by the Egyptians until the

larity with which the moon waxed and waned, or time of the 22d dynasty, which was probably of

with which the sun rose and set every day, a proof Assyrian or Babylonianorigin . Other foreign deities

of their subjection to a superior will , the theo- were worshiped in Egypt - Renpu -Ken, Anta , and

logians signalized this dependence by making Astarta. This foreign worship was probably never

them sons of one or other of the three great gods . reduced to a system .

Sin was the offspring of Bel , Shamash of Sin , (3 ) Moab. Although we know for certain of but
Ramman of Anu . Sin was the Moon god , and one Moabitish divinity, viz . , CHEMOSH (see Gods,

was represented in human shape. Shamash is the False), there appear to have been other gods (Judg.
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10: 6, " the gods of Moab”). A large collection of women consecrated themselves to the service of

Moab terra - cotta, made under the auspices of the idols : the former as kedéshîm , for which tuere is

German emperor, afford us some light. We find reason to believe the A. V. (Deut. 23:17, etc.) has

among them bird -headed figures, bearing somerela- not given too harsh an equivalent; the latter as

tion to those found in the tombs and on the papyri kedéshóth, who wove shrines for Astarre (2 Kings

of Egypt; calf-headed figures, and calves with 23:7). The same class of women existed among

symbolical marks and planetary symbols ; figures the Phænicians, Armenians, Lydians, and Baby

with bollows below, or in the abdomen (probably lonians (Epist. of Jer., v. 43) . They are distin.

referring to Molech ) ; figures with cup -shaped guished from the public prostitutes ( Hos. 4:14),

protuberances on different parts of the body, and associated with the performances of sacred

thought to be amulets, or idols made for local rites. Besides these accessories there were the

application to the human body ;figures withhorns ordinary rites of worship which idolatrous systems

(called by German archæologists Teraphim ; figures had in common with the religion of the Hebrews.

resembling Pan ; figures seated on tripods , and Offering burnt sacrifices to the idol gods (2 Kings

usually with open mouths, and probably regarded 5:17), burning incense in their honor (1 Kings

as oracles ; male and female gods. No trace is 11 :8), and bowing down in worship before their

found of the fish -god, Dagon, nor any symbolof images (1 Kings 19:18 ), vere the chief parts of

the deity of thunder, as Jupiter or Thor ( Bible their ritual ; and from their very analogy with the

Educator, ii , 139 , 140). ceremonies of true worship were more seductive

( 4 ) Canaan. With the Canaanites, as with all than the grosser forms” (Smith , Bib. Dict., s. v.).

the other races of western Asia, nature worship, 4. Idolatry Among the Israelites. Aí.

or the deification of the powers of nature itself, though of a family which worshiped strange gods

the worship of the divine in nature, may be de- (Josh. 24 : 2), yet Abraham still worshiped one

scribed as the predominant characteristic of their true God when he revealed himself to him, and

system of religion. The supreme objects of this called him to leave his native land for Canaan

worship were Baal and Ashteroth , generally sup- (Gen. 12 : 1 ) . The teraphim , which Rachel took

posed to represent the sun and moon. In addition with her (Gen. 31:19) were household gods of an

there was eventually introduced into the worship inferior kind, which might be combined with the

of the Sidonian Canaanites an indefinite number worship of the one supreme God. Hence we find

of subordinate deities representing the planets no idolatry in the strict sense either among the

and stars, the phenomena of nature, its qualities patriarchs or Israelites in Egypt and under Moses,

and attributes, the seasons, human passions and but only solitary traces of idolatry and image

emotions, even trades and professions. Another worship, whereby the knowledge and worship of

deity was Tammuz, the Phænician Adonis (Ezek . God was so far poliutėd, but not supplanted (Gen.

8:14 ). The whole “ host of heaven " are referred | 30:27 ; 31:53). The traces of idolatry which have

to as receiving divine honors (Deut. 17 : 3 ; 2 Kings been sought in Exod. 17:7 ; Num . 25:2 ; Josh . 24:14 ;

17:16 ; 21 : 3 ; 23:4, etc.). That idolatry, in the Ezek. 20:7 ; and Amos 5:25, 26 prove nothingmore

sense of image worship , was prevalent, appears than disturbances of pure Jehovah worship by

everywhere. Human sacrifice formed one oftheir image worship, heathen superstition, and proneness

characteristic religiousobservances, and especially to fleshly sins. The golden calf (Exod. 32) was

the sacrifice of their own children (Lev. 18:21 ; intended to be a representation of Jehovah after

2 Chron. 28:3 , etc. ) (see Maspero, Dawn of Civ . ; an Egyptian pattern. Amos (5:25) in his rebuke

Keil , Bib. Arch. ; Robertson, Early Religion of seems to have in view image worship, but not the

Israel). service of the Assyrian idols Sakkuth and Kewan.

(5) Ammon. The god of the Ammonites was The worship of Baal-peor was a temporary apos

Molech , Malcham , or Milcom , who was regarded by tasy, brought about by the temptations to licen.

them as their king. The Philistine idolatry had tious indulgence offered by the rites of that deity.

peculiarities of its own, but was connected with The people of Israel were first seduced into

that of Canaan. Although Baal -zebub was wor- apostasy from Jehovah, into heathen idolatry by

shiped at Ekron, the national deity was Dagon, the Canaanites, who had not been rooted out.

who had temples atGaza and Ashdod. This apostasy took place during the time of the

3. Idolatrous Usages. Mountains and high judges. The various gods to whose service the

places were chosen spots for offering sacrifice and Israelites gave themselves were Canaanitish ; and

incense to idols ( 1 Kings 11:7 ; 14:23), and the re- after the invasion of Palestine by the Assyrians,

tirement of gardens and the thick shade of woods Assyrian idols were added. After the death of

offered great attractions to their worshipers Joshua and the elders who outlived him , Israel

(2 Kings 16 :4 ; Isa. 1:29 ; Hos . 4:13) . The host of forsook Jehovah “ and served Baal and Ashtaroth ”

heaven was worshiped on the housetop (2 Kings (Judg. 2:13); and from this time its history be

23:12 ; Jer. 19:13 ; 32:29 ; Zeph. 1 : 5 ). The priests comes little more than a chronicle of the inevitable

of the false worship are sometimes designated sequence of offense and punishment (Judg. 2 : 12–

Chemarim, a word of Syriac origin , to which dif- 14 ). Idolatry becomes the national sin, even

ferent meanings have been assigned. It is applied Gideon , the judge and a Levite ( Judg. 17 : 7) giving

to the non -Levitical priests who burnt incense on occasion to, or assisting in idolatrous worship. In

the high places (2 Kings 23 : 5) as well as to the later times the practice of secret idolatry was

priests of the calves (Hos. 10: 5). In addition to carried to greater lengths. Images were set up

the priests there were other persons intimately on the corn floors, in the wine vats, and behind

connected with idolatrous rites , and the impurities the doors of private houses (Isa . 67 : 8 ; Hos. 9 :1 , 2) ;

from which they were inseparable. Both men and and to check this tendency the statute in Deuts
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27:15 was originally promulgated. Under Samuel'stered into a solemn compact with Jehovah , accept

administration a fast was held and purificatory ing him as the only God, and pledging themseves

rites performed, to mark the public renunciation to faithfully serve him (Exod. 19:3-8; 20 : 2 , sq . ).

of idolatry ( 1 Sam .,7 : 3–6 ). But in the reign of Idolatry, therefore, to an Israelitewas a state of

Solomon all this was forgotten. Each of his many offense (1 Sam . 15:23), a political crime of the

foreign wives brought with her the gods of her gravest nature, high treason against his king . It

own nation ; and the gods of Ammon, Moab, and was a transgression of the covenant (Deut. 17 : 2 , 3),

Zidon were openly worshiped. “ the evil ” preeminently in the eyes of Jehovah

( 1 ) Among the ten tribes. Jeroboam , fresh ( 1 Kings 21:25). Idolatry was a great wrong be

from his l'ecollections of the Apis worship of cause of the licentious rites associated with it

Egypt, erected golden calves at Beth-el and at Dan, (Rom. 1 :26-32), thus debauching the morals of its

and by this crafty state policy severed forever the adherents. Regarded in a moral aspect, false gods

kingdoms of Judah and Israel (1 Kings 12 : 26–33). are called "stumbling blocks " (Ezek . 14 : 3 ), “ lies”

The successors of Jeroboam followed in his steps , (Amos 2 :4 ; Rom. 1:25), “ abominations ” (Deut.

till Ahab, who married a Zidonian princess, at her 29:17 ; 32:16 ; 1 Kings 11 : 5 ; 2 Kings 23:13), “ sin "

instigation (21:25), built a temple and altar to (Amos 8:14, comp. 2 Chron. 29:18) ; and with a

Baal, and revived all the abominations of the profound sense of the degradation consequent

Amorites (21:26 ). Henceforth Baal worship be upon their worship, they were characterized by the

came so completely identified with the northern prophets as “ shame” (Jer. 11:13 ; Hos. 9:10 ),

kingdom that it is described as walking in the way strange gods ” ( Deut. 32:16 ), “ new gods” (Judg.

or statutes of the kings of Israel (2 Kings 16 :3 ; 5 : 8), “ devils -notGod ” (Deut. 32:17; 1 Cor. 10:20,

17 :8 ), as distinguished from the sin of Jeroboam. 21), and as denoting their foreign origin, “ gods

The conquest of the ten tribes by Shalmaneser of the foreigner” (Josh. 24:14, 15). Their power

wasforthemthe last scene of the drama of abom . lessness is indicated by describing them as

inations which had been enacted uninterruptedly that cannotsave " ( Isa. 45:20), “ that made not the

for upward of two hundred and fifty years. ” (Jer. 10:11), “ nothing ". ( Isa. 41:24 ;

the northern kingdom no reformer arose to vary 1 Cor. 8 :4 ), “ wind and confusion ” (Isa. 41:29),

the long line of royal apostates ; whatever was “ vanities of the Gentiles ” ( Jer. 14:22 ; Acts

effected in the way of reformation was done by the 14:15).

hands of the people (2 Chron . 31 : 1 ). Many customs associated with idolatry were for

(2 ) Idolatry in Judah. Rehoboam , the son of bidden by the law. Maimonides tells us that the

an Ammonite mother, perpetuated the worst fea- prohibition against so a field with mingled

tures of Solomon's idolatry ( 1 Kings 14 :22–24 ); seeds, and wearing garments of mixed material

and in his reign was made the great schism in the was because some idolaters attributed a kind of

national religion . The first act of Hezekiah on magical influence to the mixture (Lev. 19:19). It

ascending the throne was the restoration and puri- was also forbidden to interchange the garments of

fication of the temple which had been dismantled the sexes (Deut. 22 : 5) ; to cut the flesh for the

and closed during the latter part of his father's dead (Lev. 19:28 ; 1 Kings 18:28), and make a

life (2 Chron. 28:24 ; 29:3). The iconoclastic baldness between the eyes (Deut. 14 :1), as being

spirit was not confined to Judah and Benjamin , associated with idolatrous rites. Eating of things

but spread throughout Ephraim and Manasseh offered was a necessary appendage to sacrifice

(2 Chron. 31 : 1 ), and to all external appearance ( comp. Exod. 18:12 ; 32:6 ; 34:15 ; Num. 25 : 2 ).

idolatry was extirpated . Butthe reform extended The printing upon one's person was forbidden to

little below the surface (Isa. 29:13). With the the Israelites (Lev. 19:28), because idolaters

death of Josiah ended the last effort to revive branded upon their flesh some symbol of the deity

among the people a purer ritual, if not a purer they worshiped, as the ivy leaf of Bacchus

faith . Idolatry spread fearfully in the last times (3 Macc. 2:29) .

of the kingdom of Judah, until it brought down 6. Penalties. The first and second command

on the people the punishment of captivity in ments are directed against idolatry of every form .

Babylon . This exile bore wholesome fruit, for in Individuals and communities were equally ame

captivity the Jews wholly gave up gross idolatry; nable to the rigorous code. The individual offender

with the exception of certain of those who had was devoted 10 destruction (Exod. 22:20) ; his

returned to Palestine, marrying heathen wives nearest relatives were not only bound to denounce

and sharing their worship, which departure was him and deliver him up to punishment (Deut.

corrected by Ezra ( Ezra 9: 1 , sq.). Later a new 13 :2–10 ), but their hands were to strike the first

danger presented itself in Greek influence brought blow when, on the evidence of two witnesses at

into Asia by Alexander ; and some place-hunting least, he was stoned (Deut. 17: 2-5 ). To attempt

Jews were base enough to adopt Greek idolatry. to seduce others to false worship was a crime of

So far was the nation from showing any inclina equal enormity ( Deut. 13 : 6-10). An idolatrous

tion to idolatry that the attempt of Antiochus nation shared a similar fate.

Epiphanes was utterly baffled by the Jews ( 1 Macc. Figurative. The term idolatry is used to

2:23–26 ). The erection of synagogues has been designate covetousness, which takes mammon for

assigned as a reason for the comparative purity of its god (Matt. 6:24 ; Luke 16:13 ; Eph. 5 : 5 ; Col.

the Jewish worship after the captivity, while 3 : 5 ). Appetite or gluttony is also included under

another cause has been discovered in the hatred idolatry (Phil.3 : 19 ; comp.Rom . 16:18 ; 2 Tim . 3 :4 ).

for images acquired by the Jews in their inter- See GODS, False.

course with the Persians, IDUMEA (Gr. ' Idovuaia, id -oo-mah '-yah ),

5. Idolatry and the Law . Israel had en- | the Greek form (Isa. 34 : 5, 6 ; Ezek. 35:16 ; 36 : 8 ;

a
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Mark 3 : 8 ) of Hebrew (279), EDOM (LXX some tians (Heb. 6:4,A. V. “ enlightened " ; 10:32). In
times ' Edwu, ed -ome', but more generally ' Idovpaía ). the early Christian Church it was used to denote

I'GAL (Heb. 58 , yig -awl', avenger).
the baptized. See GLOSSARY.

ILLYR’ICUM (Gr. ' 172vpikóv, il-l00-ree-kor ',

1. The son of Joseph,and agent from Issachar uncertain derivation ), “ a region lying, between

to spy out the land of Canaan (Num . 13 : 7 ) , B. C. Italy, Germany, Macedonia, and Thrace,havingon

1209,

2. The son of Nathan of Zobah , and one of Danube" (Grimm , Gr. Lex., s. v .) . It answers to
one side the Adriatic Sea, and on the other the

David's mighty warriors (2Sam . 23:36), B. C. about the present Dalmatia ; by which name, indeed, the

962. In the parallel list ( 2 Chron. 11:38 ) thename southern part of Illyricum itself was known, and

is given as “ Joel the brother of Nathan ."
whither Paul informs Timothy that Titus had gone

3. See IGEAL (1 Chron . 3:22).
( 2 Tim . 4:10). It is of uncertain dimensions, be

IGDALI'AH (Heb. 177277 ?: yig -dal-yaw '-hoo, ing understood differently by Greek andRoman
magnified of Jah ), the father of Hanan, into the writers. It is only once mentioned in the New

chamber of which latter Jeremiah brought the Testament, and that simply as the extreme limit

Rechabites to propose the test of their temperance to which, in the direction of Rome, Paul carried

( Jer. 35 :4) , B. C. about 600.
the gospel message (Rom . 15:19). It is difficult

I'GEAL (Heb. Sp . yig-awl,avenger ), one of the expression round about” (xix2w) may be
to ascertain the exact meaning of this passage.

the sons of Shemaiah, of the descendants of Zerub- joined with Jerusalem, and signify its neighbor.

babel (1 Chron. 3:22), B. C. after 536. hood (as Alford ) ; or it may be joined with " unto

IGNORANCE. The term implies error , going Illyricum ” (uéxPI Toù 'Iāvpikov ), and denote the

astray (Lev. 4 : 2, “ If a soul sin through ignorance " ). circuit of the apostle's journey “ as far as Illyr

In the New Testament the Greek means want of icum ,” an expression warranted by the indefinite

knowledge ; sometimes simple, excusable want of phrase of Luke, “ those parts” (Acts 20: 2).

information ( Acts 17:30) ; sometimes inexeusable IMAGE, also rendered “ graven image,” « mol.

( Eph . 4:18 ) ; sometimes moral blindness or sinful ten image," etc. See IDOL.

ignorance (Acts 3:17).
IMAGE, NEBUCHADNEZ'ZAR'S (Heb.

I'IM (Heb. O , ee-yeem ', ruins). b > x, tseh'-lem , a resemblance), Nebuchadnezzar
1. A city in the extreme south of Judah (Josh. saw in his dream a great metallic image which

15:29 ), and doubtless included within the territory was terrible to look upon. It was not an idol

of Simeon, as the associated places were (19 : 3 ). image, but a statue, and from the description given

It is probably to be identified with the ruins of was evidently in human form . The image appears

Beit-auwa.
divided as to its material into five parts—the

2. A contracted form (Num . 33:43 ) of IJE. head of fine gold, breast and arms of silver,

ABARIM ( q. v .). the “ belly the abdomen ) and thighs ” (loins)

I'JE -AB'ARIM (Heb. 577937 ??? , ee-yay ' of brass (i. e. , copper), the legs with upper part
haw -ab -aw -reem ', ruins of Abarim ), the forty- of thighs of iron , and the feet of clay (Dan. 2:32,

seventh station of the Israelites in the wilderness, 33). Thus it will be seen the material becomes

“ in the borders of Moab ” (Num . 33:44 ), or “ be inferior from the head downward , finally termi

fore Moab, toward the sun -rising ” (21:11 ) . It was nating in clay. While Nebuchadnezzar was con

probably not far from the north shore of the templating this image a stone was cut out with

el -Ahsy, in the neighborhood of Kalaat dl Hussa out hands,” broke loose from the mountain , struck

(Ahsa),a station for pilgrim caravans.
against the lowest part of the image, broke the

I'JON (Heb. gins, ee-yone', ruin ), a frontier whole of it into pieces, and ground all of its mate

town in the north of Palestine, in the hillsof signifies without human help. The image repre
rial to powder. The expression “ without hands ”

Naphtali — a store city . It was captured in the sented the world power, of fearful import to the

days of Asa by Benhadad ( 1 Kings 15:20 ; 2 Chron. people of God . “ The world power is in all its

16:4), and later by Tiglath-pileser(2 Kings 15:29) phases one, therefore all these phases are united
It is thought to be el- Khiam, in the fertile valley in the vision in one image” (İlief). The head

of Merj ' Ayân ( “ the meadow of springs " ), nortli represented Nebuchadnezzar, as distinguished
west of Dan .

from his successors in the Babylonian kingdom ,
IK'KESH (Heb . " 23", ik -kashe', perverse), the and the other kingdoms are thought to be the

father of Ira the Tekoite, which latter was one of Medo-Persian, the Grecian, and the Roman.

David's famous warriors (2 Sam . 23:26 ; 1 Chron. As to the metals of which the image was com.

11:28), and captain of the sixth regiment of his posed, perhaps the following is a true interpreta

troops ( 1 Chron . 27 : 9), B. C. 1000. tion : Gold and silver are more valuable than

I’LAI (Heb. 15 y,ée-lah'ee, supreme), an Aho- copperand iron, and gold and silver are usedfig.
hite, and one of David's heroes (1 Chron. 11:29), uratively to designate moral purity and righteous

called Zalmon in the parallel list (2 Sam . 23:28), to designate moral impurity ( Jer. 6:28 ; Ezek.
ness (comp. Mal. 3 : 3 with Isa. 1:22 ); brass ( copper)

B. C. 1000.

22:18) and stubborn rebellion against God (Isa.
ILL -FAVORED. See GLOSSARY.

48 :4 ). Thus their gradation in the image shows,

ILLUMINATED (from Gr. pwricw, to give without doubt, an increasing moral and religious

light), a term meaning 'imbued with a saving deterioration of the world kingdoms. " The stone

knowledge of the gospel, and so applied to Chris. that smote the image ” is evidently the kingdom of

T :

&
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IMAGE OF GOD

God, which destroys the world powers, but shall should be said that a too frequentmistakehas been
last itself forever. to concentrate attention upon some single feature

In Dan. (ch . 3) is an account of a golden image instead of comprehending all those excellent char.

set up by Nebuchadnezzar in the plain of Dura. acteristics, which, according to the Scriptures, be

It probably represented his patron god , Bel- longed, or belong, to man , and which constitute

Merodach, and adoration to it was a test of loy- his likeness to his Maker. Also the effort has

alty. As its height was out of proportion to its been made to distinguish too sharply between that

breadth (six cubits) ten to one , it is probable that a in the likeness which has been lost through sin

tall pedestal is included in its measurement. and that which is permanent. Man's nature has

IMAGE OF GOD . 1. As Borne by Man generally suffered loss from sin , but even in those

(Heb. 725 %, tseh'-lemn,resemblance; accompanied in respects in which the loss hasbeen greatest, " in
righteousness and true holiness, ” the loss is not

Gen. 1:26 ; 6 : 1 by 079727, dem -ooth ”, “ likeness ” ). such but that, through grace, he is capable of di

Attempts have been made by modern as well as vine renewal. With these preliminaries in view,

ancient writers to base important distinctions upon the chief significance of the idea, or the contents

the use of the two words. But such attempts are of the divine image, may be summarized as fol

regarded generally as instances of overrefined or lows: ( 1 ) Spirituality. Man's likeness to God is

fantastic exegesis. The double expression is for not, as someof the early Latin fathers fancied, a

the purpose of giving strength and emphasis to bodily likeness. “ God is a Spirit. ” And the first

the idea of godlikeness in man as set forth in great point of resemblance between man and his

these passages. “ Likeness added to image tells | Creator is found in man's spiritual nature. His

us that the divineimage which man bears is one life is inbreathed from God-a distinguishing fact
corresponding to the original pattern . " in his creation (see Gen. 1 : 7 ; Job 32:8 ). With this

The conception of man as created after the stands connected the fact of man's immortal na.

image of God is justly held to be of great impor- ture and destiny, for God is “ the Eternal Spirit.”

tance, and fundamental in theology. It is fore. The general teaching of Scripture is that this fea

most among the Bible representations of man ; it ture survives. (2 ) Personality. God is a person ;

is bound up in the account of his creation ; it ap- he is conscious of his own existence. He is the

pears in striking relation elsewhere, sometimes Supreme Intelligence. He is free . Man is also

with the same, at others with different expressions self-conscious ; is endowed with intelligence, ra

(Gen. 9:6 ; Psa. 8; James 3:9 ; Eph . 4:24 ; Col. tionality, and freedom. And at this point, despite
3:10 ; comp. Matt. 5:48 ; Luke 6:36 ; Acts 17:28, 29; sin, still may be discerned in man wonderful

1 Pet. 1:15, 16 ; 2 Pet. 1 :4 , where the exalted vestiges of bis inherent greatness and likeness to

capacity and nature of man are assumed). the divine. (3) Holiness. God is the Holy One.

Significance of the idea. This has been a Man was created pure, with no inherent tendency

favorite battleground of theologians , partly due to to sin ; not with such righteousness as must be

the brevity of the Scripture statements, and more developed and confirmed by habitual practice of

largely to the different theological presuppositions good, but still with such positive qualities in his

with which the subject has been considered . An nature that he was “ after the imageand likeness

outline of the history of speculation, or of doc. of the righteous and holy God. (4 ) Love. “ God is

trine, upon this point cannot be given here. Evi- love.” The cardinal virtue, or moral excellence ,pro

dently the Scriptures proclaim resemblance of claimed for man in the Scriptures is love . Man

somemost important character between the con- originally bore and again maybear thedivine like

stitution of man and the divine nature . The crea- ness in this respect. But here, as elsewhere, wesee

ture man is exalted above all the other creatures the necessity for restoration . ( 5) Dominion . God

of the earth, as the account shows, in thathe is a is sovereign. He created man to rule (see Gen.

copy of the Creator. And, what is also of great | 1:26 ; Psa . 8 : 6, et al . ) . Whether the place assigned

moment,according to the representationsof Scrip - to man in the creation is to be considered a feature

ture, this image survived the fall, and, though of his likeness to the divine, or, in consequence of

blurred , still exists . The sacredness of human life that likeness, is a question that has been much

is based upon this fact (Gen. 9 : 6). The cursing discussed. The latter is the more exact view , as

tongue as well as the violent hand for the same reference is here to his position rather than to his

reason must be restrained (James 3:9). As to nature. And yet man's royalty in the natural

the effect of the fall and man's sinful history world is still so great that it must suggest his

upon God's image in man the Scriptures are almost original complete fitness for it. For related topics,

wholly silent. Paul (Rom . 3:23) declares that “ all see RIGHTEOUSNESS, ORIGINAL ; Sin , ORIGINAL ;

have sinned and come short of the glory of God," Grace ; IMMORTALITY.

a statement equivalent to saying that the glorious 2. Christ the Image ofGod . In two pas

image is, because of sin, less than it once was. sages of the New Testament Christ is thus desig

There are also recognitions of loss in this respect, nated . In Col. 1:15 lie is “ the image of the invis

through sin, where, in the famous passages Eph. ible God ; ” in Heb. 1 : 3 he is “ the brightness of

4:24 ; Col. 3:10, the apostle speaks of the “ new God's glory,; " “ the express image of his person ”

man ,” or man's renewal . But, as the best the- (comp. John 1 : 1 ; 17:25, 26).

ologians commonly agree, the representations of Ellicott well remarks, “ The Son is the Father's

Scripture are such as to create the impression that image in all things, save only in being the Father. ”

in some lofty sense “ the divine image is inalienable Christ has appeared in the world as the perfect
from man .”

As to what constituted this image manifestation of God. And that he called himself

originally, and as to what still constitutes it, it “ the Son of man " is not opposed to this fact.

ܙܙ
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Imaginationisthe.תּוריִרְׁש renderingof the Heb

>

2

8:29 ;

»

1

For if man in liis original state bore the divine

image, certainly he must bear it who is not only sher-ee-rooth ', firmness, generally in a bad sense,

perfect in his human nature, but is also the only i . e. , hardness of heart (Deut.29:19 ; frequently in

begotten Son ” of God. What this designation of Jeremiah ); 75, yay'-tser, form , conception (Gen.
Christ may convey to us as to the eternal relations

between the Father and the Son is a deep matter 6 ;5 ; 8:21 ; Deut. 31:21 , etc.) ; Gr. Saloy quós, dee

which cannot here be considered . But it should al-og -is-inos', deliberatingwith one's self (Rom .1:21 );

be noted thatthis second man,” this “ Lord from Srávoua, dee-an '-oy-ah, way of thinking (Luke 1:51).

heaven , ” this eternal “ Word , ” this “ image of the IM'LA (Heb. x3 ???, yeem-law', ful), the father

invisible God," appears in the New Testament as of Micaiah, which latter was the prophet who

the Author of salvation. And, besides, the end of ironically foretold the defeat of the allied kings of

this salvation is conformity to his image. In the Judah and Israel against Ramoth -gilend (2 Chron.

Old Testament man appears created after the | 18 : 7 , 8 ). In the parallel passage ( 1 Kings 22: 8, 9)

image of God , in the New “ the Son is the proto- his name is written Imlah .

typeof redeemed or renewed humanity ” (see Rom .
IM'LAH (1 Kings 22 : 8, 9). See IMLA.

Col. 3:10, 11 ; comp. Rom . 8:19 with 1 John
IMMANUEL . See EMMANUEL.

3 : 2 ; Phil. 3:21 ; 2 Cor. 3:18 ; 1 Cor. 15:47 , 49).

LITERATURE.—See Van Oosterzee, Dogmatics, IMMATERIALITY, not consisting of mat.

vol. 1, p . 359, sq ; Especially valuable. Laidlaw , ter. This quality is predicated of God and the

Bible Doctrine of Man . See also Martensen, human soul. “ Finite and passive matter, with

Christian Dogmaties, 136-141 ; Wuttke, Christian its divisibility, is not in his essence. The abso.

Ethics, vol . i, 37, sq.; Oehler, Theologie des Alten lute Being is thoroughly one with itself, and is

Testaments, 219 , sq.-E. McC. not composite ; the composite is divisible, the

IMAGE WORSHIP . See Idol ; Idolatry. divisible is finite and material; thus all this can

IMAGERY (Heb. Oppa, mas-keeth',an i, 238). "God is also free from thelimitations to
not be applied to God ” ( Dorner, Christ. Doctrine,

image Lev. 26 : 1 ; picture, Num . 33:52) . “ The which matter is subject, i . e. , from the limits of

chambers of his imagery ” is an expression found space and time, The immateriality of God is

in Ezek. 8:12 , in the description given by the therefore the basis of the qualities of eternity,

prophet of the vision shown him of the Temple. omnipresence, and unchangeableness,

The prophet appears to have been conducted out The immateriality of the soulincludes simplicity

of the inner court through its northern gate into as another of its qualities, but it is not superior to

the outer court and placed in front of the northern the limitations of space and time, since the soul

gate, which led into the open air. There was a needs the body as a necessary organ of its life.

hole in the wall , and on breaking through the IM'MER (Heb. 9728, im -mare', talkative), the

wall , by the command of God, he came to a door.
name of several priests.

Entering it, he saw all kinds of figures of animals
1. The father of Meshillemith ( 1 Chron . 9:12) ,

portrayed on the wall of the rooms; in front of or Meshillemoth (Neh . 11:13) , some of whose de

these seventy of the elders of Israel were standing scendants took a conspicuous part in the sacred

and paying reverence to the images of the beasts duties at Jerusalem after the exile. His de.

with burning incense. The vision was a revela: scendants, to the number of one thousand and

tion of what was going on through the whole of fifty-two, returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel

Israel. The secret chamber is figurative of the (Ezia 2:37 ; Neh . 7:40) . He is probably the one

idolatry secretly practiced by the people ; the someof whose descendants divorced their Gentile

number, seventy, represents the whole nation. wives (Ezra 10:20 ), B. C. long before 636. By

The picture on the walls, representing animal wor some he is identified with Nos. 4 and 5.

ship ,showed the great degradation of the nation's 2. A priest in the time of David, and head of
religion, which was justified by the elders under the sixteenth sacerdotal division ( 1 Chron 24:14) .

the delusion that “ The Lord seeth not ; the Lord 3. One who accompanied Zerubbabel from
hath forsaken the earth ; " that is to say,not that Babylon, but was unable to prove his Israelitish

“ He does not trouble himself about us,but that he descent (Ezra 2:59 ; Neh. 7:61 ), B. C. 536.. “ It
does not know what we do ; and has withdrawn does not clearly appear, however, that he claimed
his presence and help .” Thus they denied God's

to belong to the priestly order, and it is possible
omniscience and omnipresence. * Chambers of that the name is only given as thatof a place in

imagery” is a term applied to the rooms or closets the Babylonish dominions from which some of
in thehomes of the people in which idolatrous those named in the following verses came” (McC.

images were set up and worshiped. and S. , s . v .) .

IMAGINATION is the image -making, pic. 4. The father of Zadok, which latter repaired

torial faculty of the mind, reproducing and recom- part of the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:29), B. C.

bining former thoughts and experiences. It illus . before 445.

trates, adorns, and illuminates our speech and
5. The father of Pashur, which latter “ smote

writing by presenting new views and applications Jeremiah the prophet,and put him in the stocks "

of things, truths, and conceptions. It is the (Jer. 20 : 1 , 2 ), B. C. before 605.

artist's great qualification , and the supreme talent IMMORTALITY , “ Exemption from death

of the inventor, finding expression in painting and and annihilation ; " with reference to man , unond
sculpture, new machinery, architecture, landscape ing personal existence beyond the grave.

gardening, etc. Viewed strictly, the idea of man's future life is
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IMMORTALITY

"

tion . "

)

not altogether identical with that of his immor. (Psa. 73). Thus the whole drift or tendency is to

tality. And yet practically the question, “ If a turn the thoughts of the people from the present

man die shall he live again ? ” covers the whole toward the future . And besides there are several

matter. Bishop Butler justly remarks, “ If men places in the Old Testament where the doctrine of
were assured that the unknown event, death, was a future life is plainly asserted . The sixteenth

not the destruction of our faculties of perception psalm, especially as connected with the apostolic

and action there would be no apprehension that comments (Acts 2:27 ; 13:35) is a case in point

any other power or event, unconnected with this (see also Psa. 17:15 ; Isa . 26:19 ; Dan. 12: 2, 3).

death, would destroy these faculties just at the (2) The New Testament. In 2 Tim. 1:10 Paul

instant of each creature's death ; and therefore speaks of Christ " who hath abolished death , and

no doubt that they would remain after it ; which brought life and immortality to light through the

shows the high probability that our living powers Gospel.” Literally the phrase “ brought to light

will continue to live after death, unless there be means “ bas illuminated,” or “ shed light upon .

some ground to think that death is their destruc- It is certainly not implied here that the doctrine

of immortality was unknown to the world before

1. Scripture Doctrine. (1) The Old Testa- Christ came. For some sort of belief in that

ment. The idea of individual immortality is not doctrine had been common, if not universal ,

as prominently and emphatically set forth in the among the Gentile nations, as well as among the

Old Testament as in the New,it being the pur- Jews. . It means that “ the Gospel pours light

pose and method of the Old Testament writers to upon and discloses the author, origin, and true

present, not so much the contrast between the nature of life and immortality to our view ” (see

present and the future, as that between the Whedon, Com. , on above passage). It should be

chosen people and the heathen nations. It is added that, not only among the Jews, some, par

national life, and not that of individuals, which ticularly the Sadducees, had cast away the belief

occupies the foremost place. Nevertheless, the and hope of a future life, but also false philosophy

assertion, made even by certain Christian writers, and prevailing corruption had weakened or de

that the doctrine of the future life is not taught stroyed the faith of many among the Gentiles.

in the Old Testament Scriptures, is unwarranted. Themission of Christ, therefore, was not only to

And the supposition, which has sometimes been “ shed light upon immortality ” by means of defi

entertained, that the patriarchs and prophets and nite and authoritative instruction, but also by his

the Jewish people generally held no such doctrine life and death and resurrection to make it possible

is unreasonable and opposed to fact. It is to for men to attain to an immortality that should

ascribe to them lower views of man's nature and be blessed. Accordingly, we find explicit ut

future destiny than prevailed among the nations terances from Christ in large number with re.

with which they came in contact. It is to regard spect to this subject. He argued with the Sad.

the recipients and custodians of special revelation ducees against their unbelief. And his argument

as less enlightened than others to whom such is significant as showing, not only Christ's own

privileges had not been afforded . That the Jews, affirmation of a future deathless life, but also his

with the exception of the Sadducees, universally affirmation of that doctrine as taught in the Old

believed in man's immortal nature when Christ Testament (see Luke 20 :27–38). He taught the

came is beyond dispute. And there is sufficient doctrine plainly ; he illustrated it by parables; it

evidence to show that such had been their belief ran as a solemn undertone through all his teachings

during the preceding centuries of their history. (see Matt. 5:12 ; 8:11 , 12 ; 12:32 ; 13:36 , 43 ;

For example, such common expressions as “ Was 18 :8 , 9 ; 22: 11-13 ; 25 :1-13, 31-46 ; Mark 8:

gathered unto his people, and the prohibition of 35–37 ; Luke 12 :4 , 5 ; 13 : 24–29 ; 16: 19-31 ; 18 :

necromancy, or invocation of the dead , clearly 29 , 30 ; John 3:16 ; 5:39, 40 ; 6 : 47–58 ; 10:28 ;

testify to the popular Hebrew belief in continued 11:25 ; 14 : 1-6, et al . ). It should be noted that in

conscious existence beyond the grave. If the the passages referred to Christ speaks of the

number of passages in the Old Testament ex- future, not only of the righteous, but also of the

plicitly affirming this doctrine is not large it wicked ; also, that he speaks of a blessed immor

should not, therefore, he a matter of cavil . The tality as attainable only through himself . The

fact of life after death is taken for granted. Its teachings of the apostles, as found in other parts

recognition pervades the general drift br spirit of of the New Testament, are, as we might expect,

these ancient Scriptures. Thus man is repre- equally explicit with those of Christ . It is un .

sented as created in the image of God, and there necessary to cite illustrations. As it has well been

fore a creature whose chief existence is spiritual, said , “The obligation which even in this respect

and not to be obliterated by the death of the the world owes to the Gospel of the Cross is one

body. His highest good is constantly set before which cannot be overrated ” (Van Oosterzee).

us, as found in the divine favor and fellowship. 2. Theological. The prevalent and almost

All temporalgood is insignificant in comparison unvarying faith of the Christian Church has been
with this. “ The prosperity of the wicked " is not in harmony with the teachings of the Holy Scrip

to be envied, because of the " end " which is tures in holding to endless future life, not only
understood in " the sanctuary.” In the same for the righteous, but also for the wicked. In

place of clear and holy light is seen the contrasted early Church history, however, there are a few

condition and prospect of the righteous. “ I am traces, or isolated examples , of what has come to

continually with thee ; thou hast holden me by be known as the doctrine of conditional immor.

my right hand. Thou shalt guide me by thy tality. By this is meant not only the immortal

counsel and afterward receive me to glory is blessedness, but also immortality itself is to be
ܪܙ
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won by the saving union with Christ. Man is not tion. The wisdom of God would not have pro

by nature immortal; he becomes immortal upon vided man with a preeminent moral disposition if

the condition that he receives a new and spiritual the term of his existence had been limited to this

life. The fate of the wicked accordingly willbe life. It is the most highly developed minds which

annihilation ( see Hagenbach, Hist. of Doctrine, find themselves here least satisfied, and who at

vol. 2, p . 16). This view has been promulgated in their highest attainment would desire to be able

some measure in recent times in England and in to begin, not only once again, but even in an

this country. The chief objections to it, and infinitely better way. The goodness of God,

which must make it untenable, are that it loses finally, would not have implanted so deeply in our

sight of the inherent dignity of human nature, hearts this desire for continuance if that desire

and is opposed also by those teachings of the must continue unsatisfied forever. The fear of

Scripture which represent the punishment of the death makes man much more unbappy than the

wicked as of equal duration with the reward of beast if there be no immortality. The satiety

the righteous ( see Matt. 25:46 ; Dan . 12:2 ; of life, which is observable in some people, does

Johın 5:29 ; 2 Thess. 1 :8-10 ). not prove the contrary, since it is just the opposite

From the standpoint of theology immortality is of real satisfaction . Men are satiated with this

not a doctrine that requires scientific proof. It form of life because they have not found life in

belongs to the realm of faith ; and here, as else- it ; they are satiated with the esse, not with the

where, faith may rest upon the revelation of God. vivere, which is the highest aspiration of the soul.

Doubts have often been expressed by theologians Here, if anywhere, the aspiration proves the

as to whether reason alone can furnish satisfactory reality of the object of desire ” (see Van Ooster

proof of that doctrine. And it is generally ad. zee's Dogmatics, vol. i , pp. 371 , 372). Van Ooster

mitted that in an exact or scientific way it zee adds: “ Still this only becomes infallibly certain

cannot be demonstrated. Nevertheless, while when the believer is conscious of his life in per

not conclusive, some of the arguments commonly sonal communion with God . ”
adduced are of recognized force, as, e . g. , the The philosophic treatment of the doctrine, also

teleological, viz. , That the mental capacities are the bistory of the belief in immortality, do not

fitted for a larger development than is afforded come within the scope of this article, and accord

by the imperfect conditions of the present life, ingly are only dealt with incidentally.

and therefore we may reasonably expect a future LITERATURE . — The literature of this subject is

field for their exercise and expansion ; also the most abundant. In addition to works referred to

historical, the general and enduring belief in a we cite a few others of special importance :: Laid.

future state of rewards and punishments, as mani- law, Bible Doctrine Concerning Man ; Channing,

festing a correspondence between such belief and Works, iv, p. 169 ; Chalmer, Works, x , 410 ;

the essential features of human nature. The Liddon, University Sermons, p. 92 ; Martineau,

words of Plato may be regarded as applicable to Endeavors of the Christian Life, p . 107; Hodge,

this whole class of arguments, where, in a pas- Systematic Theology, iii , 716 , sq.;Pope, Com .

sage of the Phædo, he makes one of the speakers pendium of Christian Doctrine, iii, 371, isq.;

to say that if a man can do no better on a matter Wuttke, Christian Ethics, vol. i, p . 161, sq.

of such practical importance as faith in the E. McC .

future world “ he ought to choose out the best IMMUTABILITY , the divine attribute of

and most irrefragable human opinion about it, unchangeableness. The Scripture declarations of

and upon that, like a mariner on a raft, risk his this attribute are most clear and emphatic. It is

way through the storms of life,unless he can pro indicated in the title under which God made him .

ceed more easily and safely on the more sure self known to Moses, “ I Am ," " I Am That I

vehicle of some divine word.” Am ” (see Exod. 3:14 ; Num . 23:19 ; Psa. 32:11 ;

Belief in immortality is most secure when 102: 25–27 ; Mal . 3:6 ; James 1:17) .

united with a living faith in God ; and that must From this it is to be understood that God is

mean God as revealed in the Holy Scriptures. eternally the same in his essence, in the mode of

With the right conception of God as a starting his existence, in his perfections, in the principles

point theologians bring forward considerations of of his administration.

the utmost importance. We present at this point, This attribute is essential to deity. To think

in somewhat condensed form , the argument of of God otherwise than unchangeable is to think
Van Oosterzee : The recognition of God's su- of him otherwise than perfect.

premacy excludes the representation that man Immutability is not, however, to be confounded

might by a voluntary deed entirely annihilate with immobility. God acts, and his actions vary

himself, and thus after the greatest misdeeds with with reference to different ends. His affections

draw himself from the hands of the Supreme toward the same persons change according to the

Judge. God's justice demands that the balance changed attitude of those persons toward him .

between virtue and happiness should not only be Thus, according to the representations of Scrip

preserved and restored in secret, but should be re- ture, the God who “ is not man that he showd

vealed and maintained in the sight ofall ; this cer- repent ” nevertheless does “ repent, " an accommo

tainly is not done, or is only imperfectly effected, dation of language to express the truth above
on this side of the grave . The holiness of God stated . In reality such changes in the divine

requires that we should choose the good uncon operations and affections are illustrations of the

ditionally, even before life itself ; this require- fact and character of divine immutability_ (see

ment would be unreasonable,and self-denial would Num. 23:19 ; Psa. 90:13 ; Jonah 3: 9, 10 ; Ezek.

be alike a crime and folly if it led to self -annihila- | 33 : 7–19).
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The proper conception of God's unchangeable- bore a particularly legalsense. And thus is illas.

ness is to be derived only from the Scriptures, trated the power of words to mislead. This con

and the sublimity of the conception therein given ception of Adam as the federal head of the race

is one of the indications of divine revelation (see is a theological fiction . He was the natural head

Van Oosterzee's Christ, Dogmatics, vol. I , p. 257 , of humanity, and the natural depravity of his pos .

sq. ; Watson's Institutes, vol. i, 398, sq.; and other terity is properly accounted for upon the ground

works of systematic theology).—E . McC. of heredity. As Van Oosterzee says, “ Not that

IM NA (Heb. 97???, yim -naw ', he willrestrain), Oursinning is historically connected with the firstwe were already in Adam, but that Adam is in us."

one of the sons, apparently, of Helem , the brother

of Shamer,a descendant of Asher (1 Chron. 7:35 ; hereditary taint -- a reality which must make un
transgression. From that source first sprang our

comp. v . 40).
renewed men repugnant to the holy God—but for

IM'NAH (Heb. 17 ????, yim -naw ', good fortune). which they are not responsible except as they

1. The first named of the sons of Asher have rejected God's freely offered grace. The im

(1 Chron. 7:30), called Jimnah in Gen. 46:17 ; putation of Adam's sin as bringing personal guilt

B. C. about 2000.
directly upon his descendants is nowhere taught in

2. The father of Kore, which latter, a Levite, the Scriptures. See FALL OF MAN ; ORIGINAL Sin.

had charge of the east gate of the temple, and 2. The Imputation of Christ's Right

was appointed by Hezekiah over the freewill offer- eousness. As in the first instance Adam is held

ings (2 Chron. 31:14), B. C. 719. to have been the legal representative of the race,

IMPART. See GLOSSARY. so in the second Christ is regarded as standing in

relation to the law of God in the stead of believers .IMPLEAD . See GLOSSARY.

His righteous life fulfills for them the demand of
IMPORTUNITY (Gr. åvaidela, an -ah '-ee -die- the law, as the active righteousness of Christ is

ah’, from Homer down, shamelessness, impudence), imputed unto them for righteousness. It is not

spoken of an importunate man, persisting in his strange that this view has often led to ANTINOMIAN

entreaties (Luke 11 : 8 ; comp. Luke 18 : 1 ; 1 Thess. ISM ( q. v. ). But hereagain appears the mistake of

5:17).
forcing upon the Scriptures an improperly rigid or

IMPOSITION OF HANDS. See Hands, exact interpretation , or of reading into them what
IMPOSITION OF.

does not belong there. The notion that Christ

IMPOTENT. See DISEASES. thus represents believers does appear in the Scrip

tures . It is a figment of speculation . He bears,
IMPRECATION . See CURSE.

it is true, a relation to the divine law in the stead
IMPRECATORY PSALMS. See Psalms.of men in the atonement. But even here he does

IMPUDENCY . See GLOSSARY. not “ bear the sins of men " in the sense that they

were his own. He suffered for the sins of men,
IMPURITY . See UNCLEANNESS.

but still they were men's sins. And thus the view

IMPUTATION , as a theological term, means that men's sins were imputed to Christ, and there

the reckoning of the guilt and penal consequences fore his righteousness is imputed to believers is

of the sin of Adam as belonging also to his de- not valid . The relation which Christ sustains to

scendants ; also the application of the righteous- men, and more particularly to believers, is spir.

ness of Christ to the account of believers. A itual, organic. He is “ the second Adam ” in the

doctrine involving such remarkable assumptions sense that from him new spiritual life has come

and leading to such extreme consequences has into the world ( John 6:40; 6:48, sq .; 10:10 ;

been, naturally, the subject of much discussion 15 :4 , 5, et al . ). The doctrine in question also

(see Hagenbach and Shedd, History of Doctrine). shows its unscripturalness in the fact that it as.

Such matter as it is practicable here to present is cribes the justification of believers to Christ's holy

arranged most conveniently under two separate life, or active righteousness, instead of his sacrifice
heads.

of himself, " his obedience unto death . "
1. Of Adam's Sin . The imputation of the This doctrine of high Calvinism , it should be

sin of A dam to his posterity. The Scripture upon said , is not precisely that held by Calvin himself,

which chief stress is laid by those who hold to the nor that of many of his followers, the difference

extreme Calvinistic view is Rom . 5 : 12–19. Ref- being in “ not separating the active from the pas.

erence is also had to 1 Cor. 15:22 . It is argued sive righteousness of Christ, " i. e . , the righteous

that the whole human race here represented as
Christ manifested in his sufferings and

bearing the punishment of the sin of Adam , and, death. Still Calvinism is consistent with itself in

accordingly, as sharing in his guilt. To account constantly holding that therighteousness of Christ
for this Adam is held to have been the representa- is imputed to believers in the sense of being reck

tive, “ the federal head," of mankind. As someoned as their own.

have said, “ he stood in our law place.” Against Arminian doctrine, at this point, in the main,

this it is urged that this language of Paul, while recognizing the benefits which accrue to the

" wholly popular and not formally exact and believer from Christ's righteousness, denies the

didactic, ” is taken by such expositors as if it were Calvinistic view of imputation, as one leading not

scholastic, legal, technical. This accords with the only theoretically , but also practically, to false

fact that the doctrine of imputation first took its conclusions. At thesame time great stress is laid

rise in the Roman in distinction from the Greek upon the imputation of faith for righteousness.

Church, in surroundings in which the word impri- Reference is had to Rom. 3:21 , 22 ; 4 :3–24 , and

tabatur, used in the Latin versions in Rom . 5:13 , other Scriptures. See ATONEMENT ; Faith : Justi
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FICATION ; OBEDIENCE OF CHRIST ; RIGHTEOUS- (1) Old Testament. In the Old Testament

NESS. prophecies, which represent Christ as a person

LITERATURE. —Van Oosterzee, Dogmatics, vol. both human and divine, he is set forth in the

ii , 402, sq . , 550 , sq. ; Hodge, Systematic Theology, seed of the woman ,' a descendant of Abraham,

vol . ii, 192, sq . ; Watson, Institutes vol . ii , 231 , sq. ; of Judah, and of David, " a man of sorrows.

Pope, Compendium of Christian Doctrine, vol. ii, But he is also called “ the mighty God," " the

pp. 50, 62, 78, 446-448 ; Whedon, Commentary, everlasting Father,” ..." the Son of God ," " the
on Romans iv and v.-E. McC. Lord ( Jehovah) our righteousness." While these

IM'RAH (Heb. 77???, yim -raw ', refractori- familiar Scriptures do not formallystate the doc

ness), one of the sons of Zophah, of the tribe of trine of the incarnation, they logically suggest,

Asher ( 1 Chron. 7:36) . See Hotham.
or lead up to it.

(2) New Testament. Also in the New Testa.

IM'RI (Heb. "778, im -ree', wordy, i. e ., elo- ment there are many passages which present the

quent). elements of this doctrine separately — Christ is

1. The son of Bani and father of Omri of Judah represented as a man, with a human body and a

(1 Chron . 9:4 ), B. C. before 536, rational human soul; physically and mentally he

2. The father of Zaccur, which latter repaired is truly human . The designation “ the Son of

part of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. 3 : 2), B. C. occurs more than eighty times in the gos.

before 445. pels. But elsewhere this same person claims for

INABILITY, the want of power sufficient to himself, and has ascribed to him, the attribute of

perform any particular action or design. It has Deity. For Scripture reference see HUMANITY
been divided into natural and moral. We are and DivinITY OF Christ.

said to be naturally unable to do a thing when we ( 3 ) There are numerous instances in which these

cannot do it if we wish, because of some impend two elements of Christ's personality are combined

ing defect or obstacle, apart from the will, either in the statement, or in which they are brought

in the understanding, constitution of the body, or without hesitation or reserve close together ( e. g .,

external objects . Moral inability consists either Matt. 11 : 8 ; 16:27 ; 22 :42-45 ; 25 :31-46 ; Mark

in the want of inclination or the strength of a con. 14 :60–64 ; Luke 9:43, 44 ; John 3:13 ; Rom . 5:15,

trary inclination ; the want of sufficient motives to 21; 1 Cor. 15:47).

induce and excite the act of the will, or the (4) While the doctrine does not rest for its au

strength of apparent motives to the contrary. thority upon isolated proof-texts, but rather upon

Man's inability is not, however, an excuse for the Scripture revelation as a whole, still there are
wrongdoing or the failure to do right, for God's certain utterances of great weight in which the

grace has been promised for ability (Phil. 4:13 , truth is distinctly, and we may say even formally,

“ I can do all things through Christ, which stated (see John 1 : 1-14 , comp. 1 John 1 : 1-3 ;

strengtheneth me ” ). 4 :2, 3 ; Rom. 1 : 2-5 ; Phil. 2 :6–11 ; 1 Tim. 3:16 ;

INCANTATION. See Magic. Heb. 2:14) . The only way in which the force of

INCARNATION (Lat. in and caro, “ flesh"), these teachings can be set aside or lessened is by

the act of assuming flesh ; in theology, the proving lack of authority on the part of the Scrip.

gracious voluntary act of the Son of God in as- tures. It should be added that the only way in

suming a human body and human nature. which the Scriptures can be understood or intel.

1. The Christian Doctrine of the incarna- ligently interpreted is in the light of the essential

tion, briefly stated , is that the Lord Jesus Christ facts of the incarnation ,

is one person with two natures indissolubly united, 3. Theological Development of the Doc

the one nature being that of the eternal Son of trine. The early centuries of the history of the

God, the other that ofman , in all respects human, Church were marked in an unusual degree by

yet without sin .” It includes the miraculous speculations concerning the person of Christ. The

conception and birth of Christ. The incarnation representation of Scripture raised many ques.

is absolutely without parallel in history. The tions among thinkers, and led to numerous at

fabled incarnations of pagan religions are at most tempts to give scientific form and elaborateness to

only indications of the vague longing of humanity the doctrine of the incarnation. These specula.

for union with the divine, and are thus in some tions were affected in some instances by Jewish

sense imaginative anticipations of the Christian opinions and prejudices held by members of the

reality. The incarnation is also to be distinguished Christian communion, but more frequently by one

from theophanies, or those appearances of a divine form or another of pagan philosophy, It is not
person in human form (often bearing the title surprising, therefore, that various styles of error,

" the Angel of Jehovah ”),of which the Old Testa- heresies which became historic, appeared, and

ment gives instances (see Gen. 33:24–30 ; Exod. were overthrown, during those centuries. Among

3: 2–7 ; 14:19 ; Josh . 5 : 13–15 ; 6 : 1 ; Judg. 6 : 11–22 ; the prominent heresies were the following , viz.:
Dan. 3:25). These are to be regarded as preinti- ( 1) Ebionism, or the doctrine of the Ebionites,

mations, or occasional prophetic manifestations of a Jewish sect which existed even in the time of

that which was to be permanently realized in the apostles . This error arose from mistaken

Christ (see THEOPHANIES ). Jewish preconceptions concerning the Messiah,

2. Scripture Teachings. In addition to the and consisted in the denial of the divine nature of

gospel record of the miraculous conception and Christ.

birth of Christ (see Luke 1: 26-35 ; 2 : 1-14, comp. (2) Gnosticism , a name indicating the assumpo

with Matt. 2 : 1–15) the Scriptures disclose this tion of superior capacity for knowledge (Gr.
doctrine in several ways. yo wors, gno'-sis, “ knowledge" ). Gnosticism in its

6
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diverse forms received its impulse, and in the used by Paul (Phil. 2:7, avròv ékévwoe, properly

main its guidance, from pagan philosophy. In rendered in the R. V. " emptied himself " ) is at

different ways it denied the humanity of Christ, present receiving unusual attention , though much

even to the extent of denying the reality of his discussed as “ a most profound question ” centuries

human body. ago. In considering this kenosis, or self-abnegal

( 3) Saballianism , which at bottom was a denial tion on the part of the Son of God, the correct

of the tri -personality of God, denied, acco gly, distinction appears to be that between the posses

the existence of the Son of God, as a distinct per- sion and the use of the divine attributes. The

son, before the incarnation. The union between laying aside of the possession conflicts with the

the divine and human natures in Christ was held idea of the divine immutability. That Christ did

to be but temporary. not use or exercise his divine properties in their

( 4 ) Arianism denied that the Son was of the fullness during his humiliation is evidentfrom the

same essence with the Father, but held that the Scriptures. His power to work miracles was never

essence in both was similar. Hence the conclu- exerted for himself, but often for others. He

sion reached that Christ was created, though the bore “ the form of a servant.” He admitted, as

greatest of all creatures. In connection with this serted, a limitation to his knowledge in one re

heresy was the fierce contention over ouoouotos spect (see Mark 13:32), though manifesting and

(homoousios, “same substance " ), and ouocovolos declaring himself possessed of divine knowledge

(homoiousios, “ similar substance " ), a discussion to in others ( see Matt. 11:27 ; John 3:12, 13). But

which uninformed persons, who do not realize the truly says Van Oosterzee, “ The subject remains

importance of the issue involved, sometimes sneer- a divine mystery of which we cannot sound the

ingly refer. depths, and can only approximately indicate the

(5) Apollinarianism , resting upon the Platonic peculiar nature and meaning (see Van Oosterzee's

distinction between body, soul,and spirit, as three Christian Dogmatics, vol . ii, p. 543 , sq . ). See

distinct elements in man, viewed Christ as having art. KENOSIS.

a human body and soul, or animal life, but not a 4. Theoretical and Practical Value of

human spirit, the seat of rationality and intelli- the Doctrine. The doctrine of the incarnation

gence. Instead of the latter was the divine nature is fundamental in Christian theology. In its light

of Christ. Thus Christ wasnot complètely human. we find in Christ a new and the highest revelation

The study of the heresies of early Church his. of God ; also a revelation of man in his original

tory is especially valuable because the errors of pure and perfect nature, most exalted and capable

modern times, as Socinianism , Unitarianism , and ion with God. The sinlessness of Christ,

Rationalism , are simply these ancient and oft- also his miraculous works, are here explained.

refuted heresies revived. It would be a mistake Only thus can be reconciled the contrasting and

to suppose that during those centuries the faith seemingly contradictory facts of his earthly life ;
of the Christian Church was reduced to confusion . his human limitations on the one hand and the

It has been said with much force, “ The faith of manifestation of divine attributes and the exercise

the common people is determined by the word of of divine prerogatives (as in the forgiveness of

God, by the worship of the sanctuary, and by the sins) on the other. The atonement depends for

teachings of the Spirit. They remain in a great its efficacy upon the fact that Christ was God

measure ignorant of, or indifferent to, the specu- manifest in the flesh ; " likewise the value of his

lations of theologians. It cannot be doubted that intercession, his sympathetic relation to his peo

the great body of the people from the beginning ple, and hispower to impart to them a new and

believed that Christ was truly a man,was truly holy life, and bring them to everlasting exaltation

God, and in one person ” (Hodge, vol. ii, p . 398) . und glory (see Heb. 2 : 9–18 ; 4 : 14–16 ; John 1:12 ;

Nevertheless, it is to be remembered that system - 1 John 1:4 ; 3 : 1-3).

atic treatment of this great subject was indis LITERATURE.—In addition to works already cited,

pensable, not only to meet the demands of the Dorner, System of Christian Doctrine ; Pope,

most thoughtful minds, but also to afford guidance Compendium of Christian Theology ; Martensen,

to thepopular teachingsof the Church ; especially Christian Dogmatics;Watson, Theological Insti

to prevent such teachings departing from the tutes ; Shedd, History of Doctrine ; Hagenbach ,

truth revealed in the Holy Scriptures. The dis

cussions of the early period of the Church prac: trineof the Person of Christ ; Neander, History
History of Doctrine ; Dorner, History of the Doc

tically determined in its generalformthefaith. of of the Development of Christian Dogmar ; Gore,
Christendom as to the person of Christforall the t'he Incarnation of the Son of God ; Godet, Com
centuries that have followed. At present the mentary on St.Luke, vol. i, p. 151, sq. ; Liddon,

question is more frequently asked by theologians TheDivinityofour Lord, $ vii.- E. McC .
tban formerly “ whether the Son of God would

still have become incarnate had not sin entered INCENSE (Hebrew usually on-?, ket-o' -reth,
the world .” By some it is held that the Son held once applied to the fat of rams, the part always

such an original relation to man that incarnation burned in sacrifice ; once 37., kit-tare', Jer. 44:21,
would have takenplace even then as an event both from theHebrew, to smoke; sometimes -Tzia ,
essential to man's attainment of his high destiny,
though not of course under circumstances of hu- | leb -o -naw ', Isa. 43:23 ; 60: 6 ; 66 : 3 ; Jer. 6:20 ;

miliation . For judicious treatment of this not | 17:26 ; 41:5 , frankincense),an aroniatic compound

simply curious question the reader is referred to which gives forth its perfume in burning. Its

Van Oosterzee's Christian Dogmatics, vol. I , p. most general use in Scripture is that perfume

Also, the significance of the phrase which was burned upon the Jewish altar of in .298, sq.
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INCEST INFINITY

" )

cense (see TABERNACLE ). Both among the Hebrews ical law (Lev. 18 : 1–18). The prohibition of incest

and Egyptians we find no other trace of incense and similar sensual abominations is introduced

than in its sacerdotal use, but in Persian sculp- with a general warning as to the licentious cus

tures we see it burned before the king. toms of the Egyptians and Canaanites, and an ex

1. Material. The incense employed in the hortation to walk in the judgments and ordinances

service of the tabernacle was called incense of the of Jehovah. Intercourse is forbidden (1) with a

aromas (Heb. Orad nip?, ket -o '-reth sam -meem ), mother; (2) with a stepmother; (3) with a sister

the ingredients of whicharegiven in Exod. 30:34, daughterofeither son or daughter ; (5) with theor half-sister ; (4 ) with a granddaughter, the

35. These consisted of : (1 ) Stacte (Heb. 977 daughter of a stepmother ; (6) with an aunt, sister

naw -tawf ), i. e ., “ not the juice squeezed from the of either father or mother ; (7) with the wife of

highly fragrantmyrrh tree, but probably a species an uncle on the father's side ; (8) with a daughter

of gum storax resembling myrrh ;” (2) Onycha in -law ; (9) with a sister-in-law , or brother's wife ;

(Heb. obno, shekh-ay'-leth, literally, a scale), the ( 10) with a woman and her daughter, or awoman

shell of the perfumed mollusk, blatta byzantina, and her granddaughter; (11) with the sister of

found in the Mediterranean and Red Seas, and a living wife. No special reference is made to

yielding a musky, odor when burned ; (3) Gal- sexual intercourse with a daughter, being a crime

banuin (Heb. m , khel-ben -aw ', literally, fat), 1. e., thedaughterofone'sfatherandmother
,

regarded as not likely to occur; with a full sister,

a gum that is obtained by making incisions in the being included in No. 3 ; or with a mother-in-law,

bark of a shrub growing in Syria , Arabia , and included in No. 10. Those mentioned in Nos. 1,

Abyssinia ; and (4) Pure frankincense (Heb. 2, 3, 8, and 10 were to be followed by the death

-3, leb-o-naw', literally, white), a pale yellow, of thecriminals (Lev. 20:11, 12, 14, 17), on ac
semitransparent, pungent resin, which, when count of their being accursed crimes (Deut. 23: 1 ;

burnt, is very fragrant, grown in Arabia and 27:20, 22 , 23) ; while the punishment of those

Judea . guilty of Nos. 6 , 7, 9 was to bear their iniquity and

2. Preparation. The A. V. says “ of each die childless (Lev. 20: 19-21). See MARRIAGE.

there shall be a like weight," i. e. , equal parts of INCONTINENCY (Gr. åkpaoía, ak -ras-ee '- a,

the variousingredients, but Abarnabel,Aben Ezra, want of self-control, 1 Cor. 7 : 5 ; 2 Tim. 3:3), ab

and others think that the meaning is, each in- sence of that virtue which consists in restraining

gredient was, in the first place, to be pounded by concupiscence.

itself, and then mixed with the rest, for it is pos- INCORRUPTION (Gr. áptapoia, af-thar.

sible that the ingredients did not all admit of see'-ah ), is applied to the body of man as exempt

being pounded to the same extent. Besides, it from decay after the resurrection (1 Cor. 15:42,

was to be salted ( A. V. “ tempered " ), was to be 50, 53, 54) . In Rom. 2 : 7 and 2 Tim. 1 :10_the

" pure and holy," i. e. , unadulterated with any Greek word is rendered immortality, and in Eph.

foreign substance, and was to be reserved exclu- 6:24 , sincerity, R. V. uncorruptness. The crown

sively for sacred use, any other application of it of the saints is incorruptible ( 1 Cor. 9:25), also

being forbidden on pain of being “ cut off from their “ inheritance ” (1 Pet. 1 :4). The meaning

his people .” is ever-enduring, unchanging.
3. Sacred Use. The person selected to burn

INDEPENDENCE OF GOD. God is abso
incense upon the altar of incense was Aaron, but lute and not dependent upon any thing or person

in the daily service of the second temple the office outside of himself for his existence.

devolved upon the inferior priests, from among and perfections are underived, and not communi.

whom one waschoser. by lot (Luke 1 : 9). Uzziah cated to him , asall finite perfections are by him

was punished for presuming to infringe upon this to the creature.” (1 ) He independent as to his

prerogative ofthepriests(2 Chron: 26:16, 21). knowledge (Isa. 40:13, 14);,(2) in power (Job 36:
The times of offering incense were, inthemorn. 23); (3)as to his holiness, bis bountyand good

ing, at the time of trimming the lamps, and in
ness (Rom . 9:18).

the evening, when the lamps were lighted (Exod.

30: 7, 8). On the day of atonement (see FESTI
INDIA (Heb . 977, ho'-doo ), the limit of the

VALS) the high priest offered the incense.
territories of Ahasuerus in the east (Esth. 1 :1 ;

4. Figurative. Incense in Scripture is the 8 :9). Thecountry so designated is not the penin

symbol of prayer.
sula of Hindustan, but the region surrounding

" Let my prayer be set before the Indu — the Punjab.

thee as incense ” (Psa. 141 : 2 ; see Isa. 60: 6). In
INDITE. See GLOSSARY.

Rev. 5: 8 ; 8 : 3 , 4 we meet with the same idea. But

“ it is not prayer alone that is expressed by in INFANT BAPTISM . See BAPTISM .

A good or evil savor was to Israel INFANT SALVATION. See SalvatioN.

the symbol of a good or godless life ; and when ,

therefore, the sanctuary of God , was kept con duration orquantity. As designating an essen:
INFINITY , unlimited extent of space or

tinually filled with fragrance, they beheld in tial attribute of God the term refers to his

this the sweet savor, not of prayer alone, but of unlimited existence, capacity, energy, and per

that life to which, as a priestly nation, they were fections.

called ” (Dr. Wm . Milligan, Bib. Ed ., iii , 226 , sq.).
The word infinity does not occur in the Scrip.

See TABERNACLE ; TEMPLE.
tures, and yet, properly understood, it is an ap

INCEST, the crime of cohabitation with a propriate term , and necessary to express certain

person within the degrees forbidden by the Levit. Scripture revelations concerning God . God is not

* His being

(

cense,
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INFIRMITY INHERITANCE

SARY,

ence .

subject to the limitations of time or space. Thus INGATHERING, FEAST OF. See Fes.

infinity expresses both bis eternity and his im- TIVALS. (Feast of Tabernacles).

mensity. Also his power and knowledge and other
INHABITER , INHABITRESS . See Glos

perfections exist in unlimited fullness.

This idea of God, necessary to our conception

of him , can be held by us only in a negative form,

INHERITANCE . The following laws pre

this being due to the finite nature of our under
vailed among several nations :

standing. It is nevertheless a positive idea and
1. Greek. If a person died intestate, leaving

represents the actual fact that God in his being sons, all of equal birthright, and none of them dis

and attributes transcends, not only our compre- inherited, the sons inherited the property in equal

hension, but also all limits that must everywhere parts , the eldest probably receiving the same as

else be recognized. God is the only infinite exist- the rest. Daughters were provided with dowries,

which went back to the remaining heirs in case
Care must,however,be exercised not to conceive the daughter was divorced or childless after mar.

of the infinity of Godin a materialmanner. God riage. If a man had noson, he usually adopted

is the infinite Spirit. His presence pervades and one to continue the family and its religious wor
fills all space, but not necessarily to the exclusion ship ; and if he had daughters he would marry
of other and finite existences. The mistake of one of them to the adopted son , in which case the

Spinoza, and Pantheists generally, has been that chief share of the inheritance fell to hisdaughter
of applying to God the material conception of in- and her husband, the rest receiving dowries. If

finity. And upon the principle of the impenetra. only daughters survived, the succession passed to

bility of matter, or that two bodies cannot occupy them ,andthe next of kin had a legal right to one
the same space at the same time, the conclusion of the heiresses and could claim to marry her,

has been reached that the being of God includes even though she had married another before re
all things, or that all things are parts or manifes.ceiving the inheritance. A man marrying an heir

tations of God. The idea of infinity brought for- ess was bound by custom and tradition, if he had

ward by Mr. Mansel in The Limits of Religious sons, to name one as heir to the property coming
Thought is also essentially of the same charac- with his wife, and thus restore the house of his
ter, though be avoids the Pantheistic conclusion maternal grandfather. Children born out of wed

by appealing from philosophy to faith for the lock were illegitimate, and had no claim to the

right conception of God. It must be borne in estate of the father. If a man died intestate,

mind that the infinity of God is that of Spirit, and leaving no heirs either of his body or adopted ,his

to spirit the ideas ofextension and impenetrability nearest relations in the male line inherited, and in

do not apply , as they do to matter. And further, default of these, those in the female line as far as

the infinite Spirit is necessarily one capable of children of first cousins.

creating finite existences . And withal there must 2. Roman. If a man died intestate leaving a

ever be the proper acknowledgment of the inca- wife and children of his own body or adopted,

pacity of the human mind to argue adequately they were his heirs ; this did not apply, however,

upon this and certain other subjects. to daughters who had passed into the hands of

For discriminating discussion see Pope's Com- their husbands, or of children who had been freed

pend. of Christ. Theol., vol. i, p. 293, sq .; also by emancipation from the power ( potestas) of their
Hodge's System . Theol., vol. i, p. 380, sq.- father. If a man left no wife or children, the

E. McC . agnati, or relations of the male line , inherited, ac

INFIRMITY (Heb. 157722, makh -al-aw ', sick - cordingto the degreeof their kinship . If there

ness, Prov. 18:14 ; Gr.ágévela, as-then '-i-ah, weak- were no agnati, and the man was a patrician, the

ness or frailty of body, A. V. sicknesses, Matt. 8: property.went to his gens. The relations in the

17 ; translated weakness in1 Cor. 16:43; 2 Cor: female line (cognati) were generally not entitled
to inherit by the civil law.

13 :4). In Rom , 6:19, “ infirmity of your flesh ”
means the weakness of human nature as respects to inheritance were of a very simple character.

3. Hebrew . The Hebrew institutions relative

understanding. Paul says in 1 Cor. 2:3, “ I was Under the patriarchal system the property was

with you in weakness," meaning inability to do divided among the sonsof the legitimate wives

great things, want of skill in speaking, or of hu. (Gen. 21:10 ; 24:36 ;25:6), a larger portion being

man wisdom . In Heb. 6:2 and 7:28, the high assigned to one, generallythe eldest,on whom de

priest is spoken ofas“ compassed with infirmity," volved the duty of maintainingthe females ofthe
which means tendency to sin, unlike our great family. The sons of concubines were portioned

High Priest. In Heb. 4:15, “ We have not a high off with presents(Gen. 25: 6). At a later period

priest which cannot be touched with thefeeling of the exclusion of the sons of unlawful wives was

our infirmities, ” it denotes all human disabilities.
Also in Rom. 8:26 and 2Cor.12:5, 9. TheGr. rigidly enforced ( Judg. 11 : 1 ,sq.).

vágos, nos'-os, is rendered sickness, disease (Luke 7:
The possession of land, which Israel received

21, etc.). Matt. 8:17 contains both words. In by lot from God, was to remain the inalienable

Rom. 16: 1 sins of infirmity are referred to,which property of the several families. Accordingto an

aresuch as are attributable to excusable igno- hissons,the firstbornreceiving a double portion,old -standing custom, the father's property went to

rance, unavoidable surprise, or constitutional weak

See DISEASES.
the other sons single and equal portions - i, e. , of

five sons the firstborn got two sixths, and each of

INFLAMMATION . See DISEASES. the others a sixth of the father's entire property.

INFLUENCE . See GLOSSARY. In consideration of this division, the firstborn, as

ܪ

6

ness.
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INHERITANCE, SPIRITUAI . INIQUITY

ܕܙ

Father .

(4) Uncles on father's side.

head of the family, had to provide food, clothing, our minds heirship involves no more than the idea

andother necessaries inhis house, not only for his of the acquisition of property by succession, and

mother, but also for his sisters until their mar. the idea of succession is manifestly inapplicable

riage. This custom was more precisely defined by with reference to the eternal God. That the

Moses: the father could not deprive his firstborn heirship to which St. Paul alludes is Roman and

of his birthright by mere caprice (Deut. 21 : 15–17), not Hebrew, is evident not only from the accom

but it might be taken away because of a trespass panying reference to adoption , but also from the

against the father, as in the case of Reuben (Gen. fact that it is a joint and equal heirship.'

49:4 ; 1 Chron . 5 : 1 ) . See FIRSTBORN. Sir Henry Maine writes ( Ancient Law ) : “The

If there were no sons, it went to the daughters notion (among the Romans) was 'that though the

(Num . 27:8 ), on the condition that they did not physical person of the deceased had perished, his

marry outof their own tribe (Num. 36 :6 , sq .; Tob. legal personality had survived and descended un

6:12 ; 7:13), otherwise the patrimony was forfeited. impaired to his heirsor co- heirs, in whom his iden

If there were no daughters, it went to the brother tity (so far as the law was concerned)was contin
of the deceased ; if no brother, to the paternal ued ” (p . 181 ). “ The testator lived on in his heir or

uncle ; and, failing these, to the next of kin (Num. in the group of his co-heirs. He was in law the

27 : 9-11). In the case of a widow being left with same person with them ” (Ibid ., p . 188). " In pure

out children , the nearest of kin on her husband's Roman jurisprudence the principle that a man

side had the right of marrying her,and in the event lives on in his heir — the elimination, so to speak,

of his refusal the next of kin (Ruth 3:12, 13) ; of the fact of death — is too obviously for mistake

with him rested the obligation of redeemingthe the center round which the whole law of testa

property of the widow (Ruth 4 : 1, sq . ) if it had mentary and intestate succession is circling" (Ibid . ,

been either sold or mortgaged. If none stepped p . 190 ). Contrary to the well-known maxim of

forward to marry the widow , the inheritance re- English law, Nemo est heres viventis ( “ No one is

mained with her until her death , and then reverted heir of the living ” ), according to Roman law, the

to the next of kin . The land being thus so strictly moment a child was born he was his father's heir.

tied up, the notion of heirship, as we understand Paul the Jurist (3d century, A. D.) observes that

it, was hardly known to the Jews. there is a species of copartnership between a
TABLE SHOWING ORDER OF SUCCESSION AS HEIRS. father and his children ; " when, therefore, the

father dies, it is not so correct to say that they

succeed to his property, as that they acquire the

(1) Sons. free control of their own.

( 2) Daughters.

(3) Brothers. " In the light of the theories of Roman juris ..

prudence incongruity disappears from the great

(5 ) Nextkinsman, Pauline metaphor, and we discern in it anewsub
generally .

If the testators were possessed of what we should limity. Instead of the death of the ancestor being

call personal property - i. e., flocks and herds, essentially connected with theidea ofinheritance,

stores of change of raiment, precious metals, or
we find this circumstance ' eliminated. ' The heir

jewels, which last
, in oriental countries, is still has not to wait for the moment of his father's de

the favorite mode of investment — the portions of
In and through his father he is already a

the younger children, as well as gifts or dowers participator in the family possessions. The father

for the daughters, were usually provided from does not die, but lives on forever in his family.

this source . The strict law of entail with regard Physically absent, he is spiritually present, not
to land did not at all fetter the testator in the dis- with somuchas in his children. In this phrase,

position of his personal property. It was to this
' the heirs of God, ' there is presented à most vivid

latter that therequest of the younger son referred. view of the intimate and eternal union between

He asked that the third part of the movable
the believer and God, and of the faithful soul's

prop
erty, which would naturally come to him at his possession in present reality, and not merely in

father's death, should be grantedhim now (Luke anticipation of the kingdom of Godon earth and

15:12 ). Testamentary dispositions were of course
in heaven " (W. E. Ball, LL.D. , Mag. of Christ.

superfluous. The references to wills( q. v.) in St. Literat., p. 344, sq . ).

Paul's writings are borrowed from the usages of INIQUITY. 1. Aw - vone' ( Heb. 71 ), perver

Greece and Rome (Heb. 9:17 ), whence the custom sity , depravity, sin (Gen. 4:13, A. V. “ punish.

was introduced into Judea.
ment,” etc.) ; guilt contracted by sinning (Exod.

INHERITANCE, SPIRITUAL . " The

20 :5 , etc.); anything unjustly acquired (Hos. 12 :8 );
metaphor of the spiritual ` inheritance ' is pecu- penalty of sin ( Isa . 5:18); calarity, misery (Psa.

liarly, though not exclusively, Pauline. St. Peter 31:10 ) .

employs it twice ( 1 Pet. 1:4 ; 3 : 9 ), St. James once
2. Ek '-vel (Heb. 577, Job 34:10) and Av -law '

( 2 : 5 ), but St. Paul in a multitude of instances. It
is closely interwoven with the substance of the (Heb. -7573 ,2 Chron. 19:7), mean perverseness.

longest and most intricate arguments in his epis 3. In the New Testament the Greek words are

it appears in the reports of his sermons in very expressive. Thus ad -ee-kre'-ah (ådıría ), ren

the Acts ; he alone of all the sacred writers em- dered “ unrighteousness," " .'wrong," means that

ploys it in what may be described as the most dar- which is not just ” (Matt. 7:23, et al.); an -om.ee'-ah

ing of all theological conceptions — that which is (avojía) and par-an -om -ee'-ah ( Ttapavojía ), " with

embodied in the celebrated definition of believers out law ” and transgression of law ” (Matt. 23:28;

as ' heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ.' To | 2 Thess. 2 : 7 ; 2 Pet. 2:16) ; while pon -ay -roe'-ah

cease.

7

tles ;
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INJURIES INN

(novnpia, Matt. 22:18 ; Luke 11:39 ; Rom . 1:29 ; INK -HORN (Heb. Nor, keh ' -seth, a round

i Cor. 5 :8, etc.) signifies depravity, wickedness, vessel). This consists of a long tube for holding

malice.
pens, sometimes made of hard wood, but generally

In ordinary usage the term means absence of of metal-brass, copper, or silver. It is about

equity, wickedness, sin , etc. nine or ten inches long, one and a half or two

INJURIES. See Law, OFFENSES. inches wide, and half an inch deep. To the upper

INJURIOUS. See GLOSSARY.
end of this case the inkstand is attached. This is

INK (Heb . 107, deh -yo', Jer. 36:18 ; Gr. péhav, and fastening with 'a clasp.
square or cylindrical, with a lid moving on hinges

The inkhorn was

mel -an, black, 2 Cor. 3 :3 ; 2 John 12 ; 3 John 13) . I carried in the girdle.

Art China

Mallplient

Hugh

PERMANENTE

..

MO

>

AmyAHot18

Courtyard of Oriental Khan.

The ink of the ancients was composed of pow. INN (Heb. 74372,maw -lone',Gen. 42:27 ; 43:21 ;

dered charcoal , lampblack or soot,mixed with gum Exod . 4:24, a “ resting place for the night; " while

and water. It was intensely black and would re- the Gr. karáāvua, kat-al'-00-mah, is used for an

tain its color for ages, but was easily erased from " inn , ” Luke 2 :7 ; an “ eating room ,” A.V. guest

the parchments with sponge and water (see Num . I chamber, Mark 14:14 ; Luke 22:11). In the East

hospitality was religiously observed , and

therefore, in our sense of the term, inns were
not known. Khans, or caravansaries, are the

representatives of European inns , and were

only gradually established. It is doubtful

whether there is any allusion to them in the

Old Testament, themeaning in Gen. 42:27 ;

Oriental Inkhorn . Exod. 4:24 ; Jer. 9 : 2, being only the station ,

the place of rest for the night, either un.

5:23, sq .). When needed for use some of the dry | der a tent or in a cave . Keil , Arch. , ii , p . 257,

preparation was mixed with water until about the thinks the first trace of an inn is found in Jer. 41 :

consistence of modern printer'sink. It was thus 17 , “ the habitation of Chimham ” (Heb. 017?, gay

less adapted for rapid work than modern ink.
Both the Egyptians and the Hebrewsmade use of rooth'). The Travdoxelov (Luke 10:34) probably

different colors for writing, some of the books of differed from the katáhvua (Luke 2 : 7) in having a

the latter having been written , according to Jose " host " or " innkeeper ” (Luke 10:35), who sup

phus, in red, blue, purple, gold, and silver tints . plied some few of the necessary provisions and

7.SV
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INNOCENCY INSPIRATION

>

>

attended to the wants of travelers left to his with the Spirit of God ” (see Exod. 31 :3, sq.;

charge. In these hostelries bazaars and markets 35:31 ; Judg. 11:29 ; 14 :6 ; 15:14 ). But pre

were held , animals killed and meat sold, also wine eminent amongthe persons thus specially endowed

and cider; so that they were a much more public are those who have been rightly called “ spiritual

place of resort than might at first be imagined. progenitors, the men who by revelation mark a

The origin of caravansaries is unknown. Per- new stage in religion .” In such cases must he

haps theywere established at first bytraders who recognized an inspiration differing from that of

regularly passed the same road. Now they are others, not only in degree, but also of kind, inas

spread over the whole of the East, being found in much as the divine inbreathing has reference to

cities , villages, and even the open highway. They certain special services, or functions and results.

consist of large buildings of stone arranged in a Here is manifested the diversity of “ gifts by the

square, which inclose a spacious court. They are same Spirit ” ( see 1 Cor. , ch . 12) . (3) SacredWri

frequently of two stories, the lower containing ters. Closely connected,though not identical , with

stores and vaults for goods and stalls for cattle, this is the sense in which the term is most com

the upper for travelers. They have a well or a monly used, in which it refers to the special prep

large reservoir. aration with which God endowed certain men, by

It appears that houses of entertainment were virtue of which they became the human authors

sometimes, as in Egypt (Herod, ii, 35), kept by of the Holy Scriptures, the infallible record of di

women, whose character was suspicious. But vine revelation . It is with inspiration in this last

the inference that the women mentioned in Josh. and strictest sense that the remainder of this ar .

2 : 1 ; Judg. 16: 1 ; 1 Kings 3:16 were innkeepers ticle deals exclusively.

seems rather forced . Inspiration is to be distinguished from revela

INNOCENCY (Heb. 71979, or 7"pa, nik - kaw- tion, the latter term representing the work of God

yone', literally clearness, Gen. 20: 5 ; Psa. 26:6 ; itself thus communicated ; the former designating
in communicating his saving truth, also the truth

73:13 ; Hos. 8 :5 ; 757, zaw -koo ,̒ purity, Dan.6:22). the divine preparation of the first recipients of

The Hebrews considered innocence as consisting such truth, not only for its reception, but also for

chiefly in an exemption from external faults, but its transmission to others, and particularly by giv

this is a very different standard of morality from ing it permanent record. The Holy Scriptures
that of the Gospel (Matt. 5:28 ; John 3:25) or even are the writings of inspired men, but are not the

of the Old Testament (Psa. 51 :6). Innocence is divine revelation itself. They are “ the source of

sometimes used as an exemption from punish our knowledge of it — the record, the memorial,

ment (Jer. 46:28, Heb. “ I will not treat you as the bearer thereof."

one innocent ; ” also Nah. 1 : 3 ; Psa. 18:26 ). The proof of the reality of inspiration accord

INNOCENTS, SLAUGHTER OF (Matt. ingly logically follows, as dependent upon that of

2:16), the slaying of the young children of Beth- the reality of revelation, however closely the two

lehem , by order of Herod, in the hope of killing are associated. First, it must be ascertained that

Jesus. See HEROD I ; GLOSSARY ). the special revelation brought to us is real — is

INORDINATE, INQUISITION . See actually from God — and then follows the question

GLOSSARY.
as to the method of its reception and transmis

sion. And of this we must learn from the Scrip
INSCRIPTION . See WRITING.

tures themselves. This is not, as often objected,

INSPIRATION (Lat. inspiratio, a breathing arguing in a circle . Forwhenthe appeal is made

into). In the Scriptures inspiration is referred to to theScriptures, in order to establish their in.

God as its source, hence the compound term spiration, it is done solely upon the ground of

( 2 Tim. 3:16), OkÓT VEVOTOS, theh -op '-nyoo -stos, God- their historical trustworthiness, and consequently

inspired, or breathed into from God . the reality of the revelations they record, and the

1. Preliminary Statements. In theology truthfulness of their statements of fact in rela

the term has properly three applications : ( 1 ) Gen- tionthereto. And among these statements is that

eral. In a general sense inspiration is the gracious of the inspiration of the writers of the Holy Scrip

gift of God to all Christians . All spiritual life, tures. See REVELATION, REALITY OF .

all power for holy living, proceeds from the in- It should be observed further thatinspiration is

dwelling of the Holy Ghost. It is the result of not identical with canonicity. The manywritings

inspiration . The baptism of the Holy Ghost de which make up the Bible have been received into

scribed in the New Testament is the fulfillment of the sacred canon upon the recognition of their in

the Old Testament prediction of the universal out- spiration. But still it may remain a proper ques

pouring of the Spirit. Christians are exlorted to tion for scholarly investigation as to whether this

be filled with the Spirit ” (see Joel 2:28 ; Acts recognition in every case has been worthily be

2:17 ; Eph . 5:18) (see also Holy Ghost) . And stowed ; and this without affecting materially the

back of this is the fact that man's original spir. general fact of Scripture inspiration. It should

itual nature, his capacity for communion with be remembered, however, for how long, and in

God , was divinely inbreathed (see Image Of God, howmany ways, the sifting process has been ap

1 ). (2) Special. In a special sense there were plied to the Bible, and how meager have been the

certain persons, as the prophets and apostles, results of destructive criticism . See Canon.

inspired as the instruments of special revelations. And still further, the obvious fact should be

We should view in this connection other particu- borne in mind that the doctrine of inspiration re.

lar forms of inspiration, as of artists, poets, lates to the original Scriptures. It does not in

judges, and kings, who are represented as “ filled | clude the idea of a guaranty against mistakes on
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the part of transcribers and translators. This is tially the same procedure in the production of the

a matter often lost sight of by those who cavil at New Testament Scriptures. The Holy Spirit is

the discrepancies found in the Scriptures in their promised to the apostles for ends most significant

present form . Nevertheless, at this point, the at this point. “ He shall teach you all things , and

providential oversight with respect to the Bible, bring all things to your remembrance,whatsoever

and the essentially complete preservation of its I have said unto you ” ( 14:26). “ He will guide

savingteachings ,must be taken into account. you into all truth : he will show you things

2. Biblical Doctrine. The doctrine of the to come ” ( 16:13) . And in one particular instance

Scriptures themselves upon this subject is of we find the distinct command to write ” given to

highest importance . The too common mistake an apostle, such a command as lay back of the

has been to approach the Scriptures with precon- Scriptures of the earlier dispensation ( Rev. 1 : 2,

ceived ideas or definitions of inspiration instead 3 , 19).

of ascertaining from the Scriptures themselves (3) The testimony of the apostles also to the

the character and extent of the inspiration they ac- fact of inspiration is clear and decisive . As to

tually manifest or declare. the Old Testament Scriptures, all references on

(1) The fact of inspiration. The fact of in. the part of the apostles are such as make it

spiration is brought before us by the Scriptures in manifest that they regarded those Scriptures as,

several ways and with great emphasis . Through in the most lofty sense , sacred and authoritative,

out is the tone of peculiar authority based upon and so, because written by men under the special

the idea that through the writers God has spoken. inspiration of the Holy Spirit (e. g., Acts 1:16 ;

The divine commission to men to “ write," to 7:38 ; 2 Pet. 1:20, 21 ; Rom . 1:2 ; 16:26 ; Gal. 1:16 ;

"write for a memorial,” to write “ by the com- 2 Tim . 3:15 , 16, et al.). The doctrine of the

mandment of the Lord,” appearing so often in apostles as to the New Testament Scriptures

the Old Testament, and repeated also in the New, is gathered in part from distinct references

together with the solemn stress laid upon the to the fact of their inspiration, but more largely

products of such writing, is of great significance from the assertion of such authority on the part of

(see Exod. 17:14; 34:27 ; Num . 33 :2 ; Deut. 31:19 ; the writers as could result only from inspiration

Isa. 8 : 1 ; 30: 8 ; Jer . 36 : 2 ; Ezek. 24 : 2 ; Dan . 10:21 ; (see John 20:31 ; Rev. 1:10 ; 2 Pet. 1:19 ; 3 : 1 , 2,

Rev , 1 : 2 , 3, 19). We doubtless obtain here 16 ; Gal . 1 : 7, 8 , 16 ; Eph. 3 : 3 ; 1 Cor. 1:13 : 7:40 ).

glimpses of the impulse and guidance under which The writers of the New Testament who were not

the Scriptures were written . apostles (e. g. , Mark and Luke) are held to have

( 2) The testimony of Christ to the inspiration shared the apostolic promise and gift, not directly,

of the Scriptures is justly accounted of very great but indirectly, as they wrote respectively under

weight. His testimony bears explicitly upon the the direction of Peter and Paul. The considera

Oià Testament, implicitly upon the New. tion of these and other cases belong to the study

(1) He plainly and emphatically ascribes to the of the Canon.

Old Testament divine authority, not, it should be (4) The character, method, and measure of the

said , in such a way as to render careful examina- inspiration of the Scripture writers must likewise

tion of these ancient documents unnecessary or be ascertained from the Scriptures themselves.

improper, but still in such a way as should lead This has come to be more generally and distinctly

us to regard this part of the Scripture canon as , recognized in recent years, and with considerable

at least, generally the outcome of inspiration. effect in clearing up difficulties that had existed

The one thing in common between our Lord and in theories of inspiration.

bis Jewish opponents was that he, as did they, re- ( 1 ) From the Scriptures it is manifest that the

garded the Hebrew Scriptures as the writings of inspiration which lies back of them is of such a

inspired men, of men peculiarly inspired, and character and extent as to make them the infal.

therefore as declaring the divine word with infal. lible and divinely authoritative source of religious

lible authority (see Matt. 5:17, 18 ; 15 : 3 , 6 ; 22:43 ; and moral teaching. The claim of the Bible

Luke 24 :27-44; John 5:39, and many other throughout is that it brings to men the word of

places) . God . The distinguishing value the Scriptures

(2) There is much reason for saying that Christ ascribe to themselves is that they “ are able to

by necessary implication bore testimony to the in. make " us “ wise unto salvation .”

spiration of the New Testament. Christ declared (2) Still it is apparent that while in the Scrip.

that his coming and mission were in fulfillment of tures "holy men ofGod spake as they were moved

the prophecies of the old dispensation. Accord by the Holy Ghost " (see 2 Pet. 1:21), they were

ingly it is strongly suggested that as the old used by the Spirit as human instruments. Their

prophetic dispensation has its inspired records, so faculties were strengthened and exalted ; they

also must the new dispensation furnish the in- were prepared to receive and to communicate the

spired records of the fulfillment. More partic. truth that God would make known through them

ularly our Lord said , “ My words shall not pass to the world , and yet not in such a way as to

away” (Matt. 24:36) ; also “ I have given them obliterate all peculiarities or differences of natural

thy word ” (John 17:14). He laid emphasis upon endowments or of mental acquisitions. Thus

his own teachings at least equal to that which be what is termed the dynamical theory of inspira

laid upon the teachings of the Old Testament tion, in opposition to the mechanical conception ,

Scriptures. It cannot be imagined that he ex- has come to be regarded as corresponding with

pected or intended that his words should be left what the Scriptures actually manifest.

without equally authoritative record. And, further, (3) As to verbal inspiration (a phase of the

we find him providing and arranging for essen- mechanical theory, and the subject of much con .

>
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tention), it may be truly said that the Scriptures view of the recent revival of that error under the
do not claim for themselves all that some in their name of “Continuous Revelation ."

mistaken zeal have claimed for them. There is In the church of the Middle Ages the authority

in the language of the Bible a divine majesty ascribed to tradition obscured the pure doctrine

which is the result of the inworking of the Spirit. of Scripture inspiration, inasmuch as the Church

There are many places where we may readily con- came then to be regarded as another source of

ceive that not only the thoughts but also the very inspired teaching. But the Scriptures were still

words were divinely given. In the records of the held as possessing their own divine authority.

utterances of our Lord we may note in some in . Such essentially is the position of the Roman

stances what must impress us as even verbal ac- Catholic Church at present.

curacy, and even in that sense a fulfillment of his With the rise and growth of Protestantism this

promise to his apostles that the Spirit would bring subject has been naturally one of more earnest

all things to their remembrance, “ whatsoever I and varied discussion . Luther held what are re

have said unto you.” And yet it is most difficult, garded by many as lax views of inspiration, in

if not impossible, to say how far this extends. sisting chiefly upon inspiration as to matters of

And certain it is that the strict verbal theory is in doctrine, and applying his own judgment freely

conflict with many of the phenomena of Scrip- as to the books of the Bible, rejecting, e . g ., the

ture, as , e . g. , where the words of Christ in epistle of St. James. Calvin made strong admis

instituting the Holy Communion are given in four sions as to the human elements in the Scriptures.

different forms (see Matt. 26:26, 27 ; Mark 14:24 ; Later, largely on account of the advantage

Luke 22:21 ; 1 Cor. 11:25) . The essential matter taken by Roman Catholic opponents from these

of Scripture teaching is evidently that to which views, the tendency of Protestant doctrine was to

the Scriptures themselves attach chief impor- the other extreme. Early in the 17th century

tance . appeared the verbal theory of inspiration in its

(4) It is also evident from the study of the most rigid form , Buxtorf and others carrying it so

Scriptures that the inspiration of the writers had far as to argue, in the spirit of the Helvetic

its limits. These holy men are not represented as formulary, that even the vowel points and punctu

invested by the Holy Spirit with omniscience, or ation of the Hebrew Scriptures were inspired. A

infallible in every respect. They make no such recoil from this extreme naturally followed. The

claim to inspiration as some have made for them . early Arminian divines took the position that in

They profess to be the divinely authorized bearers spiration related principally, if not exclusively, to

of God's saving revelation. But beyond this they matters of faith. Said Grotius, “ A Spiritu sancto

exhibit in not a few instances the limitations and dictari historias non opus fuit.” But the ques

fallibility of human nature . The unwillingness to tion as to the extent and results of inspiration is

recognize this has led to pitiable methods of at- as yet by no means settled in Protestant and evan

tempting to remove not only apparent but real, gelical Christendom . Some theologians, even in

though unimportant, discrepancies presented in most recent times, have held to the theory of

the Scriptures, and has thus served not the cause verbal inspiration ; others assert the absolute

of revealed truth but of skepticism . inerrancy of the Scriptures in all their contents,

(5 ) The fact that the original manuscripts of while others, and in increasing numbers, give

the Bible bave been allowed to disappear, and clearer recognition to the human element con

that errors have undoubtedly come in through the nected with the production of the Holy Scriptures.

mistakes of transcribers and translators, together One noteworthy point of agreement, however, is

with the fact that the divine saving message in its that the Bible is in such a sense the result of in.

fulluess and harmony has been preserved, is suffi- spiration as to make it the supremely authoritative

cient to show us what is the intended result of bearer of God's saving revelation to mankind,

Scripture inspiration ; also how little depends upon the only infallible rule of faith and practice.”

the scholastic conception of inspiration, and how LITERATURE.—Van Oosterzee, Christian Dog.

muchupon the conception that is truly biblical. matics, vol. i , p. 191 , sq .; Dorner, System of

3. Historical. The subject of the inspiration Christian Doctrine, vol . ii. p. 183, sq.; Pope,

of the Holy Scriptures has been one to which Compendium of Christian Doctrine, vol . i, p . 156,

great emphasis has been given throughout all its sq.; Hodge, Systematic Theology, p . 153, sq.

history. The Jews of pre-Christian times, to say ( a modern example of the verbal theory ). Mar

nothing of later periods, held high views of in- tensen , Christian Dogmatics, p . 402, sq. ; Howe,

spiration of the Old Testament Scriptures. Jo. Divine Authority of Scripture ; Burnet, article vi,

sephus represents them correctly when he says, p. 157; Lowth, Vindication of Divine Authority

“ It is implanted in every Jew from the hour of and Inspiration of Old and New Testament ;

his birth to esteem these writings as the ordi- Conybeare, Theological Lectures, p . 186 ; Alford,

nances of God , and to stand by them ; in defense Prologue to Gospels ; Delitzsch , Biblical Psychol

of them , if need be, cheerfully to die . ' ogy , p. 433 ; Neander, Christian Dogmas, ii, 433,

The Christian Church in the Patristic age fur . sq. The literature of this subject is most abun

nished no formal definition of inspiration , though dant. The writers referred to above are mainly

the faith of the Church upon the subject, gen- of recent times, and valuable as setting forth the

erally speaking, was thoroughly firm . The Mon present state of doctrine .- E . McC.
tanist heresy of the 2d century, which pro- INSTANT, INSTANTLY . In addition to

claimed a continuance of inspiration in the same the usual use of the word (i . e. , a particular point

sense with Scripture inspiration, was wholly re- of time), several Greek words are used in the New

jected, a fact worthy of note, particularly in Testament. These words imply to be urgent,

6
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sents .

prays for them as

urgently, or fervently, as will be seen from the a particular sense Christ is represented as draw

following passages (Luke 7 :4 ; 23:23 ; Acts 26: 7 ; ing near to God and pleading in behalf of men .

Rom . 12:12). In 2 Tim . 4 :2 we find . “ he instant Thus, in harmony with the idea of intercession , he

in season and out of season ." The literal sense is is called our Advocate. The prayers and praises

“ stand ready " “ be alert ” for whatever may of believers areacceptable to God through Christ's

happen . See GLOSSARY, intercession (see 1 John 2: 1 ; Rom. 8:27 ; Heb .

INSTRUCTION . See EDUCATION; CHILDREN ; 4 : 14–16 ; 7:25 ; 13:15 ; 1 Pet. 2 : 5 ; Rev. 8 :3).

SCHOOLS.
The objects of Christ's intercession are ( 1 ) The

INSTRUMENT (Heb. 95, kel-ee', something world, the whole of humanity, which he repre
On no other ground can we understand

prepared ), a general term for any apparatus, as how a guilty race could be permitted to extend its

implement, utensil, weapon , vessel, furniture, etc. existence upon the earth under the moral govern .

The expression “ instruments of unrighteousness,
ment of God . In the broadest meaning of the

etc. (Rom. 6:13 ; Gr. Ötha ádurias) is a part of a
term Isaiah says , “ He made intercession for the

figure in which sin as a ruling power would em- transgressors ” (Isa. 53:12). (2) The great body

ploy the members of the body as weapons against of his people. În a special and peculiarly appro

holiness ,
priate and emphatic sense Christ pleads the cause

INSULT. Such treatment of another, in of those who are savingly united to him . He

word or deed, as expresses contempt. It is not not for the world ” (see John

definitely noticed in the Mosaic law ; only there - 17). (3 ) Individuals, and particularly those who

riling of a ruler was forbidden (Exod. 22:28), but penitently put their trust in him. “ The Head of

without any special penalty attached. The sever- every man is Christ ” ( 1 Cor. 11:3). If
any man

ity with which disrespect toward sacred persons sin we have an Advocate with the Father ” ,

was regarded appears from 2 Kings 2:23, sq . (1 John 2:1).
See MOCKERY.

2. Intercession of the Holy Ghost. In
INTEGRITY (Heb . Dn, tome,completeness)has one important passage (Rom. 8:26) this is partic

various shades of meaning: simplicity or sincerity ularly mentioned, and refers to the aid of the
(Gen. 20:5 ; Psa. 25:21 ; 78:72 ); entirety as Job Holy Spirit afforded to believers that they may
when under grievous trial(Job 2 : 3 , 9 ; 27 : 5 ; 31 : 6 ; offer truly appropriate prayers.

comp. Psa . 26 : 1 ; 41:12, etc. ). 3. Intercession of Christians. Roman

INTELLIGENCE . See GLOSSARY. Catholics believe in the intercession of the saints,

INTENT. See GLOSSARY. i . e . , of canonized departed spirits. This is re

INTENTION , purpose, design, the deliberate jected by Protestants as unscriptural because it

exercise of the will with reference to the conse derogates from the character of Christ, who is the

only and sufficient mediatorbetween God and man ,
quences of an act attempted or performed.
It is one of the fundamental principles of also because ofthe supposition involved that there

ethics that the moral quality of an action is in exists a class of glorified human beings who have
the intention. This is a generalprinciple, how- personal merits of their own on account of which
ever, to be guarded by the fact that no one is at they may plead effectually for others. A great

liberty to do evil that good maycome.
SeeEthics. truth , however, is to be recognized in that itis

In the doctrine of the Roman Catholic Church the privilege and duty of all Christians to pray

theidea of intention plays a peculiarly important fellow -men. This is intercession in a subordinateeffectively, as well as put forth efforts, for their

part in connection with the efficacy of the sacra

ments. Thus the efficacy of baptism dependsupon validityof such human intercession is illustratedthough still important sense. The propriety and

the intention of the priest. “ He must have the

intention to baptize indeed, i . e., to do what the in the Scriptures of both Testaments (sce 1 Sam .

Church does , or what Christ ' has ordained " 12:23 ; 1 Kings 18:36 , 37 ; Luke 12 ; Matt. 5:44 ;

1 Tim . 2 : 1 , et al . ).
(Deharbe, Catechism, p . 251). Also, more_gen

erally, in the decrees of the Council of Trent
INTEREST. See UsURY.

( 11th canon, section 7) it is stated : “ If anyone INTERMARRIAGE. See MARRIAGE .

shall say that in ministers, while they effect and INTERMEDDLE. See Glossary.

confer the sacraments, there is not required the

intentionat least ofdoing what the Church does, ployed in theology in two ways :First, it issome
INTERMEDIATE STATE, a phrase em.

let him be anathema." In opposition to this is

the 26th Article of Religion of the Church of death and resurrection of Christ. This is Van
times used to designate the interval between the

England, which declares thatthe unworthiness or Oosterzee's exclusive use of the term . Second,
wickedness of ministers “ hinders not theeffect of the usewhich is by far more general refers the

the sacraments which be effectual because

of Christ's institution and promise, although they before the resurrection and final judgment. The
term to the condition of mankind after death and

be ministered by evil men. '" See SACRAMENTS.

following discussion , therefore, embraces these
INTERCESSION (Heb. Ya?, paw -gah ', to two distinct though importantly related subjects .

come upon ; Gr. évtvyžávw, en -toong -khan '- o, to 1. Of Christ. The condition or situation of

meet with, to come between). the God-man during the period in which his body

1. Intercession of Christ. This belongs to lay in the grave may be a matter for reverent in.

the office of Christ as priest (q. v . ) and refers quiry, but not one for much of dogmatic state

generally to the aid which he extends as mediator ment. For the latter there is not sufficient Scrip

between God and mankind (see MEDIATION ). In ture basis.
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(1 ) We may look upon our Lord at this point revived and brought into considerable prominence

as affording another illustration of his acceptance within recent years. But that this Gospel procla.

of human conditions in that he existed for a time mation by our Lord in the world of spirits has

as a disembodied spirit, and for a time awaited ever been repeated (if it ever existed ), or that

his resurrection and glorification . The words others have been commissioned to similar work,

spoken to Mary, “ I am not yet ascended to my must certainly remain a matter of pure and peril

Father” (John 20:17), would seem to indicate that ous conjecture. Upon the inference taken from

his disembodied spirit had not attained to the this view of probation and the offer of salvation

final blessedness. On the other hand ,his promise beyond the grave, further remark will be made in

to the penitent thief certainly had a glorious the second part of this article .
meaning (comp. with 2 Cor. 12:24 ; Rev. 2 : 7 ). The Roman Catholic view of the descent is in

(2) At the same time the intermediate state terwoven with the peculiar ideas of the Roman

may be regarded as the transition between our Church as to the various divisions of the world of

Lord's humiliation and exaltation. In one sense , spirits. The purpose of Christ in the descent was

at all events, it was the beginning of his exalta- to deliver the saints of Israel and others from the

tion . For though he was “ dead and buried , ” limbus patrum , and conduct them to heaven (see

even in death he triumphed over death , in that his Cat. Council Trid ., art. v . ).

body saw no corruption ” (Acts 2:27 ; 13:37 ) . The doctrine of the Greek Church represents

Also, it is held that in entering the world of spirits Christ as descending into Hades for the purpose

our Lord did so triumphantly, and took possession of offering redemption “ to those who were sub

of the kingdom of the dead. Reference is madeject to Satan on account of original sin , releasing

in this connection to Rom . 14: 9 ; 10 : 7 ; Eph.4 :8,9 ; believers, and all who died in piety under the Old

Col. 2:15 ; 1 Pet. 3:18, 19 ;but the precise char- Testament dispensation."

acter of Christ's activity during this interval is The Lutheran doctrine has presented consider

one of those obscure matters upon which specula- able variations. But prominent amid the conflict

tion has been abundant, and has often gone be of opinions is the view of the later Lutheran theo

yond the proper warrant of Holy Seripture. logians, which regards the “ descent into hell " as

(3 ) Christ's descent into hell is a phrase the taking place not before, but immediately after the

proper meaning of which has been a subject of resurrection. The period of the intermediate state

endless controversy. That the phrase should con- was passed in Paradise. Early on Easter morning

tinue to be used is , in view of its ambiguity and before the risen Lord manifested himself to men,

liability to abuse, at least open to question . he went soul and body to hell, the abode of the

The Apostles' Creed contains in its fifth article lost, and there proclaimed his power over the

the words “ He descended into hell. ” But it is devil and his angels. The " descent," according

universally conceded that they did not appear in to this view, belonged emphatically to Christ's

that creed or any other before the 4th century: exaltation. The greatest extravagance of opinion

The purpose for which the clause was introduced upon this subject was that taught by Johannes

is in dispute. It remains in the Apostles' Creed Hoch in the 16th century, viz., that the soul of

as used by the Roman and Greek and Lutheran Christ descended into hell to suffer punishment

Churches and the Church of England. The Prot- while his body lay in the grave. That such a

estant Episcopal Church prefaces the Creed with thought could find any measure of acceptance is,

a note permitting the substitution of the words as has been said, " the opprobrium of one of the

“ He went into the place of departed spirits,” as darkest chapters of historical theology."

meaning the same as the words of the Creed. The Without going further, sufficient has been pre

Methodist Episcopal Church omits the words alto sented to illustrate the sentence quoted by Van

gether. See CREEDS ; also Westminster Citechism Oosterzee : “ On this subject also it is wiser, after

answer to question 50. David's fashion (Psa. 139 : 18) to meditate on one's

The phrase " descent into hell,” or any proper couch than to write thereupon .” See HELL.

equivalent does not appear in the New Testament. LITERATURE for this part of the subject, in ad

The words quoted by St. Peter (Acts 2:30, 31 ) , dition to works of systematic theology referredto

much relied upon, are quoted also by St. Paul below : Pearson On the Creed ; J. S. Semler, De

(Acts 13:34 , 35 ), but in such a way as to show Vario Impari Veterum Christi ad Inferos ; A,

that both apostles had in mind solely the resur- Dietmaler, History Dogma de Descensu Christi ad

rection of our Lord as preceded by his actual | Inferos ; Dorner, Person of Christ ; Hacker, Dis

death and burial. But for the exposition of these sert de descensu Christi ad inferos. For views of

and other passages (as Eph. 4 : 8-10 ; 1 Tim . 3:16 , various commentators, ancient and modern, as

and especially 1 Pet. 3 : 19-21 ; 4 : 6 ), the meaning well as Alford's own view on 1 Pet. 3 : 18-20, see

of which is disputed , reference must be made to Alford's Commentary on New Testament, vol. iv,
the works of Scripture exegetes. part i , p. 368. Whedon's Commentary on 1 Peter

It would be vain to attempt here to outline the is worthy of special attention with respect to the

history of speculation in connection with this sub passage in question.
ject . It should be said, however, that the view 2. Of Mankind. This likewise is a subject

that Christ's activity during his intermediate state upon which the light of the Scripture is not abun,

embraced the preaching of his Gospel was held by dant. There is, however, a progress tobe noted

quite a considerable number of the early Church when we compare the revelations of the New with

fathers. The advantages of this preaching were those of the old Testament. That the human

regarded as offered to both Jews and Gentiles in spirit continues to exist consciously after the

Hades. This view, as is well known, has been death of the body is a fact most clearly estab
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lished upon a biblical basis, to say nothing of nounce those who die in the Lord " as " blessed,"

the strength of philosophical arguments upon or “ with Christ.” It dishonors theperfect atone

the matter (see IMMORTALITY). That a most powment of our Lord. It has led to the great abuse

erful contrast is declared between the state of of the sale of masses for the dead. See PURGA

the righteous and that of the wicked, not only TORY.

after the final judgment, but also during the in- ( 4 ) Within recent years has been presented,

terval between that event and the death of the sometimes with great apparent force, the theory

body should also be regarded as beyond question. which regards the intermediate state as one of

But still the precise condition or situation in probation and opportunity to choose the way of

which the departed spirit finds itself immediately life, particularly for those who, from no fault of

after death is another matter, upon which even their own, have not in the present world known

the teachings of the New Testament are not full , the Gospel. This theory rests for its Scripture

or always most explicit. Accordingly speculation support mainly upon 1 Pet. 3 :19-21; 4 : 6, much

has been rife, and has frequently illustrated the controverted passages to which reference has

peril of attempting to be “ wise above that which already been made. Interwoven with this theory

is written .” It is not practicable here to do more are what may be regarded as overstrained concep

than to indicate by the most general outline the tions of the necessity of probation in every case

various theories that have found their advocates, for the development of moral life, and of the

and, besides this, to suggest the conclusions that necessity of an intellectual apprehension of the

may be derived fairly from the Scriptures. historic Christ in order to salvation (see PROBA

( 1) The belief has been held by many at dif- tion ; also Faith ; also Arminian view of the ap

ferent times in the history of the Church that plication of the benefits of the atonement in article

during the intermediate state the soul is uncon- on ELECTION) . It should be said that nany, if not

scious. Strictly speaking, the theory has some most, of the advocates of this view guard it, or

times gone beyond this, and denied the existence attempt to guard it, in such a way as not to en

of any spiritual principle in man that may survive courage men in the rejection of the Gospel, for

the disorganization of the body. A modification they admit, as all must, that the whole tone of

of the theory of the unconscious state, or sleep of Scripture, at least for those who hear the Gospel,

the soul, has appeared in the speculation that the is to the effect: “ Behold now is the accepted

soul while disembodied can take no note of the time ; behold now is the day of salvation " (see

succession of events, and thus no note of time, and also Luke 16 : 25–31 ).

therefore, so faras consciousness is concerned , the ( 5 ) From what is revealed in the Scriptures it

moment of death is practically identical with that may reasonably be concluded ( a) that the inter

of resurrection. Without delaying, in order to mediate state is not for the wicked that of their

criticise these speculations upon philosophic final misery, nor for the righteous that of their

grounds, it may be sufficient to say that in all its completed and final blessedness. They await the
forms the theory in question is opposed to the resurrection and the judgment of the great day

picture of conscious life given by our Lord in the (see Matt . 25 :31-46 ; John 5:28 , 29) (see RESUR

parable of Dives and Lazarus ; also to the general RECTION ; JUDGMENT). (6 ) The state of those “ who

representations of the Apocalypse. The fact die in the Lord ” is, even for this period, pro.

upon which stress is often laid , that in the New nounced “ blessed.” It is so, for the reason that

Testament the dead are sometimes spoken of as though they wait for the final consummation,they

sleeping, and thesaints " sleep in Jesus ” ( 1 Thess . are “ with Christ " (see Rev. 14 :4 , 13 ; Phil.

4:14 ), proves nothing in favor of the theory. For 1:23 ; John 14 : 1 , 3 ; Luke 23:43 , et al.) . ( c) For

this is simply a figurative expression with refer- those who have willfully rejected the offer of sal

ence to the resemblance which death bears to vation through Christ there is no ground of hope

sleep ; and , besides this, sleep is one thing and based upon Scripture that after death that offer

utter unconsciousness is another.
will be renewed. It is proper to emphasize this

(2) In contrast with the preceding is the theory statement in view of the spirit of presumption

which obliterates the intermediate state by repre. fostered by conjectural dealing with this most

senting human beings as entering at the moment awful of all themes .

of their death upon their final condition. Re- LITERATURE. — Works of systematic theology of

demption according to this condition (that of special value : Pope, Van Oosterzee, Hodge. Of

Gnosticism ) accomplishes its final triumph in the interest as a strong advocate for the future pro

deliverance of the spirit from the body, while St. bation theory : Dorner, System of Christian Doc

Paul represents the final triumph as the resurrec. trine; Hagenbach , History of Doctrine; Hall, Pur.

tion, the “ redemption of the body” (see Rom. gatory Examined ; Baylie, The Intermediate Stale

8:19-23 ; 1 Cor., ch. 15). This theory also ignores of the Blessed . - E . McC.

the final judgment as represented in the Scrip
INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE,

(3) The theory of a purgatory, or intermediate See INSPIRATION.

state of suffering between heaven and hell, for the INTREAT. See GLOSSARY.

discipline and purification of those who finally are
INWARD. See GLOSSARY.

to enter heaven, belongs to the Romish Church.

It is part of an elaborate system of doctrine con IPHEDEI'AH (Heb. 77?? !, yif -deh -yaw ',

cerning the souls of the departed developed by Jah will liberate), one of the " of Shashak,

mediæval theology. It has no foundation in Scrip- and a chief of the tribe of Benjamin, resident at

ture. It is opposed by such Scriptures as pro- Jerusalem (1 Chron. 8:25), B. C. before 588 .

"

tures.

>
sons
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IR (Heb. 79, eer, a city),the father of Shuppim Psa. 107:10 ); of a hard, barren soil (Deut. 28:23) ;

(Shupham )and Huppim (Hupham ), of the tribe of of harsh exercise of power (Psa. 2:9 ; Rev. 2:27).

Benjamin ( 1 Chron . 7:12) ; probably identical with IRʻPEEL (Heb. Sa? !, yir -peh -ale', God will

one of the sons of Benjamin (Gen. 46:21 ), and, heal), a city of the tribe of Benjamin (Josh. 18:27).

therefore, not, as often supposed, the same with From the associated names it would seem to have

IRI (1 Chron. 7 :7). been located in the district west of Jerusalem .

IRA (Heb. 877, ee-raw ', citizen, or watchful), IRRIGATION . There is a reference to arti

the name of three of David's favorite officers. ficial irrigation by conduits in the water part

1. A Jairite, and “ chief ruler about David ” ings, canals” (Job 38:25 ; Prov. 21:1 ). Besides ,they

(2 Sam . 20:26), B. C. after 1000. were well known to the Israelites from Egypt

2. A Tekoite, son of Ikkesh , and one of David's (Deut. 11:10 ), for there water is brought from
thirty warriors ' (2 Sam. 23:26 ; 1 Chron. 11:28). the Nile, its canals and reservoirs, to the higher

Hewas- afterward placed in chargeof the sixth lying regions in various ways : sometimes bydraw
division of troops (1 Chron . 27 :9), B. C. 993 . wells with a long lever (now called Shaduf); some

3. An Ithrite, one of David's “ valiant men" times by large dredge wheels moved by the foot,

(2 Sam . 23:38 ; 1 Chron. 11:40), B. C. 993 . over which passes a long endless rope with

I'RAD (Heb. 77'4, ee-rawd ', fugitive ), one of
earthen jars fixed to it such as are still in use

(Deut. 11:10) , though the phrase "wateredst it
the antediluvian patriarchs of theCainite line,son with thy foot ” may refer to pushing aside the

of Enoch, and father of Mehujael (Gen, 4:18). soil between one furrow and another, so as to

I'RAM (Heb. 67 , ee-rawm ', city -wise), the allow the flow of water ; sometimes by more
last named of the Edomite phylarchs in Mount complex machines moved by oxen ; sometimes by

Seir, apparently contemporary with Horite kings carrying it on the shoulder in buckets.

(Gen. 36:43 ; 1 Chron . 1:54 ). IR -SHE-MESH (Heb .w?auny, eer sheh '.

IR -HAHEʻRES (Heb. 099, eer ha- mesh, city of the sun ), a city of Dan, on the border
heh ' -res, A. V. " the city of destruction ” ), the between Eshtaol and Shaalabbin ' (Josh . 19:41),

name or an appellation of a city in Egypt,"men- probably the same with Beth -shemesh (1 Kings

tioned only in Isa. 19:18 . “There are various 4 : 9).

explanations. 1. The city of the sun,' a transla- I'RU (Heb. 1975, ee-roo', citizen ), the first

tion of the Egyptian sacred name of Heliopolis. named of the sons of Caleb, the son of Jephunneh

2. “ The city of Heres,' a transcription in the ( 1 Chron. 4:15) , B. C. after 1210.

second word of the Egyptian sacred name of Helio. I'SAAC . - 1. Name and Family. (Heb.

polis,Ha-ra, the abode(literally, “house') of the pasa, yits-khawk',laughter,i. e. , mockery ; PTE ?,.

3. ' A city destroyed, ' literally, ' a city of
destruction, meaning that one ofthe five cities yis-khauk', he will laugh, in Psa. 105:9 ; Jer.33:26 ;

mentioned should be destroyed, according to Isa. Amos 7:9,16 ; Gr. Ioaák, ee -sah -ak'. ) The only son

iah’s idiom . 4. 'A city preserved,"meaning that of Abraham by Sarah . The name Isaac was fitly

one of the five cities mentioned should be pre
chosen by Jehovah for the child in commemora

served. A very careful examination of the 19th tion of supernatural birth (Gen. 17:19), and of the

chapter of Isaiah, and of the 18th and 20th,which laughing joy it occasioned.

are connected with it, has inclined us to prefer birth of Isaac occurred (B.c. about 2233) when
2. Personal History . (1) Early life. The

the third explanation ” (Smith , Bib. Dict. , s. v .).
Abraham was a hundred years old and his mother

I'RI (Heb. ????', ee-ree', citizen ), the last named ninety (Gen. 21 : 5 ; comp. 17:17). He was circum

of the five sons of Bela, son of Benjamin (1 Chron. cised when he was eight days old , and his mother's

7 : 7). skeptical laughter was turned into exultation and

IRI'JAH (Heb. 77 , yir-ee-yaro', fearfulof joy . The next event recorded of Isaac is his

at the gate of Benjamin,who arrested theprophet of theoccasion Abraham madea great feast, as

Jah), son of Shelemiah, anda captain of the ward weaning, probably( according to Eastern custom )

when he was two years old ( 21:8, sq. ). In bonor

Jeremiah on the pretense that he was deserting to

the Chaldeans (Jer. 37:13 , 14), B. C. about 597.
an expression, no doubt, of his joy. This happi

ness was naturally shared by the mother and the

IR ' -NA'HASH (Heb. um? 79, eer naw . friendsof the parents. But ISHMAEL( q. v .) sawno

khawsh ', city ofa serpent,marg, “ city of Nabash " ), occasion for gladness to him — being supplanted

thoughtby some to be a city founded (rebuilt) by in the more peculiar honor of the house by this

Tehinnah (1 Chron. 4:12 ). Keil (Com .) prefers to younger brother. He mocked ( see Note) and so

understand it as the name of a person, Nahash (see angered Sarah that she insisted upon his being

2 Sam. 17:25) . sent away. (2) Offering. We are next informed

IRON (Heb. 7in , yir -ohn ', place of alarm ), of the event connected with the command of God

one of the “ fenced ” cities of Naphtali (Josh. the land of Moriah (ch . 22), B. C. perhaps 2317.
to offer Isaac up as a sacrifice on a mountain in

19:38), probably the present village of Jarûn , He wasprobably about sixteen years of age; ac
southeast of Bint-Jebeil .

cording to Josephus ( Ant., i , 13, 2) twenty-five. It
IRON . See MINERAL KINGDOM. appears from the narrative that Isaac was not

Figurative. Iron is used in Scripture as the aware that he was to be offered until the act was

symbol of strength (Dan. 2:33, etc. ), of stubborn in process of being accomplished (Gen , 22:7, 8),

ness (Isa. 48:4) ; of severe affliction (Deut. 4:20 ; 1 and then there was no resistance ; nor, so far as

sun .
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we are informed, did Isaac raise any objection, fully trust the divine protection, but that he was

His conduct proved him to be a fitting type of led by his fears into an error. While dwelling in

Him who came to do not his own will, but the the neighborhood of Gerar he had the weakness

will of Him that sent him. (3) Marriage. A to call Rebekah his sister, lest the people might

long gap occurs in the narrative of Isaac's life, kill him if they knew her to be his wife. Upon

and we hear nothing of him till his marriage to learning the truth Abimelech, the Philistine king,
Rebekah. Wee may reasonably infer that a period rebuked Isaac for his prevarication, but allowed

of twenty years or more elapsed since the last him to remain in the land (26:1-11). : (7) Later

event recorded concerning him ; for his marriage life. Isaac remained in the land of the Philis

took place after hismother's death , which occurred tines, cultivated a portion of ground, and in the

when Isaac was thirty-seven years old . In obe- same year reaped a hundredfold . His flocks and

dience to the command of Abraham, his trusty herds multiplied greatly . This so excited the

servant went to Mesopotamia to take, under divine envy of the Philistines that they drove him from

direction , a partner from among his own kin for their territory. He reopened the wells which his
his son . Rebekah was chosen, and became the father had digged, and which the Philistines bad

wife of Isaac when he was forty years of age filled up ; digging also several new ones, which

(ch . 24), B. C. about 2193. ( 4 ) Death ofAbraham. they claimed as theirs. Withdrawing from one

The shaduf or draw -well. (See under "Irrigation. ")

Previous to his death Abraham made a final dis- | after another, he dug one which he was allowed

tribution of his property, leaving to Isaac his pos- to keep unmolested ; and, in token of his satisfac

sessions , while the sons of Hagar and Keturah tion at the peace he enjoyed, he called it Reho.

were sent away with presents into the east coun- both (Room ,Gen. 26 :12–22). Thencehe returned

try (Arabia). Isaac and Ishmael buried their to Beersheba, where the Lord appeared to bim and

father in the cave of Machpelah , and Isaac took repeated the covenant blessing. Abimelech also

up his residence " by the well Lahai-roi ” (25 : 5-11 ). sought and obtained from Isaac a covenant of

(5 ) Children , After about twenty years (B. C. peace (26 :24-33). When Esau was forty years of

about 2173), and in answer to prayer, Rebekah age, and Isaac a hundred, the former married

gave birth to two sons, Jacob and Esau (25:21 , Judith and Bashemath, daughters of Canaan,

sq.). As the boys grew Isaac gave a preference which were a grief of mind to Isaac and Re

to Esau, perhaps from his robust character, while bekah ” (vers. 34, 35). (8) Isaac's blessing. The

Jacob, “ a plain man, dwelling in tents ," was the last prominent event in the life of Isaac is the
favorite of his mother. (6) Denies his wife. A blessing of his sons (27 :1, sq.). Being old and dim

famine in the land compelled Isaac to seek food of sight, and supposing that his death was near at

in some foreign land, but he was admonished by hand, Isaac called Esau and requested him to take

God not to go down to Egypt, but to continue in venison and to make him savory meat, "
that he

the promised land. The Lord renewed the prom- might eatand bless him before hedied . Rebekah,

ise to him and to his seed , and confirmed the hearing his request , sought to frustrate this inten
promise made to his father. Isaac did not so tion, and to secure the blessing for Jacob. While

<<
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Esau was absent, Rebekah prepared the “ savory tribe we do not know . Isaiah is thought to have

meat, ” and Jacob, disguised so as to resemble his lived in Jerusalem , near the temple (ch. 6), and

hairy brother, deceived his father and obtained married a prophetess, by whom he had a son

the blessing . Upon the discovery of the decep- named Maher-shalal-hash-baz (8 :3); another son,
tion Isaac, remembering, no doubt, the prediction Shear-jashub, being mentioned in 7 :3. Bis

that “ the elder should serve the younger, de- dress was suitable to his vocation ( 20 :2 ), viz. ,

clined to revoke the words he had uttered, but a coarse linen or hairy overcoat of a dark color,

bestowed an inferior blessing upon Esau. This so such as was worn by mourners. (1) Time of the

angered Esau that he seems to have looked for- prophet. Isaiah prophesied under the reigns of

ward to Isaac's death as affording an opportunity Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of

for taking vengeance upon his brother. The aged Judah. The first period of hisministry was in

patriarch was therefore induced, at his wife's en the reigns of Uzziah (B. C. 783–738) and Jotham

treaty, to send Jacob into Mesopotamia, that he 750–738 as regent, 738–735 sole ruler), in which

might take a wife “ of the daughters of Laban ” he preached repentance without success, and, con

(27:41–28 :6 ). (9) Death. After some time Jacob sequently, had to announce judgment and banish

returned and found his father at Mamre, in “ the ment. The second period extended from the

city of Arba, which is Hebron, where Abraham commencement of the reign of Ahaz (735–719) to

and Isaac sojourned.” Here Isaac died at the age that of the reign of Hezekiah ; the third from the

of one hundred and eighty years,and was gathered accession of Hezekiah (719–705) to the fifteenth

unto his people, and his sons, Esau and Jacob, year of his reign. After this he took no further

buried him (35: 27-29), B. C. about 2053 . part in public affairs, but he lived till the com

3. Character. Isaac was the worthy offspring mencement of Manasseh's reign, when , according

of the chosen patriarch. He appears less a man to a credible tradition , he suffered martyrdom by

of action than of suffering, from which he is gen- being sawn asunder. To this Heb . 11:37 is sup

erally delivered without any direct effort of his posed to be an allusion. The traditional spot of the

Thus he suffers as the object of Ishmael's martyrdom is a very old mulberry tree, which

mocking, of the intended sacrifice on Moriah, of stands near the Pool of Siloam , on the slopes of

the rapacity of the Philistines, and of Jacob's Ophel, below the southeast wall of Jerusalem.

stratagem . He seems ever to be upheld by the ( 2) Writings. Isaiah was the author of a biog.

tokens of God's favor, retaining his calmness and raphy of King Uzziah (2 Chron . 26:22 ), and of

dignity as a conscious heir of the promises, and Hezekiah (32:32), as well as of the sublime

kept from commission of acts which would forfeit prophecies that bear his name. Both biographies

respect. He was modest,meditative, and retiring, have been lost, together with the annals of Judab

full of sentiment and affection . While his life and Israel into which they had been inserted. He

was not filled with stirring acts, yet, by its con- is by general consent the greatest of all Hebrew

sistency and harmony, it won respect and envy writers, and so fully does he describe the person

from his contemporaries. Posterity always joined and offices of the Messiah , that from the time of

his name in equal honor with those of Abraham St. Jerome he has been known as the evangelical

and Jacob. prophet. (3) Position . Isaiah appears to have

NOTE.— (1) Ishmael mocking (Gen. 21 :9) . Various held a high rank in Jerusalem , for Hezekiah,

meanings are ascribed to the word (PNS ??) translated when sending a deputation tohim , chose his high
mocked. " In Gal . 4:29 the apostle Paul refersto per est officers and the elders of the priests (2 Kings

secutions sustained by Isaac from Ishma - 1. Ellicott 19: 2). It is exceedingly probable that he was the

thinks that Paul accepted the tradition that Isaacsuf- bead and chief of the prophetic order, holding in

fered personalviolence from Ishmael; Keil and De Jerusalem the same rank which Elisha had held
litzsch (Com . ) that Paul refers to Ishmael's mocking,

making ridicule. “ Isaac, the object of holy laughter, in the prophetic schools in Israel . His authority

was made the butt of unholy wit or profane sport . ' greatly increased after the fulfillment of his

(2 ) Offering of Isaac (Gen. 22 ).
way is to consider this transaction as it is represented prophecies by the Babylonian exile, the victories

in the sacred page. The command, then, was expressly of Cyrus, and the deliverance of the covenant

designedtotry Abraham's faith . Religious perfection people. Even Cyrus was induced (Josephus, Ant. ,

and his position alike demanded a perfectheart ;hence xl, i , 1 and 2) to set the Jews at liberty by the
the trial. If he were willing to surrender even his only

child, and act himself both as an offerer and priest in prophecies of Isaiah concerning himself.

the sacrifice of the required victim ; if he could so far Concerning the opinion of a “ second Isaiah,"

conquer bis natural affections, so subdue the father in

bis heart, then there could be no doubt that his will was
see BIBLE (Isaiah ). See JESAIAH.

entirely submissive to God's, and that he was worthy of ISAIAH , BOOK OF. See Bible, Books or.

every trust , copidence, and honor. The trial was made,

the fact was ascertained, but the victim was not slain IS'CAH (Heb. 177 . !, yis-kaw ', watchful), the
(McC . and S., Cyc.). See art. ABRAHAM . (3) Denialof Rebekah (Gen. 26: 1-11) . Thishas been supposed daughter of Haran, and sister of Milcah and Lot

to be a varying accountofthe transaction recorded of ( Gen. 11:29 ; comp. v. 31). Jewish tradition, as
Abrabam . But the name Abimelech ” occurring 10 in Josephus( Ant., i, 6, 6 ),Jerome and the Targum

both cases proves nothing, for Abimelech was probably

the common title of the kings of Gerar ( Haley, Discrep
Pseudo-Jonathan identifies her with SARAHI

ancies ). ( 9. v. ).

ISA'IAH (Heb. Too ?, yesh -ah -yaw ', or ISCAR'IOT (Gr. ' Iokapiórns, is-kar -ee -o ' -tace,

7.7770 ?, yesh -ah -yaro'-hoo, Jah has saved ). probably from Heb. Din ,eesh ker -ee- yöth',

Personal History . Very little information man of Kerioth ), a surname of Judas (q . v.) the

has come to us respecting the history of Isaiah . traitor, to distinguish him from othersof the same

His father's name was Amoz (Isa . 1:1),butof what name (Matt. 10 : 4 , etc. ).

:ܙ
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ISH'BAH (Heb. har?, yish -bakh ', he will the resentment of Joab for the death of Asahel
praise), a descendant of Judah, and founder (v. 17 , sq .). (3) Death. When Ish-bosheth heard

(“ father ") of Eshtemoa ; he was probably a son that Abner was dead, “ his hands were feeble,"

of Mered by his wife Hodiab ( 1 Chron. 4:17 ). (See and he was soon after murdered, while taking his

MERED.) He is perhaps the same as Ishi (q. v. ) in midday rest, by Rechab and Baana, probably to

v. 20, and apparently identical with the Naham revenge a crime of his father, or in the hope of

( q. v. ) of v. 19. obtaining a reward from David. They met with a

ISH'BAK (Heb. Pan, yish-bawk', leaving), a for the cold blooded murder, and ordered themto
stern reception from that king, who rebuked them

son of Abraham and Keturah (Gen. 25: 2 ; 1 Chron. be executed. The head of Ish -bosheth was buried

1:32 :) B. C. after 2233 , and the progenitor of a in the sepulcher of Abner in Hebron ( 4 :2-12 ), B. C.

tribe of northern Arabia. The settlements of this about 993.

people are very obscure, perhaps in the valley of

Sabák (called also Sibák), in the Dabnà, a fertile
ISH'I (Heb. ??, yish - ee', salutary.)

and extensive tract, belonging to the Benee
1. The son of Appaim and father of Sheshan ,

Temeem , in Nejd, or the highland, of Arabia, on
and descendant of Judah ( 1 Chron. 2:31 ).

the northeast of it (Smith, Dict., s. v . ).
2. Another descendant of Judah , but through

ISH BI-BE NOB (Heb. Siz 19., yish-bee' sonswere Zoheth and Ben -zoheth.
what line does not appear (1 Chron . 4:20 ); his

beh-nobe', my seat is at Nob), one of the Rephaim , 3. A Simeonite, four of whose sons led their

a gigantic warrior, “ whose spear weighed three brethren in the invasion of Mt. Seir, and the dis

hundred shekels of brass,” who attacked David, possession of the Amalekites (1 Chron. 4:42), B. C.

but was slain by Abishai (2 Sam . 21:16), B. C. before 715 .

about 965. 4. One of the chiefs of Manasseh east, who

ISH '- BOʻSHETH (Heb. nu - u , cesh -bo - were “mighty men of valor,famousmen ” (1Chron.

sheth, man of shame, i.e. , bashful), the youngest 5:24), B. C. about 720.

of Saul's four sons ( 2 Sam. 2 : 8 ; 1 Chron . 8:33 ;
ISHI'AH (Heb. 77., yish -shee -yaw ', Jehovah

9:39 ; in the two later passages his name is given will lend ), the fifth son of Izrahiah, great-grandson

as Esh - Baal, “ the man of Baal " ). of Issachar ( 1 Chron . 7 : 3 ).

Personal History. (1 ) Succeeds Saul. Ish- ISHI'JAH (Hebrew same as above), one of the

bosheth was the only son who survived his father, of Harim , who renounced his Gentile

bis three brothers being slain with Saul in the wife after the captivity (Ezra 10:31 ) , B. C. 456 .

battle of Gilboa, B. C. about 1000. Being the ISHʻMA (Heb. Napi, yish -maw ', desolate), a
oldest of the royal family, he was, according to

“ ofthe law of oriental succession , the heir to the descendantof Judah, given as one of the sons

throne. His unele, Abner ,loyally espoused his the father (founder) of Etam ” ( 1 Chron. 4:3).

cause, but the whole kingdom was in ruins; while ISH'MAEL (Heb. 389an , yish-maw -ale',

hardly a single city west of the Jordan either God will hear), the name of several men.

could or would acknowledge the rule of the house 1. Son of Abraham (Gen. 16:15 , 16).

of Saul . Abner, therefore, took Ish -bosheth be . Personal History . Ishmael was the eldest

yond the Jordan, to the city Mabanaim , and an- son of Abraham by Hagar, his Egyptian concu .

nounced him as Saul's successor ( 2 Sam . 2 : 8 , 9 ) . bine, when the patriarch was eighty-six years old,

Abner appears to have first undertaken to reunite fourteen years before the birth of Isaac (Gen.

under his protection the country of the east, and 21 : 5) , B. C. 2248. The place of his birth was

then reconquer the territory subdued by the Phil. Mamre. ( 1 ) Circumcision. The next recorded

istines. The order in which these districts were event of his life is his circumcision, he then being

retaken seem to be indicated in v. 9. While Abner thirteen years of age (Gen. 17:25), at which time

was making these efforts some five years probably the Lord renewed toAbraham in more definite

elapsed, leaving the length of Ish -bosheth's terms the promises made to Abraham respecting

reign two years (v. 10). He was forty years Ishmael (v. 20) . Up to this time Abraham ap

old when he began to reign. Even the semblance pears to have considered Ishmael as the heir of

of authority which he possessed he owed to the promise, and to have entertained great affection

will and influence of Abner, who kept the real for him (vers. 17, 18). (2 ) Expulsion . Ishmael

control of affairs in his own hands, carrying on is not mentioned again until the weaning of Isanc,

all wars and negotiations with David ( 2 Sam . 2:12, when Ishmael was probably between fifteen and

$ q.; 3:6–12). (2 ) Breaks with Abner. At length sixteen years of age. During the festivities of the

Ish-bosheth accused Abner (whether justly or not occasion, Ishmael , angered doubtless by his

is not stated ) of cohabiting with Rizpah, his blighted hopes, gave way to some insulting ex

father's concubine, which , according to oriental pressions of mockery. Sarah speedily detected

custom, was considered treason . When Ish -bo - him , and said to Abraham , “ Cast out this bond

sheth accused him of this he fell into a great rage, woman and her son : for the son of this bond

and announced his intention of handing over the woman shall not be heir with my son, even with
kingdom to David . Ish -bosheth made no reply , Isaac." Grieved at the demand of Sarah, he only

" because he feared him .” Soon after Abner yielded when influenced by a divine admonition.

made proposals to David , and the latter demand . The beautiful and touching picture of Hagar's

ing Michal, his former wife, Ish -bosheth forced departure and journey is thus recorded : “ And

Phaltiel to give her up (3 : 12-16 ) . Wliile carrying Abraham rose up early in the morning, and took

on negotiations with David, Abner fell a victim to bread, and a bottle of water, and gave it unto
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Hagar, putting it on her shoulder, and the child , orthree years later (Gen. 21:5-8 ). The translation of

and sent her away ; and she departed, and wan- fant is intelicitous. It is unnecessary to assume thatGen. 21:14, which seems to speak of Ishmael as an in

dered in the wilderness of Beer-sheba . And the the child was put on Hagar's shoulder, the construction

water was spent in the bottle, and she cast the of the Hebrew notrequiringit;and the sense of the
child under one of the shrubs . And she went, passage rendering it bighly improbable. Hagar carried

* it," the bottle, op hershoulder. The factof the lad

and sat her down over against him a good way off, beingovercome by thirst and fatigue before his bardy

as it were a bowshot : for she said , Let me not see Egyptian mother, is not remarkable, especially when we

the death of the child . And she sat over against remember God's miraculous interposition in her behalf.

him , and lifted up her voice and wept ” (Gen. 2. Son of Azel, a descendant of Saul through

21 : 6–16 ). The Lord appeared to Hagar, opened Meribbaal, or Mephibosheth (1 Chron. 8:38 ; 9:44),

her eyes, and she saw a well of water, and thus B. C. before 588.

saved the life of the lad . Again the cheering 3. A man of Judah, whose son (or descend.

promise is renewed to her of her son , “ I will ant) , Zebadiah , was "ruler of the house of Judah,”

make him a great nation ” ( v. 18). (3) Marries. under Jehoshaphat (2 Chron. 19:11), B. C. about

Thus miraculously preserved, the lad “ grew and 875. The office of “ ruler," etc., was that of lay

dwelt in the wilderness (Paran), and became an president of the supremecourt in Jerusalem.
archer.” It would seem to have been his mother's 4. Son of Jebohanan, of Judah, and captain

wish to return to Egypt, but this being prerented, of a " hundred, " who assisted Jehoiada in restoring

she took him an Egyptian wife (Gen. 21:21 ). We Joash to the throne (2 Chron. 23: 1), B. C. 836.

have no account of Ishmael having any other wife, 5. One of the “ sons ” of Pashur, who re

and if this be the case, she was the mother of linquished his Gentile wife after the exile (Ezra

twelve sons (Gen. 25: 13–15) and one daughter. 10:22), B. C. 456.

This daughter, being called the “ sister of Neba- 6. Murderer of Gedaliah, who was the super

joth ” (Gen. 28: 9), the limitation of the par- intendent, under the king of Babylon, of the

entage of the brother and sister seems to point province of Judea. His full description is “ Ish

to a different mother for Ishmael's other sons. mael , the son of Nathaniah, the son of Eli

( 4 ) After life. Of this we know but little . Ish- shama, of the seed royal” of Judah (Jer. 41 : 1 ;

mael was present, with Isaac, at the burial of 2 Kings 25:25). “ Whether he was actually a son

Abraham (Gen. 25 : 9 ), B. C. 2158. The sacred of Zedekiah or a king, or more generally, that he

historian gives us a list of his twelve sons, tells had royal blood in his veins — we cannot tell."

us that Esau married his daughter Mahaloth (2) Crime. During the siege of Jerusalem he,

(28 : 9), and closes up the brief sketch in these like many others of his countrymen (Jer. 40:11),

words : “ And these are the years of the life of had fled across the Jor

Ishmael, a hundred and thirty and seven years : dan, where he found a

and he gave up the ghost and died , and was refuge at the court of

gathered unto his people. And they dwelt from Baalis, then king of Bene

Havilah unto Shur,that is before Egypt, as thou Ammon (Josephus, Aut.,

goest toward Assyria : and he died in the presence X, 9, 2). Gedaliah bad

of all his brethren ” (25:17 , 18), B. C. 2111 . taken up his residence at

Character. Ishmael appears to have been a Mizpah , a few miles N.

wild and wayward child, and doubtless the perfect of Jerusalem , where the

freedom of desert life, and intercourse with those prophet Jereiniah resided

who looked upon him as heir-apparent of their great with him (Jer. 40: 6). Ish

chief, tended to make him impatient of restraint, mael had been instigated by Baalis to slay Ged.

and overbearing in his temper. His harsh treat- aliah (v . 14), and his intention was made knownby
ment by Sarah, his disappointment in not becom . Johanan who offered to put Ishmael to death . To
ing the heir of Abraham , and the necessity of this Gedaliah would not consent, and a short time

earning a scanty living by his sword and bow , after, Ishmael and ten companions, " princes of

would naturally wound his proud spirit and make the king, ” came to him and were by him enter

him what the angel had predicted, “ A wild man ; tained at a feast (vers. 15 , 16 ). He returned the

his hand will be against every man, and every kindness shown him by murdering Gedaliah and
man's hand against him ” ( 16:12) . all his attendants, including some Chaldean sol.

diers who were there. So secretly was the deed

NOTE . -Gen . 16:12. Keil (Com .) considers the ex . executed that for two days it remained undiscov.

pression , “ He shall dwell in the presence of all his
brethren," to mean that“ Ishmaelwould maintain an ered. On the second dayhe saw a party of eighty

independent standing before all the descendants of devotees , bringing incense and offerings tothe
Abraham ," and adds : “ The Ishmaelites bave continued temple, who, at his invitation, turned aside to the
to this day in free and undiminished possession of the residence of Gedaliah . As they passed into the
extensive peninsula between the Eupbrates, the Straits

of Suez, and the Red Sea , from which they have over city he closed the gates and slew all but ten , who

spread both Northern Africa and Southern Asia . Smith escaped by the offer of heavy ransoms.

(Cycl.) says that the passage “ seems only to signify that
he dwelt near them :" which view ,Dr.Strong (Mcc.and carried off the daughters of King Zedekiah, and

S. , Cycl. ) says, “ is confrmed by the circumstance that the people of the town, and started for the coun.

the Israelites did , in fact, occupy the country bordering try of the Ammonites. The massacre was soon
that in which the various tribes descended from abra- made known, and Ishmaelwas quickly followed
ham or Terah bad settled - the Ishmaelites, Edomites,

Midianites, Ammonites, etc." Gen. 21:14 . The by Johanan and his companions, who “ found him

age of Ishmael at the time of his expulsion hasgiven by the great waters that are in Gibeon ” (41 : 1-12),
Occasion to considerable discussion . He was doubtless B. c. 388. Ishmael, with eight of his men,
thirteen years of age (Gen. 17:25 ) at the time of his cir

cumcision, and thetime of bis expulsiou was about two escaped, and went to the Ammonites. Nothing
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more is recorded of this marvel of craft and vil. ISH - TOB (Heb. 313-vjx, eesh - tobe', man of

lainy. Tob), " apparently one of the small kingdoms or

ISHMAELITE (Heb. 18young, hah- yish- states which formedpart ofthegeneralcountry

maw - ay -lee', 1 Chron . 2:17 ; bona , hah-yesh
of Aram (2 Sam. 10 :6 , 8) ” (Smith, Bib. Dict., s . v.).

meh-ay-lee', 27:30 ; Dype, yish-meh-ay-leem '," xypu .
Keil and Delitzsch (Com .)say “Jiu-wax is not to

be taken as one word and rendered as a proper

Gen. 37:25 ; Judg. 8:24 ; Psa. 83:6 ; -9Nyou , noun, ... but the men of Tob . Iob was the

hah- yish -meh -ay-leem ', Gen. 37:27, 28 ; 39:1), a de district between Syria and Ammonitis, where

scendantof Ishmael . The term is probably some Jephthah had formerly taken refuge. "

times used as a general name for all the, Abra

hamic peoples from Egypt to the Euphrates, and the second named of the sons of Asher (Gen.
ISH'UAH (Heb. - ., yish -vaw ', he will level),

perhapstothe Persian Gulf, their headquarters 46:17 ; 1 Chron.7:30, A.V. “Isuah ” ), B. C. about
being in western Arabia. In Gen. 37:25 , 27, 28

the name “ Ishmaelites ” may have been applied
1640. He appears to have left no issue (comp.

Num. 26:44).
in general to the caravan, which included a body
of Midianite merchantmen. The same relation ISH'UAI (1 Chron . 7:30). See Ishul, 1 .

may exist in Judg. 8:22, 24 ; in v. 24 that kind of ISH -UI (Heb. 9701, yish - vee', level), the name
traders may have been called "“ Ishmaelites as of two men.

the name CANAANITES ( q. v. ) was used for mer 1. The name is given as Isui (Gen. 46:17), Jesui
chants, since the Ishmaelites were caravan traders (Num. 26:44 ), and Ishuai ( 1 Chron. 7:30), the

from the remotest times,

third son of Asher, and founder of the family of
Mohammed claimed descent from Ishmael . Jesuites," B. C. about 1640 .

Though, in the confusion of the Arab genealogies,
2. The second named of Saul's sons by Ahingam

the names are lost beyond the twenty-first genera- | ( 1 Sam . 14:49 ; comp. v . 50) . In the list of Saul's

tion before the prophet, the claim is probable genealogy, in 1 Chron., chaps. 8, 9, his name is

enough, since the pre-Mohammedan law of blood omitted . Some, therefore, claim that he died

revenge, which required every one to know his
young In 1 Sam. 31 : 2 his place is occupied by

ancestors for four generations back, would pre- Abinadab, with whom others identify him .
vent all confusion in regard to race. And, after

making due allowance of mixture with Joktanites
ISLAND, ISLE (Heb. "P, ee).

and Keturabites, we may fairly regard the Arabs
1. The radical sense of the Hebrew word seems

as essentially an Ishmaelite race. to be “ habitable places," as opposed to water, and

In 2 Sam . 17:25 Amasa, Absalom's commander- in this sense it occurs in Isa . 42:15 , “ I will make
in -chief, was the son of “ Ithra an Israelite,” but the rivers islands."

in 1 Chron. 2:17 “ the father of Amasa was Jether 2. Any maritime district, whether belonging to

the Ishmaelite.” If one reading is wrong, “ Ish- a continent or to an island ; thus it is used of the
maelite ” is more likely to be correct , inasmuch shore of the Mediterranean ( Isa. 20 :6 ; 23 : 2, 6),

as the fact of Amasa's father being an Israelite and of the coasts of Elishah (Ezek. 27:7), i . e . , of
would be too common to demand special mention . Greece and Asia Minor. In this sense it is more

But, “ according to Jardri, Jether was an Israel . particularly restricted to the shores of the Medi

ite, dwelling in the land of Ishmael, and thence terranean, sometimes in the fuller expression ,
acquired his surname, like thehouse of Obed -edom “ islands of the sea (Isa. 11:11). Occasionally

the Gittite.” Or, as there were Israelites who the word is specifically used of an island, as of

bore the name of Ishmael (see especially 1 Chron. Caphtor or Crete (Jer. 47 :4) . But more generally
8:38 ; 9:44 ; also 2 Chron. 19:11 ; 23 : 1 ; Ezra 10:22 ; it is applied to any region separated from Pales.

2 Kings 25:23–25 ; Jer . 40:8-41: 15 ), it might well tine by water, as fully described in Jer. 25:22.
be that Jether or Ithra was descended from some The “ many isles ” (Ezek. 27 : 3) may have been

Israelite named Ishmael. - W . H. the islands and coasts of Arabia, on the Persian

ISHMATAH (Heb . 77 , yish-mah -yaw ",'
Gulf and Erythræn Sea.

Jah will hear ), son of Obadiah, and ruler of the
ISMACHI'AH (Heb. 76777720 , yis-mak-yaw

tribe of Zebulun in the time of David ( 1 Chron. hoo', Jah will sustain), one of the Levites charged

27:19), B. C. 1000. by Hezekiah with the superintendence of the

ISH'MEELITE (Gen. 37:26, 27, 28 ; 39 : 1 ; sacred offerings under the general direction of the

1 Chr. 2:17). See ISHMAELITE. high priest and others (2 Chron . 31:13), B. C. 719.

ISH‘MERAI (Heb. yish-mer-ah'ee, ISMAIAH (Heb. ?, yish -mah - yak ”,

preservative), one of the family of Elpaal , a chief Jehovah hears), a Gibeonite, one of the chiefs of

Benjamite resident at Jerusalem (1 Chron. 8:18), the warriors who joined themselves to Davidwhen

B. C, before 588. he was at Ziklag (1 Chron. 12:4 ), B. C. before 1000.

I'SHOD (Heb. 7447 , eesh -hode', man of re- thirty and over the thirty,” i. e., David's body
He is described as “ a hero (Gibbor) among the

nown), a son of Hammoleketh, and, from his near guard, but his name does not appear in the lists of

connection with Gilead, probably an important the guard in 2 Sam. , ch . 23 , and 1 Chron ., ch . 11.

person ( 1 Chron . 7:18). Possibly he was killed in some encounter before

ISH -PAN (Heb. 199., yish -pawn ', he will hide), David reached the throne (Smith).
one of the “ sons " of Shashak, a chief Benjamite re- IS'PAH (Heb . 7 , yish -paw ', he will

siding at Jerusalem ( 1 Chron. 8:22), B.C. before 588. I scratch ), one of the “ sons " . of Beriah, à chief

)

T :
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ISRAEL ISRAEL , CONSTITUTION OF

Benjamite (originally from the neighborhood of (1) Tribes (Heb. 17972, mat-teh , or Baw, shay'

Aijalon ) resident at Jerusalem (1 Chron. 8:16), bet, both meaning branch, the former term being

B. C. before 588 .
applied to the tribe in its genealogical branches,

ISʻRAEL (Heb. Sip ?, yis-raio-ale', having thelatter as being under one scepter ). Tribal
power".with God , or God's fighter ; Gr. ' Iopaña, is- divisions are found among many ancient peoples,

rah -ale ).
as the Edomites, Ishmaelites, Arabs, etc. The

1. Jacob, the name conferred by the angel Hebrew tribes were founded by the twelve sons of
Jehovah upon JacOB (q. v. ) at Peniel (Gen. 32:28 ). JACOB (q . v .) as the tribal fathers of the people.

2. Israelites, i . e., the whole people of Israel , An exception to this rule was made in the case of

the twelve tribes; called the children of Israel Joseph's sons, Ephraim and Manasseh , they being

(Josh . 3:17 ; 7:25; Judg. 8:27 ; Jer. 3:21); the raised to the position of heads of tribes, having

house of Israel (Exod . 16:31 ; 40:38) ; in Israel been adopted by Israel as his sons (Gen. 48:5).

(1 Sam . 9 :9 ); and land of Israel ( 1 Sam. 13:19 ; This would make, strictly speaking, thirteen

2 Kings 6:23). Sometimes the whole nation is rep- tribes, but only twelve are uniformly reckoned

resented as one person : “ Israel is my son " (Exod. (see Exod . 24:4 ; Josh. 4 :2, sq . , etc.), because Levi,

4:22 ; Num . 20:14 ; Isa. 41 : 8 ; 42:24 ; 43 : ì , 15 ; as intrusted with the service of worship, occupied

44:1, 5). Israel is sometimes put emphatically a mediatorial position between Jehovah and Is

for the true Israelites, the faithful , those distin- rael; consequently no special tribal territory was

guished for piety and virtue (Psa. 73 :1 ; Isa. 45:17 ; allotted to them ( Josh. 13:14 , 33), but they dwelt

John 1:47 ; Rom. 9 :6 ; 11:26 ; Gal. 6:16) . In the in towns scattered through all the other twelve

expression (Isa . 49 : 3), “ Thou art my servant, o tribes. When the Levites were so reckoned

Israel,” Christ is undoubtedly referred to. Ephraim and Manasseh are included together as

Israelites was the usual name of the twelve the tribe of Joseph (Num . 26:28 ; comp. v. 57 ;

tribes, from their leaving Egypt until after the Josh . 17:14, 17). This tribal organization was

death of Saul, but after the defection of the ten still further established and completed by the giv.

tribes they arrogated to themselves the name of ing of the land of Canaan to the Israelites accord.

the whole nation (2 Sam. 2 : 9 , 10, 17 , 28 ; 3:10, 17 ; ing to their tribes, clans, and fathers' houses.

19 :40-43 ; 1 Kings 12:1) . The kings of the ten Such a firm root did this organization take that

tribes were called kings of Israel, and the descendit survived the troublous times of the judges, and

ants of David, who ruled over ' Judah and Ben- was not dissolved by the introduction of the mon.

jamin, were known as kings ofJudah ; and in the archy. We find the heads of tribes exercising

prophets of that period Juudah and Israel are put great influence on the election of kings ( 1 Sam .

in opposition (Hos. 4:15 ; 5 : 3 , 5 : 6:10 ; 7 : 1 ; 8 :2, 3, 8 :4, sq.; 10:20, sq.; 2 Sam . 3:17, sq. ; 5 :1, sq.),

6 , 8 ; 9:1, 7 ; Amos 1:1 ; 2 :6 ; 3:14 ; Mic. 1 :5 ; Isa. consulted by them on all important state affairs

5 :7). Yet in Isa. 8:14 the two kingdoms are called ( 1 Kings 8: 1 ; 20 :7; 2 Kings 23 : 1 ), and sometimes

the “ houses of Israel." asserting their influence with great energy (1 Kings,

After the Babylonish captivity the returned ch. 12). Though the tribal organization lost its

exiles, though mainly of Judah, resumed the name firm basis with the carrying away of the people

of Israel as the designation of their nation , but as into exile, the elders maintained the internal ad

individuals they are called Jews in the Apocrypha ministration and guidance of the people both in

and New Testament. The expression “ to all Is- and after the exile (Jer. 20: 1 ; Ezek. 14: 1-5 ;

rael in Judah and Benjamin ” (2 Chron . 11 : 3) 20 : 1 ). In the prophetic vision which Israel had

characterizes all who had remained true to the of the future condition of his sons (Gen. 49: 3 , sq . ),

house of David as Israel, i . e. , those who walked he thus enumerates them : 1. Reuben, the first

in the footsteps of their progenitor Israel (Jacob) | born ; 2. Simon, and, 3. Levi, instruments of

(Keil, Com ., in loc . ).
cruelty ; 4. Judah, whom his brethren shall

Israel seems to have been used to distinguish praise ; 5. Zebulun, dwelling at the haven of the
Jaymen from priests, Levites, and other ministers sea ; 6. Issachar, a strong ass ; 7. Dan, the judge;

( Ezra 6:16 ; 9 : 1 ; Neh. 11 : 3 ). 8. Gad, overcome and overcoming ; 9. Asher,

ISRAEL, CLASSIFICATION . See Is- whose bread shall be fat; 10. Naphtali, a hind let

RAEL, ConstituTION OF.
loose, giving goodly words; 11. Joseph, a fruitful

IS'RAEL, CONSTITUTION OF. Prop- bough ; 12. Benjamin ,a wolf.
In this enumera

erly to understand this subject itmust be remem- tion it is remarkable that the subsequent division

bered that the Israelites are sometimes spokenof of the tribe of Joseph into the two branches of

as one of the nations, and with a civilconstitution. Ephraim and Manasseh is not yet alluded to. Re.

At other times they are mentioned as the people specting the vexed question ofthe territory occu
adopted into covenant with Jehovah, when ref. pied by the several tribes, see Land ; PALESTINE.

erence is made to the theocratic constitution . (2) Families or clans (Heb. minora, mish

1. The Civil Constitution. This had re- paw -khoth ', circle of relatives ) , the first subdivision
spect to the classification of the people, succession | under tribes , founded from the beginning by

and right of inheritance (q. v . ) , land (q. V.), and Jacob's grandchildren ( the sons of his own or
property .Classification. The nation , in virtue of its adopted sons),and also by grandchildren and

descent from the twelve sons of Israel , formed a tribes. Ofthefifty -seven of the families into
great -grandchildren of the twelve heads of the

great family called “ the house of Israel” (Heb. which the twelve tribes were divided in the last

bygnize na, bayth yis-raw -ale ). Genealogically year of their wilderness travels (Num . 26) two

it was divided (Josh. 7:14, 16–18) into : belonging to Judah were formed by his grand

a
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ISRAEL, CONSTITUTION OF ISRAEL, KINGDOM OF

children (v . 21 ) ; to Manasseh one family founded their office. Thus all the human superiors of the

by his grandson Gilead, and six by Gilead's sons Israelites were , in the strictest sense of the word,

or Manasseh's great-grandsons (vers . 29-38) ; to servants and representatives of God, who had only

Ephraim , a family founded by bis grandson Eran to carry out his law, to execute his will . The

( v. 36) ; to Benjamin , two families by his grand- one Lord and sovereign was Jehovah , the covenant

children, the sons of Bela ( v. 40) ; and to Asher, God, who, as Lawgiver, supreme Judge and Ruler

two families by his grandchildren , the sons of of his people, united in himself all the powers

Beriah (v. 45). The principle according to which constituting the state, and directed them by his

not only sons but grandsons and great-grandsons servants .".

were raised to be founders of families is unknowii. Under the theocracy we find that Jehovah called

(3) Households (Heb. 079, bah'-yith, house ; Moses to be the organ of his will in the giving of

sx n'a, bayth awb, house of father),a technical the law , that the judicial power was intrusted to

the princes of the tribes and elders of the congre
espression denoting the larger subdivisions or gation (see CLASSIFICATION, above ; ELDERS) ; the

family groups into which the “ families ” (clans) | executive was held sometimes by the princes of

fell. “ Father's house ” also denotes that family the tribes , sometimes by men called of Jehovah in

which had the primacy in every tribe or family, extraordinary cases to lead and govern the people,

or that house which belonged to the father of a and invested with sovereign power; the priest
tribe or his representative in each division of the hood, with the high priest at its head, stood be

people. tween the congregation or its individual members

( 4 ) Men (Heb. , gheh '-ber, a person ), fathers and Jehovah in religious matters ; and, lastly, as

with wife and child. a check to the overstraining of priestly power, and

Government. “ According to patriarchal cus- with divineauthorityand power, and without re
to all hierarchal ambition, were the prophets, who,

tom, the fathers, standing by -right of birth (pri, spect of persons , admonished all ranks to keep

mogeniture) at the head of the several tribes and within the limits of the law .

divisions of tribes, regulated the relations of the ISRAEL, KINGDOM OF. An earthly
tribes and clans, directed their common affairs, kingdom was not incompatible with the theocracy

settled disputes as they arose, punished offenses (q . v.), if the kings submitted unconditionally to

and crimes, and administered law and equity. By the will of Jehovah, and , as earthly representa

founding clans grandchildren were often put on tives of his sovereignty, wished only to execute

an equality with sons ; the heads of clans and fa: his laws and judgments. It was not the original

thers' houses gradually attained to almost equal intention of Jehovah to leave his people as sheep

authority and standing with the heads of tribes , without a shepherd, but to set over then a man

for each governed within his own circle, as far as who should lead them (Num . 27:16 , sq . ), as he

was possible in that state of servitude to which gave them Moses and Joshua, and afterward

the Israelites were gradually reduced in Egypt. judges from Othniel to Samuel. Knowing that

Thus from the heads of tribes, clans, and fam - Israel would long for a king, God gave a promise

ilies proceeded elders (q .v . ), who, even before the to the patriarchs that kingsshould go forth from

timeof Moses ,formed the superiors of the people their loins (Gen. 17: 6, 16 ; 35:11) ; this promise

(Keil, Arch ., ii , 312 , sq . ) . was renewed by Moses (Deut. 28:36), and a law

2. Theocratic Constitution. As we have given relating to the king (17: 14–20), whereby

already seen, the Israelites possessed in their the earthly kingdom was incorporated in the the.

tribal constitution the elements of a state, and it ocracy .

was not until their adoption into covenant with 1. Law of Kingdom . This law (Deut . 17:14

Jehovah, the Lord of the whole earth (Exod . sq .) does not prescribe an earthly kingdom , but

19 : 5), that they received through Moses the laws only arranges for such if desired by Israel. It

and ordinances for the kingdom wbich they were provides that ( 1 ) one of their own people, and not

to establish in Canaan. This constitution is called a stranger, shall be chosen ; (2) That he shall not

a theocracy (Gr. O corpuria, rule of God ), and has multiply horses, i. e ., strengthen his power bya

its root in the peculiar relation into which Jehovah standing army; (3) “ Neither shall he multiply

entered with the people of Israel, whom he chose wives," that would serve to gratify lust and give

to carry out bis purposes of redemption (Psa. oriental splendor to his court (comp. 1 Kings 11: 3) ;

44:4 ; 68:24 ; 74:12 ; Isa . 43:14, 15). According (4 ) He shall carefully study the law, a copy of

to Keil (Arch ., pp. 320, 321 ), the theocracy “con- which was to be given him , and guide his rule

sists essentially in these three things : (a) God thereby. This “law of the kingdom " was pro

himself, as Lawgiver, orders or modifies the rela- claimed by Samuel, written " in a book, and laid

tions of the religious and common life of the peo- up before the Lord ” ( 1 Sam. 10:25 ).

ple by immediate revelation given to Moses. Still further, the king set by Jehovah over his

(6) He takes into his own hand the control and people was not a constitutional prince elected by

government of the Israelitish state or kingdom , in the people, but was independent. He owed his

that he is ever really present to his people, makes selection to God, and was dependent upon him

known his will in important state affairs by the alone, and was bound to carry out the Mosaic law,

Urim and Thummim , by prophets , and, when and follow out the will of Jehovah as made known

necessary, interposes in a miraculous way, judg. by his prophets (1 Sam . 10:24 ; 16 :1, 13 ; 13:13 ;

ing, punishing, blessing . ( c) Finally he raises 15:26, sq.). Thus Saul and afterward David were

up for the people the needed leaders and rulers, chosen by Jehovah to be princes over Israel, and

and furnishes them with the power required for anointed by Samuel to their office.

1

)
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The kingdom was not firmly established under contributions made by subjects (1 Kings 4 : 7;

truly theocratic meaning by Saul . He unduly comp. 1 Sam . 17:25) ; ( c) Tribute paid by subject

exalted himself, and was rejected because of his peoples (2 Sam. 8 :2 ; 2 Kings 3 :4 ; Isa. 16:1 ) ;

opposition to the will of Jehovah (see Saul). (d) The share of spoil taken in war (2 Sam . 8:11 ;

David (q . v. ), on the contrary, was always faithful | 12:30) ; (e) The produce of the royal domains, i.e. ,

to the theocratic idea, and carefully watched over of the fields, vineyards, flocks, etc. ( 1 Chron.

its institutions. Thus the earthly kingdom became 27:25, sq. ; 2 Chron. 26:10), and the gain by com

the visible representation of Jehovah's sovereignty merce, etc.( 1 Kings 10:11, 14, 22).
over Israel . 5. Continuance. Israel, as the legitimate

The kingdom, although intended to be heredi. kingdom, lasted until the destruction of the state

tary as among other peoples (Deut. 17:20 ; comp. by the Chaldees, but the apostate ten tribes, re

1 Sam. 13:13), first became so under David in volting under the lead of Jeroboam , perished much

virtue of the divine promise (2 Sam . 7:12, sq . ) . earlier (see CHRONOLOGY). Respecting Israel as a

The law of succession was that the eldest or first separate kingdom, see HistorY, OLD TESTAMENT.
born son followed his father on the throne IS’SACHAR(Heb. wes, strictly yis -saus.

( 2 Chron. 21 : 3) , though not without exceptions kawr', but usually yis-saw-kawr ,he will bring re

(2 Chron. 11:22 ; 2 Kings 23:34). If the successor
ward ).

was a minor a regency intervened, or the queen
1. The Ninth Son of Jacob and the fifth of

mother acted as sovereign ( 1 Kings 15:13), or the Leah (Gen. 30:18), B. C.before 2000. He was born

high priest became guardian (2 Kings 12: 2).
at Padan -aram , and but little is recorded of him.

2. Administration. Kings, as the “ anointed

of the Lord,” were considered by the people as holy Atthe descent into Egyptfoursons are ascribed
2. The Tribe of Issachar. (1) Numbers.

persons ( 1 Sam . 24 : 7 , 11 ; 26:11 , 16, 23 ; 2 Sam .
to him , who founded the four chief families of the

1:16 ) without being deified, or becoming inacces: tribe (Gen.46:13 ; Num . 26:23, 25 ; 1 Chron. 7 :1).
sible to their subjects. In the highest cases of The number of fighting men, when the census was

appeal they pronounced sentence personally taken at Sinai, was fifty-four thousand four hun.

(2 Sam . 15: 2 ; i Kings 3 : 9, 16, sq. ), usually led dred , ranking fifth (Num . 1:28,29); at the second

their army in war (1 Sam . 12:2, sq .; 2 Sam . 5:6 , census the number had increased to sixty -four

etc.), and publicly arranged for and conducted fes- thousand three hundred, ranking third (26:25).

tivals ( 1 Sam ., ch . 6 ; 1 Kings, ch. 8 ).

3. Officials. As a bodyguard the kings had to Canaan was on the east of the tabernacle, with
(2) Position . Issachar's place during the journey

theCHERETHITES ( q. v.) and PELETHITES (q. v .), who his brothers Judah and Zebulun ( 2 :3-8 ). At this

also executed thesentences pronouncedby them time the captain ofthe tribe was Nethaneel, the

(2 Sam . 15:18 ; 20 : 7, etc. ). They were supportedin their administration by many officials who son of Zuar (1:8). He was succeeded by Igal, the
served as princes (1 Kings 4:2),or counselors. In son of Joseph , who went as one of the spies
2 Sam . 8 :16-18 ; 20:23-26 ; '1 Chron. 27:32-34 (13:7), and he again by Paltiel, the son ofAzzan,

and 1 Kings 4: 1-6 the following officials are Canaan (34:26 ). (3) Territory. The allotment of
who assisted Joshua in apportioning the land of

named : (a) The head of the army, or commander- Issachar lay above that ofManasseh. The speci.
in -chief ; (6) The commander of the Cherethites fication of its boundaries and contents is con.
and Pelethites ; (e) The recorder, probably the tained in Josh .19:17-23. ( 4) Subsequent history.

keeper of the state archives ; (d ) The scribe, or Jacob's prophecy,“ Issachar is a strong ass crouch
secretary of state ; (e) The high priest;(5) Privy ing down between two burdens; and he saw that
counselors ( Cohanim, or friends of the king),

called also " chief about the king ” (1 Chron; tribute ” (Gen. 49:14, 15), was fulfilled by Is
rest was good, and became a servant unto

18:17), “ old men that stood before Solomon

(1 Kings 12:6), “ them that were in the king's tribes attracted to its territory by the richness of
sachar paying tribute to the various marauding

presence ” (2 Kings 25:19 ; Jer. 52:25 ) ; (g) The

overseer of public works ( 1 Kings 5:16) ; (2) The
3. One of the Korhite Levites, serenth

royal treasurer, i . e. , having charge of the treas.
ures in Jerusalem , with assistant treasurers have son of Obed-edom, and one of the doorkeepers of

ing charge of the royal fields, vineyards, flocks, the houseof the Lord ( 1 Chron. 26:5).

etc. ( 1 Chron . 27 : 25–31 , besides “ officers ” who ISSHI'AH (Heb. T., yish-shee-yaw ', lent by

acted as chief tax collectors ( 1 Kings 4: 7–19) ; Jehovah ), the name of two men .
( i) The court marshal, or prefect of the palace 1. The first of the sons of Rehabiah, and great

(v. 5 ) . There were also the cupbearer (10: 5 ) , grandson of Moses (1 Chron . 24:21 ; comp. 26:25,

keeper of the wardrobe (2 Kings 10:22), and in- where he is called Jesliial ).

ferior servants. 2. The second son of Uzziel (grandson of Levi),

In addition, after the fashion of oriental courts, and father of Zechariah (1 Chron. 24:25 ; comp.

but at variance with the law (Deut. 17:17) , there 23:20, where he is called Jesiah ).

were a large number of wives and concubines ISSUE. This term has the meaning of off

(2 Sam . 6:13 ; 1 Kings 11 : 3 ; 2 Chron . 11:21) , who, spring (Gen. 48 :6 ; Matt. 22:25 ) ; of anything

on the death of the king, became the property of ignoble, worthless, and is applied to the large and

his successor (2 Sam . 12 : 8) . hitherto ignoble family of Eliakim , who would

4. Revenue. This was derived from the fol. fasten upon him and climb through him to honor

lowing sources: (a) Voluntary gifts from subjects (Isa. 22:24); and of the emission of a stallion, to

(1 Sam . 10:27 ; 16:20), and from foreign visitors whom the idolatrous paramours of Judah are com.

( 1 Kings 10:10, 25 ; 2 Chron . 32:23) ; () Regular ) pared (Ezek . 23:20 ). See DISEASES.

the crops.

>
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ISUAH (1 Chron . 7:30). See IshuAH . the Horite (Gen. 36:26 ; comp. v. 30 ; 1 Chron. 1 :

ISUI (Gen. 46:17) . See Ishul, 1 . 41 ).

ITALIAN (Gr. 'Itaherós, ee-tal-ee-kos', of or 2. One of the sons of Zophah , the great -grand .

from Italy, Acts 10: 1). This only mention of son of Asher ( 1 Chron. 7:37 ) . Perhaps the same

the name in Scripture is in connection with the as Jether, in v. 38 .

6 band to which Cornelius belonged. It was ITHREAM (Heb. D ; ? , yith -reh - awm ', resi

probably a cohort of Italiansseparate fromthe due of the people), David's sixthson,born of Eglah
legionary soldiers, and not of the Italian Legion.

in Hebron ( 2 Sam . 3: 5 ; 1 Chron . 3 :3), B. C. about

IT'ALY, (Gr. 'Irania, ee-tal-ee'-ah ), occurs five 1000.

times in Scripture (Acts 18 : 2 ; 27:1, 6 ; Heb. 13 :
ITHʻRITE (Heb . " , yith-ree') , the descend.

24, and subscription ). From these passages we

have testimony respecting the Jewish colony in antsofa Jetherresident in Kirjath - jearim ( 1 Chron.

Italy, the commerce between it and Asia, and the 2:53 ). David's heroes, Ira and Gareb (11:40;

spread of Christianity. The Italy of the New 2 Sam . 23:38) belonged to the family of JETHER

Testament denotes the whole natural peninsula (q.v.).

between the Alps and the Straits of Messina. IT'TAH -KAʼZIN (Heb. 7'*7 n3, ayth kaw

ITCH . See DISEASES. tseen', time of a judge), a city , near the eastern

I'THAI (1 Chron. 11:31 ). See Ittai. boundary of Zebulun (Josh. 19:13), not identified .

ITH'AMAR (Heb.720 , eeth -aw -mawr', IT'TAI (Heb. 98, it-tah'ee, timely).

palm -coast, Gesenius ; little, Fürst), the fourth and 1. “ Ittai the Gittite,” i . e. , a native of Gath , a

youngest son ofAaron (Exod. 6:23 ; Num . 3:2; Philistine in the army of David, who first appeared
1 Chron . 6: 3), B. C. perhaps before 1210. He was on the morning of David's flight from Absalom

consecrated to the priesthood along with his broth- and Jerusalem . The king saw him coming with

ers (Num . 3 : 3), and after the death of Nadab and those who remained faithful , and besought him as
Abihu, they leaving no children (Num . 3 :4 ), he a stranger, and also as an exile , and as one who

and Eleazar were appointed to their places in the had but recently joined his service, to return and
priestly office (Lev. 10 :6 , 12 ; Num. 3 :4; 1 Chron. not ally himself to a doubtful cause. But Ittai

24 : 2 ). We learn nothing more of Ithamar, save declared himself to be the king's slave (A. V.
that the property of the tabernacle (the curtains , servant ') , and determined to share his master's

hangings, pillars, cords, and boards) was placed
fortunes. He was allowed to proceed, and passed

under his charge (Exod. 38:21), and that he super- over the Kedron with the king and his company

intended its removal by the Gershonites and Mera-(2 Sam. 15:19, sq. ) , B. C. 970. When the army

rites (Num. 4:28 , 33) . Ithamarwith his descendants was numbered and organized by David at Maba

occupied the position of common priests till the naim , Ittai appeared in command of a tbird part of

high priesthood passed into his family in the per- the force, and seems to have enjoyed equal rank

son of Eli , under circumstances of which we are with Joab and Abishai (2 Sam. 18: 2, 5 , 12 ) . We

ignorant. Abiathar, whom Solomon deposed, was learn nothing more of Ittai , excepting traditions

the last high priest of that line, and the pontificate and speculations which seem very improbable
reverted to the elder line of Eleazar in the (Smith, Dict. ).

person

of Zadok ( 1 Kings 2:27). . A priest by the name of 2. The son of Ribai , a Benjamite of Gibeah, one

Daniel,of Ithamar's posterity, returned from Bab- of David's thirty heroes (2 Sam . 23:29). In the
ylon (Ezra 8 : 2 ). parallel list of 1 Chron. 11:31 the name is given

ITH'IEL (Heb.SBTN, eeth -ee -ale", God with as Ithai.
.

me). ITURÆ'A (Gr. 'Irovpaia, ee-too -rah '-yah ), a

1. The son of Jesaiah and father of Maaseiah , small province on the northwestern border" of
a Benjamite, one of whose posterity returned with Palestine, lying along the base of Mount Hermon ,

a party from Babylon (Neh. 11 : 7), B. C. long be- and a portion of thetetrarchy of Philip (Luke 3 : 1 ).
fore 536.

It is very difficult to define the limits of Ituræa .

2. A person mentioned along with Ucal in Prov. “ Luke's reference is ambiguous, and we have no

30:1 , to whom the words of Agur's prophecy was modern echo of the name to guide us (Smith,
addressed. Hist. Geog .).

ITHMAH (Heb. 177 , yith -maw ', orphan- the rest of his brethren, to the little province he“ Jetur, the son of Ishmael, gave his name, like

age ), a Moabite , and one of David's supplementary colonized (Gen. 25:15, 16). Ituræa, with the ad.

bodyguard (1 Chron . 11:46), B. C. 950.

joining provinces, fell into the hands of a chief
ITH'NAN (Heb. 777?, yith -nawn ', extensive), called Zenodorus ; but about B. C. 20 they were

one of the cities of south Judah ( Josh. 15:23), not taken from him by the Roman emperor, and given

identified . to Herod the Great, who bequeathed them to his

ITHRA (Heb. *77., yith-raw', excellence ), an son Philip (Luke 3: 1). Pliny rightly places Ituræn

Israelite (but more correctly an Ishmaelite, accord. J. de Vitry describes it as adjoining Trachonitis
north of Bashan and near Damascus (v . 23) , and

ing to 1 Chron. 2:17,where he is called Jether), and lying along the base of Libanus, between
and father of Amasa (David's general) byAbigail, Tiberias and Damascus. At the place indicated is

David's sister(2 Sam . 17:25 ; 1 Kings 2 :5 ), B. C. situated the modern province of Jedûr, which is

before 1000.

just the Arabic form of the Hebrew Jetur. It is
ITHRAN (Heb. 777??, yith -rawn ', excellent). : bounded on the East by Trachonitis, on the south

1. One of the sons of Dishon, grandson of Seir | by Gaulanitis, on the west by Hermon, and on the

"
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av-vaw',

north by the plain of Damascus (Smith, Bib. the name is given “ Izehar.” His descendants are

Dict., s. v. ). called Izharites, B. C. about 1210.

I'VAH ( Heb. 1777, iv- vaw', or $79, IZ'HARITES, a family of Kohathite Levites,

2 Kings 17:24, an overturning), one of the cities descended from Izhar, the son of Kohath ( 1 Chron.

of the Assyrians, from which they brought 24:22 ; 26:23, 29), and rendered Izeharites in Num .

colonists to repeople Samaria (2 Kings 18:34 ; 3:27) .

19:13 ; comp. Isa. 37:13) ; called Ava (q. v . ) in 2 IZRAHI'AH ( Heb. 1717., yiz-rakh -yaw ',

Kings 17:24. Jah will bring forth ).

IVORY was imported into Tyre by “ men of
1. The son of Uzzi and great-grandson of Is

Dedan ” (Ezek . 27:15) and “ ships of Tarshish " sachar (1 Chron. 7 :3).

( 1 Kings 10:22), and used in ornamenting houses,
2. A Levite (Neh. 12:42) , A. V. JEZRAIAH (q . v.).

constructing furniture, etc. , as in the present day IZPRAHITE (Heb. 17., yiz-rawkh', the Izra.

in theEast. The tusks are called “ horns" (Ezek. hile), a patronymic epithet of Shamhuth , one of

27:15).
David's generals ( 1 Chron. 27 : 8 ) ; probably so

IZ'EHAR (Num. 3:19), the same as Izhar. called as being descended from Zerah, Judal's son.

IZEHARITES. See IzharITES.
IZÖRI (Heb. "???, yits-ree ', the Jezerite ), the

IZ'HAR (Heb. 777?, yits -hawr', anointing), leader of the fourth division of Levitical singers

the second son of Kohath, the son of Levi and under David ( 1 Chron . 25:11); probably the same

father of Korah (Exod . 6:18, 21; Num . 16 : 1 ; with Zeri, of the sons of Jeduthun, mentioned in

1 Chron. 6 :2, 18, 38 ; 23:12, 18). In Num. 3:19 , 1 v. 3 , B. C. 1000.

)
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JA’AKAN (Heb. 1739, yah-ak-awn ', wrestler ), JA'ASAU (Heb. 1Dyn, yah -as-oo ', they will do),
the ancestor of the Bene-jaakan, round whose well an Israelite of the “ ,sons ” of Bani, who renounced

the children of Israel encamped, once after they his Gentile wife after the return from Babylon

left Mosera (Num . 33:30–32 ), and again in a reverse (Ezra 10:37), B. C. 456.

direction after they left Kadesh-barnea , before they JAAʼSIEL (Heb. Spun, yah-as -ee -ale ', made

reached Mount Hor or Mosera ( Deut. 10 :6 ), B. Č .
before 1210. Hewas the son of Ezer and grand: by Jehovah),theson of Abner, and ruler of the
son of Seir (1 Chron. 1:42), where the name is given tribe of Benjamin in the time of David (1Chron.

as Jakan. In Gen. 36:27 , thename appears in the 27:21).. By some he is identified with Jasiel, the

simple form Akan .
Mesobaite, and one of David's bodyguard ( 1 Chron.

JAAK'OBAH (Heb. Tapan, yah- ak-o'-baw,
11:47 ), B. C. about 1000.

JAAZANI'AH ( Heb. 777 , yah -az-an.yaw ',
another form of Jacob), one of the prosperous de

Jehovah hears ).

scendants ( , princes) of Simeon that emi. 1. The son of Jeremiah (not the prophet), and

grated to the valley of Gedor in the time of Heze. a chief man of the Rechabites, whom the prophet

kiah (1 Chron. 4:36), B. C. about 710 . tested as to their obedience to Jonadab, their

JAAʼLA, or JA'ALA (Heb. xyn, yah -al- founder, by the offer of wine (Jer. 35 : 3, sq.),
B. C. 606 .

aw', wild goat),one of the Nethinim ( “ servants of

Solomon "), whosedescendants( orperhaps a place the captains" who accompanied Johanan to pay,
2. A Maachathite, son of Hoshaiah, and one of

whose former inhabitants) returned from the cap

tivity with Zerubbabel (Neh. 7:58); called in the his respects to Gedaliah at Mizpah (2 Kings 25:23;

parallel passage (Ezra 2:56) by the equivalent Jer, 40 :8), and after his assassination asked Jere

name Jaalah, B. C. before 536.
miah's advice (Jer. 42 : 1 ) . He appears to have

JAAʼLAH, or JA'ALAH (Ezra 2:56). See assisted Johanan in recovering the prey from Ish

JAALA.
mael (41:11 , sq . ) , and to have goneto Egypt with

JAAʼLAM (Heb. bya, yah -lawm ', concealed), changed toJezaniah. He is doubtless the person

the rest (43 :4, 5 ) . In Jer. 40 :8; 42 : 1 , the name is

the second named of Esau's three sons by Aholi. called Azariah in Jer. 43 : 2 , B. C. 588.

bamah' in Canaan (Gen. 36 : 5 , 14 ; 1 Chron. 1:35). 3. The son of Shaphan, leader of the seventy

JA'ANAI, or JAANAI (Heb. 1739, yah -an- elders of Israel, seen by Ezekiel, in his vision,

al'ee, responsive), one of the chief Gadites resi . offering idolatrous worship at Jerusalem (Ezek.

dent in Bashan ( 1 Chron. 5:12 ) .
8:11 ), B. C. 592.

JA'ARE-ORPEGIM (Heb.62 , yah
4. The son of Azur, one of the “ princes "

among the twenty -five men seen (in a vision) by

ar -ay' o -reg.eem ', woods of weavers), the father of Ezekiel at the east gate of the temple, " devising

ELHANAN (q .v.),á Bethlehemite, who smote Goliath mischief and giving wicked counsel ” (Ezek. 11 : 1 ,

the Gittite (2 Sam .21:19), but in 1 Chronicles (20:5) sq.), B. C. 592.
it is stated that “ Elhanan the son of Jair slew

Lahmi the brother of Goliath ,” etc.
JA'AZER (Heb. 139,yah-az-ayr”, helpfullorThe read .

ing in Chronicles is probably the correct one, the JAʼZER (Heb. 77 , yah -zare'), a town east of

word Oregim having crept in from the next line Jordan, in or near to Gilead (Num. 32: 1 , 3) . It

through oversight of the copyist. was taken by Israel from the Amorites (21:32),

.- :-)
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7

was assigned to the tribe of Gad (Num . 32:1 , 3 , 2. The short form (1 Chron . 10:12 only) of

35), and was constituted a Levitical city (Josh . JABESH -GILEAD (9. v. ).

21:39 ; 1 Chron . 26:31 ) . It must have been a JA’BESH -GIL’EAD (Heb. Ta war, yaro

place of importance, as it gave its name to a dis
trict and dependent towns(Num . 21:32). From bashe'ghil-awd ’, Jabesh of Gilead), a town ofGilead

its being mentioned between Dibon and Nimrah, beyond Jordan, distant a night's journey from

it wouldseem to have been located on the high Beth -shan (1Sam . 31:11; 2 Sam. 2:4), and lying

plain north of Heshbon. Jaazeris mentioned in within the territory assigned to the eastern half

connection with the census under David (2 Sam .tribe of Manasseh (Num . 32:39, 40 ) . Its inhab

24 :5 ; 1 Chron . 26:31), and also in the prophecies itants wereseverely punished because they did not

of Isaiah (16 : 8 , 9) and Jeremiah (48:32) .
respond to the call against Benjamin ( Judg. 21 : 8–

14) , every man being put to the sword and four

JAAZI'AH (Heb. 17773-, yah -az-ee -yaw '-hoo, hundred maidens being given to the Benjamites.

comforted by Jehovah ), apparently the third son or The city survived the loss of its males, and is

descendant of Merari' the Levite, and founder of next heard from as being besieged by Nahash the

an independent house in that family ( 1 Chron. Ammonite. Heoffered to spare its inhabitants if

24:26 , 27 ), B. C. before 1015. Neither he nor they would agree to have their right eyes put out

bis descendants are mentioned elsewhere ( see ( to render them unfit for military service). Being

23 : 21-23 ; Exod. 6:19) . The word Beno, which allowed seven days to ratify the treaty, they ap

follows Jaaziah, should probably be translated pealed to Saul, who raised a lar army and de

“his son ,” i . e. , the son of Merari (McC. and S.). feated the Aminonites ( 1 Sam . 11 : 1 , sq . ) .

JAAʼZIEL (Heb. 38 , yah -az- ee -ale', com- when Saul and his sons were slain in Mount Gil
This service was gratefully remembered, and

forted by God ), a Levitical musician among those boa ( 1 Sam . 31 : 8 , the men of Jabesh, after a night

of the subordinate part ( 1 Chron . 15:18) ; the march , took down their corpses, burned them , and

same with the Aziel who was one of those that buried'their ashes “ under a tree at Jabesh. " For

performed the soprano (v . 20), B. C. after 1000. this kindly act David sent his blessing (2 Sam . 2 :5 ).

JA'BAL (Heb. 577, yaw -bawl', a stream ), the Its site is not defined in Scripture. Josephus

son of Lamech and Adah , the brother of Jubal ( Ant., vi, 5, 1 ) calls Jabesh the metropolis of

(Gen. 4:20) , where he is described as “ the father Gilead. Robinson (Bib . Res., p . 320 ) supposes it

of such as dwell in tents, and have cattle,” B. C. to be the ruins of ed -Deir in the Wady Yabes.

about 3875. This obviously means that Jabal was JA BEZ (Heb. 72 ?" , yah -bayts ', sorrowful).

the first who adopted that nomadic life still fol. 1. A descendant of Judah, but of what fam.

lowed by many Arabian and Tartar tribes in Asia . ily is not apparent. The only mention made of

JAB’BOK (Heb. pá ", yab-boke", pouring forth), himis this remarkableaccount : “ And Jabezwas
a stream east of the Jordan, which empties into more honorable than his brethren : and his mother

that river nearly midway between the Dead Sea called his name Jabez, saying, Because I bare him

and the Sea of Galilee , or with sorrow . And Jabez called on the God of

about forty-five miles S. of Israel, saying, Othat thou wouldest bless me

the latter." Its headwaters indeed , and enlarge my coast, and that thine hand

rise on the edge of Moab , only might be with me, and that thou wouldest keep

about eighteen miles E. of the me from evil , that it may not grieve me ! And

Jordan . The river flows at God granted him that which he requested

first toward the desert under | ( 1 Chron . 4 : 9 , 10). Keil ( Com ., in loc.) supposes

the name of Amman, past that this is a record of a vow made by Jabez, the
Rabbath - Ammon ; there turns N. , fetches a wide conditions only being given . “ The reason of this

compass N. W. , cuts the Gilead range in two, and is , probably, that the vow had acquired importance

flows in a very winding channel W. S. W. to the sufficient to make it worthy of being handed down

Jordan. Its whole course, counting its windings, only from God's having so fulfilled his wish that

is over sixty miles . It is shallow and always ford- his life became a contradiction of his name, the

able, except where it breaks between steep rocks . son of pain having been free from pain in life , and

Its valley is fertile, has always been a frontier and having attained to greater happiness and reputa .

a line of traffic . It was anciently the border of the tion than his brothers."

Ammonites (Num . 21:24 ; Deut. 2:37 ; 3:16) , and 2. A place inhabited by “ the families of the

afterward became the boundary between the king. Scribes ” ( 1 Chron . 2:55), apparently in Judah.

domsof Sihon and Og (Josh . 12 : 2 , 5). The earliest It is nowhere else mentioned.

notice of it is the account of the mysterious
JA'BIN (Heb. 7997 ;, yaw -bene', intelligent, dis

struggle of Jacob with Jehovah , and the interview
with his brother Esau (Gen.32:22, sq.), both of cerner ), probably a royal title at Hazor, like Agag

which took place on Jabbok's southern bank. amongthe Amalekites.

The Jabbok is now called Zerka, “ the blue river.” 1. A king of Hazor, who organized a confed

JA BESH (Heb. war, or w?a;, yaw-bashe', ) ites . These assembled with their hosts near the
eracy of the northern princes against the Israel .

dry, parched ). waters of Merom, where Joshua surprised this

1. The father of Saallum ( q. v. ), which latter vast army and overthrew it . He then took Hazor

slew Zachariah, king of Israel, and reigned only and slew Jabin ( Josh. 11: 1-14 ), B. C. about 1169.

a month (2 Kings 1.5 : 10, 13, 14), B. C. before 2. Another king of Hazor, and probably a de
*742.

scendant of the former. He is called “ king of
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JABNEEL JACOB

Canaan ” (Judg. 4 : 2 ) in distinction from the kings to advance his own interests. “ The birthright

of other nations, such as Moab, Mesopotamia, etc. consisted afterward in a double portion of the

(Keil, Com .). He seems to have had unusual father's inheritance (Deut. 21:17 ); but with the

power, as he is credited with nine hundred chariots patriarchs it embraced the chieftainship, rule over

of iron . The idolatry of the Israelites having lost the brethren and the entire family (Gen. 27:29 ),

them the divine protection, they became subject and the title to the blessing of promise (27:4, 27

to Jabin , who "mightily oppressed ' them for 29) , which included the future possession of Ca.

twenty years . From this they were delivered by naan and of covenant fellowship with Jehovah

the great victory won by Barak over the forces of (28:4) ” (Keil and Delitzsch, Com .). (2) Obtains

Jabin , commanded by Sisera (4 : 3–16), B. C. about Isaac's blessing . Isaac, now aged, was about to

1120. The war still continued until it ended in pronounce his blessing upon Esau, bis elder son,

the overthrow of Jabin . His name is mentioned which blessing acted with all the force of a modern

in Psa. 83: 9 . testamentary bequest. This was thwarted by the

JABʻNEEL (Heb. Sa, yab-nch-ale', built deception practiced upon him by Rebekah and

of God).
Jacob, the latter personating Esau and helping out

1. A town on the northern boundary of Judah his mother's fraud by direct falsehood. Thus

Jacob received his father's blessing (27: 1–29).
(Josh. 15:11 ), probably the same as Jabneh ( q . v . ) .

2. A city on the border of Naphtali (Josh. (3) Jacob's flight . Esau hated his brother be

19:33). Little or no clew can be obtained relative cause of his deception and its success , and re

to its situation. solved to slay him , only delaying until a sufficient

JAB'NEH (Heb. 725, yab -neh ', a building, Rebekah, informed of Esau's purpose, advised
time after the probably near death of his father,

probably the same as Jabneel, 1 ), a point on the Jacob to flee to her brother Laban, in Haran, ob.

northern boundary of Judah , between Mount taining Isaac's consent by the plea that she wished
Baalah and the Mediterranean Sea . There was a Jacob to marry one of his kinswomen and not a

constant struggle between the Danites and the daughter of Canaan. Isaac blessed Jacob again
Philistines, and it is not surprising that we find and sent him away (27 :41-28 : 5), B. C. about 2096 .

Jabneh in the hands of the latter. Uzziah cap- Jacob's age is arrived at thus : Joseph was

tured this place along with Gath and Ashdod thirty years old when introduced to Pharaoh ; and,

(2 Chron . 26 :6 ). Josephus calls it Jamnia. It allowing for seven years of plenty and two of

still exists as a good-sized village, under the name famine (45:6 ), Joseph was thirty -nine years old

of Jebuah, about two miles from the sea, seven when Jacob went to Egypt, at which time Jacob
miles S. of Joppa.

was one hundred and thirty years of age ; there.

JA'CHAN (Heb. 777 , yah -kawn ', trouble- fore Joseph was born before Jacob was ninety
some), one of seven chief Gadite “ brothers " resi- one. His birth occurred in the fourteenth year

dent in Bashan (1 Chron . 5:13).
of Jacob's sojourn in Mesopotamia ( 30:25 ; 29:18,

JA’CHIN (Heb. 7'77, yaw -keen', he will estab. 21,27), which would make Jacob's Right to have

taken place in his seventy-seventh year. ( 4 ) Dream
lish ). at Beth-el . On his journey he stopped at Luz for

1. The fourth son of Simeon (Gen. 46:10 ; Exod. the night, and was there favored with the vision

6:15 ), called Jarib in 1 Chron. 4:24 , founder of of the ladder and the ascending and descending

the Jachinites (Num . 26:12).
angels. God there confirmed to him the promises

2. One of the priests residing in Jerusalem after given to his fathers, and promised him protection

the captivity (1 Chron. 9:10 ; Neh . 11:10). on his journey and a safe return to his home. In

3. Head of the twenty-first course of priests in recognition of the divine presence Jacob called

the time of David (1 Chron. 24:17). the place Beth-el , and made a vow, and dedicated

4. Jachin and Boaz were the names oftwocol. a tenth of all God gave him to Jehovah (28:10

umns in the porch of Solomon's temple (1 Kings 22) (see LADDER). (5) Serves Laban . Arrived

7 :15–22 ; 2 Chron. 3:17 ) . See TEMPLE . at Haran, Jacob met Rachel, Laban's daughter,
JACINTH. See MINERAL KINGDOM.

by whom Jacob's coming was made known to her
JACKAL. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

father. After a month Laban inquired what

JA'COB (Heb. =jin, yah-ak-obe', heel-catcher, wages Jacob desired for his services, and he asked

i . e. , supplanter). for Rachel on the condition of a seven years'

1. The Patriarch . The second born of the service. At the expiration of the time, which

two sons of Isaac and Rebekah, his conception seemed to Jacob “ but a few days for the love he

being supernatural, in answer to Isaac's prayer. had to her,” Laban availed himself of the customs

He was born when his father was sixty years old, of the country to substitute his elder daughter,

probably at the well Lahai -roi (Gen. 25 : 21-26 ; Leah . Upon the discovery of the deception, La
comp. v. 11 ), B. C. about 2173. ban excused himself, saying : “ It must not be so

Personal History. It is recorded that Ja- done in our country, to give the younger before

cob grew up to be " a plain man, dwelling in the first-born ” -a perfectly worthless excuse, for

tents,” preferring the quiet of a home life to the if it had been the custom in Haran Laban should

active, dangerous career of a hunter. He was the have told Jacob of it before. Another seven

favorite of his mother, while Isaac's partiality was years' service gained for Jacob his beloved Rachel.

shown toward Esau . ( 1) Buys Esau's birthright. Leah became the mother of Jacob's firstborn,

The first incident mentioned is his purchase of Reuben, three other sons successively following,

Esau's birthrightat the paltry price of a mess of viz., Simeon, Levi, and Judah. Rachel, bearing

pottage, thus making use of his brother's hunger | no children, gave to Jacob her maid Bilhah, who
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bore Dan and Naphtali. Two other sons,Gad and Mighty one, God of Israel (33: 1–20 ). Here is lo

Asher, were born of Leah's maid, Zilpah. Leah cated the well called after Jacob (Jolin 4 : 6) .

bare two more sons, Issachar and Zebulun, and a ( 10) Goes to Beth-el . Having been brought into

daughter, Dinah. At length Rachel became the collision with the people of Shechem, because of

mother of a son , whom she called Joseph (29 :1- the violation of Dinah and the revenge taken by

30:24 ). A number of years later Benjamin was her brothers, Jacob was commanded to go and

born. After Jacob's fourteen years had expired he dwell in Beth -el. He took the strange gods found

was induced by Laban to remain six years longer, in his family and buried them “under the oak

and , by a hardly honorable artifice, increased which is by Shechem .” There God appeared to

greatly in wealth. This displeased Laban, so that Jacob again and blessed him , renewing the Abra.

a separation was deemed advisable (30 : 25–31 : 16). hamic covenant. (11) Bereavement. While jour.

(6) Flees from Laban. Gathering together his neying from Beth-el to Ephrath his beloved wife,

CHILDREN OF JACOB.

By Leah , By Rachel. By Bilhah .

( 12) Joseph , b . 2082 B. C.

( 13 ) Benjamin , b. 2060 B. C.

(5) Dan , b. 2085 B. C.

(6) Naphtali, b. 2004 B. C.

By Zilpah .

( 7 ) Gad , b. 2085 B , C.

(8 ) Asher, b. 3084 B , C.

(1) Reaben , b. 2089 B, C.

(2) Simeon, b. 2088 B. C.

(3) Levi , b. 2087 B. C.

(4) Judah, b. 2086 B. C.

(9) Issachar , b. 2084 B. C.

( 10 ) Zebulan , b. 2083 B, C.

(u) Dinah, b . 2082 B.C.

family and property, he set out for Canaan, B. C. Rachel, died in giving birth to her second son ,

about 2076. On the third day Laban learned of Benjamin (35:20). Not long after this Jacob was

Jacob's departure and followed after him , but was sorely afflicted in the loss of his beloved son,

warned by God not to hinder his return. After Joseph , who was sold by his brethren (ch . 37),

much reproach and recrimination peace was re- B. C. about 2053, and by the death of Isaac.

stored, and Laban returned to his home(31:17,sq . ) . ( 12) Egypt. The great famine, predicted by Jo

Shortly after the departure of Laban Jacob met a seph, becoming very sore in Canaan, Jacob sent

company of angels, and called the place, in honor his sons down into Egypt to purchase grain. He

of them, Mahanaim (two hosts). (7) News from retained Benjamin , his youngest son, " lest mis

Esan . Jacob sent messengers to Esau with a chief should befall him .” His sons returned with

friendly greeting, who broughtword thathis brother a good supply of food, and told him that they had

was on the way to meet him with four hundred I been taken for spies, and could only disprove the

men . Greatly alarmed and dis

tressed , he divided his people,

with the flocks and herds, into

two companies, so that if one was
attacked the other might escape.

Jacob also prepared a present

from his substance for Esau,

hoping thus to pacify his brother .

(8) Wrestling
Then came a

night of prayer, during which the

angel of the Lord wrestled with

bim (see Note). In attestation

of his power with God, through

faith, his name was changed from

Jacob to Israel (“ wrestler with

God " ). His request, viz . , to

know the name of the person

with whom he wrestled , was

denied him , but Jacob named the

place, near Jabbok , of the re
Jacob's Well.

markable transaction , Peniel,“ the

face ofGod ” (32:24, sq .). ( 9) Reconciled to Esau. charge by carrying Benjamin to the “ lord of the

In the inorning Jacob saw Esau, with his army, ap- land." His credulity was greatly tested when his

proaching, and sent forward, first his handmaids, sons came home with the tidings that “ Joseph is

then Leah andher children , and lastly Rachel and yet alive.” Convinced, however, of the truth of

Joseph. Esau's bitter feelings gave way at the their story, he decided to go and see him before

sight of his brother, his liberal gifts, and earnest he died. On his way he was encouraged by a

entreaties. They embraced as brothers, and, for vision at Beer-sheba. He came to Egypt, and was

aught we know ,maintained friendly relations for affectionately received by Joseph (chap. 42-46 ),

the rest of their lives. Jacob remained for a while B. C. about 2049. By him he was presented to

on the other side of Jordan , at Succoth . He then Pharaoh , and he and his family located in Goshen

came to Shechem , and pitched before the city of (47 : 1-12) . ( 13) Death . After a residence of

Shalem , and purchasing a plot of ground, “erected seventeen yearsin Egypt“ the time drew near that

there an altar, and called it El-Elohe- Israel,” i . e . , Israel must die,” and, calling Joseph to him, ac

i
l
l
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quainted him with the divinepromise of the land his early transgressions hung about him , and sad.

of Canaan, and took from him a pledge that he dened him with a deep knowledge of all the evil

would buryhim with his fathers.' He then adopted of treachery, and domestic envy,and partial judg.

Joseph's sons , Ephraim and Manasseh, as his own, ment, and filial disobedience, yet the increasing

and pronounced his benediction upon his sons. revelations of God enlightened the old age of the

And when Jacob had made an end of commanding patriarch ; and at last the timid ' supplanter,' the

his sons, he gathered up his feet in the bed and man of subtle devices, waiting for the salvation

“ yielded upthe ghost ” (49:33 ), at the ripe age of of Jehovah , dies the soldier of God ,' uttering the

one hundred and forty -seven years (47:28 ), B. C. messages of God to his remote posterity ” (Smith,

about 2026. His body was embalmed, carried Bib . Dict.).

with great care and pomp into the land of Canaan, Figurative. The“ God of Jacob ” (Exod. 3 :6 ;

and deposited with his fathers and his wife Leah 4 :5; 2 Sam. 23 : 1 ; Psa . 20: 1 ; Isa. 2 :3); simply

in the Cave of Machpelah (50: 1-13) . His descend- “ Jacob ” (Psa. 24: 6, where the term 'TIS, God,

ants were led out from Egypt by Moses, and en
tered Canaan under the leadership of Joshua. appears to have been dropped from the text; and

The twelve tribes of which the nation was com- Jehovaħ as the national deity."mighty One of Jacob ” ( Psa. 132:2 ), are titles of

For the house or

posed were named after his sons, with the excep- family of Jacob ,i. e., the Israelitos, we have the

tion that Joseph was represented by his sons
“ house of Jacob ” (Exod. 19: 3 ; Isa . 2 : 5, 6 ; 8:17,

Ephraim and Manasseh. The list of Jacob's de
scendants (46:8–27)was probably made up at the etc. ), “ Seed of Jacob ” ( Isa. 45:19 ; Jer. 33:26),

“ the sons of Jacob ” ( 1 Kings 18:31 ; Mal. 3: 6 ) ;

time of his decease, as we find mentioned sons of

Benjamin, himself a mere youth when he went to
“ congregation of Jacob ” (Deut. 33:4 ), and simply

“ Jacob ” (Num . 23 : 7 , 10, 21 , 23 ; 24 : 5 , 17, 19 , etc. ) ;
Egypt. (14) Scripture references. “ Hosea , in

the latter days of the kingdom , seeks ( 12 : 3 , 4, 12)
and the expression “ in Jacob ” (Gen. 49: 7 ; Lam.

to convert the descendants of Jacob from their | 2 : 3 ), i . e. , among the Jewish people.

state of alienation from God, by recalling to their NOTE.-(1) Isaac's blessing. Justification of the

memory the repeated acts of God's favor shown to deceit practiced upon Isaac by Jacob and Rebekah is

impossible. Nor can we approve Isaac's conduct in 10
their ancestor. And Malachi ( 1 : 2 ) strengthens sisting upon giving Esau the chiefblessing, ifwe believe

the desponding hearts of the returned exiles by him to have been acquainted with thedivine prediction.
assuring them that the love which God bestowed Nowhere in Scripturedo we find approval. On thecon

upon Jacob was not withheld from them . Be. Rebekah wasobliged to send her pet son into a foreign
trary , sin was followed by immediate punishment.

sides the frequent mention of his name in conjunc- land, away from bis father's house, and in anutterly

tion with those of the other two patriarchs, there destitute condition. She did not see him for tweuty
are distinct references to events in the life of Ja- years, even if she lived till his return . Jacob bad to

atone for his wrong by a long and painful exile, in the

cob in four books of the New Testament. In Rom , I'midst of privation , anxiety ,and fraud. Isaac was pun

9 : 11-13, Paul adduces the history of Jacob's birth ished for retaining his preference for Esuu, in oppost.
to prove that the favor of God is independent of tion to the will of Jehovah, by the success of Jacob's

stratagem ; and Esau , for his contempt of the birthrigbt,
the order of natural descent. In Heb . 12:16, and by the loss of the blessing ofthe firstborn. In this way

11:21 , the transfer of the birthright and Jacob's a higher hand prevailed above the acts of sinfulmen,

dying benediction are referred to. His vision at bringing the counseland will of Jehovah to eventual

triumph in opposition to human thought and will"

Beth -el and his possession of land at Shechem are ( K. and D. , Com .). (2) Jacob's polygamy is an

cited in Jolin 1:51 , and 4 : 5 , 12. And Stephen instance of a patriarchalpractice quite repugnant to
in his speech (Acts 7:12, 16) mentions the famine Christian morality, but to be accounted for on the

ground that the time bad not then come for a full ex

which was the means of restoring Jacob to his lost pression of the will of God on this subject. In times

son in Egypt, and the burial of the patriarch in when frequent wars increased the number of captives

Shechem " ( Smith , Bib. Dict. ) .
and orphaps, and reduced nearly all service to slavery,

Character. Jacob appears to have inherited recognition and protection of the law to concubines, or
there may have been some reason for extending the

the gentle, quict, and retiring character of his half-wives, as Bilhah and Zilpah (Smith , Bib. Dict.).
father ; also a selfishness and a prudence which 3) Wrestling with the angel. This has been &

approached to cunning. These showed themselves occurrence is not to be regarded as a dream , por as a
fruitful source of dificulty and misinterpretation . Tbis

in his reprehensible deception of his father, his natural or corporeal wrestling. Delitzsch (Com .) de

dealings with Esau, and the means which he em “real conüict of both mind and body, a work

ployed to make his bargain with his uncle (Laban) obvious end pursued throughout the history of Jacob
of the spirit with an intense effort of the body . '

work to his own enrichment. We must remem- was the development of his religious convictions; and

ber, however, that he was inured to caution and the event in question , no less than the altars be erected

restraint in the presence of a more vigorous to so important a result: The immediate lesson taught
and the dreams he had, may have materially conduced

brother ; that he was secretly stimulated by a be- Jacob by this incident may have been that hewas notto

lief that God designed for him some superior overcome by the power of flesh alone. To couvince him
blessing ; thathe was compelled to leave home to ofthisGod dislocated his thigh. By the power offaith

and prayerJacob provedhimself a true wrestlerwith God .

preserve his life, and obliged to cope with an Thatthe occurrence had a lasting spiritual effect upon

avaricious and crafty uncle. But “God revived Jacob is evident from the devouttenor of his after life.

the promise over which he had brooded for sixty 2. The Father of Joseph, the husband of

years , since he learned it in childhood from his the Virgin Mary (Matt. 1:16, 16), B. C. before 40.

mother . Angels conversed with him . Gradually
JACOB'S WELL. See Jacob ; also SUPPLE

he felt more and more the watchful care of an

ever- present spiritual Father. Face to face he

wrestled with the representative of the Almighty. JADA (Heb. 5477, yaw-daw', knowing), the last

And so, even though the moral consequences of named of the two sons of Onam , a descendant of

fines it as a

A very

MENT,

Tr
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Judah through Jerahnieel; his two sons are like deed wbich embodies the noblest principles, and which

wise mentioned ( 1 Chron . 2:28 , 32 ). goes up as a memorial before God , but merely as one

who acted a part that accomplished an important pur

JADAU (Heb. 17 , yad -dav ’, knowing ), one of pose of heaven ( McC . andS., Cyc., s . v.) . “In the

the sons of Nebo who divorced his Gentile wife basbeen supposed by some (e. g ., Gesenius, Dr. Robin
days of Jael " ( Judg. 5:6 ) . The Jael bere mentioned

after the exile (Ezra 10:43). son , Fürst, and others) to have been a local judge of the

JADDU'A , or JAD'DUA (Heb. 3975, yad . The reasonsforthis supposition are : 1. That the stateIsraelites in the interval between Shamgar and Jabin .

dooʻ-ah, knoring ). of things described in Judg. 5 :6, as existing in Jael's

1. One of the chiefs of the people who sub - days, is not the state of things existing in the days of
Jael the wife of Heber, whose time was famous for the

scribed the covenant made by Nehemiah (Neh. restoration ofthe nation to a better. 2. That thewife

10:21 ), B. C. 445. of a stranger would hardly have been named asmark

2. The son of Jonathan (Neh , 12:11), and the ing an epoch in the history of Israel. But thereisnoevidence of such an interval or of such a judgeship ;last high priest mentioned in the Old Testament and it is, therefore, more natural to refer thename to
(v . 22 ). This is all that we learn of him from the wife of Heber as the most prominent character in

Scripture , but we gather pretty certainly that he the period referred to . Thecircumstancethat thenameJael is masculine in the Hebrew is of no force, as it is

wasa priest in thereign ofthelast Persian king, freely used (literally),of the female deer (Prov . 5:19)

Darius, and that he was still priest after the Per- (Mc. and S.).

sian dynasty was overthrown, i. e . , in the reign of

Alexander the Great. Josephus ( Ant., xi , 8, 3-6) JA'GUR (Heb. 1957, yaw-goor', a lodging), a

makes Jaddua high priest when Alexander invaded town of southern Judea, on the border of Edom ,

Judea, but the baiance of his story does not de- mentioned ( Josh. 15:21 ) as part of the portion of

serve credit. Judah,

JA’DON (Heb. 1177, yaw-done', judge), a Me- JAH, a contraction (Psa. 68 :4 ) for JEHOVAH

ronothite who assisted in reconstructing the walls |(q . v . ). Jah also enters into the composition of

of Jerusalem after the return from Babylon (Neh . many Hebrew words, as Adonijah , Isaiah, etc.

3 : 7), B. C. 445.
JA'HATH (Heb. OTT , yakk'-ath, union ).

JA'EL (Heb. Syn, yaw -ale', wild goat), the wife
1. Son of Reaiah (or Haroeh ), of the posterity

of Heber the Kenite, and slayer of Sisera. Sisera of Hezron, and father of two sons, Ahumai and

took refuge, after the defeat of the Canaanites by Lahad ( 1 Chron. 4: 2).

Barak , in the tent of Jael, there being peace be
2. A son of Shimei, grandson of Gershom and

tween the house of Heber and Jabin , king of great-grandson of Levi (i Chron. 23:10). Consider
Hazor. He would not, probably, have so openly able confusion occurs respecting SHIMEI ( q. v . ) and
violated all ideas of oriental propriety, by enter- his sons. In v . 9 the three sons of Shimei are , by

ing a woman's apartments, but for Jael's earnest

some error (probably the transposition of the latinvitation. She covered him with a quilt(A. V. ter clause),attributed to his brother Laadan, while

“ mantle " ), and gave him milk to drink. Fearing in v. 11 Jahath is stated to have been “ chief ”

discovery by his pursuers, he exacted a promise (i . e ., most numerous in posterity) of thefour sons
from her to preserve the secret of his conceal. of Shimei. A similar disagreement appears in the

ment, and fell into a heavy sleep: Jael took one parallel passage ( 1 Chron., ch. 6) where Jahath
of the great wooden pins (A. V. “ nail "), which (v.43)occurs as the son of Gershom, and again
fastened down the cords of the tent and drove it (v. 20) as a son of Libnah ( i. e ., Laadan ), instead

into the temples of Sisera, until it penetrated the of Shimei,B. C. considerably after 1640.

ground, or floor. “ So he died . ” Barak, coming

3. One of the sonsof Shelomoth, an Izharite of
up in his pursuit of Sisera, was met by Jael, who the family of Kohath, appointed by David to a

showed him the deed she had performed (Judg. prominent place in the sacred services ( 1 Chron .

4 :17–22), B. C. about 1120.
24:22) , B. C. about 960.

NOTE . — Many have sought to justify the conduct of 4. A Merarite Levite , and one of the overseers

Jael ; others see in it a scriptural indorsementof mur- of the temple repairs carried on by King Josiah

der. It is not necessary to accept either alternative. (2 Chron . 34:12), B. C. 639 .

The Scripture narrative simply gives the incidentas a

fact. Jael violated her offered hospitality, so univer- JA'HAZ (Heb . y . , yah'-hats, trodden down,

sally sacred to the oriental mind, committing the sins

of lying , treachery, and assassination . These are no- a thrashing floor ), a town in the tribe of Reuben ,

wherejustified by God's word . Nor can we accept the mentioned in connection with Moab (Isa . 15 : 4 ). It

assumption of Calovius, Buddeus , and others, that Jael

offered Sisera her hospitality in perfect sincerity, and was called Jahaza ( Josh. 13:18), Jahazah (21:36 ),

that after he was asleepwas instigated by the Spirit of and Jahzah ( 1 Chron. 6:78) . Sihon the Amorite

God to do the deed. She probably acted from pruden- was defeated here (Num. 21:23 ; Deut. 2:32 ) . “ On

tial motives,and seeing that the Hebrews were victo- the Moabite stone, lines 19, 20, the name is spelt

rious, and her people were at peace with Jabin, and

fearing vengeance from them for sheltering Sisera, she like the shorter Hebrew form , and the place is
conceived the purpose of slaying the sleeping and help- given as a fortress, and seemingly near Daibon ”

Much more difficult is it to explain the eulo

gistic notice which Jael receives in the triumphal ode of ( Smith , Hist. Geog ., p. 539).
Deborah and Barak , " Blessed above women shall Jael JA'HAZA (Josh . 13:18) , and JAHAZAH

the wife of Heber the Kenitebe blessed shall she be ( Josh. 21:36 ; Jer. 48:21), other renderings of the
above women in the tent, etc. ( Judg. 5 : 24-27 ). We

question whether anymoral commendation is directly Hebrew Jahaz (q . v . ) .
intended . What Deborah stated was a fact, viz . , that

the wives of the nomad Arabs would undoubtedly re JAHAZI'AH (Heb. 7 , yakih -zeh -yaw ', be
gard Jael as a public benefactress,and praise her as a held by Jehovah), son of Tikvah , apparently,a
popular heroine . She certainly was not blessed ' as a

pious and upright person is blessed when performing a priest, one of those assisting Ezra in ascertaining

7

less man .

T :
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which of the Jews had married Gentile wives after and from Manasseh on his mother's side. Moses

the return from Babylon (Ezra 10:15), B. C. 457. reckons Jair as belonging to Manasseh (Num.

JAHAʼZIEL (Heb. SNII , yakh-az -ee-ale”, be- 32:41 ; Deut . 3:14 ; see also1 Kings 4:13), prob
held by God ).

ably on account of his exploits and possessions in

1. One of the Benjamite warriors who deserted Gilead (1 Chron. 2:23). He settled in the part of

Saul and came to David whenhewasatZiklag Argob. bordering on Gilead, where we find the

( 1 Chron. 12 :4 ) , B. C. shortly before 1000.
small towns taken (retaken ) by him named collec

2. One of the priests, in the reign of David, ap: 32:41; Deut. 3:14 ; 1 Kings 4:13; 1 Chron. 2:22).
tively Havoth -jair , or “ Jair's villages (Num.

pointed with Benaiah to blow the trumpet before
the ark when it was brought to Jerusalem They are said to have numbered twenty-three

( 1 Chron. 16 : 6 ) , B. C. about 986.
( 1 Chron. 2:22), thirty (Judg. 10:4), and sixty

3. The third “ son ” of Hebron,the grandson of (1 Chron. 2:23;Josh. 13:30 ; 1 Kings 4:13 ). Per

Levi, through Kohath (1 Chron . 23:19 ; 24:23), haps the whole sixty were captured by him and his

B. C. after 1640.
relatives, and twenty-three of them were assigned

4. Son ofZechariah, a Levite of the family of to him , others heing added afterward (Mc. and S.,

Asaph, whowas inspired by Jehovah to prophesy Cyc., Winer, Realwörterbuch, s. v.).

to Jehoshaphat his victory over the Moabites and
2. The eighth judge of Israel, a Gileadite in

others who were invading the country (2 Chron. Manasseh ( Josephus, Ant., v, 7, 6 ), and probably

20:14, sq . ) , B. C. 875 .
a descendant of the preceding. He ruled twenty

5. A son of Jahaziel, was chief of “ the sons of two years , and his opulence is thus recorded :

Shechaniah , " and returned with Ezra from Baby
“ And he had thirty sons that rode on thirty ass

lon with three hundred males (Ezra 8:5),B. C.457. colts,and they had thirty cities,which are called

JAH’DAI (Heb. 7 , yeh -dal'ee, Judaistic ), a
Havoth -jair unto this day, which are in the land

of Gilead. " The twenty-three villages of the

descendant, apparently, of Caleb, of the family of more ancient Jair were probably among the thirty

Hezron ; his sons' names are given , but ashis own which this Jair possessed . He was buried in

parentage is not stated ( 1 Chron. 2:47) it can only Camon, probably in the same region(Judg.10 : 3-5).

be conjectured. 3. The father of Elhanan, who slew Lahmi, the

JAH’DIEL (Heb. Spa , yakh -dee-ale', unity brother ofGoliath (1 Chron. 20: 5 ), B. C. before

of God), oneof the heroes of the tribe of Manasseh 1018. The Hebrew has 777',, yaw - oor, wooded ; and
east of Jordan ( 1 Chron. 5:24 ) .

in the parallel passage (2 Sam. 21:19) we find

JAHŮDO (Heb. 177 , yakh-doe', his union ), a " Jaare."

Gadite, son of Buz and father of Jeshishai, of 4. A Benjamite, son of Shimei and father of

the descendants of Abihail, resident in Gilead Mordecai, Esther's uncle (Esth . 2: 5 ), B, C, before

( 1 Chron. 5:14 ) , B. C. before 771 .
518.

JAH'LEEL (Heb.ban", yakh - lch - ale”, hoping JA'IRITE, THE (2 Sam. 20:26). See Ira.

in God), the last named of the three sons of Zeb . JAI'RUS (Gr. 'Iáelpos, ce-ah '-;-ros), a ruler of

ulun (Gen. 46:14 ; Num . 26:26) . His descendants a synagogue, probably at Capernaum , whose only

are called Jahleelites (Num . 26:26) , B , C. before daughter Jesus restored to life (Mark 5:22; Luke
1640. 8:41 ; comp. Matt. 9:18), A. D. 27. Some have

JAH'LEELITES, the descendants of Jan - wrongfully inferred , from our Saviour's words,

LEEL (q . v. ). “ The maid is not dead, but sleepeth ,” that the

JAH'MAI (Heb. 27 , yakh -mah '-ee, hot), one
girl was only in a swoon (Olshausen, Com ., i , 321 ;

Neander, Leben Jesu, p. 347 ; McC. and S. , Cyc.).
of the ” of Tola, grandson of Issachar ( 1

Chron . 7 : 2 ) . JAPKAN ( 1 Chron. 1:42). See JaakAN.

JAHʼZAH (1 Chroņ. 6:78). See Jahaz. JA KEH (Heb. 17 yaw -kel', obedient, pious),

JAHʼZEEL (Heb. San', yakh-tseh -ale', al- the father of Agur, whose sayings are given in

lotted by God) , the first named of the sons of Prov. 30 : 1 , sg . Beyond this mention we have no

Naphtali (Gen. 46:24 ). His descendants are called clew to the existence of either person . There is

Jahzeelites (Num . 26:48). In 1 Chron. 7:13 the great difference of opinion as to the person in

name is written Jahziel (q. v . ), B , C. before 1640. tended. The traditional view is that which gives

JAH‘ZEELITES (Num. 26:48), the descend- the word a figurative import (179777 ?, yik-kaw -haw ',

ants of JAHZEEL (q. v. ) . obedience ), and applies it to David . Others under

JAHʻZERAH (Heb. 77 , yakk -zay-raw ', stand a real name of some unknown Israelite,
which seems very likely.

led back by God ), the son of Meshullum and fa

ther of Adiel, a priest ( 1 Chron. 9:12), B. C. long JAⓇKIM (Heb. " ?", yaw-keem', God sets up).

before 536. He is probably the same with Azarcel 1. One of the of Shimhi, a Benjamite

(Neh . 11:13) . resident at Jerusalem ( 1 Chron . 8:19) .

JAH'ZIEL ( 1 Chron. 7:13) . See JAHZEEL. 2. Head of the twelfth course of priests as ar

JAILOR (Gr. Sequoouhas, des -mof-oo'-lar, Acts ranged by David ( 1 Chron. 24:12), B. C. about 970.

16:23) , a keeper of a prison ( 9. v . ). JAʼLON (Heb. 115, yaw -lone', lodging ), the
JA IR (Heb. 8 yawere', enlightener). last named of the four sons of Ezra , of the tribe

1. The son of Segub,which latter was descended of Judah, and, apparently, of a family kindred

from Judah on his father's side ( 1 Chron. 2:22), ) with that of Caleb (1 Chron. 4:17).
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JAMBRES JANNA

JAM'BRES (Gr. 'Iaußpñs, ee-am -brace'), a per sisters were sons and daughters of Joseph and

son named as opposing Moses (2 Tim. 3 : 8). See Mary, the mother of Jesus. He was not one of

JANNES ; also SUPPLEMENT. the twelve apostles (Matt. 10: 2–4 ), nor at first a

JAMES, more correctly JACOBUS (Gr. believer in Jesus ( John 7 : 5 ) . Froin Acts 1:13 , 14

Iákwßos, ee-ak'-o-bos Jacob). we conclude that his former skepticism had passed

1. The Son of Zebedee (Matt. 4:21; Mark away , as it is stated there that “ his brethren ”

1:19 ; Luke 5:10) and Salome (comp. Matt. 20:20 ; continued with the apostles and others in the

Mark 15:40; 16: 1), and the elder brother of John “ upper room ” after the ascension. Although he

the Evangelist (Mark 5:37). was not one of the twelve, yet he was vouchsafed

Personal History. James appears first in a vision of the risen Lord (1 Cor. 15 : 5 , 7 ) . Like

the sacred narrative as following his occupation Paul and Barnabas, he received the title of apostle

of fisherman , he and his brothers being partners (Gal . 1:19), and was recognized by the zealots for

with Simon Peter (Luke 5:10 ). When called by the law as their leader (2:12 ). He occupied a

our Lord to be his followers in the spring or sum- prominent, if not the chief, place in the Church at

mer (A. D. 27) James and his brother responded Jerusalem (v . 9 ), was president of the first council

with an alacrity that renders thein models of (Acts 15:13), and, with the elders, received Paul

obedience (Matt. 4:21 ; Mark 1:19). We find him upon his return from his third missionary tour

named among the twelve who received (A. D. 28) | (21:18), A. D. 57. He was the author of the epistle

a call to apostleship (Matt. 10: 2 ; Mark 3:14 ; Luke that bears his name. Eusebius tells us thatJames

6:13 ; Acts 1:13). These brothers and Peter was surnamed “ the Just ” by the ancients on ac

seemed for some reason to be especially fitted to count of his eminent virtue. In the Apocryphal

live in close intimacy with the Master,and were Gospel according to the Hebrews he is said to

associated on several interesting occasions. They have been precipitated from a pinnacle of the

alone were present at the transfiguration (Matt. temple, and then assaulted with stones, and at last

17: 1 ; Mark 9:2 ; Luke 9:28), at the raising of dispatched by a blow on the head with a fuller's

Jairus's daughter (Mark 6:37; Luke 8:51 ), and at pole (Kitto, Cyc.).
the garden of Gethsemane during our Lord's NOTE.-By many James the son of Alphæus and

agony (Mark 14:33 ; Matt. 26:37) ; and with An- James thebrother of ourLord are considered as iden

drew they listened to the Lord's private discourse who bold to the perpetual virginity of Mary, for which
tical ; but this view is insisted upon principally by those

on the fall of Jerusalem (Mark 13 :3.) Through there is not the slightest evidence in Scripture anymore

mistaken views of the Messiah's kingdom , and an
than there is for “ Immaculate Conception . " They

ambition to share in its glory, they joined in the not to be taken in their literal sense , but inthe
therefore insist that the words brethren and sisters are

request made to Jesus by their mother (Matt. more general oneof relations, and argue that they

20 : 20–23 ; Mark 10:35). James was the first of were either (1) stepbrothers and sisters or (2) cousins.
the apostles to suffer martyrdom , being slain with Without introducing the argument for either theory

they have been dropped as uutenable. That James was

the sword by command of Herod (Acts 12 : 2), A. D. literally the Lord's brotheris the view held by Stier,

44. Many legends are recorded of James, but as Fitch, Andrews, Farrar, Neander, Alford, Demnarest .

they have no good foundation they had better be Whedon, and others.. For discussion of this subject,see
Whedon, Com ., Matt. 13:35 ; Andrews, Life of our

omitted . Lord ; Eadie, Com ., Gal . 1:19 ; Alford, Introd . to

Character. From the desire to punish the in- James ; Wordsworth , Introd , to James : Johnstone,
habitants of a certain village in Samaria, because Lectures onthe Epist. of James ; Ormiston , Com .on

Epist. of James in Homiletic Monthly , April, 1883.
they declined to receive Jesus (Luke 9 : 52–54), we

infer that James and John were warm and im JAMES,EPISTLE OF. See BIBLE, Books of.

petuous in temperament. They were called by JAMIN (Heb. 7 ???, yaw -meen ', right hand).

our Lord (Mark 3:17) Boanerges — sons of thunder 1. The second son of Simeon (Gen. 46:10 ;

-probably on account of their boldness and Exod. 6:15 ; 1 Chron. 4:24), B. C. about 1640. He

energy in discharging their apostleship. was founder of the family of the Jaminites (Num .

2. James the Less, another of the twelve 26:12) .

apostles. He was the son of Alphæus (Matt. 10: 3 ; 2. The second son of Ram , the fourth in de

Mark 3:18 ; Luke 6:15; Acts 1:13) and Mary, the scent from Judah ( 1 Chron . 2:27).

sister of our Lord's mother (Matt. 27:56 ; Mark 3. One of the priests who expounded the law to

Luke 24:10 ; John 19:25 ), and was called the people when read by Ezra (Neh . 8 : 7 ), B. C.

James the Less (é pirpos, the little) because he was about 445 .

younger than James the son of Zebedee, or on ac- JA MINITES, THE, the descendants of

count of his low stature (Mark 16: 1 ). His mother Jamin the son of Simeon (Num. 26:12 ) .

is supposed by some to have been called sister, JAM'LECH (Heb. 3729", yam -lake', whom

i . e. , sister-in -law, of Mary the mother of Jesus,

because oftheir marriage to twobrothers
,Cleophas Godmakesking), a chief of the tribe of Simeon,

and Joseph. It has alsobeen conjectured that apparently oneof those whose family invaded the

Alphæus died withoutissue, and that his wife was valley of Gedor in the time of Hezekiah ( 1 Chron .

espoused by Joseph, on which account James is 4:34), B. C.about 715 .

styled the (legal) son of Alphæus and the (re- eem-yah, 1Tim . 1 :6), vain talking,and in Tit
. 1:10

JANGLING (Gr. pataiohoyin, met-ah-yol-og

puted half) brother of our Lord . James had two
the

brothers, Judas (or Jude) the apostle and Joses
noun , “ vain talkers, " i . e., those who utter

(Matt. 27:56 ; Luke 6:16).
empty, senselessthings.

3. The Brother of the Lord. The natural
JAN'NA (Gr. 'Iavvá, ee-an -nal ', probably

interpretation of the passages Matt. 13:55 ; Mark from Heb . 7 ,flourishing), the son of Joseph and

6 : 3 indicates that James and his brothers and father of Melchi, the sixth in ascent from Christ

1

15:40 ;
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JANNES JAROAH

T:-)

He was

on his mother's side (Luke 3:24) , B. C. about marks on the south boundary line of Ephraim

200. ( Josh. 16 :3). Perhaps the name preserves the

JANČNES (Gr. 'Iavvñs, ee-an -nace'). Jannes memory of some ancient tribewho at a remote age
and Jambres are supposed to have been two of dwelt on these hills (Smith, Bib . Dict.).

the Egyptian magicians who attempted by their JA'PHO, the Hebrew form (Josh. 19:46) of

enchantments to counteract the influence on JOPPA (q . v .).
Pharaoh's mind of the miracles ought by Moses

JA'RAH (Heb. 77, yah -raw ', honey, 1 Chron .
(2 Tim. 3 : 8 ; comp. Exod. chaps . 7, 8).

JANO´AH (Heb. Trizz, yaw-no'-akh , or -71 , 9:42). See JEHOADAH .
JA’REB (Heb. 27 , yaw -rabe', adversary) oc

yaw-noʻ-khaw, quiet), a place apparently in the

north of Galilee, or the “ land of Naphtali,” one
curs as a proper name in Hos. 5:13 ; 10: 6, where a

of those taken by Tiglath -pileser in his first incur
“ King Jareb ” is spoken of as the false refuge

sion into Palestine (2 Kings 15:29). No trace of and final subjugator of the kingdom of Israel. It

it appears elsewhere. probably is a figurative title of the king of As

JANOʻHAH (Hebrew sameas Janoah), a place syria.

on the boundary of Ephraim ( Josh. 16 :6, 7).
JARED (Heb. 7.7 ., jeh ' -red , descent), an ante.

Eusebius gives it as twelve miles E. of Neapolis. diluvian patriarch , the fifth from Adam .

A little less than that distance from Nablûs , and the son of Mahaleel and father of Enoch (Gen.

about southeast in direction , vo miles from Ak- 5: 15–20 ; 1 Chron . 1 : 2 ; “ . ed ,” Luke 3:37).

rabeh, is the village of Yanûn, doubtless the an JARESI'AH (Heb.eng , yah -ar - esh -yar ',
cient Janohah, but now a miserable village with

extensive ruins of antiquity.
origin uncertain ), one of the “ sons of Jehoram ,

JA’NUM (Heb. brap, yaw -neem ', asleep ), a
a chief man of Benjamin resident at Jerusalem

(1 Chron. 8:27).

town of Judah in the mountain district, apparently
JAR'HA (Heb. 357 ?", yar-kharon, the Egyp

not far from Hebron ( Josh . 15:53), not identified .

JA'PHETH (Heb. 27, yeh '= feth , widespread. He wasmarriedtothe daughter of his master, and,
tian slave of Sheshan, a descendant of Jerahmeel.

ing ), one of the three sons of Noah (Gen. 5:32 ; in consequence , obtained his freedom . Sheshan

6:10 ; 7:13; 9:18 ; 10:1 ; 1 Chron. 1 :4 , 5). Al- having no sons, his posterity were traced through

though he is mentioned last in these passages , yet this connection ( 1 Chron. 2: 34-41). Some sup

we learn from Gen. 10:21 (comp. 9:24 ) that he was pose that the name of Jarha's wife was Ahlai

the eldest of the three. He and his wife were pre- | (v. 31 ; comp. 34), but the masculine form of the

served in the ark (Gen. 7 :7 ; 1 Pet. 3:20). He had word , and the use of Ahlai ( 11:41 ) for a man, is

seven sons (Gen. 10:2; 1 Chron. 1 : 5 ) , and his de: adverse to this conclusion. Others suppose Ablai

scendants occupied the “ isles of the Gentiles "
to be a clerical error for Attai (v. 35) ; others

(Gen. 10 : 5) , i . e., the coast lands of the Mediter. again that Ahlai was a name given to Jarha on

ranean Sea in Europe and Asia Minor. His act of his incorporation into the family of Sheshan, while

filial piety when, with Shem , he covered his fa- still others conjecture that Ahlai was a son of

ther's nakedness, is recorded in Gen. 9 : 20-27. Sheshan, born after the marriage of his daughter.

JAPHI'A (Heb. 9 yaw -fee '-ah, bright, JA'RIB (Heb. 59.7, yaw -rebe', adversary).

splendid).

1. The king of Lachish who, with three other Gen. 46:10 asJacuin (q. v . ).
1. A son of Simeon ( 1 Chron. 4:24), given in

kings, joined Adoni-zedek, king of Jerusalem ,
2. One of the “ chief men " sent by Ezra to pro

against Joshua, but was defeated and slain after

confinement in thecave of Makkedah ( Josh . 10 : 3 , fromJerusalem(Ezra 8:16 ), B. C. about 457.
cure a priest “ for the house of God ” on the return

sq . ), B. C. about 1170.

2. Oneof the sons of David, born to him by one vorced his Gentilewife after the captivity ( Ezra
3. A priest of the “ of Jeshua, who di.

of his wives, whose name is not given, at Jerusa

lem (2 Sam . 5:15 ; 1 Chron. 3 :7; 14:6 ), B. C. after 10:18), B. C. 456.

1000 .
JARMUTH (Heb . 079727", yar-mooth ', eleva.

3. A town on the eastern part of the southern tion ).

boundary of Zebulun , situated on the high ground 1. A town in the low country of Judah (Josh.

between Daberath and Gittah -hepher(Josh . 19:12). 15:35 ), and the seat of the Canaanitish king
Dr. Robinson (Researches, iii, 194) identifies it with Pirim . He was one of the five who conspired to

modern Yafa ,about one and a half miles S. W. of punish Gibeon for having made alliance with
Nazareth . Others locate it elsewhere. Israel ( 10 : 3 , 5) , and who were routed at Beth -horon

JAPHẨLET (Heb. 2p , yaf-late', he will de- andputtodeath byJoshua atMakkedah (v.23).
liver ), a son of Heber and great-grandson of It is identified with the modern Yarmuk, a village

Asher, and fathe : of three sons and a daughter with the remains of walls and cisterns of very

(1 Chron. 7:32, 33), B. C. probably before 1640. ancient date.

Some think it to have been a branch of his de. 2. A Levitical (Gershonite ) city in the tribe of

scendants (Juphleti) that are mentioned in Josh . Asher (Josh. 21:29), called Remeth (19:21) und

16 : 3 as having settled along the border between Ramoth ( 1 Chron . 6:73 ).

Ephraim and Dan, but this is improbable.
JARO’AH (Heb. Tini, yaw -ro' -akh, new moon),

JAPH'LETI (Heb. 05 , yaf-lay-tee"). The a chief man of the tribe of Gad resident in Bashan

boundary of “ the Japhleti " is one of the land- | ( 1 Chron. 5:14), B. C. before 740.
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JASHEN JAW

" 11

( G

JA’SHEN (Heb. 70;, yaw- shane', sleeping ), a time of Ezra who had to put away his foreign wife

person several of whose sons are named as (Ezra 10:29), B. C. 456.

among David's famous bodyguard (2 Sam. 23:32 ), JASH'UBI-LE'HEM (Heb.Onur, yaro .

called (1 Chron. 11:34) Hashem the Gizonite. The shooʻ -be leh '-khem , returner of bread ), a person or

discrepancies between the two passages may, per a place named among the descendants of Shelah,

haps, best be reconciled by understanding the the son of Judah by Bath - shua the Canaanitess

two braves referred to as being Jonathan Ben- | ( 1 Chron. 4:22). It is probably place, and we

shammah ( or Ben-shageth ) and Ahiam Ben- should infer that it lay on the western side of the

sharar (or Ben-sacar), grandsons of Jashen (or tribe, in or near the Shefelah.

Hashem) of Gizon, in the mountains of Judah
JAʼSHUBITES, THE (Heb. 107, yaw -shoo

hence called Hararites, B. C. before 1000.

JA'SHER, BOOK OF (Heb. 2013 ,say'- Issachar (Num . 26:24).
bee ), the family founded by Jashub the son of

fer_hay -yaw -shawr ', the book of the righteous, JA SIEL (1 Chron. 11:47) . See JAASIEL.

A. V. “ Book of Jasher, ” Josh. 10:13 ; 2 Sam.
JA’SON (Gr. 'Iáowv, ee-as'-oan, about to cure),

1:17, 18), the book of the upright or righteous of Thessalonica, was the man who entertained

man, that is to say, of the true members of the Paul and Silasin that city. The mob , in conse

theocracy, orgodly men . From the two references quence,assaulted his house, and, not finding his

given it has been justly inferred that the book was guests,dragged Jason before the ruler, who re

à collection of odes in praise of certain heroes of leased him on security (Acts 17: 5–9). He is prob

the theocracy, with historical notices of their ably the same as the Jason mentioned in Rom.

achievements interwoven. That the passage in 16:21, as a kinsman of Paul,and probably accom

Joshua quoted from this work is extracted from a paniedhim to Corinth (A. D. 54).

song is evident enough, both from the poetical
JASPER. See MINERAL KINGDOM.

form of the composition and also from the parallel

JATH'NIEL (Heb. Spon , yath -nee-ale',ism of the sentences. The reference in 2 Sam .

1:18 is to an elegy upon Saul and Jonathan in the whom God bestows),the fourth son of Meshelemiah,

Book of Jasher. By some the Book of Jasher is a Korhite Levite, one of the doorkeepers of the

supposed to have perished in the captivity. temple (1 Chron . 26 : 2 ), B. C. about 960,

JASHOʻBEAM (Heb.bi, yaw -shob -awm ',
JATTIR (Heb. 79., yat-teer ', redundant), a

returning people). city in the mountains of Judah (Josh. 15:48), and

1. A Hachmonite, one of David's warriors , and with its suburbs assigned to the priests (Josh.

the first named of the two lists given of them 24:14 ; 1 Chron. 6:57). David was accustomed to

(2 Sam. 23:8 , “ the Tachmonite," marg. " Josheb- visit Jattir in his freebooting days, and sent to his

bassebet;” 1 Chron. 11:11). The former passage friends there gifts taken from his enemies (1 Sam .

attributes to him the defeat of eight hundred , the 30:27). According to Eusebius and Jerome it was

latter of three hundred Philistines. This is ac- in their time a large place inhabited by Christians,

counted for by Kennicott (Diss. , i , 95 , 96) as fol- twenty miles from Eleutheropolis, probably on the

lows: " w , the initial letter of the Hebrew words site occupied by the ruins of Attir.

for three and eight, being used as an abbreviation , JAVAN (Heb. 777, yaw -vawn ', effervescing ),

a mistake arose . Dr. Strong (McC . and S., Cyc., the fourth named of the sons of Japheth , and fa

s . v . ) inclines to the supposition that “ Jashobcam , ther of Elishah, Tarshish, Kittim, and Dodanim

or Josheb -bash-shebeth (2 Sam. 23: 8 , margin )was | (Gen . 10 : 2, 4 ; 1 Chron. 1 : 5, 7). The namo ap

the name or title of the chief, Adino and Eznite pears in Isa . 66:19 , where it is coupled with

being descriptive epithets, and Hachmonite the Tarshish, Pul, and Sud, and more particularly with

patronymic of the same person .” The exploit of Tubal and the “ isles afar off," as representatives

breaking through the host of the Philistines to of the Gentile world ; in Ezek. 27:13 , among the

procure a draught of water from thewellof Beth- places where the Syrians obtained articles of

lehem is ascribed to the three chief heroes, and traffic ; in Dan. 8:21 ; 10:20 (comp. 11:2 ; Zech .

therefore to Jashobeam , the first of the three 9:13 A. V. “ Græcia " ), where Alexander the Great

( 23: 13-17), B. C. before 1000. See JOSHEB-BASH- is styled king of Javan. A comparison of these

passages leave no doubt that Javan was the name
2. One of the Korhites who joined David at given to Greece by the Hebrews, and believed to

Ziklag (1 Chron. 12 : 6), B. C. before 1000.
be the country settled by his posterity.

3. One who commanded twenty -four thousand, name Javan came from the Ionians or Iafones, on

and did duty in David's court in the monthNisan the Asiatic shores of the Ægean, but is usedof all

( 1 Chron . 27 : 2). He was the son of Zabdiel, and, Greeks down to Alexander the Great ” (Smith,

if the same as No. 1, his patronymic of “ the Hist. Geog ., p. 136). “ A Yivâna or ' Ionian , a
Hacbmonite " must refer to his race or office .

name which corresponds letter for letter with

JAʼSHUB (Heb. 5707, yaw -shoob', he who re- the Hebrew Javan, is referred to in one ofthe
cuneiform tablets found at Tel el -Amarna, and

turns).

1. Thethird son of Issachar, and founder of the written in the century before the Exodus, as being

family of the Jashubites (Num .26:24 ; 1 Chron. ona mission in thecountry of Tyre” (Sayce,

7:1). He is called Job (Gen. 46:13),perhaps by Higher Crit., etc., p. 20).
JAVELIN . See ARMOR, 1 ( 3).contraction, or corruption, or substitution, B. C.

before 1640. JAW (Hebrew usually " 77 ?, lekhy ee', rendered

2. One of the sons of Bani, a layman in the jawbone ; jaws, Psa. 22:15 ; jar teeth , Prov.

1 )

SHEBETH .
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JAZER JEBUS

30:14 ; cheek teeth, Joel 1 : 6). The jawbone of an in his hand , he pronounced a solemn oath of

ass was the weapon with which Samson once did purification before her, to which she responded ,

great slaughter ( Judg. 15:15 ). See CHEEK. Amen, amen.

JAʼZER (Num . 32: 1 , 3 ; Josh . 21:39 ; 2 Sam. “ The dust was strewn upon the water ... as

24 :5 ; 1 Chron, 6:81 ; 26:31 ; Isa. 16: 8 , 9 ; Jer. an allusion to the fact that dust was eaten by the

48:32). ' See JAAZER. serpent (Gen. 3:14) as a curse of sin, and there.

JAʼZIZ (Heb. 7 ?, yaw -zeez ', prominent), a fore as a symbol of a state deserving a curse, a

Hagarite, and overseer of David's flocks ( 1 Chron. state of the deepest humiliation and disgrace

27:31), which were probably pastured east of Jor- (Psa. 72:9 ; Isa. 49:23 ; Mic. 7:17). On the very

dan, where the forefathers of Jaziz had lived for same ground an earthen vessel was chosen, that

ages (comp. vers. 19–22).
is to say, one quite worthless in comparison with

JEALOUSY (Heb. 7 ??, kin -aw ' ; Gr. 5720s, head is to be regarded here as a removal or
a copper one. The loosening of the hair of the

dzay'-los), properly suspicion of a wife's purity loosening of the female headdress, and a symbol

(Num. 5:14 ); often used of Jehovah's sensitive of the loss of the proper ornament of female
regard forthe true faith of his Church (Exod. 20 : 5 , morality and conjugal fidelity. The priest,

etc.; 2 Cor . 11 : 2 ) ; used for anger or indignation, as a representative of God, held the vessel in bis

or intense interest for the welfare of another hand, with the water in it, which was called the

(Psa. 79 : 5; 1 Cor. 10:22 ; Zech . 1:14 ; 8 : 2) . " 1, • water of bitterness, the curse-bringing ,' inasmuch

Jehovah thy God, am a jealous God,' who will not as , if the crime imputed to her was well-founded,

transfer to another the honor that is due to him- it would bring upon the woman bitter suffering as

self ( Isa. 42 : 8 ; 48:11 ) , nor tolerate the worship of the curse of God . "

any other god (Exod. 34:14), but who directs the The priest wrote these curses, “ those contained

warmth of his anger against those who hate him in the oath, in a roll, and washed them with the

(Deut. 6:15) with the sameenergy with which the bitter water, i. e. , washed the writing in the ves

warmth of his love (Cant.8 : 6) embraces those who sel , so that the words of the curse should pass

love him, except that love in the form of grace into the water, and be imparted to it ; a symbol.

reaches much farther than wrath ” (K. and D. , ical act, to set forth the truth that God imparted

Com ., in loc . ). When speaking of the jealousy of to the water the power to act injuriously upon a

God, we are to understand this language to be guilty body, though it would do no harm to an

employed to illustrate, rather than represent the innocent one. "

emotions of the divine mind . The same causes After all this was done he gave her the water to

operating upon the human mind would produce drink (Num.5 :11-31); although, according to v. 26,
what we call anger, jealousy, repentance, grief, not till after the presentation of the sacrifice and

etc.; and therefore, when these emotions are the burning of the memorialupon the altar.

ascribed to the mind of God , this language is used It cannot be determined with any certainty what

because such emotions can be represented to us was the nature of the disease threatened in the

by no other, curse ; but the idea of the curse seems to have

JEALOUSY , IMAGE OF(Heb. P2370, been properly enunciated by Theodoret, “ the pun
say'-mel hak-kin-aw), the image seen by Ezekielishment shall come from the same source as the
in the vision of the abominations of Jewish idol- sin . ” The punishment was to answer exactly to

atry (Ezek. 8 : 3 , 5 ) . The idolatrous object was the crime, and to fall upon those bodily organs

such as to excite the jealousy ( 9. v. ) of Jehovah; which had been the instruments of the woman's

probably Baal or Asherah , whose image had al- sin, viz. , the organs of child-bearing.

ready been placed in the temple by Manasseh JEALOUSY, WATERS OF. See JEALOUSY

(2 Kings 21 :7). “ As the God of Israel, Jehovah OFFERING.

cannot tolerate the image and worship of another JE'ARIM (Heb. 677 ?, yeh-aw -reem ', forests),

god in his temple. To set up such an image in

the temple of Jehovah was a practical renuncia. boundary of Judah ( Josh. 16:10), having CHESALON
mountain named in specifying the northern

tion of the covenant, a rejection of Jehovah on (q. v.) upon it as a landmark.

the part of Israel as its covenant God ” (Keil,

Com ., in loc.).
JEATERAI (Heb. ???, yeh -aw -ther-ah’ee,

JEALOUSY OFFERING (Heb. Onge stepping), a Levite of the family of Gershom

mix??, min-khath' ken -aw -oth ', literally offering called Ethni in v. 41.
( 1 Chron . 6:21 ), generally thought to be the same

of jealousies,an intensive plural). If a man sus.
JEBERECHI'AH (Heb. 777 , yeb-eh-rek

pected his wife of adultery without her having
been caught in the act, or without his having yaw '-hoo, whom Jehovah blesses), the father of

witnesses to prove her supposed guilt, then he Zechariah (not the prophet ), which latter Isaiah

was required to bring her to the priest,along with took asone of the witnesses of his marriage with

an offering (Num . 5:12 , sq . ). It consisted of a
“ the prophetess ” (Isa. 8 : 2 ), or, as Delitzsch thinks

tenth of an ephah of barley flour, without oil or ( Com .,in loc.), as witnesses of the writing upon

incense, called “

ing ofmemorial.” Thepriest set her before se JEBUS(Heb. 012 ;, yeb-oos",trodden), a Ca
an offering of jealousy, an offer the tablet, B. C. about742.

hovah, poured holy water ( Exod. 30:18 ) into an naanitish city, identified with Jerusalem ( Josh. 15 : 8 ;

earthen basin, and put dust into it from the floor Judg. 19:10) ; Jebusi (Josh . 18:16, 28). David once

of the sanctuary. Uncovering her head , he put captured it in brilliant achievement ( 2 Sam . 6 : 8).

the offering into her hand ; and holding the water | See JERUSALEM.

a
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16

JEBUSITE, JEB'USITES (Hebrew always 2. (Hebrew same as No. 1 ). Son of Harumaph ,

singular "Ona , hah-yeb-00-see', except that it is and one of those who repaired the walls of Jeru :

O2 in 2 Sam . 6 : 6 ; 24:16, 18; 1 Chron. 21:18 , salem (Neh. 3:10),B. C. 445.

and 0727 in 2 Sam. 5 :8 ; 1 Chron. 11 :6 ; Zech. The chief of the second division of priests as ar
3. (Heb. 777 ?, yed -ah-yaw ', Jah has known).

9: 7 ), one of the Canaanitish nations who were to ranged by David ( 1 Chron. 24 : 7 ) , B. C. about 960.

be dispossessed by Israel . In the list of the

doomed nations the Jebusites always come last, in Jerusalem after the captivity ( 1 Chron . 9:10;
4. (Hebrew sameas No. 3). A priest officiating

except in Ezra 9: 1 ; Neh. 9 : 8 . But this was not Neh. 11:10 ) ; in the latter passage called the son

because they were of no account. They were of Joiarib (probably a corrupt reading ). He seems

mountaineers (Num . 13:29 ; Josh. 11:3). Their city to have belonged to the family of Jeshua, nine

was Jerusalem (Josh. 15:63), “ which is Jebus ?

(1 Chron. 11:4). Their warlike character is shown panying him from Babylon (Ezra 2:36 ; Neh. 7:39).
hundred and seventy-three of his relatives accom

by their whole history. It was Adoni-zedek, king A jedaiah is mentioned in Neh . 12:6, 7 , 19, 21 ,

of Jerusalem , who raised the confederacy against butwhether the same person or not is difficult to

Gibeon (Josh. 10:1-4 ). The Jebusites were sum decide, some (Smith, Bib. Dict .) holding that there

moned to take part in the confederacy headed by were two priestly families of this name. He is

Jabin, king of Hazor ( 11:3 ). The king of Jeru- probably identical with the Jedaiah whom the

salem was among those smitten by Joshua (12:10), prophet was directed to crownwith the symboli

and from Josh. 12:7 we might infer that Israel had cal wreath (Zech .6 :10–14), B. C. 536–517.

taken their territory. But they still retained at

least their royal city (Judg. 1:21 ) till the time of
JEDIA'EL (Heb. 3877?, yed -ce -ah -ale”, known

David (2 Sam. 5: 6-8 ; 1 Chron. 11:4-6 ). Living of God).

on the border between Judah and Benjamin , the
1. One of the sons ” of Benjamin, ancestor of

Jebusites dwelt withJudah ( Josh . 15:63) and with manyBenjamite families, numbering,according to
Benjamin ( Judg. 1:21 ), to which tribe Jerusalem David's census, seventeen thousand two hundred

belonged (Josh. 18:28 ). It is presumably implied warriors (1 Chron. 7 :6, 10, 11 ). He is usually

that neither tribe was able to dislodge them .
identified with Ashbel ( 1 Chron. 8 : 1 ) , but may

The only real appearance of Jebusites after this have been a later descendant of Benjamin , who

is in the story of Araunah (2 Sam . 24 : 16-24 ) , or reached the first rank by reason of the fruitful

Ornan ( 1 Chron. 21 : 14-27) , the Jebusite. Neh . ness of his house and the decadence of elder

9 : 8 is a historical reminiscence, and probably branches.

Zech. 9 : 7 ; but Ezra 9: 1 certainly seemsto imply 2. The son of Shimri, and one of David's heroes

the existence of the Jebusites as a distinct (1 Chron. 11:45 ) , and, perhaps, the chief of Ma

heathen tribe. nasseh who joined David at Ziklag (12:20 ), B. C.

Vo allusions to special Jebusite institutions, before 1000.

customus, or religion are found . But two Jebusite 3. The second son of Meshelemiah, and a Kor.

names remain, Adoni-zedek (Josh . 10: 1), which is hite of the Levitical family of “ the sons of

Hebrew in form and means " Lord of justice," or Asaph.” He was appointed a doorkeeper of the

“ righteousness,” and Araunah (Heb. 1777787, tabernacle by David (1 Chron . 26 : 2 ), B. C. about
960.

JEDIDAH (Heb . 177???, yed-ee-daw', beloved ),

v. 18 ; 777 in Chronicles). This name has a for- the daughter of Adaiah of Boscath, wife of King

eign look , and may be a Jebusite form . Amon and mother of Josiah (2 Kings 22 : 1 ), B. C.

The apocryphal Acts of the Apostles allude to a 640.
cave in Cyprus, “ where the race of the Jebusites JEDIDI'AH (Heb. 57777?, yed -ee-deh -yaw ',

formerly dwelt,” and to a “ pious Jebusite, a kins- beloved by Jehovah ), the name given by God through
man of Nero." — W . H.

Nathan to Solomon (2 Sam. 12:25) .

JECAMI'AH (1 Chron . 3:18) , elsewhere JEK

AMIAH (q. v. ).
JEDI'THUN (Heb. 777777 ?, yed -ee-thoon '), the

JECHOLI'AH (Heb. ???, yek -ol-yaw ', able form given in 1 Chron. 16:38; Neh. 11:17 ; Psa

through Jehovah), wife of Amaziah, kingof Judah, 39, title ; and 77,title, of JEDUTHUN (q.v .).

and mother of Azariah, or Uzziah (2 Kings 15 : 2),
JEDU THUN (Heb. 77017?, yed -oo-thoon ', he

B. C. 797. In 2 Chron. 26 : 3 her name is given as who praises), a Merarite, and one of the masters of

Jecoliah. the sacred music appointed by David ( 1 Chron .

JÉCHONI'AS, the Greek form (Matt. 1:11 , 16:38 , sq . ; 25 :1, 3, etc.), B. C. about 960. From

12) of the name of King JECHONIAH (q. v .). a comparison of 1 Chron . 15:17 , 19 with 16:41,

JECOLI'AH (2 Chron. 26 : 3). See JECHOLIAH. 42 ; 25 :1, 3 , 6 ; 2 Chron. 35:15 , some identify bim

with Ethan. In 2 Chron. 35:15 he is called the

JECONI'AH, an altered form of the name of

King_JEROIACHIN (q. v.). found in 1 Chron. 3:16 , exercising the same office (i Chron. 25:1, 3),at
His sons appear sometimes as“ king's seer . ”

17; Esth . 2 : 6 ; Jer. 24 : 1 ; 27:20 ; 28 : 4 ; 29 : 2 . others as doorkeepers ( 16:42) . His descendants

JEDA’IAH . 1. (Heb. 777?, yed -aw -yaw ', are mentioned ( 2 Chron . 29:14) as taking part in

praised of Jah ). The son of Shimri andfather of purifying the templein the reign of Hezekiah, and

Allon, of the ancestors of Ziza , a chief Simeonite, later still (Neh. 11:17; 1 Chron . 9:16) employed

who migrated to the valley of Gedor (1 Chron. about the singing. His name is used (2 Chron.

4:37), B. C. before 716. 35:15) instead ofJeduthunites (sons of Jeduthun )

: - ir )

qeriהנוראה,Sam2.24:16;הָיְכַרֲאq.הנורא,

:

TI :
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JEEZER JEHOAHAZ

: '

as

JEEʻZER (Heb. , ce -ch ’-zer, helpless, Jehoram , and son of King Jehoshaphat (2 Chron.
abridged for Abiezer ), a son of Gilead of Manasseh 21 : 2). These brothers were all murdered by Je

(Num. 26:30), elsewhere (Josh. 17 : 2 , etc. ) called horam upon his accession (v. 4), B. C. 850.

ABIEZER (q. v . ) . 6. One of the descendants (“ sons.") of Heman

JEEʻZERITES, the descendants (Num. 26:30) reformations (2 Chron.29:14 ), and probably thethe singer, who assisted King Hezekiah in his

of Jeezer.

same person who was appointed one of the super
JEʻGAR - SAHADU'TÁA (Chald. 27 intendents of thesacred offerings (31:13), B. C. 719.

NDT , yeg -ar' sah-had-oo-thaw', heap of testi- 7. One of the “ rulers of the house of God , "

mony), the Aramæan name given by Laban the who contributed liberally toward the temple sacri

Syrian to the heap of stones which he erected as a fices in the time of King Josiah (2 Chron. 35 : 8 ),

memorial of the compact between Jacob and him- | B. C. 639.

self, while Jacob commemorated the same by set- 8. The father of Obadiah, which latter returned

ting up a pillar (Gen. 31:47), as was his custom on with two hundred and eighteen males of the sons

several other occasions. Galeed , a “ witness of Joab from Babylon, with Ezra (Ezra 8 : 9), B. C.

heap," is given as the Hebrew equivalent.
before 457.

JEHALEʻLEEL (Heb. ?, yeh -hal-lel
9. A priest , one of the “ sons ” of Harim, who

ale', praiser of God ), a descendant ofJudah whose divorced his Gentile wife after the exile (Ezra
10:21), B. C. 457.

own immediate parentage is not known. Four of
10. One of the “ sons" of Elam, who put away

his sons are enumerated ( 1 Chron . 4:16) .
his Gentile wife after the captivity (Ezra 10:26),

JEHAL'ELEL (Hebrew same as above), a and probably the father of Shechaniah, who pro

Merarite Levite whose son , Azariah, took part in posed that measure (v. 2), B. C. 457.

the restoration of the temple in the time of Heze.
JEHI'ELI (Heb. , yekh-ee -ay-lee',kiah (2 Chron . 29:12), B. C. 719.

Je.

JEHDEʻIAH (Heb. 97777!, yekh-dee-yaw'. hielite), a Gershonite Levite of the family of Laa

hoo, unity of Jah ).
dan . His sons had charge of the treasures of the

1.A descendant of Shubael, or Shebuel, of the Lord's house ( 1 Chron. 26:21, 22), B. C. before 960.

family of Gershom , and head of a division of the JEHIZKI'AH (Heb. 177IT ?, yekh-iz -kee

Levitical temple as attendants arranged by David yaro'-hoo, same Hezekiah, whom Jehovah

(1 Chron . 24:20 ; comp. 23:16) , B. C. about 960. strengthens), the son of Shallum , one of the leaders

2. A Meronothite who had charge of the royal of Ephraim , who, at the instance of Obed the
asses under David ( 1 Chron. 27:30), B. C. 1000. prophet, insisted upon the liberation of the cap

JEHEZ’EKEL (Heb. 527 , yekh -ez -kale ', tives brought into Samaria by the army under

Godwill strengthen), the head of the twentieth Pekah in the campaign against Judah (2 Chron.

course ” of priests under David (1 Chron. 24:16). 28:12 ; comp. vers. 8, 13, 15), B. C. about 741.

See EZEKIEL . JEHO'ADAH (Heb. -7791 , yeh -ho - ad -daw ',

JEHI'AH (Heb. 177?, yekh -ee-yaw ', Jah liv- whom Jehovah adorns), son of Ahaz, the great
eth ), a Levite associated with Obed -edom as “ door- grandson of Jonathan, the son of Saul ( 1 Chron.

keeper of the ark ” when brought by David to 8:36 ), called JARAH (q. v.) in 1 Chron. 9:42, B. C.

Jerusalem ( 1 Chron. 15:24), B. c . 982. Called considerably after 1037.

Jehiel, or Jeiel , in v. 18 . JEHOAD'DAN (Heb. 17219 , yeh -ho -ad

JEHI'EL (Heb.LATT), yekh- ec-ale", God lives, dawn', Jehovah pleased = Jehoadah), a woman of

Nos. 1 and 2 ; Soyo, yeh-ec-ale”, treasured of God). Jerusalem , queen of Joash and mother of Ama

ziah (2 Kings 14: 2 ; 2 Chron . 25 : 1 ), B. C. 825.
1. A Benjamite, apparently the founder

(“ father " ) of, and resident at, Gibeon, and the JEHO’AHAZ (Heb. TIINIT, yeh-ho-aw-khawz',

husband of Maachah . A number of his sons are Jehovah sces ).

named ( 1 Chron . 9:35 , sq. ; comp. 8:29). 1. The son and successor of Jehu, the twelfth

2. The son of Hothan, an Aroerite, one of king of Israel after the division of the kingdom

David's heroes ( 1 Chron. 11:44 ), B. C. 993. ( 2 Kings 10:35 ). He reigned seventeen years

3. A Levite of the second degree,” appointed B. C. 815–799. Following the sins of Jeroboam ,

by David to play upon a psaltery on the occasion his forces were defeated by the Syrians until they

of the removal of the ark to Jerusalem ( 1 Chron . were reduced to fifty horsemen, ten chariots, and

15:18, 20 ), in which former passage he and those ten thousand footmen. In his humiliation he be.

named with him are called " porters.” He is ap- sought Jehovah , and a deliverer was granted to

parently the Jehiah of v. 24. By some he is Israel , probably in the person of Jehoash (q . v . ) ,

identified with the Gershonite head of the Bene- his son, who expelled the Syrians and reestab

Laadan in the time of David (23:8 ),who had charge lished the affairs of the kingdom (2 Kings 13 : 1-9,

of the treasures ( 29 : 8) . If so, his descendants 25).

were called Jehieli (Jehielites, 26:21 ), B. C. 982 . 2. The third son of Josiah by Hamutal, called

4. Son of Hachmoni (or á Hachmonite), who Shallum in 1 Chron. 3:16 , where he is given as the

was “ with the king's sons,” probably as tutor fourth son, but by a comparison of 2 Kings 23:31,

(1 Chron . 27:32) . The mention of Ahithophel and 2 Chron. 36:11, we find that Zedekiah was

( v. 33) seems to fix the date before the revolt, the younger. After his father had been slain in

B. C. perhaps about 976. resisting the progress of Pharaoh-necho, Jehoahaz

5. The second named of the six brothers of I was raised to the throne, at the age of twenty.

"

:
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JEHOASH JEHOIACHIN

three years , in preference to his elder brother, went to his bedside, wept over him, and said , “ O ,

Jehoiakim (2 Kings 23:31 , 36) . He was anointed my father, my father, the chariot of Israel , and

at Jerusalem ( v. 30 ), and found the land full of the horsemen thereof." The prophet promised

trouble, but free from idolatry (v. 24 ). He is de- him deliverance from the Syrian yoke in Aphek ,

scribed as an evil -doer (v. 32) and an oppressor and bid him smite upon the ground. The king

(Ezek. 19 : 3 ) , but seems to have been lamented by smote thrice and then stayed, whereupon the

the people ( Jer. 22:10 ; Ezek. 19 :1). Pharaoh- prophet rebuked him for staying, and limited to

necho, upon his return from the Euphrates, re- three his victories over Syria. These promises were

moved him from the throne, and put Jehoiakim in accomplished after the prophet's death, Jehoash

his place. Jehoahaz was taken first to Riblah in in three successive victories overcoming the

Syria, and then to Egypt, where he died . His Syrians and retaking from them the towns which

reign lasted only three months, B. C. 608. Hazael had rent from Israel (2 Kings 13:10 , sq . ) .

3. The name given (2 Chron. 21:17 ; 25:23) to (3 ) War. The success of Jehoash appears to have

the youngest son of Jehoram, king of Judah ; made Amaziah, king of Judah , jealous, and he

usually called AHAZIAH (q . v. ) . sought a quarrel with him. Jehoash replied with

JEHO’ASH (Heb. "NIT?, yeh -ho- awsh ”, Je- the parable of the“ Thistle and theCedar." But
Amaziah was determined in his purpose, and a

hwah-given ). war ensued in which Jehoash was victorious.

1. The eighth king of Judah, and son of King Having defeated Amaziah in Beth-shemesh, in
Ahaziah (2 Kings 11:2), by Zibiah (2 Kings 12:1 ; Judah , ady nced against Jerusalem, broke

2 Chron. 24: 1). He was born B. C. about 843. down the walls to the extent of four hundred

His aunt, Jehosheba, saved him from the massacre cubits, and carried away the treasures both of the

by ATHALIAH (q. v .). At the age of seven years temple and the palace, together with hostages for

he seems to have been the only living descendant the future good behavior of Amaziah (2 Chron.

of Solomon, and was then brought into the temple 25 : 17-24) . Jehoaslı, soon after his victory , died

and anointed king. JEHOIADA (q . v .), the high in peace, and was buried in Samaria (2 Kings

priest, thought the time ripe for overthrowing the 14 :8–16 ).
power of Athaliah, the usurper, and secured the

JEHOHA’NAN (Heb. 1771-4, yeh-ho-khaw
cooperation of the royal bodyguard. The noisy

greeting that was accorded" Jehoash brought nawn ', Jehovah favored ).

Athaliah to the temple, where she was seized and
1. A Korhite , and head of the sixth division of

slain, B. C. 836. Jehoash behaved well as long theLevitical temple porters ( 1 Chron .26 : 3 ), B. C.

as Jehoiada, his uncle, lived . Excepting that the about 960.

high places were still resorted to for incense and
2. The second named of the “ captains of

sacrifice, pure religion was restored, and the tem- Jehoshaphat, king of Judah. He commanded two

ple was repaired. But after the death of his aged hundred and eighty thousand men (2 Chron . 17:15),
counselor evil advisers led him into sin ; the law and is, probably , the same whose son Ishmael

was neglected, idolatry prevailed ,and God's anger supported Jehoiada in the restoration of prince
kindled against him . Prophets were senttowarn Jeloash (23 : 1 ), B.C. about 875.

him , but the ungrateful king responded by putting
3. An Israelite of the family of Bebai, who

to death Zechariah, the sonand successor ofhis divorced his Gentile wife after the exile " (Ezra

benefactor Jehoiada. In about a year Hazael, 10:28), B. C. 456.

king of Syria, came against him , overcame his
4. A leading priest, descendant of Amariah,

forces, and , appearing before Jerusalem , was
He waswhich latter returned with Zerubbabel.

bought off with the treasures of the temple. Je contemporary with Joiakim (Neh. 12:13 ; comp.

hoash also suffered from a painful malady, and vers. 2 and 12), B. C. considerably after 536.

was at length slain by his own servants, B. C. 797 .
5. A priest who took part in the musical serv

He was buried in thecity of David, but not in the ices at the dedication of the walls ofJerusalem

sepulcher of the kings (2 Kingschaps. 11, 12 ; 2 by Nehemiah (Neh. 12:42), B. C.445.

Chion. 24) . He is one of the three kings omitted JEHOI'ACHIN (Heb. 77777 ;, yeh-ho-yaw

in the genealogy of Christ (Matt. 1:8). keen ', Jehovah will establish ), son of Jehoiakim ,

2. The son and successor of Jehoahaz, king of king of Judah, and Nehushta, daughter of El

Israel. (1) Reign. He became viceroy to his nathan of Jerusalem ; called also Coniah. ( 1 ) Reign.

father (2 Kings 13:10 ), reigning thirteenth over He succeeded his father as the nineteenth king

the separate kingdom sixteen years, including his over the separate kingdom , and reigned three

viceroyship, B. C. _799–783. According to the months and ten days, B. C. 597. His age at his

scriptural account, Jehoash " did that which was accession was eighteen years, according to 2 Kings

evil in the sight of the Lord ; he departed not from 24 : 8,but eight years according to 2 Chron . 36:9

all the sins of Jeroboam, the son of Nebat, who (see Note ) . Jehoiachin “ did that which was evil

made Israel sin : but he walked therein ” ( 2 Kings in the sight of the Lord ," and probably opposed the

13:11) . Josephus says (Ant. , ix , 8 , 6) that “ He interests of the Chaldean empire, for in three

was a good man, and in disposition was not at all months after his accession we find Nebuchadnezzar

like hisfather.” The statement inKingsissup- layingsiegeto Jerusalem, as Jeremiah hadpre

posed by some to refer to the first part of his dicted (Jer. 22 : 18-30). Immediately after Jehoi.

reign, while that of Josephus relates to the latter achin's succession the Egyptians were completely

part, after a reclamation . (2) Interview with driven out of Asia, the fortresses south of Jerusa

Elisha. Jehoash held Elishain great veneration, lem wereinvested ,and numbersof the inhabitants

and when he heard of the prophet's last illness he l of the lowlands carried away as prisoners. Jeru .
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JEHOIADA JEHOIAKIM

salem was at the time quite defenseless , and in a six years placed him on the throne. In this revo

short time Jehoiachin surrendered at discretion lution Jehoiada showed great tact and ability. He

(with the queen -mother, and all his servants, cap. waited until public sentiment seemed ripe for a

tains , and officers) to Nebuchadnezzar, who carried change, and then entered into secret alliance with

them , with the eunuchs and harem , to Babylon the chief partisans of the house of David and of

( Jer. 24: 1, 29 ; comp. Ezek. 17 : 2). The number the true religion . He gathered at Jerusalem the

of captives is given in 2 Kings 24:14 as ten thou . Levites from the different cities, and concentrated

sand, including warriors , craftsmen, and others. a large concealed force in the temple by the ex

Nebuchadnezzar also took the treasures found in pedientof not dismissing the old courses of priests

palace and temple (v. 13), and placed Mattaniah , and Levites when their successors came to reliere

the only surviving son of Josialı, on the throne, them . These were armed by means of the shields

changing his nameto Zedekiah (2 Kings 24:14-17). and armor deposited in the temple treasury by

(2) Captivity. Jehoiachin was placed in prison David, divided into three bands, and posted at the

in Babylon, where he remained for thirty -six principal entrances. The courts were filled with

years, until the death of Nebuchadnezzar, when people favorable to the cause, and then Jeboiada

Evil-merodach not only released him , but gave produced the young king, and crowned and

him a seat at his own table and anallowance for anointed him , and presented him with a copy of

his support ( 2 Kings 25 :27-30 ; Jer. 52:31-34 ), the Law , according to Deut . 17 : 18–20. Nor did

B. C. 561. We learn from Jer. 28 :4 , that four Jehoiada forget the sanctity of the temple, none

years after he had gone to Babylon there was an but the priests and ministering Levites being al.

expectation at Jerusalem of Jehoiachin's return, lowed to enter ; and strict orders having been

but Jeremiah accuses Hananiah, who thus prophe given that Athaliah should not be slain within its

sied , of falsehood (v. 15) . The tenor of Jeremiah's precincts. The new reign was inaugurated by a

letter to the elders of the captivity ( ch . 29) would solemn covenant between himself, as high priest,

seem to indicate that there was a party among the and the people and king to renounce the worship

captivity who were looking for the overthrow of of Baal , which was followed by the destruction of

Nebuchadnezzar and the return of Jehoiachin . the altar and temple of Baal and the death of

Neither Daniel nor Ezekiel makes any further allu . his priest, Mattan . His influence over the young

sion to him , except that Ezekiel dates his prophe: king was very beneficial, who ruled well and pros

sies by the year of King Jehoiachin's captivity " perously during Jehoiada's lifetime. The restora

( 1 : 2 ; 8 : 1 ; 24 :1 , etc.), the latest date being the tion of the temple in the twenty-third year of his

twenty -seventh year (29:17 ; 40 : 1 ). reign was carried on under Jehoiada's supervision.

NOTE.- (1) Jehoiachin's Age. He was at his ac- For account of this work see 2 kings, ch . 12, and

cession elghteen years of age, according to 2 Kings 2 Chron ., ch . 24 . At length he died at the age of

24 :8, but only eight according to 2 Chron. 36 : 9 . The one hundred and thirty years (2 Chron. 24:15 ), and,

usual explanation of this difference is thathereigned
ten years in conjunction with his father . This would

as a signal honor, was buried “ in the city of David

make him eight atthe beginning of his joint reign, and among the kings," B. C. perhaps 798. He is,

eighteen when he began to reign alone . The prob- doubtless, the same with Berechiah (Barachins,

ability is that eight 'in the latter text is a corruption Matt . 23:35 ) , whose son Zechariah was slain by

(the ), 10 , being dropped out ) ( Haley, Discrepan

cies). (2) Time ofCapture. His capture was in Nebula command of the king ( 2 Chron . 24:20-22).

chadnezzar's eighth year, according to 2 Kings 24:12 ; 3. The son of Paseah, apparently one of the

but in the seventh according to Jer. 52:28. This discrep : chief priests who with Meshullam repaired the

ancy may have arisen either from a slight mistake in

numeral letters or else from a different method of “ old gate " of Jerusalem (Neh. 3 : 6 ) , B. C.446.

counting regpal (Haley , Discrepancies) . 4. A priest who was in Jerusalem when the

(3) Childless. The expression (Jer. 22:30) (“ Write ye Jews were led into captivity , but who was dis
this man childless ” refers to his having no legallyreckoned successor on the throne, for he had children placed, Zephaniah being put' in his stead (Jer.

(Orelli, Com .,in loc. ;Meth . Quar. Review , October, 29:26).
1852, pp. 602-604 ; McC . and S. , Cyc.; Smith , Dict . ,

JEHOI'AKIM , the eighteenth king of the

JEHOI'ADA (Heb. 57717?, yeh -ho- yaro-daw ', separate kingdom of Judah.

known of Jehovah ).
1. Nameand Family (Heb. 697716, yeh

1. The father of Benaiah, one of David's chief ho-yaw-keem ': Jehovah established ). His original

warriors (2 Sam . 8:18 ; 20:23 ; 23:20, 22 ; 1 Kings name was Eliakim , but its equivalent, Jehoiakim ,

1:8, sq .; 2:25 , sq . ; 4:4 ; 1 Chron. 11:22 , 24 ; was given him by Pharaoh -necho, the Egyptian

18:17 ; 27 : 5 ) , B. C. before 1000. He is probably king. He was the second son of Josiah by Zebu.

the same person mentioned as leader of three dah, the daughter of Pedaiah of Rumah (2 Kings

thousand seven hundred Aaronites who assisted | 23:36), born B. C. 633.

David at Hebron ( 1 Chron . 12:27) . In 1 Chron . 2. Personal History. ( 1) Made king. Je.

27:34 his name seems to have been transposed hoiakim's younger brother, Jehoahaz, or Shallum

with that of his son, although Keil ( Com ., in loc. ) ( Jer. 22:11 ), was made a king at the death of his

suggests that the Jehoiada mentioned there was father, Josiah. The intention, probably, was for

a grandson of this Jehoiada. him to follow up his father's policy in siding with

2. The high priest at the time of Athaliah's Nebuchadnezzar against Egypt. Pharaoh-necho,

usurpation , B. C. 842 , and during most of the reign having overcome all resistance with his yictorious

of Jehoash. He married Jehosheba, daughter of army, deposed Jehoahaz, made him a prisoner in
King Jehoram and sister of King Ahaziah . When Riblah, and afterward took him to Egypt. He set

ATHALIAH( 9. v .) slew the royal family, Jehoiada Eliakim upon the throne, B. C. 608, changing his

with his wife stole and secreted Jehoash, and after I name to Jehoiakim, and charged him with collecto

>

years

S. y.) .

TT
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JEHOIAKIM JEHONADAB

ing a tribute of one hundred talents of silver and that " Jehoiachin bis son reigned iu his stead .” In

a talentof_gold, nearly two hundred thousand answer, wo state that. Jehoiachin's reign lasted but
three months, and the Hebrew term rendered " sit ” in

dollars (2 Kings 23:33-35 ; 2 Chron. 36 :3 , 4). Jeremiahimplies somedegreeof permanence; and

(2) Made a vassal. After thebattle of Carchemish hence thereis no collision between the passages (Haley.

(2) Carried to Babyion ,Nebuchadnezzar captured Jerusalem , and, taking Discrepancies. P. 346).etc. It is stated in 2 Chron. 36 : 6 that Nebuchadnezzar

the king prisoner, " bound him in fetters to carry boundJehoiakim in fetters to carry him to Babylon :

him to Babylon . ” He also took “ of the vessels but in 2 Blogs 24 :6 it issaidthat he slept with his fa

of the house of the Lord, ” and carried them to thers, and in Jer.22:19 that his body should be cast
forth beyond the gates of Jerusalem ." The probability

the temple of Bel (his god) in Babylon (2 Chron. is that he was boundwiththe intention of carrying bim

36:6, 7). Nebuchadnezzar, for some reason, seems to Babylon , but instead was slain and his corpse igno

to have abandoned his intention of conveying, miniously treated ( Rawlinson ).

Jeboiakim to Babylon, and restored him to his JEHOI'ARIB (Heb. 397717 !, yeh-ho-yaw

throne as a vassal (2 Kings 24:1 ; Jer. 25:1). reeb ', Jehovah will contend), head of the first of

(3) Destroys the roll. In the fourth yearof Je- the twenty-four courses of priests, as arranged by

hoiakim's reign the prophet Jeremiah caused a David ( 1 Chron. 24 : 7), B. C. about 961. Some of

collection of his prophecies to be written out by his descendants returned from the Babylonish

Baruch and publicly read in the temple. This captivity (1 Chron .9:10 ; Neh . 11:10, A. V. “ Joi

coming to the knowledge of the king, he sent for arib " ). Jewish tradition asserts that only four of
itand had it read beforehim. He listened to only thecourses returned from Babylon, viz., Jedaiah ,

a small portion of it, and then took the roll,and; Immer,Pashur, and Harim , and that they were

cutting it in pieces, burned it in the fire. But subdivided intosix each , to keep up the old num

Jeremiah was bidden to take another roll and ber of twenty-four. But wefind that other of the

write upon it the same words, with the addition of priestly courses are mentioned as returning (Neh .

another and an awful denunciation (Jer., ch . 36): | 10 :2-8), and in the list (12 : 1-7) that of Jehoiarib is

(4) Rebellion and death . After three years of expressly mentioned. In the other passages the

subjection Jehoiakim , deluded by the Egyptian

party in his court (comp. Josephus, Ant. , 2, 6 ,2 ), JOIARIB (q. v. ).name is abbreviated, both in Hebrew and A. V., to

withheld his tribute and rebelled against Nebu

chadnezzar ( 2 Kings 24 : 1 ). This step was taken JEHON’ADAB (Heb. 57717?, yeh-ho-naw

against the earnest protestation of Jeremiah, and dawb', Jehovah impels).
in violation of his oath . We are not informed as 1. The son of Shimeah, and nephew of David,

to what moved Jehoiakim to this rebellion , but it and a friend of Amnon . He gave the latter the

may be that seeing Egypt entirely severed from wicked advice that resulted in the ensnaring of
the affairs of Syria since the battle of Carchemish, Amnon's sister, Tamar ( 2 Sam . 13 : 3), B , C , about

and Nebuchadnezzar wholly occupied with distant 974. When Amnon was murdered by Absalom ,

wars, he hoped to make himself entirely inde- and the exaggerated report reached David that

pendent. His reign was now turbulent and un- all the princes were slaughtered, Jonadab was

happy. Bands of Chaldeans, Syrians, Moabites, aware of the real fact, and , being with the king,

and Ammonites came against him and cruelly assured him that Amnon alone was slain (vers.
harassed the country.

It was perhaps at this 32, 33 ; A. V. shorter form “ Jonadab ' ').

time that the great drought occurred described 2. A son (or descendant) of Rechab, the founder

in Jer., ch. 14 (comp. Jer., ch . 15, with 2 Kings of a peculiar tribe, who bound themseives to ab

24 : 2 , 3 ) . In the closing years of his reign the stain from wine, and never to relinquish the

Ammonites appear to have overrun the land of nomadic life. This mode of life, partly monastic,

Gad (Jer. 49: 1 ), and other nations ravaged Israel | partly Bedouin, was adhered to from generation

(Ezek., ch . 25). Jehoiakim came to his end, as was to generation, and when, many years after the

predicted, in a violent manner, and his body was death of Jehonadab, the Rechábites were forced

thrown over the wall , perhaps to convince the to take refuge from the Chaldean invasion within

enemy of his death. It was afterward taken away the walls of Jerusalem , nothing would induce them

and given an unhonored burial (Jer. 22:18 , 19; to transgress the rule of their ancestor (Jer. 35:19 ,

2 Kings 23:36 ; 24 : 1-7 ; 2 Chron . 36:4-8), A. V.“ Jonadab ” ). The single occasion in which
B. C. 597 . Jehonadab appears before us in the historical nar

3. Character. Jehoiakim was a vicious and rative is in 2 Kings 10:15 , sq . , B. C. about 842.

irreligious man, and one who encouraged the Jehu was advancing, after the slaughter of Beth

abominations of idolatry (Jer. 19 , which chapter eked, on the city of Samaria, and met Jehonadab.

is supposed to refer to his reign ). The vindictive Upon being assured that he was in sympathy with

pursuit of URIJAH (q. v .), and the indignities of the king, he was taken up into the chariot and

fered to his corpse by the king's command, are intrusted with the king's secret, viz. , the destruc

samples of his irreligion and cruelty (26: 20–23) . tion of the Baalites. He then proceeded to Sa

His daring impiety is shown by his treatment of maria in the royal chariot. It may be that Jehon

the roll containing Jeremiah's prophecy ; and his adab liad been commissioned by the people of

selfishness is shown by his spending large sums in Samaria to meet the king on the road and appease

building magnificent palaces for himself when the him . If so, his venerable character, his rank as

land was impoverished bythe tributes laid upon head of a tribe, and his neutral position , well qual

it by Egypt and Babylon (22:14, 15). ified him for the task . No doubt he acted with

NOTE.- (1) No Successor . Jehu throughout, but the only occasion in which

dicted of Jehoiakim that " He shall have none to sitIn Jer. 36:30 it 18 pre he is expressly mentioned is when he wentwith

upon the throne of David ," while 2 Kings 24:6 states Jehu through the temple of Baal to turn out any

36:30 ;
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JEHONATHAN JEHORAM

who might happen to be in the mass of pagan the evil to Elisha, the son of Shaphat, and deter

worshipers (2 Kings 10:23). mined to take away his life. The providential in

JEHON'ATHAN (Heb. 17317?, yeh - ho -Naw- terposition by which both Elisha's life was saved

thawn ', Jehovah -given ).
and the city delivered is narrated in 2 Kings, ch.7 ,

and Jehoram appears to have returned to a friendly
1. The full Hebrew form of the name JONATHAN

( q. v .), the eldest son of King Saul. The name is feeling toward Elisha (2 Kings 8:4,sq .). (4 )Au .

ance with Ahaziah . It was very soon after the
given in the A. V. in the shorter form .

above events that Elisha went 10 Damascus and

2. The son of Uzziah, and superintendent of predicted the revolt of Hazael and his accession

certain of King David's storehouses (1 Chron. to the throne of Syria in the room of Ben-hadad.

27:25), B. C. after 1000.
Jehoram seems to have thought the revolution in

3. The name of one of the Levites sent by Je- Syria, which immediately followed Elisha's pre

hoshaphat through the cities of Judah to teach diction, a good opportunity to pursue his father's

the law to the people (2 Chron. 17 : 8), 6. C. 875 . favorite project of recovering Ramoth -gilead from

4. The name of a priest (Neh. 12:18 ), and a rep- the Syrians. He accordingly made an alliance

resentative of the family of Shemaiah (v. 6) in the with his nephew Ahaziah, who had just succeeded

days of Joiakim , B. C. after 536 . Joram on the throne of Judah, and the two kings

JEHOʻRAM (Heb. 6717?, yeh -ho -rawm ', ex- proceeded to occupy Ramoth -gilead by force. The

altedby Jehovah),contracted form Joram (271, ounded in battle,andobligedto return toJezreel
expedition was an

Jehoram was

yo-rawn').
to be healed of his wounds (2 Kings 8:29 ; 9:14, 16) ,

1. The son ofAhabandJezebel, and successor leaving his army under Jehu to hold Ramoth

of his brother A haziah , who died childless. He gilend against Hazael. Jehu, however, and the

was the tenth king on the separate throne of army under his command, revolted from their

Israel , and reigned twelve years. (2 Kings 1:17 ; allegiance to Jehoram (2 Kings, ch .9), and, hastily

3 : 1 ), B. C. 853–842. marching to Jezreel, surprised Jehoram , wounded

Personal History. (1) War against Moab- and defenseless as he was. Jehoram , going out

ites . After the death of Ahab the Moabites, who to meet him , fell pierced by an arrowfrom Jehu's
had been tributary to Israel, asserted their inde- bow on the very plat of ground which Ahab had

pendence; and their king, MESHA (9. v . ), withheld wrested from Naboth the Jezreelite ; thus fulfilling

his tribute of one hundred thousand lambs and to the letter the prophecy of Elijah ( 1 Kings
one hundred thousand rams, with the wool. There- 21:21-29). With the life of Jehoram ended the

upon Jehoram asked and obtained the help of Je- dynasty of Omri. Jehoram , like his father, was

hoshaphat (king of Judah ) in a war against the an idolater, laying aside his worship of Baal,

revolting Moabites. While marching through the probably after his rebuke by Elisha, but still

wilderness of Edom the armies were in great clinging to the abominations of Jeroboam ( 1 Kings

danger through lack of water. Jehoshaphat sug. 12:26 , 31, 32).

gested an inquiry of some prophet of Jehovah , 2. Eldest son and successor of Jehoshaphat,

and Elisha was found with the host. He severely and fifth king on the separate throne of Judah,

rebuked Jehoram , and bid him inquire of the He was crowned at the age of thirty-two, and
prophets of Baal; but afterward predicted a great reigned eight years, from B. C. 850–843 (2 Kings

victory over the Moabites. The king was directed 8:16 ; 2 Chron. 21 : 1–6). Jehosheba, his daughter,
to have many ditches dug in the valley, and was was wife to the high priest Jehoiada. As soon as

assured that they would be filled immediately with he was fixed on the throne he put his six brothers

The Moabites, advancing, saw the water to death, with many of the chief nobles of the

reddened like blood with the rays of the morning land. He then, probably at the instance of his

sun, and concluding that the allies had fallen out wife, Athaliah, the daughter of Ahab, proceeded

and slain each other, advanced incautiously. They to establish theworship of Baal (2 Kings 8:18, 19).

were put to rout, and their land utterly ravaged A prophetic writing from the aged prophet Elijah

(2 Kings 3 : 1–25). ' ( 2) Invasion of Samaria. A (2 Chron. 21:12–15 ) failed to produce any good

little later war again broke out between Syria and effect upon him . This was in the first or second

Israel, and we find Elisha befriending Jehoram . vear of his reign. The remainder of it was a

The king was made acquainted with the secret series of calamities. First the Edomites, who had

counsels of the Syrian king, and was thus enabled been tributary to Jehoshaphat, revolted from his

to defeat them ; and the blinding of the Syrian dominion, and, according to old prophecies (Gen.

soldiers by God procured a cessation of the inva- 27:40), established their permanent independence.

sion ( 2 Kings 6 :8–23 ). (3) Further disasters. Next Libnah, one of the strongest fortified cities

But it seems probable that when the Syrian in- in Judah (2 Kings 19 : 8), rebelled against bim .

roads ceased, and he felt less dependent upon the Then followed invasions of armed bands of Philis

aid of the prophet, he relapsed into idolatry, and tines and of Arabiaus, who stormed the king's
was rebuked by Elisha, and threatened with a re- palace, put his wives and all his children, except

turn of the calamities from which he had escaped . his youngest son, Ahaziah, to death (2 Chron.

Refusing to repent, a fresh invasion by the Syrians 22:1), or carried them into captivity, and plun.
and a close siege of Samaria actually came to pass , dered all his treasures. He died of a terrible dis.

according, probably, to the word of the prophet. ease (2 Chron . 21:19 , 20) early in the twelfth year

Hence, when the terrible incident arose, in conse- of his brother-in -law Jehoram's reign over Israel,
quence of the famine,of a woman boiling and eating Character . Jehoram was

her own child, the king immediately attributed | cruel tyrant, manifesting his impiety by the setting

water.

an impious and
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JEHOSHABEATH JEHOSHAPHAT

was

up of Baal worship in the high places, and prosti- He went to Sumaria to visit Ahab and become his

tuting the daughters of Judah to the infamous ally against the Syrians. Desirous of consulting,

rites of Ashteroth ; and showing his cruelty by the Lord, Micah was sent for ; but he did not

the murder of all his brothers—the first example make the impression upon Jehoshaphat which

of that abominable mode of avoiding a disputed might have been expected, or else the king felt

succession , bound in honor not to recede. He came very

NOTE . — 1 ) Jehoram's accession . It is stated in near falling a victim to the plan that Abab had

2 Kings 1:17 that Jehoram , theson of Abab , began to laid for his own safety , but escaped and returned
reign in the second yearof Jehoram , the son of Jebesh- to Jerusalem in peace ( 1 Kings 22 : 1 , sq. ; 2 Chron .,
apbat; while in 2 Kings 8:16 it says that the latter began
to reign in the fifth yearof the former. To reconcile ch . 18–19: 1 ) . There he metthe just reproaches of

These statements let us remember that Jeboram , the son the prophet Jehu, and went himself through the

of Jeboshuphat, was for some timejointruler with his people, " from Beersheba to MountEphraim ,” re
father . Now, suppose that in the second year of this
joint reign Jeboram (son of Abab) began his reign : claiming them to the law of God (2 Chron. 19 : 1-3).

then that in the afth yearof the latter the formerbegau (4) Further reforms. He tried to remedy the
to reign alope. This will make thejoint reign about many defects in the local administration of justice
five years long. (2) Jehoram's son8. In 2 Chron.

21:16, 17 it is stated that the sons of Jehoram were taken and applied himself to their remedy. He ap.

captive;but in 2 Chron. 22 :1 that they were slain. The pointed magistrates in every city, and a supreme
presumption is that they were first taken captive and council at Jerusalem , composed of priests , Levites,
afterward slain ( Haley, Discrepancies, p. 346 ). and “ the chief of the fathers," to which difficult

3. One of the priests sent by Jehoshaphat to cases were referred, and appeals brought from the

instruct the people in the law (2 Chron. 17 : 8), provincial tribunals (2 Chron. 19 :4-11). ( 5) Com

B, C. after 875. merce. Turning his attention to foreign com

JEHOSHABEATH (Heb.nin ,ych -ho- merce,he built atEzion-geber, with the help of
shab-ath', Jehovah sworn ), the form in which the Ahaziah, a navy designed to go to Ophir ; but it

name of JEHOSAEBA (9. v. ) is given in 2 Chron .
wrecked at Ezion - geber. He afterward,

22:11. It is stated here, but not in Kings, that through the advice of Eliezer, the prophet, de

she was the wife of Jehoiada, the high priest. clined the cooperation of the king of Israel, and

JEHOSH'APHAT (Heb. Eppi ! yeh-ho- soon abandoned (2 Chron. 20:35-37 ; 1 Kings
the voyage prospered . The trade was, however,

shaw -fawt', Jehovah judged ). 22:49). ( 6) Wars. After the death of Ahaziah,

1. Son of Abilud, who filled the office of re- king of Israel , Jehoram , his successor, persuaded

corder or annalist in the courts of David (2 Sam . Jehoshaphat to join him in an expedition against

8:16 ; 20:24 ; 1 Chron. 18:15) and Solomon ( 1 Kings Moab. The allied armies were saved by a miracu.

4:3), B. C. 984-965. lous supply of water, and were afterward vic

2. Son of Paruah, one of the twelve purveyors torious over the enemy (2 Kings 3:4–27). Another

of King Solomon (1 Kings 4:17). His districtwas war, and to Jehoshaphat much more dangerous,

Issachar, B. C. about 960. was kindled by this. The Moabites turned their

3. The fourth king of the separate kingdom of wrath against him , and induced the Ammonites,

Judah was the son of Asa (by Azubah ), whom he the Syrians, and the Edomites to unite with them .

succeeded on the throne when he was thirty -five Jehoshaphat, believing that his help was to come

years old, and reigned twenty-five years (875–850), from God, proclaimed a fast,and the people as
His history is to be found among theevents recorded sembled in Jerusalem to implore divine assistance.

in 1 Kings 15:24 ; 2 Kings 8:16, or in a continuous “ And Jehoshaphat stood in the congregation of

narrative in . 2 Chron . 17 : 1-21 : 3 . He was con- Judah and Jerusalem , in the house of the Lord,

temporary with Ahab, Ahaziah , and Jehoram . before the new court. .. our God, wilt thou

(1) Strengthens himself. At first he strength- not judge them ? for we have no might against

ened himself against Israel by fortifying and gar- this great company that cometh against us ; neither

risoning the cities of Judah and the Ephraimite know we what to do ; but our eyes are upon thee."

conquests of Asa (2 Chron . 17 : 1 , 2). But soon After he ceased praying Jehaziel, a Levite, pro

afterward the two Hebrew kings, perhaps appre . nounced deliverance in the name of the Lord,

ciating their common danger from Damascus and assuring Judah of the overthrow of the enemy

the tribes on their eastern frontier, formed an without a blow from them . And so it happened ;

alliance . Jeshoshaphat's eldest son, Jehoram , for the allies quarreled among themselves and

married Athaliah, the daughter of Ahab and destroyed each other. This great event was recog.

Jezebel. ( 2) Resists idolatry . In his own king- nized by the surrounding nations as the act of

dom Jehoshaphat ever showed himself a zealous God, and they allowed Jehoshaphat to close his

follower of the commandments of God ; he tried , life in quiet (2 Chron.,ch . 20). During the last years

it would seem not quite successfully, to put down of his reign his son JEHORÁM ( q . v.) was associated

the high places and groves in which the people with him in the government. His name ( Josaphat)

of Judah burnt incense (1 Kings 22:43 ; 2 Chron. occurs in the ancestral list of our Lord (Matt. 1 :8 ).

17 :6 ; 20:33 ). In his third year he sent out cer- Character. The character of Jehoshaphat is

tain princes, priests, and Levites, to go through thus summed up : " Jehoshaphat sought the Lord

all the cities of Judah, teaching the people out of with all his heart ” ( 2 Chron. 22 :9). " His good

the Book of the Law (2 Chron. 17:7-9). Riches talents, the benevolence of his disposition, and his

and honors increased around him . He received generally sound judgment, are shown not only in

tribute from the Philistines and Arabians, and the great measures of domestic policy which dis

kept up alarge standing army in Jerusalem tinguished his reign,but bythe manner in which
(2 Chron. 17:10 , sq.). (3) Alliance with Ahab . I they were executed. No trace can be found in
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him of that pride which dishonored some and case of words written but not read, was to attach

ruined others of ihe kings who preceded and to these words the vowels belonging to the words

followed bim .” read in place of them. Thus they attached to

4. Son of Nimshi and father of King Jehu -79.7" the points of IT (*dºnºy); hence the form
(2 Kings 9 : 2 , 14), B. C. before 842.

17.1.1 ?, and the nameYehºvah. The strong prob
5. One of the priests who ( 1 Chron . 15:24) were

appointed to blow trumpets before the ark when ability is that the name Jehovah was anciently

it was carried from the house of Obed -edom to pronounced YAHVE (17.7 .), like the late of the

Jerusalem , B , C. about 982 . Samaritans. This custom, which had its origin in

JEHOSH'APHAT, VALLEY OF, the reverence, and has almost degenerated into a su

name given to the valley situated between Jeru- perstition,was founded upon an erroneous render.

salem and the ing of Lev. 24:16 , from which it was inferred that

Mount of Olives, the mere utterance of the name constituted a cap.

which in modern ital offense. According to Jewish tradition, it was
Bethesda

times has been pronounced but once a year by the high priest on

used by the Jews the Day of Atonement when he entered the Holy

burying of Holies ; but on this point there is some doubt.

ground. There is on the authority of Maimonides we learn that

å typical useof it ceased with Simeon the Just. But even after

the word, in a the destruction of the second temple instances are

sense of divine met with of individuals who were in possession of

judgments upon the mysterious secret.

the enemies of 2. Import. The passage in Exod 3:14 seems

God and his peo- to furnish designedly a clew to the meaning of the

ple ( Joel 3:2 , 12). word . When Moses received his commission to be

In this valley the deliverer of Israel , the Almighty, who ap

Jehosh a phat ( peared in the burning bush, communicated to him

overthrew the united enemies of Israel (2 Chron. the name which he should give as the credentials

20:26 , A. V. “ valley of Berachab " ). of his mission : “ And God said unto Moses, I AM

JEHOSH’EBA (Feb. 2017, yeh-ho-sheh'- THAT I AM (Heb. INOT, eh.yen' ash

bah, Jehovah her oath , that is, worshiper of Je- er' eh -yeh ') ; and he said, Thus shalt thou say unto

hovah ), the daughter of Joram , sister of Abaziah, the children of Israel, I am hath sent me unto you.”

aunt of Joash , all kings of Judah, and wife of Jeho- “ In both names el -yel ' (Heb.. ) and Yuvu

iada, the high priest (2 Kings 11 : 2). Her name ( Heb. 177.7 "), the root idea is that of underived.
in the Chronicles (2 Chron. 22 ) is given Jehoshab- existence. When it is said that God's name is He

eath. As she is called (2 Kings 11:2), “ thedaugh- Is, simple being is not all that is affirmed . He is

ter of Joram , sister of Ahazialı,” it has been in a sense in which no other being is. He is ; and

conjectured that she was the daughter, not of the cause of his being is in himself. Heis because
Athaliah, but of Joram by another wife. By her he is. From the idea of underived and inde.

the infant Joash was rescued from the massacre pendent existence, which seems to be the root iden

of the seed royal by Athaliah, and he and his in this divine name, follows that of independent

nurse secreted in the palace and afterward in the and uncontrolled will and action . "

temple (2 Kings 11 : 2 , 3 ; 2 Chron. 22:11 , 12). He 3. When Made Known. “ The words ' By

was brought up, probably, with her sons (2 Cliron. my name JEHOVAH was I not known to them ?

23:11), who assisted at his coronation ( B. C. 842) . (Exod. 6 : 3 ) do not mean, however, that the pa

JEHOSH'UA (Num . 13:16), or JEHOSH'U - triarchs were altogether ignorant of the name

AH (1 Chron . 7:27), fuller forms in the A. V. of Jehovah . When Jehovah established his covenant

the name JOSHUA (q . v.). with Abram he said , ' I am El Shaddai, God Al

JEHOʻVAH (Heb. 71.7, yeh-ho-vaw'; LXX. mighty,' andfrom that timeforward manifested

usually & Kipios, no koo'-ree-os), the name ofGod inthe birth ofIsaac, which took place apartalto
himself to Abram and his wife as the Almighty,

most frequently used in the Hebrew Scriptures; gether from the powersofnature, and also in the

but commonly represented — we cannot say ren.

dered—in the A. V. by “ Lord."
preservation, guidance, and multiplication of his

1. Pronunciation. The true pronunciation seed ; now he was about to revealhimself to Is

of this name, by which God was known to theHe. rael as JEHOVAH ,as the absolute Beingworking

brews, has been entirely lost , the Jews themselves his promises ” (K.and D., Com .,on Éxod. 6:3) . Re
with unbounded freedom in the performance of

scrupulously avoiding every mention of it, and
substituting in its stead one or other of the words specting the difference between Jehovah and

with whose proper vowel points it may happen to
Elohim , see ELOHIM.

be written ; usually the name Adonai. They con JEHOVAH - JIREH (Heb. 1

tinued to write Ylivu, but read Adonai. Where yeh-ho-vaw' yir - eh ', Jehovah will see, i. c . , pro

God is called “ My Lord Jehovah” (Heb. Tas vide), the name given by Abraham to the mount
-71.7 ?), to avoid the double Adonai, Elohim (Heb. on which the angel of the Lord appeared to him

and not only arrested the sacrifice of Isaac, but

was substituted . When the vowel points providedaram in his place (Gen. 22:14). See

were added to the Hebrew text the rule, in the MORIAH.

>

1

םיִהֹלֱא
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JEHOVAH -NISSI JEHU

JEHOVAH -NISʻSI (Heb. "O 717, yeh- prove Jehoshaphat for his alliance with Abab
ho-vaw ' nees-see', Jehovah my banner ), the name (2 Chron. 19:2, 3 ). He survived Jehoshaphat and

given by Moses to an altar which he erected upon wrote his life (20:34), B. C. about 879–850.

the bill where he sat with uplifted hands during 2. The eleventh king of the separate kingdom

the successful battle against the Amalekites of Israel.

(Exod. 17:15). Nothing is said about sacrifices Family. ' Jehu was the son of Jehoshaphat

being offered upon the altar, and it has been sug- ( 2 Kings 9:2), and the grandson of Nimshi , al

gested that the altar with its expressive name was though sometimes called the latter's son ( 1 Kings

merely to serveas a memorial to posterity of the 19:16 ).

gracious help of Jehovah. Personal History . The first appearance of

JEHOVAH -SHAʼLOM (Heb. Disp .79.7, Jehu iswhen, with a comradein arms, Bidkar,he

yeh -ho-varo' shaw-lome', Jehovah -peace), the name Jezreel (2 Kings 9:25 ). Elijah was commanded
: rode behind Ahab on the journey from Samaria to

given to an altar erected by Gideon in Ophrah at Horeb to anointhim king, but, for unknown

after Jehovah had given him the commission to reasons, did not do so (1 Kings 19:16, 17).

deliver Israel from the Midianites , confirming it (1) Anointed king. Jehu meantime, in the reigns

by miracles and a message of peace (Judg. 6:24). ofAhaziahand Jehoram , had risen to importance.

As it was a time of backsliding, Gideon gave ex. He was, under the last-named king, captain of the

pression to his surprise and gratitude by erecting host in the siege of Ramoth -gilead. While in the
this altar a monument to Jehovah as the God of midstof the officers of the besieging army a youth

peace.
suddenly entered, of wild appearance, and insisted

JEHOVAH - SHAMʻMAA (Heb. .17 on a private interview with Jehu. ' They retired

TEV, yeh-ho-vaw' shawm '-maw , Jehovah is there), into asecret chamber. The youth uncovered a
the figurative name given by Ezekiel (48:35, A. V. vial of sacred oil, poured it over Jehu's head, and

" The Lord is there ") to tlie spiritual Jerusalem after announcing to him the message from Elisha,
seen byhim in his vision. The expression seems that he was appointed to be king of Israel and de
to signify thatJehovah has turned his favor once stroyer of the house of Ahab, rushed out of the

more to Jerusalem , which was laid waste.
house and disappeared. Jehu's countenance, as

JEHOZ'ABAD (Heb. 7771.7 ), yeh -ho-zaw - some strange tidingshad reached him . He tried
he reentered the assembly of officers, showed that

bard', Jehovah endowed ). at first to evade their questions, but then revealed

1. The son of Shomer (or Shimrith ), a Moabitess, the situation in which he found himself placed by

and one of the two servants who assassinated the prophetic call. In a moment the enthusiasm

KingJehoash ofJudah in thatpart of Jerusalem of the army took fire. They threw their garments

called Millo (2 Kings 12:21 ; 2 Chron . 24:26 ),B.C. under his feet, so as to form a rough carpet of
about 797. state ; then blew the royal salute on theirtrumpets,

2. A Korabite Levite, second son of Obed- and thus ordained him king (2 Kings 9 : 1-13),

edom , and one of the porters of the south gate of B. C. 842 . (2) Slays the kings. Jehu accepted
the temple, and of the storehouse appointed by the kingdom , and immediately began to make it
David (1 Chron. 26 :4, 15 ), B. C. about 960. He cut off all communication between

3. The last named of Jehoshaphat's generals, Ramoth-gilead and Jezreel , and set off at full speed

who had the command of one hundred and eighty with Bidkar, whom he had made captain of his

thousand troops (2 Chron. 17:18), B.C. about 875. host. Jehoram was there (suffering from wounds

JEHOZ'ADAK (Heb. 77 17?, yeh-ho-tsaw- received atthe hands of the Syrians),as wellas
dawk ', justified -by Jehovah, A. V. “ Josedech ” in Ahaziah, king of Judah, who had come to see

Haggai and Zechariah ; also contracted Jozadak him . The watchman told of the coming of a com

in Ezra and Nehemiah) , son of the highpriest pany, and as it neared the city he announced to

Seraiah at the time of the Babylonish captivity the kings that “ the driving is like the driving
( 1 Chron. 6:14, 15), B. C. 588. Whether he suc- of Jehu ” (9:20). When near the city the alarm

ceeded to the high priesthood after the slaughter was taken , and the two kings bastened out and

of his father (2 Kings 25 : 18-21 ) is not known. met Jehu in the field of Naboth. In answer to the

But if he did he had no opportunity of performing question of Jehoram, “ Is it peace, Jehu ? ” the

the functions of his office, as he was carried to latter replied , “ Whatpeace, solong as the whore

Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar ( 1 Chron . 6:15 ). He doms of thy mother Jezebel and her witchcrafts

probably died in exile , as his son Joshua ( Jeshua)
are so many ? " Then he drew his bow and smote

was the first high priest who officiated after the Jehoram , while his followers pursued and mortally

return from_captivity (Hag. 1: 1, 12, 14; 2:2, 4 ; fulfilled the divine warning on Jezebel. The
wounded Ahaziah. Jehu advanced to Jezreel and

Zech. 6:11 ; Ezra 3: 2, 8 ; 5 :2 ; 10:18 ; Neh . 12:26).

JEHU(Heb. 117., yay-hoo', Gesenius, " Jeho queen appeared at the palace window asifto wel
come Jehu, but he shouted, “ Who is on my

vah is He; " Fürst, the living ). side ? ” two eunuchs appeared, and at his com

1. The son of Hanani; a prophet of Judah, but mand they threw her from the window ( 9 :14–37).
whose ministrations were chiefly directed to Is. (3) Destroys house of Ahab. Jehu then sent a

rael. His father was probably the seer who re- letter to the rulers, challenging them to set up one

buked Asa (2 Chron . 16 : 7 ) . He must have begun of the young princes as king, and fight out the
his career as a prophet when very young . He matter. They replied that they were ready to

first denounced Baasha (1 Kings 16: 1, 7), and then , submit to him ; whereupon he ordered them to
after an interval of thirty years, reappears to re- l appear the next day with the heads of all the

secure.

>
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royal princes of Samaria, which they did. He ex- JEHUBBAH (Heb. han?, yekh -oob -baw ',

plained that he must be regarded asthe appointed hidden ), a man of Asher, son of Shamer, or Shomer,

minister of the divine decrees against the house of the house of Beriah ( 1 Chron . 7:34).

of Ahab, and proceeded to slay all the officers of JEHU'CAL (Heb. 5297 , yeh -hoo-kal, able),

the late government who would most likely dis

curb his own reign ( 10: 1-11 ). Proceeding to Su- the son of Shelemiah, and the person who was
maria he met forty-two sons (or nephews) of sent with Zephaniah by King Hezekiah to Jere

Abaziah, king of Judah, and put them to thesword miah to request that he would pray to Jehovah in

( 2 Kings 10 :12–14 ; 2 Chron. 22:8). (4) Destroys behalf of the kingdom (Jer . 37:3). He afterward

Baalites. On his way to Samaria hemet Jehon - joined with his associates in requesting the death

adab , the Rechabite , to whom he confided his pur- of the prophet because of his unfavorable re.

pose of exterminating the Baalites. Arriving at sponse(38:4), in which verse he is styled one of

Samaria , he announced that he was to be even
“ the princes.” In 38 : 1 his name is given in the

more enthusiastic in the service of Baal than abbreviated form Jucal.

Ahab had been , and summoned them to come and JEʻHUD (Heb. 77 , yeh -hood ', Judah ), a town

sacrifice to that god. When they were assembled on the border of Dan, named between Baalath and

in the temple, clad in their sacerdotal garments , Bene-berak (Josh. 19:45 ), and probably preserved

Jehu offered the chief sacrifice , Jehonadab joining in the village of Jehudieh , two hours to the N. of

in the deception. At a concerted signal the eighty Ludd, in a splendidly cultivated plain.

trusted guards fell upon and massacred the wor
JEHU'DI (Heb. " 71,7 ?, yeh -hoo -dee', Jer ), the

shipers, and thus at one blow exterminated the

heathen population of Israel. The temple and son of Nethaniah, employed by the princes of

image of Baal were demolished, and the sanctuary Jehoiakim’s court to bring Baruch to readJere

becamea resort for the basest uses (2 Kings miah’s denunciation (Jer.36:14), and then by the

10 : 15–28) . (5) Sin and punishment. Jehu sinned king to fetch the volume itself and read it to him

against God in not overturning the golden calves (vers. 21, 23), B.C. 608.

worshiped in Beth -el and Dan, and thus continued JEHUDIʼJAH (Heb. 77717 , yeh -hoo -dee

in the sin of Jeroboam . For this it was foretold yaw ', Jewess, not a proper name, as in the A. V.),

that his dynasty should only extend to four gen- the wife , probably, of Nered ( 1 Chron. 4:18). The
erations ; and the divine aid was withheld from following readjustment of the text is proposed to

him in bis wars with the Syrians under Hazael . clear away its obscurity : “ These are the sons of

The war was disastrous to him , and a great part | Bithiah the daughter of Pharaoh , which Mered

of his territories beyond the Jordan was held by took , and she bare Miriam , etc. , and his wife Je.

the Syrians. He died in quiet, was buried in Sa- hudijah bare Jered ,” etc. ( Jamieson, Fausset, and

maria, and left the throne to his son Jehoahaz Brown, Com ., in loc. ). She is probably the same
(10 : 29–35 ), B. C. 815. His name is thought to with Hodiah (v. 19) .

be the first of the Israelitish kings which appear JEʻHUSH (Heb. why?, yeh - oosh ', hasty ), son
in the Assyrian monuments, from which “ we learn

that Jehu became a fawning suppliant to Shal- of Eshek, a remote descendant of Saul ( 1 Chron.

manezer ” (McCurdy, in Recent Researches in Bib .
8:39).

Lands, p . 23 ). JEI’EL (Heb. 13 ?, yeh -ce-ale ', treasure of

Character. Jehu was a very positive and God ).
ambitious character ; quick to decide upon a plan 1. A Reubenite of the house of Joel at the time

of action, and equally ready in execution. He of the taking of some census, apparently on the

was also prudent, calculating, and passionless. deportation of the trans-Jordanic tribes by Til

The narrative justifies us, we think, in judging gath -pilnezer (1 Chron. 5 : 7 ) , B. C. about 740.

that his zeal for God was regulated very much by 2. A Merarite Levite appointed by David to as

bis zeal for Jehu. “ He must be regarded, like sist in the removal of the ark to Jerusalem

many others in history, as an instrument for ac. ( 1 Chron. 16 :5 ). He is probably the same as the

complishing great purposes rather than as great one mentioned in the same verse as performer on

or good in himself. In the long period during “ psalteries and harps,” and identical with the

which his destiny, thongh known to others and porter ” ( 15:18) and musician (v. 21 ), B. C. about

perhaps to himself, lay dormant; in the ruthless. 982 .

ness with which he carried out his purposes ; in 3. A Levite , and great-grandfather of Jehaziel,

the union of profound silence and dissimulation who predicted success to Jehoshaphat against the

with a stern, fanatic, wayward zeal, he has not Ammonites and Moabites (2 Chron. 20:14), B. C.

been without his likenesses in modern times considerably before 875 .

( Smith , Dict. , s . v . ) . 4. The scribe who, with others, kept the ac

3. The son of Obed and father of Azariah, of count of the numbers of King Uzziah's troops
the tribe of Judah ( 1 Chron . 2:38). (2 Chron . 26:11 ), B. C. about 769.

4. A Simeonite, son of Josibiah, and one of the 5. A Levite of the sons of Elizaphan , who as

chief Simeoniteswho moved into the valley of sisted in the restoration of the templeunder King

Gedor in search of pasturage during the reign of Hezekiah (2 Chron. 29:13), B. C. 719.

Hezekinh . They smote and dispossessed the orig- 6. One of the chief Levites in the time of Jo

inal inhabitants( 1 Chron. 4:35–41), B. C.about713. siah, who assisted in the rites of the great Pass

5. An Antothite, one of the chief of the slingers over (2 Chron. 35: 9), B. C. about 639.
of Benjamin, who joined David at Zik lag ( 1 Chron. 7. One of the “ last sons ” of Adonikam, who,

12 : 3), B. C, before 1000. with sixty males, formed part of the caravan of

7
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Ezra from Babylon to Jerusalem (Ezra 8:13) , B. C. out their consent, and used threatening language
about 457. toward him . Jephthah remonstrated with them ,

8. An Israelite of the “ sons ” of Nebo, who had and then, gathering his forces, gave the Ephraim

taken a foreign wife and had to relinquish her ites battle, defeating them with great loss . The

(Ezra 10:43), B. C. 457. Gileadites then seized the fords of Jordan ,' and

JEKABʼZEEL (Heb. 38777?, yek-ab-tseh- made those attempting tocross pronounce the
ale', God will gather), a town in Judah (Neh. word Shibboleth ;” but if any one pronounced it

“ Sibboleth,” they knew him to be an Ephraimite,

11:25), probably identical with KABZEEL (9. v. ).
and slew him on the spot ( 12 :1-6). (4 ) Rule and

JEKAME'AM (Heb. ????, yek -am ' - awm , death . The remainder of Jephthah's rule seems

the people will rise),a Levite, the fourth in rank to have been peaceful, lasting about six years

of the of Hebron in the Levitical ar- ( B. C. perhaps 1080–1074 ). He was buried in his

rangement established by David ( 1 Chron. 23:19 ; native region, in one of the cities of Gilead (12:7).

24:23), B. C. about 960. 2. Character. Jephthah appears to have

JEKAMI'AH (Heb. 77 ???, yek-am-yaw', been a daring, intrepid man, skilled inwar, quick
Jehovah will rise ). to avenge injuries, and ready to defend the help

1. The son ofShallum and father of Elishama, seem to have been rash and impetuous, notwith ,less as well as to forgive wrong. He does not

of the descendants ofSheshanof Judah ( 1 Chron . standing his vow, for he did not take the sword

2:41), B. C. probably about 588 .
2. In A. V. “ Jecamiah .” The fifth named of at once, but waited until negotiations with the

the sons of King Jeconiah (1 Chron. 3:18), born to king of the Ammonites had been withouteffect.

him during the captivity, B. C. after 597.
3. Jephthah's Vow . Volumes have been

written on what is generally termed “ Jephthah's

JEKU THIEL (Heb. Symp, yek-ooth-ee'. rash vow ; the question is whether, in doing to

ale, reverence for God, priety), a man recorded in the his daughter according to his vow, he actually

genealogies of Judah (1 Chron. 4:18) as the son of offered her in sacrifice or not. That he really

Mered by his Jewish wife (A. V. Jehudijah ), and did so is a horrible conclusion ,but one that it seems

in his turn the father, or founder, of the town of impossible to avoid. The following may be taken

Zanoah. as a summary of the arguments on both sides :

JEMIMA (Heb. 1779777 ?, yem -ee-maw ', dove),
( 1 ) In favor of actual sacrifice, the following

the name of the first of the three daughters born arguments areurged : (1) The express terms of

to Job after his restoration to prosperity ( Job offering,” and “ he did according to his vow .”
the narrative, “ I will offer it up for a burnt

42:14).
(2 ) The fact that Jephthah was half a heathen ,

JEM'UEL (Heb. 58927, yem -oo-ale', day of and that the circumstances took placewherethe

God), the eldest son of Simeon (Gen. 46:10 ; Exod. heathen dwelt in great numbers, and where human

6:15) ; elsewhere (Num. 26:12) called Nemuel, sacrifices were not unknown. (3) That Jephthal's
JEOPARD. See GLOSSARY. excessive grief on seeing his daughter come forth

JEPHTHÆ, the Greek form (Heb. 11:32) of to meet him can only be accounted for on the

JEPHTAAN ( q. v. ).
supposition that he considered her devoted to

death . ( 4 ) That the mourning for Jephthali's
JEPE'THAH (Heb. HDP , yif-tawkh ',he will daughter for four days in the year can be recon .

open ), the ninth judge of Israel, the illegitimate ciled only with the supposition that she was an

son ofGilead, andbelonging to Manasseheast. actual sacrifice. (6 ) That there is nothing in the

1. Personal History . ( 1) A Freebooter . In history to show that his conduct was sanctioned

consequence ofhis illegitimacy, he was banished by God.

from his father's house, and took up his residence (2 ) In opposition it is urged : ( 1 ) By translating

at Tob, a district of Syria, not far from Gilead the Hebrew prefix (which is rendered and in our

(Judg. 11:1-3). Here it was that he became head version ), or, all difficulty will be removed. His
of a marauding party, and when a war broke out words would then read, shall surely be the
between the Israelites and the Ammonites, he Lord's, or I will offer a burnt offering ; ” and not

probably signalized himself. (2) Leader of Israel. unfrequently the sense requires that the Hebrew

This induced the Israelites to seek his aid as should be thus rendered (Lev. 27:28) where there

commander ; and though at first he refused, in is a similar meaning of the conjunctive vau.

consequence of their ill-treatment of him , yet, on (2) He cannot be understood as declaring an in .
their solemn covenant to regard him as their tention to offer as a burnt offering whatever might

leader, he consented. In this capacity he was come forth to meet him , since he might have been

successful, and, in a war which soon followed, the met by what no law or custom permitted to be so
Ammonites were defeated with great loss (11:3-33 ). offered . ( 3 ) The sacrifice of children to Moloch

On the eve of the battle he made a vow ( vers. I is expressly forbidden , and declared an abomina.

30, 31 ) that whatever should come forth from his tion to the Lord ( Lev . 20 : 2, 3 ) ; and it would be

house first to meet him on his return home he a yet higher insult to offer them to the Lord.
would devote to God . This turned out to be his (4 ) There is no precedent for such an offering.

daughter, an only child, who welcomed bis return | (5 ) No father by his own authority could put even

with music and dancing. (See below .) (3) Quarrel an offending child to death , much less one that
with Ephraimites. His victory over the Aminon- was innocent (Deut. 21 : 18-21 ; 1 Sam . 14 : 24–45 ).

ites was followed by a quarrel with the Ephraim (6) It is said he did to her “ according to his vow ,"

ites, who challenged his right to go to war with . I and " she knew no man,” which conveys the idea
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that she was devoted to a life of celibacy ; and 1. An inhabitant of Libnah , the father of

that what the daughters of Israel bewailed was Hamutal,wife of Josiah and mother of Jehoabaz

not her death , but her celibacy (Judg. 11:38-40 ). and Zedekiah (2 Kings 23:31 ; 24:18 ; Jer . 52: 1),

There appears to have been a class of women de- B. C, before 608.

voted exclusively to the temple service who were 2. One of the chief men of the tribe of Manas

Nazarites (Exod . 38:8 ); the word rendered assem- seh east, apparently about the time of their de

bled means engaged in service. To this company portation by the Assyrians ( 1 Chron , 5:24), B. C.

of females reference is made (1 Sam. 2:22 ; see about 727.

also Luke 2:37) . To such a company of devoted 3. One of the Benjamite warriors who joined

women Jephthah's daughter might be set apart . David at Ziklag (1 Chron. 12:4), B. C. before 1000 .
One of the strongest points on this side of the 4, 5. The fifth and tenth in rank of the Gadite

argument is, that the Hebrew word LETHANOTH, adventurers who joined David's troops in the wil.

rendered to bewail, rather meantto celebrate ; these derness (1 Chron . 12:10, 13), B. C. before 1000.

daughters of Israel went yearly, not to lament, but 6. One of the priests who subscribed the sacred

with songs of praise to celebrate, the daughter of covenant along with Nehemiah (Neh . 10: 2) ; prob.

Jephthah . The prominence given to the daugh- ably the samewith one of those who followed the

ter's virginity, as an argument against Jephthah's princes in the circuit of the newly repaired walls
sacrifice, we think is hardly warranted. It is with the sound of trumpets (12:34) , B. C. 445.

probably mentioned to give greater force to the 7. A priest who accompanied Zerubbabel from

sacrifice, as it would leave him without issue, Babylon to Jerusalem (Neh , 12 : 1 ). It is probably

which in the East was considered a special mis- himself or his course that is mentioned in v. 12,

fortune (Ewald, Hist. Israel ; K. and D., Com. ; B. C. 536 .

Robertson, Early Religion of Israel ; Mc. and S. , 8. The son of Habazaniah and father of Jaa.

Cyc. ; Smith , Bib . Dict., and others ). zaniah , which last was one of the Rechabites whom

JEPHUN’NEH (Heb. 72 , yef.oon -nel ', the prophets tested with the offer of wine (Jer.

nimble ).
35 : 3), B. C. before 626.

9. The second of the greater prophets of the
1. The father of Caleb, which latter was a

Old Testament.

faithful explorer of Canaan with Joshua (Num .

13 : 6 ; 14 :6, sq.; 26:65 ; 32:12 ; 34:19 ; Deut. 1:36 ; a priest of Anathoth, in the land of Benjamin
Family. Jeremiah was the son of Hilkiah,

Josh . 14 : 6 , sq . ; 15:13 ; 21:12 ; 1 Chron . 4:15 ;
6:56), B. C. before 1210. He was a descendané ( Jer. 1: 1). Manywriters, both ancient and modern,

of Caleb, the son of Hezron (1 Chron. 4 :4, 15).
have supposed that his father was the Hilkiah

2. One of the sons of Jether, of the descend- mentioned in 2 Kings 22 : 8. Against this hypoth

ants of Asher (1 Chron.7:38), B. C. probably be esis,however, there havebeenurged(Keil,Ewald,

fore 1017.
Orelli , and others) the facts, ( 1 ) That the name is

too common to be a ground of identification.
JEʻRAH (Heb . 419, yeh'-rakh, month ), the (2) That the manner in which Hilkiah is men.

fourth son of Joktan (Gen. 10:26 ; 1 Chron. 1:20). tioned is inconsistent with the notion of his hav .

JERAHẨMEEL (Heb. Bany ;, yer-akh-meh ing been thehigh priest of Israel. (3)Thatneither
ale', God will compassionate).

Jeremiah himself norhis opponents allude to him .

1. The firstborn son of Hezron, son of Pharez, self. (4) That the priests who lived at Anathoth

son of Judah (1 Chron . 2 :9,sq.), B. C.after 1640. while the high priests, from Zadok down, were ofwere of the house of Ithamar (1 Kings 2:26),

His descendants were called Jerahmeelites,

family of Kish,probably the son of Mahli ( 1 Chron . the Lord came to Jeremiah while he was still very

2. A Merarite Levite, the representative of the the line of Eleazar.
History . ( 1 ) Early life. The word of the

24:29 ; comp. 23:21 ), B. C. about 960.

3. Son of Hammelech, who was employed by young (Jer. 1:6), and happened in the thirteenth

Jehoiakim to make Jeremiah and Baruch prison- year of the reign of King Josiah (B. C. 626),

ers, after he had burnt the roll of Jeremiah's while the prophet still lived in Anathoth. He

prophecy (Jer, 36:26), B. C. about 608.
appears to have remained in his native city until

JERAHÄMEELITE (1 Sam. 27:10 ; 30:29) , persecution of his fellow -townsmen (Jer.11:21 );
he was obliged to leave in order to escape the

descendants of Jerahmeel, 1 .
and even of his own family ( 12 : 6). He then took

JE RED (Heb. 7 , yeh'-red, a descent). up his residence at Jerusalem . ( 2) Under Josiah.

1. One of the patriarchs before the flood He probably assisted King Josiah in the reforma

( 1 Chron. 1 : 2 ) , the name, in Gen. 6 : 15–20, is given tion effected during his reign (2 Kings 23:1, sq.).

as JARED (9. v . ) . The movement in behalf of true religion ceased

2. A son, apparently, of Ezra, of the tribe of as soon as the influence of the court was with .

Judah, by his wife JENUDIJAH (q. v . ) . He is drawn ; and the prophet bewailed the death of

named as the father ( founder) of Gedor ( 1 Chron . this prince as the precursor of the divine judg.

4:18) , B. C. perhaps about 1640. ments for the national sins (2 Chron. 35:25 ).

The short reign - threeJER'EMAI (Heh. "227 ;, yer -ay -mah'ee, dweller (3) Under Jehoahaz.
months of this king gave little scope for pro

on heights), one of the of Hashum , who

divorced his wife after the return from Babylon during this period. (4) Under Jehoiakim , B. C.
phetic action , and we hear nothing of Jeremiah

(Ezra 10:33 ), B. C. 457.
608-597. The king had come to the throne as

JEREMI'AH (Heb. 77 ???, yir -meh -yaw ', the vassal of Egypt, and for a time the Egyptian

Jah will rise). party was dominant in Jerusalem. Jeremiah

:
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appeared as the chief representative of the party Chaldeans, brightened the prospects of the Jews,

that favored the supremacy of the Chaldeans as and the king entreated Jeremiah to pray to the

the only way of safety. In so doing he had to Lord for them . The answer received from God

expose himself to the suspicion of treachery, and was that the Egyptians would go to their own

was interrupted in his ministry by “ the priests land , and that the Chaldeans would return and

and prophets,” who, with the populace , brought destroy the city (37 : 7 , 8 ). This irritated the

him before the civil authorities, urging that capi- princes, who made thedeparture of Jeremiah from

tal punishment should be inflicted on him for his the city the pretext of accusing him of deserting

threatenings (Jer. 26) . The princes of Judah en- to the Chaldeans. He was cast into prison in

deavored to protect him , and appealed to the prec. spite of his denial, where he would doubtless have

edept of Micah the Morasthite, who had uttered perished but for the interposition of Ebed -melech ,

a like prophecy in the reign of Hezekiah ; and so one of the royal eunuclis (37:12–38 :13). The king

for a time he escaped . Ahikam , the son of Sha- seems to have been favorably inclined toward the

phan , seems to have had influence to secure the prophet, but , for fear of the princes, consulted

prophet's safety. In the fourth year of Jehoiakim with him secretly (38 : 14-28 ). In one of these

he was commanded to write the predictions which secret interviews Jeremiah obtained a milder im

had been given him. Probably as a measure of prisonment in the “ guard -court " belonging to the

safety he was, as he says, " shut up," and could loyal citadel (37:17, sq .). While in prison be

not himself go to the house of the Lord. He bought, with all requisite formalities, the field at

therefore deputed Baruch to write the predictions Anathoth , which his kinsman Hanameel wished to

and to read them publicly on the fast day. Baruch get rid of ( 32 : 6–9), thus showing his faith in his

was summoned before the princes, who advised country's future. (7) Under Nebuchadnezzar.

that both he and Jeremiah should conceal them . Nebuchadnezzar took the city (B. C. 586 ), and gave

selves, while they endeavored to infuence the a special charge to his captain, Nebuzaradan, to

mind of the king by reading the roll to them . free Jeremiah and to follow his advice (39:11, 12 ).

Jehoiakim read three or four leaves and then de. Hewas, accordingly, delivered from the prison ,

stroyed the roll. He gave orders for the imme- and the choice given him either to go to Babylon

diate arrest of Baruch and Jeremiah, who, how or remain with his own people . He chose the

ever , were preserved from the angry king. The latter, and went to Mizpah with Gedaliah, who

prophet, at the command of God, rewrote the roll, had been appointed governor of Judea . After

adding “ besides unto them many like words ” the murder of Gedaliah he advised Johanan , the

(Jer. 36:32). To this period is assigned the recognized leader of the people , to remain in the

prophecy in the valley of Ben-hinnom (Jer. 19 ), land (42:7, sq . ) . The people refused to heed his

and his ill treatment at the hand of PASHUR advice, under the plea that he was acting in the

( q. v . ). (5) Under Jehoiachin, B. C. 597 . We interest of the Chaldeans, removed to Egypt , and

still find Jeremiah uttering his voice of warning took Jeremiah and Baruch with them (43:6 , 7) .

during the closing days of the reign of Jehoiakim While there be still sought to turn the people

and the short reign of his successor, Jehoiachin who had so long rebelled against the Lord to him

(Jer. 13:18 ; comp. 2 Kings 24:12 ; Jer. 22 : 24-30). (ch .44). His writings give us no further information

He sent a letter of counsel and condolence to those respecting his life, but it is probable that he died

who shared the captivity of the royal family in Egypt soon after. (8) Traditions. There is a

( chaps. 29-31). (6) Under Zedekiah. In the fourth Christian tradition that Jeremiah was stoned to

year (B.C. 593) of this monarch's reign Hananiah death by the Jews at Tahpanlies. An Alexan

prophesied that the power of the Chaldeans would drian tradition reported that his bones had been

be destroyed and the captives restored from brought to that city by Alexander the Great. On

Babylon (28: 3); and corroborated his prophecy by the other hand, there is the Jewish statement

taking off from the neck of Jeremiah the yoke that, on the conquest of Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar,
which he wore by divine command (27 : 2 ) . Jere - he, with Baruch , made his escape to Babylon, and

miah was told to “ Go and tell Hananiah , saying, died there in peace.

Thus saith the Lord ; thou hast broken the yokes Character. “ In every page of Jeremiah's

of wood ; but thou shalt make for them yokes of prophecies we recognize the temperament which,

iron. For thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God while it does not lead the man who has it to shrink

of Israel; I have put the yoke of iron upon the from doing God's work , however painful , makes

neck of all these nations, that they may serve the pain of doing it infinitely more acute, and

Nebuchadnezzar, king ofBabylon ” (28:13, 14 ). It gives to the whole character the impress of a

was probably not until the latter part of the reign deeper and more lasting melancholy. He is pre

of Zedekiah that the prophet was put in confine eminently the man that hath seen afflictions? ”

ment, as we find that “ they had not put him into (Lam . 3 : 1 ) . He reveals himself in his writings

prison ” when the army of Nebuchadnezzar com- as a soul of gentle nature, yielding, tender

menced the siege of Jerusalem (37: 4, 5) . Jere- hearted, affectionate, with almost a woman's thirst
miah had declared what would be the fatal issue for love, with which certainly the iron, unbending

(ch . 24), and was incarcerated in the court of the firmness, and immovable power of resistance be

prison adjoining the palace, where he predicted longing to him in his prophetic sphere are in

the certain return from the impending captivity strange contrast ” (Orelli, Com ., p. 11).

(32:37). Jeremiah's suffering reached its climax JEREMIAH, BOOK OF. See Bible, Books

under this king, especially during the siege of OF.

Jerusalem . The approachof the Egyptian army, JEREMI'AS, a Grecized form of the name

and the consequent withdrawal for a time of the Jeremiah the prophet (Matt. 16:14).
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JEREMOTH JERIJAH

JER’EMOTH (Heb . Diza???, yer -ay -mohth ', However, once actually rebuilt, Jericho rose again

heights).
slowly into consequence. In its immediate vicin

i. A Benjamite chief , a son of the house of ity the sons of the prophets sought retirement

Beriah of Elpaal ( 1 Chron. 8:14 ; comp. 12 and 18) . from the world : Elisha 'healed the spring of the

His family dwelt at Jerusalem , B. C. apparently waters ;' and over against it,beyond Jordan, Elijah
about 588 . ' went up by a whirlwind into heaven ' (2 Kings

2. A Merarite Levite, son of Mushi ( 1 Chron. 2:1-22). In its plains Zedekiah fell into the

23:23), called Jerimoth in 1 Chron . 24:30, B. C. hands of the Chaldeans (2 Kings 25 : 5 ; Jer. 39 :5).

about 960. In the return under Zerubbabel the children of

3. Son of Heman, head of the thirteenth course Jericho, ' three hundred and forty-five in number,

of musicians in the divine service ( 1 Chron. 25:22 ) ; are comprised (Ezra 2:34 ; Neh . 7:36) ; and it is

probably the same called Jerimoth in v. 4, B. c. even implied thatthey removed thither again, for

about 960 . the men of Jericho ' assisted Nehemiah in re

4. One of the “sons of Elam ” who put away building that part of the wall of Jerusalem that

his strange wife after the captivity ( Ezra 10:26 , was next to the sheep-gate (Neh. 3: 2) . The Jeri

B. C. 456 . cho of the days of Josephus was distant one hun.

5. One of the "sons of Zattu ” who had taken dred and fifty stadia from Jerusalem and fifty

strange wives, and put them away after the return from the Jordan.”

from Babylon (Ezra 10:27), B. C. 456.
In the New Testament Jericho is mentioned in

6. The name which appears in the same list as connection with Jesus restoring sight to the blind

" and Ramoth ” (v. 29). See RAMOTII.
(Matt. 20:30 ; Mark 10:46 ; Luke 18:35 ), and his

JER’EMY, a familiar form of the name Jere- and, finally, itwasintroduced in the parable of
being entertained by Zaccheus (Luke 19 : 1 , sq . ) ;

miah (Matt. 2:17 ; 27 :9).
the good Samaritan , which, if not a real occur

JERI'AH (Heb. 1777 ?, yer -ce-yaw ', Jah will rence, derivesinterest from the fact that robbers
throw ), a Kohathite Levite, chief of the great have ever been the terror of the road from Jeru

house of Hebron when David organized the Le- salem to Jericho. See SUPPLEMENT.

vitical service ( 1 Chron. 23:19 ; 24:23 ), B. C. about Modern Jericho. “ The Jericho of Christ's

960. His name is given as Jerijah in 1 Chron . time stood nearer to the mountains than the mod .

26:31 .
ern Er - Riha. Its gardens, orchards, and culti

JER’IBAI (Heb. "???, yer-ecb-al'ee, conten . vated lands covered a wide area . As you descend

tious), the second named of the sons of Elnaam, the steep way from Jerusalem — a good road, if

and one of David's bodyguard (1 Chron. 11:46 ), along the edge of the precipitous ravine, Wady
not demolished by the winter's rains - winding

B. C. after 1000.

JERʻICHO (Heb. 17777 ?, yer -ee-kho’, fragrant), the plainsofJericho stretching away below to the
Kelt, through a wide gap in the hills you can see

an ancient city in the wide plain where the Jordan foot of the mountain range beyond Jordan. A

valley broadens between the Moab mountains and red - tile roof and a few white walls, rising from the

the western precipices, and situated on the route midst of a patch of dark green, clearly defined

of Israel after it crossed the Jordan under Joshua against the sands of the surrounding wastes, mark

( Josh . 3:16 ). The first mention of Jericho in the site of the dirty fellahy village Er-Riha.

Scripture is in connection with the advance of Jericho Hotel , a building of ouly a ſew years'

Israel to Canaan ; they “ pitched in the plains of standing, boasts the red-tile roof; the white walls

Moab, on this side Jordan by Jericho " (Num . 22 : 1) . belong to the Russian hospice and one or two less

From the manner and frequency in which it is pretentious houses of entertainment. A ruinous

referred to it would seem to have been the most structure of dark stone to the southeast of the

important city of the Jordan valley at that time village, dating, possibly, from crusading times, is

(Num . 31:12; 34:15 ; 35: 1, etc.). The spies sent called 'the House of Zaccheus . For the rest,

by Joshua were entertained in Jericho by RAHAB the houses in the village are miserable mud huts,

(q. v.), for which they promised her protection much inferior to what are elsewhere used as cattle

when the city should be destroyed ; which promise shelters, and the inhabitants are perhaps the most

was religiously observed (Josh . 2: 1–21;6:25 ) . The miserable lot to be found in Syria. A few vines,

miraculous capture of Jericho, and the sin and bananas, and other fruit trees are cultivated . 'Ain

punishment of Achan, and the curse pronounced es- Sultan, The Fountain of Elisha , furnishes the

upon anyone who should attempt to rebuild it, are water required for the gardens, such as they are,

graphically recorded ( Josh. 6 : 1-7 : 26) . Jericho while the waters from Wady Kelt sweep past to

was given to the tribe of Benjamin ( Josh. 18:21 ), the southward, carrying a thin strip of green

“ and from this time a long interval elapses be- across the plain to the Jordan . Only a corner,

fore Jericho appears again upon the scene. It is comparatively speaking, of these rich lands is

only incidentally mentioned in the life of David in tilled ” ( Rev. W. Ewing in S. S. Times ).

connection with his embassy to the Ammonite

JERIEL (Heb .????, yer-ee-ale', founded by
king ( 2 Sam . 10 : 5 ) . And the solemn manner in

which its second foundation under Hiel,the Betli- el- God ), a man of Issachar, one of the six heads of

ite, is recorded ( 1 Kings 16:34 ) would certainly seem
the house of Tola mentioned in the census in the

to imply that up to that time its site had been time of David ( 1 Chron. 7 : 2 ) , B. C. perhaps after

uninhabited . It is true that mention is made of 1000 .

' a city of palm trees ' ( Judg. 1:16 ; 3:13 ) in exist- JERI JAH , a different form (1 Chron . 26:31)

ence apparently at the time when spoken of. 1 of the name JERIAH (q. v .).

:
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JERIMOTH JEROBOAM

sons

JER'IMOTH (Feb. Dizar ??, yer-ce-mohik ', (vers.29–40). (3) Flight into Egypt. Jeroboam ,

heighıs ). probably, began to form plots and conspiracies,

i. The fourth named of the four sons of Bela, for Solomon sought to take his life, whereupon he

son of Benjamin and founder of a Benjamite fled to Egypt. He received the protection of King

house which existed in the time of David ( 1 Chron. Shishak , and remained there until the death of

7: 7 ; comp. v. 2), B. C. after 1689 . Solomon (v . 40 ) , B. C. 934. (4) Revolt of Israel .

2. Oneof the “ ” of Becher ( 1 Chron. 7 : 8 ) , Upon the accession of Rehoboam Jeroboam ap.

and head of another Benjamite house, B. C. about pears to have headed a deputation who asked for

1017. a redress of grievances. The harsh answer of

3. One of the Benjamite archers and slingers Rehoboam rendered a revolution inevitable, and

that joined David at Ziklag ( 1 Chron . 12 : 5 ) , B. c. Jeroboam was called to be “ king of Israel”

before 1000. ( 12:1-20). (5 ) As king. He selected Shechem as

4. The last named of the sons of Mushi, the son his capital , but for some cause not now known re

of Merari ( 1 Chron. 24:30) ; elsewhere called Jere- moved the seat of government to Pennel, west of

moth. Jordan . He later returned to the east of Jordan

5. One of the sons of Heman, head of the fif- and took up his permanent residence at Tirzah

teenth ward of musicians (1 Chron. 25 :4, 22) ; (1 Kings 12:25 ; comp. 15:21, 33; 16 : 6 , sq . ; Josh.

called in the latter verse Jeremoth (B. C. about 12:24 ). The policy of Jeroboam was to bring

960 ). about a religious as well as political disruption of

6. Son of Azriel, ruler of the tribe of Naphtali the kingdom . He therefore sought to disc rage

in the reign of David ( 1 Chron . 27:19), B. C. about the yearly pilgrimages to the temple at Jerusalem .

1000. To this end he established shrines at Dan and

7. Son of King David, whose daughter Mahalath Beth -el, sanctuaries of venerable antiquity, and

was the first wife of Rehoboam , her cousin Abihail at the extremities of the kingdom . He set up

being the other (2 Chron. 11:18), B. C. before 974. “ golden calves ” as symbols of Jehovah , and

He is not named in the list of David's children united the pontificate to his crown ( 1 Kings 12: 26–

( 1 Chron., ch . 3, or 14 :4-7),and it is probable that 33). While officiating at the altar a man of God

he was the son of a concubine, and such is the appeared and announced the coming of King Jo

Jewish tradition. The passage 2 Chron. 11:18 is siah, who should burn upon that altar the bones

not quite clear, since the word “ daughter” is a of its ministers. Jeroboam attempted to arrest

correction of thegeri ; the original text had 12, him , when the arm that he stretched forth was

i . e . , “ son ” (Smith , s. v. ) . smitten with palsy, but in answer to his prayer

8. A Levite, and one of the overseers of the was healed (13 :1-10 ). Jeroboam continued his

temple offerings in the reign of Hezekiah (2 Chron. idolatrous practices, making " the lowest of the

31:13), B. C. 729. people priests of the high places ” (v. 31 ), and his

JERIOTH (Heb. niya ??, yer -ee-ohtlº, curtains his dynasty. His son Abijah fell sick, andJero
contumacy soon brought about the extinction of

or timidity), apparently the second wife of Caleb, boam sent his wife in disguise to the prophet

the son of Hezron ( 1 Chron 2:18), B. C. about Ahijah, who, however, recognized her and pre

1210. The Vulgate renders this as the son of dicted her son's death . She returned to Tirzah,

Caleb by his first -mentioned wife , and father of “ and when she came to the threshold of the door

the sons named ; but this is contrary to the He- the child died .” Jeroboam seems never to have

brew text, which is closely followed by the LXX. recovered from the blow, and died soon after,

Perhaps the connective ? should be rendered by having reigned twenty-two years ( 14 : 1-20), B. C.

even, thus making Jerioth but another name for 934–913 . Jeroboam waged constant war with the

Azubah . house of Judah , but the only act distinctly re

JEROBO’AM (Heb. Op? , yaw -rob-awm ', boam , in which hewas defeated, and for the time
corded is a battle with Abijali, the son of Reho.

people will contend ). lost the important cities of Betli -el , Jeshanah, and

1. The First King of Israel, the son of Ephraim ( 2 Chron. 13:1–19).

Nebat, an Ephraimite, by a woman named Zeruah Character. “ Jeroboam was perhaps a less re

( 1 Kings 11:26). markable man than the circumstance of his being

Personal History. ( 1 ) Noticed by Solomon . the founder of a new kingdom might lead us to

At the time when Solomon was constructing the expect. His government exhibits but one idea

fortifications of Millo underneath the citadel of that of raising a barrier against the reunion of

Zion, his sagacious eye discovered the strength the tribes. Of that idea he was the slave and

and activity of the young Ephraimite who was victim ; and, although the barrier which he raised

employed on the works, and he raised him to the was effectual for his purpose, it only served to

rank of superintendent over the taxes and labor's show the weakness of the man who could deem

exacted from the tribe of Ephraim ( 1 Kings 11:28), needful the protection for his separate interests

B.C. after 960. (2) Future foretold. On one oc which such a barrier offered .”

casion , when leaving Jerusalem , he encountered 2. Jeroboam II was the son and successor of

Ahijah, “ the prophet ” of the ancient sanctuary Jehoash, and the fourteenth king of Israel (B.C.

of Slıiloh. Ahijah stripped off his new outer gar- 783–742) . Notwithstanding he followed the ex

ment and tore it into twelve shreds, ten of which ample of the first Jeroboam in keeping up the

he
gave to Jeroboam , with the assurance that, on idolatry of the golden calves, the Lord had pity

obedience to his laws, God would establish for him upon Israel. Jeroboam brought to a successful

a kingdom and dynasty equal to that of David issue the wars which his father had undertaken .

>
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JEROBOAM JERUBBESHETH
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and delivered Israel from the Syrian yoke (comp. NOTE . - Some regard the prophecy of Amos, that Jero

2 Kings 13 :4 ; 14:26, 27). He took the chief cities - boam shoulddieby the sword , a failure, as there is no
evidence that his death was other than natural, for he

of Damascus (2 Kings 14:28 ; Amos 1 :3-5) and was buried with his ancestors in state (2 Kings 14:29).

Hamath, and restored to Israel the ancient eastern The interregnum of eleven years which intervened be

limits from Lebanon to the Dead Sea ( 2 Kings fore the accession of bis son Zechariah (14:29 : comp,
with 15:8) argues some political disorder at the time of

14:25 ; Amos 6:14 ). He reconquered Ammon and bis death . But the probability rather is that the high

Moab (Amos 1:13 ; 2 : 1–3 ), restored to the trans- priest, who displayed the true spirit of a persecutor,

Jordanic tribes their territory (2 Kings 13 : 5 ; gave an unduly specific and offensive turn to the words
of Amos, in order to inflame Jeroboam the more against

1 Chron . 5 : 17-22) . But it was merely an outward ' him " (McC. and S., Cyc., s . v . ).

JERO’HAM (Heb.

17?, yer -o -khawm ', com

passionate).

1. The son of Elihu and
Tombs of the Kings

of Adiabene father of Elkanah, the

father of Samuel (1 Sam .

1 : 1 ; 1 Chron . 6:27, 34),

B. C. before 1171 .

2. The father of sev.

eral Benjamite chiefs re

siding at Jerusalem ( 1
Women'sTower

Chron. S : 27 ), B. C. before

536.

3. The father of Ib .

BEZETIKA neiah, a Benjamite chief

who was a resident of

Jerusalem ( 1 Chron . 9 : 8) ,

B. C. probably before

CAMP OP THE 536. Perhaps the same
ASSYRIANS as No. 2.

4. A priest whose son
AKRA Gate
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priests residing at Jeru.

First Wall Bridg Gate
Bene Ellezir salem (1 Chron . 9:12 ).
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of Herod Agrippa as father and son in Neh .
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joined David at Ziklag (1
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Chron . 12 :7 ) , B. C. be.

fore 3000.

6. A Danite whose son

(or descendant) Azareel

was ruler over his tribe

Tomb of

Anamus. Tophet in the time of David

( 1 Chron. 27:22), B. C.
before 1000.

7. Father of Azariah,

which latter was one of

ANCIENT
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ash on the throne of
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B. C. before 836.

restoration . The sanctuary at Beth -el was kept JERUB'BAAL, or JERUBBA'AL (Heb.

up in royal state (Amos 7:13), but drunkenness, 1997, yer-006 -bah '-al, Baal will contend ), a sur
licentiousness, and oppression prevailed in the

name given by his father to Gideon, the judge of

country (Amos 2 :6-8 ; 4 : 1 ; 6 : 6 ; Hos. 4 : 12-14 ;
1:2), andidolatry was united with the worshipof Israel, because hedestroyed the altar of Baal

Jehovah(Hos.4:13 ; 13:6). Amos prophecied the Judg:6:32;7 :1; 8:29, 35 ; 9:1,2, 5, 16 , 19, 24, 28 ,
57 ; 1 Sam. 12:11).

destruction of Jeroboam and his house by the

sword (Amos 7 : 9 , 17), and Hosea ( 1 : 1 ) also de- JERUB’BESHETH (Heb. nun !, yer-oob

nounced the crimes of the nation . beh'-sheth, contender with shame, i . e . , idol), a name
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JERUEL JERUSALEM

:'

of Gideon ( 2 Sam. 11:21), given, probably, to avoid The second wall was built by Jotham , Hezekiah,

pronouncing the name (Exod. 33:13) of a false god and Manasseh. This was destroyed, as well as

(viz., Baal). the first, at the time of the captivity. Both were

JER’UEL (Heb. 3897?, yer-00- ale', founded afterward rebuilt on much thesame lines, and

of God). “ The wilderness of Jeruel” is men. The third wall was built by Herod only ten years
were substantially the same in the time of Christ.

tioned (2 Chron . 20:16) by Jahaziel as the place after the crucifixionof Christ. Thewhole cir.
where Jehoshaphat would meet the Moabites and

TheAmmonites and overcome them . This “ wilder- cumference at that time was four miles.

walls were destroyed by Titus, A. D. 70, but re
doubtless, a part of the great stretchwas,

of flat country, bounded on the south by Wady el
stored by Hadrian, A. D. 132–136.

Ghâr, and extending from the Dead Sea to the
The gates of the city, always important, were

neighborhood of Tekoa, and now called el Hasasah . many. The Corner Gate, mentioned in 2 Chron.

JERU'SALEM . - 1. Names. (Heb. d ? p77 ?, second city, and the Valley Gatewas on the north
26 : 9, was probably on the northwest corner of the

yer -oo-shaw -lame', founded peaceful). First named west corner of Zion , the site of the present Jaffa

in the Bible as Salem (Gen. 14:18; Psa. 76 : 2) . |Gate. Also four gates opened into the temple

ness

ಸಿಕ

ME
ng

Modern Jerusalem, from Mount of Olives.

Then as one of the cities of Benjamin (Judg. 19: l inclosure — the Upper Gate, called also the Gate

10 ; 1 Chron . 11 : 4). Called by David “ the City of Benjamin (Jer. 38:7),and the New Gate (36:10) ;

of David ” (2 Sam . 5 :5-9 ; 1 Chron. 11:4-8); hence the east gate called the King's Gate ( 1 Chron. 9 :

the political and religious center of the land . 18), called also the Gate of the Inner Court (Ezek .

Called also Jebus, as belonging to the Jebusites 46: 1), and the East Gate (Neh . 3:29). On the

(Judg. 19:10, 11 ). The modern city is called by west the Gate Shallecheth (1 Chron . 26:16), and

the natives, or Arabs, El-Kuds. on the south the Gate Miphkad (Neh . 3:31). Ne.

2. Situation . In latitude north 31° 46'43” ,and hemiah, in chapter 3 , givesmuch information con

longitude east 35 ° 13' ; on the border ofthe highest cerning the gates after the time of exile. The

table-lands of Palestine, about two thousandfour towers were Meah and Hananeel, near each other

hundred feet above the Mediterranean Sea. It is and between the Sheep and Fish gates, and the

three thousand seven hundred feet above the Dead Tower of the Furnaces, near the Valley Gate.

Sea, which lies to the east sixteen miles. It was on Among the chief buildings of the city were the

the border of the tribes of Benjaroin and Judah, temple, built by Solomon upon Mount Moriah, and

and after the division of the tribes it was the the citadel called Antonia, belonging to it, and

capital of Judah. It has none of the naturalcon- which commanded the temple area. The palaces

ditions or advantages of a great city, being built of Herod upon the site of the old tower of David,

upon different levels , inland from the sea, and the palace of the high priest, and that of the

quite difficult of access. The temperature in sum- Asmonæans, all of which are described by Jo

mer is at times 102° Fahr. , and in winter as low sephus at length. The country being destitute

as 25 °. Although the ground does not freeze, of springs because of the limestone formation:

snowfalls in winter tothe depth of a foot . water was supplied from cisterns of rain water or

3. Structure andBuildings. Thecity bashad by means of aqueducts leading from the pools,

three walls. The most ancient was that of David sometimes called Solomon's pools . There are two

und Solomon , which encircled the whole of Mount fountains near the temple, to which reference is

Zion , and was continued around Moriah and Ophel . I made in Joel 3:18 ; Ezek. 47 : 1-12 ; Zech . 14 : 8.
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JERUSALEM

First, Siloam ,mentioned Neh. 3:15 ; Isa. 8 : 6 ; John which had been broken down for one hundred

9:11. Also the Fountain of the Virgin (Ain siti and forty years (Neh. 4 : 7-22). Under Nehemiah

Miriam ), on the west bank of the Kidron . It is the city regained much of its former glory. Alex

called " Ain um ed Deraj ” (the Fountain of the ander the Great, in 332 B. C. , showed much faror

Mother of Stairs) because of a descent of thirty to the Jews, exempting them in some degree from

steps to reach it. The flow of this water is inter- tribute . In 320 B. C., because the Jews refused

mittent. En Rogel is another water supply (see in to fight and defend themselves on the Sabbath

loco.). See SUPPLEMENT. day when Ptolemy Soter attacked the city, it was

4. Historical. The history of Jerusalem from captured, and many of its inhabitants were re .

the time of Joshua to its destruction by Titus, a moved to Africa . The prosperity of the city

period of fifteen centuries, is a succession of under Antiochus the Great, 200 B.C. , was undone

changes, revolutions, sieges , surrenders, fạmines, by the infamy of Antiochus Epiphanes, against

each followed by restorations and rebuilding. Its whom the oppressed Jews revolted in 165 B.C

greatest glory was reached under the reign of when a great victory was gained over Antiochus
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by an army led by Judas Maccabæus. The period

from the death of Judas Maccabæus, B. C.161 , until

the city was captured by Pompey in 63 B. C., was

marked by the occurrence of strife and disorder in

Jerusalem . In the dissensions between the politi

Angle of Wall of Jerusalem. cal rulers and the religious sects of Pharisees and

Sadducees probably not less than fifty thousand -

King Solomon , who built the temple and a most people fell victims.

royal palace, besides very greatly enlarging and Crassus plundered the temple of treasure, which,

strengthening the walls of the city. Its greatest together with that taken from the city, amounted

humiliation possibly was reached under the reign to len million dollars. About six years after a

of Antiochus Epiphanes, B. C. 175 , when the most Roman army under Herod the Great captured the

violent and cruel efforts were made to destroy the city. The city soon again became restored to

Jews and their religion. For the earliest record much of its former grandeur. Under Herod the
of Jerusalem we must go to the description of the temple was enlarged and beautified . It was in

boundaries of Judah and Benjamin (Josh. chaps. this state of things that Christ found the city.

15 and 18 ). Under Herod the city was given a better water

Until David captured the entire city from the supply. Under Herod's grandson, Herod Agrippa

Jebusites (2 Sam . 6 : 7 ; 1 Chron. 11 : 6) they had in 41 B. C. , the area of the city wall was doubled .

always been in possession of a part of it . From Bad government by Roman procurators, appointed

the time when David brought the Ark of God over Judea as a Roman province, led to disaster

into the city (2 Sam . 6 : 2–16 ) until the rebuilding and discontent, until finally Titus laid siege to the

under Nehemiah , or the period of the city's his city and captured it with the sacrifice of one

tory under the kings, there was a series of rising million lives.

and declining. This included Hezekiah's vast After the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus it

structures for aqueduct and water supply and the became pagan under the rule of Hadrian, who ex.

inclosing with an outside wall of Zion and the cluded the Jews from the city and built a temple

City of David. During fifty years of this period, in honor of Jupiter on the site ofthe former Jewish

and immediately succeeding the capture of the temple .

city by Nebuchadnezzar, it lay in ruins. Hadrian gave to the city the heathen name Aelia

Cyrus decreed the return of the captive Jews Capitolina, but Constantine afterward restored

to their city and the rebuilding of the city wall, ' the name Jerusalem . Under his rule many costly
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Christian churches were built and the cause families. Dr.Newman distributes his estimate of

of Christianity promoted, both by the emperor 36,000 into 15,000 Mohammedans, 13,000 Jews,

himself and his mother, the Empress Helena, who and 8,000 Christians, including 5,000 Franks.”

devoted herself to identifying the sacred places The Greek Church is strongest in numbers,wealth ,

and erecting churches upon the sites of deep and influence , and is supported by the Russian

interest to the Christian world. The Emperor power. The Jews live very largely upon charity.

Julian (362) attempted to champion the cause of Only in Jerusalem is the Hebrew language spoken

polytheism and rebuilt the temple. The effort was in ordinary conversation , and that by the Jews.

abandoned, and the tradition indicates that cer- Protestantism in the city is not represented in any

tain supernatural signs, consisting of fire from great strength. The English and the Prussian

heaven and earthquakes, were the cause of the churches for a long time unitedly supported this

discouragement. In 614 A. D. the Persians, under work until, in 1888, the German government

Chosroes II, captured Jerusalem, with the destruc - withdrew . Recently the German Protestant work

tion of large numbers of the clergy and their has shown vigor in the erection and consecration

churches. From 637 to 1517 the city alternated of a new church. One of the most significant of

between the possession of the Mohammedans and recent events is the visit of the Emperor William

the Christians, the Crusader's capturing it in 1099. of Germany to the city of Jerusalem in 1898 to be

Three times since that time has the city been in present at the opening of this church, to the

Christian hands, and as many times fallen into building fund of which he had been a large con

the hands of the Moslem . tributor. The emperor, having purchased from

5. The Early Church. After the death of the Sultan of Turkey a piece of land on Mount

Christ Jerusalem became the scene of the most Zion, offered it for the erection of a Roman

stirring events of thenew Christian sect,beginning Catholic church, school, and other buildings, for

with the day of Pentecost and including much of the use of his Roman Catholic subjects in Jerusa

the history contained in the Acts of the Apostles . lem . One of the latest innovations in the imme.

The Gospel was first proclaimed here in strict diate neighborhoodofthe city is the construction

obedience to the command of Christ (Acts 1 :4 ) . of a railroad from Jaffa to Jerusalem itself.

The church here increased rapidly ( ch . 5). Here the JERU'SALEM , NEW. The symbolic name
first martyr was sacrificed ( ch. 7) ; here Paul sat at of the true Church of God, wholly separated from

the feetof Gamaliel, and here he preached, and the false Church ( Rev. 21 : 2, sq .; 3:12) ; repre

it was from here that he was taken to Cæsarea senting, not a place but a people, the redeemed
and Rome.

In Jerusalem the great council was held, at Testament prophecy (Ezek. 40:1–48:35).
themselves. The vision is really an echo of Old

It is

which the question of the rite of circumcision was referred to as "" Jerusalem that is above,” i . e . ,

discussed, at which time addresses were made by existing in heaven , according to the pattern of

Peter, Barnabas, Paul , and James. James was which theearthly Jerusalem was supposed to be

the president of the council , occupying a very built (Gal. 4:26 ); and “ the heavenly Jerusalem ,”

prominent place, if, indeed, not the first place in of which true Christians are to be regarded as

the church . Herod here put an end to the career citizens while still living upon the earth ( Heb.

of James by beheading him (Acts ch . 12). The 12:22).

extreme severity of the persecutions tended to

scatter abroad the Christians, which resulted in JERU'SHA (Heb. x917?, yer-00-shaw', pos

the dissemination of the Gospel throughout the sessed), the daughter of Zadok and queen of Uzziah .

world . She was the mother of Jotham , king of Judah

6. The Modern City. The modern city oc- ( 2 Kings 15:33), B. C. 738. Called also JERU.

cupies the site of the ancient one. It has been SHAH.

built upon the ruins of its predecessor. The JERU’SHAH (Heb. 7 ?, yer -00 - shaw '),

modern wall built in 1542 varies from twenty to

sixty feet in height. The site of the former mag . another form (2 Chron. 27 : 1 ) of the name JE
nificent temple is occupied by the Mohammedan RUSHA. (q. v).

mosque, Kubbet es-Sakhara (Dome of the Rock) , JESA'IAH (1 Chron . 3:21 ; Neh . 11 : 7), an

and called also the Mosque of Omar, built by Abd other form of JESHAIAH (q . v. ).

el-Melik, A. D. 686. The present condition of the
JESHA'IAH (Heb. 77o ?, yesh -ah - yaw ', Je.

population of Jerusalem is thus stated by Dr.
hovah saves ).

Philip Schaff : “ The present population of Jeru

salem is variously estimated, as no census bas
1. The second -named of the sons of Hananiah,

been taken. Robinson in 1841 made the whole the son of Zerubbabel ( 1 Chron , 3:21 ), another

population 11,500,but later was inclined to place form of JESAIAN, B. C. after 536.

it at 17,000 ; Drake ( 1874) puts it at 20,900 ; 2. One of thesons of Jeduthun, appointed as a

Baedeker, 24,000; Dr. Neuman, a Jewish phy: sacred harper (1 Chron . 25 : 3 ) at the head of the

sician, fifteen years a resident of the city, esti- eighth division of Levitical musicians ( v . 15), B. C.

mates it at 36,000. Baedeker distributes the after 1000.

24,000 as follows : 13,000 Moslems, 7,000 Chris- 3. The son of Rehabiah, of the Levitical family

tians, 4,000 Jews . The Turkish statistics in 1871 of Eliezer. His descendant, Shelomith , was over

gave an estimate in families or houses as follows : the sacred treasury in the time of David ( 1 Chron.

1,025 Moslem, 630 Jewish, 299 Orthodox Greek , 26:25 ; comp. 24:21, where he is called Isshiah ),

179 Latin, 175 Armenian, 44 Coptic, 18 Greek B. C. after 1000.

Catholic, 16 Protestant, 7 Syrian ; in all, 2,393 | 4. Son of Athaliah, and chief of the family of
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Elam . He returned from Babylon with seventy 3. Son of Jehozadak , first high priest of the

males (Ezra 8 : 7), B. C. about 457. third series, viz. , of those after the Babylonish

5. A Levite of the family of Merari, who, in captivity, and ancestor of the fourteen high priests

company with Hashabiah, met Ezra at Ahava , on his successors down to Joshua or Jason, and

the way from Babylon to Palestine (Ezra 8:19), Onias or Menelaus, inclusive. Jeshua, like his
B. C. about 457 . contemporary Zerubbabel, was probably born in

6. Father of Ithiel, a Benjamite, whose descend- Babylon, whither his father, Jehozadak , had been

ant, Sallu, resided in Jerusalem after the exile taken captive while young (1 Chron. 6:15 ). He

(Neh . 11 : 7 , A. V. “ Jesaiah ” ), B. C. before 445 . cameup from Babylon in the first year of Cyrus

JESH'ANAH (Heb. 1770 ?, yesh -aw -naw ', old ), with Zerubbabel(Ezra 2 :2; Neh. 7 :7; 12: 1 , 7, 10),

one of the cities of Israel , which was taken of the templeand the restoration of the Jewishand took a leading part with bim in the rebuilding

with its suburbs from Jeroboam by Abijah, king

of Judah (2 Chron.13:19). It is only mentioned commonwealth (Ezra 3: 2 ,- 8, 9; 4:3; 5:2),B. C.
536-446 .

in this connection, and its site has not been as
Besides the greatimportanceof Jeshua

certained . as a historical character, from the critical times

JESHAR’ELAH (Heb.870 ?, yesh -ar -ale'- accomplished,his name Jesus, his restoration of
in which he lived , and the great work which be

aw , upright toward God ), head of the seventh the temple, his office as high priest, and especially

division of the Levitical musicians ( 1 Chron. 25 : the two prophecies concerning him in Zech . 3 and

14). He was a son of Asaph, and his name is 6 : 9-15, point him out as an eminent type of

given (ver. 2) as Asarelah. Christ (Smith, s. v .). He is called Joshua ( Hag.

JESHEB'EAB (Heb. 59 , yeh-sheb-awb', 1:1, 12 ;2:2, 4 ; Zech. 3 :1,3, 6, 8, 9).

father's seat) , the head of the fourteenth course of 4. A descendant (or native) of Pahath -moab,

priests as arranged by David ( 1 Chron. 24:13) , mentioned with Joab as one whose posterity,

B. C. before 960. numbering two thousand eight hundred and

JEʻSHER (Heb. ,yay'-sher, uprightness), and eighteen (Neh . 7:11),returned from Babylon,
twelve (Ezra 2 : 6), or two thousand eight hundred

one of the sons of Caleb, the son of Hezron, B. C. before 536.

by his wife Azubah (1 Chron. 2:18), B. C, about

1210.
5. A Levite named along with Kadmiel as

one whose descendants (“ children of Hoderab " ),

JESH'IMON (Heb. gizana ?, yesh-ce-mone', a to the number of seventy -four, returned from

desolation ). The title simply designates the place, Babylon (Ezra 2:40 ; Neh . 7:43), B. C. before

which lies north of the Dead Sea (Num . 21:20 ; 436 .

23:28 ; 1 Sam. 23:19 , etc. ). “ In the Old Testa- 6. The father of Jozabad , which latter was

ment the wilderness of Judea is called the Jeshi- appointed by Ezra one of the receivers of the

mon , a word meaning devastation, and no term can offering for the sacred service (Ezra 8:33), B. C.

better suit its haggard and crumbling appearance. about 457.

It covers some thirty-five miles by fifteen 7. A Jew whose son Ezer repaired the part of

short bushes, thorns, and succulent creepers were the wall ( “ over against the going up to the

all that relieved the brown and yellow bareness of armory " ) under Nehemiah (Neh. 3:19), B. C. 445 .

the sand, the crumbling limestone, and scattered 8. A Levite, probably son of Azaniah (Neh. 10:

shingle. Such is Jeshimon , the wilderness of 9), who assisted in explaining the law to the peo

Judea . It carries the violence and desolation of ple under Ezra (Neh. 8:7 ; 9:4 , 5 ; 12 : 8), B. C.

the Dead Sea Valley right up to the heart of the about 445 .

country, to the roots of the Mount of Olives, to 9. Joshua, the son of Nun, is called Jeshua in

within two hours of the gates of Hebron , Bethle- Neh. 8:17.

hem , and Jerusalem ” (Smith, Hist. Geog .).
10. Son of Kadmiel, one of the Levites who

JESHI'SHAI (Heb. O , yesh-ee-shah'ee, served in the temple, " to praise and to give
aged ), the son of Jahdo and father of Michael , one thanks ” after the restoration in the time of

of the ancestors of the Gadites who dwelt in Eliashib (Neh . 12:24), B. C. about 406. Perhaps,

Gilead ( 1 Chron. 5:14), B. C. long before 740. however, “ son ” is here a transcriber's error for

JESHOHAI'AH (Heb. 77iw , yesh -o -khavo- “ and,” in which case this Jeshua will be the
same as No. 5 (McC. and S. , Cyc. ) .

yaw ', Jah wi empty), a chief of the Simeonites ,

and one of those whoemigrated to Gedor ( 1 Chron. (Neh. 11:26); perhaps thevillage Yeshua, between
11. A city of Judah inhabited after the captivity

4:36), B. C. about 715.
Zorah and Chesalon .

JESHUA (Heb. you , yay -shoo '-ah, Jehovah JESH'UAH (1 Chron. 24:11 ). See JESHUA, 1 ,

helps).
JESH'URUN (Heb. 777 ,yesh-oo -roon ', up

1. A priest in the reign of David, to whom the

ninth course fell by lot ( 1 Chron. 24:11, in which right), an honorable surname given to israel (Deut.

passage it is Anglicized Jeshuah ) , B. C. about 960. 32:15 ; 33 : 5 , 26 ; Isa. 44 : 2 , A. V. “ Jesurun " ), and

Perhaps the same with the one mentioned in Ezra representing Israel as a nation of just or upright

2:36 ; Neh . 7:39 , whose descendants returned from men, The epithet righteous nation, as we may

Babylon .
render Jeshurun, was intended to remind Israel of

2. A Levite appointed by Hezekiah, with others , its calling, and involved the severest reproof of its

to distribute the sacred offerings among their apostasy.

brethren (2 Chron . 31:15), B. C. 719. JESI'AH (1 Chron . 12 :6 ; 23:20). See ISSHIAL

.

:)
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JESIM'IEL (Heb. Spauvr, yes-eem -aw -ale", power, who went about doing good, and healing

God will place ), one of the thirteen Simeonite all that were oppressed of the devil ; for God was

princes who, in the time of Hezekiah , migrated to with him ” (Acts 10:38). Andrew , who had been

the valley of Gedor for purposes of conquest one of the Baptist's disciples, when he turned to

(1 Chron. 4:36).
follow Jesus “ first findeth his own brother Simon ,

JES'SE (Heb. " W ?, yee-shah'ee, living), a son which is,beinginterpreted ,the Christ” ( John 1:and saith unto him, We have found the Messiah,

(or descendant) of Obed, the son of Boaz and Ruth | 35, 40 ,41 ). “ It was revealed ” unto the just and

(Ruth 4:17, 22 ; Matt. 1 :5, 6 ; Luke 3:32; devout Simeon " by the Holy Ghost, that he should

i Chron .2:12). He had eight sons (1 Sam. 17:12 ), not see death before he had seen the Lord's

the youngest of whom was David. Jesse's wealth Christ ” (Luke 2:25, 26)._Peter, answering the

consisted chiefly of sheep, for whom David acted Lord's question, said : “ Thou art the Christ ( EÒ

as shepherd (1 Sam .16:11; 17:34, 35).. The last ei ó Xploròs), the Son of the living God” (Matt.
historical mention of Jesse is in relation to the

16:16) .

asylum which David procured for him from the
(3) Other titles ascribed to our Lord . The

king of Moab (1 Sam. 22:3 ), B. C. before 1000. Jehovah of the Old Testament is the Jesus of the

JESTING (Gr. evtpanenia, yoo-trap -el-ee'-ah, New. (a ) Jesus is called “ the son of Man" (o

pleasantry, humor, facetiousness) is used in a bad viòs toù avopúrov). With this formula Jesus

sense (Eph. 5 :4), as scurrility , ribaldry, low jesting. usually addressed himself to the apprehension of

JESUI (Num. 26:44). See Isaur, No. 1 . his disciples. The reasons are quite obvious :

JESʼUITES (Num. 26:44), descendants of Jesus was in his condition of humility; he was,

Isuur, No. 1 .
as yet, thus best known to his followers in his

JESURUN (Isa. 44:2). See JESHURUN.
humanity. He was to be cognized as the promised

JEʻSUS CHRIST. In order to study under. Perfect Man whose unique mission into this world
seed of the woman,” and withal, he was that

standingly the life of our Lord recourse should

first be had in brief to the broad teachings of the is called distinctively “ the Son of God” ( ó vios
was to be the Redeemer of lost mankind. (6) Jesus

New Testament respecting the character, relations,
and claims of the Lord Jesus Christ. 'He is the TOÙ DEOū). This title expresses the deity of the

one subject whosehistory fills the four gospels.In Scripture this designation is never appliedto
Lord Jesus as distinguished from his humanity.

We should properly apprehend, though we cannot his miraculousbirth , or exclusively to his Messiah

comprehend, the divine personality set forth in ship, which,however, isincluded, but invariably

these Scriptures; that personality whose words, tohis originalrelation to the Fatheras he wasin

deeds, and sufferings, and whose revealing names bis preexistence before he assumedhumanity.
and tilles are recorded therein for our learning.
1. Names Assigned to our Lord . Matthew Our Lord declares himself to be the SonofGod,

and includes his Messiahship as based upon his
opens his gospel as “ the book of the generations

of Jesus Christ the Son of David.” Both designa direct expression or indirectly by implication( for
proper oneness and equality with God , either by

tions are here used as a personal name, although full discussion, see Cremer, Biblio- Theol., Lex. of

usually “ Christ ” is a term employed rather as an New Testament, 1880, p.562). That relation made

appellative or common name.
(1) The personal name of our Lord was Jesus, the Messiahship possible, as expressed in“ God

which signifies Saviour. It is carefully accented sendinghis own Son in the likeness of sinful

by repetitions in the record as beinghighlyim- flesh.” (Rom .8:3). The reference is not tothe

portant. (a) He was so called prospectively by but to his oneness with God in the glory which he
incarnation or miraculous conception of Christ,

Gabriel unto Mary : “ Thou hast found favor with had with the Father before the world was ( John

God : and behold thou shalt conceive in thy womb 17:5). Jesus said to the Jews : " Say ye of him
and bring forth a Son, and thou shalt call his whom the Father hath sent into the world , Thou

name Jesus” (Luke 1:51). (6) He was so named blasphemest, because I said Iam the Son of God ?."

bythe angelto Joseph in his supernatural dream (John 10:36 ; comp.9 :35–37 ; Matt. 26:63, 64).
respecting Mary and the child : “ She shall bring Jews understood that Jesus made this high claim ,

forth a Son , and thou shalt call his name Jesus, and would stone him , because that he, being a

for he shall save his peoplefrom their sins " ( Matt .
1:21). (C) Hewas so called on the day of his man, hadmade himself God (John 10:33); and

Paul reaffirmsthe claim when he represents Jesus
birth : “ She brought forth her firstborn

he called his name Jesus ” (Matt.1:25)
. (d)He Christ as “ being in the formofGod , thought it

was so called when his name was officiallybestowed ofJesusevery kneeshall bow, of things in heaven,
not robbery to be equal with God,” “ that at thename

at circumcision:“His nameshallbe called Jesuswho andthingsin earth,and things under the earth,

vasso named of an angel before he was conceived and every tongue shallconfess that Jesus Christ
in the womb” (Luke 2:21 ).

(2) His official appellative was Christ, which
is Lord, to the glory of God the Father ” (Phil .

means the Anointed " One. Here the Messiah and 2:5–8). (c) Jesus is called “ God our Saviour ”

the Christ of the Scriptures meet and identify Christ's unity and identity with God , illustrating
( ο Σωτήρος ημών Θεός). These passages express

themselves in the personality of Jesus, who was
the characterof the preexistence of Jesus . Hence,

the Anointed of God as the Prophet, Priest, and the apostle Paul speaks of the commandment of
King (Χριστός = Christ the Anointed ; Heb. God our Saviour ” (1 Tim . 1 : 1 ; Tit. 1:3 ); of “ the

?, Messiah = the Anointed ). “ God anointed kindness and love of God our Saviour ” (Tit. 3 :4) ;

Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Ghost, and with of that which “ is good and acceptable in the

"

son, and
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sight of God our Saviour ” ( 1 Tim. 2 :4 ) ; and that propositions : (1) The absolutely unique and per.

men should “ adorn the doctrine of God our fect manhood of Jesus Christ among men ; (2) The

Saviour in all things ” (Tit. 2:10), “ looking for realization in him of all the Messianic predictions

that blessed hope and the glorious appearing of of Scripture ; (3) All his miracles being restora

the great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ ” tive, were part of his redemptive plan ; (4) The

( Tit. 2:13 ). resurrection of Jesus from the dead, an abso

2. Ground of Christian Belief. The four lute historical fact ; (5) The transformation se

gospels are occupied in furnishing facts illustrative cured in the character of the individual believer ;

of Jesus Christand his work as related to man- ( 6) The Spirit's witness to personal adoption in

kind ; also in teaching his relation to God. As Christian consciousness ; (7) Preeminence of the

these Scriptures derire all their character and sig- Christian nations as seen on the atlas of the

nificance from his personality and life— without world.

which they would have no occasion to exist–our The details of our Lord's life may now be

faith in their teaching reposes on the following studied with advantage.

MATT . MARK. LUKE. JOHN .

TIME. NO . OUR LORD'S LIFE.

Ch. Ver . Ch . Ver. Ch . Ver. Ch . Ver.

B. C.

O
O
T

O
r
e
r
o 1:14

1 :5-25

1 :26-28

1 :39-56

1 :57–70

1 : 18-25

1 :1-17

1 :18,25 1 : 1-14

4

4

4

Preliminary Facts.

1 Luke's preface to his gospel .

2 Prediction to Zacharias of the Baptist's birth .

3 Gabriel's annunciation to Mary of Messiah's birth..

4 Mary visits Elizabeth and her prophetic hymn .

Birth of John and Zacharias's prophetic hymn .

6 Joseph's dream respecting Mary's chastity..

Birth and boyhood of Jesus.

Genealogy of Christ's royal and natural ancestry .

Our Lord's nativity at Bethlehem

The angel's revelation in song unto the shepherds .

10 The infant Jesus receives bis name by circumcision .

11 Child presented at the temple for legal redemption ..

12 Visit of the Magi to Herod at Jerusalem ....

13 Herod's consternation and inquiries..

14 The Magi visit the village Bethlehem .

15 Herod's jealousy and resentinent aroused .

16 Flight of Joseph and family into Egypt..

17 Herod massacres the male infants of Bethlehem .

18 Recall of the holy family from Egypt....

19 Returning, they fear Herod Archælaus the ethnarch ..

[Here follow about ten years of silent history .]

3 : 23-38

2: 1-7

2 :8-20

2:21

2 : 22-39

7
8
9
9
H
Q
8
4
B
B
B
B

4

3

2:1-12

2 :3–7

2 : 10-12

2:7,8,16

2 : 13-15

2 : 16-18

2 : 19-21

2:22

3

1

A. D.

9 2 :40-52

26 3: 1-12

3 : 13-17

4 : 1-11

1 :3-8

1 :9-11

1:12, 13

3:1-18

3 :21-23

4:1-11

1 : 19-36

1 :35-42

1 :43-51

2: 1-12

2 : 13-22

3 : 1-21

1 : 15-34

3:22

14 :3-5

4:12

4:12

4:17

6 :17-20

1: 14,15

3 :19,20

4 :14,15 4:13

4 :4-42

4 :43-45

4 :46-51

1 : 14,15 4,14,15

20 Jesus at twelve, with the Sanhedrists in the Temple ..

[ Here follow about eighteen years of silent history. ]

21 John the Baptist inaugurates his ministry .

22 Inauguration of Jesus Christ to his ministry

23 Jesus made subject t the temptations of Satan .

24 Baptist witnesses that Jesus is the Son of God ..

25 Two of John's disciples leave him and follow Christ..

Pbilip and Nathaniel also now become his disciples.

The irst miracle wrought by Jesus Christ in Capu ..

From the first to the second Passover .

28 Traders' animals expelled the temple with scourge..
29

Interview of Nicodemus with Jesus by night...

30 Baptist witnesses the second time for Christ.

31 Christ's disciples baptize other followers ...
3 :2 The imprisonment of John the Baptist by Antipas .

33 Jesus thereupon leaves Judea for Galilee.

34 Jesus converses with Samaritan woman at the well .

35 Jesus opens his public ministry in Galilee .

36 The nobleman seeks Jesus at Canu to heal bis son ...

From the second to the third Passover .

37 Jesus visits Jerusalem during the Passover..

38 Healed an infirmity of thirty-eight years...

89 Jews dispute Christ's right to heal on Sabbath .

40 Jews affirm that Christ claimed equality with God .

41 Returns to Nazareth and proves his Messiahship.

42 Rejected at Nazareth , he dwells at Capernaum ..

43 Resumes public teaching here and works miracles .

44 Miracle of Oshes ; calls Peter, Andrew , James, and John .

45 Jesus casts out an unclean spirit in synagogue.

46 Peter's wife's mother miraculously cured of fever .

47 Christ's Orst circuit in Galilee with disciples..

48 He cures a leper who gives him great fame.

49 Returning to Capernaum , heals the paralytic .

50 Call of Matthew and the feast at his house..

51 Discussion with Jews about the disciples' fasting .

27

28

28

5: 1

5 :2-9

5 : 10-17

5 : 18-4728
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织
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加

分
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1 : 13-16

4 : 17-25

4 : 18-22

8 : 14-17

4 : 23-25

8 :2-4

9 :2-8

9 :9-13

9 : 14-17

1 :21,22

1 : 16–22

1 :22-28

1 :29-34

1 : 35-39

1 :40-45

2: 1-12

2 : 13-17

2 : 18-22

4 : 15-22

4 :23-31

4 :31,32

5: 1-11

4 :33-37

4 : 38-41

4 : 42-44

5 :12-16

5 : 17-26

5 : 27-32

5 :33-39

28
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TIME . NO. OUR LORD'S LIFE,

Ch . Ver. Ch . Ver. Ch . Ver. Ch . Ver.

28 12 :1-8

12 :9-14

6: 1-5

6 :6-11

10 :1-42

5,6,7

8 :5-13

2 : 23-28

3.1-6

3:7-12

3 : 13-19

4 :21-252

19 :43-485

6 : 12-19

6 : 20-49

7: 1-10

7 : 11-17

7 : 18-23

7 : 24-35

11: 2-6

11 :7-19

11:20-30

必
说
话

8
%
分
说

的
如

红
S
3
8
3

%
份
8
8
W
H
Q
8
4
B
B
8

12 :22-37

12 :46-50

13 :1-3

8 : 23-27

8 :28-31

9 : 18-25

9 : 20-22

13 :54-58

9 :35-38

10 : 1-42

14 : 1-12

3 : 22-30

3: 19-21

4: 1-34

4 :35-41

5 :1-20

5 :21-24

5 :25-34

6 : 1-6

6 : 6

6:7-13

6 : 14-29

6:30

6 :31-44

6 :45-56

7 : 36-50

8 :1-3

11 :14-26

8 : 19-21

8 :4 18

8 :22-25

8 :26-40

8 : 40,41

8 :43-48

9 : 1-6

9: 7-9

9:10

9 :10-1714 : 13-21

14 :22-46 6 : 15-24

6 :22-71

29

29 7 : 1-10

14 :34-36

15 : 1-20

15 :21-28

15 :29-31

15 :29–38

15:39

16 :1-4

52 Disciples pluck ears of grain on the Sabbath ...

53 Jesus healed the man's withered hand on Sabbath .

54 Our Lord heals multitudes at the seaside..

55 After a nigbt of prayer, Jesus chooses the twelve ..

56 Jesus preaches on the mountains of Galilee ....

57 Centurion's servant bealed miraculously by Christ .

58 The widow's son of Nain restored to life ...

59 Baptist's inquiry from his prison at Macbærus.

60 Christ's eulogy upon bis cousin, the Baptist...
61

He upbraids cities where he bad wrought miracles .

62 Woman anoints his feet in Pharisee's house .

63 Second circuit of two days' preaching in Galilee ...

Returning to Capernaum , he heals the demoniac..

65 His mother and kinsfolk think Jesus to be insane...

66 From a vessel he preaches seven parables .

67 Asleep at sea, he awoke and stayed thestorm ..

68 Jesus cures two demoniacs among the Gadarenes .
69

Return to west shore, be raises Jarius's daughter.

70 Heals woman of issue of blood twelve years...

71 Christ rejected the second time at Nazareth ..

72 Tbird circuit of Jesus's preaching in Galilee ..

73 The twelve are sent forth to work miracles ..

74 Herod Antipas beheads John at Macbærus

75 The twelvereturning report their successes .

76 Crosses Galilean Sea and feeds five thousand..

777 Returning he walks the sea in storm and night.

78 The Ave tbousand fed, find Jesus at Capernaum ..

April . From the third unto the fourth Passover .

79 Jesus delays going to the third Passover .

80 Many cures by Christ on Gennesaret plain .

81 Pharisees refuted about washing hands..

82 Visits Tyre and Sidon ; cures Syro -Phænician ..

8 :3 Returns by Decapolis making many cures..

84 Jesus feeds four thousand on the mountain .

85 He recrosses Galilean Sea to Magdala (west)

86 Thence sails to Bethsaida -Julias (east of Jordan)

87 Cures blind man who saw men as trees walking.

88 Passes into regions of Cæsarea Philippi..
89

Jesus asks the disciples their opinion of him .

90 Jesus begins now to predict his own death .

91 Christ's transfiguration on Mount Hermon ....

92 Descending he casts out a demon...

93 Jesus again predicts his own death and rising .

94 Half shekel provided in the fish's mouth ...

95 Disciples contend who shall be greatest ..

Oct.
Feast of Tabernacles six months after Passover .

96
Jesus goes to Jerusalem and teaches in temple .

97 Puts severest test to human consciousness .

98 The people are divided as to Christ's doctrine ..

99 Nicodemus defends Jesus before the Sanhedriu ..

100 Christ, the Jews, and the adulteress

101 Jesus now claims to be the Light of the World .

102 His preexistence before Abraham was..

103 Jesus escapes from the stoning of the Jews ..

104 He gives sight to the beggar born blind ..

105 He announces himself the Good Shepherd..

106 He again calls himself the Son of God...

107 Christ finally leaves Galilee ...

105
Requisites for discipleship to Christ.

109 Seventy disciples sent forth to work .

110 They return rejoicing in their success..

111 Tempting lawyer and the Good Samaritan ..

112 Jesus visits Martha and Mary ( Bethany)

113 Teaches disciples the Lord's Prayer..

114 Miracles on demoniacs ascribed to Beelzebub .

115
Disciples admonished as to Pharisees.

116 Dangers and duties of discipleship ..

117 He declines arbitrating an inheritance ...

118 Counsels, parables, and predictions.

119 A woman's spirit of inirmity cured.

120 Christ at the feast of dedication .

121 Test question before stoning Jesus ...

122 Jesus escapes and goes to Perwa .

123 Lazarus sick, he returns to Bethany

124 Christ describes Antipas as a fox

125 He cures the dropsical man miraculously .

126 The parable ofthe great supper...

127 Che perils of discipleship ...
128

The lost sheep ; lost silver ; the lost son ,

6 :53-56

7 : 1-23 6:39

7:24-30

8: 31-37

8: 1-9

8:10

8 : 13,22

8 :22-26 17 :

8 : 27-30

8 : 27-30

8:31 9 : 21,22

9 :2-13 9 :28-36

9 : 14-29 9 : 37-43

9 :30-32 9 :44,45

16:13

16 : 13-20

16:21

17 :1-13

17 : 14-21

17 :22,23

17 :24-27

18 : 1-35 9 :33-50 9 :45-50

29 7: 1-10

7:17

7 : 11-44

7:45-53

8 : 1-11

8 : 12-20

8 :42,56–58

8:59

9 :1-41

10 : 1-16

9 :35-37

10:36

29

26:63,61

29

29 1

6: 5-12

9 : 51-56

9: 51-56

10: 1-16

10 : 17-20

10 : 25-27

10 :38-42

11:1-4

11: 14-26

12: 1-3

12:3-53

12 : 13-21

12:21-59

13 : 10-17

10: 22-29

10 :31-38

10 :39-42

11: 1-16

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

13:22

13 : 31,32

14:1-6

14:7-24

14 :25-35

15: 3-32

16 : 1-30129
The unjust steward ; rich man and Lazarus...

130 Miracle of the resurrection of Lazarus .. 11 : 17-46
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Ch . Ver. Ch . Ver . Ch . Ver. Ch. Ver.

30

30

11 :47-53

11:54

17:11-19

18 :1-5

18 :9-14

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

10: 1

10 :2-12

10 : 13-16

10: 17-31

18 : 15-17

18 : 18-31

19: 1,2

19 : 3-12

19 : 13-15

19 : 16-30

20: 1-16

20 : 17-19

20 :20-38

20 :29-34

18 :31-3410 :32-34

10 : 35-45

10 :46-52 18 : 25 ; 19

19 :2-10

19:11

19 : 12-28

26 :6-13 14 :3-930

30

30

12 : 1-8

11 :55-57

12 :9-11

21 : 1-11 11 : 1-11 12 :12-1919 :29-40

19 :41-44

30

30

30

30

131 Sanhedrin conspire against Christ's life ...
132

Leaving Jerusalem he goes to Ephraim .

Christ's last journey to Jerusalem through Samaria .

133 Cures ten lepers on borders of Samaria ...

134
The judge and the importunate widow..

135 Self-righteous Pharisee and publican .

136 Jesus goes to Jerusalem by Peräa .

137 Pharisees question Jesus about divorce

138 Christ's love and blessing for little cbildren ,
139

Rich young ruler and the discipleship ..
140

Compensation of laborers in vineyard..

141 Jesus foretells his death tbird time...

142 Request of special favor for James and John ,

143 Bartimæus and another blind man cured ..

144 Zacchæus called down from a sycamore tree ..

145
Men thought the kingdom of God was now near ,

146 Jesus counsels by the nobleman and bis money ..

Last Jewish Sabbath beginning at sunset Friday.

147
A woman anoints Christ's head and feet (Bethauy ).

148 At Jerusalemi Jews seek for our Lord's life ..

149
Crowds visit Bethany to see Lazarus and Jesus ..

Last week of Passover ending with the crucifixion .

First Day, Sunday, April 2.

150 Christ's triumphal entrance into Jerusalem ....

151 Approaching nigh the city, be wept over Jerusalem ..

152 Jesus entered the temple inspecting its affairs .

153 He retired to Bethany to spend the night.

Second Day, Monday, April 3.

154 Returning next day hungry he cursed the fig tree .

155 He cleansed the temple again at end of his ministry .

156 Jesus healed the blind and lame in the temple .

157 At evening Jesus left the city for Bethany ..

Third Day, Tuesday, April 4.

158 Returning he explains the lesson of the fig tree .

159 Duty to forgive in order to be forgiven...

160 The duty and power of faith in God urged ..

161 Jesus teaches daily the people in the temple .

162 The Sanhedrists challenge bis authority to teach ..

163 Responds: Parable of two sons and a vineyard ..

164 The Sanhedrists sought to lay bands on Jesus ...

165 Parable of a king, his son , and his vineyard ...

166 Herodians and Pharisees try to catch his words.

167 Sadducees cavil about the resurrection same day ..

168 Jesus with the lawyer and the great commandment.

169 If David's son , how does David call him Lord .

170 Warnings and woes for scribes and Pharisees...

171 Christ's tearful prediction respecting Jerusalem ..

179 A poor widow's two mites appreciated by Jesus.

173 Some Greeks desire to see Jesus Christ....

174 Jesus prays and the Father answers from heaven ..

175 From Mount Olivet Jesus predicts downfall of Jerusalem .

176 Christ's answer concerning the judgment day...

21:17

11:11

11:11

30

30

30

30

21 : 18-22

12 : 12,13

21:14

11 :12-14

11 : 15-17 19 :45,46

11:19

21 :20-2230

30

30

30

30

11:20-26

11 :25,26

11 : 22-2421 :21,22

19:47

20 : 1-18

30

11:27-33

12 : 1-16

12:1230
19:47,48

20 :19,20
8:37

21 :23-27

21 :28-32

21 :43,44

22 : 1-14

22 : 15-222

22 :23-33

22 :35-40

22:41-46

23 : 1-36

23 :37-39

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

20:19-26

20 :27-40

12 : 13-17

12 : 18-27

12 : 28-34

12 :35-37

12 :38-40

20 :41-44

20 :45–47

13 :34,35

21: 1-412:41-44

12 :20-22

12 :27-30

13: .. 21:5-3724 : 1-42

24 : 36-51

25 : 1-51 S

30

26 : 1-16 14:1-11 22 : 1-630

30

177

178 12:42

30 179 26 : 17-19 14 : 12-16 22 :7-13

26 :20–35 14 : 17-3130

30

30

30

30

30

30

180

181

182

183

184

185

186

2 : 14-23

22:24 30

13 : 1-20

22 : 15-20

22 :21-23

26 :26-29

26 :20-25

14 : 22-25

14: 17-21

Fourth Day, Wednesday, April 5.

Judas Iscariot conspires against Christ's life ..

But many of the Saphedrin believed on Christ .

Fifth Day , Thursday , April 6.

Jesus sends forth two disciples for passover..

Sixth Day, Friday , April 7.

Jesus observes Passover at sunset on Friday .

Strife of the disciples who should be greatest...

Thereupon Jesus himself washes disciples' feet ..

Jesus institutes and administers Lord's Supper .

Jesus foretells and designates his betrayer .

Judas after the supper withdraws to betray bim ...

Jesus predicts the scattering of the twelve ...

Farewell words of Christ with his disciples..

He enters into prayer and agony in Gethsemane .

Judas now identities and betrays Jesus...

Peter cuts off Malchus's ear, wbich Jesus healed ..

Jesus before Annas at night, and Caiaphas at dawn .

Peter thrice denies that he knew the Lord ..

Jesus avows that he is the Christ of God

Ichrist before Pilate for senteuce to death .

26 :31-35 14 :27-31 22:31-38

30

30

30

30

187

188

189

190

191

26 :30-46

26:47-56

26 : 51-56

26 :59-68

14 :26-42

14 :42-46

14 :47-50

14 :53,54

14 :66-72

14 :55-65

30

13 :21-29

13 : 27-30

13 :36-38

14 :4,2731

16 : 1-33

18 : 1

18 :2-9

18 : 10,11

18 : 13,24

18 : 25-28

18: 19-2

18 :28-38

22 :39-46

22 : 47-51

22 :49-53

3:2

22:54

22 :54-62

22:63-71

15: 1-5 23 : 1-5

30

30

30

192

193

194

26 :69-75

26 :59-68

27: 1-14
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Ch. Ver. ch . Ver. Ch. Ver. Ch. Ver.

30

30 195 Pilate sends Jesus to Herod Antipas of Galilee ..... 23 :6-12

30 196 Herod and soldiersmock Jesus with robe, crown,and reed. 27:27-37 15 : 16-20

30 197 Pilate exonerates Jesus, but people require Barabbas...... 27 : 15–26 15 :6-15 23 : 13-25

18 :39,40

| 19 : 1-16

30 198 Judas remor
Acts

27 :3-10fully returns his reward ......
1 : 16-20

30 199 Jesus bears his cross , relieved by Simon..
27 :31-33 15:21 23:26 19: 16,17

Particulars related to Christ's crucifixion and resur
rection .

30 200 The place of crucifixion was called Golgotha * .. 27:33 15:22 23:33 19 : 17,18

30 201 He was crucified in companionship of malefactors .
27:38 15:27 23 :32,33 19:18

30 202 The three hours of preternatural darkness .
17:45 15:33 23:44,45

80 203 His garments divided among the Roman soldiers...
27:35 15:24 23:34 19 :23,24

30 204 The jeers and gibes of enemies unio Christ... 27 :39-44 15 : 29-32 23 : 35-43

30 205 Tenderness and sympathy manifested by friends...
27 :36-56 15:40,41 23 :47-49 19 :25-27

30 206
The rending of the veil of the temple ....

27:51 15:38 23:45

30 207 The rending of the rocks by an earthquake ..
27:51

30 208 The resurrection of the bodies of the saints .. 27: 52,53

The seven sayings of Jesus on the Cross.

30 209 Prayer for bis murderers : “ Father forgive them 23:34

30 210 Promise to the penitent thief: " This day shalt ” . 23 : 42,43

30 211 Jesus commits his mother to John : Behold thy son 19 :26,27

30 212 The premonitory tbirst of Jesus: “ I thirst ” . 27:48 15:36 19 :28-30

30 213 His loud outcry of agony : “ Eloi , Eloi, lama," etc..
27:46 15 : 34-37 23:46

30 214
Christ's final word touching his mission : “ It is finished

19:30

30 215 He commends his spirit unio God : “ Father, into thyhands” 27:50 15:37 23:46

30 216
Having completed his sufferings, Jesus expired.

27:50 15:37 23:46 19:30

30 217 Treatment by soldiers of Christ's dead body. 19 :31-37

30 218
Oncer of the day testifies Jesus “was the Son of God 27:54

30 219 Treatment by friends of Christ's dead body. 27 :57-61
| 15 :42-47

23 :50-56 19 :38-42
| 16 : 1

Seventh Day, Saturday , April 8.

30 220 Custody of Christ's body after its burial ........ 27 :62-66

FROM CHRIST'S RESURRECTION TO HIS ASCENSION .

First day's appearance, Easter, April 9.

30 221 Women at dawn, with spices, and an empty tomb.. 28 :1,2 16 :1-6 24 :1-8 20 : 1

30 222 Mary Magdalene runs to tell Peter and John .. 20 :2

30 223 The othersstay at the sepulcher and talk with the angels . 28 :2-7 16: 5-7 24 :4-8

30 224 Peter and John run to the empty sepulcher...
24:12 20 :3-10

225 Christ's Orst appearance is to Mary Magdalene... 16 :9 20 : 11-17

30 226 His second appearance is to Mary, Salome, and Joanna .... 28 :8-10 16 :8 24 :9-10

30 2:27 Watch report to chief priests the facts known..... 28:11

30 228 The watch take a bribe to falsify the facts .. 28 : 12-15

30 229 His tbird appearance was to Peter, first Sabbath .. 24:34 1 Cor . 15 :5

30 230 Fourth appearance was to two going to Emmaus.. 16 : 12,13 24 : 13-35

30 231 Fifth appearance that day to disciples,Thomasbeing absent
16:14 24 :36-49 20 : 19-23

Appearances of Christ after the first day.

20 232 Sixth appearance to the ten, Thomas present ... 20 : 24-29

30 233 Seventh appearance to eleven on mountain in Galilee ... 28 : 15-20 16 : 15-18

30 234' Eighth appearance to seven fishing in Galilee ... 21 :1-24

30 235 Ninth appearance to five hundred in mountain of Galilee . 28:16 1 Cor . 15:6

30 236 Tenth appearauce to James, place not noted... Ib. 15: 7

30 237 He was seen, notnow and then, but literally, " through

forty days” (di ñuepāv teocapákovra ), viz ., in every

one of the forty days ( Acts 1 :3-9 ). He was also seen by

Paul when he was converted near Damascus ( 1 Cor.

15 :8 ), and by Stephen when he "saw Jesus standing at

the right hand or God ” ( Acts 7:56 ), and by the Apostle

John again in the apocalyptic vision ( Rev. 1 :5-18 ) ....

Golgotha " was written in Chaldee apk, gul-gal -taw ', and in Hebrew na gul-go'deth ; but in

Greek, tò kpáviov, and in Latin Calvaria , rendered “ Calvary " in Luke 23 : 33 — all meaning " the place of a

skull .” The three Hebrew evangelists give the Hebrew designation, but Luke being himself a Greek, designates

the place by the Greek term.

LITERATURE. — Broadus, Harmony ofthe Gospels; thorship of the Four Gospels, 1886 ; Watkins, Mod

Faussett, Harmony of the Gospels ; Withrow , ern Criticism of the Four Gospels, 1890 ; Barrows,

Harmony of the Gospels ; Strong, Harmony of the The Gospels are True Histories ; Geikie, Life aná
Gospels , Robinson, Harmony of the Gospels ; Wordsof Christ, 1878; Weiss, Life of Christ ;

Salmon , Historicalintroduction to the New Testa- Neander, Life of Christ'; Farrar, Life of Christ ';
ment, 1891 ; Harmon, Introduction to the Scrip- Andrew , Life of Christ ; Pressensé, Jesus Christ,

tures ; Westcott, Introduction to the Study of the His Life and Times ; Edersheim , Prophecy and

Gospels ; Gregory, Why Four Gospels ? Dale, Liv- History of the Messiah, vol. i, 1885 ; Édersheim ,
ing Christ and the Four Gospels, 1890 ; Genung, Jesus the Messiah , vol. I, 1884 ; Edersheim, Life

Fourfold Story ; Thompson, Four Evangelists; and Times of Jesus the Messiah, 2 vols., 1884 ,
Hurlbut, Studies in the Four Gospels ; Marvin, Au- | Cairn, Chrisi' the Central Evidenceof Christian!
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ity ; Bruce, Training of the Twelve ; Hawes, Syn- because having entered through suffering into

chronology of Ancient and Modern History ; glory, he is exalted by the Father as Lord ofthe

Mackay, Factsand Dates of Sacred and Profane kingdom of God. As such, by his word and Spirit,

History ; Hurlbut, Biblical Geography.- S. L. B. he rules the Church, renewsthe heart, and finally

JE’SUS, OFFICES OF. * Jesus is , in virtue overcomes the world . See KINGDOM OF GOD.

of his incarnation, anointed mediator between God
JE'THER (Heb. m ., yeh'-ther, surplus).

and man. His work was the fulfillment and con.
1.

summation of the ancient prophetical, priestly,
nro, the father-in-law of Moses (Exod. 4 :

and regal functions to which the typical servants
18, marg .).

of God under the old economy were anointed .
2. The firstborn of Gideon's sons, who, when

These offices he began to discharge on earth, and called upon to execute the captured Midianitish

continues to discharge in heaven.
While con kings, Zebah and Zalmunna, timidly declined on

sidering them as distinct, it is important to re
account of his youth ( Judg. 8:20 ). According to

memberthat they are one in the mediatorial Judg. 9:18, he was slain, with sixty-nine ofhis

work ” (Pope, Christ. Theol., p . 196 ).
brothers, by the hands of Abimelech.

1. The Prophetic Office . Wecall Christ our Absalom's army ( 1 Kings 2:3, 32). Jether is merely
3. The father of Amasa, captain general of

highest prophet because he is the perfect revealer
of the counsel and will of God for the salvation of another form of Ithra (2 Sam . 17:25 ), the latter

sinners. As such he comes withsupreme creden- being probably a corruption. He is described in

tials , the Truth and the Light of men. The Lord
1 Chron. 2:17 , as an Ishmaelite, which again is

not only speaks of himself asaprophet (Matt. 13:morelikely to be correct than the “ Israelite ” of
67 ; John 13:33), but also receives this name from the Hebrew in 2 Sam . 17, or the “ Jezreelite ” of

others without contradiction (Matt. 21:11 ; John the LXX and Vulgate in the same passage ( K. and
3 : 2 ; 4:19 ; 6:14 ; 9:17), and declares that he is D. , Com ., in loc . ). Kimchi suggests that in the

come into the world in order to bear witness of land of Ishmael Jether was called the Israelite

the truth ( John 18:37 ). His disciples call him from his nationality, and in that of Israel they

Prophet and Apostle (Luke 24:19 ; Acts 3: 22-24; called him the Ishmaelite on account of his living
in the land of Ishmael."

Heb. 1 : 1 ; 3 : 1 ; 2 Pet . 1:18 ,sq.; Rev. 1 : 5 ).

“ Jesus Christ was the last lawgiver, and the
4. The son of Jada, a descendant of Hezron, of

first evangelist of his own glad tidings ; his whole the tribe of Judah (1 'Chron. 2:32).

ministry united the law and the Gospel ' in their
5. The son of Ezra, whose name occurs in a

essential elements. He came not to abolish ,but dislocated passage in the genealogy of Judah

to fulfill ancient Scripture, and that in three senses :
( 1 Chron . 4:17).

First, to fulfill its meaning in himself as it was all
6. The chief of a family of warriors of the line

one prophecy of him ; secondly , to dischargeitof of Asher,andfather of Jephunneh (1 Chron . 7:

its functions as it was thelaw of atransient 38). He is probably the same as Ithran (v. 37).

ceremonial economy which he appeared to end ;
JE'THETH (Heb. On!, yeh -thaytl', deriva.

and thirdly, by republishing its moral teaching in tion uncertain ), one of the phylarelis ( A. V.

harmony with the new dispensation as a dispensa- “ dukes " ) who came of Esau (Gen. 36:40 ; 1 Chron.

tion of the Spirit and of love . " Our Lord used his 1:51 ).

human nature as the organ of his revelation , and JETHʻLAH (Heb. , yith-law', suspended,

as man speaking to men was the consummate
agent of divine counsel formankind. Through the i.e ., lofty ), a city on the borders of the tribe of

eyes of his human spirit the God -man saw the Dan, mentioned only in Josh. 19:42, and not yet

mysteries of his own kingdom .
discovered .

Another point should not be lost sight of-the JEʻTHRO (Heb. inq : yith - ro', excellence, 81

ministry of Jesus asthe apostle of our profession periority), a priest or prince of Midian, both offices

was the final revelation for the world . In him all probably being combined in one person. Moses

past, present, and future teaching was one. Our spent the forty years of his exile from Egyptwith

Lord's credentials were his miracles, but he was him , and married his daughter Zipporah ( Exod. 3:

himself the Miracle of miracles, 1 ; 4:18), B. C. 1250 . By the advice of Jethro,

2. The Priestly Office. Jesus Christ was our Moses appointed deputies to judge the congrega

High Priest, because he “ alone has satisfied the tion and share the burden of government with

leepest wants of humanity, and restored the himself (Exod. 18) ; and on account of his local

broken communion between man and the holy knowledge he was entreated to remain with the

God , by presenting the perfect offering of atone Israelites throughout their journey to Cavaan

ment for the sins of the whole world. This high . (Num . 10:31 , 33). It is said in Exod. 2:18 , that

priestly function Christ has discharged partly dur- the priest of Midian whose daughter Mosesmar

ing his sojourn upon earth , and partly in continu- ried was Reuel ; afterward, at ch, 3 : 1 , he is

ing during his life in the heavenly glory. By the called Jethro, as also in ch. 18 ; but in Num.

one as well as by the other is Jesus Christ of God | 10:29 , “ Hobab the son of Raguel the Midianite ”

made to us righteousness ” (Van Oosterzee, ii, 592) . is apparently called Moses' father- in-law (comp:

Our Lord not only offered himself as a sacrifice Judg. 4:11). The probability is that Jethro and

for sin, but is man's intercesssor and , through the Raguel were but different names of Moses' father

Holy Ghost, imparts his benediction upon all in -law ( the former being either a title, or a sur.

believers. See INTERCESSION, MEDIATION, PROPITIA- name showing the rank of Raguel in his tribe),

and that the son , Hobab, was his brother -in .

3. The Kingly Office. We call Jesus “ King, ” | law .

:)

( 6

.

TION,
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>JETUR (Heb. 7703 ?, yet-oor ', encircled ), one of 19, 20) ; (2) Gifts and tokens of friendship or

the twelve sons of Ishmael (Gen. 25:15 ; 1 Chron. affection of our most familiar associations (Gen.

1:31 ). His name stands also for his descendants, | 24:22 , 53 ; Ezek. 16:11 ) ; (3) In sacred and religious

the Ituræans (1 Chron. 5:19), living east of the ceremonials (Gen. 41:42; Dan. 5 : 7, 16, 29) ; and

northern Jordan (Luke 3 : 1). (4) The priestly jewels (Exod. , chaps. 28 and 39).

JEU’EL (Heb.baur
, yeh-oo-ale, protected by The royal jewelsand the insignia of orders of

God ), a descendant of Zerah, who, with six hun- theGreek andRoman Catholic churches are modern
nobility in Europe and the ecclesiastical jewelry of

dred and ninety of his kindred ,dwelt in Jerusalem examples of 3 and 4. In addition to these uses

after the captivity (1 Chron. 9: 6), B. C. 536. it may be noted that in ancient times, and still in

JEʻUSH (Heb. way ?, yeh -oosh '. collecting ; the East, where money could notbe invested as

Strong, hasty ). it is with us, the precious stones and elaborate

1. The first of the three sons of Esau by Aholi jewelry formed one of the safest and most con

bamah , born in Canaan, but afterward a sheik of venient ways of preserving great wealth in small

the Edomites (Gen. 36 :3, 14, 18 ; 1 Chron . 1:35), bulk, easy to transport and to secrete.

B. C. after 2133. 2. Scripture Terms. Four Hebrew words

2. The first-named son of Bilhan, the grandson are rendered in the A. V. “ jewels : ”!

of Benjamin (1 Chron. 7:10), B. C. considerably ( 1) Seg.00-law ' ( o ), shut up, treasure, is con
after 2000.

nected with the idea and habit referred to in No.

3. A Levite, one of the four sons of Shimei, of 4 (see Mal . 3:17), and often used figuratively

the Gershonites. He, with his brother Beriah ,
not having many sons, were reckoned as the third (Exod. 19:5 ; Psa. 135 :4 , A. V. " treasure ").

branch of the family (1 Chron. 23:10, 11 ), B. C.
( 2) Kel-ee' (2) is something wrought or pre

about 960. pared, an article of silver or gold (Gen. 24:53 ;

4. The first named of the three sons of Reho. Exod. 3:22 ; 11:2 ; 12:35 ; Num . 31:50, 51), and

boam , apparently by Abihail , his second wife more generally (Isa. 61:10 ; Ezek. 16:39). This is

(2 Chron . 11:19), B. C. after 934 . also an indefinite term, oſten , perhaps, meaning ves

JEʻUZ (Heb. Yny ?, yeh - oots”, counselor ), the sels or implements,at other timesdecorationsor
head of a Benjamite house, one of the sons of trappings, as in last passage cited.

Shaharaim, born of his wife Hodesh in Moab (3) Khel-yaw' (07?? ), an ornament or trinket

( 1 Chron . 8:10). | (Hos. 2:13), again very general in character.

JEW (Heb. 177,77, yeh -oo-dce', a Jehudite, i. e. , ( 4) Nel '-zem (er?), a ring, the only term that

descendant of Judah ; Gr. Iovsãcos, ee-oo -dah '-yos ), is at all specific, generally rendered earring, and

a name formed from that of the patriarch Judah, clearly so in Gen. 35 :4 ; Exod . 32:2, 3 ; Ezek . 16:

and applied first to the tribe or countryof Judah , or 12 ; but a nosering (Prov. 11:22 ; Isa. 3:21 ), while

to a subject of the kingdom of Judah (2 Kings 16 :6 ; in many other cases (Gen. 24:22 , 30, 47 ; Num . 31 :

25:25 ; Jer. 32:12 ; 38:19 ; 40:11; 41 : 3 ; 52:28) in 50, 51 ; Judg. 8: 24-26 ; Prov. 25:12, etc.),although

distinction from the seceding ten tribes, the Is. the former is the rendering, agreeably to modern

raelites. From the time of the Babylonish cap- andWestern ideas, the latter may very probably

tivity, as the members of the tribe of Judah be the original sense.

formed by far the larger portion of the remnant The nosering in some form is an oriental cus

of the covenant people, Jews became the appella- tom of great persistency . It is sometimes two or

tion of the whole nation (2 Macc. 9:17; John 4: 9 ; two and a half inches in diameter (as in Arabia,

Acts 18 :2, 24). The original designation of the especially in the Nejed) , or less (as with the women

Israelitish people was the Hebrews, as the de- of Anatolia ) ; and sometimes, as in the region of

scendants of Abraham . Thus Paul was appro- Damascus, is reduced to a mere jeweled stud, like

priately called a Hebrew, and still later the terms our earrings within the last generation. Lortet

Hebrew and Jew were applied with little distinc- (La Syrie d'aujourd'hui, p . 585) speaks of it as a

lion . See ISRAEL.
universal custom in Mesopotamia for girls to have

JEWEL ,JEWELRY. In all ages and among one nostril bored for the wearing of gold neh -zem .

all peoples the love of ornament has expressed Other forms of jewelry need but brief reference ,

itself in the making and wearing of objects of Bracelets and necklaces are familiar in all ages

beauty in such forms as were attainable. Very and nations ; but in ancienttimes they were largely

early , as soon indeed as the use of metals was worn, especially the former, by men, as is con

known, the making of jewelry, in our sense of the spicuously shown in the Assyrian sculptures, and

word, began. In the prehistoric bronze age we implied in Scripture passages, as Num . 31:50. The

find multitudes of objects for personal adornment large, massive golden bracelets of both men and

made of that material ; and articles of silver and women were sometimes made hollow , as is now

gold , set with stones, are preserved to us from the done, and filled with sulphur, partly to lighten

very dawn of history. The almost universal prac- their weight and partly to save material. This

tice of burying such treasures with the remains of has been proved by Phænician examples, and was,

their owners has been a priceless boon both to probably, frequent. Someofthe ancient necklaces

history and archæology in revealing to us the arts, were very beautiful ; much use was not made of

the commerce, the culture, and the migrations of precious stones, but of glass and glazed earthen

perished races and civilizations. ware, especially in Phænician jewelry, as beads

1. The Uses of jewelry have been various: and pendants mingled with gold. Such a necklace

( 1 ) Mere personal adornment (Expr 11 : 2 ; Isa. 3 : I is figured in a colored plate by Perrot and Chipius,
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66

consisting of gold pendants alternating with blue connected with the worship of the tabernacle,

glass beads ; materials of this kind were employed especially the high priest's breastplate, of which

in part for choice articles, as in this instance,and such particular descriptions are given. The style

largely in cheaper jewelry. of workmanship must have been Egyptian in

The passage(Cant. 1:10), Thycheeks are comely character ; the Israelites had been living there

with rows of jewels,” probably refers to a style of for generations, and must have been familiar with

ornament seen in many Cypriote figures, a series the art of that country, while long cut off from

of coin hung by small chains or links from behind association with Mesopotamia. At a later period

the ears and coming down by the sides of the face of their history they came under Assyrian and

in pendant “ rows. Babylonian influence, and largely in art matter of

3. Egyptian. The art of manufacturing their Phænician neighbors. We have seen how

jewelry bad reached great perfection in Egypt at the latter borrowed and mingled the art styles of

à very early date . Nothing in ancient gilt or gem. Egyptand Mesopotamia, developing no originality,

work, and scarcely anything now , can surpass in though much of skill and delicacy in treatment.

elegance the jewelry found with mummies of It would seem, therefore, that the influences domi

the royal family of the 12th dynasty by M. de nating Hebrew art in jewelry must have been first

Morgan in his recent explorations of the brick Egyptian, then Phænician, and finally Chaldean ,

pyramid of Dashour. These exquisite pieces of At this point a few words should be said as

workmanship go back to 2400 B. C., fully one to the differences between ancient and modern

thousand years before the Exodus. The tombs jewelry. The whole method of cutting stones in

were systematically violated and robbed in ancient facets is modernand European ; all Eastern and

times, probably, it is thought, during the period all ancient jewelry is quite different; the stones

of the Hyksos ; but a few had escaped intact, and are dressed en cabochon , as modern jewelers call it,

in them were found the mummies of several prin.i. e. , in rounded forms with smooth or polished

cesses, with their jewels. Among these were convex surfaces. This mode we still employ for

necklaces , bracelets, etc. , exquisitely wrought and opaque and translucent gems, such as turquoises,

set with pearls, carnelian, emerald, and lapis opals, moonstones, and " carbuncle " garnets ; but
lazuli; other articles inlaid with these same stones anciently it was universal. This method gives

somewhat in the manner of cloisonne enamel, and none of the brilliant flashing effect now so highly

two very remarkable crowns, like delicate wreaths, esteemed, which results from the internal reflec

the one incrusted with flowers of gems and bear- tion and refraction of the rays of light from the

ing a fanlike spray of similar flowers, with stems numerous facets ; hence the ancients seem to have

and leaves of gold ; the other a lacelike garland cared less for transparency than we do ; and to

of gold with forget-me-nots of gemsand beads of make up for the lossof beauty in this regard they

lapis lazuli (comp. Ezek. 16:12) . The most fa- paid more attention to engraving gems than the

miliar form of Egyptian jewelry is that of the moderns. Any collection of ancient jewelry will

so -called scaraboid seals. Manyof them , doubtless, show a large proportion of opaque and semi

were used moreas ornaments than as actual seals, transparent stones, all en cabochon, rounded, and

though frequently employed for the latter purpose. many beautifully sculptured with cameos, intagl.
4.Assyrian. The jewelry of Assyria and ios, or inscriptions. In this work the ancients

Babylonia maybe characterized generally as large, excelled ; and the fineness, sharpness, and bold.

heavy, and showy, but not graceful or delicate. ness of their gem engraving cannot be surpassed,

The form best known to us, however, is that of indeed , can scarcely be equaled by modern work.

the peculiar “ Chaldean cylinders,” or rolling seals, men with the best of tools and magnifiers (see

which, like the Egyptian scarabs, were largely ANKLETS, BRACELET, Precious Stones, Ring.–

ornaments and charms. Herodotus D. S. M.

mentions a cylinder seal , a staff and some other JEWELS. See GLOSSARY.

articles, as forming part of the regular outfit of a

Babylonian gentleman for all dress occasions ;
JEWESS (Gr. ' Iovdaía, ee-oo-dah'-yah), a

and with this may be compared the much more
woman of Hebrew extraction, without distinction

ancient account of Judah (Gen. 38:18).
of tribe (Acts 16: 1 ; 24:24). It is applied in the

5. Phænician. With regard to the Phænician former passage to Eunice, the mother of Timothy,

artisans in Judea, it is not necessary to suppose 2 Tim . 3:15 ),andin the latter to Drusilla, the wife
who was unquestionably of Hebrew origin (comp.

that they resided there,save,perhaps, in the prin; ofFelix, and daughter ofHerod AgrippaI ( Smith,
cipal cities ; but they very probably traveled
through the country doing a little business from Dict. , s . v . ).

place to place. Some writers observe that this JEWISH (Gr. 'Iovdaixós, ee-oo -dah - ee - kos”),
custom may still be seen in the East ; the itinerant of or belonging to Jews. The apostle Paul warns

goldsmith and jeweler comes with his small port. his young brother against Jewish legends, i . e. ,

able furnace, crucible, and stock in trade, and sets the Rabbinical legends (Tit . 1:14).

up business for a day or two in a Syrian or Rou. JEWRY (Heb. 777?, yeh-hood ; Gr. ' Iovdaia,

inanian hamlet. Thewomen bring their treasured Luke 23 :5 ; John 7 :1 ), the Jewish nation , i. e . , the
coins to be fashioned into bracelets, bangles, or kingdom of Judah, later Judea ( Dan. 5:13).

rings, and the artificer deducts a little percentage

for his work . This method is probably very an JEZANI'AH (Jer. 40 : 8 ; 42 : 1 ). See Jaazar

cient and widespread.

6. Hebrew . Of course , the most interesting JEZEBEL(Heb. Sarx, ee-zeh '- bel, non -cohab .

and important articles of Hebrew jewelry are those lited, chaste), the daughter of Ethbaal, king of Tyre

worn as

:'

IAH , 1 .
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sons

(

son

and Sidon, and queen of Ahab. Her father had 2. Character. “ Jezebel was a woman in

formerly been a priest of Astarte, but had vio- whom, with the reckless and licentious habits of

lently dispossessed his brother Phelles of the an oriental queen, were united the sternest and

throne. fiercest qualities inherent in the Phænician people.

1. Personal History. The first mention of the wild license of her life, the magical fascina

Jezebel in the sacred narrative is her marriage tion of her arts or of her character, became a

with Ahab (1 Kings 16:31), B. C. about 875. proverb in the nation (2 Kings 9:22). Long after

(1 ) Introduces ido try The first effect of her ward her name lived as the byword for all that

influence was the immediate establishment of the was execrable, and in the Apocalypse it is given

Phænician worship on a grand scale at the court to a church or an individual in Asia Minor, com

of Ahab. At her table were supported no less bining in like manner fanaticism and profligacy

than four hundred and fifty prophets of Baal and (Rev. 2:20)” ( Smith ).

four hundred of Astarte (1 Kings 16:31, 32 ; 18:19), JEʻZER (Heb. * .?, yay'-tser, formation) , the

while the prophetsof Jehovah were slainbyher third named of the sons of Naphtali (Gen. 46:24 ;

orders (1 Kings 18:13 ; 2 Kings 9:7). (2) Opposes Num. 26:49; 1 Chron . 7:13), and progenitor of

Elijah.When at last the people, at the instiga- the Jezerites (Num . 26:49 ), B. C. before 1640.

tion of Elijah (q . v . ), rose against her ministers

and slaughtered them at the foot of Carmel, and
JEʻZERITES (Num . 26:49). See JEZER.

when Ahab was terrified into submission, she alone JEZI'AH (Heb. 177 ??, yiz-zee-yaw ', whom Je

retained her presence of mind ; and when she re- hovah sprinkles), an Israelite of the of

ceived , in the palace of Jezreel, the tidings that Parosh, who put away his heathen wife after the

her religion was all but destroyed ( 1 Kings 19:1), exile (Ezra 10:25), B. C. 456.

she vowed to take the life of the prophet. (3) Se

cares the death of Naboth. When she found her JEʻZIEL (Heb. 58 , yeh-zee -ale', assembly of

husband cast down by his disappointment at being God ), a of Azmaveth, and one of the

thwarted by Naboth, she took the matter into her skilled Benjamite archers, who joined David at

own hands ( 1 Kings 21:7). She wrote a warrant Ziklag (1 Chron. 12 : 3 ), B. C. before 1000.

in Ahab's name, which was to secure the death of JEZLI'AH (Heb. $????, yiz-lee-aro', drawn
Naboth (q . v. ). To her, and not to Ahab , was
sent the announcement that the royal wishes out, preserved ),one of the “ sons ” (or descendants)
were accomplished (21:14 ), and she badeher of Elpaal, and apparently a chief Benjamite resi

husband go and take the vacant property.
dent at Jerusalem ( 1 Chron . 8:18), B. C. probably

On

about 588.

he accordingly, fell the prophet's curse as well

as on her husband ( 21:23). ( 4) Influence. Her JEZO’AR (Heb. his?, yits-khar', he will

policy was so triumphant that there were at shine), the son of Helah, a wife of Ashur, the

last but seven thousand people who had not bowed father ( founder) of Tekoa ( 1 Chron . 4 : 7).

the knee to Baal , nor kissed the hand of his JEZRAHI'AH (Heb . 7 ???, yiz-rakh -yaw ',

image. Through her daughter Athaliah, queen of

Judah, the same policyprevailed for a time in Jah will shine),the superintendent of the singer's

at the dedication of the walls of Jerusalem after

that kingdom . She survived Ahab fourteen years, the exile (Neh. 12:42), B. C. 445.

and maintained considerable ascendency over her

JEZ’REEL (Heb. 38777, yiz- rch -ale', sownson Jehoram. (5 ) Death. When Jehu entered

Jezreel Jezebel was in the palace , which stood by by God).

the gate of the city, overlooking the approach 1. A descendant of the father (or founder) of
from the east. She determined to face the de- Etam , of the line of Judah ( 1 Chron . 4: 3 ).

stroyer of her family, whom she saw rapidly ad- 2. The oldest son of the prophet Hosea, so

vancing in his chariot. She painted her eyelids called because of the great slaughter predicted

in the Eastern-fashion with antimony, so as to give by his father (Hos. 1 :4, 5) , B. C. about 748.

a darker border to the eyes and make them look 3. The nameof a city in Issachar ( Josh . 19:18),

larger and brighter, possibly in order to induce and the plain in which it was located ( 1 Sam . 29 :1 ;

Jehu , after the manner of Eastern usurpers, to Flos. 1 :5 ). It was situated about fifty-five miles

take her, the widow of his predecessor, for his N. of Jerusalem , and is identified with the present

wife, but more probably as the last act of legal Zerin . Here the kings of Israel had a palace

splendor. She tired her head (i . e . , adorned her (2 Sam . 2 : 8 , sq . ) , and here the court often resided

head and hair with a queenly headdress), and , ( 1 Kings 18:45 ; 2 Kings 10:11). In or near the

looking down upon him from the high latticed town was a temple of Baal , and an asherah (A.V.

window in the tower, she met him by an allusion " grove," 1 Kings 16:32 , 33) ; and the palace of

to a former act of treason in the history of her Ahab ( 1 Kings 21 : 1 ; 18:46 ) was on the eastern

adopted country. Jehu looked up from his char- side of the city forming part of the city wall
iot. Two or three eunuchs of the royal harem ( comp. 1 Kings 21:1 ; 2 Kings 9:25 , 30 , 33) . The

showed their faces at the windows, and, at his seraglio in which Jezebel lived was on the city

command, dashed the ancient princess down from wall , with window facing to the east (2 Kings

the chamber . She fell immediately in front of 9:30). Nearby was the vineyard of Naboth,

the conqueror's chariot. When , afterward, he coveted by King, Ahab, and secured by Jezebel

wished to show respect to her corpse as that of through the cruel death of Naboth (1 Kings 21 : 1 ,

a king's daughter," nothing was found of her sq . ) .

but the skull, the palms of her hands, and the soles ( 1) Jezreel, blood of ( " I will avenge the blood

of her feet (2 Kings 9 : 7 , 30, sq. ), B. C. about 841. I of Jezreel upon the house of Jehu ,” Hos. 1 :4 ) , is

T -
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generally understood to be put for the murders 2: 2; 3 : 2 ; 1 Chron. 3 : 1 ), a woman of Jezreel in

perpetrated by Ahab and Jehu at this place . But Judah.

the divine vengeance is to be visited upon the JIB'SAM (Heb . , yib-savin', fragrant,

house of Judah, and would seem, therefore, to be
because of his acts .

This may be, not because of pleasant), one of the ” (descendants) of

his extermination of the houseofAhab, in which Tola, the son of Issachar, in David's army ( 1 Chron.
he fulfilled the divine command, but byreasonof 7: 2), B. C. about 1000. Or he may have been a

the motives which actuated Jehu. That he was
son of Tola, with descendants in the army of

moved by evil and selfish motives is evident (see
David.

2 Kings 10:29, 31 ). JID LAPH (Heb. 27, yid-lawf', tearful,

(2) Jezreel,ditch of. The fortification, or in. weeping), the seventh named of the eight sons of

trenchment, surrounding the city, outside of which Nahor (Abraham's brother) by Milcah (Gen. 22:22),

Naboth was executed (1 Kings 21:23 , marg.). B. C. perhaps about 2200.

(3 ) Jezreel , fountain of. “ The fountain which

is in Jezreel ” ( 1 Sam . 29 : 1 ) is mentioned as the
JIM'NA (Num . 26:44), JIMNAH (Gen.

spot near which the Israelites pitched their camp 46:17 ). See Imnah .

in one of their campaigns against the Philistines. JIM'NITE (Num. 26:44), descendants of

At present it is called Ain Jalûd (or Ain Jalût), ' Jimna.

ha
zi
n

Jezreel (Ain Jalût).

1

i . e . , Goliath's fountain , probably because it was JIPH'TAH (Heb. hep yif -tawkil ', he will

regarded as the scene of Goliath's defeat. It is a

very large fountain issuing from the foot of the open )
, a city in the lowland district of Judah

mountain on the northeast border of Gilboa .
( Josh. 15:43), not positively identified, but located

(4 ) Jezreel, portion of. The field or country
by some at the ruined village Jimrin .

adjacent to the city, where the crime of Ahab had JIPH'THAH -EL (Heb .bring yif-lakh

been perpetrated ,and its retribution was to be alé, opening of God), a valley at the intersection of

exacted (2 Kings 9:10, 21 , 36 , etc.) . the line between Asher and Naphtali, with the

(5 ) Jezreel , tower of. One of the turrets or northern boundary of Zebulun ( Josh. 19:14, 27).

bastions guarding the entrance of the city, and It is probably " no other than the large Wady

where the watchman was stationed (2 Kings 9:17). Abilin, which takes its rise in the hills in the

(6) Jezreel, valley of, lying on the northern neighborhood of Jefât ” (Robinson, Bib. Res., p.

side of the city , between the ridges of Gilboa and 107) .

Moreh . Its name was afterward extended to the

whole plain of Esdrælon (Josh. 17:16 ; Judg. 6:33 ;
JO’AB. 1. (Heb. 5i", yo -awb', Jehovah his

Hos. 1 : 5 ) . Smith suggests that the “ word for father .) A " captain of the host" of David .

' vale,' erneq , literally deepening , is a highlander's Family. Joab was one of the three sons

word for a valley as he looks down into it, and is of Zeruiah, the sister of David . His father is not

never applied to any extensive plain away from named in the Scriptures, but Josephus ( Ant., vii ,

hills ."
1 , 3 ) gives his name as Suri. He seems to have

4. A town in the mountains of Judah , men- resided at Bethlehem , and to have died before his

tioned between Juttah and Jokdeam ( Josh. 15:56 ), sons, as we find mention of his sepulcher at that

and probably the native place of Ahinoam , one of place (2 Sam . 2:32) .

David's wives ( 1 Sam . 25:43 ; 27 : 3 ) ; not yet dis- Personal History. ( 1 ) First appearance.

covered . Joab's first appearance was in connection with his

JEZ'REELITE, an inhabitant of JEZREEL brothers, Abishai and Asahel, in command of
(9. v .), in Issachar ( 1 Kings 21 : 1 , 4 , 6 , 7 , 15 , 16 ; David's army, when they went against Abner,

2 Kings 9:21, 25 ). who was championing the claims of Ishbosheth to

JEŽÖREELITESS (1 Sam . 27 : 3 ; 30 : 5 ; 2 Sam . I the throne. The armies met at the pool of
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Gibeon, a . general action was brought on, and 11 : 1–25) . (6) Joab and Absalom . When Absa.
Abner worsted. In his flight he killed Asahel, lom accomplished the death of Amnon, Joab

who was pursuing him (2 Sam . 2 : 13-32), B. C. effected his return by means of the widow of

1000. (2) Avenges Asahel. Joab was greatly Tekoah ; and when he revolted, Joab's former
angered at the death of his brother, but postponed intimacy with the prince did not impair his fidelity

his revenge . Abner, quarreling with Ishbosheth, to the king. He followed him beyond the Jordan,

came to David in Hebron, in order to enlist in his and in the final battle of Ephraim , slew Absalom

service. ' When Joab returned from some warlike in spite of David's injunction to spare bim , and

excursion, and was informed of Abner's visit, he when no one else had courage to act so decisive a

chided the king, and accused Abner of treachery. part ( 2 Sam . 18 :2, 11-15). (c) When David re

He then sent messengers after Abner, who re- solved to number the people Joab endeavored to

turned at once and was slain by Joab. David dissuade him from his purpose, and, unsuccessful

reprobated the act, but seems to have been in fear in this, performed the task so tardily as to afford

of his able and intrepid nephew (2 Sam . 3 : 8–39) . the king an opportunity of reconsidering the

( 3) In chief command. At the siege of Jerusalem matter (24 : 1-4 ). (6 ) Murder of Amasa. David,

Joub succeeded in scaling the height upon which to conciliate the powerful party which had sup

the fortress stood, and was made “ chief and cap- ported Absalom , offered the command of the army
tain ” of the army of all Israel, of which David to Amasa . Joab was grievously offended by this

· was now king (2 Sam. 5 :6-10 ; 1 Chron. 11:5–8). act of the king, and when Amasa tarried longer

He immediately undertook, in conjunction with than the time allowed him to assemble his forces,

David, the fortification of the city (2 Sam . 5 : 9 ; Joah had an opportunity of displaying his superior

1 Chron. 11:8). He had a chief armorbearer of resources. Abishai was ordered to pursue the re .

his own, Naharai, a Beerothite (2 Sam. 23:37 ; volting Sheba (perhaps with Joab in command ,

1 Chron. 11:39), and ten attendants to carry his K. and D.), and when Amasa came up to meet

equipment and baggage (2 Sam . 18:15 ). He had them at Gibeon he was treacherously slain hy Joab

the charge of giving the signal by trumpet for (2 Sam . 20:4-13) . (7 ) Joins Adonijah. Shortly

advance or retreat (18:16 ). He was called by before the death of David a demonstration was

the almost regal title of “ Lord ” (11:11), “ the made in favor of his eldest surviving son , Adoni
prince of the king's army” ( 1 Chron. 27:34 ). jahi, and Joab joined his party . The prompt

His usual residence was in Jerusalem , but he had measures taken rendered Adonijah's demonstra
a house and property, with barley fieldsadjoining, tion abortive ( 1 Kings 1 :7, 15 , sq.). (8 ) Death.
in the country (2 Sam . 14:30), in the “ wilderness Hearing of the death of Adonijah, Joab fled for

( 1 Kings 2:34), probably on the northeast of Jeru. refuge to the altar. Solomon, hearing of this ,

salem (comp. 1 Sam. 13:18 ; Josh . 8:15 , 20 ), near sent Benaiah to put him to death ; and as he re

an ancient sanctuary, called from its nomadic fused to come forth, Benaiah slew him .. His body

village “ Baal-hazor ” (2 Sam. 13:23 ; comp. with was buried in the wilderness of Judab ( 1 Kings

14:30), where there were extensive sheepwalks. 2:5, 28–34 ), B. C. 960.
(4) Military achievements. These were

Character. Joab was a man of great mili.

ducted by him in person, and may be divided into tary prowess, valiant, and capable. He was re

three campaigns: (a) That against the allied forces vengeful, and not above treachery in order to

of Syria and Ammon. Joab attacked and de- gratify bis vengeance. While treating his king

feated the Syrians, while his brother did the same with but little ceremony he was, nevertheless,

to the Ammonites. The Syrians rallied with truly devoted to his interests. His principles did

their kindred beyond the Euphrates, and were not prevent him from serving his master's vices

finally routed by David himself (2 Sam. 10: 1 , sq . ) . as well as his master's virtues . Altogether he ap

(6 ) The second was against Edom . The decisive pears in history as one of the most accomplished

victory was guined by David himself in the “ valley and unscrupulous warriors that Israel ever pro
of salt,” and celebrated by a triumphal monu- duced.

ment (8:13 ) . But Joab had the charge of carry- 2. In 1 Chron. 2:54 there is mention of “ Ataroth,

ing out the victory, and remained for six months, the house of Joab . ” What Joab is meant is un.

extirpating the male population , whom he thien certain , but it is supposed to refer to No. 1.
buried in the tombs of Petra ( 1 Kings 11:15 , 16 ) . 3. The son of Seraiah (son of Kenaz ), a Judaite

(c) The third was against the Ammonites. They and progenitor of the inhabitants of Charashim ,

were again left to Joab (2 Sam . 10:7–19 ). At the or craftsmen ( 1 Chron . 4:14) .

siege of Rabbah the ark was sent with him , and 4. The head of a family whose descendants,

the whole army was encamped in booths or huts with those of Jeshua, to the number of two thou.

round the beleaguered city (11: 1, 11 ) . After sand eight hundred and twelve (Ezra 2 :6), or two

a sortie of the inhabitants, which caused some thousand eight hundred and eighteen (Neh. 7:11 ),

loss to the Jewish army, Joab took the lower returned from Babylon with Ezra. It is not cer.

city on the river, and then sent to urge David tain whether Jeshua and Joab were sons of Pahath.

to come and take the citadel , that the glory of Moab, or whether, in the registration of those

the capture might pertain to the king ( 12: 26- returned, the descendants of Jeshua and Joab

28). (5 ) Services to David . Joab served David were represented by the sons of Pahath -Moab.

faithfully, both in political and private relations, The Joab mentioned in Ezra 8 :9 is probably the
and showed himself to be truly devoted to his same person, B. C. 445.

interests. (a ) Joab and Uriah . During the Am

monite war Joab lent himself to the king's passion , JOʻAH (Heb. Axir, yo -awkh ', Jehovah his

and secured the death of Uriah the Hittite (2 Sam. I brother).

con

>
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1. Son of Asaph and “ recorder ” of King Heze. 1. One of the “ (descendants) of Becher,

kiah, and one of the messengers sent to receive son of Benjamin, and a chieftain of his family

the insulting message of Rabshakeh (2 Kings (1 Chron. 7 :8 ).

18:18, 26, 37 ; Isa. 36: 3 , 22), B. C. about 719. 2. The person having charge of the “ cellars of

2. A Levite of the family of Gershom , son of oil ” under David and Solomon (1 Chron . 27:28),

Zimnah and father of Iddo (1 Chron . 6:21 ). He B. C. after 1000.

is probably the same person who, with his son JO’ATHAM = Jotham the son of . Uzziah

Eden, assisted Hezekiah in the reformation of the (Matt. 1 :9).
temple worship ( 2 Chron 29:12), B. C. about 719 .

He isidentified with Ethan, mentioned in 1 Chron. of the sons of Issachar(Gen.46:13), called JashubJOB(Heb. 2in, yobe, returning) , the third named

6:42 .

3. The third son of Obed-edom , one of the por
(Num. 26:24 ; 1 Chron. 7 : 1 ) .

ters for the tabernacle in the time of David JOB (Heb. 3178, ec-yobe', persecuted ), the hero

( 1 Chron . 26 :4), B. C. after 1000. of the book bearing his name ; a chieftain of the

4. Son of Joahaz, and recorder for King Josiah . | land of Uz (probably a district of northern Arabia),

He was appointed one of the superintendents of of great wealth and high rank, and father of seven

the temple repairs ( 2.Chron, 34 : 8 ), B. C. 639. sons and three daughters.

JO’AHAZ (Heb. TTIŅI", yo-aw -khawz', Jehovah
1. His Affliction. Upon a certain occasion

holds), the father of Joah, which latter was reaccused Job of selfishness in his piety: “ Doth Job
when he, with others , was worshiping God, Satan

corder in the reign of Josiah Chron, 34 : 8 ), B. C.
fear God for naught ? ”. Satan was allowed to

639.

exert his baleful power upon Job's possessions,

JOAN'NA. 1. (Gr. ' Iwavvās, ee-o-an '-nas, Jo- and flocks, herds, and children were swept away,

annas). The son of Rhesa and grandson of Zerub . The patriarch maintained his integrity , and " in all

babel , in the lineage of Christ (Luke 3:27). this sinned not, nor charged God foolishly ” (Job

2. (Gr. 'Iwávva, ee-o-an -nah,probably feminine 1 : 1–22) .

of 'Iwávvns, John. ) The wife of Chuza, the steward 2. Second Affliction . Again Satan appeared

of Herod Agrippa (Luke 8 : 3). She, with other against Job, declaring that were he assailed in his

women , had been cured of grievous diseases by person he would yield up his integrity, whereupon

the Saviour, or received material benefits from he was allowed to afflict the body of Job, and

him, and ministered to him and his disciples . She smote him with a grievous disease. Job's wife

was also one of the women to whom Christ ap. breaks down under the trial , and counsels him “ to

peared after the resurrection (Luke 24:10). curse God and die . ” Job remains steadfast, and

JO’ASH (Heb. "NY", yo-awsh', given by Jeho- answers her with ," What! shall we receive good

val):
at the hand of God, and shall we not receive evil ?

1. The father of Gideon, who, although himself in all this did not Job sin with his lips” ( Job
an idolater, ingeniously screened his son from 2 :1-10). In this sad state he is found by Eliphaz,

those desiring to avenge his overthrow of the Bildad, and Zopbar, who had come to condole with

altar of Baal ( Judg. 6:11, 29-31 ;7:14 ; 8:13, 29). him . They seem to have been overpowered by the

Hewas buried in Ophrah, where he lived (8:29-32): sight of his wretchedness, and sat seven days and

2. A person who was ordered by King Ahab to nights without uttering a word (vers. 11-13). Job

imprison Micaiah the prophet for denouncing thethen breaks the silence by cursing the day ofhis

allied expedition against Ramoth -gilead (1Kings birth,and declares that there is no hope for the

22:26 ; 2 Chron . 18:25) , B. C. 862.
end of his misery but in death ( ch . 3) .

sages he is styled " the king's son ,” which is cussion which forms the body of the book, and
3. Discussion. This act of Job led to a dis

usually taken literally . Some, however, suggest

that the title may merely indicate a youth of maybeanalyzed thus :

princely stock ; others, that Melek, translated
( 1) The entanglement. (a) First discussion.

king, is a proper name.
Eliphaz's first speech ( Job ,chaps. 4 , 5), Job's an.

3. King of Judah ( 2 Kings 11 : 2 ; 12:19 , 20 ; swer (chaps. 6 , 7); Bildad's first speech ( ch .8 ),
13 : 1 , 10 ; 14:1, 3,17 , 23 ; 1 Chron. 3:11 ; 2 Chron ?| Job's answer (chaps. 9, 10 ); Zophar's first speech

22:11 ; 24:1, 2, 4, 22, 24 ; 25:23, 25).' See Je- (ch. 11),Job's answer (chaps. 12–14). The re

sults of the first discussion were, on the part of
HOASH, 1 .

4. King of Israel (2 Kings 13: 9 , 12, 13 , 14, 25 ; Job's friends : 1. A theory of the divine govern
14 :1, 23, 27; 2 Chron. 25:17, 18, 21, 23, 25 ; Hos ment resting upon an exact and uniform correla

1 : 1 ; Amos 1 : 1 ) . See JEHOASH , 2 .
tion between sin and punishment. 2. Afictions

5. A descendant of Shelal , son of Judah, men
are always penal, leading to correction and amend

tioned among those “ who had the dominion in
ment of life when the sufferer repents and turns

Moab ” ( 1 Chron. 4:22 ) . The Hebrew tradition , to God , and in his destruction if he does not sub

quoted by Jerome and Jarchi, applies it to Mahlon, ofsome special sin , while the conduct of the suf
mit. 3. Suffering always proves the commission

the son of Elimelech , who married a Moabitess.

6. A son of Shemah ( or Hasmath), the Gibe- him and God. On the part of Job, a denial of
ferer indicates the true internal relation between

athite,who, with his brother Ahiezer and other sin as inferred by his opponents, and a denial that

" mighty men ,” joined David at Ziklag ( 1 Chron.

12 :3 ).
punishment proves the commission of sin ; that

prosperity and adversity are not always commensu.

JO’ASH ( Heb. wpis, yo -awsh ', Jehovah has- rate with man'sdesserts; that in thegovernment of

tened ). Providence all events and results are absolutely in

In both pas

2
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a

God's hands, and supplication that God would give second reply (42 :1–6 ). Elihu shows that Job's

him a fair and open trial; prayer for death and friends had accused him upon false or insufficient

future justification . (6) Second discussion . grounds, and had failed to convict him or to vin

Eliphaz's second speech ( ch. 15 ) , Job's answer dicate God's justice. Job had assumed his entire

(chaps. 16, 17) ; Bildad's second speech ( ch. 18), innocence, and had arraigned God's justice (33:9–

Job's answer (ch. 19) ; Zophar's second speech | 11 ). These errors arose from their overlooking

( ch . 20) , Job's answer (ch . 21 ). In the second dis- the main object of all suffering, that God by
cussion Job's friends endeavor to uphold their chastisement warns man, teaches him self-knowl.

theory of vindictive justice, and in order to do so edge and humility, thus preparing him to seek

strive to overthrow Job's innocence. Eliphaz ac- pardon, renewal of life, and restoration (vers.

cuses Job of impiety, blasphemy, and rebellion 9–26). Again, God being the source of justice,

against God, and declares Job to have deserved any chargeof injustice is a contradiction of terms.

every calamity that had befallen him ( ch. 15) . God sees all things and controls all events, and

Bildad ( ch. 18) takes up this suggestion ofungod that for the purpose of bringing righteousness to

liness, and, enlarging upon the inevitable results light (34:10-30). Man having no claim upon God,

of impiety, concludes that Job's calamities are what he receives is of grace (35:6-9). Unan

peculiarly the penalties due to one who is without swered prayer (v. 9 ) is owing to the fact that man

God . Zopbar ( ch. 20 ) declares that a sinner's suf- prays in a proud and insolent spirit (vers. 12, 13),

ferings must needs be proportioned to his former and Job is urged to self -examination. Elihu pro

enjoyments, and his losses to his former gains. ceeds ( ch . 36 ) to show that God's almightiness is

In answer Job recognizes the hand of God in his not associated with any contempt or neglect of his

afflictions ( 16 :7-16 ; 19: 6–20), but denies his un- creatures, an error which had led Job into great

godliness ; asserts that he has never forsaken his danger (v. 12 ; comp. v. 18 ). Reference is made

Maker, nor ceased to pray. He argues that since to the manifestations of goodness as well as great

in this life the righteous are not saved from evil , ness in creation. Jehovah now speaks, and, in

it follows that their ways are watched and their language of incomparable grandeur, he reproves

sufferings recorded with a view to future justice. and silences the murmurs of Job ; he illustrates

He declares his conviction that God will personally his absolute power by a marvelously beautiful and

manifest himself as his avenger ( 19 : 25-27 ). He comprehensive survey of creation, and his all-em

nevertheless recognizes the fact that ungodly men bracing providence by reference to the phenomena

frequently enjoy great and unbroken prosperity, of the animal kingdom . Job confesses his in

and concludes that an impenetrable veil hangs ability to comprehend, and therefore to answer,

over the temporal dispensations of God ( ch. 21 ) . his Maker (40:3, 4). In his second address Jeho

(c) Third discussion. Eliphaz's third speech (ch . vah proves that a charge of injustice against God

22), Job's answer (chaps. 23, 24 ) ; Bildad's third assumes that the accuser is more competent than

speech (ch . 25) , Job's answer (chaps. 26-31). In he to rule the universe ; while in fact he cannot

the third discussion Eliphaz raises a new point, subdue the monsters of the irrational creation .

viz., that the station in which Job was formerly Job responds by admitting the power and wisdom

placed presented temptations to certain crimes, of God ; expresses contrition for the bitterness

and that the punishments he undergoes are pre- and arrogance which had characterized some por.

cisely such as inight be expected had those crimestion of his complaints. His friends are rebuked

been committed ; hence he infers they actually by God for untruth, which, inasmuch as itwas not

were committed . Bildad adds a few solemn words willful , but procceded from a real though narrow

on the incomprehensible majesty of God and the minded conviction of the divine justice, was for

nothingness of man , while Eliphaz seems to have given through the intercession of Job . Respect

been put to silence. Job does not alter his posi- ing authorship, history, etc. , of Job, see BIBLE,

tion, nor, properly speaking, adduce any new ar- Books of.

gument, but restates with force and eloquence the 4. Job's Restoration . “ The Lord turned

chief points which he regards as established (ch. the captivity of Job ; " his friends came to him,

26). All creation is confounded by the majesty each bringing a piece of money and an earring of

and might of God, and man is baffled in tlie at- gold . Job became very prosperous, so that bis

tempt to comprehend his ways. He then (ch. 27 ) latter end was more than his beginning ; ” his

describes the ruin that, as a rule, overtakes the sheep numbered 14,000, his camels 6,000, his oxen
hypocrite, and which he would deserve were he to 1,000 yoke, and 1,000 she asses. He had also

dissemble the truth ; admits what is true in his seven sons and three daughters . He lived after

opponents' arguments, and corrects his hasty and this one hundred and forty years.

unguarded statements. In ch . 28 he gives a 5. Character. The character of Job is con.

grand description of wisdom , and states that true cisely expressed by Jehovah : “ Hast thou consid.

human wisdom consists in the fear of the Lordered myservant Job, that there is none like him
and in turning from evil . Then follow (chaps. in the earth, a perfect and an upright man, one

29–31 ) a beautiful description of his former life that feareth God, and escheweth evil ? ” . And

contrasted with his present misery, together with during the trial , his patience under affliction, his

a vindication of his character from all the charges unmurmuring submission to God, his unwavering
and insinuations of his opponents. trust in divine providence, are strikingly mani.

(2) The unravelment. Elihu's four speeches fested .

to Job (Job, chaps . 32–37) ; Jehovah's address to

Job (38–40:2), Job's first reply(40:3-5); Jehovah's elephantiasis ( so called because the limbs becomejoint
NOTE. - Job's Disease. This disease was probably

second address to Job (40 : 6 to ch . 41 ), Job's less lumps, like elephants' legs). The disease begins
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with the rising of tubercular boils, and at length re a chieftain of the tribe of Issachar in the time of

sembles a cancer spreading itself over the whole body, David ( 1 Chron . 7 :3 ), B. C. about 1000.
by wbich the body is so affected that some of the limbs

fall completely away. Scraping with a potsherd will 7. Brother of Nathan, and one of David's

not only relieve the intolerable itching of the skin, but mighty men ( 1 Chron. 11:38), B. C. about 1000.
also remove the matter (Delitzsch, Com ., Job 2:7 ; see He iscalled “ Igal the son of Nathan ” in 2 Sam.
Kitto , Smith ; also LEPROSY, in article DISEASES).

23:36 . Kennicott decides in favor of the former

JO’BAB (Heb. 52i", yo -bawb', howler ). as most likely to be the genuine text ( Disserta

1. The last in the order of the sons of Joktan tions, pp. 212–214 ).

(Gen. 10:29 ; 1 Chron . 1:23 ) . 8. A Levite, chief of the family of Gersbom ,

2. Son of Zerah of Bozrah, and one of the who, at the head of one hundred and thirty, was

kings " of Edom (Gen. 36:33 , 34 ; 1 Chron 1:44 , appointed by David to assist in removing the ark

15 ), B. C. probably before 1210. ( 1 Chron. 15 :7, 11 ), B. C. after 1000. He is prob

3. The king of Madon, a royal city of the ably the same with the third of the “

Canaanites. Assisting Jabin, king of Hazor, Laadan (23 : 8), and also with the son of Jehiel,who

against Joshua , they were both by him overcome
was one of the keepers of the “ treasures of the

( Josh. 11 : 1 ), B. C. after 1170.
dedicated things” (26:22) (Keil).

4. A Benjamite, and the first named of the sons
9. Son of Pedaiah , and chief, in the time of

of Shaharaim by his wife Hodesh ( 1 Chron. 8 : 9). David, of the half tribe of Manasseh west (1 Chron.

5. One of the “ sons ” (probably descendants) 27:20 ), B, C. about 1000 .

of Elpaal , a chief of Benjamin at Jerusalem
10. One of the “ sons ” of Nebo, who put away

(1 Chron . 8:18), B. C. probably about 588.
his Gentile wife after the return from Babylon

JOCHʼEBED (Heb. 1971, yo- keh '-bed, Jeho- ( Ezra 10:43), B. C.456.
11. Son of Zichri , and “overseer of the Ben

vah her glory), the wife of Amram, and mother of jamites resident at Jerusalem after the captivity

Miriam , Aaron , and Moses (Num . 26:59), B. C. (Neh. 11 : 9 ) , B. C. about 536 .

before 1290. In Exod. 6:20 it is expressly de- 12. Son of Pethuel, and second of the twelve

clared that she was the sister of Amram's father, minor prophets (Joel 1 : 1 ; Acts 2:16) . Nothing is

and, consequently, her husband's aunt. It was known of his life, and all that can be inferred with

contrary to the law for persons thus related to any certainty from his writings is that he lived in

marry, and several attempts have been made to Judah, and probably prophesied in Jerusalem . The

prove a more distant relationship. Kitto says : date of his ministry is also a disputed point, some

" The fact seems to be that where this marriage making him contemporary with Amos and Isaiah,

was contracted there was no law forbidding such during the reign of Uzziah,B. C. about 770 ; others

alliances, but they must in any case have been un. ( Keil, Com .) assign him to the first thirty years of

usual , although not forbidden ; and this, with the Jehoash.

writer's knowledge that they were subsequently JOʻEL, BOOK OF. See BIBLE, BOOKS OF.
interdicted, sufficiently accounts for this one being

so pointedly mentioned .” So Keil and Delitzsch
JOEʻLAH (Heb . , yo-ay-law ', further.

( Com. , in loc.).
more), one of the two sons of Jeroham of Gedor

JOʻED (Heb. 73 ', yo-ade', Jehovah his witness), who joined David at Ziklag (1 Chron. 12:7), B. C.
before 1000.

the son of Pedaiah , and grandfather of Sallu,
JOEʻZER (Heb. 791, yo-eh'-zer; Jehovah his

which last was one of the Benjamites chosen to

dwell in Jerusalem after the captivity (Neh . 11:7), help), one of the Korhites whounited themselves to

B. C. before 536 . David at Ziklag ( 1 Chron . 12 : 6), B. C. before 1000).

JO’EL (Heb. Spi', yo -ale', Jehovah his God ). JOGʻBEHAH (Heb. 172: , yog-beh -hav ', hil.

1. The eldest of the two sons of Samuel, ap- lock), one of the “ fenced cities” rebuilt by the

pointed by him as judges in Beer-sheba. Bythe Gadites (Num . 32:35). It is mentioned ( Judg.

taking of bribes and perversion of judgment they 8:11) as in the route of Gideon while pursuing the

led to the popular desire for a monarchy (1 Sam . Midianites. It is probably preserved in the ruins

8 :2), B. C. before 1030. In 1 Chron. 6:28 by a of Jebeiha, about two hours N. E. of Ammân.

clerical error he is called Vashni. He is named as JOGʻLI (Heb. "pi, yog -lee', exiled ), the father

the father of Heman, the Levitical singer ( 1 Chron. of Bukki, which latter was appointed from the

6:33 ; 15:17). tribe of Dan on the commission for dividing the

2. A descendant of Simeon, one of those whose land of Canaan (Num . 34:22), B. C. 1170.

families emigrated to the valley of Gedor ( 1 Chron.
JOʻHA (Heb. NDİ", yo -khaw ”, probably Jehovah

4:35 ), B. C. about 715.

3. A descendant of Reuben, but by what line or

in what degree of proximity is uncertain (1 Chron. and achief of his tribe resident at Jerusalem
1. One of the sons of Beriah the Benjamite,

5 :4, 8).
4. A chief of the Gadites resident in Bashan ( 1 Chron. 8:16).B. C. perhaps about 588.

( 1 Chron. 6:12) , B. C. perhaps about 782.
2. A Tizite who, with his brother Jediael , was

5. A Kohathite Levite, son of Azariah, and fa- one of David's mighty men (1 Chron. 11:45), B. C

ther of Elkanah ( 1 Chron . 6:36 ) . He is probably
1000.

the Joel who assisted Hezekiah in his restoration JOHA'NAN (Heb. 777', yo-khaw-nawn', con

of the temple services ( 2 Chron. 29:12), B. C. tracted form of Jehohanan, God -given ).
719.

1. The son of Careal (Kareah ), one of the

6. The third named of the four sons of Izrahiah, Jewish chiefs who rallied around Gedaliah on his
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appointment as governor (2 Kings 25:23 ; Jer. 40 : position of at least considerable influence and

8 ) . He also warned the governor of the purpose means. His mother, who manifested an earnest

of Ishmael to assassinate him , and offered to slay desire for the welfare of her sons (Matt. 20:20),

Ishmael, but Gedaliah refused to listen to his probably early instructed him . in religious things;

advice (Jer. 40: 13-16) . After themurder of Geda- and his trade of fisherman was adapted to holy

liah Johanan led in the pursuit of the assassin meditation, since it would lead him frequently to

and rescued the people he had taken captive (41 : pass whole nights in stillness upon the water.

11-16). He then consulted with Jeremiah as to (2) Introduction to Jesus. The incident recorded

what course the remnant of the people should pur- in John 1 : 35–39 , would seem to indicate that John

sue, but when told by the prophet to remain in had become a disciple of John the Baptist. His

the land he and his associates refused, and retired mention of Andrew only by name is consistent

(taking Jeremiah_with them) to Tahpanhes, in with his usual manner of naming himself as " that

Egypt (43:1-7). From this time we lose sight of other disciple,” “ the disciple whom Jesus loved. "

him and his fellow -captains, and they , doubtless, One day, about the hour of evening sacrifice, John

shared the threatened punishment (v. 11 , sq .), Baptist pointed to Jesus walking by, and said,
B. C. 586. Behold the Lamb of God !” His two disciples

2. The eldest son of Josiah , king of Judah immediately followed Jesus, and inquired where he

(1 Chron. 3:15). He probably died early, as Scrip- dwelt. To this question the Master replied ,“ Come

ture makes no further mention of him , B. C. and see ; " and they “ abode with him that day,
after 639. for it was about the tenth hour.” John was prob.

3. The fifth son of Elioenai , one of the de- ably among the disciples who followed their new

scendants of Zerubbabel ( 1 Chron. 3:24) , B. C. teacher to Galilee ( John 1:43), who were with him

probably after 400. He is identified by some with at the marriage feast of Cana (2 :2 ),journeyed with

Nahum , mentioned (Luke 3:25, A. V. “ Naum ” ) him to Capernaum , and thence to Jerusalem (2:12,
among the ancestry of Christ. 23), and came back through Samaria (4 :5 ). He

4. Son of Azariah , and father of Azariah, high then returned to his former occupation. (3) As

priests ( 1 Chron . 6 : 9, 10) , and by some thought to apostle . At last the time came when the disciples

have been the same with Jehoiada ( 2 Chron. 24:15 ). are to enter into closer relation to Jesus, and

5. One of the mighty men who joined David become his apostles . John, with his brother

at Ziklag ( 1 Chron . 12 : 4 ), B. C. before 1000. He James, Simon , and Andrew , were called at the

was probably a Benjamite. same time, after the incident of the miraculous

6. The eighth named of the Gadite warriors draught of fishes ( Mark 1:19, 20 ; Luke 5:10 ).

who rallied to the support of David in the hold in John, with Peter and James, was distinguished

the wilderness ( 1 Chron. 12:12), B. C. before 1000. above the other apostles, entering more fully into

7. The father of Azariah , which latter insisted the Master's feelings and plans, and receiving in

upon sending home the captives taken from Judah return his confidence and love. Mention is made of

(2 Chron. 28:12 ), B. C. about 735 . John at the restoration of Peter's mother -in -law

8. The son of Hakkatan, of the “ sons ” of | (Mark 1 : 29-31 ) ; at the ordination of the twelve

Azgad, who returned, with one hundred and ten apostles ( 3:17), where he and his brother received

males, from Babylon with Ezra (Ezra 8:12), B. C. from Jesus the surname Boanerges ; at the raising

about 457. of Jairus's daughter (Mark 5 :35-37; Luke 8:51);

9. A priest, the “ son ” of Eliashib, into whose at the transfiguration (Matt. 17 : 1 ; Mark 9: 2 ; Luke

chamber Ezra retired to mourn over the marrying 9:28 ) ; rebuking one who cast out devils in the

of Gentile wives by the Jews (Ezra 10 : 6) . He is Lord's name, because he was not one of their com

identified with the Johanan mentioned in Neh. 12 : pany (Luke 9:49) ; seeking to call down fire from

22, 23). heaven upon a village of the Samaritans ( 9:54) ;

10. The son of Tobiah the Ammonite, who mar- joining with his mother and James in asking for

ried the daughter of Meshullum, the priest (Neh . the highest places in the kingdom of the Master

6:18), B. C. 445. (Matt. 20:20–28 ; Mark 10 : 35–45); with Jesus upon

JOHN . 1. The Apostle (Gr. ' Iwávvns, the Mount of Olives when he foretold the destruc

ee-o -an ' -nace, from Hebrew Jehohanan, Jehovah tion of Jerusalem (Mark 13 : 3 ) ; sent by the Master

favored ), the son of Zebedee, a fisherman on the to prepare, with Peter, the passover (Luke 22:8);

Sea of Galilee, probably not of the poorer class asking Jesus, at the supper, whowould betray bim

( Mark 1:20 ; Luke 5:10 ), and Salome (Mark 15:40 ; (John 13:23-26); with Peter and James in Geth
comp. Matt. 27:56). We have no information re . semane (Mark 14:32 , 33). When the betrayal is

specting the religious character or personal par. accomplished Peter and John follow afar off, and ,

ticipation of Zebedee in the events of the Gospel through the personal acquaintance between the

history, but his mother was one of the women who latter and Caiaphas, gain admittance into the

followed Jesus even to his crucifixion (Matt. 27 : palace ( John 18:15 , 16); he was the only disciple

Mark 15:40). present at the crucifixion, and was appointed by

Personal History. (1) Early life. John was Jesus to care for Mary as a son ( 19:26 , 27).

probably the son of Zebedee and Salome and (4) Friendship for Peter. Notwithstanding the

younger brother of James (Matt . 4:21 ), and lived denial of Peter he and John continued friends,

in Bethsaida (Luke 5:10 ; John 1:44). The men and are afterward often mentioned together. To

tion of the “ hired servants ” (Mark 1:20), of his them Mary Magdalene first runs with the tidings

mother's “ substance (Luke 8 :3 ), of " his own of the emptied sepulcher (20: 2) ; they are the first

home ” (John 19:27), as also his acquaintance with to hasten thither ( 20 :4-8 ). For at least eightdays

Caiaphas the high priest(John 18:15), implies a they remain in Jerusalem (20:26), after which we

56;

"
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find them on the Sea of Galilee pursuing their was no strength even to stand — be directed him

old calling (21: 1). John is the first to recognize self to be carried to the assemblage of believers,

his risen Lord ; Peter the first to plunge into the and simply said , with a feeble voice, “ Little chil.

water and swim toward the shore where he stood dren, love one another." (7) Writings. The fol.

(21: 7). The affection and anxiety of Peter for lowing books of the New Testament are generally

John is shown in his question put to the Master, accepted as having been written by the apostle

“ Lord, and what shall this man do ? ” (21:21 ). John : the gospel and the three epistles bearing

(5) History of the Acts. The same union con- his name and the Revelation. See BIBLE, Books

tinues between Peter and John. Together they of.

witness the ascension, share in the election of 2. One of the family of the high priest, wbo,

Matthias and the pentecostal baptism . Together with Annas and Caiaphas, sat in the council before

they enter the temple as worshipers (Acts 3 :1), are whom the apostles Peter and Jobn were summoned

imprisoned and protest against the threats of the for their cure of the lame man and preaching in

Sanhedrin (4:3 sq.). They were also sent together the temple (Acts 4 :6 ). “ Lightfoot identifies him

to preach to the Samaritans (8:14) . John and the with Rabbi Johanan ben Zaccai, who lived forty

rest of the apostles remained at their post despite years before the destruction of the temple, and was

the persecution of Saul (8 : 1 ). He did not meet president of the great synagogue after its removal

Paul when the latter came back to Jerusalem as to Jabne, or Jamnia. Grotius merely says he was

a convert (Gal. 1:19); but this , of course, does known to rabbinical writers as ‘ John the priest ?”

not make the inference necessary that he had left (Smith, Dict. , s. v.).

Jerusalem . During the persecution under Herod 3. The Hebrew name of the evangelist Mark,

Agrippa he lost his brother by martyrdom ( Acts who throughout the narrative of the Acts is thus

12:2 ), while his friend Peter sought_safety in designated (Acts 12:12, 25 ; 13 :5 ; 10:37).

flight ( 12:18, 19) . Fifteen years after Paul's first JOHN THE BAPTIST (Gr. ' Iwávvns ó Bat.

visit he was still at Jerusalem (Conybeare and cloths, ee-o-an'-ace ho bap-tis-tace', John the bap

Howson , Life and Epistles ), one of the “ pillars ” tizer ), the forerunner of Jesus Christ. He and

of the Church, and took part in settling the con- his mission were foretold by Isaiah (40: 3 ; comp.

troversy between the Jewish and Gentile Chris . Matt. 3 :3 ), and by Malacbi (3 : 1 ) .

tians (Acts 15 : 6 , 13 ; Gal . 2 : 9) . Of the work of 1. Family. John was of the priestly race by

the apostle during this period we have hardly the both of his parents, his father, Zacharias, being a

slightest trace. ( 6 ) After his departure from priest of the course of Abia, or Abijah ( 1 Chron.

Jerusalem . John probably remained in Judea 24:10), and his mother, Elizabeth , was “ of the

till the death of Mary released him from his trust. daughters of Aaron ” (Luke 1 : 5). His birth

When this took place we can only conjecture . through the miraculous interposition of almighty

There are no signs of his being at Jerusalem at power, by reason of his parents' extreme age
the time of St. Paul's last visit (Acts 21 ). was foretold by an angel sent from God, who at

suming the authorship of the epistles and Reve the same time assigned to him the name of John.

lation to be his, the facts which the New Testa. He was born in the hill country (whither his

ment writings assert or imply are : ( 1 ) That, mother had gone, probably for the sake of privacy)

having come to Ephesus, some persecution drove six months before the birth of our Lord (perhaps

him to Patmos (Rev. 1 :9 ). ( 2) That the seven June, B. C. 4).

churches in Asia Minor were the special objects 2. Personal History. (1 ) Early life. On

of his affectionate solicitude ( 1:11 ) ; that in his the eighth day he was brought to be circumcised,

work he had to encounter men who denied the and friends of his parents proposed to call bim

truth on which his faith rested (1 John 4 :1 ; Zacharias, after his father. But bis mother re

2 John 7), and others who disputed his authority quired that he should be called John, a decision

(3 John 9, 10).” If to this we add that he must which his father, still speechless , confirmed by

have outlived all, or nearly all , of those who had writing ona tablet. He was set apart as a Naza

been the friends and companions even of his rite, according to the angelic injunction (Luke 1 :

maturer years ; that this lingering age gave strength 15 ; comp. Num . 6 : 1-21). All that we know of

to an old impression that his Lord had promised the period between this time and the beginning of

him immortality ( John 21:23) ; that, as if remem- his ministry is contained in a single verse :

bering the actual words which had been thus per. child grew and waxed strong in spirit, and wasin

verted, the longing of his soul gathered itself up the deserts till the day of his showing unto Israel”

in the cry, “ Even so ,come, Lord Jesus ” (Rev. 22: (Luke 1:80). (2) Beginning of ministry. At

20), we have stated all that has any claim to the length, in the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius

character of historical truth . Tradition tells us Cæsar (A.D. 25 ), Johů began to preach, and at

that he was shipwrecked off Ephesus, and ar- tracted to himself a great multitude from “ Jeru.

rived there in time to check the progress of the salem , and all Judea, and all the region round

heresies which sprang up after Paul's departure ; about Jordan ” (Matt . 3 : 5). To them be pro.

that in the persecution under Domitian he was claimed the near approach of the kingdom of

taken to Rome,and that the boiling oil into which heaven ,” and administered the rite of baptism

he was thrown had no power to hurt him ; re. " unto repentance.' His birth, his hard, ascetic

turned to Ephesus, attested the truth of the first life, the general expectation that some great one

three gospels, writing the fourth to supply what was about to appear, served to attract this great

was wanting ; introduced the Jewish mode of cele multitude, for “ John did no miracle ” (John 10:

brating the Easter feast ; and that, when all ca. 41 ) . (3 ) Meeting with Jesus. Before long Jesus

pacity to work and teach was gone— when there I presented himself to John, to receive baptism at his

" As
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hand, which John declined to administer, until of self-denial,humility, and holy courage. His ab

our Lord'sdeclaration that “ Thus it becometh us stinence was so great thatsome thought him pos

to fulfill all righteousness ” (Matt. 3:15) . (4 ) Sub- sessed, and said , “ He hath a devil.” In his hu

sequent ministry. With the baptism of Jesus mility he declined the honors which an admiring

John's more especial office ceased . The king had multitude almost forced upon him , and declared

come, and there was little further need of the himself to be no one - a voice merely — calling upon

herald . We learn that John and his disciples the people to prepare for the reception of the one

continued to baptize some time after our Lord whose shoe-latchet he was not worthy to unloose.

entered upon his ministry (John 3:23 ; 4 : 1 ) . He And when that one came he recommended his own

also instructed his disciples in certain moral and disciples to attach themselves to him , furnishing

religious duties, as fasting (Matt. 9:14 ; Luke 5 : the world an example of gracefully accepting the

33) and prayer (Luke 11:1). We learn also that fact, “ He must increase, but I must decrease."

he still continued to be a witness to Jesus, so For his courage in speaking the truth he went a

confidently pointing him out as the Lamb of God willing victim to prison and to death.

that two of his own disciples were led to accept NOTE.- John's acquaintance with Jesus.

Jesus as the true Messiah, and became his fol- discussion has arisen concerning the apparent con

lowers (John 1:29, sq. ; v . 35–37). (5 ) Imprison- tradiction in Matt .3:13, 14 ,and John 1:31, 33. Ir
the former John evidently recognized Jesus, while in

ment and death. Shortly after this his public l the latterhe says,“ Iknew him not.” The truth seems

Much

TT

Supposed Site of John's Baptizing.

ministry was brought violently to a close. Herod to be that Johnknew Jesus, but was not certain of his

Antipas had taken Herodias , his brother Philips ing positively that Jesuswas the Christ, to havemunca
Messiahship . It was necessary for him , before assert

wife, and when John reproved him for this and doubted testiinody ofthe fact. Thiswas givenbim in

other sins ( Luke 3:19 ), Herod cast him in prison, be descent of the HolyGhost in the form of a dove, as

the castle of Macbærus, on the eastern shore of John bimself declares (John 1:33).

the Dead Sea. While confined there he sent two JOI'ADA (Heb. 3771", yo -yaw -daw ', a contrac

of his disciples with the inquiry, “ Art thou he tion of JEHOIADA, 9. v. ), the son and successor of

that should come? ” This was doubtless done in Eliashib in the high priesthood , and succeeded

order to assist his disciples in transferring their by his son Jonathan (Neh. 12:10, 11, 22). Another

allegiance to Jesus, as Jesus himself bore testi- of his sons married a daughter of Sanballat, on

mony to the steadfastness of John (7 : 19-28) . which account he was banished by Nehemiah (Neh .

Herodias, embittered against John, determined 13:28) , B. C. before 445 .

upon his death, but was prevented by Herod's

conviction that John was ajust man (Mark 6:20) traction of JEHOJAKIM, 9. v.), a high priest, son of
JOI'AKIM (Heb. Oppi", yo -yaw -keem ', a con

and his fear of the people (Matt. 14 : 5) . But at

lasther opportunity arrived,and taking advantage Jeshua, and father of Eliashib(Neh. 12:10, 12,

of a promisegivenby Herod toher daughter, 26 ).B. C. before 445.
Herodias bade her order the head of John the JOI'ARIB (Heb. 5777in, yo -yaw -reeb', Jehovah

Baptist. The king reluctantly complied , and sent will contend ).

an executioner, who beheaded him in the prison . 1. A man “ of understanding," and one of those

His disciples, when they heard of his death, buried with whom Ezra consulted upon the subject of

his body and went and told the Lord (Matt. 14 : obtaining a companyof Levites to return with him
3-12 ; Mark 6: 17-29). to Jerusalem (Ezra 8:16). This conference took

3. Character. The nature of John the Bap- place at the river Ahava ( v. 15 ), and resulted in

tist was full of impetuosity and fire-a very Elijah. sending a delegation to “ Iddo the chief at the

His life, however,was characterized by the graces place Časiphia ,"whoresponded with a large num

C
j
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ber of the desired ministers (vers . 17–20), B. C. it from them (2 Kings 14 : 7 ; comp. 2 Chron. 28:
about 457. 11-13).

2. A descendant of Judah, son of Zechariah, JOʻNA (John 1:42) , same as Jonas (9. v.) .

and father of Adaiah, probably through Shelah JON’ADAB, a shortened form of the name
(Neh . 11 : 5 ) , B. C. before 445. JEHONADAB (q . v .).

3. The founder of one of the courses of priests, 1. The son of Shimeah, and nephew of David

and father of Jedaiah (Neh. 11:10 ). It is thought (2 Sam. 13: 3 , 32 , 35) .

that there is some error in the list by which he is 2. The Rechabite ( Jer. 35 :6 , 8 , 10, 14 , 16, 18,

given as the father of Jedaiah, for in 1 Chron . 9 : 19).

10 (where his name is given in full, Jehoiarib ), he JONAH (Heb. 1", yo-naw ', dove), the fifth
ranks withJedaiah and Jachin as heads of courses in order of the minor prophets, was the son of

of priests (see Kiel , in loc.).

4. A priest who returned with Zerubbabel from tribe of Zebulun (2 Kings 14:25).
Amittai, and was born in Gath-hepher, in the

Babylon (Neh. 12 :6 ). His son , Mattenai, was a

contemporary with the high priest Joiakim (v. 19) , ably in or before the reign of Jeroboam II . (B.C.
Personal History . Jonah flourished prob.

B. C. 536.

JOINING (Heb. minna, mekh -ab -ber -oth ”), enlarged territory, and brief prosperity of the
about 783), and predicted the successful conquests,

cramps or binders in the wall of a building Israelitish kingdom under that monarch's sway

(1 Chron. 22 : 3 ). (2 Kings 14:25) . What else we know of Jonah's

JOINT (Heb. 1277977, kham -mook ', a wrapping) history is to begathered from the book thatbears
his name. He was commissioned by Jehovah to

is employed very erroneously in the A. V. (Cant.

which, in thecase of bridal toilet, are represented fee to Tarshish.Hewent to Joppa,and there

7:1) for drawers, “ a part of thefemale dress, goand prophesytothe Ninevites, but for some
reason was reluctant to obey, and attempted to

as being fringed with a worked edging like lace embarked upon a ship bound forthat port. A

or a skillfully chased jewel” (McC .and S., Cyc .). violent storm arose, and thecaptain of the vessel

Or it may refer to a richly worked girdle.
called upon Jonah to pray to his God to save

JOK'DEAM (Heb. 5 ;" ??? , yok -deh -awm ', burn- them. As the storm did not abate, the sailors

ing of people), a city of Judah, in the mountains proceeded to cast lots, believing that some person

(Josh. 15:56), apparently south of Hebron. on board the ship had caused the anger of God,

JOʻKIM (Heb. 6477", yo-keem ', contraction of as manifested in the tempest. Jonah was singled

Joiakim ), a descendant of Shelah, the son of Judah outas the culprit, and at his suggestion they un

By the appoint(1 Chron. 4:22). Jerome quotes'a Hebrew legend willingly cast him into the sea .
that Jokim was Elimelech , the husband of Naomi, ment of Godhe was swallowed by a great fish ,
in whose days the sun stood still on account of which upon the third day cast him out upon dry

the transgressors of the law (Smith, s . v .) .
land. Jonah was again commanded to go to

JOK‘MEAM (Heb. - ;????? , yok -mch -awm ”,peo: repented, a fast was appointed, and the city was
Nineveh, and immediately obeyed . The people

ple will be raised), one of the places given to the not destroyed. Provoked at the sparing of Nine
Levites with its suburbs ( 1 Chron. 6:68) . It is in veh , Jonah in his displeasure prayed to Jehovah

the Jordan Valley. The A. V. gives it as Kib- to take his life , as his proclamation had not been

zaim ( Josh . 21:22), and " Jokneam ” ( 1 Kings fulfilled . God taught him , by meansofthe rapidly

4:12). growingand speedily decaying gourd, that it was

JOK'NEAM (Heb. 657?, yok -neh -awm ', peo- proper for him to exercisemercy toward the re

ple will be lamented ), a city in Palestine on the pentant city (Jonah 1 :1-4: 11).

border of Zebulun's allotted portion (Josh. 12:22 ; NOTE.-1 . Much objection has been urged against the

19:11 ; 21:34 ; 1 Kings 4:12 ) . Called also Jokmeam truth of the story of Jonah and the ish. It is simply

(1. Chron : 6:68). The modern Tell Kaimon, twelve said, the Lord had prepared a great ish to swallow
Jonah The species ofmarine animal is not defined.

miles S. W. of Nazareth. and the Greek kņTOS, kay ' -tos, is often used to specify,

JOK'SHAN (Heb. 7°??, yok-shawn”, snarer , not the genus whale, but any large fish or sea monster.
All objection to its being a whale which lodged Jonah

or fowler) , the second son of Abraham and Keturah in its stomach, from the straitness of throat or rareness

(Gen, 25 : 2 , 3 ; 1 Chron. 1:32). His sons Sheba of baunt in the Mediterranean , are thus removed. Since

and Dedan are supposed to have been the ancestor's the fish was of the shark species, Lamia canis car
the days of Bochart it bas been a common opinion that

of the Sabæans and Dedanites that peopled a part charias,or "sea dog. " Entire buman bodies bave been

of Arabia Felix . found in someishes of this kind. Still, grantingall

these facts, the narrative is miraculous, and nothing is

JOK'TAN(Heb. 777?;, yok -tawn ', small ), the impossible with God . 2.Variousinterpretationsare

second named of the two sons of Eber, a descendant given of the sign of the prophet Jonas
( Matt. 12:39 ).

of Shem . His brother was Peleg (Gen. 10:25 , 26 , a fact of symbolical and typical importance , which was
Keil (Com . , in loc .) says : " The mission of Jonah was

29 ; 1 Chron . 1:19 , 20 , 23 ) . intendednot only to enlighten Israel as to the position

JOK'THEEL (Heb.bam?,yok-theh-ale”, ven
of the Gentile world in relation to the kingdom of God,

but also to typiſy the future adoption of such of the

eration of God ).
heathen as should observe the word of God , into tbe fel.

1. A city in the low country of Judah, mentioned lowship,of the salvation prepared in Israel for all
nations." Whedon (Com., in loc . ) explains :

between Mizpeh and Lachish (Josh. 15:38), pos . Lord, even in refusing a sign, gives a sign. His propb:
sibly preserved in the ruins of Keitulaneh. ecy of his burial , after the manner of the swallowing of

2. The name given by King Amaziah to Selah- Jonah, was in itself a miracle of foreknowledge, and so

a proof of his Messiahship ” (McC. and S., Cyc.; Ewald

the stronghold of the Edomites - after he captured | Hist.) .

Our
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JOʻNAH , BOOK OF. See BIBLE, BOOKS OF. Jonathan, but the people interfered in his behalf

JONAN (Gr. ' Iwváv, ee -o -nan ', the son of ( 14 :16-45 ), B. C. about 1022. Jonathan is next

Eliakim , and father of Joseph, among the ma. introduced to us as the bosom friend of David.

ternal ancestors of Christ (Luke 3:30). He is not Their friendship began on the day of David's re

mentioned in the Old Testament. turn from the victory over Goliath , and was con

JONAS (Gr. ' Iwvās, ee -o -nas', for the Hebrew firmed by a solemn covenant, which was ratified by

Jonah).
Jonathan giving his friend his mantle, sword,

1. The prophet Jonah (Matt. 12:39, 40, 41 ; girdle, and bow ( 18:1-4 ). Shortly after this he

16 :4 ; Luke 11:29, 30, 32).
pleaded with bis father in behalf of David, and

2. The father of the apostle Peter (John 21:15 – secured a reversal of the royaldecree against the

17). In John 1:42 the name is given as Jona.
latter's life ( 19 : 1-7). The king's madness soon

JON'ATHAN (Heb. 7771", yo-naw-thawn', a
returned, and David fled. The friends met, how

ever, by the stone of Ezel, and entered into a

contracted form of Jehonathan , God -given ). second covenant, pledging themselves to strive for
1. The Son (or descendant) of Gershom , the each other's safety , and David swearing to show

son of Moses (Judg. 18:30). Jonathan, who was kindness to the family of Jonathan when he should

a Levite, resided at Bethlehem , and, leaving that be delivered of his enemies. He again pleaded

place to seek his fortune, came to Mount Ephraim , with his father to spare David , which so enraged

to the home of Micah. This person made Jona- the king that he cast a javelin at him ,” with the

than an offer to receive him into his house as evident intention of taking his life. The next

priest, which offer he accepted (17:7–13). Not day be communicated the failure of his mission to
long after five Danite spies, looking for a suitable David, and they parted to meet only once more

place for settlement, came to the house of Micah, (20:1-42). This last meeting was in the forest of

and inquired of Jonathan respecting the success Ziph, during Saul's pursuit of David . Jonathan
of their journey. He replied , “ Go in peace : be.

gave expression to his confidence in his friend's

fore the Lord is your way wherein ye go.” After- elevation to the throne. “ They twomade a cove.

ward, when a company of six hundred Danites nant before the Lord, ” and parted to meet no

were on their way to occupy Laish, they went to more (23 : 15–18) . Webear no more of Jonathan

Micah's house, appropriated the carved image, until the battle of Gilboa, when , with his father

the ephod, the teraphim , and the molten image. and his two brothers, he was slain by the Philis

Jonathan accepted their invitation to accompany tines (31 :2, 8). His remains were carried to Ja

them , and became their priest. This office re- besh -gilead and buried there (v. 13), but were

mained in his family until “ the day of the cap- afterward removed, with those of his father, to

tivity of the land ” (18 : 1-30).
Zelah in Benjamin (2 Sam , 21 : 12–14). Jonathan

NOTE. - Thereislittle doubt but that Jonathan wasa left one son , Mephibosheth, who was five years
descendant of Moses,and wehave, therefore, to explain old at the time of his death (4 :4), B. C. 1000.
the expression " son of Manasseh . It is supposed that

in the name Moses (777, mo-sheh ), the single letter
(2) Character. Jonathan was a man of loftv

mm (3) has been interpolated ,changing it intoManasseh, daring,who did not shrink to place himself in the

in order to save the character of the great lawgiverfrom greatest danger for the sake of his country. But

the stain of having an idolater among bis immediate his most noticeable characteristic was his ardent

and unselfish devotion to his friends, which led

2. The eldest son of Saul, king of Israel. him to give up his hopes of the throne, and even

(1) Personal history. Jonathan first appears expose himself to death, for the sake of those he

in history some time after his father's accession, loved. Notwithstanding that his affection for his

being at that time at least thirty years of age. In father was repelled by the latter, owingto the

the war with the Philistines, commonly called , king's insanity, he cast his lot with his father's

from its locality, “ the war of Michmash,” he com- decline, and “ in death they were not divided. ”

manded one thousand men of the three thousand 3. Son of Abiathar, the high priest, who ad.

which composed Saul's standing army. He was hered to David during the rebellion of Absalom

encamped at Gibeah, and “smote the garrison of (2 Sam. 15:27, 36). He remained at En-rogel to

the Philistines” in Geba ( 1 Sam. 13: 2, 3), B. C. report to his master the proceedings in the camp

1028. Saul and the whole population rose, but of the insurgents, but, being discovered, fled to

unsuccessfully, and the tyranny of the Philistines Bahurim , and escaped by hiding in a well ( 17 : 17–
became harsher than ever. From this oppression 21 ), B. C. about 967. Later his loyalty to the

Jonathan resolved to deliver his people, and, un- house of David is shown by announcing to the

known to any but his armor-bearer, he attacked ambitious Adonijah the forestallment of his meas.

the garrison at Michmash (14 : 1 , 4-14). A panicures by the succession to the throne of Solomon

seized the garrison, spread to the camp, and thence (1 Kings 1:42 , 43), B. C. 1000.

to the surroundingbands. This was increased by 4. The son of Shimeah (Shammah), and

an earthquake and by the combined assault of nephew of David , who slew a gigantic relative of

various bodies of Israelites hidden in the mount- Goliath, and became one of David's chief warriors

ains. Saul and his band joined in the pursuit of (2 Sam. 21:21 ; 1 Chron. 20: 7). He is probably

the Philistines, having forbidden any man to taste the same who is mentioned as secretary of the

of food until the evening. Ignorant of this com- royal cabinet ( 1 Chron . 27:32) , where 717 is trans

mand and accompanying curse,Jonathan partook lated " uncle."
of some honey while passing through the forest. 5. The son of Shage the Hararite, and one

This coming to the knowledgeof Saul, he would of David's famous warriors (2 Sam. 23:32 ; 1 Chron.
doubtless have fulfilled his vow and have sacrificed | 11:34).

descendants .

)
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6. The second son of Jada, the grandson trees from the same mountains (Ezra 3 : 7) . Here

of Jarahmeel, of the family of Judah . Jether Jonah embarked for Tarshish (Jonah 1 : 3). In

dying without issue, this branch of the line was Joppa Peter wrought the miracle on Tabitha

continued through Jonathan's two sons, Peleth

and Zaza ( 1 Chron. 2:32 , 33 ).

(Acts 9:36), resided for quite a time with Simon

7. Father of Ebed, which latter was
the tanner ( v . 43), and saw the vision of the great

sheet let down from heaven ( 10 : 5 , 16), and here
Israelite of the " of Adin , who returned

with Ezra from Babylon with fifty males (Ezra Jonathan Maccabeus captured Joppa in B. C. 148
received the summons from Cornelius (v . 17, sq.).

8 : 6), B, C, before 457 .8. Son of Asahel, employed with Jahaziah in (1 Macc. 10:76). Simon , suspecting its inhabitants,

separating the people from their Gentile wives set a garrison there (1 Macc.12:34), and upon the

restoration of peace, established it again as a

( Ezra 10:15 ), B. C. 457.9. Son of Joiada, and father of Jaddna, Jew- haven (14 :5). The city was twice destroyed by

ish high priests (Neh. 12:11); elsewhere ( 12:22) during the crusades. itwas made in the 4th
the Romans, and changed hands several times

called JOHANAN (9. v . ). Josephus relates (Ant . ,

xi,7 , 1, 2) that he murdered his own brother, called Jaffn, or Yâfa, and is connected (A. D. 1898)

century the seat of a bishopric. The city is now

Jesus, in the temple, because Jesus was endeavor
ingto get a high priesthood from himthrough the with Jerusalem by a railroad.

influence of Bagoses, the Persian general.
JORAH (Heb. 27 , yo-raw ', sprinkling), a

7

Joppa by the Sea.

10. A priest, the descendant of Melicu, in the man whose descendants (or place whose former

time of Joiakim ( Neh . 12:14 ), B. C. between 536 inhabitants), to the number of one hundred and

and 549. twelve , returned from the Babylonish captivity

11. Son of Shemaiah, and father of Zecha- (Ezra 2:18 ; Hariph in Neh, 7:24 ), B. C. about 536.

riah, a priest who blew the trumpet at the dedi- JOʻRAÍ (Heb. 27, yo-rah'ee, rainy, same as

cation of the wall (Neh . 12:35), B. C. after 536. Jorah ), the fourth named of seven Gadite chief
Heis probably the same as Jehonathan (v. 18).

12. A scribe in the time of King Zedekiah , in is not given , unless, as Keil conjectures ( Com . , in

tains ( 1 Chron . 5:13), the place of whose residence

whose house Jeremiah was imprisoned by the loc.), v . 16 mentions it. In that case they dwelt

princes of Judah (Jer. 37:15,20 ; 38:26),B. C. 589. in Gilead, inBashan, B. C. perhaps about 782.
13. One of the sons of Kareah, who, with

others, held a conference with Gedaliah, the
JOʻRAM (Heb. Dzi, yo -rawm ', a shortened

Babylonian governor of Jerusalem (Jer. 40:8 , B. C. form of JEHORAM , q . v . ).

588. 1. Son of Toi, king of Hamath, who was sent

JOʻNATH -EʻLEM -RECHOʻKIM , a term by his father to congratulate David upon his vic

in title of Psalm 56. See MUSICAL TERMS.

tory over Hadadezer (2 Sam . 8 : 9 , 10), B, C, about

986. He is called Hadoram in 1 Chron . 18:10.

JOP'PA (Heb. ier, or Niet, yaw -fo', beauty ; 2. One of the descendants of Eliezer ( 1 Chron.

Gr. 'Ióti, ee-op '-pay), a very old city on the 26:25 ). In Matt. 1 : 8, JEHORAM (9. v . ).

Mediterranean, about thirty miles N. W.of Jerii- JORDAN , RIVER OF (Hebrew generally

salem . It is supposed to have got its name from with article 7,777, hay-yar-dane', the descender,
the mass of sunshine which its houses reflected .

It is one of the oldest cities in the world , ranking probably from the rapid descent of the stream).
with Hebron, Zonn, and Damascus. It was in . It is now called El Urdan, or Esh Sheryalı , or the

cluded inthe portion assigned to Dan ( Josh . 19:46, watering -place, and is the chief river of Pales.
tine.

A. V. “ Japho " ). Its harbor naturally made it

the port of Jerusalem . Thither Hiram floated
JORDAN, VALLEY OF (Heb. 73, ar.

down from Tyre the fir trees of Lebanon (2 Chron . ard-baw ' ; rendered “ the plain ,” Josh . 18:18, marg.,

2:16), and, later, Zerubbabel, acting on the edict thechampaign,” Deut. 11:30, “ the desert,” Ezek.

of Cyrus, caused to be brought here the cedar | 47 : 8) . Its modern name is El Ghor. For con

T :)
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JORDAN , VALLEY OF JORIM

O Jacob's WALL

some

Bothabara

JERUSALEM

venience we treat both the river and valley in the a nuilitary pointof view,the northern gate of Pales
same article, tine ; and here in Dan lay the limit of the land of

The valley of the Jordan is a rift more than Israel. At the lower end of this district lay Lake

one hundred and sixty miles long, counting from Huleh, without doubt the Lake Semechonitis of

just below Lake Huleh , where the dip, below sea Josephus (Ant., v, 5, 1 ; Wars, iii , 10, 7 ), and prob

level begins, to the point on the Arabah S. of the ably also the waters of Meron of the book of

Dead Sea where the valley rises again to sea level . Joshua ( 11 : 5 , 6 ) . From the lower end of the lake

It is from two to fifteen miles broad , and falls as the river Jordan enters the Great Rift below the

deep as one thousand two hundred and ninety -two level of the sea, falling six hundred and eighty

feet below sea level, while the bottom of theDead feet in less than_nine miles, and then glides

Sea is one thousand three hundred feet deeper quietly into the Lake of Galilee. “ Six miles

still . In this valley is the Jordan river ; two great above the lake it is crossed by the Bridge of the

lakes - Huleh and Galilee - respectively twelve and Daughters of Jacob on the high road between

fifty- three miles long ; large tracts of arable land , Damascus and Galilee.”

especially about Gennesaret, Bethlehem , and Jeri- 2. The Lower Jordan . The Jordan Val

cho. | ley between the Lake of Galilee and the Dead Sea

Geologists tell us that this valley is due to vol . is sixty-five miles long. On the west are the

canic action, forcing up two long folds of limestone, mountains of Galilee

running north and south, with a diagonal ridge Sychar and Samaria, with

shutting off the Dead Sea from the Red Sea, and the break between

inclosing a part of the old ocean bed. " There them of the Vale of

then followed a period of great rains , with per Jezreel. On the east

petual snow and glaciers on Lebanon, during are the flat hills of

which the valley was filled with fresh water to an Gilead, two

extent of two hundred miles, or one long lake from
Ephraim thousand feet above

the Sea of Galilee to some fifty miles S. of the the Jordan, broken

present end of the Dead Sea . How the valley by the valleys of the

passed from that condition to its present state is
Jericho ,

Yarmuk and Jab

not clear ” (Smith , Hist. Geog ., p . 470 ). bok. Between these

" In this valley are six distinct sections : the 0 Bethany ranges of hills the

Beka'a, or valley between the Lebanons ; the Upper valiey is from three

Jordan, from its sources at the foot of Hermon to fourteen miles

through Lake Huleh to the Lake of Galilee ; this wide. Much of this valley is very fertile, vegeta

lake, itself; the lower Jordan to its mouth at tion being extremely rank, especially in the spring.

Jericho ; the Dead Sea ; and thence to the Gulf of There is, however, much sour land , jungle, ob .

'Akaba, the Wady ’Arabah ” . (p . 471 ). trusive marl, and parched hillsides, all justifying

1. The Upper Jordan. The great valley the name of desert. “ Down this broad valley

of Palestine, as it runs out from between the there curves and twists a deeper, narrower bed,

Lebanons, makes a slight turn eastward round the perhaps one hundred and fifty feet deeper and

foot of Hermon, so that Hermon not only looks from two hundred yards to a mile broad ." This

right down the rest of its course, but is able to is the breadth to which the Jordan rises when in

discharge into this three fourths of the waters flood, once a year ( Josh .3 :4 ; Ecclus. 24:26 ). Fur

which gather on its high and ample bulk . ” Fourtherwe come to the Jordanitself, from ninety to

streams which unite before entering Lake Huleh one hundred feet broad, rapid and muddy. The
contest the honor of

eing considered asthe depth varies from three feet at some fords to ten

source of Jordan : ( 1 ) The Nahr or twelve. In the sixty -five miles the descent is

Bareighit, which comes down the six hundred and ten feet , an average of fourteen

Merj 'Arun ; (2) the Nahr Has- feet a mile. But few towns have been built in the

bany, which springs half a mile Jordan valley, for the following reasons: From

to the N. of Hasbeya, from a early spring to late autumn the heatis intolerable,
buttress of Hermon , and flows the temperature rising as high as one hundred

down between Hermon and the and eighteen degrees in Angust ; in ancient times

Jebel Dahar, the longest of the the valley was infested with wild beasts ; the fre
Merom

four, but having much less water quent incursions of Arabs. The importance of

than the two following; (3) the the Jordan in Scripture would seem to arise from

Nahr Leddân, the shortest but its being a frontier and boundary (Gen. 32:10 ;

heaviest, springing from Tell-el. Deut. 3:20 ;27 :4 ; Josh. 1 :2; Num . 34 :10–12),and
Kadi , in the bosom of the valley a military frontier ( Judg. 7:24 ; 12 : 5 ) . To pass

itself ; and ( 4) Nahr Banias,rising the Jordan was figurative of decision ; like cross

in the very roots of Hermon, and ing the Rubicon. Many of the most remarkable

having the largest number of names and events of Scripture are associated with

tributaries. These last twohave generally been the Jordan ; Joshua leadingIsrael into the prom

considered as the sources of Jordan. ised land, the parting of Elijah and Elisha,

This whole district was given (B. C. 20) to Herod Naaman being healed in its waters, David cross.

the Great by Augustus, and the town hé built was ing it to escape from the rebellious Absalom ,

known as Cæsarea Philippi. Tothis region Jesus and the baptism of Jesus by John. See Pales

repaired to avoid Jewish hostility, and it is this TINE .

district that is referred to in Psa. 42. It was, in JOʻRIM (Gr. ' Iwpeij, ee-o-rime), the son of

Moint
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JORKOAM JOSEPH

>

Matthat and father of Eliezer, maternal ancestors the eyes ofthe governor of the prison, so that he

of Jesus (Luke 3:29) . intrusted all the prisoners to his care, leaving

JORʼKOAM (Heb. C ;"p?ri, yor -kel -awm ', scat- everything to his supervision (39:1-23). While
tered people), the son of Raham , descendant of here he interpreted correctly the dreams of two
Caleb ; or the name of a place in the tribe of of his fellow -prisoners — Pharaoh's chief butler

Judah ( 1 Chron. 2:44) .
and baker - disclaiming any human skill , andac

JOS'ABAD , another form of Jozabad (No. 1 ). These interpretations were fulfilled three days
knowledging that the interpretationswere of God.

JOS'APHAT, a Grecized form (Matt. 1 : 8 ) of afterward , on theking's birthday (ch. 40). (4) Ex

the name Jehoshaphat, king of Judah. altation , After two years Pharaoh had two

JOʻSE, one of the maternal ancestors of Jesus prophetic dreams which the magicians and wise

(Luke 3:29), not mentioned in the Old Testament. men ofEgypt were unable to interpret. The but.

JOS'EDECH , another form of Jehozadak, or
ler, calling to mind the service rendered him by

Jozadak, the son ofSeraiah(Hag.1: 1, 12, 14 ; 2:2, Joseph,advised his royal master to put his skill

4 ; Zech. 6:11 ).
to the test. Joseph was sent for and interpreted

the dreams as foretelling seven years of plenty to
JO’SEPH (Heb. 901', yo -safe', adding), the be followed by seven yearsof famine. He fol

name of the following men : lowed up this interpretation by advising Pharaoh

1. Son of Jacob . Joseph was the elder son to " look out a man discreet and wise, and set him

of Jacob and Rachel, born while his father was over the land of Egypt." This counsel pleased

still serving Laban (Gen. 30 : 22–25), B. C. about Pharaoh and his ministers, who believed that

2082. See Note. Joseph possessed the spirit of supernatural insight

Personal History . After his birth Joseph and wisdom . Joseph was appointed ruler over

is mentioned in connection with his father's flight Pharaoh's house, and over all the land ; in

(Gen. 33 : 2 , 7 ), and then no more until he was sev- other words, became grand vizier of Egypt.

enteen years ofage. (1) Position in family. As Pharaoh called him Zaphnath -paaneah (saviour

the child of Rachel , and " son of his old age” of the world ), and married him to Asenath,

(37: 3 ) , and doubtless also for his excellence of daughter of Poti-pherah, the priest of On. This

character, he was beloved by his father above all promotion took place when Joseph was thirty

his brethren. This, together with the fact that he years of age (41:1-46 ), B, C. 2050. During the

reported to his father the evil conduct of the sons seven years of plenty Joseph prepared for the

of Bilhah and Zilpah , caused his brethren to hate years of famine to follow by carefully husbanding

him . Their jealousy was aggravated by Jacob's the grain, which was so abundant as to be beyond

showing his preference in presenting Joseph with measurement. During these years his two sons,

a dress, probably a long tunic with sleeves, worn Manasseh and Ephraim , were born ( 41:47–52).

by youths of the richer class (37:2-4 ). A still When scarcity began Joseph was in a condition to

greater provocation was the telling of his dreams, supply the wants of Egypt, and also of surround

that seemed to foreshow his preeminence in the ing nations. He put all Egypt under Pharaoh

family (v. 5-11) . (2) Sold into slavery. Such first the money, then the cattle, the land (except

was Joseph's relation to his brethren when his fa- ing the priests ”), and eventually the Egyptians

ther sent bim from the valeof Hebron to She- themselves becoming the property of the crown.

chem to inquire concerning their welfare. They The peoplewere distributed according to the cities

were not at Shechem , but were found by Joseph in which the grain was stored, and were instructed

in Dothan. His appearance aroused their hatred, to pay a tax to the crown of one fifth of the prod

and, with the exception of Reuben, they resolved uct of the soil (41:53–57 ; 47: 14–26 ). (5) Joseph

to kill him . He interfered in Joseph's behalf, and his brethren. Early in the time of famine

and persuaded them to cast him into a pit, intend the brethren of Joseph, excepting Benjamin, went

ing “ to deliver him to his father again .” This to Egypt to buy food. Applying to Joseph, who

they accordingly did, after stripping him of his had supreme control over the stores of Egypt, he

tunic. While they were eating bread a company was not recognized, but knew his brethren, and

of Arabian merchants (Ishmaelites) appeared ,and, seems to have resolved to make them feel and

at the suggestion of Judah and in the absence of acknowledge the wrong they had done him. He

Reuben, Joseph was sold to them for twenty acted as a foreigner toward them, speaking harshly

shekels of silver. Dipping Joseph's tunic in the to them , inquired whence they had come, and ac

blood of a kid, they sent it to Jacob , that he might cused them of being spies. This charge they

believe that his favorite had been torn in pieces denied, and told him particularly about their fam.

by some wild beast. Their trick succeeded , and ily. After putting them in ward for three days he

Joseph was mourned as dead. The merchants sent them home to bring back their youngest

sold Joseph to Potiphar, an officer of Pharaoh, brother as proof of their veracity,keeping Simeon

and he became an Egyptian slave (37 : 12–36), B. C. as hostage. Having with great difficulty secured

about 2062. (3) Slave life . In the service of Jacob's permission, they took Benjamin , a present,

Potiphar Joseph behaved himself so discreetly , double money to repay the sum placed by order of

and was so led of God, that he found great favor Joseph in each man's sack , and returned to Egypt.

with his mașter , who gave him the direction of all The presence of his younger brother assured Jo
his affairs . Refusing, however, to gratify the im- seph of the truth of his father's welfare, and,

proper request of his master's wife , he was accused vielding to his natural impulses, he made himself

by her of unchastity and thrust into prison . Here , known to his brethren. He inquired again con

also, God was with Joseph,procuring him favor in Icerning his father ; told them not to grieve be
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JOSEPH JOSES

46

cause of the sin they had committed in selling surance of the angel that Mary had conceived

him , as God had overruled it for their welfare; under a divine influence (Matt . 1:18 , sq.). Joseph

charged them to return to Canaan and bring Jacob obeyed the divine command and took Mary as bis

and their families to Egypt, and that he would wife (1:24) . Shortly after he was obliged, by the

provide for them during the five remaining years decree of enrollment from Augustus Cæsar, to

of famine. These events reached the ear of Pha- leave Nazareth with his wife and go to Bethlehem.

raob ; he approved all that Joseph had done, and When the shepherds came he wasthere with Mary

gave commandment that Jacob and his family and her babe ; he went with them to the temple

should forthwith come into Egypt (42:1-45:24). to present the infant according to the law, and,

(6 ) Welcomes Israel. Israel, convinced that Jo- warned by an angel , took them down to Egypt,

seph still lived, went to Egypt, where he was ten- where he remained until, directed by a heavenly

derly welcomed and provided for, and placed in messenger, he returned to the land of Israel. His

the land of Goshen. When he died he was em intention to reside in Bethlehem was changed

balmed by order of Joseph , and carried by him through fear of Archælaus, and he took up his

to Canaan and laid in the cave of Machpelah abode in Nazareth ( 2:1-23 ), where he carried on

(45 :25–50 :13). (7) Remaining history. Upon his his trade of carpenter. When Jesus was twelve

return from Canaan Joseph found his brethren in years old Joseph took him and Mary to Jerusalem

fear lest, his father being dead, he would punish to keep the Passover, and upon their return to

them. He assured them that this was not his Nazareth continued to act as his father (Luke

purpose, and promised still to nourish them and | 2 :41-51 ). The sacred writings furnish no addi

their little ones . Joseph lived to be one hundred tional information respecting Joseph , and the

and ten years of age, and, dying, took an oath of origin of all the earliest stories and assertions of

bis brethren that they would carry up his bones the fathers concerning him is to be found in the

to the land of promise. After his death he was apocryphal gospels.
embalmed and put in a coffin in Egypt ” (50: 14- 7. The son of Mattathias and father of Janna,

26), B. C. about 1972. This promise was reli. maternal ancestors of Jesus (Luke 3:24 ) .

giously kept, as " Moses took the bones of Joseph 8. The son of Judah and father of Semei, ma

with him " (Exod . 13:19), and they were at length ternal ancestors of Jesus (Luke 3:26) .

put in their final resting place at Shechem ( Josh. 9. The son of Jonan and father of Judah,

24:32). among Christ's maternal ancestors (Luke 3:30 ).

Character. In Joseph we recognize the ele- 10. Of Arimathæ , an honorable counselor,

ments of a noble character - piety, pure and high who waited for the kingdom of God," and was a

morality, simplicity, gentleness, fidelity, patience, secret disciple of Jesus. The crucifixion seems

perseverance, an iron will, and an indomitable to have wrought in him positive convictions, for,
energy . upon learning of the death of onr Lord, lie “ went

in boldly unto Pilate and craved the body of
NOTE . - There is insurmountable dificulty in recon

ciling the chronology of the patriarchs and the Exodus. Jesus.” Pilate, having learned from the centurion

The Assyriologists seem to have shown thatAbraham who had charge of the execution that Jesus was
was born in the 23d century B. C., and recent research actually dead, gave the body to Joseph, who took
has proved that the Exodus cannot be later than the

13th century B. C.
it down from the cross . After it had been em

2. The father of Igal , the spy delegated from
balmed at the cost of Nicodemus, another secret

Issachar to explore Canaan (Num .13:7), B. C. disciple (John19:38, 39) , Joseph had thebody
wrapped in linen , and deposited it in a new tomb

1209.

3.One of the sons of Asaph who were appointed the place where Jesuswas crucified ” (Matt. 27:58–
belonging to himself and located in a garden " in

chiefs of the first division of sacred musicians by 60 ; Mark 15 :43–46 ; Luke 23:50, sq. ), A. D. 29.

David (1 Chron . 25 :2, 9) , B. C. about 960. Luke describes Joseph as a good man and a

4. A Jew of the family of Bani who divorced just," and adds that he had not consented to the

his Gentile wife after the captivity (Ezra 10:42), counsel and deed of them ,” i . e . , of the Jewish

B. C. 456.
authorities. From this remark it seems to be evi.

5. Son of Shebaniah, and one of the chief priests dent that he was a member of the Sanhedrin.

after the captivity (Veh. 12:14), B. C. after 536 . 11. Surnamed Barsabas, was one of the two

6. (Gr. 'Iwond, ee-o-safe ). Thehusband of Mary persons whom the primitive Church nominated,

and foster-father of our Lord. By Matthew (who immediately after the resurrection of Christ, pray

gives the line of royal descent) he is said to ing that the Holy Spirit would show which one

have been the son (i . e . , son -in-law) of Jacob, should be apostle in place of Judas. When the

whose lineage is traced through David up to Abra- lots were cast Matthias was chosen (Acts 1:23–25 ) ,

ham. Luke ( giving the line of natural descent) A. D. 29. Joseph also bore the name of Justus,

represents him as the son of Heli, and traces his and was one of those who had “ companied with

origin up to Adam . Only a few statements re- the apostles all the time that the Lord Jesus went

specting Joseph appear in Holy Writ. While liv. in and out among them , beginning from the bap

ing at Nazareth (Luke 2:4) he espoused Mary tism of John ” until the ascension (vers. 21,

(1:27 ), but before he took her home as his wife 22 ).

she proved to be with child . Grieved at this, and JOʻSES, 1. (Gr. 'Iwois, ee-o-sace', perhaps for

yet not wishing to make a public example of Mary, Joseph .) The son of Mary and Cleopas,and brother

Joseph purposed quietly to separate from her “ by of James the Less , Simon, and Jude. He was, con

simply a note of dismissal, or bill of divorcement." scquently, one of those who are called “ the breth

He was dissuaded from taking this step by the as- of our Lord (Matt. 13:55 ; 27:56 ; Mark 6 : 3 ;

>
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>

15:40, 47). He alone of his brethren was not an emnly and publicly with authority, in connection

apostle . with Eleazar,over the people (Deut. 3:28). ( 7) With

2. A Levite of Cyprus (Acts 4:36), surnamed Moses in the tabernacle . It was revealed to Moses

by the apostle BARNABAS (q. v. ). that lie was soon to die, and that he should appear

JOʻSHAH (Heb. Tein, yo -shaw ', Jehovah with Joshua in the tabernacle. Andwhile in the
established),son ofAmaziah, and one of theprinces presence of,God Moses gave his faithful minister

charge." and said , " Be strong and of good
of Simeon, the increase of whose family led them courage : for thou shalt bring the children of
to remove to the valley of Gedor, from which they Israel into the land which I sware unto them ; and

expelled the Hamites (1 Chron . 4:34), B. C. about I willbewith thee ” ( Deut. 31:14 , 23 ). (8) Assumes
711 .

charge of Israel. Under the direction of God,

JOSH'APHAT (Heb. Spei, yo -shaw.fart', again renewed (Josh. 1:1), Joshua, now in his

Jehovah judged), a Mithnite, and ove of David's eighty-fifthyear, and “ full of the spirit of wisdom .”

mighty men ( 1 Chron. 11:43). B. C. about 1000. (Deut. 34 :9), assumed the command of the people

JOSHAVI'AH (Heb. .770i, yo-shav.yaw ', |(B . C. 1170). From Shittim he sent spies into
Jehovah sufficient), son of Elnaam , and, withhis Jericho, wbó were lodgedand secreted by RAHAB

brother Jeribai,associated with the bodyguard of 19. v.), and returnedto Joshua with an account of

David (1 Chron . 11:46), B. C. 1000 .
the fear of the people because of the Israelites

JOSHBEK’ASHAH (Heb . TRIP , yosh- next morning after their return Joshua broke
(Josh. , ch . 2). ( 9) Entrance into Canaan. The

bek -aw -sharo', seat in hardness ), a son of Heman, camp at Shittim and moved down to the edge of
and leader of the seventeenth division of the Jordan, which at this season, the harvest (April),

temple musicians (1 Chron. 25 :4 , 24) , B. C. about overflowed the banks (Josh. 3:15). On the third

960. day the officers instructed the people in the order

JOʻSHEB - BASS'EBET (Heb. naga su of the march, and Joshua bade them sanctify
yo-shabe' bash -shel '-beth, sitting in the council), the themselves for the morrow. In the morning the

Tachimonite, the chief of David's three heroes priests advanced in front of the people bearing

(2 Sam . 23:8, marg.; R. V. Josheb -basshebeth ); the ark, and when their feet touched the water

called in 1 Chron. 11:11 , JASHOBEAM (9. v . ).
the river was divided . They took their position

JOSH'UA, 1. The assistant and successor of until thepeople had all passed over,
in the midst of the river bed , and there remained

Meanwhile

Moses.-Name(Heb. 3101.7, yeh-ho-shoo'-ah, Je- twelve chosen men,one from each tribe , took

hovah his help ), changed by Moses (Num. 13:16) twelve stones from the spot where the priests
from Hoshea , salvation (Num . 13 : 8 ). stood , leaving in their placetwelve other stones

Family. The son of Nun, the son of Elish- taken from the dry land. When all this was done

ama, prince of the tribe of Ephraim ( Exod. 33: Joshua commanded the priests to come up out of

11 ; Num . 1:10 ). Jordan ; and as soon as they reached dry ground

Personal History. (1) In battle. In the the waters of Jordan returned and overflowed its

Bible the first mention of Joshua is as the vic- banks as before (4 : 1–18 ). ( 10) In Canaan . The

torious commander of the Israelites in their battle host encamped that night at Gilgal, in the plains

against the Amalekites at Rephidim (Exod . 17 : of Jericho, and there Joshua set up the twelve

8-16 ), B. C. 1210. ( 2) On Mount Sinai. When stones taken from Jordan as a perpetual memorial

Moses ascended Sinai to receive for the first time of the dividing of its waters (4 :19-24 ). At the

(Exod. 24:13) the two tables , Joshua,who is called command of God, Joshua caused the people to be

his minister or servant, accompanied him part of circumcised ; which rite seems to have been neg.

the way, and was the first to accost him on his lected in the case of those born after the Exodus

return (32:17). (3) In charge of tabernacle. (5 : 5). Four days after the crossing of Jordan the

After the defection of Israel and their worship of Passoverwas celebrated ; and the Israelites eating

the golden calf, Moses moved the tabernacle out the next day of bread made from the corn of the

side of the camp, and, returning to the congrega- land, the manna ceased (5 : 10-12). (11 ) Capture

tion , left it in charge of Joshua (33:11). (4) An of Jericho . As Joshua was meditating how to

unwise request . When it was told Moses that attack Jericho, he saw a warrior with a drawn

Eldad and Medad prophesied in the camp, Joshua sword in his hand, who, in reply to Joshua's chal

requested him to forbid them , which request | lenge, announced himself as the “ captain of the

elicited that famed reply of Moses, “ Enviest thou host of Jehovah." and gave the divine plan for the

for my sake ? would God that all the Lord's peo- capture of the city (vers. 13 , 14) . The men of war,

ple were prophets,and that the Lord would put his and priests carrying trumpets and the ark, weré

Spirit upon them ” (Num . 11 : 27–29). (5 ) Å spy. to compass the city once each day for six days,

Soon after Joshua was appointed as one of the and seven times on the seventh day, when the

twelve chiefs sent (13:8, 16, 17) to explore the walls of the city would fall. Following the direc

land of Canaan. He and Caleb (q . v . ) were the tions given , Joshua beheld the fall of the city , put

only ones that gave an encouraging report of their the inhabitants to death , and destroyed the prop

journey, and exhorted the people to go up and erty found therein . The only exception was Rahab

possess the land ( 14:6–9). (6 ) Appointed ruler. and her household, and the silver and gold and

The forty years of wandering were almost passed. vessels of brass and iron , which were placed in the

and Joshua, because of his faithfulness, was one of sacred treasury ( ch . 6 ). ( 12) The first defeat

the few survivors (26:65). Moses, by direction of the next undertaking was the capture of Ai,
God (Num . 27 : 18-23 ; Deut. 1:38), invested him sol / which the spies informed Joshua would be easily
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accomplished. But three thousandmen were sent Hermon, but left the cities standing, with the

to take it — so sure seemed victory. They were exception of Hazor. In six years Joshua was

repulsed and chased to Shebarim , with a loss of master of the whole land from Mount Halak, at

thirty -six men. Joshua made inquiry of the Lord the ascent of Mount Seir on the south, to Baalgad,

as to the reason of the defeat of Israel, and was under Mount Hermon, on the north . His con

told of the taking of spoil from Jericho by one of quests were six nations, with thirty-one kings,

the Israelites. A lot was ordered, which resulted including the Anakim , the old terror of Israel (11 :

in fixing the crime upon ACHAN ( q. v. ), and the 1–12: 24 ). (17) Dividing the inheritance, Joshua

destruction of hiniself, family,and property ( ch . 7). now, in conjunction with Eleazar and the heads of

( 13) Taking of Ai. Joshua then formed a plan the tribes, proceeded to apportion the promised

for taking Āi by stratagem , which met with com- land, including the partas yet unconquered, asking
plete success. The city was destroyed with all its for his portion Timnath -serah, a city of Mount

inhabitants, its king hanged on a tree, and buried Ephraim (Josh ., chaps. 13–19). After the inheri.

under a great heap of stones, the only memorial tance of five of the tribes had been determined
of the city ( Josh . 8 : 1-29). After this Joshua Joshua removed to Shiloh, where he set up the

caused the law to be engraven upon stones on tabernacle and assembled the people ( 18 : 1 ). Seven

Mount Ebal, and read to the people stationed tribes had not received their inheritance, and

uponthat mountain and Mount Gerizim (8 : 30–35) . | Joshua reproved them for not taking possession
( 14 ) Craft ofthe Gib

eonites. When the

kings of the Hittites

and other nations

west of Jordan heard

of the fall of Ai, they

armed themselves

against Joshua. But

the Gibeonites, a con
Bethel

federacy of several Lydda

cities not far from
Tel-el Hajar

the encampment of Jusua . Pusilion

the Israelites, sent
El Jib

embassadors in torn

clothes,with old sacks

AjalonCephiranGideon
Jushua's Night Warch Molarfa

and musty bread, Kirjati Jeurim

pretending that they

had come from a dis.

tant country and
DEAL

wished to make a
SER

covenant with Israel.

They obtained
Joshua's Battle-feld at Gibeon .

treaty which was re

spected by Joshua,he merelymaking them ' hewers of the land. Three men were appointed from

wood and drawers of water for the congregation of each tribe to survey the rest of the land and

and for the altar of the Lord ” (ch . 9). (15) Battle to divide it into seven portions, which , with their

of Gibeon . Alarmed by the defection of the several cities , they described in a book. The sur

Gibeonites, Adonizedek, king of Jerusalem , made vey being finished, Joshua cast lotsfor the seven

a league with the kings of Hebron, Jarmuth, portions before the tabernacle in Shiloh ( 18 : 2–10).

Lachish, and Eglon , and laid siege to Gibeon. Six cities of refuge were appointed by the people

Joshua hastened to their help, marching by night theniselves, threeon the west of Jordan and three
from Gilgal, and, taking the Amorites by surprise, on the east of Jordan (ch. 20 ). The Levites hav .

utterly routed them near Bethhoron. Joshua was ing claimed the right given to them by Moses, re

aided in this battle by an unprecedented hail.ceived forty-eight cities and their suburbs, which

storm , which slew more than fell by the sword ; were given up by the several tribes in proportion

and by a miraculous lengthening of the day, which to the cities they severally possessed (Josh., ch.21 ;

enabled him to pursue the fugitives even to Mak. comp. Num . 35: 1-8). The warriors of the trans

kedah (Josh. 10 : 1-14). (16) Subsequent conquests. Jordanic tribes were then dismissed in peace to

This great battle was followed by theconquest of their homes (Josh . 22: 1–30 ). (18) Old age ana

Makkedah, Libnah, Lachish, Gezer, Eglon, Hebron , death. After an intervalof rest Joshua convokea

and Debir. In this one campaign Joshua subdued an assembly from all Israel, and delivered to them

the southern halfof Palestine, from Kadesh -barnea two solemn addresses concerning the marvelous

to Gaza, the eastern and western limit of the south- fulfillment of God's promises to their fathers . He

ern frontier ; and he led the people back to Gilgal warned them of the conditions upon which their

(Josh . 10 :15-43). In another campaign he marched property depended, and cansed them to renew

to Lake Merom , where he met and overthrew a their covenant with God at Shechem . He died at

confederacy of the Canaanitish chiefs of the north, the age of one hundred and ten years, and was

under Jabin , king of Hazor ; and in the course of buried in his own city, Timnath-serah (Josh. 24:

the war led his victorious soldiers to the gates of 29), B.C. about 1145 .

Zidon and into the valley of Lebanon, under Mount Character. It is difficult to form an esti.
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mate of Joshua's character, because the man is fested that enmity to idolatry in all its forme

overshadowed by the very greatness of the events which distinguished his character and reign. In

in which he is placed. And yet this is not a dis- the twelfth year of his reign “ he began to purge

honor to him , but a glory ; a lesser man would Judah and Jerusalem from the bigh places, and

have been seen and heard more . His life, though the groves, and the carved images, and the molten

recorded with fullness of detail, shows no stain . images." So strong was his detestation of idolatry

By the faithful serving of his youth he was taught that he ransacked the sepulchers of the idolatrous

to command as a man ; as a citizen he was pa- priests of former days and burned their bones

triotic in the highest degree; as a warrior, fearless upon the idol altars, before they were overthrown.

and blameless ; as a judge, calm and impartial . He did not confine his operations to Judah, but

He was quite equal to every emergency under went over a considerable part of Israel, with the

which he was to act — valiant without temerity, same object in view ; and at Beth-el, in particular,

active without precipitation . No care, no advan- executed all that the prophet (1 Kings 13 :2)

tage, no duty , is neglected by him . He ever had foretold (2 Kings 23:1-19; 2 Chron. 34:3-7).

looked up for and obeyed divine direction with | (2) Temple repaired. In the eighteenth year of

the simplicity of a child, and wielded the great his reign Josiah proceeded to cleanse and repair

power given him with calmness, unostentation , the temple. The task was committed to Shaphan,

and withoutswerving, to the accomplishment of a the state secretary ; to Maaseiah, the governor of

high, unselfish purpose. He earned, by manly the city ; and to the chancellor, Joah . All parties

vigor, a quiet, honored old age, and retained his engaged in the work displayed such fidelity that

faith and loyalty, exclaiming, in almost his dying the money could be given to them without reckon

breath, “ As for me and my house, we will serve ing (2 Kings 22:3–7 ; 2 Chron. 34 : 8-13). (3) Find

the Lord !”
ing of the law . In the course of this pious labor

NOTE . - 1. The severe treatment ofthe Canaanitesbas the high priest, Hilkiah, discovered in the sanctuary

provoked considerable comment. That Joshua was right “ a book of the law " by Moses. He reported his

because he acted undercommandofJehovah, bas been discovery to Shaphan, who conveyed the volume
justified by two facts : (a ) The excessive wickedness of

the Canaanites (Lev. 18 :21-24 ), and ( )The contamina- to the king, and read it in the royal presence.

tionoftheir example (Deut. 7:1 4 ). "* It was utterly Alarnied by the penalties threatened in the law ,
impossible to live near these degraded idolaters without Josiah sent several of his chief counselors to con.

being delledby the association " (Haley, Discrepancies
of the Bible). 2. The lengthening of the day ofthe sult with the prophetess Huldah, who replied that

battleof Gibeon has called forth manytheories and although these dread penalties would be inflicted,
stout denial of the fact. The miracle mayhave con- he should be gathered to his fathers in peace

sisted in the suspension of the rotary motion of the
earth ,or an unusual refraction ofthe light so as to be before the days of punishment came. Perhaps

visible over the whole of the globe (Cox, Sacred Bing with a view of averting the threatened doom,

raphy; McC. and S., Cyc.; Stanley, Hist. of the Jewish Josiah convened the people at Jerusalem ; and,
Church ). Anothertheory is thatthe work accomplished after the reading of the law, made asolemncove.
by the Israelites was so great that the day seemed to

them as lengthened (Keil, Com .). nant with Jehovah (2 Kings 22: 8–23: 3 ; 2 Chron.

2. A native of Beth-shemesh, an Israelite,the Josiah appointed the Passover to be held at the
34 : 14-32). To ratify the renewal of the covenant

owner of the field into which the cart came which

bore the ark on its returnfrom the land of the legal time, which was accordingly celebrated on a

scale of unexampled magnificence. But it was too

Philistines ( 1 Sam . 6:14 , 18), B. C. about 1076 .
3. The governor of Jerusalem at the timeof the late; the hour of mercy had passed; for the

Lord turned not from the fierceness of his great
reformation by Josiah (2 Kings 23:8), B. C. 621 .

4. The son of Josedech (Hag, 1:1, 12, 14),ahigh (4 ) Death. Not long after this Pharaoh-Necho,
wrath ” (2 Kings 23:21–23, 26 ; 2 Chron. 35 :1-19).

priest in the time of Haggai and Zechariah , better
known under thename of Jeshua (see JESUVA,No. king of Egypt,soughta passage throughJosiah's

2 ).In Zechariah (3: 1-10) Joshua,as pontiff,'rep: territory, on hisway to fight against Carchemish,

resents the people in the garb of slaves, and
on the Euphrates. Josiah, disguising himself,

afterward clothed with the new and glorious gar- a random arrow and taken to Jerusalem , where hewent out to battle, and was mortally wounded by

ments of deliverance. When messengers came died (B.C.608). “ Jeremiah lamented for Josiah;

to Jerusalem , from the remnant of thecaptivity in and all the singing men and the singing women

Babylon, to offer presents of gold and silver to the
temple, the prophet was directed to have someof spake of Josiah in their lamentations to this day ;"

i . e . , in the lamentation which they were wont to
their offerings made into crowns for Joshua, as a
symbol of the sacerdotal and regal crowns of singon certain fixed days, they sung also the
Israel which were to be united on the head of the lamentation for Josiah (2 Kings 23:29, 30 ; 2 Chron.

Messiah (Zech. 6:10, 11 ).
35 :20–25 ). Both Jeremiah and Zephaniah men

tion Josiah in their prophecies.
JOSI'AH (Heb. WN ", yo-shee -yaw ', founded

2. The son of Zephaniah, residing in Jerusalem

of Jah). after the captivity, in whose house Zechariah was

1. The sixteenth king of the separate kingdom to crown the high priest Joshua (Zech. 6:10 ),

of Judah ; the son of King Amon and his wife B. C. 519.

Jedidah , Josiah, at the early age of eight years, JOSI'AS, the Grecized form of Josiau (Matt.

succeeded his father on the throne of Judah
1:10, 11).

(2 Kings 21:26 ; 22 : 1 ; 2 Chron . 34 : 1 ) , B. C. 639 .

( 1 ) Idolatry overthrown. In the eighth year of JOSIBI'AH (Heb. 1771", yo -shib-yaw ', dwells

his reign he began to seek after the God er with Jehovah ), the son of Seraiah , of the tribe

of David his father ” (2 Chron . 34 : 3), and mani- | of Simeon. His son Jehu was one of those who

>
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JOSIPHIAH JOZABAD

migrated to Gedor ( 1 Chron. 4:35), B. C. before 3. A descendant, apparently, of Caleb, and one

711 . of the six sons of Jahdai (1 Chron . 2:47).

JOSIPHI'AH (Heb. 7pois, yo - sif-yar ', in- JOURNEY, DAY'S ; SABBATH DAY'S.

creased by Jehovah ), one of the family of Shelo. See METROLOGY.

mith, whose son led up one hundred and sixty JOY (usually some form of Heb. 5-3, gheel, to

males under Ezra to Jerusalem from Babylon leap, or spin round with pleasure) ; a stronger term

( Ezra 8:10 ), B. C. about 457.
than ab, sim-khaw' ( Psa. 30 :5 , etc.) ; Maw

JOT, rather Iota ( ' Iūra), the smallest letter of
theGreek alphabet (!),from the Heb. yod (),and soce' ( , Job 8:19, etc. ) , rejoicing; khar -ah'

answering to the i ( j) or y of the European lan- (Gr. xapá, Matt. 2:10), gladness ; the cause or oc

guages. It is used figuratively to express the casion of joy (Luke 2:10 ; 1 Thess. 2:20).

minutest trifles (Matt. 5:18 ), as alpha and omega 1. Joy is a delight of the mind arising from the

are used to express the beginning and the end.
consideration of a present, or assured possession

JOTBAH (Heb. 7771, yot-bar ", pleasantness), gladness; raisedsuddenly to the highest degree it
of a future good . When moderate it is called

the city of Haruz, whose daughter Meshullemeth is exultation or transport ; when the desires are

was the mother of King Amon (2 Kings 21:19). limited by our possessions it is contentment ; high

According to Jerome it was an ancient city of desires accomplished bring satisfaction ; van

Judea,” but it is not further known.
quished opposition we call triumph ; when joy

JOT BATH (Deut. 10 : 7). See JOTBATHAH. has so long possesed the mind that it has settled

JOTÖBATHAH (Heb. 1ņa??, yol-baw '-thaw , into a temper, we call it cheerfulness. This is
natural joy.

pleasantness), one of the Israelitish encampments 2. There is a moral joy, which is a self-appro
(Num. 33:33, 34) ; “ Jotbath " in Deut. 10 : 7.

bation, or that which arises from the performance

JOʻTHAM (Heb. oņi', yo-thawm', Jehovah is of any good actions; this kind of joy is called

upright). peace ,or serenity of conscience; if the action be

1. The youngest of Gideon's legitimate seventy honorable, and the joy rise high , it may be called

sons, and the only one of them who escaped the glory.

massacre ordered by Abimelech ( Judg. 9 : 5 ), B. 3. Spiritual. This is called a " fruit of the

C. perhaps about 1100. After Abimelech "had Spirit ” (Gal. 5:22) ; “ the joy of faith ” ( Phil. 1:25) ;

been made king by the Shechemites, Jotham ap- " the rejoicing of hope ” (Heb. 3: 6). Its objects

peared on Mount Gerizim and protested against are: God himself (Psa. 43:4 ; Isa. 61:10 ) ;the

their act in a beautiful parable, in which the trees promises (Phil, 3 : 3 ; 1 Pet. 1:8 ); the Gospel (Psa.

are represented as bestowing upon the bramble 89:15) ; the prosperity of Christ's kingdom

the kingly honor which had been refused by the (Acts 15 :3 ; Rev. 11:15 , 17); the happiness of a

cedar, the olive, and the vine (vers . 7-21 ) . We future state (Psa . 16 :9-11; Rom . 5 : 2 ; 15:13 ;

hear no more of him, but are informed that three Heb. 3 :6 ). This spiritual joy is permanent ( John

years later the curse that he uttered was accom- 16:22 ; Phil . 4 :4 ); unspeakable (1 Pet. 1:8). See

plished (v. 57).
GLOSSARY.

2. The eleventh king of Judah, and son of JOZ'ABAD (Heb. 7971, yo -zaw -bawd ', con

King Uzziah by Jerusha, daughter of Zadok. traction of Jehozabad, Jehovah endowed ).

After his father was smitten with leprosy Jotham 1. An inhabitant of Gederah, and one of the

conducted the government for him until his death famous Benjamite archers who came to David at

(about thirteen years), when he ascended the Ziklag ( 1 Chron. 12 :4 , A. V. “ Josabad ” ), B. C.

throne, being then twenty - five years of age before 1000.

(2 Kings 15 :5, 32 , 33 ; 2 Chron. 27 : 1 ), B. C. about 2, 3. Two of the “ captains " of Manasseh hav.

738. Jotham reigned in the spirit and power of ing this name, joined David when retreating to

his father, and avoided any assumption of the Ziklag (1 Chron. 12:20), B. C. before 1000.

priestly functions which proved so disastrous to 4. One of the subordinate overseers, under

his father. He was unable, however, to correct Conaniah and Shimei, who had charge of the first

all of the corrupt practices of the people. He fruits, tithes, and consecrated gifts in the timeof

built the upper gate of the temple — i. e. , the Hezekiah. He was probably à Levite (2 Chron.

northern gate of the inner court - and continued 31:13 ), B. C. about 719 .

the fortifying of Jerusalem , which his father had 5. One of the Levite princes who made offer .

begun. He also built “ cities in the mountains of ings at the solemnization of the Passover by Jo

Judah, and in the forests he built castles and siah (2 Chron. 35 : 9 ), B. C. about 621 .

towers .” He waged war successfully against the 6. A Levite employed with others by Ezra to

Ammonites, who seem to have refused to pay to weigh_the silver and gold and vessels brought
Jotham the tribute which they paid to Uzziah from Babylon for the sanctuary (Ezra 8:33), B. C.

( 2 Chron . 26 :8 ). For three years after their de about 457. He is probably the same with the

feat hecompelled them to pay one hundred talents chief Levite who afterward had “ the oversight of

of silver and ten thousand measures each of wheat the outward business of the house of God ” (Neh .

and barley (27: 2-5). After a reign of sixteen 1:16 ), B. C. 445 .

years, including his joint reign with Uzziah, Jotham 7. One of the priests, of the “ sons ” of Pashur,

died , and was buried in the sepulcher of the who put away his Gentile wife after the captivity

kings (2 Kings 16:38 ; 2 Chron . 27 :8, 9), B. C. (Ezra 10:22), B.C. 456.
about 735. 8. A Levite who also divorced his Gentile wife
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(Ezra 10:23), B. C. 456. Perhaps identical with affair was the birth of two sons, Zara and Pharez
No. 9. (38:12, sq . ). (4) Becomes leader . Though not

9. One of the Levites who assisted Ezra in ex- the firstborn, Judah “ prevailed above his breth .

pounding the law to the people (Neh . 8 :7), B. C. ren ” ( 1 Chron. 5 : 2 ) ; and we find him subsequently

about 445. taking a decided lead in all the affairs in the fam .

JOZ'ACHAR (Heb. 9771", yo-zaw -kaww , re- ily. When it became necessary to go a second

membered by Jehovah), the son of Shimeath ,an Jacob against his detention of Benjamin , and
time into Egypt for food, he remonstrated with

Ammonitess, and oneof the two servantsofJoash, undertook tobe responsible for the safety ofthe lad

king of Judah, who formed a conspiracy against
himandslew him in Millo (2 Kings 12:21 ; 2 Chron . (Gen.43:3-10). When the cup was found in Ben

24:25,26; in the latterpassagethe name is given jamin’s sack,andpunishment from Joseph seemed

as Zabad), B. C. 839.
imminent, Judah's earnest prayer for his father

and brethren and his offer of himself as slave so

JOZ'ADAK (Ezra 3 :2, 8 ; 5 :2 ; 10:18 ; Neh. moved upon his princely brother that he could no

12:26). See JEHOZADAK.
longer retain his secret (44 :16–34 ). Soon, too, it

JUBAL (Heb. 597", yoo-bavl', stream ), the isJudah who is sent by Jacob'tosmooththe
second son of Lamech by Adah, a descendant of way for him in the land of Goshen (46:28). We

Cain. He is described as the inventor of the hear nothing moreof himtill he received, along

“ harp and organ ,” perhaps the lyre and mouth with his brethren, the final blessing of bis father

(Ant.,i, 2, 2), " he cultivated music, and invented Judah went into Egypt he had three sons, but so

organ,or pipe (Gen.4:21 ) . According to Josephus(49:8–12).
The Tribe of Judah . (1) Numbers. When

the psaltery and cithara . ”

JUBILEE. See FESTIVALS, I, 4.
greatly did this family increase that it numbered,

at the first census , seventy-four thousand six

JU’CAL, an abbreviated form ( Jer. 38: 1) of hundred, being first in population of all the tribes.

JEHUCAL ( q. v .). At the second census it numbered seventy-six

JU’DA, an incorrect English form of the name thousand five hundred, still retaining its rank.

Judas or Judah. Its representative among the spies , and also among

1. The patriarch Judah, son of Jacob (Luke those appointed to partition the land, was the

3:33 ; Heb. 7:14 ; Rev. 5 : 5 ; 7 : 5 ) . great Caleb, the son of Jepbunveh (Num. 13 : 6).

2. One of the brethren of our Lord (Mark 6: 3) . ( 2) Position . During the march through the

His name is given more correctly in Matt. 13:55 , desert Judah’s place was in the van of the host,
as Judas. on the east side of the tabernacle, with his

3, 4. Maternal ancestors of our Lord (Luke kinsmen · Issachar and Zebulun (2 :3–9 ; 10:14).

3:26, 30 ). According to rabbinical authority, Judah's stand

JUDAH . 1. The Patriarch - Name
ard was green, with the symbol of a lion (Keil ).

(3) Portion in Canaan . Judah was the first tribe

and Family . (Heb. : 7777 ?, yeh -hoo -daw ', cele- whichreceived its allotted possessionswest of the

brated), was the fourth son of Jacob and Leah, Jordan, and this territory included fully one third

and whole brother to Reuben, Simeon, and Levi, of the whole land. When the land was aguin dis
older than bimself, and Issachar and Zebulun tributed , by actual survey, a portion was given to
younger (Gen 29:35 ). B. C. about 2000, Simeon . T'he boundaries and contents of the ter.

Personal History. ( 1) Treatment of Joseph. ritory allotted to Judah are given at great length

It was by Judah's advice that his brethren (Josh. 15 : 20–63 ; see MAP). (4) Relation to other

sold Joseph to the Ishmaelites instead of tak tribes. During the rule of the judges Judah

ing his life. By the light of bis subsequent con - naintained an independent spirit toward the other

duct we see that his action on this occasion arose tribes ; and while they acquiesced in the Benjam

from a generous impulse, although the form of ite (Saul's) appointment as king, it could hardly

the question he put to them has been sometimes have been with a very good grace, as may be in

held to suggest an interested motive: “ What profit ferred from the very small contingent they sup
is it if we slay our brother and conceal his blood ? plied to that monarch's army against Amalek

Come and let us sell him ” (Gen. 37:26 , 27). Jil Sam . 15 :4 ) . (5 ) As a kingdom . When Judah

( 2) Removes to Adullam. After the sale ofJoseph, established David as king, and removed the sanc

Judah removed to AJullam , and married a woman tuary to Jerusalem , the Ephraimites were dissatis

of Canaan named Shuah, by whom he had three fied , and seized the first opportunity of setting up

sons , Er, Onan, and Shelah. Er married a woman an independent kingdom . Then the history of

whose name was Tamar, and, dying childless, Judah as a tribe lapsed into that of Judah as a

Judah bestowed his wife upon his second son, kingdom. Then followed a varied historyof wars,

Onan, who also died without children . Judah vassalage, and occasional prosperity . Against

was reluctant to bestow his only surviving son Judah were arrayed Israel , Egypt, Syria, and

upon this woman , and put her öff on the plea finally the country was ravaged by the king of
that he was not of sufficient age (38: 1-11 ). Babylon ; Jerusalem was burnt with fire, the holy

(3) Judah's sin . Tamar, actuated by the usual temple laid in ashes, the people taken away into

passion of Erstern women for children, conceived captivity, and then Judah was no more (2 Kings

the plan of associating herself with Judah bim- chaps. 24 ,25 ; Jer. chaps. 39-41).
self, under the guise of a loose woman. Having 2. A Levite who returned to Jerusalem with

waylaid him on the road to Timnath , she accom- Zerubbabel (Neh . 12 : 8 ), B. C. about 636. He is

plished her object. The result of the painfull perhaps the same person whose son aided in re
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building the temple (Ezra 3 :9, A. V. “ Jeshua ” ), from " going back ; " that hatred was taking the

although the latter may be the same as Hodaviah place of love, and leading him on to a fiendish

(2:40 ). malignity. The scene at Bethany (Matt. 26 :6–13 ;

3. Theson ofSenuah ,a Benjamite, and “ second Mark 14 : 3-9 ; John 12: 3-9) showed how deeply

over the city ” of Jerusalem. Dr. Strong (see Cyc., the canker had eaten into his soul . The warm out

8. v. ) says that the true translation is “ over the pouring of love calls forth no sympathy. He ut

second city," and that Judah was prefect over ters himself, and suggests to others, the complaint

Acra, or the Lower City (Neh. 11: 9), B. C. 445. that it is a waste . Under the plea of care for the

4. One of those (priest or Levite is not stated) poor he covers his own miserable theft. ( 4 ) Be

who followed the Jewish princes around the trayal of Jesus . Previous to the feast of the Pass.

southern portion of the rebuilt wall of Jerusalem over Judas had gone to “the chief priests and

(Neh. 12:34), B. C. 445. He is perhaps identical captains," and covenanted with them formoney to

with the musician named in v. 36 . betray Jesus to them (Matt. 26:14, sq.; Mark

JUDAH, KINGDOM OF. See HISTORY, 14:10, sq. ; Luke 22 : 3 , sq . ) . He seems to have

OLD TESTAMENT; JUDAH. concealed his treachery, however, for we find him

JU’DAH UPON JORDAN (Josh. 19:34), still with the disciples . At the beginning of the

mentioned in a description of the boundaries of last supper he is present, his feet are washed, he

Naphtali , and the cause of great perplexity. “ The hears the fearful words, “ Ye are clean , but not

Jordan ” is in apposition to “ Judah,” in the sense all," and the Master's teaching the meaning of the

of “ Judah of Jordan .” C. V. Raumer solved the act John 13: 2, sq . ). Reclining near Jesus, he

difficulty by showing that the district of the sixty hears him tell the disciples that “One of you shall

towns of Jair, on the east of Jordan, is called betray me," and asks with the others, “ Is it I ? "

Judah here, or reckoned as belonging to Judah, And then, fully given over to the evil one, and

because Jair , the possessor of these towns, was a beyond reclaim , Satan enters into him , and Jesus

descendant of Judah on the father's side through said unto him , “ That thou doest, do quickly."

Hezron- ( 1 Chron . 2 : 5 , 21 , 22), whereas in 13:30 Judas rose from the feast , and was a disciple no

and Num . 32:41 heis reckoned as a descendant of more (Matt. 26:20, sq .; John 13: 26–30), and shortly

Manasseh, on account of his descent from Machir after he completed the betrayal. He knew the

on his inother's side (Keil , Com ., on Joshua ). garden whither Jesus and the disciples often re

JU’DAS (Greek form, ' Ioudas, ee-ooʻ-das, of sorted, and he came accompanied by a band of

Judah ). officers and servants, to whom he maile known his

1. The Patriarch Judah, son of Joseph (Matt. Master by a kiss (Matt. 26 :47–49 ; Mark 14 :43-45 ;

1 : 2, 3 ) . See JUDAH. Luke 22:47 , 48 ; John 18: 1-5). Jesus replied to

2. Iscariot (Gr. ' Iokapiórns, is-kar-ee- oʻ -tace, that kiss with the words of stern, sad reproach,

inhabitant of Kerioth ), the son of Simon, and one “ Judas, betrayest thou the Son of man with a

of our Lord's twelve apostles. kiss ? ” (Luke 22:48). (5) Remorse and death .

Personal History. (1) His call. We learn When Judas had time for reflection, and saw that

nothing of Judas previous to his call (Matt. 10 :4 ; Jesus was condemned, he was conscience stricken .

Mark 3:19; Luke 6:16 ), and yet the appearance of Returning to the priests, he confessed his crime

his name in the lists of the apostles would seem to and hurled down the money, which they refused

indicate that he had previously declared himself a to take (Matt. 27:3–5 ). Feeling, perhaps, that

disciple. It does not seem necessary to speculate there was for him no restoration ; that he was,

upon the motives that influenced Judas to become indeed, " the son of perdition ” ( John 17:12), “ he

a disciple, or to attempt a solution of the question departed, and went and hanged himself ” (Matt.

why such a man was chosen for the office of an | 27: 5). He went “ to his own place" (Acts 1 : 18–25).

apostle. (2) As treasurer. When the twelve be.

camean organized body, traveling hither and 1: 16-25) there appears at årst sigbt a discrepancy. In
NOTE.-Between these two passages (Matt. 27 :5 ; Acts

thither, receiving moneyand other offerings, and Matthew it is stated " He cast down the pieces of silver

distributing to the poor, it became necessary that in the temple and departed, and wentandbanged him
some one should act as steward, and we learn self.” . In Acts ( ch . 1) another account is given. There

(John 12:4-6 ; 13:29 ) that this duty fell to Judas. into the temple he bought a fleld with it . (2) Thatin
it is stated : ( 1) That instead of throwing the money

And then, probably finding himself in possession stead of hanging himself, " falling headlong, be burst

of larger sums than before, there came covetous. asunder in the midst, and all bis bowels gushed out."

ness, unfaithfulness, and embezzlement ( 12 :4-6) . bought it with the price of blood , the field ivascalled
(3) That for this reason , and not becausethe priests had

(3) Treachery foretold. Some time previous to the Aceldama." The fact would seem to be that Judas

betrayal of Jesus “many of his disciples went hanged himself, probably with his girdle,which either

back , and walked nomorewith him " (6:66), prob- broke or becameuntled ,and threw him heavily forward
upon the jagged rocks below, thus inficting the wound

ably influenced by the disappointment of their mentioned by Peter in the Acts. The apparent dis
earthly expectations, or fearful of coming evil . In crepancy in the two accounts as to the disposition ofthe
deep sadness of heart he asked his disciples the money may be thus explained: "It was not lawful to

take into the temple treasury, for the purchase of sacred

question , “ Will ye also go away ? ” Receiving as- tbings, money that had been unlawfully gained. In

surances of faithfulness from the disciples through such case the Jewishlaw provided that the money was
Peter, “ Jesus answered them, Have not I chosen to be restored to the donor, and, if he insisted on giving

it, that he should be induced to spend it for something

you twelve, and one of you is a devil ? He spake for the publicweal. By a fiction of law the money was

of Judas Iscariot the son of Simon : for he it was still considered to be Judas's, and to have been applied

that should betray bim , being one of the twelve
by him in the purchase of the well -known potter's

( Edersheim , Life of Jesus, 11 , 575) .
(6:70, 71 ), indicating that even then the greed of

immediate or the hope of larger gain kept him Character . The strongest element in the

fieldܙܙܙ
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character of Judas was doubtless avarice, and The wilderness of Judea extends from the beach

“there is no vice at once so absorbing, so unrea of the Dead Sea to the very edge of the central pla.

sonable, and so degrading as the vice of avarice.” teau (or hill country), thus obliging travelers from

The disappointment of every expectation which the east to journey for from five to eight hours

had first drawn him to Jesus, the intolerable r'e through a waterless desert. Three well-watered

buke of that sinless life, and , lastly, the sight of spots are on its eastern edge, Jericho 'Ain Feshkab

Mary's lavish sacrifice, which brought no gain to (ten miles to the south), and 'Ain Jidi (or Engedi,

himself, increased his alienation to repugnance eighteen miles farther). From Jericho there start

and hate, so that Judas became capable of the into Judea three roads, from 'Ain Feshkah one,

deed that has given his namean everlasting stain. and from Engedi one. The roads from Jericho

3. Mentioned, with James and Simon, as a son run northwest to Ai and Beth -el , southwest to Je.

of Mary (Matt. 13:55 ; Mark 6: 3, A. V. “ Juda " ). rusalem , and south southwest to the lower Kedron

4. Judas Lebbæus, surnamed Thaddeus (Matt. and Bethlehem . Just after this last crosses the

10 :3 ; Mark 3:18). Luke (6:16) simply designates Kedron it is joined by the road from 'Ain Feshkab.

him “Judas of James,” which probablymeans that the road from Engedi breaks into two branches,

he was the brother ofJAMES THE LESS (q. v .). We one running northwest to Bethlehem and Jerusa

find mention of Judas among the twelve apostles lem, a wild and difficult road, never used by cara

(Matt. 10: 3 ; Mark 3:18 ; Luke 6:16), besides which vans , the other branch turns southwest to Yuttah

the only circumstance recorded of him in the gos- and Hebron.

pels consists in the question put by him to our Smith ( Hist. Geog ., p. 310) says that the three

Lord (John 14:22) : " Judas saith unto him (not features of Judea's geography which are most sig

Iscariot), Lord,how is it that thou wilt manifest thy. nificant in her history are, “ her pastoral charac

self unto us,and not unto the world ? ” Nor have we ter, her neighborhood to the desert, her singular

any account of bis proceedings after the resurrec- unsuitableness for the growth of a great city .”

tion, for the traditions respecting him are lacking Two, at least, of the prophets were born in face

in authority, associating him with the foundation of the wilderness of Judea - Amos at Tekoah, and

of the Church at Edessa. The author of the Epis- Jeremiah at Anathoth. The wilderness was the

tle of Jude bas usually been identified with Judas. scene of David's refuge from Saul ; here John the

5. Of Galilee , who stirred up a sedition among Baptist prepared for his mission, and here our

the Jews soon after the birth of Jesus (Acts 5:37). Lord suffered his temptation.

According to Josephus, he was born in Gamala, Although physically the most barren and awk.

and the sedition occurred in A. D. 6. He was de- ward, Judea was morally the most famous and

stroyed, and his followers scattered by Cyrenius, powerful of the provinces of Syria. Her character

proconsul of Syria and Judea. and history are thus summed up : “ At all times

6. A Jew who lived in Damascus, in the street in which the powers of spiritual initiative or ex

called Straight, probably the “ Street of Bazaars.” pansion were needed, she was lacking, and so in

Paul went thither to lodge, and Ananias went the end came her shame. But when the times

there by direction of God, and recovered Saul from required concentration, indifference to the world,

his blindness ( Acts 9:11). The so-called “House loyalty to the past, and passionate patriotism, then

of Judas ” is still shown in an open space called Judea took the lead , or stood alone in Israel, and

“ the Sheyk's Place,” a few steps out of the Street these virtues even rendered brilliant the hopeless,

of Bazaars. insane struggles of her end. Judea was the seat

7. Surnamed Barsabas , a disciple, and one of of the one enduring dynasty of Israel, the site of

the deputation sent to confirm the Syrian Chris. their temple, the platform of their chief prophets.

tians. The epistle having been read to the Church After their great exile they rallied round her capi

assembled at Antioch, Judas and Silas exercised tal, and centuries later they expended upon her
their prophetical gifts for the confirmation of the fortresses the last efforts of their freedom . It is,

believers, afterwhich Judas returned to Jerusalem therefore, not wonderful that they should have

(Acts 15:22, 27 , 32 ) . won from it the name which is now more frequent

JUDE (Jude, ch . 1 ) , the brother of James, and than either their ancestral designation of Hebrews

author of the last of the general epistles, usually or their sacred title of Israel ” (Smith, Hist. Geog.,

identified with Judas, 4. See BIBLE , Books OF. pp.259, 260).

JUDE'A (Gr. 'Iovdaía, ee-oo-dah’-yah ), the name JUDGE. For judge in the general sense of

of the southernmost Roman division of Palestine. magistrate , see Law , ADMINISTRATION OF.

Judea is very small , for if you include the whole JUDGES, THE. There is a restricted sense

maritime plain and the desert, it does not amount of the word judge, in which it means that officer

to more than two thousand square miles. But it who presided over the affairs of the Hebrews in

never included the whole of the plain . Apart the period between Joshua and the accession of

from the Shephelah and the plain , Judea was fifty- Saul.

five miles long, from Bethlehem to Beer-sheba, and 1. Age of theJudges. “ In those days there

from twenty -five to thirty miles broad, about one was no king in Israel, but everyman did that which

thousand three hundred and fifty square miles, of was right in his own eyes ” (Judg. 17 : 6 ; 18: 1 ;

which nearly one half was desert. On the east 19:25) . This sentence, frequently and earnestly re

was the Jordan and its valley, and, coming west, peated , gives us the keynote of the whole Book of

the desert, then the “ hill country ,',” then the Judges. Each tribe took thought for itself how

Shephelah (or low bills), and, finally, the maritime best to secure and maintain an adequate territory,

plain . On the north Judea was bounded by so that separate interests of all sorts soon became

Samaria, and on the south by the desert. prevalent, and regard for the general welfare was

6
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more and more forgotten . This separation of the cepting Deborah) who procured justice or right

parts of the nation was aided by the early disunion for the people of Israel, not only by delivering

and jealousies of the several tribes, no one of them from the power of their enemies, but also by

which held the preeminence. The consequences of administeringthe laws and rites of the Lord"

this internal discord were so threatening that it (Judg. 2 :16-19). Judging in this sense was dif

became a very grave question whether the nation ferent from the administration of civil jurispru.

would be able to hold even the soil on which its dence, and included the idea of government such

peculiar religion and culture were to attain their as would be expected from a king (see 1 Sam .

full development. Then, too, the ancient inhabi. 8 : 5 , 6 ; 2 Kings 15 : 5 ) . Alongside with the extraor

tants still retained their hold on large tracts, or on dinary rule of the judges, the ordinary adminis

important positions throughout the country. The tration of justice and government of the common

neighboring powers still looked upon the new wealth still remained in the hands of the heads of

comers as an easy prey to incursion and devasta- the tribes and the elders of thepeople.

tion, if not to actual subjugation. Mor did Israel 4. Chronology of the Period. The follow

escape the pernicious influences of idolatry, both ing is the data of this period as we find it in the

of Canaan and the surrounding countries . The Book of Judges :

following is the review of the period of the judges :
“ Thechildren of Israel did evil against Jehovah, 1. Oppression by Cushan-rishathalm (3:8)..

Deliverance by Othniel and rest (3 :9-12)

though he had manifested special favor to them ; | 2. Oppression by the Moabites (3:14).

he sold them into the hand of this enemy or that ; Deliverance by Ebudand rest (3:15 30 )

they cried to him in their trouble ; he raised up a
Sbamgar as judge (3:31 ) ...

3. Oppression by King Jabin (4: 2,3) 20

deliverer who saved them ; the land had rest ; Deliverance by Deborah and Barak and rest (4 :4

again they sinned ; and again the same cycle was 5:31 ) ...

repeated ” ( Robinson, Early Religion of Israel, 4. Oppression by the Midianites (6:1).
Deliverance by Gideon and rest ( 6 :2-8 : 28 ).

p. 116, sq.). Abimelech's reign (9:22 ) .

2. The Judges. Under the circumstances
Tola, judge ( 10: 1 , 2 )

Jair , judge ( 10 :3 ) ..
mentioned above the people were left an easy prey 5. Oppression by the Ammonites ( 10:8 ),

to idolatrous influences ; they seemed incapable of Deliverance by Jephthah , judge (11 :1-12: 7) ...

grasping the idea of a divine and invisible King ;
Ibzan , judge ( 12 :8-10 )..

therefore God allowed them judges in the persons
Elon , judge ( 12:11 , 12 ) ..

Abdon, judge ( 12 :13-15 ).

of faithful men , who acted, for the most part, as 6. Oppression by the Philistines( 13:1).

agents of the divine will , regents of the invisible Samson judged Israel during this period (15:20 ;

16:31 ) twenty years ...
King, holding their commission directly from him

or with his sanction. They would thus be more Total..... 390

inclined to act as dependent vassals of Jehovah

than kings, who would naturally have notions of (a) The time of Joshua, not distinctly mentioned... 20

independent rights and royal privileges. In this (b ) The time of Ell, judge (1Sam . 4:18).

greater dependence of the judges upon the divine

King we see the secret of their institution . As to
And adding still further :

the nature of the office it appears to have resem- (c) The times of Samuel and Saul combined .

bled that of the Roman dictator, to which it has d) The reign of David (2 Sam . 5 :4 ; 1 Kings 2:11) .. 40

been compared, with this exception, thatthe dic- (e) The reign of Solomon to the building of the
temple ( 1 Kings 6 : 1 ) ..

tator laid down his power as soon as the crisis

which had called for its exercise had passed away ; Thewhole time fromthe entranceof Israel into

but the Hebrew judge remained invested withhis add forty years for wandering in the desert, and we
Canaan to the building of the tempie .. 533

high authority during life ( 1 Sam . 4:18 ; 7:15 ). have .. 578

Sometimes these judges commenced their career

with military exploits, but this was not always the built in the four hundred and eightieth year afterBut according to 1 Kings 6:1, the temple was

Eli and Samuel were not military men ; the Israelites left Egypt. The apostle Paul says :

Deborah judged Israel before she planned the war “ Andafterthathe gaveuntothem judges aboutthe

against Jabin ; and of Jair, Ibzan, Elon , and

Abdon, it is at least uncertain whether theyever the prophet.” (Acts 13:20). There can bebut
space of four hundred and fifty years,until Samuel

heldany military command. The origin of their littledoubt that someof the rulers were contem.

authority must in all cases be traced ultimately to

Jehovah, owing to the very nature of the theocracy of the period . See CHRONOLOGY, History, OLDporaneous, which would greatly reduce the length

(2 Sam. 7 : 7), yet this did not prevent differences TESTAMENT.

of detail in the manner of their appointment. In

Judg. 2:16 it is distinctly stated that “ the Lord
JUDGMENT. In this article we treat of

raised up judges ” (comp. 3:10 ; 6:34 ; 11:29 ; 13:25 ). judgment: 1. Right of private ; 2. Judgments of

One, Barak, was named by a prophetess, who was men ; 3. Judgments of God ; and 4. Judgment,
the final .

herself acknowledged as ajudge of Israel (4 :5 , 6 ).

Of others it is simply said that they arose ( 10 : 1 , 1. Judgment, Right of Private. The mat.

3), while Jephthah furnishes a clear instance of ters in question at this point relate :

popular election ( 10:18 ; 11 : 5 , 6). ( 1) To the right of individuals to interpret the

3. Name and Function. The name in He- judgments as to themeaning of the Scriptures.
Scriptures for themselves, or to form their own

brew is the participle of UDV, shaw-fať, to judge, This is an issue principallybetween Roman Catho

pronounce judgment. “ The judges were men ( ex- | lics and Protestants. It is asserted by the Romish

If we add to this :

40

450

40

3

case.
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Church that the Church is the divinely authorized of the Church and of the Churches. For discussion

and infallible interpreter of Scripture revelation of this we refer to the article in this work,CAURCH .

It is admitted that many questions of details in (3) The liberty of private judgment in relation

connection with the study of the Bible should be to the state. Civil government is clearly recog.

left to scientific research. But still it is held that nized by the Scriptures as resting upon divine

in all controversies with respect to the meaning of authority. Obedience to the state may therefore

particular passages, also that, as to the generaldoc. be said, in general terms, to be a divine require

trine of the Scriptures the decision of the Church is ment (see Rom . 12:1-5 ; 1 Pet. 2: 13–16). But it

final. The only course that is safe or right for the is equally clear that in order to exact justly

people is to submit unreservedly to the judgment of obedience from citizens or subjects the state must

the Church . In opposition to this Protestants confine its action within its proper sphere. The

generally hold that the Bible is a book for the function of the state is to protect life and prop

people. It is God's message to be received and read. erty, and to preserve social order. When civil

and, in its great general meaning, to be apprehended government attempts to enforce assentto religious

directly by the people themselves. The prophets doctrines, or to enact laws which require dis

of the Old Testament spoke to the people. The obedience to the commandments of God, then the

gospels and the epistleswere for popularuse and right of private judgmentmust be asserted. “We
instruction. And while parts of Holy Scripture ought to obey God rather than men .” There are

are difficult or impossible to understand without other cases, into which we cannot here enter, in

skilled interpretation , still the truth essential to which a perversion or abuse of civil power must

salvation is within the reach of all. Christ has be met by the exercise of individual conscience.

not appointed any class or body of men in the This is a principle, nevertheless, which in a free

Church as interpreters of the Scriptures in any and popular government needs to be carefully

such sense as to make their interpretation final or guarded . For discussion of this point, see Hodge,

supreme before the conscience and intelligence of Systematic Theology, vol . iii, p. 356–360 ; Lieber,

the people. The responsibility for religious faith | Political Ethics.

and conduct belongs to the individual. He has 2. Judgments of Men. The Scriptures rec

not the right to submit himself blindly in these ognize it to be necessary that, under proper limi

respects to the guidance of others . It is to be tations, men should form and express judgments

maintained , however, that everyone is bound to relative to their fellow -men.

exercise diligence and to use all proper means for ( 1 ) There is the necessity of private, unofficial

the right understanding of moral truth, to pay judgment. We must constantly form estimates of

respect to the judgment of those wiser than him the conduct and character of others for our own

self, and especially to pay heed to those interpre- guidance and safety and usefulness. " By their

tations of the Scriptures which have generally fruits ye shall know them. ” The prohibition of

prevailed, or have been universal, in the history judging, in Matt. 7 : 1 , is not opposed to this, as
of the Christian Church . must be seen in vers. 6, 7 of the same chapter. We

(2) The placeof private judgment in Churches not are forbidden to usurp God's place as judge ; also

professing infallibility. The claim of the Church of to pass rash and unjust and uncharitable and need

Rome to infallibility covers not only the interpre- less judgments.

tation of Scripture, but other matters resting (2) It is also necessary that men should judge

Jofessedly upon tradition, with respect to which officially. Human government is divinely au

the Church has rendered formal decision. Protes- thorized. And the exercise of judicial functions

tants meet this twofold assumption with their his- is essential to all government. All judges, how.

toric watchword, “ The Bible the only and sufficient ever, are to remember that they are subject to the

rule of faith and practice. ” And yet the extent to judgment of God, and to exercise their office

which private judgment may be rightfully exer- equitably and with due moderation. The applica

cised in Protestant Churches is a question by notion recently given by Tolstoi to Matt. 7 :1, as

means settled . At the one extremeare those who against all judicial procedure, is a perversion of

hold that the Church should present very few , if Scripture (see Rom . 13:1-5 ; 1 Pet. 2:13, 14 ).

any, doctrinal tests of membership ; that reliance 3. Judgments of God . The meaning of the

sliould be placed upon vigorous Christian institu- numerous references in the Scriptures to the judg.

tions as most likely to lead to a real and generalments of God is not uniform. In each case it

Christian belief. This is the view of the Broad must be determined from the connection . Fre

Church party in the Church of England and others quently the expression has a force closely allied to

of so-called liberal tendencies. At the other ex- that of commandments or statutes (e. g., Deut.

treme are those who would impose upon the mem- 5: 1 ; 11: 1). Frequently it combines the idea of

bership of Protestant Churches not only a detailed divine condemnation with that of the divine inflic.

system of doctrine, but also ethical regulations tion of penalty (e.g. , Psa. 119 :84 ; 140:7-9 ; 143:2),

which are not supported by the Scriptures. With Frequently also it expresses the divine approval

this is asserted strictly the obligation of members and protection and gracious reward (e. g ., Psa.

ship in these Churches. The more moderate posi- 119 :43 ; 146 :7). In every case it refers to God as

tion is that Churches for their very existence must “ the Judge of all the earth ,” and should call to

have a basis of general doctrine which rests un- mind that divine judicial authority which shall

mistakably upon the Scriptures , and must pre- have its full disclosure in the final judgment.

scribe a line of conduct resting upon the same 4. Judgment, the Final, sometimes called

authority. The difficulties, both theoretical and the general judgment, also “ the judgment of the
practical, grow out of a lack of proper conception great day."

(

>
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46 ;

" )

(1) Among the most clear and emphatic revela- is the work of God that ye believe on him whom

tions of the Scriptures are those which relate to he hath sent ” (John 6:28 , 29). Upon this point,

this fact of the future. It was predicted in the connected with others more or less in dispute, the

first prophecy of which we have record (see Jude, following observations may be useful: It is true

vers. 14, 15 ). The prophets of Israel , though that the New Testament throughout declares that

speaking often of national, and, therefore, tem. there shall be rendered to every man according to

poral, judgments, frequently looked beyond all his works. But this is not because these are in

these to the final judgment, for which these were themselves meritorious, but because they are the

preparatory (Psa. 9:7, 8 ; 96:13 ; Dan. 12:2, 3 , 13, actual expressions of the life principle - faith. If

et al.). Our Lord gave utterances of greatest the actual merit or demerit of the actions of men

weight upon this subject ( e. g. , Matt. 11:24; 25 :31 - were to be the standard of final judgment, then

John 12:48). It pervades all apostolic teach there could not be hope for anyone. Then the

ing (17:31 ; 24:25), and is presented with sublime final judgment would be a reversal of that justi

imagery in the last book of the Scripture canon fication of believers which is without works (Rom .

( e. g ., Acts 11:42 ; Rev. 20: 11-15). It must be rec. 4 : 5 , 6 ; Gal. 2:16). The stress laid upon works in

ognized that the terms employed in the Scriptures connection with the final judgment is the proper

with reference to this event are often figurative. safeguard against Antinomianism , or a delusive

But this certainly does not detract from the reality reliance upon a faith that is not genuine (see James

ind greatness of the event itself, which is beyond 2 : 17–26). It also brings out strongly the fact of

all human power of expression . Of the force and degrees of righteous penalty and of gracious re

suggestiveness of the symbolical or figurative ward (Rom. 2 : 6 ; 2 Cor. 6:10 ; Gal. 6 :7 ; Rev.

terms used we cannot here speak. 22:12 ; 2 Pet. 1:11 ) . Our conclusion as to the

(2) The doctrine as held generally in all divi. grounds of judgment with reference to those who

sions of the Church , Protestant, Roman Catholic, have not had the privilege of the Gospel must be

and Greek, contains the following principal fea- determined by scriptural conception of saving

tures : 1. The final judgment is a definite event. faith , and of the benefits of the atonement(comp.

It is not an isolated act, as having no relation to Acts 4:12 with 10:34 , 35 ; see also article Faith ).

the preliminary judgments which Godis constantly 6. The results of the judgmentare to be : (a) The

manifesting in history. But it is the final and complete revelation of the righteous government

complete disclosure and exercise of God's judicial of God ( 1 Cor. 4: 5). (6) The complete and eternal

authority with respect to the judged . There is a separation between the righteous and the wicked

• day " of judgment; not necessarily, by any (Matt. 13:30–39; 25:33). ( e) The manifestation

means,to be understood as a period of twenty-four before all of the destiny of the righteous, and of

bours, but still, as shown by the Scripture connec. the wicked. The decisions of that day will be of

tions, and by the circumstances of the judgment, matters in principle already settled . But the sen.

a definite and limited portion of time (see Matt. tences there first publicly pronounced will be fol

11:24 ; John 12:48 ; Acts 17:31 ; Rom . 2: 5 , et al.). lowed by eternal blessedness on the one hand and

2. The final judgment is to take place at the end everlasting punishment on the other (Matt. 25:46 ;

of the world ,and in immediate connection with the Phil. 3 :9 ; John 3:36 ; 8:24 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 9).

final coming of Christ and the general resurrection ( 3) Various departures from the doctrine of the

(see Matt. 13:30–39; 16:27 ; 25 :31-46 ; John 8:28 , Scriptures and of the Church have appeared, of

29 ; 1 Cor. 4:5 ; 2 Tim. 4 :1 ). 3. The Judge is the which we note: 1. That of Rationalists,who hold

Lord Jesus Christ. And this not only because he that all the Bible really teaches upon this subject

is God, but also because as the God-man he is in- is to be taken, in a general way, as meaning

finitely exalted ,and has the function of judgment simply a future state of rewardsand punishments.

especially committed to him (sce Matt. 25:31-46 ; 2. Another view, also rationalistic in its charac.

John 5 : 22-27 ; Acts 17:31 ; 2 Cor. 5:10). 4. The ter, is that expressed in the words of Schelling,

judgment is for the whole race of mankind, and “ The history of the world is the judgment of the

yet, while thus universal , it is to be specific for world . ” There is no occasion for final judgment.

every individual (see Heb. 9:27 ; Matt. 25:32 ; Acts 3. The doctrine of Premillenarians, that the day

10:42 ; 17:31 ; Rom. 2 : 5 , 6, 16 ; 2 Tim . 4 : 1 ; 2 Cor. of judgment is a protracted future dispensation,to

5:10 ; Rev. 20:12 ). Two passages include the begin with the second coming of Christ and to con

fallen angels among the subjects of the last judg. tinue during his millennial reign upon the earth.

ment (2 Pet. 2 :4 ; Jude, v. 6 ). 5. The standard or LITERATURE.—Works of systematic theology :

rule of judgment includes : (a) The recognition of Pope, Hodge, and Van Oosterzee are particularly

various degrees of privilege, and , consequently, of valuable. See also Cheever, Powers of the World

responsibility (Luke 12:48; Matt. 10:15 ; Mark to Come.—E. McC.

Rom . 2:10 , 11 ). (6 ) The recognition of both JUDGMENT HALL (Gr. apaltóplov, prahee.

faith and works, or the lack of these, on the top-ree-on , “ headquarters" in a Roman camp ; the
part of the judged ; and this because, in relation palace of a governor). The Greuk word pre

to the judgment, faith and works are indissolubly torium is so rendered in Mark 15:16 ; in Matt.

united , faith being the inner principle of the life 27:27 it is given in the A. V. as common hall ; in

that is acceptable to God, and works the outward Phil . 1:13, palace ; in John 18:28, hall of judg.

expression. Also faith itself involves a inoral act, ment ; and in the same verse ; John 18:33 ; 19 : 9 ;

the act of all most decisive in determining subse Acts 23:35, judgment hall.
qnent actions. The Lord declared to the unbe. 1. In John 18:28 , 33 ; 29 : 9, it is the residence

lieving Jews when they inquired , “ What shall we which Pilate occupied when he visited Jerusalem

du that we might work the work of God ? ”. “ This | The site of Pilate's pretorium in Jerusalem has

6:11 ;

" 6
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9

7

given rise to much dispute, some supposing it to JU’NIA , or rather JU’NIAS (Gr. ' Iovvias,

be the palace of King Herod, others the tower of ee-oo-nee'-as), a Christian at Rometo whom Paul
Antonia ; but it has been shown elsewhere that the sent a salutation in connection with Andronicus

latter was probably the pretorium , which was as “ kinsmen and fellow-prisoners, who are of

then and long afterward the citadel of Jerusalem. note among the apostles, who also were in Christ

2. In Acts 23:35 Herod's judgment hall, or pre- before ” himself (Rom. 16 :7 ), A. D. 60 . From his

torium , in Cæsarea , was doubtless a part of that calling them kinsmen it is supposed that they

magnificent range of buildings the erection of were of Jewish extraction.

which by King Herod is described in Josephus. JUNIPER . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM .

3. The word “ palace," or · Cæsar's court, ” in

the A. V. of Phil. 1:13 , is a translation of the
JU'PITER . See Gods, False .

same word, pretorium . It mayhere have denoted JU'SHAB -HEʻSED (Heb. 700 501, yoo

the quarter of that detachment of the pretorian shab' kheh '-sed, returner of kindness),according to

guards which was in immediate attendance upon some, the son cf Pedaiah (1 Chron. 3:20) ; but ac:

the emperor, and had barracks in Mount Palatine. cording to Keil ( Com., in loc.) the last named of

JUDGMENT SEAT (Gr. Biua, bay'-ma, a the sons of Zerubbabel. Keil thinks that the two
step ), a raised place mounted by steps ; used of the groups of sons ( vers . 19 , 20) are mentioned sep

official seat of a judge (Matt. 27:19 ; John 19:13 ; arately because they had different mothers.

Acts 18:12 , 16 , sq . ; 25 :6 ) ; of the judgment seat JUSTICE, IN ETHICS, is a term of com

of Christ (Rom . 14:10 ; 2 Cor. 5:10) ; of the struc- prehensive meaning. It refers to both disposition

ture, resembling a throne, which Herod built in and conduct. For various Hebrew and Greek
the theater at Czesarea, and from which he used words rendered justice or righteousness in the

to view the games and make speeches to the peo- Seriptures, we refer to Young's or Strong's Con,
ple (Acts 12:21 ) . cordance. The Latin word “ justitia ” is defined

JUDGMENTS OF GOD. See JUDGMENT. by Ciceroas “ animi affectio suum cuique tribuens”

JUDICIAL BLINDNESS, OR HARD. (De Finibus, v, 23,65). This definition he ex

NESS, a term employed to express a state of pands elsewhere so as to have justice include re

ligion, filial affection , fidelity, lenity in moderating
moral incorrigibility: Thus we read, “ Being punishment, and kindly benevolence (Partitiones

grieved for the blindness (i . e. , hardness), oftheir | Orat., 22,78). Thus the term is used in a' gen.

hearts ” (Mark 3 : 5) ; also, " Blindness (hardness)in eral sense for what is right, or as it should be."

part hath happened to Israel ” (Rom . 11:25 ; comp. The New Testament conception of justice thor

2 Cor. 3:14). The question arises : Is this blind. oughly accords with this. Justice is not only re
ness or hardness an infliction of God ? From such
passages as Isa. 6:10 some have argued that this spectfor the rights of one's fellow -men, asof life,

condition of the individual or nation is the result property, and reputation. In the broadest sense

of a direct act of God. Stronger still appears the towardGod. It begins with that ( see Matt. 22:21,
it includes the proper recognition of man's duty

passage, He hath blinded their eyes, and hardened their hearts ” ( John 12:40), which seems to be 37, 38, and many other places) . With respect to
man's relation to man , it includes several details

contradictory to Matt. 13:15, where the people often forgotten as itemsof justice. Thus charity
themselves are said to have closed their own eyes

or love is an obligation of righteousness (Rom .
(comp. Acts 28:27). The true explanation seems 13:8). Thus respect for human nature is enjoined
to be that God does not harden men's hearts di

in the precept i Honor all men ( 1 Pet . 2:17 ) .

rectly , but rather that his offers and displays of Thus also courtesy and hospitality ( 1 Pet . 3 :8;
salvation which man receives necessarily serve tofill up the measure of his sins. “ There is aself: 4 :9). In short, man in his relation to man is to

reflect the justice or righteousness of God ;
with

hardening in evil which renders a manthoroughly the exception ,considered below, that man, asan
incorrigible, and which, regarded as the fruit of individual, is not to administer retributive justice.
his moral behavior, is no less a judicial punish. The public administration is a most important

ment inflicted by God than self-induced guilt on part of social ethies,and , as just noted, entirely

the part of man . The two are bound up in one distinct from the ethics of individual life. Here

another, inasmuch as sin , from its very nature, it is to be borne in mind that in human courts

bears its own punishment, which consists in the where just laws are properly administered, are

wrath of God excited by sin " (K. and D., Com ., reflections,at least,of the distributive justice,that
Isa. 6:10).

is divine (seė JUDGMENTS OF MEN). The judicial

JUDITH (Heb.079777?, yeh -hoo-deeth',Jéwess), function of the statemust, however, be confined

the daughter of Beeri, the Hittite, and one of Esau's within its proper limits, taking cognizance of only
two wives (Gen. 26:34). She is elsewhere called external conduct, and this so far as it relates to

AHOLIBAMAH (q . v . ). the protection of life, property, reputation, and

JUʻLIA (Gr. 'Iovāía, ee- oo - lee' -ah, feminine of social order. And yet justice is not to be admin.

Julius ), a female disciple at Rome to whom Paul istered merely upon grounds of social expediency

sent salutations (Rom . 16:15 ).
but because it is justice (see PUNISHMENT).

LITERATURE. — Martensen, Social Eth ., pp. 82,ff.,
JU'LIUS (Gr. ' Ioúhlos, ee -oo -lee -os), the cen .

turion who conducted Paul to Rome.
176, ff. ; Pope, Comp. of Christ. Theol., iii, 234,

At Sidon he

allowed Paul to visit hisfriends, and treated him ff.; Hodge, Sys. Theol., i, 416, ff.).—E . MCC.

courteously throughout the voyage (Acts 27 : 1 , 3 ,
JUSTICE OF GOD (Heb. POS tseh'dek,

43 ), A. D. 62. right, rightness). In theology, as in the Scriptures,

>

"
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eous .
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ness

the terms justice and righteousness are used Justification is distinguished from regeneration,

synonymously. The justice of God is both an as the former is a change wrought in man's rela .

essential and a relative attribute of the divine tion to God, and the latter is a change wrought by

existence. It is a necessary outflow from the holi- the Spirit of God in man himself (see REGENERA

ness of God. It is that inpositive form which is TioN ). It is likewise distinct from adoption , adoption

negatively described as holiness, or separateness being nota judicial act on the part of God, but the
from evil. And, further, it is the holiness of act of God as Father restoring the filial relation of

God as manifested and applied in moral govern- man annulled by sin (see ADOPTION ). These are all ,

ment. See HOLINESS OF GOD. however, simultaneous blessingsof the samegruce

The justice or righteousness of God is pro- in Christ (Rom . 5:1-2 ; 8:29 ; 2 Cor. 5:17, 21; Eph.

claimed emphatically in the Scriptures of the Old 2: 5 ; Gal. 4 :6 ). Justification is represented in the

and New Testaments (e. g .,Gen. 18:25 ; Psa. 11 : 7 ; Scriptures as having its primal source in the love

John 17:25 ; Heb. 6:10 ). In accordance with the of God for the sinful human race ( John 3:16, 17 ;

Scripture, divine justice, i . e ., perfect justice, Rom . 1 : 5 ; 5 : 8 ; Tit. 2:11 ; 3 : 4, 5). Here is theorig

is everywhere in the divine administration. Godinating cause. The sole meritorious cause is the

is the righteous Governor of the world. His laws sacrificial death of the Lord Jesus Christ (Matt

are equitable and practicable. This is legislative | 26:28 ; Rom. 5 : 8 , 9; Eph. 1 : 7 ; Col. 1:14, et al .;

or rectoral justice. God is also the righteous see ATONEMENT. ) The instrumental cause, or that

Judge. The sentences he pronounces, the rewards in man by which he obtains and retains justifica.

he bestows, the penalties he inflicts, are all right. tion, is faith, as faith in the Lord Jesus Christ is

This is judicial or distributive justice (sce the divinely established condition upon the fulfill.

Deut. 32:3, 4 ; Psa. 36 :6; 19:7–10 ; 119: 142 ; 97 : 2 ; ment of wbich the conditional benefits of the

Isa. 33:22 ; Acts 10:34 ; Rom . 2:11 ; Rev. 15 : 3 ; 16 : 7, atonement are received (John 3:16, 17 ; Acts 16 :

et al. ). 31 ; Rom. 5 : 1 ; Gal . 3:11, 12 , and many other

The relation of the justice to the grace of God places). At this point, however, it is most impor.

cannot be considered here fully. It should be re- tant to note that the faith upon which the Scrip

marked , however, thai the revelation of his bigh- tures lay such stress is of the deepest and most

est grace in Christ was “ to declare his righteous. genuine character - such as involves the most

( Rom . 3:25 , 26 ; see Grace ; ATONEMENT) . hearty repentance or turning away from sin to

Also the rewards graciously apportioned to the righteousness, the thorough surrender of one's

eternally saved vary in measure, and have respect self to God, and the persistent endeavor to keep

to the individual character and deeds of those who perfectly his commandments, together with an

rec them (see JUDGMENT, THE FINAL). The entire despair of salvation through one's own

righteousness or justice of God, also like his holi- merits, and a humble yet hearty trust in the

ness, is communicable to men. It is the work of mercy of God in Christ. See Faith .

divine grace to impart to men rightness by re- 2. Historical. Throughout the wholehistory

newal " in righteousness and true holiness ” (Eph. of this doctrine the principal point of difference

4:23, 24 ; Isa. 46:13 ; 51 :5 ; 56: 1 ; Rom. 10:3). See and dispute has been as to whether faith is the
IMAGE OF GOD.

only condition of justification, or whether good

There is no warrant for the statement that the works in connection with faith are also to be

Old Testamentmagnifies the justice of God more regarded as an instrumental cause. Upon this

than does the New . The New Testament brings question opinion has run to opposite extremes

to light most distinctly the economy of grace, by those of Antinomianism and the doctrine of

no means lost sight of in the Old. But, at the penances and works of supererogation. A chief

same time, it reveals most fully the triumph of cause of error has been an undue magnifying of

the righteous kingdom of God, culminating in the the intellectual element in faith at the expense

final judgment. - E. McC. of the element that is moral and practical. Even

LITERATURE. — Pope, Comp. Christ. Theol., i , in the earliest days of Christianity the ten

335 , ff.;Van Oosterzee, Christ.Dogm ., i , p. 265 , dencywas manifest to regard faith as merely a

ff.; Hodge, System of Theol., i , p . 416, ff. ; Mar- mental assent to Christian doctrine. The pos

tensen, Christ. Dogm ., 97,ff. ; Owen, On the Justice sessor of such faith deemed himself as having

of God ; Elisha Cole, On the Righteousness of God. fully met the Gospel requirement, though regard

JUSTIFICATION (Heb. Pix, tsuw -dak', of ordinarymorality. Passages in the epistlesof
less of the claims of Christian service, and even

to make or declare ; Gr. dikaiwvia, dik -ah '-yo -nee. St. Paul and St. James were written to correct

ah), judicial sentence, declaration of right; thus, this Antinomian error (e. g. , Rom. 6 : 1 ; Gal . 5 :

judicial acquittal, the opposite of condemnation. 16-25 ; James 2 : 14-26). Partly as a recoil from

1. Theological Statement, the term used this error the demand arose that, in addition to

in theology to designate the judicial act of God by good works as evidences of true faith in believers,

which he releases from divine condemnation and the sins of believers should be expiated by

restoresto divine favor sinners who truly believe penances. And still further came in a false idea

in the Lord Jesus Christ. Various phrases in of the character of good works. Instead of the

Scripture refer to the same gracious act of God, clear recognition of theonly relative and imper.

forgiving iniquity," or forgiveness of sins fect character of the righteousness of even the

(Exod. 34 :7 ; Psa. 103:3 ; Acts 5:31 ; 13:38 ; 26 : best Christians, the distinction was made between

18 ; Eph. 1: 7; Col. 1:14 ). “ Notimputing iniquity,” the divine commands and the divine counsels, and

but " covering sins ” (Psa. 32 : 1 , 2) . See IMPUTA- the belief obtained footing that by keeping both

men might do more than meet the divine require.

-
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JUSTUS KADESH

ments , Thus the scriptural doctrine of justifica- terzee, Chris. Dogm ., 652, ff., 676 ; Dorner, Sys.

tion by faith became, to a considerable extent , of Chris. Doct. (see index ) : Martensen , Chris.

beclouded in the early period of the history Dogm . (see index ) ; Watson, Theolog. Inst. ;Wes
of the Church . The abuses which later be- ley, Sermons ; D'Aubigne, Hist. of Reforma

came prevalent in the Roman Catholic Church ton.-E. McC.

through the failure to maintain the Scripture JUSTUS (Gr. ' IOWOTOS, ee-ooce - tos, just).

conception of faith and through the false con .

ception of good works, are well known. With .
1. The surname of Joseph, called also Barsabas,

out entering in detailinto the views of this, who, with Matthias, was selected by the apostles

or of the Greek Church , it must suffice us to
as candidates for the place made vacant by the

emphasizethe fact that the rescuing of theScrip- apostasy of Judas Iscariot (Acts 1:23 ).

ture doctrine upon this subject, largely, though
2. A disciple living at Corinth, in whose house,

not wholly, lost sight of for a long time,'wasthe near the synagogue, Paul preached to the Gentiles

work of the reformation of the 16th century.
(Acts 18 : 7 ), B. C. 54.

Justification byfaith is a fundamental doctrine of in connection with Mark by Paul, as being his
3. Called also Jesus, a Jewish Christian, named

Protestant and evangelical Christianity. It stands
opposed to those rationalistic conceptions of sin ,

“ only fellow -workers ” at Rome when he wrote

and the attitude of God toward it, which reduce to the Colossians (Col. 4:11), B. C. 64.

justification to a nullity, and to those views of JUT'TAH (Heb. 7 ), yoo-taw ', inclosed ), a

Christian merit, cherished by Romanism , which Levitical city in the mountains of Judah (Josh .

derogate from the efficacy of Christ's atonement, 15:55 ; 21:16). It was allotted to the priests, but

and at the same time it holds before men the in the catalogue ( 1 Chron. 6 :57–59) the name has

great hope of the Gospel, and lays deep the foun- escaped . It is supposed to bave been the residence

dation of Christian morality. of Zacharias and Elizabeth, and the birthplace of

LITERATURE.- Pope, Comp. of Chris. Theol. (see John the Baptist (Luke 1:39). It is , doubtless,

index) ; Hodge, Sys. Theol. (views of a large num- the present Jutta, or Jitta, about four miles S. of

ber of theologians), vol . iii, p. 116 , ff.; Van Oos- | Hebron.

K

KABʼZEEL (Heb. BX92, kab-tseh -ale", God of Kadesh-barnea is in connection withthe devas
has gathered ), a city in the south of Judah, the tating march of CHEDORLAOMER (9. v .), king of

birthplace of Benaiah (Josh . 15:21 ; 2 Sam. 23:20 ; Elam , in the days of Abraham (Gen. 14:1-16 ).

1 Chron. 11:22) . In Neh. 11:25 it is called JEKAB- Kadesh is mentioned in connection with the flight

ZEEL (q . v . ) .
of Hagar ( 16 : 7), where it is recorded that she

rested by “ the fountain in the way of Shur," be

KA’DESH (Heb. W.77?, kaw -dashe', sanctuary ), tween Kadesh and Bered (v. 14 ). Again it is re

more fully KA’DESH -BARʻNEA (Heb. 977, corded that Abraham moved from Hebron, and

kaw -dashe', and 3:72, bar-nay'-ah; Simon derived sojourned at a point " between Kadesh and Shur ”

the latter word from 3 , bar, desert, and 32, nay'- and his company occurredat Kadesh, and that it
( 20 : 1). Some think that the rebellion of Korah

ah, wandering, rendering it “Desert of Wander, was there " the earth opened her mouth and swal.
ings " ), a spot where the Israelites twice encamped lowed them up ” (Num . 16 :1-31). It was certainly

while journeying from Egypt to Palestine, being at Kadesh that Miriam died and was buried ( 20:1),

their nineteenth and thirty -seventh station. Its and that Moses struck the rock when he had been

original name would seem to have been Rithmah told only to speak to it (vers . 2–11 ) . This was the

(q. v.), becoming Kadesh when the tabernacle third time that it was the “ Fountain of Judg.
rested there ; En-MiShpat (q . v. ), “ Fountain of ment” by Jehovah passing judgment upon Moses

Judgment,” when judgment was passed upon the for his impatience, presumption, and lack of rev.
Israelites; and MERIBAH (q. v.) when it was the erent obedience (vers. 12-24 ). Then Kadesh,
place of murmuring and strife .

sanctuary, became Meribah, or strife (v. 13).
From Kadesh -barnea Moses sent messengers to

A long halt at Kadesh followed (Deut. 1:46), and

explore the promised land , and, returning, they it would appear that the Israelites scattered about

made their report . The people rebelled, and even in the valleys of the desert, leading a nomad life,

went so far as to choose a captain to lead them having all this time Kadesh as the northern

back to Egypt (Num . 14 :4). _In consequence Ka- most limit of their roving, and as, in a peculiar

desh, the sanctuary ,became En-Mishpat, a “ Foun. sense, the center of their occupancy, or the pivot
tain of Judgment,” when the rebellious people of theirwanderings (Trumbull, Kadesh- Barnea,
were sentenced to complete forty years of wander: p. 20). Thus passed thirty-seven years, during
ing . Israel determined to obtain possession of which Israel did not advance one single step

Canaan ( 14:39 , 40), and pushed into the “ south toward the occupancy of the promised land. Then

country" ( the Negeb, Heb . 5. neh '-gheb), i . e. , the they came together in Kadesh,

high land between the desert and Canaan proper. congregation ” (Num . 20 :1 ; Deut. 2:1), as if itwas
They were, however, defeated by the Amorites the rendezvousand rallying point of the scattered
( Deut. 1:44) and the Amalekites (Num . 14:45) . nation .

1. Scripture References. The first mention It was from Kadesh that Moses sent messengers

)

even the whole
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KADESH KANAH

to the king of Edom with the request that Israel of every other landmark, in its order, along the

might pass through his country on the way to Ca. southern boundary line of Canaan, according to

naan (Num . 20:14-21,) and also with like request the Bible text. ( 4) To identify Kadesh -barnea at

to the king of Moab (Judg. 11:16, 17). 'Ayn Qadees is to render clear the movements of

2. Location. With such a histony it is natural the Israelites toward, and away from, the southern

that much interest should be felt as to the location border of Canaan, as no other identification of this

of Kadesh. From Deut.1 : 2, 19, and other passages, site has done ” ( Kadesh - Barnea, p. 311, sq. ). See
it is evident that Kadesh was on the southeast bor. KEDESH ,

der of Palestine, lying toward Edom. Robinson KAD MIEL (Heb. 3897977, kaul-mee-ale',pres

selected for the site of Kadesh - barnea 'Ayn el

Wabeh, a desert spring near the west slope of the ence of God ).

'Arabah. The doctor's reputation was such that
1. One of the Levites who, with his family, re

for years this was accepted as the true site. In turned from Babylon with Zerubbabel , and ap

1844 Mr. John Rowlands,in a letter to his friend , parently a representative of the descendants of

Mr. George Williams, and published in the latter's Hodaviah, or, as he is elsewhere called , Hodaveh

Holy City, Appendix, reported his discovery of or Judah (Ezra 2:40 ; Neh. 7:43 ; 12 : 8, 12, 24 ).
Kadesh -barnea , locating it east of Jebel Halal, He assisted inthe various reforms of that period

toward its northern extremity, about twelve miles ( Ezra 3 : 9), B. C. 536 .

to the E. S. E. of Moilâhhi, “ something like due 2. A Levite who assisted in leading the devo.
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south from Khalasa ." This view has been ac- tions of the people after they were taught the law

cepted by such authorities as Professors Tuch and by Ezra (Neh. 9 : 4, 5), signed the covenant (10:9)

Winer, of Leipsig ; Drs. Keil, Delitzsch ,and other B. C. 445. He is thought to have been a son of

German scholars ; Edersheim , Geikie, and Sayce, of No. 1 .

England, and Bartlett and Lowrie, of this country. KADMONITES (Heb. 1932777, hak-kad-mo.
This location has been proven correct by Dr. H.
Clay Trumbull, in his charming and learned work , nee',the Kadmonite),a tribe mentioned only in Gen.

Kadesh - Barnea (Scribner's Sons, New York, 1884) | 15:19 as one ofthe nations to be dispossessed by

In support of the claims of 'Ayn Qadees, Dr.Israel.Asan adjective the namemeans “ eastern ,
Trumbull presents the following considerations: or " ancient.” Quite probably, therefore, the Kad

" (1) The region of 'Ayn Qadees is a strategic monites were “ Bene-Kedem ”. (Heb. O ???,

stronghold on the southern border of Canaan, im- Judg. 6:33 , A. V. “ children of the East ” ), i . e . ,

mediately accessible from the main road out of the “ tribes who roved in the great waste tracts on the

southern desert, Canaanward, yet secluded from east and southeast of Palestine. " Bochart con

it. It is near the trunk.connection of the prin- nected the name with that of Cadmus, and identi

cipal roads into Canaan, at a point convenient for fied them with the Hivites (q. v . ) , whose place
watching or seizing these roads , and it has an inner they fill in the list.-W. H.

road northward separate from those roads, and KALLAI (Heb. 22, kal-lah'ee, frivoloux ),

easilyheld by itself at its single mountainpass. son of Sallai, and a chief priest in the timeof the

( 2) 'Ayn Qadees, with its adjoining plain, is thesouthernmost and central point of the obvious high priest Joiakim (Neh. 12:20, B. C. after

536 .

natural boundary line along the southern border

of Canaan, from the lower end of the Dead Sea to KANAH (Heb. 777, kaw -naw ', reediness ).

the outgoings of Wady el - Areesh into the Medi- 1. A stream which empties into the Mediter

terranean. ( 3) Accepting 'Ayn Qadees as the site ranean between Cæsarea and Joppa, after serving

of Kadesh -barnea, secures, also, the identification as a boundary between Ephraim and Manasseh
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KAREAH KENAZ

( Josh. 16: 8 ; 17:19). It is identified by some as king was slain by Joshua (12:22). It was the

the river Aujeh. residence of Barak (Judg. 4 :6) ; was captured by

2. A town in the north of Asher ( Josh. 19:28). Tiglath-pileser (2 Kings 15:29), and was a well

It possesses colossal ruins and figures of persons, known place after the captivity ( 1 Macc. 11:61,

which cuttings are supposed to be of Phænician sq.). It is now an insignificant village, still bear

origin .
ingthe ancient name, to the northwest of the lake

KARE’AH (Heb. 077, kaw -ray'-akh, bald ), of Huleh .

the father of Johanan and Jonathan, Jewish prin
KE'DESH NAPH'TALI (Judg. 4 :6 ). See

ces in the time of Gedaliah, the Babylonian gov
KEDESH, 3.

ernor of Jerusalem (Jer. 40: 8 , sq.; 41:11 , sq . ; 42: 1, KEHEL'ATHAH (Heb. 1972, keh -hay

8 ; 43 :2, 4, 6). Elsewhere called Carrah ( q. v. ). law '-thaw, convocation ), one of the stations (twenty

KARʻKAA (Heb . 32?P, kar-kal ', ground third) of the children of Israel in the desert

floor ), a place namedin the description of Judah's ( Num. 33:22, 23) .

lot, and between the Mediterranean and the Dead KEI'LAH (Heb. 17397?, keh -ee-law ', inclosed,

Seas (Josh. 16 : 3). It has not been identified. a citadel), a city in the plains of Judah, which

KARʼKOR (Heb. 172, kar -kore', founda- David once relieved from a siege by the Philis

tion ), a place east of the Jordan where Gideon's tines, but its inhabitants were false and sought to

three hundred men , “ faint yet pursuing," captured deliver him up to Saul (1 Sam . 23:1–13 ; Neh.

Zebah and Zalmunna (Judg. 8:10 ). Its location Khúrbet Kila, a ruined village seven miles from
3:17). “ The site is satisfactorily identified with

cannot be determined with accuracy.
Beit Jibrin ; it is near Harith, and on the low

KARʻTAH (Heb. 1977, kor-taw ', city ), a ground, which accounts for the expression ' gº
town in the tribe of Zebulun, assigned (Josh. 21:34) down, ' and it was a key to the hill country, and

to the Levites of the family of Merari.
had fertile corn lands about it ” ( Harper, Bib. and

KAR’TAN (Heb. 777?, kar-tawn', double Mod . Dis ., p. 226). In the time of Nehemiah

city), one of the cities of refuge in Naphtali, be- Keilah wasso considerable a city as to have two

longing to the Gershonite Levites, not far from the prefects, who assisted in repairing the walls of

Sea of Galilee ( Josh. 21:32 ; Kirjathaim , 1 Chron. Jerusalem (Neh. 3:17, 18).

6:76) , the same as the present el-Katanah , KELA'IAH (Heb. 27, kay -law -yaw ', insig.

KAT’TATH (Heb. 07, kat-tawth ', littleness ), nificance), one of the Levites who divorced his

one of the towns of Zebulun (Josh. 19:15), prob- Gentile wife after the captivity (Ezra 10:23, A. V.

ably the same as Kitron (Judg. 1:30) .
“ the same is Kelita ” ).

KEDAR(Heb. 777, kay-dawr', dark skinned ). KEL ITA(Heb. NI??, kel-ee-taw ', maiming,

1. Thesecond son of Ishmael, and father of the dwarf), one of the Levites who put away his Gen

tribe bearing his name (Gen. 25:13 ; 1 Chron. 1:29), tile wife after the captivity (Ezra 10:23) ; assisted

B .. C. about 2133. Of Kedar little is known, but Ezra to expound the law (Neh. 8 :7) ; and signed

his posterity are frequently mentioned (see 2).
the covenant made by Nehemiah (10:10), B. C.456.

2. Kedar, in the stricter sense, was a nomadic KEMU'EL, or KEMUEL (Heb. 38727?,

tribe of Ishmaelites, which wandered as far as the kem -oo -ale ', assembly of God ).

Elanitic gulf ; but it is usually used in Scripture as 1. One of the sons of Abraham's brother Nahor

the collective name of the Arabic tribes (Bedouins) |(Gen. 22:21), and father of Bethuel (Gen. 24:15),

generally (Cant. 1:5 ; Isa . 21:16, 17 ; 42:11 ; 60 :7 ; B. C. about 2300 .

Jer. 2:10 ; 49:28 ; Ezek. 27:21 ). In Psa . 120: 5 2. The son of Shiphtan, and commissioner to

Kedar and Mesech are put for barbarous tribes. represent Ephraim in the partition of the land of

KED'EMAH (Heb. 1772777., kayd’-maw, east- Canaan (Num. 34:24), B, C. 1170 .

ward), the last named son of Ishmael, and prob
3. The father of Hashabiah, who was ruler of

ablyhead of an Arab tribe of the same name (Gen. the Levites in the time of David (1 Chron . 27:17),

25:15 ; 1 Chron. 1:31).
B. O. about 1000.

KED'EMOTH (Heb. 0812277 ?, ked -ay -mothe ', KEʻNAN (1 Chron, 1 :2). See CAINAN.

beginnings), a city of Reuben, assigned with its KE'NATH (Heb. ???, ken -awth ',possession ), a

suburbs (“ villages ") to the Levites of the Merari city in Gilead which, with its “ villages," was taken

family ( Josh . 13:18 ; 21:37 ; 1 Chron . 6:79). “ Out from the Canaanites by Nobah, and afterward

of the wilderness of Kedemoth ” Moses sent a called by his name (Num. 32:42 ). It is mentioned

deputation to Sihon, king of the Amorites, with a ( 1 Chron. 2:22, 23), apparently as taken by Jair.

request to pass through his land (Deut. 2:26). Kenath is now Kŭnawât, a ruined town east of

KEDESH (Heb . 27?, keh'-desh ,sanctuary). Bashan ,on the westsideof the Hauran Mount

1. A city in theextreme south of Judah (Josh. rounded by acluster of cities, all within a distance
ains . It overlooks a vast region, and is sur.

16:23),and probably the same as KADESH -BARNEA of from half an hour to two hours from it. : . :

(q.v .).2. A city in tribe of Issachar, given to the Le. The number of ruined buildings of all kindsis

vites of the family of Gershom (1 Chron . 6:72; very considerable ” (Harper, Bih, and Mod. Dis.,

called “ Kishion ,” Josh. 19:20 ; “ Kishon," 21:28 ).
p. 368).

3. A “ fenced city ” of Naphtali (Josh. 19:37),
KEʻNAZ (Heb. 727?, ken -az ', a hunter ).

and one of the cities of refuge (Josh. 20 :7). Its 1. One of the sons of Eliphaz, the first - born of

*
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KENEZITE KENOSIS

1

"

Esau. He became chief of one of the Edomitish arated from their brethren in the south , and mi

tribes of Arabia Petræa (Gen. 36:11 , 15 ; 1 Chron . grating north , settled upon the grassy plains of

1:36). In Gen. 36:42; 1 Chron. 1:53, we have, Kadesh Naphtali (Judg. 4:11). Their name and

according to Keil and Delitzsch ( Com ., in loc. ) , a descent are included in the genealogies of the

list, not of persons, but of capital cities of the great house of Judah (1 Chron . 2:55).
several kingdoms. KENʻIZZITES (Gen. 15:19). See KENEZITE.

2. A brother of Caleb, and father of Othniel, KENOSIS (Gr. KÉVWOLS, ken ' -o -sis), a Greek

who took Kirjath -sepher and received Caleb's word used in theology with reference to the self-ab

daughter Achsah as a prize ( Josh . 15:17 ; Judg. negation of the Son of God in becoming incarnate,

1:13; 3 : 9 , 11 ; 1 Chron. 4:13 ), B. C. about 1210- and entering upon his state of humiliation . This

1162. use of the term is based upon Phil . 2 : 7 , where

3. The son of Elah, and grandson of Caleb the phrase ÉavTÓVÉKÉVWOE occurs (rendered in the

(1 Chron. 4:15). A. V. “ made himself of no reputation , ” trans

KENEZITE, KEN'IZZITE (alike in the lated literally in the R. V. “ emptied himself”).

Hebrew 7777, hak-ken - iz -zee '). The Kenizzites The same idea of self -deprivation, or the laying

are mentioned only inGen. 15:19, wherethey are vine person in his preexistent state, finds expresaside of something that Christ possessed as a di

named between the Kenites and the Kadmonites sion in other places in the Scriptures (e . g. , John

among the nations to be dispossessed by Israel.

They probably dwelt somewhere in the southern which hehad with the Father “ before the world
17 :5), where our Lord speaks of the glory ”

part of Canaan. In Gen. 36:11 , 15 Kenaz is a son
ofEliphaz, the son of Osan ; and in Gen.36:42 was,” also (2 Cor. 8 : 9) where St. Paul says of

Kenaz appears among thedukesofEdom. This Christ, “ though he was rich, yet for your sakes

he became poor.”

might lead us to think that the Kenizzites were

an Edomite tribe, if they had not been mentioned raised is, in what sensedid the Son of God lay
The profound and difficult question naturally

so long before. The case is similar to that of aside his divine riches in becoming the God-man:

AMALEK (q. v .) ; but the occurrence of the name of what “ glory ” did he divest himself; what are

Kenaz in vers. 15, 42 makes it appear that Kenaz

may have been a more common name than Amalek. ofhimself ? ”Thequestion is inwoven with the
we to understand by the kenosis , or emptying

In Num. 32:12 ; Jos. 14 : 6, 14, the same Hebrew

thet of Caleb or of Jephunneh in the phrase, that are unfathomable, because of the incompre

(A. V. “ Kenezite,” R. V.“ Kenizzite ”) is an epi- mystery of the incarnation. It is a part of the
mystery. And the inquiry soon leads to depths

“ Caleb the son of Jephunneh the Kenezite "

(Kenizzite). It is quite probable that Caleb was mind to conceive adequately the divine mode of
hensibility of God, and the inability of the human

descended from the Edomite Kenaz. This is existence. Andyet, fidelity to the Scriptures, and

argued from Josh. 15:13, “ Unto Caleb, the son of the proper demands of the intellect, foster the at

Jephunneh, he gave a part among the children
of Judah ," and 14:14, “ Hebron became the in- temptto penetrate the mystery as far as possible,

heritance of Caleb, the sonof Jephunneh , the even though the result may fall far short of the
full solution .

Kenezite unto this day, because that he wholly

followed the Lord God of Israel.” The same and conjecture upon this subject will be helpful.
A brief survey of the fluctuations of doctrine

is indicated by Edomite and Horite names in Historically, the question has presented many

the genealogy of Caleb. Thus, besides Kenaz
(Gen. 36:11,15), we find Shobal (comp. 1 Chron. phases, among them these: Wasthe Son of God

2:52 with Gen. 36:20);Manahethites (1 Chron . prived in any measure of his divine attributes ?
during his earthly sojourn in the flesh self-de

2:52 ; comp. Manahath , Gen. 36:23); Korah (Gen. If he still retained them fully in his possession,

36:14, 16, 18, with 1 Chron. 2:43) ; the Ithrites

(1 Chron. 2:53, comp. Ithran , Gen. 36:26) ; Elah and if so, to what extent, and under what regu
was their exercise or use for the time surrendered ;

(2 Chron. 4:15, comp. Gen. 36:41); and Jephunneh lating principles ? Was the consciousnessof our
has been compared with Pinon (Gen. 36:41 ).- Lord simply human ,the divine consciousness for
W. H.

the time non -existent, or awakening in him only
KE NITE (Heb. ??., kay-nee! ), a tribe of gradually ; or was his consciousness throughout

people originally dwelling in the rocky and desert that of the God-man ?

region lying between southern Palestine and Sinai . The ancient Church, with but few exceptions ,

Their origin is unknown . Their territory was taught that the Son did not retain the divine

part of that promised by God to Abraham (Gen. glory for himself, for his own advantage, while

15:19 ). According to Judges ( 1:16 ; 4:11, 17) yet he did not cease even in the flesh to be what

Hobab, the brother -in -law of Moses, was a Kenite. he eternally was. " That emptying,” said Hilary,

“ His being called a Midianite (Num . 10:29) does is by no means the annihilating of the heavenly

not prove that he was descended from Midian (Gen. nature ." The theology of the Middle Ages so

25:2), but is to be accounted for from the fact honored the divine nature of Christ as to overlook

that he dwelt in the land of Midian " (K. and D. , all limitations assumed in the union of that nature

Com .). This branch of the Kenites went with the with the human . Thomas Aquinas admitted only

Israelites to Canaan " into the wilderness of Judah ” an outward development in age and wisdom as in

(Judg. 1:16), and dwelt even in Saul's time among the sight of men.

the Amalekites on the southern border of Judah The kenosis became the subject of much - con

(1 Sam. 15 : 6) ; while their cities in Judah are troversy between the theologians of Giessen and

mentioned (30:29). One family of the tribe sep- | Tübingen early in the 17th century , the former

2
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KENOSIS KERCHIEF

2

(Menzer and Feurborn)maintainingthat if Christ fested and declared himself to be possessed of

did not during his humiliation actually divest him- divine knowledge with respect to other matters,

self of his attributes, as omnipotence and omnis- and even the highest. And here the fullness of

cience, etc. , he did lay aside their use ; the latter his knowledge was always at the service of his

( Haffenreffer, Thummius, Nicolai, Oriander) con- love (comp. Mark 13:32 ; Matt. 11:27 ; John

tending that the kenosis was only a concealment 3:12, 13 ; 17:25, 26). He neither exercises his

or veiling oftheir use. Later Thomasius ( Per. omnipotence nor exhibits his omniscience for his

son and Work of Christ) took the ground posi- own advantage and glory, but for the performance

tively of self-abdication of the divine attributes of his saving work among men.

on the part of Christ, assuming a sleeplike un- Two other expressions in the same passage

consciousness of the divine nature of the Son (Phil. 2 :5–8) throw light upon the kenosis. Be.

during our Lord's earthly life, and the exclusion fore the kenosis Christ was in the forın of God ;'

of the Son from the Trinity during that period . afterward he was “ made in the likeness of men,”

Gess ( Die Lehre von der Person Christi) Georg " formed in fashion as aman .” Here the contrast

Ludw . Hahn ( Theologie der N. T.) take sub. is between the manifestations of being and char.

stantially the same ground. This scanty outline acter which naturally belonged to the Son of God,
is sufficient to show the perilous paths that are and the veiling of the divine glory which came to

followed when the attempt is made to push specu- pass when he became incarnate. What the “form

lation too far in this direction. Likewise itmust of God ” was which the Son laid aside, the apostle

be apparent that the conclusion reached should does not tell us ; but evidently it was such mani.

be such as not to deny the absolute unchangeable- festation of the divine being as was befitting to

ness of God, nor the constant completeness of the him who “ deemed it not a prize to be on an

divine nature in the Son even in the days of his equality with God.” St. Paul elsewhere writes

humiliation ; while, on the other hand, the reality that God “ dwelleth in light which no man can

of his loving self-abasement in his entrance into approach unto” ( 1 Tim . 6:16). In strongest con .

fellowship with humanity should be duly recog. trast with this was all the outward appearance of

nized. And all reflection upon this subject, as the earthly life of our Lord. He left the com

upon many others, must be under the guidance, panionship of angels for that of men . The angels

and within the limits, of Scripture teaching. are the servants of God. Though on special occa

That the “ Word made flesh ” was truly God, as sions they were sent to minister to him (Matt.

well as man, with divine nature and attributes 3:11 ; Luke 22:43), Christ never called for them

undiminished, cannot be doubted by anyone who ( see Matt. 27:53).

believes the first chapter of St. John's gospel, to Two featuresof the incarnate life of the Son of

say nothing of the force of other Scriptures. God are emphasized by St. Paul for ethical pur

Whether the consciousness of his divine nature poses in connection with the kenosis . First, self

was from the very outset possessed by our Lord sacrificing love (Phil. 2:3-5 ). Second, obedience

is a matter upon which the Scriptures are silent. (Phil. 2:8, 12, 13 ). The sequence, the exaltation

St. Luke, however, furnishes a glimpse that is of Christ (vers. 9–11) bas the gloriously hopeful

suggestive when the child Christ says, “ Wist ye suggestion and promise for all his followers. See

not that I must be about my Father's business ? " INCARNATION ; HUMILIATION OF CHRIST.

(Luke 2:49, 50). And certain it is that he clearly LITERATURE. — For compact history of views, see

expresses this consciousness during the years of Lange on Phil., p . 38. For doctrine, see Van

his ministry (e. g. , John 14 :9-11 ; 8:58 ; 10:30 ; Oosterzee, Christ. Dogm ., vol. ii , s $ xcv and ci;

17:25). Dorner, Hist, of Doct. of Person of Christ,i - i, 29 ;

As to the divine attributes in Christ, the dis- Gore, Incarnation of the Son of God, pp. 176-179 ;

tinction seems valid between their full possession 284, 285.—E. McC .

and their constant exercise . That he constantly KERCHIEF (Ezek. 13:18, 21 ), where only in

possessed the attributes of deity is inseparable the Scriptures it is spoken of by that name. There

from faith in his divine, and, therefore, unchange it is mentioned as an article of apparel or orna.

able nature. And yet the use of these sameprop- ment applied to the head by the idolatrous women

erties appears to have been in some way limited . of Israel. The passage contains a twofold charge

This must be manifest to anyone who attentively against the idolatrous women of Israel : “ Woe to

reads the gospels. And the law of this limita- the women that sew pillows to all armboles, and

tion is found in the love and self -sacrifice which make kerchiefs upon the head of every stature, to

led our Lord to the complete acceptance of his hunt souls ! ” The words of both clauses are figu.

human and earthly lot . He who “ emptied him- rative and have elicited many explanations, of

self ” “ took upon him the form of a servant.". ” which that given by Kliefoth seemsthemost prob

The two expressions are mutually explanatory. able : “ A double charge is brought against the

Thus He who was “ in the form of God ” and prophetesses. In the first place, they sew cover.

“ thought it not robbery to be equal with God," ings together to wrap round all the joints of God,

placed himself in relation to the Father in the lowly so that he cannot touch them ; i . e. , they cover up

position of a servant (John 5:30 ; 4:34 ; 17 :4 , 18 ; and conceal the word of God by their prophesy.

14:28 ; Matt. 26:39); he was also the servant of ing, more especially its rebuking and threatening

mankind (Matt. 20:28 ; Luke 22:26, 27) ; he never force, so that the threatening and judicial arm of

wrought miracles for himself, but often did so for God, which ought above all to become both mani.

others (comp. Matt . 4 : 3 , 4 ; 14:15-21 ; 16 :32–39) ; fest and effective through his prophetic word,does
he admitted and asserted a limitation to his not become either one or the other. In the sec.

knowledge with respect to one matter, but mani- ond place, they make coverings upon the heads of
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KEREN-HAPPUCH KIBROTH -HATTAAVAH

1 )

men, and construct them in such a form that they KEY. As an instrument for fastening, see

exactly fit the stature or size of every individual , Lock.

so that the men neither hear nor see ; i , e. , by Figurative. Because of its power to open to,

means of their flattering lies, which adapt them or exclude from , all treasures of a city or house, the

selves to the subjective inclinations of their hearers key is often used

at the time, they cover up the senses of the men, in Scripture as a

so that they retain neither ear nor eye for the symbolofpowerand

truth ." “ The Eastern women bind on their authority, whether
other ornaments with a rich embroidered hand. in Church or State.

kerchief, which is described by some travelers as Thus Isaiah speaks

completing the head -dress and falling, without (22:22) of the key

order, upon the hair behind . This would be a of David being giv

not unapt decoration for the purpose in question ” en to Eliakim, as

(McC and S., Cyc.). See Glossary. the most influential

KER’EN -HAP PUCH ( Heb. 2017 1.P.
adviser of the king.

The power of the
keh'-ren hap -pook ', paint-horn, i . e. , cosmeticbox),

keys consisted not
the name given to the youngest daughter of Job

after his restoration to prosperity (Job 42:14).
only in the super,

, vision of the royal

KEʻRIOTH (Heb. mi???, ker -ee- yoth ', build chambers, but also

ings). in deciding who

1. A city of southern Judah, and probably in.
was and who was

cluded within Simeon (Josh . 15:25). It seems to
not to be received

be the place alluded to in the name of Judas Is
into the king's

cariot, a native of Kerioth . It has been identified service,

with the ruins el-Kureitein, about ten miles S.
With reference

from Hebron. to the administra.

2. A city ofMoab mentioned by Jeremiah (Jer.
tion of the house

48:24, 41) and Amos (2 : 2 , A. V. “ Kirioth " ) in
of David in the

their prophecies of its overthrow by the Babylo higher sense, our

nians. Lord is represented

as having the key
KERNEL ( Heb. 1977, khar-tsan ', sharp, of David (Rev. 3 : 7),

sour), supposed by the Talmudists to mean the
Ancient Prison Keys . receiving and ex

grape stones, as opposed to the skin (“ husk , " cluding whom he
Num . 6 :4 ). The ancient versions refer it to the pleases , and committing to his apostles — to Peter

sour or unripe grapes themselves.
first as the most prominent member of the apos

KEROS(Heb.077or 07., kay -roce”,curved), tolic body — the keys of the kingdom (Matt.16:19;
one of the Nethinim whose descendants returned 18:18 ). See PETER.

with ZerubbabeltoJerusalemafter the captivity ual things istheScriptures
, which the Scribesre.

“The key of knowledge ” (Luke 11:52) of spirit

(Ezra 2:44 ; Neh. 7:47) , B. before 536.

KETTLE (Heb. 717, dood, boiling), a large by our Lord is that of knowledge being a temple,
served exclusively to themselves. The figure used

pot for cooking (1 Sam . 2:14 ; elsewhere rendered into which the Scribes should have led the people,

pot,” Psa. 81:6 ; Job 41:20 ; “ caldron ,” 2 Chron. but whose gate they closed and held the key with

35:13). From 1 Sam . 2:14, it is evident that this jealous care,even their commentaries hidingrather

vessel was usedin preparing the peace offerings, than revealing knowledge.

as it is said : “ All that the flesh hook brought up

the priest took for himself.” KEZI'A (Heb . 1757?, kets -ee-aw ', cassia ),

KETUʻRAH (Heb. 177707, ket-oo -raw ', in- Job's second daughter, born to him after his ad

versity (Job 42:14).
cense ), the second wife (or concubine, 1 Chron. 1 :

32) of Abraham (Gen. 25: 1 , 4). By Abraham she
KEʻZIZ (Heb. 7*??, kets-eets', abrupt), a city

had six sons, who, after they grew to manbood, of Benjamin ( Josh. 18:21, A. V. “ Valley of Ke

were established “ in the east country,” that they ziz " ), the name of which is still preserved in the

might not interfere with Isaac. It is generally Wady el Kaziz, on the road from Jerusalem to

supposed that she was married to Abraham after Jericho, southeast of the Apostles' Well.

the death of Sarah ; but against this it is urged KHAN, the more common Arabic name for

that it is very improbable that six sons should the establishments which correspond to our ind

have been born to Abraham by one woman, and (q . v . ).

that, too, after he was one hundred and forty

years old, and that he should have lived to sce KIB ROTH -HATTA'AVAH (Heb.nina ?

them arrive at adult age. It has therefore been 77927, kib - roth ' hal-tah-av-aw', graves of the long

suggested that Keturah had been Abraham's sec- ing), one of the stations of the Israelites, prob

ondary or concubine wife before the death of ably in Wady Murrah , about thirty miles N. E. of

Sarah, and that she was raised to the dignity of a Sinai. It was the scene of murmuring and discon

full wife after that event. Through the offspring tent,followed by most severe punishment (Num .

of Keturah Abraham became the " father of many 11:34 , 35 ; 33:16 , 17 ; Deut.9:22 ; Psa. 78:30, 31).
nations." Perhaps the same as Taherah .

>
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KIBZAIM KIDNEY

KIBʻZAIM ( Heb. 547, kib -tsak '-yim , a the purpose of separating from the blood certain

double heap ), a city of Ephraim , assigned to the materials which, when dissolved in a quantity of

Kohathite Levites (Josh. 21:22 ), called Jockmeam water, also separated from the blood , constitute
in 1 Chron . 6:68 . Its site has not been discovered . I the urine.

Gorge of the Kidron .

KID , the young of the goat. See ANIMAL KING- 1. The kidney with its surrounding fat was part

DOM ; SACRIFICIAL OFFERINGS. of the burnt offering (Exod. 29:13, 22 ; Lev. 3:4,

KIDNEY (Heb. 17 ? a, kil-yaw '; Gr. veøpós, 10, 15,; 4:9; 8:16, 25, etc.). See Sacrificial Or

nef-ros'). The kidneys, two in number, are situ- FERINGS,
ated in the back part of the abdomen, one on each 2. The Hebrew word is sometimes applied to

side of the vertebral column,and surrounded by kernels of grain, from their kidneylike shape

a mass of fat and areolar tissue. They are for | (Deut. 32:4 ) .
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1

KIDRON KINDRED

?

>

3. Figurative. When the kidney is used figu- 2 Kings 11:16). It then became the regular re.

ratively , it is rendered in the A. V. “ reins.” In the ceptacle for the impurities and abominations of

ancient system of physiology the kidneys, from the idol worship, when removed from the temple

their sensitiveness, were believed to be the seat of and destroyed by the adherents of Jehovah (2 Kings

desire ; and the Scripture brings the tenderestand 23 :4 , 6, 12 ; 2 Chron. 29:16 ; 30:14) ; and in the

mostinward experience of a manifold kind into time of Josiah this valley was the common ceme
association with them.

tery of Jerusalem (2 Kings 23: 6 ; Jer. 26:23 ; 31 ;

“ When man is suffering most deeply within he 40).

is pricked in his kidneys (reins, Psa. 73:21 ). When KIN . See KINDRED.

fretting affliction overcomes him, his kidneys are

cloven asunder (Job 16:13 ; comp. Lam . 3:13) ;
KI'NAH (Heb. ???, kee-naw ', a dirge), a city

when he rejoices profoundly, they exult (Prov. 23 in the extreme south of Judah toward Edom (Josh.

16) ; when he feels himself very penetratingly 15:22). “ The true position of Kinah can only be

warned, they chasten him (Psa. 16 :7); when he conjecturally located asnot far from the Dead

very earnestly longs, they are consumed away
Sea, possibly in Wady Fikreh."

within his body (Job 19:27) ; when he rages in . KINDNESS and LOVING - KINDNESS

wardly, they shake (1 Macc. 2:24). ... God is (Heb. Tom, kheh '-sed , desire, zeal), zeal toward
frequently called (Psa. 7:19 to the Apocalypse) another in a good sense : ( 1) Of men, as shown in

the Trier of the heart and reins; and of the un - doing mutual favors, benefits (Gen. 21:23 ;2 Sam .

godly it is said that God is far from their reins 10:2 ); compassion for the afflicted (Job 6:14, A. V.

(Jer. 12 : 2), i. e. , that he, being withdrawn back
pity”). The formula “ to do ” or “ show kind.

into himself, allows not himself to be perceived ness ” is very frequent in Scripture (2 Sam. 3: 8 ;

by them ” (Delitzsch , Psychology, p . 317 ).
9 : 1, 7), and in 2 Sam . 9 : 3 , there is the expression

“ The inward parts ” (Heb. ning, too -khoth ', “ that I may show the kindness of God unto him , "

Psa, 51 : 6 ; Job 38:36 ), are, without doubt, the i. e., “ like that of God,” or “ for the sake of God. ”

kidneys ; and Dr. Delitzsch (Psych ., p. 317 )'thus (2) Of God toward men, as shown in mercies,bene

disposes of these passages : “ In the latter pas.fits, etc. (Psa . 31:21; 107:43; 117:2, etc.). Kind

sage, which I translate, Who hath placed in the mess is also the rendering of the Gr. xpnotórns,

reins wisdom, and given to the cock (Heb. "??? (Rony.2:4;"Gal. 5:22, A. V. “ goodness " ; 2 Cor.
khray-stot -ace, moral ,

sek-ved '), insight ? ' the kidneys are regarded as the 6 :6 ; Eph .2:7 ; Col. 3:12).

organ of the faculty of foreboding, as the cock is

considered as a weather prognosticator."
KINDRED is the rendering in the A. V. of

the following Hebrew and Greek terms:
KID'RON ( Heb . 117 ?, kid -rone', dusky,

1. Mish-paw -khaw ' (Heb. - mpya,usually ren
gloomy ; Gr. Kedpisy, ked-rone', John 18:1, A. V. dered “ family " ). This word corresponds to our

Cedron” ), thebrook or wintry torrent which flows word clan,and is used of the different tribes of

through the Valley of Jehoshaphat. The name Canaanites (Gen. 10:18 ); a subdivision of the Is

was also applied to its bed , the valley of Kidron. raelites (Exod.6:14; Num. 1:20, etc.), and figu

It isthus described by Smith (Hist. Geog., p.511): ratively for a nation ( Jer. 5 : 9 ; 8 :3 ; 25:9; 20:32 ;

"To the north of Jerusalem begins the torrent. Mic. 2 :3), and is rendered kindred (Gen. 24:41;

bed of the Kidron. It sweeps past the Temple Josh. 6:23 ; Ruth 2 :3 ; Job 32 :2), in all of which

Mount, past what were afterward Calvary and it refers to relationship, to consanguinity, more

Gethsemane. It leaves the Mount of Olives and
or less remote.

Bethany to the left, Bethlehern far to the right .
2. Mo -leh ' -deth (Heb. nosia, lineage, nativity),

It plunges down among the bare terraces, preci.

pices, and crags of the wilderness of Judea — the hence a person born , a child (Gen. 28 : 9 ; Lev. 18 :

wilderness of the scapegoat. So barren and blis. 9, 11) ; persons of the same family or lineage (Gen.

tered , so furnacelike does it [ the valley) become 12:1; 24 :4 ; 31 : 3 ; 43 : 7 ; Num . 10:30 ; Esth . 2:10 ;
as it drops below the level of the sea , that it takes | 8 : 6 ) . In some of these instances the relation is

the name of Wady-en-Nar or the Fire Wady. At only that of common nationality.

last its dreary course brings it to the precipices 3. Mo -dah'ath (Heb. O'giz , acquaintance, Ruth

above the Dead Sea, into which it shoots its scanty 3 :2), is used to express blood relationship.

winter waters ; but all summer it is dry.” The
4. Ghel -ool-law” (Heb. pag, redemption ). This

valley is only twenty miles long, but with a descent

of three thousand nine hundred and twelve feet. term is applied to one who is so related as to pos.

The place where it enters the Jordan is a narrow sess the rights and obligations of a kinsman,

gorge about twelve hundred feet deep. “ Recent avenger (q. v. ) . It is generally used to denoté

excavations have brought to light the fact that either the thing redeemed (Ruth 4:6 ; Lev. 25:29 ,

the true bed of the Kidron is about forty feet etc.), or the redemption price (Lev. 25:26, etc. ) .

lower than its present bed , and about seventy feet It is rendered kindred in the A. V. only in Ezek.

11:15 .
nearer the sanctuary wall.” .

Kidron is the brook crossed by David when ilee- 5. Awkh (Heb. Tix, brother) . This term occurs

ing from Absalom (2 Sam . 15:23 , 30) ; Solomon as kindred in the A. V, only in 1 Chron. 12:29 ,

fixed upon it as the limit of Shimei's walks ( 1 Kings but occurs frequently elsewhere in a wide sense,

2:37); beside it Asa destroyed and burned his including all collateral relationships, whether by

mother's idol of Asherah (1 Kings 15:13); here consanguinity, affinity, or simple relationship.

Athaliah was executed (Josephus, Ant. , ix, 7, 3 ; | From this term comes brotherhood . The Hebrews
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KINE KING

etc.

also expressed consanguinity by such words and that they could not succeed against their formid.

phrases as flesh (Gen. 37:27 ; Isa. 58 : 7 ) ; bone and able enemies unless, like other nations, they placed

flesh (Gen. 29:14 ; Judg. 9 :2 ; 2 Sam . 5: 1, etc. ) ; themselves under the rule of a king. Probably

flesh of his flesh (A. V. near of kin ,” Lev. 18 : 6 ; another infuencing cause was the disgust excited

“ nigh of kin ," 25:49). by the corrupt administration of affairs by the

6. In the New Testament the following Greek sons of Samuel and the desire for a radical change

words are rendered kindred : ghen '-os (yévos), the (8: 3-5). Accordingly , the original idea of a Hebrew

most general and frequent term , our kin , i . e ., king was twofold: First, that he should lead the

blood -relationship; its derivative, soong-ghen '-i-ah people to battle in time of war ; and, secondly, that

(ovyyévela ), co-relationship ; pat-ree'-ah (Tarpia) he should execute judgment and justice to them in

(Acts 3:25), descent in a direct line (Luke 2:4 , war and in peace ( 8:20 ). (2) Powers. Besides

lineage ;" Eph. 3:15 , “ family " ) ; foo-lay'(quań), being commander in chief of the army, supreme

offshoot, a tribe (Rev. 5 : 9 ; 7 : 9 ; 11 :9 ; 13: 7, etc.), a judge and absolute master of the lives of his sub

tribe. Of the special names denoting relation by jects, the king exercised the power of imposing

consanguinity, the principal will be found ex- taxes upon them , and of exacting from them per.

plained undertheir proper heads, Father, BROTHER, sonal service and labor. The degree to which the

It will be there seen that the words which exaction of personal labor might be carried on a

denote near relation in the direct line are used also special occasion is illustrated by King Solomon's

for the other superior or inferior degrees in that requirements for building the temple. The king

line, as grandfather, grandson, etc. The words of Israel had also another claim to respect and

which express collateral consanguinity are : 1. Un. obedience, as the vicegerent of Jehovah ( 1 Sam .

cle ; 2. Aunt ; 3. Nephew ; 4. Niece (not in A. V. ) ; 10: 1 ; 16:13) , and , as it were, his son, if just and

õ . Cousin . The terms of affinity are : 1. (a ) Father- holy (2 Sam . 7:14 ; Psa. 89:26 , 27 ; 2 : 6 , 7). Set

in -law , (6) Mother -in -law ; 2. (a) Son - in-law , (6) apart as a consecrated ruler, and anointed with

Daughter-in-law ; 3. (a ) Brother -in -law , (6) Sister- the holy oil (Exod. 30:33 ; 1 Kings 1:39) , he be

in - law. The domestic and economical questions came “ the Lord's Anointed." (3) Court. A ruler

arising out of kindred may be classed under the who had so much authority, human and divine,

heads of Family, MARRIAGE, INHERITANCE, and was naturally distinguished by outward honors

Blood REVENGE.
and luxuries. Thus, gradually, he cameto have a

KINE. See ANIMAL KINGDOM. court of oriental magnificence. When the king.

Figurative. Kine is used figuratively : Of covered with pure gold,at the feet of which were
dom was at its height he sat on a throne of ivory,

proud and wealthy rulers (Amos 4:1); well favored, two figures of lions;and was dressed in roval

of years of plenty (Gen. 41:2, 26, 29); lean, of robes (1 Kings 22:10; 2 Chron. 18:9) ; his insignia

years of scarcity (41 :3 , 27 , 30). See Glossary.
were a golden crown, perhaps radiant with gems

KING (Heb. and Chald . 7 ???, meh '-lek, ruler ; | (2 Sam . 1:10 ; 12:30 ; 2 Kings 11:12 ; Psa. 21:3),

Gr. Bastleic, bas-il-yooce”). and a royal scepter. He was treated with the

1. General Use of Term . This term is used utmost consideration , those who approached him

with considerable latitude in Scripture, and is often bowing to the ground (1 Sam. 24: 8 ; 2 Sam . 19;

applied where some inferior epithet would corre. 24). He had a more or less extensive harem ,

spond better with modern ideas. Thus, when we guarded by eunuchs (1 Sam . 8:15 ; 2 Kings 24:12,

read of the king of Sodom ,ofGomorrah, of Adinah, 15, etc. ). (4) Succession . The law of succession

of Zeboim ( Gen. 14 : 2) —all towns lying within a to the throne is somewhat obscure, but it seems

very limited distance — it is manifest that we must most probable that the king during his lifetime

understand the term king in the sense of a local named his successor. This wascertainly the case

ruler. This, andmany similar notices, shows a pre- with David ( 1 Kings 1:30 ; 2:22) and with Reho.

vailing tendency in early times toward monarchical boam (2 Chron. 11:21, 22 ). At the same time, if

government. Whenever the people of a district no partiality for a favorite wife orson intervened,

settled down and formed themselves into a regular there would always be a natural bias of affection

community it was under the presidency of a regal in favor of the eldest son . (5 ) Officers. The re

head. Not in Egypt alone, but in Salem, in Gerar, corder, or chronicler, whose duty it was to write

in all the little towns to which the patriarchs the annals of the king's reign ; the scribe, or secre.

came, a king invariably appears on the scene . tary (2 Sam . 8:17 ; 20:25 ; 2 Kings 12:10, etc.);

Thus, in so small a country as Canaan thirty -one chief steward, or officer “ over the house ” (Isa.

kings were conquered by Joshua ( Josh. 12:9, 24) ; 22:15 ; 36:3) ; the king's friend (1 Kings 4:5)or

while Adonibezek speaks of having subdued seventy companion ; the keeper of the wardrobe (2 Kings

(Judg. 1:7 ). 10:22) ; the captain of the bodyguard (2 Sam . 20:

2.Hebrew Use of Term . Among the Is- 23 ); officers over the king's treasure, his store

raelites king was the title applied to the supreme houses, laborers, vineyards, olive trees , sycamore

head of the nation from about B. C. 1030–586 . trees , camels, and flocks (1 Chron. 27:25–31);

( 1 ) Occasion . The immediate occasion for the the commander in chief of the army (2 Sam .

substitution of a regal form of government for 11: 1 ; 20:23 ; 1 Chron . 27:34) ; the royal coun:

that of the judges (q. v.)seems to have been the selors (1 Chron. 27:32; Isa. 3 :3; 19:11, 13 ). (6)

siege of Jabesh-gilend by Nahash, king of the Revenues: the following sources are mentioned,

Ammonites (1 Sam . ch . 11; 12:12),and the refusal The royal demesnes, cornfields, vineyards, and

to allow the inhabitantsof that town to capitulate, olive gardens ; the produce of the royal Alocki

except on humiliating and cruel conditions ( 11 :2 , | ( 1 Sam. 21 : 7 ; 2 Sam . 13:23 ; 2 Chron. 26:10

4-6). The Israelites seem to have been convinced l i Chron. 27:25) ; a nominal tenth of the produce

a
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KINGDOM OF CHRIST KINSMAN

1

«

of corn lands and vineyards and of sheep ( 1 Sam. ginning ; it has its progressive development ; it

8:15, 17) ; a tribute from merchants who passed will come to an end (see 1 Cor. 15 :24-28 ).

through the Hebrew territory ( 1 Kings 10:14) ; It is called the kingdom of God because it origi

presents made by his subjects (1 Sam . 10:27; 16: nated in God as the Sovereign of the universe. It

20 ; 1 Kings 10:25 ; Psa . 72:10 ) ; in the time of is the kingdom of Christ, because to him as the

Solomon the king had trading vessels of his own God-man, the Redeemer of mankind, has been

at sea (1 Kings 10:22). It is probable that Solo- committed the headship of this kingdom . It is

mon and some other kings may have derived some the kingdom of heaven because of its origin, its

revenues from commercial ventures ( 1 Kings 9 : character and its aims .

28) ; the spoils of war taken from conquered na- The theocracy of the Old Dispensation, also the

tions and the tribute paid by them (2 Sam. 8 : 2, 7 , prophecies of the Old Testament, were in antici

8, 10; 1 Kings 4:21 ; 2 Chron. 27 :5) ; lastly, an pation of the kingdom which was declared to be

undefined power of exacting compulsory labor, to at hand ” when Christ entered upon his minis

which reference has been already made (1 Sam. 8 : try (Psa. 2:6–12; Isa . 32 : 1-3 ; 33:17, 27 ; Jer. 46 :

12, 13, 16). 18 ; Matt. 3 : 2 ; 4:17 ; 10 : 7 ). This kingdom was

3. New TestamentUse of Term . Owing the central and all -pervading theme of Christ's

to the peculiar political relations of the Jews the teaching (Matt. 12:28 ; Mark 1:14 ; Luke 4:43 , and

title “ king ” has very different significations: The many other places). The redemption wrought by

Roman emperor (1 Pet. 2:13, 17) ; and so the Christ, the salvation freely offered through him ,

seven kings” (Rev. 17:10) are thought to be the are the great distinguishing features of this king.

first seven Cæsars ; Herod Antipas (Matt. 14 :9 ; dom. Hence the Gospel is called the “ Gospel of

Mark 6:22), although he was only tetrarch (comp. the Kingdom (Matt. 4:23 ; 9:35 ; 24:14 ). The

Luke 3:19); the ten provincial representatives of prayer, “ Thy kingdom come,” is not only for the

the Roman government (Rev. 17:12), as being increasing effect of the Gospel, but for the com

supreme each in his own jurisdiction. plete realization of the power of Christ in the

4. Figurative. “ King ” is used symbolically world. This kingdom will end triumphantly with

to signify the possessor of supreme power (Prov. the final coming ofour Lord and thefinal judgment.

8:15, 16 ) ; it is applied to God, as the sole proper See JUDGMENT, FINAL ; Christ, KINGLY OFFICE

sovereign and ruler of the universe ( 1 Tim . 1:17) ; oF ; MESSIAH .

to Christ as the sole head and governor of his LITERATURE. – Van Oosterzee, Christ. Dogm .,

Church (1 Tim . 6:15 , 16 ; Matt. 27:11 ; Luke 19: vol. i, p. 67 ; vol. ii, 801, sq . i Hodge, system .

38 ; John 1:49 ; 18:33, 37) ; to men , as invested Theol., ii , 599, sq . ; ii, 855, sq. ; Weiss, Biblische

with regal authority by their fellows (Luke 22:25 ; Theologie, 45, sq.-E.Mc.

1 Tim . 2 : 1 , 2, etc.). The people of God are called KINGDOM OF ISRAEL. See ISRAEL,

kings and priests (Rev. 1 :6 ; comp. Psa. 49:14 ; KINGDOM OF ; Constitution of.

Dan. 7:22, 27 ; Matt. 19:28 ; Luke 22:29, 30 ;

1 Cor. 6 :2, 3, etc.) ; Death , the “ king of terrors "
KINGDOM OF JUDAH . See Judah, King.

( Job 18:14 ) ; the “ leviathan ” ( q. v .), “ a king

over all the children of pride” (Job 41:34). See
KINGLY OFFICE OF CHRIST. See

History, OLD TESTAMENT ; ISRAEL, KINGDOM JESUS, OFFICES OF.

KINGS, BOOKS OF. See Bible, Books of.

KINGDOM OF CHRIST, KINGDOM OF KING'S GARDEN . See GARDEN.

GOD, KINGDOM OF HEAVEN are terms KING'S HOUSE. See PALACE.

which in the free and popular language of the KING'S MOTHER. See QUEEN.

Bible are often used synonymously, but for the

proper understanding of which it is,nevertheless,
KING'S SEPULCHER. See TOMB.

necessary to observe the following distinctions : KINSFOLK , KINSMAN , KINSWOM

1. God is the absolute and eternal sovereign of AN , the rendering of several Hebrew words and

the universe. His rulership overthe earth and one Greek word, viz.: Sheh-ayrı ( 7 , Num .

mankind is but a part of hisuniversal dominion 27:11 ; ' “ kinswoman,” Lev. 13:12, 13 ; “ kinswom

( see, for example, Psa. 103 :19–22 ; Rev. 4:11 ).

Sovereignty in this sense belongs to Christ as a
en ,” 18:17). Mo-dah' ( 3'3012," kinswoman,” Prov.

divine person (comp. Psa. 45 : 6 ; Heb. 1 : 8). 7 :4). Kaw -robe (2177,literally,near, “ kinsfolk , "

2. The Scriptures also represent Christ as king Job 19:14 ; “ kinsmen, ” Psa. 38:11). Yaw -dah'

in the particular and more restricted sense of ( Y7;, literally, to know, “ kinsfolks,” 2 Kings

being the King of Saints . He is the head of his
Church .

In this sense his kingdom admits of 10:11 ; " kinsman,” Ruth2:1). Soong-ghen -ace'

increase; and though it has its beginning in time Couryevís, relative, “ kinsfolk ,” Luke 2:44 ;21:16 ;

it iseverlasting (see Luke 1:32, 33 ; Eph. 1:22, 23 ;" kinsman,” Luke 14:12 ; Acts 10:24; Rom.9:3,

Col. 1:18 ; Rev. 15 : 3).
out etc.).

3. God has set up by Jesus Christ the special
KINSMAN (Heb . 588, go - ale ', redeemer ). This

economy of the mediatorial kingdom, the clearly Hebrew term for kinsman is used to imply certain

revealed purpose of which is to exercise the obligations arising out of that relationship, and

gracious rulership of God over the sinful world of has for its primary meaning coming to the help or

mankind, and to accomplish the great end of sal. rescue of one. The goale among the Hebrewswas

vation. It is to this kingdom that the Scriptures, the nearest living male blood relation, and on him

and especially those of the New Testament, most devolved certain duties to his next of kin.

frequently refer. This kingdom has had its be- 1. Blood Avenger. The most striking office

DOM OF.

OF .
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>

of the kinsman (goale) was that of blood avenger a strongly fortified city of Moab, which is now

(q. v. ). Although the word is peculiar to the He- known as Kerak, and is distant from Jeru .

brew language , the institution which it represents salem about fifty miles as the crow flies. Joram ,

is common to several branches of the Semites. king of Israel, took the city, and destroyed all but

“ The unit of Semitic society is the clan, a body its walls (2 Kings 3:25). Mesha, its king, endeav.

of persons united to one another by blood, a fam- ored with seven hundred men to fight his way

ily on a somewhat enlarged scale. The members through the besiegers; but when this attempt

of the clan, closely bound by blood ties to one an. failed , in his desperation, he took his firstborn

other, feel a mutual responsibility for one another. son, who was to succeed him as king, and offered

A wrong done to a single member is a crime him as a sacrifice upon the wall . From the other

against the entire clan. The obligation, therefore, passage cited it would appear to have been re

rests upon the clan to punish the wrongdoer ; and stored before Isaiah's time, and ravaged by the

in the case of a murder committed it is a positive Babylonians.

obligation to seek, not, indeed, vengeance, but KIRIOTH (Amos 2:2). See KERIOTH .

avengeance. The blood of the murdered man

cries up from the ground, and the cry is heard
KIRʻJATH (Heb. ???, keer -yath ', city), a

loudest by that member of the clan who stands city belonging to Benjamin (Josh . 18:28 ). By some
nearest to the dead. The crime consists in the it is identified with Kirjath-jearim, but this is dis.

spilling of the blood-its waste, rather than in the puted.

extinction of life . The son is enjoined to avenge KIRJATHAIM (Heb. On???, keer-yaw

the blood of his father, the brother is obliged to thah '-yim , double city), or “ Kiriathaim . ”

punish a crime committed against his sister.
1. A city of refuge in Naphtali ( 1 Chron . 6:76) ;

Lynch law ' is the most primitive form of justice ; elsewhere (Josh. 21:32) called Kartan (q. v.).

and goale is the "avenger,' legitimately consti. 2. Avery ancient town east of Jordan, from
tuted as such, and recognized by the verdict of which the gigantic Emim (q. v.)were expelled by

ancient Semitic society.” If the killing was acci- the Moabites (Gen. 14 :5, A. V. “ Kiriathaim ; "

dental the goale had no claim , unless the slayer comp. Deut. 2: 9, 10). It was next held by the

left the city of refuge before the death of the Amorites, from whom it was taken by the Israel.

high priest in whose reign the crime was com- ites, and assigned to Reuben (Num. 32:37; Josh .
mitted.

13:19). During the Assyrian exile the Moabites

2. Redeemer. It was the duty of a kinsman again took possession of this and other towns (Jer.
(i. e. , “ redeemer ” ) to redeem the paternal estate 48 : 1 ; Ezek. 25 : 9 , A. V. both “ Kiriathaim ");
which his nearest relative might have sold through Harper and others identified it with the ruins of

poverty (Lev. 25:25 ; Ruth 4 :4 ), to ransom his kins- El Kŭreiyât, between Madeba and Dibon.

man who may have sold himself (Lev. 25:47, sq .),

to act as go-between in case a person wished to KIR'JATH -AR'BA (Heb. 59978 02 ??, keer.

make restitution to a relative. If there was no yath' ar -bal', city of Arbah ), a city in the mount.

kinsman, then the compensation went to the ains ofJudah, andnamed after Arba the Anakite
priest, as representing Jehovah, the king of Israel (Gen. 23 :2 ; Josh . 14:15 ; 15:54 ; 20: 7 ; Judg. 1:10 ;

(Num . 5 : 6, sq . ) . From Ruth (chaps 3, 4) it has Neh . 11:25), but better known as HEBRON (q. v. ) .

been inferred that among the duties of kinsman • The place still exists as a smalltown on the road

( goale) was that of marrying the widow of a de- from Jerusalem to Beersheba, called by the Arabs

ceased kinsman's widow. But the Levirate law el Khalil” (K. and D., Com. , on Gen. 23: 2).

expressly limits the obligation to a brother. The KIR'JATH -ARIM (Ezra 2:25). See KiR

nearest kinsman had the right to redeem the land, JATH- JEARIM.

which, perhaps, involved the marrying the widow KIR'JATH -BA'AL (Heb. Sa nap, keer.

of the deceased owner, according to usage. See

MARRIAGE, LEVIRATE ; REDEEMER.
yath' bah '-al, city of Baal), another name ( Josh.

15:60 ; 18:14) for KIRJATH -JEARIM (q . v. ) ,

KIR (Heb.7, keer, fortress), the place to KIRʻJATH - HUʼZOTH (Heb. Disa n ???,

which Tiglath-pileser led captive the people of keer-yath ' khoo -tsoth ', city of streets), a city of

Damascus (2 Kings 16:9), according to the proph- Moab, to which Balak took Balaam to offer up sac

ecy of Amos (1:3-5), and from which at some time rifice (Num . 22:39). Balak undoubtedly expected

the Aramæans emigrated to Syria (Amos 9:?).through these offerings to propitiate Jehovah and
Delitzsch ( Com ., on Isa. 22:6 ) identifies the Kir in secure his favor to the Moabites. It was near

this passage with that mentioned in Kings and Bamoth-baal (v. 41).

Amos. It seems to have been situated on the river

Kur (Cyrus, Gr. Kūpos), which takes its rise in
KIR'JATH -JE'ARIM (Heb. Onn???,

Armenia. keer.yatli yeh -aw -reem ', city of forests; KIR'

KIR OF MOAB (Heb. 5X112-77?, keer-mo- JATH -ARIM , contracted form , barn???,

awb'), one of the two strongly fortified cities of keer-yath' aw-reem), a Gibeonite town (Josb .9:17),

Moab (Isa. 15 : 1 ), the other being Ar. It is prob- first assigned to Judah (Josh. 15:60 ; Judg. 18:2),

ably the same with KIR -HARASETH (q. v. ). but afterward to Benjamin ( Josh. 18:28 ). It was

called Baalah (16 :9 ) and Kirjath -baal (v. 60).
KIR - HAR’ASETH (Heb.no 77, keer “ This must have lain somewhere about Mount

khar -eh '-seth, 2 Kings 3:25 ; “ Kir-hareseth,” Jearim , the rugged, wooded highlands which look
Isa . 16: 7 ; '“ Kir-haresh ,” 16:11 ; “ Kir -heres," down on the basin of Sorek from the north of the

Jer. 48:31 , 36 ; and Kir of Moab, Isa. 15 : 1 ), I great defile. But the exact site is not known with

>
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KIRJATH -SANNAH KISHON

certainty. Some think that it was the present but “ it is an evidence that libraries existed in

Kuriet 'Enab tothe north of Mount Jearim , and Canaan at the time of Israel's invasion, and that

others Khurbet 'Erma to the south , near the mouth the age of the Exodus was one of literature and

of the great defile. Each of these, it is claimed, books, of readers and writers.”

echoes the ancient name ; each suits the descrip- KISH (Heb. W"?, keesh, a bow or horn ).

tions of Kirjath-jearim in the Old Testament. For
1. The father of King Saul ( 1 Sam. 9 : 3 ; 10:11 ,

the story of the ark Khurbet 'Erma has the ad

vantage, lying close to Beth -shemesh ,and yet in 21 ; 14:51; '1 Chron. 9:39 ; 12 : 1 ; 26:28). He was

the hill country. Leaving the question of the a wealthy Benjamite, the son of Ner ( 1 Chron.

exact site open, we must be satisfied with the 8:33 ; 9:39 ), and grandson of Abiel , the “

knowledge that Kirjath - jearim Jay on the western of ( 1 Sam . 9 :1 ), being used in the general sense of

border of Benjamin ; once the ark was set there ; male descendant. No incident respecting him is

it was off the debatable ground of the Shephelah mentioned with the exception of his sending Saul

and within Israel's proper territory. Here in the after the lost asses ( 9:3), and that he was buried

field ofthe woods it rested till David brought it up in Zelah (2 Sam . 21:14 ), B. C. about 1060. He is

to Jerusalem (2 Sam .6 : 2, 3, 12 ; 1 Chron. 15 : 1-29; called Cis in Acts 13:21.

comp. Psa. 132), and that was probably why Kir- 2. The third son of Jehiel (of Gibeon ) and

jath -jearim was also called Kirjath -baal,or Baal of Maachah, a Benjamite of Jerusalem (1 Chron.

Judah, for in those times Baal was not a name of | 8:30 ; 9:36), B. C. about 1618 .

son

Kirjath - jearim - Kuriet ' Enab.

reproach, but the title even of Jehovah as Lord 3. The second son of Mahli (grandson of Levi ).

and Preserver of his people's land ” (Smith, Hist. His sons married their cousins, the daughters of

Geog ., p. 225). his brother Eleazar ( 1 Chron . 23:21 , 22 ; 24:29),

KIR'JATH -SAN’NAH (Heb. po . , B. C. probably before 1210.

keer -yath ' san -naw ') and KIR'JATH -SE'
4. Another Levite, also of the familyof Merari.

PHER (Heb. 2001???, keer-yath ' say ’- fer, both cleansing thetemple (2 Chron . 29:12) , B. C. 719.

He was the son of Abdi , and assisted Hezekiah in

meaning the city of books, or instruction ), and 5. A Benjamite, and great-grandfather of Mor

called in later times Debir (q . v . ), a Canaanitish decai (Esth . 2:5 ), B. C. considerably before 478.

royal city (Josh . 10:38) , which fell to Judah ( Josh . KISH'I (1 Chron . 6:44) . See KUSHAIAH.

15:48 ; comp. Judg. 1:11 ). It was situated in the

KISH'ION (Heb. 1997., kish -yone', hard
mountains of Judah, was taken from the Canaan

ites by Joshua(10:38), retaken by Canaanites, ground), a city of Issachar (Josh. 19:20), assigned
and carried by storm by Othniel ( 15:15–17), and to the Levites of the family ofGershonand fora

was later assigned to the priests ( Josh . 21:15; city of refuge (21:28 , A. V.“ Kishon ”). It is

1 Chron . 6:58). “ The name (Kirjath -sannah, or erroneously called Kedesh (1 Chron. 6:72).

sepher) implies the character of the place ; it KI'SHON (Heb. ziuar, kee-shone', winding),

must have been the seat of a library like those of and “ Kison ," Psa. 83 : 9 ; also known as the " waters

the great cities of Babylonia and Assyria — a of Megiddo " (Judg.5 :19),a torrent or winter stream

library which doubtless consisted in a large meas- in Central Palestine. It rises in the hillsabout Tabor

ure of books on clay that may yet be brought to and Gilboa, and running in a northeast direction

light. It was also known as Debir, a word which through the plains of Esdrælon and Acre, empties

is rendered ' the oracle ' in the A. V. of 1 Kings 6 : 5 . into the Mediterranean Sea at the foot of Mount

It was essentially a place of speaking ,' wherein Carmel. The two channels of the stream unite a

the oracles of the godwere delivered to his priests. few miles N. of Magiddo. “ The channel of the

It was thus a fitting spot for the site of a great united stream is here deep and miry, the ground

library ” (Sayce, High. Crit., p. 54, sq . ). Kirjath- for some distance on each side is low and marshy,

sepher was overthrown and its library buried and the fords during winter are always difficult,

under its ruins, and, indeed, its very site forgotten ; and often , after heavy rain, impassable ; yet in
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"

summer, even here, the whole plain and river bed making it the same as Suffdrieh in Galilee (Harper,
are dry and hard ” (Robinson, ii , 364). Indeed, Bib. and Mod . Dis. , p. 180 ).

during the greater part of the year the stream is KITTIM . See CHITTIM .

confined to a few miles next the sea. The modern
KNEAD (Heb. w7s, loosh ), the preparationof

name is Nahr el-Mokattah, i. e., “ the river of dough by working it intoa mass with the bands;

slaughter ” ( comp. 1 Kings 18:40 ). In the song a task usually performed by women (Gen. 18:6 ;

of Deborah (Judg. 5:21 ) it is spokenof as “ that i Sam. 28:24 ; 2 Sam . 13:8, etc.), but sometimes

ancient river.”

by men (Hos. 7 :4).
It was a little to the south of Kishon, viz., at

Megiddo, that SISERA (q . v .) was defeated . While KNEADING TROUGH (Heb.nu ,mish

the battle raged a violent storm of wind and rain eh ’-reth ), the vessel in which the dough was mixed

came (5:20, 21 ), and the plain became a marsh and leavened and then left to rise (Exod. 8 : 3 ; 12:

and the dry river bed a foaming torrent. This, of 34 ; store ” in Deut. 28:5 , 17). The Arabs use

course, greatly interfered with the fighting of for this purpose a leather which can be drawn up

Sisera's cavalry and charioteers . Kishon was into a bag by running a cord along the border, in

also the scene of the destruction of the prophets which they often prepare and carry their dough.

of Baal. Their slaughter doubtless took place it is not probable that thetroughs of the Hebrews,

near the foot of Carmel. “ This spot is now fixed in the references above, were like these, as they

with all but certainty at the east end of the were not a nomadic people. See BREAD.

mountain, to which the name is still attached of
KNEE (Heb. and Chald. 7.2, beh'-rek ; Gr.

El-Mahraka, “ the burning ' (McC. and S., Cyc.). yovú, gon-00%); KNEEL (Heb. 7-9, baw -rak ;

KI'SON (Psa. 83:9), another form of Kishon Gr. YowneTÉW, gon -00 -pel -eh '-o, to bend the knee).
( q. v .).

The expression “ to bend the knee ” has for its

KISS (Heb. Puz, naw -shak' ; Gr. pianua, fil - primary notion that ofbreaking down, and then to

ay-mah). Kissing the lips by way of affection invoke God , to bless (2 Chron. 6:13 ; Psa. 95 :6 ;

ate salutation was customary among near rel. Dan. 6:10 ; Matt. 17:14 ). To bend the knee sig

atives of both sexes, both in patriarchal and nifies also to give or receive a blessing, because

in later times (Gen. 29:11 ; Cant. 8: 1 ). Between the person blessed kneels. In this sense it refers

individuals of the same sex , and in a limited to : ( 1 ) The benediction of dying parents (Gen.

degree between those of different sexes, the 27:4 , 7, 10, 19) ; (2 ) of the priest to the people

kiss on the cheek as a mark of respect or (Lev. 9:22, 23) ; (3) of a prophet (Num . 24: 1 ; Deut.

an act of salutation has at all times been cus- | 33: 1 ). It also signifies “ to salute ,” which is con

tomary in the East, and can hardly he said to be nected with blessing (2 Kings 4:29).

extinct even in Europe. In the Christian Church The expression, " And he made his camels to

the kiss of charity was practiced not only as a kneel down ” (Gen. 24:11 ), means that they were to

friendly salutation, but as an act symbolical of rest.

Jove and Christian brotherhood (Rom. 16:16 ; “ To bow the knee " is to perform an act of

1 Cor. 16:20 ; 2 Cor. 13:12 ; 1 Thess. 5:26 , 1 Pet. worship ( 1 Kings 19:18 ; Isa. 66: 3 , where the ren

5:14) . It was embodied in the earlier Christian dering is “ he blessed an idol " ).

offices, and has been continued in some of those Kneeling in prayer was a practice of great

now in use . Among the Arabs the women and antiquity;and references are made to it in both

children kiss the beards of their husbands or the Old Testament andNew Testament (2 Chron .

fathers. The superior returns thesalute by a kiss 6:13 ; Psa. 95: 6 ; Dan. 6:10 ; Luke 22:41 ; Acts 7 :

on the forehead . In Egypt an inferior kisses the 60 ; 9:40 ; 21 : 5 ; Eph. 3:14).

hand of a superior, generally on the back, but Figurative. Knees are used symbolically for

sometimes, as a special favor, on the palm also. persons (Job 4 :4 ; Heb. 12:12).

To testify abject submission, and in asking favors, KNIFE, the rendering of several Hebrew

the feet are often kissed instead of the hand. The terms, but not important enough to be given.

written decrees of a sovereign are kissed in token 1. Material. The knives of the Egyptians,

of respect ; even the ground is sometimes kissed and of other nations in early times, were probably

by orientals in the fullness of their submission only of hard stone, and the use of the flint or

(Gen. 41:40 ; 1 Sam . 24 : 8 ; Psa . 72:9, etc.). Kiss - stone knife was sometimes retained for sacred

ing is spoken of in Scripture as a mark of respect purposes after the introduction of iron and steel.

or adoration to idols ( 1 Kings 19:18 ; Hos . 13 : 2) , Herodotus (ii, 86) mentions knives both of iron

(Smith, Bib. Dict. , 8. v. ) . and of stone in different stages of the same proc

KITE . See Animal KINGDOM. ess of embalming. The same may perhaps be

KITHʻLISH (Heb. wybing, kith -leesh ', wall of said to some extent of the Hebrews.
2. Uses, etc. In their meals the Jews, like

man) ,a town in the valley of Judah (Josh. 15:40). other orientals,made little use of knives, butthey

It is identified by some with Jelameh ; by others

it isthought to be found in Tell Chilchis, to the for food or sacrifice, as well as cutting up the
were required both for slaughtering animals either

S. S. E. of Beit- jibrin .
carcases (Lev. 7:33 , 34 ; 8:15 , 20, 25 ; 9:13 ; Num.

KIT RON (Heb. jiny?, kit-rone”, figurative, 18:18 ;1 Sam. 9:24, etc.). Smallerknives were in
knotty ), a city in Zebulun, from which the Israel . use for paring fruit ( Joseph ) and for sharpening

ites did not expel the Canaanites (Judg. 1:30), pens (Jer. 36:23). The razor was often used for

probably the same as Kattath (q . v .). It has not Nazaritic purposes, for which a special chamber

been identified, unless the Talmud is correctin was reserved in the temple (Num . 6 :8 , 9, 19 ,
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Ezek . 6: 1 , etc.). The pruning hooks of Isa . 18 :5 8:29); to cherish (John 10:27) ; to experience

were probably curved knives. The lancets of the ( Eph . 3:19). In Joh 7:10 it is used of an inani.

priests of Baal were, probably, pointed knives mate object, “ He shall return no more to his

( 1 Kings 18:28) (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt.; Smith, house, neither shall his place know him any more.”

Dict., s . v.) ; and the suffering caused by cutting By a euphemism “ to know ” frequently denotes

themselves with these knives was supposed to sexual connection (Gen. 44 : 1 ).

secure from Baal a favorable hearing. The knives Knowledge niay be partial ( 1 Cor. 13 : 9) . It im

which with other articles of temple furniture were plies discovery, detection ; as through the law

brought back from Babylon were doubtless used comes the knowledge of sin (Rom . 3:20). Knowl.

for killing and dissecting the sacred victims (Ezra edge is spoken of as an emblematical person, and

1:9). as the gift of God (Prov. 1:29 ; 8:10, etc.). Knowl.

KNOCK (Heb. 297, daw -fak ' ; Gr. Kpouw, edge may be perverted, and thus becometheme

kroo'o ; Cant. 5:2; Judg. 19:22, “ beat ; " Matt. dium of evil (Isa . 47:10; Rom. 1:28; 1 Cor. 8:1).

7: 7 ; Rev. 3:20, etc.). Though orientals are very Respecting divine knowledge, see OMNISCIENCE.

jealous of their privacy, yet they never knock
KO'A (Heb. yip, ko'-ah, perhaps cutting off).

when about to enter your room , but walk in with . This word occurs only in Ezek. 23:23 , in the pro

out warning or ceremony. It is nearly impossible phetic denunciations of punishment to the Jewish

to teach Arab servants to knock at your door. people from the various nations whose idolatries

They give warning at the outer gate, or entrance, they had adopted : “ The Babylonians, and all the

either by calling or knocking. To stand and call Chaldeans, Pekod andShoa, andKoa, and all the
is a very common and respectful mode ; and thus Assyrians with them . ” In the last three words

it was in Bible times, and to it there are many there is some obscurity, which the older theo
very interesting allusions. Moses commanded the logians have almost unanimously taken to be the

holder of a pledge to stand without, and call to names of differenttribes in the Chaldean empire.

the owner thereof to come forth (Deut. 24:10). Ewald also adopts this view, but it is certainly

This was to avoid the insolent intrusion of cruel incorrect ” (Keil, Com ., in loc.). Gesenius (Heb.

creditors. Peter stood knocking at the outer | Lex ., s . v .) says that “ Koa is a he-carnel, stallion,

gate door (Acts 12:13, 16), and so did the three then figuratively a prince, noble.

men sent to Joppa by Cornelius (Acts 10:17, 18) . KOʻHATH (Heb. 017?, keh-hawth ', allied, as

The idea is that the guard over your privacy is to sembly), the second son of Levi (Gen. 46:11), and

be placed at the entrance to your premises

(Thomson, Land andBook, i,191, sq.). Theexpres- (Num . 3:19).Of his personal history we only
the father of Amram, Izehar, Hebron, and Uzziel

sion, " ask, seek, knock” (Matt. 7:7 ; Luke 11 : 9), know that he went down to Egypt with Levi and

is the climax depicting the rising of prayer into Jacob (Gen. 46:11); that his sister was Jochebed

intense fervor.
KNOP, an old form of knob, and the render. (Exod. 6:20); and thathelivedto the age of

one hundred and thirty -three years (6:18) , B. C.

ing of two Hebrew words.
about 2000. His descendants, the KOHATUITES

1. Kaf-tore (Heb. mmpz, a chaplet), in the de- (q.v.), formed oneof thethree great divisions of

scription (Exod. 25:31-36 ; 37:17–22) of the golden the Levites, and contained the priestly family

candlestick (q. v . ), where it is directed that each descended from Aaron (6 :18–20). In the service

branch of the candlestick should be made of of the tabernacle their duty was to bear the ark

"three bowls like unto almonds, with a knop and and the sacred vessels (Num . 4:15 ; 7 : 9) . The in

a flower,” etc. heritance of the Kohathites who were not priests

2. Peh- kak '- im (Heb. 5997?), mentioned as
lay in the half tribe of Manasseh in Ephraim

part of the carving which formed the inward ( 1 Chron. 6 :61–70) and in Dan ( Josh. 21:5, 20-26).

decoration of the temple; “ The cedar of the
KOʻHATHITES, the descendants of Kobath ,

house within was carved with knops and open
the second of the three sons of Levi (Gershon,

flowers.” (1 Kings 6:18). Knops also formed the Kohath, Merari), from whom the three principal

ornamentation of the molten sea (7:24). See
divisions of the Levites derived their name (Gen.

GLOSSARY ; TABERNACLE .
46:11 ; Num . 3:17 ; 2 Chron. 34:12 , etc.). See

KNOW , KNOWLEDGE (Hebrew most fre
LEVITES, 5 ( 1 ).

KOLA'IAH ( Ileb. 27, ko -law -yaw ", voice of
quent, Heb. 977, yaw -dah ’; Gr. ylvãokw, ghin -oce'

ko, each having a wide variety of meaning ). Both Jehovah).

terms havethe meaning of coming to know, i, e., which latter dwelt' in Jerusalem after the captivity1. A Benjamite, and remote ancestor of Sallu ,

gaining a knowledge ; and to know, i . e . , to have

knowledge of. The verb yawdah signifies toper- (Neh. 11: 7 ), B. C. long before 445.

ceive, discern, become aware of, e. g. , with the eyes 2. The father of Ahab , which latter was a false

(Isa. 6 :9); with themind, hence, to understand, to prophet denounced by Jeremiah (Jer. 29:21), B. C.

comprehend (Gen. 8:11; Judg. 13:21 ; 1 Sam. about 626 .

20:33 ) . It is often used with the idea of intent KOʻRAH (Heb. 1737, ko' -rakh, ice ).
and

purpose, to observe, mark (1 Sam. 23:22 ; Job 1. The third son of Esau by his Ca

with the like idea of volition , i. e . , to see naanite concubine Aholibamah (Gen. 36 : 5 , 14, 18 ;

after, care for, regard (Gen. 39: 6 ; Prov. 9:13 ; 1 Chron . 1:35), B. C. about 2100. He was born in
27:23 ; Isa. 61 :7). Canaan before Esau migrated to Mount Seir (Gen.

The expression “ to know " sometimes means to 36 :5-9), and became the head of a petty Edom

approve of and take delight in (Psa. 1 : 6 ; Rom. I itish tribe (36:18), where “ duke” means “ tribe

)

5:27) ;
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head .” · Korah, in Gen. 36:16 , has probably been they could not avert the bursting forth of wrath

copied by mistake from v. 18 " (K. and D., Com. , ful judgment. A plague destroyed fourteen thou.

in loc. ). sand seven hundred (vers. 41-50), and the high

2. The Levite who conspired with Dathan priesthood of Aaron was confirmed ( ch . 17). As

and Abiram against Moses. Korah was the son the descendants of Korah afterward became emi.

of Izhar, the brother of Amram , the father of nent in the Levitical service, it is clear that his

Moses and Aaron, making him cousin to these sons were spared. They were probably living in

leaders of Israel (Exod. 6:21 ; Num. 16 : 1 ). About separate tents, or separated themselves from the

all that we know of Korah is in connection with conspirators at the command of Moses. He is re

the conspiracy of which he was one of the leaders ferred to in Num . 26:9-11 ; 1Chron . 6:22, 37.

(Num. 16 :1-49). (1) Reasons for conspiracy. In Jude (v. 11; A.V. “ Core ") Korah is coupled

Korah was probably influenced by jealousy be with Cain and Balaam , and isheld up as a warn

cause the high honors and privileges of the priest- ing to presumptuous and self-seeking teachers.

hood had been exclusively appropriated by the 3. Son of Hebron. The eldest of the four

family of Aaron. Moses having supremeauthority sons of Hebron, of the family of Caleb and tribe

in civil affairs, the whole power over the nation of Judah (1 Chron. 2:43), B. C. considerably after

would seem to have been engrossed by him and 1191 .

Aaron. “ The particular grievance which rankled KOʻRAHITE (1 Chron . 9:19, 31), Korhite, or

in the minds ofKorah and his company was their Korathite, that portion of the Kohathite Levites
exclusion from the office of priesthood — and their who were descended from KORAH (q. v.). See

being confined — those among them who were Le. LEVITES, 5 (1 ).

vites — to the inferior service of the tabernacle.” KOʻRATHITES, THE (Num . 26:58). See
(2) Complaint. Having joined to himself Dathan

KORAHITE.

and Abiram and two hundred and fifty “ princes

of the assembly," Korah appeared with them be.
KOʻRE (Heb. 8ip, ko -ray', crier, or a part

fore Moses and Aaron, and charged them with ridge).

usurpation of privileges and offices rightfully be- 1. A Levite, the son of Ebiasaph, and father of

longing to others. Moses no sooner heard this Shallum , who was doorkeeper of the tabernacle

chargethan he fell upon his face, as if to refer the (1 Chron. 9:19 ) . In 1 Chron . 26 : 1 , Kore is named

matter to the Lord (comp.Num . 14 :5),and declared as the father of Meshelemiah (or Shelemiah ), a
that the decision should be left to Jehovah. He temple warden, B. C. about 960.

told them to appear the next day with censers and 2. ( 1 Chron . 26:19). Erroneous translation for

incense . ( 3) Destruction. The next day the rebels Korahites.

presented themselves before the tabernacle, along 3. Son of Imnah, a Levitical keeper of the

with Moses and Aaron ; and the whole congrega- East Gate, appointed by Hezekiah to receive the

tion were gathered at the instigation of Korah. thank offerings and distribute them to the priests

The Shekinah appeared, and a voice commanded (2 Chron. 31:14), B. C. 719.

Moses and Aaron to separate themselves from the KOR’HITES, THE (Exod. 6:24 ; 1 Chron . 12 :

congregation, that they might not share in its 6 ; 26: 1 ; 2 Chron. 20:19). See KORAHITE.
destruction for making common cause with the

KOZ (Heb. yip, kotse, a thorn ), the head of
conspirators. The two leaders prayed that the
people might be spared, and that Jehovah would the seventh division of priests according to the

confine his wrath to the leaders of the rebellion. arrangement of David ( 1 Chron . 24:10, where the

Thecongregation, instructedbyMoses, withdrew; is probably the same whose descendants wereex
name istranslated Hakkoz, B. C. about 960. He

and, after Moses had appealedto whatwasabout cluded by Nehemiah from the priesthood because

to happen as a proof of the authorityby which he of theirdefectivepedigree (Ezra 2:61; Neh. 7:63).
hadacted, the earth opened and then closed over to thesamefamilyseems to have belonged Mere

the fallen tents ofKorah, Dathan , and Abiram . moth, who repairedtwoportions of the walls of
The other two hundred and fifty rebels , who were
probably in front of the tabernacle, were then Jerusalem , one portion of which extended from
consumed by “fire from the Lord,” 'B. C. about thedoorofthe high priest's house to theend of it.
1190. The censers of the rebels were made into (Neh. 3 :4, 21 ). See Coz.

plates to form an outer covering to the altar, a KUSHAIAH (Heb. 17.017, koo-shaw -yaw '.

warning of the just judgment of God (v. 37, sq . ). hoo, entrapped of Jah ), a Merarite Levite, whose
The next morning the whole congregation mur- son Ethan was appointed a chief assistant of

mured against Moses and Aaron, and charged them Heman in the temple music by David (1 Chron .

with having slain the people of Jehovah. Not- 15:17), B.C. about 960. In 1 Chron. 6:44, he is

withstanding the prayers of Moses and his brother, I called Kishi.
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LA'ADAH (Heb. 772, lah -daw ', uncertain | Hebrew and Greek terms. The teaching of Scrip

meaning), the second son of Shelah (son of Judah), ture (Gen. 2:15) is that man, even in his state of

and “ father ” (founder) of Mareshah (1 Chron . 4:21 ). innocency, was to lead a life of activity, which was

LA'ADAN (Heb. 1772, lah -dawn ', as above). lessness of theweary toil into which he was
very different, however, from the trouble and rest.

1. An Ephraimite, theson of Tahan, and grand plunged by sin . Exercise of some kind was essen

father of Elishama, which latter was prince of his tial to his wellbeing (Eccl. 5:12) . In consequence

tribe at the Exodus ( 1 Chron. 7:26), B. C. before of the fall , the earth no longer yielded spontane

1210.
ouslythe fruits requisite for man's maintenance, but

2. The first named of the two sons of Gershom , he was obliged to secure the necessaries of life by
the son of Levi (1 Chron. 23 : 7–9 ; 26:21). He labor and strenuous exertion (Gen. 3:19).

is called Libni (6:17). Keil ( Com ., in loc.) thinks “Work, as distinguished from labor, is not so
that Laadan was a later descendant of Gershom much a term denoting a lighter kind of labor as a

thanLibni, and that the Shimei of v. 9 was a de- general and comprehensive term applied to the

scendant of Libni, not elsewhere mentioned.
performance of any task , whether easy or severe.

LABAN (Heb. 775, law -bawn ', white). 57753 ( ab -o-daw ') is the execution of a definite

1. The son of Bethuel (Gen. 28 : 5 ) , grandson of daily task , whether in field labor (Psa. 104:23) and

Nahor, Abraham's kinsman, and brother of Re- mechanical employment (Exod. 39:32) on the one

bekah (Gen. 24:15, 29 ); an Aramæan herd owner hand, or priestly service and the duties connected

of Mesopotamia. He united with his father, ac- with the worship on the other (Exod. 12:25, 26 ;

cording to the usual custom, in consenting to the Lev. 23 : 7, sq .), i. e., such occupations as came

marriage of Rebekah to Isaac (24:50, sq.), B.C.about under the denomination of labor, business, or in

2200. When their son Jacob became of marriage- dustrial employment " (K. and D. , Com ., on Exod.

able age his parents directed him to take a wife 20: 8 ).

from the daughters of Laban, and Jacob com- That labor was held in high respect we gather

plied (28: 2, 5 ). Laban arranged with his nephew from such expressions as, “ Seest thou a man dili

to give him Rachel to wife on condition of seven gent in business ( skilled in his work), he shall stand

years 'service, but on the wedding night led Leah, before kings ” (Prov. 22:29 ; comp. 10 :4 ; 12:24,

his eldest daughter, into the bridechamber. When | 27). When Nebuchadnezzar carried the Jews

complained to by Jacob he made the weak excuse, away into captivity he found among them a thou.

" It must not be so done in our country, to give sand craftsmen and smiths (2 Kings 24 :14–16 ;
the younger before the firstborn.” But, to satisfy Jer. 29 : 2).

Jacob, he promised to give him Rachel in a week The ancient rabbins regarded manual labor as

if he would serve him seven years longer. To honorable, and urged it upon all as a duty. In the

this Jacob consented , and eight days later was Talmud we find such sayings as the following :

wedded to the woman he loved (29 : 15–30). At “ He who does not teach his son a craft is, as it

the end of the second period of seven years Jacob were, bringing him up to robbery ; “ Labor is

desired to return to Canaan, but Laban persuaded greatly to be prized, for it elevates the laborer,

him to remain, and made a contract with him to and maintains him .”

keep his flocks. By a cunning artifice Jacob Value of Labor. The following values of
made this bargain result greatly to his own advan- labor are given by F. R. Conder ( Bib. Ed ., iii,

tage (30:25-43), and at the end of six years left 223, sq.): " The denarius, which was the Roman

stealthily for his former home (31:1-21). Three equivalent for a quarter shekel, was a day's

days after, Laban, hearing of Jacob's flight, started pay of a Roman soldier. This was in exact ac

in pursuit, and overtook him on the seventh day cordance with the price, mentioned in the parable

at Mount Gilead. The night before he was warned of the laborers in the vineyard, of a penny a day.

by God in a dream " not to speak to Jacob either We thus arrive at the conclusion that the hire of

good or bad,” i. e., not to threaten or persuade a laborer or of a workman, about the time of the
him to return. He confined himself to bitter re- Christian era in Palestine, was equivalent to the

proaches; told Jacob that he had power to do him price of a quarter of a bushel of wheat. If we
harm if Ġod had not forbidden him , and accused take fifty-six shillings a quarter as an average

him of stealing his gods (the teraphim ). Rachel wheat price, we have a day's wage of one shilling

concealed the theft by resorting to a trick well and ninepenice (about forty-four cents), which is
calculated to deceive. Thereupon Jacob grew rather higher than the ordinary rate in Wales.

angry and remonstrated with Laban , who at once we have another indication of the relative wealth

proposed a covenant of peace. This was cele- or poverty of the industrial classes in Palestine at
brated with a feast, and the next morning Laban the time of Christ and in Europe at the present

departed to his own place (31:22, sq . ).
day from the provisions as to the distribution of

2. A place in the desert, on the route of the alms. The limit between the proper subject for

Israelites (Deut. 1 : 1 ), probably identical with LIB - alms for the purpose of support and the inde

Nah (Num. 33:20).
pendent man was fixed by the oral law at the

LABOR , the rendering of a large number of receipt of two hundred zuzae, that is to say, to one

>
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C

a

shekel per week, .. the equivalent of seven dream at Beth -el(Gen.28:12, " and behold a ladder

shillings (about one dollar and seventy -five cents ) set up on the earth, and the top of it reached to

per week. This was considered by the law of heaven, ” etc.). By many the rendering, “ stair.

Moses to be the lowest rate at which life was to case ” is preferred, and is supposed to apply to the

be supported. ” See HANDICRAFTS, SERVICE. rocky mountain side. The vision that Jacob saw

LACE (Heb. Bone, paw -theel', twined ), the blue of angels ascending anddescendingis thought to

cord with which the high priest's breastplate was and earth, and the ministry of angels. “ Tous
teach the fact of communication between heaven

tied to the ephod (Exod. 28:28, 37 ; 39:21, 31): there is a deepermeaning since the incarnation.
The Hebrew term is rendered “ ribband ” (Num . 15 : The true staircase by which heavenly messengers

38);" thread ” (Judg. 16 :9 , etc.). See Glossary. | ascend and descend is theSon of man . It is he

LA'CHISH( Heb. 09 , law -kheesh ', imprego who really bridges the interval between heaven

nable), a royalCanaanite city, situated in the south- and earth, God and man.”

eastern portion of Palestine, in the seacoast plain . LADY, LADIES, the rendering in the A.V.of :

Its. king, Japhia , joined the confederacy against
1. Gheb -eh ' -reth (Heb. O , feminine of mas

Joshua ( 10: 3 , 5), but was captured and destroyed
by the Israelites (vers.31-35 ; 12:11 ). It was re- ter ), applied to Babylon ( Isa. 47:5 , 7 ; elsewhere

built, or fortified, by Rehoboam ( 2 Chron . 11:9), mistress,” as opposed to maidservant, Gen. 16 :

and seems to have been regarded as one of the 4, 8 , 9 ; 2 Kings 5 :3 ).

strongest fortresses of Judah — for hither Amaziah 2. Saw -rawº (Heb. -770 ), a noble female (Judg.

fled and was slain (2 Kings 14:19 ; 2 Chron. 25:27) . 15:29 ; Esth. 1:18 ; elsewhere a “ princess,” par.

It was strong enough to resist the siegeof Sen. ticularly the king's wives of noble birth , 1 Kings
nacherib when on his way to Egypt (2 Kings 18 : 11 : 3 ).

13-17 ; 2 Chron. 32 : 9 ; Isa . 36 : 2 ; 37 :8 ). It was 3. Koo-ree'-ah (Gr. Kvpía, feminine of master")

finally taken by Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. 34: 1, 7). It occurs only as an epithet of a Christian woman

was reoccupied after the exile (Neh . 11:30). Micah (2 John 1:1, 5 ), either as an honorable title of
( 1:13 ) denounced Lachish because it was the first regard or as a feminine proper name, CYRIA (q. V. ) .
to grant admission to the iniquities of Israel, LA'EL (Heb. Sa ', law -ale', to God, i. e. , de

i. e., to the idolatry of the image-worship of the voted to him ), thefather of Eliasaph, who was
ten tribes (see Mic. 1 : 5 ; Amos 3:14).Explorations conducted by Professor Petrie, for chief of the Gerslıonites at the time of the Exodus

the Palestine Exploration Fund (1890 ),resulted in (Num . 3:24), B. C. 1210.

the discovery of the site of Lachish at Tell el - Hesy . LA'HAD (Heb. 772, lah'-had, oppression ), the

The mound of Tell el - Hesy rises sixteen miles to the second of the two sons of Jahath, a descendant of

east of Gaza ; stands on a natural eminence about Judah ( 1 Chron. 4 :2), B. C. after 1210.

forty feet in height, on the summit of which the
LAHAI' -ROI (Gen. 24:62 ; 25:11), elsewhere

ruins of successive cities are piled sixty feet BEER-LAHAI-ROI (q . v .).

higher. The earliest of these cities was the primi. LAHʻMAM (Heb. Ozarks, lakh-maum ', food
tive Lachish ; and above its ruins we find fresh
walls raised upon those destroyed , and fresh like), a city in the plain of Judah (Josh . 15:40),
buildings constructed of the old stones. “ In the perhaps among the Philistines west of the high
time of Amenôphis IV, or Khu -n -Aten, Lachish lands of Judea. It is thought to be represented

had been the seat of an Egyptian governor.More by the ruins of el -Lahm , near Beit-Jibrin .

than one letter from him has been found among LAHMI (Heb. 27 , lakh-mee ', foodful,
the cuneiform tablets of Tel-el-Amarna, and one named as the brother of Goliath , and slain by

of the dispatches of the vassal king of Jerusalem Elhanan ( 1 Chron . 20:5 ). Dr. Strong (McC. and

states that Lachish, Ashkelon , and Gezer had s. , Cyc., s. v. ) considers this an incorrect reading
furnished the garrison of his city with food and for Bethlehemite, as in the parallel passage (2 Sam.

oil ” ( Sayce, High. Crit ., p. 289). These explora. 21:19 ). Winer, Keil, Deutsch, Grove, and others
tions were continued by T. G. Bliss, Ph.D. (see maintain that Chronicles gives the true reading.

Recent Research in Bible Lands, pp . 31 , sq . ) , and LA ISH ( Heb. w??, lah'-yish, a lion ).

among his finds is a “ precious tablet in cuneiform ,

which encourages the hope of finding a library
1. A native of Gallim , a Benjamite, to whose

son Phalti Saul gave David's wife Michal (1 Sam .among the ruins."

25:44 ; 2 Sam . 3:15), B. C. about 1036 .

LAD (Heb. 732, nah '-ar). This term is applied
2. A place in the north of Palestine ( Judg. 18:

to the young from the time of infancy to that of 7, 14 ), about four miles from Paneas, at thehead

adolescence — of an infant just born (Exod. 2:6 ; of the Jordan . It was taken by the restless

Judg. 13 : 5 , 7 ; 1 Sam . 4:21 ) ; of a boy not yet full Danites and included within their territory. It is

grown (Gen. 21:16 , sq . ; 21:12 ; 22:12 ; Isa . 7:16 ; called also Leshem and Dan ( Josh. 19:47 ; Judg.

8 :4) ; and of a youth nearly twenty years of age 18: 7 , 29 ; Jer. 8:16) , now identified with 'Tell-ela

(Gen. 34:19 ; 41:12 ; 1 Kings 3 : 7 ; 2 Sam. 18:5, Kady, “ the mound of the judge,” to the north of
29) ; and occasionally of a girl, or maiden (Gen. the waters of Merom (Josh. 11:6 ).

24:14 , 16 ; 34 : 3 , 12 ; Deut. 22:15, sq . ) . In some 3. A place mentioned in Isa. 10:30, and thought

of the above passages the A. V. renders “ child.” by someto be the modern el-Isawîyeh , about a mile
See CHILDREN.

from Jerusalem.

LADDER (Heb. Do, sool-lawm ', staircase ). LAKE (Gr. hiuvn, lim '-nay , apool), a term used

This word occurs only in the account of Jacob's in the New Testament only of the Lake of Gen.

a
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nesaret (Luke 6: 1 , 2 ; 8:22, 23, 33), and the " lake the destruction of the wicked ; of meekness and

of fire ” (Rev. 19:20 ; 20:10, 14, 15 ; 21 : 8). innocence (Isa. 11 : 6 ; 65:25 ; John 21:15).

LA KUM (Heb. 09p2, lak-koom', a way stop- LAMB, as the symbol of Christ (John 1:36 ;

per, or fortification ), a place in the northeast of 1 Pet. 1:19 ; Rev. 13:8), was typified by thepaschal

Naphtali ( Josh. 19:33).
lamb (q . v . ) , and travestied by the Antichrist, who

LAMA (Gr. hauá, lam -ah '; hajuā, lam -mah ), sets himself up as the true Christ, professing to

a term signifying why, quoted fromPsa. 22:1by imitatethe Redeemer, of whom he is theopposite

our Saviour on the cross (Matt. 27:46 ; Mark 15:34). (Rev. 13:11, “ another beast coming up out of the
earth ; and he had two horns like a lamb " ).

LAMB, the rendering of several Hebrew and
Greek words :

LAMB OF GOD (Gr. kuvós Oɛoő, am-nos'

1 The most frequent are keh -bes” (Heb. 07 ), comp. Acts8:32; 1Pet .1:19). In thesepassages
thel -00 ), a title given to our Lord (John 1:29, 36);

transposed form keh '-seb (w?), and the fem- Christ is likenedto a sacrificial lamb on account

inines kib- saw ' (777 ?), kab -saw ' (1972), and of hisdeath, innocently and patiently endured, to
kis- bar ' (202), and respectively denote a male expiate sin. ' In the Revelation Johin beheld '«

and female lamb from the first to the thirdyear. seveneyes, which are the seven spirits of God
lamb as it had been slain, having seven horns and

The former perhaps more nearly coincide with the sent forth into all the earth ” (Rev. 5 : 6) ; i. e. , in

provincial term hog or hogget, which is applied to vested with the attributes of God, omnipotence

a young ram before he is shorn. Young rams of andomniscience, and sharing the universalempire

thisage formed an important part of almost every and homageof the universe.

sacrifice, while ewe lambs were also offered (Num .

6:14 ; Lev. 4:32). See SACRIFICE. LAME, a general term signifying imperfect,

2. The corresponding Chaldee form for the either by birth or injury. Lameness is mentioned

above is im -mar' (Heb. 28 , Ezra 6 :9, 17 ; 7:17) . clude a son (descendant) of Aaron from entering

among the bodily imperfections which would ex

3. Taw -leh ' (Heb. 1757, 1 Sam. 7 : 9 ; Isa. 65:25), the holy place or offering sacrifices (q.v.).A per
a young sucking lamb ; originally the young of any son thusafflicted might,however, eat ofthe sacri

animal. fices, like other priests (Lev. 21 : 17-23) .

4. Kar (Heb . 2 , plump), a fat ram , or more LAMECH (Heb. T?a?, lek'-mek , vigorous).

probably “wether ," as the word is generally em
1. The fifth in descent from Cain , being the son

ployed in opposition to ayil, which strictly denotes ofMethusuel and the father of Jabal, Jubal, Tubal

ram ( Deut. 32:14 ; Isa. 34:6 ). Thé Tyrians cain , and the latter's sister, Naamah (Gen. 4 :18–

obtained their supply from Arabia and Kedar 22), B. C.probablyabout 3700. Lamech took two

( Ezek. 27:21 ), and the pastures of Bashan were wives, Adah and Zillah , and was thus the first to

famous as grazing grounds (39:18). Mesha, king practice polygamy. To the narrative of Lamech

of Moab, sent tribute to the king of Israel of one
we are indebted for the only example of antedi.

• hundred thousand fat wethers (2 Kings 3:4), and luvian poetry ( vers, 23 , 24) :

this tribute the prophet declares was now to be
Adah and Zillah , hear my voice ;

sent to Jerusalem ( Isa. 16: 1 ), as indicative of Wives of Lamech , hearken unto my speech :

Moab's submission to the house of David . For a man I slew for my wound,

And a youngmap for my stripes.

5. Tseh -one' (Heb jixx, from unused root, sig. For sevenfold is Cain avenged ,

nifying to migrate), rendered “ lamb " in Exod.
And Lamech seven -and -seventyfold ."

12:21, is properly a collective term denoting a"flock” of small cattle, sheep, and goats, in dis- Many views have been entertained as to the mean

tinction from herds of the larger animals (Eccles. “ in the formof pride
and arrogance Lamech cel.

ing of these words. Keil (Com ., in loc . ) says that

2: 7 ; Ezek . 45:15) .
ebrates the inventions of Tubal-cain ; " and the

6. Seh (Heb. 7 ), in opposition to the above ideaof the song is, “ Whoever inflicts a wound or

collective term, is applied to denote the individuals stripe on me, whether man or youth, I will put to

of a flock , whether sheep or goats (Gen. 22: 7, 8 ; death ; and for every injury done to myperson I

Exod. 12 : 3 ; 22 : 1 , etc.). will take ten times more vengeance than that with

7. In the New Testament we find ar -nee ' -on (Gr. which God promised to avenge the murder of my

åpvíov, diminutive of ápnv, ar -ane', which latter ancestor Cain.” Turner ( Companion to Genesis,

occurs only in Luke 10 :3 ), a little lamb. Jesus p. 209) says " that he had slain a young man , not

calls his followers “ my lambs ” (John 21:15). in cold blood , but in consequence of a wound or

Figurative. In the symbolical language of bruise hehad himself received ; and on the ground,

Scripture the lamb is a type of : Purity (1 Pet. apparently, of a difference between his case and

1:19 ); Christ as a sacrifice ( John 1:29 ; Řev. : 6 ) ; that of Cain's- viz., that he had done under prov

anything dear or cherished (2 Sam. 12 :3 , 9) ; care ocation what Cain had done without it — he assures

of, type of loveand tenderness (Isa. 40:11 ); patience himself of an interest in the divine guardianship

of Christ (Isa. 63 :7 ; Acts 8:32); among wolves,of greater than that granted to Cain.”

ministers among the ungodly (Luke 10: 3) ; deserted
2. The son of Methuselah and father of Noah .

and exposed, as a lamb in a wide field becomes the He lived to be seven hundred and seventy-seven

prey of wild beasts, of Israel deprived of God's years of age (Gen. 6 : 25–31 ; 1 Chron. 1 : 3 ; Luke

protection (Hos.4:16 ); brought to slaughter (Jer. 3:36 ).
51:40), and consumed in sacrifice (Psa. 37:20) ; of LAMENT. See MOURNING,

"
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LAMENTATIONS, BOOK OF. See 4. The use of lamps fedwith oil in marriage

BIBLE, Books OF. processions is alluded to in the parable of the ten

LAMP (Heb. 7092, lap -peed' ; , neer ; Gr. virgins (Matt. 25:1).These probably were similar

hajtás, lam -pas ). The terms candle and candle to the modern Egyptian lantern, called fanoos, a

stickare frequent in the A. V., where lamp and sort of foldinglantern.

lampstand would have been more literal render 5. Figurative. Lampis used as symbolical of :

The word of God (Psa. 119: 105 ; Prov. 6:23) ; the

omniscience of Christ ( Dan . 10 : 6 ; Rev. 1:14) ; sal

vation of God (Gen. 15:17 ; Isa . 62: 1); God's guid

ance (2 Sam. 22:29 ; Psa. 18:28, “ candle " ) ; spirit

of man (Prov. 20:27, “ candle " ) ; ministers and

wise rulers ( John 5:35, “ light ; 2 Sam . 21:17.

marg.); completely put out, the destruction of

himwho curses his parents (Prov. 20:20).

LANCE (Heb. 717 ?, kee-dohn', Jer. 50:42 ,

usually called “ spear " ), a javelin in distinction

from the long -handled spear. See ARMOR I (3).

LANCET (Heb. 77227, ro'-makh, to hurl,

1 Kings 18:28). This word is elsewhere rendered

and appears to mean a javelin, or light spear. It

may mean the iron point or head of a lance. See

ARMOR I (3).

LAND. Respecting the cultivation of land by

the Hebrews, see AGRICULTURE.

LAND AND PROPERTY. 1. Distribu

tion. The patriarchs were promised for their

posterity the possession of Canaan on the west of

Roman Lamp. Jordan. Owing to the opposition of the Amorites,

who had formed two large kingdoms on the east

ings. Although lamps are frequently mentioned of Jordan, the Israelites were compelled to wage

in Scripture, no indication is given of their form war with Sihon of Heshbon and Og of Bashan.
and structure . The natural supposition is that Defeated by Israel , their territory was taken and

they were similar to those employed in surround- divided by Moses, who gave it to the tribes of
ing countries, especially Egypt, to which in mat- Reuben and Gad, and the half tribe of Manasseh .

ters of art and comfort the Israelites stood nearly They were allowed to enter upontheir possession,
related . The following are the references to lamps : | however, only after having fulfilled their promise

1. That part of the golden candlestick

(q . v .) wbich bore the light; also of the ten

golden candlesticks in the Temple of Sol.

omon (Exod. 25:37 ; 1 Kings 7:49 ; 2 Chron .

4:20 ; 13:11 ; Zech. 4 : 2 ) .

2. Atorch , such as were carried by the sol.

diers of Gideon (Judg. 7:16 , 20 ), and, per:

haps, similar to those which Samson tied to

the foxes' tails ( 15 :4). See TORCH.

3. Lamps for domestic use. The form of

these may probably be inferred from the

prevailing shape of ancient specimens from

neighboring nations that have come down to

In the British Museum there are vari.

ous forms of ancient Egyptian lamps, of terra

cotta and bronze, with ornaments in bas

relief. It seems that the Hebrews, like

other ancient and modern orientals, were ac

customed to burn lamps overnight in their Ancient Lamp, from the Catacombs of Rome.

chambers, which custom gave rise to several

symbols. Wilkinson gives (Anc. Egypt, v, p. 376 ) | of sending all their men of war in aid of their

what he takes to be a representation of a lamp brethren over the Jordan (Num . , ch . 32 ; Deut .

made of glass, with a hand holding separately an 2 : 26–3 :20 ; Josh . 13 : 15–32).

erect wick , as if the bearer were about to place it in Joshua had charge of the taking and dividing of

the vase previous to its being lighted. The lines, he Canaan , and, having defeated thirty -one kings and

thinks,may represent the twisted nature of the cot- taken their cities, he proceeded, by divine com

ton wick ,as they do the watering of the glassvase . mand,to divide the whole land among theremain

Modern Egyptian lamps consist of small glass ves. ing tribes, according to the boundaries fixed by

sels with a tube at the bottom containing a cotton Moses (Num . 34:1-35:8). The portion of each

wick twisted around a piece of straw . tribe was fixed by lot, i. e . , by lot it was decided

us.
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etc.

where each tribe was to be located (26 : 52–56 ; priests (27: 14-21 ). Houses in walled cities were

33:54 ). Then the compass, size, and boundaries not so closely connected with the land, which

of the several territories were settled and regu- the Lord gave to his people for an inheritance,

lated by the commission appointed for the pur. that they could be regarded as inalienable.

pose, consisting of Eleazar the priest, Joshua, and ( 3) Consecration. A bought field could be con.

twelve princes of the tribes mentioned by name secrated to the Lord by the buyer only so far as it

(Num. 34:16–29 ; Josh. 14: 1). Naturally the ex- had become his property. Strictly speaking, he

tent of territory assigned to each tribe depended bad only bought its produce until the jubilee ,and

apon its number (Num . 33:54). A committee was could, therefore, vow only this to Jehovah. If he

formed of three men out of each tribe to survey ransomed it he ransomed it for himself till the

the land (Josh . 18:4-9 ), i. e . , not to measure it jubilee ; if he did not ransom it, the sanctuary lad

geometrically, but to have it described according the use of it for this interval, after which the

to the number of its cities and villages, its soil, field reverted in either case without payment to

The land was subdivided , so that every clan the original owner ( Lev. 27 : 22–24). An hereditary

and father's house received an inheritance for owner could vow a portion to Jehovah, who had

itself. All the land was not immediately taken given him all. In such a case ransom was al.

possession of, for the Canaanites were not extir- lowed till the jubilee by the payment of the

pated. In the course of time the Canaanites left value of the harvests till this date with an added

in the land were subjugated, and their land be fifth. Then the field remained his property, and

came the property of the Israelites. As to the from the jubilee onward its produce again be

division of the cities, towns, and villages, the Old longed to him cost free . If not redeemed it was

Testament does not give any clearaccount. understood that he had given it wholly to Jehovah,

Israel was taught that they had conquered Ca- and it became the property of the priests

naan only by the help of Jehovah (Psa . 44: 3 ), and (27 : 16-21).

that the land was and remained the property of LANDMARK (IIeb. 5729, or 322, gheb- ool"),-
Jehovah, the covenant God (Lev.25:23 ). Though
the land was promised to thechildren of Israel for amark to designate the boundary of land ; a stone,

an everlasting possession (Gen. 13:15, sq.), yet landmark was prohibited by the Mosaic law
stake, or other monument. The removal of such

their retaining it was conditional on their faithful
fulfillment of its covenant obligations (Lev. 26:32, (Deut. 19:14 ;27:17; Prov. 22:28; comp. Job 24:2),
sq.; Deut. 4:26, sq .; 11:19 , sq.), and even the on accountof the close connection in which a

man's possession as the means of his support stood
ground did not become Israel's property in such a to the life of the man himself. Landmarks were

way that the possessor could dispose of it as be heldsacred by othernations; by the Romans, for
willed.

2.Laws. (1)Rest. (a) ThatIsrael might be example,whoheld them so sacred that removal

constantly reminded of the condition upon which
was punished with death.

it held the land, a year of rest for the ground was
LANE (Gr. púum, hroo'-may, Luke 14:21) a

to be observed every seventh year, “a Sabbath narrow way or passage in a town, shut in by

for the Lord ” (Lev. 25 :4 ) ; and every fiftieth year buildings on both sides (Matt. 6 : 2 ; Acts 9:11 ;

was to be a jubilee, in which everyone re. 12:10, A. V. “ street ” ).

turned to his property (25:10, 13) . (6) Sale. The LANGUAGE, the rendering of the following

land was not to be sold in perpetuity, but there Hebrew and Greek words :

was a provision for redeeming the land by the

seller or next of kin (25:23 , 24); and if not re- and so speech (Gen. 11 : 1 , 6, 7, 9 ; 2 Kings 18:26,
1. Suw.faw' (Heb. 172 ); sef-eth' ( pv ), a lip,

deemed before, the land reverted without pay: 28; Neh. 13:24, etc.).
ment in the jubilee year to its original possessor

or his heir (v. 28). Thus every sale of land be 2. Law-shone' (Heb. 71002 ), lesh -o -naw ' (779023?),
came a lease, since only its produce was sold , lish -shawn ' (7%), the tongue, and so speech or

till the jubilee (25:15 , 16). (2 ) Redemption . In language (Esth . 1:22 ; 3:12; 8: 9 ; Dan. 3:29, etc.).
case the owner or his next of kin wished to re.

3. Law-az” (Heb. 173),to speak in a foreign
deem the land, then the years that had elapsed
since the sale were reckoned , and the buyer re- tongue (Psa. 114 : 1 ) ; daw-bawr' (777), from the

ceived only as much purchasemoney as would be primary idea of ranging in order, to speak (Psa .

due for the time remaining till the next jubilee 19:3).
(Lev . 25 :25–27). This right of redemption in the 4. Dee -al' - ek -tos (Gr. diámekToS), the tongue or

jubilee held absolutely for (1 ) property in lands language peculiar to any people (Acts 1:19 ; 2: 6,

and houses in villages and unwalled places ; ( 2) for 8 ; 21:40 ; 22 : 2 ; 26:14).

the houses of the Levites in the cities allotted Very natural is the question, How did man

for them, and the attached fields ( 25:31-34 ). In come to speak ? We give as answer the follow .

a limited way it held : (1 ) for the dwelling house ing from Delitzsch ( Bib . Psyc ., p. 213 , sq. ) : " The

in walled cities; for them the right of redemption Old Testament use of the word 772 ( aw -mar ', to

lasted only a full year from the day of sale (vers.
29, 30); (2) for fields vowed unto the Lord, with speak) proceeds from the essential identity of

the limitation, that if they were not recovered for thought and speech , for 72 signifies both-the

the prescribed valuation , but were sold to another, thought as inward speaking, and the speech as

they did not revert in the jubilee to their original audible thinking. Thinkingand speaking , spirit

possessor or his heir, butasbeing holy to Jehovah, and speech, are necessarily associated. Human

like a devoted field, became the property of the speech, indeed, is effected psychically and corpo«

a
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names.

really, and is indissolubly bound to this agency ; that Church should also be read in Laodicea. The

but speech in itself, even in the pure spirit, message of the Spirit (Rev. 3 :14–22) to the Church

even in the Godhead itself, is inseparable of Laodicea was an awful warning. See LAOD.

from thought, for the word is the compre- ICEANS, EPISTLE TO.

bension ofthe thought. Man thinks by

speaking inwardly ; this speech often occurs so 4:16 Paul desires that the epistle from Laodicea
LAODICE'ANS, EPISTLE TO. In Col.

rapidly as not to be observed ; but there are al .
“ be read at Colossæ ." From this it has been

ways words by which the thought, as all reckon- supposed that Paul wrote an epistle to the Laod.

ing,even themost rapid, is bymeans offigures. iceans, whichisno longer extant. Jerome and

To think apart from language is to think apart Theodoret mention such an epistle, and it was

from thought itself. also referred to at the second council of Niceæa.

“ What is related in Gen. 2:19 is not the first The epistle assuming to be that in question, and

genesis of language. By way of illustration, how which is generally condemned as spurious, is found

ever, it is there set forth to us how language came in some copies of the New Testament printed in

into existence. God brought the animals to Germany ; and Calmet in his dictionary gives a full

Adam to show him the creatures which were translation of it. Some (Conybeare and Howson)

formed to serve him, that he might see what he have thought that the epistle to the Ephesians is

would call them . : .. God does not order him to the one alluded to by the apostle. Another ex.

name them ; but by bringing the beasts he gives planation of the passage is that St. Paul intended

him an opportunity of developing that intellectual | the letter of the Laodiceans to him, conveyed by

capacity which constitutes his superiority to the Epaphras, to be read in the church of Colossæ,

animal world. The man sees the animals, and together with the apostolic epistle to the Colossians

thinks of what they are and how they look ; and themselves ; and that as the epistle to the Colos.

these thoughts, in themselves already inward sians was in some sense an answer to the Laod .

words, take the form involuntarily of audible iceans, it would be necessary that both should be

read in the church of Laodicea also (Imp. Dict.,

LANTERN (Gr.pavós, fan-os', shining) . This s. v.).

word occurs only in John 18 : 3 , where it is re- LAP (Heb. 7 , beh ' -ged, 2 Kings 4:39, a gar.

corded that the party which went to Gethsemane ment ; P7,khake, Prov. 16:33, thebosom ; 791 ,
were provided “ with lanterns, and torches, and
weapons.” A lantern is simply a lamp with a kho'-tsen , bosom , Neh. 5:13). The fold of the gar
covering of some sort to protect it fromthe wind ment in which orientals are accustomed to carry

and other violence. Thereforetoo sharp a dis- articles in lieu of pockets ; thus one of the sons of
tinction between it and lamp is not to be drawn, the prophets gathered “ wild gourds ( q . v.) his lap

and not infrequently either term might be indif- full” (2 Kings 4:39). See DRESS.

ferently used. The lamps, e. g. , of Gideon's band
The psalmist prayed, " render unto our neigh.

were lanterns rather than lamps in the ordinary bors sevenfold into their bosom their reproach

sense ; andwhen the psalmist speaks of "a lamp (Psa. 79:12). The same allusion occurs in Luke

to his path ” (Psa. 119: 105), we naturally conclude 6:38, “ Give,and it shall be given unto you ; good
that he refers to some kind of lantern. As the measure, pressed down, and shaken together, and

streets of Eastern towns are notlighted at night, running over, shall men give into your bosom .”

and never were so, lanterns are used to an extent LAPIDOTH (Heb. nize , lap- pee-doll ',
unknown to dwellers in modern towns. See Lamp. torches), the husband of the prophetess Deborah

LAODICE'A (Gr. Aaodikela, lah -od -ik -i-ah ). (Judg. 4 :4), B. C. about 1120 .

of the several cities named Laodicea in Syria

and Asia Minor, only one is mentioned in the to lick up as a dog, 1 Kings 21:19, etc.). Lapping
LAPPED, LAPPETH (Heb. law -kak',

Scriptures, viz. , the one situated on the confines

ofPhrygia and Lydia , on the banks of the Lycus, still in the East supposed to be an evidence of
was the test of Gideon's men (Judg. 7 :5, 6), and is

and about forty milesfrom Ephesus - not far from that readiness which fits men for active service.

Colossæ. After having been successively called
Diospolis and Rhoas, it was named Laodicea,in The meaning is that these men,instead of kneel.

honor of Laodice, the wife of Antiochus II"(B. C. ing down to drink , employed thehand to carry

261-246 ), who rebuilt it. It was destroyed by an culiar tact in this mode of drinking ; and the pas
the water to their mouths. Practice gives a pe.

earthquake (A. D. 66, or earlier) and rebuilt byMarcus Aurelius. It was the seat of a Christian sage of thehand between the water and the mouth

Church (Col. 2 : 1 ; 4:13, 15 , 16 ; Rev. 1:11). It is
is so rapidly managed as to be comparable to

now a heap of ruins, called by the TurksEski-his- that of the dog's tongue in similar circumstances.

Again, the water is dexterously jerked into the
sar, or “ old castle."

mouth before the hand is brought close to it, so
LAODICE’A , CHURCH AT . Among the that the hand is reaching for a new supply before

residents of this city at the time of the apostles the preceding has been swallowed .

were many Jews ; and it is probably owingto this
LAPWING . See Animal Kingdom.

fact that a Christian Church was planted here at

so early a date. It appears from the epistle to
LARGE. See GLOSSARY.

the Colossians (4:15, 16) that Paul never visited LASCIVIOUSNESS (Gr. áoényela, as-elg '-i-a,

Laodicea, but hearing,most probably, from Epa. that which excites disgust), unbridled lust, licen:
phras of the false doctrines spread in that city, he tiousness, wantonness. In the list of the evil

wrote to the Colossians desiring that his epistle to l products of the heart given by our Lord (Mark 7:

2
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22) it is uncertain what particular vice is spoken (Mark 1:7 ; Luke 3:16 ; John 1:27), and that in

of ; gluttony and venery (Jude, ch. 4; 1 Pet. 4 :3); Matt. 3:11, " whose shoes I am not worthy to bear,"
carnality (2 Cor. 12:21 ; Gal. 5:19 ; Eph. 4:19) . refer to the fact that in the East to bear the

LASEʻA , or LASÆ'A (Gr. Aaoaia, las-ah '. sandals of their masters, as well as to fasten them

yah), a city of Crete, near Fair Havens (Acts 27: on or take thein off, was the business of slaves of
8 ). If the vessel in which Paul was sailing stopped the lowest rank . “ That I will not take from a

any length of time it is probab th Paul ed thread even to a shoe latchet” (Gen. 14:23) is figura

Lasæa. Its ruins are located near Cape Leonda, tive for the smallest or most worthless 'thing be

about five miles from Lasæa. longing to the king of Sodom .

LA'SHA (Heb. yu ?, leh ' -shah, fissure, spring), LAT'IN(Gr. 'Pwpaïkós, rho-mah-ee-kos', Roman,

one of the places named in defining the border of Luke 23:38), the vernacular language of the

the Canaanites (Gen. 10:19). Jerome, Jonathan, Romans,although most of them in the time of

and the Jerusalem Targum identify it with Calir- Christ likewise spoke Greek.

rhoe,a place with sulphur baths, east of the Dead LATTICE, the rendering of the following

Sea, in Wady Serka Marin ,
words :

LASHARON (Heb. 7ine?, lash-shaw -rone', 1. Esh -nawb' (Heb. 50x), a latticed window,

signification unknown ), one of the thirty -one Ca- through which the cool breezes pass (Judg. 5:28 ;

nuanitish towns , west of Jordan, smitten by Joshua " window," Prov. 7 : 6 ).

(Josh. 12:18) . Harper ( Bib. and Mod.Dis., p . 167) 2. Seb -aw -kaw " (Heb. -7770, a net, 2 Kings 1 :

2), probably a screen before a window.

3. Kheh '-rek (Heb... ), a window lattice

(Cant. 2 : 9).

The object of the lattice is to keep the apart

ments cool by intercepting the direct rays of the

sun , and at the same time permit a free circula

tion of the air through the trellis openings. Per

haps the network through which Ahaziah fell and

received his mortal injury was on the parapet of

his palace ( 2 Kings 1 : 2).

LAUD. See GLOSSARY.

LAUGHTER (Heb. Phy, tsekh -oke' ; Pote,

saw-khak'; Gr. yéhws, ghel -oce). “In Scripture

it usually expresses joy (Gen. 21 :6 ; Psa. 126: 2 ;

Eccles . 3 :4 ; Luke 6:21 ) ; sometimes mockery (Gen.

18:13 ; Eccles. 2 : 2 ; James 4 :9) ; also security (Job

5:22). When predicated of God (Psa. 2 :4 ; 59 : 8 ;

Prov . 1:26 ) it signifies that he despises or pays no

regard to the person or subject ” (McC, and S. ,

Cyc., 3. v. ).

LAVER (Heb. 779 and 777, kee -yore', some

thing round, a basin ), the basin at which the

priests washed their hands and feet while engaged

in their public ministrations. The laver of the

tabernacle differed from that of the temple.

1. Tabernacle Laver. This was made by

A Latticed Window. divine direction (Exod. 30:18) of “ brass ” ( i , e . ,

copper or bronze) out of the metal mirrors of the

identifies it with “ the ruins of Sarona, six and Hebrew women (38 :8 ). It was placed between the

one half miles W. of the south end of the Sea of tabernacle and the great altar, so as to be con

Galilee, the district generally between Mount venient for the priests' use when going from the

Tabor and the Sea of Galilee." altar to the tabernacle (30:20 , 21 ; 40:32 ) . It

LAST DAY . See JUDGMENT, THE FINAL.
consisted of two parts, viz ., the laver proper and

LAST TIME. See EscHATOLOGY.
foot or pedestal . Neither the form nor size is

given. Regarding its shape, something may be

LATCHET (Heb. Ting, ser-oke', thong ; Gr. deduced from the etymologyof the Hebrew term

iuás, hee-mas', strap, i . e. , tie), the strap or cord and its use in other passages. Keeyore “ is de.

used by the orientals to fasten the shoe upon the rived from a root that seems primarily to mean

foot(Isa . 6:27 ; Mark 1 : 7 ; Luke 3:16 ; John 1:27). excavation by hammering,and this would naturally

See GLOSSARY. yield a semiglobular hollow , which form is con

Figurative. In Isa. 5:27, the prophet uses firmed by the convenience for a lavatory, like a

the poetical figure, “ neither shall the girdle of washbowl or basin, and by the similar shape of

their loins be loosed, nor the latchet of their shoes the molten sea and the smaller lavers, which took

be broken ;" to illustrate the tightness and dura- its place in the temple ( 1 Kings 7:38 , 40, 43, etc.),

bility of their equipment . The expression, " the and which are denoted by the same word . The

latchet of whose shoes I am not worthy to unloose” | laver proper was probably used as the receptacle

6
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for the water, which was allowed to run down 2 Chron. 4:3 , we have “ the similitude of oxen

upon the hands and feet of those washing." instead of “ knops.” “ It is possible that O DA ,

The “ foot ” (Heb. 77 , kane) was, doubtless, cir- | bakarim , oxen, may be a corruption of O " DE ,

cular in shape, and formed another basin . It was pekaîm ” (Clark, Com ., in loc. ). The capacity of

evidently an expansion of the shaft, probably this huge basin was two thousand baths (comp.
bath ). The numberthreethousand

Juureve
baths (2 Chron. 4 : 5) is thought to

be an error of a transcriber. The

water was doubtless drawn from

this basin by means of faucets.

This laverwassupported by twelve

brazen oxen,three looking toward

each point of the compass, while

it is probable that they all stood

upon one and the same basement

of metal, (2) The ten lesser

lavers. For full description of

these see 1 Kings 7 :27-39. In

order to convey water to any part

of the courts where it might

be needed for washing “ such

The Molten Sea. things as they offered for the

burnt offering (2 Chron. 4 :6 ),

with a turned-up rim. As no mention is made often beautifully ornamented bronze trucks (A. V.

a vessel in which was washed the parts of the “ bases of brass ') were prepared, five of them

victims offered in sacrifice, the laver probably being placed on the south and five on the north

served this purpose. No direction is given as side of the altar. These trucks were all alike in

to the kind of water to be used ; but the form , size, and casting ; and were square chests,

Jewish commentators state that any kind might four cubits long, the same wide, and three cubits

be employed, provided that it be renewed daily.

“ In the account of the offering by the woman

suspected of adultery there is mention made of

holy water ' mixed with dust from the floor of

the tabernacle, which the woman was to drink

according to certain rites (Num . 5:17). Most prob

ably this water was taken from the laver. Per

haps the same should be said of the water of

purifying ' (Num . 8 : 7), which was sprinkled on the

Levites on the occasion of their consecration to the

service of the Lord in the tabernacle ” (Fairbairn).
Tw / w / w /w www le

Like other sacred vessels, the laver was consecrated

with oil (Lev. 8:10, 11 ). No mention is made in

the Hebrew text of the mode of transporting the

laver, but “ in Num . 4:14 , a passage is added in

the LXX agreeing with the Samaritan version,

which prescribes the method of packing it, viz., in

a purple cloth , protected by a skin covering ” (McC.

and S. , Cyc., s. v .).

2. Temple Lavers. Owing to the increased

number of priests and victims in Solomon's tem.

ple, greater facilities were needed for washing ;

ten lavers were used for the sacrifices and the

“ molten sea ” for the ablutions of the priests

(2 Cor. 4 : 6 ) . Of these we have minuter descrip .

tions than of the tabernacle laver. ( 1 ) The “molten

sea " (Heb. ;, yawm , sea). This was a huge round
A Lesser Laver.

Belaver.
basin, five cubits high and ten cubits in diameter

arstiles ( A. V. " ledges " ). b - panels (A.

V. " borders " ). c = shoulderpieces (A. V. " underset.

at the brim , " and a line of thirty cubits did compass ters"). d-wheels. e-lid of chest . f - crown (A.V.

it about” (1 Kings 7 :23–26 ). Perhaps the circum- pieces(A .V.-" undersetters" ).
" chapiter " ), intowhich thelaver fitted . g - shoulder

ference measurement was of the bowl at the water

line, and not including the projected rim . It was high . They were constructed with flat panels (Heb.

made of strong bronze,a hand breadthinthick: 6:07, mis -ghch '-reth, something inclosing,AV
“ Its brim was bent outward in a cuplike

form , and made to resemble the flower of the borders '), supported by stiles (Heb. 099 ,

lily, while underneath two rows of “ knops ' (colo. sheh -lab -becm ', A. V. 'ledges '); the panels being
quintidas, i . e. , wild cucumbers or apples), ten to ornamented with figures of lions, oxen, and cheru.

every cubit, ran around the sea for ornament." In lbim . " Each truck had four bronze wheels and

a b a

ness.
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bronze axles, and the four feet thereof had 4. The law as revealed in the Scriptures con

shoulderpieces ( 1 Kings 7:30). The meaning tains two elements, the permanent and universal,

seems to be that the chests had feet at each and the temporary and limited. Themoral law

corner , and that these rested upon the axles in revealed upon Sinai is for all men and all times.

such a manner as to raise the chest above the rim The special laws, ceremonial and otherwise, for the

of the wheels ( v. 32), and under the borders were regulation of Jewish life under the old dispensa

four wheels. Keil supposes that the shoulder- tion belonged exclusively to the Jews and were

pieces ran up each corner from the foot and for that period (see Law of Moses). It is these
reached to the lower side of the laver, thus help- temporary enactments which the New Testament
ing to support it (A. V. “ under the laver were Scriptures declare to be abolished under the Gos

undersettters, molten atthe side of every addition,” pel (John 4 : 20–24 ; Acts 21:21 ; Rom , 2:29 ; Gal.

v. 30) . The wheels were one and one half cubits 5 : 1-6 ; Heb. 8:13).

high , in construction resembling that of chariot 5. The permanent and universally binding ele

wheels, and their hubs, felloes, spokes, and axle- ment in divine law is, however, tobeviewed under
trees were cast in bronze. The top of the trucks the Gospel under new aspects. ( 1 ) It received a

were constructed for the purpose of holding the new sanction from Christ, inasmuch as he ex
lavers. They were made with stiles and panels, pressly approved and ratified its various items,

like the sides, but appear to have been arched so and exhibited in his own life its perfect fulfillment

as to rise in the center, terminating in a circular (see Matt. 19 :17–19 ; John 8:46 ; Heb. 4:15). ( 2 ) At

receptacle ( A. V. “ chapiter ” ), one half cubit high the same time its spiritual character was unfolded,
by one and one half diameter, for the laver. and its meaning more deeply and broadly mani.

These stiles and panels were ornamented with fested. Love is declared to be the fulfilling of
graved cherubim , lions, and palm trees. The lavers the law, but it is a love which finds in Christ its

were four cubits in diameter, corresponding with highest and most practical example. The law
the trucks, narrowing down at the base to one and thus is to be looked upon as a life principle which

one half cubits, and held forty baths (about four includes not only those obligations which are of

hundred and forty gallons), just one fiftieth of the universal requirement, but also those individual

capacity of the great laver . Some have thought duties which are based upon the particular circum

that these trucks were made of so great height in stances and relationships of individuals (see Matt.

order to bring the laver near the height of the altar. 22:37-40; Rom . 12 :8-10; Phil. 2 :2–12 , et al . ).
It may be that these chests (trucks) opened at the (3) In the economy of grace man's fulfillment of

sides, and were really tanks for washing the sacri- the law is not a condition of his salvation. This,
fices in , the water coming into them from the however, is a point of such importance as to call
lavers by means of a pipe . After use they could for most careful consideration. Under the old

be wheeled away and cleansed . dispensation were manifestations of grace as of

3. In the second temple there appears to have ferings for sin and the exerciseof divine mercy

been only one laver of brass, with twelve instead in forgiving sinners. This was in anticipation of
of two stopcocks, and a machine for raising water Christ, who by his gracious atonement brought

and filling it. salvation to a sinful world . It is impossible for

LAW (Heb. 77in, to -raw ', direction ; Gr. men to be saved otherwise than through thegrace
of God in Christ (see Acts 4:12 ; Rom . 3 : 20-23 ;

vóuoc, nom'os), a term which in the Scriptures al. Tit. 3:5,et al.). And beyond this necessity for

most universally refers to therevealed will ofGod forgivenessof the sins of the past there remains
with respect to human conduct. It includes all even in believers mental and moral weaknesses

the divine commands and precepts for regulating which make them constantly dependent upon

man's moral life without and within . When the divine mercy (see Matt. 6:12 ; James 3 :2; 1 John

word has other applications the meaning may be 1:8-10 ;
2 :1, 2 ). The law nevertheless has a most

readily discovered from the context. important place in connection with the Gospel. It

1. The Scriptures recognize divine law, or a reveals to sinners their sin , and brings them to

knowledge of the divine will, as a part of natural the Saviour (sce Rom. 7 : 9-13 ; Gal . 3:24). It is

religion (see Acts 10:34, 35 ; Rom. 1:19, 20 ; the rule and standard of holy living, to be known

2 :14–16 ). But this knowledge of the will of God in its depth and breadth more and more com

confused and made imperfect by sin is not the pletely, and to be strenuously applied in the

law to which the Scriptures commonly refer. strength and spirit of the divine Master ( Rom .

2. The law is one of the chief contents of special | 6: 1 , 2 ; 12 : 2) . It is the test of the reality of re

revelation. The whole body of truth contained in pentance and faith, and of the new life implanted

the Scriptures may be comprehended under the by the Holy Spirit (see Matt. 7:21 , 29 ; John 15:14 ;

two terms, the law and the Gospel . The relation Heb . 8:10 ; James 2:17 , 18 ; 1 Jólin 2:3, 4 ). It is

between the two is one of the great questions of a criterion with respect to which will be the allot

Christian theology and ethics ; hence we observe ments of the final judgment. See JUDGMENT, THE

further :
FINAL ; also ATONEMENT ; IMPUTATION ; SANCTIFI.

3. The law of God is perfect. Its statutes are

appropriate expressions of divine authority, holi- LITERATURE.—Pope, Comp. of Christ. Theol.

ness , wisdom , goodness,and love. They are adapted | (see Index ); Martensen, Christ. Eth ., vol. i, 344,
to the necessities and welfare of mankind. They sq.; Van Oosterzee, Christ. Dogm .,393 , 610, 735 ;
are conformed to the final end of divinegovernment Hodge, Sys. Theol., vol. iii, 265, sq .; Dorner,

(see Psa. 19:7; 119 : 142 ; 97 : 2 ; Rom. 7:12; 1 John Christ. Doc. ; Weiss, Bib. Theology of New Tes.

5 : 3 ; Rev. 16 :7 ). tament. - E . McC.

CATION.
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LAW OF MOSES

VOW

LAW OF MOʻSES (Heb. 17 7777, to -raw ' default of sons, if the heiress married within her

Mo-sheh '), signifies the whole body of Mosaic own tribe (Num . 27: 6-8 ; comp. ch. 36) ; unmar
legislation (1 Kings 2 : 3 ; 2 Kings 23:25 ; Ezra 3: 2) ; ried daughters entirely dependent upon their

called with reference to its divine origin the law of fathers (30 :3-5 ). ( 6) HUSBAND AND WIFE. The

Jehovah (Heb. 171.7710, Psa. 19 : 8; 37:31 ; Isa. power of husband over wife such as to make

5:24 ; 30: 9). In the latter sense it is called by engagement before God, as in case of a
the wife dependent even to the fulfilling of an

way of eminence, The Law (Heb. .77ing, hal-to- (30:6-16); but a widow or divorced wife be

raw', Deut. 1 :5 ; 4:8, 44 ; 17:18, 19 ; 27 : 3, 8). The came independent, and was bound by any vow

law is especially embodied in the last four books she may have made (p. 9) ; upon marriage the

of the Pentateuch . Respecting the question of husband was excused from war or public duties

the origin of the Mosaic law, we quote from Dr. for one year (Deut . 24 :5 ) ; marriages within certain

J. Robertson, Early Religion of Israel, p . 335 , degrees were forbidden (Lev. 18: 1 , sq . ) ; divorce

sq .: “ It occurs at once as a striking thing that for “ uncleanness " allowed , but the divorced wife

the uniform tradition is , that Moses gave laws could not be taken back after marriage to another

and ordinances to Israel; and that it is not a blind (Deut. 24 :1-4 ) ; slander against a wife's virginity

ascription of everything to some great ancestor punishable by fine and by deprival of power of

may be gathered from the fact that there are divorce, but if wife was proven guilty she was

ordinances and customs which are not traced to put to death (Deut. 22 :13–21 ) ; a slave wife,

him . The Sabbath is made as old as the creation ; bought or captive, not to be actual property , nor

circumcision is a mark of the covenant with Abra- to be sold ; if ill-treated, freed (Exod. 21 :7-9 ;

ham ; sacrifices are pre-Mosaic ; and the abstaining Deut. 21 : 1, sq .); raising up of seed (Levirate law)

from the sinew that shrank is traced to the time a right to be claimed by widow with a view of pre

of Jacob. The body of laws , however, that formed serving the family (Deut. 25 :5-10). (c) MASTER

the constitution of Israel as a people is invariably AND SLAVE. Power of master limited, so that death

referred to Moses. The persistence with which it under chastisement was punishable (Exod . 21:20 ),
is represented that law , moral and ceremonial, and maiming gave liberty (vers. 26, 27) ; Hebrew

came from Moses, and the acceptance of the laws slave freed at the Sabbatical year (his wife and

by the whole people as of Mosaic origin, proves at children, if they entered bondage with him , to go

least that it was a deeply -seated belief in the na- out with him ), unless he formally consented to

tion that the great leader had given some formal remain in perpetual servitude ( Exod. 21 : 1-6 ;

legal constitution to his people. . The testi- Deut. 15 :12–18) ; but in any case he seemsto have

monyof a nation is not so lightly to be set aside ; received his freedom and that of his children at

it is the work of criticism to explain and account the jubilee (Lev. 25:10) ; if sold to a resident alien

for tradition , not to give it the lie .” (“ stranger " ), he was always redeemable, at a

Principles. At the root of the Mosaic code price proportional to the distance from the jubi

lies (1 ) the principle of strict but righteous retri. lee (25 :47–54). Foreign slaves were held and

bution, and its intention is to extirpate evil and inherited as property forever (25:45, 46), and

produce reverence for the righteousness of the fugitive slaves from other nations were not to

holy God in the heart of the people; (2) Punish- be given up (Deut. 23:15). ( d) STRANGERS seem

ment should correspond to the heinousness of the never to have been sui juris, or able to protect

offense, that there shall fall upon the culprit what themselves; and kindness toward them was en

he has done to his neighbor ; the punishment is to joined as a duty (Exod. 22:21; Lev. 19:33, 34 ).

be limited to the guilty party, and not be extended (2 ) Law of things. (a) LAND AND PROPERTY.

to his children (Deut. 24:16 ) ; (3) It commands with All land was considered as belonging to Jehovah,

unsparing severity the punishment of allpresump- with its holders as his tenants (Lev. 25:23) ; sold

tuous disobedience to God and to his holy ordi- land, therefore, was to return to its original

nances ; and, (4) finally , “ it threatens a curse and owners at the jubilee, the price of sale to be cal

severe punishments from God , the avenger of all culated accordingly, and redemption on equitable

eril, for offenses which either escape the eye of terms to be allowed at all times (25 : 25-28) ;

civil justice, or which, like apostasy from the Lord a house sold to be redeemed within one year,

to idolatry, may prevail to such a degree that the and if not, to pass away altogether ( 25:29, 30);

arm of the earthly magistrate is overpowered and land to rest in Sabbatic and jubilee years, and

paralyzed by the spirit of the time." In analyzing spontaneous growth of these years to be for

the Mosaic code we adopt the division usual in poor, stranger, etc. (Lev. 23:22 ; Deut. 24 : 19-21 ).

systems of law—the civil, criminal, judicial, consti- Houses of Levites, or those in unwalled villages , to

tutional, ecclesiastical, and ceremonial. be redeemed at any time, in the same way as land ,

1. Civil. ( 1 ) Of persons. (a) OF FATHER AND and Levitical suburbs inalienable (Lev. 25 :31-34);

The authority of the father to be sanctified land or houses, tithes , or unclean first

sacred ; cursing, smiting (Exod . 21:15 , 17 ; Lev. lings might be redeemed at the addition of one

20:9) ; stubborn and willful disobedience to be fifth their value (reckoned by priest according to

considered as capital crimes ; but punishment distance from the jubilee), if devoted and unre

of death was vested only in the congrega. deemed by owner, to be hallowed at the jubilee

tion (Deut. 21 : 18-21 ) ; vow of daughter condi- forever, and given to the priests (25:14-39) ;

tional upon consent of father (Num . 30: 3-5). Inheritance (q . v .). The following were the regu.
Inheritance. Right of the firstborn to a double lations respecting losses : If two men strove to

portion not to be set aside by partiality ( Deut. gether, and as a result one should be disabled from

21 : 15–17) ; inheritance allowed to daughters in work, the other must pay for the lost time (Exod.

CHILDREN.
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DEBT.

ATION.

21:19) ; claims for losses from trespass, or for any rape of married or betrothed woman, by death of

lost thing, were to be brought before the judges, offender ( 22:22–27). (2) Rape or seduction of

and adverse judgment was followed by the pay- unbetrothed virgin , to be compensated by mar

ment of double to the other(22 :9); aman find. riage, with dowry(fifty shekels ), and without power

ing any lost thing, and denying it, was obliged, of divorce ; or, if she be refused, by payment of

when he wished to present a trespass offering, to full dowry (Exod. 22:16 , 17 ; Deut. 22:28, 29).

restore the lost thing with an added fifth to the (3 ) Unlawful marriages (incestuous, etc.), to be

one to whom it belonged (Lev. 6 :4, 5 ). The gen- punished, some by death , some by childlessness

eral principle upon which these enactments were (Lev. , ch . 20). Eighth COMMAND. (1 ) Theft.

based was that an Israelite's fellow-countrymen Stolen property found on thief, if an ox, ass, or

were his brothers ; and he was always to act the sheep, punished by twofold restoration ; if killed

brotherly part. Therefore, wheneverhefound any or sold, then restoration to be made, fivefold for

thing that was lost he was commanded to care for an ox and fourfold for a sheep (Exod. 22 :1-4 ).

it, and to make diligent search for its owner with If unable to make restitution , thief might be sold

a view of restoration (Deut. 22:3). (6) Laws of (v. 3) ; if he was killed while breaking in thethief

All debts to an Israelite to be released at might be slain as an outlaw (v. 2). ( 2) Trespass,

the Sabbatical year, but they might be exacted of injury to things or money lent, to be com

strangers (Deut. 15 :1-11); interest, from an Israel- pensated (22 : 5-15). (3) Perversion of justice,

ite, not to be taken (Exod . 22:25–27 ;. Deut. by bribes, threats, etc., strictly forbidden (23:

23:19, 20). Pledges not to be insolently or ruin- 6–9). (4) Kidnapping, to be punished by death

ously exacted (Deut. 24 : 6, 10–13, 17, 18 ). (c) Tax- (Deut. 24: 7). NintH COMMAND. False witness, pun.

Census money , a poll-tax (of a half shekel) ished with that which he wished done to the one

to be paid for the service of the tabernacle (Exod. against whom he testified ( Exod. 23 : 1-3 ; Deut.

30 :12-16 ); spoil in war, divided equally between 19:16–21). Slander of a wife's chastity punished

combatants and the congregation, of the combat- by fine and loss of power of divorce (Deut. 22:18,

ant's half one five hundredth, and of the people's 19). TENTH COMMAND. For the tenth command.

one fiftieth, given as a heave offering unto the ment, see DECALOGUE, 8. In addition to the

Lord (Num . 31:26, sq . ) ; Tithes (q . v. ) ; poor laws above, it was forbidden to remove boundary lines,

providing for the legal right of the poor to glean under penalty of a curse (Deut. 27:17); neigh

fields and vineyards (Lev. 19 : 9, 10 ; Deut. 24 :19 - bor's straying beast to be returned (Exod. 23: 4,

22) ; for the hungry to eat of grain , etc. , on the sq . ), or helped if in trouble (Deut. 22:1-4 ); in

spot (Deut. 23:24, 25) ; for payment of wages daily jury done to the field or vineyard of another

( 24:15 ); maintenance of priests, see Priest. by beast or fire, to be compensated by best of

2. Criminal. ( 1 ) Offenses againstGod , which one's own (Exod. 22 : 5) ; the killing of a beast to
were considered as treason. These offenses were be made good, beast for beast (Lev. 24:18 ) ; a

all forbidden, in principle, by the Ten Command blemish caused to another punished by lex talio

ments. First COMMAND. Acknowledgment of false nis, or damages (Exod. 21:18, 19, 22–25 ; Lev.

gods (Exod. 22:20), and all idolatry (Deut., ch . 13 ; 24:19, 20).

17 :2–5). SECOND COMMAND . Witchcraft and false 3. Judicial. See Law, ADMINISTRATION OF.

prophecy (Exod. 22:18 ; Deut. 18 : 9–22 ; Lev. 19:31 ). 4. Constitutional. See ISRAEL, CONSTITUTION

THIRD COMMAND. Blasphemy (Lev . 24:15, 16 ). OF.

FOURTH COMMAND. Sabbath breaking (Num . 15: 5. Ecclesiastical and Ceremonial, includ

32–36). Punishment in all cases, death by ston- ing : (1 ) The law of sacrifice and offerings (see

ing. Idolatrous cities to be utterly destroyed. SACRIFICE, OFFERINGS ). (2 ) The law of holiness

(2) Offonses against man . FIFTH COMMAND. ( see HOLINESS, CEREMONIAL).

Parents, disobedience to, cursing, or smiting of LAW , ADMINISTRATION OF.

(Exod. 21:15, 17 ; Lev. 20 : 9 ; Deut. 21:18–21); 1. Judges and Courts. (1 ) Early courts .

also disobedience to priest or supreme judge. In patriarchal times the head of the house had

Punishment, death by stoning ( comp. 1 Kings the judicial power over his household, even over

21 : 10–14 ; 2 Chron. 24:21 ) . Sixth COMMAND. life and death (Gen. 38:24) . With the increase of

( 1 ) Murder, punished without sanctuary, reprieve, families this power naturally passed over to the

or satisfaction (Exod. 21:12 , 14 ; Deut. 19 :11-13). heads of tribes and clans ; but after the exodus

If in a quarrel a pregnant woman is struck, and those who sought justice naturally turned to Moses

she lose her child, fine was exacted ; but if she (Exod . 18:13, sq. ). Moses, unable to keep up

suffered other injury, full retribution (Exod. 21 : with the demands made upon him, acting on

22, sq . ). Death of a slave actually under the Jethro's advice, chose from among the elders

rod to be punished (21:20, 21 ). (2 ) Death by “ able men, such as feared God, men of truth,

an ox known to gore, punishable by death of ox hating covetousness . " These he appointed as

and owner, but as this was not an intentional rulers over thousands, hundreds, fifties, and tens,
crime the owner was allowed to redeem his who should act as judges in all small matters,

forfeited life by expiation money (21 : 28–30) . while the more difficult matters should be brought

( 3) Accidental homicide, escaped the avenger by to Moses for decision (Exod. 18 : 19–26 ; Deut. 1 :

flight to city of refuge till death of high priest 13-18) . The relation of these judges to one

(Num . 35 :9–28; Deut. 4 :41-43; 19:4-10 ). (4) Death another is not exactly defined in Scripture ; but it

at hands of unknown person, to be expiated by may have consisted in this, that the judges over

formal disavowal and sacrifice by elders of the thousands were appointed to settle the disputes

nearest city (Deut. 21 : 1-9). SEVENTH COMMAND. between the tribes and chief clans of the peo

( 1) Adultery, punished by death of both offenders ; I ple ; the judges over hundreds, etc. , the quarrels
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and the different contentions between the larger sidered sufficient to decide certain cases. There

and smaller divisions of the clans and families. is a statement in the Mishna to the effect that an

( 2) Local courts. After the entrance into Ca- inferior sanhedrin consisted of twenty -three per

naan the same general rules remained in force. sons , and that one of this sort was assigned to

For this period there is only the quite general every town with a population of at least one hun

command : " Judges and officers (shoterim) shalt dred and twenty, or, according to R. Nehemiah's

tbou make thee in all thy gates ( cities), that they view, of at leasttwo hundred and thirty, in order

may judge the people with just judgment” (Deut. that there might be a judge for every ten inhabi

16:18 ). These officials were the local justices,who,in tants. (4) The Sanhedrin, the great council in

the several cities , pronounced finally on all minor latter times (see SANHEDRIN ).

controversies, i . e. , such as were easy to decide by 2. Judicial Procedure. The course of justice

law ,and to punish the guilty . For more difficult was very simple. The judges appointed by Moses

cases, viz. , such as had been referred to Moses, a
were to judge the people " at all seasons (Exod.

higher court is appointed, having its seat at the 18:22); while the lawgiver himself sat with Aaron

place of the sanctuary, and to consist of priests and the princes of the congregation before the

and judges ; with the high priest and a (secular) tabernacle (Num . 27 :2 ; comp. Exod. 18:19, sq.).

supreme judge (Deut. 17:8; 19:16, sq.). In this Judges in the cities, after the custom of the
court the lay judge conducted the investigation ancient East, had their seat at the gate (Deut. 21 :

(19:18), while the priest gave guidance from the 19 ; 22:15 ; Prov. 22:22 ; Amos 5:11, 15) and on

law (Lev . 10:11) ; finally the judge pronounced sen- the open squares. Before them the litigants ap

tence. ( 3) Senate. Besides these local courts, the peared, and presented their case orally ( Deut. 1 :

elders of every city formed a senate or magistracy, 16 ; 21:19 ; 25 : 1 ) ; and the accused who did not ap

whose duty it was, as representatives of the con pear was summoned ( 25 :8 ); counsel are unknown

gregation ,to remove the evil from the midst of in the Old Testament. The supreme judges of the

them . This senate decided various simple family people administered justice in public; e. g., Deb

matters which required no deeper judicial investi: orah under a palm ( Judg. 4 : 5), the king in the

gation, punished the guilty even with death, and gate or court of the palace ( 2 Sam. 15:2, 6 ; comp.

delivered up the deliberate manslayer to the 14 :4, sq. ; 1 Kings 3:16) ; Solomon made a porchof

avenger of blood (Deut. 19:12). Among the cases judgment in his palace (1 Kings 7 : 7). Later the

which came under the jurisdiction of this senate princes sat for judgment at the entrance of the

were a rebellious son (21:18, sq.), a husband's new gate of the temple ( Jer. 26:10, sq. ) . The

charge against the virgin chastityof his wife (22: judge was bound to hear and examine closely

13 , sq.), and the refusal in the matter of levirate (Deut. 1:16 , sq . ; 13:14) . The proof varied ac

marriage ( q. v . ). These matters belonged rather cording to circumstances. It might be a simple

to the department of government than to the ad- oath (Exod.22:11), the word of accuser if a parent

ministration of justice in the strict sense ; and the (21:18), a token (Deut. 22:15, 17). Generally the
elders took up these cases as the upholders of declarations of witnesses were taken, and those of

good order. In David's time. David, afterhis two or three were required to make testimony

wars, arranged the affairs of his kingdom ; and valid (19:15 ), especially criminal cases (Num .

among other appointments set apart six thousand 35:30 ; Deut. 17:6 ). Witnesses were to be rigidly

Levites to be shoterim and judges (1 Chron.23:4; questioned, and if a witness was found to be false

comp. 26:29). It is doubtful if these Levites were he was to be punished with the punishment which

associated with the local courts , the probability would have fallen upon the accused (Deut. 19 :

being that they were appointed to administer the 18, 19). From Prov. 18:18 ; 16:33, it would ap

payments of the peoplefor the sanctuary, to watch pearthat other evidence lacking the lotwas applied,

over them , and in disputed cases to give judicial though it is not mentioned in thePentateuch, but
decisions. Jehoshaphat,desirous of spreading the onlyin Josh. 7:14, and 1 Sam. 14:40, sq. , as an

knowledgeof the law (2 Chron. 17:7–9), put judges immediate divine decision. Sentence. Sentence

in all the fortified cities (19:5–7), and provided a
was pronounced orally, although under the kings

supreme tribunal in Jerusalem , consisting of the judges seem to have written their sentences

Levites, priests , and heads of tribes, presided (Isa. 10:1). Punishment. This was executed with.

over by the high priest (for the interest of Je- out delay (Num . 15:36 ; Deut. 22:18) ; was ad.

hoval) and the prince of the house of Judah (for ministered before the judge (Deut. 26:2,sq.),prob

the king's interest), with functions of an exclu- ably by the officers of the court; if capital it was

sively judicial character. Post-exilic times. Jose- stoning by the whole congregation (Num . 15:36)

phus (Wars,ii, 14 , 1 ) mentions local courtsthat dis- or the people of the city (Deut. 22:21), the wit
charged judicial functions ; and local sanhedrins

nesses being the first to cast a stone ( 13 :9 ; 17 : 9),
are referred to as those to which the believers which could hardly be expected of a witness who

would be delivered (Matt . 10:17 ; Mark 13 :9). was not fully satisfied of the truth of his testi.

These lesser courts were empowered to deal with mony; or by the avenger of blood (Num .35:19,
criminal cases of a serious nature, even to the sen

After the introduction of the kingdom

tencing of murderers. We may also regard as punishmentwas administered by the servants of

belonging to the same category those courts that the king (2 Sam. 1:15), or by the royal guard in

in Matt. 5:22, are assumed to be inferior to the
case of state or treasonable offenses (1 Kings 2:

high court of the sanhedrin ; and similarly with
25 , 34 , 46 ; Kings 10:25).

regard to the “ elders " of Capernaum (Luke 7 :3).
The most subordinate of these courts consisted of LAWGIVER (Heb. P ???, meh -kho-kake';

seven persons ; although three judges were con- 1 Gr. vouodérns, nom -oth - et '-ace), used in the usual

sq . ).
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LAWYER LEAVEN

sense of lawgiver (Deut.33:21 ; Isa. 33:22) ; of God the four-cornered squares into which the rolls

as the supreme lawgiver and judge (James 4:12) ; were divided .

but elsewhere a scepter, as a badge of power (Num. LEAGUE. See COVENANT.

21:18 ; Psa. 60:7 ; Gen. 49:10).
LE'AH ( IIeb. - ?, lay-aw', weary ), the eldest

LAWYER (Gr. voullós, nom -ik -os', according daughter of Laban, who by a deceit of her father

to law ), a term used to signify one who is con- became the wife of Jacobº (Gen. 29:16–23). She

versantwith the law, “ jurist ” (Matt. 22:35 ; Luke
was not so good-looking as her sister Rachel, hav .

7:30 ; 10:25 ; 11:45; 14:3 ; Tit. 3:13), and prob .ing weak eyes, which is probably the reason of
ably applied to a scribe (q. v.)inhispractical Jacob's preference for the younger sister. Leal

administration of the law in the pronunciation of had six sons, Reuben ,Simeon ,Levi, Judah (29 :32–

legal decisions. It is not accidentally that the
espression is so frequently used by St. Luke. 35),Issachar, and Zebulun (30:17-20), anda

He purposes by the repetition to make clear to Canaan, as she is not mentioned in the migration
daughter, Dinah (v. 21 ). She probably died in

his Roman readers the character of the Jewish to Egypt (46:6),andwas buried in Hebron (19:31).
scribes.

LEANNOTH (Psa. 88 , title), a musical term.
LAY . See GLOSSARY.

See Music, TERMS.

LAZ'ARUS (Gr. Aáçapos, lad -zar -os, abridged LEASING , an old English word equivalent to

form of Heb. Eleazar). lying. Lies, as elsewhere rendered. See GLOSSARY.

1. A beggar named in the parable of Dives
LEATHER. See HANDICRAFT, Writing.

(Luke 16:20–25 ), whose patient piety in this world
was rewarded with bliss in the other. This is the

LEAVEN . 1. Hebrew and Greek Terms.

only instance of a proper namebeing given in a (1) Seh -ore' (Heb . 1 ). This occurs only five

parable. times in Scripture, in four of which (Exod. 12:15 ,

2. A man of Bethany, and the brother of Mary 19 ; 13 : 7 ; Lev. 2:11 ) it is rendered “ leaven ," and

and Martha. He was a personal friend of Jesus, in the fifth ( Deut. 16:4) " leavened bread.” It

by whom he was raised from the dead four days was probably the remnant of dough left from the

after his burial (John 11:1-44 ). Later, when a preceding baking, which had fermented and turned

supper was given to our Lord, Lazarus was present, acid . Its distinctive meaning is fermented or
and many people gathered through a desire to see leavened mass . It might in this way apply to the

the resurrected man. So convincing an evidence murk or lees of wine. (2) Khaw -mates' (Heb.

of Jesus's power was very distasteful to the chief | 71917 ), should be rendered ferment, and is applied
priests, and they " consulted that they might put to both liquids and solids. In Num. 6 :3, it isan
Lazarus also to death " ( 12: 1–10) . This they

probably did not do, but satisfied themselves witħ adjective, and should be rendered " fermented

thedeathofJesus. According to an old tradition ists tell us that thisspecies of wine was given to
wine " and not “ vinegar of wine. " The Talmud

in Epiphanius ( Hær., lxvi , 34, p. 652), Lazarus was
thirty years old when restored to life, and lived persons about to be executed, mingled with drugs,

to stupefy them (Prov. 31:6 ; comp. Matt. 27:48).
thirty years after.

LEAD . See MINERAL KINGDOM.
(3) Mats -tsaw ' (Heb. 07 373, sweet), means without

LEAF (Heb. , aw -leh ', coming up). Fig usedwith the same latitude of meaning as Nos. 1
leaven (Lev. 10:12) . (4) Dzoo'-may (Gr. Suun) is

leaves are mentioned as forming the first covering and 2.

of Adam and Eve (Gen. 3 : 7). 2. Preparation. “ In early times leaven was

Figurative. Leaves, as the outward manifes- made from fine white bran, kneaded with must,

tation of life in the tree, are used symbolically, as : or from the meal of certain plants such as fitch

a bright, fresh -colored leaf, showing that it is richly and vetch, or from barley mixed with water, and

In laternourished, is figurative of prosperity ( Psa. 1:3; then allowed to stand till it turned sour.
Jer. 17: 8); a faded leaf, on the contrary, showing times it was made from bread flour, kneaded with .

a lack of moisture and nourishment, becomes an out salt, and kept so long until it passed into a

emblem of_adversity and decay (Job 13:25 ; Isa. state of fermentation .”

64 : 6). In Ezekiel's vision of the holy waters the 3. Levitical Regulations. The Mosaic law

blessings of Messiah's kingdom are spoken of un- strictly forbadethe use of leaven in the altar serv

der the image of trees growing on a river's bank ice : “ No meat_ (meal) offering which ye shall

and with fadeless leaves ( Ezek . 47:12), which bring unto the Lord shall be made with leaven :

should be good as medicine (comp. Rev. 22: 1, 2 ) . for ye shall burn no leaven . ... in any offering of

Leaf of a door (Heb. ypx , tsay-law ', a side). Keil the Lord made by fire” (Lev. 2:11). The reason
that leaven was kept aloof from the altar is thus

( Com . in loc.) thinksthat this refers todoors made stated by Rabbi R.Grossman, D.D. ( S. S. Times );

in two sections, like the “ Dutch doors,” that could

be open either above or below. Their height in moral health , and leaven, whose nature is to disin
" The offering was to be the type of purity and

thiscase would be sufficient to allowthe priests tegrate, to corrupt, is eoipso out of harmonywith
to pass through with the lower half only open . In the central idea of the sacrificial ritual . The in
Isa. 45: 1 , a two-leaved gate ” refers to a double

terdiction of leaven bears the same relation to the

gate. Leaf of a book (Heb. om, deh '-leth ). In bloodless offerings that the prohibition of a sickly

Jer. 36:23, it is said that “ when Jehudi had read unsound animal bears to the bloody sacrifices (Lev.

three or four leaves he cut it (the roll) with the 3 : 1 ). As the latter was prohibited because the

penknife.” “ Leaves " here denotes the columns, | animal that is to serve as the expression of human

>
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devotion to duty should be the type of soundness ive similes ( Psa. 72:16 ; 104: 16–18 ; Cant. 4:18 ;

and perfection , so the former was prohibited be- Isa. 2:13 ; 35: 2 ; 60:13 ;Hos. 14:5 ). It was noted

cause the bloodless offering should represent an for its cedars (Psa. 29 : 5 ; Cant. 8:15 ), its wines

undefiled condition . To the Hebrew mind,what. (Hos. 14 : 7), and its cool waters ( Jer. 18:14).

ever was in a decayed state suggested the idea of The eastern range, or Anti-Lebanon, has its

uncleanness and corruption, and had therefore to center at MountHermon,from which a number of

be banished from the altar, the symbol of spiritual ranges radiate like the ribs of a half-opened fan .

yearning and a pure life.” It is in reference to

these prohibitions that Amos (4 :5 ) ironically bids

the Jews of his day to “offer a sacrifice of thanks

giving with leaven .” In two instances , however,

the sacred lawgiver permits its use ; viz., with the

offering of the new loaves presented on the feast

of Pentecost (Lev. 23:17), and in connection with

the praise offering (Lev. 7:13). The reason for

these exceptions was that in neither case was the
Humo

leavened bread burned upon the altar, but was

eaten by the priest. They were only presented

symbolically to the Lord .

Figurative. A prominent quality of leaven
• Bedro

is its secretly penetrating and diffusive power ;

hence the proverbial saying, “ A little leaven leav.

eneth the whole lump " (1 Cor. 5 :6 ; Gal. 5 : 9 ). In

this respect it was emblematical
of moral ' influ .

ence , good or bad ; as of the rapid spread of the

gospel (Matt. 13:33 ; Luke 13:21 ) ; of the doc

trines of the Pharisees (Matt. 16: 6 , 12) ; of un

godly professors ( 1 Cor. 5 : 6, 7) ; of false teachers

(Gal. 5 :8, 9) ; of malice and wickedness ( 1 Cor.

5 : 8). The rabbins of the Talmud used the word

“ leaven ," or the phrase " the dough of the leaven,"

to typify the evil inclinations in man (see Talmud,

Berachoth, 17 a ; Sanhedrin, 91 b ; Baha Bathra,

58 a). The verb “ to make leaven " is often em

ployed in Jewish literature to signify “ to deterio

rate, ” “ to grow bad , ” etc.
Tyro

LEB’ANA (Neh . 7:48). See LEBANAH.

LEB'ANAH (Heb. 179?, leb- aw -naw ', white, The Lebanon Region .

poetically the moon ), one of the Nethinim whose The first runs northeast, parallel to Lebanon , from

descendants returned fromBabylon with Zerub- which it is separated bythe valley of Cæle- Spria,

babel (Ezra 2:45 ; Neh. 7:48), B. C. about 536.
now called El-Buka'a, whose average breadth is

LEB’ANON(Heb. 7127?, leb- aw -nohn', white, about six miles. Its 'elevation is not more than

from the snow on its peaks) , the loftiest and best four thousand five hundred feet. As it advances

known mountain range of Syria, forming the northward its features become wilder and grander,

northern boundary of Palestine. It is really a and the elevation increases until , above the plain

branch running southward from the Caucasus, and of Zebedâny, it attains an elevation of about seven

at its lower end forking into two parallel ranges , thousand feet. There is little change until it

the eastern, or Anti-Lebanon, and the western , or reaches the parallel of Ba'albek , when it beginsto

Lebanon proper. Themountain chain of Lebanon fall, and declines gradually until at length it sinks

begins at the great valley connecting the Mediter- down into the plain of Hamath. The lowest and

rancan with the plain of Hamath ( “ the entrance last of the Anti -Lebanon ranges runs nearly due

of Hamath ,” Num . 34 : 8) , in latitude 34° 10', and east along the plain of Damascus, continuing on.

runs southwest till it sinks into the plain of Acre ward to Palmyra. Its average elevation is not

and the low hills of Galilee, latitude 33°. Its ex- more than three thousand feet, and, with the ex.

treme length is one hundred and ten miles, and ception of a few peaks, it does not rise more than

the average breadth at its base about twenty seven hundred feet above the plain.

miles . Its average height is from six thousand to The Climate of Lebanon varies greatly. In

eight thousand feet ; the highest peak — Jebel the plain of Dan, at the source of the Jordan, the

Mukhmel — is about ten thousand two hundred heat and vegetation are almost tropical. The

feet, and the Sannîn about nine thousand feet. coast along the western base of Lebanon, though

The highest peaks are covered with perpetual ice very sultry during the summer months, is not un.

and snow , and the line of cultivation reaches to healthy . The sea breeze setting in in the even.

the height of about six thousand feet. In the ing keeps the night comparatively cool, and the

mountain recesses wild beasts range, as of old air is dry and free from malaria. In the plains of

( 2 Kings 14 : 9 ; Cant. 4 : 8 ) . Lebanon is remark . Çæle-Syria and Damascus snow falls, sometimes

able for the grandeur and beauty of its scenery, eight inches deep. The main ridges ofboth ranges

and supplied the sacred writers with many express- I are generally covered with snow from December

»

>
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to March. During the summer the higher parts of edness in the perfected kingdom of God (Isa . 25:

the mountain are cool and pleasaut, rain seldom | 6). Allowed to remain upon the lees, the wine

falling between June 1 and September 20. became thick and syrupy, and symbolized the sloth ,

History. Lebanon is first mentioned (Deut. indifference, and gross stupidity of the ungodly

1 :7; 11:24) as a boundary of the country promised ( Jer. 48:11; Zeph . 1:12). To drink the lees

to Israel ; and to those who had lived in Egypt or (“ dregs,” A. V., Psa . 75 : 8) was an expression for

the desert Lebanon must have seemed a paradise. the endurance of extreme punishment.

It was originally inhabited by a number of inde
LEFT (Heb. 578720, sem-ole', dark ; Gr. eió

pendent, warlike tribes, some of whom Joshua con
quered near Lake Merom ( Josh. 11:2-18 ).They puuos, yoo-o'-noo-mos,of good omen ). The left

are said to havebeen of Phænician stock(Pliny,v: sinister as equivalent to unfortunate. This washand was esteemed of ill omen, hence the term

17 ; Eusebius, Onom. , s. v.; comp. 1 Kings 5 ). Far
ther north were the Hivites (Judg. 3:3),the Gib. especially the caseamong the Greeks and Romans.

lites and Arkites . The Israelites never completely
“ The Greek term was used in taking auguries ;

subdued them , but the Phænicians appear to have but these omens were euphemisticallycalled evw

had them under their power, as they supplied vua, which in fact were regarded as unlucky, i.e.,
themselves and Soloinon with timber from their which came from the left, sinister omens (for which

forests ( 1 Kings 5: 9-11 ; Ezek . 27:9, sq.). Still a good name was desired )” (Grimm, Lex ., s. v .).
later the king of Assyria felled its timber for his Among the Hebrews the left hand indicated the

military engines (Isa. 14 :8 ; 37:24; Ezek. 31:16 ). north (Gen. 14:15 ; Job 23: 9 ), the person's face

In the fourth century B. C. the whole country was
being supposed to be turned toward the East.

incorporated with the country or kingdom of the LEFT - HANDED (Heb . 1579? 7 hox, shut
Seleucidæ . At present Lebanon is inhabited by | as to his right hand), a term applied to one who
Christians (Maronites and Druses) and Anti-Leb. is unable to skillfully use his right hand (Judg. 3 :

anou by Mohammedans, and is under a Turkish 15 ; 20:16). It can hardly mean an ambidexter,
ruler.

since the expression “ shut as to his right hand

Figurative. Lebanon is used to symbolize would preclude the fact of ability to use both

that which is great, strong, beautiful, as : (1) The hands alike. An instance of using both hands

army of Asshur (Isa. 10:34 ) ; ( 2) A proud people dexterously is given in 1 Chron. 12: 2. Perhaps

( Isa . 29:17) ; (3) The Jews ( Jer. 22:6, 23 ; Hab. 2 : this power of using the left hand may have come

17) ; (4) Perhaps of the temple, in which was tim through cultivation.
ber from ebanon ; (5 ) The Church (Isa. 35 : 2 ; 60:

13 ; Cant. 4:11, etc. ) ; (6) mourning of Lebanon,
LEG , the rendering of several words in the

A. V.:

of deep afiliction (Ezek. 31:15) .

LEBA’OTH (Josb . 15:32), see BETH -LEBAOTH.
1. Kaw -raw ' (Heb. 97?), the lower limb, the

LEBBE US or LEBBE'US (Gr. Aeßßaios,
shank (Exod. 12 : 9 ; 29:17 ; Lev . 1 : 9 , 13 ; 4:11 , etc. ).

leb-bah '- yos, courageous), a surname of Judas or
2. Shoke (Heb . piw ), the shin, but used of the

Jude (Matt. 10:3 ), one of the twelve apostles . He whole limb, e. g . , of a person (Deut. 28:35 ; Psa.

was called also Thaddæus, which Meyers ( Com. , in 147: 10 ; Prov . 26 : 7). It is also used of the

loco) thinks was his regular apostolic name. “ thigh ” (Isa. 47 : 2 ; in the phrase “ hip and thigh,”

LEBO’NAH (Heb..7ias, leb - o-naw ', frank- Judg. 15:8).

incense ), a town near Shiloh , north of the spot 3. Reh '-gel (Heb. 397), properly the foot ( 1 Sam.

where the young men of Benjamin were directed |17 : 6).

to capture the Shilonite maidens at the yearly fes . 4. Improperly for show ' -bel (Heb. 320), the train

tival (Judg. 21:19). It is , doubtless , the same as or trailing dress of a woman (Isa. 47 : 2 ) , and of
Lubban.

LE'CAH (Heb. 177?, lay-kaw ', a journey ), a
tseh-aw-daw' (Heb. 1777 ? ), an ornamental chain

for the ankle) .

place in the tribe of Judah founded by Er ( 1 Chron. The bones of the legs of persons crucified were

4:21 ), not elsewhere mentioned .
broken to hasten death ( John 19:31 ). See Cruci.

LEDGE (Heb. 350, shaw -lawb ), a term used FIXION.

in the description of the lavers of the teniple LEGERDEMAIN . See MAGIC.

(1 Kings 7:28 , 29), and meaning, perhaps, the base
LEGION, a main division of the Roman army,

running round and supporting the work within .

The term yawd (Heb, 77, a hand ) would seem to a much larger number ofmen, running from three
nearly equivalent to our regiment. It comprised

be the upright stile (v. 35). thousand men to about six thousand at the time

LEECH . See ANIMAL KINGDOM (HORSELEECH) . of Christ. See ARMY.

LEEKS. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. Figurative. The word legion came to mean

LEES (Heb. , sheh' -mer, something pre. 26:53) and of evil spirits (Mark 5:9 ; comp. v. 15).a great number or multitude , e. g. , of angels (Matt.

served ). “ Wines on the lees ” are wines which

have been left to stand upon their lees after the LEʻHABIM (Heb. 01.7, leh -haw -beem '), a

first fermentation is over, which have thus thor- people reckoned among theMidianitish stock (Gen.

oughly fermented, and have been kept a long time, 10:13 ; 1 Chron . 1:11). Authorities differ as to

and which are then filtered before drinking ; hence their identification. Sayce (Higher Crit. and Mon. ,

wine both strong and clear ; in which case it was p. 135) says : “ The Lehabim are the fair-haired,

used figuratively for the full enjoyment of bless. I blue-eyed Libyans, who as far back as the nine

>
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*

teenth and twentieth dynasties had been incor. from the society of men (vers. 45, 46). While

porated into the Egyptian army. At one time thus excluded the leper was to wear mourning

they occupied much the same place in Egyptian costume, rend his clothes, leave the hair of his

history as was subsequently occupied by the Lyd- head disordered, keep the beard covered (Ezek .

ians, and it is probable that the twenty -second 27:17 , 22), and cry Unclean ! unclean ! ” that

dynasty, that of Shishak, was of Libyan extrac- everyone might avoid him for fear of being defiled

tion, and owed its rise to power to the influence (Lam. 4:15 ), and as long as the disease lasted

of the Libyan troops." he was to dwell apart without the camp (Lev.

LE’HI (Heb .17?, lekh ' -ee, a cheek, or jawbone), 13:45, 46 ; Num . 6 :2, sq.; 12:15 , etc.). Respect
the place in Judah where Samson slew the Philis. ing the symptoms the priest was to decide as to

tines with a jawbone (Judg. 15:9, 14, 16). The whether they indicated leprosy or some other dis

R. V. has in Judg. 15:19, “ the hollow place that ease.(2) Purification . “ The ceremonial pre

is in Lehi.” The springin the hollow place he scribed for the purification of persons cured of
called En-hakkore, the fountain of him that leprosy is based upon the idea that this malady is

prayed.
the bodily symbol, not so much of sin merely as

LEM'UEL (Heb. 389773 , lem -oo -ale', belong. resolved itselfinto two parts : (1) The readmission
of death ." Accordingly the rite of purification

ing to God ), a person of whom nothing is known, of the sufferer (Lev. 14 : 1-9), who had been looked

except that to him the admonitory apothegms of upon as dead, into the society of the living, and

ఎందుకు వస్తు
Ten Men That Were Lepers. "

Prov. 31 : 2-9, were addressed by his mother. The preparation for his return to fellowship with the

rabbinical commentators identify Lemuel with covenant people. This ceremony, therefore, took
Solomon , which seems the most likely conjecture. place without the camp. The officiating priest

Others (as Grotius) refer the epithet to Hezekiah, caused two clean and living birds, along with some
while others (as Gesenius) think that it refers to cedarwood, scarlet wool , and hyssop to be brought.

some neighboring petty Arabian prince. One of the birds was killed over running water,

LEND. SeeLOAN. i . e. , water from a spring or stream, in such a way

LENTILE . See VEGETABLE Kingdom.
that the blood would flow into the water. He

LEOPARD . See ANIMAL KINGDOM . then dipped into this the living bird, the cedar,

Figurative. The leopard is illustrative of the scarlet wool, and the hyssop — the symbol of

God in his judgments (Hos. 13 : 7 ) ; of the Macedo duration of life, vigor of life, and purity. He

nian kingdom (Dan. 7 :6); of Antichrist (Rev. 13:2); thensprinkled it seven times upon the leper, after

tamed,of the wicked subdued by truth and grace which the living bird was set free, thus sym .

(Isa. 11 : 6).
bolizing that the leper was at liberty to return to

LEPER ( Heb. 5 tsaw -ral', intransitive, rificial character, seems intended to show that the
society. The slain bird , though not having a sac

smitten ). LEPROSY (Heb. 013'5 * , tsaw -rah ’-ath, leper was saved from death by intervention of
a smiting ). _Concerning the nature of leprosy, see divine mercy. The sprinkling was repeated seven

DISEASES. Here will be considered the Mosaic regu. times . The symbolical cleansing was followed by
iations respecting the existence of leprosy and the shaving off of the hair, which was peculiarly

the purification therefrom . The law for leprosy liable to be affected by the leprosy ; bathing the
treats of : body in water, and washing the clothes. (2) Ad

1. Leprosy in Man . ( 1) Symptoms, etc. mission to camp (Lev. 14 :10–32), i. e . , to resume

The priestwas to decide whether the leprosy was : living in his tent, was obtained after a second

( a) In its dangerous forms when appearing on the cleansing, on the eighth day. On this day the

skin (Lev. 13:2–28), on the head and beard (vers. priest presented the candidate, with the necessary

29-37) ; (6 ) in harmless forms ( vers. 38 , 39) ; and offerings, before the Lord . These offerings were :

(c) when appearing on a bald head (vers. 40-44 ); two he-lambs, one ewe lamb, three tenth deals

(d) instructions were given for removal ofthe leper flour mingled with oil, and one log of oil. The
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priest waved one of the he- lambs and the log of LE'SHEM (Heb. , lek ' shem ,a gem ), a city

oil for a trespass offering . The lamb was then in North Palestine ( Josh , 19:47), elsewhere called

slain , and someof the blood was put upon the tip Laisu (9. v . ).

of the ear, the hand, and the foot of the person.
LET. See GLOSSARY.

These same organs were afterward anointed with

oil , and after the priest had sprinkled some of the LE THECH ( Heb. 17oz, leh '-thek ), a Hebrew

oil seven times before the Lord the remainder was word in margin of Hos. 3 : 2, and meaning a meas

poured upon the head of the person to be dedi- ure for grain . In the A. V. it is rendered " a half

cated. The she-lamb was then offered for a sin homer." See METROLOGY, II.

offering, for the purpose of making atonement LETTER is used both as an alphabetical

(v. 19), after which the burnt and meat offerings character (see Writing and EPISTLE). The words

were presented . In case the person was poor he of the apostle (Gal . 6:11 ), “ Ye see how large

offered one lamb, two turtledoves, or two young a letter I have written unto you with mine own

pigeons (vers. 21-32 ). Thus the restored leper hand,” is thus explained by Meyer ( Com. , in

was admitted again to communion with the altar loc . ) : “ In accordance with his well-known man

and Israel.

ner in other passages, Paul adds to the letter,
2. Leprosy in a House. The law concerning which up to this point he had dictated, the conclu

this was made known to Moses, as intended for sion from verse 11 onward in his own handwrit.

the time when Israel should possess Canaan and ing .... But this close of our epistle was intended

dwell in houses. Thisleprosy manifested its pres- to catch the eyes of the readers as something so

enceby depressions of a greenish or reddish color especially important, that from verse 12 to the end

on the walls, and was of vegetable formation. the apostle wrote with very large letters, just as we,

When these indications were observed the owner in writing and printing, distinguish by letters of a

of the house reported to the priest, who directed larger size anything that we wish to be considered

that the whole contents of the house should be as peculiarly significant."

taken out, in order to prevent everything within

it from becoming unclean . He then examined apostle Paulin opposition to the spirit (Rom . 2 :
Figurativa. “ The letter ” is used by the

the walls of the house, and if he saw symptomsof 27, 29 ;7 :6 ; 2 Cor. 3 : 6, 7 ). In general letter is

the plague ordered the house closed for seven used to denote the Mosaic law, and mere external

days. If on the seventh day the leprosy gave evi- obedience thereto.

dence of spreading he ordered the affected stones

LETUʻSHIM ( Heb. Duis ?, let-00 -sheem ',to be removed, the inside of the ou : to be

scraped, the affected parts removed without the hammered, oppressed ), the second son of Dedan,

city, the stones thus removed replaced by others, grandson of Abraham by Keturah (Gen. 25 : 3 ) , B. C.

and the walls plastered with fresh mortar. If, considerably after 2200. The plural form of the

after these precautions, the evil should reappear, three sons of Dedan would seem to indicate tribes

the leprosy was pronounced of a malignant type , descended from him . The Letushim have been

the house was pulled down, while stones, timber, associated with the Banu Leits in Hejas. Fos

and rubbish were removed to an unclean place ter (Geog. of Arabia , i, 334 ) supposes that the

without the city. Any person entering the house, Letushim were absorbed in the generic appellation

who ate or slept in it , was accounted unclean and of Dedanim (see DEDAN) .

was required to wash his clothes. If it was found LEUM MIM ( Heb. 89798 ?, leh -oom -meem ',

that the plague had not spread afterthehouse peoples), thelast of the three sons of Dedan,grand.
was plastered, the priest declared it free from the son of Abraham by Keturah (Gen. 25 :3), or more

disease, and after sprinkling it seven times with probably a tribe descended from Dedan, among

the same kind of sprinkling water as was used in whose descendants they appear as third . Some

the case of human leprosy, he purified it, and have identified them with the 'Alvueūral of Ptol

made atonement for it that it might be clean (Lev. сmy (vi, 7 , § 24) ; but the Alumeotæ of Central

14 :33–53) .
Arabia have been quite as probably thought to

3. Leprosy in Fabrics. The leprosy inWoolen orlinen fabrics and leather is probably the correspondto Almodad. IntheSabxaninscrip

result of damp or ill ventilation , causing the ma- The Leummim have likewise been identified with
tions, however, the forms x ) and bass occur.

terial to rot. Leprosy in woolen or linen clothes

or fabrics,or in leather, was also indicated by tribe Ummeiyim .- W . H.
the anti-Abrahamic and, perhaps, aboriginal Arabic

greenisb or reddish spots upon them . The pres

ence of these were reported to the priest, who or LE VI(Heb. " 7 , lay-vee', a joining), the third

dered the affected article to be shut up for seven son of Jacob and Leah (Gen. 29:34 ) , B. C. prob .

days. If the spots had spread by the eighth day, ably before 2000.

the article was burned ; if not , it was ordered 1. Personal History. (1) Avenges Dinah.

washed and shut up another seven days. If then One fact alone is recorded in which Levi appears

similar spots appeared, the article or material was prominent. His sister Dinau (q . v. ) was seduced

burned ; but if the leprous spot had yielded to the by Shechem , and,according to the rough usage of

wasbing but left a stain, the stained portion was the times , the stain could only be washed out by

cut out and the remainder pronounced clean . In blood . Simeon and Levi took this task upon

case no further indication ofthe disease appeared, themselves. Covering their scheme with fair

the material was washed the second time and words and professions of friendship, they com.

pronounced clean (Lev. 13 :47-59) . The Jewish laws mitted a cowardly and repulsive crime (Gen. 34 ).

exempt dyed material from liability to leprosy. (2) Levi and Joseph. Levi shared in the hatred

.

. )
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GERSHON

Libni.

Sbimei .

Amram

Korah .

Izbar

Zichri.

Zithri.

>

andםיִוְלַה), with the article

which his brothers bore to Joseph, and joined in the insert the following table, formulated from Exod.

plots against him (37:4). (3) Migrates to Egypt. 6 : 16–25 and Num . 3:17–20, italicising the priestly

With his three sons, Gershon, Kohath, and Merari, branch.

Levi went down into Egypt (46:11), and as one of

the four eldest sons we may think of him as among

the five (47 : 2) specially presented to Pharaoh.
| Eleazar.

Aaron

Then comes the last scene , when Jacob, on his
Ithamar.

deathbed, recalls Levi's old crime and expresses
Moses.

his abhorrence of it (49 :5–7 ) . See LEVITES. LEVI KOHATH
Nepbeg .

2. Father of Matthat and son of Melchi , third
Hebron .

preceding Mary among the ancestors of Jesus
Mishael.

(Luke 3:24) B. C. considerably before 22 . Uzziel Elzapban.

3. The father of another Matthat, and son of
MERARI Mabli .

Simeon, in the maternal line between David and
Mushi.

Zerubbabel (Luke 3:29) , B. C. after 876.

4. An apostle. See Matthew . In Num. 3:21 Libni and Shimei are mentioned as

LEVIATHAN . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.
fathers of families, as is Hebron also ( 3:27). The

design of the genealogy appears to be to give the

LEVIRATE MARRIAGE (from Lat. pedigrees of Moses and Aaron, and some other

Levir, a husband's brother ), the name applied to principal heads of the family of Aaron (see Exod.

the custom among the Hebrews that when an | 6:25).

Israelite died without leaving male issue his near- 3. Age and Qualifications. A Levite's

est relative should marry the widow, and con- period of service was from twenty -five to fifty

tinue the family of his deceased brother through years of age (Num. 8:24 , 25) ;after the latter age

the first -born son of such union , he becoming the he ceased from “ work," and acted as overseer .

heir of the former husband. If the brother did the age of thirty years (Num . 4 :3-49) has been

not choose to marry the widow she subjected him variously explained, some thinking it to have arisen

to gross insult. See MARRIAGE, LEVIRATE. from an error of the copyist, others that it referred

LEVITES (Heb. 173. 12 , bane lay - vee', son of to the time of transporting the tabernacle, others

that the first selection of Levites was those from

Levi, or simply "??, Lay-yee'; usually in the plural twenty five to fifty, but that all future Levites had

a patronymic title to commence service at twenty- five. The Septua.

which , besides denoting all the descendants of gint solves the difficulty by uniformly reading

Levi (Exod . 6:25 ; Lev. 25:32 ; Josh . 21 : 3, 41 ), is twenty-five instead of thirty . No other qualifica

also the distinctive title of that portion of the tribe tion than that of age is mentioned, although the

which was set apart for the service of the sanctu- regulations in force among the priests respecting

ary subordinate to the priests (Num . 8 : 6 ; Ezra 2 : deformity and cleanness doubtless applies also to
70 ; John 1:19, etc.). It is sometimes added as the Levites.

an epithet, and we read of “ the priests of the 4. Duties. The functions of the whole tribe

Levites.” (Josh. 3 : 3 ; Ezek. 44:15 ). of Levi were to preserve the law of Jehovah in all

1. Their Appointment. No reference is its integrity and purity, to see that its require
made to the consecrated character of the Levites ments were duly complied with, to dispense jus.

in Genesis. Tracing its descent from Leah , the tice in accordance with its enactments, and to

tribe would naturally take its place among the six transmit it to posterity (Lev. 10:11 ; Deut. 17:18 ;

chief tribes sprung from the wives of Jacob, and 31 : 9-13 ; 33:10 ; comp. 2 Chron. 17 : 8–10 ; Neh.

share with them a superiority over those who bore 8 : 9 ; Ezek . 44:23 ; Mal. 2 : 7, sq. ) . The Levites,

the names of the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah . The apart from their priestly portion , were to act as

work of Aaron, and his greater brother Moses, assistants to the sons of Aaron " in all the service
would give prominence to the family and tribe to of the tabernacle ” (Num . 18 :4), but they were

which they belonged. And again the tribe stood forbidden to touch any sacred furniture or the altar

separate and apart as the champions of Jehovah, until it had been covered by the priests (4:5–16).

after the sin of making the golden calf. “ If the As the tabernacle was the sign of the pres
Levites had been sharers in the sin of the golden ence among the people of their unseen King, so
calf, they were, at any rate, the foremost to rally the Levites may be compared to a royal guard ;

round their leader when he called on them to indeed the terms " host " (4 : 3) and " service "

help him in stemming the progress of the evil ” | (v. 30) are rendered “ warfare " in the margin.

(MCC. and S. , Cyc. ). But we are told that the When the people settled in Canaan it was the

tribe of Levi was speciallychosen by God for the duty of the Levites, acting as police, to guard the

purpose of intrusting to it the care and admin- sanctuary, to open and close it, to look after the
istration of holy things (Num . 3 : 5 , sq . ; 8 : 14–19). cleaning of it and the furniture, to prepare the
They were consecrated to Jehovah as his peculiar showbread, and to do whatever other bakingwas

property , instead ofthe firstborn (q.v.) of the whole needed in connection with the sacrifices, to lead
nation , these latter being replaced by the Levites, the music (q . v . ) during worship, to assist the

while all over and above the number required were priests in slaughtering and skinning the animals
ransomed at the rate of five shekels a head ( 18:16). for sacrifice, to examine the lepers according to

2. Division of the tribe of Levi . Different law, to look after the temple stores, and such like.

functions having been assigned to the separate For the lieavier and more menial duties of their

houses of the Levitical branch of the tribe, we office, the Levites were assisted by temple slaves.
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Thus the Gibeonites had been appointed to act as of the tribes, any inheritance in the land of

hewers of wood and drawers of water (Josh . 9:21 ) . Canaan . Their portion was to be Jehovah him .

David and other kings presented to the sanctuary self.(Num . 18:20 ; Deut. 10 : 9 , etc. ) , who ordained

persons to perform services of such a nature that they should have set apart for them four

(Ezra 8:20), probably prisoners of war who had cities out of every tribe, along with the necessary

become proselytes, called after the captivity pasture for their cattle (Num. 35 : 1-8). Besides

NETHINIM (q.v. ). this they received the tithes due to Jehovan from

5. Classification . The better to systematize the fruits of the fields, from the flocks and herds

their service, Moses divided the Levites into three (Lev. 27:30–33 ; comp. Num. 18 : 21-24), of the

sections by their respective descent from the sons first fruits (Exod. 23:19; Lev. 2:14 ; 23:17, etc. ) ,

of Levi, viz., Gershon, Kohath ,and Merari. They of the firstborn (Exod. 13:12, sq . ; Lev. 27:26 ;

were under the general supervision of Eleazar, the Num. 18:15, sq. ; Deut. 15:19), as well as certain

son of Aaron, with aids having charge of a sec- portions of the sacrificial offerings of the people

tion (Num . 3:32). (Num. 18 : 8-11 , 19). Of the tithes the Levites had

( 1) The Kohathites, with Elizaphan as leader to turn over a tithe to the priests ( 18:26, sq . ). The

(Num . 3:30). Number, at the building of the Levites lived for the greater part of the year in

tabernacle, eight thousand six hundred men (3:28) , their own cities , and came upat fixed periods to

with two thousand seven hundred and fifty quali. take their turn of work ( 1 Chron. chaps. 25 , 26 ).

fied for active service (4:36). Place of encamp- How long that term lasted we have no sufficient

ment, south side of the tabernacle (3:29) . Duty, data for determining.

charge of the ark, table of showbread, candle- 8. History, etc. ( 1 Till death of Solomon.

stick , altars of burnt offering and of incense, the It may be well to add a few additional facts to

sacred vessels used in the service, and the veil those already given. We have seen that the

( 3:27, sq .; 4 :4 , sq . ). Levites were to take the place of the earlier

(2) Gershonites, with Eliasaph as leader (Num . priesthood of the firstborn as representatives of

3:24). Number, seven thousand five hundred men, the holiness of the people ; that they acted as the

with two thousand six hundred and thirty for royal guard, waiting upon Jehovah ; and that they

active service (3:22 ; 4:40). Placeof encampment, alone bore the tabernacle and its sacred furniture.

west side of tabernacle (3:23). Duty, charge of Failing to appreciate their holy calling, that section

curtains, the tent ( i . e., above the planks) , the of the Levites whose position brought them into

coverings and the hanging for the door of the contact with the tribe of Reuben conspired with

tabernacle, the hangings of the court and the it to reassert the old patriarchal system of a .

court entrance, their cords and instruments of household priesthood, but were severely punished

service, also the work of taking down and setting by divine interposition (Num . 16 : 1 , sq .). Joshua,

these up (3:25 , 26 ; 4 : 22-28). the successor of Moses, faithfully planned to con

( 3) Merarites, with Zuriel as leader (Num . 3:35) . tinue the Mosaic ideal of the Levites as the priestly

Number, six thousand two hundred men, with three caste , providing them with cities to dwell in and

thousand two hundred qualified for active service servants from the conquered Hivites. During the

( 3:34 ; 4:44 ). Encampment, north side of taber- period of the Judges we have only scanty material

bacle (3:35 ). Duty, charge of planks, bars, pillars, respecting the Levites , but the conduct of the

and sockets of the tabernacle ; also the pillars people would seem to indicate that either the

of the court, their sockets, pins, cords, and tools Levites failed to bear witness to the truth or had

pertaining thereto (3:36, sq. ; 4:29, sq.). Owing no power to enforce it . The shameless license of

to the heavy nature of the materials which they the sons of Eli may be looked upon as the result

had to carry, four wagons and eight oxen were of a long period of decay affecting the whole order.

assigned to them ; and in the march both they Samuel, himself a Levite ( 1 Chron. 6:28, 33), in

and the Gershonites followed immediately after fused new life into the organization. His rule

the standard of Judah, and before that of Reuben, and that of his sons, and the prophetical character

that theymight set up the tabernacle against the now connected with the tribe, tended to give them

arrival of the Kohathites (7 : 8 ). the position of a ruling caste ; and perhaps the

6. Consecration. The consecration of the desire of the people for a king was a protest

Levites began with sprinkling them with the against the assumption of the Levites of a higher

water of purifying” (marg. " sin -water " ), fol. position than that originally assigned them .

lowed by shaving off the hair of the entire body, David definitely recognized their relation to the

washing of clothes, accompanied by the sacrifice priesthood, and publicly admitted their claim to

of two bullocks, fine flour and oil (Num . 8 : 6-15) . be the bearers of the ark ( 1 Chron. 15 : 2 ). In the

The water of purifying (or sin -water) is thought procession which entered Jerusalem bringing the

by some to be the same as that used in the purifi. ark to its final resting place, the Levites were con

cation for leprosy (Lev. 13 : 6, 9, 13), while others spicuous, wearing their linen ephods and appear.

understand it to be the water in the laver, pro - ing in their new character as minstrels ( 15:27, 28 ) .

vided for the purpose of cleansing the priests for " The education which the Levites received for

the performance of their duties . After this puri- their peculiar duties, no less than their connec

fication they were brought before the door of the tion, more or less intimate, with the schools of the

tabernacle, and set apart for service by the laying prophets, would tend to make them , so far as

on of the hands of the elders. there was any education at all, the teachers of the

7. Revenues and Residence. Chosen from others, the transcribers and interpreters of the

among the whole people to be Jehovah's peculiar law , the chroniclers of the times in which they

possession, the Levites did not obtain, like the rest | lived."

CG
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(2) During the divided kingdom . “ The revolt the last great effort of Jewish psalmody. They

of the ten tribes , and the policy pursued by Jero- are recognized in the great national covenant, and

boam, led to a great change in the position of the the offerings and tithes which were their due are

Levites. They were the witnesses of an appointed once more solemnly secured to them (10:37–39).

order and a central worship . He wished to make They take their old placesin the temple and in

the priests the creatures and instruments of the the villages near Jerusalem (12:29), and are present

king, and to establish a provincial and divided in full array at the great feast of the dedication of

worship. The natural result was that they left the wall. The two prophets whowere active at the

the cities assigned to them in the territory of time of the return, Haggai and Zechariah, if they

Israel , and gathered round the metropolis of Judah did not belong to the tribe, helped it forward in

(2 Chron. 11:13, 14 ). In the kingdom of Judah the work of restoration. The strongest measures

they were, from this time forward , a powerful body, were adopted by Nehemiah, as before by Ezra, to

politically as well as ecclesiastically. We find guard the purity of their blood from the contami.

them prominent in the war of Abijah against nation of mixed marriages (Ezra 10:23) ; and they

Jeroboam ( 13 : 10–12). They are sent out by Je- are made the special guardians of the holiness of

hoshaphat to instruct and judge the people ( 19 : the Sabbath (Neh . 13:22 ). The last prophet of the

8-10 ). The apostasy that followed on the mar- Old Testament sees, as part of his vision of the lat

riage of Jehoram and Athaliah exposed them for ter days, the timewhen the Lord ‘ shall purify the

a time to the dominance of a hostile system ; but sons of Levi ' (Mal. 3 :3 ) . The guidance of the

the services of the temple appear to have gone on , Old Testament fails us at this point, and the his

and the Levites were again conspicuous in the tory of the Levites in relation to the national life

counter revolution effected by Jehoiada (ch . 23), becomes consequently a matter of inference and

and in restoring the temple to its former stateli- conjecture ” (Smith, Dict. of Bible).

ness under Joash (24 : 5 ) . The closing of the tem- (4 ) In New Testament. The Levites appear

ple under Ahaz involved the cessation at once of but seldom in the history of the New Testament.

their work and of their privileges (28:24) . Under Where we meet with their names it is as the type

Hezekiah they again became prominent, as conse- of a formal heartless worship , without sympathy

crating themselves to the special work of cleansing and without love (Luke 10:32). The mention of a

and repairing the temple (29: 12–15 ); and the Levite at Cyprus in Acts 4:36 shows that the

hymns of David and of Asaph were again renewed. changes of the previous century had carried that

Their old privileges were restored, they were put tribe also into “ the dispersed among the Gentiles.”
forward as teachers (30:22 ), and the payment of LEVITICAL CITIES. As the Levites were

tithes, which had probably been discontinued to “ have no inheritance in their land ” (Num . 18:

under Ahaz, was renewed (31:4 ). The genealogies 20), Moses commanded the children of Israel , i . e. ,

of the tribewere revised (v . 17 ), and the old classi- the rest of the tribes, to give towns to the Levites

fication kept its ground. The reign of Manasseh to dwell in of the inheritance that fell to them for

was for them , during the greater part of it, a a possession, with pasturage round about the cities

period of depression . That of Josiah witnessed a for their cattle (Num . 35 :2, sq .). The pasturage

fresh revival and reorganization (34:8–13 ). In the (A. V. “ suburbs ") were to “ reach from the wall
great passover of his eighteenth year they took of the city and outward 1,000 cubits round about.

their places as teachers of the people, as well as

leaders of their worship (35 : 3 , 15). Then came

the Egyptian and Chaldean invasions, and the

rule of cowardly and apostate kings. Then the

sacred tribe showed itself unfaithful. They had , as

the penalty of their sin, to witness the destruction

of the temple and to taste the bitterness of exile . "

(3 ) After the captivity. “ The position taken

by the Levites in the first movements of the return

from Babylon indicates that they had cherished FIELDS FIELDS

the traditions and maintained the practices of CITY

their tribe . It is noticeable that, in the first body IVINEYARDS CUBITS CUBITS / VINEYARDS

of returning exiles , they were present in a dis

proportionately small number (Ezra 2 :36–42).

Those who do come take their old parts at the

foundation and dedication of the second temple

(3:10 ; 6:18). In the next movement under Ezra

their reluctance was even more strongly marked.

None of them presented themselves at the first

great gathering (8:15 ). The special efforts of Ezra

did not succeed in bringing together more than

thirty -eight, and their places had to be filled by Diagram 1.

two hundred and twenty of the Nethinim (v. 20).

Those who returned with him resumed their func. And ye shall measure from without the city on

tions at the feast of tabernacles as teachers and the east side 2,000 cubits." These dimensionshave

interpreters (Neh. 8 : 7) , and those who were most occasioned great difficulty because of theapparent

active in that work were foremost also in chanting contradiction in the two verses , as specifying first
the hymnlike prayer which appears in ch . 9 as | 1,000 cubits and then 2,000.
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of the many explanations given of these meas- fields and villages, continued the property ofthose

urements the following two seem most prob- tribes to which they had been assigned by lot.

able : According to the Talmud Erubin , 5la), the LEVITICUS. See BIBLE, BOOKS OF.

space “measured from the wall 1,000 cubits round
LEVY (Heb. 572, mas, tribute ), the term ap

about was used as a common or suburbs, and the

space measured “from without the city on the plied to a company of thirty thousand Israelites

east side,” etc., was a further tract of land of 2,000 raised by Solomon (1 Kings 5:13). They were free
cubits, used for fields and vineyards, the former Israelites, who to pay tribute (or tax) worked four

being “the suburbs,” properly so called, and the months in the year, felling trees under the direc
latter “ the fields of the suburbs,” as represented tion of subjects of Hiram . Another levy was of
in diagram 1. The above explanation takes for Canaanites, who were assigned to tributary labor

granted, which seems probable, that the cities (9:15), in this case for the erection of buildings.

were circular in form . Keil and Delitzsch indorse LEWD (Gr. Tovnpós, pon -ay-ros'), in a moral

the explanation given by J. D. Michaelis : “ We sense evil, wicked (Acts 17 :5 ).

must picture the towns and the surrounding fields LEWDNESS(Gr. padioupynua, hrad - ee -oorg'

as squares, the pasturageas stretching 1,000 cubits ay-mah, literally doing things easily, or boldly ), a

from the city wall in every direction, and the piece ofknavery,rascality (Acts 18:14 ). Elsewhere
length of each outer these terms are used in their proper sense of

side as 2,000 cu- licentiousness (Heb. 57727, zam -maw ', etc., badness,

bits, apart from the

length of the city
Judg. 20: 6 ; Jer. 11:15 ; Ezekiel frequently ; Hos.

1000C . 10000 wall; so that ifthe 6 :9),once(Hos. 2:10) the parts of shame (Heb.

town itself occu- 0957 ,nab-looth "). See GLOSSARY.

CITY pied a square of LIBATION, the act of pouring wine on the

1,000 cubits (see2a ), ground in divine worship. Sometimes other liquids

the outer side of have been used , as oil , milk , water, honey, but

50001 the town fields mostly wine . Among the Greeks and Romans it

would was an essential part of solemn sacrifices. Liba

2,000 + 1,000 cubits tions were also in use among the Hebrews, who

in every direction ; poured a hin of wine on the victim after it was

but if each side of killed, and the several pieces of the sacrifice were
Diagram 2a .

the city was only laid on the altar ready to be consumed in the

500 cubits long (26), the outer side of the town flames. See OFFERINGS.

fields would measure 2,000+500 cubits in every LIBERALITY, a generous disposition of

direction . ” Of these cities six were to be cities mind, resulting in large giving, i. e. , according to

of refuge (q . v. ), and one's ability ; largeness of mind; catholicity. In
thirteen allotted to the

Isaiah (32 : 5 , 8 ) the term naw-deel' (Heb. 5779 , vol.
priests' portion of the
tribe. Which cities be untary ) seems to have been applied to persons of

TO00c. 50ọc 10ooc noble character or birth , and Delitzsch thus ren

longed to the priests,

which to the nonpriestly CITY
ders the eightlı verse : “ But a noble man devises

portion of the tribe , and
noble things, and to noble things he adheres."

how they were distri.
LIB'ERTINES (Gr. Außeptivos, lib- er -tee '-nos,

buted among the other a freedman ). This occurs but once in the New

tribes (Josh . 21 : 3, sq . ) ,
Testament : “ Certain of the synagogue, which is

is shown in the following called of the Libertines ” (Acts 6 :9 ). The inter

table : Diagram 2b . pretation of this word has been various. Some

think these Libertines were manumitted Roman
( 1) Kohathites :

Judah and Simeon..
( a ) Priests ...

slaves, who having embraced Judaism had their

Benjamin .. 4 synagogue at Jerusalem . Others, owing to the

Ephraim... 4 geographical names given to other synagogues in
(6 ) Not priests.... Dan .

Half Manasseh (west )
the same verse, inferthat this must have the same

Half Manasseh (east) . meaning,and suppose that Jews dwelling in Liber.

(2) Gershonites
Issacbar .

4 tun, a city or region in proconsular Africa, are

meant. Others, with far greater probability, apNaphtali ..

Zebulun . 4 peal to Philo, and understand the word as denot

( 3) Merarites ...... Reuben 4 | ing Jews who had been made ' captive by the

Romans under Pompey, but were afterward set

Total.. 48 free, and who, although they had fixed their abode

at Rome, had built at their own expense a syna

These cities were not given entirely to the Le- gogue at Jerusalem , which they frequented when

vites as their own property, but as many houses in in that city.

the towns as sufficed for their necessities. These LIBERTY , CHRISTIAN , or evangelical

could be redeemed if sold at any time, and re- liberty, a phrase which covers several New Tes.

verted to them without compensation in the yeartament representations of the Christian life.

of jubilee, even if not redeemed before (Lev. 25 : 1. Believers are emancipated from the bondage

32, 33) ; but such portion of the city as was not of Satan, the domination of sin , from guilt, and

taken possession of by them, together with the the fear of death (see John 8 :31-36 ; Acts 26:

9

Asher 4

3

Gad 4
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LIBNAH LIFE

17, 18 ; Rom . 7:24, 25 ; 8:15 ; Heb. 2:14, 15) . Spir- cut off (2 Kings 19 : 8 , 9, 35). It was a Levitical

itual union with Christ, involving the service of city in the tribe of Judah ( Josh. 21:13 ), and has
Christ, is compatible with perfect freedom ; inas. been identified with the modern Arák El-Men

much as we are thus restored to the right rela- shîyeh.

tionship to God and brought into harmony with LIBNI (Heb. , lib -nee', white ).

his will (see Matt. 11:28–30 ; James 1:25).

2. Christians are not under obligation to ob- | (Exod . 6:17 ; Num . 3:18, 21 ; 1 Chron. 6:17, 20),
1. The first son of Gershon, the son of Levi

serve the distinctively Jewish regulations. Circumcision, the sign of the old covenant, with the B.C. after 2000. His descendants are called Lib

nites (Num . 3:21 ; 26:58).
whole body of ceremonial and economic require

2. The son of Mahli, son of Merari (1 Chron. 6 :
ments essential to the chosen nation during theperiod that was preparatory to the Gospel, under 29). It is probable that he isthesame withthe

the Gospel is set aside. These features of reli- from the text (Smith , Dict., s. v. ).
preceding, and that something has been omitted

gion, once imposed by special revelation, were an .

nulled by the incoming of the new dispensation.
LIBʻNITE (Heb. , lib -nee', white), a de

They were not in keeping with the proper magni- scendant of Libni, the Levite (Num . 3:21 ; 26:58) .

fying of the grace of Christ, the dignity and LIB'YA (Gr. Alßun, lib-oo ’-ay), the country of

inward liberty of redeemed souls, their moral ele- the Lubim ( Gen. 10:13 ), the tract lying on the

vation and illumination, their relationship as chil. Mediterranean between Egypt and Carthage ( Ezek.

dren of God. Nor were they adapted to Chris- 30 :5 ; 38:5 ; Acts 2:10) . Cyrene was one of its

tianity as designed to be the universal religion of cities. See LUBIM.

the world (see John 4 : 20–24 ; Acts 15: 1-29 ; Gal . LICE. See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

2 : 1-21 ; 5 : 1-6 ; Heb. 8:10, 13) . LIE. “ The rendering of several Hebrew and

3. The phrase also refers to the privilege of Greek words . A lie is the utterance by speech or

Christians to regulate their lives as individuals act of that which is false, with intent to mislead

with respect to matters which are morally indif- or delude ” ( Cent. Dict.). In Scripture the word

ferent . The New Testament instructions upon is used to designate all the ways in which men

this point were developed for the most part on deny or alter the truth in word or deed, as also

account of the attempt to impose Jewish regula evil in general. Good is designated as the truth ,

tions upon converts to Christianity, but the prin- and evil as its opposite. Hence the Scriptures

ciples set forth are of much broader application, most expressly condemn lies ( John 8:44 ; 1 Tim .

ånd are still of great importance (see Rom. 13: 1 : 9, 10 ; Rev. 21:27 ; 22:15). The Bible mentions

1–23 ; 14:14 ; 1Cor. 7 : 8 ; also Scriptures referred instances of good men telling lies, but without

to above) . With respect to such things as are approving them , as that of Abraham (Gen. 12:13;

not commanded or forbidden in the word of God 20: 2), Isaac (ch. 26), Jacob (ch. 27), the Hebrew

Christian liberty may be exercised and should be midwives (Exod. 1: 15-19 ), Michal (i Sam. 19:14,

allowed . Actions are not to be pronounced sinful sq. ), David (1 Sam . ch . 20). See GLOSSARY.

which are not sinful. Non essentials are not to LIEUTENANTS ( Heb. Pung, akh

be elevated to the place of essential virtues.Proper room must be left for the exercise of in: ash -dar-pen- eem ), the official title of the satraps

dividual judgment or of enlightened Christian con Persian empire ; itisrendered "lieutenant ” in
or viceroys who governed the provinces of the

science. But this liberty with respect to things
indifferent is not absolutė. Its exercise is under Esth. 3:12 ; 8:9 ; 9 :3 ; Ezra 8:36 ; and “ prince”

the limitations of the laws of self-preservation, of in Dan. 3:2; 6:1, etc.

expediency, of duty, or of love. Concession should LIFE (Heb. " T7, khah'ee, life or lives ; Poga, neh '.

be made forthe sake of “ the weak ,” though care fesh, breath ; Gr. Çwń, dzo-ay’, life activity ; Yuxh,

should be taken not to make them in such a way, psoo-khay', breath ). The word has several signifi.

or to such an extent, as to perpetuate their weak- cations in the Scriptures, to be decided in each

ness or to promote superstition . If the former be case by the context :

not done “ the weak are needlessly injured . If 1. Physical or animal life ( e. g. , Gen. 6:17; 7:15 ) .

the latter is omitted the principle of evangelical It thus often refers to man's bodily life upon the

liberty is violated , Christians are reduced to un . earth, its relative value and short duration (e. g. ,

christian thraldom , and the progress of Christ's Exod. 1:14 ; Psa. 17:14 ; 63: 3 ; James 4:14 ).

kingdom is obstructed. 2. The manner of living ( e. g. , Luke 8:14 ; Eph.

LITERATURE. — Martensen, Christ. Eth ., vol . i , p . 4:18 ; 1Tim . 2 :2 ; 1 John 2:16 ).
418, sq . ; Hodge, Syst. Theol., ii , 516, sq. ; iii , 262, 3. Spiritual life, i . e. , a life of holiness, of re
sq.; Pope, Comp. Christian Theol., vol. iii, 171- stored spiritual powers and activities, derived from

174.-E. McC. the favor of God and union with Christ (e. g. , Psa.

LIB NAH (Heb. 1777 ?, lib -naw ', transparency, 10:10 ; 14:19; 15:6 ; Acts 6:20;Rom . 8:2, 6).
30 :5 ; Prov. 12:28 ; Matt. 7:14 ; Luke 12:16 ; John

whiteness ). 4. Eternal life, not as contrasted with non

1. The twenty-first station of the Israelites in existence beyond the grave, but as the endless

the wilderness (Num . 33:20, 21 ) ; not identified . continuance and perfection of blessedness and

2. A city of the Canaanites, near Lachish , cap. communion with God entered upon by the saved

tured by Joshua ( Josh. 10 : 29–32 ; 12:15 ); the on the earth (e. g. , Matt. 18 :8, 9 ; 19:29 ; Luke 18 :

birthplace of Josiah's queen , Hamutal ( 2 Kings 30 ; John 3:15 , 16 ; 6:40 ; 17 : 3 ; Rom . 2: 7). See

23:31). It was strongly fortified when Sennach . BREAD ; Crown, 3 ; IMMORTALITY,
WATER.

erib laid siege to it, and the Assyrian army was 5. God, Christ, as self-existent, or absolute life,

1
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LIFT LINE

the source of all life ( e. g. , John, ch . 1 ; 4:26 ; cloud,” their trouble so oppressing them that all

14:6 ; Col. 3 :4 ; 1 John 1: 1, 2 ; 5:20).-E. McC. seems dark, and they observe not the happier

LIFT (Heb. Nie, naw -saw '; Gr.ačpw, ah'-ee-ro).times in store for them . The word of God is

Besides the general meaning of raising, this word also applied to the heavenly state (Isa. 60:19, 20 ;
compared to a light (Psa . 119 : 105). The figure is

has figurative meanings :

1. To lift up the hands is, among the orientals, is applied to Christians in general (Matt. 6:14;
Col. 1:12 ; Rev. 21:23 ; 22 : 5 ) . Finally, the figure

a common part of taking an oath (Gen. 14:22; Eph . 5 :8), and to holy men, as John the Baptist

Exod .6 :8 , marg.). To lift up one's hand against (John 5:35). See Glossary; LAMP.

another is to attack, to fight him (2 Sam. 18:28 ;

1 Kings 11:26).
LIGHTEN . See GLOSSARY.

2. To lift up one's face the presence of an- LIGHTNING (Heb. P77, baw -rawk ', gleam ;

other is to appearboldly in his presence (2 Sam. 2 : Gr. åotparń, as- trap -ay ). In Syria lightnings are

22 ; Ezra 9: 6).
frequent in the autumnal months, seldom a night

3. 7o lift up one's hands, eyes, soul, or heart passing without a great deal of lightning, some

unto the Lord, are expressions describing the sen- times accompanied with thunder.

timents and emotion of one who prays earnestly wind and clouds of dust usually precede the first
A squall of

or ardently desires anything. rains.

LIGHT (mostly Heb. ix, ore ; Gr. pôs,foce) . Figurative. Lightning is used as a symbol

Light is declared by the Scriptures to havecome of God's glorious and awful majesty (Rev. 4 :5 ); as

into existence by the express fiat of the Almighty, his edicts, enforced with destruction to those that

and to have been in existence long before man or oppose him (Psa . 18:14 ; 144: 6 ; Zech . 9:14) ; and,

the present races of animals or vegetables had accompanied with thunder and hail , of great

their being (Gen. 1 : 3).
plagues , so that men blasphemed on account

“ Of all the benefits which we have, as inhabit- thereof.

ants of this lower world, received from God, there LIGN - ALOES . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

are fewmore remarkable than the possession of LIGURE . See MINERAL KINGDOM .
light, with an organization enabling us to make

use of it .” By means thereof we come into pos LIKENING . See GLOSSARY.

session of much of our knowledge, many of our LIK'HI (Heb. Tip ?, lik-khee', learned ), the

comforts and necessities , to say nothing of its third named of the four sons of Shemidah, son of

wonderful purity, delicacy, and variety of colors Manasseh ( 1 Chron. 7:19) , B. C. after 1950.

which it reveals to the eye of man . It is not at
LILY . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

all surprising, therefore, that it should exercise a

vast influence over the imagination of man and LILY WORK (Heb. Teru, shoo- shan ', lily ,

lead to its worship . Such being the case, we find 762, mah -as-eh ', work), part of the ornamenta

many instances in the word where such tendency tion of the two pillars which were erected (2 Chron .

is discouraged. See Sun, WORSHIP OF.
3:15) before the (temple) house. The pillars were

Figurative. The Almighty himself is fre surmounted by capitals (“ chapiters” ), and these

quently spoken of as connected with the idea of were covered to a depth of four cubits with sculp

light. Thus "God is light” (1John 1:5); the ture in the form of flowering lilies, below which

“ Father of lights ” (James 1:17). God is addressed was a cubit of network and pomegranates ( 1 Kings

as one “ Who coverest thyself with light, like as 7:19, 22).

with a garment” (Psa. 104 : 2), and as “dwelling in
LIME . See MINERAL KINGDOM.

the light which no man can approach unto ”

( 1 Tim . 6:16). Great sublimity is introduced by LINE, the rendering of several Hebrew words

the combination of figures of darkness and light, and one Greek word, with various meanings. Thus

and by making them mutually enhance each other we have a line as our measuring line (2 Sam . 8 : 2 ;

(Psa. 18:11 ; Exod. 24 : 16-17 ) . Jesus, as the one 1 Kings 7:15 , 23 ; Amos 7:17 ; Isa. 34:17 ; Ezek.

who brings the true knowledge of God , is called 40: 3 ; 47 : 3), à cord ( Josh . 2:18 , 21 , etc. ) . There

" the light of men ” (John 1:4 ; see also Matt. 4:16 ; can be little doubt that the Hebrews acquired the

John 1 :9 ; 8:12 ; 12:35 , 36). Light is continually art of measuring land from the ancient Egyp

used as figurative of holiness and purity (Prov. 6 : tians, who were early acquainted with it. The
23; Isa. 5:20 ; Rom. 13:12). Light also, as might language of Josh . 18: 9, “ And the men went and

naturally be expected, is frequently used for spir- passed through the land , and described it by

itual illumination , especially that illumination cities into seven parts in a book,” evidently indi

which is effected in the soul by the indwelling cates that a survey of the whole country had

Spirit of God (2 Cor. 4 :6 ; Eph. 6:14 ; 1 Peter 2 :9 ). been made.

Again, light is used as the figure in general for Figurative. The word “ line," as a string of

that which cheers or renders prosperous , and is a musical instrument, is put for sound ( Psa.19:4);
applied with much force to spiritual joy arising while in the expression not to boast in another

from the happy influences of the Spirit of peace. man's line of things ” (2 Cor. 10:16) the meaning

Hence the frequent use of the expression, " The probably is , not within the boundary line of

light of thy countenance," " The Lord is my light another to boast of what is already done. In Isa.

and my salvation ” (Psa. 27: 1), and “ Light is sown 28:10, 13, the expression “ line upon line, line

for the righteous and gladness for the upright in upon line,” etc., is a sneer intended to throw ridi.

heart ” (Psa. 97:11). A striking variety is given cule upon the smallness and vexatious character

in Job 37:21, “ Men see not the bright light in the of the prophet's interminable and uninterrupted

6
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LINEAGE LION

a

chidings. The word also means a portion as de- the same linen cloth , while Luke uses both words

scribed by measurement (Psa. 16 :6 ). in the same passage ..

LINEAGE (Gr. natpiá, pat-ree-ah ', paternal 5. Bad (Heb. 72, perhaps from its separation

descent, “ kindred , ” Acts 3:25 ; “ family,” Eph. for sacred uses) is a word employed in describing

3:15 ; family or race , Luke 2 :4 ). See GENEALOGY. the linen dresses worn in religious ceremonies,

LINEN , the rendering in the A. V. of several and may refer to the cloth made from the shaysh,

Hebrew and Greek words, which must be noticed or yarn . The articles of dress which in Exodus

in detail, as the meaning is somewhat different in (39:27, 28) are ordered to be made of shaysh, are

each . in Leviticus (6:10) made of bad, showing that they

1. Pish - teh ' (Heb. ous, carded ) is rendered were ofthe same material,if the wordsarenot

synonymous.

“ linen ” in Lev. 13:47 , sq.; Deut. 22:11 ; Jer. 13: 1,
6. Shah -at-naze' (Heb. Tayu), a kind of gar.

etc.; and “ flax ” in Josh. 2 : 6 ; Judg. 15:14 ; Prov.

31:13 ; Isa. 19 : 9 ; Ezek. 40 : 3 ; Hos. 2 : 5 , 9. It was
ment woven of wool and linen , like our linsey.

used , like our “ cotton ,” to denote not only flax woolsey, which the Hebrews were forbidden to use

(Judg. 15 :4 ), or raw material from which the linen (Lev. 19:19 ; Deut. 22:11).

was made, but also the plant itself (Josh . 2 : 6), 7. Mik -veh ' (Heb. 57 ????, a collection ), occurs

and the manufacture from it . It was used for only in the account of goods brought from Egypt

nets (Isa. 19 : 9), girdles (Jer. 13:1), measuring lines by the merchants of Solomon ( 1 Kings 10:28).

(Ezek . 40: 3), as well as for the dress of the priests Various explanations have been offered of this

(44:17, 18). See Flax.
word . Gesenius renders it " troop ; " Bocbart

2. Boots (Heb. yaa, from root signifying white makes it “ tax ; " while the LXX, Vulgate,

ness), always translated “ fine linen , ” except in and other early versions make it the name of a

2 Chron. 5:12 (“white linen " ), is apparently a late place . We conclude that the word is doubtfully

word, and probably the same with theGr. Buooos, connected with linen . Egypt, from the earliest
boos'-sos. It was used for the dresses of the times, was the great center of linen manufacture.
Levite choir in the temple (2 Chron. 5:12), for the The principal dress of the people was made of

loose upper garment worn by kings over the close- linen, and it was the only material used for the
fitting tunic (1 Chron. 15:27 ), and for the veil of dress of the priests. The city of Panopolis was

the temple , embroidered by the skill of the Tyrian inhabited by linen weavers. _All the mummy cloths

artificers (2 Chron . 3:14 ). Mordecai was arrayed are composed of linen. See Flax ; also SUPPLEMENT.

in robes of fine linen (boots ) and purple (Esth . Figurative . Linen is used as an emblem of

8:15) when honored by the Persian king, and the moral purity (Rev. 15 : 6) , and of luxury (Luke

dress of the rich man in the parable was purple 16:19).

and fine linen (Buooos, Luke 16:19). " Fine linen ," LINTEL. 1. Mash - kofe' (Heb. gipun, over

with purple and silk , are enumerated in Rev.

18:12 as among the merchandise of the mystical hanging), the beam which forms the upperpart of

Babylon.
the framework of a door (Exod. 12:22, 23 ; ren.

3. Shaysh (Heb. ww, bleached ), an Egyptian Israelites were commanded to mark with the
This the

dered “ upper door post ” in v. 7).

word referring chiefly to the Egyptian byssus, blood of the paschal lamb on the memorable oc

which was brought to Tyre (Ezek . 27:7), and was casionwhen the passover was instituted .

among the offerings brought out of Egypt by the
2. AH -yil (Heb. 5 , strength, 1 Kings 6:31 ) ;

Israelites (Exod. 25 :4 ; 35 :6 ). The exact material

of which shaysh was made is difficult to determine, translated “ post ” throughout Ezek. chaps . 40,41 .
our translators hesitating whether linen or silk The true meaning of this word is extremely doubt

should be used (Gen. 41:42, marg. “ silk ; "" Prov.
ful . In the LXX it is left untranslated, and in

31:22, “ silk ” in the text ). It would seem thatthe Chaldee version it is represented by a modifi

cation of itself.
by this term is meant, in general, the same ma

terial as byssus (see above). From shaysh were 3. Kaf- lore' (Heb.wmpe, a chaplet, Amos 9 : 1 ;

made the curtains and veil of the tabernacle Zeph. 2:14) . The marginal rendering, " chapiter

(Exod. 26 : 1 , 31, 36 ; 27:9, 16, 18, etc.), and the or knop,” of both these passages is undoubtedly

priestly garments, especially the high priest's the more correct .

ephod or shoulder-piece (28 : 5 , sq.; 39 :2 , sq.) . LI'NUS (Gr. Aivos, lee ' -nos, perhaps from

4. Ay-toon' (Heb. 7938, twisted) occurs only in Nívov, linen ), one of the Christians at Rome whose

Prov. 7:16 , and there in connection with Egypt. salutations Paul sent to Timothy (2 Tim . 4:21 ) ,

It was probably a kind of thread, made of Egyp- A. D. 64.

tian flax, and used for ornamenting thecoverings LION. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

of beds with tapestry work. Put into Greek let. Figurative. The strength (Judg. 14:18 ;

ters and with Greek terminations, aytoon becomes 2 Sam . 1:23), courage (2 Sam . 17:10 ; Prov. 28: 1 ,

ótóvn (oth-on'-ay) , thought to be applied by the etc. ) , and ferocity (Gen. 49:9 ; Num . 24:9) of the

Greeks to any fine and thin cloth, although not of lion were proverbial. Hence the lion was sym .

linen . This word is usedof the great sheetlet bolical of Israel (Num . 24:9),ofthe tribe of Judah

down from heaven in Peter's vision (Acts 10:11). (Gen. 49:9), of Gad (Deut. 33:20 ), Dan ( Deut.

Its diminutive form olóvrov, oth -on '-ee-on ) is used 33:22, “ a lion's whelp ' ), of Christ"(Rev.5:7), of

to designate the clothes in which Josephwrapped Godin protecting his Church ( Isa . 31:4), of God

the body of Jesus (John 19:40 ; 20 : 5-7). Matthew in executing judgments (Isa. 38:13 ; Lam . 8:10 ;

and Markemploy theword ovdáv, sin-done',for Hos. 5:14 ; 13:8),ofthe boldnessof saints (Prov.

.
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LIP LOAN

66
same as

"

“ Lip "

28:1), of brave men (2 Sam. 1:23 ; 23:20 ), of animal system , and especially with reference to

cruel and powerful enemies (Isa . 6:29 ; Jer . 49:19), the part of animals slain in sacrifice (Exod. 29:13,

of persecutors (Psa. 22:13 ; 2 Tim .4:17), of Satan 22 ; Lev. 3:4, 10 , 15 ; 4: 9, etc. ) . See SACRIFICIAL

( 1 Pet. 5 : 8 ), of imaginary fears of the slothful. OFFERINGS. The liver was used by the ancients

Prov. 22:13 ; 26:13). The tamed lion is symbols for the purpose of divination (q . v .), and such use

ical of tbe natural man subdued by grace. ( Isa. was notunknown to the Jews, though it is only

11 :7 ; 65:25 ), while the roaring of a lion is used once referred to in the Scriptures, and then with

to characterize a king's wrath . reference to the conduct of a heathen prince

LIP (Heb. 7 , saw -far ' with the idea of (Ezek. 21:21 ). In common with other ancient
termination ). In addition to its literal meaning peoples, the Israelites were wont to identify the
theword isoften used intheoriginalfor an edge livermore with the source and centerof life than

or border, as of a cup, a garment, the sea, etc.
we do, and sometimes put liver where we would

It is often put as the organ of speech , thus :'« To put heart (see Prov. 7:23 ; Lam . 2:11).

open the lips,” is to begin to speak (Job 11:5 ;
LIVING CREATURES (Ezek ., chaps. 1 , 3 ,

32:20 ) ; to "refrain the lips” is to keep silence 10 ; Rev. 4 :6-9, A. V. " beasts ; ” R. V. " living

(Psa . 40:10 ; Prov. 10:19 ). “ Uncircumcised of creatures " ), are identical with CHERUBIM ( q. v .).

lips ” (Exod. 6:12), i. e.,not of ready speech, is the LIZARD. See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

slow of speech ” (4:10) . The “ fruit of LOADEN . See GLOSSARY.

the lip ” (Heb. 13:15 ) is a metaphor for praise,

and by a bolder figure wehave the calvesofthe ar”-tos ; sometimes only on ?, lekh'-em , bread ), a
LOAF (Heb. 7 ?, kik-kawr', circle ; Gr. åptos,

lips ( Hos. 14: 2) for a thank offering.

stands in Scripture for language or dialect (1 Cor. round cake, or biscuit, the usual form of bread

14:21). The moral quality of speech is repre- among the orientals (Exod. 29:23 ; Judg. 8 : 5 ;

sented by “ lying lips," i. e. , falsehood ( Prov. 1 Sam . 10 : 3 ; 1 Chron . 16 : 3 ; Matt. 14:17 ; Mark

10:18 ; comp. 17:4, 7) or wickedness (Psa . 120: 2) or 6:38, etc.) . See Bread, OFFERING.

truth (Prov. 12:19) . Ardent professions are rep LO -AM'MI (Heb. 1993 si , lo am'-mee, not my

resented by “ burning lips ” (Prov. 26:23); a pleas- people ), the figurative name given by the prophet

ant discourse by “ sweetnessof lips” (Prov. 16:21 ). Hosea to his second son byGomer, the daughter

To “ shoot out the lip ” (Psa. 22:7) has always of Diblaim (Hos. 1 : 9 ) , to denote the rejection of

been an expression of the utmost scorn and defi- the kingdom of Israel by Jehovah. Its signifi

ance ; so “ unclean lips ” are used to express an cance is explained in vers . 9 , 10.

unfitness to impart or receive divine communica
LOAN . The law of Moses did not contem

tions ( Isa. 6 :5 , 7 ), and the touching of the lip with
a “ live coal ” is figurative for cleansing it . To plateany raising ofmoney byloans to obtain cap

cover the lip,” i. e., the beard, was a sign of the commercial sense (Prov.22:26 ; Neh. 5: 3), were
ital ; and such persons as bankers and sureties, in

mourning, as in the case of a leper(Lev. 13:45) , unknown in the early ages of the Hebrews. " The

of trouble and shame (Ezek . 24:17 ; Mic. 3 : 7 ) .
law made the following provisions respecting

LIQUOR, the juice of olives and grapes (Exod. loans:

22:29 ; Num . 6 : 3 ; Cant. 7: 2). See WINE. 1. Interest. It strictly forbade any interest

LIST. See GLOSSARY. to be taken for a loan to any poor person , and at

first, as it seems, even in the case of a foreigner ;

but this prohibition was afterward limited to the

Hebrews only, from whom , of whatever rank, not

only wasno usury on any pretense to be exacted,

ssp.aa but relief to the poor by way of loan was enjoined,

and excuses for evading this duty were forbid .

den (Exod. 22:25 ; Lev. 25 :35–37; Deut. 15 :3, 7-10 ;

23:19 , 20 ).

Ascommerce increased, the practice of usury,

and so also of suretyship, grew up ; but the exac

tion of it from a Hebrew appears to have been

regarded to a late period as discreditable (Prov.

6 : 1 , 4 ; 11:15 ; 17:18 ; 20:16 ; 22:26 ; Psa. 15 :5 ;

Jer. 15:10 ; Ezek . 18:13 ; 22:12) . Systematic

breach of the law in this respect was corrected by

Nehemiah after the return from captivity (Neh.Egyptian Litter

5 : 1-13). The money changers, who had seats and

LITTER (Heb. 5$, tsawb, Isa . 66:20), a sedan, tables in the temple, were traders whose profits

or palanquin, borne by men or animals, which was arose chiefly from the exchange of money with

in general use througbout the East. those who came to pay their annual half shekel .

LITTLE OWL. See Owl in ANIMAL KING- 2. Pledges. In making loans no prohibition

is pronounced in the law against taking a pledge

LIVELY . See GLOSSARY.
of the borrower, but certain limitations are pre

scribed in favor of the poor. ( 1 ) The outer gar

LIVER (Heb. 727, kaw -bade', as the heaviest ment, if taken in pledge, was to be returned be

of the viscera). The word often occurs in the fore sunset . (2 ) The prohibition was absolute in

Datural sense, as indicative of a vital organ in the the case of (a) the widow's garment (Deut. 24:17),
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LOCK LONG -SUFFERING
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and (6) a millstone of either kind ( 24:6 ). in Gilead, north of the brook Jabbok, not far

(3) A creditor was forbidden to enter a house to from Mahanaim, the residence of Ammiel, whose

reclaim a pledge , but was to stand outside till the son Machir entertained Mephibosheth (2 Sam. 9 :

borrower should come forth to return it (24:10, 4,5), and afterward sent supplies to David (17:27).

11 ). (4 ) The original Roman law of debt per- LODGE (Heb. 77?, leen, or 373, loon , to stop

mitted the debtor to be enslaved by his cred

itor untilthe debt was discharged ; and he might eral sense of stopping for rest,or the place of lodg.
over night, and several Greek words): ( 1 ) In the geu•

even be put to death by him . The Jewish law , as
it did not forbid temporarybondage in the case of ing (Gen. 24:23 ;Josh. 4:3; Ruth 1:16, etc.). (2) À
debtors, so it forbade a Hebrew debtor to be.de. shed or lodgefor the watchman of a garden( Ísa.
tained as a bondsman longer than the seventh 1:8, “ The daughter of Zion is left as a cottage in

year, or, at farthest, theyearof jubilee (Exod. etc.). The “ lodge ” here referredto was a little
a vineyard, as a lodge in a garden of cucumbers,"

21 : 2 ; Lev. 25 : 39-42; Deut. 15 : 9 ) .
temporary hut for a shelter from heat by day and

LOCK(Hebrew verb 3zo, naw -al ”, to fasten ; the cold dews bynight. It is usually built on an

Syaza ,man-awl). The doors of the ancient elevationof ground,with room for onlyoneper
Hebrews were secured by bars of wood or iron , the son, who in this solitude watches the ripening

latter generally used in the entrances of fortresses that in the vineyard and cucumberfield not a
crop. " The point of comparison, therefore, is

prisons, and towns (see Isa . 45 : 2 ). The locks are
human being is to be seen in any direction ; and

that there is nothing but the cottage and the lodge

to show that there is any human being there at

all . So did Jerusalem stand in the midst of deso

lation reaching far and wide—a sign , however,

that the land was not entirely depopulated ”

( Delitzsch , Com ., in loc . ) . The Hebrew word some.

times means a hanging bed, or hammock , which

was often used in hot climates (Isa. 24:20 , “ cot

tage ” ).

They LOFT (Heb. 795 , al-ee-yaw ", lofty ), the upper

chamber of a private house (1 Kings 17:19).

Wooden Lock and Key. Egyptian .
LOG. See METROLOGY, II.

LOGOS. See WORD,

usually of wood, and consist of a partly hollow

bolt from fourteen inches to two feet long for and oneGreek word) , the part of the back and sides
LOIN (the rendering of several Hebrew words

external doors or gates, or from seven to nine between the hip and the ribs, which, being, as

inches for interior doors . ' The boltpasses through it were, the pivot of the body, is most sensibly

a groove in a piece attached to the door into a affected by pain or terror (Deut. 33:11 ; Job 40 :

socket in the doorpost. In the groove- piece are 16 ; Psa . 38:7, etc. ). It is used by euphemism

from four to nine small iron or wooden sliding for the generative power (Gen. 35:11 ; 1 Kings 8:

pins or wires, which drop into corresponding holes 19 ; 2 Chron . 6 :9). This part of the body was

in the bolt, and fix it in itsplace (Neh. 3:3, 6, 13- especially girtwith sackcloth in token of mourning

15). The key has a certain number of iron pegs (Gen. 37:34 ; 1 Kings 20:31 , 32 ; Psa. 66:11 ; Isa .

at one end,which correspond to the holes in the
20:2, etc. ).

bolt of the lock , into which they are introduced to
Figurative. “ If his loins have not blessed

open the lock ; the former pins being thus pushed me” ( Job 31:20) is an expression in which the

up, the bolt may be drawnback . These keys blessing of the thankful (29:13)is transferred from
werefrom seven inches to two feet in length, and theperson to the partsof the bodybenefited by

so heavy as sometimes to be as much as a man the warmth imparted. The loose and flowing gar

could conveniently carry. It is to a key of this ments of the orientals required to be gathered at

description that the prophet probably alludes : the waist before engaging in any exertion or en.

“ And the keyof the house of David will. I lay terprise; hence, “ to gird up the loins” (1 Kings

upon his shoulder ” ( Isa. 22:22). But it is not 18:46 ; Job 38:3 ; 40:7 ; Prov. 31:17, etc. ) is used

difficult to open a lock of this kind even without
as a figure for vigorous effort .

a key, viz . , with the finger dipped in paste or other

adhesive substance. The passage, Cant. 5 :4 , 5 , is
LOʻIS (Gr. Awis, lo -ece ', perhaps agreeable ), the

thus probably explained .
maternal grandmother of Timothy, his father

being a Greek (Acts 16: 1 ) . She was commended

LOCUST. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.
by the apostle Paul for her faith (2 Tim. 1:5 ),

Figurative. The locust is used in Scripture B. C. before 66 .

as a symbol of destructive enemies. See the highly
LONG -SUFFERING (Heb. DIEN TX, au

poetical description in Joel (1 : 6 , 7 ; 2 : 2–9) ; of

armed men (Nah . 3:17). rake' ap-peem ',slow to anger ;Gr. jakpobvuía, mak.

LOD (Heb. 33, lode, 1 Chron . 8:12 ; Ezra 2: roth-oo-mee'-ah), that disposition of God in ac.

33 ;Neh. 7:37 ; 11:35 ) is, without doubt, the city sins and delays the punishmentsofmen (Exod. 34:6;
cordance with which he indulgently tolerates the

of Lydda ( Acts 9:32 , etc. ) .
Num . 14:18 ; Psa. 86:15 ; Jer. 15:15 ; Rom . 2:4 ; 9:22 ;

LO -DE'BAR (Heb. 737 A5, 10 deb -ar ', no pas- 1 Tim .1:16 ; 1 Pet .3:20 ; 2 Pet. 3:9, 15).'It is

ture), probably identical with Debir (Josh. 13:26 ) , I also mentioned as one of the Christian graces, and

>
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LOOK LORD'S PRAYER

?

36 ;

7

is shown in bearing troubles and ills, in a slow. 20 ; Luke 2 : 9 , 23 , 26 ; Heb. 7:21 , etc.). The title

ness in avenging wrongs (2 Cor. 6 :6; Eph. 4 :2 ; is also applied to Jesus as the Messiah, since by

2 Tim . 4 :2 ). his death he acquired a special ownership in man

LOOK. See GLOSSARY. kind, and after his resurrection was exalted to a

partnership in the divine administration (Acts 10:
LOOKING -GLASS. See MIRROR.

Rom . 14 :8 ; 1 Cor . 7:22 ; 8 : 6 : Phil. 2 : 9–11) .

LOOP (Heb. -7x3 ?, loo -law -aw ', winding ). By 5. Baal (Heb.5y9, bah ' -al, master ), applied only

loops the curtains of the tabernacle were fastened to heathen deities, or to man as husband, etc. , or

to their corresponding knobs. They were prob- to one specially skilled in a trade or profession.

ably made of goat's hair cord, and were dyed blue See Baal.

(Exod. 26:4, sq. ; 36:11 , sq . ). See TABERNACLE. 6. Several other and less important words in

LORD, the rendering of several Hebrew and the original are rendered “ Lord ” in the A. V.

Greek words,which have avery different meaning They are : Shaw -leesl ' (Heb. wabu, 2 Kings 7 : 2 ,
from each other :

17), an officer of the third rank ; rab ( > ), Dan. 2 :
1. Yeh - ho - vaw ' (Heb. 1717?, self -existent), Je

hovah. This is used as a proper name of God 10), a chief, or captain ; maw-ray' ( !???, master,

only, and should have been retained in that form 2:10), an official title ; seh'-ren (770), a Philistine

by the translators. See JEHOVAH. term found in Joshua, Judges, and 1 Samuel, where

“ the lords of the Philistines ” are mentioned ; ral .
2. Aw-done' (Heb. 117 ), an early word denot.

ing ownership ; hence, absolute control . It is not
reb -awn ' (17??), magnate), used in reference to

properly a divine title,being used of the owner of certain Babylonish nobles (Dan. 4:36 ; 5 : 1 , 9 , 10,

slaves (Gen.24:14 , 27 ; 39:2,7 ; A. V. “master”) ; 23 ; 6:17), and its Greek equivalent, RabBONI

of kings as the lords of their subjects (Isa. 26:13); } (q . v .) ; sar (ain, a head person ), title of nobility

of a husband as lord of the wife (Gen. 18:12) . It (Ezra 8:25).

is applied to God as the owner and governor of LORDLY (Heb. 07778 380, say -fel ad-dleer
the whole earth (Exod. 23:13 ; Psa . 114 : 7). It

is sometimes used as a term of respect, like our
eem', bowl of nobles, Judg. 6:25) , a large vessel fit

sir ; but with a pronoun attached (“mylord " ), to be used by persons of quality.

and often occurs in the plural. LORD'S DAY (Gr. 7 Kopia thuếpa). This

3. Ad-o-noy' (Heb. 1 ), emphatic, the Lord ; term occurs only once in the New Testament (Rev.
and by many regarded as the plural of No. 2. It 1:10), and there with no explanation as to its

is used chiefly in the Pentateuch ; always where known to be usedfor the first day of the week,
meaning In after ages of the Church it was

God is submissively and reverently addressed
(Exod. 4:10, 13 ; Josh. 7:8); also when God is viz. , SUNDAY (q. v .).

spoken of ( 1 Kings 13 : 9 ; 22 : 6 , etc. ). The Jews, LORD'S PRAYER , the usual title of the

out of a superstitious reverence for the name prayer given by Jesus to his disciples. It is found

Jehovah, always , in reading, pronounce Adonai in the Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 6: 9 , sq .), and

where Jehovah is written . The similar form , with is recorded in a briefer form by Luke ( 11 : 1-4 ) , and

the suffix , is also used of men, as of Potiphar (Gen. as given on another occasion . Very many of the

39:2, sq . ; A. V. “ master ” ), and of Joseph (42 : most distinguished commentators (such as Schleier

30, 33). macher, Baumgarten -Crusius, Sieffert, Olshausen,

4. Koo'-ree-os (Gr. kúpios, supreme), he to whom Neander, De Wette, Ewald, Bleek , Weiss , etc. )

a person or thing belongs, the master, the one declare against the position of the prayer as un

having disposition of men or property, as the historical. Godet ( Com ., on Luke 11 : 1 , sq . ) says

“ Lord of the vineyard ” (Matt . 20 :8 ; 21:40 ; Mark the repetition of this model of prayer, though not

12:9 ; Luke 20:15) ; the “ Lord of the harvest ” | impossible, is far from probable.” Meyer (Com . ,

Matt. 9:38 ; Luke 10: 2 ) ; the “ master of the on Matthew ) holds that “ it is perfectly conceivable

house ” (Mark 13:35) ; “ Lord of the Sabbath " that the author of our version of Matthew ,when

(Matt. 12: 8 ; Mark 2:28 ; Luke 6 : 5) , as having the he came to that part of the Sermon on theMount

power to determine what is suitable to the Sab. where warnings are directed against meaningless

bath, and of releasing himself and others from its repetitions in prayer, took occasion also to put this

obligation . The term is also a title of honor, ex- existing model prayer into our Lord's mouth.."

pressive of the respect and reverence with which The prayer is formed of an address, “ Our Father

servants salute their master (Matt. 13:27 , A. V. which art in heaven," six petitions, three of which

“ sir ; ” Luke 13 : 8 ; 14:22, etc. ) ; employed by a refer to the honor of God , while the other three

son in addressing his father (Matt. 21:30 , A. v. have reference to the wantsof God's family ; and

" sir " ) ; by citizens toward magistrates (27:63, a doxology. The doxology is omitted in Luke, as

A. V. " sir " ) ; by anyone wishing to honor a man is also the third petition in many manuscripts.
of distinction (Matt. 8 : 2, 6, 8 ; 15:27 ; Mark 7:28 ; “ The prayer is doubtless based upon expressions

Luke 5:12 , etc. ) ; by the disciples in saluting and sentiments already familiar to the Jews; in

Jesus their teacher and master (Matt. 8:25 ; 16 : deed, parallel phrases to nearly all its contents

22 ; Luke 9:54 ; John 11:12, etc.). This title is have been discovered in the Talmud. This, how .

given to God, the ruler of the universe,both with ever, does not detract from its beauty or original

the article ó kúpios (Matt. 1:22 ; 5:33 ; Mark 5:19 ; ity as whole.” The prayer is not given as a set

Luke 1 :6 , sq . ; Acts 7:33 ; 2 Tim . 1:16, 18, etc. ), form which is to be slavishly followed, but rather

and without the art (Matt. 21:9 ; 27:10 ; Mark 13 : as setting forth the general sentiments and de

»
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LORD'S SUPPER

"

sires which are acceptable to him whom we ad- 2 or 7, the dipping of the sop (John 13:26) ; to

dress in prayer. SeeSUPPLEMENT. 7, or to an interval during or after 8, the distribu

LORD'S SUPPER (Gr.Kvplakòv Seitvov, koo. tion of the bread (Matt. 26:26 ; Mark 14:22 ; Luke

ree-ak -on' dipe'-non, a mealbelonging to the Lord). 22:19 ; 1 Cor. 11:23, 24) ; to 9 or 10 ( “ after sup

1. Name. The meal established by our Lord per,' Luke 22:20), the thanksgiving and distribu

(1 Cor. 11:20), and called “ supper ” because it was tion of the cup, and the hymn with which the

instituted at supper time. Synonymous with this whole was ended . ”

is the phrase " the Lord's table ” (10:21 ), where “ The original eucharistic meal was symbolic.

we also find the name “ the cup of the Lord.” The broken bread and the consecrated cup were

Other terms were introduced in the Church, such as also prophetic of the work which Christ was to

communion (Gr. Kolvwvia, koy-nohn -ee'-ah, partici- accomplish for his disciples and the world. The

pation, i . e ., a festival in common, 1 Cor. 10:16), real sacrifice, of which this sacrament was to be a

and eucharist (“ a giving of thanks " ), because of remembrance, was yet to be accomplished ; hence

the hymns and psalmswhich accompanied it. the supper was so far prophetic. The bread was

2. Its Origin . Of this we have the accounts to symbolize the broken body and the cup the

recorded by Matthew (26:26–29), Mark (14 : 22–25), blood, which was the pledge of the covenant be

Luke (22:19 , sq . ), and by the apostle Paul (1 Cor. tween God and man (Bennett, Christ. Arch ., p.

11 : 24–26), whose words differ very little from 416).

those of Luke. The only difference between Mat- 3. Observance. The Passover was an annual

thew and Mark is that the latter omits the words festival, but no rule was given as to the time and

“ for the remission of sins.” Paul declares ( 1 Cor. frequency of the new feast, although the com

11:23) that the account which he wrote to the Corin . mand, “ Do this as oft as ye drink it ” (1 Cor. 11 :

thians he “ received of the Lord,” which would 25 ) suggested a more frequent observance. It

seem to imply a communication made to himself would appear that the celebration of the Lord's

personally by the Lord, contrasting it with the Supper by the first disciples occurred daily in pri

abuse among them . vate houses (Acts 2:46 ), in connection with the

Jesus instituted the supper while he was ob- agape or love feast , to indicate that its purpose

serving the Passover with his disciples ; so that was the expression of brotherly love. The offer.

some references to that feast should be given. ing of thanks and praise ( 1 Cor. 11:24; 10:16) was

The following order of observing the Passover pre- probably followed with the holy kiss (Rom. 16:16 ;

vailed at the time of Christ: ( 1 ) Meeting of cele i Cor. 16:20). It was of a somewhat festive char.

brants, the head of the household, or celebrant, acter, judging from the excesses which Paul re.

blessing a cup of wine, of which all partook. proved (1 Cor. 11:20), and was associated with an

(2 ) Washing the hands, accompanied with a bene- ordinary meal, at the close of which the bread

diction. (3) Table set with paschal lamb, un- and wine were distributed as a memorialof Christ's

leavened bread , bitter herbs, and sauce . (4) The similar distribution to the disciples . From the

celebrant first, and then others, dipped a portion accounts in the Acts (2:42, 46) and from Paul's

of bitter herbs into the sauce and ate them . letter to the Corinthians ( 11:20, 21 ) it is safely

(5) Dishes removed and cup of wine brought, fol . inferred that the disciples contributed each a

lowed by an interval for asking questions as to share of the food necessary for the meal, thus

this strange procedure , and then wine passed . showing a community of love and fellowship. To

(6 ) Table set again, the celebrant repeating the this unifying power of the eucharist Paul evidently

commemorative words which opened what was refers (1 Cor. 10:16 , 17) . From the account given

strictly the paschal supper, a solemn thanksgiving in 1 Cor. 11:17-34 , it is evident that each person

and Psalms 103 and 104. (7) Second washing of ate of that which he brought, and held therein his

hands with a short blessing, breaking of one of own private meal in place of the Lord's Supper.

the two cakes of unleavened bread, with thanks. There was not a proper waiting for the distribu

Bread partaken of after dipping it, with the bit- tion of the elements by a church officer, and there

ter herbs, into the sauce . (8 ) Flesh eaten with seems to be no evidence that a priestly consecra.

bread, another blessing, a third cup of wine, known tion and distribution of the bread and wine were

as the “ cup of blessing." (9) Fourth cup, with regarded as necessary to the validity of the sacra.

recital of Psa. 115–118 , from which this cup was ment. 'Tis truea blessing was spoken over the

known as the cup of the Hallel, or of the Song. cup (1 Cor. 10:16 ), but every Christian man, prob.

( 10) There might be, in conclusion, a fifth cup, abiy, might offer this blessing at that time, when

provided that the great Hallel was sung over it the arrangements of church life as regards public

(possibly Psa. 120-138) . worship were as yet so little reduced to fixed order.

Comparing the ritual thus gathered from rab- 4. Early Church . Under Trajan the strict

binic writers with the New Testament, and assum- edicts against secret societies compelled the sep.

ing ( 1 ) that it represents substantially thecommon aration of the agape from the Lord's Supper ; the

practice of our Lord's time ; and (2) that the meal former, being adjudged by the emperor to pertain

of which he and his disciples partook was either to the secret clubs, was discontinued , and the

the Passover itself or an anticipation of it, con- Lord's Supper was connected with the public wor.

ducted according to the same rules, we are able to ship. From the circumstance that unbaptized

point, though not with absolute certainty, to the persons, and such as were under church discipline,

points of departure which the old practice pre- as well as others not in full communion with the
sented for the institution of the new. To 1 or 3 , church, were excluded from the assembly before

or even to 8 , we may refer the first words and the the celebration of the Lord's Supper, the idea of

first distribution of the cup (Luke 22:17 , 18) ; to I mystery soon attached to this rite.

>
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LORD'S SUPPER LOT

>

In the earliest notices of the Lord's Supper a sim- anathematizes those who say that Christ's body

ple'aņd almost literal imitation of the meal as insti. and blood are there in sign and figure only. Fur

tuted by Christ is prevalent. In the “ Teaching of thermore, the Roman Catholic Church teaches

the Twelve " the instructions for celebrating the eu- “ that the worship of sacrifice was not to cease in

charist are assimple and archaic as those respecting the Church, and the Council of Trent defines

baptism. In Justin Martyr's account of the Lord's that in the eucharist or mass a true and proper

Supper is noticed an almost like simplicity as in sacrifice is offered to God ” ( Cath . Dict., s. v. ).

the " Teaching." A change is in the fact that (2) Lutheran . The Lutheran Church rejects

special celebrants or officers are now recognized : transubstantiation, while insisting that the body

"There is brought to the president of the breth- and blood of Christ are mysteriously and supernat

ren bread and a cup of wine mixed with water.” urally united with the bread and wine, so that

The deacons distribute the consecrated elements they are received when the latter are. This is

and carryaway a portion to those who are absent. called consubstantiation . ( 3) General Protestant

In Tertullian's account there is scarcely more for- view. According : v this view , “ this hallowed food

mality. (the bread and wine), through concurrence of divine

In ante-Nicene times the following order was power, is in verity and truth , unto faithful re

observed : The prayers, the kiss of peace between ceivers, instrumentally a cause of that mystical

man and man, and woman and woman ; the obla- participation whereby I make myself wholly theirs,

tion or offerings for the feast, the poor, and the so I give them in hand an actual possession of all
clergy ; and the communion of the partaking of such saving grace as my sacrificial body can yield ,

the consecrated elements. The wine was mingled and as their souls do presently need , this is to them ,

with water, and the communicants, standing , re- and in them , my body” (Hooker, Eccles. Polity, book

ceived both elements in the hands of the officiat- v, 167). “ The body of Christ is given , taken, and

ing deacons. Portions of the sanctified bread eaten in the supper only after a heavenly and spir

were sometimes borne to their homes by the mem - itual manner. And the means whereby the body

bers, where the family communion was repeated of Christ is received and eaten in the supper is
in one kind. The custom of the apostolic Church faith ” ( Discipline, Meth . Epis. Church, Art. 18 ).

for all communicants to make offerings of bread LO -RU’HAMAH (Heb. 177977 , lo roo

andwineandother things to supply the elements khaw -maro', not pitied, not favored), the name di

of the holy eucharist, and gifts to the poor, was
continued through all the early history of Chris- vinely given to the second child ( a daughter) of

tianity and in a modified form until the 12th will not continue to show compassion toward the
the prophet Hosea ( 1 : 6 ) to indicate that the Lord

century .

As Church government and discipline developed Jeroboam II (2 'Kings13:23). In Ho . 2:23 . the
rebellious nation, as he hitherto has done under

the ceremonies connected with the eucharist be.came more formal and involved. Extended and expression is translated “ her that had not obtained

A daughter is named to represent themercy.”
carefully prepared liturgical forms appear , the

work of great Churchmen or councils. Based effeminate period which followed the overthrow

upon the earlier andsimpler order of consecration of the first dynasty, when Israel was at onceabject

and communion, they were oftenof great length peoplehernamewas changed to Ruhamas ( q. v .).
and impious. When God restored his favor to the

and accompanied withmany impressive ceremonies,
LOSS. See Law of Moses, Civil, 2, do

especially frequent musical recitations by the

choirs and responses by the people.
LOT. 1. (Heb. 571. go-rawi', a pebble ;

At the institution of the Lord's Supper Christ kheh'-bel, measuring line, portion ; Gr. hayxávw,

used unleavened bread . The primitive Christians lang -khan -o, to cast lots, Luke 1 : 9 ; kâiſpos, klay'

carried with them the bread and wine for the ros, pebble, bit of wood to cast lots with (Acts 1:26).

eucharist, and took the bread in common use, viz. , The custom of deciding doubtful questions by lot

leavened . When this custom ceased the Greeks is one of great extent and high antiquity, recom

retained the leavened bread, while in the Latin mending itself as a sort of appeal to the Almighty,
Church the unleavened bread became common secure from all influence of passion or bias , and is

since the 8th century . The custom of breaking a sort of divination employed even by the gods

the bread ( 1 Cor. 11:24) was discontinued by the themselves (Hom ., I., xxii , 209 ; Cic., DeDiv. , i ,

Roman Catholic Church when, in the 12th and 13th 34 ; ii, 41 ) . Among the Jews also the use of lots ,

centuries , the host or holy wafer was cut in a pe- with a religious intention, direct or indirect, pre

culiar way, so as to represent upon it a crucified vailed extensively. The religious estimate of them

Saviour. The Reformed Churches reintroduced the may be gathered from Prov. 16:33. The following

use of common bread and the breaking of it. historical or ritual instances are : ( 1 ) Choice of

We have no evidence as to whether the wine men for an invading force (Judg. 1 : 1-3 ; 20 : 9 ) ;

used by Christ was pure, mixed with water, fer- | (2) Partition of the soil of Palestine among the

mented, or unfermented ; although general prac- tribes (Num . 26:55 ; Josh. 18:10 ; Acts 13:19), of

tice, as well as other facts, would lead to the con Jerusalem , i. e . , probably its spoil or captives

clusion that it was fermented. among captors (Obad . 11 ), of the land itself in a

5. Controversies. ( 1 ) Transubstantiation. similar way ( 1 Macc. 3:36) ; apportionment of pos

The Council of Trent teaches that, after the con- sessions, or spoil, or of prisoners, to foreigners or
secration, the body and blood, together with the captors ( Joel 3 :3 ; Nah. 3:10 ; Matt. 27:35 ) ; (3 ) Set

soul and divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ, are tlement of doubtful questions (Prov. 16:33 ; 18:18),

contained “truly, really, and substantially in the a mode of divination among heathens by means of

sacrament of the most holy eucharist, ” and it I arrows, two inscribed and one without mark (Hos.

ֶח,
לב

.
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LOT LOVE

a4:12 ; Ezek. 21:21 ), detection of a criminal (Josh . hind, probably from a longing for her home and

7:14 , 18), appointment of persons to offices or du- earthly possessions, and “ became a pillar of salt"

ties, as the priests (Luke 1 : 9 ) ; also successor to (see Note) . Lot, actuated by fear , soon left

Judas (Acts 1:26) ; selection of the scapegoat on Zoar and removed to a cave in the neighbor

the Day of Atonement (Lev. 16 : 8, 10). See Urim ing mountains (19:1-30) . ( 4 ) Daughters' crime.

and THUMMIM . While there his daughters, dreading the extinc

2. That which falls to one by lot, as a portion tion of their family, resolved to procure children

or inheritance (Deut. 32 : 9 ; Josh . 15 : 1 ; 1 Chron . through their father. This they succeeded in do

16:18 ; Psa . 105 : 11 ; 125 : 3 ; Isa. 17:14 ; 57: 6 ; Acts ing by making him drunk with wine, and in that

8:21 ; comp. Acts 13:19). state seducing him into an act of which he would

LOT (Heb.wis, lote, à covering ), the son of not in soberness have been guilty. The son of

Haran and nephew of Abraham . the elder daughter was Moab, progenitor of the

1. Family. The following genealogy exhibits Moabites and of the younger Ben -ammi, “ the fa

the family relations (Gen. 11:27 , sy . ) . ther, " i. e. , ancestor of the Ammonites ( 19:31-38 ).

Terah.

Nahor to Milcah . Haran .Hagar to Abram to Sarai.

1

Ishmael. Isaac,

1

Bethuel. Lot. Milcah to Yahor. Iscah,

Esan . Jacob. Rebekah . Laban . Daughter, Daughter.

Leah. Rachel. Moab. Ben -ammi,

2. Personal History. Lot's father dying | Lot is not mentioned again, and the time and

(Gen. 11:28 ), he was left in charge of his grand- place of hisdeath are unknown.

father, Terah, with whom he migrated to Haran NOTE.-Lot's wife. The turning of Lot's wife into

( 11:31 ), B. C. before 2250. After the death of a pillar of salt bas often been regarded as one of
Terah Lot accompanied Abraham to Canaan (12 : the difficultiesof the Bible, but is not so necessarily.

4 , 5 ) , and thence to Egypt, and back again to into one, but having been killed by the fiery andsul
We are not to suppose that she was actually turned

Canaan ( 12:10 ; 13 : 1 ) . ( 1) Separation. The flocks phureous vapor with wbich the airwas alled and after

and herds of both increased so greatly that the ward incrustedwith salt, she resembled an actual

land did not furnish pasture enough, and, conseters. The narrative ofthe conduct of these women is
statue of salt " ( K. and D., Com ., in loco ). Lot's daugh .

quently, disputes arose between their herdsmen. related without comment by the sacred writer.There
To put an end to strife Abraham proposed a sep- is no concealment, no extenuation. The very fact of
aration, and magnanimously left the choice of ter. their securing Lot's intoxication isevidence thathewas

too good a man to accede to their wishes while in his

ritory to his nephew , who selected the plain of rightmind.

Jordan and fixed his abode at Sodom ( 13 : 5–12). LOʻTAN (Heb. 1933, 1o-tawn ', covering), the
(2) A prisoner . A few years after, Lot was
carried away by Chedorlaomer, along withother first-named son of Seir, the Horite, and a prince
captives from Sodom , but was rescued and of Idumæa prior to the ascendency of the Esau

brought back by Abraham ( 14:12-16), B.c. ites (Gen. 36:20, 29 ; 1 Chron. 1:38). His sons

about 2250. ( 3) Escape from Sodom. When
were Horiand Heman (or Homan) (36:22 ; 1 Chron.

Jehovah had determined to destroy Sodom Lot 1:39), and through his sister, Timna, he was re

was still residing there, and, sitting at the city lated to Eliphaz, Esau's son (Gen. 36:12).

gate, met the messengers (angels) of the Lord. LOVE (Heb. , à -hab -aw ' ; Gr. åránn,

He pressed them to pass the night at his house, ag -al’-pay), chiefly represented in the Scriptures as
and they yielded to his entreaty. While they were an attribute of God, and as a Christian virtue.

at supper the house was beset by a number of the Its consideration, therefore, belongs to both the

inhabitants, who demanded, with the basest viola- | ology and ethics.

tion of hospitality, that the strangers should be 1. An attribute of God. According to the

delivered up to them for a most shameful pur. Scriptures, God has feeling, affection, though ra

pose. Lot went out to them , shut the door behind tionalistic theologians (e. g. , Schleiermacher,

him to protect his guests,and resisted the base · Bruch ) have asserted the contrary. We must de

demands of the crowd. This enraged them still rive our conceptions of God from the special reve.

more, and they were about to break in the door lation which he has given of himself ; and this

when the angels pulled Lot into the house, shut declares his love as strongly as his existence. It

the door, and smote the people with blindness. is held by some to be inadequate to speak of love

Lot was then informed of the coming destruction as a divine attribute , “ God is love ” (1 John 4 : 8,

of the city , and exhorted to remove his family, 16). The Scriptures contain no equivalent state.

and in the morning was hastened away by the ments with respect to other qualities of the divine

angels. Instead of cheerfully obeying the com . nature. Love is the highestcharacteristic of God,

mandment to flee to the mountain, Lot entreated the one attribute in which all others harmoniously

that he might be allowed to take refuge in Zoar, blend. The love of God is more than kindness or

the smallest of the cities of the plain. While on benevolence. The latter may be exercised toward

their way Lot's wife, disobedient to the divine irrational creatures, but love is directed toward

command, “ Look not behind thee, ” lingered be. " rational, personal beings. The eternal love of
>
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LOVE FEAST LOW

( 6

God has never been without its object ; a fact partook in common of the food provided by the

upon which we receive some light from the Scrip . wealthy (Jude, ch . 12). The expression , “ sport

ture revelation of the threefold personality of ing themselves with their own deceivings.” ( 2 Pet.

God (see TRINITY ; see also Matt. 3:17 ; John 15: 9 ; 2:13), is rendered in sometexts " living luxuriously

17:23–26 ). The gracious love of God to men, in their agapæ .” .

even to sinful men, is most strongly declared in 2. Mode of Celebrating. The bishop or

both the Old and the New Testaments (e. g., Exod. presbyter presided. Before eating the guests

34:6 ; Isa. 63 :9 ; Jer. 31 :3 ; John 3:16 ; 1 John washed their hands, and prayer was offered ; then

4:10). The love of God underlies all that he has followed the reading of Scripture, and questions

done and is doing, although many facts exist by the person presiding, reading or reciting ac

which we cannot reconcile with his love on accounts from other churches, which aroused sym

count of our limited understanding. The highest pathy and sometimes called for assistance; par.

disclosure and most complete proof of divinelove taking of the feast and collection for orphans and

is in redemption ( see Rom. 5 : 8 ; 8: 32–39 ; 1 John widows, the poor, and prisoners ; the kiss of char .

4:9, 10). The reality and power of this love are ity, and conclusion by prayer (Rom . 16:16 ; 1 Cor.

properly apprehended only under the influence of 16:20 ; 1 Thess. 5:26 ; 1 Pet. 6:14).
the Holy Spirit. “ The love of God is shed abroad

inourhearts by the Holy Ghost which is given alreadyreferred to, and from 1 Cor., ch. 11,that
3. Decline. It appears from the passages

unto us ” (Rom. 5 : 5 ) .

2. AChristian virtue. Love is the preeminent their originaldesign,andthe heathens beganto
at an early period the agapa were perverted from

virtue inculcated and produced by Christianity.
The whole law is summed up in love, not in the tax them with impurity. The Roman authorities

sense of renderingall other requirements nugatory, suspectedtheagapæ of belonging to the class of

but in the sense that love is fundamental, and ex.
Heterice (secret societies), which were often em

presses the spirit of all others, and with enlight- ployed for political purposes, and as such de
enment will lead to the observance of all others nouncedby imperial edict. On account of these

(see Matt. 22:37–39 ; 5 :43-48; John 14:15, 21; elude the notice of their persecutors, the euchar
and similar irregularities, and probably in part to

15 :12–14 ; Rom . 13:8 ; 1 Cor., ch. 13 ; Gal. 5:14 ). ist came to be celebrated by itself and before day

Accordingly love is declared to be the chief test

of Christian discipleship (see John 13:35 ; Matt. forbade holding the agapæ in the churches,and
break. The council of Laodicea, 28th canon ,

6:44 ;1 John 3:14). Also, love is the highest this was confirmed by the Council of Carthage
motive or ground of moral actions. Without this

all other motives fall short of furnishing the true (can. 29, A. D. 397).

stimulus of Christian living. As all sin roots
4. Modern Observance . The Moravians

itself in selfishness, so all virtue springs out of observe the love feast on various occasions, “ gen

love ; and yet the love which is presented in the erally in connection with a solemn festival or pre

New Testament as the mainspring of holy living paratory to the holy communion . Printed odes

is grateful love as distinct from the love that is are often used, prepared expressly for the occa

wholly disinterested. “ We love him because he sion . In the course of the service a simple meal

first loved us,” are words which rightly express of biscuit and coffee or tea is served, of which the

the whole matter (see 1 John 4:19, also 2 Cor. congregation partake together. In some churches

5:14 ; Rom . 12 : 1 , 2). The contention of Fénélon the love feast concludes with an address by

that true Christian love should be disinterested, the minister” (Moravian Manual, 1859 , p. 161 ).

that wemust love God exclusively on account of Wesley borrowed the practice from the Mora

his perfection, so that if he did not bless us, but vians, “ in order to increase in them (persons in

were to cast us off, we would love him still , ' finds class ) a grateful sense of all God's mercies.” The

no support in the Scriptures . It contains a meas .
only food is a little bread and water, and the exer.

ure of truth inasmuch as it emphasizes the warn- cises generally consist of singing, prayer, and the

ing that weare certainly not to love the gifts of relation of Christian experience.These love feasts

God more than the giver, and that we are not to are observed by the Wesleyans and Methodists of

love God wholly on account of his gifts . In real. America .

ity, grateful love includes adoring love, or that LOVING - KINDNESS (Heb.Tom, kheh ' -sed,

which loves God for his own sake . Christian love, desire, ardor ). In a good sense khehsed is zeal

it is also important to note, is made possible only toward anyone, kindness, love. Of Godtoward

by divine grace. It is one of the fruits of the men, goodness, mercy, grace ( Psa. 17:7 ; 26:3 ; 36:7,

Spirit (Gal. 5:22 ; see also 1 John 3:14 ).

LITERATURE. — Van Oosterzee , Christ. Dogm ., merciful benefactor ( 144 : 2 , “ My goodness ”). In
10 , etc. ). Figuratively, it is used of God as a

vol. i , p. 86, 9, sq.; Hodge, Sys. Theol., vol. I, p . the plural, mercies, benefits from God (89:2,

428, sq . ; Martensen, Christ. Eth ., vol . I , p . 308, mercy ; v. 49 ; 25 : 6 ; Isa. 63 : 7 ).
8q.; Chalmer, Sermons ( x , “ Gratitude not a Sordid

Affection " ) ; Wesley, Sermons xi , Ixiv, xcvi , LOW, LOWER, LOWEST (Heb. wonin ,

cxxxvi.-E. McC. takh-tee'). The expression, " low parts of the

LOVE FEAST (Gr. áyánn, ag-ah'-paw ). earth ,” means properly valleys ; hence, by exten

1. Meaning . Feasts expressing and fostering sion, sheol, or the under world, as the place of the

mutual love, which used to be held by Christians dead (Ezek. 26:20 ; Psa. 63 : 9 , rendered “ lower ” ).

in connection with the Lord's Supper (whether the “ lower parts of the earth ” ( Isa. 44:23) is not

before or after is uncertain ), and at which the bades, but the interior of the earth , with its caves,

poorer Christians mingled with the wealthier and its pits, and its deep abysses. The " lowest parts

a
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LUBIM 14 LUKE

of the earth ” (Psa. 139:15) is used figuratively for 773, A. V. “ Lydia,” R. V. “ Lud, ” Ezek. 30 : 5 ;
any hidden place, as the womb. and 09775,A. V. “ Lydians,” R. V. “ Ludim ,” Jer.
LU'BIM (Heb. 09975, loo -beem ', Nah. 3 :9 ; 46:9).

2 Chron. 12 : 3 ; 1972 , hal-loo- beem ', 2 Chron. 16 : The Lud of Gen. 10:22 , 1 Chron. 1:17, was the

Diak, loob-beem', “ Libyans, ” Dan. 11:43), an
fourth son of Shem ; the Ludim of Gen. 10:13,

1 Chron . 1:11 , were the first mentioned among the
African race, probably the primitive Libyans. descendants of Mizraim, the second son of Ham.
They are always mentioned in connection with In Jer. 46:9 and Ezek. 30: 5 792 and 0977 are

Egyptians and Ethiopians . They formed part of

the armies of Shishak (2 Chron. 12:3) and of Zerah associated with African nations, and partly so in

( 16 :8 ), and they helped No-amon, or Thebes (Nah. Isa . 66:19 and Ezek. 27:10 . Our first impulse

3 :9) . In Dan. 11:43 they pay court to a northern con- would be to refer all these prophetic passages, es
queror. TheLubimwere probably the Rebu , or Lebu, pecially Jer.46:9 and Ezek. 30 :5 to the Mizraite

of the Egyptian monuments, a fair race of Semitic tribe. This is confirmed by Smith ( Bib. Dict., s . v.,

type, warlike, but not able to stand against
“ Ludim ” ). It is hinted, however, that the Lud

Meneptah and Rameses III . Their home appears and Ludim of the prophets may have been the

to have been on the north coast of Africa , west Ionian and Carian mercenaries which were em

of Egypt. They doubtless belonged to the oldest ployed in the Egyptian army from the time of

stream of colonization which towed westward Psamm etichus I to the final subjugation of the

along the northern coast of Africa. The territory country. This might explain the ambiguous man

of the Lubim and their kindred tribes may be ner in which they are associated with both Asiatic

likened to that of the great Arab tribe of the and African nations. In the timeof the prophets

Benee 'Alee, which extends “ from Egypt to Lydia might well be taken to represent the western

Morocco.” “ Reduced by the Egyptians about 1250 part of Asia Minor. See LYDIANS.—W, H.

B. C. , and afterward driven inland by the Phæni- LỰ'HITH (Heb. nini, loo -khoth ', Jer. 48: 5 ;

cian and Greek colonists , they still remain on the natis, loo-kheeth ', Isa. 15 : 5, floored ), apparently a

northern confines of the great desert, and even

within it and in the mountains, while their later Moabitish town situated upon an eminence, whither

Semitic rivals pasture their flocks in the rich the people filed from the invading Babylonians.

plains.” Probably the Mizraite Lehabim ( 127 LUKE (Gr. Aovkās, loo -kas'; Lat. Lucanus),

Gen. 10:13 ; 1 Chron. 1:11 ) are the same with the ing his name and the Acts of the Apostles. Seethe evangelist and author of the gospel bear.

Lubim.-W. H.

GOSPELS ; BIBLE, BOOKS OF.

LU'CAS (Gr. Aovkās, loo -kas '), a " fellow- Personal History . The materials found in

laborer ” of Paul during his imprisonment at Scripture for a life of Luke are very scanty, and

Rome (Phil . , v. 24), A. D. 64. He is doubtless seem to yield the following results : ( 1) That Luke

the same as LUKE (q . v.) . was of Gentile origin . This is inferred from the

LU’CIFER (Heb. 55 , hay -lale”, brightness) . fact that he is not reckoned among those who
The name is found in Isa. 14:12 , coupled with the are of the circumcision ” (Col. 4:11 ; comp. 5:14) .

epithet “ son of the morning," and clearly signifies When and how he became a physician is not
a “ bright star,” and probably what we call the known. (2) That he was not an eyewitness and

morning star. In this passage it is a symbolical minister of the word from the beginning ” (Luke

representation of the king of Babylon in his 1 : 2). (3) On the supposition of Luke's being the

splendor and in his fall . In another and far author of the Acts we gather from those passages

higher sense, however, the designation was applic. in which the first person we is employed the fol.

able to him in whom promise and fulfillment en lowing information : That he joined Paul's con.

tirely corresponded, and it is so applied by Jesus pany at Troas and sailed with them to Macedonia

when he styles himself “ the bright and morning (Acts 16:10, 11) ; he accompanied Paul as far as

star ” ( Rev. 22:16) . Lucifer, as a name given to Philippi ( 16 : 25–17 : 1 ), but did not share his perse

the devil , wasderived from this passage , which the cution nor leave the city, for here the third per

fathers (and lately Stier) interpreted, without any son they is used. The first person we does not

warrant whatever, as relating to theapostasy and reappear until Paul comes to Philippi at the end

punishment of theangelic leaders”(Delitzsch, Com., of his third journey ( 20 :6 ), from which it is in

in loc.). Its application, from St. Jerome down-| ferred that Luke spent the intervening time— a

ward, to Satan in his fall from heaven, arises prob- period of seven or eight years in the city or

ably from the fact that the Babylonian empire is neighborhood ; and as the we continues to the end

in Scripture represented as the type of tyrannical of the book , that Luke remained with Paul during

and self-idolizing power, and especially connected bis journey to Jerusalem ( 20:6–21:18), was that

with the empire of the evil one in the Apocalypse. apostle's companion to Rome (27 : 1 ), sharing his

- LU’CIUS (Gr. Aovklos, loo'-kee-os,illuminative, shipwreck (28:2), and reaching the imperial city

for Lat. Lucius, surnamed the “ Cyrenian ''), one of by way of Syracuse and Puteoli (28: 12-16). Ac

the “ prophets and teachers ” at Antioch who, at cording to the epistles he continued to be Paul's

the command of the Holy Ghost, ordained Barna
“ fellow -laborer " till the end of his first imprison

bas and Saul (Acts 13:1 ; Rom . 16:21 ), A. D. 45 .
ment ( Philem . v . 24 ; Col. 4:14). The last glimpse

LUD, LU’DIM (Heb. 775, lood, Gen. 10:22: him to be faithful amidgeneraldefection. Tra
of the beloved physician " (2 Tim . 4:11 ) discovers

1 Chron . 1:17 ; Isa. 66:19 ; Ezek . 27:10 ; 09773, dition, since the time of Gregory of Nazianzus,

loo-deem ', Gen. 10:13 ; 1 Chron. 1:11 ; see also makes Luke a martyr ; yet not unanimously,since

1

1 )
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LUNATIC LYSANIAS

satisfied upon
"

2

who

28:19 ;

accounts of a natural death slip in. Where be here that Peter healed the paralytic , and secured

died remains a question ; certainly not in Rome many converts (Acts 9 :32–35). It was not Jewish,

with Paul, for his writings are far later (Meyer, but pagan, under the name of Diospolis. The

Com ., on Luke, introduction ). traditional place of martyrdom , according to some,

LUNATIC. See DISEASES, DEMONIAC. of St. George, and the depository of his relics,

LUST, the rendering of several Hebrew and with his tomb and church .

Greek words with various meanings :
LYD'IA (Gr. Avdía, loo -dee'-ah ), a seller of

1. Intense longing desire, " niy lust shall be purple of the city of TƏYATIRA (q. v .) who dwelt
them (Exod. 15 : 9 ; Num. 11:34 ; | in Philippi. She sold the purple-dyed garments

Deut. 12:15, etc. ).
from Thyatira in Philippi, and traded in both the

2. In the ethical sense lust is used to express cheap and expensive merchandise. “ As her hus.

sinful desire - sinful either in being directed to band is not mentioned, and she was a householder,

ward forbidden objects, or in being so violent as to she was probably a widow.” She was not by birth

overcome self-control, and to engross the mind a Jewess, but a proselyte, as the phrase

with earthly , carnal, andperishable things. worshiped God ” imports. Converted by the

" By lusts Paul, like Peter and James, under preaching of Paul, and baptized by him , she

stands, not the natural appetites of the body,but pressed upon him the use of her house so ear

the sinful, godless inclinations(Rom . 1:24 ),whether nestly that he was constrained to accept (Acts 16:

these be of a sensuous or of a spiritual nature. 14, 40). Whether she was one of “ those women

He purposely quotes the Old Testament command- who labored with Paul in the gospel at Philippi”

ment against sinful lust (Exod. 20:17 ; Deut. 5:21 ) (Phil. 4 :3) it is impossible to say.

in such a manner that it is not any definite ob .
LYD'IA , LYD'IANS, the words used in the

jects of lust, but the longing for them as such

that he calls forbidden (Rom .7: 7). In his sense A. V. for 793, lood (Ezek. 30 : 5) ; and 09775, 100

every lust is a product of sin (v . 8), which com deem' (Jer. 46 : 9) ; see under LudIm. In Homer's

pels us to obey the lusts of the body (6:12) ; every time the country was occupied by Pelasgic Meo

natural appetite may be perverted by sin into lust nians (Gr. Mýjoves), kindred of the Trojans. The

( 13:14). Such passages ás 1 Thess. 2:17 ; Phil. 1 : Lydians came in with Lydus, son of Atys , from

23 have naturally nothing to do with this techni- which Lydus, with his brothers Mysus and Car,

cal use of the word lust (Gr. EriQypia ) ” (Weiss, descended Lydians, Mysians, and Carians respec

Theology of New Testument, i , p . 328). tively. To what race the Lydians belonged it is

LUZ(Heb. 773, looz. nut tree). impossible to tell. To the Greeks they and their

1. The ancient Canaanitish name of Beth -el(Gen. language was barbarous, but they were highly

35 : 6 ; 48 : 3 ), or a town which formerly stood civilized , and with the Carians were in many re

upon or near the latter city (see BETA -EL ). In spects little inferior to the Greeks.” Their com

Josh. 16 : 2 " Luz is distinguished from Beth - el bemercial enterprise was an “ industrial power " in

cause the reference is not to the town of Beth -el, its day, and was to them a source of great and lasting

but to the southern range of mountains belonging prosperity. Before their subjugation by Persia

to Beth-el , from which the boundary ran out to the they were warlike , and their cavalry was the best

town of Luz, so that this town, which stood upon of its time. To them is ascribed the invention of

the border, was allotted to Benjamin (18:13) ” the games (mtalyvía) which they had in common

(K. and D., Corn . ). with the Greeks, of retail trade, and of the coining

2. A town in the land of the Hittites, built by of gold and silver.

an inhabitant of the former Luz. He was spared After the dynasty of Lydus followed that of the

when the latter was destroyed by the Benjamite Herakleids, inn with Agron, son of Ninus,

(Judg1:23–26 ). It cannot be definitely located. son of Belus , son of Alcæus, son of Hercules (Herod.

LYCAO'NIA (Gr. Avkaovía, loo -kah -on -ee'-ah ), | i , 7 ). This connects at least the reigning family

a small Roman province of Asia Minor, bounded with Assyria . After reigning for twenty-two

north by Galatia , east by Cappadocia , south by generations ( five hundred and five years) this line

Isauria, and westby Phrygia. It is not very fer- ended with Candaules (Myrsilus),and was followed

tile, though level , and therefore adapted to pass by Gyges, the first ofthe Mermnadæ, at a time

turage. Its cities are Derbe, Iconium ,and Lystra. variously estimated before and after 708 B. C.

The speech of Lycaonia ” (Acts 14:11 ) was a cor. These Mermnada, who are thought to have beon

rupt Greek mingled with Assyrian. Paul preached real Lydians , reigned tillthe fall of their last king,

in this region (14:1-6), and revisited it ( 16 : 1 , 2 ) . Cresus, 546 B. Č. Under the Romans Lydia was

LY'CIA (Gr. Avkia, loo -kee '-ah, à wolf ', a part of the Roman province of Asia.
mountainous province in the southwest of Asia Josephus (Ant. , i , 6 , § 4) makes Lud the ances

Minor belonging to Rome. Patara and Myra are tor of the Lydians; but as the Ruten or Luden of

its towns, which were visited by Paul (Acts 21 : 1 ; the Egyptian monuments for the 13th-15th cen.

27:5). It is a part of the region now known as tury B. C.seem to have come from a place north
Tekeh .

of Palestine and near Mesopotamia, it has been

LYDDA (Gr. Aúdda, lud '-dah ), called in the conjectured that the Lydiansmayhave gone from

Old Testament Lod (1 Chron. 8:12 ), while its this place to Asia Minor, being displaced by the

modern nameisLudd. It is located in the midst Assyrians. SeeSUPPLEMENT. - W . I.

of a rich and fertile plain. It was one of the LYSA'NIAS (Gr. Avoavias, loo -san -ee '-as, grief

most westernly of the Jewish settlements after the dispelling), named by Luke (3 : 1 ) as tetrarch of

exile, the site of which is described as Ge-haharas. Abilene, on the eastern slope of the Anti-Lebanon,

him, the valley of the smiths or craftsmen. It was near Damascus, at the beginning of John the Bap
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а

tist's ministry. Objection has been made to the LYS’TRA (Gr. Avotpa, loos'-tral ), a town of

truth of Luke's statement because there reigned in LYCAONIA (9. v. ), where Paul preached after being

this country, about fifty years before this, a king driven from Iconium (Acts 14:2–7). Here he

named Lysanias. The probability is that this was healed a lame man, and because of this was taken

a younger Lysanias, who was not king, but simply by the inhabitants to be the god Mercury (v. 8,
tetrarch . sq. ). Through the influence of Jews from Antioch

LY'SIAS (Gr. Avoias, loo-see -as), Claudius, the and Iconium the tide was turned, and Paul was

“ chief captain ” in command of the Roman troops stoned nearly to death (v. 19 ; 2 Tim .3:11) . Paul

in Jerusalem , who rescued Paul from the fury of left for Derbe, but soon returned ( Acts 14:21 ). It

the Jews (Acts 21 : 31–38 ; 22:24–30), and sent him is not definitely stated that he ever visited Lystra

under guard to the procurator Felix at Cæsarea again, but theroute of his third missionary jour

( 23: 17–30 ; 24 : 7, 22), A. D. 55. · ney ( 18:23) makes it probable.
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T :

-

M

MA'ACAH, or MA'ACHAH (Heb. 732, or Jaazaniah (2 Kings 25:23 ; Jer. 40:8) ; another,

mah -ak -aro', oppression ).
Eshtemoa ( 1 Chron . 4:19) , may have taken the title

1. The lastnamed of the fourchildren ofNahor Indeed, socommonwas Maachah as a personal
from Maachah, Caleb's concubine ( 1 Chron. 2:48) .

by bis concubine Reumah (Gen. 22:24). Whether
name that other Maacathites may have received

this child was son or daughter is not stated.
the epithet in the same way. It is possible that

2. One of David's wives, and the mother of

Absalom . She was the daughter of Talmai,king the kingdom Maac(h)ah (1773???) may have taken

of the Geshur, lying to the north of Judah (2 Sam . its name from the Maachah ( 773??) of Gen. 22:24 .

3 : 3).
The Maachathites are mentioned in Joshua in

3. A city and small Syrian kingdom at the foot connection with the Geshurites as bordering the

of Mount Hermon, near Geshur ( Josh, 13:13 ; territory of Og, king of Bashan ( 12:5 ; comp.

2 Sam . 10 :6, 8 ; 1 Chron . 19 : 7 ). The kingdom 13:11 ) , but not dispossessed by Israel . — W . H.
embraced the southern and eastern declivities of

Hermon, and a portion of the rocky plateau of
MAAD'AI (Heb. " 729, mah -ad -ak'ee, orna

Iturea . The Israelites included this territory in mental), a Jew of the family of Bani, who divorced

their grant, but never took possession of it (Josh . his Gentile wife after the captivity (Ezra 10:34 ),

13:13) . Its king contributed one thousand men to B. C. 456.

the Syrian alliance against David (2 Sam. 10: 6–8), MAADI'AH (Heb. 177759, mah -ad -yaw ', orna
which was defeated (v. 19).

4. The father of Achish, king of Gath, to whom from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Neh. 12 : 5 ), B. C.
ment of Jehovah), one of the priests who returned

Shimei went in pursuit of two runaway servants, about 536. He is thought to be the same with

and by, so doing forfeited his life by going be. Moadiah ( v. 17).

yond the limits prescribed by Solomon ( 1 Kings

2:39). MAA'I (Heb. 1913, maw-ah’ee, compassionate ),

5. The mother of King Abijam . She was the oneof the priests appointed to perform the music
daughter of Abishalom, and wife of Rehoboam at the celebration of the completion of the walls

( 1 Kings 15: 2 ), B. C. about 934. In v. 10 she is of Jerusalem after the exile (Neh. 12:36), B. C.

called the “ mother ” of Asa, but there “ mother ” | 445.

is used in aloose sense, and means " grandmother. " MAAL'EH - ACRAB'BIM (Heb..753.72
The following seem to be the facts : Maachah was

sampy, mah-al -ay'ak -rab -beem ',steep of scorpions,
the granddaughter of Absalom (Abishalom), and

the daughter of Tamar ( Absalom's only daughter), i, e. , " scorpion -hill" ),a pass in the southeast bor.

and her husband was Uriel of Gibeah (2 Chron. der of Palestine (Josh . 15 : 3), called “ the ascent

11 : 20–22 ; 13 : 2). Because of the abuse of her of Akrabbim " (Num. 34 :4 ). " It is identified with

power as queen mother” in encouraging idolatry, the steep pass of es Sufah.

Asa “ removed her from being queen " (1 Kings MA'ARATH (Heb. 01733, mah-ar -awth ', deso

15 : 10–13 ; 2 Chron. 15:16). lation ), a place in the mountains of Judah (Josh.
6. The second named of the concubines of Caleb 15:59), not positively identified.

(son of Hezron), and the mother by him of several

children ( 1 Chron . 2:48). MAASEPIAH (Heb . 177032, mah-as-ay-yaw',

7. The sister of Huppim and Shuppim, and wife or 7770772, mah-as-ay -yaw ” -hoo, work ofJehovah).

of Machir, by whom he had two sons ( 1 Chron. 1. One of the Levites of the second class apº

7:15, 16). pointed musicians “with psalteries upon Alamoth ,"

8. The wife of Jehiel, and mother of Gibeon at the bringing up of the ark from the house of
(1 Chron. 8:29 ; 9:35).

Obed-edom (1 Chron . 15:18 , 20), B. C. about

9. The father of Hanan, one of David's valiant 982.

men ( 1 Chron. 11:43).
2. One of the “ captains of hundreds” who as

10. The father of Shephatiah ,military chief of sisted the high priest Jehoiada in raising Joash

the Simeonites in the time of David ( 1 Chron . to the throne of Judah (2 Chron . 23:1), B. C.

27:16). 836.

MAACH'ATHI (Deut. 3:14), MAACHA'- 3. A “ ruler ” (steward) who assisted Jeiel the

THITES (Hebrew singular with article, n29797, scribe in arranging the army of King Uzziah
(2 Chron. 26:11 ), B. C. 783 .

hain -mah -ak -aw - thee', once, Josh . 13:13 , 17 , 4. A person slain by Zichri, an Ephraimite hero ,

mah -ak -awth '), inhabitants of Maac(h )ah , a small in the invasion of Judah by Pekah, king of Israel

kingdom near Palestine, probably in the stony | (2 Chron. 28 : 7), B. C. about 736. Maaseiah is

desert of el -Kra, “ which is to this day thickly called the “ king's son ;" but this should not, prob

studded with villages." It lies east of Argob ably, be interpreted literally, “ for in the first years

( Lejah ), between that and the Sufa. There were of his reign, in which this war arose, Ahaz could

Maachathite warriors among the mighty men of not have had an adult son capable of bearing

Israel. One is apparently the father of Ahasbai arms, but ” Maaseiah was likely " a royal prince, a

in 2 Sam. 23:34, one was the father of Jezanialı , I cousin or uncle of Ahaz” (Keil, Com. , in loc.).

"

>

)
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5. The “ governor of the city,” appointed by 1. The head of the last (twenty -fourth ) course

King Josiah to cooperate with Shaphan and Joal of priests as arranged by David (1 Chron. 24:18) ,

in repairing the temple (2 Chron. 34 : 8), B. C. 621. B. C. before 960.

He is probably the same with Maaseiah, the father 2. One of the priests who sealed the covenant

of Neriah, and grandfather of Baruch and Seraiah made by Nehemiah (Neh. 10 : 8), B. C. about 445.

(Jer. 32:12 ; 51:59). MACCABEES,THE. TheAsmonæan family,

6. One of the priests of the descendants of distinguished in Jewish history, from B. C. 167 till

Jeshua, who divorced his Gentile wife after the the time when Judea became a province of Rome,
captivity (Ezra 10:18), B. C. 456. were called Maccabees from Judas, a distinguished

7. Another priest of the “ sons ” of Harim who member of the house, whose surname was Macca.

put away his Gentile wife after the exile (Ezra bæus.

10:21 ), B. C. 456. He is probably the one who 1. Name. The etymology of the word is un

belonged to the chorus that celebrated the com- certain. Some have maintained that it was formed

pletion of the walls (Neh . 12:42 ) , B. C. 445 . from the combination of the initial letters of the

8. A priest of the “ sons ” of Pashur, who Hebrew sentence, “ Who among the gods is like

divorced his Gentile wife after the return from unto thee, Jehovah ?” (Exod. 15:11),which is sur.

Babylon (Ezra 10:22), B. C. 456. Perhaps the posed to have been inscribed upon the banner of

same with one of the trumpeters who joined in the patriots. Another derivation has been pro.

celebrating the building of the walls of Jerusalem posed , which, although direct evidence is wanting,

(Neh. 12:41), B. C. 445. seems satisfactory. According to this, the word

9. An Israelite, descendant of Pahath -moab, is formed from Makkâbâh, “ a hammer,” giving a

who put away his Gentile wife after the exile sense not altogether unlike that in which Charles

(Ezra 10:30), B. C. 456.
Martel derived a surname from his favorite

10. A Jew, whose son Azariah repaired a por. weapon. Although the name Maccabees has gained

tion of the walls of Jerusalem after the return the widest currency , that of Asmonæans, or Has

from Babylon (Neh . 3:23 ), B. C. 445 . moncans, is the proper name of the family. This

11. One of those who stood at the right hand name probably came from Chasmon, the great

of Ezra while he read the book of the law to the grandfatherof Mattathias.

people (Neh. 8 :4 ), B. C. about 445. 2. Pedigree. The relation of the several

12. One of the priests who, with the Levites, members of the family will be seen in the table

expounded the law as it was read by Ezra (Neh . on the following page.

8 : 7 ), B. C. about 445. 3. History . The Maccabees first came into

13. One of the “ chief of the people ” who notice through the terrible persecution of the Jews

joined in the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh . 10:25), under Antiochus Epiphanes. His accession was
B. C. 445. 1 : immediately followed by desperate efforts of the

14. The son of Baruch, and one of the descend. Hellenizing party at Jerusalem to assert their

ants of Judah who dwelt in Jerusalem after the ascendency. Jason, brother of Onias III, the high

captivity (Neh . 11 : 5), B. C. about 536. In 1 Chron . priest, secured the high priesthood , and bouglit

9 :6, the same person is , probably , given as Asaiah. permission (2 Macc. 4 : 9) to carry out his design of

15. The son of Ithiel, a Benjamite, and one habituating the Jews to Greek customs (4: 7, 20).

whose descendants resided in Jerusalem after the Three years later Menelaus supplanted Jason by

return from Babylon (Neh . 11: 7), B.C. before 536. a larger bribe, and the latter fled to the Ammon

16. A priest, whose son Zephaniah was sent by ites (4 :23–26 ). During the absence of Antiochus

Zedekiah, king of Judah, to inquire of the prophet on his second invasion of Egypt, he was reported

Jeremiah during the invasion by Nebuchadnezzar as dead , and Jason seized the opportunity of re

(Jer. 21: 1 ; 29:21 , 25 ; 37 : 3), B. C. before 589 . covering his office , took the city, and inflicted all

17. The son of Shallum , and a keeper of the mannerof cruelties on the inhabitants. Antiochus,

door” of the temple, with a chamber in the sacred on hearing of this, and supposing that there was

edifice (Jer. 35 :4), B. C. about 607.
a general revolt of the Jews, hastily returned to

MAAʼSIAI (Heb. 1033, mah -as -ah’ee, oper- of its inhabitants to death, and sold as manymore
Jerusalem ,laid siege to the city, put forty thousand

ative),the son of Adiel, descendant of Immer, and into slavery. He despoiled the temple of its pre.

one of the priests resident at Jerusalem after the cious vessels and furniture, and returned to Anti

captivity ( 1 Chron . 9:12) , B. C. probably after 536. och laden with the treasure. On occasion of

MA'ATH (Gr. Maáð, mah-ath ) , a person | his fourth and last invasion of Egypt, he was ar.

named as the son of Mattathias, and father of rested by the Roman ambassadors and ordered to

Nagge in the maternal ancestry of Jesus ( Luke leave the country on pain of the wrath of the

3:26). As no such name appears in the Old Testa- Roman Senate (Dan. 11:30 ). On his way home.

ment pedigrees, it is thought that this name has ward he passed through Palestine, and vented his

been accidentally interpolated from the Matthat wrath upon the Jews, commissioning his lieutenant

(v. 24) (McC. and S. , Cyc. , s . v .). Apollonius, with an army of twenty-two thousand

MA'AZ (Heb . 1329, mak '-ats ,anger ), the first men, to destroy Jerusalem . Taking advantage of

named ofthe three sons of Ram , the firstborn of intheir synagogues,massacred the men, and made
the Sabbath, he came upon the people assembled

Jerahmeel, of the descendants of Judah ( 1 Chron . the women and childrencaptives. He burned

2:27), B. C. after 1210.
the city, erected a fort on an eminence command

MAAZI'AH (Heb. 1777372, mah -az-yaw ', rescue ing the temple, so that the worshipers approach,

of Jehovah ). ing it were slain ; while the place itself was defiled

>
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with every abomination ; and the daily sacrifice anes, whose resources had been impoverished

was made to cease, according to the prediction of by the war (27–31 ), left the government of the

Daniel ( 8:9-12 ; 11:31 ). Matters were brought to Palestinian provinces to Lysias. Lysias organized

a height by the famous decree of Antiochus, com- an expedition against Judas ; but his army, a part

manding that all the people should conform to the of which had been separated from the main body

religion of the sovereign on pain of death. This to effect a surprise, was defeated by Judas at

brought about the Maccabæan war, Emmaus with great loss, B. C. 166 (46–63 ) ; and

( 1) Mattathias. At the time of the great persecu- in the next year Lysias himself was routed at

tion he was already advanced in years, and the Bethsura . After this success Judas was able to

father of grown -up sons. He was a priest of the occupy Jerusalem , except the “ tower " (6:18, 19),

course of Joarib , the first of the twenty -four and he purified the temple (4:36 , 41–53) on the

courses ( 1 Chron . 24 : 7), and, consequently, of the 25th of Chisleu, exactly three years after its prof.

noblest blood. He retired to Modin, a little town anation ( 1:59). The next year was spent in wars

west of Jerusalem. He was required to sacrifice with frontier nations (ch. 5) ; but in spite of con.

on the heathen altar, but refused. A Judean tinued triumphs the position of Judas was still

coming forward to sacrifice, Mattathias, carried precarious. In B. C. 163 Lysias laid siege to Jeru.
away by his zeal, smote him, overthrew the altar, salem . The accession of Demetrius brought with

{ } stations de 17. THE ASMONÆAN FAMILY. !! ) jal! ONE - 3,

Perbados Belarus
Chasmon (“ of the song of Joarib ;" comp. 1 Chron . 24 : 1) .

1

PER ,
Johanan (Gr. 'Iwávvng).

|

Simeon (Gr. Evpleáv, Simon ; comp. 2 Pet. 1 : 1) .
110 millions

Telelogen

Mattathias ( Matthias, Joseph . , War, 1, 1, 3 ),
B. C. 167. filoso !!! 10

1

Johanan ( Johannes )

(Gaddis )

(" Joseph ," 2 Macc. 8:22),

B. C. 161.

Siinon

( Thassi) ,

B. C. 135 .

Judas

(Maccabeus),

B. C. 161.

Eleazar

( Avaran ),

B. C. 163,

Jonathan

(Apphus),

B. C. 143.

Judas

B. C. 135.

Johannes Hyrcanas I ,

B. C.106.

Mattathias,
B. C. 185.

Daughter to Ptolemæus

( 1 Macc. 10:11, 12 ) .

Salome (Alexandra ) to Aristobulus I ,
B. C. 105.

Antigonus,

B. C. 105.

Jannæus Alexander

B. C. 78.

to Alexandra , son son

Hyrcanus II,

B. C. 30 . Aristobulus II, 1 , !!!
B. C. 49 .

Alexandra to Alexander,
B. C. 28 . B. C. 49.

Antigonus ,

B. C. 87 .

Mariamne to Herod the Great ,

B. C. 29.

Aristobulus,

B. C. 35 .

66

summoned all the faithful to follow him , and fled it fresh troubles to the patriot Jews. A large

with his sons into the wilderness . He was joined party of their countrymen , with Alcimus at their

by many from various parts of the country ; in head, gained the ear of the king, and he sent

many places the idolatrous altars were overthrown, Nicanor against Judas. Nicanor was defeated,

and the old Israelite usages and customs reintro- first at Capharsalama, and again in a decisive bat

duced . Mattathias did not long, survive the fa- tle at Adasa, near to the glorious field ofBethhoron

tigues of active service. He died B. C. 166 , and (B. C. 161) on the 13th Adar (1 Macc.7:49 ; 2 Macc.

was buried in the sepulcher of his father at 15:36) , where he was slain. This victory was the

Modin ." Špi11.Posesina greatest of Judas' successes, and practically de

(2) Judas. Mattathias himself named Judas- cided the question of Jewish independence ; but it

apparently his third son-as his successor in di- was followed by an unexpected reverse. A new

recting the war of independence ( 1 Macc. 2:66 ). invasion under Bacchides took place. ! Judas was

The energy and skill of “ the Maccabee," as Judas able only to gather a small force to meet the sud.

is often called in 2 Maccabees, fully justified his den danger. Of this a large part deserted him

father's preference. It appears that he had al- on the eve of the battle ; but the courage of Ju

ready taken a prominent part in the first secession das was unshaken, and he fell at Eleasa, the Jew .

to the mountains (2 Macc. 5:27 ), where Mattathias ish Thermopylæ , fighting at desperate odds against

is not mentioned . His first enterprises were night the invaders. His body was recovered by his

attacks and sudden surprises (8 :6 , 7 ) ; and when brothers and buried at Modin " in the sepulcher of

his men were encouraged by these means he ven- his fathers , ” B. C. 161.

tured on more important operations and defeated (3) Jonathan . After the death of Judas the

Apollonius ( 1 Macc. 3: 10-12) and Seron ( 13–24) at patriotic party seems to have been for a short

Beth -horon . Shortly afterward Antiochus Epiph. time wholly disorganized , and it was only by the

>
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pressure of unparalleled sufferings that they were says that “ John sought relief in his financial dif.

driven to renew the conflict. For this purpose ficulties by opening the tomb of David. The

they offered the command to Jonathan, surnamed treasures which he found there enabled him not

Apphus (the wary), the youngest son of Mattathias . only to pay the required redemption money, but

He retired to the lowlands of the Jordan ( 1 Macc. also to enlist foreign mercenaries.” Johp hiniselt

9:42), where he gained some advantage over Bac- immediately accompanied the king to Parthia ,
chides (B. C. 161), who made an attempt to hem where Antiochus was killed. Hyrcanus availed

in and destroy his whole force. After two years himself of the opportunity to shake off the Syrian

Bacchides again took the field against Jonathan, yoke and establish the independence of Judea,
B. C. 158. This time he seems to have been but which was maintained until it was subjugated by

feebly supported , and after an unsuccessful cam- the Romans. He also captured several towns be

paign he accepted terms which Jonathan proposed ; yond the Jordan ; destroyed the Samaritan temple

and after his departure Jonathan " judged the on Mount Gerizim ; captured the towns of Dora

people at Michmash " (v. 73), and gradually ex- and Marissa in Idumæa, and forced the rite of cir

tended his power. The clain of Alexander Balas cumcision upon the people ; renewed a treaty,
to the Syrian crown gave a new importance to offensive and defensive, with Rome, and amassed

Jonathan and his adherents. The success of great wealth . His sons, Antigonus and Aristobu

Alexander led to the elevation of Jonathan , who lus, conducted a campaign against the Samui.

assumed the high -priestly office (10:21) ; and not tans ; and when Antiochus Cyzicenus came to the

long after he placed the king under fresh obliga- relief of the Samaritans, he was defeated by Aris

tions by the defeat of Apollonius, a general of the tobulus. After a year or so Samaria fell into the

younger Demetrius (ch . 10) . After the death of hands of Hyrcanus. Soon after, being exposed to

Alexander Jonathan attached himself to An- some indignity from a Pharisee, he openly left
tiochus VI. He at last fell a victim to the that sect and joined the Sadducees. He passed the

treachery of Tryphon, B. C. 144 ( 1 Macc. 11 : 8– rest of his days in peace, built the castle of Baris

12:4). on a rock within the fortifications of the temple,

(4) Simon. As soon as Simon, the last remain called by Herod " Antonia.” His reign lasted

ing brother of the Maccabæan family, heard of the about thirtyyears.
detention of Jonathan in Ptolemais by Tryphon, (6) Aristobulus succeeded his father,John Hyr.

he placed himself atthe liead of the patriot party. canus, as high priest and govemor. He was the

His skill in war had been proved in the lifetime first since the captivity to assume the title of

of Judas (1 Macc. 5 : 17-23), and he had taken an king. He starved his mother to death and im

active share in the campaigns of Jonathan (11:59) . prisoned three of his brothers. He only reigned

Tryphon, after carrying Jonathan about as a pris- one year.

oner for some little time, put him to death ; and (7) Alexander Jannæus succeeded to his brother

then, having murdered Antiochus, seized the Aristobulus, slaying one brother who displayed

throne. On this Simon made overtures to Deme- ambition , but leaving the other alone. After va.

trius II, B. C. 143, which were favorably received, rying fortunes, he found himself at the head of

and the independence of the Jews was at length sixty thousand men , and he marched in triumph

formally recognized . The long struggle was now to Jerusalem , After a reign of twenty-seven

triumphantly ended, and it remained only to reap years he died, B. C. 78.

the fruits of victory. This Simon hastened to do. Alexander was succeeded by Hyrcanus II, and

The prudence and wisdom for which he was al. he was induced 10 enter private life by his brother

ready distinguished at the time of his father's Aristobulus II. Aristobulus, offering to surrender

death (2:65), gained for the Jews the active sup- Jerusalem , was thrown into chains by Pompey.

port of Rome (15:16-21), in addition to the con. Hyrcanus was restored by Pompey to the high

firmation of earlier treaties. After settling the priesthood. He carried Aristobulus and family

external relations of the new state upon a sure to Rome; but Alexander, the son of Aristobulus,

basis, Simon regulated its internal administration . escaped, and, raising a considerable force, garri.

With two of his sons he was murdered at Dok by soned Machærus, Hyrcania, and the stronghold of

Ptolemæus, B. C. 135 ( 1 Macc. 16 : 11-16). Alexandrion . He was subdued by Gabinius . No

(5) John Hyrcanus was the next leader of the sooner had he done so than Aristobulus escaped

family. Having been unanimously proclaimed from Rome and established himself in Alexandrion.

high priest and ruler at Jerusalem , he marched He was taken prisoner and sent in chains to Rome, ·

against Jericho to avenge the death of his father but his son Antigonus was released . Alexander,

and brothers. The threats of Ptolemy against the with eighty thousand men, opposed the Romans,

mother of Hyrcanus caused him to protract the but was put to flight. He was subsequently exe

siege, until the sabbatical year obliged him to raise cuted by Metellus Scipio, B. C. 49. Thus Hyrcanus

it. But Ptolemy, after killing her and her sons, retained the sovereignty, but Antipater enjoyed

fied to Philadelphia. Antiochus soon after in the real power. He found, however, a trouble

vaded Judea, and, besieging Jerusalem , reduced some enemy in Antigonus, son ofAristobulus, who

Hyrcanus to great extremity. At the feast of allied himself with the Parthians, and for a time

Passover, however, he granted a truce for a week , held Jerusalem and kept Herod in check. AtMa

supplied the besieged with sacrifices, and ended sada, a city on the west coast of the Dead Sea,

with conceding a peace on condition that the Jews Antigonus was nearly successful, until Herod

surrendered their arms, paid tribute for Joppa and obliged him to raise the siege. He afterward

other towns, and gave him five hundred talents of suffered defeat by Herod, and was vanquished by

silver and hostages. Ewald ( History, v, p. 344) | the Roman general Sosius, sent to Anthony, by

a
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whom, at the request of Herod , he was put to many years, probably visited it for a third time

death, B. C. 37. (Phil . 2:24 ; 1 Tim. 1 :3 ). See Paul.

Thus perished the last of the Maccabees, who MACHÆRUS (Gr. Maxaipous, the Black

seemed to inherit something of their ancient spirit. Fortress), a strong fortress of Petræa, and the

Hyrcanus, who previously to this had been inca- place, according to Josephus (Ant., xviii, 5, 2 ),

pacitated for the priesthood by having his ears cut of John the Baptist's beheading. It was built

off, was put to death in his eightieth year, B. C. 30. by Alexander Jannæus as a checkagainst Arab
Herod married Mariamne, in whom the race of the marauders ( Josephus, Wars, vii demolished

Asmonæans came to an end, and by her marriage by Gabinius when he made war against Aristobu

passed into the Idumæan line of the Herodians. lus, and rebuilt by Herod. It was situated in the

Two of the first generation of Maccabees, though gorge of Callirhoe, one of the valleys east of the

they did not like their brothers attain to leader. Dead Sea, three thousand eight hundred and sixty

ship, shared their fate - Eleazar, by a noble act of feet above this sea and two thousand five hundred

self-devotion; John ,apparently the eldest brother, and forty -six feet above the Mediterranean.

by treachery. Probably history affords no parallel ruins, now called Mkhaur, are still visible on the

to the courage with which this band of men dared northern erd of Jebel Attarûs." See John THE

to face death, one by one, in a holy cause . “ The BAPTIST.

* Its

M'khaur.

>

were

upplmpbelpollo

an

Maccabees inspired a subject-people with inde- MACH'BANAI (Heb. 1993, mak -ban -nah'ee,

pendence; they found a few personal followers,binding), the eleventh of the Gadite warriors who
and they left nation” (McC.and S., Cyc .; Smith, joined themselvesto David in the wilderness

Bib. Dict.;Ewald, History of Israel). See Mac- (1 Chron. 12:13),about1002 B. C.
CABEES, BOOKS OF.

MACEDOʻNIA ( Gr. Makedovia, mak-ed -on
MACH'BENAH (Heb. Np , mak-bay

ee'-ah ), a country lying north of Greece, whose naw ', knoll), if a man , was the son of Sheva, and

rivers the the one after whom the place of the same name

Strymon and the was called ( 1 Chron. 2:49).

Axius, and whose MA'CHI (Heb. 27, maw -kee', pining), the

mountains
were father of Geuel , who represented the tribe of Gad

Olympus and
among the explorers of Canaan (Num. 13:15), B.C.

Athos. Some of its
1209.

chief cities were

Amphipolis , Apol.
MA'CHIR (Heb. 19 , malo -keer', sold ).

lonia . Berea, Ne- 1. The eldest son of Manasseh ( Josh. 17: 1 ), who

apolis, Philippi, had children during the lifetime of Joseph (Gen.

and Thessalonica . It was conquered by the 50:23), B. C. after 2000. He was the founder of

Romans, 168 B. C. Under the famous Philip the family of the Machirites (Num . 26:29 ), who

and his son, Alexander the Great, it attained the settled in the land taken from the Amorites (Num.
summit of its power. Paul was summoned to 32:39 , 40 ; Deut. 3:15 : Josh. 13:31 ; 1 Chron, 2:

preach in Macedonia by a vision (Acts 16:9 ; 20 :1). 23) . Owing to the fact of Machir's grandson,

The history of his journey through Macedonia Zelophehad, having only daughters,a special enact

is given in detail in Acts 16 : 10–17: 15. He again ment was made as to their inheritance (Num . 27: 1 ;

passed through this province (20: 1-6 ), and, after 36 : 1 ; Josh. 17: 3) . His daughter became the wife

Thasbica

Polls

Bore
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of Hezron and mother of Segub ( 1 Chron . 2:21 ). MAD'AI (Heb. " 777, maw -dah '- ee, a Mede), the

Machir's mother was an Aramitess, and by third son of Japheth (Gen. 10 : 2 ; 1 Chron. 1 :5),

his wife, Maachah, he had several sons (7 : 14- from whom the Medes are supposed to have de.

16). scended. “ We first hear of Madai upon the As.

2. A descendant of the former, a son of Am- syrian monuments, about B. C. 840, where they are

miel, residing at Lo-debar, who took care of the called Amadâ, and found by the Assyrian army in
lame son of Jonathan until he was provided for Media Atropatênê ” (Sayce, Higher Crit., p. 126).

by David (2 Sam . 9 :4,5) , and afterward hospitably

entertained the king himself at Mahanaim (17 : 27- See MIDIAN.
MADIAN (Gr. Madiáv, mad-ee-an ', Acts 7:29).

29), B. C. about 984–967.
MADMANNAH (Heb. 157279, mad-man

MA'CHIRITES (Heb. " ? " , ham -maw-kee
naw ', dunghill) , a town in the extreme south of

ree'," theMachirite," only in Num. 26:29), descend. Judah (Josh .16:31), afterward assigned to Simeon.
ants of Machir, 1 , who was son of Manasseh by From ì Chron. 2:49 it appears to have been

an Aramite concubine. The wife and children are founded or occupied by Shaaph, the son of Ma.

named in 1 Chron . 7:16 , 17 ; but the statement in achah, Caleb's concubine . It is, perhaps, identical

v. 17, “ These are the sonsof Gilead, the son of with Miniay, or Minieh, south of Gaza .
Machir, the son of Manasseh,” with the declara

MAD'MEN (Heb. 77279, mad-mane', dunghill),
tion that “Machir begat Gilead ” would add Gilead
to the list of Machir's sons. At the sametime the a town in Moab, threatened with the sword from

enumeration of the Gileadites.by families in Num . the Babylonian invasion (Jer . 48: 2), perhaps near

26:29–32 , together withthe account of the peo- the northern extremity of the Dead Sea.

pling of Gilead in Num. 36:39 , 40, gives some color MADME’NAH (Heb. 1777279, mad-may-naw ',

to the opinion that in “ Machir begat Gilead ” dunghill), a town (Isa. 10:31 ) named on the route

Gilead is used collectively for the inhabitants of of the Assyrian invaders, north of Jerusalem , be

Gilead, like Moab for the Moabite nation, and the tween Nob and Gibeah . The same word in Isa.

like, and that what is meant is that Machir was 25:10 is rendered “ dunghill, " and the verse may

the ancestor of the Gileadites. The wife of Ma- mean " that Moab will be trodden down by Je

chir, who seems to have been a Benjamitess, was hovah as teh ' -ben (broken straw ) is trodden to

Maachah, the sister of Huppim and Shuppim fragments on the thrashing floors of Madmenab .”
( 1 Chron. 7:12, 15 ). And Abiah (2:24 ) was the MADNESS. Besides its proper meaning of

last wife of Hezron (v . 21), son of Pharez mania (see DISEASES), the term “ mad ” is used in

( v. 5), son of Judah ( v. 4). Thus did theMachir- Scripture of a violent disturbance of the mental
ites connect Manasseh with both Judah and Ben faculties : ( 1 ) From overstudy ( Acts 26:24, 25 ) ;

jamin . The daughters of Zelophehad, whose story (2) from sudden and startling intelligence ( 12:15) ;

is told in Num . 26:33 ; 27:1-11; 36: 1-12 ; Josh. (3) offalse prophets (Isa .44:25; Hos. 9:7) ; (4) the

17 : 3–6 , were Machirites. The law which prevented result of inebriety (Jer. 25:16 ; 51 : 7) ; (5 ) in de.

confusion of inheritances by tribal intermarriages rision, with reference to the ecstatic utterances of

was first made in regard to this case (Num . 36: 1- the prophets when in a state of holy exaltation

12), and was not in existence at the timeof the (2 Kings 9:11 ; Jer. 29:26) ; (6) furious passion , as

before-mentioned intermarriages. See more under a persecutor ( Acts 26:11; Psa. 102 : 8 ) ; (7) idola

MANASSITES.—W. H.
trous hallucination (Jer. 50:38), or wicked and ex

MACHNADE BAI (Heb. " 7292, mak-nad- travagant jollity (Eccles. 2: 2 ) ; (8 ) a reckless state

bal'ee, what is like the liberal ?), an Israelite of of mind ( 10:13) , bordering on delirium (Zech. 12 :

the “ sons” of Baniwho put away his Gentile wife 4 ), whether induced by overstrained mental effort

after the captivity (Ezra 10:40), B. C. 456.
( Eccles. 1:17 ; 2:12 ), blind rage (Luke 6:11), or de.

MACHPEʻLAH (Heb. 1972,mak-pay-law ',
praved tempers (Eccles . 7:25; 9 :3 ; 2 Pet. 2:16).

MA'DON (Heb. 7172, maw -dohn ', strife), a
double), a field containing a cave, bought by Abra
ham for a burying place(Gen. 23: 9, 17) and where Canaanitish city, in the north of Palestine, ruled
he buried Sarah (v.19 ). Abraham was buried there by a king named Jobab( Josh. 11:1), and captured

(25:9), Isaac and Rebekah, his wife, and Leah,the by Joshua ( 12:19) . It “ is probably represented
wife of Jacob (49:30), and later Jacob also( 50:13). by the village of Madin, near Hattin, west of the
This is the last biblical mention of thecaveof Sea of Galilee ” (Harper, Bib.andMod. Dis.,p.162).

Machpelah ; and there is no reason to think that MAGʻBISH (Heb. 292.2, mag-beesh', stiffen

any building was erected on the spot before the ing), the name of a man (or place) whose de

captivity. The cave was in HEBRON (q . v.), and scendants, to the number of one hundred and fifty

is now marked by a Mohammedan mosque, in six , returned to Palestine with Zerubbabel (Ezra

which are shown the so-called tombs. Each is in- 2:30 ).

closed in a chapel, or shrine, closed with gates , MAGDALA (Gr. Maydaná, mag -dal-ah',

and below the floor. Moslem and Christian have tower), a small town of Galilee, on the west shore

together held this sanctuary for six hundred years of the Lake of Gennesaret, between Capernaum

The building, from the immense size of some of and Tiberias,mentioned only in Matt. 16:39 (Dal

its stones and the manner in which they are fitted manutha in the parallel passage, Mark 8:10 ), and

together, is supposedby some to have been erected may be the same as Migdal-el ( Josh. 19:38). It

in the time of David or Solomon, while others was the birthplace of Mary Magdalene, i. e., the

ascribe it to the time of Herod. Magdalene. It is now probablythe small village

MAD. See MADNESS. of el-Mejdel, three miles N. W. of Tiberias.

.
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«

sorcerer

"

MAGDALEN, or MAGDALENE,the sur- astrologers, but not mingling any conscious fraud

name of MARY, 2. with their efforts after a higher knowledge (Matt.

MAGʻDIEL (Heb. Spomaza, mag -dee- ale', pre 2 : 1 ) . The indefinite expression,“ from the east

ciousness of God), one of the chief's of Edom, de- (see Matt. 8:11; 24:27 ; Luke 13:29 ; Rev. 21:13),

leads us to assume that the writer himself had no

scended from Esau (Gen. 36:43 ; 1 Chron . 1:54 ) .
more precise information at his command. “ It

MA’GI (Heb. 32a, mag ; Gr. páyol, mag'-oy, is entirely baseless to determine their number

A. V. “ wise men ” in Matt. 2 : 1 , 7 , 16 ;
from the threefold gifts, and to regard them as

in Acts 13 :6, 8) .
kings on account of Psa. 68:30, 32; 72:10 ; Isa.

1. In the Old Testament. In the Hebrew | 49 : 7 ; 60 : 3 , 10. ” From a very early period the

text of the Old Testament the word occurs but Church has believed the magi to be the first Gen

twice , and then only incidentally. Among the tile worshipers of the Christ. “ The expectations

Chaldean officers sent by Nebuchadnezzar to Jeru- of the Jews, that their Messiah was to rule over

salem one had the name or title of Rab -mag ( Jer. the world, might at that period have been suffi

39: 3, 13). This word was interpreted as equiva-. ciently disseminated throughout the foreign coun .

lent to chief of the magi. The term magi was tries of the East to lead heathen astrologers, for

used as the name for priests and wise men among the object in question, to the Jewish capital”

the Medes, Persians,and Babylonians. These per- (Meyer, Com. , in loc.; Smith, Bib. Dict. , s . v . ).

sons were supposed to be adepts in that secret See Star .

learning which in remote antiquity had its seat in

Egypt, and later in Chaldea, from which latter
MAGIC, MAGICIANS ( from Heb. ,

factthey were often called " Chaldeans ” (Dan. 2:2, kiheh'-ret, to engrave, and so to draw magical lines

sq. ; 4 :7; 5 : 7, 11, 30). They formed five classes : or circles), the art or science of working wonders

The Charlummim , expounders of sacred writings beyond the ordinary powers of man. Magic may

and interpreters of signs (Dan. 1:20 ; 2 : 2 ; 5 :4) ; be divided into two classes-natural or scientific,

the Ashophim , conjurers (2:10 ; 5 : 7 , 11 ) ; the Me- and supernatural or spiritual — the one attributed

kashephin, exorcists, soothsayers, magicians, di- its wonders to a deep , practical acquaintance with

viners ( Dan. 2 : 2 ; comp. Isa. 47:9, 13 ; Jer. 27:9); the powers of nature ; the other to celestial or in

the Gozerim , casters of nativities,astrologists (Dan. fernal agency. But both systems seem to have

2:27 ; 5: 7 , 11 ) ; and the Chasdim , Chaldeans in the taken their origin in traditional accounts of early

narrower sense (2 : 5 , 10 ; 4 :4 ; 5 : 7 ) . The magi miracles — in attempts to investigate how such

took their places among " the astrologers and miracles were performed, and whether it were

stargazers and monthly prognosticators.” It is possible or not to imitate them . The theory of

with such men that we have to think of Daniel atoms held by the Epicureans appears to have

and bis fellow-exiles as associated . They are de- been the basis of most magical speculations. It

scribed as “ ten times wiser than all the magicians may be expressed somewhat after this manner :

and astrologers ” (1:20). The office which Daniel All changes in nature take place by the operation

accepted ( 5:11 ) was probably identical with that of of atoms,andmust ultimately,therefore, be effected

the Rab-mag who first came before us . by mechanical action . Wherever man can substi

2. Later Meaning . We find that the word tute artificial action of thesame kind, he can pro
magi presented itself to the Greeks as connected duce the same effects as those of nature. It re

with a foreign system of divination and the required, in thefirst place, a knowledge of the mode
ligion of a foe whom they had conquered ; and in which nature acted ; and, secondly, the power

soon became a byword for the worst form of im- of applying the same agencies. On the other hand,

posture. The swarms of impostors that were to the spiritual or geotic (literally “ terrestrial,” and

be met with in every part of the Roman empire, so superstitious) magic relied entirely on the powers
known as Chaldei ,” Mathematici,” and the of spiritual beings ; it demanded no knowledge of

like, bore this name also. We need not wonder, nature, and rarely required any moral or intellec

accordingly, to find that this is the predominant tual preparation . Its works were understood to

meaning of the word as it appears in the New be purely miraculous; and those who practiced

Testament. The noun and the verb derived from it claimed the wonder -working power only by

it are used by St. Luke in describing the impostor, means of mighty and unseen intelligences in ob

who is therefore known distinctively as "Simon taining communion with and authority over whom
Magus (Acts 8 : 9). Another of the same class their science consisted ” ( Imp. Bib. Dict., 8. v. ).

(Bar-jesus) is described (13 : 8) as having, in his As will be seen in the article Magi,there wereamong

cornomen Elymas,a title which was equivalent to the Egyptians, Babylonians, etc. , classes who were
Magus. In one memorable instance, however, expert in magical arts. Wewill refer to these be.

the word retains (probably, at least) 'its better fore calling attention to the Scripture accounts .

meaning. In the gospel of Matthew, written ac- 1. Egypt. The god Thot, having pointed out

cording to the general belief of early Christian the evil to men , gave to them at the same time
writers for the Hebrew Christians of Palestine, the remedy. The magical arts, of which he was

we find it, not as embodying the contempt which the repository, made him virtual master of the

the fraud of impostor's had brought upon it, but other gods. Their mystic names, their secret

in the sense which it had of old , as associated weaknesses, the perils they most feared, cere

with a religion which they respected, and of an monies by which they could be subdued, prayers

order of which one of their own prophets had which they must grant under penalty of misfortune

been the head. Thus, the evangelist would prob. or death, were all known to him . This wisdom ,

ably see in them men at once astronomers and transmitted to his worshipers, gave them the same

"
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man,

In the eyes

authority in heaven , earth, or the nether world. then to discover the beings which revealed them.

Thus, they could bind or loose Osiris, Sit, Anubis , selves through these material manifestations, their

or even Thot himself; send them forih , recall names and characters. When once it had obtained

them, constrain them to work or fight for them . this information, and could lay its hand upon them ,

Very naturally, this great power exposed the it could compel them to work on its behalf ; science

magicians to temptations, being often led to use it was thus nothing else than the application of

to the detriment of others,to satisfy spite, or gratify inagic to a particular class of phenomena.

their grosser appetites. Many made a guin of Chaldea abounded with soothsayers (q . v . ) and

their knowledge, putting it at the service of the necromancers (q. v. ) no less than with astrologers

ignorant who would pay for it. They pretended (q . v.), to whom the sick were confided, as expert

to be able to bring on sicknesses, deceptive or terri- in casting out demons and spirits. Consultations

fying dreams, specters, constrain the wills of men, and medical treatment were, therefore, religious

cause women to be victims of infatuation , etc. offices, in wbich were involved purifications, offer

Magic was not supposed to be all powerfulagainst ings, and a whole ritual of mysterious words and

destiny ; thus, fate decreed that the man born on gestures. The use of magical words was often

the twenty -seventh of Pauphi'would die of a snake accompanied by remedies, which were for the most

bite, but magic might decide as to the year in part grotesque and disgusting in their composition ;

which his death would occur. Still more efficacious (these) filled the possessing spirits with disgust,

were the arts of magic in combating the influences and became the means of relief owing to the in

of secondary deities , the evil eye , and the spells of vincible horror with which they inspired the per

After expelling the hurtful deity it was secuting demons. . . . The neighboring barbaric

necessary to restore the health of the victim , and peoples were imbued with the same ideas as the

thus the magician was naturally led to the study of Chaldeans regarding the constitution of the world

medicine. Magic was also invoked against magic, and the nature of the laws which governed it.

and thus rivalry arose among magicians. They lived likewise in perpetual fear of those in

Among the officers of distinction in the royal visible beings whose changeable and arbitrary will

household were the “ masters of the secrets of actuated all visible phenomena. . .

heaven , ” those who see what is in the firmament , of these barbarians, the Chaldeans seemed to be

on the earth, and in hades ; those who know all possessed of the very powers which they them .

the charms of the soothsayers, prophets, or ma- selves lacked ” (Maspero, Dawn of Civ., p . 780,sq . ).

gicians . The laws of the seasons and the stars , 3. Scripture Accounts. The earliest ac

propitious months, days, or hours , presented no count of any magical proceedings recorded in

mysteries to them , drawing, as they did, their in Scripture is to be found in the history of Rachel

spiration from the magical books of the god Thot. (Gen. 31:19, 30, 32–35). This would seem to in

They understood the art of curing the sick, inter. dicate the practice of magic in Padan -aram at

preting dreams, invoking or obliging the gods to thatearly time. The terapbim wereconsulted by

aid them , etc. The great lords themselves deigned the Israelites for oracular answers (Judg. 18: 5, 6 ;

to become initiated into the occult sciences, and Zech. 10: 2). The only account of divining by

were invested with these formidable powers ; sor- teraphim is in the record of Nebuchadnezzar's

cery was not considered incompatible with royalty, advance against Jerusalem (Ezek. 21 : 19-22) .

and the magicians of Pharaoh often took Pharaoh In Gen. 44:5 , referring to the cup found in

himself as a pupil . The Egyptians thought “ that Benjamin's sack, weread : “ Is not this it in which

everything that happened was owing to the action my lord drinketh, and whereby indeed he divineth ?"

of some divinity. They believed in the incessant (see Cup, 4). We cannot infer with certainty that

intervention of the gods ; and their magical litera - Joseph actually adopted this superstitious practice.

ture is based on the notion of frightening one god The intention of the statement may simply have

by the terrors of a more powerful divinity, either been to represent the goblet as a sacred vessel,

by prayer placing a person under the protection of and Joseph as acquainted with the most secret

this divinity, or by the person assuming its name thing (v. 15 ).

and authority. Sometimes threats are uttered In the histories of Joseph and Moses the ma

against a god ; or rather, as an Egyptian priest gicians are spoken of as a class. When Pharaoh's

(Ăbammon by name) said, the daíuoves, i . e. , sub- officers were troubled by their dreams, being in.

ordinate ministers of the gods ” (Maspero , Dawn prison , they were at a loss for an interpreter.

of Civilization, pp . 212, 281, 282 ; Renouf,Religion Before Joseph explained the dreams he disclaimed

of Ancient Egypt, p . 219, sq .). See SUPPLEMENT. the power of interpreting save by the dirine aid,

2. Chaldea. The Chaldeans believed that the saying, “ ( Do) not interpretations (belong) to God ?

operations of nature were not carried on under Tell me (them ), I pray you ” (Gen. 40:8). In likeΙ

impersonal and unswerving laws, but by voluntary manner, when Pharaoh had his two dreams, we

and rational agents,swayed by an inexorable fate find that he had recourse to those who professed

against which they dared not rebel , but still free to interpret dreams . Joseph, being sent for on

enough and powerful enough to avert by magic the report of the chief of the cupbearers, was told

the decrees of destiny, or at least to retard their by Pharaoh that he had heard that he could in
execution . “ From this conception of things each terpret a dream . From the expectations of the

subordinate science was obliged to make its in- Egyptians and Joseph's disavowals, we see that

vestigations in two perfectly distinct regions ; it the interpretation of dreamswas a branch of the

had first to determine the material facts within its knowledge to which the ancient Egyptian ma.

competence - such as the position of the stars, for gicians pretended.
instance, or the symptoms of a malady ; it had The Bible narrative of the events immediately
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preceding the Exodus introduces the magicians. prophets, who pretended to speak in the name of

When the rod of Aaron was changed into a ser- the Lord, saying that they had dreamt, when they

pent, it is said that Pharaoh called his magicians, told false visions, and who practiced various

and “ they also did in like manner with their en- magical arts (Jer. 14:14 ; 23:25, sq. ; 27 : 9 , 10 ).

chantments ” (Exod. 7:11 ). The same is said of From Ezekiel (8 : 7–12) we learn that fetishism

their imitation of the first and second plague was among the idolatries which the Hebrews, in

(7:22 ; 8 : 7). But when they attempted to imitate the latest days of the kingdom of Judah, had

Moses in the plague of the lice, they were unsuc. adopted from their neighbors The passage ( 13:18)

cessful, for it is recorded that “ the magicians did is thought by some to refer to the making of

so with their enchantments to bring forth lice, but amulets; while others believe that it is figurative

they could not ” (8:18). Whether the magicians of biding the truth . See KERCHIEF.

really did what they appeared to do, or only per- Daniel, when taken captive, was instructed in

formed a clever trick , has been a question ofmuch the learning of the Chaldeans, and placed among

dispute. Some contend that they did produce the the wise men of Babylon (2:18), by whom we are

same sort of miracle as that wrought through to understand the magi, for the term is used as

Moses, and that this was through demoniacal in- including magicians, sorcerers, enchanters, astrol

fluence. It would seem the writer's intention to ogers, and Chaldeans, the last being apparently

intimate that the Egyptian magicians considered the most important class (2 : 2 , 4 , sq . ; comp. 1:20 ).

Moses to be one of their own profession - what he As in other cases the true prophet was put to the

did , that they claimed to be able to do also—he test with the magicians, and he succeeded where

worked by the same means, and only exceeded they utterly failed .

them in degree. And this was unquestionably the After the captivity it is probable that the Jews

opinion of the king himself. That they could not gradually abandoned the practice of magic. Zech

produce lice seems to be conclusive proof against ariah speaks indeed of the deceit of teraphim and

their having acted through supernatural agency, diviners ( 10 : 2 ) , and foretells a time when the very

for why should demoniacal power stop there ? names of idols should be forgotten and false

They admitted that this plague was from Jehovah, prophets have virtually ceased (13:1-4 ), yet in

and the next plague, that of boils, attacked them neither case does it seem certain that he is alluding
to their discomfiture. to the usages of his own day. In the Apocrypha

Balaam (see Num . 22 : 6, sq . ; Josh. 13:22) fur. we find indications that in the later centuries pre

nishes us another case of a man accustomed to use ceding the Christian era magic was no longer

incantations; and it is evident thatBalak believed, practiced by educated Jews.

in common with the whole ancient world, in the In the New Testament we read very little of

real power and operation of the curses, anathemas,' magic. Philip the deacon found in Samaria Simon ,

and incantations pronounced by priests, sooth- a famous magician, known as Simon Magus (q . v . ) ,

who, while having great power with the people, is

Saul attempted to obtain a knowledge of the not said to have been able to work wonders.

future in ungodly ways, and commanded his serv. Paphos, Elymas, a Jewish sorcerer and false

ants to seek for a woman that had a familiar prophet, was struck blind for a time at the word

spirit ; the mistress of a conjuring spirit with of Paul (Acts 13 :6–12 ); while at Ephesus, certain

which the dead were conjured up for the purpose Jewish exorcists, signally failing in their endeavor

of making inquiry concerning the future (see to cast out demons, abandoned their practice of

NECROMANCY, below). The supernatural terror the magical arts. We have also the remarkable

with which the account is full cannot however be case of Paul casting out the “ spirit of divination ”

proved to be due to this art ; for it has always from a damsel who “ brought her masters much

been held by sober critics that the appearing of gain by foretelling ” (Acts 16:16–18).
“ Our ex

Samuel was permitted for the purposeof declar. amination of the various notices of magic in the

ing the doom of Saul , and not that it was caused Bible gives us this general result : They do not , as

by the witch's incantations . The witch is no far as we can understand, once state positively

more than a bystander after the first ; she sees that any but illusive results were produced by

Samuel, and that is all. magical rites. They therefore afford no evidence

The prophets, through their condemnation of that man can gain supernatural powers to use at

them , tell us that magical practices prevailed his will."

among the Hebrews in the later days of the two 4. Magic Forbidden. The law contains very

kingdoms. Isaiah (2:6) says that the people were distinct prohibitions of all magical arts. Besides

“ soothsayers like the Philistines,” understood by several passages condemning them , in one place

Delitzsch (Com ., in loc.) to mean “ cloud-gather. there is a specification which is so full that it

ers,” or storm -raisers.” In another place (8:19) seems evident that its object is to include every

he reproves the people for seeking those " that kind of magical art. The Israelites are com

have familiar spirits,and wizards that peep ” (R. V. manded in the place referred to not to learn the

chirp ”) and mutter ; while in 47:12, 13 , the abominations of the peoples of the promised land .

magic of Babylon is characterized by the promi. Then follows this prohibition : “ There shall not

nence given to astrology. Micah ( 3 : 5–7) refers to be found among you anyone that maketh his son

the prevalence of divination among those who or his daughter to pass through the fire, or that

were such pretended prophets as the opponents of uses divination , or an observer of times, or an

Jeremiah, not avowed prophets of idols as Ahab's enchanter, or a witch , or a charmer, or a consulter

seem to have been. with familiar spirits, or a wizard , or a necromancer "

Jeremiah was constantly opposed by false (Deut. 18:10, 11 ) . It is added that these are

sayers, etc.

At
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abominations, and that because of them the Chaldean people in Babylonia. These Chaldeans

Canaanites were driven out from before the sought their greatest glory in the study of astrol.

Israelites. ogy, and also possessed the knowledge of divina.

5. Various Forms. As stated in article tion from omens, of expounding of dreams and

DIVINATION (q . v.), there were forms of ascertain- prodigies, and of skilfully casting horoscopes

ing the divine will, and future events which were (Keil, Com , on Dan. 2 : 2).

taken in a good sense, and, therefore, not forbid- (4) Charm ( Heb. wny, laro-khash ', to whisper ),

den. Two other classes of divination are men

a word used to express serpent charming (Psa. 58:
tioned in Scripture — those forbidden and those | 5 ; Jer. 8:17 ; Eccles . 10:11). “ In the first of

without special sanction or reprobation. We group these passages lawkhash occurs in connection with

these together for greater conveniencein the study khel'ber (Heb. 27, a confederacy, i. e. , with the

of the subject :

( 1) Astrologer (Heb.and Chald. S70, ash -shawf", the samemanner and has a similar meaning. It
spirits of the other world), which is rendered in

an enchanter, Dan. 1:20 ; 2 : 2 , 10, 27 ; 4 : 7 ; 5 : 7, 11 , is certain that from time immemorial certain peo

15) , one who professed to foretell future events ple of the East have exercised remarkable power

by the appearance of the stars ; a forecaster of over even the most poisonous of serpents

nativities, horoscopes, and thus determined the Serpent CHARMER). The “ charner ” mentioned in

fateof men from the position and movementof Deut. 18:11 ( Heb . 27, kheh ' -ber ) is one who pro

the stars at the time of their birth . Among the
Egyptians the days were supposed to have special nounced a ban, probably referring to the custom

virtues, “ which it was necessary for man to know of binding or banning by magical knots. Another

if he wished to profit by the advantages, or escape reference to charmer is found in Isa. 19:5 (Heb.

the perils which they possessed for him .' Among DOST, haw-it-teem', mutterers ), and is thought to

the Chaldeans astronomy was considered as “ the refer to ventriloquists.

mistress of the world ; taught secretly in the
(5) Divination, diviners. Generally speaking,

temples, its adepts — at least those who passed “ divination differs from prophecy in that the one

through the regular curriculum of study which it is a human device while the other is a divine

required — became almost a distinct class in society . gift — the one an unwarranted prying into the fu.

The occupation was a lucrative one, and its ac ture by means of magical arts, superstitious incan

complished professors had numerous rivals whose tations, or natural signs, arbitrarily interpreted ;
educational antecedents were unknown, but who the other a partially disclosed insight into the fu
excited the envy of the experts in their trading ture by the supernatural aid of Him who sees the

upon the credulity of the people. These quacks end from the beginning ” (Imp. Dict., 8. v. ). In

went about the country drawing up horoscopes Scripture the diviners were false prophets, and
and arranging schemes of birthday prognostica- divination was allied to witchcraft and idolatry

tions, of which the majority were without any (Deut. 18:10, 18 ; Josh. 13:22 ; Jer. 27 :9 , etc.) .

authentic warranty ” (Maspero, Dawn of Civ . ) .
(6) Dreams, divination by. The Hebrews,

(2) Belomancy, or divination by arrows. It is along with other orientals, greatly regarded

said of the king of Babylon , " hemade his arrows dreams, and applied for their interpretation to
bright " (Ezek . 21:21),more strictly, the quiver those who undertook to explain them . Such

with the arrows. On this practice itself Jerome diviners were called oneirocritics and the art itself

writes : “ He consults the oracle according to the oneiromancy. Dreams were looked upon from the
custom of his nation, putting his arrows into a earliest antiquity as premonitions from their idol

quiver, and mixing them together, with the names gods to future events. Opposed to this was the

of individuals inscribed or stamped upon them , to command of Jehovah forbidding his people from

see whose arrow will come out, and which state observing dreams and from consulting explainers
shall be first attacked . ” In this case Jerusalem of them . Those who pretended to have prophetic

was the ill - fated object of this divination, as we dreams and to foretell future events, even though

learn from the next verse, “ At his right hand what they foretold came to pass, if they had any

was thedivination for Jerusalem .” The arrow tendency to promote idolatry, were put to death

lot of the ancient Greeks was similar to this ; (Deut. 13: 1-4 ). “ In opposition to the word of

also that of the ancient Arabs. Another kind of God no prophets were to be received , although

arrow lot was by shooting. Three suitors of an they rained signs and wonders—not even an angel
Eastern princess decided their claims by shooting from heaven ” (Gal. 1 : 8).
each an arrow inscribed with his own name. The

(7) Enchantment. The rendering in the A. V
arrow taking the longest fight indicated the name

of the successful competitor. This sort of divina- of several Hebrew words: ( 1 ) Naw -khash ' ( 1 )

tion is not to be confounded with the arrow shot to whisper, a spell , bence to practice divination

by Jonathan, which was an understood sign ; nor in general (Lev . 19:26 ; Num . 23:23 ; 24 : 1 ; Deut.

the shooting of the arrows by Joash , king of 18:19 ; 2 Kings 17:17 ; 21 : 6) ; (2) Law-khash

Israel, at the command of the prophet, in which con, Eccles. 10:11 ), incantation (see No. 12)
we have a symbolical prophecy.

(3) Loot ( 1993), literally to muffle up, hence to uss
(3) The Chaldeans. Among others consulted magic arts (Exod. 7:11, 12 ; 8:7 , 18); (4 ) Aw -nan '

by the king of Babylon respecting his dream were
the Chaldeans. Among an Aramaie people the (72"), to cover with a cloud), hence to practice sor:

priests in a stricter sense were called Chaldeans, cery (Jer. 27 : 9 ) ; (5 ) K'haro -bar' (1927), to bind,

from the fact of the ancient supremacy of thé | i . e. , with a spell , to charm ( Isa. 47 :9, 12).
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( 8) Exorcist (Gr. šçopkloths, ex-or -kis -tace', one way among them , especially when idolaters occu.

who exacts an oath), one who employs a formula pied the throne (2 Kings 21 :6 ; 2 Chron . 33 : 6 ; Isa.

of conjuration for expelling demons (Acts 19:13) . 8:19 ; 29 :4 ; comp. 19:3, where the Egyptian en

“ The use of the term exorcists in this passage, as chantments are mentioned).

the designation of a well-known class of persons (13) Prognosticators (üeb. 72,

to which the individuals mentioned belonged ,con- makingknown as to the months) are mentioned in
firms what we know from other sources as to the Isa. 47:13, where the prophet is enumerating the

common practice of exorcism among the Jews.” astrological superstitions of the Chaldeans. See
Among all the references to exorcism ,aspracticed Astrology,

by the Jews, in the New Testament (Matt. 12:27 ; ( 14) Rabdomancy (Gr. páßdos, hrab'-dos, a

Nark 9:38 ; Luke 9:49, 50 ), we find only one in. staff, and yavreia ,man-ti'-ah , divination ), divina

stance which affords any clew to the means emotion by rods. Cyril of Alexandria calls this an in

ployed (Acts 19:13). In this passage it is said that vention of the Chaldeans, and describes it as con

" certain of the vagabond Jews, exorzists, took upon sisting in this, that two rods were held upright,

them to call over ” a demoniac “ the name of the and then allowed to fall while forms of incanta

Lord Jesus, saying,Weadjure you by Jesus whom tion were being uttered ; and the oracle was in

Paul preacheth ." See Demon.
ferred by the way in which they fell, whether for

(9) Familiar spirits, consulter with. See Nec- ward or backward, to the right or to the left.
ROMANCER, below. This custom is referred to inthe passage, “ And

(10 ) Idolomancy , i. e. , consulting with images, their staff declareth unto them ” (Hos.4:12 ),as an

literally teraphim . These household gods of the evidence of the tendency of Israel to idolatry.

Shemitic nations are often mentioned in the Old ( 15 ) Soothsayer, soothsaying, the rendering of

Testament from the time of Laban (Gen. 31:19). several Hebrew and Greek words : ( 1 ) Kaw -sarn '

They were wooden images (1 Sam . 19:13) con- | (OOP), to distribute, determine by lot ( Josh. 13:22),

sulted as “ idols," from which the excited wor.

shipers fancied that they roccived oracular re
where Balaam is so called ; (2) Aw -nan ' (1-7), to

sponses ( Ezek. 21:21 ; Zech. 10 : 2 ). act covertly. In Isa . 2 : 6 , Mic . 5:12 , soothsayers

(11) Magician, a general term including all the word used of the Chaldean diviners who stud
are supposed to mean diviners of the clouds,"

those who worked wonders beyond the ordinary

powers of man. See head of this article. ied the clouds ; (3) Ghez -ar ' (77. ) , to quarry, de

( 12) Necromancer (Heb. On29.7- writ, termine (Dan. 2:27 ; 4 :7 ; 5 : 7, 11 ) , is applied to

who inquires of the dead ), one who pretendsto and by various arts of computing and divining,
Chaldean astrologers, “ who by casting nativities

be able by incantations to call up the dead
to consult them respecting things unknown to foretold thefortunes and destinies of individuals ”

metdie

the living. A few, such as Cicero ( Tusc ., i,
(Gesenius, Heb. Lex .).

16 , 37), scouted the idea, but the practice held
(16 ) Sorcery (Heb. from 707, kaw -shaf”, to

its ground in pagan and even Christian landsun- whisper ; Gr. payeia , mag-i'-ah, Acts 8:11; pappa

til the present. The Eastern magi were especially keia ,far-mak -i'-ah, medication ). A sorcerer was

famed for necromantic skill. The necromancer was one who professed to tell the lot of others, to have

supposed to be the possessor of a conjuring spirit, power with evil spirits (Isa. 47:9, 12 ; Dan.2 : 2),
i . e., of a spirit with which the dead were conjured and was severely denounced (Mal. 3:5 ; Rev. 21 : 8 ;
up, for the purpose of making inquiry concerning 22:15). This art was also practiced in connection

the future (see Lev. 19:31 ) . Such a person was with pharmacy, the mixing of drugs and medical

the witch of Endor, to whose incantations the compounds (Rev. 9:21 ; 18:23).

shade of Samuel responded (see Saul) . It is evi- ( 17) Splanchnomancy, divination by inspection

dent from her exclamation that she was surprised of entrails, was practiced in Rome by the Etrurian

at this appearance, and that she was not really soothsayers, and frequently referred to by Greek

able to conjure up departed spirits or persons and Latin writers. Cicero ( De Divin ., ii, 15) men .

who had died . The familiar spirit (Heb. 2ix, obe, tions the importance of the liver in divination of

aleathern bottle), was supposed to be granted to this kind. One example of this is contained in

the necromancer as a servant or attendant, and Scripture (Ezek. 21:21), where it is said thatthe

bound to him by the ties or obligations of witch- king of Babylon “ looked in the liver, ” when he

craft. To the spirits of the departed thus evoked came to the “ parting of the way , ” to decide as to

his future course .

the necromancer lent a low, soft, almost whisper

ing voice ( Isa. 8:19 ; comp. 19 : 3 ) , as seemed natu
(18 ) Stargazer (Heb. , kho-zeh', beholder,

ral forsuchshades. It is not certain that these and Spid, ko-kawb', star ), one who pretends to

mutterings and whisperings were produced by foretell what will happen by observing the stars

ventriloquisn, although this may be the case, as (Isn. 47:13). See AstroLoGY, above.

ventriloquism was one of the arts of ancient jug. (19) Witch, witchcraft, generally the rendering

glers. “ In most parts of Greece necromancy was of the same original words translated “ sorcery,"

practiced by priests or consecrated persons in the sorcerer ” (see above). In 1 Sam. 15:23 it is the

temples: in Thessaly it was the profession of rendering of the Heb. Do ?, keh '- sem , lot, and is the

a distinct class of persons called Psychagogoi( evokers of spirits).” Necromancy was forbidden pretended divination in connection with the wor.

to the Israelites asa heathen superstition (Lev.19: ship of idolatrous and demoniacal powers .

31 ), and they who disobeyed were threatened with (20) Wizard (Heb. 1997., yid -deh-o-nee ', a knoro

death (Lev . 20 : 6 ; Deut. 8:11). Still it found its ling one), a term denoting a person pretending to be
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but the term is usually employed as the mas- MAHA’LALEEL (Heb. 38372, mah-hal
culine of witch. A wizard mightemploy any of the al-ale ', praise of God).

magical arts (Lev. 19:31 ; 20:27 ;. 1 Sam . 28 : 3 , 9), 1. The son of the patriarch Cainan , the grand

and the Israelites were forbidden to consult any son of Seth . Born when his father was seventy

such (Deut. 18:11). years of age, he himself became the father of Ja.

MAGISTRATE, the rendering in the A. V. red at the age of sixty-five, and died when he was

of several Hebrew and Greek words,and referring eight hundred und ninety-five years old (Gen. 5:

to a public civil officer. Among the Hebrews, 12–17; 1 Chron. 1 : 2 ; Luke 3:37), in which pas.

Greeks, and Romans the corresponding term had sage the name is Anglicized Maleleel.

a much wider signification than the term magis- 2. An Israelite of the tribe of Judah and fam

trate with us.
ily of Perez (Pharez), and ancestor of Athaiah,

1. “ There was no magistrate in the land ” who resided in Jerusalem after the captivity (Neh.

(Judg. 18: 7) would be better rendered “ no one 11 :4), B. C. before 536.

whoseized the government to himself,” etc. MAHALATH (Heb. m37723, makh-al-ain ',

:: 2 . “ Magistrates and judges ” (Ezra 7:25) ought
sickness ).

to be rendered " judges and rulers."

3. Ar-khone (Gr. åpxwv, first), rendered magis. Esau (Gen. 28:9 ;36 : 3 ; in the latter passage called
1. The daughter of Ishmael and third wife of

trate (Luke 12:58), signifies one first in power.

Similar in derivation and meaning is ar -khay' (Gr.
Bashemath).

åpxń, Luke 12:11 , “ magistrates ; ”. Tit
. 3:1,“ prin Jerimoth, and wife of Rehoboam (2 Chron. 11:18),

2. The granddaughter of David, daughter of

cipalities " ). Arkhone is used of the Messiah as
B. C. 934 .

“ the prince of the kings of the earth ” (Rev. 1 : 5 ),
3. Part of title of Psalms 53 and 88. See Mu.

and of Moses as the judge and leader of the Isra
elites. It is spoken of magistrates of any kind,

SICAL TERMS.

e. g. , the high priest (Acts 23 :5) ; of civil judges MA'HALI (Exod. 6:19). See Mauli.

(Acts 16:19) ; a ruler of the synagogue (Matt. 9: MAHANA'IM . (Heb. 07:072, makh -an - ah '.

18, 23 ; Mark 5:22 ; Luke 8:41) ; persons of influ- yim , double camp, or double host, was so called be

ence among the sects at Jerusalem , who were also cause the host of God joined that of Jacob as a
members of the Sanhedrin (Luke 14 :1 ; 18:18; 23 : safeguard), a place beyond the Jordan, north of the

13, 35 ; 24:20, etc.) ; of Satan, the prince of the brook Jabbok ,where the angels of God appeared to

fallen angels (Matt.9:34 ; Mark 3:22 ; Luke 11:15 ; Jacob (Gen. 32: 1 , 2). The name was afterward

John 12:31 ; Eph . 2 : 2 , etc.).
given to the town then existing, or afterward

4. Strat-ay-gos' (Gr.otpatnyós,general), properly founded , in the neighborhood . It was on the

signifies the leader of an army, commander ; but boundary of Gad and Manasseh, as well as of
in the New Testament a civic commander (Acts 16 : Bashan ( Josh . 13:26, 30), and was a city of the

20 , 22, 35, 36, 38 ; Tit. 3 : 1 ). In Roman colonies Levites (Josh. 21:38 ; 1 Chron . 6:80). Here Ish
and municipal towns the chief magistrates were bosheth reigned and was assassinated (2 Sam . 2 :8 ,

usually two in number (called duumviri). These 12 ; 4 :5–8 ). Many years after David repaired to

had the power of administering justice in the less Mahanaim , and was entertained by Barzillai ( 2 Sam .
important cases. See Israel, ConstituTION OF.

17:24 , 27 ; 1 Kings 2 :8 ). Near this appears to
MAGNIFICAL. Sce Glossary.

have been fought the battle between the forces of

MAGNIFY. See GLOSSARY. David and Absalom (2 Sam ., ch . 18) . It was named

MA'GOG (Heb. giza, maw.gogue', region of had charge,in monthly rotation of the provisions
as the station of one of the twelve officers who

Gog) is mentioned in Gen. 10 : 2 ; 1 Chron. 1 : 5 , as the for Solomon's establishment (1 Kings 4:14 ). It

second son of Japhet, but understood bysome to has not been positively identified, but it may be

be the name of a people. Sayce (Higher Crit. , etc. , thatit is represented by a ruined site under the

p . 125) says “ Magog is associated with Gomer in name of Maneh .

Genesis, with Gog also in Ezekiel (38 : 2 ; 39 : 6 ) .

Gog is described by the prophet as belonging to MA'HANEH -DAN (Heb . 1747.099, makh.

the land of Magog, ' the situation of which is de- an-ay'-dawn, camp of Dan ; R.V.“Mahaneh-dan" ),

fined by its proximity to the isles ' of the Ægean. a place at which six hundred Danites once en.

It is clear that Lydia is meant, and that by Magog camped before the capture of Laish ( Judg. 18 :

we must understand the land of Gog. ' Whatever 11-13). It was “ behind,” i. e . , west of Kirjath.

be the explanation, Magog was not the only coun- jearim ; and was called “ Dan after the name of

try we know of in the name of which the initial their father " ( 18:29).

Ma appears as a separable prefix .” MAHAR'AI (Heb. 172, mah-har -ah'ee,

MA’GOR -MIS’SABIB (Heb. 52072 1579, hasty), the Netophathite who was one of David's

maw -gore' mis-saw -beeb ', terror round about), the mighty men (2 Sam . 23:28 ; 1 Chron. 11:30 ), and
name given by Jeremiah to Pashur (q. v. ), em- was appointed captain, for the tenth month , of a

blematical of his fate ( Jer. 20 : 3-6). contingent of twenty- four thousand men ( 1 Chron .

MAGʻPIASH (Heb. Wiranga, mag-pee-awsh', 27:13), B. C. about 960.

moth -killer ), one of the chief Israelites who joined MA'HATH (Heb. 2012, makh'-ath , erasure).

the covenant made by Nehemiah (Neh , 10:20 ), B. C. 1. A Kohathite, son of Amasai and father of

445 . Elkanah, in the ancestry of Heman ( 1 Chron . 6:

MAHALAH (1 Chron. 7:18). See Mahlah, 35 ), B. C. before 1000.
No. 2.5 2. Another Kohathite, who, with his brother

>
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Levites, took part in the restoration of the temple 1. Nek -ay-baw ' (Heb. 1777 ?, Lev. 12 :5 only, a

under Hezekiah (2 Chron. 29:12 ),and was afterward maid child), a female from the sexual form. Simi

appointed one of theoverseersof the sacred offer- lar in meaning is nah - ar -aw ' (Heb. 177., 2 Kings

ings (31:13), B. C. 719.

MAHAVITE (Heb. 0971723, makh -av -eem ', re
5 : 2, 4 ; Ezra 2:4 , 9 , 13 ; Prov. 9:23), correspond

ing to pahee-dis'-kay (Gr. raidiorn , Mark 14:66 ;
viving), apparently a patrial designation of Eliel, Luke 22:56 ) , a girl from infancy to adolescence.

one of David's guard ( 1 Chron. 11:46). As no
2. Beth -oo-law ' (Heb. ana, Exod. 22:16 ;place or person Mahavah, or Mahavai, is any

where else alluded to from which the title could Judg. 19:24 ; Job 31: 1 ; Psa. 78:63 ; Jer. 2:32 ;

have been derived, a corruption in the text is sup- 51:22), a virgin, from the idea of separation.

posed. Bertheaw suggests that it should read,Similarly al-maw' (Heb. 177 ? , veiled, kept out of
" he of Mahanaim ."

sight, Exod. 2 : 8 ) .

MAHAʼZIOTH (Heb. min112, makh-az-ee- 3. Aw -maw ' ( Heb. 177-8, Gen. 30: 3 ; Exod . 21 :

oth ', visions), one of the fourteen sons of Heman 20 ; Lev. 25 : 6, etc.) ; shif-khaw' (Heb.mp ,Gen.
the Levite (1 Chron. 25:4), and appointed by lot 30 :7 , sq . ; Psa. 123 : 2 ; Isa. 24 :2), a maidservant.

leader of the twenty-third division of temple mu

sicians (v . 30), B, C, before 960. MAIL; COAT OF. See ARMOR.

MA'HER - SHAL'AL -HASHP-BAZ (Heb .
MAIMED (from Heb. TOT, khaw '-rats, to

19 Wn 539 772, mah-hare'shaw -lawlkhawsh- wound, Lev.22:22 ; Gr. kvadós, kool-los', rocking

baz, he hastens to the spoil) are words which Isaiah about,Matt. 15:30, 31; 18 :8; Mark9:43 ; åvánupos,

was commanded to write upon a tablet , andafter- an-ap'-ay -ros, crippled, Luke 14:13, 21),deprived

ward to give as a symbolical name to a son to be fices were not allowed to be offered (see Lame,
by violence of some necessary member. Such sacri

born to him (Isa 8 : 1 , 3 ) ..
SACRIFICES).

MAHʼLAH (Heb. 15729, makh-law ', disease ).
MAINSAIL . See SHIP.

1. The eldest of the five daughters of Zelophe

had, of the tribe of Manasseh, who married among
MAKAZ (Heb. 7272, maw -kats', end, bound

their kindred, and so kept their inheritance (Num . ary ), one of the places in the district under the

26:33 ; 27 : 1 ; 36:11 ; Josh. 17 : 3 ), B. C. 1171 . supervision of “ the son of Dekar ” (1 Kings 4 : 9),

2. Given in the A. V. Mahalah, as the name of one of Solomon's purveyors. Its situation is un

a child , whether son or daughter is uncertain, of

Hamoleketh, the sister of Gilead, a Manassite MAKER (Heb .Tipy, aw-saw', to make in the
(1 Chron. 7:18). widest sense ; once only, in Job 36: 3 , 527, paw -al”,

MAH’LI (Heb. 95729, makh -lce', sickly) . to do and so make ; also 737, yaw -tsar ', to mold),

1. The eldest son of Merari and grandson of a term usually applied to God as creator (Job 4:17 ;

Levi (Exod. 6:19 , A. V. Mahali ; Num. 3:20 ; 36 : 3 ; Psa . 95 :6 ; Prov. 22 : 2 ; Isa. 17 : 7 , etc.; Hos .

1 Chron. 6:19 ; 23:21; 24:26 ; Ezra 8:18). He had 8:14). It is used ofman in Isa. 22:11 and Hab. 2:18 .
three sons, named Libni ( 1 Chron. 6:29), Eleazar, The expression “ And the strong shall be as tow ,

and Kish ( 23:21 ; 24:28), and his descendants were and the maker of it as a spark ” (Isa . 1:31 ), has a

called Mahlites (Num . 3:33 ; 26:58). better reading in the margin and the R. V., “ and
2. A son of Mushi , a son of Merari, and there his work as a spark.” The meaning seems to be

fore nephew of the preceding ( 1 Chron . 23:23 ; " that the fire of judgment need not come from

24:30). He had a son, Shamar (6:47 ) , B. C. before without. Sin carries the fire of indignation within

1210.
itself, and an idol is , as it were, an idolater's sin

MAH’LITE (Heb. rza, makh-lee'), a de- ernbodied and exposed tothe light of day ” (De

scendant of Mauli (q. v.), the son of Merari (Num. litzsch , Com ., in loc.).

3:33 ; 26:58). MAKHE'LOTÁ (Heb. rupa, mak-hay

MAHʼLON (Heb. 115 ?iza, makh -lone', sickly ), loth”, assemblies), the twenty-sixth station of Israel
the elder of the two sons of Elimelech the Beth in the wilderness, between Haradah and Tahath

lebemite and Naomi. Having removed to Moab (Num. 33:25 , 26) ; present location unknown .

with their parents, Mahlon married Ruth the Mo- MAKKE’DAH (Heb. 77P2, mak -kay -daw ',

abitess, and died without issue (Ruth 1 :2, 5 ; 4 : 9, herdsman's place) , a royal Canaanite city in the

10), B. C. before 1070.
low country of Judah ( Josh . 12:16 ), located near

MA’HOL (Heb. Sinza, maw - khole', a dance) , a the placeat which Joshua putto death five kings
person who seems to have been the father of who had fought against Israel (Josh . 10:10–29 ).

Heman , Chalcol, and Darda, men renowned for It was afterward assigned to Judah ( 15:41).

their wisdom before the timeof Solomon ( 1 Kings George Smith identifies this place with el-Mughar,
4:31 ). If these are the same as those given “ the caves," to the southwest of Ekron, yet admits

( 1 Chron . 2:6 ) as the sons of Zerah, the word must it as doubtful.

be taken , as elsewhere, to denote simply their pur- MAK'TESH (Heb. wno2, mak -taysh”, mor.

suit as musical composers, an art ever connected tar), a peculiar mortar-shaped valley, generally
with dancing.

supposed to have been the Tyropean Valley.

MAID , MAIDEN , the rendering of several Ewald thinks it to have been that part of the city

Hebrew and Greek words, differing in meaning of Jerusalem known as the Phænician quarter

beyond the mere matter of sex : (Zeph. 1:11 ).

> )
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MALACHI MALLOTHI

MAL'ACHI (Heb. " Na, mal-aw -kee , mes- MALCHIRAM (Heb. 679?, mal- keo

senger ), the last both of the minor prophets and rawm ', king of height, i. e., exaltation ), the sec

Old Testament writers (Mal. 1 : 1 ). The circum- ond son of King Jeconiah ( Jehoiachin ), born to

stances of Malachi's life are unknown, only as him during his captivity ( 1 Chron . 3:18), B. C.

they may be inferred by his prophecies. He seems after 697. See 2 Kings 24:12 .

to have been contemporary with Nehemiah, if we MAL'CHI-SHU'A (Heb. 270.psza, mal- kee
may judge from the agreement found between shoo'-ah, king of wealth), one of the four sons of

them in the reproof administered for the marriage Saul, probably by Ahinoam (1 Sam . 14:49 ; 1 Chron.

of Gentile wives (comp. 2:11 , sq ., with Neh. 13: 8:33 ; 9:39). Hewas slain , with his father, at the

23 , sq.) and negligent payment of tithes (Mal. 3: battle of Gilboa (1 Sam . 31 : 2 ; 1 Chron . 10:2),
8-10 with Neh . 13: 10-14 ), B. C. 432. See BIBLE, B. C. 1000.

Books QF.

MAL'CHUS (Gr. Máaxos, mal -khos ; from
MAL'CHAM (Heb. Opaz, mal-kawm ', their Heb. 1223,mel '-lek, king), the servant of the high

king ).

1. A Benjamite, and fourth named of the seven of Jesus in the garden of Gethsemane ( John 18:
priest whose ear was cut offby Peter at the arrest

sons of Shaharaim by his wife Hodesh (1 Chron . 10 ). Caiaphas is doubtless the high priest in .

8: 9) .
tended, for John, who was personally acquainted

2. A false god (Zeph. 1 : 5). See Gods, FALSE .
with him ( John 18:15), is the only evangelist who

MALCHI'AH, or MALCHI'JAH (Heb.gives the name of Malchus.

Tape, mal-kee-yaw ', and 777732, mal-kee-yau '. MALE (Heb. , zaw -kawr ', remembered ).

hoo, Jehovah's king). This term was applied to male children as being

1. A Gershonite Levite in the ancestry of Asaph the more worthy sex. The estimation in which

(1 Chron . 6:40). such were held is shown by numerous passages in

2. A priest, the father of Pashur (1 Chron . 9 : the Scriptures.

12 ; Jer. 21 : 1 ; in other passages “ Malchijah," MALEFACTOR, the rendering of two Greek

Neh . 11:12 ; Jer. 38 : 1 ) , B. C. before 589. words (Kakorolós, kak -op -oy-os', John 18:30 ; evil
3. The head of the fifth division of the sons of doers in 1 Pet. 2:12 , 14 , 3:16 ; 4:15 ; and kakovpyos,

Aaron as arranged by David ( 1 Chron , 24: 9, Mal- kak-oor-gos, Luke 23:32 , sg.; evildoer in 2 Tim . 2 :

chijah ), B. C. before 960. 9). By the term malefactor is not meant, strictly

4. An Israelite, formerly resident(ordescendant) speaking, thieves or robbers, but rebels or in

of Parosh , who put away his Gentile wife after the surgents. The persons mentioned in the Gospels

captivity (Ezra 10:25) , B. C. 456. were , no doubt, men who had taken up arms on a

5. Another Israelite of the same place (or par. principle of resistance to Roman oppression, and

entage) who did the same (Ezra 10:25, “ Malchi- especially to the payment of tribute money.

jah ' ' ), B. C. 456 . Though professedly opposed to the Romans only,

6. A Jew of the family ( or town) of Harim who yet, when engaged in their unlawful courses, it

divorced his Gentile wife (Ezra 10:31 ), B. C. 456. made less difference between Romans and Jews

He also assisted in repairing the walls of Jeru- than they at first set out with doing (Bloomfield,

salem (Neh . 3:11 , A. V. “Malchijah ” ), B. C. New Testament, on Luke 23:32) .

445.

MALEʼLEEL (Luke 3:37). See MAHALALEEL.
7. The son of Rechab, the ruler of part of Beth

haccerem , who repaired the dung gate of Jerusa
MALICE (Gr. Karía , kak -ee'-ah, badness,

lem under Nehemiah (Neh. 3:14), B. C. 445.
1 Cor. 5 : 8 ; 14:20 ; Eph. 4:31 ; Col. 3 : 8 ; Tit . 3 : 3 ;

8. The “ goldsmith's son ” who assisted in re
1 Pet. 2 : 1 ; maliciousness, Rom . 1:29 ; 1 Pet. 2:16 ;

pairing the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:31),B. c. malicious, from Gr. Tovnpós, pon-ay-ros', hurtful

about 445.
3 John 10 ). Of these two Greek words the former

9. One of those who stood by Ezra when he denotes rather the vicious disposition, and the

read thebookof the law to the people (Neh. 8 :4 ), kindred word is malignity (Gr. kakoífera, kak-š
latter the active exercise of the same. Another

B, C. about 445.

10. One of the priests who subscribed the ay'-thi-ah, bad character, only in Rom. 1:29),given
Aristotlesacred covenant with Nehemiah(Neh . 10:3, A. V. by Paulin his long list of Gentile sins.

Milchijah ” ), B. C. 445.
defines it as “ taking all things in the evil part ”

11. One of the priests appointed, probably as
(Rhet. , ii , 13) ; and the Geneva version of the Scrip.

It is “ that peculiar form ofsingers, to assist in celebrating the completion of tures so renders it.

the walls of Jerusalem (Neh . 12:42, A.V.“ Mal- evil which manifests itself in a malignant interpre

tation of the actions of others, an attributing of
chijah ” ), B. C. 445.

them all to the worst motive ” (Trench, Gr. Syn., xi).

MAL'CHIEL (Heb. So , mal-kee-ale',
MALIGNITY (Gr. kakohdeta, kak-o-ay--thi

God's king, i , e. , appointed by him ), the younger ah), bad character, depravity of heart; used in

son of Beriah, the son of Asher (Gen. 46:17) , Rom . 1:29 for malignant subilety, malicious crafli.

B. C. about 2000. His descendants were called | ness.

Malchielites (Num . 26:45), and he himself was MALLOTHI (Heb . "ni, mal-lo '-thee, 1
father ” (founder) of Birzavith ( 1 Chron . have talked , i . e. , loquaciousness), one of the song

7:31 ).

MAL'CHIELITE (Heb. sze, mal- kee- head of the nineteenth division oftemple musi.
of Heman(1 Chron. 25 :4 ), and appointed by David

ay -lee'), a descendant of MalchIEL (Num. 26:45). | cians (25:26 ), B. C. before 960.
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MALLOWS MAN

MALLOWS. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. in opposition to woman (Gen. 3:12). ( d ) Very

MALLUCH (Heb. 77222, mal-luke', reigning, rarely for those whomaintain the dignity of human

orcounselor ).
nature (Eccles. 7:28), i . e. , who manifest true up

1. A Levite of the family of Merari, and an
rightness. (e) The more degenerate and wicked

ancestor of Ethan the musician (1 Chron. 6:44 ).
portion of mankind (Gen. 6: 2). (f ) Other men ,

as distinguished from those named ; as
2. One of the descendants ( or residents) of Bani,

both

who divorced his Gentile wife after the return to upon Israel and other men ” ( Jer. 32:20) ; menof

Jerusalem (Ezra 10:29), B. C.456.
inferior rank as opposed to those of higher rank ,

3. A Jew of the family of Harim who put away (Isa. 2 :9 ; 5:15 ; Psa. 62 : 9) . ( 2 ) Eesh (Heb. W x ;

his Gentile wife after the captivity (Ezra 10:32), Gr. åvýp, an'-ayr ) denotes a man as distinguished

B. C. 456. from a woman (1 Sam. 21:4 ; Matt. 14:21); as a

4. One of the priests who sealed the covenant husband (Gen. 3:16 ; Hos. 2:16, marg .) ; and in

made by Nehemiah and the people to serve Je- reference to excellent mental qualities (Jer. 5 : 1 ,

hovah (Neh . 10:4), B. C. 445. The associated names “ Run ye to and fro through the streets of Jerusa

would seem to indicate that he is the same with lem ... and seek . . . if ye can find aman," etc. ).

one of those who returned with Zerubbabel from (3) En-oshe' (Heb. Wios, morta !), as transient,

Babylon (Neh . 12: 2), B. C. 536.

5. One of the “ chief of the people who suh - mortal man ') prevail against thee ” (2 Chron.
liable to sickness, etc., “ Let not man (marg.

scribed thecovenant made by Nehemiah (Neh. 10 : 14:11). “ To write with a man's pen ? (Isa. 8 : 1 )
27), B. C. 445.

means to write in the vulgar, i . e . , popular char

MAMMON (Gr. uauuwvās, mam -mo-nas', what acters, that could be easily read ” (Delitzsch, Com. ,

is trusted in ), a term signifying riches (Luke 16: 9, in loc.). (4 ) Ghel'-ber (Heb. 7 , valiant), as in

11 ), but personified and spoken of as opposed to
God (Matt. 6:24 ; Luke 16:13). The expression dicating strength, superior ability, etc. It is ap

“ make to yourselves friends of the mammon of plied to man , as distinguished from woman , e. g. ,

unrighteousness,” etc. , is interpreted as follows by A man shall not put on a woman's garment'

Godet ( Com ., Luke 16:13) : “ İnstead of hoarding (Deut. 22:5 ); as distinguished from children

up or enjoying, hasten to make for yourselves, (Exod. 12:37); to a male child in opposition to a

with the goods of another (God's) , personal friends, female (Job 3: 3 ) , the birth of a male child being a

who shall then be bound to you by gratitude, and matter of joy in the East, rather than that of a

share with you their well-being. " According to female. It is much used in poetry (Job 14:10 ;

Meyer and Ewald the “ friends ” are the angels , 22 : 2 ; Psa . 34 : 8 ; 40 :4 ; Prov . 6:34, etc.). (5) Meh

but Godet prefers to understand them as “ men theem ' (Heb. Onla, men, always masculine). The

who have been succored by one on earth .” singular is to be traced in the antediluvian proper

MAMRE (Heb. 879, mam -ray , lusty). names, Methusael and Methuselah. Perhaps it

1. The Amorite who, with his brothers Aner may be derived from the root mûth, “ he died ,” in

and Eschol, was a confederate of Abraham (Gen. which case its use would be very appropriate in

14:13, 24), B. C. about 2250. Isa. 41:14 . If this conjecture be admitted, this

2. The nameof Abraham's dwelling place, near word would correspond to Bpotós, and might be

Hebron (Gen. 23:17, 19 ; 35:27, R. V. " the oaks read “ mortal.” Other Hebrew words rendered

of Mamre ”-marg. " terebinths" ). Here Abra- man are zaw -kawr ' (777, remembered, Lev. 12 : 2),

ham entertained three angels, and was promised as representing the sex worthy of distinction ;

a son (Gen. 18: 1 , 10, 14). The cave of Mach- nel'-fesh ( a ,a breathing creature,2 Kings 12:4),

pelah lay “ before, probably to the east of the

grove of Mamre ” (Gen. 23:17, 19 ; 25 : 9 ; 49:30,
an animate being; bah'-al(522 ,master or husband,

50:13 ). Prov. 22:24 ; 23:2;29:22);gul-go'-leth, ( bab , skull,

MAN, MEN, the rendering of fourteen Exod . 16:16), answering to our poll. The Greek

Hebrew and seven Greek words. In some cases words properly rendered man are : Anth '-ro-pos

man is used in the sense of an individual without | (avopuros, man-faced), and so a human being, and

respect to sex. Thus it is the rendering of the an'-ayr (åvýp, å male), as distinguished from a

Gr. undeis (Inay -dice', not one, Matt. 16:20; 17 : 9 ; woman .

Luke 10:4, etc. ; of ovdeis, oo-dice', none, nobody, It is noteworthy that the title Son of man,

Matt. 11:27 ; Mark 3:27 ; Luke 8:51, etc.; of ris , which Christ applied to himself , refers to man in

(tis, some one or any, Matt. 24 :4 ; John 3:5 ; Acts this broadest and most comprehensive sense , and

10:47, etc.) ; and in an inclusive sense Tās (pas, all, thus expresses the relationship ho bears to every

Rom. 2:10). human being. For fuller presentation of terms

1. Names. Several words areused with as much and their force see Young's Concordance, also

precision as terms of like import in other languages. lexicons of Gesenius, Liddell and Scott, etc. , etc.

(1 ) Aw-dawn' (Heb. 078, ruddy), with various It is to be borne in mind, however, that while the

meanings. (a) The proper nameof the first man precise force of these terms must be understood

(Luke 3:38; Rom. 5:14 ; 1 Tim. 2:13 , 14 ; Jude, v. for accurate interpretation, the Bible doctrine

14) ; see also the remarkable use of it in 1 Cor. concerning man is so presented that its most gen .

15:45 , “ the first man Adam .” (6) The generic eral and important features maj be otherwise

name of thehuman race as originally created ; and easily discovered.

afterward, like our man , person whether man or 2. Origin . Man is the most excellent of God's

woman (Gen. 1:26, 27 ; 6 : 1 ; Deut. 8 : 3). ( c) Man creatures upon earth . He came into existence not

a
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MAN OF SIN MANAHETHITES

.

through the operation of natural causes, but by a MAN, SON OF (Gr. ο Υιός του ανθρώπου ).

distinct act of creation . He bore originally, and This title was evidently taken from Dan. 7:13,

in an important sense still bears, the image and where everlasting dominion is ascribed to the
likeness of God. While with respect to his bodily Messiah under that title. It was assumed by Christ

organism he belongs to the animal world, he pos- himself, and though occurring sixty -one times in

sesses a spiritual nature which gives him a most the gospels, is only used by Christ himself ., It

exalted rank above all animals. He alone of all occurs once in the Acts (7:56), and is employed by

| creatures upon earth is truly a rational and moral Stephen . It is clear that from the corresponding

and religious being, and is capable of communion term, “ the Son of God ,” this title belongs to Christ

with God. He alone is represented as sinful , yet by virtue of superiority ; and that both taken to

the object of redemption. Before him is the cer- gether decidedly prove that Christ, in some man

tainty of future judgment and an immortal destiny ner unknown to us, united in his person both the

(see Gen. 1 : 26–28 ; 9 : 6 ; Exod. 4:11 ; Job 35:10 ; human and the divine nature. In this name

Psa. 8 :4-8 ; 94 : 9 ; Matt. 6 :29–33 ; 12:12 ; 25 :31-46 ; there surely lies above everything actual humanity.

Rom. 5 : 12–21 , and many other places). See Jesus knew himself to be a perfect personal man,

CREATION ; IMAGE OF GOD ; IMMORTALITY ; ATONE- and would not have been able to call himself Son

MENT ; JUDGMENT. of man if he only knew himself to be a manifest

3. Unity. Man's original unity, or that the action of God. . . The phrase must also signify,

whole of mankind has descended from one human especially with the definite article, the opposite to

pair, is one of the obvious teachings of Scripture imperfection and defacement, the truth of man,

(see Gen. 1:27 ; 2 : 21-25 ; Matt. 19:4 ; Acts 17:26 ; i . e. , the realization of his idea. If he only meant

Rom. 5:12 ; 1 Cor. 15:21 , 47-49 ). While denied to express by the name that he was a real man

by certain natural philosophers, this doctrine is like others, the definite article would be inexplic

generally accepted not only by orthodox theo - able. The definite article points in that direction,

logians, but by such distinguished scientists as that he was also conscious of his humanity not as

Buffon, Linnæus, Blumenbach, A. Von Humboldt, a merely ordinary or faulty humanity, but as the

and many others. This doctrine is of religious perfect manifestation of its truth as well as of its

and ethical importance inasmuch as it is related realization ” (Dorner, Christ. Doct., iii , 169, sq .;

to man's noble origin , thereality of human brother- also Weiss, Bib. Theol. of N. T., 144 ; Miley,

hood, the universality of sin and of redemption. Sys. Theol., ii , p. 23, sq . ; Bloomfield, Greek Test.,

4. Antiquity. With respect to the antiquity Matt. 8:20 ).

of man. the Scripture chronology appears to date MAN'AEN ( Gr. Mavah, man- ah-ane') , a

his origip back about six thousand years. To Christian prophet or teacher who had been an as.

what extent our understanding of the Scrip . sociate (oúvipopos) of Herod the tetrarch in his

tures at this point is beset with difficulties, and youth, and was one who assisted at Antioch in or

how such difficulties should be treated , it is not daining Paul and Barnabas (Acts 13 : 1 ) .

practicable here to consider. It is to be noted,

nevertheless, that natural science agrees with the
MAN’AHATH (Heb. Ona?, maw -nakh'.ath,

Scriptures in regarding man as the most recent in rest), the second of the five sons of Shobal, the son

origin of all creatures dwelling upon the earth . of Seir the Horite (Gen. 36:23 ; 1 Chron. 1:40),

LITERATURE . — Van Oosterzee, Christ. Dogm. ,
B, C. about 1850.

vol . I , p . 359, sq.; Dorner, Syst. Christ. Doct. , MANA'HETHITES (Heb. ningek , ham

ii , 66-68, 92–95, 107,219,221; Hodge, Syst. Theol., men -oo -khoth ', A. V. marg. “ Menuchoth,” R. V.
vol. ii, 2–130; J. Laidlaw ,The Bible Doctrine of

Man : Ochler, Theologie der Alt. Test, 219, sq. , nakh-tee ', R. V. “ Manahathites "), a term usually
" Menuhoth ; ” 1 Chron . 2:54, PIT 72.7, ham -maw

225, sq .; the Duke of Argyll , Primeval Man .

MANOF SIN (Gr. åvøpwroc tìs ajapriaç, taken to mean inhabitantsof Manahath, which is
2 Thess. 2 :3). Not sinful man merely ,buthe“ of commonly identified with a town of that name in

whom sin is the special characteristic and attri- Judah. But in 1 Chron. 8 :6, where only Manatath

bute, and in whomitis as it were impersonated is mentioned, it isinconnection with Benjamite
and incarnate.” See inthe “ Man of sin " a paral- genealogies. The expression “ they removed them ,”
lelism of Satan with Christ. “ Evenas Christ however, may implya removal beyond the circle of

is now spiritually present in his Church, to be Benjamite towns; comp. v. 8, where the land of

personally revealed hereafter, even so the
Moab is mentioned. The tribal lines were not al

of Antichrist is now secretly at work , but will ways sharply drawn in the early ages, as we have

hereafter be made manifest in a definite and seen under MACHIRITES. And the hostility between

distinctive bodily personality ” (Ellicott, Com .,
Judah and Benjamin , adduced in Smith's Bible Dic

in loc.). Weiss (Bib. Theol. of N. T., 'p. 308) tionary, included the other tribes as well as Judah ,
thinks that “ reierence is made to some Jewish and must have been largely ignored from simple
pseudo-Messiah , who as the incarnation of the necessity,since Benjamin could not live alone and

enmity to the true Messiah should set himself intermarriages with other tribes must have been

up as a lying imitation in opposition to him ." frequent for a time. We incline, therefore, to the

In the same passage he is called also “ the son
ordinary view, which is favored by Gesenius (Heb.

of perdition," i. e ., he who stands in the sort Lex ., 12th edition ). But the difference in the He

of relation to it (perdition ) thata son does to brew printing is hard to explain, and some iden

a father, and who falls under its power and dom. tify the town with the 77773 ?? of Judg. 20:43 ( A. V.

ination . This awful term (“ son of perdition " ) is “ with ease;" R. V. " at their resting place," marg.

applied to Judas (John 17:12). “ at Menulah ” ). It may be that 1 Chron . 2:52 and

>
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MANASSEH MANASSITES

54 refer to entirely different persons. In Gen. 36: But the great blow was inflicted by Assyria, from

23 ; 1 Chron . 1:40, Manahath is son of Shobal, son whence an army came to Judea, and taking Man

of Seir. The Manahathites in both verses are among asseh prisoner, conveyed him to Babylon (2 Chron.

the posterity of Caleb, and this is interesting in 33:11 ). (3) Reformation , Manasseh was brought

connection with the possible Edomite descent of tó repentance, and “ humbled himself greatly be

Caleb noticed under “ Kenezite . "' - W . H. fore the God of his fathers.” God heard his

MANAS'SEH (Heb. 7a, men - ash -shek ', prayer, and restored him to his kingdom at Jeru
salem . His captivity is supposed to have lasted

forgetting ).
about a year, and after his return Manasseh took

1. The Patriarch . The elder son of Joseph measures to secure his kingdom , and especially the

and his Egyptian wife Asenath (Gen.41:51 ; 46: capital, against hostile attacks. He removed the

20), B. C. about 2000. Manasseh and his brother idols and the statues from the house of the Lord,
were both adopted by Jacob upon his deathbed, and caused the idolatrous altars which he had

who however gave the first place and the birth- built upon the temple hill and in Jerusalem to be

right blessing to Ephraim (48 :1, sq .). Nothing is cast forth from the city. He repaired the altar

known of Manasseh's personal history. His wife's of Jehovah, and called upon the people to serve
name is not mentioned, nor is it certain that he the LordGod of Israel. But the people still sacri.
had one. Machir, the son of an Aramitess concu. ficed on the high places, “ yet unto the Lord their

bine ( 1 Chron. 7:14 ), was probably his only son God only." The next Scripture mention of Manas

and sole founder of his house. See MANASSITES.
seh is his death and burial in the garden of Uzzah

2. Given in Judg. 18:30 , as the father of Ger- | (2 Kings 21:18, 26 ; 2 Chron. 33:20 ), B. C. 641 .

shom, whose son Jonathan acted as priest to the 4. A descendant (orresident) of Pahath-moab,

Danites when they set up a graven image. It is who put away his Gentile wife after the captivity

generallythought that the reading is suspicious, (Ezra 10:30), B. C. 456.

and that it should be rendered “ Moses," as in the 5. An Israelite of the family of Hashum , who

Vulgate and many copies of the Septuagint. did the same (Ezra 10:33), B. C. 456.

3. The Fourteenth King of Judah. Man- MANAS'SES (Gr. forin , Mavaoons, man -as

asseh was the son of King Hezekiah by his wife sace', of MANASSEA ).

Hephzi-bah, and was born B. C. 702, twelve years 1. The king of Judah (Matt. 1:10).

before his father's death (2 Kings 21 : 1 ; 2 Chron . 2. The son of Joseph (Rev. 7 : 6, in some edi.

33: 1). Of Manasseh very few facts are given, al- tions).

though his was the longest reign in the annals of
MANAS /SITES (Heb. JE ???, men -ash -sheh ",

Judah. (1) Sin. Ascending the throne at the

early age of twelve years, he yielded to the influ-in Judg. 12 :4 ; elsewhere 377, ham -men -ash

ence of the idolatrous or Ahaz party, and became shee') , descendants of Manasseh, the elder son of

in time a determined and even fanatical idolater ; Joseph. The relation between Manasseh and

and as he grew up took delight in introducing into Ephraim seems to have been a little like that be

his kingdom the superstitions of every heathen tween Jacob and Esau, the younger brother hav

country. The high places were restored, the groves ing priority of influence, while the elder retained

replanted, the altars of Baal and Astarte rebuilt, the birthright of material prosperity. The great

and the sun, moon , and all the host of heaven national leader, Joshua, was an Ephraimite. The

were worshiped. “ The gods of Ammon, of Moab, territory of Ephraim was rich and well situated

and of Edom were zealously worshiped every for traffic and communication, and, besides Joshua's

where. Babylonian and Egyptian paganism was inheritance, it contained Ebal, Gerizim , Shiloh ,

rife ; incense and offerings rose on the roofs of the Shechem , and Samaria. Samuel, though a Le

houses to the fabled deities of the heights ; wizards vite , was a native of Ramah in Mount Ephraim ,

practiced their enchantments, : . and the valley and Saul belonged to a tribe closely allied to the

of Hinnom was once more disgraced by the hideous family of Joseph " (see MACHIRITES, and if, as some

statue of Moloch, to whom parents offered up their think, Jabesh - gilead belonged to Manasseh, see still

children as burnt sacrifices. In the very temple more Judg. 21:10–14) ; “ so that during the priest

of the Lord stood an image of Astarte ; and in the hood of the former and the reign of the latter the

entrance of the court were placed white horses supremacy of Ephraim may be said to have been

harnessed to a splendid chariot sacred to the sun practically maintained " (Smith, " Ephraim " ). And

(Rothschild, Hist. and Lit. of theIsraelites, p. 515). after the division of the kingdom Ephraim formed

This apostasy did not go unrebuked by the proph. the essential part of the northern kingdom ( Id ., ib . ,

ets , whom the king endeavored to silence by the where see more).

fiercest persecution recorded in the annals of Is- Manasseh's population was also great. In the

rael (2 Kings 21:16 ; 24 : 3 , sq . ) . Fuller particulars first census at Sinai Manasseh numbered 32,200

are preserved by Josephus, who says that execu- (Num. 1:10, 35 ; 2:20, 21 ; 7:54-59) and Ephraim

tions took place every day (Ant. , x, 3 , § 1 ). Ac- 40,500. But fifty years later (Num. 26:34, 37)

cording to rabbinical tradition Isaiah was gawn Manasseh takes its place in the catalogue as the

asunder by order of Manasseh , and after his death eldest, and numbers 52,700 to Ephraim's 32,500.

the prophetic voice was no more heard till the When David was crowned at Hebron, while Ephra

reign of Josiah. (2) Retribution . The crimes of im sent 20,800 men, western Manasseh alone sent

Manasseh were not long left unavenged. The Phil. 18,000, and eastern Manasseh with Reuben and

istines, Moabites, and Ammonites, who had been Gad sent 120,000, " with all manner of instruments

tributary to Hezekiah, seem to have revolted during of war for the battle," out of a total muster of

Manasseh's reign (Zeph. 2 :4-9 ; Jer. chaps. 47–49 ). | 336,000 for the whole country (1 Chron. 12: 23-38).
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MANDRAKE MANOAH

The tribe of Manasseh was divided, probably on fathers assert that the stable itself was a cave.

account of difference of habit and occupation. The identical manger in wbich the infant Jesus is

One section was devoted to the pursuits of hus- traditionally stated to have lain is still shown ;

bandry; they sought a quiet, peaceful region, with but probably it is only a superstition, resulting on

rich soil and genial clime, and they found these in the one hand from the common custom in the East

the fertile vales and plains of central Palestine. of using caves for stables, and on the other from

Another, and apparently much larger, section was a mistaken application to the Messiah of Isa . 33 :

pastoral in its tendencies. It was also warlike 16 , “ He shall dwell in a lofty cave,” quoted by

trained to arms and inured to fatigue. Manasseh Justin (Godet, Com ., on Luke).

east - The descendants of Machir, son of Manas- MANNA (Heb. 77, mawn, what ? Gr. pávva,

seh, invaded northern Gilead and Bashan, ruledby man' -nah ), the name given by the Israelites to the

King Og,drove outthe Amorites , andoccupied miraculous food furnished them during their wan

the whole kingdom (Num . 32 : 39-42 ; Deut. 3 : 13–
15). Manasseh west — This territorywassmalland deringsinthe desert. When theysaw it lying on

not accurately defined in theBible. Itlayon the the ground “ they said one to another, whatisit?

north side of Ephraim ,and included the northern The most important passagesin the Old Testa
for they knew not what it was ” (Exod . 16:15).

section of the hills of Samaria, a region of great ment on this topic arethefollowing : Exod. 16:

beauty and fertility.

The children of Manasseh, Machir ( Josh. 17:1), Psa. 18:24, 25 ; Wisd . 16:20, 21 .
14-36 ; Num . 11:7-9 ; Deut. 8 : 3 , 16 ; Josh. 5:12 ;

From these

Jair (Deut. 3:14) , and probably Nobah (Num . 32 :42), were mighty men of war, of whom it is no passages we learn that the manna came every

wherehinted that they were unable to driveout small round seed resembling the hoar frost; that
morning, except the Sabbath, in the form of a

theinhabitants of any land which they chose to it must be gathered early, before the sun became

attack. “ The district which these ancient war
so hot as to melt it ; that it must be gathered

riors, east of Jordan, conquered was among themost difficult, if not the mostdifficult,in the Wliole every day, except the Sabbath ; that theattempt

country. It embraced the hills of Gilead with to lay aside for a succeeding day, except on the

their inaccessible heights and impassable ravines, the substance becomingwormy and offensive;
day immediately preceding the Sabbath , failed by

andthealmost impregnable tract of Argob, which that itwas prepared for foodby grinding and

derives its modern nameof Lejeah from the secure' asylum ’ it affords to those who have taken " ref. baking ; that its taste was like fresh oil, and like

uge' within its natural fortifications " (Smith,Bib. wafers made with honey,equally agreeable to all
palates ; that the whole nation subsisted upon it

Dict., 8. v . “ Manasseh "').

In general it was Ephraim which mingled in firstgot the new cornof the land ofCanaan ; and
for forty years ; that it suddenly ceased when they

public affairs ; yet of fifteen judges Manassehfur- that it wasalwaysregarded as a miraculousgift
aished four, Gideon, Abimelech, Jair ,and Jeph- directly from God, and not asa product of nature.
thah. Gideon has been thoughtthe greatest of the

The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews (9 :4) in
judges ; and he might have been a king and the cludes a

founder of a dynasty if he had been willing (Judg: contents of the arkof thecovenantfor a memorial.
" golden pot that had manna.” among the

8 : 8). But, being detached from the great body of It was a constanttradition of the Jews that the

Israel,they probably spread themselves like desert ark, the tables of stone, Aaron's rod, the holy

nomads over the wide regions whence they had anointing oil
, andthe potofmanna were hidden by

expelled the Hagarites (1 Chron. 5:19). Thus they Josiah when Jerusalem was iaken by the Chalde.

fell into idolatry (v. 25). Whether their fall wasmore rapid or deeper than thatof western Israel ans ; these would be restored by the Messiah. See

VEGETABLE KINGDOM ; also SUPPLEMENT.

does not appear, for perhaps their exposed posi.

tion might explain the fact that they were carried of immortality ;“ I will give him to eat of the
Figurative. Manna is the emblem or symbol

away in the first captivity (v. 26). The notices hidden manna ( Rev. 2:17 ; comp. John 6: 3 , sq .) .

of Manasseh in the reforms of Asa ( 2 Chron.

18 : 9), Hezekiah (30 : 1 , 10, 11 , 18 ; 31 : 1 ), and Jo
MANO'AH (Heb. 17157, maw -no'-akh, rest),

siah (34 :6, 9) leave rather à favorable impres- the father of Samson, a Danite of Zorah. When

sion, but they seem to refer to west Manasseh his wife told him of the announcement that a son

only.-W. H. should be born to them, Manoah prayed to the

MANDRAKE. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
Lord that he would send the messenger again to

ThisMANEH, the rendering in Ezek . 45:12 of theteach them how they should treat him .

Heb.- 777,maw -nel ', elsewhere translated “ pound." prayer was granted ; butwhen he knew that it
was God's angel, Manoah feared that he and his

See TROLOGY, IV. wife would die, because they had “ seen God."

MANGER (Gr. párun, fat -nay, crib, Luke 2 : 7, But his wife quieted his fears, assuring him of

12 ; 13:15, “ stall ” ). The Greek word means both God's pleasure by his acceptance of their sacrifice

stall and manger, from which cattle were fed . (Judg. 13:2–23), B. C. before 1060. We hear of

Probably it here refers to that portion of the inn Manoah once again in connection with themarriage

which was used as a stable. In the East the cat- of Samson, when both parents remonstrated with

tle were shut up in an open yard inclosed by a their son on his choice of a wife, but to no pur.

rough fence of stones or other material. Poor pose (14 :2, 3 ). They accompanied him to Tim .

travelers, or those excluded from the house through nath , both at the betrothal and the wedding (v. 5,

want of room , would share with their animals 10) , but are not named later. The probability is

these humble quarters . Several of the Christian | that Manoah did not survive Samson, who was
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"

buried “ between Zorah and Eshtaol in the bury- appropriate to her by reason of her afflictions

ing place of Manoah ." than her former name, which signifies “my de

MANSERVANT. See SERVICE. light” (Ruth 1:20).

MANSIONS. See GLOSSARY. MA'RAH (Heb. -777, maw-raro', bitterness),

MANSLAYER (Heb. 1 $ , raw -tsakh ', to the sixth station of the desert wandering of Israel
kill; Gr. åvdpopóvos, an -drof-on '-os ), one who by (Exod. 15:23, 24 ; Num. 33:8). Here the waters

accident strikes another so as to kill (Num . 35 :6, were miraculously sweetened by casting a tree

12 ; 1 Tim. 1 : 9). The cases of manslaughter into them , as directed by God. It is identified as

mentioned appear to be a sufficient sample of the Ain Hawârah, forty-seven miles from 'Ayun

intention of the lawgiver : ( 1 ) Death by a blow in Mousa .

a sudden quarrel (Num. 35:22) . ( 2 ) Death by a MAR'ALAH ( Ileb. 272, mar -al-aw ",Heb.nza, '

stone or missile thrown at random ( vers. 22, 23). trembling, earthquake ), a place four miles from

(3 ) By the blade of an ax flying from its handle Nazareth , on the southern boundary of Zebulun

(Deut. 19:5 ). (4) Whether the case of a person (Josh . 19:11 ) , apparently within the bounds of

killed by falling from a roof unprovided with a Issachar, west of Sarid and east of Dabbasheth .

parapet involved the guilt of manslaughter on the
MARAN -ATH'A (Gr. papàv å8á, mar' -an

owner is not clear, but the law seemsintended to

prevent the imputation of malice in any such case ath ’-ah ; Chald. 75X77, our Lord cometh ), an

by preventing as far as possible the occurrence of expression used by Paul at the conclusion of his

the fact itself (22 : 8 ) . In all these and the like First Epistle to the Corinthians : " If any man love

cases the manslayer was allowed to retire to a not the Lord Jesus Christ, let him be Anathema

city of refuge (q . v . ). Besides these the following Maran-atha ” (16:22 ). It is thought to have been

may be mentioned as cases of homicide : ( 1 ) An used as a watchword, common to all believers in

animal not known to be vicious causing death to the first age . Coupled here with an anathema, or

a human being was to be put to death and re- curse , it is the Christian's reminder as he waits

garded as unclean. But if it was known to be the advent of the judge to execute the anathema.
vicious the owner also was liable to fine , or even MARBLE. See MINERAL KINGDOM.

death (Exod. 21:28 , 31 ) . (2 ) A thief overtaken at
MAR'CUS (Col. 4:10 ; Philem ., v. 24 ; 1 Pet.

night in the act might lawfully be put to death ,

but if the sun had risen the act of killing him was
5:13). See Mark.

to be regarded as murder (22 : 2 , 3 ). See MURDER. MARE'SHAH (Heb . 87a, mar-ay -shaw ”,

MANTLE. See Dress .
summit).

MANUSCRIPT
. See SCRIPTURES.

1. A person named as the “ father " of Hebron,

among the descendants of Judah . From the po

MA’OCH (Heb. 71:72, maw -oke', oppressed ), sition hisname occupies he is supposed to be the

the father of Achish, the king of Gath, to whom brother of Mesha, Caleb's firstborn ( 1 Chron . 2:42),

David ied from Saul (1 Sam . 27: 2),B.C.about 1004. B. C. about 1190.

MA'ON (Heb. 71-77, maw - olin ', dwelling). 2. A son of, or, more probably, a city founded

1. The son of Shammai, of the family of Caleb by,Laadah ,of the family of Shelah ( 1 Chron.4:21).

and tribe of Judah . He was the “ father " (founder)
3. A town of Judah mentioned with Keilah and

of Beth -zur ( 1 Chron . 2:45 ) . Achizib ( Josh. 15:44 ), rebuilt by Laadan ( 1 Chron.

2. An elevated town in the tribe of Judah seven 4:21 ) and fortified by Rehoboam (2 Chron . 11 : 8 ).

miles S. from Hebron, where David hid himself It was the native place of the prophet Eliezer (26:

from Saul ( 1 Sam. 23:24, 25 ), and near which Ne. 37) , and near the valley of Zephathah, where the

bal's possessions were ( 25: 2); probably now Tell Ethiopians under Zerah were defeated ( 14:9-13 ).

Main , a small heap of ruins. Here Micah prophesied ( 1:15) . Authorities differ

as to its site .

MA’ONITES (Heb.113 ??, maw -ohn ', same form

as Maon) , oppressors of Israel , mentioned only in MARINER (Heb. 11:23, mal-lawkh', Ezek. 27:

Judg. 10:12, where they are named in connection 9, 27, 29 ; to shoot, row , 27 : 8), a sailor. See SHIP.

with the Egyptians, Amorites, children of Ammon , MARISHES, an old form of Marsh (q. v . ).

Philistines, Zidonians, and Amalekites. The

MARK (Gr. Mápkos, mar '-kos, Anglicized Mar.
name agrees well with the plural, MEHUNIM
(q.y.),but nomention is madeof any previous in-cus in Col. 4:10; Philem .,v. 24 ; 1 Pet. 6:13), the

vasion of Israel by the Mehunim . And Midian ,
evangelist, and probably the same as “ John, whose

surname was Mark ” (Acts 12:12 , 25),was the son
whose yoke had been soheavy and so lately borne, of

is not mentioned in the list. These facts have led therefore,presumably a native of that city. He
certain Mary in Jerusalem ( 12:12 ), and was,

some to receive the reading “ Midian ” ( Madráv) ,

which is given in both the great manuscripts of tive of Barnabas (Col.4:10 ). It was to her house
was of Jewish parentage, his mother being a rela

the LXX. If the reading “ Maonites ” be retained that Peter went when released from prison by the

we may suppose Maon in Judah to have been angel (Acts 12:12), A. D. 44. That apostle styles
originally occupied by this people and to have him his son (1 Pet. 6:13), probably because he was
taken its name from them . Maon was mentioned

in connection with Ziph and Carmel. The modern Pauland Barnabas on their first journey (Acts12:
converted under his ministry. He accompanied

Main is seven miles S. of Hebron .-W. H.
25 ; 13 : 5 ) , but left them at Perga and returned to

MA'RA (Heb. 87 , maw - raw ', bitter ), the Jerusalem ( 13:13) . Whatever the reason for this

name chosen for herself hy Naomi, as being more | act was it seems to have been sufficient in Paul's

6

.
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a

estimation to justify him in refusing to allow Mark a slave gained his own liberty. He went to the

to accompany him on his second journey. Barna- temple of the god, and there paid his money to the

bus was determined to take him , and thus Mark priests; they then with his money bought the slave

was the cause of a “ sharp contention ” between from his master, on the part of the god. He be

them anda separation (Acts 15: 36-39). This did came for the rest of his life a slave to the god, which

not completely estrange him from Paul, for we meant practically freedom, subject to certain peri.

find Mark with the apostle in his first imprison- odical duties. If at any time his master or his

ment at Rome ( Col. 4:10 ; Philem. , v . 24 ). Later master's heirs sought to reclaim him he had the

he was at Babylon, and unites with Peter in send record of the transaction in the temple.

ing salutations ( 1 Pet. 5:13). He seems to have “ But on one point these documents are silent :

been with Timothy at Ephesus when Paul wrote If he traveled, if he were far away from home and

to him during his second imprisonment, and urged were seized as a runaway slave, what security could

him to bring Mark to Rome (2 Tim. 4:11 ), A. D. 66. he have ? I believe St. Paul gives us the solution.

Tradition states that Mark was sent on a mission When liberated at the temple, the priest, if he de

to Egypt by Peter, that he founded the Church of sired it, branded him with the stigmata’of hisnew

Alexandria, of which he became bishop, and suf- master. Now St. Paul's words acquire a new and

fered as a martyr in the eighth year of Nero. Ac- striking application. He had been the slave of

cording to the legend, hisremains were obtained sin ; but he had been purchased by Christ, and

by the Venetiansthrough a pious fraud, and con- his new liberty consisted in his being the slave of

veyed to Venice, A. D. 827. " The body was put Christ. Henceforth, he says, let no man attempt

into a basket and covered with herbs and flesh of to reclaim me; I have been marked on my body

swine. The porters, as they carried the basket to with the brand of my new master, Jesus Christ.

the vessel , cried khawzir,pork, which the Mussul. Probably he referred to the many scars he bore of

man detests, and thus avoided suspicion.” In the his persecutions ” (Professor Mahaffy, in Christian

gospel of Mark “ his record is emphatically ' the Work ).

Gospel of Jesus Christ the Son of God ' (Mark 1 : MARK , GOSPEL OF. See BIBLE, Books

1),living and working among men, and developing OF ; GOSPELS.

the mission more in acts than by words. " MARKET (Heb. 573?, mah -ar-awb ), a mer .
MARK. 1. “ The Lord set a mark upon Cain ” cantile term found only in Ezek., ch. 27 (rendered

(Heb. nix, öth, Gen: 4:15) that no one might kill
" merchandise,” except in vers. 13, 17, 19, 25). It

him. This was not a visible mark or brand upon his
forehead, butsome sign or token of assurance that appears to have been used in several senses :

his life shouldbe preserved . What it was is im- (2) Barter, (v. 9 , 27); (2)place of trade (marg.,
v. 12, 13, 17, 19 ); (3 ) gain acquired by trade ( v.

possible to determine.
27, 34). In the New Testament the Greek word

2. In the sense of a target (Heb. 2799, mat-taw - ayopá (ag-or-ah') is rendered market and market

raw ', watched, 1 Sam . 20:20; Job 16:12 ; Lam. 3:12). place, and denotes generally any place of public

3. God commands the man with writing ma resort in towns or cities where trials are held

terials to “ set a mark upon the foreheads " of all (Acts 16:19), where citizens resort (17:17 ), and

persons in Jerusalem , that they might be spared where commodities are exposed for sale (Mark 7:

in thetime of judgment(Ezek .9 :4,6). The Hebrew 4). From this is derived åyopaios (ag-or -ah'-yos),

letter 0 (tawv ), the last of the alphabet,was used relating to the market place,” and rendered " fel

as a mark (Job 31:35 , marg. “ my sign " ), and in lows of the baser sort " (literally, “ loungers about

early times was written in the form of a cross . the market,” Acts 17:5 ). It is improperly rendered

The mark (Gr. zápaypa, khar'-ag-mah, stamp) was “ law ” in Acts 19:38, where it refers to judicial

stamped on the right hand or the forehead as the days or assemblies ( A. V., marg. , court duys).

badge of the followers of Antichrist (Rev. 13 : Markets in the East were held at or near the

16 , sq.; 14 :9 , 11 ; 16 : 2 ; 19:20 ; 20:4). gates of cities, where goods were exposed either in

4. The goal or end one has in view, from the tents or the open air (2 Kings 7:18).

Greek OKOTÓS, something watched (Phil. 3:14). MA’ROTH (Heb.nina,maw -rohth',bitterness ),
5. In Lev. 19:28 we find two prohibitions of an

a town in the west of Judah, not far from Jerusa
innatural disfigurement of the body: " Ye shall lem ,on the route of the invading Assyrian army

notmake any cuttings in your filesh for the dead, from Lachish (Mic. 1:12).

nor print any marks upon you.” The latter (Heb.
MARRIAGE, the rendering of several words

3p3: , kah -ak -ah ', incision ) refers to tattooing, and and phrases in the Hebrew and Greek, meaning

has no reference to idolatrous usages, but was in to be master ; to take, i . e. , a wife ; to magnify, or

tended to inculcate upon the Israelites a proper lift upa woman ; to contract ; to dwell together ;

reverence for God's creation (K. and D., Com ., in to perform the duty of a brother ; to become, i . e. ,

loc.).
the wife of one. In all the Hebrew Scriptures

6. In Gal. 6:17 Paul writes, “ Henceforth let no there is no single word for the estate of marriage,

man trouble me, for I bear in my body the marks or to express the abstract idea of wedlock .

of the Lord Jesus Christ," i . e . , the brand of my 1. Origin , etc. Marriage is a divine institution,

master, Jesus Christ. The Greek oriyua (stig'-mah) designed to form a permanent union between man

is the common word for the brand or mark with and woman that they might be helpful to one

which masters marked their slaves . From the another (Gen. 2:18) . " Moses presents it as the

very numerous records ( on fragments of marble) deepesi corporeal and spiritual unity of man and

of manumissions at Delphi and other shrines in woman, and monogamy asthe form of marriage

Greece we have learned the legal process by which I ordained by God (Gen. 2:24 ; comp Matt 19:5 ).

"

5
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Without the conjugal tie the inhabitants of this This was followed by special prohibitions against

world would have been a mixed multitude. The marriage with ( 1 ) a mother; (2 ) stepmother ;

family circle, family instruction, parental love and (3) sister or half-sister ; (4 ) granddaughter ;

care would have been altogether unknown. (5) daughter of a stepmother ; (6 ) aunt; (7) wife

2. Temporary reactions. At an early pe- of uncle on the father's side ; ( 8) daughter- in -law ;

riod the original law ,as made known to Adam , was (9) brother's wife, unless he died childless ( see

violated through the degeneracy ofhis descendants, MARRIAGE, LEVIRATE) ; ( 10) a woman and her

and concubinage and polyganıy became common. daughter, whether both together or in succession ,

The patriarchsthemselves took more than one wife. or a woman and her granddaughter; ( 11 ) two sis

Abraham , at the instigation of Sarah, took her ters at the same time; ( 12) mother-in -law . The
maid as his subordinate wife. Jacob was in case of a daughter being taken in marriage is not

veigled , through the duplicity of Laban, into tak- mentioned, simply because it was regarded as very

ing Leah first, and then Rachel, to whom he had unlikely to occur ; that of a full sister is included

been betrothed ; and afterward, through the rivalry in No. 3, and of a mother -in -law in No. 10.

of the sisters, he took both their handmaids. Breaches of Nos. 1 , 2 , 3 , 8 , and 12 were to be fol

“ From these facts it has been inferred that polyg. lowed by the death or extermination of the of

amy was not wrong in ancient times, nor at all fender (Deut. 27:20, 22 , 23 ) , while the threat held

opposed to the divine law as revealed to the Jews . out against 6, 7, and 9 was that the guilty parties

But this is an unwarrantable conclusion . It is should " bear their iniquity ” and “ die childless

true indeed, respect being had to the state of re. ( Lev . 12 : 12–18 ; 20 :19-21). These prohibitionswere

ligious knowledge, the rude condition of society , based upon ( 1 ) moral propriety, (2 ) heathen prac

and the views prevalent in the world, that the tices, (3) socialconvenience.

practice could not infer , in the case of individuals, In addition to the above, there were special

the same amount of criminality as would neces- prohibitions : ( 1 ) The high priest wasforbidden to

sarily adhere to it now , amid the clear light of marry any one except a virgin selected from among

Gospel times . But still all along it was a departure his own people ( Lev. 21:13, 14). (2) The priests

from the divine law ." were forbidden to marry prostitutes and divorced

For the reasons given above it was tolerated , women (21 : 7 ). (3) Heiresses were prohibited from

but never with God's approval. Jesus told the marrying outside of their own tribe (Num . 36 : 5–9 ;

Jews that “ Moses because of the hardness of comp. Tob. vii , 10) . (4 ) Persons defective in

your hearts suffered you to put away your wives : physical powers were not to intermarry with

but from the beginning it was not so ” (Matt. 19: Israelites (Deut. 23:1). In the Christian Church

3-8) . The Mosaic law aimed atmitigating , rather we find the following prohibitions : (1 ) Bishops

than removing evils which were inseparable and deacons from having more than one wife,

from the state of society in that day. Its enact- probably referring to second marriage of any

ments were directed (1 ) to the discouragement of kind . A similar prohibition applied to those
polygamy ; (2) to obviate the injustice frequently entered upon the church records as widows (q. v . ) .

consequent upon the exercise of the righis of a They must have been the wife of one man, i.e. ,

father or a master ; ( 3 ) to bring divorce under probably, not remarried. (2) A wife divorced by

some restriction ; and (4) to enforce purity of life her husband and married to another man , if her

during the maintenance of the matrimonial bond . second husband died or divorced her, could not

3. Laws of Intermarriage. An important revert to her first husband (Deut. 24 :2–4 ). Such

feature of the law of Moses is the restraint which a marriage would lower the dignity of the woman,

it imposes upon marriage within certain degrees of and make her appear too much like property.

relationship and affinity: (1 ) Between an Israelite Such prohibition was also intended to prevent a

and a foreigner. The only distinct prohibition in frivolous severance of the marriage tie, and fortify

the Mosaic law refers to the Canaanites, with whom the marital bond.

the Israelites were not to marry, on the ground 4. Marriage Customs. ( 1) Age of marriage.

that it would lead them to idolatry (Exod . 34:15 ; With regard to age, no restriction is pronounced

Deut. 7 : 3 , 4 ). The legal disabilities resting upon in the Bible. Early marriage is spoken of with

the Ammonites and the Moabites (Deut. 23 : 3 ) approval in several passages (Prov. 2:17 ; 5:18 ;

totally forbade marriage between them and Is. Isa. 62 : 5 ), and in reducing this general statement

raelite women, but permitted that of Israelites to the more definite one of years, we must take

with Moabite women (Ruth 1 :4). The prohibition into account the very early age at which persons

against marriages with the Edomites and Egyp- arrive at puberty in oriental countries. In modern

tians was less stringent,as a male of those nations Egyptmarriage takes place in general before the

received the right of marriage on his admission to bride has attained the age of sixteen , frequently

full citizenship in the third generation of prosely. when she is twelve or thirteen , and occasionally

tism (Deut. 23 : 7, 8 ). Thus the prohibition was when she is only ten. The Talrnudists forbade

total in regard to Canaanites on either side, total marriage in the case of a man under thirteen years

on the side of males in regard to the Ammonites and a day, and in the case of a woman under

and Moabites, and temporary on the side of males twelve years and a day. The usual age appears to

in regard of the Edomites and Egyptians. In the have been higher, about eighteen years. ( 2) Selec

case of wives proselytism was not necessary,but it tion of bride. Perhaps in imitation of the Father

was so in the case of a husband. (2) Between of the universe, who provided Adam with a wife,

Israelites and Israelites. The law began (Lev. fathers from the beginning considered it their duty

18 : 6-8 ) with the general prohibition against mar- and prerogative to secure wives for their sons

riage between a man and the “flesh of his flesh.” | (Gen. 24 : 3; 38:6) . In the absence of the father
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C

the sefeç ,ion devolved upon the mother (Gen. take" a wife (Num. 12 : 1 ; 1 Chron. 2:21 , marg.),

21:21 ) . In some cases the proposal was made for the ceremony appears to have mainly consisted

by the father of the maid (Exod . 2:21 ) . Oc- in the taking. After putting on a festive dress,
casionally the whole business of selecting placing a handsometurban on his head (Isa. 61:10,

the wife was committed to a friend . (3 ) The A. V. “ ornaments " ) and a nuptial crown (Cant.

betrothal. The selection of the bride was fol- | 3:11 ) , the bridegroom set forth from his house,

lowed by the espousal, which was not altogether attended by his groomsmen (A. V. “ companions,
like our engagement,” but was a formal pro- Judg. 14:11 ; " children of the bride -chamber,"

ceeding, undertaken by a friend or legal repre- Matt. 9:15), preceded by a band of musicians or

sentative on the part of the bridegroom , and by singers (Gen. 31:27 ; Jer. 7:34 ; 16 : 9 ; 1 Macc. 9:39),

the parents on the part of the bride; it was con- and accompanied by persons bearing flambeaus

firmed by oaths , and accompanied with presents (2.Esdr, 10:2 ; Matt. 25 : 7 ; comp. Jer. 25:10 ; Rev.

to the bride. These presents were described by 18:23 , " the light of a candle ” ). Having reached

different terms, that to the bride by mo' -har (Heb. the house of the bride, who with her maidens

10 , A. V. “ dowry " ), and that to the relations anxiously expected his arrival (Matt. 25:6), he
by mal-tawn ' (Heb.173, present). Thus Shechem conducted the whole party back to his own or his

father's house, with every demonstration of glad.
offers never so much dowry and gift ” (Gen.

ness (Psa. 45:15). On their way back they were

34:12), the former for the bride, the latter for the joined by a party of maidens, friends of the bride

relations . It has been supposed , indeed, that the and bridegroom , who were in waiting to catch the

mohar was a price paid down to the father for the procession as it passed (Matt. 25 :6 ). The inhab

sale of his daughter. Such a custom undoubtedly itants of the place pressed out into the streets to

prevails in certain parts of the East at the present watch the procession (Cant. 3:11 ) . Atthe house a

day, but it does not appear to have been the case feast was prepared , to which all the friends and

with free women in patriarchal times . It would neighbors were invited (Gen. 29:22 ; Matt. 22 : 1-10 ;

undoubtedly be expected that the mohar should Luke 14 : 8 ; John 2 : 2), and the festivities were

be proportioned to the position of the bride, and protracted for seven , or even fourteen , days ( Judg.

that a poor man could not on that account afford 14:12; Tob. 8:19 ). The guests were provided by

to marry a rich wife (1 Sam . 18:23) . A " settle- the host with fitting robes ( Matt. 22:11), and the

ment,” in the modern sense of the term , i . e. , a feast was enlivened with riddles ( Judg. 14:12) and

written document securing property to the wife, other amusements. The bridegroom now entered

did not come into use until the post-Babylonian into direct communication with the bride, and the

period : the only instance we have of one is in joy of the friend was “ fulfilled ” at hearing the

Tob. vii, 14 , where it is described as an “ instru- voice of the bridegroom ( John 3:29) conversing

ment." The Talmudists styled it a ketubal, and with her, which he regarded as a satisfactory

have laid down minute directions as to the dis- testimony of the success of his share iv the work.

posal of the sum secured , in a treatise of the The last act in the ceremonial was the conducting

Mishna expressly on that subject. The act of be- of the bride to the bridal chamber, kheh ' -der (Heb.

trothal was celebrated by a feast, and among the 7 , Judg. 15 : 1 ; Joel 2:16) , where a canopy,

more modern Jews it is the custom in someparts named khoop-paw ', was prepared (Heb. OTETT, Psa.
for the bridegroom to place a ring on the bride's

finger. Some writers have endeavored to prove 19:5 ; Joel 2:16 ). The bride was still completely

that the rings noticed in the Old Testament (Exod. veiled , so that the deception practiced on Jacob

35:22 ; Isa. 3:21 ) were nuptial rings, but there is ( Gen. 29:23) was very possible. A newly married

not the slightest evidence of this. The ring was
man was exempt from military service, or from

nevertheless regarded among the Hebrews as a any public business which might draw him away

token of fidelity (Gen. 41:42), and of adoption into from his home,for the space of a year ( Deut. 24 : 5).

a family (Luke 15:22). (4 ) Marriage ceremonies. A similar privilege was granted to him who was

Before the time of Moses, when the proposal was
betrothed (Deut. 20 : 7 ).

accepted , the marriage price paid, and the gifts 5. Marriage Relation. In considering the

distributed, the bridegroom was at liberty to re- social and domestic conditions of married life

move at once the bride to his own bome (Gen. among the Hebrews, we must, in the first place,

24 : 63–67). This was an unusual case, because take into account the position assigned to women

the bride being secured at a distance, while the generally in their social scale . There is abundant

bridegroom remained at home. Usually the mar- evidence that women , whether married or unmar

riage took place at the home of the bride's parents, ried , went about with their faces unveiled (Gen.

and was celebrated by a feast, to which friends 12:14 ; 24:16, 65 ; 29:11 ; 1 Sam . 1:13). Women

and neighbors were invited and which lasted seven not unfrequently held important offices. They

days (Gen. 29:22 , 27 ) . The word “ wedding " took their partin matters of public interest (Exod.

does not occur in the A. V. of the Old Testament ; 15:20 ; 1 Sam . 18 : 6 , 7) ; in short, they enjoyed as

but it is probable that some ratification of the much frecdom in ordinary life as the women of

espousal with an oath took place (see Prov. 2:17 ; our own country. If such was her generalposition,

Ezek . 16 : 8 ; Mal. 2:14 ) , and that a blessing was it is certain that the wife must have exercised an

pronounced (Gen. 24:60 ; Ruth 4:11, 12). But the important influence in her own home. She ap

essence of the ceremony consisted in the removal pears to have taken her part in family affairs, and

of the bride from her father's house to that of the even to have enjoyed a considerable amount of

bridegroom or his father. There seems, indeed, independence (2 Kings 4 : 8 ; Judg. 4:18 ; 1 Sam .

to be a literal truth in the Hebrew expression “ to 25:14 , etc.). (1) Dependence of the wife. And
a
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yet the dependence of the wife on her husband | but to give her a " bill of divorcement" ( Deut.

is shown by the Hebrew appellation for husband 24 : 1 ). ( g) If divorced, or her husband dies, the

(bah '-al, Exod. 21 :3, 22), literally lord, master ; and woman is free and at liberty to marry another

is seen in the conduct of Sarah, who speaks of her (Deut. 24: 2).

husband Abraham as my lord (Gen. 18:12). From 6. Social and Domestic Conditions. In

this mastery of the husband over the wife arose early times the oriental woman appears to have

the different standard of virtue which obtained in enjoyed much freedom . She, whether married or

married life. The wife, subject to her husband as single, went about with her face unveiled (Gen.

master, was obliged to regard thesanctity of the 12:14 ; 24:16, 65 ; 29:11 ; 1 Sam. 1:13 ) ; she might

marriage relation, and any unchastity on her part meet and converse with men, even strangers, in a

was visited with death . The husband could take public place (Gen. 24:25, 45-47; 29:9-12 ; 1 Sam .

any unmarried woman he chose, and violate the 9:11) ; she might be found alone in the country

laws of chastity, as we understand them, with without any reflection on her character (Deut.

impunity (Gen. 38:24 ). This absolute sanctity of 22 : 25-27) ; or she might appear in a court of

marriage on the part of the wife was acknowledged justice ( Num . 27 : 1 , sq .). If such was her general

by other nations of antiquity, as Egypt (Gen. 12: position, we can readily accord her a considerable

15-19) and Philistia ( 20 :1–18 ; 26: 9-11 ). Arising amount of independence and influence at home.

from the previously existing inequality of husband Thus we find her entertaining guests ( 2 Kings 4 : 8)

and wife , and the prevailing notion that the hus. in the absence of her husband (Judg. 4:18 ), and

band was lord over his wife, Moses could neither even against his wishes ( 1 Sam . 25:14, sq . ) ; she

impose the same obligation of fidelity nor confer conferred with her husband respecting the mar.

the same right on both , This is evident from the riage ofher children ( Gen. 27:46), and even sharply

following facts : ( 1 ) The husband in the case of criticised the conduct of her husband (1 Sam.

the wife's infidelity could command her death as 25:25 ; 2 Sam . 6:20). The ideal relations between

well as that of her paramour (Lev. 20:10 ; Deut. husband and wife appear to have been those of

22:22 ; Ezek. 16 :38-40 ; John 8:3-5 ). (2 ) If he tenderness and affection . Thus the husband is

became suspicious of his wife he could bring her called the “ friend ” of his wife (Jer. 3:20, marg. ;

to the priest and have administered to her the Hos. 3 : 1 ) ; while frequent notice is made of his

water of jealousy (Num. 5 :12-31). But if the love for her (Gen. 24:67 ; 29:18). The wife was

husband was guilty of criminal intercourse with the husband's consolation in bereavement (Gen.

an unmarried woman, no statute enabled the wife 24:67), and her grief at his loss presented a pic

to arraign him for a breach of marriage or in- ture of the most abject woe (Joel 1 :8). Polyg.

fringement of her or their rights. Should he sin amy, of course, produced jealousies and quarrels

with a married woman, it was the injured husband (Gen. 21:11 ; 1 Sam . 1 :6 ), while purchase of wives

that could demand the death of the seducer, not and the small liberties allowed daughters in the

the wife of the criminal. (3) If the wife vowed choice of husbands must have resulted in many

anything to the Lord, or imposed upon herself unhappy unions. In the New Testament the

voluntary obligations to Jehovah, her husband mutual relations of husband and wife are a sub

could nullify them (Num. 30:6-8). (4 ) The hus.ject of frequent exhortation (Eph. 6 :22–33 ; Col.

band could divorce his wife if it so pleased him 3:18, 19 ; Tit. 2 :4, 5 ; 1 Pet. 3:1-7).

(Deut. 24 :1-4 ). (2) Protection of the wife. The 7. Duties. In a Hebrew household the wife

was protected by the following laws: had general superintendence of the domestic ar

(a ) The daughter of an Israelite sold by her father rangements, such as cooking (Gen. 18: 6 ; 2 Sam .

as a maidservant (i. e. , housekeeper and concu. 13 :8, 9 ), the distribution of food at the meals ( Prov.

bine ), who did not please her master, was not to 31:15), the manufacture of cloth and clothing

be treated as menservants, viz. , be sent away free (Prov. 31:13, 21 , 22).

at the end of six years ; but she was provided 8. Figurative. Marriage is illustrative ofGod's

for as follows : She could be redeemed, i. e . , an- union with Israel (Isa.64:5; 62 :4 ; Jer. 3:14 ; Hos.

other Israelite.could buy her for a concubine, but 2:19:20) . In the New Testament the image of the

she could not be sold to an alien (Exod. 21 : 7 , 8 ) . bridegroom is transferred from Jehovah to Christ

She might be given to her purchaser's son, in (Matt. 9:15 ; John 3:29), and that of the bride to

which case she was to be treated as a daughter. the Church (2 Cor. 11: 2 ; Eph . 5:23 , 24, 32 ; Rev.

If he gives the son an additional wiſe, “ her food , 19: 7 ; 21:2, 9 ; 22:17 ).

her raiment,and her duty of marriage, shall he MARRIAGE, CHRISTIAN. Christianity

not diminish ” (vers.9, 10). If these three things confirms, simplifies, and vindicates from abuse

were not provided, then she was to " go out free, the original and sacred ordinance of marriage.

without money ” (v. 11). (6) If her husband ma- The stability and purity of the Church and State

liciously charges a newly married woman with lack have been proportionate to the popular and legal

of chastity, he is to be scourged , and loses his stability of the marriage relationship. The orig .

right of divorce (Deut. 22: 13-19). ( c) If she has inalappointmentofmonogamy is confirmed (Matt.

children they must render equal obedience to her 19: 6 ; Mark 10: 6–8). The presence of Jesus at the

as to the father (Exod. 20:12 ; Deut. 27:16). ( d ) As wedding in Cana happily illustrates the feeling :

has already been stated, the husband must not and teaching of Christianity respecting marriage.

vex his wife by marrying her sister ( Lev. 18:18 ). Christ taught the divine origin and sacredness of

( e) The husband was forbidden to transfer the this institution . It is more than filial duty ; it is

primogeniture from the son of a less beloved wife to unifying ; the husband and wife become one

the child of his favorite wife. ( f ) If her husband through the purity and intensity of mutual love ;

dislikes her, he is not arbitrarily to dismiss her, common interests are necessitated by common

woman

а
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affection (Matt. 19 : 5, 6 ; Eph. 6:31 ) ; only one took the name of the deceased , i. e. , continued his

single ground for divorce is lawful (Matt. 19 :9). name in the family register, that his nameperished

The utmost that may be inferred from the ex- not out of Israel . In case the brother -in -law did

pression “ which made themselves eunuchs for the not wish to marry the widow, she might cite him

kingdom of heaven's sake ” (Matt. 19:12) is that legally before the elders of the place. Il, after

marriage is not binding upon every member of the conference with them , he still persisted in declar

race ; and that devotion or discretion may make it ing his unwillingness, he was not compelled to do

expedient to renounce or defer it. The example the duty of a brother-in -law . But hewas obliged

of Peter ( Matt. 8:14 ; Mark 1:30 ; Luke 4:38) , and to submit to the humiliation of having his shoe

the express teaching of New Testament writers plucked off by his sister-in-law in the presence of

( 1 Tim. 4 : 3 ; 5:14 ; Heb. 13 :4), are in harmony the elders, and of having his face spit upon ; the

with the conduct of Christ respecting the sanctity one act denoting that he thus gave up all claim to

of the marriage relation. The counsel of St. Paul his deceased brother's estate , the other an act ex

to the Corinthian Church ( 1 Cor., ch .7) , evidently in pressive of contempt (Deut. 25 :5–10) . From Ruth

reply to their request, is entirely consistent with 4 : 1-10, it would appear that in case of the refusal

the general doctrine of the New Testament. He of the brother -in -law to take the widow, then the

guards marriage so carefully that even to those next male relative had the right to do so. The

wlio are joined to unbelievers the advice is given divine sanction which the Mosaic law gave to levi.

not to disturb their relationship exceptby mutual rate marriage is not to be regarded as merely an

consent and for mutual good. “ According to the accommodation to a popular prejudice. Such mar.

principles thus laid down, marriage is not merely riage was not strictly commanded, but it was con.

a civil contract: the Scriptures make it the most sidered a duty of love, the non-fulfillment of which

sacred relation of life ; and nothing can be imag- brought reproach and ridicule on the man and his

ined more contrary to their spirit than the notion house. It did not abolish the general prohibition

that a personal agreement, ratified in a human of marriage with a brother's wife, but proceeded

court, satisfies the obligation of this ordinance.” from one and the same principle with it. By the

The Roman Catholic Church teaches that “ mar- prohibition the brother's house is preserved in its
riage is a sacrament of the new law, and as such integrity ; by this command it is raised to a per

confers grace. Christians who are in mortal sin manent condition. In both cases the dead brother

may contract a valid marriage, but they receive no is honored, and fraternal love preserved as the

grace, though they do receive the sacrament; and, moral foundation of his house. Based upon such

therefore, have a claim and title to the sacramental a marriage as this was the ground for the ques

grace when they have amended their lives by sin- tion asked of our Lord by the Sadducees (Matt. 22 :

cere repentance. Christians, on the other hand, 23 , sq . ) . The rabbins taught that in the next

who contract marriage with due dispositions, re- world a widow who had been taken by her brother

ceire an increase of sanctifying grace, and, besides, in-law reverted to her first husband at the resur.

special grace to live in mutual and enduring affec- rection . Christ answered both parties by the dec

tion ...and to bring up children, whom God may laration that " in the resurrection they neither

give them , in his fear and love " (Cath . Dict., s.v.). marry, nor are given in marriage. ”
Matrimony was elevated to the dignity of the

MARROW (Heb. nja, mo'-akh, Job 21:24 ;
sacrament mainly on the ground of the apostle's

words, “ This is a great mystery :but I speak con
972, maw -khaw ', to mix with marrow , Isa. 25 : 6 ;

cerning Christ and the Church ” (Eph. 6:32) ; in the Gr. pivehos, moo -el-os ’, Heb. 4:12), the soft oleag.
Vulgate the Greek being rendered sacramentum . inous substance contained in the hollow bones of

“ It is not this that is conveyed by the passage, animals. The other terms so rendered are khel '.

as indeed, ingeneral, marriage 'has fromChrist leb (Heb. 3m), Psa. 63 : 5 , the richest or choice
neither a sacramental institution, nor form , nor part, and shik -koo '- ee (Heb. 1970) , Prov. 3 :8,
substance, nor end, ' but it is rather the sacredly moisture.
ideal and deeply moral character, which is forever

assured to marriage by this typical significance in (Isa . 25:6 )is an expressionsymbolizing the full
Figurative. “ Fat things full of marrow

the Christian view ” (Meyer, Com. , in loc .; Pope,enjoyment of blessedness in the perfected kingdom
Christ. Theol. , iii , pp. 237–243, 308 ; Bennett, of God. “ Marrow ” in Heb. 4:12 is used figura.

Christ. Arch ., p . 462, sq.).

MARRIAGE, LEVÍRATE (from Lat. levir,
tively for the most secret thoughts of a person .

a brother - in -law ), the marriage of a man with his MAR’SENA (Heb. N3972, mar-sen-au', per

deceased brother's widow, in the event of his dy- haps nobleman ), one of the " seven princes (satraps

ing childless. The first instance of this custom or viziers ) of Persia and Media ” in the time of

occurs in the patriarchal period, where Onan is Ahasuerus (Esth. 1:14), B. C. about 519.
called upon to marry his brother Er's widow (Gen.

MARS' HILL ( Gr. " Apelos Váyos, ar'-i-os
38 : 8). The Levirate marringewas not peculiar to
the Jews; it has been found to exist in many pagʻos, Acts 17:22), another name for the Are

Eastern countries, particularly in Arabia and among
OPAGUS (q. v . ).

the tribes of the Caucasus. The Mosaic provision MARSH (Heb. X., geh' -beh, a reservoir,

was as follows : If brothers (on the father's side) Ezek. 47:11 ), a swamp or wet piece of land . The

lived together, i . e . , in the same place, and one of place referred to by Ezekiel is the “ Valley of

them died childless, the wife was not to go outside Salt," near the Dead Sea ; for there the Kidron,

and marry a stranger; but the surviving brother the course of which the prophet describes the holy

was to take her to wife. The firstborn son by her / waters as following, empties.

a
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ters.

course .

MART (Heb. 777 ), saw -khar', to go about as a mar-ee-am’; from Heb. 0,779, meer -yawm ', rebel.

merchant, ' Isa. 23 : 3 ) . “ The means of gain , the lion ).

source of profit or provision to whole nations.” 1. The Mother of Jesus. Mary was the

Others render the word “emporium , but saw -khar'cannot have this meaning" (Delitzsch, Com ., in daughter of Heli , of the tribe of Judah and of

loc. ). the lineage of David, hence in the royal line. (1)

MAR”THA (Gr. Múpda , marl- thah, mistress), The annunciation . In the summer of the year

the sister of Lazarus and Mary, who all' resided in known as B. C. 5 Mary was living at Nazareth,

the same house at Bethany (Luke 10:38, 40, 41 , a maiden, but betrothed to Joseph. At this

John 11 : 1-39 ; 12 : 2 ) . Martha anpears to have time the angel Gabriel came to her with a mes .

been at the head of the household (Luke 10:38). sage from God, and announced to her that she

and from that circumstance has been thought to was to be the mother of the long -expected Messial

have been a widow. This is , however, uncertain, | ,--that by the power of the Holy Ghost the ever

and it is generally supposed that the two sisters lasting Son of the Father should be born of her

(unmarried ) managed the household for their (Luke 1:26-35 ;comp. Rom . 1 : 3). (2) Visit to Eliza

brother. The incident narrated by Luke ( 10:38- beth . Informed by the angel that her cousin

42) shows that Jesus was intimate with the fam . Elizabeth was within three months of being deliv.

ily and was at home in their house ; and also ered of a child, Mary set off to visit her, either at

brings out the contrary dispositions of the two sis. Hebron or Juttah. Immediately upon her entrance

Martha hastens to provide suitable enter into the house she was saluted by Elizabeth as the

tainment for their friend and his followers, wbile mother of her Lord, and had evidence of the truth

Mary sits at his feet listening to his gracious dis of the angel's saying with regard to her cousin.

The busy, anxious Martha , annoyed at Mary abode with her cousin about three months,

the inactivity of Mary, complains impatiently to and returned to her own house ( 1 : 36–56). (3) Mar

Jesus, “ Lord, dost thou not care that my sister ried to Joseph . In a few months Joseph found

hath left me to serve alone ? bid her therefore that that Mary was with child, and determined to give

she help me.” This brought from the master the her a bill of divorcement (see Deut. 24 : 1 ), instead

oft-quoted reply, “ But one thing is needful; Mary of yielding her up to the law to suffer the penalty

hath chosen that good part, which shall not be le supposed she had incurred (Deut. 22:23, 24 );

taken away from her . ” At the death of Lazarus but being assured of the truth by an angel he took

their respective characters are portrayed : Martha her to wife (Matt. 1 : 18–25) . (4) Mother of Jesus.

active, Mary meditative ; Martha reproachful and Soon after Joseph and Mary went to Bethlehem to

objecting, Mary silentbut immediately obedient to be enrolled for the taxing, and while there Christ

the summons of Jesus ; Martha accepting Jesus as was born and laid in a manger (Luke 2: 1 , 7). On

the Christ, and sharing in the belief of a resurrec- the eighth day Jesus was circumcised, and on the

tion, but not believing, as Mary did, in Jesus as fortieth day after the nativity — until which time

“ the Life .” All that is recorded of Martha in she could not leave the house (Lev. 12 :2-4)—the

addition is that at a supper given to Jesus and his Virgin presented herself with her babe for their

disciples at Bethany, atwhich Lazarus was pres- purification in the temple . The poverty of Joseph

ent, she, as usual, busied herself with serving and Mary is alluded to in the mention of their

“ According to tradition ,she went with her brother offering , “ a pair of turtle-doves, or two young

and other disciples to Marseilles, gathered round pigeons.” There she met Simeon and the proph

her a society of devout women, and, true to her etess Anna, heard their thanksgiving and proph

former character, led them a life of active minis . ecy. Returning to Bethlehem , Mary and Joseph

tration .” were warned of the purpose of Herod, and fled to

MARTYR (Gr. máprus, mar -toos, so rendered Egypt. Returning the next year, they went to

only in Acts 22:20 ;Rev. 2.13 and 17:6), a witness Nazareth (Matt. 2 :11-23). At theageof twelve

(q. v.), and generally so given. The meaning of vears Jesus accompanied his family to Jerusalem ,
the word martyr, which has now become the most and Mary was temporarily separated from him

usual, is one who has proved the strength and (Luke 2:42 , sq .), A. D. 8. ( 5) Subsequent mention

genuineness of his faith in Christ by undergoing a
of Mary . " Four times only,” after our Lord's

violent death. STEPHEN (9. v . ) in this sense was ministry commenced, “ is the veil removed, which,

the first martyr, and the spiritual honors of his not surely without a reason,is thrown over her.”

death tended in'no small degree to raise to the These four occasions are: the marriage at Cana,

most extravagant estimation, in the early Church, where Jesus solemnly withdraws himself from the

the value of the testimony of blood. Eventually authority of his earthly mother ( John 2 : 1-4 ); at
a martyr's death was supposed, on the alleged Capernaum, where at a public gathering Mary de

authority of the following texts, to cancel the sins sired to speak to Jesus, and he seemsto refuse to

of the past life (Mark 10:39 ; Luke 12:50), to an . admit any authority on the part of his relatives , or

swer for baptism , and at once to secure admission any privilege on account of their relationship (John

into paradise (Matt. 5 :10–12 ).
2:12 ; Matt. 12 : 46-50) ; at the crucifixion , where

MARVEL (Heb. , paw -law ”, to separate, mother
to the care ofthe disciple whomheloved,

Christ with almost his last words commended his

to distinguish ), something great, unaccountable, a and from that hour St. John assures us that he

miracle ; and so that which excites wonder (Exod. took her to his abode (John 19 : 25–27) ; after the

34:10 ); “ marvelous works ” ( 1 Chron. 16:12 , 24 ; ascension, engaged in prayer in the upper room in

Job 5: 9 ; 10:16 ; Psa . 9: 1 ; 17 : 7, etc. ). See MIRACLE. Jerusalem , with other faithful followers of the

MA'RY (Gr. Mupia, mar-ee'-ah, or Mapiáj, | Lord. The Scriptures leave Mary engaged in

1
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prayer (Acts 1:14 ). Tradition and speculation there is seen afterward. She remained by the

have conceived her as kept from actualsin by the cross till all was over, and . waited till the body

grace of God, the prevailing opinion of the twelfth was taken down and wrapped in the linen cloth

century. In the thirteenth century it was main. and placed in the garden sepulcher of Joseph of

tained that, though conceived in sin , she was Arimathea (Matt. 27:61 ; Mark 15:47 ; Luke 23:55).

cleansed from it before her birth . Early in the She, with Salome and Mary, the mother of James,

fourteenth century Scotus threw out as a possibil . “ brought sweet spices that they might anoint"

ity the idea of an immaculate conception, which the body (Mark 16: 1 ). The nextmorning, accord.

developed into the decree of December 8, 1854 ingly, in the earliest dawn (Matt. 28:1 ; Mark 16:2),

(Smith ). (6) Character. “ Her faith and humility they came to the sepulcher. Mary Magdalene had

exbibit themselves in ber immediate surrender of been to the tomb, had found it empty, and had

herself to the divine will , though ignorant how seen the “ vision of angels ” (Matt. 28:5 ; Mark 16:

that was to be accomplished (Luke 1:38) ;herenergy 5) . She went with her cry of sorrow to Peter and

and earnestness in her journey from Nazareth to John (Luke 24:10 ; John 20: 1 , 2), and, returning

Hebron ( v. 39) ; her happy thankfulness in her with them, tarried after they went back . Looking

song of joy ( v. 48) ; her silent, musing thoughtful- into the sepulcher, she saw the angels, and replied

ness in her pondering over the shepherds' visit to their question as to her reason for weeping,

( 2:19), and in her keeping her Son's words in her “ They have taken away my Lord, and I know not

heart (v.51), though she could not fully understand where they have laid him .” Turning back , she

their import. In a word , so far as Mary is por- saw Jesus, but did not at first recognize him. Re

trayed to us in Scripture, she is , as we should have called to consciousness by his utterance of her

expected, the most tender,the most faithful, hum . name, she exclaimed “ Rabboni,” and rushed for.

ble, patient, and loving of women, but a woman ward to embrace his feet. But she must now

still ” (Smith, Dict . ). learn that spiritual dependence upon Christ which

NOTE.-Was Mary the mother of any other children can live without his visible presence. And that

than Jesus? is a question that has caused alınost endless lesson is taught in the words, “ Touch me not ,for
controversy. Of course , the advocates of her perpetual I am not yet ascended to my father.” Mary then
virginity assert that she was not. From the accounts in
Matt. 13:55 ; Mark6 :3, it would seem more than likely went to the disciples, and told them what she had

that she had a number of children . This presumption seen and heard ( John 20 : 11-18), and passes out of

is increased by the fact that the persons named as the
history,

brethren of Jesus are mentioned in connection and

in company with his sisters and mother . Indeed , the
NOTE.-Mary Magdalene has long been in popular

denial of the natural interpretation of these passages tradition equivalent to " Mary tbe sinner, " and been

owes its origin , in all probability, to the tradition of per- identified with the penitent who anointed Jesus. There

petual virginity, the offspring of the false notion of the
were probably two anointings recorded in the gospels,

superior sanctity of celibacy. the acts of two different women : one in some city un.

2. Mary Magdalene (Gr. Maydaanvý,mag. the otherat Bethany, before the last entry into Jerusa.
named , during our Lord's Galilean ministry (Luke 7) ;

dal-ay -nay', a woman of Magdala) . (1 ) Name, of lem (Matt . 26,Mark 14,Johu 12), by the sister ofLazarus

this there are four explanations : 1. The most There is no reliable evidence to connect Mary Magda.

natural is that she came from the town of Mag- Lin Luke 8:2 there is not one word to connect it with thelene with either anointing ( 1 ) When her name appears

dala (a tower or fortress), probably situated on the history that immediately precedes. (2) The belief that

western shore of Lake Tiberias, and thesame with Mary of Bethany and Mary Magdalene are identical is

that of the modern village of El-Mejdel (Stanley). / yetmore startling. The epithet Magdalene,whatever
2. The Talmudists make mention of a Miriam may be its meaning, seems chosen for the express pur

pose of distinguishing her from all other Marys.

Megaddela ( 837322), “ Miriam with the braided one evangelist gives the slightest hint of identity. Nor
locks,” which Lightfoot considers as identical with is this lackof evidence in the New Testament itself com .
“ the woman that was a sinner ” (Luke 7:37) . pensated by any such weight of authority aswould in,

dicate a really trustworthy tradition (Switb, Dict., s.v.).

3. Jerome sees in her name and that of her town

the old Migdol. (watch -tower ), and says that the 3. Mary , Sister of Lazarus. The facts

name denotes the steadfastness of her faith . strictly personal to her are but few. She and her

4. “ Origen, looking to the more common meaning sister Martha appear in Luke 10:38, sq. , as receiv.

of 37: (gaw-dal, to be great), sees in her name a ing Christ in their house. Mary sat listening
prophecy of her spiritual greatness as having eagerly for every word that fell from the Divine

ministered to her Lord and been the first witness Teacher, and was commended by Jesus as having

of the resurrection.” (2) Personal history. Mary “ chosen that good part,” the “one thing needful,”

Magdalene enters the Gospel narrative, with cer- while “ Martha was cumbered about much serv.

tain other women , as “ ministering to Jesus of ing." The next mention of Mary is in connection
their substance (Luke 8 : 2 ) ; all of them being with the raising of Lazarus. She sat still in the

moved by gratitude for their deliverance from house until Martha came to her secretly and said,

“ evil spirits and infirmities .” Of Mary it is said “ The master is come, and calleth for thee, ” when

seven demons (daluóvia) went out of her " she arose hastily to go and meet him. At first she

(v. 2 ; Mark 16 : 9). This life of ministration brought gives way to complaint, “ Lord , if thou hadst been

Mary Magdalene into companionship of the closest here, mybrother had not died ; " but the great joy

nature with Salome, the mother of James and and love revived uponher brother's'return to life,

John (Mark 15:40) , and also with Mary, the mother and found expression in the anointing at the last

of the Lord ( John 19:25). They “ stood afar off, feast of Bethany (Matt. 26 : 6, sq .; Mark 14 : 3 , sq .;

beholding these things ” (Luke 23:49), during the John 11; 12:1-9). Matthew and Mark do notmen

closing hours of the agony on the cross. The tion her by name. Of her subsequent bistory we

same close association which drew them together I know nothing, the ecclesiastical traditions about

No
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her being based on the unfounded hypothesis of MASON . See HANDICRAFTS.

her identity with MaryMagdalene. MASÖREKAH (Heb. 77702, mas-ray-kaw ',
4. Mary, the Wife of Clopas (Gr. Mapia i

ToŰ Kawnā, A.V. “ of Cleophas " ). În St. John's vineyard ), a city in Idumæa, and the nativeplace
gospel we read that “ there stood by thecrossof of Samlah ,an Edomitish king (Gen. 36:36;1 Chron .

Jesus his mother, and his mother's sister, Mary of
1:47).

Clopas, and Mary Magdalene” (John 19:25 ). The MAS'SA (Heb. Xpa, mas-saro', burden ), a son

same group of women is described by St. Matthew of Ishmael (Gen. 25:14 ; 1 Chron. 1:30 ). His de

as consisting of “ Mary Magdalene, and Mary the scendants were not improbably the Masani, who

mother of James and Joses, and the mother of are placed by Ptolemy in the east of Arabia, near
Zebedee's children " (Matt. 27:56) ; and by St. Mark the borders of Babylonia.
as “ Mary Magdalene, and Mary the mother of

MAS'SAH (Heb. 1079, mas-saw', trial, tempta
James the Little and of Joses , and Salome” (Mark
15:40). From a comparison of these passages it tion), a name given to the place wherethe Israel

appears that Mary of Clopas and Marythe mother Deut.6:16 ; 9:22; 33:8); called also Meribah (q.v.).
ites murmured for want of water (Exod. 17 : 7 ;

ofJames the Little andof Joses are the same person ,

and that she was the sister of Mary the Virgin .
MAST. See SHIP .

In answer to the alleged improbability of two sis- MASTER, the rendering in the A.V. of the fol.

ters having the same name, it may be said that lowing Hebrew and Greek words. See GLOSSARY.

Miriam , the sister of Moses, may have been the 1. Aw -done' (Heb. 117¥ ; Gr. kúpios, koo'-ree-os),
holy woman after whom Jewish mothers called
their daughters. This is on the hypothesis that properlylord, and usually so rendered ; of fre

the two names areidentical, but on a close exami- quent occurrence.

nation of the Greek text we find that it is possible 2. Bah '- al (Heb. Bys, owner ), master in the

that this was not the case. Mary the Virgin is prevalent sense, e . g . , “ the master of the house ”

Maplái; her sister is Mapia. Mary of Clopas was (Exod. 22 : 8 ; Judg. 19:22 ).

probably the elder sister of the Lord's mother. 3. Rab (IIeb. S., abundant, and so great) , great

Mary is broughtbefore us for the first time on the

day of the crucifixion — in the parallel passagesal. the eunuchs” (Dan. 1 :3).
or chief, usually in combination, “ the master of

ready quoted from St. Matthew, St. Mark, and St.

John. In the evening of the samedaywe find her sit
4. Sar (Heb.nin, a head person), used only in

ting desolately at the tomb with Mary Magdalene speaking of CHENANIAH (q . v.), “ the master of the

(Matt.27 :61; Mark 15:47 ),and at the dawn of Easter song ” ( 1 Chron. 15:27); in the Greek (TLOTáTIS, ep

morning she was again there with sweet spices, is-lat'-ace, Luke 5 : 5 ; 8:24 , 45 ; 17:13) .

which she hadprepared on the Friday night (Matt. 5. Oor ( IIeb. 77 , to wake), only so rendered

28 : 1 ; Mark 16 :1 ; Luke 23:56), and was one of in Mal. 2:12, " the master and the scholar; ” marg.

those who had “ a vision of angels, which said that him that waketh and him that answereth .” The

He was alive ” (Luke 24:23). It is probable that thought then would be, the master as stimulating

Clopas was dead,and that the two widowed sisters by questioning and admonishing his scholars. K.

lived together in one house. and D. ( Com ., in loc . ) think the phrase to be taken

5. Mary, Mother of Mark, also sister to from the night watchman.

Barnabas (Col. 4:10 ) . It would appear from Acts 6. Oy -kod -es-pot'-ace (Gr. oikodeonÓTIS, “master

4:37 , 12:12 , that while the brother disposed of bis of the liouse " ), the head of the family (Matt. 10 :

property for the benefit of the Church, the sister 25 ; Luke 13:25 ; 14:21 ).

gave up her house as one of the places of meeting. 7. Did -as' -kal-os (Gr. didá cahos, “ master ” ), in

The fact that Peter goes to that house on his re- the sense of instructor, was often applied to our

lease from prison indicates that there was some Lord, both by his disciples and others.

special intimacy (Acts 12:12) between them ,and this
8. Kath -ayg -ay -tace' (Gr. kaOnynths, “ one is

is confirmed by the language which he uses towardMark as being his “ son ” (1Pet. 6:13). “ It has master," Matt. 23 : 8, 10 ). Here “master” is used of

been surmised that filial anxiety abouther welfare a leader in the scholastic sense, i . e . , a teacher.

during the persecutions and the famine which
9. Ep - is -tat'-ace (Gr. Årlotátns, appointed over)

harassed the Church at Jerusalem wasthechief is used of any sort of superintendent or overseer.

cause of Mark's withdrawal from the missionary It isused for Rabbi(q. v.) by the disciples when

labors of Paul and Barnabas.” addressing Jesus (Luke 5 : 5 ; 8:24, 25 ; 9:33 , 49 ;

6. A Christian woman at Rome to whom Paul | 17:13).

sent greetings , as to one “ who bestowed much 10. “ Master " is the rendering of the Gr.

(Rom . 16 : 6 ) . kubepvítns, koo -ber -nay '-tace ( Acts 27:11), a sailing

MASCHIL . See MusicAL TERMS. master ; rendered “ shipmaster ” in Rev. 18:17 .

MASH (Heb. wia, mash, meaning unknown) , MATHU'SALA (Luke 3:37) . See METHUSE

one of the sons of Aram, the son of Shem (Gen.

10:23). In 1 Chron. 1:17 the name appears as MA’TRED (Heb. 77972, mat-rade', propel

Meshech. ling ), a daughter of Mezahab and mother of Me.

MAʼSHAL (Heb. Swiza, maw -shawl', entreaty ), hetabel, whowas wifeof Hadar (or Hadad) of Pau,

a Levitical town in Asher ( 1 Chron . 6:74). It was
king of Edom (Gen. 36:39 ; 1 Chron . 1:50).

assigned to the Gershonite Levites. Called Mishal MA’TRI (Heb. "ma, mat-ree', rain of Je.
in Josh. 21:30.

hovah), a Benjamite, and head of the family to

labor on us
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MATRIMONY MATTHEW

which Saul, the king of Israel, belonged (1 Sam. and grandson of David ,among the ancestry of our

10:21), B. C. considerably before 1030 . Lord (Luke 3:31).

MATRIMONY. See MARRIAGE. 2. An Israelite of the “ sons ” ( inhabitants) of

MAT'TAN (Heb. 772, måt-tawn ', a gift).
Hashum who put away his foreign wife in the

1. The priest of Baal slain before his altars in time of Ezra (Ezra 10:33), B. C. 456.

the idol temple at Jerusalem (2 Kings 11:18 ;
MATTATHI'AS (Gr. Martadías, mat -tath

2 Chron. 23:17), B. C. 836. He probably accom
ee'-as).

panied Athaliah ,thequeen mother, from Samaria.
1. The son of Amos and father of Joseph, in

2. The father of Sheplatiah, one of the princes the genealogy of our Lord (Luke 3:25 ).

who charged Jeremiah with treason and afterward
2. The son of Semei in the same catalogue

cast him into prison (Jer. 38 : 1-6) , B. C. before 588. (Luke 3:26). “ As no such name appears in the

MATTANAH (Heb. 72a, mat-taw -naw ', here unduly protract the interval limited by other
parallel passages of the Old Testament, and would

a gift), the fifty-third station ofIsrael, on the intimations of the generations, it is probably inter

north " side of Árnon (Num . 21:18, 19), “ twelve polated from No. 1 ” (Strong, Harmony and Expo
miles S. E.of Medabah, and probably to be seen sition of the Gospels, p . 16).

in Tedun, a place now lying in ruins, near the

source of theLejum .”
MATTENA'I (Heb. 9a, mat-ten -ah'ee, lib.

MATTANI’AH (Heb. .7907, mat-tan -yaw ', eral; probably a contraction ofMattaniah).

gift of Jah ; 7,777072, mat-tan -yaw '- hoo, in 1 Chron. (Ezra 10:33),and the other of Bani (10:37), who
1, 2. Israelites, one a son (or citizen) of Hashum

25 :4, 16 ; 2 Chron. 29:13).
put away their heathen wives after the captivity,

1. The original name of ZEDEKIAH ( q. v. ), king B. C. 456.

of Judah , which was changed when Nebuchadnez 3. A priest of the family of Joiarib, who lived

zar placed him on the throne instead of his in the time of Joiakim , the son of Jeshua (Neh .

nephew Jehoiachin (2 Kings 24:17). 12:19 ), B. C. after 536 .

2. A Levite singer of the family of Asaph, resi- MATTER. See GLOSSARY.

dent at Jerusalem after the captivity ( 1 Chron. 9 :

15), B. C. about 440. He is described as the son of
MATTHAN (Gr. Matbáv, mat-than ), the son

Micah (Micha, Neh. 11:17 ; Michaiah,12:35 ),and of Eleazar and father of Jacob, which lastwas

after the return from Babylon lived in thevillages father of Joseph, “ the husbandof Mary”(Matt.

of the Netophathites (1 Chron. 9:16 ),or Netophathi 1:15), B. C. considerably before 40.

(Neh. 12:28), which the singers had built in the MATTHAT (Gr. Mardát, mat-that).

neighborhood of Jerusalem (12:29). As leader of 1. The son of Levi, and father of Heli, whowas

the temple choir after its restoration ( 11:17 ; 12 : 8 ) the father of the Virgin Mary (Luke 3:24), B. C.

in the time of Nehemiah , he took part in the nu- before 22.

sical service which accompanied the dedication of 2. The son of another Levi, and father of Jorim

the wall of Jerusalem ( 12:35 ). We find him among (Luke 3:29) .

the Levites of the second rank, “ keepers of the MATTHEW.-1. Name and Family. (Gr.

thresholds ” (Neh. 12:25) .
Matbaios, mat-thah '-yos, contraction of Mattathias,

3. One of the fourteen sons of Heman, whose a gift of Jehovah .) The son of a certain Alpheus,
office it was to blow the horns in the temple serv- and surnamned Levi (Mark 2:14 ; Luke 5:27). It is

ice as appointed by David. He had charge of the not known whetherhis father was the same with

ninth division of musicians (1 Chron. 25:4, 16 ), the Alpheus named as the father of James the

B. C. about 960. He is possibly the same with Less, buthewas probably another.

the father of Jeiel , and descendant of Asaph, and

ancestor of Jahaziel the Levite in the reign offession . Matthew's residence was at Capernaum ,
2. Personal History. (1) Residence and pro

Jehoshaphat (2 Chron. 20:14 ).
4. Adescendant of Asaph,the Levite minstrel, and he was a publican. There was atthat timea

who assistedin the purification of the temple in large population surrounding the Lake of Gennes

the reign of Hezekiah (2 Chron. 29:13), B.c .719. aret; its fisheries supplied a source of livelihood,

5. An Israelite " of the sons of Elam ” who di: and its surface was alive with a busy navigation

and traffic. A customhouse was established at

vorced his Gentile wife after the exile (Ezra 10:
Capernaum by the Romans, and Matthew was tax

26) , B. C. 456 .

6-8. Three Israelites - one a descendant ( or Romans of rank and wealth , who farmed or let
collector. The publicans proper were usually

resident) of Zattu (Ezra 10:27); another,“ of the out the business of collecting to resident deputies,

(i.e., inhabitants) of Pahath-moab(10: who were called portitors
. Itwas to this class30 ); and still another, a descendant (or resident) that Matthew belonged. (2) His call. While

of Bani(10:37)—who put away their Gentile wives Matthew was thus occupied, “ sitting at the re

after the captivity, B. C. 456.
9. A Levite , father of Zaccur and grandfather ceipt of custom ,” Jesus said to him , “ Follow me.”

of Hanan, the under treasurer who had charge of He probably already knew Jesus, for he imme
the offerings for the Levitesin the time of Ne. diately arose and followed him ” (Matt. 9:9 ;

hemiah (Neh .13:13),B.C.considerablybefore 444. Mark 2:14 ; Luke 6:27, 28). Shortly after Mat
thew made “

MAT’TATHA (Luke3:31 ). SeeMattathah,1. honor of Jesus (Luke 5:29 ; Matt. 9:10 ; Mark 2:
a great feast in his own house " in

MATTATHAH (Heb . Apa), mat-tal-taw', 15 ), and perhaps as a farewell to his old associates,

gift of Jah. for “ many publicans and sinners came and sat

1. (A. V. “ Mattatha ” .) The son of Nathan | down ” (Matt. 9:10). After this we find no men .

>
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MATTHEW , GOSPEL OF MAZZAROTH

"

tion of him savein the catalogues of the apostles ark to Jerusalem ,andto act as doorkeeper (15:18,
(Luke 6:15) , and his presence in the “ .upper room 21 ; 16 : 5), B. C. about 988.

in Jerusalem after our Lord's ascension ( Acts 1 : 3. An Israelite, one of the " sons " (residents)

13). The gospel which bears his name was writ. of Nebo, who put away his Gentile wife after the

ten by the apostle, according to the testimony of exile (Ezra 10:43), B. C. 456.

all antiquity. Tradition relates that Matthew 4. One of those who stood at the right hand of

preached in Judea after the ascension for a num- Ezra when he read the law to the people (Neh. 8 :

ber of years (twelve or fifteen ), and then went to 4 ), B, C. about 445.

foreign nations.
MATTOCK, an agricultural implement like a

MATTHEW , GOSPEL OF. See BIBLE, pickax, with a wide point for grubbing up and
BOOKS OF .

digging out roots and stones. It is the rendering

MATTHI'AS (Gr. Mardias, mat- thee' - as, gift of three Hebrew words :

of Jehovah). Of the family of Matthias no account 1. Makh -ar -ay -shaw ' (Heb. Tunne, 1 Sam . 13:
is given, and of his life we have no account, ex 20, 21 ), the meaning of which is quite obscure, as

cepting theincident narrated in Acts 1:15–26, the word mightdenote any kind of edged tool, even

viz. , his being chosen an apostle. The one hun

dred and twenty were assembled at Jerusalem ,

waiting for the baptism of the Holy Ghost; and,

at the suggestion and under the supervision of

Peter, proceeded to fill the place among the twelve

left vacant by the defection and death of Judas

Iscariot . Peter “ laid down ” the essential quali

fications for the apostolic office — the having been

one of the companions of Christ from his baptism

by John till his ascension — and declared the ob

ject of the election “ to be a witness with us of

his resurrection ” (5:21 , 22). Two such men were

chosen , but the ultimate decision was referred to

God himself by the sacred trial of the lot, accom

panied by prayer. The two were Joseph, called

Barsabas, and surnamed the Just ; and Matthias,

upon the latter of whom the lot fell . He was

straightway numbered among the apostles. Noth

ing reliable is recorded of his after life. He

is not mentioned again in the New Testament.
Egyptian Hoes .

Eusebius and Epiphanius believed him to be one

of the seventy disciples. One tradition says that the ax favors its being a hoe.
a plowshare ; but the fact that it is coupled with

he preached the Gospel in Judea, and was then

stoned to death by the Jews. _Others make him a
2. Kheh '-reb (Heb. 27 ). The expression“ with

martyr-by crucifixion - in Ethiopia or Colchis, their mattocks round about" (2 Chron. 34 : 6 , marg.

An apocryphal gospel was published under his “ maul ” ) is thought by some to mean “ in their

name, and Clement of Alexandria quotes from the ruins,” etc. Others understand a hoe or spade.

Traditions of Matthias (Kitto, Smith ). 3. Mah -dare' (Heb. 77 , Isa. 7:25), a weeding
The Lot. According to Grotius, this was taken hook or hoe.

by means of two urns . In one they placed two rolls
MAUL, or MALL (Heb. papa, may- feets', aof paper, with the names of Joseph and Matthias

written within them, and in the other two rolls, breaker), only in Prov. 25:18, “ A man that beareth

one with the word “ apostle ” and the other blank; false witness against his neighbor is a maul.” The

and one roll was drawn from each urn simulta- | language of Solomon suggests that he probably

neously. Clarke (Com .) thinks that the selection meant some weapon of war, in which case it might

was by ballot, the Lord directing the mind of the represent a mace or battleax. See Armor.

majority to vote for Matthias. In the case of se- MAW (Heb. 1777, kay-baw', hollow ), the rought,

lection by lot there was no chance, for the lot is i.e. , the fourth stomach of ruminating animals, in

cast into the lap (properly uru ) ; but the whole which the digestion of the food is completed. It

disposing thereof is ofthe Lord ” (Prov. 16:33) . was esteemed (like tripe) a great delicacy among

MATTITHI'AH (Heb.. ,mat-tith -yaw ', the ancients . This, with the shoulder and the

gift of Jehovah ; prolonged from 2777ni, mnat- cheeks of a sacrificial animal, was given to the

tith -yaw '-hoo, in 1 Chron . 15:18 , 21 ; 25 : 3 , 21 ).
priest (Deut. 18 : 3).

1. A Levite, the eldest son of Shallum the MAZ'ZAROTH (Heb. nima, maz-zaw -roth ',

Korabite, whohad chargeof the baked offerings , only in Job 38:32), the twelve signs of the zodiac,

" things that were made in the pans ” ( 1 Chron. which were imagined as menazil, i. e . , lodging

9:31), probably after the exile, B. C, about 445. houses ; or burug, strongholds, in which one after

2. One of the sons of Jeduthun, a Levite ap- another the sun lodges as it describes the circle of

pointed by David chief of the fourteenth division the year. The question, “ Canst thou bring forth

of the temple musicians ( 1 Chron . 25 : 3 , 21 ). He Mazzaroth in his season ? ” means, Canst thou

is probably the same as the one appointed to bring forth the zodiacal sign for each month, so

assist in the musical service at the removal of the that it becomes visible after sunset and is visible

>
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MEADOW MEDIA

FERINGS .

"

before sunset ? To these priests offered incense ; MEAT OFFERING . See SACRIFICIAL OF

were abolished by Josiah (2 Kings 23 : 5).

( MEADOW , the rendering of two Hebrew MEBUNNAI (Heb. 153 ??, meb -oon -nah'ee,
words, neither of which appears to have this construction ). In this form appears, in one pas
meaning : sage only (2 Sam. 23:27), the name of one of

1. Aw '-khoo (Heb.10$, Gen, 41 :2 , 18), probably David's guard, who is elsewhere called Sibbechai
an Egyptian term. The same form is retained by (2 Sam . 21:18; 1 Chron. 20 :4 ), or Sibbecai ( 1 Chron.

the Coptic version. Its use in Job 8:11 (A. V. 11:29 ; 27:11),in the A. V. The reading “ Sib

“flag ” ) seemsto show that it is not a “ meadow ," bechai” is evidently the true one.

but some kind of reed or water plant. But as MECHERATHITE (Heb. 07., mek -ay.
during high inundations of the Nile—such inun- raw -thee', from the word meaning a sword), a native
dations as are the cause of fruitful years—the or inhabitant of Mecherah (1 Chron. 11:36 ) ; from

whole of the land on either side is a marsh,and 2 Sam . 23:34 it would appear to be a corruption

as the cultivation extends up to the very lip of the for Maachathite.

river, is it not possible that it may denote the

herbage of the growing crops ?
ME’DAD (Heb. 77-79, may-dawd’, loving), one

2. Mah-ar -ek' (Heb. .7732, stripped , Judg. 20: ofthe seventy elders chosen to assist Mosesin the

3 , “ the meadows of Gibeah " ). This term is un mained behind in the camp, and were not among
government of the people. He and Eldad re

certain in its meaning, but probably stands for a the rest of the seventy at the tabernacle. When

region stripped of wood, a treeless district.
the Spirit came upon these it descended also upon

ME'AH (Heb . ??, may-aw ', a hundred ), one Medad and Eldad, so that they prophesied. A

of the towers on the wall of Jerusalem, rebuilt by lad reported the matter to Moses, who did not

Nehemiah ( 3 : 1 ; 12:39), near to the sheep gate,which forbid them ,as requested by Joshua, but replied,

Porter thinks adjoined the temple onthe north . “ Would God that all the Lord's people were

The Castle Antonia afterward occupied the same prophets,” etc. (Num . 11:26, sq . ), B. C. 1209.

position (see HANANEEL).
MEDAN (Heb. 77 ?, med-awn', contention ),

MEAL. 1. Keh'-makh (Heb. 17127?, marrou ), the third son of Abraham and Keturah (Gen. 25 : 2 ;

the fatness of wheat or barley,i. e. , its ground 1 Chron. 1:32), B. C. after 2250.

substance (Num. 5:15 ; 1 Kings 4:22, etc. ).
MEDE (Heb. " 773, maw-dah'ee), an inhabitant

2. Keh'-makh so' -leth (Heb.no nie ?, Gen. 18 : 6, of Media (q. v. ) .

“ fine meal;" Gr. å hevpov,al -yoo-ron , Matt. 13:33 ;
MED'EBA (Heb. *????, may-deb-aw', water

Luke 13:21 ), the est portion flour (q . v. ).
of quiet), a city of great antiquity in Moab (Num .21 :

MEALS, MEAL TIME. See Food, 5 (4 ). 30), belonging to Reuben ( Josh. 13:16). It was a

MEAN . See GLOSSARY. sanctuary of the Moabites in the days of Ahaz, and

MEARAH (Heb. 6777 ?, meh -aw -raw ', a cave), is named as one of the cities of Moab in the pro

a place between Tyre and Sidon (Josh. 13 :4 ). Pos- phetic curse recorded in Isa. 15: 2. When the Am

sibly only a cave, although extensive ruins are monites were defeated by Joab they found refuge

thought by Robinson possibly to be those of in Medeba (1 Chron. 19: 1-15 ). The ruins, about

“ Mearah of the Sidonians.”
eighteen miles E. of the Dead Sea, still remain,

MEASURE. See METROLOGY.
those of a large temple and extensive cisterns be.

MEASURING LINE. . See METROLOGY, 1 .
ing important. Possibly the name is derived from

these cisterns. Roads and streets can still be

MEAT. This word does not appear to be traced. See SUPPLEMENT.

used in the Bible in the sense of animal food,

which is denoted uniformly by “ flesh.” Perhaps
MEDIA (Heb. " 773, rendered “ Madai," Gen.

the following may be exceptions : “ Savory meat" 10 : 2 ; 1 Chron . 1 :5 ; “ Media,” Esth . 1: 3, 14, 18 ;

(Gen. 27:4 ) ; corn and bread and meat " (45:23). 10 : 2 ; Isa. 21 : 2 ; Dan. 8:20 ; “ Median ,” Dan. 6:31 ;

The only real and inconvenient ambiguity caused *77?. “ Media,” R. V. Ezra 6 : 2 ; elsewhere

by the change which has taken place in the mean- Mede(s ) ), a country southwest of the Caspian

ing of the word is in the case of the “ meat offer. Sea. ( The abbreviationsin parenthesis are of au.

ing,” which consisted solely of four and oil, sac.thorities quoted at close of article.)

rifices of flesh being confined to the other offerings . 1. Physical Features. ( 1) Boundaries. The

Several other words, distinct in the original , are Median empire in its palmy days , just before the

rendered “ meat ; ” but none of them presents Persian uprising in 559 B. C., extended from the

any special interest except teh -ref (Heb. 977, Halys to the borders of Afghanistan, and from

something torn ). This word would be perhaps the Caspian Sea to the Persian Gulf (Spr., pl . ii).

more accurately rendered “ prey,” or “ booty.” Its Media proper was bounded north by Armenia,

use in Psa . 111:5 , especially when taken in con- northeast by the mountains along the Caspian,

nection with the word rendered “ good under- east and southeast by Hyrcania and Parthin, south

standing ” in v. 10, which would rather be, as in by Elam (Susiana ), and west by Assyria.

the margin, “ good success," throws a new and (2) Extent. Its length from northeast to south

unexpected lightover the familiar phrases of that west was about 600 miles, its breadth 250; its

beautiful psalm . In the New Testament the area, about 150,000 square miles (R. , 255 ; S. B.D.,

variety of theGreek words thus rendered is equally “ Media " ), was almost exactly that of our united

great. See Food ; GLOSSARY. Virginias and Carolinas (150,200 ; R. and M., 15 ).
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Media may be likened to our California, with its east of Lake Urumiyel. The Aji-Su, farther

158,360 square miles, its parallel mountain ranges, north, is salt.

its oblong form and curved coast ( though convex One of the most valuable of all the Median

instead of concave ), its relative proportion of land rivers is the Zenderud. From the eastern flank

and water ( 155,980 to 2,380 ; R. and M., 160), its of the Kuhizerd (Yellow Mountain) it flows easterly

latitude, and itsrange of temperature, the figures past the great city of Ispahan — so long the capi.

being for Red Bluff in northern California 18° to tal of Persia - into the desert country beyond,

112° (R. and M. , l. c. ), and for Azerbijan in Media where it is absorbed in irrigation .” Though but

zero to 100 ° (R., 285 ). 120 or 130 miles in length , it is a large river, and

(3) Divisions. The usual division was into gives “ to this partof Iran asylvancharacter scarcely

Atropatene ( Azerbijan ), in the northwest, and in found elsewhere on the plateau.” Lake Urumiyeh

the southeast Media Magna, corresponding to (ancient Spanta, Arm . Kapotan Zow, from its blue

Irak-Ajerni and Ardelan, though some would ex- color ), 4,200 feet above the sea , is about eighty

tend it south to include Luristan. Atropatene miles long (N. N. E. to S. S. W.) by twenty - five

may bave been the original home of the Medes. wide. It is never over four fathoms deep, and

Perhaps it was the Varena of the Vendidad, its its average of two fathoms is rarely attained within

capital often being called Vara or Vera. The two miles of the shore. It is salt, heavy, and

district may be the Assyrian Bikan (R., 262 ), destitute of fish , like the Dead Sea .

which name may represent the “ bijan " of Azer- (6) Productions. The mineral productions of

bijan ( id. 192, note 5 ). Athrapaiti means “ lord Media were various, especially the celebrated

of fire ;" Athrapata, one protected by fire " Tabriz marble, which is sometimes cut so thin as

(D., 74 ). In middle Persian thename is Aturpatkan ; to be used for window glass ; salt in abundance

modern Persian, Aderbeijan, which means “ pro- from saline springs and streams, and also in the

tected by fire ." “ The naphtha springs must have form of rock salt, saltpeter,sulphur,alum , naphtha,

caused this region to appear as one highly favored gypsum, and talc (R. , 293, 294 ); metals, iron,

by the gods in the eyes of such zealous worship- copper, and native steel , with indications of lead

ers of fire as the Arians of Iran ” (D. , 271 ) . and arsenic, and with traditions of gold and silver

(4 ) Climate. Media Atropatene (Azerbijan) is near Takht-i-Suleiman (id., ib . ).

anAlpine region in the latitude of San Francisco , Vegetation is abundant where there is water.

with a climate resembling that of northern New The valleys and hillsides yield the ordinary kinds

England (R., 284-5 ). The plateau has a snowy of grain and vegetables, with rice and cotton.

winter from early December to March . In range " The usual timber trees of the country ” are the

of temperature it is comparable to Sacramento poplar, which is most in demand for ng ; the

(19° to 108° ; R. and M., 160 ). It has little rain or oriental plane, which “is preferred for furniture ; "

dew, and is subject to hot and cold gusts , and to the willow, and the walnut. In addition , the ash

various wonderful optical illusions (R. , 287, 288). and the terebinth, or turpentine tree , are common

The Zagros region has a great variety of climate, in Zagrus, and in the watered parts of the plateau

from the seven months' winter and cool summer the cypress, elm, and cedar are found . Orchards

of the mountains to the sultry, unhealthy climate thrive where there is water, but the unwatered

of the river valleys. parts of the plateau yield only “ the tamarisk and

(5 ) Character of the country. Asa whole it is a few other sapless shrubs,” such as the soapwort

comparatively sterile , being watered by scanty (R., 289, sq . ).

streams, mostly running in valleys too deep for Fish are not abundant, the waters mostly being

irrigating purposes, and sometimes salt. It is a oversalt or else failing in summer. Reptiles, as

land of ranges of bare rock with flat arid plains of lizards, snakes, and scorpions, are common enough,

gravel and clay. But in April and May, after the and so are insects, especially the mosquito and

spring rains, the land clothes itself with verdure; the destructive locust . Birds are well represented

and in some places, as in the river valleys and by the eagle, bustard , pelican , stork , pheasant,

about LakeUrumiyeh, it is green the year round . quail, several kinds of partridges, and many

(a) Mountains. Atropatene, whose valleys are smaller birds, like swallows and sparrows (R. , 296–

from 4,000 to 5,000 feet above the sea ( R. , 284 ) , 300) .

is " shut in by mighty summits, which reach a The most common wild animals are of course

height of morethan 12,000 feet''(D.,270-1). Along the jackal, then the stag, wild goat (ibex) , and wild

the Caspian Sea lay the Caspian ( Elburz) range, boar, then the bear, antelope, and many others.

with Mount Coronus (Demavend) near the north- . The principal domestic animals are the camel,

eastern frontier, towering to a height of over of three varieties, the low , two-humped Bactrian,

20,000 feet, probably “ the highest summit in the taller, lighter Arabian, and a highly valued

Asia west of the Himalayas ” ( R., 252, and note cross between the two ; the horse, also of three

1 , and 253). On the southwest lay the six or varieties, the large, powerful, enduring, long

seven ridges of the Zagrus, with an elevation legged , light -bodied, big -headed Turkoman, the

of 18,000 feet. Thus was Media walled_in lighter, but perfectly formed Arabian , and a cross

by mountains on three sides . (0) Rivers. The between the two which is called “ wind-footed,"

Kizil Uzen (Amardus) after meandering 490 miles and is most prized of all ; the dog, especially a

in a direct distance of 220, and draining a tract large greyhound , perhaps of Macedonian origin,

180 miles long and 150 broad, flows through which is used in conjunction with the falcon in

the Elburz range into the Caspian (R., 258). hunting the antelope ; the useful mule, and an in

The parallel Jaghetu and Tatan , from Mount ferior variety of ass ;the cat, and the buffalo (R. ,

lagrus, water the rich plain of Miyandab south | 300-302). Media was famous in the olden time as

a
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a nursery of valiant men and excellent horses Struchates, Budii,Parætaceni, and Magi . Ragozin

(D., 268 , quoting Polybius), the latter apparently ( Story of Media , 267, 268) translates the first

the Turkoman breed mentioned above. "Aryan people ” (Pers. Ariazantu ), and the others,

(7) Cities. (a) Ecbatana, the Achmetha (Heb. except Magi, “ natives," " nomads," " dwellers in

anas) of Ezra 6 :2, the Ecbatana (Gr. 'Exfárava) only the first were
Aryans,the others being sub.

tents,” and isowners of the soil,” and holds that

and perhaps the Agbatana ('Ayßárava ) of the ject races, mostly Turanian.

Greeks, the Hang âna (T., 408 ; 12 G. , 851 ;

comp. D., 307) orHagmatan (a) (R., 262) of the Medians is attested by the appearanceof Madai
3. History. The extreme antiquity of the

Medes and Persians, the modern Hamadan, was
built on a plain at the foot of Mount Orontes (Heb. "72, which everywhere else means Mede(s),

(Elwend). It was probably unwalled , like most Media(n )) among the sons of Japheth, in Gen. 10: 2 ;

Median and Persian cities. The description in 1 Chron. 1 : 5 . Berosus, also, a priest of Belus at

Judith 1 :2-4 may refer to the northern Écbatana Babylon, born during the reign of Alexander the

(Gaza). The Ecbatana of 2 Macc. 9 : 3 is Hama- Great, and an excellent authority on Babylonian

dan. The distinguishing feature of this Ecbatana history, records a dynasty of eight Median kings

was the royal palace, one thousand four hundred who reigned at Babylon for two hundred and

and twenty yards in circuit (Polyb. , x , 27, $9 ), and twenty -four years, B. C. 2458-2234 (Tiele, 93 ;

not far off was the strong citadel . (6 Gaza, though Rawlinson, 376, gives 2286–2052 ). Our

called also Gazaca, Cauzaca (Takht-i-Suleiman ), knowledge of this early Median expansion is

the chief city of northern Media, is thought by mostly confined to the following fragment of

some to have been called Ecbatana, and to have Berosus: “ After these, who held the kingdom in

been the Agbatana of Hd. , i , 98 , 99. This city unbroken succession, he says that suddenly the

was built on and about a conical hill. At the top Medes, having collected their forces, took Babylon,

were the royal palace and the treasuries. The and there set up kings (tyrannos) of theirown

slopes were occupied by seven walls with battle- people. Hence he gives also the names of eight

ments of different colors. Outside were the other Median kings (tyrannorum ), and their years twenty

buildings of the town . This remained an impor- four over two hundred .”

tant city down to the thirteenth century of our There are Aryan traces in the reading of some

(c) Raga, or Rhages, in the extreme east of early Chaldean ideographs, and possibly in the

Media, near the Caspian Gates. In the first Far- name Ari-och in Gen. 14 : 1. According to Strabo,

gard of the Vendidad Ragha is the twelfth of the the Medes took their name from Medus, son of the

primitive Aryan settlements, “ and one in which famous Medeia and Ægeus. This tends to con

the faithful were mingled with unbelievers ” (R., firm their great antiquity.

272, note 1 ). Its celebrity appears from Tobit Traces are found of a western expansion of the

1:14 ; 4 : 1 ; 9: 1, etc.; Judith 1:5, 15 ( id. , notes Medes " in the Mat-ieni of Zagrus and Cappadocia ,

2 and 3). It gave name to a province (Rhagiana), in the Sauro -matce (or northern Medes) of the

and is mentioned as late as the timeof Alexander country between the Palus Mæotis and the Cas.

the Great . ( d ) Aspadana was the modern Ispa- pian, in the Mætæ or Mæotæ of the tract about

han . (e) Bagistan (Behistun ) derives its renown the mouth of the Don, and in the Mædi of

from its rock on which were inscribed the brave Thrace ” (R. , 374, 375). Of course, conclusions

deeds of monarchs, from Semiramis (traditionally) founded on the agreement of a single syllable
down to the Parthians in the reign of Claudius, must be received with caution. But it is interest.

especially by Darius in bis famous Behistun in- ing to find that the Sigynnæ, still farther west,

scription. The name Bagistan, place of God, between the Danube and the Adriatic, wore Median

reminds us of the Hebrew Beth -el, “ house of dress , and declared that they were colonists of the

God ." Medes (Mýdwv åTOLKOI, Hd. , 5, 9). That a race of

Other towns were Adrapan (Arteman ), on the mountaineers should have spread themselves to.

southern face of Elwend near its base," and Con. ward the west at that early period without found.

cobar (the modern Kungawaz ), not far off, on the ing any very long-enduring dominion accords quite

road to Bagistan (R. , 278). But, as a whole, “ the well with the history of the powerful but short

towns of Media were fewand of no great account. lived Median empire of Cyaxares and Astyages.

The Medes did not love to congregate in large Shalmaneser II in his twenty- fourth year (836

cities , but preferred to scatter themselves in B. C.; T., 203) made an expedition into Media.

villages over their broad and varied territory." This was repeated by his son , Shamshirammân,

Indeed, the only towns of importance were the in his third year (about 821 B. C.). The conquest

capital, Gazaca, and Rhages. Walls were “ not of Media was a leading object with his son

required by a people whose country was full of Rammânnirâri III (811-783). Tiglath-pileser II

natural fastnesses ." Their largest cities were of received tribute from Median princes in 744, and

moderate size, with little “ architectural splendor;" | in Media he carried on war between 739 and 735.

their buildings were of “ perishable material ;” Sargon II reckoned Media the most eastern part
" and in the whole of Media modern researches have of his dominions. Thither he carried some of his

failed to bring to light a single edifice which can Samaritan captives (2 Kings 17 :6 ; 18:11), perhaps

be assigned with any show of probability to the deporting Medes tomakeroom forthem. About

period of the empire ” (R., 277) ; much less to the 710 he reduced twenty-eight Median governors

ruder times preceding.
of cities (Stadtvögten , T., 263). Operations in

2. Tribes. According to Herodotus, there Media were continued by Sennacherib, perhaps

were six Median tribes, the Arizanti, Busæ, | about 702 B. C. Esar-haddon, about 671 , pene
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trated farther into Media than any of his prede- turned to the attack, defeated the Assyrians in

cessors, and received presents from princes still the field, and was advancing to the siege of

more remote. Nineveh , when he was suddenly recalled to defend

But thepower ofMedia was rapidly crystallizing. his home from the Scythians . He was defeated,

Ashurbanipal (B. C. 668 -about 626) tells of no and Media becametributary to the Scythians. But

Median expeditions. According to Herodotus (i, 96- the rugged country had little to detain hungry in.

100), the first king, Deïoces , was chosen about vaders, and they pressed on to fairer regions.

710 B. C., on account of the fame which he had Their sway had been irritating rather than in.

acquired for justice and wisdom . The chronology jurious. In time the Medes took courage, slew

of Herodotus is as follows (S. B. M. , “ Deroces " ): many of the Scythians at a feast, and after a while

Deioces from 710-709 to 657-656 = 53 years.
expelled the rest (R. , 388–391).

Phraortes from 657-656 to 635-634 = 22 Cyaxares now allied himself with Elam and

Cyaxares from 635-634 to 595-594 = 40 " Chaidea. The Assyrian general, Nabopolassar,

Astyages from 595–594 to 560-559 = 35 "
went over to the Medes, receiving thedaughter of

But Tiele (407, 408) makes Herodotus place the Cyaxares as a wife for his son Nebuchadnezzar.

accession of Deïoces (perhaps Dayaukku, which The story of the last struggle of Assyria is told

name, however, he regards as a title, like Pharaob , by Ctesias (Diod . Sic ., ii , 25-28 ). According to

rather than a proper name) about 700 B. C., in this account, the allied army of four hundred thou

the reign of Sennacherib ; and some, building sand Medes, Babylonians, Persians (who had been

partly on Josephus (Ant. , X, 2, $2), connect the reduced to subjection by Phraortes, Grote, iii,

uprising of Media with the destruction of Sen. 230) , and Arabs was thrice defeated. Then, being

nacherib's army (2 Kings 19:35 ; 2 Chron . 32:21 ; reinforced from Bactria, it surprised the Assyrians

Iza. 37:36). by night, and drove them in confusion to Nineveh,

The discrepancy between Herodotus and the to which, after two more victories , it laid regular

Assyrian accounts of conquests in Media may not siege. After two full years an unusual overflow

be as great as it looks. As has been said, the of the Tigris swept away so much of the wall that

Medes were scattered over their extensive terri- it could not be repaired . Then the Assyrian king,

tory in small independent villages . On the side despairing of further resistance , burned himself

toward Assyria these must have been for the and his household , with his chief treasures, in

most part mountain fastnesses, with land for pas- his palace (R. , 394, 395). This “ is a narrative

ture and tillage. The princes were commanders that hangs well together, and that suits both

or head men of these strongholds, to whom Tiele the relations of the parties and the localities.

(263, 334, etc.) gives the title Stadtvögt (bailiff or Moreover, it is confirmed in one or two points by

provost) . The Assyrian conquests would be the authorities of the highest order."

capture of these villages, either singly or in local The fall of Nineveh must have occurred between

confederacies. As a result more distant towns 608 and 605, thus about 607–6. This is the

would send presents to buy off the invader or to usual date (606 according to Clinton, Grote , iii ,

gain his support as an ally. These operations note on p . 226 ; Grote himself says “ about 600 ” ),

seemed large to the Assyrian kings, because they though Rawlinson, 391, inclines to 625 or 624.

were accomplished by hard marching and fighting, In the division of the Assyrian empire Nabo

because they were valuable as a means of training polassar took Babylonia, Chaldea, and Susiana

the Assyrian armies, and because they augmented (Dan. 8: 2 , 27) , the Euphrates valley and the lands

the extent and the fame of the empire. But they toward the south and west, to the frontier of

had little influence on the development of the Egypt. Cyaxares and the Medes took Assyria

Median nation. and its northern and eastern dependencies. But

On the other hand, the account in Herodotus Cyaxares did not rest on his laurels. He extended

points to a gradual growth, beginning on a small his dominions to the river Halys on the west, to

scale with such towns as could be reached by the the Black and Caspian Seas and perhaps to the

personal influence or the reputation of Deioces. Caucasus on the north , to the Tigris and the Per

This fact, together with the fact that the Medes sian Gulf on the south, and to the desert and the

were Aryans like the Greeks, and lived on the border of Afghanistan on the east. This exten.

Greek plan oftown autonomy, and that the story sion may have been in part voluntary submission

was told by a Greek, may explain the Greek flavor made to escape the inroads of the Scythians and

noticed in it by Grote, iii, 228. The setting up general anarchy.

of Deioces may remind us a little of the anointing The rise of Media was also accompanied by an

of David at Hebron in 2 Sam. 2 :4 . And the time influx of Aryans, who overpowered the old Tura

from 710 or 700 B. C. is quite short enough, even nian masters of Armenia and Cappadocia . This,

with the aid of a supposed fresh Aryan migration , too, might have paved the way for Median su

to account for so mighty a growth of the Median premacy.

power ; for about 634 the Median army, Minerva- The next object of attack was Lydia, which had

like, sprung without warning from the passes of grown strong and united by the patriotic war of

Zagrus to the rich Assyrian lands below. This Alyattes for the expulsion of the Cimmerians from

first army was totally defeated by Ashurbanipal, Asia Minor. This war was waged with great

and the king, Phraortes (Fravartis), slain (Hd. , i , numbers and great zeal for six years. The two

102) . His son and successor, Cyaxares (Uvak- kingdoms were left as they were when the war

shatra), united and improved the army, which had broke out;but Cyaxares guined a friend and an

before consisted of separate tribal contingents ally where he had previously had a jealous enemy.

under the command of their chiefs. Then he re - For it was agreed that the two kings should swear
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friendship, and that to cement the alliance Alyattes Persians and Medes. If Cyrus was really the

should give his daughter Aryênis in marriage to grandson of Astyages, the outside world saw only

Astyages, the son of Cyaxares. Thus the terri- à palace revolution. And as Astyages seems to

tory from the Ægean Sea to the Persian Gulf was have had no son, Cyrus might easily have been

ruled by three related and harmonious kings, thus : regarded as his rightful heir. These things, to

gether with the remoteness of Lydia and the

Alyattes Cyaxares Nabopolassar change of sovereignty at Babylon, may explain

how it was that Media received no assistance from

Croesus Aryênis m . Astyages Amuhia m.Nebuchadnezzar either of its allies (R. , 427).

With the capture of Astyages, “ if Media de

scended from her preeminent rank, it was to oc
Mandane m . Cambyses (a Persian cupy a station only a little below the highest, and

one which left her a very distinct superiority over
all the subject races (R. , 427). Nor was the

Cyrus.

valor of the Medes lost. * Originally equal, if

Under this triple crown these lands were at rest not superior, to their close kindred, the Persians,

from the date of the peace between Alyattes and they were throughout the whole period of Persian

Cyaxares (probably 610 B. C.) for “ nearly half a supremacy only second to them in courage and

century,” except as disturbed by Nec(h )o's three warlike qualities, and in the 4th century of

years' possession of Idumea, Palestine, Phænicia, our era they were still warlike and formidable

and Syria, in the days of Josiah, B. C. about 608- |(“ pugnatric natio et formidanda,” Amm. Marc.,

606 (2 Kings 23:29 ; 24: 7 ; 2 Chron. 35:23). Seven xxiii, 6 ; see R., 309, and note 12). Subsequent

or eight years later the Median king sent a con- Median history belongs to the history of Persia.
tingent with Nebuchadnezzar when he marched to 4. Manners andCustoms. TheMedes “were

quell disturbances in the same quarter ( Jer. 46). brave, energetic, enterprising,” andwhen brought

Cyaxares died , according to Herodotus, in 593, into contact with civilization they became nearly

after a reign of forty years, and was succeeded as highly civilized as the Assyrians ; but they

by his son ,Astyages (Ishtuvègu; T., 621 ). Cyaxaesr were rathermore barbaric, and displayed no

was a bold , ambitious warrior rather than a states. great originality beyond “ a stately dress and a new

Astyages was said to be remarkably hand style of architecture ” (R. , 311). “ The world is

some, cautious, and of an easy and generous tem- scarcely indebted to them for a single important

per. He kept a brilliant court, and was content addition to the general stock of its ideas " ( id. 312).

with the empire transmitted to him , except that But we must not forget that the Medes and Per

he is said to have reached the Caspian by taking sians did a great work in preparing the way for

in the Cadusians. According to Herodotus, i , the diffusion ofGreek language and thought under
107, and Xenophon, Cyr., i, 2, 81 , his daughter Alexander the Great and his successors.
Mandane was married to Cambyses, a Persian , and The Medes greatly resembled the Persians. In

became the mother of CYRUS TAE Great (q . v.). our only sculptured representation , the Behistun

The greatest extent of the Median empire may bas relief, the artist makes no special difference.

have been five hundred thousand square miles, “as We may take the sculptures of the Achæmenian

large as Great Britain, France, Spain, and Portugal kings as specimens of both Medes and Persians,

put together ” (R. , 428). The weakness of Media, assuming the Medes to have been the ruder of the
aside from the effects of luxury, is attributed to two. These sculptures “ exhibit to us a very noble

its lack of organization. The Median empire was variety of the human species—a tall form , grace.

congeries of kingdoms” never fused into a ful and stately; a physiognomy handsome and

single nation . “ The Medes, we are told , only pleasing, often somewhat resembling the Greek ;

claimed direct suzerainty over the nations im- the forehead high and straight, the nose nearly in

mediately upon their borders; remote tribes the same line, long and well formed, sometimes

they placed under these, and looked to them to markedly aquiline ; the upper lip short, commonly

collect and remit the tribute of the outlying shaded by a mustache; the chin rounded, and

country ” (R. , 429, where the truth of the statement generally covered with a curly beard. The hair

is not guaranteed ). “ It is doubtful if they called evidently grew in great plenty, and the race was

on the subject nations for any contingents of proud of it. On the top of the head it was worn

troops. We never hear of their doing so . Prob . smooth, but it was drawn back from the forehead

ably, like the Assyrians, they made their conquests and twisted into a row of crisp curls, while at the

with armies composed entirely of native soldiers, same time it was arranged with a large mass of

or of these combined with such forces as were similar small, close ringlets at the back of the

sent to their aid by princes in alliance with them ” head and over the ears ” (R., 307) . But there is

( id . , ib . ). in the Assyrian face a rugged strength which we

" Of all the ancient oriental monarchies the do not find in the Persian .

Median was the shortest in duration ." But this The Median women were famed for size and

is , perhaps, not so much due to any exceeding beauty. “ The Aryan races seem in the olden times

weakness of that empire itself as to its fortune in to have treated women with a certain chivalry

coming into contact so soon with so masterful an which allowed the full development of their physi

antagonist as Cyrus, and to the fact that the cal powers , and rendered them specially attractive
Medes and Persians were so near akin that the alike to their ownhusbandsand to the men of

change of sovereignty was not violent. Indeed , it other nations ” ( R. , 308 ).

was only a change from Medes and Persians to In later times the Medes were armed like the
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Persians ; but it is believed that at first they were verging upon polytheism ." (3) Magism , adora
a nation of horse archers , winning victories by tion of thefour elements. “Anterior to the rise

their skill in raining arrows from their “ clouds of of the Iranic, Median, or Persian system ,” in the

horse," advancing, retreating,gathering,dispersing oldestparts of the Zendavesta (properly Avesta

in Scytbian or Parthian fashion. The bow was Zend for Avesta u Zend, “ Text and Comment ” ).

“short and very much curved ,” the arrows not we find a polytheistic nature -worship, an adoration

more than three feet in length . They used a spear of independent nature powers. The first Fargard

(Jer. 6:23 ) six or seven feet long. The short of Vendidad must have been composed before the

sword was little more than a dagger, and hung great migration of theMedes southward from the

from the belt over the right thigh (comp. Psa. 45: Caspian region. The Gâthâs are older still. Sev .

3). The shield was of metal or wood, round or eral of them are traditionally ascribed to Zoroaster

oval (R. , 312–315). (Zarathustra), whose date was anterior to B. C

The Median dress was a long, flowing robe, 2000, according to Berosus, and whom other

closely fitting the shoulders and chest, and belted writers place still earlier. In truth, estimates vary

about the waist. The sleeves were long and loose. from B.C.6000 to 500. And more, “ Hermippus of
Below the waist it was remarkably full and Smyrna puts Zoroaster five thousand years before

ample, drooping in two clusters of perpendicular the Trojan war.” “ Endoxus of Cnidus, the con .

folds at the two sides, and between these hanging temporary of Plato ” (B. C. 347) " thought that

in festoons like a curtain.” At the ankles it was Zoroaster lived six thousand years before the death

“ met by a high shoe, or low boot, opening in front of Plato. According to Pliny, Aristotle ascribed

and secured by buttons.” The robes were of him the same antiquity, and , as we learn from

various colors - purple, scarlet, crimson, or gray, Diogenes Laertius, maintained that the Magians

and sometimes apparently striped , white and pur- were older than the Egyptians" (D. , p . 77).
ple. Sometimes they were of silk. The under. Duncker, 105, thinks B. C. 1000 safe ; and, in the

garments were “ a sleeved shirt, or tunic, of a face of so much higher estimates, the B. Č . 2000
purple color, and embroidered drawers, or trousers of Berosus will seem moderate. On the other hand,

( toixíhac ávačvpidas) ” (R., 316, andnote 6). Professor A. V. W. Jackson, ina work just pub

The Medes were specially fond of personal lished (1899, p. 16), following the Persian tradi

adornments, and much given to wearing golden tion, places the era of Zoroaster at B. C.660–583.
ornaments, such as chains or collars and bracelets. (1) Monotheism . The old “ Iranic, Median, or

Earrings were common. They used cosmetics and Persian system ” “ is a revolt from this sensuous

false hair, and employed devices “ to enhance the and superficial nature-worship ,” or a remnant of a

brilliancy of the eyes and give them greater ap- primitive monotheism . Probably it was both, a

parent size and softness ” (R., 317). They wore latent spark of primitive monotheism fanned to a

on their heads,both indoors and out, either “ felt flame by disgust at a prevalent polytheism .

caps (Tihoi) like the Persians, " or the tiara , a high This system of religion deals with personal,

crowned hat made of felt or cloth , either stiff or spiritual intelligences, good ( Ahuras which is Zend

flexible, and dyed to suit the taste. for the Sanskrit Asuras, " living ” or “ spiritual

Their banquets were luxurious and elaborate, ones " ) and evil (Devas). We see that they have,

having, besides meat, bread, and wines, " a vast perhaps from hostility, reversed the Hindu order,

number of side dishes, together with a great va- which made the devas gods and the asuras demons.

riety of sauces ” (R. , 317). They ate with their Some of the devas, however, were placed among

fingers, and used napkins ( xxlpouaktpa, R., 318). the Izeds, or angels.

Wine was drunk during and after the meal, often At the head of good spirits stood Ahurô-mazdão
to excess.

(Ormazd), the highest object of adoration, the true

There was an elaborate court ceremonial . The creator, preserver, and governor of the universe.

chief court amusement was hunting, but it does This system sets before the soul a single being

not appear that the king often took part ( R., as the source of all good and the proper object of

318). Polygamy was practiced among thewealthy, the highest worship.” “ He is the creator of life,

as well as by the sovereign. the earthly and the spiritual.' ” “ He is good,

Perhaps the only genuine relic of Median art is holy,' pure,' true,' the Holy God ' " (the Zend

a part of a colossal lion at Hamadan. In it the has no distinction of capital and small letters ),

serene majesty of the Assyrian sculptures seems " the Holiest,' the essence of truth ,' etc.” (R.,

to have been somewhat softened , and it was 324). “ From him comes all good to man ; on

represented in a different position from the As. the pious and the righteous he bestows not only

syrian . earthly advantages, but precious spiritual gifts

5.Religion. Our limits allow but the briefest truth, devotion, the good mind, ' and everlasting

possible treatment of this part of the subject. happiness ; " he rewards the good, and is less

More elaborate studies of the old Median and Per- often represented as punishing the bad.

sian religious development may be found in the “ Less spiritual and less awful than Jehovah ,"

works of Rawlinson and Ragozin. With Rawlin- the two were yet so nearly alike that thePersians

son, 344, wemay distinguish three stáges : ( 1 ) “ A and Jews recognized each other as worshipers of

simple and highly spiritual creed, remarkable for its the sameGod (comp. Isa. 44 : 28-46 : 6 with 2 Chron.

distinct assertion of monotheism , its hatred of idol 36:23 ; Ezra 1:2, 3 ; 6:10). At the same time note

atry, and the strongly marked antithesis which it the twice-made declaration, " though thou hast not

maintained between good and evil.” (2 ) “ A natural known me” (Isa. 45 :4, 5).

corruption of the first, dualism , complicated by Moreover, the religion of Ormazd was intolerant

the importance which it ascribed to angelic beings, I of idols . Thus there was a twofold bond of sym.

* )
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pathy. “ The Jews, so impatient generally of a act. Cultivation of the soil was a duty. Piety

foreign yoke, never revolted from the Persians ; consisted in acknowledging God and the angels,

and the Persians, eo intolerant,for the most part, in religious services, and in occasional sacrifices.

of religions other than their own, respected and the ordinary sacrifice was the horse.

protected Judaism ” (R. , 326) . Thus the captivity The Zoroastrians believed in the immortality

proved to the Jews a blessing in disguise. From of the soul and in conscious future existence.

the very first, even from the time of Abraham ,they Some think they believed also in the resurrection
had been vexed by polytheism and idolatry, within of the body, a belief which Theopompus attributed

and without, on all sides. Now they saw an an- to the Magi. It plainly appears in some quite

cient nation, powerful enough to seize the scepter ancient parts of the Zendavesta, as in the eight

from their idolatrous oppressors, enthusiastic wor eenth chapter of the Vendidad , and is by some

shipers of one God and haters of idols . found in the Gâthâs. Of course, a circle of heroic

In this ancient Iranic system there were a legends grew up in time, of which the modern

number of angels.” Some were like personified form appears in the Shahnameh and other modern

attributes of the deity . Sraosha, or Serosh, was Persian writings.

the messenger of Ormazd . Armaiti was the ( 3) Magism. This seems to have been the re

genius of the earth and the goddess of piety, since ligion of the peoples, perhaps Scythian tribes of

the early Ormazd worshipers wereagriculturists, Armenia, Azerbijan, Kurdistan, and Luristan.

and viewed the cultivation of the soil as a religious Here are the most ancient of the fire temples .

duty enjoined upon them by God.” “ Here tradition placed the original seat of the

And there were hosts of evil spirits, foes of fire worship ; and from hence many taught that

men, especially of Ormazd worshipers, and partic- Zoroaster, whom they regarded as the founder of

ularly given to “ destroying ” and “ lying." But Magism , had sprung."

there was " no single superior intelligence, no great “ The Magi held no personalgods, and therefore

principle of evil was placed at their heads. Far naturally rejected temples, shrines, and iniages as

less is there any graduated hierarchy of evil , sur tending to encourage the notion that gods existed

rounding a prince of darkness with a sort of of a like nature with man, i . e. , possessing per

But" the distinction between good and sonality - living and intelligent beings.” They

evil is strongly and sharply marked in the Gathâs.” worshiped not gods presiding over nature, but the

The authors were impressed and oppressed by it. four elements themselves-earth, air, fire, and

Everywhere they saw a struggle between good water. Fire, as the most ethereal and the most

and bad so fierce that it hid from their eyes the powerful, was the highest. The sacred fire was

order and harmony of the universe. They per- kept burning uninterruptedly from age to ageby

sonified the good and bad . But their white spirit bands of priests. To defile the altar by blowing

(Cpento-mainyus) and the dark spirit (Angro- the flame with the breath was a capital offense;

mainyus, Ahriman) are poetic personifications and to burn a corpse was regarded as an act

rather than actually existing intelligences (R. , equally odious.” Of sacrifices only a small portion

331 , 332) . of the fat was burned.

(2 ) Dualism . The second, the dualistic stage, Next to fire came water. Rivers could not be

was developed considerably before the commence polluted by sacrificial blood, by refuse, or even by

ment of the Median empire. “ The Iranians came washing the hands. “ Sacrifice was offered to

to believe in the existence of two coeternal and rivers, lakes, and fountains. ” Nor could earth be

coequal persons, one good and the other evil, be- polluted by burial of the dead. The only possible

tween whom there had been from all eternity a per- course, therefore, was to expose dead bodies to be

petual and never-ceasing conflict,and between whom eaten by beasts and birds of prey. This practice

the same conflict would continue to rage through the Magi themselves followed ; but it does not ap

all coming time." This belief shows itself in the pear that they enforced it upon the laity.

first Fargard of the Vendidad, written at As necessary mediators between man and the

when the Aryans had not yet reached Media divinity and prophets of the future, the Magi as

Magna.” sumed “ a lofty air, a stately dress, and great cere.

Angrô -mainyus (Ahriman ) is now a proper name monial magnificence. Clad in white rubes, and

as detinite as Ahurð-mazdâo (Ormazd ). The unend bearing upon their heads tall felt caps with long

ing contest between the two appears in bold re. lappets at the sides, which concealed the jaw and

Jief and is carried out with fullness of detail . even the lips, each with his barsom in his hand,

“ Whatever good Ahura -mazda, in his benevolence, they marched in procession to their pyrætheia, or

creates, Angrô-mainyus steps in to mar and blast fire altars, and, standing round them , performed
it. ” Curiously, “ a poisonous serpent is men for an hour at a time their magical incantations"

tioned “ as the firs creation of Angrô -mainyus." ( R. , 347 , 348 ). The barsom (bareçma) was " a bun

From him come inhospitable climates, “ war, dls of thin tamarisk twigs,” corresponding to the

ravages, sickness, fever, poverty, hail, earthquakes, willow wands of the Scythians (Hd ., iv,67; comp.

buzzing insects, poisonous plants, unbelief, witch- Hos. 4:12 , “ staff ,” and Ezek . 8:17, “ branch ").

craft, and other inexpiable sins.” Ahura-mazda “ This barsom must be employed in every sacrifi

and Angrô-mainyus bad each his councilors and cial ceremony, and by manipulating it they claimed

his armies of angels (for details see Rawlinson, to arrive at a knowledge of future events ” (R.,

333-337). 347 and 351 ).

The old Zoroastrians had high moral ideas . Thus the Magi became all powerful in the Scythian

They taught especially truth, purity, piety, and tribes. When theAryan tribes came they absorbed

industry. Virtue must include thought, word ,and the important parts of the Magian belief and cere.

a time
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monial, though they buried their dead, having first and the sinfulness of man . The reconciliation

inclosed them in wax. This absorption appears to wrought by Christ, therefore , is represented as

have taken place in Media and, as we have seen, having two phases, that of God to man , and that

one of the six Median tribes (Hd. , 1 , 101). of man to God (see 2 Cor. 5 : 18-20). It should

In freedom of divorce the Medians anticipated always be borne in mind, however, that the whole

some of the moderns. It is curious that the provision of the mediatorial economy arises from

highly spiritual Zoroastrians and the element- the love of God (see John 3:16 ; Rom . 5 : 8).

wor iping Magi agreed in their rejection of (2) Christ is the only mediator (in addition to

images. And it was from these same Zoroastrians Scriptures above cited see Acts 4:12 ; Gal. 2:12 ;

that the Magian priests received the misunder- 3:21). In his work of mediation his atoning death

standing of nature which made it a duty to kill is central (see Matt. 20:28 ; 26:28 ; Rom. 5 : 6 ; 1 Cor.

“ bad animals, frogs, toads, snakes, mice, lizards, 1:18 ; 2:2 ; 1 Pet. 2:24 ; 3:18 , and many other

flies, etc.,” as creations of the evil spirit (R. , places). But more generally the whole work of

351, and H. , i, 140). Christ as prophet, priest, and king is embraced in

The fire worshipers of old are represented by the his one work of mediation. The teachings of the

modern Parsees, whose headquarters areatBombay, Scriptures leave no room for the Roman Catholic

and who number in India “ something over eighty- view that priests and saints and angels, and espe

five thousand five hundred , ” and in the world cially the Virgin Mary, are mediators , which view

hardly over one hundred thousand (Ragozin, Story is based upon a false doctrine of the prerogative

of Media , i, 6 ) . of the priesthood, also a false conception of human

The moral standard of the Magians was below merit. But still it is admissible and proper to

that of the Zoroastrians, and it is hinted that the recognize the real , though subordinate sense, in

revolt of Cyrus against Astyages was a revolt of which all believers are members of “ a royal

Persian Zoroastrianisin against Median Magism . priesthood ” ( 1 Pet. 2 : 9) . The mediation of Christ,

Yet the Median religion had a “ certain loftiness however, is supreme, and in its principal features

and picturesqueness which suited it to become the stands entirely alone. ( 3) In Christ are found

religion of a great and splendid monarchy.” ( R. , the necessary qualifications for this work. (1 ) He
353). “ Truly ,few formsofworship appeal more is the God-man. It was essential that the media

to our imagination and our sense of reverent awe tor should be divine ; otherwise the sacrifice of

than the homage paid to this purest of symbols himself could not have availed to take away sins;

( fire) on the stainless mountain tops, by white . he could not be the perfect revelation of God to

robed Athravans, raising their voice in song amid men, nor be the source of spiritual and eternal life
the silence of a wild and undesecrated nature " to believers, nor control all events for the final

(R. , 152) . consummation of his kingdom (see Heb. 9:14 ;

LITERATURE. — Duncker, History of Antiquity, Rom . 8:3 ; John 10:10 ; 1 Cor. 15:25 ). It was

translated by Evelyn Abbot, vol. 5 ; Grote , His necessary that he should also be human ; otherwise

tory of Greece (12 vol. ed . ) ; Gesenius, Hel. Lex. he could not have died to redeem us, nor stood as

( 12th Ger. ed . ) ; Herodotus; Rawlinson, Five Ori- our representative before God's law, nor partaken

ental Monarchies ( vol . ii ) ; Rand & McNally's,in human experiences,nor be united with us in a

Census Gazetteer and Atlas; Ragozin , Story of common nature (see Heb . 2 : 11-16 ; 4:15 ; Rom .
Media, etc. ; Smith, Bib. Dict .; Dict. Greek and 8:3 ; Phil.2 : 7). (2) He was without sin. As under

Roman Biography, and Mythology ; Diet. Geogra- thelaw the sacrifice laid upon the altar must be

phy; Spruner, AtlasAntiquus ; Tiele, Babylonisch- without blemish , so the “ Lamb of Godthattaketh

Assyrische Geschichte. - W . H.
away the sin of the world ” must himself be free

MEDIAN (Chald. " 77?, maw -dah'ee ). Darius, been acceptable;he could not have access to God,
from sin , otherwise his sacrifice would not have

" the son of Ahasuerus, of the seed of the Medes ”
nor be the source of holy life for his people (see

( Dan. 9 :1), or “ the Mede ” ( 11 : 1 ), is thus described Heb. 7:26 ; 4:15, 16 ; i Pet. 1:19 ; 2:22). See
in Dan . 5:31 .

ATONEMENT ; INTERCESSION. JESUS, OFFICES OF ;

MEDIATION, a term, the proper use of KINGDOM OF ; SINLESSNESS OF.

which in theology refers to the work of Christ in LITERATURE. — Hodge, Syst. Theol., vol. ii , 455,
establishing the Gospel dispensation, and in its sq .; Van Oosterzee, Christ. Dogm. , vol . ii, 629,
continuance to the end.

sq. ; Pope, Comp. Christ. Theol., vol. ii , 89 , sq . ;
1. Scriptural Basis. In several passages | Dorner, Syst. Christ. Doct., vol. iii, 381 , sq.

Christ is called the Mediator, “ the Mediator of the E. McC.

New Testament,” “ the Mediator of the new cov

enant” (ucoirns,mes-ee '-tace, middleman , mediator)
MEDIATOR . See ATONEMENT, INTERCESSION.

(see 1 Tim. 2 :5 ; Heb. 8 : 6 ; 9:15 ; 12:24) , also the MEDICINE. See DisEASES, TREATMENT OF.

general representations of the Scriptures concern. MEDITATION , “ a private devotional act,

ing Christ present him as the one through whom consisting in deliberate reflection upon some spir.

is effected reconciliation between God and men, itual truth or mystery, accompanied by mental
and through whom the moral and spiritual har prayer and by acts of the affection and of the will,

mony of the world ,broken by sin, shall ultimately especially formation of resolutions as to future
be restored (e. g., 2 Cor. 5 : 18-20 ; Col. 1:21 ; Heb. conduct” ( Cent. Dict., 8. v . ) Meditation is a duty

2:17 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 24-28 ). which ought to be attended to by all who wish

2. Theological. The following features of well to their spiritual interests. It should be de

doctrine are of chief importance : ( 1) The neces- liberate, close, and continuous (Psa. 1: 2 ; 119 : 97).

sity for mediation arises from the holiness of God | The subjects which ought more especially to en
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gage the Christian mind are : the works of crea- Jerusalem (2 Kings 23:29, 30 ; 2 Chron. 35:20, sq.;

tion (Psa. 19) ; the perfections of God ( Deut. 32:4) ; Zech. 12:11). In the last passage the mourning

the character, office, and work of Christ (Heb. 12 : mentioned is on account of Josiah's death. Two

2, 3) ; the office and operations of the Holy Spirit places claimed as the site, viz. , Mujedd'a, four

(John, chaps. 15, 16 ); the dispensations of Provi- miles S. of Beth -shean, andthe modern el -Lejjun,

dence (Psa . 97: 1 , 2) ; the precepts and promises of nine miles from Jezreel, under the brow of Car

God's words (Psa. 119 ) ; the value, powers, and mel.

immortality of the soul (Mark 8:36 ) ; the depravity MEGID DON (Zech. 12:11). See MEGIDDO.

of our nature, and the grace of God in our salva

tion, etc.
MEHET’ABEEL (Neh . 6:10). See MEHET.

ABEL, No. 2,

MEEKNESS (Hebrew from 777, aw -naw ', to

be depressed ; Gr. Tepaórns, prah -ot -ace,gentleness ). tab-ale",beltered of God).
MEHET ABEL ( Heb. 5829777?, meh -hay.

Meekness in the scriptural sense is an inwrought

grace ofthe soul; and the exercises ofit are first (or Hadar),the last-named king of Edom (Gen. 36:
1.The daughter of Matred and wife of Hadad

and chiefly toward God (Matt. 11:29 ; James 1:21): 39 ; 1 Chron. 1:50).See Hadad.
The Greek term “ expresses that temper or spirit

in which we accept his dealings with uswithout Shemaiah, which latter had been hired by Tobiah
2. The father of Delaiah and grandfather of

disputing and resisting; and it is closely linked and Sanballat to intimidate Nehemiah (Neh. 6:10 ),
with humility and follows close upon it (Eph . 4: 2 ; B. C. before 445 .

Col. 3:12 ), because it is only the humble heart

which is also the meek , and which , as such, does
MEHIDA ( Heb. N71??, mekh- ee -daw ', join

not fight against God, and more or less struggle ing), a person whose descendants (or place whose

and contend with him ." “ This meekness, how- inhabitants) were among the Nethinim who re

ever, which is first a meekness with respect of turned from Babylon with Zerubbabel ( Ezra 2:52 ;

God, is also such in the face of men , even of evil Neb. 7:54), B. C. before 536 .

men, out of the thought that these, with the in- MEʻHIR (Heb. 17a, mekh -eer ', price ), the

sults and injuries which they may inflict, are person of Chelub and father (founder ?) of Eshton, of

mitted and used by him for the chastening and the family of Judah (1 Chron. 4:11 ).

purifying of his people. This was the root of Da

MEHO'LATHITE (Heb.mbria,mekh-o-law
vid's humility when, on occasion of his flight from

Absalom, Shimei cursed and fung stones at him- thee ), probably a native of “ Abel-meholah” (1 Sam .

the thought, viz. , that the Lord had bidden 18:19 ; 2 Sam . 21 : 8).

him (2 Sam . 16:11) ; that it was just for him to MEHU'JAEL ( Heb . 529972, mekh -oo -yaw
suffer these things, however unjust it might be ale', smitten of God ), the son of Irad (grandson of

for the other to inflict them ; and out of like con Cain), and father of Methusael (Gen.4:18), B. C.

viction all true humility must spring. He that is after 3875 .

meek indeed will know himself a sinner among

sinners ; or, if in one case He could not know
MEHUMAN (Heb. 772773, meh -hoo-mawn ',

himself such, yet bearing a sinner's doom . And perhaps faithful), one of the seven chamberlains

this will teach him to endure meekly the provoca- | (eunuchs) whom Ahasuerus commanded to bring

tions with which they may provoke him ,notto QueenVashtiinto the royal presence (Esth. 1:10 ),

withdraw himself from the burdens which their B. C. about 519.

sins may impose upon him (Gal. 6 :1 ; 2 Tim. 2:25 ; MEHUNIM (Heb. 6737 ??, meh -oo -neem ', hab

Tit. 3:2 )” (Trench, Syn . of the N. T., i , 206, sq .) . itations), apparently a person whose " children ” are

MEGID'DO (Heb. 179 ??, meg - id -do ; 1179 ??, enumerated among the Nethinim who returned

meg -id-done', Zech. 12:11, place of troops), one of from Babylon (Ezra 2:60 ; Neh. 7:62), but more

the royal cities of the Canaanites (Josh! 12:21), probably theinhabitants of some town in Pales

firstassigned to Issachar (Josh. 17:11), but after- tine where they settled after the exile. In 1 Chron.

ward belonging to Manasseh (Judg. 1:27).Me- 4:41 (A. V.“ habitations " ), they are mentioned,in

giddo did not become firmly occupied by the Isra- connection with what appear to be Hamite abo

elites until the time of Solomon,who placedoneof rigines, as dwelling at the entrance to Gedor,at

his twelve commissariats over Taanach and Me the east end of the valley, in a rich pasture which

giddo ” (1 Kings 4:12), and erected apparently some
they lost with their lives in the days of Hezekiah.

costly works in the latter (9:15). The valley of In 2. Chron. 26: 7, God helped Uzziah “ against the
Megiddo was a part oftheplainof Esdraelon . It Philistines and against the Arabians that dwelt in

figuredasa battlefield, and here Barak (9. V.) 2 Chron. 20:1 it is proposed , in accordance with
Gur-baal (LXX, Petra), and the Mehunims." In

gained anotable victory over the king of Hazor, the LXXand Josephus (Ant. ix, 1 , $2, 'Apaßes),

whose commanding general was Sisera (Judg . 4:15 ).
To this place Abaziah , king of Judah, fled, and to read,by an easy transposition of two letters,
there was mortally wounded by command of Jehu Maonites or Mehunim ( 197372 ) for Ammonites

(2 Kings 9:27). But the chief historical interest | (0737723"). The A. V. reads "the children of Am

of Megiddo is concentrated in Josiah's death . He mon and with them other besides the Ammonites. "

endeavored to stop Pharaoh -Necho, king of Egypt, them someof the Ammonites.”The R. V. says “ the children of Ammon ,and with

while the Egyptian was passing through the glens

If, however, the

of Carmel into the plain of Megiddo. He was de- Hebrew reading is to be kept unchanged, the A. V.

feated, and as he fled was shot by the Egyptian need not of necessity be wrong. 7? is used in the

archers in his chariot, and died on the road to sense over and above, " " besides, ” “in addition

( G
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name .

"

«

to ; in 1 Chron . 29: 3, " over and above all that MELCHI-SHU'A (1 Sam. 14:49 ; 31 : 2) . See

I have prepared ” ( min-5272), where 72 clearly MALCHISUA.

means, not something which is a part of what goes MELCHIZEDEK (Heb. 77 * ** $12, mal - kee

before, but something in addition to it. So here tseh'-dek, king of right ; A. V. in New Testament,

we might quite naturally understand it “ the chil. Melchisedec), the king of Salem (i. e.,Jerusalem),

dren of Ammon and (persons) over and above the and “ priest of the most high God,” who went out

children of Ammon ;” or, in analogy with the use to congratulateAbraham on his victory over Ched.

of 7? in a comparative sense (Gesenius, Heb. Gr. , orlaomer and his allies. He met him in the

$ 119). Thus Isa. 10:10, “ whose graven images valley of Shaveh, which is the king's dale."
did excel them of Jerusalem and Samaria,” liter- Melchizedek brought bread andwine for the ex

ally "and their graven images from Jerusalem and hausted warriors, and bestowed his blessingupon

from Samaria,” or, and theirgraven images (more) rovalpriest a tenth of all
thebootytaken from

Abraham . In return the patriarch gave to the

than Jerusalem and Samaria. ' We might, there
fore, quite well render the Hebrew of 2'Chron . the enemy (Gen. 14 : 18–20), B. C. about 2250. Giv.

20: 1 , " the children of Ammon and (more) than the ing the tenth was a practical acknowledgment of
Ammonites.” 2 Chron. 26 : 7, already cited , agrees the divine priesthood of Melchizedek, for the tenth
well with a location “ at theback of the great was, according to thegeneral custom , theoffering
range of Seir, the modern esh- Sherah,which forms presented to deity. Melchizedek is mentioned in

the eastern side of the Wady-el -Arabah ,whereat Psa. 110:4, where it is foretold that the Messiah
the present day there is still a town of thesame should be “ a priest forever after the order of

.. Ma’an, all but identical with the le. Melchizedek ; ” and in Heb. 5 : 7 , where these two

brew Maon ” (Smith, s . v. , “ Mehunims” ). In all passages of the Old Testament are quoted and the

these passages, including 2 Chron . 20:1, the LXX typical relation of Melchizedek to our Lord is

have Melvaiol (Minæi). The Minæi themselves,a chizedek » (Psa. 110:4) is explained by Gesenius
stated at great length . “ After the order of Mel.

people of Yemen in South west Arabia, famed for
their traffic in spices, lived too far away ; but and Rosenmüller tomean “ manner,” i.e., likeness
there mighthave been anorthern offshoot, analo-in official dignity — a king and priest. The rela
gous to the Hittites of Southern Palestine. The tion between Melchizedek and Christ as type and

Å .V. translation “ habitations,” though now gener: consistin the following particulars: Each was a
antitype is made in the Epistle to the Hebrews to

ally given up, is far from impossible . The twelfth
German edition of Gesenius's Heb. Lex . leaves it priest, (1 ) not of the Levitical tribe; (2) superior

doubtful, citing it twice ; once as plural of 71372, known;(4 ) who is not only a priest, but also a
to Abraham ; (3) whose beginning and end are un

habitation,” and once in the plural as the name king of righteousness and peace. “ Without

of a race.-W. H. father, ” etc. (Heb. 7 : 3 ) refers to priestly genealo

ME-JARÝKON (Heb.1177 , 172, may hah'ee- gies. '“ Melchizedek is not found on the register

yar-kone', waters of yellowishness), a town in the of the only line of legitimate priests ; no record of

tribe of Dan ( Josh. 19:46) , and probablyreceiving hisname is there; his father's name is not re

its name from a nearby spring. From the clause corded , nor his mother's; no evidence points out

which follows, with the border before (marg. his line of descent from Aaron.” It is not affirmed
‘over against ' ) Japho, ” it must have been in the that he had no father, that he was not born at any

neighborhood of Joppa.
time, or died on 'any day ; but that these facts

MEKOʻNAH (Heb. 1733 ??, mek -o-naw', a base ical priesthood. “ The
faith of early ages ventured

were nowhere found on the register of the Levit

or foundation ), a town situated near Ziklag, in the to invest his person with superstitious awe. Jew

south of Palestine, and inhabited by the men of ish tradition pronounces Melchizedek to be a sur

Judah after the captivity ( Neh . 11:28).
vivor of the deluge, the patriarch Shem . Equally

MELATI'AH(Heb. 177927?, mel-at-yaro', Jah old, perhaps, but less.widely diffused , is the sup
has delivered ), a Gibeonite who assisted in repair- position, not unknown to Augustine, and ascribed

ing the wall of Jerusalem after the return from by Jerome to Origen and Didymus, that Melchiz

Babylon (Neh. 3 : 7) , B. C. 445.
edek was an angel. The fathers of the fourth

MEL'CHI (Gr. Menxi,mcl-khee'; Heb. 17322, tenetof the Melchizedekiansthat he was a Power,

and fifth centuries record with reprobation the

mal-kee', my king). Virtue, or Influence of God, and the not less dar

1. The son of Janna and father of Levi , fourth ing conjecture of Hieracas and his followers that

in ascent from the Virgin Mary (Luke 3:24 ), B. C. Melchizedek was the Holy Ghost. Epiphanius

much before 22 ,
mentions some members of the Church as holding

2. The son of Addi, in the same genealogy the erroneous opinion that Melchizedek was the

(Luke 3:28). Son of God appearing in human form . Similar to

MELCHI'AH ( Heb. 1779bera, mal-kee-jaw", this was a Jewish opinionthat he was the Mes
Jehovah's king), a priest,thefather of Pashur,which siah.” See SUPPLEMENT.

latter King Zedekiah sent to Jeremiah to inquire of MEL'EA (Gr. Mɛɛās, mel -eh -as'), the son of

the Lord when Nebuchadnezzar made war against Menan, and father of Eliakim , among the maternal

him (Jer. 21:1); elsewhere called Malchiah (Jer. ancestry of Jesus (Luke 3:31 ) .

38 : 1 ), Malchijah ( 1 Chron . 9:12). MEʼLECH (Heb. 12, mel '-lek, king), the

MELCHIS'EDEC ( Heb.chaps.6–7). See Mel- second son of Micah, the son of Merib -baal, or

Mephibosheth (1 Chron. 8:38 ; 9:41).
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MELICU MENAHEM
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MELICU (Nen. 12:14) . See MALLUCH . it assumed a certain importance, and furnished,

MEL'ITA (Gr. Mɛhirn, mel-ce ’-tay), an island , so it was said, the dynasties which succeeded the

the modern Malta. It is about seventeen miles Thinite. Its prosperity dates only, however, from

lorg and nine wide, and about sixty in circumfer- the time when the sovereigns of the fifth and sixth

Here Paul's ship was wrecked (Acts 28: 1 , dynasties fixed on it for their residence. ... The

sq . ). The Phænicians colonized it ; the Greeks Egyptians ofthe time of the Ptolemies attributed

conquered it ; the Carthagenians took it from the the patronship of their city to a princessMemphis,

Greeks B. C. 528 , and the Romans took it from a daughter of its founder, the fabulous Uchoreus .

them in B. C. 242. It is an English possession The legend which identifies the establishment of

the kingdom with the construction of the city

MELODY. See Music.
must have originated at a time when Memphis was

still the residence of the kings and the seat of
MELON. See VEGETABLE Kingdom. government, at latest about the end of the Mem .

MELʻZAR (Heb. ,mel-tsawr', from Per- phite period.” The ancientEgyptian sovereigns
sian , butler ; marg . “ steward " ), the title of an were indisposed to occupy any palace in which

officer in the Babylonian court, who had charge of their predecessors had lived and died. They,

the diet of the Hebrew youths in training for pro- therefore, hastily built houses which would not be

motion as magi (Dan. 1:11 , 16 ) .
• The melzar haunted by the memory, or double, of another

was subordinate to‘the master of the eunuchs ;' sovereign . Hastily erected, hastily filled with

and his ffice was to superintend the nurture occupants, they no less hastily fell into ruins.

and education of the young ; he more nearly re
“ In the neighborhood of Memphis many of these

sembled our tutor than any other officer ” (Smith, palaces might be seen , which their short-lived

Bib , Dict . , s . v. ). masters had built for eternity, an eternity which

MEMBER (Heb. ,yaw-tsoor', to mold; Gr. did not last longer thanthe lives of their builders”

(Maspero, Dawn of Civilization, pp. 233, 234, 277,

pézos, mel'-os, a limb ), a portion of the human 442). See SUPPLEMENT.

body (Deut. 23 : 1 ; Job 17 :7 ; Psa. 139 : 16 ; Rom . After the decline of the Memphitic empire

6:13 , 19 , etc.).

Figurative. True believers are spoken ofas it until the Persian period, when the provincial
Memphis lost its importance, and we hear little of

being members of Christ's mystical body, viz. , the dynasties gave it a preference over Thebes as the

Church (Eph . 4:25 ; 5:30 ).
chief city of Egypt. After the Arab conquest it

MEMORIAL (Heb. 77278, az -kaw -raw ' ; lost its population and fell into ruins. For a long

7997t, zik - rone '; Gr. uvnjóovvov, mnay- mos'-00- time even its site was unknown,and now nothing

non), that by which the memory of any person or remains to be seen but a few monuments. The

thing is Preserved. Thus the feastof the Pass. references to Memphis in Scripture are wholly of

over was a memorial of Jehovah sparing the first the period of the kings. “ It was in the time of

born of Israel in Egypt (Exod. 12:14 ) ; the heap of the decline of the Israelitish kingdom , and during

stones leſt in the bed of Jordan was a memorial the subsequent existence of that of Judah, that

of the Israelites crossing it ( Josh. 4 : 7). The two Memphis became important to the Hebrews.

engraved stones upon the shoulder braces of the Hosea mentions Memphis only with Egypt, as the

high priest's ephod were “ for a memorial” (Exod. great city, predicting of the Israelitish fugitives,

28:12) ; as were also the names engraved upon the Mizraim shall gather them up, Memphis shall

jewels of his breastplate (v. 29). The sacrifice in bury them ? ” (9:6) (McC. and S., Cyc.). Isaiah

the case of jealousy was called a memorial, be- couples (19:13 ) the princes of Zoan (Tanis) with

cause it brought iniquity to remembrance (Num . the princes ofNoph as evil advisers of Egypt. In

5:15). A memorial was also a record (Exod .17:14, Jeremiah (2:16 ) Noph is spoken of with Tahpanes

" book of remembrance, ” Mal. 3:16). The act of as an enemyof Israel, and in his prophecy of the

Mary in anointing the feet of Jesus was to be downfall of Pharaoh-Necho, he warns (46:14)

spoken of as “ a memorial of her, ” i. e., in her Migdol, Noph , and Tahpanes of the approach of

memory (Matt. 26:13 ; Mark 14: 9 ; comp. Acts the invader (see v. 19)." Still later Ezekiel fore

10:4). See GLOSSARY.
tells the final overthrow of the city (30:13, 16).

MEM'PHIS(Heb. 51a, mofe), the capital of MEMU’CAN (Heb. 1793?, mem-oo-kawn'),

lower Egypt ; called Noph (995, in Isa. 19:13 ; Jer. oneof the seven princes, or royal counselors, at

2:16 ; 41:14 , 19 ; Ezek . 13:16). “ Minnofîrû, which
the court of Ahasuerus, at whose suggestion Queen

is the correct pronunciation and the origin of Vashti was divorced (Esth. 1:14, 16, 21), B. C.

Memphis, probably signified the good refuge,' the
about 519.

burying-place where the blessed dead cameto resi MEN'AHEM (Heb. Onz ?, men -akh -ame', com

beside Osiris. The history of Memphis, such as forting ), the seventeenth separate king of Israel.

it can be gathered from the monuments, differs He was the son of Gadi, and probably one of the

considerably from the tradition current in Egypt generals of King Zachariah. When he heard of

at the time of Herodotus. It appears, indeed, the conspiracy of Shallum , his murder of the king,

that at the outset the site on which it subsequently and his usurpation of the throne, he went up from

arose was occupied by a small fortress, Anbu -hazu Tirzah, where he then was, and slew the usurper

—the white wall - which was dependent on Heli in Samaria. Menahem in turn usurped the throne,

opolis, and in which Phtah possessed a sanctuary. and reduced Tiphsah because it refused to recog.

After the white wall’ was separated from the nize him as king. He continued the calf worship

Heliopolitan principality to form a nome by itself, I of Jeroboam , and contributed to the ungodliness,

>
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MENAN MEPHIBOSHETH

demoralization, and feebleness of Israel , a melan . tribe of Reuben (Josh. 13:18). According to

choly picture of which has been left by the con. Eusebius, a garrison was stationed here as a de.

temporary prophets, Hosea and Amos. During fense against the inhabitants of the desert. It

his reign the hostile force of Assyrians first ap- seems originally to have been a dependency of the

peared on the northeast frontier of Israel . King Amorites(Num . 21:26), but afterward to have

Pul received from Menahem a gift of one thousand belonged to Moab (Jer. 48:21).

talents of silver, exacted from Israel by an assess- MEPHIB'OSHETH (Heb. Dan??, mef -ee

ment offifty shekels a head,and became his ally: 60'-sheth), exterminator of shame, i . e ., idols.
Menahem's reign lasted ten years, B. C. about

742–732.He left thethrone to hisson Pekahiali the daughter ofAiah . Heand his brotherArmoni
1. The son of Saul by his concubine Rizpah,

(2 Kings 15 : 14-22 ).

ME'NAN (Gr. Maïváv, mahee -nan ', meaning
were among the seven victims who were surren

unknown), the son of Mattatha and father of dered by David to the Gibeonites, and by them

Melea, in the ancestry of Jesus (Luke 3:31 ).
crucified in sacrifice to Jehovah, to avert a famine

ME -NE,ME -NE , TE -KEL ,UPHAR -SIN ,
from which the country was suffering (2 Sam. 21 : 8,

thewords of an inscription supernaturally written sq.), B. C.about 966.

upon the wall in Belshazzar's palace (Dan. 5 : 5-28). 2. Theson of Jonathan, and grandson of

The words are Chaldee, and their meaning is given Saul . (1 ) Early life. When his father and grand

in the text ; $ ???, men -ay', numbered ; 5pm, tek -al', father were slain at Gilboa, Mephibosheth was an
infant of five years of age, living under the care

weighed ; 70721,from on , per-as', divided, i . e . , of his nurse, probably at Gibeah . When the tid .

dissolved, destroyed. “ In all the three words there ings of the disaster came to the royal household

lies a double sense, which is brought out in the the nurse fled , carrying the child upon her shoul.

interpretation. . . . Daniel interprets mene : thus der. In her haste she let him fall, and Mephibo

God has numbered thy kingdom , i.e . , its duration , sheth was crippled for life in both feet (2 Sam.

and has finished it, i . e. , its duration is so counted | 4 : 4 ) , B. C. about 1000. ( 2 ) Befriended by David.

ont that it is full, that it now comes to an end. After the accident Mephibosheth seems to have

The interpretation of tekel presents this double found a refuge in the house of Machir, a Gadite

meaning : Thou art weighed in the balances and sheik atLo-debar, near Mahanaim , by whom he
found too light, i . e. , deficient in moral worth . In was brought up (Josephus , Ant. , vii, 5, 5). He

upharsin, “ thy kingdom is divided , ' the meaning married and was living there, when David, having
is not that the kingdom was to be divided into conquered his enemies, had leisure to make en

two equal parts; but peras is to divide into pieces, deavors to fulfill his oath to Jonathan by the stone

to dissolve the kingdom ” ( Keil , Com ., in loc.). Ezel , that he would not “ cut off his kindness from

It is recorded that the wise men could not " show his house forever ” ( 1 Sam. 20:15). From Ziba

the interpretation of the thing , ” and that it must he learned of the existence and whereabouts of

have required a supernatural endowment on the Mephibosheth, and brought him and his son Micah

part of Daniel - a conclusion confirmed by the (comp. 1 Chron . 9:40) to Jerusalem . The inter

exact coincidence of the event with the prediction . view was characterizedbyfear and reverence on
MENSTEALER (Gr.ávdparodioths, an -drap- the part of Jonathan's son, and kindness and

od -is-tace'), one who unjustly reduces free men to liberality on that of David. All the property of

slavery, or steals and sells the slaves of others, his grandfather was conveyed to Mephibosneth,

and who was denounced by Paul ( 1 Tim . 1:10 ). and Ziba was commanded to cultivate the land in

The stealing of a freeborn Israelite, either to treat his interest. Mephibosheth took up his residence

him as a slave or sell him into slavery, was by the in Jerusalem , and was a daily guest at the royal

law of Moses punished by death (Exod. 21:16 ; table (2 Sam ., ch. 9), B. C. about 984. (3) During

Deut. 24 : 7). Absalom's revolt. The next mention of Mephib

osheth

MEON'ENIM (Hebrew from 12 , aw -nan ',
respects his behavior upon the revolt

of Absalom . Of this there are two accounts

act covertly, i. e. , to practice magic) occurs in Judg. his own ( 2 Sam . 19:24–30) and that of Ziba
9:37, “ the plain ofMeonenim ,” but is better ren.

( 16 :1-4 )—and they naturally differ. Ziba, because
dered the oak of Meonenim , or the wizard's oak; of his loyalty and kindness, was rewarded with the

Some think that this was theoak “ of Moreh ,” | possessions of his master. Mephibosheth met

associated with events in the lives of Abraham David a few days after and told his story, viz . ,

(Gen. 12: 6), of Jacob (35:4), Joshua (24:26 ), and that he had desired to fly with his benefactor, but

Abimelech (Judg. 9:6), who was “ made king þy was deceived by Ziba, so that he was obliged to

the plain — or oak—of the pillar that was in remain behind . Hehad, however, done all that
Shechem . "

he could to evidence his sympathy with David,

MEON'OTHAI ( Heb. Dio ?, meh -o -no- having gone into the deepest mourning for his
thah'ee, my dwellings), apparently brother of Ha- afflicted friend . From the day the king left he
thath, the son of Othniel (marg., “ Hathath and had allowed his beard to grow ragged , his feet to

Meonothai, who begat,” etc.), and father of be unwashed, and his linen unchanged . David

Ophrah ( 1 Chron. 4:14 ), B. C. after 1210. doubtless believed his story, and revoked liis

MEPH'AATH (Heb. Myan??, may-fah ' -ath ; judgment given to Ziba so much as to have the

land divided between the two. Mephibosheth's
once defectively ny???, Josh . 13:18 , and once

answer was, “ Yea, let him take all , forasmuch as
nydia, mo-fah '-ath, Jer. 48:21 , illuminative ), a my lord the king is come again in peace unto his
Levitical city ( Josh. 21:37 ; 1 Chron. 6:79) in the own house,” B. C. 967 . We hear no more of

to
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MERAB MERODACH -BALADAN

The

6

TT

Mephibosheth, except that the king did not suffer objects. Their state is one of suffering and need ,

him to be included in the vengeance which the while they may be unworthy or ill-deserving

Gibeonites were allowed to execute upon the house Mercy is at once the disposition of love respecting

of Saul (2 Sam. 21 : 7 ). such, and the kindly ministry of love for their re

MEʻRAB (Heb. 5772, may-rawb', increase),the lief ” . (Miley, Syst. Theol., i, 209, 210). The ex.

eldest daughter of King Saul (1 Sam. 14:49), pression, “ I willhave mercy, and not sacrifice,"
whom, in accordance with the promise made be indicates thatGod is pleased with the exercise of

fore the death of Goliath (17:25), Saul had be- mercy rather than with the offering of sacrifices,

trothed to David (18:17), B. Ć. about 1030. though sin has made the latter necessary (1 Sam.

David's hesitation looks as if he did not much 15:22 ; Mic. 6 :6-8 ). Mercy is a Christian grace,

value the honor - at anyrate, before the marriage and is very strongly urged toward all men (Matt .

Merab's younger
sister ,Michal, had displayed her 5:7; 23:23 ; James3:17,etc.).

attachment for David, and Merab was then mar
MERCY SEAT. See TABERNACLE.

ried to Adriel the Meholathite, to whom she bore MERED (Heb . 77?, meh '-red, rebellion ), the

five sons (2 Sam . 21 : 8), who were given up to the second son of Ezra, of the tribe of Judah ( 1 Chron.

Gibeonites by David.
4:17, 18). There is a great deal of confusion in

Note. - In 2 Sam . 21:8, these childrenofMerabare the account of his family, which Bertheau has
said to be “ the ivesons of Micbal,the daughter of sought to remove by putting the last clause of
Saul, whom she brought up for Adriel,” etc.
A. V. of this last passage is an accommodation. The verse 18 immediately after Jalon in verse 17.

Hebrew text has ' the Ave sons of Michal, daughter of MERʻEMOTH (Heb. Dian??, mer - ay -mohtl ',
Saul, which she bare to Adriel.' The most probable so

lution of the dificulty is that .Michal' is the mistake of heights, i . e. , exaltations)..

a transcriber for ‘ Merab .' But the error is one of very

1. A priest, son of Uriah (Urijah ), who was up.
ancient date ” ( Smith , Dict., s. v.).

pointed to weigh and register the gold and silver
MERAI'AH (Heb. 1779??, mer -aw -yaw ', rebel- vessels brought to Jerusalem (Ezra 8:33 ), B. C.

lion ), a chief priest contemporary with the high about 457. He repaired two sections of the wall
priest Joiakim (Neh. 12:12) , B. C. after 536 . of Jerusalem under Nehemiah (Neh. 3 :4, 21 ), B. C.

MERAIOTH (Heb. Di , mer-ar -yohın ', | 445
.

2. A layman of the sons

rebellious).
” (inhabitants ?) of

1. Theson of Zerahiah , a high priest of the Bani who divorced his Gentile wife after the cap

line of Eleazar ( 1 Chron. 6:6, 7, 52 ; Ezra 7:3). tivity (Ezra 10:36), B. C.456.

Lightfoot ( Temple Service, iv, $ l) thinks that he who sealed thecovenant with Nehemiah (Neh. 10:
3. A priest, or more likely a family of priests,

wastheimmediate predecessorofEli in theoffice 5 ). Thelatter supposition is more probable, as in

of high priest, and that at his death the high Neh . 12:3 the name occurs among those who re

priesthood changed from the line of Eleazar to
turned with Zerubbabel a century before.

that of Ithamar . The same person is doubtless

meant in 1 Chron . 9:11 ; Neh . 11:11 , but placed by MEʻRES (Heb. O , meh '-res), one of the

mistake between Zadok and Ahitub, instead of seven princes of Persia and Media in the days of

after the latter. Ahasuerus (Esth. 1:14), B. C , about 486.

2. A chief priest whose house was represented MER’IBAH (Heb. 1770 ???, mer -ce-baw ', quar.

in the time of Joiakim by Helkai (Neh. 12:15).
rel, strife).

MERARI (Heb. 177 ?, mer -aw ' -ree, bitter, 1. The latter of two names which Moses gave

sad ), the third named of the sons of Levi, prob- to a fountain, because of the complaints ofthe

ably born in Canaan (Gen. 46:11; Exod. 6:16 ; people of Israel . It was near Rephidim , in the

Num . 3:17 ; 1 Chron. 6:1 , sq. ), B. C. about 2000. Desert of Sin , probably in the wady Feiran, and

All that is known of his personal history is the on the western gulf of the Red Sea (Exod. 17: 1-7),

fact of his birth before the migration of Jacob to and called also , “ Masseh ” (v. 7 ).

Egypt, and of his being one of the seventy persons 2. There is another Meribah near Kadesh (Num .

who accompanied him thither (Gen. 46 : 8 , sq .). He 27:14, Meribah -Kadesh ; Deut. 32:51), generally

became the head of the third division of the Le- called by adding the word " waters to distinguish
vites, that is, the Merarites. it (Psa. 81:7 ; 106 :32, A. V. “ waters of strife;

MERA RITES . See LEVITES. " provocation," 95 : 8). It was at this place that

MERATHA'IM (Heb. Ona, mer-aw -than - Moses smote the rock, and offended God by his

impatience (Num . 20 : 10–12) ; near the close of the
yim , double, or rebellion , Jer. 50:21 ), the name desert wanderings (Deut. 32:51 ).
given to Babylon. “ The dual expresses intensity,

without two rebellions of Babylon being supposed.
MER'IBAH -KA'DESH (Deut. 32:51 ). See

The allusion is to rebellious defiance of the Lord
MERIBAH, 2.

(v. 24 ) . The summons is addressed to the avenger MERʻIB -BA'AL (Heb. Sya 597??, mereeb'

described in v. 3 ” ( Orelli, Com. , in loc . ). bah'-al, contender with Baal), the son of Jonathan

MERCHANDISE, MERCHANT. See (1 Chron . 8:34 ; 9:40), who in 2 Samuel is called

COMMERCE. Mephibosheth.

MER'CURY. See Gods, FALSE. MERO'DACH . See Gods, FALSE.

MERCY (Heb. Tom, khel '-sed , kindness ; Gr. MEROʻDACH -BAL’ADAN (Heb. 7877

Ěheos, el'-eh- os , compassion ). “ Mercy is a form of 7 , Mer - o - dak ' bal-aw -dawn ', Merodach has

love determined by the state or condition of its 1 given a son ), the name of a king of Babylon,

"
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MERODACH - BALADAN

contemporary with Hezekiah, king of Judah (Isa. met Merodach -baladan accompanied by Elamite

39: 1 ). He is mentioned also with the nameBero- allies. In the inscriptions written later Sargon

dach - baladar. (2 Kings 20:12), which form is due claims a victory — that was the usual custom of

to a confusion of two Hebrew characters which are writing royal documents—but itis perfectly clear

much alike in their old forms. from the sequel that it must have been a very

Merodach -baladan was by race a Chaldean, and small victory indeed. Merodach - baladan was left

though the Chaldeans were almost certainly Sem- in possession of the city of Babylon , where he had

ites they were nevertheless quite a different peo- enough wealth to satisfy him for the present, and

ple (see CHALDEANS). The Chaldeans were divided enough difficulties with priests and people to tax

into a number of small tribes settled ,for the most his highest powers. Hewas not likely to attempt

part, about the head of the Persian Gulf. They to conquer northern Babylonia under the condi.

all envied the Babylonians their superior position tions that now prevailed, and Sargon left him to

and their vastly greater wealth, and again and his own will , while he went to meet continually

again made efforts to win ascendency and secure recurring rebellions elsewhere.

political control in the great valley. Had all Merodach -baladan was now practically king of

these separate Chaldean tribes been united under Babylon, and naturally also head of all the Chal.

one leader this might have been achieved long be- dean states. He had achieved much indeed, but

fore the 8th century. The leadership was not he was left in a position of enormous difficulty — a

secured until Merodach-baladan had made himself position that would test his qualities of states
chief of the tribe of Bit Yakin, which had its seat manship, without which no king becomes really

in the marshes close by the head of the Persian great. His statesmanship was not equal to his

Gulf. Ever under so masterful a spirit as his the generalship, and he was soon in a turmoil . His

Chaldeans would hardly have united but for his Chaldean followers wanted plunder, so also did

success in winning power in Babylonia. The prize his Aramæan and Elamite allies, and all these were

of power in Babylonia had long been so highly es consumed with mutual jealousies. He doubtless

teemed among the Chaldeans that whoever won it desired to govern well , for by so doingit was pos

was sure of leadership in all the Chaldean tribes sible to win cordial allegiance from the Babylo
as well as in his own. If the chief of the tribe of nian people and a firm hold upon the throne. But

Bit Yakin became lord of Babylon he was certain some concession must be made to his hungry fol.

to be called lord of the tribes of Bit Dakkuri , Bit lowers, and so he gradually ventured on a career

Amukkani, and of every other Chaldean clan. In of plunder. The chief property owners of Sippar,

the year 732 Ukinzir, prince of the tribe ofAmuk- Nippur, Babylon,and Borsippa were removed into

kani, made himself king of Babylon in defiance Chaldea, and their possessions handed over to his

of the Assyrian king who had been the ruler of followers. This act lost for him the allegiance of

Babylonia. Thatmade him a sort of leader of all the priesthood and of the wealthy classes, and

the Chaldeans, though they were not yet united these now turned longingly to Sargon as a possible

enough to support him to the bitter end when the deliverer from the rapacious Chaldean. An army

Assyrians were ready to attack him. When Tig- was dispatched southward from Assyria, which

lath -pileser III (see TiGLATH -PILESER) came into soon cut off Merodach-baladan from his Elamite

Babylonia to reconquer it the Chaldean states sub- allies. He was powerless to meet this Assyrian

mitted one after another without a struggle. Of army, and must therefore flee into the land from

all these chiefs who thus sent presents and ac- which he had come, after ruling Babylon for eleven

knowledged themselves as subjects of the Assyr- years . Sargon pursued him into Chaldea , where

ians there was none so important, none so signif- he was wounded and fled into Elam. It would

icant as Merodach -baladan, who presented ( B. C. seem as though he must be undone by these re

729) an immense gift of gold , precious stones, verses, but Merodach -baladan had patience and

choice woods, embroidered robes, cattle, and sheep. persistence, and would be heard from again. But

It was the first time that he had ever made sub- he must wait a favorable opportunity, which did

mission to the Assyrians. The submission was for not come until Sargon was dead and Sennacherib
a time only — he would soon be in the full tide of was on his throne. Then came a rebellion in

rebellion. During the short reign of Shalmaneser Babylonia against him under the leadership of a

no attempt appears to have been made by Mero- certain Mardukozakir-shumu,who is called the son
dach-baladan or by any other Chaldean prince to of a slave. When he had reigned only one month

gain ascendency in Babylonia, or even complete Merodach -baladan appeared, and in 702 was again

freedom from Assyrian overlordship. But so soon proclaimed king of Babylon. It was probably at

as he was dead, in 722, the opportunity came and just this time that Merodach -baladan sent his em

was speedily embraced. The successor of Shal.bassy to Hezekiah (2 Kings 20 :12–19 ; 2 Chron.

maneser was Sargon II, who had tremendous dif. 32:31 ; Isa . 39:1-8 ), though the date of it is ob .

ficulties to face in the far west, and would there . scure and doubtful . This embassy was sent nom

fore presumably have but little time or energy to inally to congratulate Hezekiah upon his recovery

devote to Babylonia. Without any great difficulty from illness, but we shall probablynot go far astray

Merodach -baladan took southern Babylonia, and if we see in it an attempt to get Hezekiah to

then the city of Babylon itself. On New Year's join in a rebellion in the west against the Assyrian

Day 721 he was proclaimed the ruler of Babylon . king. Such a diversion as that would greatly help

That he dared thus much is proof of the stuff of Merodach -baladan's position in Babylonia. The

which he was made. Sargon, of course, had to plan failed , for Sennacherib invaded Babylonia,

meet the issue thus joined , and immediately en. and Merodach -baladan saved his life only by pre

tered Babylonia with his army. At Dur-ilu hecipitate flight into his old home-land .

a
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MEROM HOMESHELEMIAH :

Sennacherib then attacked the west, and while ME'SECH ( Psa. 120: 5) . See MESHECH .

thus engaged a new rebellion began in Babylonia , ME'SHA (Heb. , may-shaw ', middle dis

in which, naturally enough , Merodach -baladan was
trict).

ready to participate. It was, however, of very

short duration, for Sennacherib entered the land
1. A placein Arabia, the western limit of the

again , and again Merodach -baladan must flee. He children of Joktan (Gen. 10:30), and possibly
identical with Massa and Mash. “ However that

put his goods , his people, and his gods upon boats,
and fonted them down the Euphrates to the Per? may be, there is frequent mention of the latter

sian Gulf, and settled on its eastern shores ina country in the cuneiform inscriptions. It corre
part of Elam , whither Sennacherib darednotfol- sponds roughly with the Arabia Petræa ofthe

It was the desert district whichlow. There in exile he soon died . His careeris geographers.

without a parallel among his people. It was filled stretched away eastward and southward of Baby

with contradictions. No manbefore him of that lonia ” (Sayce, Higher Crit., etc. , p. 479 ).

race has held power so great for so long a time. 2. King of Moab and tributary to Ahab. At

He had failed ultimately, but his followers would the death of Ahab Mesha endeavored to shake

in a later day succeed far beyond his dreams. - off the yoke of Israel and free himself from the

R. W. R.
burdensome tribute of one hundred thousand

MEʻROM (Heb. bina, may-rome', height, or wool. When Jehoram became king he secured
lambs and one hundred thousand rams, with their

upper waters), a triangular shaped body of water, the assistance of Jehoshaphat in reducing the

about four and one half miles in length by three Moabites to their former condition of tributaries.

and one half wide. It is two hundred and seventy The two armies marched by a circuitous route

around the Dead Sea , and were joined by the

forces of the king of Edom . The Moabites

were defeated and driven from their strong.

hold, from which the king and seven hundred

fighting men made an attempt to break

through the besieging army. Beaten back , he
withdrew to the wall of the city, upon which

he offered up his firstborn son and heir to

the kingdom as a burnt offering to Chemosh,

the fire god of Moab . His bloody sacrifice

had the effect of inducing the besiegers to

retire to their own land with much spoil

(2 Kings 3 :4–27), B. C. 853. The exploits of

“ Mesha, son (i. e ., votary) of Chemosh, king

Merom . of Moab," are recorded in the inscription

Moabite stone " discovered by M.

feet below the Mediterranean Sea. The Jordan Ganneau at Dibon in Moab.

passes through it, and it was where Joshua won a
3. The eldest son of Caleb (brother of Jerah.

great victory over the Canaanites ( Josh. 11 : 5–7), meel, and son of Hezron), and " father ” ( founder)

It is in the upper part of Palestine, in a level of Ziph ( 1 Chiron . 2:42), B. C. about 1200.

plain at the foot of the hills of Naphtali which 4. A son of the Benjamite Shaharaim by his

touch the roots of Hermon, itself ten thousand wife Hodesh ( 1 Chron. 8: 9 ) .

feet in height. Merom is , without doubt, the

Lake Semechonitis of Josephus ( Ant., v, 5 , 1 ;
ME'SHACH (Chald. Tunza, may-shak ), the

Wars, iii , 10 , 7). The only reference to it in name given to Mishael, one of the companions of

Scripture (Josh. 11:5–9) gives it as the scene of Daniel, by the chief eunuch of the Babylonian

the third and last great victory gained by Joshua court. He, with Daniel and two other captive
over the Canaanites. It is called now Lake of youths, was selected to be trained as personal at.

Huleh. tendants and advisers of the king ( Dan. 1 : 7 , etc.),

MERON'OTHITE (Heb. päzza, may-ro-no
B. C. about 586. See SHADRACH .

thee'), i . e. , the native of a place called probably
ME'SHECH (Heb . , mel '- shek , possession ).

Meronoth , of which, however, no further traces
1. The sixth named son of Japheth (Gen. 10:2 ;

have yet been discovered . Two Meronothites are 1 Chron . 1 : 5 ) , and progenitor of a people fre.

named in the Bible: ( 1 ) Jeldeiah, who had the quently noticed in connection with Tubal, Magog,

charge of the royal asses of King David ( 1 Chron . and other northern countries (Ezek. 27:13 ; 32:

27:30) ; and ( 2 ) Jadon, one of those who assisted 26 ; 38 : 2, 3 ).

in the repair of the wall of Jerusalem after the 2. Another name (1 Chron . 1:17) for Masa ( q. v . ).

return from the captivity (Neh . 3 : 7 ) . MESHELEMI'AH (Heb. zabora, mesh-eh
ME ROZ (Heb. 11772, may -roze”), a place in lem -yaw ",friendship of Jehovah), a Levite of the

northern Palestine, and referred to in Scripture family of Kore, who, with his seven sons and

connection with a curse in the Song of Deborah brethren, were gatekeepers of the temple in the

( Judg. 5:23 ; comp. 21:8–10 , 1 Sam . 11 : 7 ). It time of David (1 Chron . 9:21 ; 26 : 1 , 2 , 9), B. C.

would seem as if its people might have helped in before 960. They were all assigned to the east

the campaign against Sisera , but failed to do so. gate, except Zechariah (v. 14), who had the north

It has never been satisfactorily identified . gate.

on the ..
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MESHEZABEEL MESOPOTAMIA

"

2

1

MESHEZ’ABEEL (Heb. Samura, mesh -ay- 15 ) , B. C. 457. He is probably the temple porter

zab -ale , delivered by God ), the grandfather of mentioned in Neh . 12:25, which last is also called

Meshullum ,who assisted in repairing thewall of Meshelemiah ( 1 Chron. 26 : 1 ), Shelemiah (v. 14), and

Jerusalem (Neh. 3 :4), one of the “ chief of the Shallum (Neh 7:45).

people ” who sealed the covenant with Nehemiah
12. One of the “ sons ” (descendants) of Bani,

(10:21),and father of Pethahiah the Zerabite of who divorced his Gentile wife after the captivity

Judah ( 11:24 ), B. C. before 445 . Probably the (Ezra 10:29), B. C. 456.

same person is referred to in all the passages.
13. The son of Berechiah who repaired a por.

MESHIL'LEMITH (1 Chron . 9:12). See
ticn of the walls of Jerusalem after the captivity

MESHILLEMOTH .
(Neh . 3 :4 , 30), B. C. 445. It was his daughter who

MESHIL'LEMOTH (Heb. Dizazwę, mesh -il
married Johanan, the son of Tobiah the Ammonite

(6:18).

lay-mohth', reconciliation ). 14. The son of Besodeiah ; he, with Jehoiada,

1. A priest, the son of Immer and father of repaired the old gate of Jerusalem (Neh. 3: 6 ), B.

Meshullam ( 1 Chron. 9:12, where he is called c . 445.

Meshillemith ). He is said (Neh. 11:13 ) to be the 15. One of the principal Israelites who stood at

son of Immer and father of Ahasai, B. C. before Ezra's left hand when he read the law to the peo

440,
ple (Neh. 8 :4 ), B. C. about 445. He is, perhaps,

2. The father of Berechiah, one of the chiefs of one of those who subscribed the sacred covenant

Ephrain who protested against the attempt of the ( 10:20) .

Israelites to make slaves of their captive brethren 16. One of the priests who signed the covenant

of Judah (2 Chron. 28:12), B. C. before 735 . made by Nehemiah and the people to serve the

MESHOʻBAB (Heb. spiurą, mesh -o -bawb ”, Lord (Neh . 10:7).

returned ), a chief of the tribe of Simeon , whose
17. A priest in the days of Joiakim , the son of

family so increased that he migrated to Gedor in Jeshua,and representative of thehouseofEzra

the time of Hezekiah ( 1 Chron . 4:34), B. C. about ( Neh. 12:13), B. C. after 536 .

719. 18. A priest at the same time as the preceding,

MESHULLAM (Heb. Dur?, mesh -ool-lawm ',
and a son of Ginnethon (Neh . 12:16 ).

MESHUL'LEMETH (Heb. Opav ??, mesh
allied ).

1. The grandfather of Shaphan , the scribe whoool-leh´-melh, friend ), the daughterof Haruz of

was sent by King Josiah to take charge of the Jotbah, wife of Manasseh, king of Judah, and

moneys collected for the repairs of the temple mother of his successor, Amon (2 Kings 21:19),

(2 Kings 22: 3), B. C. before 639 .
B, C. about 690.

2. The eldest named of the children of Zerub . MESOʻBAITE (Heb. 1773172,mets -o -baw -yaw ',

babel ( 1 Chron. 3:19), B. C. about 536. found of Jah ), a designation of Jasiel , the last

3. À Gadite, and one of the chiefs of the tribe named of David's heroes (1 Chron . 11:47), prob

residing in Bashan, and whose genealogies were ably meaning of Mesobaiah.
taken in the time of Jeroboam and of Jotham

MESOPOTA'MIA (Gr. Meoonotauia, mes-op
( 1 Chron. 5:13), B. C. 783-738.
4. A Benjamite, and one of the descendants of ot-am - ee' -ah, the country between the tworivers), the

Elpaal resident at Jerusalem after the captivity ordinary Greek rendering of theHeb. 02.72

( 1 Chron . 8:17). ar'-am nah-har-ah'-yim, “ Aram , ” or “ Syria of

5. A Benjamite, son of Hodaviah (1 Chron.9: the two rivers,” whereof we have frequent men

7), or Joed (Neh. 11:7), and father of Sallu , who tion in the earlier books of Scripture (Gen. 24:10 ;

resided at Jerusalem after the captivity, B. C. be- Deut. 23:4 ; Judg. 3 :8, 10),

fore 445. 1. Territory. If welook to the signification

6. Another Benjamite (son of Shephathiah) who of the name we must regard Mesopotamia as the

dwelt at Jerusalem after the exile ( 1 Chron. 9 : 8), entire country between the two rivers — the Tigris

B. C. about 445 . and the Euphrates. This is a tract nearly seven

7. A priest ( son of Zadok) whose descendants hundred miles long, and from twenty to two hun

dwelt in Jerusalem ( 1 Chron . 9:11 ; Neh . 11:11 ) , dred and fifty miles broad, extending in a south

B. C. before 445. He is probably the same as easterly direction from Telek (latitude 38 ° 23',

SHALLUM (q . v. ). longitude 39° 18') to Kurnah (latitude 31 ° , longi

8. The son of Meshillemith, and ancestor of tude 47 ° 30' \ . The Arabian geographers term it

Maasiai ( 1 Chron. 9:12), or Amashai (Neh. 11:13) , “ the Island," a name which is almostliterally cor

B. C. long before 445. rect, since a few miles only intervene between the

9. A Levite of the family of Kohath, and one source of the Tigris and the Euphrates at Telek .

of the overseers of the temple repairs in the reign Although for the most part a vast plain, it is

of Josiah (2 Chron . 34:12), B. C. 639 . crossed about the center by the Sinjar hills run .

10. One of the “ chief men ” sent by Ezra to ning nearly east and west from about Mosul to a

Iddo to gather together the Levites to join the little below Rakkeh . In the north it is moun.

caravan about to return to Jerusalem (Ezra 8:16), tainous, the upper Tigris valley being separated

B. C. about 457. from the Mesopotamian plain by an important

11. A chief man in the time of Ezra, probably range, the Mons Masius of Strabo, which runs

a Levite, who assisted Jonathan and Jahaziah in from Birehjik to Jezireh.

abolishing the marriages which some of the peo- The Mesopotamia of Scripture and the classical

ple had contracted with foreign wives (Ezra 10 : I writers “ is the north western portion of the tract

>
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MESOPOTAMIA MESSIAH

already described, or the country between the another. The Assyrian monarchs contended with

great bend of the Euphrates (latitude 35° to 37 ° these chiefs at great advantage, and by the time

301 and the upper Tigris . It consists of the of Jehu ( B. C. 880) had fully established their

mountain country extending from Birehjik to dominion over them . In New Testament times

Jezireh upon the north ; and upon the south of many Jews had settled in Mesopotamia (Josephus,

the great undulating Mesopotamian plain as far Ant., xii, 3, 4 ; Acts 2 : 9).
as the Sinjar hills and the river Khabour. The

northern range, called by the Arabs Karajah the handsin prayer, Psa.141:2; or of flame,Judg.
MESS (Heb. Oba, mas-ayth', a raising, as of

Dagh, toward the west, and Jebel Tur toward the
east, does not attain to anygreat elevation . The 20:38, 40 ), a portion of food (Gen. 43:34 ; 2Sam .

streams from the north side of this range are
11 : 8).

short, and fall mostly into the Tigris . Those from MESSI'AH (Heb. uu , maw -shee'-akh,

the south are more important. They flow down anointed ; rendered in the LXX by the Greek

at very moderate intervals along the whole course equivalent Xplotòs, khris-tos'). The word Christ

of the range, and gradually collect into two con- is therefore almost invariably used instead of

siderable rivers — the Belik (ancient Bilichus) and Messiah in the New Testament, as the official
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the khubour (Habor of Chaboras)—which empty |designation of our Lord. In two cases ( John

themselves into the Euphrates. South of the moun. 1:41; 4:25) Messias is used—the Greek form of

tains is the great plain already described, which Messiah. In the Old Testament priests are re

between the Khabour and the Tigris is interrupted ferred to as the “anointed” (e. g ., Lev. 4:3 ; 8:12 ;

only by the Sinjar range, but west of the Khabour Psa. 105 : 15), also Kings (e. g., 1 Sam . 24: 7–11;

is broken by several spurs from the Karajah Psa. 2 : 2 ; Dan. 9:25 , 26). We also read ( 1 Kings

Dagh, having a general direction from north to 19:16) of anointing to the office of prophet. But
south .” along with these subordinate uses of the term ,

2. Scripture History. Mesopotamia is first which undoubtedly foreshadowed the three great
mentioned as the country in which Nahor and his offices of Christ as prophet, priest, and king,

family settled after leaving Ur (Gen. 24:10) . there appeared its highest use in which it was

Hither too, a century later, came Jacob on the employed to designate the One promisedof God

same errand ; and thence he returned with his as the great Deliverer, and who was to be in a

two wives after an absence of twenty -one years. preeminent and altogether unique sense the

After this we have no mention of Mesopotamia Anointed, or the Messiah , of God . The subject is

till the close of the wanderings in the wilderness therefore very extensive, and offers to the student

(Deut. 23 : 4). About half a century later we find, an immense field for investigation not only in the

for the first and last time, Mesopotamia the seat Old and New Testament Scriptures, but also in

of a powerful monarchy ( Judg.,"ch. 3). Finally, Jewish and Christian literature. We have space

the children of Ammon, having provoked a war for only a brief presentation, as follows :

with Jacob, “ sent a thousand talents of silver to 1. The Messianic Idea (1) The Old Testa

hire them chariots and horsemen out of Mesopo- ment Messianio revelation . This appears not

tamia , and out of Syria Maachah, and out of merely in particular predictions. The whole of

Zobah ” (1 Chron. 19: 6 ) . According to the As- the old Testament is rather to be looked upon as

syrian inscriptions, Mesopotamia was inhabited in bearing a prophetic character. The idea under

the early times of the empire (B. C. 1200-1100 ) | lying the whole development of these Scriptures

by a vast number of petty tribes, each under its and the life dealt with therein is that of God's

own prince, and all quite independent of onel gracious manifestation of himself to men , and the
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)

establishment of his kingdom on the earth. This of these and other passages, reference may profit

idea becomes more and more distinct and central- ably bemade to the Old Testament commentaries,

izes itself more and more fully in the person of both Jewish and Christian. ( 4) Jewish views of

the coming King, the Messiah . The creation and the Messiah. What Messiah did the Jews ex

fall of man, the growing sinfulness of the race, pect, is one question and what should the Old

make clear the need of deliverance. The preser. Testament revelation have led them to expect, is

ration of a part of mankind from the flood, another. The fact calls for explanation, that

and the continuance of human history, has its while Jewish expectation had been deepening,and

great suggestion of promise. The call of Abra- in some respects becoming more definite and true
ham, with the promise in thy seed shall all the during the centuries preceding the Christian era,

nations of the earth be blessed ,” revealed the di. so that at the time of our Lord's appearing it

vine purpose, which had been previously indicated , seemed to await its immediate fulfillment, the

yet more distinctly (see Gen, 22:18 ; comp. , 12 : 3 ; Jewish people were not prepared, as to the largest

9:26 ; 3:15 ). The founding of the Jewish nation, extent they have never been prepared, to recog.

its theocratic character, its institutions, its ritual nize Jesus as the Christ. The reason is found in

and history, all center about this one idea. The the rabbinical and popularly received ideas ofthe

sinfulness of sin, the possibility and divinely ap- Messiah. The fatal mistake of the Jews was not

pointed method of deliverance from sin , the real. in rejecting the Scriptures, but in giving to thema

ization of a kingdom of righteousness, lie at the narrow and unspiritualinterpretation . Jesus truly

very basis of the Jewish economy. Moreover, the said, “ Ye search the Scriptures, because ye think

chosen nation bore its peculiar character not that in them ye have eternal life ; and these are

merely for its own sake, but also for the sake of they which bear witness of me and ye will not come

the world. Upon condition of fidelity to the cove to me that ye may have life ” (John 5:39,40, R. V.).

nant the promise was given, “ Ye shall be unto Their interpretation was far from being wholly

me a kingdom of priests and a holy .nation ” | false, as Edersheim shows with reference to the

(Exod. 19:6). The devout wish of Moses was list of rabbinic interpretations above noted. It

significant also in the same direction, “ Would God embraced “ such doctrines as the premundane

all the Lord's people were prophets " (Num . 11:29 ) . existence of the Messiah ; his elevation above

But the highest glory of Israel was in the fact Moses, and even above the angels; his represent

that from the nation one was to come in whom ative character ; his cruel sufferings and derision ;

these noble relations to God and man, only to a his violentdeath , and that for his people ; his work

large extent symbolized by the nation itself , should in behalf of the living and of the dead ; his re

be perfectly fulfilled . The actual “ Son ” anddemption and restoration of Israel ; the opposition

“Servant” of God, the true Prophet, Priest, and of the Gentiles, their partial judgment and con

King, wasto be the Messiah. This is the key to version ; the prevalence of his law ; the universal

the whole body of the Old Testament Scriptures. blessings of the latter days; and his kingdom . ”

(2) Designations. That various designations were But this same interpretation left out certain ele.

given to the Messiah was only natural, and to ments of greatest and governing importance. The

have been expected. Among them are the “ Seed doctrines of original sin, and of the sinfulness of

of Abraham ,' Son of David,” “ Son of man ,” man's whole nature, were greatly reduced from

" My Son , ” “ My Servant," “ Mine Elect,” “ The their Scripture meaning, and practically omitted

Branch, " “ The Prince of Peace,” “ the Wonder- from the prevalent Jewish teaching. Consequently

ful Counselor, the mighty God , the everlasting the deepest thought of the Messiahship, the sal
Father ” (see Gen. 22:18 ; 2 Sam. 23: 5 ; Psa. 2 :7 ; vation of the world from sin , was lacking. In

Isa. 42:1 ; 9:6, 7 ; Zech. 3 : 8 ; 6:12 ; Dan. 7:13 , 14 ; keeping with this, the priestly office of the Messiah

10: 16–18.) (3) Prophetic passages. The numberof was also lost sight of. The prophetic office of the

passages in the Old Testament regarded by the Messiah was also obscured. The all-absorbing

Jews in pre-Christian times as prophetic of the ideas were those of kingship and deliverance.
Messiah is much larger than that of the special and these were chiefly of national significance.

predictions to which Christians have commonly The restoration of national glory was the great
appealed. It is stated by Edersheim to be upward hope of Israel . All else was subordinate to that.

of 456, of which 75 are from the Pentateuch, 243 Of modern Jewish views our space permits only a

from the prophets,and 138 from the Hagiographa. few observations. While the denial has been

“ But comparatively few of these, " he adds, " are constant that Jesus is the Christ, and while during

what would be termed verbal predictions.” This many centuries the Jews almost universally con

harmonizes, however, with what has already been tinued to look for their national deliverer, and

said with regard to the general character of the their hope was again and again stimulated and

Old Testament revelation . (For complete list of disappointed by the appearance of more than a

passages Messianically applied in the Rabbinic score of false Messiahs, marked changes have

writings, see Edersheim's Life and Times of Jesus. taken place within recent years in Jewish opinions

Appendix IX. ) The predictions to which Chris- and belief upon this subject. (a) The relatively

tians as well as Jews have attached special im- small and diminishing class known as Orthodox
portance embrace the following : Gen. 3:15 (the Jews adhere to the ancient expectation. (6) The

protoevangelium ); 9:27 ; 12:3 ; 22:18 ; 49 :8, 10 ; Reformed Jews, embracing many of the most

Deut. 18:18 ; 2 Sam . 7:11-16 ; 23 : 5 ; Psalms learned and influential , have laid this expectation

2, 16, 22, 40, 110 ; Isa. , chaps. 2 , 7 , 9 , 11 , 40, aside. With this class the whole conception of

42, 49, 53 ; Jer. 23:5 , 6 ; Dan. 7:27; Zech. 12:10– the Messiah has become dim and confused. It is

14; Hag. 2 :9 ; Mal. 3 :1 ; 4 :5, 6. For exposition I doubted as to whether the Messiah refers to a
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a

person or a time, also as to whether or not the METEYARD (Heb. 177 ?, mid -daw ', exten

person or time has arrived . ( c) The main body sion, Lev. 19:35), a yard measure. See METROLOGY.
of modern Jews still looks forward to the in

gathering of the Jews and their restoration to
METHEG - AMMAH (Heb . 8 ima,

national glory in the land of their forefathers, and meh'-theg haw -am -maw ', bridle of the mother, i. e .,
along with this they expect an era of universal mother city ), the figurative term for a chief city of

peace and harmony among men. But still there the Philistines, viz., Gath . To give up one's bridle

is great diversity of opinion as to the method and to another is equivalent to submitting to him

means by which these results are to be accom- | (2 Sam. 8 : 1 ).

plished. The Messiah may mean a particular per- METHU'SAEL (Heb. Savina,meth -oo-shav
son born of the Jewish race, or the term may ale', manof God ), the son of Mehujael and father
stand for a conjunction of events brought about of Lamech, of the family of Cain (Gen. 4:18).

by the Jewish people. A feature made prominent

at present in Jewish denial of the Messiahship of METHU'SELAH (Heb. hawan , meth-oo

our Lord is that, in their view, the Old Testament sheh -́lakh, man of the dart), the son of Enoch and

prophecies predict the full and blessed results of grandfather of Noah. He, at the age of one hun

the Messianic reign as coming at once with the dred and eighty -seven years, became thefather of

advent of the Messiah, and such results have not Lamech , after whose birth he lived seven hun

come; and they can find no prediction of a second | dred and eighty -two years, and died at the ad

advent. To us as Christians this objection has no vanced age of nine hundred and sixty -nine years

force, in view of the comprehensiveness, and, at (Gen. 5:21 , 22, 25–27 ; 1 Chron, 1 :3).

the same time, the gradual and incomplete develop- METALS. All the principal metals were fa

ment of Old Testament prophecy. The prophecies miliar to the Hebrews, and are mentioned in Scrip

of the old dispensation do indeed look forward to ture, except mercury, and perhaps zinc, which the

the ripened results of Christ's reign. But the ancients did not much use. The tin alloy of cop

prophecies of the New Testament supplement per (bronze) was far more frequent and more

those of the Old in unfolding the gradualmethods ancient than the zinc alloy (brass), which has

by which these results are to be reached , and in largely replaced it in modern times ; but zinc is

predicting the final glorious coming of Christ. found with tin in some of the ancientbronzes, and

2. The Messianic Realization . The ques- the evidences of the working of the zinc mines at

tion, is Jesus the Christ? is of greatest importance Laurium in Greece show that themetal was known

plainly , not to Jews only, but to all races of man- and valued . Sir John Evans ( Ancient Bronze Im

kind. This question is answered affirmatively plements, p . 5) holds that when the first Old Testa

because ( 1 ) Jesus distinctly claimed to be the ment book was written themetals familiarly known

Messiah, a claim reconcilable with his character were gold , silver, iron , lead , tin, and copper - with

only upon the supposition that his claim was valid . its two alloys, bronze and brass. If the last

(2) The conception of Messiahship which Jesus named, then, of course,zinc must be added .

held and promulgated was unspeakably above the The passage, Num . 31:22, is of interest 'as cor

prevailing Jewish conception, and yet in reality responding strictly with the list of Evans just

that of Old Testament prophecy. It embraced the alluded to. There is little question as to the mean.

unworldly character of his kingdom ( John 18:36) , | ing of the names, save that nekh-oʻ-sheth (Heb.

the sacrifice ofhimself for sin(Matt. 20:28 ;26:28), nºn? ), rendered brass, included copper and bronze,
the gospel for all nations (Matt. 28:19). (3) The and also brass if zinc was then known.

events of his life throughout correspond with the

Old Testament predictions (comp. Mic. 5 :2 ; Matt.
The names for gold , silver, and iron are plain

2:1-6 ; Isa .9 :1, 2 ; Matt. 4:14, 16 ; Isa. 7:14 ; Matt: enough in the Old Testament; and the only ques.

1:23; Isa . 61 : 1 ; Luke 4:17, 21;Zech . 9:9; John tion is concerning the words rendered tin (Heb.

12:14,15; Isa. 63:3, 7;Psa. 22:6 ; John 1:11; 15173, bed -eel ) and lead (Heb.opp ,o- feh'-reth).

18:40 ; Psa. 22:18 ; John 19:23, 24 ; Psa. 22:16 ; Another word, an -awk ' (Heb. 7:8, Amos 7:7, 8)
Luke 23:33; Isa . 53:9 ; Matt.27:57 , 58; Psa. 16:10 ; is apparently lead. Of course, there may have

Acts 2:31).' (4) His deeds corresponded with the been two words for the same metal, as zinc and

Messianic character, and were among its sure
signs (comp. Isa .35:56 ; Matt. 11:4 , 6 ; John spelterwithus ; but more probably various mix

14:11). (5) The effect of his comingis such as to thatwe can but approximately translate them . So
tures and alloys were included in these terms, so

show thathehas in reality founded the Messianic also bedeel in somecases means admixture or im

kingdom , though the completion of his work is
still in the future. See Prophecy ; Christ; Son purity, removed from silver in the furnace (Isa. 1:

25) , where if literal accuracy is sought it should
OF Man.

be rendered “ lead ,” which is frequently associated
LITERATURE. — Edersheim , Life and Times of with silver ores, and not tin (as A. V.); while it is

Jesus the Messiah ; Geikie, Life and Words of clearly a valuable metallic product in Num . 31:22 ;

Christ ; McCaul, Messiahship of Jesus; Fairbairn, Ezek . 27:12 , where tin is probably correct.

The Typology of Scripture; Oehler, Theologie der

Alten Testaments; Van Oosterzee, Christ. Dogm ., metals, andmade greatuse of such combinations.
The ancients early learned the art of alloying

vol . ii , 526, sq.-E. McC .
Doubtless, these mixed materials were largely dis.

MESSI'AS, the Greek form (Mɛocias, mes-see' covered accidentally in experimenting upon all

as, John 1:41 ; 4:25) of the Hebrew title MESSIAH sorts of ores, and were then made by artificial

(q . v .), translated Christ. compounding as practice and experience advanced .
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But the most important of them all , bronze, was valuable, or at least is so represented in the period

introduced at a very remote period. It pre- which he describes. It would appear as though

supposes much acquaintance with the mining and the use of iron, long familiar in Egypt and the

working of both copper and tin, which scarcely East, was slowly extending along the Mediterranean

occur together at all, and the latter of which is by about B. C. 1000. At that time it was far

found at but few and remote localities. Copper more abundant than bronze in Palestine (1 Chron .

and gold were to some extent mingled—a conibi- 29:7), and such passages as Josh. 6:19 ; 17:16, 18 ,

nation not in favor with the moderns save in a etc., show that it was freely in use among the na

few per cent of copper employed to increase the tive tribes of Canaan two centuries earlier, at the

hardness of gold for coinage and the arts. Such time of the Hebrew conquest. An important pas

an alloy seems to have been the orichalcum (Gr. sage is Num . 35:16, 18 , in which the crime of

operzałkov, mountain brass ), often, though less murder is spoken of as committed with either
correctly spelled aurichalcum (as though from an instrument of iron ” (v . 16 ), a stone in the

aurum ), a late vox hybrida. These words appear hand ” (v . 17, R. V.; " by throwing a stone,” A.

to have originally referred to copper pyrites, the V.), or “ a weapon of wood " (v. 18), i . e. , a club.

zhalcopyrite of mineralogy, a common and con- Here is no suggestion of a metal weapon other

spicuous ore of copper, bright, metallic, and yel- than iron , or stone ; the words are kel-ed bar.

low . Later it was applied to the alloy above ze” (Heb. 1772 "- ? ), instrument of iron ; ek’-ben
named. It is possible that “ the fine copper,

precious as gold ” zra 8:27) may refer to this ma- yawd (Heb. 7; 779 ) , “ stone of hand, ” as though

terial Orichalcum was rather an oriental com- picked up and thrown, so expressed in A. V.; and

bination more used in Persia and India than kel-ee' ates yawd (Heb. 77 7375? ), an instru .

among the Mediterranean nations.
ment of wood of hand ” (A. V. “ hand weapon of

It appears that the ancients made more use wood ;" R. V. “ weapon of wood in the hand ").

than the moderns of an alloy of gold and silver. The word kelee (anything wrought, implement) is

The very latest discoveries of some of the oldest not used in connection with stone (v.17), and is

remains in Egypt — the pre-Manethian royal tombs applied here only to iron and wood . The bronze

explored by M. Amelineau at and near Abydos agehadno existence among the Hebrews, there

contain many articles of this kind, a combination fore, so far asweapons were concerned, at the

of gold with a much larger proportion of silver; time of the wandering.

also copper objects and some of bronze. These
For some reason not apparent, however, it is

he refers to a period at least B. C. 4000, and re- evident that among the Hebrews and some other

gards as earlier than the close of the Neolithic ancient peoples , metal tools were regarded as un.

epoch in northern Europe, polished stone arrow suitable for religious and sacred functions, and

heads being found with these metallic objects at that stone implements remained in use for such

Abydos. Such alloys of gold and silver werealso purposes long after they had been generally super

used in classical times to some extent, and were seded by those made of metal. The Egyptian

known as λευκός χρυσός and ηλεκτρον to Herodotus embalmers used only stone knivesto open the

and Homer. Pliny states that “ electrum " con- bodies of the dead," although metal tools were

tained twenty per cent of silver. It was greatly abundant; both Herodotus and Diodorus refer to

esteemed, and was supposed to liave the power of this peculiar usage. Among the Hebrews a sim

revealing poisons. The native electrum , said to ilar custom is implied (Exod. 4:25), while the

be found in the sands of some rivers in Italy, was
words rendered "

valued much more than that produced artificially.
sharp knives ” (Heb. Diana

The mineral is very scarce, andno Italian locality , khar-both tsoo -reem ', were literally edges

is now known . There is an electrum vase pre- or blades of stone, R. V. “ knives of flint"). The

served at St. Petersburg, but ancient articles of word tsoor ( Ileb. 173), ordinarily a rock, stone,or

this alloy are as a rule very rare. pebble, had come to mean edge or blade, doubtless

Nothing post-diluvian in the Old Testament a very ancient survival of the stone age, though

gives any indication of going back to the bronze other derivations have been suggested. But the

age of archæology. The recent discoveries of LXX, Vulg. , and Syriac versions refer this pas.

Petrie, Amelineau, and others appear to date and sage to stone knives ; and a remarkable state

even to approximate to the later Neolithic time, ment, added by the Alexandrian translators to

but they are very much earlier than any Old Josh . 24 ;30 , specifies them as such , and relates

Testament reference save Gen. 4:22 ( see Íron ) , that they were buried in the grave of Joshua.

which may indeed refer to the beginnings of the In the same way no tool was to be used upon a

knowledge and use of metals—a mighty epoch in stone altar (Exod. 20:25) as involving pollution

the progress of the race. We now know that by (comp. Deut. 27 : 5 , 6 ; Josh. 8:31). By the time

Abraham's time the civilization of Egypt and of Solomon we sce a relaxation of this prohibition,

Chaldea were long established and highly ad . so far as to allow the temple to be built of cut

vanced, and that the use of all the principal stone ; but the work had to be done at a distance,

metals was familiar. and the stones laid in their places by hand

Certain it is that the bronze age prevailed for a ( 1 Kings 6:17, 18 ; 6: 7) . A similar objection

very extended period in Central and Western seems to have held against altars of brick ( Isa. 65 :

Europe, with no traces of iron , and both Hesiod 3 ; comp. Exod. 20:24 ). Such usages , based upon

and Lucretius clearly assert the long priority religious ideas, are suggestive of caution in as.

of bronze (załkós, aes ). In Homer'sday iron signing great antiquity to graves or stone struc

seems to have been esteemed as rather choice and I tures, simply from the presence of stone imple.
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ments or the absence of tool marks. ( 4) Cubit (Heb. 17798, am -maw ' ; Gr. rñxus,

of Joshua, or much later Hebrew altars, might pay'-khoos, the forearm ), an important and con

mislead the archæologist who did not take note of stant measure among the Hebrews (Exod. 25:10,

such peculiar anachronisms of habit. sq . ; 1 Kings 7:24, sq. ; Ezek. 40: 5, etc.), and other
That mining (Deut. 8:10 ) and metallurgy were ancient nations. It was commonly reckoned as

arts well known to the Hebrews is plain from the length of the arm from the point of the elbow

numerous allusions. Job 28 :1–12 is a unique and to the end of the middle finger, and naturally

remarkable passage on this subject in these re- varied in length. (1) Egyptian cubit. Dr. Wil

spects, the poetical description of mining opera- kinson ( Anc. Egypt, ii , p. 257) thinks that the
tions being very striking. In like manner, metal. Egyptians used a cubit of uniform length ; or if

lurgical processes are vividly depicted by the they employed any other it was not used in their
prophets ( Jer. 6:29 ; Ezek . 22:18–22 ; Zech. 13 : 9 ; nileometers for architectural purposes or formeas.

Mal. 3 :3 ). The ancients had also learned at an uring land. Careful measurement of cubits found

early date the use of metallic salts for clearing in Egypt led him to fix upon 20.625 inches as the

glass and enamels. The glazed bricks at Nimroud true length of the Egyptian cubit. (2) Babylonian
and Khorsabad are found to contain oxide of tin cubit. Herodotus states that the “ royal ” ex.

for white ; antimonate of lead, with some admix- ceeded the “ moderate " cubit by three digits.

ture of tin , for yellow (practically our Naples yel. The majority of critics, however, think that Herod.

low) ; and iron and copper oxides for red . So otus is speaking of the ordinary Greek cubit,

also early Egyptian glass and glazed pottery were though the opposite view is affirmed by Grote.

colored green with compounds of copper, etc.— Bockh estimates the Babylonian royal cubit at
D. S. M.

20.806 inches. (3) Hebrew cubit. As has been al.

METROLOGY, the science of weights and ready said of the measures derived from the human

measures, whether these belong to money standards body, that they varied in length, this was also true

(coins) or to fixed quantities of capacity or extent. of the Hebrew cubit. In Chron. 3 : 3 (comp.
“ As soon as trade the first stages of its develop- 1 Kings 6 : 2, sq . ) the measure of the temple spaces

ment went beyond the simple exchange of articles are given in cubits, with the addition : "After the

and products which one had, for others he wished first(rather, older )measure," generally thought to be

to have, there must have been fixed weights and the Mosaic. This notice supposes a later cubit in

measures to determine the value of the things to use in the time of the chronicler,probably smaller

be exchanged. The origin of these is lost in the than the former or Mosaic one. Ezekiel, in giving

obscurity of primitive times, and they were al- themeasurements of the new temple, speaks (40 :5 ;

ready settled in the patriarchal age throughout 43:13) of a cubit equal to a common cubit and a

the whole of western Asia ” (Keil, Arch ., ii, p. handbreadth. But the cubit assumed by Ezekiel

229). Metrology naturally divided itself into as the common one can hardly be the Mosaic, for

( 1 ) Linear measures ; (2) measures of capacity ; this prophet, who lives entirely in the law, would

(3) measures of weight ; (4) measures of value, or in all probability have used the Mosaic measure.

money. For tables of various measures, see We conclude, then, that either there had been all
close of article. along a cubit shorter than the old Mosaic or sacred

I. LINEAR MEASURES. The names of the cubit, or that it had become shorter in the course

commonest smaller linear measures are taken of time. The expression, “ six great cubits ”

from members of the human body, because, in (Ezek. 41 : 8) would lead us to suppose that the

nearly all nations, these were at first used to prophet referred to the size of the cubit, or in .

measure lengths. As men's bodies differed in troduced a third cubit of yet greater length .

size these measures varied. But the progress of expression six cubits great ' (Heb. 5 , ats

art and commerce gradually brought themtoa tseel) is obscure on account of the various ways

uniform standard. The linear measurements were : in which atstseel may be understood. It signifies

(1) Finger, or Digit (Heb. 27 , ets-bah), the connection or joint, and when applied to a build

smallest measure among the Hebrews, and equal ing can hardly mean anything else than the point

tothe breadth of thehuman finger. We findthe atwhich one portion of the building joins on to

thickness of the solid parts of Solomon's pillars the other” (Keil, Com ., in loc. ). The R.V. renders

measured by fingers (Jer. 52:21 ) . “ of six cubits to the joining." In

( 2) Handbreadth (Heb. 12 ,tay -fakh, 2 Chron. Judg. 3:16 cubit is the rendering of the Éebrew

4 : 5 ; Psa. 39 : 5 ; 1799, to '-fakh, Exod. 37:12), the 78, go'-med,in the description of Ehud's dagger.

width of the four fingers closely pressed together.
See SUPPLEMENT.

The handbreadth was in common use in early He- (5) Pace (Heb. 75% , tsah '-ad, 2 Sam . 6:13), a step,

brew times (Exod. 25:25 ; 1 Kings 7:26 , etc. ) . It and so translated elsewhere. This passage is the

is used as anarchitectural term (1 Kings 7: 9, A. only one in which the term is used as a measure of

coping "'), and thought to mean the corbels distance, and, if so, answers to our yard.

upon which the roof beams rest.

(3) Span (Heb. O , zeh '-reth ; only in Lam. 2:20, (6) Measuring reed (Heb. 77, kaw -nel ', reed ),

has, tip-pookh ), the width from the end of properly the calamus, or sweet cane, which, prob

the thumb to that of the little finger, when ably from its shape and length came to be used

these were extended. This measure was in use for a measure ( Ezek. 40:3, 6 ; 42:15 , sq .). Its

among the Hebrews in very early times (Exod. length is given (40 : 5 ) as six timesa cubit, plus six

28:16 ; see 39 : 9 : 1 Sam. 7 :4 ). handbreadths.

“The

the passage

V. «

>
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( 7) Furlong (Gr. otádcov, stad'-ee-on ,
established, ( 12) Meteyard ( Heb. 77 ?, mid -daw ', extension),

and so a stated distance, Luke 24:13 ; John 6:19 ; a general term for measure.

Rev. 14:20), a Greek measure adopted by the Jews. II. MEASURES OF CAPACITY. It will be

Its length was six hundred Greek feet , or six hun . advisable to divide these measures into dry and

dred andtwenty-five Roman feet, i.e.,six hundred liquid,rememberingthat some were used both
and six and three quarter English feet. This

ways.

stade or furlong fell short of our furlong by fifty

three and one quarter feet. The term was also i. Dry Measures. (1) Handful (Heb. yan,

applied to a race course, as those in most of large ko -̒mets, Lev. 2 : 2 ; 5:12), probably never brought

Greek cities were, like that at Olympia , six hun to any greater accuracy than the natural capacity

dred Greek feet in length (Grimm , Gr.- Eng. Lex ., of the human hand . It was also used as a liquid
3. v.).

measure.

(8) Mile (Gr. uiacov, mil-ee-on, Matt. 5:41 ) , (2) Cab (Heb . 52, kab, hollow , 2 Kings 6:25 ),

equaled eight furlongs, or sixteen hundred and was, according to the rabbins, equal to one sixth

eighteen English yards, and was thus one hundred seab (see below).

and forty -two yards less than the English statute (3) Omer (Heb. 777, oʻ-mer, a heap, Exod. 16:

mile. The mile was derived from the Roman sys- 16–36 ; " sheaf,” Lev. 23:10), an ancient Hebrew

tem of measurement, and was in common use in Its relative value was the one tenth
our Lord's time.

ephah (Exod. 16:36 ), and it held about 5.1 pints.

(9) Sabbath day's journey (Gr. oaßßárov It contained the portion of manna assigned each

odos, sab-bat-oo hod -os', Acts 1:12), a very limited individual for his daily food (Exod. 16 :16-20 ).

distance, such as would naturally be regarded as (4) Ephah (Heb. 1778, ay -faw '), a measure of

the immediate vicinity of any locality. It is sup- Egyptian origin , and in verycommon useamong

posedto have been founded on the command, the Hebrews. It contained ten omers (Exod. 16:

" Let no man goout of his place on the seventh 36), about three pecks and three pints, and was

day ” (Exod .16:29). This measure wasfixed . by equivalent in capacity to the liquid measure, bath.

the Jewish legislators at two thousandcubits; According to Josephus (Ant., viii,2, 9), the ephah

supposed to have been suggested by the space be
contained seventy -two sextarii.

tween the ark of God and the people (Josh . 3 :4 ) ,

or the extent of the suburbs of Levitical cities (5) Seah (Heb. 17., seh -aw ', measure ; A. V.

Num. 35:5). The strict observance of the Sab- measure, Gen. 18:6 ; 1 Sam . 25:18 ; 2 Kings 7:16,
bath day's journey was evaded by the “ cornec- 18 ; ephah, Judg. 6:19). It was a common house

tion of boundaries.” He who desired to go farther hold measure. Jahn ( Arch ., § 114 ) thinks that it

than two thousand cubits had only, before the be- was merely the Hebrew name for ephah. Accord

ginning of the Sabbath, to deposit somewhere ing to the rabbins, it was equal to one third ephah ,

within this limit, and therefore perhaps at its end, and was, perhaps, identical with A. V.

food fortwo meals. Hethus declared, as it were ( cabo, shaw -leesh', Isa. 40:12).
that bere would be his place of abode, and he (6 ) Homer (Heb. , kho'-mer, heap, Lev.
might then, on the Sabbath, go not merely fromhisactual to his legal abode, but also two thou. |27:16; Num . 11:32 ; Ezek.45:13 ; 63, kore, A. V.

measure

sand cubits from the latter. Even such particular 10 ; 27:5 ; Gr. Kópos,kor'-os, Luke 16:7). Accord
see 1 Kings 4:22 ; 5:11 ; 2 Chron . 2 :

preparation was not necessary in all cases. If, forexample, any one should be onthe road when the ing to Fuerst, the homer was originally an ass

Sabbath began, and see ata distance oftwo thou was supposed to have been called korebecauseof
load, and hence a measure of like capacity. It

sand cubits a tree or a wall , he might declare it to its beinga circular measure . The homer con

be his Sabbath home, andmight then go not only tained ten ephahs (Ezek. 45:11 ), nearly eight

two thousand cubits to the tree or wall,, but two bushels.Thehalf-homer was known as leh ’-thek

thousand cubits farther (Schurer, Jewish People,

Div. II, ii, p. 121 , 122).
(Heb. 79, Hos. 3 : 2 ).

(10) A little way (Heb.7702, kab’-rath
2. Liquid Measures. (1) Log(Heb. 35, long,

hollow , Lev. 14:10, etc.), originally signified a
haw -aw ' -rets, Gen. 35:16 ; 48 : 7 ; Kings 5:19 ), basin. The rabbins reckoned it equal to six

seems to indicate some definite distance, but it is hen's eggs, their contents being measured by

impossible to state with precision what that dis- the amount of water they displaced, thus making

The Septuagint renders it a horse's it the one twelfth of a hin.

race, i . e. , as the Arabians inform us, a parasang
( 2 ) Hin (Heb. 797, heen , of Egyptian origin ,

(thirty furlongs), about four English miles.
Exod. 29:40 ; 30:24 ; Num . 15:4, 7, 9 ; Ezek . 4:11 ,

(11) Day's journey (Heb. 019 777, dek’-rek etc.), holding one sixth bath, nearly six pints.

yome), the most usual method of calculating dis (3) Bath (Heb. 02, bath, measusured ), the largest
tance in traveling in the East (Gen. 30:36 ; 31:23 ;
Exod. 3:18 ; Num .10:33, etc .; once in New Tes of the liquid measures ;first mentioned in 1 Kings

tament, Luke 2:44) . Of course, it was not an 7:26 ; equal to the ephah, and so to the one tenth

exact measure, varying as the journey would ac
homer (Ezek . 45:11). Its capacity would thus be

cording to the circumstances of the travelers, the seven and a halfgallons.

country traveled, etc. The ordinary day's journey 3. Foreign Measures. In the New Tes.

among the Jews was twenty to thirty miles, but tament we find the following foreign measures :

when traveling in company only ten miles. (1) Metretes (Gr.uerpuths,met-ray- tace', measure ;

16 12

measure

3

tance was.
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A. V. “ firkin ," John 2 : 6), known as amphora. It existed between these two shekels, and also “ the

was used for measuring liquids, and contained shekel after the king's weight ” (2 Sam. 14:26 ).

seventy-two sextarii (see below ), or somewhat less Jahn (Arch ., § 116 ) identifies the common and

than nine English gallons. sacred shekels, and thinks that “ the king's

( 2) Choenix (Gr. Xoivig, khoy '-nix, only in Rev. shekel ” did not “amount to more than a fourth,

6 : 6, A. V. “ measure ” ), a dry measure, containing perhaps not to more than the fifth or sixth part

two sextarii, or about one quart. of the legal shekel . " Keil ( Arch ., ii , p. 231)

(3) Sextarius or Xestes (Gr. Féorns, xes '-tace), thinks there was a common shekel, which was

a Greek measure with no Hebrew equivalent, only the half of the holy one, or equal to the bekah

holding about a pint (Josephus, Ant., viii, 2, 9 ) . (Exod. 38:26). He arrives at this conclusion by

Also any small vessel, as a cup or pitcher, whether comparing 1 Kings 10:17 with 2 Chron. 9:16, “ ac

a sextarius or not (Mark 7:8, A. V. " pot” ). cording to which three minas ” (A. V. “ pounds " )

(4) Modius (Gr.pódios, mod '-ee-os), a dry meas- equal three hundred common shekels; i . e. , thé

ure holding sixteen sextarii , i . e ., about one peck. mina contained one hundred shekels, whereas it.

It occurs three times in New Testament, and is contained only fifty holy or Mosaic shekels. He

rendered “ bushel” (Matt. 5:15 ; Mark 4:21 ; Luke also identifies the “ shekelafter the king's weight"

11:33). In each case it is accompanied by the with the “ shekel of the sanctuary.” After the

Greek article (tov, ton ), intimating that it was in captivity, the probability is that only the holy

use in every household .
shekel was in use. The passage (Ezek. 45:12)

(5) Saton (Gr. gátov, sat-on, Matt. 13:33 ; Luke written when a considerable portion of the cap

13:21, A. V. " measure " ), a 'dry measure, sup- tivity was passed, directs that on the return home

posed to be identical with the Hebrew seah, and there should be but one uniform standard . That

to contain one peck. standard was to be the holy shekel, being com

(6) Coros (Gr. Kópos, kor ' -os, Luke 16 : 7, A. V posed of twenty gerahs (Exod. 30:13). Other

“ measure ” ), the same as the homer,
evidence of this is furnished in the fact that

III. MEASURES OF WEIGHT. “ As soon as
while in the earlier Scriptures reference was made

trade in the first stages of its development went
to a difference of standard, no such distinction

beyond thesimple exchange of articles andproducts occurs after the captivity ; the shekel coins of

which one had for othershe wished to have,there that period were all nearly of a weight.

must have been fixed weights and measures to deter- (2) Bekah (Heb. 322, beh®-kah, a fraction , only

mine the value ofthe things to be exchanged. The mentioned twice, Gen. 24:22 ; Exod. 38:26 ). In

origin of these is lost in the obscurityof primitive the latterpassage it is said to equal one half a holy

times, and they were already settled in the patri- shekel . It was the weight in silver which was paid

archal age throughout the whole of western Asia ” for each Israelite numbered (Exod. 38:26), and

(Keil, Arch., p. 229). The Jewish rabbins esti. was equal to the tribute or didrachm (Matt. 17:24).

, of the , to which

they were equivalent. In presenting our readers or grain), the smallest of the Hebrew weights, and

with some account of the weights used by the the equivalent of the twentieth part of the holy

Hebrews we begin with the shekel, as it is the shekel (Exod. 30:13 ; Lev. 27:25 ; Num. 3:47;

base of all the calculations of these weights.
18:16 ; Ezek. 45:12.

(1) Shekel (Heb.Spo, shel'- kel, weight), equal to (4) Maneh ( Heb. 6727, maw-neh', a portion, the

twenty, gerahs (Ezek. 45:12), or ten pennyweights original of the Lat.moneta and our money; occurs

English . Of all the Jewish weights none are so
only in 1 Kings 10:17 ; Ezra 2:69 ; Neh . 7:71 , 72,

accurately marked as the shekel, from the fact rendered " pound ; ” Ezek . 45:12 , A. V. maneh ).

that halfa shekel was ordered byGod to be paid From the latter passage it appears that there

by each Israelite as a ransom for hissoul (Exod. were sixty holy shekelsin a maneh ,whereas from

30:13). The circumstances of thecaptivity do not the passagesin Kings and Chronicles it isevident
warrant the idea that the Hebrews lost their that a maneh was equivalent to one hundred

knowledge of their weights, least of all the shekel. shekels. These latter Keil thinks were the com

The poorer classes were left in Canaan (2 Kings
mon shekels, a hundred of which would only make

24:15, 16; 25:11, 12), and they would probably fifty holy (i. e., Mosaic) shekels. Sixty manehs

continue the use of the ancient weights and money ;
formed a talent.

while the upper classes who were carried into (5) Talent (Heb. , kik-kawr, circle ; Gr.

captivity would likely retain some of them, espe- Táhavrov, tal - an -ton, a balance), the name given

cially the shekel. Then,too, we find theshekel to this weight, perhaps, from its having been taken
in use in Jerusalem in the time of Zerubbabel. as a round number or sum total. It was the

Although in very early times there may have been largest weight among the Hebrews, being used

but one shekel (Gen. 23:15), it appears certain for metals, whether gold (1 Kings 9:14 ; 10:10,

that from the period of the Exodus there were at etc.), silver (2 Kings 5:22), lead (Zech. 5 : 7), bronze

least two shekels — one used in all ordinary trans- (Exod. 38:29), or iron ( 1 Chron. 29:7). The talent

actions (Exod . 38:29 ; Josh . 7:21 ; 2 Kings 7: 1 ; was used by various nations, and differed con

Amos 8:5 , etc. ) ; the other used in the payment siderably. It is perhaps impossible to determine

of vows, offerings, and other religious purposes whether the Hebrews had one talent only or sev.

(Exod. 30:13 ; Lev. 5:15 ; Num . 3:47), and called eral of different weights. From Exod. 38:24-29

the “ shekel of the sanctuary.” It is a matter of we are led to infer that the talent of gold, silver,

much conjecture as to what, if any difference I and brass was a talent of the same weight, and

mated weights according totheorimber of grainsof (3)Gerah (Heb.72,gay-raw ", kernel,a bean

ܕ
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a

the evidence favors but one weight of that de - out by the patriarchs, who used it not only

nomination, which contained three thousand shek- to buy grain from Egypt (Gen. 42:25, sq. ; 43:15,

els. Estimating a shekel at ten pennyweight, the sq. ; 44 :1, sq .), but land from the Canaanites

talent would be equalto ninety-three pounds twelve (23:15 , sq . ) . The narrative of the purchase of the

ounces avoirdupois, or one hundred and twenty- burial place from Ephron gives us further insight

five troy weight. A talent seems to have been a into the use of money at that time (23 : 3 , 9, 16 ).

full weight for an able man to carry (2 Kings 5: Here a currency is clearly indicated like that

23). In the New Testament the talent occurs which the monuments of Egypt show to have been

in a parable (Matt. 25:15) and as the estimate of there used in a very remote age. A similar pur

a stone's weight (Rev. 16:21 ). chase is recorded of Jacob, who bought a parcel

In addition to the above, which we can with of a field at Shalem for a hundred kesitahs (33 :

certainty call Hebrew weights, both the Old Testa- 18 , 19 ). Throughout the history of Joseph we
ment and New Testament refer to other weighis, find evidences of the constant use of money in
probably introduced from foreign nations. Of preference to barter (43:21 ; 47 : 13-16). Under

these we give the following brief account : the Mosaic law it was in silver shekels that money

(6 ) Dram (Heb. 1778, ad-ar-kone', 1 Chron . was paid to the sanctuary for the ransom of
male Israelites (30:13 , sq . ) , compensations and

29: 7 ; Ezra 8:27 ; 7112279, dar - kem -one', Ezra 2:69 ; fines (Exod. 21:22 ; Lev. 5:15 ; Deut. 22:19, 29),

Neh . 7:70, etc.), thought by some to be identical and the priestly valuations (Lev. 27:3 , 25 , sq. ;

with each other and with the Persian daric. Num . 18:16), and all exchange and sales reck
Others conclude from 1 Chron. 29 : 7 that the oned . Half shekels are mentioned (Exod. 30:13),

adarkone was less than three tenths of a shekel. which were called bekahs (38:26), as well as quarter

( 7) Pound (Gr. uvā, mnah, Luke 19:13, 16 , shekels (1 Sam . 9 : 8) .

sq.), probably a Greek weight, used as a money Very large sums were reckoned by the largest

of account, of which sixty went to the talent. It weights of the Israelites, the talent, a round thing,

weighed one hundred drachmæ, or fifteen ounces a pame which indicates that there were lumps of

eighty -three and three quarter grains. The silver in the form of thick round discs or rings,

" pound" in John 12:3; 19:39 is the rendering of the weighing three thousand shekels . We may thus
Gr.hitpa,lee -trah, a Roman pound of twelve ounces. sum up our results respecting the money men

IV . MEASURES OF VALUE, OR MONEY. tioned in the books of Scripture written before the

The necessity of some kind of money would arise return from Babylon . From the time of Abra

in a very early state of civilization. The division ham silver money appears to have been in general

of labor would require some measure of value ; use in Egypt and Canaan. This money was weighed

and commerce would take a more convenient, if when its value had to be determined, and wemay

more complicated form , by making this common therefore conclude that it was not of a settled

measure to serve as a circulating medium . Men system of weights. Since the money of Egypt

early decided that the precious metals formed by and that of Canaan are spoken of together, we

far the most convenient material for such a may reasonably suppose they were of the same

medium, although it is probable that they were kind. It is even probable that the form in both

first introduced in their gross and unpurified cases was similar or the same, since the ring

state . Money in ancient times was both uncoined money of Egypt resembles the ordinary ring money
and coined. of the Celts, among whom it was probably the

1. Uncoined Money. It is well known that first introduoed by the Phænician traders.

ancient nations that were without a coinage 2. Coined Money. Authorities are divided

weighed the precious metals, a practice repre. as to whom to accredit the coinage of money.

sented on the Egyptian monuments, on which gold “ The introduction of silver pieces, with their

and silver are shown to have been kept in the value stamped on them , is undoubtedly to be

form of rings. It is uncertain whether any of ascribed to the Phænicians; and this was the

these rings had a government stamp to denote money used by the Israelites down to the Baby

their purity or value. Gold when brought as lonian exile. With this agrees the statement of

tribute was often in bags, which were deposited the Talmudists that all silver money mentioned in

in the royal treasury. Though sealed and war- the law is Tyrian money . From the Phænicians

ranted to contain a certain quantity, they were the stamping of coins passed over to the Greeks,

weighed, unless intended as a present or when among whom Phido, king of Argos, between B. C.

the honesty of a person was beyond suspicion . 780 and 740, had silver money coined at Ægina

The Egyptians had also unstamped copper money, according to the Phænician standard . The state

called “ pieces of brass,” which , like the gold and ment of Herodotus ( i , 94 ) that the Lydians first

silver, continued to be taken by weight even in issued gold and silver coins can only be correct to

the time of the Ptolemies. Gradually the Greek this extent—that here first the sovereign power

coinage did away with the old system of weighing stamped the pieces of metal with their value,

The gold rings found in the Celtic countries have while this may have been formerly done by the

been held to have had the same use. We have merchants ” (Keil, Arch. , ii , p. 240, 241).

no certain record of the use of ring money or Bible notices . Of the coinage of Jewish money be

other uncoined money in antiquity excepting fore the captivity, we have, as yet , neither relic nor

among the Egyptians.
reliable description. The earliest coins mentioned

Bible notices. The pecuniary transactions re- in the Bible are the gold coins called drams, B. C.

corded in the Bible were all , we can scarcely 538 . It is thought by some that Jewish silver

doubt, effected by bullion. Silver was weighed | shekels and half shekels were introduced under

>
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JEWISH AND OTHER COINS.

SHEKEL OF SIMON MACCABEUS. SILVER .

HALF SHEKEL . SILVER .

TOIN OF AUGUSTUS, STRUCK AT ANTIOCH ; KNOWN IN THE NEW TESTAMENT AS THE ASSARION ,

OR FARTHING , BRONZE.

DENARIUS OF TIBERIUS - THE “ PENNY.” SILVER ,

SMALL JEWISH COIN OF ALEXANDER JANNÆUS, PROBABLY THE “ MITE . ” BRONZE. B.C. 105-78

[From the International Teachers' Bible, by permission of the International Bible Agency.]
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in use.

Ezra (about B. C. 458) ; but it is most probable and Hebrews. It was a Greek coin, and at

that they were issued under Simon Maccabæus the time of Luke's writing was of about the

(see 1 Macc. 15 :6), and copper coins were struck same weight as the Roman denarius (or penny,
by the Asmonæan and Herodian family, B. C 9. v .), and was almost superseded by it. The

140. The following list embraces all the denomi. author of the Chronicles uses the words used

nations of money mentioned in Old Testament and in his time to designate the current gold coins

New Testament: without intending to assume that darics were in

(1) Bekah (Heb . » p , beh -kah, a half), a Jew- use in the time of David. Probably the sum

ish weight of a half shekel's value (Exod. 38:26). in darics is the amount contributed in gold

As a coin it may havebeen issued at anytime piecesreceived as coins, while the talents repre

from Alexander until the earlier period ofthe sent the weight of the vessels and other articles

Maccabees. See SHEKEL.
brought as offerings.

(2 ) Brass (a ) (Heb. nun , nekh - o'-sheth, copper, Testament are rendered in the A.V. bythis word .
(6) Farthing. Two names of coins in the New

Ezek . 16:36, A. V. “ filthiness ” ). In theexpression, ( 1) (Gr. Kodpávins, kod -ran '-tace ; Lat. quadrans,

"Because thyfilthiness is poured out,” nekh -oʻ-sheth Matt. 5:26 ; Mark 12:42 ), a coin current in Pal.

probably means brass or copper in the generalestine in the time of our Lord. It was equivalent

sense of money. The only objection raised to this to two lepta ( A. V. “ mites” ). The name quad

is that the Hebrews had no copper coin . But all rans was originally given to the quarter of the

that can be affirmed with certainty is that the use Roman as, or piece of three unciæ, therefore also

of copper or brass as money is not mentioned called teruncius. Its value was about 3.8 mills.

elsewhere in the Old Testament. But we cannot (2) (Gr. kooáplov, as-sar'-ee -on (Matt.10 : 29 ; Luke

infer with certainty from this that it was not then | 12 : 6), properly a small as, assarium , but in the

As soon as the Hebrews began to stamp time of our Lord used as the Greek equivalent

coins, bronze or copper coins were stamped as of the Latin as. The rendering of the Vulgate in

well as the silver shekels, and specimens of these Luke 12: 6 makes it probable that a single coin

are still in existence from the time of the Macca- is intended by two assaria . Its value is esti

bees. Judging from their size, these coins were mated at three fourths of a penny English money,

in all probability worth a whole, a half, and a or one and a half cents of ours.

quarter gerah (Keil, Com ., in loc .). (6) In Matt.
( 7 ) Fourth part of a shekel (Heb. 27, reh '.

10 :9 (Gr. xałkós, khal-kos', rendered “ money ” in
Mark 6:8 ; 12:41) “brass" is used, apparently of bah , fourth , 1 Sam. 9:8), the money which Saul's
a small Roman orGreek copper coin ,of about the servant gave to Samuel as a present. It was the

value of one half cent. “ The copper coins of
fourth of a shekel ( q. v .).

Palestine are so minute, and so irregular in their (8) Gerah (Heb. 177.7, gay -raw ', a kernel, Exod.

weight, that their value, like that of the English 30:31; Lev.27: 25 ; Num . 3:47 ; 18:16 ; Ezek. 45:12),

copper coinage of the present day, was chiefly the smallest weight and also the smallest piece of

legal, or conventional, and did not represent the money among the Hebrews. It represented the

relative value of the two metals-silver and copper. " twentieth part of a shekel, weighed thirteen and

(3) Denarius. See PENNY, below . seven tenths Paris grains, and was worth about

three cents.

(5) Dram (Heb. 15778, ad -ar-kond, i Chron. 29 :
( 9) Gold. There is no positive mention of the

use of gold money among the Hebrews, it being

7; Ezra 8:27 ; 717275,dar-kem -one', Ezra 2:69 ; Neh. probably circulated by weight (1 Chron. 21:25).

7 :70-72) is usually thought to mean thedaric of the The gold coinage current in Palestine in the

Persians, and seems to be etymologically connected New Testament period was the Roman imperial

with the Greek drachma. The dram is of interest aureus, which passed for twenty - five denarii, about

not only as the most ancient gold coin of which 22s. sterling or $ 5.50.

any specimens have been preserved to the present (10) Half a shekel. See BEKAH.

day, but as the earliest coined money which we (11) Mite (Gr.hertóv, lep -ton ', Mark 12:42 ; Luke

can be sure was known to and used by the Jews. 12:59 ; 21:2), a coin current in Palestine in the time

It must have been in circulation among the Jews of our Lord. It seems in Palestine to have been the

during thecaptivity, and was smallest piece of money, being the half of the

extensively circulated in farthing (No. 1 ), and equal to 1.9 mills. From
Greece. The coin was St. Mark's explanation, “ two mites, which make

stamped on one side with a farthing " (v. 42) , it may perhaps be inferred

the figure of a crowned that the farthing was the commoner coin. In

archer, with one knee bent; the Greco-Roman coinage of Palestine, the two

on the other side a deep, smallest coins, of which the assarion is the more

irregular cleft. The dar. common, seem to correspond to the farthing and

ics in the British Museum the mite, the larger weighing about twice asmuch

weigh 128.4 grains and 128.6 as the smaller,

grains respectively, and are (12) Penny (Gr. onváplov, day -nar -ee-on , Matt.

worth about $5.30. The 18:28 ; 20: 2, 9, 13 ; 22:19 ; Mark 6:37 ; 12:15 ;

Dram (Golden drachma, as a silver coin 14 : 5 ; Luke 7:41 ; 10:35 ; 20:24 ; Jolin 6 : 7 ; 12:5 ;

( “ piece of silver ; " Gr. Rev. 6 : 6), a Roman silver coin, in the time of

dpazuh, drakh-may', Luke our Saviour and the apostles. It took its name

18:8, 9 ), was very common among the Greeks from its being first equal to ten asses, " a

(4) Didrachm. See TRIBUTE MONEY,below.. I thre
1
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number afterward increased to sixteen. The is here the translation of the Heb. 77,rats ,which

earliest specimens are of about the commencement occurs nowhere else in Scripture. Gesenius thinks

of the 2d century B. C. From this time it was pieces of uncoined silver is meant. Two words in

the principal silver coin of the commonwealth. the New Testament are rendered by “ piece of

In the time of Augustus eighty -four denarii were silver.” In Luke (15 :8, 9) “ pieces” is the ren .

struck from the pound of silver, which would dering of the Gr. Spaxun , drakh -may' (see DRAM,

make the standard weight about sixty grains . above); “ pieces " is the rendering of the Gr.

This Nero reduced by striking ninety-six from the apyúplov, ar-goo -̒ree-on (Matt. 26:15 ; 27:3, 5, 6, 9),

pound, which would give a standard weight of in the account of the betrayal of our Lord for

about fifty -two grains, results confirmed by the " thirty pieces of silver . ” These are often taken

coins of the periods, which are, however, not ex- to be denarii, but on insufficient ground. The

actly true to the standard . In Palestine, in the parallel passage in Zechariah (11:12 , 13) is ren

New Testament period, we learn from numismatic dered " thirty (pieces) of silver, " but should doubt

evidence that denarii must have mainly formed less be read “ thirty shekels of silver.” This was

the silver currency. From the parable of the the sum payable as compensation for a slave that

laborers in the vineyard it would seem that a had been killed (Exod. 21:32), and also the price of

denarius was then the ordinary pay for a day's a bond slave (Hos. 3 :2 ). By paying thirty shekels

labor (Matt. 20: 2 , 4 , 7, 9 , 10, 13), about fifteen cents. they therefore gave him to understandthat they did

not estimate his services higher than the labor of

a purchased slave. These shekels were probably

tetradrachms of the Attic standard of the Greek

cities of Syria and Phænicia. These tetradrachms

were common at the time of our Lord ,and of

them the stater was a specimen. The value put

upon the conjuring books, doubtless by the con

jurors themselves, was fifty thousand pieces of
Denarius of Tiberius.

Obv ., TI CÆSAR DIVIAVG F AVGVSTVS., Htad of renderedthe phrase denarii, as there is no doubt
silver (Acts 19:19) . The Vulgate has accurately

Tiberius, laureate, to the right(Matt. 22:19-2010 ROV. that these coins areintended.
PONTIF MAXIM, seated female figure to the right.

( 16) Pound (Gr. uvā, mnah, Luke 19: 13–25), a

(13) Piece of gold. This phraseoccurs only in value mentioned in the parableof the Ten Pounds,

2 Kings 5: 5 , where theword "pieces ” is supplied by as is the talent in Matt. 25: 14–30. The reference

the translators. In several other passages of a appears to be to a Greek pound, a weight used as

similar kind in connection with gold, the A. V. a money of account, of which sixty went to the

supplies the word “ shekels,” which is probably talent, the weight depending upon the weight of
the talent. The pound contained one hundred

(14) Piece of money. This expression repre- drachmas, i . e. , according to Wurm , from twenty

sents two kinds of money in the Old Testa- two thalers sixteen groschen to twenty-four thalers
ment : (a) Kesitah (Heb . 77, kes-ee-taw ", three groschen Vienna standard money, or fron,

weighed , Gen. 33:18, 19). “ The kesitah was a sixteen dollars and fifty cents to seventeen dollars

weighed piece of metal, and to judge from Gen. and sixty cents.

23:16 ; Job 42:11 , of considerably higher value (17) Shekel (Heb. Spu, sheh '-kel, weight). The

than the shekel ; not an unstamped piece of silver shekel was properly a certain weight, and the shekel

of the value of a lamb,” as supposed by the old | weight of silver was the unit of value through the

interpreters (Keil , Arch ., ii , 24) . These silver whole age of Hebrew history down to the Baby.

pieces, with their weight designated on them , are lonian captivity. It is now generally agreed that

the most ancient money of which we have any in the oldest Jewish silver coins belong to the period

formation. It is clear that they circulated singly,

from the fact that the worth of the article bought

was given in the number of them . (6) The stater

(see below).

(15) Piece of silver . Generally speaking.
很

the word “ pieces" has been supplied in the

A. V. for a word understood in the Hebrew .

The phrase is always " a thousand ” or the like

“ of silver ” (Gen. 20:16 ; 37:28 ; 45:22, etc.). In

similar passages the word “ shekels ” occurs in Silver Hall Shekel of Simon Maccabeus.

the Hebrew , and there is little if any doubt that of Simon Maccabæus, B. C. 140. They are the
this istheword understood in allthese cases. Shekels and half shekels, weighing two hundred

There are, however, two exceptional passages and twenty and one hundred and ten grains, with
where a word equivalent to “ piece” or “ pieces.” several pieces in copper. The shekelpresents on
is found in the llebrew. (a) The first occurs in the obverse the legend SHEKEL OF ISRAEL;

í Sam . 2:36 , where “ picce " is the rendering of
acup or chalice, above which appears the date of

the Heb. .771, ag-o -raw', something gathered . Simon's government in which it was struck. Re

It may be the same as the gerah ( see above). verse, JERUSALEM THE HOLY ; a triple lily or

(6) The second is in Psa. 68:30, “ till every one hyacinth. It is generally believed that the devices

submit himself with pieces of silver." “ Pieces ” | on this coin are intended to represent the pot that

correct.
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held manna and Aaron's rod that budded. The was applied to the standard denomination of both

half shekel resembles the shekel, and they occur metals , and does not positively imply either a

with the dates of the first second, third , and didrachm or a tetradrachm. (2) In theNew Testa

fourth year of Simon. The value of the gold ment the stater is once mentioned (Matt. 17 : 24

shekel is given by Smith ( 0. T. Hist., p . 695) as 27). The stater must here mean a silver tetra.

one pound two shillings, about five dollars and drachm ; and the only tetradrachms then current

fifty cents ; the silver as three shillings, about in Palestine were of the same weight as the

seventy - five cents. Of copper, we have parts of Hebrew shekel. And it is observable, in con

the copper shekel—the half, the quarter, the firmation of the minute accuracy of the evangel.

sixth . The entire shekel has not been found . ist , that at this period the silver currency in Pales.

(18) Silverling (Heb. 79?, keh '-sef, i. e . , silver, tine consisted of Greek imperial tetradrachms, or

as elsewhere rendered ), a word used only once in staters, and Roman denariiof aquarter their value

didrachms having fallen into disuse (Smith, Dict. ).
the A. V. (Isa. 7:23), for a piece of silver (q. v.).

(19) Stater (Gr. otathp, stat-air ', A. V. “ a piece (20) Talent (Heb. 7 ?, kik -kawr ', a circle ; Gr.

of money ;" marg. stater ” ). ( 1 ) The term | ráðavrov, tal -an -ton , a balance), was the largest

stater is held to signify a coin of a certain weight, weight among the Hebrews, being used for metals,

but perhaps mans a standard coin. The gold whether gold, silver, etc. A talent of gold was

staters were didrachins of the later Phænician worth (Smith, O. T. Hist., p. 395), in English

and the Attic talents, which, in this denomination, money, £ 11,000, or about $ 55,000 ; of silver, £ 450,

differ only about four grains troy. Of the former or $ 2,250. In the New Testament this word

talent were the Daric staters or darics ; of the occurs (a) in the parable of the unmerciful servant

latter, the stater of Athens. The electrum staters (Matt. 18 : 23–25 ) ; (6) in the parable of the talents

were coined by the Greek towns on the west coast (Matt. 25 :14-30 ). At this time the Attic talent

of Asia Minor. They were three parts of gold to obtained in Palestine ; 60 mine and 6,000

one of silver. Thus far the stater is always a drachmæ went to the talent. It was consequently

didrachm . In silver the term is applied to the worth about £ 200,or $ 1,000.

tetradrachm of Athens, which was of the weight (21) Third part of a shekel (Num . 10:32), about

of two gold staters of the same currency. There tenpence halfpenny English, or twenty-one cents.

can therefore be no doubt that the name stater (22) Tribute money. See TRIBUTE.

V. Below is given the various weightsand measures mentioned in Scripture, in alphabetical order,

with their original terms, their correct and conventional renderings, and the nearest representative :

A. V. HEBREW OR GREEK. CONVENTIONAL EQUIVALENT.

RENDERING .

Bath (or Ephah ) Bath (12) Bath 71 galls.

Bekah (Half Shekel) Beh '-kah (327) Beka } oz.; 32 cts.

Bowshot Kel -sheth (nu ) Bowshot Bowshot.

Bowshot Tav -khaw ' (1979 ) Bowshot Bowshot.

Bushel Mod '-ee-os (uódios) Modius Peck (2 galls).

Cab Kab ( 2 ) Kab

Cor Kore (10 ) Kor 117 bush . , 884 galls,
Cubit Am-maw' (17798) Cubit 18.205 in ., or 20.625 in .

Cubit
Go'-med ( 7723) Cubit

1 yd . ( only Judg. 3:16)

Cubit
Pay -khoos (Tixu ) Ell

1 yd . approxim .

Dram Ad-ar -kone' (p=778) Daric
$0.25 ( 1 } Ger. ducats).

Dram
Dar -kem -one' (7172777) Daric $0.25 ( 11 Ger. ducats)

Ephah (Bath) Ephah 3 pks, 3 pts ; 8 galls.

Farthing As-sar ' -ee -on (aooáplov) Assarius 11 cents .

Farthing Kod -ran ' - lace (Kodpávins) Quadrans 3.8 mills.

Fathom
Org-wee-al ' ( opyvia) Fathom 6.81 ft.

Finger (breadth ) Ets -bah ' (**) Finger .70 in.

Fourth
Reb - ee-ce( 27) Fourth oz.

Furlong Stad' - ee- on (στάδιον) Stade Furlong, j m.
Gerah

Gay -raw ' ( 77 ) Gerah

Handbreadth
Tay'-fakh (179) Handbreadth Between 3 and 4 in .

Håndful
Sho' -al (3910 ) Handful The hollow palm .

Handful
Ko'-mets ( ???) Handful Of grain , cut.

Hin (3 Cabs) Hin 1 gall; 2 pts .

Homer
Kho '-mer (97211)

Homer 80 galls ; 8 bush .

2 qts.

Ay'(הפיִא) -fam

12 grs.; 3 cts.

Heem(ןיִה)
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A. V. HEBREW OR GREEK. CONVENTIONAL

RENDERING.

EQUIVALENT.

Lohg ( )

Journey (Day's)

Journey (Sabbath Day's)

Log

Measure

Measure

Measure

Measure

Measure

Measure

Measure

Maneh ( or “ pound ” )

Dis 177, lit., way of aday

Sab -bat -00 hod -os' (oaßßátov osos)

Bat'- ος (βάτος)

Kor'-os (kópos)

Leh'- thek (am?)

Sat ' -on (oátov)

Seh - aw ' (173)

Khoy'-nix ( xoivas)

Xes’-tace (Féorns)

Maw-neh' ( 727)

Log

Bath

Kor

Lethek

Seah

Seah

20 to 30 miles.

2,000 paces (or cubits).

.56 pt. to ſ pt.

84 galls .

Estd 50 to 80 galls.

I hogshead.

1 peck ; 3.galls.

á bush.

1 qt. (nearly).

1 pint.

1 lb. 11 oz.

8 stades, or 1,618

Eng. yds.; 142 yds.

less than Eng. mile.

1.9 mills

Sextarius

Maneh

Mile ( 1 Quadrans) . Mil -ee- on (μίλιον ) Mile

5.1 pts .

Mite

Omer

Penny

Piece (of Silver)

Piece (of Silver)

Piece (of Money)

Piece (of Money)

Pot

Pound

Pound

Lep-ton ' (2ɛm Tóv)

Oʻ-mer (9793)

Day -nar -le-on ( omvápiov)

Ar.goo'-ree-on (åpyúplov)

Drak -may' (Spaquý)

Kes -ee -taw ' (1990 )

Stat-air ' (orarhp)

Xes -tace (Scorus)

Lee .txah (Airpa)

Mnah (uva)

Scale

Omer

Denarius

Silverling

Drachma

Kesita

Stater

Sextarius

Pound

Mina

Pace
Pace

Reed Reed

18 down to 12 cts.

60 cts.

175 cts.

4 shekels (about).

64 cts.

1 pt. (nearly).

12 oz. (nearly ).

$ 16.66 to $17.60 (100

dra .).

Pace.

6 cub. and 6 palms,

or 11 ft. ( nearly).

64 cts.; 1 oz.

9 in. (Gr. 7 in .).

Stone throw.

94 lbs. av . , 125 lbs . troy

$ 1,058.59, silver.

peck.

$0.352.

30 furlongs.

{
Shekel

Span

Tsah' -ad ( 739)

Kaw -neh ' ( 707)

{ )
Shek -help )

Zeh '-reth ( )

Lee'-thoo bol-ay' (acbov Bohí)

Kik -kawr' ( ??)

Talr- an-ton (τάλαντον)

Is-saw -rone ( ints")

Did '-rakh-mon (didpaxuov)

Kib - raw ' (1779)

Shekel

Span

Stone's throw

Talent

Talent

Tenth Deal

Tribute

Way

Talent

Talent

Tenth

Space

TABLES OF VARIOUS MEASURES.

SCRIPTURE MEASURE OF LENGTE REDUCED TO ENGLISH MEASURE.

According Strong.

to Keil .

Fingerbreadth ...

4 Handbreadth

12
3 Span .

24 6 2 Cubit ...

96 24 8 4 Fathom ...

144 30 12 6 1.5 Reed

English English

Ft. Inches. Inches.

0.912 0.75

3.648 3.02

10.944 9.07

1 9.888 20.625

7 3.552

10 11.328 108.84

HEBREW LIQUID MEASURES.

Josephus.
• Rabbins.

Galls . Qts . Galls . Qts.

1

Pts .

0.99

1.85

3.2

Log .

12 Hin .

72 6 Bath .

720 60 10 Cor...

Pts.

0.56

0 72

0.32

1.2

.....

28

89 50 1

718
.
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HEBREW DRY MEASURES.

Josephus. Rabbins .

Bush . Pks. Pts. Bush. Pks. Pts .

0.24Cab .

13 Omer ..

6 31 Seah.

18 10 3 Epbah .

180 ) 100 30 10 |Homer ..

Qts .

2

3

3

2

4

1.1

1.7

3.2

Qts.

1

2

6

4

1

1

0

0 :
:

:
:

1

11

Q

1.44

0.32

1.2

HEBREW WEIGHTS .

Troy Weight.

Gerab *

10 Bekah ..

20 2 Sbekel .

1,000 100 50 Maneh ..

60,00-16,000 3,000 60 Kikkar (Talent).

* Dr. Whitehouse makes the gerah 12.65 grains.

Grains. lbs . oz .

11 or to

110 or

220 or 1

11,000 or 1 11

660,000 or 114

SCRIPTURE MONEYS.

Name. Nation . Metal. Proper Valuation .

Greek

Roman

Copper

60

Silver

Greek

Mite ( Lepton ).....

Farthing (Quadrans) ....

Furthing (Assarius) ...

Penny (Denarius).....

Plece of Silver (Drachma ).

Tribute ( Didrachm )...

Piece of Money (Stater )..

Shekel (Holy)..

Pound (Mina)..

Talent.....

Dolls. Cts . Mills .

1.9

3.8

5.4

4.7

5.9

1.9

3.7

* 17 3.2

1.058
$3
8

与员:

66

Jewish

Greek

>

MEU'NIM (Neh. 7:52). See MEHUNIM . 2. The son of Shallum and grandson of Shaul,

MEZ'AHAB (Heb. 271 172, may zaw -hawb',the sixth son of Simeon ( 1 Chron. 4:25 ).

water, i . e. , golden luster), the father of Matred and MIBʻZAR (Heb. 27, mib- tsawr', fortress ),

grandfather of Mehetabel, who was the wife of one of the “ dukes ” (phylarchs) of Edom descended

Hadar, or Hadad, the last-named king of Edom from Esau (Gen. 36:42 ; 1 Chron. 1:53).

(Gen. 36:39 ; 1 Chron. 1:50).
MI'CAH (Heb. 733, mee-kaw ', a contraction

MI'AMIN (Heb. 77777?, me-yaw -meen ', from of Micaiah).

the right hand ). 1. A man of Mount Ephraim who lived, prob

1. A layman of Israel, of the family of Parosh, ably, in the time of the elders who survived

who divorced his Gentile wife after the captivity Joshua, B. C. about 1160. He had stolen eleven

(Ezra 10:25), B. C. 456. hundred shekels of silver (about six hundred and

2. One of the priests who came to Jerusalem seventy - five dollars) from his mother ; but, im

with Zerubbabel from Babylon (Neh. 12: 5), B. C. pelled by the fear of her curse, had confessed and

about 636. He is probably the same person who restored the money. Thereupon she put two hun

is called Miniamin in Neh. 12:17.
dred shekels into a goldsmith's hands to make an

MIB HAR (Heb. 777???, mib -khawr', choice), image ( or images) for the semi-idolatrous estab
the son of Haggeri, and one of David's heroes lishment set up by Micah. At first Micah installed

(1 Chron . 11:38). one of his sons as priest, but afterward appointed

NOTE. — " The verse in which it occurs appears to be
a wandering Levite, named Jonathan, at a yearly

corrupt, for in the corresponding catalogue of 2 Sam . stipend ( Judg. 17 : 1 , sq .). When the Danites were

23:36 we find, instead of Mibbar the son of Haggeri," of on their journey northward to settle in Laish they

Zobah, Bant the Gadite.' It is easy to see, if the latter took away both the establishment and priest of
be the true reading , how Banihaggadicould be cor

ruptedintoben -haggeri. But that Mibhar ' is a cor- Micah, who, upon overtaking the Danite army,

ruption of mittsô5ah, of Zobah,'is not so clear, though found them too powerful for him to attack, and

notabsolutely impossible . It would seem from the LXX returned to his home (18 : 1–26).
of 2 Samuel that both readings originally coexisted

(Smith , Bib. Dict ., 8. v. ).
NOTE . - It is hardly certain what the words Pesel and

MIB'SAM (Heb. byz ?, mib- sawm ', sweet cording
to Dr. Strong (Mcc.and S.,Cyc.,8. v.); they are

Massecah (image and molten work) here mead

odor). descriptive of teraphim , the one molten and the other

1. The fourth named of the sons of Ishmael graveu ; while Keiland Delitzsch (Com ., in loc.)suppose

(Gen. 25:13 ; 1 Chron. 1:29 ).
that Pesel was the imageandMassecah the pedestal
upon which it stood .

AC
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was

2. The son of Shimei, father of Reaia, and one are alluded to in Matt. 10:35 , 36 ; Mark 13:12 ;

of the descendants of Joel , the Reubenite (1 Chron. Luke 12:53 ; John 7:42 (Smith, Dict., 8. v.). See

5 : 5), B. C. before 782 . BIBLE, BOOKS OF.

3. The son of Merib -baal (or Mephibosheth) and

grandson of Jonathan(1 Chron. 8:34, 35 ; 9:40, 41), is like Jehovah),the son of Imlah, a prophet of
MICA'IAH (Heb. .7777?, me-kaw -yaw ', who

B. C. after 1000,

4. ( 1 Chron . 9:15 .) See MICHA, 2. Samaria, who, in the last year of the reign of

5. The first in rank of the Kohathites of the Ahab, king of Israel , predicted his defeat and

family of Uzziel, as arranged by David ( 1 Chron. death, B. C. 853 . Three years after the great

23:20 ), B. C. about 966 . His son's name battle with Benhadad, Ahab proposed to Jehosh

Shamir, and a brother Isshiah is mentioned aphat that they should jointly go up to battle

(1 Chron . 24:24, 25). against Ramoth -gilead. Jehoshaphat consented ,

6. The father of Abdon (2 Chron. 34:20). See but suggested that they should first “ inquire at

MICHAIAH, 1 .
the word of the Lord .” Ahab gathered together

7. A prophet, styled “ the Morasthite,” as being four hundred prophets in an open space at the
a native of Moresheth of Gath (Mic. 1 : 1 , 14 , 15 ). gate of the city of Samaria, who gave the unani

He is thus distinguished from a former prophet, mous response, “ Goup ; for theLord shall deliver
Micaiah ( 1 Kings 22:8). The periodduring which it into the hand of the king. Among them Zede.

Micah exercised the prophetical office is stated kiah , the son of Chenaånah, made horns of iron

in the superscription to his prophecies ( 1 : 1 ) to as a symbol, and announced, from Jehovah, that

have extended over the reigns of Jotham , Ahaz, with those horns Ahab would push the Assyrians

and Hezekiah, kings of Judah, B. C. about 738-1 till he consumed them . Jehoshaphat was dissat

690. This would make him contemporary with isfied with the answer, and asked if there was no

Hosea, Amos,and Isaiah. One of his prophecies Other prophet of Jehovah at Samaria. Ahab re.
(Jer. 26:18) is distinctly assigned to the reign of plied that there was yet one-Micaiah , the son of

Hezekiah, and was probably delivered before the Imlah ; but he added, “ I hate him, for he does

great passover which inaugurated the reform in i not prophesy good concerning me, but evil."

Judah. Very little is known of the circumstances Micaiah , however, was sent for and urged to agree

of Micah's life. He was probably of the kingdom with the other prophets, " and speak that which

of Judah . For rebuking Jehoram for his impie is good.” He at first expressed an ironical con

ties, Micah , according to Pseudo- Epiphanius, was currence, and then openly foretold the defeat of

thrown from a precipice and buried at Morathi, in Ahab's army and the death of Ahab himself. He
his own country, near the cemetery of Enakim . declared that the other prophets had spoken un

The Book of Micah is divided into three sections, der the influence of a lying spirit. Upon this

introduced by the phrase “ Hear ye,” and repre- | Zedekiah smote Micaiah upon the cheek, and Ahab

senting three natural divisions of the prophecy ordered him to be taken to prison and fed upon

(chaps. 1-2, 3-6, 6–7). 1. The first section opens bread and water until his return ( 1 Kings 22:1–28;

with a magnificent description of the coming of 2 Chron. 18:7, sq.). We bear nothing further

Jehovah to judgment for the sins and idolatries of from the prophet in the sacred story, but Josephus

Israel and Judah ( 1:2-4 ), and the sentence pro- narrates that Micaiah was already in prison when

nounced upon Samaria (ver. 5–7) by the Judge sent for to prophesy before Ahab and Jehosha

himself. The prophet sees the danger which phat, and that it was Micaiah who had predicted

threatens his country, and traces in imagination death by a lion to the son of a prophet , under

the devastating march of the Assyrian conquerors the circumstances mentioned in i Kings 20:35,

(ver. 8–16 ). The prophet denounces a woe upon 36 ; and had rebuked Ahab, after his brilliant

the people generally for the corruption and vio- victory over the Syrians, for not putting Benhadad

lence which were rife among them , and upon the to death .
false prophets who led them astray by pandering NOTE. The bistory of Micaiah is an exemplification

to their appetites and luxury (2:1-11). The sen- in practice of contradictory predictions being made by

tenceof captivity is passed upon them (v . 10), but different prophets. The only rule bearing on the judg
ment to be formed under such circumstances seems to

is followed instantly by a promise of restoration have been a negative one . It is laid down in Deut. 18 :

and triumphant return ( ver, 12 , 13) . 2. The sec- 21,22, where the question is asked ,Howthe children of

ond section is addressed especially to the princes Israel wereto know the word which Jebovah bad not

and heads of the people ; their avarice and rapac- not, nor come to pass, that is the thing which Jehovah
spoken? And the solution is, thatif the thing follono

ity are rebuked in strong terms. But the threat. hasnot spoken (Smith , Dict ., s. v. ).

ening is again succeeded by a promise of restora .

tion, andin the glories of the Messianic kingdom
MICE (Heb. 27 , ak -bawr', a mouse as nib.

the prophet loses sight of the desolation which bling). After the Philistines had suffered because

should befall his country. 3. In the last section of their taking the ark of God, they wished to re.

Jehovah is represented as holding a controversy turn it to the Israelites. Their priests advised

with his people, pleading with them in justifica them to send with it “ five golden emerods and

tion of his conduct toward them and the reason- five golden mice ” (1 Sam. 6 :4, sq.) as a propitia

ableness of his requirements. The prophet ac tory offering. The selection of such a presentwas

knowledges and bewails the justice of the sentence; quite in accordance with a widely spread custom ,

the people in repentance patiently look to God and not only among the heathen and the Christian

are promised deliverance, at which there is a con- Church, viz . , that after recovery from an illness a

cluding triumphal song of joy. The language of representation of the member healed was placed

Micah is quoted in Matt. 2 :5, 6 , and his prophecies | as an offering in the temple of the god which was
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as

supposed to have effected the cure or averted the MI CHAH (1 Chron. 24:24, 25). See Micah,

danger . No. 6.

MI'CHA (Heb. X???, mee-kaw ', who is like MICHA'IAH , another form for Micaiah.

Jehovah ?). 1. The father of Achbor, which latter was sent

1. A son of Mephibosheth (2 Sam . 9:12) , given by Josiah toconsult with the prophetess Huldah

in 1 Chron. 8:34, 35, as Micah (q . v .). (2 Kings 22:12 ). In the parallel passage (2 Chron .

2. The son of Zabdi and father of Mattaniah, 34:20) he is called Micah (q . v . ) .

of the family of the Levite Asaph (Neh. 11:17, 22) , 2. The mother of King Abijah (2 Chron . 13 : 2) ;

and probably the same that joined in the sacred elsewhere (2 Chron. 11:20) called MAACHAH (q. v.).
covenant with Nehemiah ( 10:11 ), B. C. about 445. 3. One of the princes of Jehoshaphat, whom he

MICHAEL (Heb. 38792a , me- kaw -ale'; Gr. sent to teach the lawofJehovah in the cities of

Mexana, mikh -ah -ale', who is as or like God).
Judah (2 Chron . 17 : 7 ), B. C. about 870.

1. “ One," or the first of the chief princes ” or 4. A priest of the family of Asaph, whose de

archangels (Dan . 10:13 ; comp. Jude 9), described scendant, Zechariah, took part in the dedication

( Dan. 10:21) as the “ prince ”of Israel, and (12:1) of the walls of Jerusalem after the captivity(Neh.

the great prince which standeth ” in time of 12:35), B. C. before 445 .

conflict for the children of thy people.” . All
5. One of the priests who took part in the same

these passages in the Old Testament belong to ceremony (Neh . 12:41), B. C. 445.

that late period of its Revelation, when, to the
6. The son of Gemariah, and the person who,

general declaration of the angelic office,was added having heard Baruch read the terrible predictions

the division of that office into parts, and the as. of Jeremiah, went anddeclared them to all the
signment of them to individual angels. As Gabriel princes assembled in King Jehoiakim's house;

represents the ministration of the angels toward and the princes forth with sent for Baruch to read

men, so Michael is the type and leader oftheir the prophecies to them (Jer. 37:11-14), B. C. about

606.

strife, in God's name andhis strength , against the

power of Satan. In the Old Testament, therefore, MICHAL (Heb. 52973, me- karl", brook ), Saul's

he is the guardian of the Jewish people in their younger daughter (1 Sam. 14:49), probably by

antagonism to godless power and heathenism . In Ahinoam (v. 50) . After David had slain Goliath

the New Testament (Rev. 12: 7) he fights in heaven Saul proposed to bestow upon him his eldest

against the dragon- " that old serpent called the daughter, Merab ; but when the time arrived for

Devil and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world ,” the marriage, she was given to Adriel the Meho

and so takes part in that struggle which is the lathite. The pretext under which Saul broke his

work of the Church on earth . There remains still promise is not given , but it appears to have been

one passage (Jude 9; comp. 2 Pet. 2:11 ), in which that Merab had no love for David. ( 1) Marriage.

we are told that “ Michael the archangel, when It was told Saul that his daughter Michal loved

contending with the devil he disputed about the the young hero, and lie seized the opportunity of

body of Moses, durst not bring against him a rail. exposing David to the risk of death. He asked

ing accusation, but said , The Lord rebuke thee." no dowry of him save the slaughter of a hundred

The allusion seems to be to a Jewish legend at- Philistines. Before the appointed time David

tached to Deut. 34 : 6. The rabbinical traditions doubled the tale of victims, and Michal became

about Michael are very numerous (Smith ). his wife ( 18 : 20–28), B. C. about 1010. (2) Saves

2. The father of Sethur, which latter represented David's life. Another great defeat inflicted by

the tribe of Asher among the explorers of Canaan David upon the Philistines so excited the jealousy

(Num. 13:13 ) , B. C. 1210. of Saul that he endeavored to slay him . Failing

3. A chief man of the tribe of Gad, mentioned in the attempt, he sent watchers to David's house

among those who settled in the land of Bashan to put him to death in the morning. Michal aided
(1 Chron. 5:13 ). his escape by letting him down through a window,

4. Another Gadite and ancestor of Abihail and then dressed the bed as if still occupied by

(1 Chron. 5:14) . Perhaps the same as No. 3. him . She took the teraphim (or household god ),

5. The son of Baaseiah and father of Shimea , laid it upon the bed , its head cnveloped with a

and a Gershonite Levite among the ancestors of goat's hair netting, as if to protect it from gnats,

Asaph ( 1 Chron . 6:40). and the rest of the figure covered with the beged

6. One of the four sons of Izraiah, a descendant (or plaid). Saul's messengers forced their way to

of Issachar ( 1 Chron . 7 : 3 ) . the room , despite Michal's declaration that David

7. A Benjamite of the sons of Beriah (1 Chron. was sick , and discovered the deception. When
8:16). Saul was informed thereof he was so enraged that

8. A captain of the “ thousands” of Manasseh Michal fabricated the story of David's threatening

who joined David at Ziklag (1 Chron. 12:20 ). to kill her (19:11-17 ). (3 ) Second marriage. Saul

9. The father of Omri, whom David appointed probably doubted Michal's story of David's escape,

ruler of the tribe of Issachar ( 1 Chron. 27:18) . and when the rupture between the two men be

10. One of the sons of Jehoshaphat. king of came incurable, Michal was married to Phalti (or

Judah, whom he portioned before his death , and Phaltiel) of Gallim (25:44 ; 2 Sam . 3:15). (4) Re

who were slain by their brother Jehoram upon his stored to David. When Abner revolted to David

accession (2 Chron. 21:2-4 ), B. C. 850. the king consented to make a league with him

11. A (or descendant) of Shephatiah, only on this condition, “ But one thing I require

whose son Zebadiah, with eighty-two males, came of thee, that is , Thou shalt not see my face, ex
with Ezra from Babylon (Ezra 8: 8), B. C. before 457. | cept thou first bring Michal when thou

(

son
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comest to seemy face.” Ishbosheth is requested nuépa uloos, hay-mer '-ah mes'-os, middle day, Acts

to deliver up Michal, and, having done so, she is 26:13). See TIME.

taken to the king by Abner, who ordered her MID'DIN (Heb. 797?? , mid -deen ', measures ), a

weeping husband to return to his home (2 Sam .

3:13-16). ( 5 ) Rupture with David. On the day Josh. 16:61. Its location is unknown.
town west of the Dead Sea, mentioned only in

of David's greatest triumph , viz . , that of bringing

the ark ofthe Lord to Jerusalem ,the king, apa khon,middle), the chel,or sacred fence betweenMIDDLE WALL (Gr. LEOÓTOLXov,mes-ot -oy

peared in the procession, dancing and leaping.
When he returned to his own 'house, Michal,who the Court of the Gentiles and theinterior sanctum

had seen him from her window, met him with of the temple (Eph. 2:14). This is an allusion to

scornful words . She was offended that the the ritual law of Moses, which was intended only

king had let himself down to the level of the to keep the Jews apart from the Gentiles, but

people; and availed herself of the shortness of which produced that mutualenmity to which the

the priest's shoulder dress to make a contemptu- apostles refer.

ous remark concerning David's dancing. David's MID’IAN (Heb. 777??, mid -yawn ', strife), the

retort was a tremendous one, conveyed in words fourth named of the six sons of Abraham by

which once spoken could never be recalled. It Ketural (Gen. 25 : 2 ; 1 Chron . 1:32), B. C. after

gathered up all the differences between them 2250. Beyond the fact of his baving four sons

which made sympathy no longer possible, and we (Gen. 26:4; 1 Chron. 1:33), nothing is recorded

do not need the assurance of the sacred writer respecting him .

that “ Michal had no child unto the day of her MID’IANITES (Heb. 777???, mid -yawn ', “ Mid

death ,” to feel quite certain that all intercourse
between her, and David musthave ceased from ian,” except Num. 10:29, where it is 997727, ham

that date (2 Sam . 6 : 16–23), B. C. 992. Her namemid-yaw-nee”, “ the Midianite; " Gen. 37:28, ??????,

appears only once more (21 : 8 ), as the mother of mid -yaw -neem ', " Midianites," and Num. 25:17 ;

five sons, but the probable presumption is that
Michal has been, by the mistake of the transcriber, 31:2,?????9, ham -mid-yaro-neem ”, “ the Midian

substituted for Merab, who was the wife of Adriel. ites " ), a race dwelling south and east of Palestine,

in the desert north of the Arabian peninsula.
MICHʻMAS, MICHʻMASH (Heb. 2 ???, There are no trustworthy accounts of Midian out

mik -mash', something hidden ; 07????, mik -maws', side the Bible . In the Bible Midian appears in

Ezra 2:27 ; Neh . 7:31 ) , a town of Benjamin, east of connection with (1) Abraham ,(2) Joseph, (3)Moses,
Beth -el, on the road to Jerusalem. Here Saul and (4 ) Balaam , (5 ) Gideon.

the Philistines contended for the mastery, Saul 1. In Gen. 25 : 1 , 2, Midian is the fourth son of

taking his position with two thousand men, and Abraham by Keturah , and evidently one of those

placing the other one thousand at Gibeah with his who were sent away into the east country with
son Jonathan Jonathan smote the Philistine gifts by Abraham during his lifetime (v. 6). AC

garrison that was at Geba, and the Philistines cording to the Arab account(El, Makreezee, Khital),

hastened to avenge the defeat. They collected an ' Medyen are the offspring of Shu'eyb, and are the

innumerable army of foot soldiers, besides thirty offspring of Medyán (Midian), son of Abraham ,

thousand chariots, six thousand horsemen, and and their mother was Kantoorà, the daughter of
encamped before Michmash. Saul retreated down Yuktán (Joktan) the Canaanite." “Medyen is the

the valley to Gilgal , near Jericho, to rally the city of the people of Shu'eyb," who is " generally
Israelites ( 1 Sam . 13 : 1 , sq . ). Jonathan resolved supposed to be the same as Jethro, the father-in

to attack the outpost of the Philistines at the pass law of Moses," though some deny it.

of Michmash , and God gave him a great victory 2. In the time of Joseph we find the Mid

(14 : 1 , sq . ) . Michmas is mentioned as the place ianites associated with Ishmaelites so closely

whose inhabitants returned from captivity (Ezra that it is hard to define their relationship ; perhaps

2:27 ; Neh. 7:31 ; 11:31 ) . It is the present Mukh- there was a company of Midianite merchantmen

mas,a village in ruins upon the northern ridge of in an Ishmaelite caravan (Gen. 37:25 , 27, 28, 36),

the Wady Suweinit (comp. Isa. 10:28). In all likelihood the descendants of Ishmael and

MICH‘METHAH (Heb. 0ņ????, mik -meth- Midian, as well as of other exiled children of
auth', hiding place), a town on the border of Abraham , had intermarried. In Judg. 8:24 the

Ephraim and Manasseh, west of Jordan ( Josh. Midianites seem to be called Ishmaelites. But

16:6 ; 17 : 7).
this latter term may have come to be applied gen

MICH'RI (Heb. ?????, mik-ree', seller ), ances
erally to traders of that particular kind, as

CANAANITE (q. v. ) came to mean merchant.
tor of Elah, one of the heads of the fathers of

3. In the early life of Moses , in Exod. 2:15,

Benjamin (1 Chron . 9 : 8) after the captivity, B. C. sq., Moses, after killing the Egyptian, fled for
before 536.

refuge to the land of Midian. Here he married

MICH'TAM (Heb. Op ???, mik-tawm', a writ- the daughter of Jethro, the priest of Midian, whose

ing, especially a psalm ). This word occurs in the sheep he kept for forty years (Acts 7:30 ; Exod.

titles of six psalms ( 16, 56-60), all of which are 3 : 1 ). At the time of his call he was at Horeb, in

ascribed to David. See MUSICAL TERMS. the peninsula of Sinai (Exod. 3 : 1 ) . As the Mid

MIDDAY (Heb. big mis, iso’ -har yome, have been onlyatemporarystation forpasturage

,

ianites were mostly nomads, this peninsula can

double light, 1 Kings 18:29 ; big nym , makh- unless, as is quite possible, it was then morefer

ats- eeth ' hay-yome', half of the day, Neh . 8 : 3 ; Gr. I tile . than now. But, according to the Arabiana
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and Greeks, the city of Midian was on the Arabian not positively known. Knobel supposes it to be

side of the Arabian Gulf, where in all probability the small hill known as Jedeideh , others (Van de

lay the true land of Midian. Velde and Schwarz) identify it with el-Mejdel, a

4. In the time of Balaam, Moab, then ruled by little northeast of Ascalon.

Balak, son of Zippor, conferred with the elders of MIGʻDOL (Heb. 57979, mig-dole', tower ), a town

Midian in regard to Ísrael, and the resultingem- in lower Egypt named as one of the stages in the

bassy to Balaam consistedof elders both of Moab march of the Israelites (Exod. 14 :2; Num . 33 :7 ;

and Midian. In the chapters which relate the
prophecies of Balaam (Num ., chaps. 23, 24) onls comp. Ezek.29:10; 30:6, A. V. “ tower of Syene"),

“

Moab is mentioned. In 25: 1 it is the daugh- and said by classical geographers to have been
upon the eastern frontier of the kingdom ,

ters ofMoab who entice Israel; but in 25:6–15 it only twelve miles from Pelusium . There must,

is Midian, and in vers. 16–18; 31:1-16 , vengeance however, have been a second Migdol or Tower.'

is executed on Midian, and in 31 : 8, 9 it is among This is evident from the letter which relates to

the Midianites that Balaam perishes. Wemay the pursuit of the two slaves. Here the Migdol

therefore concludethat Midian had a prominent of King Seti Meneptah ' is stated to be onthe

part in the transaction (for connection of Moab east side of the great wall , southward of the

with Midian, see MOABITES). When Midian ap- Khetem of Thuku ?» (Sayce, High . Crit. , p. 254 ).

pears again (Judg. 6 : 1-8, 21) it is not as an or- Dr. Trumbull (Kadesh -Bärnea, p. 378) says : “ We

ganized army ofwarriors, nor as a nation power- find that Migdol ’ is not the name of a single

ful enough to bring the Israelites under its despotic city, but is acommon name applied to anoutlook

sway. Israel by idolatry lost the divine protection tower in Egypt and beyond. And especially are

and the nationalcohesion which would have pro- there traces of a Migdol at or near each of the

tected the nation against such marauders. The three greathighways outof lower Egypt eastward.
Midianites united with the Amalekitesand the This leaves still untouched the question, Which

children of the East, men ,women, and children, as Migdol is referred to in the Bible story of the
we suppose, with their belongings , certainly Exodus ? " See SUPPLEMENT.

with their cattle (6 : 5), forming an innumerable

borde of tramps ; and they oppressed Israel, not
MIGHTIES (Heb. hias , ghib -bore ', powerful,

by a strong military despotism, backed by chariots 1 Chron. 11:12 , 24), the titles given to the three

of iron , like Jabin and Sisera ( 4 :2, 3), but by great captains of David , elsewhere called " mighty

coming up when the harvest was ripe, " like grass- men ” (2 Sam .23 : 8), and meaning a warrior, leader
hoppers," and destroying " the increase of the in war .

earth ." The story is best read in the inimitable MIG'RON (Heb. 1993, mig -rone', precipice ), a

language of the Bible itself. The whole account

town of Benjamin , apparently on the route of the
(6:1-8, 28 ), from the Midianite invasion at the invading Assyrian army southward (Isa. 10:28),

beginning to the panic and route and final dis- From Michmas a narrow valley extends northward

appearance at the end, is the story of a mob, out of and at right angles with what has been
formidable from its numbers and its hunger. This identifiedas the passage of Michmas (q .v. ). Saul

ends the story of Midian. Henceforth it is hardly

mentioned, except as a historical reminiscence a pomegranate tree which is by Migron ” (1 Sam.
was stationed at the further side ofGibeah,“ under

(but see Isa. 60: 6 ; Hab. 3 : 7). Certainly Midian is 14 : 2).
never again mentioned as a source of terror. It is

probable that from the beginning they had inter
MIJ'AMIN (Heb . 7277?, me-yaw -meen '),

married with the Ishmaelites, and that in the end the same as MINIAMIN (q . v. ) .

they were merged in the roving peoples of the
1. The head of the six vision of priests in

northern part of the Arabian desert, under the the timeof David (1 Chron. 24 : 9) , B. C. before 960.

general name of Arabs . Midian has been called 2. One of the priests who sealed the covenant

the Judah of the Arabians .-W. H. made by Nehemiah and the people to serve Je

MIDNIGHT. See TIME.
hovah (Neh. 10 : 7), B. C. 445 .

MIDWIFE. See DISEASES, TREATMENT OF. MIKÄLOTH (Heb. miba, mik-lohtl ', rods).

MIGʻDAL -EL (Heb. Spaba?, mig-dal-ale", prince) of Gibeon, and father of Shimeah(or
1. One of the sons of Jebiel, " the father " (or

tower of God), a fortified city that fell to Naphtali Shimeam ). He was one of the Benjamite residents

(Josh. 19:38). A number of places are claimed of Jerusalem (1 Chron . 8:32 ; 9:37 ,38),B. C. about

as the original site. The only reason for not 536.

identifying it with Magdala is that the towns 2. The principal officer of the second division

about the Lake of Gennesaret have been already of the army under Dodo, in the reign of David

named (v. 35). Knobel connects Migdal-el with ( 1 Chron. 27 :4), B. C. after 1000 .

Chorem so as to form one name, and finds Migdal

el Chorem in the present Mejdel Kerum , west of
MIKNE'IAH (Heb. 9777????, mik -nay -yaw '.

Rameh . Grove mentions Mujeidei in the Wady hoo, possession of Jehovah),a Levitical doorkeeper

Kerkerah ; while Van de Veldeand Porter suggest of the temple and harper, appointed by order of
Mejdel Selim . David (1 Chron. 15:18, 21), B. C. about 966.

MIGDAL-GAD (Heb. 77-37797, mig -dal- MILALA'I (Heb . 3579, mee-lal-ah'ee, eloquent),

gawd', tower of fortune), a town in the plain of oneof the priests ' sons "who took part in the

Judah, between the hilly region and the territory dedication of the walls of Jerusalem (Neh . 12:36),

held by the Philistines (Josh. 15:37). Its site is B. C. about 636 .
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MILCAH MILL

2

MIL'CAH (Heb. 1752, mil-kaw', advice). dance (Gen. 49:12; Ezek. 25 :4 ; Joel 3:18, etc.),
1. The daughter of Haran and the wife of but more frequently with honey, " milk and honey "

Nahor, by whom she had eight children , one of being a phrase which occurs about twenty times

whom, Bethuel, wasthe father of Rebekah (Gen. in Scripture. Milk is also illustrative of the bless

11:29 ; 22:20 ,23 ; 24:15, 24, 47) , B. C. about 2200. ings of the Gospel (Isa. 55 : 1 ; Joel 3:18), the first

2. The fourth named of the five daughters of principles of God's word ( 1 Cor. 3:2 ; Heb. 5:12 ;

Zelophehad of the tribe of Manasseh, to whon , as i Pet . 2 : 2), edifying discourse (Cant. 4:11), wealth

they had no brothers, an inheritance was given in of the Gentiles ( Isa. 60:16).

the division of the land (Num . 26:33 ; 27 : 1 ; 36 : MILL (Heb. ..., ray -khel ', to pulverize ; Gr.

11 ; Josh . 17 : 3) , B. C. 1170.
uýhwv, mooʻ-lome, grinder ). The mill for grinding

MILCOM . See Gods, FALSE.
grain had not wholly superseded the mortar (q.v.)in

MILDEW (Heb. 1177., yay-raw-kone', pale- the time of Moses (Num . 11 : 8) ; but fine meal, i.e.,

ness) is properly a species of fungus or parasitic meal ground, or pounded fine, is mentioned so

plant generated by moisture and corrosive of the early as the time of Abraham (Gen. 18: 6 ) ; hence

surface to which it adheres. Themildew of grain mills and mortars must have been previously

is produced by a warm wind in Arabia, by which the known. The mills of the ancient Hebrews prob

green ears are turned yellow ,so that they bear no ably differed but little from those at present in

grain (Deut. 28:22). See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. use in the East. These consist of two circular

MILE TUM (2 Tim. 4:20). . See MILETUS.
stones, about eighteen inches or two feet in di.

MILE. See METROLOGY, I.
ameter, the lower of which is fixed, and has its

upper surface

MILE'TUS (Gr. Mintos, mil'-ay -tos), a town slightly convex,
on the coast, thirty -six miles S. from Ephesus. It is fitting into a cor

some distance from the coast now as to site . It
responding con.

was the capital of Ionia . It was immoral. Its cavity in the up

famous temple of Apollo is in visible ruins. per stone. The

Thales, Timotheus, Anaximander, Anaximenes, latter, called by

and Democritus were born here. Paul touched Handmill Section , the Hebrews re

here on his journey and addressed the people Keb, “ chariot,"

( Acts 20 : 15–17 ). Some think the Miletus where and by the Arabs rekkab, “ rider," has a hole in

Paul left Trophimus sick (2 Tim . 4:20, A. V. it through which the grain passes, immediately

“ Miletum " ) to have been in Crete, but there above a pivot or shaft which rises from the center

seems to be no need for such a conclusion .
of the lower stone, and about which the upper

MILK is the rendering of two Hebrew words stone is turned by means ofan upright handle fixed

and one Greek word : near the edge. It

1. Khaw -lawb' (Heb. 55, fut ; Gr. yáda, gal' isworked bywom
en, sometimes

al ), new or sweet milk . This was in extensive

use among the Hebrews, as well as other nations. times two togeth
singly and some

They used not only the milk of cows, but also that

of sheep ( Deut. 32:14 ), of camels (Gen. 32:15 ), seated on thebare
er, whoare usually

and goats (Prov. 27:27 ) . It was not regarded as

a mere adjunct in cooking, but as substantial food
ground (Isa. 47 :

adapted to all ages and classes. The Scriptures
1,2 )," facing each

other ; both have

frequently mention it in connection with honeyas hold of the han

a delicacy (Exod . 3 : 8 ; 13 :5; Josh. 5 : 6 ; Jer. 11 : 5) . Ale by which the
Women Grinding at a Mill .

2. Khem -aw ( Heb. $???, curdled cheese, fre. upper is turned round on the nether ' millstone.

quently rendered in the A. V. " butter ” ) seems to the one whose right hand is disengaged throws in

mean both butter and curdled milk . Curdled the grain as occasion requires through the hole

sour milk still forms, after bread, the chief food in the upper stone. The proverb of our Saviour

of the poorer classes in Arabia and Syria. Nor is (Matt..24:41) is true to life, for women only grind.

it wanting on the tables of the well to do, and is I cannot recall an instance in which men were at

brought to market in large quantities . It is car- the mill ” ( Thomson, The Land and the Book, ch .

ried by travelers, mixed with meat and dried, and 34 ). The labor is very hard, and the task of

then dissolved in water to make a refreshing grinding in consequence performed only by the

drink . It was this curdled milk that Abraham lowest servants (Exod . 11 : 5) and captives (Judg.

set before the angels (Gen. 18 : 8 ) and Jael gave to 16:21 ; Job 31:10 ; Isa . 47 : 1 , 2 ; Lam . 5:13). So

Sisera ( Judy. 4:19). If kept long enough in this essential were millstones for daily domestic use

state it acquired a slightly intoxicating property . that they were forbidden to be taken in pledge
It is rendered " butter ” (Isa. 7:22 ), and its use in ( Deut. 24:6; Josephus, Ant., iv, 8, 826) in order

connection with honey is figurative of scarcity . that a man's family might not be deprived of the
Bread and wine would be unattainable, and so means of preparing their food. The bandmills of

thickened milk and honey would be eaten ad the ancient Egyptians appear to have been of the

A very striking allusion to milk is that same character as those of their descendants, and ,

which forbids a kid to be seethed in its mother's like them , were worked by women (Wilkinson,

milk (Exod.23:19 ; 34:26 ; Deut. 14:21 ) . See Kıd. Anc. Egypt, ii , p . 118 , etc.). " They had also a

Figurative. Milk occurs as a sign of abun - Ilarge mill on a very similar principle, but the

:

nauseam .
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MILLENNIUM MINERAL KINGDOM

a

stones were of far greater power and dimensions , against the toe of the other. The women whom

and this could only have been turned by cattle or the prophet rebuked could only take short steps ,

asses, like those of the ancient Romansand of the because of the chains by which the costly foot

modern Cairenes.” It was the millstone of a mill. rings worn above the ankles were connected to

of this kind, driven by an ass, which is alluded to gether. Tripping is a child's step. Although

in Matt. 18 : 6. With the movable upper mill- well versed in sin and old in years , the women of

stone of the handmill the women of Thebez broke Jerusalem tried to maintain a youthful, childlike

Abimelech's skull (Judg. 9:53) ( Smith, Bib. Dict. ). appearance. They therefore tripped along with

MILLENNIUM (Lat. mille, a thousand, and short, childlike steps.

annus, ayear), a period of a thousand years, and

in its religious use is applied to the prophetic era MINERAL KINGDOM .

mentioned in Rev. 20 :1-7. The Millenarians be .

lieve that the second advent of Jesus willbe ac, different objects in the mineral kingdom in alpha
For the sake of continuous study we give the

companied by the resurrection of the martyrs and
saints, who will reign with him on earth in astate betical order. See also METALS, PRECIOUS STONES.

of blessedness fora thousand years. Our Lord's
ADAMANT. See DIAMOND.

supposed reign on the earth was largely held by AGATE (Gr.ayarns,from the river of that name

the Jewish Christians, and was, apparently, part in Sicily). This name is applied to those varieties

of the residue of their carnal Messianic expecta- of semitransparent quartz (chalcedony) which have

tions so tenaciously held. In the 2d century this the general character of being clouded, banded, or

doctrine was largely held by the orthodox Chris- lined in several shades or colors. When the layers

tians, and was adopted by the Montanists. It was are 'even, and black and white, it is properly called

undoubtedly the faith of some of the Fathers. onyx ; and when red and white, sardonyx, though

While there are many who hold to the doctrine to the terms are often used somewhat loosely. In

day, still we are inclined to accept the theory that these latter cases the cutting down from one

the thousand years of Revelation are to be taken layer to another gives the beautiful cameo effect

symbolically. “ They embody an idea, and that of a raised device of one color upon a ground of

idea, whether applied to the subjugation of Satan another. All the agateswere favorite stones with

or to the triumph of the saints, is the idea of the ancients, and are abundant in collectionsof clas

completeness orperfection. Satan is bound for a sical and orientaljewelry,being hard enoughto take
thousand years, i .

e. , he is completely bound. The and retain a high polish, and not too hard to be

saints reign for a thousand years, i. e. , they are cut and engraved readily by means of corundum

introduced into a state of perfect and glorious points. In the Bible the word occurs in the A. V.

victory ” (Milligan, Com ., on Rev., in loc.) . “ Our four times, twice in the accounts of the breast

Lord expressly speaks in one and the same dis- plate (Exod., chaps. 28 and 39 ; Isa. 54:12 ; Ezek.

course (John 5:28, 29) of a first resurrection, un- 27:16 ). The first two are represented by the word

derstood spiritually, and of a second resurrection, 120 (sheb -00'; in the LXX , áxatns), and may be

understood physically. If we apply the same principle here, this much contested prophecy is made presumably taken as correct in the modern sense.

perfectly harmonious with the rest of Scripture, In the other two cases the original is 7072 (kad

and the most substantial ground of the premil. kode', rendered by the LXX iaomis, ee'-as-pis, in

lennial advent is taken away” (Pope, Christ. Theol., Isaiah ; and xópxop, khor'-khor, in Ezekiel). The

iii, 396, 397). former is veryuncertain, but probably means some

MILLET. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. light-colored chalcedony (see JASPER, below ), though

MILLO (Hebrew , always with article, x12797, this is a case of figurative use. The word in

ham -mil-lo ', a rampart consisting of two walls , Arabic root denoting redness, and hence thought
Ezekiel is obscure, by some connected with an

with the space between them filled in).
1.The name of the citadelofShechem (Judg. to denote ruby, or some precious stone resembling

9:6, 20),all of the garrison of which joinedin it, but very vaguely (seefurther under Onyx and
SARDONYX).

proclaiming Abimelech their king.

2. The Millo at JERUSALEM (q . v. ) was some
ALABASTER ( Gr. áháßaotpov, al-ab'-as

kind of fortification, probably a large tower or tron, Matt. 26:7 ; Mark 14 : 3, and Luke 7:30) is

castle on the wall . The definite article before pretty well identified with the substance now called

Millo indicates that it was a well-knownfortress, oriental (or Egyptian ) alabaster, also “ onyx mar

probably one that had been built by theJebusites. ble ” and “ Mexican onyx." This is a variety of

David built (i.e. , fortified) round about from Millo " carbonate oflime, usually stalaginitic in origin ,

(2 Sam .5 :9; i Chron. 11 : 8), as did Solomon (1 Kings with a layered structure due to itsdeposition from

9:15; 11:27). It formed a prominentpart of the for- water, giving it a banded aspect of slightly varying

tifications of Hezekiah againsttheAssyrians(2 shades and colors, often very delicate and beauti

Chron. 32: 5). The sameplace is probably meant ful. This banded character has led to its being

by the “house of Millo,” where Joush was killed called onyx frequently among the ancients, and

(2 Kings 12:20, 21 ) . See SUPPLEMENT.
onyx marble and Mexican onyx among ourselves,

MINA, the rendering in the margin (Luke 19; is a variety of agate and very hard. The name
although it is very different from true onyx, which

13) of the Greekuva, but in the text as “ pound.” alabaster among the moderns, on the other hand,
See METROLOGY, III .

is applied to a still softer stone , the compact va

MINCING (Heb . 72 , taw - faf', Isa . 3:16), to riety of gypsum , or sulphate of lime, used for

take short steps, just putting the heel of one foot small statuettes , paper weights , and little orna

06

7
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Amber MINERAL KINGDOM Brass

>

or

6

ments of nogreat value. The alabastrites of Theo- the black masseslooking like darkrocks among the

phrastus, Pliny, and the ancients generally was trees. Asphalt is a mixture of hydrocarbons, in

largely quarried and worked at Alabastron, a well- part oxygenated, the softer kinds graduating to

known locality near Thebes, and was the favorite ard the mineral oils or petroleums. By exposure

material for the little flasks and vases for oint to the air it hardens, partly by evaporation and

ment and perfumery that are so abundant in Egyp- partly by oxidization.

tian tombs and almost all ancient collections. BDELLIUM ( Heb. bta, bed -o ' -lakh, Gen.

Such articles were called áháßaorpa ; but by a
frequent change of usage the word was transferred 2:12; Num . 11:7). There are various speculations

to anyperfume flask, or the like, without special refers to an aromatic gum, as the Vulgate and
as to the meaning of this word, but it probably

regard to its material or to its source; as “ a piece Josephus indicate . The passage in Numbers, if
of delf ” or “ china ” (originally Delft ware

China ware) now signifies any article of crockery. described as white, sufficiently disposes of the idea
compared with Exod. 16:31, where the manna is

So the LXX translates anos (tsal-lakk'-ath, that bedoʻlakh can refer to berylor emerald, as

2 Kings 21:13 , A. V. , “ a dish ” ), by áháßaotpov ; some have fancied. There is no reason to think

Horace, Ode, iv, 12, 17, uses onyx for a perfume that it refers to a stone at all ; the word kpúorah

flask ; and other classical writers in the same way. 2os (LXX, Num. 11 : 7)-properly ice, though often

AMBER (Heb. 520n, khash -mal'; LXX iher- used of glass, quartz, etc.- corresponds quite
Tpov, ay’- lek -tron, only in Ezek. 1 :4 , 27 ; 8 : 2, R. v. strikingly with the statement that it was “ as the
"electrum ”). In all these cases it is used in theat- hoar frost on the ground ” (Exod. 16:14)—little

tempted description of the visions of the divine white drops or grains. See Manns.

glory, in close connection with “ brightness ” and BERYų (Gr. Búpvanos, bay' rool-os,Rev. 21:20,

atheappearanceoffire.” TheGreek word bada for Heb. 07, tar-sheesh '). The modern name
twofold sense-—the fossil resin kuown to us as am- designates the pale-colored varieties of silicate of

ber, and an alloy of gold and silver, now called elec- glucina, the deep -green variety being emerald. In

trum by mineralogists. It is uncertain whether Rev. 21:20, beryl is no doubt correct, but in the

amber proper was known to the Hebrews ; but the Old Testament all is uncertain. The R. V. gives
idea meant to be conveyed in these passages is beryl ” in the margin for “ onyx ” in the text, in

plainly that of a brilliant glowing yellow , like am- repeated instances ; but in some of these, at least,

ber, or like some highly polished metallic alloy, this rendering, cannot be correct. The passages
such as brass or electrum. The same idea is in whichwo? ( tar -sheesh ) occurs are : Exod.
clearly brought out in Rev. 1:15, and suggested in

Ezra 8 :27— “ fine copper, precious as gold . ” 28:20, in which there appears to be some confu.

AMETHYST (Heb. 57 ;ng, akh-law '-maw ;
sion as to the places of the stones in the breast

Gr .ápédvoros, am -eth'-oos-tos,the Greek name al plate
, as the next stone, bine, doubtless onyx,is

luding to a notion that the amethystprevented rendered Bnpúzdcov, and ovú xiov appears in the
intoxication ; used only in Exod. 28:19; 39:12; next place and in Exod. 39:13. In Cant. 5:14;
Rev. 21:20 ). This is one of the few cases in which Ezek. 1:16 , and Dan. 10: 6, it is rendered without

there is little doubt as to the correctness of the translation by the IXX (θαρσίς or θαρσείς, Eng.

rendering, the name having been used from Theo " beryl " ), the R. V. giving “ topaz ” in the margin

phrastus's day to the present for the purple or vio . in Canticles. In Ezek . 10:9 and 28:71 , the LXX

let -colored variety of quartz. It was a favorite gives alboç åv pakos and åv pag (again Eng

stone among the ancients, often finely cut or carved " beryl ” ); here there is a strange confounding of

in intaglio ; and though not rare enough to be of this with a deep-red stone such as anthrax (or

great value, yet is still used in fine jewelry,from carbuncle), as appears also in regard to emeral

its rich and almost unique color, there being very (q. v. ) , indicating the uncertainty of the Greek

few purple gem -stones." The Greek namealludes translators as to the meaning of woma (lar.

to a notion that it prevented intoxication if worn sheesh'); as does also their merely transliterating

at feasts, etc.; the Hebrew name signifies dream . the word in other cases, as noted above, into

stone, as though supposed to induce, or to inter- Dapois etc. But Jerome's rendering of Ezek. 1 :

pret, dreams. 16— " quasi visio maris ” (Vulgate), almost estab

ASPHALT, BITUMEN (Heb. 977, khay- lishes the impression of a green or blue-green

mawr', boiling up, to be red, Gen. 11 : 3 ; 14:10 ; stone like beryl, or, as Luther suggests, turquoise,

Exod. 2:3, A. V.“ slime ; " DET, zeh '-feth, flowing, rather than anything red or yellow . See Emerald.

or fluid , Isa, 34 : 9 ; while in Exod . 2 : 3 both words
BITUMEN. See Asphalt.

are used with some sense of difference implied ). BRASS (Heb. nun ?, nekh -oʻ-sheth ; Gr. xah.

Much of the asphalt of ancient times came from Kós, khal-hos' ; Lat . aes ), should in the Scriptures

the Dead Sea , which was called Lacus Asphaltites . be generally rendered bronze, or sometimes cop

The use of it as a cement for bricks at Babylon is per. Brass, the alloy of copper and zinc, is largely

described by Herodotus and other ancient writers, à modern material, while bronze (copper and tin)

and may be seen in great ruins to this day, e . g. , was used to an enormous extent in ancient times.

the so -called wall of Media, not far from Babylon. It was the principal material for all manner of ar

The chief modern source is the asphalt lake - over ticles, both of ornament and use, far back in the

a mile in width - on the island of Trinidad, West prehistorie Bronze Age. Great interest attaches

Indies. Here it is liquid and boiling up in the cen- to the source of the tin so largely used in the

tral portion, and hard and solid around the shores ; | manufacture of the ancient bronzes, as tin occurs

"

"
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Brass MINERAL KINGDOM Brick

in but few localities. Most of it is understood to and constantly to express conceptions of physical

have been brought from the great tin mines of strength, power, durability, etc. ( Job 6:12 ; 40:18 ;

the Cornwall peninsula and the Scilly Islands by 41:27; Psa. 107:16 ; Isa.45 :2, et sæpe); or of moral

the Phænicians, who maintained for many centu- qualities, as firmness ( Jer. 1:18), obstinacy (Isa.
ries steady commerce thither by sea. The bronze 48:4), and the like.
articles then manufactured in the Punic cities and BRICK (Heb.pas, leb -ay -naw ', whiteness, i. e.,

colonieswere exported all over the world in ex- made from white, chalky clay). In addition to the
change for the products of everyregion, to en- articleBrickwe present the following: Ancient
hance the wealth of Tyre and Carthage. The brick were much larger than withus, those of Egypt

bronze, however, varied a greatdealincomposi- varying considerably, but generally about twice the
tion , and some contained anadmixture of zinc, size of ours in each direction, so as to have much
approaching more to brass. Such may have been

the “ fine copper, precious as gold ” (Ezra8:27 ; and thinner. The Babylonian bricks were differ
the same proportion, though sometimes narrower

1 Esdr. 8:57 ). The zinc mines at Laurium, in
Greece, were extensively worked in ancient times; ent in shape, about one foot square, or a little

and it seemsprobable thatvariousproportionsof more,and threeand one half inches thick. It was

the three metals were employed, giving alloys all common to stamp on the bricks the name of the

the way from bronze to brass ; but the former is monarch in whose reign they were made — a cus

tom of priceless value to archæology in giving us

much the more ancient and frequent. See Tin.

Brass (bronze) was abundant among the He- form naines ofthose of Babylon to fix the dates
the cartouches of Egyptian kings and the cunei

brewsand their neighbors from very early times of many ruined edifices
. This practice prevailed(Exod ., chap. 38; 2 Sam . 8:8 ; 1 Chron. 18:8 ; 22:3, in Egypt, especially between the eighteenth and

14 ; 29 :7). " The last passage is interesting as and twenty-first dynasties; and some of the wooden
showing that in David's time iron was yet more stampsused for the purpose have been found.

abundant, and that the“bronze age " was entirely In Egypt the bricks were generally unburned,
past before 1000 B. C. so far as Palestine was
concerned. The word occurs in both a literal and and the word mal-bane' (Heb. 7252, A. V. “ brick

figurative sense . As applied to mining, it, of kiln, "Jer. 43:9)maymean here only brickyard ; but
course, means copper (Deut. 8 : 9 ; Job 28 : 2 ) , and , in 2 Sam . 12:31; Nah. 3:14 , it is uncertain which

probably , Gen. 4:22, R. V. marg.). As in Ezra 8 : is intended.

27, so in 1 Kings 7:45 ; 2 Chron. 4:16 ; Ezek . 1 : 7 ; Throughout the East generally sun-dried bricks

Dan. 10:6 , it seems probable that brass is meant. (adobe) have been the usual material for dwellings
To the many other passages describing various ob- and all common purposes. The finer and more

jects, as mirrors (Exod . 38:8 ),weapons,andarmor permanent structures of brick were largely cov.

( 1 Sam . 17 : 5 , 6, 38 ; 2 Sam . 8:8, 12 ; 21:16, etc. ), ered or faced with either stone slabs or glazed or
the “ brazen serpent ” (Num . 21: 9; 2 Kings 18 :4 ) , enameled bricks, such as those described by Dio

or the furnishings of the tabernacle (Exod. 26:11 , dorus at the tomb of Semiramis and by Layard at

37), or of the temple ( 1 Kings 7:14 ; 2 Chron . ch. 4 ; | Nineveh. Splendid wall decorations of such en

Jer. 52:17, 22 ), etc. , the preceding remarks as to ameled bricks, representing the “ procession of

bronze and mixed alloys, or occasionally copper, lions " and the “ procession of archers,” from the
will apply. palace of Artaxerxes II, or Mnemon, at Susa

In the New Testament khal-kos ' (Gr. xahxos) (Shushan ), are now in the Louvre, and are repro

is used for money (Matt. 10 :9 ; Mark 6:8 ;12:41), duced in fac-simile in the Metropolitan Museum of

and for a noisy musical instrument ( 1 Cor. 13 : 1 ) . Art, New York .

The word klal-kol-ib '-an -on (Gr. zaakohißavov, In Egypt, where the climate is practically rain

Rev. 1:15 ; 2:18) is much disputed as to its mean- less, the sun -dried bricks have remained firm and

ing. There seems to be an evident reference to hard for all the centuries since they were made

Dan. 10 : 6, or to Ezek. 1 : 7, 27, which renders the and laid ; but in Mesopotamia the use of them for

ordinary rendering probably very suitable ; but the the interior mass of walls, although faced with a

term itself is to us obscure, though doubtless waterproof casing of either stone or glazed brick,

familiar at the time. Very probably it was the has led to a complete ruin .
Water finds entrance

name for some bright-colored alloy, brass or near through crevices in the roofing or casing, and the

to it, employed for handsome articles and highly process of softening and breaking down soon
esteemed. It may be a reference to orichalcum , begins, and then rapidly goes on until the whole

the alloy of copper and gold ; or to electrum , gold structure is reduced to one of those shapeless

and silver, which is the LXX rendering of khash . “ mounds ” of earth , filled with fallen slabs and

maľ (Heb. Bawn) of Ezek. 1 :4, 27 ; 8 : 2, A. V. , sculptured fragments, that Assyrian exploration
has made so familiar.

" amber ;” R.V.,marg. “ electrum.” See COPPER. been recently pointed out how speedily Eastern
In the same way it has

Figurative. Insomecases the wordis used, villages,once abandoned or desolated,pass into

by metonymy, for a bond or fetter (Lam . 3 : 7 ; and
“ tells,” or low mounds ; such is probably the idea

in the dual Onun ?, Judg. 16:21 ; 2 Sam. 3:34 ; in Job 4:19.

2 Kings 25: 7)— much as we say “ in irons . ” It Between Exod. , ch . 5 , and the frequent sculp

also appears in many metaphors, as for a hot, rain - tures and paintings illustrating the process, we

less sky (Deut. 28:23), or a parched soil (Lev. 26 : have a very distinct idea of Egyptian brickmaking.

19) ; for baseness as contrasted with the precious The material was usually Nile mud,dug and trodden,

metals (Isa. 60:17 ; Jer. 6 : 28 — here also with the and mingled with straw orreeds, sometimesmerely

opposite idea of value,'as compared with wood) ; | with sand or pebbles. After being carried to the

1
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ours .

>

drying floor and pressed in molds the cakes were (asphalt), to depict a barren, desolate region, like

left to harden in the sun for a week or two, and the shores of the Dead Sea, associated also, as

were then fit for use. As to the straw question in there,with gof-reeth ', sulphur, and by no means one

Exod. , ch. 5 , Mr. W. M. Flinders Petrie, in a re- of pine forests, where ko’- fer might be obtained .

cent article, is disposed to give the Egyptian side Sulphur (brimstone) in the Old Testament is re

of the matter. The chopped straw was, and still peatedly used to convey this idea of barrenness

is, an important food for cattle, especially during and desolation , evidently from its association with

the flood time, being more like our hay ; while its the Dead Sea ; so, definitely, Deut. 29:23, also Isa.

employment in brickmaking was far from univer- 34 :9, and probably Job 18:15 . Tristram , Lynch,

sal, as the examination of Egyptian bricks proves. and others describe its occurrence around the lake

It was not unusual to restrict its use and enforce and in the valleys leading into it, and also on both

that of other less valuable materials, such as sides of the Jordan Valley, where there are many

stubble . To this day the process of making adobe hot sulphuroús springs. These springs deposit

bricks may be witnessed along the Nile. River sulphur, and pieces of it are scattered over

mud is moistened to a proper consistence, trodden the flats around portions of the lake. In some

with the feet, and mingled with chopped straw places it occurs witi bitumen, for which the Dead

from neighboring thrashing floors ; it is then Sea region is noted from very early times (Gen. 14 :

shaped with the hands and a piece of board-not 10 )—an unusual association, but known also near

so much in molds — into bricks smaller and thinner Bologna, Italy. Some of the hot sulphur springs

than the ancient ones, though much larger than in Judea have been much esteemed for the treat

Burnt brick , although rarely employed in ment of rheumatic diseases, etc., and so are to this

Egypt until the Roman period, were familiar in day ; and some show ruins of Roman baths. Sul.

Babylonia, even from very early times (Gen. 11 : 3 ) , phur also occurs in connection (as frequently) with

on account of theclimate. Many ancient cities were bands of gypsum (sulphate of lime) in the cliffs and

defended by brick walls and ramparts of enormous terraces along the lower Jordan Valley, which go

size and thickness. Xenophon, Diodorus, and back to a former period of much greater height

many others give remarkable accounts of these and extension of the Dead Sea . Sulphur is also

walls and their dimensions; and many ruins still referred to in the Old Testament in the combina

remain . If of sun -dried brick they may have been tion “ fire and brimstone” in connection with the

faced with burnt brick, and in any case would violent storms (Gen. 19:24 ; Psa. 11 :6 ; Ezek. 38:

have needed care and repair, like modern dikes 22). The idea bere has, no doubt, been justly

and earthworks, to keep them in good condition. interpreted as referring to lightning — and so

The use of asphalt as a cement (Gen. 11 : 3 , 77977, clearly, Isa. 30:33 — perhaps from the popular

khay '-mawr, A. V. “ slime " ) is described by Herod - idea, alluded to even by Pliny and Seneca, of a

otus and others in speaking of Babylonian archi- sulphurous odor (probably the ozone odor) after a

tecture ; and is seen in the ruins to-day. Both the discharge of lightning. The same combination

brick clay and the asphalt,so convenientlyat (Túp kai delov) recurs in theNew Testament(Luke

band in the alluvial plain of Mesopotamia, are
17:29 ; Rev. 9:17 ; 14:10 ; 19:20 ; 20:10 ; 21 :8) ,

even now dug by the natives and sold to cities the translation of a familiar Hebrew phrase .

and towns in the vicinity. BRONZE. See BRASS.

CARBUNCLE is a name now only applied to
BRIMSTONE (Heb . 077?, gof-reeth', from

certain bright red garnets when cut "en cabochon,"

799, gaw -far', to cover ; whence ,go '- fer, Gen. i. e., convex and smooth ; but the Lat.carbuncu
6:14, which Gesenius renders “ pitch , ” such as the lus and Greek å vApaf,an ' -thrax (a small live coal ),

pine, etc. ) is understood to mean not only pitch , are used fora variety ofdeep red gems - garnets,

but some other inflammable substances, spe- rubies, spinels,etc. The Old Testament references

cially sulphur. At first sight, if we think of are as indefinite as usual, carbuncle being used in

black, tarry pitch, this view seems far fetched, as the A. V. for two Hebrew words and with various

sulphur is different in appearance; but if yoʻ-fer marginal changes :

( 72 ) means resinous trees their inflammable yel- 1. Ek -dawkh ' ( 177 ??, burning, Isa. 64:12 ; LXX

low exudations may not inaptly be compared with aidove kpvorákhov ; Vulg. lapides sculptis).

sulphur. The truriks of our southern pitch -pines 2. Baw -rek -ath ' (0277, flashing, Ezek. 28:13) ;

often show the resin where it has lowed out over Baw -rel '-kath (927 , Exod. 28:17 ; 39:10 ). All

the bark and hardened into opaque yellow masses three of the above are rendered “emerald ” in R.

not unlike sulphur. It is plain, however, that
gof-reeth' is generally and properly rendered sul . V. margin . The root, P?? ( baw -rak ”, to flash or

plur (brimstone); while pitch is denoted by two glitter), indicates merely brilliancy,with no bint as

Hebrew words, (koʻ-fer, Gen. 6:14 ) and not to color. There is a singular confusion between

(zel’.feth, Exod. 2 : 3 ; Isa. 34 : 9). Of these the gems of the most contrasting hues — red and green

former probably refers to vegetable pitch
in the rendering of this latter word, as already

and resin, as above, and the Intter to min- noted under Beryl, and again seen in regard to

eral pitch and asphalt (usually man, khay'-marr), no'-fek (70 , Exod. 28:18; Ezek. 27:16, A. V.

though this distinction is not assured . Even
“ emerald ;.”, ” R. V. marg. “ carbuncle " ).

among us the words tar, pitch , etc. , are employed
3. In Isa. 54:12 is the expression, “ I will make

loosely in popular speech. The last passage cited thy gates of carbuncles ” (Heb. NIP 77 ,

shows clearly the use of zeh' -feth for mineral pitch | " stones of fiery splendor ').

)

)

1
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Chalcedony MINERAL KINGDOM Clay

CHALCEDONY (Gr. xalandóv, khal-kay- jewelers peridot, but in nowise described as

dohn ', copperlike), occurs only in Rev. 21:19 . The “ golden

modern chalcedony - light colored, non -crystalline CHRYSOPRASUS (Gr. Xpuoón pagos, khroo

quartz — probably was the ancient iactis (see sop ’-ras-os, greenish -yellow , only in Rev. 21:20), is
JASPER); King's chalcedonius was a blue-green again entirely uncertain. The modern chrysoprase,

stone, not readily identified by us ; he speaks of a light green chalcedony, probably was included
it as resembling callais, i . e ., turquoise, and as in the ancient iaomis (see JASPER ), and does not

found at certain copper mines at Chalcedon; agree with the classical descriptions of the stone

which points together suggest the modern chryso- then so called . Pliny's account of chrysoprasus
colla — silicate of copper. bright green with gold spots — fails to correspond

CHALKSTONES (Heb. 28, ab -nay- with any mineralthat we know ; and the attempt

gheer', stones of boiling, Isa. 27 : 9, literally stones to identify this stone must be altogether con

of lime, i. e. , limestone, from an obsolete root,
jectural.

5a, gheer, to boil, effervesce, aslime in slacking). scientific and in popularusage. In the former it
CLAY. This term is differently applied in

The making of lime by roastinglimestone in kilns, denotes a definite compound, chiefly silicate of

and preparing mortar, cement, and whitewash alumina, arising from thedecomposition of certain

therefrom , is one of great antiquity. Palestine is feldspathic rocks,and forming whitish chalky

largely a country of limestone, chiefly cretaceous ; looking beds.In this pure condition it is highly
and there are gypsum beds along portions of the valuable for fine grades of pottery, etc. But it is

Jordan Valley (see BRIMSTONE ); so that materialfor both limeand plaster was abundant. Tristram generally much contaminated with other sub

describes the extensive use of these substances in stances,ali ordinary clays containing more or less

the East for lining cisterns, tombs, etc. — the former made from them tobe yellow or red after burn
oxide of irori, which causes pottery and bricks

fairly honeycombing some portionsof the country,ing. Most clays also contain silica and other

especially among the hills, and fel by gutters, or

channels of cement laid along the edges of the soil or earth .To all of these impure mixtures
foreign materials, and so graduate into common

terraces, the material remaining hard and water the term clay is applied, in distinction from sandy,
proof even after three thousand years . The

gravely, or calcareous soils. Two Hebrew words

" plaster ” lining of sepulchers, used also as an
occur in the Old Testament for clay :

outer coating for adobe houses (see BRICK) and

tombs (Matt. 23:27), probably means heavy white
1. Teet (Heb. 20 ), usually rendered “ mire ” in

wash, or a fine white mortar, in most cases. But A. V. , like our common word mud, for the fine

in Dan. 6 :5 it may be plaster, as rendered, or deposit left from the evaporation of water (Psa.

The ancient limekiln was a pit or depres. 69:14 ; Jer . 38: 6 ) , or washed up on the shore (Isa.

sion three or four feet deep, like a saucer in form , 57:20, A. V. “ dirt ” ). It is used in the sense of

wherein were placed alternate layers of fuel (brush - clay for bricks or pottery (Isa. 41:25 ; Nah. 3 : 4).

wood, etc.) and lime rock, broken up small by a 2. Kho'-mer (Heb. 1797 ) is properly clay for

wheel like that of an oilpress (alluded to in Isa . 27 : bricks or pottery (Isa. 29:16 ; 45 :9 ; Jer. 18 :4, etc.).

9). The fuel was then kindled and the pit cov. In Job 4:19 kho '-mer seemsto indicate a mud hut,

ered with sods, much as we do a charcoal heap, from the idea of perishableness. The distinction

only leaving an aperture for draught .
seems usually to be in the thought of the material

Figurative ( Isa. 27: 9). The sense of the pas- as wrought or unwrought, though this is not al.

sage is given thus by Delitzsch-that Israel's re- ways borne out ( see Job 30:19 ; Isa. 10: 6 , where

pentance would be shown by the destruction of the word is used for mire), but its usual meaning

idolatrous altars, the stones of which would be is in connection with human arts or processes

broken to pieces, calcined, and slaked for mortar. (Gen. 11 : 3 , A. V. “ mortar ;" Job 10: 9 ; 38:14, and

In Amos 2: 1 the burning of human bones into passages cited above ).

lime is denounced as an act of sacrilege on the 3. In Daniel occur two Chaldean expressions,

part of Moab ( comp.also thedefiling of the idola: khas-awf" (97997, 2-33-35), and khas-af' teen -aw '
trous altars in this manner by Josiah , 2 Kings 23 :

16, 20 ;2 Chron. 34:5, as predicted' in 1 Kings ( 79.9077, vers. 43 , 45 , A. V.“ potter's clay," and

13 :2). See LIME. ' miry clay ” respectively). The R. V. suggests

CHRYSOLITE (Gr. xpvoorudos, khroo -sol.ee
baked clay or " earthenware " for the second ex

thos, goldstone) was plainly our topaz. TheGreek pression.

name is definite as to color, and included not only 4. Reh '-fesh (Heb. von Isa. 57:20) denotes

yellow topazes , but other gems of similar tint, as turbidity produced by stirring up water.

the occasional yellow or " golden ” beryls, some 5. Aw.fawr' (Heb. 27, dust, or dry earth ) is

zircons, etc. The only distinct reference is Rev.applied to clay (Lev. 14:42, 45, and rendered

21:20 ; but the LXX employs the word for vuna, “ mortar ” ).

tar-sheesh ' (Exod . 28:20 ; 39:13 ; indefinitely Ezek . 6. Pay - los! (Gr. anós) is used in all the mean.

28:13). This word and totáčioi, top -ad -zee-on, ings for clay ( John 9 :6, 11 , 14, 15 ; Rom. 9:21 ).

have exactly changed meanings between the Greek The passage, But we have this treasure in earthen

and the English , the ancient topaz being our vessels ” (2 Cor. 4 : 7 ) , is a striking allusion to the

chrysolite, and vice versa. The modern chryso. custom of keeping gold or silver in earthen jars,

lite-- silicate of magnesia with some iron—is a contrasting the precious contents with the humble

rich yellow - green gem , called also olivine, and by receptacle .

stucco.

"
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or

Vessels and utensils of baked clay are, of course, per and to its alloys, bronze and brass, so far as

often alluded to (2 Sam. 17:28 ; Jer. 18 : 3 , 4 ; the latter was known. As to the abundance of it
19: 1), and among the Hebrews, see Brass; also the interest

Figuratively as a type of fragility (Psa. 2 : 9, ing records of the source, use, and final disposal
etc.). The words usually employed are Heb ofthe tabernacle “ brass ” (1 Chron. 18:8 ; 2 Chron.

- ??, kel -ce-yo-tsare',A. V. " potter's vessel," 4:9-18 ;also 1Kings7:13-48, and 2 Kings25:13 ).
The sources of the great amount of copper used

" earthen vessel.”
for the ancient bronzes, etc. , are but vaguely

Besides pottery, which is now chiefly manufac- known. The Egyptians obtained it from Arabia,

tured at Gaza, and brick ( q. v. ), clay was much in the Sinaitic peninsula. Modern travelers have

used in Palestine and throughout the East, andis described the vestiges still remaining of extensive
still, for sealing doors, or earthen jars (Jer. 32:14 ), and very ancient operations, especially at and

to secure them . Sepulchers were thus sealed, near the place known as Wadi Maghâra : these

and probably our Lord's (Matt. 27:66) . Another include shafts in the sandstone rock, and ruins of

very important use of clay in the East, from re- reservoirs for water, of miners' settlements, of

mote antiquity, was for tablets and cylinders, for furnaces, with heaps of slag , etc.,and hieroglyphic

records (Ezek . 4:1),and even for ordinary cor, inscriptions going back as far as the fourth dy

respondence. Quantities of these have been found nasty. By Homer's time, and doubtless long be

in Assyria and Babylonia, and their cuneiform fore, the copper mines of Cyprus, identified with

writings interpreted . The Chaldean traditions of the ery name of the island , were familiar and
the creation, the fall, and the deluge, have thus celebrated. In Od ., i, 181 , Athéné appears in the

been recovered largely through the agency of the disguise of a merchant, taking iron to Temese, in
late Mr. George Smith. The great discovery of Cyprus, to exchange for copper. Many accounts
the Tell-el- Amarna tablets, also, showing active in classical authors allude to the importance and

intercourse and correspondence between Mesopo- value of the copper of Cyprus, and to the mines

tamia, Palestine, and Egypt, as far back as 1500 as a source of revenue to Cypriote kings and of

B. C., is a noticeable event in recentarcheology ; gifts from them to othermonarchs or to temples,

and with this belongs the finding of a response etc. They were worked down into Roman times,

letter tablet, of the same set, of date 1480 B, C., but have been long abandoned , though traces may

at Tell - el-Hesy, in southern Palestine - identified still be seen Eusebius refers to copper mines in

by Petrie with the Lachish (Josh. 10 : 5 , 31 ). See Palestine, saying that under Diocletian's persecu.
BRICK.

tion the Christians were sentenced to labor in

COPPER (Heb. mung, nekh - o'-sheth ), this them (8:15, 17) at a place called Phreno,which
metal, though abundantly familiar to the He. Jerome locates in Idumea, between Petra and Zoar.

brews, is but seldom named in the A. V., the Figurative. This word is translated “filthi.

word being generally translated brass (i. e.,bronze, ness ” (Ezek . 16:36), as referring to the preceding

properly), save in Ezra 8:27. It should clearly be verses (33,34) for disgraceful pay or hire; some

rendered copper in Deut. 8:9, and Job 28:2. This what like the more general idea of aio xpokepdus,
metal was very early known and worked in the ahee-skhrok-er-dace', (1 Tim. 3 :3 , 8) as applied to

Orient, and for the most part alloyed with tin to unholy gain.

form bronze, and probably later to some extent CORAL (Heb . 177987, raw-maw), something

with zinc, to form brass, the favorite modern high in value (Job 28:18 ; Ezek . 27:16), is rather

alloy. Its use preceded that of iron, as clearly obscure, but the suggestion of something high

shown in prehistoric archæology, and asserted by | (growing upward) isstrongly of coral, and the

Hesiod and Lucretius. Homer describes it in familiar rendering in both the A. V. and R. V.

connection with the shield of Achilles (1., xviii, may fairly stand. The red coral of the Mediter.

474) ; and at ancient Troy Schliemann has found ranean and the Red Sea has been gathered and

both copper and bronze objects, with the stone valued from the earliest times, and is frequent in

molds used in casting them ; while the properly Egyptian jewelry ( King ). The small branches,

prehistoric “ Bronze Age ” of Central Europe goes polished, and beads made from it, have been used

back to an unknown date. The recent excava- for ages, as they are to -day. Coral is, of course,

tions of M. Amelineau at Om -el-Ga’ab, in the not a precious stone, but the calcareous skeleton,

necropolis of Abydos, have yielded many objects or framework secreted (not " built ”), by a con.

and utensils of copper, with some of bronze, nected community of small polyps, which inclose

singularly intermixed with polished stone arrow- and conceal it entirely during life. The coral

heads, and articles of gold, silver, ivory, and even fishery is still an important industry of the eastern

glass—all of extreme antiquity. These are the Mediterranean.

tombs of kings before Menes, as M. Amelineau

judges from many indications, and go back to a This word ,among the ancients, and even down to
CRYSTAL (Gr. kpvotaldos, kroos'-tal-los, ice).

very early stage of Egyptian civilization , verging

toward the time of Osiris and Horus, the deified recent times, bas been used simply to denote any

founders, whose tombs hehad already discovered hard material of great transparency and without

in the same vicinity. The date of these objects is marked color. Thus it was applied to glass, and

estimated to be from 4000 to 5000 B, C. to the clear colorless varieties of quartz , now

It is impossible to determine the exact meaning designated as rock crystal . This latter substance
was largely regarded by the ancients as a per.

of nekh-o'-sheth (none) in its many Old Testa- manentlysolidified form of water,and wasprized

ment occurrences ; the word was applied to cop- and admired for articles of ornament, as it is by
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"

the modern Europeans and Japanese, whose DROSS. This general term includes, in the

“ crystal balls ” and carved objects of vertu are so Old Testament, several distinct kinds of impuri

much valued in our art collections . The scientific ties present in metals, and necessary to be removed

application of the word is wholly different, modern , in order to obtain them in a useful and valuable

and technical, denoting the geometrical forms state. The admixtures may be either : (1) Mechan

assumed by various substances in passing into the ical, of rocky or earthy material intermingled

solid state, and with no reference to transparency . with the ore ; ( 2) chemical, the substances united

Of course the Scripture use of the word is entirely with the metal in the ore ; and (3) other metallic

in the former sense, of some clear and brilliant elements present as alloys. Three words are em

substance, like ice or glass. ployed in the Hebrew ; of these the most frequent

DIAMOND, ADAMANT. With regard to is secg (ano , Psa. 119 : 119 ; Prov. 25 :4 ; Isa. 1:25 ;

these words there is little reason to think that the Ezek. 22:18 , 19 , etc. ). In other cases eh'-rets

diamond was known to the Hebrews, or even to (op, earth) is employed, as in Psa. 12:6, where
the ancient Greeks. The first definite reference

to it isapparentlyfound in the Latin poetMa- Gesenius well explains the phrase yn (law -ar

nilius, about A. D. 12 ; and Pliny describes it un- rets') in the sense of from , or as to earth, i. e. ,
mistakably in his great work on Natural His earthy admixture, a renderingmuch preferable to

tory, which appeared some two years before his that of either the A. V. or R.V. This phrase

death , A.D. 79. The stone which the Greeks, could not be used for a clay crucible ( A. V.), and
and after them the Romans, called adamas, “ the the R. V. rendering is obscure and feeble. A third

invincible, "as being harderthan anything else, word is bed -eel 597?), properly and usually tin ,

was probably some of the forms of corundum , the but employed in the sense (3) above, for a metallic

next hardest of minerals. Diamond, or adamant, admixture or alloy (Isa. 1:25), and there to be ren

in the Old Testament is represented by two distinct dered , not tin, but lead (R. V. “ alloy "), a common

Hebrew words, which divide themselves into two impurity in silver, and often removed by cupella

sets of three each ; the first set relating to some tion, of which there seems a hint in Jer. 6:29.
stone of value and brilliancy, and the second to DUST. See EARTH .

something very hard and having no connection

with the second set. In the two descriptions of EARTH. Two principal words occur in the

the breastplate (Exod . 28:18 ; 39:11 ), and in Eze- Old Testament which are thus rendered in our ver.

kiel's account of the Tyrian treasures (28:13), the sions — .71279 ( ad -aw -maw ') and 7 (eh ’-rets ).

word is ? (yah-hal-ome'), which the LXX ren- The first has the general idea of soil or ground ;
ders by iaonis (ee '-as-pis) in the first two cases the latter is broader in meaning, and takes in all

and by ouápaydos (smar'-ag-dos) in the third. The the senses in which we speak of “ the earth,” al

indefiniteness of these terms is very great (see though the other is to someextent similarlyused.

Jasper and Emerald). The Vulgate givesadamas The strict sense of 77277 is seen in Gen. 4:11 ;

in all three. The other three passages represent Exod. 20:24 ; 1 Sam . 4:12 ; 2 Sam . 15:32 ; 2 Kings

the word man (shaw-ineer'), a sharp point, a 5:17; rendered earth in our versions, and in many

briar. The reference in Jer. 17 : 1 , “ The sin of caseswhere it refers directly to the soil or ground,

Judah is written witha pen of ironand with the and is expressed by the latter word, as in Gen. 3:

pointof a diamond” (LXX, év ovv xı adauaviivo ); ch 8, the 'A. V. follows strictly the distinction of
17, 19 , 23 ; 4:12 ; 8 : 8 , 13 , 21 ; Isa. 28:24 . In Gen.

is of course a simple figurative expression, in

which a stylus tipped with some hard mineral is ad-aw-maw' (* 7727 ) and eh '-rets (V ), as ground

contrasted with one of iron or steel . The sub- and earth respectively ; and so in general, but not

stance employed for such engraving on stone was always, as Gen. 4:14, Å V., where the first earth

doubtless a small flake or pointed chip of corun is ad-aw -maw ' (177278, R. V. “ ground "), and the

dum in some of its forms, which would easily cut
or drill into any other mineral. This “ adaman-second, eh '-rets (77 ). The word husbandman, in

tine claw,” asthe LXX gives it,was no doubt per- Gen. 9:20, is eesh ad -aw -maw (177277 W x , man

fectly familiar to those for whom Jeremiah wrote. of the soil). In Gen. 47:19, 22 , 23 , it is rendered

The passage, “ As an adamant harder than flint land ; but here the idea is of tillage , and so the

have I made thy forehead ” (Ezek. 3:9 ; LXX, Hebrew is 77278. In Psa. 105 : 35 , the two words
“firmer than a rock ; " comp. Isa . 50 : 7), is even

more completelyfigurative. The third passage;lents ; in Gen. 28:15and Isa. 14 : 2 it is used for
are used in the parallel clauses, as poetic equiva

They made their hearts as an adamant stone

( Zech . 7:12) is not rendered by any noun in the country, usually expressed by el '-rets (7 ),

LXX, “ they adamantenized their hearts.” In all so on in the sense of the world, in Gen. 6 : 1 , etc.

these cases the allusion is undoubtedly to corun .
On the other hand , eh'-rets (778) is used occa

dum as the hardest substance known to the an

cients, andused for all purposesof drilling and sionally in the sense of ground (Gen. 33 : 3 , A. V.;

engraving other stones ; and it is of interest to is figurative, for the reptiles that creep upon it.
37:10 , and Job 12: 8). In the last passage earth

notice the widespread use of a similar wordin In Psa . 12:6 , it probably means earthy impurity

other languages for the same idea. Bochart com- dross -purified in a furnace,rather than the read

pares mozas (shaw -meer ") with the Gr. quýpis ings “ of earth ,” A.V. , and "" on the earth ,” R. V.

( emery ), and Bohlen with the Indian asmira, stone A crucible of clay would not be designated by

that eats, i. e. , cuts or perforates. this term, and the R. V. rendering seemsweak and

3

and
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irrelevant. The other uses of eh'-rets (7 ) are habitants of the world, like I (Psa. 9: 8 ; 24: 1 ;

general or figurative, and hardly fall under the 33 : 8) ; and so often , in parallel strophes with eh'

head of mineral substances. It is employed for

the earth ( 1 ) as distinguished from the heavens

(Gen. 1 : 1 ; 2 : 1 , 4 ; Exod. 20:11 ; Isa .42:5 ; 45:18,
EMERALD. With regard to this word the

etc .; or (2) from the sea (Gen. 1:10, 26, 28); (3 ) in confusion seems absolutely hopeless. The stone

the sense of land or country, constantly so, as sa- itself was of course well knownand highly valued,

cred to God ( Jer . 2 :7; 16:18) ; ruled by a king as it has been among almost all peoples from the

(Num . 21:22, 26 ; Josh . 8:1 ; Neh . 9:22) ; occupied remotest times. It is familiar in early Egyptian

by a people (Deut. 28:12, 33; 34: 2, 6 , 6 ); one's jewelry, and the ancient mines where it was pro

native land (Gen. 24 :4, 5 ; 30:25 ; 31 : 3) ; often of cured have lately been rediscovered in Upper

Palestine in particular, with the article , yx , Egypt, at Mount Zabarah. The Hebrews, of

(haw -awé-rets),
" the land ;” ( 4) also for a piece of course, must bave known it in their Egyptian so

journ, and carried away emeralds with them ,

land (Gen. 23:15 : Exod. 23:10) ; and (5 ) by meton among the “ spoir " of jewelry given them at their

ymy for the inhabitants of a country ( Isa. 18:1 ; departure. But what word represents this gem in

19:17 ) ; or (6) of the world (Gen. 11:1; 19:31 ; Psa. various Old Testament passages(Exod . 28:18 ; 39:

100 :1, etc. ). The article, in the sense of foreign 11 ; Ezek. 28:13 . 125, no ’- fek, shining), is ex

lands as contrasted with Palestine, repeatedly, in

later writers ( 1 Chron . 29:30 ; 2 Chron. 12 :8 ; 17: tremely doubtfu .. The Greek word quápaydos

10 ; Ezek . 5 : 6 ; 11:17 ; 12:15 ; 20:23 , 32 , etc. ). (smar' -ag-dos) denotes our emerald, from the time

Two other words occur rarely, and chiefly in that Theophrastus so fixed its use ; but it also

poetical and figurative passages ; these are aw -famper comprises, other precious stones of similar color

(1797),often rendered dust, and tay- bale' Dap) intotrue emerald; alsogreen tourmalines,peridots,
e . g. , the deeper varieties of beryl, which graduate

the earth as a whole , “ the round world,” the in- malachite, etc. It is curiously confused in the LXX,

habited globe. The former is from the root aw- however, with åvopas,which like itsLatin equivalent

far' (723, to be whitish or pale), like sand or dry carbunculus, a glowing coal, denotes a red gem with
earth ; the latter from yaw-bal' say, to well or deep fiery reflections. Both åvbpag and carbun.

flow forth) , the idea of teeming, production, fer- culus included true ruby (so far as it was known),

tility. Aw -fawr' is used witha frequent sense of spinel ruby, several varieties of red garnet, and

decay, ruin , and so of the grave, “ the dust of other gems of similar crimson color, such as occa.

death ” (Job 7:21; 20:11 ; 21:26 ; Psa. 22:29 ; 30:9 ; sional red tourmalines , zircous, etc. Theophrastus

104 : 29 ; Eccles . 12 : 7 , etc. ). In Gen. 2 : 7 , man was
speaks of engraving upon åv pat, which fact sug.

made-27 772 777 ,“ dust from the ground ," gests garnet,which was a favorite engraved stone
among the ancients . In the two passages (Rev.

and in 3:19 , “ dust thou art and unto dust shalt (4: 3 ; 21:19), the original is ouápaydos (smar '-ag.

thou return ” (comp. the allusion in the last two dos), and the English translation “ emerald ” is

citations above) . But it is also used in somecases without question correct. The same is true for

more literally for dry earth, as Gen. 26:15 ; Job passages in the Apocrypha.

39:14 ; and for clay in Lev . 14:42, 45 , our R. V.
FLINT. This term is often loosely applied to

“ mortar ; ” also like 177278, as above cited , in any very hard compact rock ; in strictness it be

Josh. 7 : 6 , and Job 2:12 —— " dust on the head , " as longs only to the fine-grained and nearly opaque

the oriental token of humiliation and grief. In varieties of noncrystalline or crypto - crystalline

the celebrated passage , Job 19:25, the idea is not, quartz or silica , of dull color and luster, that

as usually rendered , on the earth ,” but in the occur, not as forming rock masses themselves,

sense of a victor over death (comp. John 6:40 ; 11 : but in nodules and concretions in other rocks,

25) for Himself and his people, and is beautifully especially limestono and chalk . But, as above
rendered by the late Prof. Tayler Lewis : stated , it is commonly used in a general sense,

And o'er my dust , Survivor, shall He stand.
implying hardness and fine texture. In the Old

Testament it is thus represented by the word

The R. V. gives “ dust ” in the margin. It is used

often withthe kindred word 798 ( ay '- fer ), ashes, rather obscure derivation, which appears in such
khal-law -meesh' (wwapo), perhaps hardness, of

as an expression for human frailty—so Gen. 18:27 ; passages as Deut. 8:15 ; 32:13 ; Psa. 114:8 ; and

Job 30:19; 42 :6 ; and alone in Psa . 103 : 14 , etc. figuratively in Isa. 60:7. In Isa. 6:28 ; Ezek .

So also it is applied in figure to an innumerable 3:9, the word rendered " fint" in our A. V. is

multitude (Gen. 13:16 ; Num . 23:10 ).
tsor (95), for tsoor (973) , rock. Flint proper was

Tay-bale san) is almost wholly poetical - in the material almost everywhere employed in early

Psa . 90 : 2 rendered " world,” with you as “ earth ;” prehistoric time for edge tools and weapons,
in Prov. 8:31 , iso san, A. V. the habitable prior to the use of metals. Its hardness, and the

part of his earth,” R. V. “ his habitable earth ;” peculiar,sharpness of itsedges when broken or

and Job 37:12, 7* , A. V. “ the world in poses to primitive man ; and hence the science of
flaked," rendered it all-important for such pur:

the earth , ” R. V. " the habitable world .” . The prehistoric archæology has dealt very largely with

idea is much that of the Greek ólkovué vn (oy-kou- the study of fint implements, in their wide distri.

men'-ay) in these passages. In a more general bution, their varied forms, and their stages of

sense, 1 Sam. 2 :8 —— " earth ” in A. V.; and so evolution from ruder and more finished types.

Psa. 18:15 ; 19 :4 ; 93 : 1 , etc.; and for the in . | All this lies back of any Old Testament references ;

TT )

>
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but a persistence in the use of stone implements original, but is due to a change consequent upon

for certain sacred purposes, long after metal tools long burial, whereby the glass has become minutely

were in common use, is alluded to by classical fissured and laminated, giving rise to " interfer

writers, and appears in the passages Exod. 4:25 , ence ” colors, or has perhaps undergone some form

and Josh. 5 :2, 3 (R. V. “ knives of Alint " ) ; see of molecularalteration. It isoccasionally seen some

further on the subject in this introductory remarks what in modern glass that has lain in the ground,

uponMETALS, adfin. and it has also been artificially imitated by recent

GLASS. This material was far more familiar manufacturers, for its beauty, as in the “ irised

to the ancients than was formerly supposed, and glass ” and “ Favrile glass," of our finest ware

goes back to a great antiquity. It has been gen- houses and exhibitions of art. The use of metal.

erally regarded as a Phænician invention ; but this lic oxides for coloring glass and enamel , and the

idea is entirely disproved by recent discoveries, manufacture of imitation gems and precious stones

which show the knowledge and manufacture of therefrom , were early familiar. Colored glass

glass to have existed in far earlier times in Egypt. beads and pendants are often seen in Phænician

The Phænicians, however, took it up , and were jewelry, mingled with gold and real stones, pro

the great producers and distributers of glasswareducing handsome effects, but not in accord with

through many centuries of the ancient world . modern taste in thus associating the real and the

Egyptian glass and glazed earthenware have long artificial. Glass beads of ancient type, probably

been recognized as dating very far back ; but the Phænician, are found widely disseminated, in

late discoveries of Amelineau, near Abydos, in the Africa, Cornwall, and Ireland. Paintings at Beni

royal tombs, which he regards as preceding Menes, Hassan illustrate the process of glass blowing

and belonging from 4000 to 5000 B. C. , have re. among the Egyptians, who also knew how to cut

vealed the surprising presence of glass vessels and engrave it; they also inlaid it with gold,

skillfully made, and glass inlayings in ebony. enarnamel, etc., and imitated precious stones. Some

These objects take us back to the verge, at least, of the enormous gems described by ancient writers

of the later “ Stone Age ” (Neolithic) of Europe. were probably colored glass . It is hardly neces.

In all Egyptian collections the little statuettes, sary to say that all the Old Testament references

osirids, and scarabei, of a peculiar rich blue-green to " glasses” or “ looking-glasses ” ( R. V. “mirrors' )

glass or glazing, are among the objects most fre are to mirrors of polished metal. The reflecting

quently seen. The earliest seat of glassmanufac. capacity of glass was known to the ancients, but

ture may have been very probably, as Perrot and apparently not our method of “ silvering ” it with

Chipiez suppose, the coast of the Nile delta. Here an amalgam of tin and mercury.

the sand, and the coast plants that were burned GOLD, the rendering of several Hebrew and
for the needed alkalies, were abundant. As the Greek words :

Phænician cities grew up, and trade with Egypt
1. Zaw -haw ' (Heb. 27 , yellow , golden ), from

developed, a similar manufacture was established

along the Syrian coast, where at many points partially used roots , having the idea of shining,

“ glass factories flamed for twenty- five hundred | being bright ( Gen. 2:11 , 12). In Job 37:22 it is

years ” (Perrot and Chipiez), some even as late as used figuratively for a brilliant sky, A. V. “ fair

the crusading times. Their refuse remains to the weather ;" R. V. “ golden splendor;" perhaps as
present day. Lartet ( La Syrie d'aujourd'hui) we say a “ northwest clear-off,” with its brilliant

mentions it as the site of ancient Sarepta ; while golden sunset; or possibly there may be a refer

Flinders-Petrie describes particularly the great ence to the aurora borealis, a rare phenomena in

" ash bed ” at Tell-el-Hesy (Lachish ), accumulated the latitude of Palestine, but one that might oc
by generations of very ancient alkali makers, casionally be seen , and produce a strong impres.

burning plants for the glass factories. Even now sion . In Zech. 4:12, A. V. “ golden oil,” it is ap

the Arabs cut and burn alkaline plants from the plied to a clear yellow liquid . The root ideas are
shores of the Dead Sea, and sell the product to of luster and color.

Hebron, whither the manufacture has gone from 2. Bek '- tser (Heb. clipping, dug out),

the sea coast, and where a great variety of glass properly metal in a crude state, “ golden ore.” So
articles, to someextentmodernized, but preserving Job 22:24;while in v. 25 the same word is ren
evident traces of Egyptian and Phænician types, dered “ defense ” in A. V. The verb has the ideas
are manufactured now. Some of the rich blues

and greensstrongly recall the old Egyptian prod: hencedefense; but it seemsmore simpleand more
successively to cut, cut off, make difficult, fortify ;

The examination of large collections of
ancient glass, such as thosein the Metropolitan consonant with the ideas of the context to render

Museum of Art, New York, shows the fact,which it here as in R. V. “ treasure ;" the righteous man

has been noted, that (aswith gems) the ancients shall prosper temporally and acquire gold and

seemed to have cared less for transparency than silver in abundance, but his richest possession ,his

wedo, and more for designs and patterns in opaque God himself. In Job 28:19 it is again renderedtreasure ( v . 25) and his delight (v . 26) shall be in

or translucent material. The Phænicians made
both opaque and transparent glass, the latter in gold . Beh '-tser seems to stand in contrast with

some cases nearly colorless ; but the favorite pawz (3), as implying native gold, whether found

style appears to have been thebanded work, in placer deposits, in grains and nuggets, or as oc
where clear and opaque glass in various colors curring in rocks, to be smelted out; while the other

were intermingled in layers , ribbons, or agatelike
word has the idea of gold that has been refined .

patterns. The wonderful iridescence, frequently 3. Pawz (Heb. 19, to separate, purify. as metals

seen in ancient glass objects, is by no means from the ore), this noun occurs in Psa. 19:10 : 21 : 3 ;

ucts .
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119:127; Prov. 8:19 ; Cant. 6:11 ; Isa. 13:12 ; Lam. rather as an article of value and beauty. Gold

4 : 2, and is usually rendered “fine gold , ” most coin, in our sense, is late. Egyptian representa

fine gold,” etc. In Psa. 19:10 the familiar line tions show gold as weighed out in the form of

of Watts, “ gold that has the furnace passed ,” is rings (Gen. 43:21 ; 1 Chron . 21:25 ; 28:14 ; Ezra

probably very exact, although the LXX renders 8:25 , 26) , and many similar references to payment

the word by Gr. Libos Típios and xpvolóv åtupov as by weight, both in gold and silver. Gen. 13 :2 ;

though native gold , a signification that belongs 24:22, etc., give us early references to wealth in

more properly to the preceding noun . gold . In Exod . 12:35 ; 32:3, 4 ; 35:22 ; 37, passim ;

4. Seg -ore" (Heb. Jiao, closed, shut up, i.e . ,
Num. 31 :50–54, etc. , we see great abundance of

thing kept closed , a treasure, R. V. marg., Job while inthetimeofDavid and Solomon the ac
gold jewelry and other objects, at later periods ;

28:15),means treasured or preciousgold (1 Kings counts are surprising (1 Chron. 22:14, 16 ; 1 Kings6:

6:20, 21 ; 7:49 , 50 ; 10:21 ; 2 Chron .4:20, 22 ; 9:20, 21, 22 ; ch. 10, passim ; 2 Chron. 1:15 ; chaps. 3 and
" pure gold ” in both versions).

The above four terms, therefore, present the %, passim ), but notmoreso than those given by

idea of gold as (1 ) the bright yellow ”metal,which classical authors, as to the enormous amountsof
is (2) gathered from the soil or taken from the gold possessed by ancient monarchs, and the lavish

use of it for decorations and furniture in the

rock, in a condition in which it may be used to temples and palaces. With the accounts of Solo

some extent as it is either hammered or melted, mon and the queen of Sheba may be compared,

butis(3) purified andrefined for choicer purposes, e.g., thatof thefuneral pile of Sardanapalus, as

while in any of its forms it is (4) treasured with
Two other words occur which are poetical given by Athenæus, which was made of perfumed

woods, with enormous quantities of gold , and kept
in their use.

5. Keh'-them (Ileb. Onz, golden store, or hoard ), bringing to light treasures of gold work through.
burning for fifteen days. Exploration is constantly

kindred in meaning to (4). This root idea appears out the ancient lands of the East, besides all that

in Job 31:24 ; but usually the word seems to have is already preserved in museums and collections,

only the general sense of gold (Job 28:16, 19 ; Psa . and all that has been captured, destroyed, and

45 :9 ; Prov . 25:12; Lam . 4 : 1 ; Dan . 10 :5, A. V. remelted, through centuries of war and pillage.

often “ fine," or " pure ” gold ). In Cant. 5:11 it
The gold of the ancient world must represent, in

is joined with (3) above, in the phrase keth '-em pawz the first place , a great amount of “ placer ” de

(TP on?) , a store of gold , A. V. and R. V. “ the posits, accumulated during Tertiary and Quater

most fine gold . ” In Isa. 13:12 keth '-em o-feer pary time, from the erosion of rock sources, per.

(791 Onz), rendered A. V. “ the golden wedge haps not very rich, but sufficient to yield consid.
erable amounts at many points by this natural

of Ophir ; ” R. V. “ pure gold of Ophir, " and the process of concentration long undisturbed. Most

same phrase in Job 28:16 ; Psa. 45 : 9, is given of these deposits must have been worked outatan

simply “ gold of Ophir."
early day ; others lasted down to classical times,

6. Khaw-roots (Heb. 37777, derivation not clear) but have now long been exhausted. At present

is referred to the verb khaw -rats' ( 777, to cut the regions covered by the ancient civilizations, or

off, make pointed ), and is applied to gold as
in intercourse with them , yield but the merest frac

eagerly sought for. From a kindred root khaw- tion ofthe world's supply of gold,which comeschiefly

from the Americas and Australia , and next from
mas' (37217, to wrong, oppress), comes the noun South Africa , the Urals and Siberia. These latter

khaw -mawce' (072T, violence ), used by metaphor lands may have yielded, at times,portions of their

( Amos 3:10) for wealth gotten by wrong and op- gold to the ancient world ; as Herodotus refers to

pression. But in any case the word is frequent it among the Scythians, an indefinite term for the

as a simple name for gold ( Psa. 68:13 , " yellow peoples of northern and western Asia. The bib.

gold ;" Prov. 3:14 ; 8:10; 16:16 ; Zech. 9 : 3 , ren- lical sources — Sheba, Ophir, Uphaz, etc. — have

dered “ choice,” “ fine," etc. ) . been endlessly discussed ; and though good argu

7. Khroo-sos'( Gr . xpvoós), Khroo -̒seh -os (xpuosos, ments exist for both India and Arabia, there can

made of gold ), occur in many New Testament be little doubt that Ophir was in the former, from

passages. the thoroughly East Indian character of the asso

Gold, from its color, its malleability, its dura- ciated products mentioned as brought thence

bility, and its occurrence native in the metallic in 1 Kings 10:11 , 22 ; and 2 Chron. 9:10, 21

state, was doubtless the first metal to attract the (almug or algum being generally regarded as san
attention of early man . In prehistoric archæol. dal wood) , and from the length of the time oc

ogy , however, it does not appear much, or at all, cupied by the trips made, which suggests a much

until well into the Bronze Age ; Amelineau finds it farther country than the neighboring Arabia . On

in a silver alloy of 4000 B. Č. in his latest explora- the other hand, Sheba is probably southern Arabia,

tions near Abydos. But once within the historic a region which yielded many rich products in

period, it assumes great prominence, both in early ancient times. Both Diodorus and Strabo refer

remains and later in the accounts of ancient to Arabia as furnishing gold , though it is not

writers , and seems to have been long used with an found there now ; the placers are doubtless es.

abundance unknown to the modern world. A large hausted, and their sources undiscovered or lost.

part of the gold now known exists in the form of Diodorus (iii , 12 , 14 ) describes the gold mines

coin or bullion, and is thus withdrawn from use at a place known as Eshuranib , in the Bisharee

in the arts ; while anciently it was not so much District, worked by captives and convicts, under

employed as the “ medium of exchange, ” but I strict military guard. Here the process was much

6
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the same as our quartz mining, but with very like our own , and very different from that of

simple appliances ; the rock was broken up small Homer above noted, at a period nearly correspond.

with hammers, then pounded in stone mills or ing. In Isa . 44:12, and more fully detailed in

troughs with iron pestles, then washed on inclined Ecclus . 38:28, we find vivid and familiar pictures

tables, and the gold thus separated was afterward of the forge and the smithy. The Old Testament

refined in crucibles . The Old Testament has much references to iron are very varied ; thus it appears

to say of “ beaten ” gold , “ hammered ” gold, and in general among the spoils of war (Num . 31:22 ;

overlaying ” with gold . The ancients knew the 2 Sam . 8 : 8) , for chariots - probably sheathed or

art of gilding, much like ours; but we find many plated with it (Josh. 17:16 , 18 ; Judg. 1:19 ; 4 : 3 ,

articles of Assyrian and other work that are 13)-King Og's bedstead (Deut. 3:11 ), the huge

heavily plated with gold ; and there are objects of spearhead of Goliath ( 1 Sam . 17 : 7) , for axes and

later Indian manufacture now in England that axheads (Deut. 19 : 5 ; 2 Kings 6 :5, 6 ; Isa. 10:34),

show this same style, e. g. , a life-size tiger's head, for stonecutting tools (Deut. 27:5), saws, harrows,

part of a support of a throne belonging to Tippoo etc. ( 2 Sam . 12:31 ) ; a stylus for engraving (Job

Saib , made of wood and covered with thick, ham . | 19:24 ; Jer. 17 : 1 ) , and often for bonds or fetters

mered gold, now in Windsor Castle (comp. Solo- (Psa. 105: 18 ; 107 : 10 ; 149 : 8 ) ; also as a figure of

mon's lion throne, 1 Kings 10 : 18–20 ; 2 Chron. strong dominion, an iron scepter or mace (2:9), etc.
9 : 17-19). So the great image in the plain of In these latter and other similar passages, as Deut.

Dura (Dan, 3 : 1 ) must evidently have been " golden ” 28:48 , the literal and figurative uses of the word

only in thin exterior plating, probably over wood . blend into each other so as not always to be read

This idea was afterward taken up in Greece by ily distinguished. Thus it is not clear whether

Phidias and applied to his celebrated works. the " iron furnace ” (Deut. 4:20 ; 1 Kings 8:51 ;

That such was the usual construction of smaller and Jer. 11 :4 ) has an actual or metaphorical refer.

" golden” and “ silver " idols also is implied in ence to the servitude in Egypt ; the accounts in

Isa. 41 : 7 ; 44:12, 13 , and repeatedly stated in the Exodus refer only to brickmaking, and in Psa. 81 :

“ Epistle of Jeremiah ” ( Baruch, 6:39 , 50, 57 , 70) , 6 to pottery ; but other forms of hard labor may

in the vivid account there given of the Chaldean well have been involved .

images of the gods. Figurative. In clearly figurative uses it is

HYACINTH . See Jacinth. often applied to ideas of physical strength , en

IRON (Heb. na, bar -zele”, from a Chaldee durance, etc. (Deut. 33:25 ; Mic. 4:13 ; Job 40:18 ;
Dan. 7 : 7, 19), and in mixed symbols (1 Kings 22:

root, 777, baw-raz’, to pierce or transfix) . This 11 ; 2 Chron. 18:10; and the striking similes of

word is undisputed, and is, of course, frequent, Dan. 2 : 32–45 ); and likewise to purely moralquali

both literally and in metaphors of strength, ties, in either good or bad senses — firm , unyielding

In its first occurrence (Gen. 4:22) it is ques. (Jer. 1:18 ; and Isa . 48 :4 ) ; with the last compare

tioned by Sir John Evans (Ancient Bronze Imple the epithet so frequently applied to Israel, “ a

ments ), and can hardly be taken literally, from the stiffnecked people ” (Exod. 32:9 ; 33 : 3 , 5 ; Deut.

immense priority of the use of copper and bronze 9:6, 13 ; 2 Chron. 30 : 8 , etc. ). In Deut. 28:23 it is
to that of iron, as clearly shown in prehistoric used with great vividness to depict the parched

archæology. But the expression is simple enough and hardened ground in a protracted drought; and
in its general sense, describing Tubal-Cain as the so of a rainless sky (Lev . 26:19). In Ezek . 4 : 3

pioneer in metallurgical arts, without implying the “ iron pan to be used by the prophet as a

his personal acquaintance with their later ad sign against Jerusalem of the coming siege is

Iron was probably also known and compared with the portable screens for archers,
worked to a small extent long before it became etc., represented on Assyrian sculptures.

frequent ; and the readiness with which it perishes As to the use of steel , the process of carbonizing

by oxidation would obliterate the evidences of its iron so as to impart to it the combined hardness
limited use . Iron was familiar to the civilized and toughness, and the tempering quality, so

nations of the ancient world . Homer has many valuable in all the mechanical uses of steel tools,

references to it, though with an association of was, no doubt, early discovered, as we know was
value that indicates it as still somewhat rare and the case among some East Indian tribes, perhaps

choice. It was.freely used among the Etruscans, by the use of the carbonate of iron and an ore,
Egyptians, and Assyrians, as shownbyexplorations, certainly by some form of the “ cementation

and among the Canaanites, as seen in the Old Testa process, i . e ., heating iron in closed receptacles
ment records . Layard found Assyrian articles of with charcoal or other vegetable matter. The

iron coated with bronze,which generally crumbled Chalybes of Pontus (a Hittite tribe) were noted as

on exposure to the air. It would seem that its use iron workers at an early date , and are mentioned
was especially for tools and weapons of attack, in the Prometheus of Æschylus; probably this was

while bronze and the copper alloys were for de steel . Pliny says that in his time the best steel

fensive armor and objects that did not need hard . came from China, and the next best from Parthia.
ness and sharpness of edge and point. Thus The word steel in our A. V. is not frequent, though

Goliath was clad in bronze armor,like Homer's plainlysuch is the probable sense of (bar.
'Αχαιοί χαλκοχιτώνες, but his spearhead was ofiron ( 1 Sam. 17 : 5-7). By thetimeof David's zel) in the passages above cited referring to tools,

In 2 Samlater years it was not only abundant (1 Chron. or to a stylus for engraving on stone.

22 : 3 ; 29 :2 ), but had come to be more so than 22:35 ; Psa. 18:34 ; and Job 20:24 the phrase

bronze(29:7 ; Isa. 60:17) ; these passages show- 7wn? wp? (keh'-sheth nekh -oo -shaw ', A.V.“ bow

ing a relative estimate of the metals much of steel ; " R. V. “ brass " ) is evidently tempered

vances,
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“ stone

bronze , not steel , nor (as some commentators have sources, conceptions too glorious for description

strangely suggested) copper. Also in Jer. 15:12 “ Her light was like unto a stone most precious,

the word rendered “ steel ” is nun? (nekh -oʻ- even like a jasper stone, clear as crystal ” - a light

sheth ), again tempered bronze ( R.V. “ brass ") ; rich sky-blue (or green or rosyor mingled opaline)
more beautiful than words can depict, with the

but the northern iron ” of the same verse sug

gests the celebrated steel of Damascus, or the hues of an ee -as '-pris and the transparencyof crystal.

Parthian and Pontic steel above alluded to ; so LEAD (Heb. Opis or , - feh ' -reth ), very

also the “ bright iron ” ( Ezek. 27:19 ; niwy bina, plainly indicated as this metal, from its heaviness
bar-zel aw -shoth ', forged, or wrought iron ) may (Exod. 15:10) and its ready dissipation by oxidiz

also mean steel. The word ni79, pel-aw-dotli", ing athigh temperatures (Jer. 6:29 ; comp.Ecclus.

(Nah. 2 :3) is by some referred to steel, flashing in able than tin . It was used for weights (Zech. 5 :
22:14 and 47:18 ) ; a very heavy metal, less valu.

thesun . Geseniusaptly suggests the scythes ofwar 7, 8) and for filling in inscriptionscutin rock

chariots ( R. V. “ Aash of steel ” ), butthe compari- ( Job 19:24 ; also Num . 31:22; Ezek. 22:18, 20;
like torches " ( v . 4 ) has more the suggestion

of the gleam of sunlight from polished brass” 27:12). The word translated " plumb line ” (Amos

or bronze. The whole passage is full of action, 7:7, 8) is 77$ ( an -awk'), and like the English ren

and pictures a charge of ancient chariots with re- dering implies a probable, though not pecessary
markable vividness.

idea of lead as the material of the weight In

JACINTH (or HYACINTH ). This name is Zech. 4:10 the word “ plummet” is 3077 28

now applied to the orange-red and red -brown va- ( ek ’-ben bed -cel ), a weight of tin , literally

rieties of zircon (silicate of zirconia ); but the of tin ; " while in Zech . 5 :8 the “ weight of lead ”

classical vákıvôos, hoo-ak ”-in-thos ( Rev. 21:20 ; isop 12 ( eh '-ben hah- o - feh '-reth ), “ stone of

vaxívólvos, hoo -ak- in'.thee-nos, Rev: 9:17) appears lead .” It is needless to seek specific details of

rather to have been our bluesapphire. Yet there composition in such references. Any heavy sub

is some uncertainty regarding it, as Pliny speaks stance may thus be employed ; but it is interest

of it as golden colored ; generally , however, the ing to remember that the commonest ores of these

classical hyacinthus was blue. In Rev. 21:20 (Gr. two metals, cassiterite or tinstone (oxide of tin )

vákıvõos, hoo-ak '-in -thos) it no doubt means sap- and galena (sulphide of lead), are very heavy min

phire; in R. V. it is used instead of “ ligure” in erals, and a piece of either of them would serve

the accounts of the breastplate (Exod. 28:19 ; and well to suspend a plumb_line. But the use of

39:12) ; and in these cases apparently a deep vel; “ stone,” in the sense of a weight, is early

low gem is meant, possibly our zircon -hyacinth
(sce LIGURE). Yet as the LXX uses vákivdivos and familiar in Hebrew ;thus Isa . 34:11 , “ stones

( for man, tek-ay'- leth ) in all the descriptions of the in R. V., and better rendered by Gesenius " pluni
of emptiness ” (A. V. ) is “ plummet of emptiness ”

tabernacle furnishings, where blue is employed in met of desolation ,” and so in various references.

the English versions, and evidently meant; and as Other ancient uses of lead were for making solder

various ancient writers mention the hyacinthus as | ( Isa. 41 : 7 ) for tablets for writing, and, in very

of some shade of blue there can be little question early buildings, for fastening filling in between

of its being our sapphire. See LIGURE ; SAPPHIRE. rough stone work, so noted at Nineveh by Layard.

JASPER (Heb . 17 yaw -shef -ay ' ; Gr. Oxide of leadhas been found also in the glaze

iagnis, ee'-as-pis).Great uncertainty hangs about upon both Egyptian and Assyrian pottery, as

the meaning of the word ee'-as -pis among the among themoderns. Lead is a metal of some

ancients. The name is now limited to the richly
what frequent occurrence, the only workable ore

colored and strictly opaque varieties, many of being the sulphide, galena. Wilkinson (Handbook

which arefine ornamental stones, and werelargely of Egypt, p. 403) speaks of lead mines at Jebel e

used for seals, cylinders, etc.,by the ancients,but Rossas, near the Red Sea, between Kosseir and

are totally remote from any idea of great precious
Berenice.

ness or great brilliancy. As near as we can gather LIGURE (Heb. but, lek '-shem, Exod. 28:13 ;

from Pliny's descriptions, the stone that he called 39:12) . This is a very obscure and uncertain

jaspis - following Theophrastus - seems to liave name. The English is a mere transliteration of

included several kinds of delicately colored trans. the Greek of the LXX and Josephus; and the

lucent varieties of quartz (the chalcedonies);he Vulgate is thesame, ligurium ., The word is gen
especially mentions blue, green , and rosy tints.erally identified with the avykouplov of Theophras

If so, what is now called chrysoprase would be tus, a stone which Pliny did not know . This ap

included here. But these, also,however beautiful, pears to have been a deep -yellow gem , its name

are lacking in the elements of brilliancy and rarity. relating to the story that it was the solidified urine

Probably some other minerals also were classed of the lynx. It has also been much confounded

by Pliny as iaspis, perhaps the delicate green with aniber, from which , however, Theophrastus
jades and other semitransparent stones of rich, clearly distinguishes it . He refers to its being a

light colors . Doubtless weshould translate the favorite stone for engraving for signets, etc., which

phraseology of John in Rev. 21:11 (as in Exod . fact agrees well with zircon (jacinth orhyacinth of

24:10 ; and Rev. 21:18, elsewhere alluded to) not modern jewelers ), of which engraved specimens are

as a specific assertion of certain optical properties familiar in collections of ancient gems, and to

belonging to the stone named, but rather as an which it is most probably referred. He also st: tes

attempt to illustrate, from various combined that it is electric, attracting light particles, er :--

"

or

: In
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Lime MINERAL KINGDOM Niter

In an

which has led to the confusion with amber. This and even other stones . Palestine is a limestone

property, however, is possessed by various miner- country; and the word, as used in the Bible , has

als in somedegree, especiallyupon heating or rub- its ordinary meaning and requires no discussion.

bing. The Rev. C.W.King, the eminent authority From 1 Kings 5:14, 18 ; 7:10, it would seem as

on ancient gems, states that the latter is the case though the material was the white or cream -col

with zircon-hyacinth , and also refers to it as ored Jurassic limestone of the Lebanon, of which

greatly used for intaglios by the Persians,Greeks, the sun temple at Baalbec is constructed. In

and Romans. The Ř. V. has “ jacinth ” for “ lig: Herod's temple true white crystalline marble was

ure ” in the passages above cited, and “ amber " | largely employed . In the passage, Esth. 1 : 6, sev

in the margin in the first. eral other words are also used, which our trans

LIME, is represented by the two Hebrew words lators refer to colored marbles, and the R. V. mar.

77? ( gheer ) and 7 ( seed ), discussed under the gin suggests porphyry and alabaster as included.

heads CHALKSTONES and PLASTER (q . v . ) . The lat.
MORTAR, or MORTER, for building, to dis

ter word is used in Isa. 33:12 and Amos 2:1 ; and tinguish it from the apparatus for grinding (Hcb.

the former in Isa. 27 : 9, and in a Chaldee form 77277, kho'-mer, Gen. 11 : 3 ; Exod. 1:14 , etc. The

?? (gee-rah ', Dan. 5 : 5 ), the last being rendered root 7-7 (khaw -mar ') is properly to boil or foam ,

plaster in our versions. The process of burning though it has some secondary meanings; but this

lime (see CHALKSTONES)was familiar; but it is not primitive sense vividly suggests the slaking of

possible to say just what the Hebrew modes of lime in our ordinary making of mortar .

using it were, or how far lime and plaster were cient buildings we find some without any fasten

discriminated. Our modern chemistry enables us ing material at all , the stones merely fitted to.

to understand the nature and behavior of these gether accurately ; in some cases lead was used ,

substances, theoretically, far better than the an- and in others iron clamps; but most frequently

cients ; but they certainly knew them practically
we find either bitumen (Gen. 11 : 3 , and many exist

and used them well , Carbonate of lime (lime- ing ruins in Mesopotamia), clay, or some form of

stone ), when heated, loses its carbonic acid and cement or mortar prepared for the purpose, and

passes to caustic or unslaked lime ( calcium oxide); often mixed with straw, as we use hair. Other

this, on contact with water, combines with it with references to the mixing or “ treading ” of mor

great heat, forming calcium hydrate (slaked lime), tar, in this case plainly not our limemortar, are

which gradually takes up carbon dioxide again Isa.41:25 and Nah . 3:14 ; here 77977 has apparently

from the air and passes back to carbonate. If its frequent meaning of clay, simply, and the ren

slaked lime be mixed with sand , we have mortar, dering “ mortar” in our versions is not applicable.

which becomes in hardening an artificial stone con Another word, 79 ( aw - fawr'), properly dust or

sisting of grains of sand embedded in a mass of car
bonate of lime- very hard and enduring. Sulphate dry earth , from a root By (aw.far', to be pale or

of lime ( gypsum , alabaster) contains a quantity of whitish ), is in somepassages rendered “ mortar, "

water held in the condition known as “ water of crys- especially Lev. 14:42, 45—clay used for filling in

tallization ; " by heating this water is driven off, and terstices, etc. , in walls , or for coating them . 113

the anhydrous sulphate may then be pulverized, this Ezek. 13:10–15 ; 22:28, the word mortar is sup

being plaster ; on contact with water the latter is plied in our versions after “ untempered," where

again taken up, and the material suddenly solidifies either mortar or plaster may be meant, or perhaps

sets.” Various combinations and applications some form of stucco or cement, used to protect
of these two great lime products have been used adobe houses from the action of the weather. See

for ages and in many lands . Admixtures of clay BRICK ; IME ; PlastER.

with mortar yield certain forms of cement, and NITER (Heb . m ?, neh '-ther , Gr. vírpov, nee'.

the hydraulic cement used for masonry under tron ), a widely distributed name for native carbon

water is made from argillaceous limestones. ate of soda, or natron, including also the closely.

Stucco consists essentially of a mixture of plaster related minerals thermonatrite and trona . The

with pulverized marble, and becomes hard and ca

pable of polish far beyond simple plaster. White
name niter is now applied to an entirely different

wash is slaked lime (hydrate) mixed with a large substance - saltpeteror nitrate of potash ; andits

quantity of water, so as to be spread thinly and
use in Old Testament passages is inaccurate and

evenly over walls, etc. Probably all thesemate. in solution ; it contains ten molecules (over sixty
confuses the sense . Natron occurs in nature only

rials were known to the Hebrews; but it does not
appear possible to distinguish any preciseterms per cent) of water, and is essentially the same

for them .
material as that commonly known as “ washing

MARBLE (Heb. Wu, shaysh, ung, shah'-yish, or less of this water is lost, and several other
soda.” By exposure to the air and by heat more

white ; Gr. pápuapos, mar -mar-os ; 1 Chron . 29 : 2 ; sodium carbonates are thus produced , with varying

Cant. 5:15 ; Esth . 1 : 6 ; Rev. 18:12). In the New proportions of water, and even the anhydrous

Testament the only reference is in Rev. 18:12 salt. Thermonatrite and trona (abbreviated from

(uapuápos). The term marble is loosely used in natrona) are compounds of this kind , containing

general for any fine-grained building or ornamental about fourteen and twenty per cent of water re

stone, not very hard, white or of delicate color, spectively, and occurring in the evaporated crusts

ard taking a handsome polish . Strictly, it refers and deposits from alkaline lakes in dry regions,

to crystalline limestones possessing these qualities, The principal ancient source was at the “ soda

but other varieties are often included in the term, I lakes." of Egypt, described by Pliny and Strabo,

or
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Onyx MINERAL KINGDOM Pearls

.

as well as by recent explorers. There are nine of writers, give little aid, though strongly against

these lakes, the largest being about five miles any of the bright-colored stones above named.

long and a mile and a half wide, others much Josephus, however, states clearly that the stone

smaller ; they are situated some sixty miles N. W. on the breastplate was onyx , and the shoulder

of Cairo, in the desert of St. Macarius. Beneath pieces of the ephod sardonyx — the variety of onyx

the general surface of sand lies a heavy bed of with bands of dark red (sardine or sardius). This

dark clay impregnated with salt, gypsum , and testimony, from one personally familiar with the

carbonate of lime; the water leached from this priestly vestments, is incontestible, and goes far

clay is strongly charged with salt and with sul- to establish the same meaning for the other cases

phates and carbonates of soda. In the dry sea- in which sho'-ham ( * ) occurs. The R. V. gives

son the smaller lakes evaporate to solid crusts,
" beryl” in the margin, in several instances, but

the larger concentrate and deposit beds of these

salts, variously mixed in composition, but rich in there is no probability of this being meant; in

sodium carbonates. The crusts are dug and the case of the engraved shoulder-pieces it is

broken with spades and poles, dried in the sun on
scarcely possible, even apart from theclear state

the banks, taken to the Nile — some thirty miles- ment of Josephus. See AGATE.

and there shipped on boats to Alexandria. Large PEARLS. These cannot strictly be classed

amounts are sent to Crete for use in soap making, among precious stones, yet they have always been

and the material is also widely employed in the associated with gems in connection with jewelry,

East to “ soften ” the hard limestone waters for and so may be treated of here. Pearls are formed

drinking. Similar deposits occur in other regions by secretion in the bodies of many kinds of mol.

of the Old World, and largely in Nevada and Cali- luscan shellfish , and consist of the same material

fornia, especially Mono Lake and Owen's Lake, at and possess the same color as the interior layers

the latter of which important soda works have of the shell in which they occur. This material

been established. is partly mineral matter (carbonate of lime) and

The ancients employed these natural carbonates partly organic matter. Most of the pearls of

for washing, mixed with oil so as to form a true commerce are yielded by the so -called " pearl

soap ; and this primitive though effective method oysters," which occur widely distributed along all

is still in use. They also made artificial vegetable the shores of the Indian and South Pacific Oceans.

alkalies of the same kind by burning plants and The scientific name of the chief pearl-yielding

leaching the ashes with water ; these were desig- species is Meleagrina margaritiferu . The ancient

nated in Hebrew as bore (ma) and bo -reeth ' (7972 ): pearl fisheries were chiefly in the Red Sea and the

Persian Gulf ; the latter still retain great im
so Mal . 3 : 2 . The effect of pouring acid upon portance, but the former have ceased to be

such a carbonate, producing violent effervescence, worked for a long time, while Ceylon and the

was evidently familiar, from Prov. 25:20, where north Australian coast now furnish large quan .

the R. V. gives “ soda ” in the margin, correctly, tities.

for nek ' - ther (102)—a vivid comparison for the The references to pearls in the Scriptures

revulsion of one in sorrow against untimely mirth. are rather curiously few, and in the Old Testa

The two words neh'-ther (703) and bo-reeth' (1973) ment uncertain, although we know from ancient

occur together in Jer. 2:22 , where the latter is ren .
jewelry that pearls were familiar from very early

times,

dered " soap ” in both versions, andthe former RedSea, where they were sought and foundas
Those in Egypt are presumably from the

“ niter ” in A. V. and “ lye ” in R. V.; and so late as the Roman period. In the Red Sea occurs

also the R. V. margin gives “ lye ” for 777 ) in also the large delicate pinna , or “ wing shell,”

Job 9:30 and Isa. 1:25 , for “ never so clean ” and which occasionally yields translucent pink pearls,

" thoroughly ” in the text ; while in Mal. 3 : 2 both greatly prized for their beauty and rarity. It
versions render it “ soap.” The reference in seems probable, partly from the resemblance to

Isaiah seems to apply to the use of such an alka- the Arabic name and partly from the manner of

line carbonate as a flux in the reduction and puri- expression, that the word Heb. 6 ????, pen -ee
fication of metals .

neem ', always plural , so variously rendered by
ONYX (Gr. ovvč, on ' -ooks generally for Heb. Old Testament translators and in both our versions

b.7, sho'-ham ), probably in most cases the by rubies (see Precious Stones), refers to pearls

stone still so named (Gen. 2:12 ; Ex . 25 : 7, etc.). ( Job 28:18 ; Prov. 3:15 ; 8:11 ; 20:15 ; 31:10 ; Lam.

The term denotes the varieties of that stone that 4 : 7). This is the view of the rabbis and many

show somewhat even bands or layers of black or commentators, yet the passage in Lamentations

dark tints, and white. When cut parallel to the implies redness, and has perplexed the rendering.

layers the semitransparent white bands show the Gesenius would adopt pearls but for this, and in,

darker bands through them , and suggest the finger clines to the meaning red coral, deriving the word

nail, whence the name ovuś. The same word has from 77, paw -rad', to divide or separate, qs.

also been used , both anciently and among us, for branching corals ). Our revisers, in the margin
,

othertranslucentbanded stones, as “ Mexican onyx,'

etc. (see ALABASTER ). The word sho'-ham (2.30 ) red coral in the other passages.
put coral in this passage and both pearls and

But the pre

occurs quite often, and is very variously rendered cious pink pearls yielded by the Red Sea pinnas,

by the LXX, indicating great uncertainty as to Gr. nivva, would seem to solve the apparentditli

its meaning. References to the Arab. sahum, culty. The very name in the Greek is almost

paleness, and sachma, blackness, made by various identical , and perhaps the derivation

.

may
be
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sense.

found in connection with 77977, pen -ee '-maw, and margin in Job and Proverbs, and " coral ” in

????, pen - ee-mee ', within , inner, qs . formed in Lamentations. The rendering “ red coral” is

and taken from the interior of a shellfish. It is favored by Gesenius and others, and compared

possible, also, as the LXX and Vulgate render- with the Arab. panah, a branch ; but this is vague.

ings of the passages in Proverbs would suggest,
An apt suggestion has been made in connection

that this word may have possessed an indefinite with the fact that pink pearls are occasionally
obtained from the shell known to naturalists as

meaning, including pearls and strung jewels or
beads, as of red coral, garnet, carnelian , etc. pinna, in the Red Sea. These pink pearls are

Some of the rabbis hold that the 213, bed -o very highly prized and, doubtless, have beenfrom
remote antiquity. If these were meant in the

lakh, or bdellium of Gen. 2:12 meant pearl, used passage cited , the various renderings would be

collectively for the plural ; but this word is very greatly harmonized. Possibly, too , the namemay

uncertain (see BDELLIUM ). A feminine singular bave included not only pearls, butbeads of coral ,

form , 7 *??, pen - in -now ', occurs once as a proper red carnelian , garnet, etc. , or strung gemsin gen

name ( 1 Sam . 1 : 2, 4), of the other wife of Elka- eral (see PEARLS) . Kad -kode ( IIeb . 707?, striking

nah, just as we use Pearl, and many European fire, sparkling, Isa .64:12; Ezek. 27:16 ) is ren .

nations Marguerite, etc. , now ; and the same name dered “ agates ” and “ coral ” in the A. V .; and

is still met with among Arabic-speaking people, “ rubies ” and “ coral ” in R. V. So far as the

in almost the identical form of 1 Samuel.
true ruby is concerned, it was known to the He

The New Testament references (Matt . 13:45, brews, but more or less confounded , as among all

Rev. 21:21 ) are perfectly simple renderings of the ancients, with spinel rubies, garnets, etc., un

Gr. papyapiins, mar -gar.ee'-lace, a pearl. der the names of anthrax and carbuncle (q . v. ).

PITCH. See AspuALT. SALT (Heb. 1379, mch'-lakh, powder ; äās,
PLASTER . This rendering ( in R. V. with halce), the common substance — sodium chloride

the old form plaister retained ) is given to the two familiar in various applications, in the Bible as

words (tee'-akh) and 7 ( seed ) ; these are with us. Beds of rock salt occur at many points

derived respectively from 17u (tooʻ-akh ) to spread around the Dead Sea , called the “ Salt Sea ” (Heb.

upon or overlay with anything, and 7" ( seed), toROBOT 0;, yarm ham -mek'-lakh, Gen. 14:3; Num.

cover with lime, to plaster, in a more definite 34:12; Deut. 3:17 ; Josh . 3:16 ; 12 : 3 ; 16 : 2,5 ;

The noun 7 ( seed ) is plainly lime, from 18:19), the Mediterranean being the “ great sea
(Josh. 15:12) or the “ sea.” The flats at the

Isa. 33:12, and Amos 2: 1 ; and hence, as used in southern end of the Dead Sea are coated with salt

Deut. 27 :2, 4 (comp. Josh . 8:32) it would probably in the dry season ; these or similar spots are

mean a fine white mortar. Plaster, made from alluded to (Deut. 29:23 ; Zeph. 2 : 9 ; and Jer. 17 : 6 ) ;

gypsum, by heating it and mixing the dehydrated and some locate here the “ valley of salt ” (2 Sam .

and powdered product with water, must indeed 8:13 ; 2 Kings 14 : 7 ; Psa. 60, title ) . The waters

have been known to the Hebrews; as gypsum of the Dead Sea are intensely salt and bitter, from

occurs in the terraces along the Jordan and Dead the large amount of magnesium salts that they

Sea valleys ; but it is not quite clear whether this contain, having the composition of “ a half

was included in 70. The Egyptians seem to exhausted mother-liquor " ( Le Conte) from which
have used it freely, with colors, and overlaid with most of the sodium salts have been deposited, as

varnish, in their interior wall paintings. The well as the lime salts, during a long and extreme

other word, 7 " (lee'-akh), seems more general ; concentration since the time when the lake ex

it is translated “ the daubing ” (Ezek. 13:12) ; to hundreds of feet above its present level. The
tended over the greater part of the Jordan valley

" plaster” (Lev. 14:42 , 43,48),and " overlay ” of preserving properties of salt were well known; its

silver plating ( 1 Chron. 29 : 4 ) . In Dan. 5 : 5, the use by the Phænicians in curing fish is plain from

word is ??? (gee'-ral ), Chaldaic form for ordinary Neh. 13:16 ; this salt they evidently made from

Heb. 77? ( gheer ), properly lime, here probably Mediterranean water, as they had doubtless done
for

ages .
stucco ; gypsum slabs (alabaster ) were much need

for wall facings at Nineveh, but not so much at
Figurative. In the East salt has long been

Babylon, where the scene referred to occurred . regarded as possessing a certain sacred character,

See Live and MORTAR, so that partaking of it together was regarded as a

RUBY (Heb. 179, paw -neen "; .D. paw -nee', pledge of friendship and faithfulness (2 Chron.

round ). These words, rendered " rubies” in A. V , as between God and men (Num . 18:19), and hence
13 : 5) ; this idea appears in a strictly religious sense,

are extremely uncertain ,and were so to the seventy in the offering of all sacrifices salt was essential
translators, who gave various renderings. The

one in Lamentations is the only one which indi: A. V.). In this lastpassage, where " and," intro
(Lev. 2:13 ; Ezra 6 : 9 ; Ezek 43:24 ; and Mark 9:49,

cates redness ; the others denote merely some

beautiful and precious objects , are employed
ducing the second clause, has the comparative

solely for comparison, and are in every caseplural. parallelisms, the latterclause is omitted from the
sense of “ as,” frequently implied in Hebrew

From these facts, and from the resemblance to the text in the R. V. and referred to the margin as

Arabic name, the suggestion is strongly in favor
perhaps a later scholium . The same practice

of pearls as the meaning of pen-ee-neem', ???. was general in regard to sacrifices among the

The R. V. gives " pearls ” and “ red coral” in the ancient nations.

>
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In a figurative sense for purifying and preserv. amples being abundant in collections of ancient

ing influences, it is spoken of in Matt. 5:13 ; Mark gems. The sar '-dee-os, oápdios, of Rev.21:20 ,doubt

9:50 ; Luke 14:34 ; Col. 4 : 6 . In these references less means this stone ; the hidos oapdivos, of Rev.

in the evangelists there is an allusion to a popular 4 : 3 , is less certain. In the Old Testament, cap.

belief that salt can lose itsvirtue ; Pliny seems to dov, and aibos oapdiov, are used variously, but al.

recognize this idea (xxxi, 39, 44 ) in speaking of sal ways implying red gems. In Exod. 25 : 7 , and 35 :9 ,

tabescens. This belief might arise from the use where the LXX uses this word for DTW (A. V.

of impure rock salt or mixed saline and earthy
deposits fromthe Dead Sea flats, etc., from which onyx ), it seems probable that sardonyx (q . v.) was

the salt would dissolve out, leaving only a taste- included under Djä on the one hand and oápdiov

less and useless residue. on the other. In Exod. 28:17 ; 39:10, and Ezek .

In Judg. 9:45 is a reference to the custom of 28:13 , it is used for Tá ( oʻdem ), the R. V. giving

strewing salt over the ruins of a captured town,
ruby ” in the margin.

thus figuratively devoting it to desolation. In
SARDONYX (Gr. oapdovuç, sar-don'-oox), is

2 Kings 2:20, the idea of purification is again
seen in Elisha's “ healing ” of the spring. These the variety of onyx in which someof the layers

two symbolic acts illustrate two contrasted asso.
are of red carnelian (sard). The name has long

ciations connected with salt in the Eastern mind.
been used with little change ; and the stone was a

SAPPHIRE ( Heb. O , sap-peer '; Gr.
favorite among the ancients, as still , for the

cameo effects produced by cutting designs in one

oánperpos, sap ' - fi-ros). The sapphiros of the an- layer with a background of another differently

cients was not our sapphire, the transparent blue colored. In Rev. 21:20 this is doubtless the stone

corundum , but usually the opaque stone known to meant. In the Old Testament it is probable (as

us as lapis lazuli, varying from ultramarine to above suggested ) that it is included in someof the

dark violet blue. With this were doubtless in references to both ovvg (on '-ooks) and oápdios (sar'.

cluded some other blue stones, especially the rich dee-os ). Josephus says that the shoulder-clasps of

blue chalcedony now called sapphirine quartz,and the ephod were sardonyxes, adding that these are

perhaps occasionally cyanite and even possibly “ needless to describe , as being known to every.

some true sapphires. Lapis lazuli is frequent in one " ( Exod . 28 : 9) . As these were engraved with

ancient Egyptian and Babylonian jewelry, and was the names of the tribes (six upon each), they were

evidently familiar and highly prized. Sapphirine doubtless large red and white sardonyx plates,

quartz was much employed for Babylonian cylin. perhaps of two inches long, with the names cut in

der seals. Both of these stones are good material intaglio in the contrasted colors. This particular

for engraving upon ; while true sapphire is too account of the engraving, with Josephus' state

hard for any ordinary tools. The objection raised
by some that the remarkable passage in Exod. ment, disposes of the idea that can mean

24 : 10—the vision of God as seen by Moses and beryl or emerald, which could rarely furnish pieces

the elders of Israel — implies transparency, does of such size , or be carved advantageously in such

not apply to “ a paved work of a sapphire stone, ways .

and as it were the body of heaven in clearness." SILVER (Heb. 9o?, keh ' -sef, white or pale ;

They are plainly an attempt to describe an intense Gr, åpyupos, ar'.goo-ros), of course a frequent

depth and beauty ofcolor resembling, but surpass . word, both literally and in the sense of money,

ing, that of the sky. The word “ and," moreover, like French argent, also occasionally for property,

distinguishes the two descriptions of color and of that which is purchased with money, as a slave

transparency; and there is no more implication (Exod. 21:21), and in figurative allusions. Silver

from this comparison that the sapphire was a
evidently became known very early, although the

transparent stone than there is regarding gold, in rarityof its occurrence in the nativestate must
the similar case in the Revelation ,where John de have made theuse of it much later than that of

scribes the heavenly city as “ of pure gold as it

were transparent glass . '
gold . But the beginningsof metallurgyare entirely

As far as wecan judge,the modern sapphire ably that in the necropolis near Abydos, lately
prehistoric. The earliest occurrence of it is prob .

was the hyacinth ( or jacinth) of the ancients. investigated by Amelineau , where it is found

Greek mythology tells of Hyacinthus, who was
transformed into a flower bearing his name. This allowed with gold, in articles finely wrought, to

was not our hyacinth, but apparently the blue gether with manyobjects of copper, bronze, and
fag ; or , some have thought, the larkspur. The fint, dating back to fully 4000 B ,C., on the bor

ders of the later Stone Age. From the dawn of

namewas then transferred to a clear, blue gem ; history it hasbeen used for all kinds of choice and
and hence we may so understand the biblical
hyacinth or jacinth - certainly at least in Rev. valuable purposes ; yet little ancient silver work

21:20. The stonenow so called is entirely differ: has survived for our inspection as compared with

ent, comprising the orange-red and red -brown gold, because of the chemical change which silver

undergoes by the prolonged action of air, water,
varieties of zircon . See JACINTH .

or burial. It readily “ tarnishes," as everyone

SARDINE or SARDIUS (Heb. D7%, o'.dem; knows, and becomes dark anddull on the surface .

Gr. oápdios, sar'-dee-os). The name sard , derived This is due to sulphureted hydrogen , which forms

from Sardis in Lydia, is applied to the deep red a thin coating of sulphide of silver over the metal,

or brownish -red varieties of carnelian ( i . e . , Chal. and with long exposure or burial this process goes

cedony, q . V.), which have always been favorite on until the whole is gradually changed and be.

stones for engraving seals and like purposes, ex . comes dark , dull , and fragile. Homer describes
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to us.

elegant articles of silver work, e . g. , the crater , the Jews until late (comp. 1 Macc. 15:6 ) ; the

offered as a prize by Achilles at the funeral games earlier formsmust have been more like our bullion,

of Patroclus ( II., xxii , 704-745 ), which was “ un . small bars or Alat pieces, or perhaps the ring

rivaled on earth for beauty,” wrought by Sido- money depicted upon some of the Egyptian re

nians and brought by Phænician merchants as a mains, as weighed in scales.

present to Thoas ; and so a similar crater, given The New Testament references are simple and

to Menelaus by a Sidonian king (Od., iv , 615 sq . ; need little comment. By that time coins were

xv, 115 sq. ). From these and many other ancient familiar (Matt. 26:15 ; 27:3—9— “ pieces of silver,"

references we learn of great use of silver for articles åpyúprov, a silver coin ); the same rendering is given

of value and elegance; but little has come down in Luke 15 : 8 , both versions, to opaxun, perhaps

Greek objects in silver are rare , and were an allusion to the almost universal custom among

so even in Roman times . Pliny and others give Eastern women of wearing coins as ornaments on

accounts of celebrated Greek silversmiths; butthe headdresses, bracelets , etc. — at times imitated

few examples of their work then existing were of among ourselves. In many cases åp; úplov is simply

extreme value. Their favorite style was that of rendered money (Matt. 28:12 ; Mark 14:11 ; Luke

designs embossed on bands of silver, wliich were 9:3 ; 22:5 ; Acts 8:20 ; here R. V. silver, but in

then soldered on the vase or patera itself. The A. V. identified with xpiſuara in vers. 18 and 20,

work was so delicate and elaborate that it could also rendered money, as likewise in Acts 24:26 );

not be molded for casts ; and in his time, Pliny while it is translated silver in Acts 20:33 ; 1 Pet.

says, there were no artists capable of repro- 1:18 . Conversely, åpyupos, ar'.goo -ros, the gen .

ducing it. The designs were largely mythological eral name for the metal or treasure consisting of

or Homeric, and occasionally of domestic life . it (so Acts 17:29 ; James 5 :3 ; Rev. 18:12) is used

We have some fine specimens of Phænician and for silver coins in Matt. 10: 9.

Cypriote silver work of early date, such as those The sources of ancient silver are but little

found among the Curium treasures in Cyprus known . Diodorus speaks ( i , 33 ) of mines on the

(Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York - Cesnola island of Meroe, together with gold , copper, and

collection), but all darkened and altered so as to iron. An important source was Spain (comp.
possess none of their original beauty. The Phæ . 1 Macc. 8 :3); Strabo and others speak of it as

nician work is widely distributed in the ancient yielding largeamounts, chiefly from Tartessus and

world, and easily recognized by experts from its Carthago Nova. Jeremial's statement ( 10: 9)may

conventional and non -original character - Egyptian have a like reference, if Tartessus be Tarshish, as

and Assyrian patterns and “ motifs" being con- has been often supposed.

stantly and curiously mingled . The Phænicians Figurative. Silver is used figuratively : of

were great imitators , adapters, and traders, and God's words (Psa. 12:16) ; the tongue of the just

possessed fine mechanical skill, but lacked origi- (Prov. 10:20 ); of good rulers ( Isa . 1:22, 23); of

nality. Their style of work was largely a combina. saints purified by affliction (Psa.66:10; Zech. 13 : 9) ;

tion of repoussé with chasing, the patterns being reprobate silver," i. e . , rejected as impure, are

first hammered into relief from below, and then compared to wicked men (Jer. 6:30) ; as also the

finished with a graver on the outer or upper side . « ross of silver (Isa . 1:22 ; Ezek . 22:18 ). Wisdom is

Among the many Old Testament references to declared to be more valuable than silver (Job

silver a few distinctions only need be made ; it is 28:15 ; Prov. 3:14 ; 8:10 , 19 ; 16:16).

spoken of literally as : SLIME. See ASPHALT.

( 1 ) A precious metal for objects of beauty STEEL. See Iron.

or value (sec Joseph's Cup, Gen. 44 : 2 ) : for SULPHUR. See BRIMSTONE.

royal or sacred vessels, especially in connec

tion with the tabernacle or the temple, see Exod.
TIN (Ileb. 5077, bed -eel" ; Gr. Kaooitepos). This

26: 19–25 ; 1 Chron. 18:10 ; 28: 14-17 ; 29:2, 6 ; metal, though rare in its occurrence, was very

2 Chron. 24:14 ; Ezra 1 : 6 , 11 ; 6:14 ; 8:26 ; Dan. early discovered and smelted, and played a most

5 :2; of bowls or “ chargers ” ( patere, Num ., ch.7) ; conspicuous part in the art and commerce of the
It is a remarkable fact that

often as the material of idols, either cast or plated ancient world.

(see Gold ; also Exod . 20:23 ; Judg. 17:3 ; Psa. though its only ore, cassiterite or tinstone (the

115:4 ; 135: 15 ; Isa. 2:20 ; 31 : 7 ; Hos. 13 :2 ; Jer. oxide), whiile very hieavy, las no metallic aspect

10: 9 ), imported in plates or sheets for overlaying and occurs at but few and remote points, tin

images.
should have become known so early and its alloy

( 2) Smelted or wrought(Job 28: 1 ; Psa. 12 : 6 ; with copper (bronze) become the great metal for
all

Prov. 17 : 3 ; 25 :4 ; Ezek. 22 : 18-22).
purposes of arts, arms, and ornaments during

(3 ) Money, payment of fines, tribute, gifts, The source of the main supply is judged to havethe entire extent of the Bronze Age of archæology.

etc. , weighed out byshekels or talents (Gen.23:15, | been Cornwall,where the Phænicians procured it

16 ; Lev. 27,passiin ; Deut. 22:19, 29 ; Judy. 1.7:2,through many centuries(see under Brass[bronze)),
4 , 10 ; 2 Sam . 18:11, 12 ; 1 Kings 20:39; 2 Kings | but its use was widespread,even in far earlier

6:22, 23 ; 15:20 ; Jer. 32 : 9 , 10 ; Amos 2 : 6 ; 8 : 6 ) .
times. Stone molds are found at many points in

The word 90? (keh '- sej ) is simply rendered Europe, showing that bronze articles were cast aş

money in many passages, as , e. &. , Gen. 42 : 25-35 : well as procured by commerce. Either reduced

43 :12-23; -Exod. 21:21 , 34 , 35 ; 22:7 ; 30:16 ; Lev. tin, therefore, or the ore itself must have been a

25:37 ; Núm . 3 :48-51 ; Jer. 32: 9 , 25 , 44 ; and so very early article of trade throughout prehistorio

generally, also with frequent allusions to its esti- Europe. There are tin mines in both Saxony and

mation by weight. Coins were not known among Bohemia, and a little in the Iberian peninsula,

"

ка
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showsליִדְּב that the word

but otherwise we know of no Old World sources non (see Beryl), although the geographical

between Cornwall and Malacca. To these ex- aspect of this name, usually connected with Car

treme points, therefore, of the Eurasian conti- thage, or with Tartessus in Spain, is unfavorable

nent, we must look for the main supply. Mr. to its use for so Eastern a stoneas turquoise

George Smith , in his remarkable little monograph, long and early employed in Persia, worked by the

" The Cassiterides,” presents a very full and clear Egyptians in Arabia, and bearing in its very name

account of the evidences of the important Phoe- (the Turkish gem ) in all the languages of Europe

nician tin traffic by sea with Cornwall, but the the mark of its oriental source.—D. S. M.

prehistoric use of bronze must probably go back

to Indian sources, and to the earliest migrations
MINES, MINING . Although the word

from eastern and southern Asia, while Europe it is evident from many allusions to it that mining
" mine " does not occur in the A. V. of Scripture,

was yet in the Neolithic Age. Arrian found tin

abundant in Arabia, but Smith has shown that
was familiar to the Hebrews (see the remarkable

at that period it came thither from Egypt and description of ore mining in Job 28: 1-11). Min

not from the East. After thetime of Julius ing has been carried on from a very early date in

the Sinaitic peninsula .
Cæsar, British tin was brought overland via Mar

The Monitu, who fre

seilles .
quented this region from the dawn of history,

The Old Testament references are Num. 31:22; | hills rich veins of metals and strata bearing pre
discovered at an early period in the sides of the

Ezek. 22:18 , 20 ; 27:12 . In Isa. 1:25 , as already
cious stones .

noted , the rendering should be lead, frequent in
From these they learned to extract

connection with silver ores, as tin is not ; and this iron , oxides of copper, and manganese, and tur.

passage, together with Zech . 4:10 (see under LEAD), fame of these riches excited the cupidity of the
quoises which they exported to the Delta. The

was used rather loosely . Pharaohs, who fitted out expeditions which estab

Ecclus. 47:18 gives it a rank above lead in value ; lished themselves by main force in the districts

“ Thou didst gather gold as tin, and multiply sil . where the mines lay. In the Wady Magharah

ver as lead." (“ the Valley of the Cave ") are still traces of the

Classical references are frequent, so Homer, in Egyptian colony of miners who settled there for

the shield of Achilles (I. , 18,474 ),and elsewhere the purpose of mining copper and left their hiero

in the Iliad and Hesiod. Pliny seems to have glyphic inscriptions upon the face of the rock.

designated lead and tin respectively as plumbum The ancient furnaces are still to be seen, and on

nigrum and plumbum candidum ; while his stan . the coast of the Red Sea are found the piers and

num was apparently an alloy of the two metals wharves whence the miners shipped their metal

(Beckmann), a sort of hard pewter. It seems in the harbor of Abu Zelîmeh .

probable that tin and lead were not very clearly The copper mines of Phæno in Idumea, accord

discriminated by the ancients, as indicated in the ing to Jerome, were between Zoar and Petra, in

passages above cited from Isaiah and Zecha. which during the persecution of Diocletian the
riah. Christians were condemned to work . There are

TOPAZ (Gr. Topášiov, top -ad -zee-on, for Heb.traces or records of gold -working in Egypt. Those

17799, pit-dah ', a gem ; Exod. 28:17 ; 39:10 ; Job in the Bisharee desert have been discovered within

28:19, and Ezek . 28:13). This word has exactly the last few years. Ruins of the miners' huts

changed meanings with chrysolite in ancient and still remain at Surabit el -Khadim . Copper and

modern usage ( see ChrysoliTE ). The Gr. Tomášiov
iron were both native products of Palestine and

was our chrysolite, apparently — the yellow-green
were worked also in the island of Meroe, at the

gem called by jewelers peridot and by mineralo- mouth of the Nile. The island of Cyprus is also

gists olivine. Some of these are very rich olive mentioned as a source of copper.

greens, and have been even confounded with
Diodorus Siculus (iii , 11, etc.) gives a minute

emeralds, though of a different shade; such are
account of the method of mining and refining

notably the reputed emeralds in the chapel of the gold . Shafts were sunk into the rock, from which

Three Magi in the cathedral of Cologne. The day, and night relays of convicts extracted the

history of these splendid peridots is not known,
auriferous quartz. This was then broken up

but they are thought to have been brought from with picks and chisels, and further reduced by

the East at the time of the crusades. The “ to- iron pestles in stone mortars. It was then ground

paz” of Rev. 21:20 is probably a peridot, and the to powder, spread upon a broad inclined table,

Old Testament references, though less certain ,
and washed with water and fine sponges until the

may be fairly taken as the same.
gold was pure from earthy matter. Finally it was

TURQUOISE. This stone is not named in put with a little lead , tin , salt, and bran into

the English versions, nor is it recognizable among for five days and five nights to the fire of a fur
earthen crucibles closed with clay and subjected

the descriptions of Theophrastus, though plainly

in Pliny, as callais and callaina . But as a pe.

culiarly oriental gem from Khorassan and Turkes. MINGLED PEOPLE (Heb. , ay ’-reb,

tan and anciently from Arabia, and largely used mixture ). This phrase is applied to the non

in Egyptian jewelry from very early times, it Egyptian settlers in the land, e. g. , Phænicians,

must have been well known to the Hebrews; and especially Greek, Ionian, and Carian troops who

there can hardly be any doubt that some of the bad been settled there since the days of Psammet

obscure and disputed names of the Old Testamentichus, father of Necho (Jer. 25:20 ; Ezek. 30 :5 ).

must refer to turquoise. Luther has made this The “ mingled people " in the midst of Babylon

suggestion in regard to the problematical word | (Jer. 00:37) were probably the foreign soldiers or

nace .
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mercenary troops, who lived among the native scriptions on Lake Van, west of the land of

population, as the Targum takes it. Ararat " (Orelli, Com .).

MINTAMIN (Heb. 7997???, min -yaw -meen ',
MIN'NITH ( Heb. 0957?, min-nectk', distri.

from the right hand) . bution , allotment), a town east of Jordan. An

1. One of the Levites who had charge of the Ammonitish town, to which the terrible carnage
distribution to his brethren of the sacred offer- of Jephthah reached (Judg. 11:33), and celebrated

ings in the time of Hezekiah (2 Chron . 31:15), for the excellence of its wheat which was exported
B. C. 719. to the markets of Tyre (Ezek . 27:17) . It was

2. One of the priests who came from Babylon probably located about four Roman miles E. of

with Zerubbabel (Neh. 12:17), and perhaps one of Heshbon, now thought to be Mineh, where there

the trumpeters at the dedication of the wall of are traces of terraces and walls .

Jerusalem ( 12:41 ), B. C. 536–445 . The name is MINSTREL (IIeb. 7:29, men -ag-gayn ', one

elsewhere given as Miamin (12: 5 ), or Mijamin striking the harp ; Gr. avantus, ow -lay -tace ).

(10: 7). This word occurs but twice in the A. V. (2 Kings

MINISTER . This term is used in the A. V. 3:15 ; Matt. 9:23). In the former Elisha , in the

to describe various officials of a religious and presence of the confederate kings of Judah, ex
civil character. claims, “ But now bring me a minstrel,” etc. It

1. Mesh -aw -rayth' (Heb. 0770 ? ), which is ap- collect his mind from the impressionsof the outer
may be that through the music he expected “ to

plied ( 1) to ar attendant upon a person of high world , and by subduing the self- life and life in
rank (Exod. 24:13 ; Josh. 1 :1 ; 2 Kings 4:13) ; the external world to become absorbed in the in

(2) to the attachés of a royal court (1 Kings 10 : 5 ; tuition of divine things” (Keil, Com ., in loc. ).

2 Chron . 22 : 8 ; comp. Psa. 104:4 ), where, it may The word minstrel is used in Matt. 9:23 , of the

be observed, they are distinguished from the pipe-players, and the music is of the nature of a
“ servants or officials of higher rank ; ( 3) to the airge or lament for the dead daughter of the ruler

priests and Levites ( Isa. 61:6 ; Ezek . 44:11 ; Joel of the
synagogue.

1 :9, 13 ; Ezra 8:17 ; Neh . 10:36).
MINT. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

2. Pel-akh " (Heb. iba, to serve, Ezra 7:24), a
MIPH'KAD (Heb . T ??, mif -kawd', appoint

minister of religion.

In the NewTestament wehave three terms, opposite theresidence of the Nethinim and the
ment, census), the name of a gate of Jerusalem ,

each with its distinctive meaning :
bazaars, between the Horse Gate and the angle of

3. Li -toorg -os' (Gr. deltovpyós, a public servant) , the old wall near the Sheep Gate (Neh. 3:31) ;

answers most nearly to the Hebrew mesh -aw .
probably identical with the Prison Gate ( 12:39).

rayth ', and is usually employed in the LXX as

its equivalent.It betokens a subordinate public fies it with the lighGate of Benjamin (Jer. 20 :2),
Barclay ( City of the Great King, p . 156) identi

administrator (Rom . 13 : 6 ; 15:16 ; Heb. 8:2). In and locates it at the west end of the bridge ; but

all these instances the original and special mean that gate was probably situated elsewhere. In

ing of the word, as used by the Athenians of one Ezek .43:21mif-kawd is rendered " the appointed

who performs certain gratuitous public services, place ” ofthe house, referring to the place set

is preserved.
4. Hoop -ay-ret'-ace (Gr. Útnpéens), differs from apart for burning the sin offering.

the two others in that it contains the idea of MIRACLES (Lat. miraculum , from mirari, to
actual and personal attendance upon a superior. wonder), wonderful events ; and yet to be dis

Thus it is used of the attendant in the synagogue, tinguished from events that only seem to be, or
the chazen of the Talmudists (Luke 4:20), whose merely are, wonderful. The term miracle is ety
duty it was to open and close the building, to pro- mologically inadequate, and indicates only one, and
duce and replace the books employed in the serv . that not the most important, feature of the proper
ice, and generally to wait on the officiating priest conception. In general terms miracles may be
or teacher. The idea of personal attendance comes defined as supernatural manifestations of divine
prominently forward in Luke 1 : 2 ; Acts 26:16. power in the external world , in themselves special

In all these cases the etymological sense of the revelations of the presence and power of God;
words ÚTrò èpérns (literally a “ subrower ,” one who and in connection with other special revelations to
rows under command of the steersman) comes out. which they are subservient, as aiding in their attes.

5. Dee-ak '-on -os (Gr. diákovos) is usually em tation,establishment, and preservation.

1. Biblical Doctrine. The Scripture repre.
ployed in relation to the ministry of the Gospel :
its application is twofold, in a general sense to in- sentations of miraculous events in the Old and New

dicate ministers of any order, whether superior or Testaments furnish the primary grounds for their

inferior, and in a special sense to indicate an
consideration .

order of inferior ministers (see DEACON). Our ( 1 ) Biblical names of miracles. Of deepest

Lord himself is called a minister, with reference significance among these are the words which

to the holy service he had to perform as thegreat Mark 9:39; Acts 2:22 ; 19:11, comp. Exod. 9:16 ;
literally mean “ powers ” and “signs

High Priest of his people's profession (Heb . 8 : 2 ) .

15 : 6 ; Luke 23 :8 ; John 2:11, comp. Num . 14:22;
MINČNI (Heb. 1979, min -nee', division) , a king. Deut. 11 : 3 ). Miracles are also called “ wonders

dom named (Jer. 51:27) along with Ararat and (e. g. , Exod. 15:11 ; Dan. 12:6). It is to be noted,

Ashkenaz, “ the Minyai of Nicholas of Damascus however, that in the New Testament they are

(Josephus, Ant. , i , 3, 8) ; the Mannai of the in . I never referred to simply under that name, some

(e . g. ,
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other term , as “ signs” or “ powers," being used in ing of wonder. And further, miracles are "powers”

connection to bring out the deeper meaning (e. g . , not in the sense of being greater, but different,

John 4:48 ; Acts 4:30 ; 2 Cor. 12:12). As won- manifestations of divine power than are usually

ders," miracles are out of the ordinary course of exhibited . They are special acts of power, and

events. They produce astonishment as being out therefore have special impressiveness. To pro

side the ordinary operations of cause and effect. duce a harvest implies power as great as to feed

Thus far the aspect is chiefly negative. But a multitude with a few loaves and fishes. But
miracles are also “ powers (often translated the manifestation is different. In the one case

" mighty works,," " wonderful works,” “ miracles ” ). I the power is often overlooked, in the other it is

As such they are manifestations of the power of recognized (comp. Rom . 1:20 ; Acts 14:17 ; Luke

God. Whoever is the agent in their accomplish- 9:43; John 6:14 ). Likewise miracles are “ signs ”

ment the power is of God. They are wrought by in the sense of being supernatural indications of

“ the spirit of God .” In them is seen “ the finger the near presence and power of God. They de

of God ” (Luke 4:18 ; 11:20 ; Acts 3:12) . As clare the supremacy and perfect freedom of God

“ signs " miracles point to something beyond them- even in the natural world . They are also “signs '

selves . They indicate the near presence of God. of special grace from God because of their essen

They reveal the connection of the one who works tial connection with that special revelation which

them with the spiritual world , and are thus seals centers in Jesus Christ, whose mission it is to release

attending his authority as a messenger from God and restore the world from the disorder and do

( Joh 2:18 , 23 ; 3 : 2 ; Matt. 12:38 ; Acts 14 : 3 ; minion of sin .

2 Cor. 12:12). It is not in place, nor is it practicable, to dis

Another name of beautiful significance is that cuss here philosophically the relation between the

which St. John applies to the miracles of our natural and supernatural and the meanings to be

Lord. He frequently uses simply the term attached to these terms. But it should be said

“ works,” not indeed exclusively with reference that to speak of miracles as contrary to nature is

to the miracles of Christ, and yet often with par- not to speak in harmony with the Scriptures.

ticular reference to them ; as if miraculous Nitzsch properly says " miracles belong to the

works were only the natural and appropriate higher order of things, which is a higher nature

works of one who was himself miraculous ( John also.” We may say that they lie beyond or out

5:36 ; 7:21 ; 10:25, 32 , 38 ; 14:11, 12 ; 15:24) . side the ordinary method of God's working in the

(For full discussion of this part of the subject natural world to which our observation is confined ;

see Trench, Noles on the Miracles, Preliminary but still we must think of them as having their

Essay. ) appropriate place in the one great plan and pur

(2) Supernatural character of miracles. The pose of him whose will is law, and who fills the

Bible recognizes divinely established order in universe with his presence.

nature, but also a special series of facts brought (3) Purpose. The end for which miracles are

about by the direct intervention of God ; and wrought has already in some measure been indi.

such facts are miracles (Gen. 8:22 ; James 5 : 7 ; cated . But further statement and illustration are

1 Kings 17: 1 ; comp.Deut. 11 : 13–17 ). The Bible requisite.

does not, however, represent nature , or natural The miracles of the Bible serve the great end

law, as something independent or separate from of God's gracious revelation . They are revela.

God. The universe is not a vast mechanism which tions in themselves, but are inwrought with the

God has created and left to itself. The power history of special revelation. Accordingly we find

which continually works therein is his power. them confined to the great epochs or critical pe

What we call natural law , according to the bibli . riods of that history.

cal conception, is only the order of God's ordinary The Theophanies of ante-Mosaic times were not

working in the natural world (Psa. 19 : 1–3 ; 104 ; strictly miracles ; i . e. , they are to be distinguished

John 6:17 ; Heb . 1 : 3 ) . A miracle, therefore, is from miraculous works wrought by the instrumen

a putting forth of the same power in the nat- tality of man.. They were divine manifestations,

ural world in an extraordinary or supernatural but not authentications of God's messengers .

Thus we see why and in what sense Moses appears in the Old Testament as the first

miracles are “ wonders.” They are such not be great miracle worker. And the reason for this

cause the usual exhibitions of God's power in the is evident when we remember his unique position

natural world are in themselves less wonderful, in the religious history of mankind, the greatness

but because of their unusual and supernatural of his work , and the obstacles he encountered

character. In the biblical view the whole world (Exod. 10 : 1 , 2 ; 14 : 21-31 ; 20 : 1–19, et al .) . One

is wonderful ( Job, ch . 26, et al). To him who common purpose unites and explains all the

has eyes to see, nature everywhere is full of mar- miracles in connection with the deliverance of the

vels . And therefore it is sometimes said that in chosen people from the land of bondageand their

the sense of being wonderful the whole system of secure settlement in the land of promise; and

things is miraculous, and accordingly we have no that is the founding of a monotheistic religion,

right to distinguish any fact or event as being in the worship of the true God in the midst of an
any special sense a miracle. And thus, to sav idolatrous world . The next great displays of

everything is miraculous often becomes only miraculous power were centuries later, and gath

another way of saying " nothing is miraculous." ered about the persons of Elijah and Elisha when

But a miracle is not only wonderful, but so in the the cause of true religion was threatened with de

sense of being a new thing (Num . 16:30 ), and struction . And again after a long interval came

therefore peculiarly fitted to awaken the feel. | another, and, in soine senses, remarkable, renewal

manner,

* )
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of miracles with new messages from God to revive two, viz ., the character of the agent and the end

the sinking faith of the chosen nation during the for which the supernatural event is wrought.

captivity. False prophets canwork no true miracles, and the

Thecoming of Christ marked thegreatest of all wonders they maywork are to be tried also by the

epochs in religious history. The revelation he teaching they seek to establish (Deut. 13:1-3;

brought, which centered in himself, was that for Matt . 24:24 ; 2 Thess. 2 :9). This is not, as may

which all preceding revelations were preparatory. seem , if viewed superficially, reasoning in a circle.

Coming tooffer such new matters for faith, and to It simply takes cognizanceof the fact that man is

ask from men such complete submission to his a moral being and has in him some measure of

authority and such complete trust in his power power at least intuitively to recognize truth .
and

grace, it was necessary that he should exhibit True miracles appeal not merely to the senses, but

the signs of his character and mission. All that also to the heart and conscience. And besides

was miraculous in his history and activity was this, there are some events — the resurrection of

subservient to the great purpose of his coming. Christ, for example — which so far transcend the

And these signs ofhis heavenly nature were all effects of all created power as to leave no proper

the more essential because of the state of humilia- occasion for doubt.

tion into which he had entered. The New Testa. (5) Importance of miracles. The Scriptures

ment Scriptures, therefore, especially abound in would guard us at this point against two extremes,

miracles. Chief among them is the resurrection We are not to attach to miracles an exaggerated

of our Lord. Space does not admit here of con- value or importance. They are not the highest

parison between the miracles of Christ and the evidence of truth . That is found rather in the

miracle workers of the Old Testament. But it truth itself. Miracles are not demonstrations of

should be noted that as a whole his were upon a truth, certainly not in the sense of compelling

grander scale, and, with a single exception, never those who behold them to accept the truth in

works of judgment and destruction. The wither- connection with which they stand. Many who

ing of the barren fig tree was the destruction of witnessed the divine works of our Lord refused to

an insensate object,and the underlying purpose of believe in him . And he declared faith that was

even that act was merciful. The power to work founded upon his words to be of higher value than

miracles was given to the apostles, and was exer- that which was based upon his miracles (John

cised by them for the purpose of carrying forward | 4:48 ; 14:11 ; 20:29). On the other hand we are

the work of establishing Christianity, committed to not at liberty to underrate their importance.

them by the ascended Lord (Rom. 15:18, 19 ; Christ did not work miracles needlessly. He ap

2 Cor. 12:12). pealed to them as among the evidences of his

Thus throughout the Bible record we find the authority (Matt. 11:4, 5 , 20-24 ; 12:28 , 39, 40 ;

same end in view . Miracles are to arrest the at- John 5:36; 20:25, 37, 38 ; 14:11 ; 15:24 ). And

tention of men , and aid in winning their accept- many were led to faith by the aid of these means

ance of revealed truth. And so far as the sacred (e. g ., John 11:45 ). Miracles are acts of conde

record shows us they were wrought only when scension and special grace to unbelieving men .

most needed—in the great crises of revealed re- And though their ultimate effect depends upon

ligion . the inner bent of those who behold them, still they

(4) Bible criteria of miracles. The Scripeures are in this respect like the truth itself with which

are careful to note the distinction between true they stand connected . They are not only tests of

miracles and those that are false ; also to furnish character, but also divine means for awakening

the tests by which judgment is to be formed At attention and reverent reflection and then leading

many times in the past men have appeared who those who are receptive to the recognition and ac

have professed to work miracles and have exhib. ceptance of the truth ( John 3:19 , 21; 18:37, et al . ).

ited marvelous powers. Such was the case in the The question quite often raised in these days,

contest between Moses and the Egyptian magicians whether, on the whole, miracles are helps or hin

(Exod ., chaps. 7, 8), Elymas and Simon Magus in drances to faith — here finds its answer . Much de

the days of the apostles (Acts 13 :6–12 ; 8:9-24), pends upon the person whose faith it is proposed

and, not to specify others of later date, Christ and to establish, andmuch, also , upon the kind of faith

the apostle Paul both left their predictions that it is sought to establish. With the true faith of

deceivers of this kind would arise is with all power the Gospel miracles are bound up as an indispen

and signs and lying wonders ” ( 2 Thess., ch. 2 ; sable element, and are in thorough harmony with

comp. Matt. 24:24) ; then “ lying wonders” in those supernatural measures and operations in

many cases were, no doubt, mere tricks of expert man's spiritual life upon which the Gospel con

jugglers. And yet in someinstances it would ac- centrates chief attention.
cord with the view of the Scriptures to regard II. Theological Considerations. Under

them as wrought by the aid of malign spiritual this head space permits only a few suggestions
powers, Satan and his angels. Thus Trench re- and references.

gards the works wrought by theEgyptian magicians ( 1) The possibility of miracles is not a matter

and others referred to in Acts 13 :8; Matt. 24:24 ; for question for one who believes in a personal

2 Thess. 2 : 9 ; Rev. 13:13 ; at all events it is a God. The denial of such possibility is at bottom

matter of large importance to distinguish between pantheistic or atheistic (e . g. , Spinoza, Renan).

such acts of deception and actual miracles — i. e . , (2 ) The credibility of miracles has been

workswrought by the power of God in connection subjected to frequent assaults from various stand .

with the history of revelation . points, for compact history and refutation of whicb

The tests presented by the Scriptures are mainly I we refer to Trench in work above cited.
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To appreciate rightly the truth in this matter = 0 ,shaw-rawb', “ parched ground,” 35 : 7 ; “ heat,"
we must not view miracles as isolated facts, but 49:10) .

in their actual relationships. The Scriptural con.

ception of God and of man, and of the purpose
MIR'IAM (Heb. 07 ???, meer -yawm ', rebellion ),

and work of God in redeeming and saving man, sister of Moses andAaron.Sheis probably (Jo1. The daughter of Amram and Jochebed, and

furnish the explanation which outweighs all the

oretical objections. And, practically, whoever sephus, Ant., ii, 9, 4 )the sister who was stationed

realizes in himself the proper effect of theGospel, near the river Nile to watch over her infant

the renewing power of the Holy Ghost, has an brother. (1) At Red Sea. The first mention of

inner witness to the power of God, and the reality Red Sea,she led the chorus of womenwhoreplied
Miriam by name is when, after the passage of the

of the divine revelation , which can leave no room
for doubt as to those external acts ofGod with to the male chorus with timbrels and dancing.

which the history of that revelation is interwoven . She is liere called the“ sister of Aaron ,” probably

( Comp. Num . 16:30 ; 2 Cor. 5:17 ; Col. 3:10).
to point out the position she was to occupy in the

(3) The question of the continuance ofmiracles congregation ,as ranking, not with Moses,butwith

beyond the apostolic age of the Church must be Aaron, and, like him, subordinate to Moses. She

one of history. As conservative a theologian as is the first personage of that household to whom

Dr. Hodge declares that “ there is nothing in the prophetic gifts are ascribed. “ Miriam the proph.

New Testament inconsistent with the occurrence
etess ” is her acknowledged title (Exod. 15:20,

of miracles in the postapostolic age of the 21), B.C. 1210. ( 2) Rebels against Moses. The

Church .” At the same time, however, he discredits exalted positionof Moses aroused a feeling of

themiraclesclaimed by the Roman Catholic Church envy in the minds of his brother and sister, and

to have been wrought by her saints, as well as
they at length disputed the preeminence of his

the distinctive claimof that Church to power in special calling. Miriaminstigated the open re
that direction. Trench regardsit as a strong pre- bellion, and was followed by Aaron. An occasion

sumption against the continuance of this power in
was found for their manifestation of discontent

the Christian Churchthat in the earlier history inthe Cushite wife whom Moses had taken. “ Hath

of God's dealings with his people miracleswere Jehovah spoken only by Moses ? hath he not

only at great and critical periods.
spcken also by us ? ” Summoned to the tabernacle

The necessity no longer exists. And further," by Jehovah , a stern rebuke was administered to

the professed miracles of later times will not bear them , and Miriam , the instigator of the rebellion ,

the tests of genuineness. (For valuable discussion was smitten with leprosy . When Aaron saw bis

of this point and comparison of biblical with sister thus smitten , he said to Moses, “ Alas, my
extra-biblical miracles we refer to Trench .) The lord, ; . . lay not the sin upon us. ” And Moses

passage in Mark 16:17, 18, which has been inter- prayed unto Jehovah, “Heal her now , o God, I

preted by some(e. 8. , Grotius, Lavater, Hess) in a
beseech thee.” God heard his prayer, though not

wide sense and extending to all times has been without inflicting deep humiliation upon Miriam .

taken in a restricted sense by others( e. g., Augus. She was shut outside of the camp, excluded from

tine and Protestant theologians generally). the congregation for seven days, after which res .

The promise of miraculous power, it is held, toration and purification from her leprosy was

was completely fulfilled in the early period of the promised. During herseclusion the people did

Church when such power was needed for the not journey any farther(Num. 12 : 1–15), B. C. 1209.

establishment of Christianity. This stroke, and its removal, which took place at

It is proper to say that the portion of St. Mark's Hazeroth, form the last public event of Miriam's

gospel in which this passage occurs (16:9-20) life. She died toward the close of the wanderings

is regarded by some eminent Christian scholars at Kadesh, and wasburied there (Num . 20 : 1 ), B. C.

(notably Meyer) as a later addition from some about 1172. Her tomb was shown near Petra in

unknown source . The R. V. contains in the mar- the days of Jerome. According to Josephus she

gin the note : “ The two oldest Greek manuscripts
was married to the famous Hur, and,through bim ,

and some other authorities omit from verse 9 to
was grandmother of the architect Bezaleel. In

the end. Some other authorities have a different the Koran (ch . iii) she is confounded with the

ending to the gospel.”
Virgin Mary ; and hence the holy family is called

It is properalso to remember that the craving the family of Amram ,or Imram .

for miracles manifest in some directions at the
NOTE . - The punishment of Miriam was severe, and

yet just. " In her haughty exaggeration of the worth

present day may spring not from faith , but the of herown prophetic gift she bad placed herselfon a par

lack of it, and the failure to recognize the great with Moses, the divinely appointed bead of the wbole

spiritual works which God is constantly accom- theLord . For this she wasadicted with a diseasewhich
nation , and exalted herself above the congregation of

plishing (Matt. 16 : 1-4 ). shut her out of the number of the members of the people

LITERATURE. — Works on Systematic Theology: of God. She could only be received back again after

Hodge, Dorner, Van Oosterzee ; J. B. Mozley,on she had been healed, and by a formal purification
( K. and D. , Com ., on Num . 12).

Miracles ; Bampton Lectures, 1865 ; Bushnell,

Nature and the Supernatural ; Professor A.
2. Probably the first named of the sons of

Hovey, The Miracles of Christ ;'Essay on Mira: Mered, of the family of Caleb, by Bithiah, the

cles by Professor II. L. Mansel , in Aids to Faith ; daughter of Pharaoh ( 1 Chron .4:17). See Mered.

F. Godet, Die Wunderen des Heeren ; E.cpositor, MIRʻMA (Heb. 17727??, meer-maw ', deceit), the

First Series, articles in vols , v, viii , ix.-E. McC. last of the seven sons of Shaharaim by Hodesh ;

MIRAGE, an optical illusion common in the born in the land of Moab ( 1 Chron. 8:10 ), B. C.

East, and directly referred to by Isaiah (Heb. I after 1210.
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MIRROR . Two . Hebrew words, mar -aw ' when he read the law to the people after the cap

( T $ 72, Exod. 38 : 8), and reh -ee' ( ?, Job 37:18) tivity (Neh . 8:4), B. C. about 446.

are rendered in the A. V. " looking-glass,” but
3. One of the three Jewish youths trained with

from the context they evidently denote a mirror Daniel at the Babylonish court,and promoted to

of polished metal. The Hebrew women on com
the rank of Magi (Dan. 1 : 6, 11, 19). His court

ing out of Egypt probably brought with them name was Meshach (v. 7 ). They assisted Daniel

mirrors like those which wereusedby the Egyp- in solvingthe dream of Nebuchadnezzar (2:17),
and were

tians, and were made of a mixed metal, chiefly
set over the affairs of the province of

copper, wrought with such admirable skill, says the fiery furnace fornot worshiping the image
Babylon " (3:13). They were afterward cast into

Sir G.Wilkinson(Anc. Egypt. iii, 384), that they set up by the king,but, beingmiraculously pre

were “ susceptible of a luster, which has even

been partially revived at the present day, in some
served, were promoted by royal decree ( 3:13-30),

of those discovered at Thebes, though buried in B. C. about 586.

the earth for many centuries. The mirror itself MI'SHAL (Heb. Sur, mish -awl"), a city of

was nearly round, inserted into a handle of wood, Asher (Josh. 19:26, A.V.“ Misheal ” ), and assigned

stone, or metal, whose form varied according to to the Gershom family of the Levites (21:30), called

the taste of the owner. Some presented the MASHAL ( 1 Chron . 6:74 ) .

figure of a female, a flower, a column, or a rod MI'SHAM (Heb. brema, mish -awm ', inspec

ornamented with the head of Athor, a bird, or a
fancy device ; and sometimes the face of'a Ty- tion ), a son of Elpaal , a Benjamite, and one of the

phonian monster was introduced to support the builders of Ono, Lod, and their suburbs (1 Chron.

mirror, serving as a contrast to the featureswhose 8:12) B. C. after 1170.

beauty was displayed within it . ” The metal of MI'SHEAL (Josh . 19:26). See Mishal.

wbich the mirrors were composed, being liable to MISHʻMA (Heb. 972877, mish -maw ', hearing ).

rust and tarnish, required to be constantly kept

bright (Wisd. 7:26 ; Ecclus. 12:11 ). This was Arabian tribe (Gen. 25:14 ; 1 Chron . 1:30) , B. C.
1. The fifth son of Ishmael, and head of an

done by means of pounded pumice-stone, rubbed about 1800.

on with a sponge, which was generally suspended

from the mirror. The obscure image produced by and father ofHamuel ( i Chron . 4:25 , 26), B. C.
2. The son of Mibsam, of the tribe of Simeon,

a tarnished or imperfect mirror appears to be

alluded to in 1 Cor. 13:12 (Smith, Bib . Dict.). See
perhaps about 1300.

GLASS. MISHMAN'NAH (Heb. 17922win , mish-man

MISCHIEF, the rendering of several Hebrew naw ', fatness), one of the twelve Gadite warriors

words and one Greek word .
who joined David in the wilderness of Adullam

1. Au -sone" (Heb. jiop) , meaning hurt, harm ( 1 Chron. 12:10), B. C. before 1000.

(Gen. 42 :4, 38 ; Exod. 21:22, 23 ; 32:12, 22).
MISH'RAITES (Heb .77.9.7, hum-mish

2. Aw '- ven (Heb. 7.78, perhaps panting),to exert raw -ee', only in 1 Chron. 2:53), the fourth of the

four families of Kirjath -jearim . It is usual to
oneself in vain, and applied to idolatry, injustice,

wickedness, etc. (Psa. 55:10 ; 62: 3 ; Ezek. 11 : 2) .

assume that Kirjath -jearim , whose father was

Shobal ( v. 52 ), was the city of that name, and that

3. Aw -mawl" (Heb. 52ay, toil, i. e., wearing ef. thefour families were its colonies. This is quite
fort), worry of body or mind, or wrongdoing as probable, but not certain. Sometimes the name

resulting in trouble (Psa . 7:14, 16 ; 94:20 ; Prov. of a person is the same with that of a place.

24 : 2 ; Isa. 59 :4). Thus Ephrath in Gen. 35:16, 19 , is the nameof a

4. Rah (Fleb. " ?,bad,evil), adversity, affliction, place,while here in 1 Chron .2:19 it is the name of
Caleb's second wife . In 1 Chron . 2:42, 43 the fa

sorrow , etc. ( Exod . 32:12, 22 ; 1 Sam . 23 : 3 , etc.). miliar nameHebron is used as the name of a per

5. Hrad -ce-oorg-ee'-a (Gr. Þasvovpria, ease in son , as also Haran in v. 46. With us in a host of

doing), unscrupulousness , cunning (Acts 13:10, cases a place takes the name of a person, as

R. V. “ villainy ” ).
Washington, etc. , etc. Sometimes the relation is

MISERABLE. See Glossary.
less direct, as in Virginia and Florence . More

MISGAB (Heb. 27, mis-gawl ', height), “ the rarely it is reversed, as in the name of Boston
high fort, either simply appellative ( Jer.48:1) or, Corbett, the slayer of Booth. We have known

better, a surname of Kir Moab, the proud capital America used as a Christian name.

of Moab ” (Isa . 15 : 1 ) (see Orelli , Com ., on Jer.). " There is a Jewish tradition, embodied in the

Others think it may be the Mizpeh' of Moab Targum of Rabbi Joseph, that the families of

( 1 Sam. 23: 3), or a general name for the highlands Kirjath-jearim were the sons of Moses whom

of Moab ( Isa. 25:12, A. V. “ high fort ” ). Zipporah bare him , and that from them were de

MISH'AEL (Heb. borraza,mee-sharo-ale', who and Eshtao1 » (Smith, s.v. “ Puhites "). But it is
scended the disciples of the prophets of Zorah

is like God) ?
probable that the Mishraites, etc., were either

1. The first-named son of Uzziel (son ofKohath ), colonies, or, as we incline to think , leading fam

the uncle of Aaron (Exod. 6:22 ). When Nadab ilies of Kirjath -jearim , and that Shobal was called
and Abihu died Mishaeland his brother Elzaphan , its “ father,” as having founded or greatly im

at the command of Moses, removed their bodies proved it. This is the more probable since the

from the sanctuary (Lev. 10 :4, 5 ), B. C. 1209. statement is made of Shobal, as an entirely inde.

2. One of those who supported Ezra, on the left, I pendent fact, that he had sons" (1 Chron. 2:52),

)
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and the name of Kirjath -jearim is not among from Egypt, there went up (Exod. 12:38) " a mixed
them.-W. H. multitude,” who have not bitherto been identified .

MISʻPERETH (Heb. 07972, mis -peh -reth ), During their residence in Egypt marriages were
one of those who returned with Zerubbabel from naturally contracted between the Israelites and the

Babylon (Neh . 7 : 7), B. C. about 445. He is called natives. This hybrid race is evidently alluded to

by Rashi and Aben Ezra, and is most probably

MISREPHOTH -MA’IM ( Hleb.O2 nidaia, thatmixedmultitude, is ageneralterm,includ
to which reference made in .

mis-ref-onth 'mah '-yim , burning of waters), under- ing all those who were not of pure Israelite blood,

stood by the Greek translators " asa proper name, is evident ; more than this cannot be posiiively

though the rabbins and some Christian commen- asserted. In Exodus and Numbers it probably

tators render it in differentways, such as salt pits, denoted the miscellaneous hangers-on of the

smelting huts, or glass huts " ( K. and D.,Com .). It Hebrew camp, whether they were the issue of

is mentioned ( Josh. 11:8)as a place between Zidon spurious marriages with Egyptians, or were them

and the valley of Mizpeh, whither Joshua pursued selves Egyptians or belonging to other nations .

the allied Canaanites after the defeat of Jabin The same happened on the return from Babylon,

( comp. 13:6 ), probably a collection of springs, and in Neh. 13: 3 ( comp. 10:28) a slight clew is

called Ain Mesherfi, near the northern border of given by which the meaning of the “ mixed mul
Canaan, opposite Mount Lebanon. titude ” may be more definitely ascertained. Ac

MIST (Heb . 78, ade, Gen. 2 : 6), a rising vapor, cording to Deut. 29:10 they seem to bave occu

fog, or cloud,which again distills upon the ground pied a very low position among the Israelites, and
to have furnished them with hewers of wood and

(Job 36:27 ).
drawers of water. See MINGLED PEOPLE .

MITE , a very small coin . See METROLOGY, IV.

MIZʻPAH (Heb. , mits-paw ',
watch

MITH'CAH (Heb. 77 ????, mith -kaw ', sweetness),
femininethe twenty-ninth station of the Israelites in the tower ), or MIZ PEH (78??, mits-peh ',

desert, mentioned between Tarah and Hashmonah of above), the name of several places.

(Num . 33:28 , 29), perhaps at the intersection of 1. The heap of stones raised by Jacob as a

Wady el -Ghamr and Wady el-Jerafeh (McC. and S. , witness of the covenant made by him and Laban

Cyc., s. v .). (Gen. 31:49) . Laban called it, in the language of

MITH'NITE (Heb. ??? , milh -nee ), the des- Aram, Jegarsahadutha, and Jacob called itGaleed ,
in the language of Canaan . Both names have the

ignation of Joshaphat, one of David's guard in the

catalogue of 1 Chron. 11:43 .
same meaning, “ the cairn of testimony.” Jacob

and Laban made a covenant not to pass beyond

MITH'REDATH (Heb. 07 ?????, mith -red. Mizpah to the hurt of the other. The place was

awth', given by Mithras) . in Gilead, east of Jordan, and in later times was

1. The treasurer of Cyrus, king of Persia, to known from afar byits mizpah, or “ watch tower,"

whom the king gave the vessels of the temple, to whose garrison kept watch upon the Aramæan

be by him transferred to the hands of Sheshbaz tribes of the Hauran.

zar, the prince of Judah (Ezra 1 :8 ), B, C. 536. 2. Another place east of Jordan, called Mizpah

2. A Persian officer, stationed in Samaria, who of Gilead (A. V. “ Mizpeh ” ), where JEPHTHAN

joined in writing a letter to Artaxerxes in opposi. (q . v. ) lived ( Judg. 11:34), and where the Israelites

tion to the Jews (Ezra 4 : 7 ) , B. C. 522 . assembled under him against the Ammonites

MITER , the rendering of two Hebrew words : ( 10:17 ; 11:11 ). It is probably the same with the

1. Mils -neh' -feth ( O ????, tiara, Exod. 28:4, 37,
Ramath -Mizpeh of Gad (Josh . 13:26).

39 ; 29 : 6 , etc. ), the turban or headdress of the high district in Gilead inhabited by Hivites, “ thecoun.
3. “ The land of Mizpeh ” (Josh, 11 : 3) was a

priest. try below Hasbeya, between Nahr Haskbany on

2. Tsaw -neef' (92 *, headdress, Zech. 3 : 5 only), the east, and Merj Ayûn on the west, with the

elsewhere rendered " diadem ” (Job 29:14 ), " hood " . village of Mutelleń or Mtelleh, at present inhab.

(Isa. 3:23). See Priest, DRESS OF. ited by Druses, which stands upon a hill more

MITYLENE (Gr. Mirvhijvn, mit-oo -lay’-nay), than two hundred feet high, and from which there
the chief city on the island of Lesbos,' in the is a splendid prospect over the Huleh basin . It
Ægean Sea, between Chios and Assos, famous for is from thisthat it has derived its name (see Rob

riches and literary character, and had the privi. inson, Bib. Res., p. 272).

leges of a free city. Sappho, Alcæus, Pittacus,
4. A city of Benjamin, named in the list of the

and Theophrastus were natives of Mitylene. Paul allotment between Beeroth and Chephirah, and in

touched there overnight ( Acts 20:14 , 15). The apparent proximity to Ramah and Gibeon (Josh.
name was given to the entire island . ' It is now 18:26, A. V. “ Mizpeh " ). Its connection with the

called Metelin, and is under Turkish rule . See two last-named towns is also implied in the later

PAUL.
history ( 1 Kings 15:22 ; 2 Chron . 16 :6 ; Neh . 3 : 7) .

MIXED MARRIAGES, i . e. , between Jews

It was one of the places fortified by Asa against

and Gentiles, were strictly prohibited by the Mo- the incursions of the kings of northern Israel

saic law. See MARRIAGE, 2 ( 1 ) .

( 1 Kings 15:22 ; 2 Chron. 16: 6 ; Jer. 41 : 9 ) ;

and after the destruction of Jerusalem it became

MIXED MULTITUDE (Heb. , ay '-reb, the residence of thesuperintendent appointed by

mixture). With the Israelites who journeyed from the king of Babylon (Jer. 40:7, etc.), andwas in.

Rameses to Succoth, the first stage of the Exodus habited afterthecaptivity (Neh. 3: 7, 18, 19). Dr.

>

:

9

.
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Robinson ( Researches, ii, p . 139, sq .) supposes it of which Pathros is a part, and in Ezekiel the use

to be the present Neby Samvil ( i. e ., prophet of the two names may be a poetic variation. So

Samuel), an hour and a quarter E. of Kureyet Robinson's Gesenius. Some, with Gesenius's 12th

Enab (Kirjath -jearim ), two hours N. of Jerusalem . German edition, think the ending of Mizraim local

5. A city of Judah "(Josh. 15:38), in the district instead of dual. The singular iso, maw -tsore ',
of the Shefelah, or maritime lowland . Van de

Velde suggests its identity with the present Tell is found only in 2 Kings 19:24 ; Isa. 19 : 6 ; 37:25 :

Es - Safiyeh — the Blanchegarde of the Crusaders. Mic. 7 : 6 A. V. “ besieged ,” “ defense.”

6. A town of Moab to which David removed bis The names of Mizraim and the descendants of

parents when threatened by Saul ( 1 Sam . 22 : 3). Mizraim in Gen. 10:13 , 14 and 1 Chron. 1:11 , 12

It probably was a mountain fastness on the high appear to be all names of nations rather than of

land which bounded the Arboth -Moab, east of the individuals, and they include far more than Egypt

Dead Sea, and which could be easily reached from • Mizraim , therefore, like Cush , and perhaps Ham ,

Bethlehem by crossing the Jordan near its en- geographically represents a center whence colonies

trance into the Dead Sea. went forth in the remotest period of postdiluvian

history .” “ We re.

gard the distribution

of the Mizraites as

showing that their

colonies were but a

part of the great mi.

gration that gave the

Cushites the

mand of the Indian

Ocean, and which ex

plains the affinity

the Egyptian monu
ments show us be

tween the pre-Hel

lenic Cretans and

Carians (the latter no

Mizpeh.
doubt the Seleges of

the Greek writers)

MIZ PAR (Heb. 27, mis -pawr', number, and the Philistines ” (Smith, “ Mizraim ” ).— W.H .

Ezra 2: 2). See MISPERETH. MIZʻZAH (Heb. 1777?, miz-zaw ', fear ), the

MIZ PEH . See MI2PAH. fourth and last of the sons of Reuel, the son of

MIZRAIM (Heb. 6733 ?, mits- rah' -yim ). In Esau by Bathshemath (Gen.36:13; 1 Chron. 1:37),

Gen. 10 :6, 13, 14 and 1 Chron . 1 : 8 , 11 , 12 , Miz- and a petty Edomite chieftain (Gen. 36:17).

raim is the second son of Ham and the father of MNA'SON (Gr. Mváowv, mnah'-sohn, perhaps

" Ludim , and Anamim, and Lehabim , and Naph. reminding ), a Christian with whom Paul lodged

tubim , and Pathrusim, and Casluhim (out of whom the last time he was in Jerusalem (Acts 21:16),

came Philistim), and Caphtorim .” But elsewhere A. D. 60. He was a native of Cyprus, and may

???? is the standing name of Egypt, in which have been acquainted with Barnabas, whowas a

Cyprian (4:36) .
sense it occurs nearly eighty -seven times, the only

MO’AB (Heb. 5xiza, mo-awb', from father),
exception being that in 1 Sam . 30:13 “a young

man of Egypt” is , in Hebrew, a young man an the name of the son whom Lot's eldest daughter

Egyptian ” (????? ? ). As " Midian ” is used for bore to liim after the destruction of Sodon , and

founder of the Moabites (Gen, 19 : 30–37), B. C.
the Midianites, so is Egypt ( ????) everywhere about 2200. See SUPPLEMENT.

used for the Egyptians, except that ?????) is MO'ABITE, MO'ABITES (Heb. "Niza,

used in Gen. 12:12 , 14 and twice in 43:32,while a mo-aw -bee '; bizřiza, mo-aw -beem '), descendants

third time in the same verse 57779 is used ; of the elder of Lot's two surviving daughters, as

also we have ???? ) in Deut. 26 : 6, Josh . 24 : 7 , Ammon of the younger. The starting point of

and in Ezra 9:
17.7, " the Egyptian ,” in anal- both was in the vicinity of Zoar. Thence the

ogy with the surrounding names .
roving Ammonites went to the northeast (see

It is very generally believed that Mizraim remained near their ancestral home, displacing the
AMMONITES ), while the more peaceful Moabites

( ?) is a dual form, properly and originally Emim (Deut. 2:10, 11; comp. Gen. 14 :5).

signifying the two Egypts, upper and lower. In 1. Territory. According to Smith (s. v .

Isa . 11:11 the origin is left out of view, the name “ Moab " ), the territory of Moab at its greatest ex.

no doubt being mostly used for that part of Egypt tent included three parts : ( 1 ) The “ field of Moab ”

which was nearest and most familiar, and Miz- |( $ 132-17 , Ruth 1 : 1 , 2), a tract inclosed by nat
raim is lower Egypt in distinction from Pathros ural fortifications; on the north by the chasm of

faizņe), which is upper Egypt. The same may the Arnon , on the west by the cliffs which rise al.

be the case in Jer. 44 : 1 , 15 ; Ezek . 29:14 ; 30:14 ; most perpendicularly from the shore of the Dead

but in Jeremiah Egypt may possibly be the whole / Sea , on the south and east by a semicircle of hills

2
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Lot.

which opens only for the Arnon and another aggressive attitude assumed by Sihon, king of the
Dead Sea torrent. (2) The “ land of Moab " Ammonites. Moses could, therefore, truthfully

(axira y ), the more open country from the makeuseof thepacificconduct of those nations

Arnon north to the hills of Gilead. (3) Theso; could Jephthah in his dealings with the childrenin his message to Sihon (Deut. 2 :26–29 ); and so

called “ plains of Moab "
of Ammon (Judg. 11 : 15–27) .

( iza niz?, Num. 22 : 1 ) , The peaceful character and rich possessions of

“ the sunk ” district in the Moab may account for the terror of Balak at the

tropical depths of the Jordan approach of the Israelites and for the special

valley . Before the arrival of means which he took to guard against them . In

Israel, Sihon , king of the Am- stead of flying to arms, like Sihon, he first con

orites, had taken from “ the sults with the elders of Midian. Moab and Midian

former king of Moab ,” very were kin by virtue of their common descent from

possibly Zippor, the father of Terah, thus (Gen. 11:27 ; 19:37 ; 25 : 2) :

Balak (Num. 22 : 2), all the land
Hebron even unto Arnon (Num .

21:26). Thus Moab

penned up in the closely
Keturah = Abraham .

fenced “field of Moab " above mentioned .
Haran ,

!

Coming up from Egypt the Israelites approached Midian ,

Moab through the desert “ facing Moab,” outside

the bordering circle of hills on the southeast .
Daughter.

They were forbidden to molest the Moabites in

the enjoyment of the land which they had taken Moab .

from the Emim (Deut. 2:9–11). They therefore

applied for permission to pass through the terri- And perhaps the tradition in Targum (Pseudo

tory of Moab, and being refused, they went round Jonathan on Num . 22 :4 ) that up to this time Moab
its borders. and Midian had been one nation , with kings alter

2. Moab and Israel. (1 ) Refuses passage. nately taken from Midian and Moab, and that

From Deut. 2:29 it would appear at first sight that Balak was a Midianite,may have at its foundation

both Moab and Edom granted the request of Israel a real fact.

to be allowed to pass through their territory,
The result of the conference was that the two

while Num . 20: 18-21 and Deut. 23 :4 seem to show nations united in sending for Balaam . If we are

that both Moab and Edom utterly refused . But right in understanding Mic. 6: 5–7 as a quotation
more careful reading removes the difficulty and from Balaam it would almost seem that Balak in

gives us a clear idea of the whole transaction . his desperation contemplated a sacrifice like that

Israel's request in Num . 20:17 is to be allowed to made by a later king of Moab (2 Kings 3:26), and

cross the territory of Edom by the royal highway. that he was restrained by Balaam in words of re.

This the martial Edomites refused, with a display markable depth and truth which have been com

of force, standing on their national dignity and pared with those of our Lord (Matt. 9:13 ; 12: 7 ;

declining to show any hospitality for relationship's comp. Hos. 6 :6) .

sake. From Jephthal's statement in Judg. 11:17
“ It is remarkable that Moses should have taken

it appears that the more timorous Moabites took his view of the promised land from a Moabite

the same course . But it nowhere appears that sanctuary, and been buried in the land of Moab.

they showed any further signs of hostility. Indeed It is singular, too, that his resting place is marked

Jephthah (Judg. 11:25, 26) makes the special in the Hebrew records only by its proximity to the

point that Moab did not fight against Israel while sanctuary of that deity to whom in his lifetime he

they were neighbors for three hundred years. had been such an enemy” (Smith). “ He buried

Deut. 23 :4 , 7 makes no complaiut of hostility on the him in a valley of Moab over against Beth -Peor,"

part of either Edom or Moab, but only of want of i. e . , the abode of Baal-Peor (Deut. 34 :6 ; comp.

hospitality on the part of Moab and Ammon, and Psa . 106 :28 ).

the hiring of Balaam to curse Israel . There is not (2) Exclusion of Moab. The exclusion of

the slightest hint that either nation made any at. Moabites (and Ammonites) from the congregation

tempt to hinder the Israelites from passing along of the Lord to the tenth generation was not on

the edge of its territory, trading with the people account of any active hostility, but, as is expressly

as they are said to have done in Deut. 2:29 . For said (Deut. 23:4 ), on account of their want of bos

in “ Thou shalt not pass by me ” in Num . 20:18 , pitality and of the hiring of Balaam , and we may

“ by " must be taken in thesense of " by way of ” well believe that the ingenuity which made the

(“ via"). The Hebrew is byn 85, and the daughters of Moab the means of enticing the

R. V. has “ Thou shalt not pass through me.” So made the exclusion of Moab more rigorous. The
Israelites into drawing the curse upon themselves,

far from being hostile , theMoabites were only too principal share in the transaction seems, however,

friendly, sending their daughters to cultivate to have belonged to Midian (q. v.). Indeed Moab
friendly relations with the Israelites, and then to is named in connection with the affair only in

entice them to their idolatrous services. For in
Num . 25 : 1 . See MARRIAGES, 2 ( 1 ) .

Num. 25 :2 “ they called ” is feminine (778777), re- The defeat of Midian in the field of Moab by ·

ferring to the daughters. Thus the conduct of the Edomite Hadad is sometimes understood to

Moab and Edom stood in strong contrast with the refer to a war between Moab and Midian ;
but it

C
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looks rather like a defeat of the allied Midianites 3. Prophecies. Isaiah, in his “ Burden of

and Moabites by Edom. This accords well with Moab ” (chaps . 15, 16 ; comp. 25:10 ), predicts, in

what is otherwise known of the martial character high -wrought poetic lamentation, the fall of Moab

of Edom and the unwarlike disposition of Moab from his high estate, and his reduction to a small

and Midian ( see above, and also MIDIAN, especially and feeble remnant (16:14). Jeremiah, in his forty

eighth chapter, one hundred and forty years later

(3) Time of judges. After the conquest Moab (600 B. C.) echoes the lament of the older prophet,

once oppressed Israel for eighteen years ; but as whose prophecy he had no doubt read, and gives

if recognizing the general unmilitary character of Moab å gleam of hope at the last (Jer. 48:47).

Moab, the text significantly says, “ The Lord These prophecies refer naturally to injuries to be

strengthened Eglon, the king of Moab, against inflicted by Assyria and Babylon. But they are

Israel, ... and he gathered unto him the children especially interesting from their allusions, which

of Ammon and Amalek, and went out and smote show clearly the condition of Moab. “ The nation

Israel,” etc. ( Judg. 3:12, 13). appears in them as liigh -spirited, wealthy, popu.

( 4 ) Time of the kingdom . Of Saul we read lous, and even to a certain extent civilized, enjoy
simply that he fought against Moab ( 1 Sam. 14:47) . ing a wide reputation and popularity. . . In his

But the early relations of Moab and Israel seem cities we discern a ' great multitude of people,'

on the whole to have been friendly, as shown by living in ' glory,' and in the enjoyment of great

the Book of Ruth. Ruth brought a Moabite ele treasure.' Outside the towns lie the 'plen

ment into the line of David, and hence, on the tiful fields,' luxuriant as the renowned Carmel

human side, into the ancestry of our Saviour. the vineyards and gardens of summer fruits ;'

Thus David, when pressed by Saul, intrusted his the harvest is being reaped and the ‘hay stored in

father and mother to the keeping of the king of abundance,' the land resounds with the

Moab. But twenty years or more afterward,from clamor of the vintagers. These characteristics

some cause unknown to us, he treated the Moabites contrast very favorably with any traits recorded

with great rigor (2 Sam . 8 : 2 ), and their spoil, with of Ammon , Edom , Midian , Amalek, the Philis

that of other nations, went to swell the treasure tines or the Canaanite tribes .” Since the de

amassed for the temple. The Moabites became scriptions of Isaiah and Jeremiah agree, they

tributary ; and when we again hear of them they seem to represent the nation as permanently

are acting for Solomon the same part which they flourishing.

had acted for the Israelites in Balaam's time, In Josialı's time Zephaniah threatens Moab and

sending their daughters to lead him astray. Ammon with vengeance for their reviling words

In the days of Ahab they still paid a tribute against Israel, but mentions no act of hostility.

which shows both the severity of Israel's yoke In 2 Kings 24 : 2 we find marauding bands of

and the resources of the country ( 2 Kings 3 :4 , 5 ). Moabites and Ammonites along with Syrians and

On the death of Ahab they revolted. According Chaldeesharassing Judah in the timeofJehoiakim .

to the chronology of our English Bible (2 Chron . Jeremiah (27 : 3) warned Edom , Moab, Ammon ,

20 : 1 , sq . ), their first step was to collect an army of Tyre, and Sidon as he warned Judah, not to resist

Moabites, Ammonites, and others, including Edom- Nebuchadnezzar, into whose hand God had deliv

ites (vers. 10, 23), and attack Judah, then ruledered those countries for the time, but to serve

by Jehoshaphat. Judah met them with prayer him and remain in their lands. It is to be pre

and praise. By divine interposition , dissension sumed that they profited by his advice, since it

broke out in the camp of the invaders, the Moab appears from Jer. 40:11 that these countries had

ites and Ammonites first slaughtering the Edom- been a refuge to many of the Jews when the

ites and then each other, so that nothing was left storm finally broke.

for Israel but to gather the spoil. 4. After the Captivity. Sanballat, who
The consequence was a counter-invasion of in Nehemiah's time was associated with Tobiah

Moab by Israel , eager to humble and perhaps re- the Ammonite and Geshem the Arabian against

gain a revolted province ; Judah , ready to strike the Jews (Neh. 2:10, 19, etc.), was a Horonite.

down a dangerous enemy, and Edom , mindful of If this nameis derived from Horonaim , Sanballat

the trap into which he had been led. This se- was a Moabite, as he is quite often regarded. If

quence of events shows how Edom came to act from Beth -horon, he was probably a Samaritan.

with Israel and Judah for once , and it explains See Horonite.

the otherwise unaccountable and inexcusable se. In Judith, shortly after the captivity (4 : 3 ),

verity with which Moab was treated when the Moab and Ammon occupy their ancient seats.

victory was won. The story is told in 2 Kings The Maccabees do not mention Moab or any towns

3 : 6-27. south of the Arnon. In the time of Josephus

Moab for a time must have been greatly re- (Ant., i , 11 , $ 5) the Moabites were “ even still a

duced in power, so that nearly sixty years later great nation." The name remained to the time

we find predatory bands of Moabites as of Arabs of Eusebius ( A. D. about 380), and at the time of

(2 Kings 13:20). But later, in the days of Isaiah , the Council of Jerusalem , A. D. 536, it formed

about the time of the death of Ahaz, " Moab has the see of a bishop, under the name of Charak

regained all and more than all of his former pros. Moba (Smith ).

perity, and has besides extended himself over the 5. Language and Worship. The language

district which he originally occupied in the youth of Moab was merely “transjordanic Hebrew "

of the nation, and which was left vacant by the (Gesenius, Heb . Gr., § 49, iv, p. 125), differing

removal of Reuben to Assyria ” by Tiglath-pileser from biblical Hebrew only in some comparatively

(2 Kings 18:11 ; 1 Chron. 6:26)..!!!! trilling details.
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The national deity of the Moabites was Chemosh then was a stone was lying, at Dhiban, the ancient

(wiz?, mentioned only in Num . 21:29 ; Judg. 11 : Dibon, which was inscribed with old characters.

24 ; 1 Kings 11 : 7 , 33 ; 2 Kings 23:13 ; Jer.48:7, on examining it he found that it was a stele of

13, 46) , about which various conjectures have black basalt, rounded at the top and measuring

been formed , but nothing is really known .
He nearly four feet in length and two in width . It

has been identified with the fire god Molech was covered with thirty-four lines of an inscrip

(W. A. Wright, M.A. , in Smith, s. v. " Moab ; Mr. Klein had little idea of the importance of the
tion in the letters of the Phænician alphabet.

with Baal-peor (Jerome, Com ., on Isa . 15 : 2 ; with
Baal-zebub“ on etymologicalgrounds;" withMars, discovery he had made, and contented himself

or the war god, " on similar grounds ” (Gese with noting down a few wordsand compiling an

nius, Thesaurus); with Saturn (Beyer, ad Selden, Salem heinformed the Prussian consulateof the

alphabet out of the rest. On his return to Jeru.

p. 323),nsthe star of ill omen, Chemosh having discovery, and measures were at once taken to
been worshiped, according to a Jewish tradition,

under the form of a black star. But no root
secure the stone .

In the spring of the following year M. Cler
972 appears in use, and the Bible nowhere givesany hint as to the character of Chemosh orof his mont-Gannean, the dragoman of the French con

worship.-W. H.
sulate, heard that the stone was still lying at

Dhiban with its inscribed face exposed to the

MO’ABITE STONE. One of the oldestme weather, and he determined to get possession of

morials of alphabetic writing is the famous Mo- it for France. Natives wereaccordingly sent to
take squeezes of the inscription and to offer a
large sum of money for the monument. The

natives quarreled in the presence of the Arabs,

Gwy.yytrxwymwelyotiy boylny z3715497
and it was with some difficulty that a half-dried

91.96499.w myyfl***xuy97.Wo# Y1294444.za squeeze was carried off safely by Selim el-Oari,

yointyworya.24 17.54t.y YGWA.6ywzywa.zyou
M. Clermont-Ganneau's agent, and delivered to the

99 whyy 77 ** 77944477 44 .* + Yy0zy( + qwaylw ;?
French consulate. It is upon this squeeze, which

is now preserved in the Louvre, that we are

AV¥ 3,491949x¥ 420K397 97* 21999 JCHRYIAH largely dependent for our knowledge of the

oxk2qyowaaying Gostot GFAWZYLAXIIYAG KATY contents of the text. The largeness of the sums

xw.yogatay 379.4WZ7.4444 offered and the rival bidding of the two European

HY 199.wo48 you.Cogxkyykykny79.whyyag consulates naturally aroused in the minds of both

Garygayong Long :12949 ; .07.w * y\\x747** Moabite and Turkish officials an exaggerated idea

A.Cyx419a +Yazh +Y499.HCFYI х 444w of its mercantile value. The governor of Nablus

**ww.gw # Y19 +7cmyy 6 * 29.18 accordingly demanded the splendid prize for him .
* .** Y.y9w.w4.x * a9ğw * \\ * 2499.nyy.z4769 self, and the Arabs, rather than lose it for noth

1644W 7.601194.x *.JH #ycowingy 26Ay Yıx4#
ing, lighted a fire under it, poured cold water over

4.719476.00-19Hw70996.74 yHXC# 1766769.961
it, and so shivered it into fragments. The pieces

3764.Xogw.aby aty .

were distributed among different families and

wwyHaky Waha.wyy.qxwob.zy.
placed in their granaries, in order to act as charms

99.64qwaybyyow nyy 1996.74

in protecting the corn from blight. A consider.

YaYa223
able number of fragments have since been recov.

guywayy gwajZyIZSAYHX533.7.9WZY.kaz

192H *Y.RA29.7kw #417 wyry.w & gx4 78*49.H94

ered , but without the squeeze which was taken

while the stone was intact, it would have been

1789.740197.* y 19199.z* 79.9Y +1 y 9 20.60 x impossible to fit many of them together, while for

**19 * 6 A7 Axysyyty.Azyow 7x79 yyt YI. the missing portions of the text it is our only

19957W* 1.7 +6y :2xwoyy trytyxg.zx99Xy authority.

wo.yoay6.97 KY98489.197.9999.66.999149 The work of restoration and interpretation was

1449.949|p6xx9 yya zx9x7y + Y12x79999.04 ably performed by Clermont-Ganneau, by way of

97449.xyzxwoyyfyg0q2×79.2y+1644wE amends for the overhasty zeal which brought
2024 A297x49.yy414184 äzyxyg.x9,2xygg about the destruction of the monument. The

by.yy frixonyway.7974.67.7 %.yw yM.YA 26.0 latest and best edition of the text, however, is

YAYYKY124 & 7.607xg & Zqw # 29 P9.x *

that which was published in 1886 by the two

*** # way.youlog.xay 19xCJAxgy
German professors, Smend and Socin , after weeks

ar gas.gwz.gy4Y HY12947
of study of the squeeze preserved in the Louvre.

#Y4Y4YH9 Y Mx61.5 why.26.Ang
The inscription on this stone in a remarkable

boyzy zgway.

degree supplements and corroborates the history

* 919

of King Mesha recorded in 2 Kings 3 :4–27. It

affordsevidence of the knowledge of alphabetic

writing in the lands of the Jordan. “ The art of

abite stone, erected by Mesha, king of Moab, in writing and reading can have been no new thing.

record of his successful revolt from Israel and in As soon as Mesha has shaken off the yoke of the

honor of his god CHEMOSHI ( q . v . ) , to whom his foreigner, he erects an inscribed monument in

successes are ascribed .It is thought to have commemoration of his victories .... It is the first

been set up B. C. 900. The stone was discovered and most natural thing for him to do, and it is

in 1868 by a German missionary, the Rev. F. taken for granted that the record will have nu

Klein . He was on a visit to Moab, and was in merous readers. ... Moreover, the forms of the

formed by an Arab sheik that close to where he letters as they appear on the Moabite Stone show

1
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that alphabetic writing must have been long prac- 7. Saw-khak (Heb. Pri), derision, laugh at

ticed in the kingdom of Mesha. They are forms (Lam . 1:27).

which presuppose a long acquaintance with the

art of engraving inscriptions upon stones, and are with (Matt. 2:16 ; 20:19 ; 27:29; Luke 18:32;8. Emp-ahced -zo (Gr, šunaitw ), to play, to trifle

23 ;far removed from the forms out of which they
11 , 36).

must have developed. Then, again , the language

9. Khlyoo -ad'-zo (Gr. Xhevágva ), to throw out theof the inscription is noteworthy. Between it and

Hebrew the differences are few and slight. It is
lip (Acts 17:32).

a proof that the Moabites were akin to the Israel
MODERATION ( Gr. ĚTLELKÝS, ep -ee -i-kace',

ites in language as well as in race, and that like gentleness, fairness, Phil. 4 :5); rendered“ patient
their kinsfolk they had adopted the ancient ' lan. ( 1 Tim. 3: 3 ); “ gentle "
guage of . Canaan . The likeness between the lan (Tit. 3:2 ; 1 Pet. 2:18) .

guages of Moab and of Israel extends beyond the MOL'ADAH (Heb.

mere idioms of grammar and syntax. It is a like
77212 , mo-law -daw ',

ness which exists also in thought " (Sayce, Higher
birth), a town in theCrit, and the Mon., p. 364, sq. ).

southern part of Ju.
MOʻABITESS (Heb. " 78733, mo-aw-bee', fem

dah, probably about
twenty miles S. of

Hebron, named in con

nection with Kedesh

and Beersheba ( Josh .

15 : 21-26). It was af.

terward assigned to

Simeon ( 19: 2 ; 1 Chron .

4:28), and was occu

pied after the exile

(Neh. 11:26). Later it

called Dalada

(Gr. Málasa ), an Idu

mæan fortress (Jose

phus, Ant., xviii, 6 , 2 ),

which Eusebius and

Jerome located about

twenty Roman miles

S. of Hebron .

MOLE. See An.

IMAL KINGDOM.

MOLECH. See

Gods, FALSE.

MO'LID (Heb .

773iza, mo-leed ', beget.

Money Changer. ter ), the son of Abishur

by his wife Abihail,

inine of Moabite), a Moabitish woman (Ruth 1 : 22 ; and descendant of Jerahmeel (1 Chron . 2:29).

2 : 2, 21 ; 4 : 5, 19 ; 2 Chron . 24:26 ). MOLOCH. See Gods, False.
MOADI'AH (Neh. 12:17 ). See MAADIAH. MOLTEN IMAGE. See Calf, IMAGE.

MOCK, MOCKING, the renderings of several MOLTEN SEA. See LAVER.

Hebrew and Greek words, with a variety of mean . MOMENT (Heb. ya?, reh'-gah, wink, Num.

ings:
16:21 , 45 ; Job 20 : 5 ; Psa . 30 : 5 , etc.; Gr. årouos,

1. Haw-thal ' ( Heb. 2017), to deceive ( Judg. 16 : at'-om -os,' indivisible
, 1 Cor. 15:52 ; Tapappvéw,

10, 15 ; Job 13 : 9). par-ar -hroo -el '-o, to floro bu, 2 Cor. 4:17 ; oriyun,

2. Loots (Heb. 79); Gr. yukenpićw, mook-tay- slig-may',a point, Luke 4:5),an instant, the small
est interval of time (q . v . ) .

rid'zo ), to make faces, to lurn up the nose at any

one ( Prov. 14 :9 ; 20 : 1 ; Gal. 6 : 7 ). MONEY. See METROLOGY, IV.

3. Law-ag' ( Heb. 13), to speak as if in imita MONEY CHANGER (Gr. kohavßlotis, kol

loo-bis -tace ', a coin dealer ; kepuaTiotús, ker-mat
tion of a foreigner, or of one speaking with hesi- is -tace', money broker, from Képua, ker '-mah, a

tation ( 2 Chron. 30:10; Job 21 : 3 ; Prov. 1:26) . small coin ).

4. Aw -lal ( Heb. 55 "), to indulge oneself in 1. Bankers who sat in the Court of the Gen

vexing, abusing another (Num . 22:29 ; Jer. 38:19 ) . tiles (or in its porch ), and for a fixed discount

5. Tsaw -khak ' (Heb. PO¥) , to play with, to jest changed all foreign coins into those of the sane.

(Gen. 19:14 ), with females, to toy, caress (Gen. 39: tuary. Every Israelite, rich or poor, who had
reached the age of twenty, was obliged to pay into

14, 17).

6. Kaw -las" (Heb. 0577), to laugh ir. deprecia- bered, a half shekel as an offering to Jehovah
the sacred treasury , whenever the nation was num.

tion ( 1 Kings 18:27 ; 2 Kings 2:23 ; Ezek. 22 : 5 ) . (Exod. 30 : 13-15) . This tribute must in every case

(49 ) 753
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be paid in the exact Hebrew half shekel The ence, if by the “ we understand the great

money changers made a fixed charge of about one religious festivals of the Jews, as is particularly

and a half pence, English money). This charge stated in Psa. 104: 19,and more at length in Ecclus.

must have brought in a large revenue, since not 43 :6, 7. Besides this it had its special office in

only many native Palestinians might come without the distribution of light; it was appointed “ to

the statutory coin , but a vast number of foreign rule over the night, " as the sun over the day, and

Jews presented themselves on such occasions in thus the appearance of the two founts of light

the temple. Some have estimated the bankers' served “ to divide between the day and between

profits at from forty thousand to forty -five thou- the night.” The inferiority of its light is occa

sand dollars. In addition to the tribute, money sionally noticed ,as in Gen. 1:16, in Cant. 6:10, and

would be needed for other purposes. A great deal in Isa . 30:26 . The worship of the moon was ex.

was bought within the temple area that was need- tensively practiced by the nations of the East and

ful for the feast, in the way of sacrifices andtheir under a variety of aspects. In Egypt it was hon

adjuncts , and for purification ; and it would be ored under the form of Isis, and was one of the

better to get the right money from the authorized only two deities which commanded the reverence

changers than have disputes with the dealers. of all the Egyptians. In Syria it was represented

Through their hands would pass the immense vo- by that one of the Ashtaroth surnamed “ Kar

tire offerings of foreign Jews or of proselytes to naim ," from the horns of the crescent moon by

the temple ; indeed, they probably transacted all which she was distinguished. There are indica.

business matters connected with the sanctuary. tions of a very early introduction into the countries

2. The Greek Tpatebitns (trap -ed -zee'-lace, Matt. adjacent to Palestine of a species of worship dis

25:27, A. V. “ exchangers " ) is a general term for tinct from any that we have hitherto noticed, viz. ,

a money changer, broker, banker; one who ex- of the direct homage of the heavenly bodies — sun,

changes money for a fee and pays interest on de- moon, and stars — which is the characteristic of
posits. The strong language and vigorous action of Sabianism. The first notice we have of this is in

Jesus (Matt. 21:12 ; Mark 11:15) may be accounted Job 31:26, 27, and it is observable that the warn .

for by the fact that avarice had taken up its abode ing of Moses (Deut. 4:19) is directed against this

in the temple to carry on its huckstering and nature-worship rather than against the form of

money -changing. moon -worship which the Israelites must have wit.

MONEY, LOVE OF (Gr. pihapyopía, fil-ar- nessed in Egypt. At a later period , however, the

goo-ree'-ah, 1 Tim. 6:10), avarice or covetousness worship of the moon in its grosser form of idol

( q . v.).
worship was introduced from Syria, probably

MONEY, PIECE OF (Gen. 33:19 ; Job 42:11 , through Chaldee influence. In 2 Kings 23:5 we

etc. ) . See METROLOGY, IV. read that Josiah put down those that burnt in.

MONSTERS (Heb. TDP , lan-neen', stretched cense to Baal, to the sun, and to the moon,” etc.

Manasseh appears to have been the great patron
out), supposed by some to meanthe sea serpent of this form of idolatry, for “ he worshiped all the

or other large marine animal. Others believe it hosts of heaven ” (2 Kings 21 : 3 , 5 ). From his

to be the jackal from its running with outstretched reign downto the captivity it continued to prevail

neck and body (Lam. 4 : 3, R. V. “ jackal” ). See among the Jews, with the exception of a brief
ANIMAL KINGDOM.

period under Josiah. Jeremiah has several refer

MONTH . See Time . ences to it (7:18 ; 8 :2 ; 44:17). In one of these

MONUMENTS (Heb. 775, so '-bek, copse), referencesthe prophet gives us a little insight
the incorrect rendering in Isa . 65 :4, for into the manner of worship accorded to the moon :

places,” as in the R. V. The expression “lodge in
“ The children gather wood, the fathers kindle the

the monuments,” better rendered “ spend the night fire, and the women knead the dough , to make

in secret places , " may refer to the inysteries cele cakes to the queen of heaven ” ( 7:18). These

brated in natural caves and artificial crypts.· G . cakes were probably intended as gifts, in acknowl.
Rawlinson (Monarchies, ii , 269) mentions the dis- edgment of a supposed influence exercised by the

covery of “ clay idols below the pavement of pal. moon on the affairs of the world, or, more special

ly, on the products of the soil .

MOON ( Heb. Ini, yaw -ray'-akh , paleness ; Scripture the moon is frequently noticed as pre
Figurative. In the figurative language of

? , leb -ar -naro', used poetically in Isa . 24:23 ; saging events of the greatest importance through

30:26 ; Gr. oehívn, sel-ay-nay). The terms which the temporary or permanent withdrawal of its light

were used to designate the moon contain no refer- ( Isa. 13:10 ; Joel 2:31 ; Matt. 24:29 ; Mark 13:24 ).

ence to its office or essential character ; they sim . It is also illustrative of the glory of Christ in the

ply describe it by the accidental quality of color- Church (Isa. 60:20 ); of the fairness of the Church

yaw -ray'-akh signifying " pale,” or “ yellow ," leb- ( Cant. 6:10); of coming judgments, becoming as

aw -naw ', " white.” The moon held an important blood (Rev. 6:12). In the passage, “ And there

place in the kingdom of nature, as known to the appeared a great wonder in heaven ; a woman

Hebrews. In the history of the creation (Gen. I : clothed with the sun , and the moon under her feet,

14-16) it appears simultaneously with the sun, and and upon her head a crown of twelve stars ” (Rev,

is described in terms which imply its independence 12: 1), the meaning seems to be that she is clothed

of that body so far as its light is concerned . Con with light from head to feet. The whole then be

jointly with the sun it was appointed “ for signs comes the figure of the Church enjoying the truth

and for seasons , and for days and years ; ” though of God.

in this respect it exercised a more important influ . MOON, NEW . See FESTIVALS, p. 386.

secret
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MORASTHITE MORNING

"

7

MOʻRASTHITE (Heb."munir ,mo-rash -tee'), Mordecai the Jew that sitteth at the king's gate .”

one sprung from Moresheth -Guth , and applied to the next day Haman was hanged on the gallows

Micah the prophet (Jer. 26:18 ; Mic. 1:1), to dis- that he had prepared for Mordecai (chaps. 6, 7).
tinguish him from the elder prophet Micah , the Mordecai was summoned into the royal presence,

son of Imlah (1 Kings 22: 8 , sq.),as well as from and was promoted to the position so recently held
others of the same name. by Haman (8 : 1 , 2, 15), “ and his fame went out

MORDECAI ( Heb. " 77 ?, mor -dek -ah'ee, throughout all the provinces ” (9:4). The first use

little iman ; or from Merodach, worshiper of Mars). counteractthe decree obtained by Haman,which
be made of his power was, as far as possible, to

1. Esther's Cousin . He was the son of Jair, could not be recalled, as the kings of Persia had

a descendant of Kish the Benjamite, and resided no power to rescind a decree once issued. The

at Shushan, the metropolis of Persia, at the time Jews were permitted to stand on their defense,

when Xerxes desired a successor to Queen Vashti, and so were preserved from destruction. The

and had under his care his adopted daughter, Ha- feast of Purim (see FESTIVALS, III ) was instituted

dasseh (Esther). Among the fairest damsels of inmemory of this deliverance, and is observed to

the land who were gathered at the palace was this day (9:20, sq . ). Mordecai is supposed to be

Esther, upon whom the king's choice fell. ( 1) Serv . the author of the Book of Esther, which contains

ice to the king. Mordecai sat in the king's gate the narrative.

in those days (that is, probably, held some office 2. A chief man among the Israelites who re

in or about the palace), and became aware of the turned from Babylon to Jerusalem with Zerubba

plot of two of the chamberlains against the life of bel (Ezra 2 : 2 ; Neh. 7 : 7 ), B. C. 536. Perhaps the

the king, which, through Esther, was made known sanie as the above.

to the monarch . While the conspirators were pun. MO’REH (Heb. -7.7iza, mo- reh ', teaching).

ished no reward seems to have been bestowed upon

Mordecai (Esth. 2 : 5, 23), B. C. about 478. ( 2) Jews 1. The “ plain of Moreh ” (Gen. 12: 6), to which

threatened . Some years after the king promoted Abraham camewhen he entered Canaan,where
Haman. Mordecai alone refused to manifest the the Lord appeared to him , and where he built an

altar.customary signs of homage to the royal favorite. The proper rendering of “ plain ” is oak

Some think his refusal to bow before řaman arose both in this passage and in Deut. 11:30, and is so
from religious scruples, as if such salutation as

rendered in the R. V, It is situated about one

was practiced in Persia were akin to idolatry; and a halfmiles from Shechem. It is thought by
others, as seems far more probable, that he re

some that Moreh was an early Canaanite, and the

fused, from a stern unwillingness as a Jew , to bow plain (or “ oaks " ) were named after him .
before an Amalekite . Haman's indignation was 2. The “ hill of Moreh ,” in the valley of Jezreel ,

aroused, and he determined upon revenge. Re- on the north side of the well of Harod, near which
membering the avowed enmity of the Israelites the Midianites were encamped when attacked by
against his people, he resolved upon their exter- Gideon (Judg. 7 : 1 ) ; probably the same as Little

Hermon .
mination , and obtained from the king a decree for

the slaughter of all the Jews in the empire. When MORESHETH -GATH (Heb. o munira,
Mordecai learned what had been done he “ rent mo-reh '-sheth gath, possession of Gath, i. e.,near by

his clothes, and put on sackcloth with ashes, and Gath), apparently the birthplace or residence of

went out into the midst of the city, and cried with the prophet Micah (Mic. 1:14),who was hence called

a loud and bitter cry.” Esther, having been in- Morasthite ( 1 : 1 ). Jerome ( Onomast) places it a

formed of this through her servants, sent Hatach, short distance east of Eleutheropolis, from which

one of the king's chamberlains, to learn the cause Dr. Robinson ( Researches, ii, p . 423) concludes
of Mordecai's grief. He sent word to the queen that it must have been near Mareshah .

of the decree of extermination against the Jews, MORI'AH (Heb. 777129, or -713, mo -ree
a 7777 .and an exhortation for her to interfere in behalf

“ The land of Moriah " is
of herself and people. Estherwas equal tothe yaro',seen of Jehovah ).
occasion , and, seizing a favorable opportunity, named (Gen. 22 : 2) as the place whither ABRAHAM

presented herself unbidden before Xerxes, and se: (q. v .) went to offer up Isaac. It is thought to be
cured his consent to come with Haman to a ban. I the same with “ Mount Moriah," one of the hills of

quet on the following day (3:1-5:8). (3) Exalta- Jerusalem on which Solomon built the temple, on

tion. That nightthemonarch could not sleep and thespot once occupied by the thrashing floor of
commanded the records to be read to him . . Prov. themselves believethatthe altar of burnt offeringsOrnan the Jebusite (2 Chron. 3 : 1 ) . The Jews

identially that part of them was read which re in the templestood upon the very site of the

ferredto the conspiracy frustrated by Mordecai. Saltaron which Abraham purposed to offer up his

In answerto his question , “ What honor and dig

nity hath been done to Mordecai for this ? ” the

king's attendants replied, “ Nothing.” He then MORNING (Heb. apa, bo '-ker, Gen. 1 :5, etc.;
asked, “ Who is in the court ? " and they said , Gr. apwia, pro -ee'-ah, Matt. 21:18), the early part

“Behold, Haman standeth in the court. The of the day after sunrise. See TIME.

king said, “ Let him come in ," and then asked him, Figurative. Morning is illustrative of a

“What shall be done unto the man whom the king nearby time, as “ the upright shall have dominion

delighteth to honor ? ” Haman, supposing that he over them in the morning," i . e. , speedily (Psa . 49 :

was the person alluded to, named the highest and 14) ; the glory of the Church ( Cant. 6:10 ); the

most public honor he could conceive of, and re - love of God is compared to the breaking of day,

ceived the astounding answer, “ Do even so to the morning (Isa. 68 : 8) ; Christ is called the

7
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MORNING SACRIFICE MORTIFICATION

66

2

- The
1

“ Morning Star " ( Rev. 22:16), as he introduced 2. The word descriptive of any cement used

the light of Gospel day ; the reward of saints ( 2 : in building, and the rendering of two Hebrew

28), stars being an emblem of lofty position ; the words : a ) (kho”.
morning cloud, as speedily disappearing before

mer, mire, or clay ).
the sun , is figurative of the short-lived profession Thus the builders of

of hypocrites (Hos. 6 :4) ; wings of the morning is the tower of Babel

figurative of rapid movements (Psa. 139 : 9). In had brick for stone

the expression, as the morning spread upon the

mountains " (Joel 2 : 2), the prophet refers to the
and slime, " i . e . , bitu.

'men, “ had they for
bright glimmer or splendor which is seen in the mortar " (Gen. 11:3).

sky as a swarm of locusts approaches, from the Mortar in Exod. 1:14

reflection of the sun's rays from their wings (K. is thought by some to

and D., Com. , in loc. ). mean clay from which

MORNING SACRIFICE . See SACRIFICE. the bricks were made ;

MORNING WATCH. See WATCH . as also in Isa. 41:25,

" He shall come upon

MORROW, the rendering of the following

Hebrew and Greek words :
princes as upon mor .

tar ; ” and Nah. 3:14,

1. Bo'-ker (Heb.22), dawn (Lev. 22:30 ; Numi . Another Hebrew

16 : 5 ; 22:41 , etc. ). word translated "mor.
Mortar.

2. Maw -khar" (Heb. 7a), deferred (Exod. 8 : tar" is 2 * (aw -favor ,

10, sq.; 9 : 6 ; 19:10 ; Num. 16 :7 , 16 ; Josh. 6:11 , powdered, usually rendered dust ).
" Dust ” and

12, etc. ). " mortar are both used in the account of the

3.Ow'-ree -on (Gr. avplov), breeze, i. e.,moining treatment of a leprous house (Lev. 14 :41-45),
air (Matt. 6:30, 34 ; Luke 10:35 ; 12:28 ; 13:32, Here the mortar scraped from the walls is called

33 ; Acts 25:17 , 22, etc. ). " dust," while the fresh material placed upon the

4. Hex -ace' (Gr. ésīs), succeeding (Acts 25:17). walls is called " mortar."

5. Ep-ow '-ree-on (Gr. štauplov), the next day In Ezekiel ( 13:10, sq . ) the figure is introduced

(Mark 11:12 ; Acts 10 : 9 , 23 ; 23:32 ; 25:23). of the people building a wall which the false

MORSEL (Heb. 02, path, bit ; Gr. Bpwois, prophets plastered (Heb. bop, taw - fale”).

bro'-sis, eating, either the act or that which is meaning of the figure is intelligible enough. The

eaten), a term answering to our bit, and usu- people build up false hopes, and the prophets not

ally referring to food (Judg . 19 :5 ; Ruth 2:14 ; only paint these hopes for them in splendid colors,

1 Sam. 28:22; 1 Kings 17:11 ; Prov.17: 1, etc.; Heb. but even predict their fulfillment, instead of de

12:16). nouncing their folly . The plastering is therefore

MORTAL (Heb. Wix, en -oshe'), a term used a figurative description of deceitful flattery or
for a human being (Job 4:17), as frequently with hypocrisy ” (see Matt. 23:27; Acts 23:3). " The

same word occurs in the sense of that which is

The Greek Ovntós (thnay -tos', liable to die) is
applied to man's natural body in contrast with the unsavory (Job 6 : 6) or foolish (Lam. 2:14).

body which shall be (Rom . 6:12 ; 1 Cor. 15:53 , 54 ;
MORTGAGE (Heb. S7, aw-rab', to give se

2 Cor. 4:11).
curity, Neh . 5 :3 ), a lien upon real estate for debt

MORTALITY (Gr. Avntóc, thnay-tos', 2 Cor. 5 : (Gesenius reads the passage , “ we must pawn our

4), subjection to death. In the passage referred houses ”). In 1 Sam . 17:18 it is rendered "pledge,"

to Paul expresses the wish that what is mortalin and in Prov. 17:18 “surety. '

us may be swallowed up (annihilated) by life, i . e . ,
MORTIFICATION (Gr. Aavarów, than-at-8'-0,

immortal power of life which is im- to kill, Rom . 8:13 ; verpów, nek -ro'-o, to deaden,

parted to usin the moment of the change (Meyer, Col. 3 : 5 ) , any severe penance observed, and which

Com. , in loc . ).
is supposed to have a meritorious efficacy, or at

MORTAR, 1 , (Heb. 79.779, med - o-kaw ', Num . least a salutary influence on the one submitting
thereto . Such mortification is based upon the

11 : 8 ; wnpa, mak-taysh ', hollow, Judg. 15:19 ; overestimation of self-inflicted suffering ;the prize
Prov. 27:22), a hollow vessel of wood, stone, oring more that mortification which consists in vol.

metal, used to pulverize grain or other substances: untary endurance of pain and privation than that

The most ancient mention of its use is in the ac- which consists in the habitual subjugation of sin.

count of the manner in which the Israelites pre ful passions.
pared the manna in the desert : “ The people went The mortification of sin in believers is a duty

about and gathered it, and ground it in mills, or enjoined in the word (Rom. 8:13 ; Col. 3 :5 ). It

beat it in a mortar " (Num . 11 : 8).
consists in breaking the league with sin , declara .

Figurative. Though thou shouldest brayation of open hostility against it, and strong re

fool in a mortar among wheat with a pestle, yetsistance of it (Eph. 6:10; Gal . 5:24 ; Rom. 8:13).

will not his foolishness depart from liim " (Prov The chief agent in carrying on this mortification

27:22). Grain may be separated from its husk is the Holy Spirit (Rom . 8:13 ), with prayer, faith,

and all its good properties preserved by such and dependence upon God as the subordinate

an operation. But the fool's folly is so essential means. The evidences of mortification are not the

a part of himself that no such processcanremove cessation from one sin , for that may be only ex.

it from him .
changed for another, or renounced because it is a

us .

by the new,
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MOSERA MOSES

gross sin, or there may not be an occasion to Egyptian belief that the plant is a protection from

practice it. But if sin be mortified we shall not crocodiles. She deposited him along the reeds of

yield to temptation ; our minds will be more the Nile, and left his sister to watch the result. The

spiritual; we shall find more happiness in spiritual daughter of Pharaoh cameto the river to bathe,
services, and bring forth the fruits of the Spirit

( New Theol. Dict.,s. v. ).
saw the basket, and had it brought to her. It was

MOSERA (Heb. 1770072, mo-say-raw ', a bond), cess tocompassion. Shedetermined to rear it as
opened, and the cry of the child moved the prin.

the thirty -ninth station of the Israelites in the her own. The sister was then at hand to recom .

desert, between Jaakan and Gudgodah (Deut. 10 : mend as Hebrew nurse the babe's mother, who

6 ) ; evidently near Mount Hor, since Aaron is said was hired by the princess. 2. ADOPTION . The
to have died there (comp. Num . 33:37, 38). Row- child was adopted by the king's daughter, and

land (in Fairbairn's Dictionary) and Trumbull from this time for many years Moses must be

(Kadesh - Barnea, p. 135) identity it with Jebel considered as an Egyptian (2 : 1-10). In the

Madurah .
Pentateuch this period is a blank, but in the New

MOSEʻROTH (Heb.ningiza,mo-ser -othe’, cor- Testament he is represented as " educated in all

rection ), a station of the Israelites named between the wisdom of the Egyptians,” and “ mighty in

Hashmonah and Bene-jaaken (Num. 33:30, 31) ; the tablets of Telel-Amarna shows how extensivewords and deeds ” ( Acts 7:22). The discovery of

probably the same with MOSERÀ.

MOʻSES, the deliverer, leader, lawgiver, and the East in the time of Moses (see EGYPT, BABY
were the knowledge and use of writing throughout

prophet of Israel.
LONIA). 3. AVENGES HIS COUNTRYMEN. When he

1. Name and Family. The name in He

was forty years old (7:23 ) Moses resolved to
brew is 72, mo-sheh ', drawn out ; Gr. Mwžoīs, cast in his lot with his brethren (Heb. 11 : 24–26),

m0-00-sace', and is probably the form given to a and seeing an Israelite suffering the bastinado

foreign word. The Alexandrine Jews assigned it from an Egyptian, and thinking that they were

an Egyptian origin, from mo, water ,and ouses, alone, he slew the Egyptian and buried the corpse
saved; i. e., “ water -saved .” Sayce (Hibbert Lec- in the sand . The next day he endeavored to act

ture, p. 43, sq. ) claims that Moses is from as peacemaker between two Hebrews, but his

Masu, an older form of Semitic language than kindly offices were refused by them . It became

that preserved in the Old Testament – i. e . , the evident to him that the time for the deliverance
Assyrian. The word means“ hero, ” and is applied of his people had not yet come. He found

more than one deity, particularly to Adar, safety in flight (Exod. 2:11-15). See SUPPLEMENT.

Merodach, and Nergal (Robertson, Early Rcl. of Is- (2) Exile. 1. Marriage. Moses fled, B, C. 1250,

rael, p . 179). His original Hebrew name is said into Midian, in or near the peninsula of Sinai , and

to have been Joachim . Moses belonged to the rested himself by the well, where he chivalrously

tribe of Levi, and was the son of Amram by his aided some maidens to water their sheep . Bybis.

wife Jochebed. The othermembers of the family help they returned to their homes earlier than :

were Aaron and Miriam, his elder brother and usual, and upon telling their father, Jethro, the
sister, His immcdiate pedigree is as follows : reason, he had Moses called in, and after a while

to

LEVI.

Gershon , Kobath . Merari.

Amram to Jocbebed .

Hur to Miriam . Aaron to Elisheba. MOSES to Zipporah .

Nadab. Abibu. Eleazar. Ithamar. Gershom. Eliezer.

Puinebas. Jonathan.

2. Personal History. The life of Moses is gave him his daughter Zipporah to wife, Moses

divided into three equal portions of forty years assuming charge of his father-in-law's flock (Exod.

each (Acts 7:23 , 30, 36) : His life in Egypt, exile 2:15 ; 3: 1). 2. Call . In the seclusion of this

in Arabia, and government of Israel . (1 ) Life in shepherd life Moses received his call as a prophet.

Egypt. 1. Birth, ETC. Moseswas born B. C. 1290, The traditional scene of this event is in the valley

and, according to Manetho ( Josephus, Ap. , i , 26 ; of Shoeib , on the north side of Jebel Mûsa, but

ii, 2), at Heliopolis; his birth , according to Jose we are unable to fix the spot with any certainty .
phus (Ant., ii , 9, 2–4 ), having been foretold to It was at " the back " of the " wilderness "

Pharaoh by the Egyptian magicians, and to his at Horeb ( 3 :1); to which the Hebrew adds,

father by a dream. At the time of Moses's birth while the LXX omits, " the mountain of God."

the decree (Exod. 1:10, 16) commanding the slay. Upon the mountain was the well-known acacia,

ing of all male children was in force, but his the thorn tree of the desert, spreading out its

mother was by some means able to conceal him , and tangled branches, thick set with white thorns,

hid him away for three months. When conceal- over the rocky ground. The angel of the Lord

ment wasno longer possible she placed him in a appeared to Moses in a flame of fire in the midst

small boat or basket of papyrus — perhaps from an l of the bush, the dry branches of which would
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naturally have burned in a moment, but which re- nether part of the mount on the third day, where

mained unconsumed . The twofold revelation was they received the decalogue (19:14 ; 20:17); con

made to Moses (1) of the eternal self -existence of ducted the ceremony of ratifying the covenant

the one God ; (2) of his mission to deliver his own ( 24 : 3), reading all the words of the Lord ” ( 20 :22–

people. Two signs attested to him his divine 26) and " all the judgments " (chaps.21-23) ; tarried

mission, viz . , the crook turned into a serpent, forty days and nights in the mount (24:18), receiv

and thehand of Moses made leprousand afterward ing details of theplanof the sanctuary andworship

cleansed. Should these be disbelieved by the of God (chaps. 25–31), and the tables of stone

people a third was promised, that the waters of (31:18 ). In ch. 32 we have a vivid description of the

the Nile thrown byMoses upon the land would be righteous indignation of Moses at the sin of Israel

turned into blood. The objection of Moses, in the worship of the golden calf, which led him

“ Lord, I am not a man of words,” etc. , was an . to destroy the tables of stone, and call for volun.

swered by the promise of Jehovah's assistance. teers to slay the idolaters (vers. 1-29) ; and his

Moses's difficulties were now all exhausted and no less earnest zeal in the capacity of mediator

removed by the assurances of God, but, unwilling (32:30–33: 16 ). The glory of Jehovah was

to undertake the mission, Aaron is to be his vealed to him (vers. 17–23) and the tables of the

spokesman , and Moses consents. 3. RETURN TO law renewed (34 :1-4 ) ; a covenant was made with

EGYPT. He now returned to the home of his Israel (vers. 10–27), and after a second stay of

father-in-law, and received permission to visit his forty days upon the mount Moses returned to the

brethren. God appeared to him and assured him people, his shining face covered with a veil (vers.

of the death of all those in Egypt who sought his ( 28-35 ). Moses then superintended the erection

life. Moses then set out upon his journey with of the tabernacle and the preparation of the
his wife and sons. On the way Moses, threatened apparatus for worship (chaps.35-40) ; received the

with death by Jehovah, was spared upon the cir. “ spiritual statute-book ” of Israel as the congre

cumcision of his son . It would seem to have been gation of Jehovah (Lev.chaps.1-7),and consecrated

in consequence of this event, whatever it was, that Aaron and his sons for the priesthood (Lev. , chaps.

the wife and her children were sent back to 8–9). Judgment was executed upon Nadab and

Jethro, and remained with him till Moses joined Abihu (ch . 10) and further regulations promulgated

them at Rephidim ( 18 : 2–6). He once more re- chaps.11-27). After this Mosesnumbered the peo

ceived a token of the divine favor in the arrival ple, (Num.ch.l),arranged the order of tbe tribes in

of Aaron, who met him at the “ Mount of God ” the camp and on the march ( ch . 2). numbered the

and went with him to Egypt,andcommunicated to Levites and arranged for their special calling

the people of Israel thewords of Jehovah (ch. 4) . (chaps . 3 , 4), gavedirections respecting unclean

(3) Governor of Israel. The history of Moses persons, trespass, Nazarites, etc. (chaps. 5 , 6 ), re

henceforth is the history of Israel forforty years. ceived the dedicatory gifts from the princes ofthe
He and Aaron appeared before Pharaoh to demand tribes (ch. 7), consecrated the Levites (ch. 8), and

permission for the children of Israel to go to the prepared for the onward journey (chaps. 9–10:10).

wilderness and sacrifice to Jehovah. Then followed 4. JOURNEY. On the twentieth day of the second

the contest between these two men and the king, month of the second year the cloud, lifted from

and the plagues sent by Jehovah (Exod.chap.5–12). the tabernacle, announced that the time to leave

1. Exodus. On the night of the exode Moses Sinai had come. Moses accordingly gave the order

took the decisive lead, and after that he is usually to march, and the people moved forward (Num.

mentioned alone . Under the divine direction 10:11, sq.). Mention is made of Moses securing,

Moses did not lead the people by the nearest way by prayer, the quenching of the fire at Taberah

to the promised land, i. e. , through the coun- ( 11 :1-3) ; Moses's complaint of the burden of his

try of the Philistines, lest, being opposed by the charge and the appointment of seventy elders

Philistines, the Israelites should turn back into (11: 10–30 ); the sedition of Miriam and Aaron

Egypt. “ But God let the people turn to the way | (ch. 12) ; the sending out of the spies (chaps. 13,

of the wilderness of the Red Sea ” ( 13:17, 18), 14) ; the rebellion of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram

through which the Israelites passed in safety (ch . 16 ) ; the death of Miriam and Aaron, and the

while the hosts of Pharaoh perished in its waves. smiting of the rock at Meribah (ch . 20) ; the plague

2. JOURNEY TO SINAI. From the Red Sea Moses of serpents (ch . 21) ; the appointment of Joshua

led Israel through Marah , where the bitter waters by Moses as his successor (ch . 27) ; the assignment

were sweetened (15:23); Elim , where were twelve of their inheritance to the Reubenites andGadites

wells of water and seventy palm trees (15:27) ; ( ch. 32) ; the appointment of commissioners to

the wilderness of Sin ,where the people murmured divide the promised land ( ch. 34 ) ; Moses's fare

for want of bread , and were supplied with quails well address (Deut. , chaps. 1-33). 5. DEATH. For

and manna (ch . 16) ; Rephidim , at which place the forty years the care and burden of the Israelites

smitten rock of Horeb gave forth water ( 17:1-7); had been upon the mind and heart of Moses. The

the hands of Moses, upheld by Aaron and Hur, people are encamped in Moab, awaitingthe com .

inspired the Israelites with courage, so that they mand to pass over Jordan into the land of promise.

defeated the Amalekites (17: 8-16 ); and Jethro, Moses had sinned atMeribah (Num. 20:12 ) in not

Moses's father-in -law , brought to him his wife and sanctifying Jehovah in the eyes of the people, and

two sons (ch . 18 ). 3. ATSINAI. Arrived at Sinai, had thereby forfeited the privilege of entering
Moses responded to the call of Jehovah , and go- Canaan. At the command of God he blessed the

ing up into the Mount of God received the mes people, and then ascended Nebo, a peak of Pisgah,

sage to the people to prepare for the divine com- from which a view was taken of the land prom

munications ( 19:1-13); led the people to the lised to Abraham and Isaac and Jacob. After this

ܪ
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MOSES MOST HIGH

6

6

favor had been granted him Moses died and was they “ keep his commandments and his statutes

buried by Jehovah “ in a valley in the land of which are written in this book of the law ."

Moab, over against Beth -peor," in an unknown 5. As Lawgiver. “ It occurs at once as a

sepulcher (Deut. 34: 1-6), B. C. 1170. striking thing that the uniform tradition is, that

3. Character . Moses was in a sense pecu- Moses gave laws and ordinances to Israel.

liar to himself the founder and representative of The body of laws that formed the constitution of

his people . And in accordance with this com- Israel as a people is invariably referred to Moses.

plete identification of himself with his nation is the persistence with which it is represented that

the only strong personal trait which we are able law, moral and ceremonial, came from Moses, and

to gather from his history (Num. 12:3). The the acceptanceof the laws by the whole people asof

word meek is hardly an adequate reading of the Mosaic origin, proves at least that it was a deeply.

Hebrew 77 , aw-nawv', which should rather be seated belief in the nation that the great leader

much enduring It represents what we should had given some formal legal constitution to his peo

now designate bythe worddisinterested." Allthat ple”(Robertson, Early Religionof Israel, p. 335).

is told of him indicates a withdrawal of himself, a Testament the name of Mosesdoes not occur so6. Later Scripture Reference. In the Old

preference of the cause of his nation to his own

interests,which makes him themost complete ex- might be expected. In Judges (18:30 ) the namefrequently, after the close of the Pentateuch, as

ample of Jewish patriotism ”. (Smith, Dict., s.V.? is given as “ Manasseh ” in the Hebrew copies and

Hejoinshis countrymen in theirdegradingservi. A. v.,in order to avoid the admission that the

tude (Exod. 2:11 ; 5 :4 ), and forgets himself to
avenge their wrongs (2:14). He desires that his great lawgiver's grandson was the first idola .

brother should be leader instead ofhimself (4:13 ); Prophets,however,Moses is frequently named as the
trous priest among them . In the Psalms and the

and when Jehovah offers to destroy the people chief of the prophets. “In the New Testamenthe

and make of him a great nation (32:10 ) he prays is referred to partly as the representative of the

for their forgiveness— “ If not, blot me, I
pray

thee, out of thy book whichthou hast vritten ) law, especially in the vision of the transfiguration,

(v. 32).
where he appears side by side with Elijah. As

the author of the law he is contrasted with Christ,

4. Writings. Although much controversy
has been carried on respecting the extent of the theAuthor of theGospel: ' The lawwasgiven by

"authorship of Moses, it is probable that there Moses' ( John 1:17). The ambiguity and transitory

should be attributed to him the Pentateuch (as and clearness of Christianity (2 Cor. 3:13–18),and
nature of his glory is set against the permanence

far as Deut. 31:23), the song of Moses ( Deut. 32: his mediatorial character against the unbroken

1-43 ), the blessing of Moses on the tribes (Deut. communication of God in Christ (Gal. 3:19). His

33 : 1–29), and the ninetieth Psalm. The evi.
dences of Moses being the author of the Penta: service of God is contrasted with Christ's son

teuch are thus summedup by Keil( Introduction ship ?(Heb . 3:5, 6). 1. Moses is, as it would seem,

tothe Old Testament, p . 160, sq.): (1 ) In Exod. the only characterofthe Old Testament to whom

17:14, after the victory over the Amalekites,
Christ expressly likens himself — Moses wrote of

Moses receives the divine command to write in the of likeness : (a ) Christ was, like Moses, the greatme' ( John 5:46 ). It suggests three main points

book (1209 ), for a memorial, the will of God prophet of the people — the last, as Moses was the

that Amalek should be utterly blotted out. Ac- first. (6) Christ, like Moses , is a lawgiver : ' Him

cording to Exod. 24: 3, 4, Moses wrote the words shall ye hear. ' ( c) Christ, like Moses, was a

of the covenant and the “ rights " of Israel (20:2– prophet out of the midst of the nation from

17 ; chaps. 21-23) in “ the Book of the Covenant.” | their brethren .' As Moses was the entire repre

According to Num. 33: 2, he wrote down the camp- sentative of his people, feeling for them more

ing stations of the Israelites in the wilderness by than for himself, absorbed in their interests,

the divine command. (2) According to Deut. 31 : 9 | hopes, and fears, so, with reverence be it said,

-11 , Moses wrote the law and gave it to the priests, was Christ. 2. In Heb. 3 :1-19 ; 12:24–29 ; Acts

with the command to read it before all Israel at 7:37, Christ is described , though more obscurely,

the feast of tabernacles (vers. 24–26 ): “ And it as the Moses of the new dispensation — as the

came to pass, when Moses had made an end of Apostle, or Messenger, or Mediator of God to the

writing the words of this law in a book until they people as the Controller and Leader of the flock

were finished, that Moses commanded the Levites , or household of God. 3. The details of their lives

Take this book of the law , and put it in the are sometimes, though not often, compared (Acts

side of the ark of the covenant of the Lord your 7 :24-28, 35). In Jude 9 is an allusion to an alter

God, that it may be there for a witness against cation between Michael and Satan over the body

thee . ” To this double testimony we must add of Moses. It probably refers to a lost apocryphal

Deut. 17:18 , that the future king who should be book, mentioned by Origen, called the ' Ascension,

chosen was to write “ a copy of this law ” for or Assumption, of Moses ' " (Smith, Bib. Dict.,

himself, and was to read therein every day ; ch . s. v.).

27: 1-8, where Moses commands the people to set MOSES, BOOKS OF. See BIBLE, BOOKS OF ;
up on Mount Ebal great stones'overlaid with plas- MOSES; PENTATEUCH .

ter, and to write upon these all the words of this

law , which was actually done (Josh. 8 :30–35 ); MOSES, LAW OF. See Law of Moses.

Deut. 28:58, 61 ; 29:19, 20, 26, where Moses threat MOST HIGH (Heb. 71757, el-yone', lofty), a
ens if they do not obey the law written in this title applied to Jehovah as supreme (Gen. 14:18 ;

book ; and 30:10, where he promises blessings if | Psa. 7:17 ; 9 : 2, etc.).

.
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MOST HOLY MOUNTAIN

MOST HOLY. See Holy. MOUNT (Heb. 57?, mools -tsarb', å station ,

MOTE (Gr. káppos, kar'- fos, dry twig, or straw ), Isa. 29 :3 ; -75 , so -lel-aw', Jer. 6:6), an instrunjent

any small,dry particle, as of chaff, wood , etc. of siege, the nature of which is a matter of con .

(Matt. 7:3-5 ; Luke 6:41, 42), and figurative of ( jecture, probably a rampart.

some slight moral defect seen in another. These
MOUNT EPHRAIM . See EPHRAIM .

the self-righteous man is apt to see, while uncon

scious of greater evils in himself. The proverb MOUNT OF BEATITUDES, the name

was a familiar one with the Hebrews. given to the mount mentioned in Matt. 5:1, prob

MOTH. Figurative. The moth is a figure ably the place known as the “Horns of Hattin ,”

employed to represent destructive power. Appar.
Kurun Hattîn, near Capernaum , and on the west

ently an insignificant figure, it is yet really a of the Lake of Galilee. Hattin is the name of the

terrible one, inasmuch asit points to a power of village above which are the two elevations named

destruction working imperceptibly and slowly, and in modern phrase " the horns.” Stanley says :

yet effecting the destruction ofthe object selected “ Its situation is central both to the peasants of

with all the greater certainty (see Job 4:19; 27:18 ; the Galilean hills and the fishermen of the Gali.

Isa. 50: 9 ; 61 : 8 ; Hos. 5:12; Matt. 6:19, etc.). See lean lake, between which it stands, and would

ANIMAL KINGDOM.
therefore be a natural resort both to Jesus and

his disciples ' when they retired from the shores
MOTHER (Heb. bx, ame ; Gr. untnp, may'- of the sea for solitude, and also to the crowds who

tare). The mother among the Israelites occupied assembled from Galilee, from Decapolis, froma

a higher position in the family than was accorded Jerusalem , from Judea, and from beyond Jordan.

to her by many other nations (see Family ). When None of the other mountains in the neighbor.

the father had more than one wife, the son ap - hood could answer equally well to this descrip
pears to have confined the title “ mother to his tion, inasmuch as they are merged into the uniform

real mother, by which he distinguished her from barrier of hills round the lake ;whereas this stands

his father's other wives (Gen. 43:29 ). When pre- separate, the mountain ' wbich alone could lay

cision was not required the stepmother was claim to a distinct name, with the exception of the

sometimes styled mother (37:10 ), where Jacob one height of Tabor, which is too distant to an

speaks of Leah as Joseph's mother. The step - swer the requirements."

mother was often distinguished from one's own
MOUNT OF CORRUPTION . See CORRUP .

mother by the name of “ father's wife." "“ Mother,"

like brother, father, etc., was employed in a some

TION, MOUNT OF .

what wider sense than is usual among us, as MOUNT OF THE AM'ALEKITES (Heb.

grandmother ( 1 Kings 15:10 ) ; of any female an- "pray 15, har haro-am -aw -lay -kee'), a place
cestor (Gen. 3:20) ; of a benefactress (Judg. 5 :7) ; near Pirathon in Ephraim (Judg. 12:15 ) . It is

of any intimate relationship (Job 17:14) . probable that it was known by that name because

Figurative. As in English so in Hebrew , a it had been formerly inhabited by Amalekites

nation was considered as a mother, and individuals

as her children (Isa . 50: 1 ;
(comp. Judg. 5:14) .

Jer . 50:12 ; Ezek . 19 :2 ;

Hos. 2:14 ; 4 : 5 ). Large and important cities are
MOUNT OF THE CONGREGATION. See

called mothers (2 Sam . 20:19 ; Josh . 15:45 , etc. ) ; CONGREGATion, Mount oF.

a place where two ways part has the designation MOUNT OF THE VALLEY (Heb . 107

of mother (Ezek . 21:21, A.V. marg ., “ mother of 17297, har haw -ay '-mek ), a district east of Jordan ,

the way), because out of it the two ways ariseas in theterritory of Reuben, in which were a number

daughters. In Job ( 1:21 ) the earth is represented of towns (Josh. 13:19 ). The valley appears to

as the common mother, to whose bosom all must have been thatof Jordan (v. 27) ; and theamount

return. The city, from its influence, is called the hilly country at the northern end of the Dead

mother, as “ Babylon thegreat, the mother of

harlots ” (Rev. 17 : 5 ). The Church is known as the

mother of believers ( Isa. 49 : 14–22 ; 66 :8–13 ; Psa. MOUNTAIN . Figurative. Mountain is

87:5, 6 ; Gal. 4:22). The sentiment, at once so used as symbolical of strength, stability . Thus

mild and tender, which is felt by a true mother when David says, “ Lord, by thy favor thou hast

for her child, is used to illustrate the love of God made my mountain to stand strong ” (Psa. 30 :7 ),

for his people (Isa. 44 :1-8; 66 : 6–14 ; 1 Cor. 3 : 1 , 2 ; bemeans to express the stability of his kingdom .

1 Thess. 2 : 7 ; 2 Cor. 11 : 2 ) .
In like manner thekingdom of theMessiah is figured

word ,when spoken of an external state, signifies tains are frequently used to signify places or

MOTIONS (Gr. tábnja, path '-ay -mah). This byamountain ( Isa.2 :2; Dan. 2:35), as also the

Chaldean monarchy (Jer. 51:25 ; Zech. 4 : 7). Moun .

suffering, misfortune, calamity (Rom. 8:18 ; 2 Cor.
1:6 ; Col. 1:24, etc. ) ; but when applied to the in sources of strength (Jer. 3:23) ; the righteousness

wardstate it signifiesan affection , passion . The of .God (Psa . 36:6); persons in authority (Psa

motions of sin ” (Rom. 7:5) are the passions 72: 3); difficulties (Isa . 40:4 ; Zech . 4 : 7; Matt.

through which sins are broughtabout, of which / 17:20) ; proud and haughty persons ( Isa. 2:14 ) ;a

the sins are the actual consequence.
burning mountain , of destroying enemies ( Jer.

51:25) ; a threshed mountain, heavy judgments
MOULDY (Heb. TR ?, nik-kood', crumbled, (Isa. 41:15 ) ; a mountain laid waste is figurative of

Josh. 9 : 5 , 12 ) refers rather to crumbs of bread ; desolation (42:15 ; Mal. 1 : 3 ) ; singing mountains,

and the rendering had better be, " and all the of great joy (Isa. 44:23 ; 55:12) ; of dropping new
bread of their provision was dry and crumbly." wine, of abundance (Amos 9:13).

Sea .
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MOUNTAIN OF THE AMORITES MOURN

MOUNTAIN OF THE AM’ORITES (Heb. of the chief of these, or as the general name for

Y 7, har haw - em -o -ree'), “ the hill coun- the expression of mourning. The tree under

which Deborah, Rebekah's nurse, was buried , was

try (afterward that of Judah and Ephrain ), be;called Allon-Bachuth, the “ oak of weeping ” (Gen.

tween the Canaanites proper — or “the Lowlanders ' 35:8), on account of thelamentation made for her.

of the plains of Philistia and Sharon and Phe . The children of Israel wept every man in his tent

nicia on the west, and of the valley of the Jordan door for flesh to eat (Num . 11:10 ) . Tears are re

on the east” (Trumbull, Kadesh - Barnea, p . 65). peatedly referred to (Psa. 42:3 ; 56: 8, etc. ) . In
See AMORITES.

fact the orientals seem to have had tears at their

MOURN , the rendering of quite a number of command, and could weep at pleasure. (2 ) Another

Hebrew and Greek words, method was loud lamentation (Ruth 1 :9 ; 1 Sam.

1. Occasions. Mourning is frequently re- 2 :4 ; 2 Sam. 3:31 ; 13.30). Nor are orientals con

14

வி
யா

Hired Mourners .

ferred to in Scripture as an expression of grief tent with mere sobs ; their excitableness appears

for the dead. Thus Abraham mourns for Sarah in howls for grief, even amid the solemnities of

(Gen. 23: 2), Jacob for Joseph, thinking him worship (Joel 1:13 ; Mic . 1 : 8 , etc.). The Egyptians

dead (37:34, 35 ), the Egyptiansfor Jacob (50 : 3 , were vociferous in their grief ; " there was a great

10), the Israelites for Aaron (Num . 20:29), for cry in Egypt at the death of the firstborn ” (Exod.

Moses (Deut. 34:8), and for Samuel ( 1 Sam. 25 : 1 ), 12:30) . Not only did the relatives of the deceased

David for Abner (2 Sam . 3:31 , 35 ), Mary and give utterance to loud cries, but hired mourners

Martha for Lazarus (John 11:31 ) ; on accountof were often engaged to swell the lamentation with

calamities, either endured or impending, e . & , screams and noisy utterances (2 Chron. 35:25 ;

Job under hismany afflictions ( Job 1:20, 21; 2:11 ), Eccles. 12 : 5 ) (see DEAD, BURIAL OF). (3) Personal

Israel under the threatening of divine displeasure disfigurement was doubtless resorted to that the

(Exod. 33:4 ), the Ninevites in view of menaced public might be convinced of the greatness of the

destruction (Jonah 3:5), etc .; or in repentance of mourner's grief. Among the particular forms

sin (3:5 ), the Israelites on the day of atonement were : Rending the clothes (Gen. 3.7:29, 34 ; 44:13 ;

(Lev. 23:27 ; Acts 27:9 ; 1 Sam.7:6 ; Zech.12:10 ,11 ). 2 Chron.34:27; Isa . 36:22; Jer. 36:24 ; Matt. 26:65 ;

2. Modes. The modes of expressing grief Mark 14:63 , etc. ) ; dressing in sackcloth (Gen.36:34;

were numerous and varied. (1) Weeping was one 2 Sam. 3:31 ; 21:10 ; Psa. 35:13 ; Isa . 37:1 ; Joel
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1 : 8, 13 ; Amos 8:10 ; Job 16:15 , etc.); black or himself (Num . 3:16, marg. ;
Exod. 4:16 ; Jer,

other som ber- colored garments (2 Sam. 14: 2 ; Jer. 15:19).

8:21 ; Psa . 38 : 6 ; 42 : 9 ; 43 : 2 ; Mal . 3:14 , marg .) ; MOWING (Heb. 77, gaze, literally fleece, some

covering the face or head (Lev. 13:45 ; 2 Sam .thing cut ; rendered “mowngrass” in Psa. 72:6)
15:30 ; Jer. 14 :4 ; Ezek . 24:17) ; sitting in, or sprin

kling ashes ordustupon theperson (2 Sam .13:19; we understand thereby cutting with a sickle. The

can scarcely be said to exist in Palestine, unless

15:32 ;Josh . 7 :6 ; Esth . 4: 1 , 3 ; Job 2:12; 42: 6 ; Isa. climate is too hot and dry to admit of grain grow

61:3 ; Jer. 6:26 ; Rev. 18:19); removal of ornaments ing sufficiently tall to need a scythe to cut it.
orneglect of person (Exod. 33 :4 ; Deut. 21:12 , 13 ;
2 Sam . 14 :2 ; 19:24 ; Èzek. 26:16 ; Dan. 10:3 ; Matt. The term “ mower " (Heb. 737, kaw -tsar', to dock

6:16, 17) ; laying bare some part of the body (Isa. of, Psa. 129 :7) is usually rendered in the A. V.

20 :2, 4 ; 47 : 2 ; 50: 6 ; Jer. 13:22, 26 ; Nah . 3 : 5 ; reaper. "

Mic . 1:11 ; Amos 8:10) ; shaving the head, cutting The “king's mowings” (Amos 7: 1 ) may refer to

the hair short, or plucking out the hair of the some royal right of early pasturage, or tyranni
head or beard (Lev. 10: 6 ; 2 Sam . 19:24 ; Ezra 9 :3 ; cal exaction from the people. K. and D. (Com.,

Job 1:20 ; Jer. 7:29; 16 :6 ); fasting (2 Sam. 1:12 ; in loc . ) think that the vision of the prophet must

3:35 ; 12:16, 22 ; Ezra 10 :6 ; Ezek. 24:17, etc.); be interpreted spiritually. “ The king, who

diminution in offerings to God,and prohibition to has had the early grass mown, is Jehovah ;

partake of sacrificialfood (Lev. 7:20 ; Deut. 26:14 ; and the mowing of the grass denotes the judg.

Hos. 9 :4 ; Joel 1 : 9, 13, 16 ) ; sitting or lying in ments which Jehovah has already executed upon

silence (Gen. 23 : 3 ; Judg. 20:26 ; 2 Sam . 12:16 ; Israel."

Job 1:20 ; Ezra 9:3; Lam . 2:10) ; bowing the head MOʻZA ( Heb . xi, mo- tsaw ', going forth ).

(Lam . 2:10), and lifting up the hands ( Psa . 141 :2 ;
1. The second son of Caleb by his concubine

Ezra 9:5 ; Lam. 1:17).

3. Forbidden Modes. Some of the expres
Ephah (1 Chron. 2:46), B. C. about 1190.

2. Son of Zimri,and descendant of Saul ( 1 Chron .
sions of mourning that were usual among the

heathen were forbidden to the Israelites : cutting
8:36, 37 ; 9:42, 43), B. C. perhaps about 850.

the flesh (Lev. 19:28), “ making baldness between MOʻZAH (Heb. 17x19, mo-tsaro', an issuing of

the eyes for the dead ” (Deut. 14 : 1, i . e . , shaving water ), a town of Benjamin connected with Mizpeh

the eyebrows and eyelids, and the fore part of the and Chephireh ( Josh . 18:26). Its location is un .
head-no doubt an idolatrous custom ). Priests known.

were not to “defile themselves for the dead ” by
MUFFLER (Heb. , rah -al-ar ), long,

any outward expression of mourning, except for
near relatives (Lev. 21 : 1) ; and the high priest Auttering veils, more expensive than the ordinary

even for these (21:10, 11), under which restric- veils ( Isa. 3:19).

tion the Nazarites also came (Num . 6 :7). MULBERRY. See VEGETABLE KINGDON.

MOUSE. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.
MULE. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

MOUTH (Hebrew properly., peh ; Gr. otbua, MUNITION (Heb. 71x79, maw -tsode', spying).

stom '-a ). In addition to its ordinary applications 1. A watch tower (Isa. 29 :7) ; spoken figura

the Hebrews used the following idiomatic phrases : tively of Mount Zion ( v. 8).
“ Heavymouthed ," i . e. , slow of speech (Exod. 4 : 2. A stronghold , fortress (Isa. 33:16 ; Heb.

" smooth mouth ” (Psa . 55:21), i. e.,a flatter- 7879, mets-ad ', which may well be rendered “ rocky

ing mouth ; a mouth of deceit ” ( 109 : 2). fastnesses are his castle " ).

Notice the following remarkable phrases : “ To 3. A fortress(Nah.2 : 1 ; Heb. 1877, mau -tsore',
speak with one mouth to mouth," i . e ., in person,
without an interpreter or third party (Num . 12:8; something hemmed in ).

comp. 1 Kings 8:15;Jer. 32 :4) ; " with one mouth , " MUP'PIM (Heb. 1973, moop -peem ', wavings ),

i. e., with universal consent (Josh.9:2 ,marg; ; a Benjamite, and one of the fourteen descendants
1 Kings 22:13 ; 2 Chron . 18:12) ; “ to put words of Rachel who belonged to the original colony

into one's mouth ” means, to suggest what one of the sons of Jacob in Egypt (Gen. 46:21). In

shall say (Exod . 4:15 ; Num . 22:38; 23:5, 12 ; 2 Sam. Num . 26:39 the name is written Shupham ; in

14:19 , etc.) ; to be in one's mouth " is to be fre . i Chron . 7:12,16 it is Shuppim ; Shephupham

quently spoken of (Exod . 13:9 ; comp. Psa. 34:1). |18:5).
“ To lay the hand upon the mouth ” is to be

silent (Judg. 18:19 ; Job 21 : 5 ; 40:4 ; Prov. 30:32),
MURDER (Heb. 157, raw -tsakh ', to kill was,

as silence is enjoined by our placing the finger from the very beginning of human history, con

upon the lip. " To write from the mouth of any sidered one of the greatest crimes. The principle

is to do so from his dictation (Jer. 36 :4, 27 , on which the act of taking the life of a human

32 ; 45 : 1 ). “ Baruch wrote from the mouth of being was regarded by the Almighty as a capital

Jeremiah means from the prophet's dictation offense is stated on its highest ground as an out

36:4, 27, 32 ; 54 : 1 ) . To “ inquire at the mouth of rage on the likeness of God in man, to be pun.

the Lord ” (Josh . 9:14 ) is to consult him ; while ished even when caused by an animal (Gen. 9 :5 ,

set the mouth against the heavens ” (Psa. 73 : 6 ; see also John 8:44 ; 1 John 3:12 , 15 ). Its

9 ) is to speak arrogantly,blasphemously against secondary or socialground appears to be implied

God. God's word is called “ the rod of his mouth " in the direction to replenish the earth which im

(Isa . 11:4 ). Mouth is sometimes used for that mediately follows (Gen. 9:7). The postdiluvian

which one speaks, as well as for the speaker command was limited by the law of Moses, which,

10 ) ;

1

one

to
(
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while it protected the accidental homicide, defined a familiar part of the merrymaking with which

with additional strictness the crime of murder. It they used to “ speed the parting guest ” (Gen . 31:27 ).

prohibited compensation or reprieve of the mur. As a religious ceremony it first appears in Exod.

derer, or his protection if he took refuge in the 15: 1 , 20 in the responsive song led by Miriam

refuge city, or even at the altar of Jehovah (Exod. in celebration of the passage through the Red

21:12, 14 ; Lev. 24:17, 21; 1 Kings 2:5 , 6, 31 ) . Sea. Another responsive song is probably found

Bloodshed, even in warfare, was held to involve in Psa. 136 (comp. also 1 Sam . 18 :7 ) .

pollution (Num .35:33, 34 ; Deut. 21 : 1 , 9 ; 1 Chron. The digging of the well Beer was celebrated by

28:3 ). It is not certain whether a a song (Num . 21:17, 18). Moses taught Israel some

who killed his slave was punished with death of his last warningsin a song (Deut. 32:1-4 ). Deb

(Exod. 21:20). No punishment is mentioned for orah and Barak celebrated their triumph in song

suicide attempted ,nor does any special restriction ( Judg. 5 : 1-31 ). The women received David after
appear to have attached to the property of the his victory over Goliath with song ( 1 Sam . 18 : 6, 7 ).

suicide (2 Sam . 20:23). Striking a pregnantwoman Barzillai mentioned “ singing men and singing

so as to cause her death was punishable with women among social pleasures (2 Sam . 19:35 ;

death (Exod. 17:23). If an animal known to be comp. Eccles. 2 :8 ). Solomon composed songs

vicious caused the death of anyone, not only was thousand and five” ( 1 Kings 4:32).

the animal destroyed, but the owner, also, if he The Jewish Church under David, like the

bad taken no steps to restrain it, was held guilty Church of the Reformation under Luther, and

of murder (21:29, 31 ). The duty of executing that of the revival under Wesley, rose in a whirl.

punishment on the murderer is in the law ex- wind of song (see 1 Chron. 6 :31-33 ; 9:33 ; 13 : 8 ;

pressly laid on the “ revenger of blood ; ” but the 15: 16–28 ; 25 :6, 7 , where David's trained choir

question of guilt was to be previously decided by numbers two hundred and eighty -eight). The

the Levitical tribunal. In regal times the duty of work continued under Solomon (2 Chron. 5:12, 13 ;

execution of justice on a murderer seems to have 9:11), Jehoshiaphat ( 20:21, 23), Joash (23:13, 18),
been assumed to some extent by the sovereign as Hezekiah (29:27, 28, 30 ), Josiah, and after him

well as the privilege of pardon (2 Sam . 13:39; 14 : ( 35:15, 25) Ezra (Ezra 2:41, 65 , 70 ; 3:11 ; 7:24) ;

7, 11 ; 1 Kings 2:34). It was lawful to kill a Nehemiah (Neh. 7:44 , 67, 73; 10:28 ; 11:22, 23 ;

burglar taken at night in the act, but unlawful to 12:27–29, 42, 45-47 ; 13 : 5 , 10 ). The widespread

do so after sunrise (Exod. 22 : 2, 3 ) (Smith, Bib. fame of the songs of Zion ” is shown by Psas 137.
Dict.; Jahn, Arch.; Keil , Arch.).

How would their singing sound to our ears ?

MURRAIN . See DISEASES. Their chants and psalms we must imagine they

MUSE (Heb. Di, see'-akh, to ponder, Psa. 143: little to distinguish the delivery from ordinary
intoned or recited in an elevated voice, with but

5), to meditate, reflect ; pertaining to delighting, as recitation except the monotony of the tone and

an old man , in memories. In Luke 3:15 the the markedness of the cadences ” ( Rowbotham ,

Greek term diahoyibouai (dee-al-og-id -zom -ahee) p. 272) . Thus Joshua mistook the song of wor

means to reason, deliberate. See Musing.
ship before the golden calf for the battle shout

MU’SHI ( Heb. Vz, moo-shee', sensitive) son, (Exod. 32:17). The shouting over the ark (2Sam.
of Merari,son of Kohath (Exod . 6:19; Num . 3:20 ; 1 6:15) is singing in 1 Chron. 13 : 8. No doubt there

Chron. 6:19, 47; 23:21,23; 24:26, 30 ). His offspring
was plenty of both , however ; and on the same

were called Mushiles (Num . 3:33 ; 26:58). principle the shouting in the Moabite vineyards

MU'SHITES. See Mushi.
(Jer. 48:33 ) is shouting and singing (Isa . 16:10) .

In Lam . 2 : 7 Jeremiah even compares the tumult

MUSIC. 1. Vocal. Hebrew music was pre- of a victorious army in the temple to the sound

eminently vocal music. “ There was not a drum “ as in the day of a solemn feast.” In 1 Sam .

to be found from Dan to Beersheba, nor a dul- 10 : 5 and i Chron. 25 : 1–3 men “ prophesy ” with

cimer either. Flutes, if used at all , were very an accompaniment of instrumental music. So

rarely used .” The one national instrument, the the Greek historian Athenæus tells us that an

harp, might more properly be called a lyre, “ since ciently all laws — divine and human - exhortations

it was a small, portable instrument, which the to virtue, a knowledge of what concerned the gods

player carried with him wherever he went.” Ac- and heroes, the lives and actions of illustrious
cording to rabbinical tradition , “ David used to men , were written in verse and sung publicly in

hang his above his pillow when he went to bed " chorus to the sound of instruments ( Hutchinson,

(Rowbotham, History of Music, p. 258). The Music of the Bible, p . 132).

voice, therefore, was the principal thing. Only an The Greek music given by Chappell in his His .

accompaniment was furnished by the instrument, tory of Music is in a five-note scale ( 1 , 2, 3 , 5 , 6 ) ,
whether the ““ harp or lyre of the individual per- and has the effect of a shrill minor ; but it belongs

former, or the tambourines and cymbals, which to a different race and a later age. It is con

took the place of drums on more public occasions ( jectured that the primitive scale may have con

(1 Chron. 13 : 8). sisted at first of two notes and afterward have

Singing must have grown up with man from the been increased to three ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) , and that later a

first, since, to imperfectly controlled organs, cries two-note scale was added at the top (5 , 6). From

prolonged on a single tone are easier than the this our modern scale has been formed by insert

complex system of inflections which we call nat- ing 4 and 7.

uralonly because it gives unrestrained expression 2. Instrumental. Musical instruments have

to the inward feeling.
been well classified in the order of their develop

When singing first appears in the Bible it is as ment, as : 1. The Drum type, or percussion in

»
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vian ages .

>

struments ; 2. The Pipe type,or Wind instruments; the LXX it is Gr. Kádwves, which was often used

3. The Lyre type, or Stringed instruments. It is of horse bells, as well as of the large bells used by

in the lowest of these, the percussion instruments, criers. Some, however, bave supposed that they

that, by an infusion of the rhythmical element,

noise becomes sound.

were pieces of brass used for ornament rather than

The dawn of music was early in the antedilu- for sound. Heb. 55 $,tsaw -lal", is animitativeroot,

Jubal , son of Lamech, and great signifying “ tinkle.” ( ) Pah-am -one' (Heb. 123 ,

grandson of the great grandson of Cain, was the bell, " so called from being slruck, Exod. 28:33,

34 ; 39:25 , 26 ). These bells were for the robe of

the high priest, and were expressly designed to

sound (28:36). (c) Sah -har -one' ( Heb. 17, Gr.

unviokoi , Judg. 8:21 , 26 ; A. V. “ ornaments , ” R.V.

crescents," Isa . 3:18 ; . “ round tires like the

moon , ” R. V. “ crescents " ) may very likely be

ornaments for sight rather than for sound . ( d ) Ak

aw -seem ' (Heb. Drops, Isa. 3:18 ; A. V. " tinkling

6

Ancient Cornets.

father of all such as handle the harp and organ

(Gen. 4: 2), the two higher forms of musical in .

struments. Nothing is said of percussion instru.

ments . Perhaps mere rhythmic blows did not

seem to them worth calling music . And perhaps,

after all , the theoretic order was not the historic

one. Perhaps the more elaborate instruments

may have been invented first , to express the

musical ideas formed within the mind, and the

percussion instruments may have been added later

to give force and weight.

• With the Hebrews, as we have already said , the
Drum , Bells, Sistrum, etc.

instrument merely furnished an accompaniment

to the voice. Hence the historic development of ornaments,” R. V. " anklets ," were certainly for

instrumental music kept pace in the main with sound, 3:16), though in Psa. 7:22 the sameword

is used for “ fetters “ stocks.”

2. CYMBALS. According to Smith ( Bib. Dict.,

s. v. " cymbal ") there were two kinds of cymbals,

both of which are mentioned in Psa . 150 : 5 , the

" loud cymbals , ” tsil -tsel-ay ' shaw -mal ' (Heb.

szaw**), castanets, consisting of four plates

of metal, usually of brass, two of which were

b
attached to each hand and

smitten together to make a

loud sound ; and the “ high

sounding cymbals,” isil.

tsel-ay' ter-00-aw' (Heb.

>

or

a

>

*

consisting,(הָעּורְּתיִלְצְלִצ
:

sic. "

were

I
N

c Timbrel.

“ of two larger plates, one

held in each hand and

struck together as an ac

companiment to other mu

According to the

same author, the “ loud.

sounding cymbals ”

the same “ cymbals.” The

a Harp. 6 Psaltery . use of the dual form, indi

e Cymbals.
cating that there were two,

that of vocal. But, as a vehicle of thought, song
would lie somewhat against

was more likely to be employed in worship, as in
this, though it might refer

Amos 5:23, while in the luxurious feasts of Amos to sets of two pairs, as the

6 : 5 and Isa. 6:12 (comp. 14:11 ) the music is en
three pairs of wings in Isa. Cymbals.

tirely instrumental.
6 : 2 ; and the "“cymbals

( 1) The Drum type. (Heb.Daxsx) of 2 Sam. 6 :5 are the “ cymbals »

1. Bells. (a) Mets-il-loth" (Heb. mi? x ?), only (Heb. Only $ ??) of 1 Chron. 13 : 8, unless we sup

Zech . 14:20, literally, “ bells of the horse.” In | pose, what is natural enough , that both kinds of

d Cornet ( Sistrum ).
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see).םִיַּתְלִצְמ above

"

Flute .

> >

ence

cymbals were used on that occasion . Sxbx oc- distances of theholes and the shape of the mouth.

curs three times , once in 2 Sam . 6 : 6 (093***), and
piece show aptitude of construction

and experience in acoustics, but the in

twice in Psa. 150:5 (3*, strument evidently belongs to the later

occurs in 1 Chron. 13 : 8 ; 15:16, 19, 28 ; 16:5, 42 ; period of the Stone Age(Id ., ib. ). A

25 : 1 , 6 ; 2 Chron. 5:12, 13 ; 29:25 ; Ezra 3:10 ;
straight flute with mouthpiece and finger

Neh. 12:27. In 1 Chron . 15:19 the expression
holes was discovered in a ravine in

France. “ It is made of the bone of a

" to sound with cymbals of brass,” points to the
reindeer, which seems a proof positive" loud-sounding cymbals ” (an ***, tsil - tsel- Organ

of its being made at a time when the

ay shaw -mah '). climate and zoology of France were to.

3. Sistrum (Heb. Sap??? ,men -ah-nah ', only found tally different from the present” (Id ., p. 233).

“ The pipe was the commonest instrument of the

in 2 Sam . 6 :6, marg.; bypsa??, men - ah -an -cem ', Greeksand Romans (Smith , Dict. Gr. and Rom .

A. V. “ cornets, ” R. V. " cornets, " with “ sistra " Ant. , s. v. "Tibia " ), and was made of hollow cane

in margin ). The principle of the sistrum was or wood. The shepherd's pipe of straw is also fa.

that of a rattle. It consisted of a rim , circular miliar to those who have read the Latin poets.

or otherwise, with loose rods passing from side The pipe “is associated with the tabret as an in

to side or rings attached either to the circumfer- strument of a peaceful and social character ”

or to the diameter. It was sounded by (Smith, Bib . Dict., s. v . " Pipe " ), used in merri

shaking. ment (Matt. 11:17 ; Luke 7:32 ; Rev. 18:22 ; Isa.

4. TABRET, TIMBREL (Heb. gin , tofe). This was 5:12) ; in lamentation (Jer. 48:36 twice ; Matt.

a tambourine, consisting of a “ hoop or ring ” 9:23, where the “ minstrels ” were avantai, players

covered with membrane and hung round with on the pipe or flute, while Elisha's minstrel

brass bells or rattles. It was probably held in (2 Kings 3:15) was probably a player on a stringed

the left hand and beaten with the right, accom.
instrument. According to the Talmud quoted by

panied generally with dancing (Hutchinson, Music mournedfor her with not less than two pipes and
Lightfoot, every Israelite on the death of his wife

of the Bible, partly quoting from Robinson's Ge. one woman to lament (Sınith , Bib. Dict., s. v.

senius, Heb . Lex .). It was used not in war, but “ Music "). The pipe was also used for religious

on festal occasions, both sacred and secular. This purposes ' (1 Sam . 10:5; Isa. 30:29), and even in

instrument is the diff of the Arabs and the tar of public rejoicing ( 1 Kings 1:40 ). It was equally a

Barbary, “ and is the true tympanum of the an- favorite among the ancient Egyptians. " While

cients, as appears from its figure in several relievos, dinner was preparing the party was enlivened by
representing the orgies of Bacchus and rites of Cyo the sound of music, and a band consisting of the

bele ” (Smith, Bib. Dict. , s. v. " Timbrel,” quoting harp, lyre, guitar, tambourine, double and single
Russell's Aleppo). The name is probably from an pipe, flute and other instruments, played the fa
imitative root, and hence occurs in languages vorite airs and songs of the country” (Wilkinson,

which have, to say the least, no ncar connection Anc, Egypt., ii, 222, quoted by Smith, Bib. Dict. ,

with each other. In Arabic it is diff or duff, and s. v. “ Pipe ” ).' The Egyptians attributed the in .

being carried west by the crusaders it became the vention of the pipe to Osiris. The double pipe,
Spanish adufe. The Gr. Tü(u )ravov contains the both parts of which were blown at once, was

root of rúniw (to strike, Eng. tap), whence Lat. played on chiefly by women who danced as they
tympanum and our timbrel and tabor, with its
diminutives tab(o)ret and tambourine .' The lo" played. The “ pipes ” ( IR ) of Ezek. 28:13 may

feth (SEM, A. V. “tabret”) of Job 17:6 is trans. though Gesenius from the context makes both 1707
have been perhaps of a slightly different sort,

lated by the R. V. with Gesenius,Heb. Dict., (lote) and 27? (neh'-keb) refer to the cavities in .
" open abhorring.”. 9 (lofe)is translated “ tab

which

ret ” in both versions' Gen. 31:27 ; Isa. 5:12 ; 24 :
gems were set.

8 ; 30:32 ; Jer. 31 : 4 ; Ezek. 28:13 ; “ tabret ” in 2. ORGAN (Heb. 575 , Gen. 4:21 ; Job 21:12 :

A. V. , “ timbrel ” in R. V. in 1 Sam. 10 :5 ; 18:6 ; 573, 00 -gawb', Psa. 150:4 and margin of Job 30:3 :.

“ timbrel ” in both versions Exod. 15:20 ; Judg . where the text has 57% ; A. V. “ organ ,” R. v

11:34 ; 2Sam. 6.5; 1 Chron. 13 :8 ; Job 21:22 ; Psa. “ pipe”). It was probably the Pan's pipe,or syring

68:25 ; 81 : 2 ; 149 :3 ; 150:4 .

of the Greeks, the fistula of the Romans, which

(2) The Pipe type, or Wind instruments (3737, consistedofseveral pipes made of reeds of un

khaw -leel', perforated, 1 Sam . 10 : 5 ; 1 Kings 1:4 , 6 ; equal length and thickness — though some say of

Isa 5:12 ; 36:29 ; Jer. 48:36 , etc. ). equal thickness—which were joined together"

1. Pipe may have been a general name for sev. (Hutchinson, Music of the Bible, p . 93 ). The

eral instruments nearly resembling each other. number may at first have been two, but after

Nor, perhaps, do all writers distinguish between ward it came to be commonly seven, and in later

the pipe and the flute. In Egyptian pipes or flutes times it was still further increased. It was thus

figured by Hutchinson (Music of theBible, p . 161), a rudimentary organ, the ancestor of that monarch

the player blows into the end . The simpler forms of instruments, our pipe organ. Like the harp, it

of the pipe are of immemorial antiquity ( Elson's was the invention of Jubal, son of Lamech the
Curiosilies of Music, p . 232) . In an ancient dol. Cainite . It is mentioned as an instrument of

man or sepulcher near Poictiers was found a prosperous pleasure in Job 21:12 ; comp. 30:31 ;

partly completed fute made of a stag's horn. The land of praise, Psa. 150:4. The syrinx.was known

>

1

T.

T
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to Homer (II., xviii, 526). Its origin was variously It, as well as the oo-gaub ' ( 3773 ), was of antedilu.

ascribed to Pallas Athena, to Hermes, or quite vian antiquity, being the invention of Lamech,

commonly to Pan, whence the name Pan's pipe. the Cainite. Of course the exact form of the

3. TRUMPET. ( 1 ) Keh '-ren (Heb. 7.P.) is some ancient harp is not positively known,and perhaps

times thought to be a general word for trumpet, it was not always the same. · Probably its general

including sho- fawrow ( piv ) and khats-o- tser-aw

( 7781xn ); but it isperhaps best taken as synon.

ymous with piu, sho-faror' (see further on).

Very likely it was originally made of the horn of

an animal. In this case it might correspond to
the Roman " cornu,' a horn or trumpet shaped

like the letter C. For “ trumpets of rams' horns "

(Josh . 6 :4 ; comp. vers. 5 , 6) it might be better to

translate with R. V. marg. “ jubilee trumpets.”

7 .???, keh'-ren, is translated “ horn " (Josh. 6 :4–6,

13 ; 1 Chron . 25 : 5 ), and " cornet ” (Dan. 3 :5, 7, 10,

16 ). (2) Sho-fawr' (Heb. Ipiw, " cornet,” 1 Chron.

>>

C
J
I

Egyptian Harps.

( Tuba , from the Arch of Titus . )

>

>

shape was triangular, varying from a simple tri.

angle toward a shape like the modern harp.

Some forms of the Egyptian harp indeed resemble

a bow with strings , the principal thing, however,

being the strings rather than the frame. These

harps rested on the ground, and were sometimes as

Roman Trumpet. tall as the player. The portable hand harp was

a lyre (Hutchinson, p. 86, sq . ). " The strings of

15:28 ; 2 Chron. 15:14 ; Psa. 98 : 6 ; Hos. 6 :9) ; else the barp number from two or three to more than
where “ trumpet,” theclassical luccina, with twisted thirty,which appear to be fastened near the top
form , imitating the shell from which it was orig- by pegs in the sides.” A barp of sixteen strings

inally derived.(3)K'hats-o-tser -ar'(Heb.7ix intheeruptionin79A.D. But seven or eight
was found at Herculaneum, where it was buried

Hos. 5 : 8 ), a trumpet corresponding to the Roman seems to have been quite a common number.

tuba, which was a long, straight trumpet with a 2. LYRE, PSALTERY, V10L. Nay'-bel(Heb.52.),

wide mouth, and was used for signaling inwarand
in games and festivals. Ofthis sort were thesilver lyre, or, assome think,guitar. The harp, lyre, and

trumpets made by Moses which were to be used guitar were all known to the ancients ,buttheir

for calling together the princes of the congrega
'ms were varied, so tha our modern distinctions

tion, “ for the journeying of the camps,” for a war may not always have been kept. Nay'-bel is trans

alarm, and onthe festival days (Num . 10:1-10). lated.“psaltery," except Isa. 6:12 (A.V. " viol,” R.

At first there were twoof these trumpets (10:2); in lute ”); 14:11 (A.V.and R.V.“viols”);Amos5:23

2Chron. 5:12 there werea hundred and twenty. “ viols "); 6:5 (“ viol”). But the ancient viol was

(4) Yo -bale' (Heb.321"),a joyfulshout. In such cases andthe variety of words used by theLXÝ toà six- stringed guitar" ( Smith , s. v . , “ Psaltery " );

as Exod. 19:13 ; Josh. 6: 5, 6 it seemsto mean an translate >>> (ψαλτήριον, ψαλμός, κιθάρα, όργανον,

instrument, though even there this meaning is not

absolutely necessary . From Josh . 6 :4, comp. vers .
and especially váßaa), shows that even in their

6, 6 and Lev.26:9,the jubilee trumpet,sai ?, Hebrew instrument with any known to thetrans.

day there was no certain identification of the

seems to have been the piw. The meaning Jators ” ( Id., ib.). Josephus (Ant. , vii, 12, 3) says :

for bair is given by the Chaldee ans- The viol was instrument of ten strings; it was

lator and the rabbins; hence our translation played upon with a bow ; the psaltery had twelve

“ rams' horns.” But it is now believed to be a musical notes, and was played upon by the fin .

mistake. The word only occurs (Exod . 19:13; gers. " His " viol” was the 'Revúpa ( 7707), his

Josh. 6 :4–6, 8, 13 ; Lev. 25 : 9 ) as applied to an in- " psaltery ” the váßha, and his “ bow " the plec

strument, though used several times of the year trum , a little instrument with which the strings

jubilee (Lev, chaps. 26 , 27 , and Num . 26 :4). weretouched or struck (see, at length, Smith , Bib .

(3) The Lyre type, or Stringed instruments. Dict., “ Psaltery ” ). (nay'-bel) is translated
1. HARP, Kin -nore' (Heb. 902). " The kin . “ bottle ” in 1 Sam . 1:24 ; 10:3 ; 26:18 ; 2 Sam.

nore was the national instrument of the He. 16:1 ; Job 38:37; Jer. 13:12 (twice) ; 48:12 ; and

brews, and was well known throughout Asia . " | "pitchers ” (Lam. 4 :2).

>
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(Chald.אָחיִקֹורְׁשַמ,fromקַרָׁש,

46

a

3. CORNET. Aw -sore' (Heb. 10 ), an instru . been written during the period of Greek ascend.

ment of ten strings," mentioned only in Psa. ency. But they seem not to take sufficientaccount

33 : 2 ; 92:3 ; 144: 9. In Psa. 33 : 2 and 144: 9 it is of the widediffusion of Greek influence at an early

nay'-bel aw -sore' ( niing 17.); in 92:3 the preposi- age.Ifwe recall the eastern expansion of Greek

influence and commerce, the westward pushing of

tion is repeated (327-95 cp 15), as if there Assyrian power, the intervention of Lydia,with

were two instruments. In the former case the an occasional royal intermarriage or alliance ; the

meaning may be a psaltery with ten strings ; in

the latter the ten -stringed psaltery may be con

trasted with one having fewer strings .

The musical instruments mentioned in Daniel

(3 :5, 7, 10, 15) are : Cornet ” ( Chald . ??? ), the

same with the Heb. keh ' -ren . See 2 (3). “ Flute ”

an imitative root

for hiss or whistle; comp. ovpićw, ovply), a reed,

pipe ; according to John Stainer, in helps to Ox

ford Bible, a "Pan's pipe ” or small organ, like

the Heb. 5215 (00-garb'). See 2 (2). Harp "

( Chald. Onn ? or on , kee- thaw -roce'; Gr. Kiê.

ápa, kilh -ar'-ah ); according to helps in Oxford

Bible, guitar. " Sackbut ” (Chald . NaO ; better

P70,sab-bek -aw ', Gesenius, twelfth edition , 8. V.;

Gr. oqußúrn, sarn -booʻ-kay ), a four-stringed triangu.

lar instrument like a harp (comp. 33.) ; a large harp

(Oxford Bible and Chappell, History of Music ), or

a lyre (Dr. Strong). Athenæus (iv, 175e) calls the

sambuca an invention of the Syrians . “ Psaltery ”

(Chald. 7??????, pes-an -tay - reen ' ), Oxford Bible

and Chappell, dulcimer. As thename is merely an Assyrian Lyre, with Ten Strings.

Aramaic (“ Chaldee " ) translitera

tion of Walthplov (psal-tay'-ree-on ) , possible original connection between Assyria and

we may assume that the instruments Greece ; the probable unity of ancient music ; the

were thesame. The Yaarhplov was “ a wide-reaching luxury and high -wrought traffic of

stringed instrument like the payadıç “ great Babylon ; ” the immense diffusing power of

or váßha, a psaltery harp, v .Tpiyovov , both Phænician and Greek traders, and the tran

" a triangular psaltery ” (Arist.,Prob ., scendent skill of theGreeks in making whatever

xix, 23 , 2, cited by Liddell and Scott) . they touched available; and if we remember the

“ Dulcimer " ( Chald. -7737270, tendency of foreign names to cling to foreign ar

800m -po-neh -yaw '), is quite generally
ticles, as for instance our Indian terms “ toma.

thought to be a bagpipe, à double hawk ” and “ tobacco ; ” if we take into account

pipe with a sack. The bagpipe isstill all these things, we shall be very ready to believe

found in Asia Minorand Italy under that instruments with Greek names were familiar

the name Sambonja, Zampogna. It objects in Babylon long before the time of Nebu

seems to be the Gr, cujowvia, but
chadnezzar.-W. H.

may rather be the Semitic 72720, tube,
MUSICAL TERMS. In the Psalms.

220720 (comp. “ siphon ”; ' see Smith , | (1) Titles. Someof these are generally supposed

Bib. Dict., “ Dulcimer ”).' Evpguvia (with Aben Ezra, Com. , on Psa. 57) to be the first

Ninevite Psal

means concord, harmony, concert, words or the titles of songs to the air of which those
and “ probably as name of a musical particular psalms were to be chanted. Such are :

instrument ( Liddell and Scott, cit Aijeleth'shah'ar (Heb. 170 basah-yeh -leth',

ing Polybius, Diodorus, and Prudentius, which last hind ; hash-shakh' -ar, dawn ; Psa. 22, title ). To

seems to give the name symphonia to the Egyp- the tune of the song beginning ‘ Hind of the
tian sistrum ).

dawn,' i. e. , the rising sun, called " gazelle ' by the

Pusey ( Dan. the Proph ., pp. 29, 30 ) argues for. Arabs."
cibly for taking ovuowvia to mean a concert of

Al-taschith' ( Heb. Onun bx , al-tash -khayth ',
music." It is the word which in Luke 15:25 is
translated “ music,” i. e., a concert, with which titles of Psa. 57, 58, 59, 75). “To the tune of the
the ancients were accustomed to enliven their song beginning, ‘ Do not destroy.' This is quite

feasts . Thus Homer ( Od. , xvii, 358, 359) :
probably a vintage song, for the first line of which

see Isa . 65 :8, ' As the new wine is found in the

"Ησθιε δ' έως και τ' αοιδός ένα μεγάροισιν άειδεν· cluster, and one saith , Destroy it not, for a bless.

Εύθ' ο δεδειπνήκειν ο δ' επαύετο θείος αοιδός. ing is in it.' »

Some have argued from the Greek names of in Jon’ath e'lem rechoʻkim (Heb. Dºp.177 ob nai",

struments in Dan., ch. 3, that the book must have yo-nath ' ayʻ -lem rekh -o -keem ' “ To the tune of ' The

tery .
12
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,(16 :1.Exod)םִליֵאorםֶכֲאםיִליֵאconjecturally for

"

>

silent dove of those afar,' ” only found in the title (2) Instruments. Other terms are thought to

of Psa. 56). Some have proposed to substitute refer to certain instruments.

Gittith (Heb. m , hag -git- teeth ', titles of Psa.

which might possibly be written b . The phrase 8,81,84 ). Said to bea musical instrumentsupposed
would then mean, “ The dove of the far-off tere. to have been introduced from Gath . The LXX

binths, " which certainly has a more appropriate
have inép Tūv anvāv, " for (or concerning) the wine

sound . The LXX have inép toù hacū tov ánò TWY But as Gath (197) means a wine press it is not
Psa . 8, 81 , 84 are not vintage songs.presses."

αγίων μεμακρουμένου, “ on the people far removed

from the holy places .” Smith’s Bib. Dict. (s.v. quite impossible that non may be an adverbial

“ Jonath elem rechokim ”) supposes that for børx, form (like na , in the Syrian language, Isa.

the temple hall,which is sometimes (as 1 Kings 7:12) 36:11), and might mean after the manner or tothe

written abs; or the expression of the LXXmay be
tune of a wine press song (Isa. 16:10 ; Jer. 48:33).

an explanation rather than a translation, " silent
Higga'ion (Heb. 1777, hig- gaw -yone' ; Psa.

dove” being used as a symbol of a people far from 9:16 ; 19:15 ; 92:4 ; Lam . 3:62). Perhaps the

the courts of the Lord (comp. Psa.137:4) . So the best view is that of Gesenius, who takes it from

Chaldee paraphrase reads, " On the congregation 777, (haw.garo' to murmur, meditate). Thus it

of Israel, compared with a mute dove while exiled might have the two meanings - murmur of the

from their cities, but who come back again and harp, and meditation . And this might explain

offer praise to the Lord of the Universe.” On the general disposition to give it different trans.

this explanation (which is only conjectural) the lations in different places. In Psa. 9:16 it is

words " To the chief musician upon Jonath elem transferred, Higgaion (A.V. marg. , "That is, Med

rechokim would iroply an exilian adaptation of a itation " ). In Psa. 19:14 it is “ meditation ; " in

psalm originally written by David with reference 92 : 3 it is “ a solemn sound ; " in Lam. 3:62 the

to his experience in Gath. But the analogy of A. V. has “ device, ” R. V. " imagination . "

the titles before and after rather inclines us, on Jed'uthun . In the title of Psa. 39 the A. V.

the whole, to take the words Jonath elem recho (“ To the chiefmusician,even to Jeduthun ” ) and the

kim as merely the title or the first words of a song R. V . (“ For the chief musician, for Jeduthun " ) are

to the tune of which this psalm was to be chanted. in tolerable accord , and are probably correct, the

Muth lab ben (Heb. 125 na, moothlab-bane', Hebrew being 770197 ? (geri,17019715)$39.But

only found in the title of Psa. 9). The words in the titles of Psa. 62 , 77 it is 777777-53 (R.

might naturally mean “ TO (the tune of the song) v. “After the manner of Jeduthun ” ). It is, of
• Die for the son ." " They might possibly mean

“ Death to the son ," or even “ Death of the son."
course, possible that a song or air may have been

It contains too much thanksgiving to refer to the
named after Jeduthun (comp. Aijeleth shahar,

death of Absalom . A tradition mentioned by etc. ), but it more probably refers to the great

Kimchi refers it to the death of Goliath, the name
singer himself. If the A. V. " to Jeduthun ” is

of Goliath's father having come after the words correct, by is to be taken in the Aramaic fashion

cited .The LXX and Vulgate (UTÈN TWV spodíwv for bup or ?, as it is in many places, e. g ., Isa . 63:

Toù vioù ,pro occulho fili, translating the Hebrew

dative by a genitive) seem

have read 1, 972-3y, to whom ; 2 Chron . 30: 1 , 0 :39N058, to

“ concerning the mysteries.” .
Ephraim .

Shoshan'nim (only Psa. 46, Heb. Opuw, and Ma'halath (Heb.oma,makh- al-ath ', titles of

Psa . 69, swin, both sho-shan-neem '), “ (To the Psa. 53, 88) is variously explained. Robinson's

tune of the song) ' Lilies. ' » Some, however, refer
Gesenius , comparing the Ethiopic with the kibapa

it to the content of the psalm , others to lily. i. e., a lyre,guitar, accompanied by the voice.
of the LXX in Gen. 4:21,translates it by “ cithara,"

shapedinstruments. There is said to be a par: Jerome, connecting it with Winza, "dance,” ren
ticular kind of lily called the martaban lily or

Turkish cap, which very much resembles a cymbal ders it per chorum (with a dance) ; and he is sup

in form (Hutchinson, p : 354) . In the Psalms the ported by Theodotiou (ÚTèp tis xopeius), Symma

LXX have υπέρ των αλλοιω θησομένων, and the | cluς (διά χορού ), and Aquila (επί χορεία ). Some

Vulgate pro iis qui immutabuntur ; apparently have seen in it “ anenigmatical indication of thesub

readingop for bowiw . The title of Psa.80 jectofthe psalm .” Jarchi translates “ Mahalatlı”

bas 1977 obwin, which, according to the pause of the sons of men,
by " on sickness, " referring to the spiritual malady

Others regard Mahalath

accent, would read , “ Lilies ; a testimony,'' and we as indicating the melody, like Aijeleth shahar

may take “ Lilies "alone, or “ Lilies ; a testimony," | (q . v.). The title of Psa. 88 is nviar oma ; for
as the title or opening of a song.

Shu'shan e'duth (Heb. 0173 Tunw,shoo-shan ' Vulgate ad respondendum , from 77, to answer,
ODY? the LXX have toð átokpiörvar , and the

ay -dooth ', Psa. 60, title ), “ Lily of testimony,” But as the verb in Piel is defined " to sing,” and

probably indicates the song to whose air Psa. 60
was to be chanted . Other views, however, have as the psalm shows no sign of arrangement for

been held. Fürst regards Shushan eduth as the responsive singing, while a simple direction to

name of one of the twenty-four divisions of singers sing seemsunnecessary, some take it from 1 (aw .

appointed by David . naw ', to humble or afflict), comparing “to bring

>

to

תוומֶלָעלַע,

1

"

)

"
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to remembrance in the titles of Psa. 38 and 70, chief musician,” etc. ,and that in Psa . 45 the char.

and “ to thank ” in 1 Chron. 16 :7. On this view acter of the psalm is indicated as " a song of

it would be a psalm of humiliation or a psalm for loves," after “ Maschil.” Thus Smith's Bib . Dict.
a time of affliction . (s. v. Maschil ”) thinks that though it may have

Neg'inah (Heb. 7m??, neg -ee-narth ', Psa. 61, meant didactic,” as applied to a particular

title , ni , neg-ee-noth', titles of Psa. 4, 6, psalm , it may afterward have been applied to
others to indicate the melody or style of the per

54 , 67, 76 , R. V: “ stringed instruments " ). It formance .

seems generally agreed that these terms refer to

stringed instruments, and so they are translated
Mich'tan (Heb.. op???, mik-tawm', titles of

in Isa. 38:20 ; Hab. 3:19. But in Lam. 5:14 the Psa. 16, 56-60). The A. V. margin gives " a

rendering is “ music; and either the singular or golden psalm ," apparently connecting it with

plural form is translated “ song ” in both versions on? (keh ’-them ) a poetic word of uncertain origin

in Job 30:9 ; Psa. 69:12 ; 77: 6. Lam. 3:14. for gold . Dr. Strong definesit “ an engraving, i . e. ,

Ne'hiloth (Heb. Dista, nekh-ee-loth', title of a poem ,” from ond (kaw -tham ),to carve, engrave,

Psa. 5). The LXX, with Aquila, Symmachus,and hence to inscribe. Some, citing the Syriac k'tham,

Theodotion (ün èpTS ni.npovouovons), and theVul. stain , probably from original sense spot, define it

gate (pro ea qua hæreditatem consequitur), seem to

have derived it from brz, to inherit. But it is well with Dr. Strong, and is supported by the LXX,
as a noted or an engraved song. This agreesquite

now generally derived from 5517, to bore, whence Vulgate, Theodotion , and the ChaldeeTargum.
5977, Aute or pipe (q. v. ). Then " Nehiloth is Others, referring to Arabic katama, to conceal,
the general term for perforated instruments of all refer it to David's concealment or to a concealed,

kinds, as Neginoth denotes all manner of stringed mysticalmeaning; orto kathama to be sad, take

instruments.” It is also probable that the D95it of ation is that of Rosenmüller and Gesenius,which
it to mean an elegy. A generally accepted explan.

Psa. 87 : 7 refers to the players on pipes and flutes. makes onaa (mik -tawm ), a variation of 397 ?,

Shem'inith (Heb. 019 ?????, shein -ee -neeth', titles (mik-tawb') a writing. With this it is claimed the

of Psa. 6,12, “ upon the eighth ” ). The meaning is LXX and the Targum agree. In truth all the

disputed . The Targum on the Psalms, followed by views which make it an engraved psalm , as Dr.

most of the rabbinical writers , regard it as a harp Strong's, are in essential agreement, though the

of eight strings, perhaps from 1 Chron. 15:21. fundamental idea of anp (kaw-thabh is some

Dr.Strong says "probably an eight-stringed lyre.” | times given ns to engrave (Dr. Strong and Robin

Smith ( Bib. Dict., s . v . “Sheminith") thinksthat it son's Gesenius), and sometimes as to connect (Ge

" denotes a certain air known as the eighth, or a senius, twelfth edition).

certain key in which the psalm was to be sung.”
Shigga'ion (Heb . shig-gaw.yone', title

In i Chron. 15:20, 21 we find psalteries on Alamoth

contrasted with harps on Sheminith. Maurer and, of Psa. 7 : plural in Hab. 3 : 1 , A. V. “ Shigion.

apparently, others regard Sheminith as an in- oth ” ). The term is connected with 1774 (shaw

strument of deep tone like the violoncello, while gaw ' to wander ), and is taken to mean a dithy.

Alamoth is compared with the violin. This is rambic ode, a wild , enthusiastic song. Dr. Strong

not very different from the view held by Gesenius,
DeWette, Hengstenberg, Tholuck, and others,who says “a dithyramb, or rambling poem .” nisaw by

refer the term Sheminith to the lower notes, or in Hab. 3 : 1 would thus mean after the manner of

bass, and Alamoth ( q . v . ) to the higher notes, or dithyrambic songs.

treble. Perhaps this view is as good as any. Song of Degrees (Heb. 0715872.3 , sheer ham.

(8) Other musical terms. Mas'chil biru , mah-al-oil', Psa. 120–134, titles).Probably, ac
mas-keel, titles of Psa. 32 , 42, 44, 45, 52, 53,54, cording to the opinion of Ewald, Herder, Rosen

53, 74 , 78, 88, 89, 142) “ probably implies a poem müller, Mendelssohn, and others, this expression

or song enforcing intelligence, wisdom, piety .
song of theascents,” i.e. , pilgrim songs for

which istrueofall these psalms, not excepting thejourney up to Jerusalem , which was emphati

Psa, 45, in which everything is referred to the cally a city set on a hill. Some make it the title of

goodness of God, vers. 3, 7, 8” (Robinson's Gese- a melody. Others, as Gesenius, noting that the con

nius, 8.h. v.). From bap (saw-kal”, to be pru- peated at the opening of the next verse,think the
cluding words of a sentence are sometimes re

dent), the Hiphil (causative) means consider, as term refers to“ the poetical composition of the

Psa. 41 : 1 , and to become wise, act wisely , whence song.” An ancient authority says that the fifteen
“ he that is wise , ” Joh songs of degrees were chanted on the fifteen

22:2. It also has the strict causal meaning, to stepswhich led from the court of the women to

make wise, instruct, as Psa. 32 : 8 . We can
that of the men ," and this is said to be alluded to

hardly avoid the conclusion, therefore, thatMas- in the apocryphal gospel ofThe Birth of Mary (Dr.

chil must originally, at least, have meanta didactic Adam Clarke, on Psa. 120).

poem , though, of course, it is possible that it may Se’lah (Heb. 7 , seh '-law, seventy times in

refer to the skill of the performance. This was Psalms and thrice in Habakkuk), a musical term

Ewald's idea , in accordance with Psa. 47 : 7. whose significance is much disputed . The term

It is pointed out that “ with few exceptions it is employed in the Psalms by the LXX (dawałua)

associated with directions for the choir," " to the itself stands in need of explanation. It is be.

1

means
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lieved to mean “ either a musical interlude filling thrashing. This was not intended to apply merely

up a pause in the music, or a louder playing of to the ox employed in thrashing, but to be under.

the accompaniment ( the song that is being con- stood in the general sense in which the apostle

tinued " ) (Oxford Bible References, p . 392). Some, Paul used it (1 Cor. 9: 9 ; 1 Tim . 5:18 ), that a

however, as Augustine, Eusebius of Cæsarea, and laborer was not to be deprived of his wages.

Gregory of Nyssa, think it refers to a pause or
MY'RA (Gr.Múpa,moo'-rah ), one of the chief

lull. This is the view of Dr. Strong. Gesenius cities of Lycia in Asia Minor. It was situated

(s. v. “ Thes." ) connects these views. De about one league from the sea, upon rising ground,

riving the word (as does Dr. Strong) from o atthe foot of which flowed a navigable riverwith
( saw ’-law, to suspend ), he regards Selah “as denot- an excellent harbor. The town still stands, but

ing a pause in the song which was filled by an in a dilapidated condition , called Myra by the
interlude played by the choir of Levites. ” Ewald Greeks, but Dembre by the Turks . It was atMyra

gives essentially the same meaning. And, as com- that Paul, on his voyage to Rome, was transferred

bining the ideas of music and silence, perhaps from the ship which bad brought him from Cilicia

this is the most probable and safest if we try to to the ship from Alexandria (Acts 27: 5).

form an opinion. But a different class of inter. MYRRH . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM .

preters refer it to the sense rather than to the
MYRTLE . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM .

music. The Targum mostly renders it by “ for

ever, " or some similar word ; and it is followed
MYS'IA (Gr. Mvoia, moo-see’-al), a province

by Aquila (aei) and various versions by Jerome in the northwest of Asia Minor, and_ separated
(semper) and by a majority of the rabbinical from Europe only by thePropontis and Hellespont.

writers. AbenEzra, however,sayş “ the meaning at its chief port, Troas,on bis first voyage to
Paul passed through this province, and embarked

of Selah is like ‘ so it is,' or 'thus,' and 'the mat

ter is true and right. ' ” This wouldliken itto Europe (Acts 16: 7, 8 ).

Amen . An ingenious and beautiful explanation , MYSTERY (Gr. uvotýplov, moos-tay ' -ree -on, &

whether historically true or not, is that of Pro- hidden thing).

fessor Wilson, of Oxford. He takes the letters 1. A hidden or secret thing, not obvious to

as abbreviated from 550, to raise. Hohe the understanding (1 Cor. 13:2 ; 14:2).

thinks an abbreviation for :790, “extol the
2. A hidden purpose or counsel; secret will ;

as God's plan of providing salvation for men

Lord ” (Hutchinson ,Music of theBible, p. 319, sq). through Christ, once hidden, but now revealed

This would make Selah similar to hallelujah in (Rom . 16:25 ; 1 Cor. 2:7 ; Eph . 1 : 9 ; 3 :9 ; Col. 1 :

sense. This meaning would suit the context either 26, sq.). We have other expressions, as “ mystery

before or after in nearly all the cases where Selah of Christ ” ( Col. 4 : 3), i. e., respecting Christ;

But there are a few cases where this mystery of the Gospel ” (Eph. 6:19), which is

meaning would be so much out of place as to contained and announced in the Gospel ; “ mys.

negative the theory, unless we suppose that Selah teries of the kingdom of heaven ,” or “ of God ”

was sometimes used for musical effect without | ( Matt. 13:11 ; Mark 4:11 ; Luke 8:10 ), the secret

regard to the sense, like the hallelujah (“ praise purpose relative to the kingdom of God.

ye the Lord " ) at the end of Psa. 147.-W. H. It is used, also, of certain single events decreed

MUSING (Heb. 577, haw -gheeg', Psa . 39 :3) by God having reſerence to his kingdom or the

is a metaphor taken from vegetables, which, being salvation of men (Rom . 11:25 ; 1 Cor. 15:51); of

heaped together, begin to heat and ferment ifnot God's purpose to save theGentiles through Christ

scattered and exposed to the air, and will soon
(Eph. 3 :3-6 ). “ Stewards of the mysteries of

produce a fame and consume themselves and God ” (1 Cor. 4: 1) are those who are intrusted with

everything within their reach. the announcement of God's purpose to redeem

“ The mysteries of faith ” (1.Tim . 3 : 9) and
MUSTARD. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

“ of godliness " (v. 16) are those which faith and

MUTH LAB’BEN ( Title, Psa. 9). See Mo- godliness embrace and keep. The “mystery of

SICAL TERMS. iniquity " (2 Thess. 2: 7 ; Gr. åvouía, an -om -ce -ah,

MUTTER (Heb. , haw -gaw ', Isa . 8:19). lawlessness) " is that mass of uncombined lawless

Ancient wizards (see Magic)imitated the chirping ness,which,though at present seenonly in detail,

of bats, which was supposed to proceed from the after find its complete development and organiza
and not revealed in its true proportions, will bere.

shades of hades, and uttered their magical formu- tion in the person and power of antichrist " ( Elli

las in a whispering tone .
cott, Com ., in loc.).

MUZZLE (Heb. Dot, khaw-sam' ; Gr. Quów , 3. The mystic or hidden sense : of an Old Testa.

fee-moʻ-o, to stop the mouth) . In the East the ment saying (Eph. 6:82) ; of a name (Rev. 17:5);

grain was thrashed by oxen trampling upon it ; of an image or form seen in a vision (Rev. 1:20 ;

and the command was not to muzzle the ox when | 17 :5 ).
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NA'AM (Heb.by , nah '-am , pleasantness), one for portion. Naaman heard his request, and

of the sons of_Caleb, the son of Jephunneh granted him more than he had asked (2 Kings

(1 Chron. 4:15), B. C. about 1170. 5 : 1-23 ), B. C. about 850.

NA’AMAH (Heb. 17723.2, nah -am -aw ', pleasant
Character. “ Naaman's appearance through

out the occurrence is most characteristic and con
ness ). sistent.

1. One of the four women whose names are to resent what he considers a slight cast either on
He is every inch a soldier, ready at once

preserved in the records of the world before the himselfor the natural glories of his country, and

food; all except Eve being Cainites. She was blazing out in a moment into sudden rage, but

daughter of Lamech and Zillab and sister of calmed as speedily hy a few good-humored and

Tubal-cain (Gen. 4:22).
sensible words from his dependents, and after the

2. Wife of Solomon and mother of King Reho cure has been effected evincing a thankful and

boam (1 Kings 14:21, 31; 2. Chron. 12:13). On simple heart, whose gratitude knows no bounds,

each occasion she is distinguished by the title “ the and will listen to no refusal ” (McC. and S. , Cyc.,

(not ' an,' as in A. V.) Ammonite." She was, s. v. ).

therefore, one of the foreign women whom Solo.
NOTE .- (1 ) The expression “Because that by him

mon took into his establishment ( 1 Kings 11 : 1 ), Jehovah had given deliverance to Syria " (v. 1 ) seems

B. C. after 960. to point to services such as were incidentally to subserve

3. A city in the plain of Judah, mentioned be the divine purposes toward Israel,andmayon this ac
count have been ascribed to Jehovah . ( 2 ) Naaman's

tween Beth-dagon and Makkedah (Jush. 15:41 ) , request to be allowed to take away two mules'burden

not definitely located . of earth is not easy to understand . Tbe natural ex

NA'AMAN (Heb. 729972, nah -am -awon ', pleas- proinpted the Pisan invaders to take away the earth of
planation is that, with a feeling akin to that which

antness). Aceldama for the Campo Santo at Pisa , the grateful

1. One of the family of Benjamin who came
convert to Jehovah wished to take away soine of the

earth of his country to form an altar. But in the nar

down to Egypt with Jacob, as read in Gen. 46:21 , rative thereis no mention of an altar.

or, more correctly, born in Egypt. According to NA'AMATHITE (Heb. ways, nah-am -au

the LXX version of that passage, hewas the son
of Bela, which is the parentage assignedto him thee'), an epithet of Zophar,one of Job's friends,

in Num . 26:40,where, in the enumeration of the only found in Job. 2:11 ; 11:1; 20:1; 42:9, and al.

sons ofBenjamin, heissaidto be thesonof Bela, ways in the phrase "naio (591x) , “Zophar

and head of thefamily of the Naamites. He is also the Naamathite. " There are several towns from

reckoned among the sonsof Bela ( 1 Chron. 8 : 3 , 4 ), which it might have been derived , as “ Noam , a
B. C. after 2000. castle in the Yemen,and a place on the Euphrates ;

2. “ The Syrian was commander of the Niameh, a place belonging to the Arabs; and

armies of Benhadad II (Josephus,Ant., viii , 15,5) , Noamee, a valley in Tihameh ," not to mention the

king of Damascence Syria. ' He is described as very common Naaman. The LXX call Zophar

a great man with his master, and honorable, the Minæan and the king of the Minæans (Mevalwv

a mighty man of valor." He was, however, a | Bacíheùs, o Mivalos). But of the real meaning of

leper; and when a little Hebrew captive girl spoke the “erm nothing is known.-W. H.

of a prophet in Samaria who could cure her mas- NA'AMITE (Heb. 1727, nah-am-ee'), one of

ter of leprosy Benhadad furnished him with a the family descended from Nnaman (Num. 26:40),

letter to King Joram. But when the king read a Benjamite. The name is a contraction seldom

the letter to the effect that Naaman had been sent occurring in Hebrew, and is rendered “ the Naa

to him to be cured he rent bis clothes, suspecting manites by the Samaritan codex.

that the object was a quarrel. Elisha the prophet,
NA'ARAH (Heb. 73 , nah-ar-aw', a girl),

hearing of this, sent for Naaman, who came to his
house, not being permitted as á leper to enter the second named of the two wives of Ashur, of

Elisha sent a messenger to him, saying, “ Go and the tribe of Judah, and the mother byhim of four

wash in Jordan seven times, and thy flesh shall sons (1 Chron. 4 : 5 , 6 ), B. C. about 1210.

come again to thee, and thou shalt be clean . " NA’ARAI (Heb. 39, nah -ar -ah'ee, boyish ),

Naaman was very indignint at the apparent in the son of Ezbai, and one of David's heroes

civility, and would doubtless have returned to ( 1 Chron. 11:37 ), B. C. about_1000 . In 2 Sam.

Syria without a cure but for the entreaties of his 23:35 he is incorrectly called Paarai.
servants. He bathed in the Jordan, and was

NA ARAN (Heb. 7779, nah -ar-awn ', boyish,

cleansed of his leprosy. Returning to Elisha, he

acknowledged that Jehovah was above all gods, puerile),a towninEphraim, between Bethel and

and declared his intention of worshipinghim alone? Jericho (1Chron. 7:28),and possiblythesame as

He asked permission to take home two mules'
Naarath (Josh. 16 :7 ) . Five miles N. of Jericho

burden of earth, probably to set up in Damascus are ruins of a town called Kh. el Adjeh el Tah.

an altar to Jehovah . He desired to bestowvalu- tâni, which are suggested as the site ” (Harper,

able gifts upon Elisha, but the prophet refused to Bible and Mod . Dis., p. 376 ).

accept anything. His servant, Gehazi, covering NA’ARATH (Heb. , nah-ar-aw', a girl,

some of the richesproffered his master, hastened handmaid ), a town named (Josh. 16 : 7) as one of
after Naaman and asked , in his master's name, I the southern landmarks of Ephraim. It was in

1 )
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the Jordan valley and north of Jericho. Probably upon the city wall at Jezreel. According to both

the same as Naaran (q . v. ).
texts, it immediately adjoined the vineyard, and it

NA’ASHON (Exod. 6:23). See Nahshon. thus became an object of desire to the king, who

NA'ASSON , the Grecized form (Matt. 1 :4 ; offered an equivalent in money, or another vine

Luke 3:32) of the Heb. NaHshon (q. v. ) . yard in exchange for this. , Naboth, in the inde

NABAL (Heb. 577, naw -bawi', foolish),a de- pendent spirit of a Jewish landholder, refused.

scendant of Caleb, who dwelt in Maon (probably inheritance ofmy fathers unto thee.” Ahab was
Jehovah forbid it me that I should give the

themodern Mäin, seven miles S. E. ofHebron ), cowed by this reply ;but theproud spiritof Jeze

when David, with his followers, was on the south- bel was roused." She took the matter into her

ern borders of Palestine ( 1 Sam. 25 : 2, sq . ), B. C.
about 1004. He was a man of great wealth,hav- own hands; wrote letters in Ahab's name to the

ing three thousand sheep and one thousandgoats, proclaim a fast, and thatNabothshould beplaced
elders and nobles of Jezreel, directing them to

which he pastured in Carmel (not the promontory

mountains of Judah). When David heard in the God and the king,” and he and his children

of that name, but the present Kurmul, on the at the head ofthe services. Twomen of worthless
character accused him of having blasphemed

desert (v. 1) that Nabal was shearing his sheep, (2 Kings 9:26)were stoned to death. Jezebel

which was generally accompanied with festivities,
he sentten young men to Carmel to Nabal, and then informed Ahab of the death of Naboth,

bade them wish him peaceand prosperity, to res of this crime brought upon Ahab and Jezebel the
whereupon he took possession. Theperpetration

mind him of David's friendly services, and solicit
a present for himself and people. The services severest punishment (1 Kings, ch . 21), B. C. about

852.
alluded to were doubtless protection afforded by

David and his men to Nabal's shepherds and flocks NA'CHON (Heb. 7759, nar-kone', prepared), a

against the Bedouin Arabs. Nabal refused the pe- name by which the threshing -floor was known near

titioners in a verychurlish manner: “ Who is David ? which Úzzah was slain ( 2 Sam . 6 : 6 ) . It is uncer.

and who is the son of Jesse ? there be many sery- tain whether this is the name of the owner or
ants nowadays that break away every man from merely an epithet applied to it, i . e . , the pre

his master. Shall I then take my bread, and my pared floor. In 1 Chron. 13: 9 it is called the floor

water, and my flesh that I have killed' for my of Chidon , which is supposed by some to be

shearers, and give it unto men, whom I know not another name of the owner. Eventually it was

whence they be ? ” (vers. 10, 11 ). Thus, in order known by the name of Perez-uzzah (2 Sam . 6 : 8 ).

to justify his covetousness, he set down David as NA'CHOR, a more accurate form of the name
a worthless vagrant. David was greatly enraged Nahor (q. v .).

at this reply, and started with four hundred men 1. The brother of Abraham (Josh. 24 : 2).

to take vengeance upon Nabal. In the meantime

one of Nabal's servants told Abigail, his intelli
2. The grandfather of Abrabam (Luke 3:34).

gent and godly wife, what had taken place. As NA'DAB (Heb. 977, naw -dawb', spontaneous,

quickly as possible she took a bountiful present liberal).

of provisions (v. 18 ) , and, sending it to David, fol. 1. The eldest son of Aaron and Elisheba (Exod.

lowed herself to appease his wrath . They met, 6:23 ; Num . 3 :2 ) . He, his father and brother, and

and Abigail, throwing herself at David's feet, be seventy old men of Israel were led out from the

sought his forgiveness . David's anger was ap- midst of the assembled people (Exod. 24 : 1), and

peased, and in his reply he praised Jehovah for were commanded to stay and worship God "afar

having sent Abigail to meet him (v. 32 ), and con- off, ” below the lofty summit of Sinai, where Moses

gratulated her upon her understanding and acts, alone was to come near to the Lord, B. C. 1209.

which had kept hiin from bloodslied (v . 33 ). ' He Nadab and his brothers Abihu, Eleazar, and Itha:

received her gifts, and dismissed her with the as
marwere anointed, with their father, to be priests

surance that he had granted her request (v . 35). of Jehovah (28 :1). He and his brother, in offer.

All this had occurred without the knowledge of ing incense, kindled it with “ strange ” fire, that

Nabal, and when Abigail returned and found him is, fire not taken from that which burned per

in a drunken stupor she told him nothing until petually (Lev. 6:13) on the altar, and for this
the next morning. Conscious of the danger that offense were struck dead before the sanctuary by

had threatened him , angry at the loss he had sus- fire from the Lord ( Lev. 10 : 1 , 2 ; Num . 3 :4 ; 26:61) .

tained, or vexed because his wife had humbled on this occasion , as if to mark more decidedly

herself in such a manner, “ his heart died within the divine" displeasure, Aaron and his surviving

him, and he became as a stone " (v. 37). It was sons were forbidden to observe the usual mourn .

as if a stroke of apoplexy or paralysis had fallen ing ceremonies for the dead. Rosenmüller sup

upon him . He seems not to have changed in his poses, from the injunction (Lev. 10:9, 10 ), that
nature by his affliction, for ten days later “ the the brothers were in a state of intoxication when

Lord smote Nabal, that he died " (v. 38). David not they committed the offense.

long after took Abigail for his wife (vers. 40–42 ).
2. King Jeroboam's son , who succeeded to the

NA BOTH (Heb. nis?, naw -both’, fruits) was throne of Israel B.C.913, and reigned two years

an Israelite of Jezreel , and the owner of a small ( 1 Kings 15: 25–31 ). He followed the idolatrous

portion of ground (2 Kings 9:25, 26) that lay on policy of his father (comp. 16 :3 and 12:30). At

the eastern slope of the hill of Jezreel . He had the siege of Gibbethon a conspiracy broke out in

also a vineyard, of which the situation is not quite the midst of the army, and the king was slain by

certain . The royal palace of Ahab was close Baasha, a man of Issachar, B. C. 888.

(
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Van

name.

3. A son of Shammai (1 Chron . 2:28), of the mander in chief of Absalom's army. Amasa is

tribe of Judah , and father of two sons (v . 30) . there said to have been the son of a certain Ithra

4. A son of Jehiel, the “ father " (founder) of by Abigail, “ daughter of Nahash and sister to

Gibeon (1 Chron. 8:30 ; 9:36 ), of the tribe of Ben. Zeruiah.” By the genealogy of 1 Chron . 2:16 it

jamin .
appears that Zeruiah and Abigail were sisters of

NAGʻGE (Gr. Nayyai, nang-gah '- ee, for Heb. David and the other children of Jesse. The ques

mai, no -gah, i Chron. 3 : 7), an ancestor of Jesus the same time daughter of Nahash andsister to
tion then arises, How could Abigail have been at

in the maternal line, the son of Maath , and father the children of Jesse ? To this three answers

of Esli (Luke 3:25 , R. V. “ Naggai " ). may be given : 1. The universal tradition of the

NAHALAL (Heb. 52,nah-hal- arol, pas- rabbis, thatNahash and Jesse were identical.
ture), a city in Zebulun on the border of Issachar 2. The explanation first put forth by Dr. Stanley,
(Josh. 19:15, A. V. “ Nahallal ” ), but inhabited by that Nahash was the king of theAmmonites, and
Canaanites tributary to Israel (Judg. 1:30,A. V. that the same woman had first been his wife or
"Nahalol ”). It was given , with its suburbs, to concubinc- in which capacity she had given birth

the Merari family of Levites ( Josh. 21:35 ). to Abigail and Zeruial — and afterward wife to

de Velde (Memoir, p. 335) supposed it to be the Jesse, and the mother of his children . 3. A third

present village of Maalul, four miles S. W.of possible explanation is , that Nahash was the name,

Nazareth .
not of Jesse, nor of a former husband of his wife,

NAHALIEL (Heb. Bg5?, nakh - al-ee-ale',
but of his wife herself (Smith, Bib . Dict . , s . v . ) .

valley of God ), one of the encampments of Israel
NA HATH (Heb. On), nakh '-ath , rest, quiet).

in the wilderness (Num . 21:19), between Mattanah 1. One of the “ dukes,” or phylarchs, in the

and Bamoth. It wils near Pisgah, north of Arnon. land of Edom , eldest son of Reuel, the son of

Identified with the ancient Callirhoe, the hot Esau (Gen. 36:13, 17 ; 1 Chron . 1:37).
springs on the east of the Jordan near the Dead 2. A Kohathite Levite, son of Zophai (1 Chron.

Sca, and which may account for its suggestive 6:26 ). He is the same with Toah (v. 34) and
“ The name of Nahaliel is still retained in Tohu ( 1 Sam . 1 : 1 ) , and was an ancestor of Sam .

the form Encheileh. This is the name given to uel.

the Lejum after it has been joined by the Balua, 3. A Levite in the reign of Hezekiah, and an

until its junction with the Saide ” (K. and D. , overseer of the sacred offerings in the temple

Com ., in loc . ). (2 Chron. 31:13) .

NA HALLAL (Josh. 19:15) . See NaHALAL. NAH'BI (Heb. 1979, nakh -bee ', hidden), the

NA HALOL (Heb. 5572, nah-hal- oleʻ), an
son of Vophsi , a Naphıtalite, and one of the twelve

other form (Judg. 1:30) of Nahalal (q. v . ).
spies (Num . 13:14 ), B. C. 1209.

NA'HOR (Heb. hin ?, naw-khore', snorting,
NA’HAM (Heb. On) , nakl '-am , consolation),

a brother of Hodiah (or Jehudijah ), the second, or
snoring ).

Jewislı , wife of Mered. He was the father of Abraham's grandfather (Gen. 11 :22–24; Luke
1. The son of Serug, father of Terah , and

Keilah'the Garmite and Eshtemoa (1 Chron. 4:19). 3:34 ; A.V. " Nachor " ). He lived one hundred

He is probably the same as Ishbah (v. 17).
and forty-eight years, B. C. before 2300.

NAHAM'ANI (Heb. 1772772, nakh-am -ar- 2. Grandson of the preceding, a son of Terah

nee', compassionate ), a chief man among those who and brother of Abraham (Gen. 11:26; Josh . 24: 2),

returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Neh . 7 : 7), B. C. about 2300. He married Milcah, liis brother

B. C. about 445 . Haran's daughter, by whom he had eight children

NA HARAI (1 Chron . 11:39). See Nahari.,
(Gen, 11:29), and had as concubine Reumah, who

NA'HARI (Heb. "72, nakh -ar-ah’ee, snorer), ham and Lot migrated to CanaanNahor remained
bore him four children (22:23 , 24 ). When Abra

the Beerothite , who was one of David's mighty in Haran, where his descendants were certainly

men and the armor-bearerof Joab ( 1 Chron. 11:39 ; living two generatious later (24:10 ; 29:5 ). It was

2 Sam, 23:37), B. C. about 961 . to the family descended from Nahor and Milcah

NA’HASH (Heb. uni, naw-khawsh', serpent). that Abraham andRebekahinturn had recourse
1. “ Nahash the Ammonite ,” king of the Am- for wives for their sons.

monites at the foundation of the monarchy in NAH'SHON (Heb . ziwna, nakh-shone', en
Israel, B. C. 1030. He was directing an assault chanter ), the son of Amminadab, and prince of

against Jabesh - gilead, and upon the inhabitants Judah when first numbered in the desert (Exod.

asking him to make a treaty with them he dic- 6:23 ; Num . 1: 7 ; 1 Chron. 2.10, 11), B. C. 1209.
tated that cruel alternative of the loss of their His sister Elisheba was wife to Aaron (Exod . 6:23),

right eyes or slavery, which roused the swift and his son Salmon married Rahab after the tak

wrath of Saul , and caused the destruction of the ing of Jericho (Matt. 1:4 ). In the encampment

Ammonite force ( 1 Sam . 11 : 1 , 2–11 ) . He is prob- (Num . 2 : 3), in the offering of the princes (7:12, 17),

ably the same as Nahash, the father of Hanun, and in the order of the march (10:14 ), the first

who had rendered David some special and valu- place is assigned to him as captain of Judah's
able service, which David was anxious for an op- host. We have no further particulars of his life,

portunity of requiting (2 Sam. 10: 2). but we know that he died in the wilderness

2. A person mentioned once only (2 Sam . 17:25 , ) | ( 26:64, 65). His name occurs in Matt. 1 :4 ; Luke

in stating the parentage of Amasa, the com- | 3:32, in the genealogy of Christ, where his lineage

>
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is evidently copied from Ruth 4: 18–20 ; 1 Chron. Figurative. A tent pin was a general desig.
2 : 10-12 . nation for national rulers (Zech. 10 :4 ), who stand

NAPHUM (Heb. baina, nakh -oom ', comfort in the same relation to the commonwealth as a

able ), the seventh of the minor prophets. of tentpin to the tent, which it holds firmly and

himself little is known except from thetitle of keeps upright ( Isa. 22:23). The figure is changed,

the book, " The book of the vision of Nahumthe so thatEliakim , instead of being honored, is like

Elkoshite ” (ch. 1:1). The site of the village is to a nail (or peg) driven into the wall, and upon

disputed. “ According to Saint Jerome, it was
which his family hung. When the nail fell all

in Galilee, and only insignificant ruins remained that hung upon it (viz., his family) shared the same
fate ( v. 25).

in his day. Towardthe end of the 16th century
the idea arose that Nahum was born at Alkosh, a 2. ( Heb . 972072, mas-mare ), ordinary and orna.

town near Mosul, where also a modern tomb is mental nails. Those mentioned in 1 Chron . 22 :3 ;

pointed out as the place of bis burial ” (Smith, in | 2 Chron. 3 :9, were partly for pivots upon wbich
Bible Educator, iv, 340). Prophecy. Of the the folding-doors turned, partly in the construc
place and time of writing his prophecy nothing tion of the doors. Those used for fastening the

is certainly known. “ In the Seder Olam Rabba gold plates upon the planks were also probably of
he is made contemporary with Joel and Habak- gold .
kuk in the reign of Manasseh. Syncellus places Figurative. In the proverb “ The words of

him with Hosea, Amos, and Jonah in the reign of the wise are as nails fastened by the master of as.

Joash, king of Israel , more than a century earlier; semblies ” (Eccles. 12:11 ) we are taught that truth

while, according to Eutychius, he was contem- sinks deeply into the mind as a nail well pointed
porary with Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi , and does when driven into the wall. The “master of
prophesied in the fifth year after the destruction assemblies ” (literally collections) may be a person
of Jerusalem . Josephus mentions him as living appointed by the kingto see that the people get
in the latter part of the reign of Jotham. Carpzov only that which is profitable to hear. In a collec

concluded that Nahum prophesied in the beginning tion of oriental proverbs, two hundred and sis in

of the reign of Ahaz,about B. C. 735. Modern number, made by Mrs. Lydia Einsler, and pub.

writers are divided in their suffrages. Bertholdt lished in the Journal of the German Palestine so .

thinks it probable that the prophet escaped into ciety, vol . xix, No. 2, is the following, “ She now

Judah when the ten tribes were carried captive, has a house and a nail in the wall, referring to
and wrote in the reign of Hezekiah. Keil places a woman who was of a low station socially, but

him in the latter half of Hezekiah's reign, after had attained a higher. It was often used of a poor
the invasion of Sennacherib . Ewald conceives girl who had made a good marriage. The nail in

that the siege of Nineveh by the Median king the wall is typical of something firm and strong,

Phraortes (B. C. 630–625) may have suggested able to support also heavy burdens; and in the
Nathan's prophecy of its destruction (Smith, light of these facts the peculiar statements of

Bib. Dict. , s. v .). Dr. Strong ( Cyc., s. v.) thus Ezra 9 : 8 and Isa . 22:23-25, concerning the dail

sums up the discussion : “ Nahum was à na- in the wall , ' receive new side-light illustrations."
tive of Galilee ; that upon the invasion and de. Nails are mentioned in the accounts of the cru.

portation of the ten tribes he escaped into the cifixion ( John 20:25 ; Col. 2:14).

territory of Judah, and probably took up his resi- 3. Nail, of the finger (Heb. 76 , tsippo'.
dence in Jerusalem , where he witnessed the siegeof the city by Sennacherib,and the destruction of ren, Deut.21:12) , like cutting the hair, the paring

the Assyrian host in the reign of Hezekiah ; and symbol of a slave woman passing out of slavery
of the nails — both signs of purification - was a

that probably soon after that memorable event, and being received into fellowship with the core

which proved “ the beginning of the end of the
nant nation.

Assyrian power, and taking occasion from it, the

spirit of prophecy chose him to be the instrument the same Hebrew word, and means the
In Jer. 17:1 (marg.) “ nail ” is the rendering of

of predicting the final and complete overthrow of of a stylus ora metallic pen. In Dan. 4:33 ; 7:19
point ”

Nineveh and her empire. Nahum was a con

temporary of Isaiahand Micah.” The subject of (Chald. 97, tef- ar '), occurs of the claws of a

the prophecy is, in accordance with the super bird or beast.

scription, “ the burden of Nineveh," and falls into NA'IN (Gr. Naiv, nah-in ', pleasantness, beauty).

three parts. The first contains the introduction the city at the gate of which Jesus raised the

( ch. 1:1-10) and the theme of the prophet's oracle widow's son to life (Luke 7:11 , sq .). Josephus

( vers. 11-14); the second sets forth the calamity (Wars, iv, 9, 4) mentions a city of Nain, but that

which should befall the Assyrian empire ( ch. 2) ; was east of Jordan. Robinson found a hamlet

and the third recapitulates the reasons for the named Nein, south west of Capernaum, standing on

judgments that should thus be inflicted and the a bleak, rocky slope of the northern declivity of

certainty of their coming (see BIBLE, Books of ; Jebel ed -Duhy (the“ hill Moreh ” of Scripture). In
PROPHECY). this locality Eusebius and Jerome place the city

NAIL . 1. For fastening ( Heb. , int, yaw of Nain.

thade'), usually a (wooden) peg, or nail of any ma NA'IOTH (Heb. niz?, nev -aw -yoth ”, dwellings),

terial ( Ezek. 15: 3; Isa . 22:25 ). It is also a tent or, more fully, “ Naioth in Ramah,” was the place

pin driven into the earth to fasten the tent rope in which Samuel and David took refuge after the

to, one of which Jael drove into the temples of latter's escape from Saul ( 1 Sam. 19:18, sq . )

Sisera (Judg. 4:21 , 22). Thither Saul followed them, after having sent
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three companies of men to take David. When he with the birth, some hope or wish or prayer of the

came to Sechu, near Ramah,the Spirit of the Lord parent; and henceforth the child embodied it, and

came upon him, so that he went along prophesying for the parents' sake felt it like a personal vow ,

until he came to Naioth ; and there he took off his and made his life an effort to realize it. This ten

clothes, and prophesied before Samuel, lying upon dency to play on names and find analogies or con

the ground all day and night (vers. 20–24 ) . Keil trasts in them is seen throughout the Bible (see

and Delitzsch ( Com .) think Naioth to be a proper Ruth 1:20 ; 1 Sam . 25 : 3,25 ; Rom . 9 :6). So we have

Dame applied to thecommon dwelling of the pu- “ Dan ( judge) shall judge his people ” (Gen. 49:16),

pils of the prophets, who had assembled round and many other instances.

Samuel in the neighborhood of Ramah. 3. Personal names. These may be divided

NAKED (Heb. 1777 , er -vaw ', nudity ; Gr. into two classes : those given at birth ; those im

Yúuvos, goom '-nos),means absolute nakedness (Job posed in after life. ( 1) Those given at birth. At

1:21 ; Eccles. 5:15 ; Amos 2:16 ; Mic. 1 : 8), but else.
such times the slightest event was considered to

where in our sense of ragged, poorly clad (Isa.68: beof importance - a chance word, a sly intima

7 ; Matt. 25:36 ; James 2:15). In John 21:7 the tion by the gossip at the bedside, a pious or hope

meaning is clad in the undergarment only (the
ful ejaculation by the mother ; and , where names

outer garment being cast aside).
were sought for, any well-omened word was has .

Figurative. “ Naked ” is used figuratively to times the namewould express the time of birth,
tily seized and attached to the newcomer. Some

signify stripped of resources, disarmed ; thus “ I

have made Esau bare ” (Jer. 49:10 ) signifiesthe moon ); sometimes theplace, as Zerubbabel (born
e. g., Shaharayim (the dawn ), Hodesh (the new

destruction of Edom. The “ nakedness of a land
in Babylon ). The condition of the mother is often

(Gen. 42: 9) signifies the weak and ruined parts of indicated ; thus Rachel dying in childbirth named

it where the country lies most open and exposed her son Benoni (son of my pain ), while Leah (ex

to danger. “ Naked ” is also put for discovered, hausted ) and Machli (sick) are names thatbint

made manifest (Job 26 :6 ; Heb. 4:13): In such muchweakness, ifnot death. Sometimesthename
passages as Exod. 32:25 ; 2 Chron. 28:19 ; Ezek. indicates a peculiarity of thechild, as Esau (hairy),

16 :36-39, “ naked ” symbolizes the stripping from Edom (red ),Korah (ball). _Or the feeling of the

one of bis righteousness through idolatry. parent found expression - Eve called her first born

NAMES ( Heb. bw , shame ; Gr. óvoua, on '. | Cain (acquisition ),but she came to know that a

om -ah ). mother's feelings are made up more of sadness

1. Names are designed to distinguish objects , than of joy, and so she called hersecond son Abel

and originally expressed the distinct impressions (vanity) . The strong affection of Hebrew women

which objects made upon, or the special relations for their children is sometimes shown in the names

in which they stood to the person . Thus God they gave to their children, e.8 , Adah ( ornament),

brought the beasts to Adam , andfrom the impres- Peninnah (pearl), Rachel (dove), Susanna (lilies),

sion they make upon him he assigns names to etc. Religious names were frequently given, the
them (Gen. 2:19). The impression a people made most simple being expressive of thanks to God

upon other nations gave rise to a name ; thus, the for the gift of a child , as Mahalaleel (praise to

gigantic aborigines of Palestine were named by God ); of wonder at God's liberality, Zabdiel (boun

the Israelites Emim (Heb. Du???, ay -meem ', Gen. lifully given ),Zechariah ( God has remembered).

Deut. 2:10, 11). Or the name may embody the parent; so Rachelnamed her firstson Joseph
Again a name may express some great longing of

some well-known characteristic of the tribe ;e,& ; (adding, i.e., may God addtomeanother child );
the first inhabitants of Mount Seir were called or resignation and trust, as Elioenai (toward Jehovah

Horim (Heb. 777, kho-ree ', cave dwellers, Gen. 14: are myeyes).The name was generally given by

6 ; 36:21 , 29 ; Deut. 2:12, 22), because they made the parents,butsometimes a number of their kins
the caves of that region their home. We learn men and friends would agree in bestowing one

from Chaldee names that the proper speech of that (Ruth 4:17 ; Luke 1:59). (2) Change of name.

warlike race was not Semitic , but Aryan. We Not seldom the name given at birth was changed

gather from the names of Jacob's children that for a new one, or at first added to the original

they must bave been given in an Aramæan-speak . name, and gradually took its place. Thus Abram's
ing country from theirgreat affinity to that dialect. name was changed to ABRAHAM (q. v.) when he

From a comparison of the roots of many names renewed his covenant with Jehovah (Gen. 17 :5 ) ;

with the same roots in the cognate dialects it is Jacob (the supplanter) became Israel (prince)after

evident the Hebrew was in early days much more his successful struggle with the angel (Gen. 32:28) .

closely allied to Arabic than when it became a Princes often changed their names on their acces

literary tongue. Much use might be made of the sion to the throne ( 2 Kings 23:34 ; 24:17). This

study ofHebrew proper names for the better un- was also done in the case of private persons on

derstanding of the history of that people. entering upon public duties of importance (Num.

2. Play on. The Israelites were very fond of 13:16 ; comp. John 1:42 ; Acts 4:36). So the

playing on names. The name to them was a sign prophet Nathan, on assuming the charge of Solo

of something quite sensuous and outward. Hence mon's education, gave him the name Jedidiah

names rarely became hereditary in Hebrew ; they ( 2 Sam. 12:25 ). Children frequently received

still retained their significance, being proper per. names expressive of relationship, as Abimelech

sonal names, very seldom passing into the un. ( father of the king); or some one of the several

meaning surname. They generally expressed some divine names is coupled in the samemanner with

personal characteristic. some incident connected another element, as Nathaneel, with the divine

14 : 5 ;
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name El, or Jonathan, with the divine name four sons (Gen. 46:24 ; 1 Chron. 7:13 ). While in

Jehovah (contracted Jo) and the verb gave. The Egypt Naphtali increased with wonderfulrapidity,

word El enters very early into the composition of numbering at the first census fifty-three thousand

names, while those compounded with the name four hundred ( Num . 1:43), ranking as sixth . The

Jehovah do not appear till the Mosaic era ; and number decreased during the wilderness journey,

not till the time of Samuel are names compounded for at the second census the adult males amounted

with this name of God common. to only forty- five thousand four hundred, ranking

4. Figurative. The name in Hebrew is some- eighth (26:50). ( 2) Position . During the march

times used to signify the collected attributes or through the wilderness Naphtali occupied a posi

characteristics of the object named. This is par- tion on the north of the sacred tent with Dan and

ticularly the case withthe divine name (Exod. 34: Asher ( 2:25-31). (3) Territory. In the appor.

5). Our Lord says, “ I have manifested thy name,
" tionment of the land the lot of Naphtali was

etc. ( John 17:6 ), where name embraces the whole not drawn till the last but one. Their portion lay

divine nature revealed by the Son. The expres at the northern angle of Palestine, and was in.

sion " nameof God ” indicates the entire adminis. closed on three sides by that of other tribes—Zeb.

tration of God, by which he reveals himself and ulun ( south ), Asher (west), trans-Jordanic Mapas.

his attributes to men ; the glory and power of seh (east ). ( 4) Subsequent history. Naphtali had

God displayed in nature (Psa . 8 : 1 ) ; God's revela- its share in the incursions and molestations by the

tion of himself to his people (Zech. 10:12) ; and surrounding heathen. One of these , apparently

when God announces his mighty presence it is the severest struggle of all , fell with special vio

said , “ Thy name is near ” (Psa. 75 : 1 ) . In the lence on the north of the country, and the leader

New Testament the expression “ the name of by whom the invasion was repelled-Barak, of
Christ ” refers to all that Jesus is to men (Luke Kedesh -Naphtali- was the one great hero whom

24:47 ; Acts 9:15) ; to believe in the name of Naphtali is recorded to have produced ( Judg. 4 :6 ).

Christ ” ( John 1:12), " saved by his name” (Acts Naphtali was also the first tribe captured by the

4:12), “ to have life through his name ” (John 20 : Assyrians under Tiglath -pileser (2 Kings 15:29).

31 ) all refer to the saving and life -giving power in But though the history of the tribe ends here ,yet,

Christ, which is communicated to the believer. under the title of Galilee , the district which they

The expression “ Let everyone that nameth the formerly occupied became in every way far more
name of Christ ” (2 Tim . 2:19) means everyone important than it had ever been before.

thatacknowledges him to be what his name means, trict which formed the main part of the territory3. Mount Naphtali. The mountainous dis

the Lord.

NA’OMI (Heb. * 7???, no-om -ee', my pleasant- Ephraim ” and “ Mount Judah.”
of Naphtali (Josh. 20 : 7) ; answering to “Mount

ness, delight), a woman of Bethlehem , in the days
NAPH TUHIM (Heb . TIRPS, naf- loo.

of the judges, whose history is interwoven with

that ofher daughter-in-law Ruth (Ruth, chaps.1-4 ), kheem '), a Mizraite nation or tribe, mentioned
B. C. about 1322-1312. Her husband's name was only as descendants of Noah (Gen. 10:13 ; 1 Chron.

Elimelech, and her two sons were Mahlon and 1:11), and who probably settled at first, or when

Chilion . With them , because of a famine in her Gen., ch. 5, was written , either in Egypt or imme

own country, she went to Moab, where they died . diately west of it.

Returning to her native land, she was accompanied NAPKIN (Gr. oovdápiov, soo -dar '-ee-on, sweat.

by Ruth , who became the wife of Boaz . Upon cloth ), a handkerchief (so rendered, Acts 19:12),
her return she replied to those asking her " Is i. e., a cloth for wiping the perspiration from the

this Naomi ? ” “ Call me not Naomi, callmeMara : face and for cleaning the nose (Luke 19:20 ; Acts
for the Almighty hath dealt very bitterly with me.' 19:12). It was also used for swathing the head of

NA PHISH (Heb. 0997,naw -feesh ',refreshed ),
a corpse (John 11:44 ; 20: 7).

the eleventh son of Ishmael (Gen. 25:15 ; 1 Chron .
NARCIS'SUS (Gr. Nápkidoos, nar '-kis-sos, a

1:31 ) . “ The tribe descended from Nodab was well -known flower), a person at Rome to some of

subdued by the Reubenites, the Gadites, and whose household (or friends) Paul sent salutation

the half of the tribe of Manasseh, when they (Rom. 16:11). He cannotbe the celebrated favor.

made war with the Hagarites, with Jetur, and ite of the Emperor Claudius, as that person was

Nephish, and Nodab ' (1 Chron. 5:19) . The tribe put to death before the epistle was written .

is not again found in the sacred records, nor is it
NARD. See SPIKENARD .

mentioned by later writers. It has not been identi. NA'THAN (Heb. 177, nau -thawn ', given , of

fied with any Arabian tribe " (Smith, Bib. Dict. , God ).
8. v.).

NAPH'TALI. (Heb. 5029, naf-taw -lee ', my born to him by Bathsheba (1 Chron . 3:5 ; comp.
1. A Son of David ; one of the four who were

wrestling .) 14 :4 and 2 Sam. 5:14), B. C. about 977. Nathan

1. The sixth son of Jacob, and the second appears to have taken no part in the events of his

of Bilhah, Rachel's maid, and own brother to Dan. father's or his brother's reigns. To him are to be

Of the personal history of Naphtali we know noth- referred , probably , the words of Zech. 12:12. He

ing, as up to the time of Jacob's blessing the appears as one of the forefathers of Joseph in the

twelve patriarchs his name is only mentioned in genealogy of St. Luke (Luke 3:31 ).

the two public lists (Gen. 35:25 ; 46:24). 2. The Hebrew Prophet who lived in the

2. The Tribe of Naphtali. (1) Numbers. reigns of David and Solomon. (1) First appear.

When Israel went down into Egypt Naphtali had ance. The first mention of him is in a consulta.

>
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mon .

"

tion with David, in which he advises him to build meet with the name of Nathanael only once

the temple (2 Sam . 7 : 2, 3 ) ; but after a vision in more, and then simply as one of a small company

formed David that he was not to carry out his in- of disciples at the Sea of Tiberias to whom Jesus

tention (vers. 4–17 ), B. C. about 984. (2 ) Reproves showed himself after his resurrection (21 : 2).

David.. About a year after David's sin Nathan From this reference we learn that Nathanael was

appears to reprove him. The reason for this a native of Cana of Galilee. “ It is very com.

delay seems to be set forth by David in Psa., monly believed that Nathanael and Bartholomew

32, where he describes the state of his heart dur. are the same person . The evidence for that belief

ing this period, and the sufferings he endured is as follows : John, who twice mentions Nathan.

while trying to conceal his crime. To insure suc. ael , never introduces the name of Bartholomew at

cess Nathan resorted to a parable of a rich man all. Matthew (10 : 3 ), Mark (3:18), and Luke (6:14).

taking from a poor man his . "little ewe lamb .” all speak of Bartholomew , butnever of Nathanael.

The parable was so selected that David could not It may be , however, that Nathanael was the proper

suspect that it had reference to him and his sin . nameand Bartholomew (son of Tholmai) the sur.

With all the greater shock, therefore, did the name of the same disciple, just as Simon was

prophet's words, “ Thou art the man ,” come to called Bar.jona, and Joses, Barnabas.
It was

the king (2 Sam . 12: 1-15 ), B. C. about 977. At Philip who first brought Nathanael to Jesus, just

the birth of Solomon Nathan came to David, ac- as Andrew had brought his brother Simon ; and

cording to Jehovah's instructions, and named the Bartholomew is named by each of the first three

child Jedidiah, " because Jehovah loved hiin " evangelists immediately after Philip, while by

(vers . 24, 25). ( 3) Secures the kingdom for Solo- Luke he is coupled with Philip precisely in the

In the last years of David Nathan, with same way as Sinon with his brother Andrew , and

Bathsheba, secured the succession of Solomon James with his brother John " (Smith , Bib. Dict. ,

( 1 Kings 1 :8–30 ), and at the king's request as- 8. v .).

sisted at his inauguration (vers . 32–38, 45 ) , B. C.

about 960. He assisted David by his advice when an ' -meh '-lek , given ofthe king),
NA’THAN -MEL ECH (Heb.7329-709, neth

chamberlain

be reorganized the public worship (2 Chron .29:25); (i. e.,eunuchi) from before whose chamber at the
His son Zabud succeeded him as the “ king's

friend," and another son , Azariah , was

temple entrance King Josiah removed the horses
over the

offices ” in Solomon's time (1 Kings4 :5). He left dedicated to the sun by the kingof Judah (2 Kings

twoworks behind him—a Life of Daviữ ( 1 Chron. 23:11), B. C.624.
NATIVITY OF CHRIST. See CHRISTMAS ;

29:29 ) and a Life of Solomon ( 2 Chron. 9:29). The
JESUS.

last of these may have been incomplete, as we

cannot be sure that he outlived Solomon . His NATURAL. (1 ) (Heb. 1 ?, lay -akh, fresh

grave is shown at Halhul, near Hebron . ness.) It is recorded of Moses that at his death

3. An inhabitant of Zobah in Syria, and the his eye was not dim , nor his natural force

father of Igal, one of David's chieftains ( 2 Sam . abated ” (Deut. 34 : 7) . The meaning is his fresh

23:36), B. Č . about 984. In 1 Chron. 11:38 it is ness, i . e., full vital energy, was preserved. (2)

given as Joel , the brother of Nathan . (Gr. Ovoikos, foo-see-kos', produced by nature ), thus

4. A descendant of Judah, being the son of “ the natural use ” (Rom . 1:26 , 27) means that
Attai and father of Zabad ( 1 Chron . 2:36) . which is agreeable to nature. “ Natural branches "

5. One of the chief Jews who were sent by ( 11:21 , 24) are those growing naturally as op

Ezra from his encampment at the river Ahava to posed to ingrafted branclies. The phrase "

the Jews ' colony at Casiphia, to obtain “ ministers natural brute beasts ” (2 Pet. 2:12) means yoverned

for the house of God ” (Ezra 8:16, sq . ) , B. C. about by the instincts of nature ( R. V.,
“ born mere

457. He is perhaps the same as the Nathan who animals ” ). The adverbial form is used in the

put away his Gentile wife ( 10:39 ). passage, “ but what they know naturally, as

NATHAN'AEL (Gr. Natavana, nath -an -ah- brute beasts ” ( Jude 10), i. e., under the guidance

ale ”, given of God), a disciple of our Lord, of whose of nature. (3) (Gr. pv xıkós,psou-khee-kos'), hav

lifewe have no particulars save the references in ing the nature and characteristics of the principle

John's gospel . It appears that after Jesus was of animal life, which men liave in common with

proclaimed by Jolin the Baptist to be the Lamb the brutes ; thus the " natural body ” ( 1 Cor. 15:
of God he was minded to go to Galilee. Having 44, 46), and equivalent to “flesh and blood "

called Philip to follow him , the latter hastened to (v. 50). In the expression “ The natural man re

Nathanael to inforın him that the Messiah had ceiveth not the things of the Spirit ” (2:14), the

appeared. Nathaniel expressed his distrust that meaning is, the man governed by his sensuous

any good thing could come from so small and in- nature with its subjection to appetite and passion.

considerable a place as Nazareth . He accom . See GLOSSARY.

panied Philip, however, and upon his approach NATURAL HISTORY. In dealing with

was saluted by Jesus as an Israelite indeed, in the natural history of the Bible we should be

whom was no guile.” This elicited the inquiry from governed by principles similar to those which we

Nathanael as to how he had become known to use in determining the allusions to nature in other

Jesus. The answer, “ Before that Philip called ancient and most modern books. Nothing like a

thee, when thou wast under the fig tree, I saw scientific classification of animals and plants can

thee,” satisfied him that Jesus was more than man , be detected in the Bible any more than in Homer

and “ Nathanael answered and saith unto him , or Horace or Shakespeare or Wordsworth .

Rabbi, thou art the Son of God ; thou art the Natural objects are grouped with reference to

King of Israel ” (John 1 :45-49), B. C. 25. Wel their more obvious characteristics. Thus plants

as

>

>
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are divided into trees and herbs. Yet even in NAVE (Heb . 39, gab, hollow or curved ), the

speaking of the knowledge of the vegetable king- hub of a wheel, the central part into which the

dom which Solomon possessed, it is said that " he spokes are inserted ( 1 Kings 7:33).

spake of trees, from the cedar tree that is in NAVEL (Heb. hics
, shore, shaw -reer',

Lebanon even unto the hyssop that springeth out
of the wall” ( 1 Kings 4:33). All plants are here twisted, as a string), the umbilical connection

characterized as trees. Solomon seems to have of thefetus with the mother (Ezek. 16 :4), hence

divided the animal kingdom intofour classes, abdomen where it is attached (Job 40:16).

corresponding to the modern classes of the verte
Figurative. The bodice or vestnent of a

brates— “ he spake also of beasts (mammalia ),
woman (Cant. 7 : 2) ; so the passage is understood by

and of fowl (birds), and of creeping things,

(reptiles, including amphibians ), and of fishes ” NAVY (Heb. "OX, on -ee ', conveyance, 1 Kings

(4:33). The last class doubtless includes most or 9:26, etc.) is used in the sense of fleet. See Ship.

all of the aquatic creatures not included in the NAZARENE '(Gr. Našapmuós,nad-zar-ay-nos ),

modern class of fishes. It is plain that in this an inhabitant or native of Nazareth, as Matt. 21:11 ,

some.

01

Nazareth.

0

classification of Solomon no notice is taken of in- etc. , and rendered “ of Nazareth . " The term

sects, coelenterata, etc. Worms were probably Nazarene (Gr. Naśwpaios, nad -20-rah '-yos) occurs

included among creeping things. Moses seems to only in Matt. 2:23 ; Acts 24:5, and should have

have recognized a somewhat similar division . been rendered Nazoræan in English. At first it

In the ceremonial law a classification into clean was applied to Jesus naturally and properly, as

and unclean was based on the correlation of cer. defining his residence. In process of time its

tain organs and functions , as cleft hoofs and population became impure (mixed with other peo

rumination , and, in the case of aquatic creatures ples) , its dialect rough, provincial , and strange,

the presence or absence of fins and scales. Ac. and its people seditious, so that they were held in

cording to this, water mollusks, cælenterata, and little consideration. " The name of Nazarene

scaleless fishes were in one class and other fishes was but another word for despised one. Hence,

in a second . - G . E. Post. although no prophet has ever said anything of

NATURE. (Gr. yévedis, ghen '-es-is); else. thewordNazarene, yet all those propheciesde
where, as Rom. 1:26, qúois (foo -sis, genus). The scribing the Messiah as a despised one are fulfilled

following are the uses of these terms: (1) The in his being a Nazarene. But we are convinced

law of the natural or moral world ( Rom . 1:26 ; that something more than this is intended. The

2:14 ; 11:24 ); ( 2 ) birth, origin , natural descent, Hebrew word for Nazareth was Netzer, a branch, or

“ Jews by nature " (Gal . 2:15; Rom . 2:27), rather germ ... Nazareth is called a germ from its

“ which by nature are no gods” (Gal.4:8); (3) insignificance, yet it shall, through Him ,fill the

genus, kind : " For every kind (marg. 'nature ') of earth with its importance " (Whedon, Com ., in loc.).

beasts,” etc., “ is tamed , and bath been tamed of The Christians were called “ Nazarenes ” (Acts

mankind ” (marg. “ nature of man," James 3 : 7 ) .
24 : 5 ), a contemptuous appellation , as the follow.

NAUGHTINESS (Heb. 97, ro'-ah , badness, reth stamped him as a false Messiah.
ers of Jesus, whose presumeddescent from Naza

1 Sam . 17:28, wickedness of heart ); -777, hav
NAZ'ARETH (Gr. Našapéi, nad-zar -eth ', or

var ' ( Prov. 11 :6 ), eagerly coveting, and so mis. Našapét, nad-zar-eť , perhaps germ, sprout), the

chievous things; (Gr.karia , kak -ee'-ah, James 1:21 ), home of Joseph and Mary.

malice, ill-will, vicious disposition. See Glossary. 1. Location. Nazareth is situated on the

NAUM (Gr. Naovu, nah -oom '), the son of most southern of the ranges of Lower Galilee,
Esli and father Amos, in the maternal ancestry about ten miles from the plain of Esdraelon.

of Christ (Luke 3:25). He is probably the same “ You cannot see from Nazareth the surrounding

with Johanan, the son of Elioenai (1 Chron. 3 : country, for Nazareth lies in a basin ; but the

24). moment you climb to the edge of this basin ...

e. 8. ,

6

1
2
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come

what a view you have. Esdraelon lies before you , There are no conclusive analogies tending to show

with its twenty battlefields — the scenes of Barak's that the custom was derived from a heathen

and of Gideon's victories, of Saul's and Josiah's source , especially from Egypt.

defeats, of the struggles for freedom in the glori. 3. The Nazarite Vow . This vow consisted

ous days of the Maccabees. There is Naboth's in the person consecrating his life to God for a

vineyard and the place of Jehu's revenge upon fixed period. The Mosaic law speaks of such con.

Jezebel ; there Shunem and the house of Elisha ; secration as being limited to a particular tin

there Carmel and the place of Elijah's sacrifice. To which was probably fixed by the one making the

the eastthe valley of Jordan, with the long range vow ; yet instances occur of children being dedi.

of Gilead ; to the west the radiance of the GreatSea cated by their parents before their birth to be Naza

You can see thirty miles in three directions " rites all their lives, e. g . , Samson (Judg. 13 :5, 14),

(Smith, Hist. Geog., p. 432). Across the plain of Samuel (1 Sam . 1:11 ), and John the Baptist ( Luke

Esdraelon emerged from the Samaritan hill the 1:15). According to the Mishna the usual time

road from Jerusalem and Egypt. The name of was thirty days, but double vowsfor sixty days, and
the present village is en - Nazirah, the same as of treble vows for a hundred days, were sometimes

old, and is near Cana. made. The vow of the apostle Paul seems also to

2. Scripture Mention . Nazareth is notmen have been a kind of Nazarite vow, in fulfillment

tioned in the Old Testament, or by Josephus; it was of which he shaved his head at Cenchrea (Acts

the home of Joseph and Mary (Luke 2:39) ; there 18:18), although according to the law (Num . 6 : 9,

the angel announced to Mary the birth of the Mes. 18) and the Talmud the shaving of the head was

siah ( 1 : 26-28), and thither Joseph brought Mary required to be done at the door of the temple.

and Jesus after the sojourn in Egypt (Matt. 2: 19 4. The Law of the Nazarite (Num . 6 : 1-21 ).

22) ; here Jesus grew up to manhood (Luke 4:16) , | The Nazarite, during the term of his consecration,

and taughtin the synagogue (Matt. 13:54 ; Luke was bound to abstain from wine, grapes, with
4:16). His long and intimate association with every production of the vine, and from every

this village made him known as “ Jesus of Naza- kind ofintoxicating drink. He was forbidden to

reth ” (Luke 18:37 ; 24:19 ; John 1:45, etc.; Acts cut the hair of his head, or to approach any dead
2:22, etc.). The disrepute in which Nazareth body, even that of his nearest relation . If

stood (John 1:47) has generally been attributed to a Nazarite incurred defilement by accidentally

the Galileans' lack of culture and rude dialect ; touching a dead body, he had to undergo certain

but Nathanael, who asked, “ Can any good thing rites of purification, and to recommence the full
of Nazareth ? " was himself a Galilean. period of his consecration . There is nothing

It would seem probable that “ good ” must be whatever said in the Old Testament of the dura

taken in an ethical sense, and that the people of tion of the period of the vow of the Nazarite of
Nazareth had a bad name among their neighbors days. When the period of his vow was fulfilled

for irreligion or some laxity of morals. he was released therefrom , and was required to

3. Present Condition. Modern Nazareth is offer a he lamb for a burnt offering, a ewe lamb

a better class Eastern village , with a population of for a sin offering , and a ram for a peace offering,

about four thousand—a few Mohammedans and with the usual accompaniments of peace offerings

the rest Latin and Greek Christians. (Num. 6 : 13-20) and of the offering made at the

NAZ'ARITE , more properly NAZŠIRITE ,
consecration of priests (Exod. 29: 2 ), “ a basket of

unleavened bread, cakes of fine flour mingled
one of either sex who was bound by a vow of a
peculiar kind to beset apart from others for the with oil, and wafers of unleavenedbread anointed

serviceof God. The obligation was either for with oil” (Num . 6:15 ). He brought also a meat
offering and a drink offering, which appear tolife or for a defined time.

1. Name (Heb. Tat?, naw-zeer', and 77? act of service (v. 17). He was to cut off the
have been presented by themselves as a distinct

S3x, nel -zeer' el-o-heem', Nazarite of God). The hair of “ the head of his separation” . (i . e., the

term comes from the verb 777, naw -zar', to sepa. hair which had grown during the period of his

rate ; and denotes in general one who is separated consecration) at the door of the tabernacle, and to

from certain things and unto others, and so distin- put it into the fire under the sacrifice on the altar.

guished from other persons and consecrated unto The priest then placed upon his hands the sodden

God (Gen. 49:26 ; Deut. 33:16). According to
Jeft shoulder of the ram , with one of the unleav.

others, the word ?, nay’ -zer, a diadem , contains them again and waved them for a wave offering.
ened cakes and one of the wafers, and then took

the original idea of naw-zar', which will then radi. These, as well as the breast and the heave, or

cally signify to crown, and the hair is regarded as right shoulder (to which he was entitled in the

acrown to the person. In accordance with this case of ordinary peace offerings, Lev. 7:32–34)

view the Nazarite is a crowned one, because he were the perquisite of the priest. The Nazarite

has “ the crown of God upon his head ” (Num. 6 : also gave him a present proportioned to his circum

7), evidently in allusion to the mass of uncut stances (Num . 6:21 ). From this the custom after

hair, which was considered an ornament (2 Sam. ward grew up, that when poor persons took the

14:25, 26). Nazarite's vow upon them , those who were better

2. Origin. The origin of the custom is in. off defrayed the expenses of the sacrifices (Acts

volved in obscurity. The prescriptions in Num. 6 21:24). When all the service was concluded the

presuppose it to have been an institution already late Nazarite was at liberty again to indulge in

in existence, and merely regulate it so as to bring the use of wine (Num . 6:20 ).

it into harmony with the whole Mosaic legislation. 5. Meaning of the Vow . As the name

a

"
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means, it was an act of consecrating oneself to was a step toward the realization of the priestly

Jehovah (Num . 6 : 2), and that negatively, " by re- character which had been set before the whole

nouncing the world with its pleasures — that are so nation as its goal at the time of its first calling

unfavorable to sanctification and all its defiling (Exod. 19 : 5) ; and although it was simply the per

influences ; and positively, by giving a certain formance of a vow , and therefore a work of per

complexion to the life as being specially devoted fect spontaneity, it was also a work of the Spirit

to the Lord. Consequently, the Nazarite was of God which dwelt in the congregation of Israel,

"holy unto the Lord ” (v. 8). Abstinence from so that Amos could describe the raising up of

the fruit of the vine was meant not merely to se. Nazarites along with prophets as a special mani.

cure that sobriety which is necessary to qualify festation of divine grace” (K. and D., Com ., in

one for the service of the Lord, but to serve as a loc.).

symbol of the renunciation of those delicacies of
NE'AH (Heb. 17 , nay-aw ', the shaking or

the flesh that tend to endanger a man's sanctifica

tion . settlement), a town of Zebulun, on the southern

The long uncut hair of the Nazarite was the border of Rimmon (Josh. 19:13). As it is stated

symbol of strength and abundant vitality ( see to have been not far from Rimmon (“ Methoar,"

2 Sam. 14:25 , 26 ), and was worn in honor of the i. e., " which pertains to " Neah) it lay perhaps at

Lord as a sign that he belonged to the Lord , and themodern site Nimrin, a little west of Kurn
dedicated himself to his service with all his vital Hattin ,

>

Neapolis.

powers. Then , too, a luxurious growth of long NEAPOLIS (Gr. Nɛhronis, neh -ap '-ol-is, nero

hair was looked upon as imparting a somewhat city), a place in northern Greece and seaport town

handsome appearance, an ornament, and , in the of Philippi, distant ten miles. Its remains are
case of the Nazarite, was the diadem of the head remarkable, and its aqueduct still indicates its
consecrated to God (Jer. 7:29) . importance, long since departed. A place where

Because the Nazarite was " holy to the Lord , ” Paul first landed in Europe (Acts 16:11). The

and wore upon his head the diadem of his conse- site is now occupied by a Turkish village with a

cration , he was required, like the anointed priest, population of about six thousand .

to avoid defiling himself by association or contact
NEARI'AH (Heb. 17773, neh -ar -yaw ', serv .

with the dead.

The time that the Nazarite vow lasted was not a ant of Jehovah ).

lazy life, involving a withdrawal from the duties 1. One of the six sons of Shemaiah in the line

of citizenship , but was perfectly reconcilable with of the royal family of Judah after the captivity

the performance of all domestic and social duties, (1 Chron. 3:22, 23). Some identify him with

the burial of the dead alone excepted . · The
NAGGE (q. v. ).

po

sition of the Nazarite, as Philo, Maimonides, and 2. A son of Ishi , and one of the captains of the

others clearly saw , was a condition of life conse- five hundred Simeonites who,in the days of Heze.

crated to the Lord, resembling the sanctified rela- kiah, drove out the Amalekites from Mount Seir

tion in which the priests stood to Jehovah , and ( 1 Chron. 4:42) , B. C. about 716.

differing from the priesthood solely in the fact NEBAI ( Heb. ma, may-baaoº, fruitfu ), 8

that it involved no official service at the sanctuary family of the heads of the peoplewho signed the

and was not based upon a divine calling and in- covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. 10:19 ), B. C. 445.

stitution , but was undertaken spontaneously for a

certain time and through a special vow. The NEBA’IOTH ,orNEBA'JOTH ( Heb . Di ??,

object was simply the realization of the idea of a neb -aw -yoth ', fruitfulnesses), the eldest son of Ish

priestly life, with its purity and freedom from all mael (Gen. 25:13 ; 1 Chron . 1:29) and father of a

containination from everything connected with pastoral tribe named after him (Isa . 60: 7 ; comp.

death and corruption, a self-surrender to God Gen. 17:20). This “ Ishmaelitish tribe which was

stretching beyond the deepest earthly ties . In of no account even in the time of the kings of

this respect the Nazarite's sanctification of life l Israel , rose into a highly cultivated nation in the
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as

centuries just before Christ, and had a kingdom Chaldeans, who lived in the south near the Persian

extending from the Elanitic Gulf to the land on Gulf, saw an opportunity of again seizing power

the east of the Jordan , and across Belka as far as in the much coveted city of Babylon . The signs

Hauran ; for the monuments reach from Egypt to of decay were evident in

Babylonia, though Arabia Petræa is the place the reign of Asshurbana

where they chiefly abound ” (Delitzsch, Com ., on pal (see Assyria ), though

Isaiah ). the collapse of the Assyr.

NEBA JOTH . See NEBAIOTH.
ian commonwealth did

NEBALʻLAT (Heb. wpa ?, neb-al-lawt , wick- The Chaldeans did not
not come until 607 B. C.

edness in secret ), a place occupied by the Benja . need to wait so long as

mites after the captivity (Neh. 11:34 ). Possibly that for their opportunity,

identified with Beit -Nebála, near Lydda. but Nabopolassar seized

NEBAT (Heb. ??, neb-awt', regard ), the the throne in 625 as soon

father of Jeroboam , whosename is only preserved ceased to reign in AssyrAsshurbanapal had

in connection with that of his distinguished son Nebuchadnezzar.
ia. But Nabopolassar

(1 Kings 11:26 ; 12: 2 , 15 , etc. ), B. C. before 934 .

He is described as an Ephrathite, or Ephraimite, and numerous conflicts must haveoccurred duringwas not accounted king at once by the Assyrians

of Zereda .

NEʻBO (Heb. 157, neb -o ', foreign derivation) .
his reign between the successors of Asshurbana

pal and the new Chaldean king in Babylon.
1. A town east of Jordan , situated in the Nabopolassar followed the ancient Babylonian

fertile country asked for by Reuben and Gad custom of building temples and attending to the

(Num. 32 : 3), taken possession of and rebuilt by internal affairs of his splendid kingdom . His

Reuben (v . 38), although it does not occur in the records have little to say of anything else .
catalogue of the towns of Reuben in the Book of 1. In the field. His son Nebuchadnezzar

Joshua ( 13 : 15–22), which may be because the was destined to be his successor and was his

Israelites gave it another name. In the list of representative in the field . He probably be

places south of es-Salt , given by Dr. Robinson gan his military service against the later Assyrian

(Nib . Res., ii, App ., p . 170 ) .on occurs named kings and soon achieved distinction . Toward the
Beba, which may be identical with Nebo. It per- end of the reign of Nabopolassar the fall of

baps indicates the ruins now extant on the present Nineveh became imminent and the Babylonian

Jebel Nebbah, or Mount Nebo. king determined to gain not only his own com

2. The mountain from which Moses saw the plete independence of Assyria, but also as

promised land (Deut. 32:49 ; 34 : 1 ) , and in a ravine much as possible of the former Assyrian posses.

of which he was buried (32:50 ; 34 : 6). It was the sions. He allied his own family to that of the

head or summit of Mount Pisgah (q . v . ), a portion Manda, who were threatening to overthrow As

of the generalrange ofthe “ mountains of Abarim .” syria, by marrying his son Nebuchadrezzar to the

Josephus says of Abarim ( Ant., iv , 8 , 48) that it daughter of Cyaxares. This alliance, as well as

“ is a very high mountain , situate over against the vigilance and ability of Nebuchadrezzar as a

Jericho, and one that affords a prospect of the warrior was completely successful. When the

greatest part of the excellent land of Canaan ." Manda delivered the final blow which ended for.

This is corroborated by Eusebius and Jerome. ever the Assyrian commonwealth , they secured

“ The mountains of Abarim are a mountain range Nineveh and the northern and northwestern prov

forming the Moabitish tableland,which slope off inces of the Assyrian empire, while Nabopolassar

into the steppes of Moab.” secured all of southern Assyria and so much of

3. A man whose descendants , to the number the vast western provinces as were still in Assyr

of fifty -two,are mentioned among those of Judah ian control . All this territory, however, was but

and Benjamin who returned from Babylon with loosely held together during the latter part of the

Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:29 ; 7:33 ) . Seven of them Assyrian control, and much of it was already lost

put away their foreign ( 10:43 ). to Egypt.

See Gods, FALSE. Egypt should early seek to profit by the weakening

NEBUCHADNEZ'ZAR (Heb. 8733,
of Assyrian power. Palestine and Syria had be.

longed to Egypt by right of conquest during the

neb - 00 - kad- nets-tsar' ; and also 7372759, neb- reignofThothimes III and so late as the days of

00-kad -rets- tsaré. Gr. Naſovxódvooop, Nabouchod. Amenophis III and Amenophis IV the governors

nosor ; and also Naßovkodpóoopos, Naboukodroso. of Syrian cities were wont to address the Egyptian

ros (so Eusebius). Name of a king of Babylon . kings as their lords and even as their gods . When

The name of this king in Babylonian is Nabu. Necho II succeeded his father, Psammetichus I, as

kudurri-uzur, which means “ Nebo protect the king of upper and of lower Egypt, he promptly be

boundary.” In Hebrew the name is more cor- gan the reconquest of Syria and Palestine. In 608

rectly represented in the form Nebuchadrezzar, B. C. he leftEgypt and marched up the seacoast,

than in the more common form Nebuchadnezzar. penetrating_inland to the plain of Esdraelon at

Nebuchadrezzar was the son of Nabopolassar, and Megiddo. There Josiah , king of Judah , vainly

was in all probability of Chaldean race, and not opposed him and was killed. Necho was soon

of pure Babylonian (see BABYLONIA ). When able to count liimself master of the whole coun.

the Assyrian power was tottering to its fall the try. It was now his purpose to move eastward to

14. mayodcore the Chailleans (Isa.Cae?? ; 48: 1 ). 10 2. Sepposes Egypt. It was quite natural that
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NEBUCHADNEZZAR NEBUSHASBAN

the Euphrates and cross the great valley to seize to Syene (the modern Aswân). As the direct re

what might fall to his share when the Assyrian sult of this single campaign Egypt became subject

empire met its end. He reached Carchemish , on to Babylonia during the reign of Amasis II, wbo

the Euphrates, in 605, and there was confronted had dethroned Hophra and succeeded him on the

by Nebuchadnezzar at the head of his father's throne. To hold the advantage thus gained

armies . The battle that ensued was one of the Nebuchadnezzar had to invade Egypt again, and

greatest in all history, judged simply by its im- one of his own inscriptions mentions the sending

mediate historic results. Necho was utterly and of an expedition thither in the thirty -seventh year

disastrously defeated , and fled in a rout homeward of his reign. Nebuchadnezzar also carried on a

closely pursued by the victor. That one blow war ( Jer. 49 : 28–33) against the Arabs of Kedar,

made Nebuchadnezzar the presumptive holder of but we have no other account of it than that pre

all the valuable territory of Syria and Palestine. served by the Old Testament. With this ends

He pursued Necho to the very borders of Egypt. our knowledge of the warlike undertakings of

3. Becomes King. At that critical moment, Nebuchadnezzar. There is every reason to believe

B. C. 604, his father died at Babylon, and he that he fought many a campaign of which we

had to return post haste to take over the gov. know nothing. He would not have been able to

ernment. But for this he would probably have hold this great empire together without frequent

invaded Egypt. Had he dared so to do his suc- recourse to the sword. By force he had achieved

cess would havebeen almost certain, and he and power and by force only could it be successfully

his father would have made in twenty years an maintained. It is curious and interesting to notice

empire as vast as that achieved by the Assyrians that on one occasion at least Nebuchadnezzar

after centuries of relentless conflict. The first played the part of peacemaker. When the Manda

years of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar were de- who had overthrown Assyria pushed westward

voted to the establishing and ordering of his rule they came into conflict with the Lydians. On

in Babylonia . The warlike enterprises which fol. May 25, 585, during a fierce battle on the Halys

low he has unfortunately not described for us. an eclipse of the sun separated the combatants.

Following the example of the earlier Babylonian Nebuchadnezzar interposed and made peace be

kings Nebuchadnezzarhas left to us almost ex: tween them . A selfish desire to prevent too great

clusively records of his building operations and success to his former allies doubtless contributed

proofs of bis zeal in the worship of the gods and to this undertaking, but the deed may be accounted

of care in conserving their sanctuaries. From good, nevertheless.

the Old Testament and from the classical his . 5. Works of Peace. If we are to take Neb .

torians we secure the necessary information for uchadnezzar's own estimate of his life and work

following his campaigns with reasonable fullness. we should arriveat the conclusionthat he bad but
The Egyptians bad been defeated in their plan in little interest in his campaigns and that bis real

securing by the sword possession of Syria and concern was the glory of Babylon and its gods.

Palestine, but they had not given up the hope the chief concern of Nebuchadnezzar was for the

of attaining their desires in some other way. great temple of Bel-Marduk at Babylon known

Apries , who is called Hophra ( Egyptian Mah -ab- under the name of E -sagil. This he rebuilt and

Re) in the Old Testament, was now king of greatly adorned and beautified . To the Nebo

Egypt, and he set himself to arrange rebellions in temple of E -zida at Borsippa he also gave un .

Palestine which should culminate in the loss of stinted means and time. Besides these two tem

this territory to Nebuchadnezzar.
ples he carried on works of repair and construc

4. Western Campaign. Zedekiah unhap- tion in bewildering number and variety at Ur,

pily foreswore himself, and Nebuchadnezzar Larsa, Sippar, Erech, and Kutha. The city of

promptly invaded his unhappy country and be. Babylon also (see Babylon) he greatly beautified

sieged Jerusalem for a year and a half. In 587 and strengthened. In it he built new streets, and

Jerusalem fell and numbers of its inhabitants its walls he greatly strengthened, so that the city

were carried away captive to Babylonia, while was deemed impregnable. The world -wide glory

Judah became a Roman province. In these acts of Babylon owed more to Nebuchadnezzar than

of rebellion Edom , Moab, Tyre, Sidon, and Ammon to any other man. After a prosperous and event

had also joined, and these all were punished by ful reign of forty-three years (604-561 B. C.)

Nebuchadnezzar. The punishment of Tyre was Nebuchadnezzar died and was succeeded by bis

more difficult and less successful than that of the son, Evil-Merodach (Amel-Marduk ). Taking his

other partners. Nebuchadnezzar besieged it from reign as a whole it may safely be regarded as one

585 to 572 B. C. , but was not able to take it. of the strongest as it was clearly one of the most

The city was so situated on its rocky island as not glorious in all the long history of Babylon as a

to be easily reduced from the mainland, and the world center. A man of great force and decision

Babylonians had no pavy with which to cut off its of character ; not severe in his dealings beyond

supplies by sea and so reduce it by starvation . the custom of his age ; a man who could plan and

The city at last capitulated and resumed the pay- execute great and daring movements, he may

ment of its former tribute, but was not otherwise surely be regarded as one of antiquity's greatest

punished . The punishment of Egypt for inciting men. --R. W.R.

the Palestinian states was undertaken and success.

fully carried through in 568. Nebuchadnezzar NEBUCHADNEZZAR (q. v.).
NEBUCHADREZ ZAR , another form of

himself has left us no account of this very impor.

tant campaign, but an Egyptian inscription proves NEBUSHASBAN (Heb. 777017?, neb -oo

that he marched the whole length of Egypt proper shaz-bawn ', volary of Nebo), one of the officers of
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NEBUZARADAN NEHELAMITE

Nebuchadnezzar at the time of the capture of Je- NECKLACE (Heb. 797, raw -beed ', binding)

rusalem , to whose care Jeremiah was committed . is a word not found in the A. V. , but was in early

He was Rab-saris, i. e ., chief of the eunuchs (Jer. times, as now, common in the East. Necklaces

39:13), as Nebuzaradan was Rab-tabbachim (chief were sometimes made of silver or gold (Exod.

of the bodyguard ), and Nergal-sharezer, Rab-mag 35:22), sometimes of jewels or pearls strung on a

( chief of the magicians), the three being the most ribbon (Cant. 1:10 ), hanging to the breast or even

important officers then present, probably the high to the girdle. To these were attached golden

est dignitaries of the Babylonian court. Nebu- crescents (Isa . 3:18 ; Judg. 8:21 ) and amulets (Isa.
shasban's office and title were the same as those 3:18). See JEWELRY..

of Ashpenaz (Dan. 1 : 3), whom he probably suc. NECROMANCER (from Gr. verpós, nek -ros',
'ceeded .

the dead, and uavreía, man -tee'-ah, divination ; Heb.

NEBUZARA’DAN (Heb. 77971159,neb -00- poza , do '-rashe el-ham -may'-theem ',

zar -ad-aron ', derivation uncertain), the Rab-tab- one who inquires of the dead ). In many ancient

bachim , i. e ., chief of the slaughterers (A. V. Jer. nations therewere those whopretended to be able

39:10, sq., " captain of the guard"), a high officer in by incantations to call up the dead, and consult

the courtof Nebuchadnezzar, apparently the next with them on the mysteries of the present and

to the person of the monarch. He appears not to future. The Mosaic law forbade consultation

have been present during the siege of Jerusalem ; with the necromancer (Deut. 18:11). Another

probably he was occupied at the more important method of consulting the dead wasby examining

operations at Tyre, but as soon as the city was the viscera of one newly dead or slain, in order to

actually in the hands of the Babylonians he ar. draw out omens. See MAGIC.

rired, and from that moment everything was com

NEDABI'AH (Heb. 1727?, ned -ab -yaw ', lar ..pletely directed by bim, B. C. 588. One act only

is referred directly to Nebuchadnezzar, the ap- gess of Jah), the last named son of Jeconiah

pointment of the governor or superintendent of (1 Chron. :18).
the conquered district. All this Nebuzaradan NEEDLE (Gr. paois, hraf-ece ) occurs in Scrip.

seems to have carried out with wisdom and mod- ture only in the proverb, “ It is easier for a camel

eration. He appears to have left Judea for this to go through the eye of a needle," etc. (Matt,
time when he took down the chief people of Jeru. 19:24 ; Mark 10:25 ; Luke 18:25). See CAMEL.

salem to his master at Riblah (2 Kings 25 : 8-20). NEEDLEWORK (Heb. 17127??, rik -maw ',
Infour years he again appeared (Jer. 52:12)

. Judg. 6:30; Psa.46:14, variegated work ; -2.5,
Nebuchadnezzar in his twenty -third year made a

descent on the regions east of Jordan, including ro-kame',Exod .26:36 ;27:16; 28:39 ; 36:37; 38:18).
the Ammonites and the Moabites,who escaped It is best to understand this as colored weaving,

when Jerusalem was destroyed. Thencehepro- cubes;as distinguishedfrom “ cunning work,i . e. , stuff woven from yarn of different stripes or

ceeded to Egypt, and, either on the way thither or

on the return, Nebuzaradan again passed through 1.e .,artisticweaving in whichfigures, flowers,and
the country and carried off seven hundred and in some instances gold thread were woven (Exod.

forty-five more captives (52:30), B. C. 562.
26 : 1, 31 ; 28 :6, etc.).

NEʻCHO (Heb. 15?, nek -o ', 2 Chron . 35:20, 22 ;

36 :4). An appellation applied to one of the Pua

RAOHS (9. v.).

NECK (Hebrew usually 97 , o -ref', as Gen. 49 ;

8; Lev. 5 :8 , nape ; 787%, tsav -vawr', as Gen. 27:16 ;

jin , gaw -rone', properly throat, Isa. 3:16). This

part of the human frame is used by the sacred

writers with considerable variety and freedom in

figurative expressions. Thus : “ Thy neck is

like the tower of David builded for an armory

(Cant. 4 : 4 ), and " like a tower of ivory ” ( 7 : 4 ) , with

reference to the graceful ornament which the

neck is, especially to the female figure. “ To lay

down the neck ” (Rom. 16 :4 ) is a strong expression

for hazarding one's life . “ Neck " is also used to

represent that part of the building at which the

roof or gable rests upon the wall (Hab. 3:13) .

To put the foot upon the neck ” (Josh. 10:24 ; Placing Foot on Neck of Captive.

2 Sam . 22:41 ) is a usual expression in the East

for triumphing over a fallen foe. A common ref. NEEDY. See Poor.

erence was toa beast of burden, which bore upon NEESING, obsolete for sneezing (Heb. Tuo ,

his neck the yoke, and thus became an emblem of at- ee -shaw ', Job 41:18). See Glossary.

man in relation to a true or false service (Matt.

11:29). A stiff or hardened neck is a familiar ex. NEGINAH, NEGINOTH . See MUSICAL

TERMS.

pression for a rebellious spirit (Psa. 75 :8 ; Prov.

29:1 ; Isa. 48 :4, “ thy neck is an iron sinew ," I. e., NEHEL'AMITE (Heb. ,han-nekh-el
inflexible ; Acts 7:51). See YOKE.

aw -mee ', dreamed, only in Jer. 29:24, 31 , 32), a pat

kuta

3

>
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NEHEMIAH NEIEL

>

ronymic or patrial of unknown origin and significa him into suspicion with the king of Persia, as if

tion, applied to the false prophet Shemaiah. No he intended to set himself up as an independent

such name of person or place as Nehelam is known. king as soon as the walls were completed. The

The Targum gives the name as Helam, obnt.” artful letter of Sanballat so far wrought upon

A place named Helam (OST ), between the Jordan Artaxerxes that be issued a decree stopping the
work till further orders (Ezra 4:21 ). In these re

and Euphrates, is mentioned in 2 Sam . 10:16 , forms Nehemiah enjoyed the cooperation of Ezra,

17. This may be identical with Ptolemy's Ala. who had preceded him to Jerusalem , and who is

matha, west of the Euphrates, andnot far from named as taking a prominent part in public affairs

Nicephoriumand Thapsacus. Possibly themen. (8:1, 9,13;12:36). Nehemiah refused to receive bis
tion of Nehelamite ” contains à punning lawful allowance as governor during the whole

allusion to the dreams ( ain) of the false term of hisoffice becauseof thepeople's poverty,

prophets(see Jer. 23 :25–28, 32, and other pas. but entertained for twelve years, at his own cost,

sages ). Perhaps on this account, and because the one hundred and fifty Jews, and welcomed any

radical letters of the two words are the same who returned from captivity (vers. 14–18 ). ( 4) Re

(2377 ), the A. V. gives “ dreamer” in the margin turn to Jerusalem . Nehemiah , after twelve years'

of Jer. 29 :24. - W . H. service, returned to Babylon (5:14 ; 13:6 ), B. C.

NEHEMI'AH (Heb. 777???, nekh-em - yaw ', but after certain days” he obtained permission434. It is not known how long he remained there,

whom Jehovah comforts).
to again visit Jerusalem , where his services were

1. The second named of “the children of the needed because of new abuses that had crept in.

province . . . whom Nebuchadnezzar bad carried When he arrived Nehemiah enforced the separa .

away,” and who returned with Zerubbabel from tion of the mixed multitude from Israel (13:1-3),

Babylon (Ezra 2:2 ; Neh. 7:7), B. C. 536.
expelled Tobiab the Ammonite from the temple

2. The son of Azbuk , ruler of Beth -zur, in chamber (vers. 4-9), made better arrangements

the mountainsof Judah, and one who was prom- for the support of the temple service (vers. 10–14)

inent in rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. and for the observance of the Sabbath ( vers.

3:16 ), B. C. 445. 15–22). His last recorded act was an effort to put

3." Governor of the Jews. The genealogy an end to mixed marriages, wbich led him to

of Nehemiah is unknown, except that he was the “ chase " away a son of Joiada, the high priest,

son of Hachaliah (Neh. 1 : 1 ), and brother of Hanani because he was son-in-law to Sanballat the Horo

( 7 : 2 ; comp. 1 : 2 ). All that we know certainly of nite (v. 23, sq .). It is supposed (Kitto, Cycl., 3. v .)

Nehemiah is found in the book bearing his name. that Nehemiah remained in Jerusalem till about

(1) Cupbearer. He first appears at Shushan as B. C. 405, toward the close of the reign of Darius

cupbearer to King Artaxerxes Longimanus (Neh. Nothus, mentioned in 12:22. The time and place

2 : 1 ), B. C. about 446. In that year he was in- of his death is unknown. To Nehemiah is credited

formed of the deplorable condition of his coun. the authorship of the book that bears his name.

trymen in Judea , and determined to go to Jeru- (5 ) Character. Nehemiah's character seems al.

salem to endeavor to better their condition. most without a blemish. He was a man of pure

(2) Appointed governor. Three or four months and disinterested patriotism, willing to leave a po

later he presented his request to the king to be sition of wealth, power, and influence in the first

allowed to go and rebuild Jerusalem . His royal court of the world and share the sorrows of his

master granted his request, and appointed him countrymen . He was not only noble, high -minded,

Tirshathá, governor. Accompanied by a troop of and of strict integrity, but he was also possessed

cavalry and letters from the king to the different of great humility, kindnes and princely hospital.

satraps through whose provinceshe was to pass , ity. In nothing was he more remarkable than in
as well as to Asaph, the keeper of the king's his piety, walking before hisGod with singleness

forests, to supply him with timber, he started of eye, seeking the divine blessing and coopera.

upon his journey, being under promise to return tion in prayer, and returning thanks to him for
to Persia within a given time (2 : 1-10) . (3 ) At Jeru- all his successes. See BIBLE, Books of.

salem. Nehemiah, without a moment's unneces. NEHILOTH . See MUSICAL TERMS.

sary delay, began the restoration of the city walls,

which was accomplished in a wonderfully short
NEHUM (Heb. Din ?, neh -khoom ', consoled ),

time, viz. , in fifty -two days (6:15). In ihis he one of those who returned from Babylon with

was opposed by Sanballat and Tobiah , who not Zerubbabel (Neh . 7:7), B. C. about 445.

only poured out torrent of abuse and contempt NEHUSH'TA (Heb. Noon?, nekh -ooshtar ',

upon all engaged in the work , but actually made a copper ), the daughter of Elnathan of Jerusalem ,

conspiracy to fall upon the builders with an armed wife of Jehoiakim , and mother of Jehoiachin,

force and put a stop to the undertaking. The kings of Judah (2 Kings 24:8 ), B. C. about 616.

project wasdefeated by the vigilance and prudence

of Nehemiah. This armed attitude .was continued NEHUSH'TAN (Heb.ioon ?, nekh-oosh -tawn ',

from that day forward ( ch. 4). He also reformed made of copper), the name given by King Heze.

abuses, redressed grievances (ch . 6 ), introduced kiah to the “brazen serpent” (q . v.), when he

law and order (ch .7), and revived the worship of brokeit into pieces because the people had made

God (ch . 8, sq . ). Various stratagems were then it an object of worship (2 Kings 18:4).

resorted to to get Nehemiah away from Jerusalem, NEI EL (Heb.Bay, neh -ee-ale", dwelling place

and if possible to take his life. But that which of God ), a place mentioned as a landmark of Asher

most nearly succeeded was the attempt to bring | ( Josh. 19:27), possibly Neah ( v. 13) ; was situated
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NEIGH NERGAL -SHAREZER
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at the south of the valley of Jiphtah-el. It has NEʻPHISH ( 1 Chron. 4:19). See NAPÐISH.

bor ? was seriously intended.
NEPHISH’ESIM (Heb. DOWID ? nefoo

NEIGH (Heb. 57*, tsar-hal, to sound clear, shes-eem ,Neh. 7:52). See Nephusim .

Jer, 8:16 ; 13:27 ; 50:11, A. V. “ bellow as bulls ;
NEPH'THALIM (Matt. 4:13, 15 ; Rev. 7 : 6).

marg. neigh as steeds ; R. V. neigh as strong horses),
See NAPHTALI.

the neighing of a horse, a sign of excessive wan

tonness ; and used figuratively of man who with NEPH'TOAH, THE WATER OF (Heb.

brutish heat “ neighed after his neighbor's wife " Dimp , nef -toʻ-akh , opened ), the spring or source

(Jer. 5 :8 ). of the water or (inaccurately) waters of Nephtoah,

NEIGHBOR (Heb .y , ray’ -ah, associate ; Gr. was one of the landmarks in the boundary line

Tanolov, play- see'-on, near), generally a person which separated Judah from Benjamin (Josb.

near, one connected with us by the bonds of hu- 15 :9 ; 18:15 ). It lay northwest of Jerusalem, in

manity, and whom natural regard would lead us
which direction it seems to bave been satisfac.

to treat with kindness and equity (Exod. 20:16, torily identified in Ain Lifta, a spring situated a

17 ; Deut. 5:20 ). The construction placed upon little distance above the village of the samename.

neighbor” (Lev. 19:18 ) was that of friend as Nephtoah was formerly identified with various

opposed to enemy ; and, therefore, they held that springs -- the springof St. Philip ( Ain Haniyeh )

to hate their enemy was not forbidden by the law in the Wady el Werd ; the Ain Yalo in the same

(Matt. 5:43). But Jesus, in the parable of the valley, but nearer Jerusalem ; the Ain Karim , or

good Samaritan (Luke 10: 29–37), taught that all Fountain of the Virgin of mediæval times , and

the world were neighbors. Moreover, the Phari- even the so -called Well of Job at the western end

sees used the term neighbor in a very exclusive of the Wady Aly (Smith, Bib. Dict ., s. v.).

sense , viz. , one who observed the law in the strict- NEPHU'SIM (Heb. DO ??, nef-ee-seem ', ex

estmanner. They called themselvesneighbors ; pansions), the head of a family of Netbinim who
and , therefore, the question, “ Who is my neigh returned with Zerubbabel from Babylon (Ezra
not been positively identified.

2:50), B. C. about 536. The parallel text (Neh.
NE'KEB (Heb. ?, neh'-keb, a cavern ), a 7:52) has Nephishesim .

town on the border of Naphtali ( Josh. 19:33), half.
NER (Heb. 79 , nare, light), a Benjamite, father

way between Tiberias andMount Tabor.

NEKOʻDA (Heb. Xyip?, nek - o-daw ', distin- |(1 Sam . 14:50 ; 26 :5 ; 2 Sam . 2 :8 ; 1 Chron. 8:33),
of Kish and Abner, and grandfather of King Saul

guished ). B. C. about 1100. Th statement in Chron.

1. One of the Nethinim whose descendants re. 9:36, that Kish and Ner were both sons of Jehiel,

turned to Jerusalem after the captivity (Ezra 2 :48 ; | is explained by the supposition of an elder Kish,

Neh . 7:50), B. C. 536. uncle of Saul's father, or, rather, Ner's grand

2. The sons of Nekoda were among those who father.

went up after the captivity from Tel-melah, Tel NEʻREUS ( Gr. Nopeus, nare-yoos', wet), a Chris.

barsa ,and other places, but were unable to prove tian at Romesaluted, with hissister, by the apostle

their descent from Israel (Ezra 2:60 ; Neh. 7:62). Paul (Rom . 16:15), A. D. 60 (55 ). A legendary

NEM'UEL (Heb. 58927, nem -oo -ale', spread account of himisgiven in Acta Sanctorum ,from

of God ; or perhaps for Jemuel, day ofGod ). which may be gathered the tradition that he was

1. The first named son of Eliab, a Reubenite beheaded at Terracina, probably in the reign of

and brother of Dathan and Abiram (Num . 26 : 9), Nerva. His ashes are said to be deposited in the

B. C. about 1190. ancient church of SS. Nereo et Archileo at Rome.

2. The eldest son of Simeon (1 Chron. 4:24), NER’GAL, oneof the chief Assyrian deities.

from whom were descended the family of the See Gods, FALSE.

Nemuelites (Num. 26:12). In Gen. 46:10 he is
NER'GAL -SHARE’ZER (Heb. 3979

called JEMUEL (q. v.).

q , nare- gal' shar -eh '-tser ), the name of two
NEM'UELITES (Num . 26:12), descendants

of NEMUEL, 2 (q . v.), of the tribe of Simeon.
princes, the one Assyrian, the other Babylonian.

NEʻPHEG (Heb. 39 , neh '- feg, sprout).
1. In the biblical description of the end of the

reign of Sennacherib he is said to have been
1. One of the sons of Izhar, the son of Kohath killed by his two sons,Adrammelech and Sharezer

(Exod. 6:21 ).

2. One of David's sons, born to him in Jerusa- that this name Sharezer is simply the latter part
(2 Kings 19:37 ; Isa. 37:38). There is little doubt

lem (2 Sam. 6:16 ; 1 Chron. 3 : 7 ; 14 :6), B. C. after of the name Nergal-sharezer. The name is given

1000.

by Abydemus as Nergilos, so that the Old Testa

NEPHEW is the rendering of Heb. 7 , bane, ment has preserved the latter half of his name

Judg. 12:14 ; 7??, neh ' -ked, offspring, Job 18:19 ; and the Greek historian the first half. Abbrevia

Isa. 14:22 ; Gr. řkyovov, ek'-gon -on , 1 Tim . 5 :4 ; in tions of names in this manner are common among
the old English sense of grandson, or descendant. Assyrians and Babylonians . The Assyrian story
Thus we have, “ Nephews are very often liken to of the death of Sennacherib is muchmore brief

their grandfathers than their fathers ” (Jer. Tay- in its details, and does not mention the names of

lor, Works, ed. 1835 , i , 776). See GLOSSARY.
hismurderers. It is as follows : “ On the twentieth

NEPHILIM (Heb. Op?, nef -ee-leem ', Gen. killed byhis son during an insurrection.
day of Tebet Sennacherib, king of Assyria, was

6:4 ; Num . 13:33). See Giant, 1 , From the twentieth day of Tebet to the second

)
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day of Adar the insurrection continued, and on out in Gaul alarmed Nero, and deserted by the

the eighteenth day of Sivan (of the following year) pretorium guard and condemned to death by the

Esarhaddon ascended the throne . ” It will be Senate, he committed suicide.

observed that in this account the death of Sen. It was during Nero's reign that the war com

nacherib is ascribed to the act of one son, and not menced between the Jews and Romans which

to two, as in the Old Testament. There has not terminated in the destruction of Jerusalem by

yet been found any further allusion to the matter Titus. Nero was the emperor before whom Paul

in the inscriptions. It is a probable conjecture was brought on his first imprisonment at Rome ;

that the death of the Assyrian king was due to and in the persecution of the Christians by Nero

the jealousy felt for his son Esarhaddon , who | Paul and Peter are supposed to have suffered

succeeded him . martyrdom. The early Christians thought that
2. The name of one of the Babylonian princes Nero would return as Antichrist ; and many mod.

belonging to the retinue of Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. ern writers find his name in the mystic number of

39 : 3 , 13 ), of whom nothing else is known. The the Apocalypse (Rev. 13:18).

name Nergal-sharezer is in Babylonian Nergul NEST (Heb. 77, kane, from 327 , kaw-nan',
shar -usur, and means may Nergal protect the
king.” It appears to have been a namewell to build ; Gr. karaokÍwors, kat-as-kay'-no-sis, en

known in Babylonia.—R. W. R.
campment, a perch ). The following are Scripture

references to the nests of birds : The law (Deut.

NEʻRI (Gr. Nnpi, nay-ree ), the son of Melchi, 22:6, 7) directs that if anyone found a bird's nest

and father of Salathiel, in the nealogy of Christ by the road upon a tree or upon the ground, with

(Luke 3:27). young ones or eggs, and the mother sitting upon

NERI'AH (Heb. 7 , nay-ree-yah ', lamp of them , he was to let the mother go . The liking of

Jehovah ), the son of Maaseiah and father of the eagle for localities removed from man and

Baruch , the amanuensis of Jeremiah (Jer. 32:12, commanding a wide view is referred to in Job 39:

16 ; 36:4 , 8, 14 , 32 ; 43:3, 6 ; 45 : 1 ; 51:59 ). He is 27 , 28 , “ Doth not the eagle mount up at thy com .

probably the same with the preceding.
mand, and make her nest on high ? etc. The

NEPRO(2 Tim. , subscription ),a Roman emperor,
loftiness of the eagle's nest was proverbial ; it was

born at Antiun,probably December15 , A. D. 37, Palestineoften buildsa nest on cliffs over
among the stars ” (Obad. 4). The rock dove in

was the son of Cneius Domitius Ahenobarbus by

Agrippina ,the sister of Caligula, his original name
abysses ( Jer. 48:28).

being Lucius Domitius Ahenobarbus. When he Figurative. " To die in one's nest” ( Job 29:

was twelve years old his mother married her uncle, 18) seems to mean in the bosom of one's family,

the emperor Claudius, who four years afterward with children to succeed him . “ To make his nest

gave his daughter Octavia to Nero in marriage, as high as the eagle ” was a phrase by which the

having formally adopted him under the name of prophets reproved the pride and ambition of men

Nero Claudius Cæsar DrususGermanicus. He suc- ( Jer. 49:16 ; Hai. 2 :9 ). The figure of the par.

ceeded Claudius, A. D. 54, and for five years tridge gathering young which she hath not

showed clemency and justice, though his private brought forth ” (Jer. 17:11, marg.) is applied to

life was extremely licentious. Later he caused the one who gathers riches unlawfully ; the robbing

death of Britannicus, the son and heir of Claudius. of a nest in the absence of the parent birds is

In A. D. 59 he procured from the Senate an order symbolical of an easy victory (Isa . 10:14) ; the do

for the death of his mother to please his paramour, minion exercised over the surrounding nations by

Poppæa, the wife of Otho. This was soon fol- | Assyria is symbolized under the figure of a cedar of

lowed by the divorce of Octavia and Nero's mar- Lebanon, in whose boughs all the fowls of heaven

riage to Poppæa. In A, D. 64 a dreadful con- made their nests (Ezek. 31 :3–6 ; comp. Dan.

flagration raged in Rome, saiť to have been started 4:21).

by Nero, who is reported to have watched the NET, the rendering of several Hebrew and

progress of the flames from the top of a high Greek words, and the frequency of images de.
tower, chanting to his own lyre verses on the de- rived from them show that nets were much used

struction of Troy. The truth of this story is by the Hebrews for fishing, fowling, and hunting.

doubtful, but it was believed at the time, and 1. Fishing Nets . Of fish nets among the

Nero sought to assign the odium of the conflagra- Hebrews we have no direct information , but it is

tion to the Christians, many of whom were put to likely that they were similar to those of the Egyp

death . Having killed Poppaa by a kick when she tians. These used two kinds — the drag net, with

was with child, Nero proposed to marry Antonia , floats on the upper edge and leads on the lower

his adopted sister, and on her refusal ordered her edge to keep it close to the bottom (Isa. 19:9). It

to be put to death , He then married Statilia was sometimes let down from a boat , while those

Messalina, whose husband Vestinus he had assas. who pulled it usually stood on the shore. In lake

sinated for marrying Messalina after the emperor fishing the net is cast from and drawn into the
had cohabited with her, boat, except in case of a large draught, when the

The jurist Longinus was exiled , and the most fishernien dragged the net after their boats to the

virtuous citizens were put to death. In the midst shore (John 21:6, 8). A smaller net was some.

of these sad events Nero's ambition seemed to be times used for fishing in shallow water. It was

to excel in circus games. He went to Greece to furnished with a pole on either side ; and the

show his ability as musician and charioteer in the fisherman, holding a pole in each hand, thrust it

Olympian games, returning to Romein great pomp below the surface of the water, awaiting the no.

as victor. The formidable insurrection which broke ment when the fish passed over it. This, or a

.
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smaller landing net, was used to land fish wounded before the ark ” when it was brought from the

with a spear or caught bya hook. house of Obed -edom ( 1 Chron. 15:24), B. C. about

2. Fowling Nets. The Egyptians used the 989.

trap and the clap -net. “ The trap was generally 4. A Levite, and father of the scribe Shemaiah

made of network, strained over a frame. It con- (1 Chron. 24 :6 ).

sisted of two semicircular sides or flaps of equal 5. The fifth son of Obed -edom , and one of the

size, one or both moving on the common bar, or porters of the templeappointed by David (1 Chron.

axis, upon which they rested . When the traps 26:4) , B. C. before 960.

were set the two flaps were kept open by means 6. One of the princes commissioned by King

of strings, probably of catgut, which, the moment Jehoshaphat to teach in the cities of Judah

the bait that stood in the center of the bar .was (2 Chron. 17 : 7 ), B. C. about 870.

touched, slipped aside, and allowed the two flaps 7. One of the chief Levites who made offerings

to collapse, and thus secured the bird . Another when the observance of the passover was renewed

kind, which was square, appears to have closed by King Josiah (2 Chron. 35:9), B. C. about 621.

in the same manner; but its construction was dif. 8. A priest of the family of Pashur in the time

ferent, the framework running across the center, of Ezra who had married a foreign wife (Ezra 10:

and not , as in the others, round the edges of the 22), B. C. 456.

trap. The clap.net was of different forms, though 9. The representative of the priestly family of

on the same general principle as the traps. It Jedaiah in the timeof Joiakim, the son of Jeshua

consisted of two sides, or frames, over which the (Neh. 12:21 ), B. C. before 445 .

network was strained ; at one end was a short 10. A Levite, of the sons of Asaph, who took

rope, which was fastened to a bush or a cluster of part in the dedication of the wall of Jerusalem

reeds, and at the other was one of considerable (Neh. 12:36).

length, which, as soon as the bird was seen feed. NETHANI'AH (Heb. 7 ?, neth -an -yaw ',

ing in the area of the net, was pulled by the fowl.

ers,causing the twosides to collapse ” (Wilkinson, given of Jehovah),
1. The son of Elishama and father of Ishmael,

Anc. Egypl., ii, pp. 180, 182 ).
who murdered Gedaliah (2 Kings 25:23, 25 ; Jer.

3. Hunting Nets. These were of universal
use among the Hebrews, and were probably, like 20:8, 14, 15 ; 41:1, sq .) Hewas of theroyal fam .

those of the Egyptians, of two kinds-one, a long
ily of Judah , B. C. before 586.

net , furnished with several ropes, and supported | ( 1 Chron. 25:2). Hewas chief of the fifth divi
2. One of the four sons of Asaph the minstrel

on forked poles, varying in length to correspondsion ofthe temple musicians (v. 12), B. C. about

with the inequalities of the ground over which it
961 .

was extended. The other was smaller and used
3. One of the Levites appointed by Jehoshaphat

for stopping gaps, and is probably alluded to in to accompany the “ princes” who were to teach

Job 19:6 ; Psa. 140: 5 ; Isa. 51:20 .
the law in the cities of Judah (2 Chron. 17 : 8) , B, C.

4. “ Net ” (Heb. 1777, saw -bawk”, twined) is 869.

applied to network or latticework, especially round 4. The father of Jehudi, which latter was sent

the capitals of columns ( “ network, wreathen by the princes to request Baruch to read the roll

work , ” etc., 1 Kings 7:18 , 20, 41 , 42 ; 2 Kings 25 : to them (Jer 36:14), B. C. about 606 .

17 ; 2 Chron. 4:12, 13 ; Jer.52:22, 23), and also be. NETH'INIM (Heb. 7'07, naw -theen ', onegiven ,

fore a window or balcony (“ lattice," 2 Kings1 : 2 ). i. e.,to the temple), the name given to those who

Figurative. The spreading of thenet is an
appropriate image of the subtle devices of enemies

were set apart to do the menial work of the sanc

(Psa. 9:16 ; 10:9 ; 25:15 , etc. ). “ Fishes taken in
tuary .

an evil net ” (Prov. 9:12) is figurative of men sud- of Joshua the Gibeonites had been appointed to1. Origin and Duties. As early as the time

denlyovertaken of evil, theunexpected sudden- act as hewers of woodand drawers of water for

ness of the capture beingthe pointof comparison. the sanctuary (Josh. 9:21), and thus became the

A wild bull (antelope) in a net ” (Isa. 51:20) is

the figure of one exhausted with ineffectual at
original Nethinim . As these Gibeonites

tempts to release himself. Being caught ina net of Saulandin the massacre at Nob (1 Sam. 22: 1–
greatly decreased in numbers by the persecutions

represents the unavertable vengeance of God (Lam .
1:13 ; Ezek. 12:13; flos. 7:12). In Hab. 1:14-16 19), and as the service as arranged by David re

" hooks " and
are great and powerful

quired an increase of menial servants, David and

armies by which the Chaldeans gained dominion the princes gave the Nethinim for the service of

over lands and peoples and brought home the the Levites.”(Ezra 8:20). These were, probably,

attribute to the means which he has employed the 9:2 ; Ezra 2:43 ; 7:7 ; Neh .7:46) . Being given to

spoil. To " sacrifice unto the net ” (v . 16)isto prisoners ofwar who had become proselytes,and
are called Nethinin in post-exilian times ( 1 Chron .

honor due to God.

NETHAN'EEL ( Heb. Bxrn, neth -an - ale',
the Levites, their duty was to relieve the latter of

every menial and laborious work connected with

given of God ). the temple, such as drawing wood, carrying water,

1. The son of Zuar, and chief of the tribe of etc. No prescribed list of duties is given in the

Issachar at the exodus (Num . 1 : 8 ; 2 : 5 ; 7:18 , 23 ; | Scriptures, as these servants were entirely at the

10:15 ) , B. C. 1210. disposal of the Levites.

2. The fourth son of Jesse , David's father 2. Number, Revenue, Position ,etc. The

(1 Chron , 2:14 ), B. C. about 1026 . first Nethinim , it must be remembered, were the

3. One of the priests who “ blew the trumpets | Levites , who were given to Aaron and his sons

)
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(Num . 3: 9 ; 8:19). These were, as already men tradition that the Netophathites slew the guards

tioned, relieved by the Gibeonites. For conven which had been placed by Jeroboam on the road

ience they most probably lived near the temple, leading to Jerusalern , to stop the passage of the

and were supported by contributions of the peo- first fruits from the country villages to the tem.

ple . Only six hundred and twelve Nethinim re. ple. ... Jeroboam's obstruction, which is said to

turned from Babylon — three hundred and ninety . have remained in force till the reign of Hoshea....

two with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:58 ; Neh . 7:60), and was commemorated by a fast on the 23d Sivan,"

two hundred and twenty with Ezra (Ezra 8:20 ), which is said to be still retained in the Jewish

under the leadership of Ziba and Gispa (Neh. 11 : calendar . The Mishnamentions “ oil of Netophah"

21 ), who, as their foreign names indicate, were and valley of “ Beth Netophah .” Gesenius ( Ler.,

of their own body. Some of the Nethinim lived twelfth edition ) thinks it may have been Bėt Net

in Ophel, which they helped to rebuild (3:26 ; tif ; this Smith ( Bib. Dict.) thinks too far from

11:21), because of its proximity to the temple; Bethlehem , and proposes Antůbeh or Om Tuba,

while others, as before the exile, dwelt in the two miles N. E. of Bethlehem .

Levitical cities (Ezra 2:70). They were governed NETTLES . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

by a chief of their own body (Ezra 2:43 ; Neh. 7 :
NETWORK. 1. (Heb. non, reh'sheth, net),

46). Like the other sacred ministers they were
exempted from taxation by the Persian satrap the grate of the altar of burnt offering (Exod. 27:

(Ezra 7:24),and were supported from the temple 4 ; 38:4 ).

treasury and the second tithes. Though they con- 2. (Heb. :7777, seb-aw -kaw "), the plaited work
formed to the Jewish religion ( Exod. 12:48 ; Deut. around the two court pillars of the temple (1 Kings

29:11 ; Josh, 9:21 ; Neh. 10:28) they occupied a 7:18, 20, 42), which, according to Keil ( Com ., in

very low position , being reckonedbelow the Mam- loc. ), was formed of seven cords plaited together

zer,or illegal offspring (Mishna,Kiddushin, iii, 12; in the form of festoons ( comp. Jer. 62:22, 23).

iv, 1 ; Jebamoth, ii, 4 ). According to Jewish 3. (Heb.min , khore, white, Isa. 19 : 9, marg.

authorities they were restricted to intermarriage “ white works " ), the general name for cotton fab

among themselves, and if a Jew or Jewess mar- rics, or the different kinds of byssus that were

ried one of them , the issueshared in all the dis woven in Egypt.

qualifications of the Nethinim ; and they were not NEVER. See GLOSSARY.
exempted from military service when newly mar.

ried. If a woman was suspected of being deflow .
NEW BIRTH, the technical expression fre

ered, or if she had an illegitimate child, it was quently used for regeneration (q. v .).

ascribed to a Nathin, and offspring took the de- NEW MOON. See FESTIVALS, I, 5.

graded position of the Nathin , unless the mother NEWLY . See GLOSSARY.

could bring proof as to other fatherhood. The

decision of a court of justice was invalid if one of
NEWNESS (Gr. KalvÓTng, kahee-not -ace ), a

the members was a Nathin, as he was not to be new state of spirit or life in which the Spirit

considered to be a member ofthe congregation places the believer (Rom . 6:4 ; 7 :6).

specified in Lev. 4:13 ; Num. 35:24. Eventually
NEW TESTAMENT. See TESTAMENT.

they appear to have been merged in the Jewish NEW YEAR , or FEAST OF TRUM

population, as no allusion to them occurs either in PETS. See FESTIVALS, I, 2.

the Apocrypha or the New Testament.
NEZI'AH (Heb. 171* ?, nets -ee' -akh, illustrious ),

NETOʻPHAH (Heb. 17p ?, net-o -faw', distil- one ofthe Nethinim whose descendants accon
lation ), a placein Judah, near Bethlehem , fifty-six panied Zerubbabelfrom Babylon (Ezra 2:54 ; Neh.

of whose people returned with Zerubbabel from 7:56), B. C. about 536.

captivity (Ezra 2:22 ; Neh . 7:26) . Mahari and NEʻZIB (Heb. 5937, nets-eel', a statue, or idol),

Heleb (or Heldai), two of David's guard, were from a town on the lowland of Judah, mentioned be

Netophah ( 1 Chron. 27:13, 15), as well as one of tween Ashnah and Keilah (Josh. 15:43). The

the captains who remained under arms near Jeru- same as Beit Nusib, and five miles from Beit

salem after its destruction by Nebuchadnezzar Jibrin, and containing many ruins and massive

(9:16). foundations.

NETOPH'ATHI. See NETOPHATHITES. NIB‘HAZ, an Avite deity (2 Kings 17:31). See

NETOPHATHITES (Heb. "nato , han -net. Gods, FALSE.

0 -faw - thee', the Netophathite ; except Neh. 12:28
NIB'SHAN (Heb. 707?, nib- shawn ', fertile),

anpi ?, A. V. “ Netophathi,” R. V. “the Neto. a town in the wilderness of Judah, on the shore

phathites "), inhabitants of Netophah,which was
of the Dead Sea, near Engedi (Josh. 15:62), but

location not definite .

near Bethlehem or connected with it (Neh . 7:26 ;

comp. 1 Chron. 2:54 ), and seems to have belonged
NICA NOR (Gr. Nekávwp, nik-an' ore, victor),

to Judah, since Maharai the Netophathite was a
a deacon of the church at Jerusalem (Acts 6 : 5 ).

Zarhite (1 Chron . 27:13 ; comp. Josh . 7:17), and
NI'CENE CREED. See CREED.

Heldai the Netophathite was “ of Othniel" ( 1 Chron . NICODEMUS (Gr. Nikodnuos, nik -od '-ay-mos,

27:15 ; comp. Judg. 1 : 9-13). Netophah itself is victorious).

mentioned only in Ezra 2:22 ; Neh . 7:26 ; but as 1. Family . His family is unknown, though

two of David'smen, Maharai and Heldai , just men- some recognize him as Nicodemus Ben Gorion, the

tioned , were Netophathites, the town must have brother of Josephus the historian. This Nicode.

existed long before. The Jewish authors have a mus was a member of the Sanhedrin, and counted

>

>
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one of the three richest men of Jerusalem. But worship ; and as they are charged with denying

it was said that he afterward became poor ; and God to be the creator of the world, and attributing

his daughter was seen gathering barleycorns for its existence to other powers , they could unques.

food from under the horses' feet. Some have tionably, on such grounds, permit themselves so

conjectured that this was the result of the perse to act, and thus far it is probable that the accusa

cutions he received for having embraced Chris- tion is not ill-founded. The community of women

tianity (Whedon, Com ., John 3 :1). was another doctrine which they are said to have

2. Personal History . (1) Interview with adopted, and their conduct seems to have been in

Jesus. Nicodemus was a Pharisee and a member the highest degree licentious” (Imp.Dict. , 8. v .).

of the Sanhedrin . Being convinced by his miracles The real origin of the sect will perhaps never be
that Jesus was a teacher come from God,” he ascertained with certainty.

sought an interview with him ; but fear of the
NIC’OLAS (Gr. Nikólaos, nik-ol-ah-os, con.

Jews and a regard for his reputation, no doubt, queror of the people ), a native of Antioch who had

infuenced him to make the visit by night. He become a proselýte to the Jewish faith . He was

opened the conversation by an announcement of afterward converted to Christianity, and was elected

his belief in Christ's divine mission , and was an
one of the first seven deacons (Acts 6 : 5). By some

swered by a declaration of the wonderful doctrine it has been believed that the sect of the Nicolai.

of the new birth ( John 3 :1-10). Jesus also main tans was founded by this Nicolas, but of this there

tained that this doctrine of regeneration should be is no positive evidence.

accepted upon his own divine authority ( vers. 10–
NICOP'OLIS (Gr. Neróttohis, nik -op '-ol -is, city

13), and insisted upon the doctrine of responsibil
ity for unbelief (vers. 18-21), and “ seems to have of victory), a city to which Paul refers (Tit. 3:12),

closed the interview with an admonition that a
as the place where he intended to pass the follow.

good conscience is the basis of true courage
ing winter. Titus was at this time in Crete ( 1 : 5).

(Whedon, Com ., in loc. ). (2) DefendsJesus. There were severalcities ofthisname, which leaves

When, upon alateroccasion, the officers sentto of the three, onewas in Thrace, another in Cilicia,
some doubt as to the one about which Paul wrote.

apprehend Christ returned without him , and were
reproached by the rest of the Sanhedrin , Nicode- anda third in Epirus; the latterseems the most

mus said to them , “ Doth our law judge any man
likely to have been meant. This was built by the

before it hear him, and know whathe doeth ? » Emperor Augustus Cæsar in honor of a victory at

Actium.
Alis timid word is answered by taunts, “ Art thou

also of Galilee ? " and the old ignorant dogmatism , NIÄGER (Gr. Niyep, neeg'-er, black ), of Anti

“ Search and look : for out of Galilee ariseth nó och (Acts 13 : 1 ). See Simeon, 5 .

prophet” (7 :46–52). (3 ) At Christ's burial. Per- NIGHT. See TIME.

haps encouraged by the example of Joseph of Figurative. The expression, “ The morning

Arimathea, Nicodemus assisted at the burial of cometh, and also the night” (Isa . 21:12 ), is thus

Jesus. He brought a mixtureof myrrh and aloes, interpreted by Delitzsch( Com., inloc.), even if

about a hundred pounds' weight, to anoint the the morning dawns, it will be swallowed up again

body, and assisted in its embalming and burial directly by night. And the history was quite in

( 19:39–42 ). Nothing further is known of Nicode. accordance with such an answer. The Assyrian

mus from Scripture. Tradition adds that after he period of judgment was followed by the Chal

had thus publicly declared himself a follower of dean, and the Chaldean by the Persian , the

Jesus, and had beenbaptized by Peter, he was Persian by the Grecian, andthe Grecian by the

displaced from his office and expelled from Jeru. Roman.” Thus night stands for a period of dis
salem .

tress or trouble, and by a natural extension in the

3. Character. “ A constitutional timidity is same line, so is death or the grave (John 9 :4 ) .

observable in all that the Gospel tells us about “ Children of the night” (1 Thess. 5 : 5) are those

Nicodemus ; a timidity which could not be wholly who practice the deedsof depravity. “ Night ” is
overcome even by his honest desire to befriend also used for a time of ignorance and helplessness

and acknowledge one whom he knew to be a (Mic. 3: 6).

prophet, even if he did not at once recognize
NIGHT HAWK . See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

in him the promised Messiah ” (Farrar, Life of

Christ, p . 92).
NIGHT MARCHES. . From Num . 9:21 ,

NICOLA ITANS (Gr. N kohairns, nik -ol-ah
whether it was by day or by night that the

ed -lace ), a sect or party which arose in the
cloud was taken up they journeyed ,” it is evident

apos
tolic period of the Church, and is twice mentioned that the Israelites made night marches . Such

by name in the epistle to Ephesus and Pergamos marches might have been made either to escape

(Rev. 2 :6, 15). In the former passage it is said ,heat or to avoid their manyenemies — the Amalek.

to the credit of the church in Ephesus, that she ites, Edomites, or Ammonites.

shared in the feelings of the Lord concerning the NIGHT MONSTER (Heb. 073 ?,lee -leeth ',
Nicolaitans, and viewed them with thehatred which Isa. 34:14, marg .). The text has screech owl

they deserved. In the epistle to Pergamos (v. 15) | (q. v.), but the marginal reading is preferable. See

the charge is made thatsome of that church held ANIMAL Kingdom.

to teachings of the Nicolaitans, who are compared NIGHT VISION (Heb. -75 ? ziim, khaw
to those who “ hold the teaching of Balaam ,” etc.

" The general voice ofantiquity accuses them of zone' lah'-yel -aw , Isa . 29 : 7 ; Chald. ????. xiin,

holding the lawfulness of eating things offered to khez-vaw ' lay'-leh -yaw , Dan. 2:19 , etc. ). In the

idols, and of mixing in and encouraging idolatrous | first of these passages we may render

G
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thing seen in the night in a dream ,” khaw-zone' their country toward Kanaan or Kanana (Canaan ).

meaning something seen , an apparition . Respect. It remains for us to decide whether the name sig

ing Dan. 2:19, “Then was the secret revealed unto nify the ' brook of Egypt, orwhether Nachal be

Daniel in a night vision ,” Keil ( Com ., in loc. ) says : a Hebrew form of Nile. The Hebrew word nachal

“ A vision of the night is not necessarily to be might have been adopted as very similar in sound

identified with a dream. In the case before us, to an original proper name" (Smith, Bib. Dicl.).

Daniel does not speak of a dream . It is possible, 5. “ The rivers of Cush ” (Heb. 210 772 nah'.

deed, that dreams may be, as the means of a
divine revelation, dream visions, and assuch may ar -ay koosh ), are mentioned only in the singular

be called visions of the night, but in itself a vision prophecy contained in Isa . 18. From the use of

of the night is a vision simply which anyone re
the plural we must suppose them to be the con

ceives during the night while he is awake.” fluents or tributaries of the Nile. Delitzsch ( Con .,

NIGHT WATCH. See WATCH.
on Isa., ch . 18) says “ the rivers of Cush ” are chiefly

those that surround the Cushite Seba (Gen. 10: 7).

NILE, Egypt's one great river, forms by its This is the name given to the present Sennar, the

annual overflow the cultivable land of that coun . Meroitic island which is inclosed between the

try. The name “ Nile ” (Gr. Neiros, Lat. Nilus, White and Blue Nile.

supposed to be of Iranian origin, signifying “ dark
6. “ The sea ” (Heb. 67, yawm , Isa . 18 :2 ; Nah .

blue ” ) does not occur in the A.V., but the river

is frequently referred to under different names 3: 8 ; Job 41:31,and perhaps Isa. 19 : 5), so known

and titles.
among the Arabs at the present time. “ The

1.Shee-khore' ( Heb. 2012-0, mimo, nho, dark, there, also, inaparallelism with the Nile as the
river ' clearly applies to the Nile in Isa. 19:5, and

turbid ), seems to be indicative of a very dark sea .' And the Nile has been smitten in that por

color, “ That the Nile is meant is evidenttion of it which is known as “ the seven streams,'

from its mention as equivalent to Yeôr, “ the five of those streams being now closed from

river ,' and as a great river (Isa. 23:3); from its sight ” ( Trumbull, Kadesh -barnea, p. 348, sq.).

being put as the western boundary of the prom . See Egypt.

ised land (Josh . 13:3 ; 1 Chron. 13: 5 ), instead of
The Nile is constantly before us in the history

“ the river of Egypt ' (Gen. 15:18); and from its of Israel in Egypt. Into it the male children

being spoken of as the great stream of Egypt,

just as the Euphrates was of Assyria (Jer. 2:18). was the ark of Moses put, and found by Pharaoh's
were cast ; in it, or rather in some canal or pool,

If, but this is byno means certain , thenameNile daughter when she went down to bathe(Exod.
be really indicative of the color of the river, it
must becompared with the Sanskrit Nilah,'blue' | 2:3, sq.). When the plagues were sent, the sa

especially, probably dark blue,' also even ' black,' its waters everywhere were turned into bloud
cred river — a main support of the people — and

and must be considered to be the Indo-European (7:19,sq.).
equivalent of Shihor."

2. Yeh -ore' (Heb . ?, channel ; the same as the future decay of Egypt,employs metaphors
Scripture Prophecies. Isaiah, in predicting

the ancient Egyptian Atur, Aur, and the Coptic taken from the Nile and the industries dependent

eiero or iaro), “ in the singular, is used of the upon it ( 19 :4-8). The king of Egypt is de

Nile alone , excepting in a passage in Daniel scribed (Ezek. 29:3) as a " dragon lying in the

( 12 : 5–7 ), where another river, perhaps the Tigris midst of many waters," i. e., the crocodile, the

(comp. 10:4), is intended by it. In the plural this standing symbol of Egypt in the prophets (comp:

name is applied to the branches and canals of the Isa. 61 : 9 ; 27: 1 ; Psa . 74:13 ). The figure in Ezekiel

Nile (Psa . 78:44 ; Ezek . 29 : 3, sq . ; 30:12); but it (29:3) is to represent the proud security in his

is also used of streams or channels, in a general | own power to which Pharaoh gave himself up.

sense, when no particular ones are indicated (see Nahum (3 : 8) thus speaks of the Nile when he

Isa. 33:21 ; Job 28:10 ). It is thus evident that warns Nineveh by the ruins of Thebes : “Art

this name specially designates the Nile . " thou better than No-Amon, that was situate

3. “ The river of Egypt ” ( Heb. 0 ? ?? 673, among the rivers, that had the waters round
nal ' -ar mits-rah '-yim ), mentioned with the Eu about it, whose rampart was the sea, and her

phrates in the extent of the land promised to wall was from the sea.” No-Amon was the sacred

Abraham's posterity (Gen. 15:18), the two limits name of Thebes, built on both sides of the Nile.

being “ the river of Egypt, ” and “ the river in the New Testament there is no mention of the

Euphrates." Nile. See SUPPLEMENT.

4. “ The Nachal of Egypt” (Heb. 09 39372, NIM'RAH (Heb. 177 ???, nim-raw', limpid ), a

nakh '- al mits -rak '-yim , stream of Egypt), “ has place mentioned, by this name, in Num. 32:3 only ,
generally been understood to mean the torrent ' among those which formed the districts of the

or ' brook of Egypt,' and to designate a desert land of Jazer and the land of Gilead . ” If it is

stream at Rhinocorura, now El -' Àreesh, on the the same as BETH-NIMRAN (v. 36) it belonged to the

eastern border. This name must signify the Nile, tribe of Gad . By Eusebius, however, it is cited as
for it occurs in cases parallel to those where a “ city of Reuben in Gilead.” A wady and a

Shihor is employed (Num . 34:5 ; Josh. 15: 4, 47; town, both called Nimreh , have been met with in
1 Kings -8:65 ; 2 Kings 24:7 ; Isa . 27:12), both Betheniyeh , eastof the Lejah, and five miles N. W.

designating the easternmost or Pelusiac branch of of Kunawâl. On the other hand the name of

the river as the border of the Philistine territory , Nimrin is said to be attached to a watercourse

where the Egyptians equally put the border of and a site of ruins in the Jordan valley, a couple

1
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of miles E. of the river, at the embouchure of left, or eastern bank of the Tigris, and may be

the Wady Shoaib. It mustbe left to future ex. roughly located at thebendin the river opposite the

plorers to ascertain which (if either) of the places modern city Mosul (Mawsil). It was called by the

so named is the Nimrah in question (Smith, Bib . Assyrians themselves Ninua and also Ninâ, but the

Dict., 8. v.). origin of this name and its literal meaning are

NIMRIM (Heb. Da, nim - reem ', a stream both still obscure, though several theories have

of the leopards), a very fertile tract in Moab, south- been propounded to account for the name.

east of the Dead Sea, probably,Mr. Grove thinks, in the past, and the timewhen its foundations
1. History. The origin of the city is lost

in Wady Nemeirah. Mr. Porter says springs ex

isted near Beth -nimrah. These waters were cursed
were laid will probably never be known. It

is first mentioned in the Old Testament in con

( Isa. 15 : 6 ; Jer. 48:34 ).
nection with the earliest movements of men

NIMROD (Heb. 777 ?, nim - rode ), the name there portrayed. Nimrod is there (Gen.10:11)

of a person mentioned in the Old Testament as said to have emigrated from Babylonia northward

the son of Cush (Gen. 10: 8 ; 1 Chron. 1:10) who into Assyria (see R.V. or A. V. marg.), where he
is celebrated as a great hunter. To him is as founded Rehoboth -Ir, Calah, Resen, and Nineveh .

cribed the foundation of the great Babylonian of the other cities here mentioned comparatively

empire and also the building of the cities which little is known, but the fame of Nineveh spread

were afterward combined together under the gen- over the whole ancient world . As Nimrod is
eral name of Nineveh. He therefore becomes also called the founder of Nineveh, and Nineveh be

the founder of Assyria, and this country is there. came the capital of Assyria, the Old Testament
fore called by the prophet Micah (5 :6 ) the land uses the expression “ land of Nimrod for the

of Nimrod. These references to Nimrod are all entire country of Assyria (Mic. 5 : 6). That this

difficult to explain . It is , of course, natural that Old Testament statement is correct in tracing the

the name of Nimrod should have been sought foundation of Nineveh to colonists from Baby

eagerly in all the Babylonian and Assyrian in-lonia there is no reason to doubt. We do not
scriptions which have lately been found. It was possess a native Assyrian accountof the origin of

thought at one time that Nimrod was the hero of their chief capital city, but every hint that has

the great Babylonian epic. The name was then reached us concerning the origin of Assyrian
unread, the syllables of which it was composed civilization connects it with Babylonia. The city

being variously read Izdubar,Gishdubar, etc. The of Nineveh was not the most ancient capital of

name is now known to beGilgames, and the story | Assyria. The Assyrian people planted their place

has no connection with Nimrod. Some have also of government first in the city of Asshur. In this
connected Nimrod with Ninus, to whom the Greeks city the plans were laid for the early raids by

and Latins ascribed the origin of the city of Assyrian conquerors, undertaken for plunder only

Nineveh . But this is equally without foundation. (see Assyria) . Assbur was located about fifty
Even if such a connection could be made out it miles S. of Nineveh on the Tigris. About

would in no wise increase our knowledge of the 1820 B. C. Shamshi-Ramman built a temple at

biblical passages, for Ninus is too plainly a myth. Nineveh , and again about four centuries later
ical person devised to explain the city of Nineveh. Asshur-uballit erected another. This indicates
In like manner the theories which connect Nimrod that Nineveh was then accounted one of the chief

with the constellation Orion with the intention of cities of the little kingdom , but Asshur still re

proving that Nimrod is simply a form of star nained thecapital. This was not likely always to
myth, must be pronounced without any basis in continue if for no other reason than that it was
fact. On the other hand it is impossible at this located too far south in Assyrian territory, and

time to say much of Nimrod which may at all be therefore not well situated for defense in case of

regarded as certain. No mention of him occurs attack from Babylonia. About 1330 B, C. Shal
in any Babylonian inscription, and no person with maneser I transferred the capital from Asshur to
whom he may even be compared is known in Calah, only eighteen miles S. of Nineveh, and also

Assyrian history. It is curious and interesting to located on the Tigris. The capital was thus

observe that Nimrod is called the son of Cush creeping northward , and the interest of this same
and is not made the son or descendant of Shem. king in the city of Nineveh was shown by bis
Now it is a noteworthy fact that the early civiliza elaborate restoration of the Ishtar temple in that

tion of Babylonia and of Assyria is not in any way flourishing city, and besides this by his erection of
connected with the Semitic peoples but with the a residence for himself in the same city. In 884

Sumerians, who may have been connected with Asshurnazirpal became king of Assyria , and up
the Asiatic Cush, but even this is doubtful. Nim- to about 880 he resided in Nineveh, and thence

rod still continues among the unexplained prob. set out with armies on various campaigns of plun.
lems of the Old Testament.-R. W. R.

der and conquest. During at least the latter part

NIM'SHI (Heb. ???, nim -shee ', saved ), the ofthis period he was engaged in erecting a vast
grandfather of Jehu (2 Kings 9: 2, 14), but also palace in the ancient capital of Calah, to which he

briefly called his father ( 9:20 ; 2 Chron . 22 :7). then transferred his residence, and Nineveh was

NINEVE(Gr. Níveví, nin-yoo- ee'), the Gre- oncemore given over to commerce,having lost the

cized form ( Luke 11:32 ) of NINEVEH (q . v. ) .
glamour of royalty. Shalmaneser II, the son and

successor of Asshurnazirpal, also resided in Nine

NINEVEH(Heb. 177???, nee-nev -ay'; Gr. Nev- veh for about twelve years, and then removed to

Evh, nin -yoo-ay '; also Nevevi, nin -yoo-ee '), the name Calab to a great palace which he had been erect.

of an ancient city. Nineveh was situated on the ling. The chief glory of Nineveh is due to Sen.

>
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nacherib (705-681 B. C.), who seems to have loved long forgotten , and when Xenophon passed by the

the city with the same frenzy as Nebuchadnezzar heaps of ruins, leading the fragments of his ten

later lavished on Babylon. Asshurbanapal (668– thousand home to Greece, he described part of

625 B. C.) also did much to extend and adorn the the mounds under the name of Mespila — the spot

capital city, and at the close of his reign it was even then being uninhabited.

probably the most magnificent city in the world . 2. Topography. The site of ancient Nineveh

But its gain in magnificence and in the fruits of is now marked by two large mounds — Kouyunjik

civilization had broug also moral decay and and eby Yunus-opposite Mosul. These mounds

physical feebleness, and its weakness soon be are surrounded and joined together by the remains

came known to the whole world. It had grown of a wall extending along the Tigris for two and

rich on the plunder of other cities all over western one half miles, and then sweeping inland for a

Asia, and wherever the name and power of Assyria distance of about one mile, and forming an irregu.

were known there the city of Nineveh was bated. lar trapezium in shape. On north and west out

The bitter invective of thethrilling book of Nahum side these walls were great moats, and beyond

undoubtedly voiced the pent-up feelings not of these again vast defense walls in the form of
Israel only, but of every people in all the west. semicircles and immense round towers . The As.

The city of Nineveh, tottering already to its fall, syrians rightly recognized that their chief city was

was taken by siege and assault on the northeast subject to attack chiefly on those sides, for the

corner of its massivewalls by a people called the lowlands about the river on the south and east

Manda. Their attack upon the capital city was formed no likely place from which to assail the
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made while the troops of Nabopolassar were | city. The history sketched above shows that

stripping the southern provinces from the Assyrian their view was correct, and that the city was at

empire (see NEBUCHADNEZZAR ). The plunder which tacked in the very place at which they had made

the Manda secured in the city of Nineveh must the most elaborate and costly efforts to make the

have surpassed all our power to estimate. The city impregnable. Its defense, however, rested

city had long been the chief commercial city of after all in the hands of men,and the men of that

Assyria. Its merchants had made great sums in period were unequal to it. The city within these

the ordinary channels of trade , and their residences walls, known to us as the real Nineveh, seems

were richly adorned and filled with costly jewels comparatively small when placed beside the state

and richly-colored woven stuffs of great price. ments made both by classical writers and in the

The royal plunder filled both temples and palaces, Old Testament concerning the size of Nineveh.

and was the wonder of the world. Whither it Thus Chesias , as reported by Diodorus (iii, 2 ), says

was scattered wemayonly conjecture. When the the circuit of the city of Nineveh was four hun.

thirst for plunder was satisfied the torch was ap - dred and eighty stadia, while the book of Jonah

plied, and the temples and palaces fell into one describes it as a city of three days' journey. It is

inextinguishable mass of ruins. The unburnt obvious that in both these cases
an extended

bricks , of which the great walls were partly com- meaning is given to theword Nineveh. A clew to

posed,soon returned to the shapeless clay of which this extension is given in theallusion to the build.

they were composed , and the winds brought seeds ing by Nimrod in Gen., ch . 10, where the cities of

to propagate grass and trees . A more complete Calah, Resen , and Rehoboth-Ir are grouped with

and a more quickly accomplished ruin has rarely Nineveh and called the “ great city .” In addition

been known. The very location of the city was to Calah, some eighteen miles S. of Nineveh, we
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must also include the mound of Khorsabad, full “ Amon of No ; ” in Nah. 3 : 8 the “ populous No '

five hours N. E. of Nineveh proper, which marks is changed to “ No-Amon .” See SUPPLEMENT.

the site of Dur -Sharrukin or Sargon's-burg — the NOADI'AH (Heb. 177731), no- ad -yaw ', Jcho

city built by Sargon II, 722–705 B. C.(see Sargon ), vah convenes).

and used by him as a royal residence . All these 1. One of the Levites who, with Meremoth,
cities formed in reality one whole, and must have Eleazar, and others, weighed the silver, gold, and

been organized into one great scheme of defense. vessels of the temple brought back from Babylon

As we have already seen above, kings were con- (Ezra 8:33), B. C. about 457 .

stantly moving from one part to another of the
2. A professed prophetess, who seems to have

big world city. These mounds have allbeenmore joined Tobiah and Sanballat in opposition to

or less systematically explored by successive ex. Nehemiah (Neh. 6:14), B. C. about 445.

peditions. The first successful diggings were made
NO’AH (Heb. Tij or pis, no ' -akh, rest, quiet).by Emil-Botta in 1843 , and his best results were

achieved at Khorsabad. The earliest of the suc- 1. The son of Lamech,and tenth in descent from

cessful excavations at Kouyunjik were made by Adam (Gen. 5:28 , 29). Beyond the record of his

Austin Henry Layard, beginning in 1845, and birth the Scriptures tell us nothing of Noah till he

carried further there and at Nimroud (Calah) by was five hundred years old, when it mentions his

Russam and George Smith . At Kouyunjik were three sons, Shem , Ham , and Japheth (5:32 ; 6:10),

found palaces of Sennacherib and Asshurbanapal, B. C. perhaps 3100. (1) As preacher. The wicked.
and at the mound of Neby Yunus ( the mound of ness of the human race had for a long time pro.

the prophet Jonah) were found a second palace voked the wrath of God. The cause of their
of Sennacherib and one of Esarhaddon. AtKhor.unrighteousness was the intermarriage of the

sabad were found the remains of an immense sons of God ” (Sethites) and the “daughters of

palace of Sargon. It was T -shaped, and the main men ” (Cainites). Jehovah resolved to destroy

façade was approximately a quarter of a mile long, the human race, but allowed a respite ofone

and contained more than two hundred rooms, hundred and twenty years, during which Noah

many of which were elaborately adorned. From sought to bring them to repentance (Gen. 6 : 1-9 ;

the mounds at Nineveh came the first direct records 1 Pet. 3:20 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 5). Thus he was a preacher

of the Assyrian people, and from them came also of righteousness,” exercising faith in the testi

the great libraries of Asshurbanapal, to which we mony of God, and condemning the world by the

owemost of our knowledge of the Assyrian people. contrastedexcellence of his conduct. (2) In the
See ASSYRIA.—R. W. R. ark . At length the cup of man's iniquity was

NIN'EVITE (Gr. Nevevitns, nin-yoo-ee'-tace, full, and the time of their destruction near at

Luke 11:30),a “ man of Nineveh ” (Matt. 12:41) )hand. Noah, because of his righteousness, was

NI'SAN, the first month ofthesacred year, exempted from extermination, and was saved by

called Abib in the Pentateuch, for which it is sub- means of the ark, constructed according to divine

stituted only in the time of the captivity(Neh. direction (Gen.6: 14-22). He entered theark when

2: 1 ; Esth. 3 : 7 ) . See CALENDAR ; TIME. he was six hundred years old , and the flood com

NIS'ROCÁ (Heb. 77o?, nis-roke',2 Kings month (7:6, 11), kept rising for forty days (vers.
menced on the seventeenth day of the second

19:37 ; Isa. 37:38 ), an Assyrian God. See Gods, 12, 15 ), and only began to abate after one hun.
FALSE.

dred and fifty days (8 : 3 ) . On the seventeenth
NITER . See MINERAL KINGDOM.

day of the seventh month the ark rested on

NO or NO -A'MON (Heb. XI, no, the home of Ararat, and after forty days Noah sent forth a

Amon , portion of Amon ), the name of the an- raven, and at intervals of seven days (or a week)

cient Thebes, the chief seat of the worship of the a dove. Finally, on the first day of the first

god Ammon, denounced by Jeremiah (46:25) . It month of his six hundred and first year, Noah re

was the metropolis of Upper Egypt, built on both moved the covering of the ark ; and on the twenty.

sides of the Nile, and was a hundred and forty seventh day of the following month he returned

stadia in circuit, and celebrated for its hundred again to dry land ( 8 :4–19). (3 ) Noah's sacrifice.

gates . Its ruins are the most notable on the Nile . The first thing that Noah did after leaving the ark

It became celebrated in the eleventh dynasty, and was to build an altar and to offer sacrifice. He

suffered in the thirteenth because of the inva- took his offerings from every clean beast and

sion of the Hyksos. In the 17th century B. C. every clean fowl, such animals as were destined

Amosis liberated the country and it reached its for man's food. God accepted the sacrifice, and

height of magnificence. The splendor of the city promised no more to waste the earth with a plague

departed with the removal of the residence of the of waters, but to continue without interruption

Pharaohs to the Delta. In its ruins it is great. the regular alternations of day and night, and of

Its temple of Karnak is a marvel . Its architec. the seasons of the year (8 :20–22). Jehovah

ture is a problem of mechanical skill . Its great blessed Noah and his sons, and pronounced his

hall contains one hundred and thirty-four columns, superiority over the inferior creation. All living

the loftiest seventy -five feet in height and twelve creatures are given to man for food, with the pro

feet in diameter ; the hall itself is one hundred hibition against eating the blood. Provision is

and seventy-five feet wide by three hundred and made for the security of human life against ani

twenty-nine feet long. Every stone a book and mals as well as men . To give Noah and his sons

every column a library in itself. The R. V. cor- a firm assurance of the prosperous continuance of

rects some terms of reference to this place. In the human race, God established a covenant with
Jer. 46:25 “ the multitude of No ” is rendered them , and gave them as a sign the " bow in the
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cloud (9: 1–17). ( 4) Intoxication . After this NOBLE, the rendering of three Hebrew and

Noah entered upon agricultural pursuits, and be two Greek words :

gan to cultivate the vine. Whether in ignorance 1. Yak -keer (Heb. 72-, dear, rare), a term

of its properties or not we do not know, but Noah

drank ofwineuntil intoxicated, and shamefullyapplied (Ezra 4:10) to Asnapper ( q. v . ) .
exposed himself in his tent . Ham saw the naked. 2. Par-tam' (Heb . ?, kindred to Lat.

ness of his father, and told his brothers without, primus), a noble,prince among the Persians (Esth.

who reverently covered their father with a gar- 1 :3 ; 3 : 1 , A. V. “ princes "), and the Jews (Exod.

ment, walking backward that they might not see 24:11 ; 1 Kings 21:8, etc.).

his nakedness. For this they received their 3. So-rake (Heb. 770, reddish ), a vine of a

father's blessing, whereas Ham reaped for his son finer and nobler kind, probably so called from

Canaan the patriarch's curse (9: 20-27). ( 5) Con. purple grapes (Jer.2:21).

clusion . After this we hear no more of the patri
4. Yoog-en '-ace (Gr. εvyévns, well-born ), noble

arch but the sum of his years : “ And Noah lived minded, nobly disposed, and thus inclined to toler:
after the flood three hundred and fifty years .
And all thedays of Noahwere nine hundred and ance, spoken of the Bereans (Acts 17:11) ;well

born , of noble race ( 1 Cor. 1:26).
fifty years : and he died ” (9:28 , 29). (6) Char.

5. Krat -is -tos (Gr. kpáriotos, strongest, a term
actor. The character of Noah is given in a used in addressing men of conspicuous rank or
few words descriptive of him in Gen.6 :9: “ Noah office (Acts 24:3 ; 26:25).

was a just man and perfect in his generations, and

Noah walked with God ; " i . e. , he was righteous
NOBLEMAN is represented by three Greek

words :
in his moral relations to God ; blameless in his

character andconduct. His righteousness and in:ávApwros,anth '-ro-pos,man),the title applied in
1. Yoog-en '-ace (Gr. Evyévns, well-born , and

tegrity were manifested in his walking with God. the parable of thetalents (Luke 19:12),to theone

2. (Heb. , no-aw ', motion ), one of the five who tested the fidelity and ability of his servants.

daugliters of Zelophehad, ofthe tribe of Manasseh He is represented in the parable as a man of noble

(Num . 26:33), B. C. 1170. As their father had descent, as a vassal, but with regal power over

died leaving no son, the daughters applied for an those who had been his fellow -citizens up to that

inheritance in the promised land in their father's time.

right. Moses, under divine direction, granted their 2. Bas-il- ee -kos ' (Gr. Baotherós, regal), the officer

request ( 27: 1, sq . ) , and this promise was redeemed or minister of a prince, a courtier ( John 4:46, 49).

byJoshua ( Josh . 17 : 3 ) . NOBLES. See PRINCES,

NOB (Heb. ss, nobe, high place), a sacerdotal

city of Benjamin, situated on an eminencenear location is dependent upon that of Eden. The in
NOD (Heb. 71 , node, exile, flight, unrest). Its

Jerusalem . It would seem from Isa. 10 :28–32, habitants of Bussorah andof Bushire claim that

that it was on one of the roads leading from the the land of Nod lay between these two cities on

north and within sight of the city. Here David
applied to Ahimelech for bread, after he fled from the northeast of the Persian Gulf. It was the re.

Saul ( 1 Sam . 21 :1 , sq. ), from which it appears that treat of Cain after the murder of Abel (Gen. 4:16).

the ark was then located there before being NOʻDAB (Heb. -713, no-dawb', nobility), the

moved to Jerusalem ( 2 Sam . 6 : 1 , sq . ). A company, name of a Bedouin tribe mentioned ( 1 Chron. 5:

of the Benjamites settled here after the return 19 only) in the account of the war of the Reuben.

from the exile (Neh . 11:32). But the event for ites, Gadites, and the half tribe of Manasseh

which Nob was most noted in the Scripture annals against the Hagarites . Nothing more is definitely

was a frightful massacre which occurred there in known respecting them .
the reign of Saul ( 1 Sam . 22 : 17–19). All trace of NO’E (Gr. Nãe, no'-eh ), the Grecized form (Matt.

the name has disappeared from the country long 24:37, 38 , Luke 3:36 ; 17:26, 27 ) of Noal (q . v .) .

ago. Jerome states that nothing remained in his
NO'GAH (Heb . , no '-gah, a shining ), one of

time to indicate where it had been. Geographers
are not agreed as to the precise spot with which the sons of David who were born to him in Jeru.

we are to identify the ancient locality. Some of salem by other wives than Bathsheba ( 1 Chron.

the conjectures on this point may deserve to be 3 :7 ; 14 :6), B. C. after 1000.

mentioned . Kiepert's Map.places Nob at El- Isa- NO'HAH (Heb. Di, no-khaw ', rest ), the

wieh, not far from Anåtå , about a mile N. W. fourth named of the sons of Benjamin , and the

of Jerusalem . Lieutenant Conder argues (Quar. head of a family ( 1 Chron. 8:2).

Statement of the “ Palestine Exploration Fund,"
NOISED. NOISOME. See GLOSSARY.

January, 1875 , p. 34,sq.) that Nobis identical with

MIZPEH, and both with the modern Neby Samwil. NON (Heb. 71, nohn), once (1Chron. 7:27) for

NOʻBAH (Heb. nas, no '-bakh, a bark).
nun (797, noon ), the father of Joshua .

1. An Israelite, whose family is not named , but
NOON. See TIME.

who probably belonged, like Jair, to one of the NOPH (Heb. 5j, nofe), the Hebrew name of

families of Machirites of the tribe of Manasseh. the Egyptian city Memphis, the capital of lower

He took the town of Kenath and its villages (Heb. Egypt. It was probably the seat of the Pharaohs

“ daughters " ), and gave it his own name, Nobah in the time of Joseph, and raised by Psammeticus

(Num . 32:42), B. C. about 1170. into the metropolis of the whole kingdom . Its

2. The name given by the above to the town of ruins are very important, including the colossal
Kenath , after being taken by him (Num. 32:42). statue of Rameses. In Hos. 9 : 6 the Hebrew name

>
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NOPHAH NUMBER

is Moph, and translated MEMPHIS (q . v . ), which is magical mode of driving demons away. Two other
its Greek and Latin form . See SUPPLEMENT. explanations may be given — that it is a proverbial

NOʻPHAH (Heb. Nə), no -fakh, blast, windy expression, “ to apply the twig to anger,” in the

place ), one of the Moabite cities occupied by of Hitzig,“ Theyapplythe sickle to their nose,"
sense of adding fuel to the fire. The second, that

Amorites (Num . 21:30 ) ; probably the same as

Nobah (Judg. 8:11), according to which passage
i. e. , by seeking to injure me they injure them.

it was nearJogbeha, not far from the eastern selves (Keil , Com ., in loc.).

desert, and still existing in the ruined place called
The words “ they take away thy nose and ears ”

Nowakis, northwest of Amman . ( Ezek. 23:25) are not to be interpreted, as the

NORTH. 1. (Heb. 777?, mez -aw -reh ', scat- alent among the Egyptians and other nations of
earlier expositors suppose, from the custom prev.

terer, Job 37 : 9.) The north wind, so called as cutting off the nose of an adulteress, but depict

dispersing clouds,and bringing clear, cold weather. the mutilation of prisoners.

Among the Hebrews the cardinal points of NOSE, FLAT. See DISEASES.

the heavens were considered with reference to NOSE JEWEL. See JEWELRY.

the east. Thus to a man facing the east, the NOTABLE . See GLOSSARY.
north would be at his left hand (Gen. 14:15 ;

Job 23: 9 ). Land lying to the north was consid
NOTE. ( 1 ) (Heb. PRIT, khaw-kak', to engrave),

ered as higher, and to the south as lower ; hence to write (Isa. 30: 8 ) ; (2 ) “ who are of note ” (Gr.

to travel northward was to “ go up ” (Gen. 45:25 ; énionllos, ep-is'-ay-mos, having a mark) is spoken

Hos. 8:9 ; Acts 18:22 ; 19 : 1 ), while to travel south of Andronicus and Junia, as being highly re

ward wasto “ go down " (Gen. 12:10 ; 26 : 2 ; 1 Sam . garded by the apostles ; (3) (Gr. 01/lletów , say-mi

30:15, 16 ; 25 :1 ; 26 : 2).
o'-o, to distinguish ), to mark a man by avoiding

2. (Heb. 779 $, saw -fone', hidilen ), the northern his company (2 Thess. 3:4).

quarter of the heavens, called the " hidden , ” be
NOVICE (Gr . vebøvTOS, neh -of'-00-tos, newly

cause the ancients regarded the northas the seat planted), one lately converted, noť yet maturedin

of gloom and darkness, in contrastto the bright Christian experience ( 1 Tim . 3 :6). Later theterm

and sunny south. Thus “ Fair weather cometh came to be applied to catechumens preparing for

out of the north ” (Job 37:22) ; literally “ gold
baptism.

cometh , ” which our version, with many excellent
NUMBER, the rendering of several Hebrew

authorities, understands as meaning thegolden and Greek words. See Gods, False.

splendor of the firmament, i. e. , " fair weather.” 1. Mode ofExpressing Numbers. “ Like
Delitzsch ( Com ., in loc. ) thinks that a contrast is most oriental nations, it is probable that the He

made between the “ gold ” mined in the north and brews in their written calculations made use of

“ the terrible majesty of Jehovah.” The reason the letters of the alphabet. That they did so in

that Babylonia, Chaldea, Assyria, and Media were
post-Babylonian times we have conclusive evidence

said to be north of Palestine (Zeph. 2:13 ; Jer. 1: in the Maccabæan coins ; and it is highly probable

14 ; 46 : 6, etc.; Ezek. 26 :7) is that the kings of that this was the case also in earlier times. But,

most of these countries, in order to avoid the though, on the one hand, it is certain that in all

deserts, invaded Palestine chiefly from the north existing manuscripts of the Hebrew text of the

side by way of Damascus and Syria. By “ the Old Testament the numerical expressions are

princes of the north ” (Ezek. 32:30) some under written at length, yet, on the other, the variations

stand the lyriansand their allies (26:16) joined with in the several versions between themselves and

the Zidonians. “ The families of the north ” (Jer. from the Hebrew text, added to the evident in

25 :9) may mean kings who were dependent on consistencies in numerical statement between cer .

Babylon ; while “ the king of the north ” is the tain passages of that text itself, seem to prove

king of Syria, as opposed to the king of the south, that some shorter mode of writing was originally

viz .,Egypt(Dan. 11:6-15, 40). The Hebrew word in vogue, liable to be misunderstood, and in fact

is applied to the north wind (Prov. 27:16 ; Cant. misunderstood by copyists and translators. These

4:16 ).
variations appear to have proceeded from the

NORTH COUNTRY. This name is applied alphabeticmethod ofwriting numbers."

to the countries lying north of Palestine, whence of the arithmetic of the Hebrews, they must have
2. Arithmetic. Although we know but little

came invaders and foes ( Isa . 41:25 ; Jer. 1:14, 15 ; made considerable progress in the science. Thus

Ezek. 26: 7). See NORTH .
we find addition (Num . 1:26 ), subtraction (Lev. 27 :

NOSE,NOSTRILS (Heb. 98, af; dual 6.28, 18), overplus (Lev. 26:27 ; Num . 3:46, 48), multi

ap-pah-yeem ', properly breathing place, Num. 11 : plication (Lev. 27:16), division (25:50), while frac

20 ). The same Hebrew word sometimes means tions appear frequently (Gen. 47:24 ; Lev. 5:16 ;

anger (Prov. 22:24), as shown in the breathing. 6 : 5 ; Num. 15 :4 ; Ezek. 4:11 ; 45:13). The pro .

Figurative. " I put my hook into thiy nose portions of the measurements of the temple in

(2 Kings 19:28 ; Job 41 : 2 ; Isa. 37:29) is å figura Ezekiel presuppose a considerable proficiency in

tive expression taken from the custom of restrain- mathematics.

ing wild animals, and means to control , humiliate . 3. Representative Numbers. “ There can

“Lo, they put the branch to their nose ” (Ezek . 8 : be little doubt, however, that some at least of the

17) appears to be a proverbial expression variously numbers mentioned in Scripture are intended to

interpreted. Some understand it as the barsom , be representative rather than determinative. Cer.

which the Pharisees held in their hand while tain numbers, as seven, ten , forty , one hundred,

praying, or rather in front of the mouth as a were regarded as giving the idea of completeness.

>
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NUMBER OATH

OF.

seven

Without entering into St. Augustine's theory of 7. Twelve (3X4) appears in twelve tribes, twelve

this usage , we may remark that the notion of stones in the high priest's breastplate, twelve

representative numbers in certain cases is one ex. apostles, twelve foundation stones, and twelve

tremely common among Eastern nations, who have gates (Rev. 21:19-21). 8. Forty appears in many

a prejudice against counting their possessions ac- enumerations - forty days of Moses (Exod. 24:18);

curately ; that it enters largely into many ancient forty years in the wilderness (Num . 14:34) ; forty

systems of chronology, and that it is found in the days and nights of Elijah (1 Kings 19:8 ) . 9. Orie

philosophical and metaphysical speculations not hundred - one hundred cubits' length of the taber

only of the Pythagorean and other ancient schools nacle court (Exod. 27:18 ) ; one hundred men, i. e. ,

of philosophy, both Greek and Roman, but also in a large number (Lev. 26 : 8) ; Gideon's three hun.

those of the later Jewish writers, of the Gnostics, dred men (Judg. 7 :6 ); leader of one hundred men

and also of such Christian writers as St. Augus- ( 1 Chron. 12:14 ); one hundred stripes (Prov . 17:

tineahimself. We proceed to give some instances 10, etc.). 10. Lastly, the mystic number six hun .

of numbers used (a) representutively, and thus dred and sixty-six (Rev. 13:18 )” (Smith , Bib . Dict .).

probably by design indefinitely or (0 ) definitely, NUMBERS, BOOK OF. See BIBLE, BOOKS
but, as we may say preferentially, i. e. , because

some meaning (whichwe do not in all cases un

derstand) was attached to them. 1. Seven, as de
NUN (Heb. 175, noon, a fish , as prolific),an

noting either plurality or completeness, e. g .,
Ephraimite, and father of Joshua (Exod. 33:11 ;

fold (Gen. 4:24) ; seven times, i. e., completely (Lev. Num .11:28 ; 13:8, 16; 14: 6, 30, 38 ; 26:65 ; 27?
There is26:24; Psa. 12:6); seven (i. e., many) ways (Deut. 18 ; 32:12, 28, etc.), B. C. before 1210.

28:25). 2. Ten as a preferential number is ex
no account given of his life.

emplified in the Ten Commandments and the law NURSE, NURSING (Heb. Por. yaw -nak ', to

of tithe. In Gen. 15:19 ten nations are named as give milk ; once 722x, aw -man ', to support, foster,

coming to Abraham's seed to convey the impres. Ruth 4:16) . It is clear, both from Scripture and

sion of universality, without exception, of unquali. from Greek and Roman writers , that in ancient

fied completeness, the symbol of which is the times the position of the nurse, wherever onewas

number ten .' 3. Seventy, as compounded of ? maintained, was one of much honor and impor.

X10—the full number seven and the perfect tance (see Gen. 24:59 ; 35 :8 ; 2 Sam. 4 :4 ; 2 Kings

number ten - appears frequently, e. g. , seventyfold 11 : 2 ; 3 Macc. 1:20). The same term is applied to

(Gen. 4:24 ; Matt . 18:22). Its definite use appears a foster father or mother, e. g. , Num. 11:12 ; Ruth

in the offerings of seventy shekels (Num . 7:13 , 4:16 ; Isa. 49:23. In great families male servants,

19, sq.); the seventy elders (11:16 ); seventy probably eunuchs in later times, were intrusted

years of captivity (Jer. 25:11). 4. Five appears in with the charge of the boys (2 Kings 10: 1 , 5 ) .

the table of punishments, of legal requirements NURTURE (Gr. Taldeia, pahee -di'-ah, Eph. 6:( Exod. 22 : 1 ; Lev. 5:16 ; 22:14 ; 27:15 ; Num . 5 :
4).

7 ; 18:16),and in the five empires of Daniel (Dan. , which relates to the cultivation of mind and
The whole training and education of children

ch . 2). 5. Four is used in reference to the four
winds (Dan. 7: 2) and theso -calledfour corners of morals, and employ for this purpose nowcom .

the earth ; the four creatures, each with four mands and admonitions, now reproof and punish
ment.

wings and four faces, of Ezekiel (1:8, sq.); the body ” (Grimm , Gr. -Eng. Lez ., s. v. ).
It includes also the care and training of

four rivers of Paradise (Gen. 2:10) ; four beasts

(Dan . , ch . 7, and Rev. 4: 6) ; the four equal-sided
NUTS. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM .

temple chamber (Ezek . 40:47). 6. Three was NYM'PHAS (Gr. Nuugās, noom -fas', nymph

regarded , both by the Jews and other nations, given ), a prominent Christian in Laodicea, whose

as a specially complete and mystic number. T house was used as a place of worship ( Col. 4:15).

6

swear .
TT

O

OAK . Worship of. Oak groves in early we understand by an oath , to take an oath, to

times were used as places of religious concourse ; 1. Aw -law ' (Heb. -78, imprecation ), ac

altars were set up in them (Josh. 24:26); Jacob cording to Gesenius, from El, the name of God,
buried idolatrous images under an oak (Gen. 35:4),andso to call upon God . Hence the word quite

probably because the oak was a consecrated tree,

no one would presume disturb them there. naturally passed over to the sense of imprecation,

Idolatry was practiced under oaks (Isa. 1:29 ; 57 : 5 ; cursing, in which sense it frequently occurs (Lev.

Ezek . 6:13); and idols were made of oaks ( Isa. 5 :1; Num . 5:23 ; Isa. 24 : 6 ; Zech. 5 : 3 , etc.). It also

44:14 ). See VEGETABLE KINGDOM . means a sworn covenant (Gen. 26:28 ; 2 Sam. 21 : 7 ) ;

Figurative. The oak is a symbol of Israel an oath , as an appeal to God in attestation of the

( Isa. 6:13); of strong and powerful men (Amos truth of a statement (Neh. 10:29 ; Exod . 22:11 ).

2:9); fading oaks, of the wicked under judgment 2. Sheb-00-aw' ( 1993 , from the Hebrew sap
(Isa. 1:30).

seven), the sacred number. To " sever one's self,"
QAR . See Ship, or to do by sevens, was to act after the manner of

OATH. 1. Bible Terms. Two terms are God - to give what was done a peculiarly sacred

employed in the Old Testament to express what I character— hence to make oath or swear. Solemn

6
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agreements, or oaths, were often accompanied by ham judge betwixt us” (Gen. 31:53). The Jews

a sevenfold action of some sort, e. g. , the giving alsoswore “ by heaven ," " by the earth,”.“ by the
of seven ewe lambs by Abraham to Abimelech sun , " “ by Jerusalem ,” “ by the temple ” (Matt.

(Gen. 21:30 ). 5:34 ; 23:16) ; “ by the angels ” (Josephus, War,

2. Nature of Oath. Every oath contains two ii, 16, 4 ); by the lives of distinguished persons

elements, viz ., an affirmation or promise, and an (Gen. 42:15 ; 1 Sam . 1:26 ; 17:55 ; 2 Sam . 11:11 ;

appeal to God as omniscient, and thepunisher of 14:19 ). The external manner of an oath was as

falsehoods. 1. The principle on which an oath is follows : 1. Originally the oath of a covenant was

held to be binding is incidentally laid down in taken by solemnly sacrificing seven animals, or it

Heb. 6:16, viz ., as an ultimate appeal to divine was attested by seven witnesses or pledges, con

authority to ratify an assertion. There the Al. sisting either of so many animals presented to the

mighty is represented as promising or denouncing contracting party, or of memorials erected to testify

with an oath, i. e., doing so in the most positive to the act (Gen. 21 :28-31 ). 2. Lifting up the

and solemn manner . 2. On the same principle hand. Witnesses laid their hands on the head of

that oath has always been held most binding the accused (Gen. 14:22 ; Lev. 24:14 ; Deut. 33:40 ;

which appealed to the highest authority both as Isa. 3 : 7 ). 3. Putting the hand under the thigh of

regards individuals and communities. (a ) Thus the person to whom the promise was made. It

believers in Jehovah appealed to him , both ju- has been explained (a) as having reference to the

dicially and extrajudicially. (6) Appeals of this covenant of circumcision ; ( b) as containing a prin.

kind to authorities recognized respectively by ciple similar to that of phallic symbolism , i. e. ,

adjuring parties were regarded as bonds of inter- the genital organ as the symbol of the Creator ;

national security , and their infractionas being not ( c) as referring to the promised Messiah. 4. Oaths

only grounds of international complaint, but also were sometimes taken before the altar, or, as some

offenses against divine justice. 3. As a conse- understand the passage, if the persons were not in

qrience of this principle, (a) appeals to God's name Jerusalem , in a position looking towardthetemple

on the one hand, and to beathen deities on the ( 1 Kings 8:31 ; 2 Chron . 6:22). 5. Dividing a

other, are treated in Scripture as tests of alle victim and passing between or distributing the

giance (Exod. 23:13 ; 34 : 6 ; Deut. 29:12, etc. ). pieces (Gen. 15:10, 17 ; Jer. 34:18). In every case

(6) So also the sovereign's name is sometimes the oath taken before a judgment seat seems to

used as a form of obligation (Gen. 42:15 ; 2 Sam . have consisted of an adjuration by the judge, and

11:11 ; 14:19). 4. Other forms of oath , serious or responded to by the persons sworn with an amen

frivolous, are mentioned, some of whichare con

demned by our Lord (Matt
. 5:33 ; 23:16-22 ; comp: où cinas, soo i'-pas, “ thou hast said ,” Matt. 26:63,

(Heb. 7728, aw -mane', truly, 1 Kings 22:16 ; Gr.

James 6:12), yet he did not refuse the solemn

adjuration of the high priest (Matt. 26:63 , 64).
64).

3. Occasions. The Hebrews used oaths under 5. Sanctity. As the sanctity of oaths was

the following circumstances : 1. Agreement or stipu. carefully inculcated by the law, so the crime of

lation for performances of certain acts (Gen. 14:22 ; perjury was strongly condemned ; and to a false

24 :2, 8, 9, etc.). 2. Allegiance to a sovereign, or witness the same punishmentwas assigned which

obedience from an inferior to a superior (Eccles. 8: 2 ; was due for the crimeto which he testified (Exod.

2 Chron. 36:13 ; 1 Kings 18:10 ). 3. Promissory 20 :7 ; Lev. 19:12 ; Deut. 19: 16-19 ; Psa . 15 : 4 ; Jer.

oath of a ruler (Josh . 6 : 26 ; -1 Sam . 14:24, 28, etc. ). 5 : 2 ; 7: 9 ; Ezek . 16:59 ; Hos. 10 :4 ; Zech . 8:17).

Priests took no oath of office (Heb. 7:21 ) . 4. Vow 6. Christian. The Christian practice in the

made in the form of an oath (Lev. 5 :4 ). 5. Judicial matter of oaths was founded in great measure on

oaths. Public or judicial oaths were required on the Jewish. Thus the oath on the gospels was an

the following occasions : (a) A man receiving a imitation of the Jewish practice of placing the

pledge from a neighbor was required, in case of hands on the book of the law. The meaning of

injury happening to the pledge, to clear himself our Lord's interdiction of swearing (Matt. 5:33,

by oath of the blame of damage ( Exod. 22:10, 11 ; sq . ) was that “ Christianity should know no oath

1 Kings 8:31 ; 2 Chron. 6:22). (6) A person sus- at all. To the consciousness of the Christian,

pected of having found, or otherwise come into God should always be so vividly present that, to

possession of lost property, was to vindicate him- him and others in the Christian community, his

self by an oath (Lev . 6 :3). It appears that wit- yea and nay are, in point of reliability, equivalent

nesses were examined on oath ; a false witness, or to an oath . His yea and nay are oath enough

one guilty of suppression of the truth , was to be ( Meyer, Com ., in loc . ). The prohibition of swear

severely punished (Lev. 5 : 1 ; Prov. 29:24 ; Deut. ing does not refer to official oaths, but to private

19 : 16–19 ). (c) A wife suspected of incontinence conduct, for none of the oaths referred to by our

was required to clear herself by oath (Num . 5 : 19- Lord are judicial oaths . The orientals were great

22). But this ordeal does not come under the swearers, and the secondary oaths forbidden by

civil administration of justice. our Lord are just the ordinary profanities of their

4. Forms of Oaths. As to the forms of conversation. In these they avoided the use of

oaths, the Jews appealed to God with or without God's name, and supposed that the breaking of

an imprecation in such phrases as “ God do so and these oaths did not constitute. perjury (Smith,

more also if,” etc. (1 Sam. 14:44) ; “ As the Lord Bib. Dict. , s. v.; Imp. Dict ., 8. v.; Keil, Arch .).
liveth” (1 Sam . 14:39 ; 19 :6 ; 2 Sam . 15:21 ; OBADI'AH (Heb. 177725, 0 -bad -yaw ", servant

Kings 18:10 ) ; “ As the Lord liveth , and as thy

soul liveth ” (1 Sam . 20 :3); “ The Lord bebetween ofJehovah ; lengthened form , 777733, - bad-yar '.

thee andmeforever " (20:23) ; “ The God of Abra- | hoo)
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1. An officer of high rank in the court of Ahab, tion of the victories of Jacob (vers. 17-21 ). He
who is described as over the house," i. e. , ap- wrote probably B. C. between 686 and 581. See

parently, lord high chamberlain, or mayor of the BIBLE, BOOKS OF.

palace (1 Kings 18:3), B. C. about 875. Notwith- O'BAL (Heb. Spis, o -barol", perhaps bare), a
standing his position he “ fearedthe Lord greatly ,"

and,during the persecution of the prophetsby (Gen. 10:28 ),B.C. after 2217. The locality ( called
son of Joktan, and founder of an Arabian tribe

Jezebel, he concealed one hundred of them ina Ebal in1 Chron. 1:22) where they settled is un .

cave, supplying them with food . In the third
known.

year of the terrible famine that visited Samaria

Ahab and Obadiah divided the land between them OʻBED (Heb. 73, obade', serving).

to search for pasture. While on his journey he 1. The son of Boaz and Ruth, and father of

unexpectedly met Elijah, who commanded him to Jesse, the father of David (Ruth 4:17 ; 1 Chron.

tell the king of the prophet's appearance. Oba. 2:12 ), B. C. about 1070. The name of Obed oc

diah hesitated, fearing death at Ahab's hands, but curs only in Ruth 4:17 , and in the four genealogies

when Elijah insisted he had no choice but to obey (Ruth 4:21, 22 ; 1 Chron. 2:12 ; Matt. 1:5 ; Luke

( 18 :5–16 ). 3:32).

2. A man referred to in 1 Chron. 3:21 , in an 2. A descendant of Jarha , the Egyptian slave
obscure manner . Keil ( Com. , in loc.) and Smith of Sheshan, in the line of Jerabmeel. He was

( Dict., s. v . ) think the passage clearly corrupt. grandson of Zabad, one of David's mighty men

Dr. Strong (McC. and S., Cyel., s. v.) considers (1 Chron. 2:37, 38), B. C. after 1015 .

that Obadiah was a son of Arnan, as the LXX, 3. One of David's mighty men (1 Chron . 11:47),

and Vulgate have it, reading “ his son " instead of B. C. about 1000 .

sons of; " and identifies him with Judah (Luke 4. One of the gatekeepers of the temple, son of

3:26 ) and Abiud (Matt. 1:13) of Christ's genealogy. Shemaiah , the firstborn of Obed -edom (1 Chron,

3. According to the received text, one of the 26: 7), B. C. before 960.

five sons of Izrahiah, a descendant of Issachar, 5. Father of Azariah , one of the captains of

and a chief man of his tribe ( 1 Chron. 7 : 3 ). hundreds who joined with Jehoiada in the revolu

4. One of the six sons of Azel, a descendant of tion by which Athaliah fell (2 Chron. 23: 1 ), B. C.
Saul (1 Chron . 8:38 ; 9:44 ). 342.

5. A Levite, son of Shemaiah, who dwelt in one

of the villages of the Netophathites,nearJerusa- ome', servant of Edom ).
O‘BED -EDOM (Heb. Di , 0 -bade' -ed

lem ( 1 Chron. 9:16). He is named as one of the
1. A Leviteof the family of Korhites, and betemple porters (Neh. 12:25), B. C. about 445.

longing to the class of doorkeepers ( 1Chron. 15:18,6. The second named of the eleven Gadite war

riors of renown who joined David at Ziklag birthplace, the Levitical city of Gath -rimmon, in
24). He is called a Giltite, or Gathite, from his

( 1 Chron . 12 : 9), B. C. before 1000.
the tribe of Dan. After the death of Uzzah the

7. The father of Ishmaiah, whowas chief of ark, which wasbeing conducted from thehouse
the tribe ofZebulun in David's reign (1 Chron. (of Abinadab in Gibeah to the city of David, was

27:19).

8.One of the princes whom Jehoshaphat em- it continued three months, during which time
carried aside into the house of Obed-edom, where

ployed to teach in the cities of Judah (2 Chron. Obed-edom was greatly prospered (13:14). It

17: 7), B. C. about 870.

9. A Levite of the family of Merari, who was
was brought thence by David (1 Chron. 15:25 ;

one of the overseers of temple repairs ordered by Gittite, whowas appointedto sound “ with harps2 Sam . 6:12 ), B. C. 986. It was Obed -edom , the

King Josiah (2 Chron. 34:12) , B. C. 622.

10. The son of Jehiel, of the sons of Joab,who He is probablythe samementioned in 1 Chron
on the Sheminith " ( 1 Chron. 15:21 ; 16 :5 , 38).

came up with a company of two hundred and
26 :4-8 ).

eighteen male kinsmen in the second caravan with
2. The son of Jeduthun , and one of the temple

Ezra (Ezra 8: 9), B. C. about 457.
11. One of the priests who signed the covenant doorkeepers (1 Chron. 16:38), B.C. before 960 .

with Nehemiah (Neb. 10 : 5), B. C. 445.
3. A person who had charge of the vessels of

12. The Prophet. As to the person and cir- the sanctuary in the time of Amaziah, king of
Judah (2 Chron . 25:24), B. C. about 783 .

cumstances of Obadiah nothing certain is known;
and the traditional accounts of him in the rabbins OBEDIENCE, as a branch of Christian ethics,

and fathers, some of whom identify him with is to be viewed not only with respect to the rela
Ahab's pious commander, others with the third tions existing between God and man and between

captain sent by Abaziah against Elisha ( 2 Kingsman and society, but also with respect to the ex.
1:13), are quite worthless and evidently false. The ample of Christ and man's relation to him.

prophecy of Obadiah commences with the procla- 1. Perfect obedience to the commandments of

mation of the destruction with which the Lord has God must be the object of our constant endeavors.

determined to visit the Edomites (vers. 1-9), and The imperfect results of even our most strenuous

then depicts, as the cause of the divine judgment efforts, however, reveal the necessity of God's

which will thus suddenly burst upon the haughty grace in Christ. Nothing less than entire self
people, the evilwhich it did to Jacob when Judah surrender to God and reverent trust can make
and Jerusalem had been taken by heathen nations this grace available (see 1 John 1 :6-10 ; 2: 1-6 ;

( vers. 10-14 ) ; for this the Edomites and all na. Rom . 3:20 ; 5 : 1 ; 6 : 1 , 2, et al) See Law ; ATONE
tions will receive retribution even to their utter Ment ; Faith. I

destruction (vers. 15, 16) ; then follows a declara- 2. Christian obedience also includes that of
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OBEDIENCE OF CHRIST ODOR

>

children to their parents (see Luke 2:61 ; Eph. 6 : 4. Mas-say-kaw ' (Heb. 7703, pouring ), in wor

1 , 2) ; of the servants to their masters (see Tit. 2 : ship a libation, but is to be taken in Dan.2:46 in

9, 10 ; Col. 8:23; Eph. 6:6); proper respect to the general sense of sacrifice. See First Fruits ;

civil authority (see Matt. 22:21 ; Rom. 13 : 1-7) ; SACRIFICIAL OFFERINGS.

also proper recognition of the authority of the

Church , or the obligations of Christian fellowship station of the Israelites in their journey from
OʻBOTH (Heb. nak, o -both ), the forty -sixth

(Matt. 18:17; 2 Cor.6 :14–18 ). But see, further, Egypt to Canaan ,nearMoab (Num . 21:10, 11; 33:
JUDGMENT, Right OF PRIVATE .

LITERATURE.— Pope, Comp. of Christ. Theol.,
43, 44), probably south of the Dead Sea, near

Wady el-Ghuweit.
vol . iii , 225, sq.; Martensen, Christ.Elh.-E. McC.

OBEDIENCE OF CHRIST. This embraces
OBSCURE ( Heb. 7jury, ec-shone', the little

not only the holy life of our Lord, his complete man of the eye, i. e . , the pupil or ball). In Prov.

conformity to the divine law to which he was sub . 20:20 occurs the expression, " his lamp shall be

ject as a man, but also his voluntary acceptance put out in obscure darkness," literally, “ in the

of his sacrificial sufferings and death as the Sav. apple of the eye (pupil) of darkness. ” The apple

iour of mankind (see John 8:46 ; 17 :4-6 ; Matt . of the eye of darkness is that which forms the

3:15 ; Rom. 5:18 ; Gal. 4 :4 ; Phil. 2 : 7, 8 ). The center or centralization of darkness.

distinction between the active and passive obe- OBSCURITY. 1. 0'- fel (Heb. Spi, dusk ).
dience of Christ, however, has been too sharply In Isa. 29:18 in the expression, “ theblind shall see

drawn by many theologians andmade the basis of out of obscurity,” theword “ obscurity " means the

artificial theorizing: Thus, while to the death of gloom of blindness.

Christ is ascribed the blessing of pardon, to what

is called his active obedience is referred the impu
2. Kho -shek ' ( Heb. Ton, darkness, destruction ,

tation of Christ's perfectrighteousness to believers, ignorance). In Isa. 68:10 ; 59 : 9, obscurity is syn

in the stead of their imperfect righteousness (see onymous with darkness. 1 311 .

IMPUTATION). But, as Van Oosterzee observes, OBSERVATION (Gr. Taparýpnois, par -at

“ the very doing of the Lord was to a certain ex. ay '-ray -sis, that which may be seen ; with outward

tent a suffering; his suffering, on the other hand , show ). In the expression “ The kingdom of God

in some respects his highest form of action . ” cometh not with observation ” (Luke 17:20), the

The holy life of Christ is essentially connected meaning is, “ The coming of Messiah's kingdom is

with human salvation because : (1) While his not so conditioned that this coming could be ob.

atonement centers in his death , his whole life was served as a visible development ; or that it could

sacrificial, and the offering of himself even in be said, in consequence of such observation, that

death could not have been acceptable without the here or there is the kingdom ” (Meyer, Com ., in

spotless life which preceded (see 1 Pet. 1:18 , 19 ) . | loc . ). See GLOSSARY.

(2 ) Christ thus became in himself the perfect OBSERVER OF TIMES. See Magic.

manifestation of truth and righteousness, and 10

thus in his self -denial and love the perfect ideal
OCCUPY. See GLOSSARY.

of righteousness for mankind ( see John 14 :6–9 ; OCCURRENT. See GLOSSARY.

13:14, 15 ; 1 Pet . 2:21 ; 1 Cor. 11 : 1 ; Phil. 2 :4–12) .
OCHIM , a species of animal(Isa. 13:21 , marg.;

(3) He is also thus fitted to be the “ Second text, “ dolefulcreatures " ). See Animal KINGDOM .

Adam ,” the source of spiritual life and strength

to his people ( see John 10:10 ; 15 : 4 ; Acts 3:15 ;
OCʻRAN (Heb. 777 , ok -rawn ', muddler ), the

1 Cor. 15:45 ) . (4 ) Thus also Christ achieved his father of Pagiel , “ the prince ” of Asher, who as

exaltation to the throne of his mediatorial king- sisted Moses in the numbering of the people

dom (see Phil. 2 : 9-11 ; Heb. 2 : 16–18) .
( Num . 1:13 ; 2:27 ; 7:72 , 77 ; 10:26 ), B. C. 1209.

LITERATURE.—Van Oosterzee, Dogm. , vol . ii , ODD. See GLOSSARY.
SMO

550, sq.; Pope, Comp. of Christ. Theol ., ii, 265–267; O’DED (Heb. 777", o -dacle', reiteration ).

Martensen, Christ. Elh ., vol. 1 , p . 260, sq.-E. McC . 1. The father of Azariah the prophet who met
OBEISANCE. See GLOSSARY.

Asa on his return from defeating the Ethiopians

O BIL (Heb. Suzis, o-beel', mournful), an Ish- |(2 Chron . 15:1),B.C. before 905. The address is,
maelite who was appointed keeper of the herds in v. 8, ascribed to Oded, probably through a mis

of camels in the reign of David (1 Chron. 27:30). take of the copyists .

OBLATION ( elsewhere rendered offering ” ).
2. A prophet of the Lord in Samaria in the

1. Kor -bawn ' (Heb. 7777, brought near ), usually time of Pekah's invasion of Judah ( B. C. about

of the meat offerings (Lev . 2 :4 , sq .; 7:14 , 29).
735). He met the victorious army returning with

their booty and prisoners (two hundred thousand ),

2. Ter-00-maw' (Heb . 1772.7 ?, heave), a portion and pointed out to them their cruelty and guilt,

lifted or taken by a person from his property, as exhorting them to turn away the anger of God by

an offering to God ; consequentiy, everything that sending back their prisoners (2 Chron. 28 : 9). His

was offered by the Israelites, either voluntarily or speech made a deep impression, and, according to

in consequence of a command from the Lord , for the advice of some chiefs of Ephraim, the captives

the erection and maintenance of the sanctuary were fed, clothed , anointed , and returned to Jeri.

and its officials ( Isa. 40:20 ; Ezek . 44:30 ; 45 : 1 , etc. ). cho.

3. Min -khaw ' (Heb. 177???, a donation), espe. ODOR. 1. Nec-kho' -akh (Heb. Drin ? ), restful,

cially of a bloodless offering (Isa. 19:21 ; 66 : 3 ; Lev. 26:31 ; Dan. 2:46, referring to incense (q..v.).
Dan . 9:21, 27). 2. In the general sense of fragrance, asfrom

1
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OFFENSE OFFICES OF CHRIST

to mean
66

are :

>

spices ( q. v .) ; see 2 Chron. 16:14 ; Esth . 2:12 ; or taxes, which consisted in the East, for themost

Jer. 34: 5 ; John 12 :3. In Phil. 4:18 is the ex- part, of natural productions or the produce of the

pression , " an odor of a sweet smell,” which seems land, and were delivered at the royal kitchen .

a sweet smelling odor.” “ The odors of 4. Paw -keed ' (Heb. 7 * ???, Gen. 41:34 ; Judg. 9:

the groves ofLebanon were ancientlyvery famous 28 ; Esth. 2 :3, etc. ), a superintendent, either civil,

(Hos. 14:7 ; Cant. 4:11) ; flowers, even exotics, military, or ecclesiastical.

were cultivated in pleasure gardens for this pur

pose (Cant. 1:12 ; 4 :6 , 14). Odorous extracts were
The two words so rendered in the New Testa

used sometimes in theform of incense, sometimes ment each bearin ordinary Greek a special sense.

as ointments (1:3 ; 4:10); sometimes in water, with In the case of unnpérns(hoop-ay-ret -ace,Matt .5:

which clothing,bed furniture,etc., was sprinkled this isof no very definite kind, but the word is
25 ; John 7:32, sq. ; 18 :3, sq. ; Acts 5:22, 26),

(Prov. 7:17) ” (McC. and S. , Cyc., s. v. ). used to denote an inferior officer of a court of

OFFENSE. Three Hebrew words are ren- justice, a messenger or bailiff, like the Roman

dered in the A. V. “ offenses : "
viator or lictor. ſipártopes ( prak '-tor-es, Luke 12:

1. Mik -shole' (Heb. Siu ???), an obstacle, or en- 58), at Athens, were officers whose duty it was to

ticement (1 Sam. 25:31 ; Isa . 8:14 ). register and collect fines imposed by courts of

2. Khate (Heb. XOTT ), crime, or its penalty inthe name ofthedebtor to the officer ofthe
justice ; and “ deliver to the officer ” means, give

( Eccles, 10 :4). court.

3. Aw -sham ' (Heb. Duş), to acknowledge guilt OFFICES OF CHRIST, the threefold ice

(Hos. 5:15). of Christ as Prophet, Priest, and King.
The Greek words rendered « offense "

1. Biblical View. This division of the sav.

Tapántwua, par -ap '- to-mah, to fall beside or near, ing work of Christ is derived from the Scriptures

a lapse, or deviation from the truth ; a sin ,or mis inferentially. The Old Testament term Messiah
deed (Rom . 5 :15–20 ; ·4:25 ; 16:17); orávdanov, is generally, though not universally, held to have
skan' -dal-on, the movable stick of a trap, any im- this threefold significance (see MESSIAH ). Also

pediment (Matt. 18 : 7 ; Rom . 9:23 ; Luke 17: 1 ) . the work ascribed by prophecy to Christ had this
The offense of the cross ” (Gal. 5:11) was the threefold character ( see particularly Deut. 18:15 ;

offense which the Jews took at Christianity, be- Isa. 49 :7 ; ch. 53). Moreover, the divinely ap.

cause faith in a crucified Saviour - faith without pointed economy of Judaism, with the threegreat

legal observances — was alone offered as the means Offices of prophet , priest, and theocratic king, was

of salvation. In Matt. 16:23 “ offense ” appears typical of Christ. In the New Testament we find

to mean that which displeases one ; Traiw , ptah'- that Christ spoke of himself most distinctly as

yo, to slumble in , i . e . , to sin against (James 2:10 ; King. He referred to himself but indirectly asi .

3 : 2). Prophet (e. g. , Matt. 13:57), and never called him.

OFFERING . See SacrificE ; SACRIFICIAL OF- self Priest. His reserve may be explained by his

words in John 16:12, 13 . We find, however, from

OFFICE, the rendering of several Hebrew and the gospels that his work in a large measure was

Greek words, with some variety of meaning : Po - actually that of a prophet ; and as the time drew

sition (Gen.41:13 ; 1 Chron . 23:28, marg. station );
near for his great sacrifice he spoke of it in a way

visitation, custody (Num.4 :16 ; 2 Chron . 24:11; Psa that clearly indicated his priestly character (see

109:8 ); to be a priest (Luke 1:8); thepriestly fra- Matt. 26:26–28 ; John 10:11 , 17, 18). This full

ternity (Luke 1: 9 ; Heb. 7 : 5 ) ; function, as of a
ness of Christ's work , as might be expected , is

member of the body, or of the Church (Rom . 12: more clearly setforth in the Actsofthe Apostles

4) ; visitation , inspection ( 1 Tim. 3 : 1 ).
and in the Epistles (see Acts 2:22, 33, 38 ; 4:12 ;

OFFICER. It is obvious thatmost, if not all, al.).
5:31 ; 7:37, 52 ; Heb. 1:2, 3 ; 2 :9-11 ; 7:22–28, et

of the Hebrew words rendered “officer are either

of an indefinite character, or are synonymous he has declared to men the truth and will of God.
Christ is Prophet because more than all others

terms for functionaries known under other and He is himself the revelation of God (see John 14 :

more specific names, as “ scribe,” eunuch , " etc.
9 ; 17:25, 26 ; Heb . 1 : 1 , 2, et al.). He is Priest

1. Saw -reece' (Heb. 0977, to castrate, Gen. 37 : not only because of his holy character and media.

36 ; 39 : 1 ; 40 : 2), usually rendered eunuch (q. v.). torial position, but also, and emphatically, because

2. Sho -tare' (Heb. 196, properly a writer), from of his sacrificial work ( see, besides Scriptures

already cited, 1 John 2: 1 , 2 ; Rev. 5 :9 ). See
the use of writing in judicial administration , a ATONEMENT.

magistrate or prefect ; the officers set over the
He is King not only by virtue of his divine

Israelites Egypt (Exod. 5 : 6–19), those appointed
nature, but also because as the God-man he is the

with the elders to administer public affairs among divinely appointed head of the mediatorial king

the Israelites (Num . 11:16 ; Deut. 20: 5 , 8,9; 29; dom ,also thehead of the Church. See KINGDOM OF

10 ; Josh. 1:10, etc.), magistrates in the cities and CHRIST.

towns of Palestine (Deut. 16:18 ; 1 Chron. 23 :4 ;

26:29, etc.), and apparentlya military chief and every one ofthese formsof thework of Christ
It is important in the highest degree that each

( 2 Chron.26:11, A. V. “ ruler,” R. V. “ officer ”). Should be duly recognized. Otherwise we failto

3. Nits- tsawb' (Heb. 5 ?, fixed , 1 Kings 4 : 6 , 7 ; obtain the right conception of Christ, and of his

5:16 ; 9:23 , etc. ), general receivers of taxes, or relations to mankind.

chief tax collectors, who levied the king's duties 2. Historical. The division of Christ's medi.

FERINGS.

( 6

(
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OFFSCOURING OIL

a

atorial work into three offices, based upon Scrip- gathering, either by hand or shaking the fruit off

ture, was formally stated in the early Church, as carefully with a light stick. It is then carefully

indicated in the writings of Eusebius, Cyril of cleaned and carried to press, which is considered

Jerusalem , and Augustine. best ; or,if necessary, laid on tables with hollow

In the Middle Ages it was elaborated by Thomas trays made sloping, so as to allow the first juice to

Aquinas. It was introduced into the theology of flow into other receptacles beneath, care being

the Lutheran and Calvinistic Churches. Through taken not to heap the fruit too much, and so pre

the influence of T. A. Ernesti, in 1773, and of vent the free escape ofthejuice, which is injurious

others, this form of statement fell to a large ex- to the oil though itself useful in other ways.
tent into disuse. It was revived by Schleiermacher 2. Manufacture. In order to make oil the

and others, who in this respect followed in his fruit was either bruised in a mortar, crushed in a

footsteps, and is now currently employed in the press loaded with wood or stones, ground in a mill,

theology of the evangelical Churches of Europe or trodden with the feet. The beaten ” oil of

and America. See Van Oosterzee, Christ. Dogm. , Exod . 27:20 ; 29:40 ; Lev. 24 : 2, Num . 28 :5, was
vol. ii, p . 583, sq.; Pope, Comp. of Christ. Theol., probably made by bruising in a mortar. The

ii , 196, sq .; Dorner, Syst. of Christ. Doct. , ii , 203 , berries are bruised in a rude mill , consisting of
sq.-E. McC.

a round stone, resembling a millstone, but very

OFFSCOURING (Heb. "Tio, seh-khee', refuse, much larger, usually six to eight feet in diameter.

as swept off, Lam. 3:45 ; Gr. Trepiunua, per -ip -say
This stone is laid flatwise on the ground. Its upper

mah, i Cor. 4:13,brushed off), a figurative term for surface is depressed about three inches, except at

something vile, worthless, as the apostles were
its edge. The center of this stone is bored through

looked upon by some in their day.
and an upright pole is fastened in it, projecting

OFTEN. See GLOSSARY.
about three feet above it . Another stone disk,

five or six feet in diameter and a foot or eighteen
OG (Heb. Jis , ogue, long-necked), an Amorite, inches thick , is set on edge in the depression on

king of Bashan (Num . 21:33 ; 32:33 ; Deut. 4:47 ; the top of the other. Through the center of this

31:4), who ruled over sixty cities (Josh. 13:30), the stone passes a long pole, one end of which has
chief of which were Ashtaroth and Edrei (v. 12)

a ring attached to it, which fits over the end of
at the time of the occupation of Canaan, B. C. the upright in the other disk, while the other end

1170. He was defeated by the Israelites at Edrei, is attached to a whiffletree, by which a horse or

and , with his children and people, were extermi- mule draws it round and round the mill. The

nated (Num. 21:33 ; Deut. 1:4 ; 3:1-13 ; 29:7; berries are placed in the cavity on the face of the

Josh. 2:10). His many walled cities were taken horizontal ' stone, and the upright ston draws

(Deut. 3:4-10 ) and his kingdom assigned to the around the edge of the cavity, crushing the ber.

trans- Jordanic tribes, especially the half tribeof ries as it goes. A part of the oil thus expressed

Manasseh (Deut. 3:13 ; Josh. 9:10 ; 13:12,30). He is drawn off by a holein the elevated rim of the

was a man of giant stature, and Moses speaks of stone. The refuse is then transferred to baskets,

his iron bedstead, nine cubits long by four broad, which are piled on top of oneanother in the space

which was preserved as a memorial in Rabbath between two grooved upright posts . A lever,

(Deut. 3:11 ). He was one of the last representa- weighted at its distal end with heavy stones, com

tives of the giant race of Rephaim .
presses these baskets, and expresses the crude oil.

OʻHAD (Heb. 7 , o '-had, unity ), the third This is run into large stone reservoirs, in which it

named of the sons of Simeon (Gen. 46:10), and becomes clarified, and is kept for use or sale.

head of a family in Israel (Exod. 6:15). From these the oil was drawn out for use in horns

OʻHEL (Heb. Smas o'hel, tent), one of the or other small vessels ,which were stored in cellars

children of Zerubbabel (1 Chron . 3:20).
or storehouses, of which special mention is made

in the inventories of royal property and revenue
OIL . Name. The following original words ( 1 Sam . 10 : 1 ; 16: 1, 13 ; 1 Kings 1:39 ; 17:16 ;

are rendered “ oil” in the A. V.: 1. Most generally | 2 Kings 4 : 2 , 6' ; 9 : 1 , 3 ; 1 Chron. 27:28 ; 2 Chron.

oil is the rendering of the Heb . 7 , shel'-men, 11:11; 32:28 ;'Prov. 21:20). A supply of oil was

grease, sometimes in A. V. “ ointment. ” 2. Heb. always kept in the temple (Josephus, Wars, v, 13,
Tot, yits -hawr', shining, clear olive oil (Num. 18 : 6 ), and an oil treasure was among the stores of

12 ; Deut. 7:13 ; 11:14 ; 12:17 ; 2 Kings 18:32, etc.). 32:28). Oil of Tekoa was reckoned the best.
the Jewish kings ( 2 Kings 20:13 ; comp. 2 Chron.

3. Chald. nura, mesh -akh', an unguent (only in Trade in oil was carried on with the Tyrians, by

Ezra 6 : 9 ; 7:22). 4. Gr. čhalov, el -ah -yon, neuter whom it was probably often reexported to Egypt,

of word meaning “ olive.” whose olives do not, for the most part, pro

Of the numerous substances, animal and vege- duce good oil (2 Chron. 2:10). Direct trade in

table , which were known to the ancients as yield - oil was also carried on between Egypt and Pales

ing oil , the olive berry is the one of which most tine (Ezra 3 : 7 ; Isa. 30 : 6 ; 57 : 9 ; Ezek . 27:17 ; Hos.

frequent mention is made in the Scriptures. The 12:1 ).

best oil is made from fruit gathered about No- 3. Uses. (1) As food. Oil is now, as formerly, in

vember or December, when it has begun to change general use as food throughout western Asia, tak

color, but before it has become black. The berry ing the place of butter and animal fat in various

in the more advanced state yields more oil , but of preparations (comp. Ezek . 16:13). Indeed, it would

an inferior quality.
appearthat the Hebrews considered oil one of the

1. Harvesting. In order not to injure either prime necessities of life (Sirach 39:31 ; comp.

the crop or the tree great care is necessary in Jer. 31:12 ; 41 : 8 ; Luke 16 :6,sq.). It is frequently

. )
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OIL OINTMENT

DOM,

mentioned with honey (Ezek. 16:13, 19 ; 27:17), joy ” is a figure for the consolations of the Gos

and its abundance wasa mark of prosperity (comp. pel (Isa. 61:3 ; Heb. 1:9) ; “ excellent oil ” (Psa.

Joel 2:19). (2) Cosmetic. As is the case gen. 141 : 5) is a figure for kind reproof. “ His words

erally in hot climates, oil was used by the Jews were softer than oil" (55:21) are used to express

for anointing the body,e. g ., after the bath, and the hypocritical pretense of a false friend (comp.

giving to the skin and hair a smooth and comely Prov. 5: 3) . See Olive, in VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
appearance, e. g. , before an entertainment. At

OIL , HOLY ANOINTING . The mode of
Egyptian entertainments it was usual for a servant

to anoint the head of each guest as he took his It was a compound consisting of one hin (about
preparing this oil is prescribed (Exod. 30 :22–25 ).

seat (Deut. 28:40 ; 2 Sam . 12:20 ; 14:2; Ruth3 :3). one gallon )of olive oil, five hundred shekels of
( 3) Funereal. The bodies of the dead were pure myrrh , two hundred and fifty shekels of

anointed with oil by the Greeks and Romans, calamus, two hundred and fifty shekels of fragrant

probably as a partial antiseptic, and a similar cus- cinnamon, and five hundred shekels of cassia (the

tom appears to have prevailed among the Jews. aromatic bark of a shrub that grows in Arabia ).

( 4) Medicinal. As oil is in use in many cases in the proportions in which these ingredients were

modern medicine, so it is not surprising that it mixed compels us to assume that the cinnamon,

should have been much used among the Jews and calamus, and cassia were not mixed with the oil

other nations of antiquity for medicinal purposes. in their dry form, but as prepared spices, say in the

Celsus repeatedly speaks of the use of oil, espe- shape of cinnamon -calamus and cassia ointment;

cially old oil , applied externally with friction in or it may have been, as the rabbinical writers

fevers, and in many other cases. Josephus men

tions that among the remedies employed in the boiled in water to extract the strength or virtue
assure us, that the dry substances were steeped or

case of Herod, he was put into a sort of oil-bath, out of them, when to the liquid thus obtained

The prophet Isaiah ( 1 : 6) alludes to the use of oil the oil was added, when both were put upon the

as ointment in medical treatment; and it thus fire to boil till the whole of the watery element

furnished a fitting symbol, perhaps also an efficient should evaporate. The preparing of the anoint

remedy, when used by our Lord's disciples in the ing oil was superintended by Bezaleel (Exod.

miraculous cures which they were enabled to per. 37:29).

form (Mark 6:13). With a similar intention, no

doubt, its use was enjoined by St. James (5:14 ) .
OIL TREE ( Isa. 41:19). See VEGETABLE King

(5 ) Light. Oil was in general use for lamps,being

still used in Egypt with cotton wicks twisted
OINTMENT. 1. Name. Ointment is the

round straw , the receptacle being ves: l'endering of the following words in the original:

into which water is first poured (Matt. 25:1-8 ; 1. Heb. 12w, sher "-men (2 Kings 20:13 ; Psa. 133:
Luke 12:35 ). (6) Ritual. Oil was poured on or 2 ; Prov. 27:16 ; Eccles. 7 : 1 ; 9 : 8 ; 10: 1 ; Isa.

mixed with the flour used in offering (see Sacri- 1 :6 , etc. ), probably oil (and so elsewhere rendered,

FICIAL OFFERINGS) , excepting the sin offering except " olive,” in 1 Kings 6:23,sq.;" pine," in Neh.

( Lev. 5:11 ) and the offering of jealousy (Num . 5: 8:15 ; “ fatness,” in Psa. 109: 24 ; '" fat things," in

15). The use of oil in sacrifices was indicative of Isa. 25 : 6 ; " fruitful,” in Isa. 5 :1). 2. Hebrew form

joy or gladness ; the absence of oil denoted sor- 127, ro'-kakl, an aromatic (Exod. 30:25 ), an

row or humiliation (Isa. 61 : 3 ; Joel 2:19 ; Rev.

6 :6). Kings, priests, and prophets were anointed odorous compound ( “ confection,” Exod. 30:35 ;

with oil or ointment. Tithes of oil were also pre- 2 Chron. 16:14 ; “ pot of ointment,” Job 41:31 ,

scribed (Deut. 12:17 ; 2 Chron . 31 :5 ; Neh. 10:37, etc.). 3. Gr. pípov, moo -̒ron, myrrh (invariably

39 ; 13:12 ; Ezek . 45:14 ).
rendered “ ointment ” ).

Figurative. “ Oil was a fitting symbol of 2. Nature and Preparation. The oint

the Spirit, or spiritual principle of life, by virtue ments and oils used by the Israelites were generally

of its power to sustain and fortify the vital energy ; composed of various ingredients. Olive oil was

and the anointing oil , which was prepared accord combined with sundry aromatics, chiefly foreign

ing to divine instructions, was therefore a symbol ( 1 Kings 10:10 ; Ezek. 27:22), particularly spices,

of the Spirit of God, as the principle of spiritual myrrh, and nard. Being costly, these ointments

life which proceeds from God and fills the natural were a much- prized luxury (Amos 6 :6 ). The in

being of the creature with the powers of divine gredients, and often the prepared oils and resins

life. The anointing with oil , therefore, was a ready for use, were imported from Phænicia in

symbol of endowment with the Spirit of God for small alabaster boxes, in which the delicious

the duties of the office to which a person was aroma was best preserved. The preparation of

consecrated ” (Lev. 8:13 ; 1 Sam . 10 : 1 , 6 ; 16:13, 14 ; these required peculiar skill , and formed a par

Isa. 61: 1). Oil was symbol of abundance (Deut. ticular trade (see APOTHECARY) ; sometimes car.

8 : 8 ; Ezek. 16:13 ) ; lack of oil was a figure for want, ried on by women ( see CONFECTIONERS, 1 Sam . 8 :

poverty (Deut. 28:40 ; Joc 1:10 ); " to suck honey 13). The betterkinds of ointments were so strong,

out of the rock, and oil out of the flinty rock and the different substances so perfectly amalga.
(Deut. 32:13) is a figure derived from the fact mated, that they have been known to retain their

that Canaan abounds in wild bees, which make scent for centuries. One of the alabaster vases

their hives in clefts of the rock and in olive trees at Alnwick Castle contains some of the ancient

which grow in a rocky soil , and suggests the most Egyptian ointment, which has retained its odor

valuable productions out of the most unproductive for between two thousand and three thousand

places, since God so blessed the land that even years.

The rocks and stones were productive ; " the oil of 3. Uses. The practice of producing agreeable

»
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OINTMENT OLIVES, MOUNT OF

odors by burning incense, anointing the person cannot be ascertained . A process of making oint

with aromatic oils and ointments, and of sprin- ment consisting, in part at least, in boiling, is al.

kling the dress with fragrant waters, originated in, luded to (Job 41:31) ( Keil , Archeology ; Smith ,

and is mostly confined to, warm climates. In such Bib . Dict.). See ANOINTING ; GLOSSARY ; VEGETA

climates the perspiration is profuse, and much BLE KINGDOM.

care is needful to prevent offensive results. It is OLD . See AGE ; ELDERS.
in this necessity that we finda reason for the use

of perfumes, particularly at feasts, weddings, and
OLD GATE, a name (Neh. 3 : 6 ; 12 : 9) of a

on visits of persons of rank. The following are JERUSALEM (q. v.) gate ; Kitto says probably the
the uses of ointments in Scripture : ( 1 ) Cosmetic. gate on the northeast corner.

The Greek and Roman practice of anointing the OLD TESTAMENT. See TESTAMENT.

head and clothes on festive occasions prevailed
OLIVE. See Oil, VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

also among the Egyptians, and appears to have

hid place among the Jews(Ruth 3 :3 ; Eccles. 7 : 1 ; OLIVE YARD (Heb. I, zah '-yith , Exod.

9 :8 ; Prov. 27: 9, 16 , etc.). Oil of myrrh , for like 23:11 ; Josh. 24:13 ; 1 Sam . 8:14 ; 2 Kings 5:26 ;

purposes, is mentioned ( Esth. 2:12). Egyptian Neh. 6:11 ; 9:25), an orchard or grove ofolive trees.

TE

கா
லை

Mount of Olives .

"

paintings represent servants anointing guests on OLIVES, MOUNT OF. The ridge of bills

their arrival at their entertainer's house, and ala- east of Jerusalem, and separated from it by the

baster vases exist which retain the traces of the Jehoshaphat valley.

ointment which they were used to contain . (2) Fu- 1. Name. Its descriptive appellation is “ the

nereal. Ointments as well as oil were used to Mount of Olives ” (Heb b2 77, har haz-zay

anoint dead bodies and the clothes in which they theem ', only in Zech . 14 : 4 ; Gr. Tò & pos tūv ¿ malov),

were wrapped (Matt. 26:12 ; Mark 14 : 3, 8 ; Luke

23:56 ; John 12: 3, 7 ; 19:40 ). (3 ) Medicinal. the mounton which the olives grew (Matt. 21:1 ;

Ointment formed an important feature in ancient 24 :3 ; 26:30 ; Mark 11:1 ; Luke 19:37 ; John 8: 1 ) .

medical treatment (Isa. 1 : 6). The mention of It is referred to (2 Sam. 15:30 ) as “ the ascent of

balm of Gilead and of eye salve (collyrium ) points wount Olivet ; ”. “ the hill that is before Jerusalem"

to the same method (Isa. 1 : 6 ; John 9:6 ; Jer. 8 : (1Kings 11 : 7); “ the mount of corruption ” (2 Kings

22 ; Rev. 3:18, etc.). (4) Ritual. Besides the oil 23:13), or “offense,” from the heathen altars

used in many ceremonial observances, a special erected there by Solomon (comp. 1 Kings 11 : 7) ;

ointment was appointed to be used in consecration “ the mount ” (Neh . 8:15). The hill has now two

(Exod. 29: 7 ; 30:23, 33 ; 37:29 ; 40: 9, 15 ). Strict names, Jebel et- Târ, i. e., “ the Mount, ” and Jebel

prohibition was issued against using this unguent et-Zeit ûn , “ Mount of Olives. ”

for any secular purpose, or on the person of a 2. Physical Features. The Mount of Olives

foreigner, and against imitating it in any way is a limestone ridge, rather more than a mile in

whatsoever (30:32, 33 ). The weight of the oil length, running in general direction north and

in the mixture would be twelve pounds eight south, covering thewhole eastern side of the city

ounces English. A question arises : In what of Jerusalem. At the north theridge bends round

form were the other ingredients, and what de to the west, inclosing the city on that side also.
gree of solidity did the whole attain ? Accord . At the north about a mile intervenes between the

ing to Maimonides, Moses, having reduced the city walls, while on the east the mount is only

solid ingredients to powder, steeped them in water separated by the valley of Kidron. It is to the

till all the aromatic qualities were drawn forth . latter part that attention is called . At a distance

He then poured in the oil , and boiled the whole till its outline is almost horizontal, gradually sloping

the water was evaporated. The residuum thus away at its southern end ; but when seen from be

obtained was preserved in a vessel for use . An- low the eastern wall of Jerusalem it divides itself

other theory supposes all the ingredients to have into three, or perhaps four, independent summits

been in the form of oil or ointment, and the meas- or eminences. Beginning at the north they are :

urement by weight of all , except the oil , seems to Galilee, or Viri Galilæi, from the address of the

imply that they were in some solid form , but angel to the disciples ( Acts 1:11); Mount of As.

whether in an unctuous state or in that of powder Icension, now distinguished by the minaret and

a

a
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; OLIVET OMNISCIENCE

the OMAR (Heb.Oppis,o maw ",talkative),son>

17

domes of the Church of the Ascension , in every OLYM'PAS (Gr. 'Oavutas, ol -oom -pas', de

way the most important ; Mount of the Prophets, scended from heaven ), a Christian at Rome, to

subordinate to the former ; and Mount of Offense. whom Paul sent a salutation in his epistle to the

Three paths lead from the valley to the summit. church in that city (Rom. 16:16) ; perhaps of the

The first passes under the north wall of the in- household of Philologus.

closure of Gethsemane, and follows the line of the

depression between the center and the northern

hill. The second parts from the first about fifty of Eliphaz , the firstborn of Esau, and “ duke " or

yards beyond Gethsemane, and , striking off to the phylarch of Edom (Gen. 36:11, 15; 1 Chron. 1:36).

right up the verybreastof the hill, surmounts the The name is supposed to survive in that of the

projection on which is the traditional spot of the tribe of Amir Arabs east of the Jordan .

lamentation over Jerusalem, and thence proceeds OMEGA (Gr. 8, fully 'Quéya, i. e ., the long o,

directly upward to the village. The third leaves in distinction from the short o), the last letter

the other two at the northeast corner of Geth of the Greek alphabet, as Alpha is the first.

semane, and, making a considerable detour to the Figurative. Omega is used metaphorically to

south , visits the so-called “ Tombsof the Prophets, ” denote the end of anything. “ I am Alpha and

and , following a very slight depression wbich oc- Omega, the beginning and the ending ... the first

curs at that part of the mount, arrives in its turn and the last” ( Rev. 1 :8, 11 ; comp. 21 : 6 ; 22:13 ,

at the village. Every consideration is in favor of and Isa. 41 :4 ; 44 : 6).

the first path being that which David took when OMER , a Hebrew dry measure . See METROL

fleeing from Absalom , as well as that usually taken OGY, II ( 3).

by our Lord and his disciples in their morning and

evening walks between Jerusalem andBethany, God, and essential to the perfection ofhis being .
OMNIPOTENCE,exclusively an attribute of

and that also by which the apostles returned to It is declared in such Scriptures as Gen. 17 : 1 ;

Jerusalem after the ascension. Tradition assigns Exod . 16:11, 12 ; Deut. 3:24 ; Psa. 62:11; 65 :6;

many sacred sites to Mount of Ascension, Geth - 147: ; Jer.32:17 ; Matt.6:13; 19:26 ; Eph. 8:20 ;

semane, place of ascension, and of lamentation. Rev.19:6 . By ascribingto God absolute power,
The third of the traditionary spots mentioned it is not meant that God is free from all the re

that of the lamentation over Jerusalem (Luke 19; straints of reason and morality, as some have

41-44 )—bas beenshown by Dr. Stanley (Sinaiand taught, but that he is able to do everything that

Palestine, pp. 190–193) tohave beenillychosen; isin harmony with his wise andholy and perfect
and that the road our Lord's “ triumphal entry

nature (see Matt. 23:19 ; Heb. 6:18). The infinite

was not bythe short and steep path over the summit, but the longer and easierroute roundthe power ofGod is set before us in the Scriptures in

southern shoulder of thesouthern. of the three connection with his work of creation (Gen.1 : 1;

divisions of the mount.
Rom. 1:20), his work of upholding the world

(Heb. 1 : 3), the redemption of mankind (Luke 1:35 ,

3. Scripture Notices . Olivet is mentioned 37 ; Eph. 1:19), the working of miracles · (Luke

in connection with the flight of David from Ab- 9:43 ), the conversion of sinners (1 Cor.2 : 5 ; 2 Cor.

salom (2 Sam. 15:30) ; with the building there of 4 :7), and the complete accomplishment of the

high places by Solomon (2 Kings 23:13) ; with the great purpose of his kingdom (Matt.13:31 , 32 ;

vision of the Lord's departure from Jerusalem 1 Pet. 1 : 5 ; Matt. 6:13 ; 1 Cor., ch . 15 ; Rev. 19 :6) .

(Ezek . 10:4 , 19 ; 11:23), in which last passage the For fuller exposition see works of Systematic

prophet said , “ And the glory of the Lord went up Theology, elsewhere referred to , particularly

from the midst of the city, and stood upon the Hodge, Dorner, Van Oosterzee. - E . MCC .

mountain which is on the east side of the city.” OMNIPRESENCE , an attribute of God

The command to “ Go forth unto the mount and alone, by which is meant that God is free from

fetch olive branches, ” etc. (Neh . 8:15) , indicates the laws or limitations of space (see Psa. 139: 7–10 ;

that the mount, and probably the valley at its base, Jer. 23:23, 24 ; Heb. 1 :3 ; Acts 17:27, 28, et al.) .

abounded in various kinds of trees. In the time It is essential to the right conception of God in

of Jesus the trees were still very numerous (Mark this respect that we avoid all materialistic notions

11 : 8). The only other Old Testament mention of of his presence which confuse God with everything

Olivet is in Zechariah's prophecy of the destruc- and thus lead to PANTHEISM (q. v. ). God is a

tion of Jerusalem and the preservation of God's Spirit, and his infinite presence is to be regarded

people in it (Zech . 14: 4) . The New Testament in the dynamical sense rather than in the sense of

narrative makes Olivet the scene of four remark : a substance infinitely extended . He is distinct

able events in the history of Jesus : The triumphal from all his works while his power and intelli

entry—its scene the road which winds around the gence and goodness embrace and penetrate them

southern shoulder of the hill from Bethany to all . The ubiquity of God is also to be regarded

Jérusalem (Matt.21: 1, sq .; Mark 11:1, sq . ; Luke as compatible with various manifestations of his

19:29, sq . ) ; prediction of Jerusalem's overthrow presence according to the spheres of life in which

(Mark 13:1) ; Gethsemane — after the institution of he exists and operates. Thus in the most exalted

the Lord's Supper, “ when they had sung a hymn ” sense he is “ Our Father in heaven ” (see Matt.

Jesus led his disciples “ over the brook Cedron ,” 6 :9, et al.). See Pearson On the Creed ;Works of

“ out into the Mount of Olives, ” to a garden called Systematic Theology, as Van Oosterzee, Martensen,

Gethsemane ( John 18 : 1 ; Matt. 26:30, 36) ; the Dorner. - E . McC .

Ascension (q . v. ).
OMNISCIENCE, the divine attribute of per

OLIVET. See OLIVES, MOUNT OF. fect knowledge. This is declared in Psa . 33 :13

6
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OMRI ONESIMUS

Its mag.

HT

.

15 ; 139: 11 , 12 ; 147 : 5 ; Prov. 15 :3 ; Isa . 40:14 ; 2. One of the sons of Becher, the son of Benja .

46:10 ; Acts 15:18 ; 1 John 3:20 ; Heb. 4:13, and min ( 1 Chron . 7 : 8 ).

in many other places. The perfect knowledge of 3. A descendant of Pharez, the son of Judah

God is exclusively his attribute. It relates to (1 Chron . 9 :4).

himself and to all beyond himself. It includes all 4. Son of Michael, and chief of the tribe of

things that are actual and all things that are pos. Issachar in the reign of David ( 1 Chron . 27:18).

sible. Its possession is incomprehensible to us,
ON (Heb. jis, one, strength ).

and yet it is necessary to our faith in the perfec

tion of God's sovereignty. The revelation of this
1. The son of Peleth, and one of the chiefs of the

divine property like that of others iswell calcu. tribe of Reuben who took part with Korah, Dathan,

lated to fill us with profound reverence . It should
and Abiram in their revolt against Moses (Num .

alarm sinners and beget confidence in the hearts 16 :1). His name does not again appear in the

of God's children and deepen their consolation narrative of the conspiracy, nor is he alluded to

(see Job 23:10 ; Psa.34:15, 16; 90: 8 ; Jer.17:10 ; There isa rabbinical tradition to the effect that
when reference is made to the final catastrophe.

Hos. 7:2 ; 1 Pet. 3:12-14).' Spacedoes not per he was prevailed upon by his wife to withdraw
mit the discussion of the metaphysical question

as to the distinction of the divine knowledge (as of
from his accomplices.

the past, the present, and the future,) nor that of 2. A city of Egypt, the residence of Potipherah,
foreknowledge as fettering human freedom and the whose daughter Asenath became the wife of Jo.

Calvinistic supposition that the foreknowledge of seph (Gen. 41:45, 50 ; 46:20 ). Jeremiah (43:13 )

God depends upon his predetermination of all calls it “ Beth -shemesh, that is in the land of

things. " Itmust suffice to notethat the Scriptures Egypt," to distinguish it from a city of the same

unequivocally declare the divine prescience, and at name in Palestine ( comp. Isa. 19:18). It was the

the same time make their appeal to man , as a free sameas Heliopolis, the city of the sun god Ra, and
and consequently responsible being. For thorough situated ten miles N. E. of Cairo. It was the

discussion of this point we referto Whedon Ön chief city of Egyptian science. Herodotus speaks

the Will. See also for whole subject Van Ooster. of it as one of the four greatest cities, noted for

zee's Dogmatics, vol. I, p. 260 sq . , and other religious festivals in honor of the sun .

works ofSystematic Theology. - E. McC. nificent ruins have become the richest adornments

of other cities, like Rome and Constantinople.

OM'RI (Heb . , om -ree', heaping).
Even London possesses one of its obelisks, which

1. The seventh king of Israel , originally com- stands upon the Thames embankment, brought

mander of the armies of Elah , king of Israel, and hither in 1879. See SUPPLEMENT.

engaged in the siege of Gibbethon when informed OʻNAM (Heb. Dzix, o -nawm ', strong).

of the king's death and the usurpation of Zimri.

Proclaimed kingby his army, Omri left Gibbethon Seir the Horite (Gen. 86:23 ; 1 Chron. 1:40).
1. One of the children of Shobal, the son of

and besieged Zimri in Tirzah , who in despair

burned himself in his palace ( 1 Kings 16:16 ),B.C. by his wife Atarah( 1Chron. 2:26). He was the
2. The son of Jerahmeel,of the tribe of Judah,

886. Another competitor appeared in the person father of Shammai and Jada ( v. 28), B. C. about

of Tibni, the son of Ginath . After a civil war of
1190.

four years Omri was left undisputed master of the

throne (vers. 21 , 22 ), B. C. 882. Having resided O‘NAN (Heb. 1718, o -nawn ', strong), the sec

six years in Tirzah, he removed to the mountain ond son of Judah by the daughter of Shuah the

Shomron (Samaria), which he bought from Shemer | Canaanite (Gen.38 : 4 ; 46:12 ; Num . 26:19; 1 Chron.

for two talents of silver. He seems to have been 2 : 3), B. C. about 2000. When his brother Er,

a vigorous and unscrupulous ruler, anxious to Judah's firstborn , wasput to death by Jehovah on

strengthen his dynasty by intercourse and alliances account of his wickedness, Onan refused, in de

with foreign states. He made a treaty with Ben - fiance of the ancient custom , to become father by

hadad I, of Damascus, surrendering to him some his widow , Thamai. For this he was punished by

foreign cities (1 Kings 20:34),among them , proba- death (Gen. 38 :8, sq.).

bly, Ramoth -gilead (22 :3 ), and admitted into
ONE AND OTHER . See GLOSSARY.

Samaria a resident Syrian embassy, which is de

scribed by the expression “ he made streets in ONES'IMUS(Gr.'Ovhoijos,on-ay'-sirn -os,prof.

Samaria ” for Benhadad. He united his son in itable ), the servant (or slave) in whose behalf Paul

marriage to the daughter of a principal Phænician wrote the Epistle to Philemon. He was a native,

prince, which led to the introduction into Israel or certainly an inhabitant, of Colosse, since Paul,

of Baal worship. Of Omri it is said : “ Omri in writing to the Church there, speaks of him (Col.

wrought evil in the eyes of the Lord, and did 4 : 9) as “ one of you.” Fleeing from his master

worse than all that were before him . For he Philemon to Rome, he was there led to embrace

walked in all the way of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, the Gospel through the instrumentality of the

and in his sin wherewith he made Israel to sin, to apostle (Philem. , 10). After his conversion the

provoke the Lord God of Israel to anger with most happy and friendly relations sprang up be.

their vanities (20:25, 26). This worldly and tween the teacher and the disciple ; and so useful

irreligious policy is denounced by Micah (6:16) had he made himself to Paul that he desired to

under the name of the “ statutes of Omri ” He have Onesimus remain with him . This,however,he

died B. C. 876, and was succeeded by his son forebore in view of the relations of Onesimus and

Ahab. His daughter Athaliah was the mother of his master's right to his services. Onesimus, ac.

Ahaziah, king of Judah (2 Kings 8:26 ). companied by Tychicus, left Rome with not only

"
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ONESIPHORUS ORACLE

1

>

this epistle, but with that to the Colossians (Col. else than in the east of Arabia, and comprises the

4 :9, subscription ), A. D. 60 . present Bahrein and its back land, the country of

ONESIPH'ORUS (Gr. 'Ovnoídopos, on -ay -sif'- Yemama.. In order to reach it Hiram's, or Solo

or -os, profit-bearing), a Christian of Ephesus who mon's, ships had to sail from Elat around the

not only ministered to the apostle there (2 Tim . whole of Arabia, stopping, in all probability, at a

1:18 ), but who, being in Rome during Paul's second number of ports important for the trade with

imprisonment , was not ashamed of his chain,” India. This explains the long duration of the
sought out Paul, and “ often refreshed ” him whole voyage, which back and forth lasted three

( 1:16 , 17), A. D. 60. In his epistle the apostle years. Glaser proves his theory, among other rea

uttered his appreciation of the services rendered sons, by referring to the numerous gold mines in

by Onesiphorus, and sent salutations to “ the Yemâma, which, in fact, are known to have still

household of his friend ” (4:19) . existed in the 9th century before Christ, and re

ONION. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM .
minding us of the riches of gold in the same

region (the ancient Milukha) at the time of Gudea,
ONLY BEGOTTEN (Gr. povoyevus, mon- about B. C. 2800. Besides, he recalls the fact

og-en -ace', single of its kind), used of Christ (John that the opposite coast of Elam (the later Persian

1:14, 18, etc.) to denote that in the sense in which shore) was in ancient times called Apir — a name

he is the Son of God he has no brethren . See identical with the Hebrew Ophir ” (Professor Fritz

SONSHIP OF CHRIST.
Hommel, in Recent Researches in Bible Lands, p.

OʻNO (Heb. 1218, 0-10', strong), a city of Ben. 153).

jamin built (or restored ), apparently, by Shamed OPH'NI (Heb. : D , of -nee', moldy), a town

(1 Chron .8:12 ), some of theinhabitants of which in the northeast of Benjamin ( Josh. 18:24 ), per

returned after the captivity (Ezra 2:33 ; Neh . 7: hapstheGophna of Josephus, and the Beth

37). The valley in which it was located was
known as

gufnin of the Talmud, which still survives in the

the plain of Ono ” (Neh. 6 :2), prob; modern Jifra, or Jufna, two and one half miles

ably the same as “ the valley of craftsmen
(11:35), and in any casea partof the extension N. W. of Beth -el ( Smith, Bib. Dict., s.v .).

of the VALE OF SHARON (q . v. ) . OPHÄRAH (Heb. 7777, of -raw ', a fawn ).

ONYCHA. See ANIMAL KINGDOM. 1. A city of Benjamin (Josh . 18:23 ; comp.

ONYX . See MINERAL KINGDOM . 1 Sam . 13:17), probably the same as Ephrain

(2 Chron. 13:19), Ephraim (John 11:54 ), and
OPEN. See Glossary .

Apherema (1 Macc. 11:34).

OʻPHEL (Heb. 193, oʻ- fel, mound , or tower). 2. A town of Manasseh, west of the Jordan and

1. A fortified place or quarter of Jerusalem six miles S. W. of Shechem (Judg. 6:11 , more fully

on the east side near the wall (2 Chron . 27:3 ; Ophrah of the Abi-Ezrites, 8:27, 32). " It was the

33:14 ), and occupied by the Nethinim after the native place of Gideon (Judg. 6:11), the scene of

rebuilding of the city (Neh. 3:26 ; 11:21). Jo- bis exploits against Baal ( v. 24 ), his residence

sephus says (Wars, ii, 17 , 9 ; 5:6, 1) that it after his ascension to power (9:5 ), and the place

adjoined the valley of the Kidron and the temple of his burial(8:32). Because of the ephod having
mount; and “ the wall of Ophel was doubt. been deposited there it was a place of pilgrimage.

less part of the wall of the city in the time of 3. A Judaite, a son of Meonothai (i Chron . 4 :

Herod ” (Harper, Bib. and Mod. Dis., p. 390). 14) , although it is more than likely that the word

“Sir Charles Warren, after sinkinga great num . “ begat ” here means to found, and that Ophrah

ber of shafts, has arrived at the following facts : is the name of a village.

A great wall still exists, though buried in rubbish , OR. See Glossary.

joining the Haram wall at the southeast angle .

Ít wasevidently built for purposes offortification, bar'; to speak; Gr. hóyiov
, log '-ee-on, utterance of

ORACLE (Heb.797, deb - eer ", from 727, dar

for it is fourteen feet thick. Some remains ofa God), the divine communications givento the He

great wall were also found, leading apparentlyto
the eastern jamb of the Triple Gate, which Sir brews. The manner of such utterances was va

Charles Warren thinks may have beena recess with 'Abraham and Moses ; sometimes by dreams
rious, God speaking sometimes face to face, as

running from the Ophal wall ” (pp. 390, 391 ).

2. The place in Central Palestine in which was
and visions, as with Joseph and Pharaoh ; some

the house where Gehazi deposited the presents times by signs and tokens, as with Gideon and

which he took from Naaman (2 Kings6:24,A. V. Barak ;sometimes by word of prophecy, and some.

" tower,” R. V. “ hill" ). It was probably near
times by å regularly organized system of com

the city of Samaria.
munication, as with Urim and Thummim (q. v . ).

These last were distinctly Hebrew, and were al .
OʻPHIR (Heb.pix , o-feer).

ways accessible, as in the case of David inquiring

1. One of the sons of Joktan, the son of Eber, whether it would be safe for him to take refuge

a great-grandson of Shem (Gen. 10: 26-29 ; 1 Chron. with the men of Keilah (1 Sam. 23 : 9 ; comp. 30:
1:23) .

7, 8) . The earliest oracle on record, probably, is

2. The famous gold -producing region visited by that given to Rebekah (Gen. 25:22), while the

the ships of Solomon and the Phoenicians . Those most complete is that of the child Samuel (1 Sam.

of Solomon were fitted out in Ezion -geber ( 1 Kings 3: 1, sq.).

9: 26–28 ; 22:48 ; 2 Chron . 8:17 , 18 ; 9:10) , on the Heathen oracles are mentioned in Scripture, a

Gulf of Akabah — the eastern arm of the Red Sea. celebrated case being that of Baalzebub, or Baal

Ophir, “ according to Glaser, is situated nowhere zebul , at Ekron, where inquiry was made respect
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ORATION ORDINATION

a

7

ing the recovery of King Ahaziah (2 Kings 1 : 2). 1. Bible Usage. (1 ) Old Testament ordina .

Other oracular means in Palestine were the tera- tion was practiced early in Bible times. The He.

phim ,as that of Micah (Judg. 17: 1 , 5 ) ; the ephod brew priests, Levites, prophets, and kings were

of Gideon (8:27, etc. ) ; the false gods of Samaria, solemnly ordained for their several offices (see

with their false prophets, and consequently their under their severalarticles). Moses thus, i . e., byi .

oracles. Israel is reproached by Hosea with con. laying on of hands, appointed Joshua ( q. v. ) as his

sulting wooden idols (4:12), and by Habakkuk successor (Num. 27:18; Deut. 34:9). (2) Example

(2:19). of Christ. In the introduction of the Christian

ORATION. See ORATOR . dispensation no exterior act of ordination was

ORATOR . 1. Law -khash ' (Heb. wni, practiced by Christ. The calling, appointing, and

whisper, Isa. 3: 3 ). In the margin it is givenas sonal act,unattended, so far as the record shows,
commissioning of the twelve apostles was his per

“ skillful of speech," and in the R. V. “ the skillful with any symbolicalact or ceremony. In the ac.

enchanter.” It evidently refers to pretended skill

in enchantment,and is the whispering or muttering that they should be with him, and thathe might
count (Mark 3:14) where “ he ordained twelve,

of magical formulas.

2. Hray '-tore (Gr. htwp, speaker), the title ap: noinoe, he made, i. e., he appointedthem for the
send them forth to preach ," the Greek word is

plied to Tertullus, who acted as the advocate of

the Jewish persecutors of Paul before Felix (Acts (John 15:16 ; Gr. ¿Onka) means “ I have set, or
purposes named . The word rendered “ ordained "

24 : 1 ). He was a forensic speaker, a class very placed.” In no ordination of his disciples to their
common in Rome.

The oration (Gr. dnumyopia ) delivered by Herod laid hishandsupon them. But just before his
ministerial or apostolic office is it recorded that he

(Acts 12:21) was a rhetorical effort addressed to ascension, our Lord, in blessing his disciples,and

the populace for the sake of popularity.
breathing upon them the Holy Ghost, “ lifted up

ORCHARD (Heb. 0772, par-dace”, park), a his hands ” (Luke 24:50 ; John 20:22 ). In so doing

garden planted with trees (Eccles. 2 : 5 ; Cant. 4:13 ; be illustrated the nature of the spiritual influence

rendered “ forest " in Neh . 2 : 8). which was to come upon them in its full mani.

ORDAIN , ORDAINED. These words are festation at Pentecost. In this connection he ut

frequently used in the present sense of ordina- tered the words, so often and so grossly perverted ,

tion (9. v .), of to locate, establish (Isa. 26:12), to “Whosesoever sins ye remit, they are remitted

appoint (2 Kings 23:5). A peculiar use ofthe unto them ; and whosesoever sins ye retain, they

wordis in the rendering of the Heb. 579, paw -al', 'structionof this passage, with thoserelatingto
are retained." . A literal and materializing con

in the passage " he ordaineth his arrows against the keys, and the power of binding and loosing

the persecutors ” ( Psa. 7:13), which Gesenius ( Matt. 16:19 ; 18:18 ), became early in the history

translates “ he maketh his arrows burning,” liter- of the Church a great fountain of error in refer.

ally into or for burning, from a meaning of the ence to the office and power of the clergy (see

Hebrew to forge. See Glossary. PETER). (3 ) In the apostolic Church . In the

ORDER , a word with many varieties of mean appointment of Matthias to the vacant apostleship,

ing, as it is the rendering of several Hebrew and the principal interest appears to have centered in

Greek words. It is most frequently the rendering ascertaining whom the Lord had chosen (Acts

of the Heb. 7-7, aw -rak ., to set in a row , and is 1: 21-26) ; and in this case there is no evidence of

used in such phrases as the following :
the imposition of hands. · Deacons. — The first or.

the bread in order ” (Exod.40:23), “ lay the wood dination in the Christian Church was that ofthe

tles set themin order upon the fire ” ( Lev. 1 : 7, etc.). "The Greek seven deacons, in which case the ap

term thus rendered is most often tášis,tar”-is, apart by prayer and the laying on of hands (Acts
regular arrangement. Official dignity or office, 15:5, 6 ). Barnabas and Paul. - Paul, although he

e. g., the order of Melchisedec (Heb. 5:6, 10;6: had been called and set apart by Christ,submitted

20, etc.), of Aaron (7:11 ).
to the laying on of hands (Acts 13:1-3). “ The

simplest interpretation is that the Church as a

ORDINANCES, CHRISTIAN ,or OFTHE whole held a special service for this solemn pur.

GOSPEL. These are institutions of divine au- pose . Codex Bezce makes all clear by inserting

thority relating to the worship of God : Baptism the nominative all.' . . . Further, there is no

(Matt. 28:19) ; the Lord's Supper ( 1 Cor. 11:24 , sign in 13 : 2, 3 that this consecration' by the

etc.) ; public ministry, or preaching and reading Church was more efficacious than the original di .

the word (Rom . 10:15 ; Eph. 4 :11,13 ;Mark 16:15) ; vine call ; the ceremony merely blessed Barnabas

hearing the word (Mark 4:24 ; Rom . 10:17) ; public and Saul for a special work, which was definitely

prayer (Psa . 6:1 , 7 ; Matt. 6:6 ; 1 Cor. 14:15, 19) ; completed in the next three years (Ramsey, si.

singing of psalms (Eph. 5:19 ; Col. 3:16) ; fasting Part the Traveler, pp. 66, 67). Elders. It is

( Joel 2:12 ; Matt. 9:15 ; James 1 : 9) ; thanksgiving recorded (14:23) that Paul and Barnabas

(Psa. 50:14 ; 1 Thess. 5:18).
dained them elders in every church.” In this nar.

ORDINATION. In the limited and technical rative the Greek word xelpotovéw, khi-rot-on -eh ' -o,

sense ordination is the ceremony by which a per- is used forthe first time. Unfortunately its mean.

son is set apart to an order or office ; bui in a ing is by no means certain ; " for, though origi.

broader, and in fact its only important sense , or- nally it meant to elect by popular vote, yet it came

dination signifies the appointment or designation to be used in the sense to appoint or designate. It

of a person to a ministerial office, with or without must, I think, be allowed that the votes and voiceI

attendant ceremonies. of each congregation were considered ; and the

“ He set

or
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ORDINATION ORNAMENT

?

term is obviously used in that way by Paul” (2 Cor. dination of deacons by the bishop (T 163), while

8:19 ; Ramsey,pp . 121 , 122). As to the ceremonies an “ elder is constituted by the election of the

used in these ordinations, only prayer, fasting, and Annual Conference, and by the laying on of hands

commending the persons ordained to the Lord are of a bishop and some of the elders who are pres

mentioned. ent” (Dis., 166 ). The following note in the

In reviewing the scriptural instances of ordina- Discipline ( T 449) sets forth the Methodist view

tion we note the following: 1. Christ ordained in as to bishops : “ This service is not to be under

the sense of appointing his disciples to ministerial stood as an ordination to a higher order in the

service by his own authority and without employ. Christian ministry, beyond and above that of

ing any ceremony. 2. In the election of Matthias elders or presbyters, but as a solemn and fitting

to fill the place of Judas, it was deemed sufficient consecration for the special and most sacred

to learn by prayer and the lot whom the Lord had duties of superintendency in the Church.”

chosen, and without any exterior ceremony to OʻREB (Heb. nis, o-rabe', raven ), one of the

number him with the eleven. 3. The laying on
of hands as a ceremony of ministerial ordination chieftains of the Midianite host which invaded

was first practiced by the apostles in the case of Israel, andwas defeated anddriven back byGideon.

the seven deacons. 4. It was also practiced in He was killed, not byGideon himself or the peo
the case of Paul andBarnabas, and the elders of ple under bis immediate conduct, but by the men

the New Testament Church. 6. We have no ac
of Ephraim, who rose at his entreaty and inter

count of anyone having been ordained to the cepted the flying horde at the fords of the Jordan

office of bishop in distinction from that of elder; which Isaiah refers toit ( 10:26) are such as to(Judg. 7:24 , 25), B. C. about 1100. The terms in

still less is there any intimation that bishops were
or were tobecome the only officers competent to imply that it was a truly awful slaughter. He
ordain ministerial candidates ; whereas elderswere places it in the same rank with the two most tre

frequently, if not always, associated even with mendous disasters recorded in the whole of the

apostlesin the act of ordination (McC. and S. , in the RedSea and ofthearmyof Sennacheribhistory of Israel — the destruction of the Egyptians

Cyc., s. v.).

2. Meaning of Ordination ,etc. Ordination (comp. Psa. 83:11).

in the early Church seems to have been regarded OʻREB, ROCK OF (Heb. shy, aw-robe, the

as a formal induction into the ministerial office, raven's crag) the place at which Gideon slew Oreb

and as having more significance than a mere con- ( Judg . 7:25; Isa. 10:26), thought by some to be

ferment of the authority of the Church . “ The east of Jordan. Keil and Delitzsch say ( Com ., in

clergy were at first elected by the people ; and loc.) that it was " west of Jordan, where the

Clement of Rome speaks of them as having been Ephraimites had taken possession of the waters

appointed by other distinguished men , with the of the Jordan in front of the Midianites. "
approbation of the whole Church. But the fact

OʻREN (Heb. 77 , o'-ren, ash tree ), the third
that the special ordination of the presbyters or
the bishop was considered necessary, seems to im- named ofthe sons of Jerahmeel, of the tribe of

ply that a special efficacy was associated with the Judah (1 Chron. 2:25), B. C. about 1190.

rite. Augustine, however, distinctly exclaims, ORGAN . See MUSIC.

" What else is the imposition of hands than a ORI'ON (Heb. Boo?, kes- eel', dull or strong),

prayer over a man ?' With the growing impor- the constellation Orion or “ the Giant,” which was

tance of the episcopal office, and the sanctity

associated with it and the clergy in general,the by the ancients also thought tobe an insolent,
foolish fellow (Job 9 : 9 ; Amos 5 : 8). The expres

rite of ordination assumed the character of a

sacramental act, in which a special grace was (Job 38:31) is understood by some to refer to the
sion, “ Canst thou loose the bands of Orion ! ”

conferred, and which could only be performed by Persian belief that Nimrod, the great hunter, was

the bishop.” The ordination of clergymen was deified and placed among the stars.
Delitzsch

as earlyas the 4th or 5th century admitted into (Com .) says that “ Kesil is the largerstar called
the number of the sacraments. It is so held now in Arabic Suhel, i. e., Canopus, especiallyasthis

by the RomanCatholic and Greek Churches. In is placedas a sluggish helper in mythicalrelation

the Church of England and the Episcopal Church

of the United States ordination has not the signifi- Orion the bands' are the chains with which he
to the constellation of the Bear. Understood of

cance of a sacrament; and the view of the English is chained to the sky; understood of Suhel, the

Reformers was not that the laying on of hands, as restraints which prevent his breaking away too

such , conferred any grace. Bishops only can or
dain, andany otherthan episcopal ordination is soon and reaching the goal.”

invalid. The Lutheran and Reformed Churches ORNAMENT ( Hebrew generally "73, ad-ee,

have always acknowledged and practiced ordina- trapping ), the number, variety, and weight of the

tion ; but their confessions and theologians have ornaments ordinarily worn upon the person, form
justly laid stress upon the necessity of the divine one of the characteristic features of oriental cos

call or vocation to the ministry. The Moravians tume, both in ancient and modern times. The

confine the right to ordain to their bishops, but monuments of ancient Egypt exhibit the hands of

recognize the validity of the ordination by other ladies loaded with rings, earrings of very great

Protestants . The Disciples of Christ, Quakers, size , anklets, armlets, bracelets of the most varied

and Plymouth Brethren do not recognize any character, richly ornamented necklaces, and chains

human rite of ordination. The Discipline of the of various kinds . There is sufficient evidence in

Methodist Episcopal Church provides for the or- I the Bible that the inhabitants of Palestine were
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ORNAN OUCH

"

equally devoted to finery. The Midianites appear | At first she was disposed to accompany her mother

to have been as prodigal as the Egyptians in the in-law to Canaan, but afterward decided to remain

use of ornaments (Num . 31:50, 52 ; Judg. 8:26). among her own people. She gave Naomi the kiss

1. Male . From the most ancient times two of farewell, and returned “unto her people and

ornaments pertained to men, a staff in the hand unto her gods ” ( Ruth 1 :4, 14).

(Gen. 38:18), and a seal worn by a ribbon on the
ORPHAN (Heb. Dini, yai -thome', lonely, Lam .

breast, or in a ring on the right hand (Gen. 41:42 ;
Jer. 22:24 ; Esth . 3:10 ; 8 : 2). Earrings, which 5:3), one deprived of one or both parents. But

were worn by the Midianites ( Judg. 8:24,sq.) and the Hebrew word, as well as the Greek (oppávos,

other orientals, seem not to have been worn by or-fan '-os, John 14:18 ), is used figuratively for one

men among the Israelites (Exod . 32:2). Neither bereft of a teacher, guide, guardian. In this sense

do gold necklaces appear as a male ornament the Greek word (åtoppaviçw, ap -or-fan -id'-zo,

among the Israelites, as they do among the Per- | 1 Thess. 2:17) is used, thus, bereft of your inter.

sians and Medes ; nor does the custom ofthe course and society.

Egyptians and Medo-Persians, whose kings adorned OSEE ', a less correct mode (Rom . 9:25) of An.

their bighest ministers with gold chains as insignia glicizing the name of the prophet Hosea (q. v . ).

of office or tokens of their favor (Gen. 41:42 ; Dan. OSHE'A (Heb. yun, ho-shay ' -ah, deliverer ),

5 : 7 ).

2. Female. Much more varied were the or of the name of Joshua (q. v . ) .
another form (Num . 13 : 8, 16 , sometimes Hoshea )

paments and jewelry of Israelitish women . In the

Old Testament Isaiah (3 : 18-23) supplies us with a
OSPRAY . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

detailed description of the articles with which the OSSIFRAGE. See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

luxurious women of his day were decorated , and
OSTRICH . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

the picture is filled up by incidental notices in
Figurative. In Lam . 4 : 3 the ostrich is used

other places. The notices which occur in the

abundance of the ornaments wornat that period. trich (Job 30:23, marg.) is a figure of extreme

early books of the Bible imply theweight and as a symbol of theunnatural cruelty of the Jews

in their calamity ; while in companionship the os.

Earrings were worn by Jacob's wives, apparently desolation ; taken from the isolated life of that

ascharms, for they are mentioned in connection birdinthe desert.

with idols : “ They gave unto Jacob all the strange

gods which were in their hand, and their earrings OTHÔNI (Heb. "??), oth -nee', forcible), one of

which were in their ears ” (Gen. 35 :4 ). Nose rings the sons of Shemaiah, and a porter of the taber

were worn in the right or left nostril, perhaps nacle Chron. 26 : 7).

also in the division of the nose (Gen. 24:47 ; Isa . OTH'NIEL (Heb. Spony, oth -nee-ale", force
3:21 ; Ezek. 16:12). Necklaces — These were made

of metal, of jewels or pearls, strung on a ribbon
of God ).

1. “ The son of Kenaz, Caleb's younger brother "

(Cant.1:10 ), hanging down to the breast or girdle. ( Judg. 3:9). The probability is that Kenaz was
To these were attached golden crescents (Isa. 3:18 ; the head of the tribe ( Judah ), and that Othniel, as

Judg. 8:21 ), perhaps also amulets (Isa . 3:20), sun

lets ( 3:18), and smelling bottles. Armlets (Gen.
the son of Jephunneh, was one of the descend.

24:22 ; Num . 31:50, sq .), Isa. 3:19 , worn also by mention of Othniel'is on the occasion of the tak.
ants of Kenaz. ( 1) Captures Debir. The first

men ofrank (2 Sam. 1:10 ), also in each passage ing ofKirjath-sepher, or Debir,as it was after.
rendered bracelets, anklets ( Isa . 3:18), fastenedwith chains (3:20), whichcoquettesused tomake ward called. Caleb, to whom the city was as
a tinkling as they trippedalong(3:16). These signed, offered as a reward to its captor Achsah ,his

daughter. Othniel won theprize (Josh . 15:16 , 17 ;
trinkets were made of gold in the case of womenof rank ; and , in addition , hand mirrors ofmetal Judg: 1:12, 13), B. C. about 1165. (2 ) Delivers

Israel.

(Exod.38:8 ; Isa. 3:23), probably carried in the served Baalim andthe groves ” ( Ashtaroth ). Aş
“ Israel forgot the Lord their God, and

hand as ornaments. The poetical portions of
the Old Testament contain numerous references a punishmentfor their idolatry the Lord delivered

them into the hands of ChUSHAN -RISHATHAIM (q . v. ),

to the ornaments worn by the Israelites in the kingof Mesopotamia ,whomthey were obliged to
time of their highest prosperity. The appearance

serve for eight years.
of the bride is thus described in the Canticles

In this oppression the Is.

( 1:10, 11 ; 4 :4, 9 ; 5:12; 7:1). In reference to the raelites cried unto the Lord, and he raised them

termsusedinthe Proverbsweneedonlyexplain up a deliverer in the person of Othniel the Keniz

that the " ornament” of the A. V. in 1:9; 4:9, is zite. “ The Spirit of the Lord came upon him ,
more specifically a wreath or garland; the " Chains" and he judged Israel, and went outto war." He

of 1:9,thedrops ofwhich the necklacewas formed; landhad rest forty years: and Othniel the son of
prevailed against Chushan -rishathaim , “ and the

the “ jewel of gold in a swine's snout” of 11:22; Kenaz died ” (Judg. 3:7–11), B. C. about 1160.

a nose ring ; the “ jewel " of 20:15, a trinket, and 2. An Othniel is mentioned (1 Chron. 27:15) as
ornament of 25:12, an ear pendant. See

DRESS ; JEWELRY.
ancestor of Heldai, the head of a family of Neto.

phathites, and probably the same person as above.

OR'NAN (Heb. 7778, or-nawn', strong), the OUCH (Heb. -771072
, mish -bets-aw', twisting ),

form given (1 Chron. 21:15, 18 , 20-25, 28 ; 2 Chron. the gold work, which not only served to fasten
8 : 1 ) to ARAUNAH (q . v . ).

the stones upon the woven fabric of the ephod,

OR'PAH (Heb , oy, or-paw', a mane), a but formed at the same time clasps or brooches,

Moabitess, and wife of Chilion, the son of Naomi. I by which the two parts of the ephod were fastened

>

the "
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OUTCASTS OZNITES

>

.

a

together (Exod . 28:11 , sq.; 39:6 , sq.). See High “ Our skin was black like an oven ( Lam. 5:10)

PRIEST, DRESS OF. As an oven is scorched and blackened with fire, so

OUTCASTS (Heb. 777, daw -khaw '). Israel hunger dries up the pores till the skin becomes as

if scorched by the sun .

is compared to an outcast, i . e ., asa wife put away

by her husband (Jer. 30:17; comp. Isa. 62 :4). Else
OVERCHARGED . See GLOSSARY.

where the term is applied to those in banishment. OVERLIVE (Josh. 24:31 ) is another form

OUTGOINGS. See GLOSSARY. for outlive. See GLOSSARY.

OUTLANDISH (Heb. " ?? , nok -ree', Neh . OVERPASS ( Heb. 2y, aw -bar", to cross

13:26) , foreign, as the women of other nations over, Jer. 5:28), to excel, to go beyond, here in
which caused Solomon to sin. See GLOSSARY. badness.

OUTMOST. See GLOSSARY. OVERPLUS, OVERRUN . See GLOSSARY.

OUTRAGEOUS (Heb. you, shaw - taf ', to OVERSEER (Hebrew usually777, paw -keed ',

gush out, Prov. 27 :4), whence the metaphor, anger a visitor ; Gr. ŠTÍOkonos, ep-is'-kop -os, a bishop,

is an outpouring. Acts 20:28 ); an officer having the superintendence

OVEN (Heb. haon, tan-noor', fire pot ; Gr. of the household, as Joseph(Gen. 39:4, 5 ); a su.

khißavos, klib'-an-os, earthen pot). Of ovens, or
perintendent of workmen (2 Chron. 2:18 ); of the

places for baking, there are in the East four kinds: Levites (31:13 ; 34:12); leader of singers (Neb. 12:

1. The mere sand, heated by a fire, which was
42). See Bishop ; GLOSSARY.

afterward removed. The raw dough was placed OVERSHADOW (Gr. ÉTlORLÁSW , ep-ee-skee.

upon it, and in a little while turned ; and then , to ad -20, to envelope in a shadow ). From a vaporous

complete the process, covered with warm ashes cloud that casts a shadow the word is transferred

and coals. Unless turned they were not thoroughly to a shining, cloud surrounding and enveloping

baked ( Hos. 7 :8 ). persons with brightness (Matt. 17 : 5 ; Luke 9:34).

2. An excavation in the earth, lined with pot- Figurative. It is used of the Holy Spirit ex.

tery. This is heated, the dough spread onthe tending creative energy upon the womb of the

sides, and so baked. Virgin Mary and impregnating it ; a use of the

3. A large stone jar, about three feet high , word which seems to have been drawn from the

open at the top ,and widening toward the bottom, familiar Old Testament idea of a cloud as sym.

with a hole for the extraction of the ashes. Each bolizing the immediate _presence and power of

God (Grimm , Gr .- Eng. Lex ., s. v .).

OWL. See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

OX. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

Figurative. “ As the ox licketh up the grass

(Num . 22 :4) is a figure of easy victory. For an

ox to low over his fodder ” (Job 6: 6) is to com .

plain without cause . “ Ox led to slaughter," of a

rash youth ( Prov. 7:22), or of saints under persecu.

tion ( Jer. 11:19). To “ send forth the feet of the

ox and the ass ” (Isa. 32:20 ; literally, let the feet

of the ox and the ass rove in freedom ), is a figure

of copious abundance, inasmuch as the cattle

would not have to be watched lest they should

stray into the grain fields. “ A stalled ox ” ( Prov.

15:17) represents sumptuous living. Oxen not

muzzled in treading corn ( 1 Cor. 9:9, 10) is figu.

household possessed such an article (Exod. 8 :3) ; rative of the minister's right to support.

and it was only in times of extreme dearth that
OX GOAD. See GOAD.

the sameoven sufficed for several families (Lev.

26:26) . It was heated with dry twigs and grass
OʻZEM (Ileb. bx , o '- Isem , probably strength ).

( Matt. 6:30), and the loaves were placed both in- 1. The sixth son of Jesse, and next eldest above

side and outside of it. David ( 1 Chron. 2:15), B. C. about 1060.

4. A plate of iron, placed upon three stones ; 2. One of the sons of Jerahmeel ( 1 Chron. 2:25),

the fire was kindled beneath it, and the raw cakes B. C. about 1190.

placed upon the upper surface. No doubt bakers OZI'AS (Gr. ' Obras, od -zee'-as), another form

had a special oven in ancient times (Hos. 7 :4, 6), of the name of Uzziah, king of Judah (Matt. 1 :

such as are now public in oriental cities. 8 , 9.)

Figurative. “ Ten women shall bake your OZ'NI (Heb. ??}, oz- nee”, cared , i . e. , attentive),

bread in one oven ” ( Lev. 26:26 ) is a figurative ex

pression for scarcity; for in ordinary times each the fourth son of Gad, and the founder of the

woman would haveenough baking for an oven of family of Oznites (Num . 26:16), B. C.about 2000.

her own. “ Thou shalt make them as a fiery OZ'NITES (Heb. IX, oz -nee', having quick

oven ” (Psa. 21 : 9) is a figure taken from the in- | ears), the descendants of Oznı (q. v.), or Ezbon

tense heat of an oven being prepared for baking ; (Gen. 46:16), one of the famiiies of the tribe of

hence speedy destruction (comp. Hos. 7: 4, 6 , 7 ). | Gad (Num . 26:16).

1111

An Arab Oven .
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PAARAI PAINTING..

P

PA'ARAI (Heb. 139, pah-ar -ah'ce, yawning), PA'I (1 Chron. 1:50). See Pau.

“ the Arbite, " one of David's valiant men (2 Sam . PAINED . See GLOSSARY.

23:35 ), called in 1 Chron. 11:37 NAARAI (q. v . ).
PAINFULNESS (Gr. pózoos, mokh'-thos,

PACATIA’NA (Gr. Takariavý, pak -at-ee-an- 2 Cor. 11:27),hard and difficult labor, hardship,

ay', 1 Tim ., subscription ). “ In the 4th century distress. In Job 16: 2 the Heb. 5727, aw -mawl', is

before Christ Phrygia was divided into Phrygia
Salutaris and Phrygia Pacatiana (later Capatiana); coupled with conforters ; and the meaning is “ ye

Laodicea was the metropolis of the latter " (Grimm, are comfortersbringing distress, pain . ”

Heb.-Gr. Lex ., s. v. ). PAINTING . The Assyrians appear to have

PACE (Heb. 193, tsah '-ad, a step, as elsewhere cultivated the art of painting, for we read of

rendered). This was not a formal measure, but of the Chaldeans portrayed with vermilion, ” etc.
men portrayed upon the wall, the images (figures)

taken in the general sense (2 Sam. 6:13). See
( Ezek . 23:14, 15).

METROLOGY, I, 5. Egyptians. The Egyptians “ excelled in

PADAN (Heb. 779, pad -dawn ', field, Gen. drawing alone, being totally ignorant of the

48: 7). See PADAN -ARAM . correct mode of coloring a figure, and their

PADAN -A’RAM (Heb. 7779 , pad-dawn ' painting , was not an imitation of nature, but

merely the harmonious combination of certain

ar -arm ', the table land of Aram ), the name given

to the country of Rebekah (Gen. 25:20), and the

abode of Laban ( 28 :2–7) ; called “ the field of

Aram ” by Hosea ( 12:12, A. V. " country of

Syria ” ). It was a district of MESOPOTAMIA (q. v. ),

the large plain surrounded by mountains, in which

the town of Haran was situated . Padan -aram

was intimately associated with the history of the

Hebrews. Abraham's family had settled there,

and thither he sent his steward to secure a wife

for Isaac (Gen. 24:10, sq . ; 25:20) ; and later Jacob

went there and married (28 : 2 ; 31:18, sq .).

PADDLE (Heb. 77T ;, yaw -thade', peg, a tent Egyptian Painters.

pin, Judg. 4:21 ). Outside the camp of Israel , in
“ Some caretheir journeying, was a space for the necessities hues, which they well understood .”

of nature, and among their implements was this was employed upon the decoration of the chambers.

spade for digging a hole before they sat down, and The rough casting of mud often preserves its
afterward for filling it up. It was a tool for stick- original gray color ; sometimes, however, it was

ing in , i . e. , for digging ( Deut. 23:13) .
whitewashed with chalk , colored with red or yel

low , or decorated with pictures of jars, provisions,
PA'DON (Heb. 7177, paw -done', deliverance ), and the interiors aswellastheexteriorsof houses”

the name of one of the Nethinim , whose descend- (Maspero, Dawn of Civ., p. 319). " Drawing was

ants returned from Babylon (Ezra 2:44 ; Neh. always a principal point in ancient art . ... To put
17:47), B. C. about 536. in the color we may suppose that brushes of some

PAʼGIEL (Heb. 389999, pag -ee- ale ', event of kind wereused ; but the minute scale on which
God ), the son of Ocran , and chief of the tribe of the painters are represented in the sculptures

Asher at the time of the exodus (Num . 1:13 ; prevents our deciding the question. Of painting,

2:27 ; 7:72, 77 ; 10:26), B. C. 1210.
apart from sculpture, and of the excellence to

which it attained in Egypt, we can form no accu .
PA'HATH -MO’AB (Heb. 5řiza nne, pakh'- rate opinion ,nothing having comedown to us from

ath mo-awb', pit of Moab), the head of a leading a Pharaonic period , or of that epoch when the arts
family of Judah, whose descendants, to the num- were at their zenith in Egypt; but that already in

ber of two thousand eight hundred and twelve, re- the time of Osirtasen they painted on panel, is

turned to Babylon after the captivity ( Ezra 2 : 6 ; shown by one of the subjects at Beni Hassan ,

Neh. 7:11 , two thousand eight hundred and eigh- where two artists are engaged in a picture repre

teen ), and another company, of two hundred senting a calf and an antelope overtaken by a

males, under Ezra ( Ezra 8 :4 ). Hasbub the Pahath - dog. The painter holds his brush in one hand and

moabite is named among the builders of the walls his palette or saucer of color in the other ; but,

of Jerusalem (Neli . 3:11 ). In Ezra 10:30 , eight though the boards stand upright, there is no indi .
of the of Pahath -moab are named as cation of a contrivance to steady or support the

putting away their strange wives. That this hand. ... The faces of the kings in the tombs and

family was of high rank in the tribe of Judah temples of Egypt are unquestionably portraits,

we learn from their appearing fourth in order but they are always in profile, and the only ones

in the two lists (Ezra 2: 6 ; Neh. 7:11 ) ; and from in full face are on wood and of late time .

their chief having signed second, among the lay Fresco painting was entirely unknown in Egypt,

princes (Neh . 10:14 ). and the figures on walls were always drawn and

66
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PAINTING THE EYES PALACE

הָריִט,

PORCA

O0

painted after the stucco was quite dry. But they dering in the Old Testament most usually of

sometimes coated the colors with a transparent ar -mone' (Heb. 71227 , to be elevated ), a citadel ;

varnish . The oldest paintings were monochrome,

or painted inone uniform color ”(Wilkinson,Anc.) bee-raw' (Heb. 1777, a fortified palace, fortress,

Egypt., p . 274 , sq . ) . We have no means of know- | 1 Chron. 29:1 , 19 ; so in Nehemiah , Ezra, Esther,

and Daniel) ; tee-raw (Heb

a “ palace of sil

ver, " Cant. 8 : 9 ; Ezek . 25 :

4), a figure supposed to be

taken from the splendid

turrets built on the walls

LESSER

of Jerusalem ; hay-kawl

INNERS) BET, 1 Kings 21 : 1 ; 2

Kings 20:18 ; Psa. 45 : 8,

15 ; 144: 12 ; Prov. 30:28 ;

Isa. 13:22, etc. ; Chald .,

COUR1332 hay-kal', 527, Ezra 4:14 ;

COURTS .
Dan. 4 :4, 29 ; 6 : 1) , a regal

edifice, especially the tem

ple at Jerusalem , as else

where rendered ; also bak '.

KING.SH:0:0:SE
yith (Heb. 072, a large

house, 2 Chron. 9:11), and
its derivative bee -thawn '

( Heb. 179, Esth. 1 :5 ; 7: 7,

8). In the New Testament

F !!!
the term palace (Gr, airí,

öw -lay ', yard ), is applied
M to the residence of a man

of rank (Matt. 26 : 3 ; Mark

14:66 ; Luke 11:21 ; John

с
GREAT

18:15). Specific reference

HOUSE
is made to the palace of

Herod, afterward occupied

by the Roman governors;

it was the prætorium , or

OF
ΑΙ

FOREST hall, where Pilate lived

when Christ was brought

BJUDGMENT off 。 before him (Mark 15:16) ;

the other passages above

LEBẢNON cited (except Luke 11:21 )

refer to the residence of

COURT the high priest.

2. Solomon's Palace.

It is very difficult to re

store this with the aid of

N
the short descriptions giv.

en in 1 Kings 7 and Jose

phus (Ant., viii , 5 ). The

site of the palace was al.

ACEOF, ARAOH'S DAUGHTER most certainly in the city

itself, on the brow opposite

to the temple. It cousisted
1901

of the following : ( 1 ) “ The
Scale of Feet house of the forest of Leb

Fig. 1. Diagram Plan of Solomon's Palace . anon ( 1 Kings 7: 2 ) , was

D - Entrance from palace. the great hall of state and
M - Portal to city . N - Portal to temple and king's garden .

audience and armory , the

ing what progress the ancient Hebrews made in dimensions of which were one hundred cubits (one

the art of painting, as it is generally supposed hundred and fifty feet) long by fifty cubits (seventy.

that all pictures and images were forbidden by the five feet) wide. According to the description in
Mosaic law (Lev. 26 : 1 ; Num . 33:52) . 1 Kings 7 : 2, sq . , it had “ four rows of cedar pillars

PAINTING THE EYES. See Eyes, Paint. with cedar beams upon the pillars,” three rows

standing free, with the fourth probably built into

PALACE . 1..GeneralMeanings. The ren- Ithe wall. The description then goes on to say

HALL

O

ALTAR

.
Z

O
O

.O
O

$ o co 70 0 YU 200

"

A-Entrance . B - Street entrance. C - Entrance from courtyard .

ING OF.
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that “ it was covered with cedar above upon the masonry. Four rows of pillars went around the

beams that lay on the forty- five pillars, fifteen in hall, forming four aisles. Above was an upper

a row . Fergusson thinks that the hall was closed story, consisting of side chambers or galleries.

(plan, fig . 2) by a wall at one end, which would This would make of the structure a large hall,

give fifteen paces for the fifteen pillars, and so open to the sky , the floor of which was

provide a central space in the longer dimensionsof rounded by four rows of pillars, affording a

ihe hall in which the throne mighthave been placed. promenade, above which were three tiers of gal

(2) “ A porch of pillars," the dimensionsof which leries open to the interior, dividing each into
were fifty by thirty cubits (v. 6 ), an indispensable fifteen compartments like the boxes of a theater,

adjunct to an Eastern palace. It was the ordinary but with doors communicating with each other.

place of business of the palace, the reception room By consulting the plan below (Fig. 3 ) a good idea of

-where the king received ordinary visitors, and Thenius's arrangement can be gained . (3) PAINE.

sat, except on great state occasions, to transact Professor Paine (Solomon's Temple, Capitol, etc. ,

p . 17, sq .) places the palace on the north side of

the temple, immediately adjoining its area, where

the Tower of Antonia afterward stood, adducing

2 Kings, ch . 11 , in proof of his position . The

entire structure he includes in one, o the house of

the king ” ( 1 Kings 7 : 1 , sq .), and holds that the

palace is the same as “ the house of the forest of

Lebanon.” The pillars he distributes on the out

side of the building in rows of different heights,

supporting the stories in terrace style.

Figurative. Palace is used illustrative of

the Church (Cant. 8 : 9) , of children of the righteous

Fig . 2. House of Forest of Lebanon (elevation ) . ( Psa. 144: 12) .

PAʼLAL (Heb. 357, paw -lawl”, judge ), the son
the business of the kingdom . (3) “ The porch of ofUzai, and one of those who assisted in rebuild
judgment” (1 Kings7: 7 ), which Josephus says ing the wallsof Jerusalem (Neh. 3:25), B. C. 445.
(Ant. , viii, 5 , 2 ) was “ so ordered that its entire

PALESTI'NA (Exod. 15:14 ; Isa. 14:29, 31 ),
breadth was placed in the middle.” It was fiſty

elsewhere PALESTINE (q . v . ).
cubits (seventy-five feet) square. (4) The king's
“ house where he dwelt ” ( 1 Kings 7 : 8) and a

PAL'ES NE. The term Palestir once ( Joel

(6) " house for Pharaoh's daughter” (v. 8), she 3:4 ), and Palestina three times (Exod. 15:14 ;
being too proud and important a personage to be Isa. 14:29, 39) in A. V, is the translation of the

grouped with the ladies of the harem . All these Heb. um, which is rendered in three other pas

buildings seem to have been different portions of sages (Psa. 60:8 ; 87:4 ; 108 :9) Philistia, and in one

the one palace'; for when the buildings of Solo- | (83 : 7 ) Philistines. In all of these the R. V. cor

are mentioned afterward ( 9:10 ) they are rectly renders Philistia, which was the land of

spoken of as “ the house of the Lord (i . e. , the the Philistines, the Plain of Sharon. It will thus

temple), and the king's house. " The time occu- be seen that Palestine, in the ancient and modern

pied in building this palace was thirteen years geographical sense , is not a scriptural expression.

(7: 1 ). The territory of the Israelites is variously defined

Plans. We present briefly the leading features as “ the land of Canaan ” (Gen. 17 : 8 ; Exod.

of three reconstructions, those of : ( 1 ) FERGUSSON | 6 :4) , “ the land of the Canaanites ” (Exod. 13:11 ),

“ of the Amorite, and the Hittite, and the Periz

А zite, and the Canaanite, and the Hivite, and the

Jebusite ” (23:23) , “ the land which I give unto

E
B you ” (Lev. 23:10), “ the land which he promised ”

( Deut. 19 : 8), etc. The spies examined the land

“ from the wilderness of Zin unto Rehob , to the

entering in of Hamath ” (Num . 13:21 ) . Joshua

took all the land from Goshen to Baal-gad in

the valley of Lebanon, under Hermon . "

Mount Hermon ” and Bashan and Gilead were

Fig . 3. Ground Plan of Solomon's Palace (according conquered by Moses ( Josh. 13:11 ) . The inheri

to Thenius) .
tance of Israel was intended to extend to the

B - House of Forest of Lebanon . D-Por- Euphrates ( Exod . 23:31 ; Deut. 1 :7 ; Josh . 1 :4 ),

tico of pillars. E - Judgment hall. F - King's house. and did so under Saul ( 1 Chron . 5 : 9 , 10) and Solo.

G - Office of palace and prison ( conjectural).

mon ( 1 Kings 4:21 ) . It was intended to include

(Handbook of Arch .,p. 202). This is easily under. Phoenicia and Lebanon and Hermon, including all

stood by the diagrams — Fig . 1 showing the ground Anti - Lebanon , but they were never conquered ( Deut.

plan of Solomon's palace ,and Fig. 2 the elevation | 1 : 7 ; Josh . 1 :4 ; 19:28 ; Judg. 1:31 ; 3 :3 ) , and have

or section of the House of the Forest of Lebanon . never been included under the term Palestine.

(2) THENICS. The House of the Forest of Leb . 1. Geography. Historical Palestine is the

anon, according to Thenius, consisted of a hall land of Israel , the land which was finally conquered

one hundred cubits long, fifty in breadth , and by David and ruled by Solomon . It is divided by

thirty in height, surrounded by a solid wall of l the depression of the Jordan valley, the Dead

mon

"

" All

A - Court.
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Sea, and the 'Arabah into two parts—the western , the broader portions, between the beach and the

Palestine proper, and the eastern , transjordanic mountains, is a rolling champaign, from a few

Palestine. feet to four hundred in elevation, covered with a

( 1) Western Palestine. Palestine proper re- deep, fertile loam.

sembles in shape and size the Stateof New Hamp- East of the maritime plain, and parallel to it, is

shire. It is bounded on the north by the Mediter- a series of mountain chains. Ascending from the

ranean Sea and Mount Lebanon ; on the east by plateau of the Tîh the rounded summits about

the Jordan, Dead Sea, and 'Arabah ; on the south Hebron attain a height of about thirty -two hun

dred feet . The bigbest point in Jeru

salem is about twenty -seven hundred

feet above the Mediterranean ; the

PALESTINE Mount of Olives, twenty -seven hundred

and twenty- four ; Ebal and Gerizim ,

TIMES OF THE twenty-seven hundred to three thou

PATRIARCHS sand ; ed- Dahi and Tabor, nineteen

Waters of
hundred ; Safed, twenty-seven hundred

Nerom and seventy- five ; Jebel Jermûk , four

thousand. It will be seen from this

series that there is no continuous ridge.

The watershed zigzags from east to

west and from west to east again, and

at the Plain of Esdraelon descends to

within one hundred and ten feet of the

sea level . Everywbere, however, it lies

considerably to the east of the central

line of the range. From this water

Mahanalm shed the western face of the range

slopes gradually toward the sea, while

Shechemo
the eastern falls by escarpments and

steep inclines to the chasm of the

Jordan and the Dead Sea. Notwith

Pappas
Adam Mt.Gilpad standing the gradual decline of the

western slope, the ravines and ridges

Bethel are so rugged that direct travel from
Rabbah

north to south, across these gorges, is

TimwathTebūs .
Heshbon wellnigh impracticable, even forasses

and mules. But on the shorter east

UZ M
ern slope, which at the latitude of the

Ashkelon Dead Sea falls to a depth of thirteen

hundred feet greater than that of the

Hebron western , the water, falling at a rate of

one hundred and ninety to two hundred

M M
and eighty feet to the mile, has worn

Rabbath Moab out canons impassable by any creatures

Beer-sheba
except birds. Hence all the north and

south travel of the country has always

passed, and must always pass, by one

Rehoboth of three routes — along the coast plain,

the central watershed , or the Dead

Sea coast and the Jordan valley.

From the northern hills of Samaria

the chain of Carmel trends northwest,

by the desert of et-Tîh ; and on the west by the and dips into the Mediterranean at the latitude

Mediterranean . Along the Mediterranean coast is of Haifa. North of this range is the great Plain

a plain, about fifteen to twenty miles wide at its of Esdraelon. This plain slopes gently from its

southernmost end, and gradually narrowing to the highest point near Jezreel, one hundred and ten

northward, until it ends atthe westernmost point feet above the Mediterranean , westward about

of Carmel. North of Carmel the Plain of Esdraelon twenty -three miles to the sea, and more steeply

sweeps down to the sea, occupying the space be eastward about fifteen miles to the Jordan . From

tween Acre and Haifa. From Acre the plain nar- the center of the plain one branch goes northeast

rows again, until it ends at the Ladder of Tyre. ward between ed -Dabi and Tabor, a central

North of this precipitous pass the Phænician branch to Beisân, and a third branch south

Plain , varying in width from a mile or two to a eastward between Jennîn and Gilboa. Jebel

few rods, follows the coast as far as Sidon, the ed-Dahi and Tabor are isolated peaks rising

extreme limit of historical Palestine to the north. out of this beautiful green plain like islands from

At its narrowest portions the maritime plain is a the sea .

mere beach , or sand dunes, which in some places North of the Plain of Esdraelon rise the bills of

attain a height of one hundred and fifty feet. In Galilee, the highest of Palestine. They end in the
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Plain of Merj 'Ayûn, which is the northern limit geber, Maon, and numerous other cities prove the

of western Palestine. capabilities of this now almost deserted land . A

The Jordan valley commences in that of the mountain range, culminating in the peak of Mount

Hasbâni, on the western flank of Hermon. The Hor (Nebi Harûn), midway between the Dead Sea

fountain of 'Ain Furâr is seventeen hundred feet and ’ Akabah, forty -eight hundred feet above the

above the Mediterranean . At Tel Sheikh Yusûf Mediterranean and over six thousand above the

this stream is joined by the Baniâs, which is com- Dead Sea, trends north and south through the

posed of the streams draining the eastern spur of length of Edom .

Hermon, the principal fountains being those of Continuous with this range , but of less eleva

Tel el-Kâdi and Baniâs. Below Tel Sheikh Yusûf | tion , is the tableland of Moab and Gilead. Along

the valley is spread out into a morass,

penetrable only by boats , and ending in

the Hüleh, a lake seven feet above the
PALESTINE

Mediterranean. For the distance of nine

miles between the Lake of el -Hûleh and
in the time of

JOSHUA,JUDGES & SAUL
that of Tiberias the valley descends six

hundred and eighty -nine feet, the mean

level of that lake being six hundred and

eighty-two feet below the sea. Thence

for sixty-six miles to the Dead Sea it

descends nearly six hundred and ten feet

more, to a total depth of twelve hun Hazor )
Sea of Galilee

dred and ninety -two feet below the ocean.

The width of the Jordan is from forty

five to one hundred and eighty feet , and (Bethlehetne

its depth from three to twelve. It flows

between two sets of banks—the lower,

which marks the border of the stream at opezseet

ordinary times, and the upper, sometimes Bethelicans

twenty feet higher, which it attains dur
Dothan

ing freshets. The valley, at its broadest

part, at the parallel of Jericho, is about

twelve miles wide. A series of terraces

at various elevations from one hundred Le bonah

and thirty feet to six hundred, is found

at various places along the Jordan val
Sizpaly32

ley and Dead Sea basin , indicating the Gabreyli Akron

ancient levels of the lake, which once o Aljalya

extended from the northern 'Arabah to
Je lives of Nobi

the Sea of Tiberias . Other raised
Mispeh!

beaches near Safed , and along the flanks

of the ' Arabah, indicate that this lake XIIL

once extended from the southern 'Ara .

bah to the Hûleh . The Dead Sea is in

closed by mountains rising about four Rabbath Mộub

thousand feet from its surface, and in Mio

most places leaving not even a beach

between their steep, often precipitous,
Aroer

sides and the sea. South of the Dead

Sea the valley gradually rises into the
M

' Arabah, until at Ghurundul, about forty U

Hormal ? M

miles from 'Akabah, it attains an eleva.
E

tion of seven hundred feet. Beyond this
Bozrah

point the drainage is into the Red Sea at Location of the Tribes.

'Akabah . The length of the ' Arabah VII Issachar.

is about one hundred miles , and its JII Benjamin .

breadth from two to sixteen . Its walls
X Naphtall.

V Ephraim , XI Manasseh ( W ).

are grander, and far more desolate than VI Manasseh ( E ) .

XII Reuben ,

those of the Ghôr ( the Jordan valley).

(2) Eastern Palestine may be said to commence the western crest of this plateau rise numerous

in the tableland of Edom , overlooking the Arabian rounded summits, among which may be noted

Desert to the east and et - Tin to the west. Unlike Jebel el-Maslûbîyeh, Neba, Hasha', Jil'âd , and er.

the tableland of et- Tîh , the land of Edom con- Rubud. This country has been one of the most

tains much fertile soil , and has been densely popu- densely populated of the land of Israel, and con.
lated. It is still cultivated in places , and iscapa- tains such ruins as Ma'în, Hesbân , Medeba, 'Am .

hle of yielding abundance “ of corn and wine” mân , and Jerash. .With all the drawbacks of

and the fatness of the earth ” (Gen. 27:39) . The Turkish misrule it still supports a considerable

extensive ruins of Petra, Bosrah, Elath, Ezion population .

Oilgala 9 Hamath Uilead
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The tableland of Gilead descends at the latitude In addition to these more considerable water

of the southern end of the Sea of Tiberias to the courses there descend from the highlands of both

lower tableland of Haurân and the Leja (Bashan). eastern and western Palestine innumerable wadies,

This volcanic plain , about forty miles broad and through which , during the storms, flow torrents

sixty long, is bounded on the east by the Jebel of great magnitude and sublimity, but which in no

ed-Durûz (" hill of Bashan " ), the highest peak of sense realize our ideas of rivers.

which is not less than fifty-four hundred feet ( 4 ) Fountains. The stratified structure of most

above the Mediterranean . This range slopes east of Palestine favor's the formation of subterranean

to the Arabian Desert. The tableland is con- streams, which often flow to great distances, and

tinuous northward with that of Damascus. It break out at numerous points in copious fountains,

was once the home of a teeming population, and a on which the habitability of the country for the

civilization represented by the gigantic ruins of most part depends. Most of these are of cool,

es-Suleim , Konawat, Dra'ah, Shuhba, etc. The limpid , sweet water ; some are of large size , and

range of Gilead is continued northward over the give rise to considerable streams. Such are the

tableland of Jaulâh, which forms part of the fountains of Fiji , Zebedani, and others in Anti-Leb

Haurân plateau, in a series of detached extinct anon ; 'Ain Furâr, Baniâs, and Leddân, at the

volcanoes . North of this plain towers the snow . base of Hermon, Beisân and 'Ain es- Sultân in the

clad peak of Hermon, continued by the Anti-Leb- Jordan valley , and the sources of the Leontes

anon chain to the “ entering in of Hamath,” and the Orontes in Cælesyria. Others, as the in

opposite Mount Hor, which is probably Rijâl el . numerable village and city fountains, are sufficient

'Asherah, the northernmost peak of the mass of for the supply of all the wants of the inhabitants,

Jebel Makmel, at the northern end of Lebanon . and often furnish a large surplus, which is led

(3) Rivers. Most of the so-called rivers of away in aqueducts, or stored in reservoirs, for

Palestine are mere winter torrents, or flow only irrigation. Others are saline, and these are for

during the winter and early spring. Only the the most part warm or hot, as the fountains of

Leontes and the Jordan carry large volumes of M’kès (Gadara) 80 to 119 degrees Fahrenheit;

water during the summer . Some of the rivers of Tiberias, 143 degrees Fahrenheit; Hamamîm Sulei.

western Palestine, as the 'Aujeh , the Zerka, the mân (Callirrhöe), 140 degrees Fahrenheit, and a

Mukatta' (Kishon ), and others in eastern Pales- considerable numberofother thermal springs about

tine, as the Jarmûk (Hieromax),the Zerkâ ( Jabbok ), theDead Sea .

the Zerkâ-Ma'in (Callirrhöe), the Mu'jib ( Arnon ), (5) Wells, cisterns, reservoirs. No inconsid.

carry a greatly diminished stream all the summer. erable part of the water used for household pur

Most of the rest are quite dry through the later poses and irrigation is obtained from wells, which

spring months, the whole summer, and the early are not infrequently one hundred to one hundred

months of autumn, except when an occasional un- and fifty feet deep. The water is usually raised

timely rain fills their channels. The streams of the by a simple machinery, worked by mules, asses,

Tîh and 'Arabah are usually dry in winter also, horses, or horned cattle. Large quantities of

except during the heavy storms. Then their dry rain water are stored in cisterns hewn in the rock,

beds are suddenly filled with raging torrents, the or built, usually underground . In ancient times,

transporting power of which is witnessed by the when the population was more dense, much more

vast masses of bowlders, gravel, and driftwood use was made of water so collected, and the allu

which incumber their beds. sions to cisterns in Scripture are numerous and

The principal watercourses of western Palestine forcible. Reservoirs of the largest size are found

in some parts of Palestine as the Birak Sulei.

The 'Arîsh (“ the River of Egypt ” ), which drains mân (Solomon's Pools), the 'reservoirs about Ai,

the Tîh, and is the boundary between Egypt and those in the ruins of Medeba, and the enormous

Palestine. It is only a winter torrent. The Sheri', excavations under Jerusalem and the Naumachia

which debouches south of Gaza ; Wady el -Hesi , at Bosrah , etc.

between Gaza and Ashkelon ; Nahr Hubin, south 2. Geology. The oldest rocks are those of

of Jaffa, and el -'Aujâ north of it ; Nahr Iskander- Arabia Petræa, which are spread out in all their

anah and Nahr Mefjir, south of Cæsarea, and ez- vivid coloring, as on a geological map, in the Sina.

Zerkâ north of it ; the Kishon (Mukatta'), a con- itic peninsula. They are composed of granite,

siderable river in winter and spring,and the syenite, porphyry, felstone, diorite, basalt, tuff,

Kasimîyeh, the name for the Leontes near its and conglomerate. They extend northward in

mouth . Finally the Auwwaly, which flows into the mountains of Edom to Jebel esh -Shumrah,

the sea a little north of Sidon. There are no east of the DeadSea, and crop out in two isolated

perennial streams on the eastern slope of western masses in the Tih . They are rocks of vast an .

Palestine. tiquity, referred by Fraas, Dawson, and Hull to

The Jordan, the origin and course of which has the Archæan or Laurentian formation . The masses

been before described, is far the most considerable of these various rocks are rent and penetrated by

river of the land . It receives from eastern Pales- dykes of other sorts, as granite by diorite and

tine Wady Saffan, the Jarmûk (Hieromax ), which porphyry, and gneiss by granite, porphyry, and

drains Bashan, Wady el-'Arab, Wady ’Ajlûn ez diorite , and metamorphic schists by all of the
Zerka (Jabbok), Wady Nimrin, and Wady er- above. All of these formations are capped in

Rameh . Into the eastern border of the Dead Sea places by Nubian sandstones and cretaceous lime

flow the Zerka -Ma'in (Callirrhöe ), the Mu'jib stone. In the neighborhood of Jebel Harûn are

( Arnon ), Wady Kerak (the brook Zered), and Wady large masses composed of ashes and tuff, forming
el- Hesi.

a cement for boulders and pebbles of more ancient

are :
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rocks, imbedded in their layers. These again are kilometers from Beirat, on the Damascus road.

rent and injected with igneous matters, due to an extensive raised beach, containing a large

later eruptions of lava . Hull believes that the number of shells of species still found in the ad

eruptive rocks may be of the lower Paleozoic age, jacent sea, was visited by the writer in 1884 , and

possibly corresponding to the Huronian. Above described in Nature, August 21 , of that year.

these ancient rocks is the desert sandstone of the The Pliocene is also represented by lacustrine

Carboniferous era . It is usually colored purple, beds in the Jordan -'Arabah valley. One of the

red, brown, and variegated. Its thickness varies most remarkable of these is Jebel Usdum , a ter

from one hundred and fifty to two hundred and race seven by one and one half miles in extent,

fifty feet. It extends northward in themountains and one hundred and fifty feet high. Another is

of Edom as far as the latitude of Kerak. It is in that of the Lisân. Others are seen on both sides

many places capped by limestone strata of the of the Jordan as far north as the Hûleh. Similar
carboniferous age. Above the desert sandstone beds are found in Sinai. Finally Hull refers to

is the Nubian sandstone, which also sometimes the sand dunes of the coast and the 'Arabah as

overlies directly the crystalline and metamorphic the disintegration of the Cretaceous sandstone.

rocks. It is referable to the Cretaceous era . Its | The writer believes that they are due to the drift

coloration is more vivid than that of the deserting of sand from the African coast, owing to the

sandstone, yellow , white, brown, orange, black , set of the current under the influence of the pre

purple. It extends from Sinai northward along vailing southwest winds , the same winds propelling

the mountains of Edom to the Dead Sea, and it after being cast up on the shore. The trend of

thence along the western crest of the plateau of the sand hills is always from southwest to north

Moab, thence with a slight interruption to Gilead east. Since the digging of the Suez Canal, and the

as far as the latitude of Nablûs. It is due, ac constant dredging at its outlet, the drift of sand

cording to Hull, to the submergence of extensive has notably diminished .

areas under the waters of estuaries and restricted Tertiary volcanic rocks are met with about the

basins. Overlying the Nubian sandstone are the Lake of Tiberias and in Haurân , and the table

Cenomanien Cretaceous beds, formed under a land of Moab. Hull refers the outbreaks which

broad sea area, including the northern part of the resulted in their formation to the Pliocene pe

Sabara to the Atlas, the land between the Nile riod.

and the Red Sea , Arabia Petræa, Palestine, and During the Cretaceous and Eocene ages most or

Syria, and the Euphrates plateau. They are closely all of Palestine lay under the sea, and limestone

associated with the Nummulite Cretaceous beds strata several thousand feet in thickness were de.

which flank the Tib and the plateau of western posited. At the dawn of the Miocene these strata

Palestine toward the west. These beds form the were uplifted , and the contour of the land was

overlying mass of the plateau of et- Tîh and west. marked out, and has remained substantially the

ern Palestine, as well as the two chains of Leba- same to the present day.
non and Colesyria. The lowest strata of these The Jordan -'Arabah valley was formed by a

are Eocene, but it is often difficult to mark the great fault, a longitudinal fissure, over two hun .

transition from the Cretaceous, and equally so from dred miles in length , by which the western por

the Cretaceous to the Tertiary. The limestone is tion has sunken far below the eastern . This fault

frequently traversed by bands of chert, or flint is the center of very great seismic disturbances,

nodules of greater or less size are disseminated extending for a considerable distance east and

through its substance. The limestone is derived west, after which the strata are comparatively

from the transformation of the calcareous matter level or but slightly disturbed . The same is true

of marine shells, and the chert and flints from the of the Nile valley, which is along the line of a

replacement of the carbonate of lime by silica in similar fault, and at a certain distance on either

solution. The thickness of the Nummulite beds side of which the strata are comparatively undis .

is estimated by Hull at one thousand feet, and turbed. It was during the Miocene period that

that of the Cretaceous at two thousand to three the river valleys were excavated, and the Dead

thousand. In Lebanon and Anti -Lebanon the latter Sea, formerly a lake about two hundred miles

are in some places not less than ten thousand feet. long, was contracted to its present dimensions,

Along the western border of the Cretaceous region During the Pluvial period the great Jordan lake

of Judea and Samaria are extensive beds of cal- regained its ancient dimensions, two hundred miles

careous sandstone, belonging to the upper Eocene long, and two thousand six hundred feet deep at

period . There is also a limestone conglomerate its deepest part. Gradually, as the rainfall less .

belonging to this same period on some ofthe ened , it shrank again into the present limits of

mountains overlooking the Dead Sea . The Mio- the Dead Sea. During the period of expansion

cene period is unrepresented in Palestine and its the lake was doubtless salt, but not so much so as

borders. The Pliocene is represented by raised to prevent the development of animal life in its

beaches. The Miocene seas overflowed a large waters. The shells in the marl of the 'Arabah

part of the coast plain , submerged the plain of valley proved that mollusks lived at thai epoch .

Esdraelon, and made an island of Ras Beirût, at But, as the sea contracted, all its inhabitants, ex

the same time that they washed the base of the cept those in the neighborhood of the mouths of

hills at Luxor, and connected the Mediterranean the fresh -water streams flowing into it, died.
with the Red Sea. Numerous raised beaches, with While a portion of its salt may have been derived

conglomerates of pebbles, represent this period. from the sea at a time when its waters were con

A striking section of one of them is to be seen at nected with the Mediterranean or Red Sea or both ,

Lukandat el-Matran, about three and one half the greater part is undoubtedly due to gradual

(53) 817
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accumulation by evaporation of the water carried freezes many times during the winter. The bleak

into it by rivers. summits of Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon are covered

3. Soil. The soil of Palestine is renowned for with snow for several months of the year, and iso

its fertility. As we have seen in the foregoing lated snowdrifts of considerable size remain on the

geological survey, a large portion of the land is highest peaks, and are covered by the fresh fall

composed of limestone rocks and chalk, which of the ensuing season . The average midsummer

constantly supply the mineral constituents most temperature of Beirut in the shade, at 10 A. M. , is

useful to the crops. Considerable areas are un- about 84 degrees Fahrenheit ; it seldom rises to

derlaid by volcanic rocks, the soil from which fur. 90 degrees, and very rarely higher. The air be

nishes the rich harvests of Haurân and el-Leja . ing loaded with moisture is very sultry and ener

Along the seacoast, and in a few places in the vating. At a height of two thousand five hundred

red sandstone mountains, the soil is sandy. While feet on Lebanon , during the same season and at

too light for the cereals this soil is well adapted the same hour, the temperature is about 75 degrees

to the stone pine, large groves of which are cul- Fahrenheit. The air being drier is also relatively

tivated for timber and fuel. Where this soil hap - less oppressive. The variation between day and

pens to have been mingled with a fair proportion night is usually not more than 10 degrees Fahren

of organic constituents, and is well impregnated heit during the summer , sometimes less . In the

with iron oxide, it is suitable for certain crops, Jordan valley and in the basin of the Dead Sea a

particularly leguminous plants. morning temperature of 100 to 120 degrees Fah

Much of the soil which originally covered the renheit is common in midsummer. The steamy

hills and mountains has been washedaway, owing air makes this temperature very oppressive. The
to denudation of forests and lack of human care. temperature of the interior plains often reaches
Wherever the bare hillsides are worked over , and 100 to 110 degrees Fahrenheit in the shade. The

the stones picked out and built into terrace walls, night temperature is also often almost as high as

and the earth banked up behind them, the farmer that of the day. That of winter is low, and the

reaps a rich reward. A large part of the mul- winds, with an uninterrupted sweep of many hun .
berry trees, which furnish food for the silk worms, dreds of miles, are bitterly cold .
are cultivated on terraces constructed on steep ( 2) Rainfall. The warm air blowing from the

mountain sides. Olive trees, oaks, pines, figs, North African coast over the eastern bight of the
vines, and even grain flourish on these terraces . Mediterranean becomes saturated with moisture ,

Year by year more surface for cultivation is re- which, on contact with the cool atmosphere of the

claimed in this way. Even where terraces are im- mountain ranges, is precipitated in copious rains,

practicable, trees may be cultivated by planting more abundant in the higher regions, less so in
seeds in the crevices of the rocks. Were the pro- the lower and along the coast . Much of the mois.

tection to industry such as to secure its proper ture is thus extracted from theair before it passes

rewards, there would be few waste places even in the watershed of western Palestine. After being

the most rugged mountains. And should the now driven over the torrid Ghôr, where very little rain

bare mountain tops be replanted with trees , a ma. falls, it again encounters a long range of moun
terial increase ofthe rainfall might be expected and tains, and most of the remaining moistureis precip
the season of rainswould be somewhat prolonged. itated. The rainfall of eastern Palestine is there

4. Climate. There is no region in the world fore much less than that of western ; that of

of so limited an area which has such varieties of Anti-Lebanonmuch less than that of Lebanon ; that

climate as Palestine. That of the seacoast plains of Damascus is still less. The average rainfall for

is similar to thatof the southern coasts of Spain the coast of northern Palestine is about thirty-five

and Italy. That of the hill country resembles that inches, but the amount lessons toward the south .

of the hill country of the sameregions. It may be At Jaffa it is from fifteen to twenty inches. The

characterized as subtropical or warm temperate. downpour is greater on the mountains than on the

The palm and the banana flourish to a height of sev- maritime plain . On Lebanon, at a height of about

eral hundred feet above the sea. On passing the two thousand five hundred feet, it sometimes

watershed toward the east the climate suddenly reaches fifty inches, or even more. At Jerusalem

changes to a tropicalheat, and in the Jordan val. it is about twenty-six. In the Jordan and Dead

ley reaches the torrid temperature of the Sudân Sea valley it is very small. That of Damascus is

and of southern Mesopotamia and India. On not more than twenty inches.

climbing to the eastern plateau the climate again 5. Scenery. The landscape of Palestine has a

changes to the dry, breezy character of the Persian strange charm for Western travelers. The atmos

steppes. In the Tih , and especially in the 'Ara- phere is sometimes so clear that a mountain a

bah , the almost perpetual hot siroccos of spring hundred miles away can be plainly seen.
At

and summer, with the occasional bitter cold winds others a dreamy mist softens all outlines and

ofwinter, recall the climate of the Sahara. Fi- hides the ruggedness of the barren hills. The bril

nally, as we mount to the higher regions of Lebanon liant sunshine develops the coloring of the rocks
and Anti-Lebanon , we pass through the various and soil , of sky and sea. The cities are usually

stages of temperate climate to the region of per. surrounded by vast orchards of figs, pomegranates ,

petual snow. peaches, plums, apricots, apples , bananas, oranges,

(1) Temperature. Frost is very rare on the lemons, citrons, and olives, and along the coast

seacoast plain . The temperature seldom falls be- the feathery palm waves its graceful tuft of

low 50 degrees Fahrenheit in midwinter. True leaves high over all. In the midst of this lovely

snow is almost unknown. Hail, however, is com- oasis of verdure and fertility is the city with its

mon. A few hundred feet above the sea water terraced roofs, its domes, its minarets, and per.
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haps its battlemented walls and its picturesque boa reposing on its bosom , apart from all the

towers. Who is not enchanted as he looks from thrilling history of which it has been the witness,

a neighboring hilltop over Nablûs or Sidon or is one of the beauty spots of the earth. The Sea

Beirut or Damascus ? On the hilltops or under of Galilee, approached from the overhanging hills

the shade of a solitary holm oak, or amid a grove on its western side, with Hermon looking into it

of these noble trees, a white-domed wely adds to from the northeast, the hills of Bashan, beyond

the picturesqueness of many a view. On the the Haurân plain to the east, and the chasm of

most commanding headlands and mountain spurs the Jordan flanked by its inclosing mountains to

the great monasteries form an impressive feature, the south , with Tiberias under the feet, is a dream

which is rendered more attractive by the culti- of beauty and fascination. Everywhere the

vated terraces and wooded hills which surround scenery of Palestine is a series of surprises to the

them and furnish an indication of their wealth traveler. He is astonished by the picturesque.

Then there are the castles which crown the almost ness of the villages and towns, the grandeur of the

inaccessible jagged peaks. Few features of this ravines, thebeauty of the groves and orchards, the

land are more impressive than such majestic for. number and variety of the flowers, the ravishing

tresses as Baniâs, esh - Shukîf, Hunîn, and a score sunsets and moonlight and sunrises,the deep blue

of others. Palestine has a greater variety of of the sea and sky, and the marvelous effect of

scenery than any country of the same size on the the brilliant sunlight which bathes the whole land.

globe. The Tîh , the ' Arabah, and the basin of the scape in crystal radiance.

Dead Sea are stony, sandy deserts swept by winds, 6. Productions. As might be expected from

bleak at times in winter, but burning in summer , the varied surface and exposure of the different

scarcely diversified by an oasis, a “ great and ter parts of Palestine and its great diversity of cli

rible wilderness,” inhabited by a few thousand mate, its productions are diverse and numerous

Arabs of the baser sort. Even this frightful (1) Grain, etc. Almost all vegetables and fruits

waste has its attractions; the vivid contrasting of temperate climates are raised here. The white

colors of the bare rocks, black and white, yellow mulberry is planted for the sake of its leaves,

and red, green and gray. The awful chasms in which are used first as food for the silk worms,

the mountain sides, still as death in summer, but and later in the season for cows and sheep . Of

filled in winter with raging yeasty cataracts ; the the cereals wheat, barley , rice, maize, sorghum ,

broad, gravelly plains, and the strange, naked and sesame are widely cultivated . Rye and oats

mountains of porphyry, sandstone, and limestone, are not suited to the climate and are not sown.

the cliffs and terraces, the wadies, rivers of water White beans, horse beans, string beans, peas,

in winter, rivers of bowlders and gravel in sum- chick peas, lentils and lupine are raised every:

mer ; the Dead Sea , bidden in its basin of weird where. Medick (medicago sativa) is sown as a

mountains thirteen hundred feet below the sea , forage plant. Potatoes and colocasia are staples.

with its leaden waters overhung by a steamy mist, Cabbages, cauliflowers, artichokes, parsnips, car.

its shores fringed with the bleached skeletons of rots , celery, lettuce of two kinds, radishes, water

long dead trees and shrubs, the streams pouring melons, cantelopes, pumpkins,squash , cucumbers,

into it adding bitterness from the numerous ther- mukti (a species of cucumber),carobs, tomatoes,

mal springs on the mountain sides , the Jordan eggplants, tobacco, and sugar cane reach an excel .

emptying its millions of tons of sweet water into lent development.

an abyss which is ever becoming more salt and ( 2 ) The Fruits are grapes, of many kinds ; figs,

bitter . Then there is the Jordan, winding like a pomegranates, oranges, lemons, citrons, manda

serpent for two hundred miles between its double rins, dates, apples , pears , medlars, Japanese med

fringe of willows, tamarisks, poplars, and olean- lars, peaches, plums, damsons, nectarines, apricots,

ders, its canes and reeds,hemmed in on either side cherries, persimmons, jujubes, mulberries, straw

by mountain ranges riven by the tremendous berries, blackberries, edible pine, walnuts, olives,

power of the torrents which have torn their gorges and bananas, which are cultivated here, and supe.

thousands of feet through the solid rock to reach rior varieties are found in the markets.

a river which for most of its course flows far be- (3) Plants and Trees. Of medicinal plants

low the ocean surface. Surely the Jordan has no castor oil , valerian, dill , fennel, anise, rue, mus

fellow among rival rivers ! Hermon, scen from tard, scammony, nutgalls, and poppy are exam.

the torrid plain at the head of the Dead Sea , far ples. Of textile plants flax, hemp, jute, and vari.

away between the mountain walls which incloseous reeds for making mats flourish . Of dyestuffs

the Ghôr, its snowy summit towering above the we have saffron, carthamus, madder, and cochi .

clouds, is alone among mountains. Jerusalem , neal . Of trees cedar, juniper, pine, maple, tama .

seen from the southern shoulder of the Mount of risk, terebinth, spruce, sycamore, beech, eucalyp

Olives, as Christ saw it when the people met him tus, oak , hornbeam, poplar, willow, pride of India,

with palm branches and garments strewn in his and the fruit trees before named, of which several

pathway, and when children shouted hosanna- furnish valuable timber.

Jerusalem with its domes and minarets, its tur. (4) Flowers. Of wild flowers the variety and

retted and battlemented walls, its Moriah, its beauty are very great. Conspicuous are thecrimson

Zion, its Bezetha, its Acra, surrounded by olive and scarlet ranunculus, the crimson and scarlet and

groves, with the valley of Jehoshaphat in the fore . blue anemone, the crimson poppy, stock, rocket,

ground, Olivet on the right, the valley of the sons malcolmia, diplotaxis, isatis, chorispora, caper,

of Hinnom on the left, is still the desire of all mignonette, rock rose, sun rose, violets, numerous

nations. The valley of Jezreel, with its sea of carnations and campions, whitlow wort, tamarisk,

waving green , Tabor and Little Hermon and Gil. I many St. John's worts, marsh mallows, lavatera,
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several beautiful flaxes, fagonias, geraniums,pelar. the primitive inhabitants of Canaan are called

gonium , sorrel, lupine, calycotome, spartium ; many Rephaim = giants (Deut. 11:11 , 20 ; 3:11 ; Num.

pretty trigonellas and medicks, with curiousfruits; | 13:33). The Amorites appear to belong to this

à large number of showy clovers, lotuses, psora. race,as also the Emim, the Zamzunmims or Zu

leas ; a hundred and twenty kinds of milk vetch , zims, Ammon or Ham, and the Anakim , who are

many of them with curious fruits and others with described as redoubtable giants. They inhabited

noli metangere thorns ; several species of onobry. the hill countries , both east and west of the Jor.

chis, with curious fruits,many vetches and vetch. dan. The term is equivalent to “ highlander. ”

lings; some beautiful orobi,two cassias, the Judas While Canaan is represented as the father of all

tree, several acacias, the rosaceous fruit trees, Palestine, the Canaanites (“ lowlanders " ) are one

several blackberries, with showy pink

flowers ; a number of roses, loosestrife,

willow -herb ; a multitude of fine umbellif.
PALESTINE

ers, morebeautifulin fruit than in flower;
in the time of

cornel, viburnum , honeysuckle, valerian,

several species of cephalaria and scabious, CHRIST

boneset, golden - rod, daisies, some brilliant

helichrysums and elecampanes, fleabanes,
Abila Lysana

many yarrows, chamomiles and chama

melums, four chrysanthemums, a number Sarepta

of pyrethrums, a fine doronicum, numer

ous groundsels and calendulas, a host of

tbistles and allied thorny composites, Dal Cesarea

some with heads as large as artichokes ;

fifty star thistles , chicory, hawkweeds, келечь

dandelions, salsifies, harebells, Venus's
GL. Merom

looking -glass, two species of arbutus, a

heath,a rhododendron
; several beautiful

Tuligs

acantholimons and sea lavenders, a prim

rose, two cyclamens, a jasmine, two

periwinkles, a number of curious asclepi.

ads, centauries; several heliotropes, com

frey ; several showy buglosses, alkanets, (Beth Sheán)

forget-me-nots, viper's bugloss; many

onosmas, morning-glories and bindweeds;
T'S A MARIA

sbowy henbanes, a host of mulleins, 2. Jacoby

snapdragons, digitalis, many speedwells,
Antipatris

broomrapes, scores of labiates, with
Mt.Gilead

effective inflorescence ; amaranths, about Joppa' . Arimathea

thirty -five or forty small orchids, some

gorgeous irises and pretty crocuses, glad.

ioli (perhaps " the lilies of the field " ), TERUSALEM

sternbergias, pancratiums, ixiolirions,

narcissi ; twenty-one genera of liliaceous
D E

Machaerus

plants with many showy species ; ninety

nine genera and nearly three hundred

and fifty species of sedges and grasses,

and about twenty - five species of ferns. Ar (Rabbath Moab )

7. History . The first glimpse of the

history of Palestine is found in Genesis

( ch . 10). Canaan, the son of Ham, is the

father of Sidon , i . e . , the Phoenician

stock ; Heth, i. e. , the Hittites ; the

Jebusite, a local tribe in and about Jerusalem ; | family or group of the seed of Canaan . They in.

the Amorite, men of the hills ; the Girgashite, an habited the Philistine plains and the Jordan valley.

unknown stock ; the Hivite, peasantry or fellahîn ; The Horites were the aborigines of Edom , and ap

the Arkite, citizens of Arka, in northern Phæni. pear to have been a race of savage mountaineers.

cia; the Sinite, people from soine locality near Arka; The Amalekites were a Bedouin stock , inhabiting

the Arvadite , inhabitants of the island of Arvad the 'Arabah, the Tih , and Sinai, where their de

off Tartos ; the Zemarite, inhabitants of Sumra , scendants still live a more or less predatory life .

and the Hamathite, the inhabitants of Hamath . The Hittites were mountaineers proceeding from

“ And afterward were the inhabitants of the Ca- the Taurus, who extended their conquests south

naanite spread abroad, and the border of the Ca. ward to Hamath and Carchemish, and finally to
paanite was from Sidon, as thou goest toward southern Canaan. Someofthem were in Hebron

Gerar unto Gaza ; as thou goest toward Sodom in Abraham's day. Ezekiel says ( 16 : 3 ) that the

and Gomorrah and Adma and Zeboim unto father of Jerusalem was an Amorite, and the

Lasha.” These boundaries are substantially those mother a Hittite. During the eighteenth and

of Canaan, and later those of Palestine. Some of nineteenth dynasties of Egypt the Egyptians
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vainly attempted to break the Hittite power. ham migrated to Palestine he visited lands wel

Rameses II, the Pharaoh of the oppression, finally known to his ancestors and compatriots, as

made a treaty with them . It was not until the his own fatherland was well known to them .

time of Sargon (B. C. 717) that they were finally The country was not then known by this name,

expelled from Palestine and Mesopotamia and nor was this name in use, even for a part of
driven back into Asia Minor. the land of the patriarchs, until the arrival

The earliest mention of Palestine in Babylonian of the Philistines, after most or all of the

records is its conquest by Naram -su, son of Sar. patriarchs had passed away. So far as it was

• gon of Akkad, about B. C. 3750. It was called known by any one name, Canaan would be the

then “ the land of the Amorites. " His conquests term. Abimelech, spoken of (Gen., ch. 21 ) as king

extended also to Cyprus. About B. C. 2700 other of the Philistines, was not of that race , but is so

Babylonian records show that an extensive com- designated because he lived in a land which was

merce existed between Babylonia and Palestine. known by that name at the time the record was

The inference is almost inevitable that it de. written.

pended upon the maintenance of the ancient The history of the Israelites from the exodus to

suzerainty of Babylon. About B. C. 2300 a Baby- the captivity is given with so much detail in the

lonian king styles himself king of theland of the Bible that it is unnecessary for usto present more

Amorites.” Babylonian science and writing existed than the leading outlines. At a date,variously given

in Palestine at that time, and relics of them have as B. C. 1492–1200, they

been found there and in Tel el-Amarna. Not finally left Egypt. After

until the reign of Thothmes III was Palestine forty years in the wilder

finally conquered by Egypt, B.C. 1481 , in a great ness they entered Canaan,

battle near Megiddo. TheTel el-Amarna tablets In a few years they con

give many details of the Egyptian occupation of quered most of eastern

Palestine. and western Palestine.

About B. C. 1400 the Hittites began to conquer They failed, however, to

large portions of Palestine, and the Amorites and subdue part of the Philis

Canaanites to regain their independence from JERUSALI

tine plain , all of Phæni

Egypt. Edom had never submitted to the Egyp cia, Lebanon, and Anti -Leb .

tian yoke. Under Rameses IIPalestine and Syria anon , and even part of

were temporarily reconquered. At the time of the highlands of Judea,
the Exodus Palestine was still a part of the Egyp including Jerusalem , the
tian npire. Partly, no doubt, as theresult of the future capital, and all of Edom and Moab. In the

engulfing of the Egyptian army in the Red Sea, time of Saul and David the kingdom was consoli

but also of the decline of Egyptian power toward dated fromthe Mediterranean to the Euphrates,

the close of the nineteenth dynasty, its Asiatic and from Phænicia to the Red Sea . In the days

possessions were lost. of Rehoboam the kingdom was divided, and Judah

During the sojourn of the patriarchs in Pales, and Benjamin , with a part of the Tih , and some

tine they doubtless found both the Hebrew and times Edom, formed the kingdom of Judah, and

Babylonian languages a medium of polite inter- northern and eastern Palestine that of Israel, with

course, and the political affinities of the land a ten tribes . Jeroboam tried to draw away the hearts

sure protection. When Jacob's sons went into of Israel from Jerusalem , as a religious center,by

Egyptthe rulers were the Hyksos, Asiatic princes, establishing a focus of idolatry at Beth -el, a few

with Babylonian culture , and friendly to Asiatics, miles to the north . At first this effort was only

so that it was no violence to national prejudice partially successful. And even late into the

for Joseph to be made grand vizier. When the history of the divided commonwealth the pious

Israelites were oppressed it was by a king of Israelites turned to the temple and worship of

African descent, who knew not Joseph and hated Jerusalem with an irrepressible yearning. So

all that belonged to Babylonia. When the Israel. late as the time of Elijah seven thousand people

ites came to Canaan both Egyptian and Babylonian in Israel had not as yet bowed the knee to Baal .

suzerainty were at an end, and the Hebrews had | At last, however, the whole people seems to have

to contend not with mighty empires, but only with been corrupted, and in B. C. 721 Samaria was

numerous discordant tribes of the natives, a cir- taken , and the ten tribes deported to Assyria and

cumstance which greatly facilitated their conquest. all traces of them henceforth lost. For a while

Canaan was an agricultural and commercial coun. longer some of the kings of Judah resisted the

try, but not a center of conquering power. Its idolatry which had ruined Israel, but in B. C. 588,

religion was of Babylonianorigin. one hundred and thirty -three years after the fall

The recent researches of Babylonian, Assyrian, of Samaria, Jerusalem was taken by Nebuchad.
and Egyptian scholars show that centuries before nezzar, and the best of the people carried away
Abraham a king of Ur overran Elam , and made captive to Babylon .

conquests in Phænicia and northern Syria. In the For seventy years Palestine remained a ruined

time of Abraham a race and dynasty, descended country, the poor people who remained in it being

from Eber, through Peleg, the ancestor of the subjected to the worst type of oriental despotism .

Hebrews, and Joctan , the ancestor of the south In B. C. 536 the first installment of the Jews re

Arabian tribes, ruled in southern Mesopotamia, turned to Jerusalem under_Zerubbabel, and a

and held as vassals some, at least, of the petty hundred years later, under Ezra and Nehemiah,

states of southern Palestine, as well as those in others of the more enterprising of the exiles. The

Bashan and Mount Seir. When, therefore, Abra- l immense majority of the Hebrew people, however,
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remained in Assyrian Arabia, and other parts of this term is a general one for the hand , both in

the East. Wherever they retained their national literal and figurative expressions (Ezek. 21:16 ;

identity they were thoroughly cured of idolatry. 1 Sam. 4 : 3), as well as for the palms only (Lev.

To this day Judaism , although formal and Phari- 14:26 ; Dan. 10:10) . The New Testament use is

saical, is in no part of the world idolatrous. in the accounts of our Lord's arraignment before

From the time of the restoration until the con- the high priest (Matt. 26:67 ; Mark 14:65 ; John

quest of Alexander, B. C. 332, Palestine continued | 18:22).

a province of Persia. During the period of the PALM TREE. Figurative. Bible . — The

Seleucidæ it was under the Greek yoke. In B. C. straightness and beauty of the palm would nat

167 Mattathias led a revolt wbich resulted in the urally suggest giving its name to women ; and we

independence of Judea under the Asmonean have the comparison, “Thy stature is like to a

dynasty, which lasted until B.C. 63, when Pompey palm tree ” (Cant. 7: 7 ) . The palm is a figure of

took Jerusalem and made Judea a vassal kingdom the righteous enjoying their deserved prosperity

under Herod. In the time of Christ the Roman (Psa. 92:12) , doubtless with reference to the green.

resident governed the vassal kings. This condi- ness of its foliage, the symmetry of the tree, its

tion continued until the rapacity of Gessius fruit, etc. Palm branches are a symbol of victory

Florus brought about a rebellion, which was (Rev. 7 : 9). Christian.— Theprimitive Church used

finally ended by Vespasian and Titus, who de- the palm to express the triumph of the Christian

stroyed Jerusalem and reduced Judea to a simple over death through the resurrection ; and on the

Roman province, A.D. 70. Hadrian rebuilt Jeru. tombs the palm is generally accompanied by the

salem about A. D. 130, calling it Ælia Capitolina. monogram of Christ,signifying that every victory of

Soon after the rebellion of Bar Cocheba broke out, the Christian is due to this divine name and sign.

but was put down with immense slaughter, A. D. The palm is especially the sign of martyrdom , as

135. It was at this timethat the Romans changed this was considered in the light of victory. See

the name of Judeá, which had become hateful to VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

them , to Syria Palestina. Jerusalem was made a PALM TREES, CITY OF. See JERICHO.

heathen city, and Jews were forbidden to set foot PALMERWORM . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

in it on pain of death. Thenceforward Palestine
PALSY . See DISEASES.

had no history until , in the early part of the 7th

century, it fell into Moslem hands. During the PAL'TI (Heb.2, pal-tee', delivered), the son

11th and 12th centuries it was the scene of the of Raphu, of the tribe of Benjamin,and appointed

crusades until , in A. D. 1187, it was conquered by to represent that tribe among the twelve spies
Saladin . In A. D. 1517 it succumbed to the ( Num . 13 : 9), B. C. 1209.

Turks, in whose hands it has since remained. PAL’TIEL (Heb. 30a, pal-lce-ale", deliver.

8. Present Condition. The majority of the

inhabitants of Palestine are Moslems. There are, tribe of Issachar (Num . 34:26 ). He was one of
ance of God ), the son of Azzan , and prince of the

however, large numbers of Christians and Jews. the twelve appointed to dividethe land of Canaan

These are protected in the exercise of their re

ligion, but otherwise oppressed. Flourishing Jews among the tribes, B. C. 1170.
PAL'TITE (Heb. , pal-tee', i . e . , sprung

ish colonies have been established at several

places. A railway has been constructed under from Beth -palet, in the south of Judah, Josh.

French auspices from Jaffa to Jerusalem. Another 15:27). The same as Palti ( q . v . ), and the Gentile

is being built from Haifa to Damascus by an Eng name of Helez , the chief of the seventh division

lish company. Several carriage roads have also of David's army ( 2 Sam . 23:26), called the Pelon.

been made. Missions of Roman Catholics,Greeks, ite in 1 Chron . 11:27 ; 27:10.

and Protestants have been established at all im . PAMPHYLIA (Gr. Iaupvaía, pam -fool-ee'.

portant centers, and much has been accomplished , ah, of every race), one of the coast regions in the

especially in the matter of education . Large sums south of Asia Minor, having Cilicia on the east

of money flow annually into the country from and Lycia on the west. In the Persian war,while

travelers, pilgrims, missions, and other sources . Cilicia contributed one hundred ships and Lycia

Turkish misrule, however, neutralizes much of the bfty, Pamphylia sent only thirty. The name

effort expended in elevating the people, and the probably then embraced little more than the

land presents an air of impoverishment and decay: crescent of comparatively level ground between

Only when this incubus shall bave been lifted will Taurus and the sea. The Roman organization of

Palestine take the position to which it is entitled the country, however, gave a wider range to the

by its natural resources and its ancient fame. - term Pamphylia. In St. Paul's time it was not

G. E. P. only a regular province, but the Emperor Claudius
PAL’LU (Heb. 8739, pal -loo', distinguished ), hadunitedLyciawithit,and probably also a good

the second named of the sons of Reuben (Gen. part of Pisidia. It wasin Pamphylia that St. Paul

46 :9, Phallu ; Exod . 6:14 ; Num . 26 :5, 8 ; 1 Chron. first entered Asia Minor, after preaching the Gos

5:3), and founder of the Palluites (Num . 26 : 5), pel in Cyprus. He and Barnabas sailed up the river
B. C. about 2000. Cestrus to Perga (Acts 13:13). We may conclude,

PAL LUITE (Heb. 89, pal-100 -ce ), a de- fromActs 2:10, that there were many Jewsin the

scendant of Pallu (q. v. ), of the tribe of Reuben The two missionaries finally left Pamphylia byits
province ; and possibly Perga had a synagogue,

(Num. 26 : 5 ).
chief seaport, Attalia. Many years afterward St.

PALM (Heb. 72, kaf, curved or hollow ; Gr. Paul sailed near the coast (27:5)” (Smith, Bib.

párloua, hrap '- is -mah ), a blow with the palm . | Dict., 8. v.) .
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PAN, the rendering in the A. V. of the fol- parable ” is thought by some to mean

lowing Hebrew words: course expressed infigurative, poetical, or highly
1. Kee-yore' (Heb. Spor -19), a basin of metal ornamented diction ;” asalso in the case of Job

used for boiling or stewing ( 1 Sam. 2:14), rendered (27:1). In Psa. 49:4 ; 78 :2 an obscure or enig.

laver ( Exod. 30:18). It was also used as a brazier matical saying appearsto be meant ; whilein other

(Zech 12 : 6 , A. V. hearth ).
instances it signifies a fictitious narrative, invented

2. Makh -ab- ath ' (Heb. 27 , a frying pan , Lev . fensive or more engaging form than that of direct
for the purpose of conveying truth in a less of .

2 : 5 ; 6:21 ; 7 : 9 ; 1 Chron . 23:29 ), probably ashallow assertion, as that by which Nathan reproved David

pan or plate, such as are used by the Bedouin and |(2 Sam. 12:2, 3 ), that in which Jotham exposed

Syrians for baking or dressing rapidly their meal the folly of the Shechemites (Judg. 9:7–15), and
cakes.

that addressed by Jehoash to Amaziah (2 Kings

3. Mas-rayth' ( Ileb. obz, hollowed out ), a 14:9, 10 ).

frying or saucepan (2 Sam . 13 : 9, etymology un (2) Par-ab -ol-ay' (Gr. Trapaßoní, a placing one

certain ).
thing beside another ), an example by which a doc

4. Seer (Heb. 90, Exod . 27 : 3 ) , probably a deep and instructive saying ,involving some likeness or
trine or precept is illustrated (Luke 14: 7) ; a pithy

vessel with a handle, used for removing ashes comparison, and having preceptive or admonitory

from the altar,
force; an aphorism , a maxim (Luke 5:36 ; 6:39 ;

5. Paw-roor! (Heb. 1972, spread out), a vessel Matt. 15:15 ); a proverb, and so rendered in Luke

used for baking the manna (Num . 11 : 8 , rendered | 4:23. Disill.

" pot " in Judg. 6:19 ; 1 Sam . 2:14). ( 3 ) Par -oy-mee'-ah (Gr. rapotuia), a saying out

6. Khaw-bayth” (Heb . n= , 1 Chron . 9:31 ) , of the usual course ;any dark saying which shad

ows forth some didactic truth, a symbolic or
probably the same as No. 2 .

figurative saying (John 16:29, rendered " proverb ");

7. Tsay-law -khaw" (Heb. 1775), large dishes an allegory, i.e., extended and elaborate metaphor

or platters (2 Chron. 35:13) . See Frying Pan. (10: 6).

PANʼNAG (Heb. 362, pan -nag'). In the ac
2. Definition and Distinctions. In the New

count of the commerce of Tyre, it is stated (Ezek . Testameut the term “ parable " is not confined to

27:17), “ Judah and the land of Israel, they were
those lengthened narratives to which alone we

thy merchants : they traded in thy marketwheat now usually apply it. Thus, “ And he said unto

of Minnith, and Pannag, and honey,” etc. The them, Ye will surely say unto me this parable,

meaning of pannug cannot be definitely asce!'.
Physician , heal thyself ” (Luke 6:39) ; while the

tained. Some understand confectionery, sweet- word is frequently used ,either bythe evangelists
meats made from honey. Jerome renders it bald or by the disciples of Jesus, with reference to

samum , and in Hitzig's opinion Pannaga (literally instructions of Christ, which we would call simply
a snake) is a name used in Sanscrit for a sweet figurative, or metaphorical, or proverbial. In Luke

scented wood, which was employed in medicine Can the blind lead the blind ? Shall they not both
6:39 we read , “ And he spake a parable unto them,

as a cooling and strengthening drug.

PAP (Heb. To, shad, bulging ; Gr. paotós, mas- 7:17 ; Luke 14:7). În all these sayings of our
fall into the ditch ? ” (comp. Matt. 15:14, 15 ; Mark

tos'), the breast, especially of a female (Ezek. Lord, however, it is obvious that the germ of a

23:21 ; Luke 11:27 ; 23:29 ; Rev. 1:13) . parable is contained. We have only to work upon

PAPER . See WRITING . thehint given us, and we have the perfect story.

PAPER REED (Heb . 777, aw -raw ', naked ), Trench (Notes on the Parables, p. 9, sq . ) says:

a false translation in the A. V. (Isa. 19 : 7 ). It sig- from those forms of composition with
which it is

“ In the process of distinguishing it ( the parable)

nifies either open spaces, or, as liere, grassy tracts

by thewater sile, i.c. , meadows. The meaning confounded, and justifying the distinction, its
most nearly allied, and therefore most likely to be

is that even the Nile meadows shall become so essential properties will come beforeus much more
parched that they blow away like ashes.

PAʼPHOS (Gr. Iagos, paf'-os, heated ), a city other way." In defining the difference between
clearly than I could hope to bring them in any

of Cyprus and its capital. It was famous for the the parable and the fable, he writes : " The parable

worship of Venus, whose great temple was at is constructed to set forth a truth spiritual and

“ Old Paphos.” Here Paul's convert, Sergius heavenly ; this the fable, with all its value, is not;

Paulus, was secured (Acts 13:7-13, see Conybeare it is essentially of the earth , and never lifts itself
and Howson's Life of St. Paul). Paphos is the above the earth . It never has a higher aim than

modern Baff'a.

PAPYRUS.
to inculcate maxims of prudential morality, in

Soe Paper REED, VEGETABLE Qustry, caution, foresight; and these it will some
KINGDOM

times recommend even at the expense of the

PARABLE, a word derived from the Gr: higher self-forgetting virtues.... Yet again there

verb aapaßáraw ,par-ah-al -lo, to lay by the side of, is another,pointof difference between the parable

to compare ; and so a likeness, similitude.
and the fable. While it can never be said that

1. Original Terms and their Meaning the fabulist is regardlessof truth, since it is neither

" Parable " is the rendering in the A. V. of the his intention to deceive,when he attributes lan

following Hebrew and Greek terms :
guage and discourse by reason to trees, and birds,

(1) Maw -shawl” (Ileb, bozz, a similitude, Num . and beasts, nor is anyone deceived by him ;yet

23 :7, 18 ; 24 : 3 , 20, 21 , 23). In this instance the severer reverence for truth, which is habitual

TT >
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PARABLE

to the higher moral teacher, will not allow him to tion, it is to be borne in mind, which constitutes

indulge even in this sporting with the truth, this the foundation of the parable; and, in a story

temporary suspension of its laws, thougli upon calling our attention to that growth, we have not

agreement, or, at least, with tacit understanding . only an illustration, but a proof, that the same

The great Teacher, by parables, therefore, growth which appears in the natural must also

allowed himself in no transgressions of the estab. appear in the spiritual world . The analogy con

lished laws of nature, in nothing marvelous or vinces us that itmust be so, and is therefore so

anomalous; he presents to us no speaking trees far a proof” ( Rev. Wm . Milligan, D.D. , in Imp.

or reasoning beasts, and we should be at once con Dict. , s. v. ) .

scious of an unfitness in his so doing.” Again, “ the mind takes a natural delight in

He says that “ The parable is different from the this manner of teaching,appealing as it does not

myth, inasmuch as in the myth the truth , and that to the understanding only, but to the feelings, to

which is only the vehicle of the truth, are wholly the imagination, in short to the whole man, call
blended together. The mythic narrative pre- ing as it does the whole man , with all its powers

sents itself not merely as the vehicle of the truth , and faculties , into pleasurable activity ; and all

but as itself being the truth ; while in the parable things thus learned with delight are those longest

there is a perfect consciousness in all minds of remembered." The Scriptures are full also of

the distinctness between form and essence , shell acted parable, for every type is a real parable.

and kernel, the precious vessel and yet more pre- The whole Levitical constitution , with its sacred
cious wine which it contains." precincts, its priesthood, its sacrifices, and all its

Again he says, “ The parable is also clearly dis. ordinances, is a parable, and is so declared (Heb .

tinguishable from the proverb, though it is true 9 : 9). The wandering of Israel in the desert has

that in a certain degree the words are used inter- ever been regarded as a parable of spiritual life.

changeably in the New Testament, and as equiva- Dr. Whedon ( Com. , on Matt. 13 : 1 , sq . ) thus hap

lent the one to the other. Thus, Physician, heal pily sums up the advantages of the parable as a
thyself' (Luke 4:23) is termed a parable, being more means of teaching : “ The sacred parable was a

strictly a proverb. It is not difficult to explain wonderful vehicle of truth to serve three dis.

how this interchange of the two words should have tinct purposes, viz.: to reveal, to conceal, and to

come to pass. Partly from the fact of there being perpetuate. It revealed the sacred truth by the

but one word in the Hebrew to signify both parable power of analogy and illustration . It concealed

and proverb ; which circumstance must have had the truth from him who had not, by proper sym

considerable influence upon writers accustomed to pathy or previous instruction, the true key to its

think in that language, and itself arose from the hidden meaning. To such a one it was a riddle or

parable and proverb being alike enigmatical and a tale. And so our Lord could give to his disci

somewhat obscure forms of speech, 'dark sayings,' |ples in this method the deepest secrets of his

speaking a part of their meaning, and leaving the kingdom for ages, while the caviler, who would

rest to be inferred .” have abused the truth , heard without understand

The parable differs from the allegory " in form ing (v. 11 ). But the truth thus embodied in nar

rather than in essence : there being in the allegory rative was, as it were, materialized and made fit

an interpenetration of the thing signifying and the for perpetuation . It had a form and body to it

thing signified , the qualities and properties of the by which it could be preserved in tangible shape

first being attributed to the last,and the two thus for future ages."

blended together, instead of being kept quite dis- 4. Interpretation of Parables . It has

tinct and placed side by side, as is the case in the been urged by some writers, by none with greater

parable. The allegory needs not, as the parable, force or clearness than by Chrysostom , that there

an interpretation to be brought to it from without, is a scope or purpose for each parable, and that

since it contains its interpretation within itself, our aim must be to discern this , not to find a spe.

and, as the allegory proceeds, the interpretation cial significance in each circumstance or incident.

proceeds hand in hand with it, or at least never Itmay be questioned , however, whether this canon

falls far behind it. ” “ I am the true vine,” etc. of inierpretation is likely to lead us to the full

(John 15: 1-8) is an allegory, while John 10 : 1-16 meaning of this portion of our Lord's teaching.

contains twoallegories. It must be remembered that in the great patterns

3. The Parable as a Means of Teach- of interpretation which he himself has given us
ing . Two characteristics of the parable render there is more than this. Not only the sower and

it eminently useful in teaching. It is illustrative, the seed and the several soils have their counter.

assisting to make truth intelligible, or, if intelligi- parts in the spiritual life, but the birds of the air,

ble before, to present it more vividly to the mind . the thorns, the scorching heat have each of them

It is an argument, and may be summoned as a a significance. It may be inferred from these two

witness, the world of nature being throughout a instances that we are, at least, justified in looking

witness for the worldof spirit ( Rom . 1:20). The for a meaning even in the seeming accessories of

parable " does not indeed contain direct proof of a parable. The very form of the teaching makes
the doctrine which it unfolds , but it associates it probable that there may be, in any case, more

with it all the force of that proof which is given than one legitimate explanation . A parable may

by the exhibition of the universal prevalence of be at once ethical, and in the highest sense of the

any principle. Growth, for example, we know to term prophetic. There is thus wide field open

be a law of nature. Let us set out, therefore, to the discernment of the interpreter. There are

with the conviction that the kingdom of grace cor . also restraints upon the mere fertility of his image
responds with the kingdom of nature—the convic. I ination : ( 1 ) The analogies must be real, not ar.

."
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bitrary. (2) The parables are to be considered as be made the first sources of doctrine. Doctrines

parts of a whole, and the interpretation of one is otherwise and already grounded may be illustrated,

not to override or encroach upon the lessons taught or indeed further confirmed by them , but it is not

by others. (3) The direct teaching of Christ pre- allowable to constitute doctrine first by their
sents the standard to which all our interpretations aid .

are to be referred, and by which they are to be 5. Classification . The following is a classi

measured. (4) And, finally, the parable may not | fication of the parables in the Scriptures :

Parables Recorded in the Old Testament.

SPOKEN BY CONCERNING SPOKEN AT RECORDED IN

Balaam

Jotham ....

Nathan ..

Woman of 'Tekoah ..

A young prophet .

Jehoash .

Isaiah ..

Ezekiel .

The Moabites and Israelites ..

Trees making a king ...

The poor man's ewe lamb

Two brothers striving .

The escaped prisoner ..

The thistle and the cedar..

The vineyard yielding wild grapes ..

The eagles and the vine ...

The lion's whelps..

The boiling pot....

Israel, a vine planted by water........

Mt. Pisgah ...

Mt. Gerizim .

Jerusalem

Jerusalem .

Near Samaria

Jerusalem

Jerusalem .

Babylon ....

Babylon ...

Babylou..

| Babylon ..

Num. 23:24 .

Judg. 9 :7-15 .

2 Sam . 12 : 1-4 .

12 Sam. 14 : 5 .

1 Kings 20 : 35-49,

12 Kings 14 : 9.

Isa. 5 : 1-7.

Ezek . 17 :3-10 .

Ezek , 19 :2-9 .

Ezek. 24 : 3-5 .

Ezek. 24 : 10-14 .

Parables Recorded in the Gospels.

PARABLES. IMPORT OCCASION. RECORDED .

1. The Sower ....... The relation between the preached

truth and its hearers ... Sermon on the seashore ... Matt. 13:5-8;

Mark 4 :3-8;

Luke 8:5-8,

2. The Tares.... Present intermixture of good and

bad Sermon on the seashore .... Matt, 13 :24-30.

3. The Mustard Seed .. The remarkable outward growth

of the kingdom... Sermon on the seashore ... Matt. 13 : 31,32;

Mark 4 :31,34;

Luke 13:19.

4. The Leaven ... The inward growth of the king

dom..... Sermon on the seashore ..... Matt. 13:33 ;

Luke 13:21 ,

5. The Hid Treasure Divine truth , a hidden treasure.. To the disciples alone .. Matt. 13:44.

6. The Pearl of Great Price ...... Divine truth , its beauty and value. To the disciples alone . Matt. 13:45, 46 .

7. The Drag Net..... The future separation of the good
and bad .. To the disciples alone ....... Matt. 13 :47-50.

8. The Unmerciful Servant . The Gospel law of forgiveness

illustrated .. In answer to Peter's question ,

How oft shall I forgive, etc. ? Matt. 18 : 23-35 .

9: The Laborers in the Vineyard . An answer to Peter's question , and

a warning against the bireling

spirit Teaching the self-righteous...Matt. 20: 1-16 .

10. The Two Sons ... Obedience better than profession . The chief priests demand his

authority Matt. 21:28 .

11. The Wicked Husbandman .... Guilt and rejection of Israel ...... The chief priests demand bis

authority. Matt.21:33-46;

Mark 12: 1-12 ;

Luke 20 :9-19.

12. Marriage of the King's Son ... The long-suffering and goodness of

God ; the rejection of those de

spising it : and necessity of

purity ..
In answer to remark of a self

righteous guest... Matt. 22 : 1-14.

13. The Ten Virgins..... Inward preparation for the Lord's

coming . In prophesying the destruc

tion of Jerusalem .. Matt. 25 :1-13.

14. The Talents Duty of working while the day

lasts.. At the house of Zaccheus ... Matt. 25 : 14-30 ,

15. The Seed Growing Secretly... The invisible energy of the Word. Sermon on the seashore.. Mark 4 : 26-29,

16. The Two Debtors.. Love proportioned to grace re

ceived At Simon the Pharisee's self

righteous reflection ..... Luke 7 :41-43.

17. The Good Samaritan .. Love is to know do imits, spare

no pains The lawyer's question , who

is my neighbor ?..
Luke 10 : 25-37.

18. The Friend at Midnight . Perseverance in prayer... Disciples ask lesson in

prayer ...
Luke 11 :5-8 .

19. The Rich Fool.. Vanity of riches without religion. Brothers ask him to divide an

inheritance .. Luke 12 :16-21.

20. The Barren Fig Tree .. The longsuffering and severity of
God .. Informed of the execution of

the Galileans. Luke 13 :6-9.

21. The Great Supper... Exclusion of those declining invi
tation ... In answer to one dining with

bim . 'Luke 14 : 18-24,
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Parables Recorded in the Gospels.- Continued .

PARABLES. IMPORT. OCCASION, RECORDED .

22. The Lost Sheep ... Christ's peculiar love for sinners .. Answer to Pharisees and

scribes murmuring ..... Matt. 18 :12-14;

Luke 15 : 4-7 .

23. The Lost Piece of Money...... Christ's peculiar love for sinners.. Auswer to Pharisees and

scribes murmuring... Luke 15 :8-10.

24. The Prodigal Son ...
Christ's peculiar love for sinners.. Answer to Pharisees and

scribes murmuring . Luke 15 : 11-32 .

25. The Unjust Steward . Christian prudence commended .. To the disciples . Luke 16 :1-9 .

26. The Rich Man and Lazarus... Unbelief punished, faith rewarded Rebuking the covetousness of
Pharisees ...... Luke 16 : 19-31.

27. The Unprofitable Servants . , .. Service without love not merito
rious...... Teaching self- righteous ones . Luke 17 :7-10 .

28. The Unjust Judge . Encouragement to constant prayer Teaching the disciples ........ Luke 18 : 1-8.

29. The Pharisee and the Publican Humility in prayer . Teaching the self-righteous... Luke 18: 10-14.
30. The Pounds Patient waiting and working for

Christ at the house of Zaccheus...... Luke 19:12–27 .

In addition to the parables tabulated above, we , of the scene which it implied. A wide open park,

call attention to the allegories of (1 ) the vine and inclosed against injury, yet with its natural beauty

its branches (John 15 :1-8 ), (2) the sheep and unspoiled, with stately forest trees, many of them

shepherd ( 10: 1–16 ) . We have also several say bearing fruit, watered by clear streams, on whose

ings of our Lord which obviously contain the banks roved large herds of antelopes or sheep

germ of a parable, as : The house on the rock and this was the scenery which connected itself in the

on the sand (Matt. 7 :24-27; Luke 6 :46–49); chil - mind of the Greek traveler with the word mapá.

dren in the market place (Matt. 11:16 ; Luke 7:32) ; deloos, and for which his own language supplied

the unclean spirit (Matt. 12:43-45 ; Luke 11:24- no precise equivalent. Through the writings of

26) ; the city, and the candle (Matt. 5:14, 15 ; Mark Xenophon, and through the general admixture of

4:21 ; Luke 8:16 ) ; the householder (Matt. 13:52) ; orientalisms in the later Greek after the conquests

the children of the bridechamber (Matt. 9:15; of Alexander, the word gained a recognized place,

Mark 2:19, 20 ; Luke 5:34, 35) ; the patched gar- and the LXX writers chose it for a new use which

ment (Matt. 9:16 ; Mark 2:21 ; Luke 5:36 ); old and gave it a higher worth and secured for it a more

new bottles (Matt. 9:17 ; Mark 2:22 ; Luke 5:37) ; perennial life. They used the same word when

the harvest and lack of workmen (Matt. 9:37 ; ever there was any allusion , however remote, to

Luke 10: 2) ; the adversary (Matt. 5:25 ; Luke 12: the faie region which had been the first blissful

58) ; the strait gate, etc. (Matt. 7:14 ; Luke 13:24) ; home of man. It was natural, however, that this

building a tower (Luke 14:28–30), and king going higher meaning should become the exclusive one,

to war (Luke 14:31, 32) ; the fig tree (Matt. 24: and be associated with new thoughts. Paradise,

32–35 ;Mark 13:28–31 ; Luke 21:29–33);the watch with no other word to qualify it, was the bright

ing servants (Mark 14:34, 35) ; the faithful and the region which man had lost, which was guarded by

unfaithful servants (Matt. 24 :45-48); the watch the flaming sword. Paradise, or the Garden of

ing householder (Matt. 24:43 ; Luke 12:39). Eden, became to the later Jews a common appel

PARACLETE (Gr.napakantos,par -ak' day-tos, lation for the state of bliss which awaits the just

summoned, called to one's side),one who pleads an- after death--by which they meant that delights

other's cause before a judge, an advocate as in like those of Eden are enjoyed by the departed-

1 John 2: 1 , where it is applied to Christ. When they are in a paradisaical state. With reference

Jesus promised to his sorrowing disciples to send to this use of the term , but with a deeper insight

them the Holy Spirit as a paraclete (“ comforter " ), into the spiritual relation of things, and the con

he takes the title to himself: “ I will send you nection between the past and future, it is employed

another paraclete ” (John 14:16). If we take the in the New Testament to indicate the destiny and

term paraclete in the broad sense of helper we can experience of the redeemed (Luke 23:43 ; Rev. 22 :

readily apply it both to Jesus and the Spirit. He 2, 14). It is quite difficult to locate Paradise as

was eminently a helper to his disciples, teaching, mentioned by Paul (2 Cor. 12 : 4 ) . Whedon ( Com .,

guiding, strengthening, comforting them ; and now in loc.) thinks it nearer to earth than the third

that he has gone the Spirit is his substitute to heaven ( v. 2 ). Meyer ( Com ., in loc. ) says, “ The

carry on his work in them. See Holy Ghost. paradise is here not the lower, i . e. , the place of

PARADISE (Gr. napádeloos, par-ad'-i- sos,
Sheol, in which the spirits of thedeparted righteous

park ). This term has been applied to EDEN (q.v.), dise of God (Rev. 2:7) in heaven, where God's
are until the resurrection, but the upper, the para

În thelaterbooksof the Old Testament itappears dwelling is.”

in the sense of a park or pleasure ground (Heb.
PA'RAH (Heb. 1777, paw -raw ', the heifer),

0772, par -dace', rendered “ forest,” Neh. 2 : 8 ;

orchard,”” Eccles. 2 : 5 ; Cant. 4:13). It first ap- three hours N. E.of Jerusalem ,identified as Farah .
one of the towns of Benjamin (Josh . 18:23 ), about

pears in Greek as coming straight from Persia.
PARALYTIC . See DISEASES .

Greek lexicographers classify it as a Persian word .

Modern philologists accept the same conclusion
PARAMOUR (Heb. wasma, pee- lek ' -ghesh ,

with hardly a dissentient voice. In Xenophon the Ezek. 23:20), applied to the male lover in this pas

word occurs frequently, and we get vivid pictures I sage, but elsewhere rendered concubine ( q. v .).
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PARAN PARENT

PA'RAN (Heb. 7783, paw -rawn', ornamental). to the special member (the northwestern) of the

1. The Wilderness of Paran. “ The term Sinaitic mountain group which lies adjacent to

Wilderness of Paran ' seems to be used, in its that wady, or to the whole Sinaitic cluster. That

stricter sense, as including the central and north- specialmember is the five-peaked ridge of Serbål.

ern portion of the desert region between the PAR'BAR (Heb. 7772, par -bawr ', suburb), a

mountains of Sinai and the Negeb, the district now part of the city of Jerusalem connected with the

known as the ' Bâdiyat et-Teeh Beny Israel,' or temple (2 Kings 23:11 , " suburbs ; ” i Chron. 26:

the Desert of the Wanderings of the Children of 18). As to the meaning of the name, the rabbis

Israel.' In a larger sense the term may have ap- generally agree in translating it“ the outside place,"

plied to the entire wilderness region of which this while modern authorities take it as equivalent to

Paran proper was the center, including the various the parvârim in 2 Kings 23:11 (A. V. “ suburbs" ).

surrounding districts bearing local designations , Accepting this interpretation, there is no difficulty

such as the Wilderness of Sinai (Num. 10:12), the in identifying the Parbar with the suburb men

Wilderness of Zin, the Wilderness of Beersheba tioned by Josephus in describing Herod's temple,

(comp. Gen. 21:14 , 21 ), the Wilderness of Ziph as lying in the deep valley which separated the

( comp. 1 Sam . 23:14, 24 ; 25 : 1 , 2), the Wilderness west wall of the temple from the city opposite it ;

of Maon, etc.” (Trumbull, Kadesh -Barnea, p. 67, in other words, the southern end of the Tyropæon.

sq.). Keiland Delitzsch ( Com ., on Gen. 21:21 ) say : Parbar is possibly an ancient Jebusite name. Keil

“ The desert of Paranis, the present large desert ( Com. , 1 Chron. 26:18) thinks it to have been the

of et- Tih, which stretches along the southern bor. name of an outbuilding on the west side, the back

der of Canaan, from the western fringe of the of the outer court of the temple by the door Shal

' Arabah toward the east of the desert of Shur lecheth , which contained cells for storage of goods

( Jifar ), on the frontier of Egypt, and extends and furniture.

southward to the promontories of the mountains PARCEL. See GLOSSARY.

of Moab (see Num. 10:12). On the northern edge
PARCHED CORN (Heb.'??,kaw -lee",roasted),

of this desert was Beersheba ." This desert pla
Ruthteau, which is one hundred and fifty English miles roasted cars or grains of wheat (Lev. 23:14 ;

long from north to south, and almost as broad , 2:14 ; 1 Sam . 17:17 ; 25:18). In 2 Sam. ' 17:28

consists partly of sand and partly of firm soil,and the word occurs twice, which in the second place

is intersected through almostits entire length by is understoodby K. and D. (Com. , in loc . ) to refer

the Wady el-Arish , thus dividing Paran into a
to parched pulse.

western and eastern half. The western half is PARCHED GROUND (Heb. , shaw.

lower than the eastern, and slopes gradually into rawb', to glare ). The mirage, especially that ap

the flat desert of Shur, on the shore of the Medi- pearance of water which is produced as if by

terranean Sea. The eastern balf, between the magic in the dry, sandy desert (literally perhaps

'Arabah and the Wady el-Arish ,consists of a lofty the “ desert shine," just as we speak of the “ al

mountainous country, intersected by larger and pine glow . ” The sense in which it is here used is

smaller wadies , and with extensive tableland be figuratively. " The sharo -rawb (“parched ground')

tween the loftier ranges. It is intersected by the shall become a lake ” ( Isa. 35 :7 ), i. e. , the illusive

Wady el - Jerafeh (Com ., on Num . 10:11 , sq .). appearance of a lake in the desert shall become

Paran is first noticed in connection with the a reallake of refreshing waters.

expedition of the eastern kings against Sodom PARCHED PLACES (Heb.27 , khaw -rare',

(Gen. 14 :6). We then learn that Ishmael dwelt arid, Jer. 17 :6). Here parched is used in the usual

in the wilderness of Paran ( 21:21 ) ; that after sense of arid ,

Israel left Sinai they camped in Paran (Num . 10 : PARCHMENT. See WRITING.

12 ; 12:16) ; that the spies were sent from Paran

into Canaan ( 13 : 3 ) , and returned “ unto the wilder. PARDON . See FORGIVENESS ; JUSTIFICATION .

ness of Paran ,to Kadesh ” (v. 26 ). Its mountainous PARE THE NAILS . See NAIL.

nature and its rugged passes seem to have in

pressed the Israelites accustomed to the level commandment (Exod. 20:12 ; comp. Lev. 19:3 ;
PARENT (Gr. yovets, gon -yooce'). The fifth

country of Egypt (Deut. 1:19), and they feared to Deut. 5:16) enjoined filial piety to parents as a

enter these passes until they were found to be religious duty ; and as the law was promulgated

open (v. 22 ). To Paran David repaired at the more fully the relation of children to parents was

death of Samuel (1 Sam . 25 : 1 ), probably because more accurately defined and more firmly estab.

he could not find support for himself in the desert lished in society . A child who cursed (Exod. 21 :

of Judah. Hadad the Edomite, when he revolted 17 ; Lev. 20 :9 ; comp. Deut. 27:16 ; Prov. 20:20 ;

from Solomon, went to Egypt by the way Matt. 11 : 4) or struck his parents was punishable

Paran ( 1 Kings 11:18).
with death. Obstinate disobedience on the part

2. Mount Paran. “ Mount ” Paran occurs of sons was, upon judicial investigation, punished

only in two poetic passages (Deut . 33 : 2 ; Hab. 3 :3 ), with stoning (Deut. 21:18) . But such crimes seem

in one of which Sinai and Seir appear as local happily to have been almost unknown. According

accessories ; in the other, Teman and ( v. 7 ) Cu to the rabbinical ordinances a son was considered

shan and Midian. The meaning appears to be that independent when he could gain his own living;

Jehovah displayed the same glory in Paran, etc. , and, although a daughter remained in the power

that he did at Sinai. It is not unlikely that if the of her father till marriage, she could not, after she

Wady Feiran be the Paran proper, the name was of age, be given away without her own express

“ Mount ” Paran may have been either assigned and full consent. A father might chastise his
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PARLOR PARTITION, MIDDLE WALL OF>

6

:)

а

child, but only while young, and even then not toern flank of the mountains which separate the

such an extent as to destroy self-respect. But to great Persian desert from the desert of Kharesm .

beat a grown -up son was forbidden on pain of it lay south of Hyrcania, east of Media, and north

excommunication ; and the apostolic injunction, of Sagartia. The ancient Parthians are called a

" Fathers, provoke not your children to wrath ” | Scythic ' race, and probably belonged to the

( Eph. 6 :4 ), finds an almost literal counterpart in the great Turanian family. Nothing is known of them

Talmud (Edersheim , Jewish Social Life, p . 99). till about the time of Darius Hystaspes, when they

According to the law a father married his sons are found in the district which so long retained

(Gen., ch. 24 ; Exod. 21 :9 , sq.; Judg. 14 : 2 , sq .) their name, and appear as faithful subjects of the

and daughters (Gen. 29:16 , sq. ; 34:12) at his Persian monarchs. Herodotus speaks of them as

pleasure ; and he might sell the latter as con contained in the sixteenth satrapy of Darius. In

cubines (Exod. 21 :7). Much value was attached the final struggle between the Greeks and Per.

to the blessing of a parent, while the curse of sians they remained faithful to the latter, serving

one was accounted a great misfortune (Gen. 27 :4 , at Arbela ; but offering only a weak resistance to

12 ; 49: 2, sq .). Alexander when , on his way to Bactria, he en

PARLOR , the rendering of three Hebrew tered their country. In the division of Alexander's

words : dominions they fell to the share of Eumenes, and

1. Kheh '-der (Heb . m, an apartment ), the inner territories of the Seleucidæ. About B. c. 256,
Parthia for some while was counted among the

rooms of the temple porch andholy place (1 Chron . however, they ventured upon a revolt, and under

28:11 ) ; generally rendered “ chamber.”
Arsaces they succeeded in establishing their in

2. Al-ee-yaw '(Heb. 1775 , lofty ), an upper room dependence.

of coolness, as the words imply (Judg. 3 : 20-28) . “ Parthia, in the mind of the writer of the Acts,

This was a room upon the fat roof of a house, would designate this empire, which extended from

which was open to currents of air, and so offered India to the Tigris, and from the Chorasmian

a cool retreat, such as are still met with in the desert to the shores of the Southern Ocean. Hence

East. the prominent position of the name Parthians in

3. Lish -karoº (Heb. 1770 ?), corner cell or the list of those present at Pentecost. Parthia

“ chamber, " as generally rendered, in a courtyard existing power which had tried its strength
was a power almost rivaling Rome—the only

(1 Sam. 9:22).
against Rome and not been worsted in the en

PARMASH'TA (Heb. xmp , par-mash- counter.The Parthian dominion lasted for nearly

taw '), the seventh named of the sons of Haman five centuries, commencing in the 3d century

(q. v. ), slain by the Jews (Esth. 9: 9). before, and terminating in the 3d century after,

PARMENAS (Gr. Napjevás, par-men -as', our era.
It has already been stated that the Par

Their success is toperhaps content), one of the seven deacons, “ men thians were a Turanian race.

of honest report, full of the Holy Ghost and wis- be regarded as the subversion of a tolerably ad

dom ” (Acts 6 : 5). There is a tradition that he vanced civilization by a comparative barbarism

suffered martyrdom at Philippi in the reign of the substitution of Tartar coarseness for Arian

Trajan, A. D. 33 (29). Hippolytus says that he polish and refinement” ( Smith, Bib . Dict . , s. v .) .

was at one time bishop of Soli .
He is com

PARTIALITY, the rendering of two Greek
memorated in the calendar of the Byzantine words :

Church on July 28.
1. Pros' -klis - is (Gr. apbokalons, 1 Tim . 5:21) is

PAR NACH (Heb. 7272, par-nak ', perhaps an inclination or proclivity of mind. The exhorta

swifl), father of Elizaphan, prince of the tribe of tion of the apostle is that nothing should be done

Zebulun at the close of the exodus (Num. 34:25), under undue inclination toward one or another

B. C. 1170. party.

PAʻROSH (Heb .Wya, par-oshe', a flea ), the 2. Ad - ee-ak '-ree -tos (Gr. ádiákpitos, James 3:17)

descendants of Parosh, in number two thou, heavenly wisdom is reliable, not being variable or
means without uncertainty or ambiguity ; and so

sand one hundred and seventy-two, returned

from Babylon with Zerubbabel ( Ezra 2 : 3 ; Neh . 7 :
uncertain in its operations.

8). Another detachment of one hundred and fifty PARTITION , MIDDLE WALL OF (Gr.

males, with Zechariah at their head, accompanied ueobrolXov Toù qpayuoù), the expression used by

Ezra (Ezra 8 : 3, A. V. “ Pharaoh " ). Seven of the Paul to designate the Mosaic law as the dividing

family bad married foreign wives ( 10:25). They line between the Jews and Gentiles (Eph. 2:14).

assisted in the building of the wall of Jerusalem The argument of the verse is as follows : Christ

(Neh. 3:25), and signed the covenant with Nehe has procured peace. Then follows a statement of

mjab ( 10:14 ), B. C. before 536. how Christ became our peace, “ having made both

PARSHAN'DATHA (Heb.An????, par. theother
, butso that the separation of the two

one,” not so, that one part assumed the nature of

shan-daw.thaw', perhaps given to Persia ), the eldest
was done away with, and both were raised to a

of Haman's ten sons who were slain by the Jews new unity. Then we have the statement in further

in Shushan (Esth. 9 : 7).
explanation, “ hath broken down the middle wall

PARʻTHIAN (Gr. Nápoos, par' thos). Par. of partition,” and thus removed the enmity which

thians are mentioned as being present in Jerusa- existed between the Jews and the Gentiles. As

lem on the day of Pentecost (Acts 2 : 9 ) . " Parthia to any special wall or fence being alluded to, com

proper was the region stretching along the south . I mentators are divided , some believing it to refer
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PARTRIDGE PASTOR, CHRISTIAN

)

"

"

to the stone screen in the temple marking off the sage (Num . 20:21) ; a crossing (Josh . 22:11 ; Jer.

court of the Gentiles, while otbers think it meant 22:20); a transit, either by water (Judg. 12 : 5 , 6 ;

the wall in large towns marking off the Jewish Jer. 51:32), a ford ( often so rendered ), or a pass
districts. through mountains (1 Sam . 13:23 ; Isa . 10:29). See

PARTRIDGE . See ANIMAL KINGDOM. GLOSSARY.

PARU'AH (Heb. 7777, paw -rooʻ -akh, blos- PASSENGER (Prov. 9:15 ; Ezek. 39:11, 14,

soming, or increase), the father of Jehoshaphat, 15) is used in the A. V. in the sense of traveler.

which latter was Solomon's purveyor in Issachar See GLOSSARY.

( 1 Kings 4:17), B. C. 960. PASSION OF CHRIST (Gr. Tò mateiv, suf.

PARVA’IM (Heb. 5.172, par -vah '-yim , east- fering), a term employed as in Acts 1 :3, with ref
ern ), the name of a place rich in gold , from which erence to the crucifixion of our Lord. For the

it was brought to adorn Solomon's temple (2 Chron . chief points of the history of the event, seeJESUS
CHRIST.

3 : 6 ). The name does not occur elsewhere, and
The literature on this subject is abun .

has never been satisfactorily explained. Gesenius dant. We refer particularly to TheSuffering
and other authoritiesregard it as a general term Saviour,F. W.Krummacher; Sermons on the Pas

signifying the East, and corresponding to our
sion, Rieger; Archæology of the History ofthePas

“ Levant."
sion,J. H.Friedlieb ; Physical Cause ofthe Death

PAʼSACH . (Heb. 72 , paw-sak', to divide), ters in the Lives of Christ (Neander, Lange, Ebrard,
of Christ, W. Stroud. See also the relevant chap

the first named of the sons of Japlılet, of the tribe Ewald, Van Oosterzee, Edersheim , Geikie).- E.
of Asher ( 1 Chron . 7:33), B. C. about 1170. McC.

PAS -DAM -MIM (Heb. 59797 02, pas dam. PASSIONS, LIKE (Gr. Omolotabńs, hom -oy.

meem ', the border of blood ), a place mentioned op -ath-ace ), used in the expressions “ men of like

( 1 Chron. 11:13 ; Ephes-dammim , 1 Sam . 17 : 1 ) , as passions with you ” (Acts 14:15 ), and " a man sub

the scene of a fierce conflict with the Philistines. ject to like passions as we are " ( James 5:17 ), and

It was between Shochoh and Azekab . meaning suffering the like with another, of like

PASE'AH (Heb. 10p, paw-say'-akh, lame).
feelings or affections.

1. One of the sons of Eshton, among the de PASSOVER , FEAST OF. Figurative.

scendants of Judah, described as “ the men of Paul designates Christ ( 1 Cor. 5 :7) as the Chris

Rechah " ( 1 Chron . 4:12). tian's Passover (paschal lamb) wbich bad been

2. The head of a family of Nethinim who re- slain , because he is the antitype of the Passover

turned with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:49 ; Neh. 7:51 ). lamb under the law, inasmuch as his blood was

His “ son ” (or descendant), Jehoiadá, assisted in shed as the atonement for believers. See Fes

restoring one of the gates of the city (Neh. 3 : 6 ), TIVALS .

B. C. probably before 536. He is called Phaseah PASTOR (Heb. , ro-ek ', shepherd , and

(7:51 ).

PÄSH'UR (Heb. hanya, pash -khoor ", libera- confined in the Old Testament to Jeremiahand to
usually so rendered ). The rendering pastor is

tion ). one portion of that book , viz. , 2 :8–23 :2, and are

1. The son of Immer the priest. He was chief as follows: 2 : 8 ; 3:15 ; 10:21 ; 12:10 ; 17:16 ; 22:22 ;

governor of the temple (Jer. 20 : 1 ), and when he 23 : 1 , 2. The Geneva Bible, which in all other

heard the prophecies of Jeremiah he smote Jere- passages both in the Old Testament and New Tes

miah and put him the stocks. The next day tament translates the Hebrew and Greek terms

he released Jeremialı, who informed him that his “ shepherd,” renders it in these very instances by
name was changed to Magor-missabib (i . e. , terror pastor ; ” and our A. V. has simply taken over

on every side),and that he and all his house should the exceptional rendering. The Gr. tovui , poy.

be carried to Babylon and die there ( 20 :2–6), B. C. mane' (Eph. 4:11 ), a shepherd, as so elsewhere
about 605. Nothing more is known of him . rendered . See GLOSSARY .

2. Another priest, the son of Malchiah, who in

the reign of Zedekiah was one of the chief princes
PASTOR, CHRISTIAN (literally shepherd),

of the court (Jer. 38:1). He was sent, withothers, may be considered the exact equivalent of the

by Zedekiah to Jeremiah at the timewhen Nebu: above Hebrew and Greek words. St. Paul's pas

chadnezzar was preparing his attack
toral epistles contain the sum and substance of

upon
Jeru

salem ( ch . 21 ), B. C. about 589. Again, some down three functions : 1. The ministration in di.
New Testament teaching on this subject. He lays

what later, Pashur joins with others in petitioning vine serviceincludes the ordering of worship, ad.

the king to have Jeremiah put to death because
of his denunciations. In the time of Nehemiah ministering the sacraments, and preaching the

this family appears to have becomea chief house, minister. 2. The responsibility of the pastoral
word . Here the pastor is appropriately termed

and its head the head of a course (1 Chron . 9:12 ; care springs outof the former. The feeding of

Ezra 2:38 ; Neh . 7:41 ; 10 : 3 ; 11:12).
3. The father of Gedaliah, which latter took the flock is the instruction of its members, but it

part with Jucal and the Pashur last named in the is also the vigilant distributive attention to all its

accusation and imprisonment of Jeremiah ( Jer. der shepherdsmustimitate the chief shepherd,who
interests in the whole economy of life. The un.

38: 1 ), B, C. 689.

PASS. See GLOSSARY,
“ calleth his own sheep by name." 3. This pas

toral relation passes naturally into what we have

PASSAGE (from Feb. 27, ar-bar', to cross) scriptural authority for calling the spiritual gov,

has several meanings in the A. V.: To give pas- 1 ernment of the Church. Its ministers are called

( 6
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PASTURE PATRIARCH

>

(

rulers (Gr. ÝyoumevOL), or presidents (Gr. T POEOTĀTES), God. Men may tempt and provoke him , and he

and all its members are bidden to obey them that does display patience in regard of them (Exod.

have the rule. The design of the Lord's gift of 34:6 ; Rom . 2:4 ;1 Pet . 3:20 ); there may be a re

pastors and teachers, as supplementary to that of sistance to God in men, because he respects the

apostles and evangelists, is the perfecting of the wills with which he created them , even when those

saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edify- wills are fighting against him. But there can be

ing of the body of Christ ” (Eph. 4:12). Pastors no resistance to God, nor burden upon him , the

are to be watchful (Heb. 13:17 ;2 Tim . 4 :5) ; gen. Almighty, from things ; therefore patience of

tle and affectionate ( 1 Thess. 2 :7, 8) ; should ex : things is never ascribed to him .” The “ God of

hort, warn , and comfort ( 1 Thess. 2:11 ; 1 Cor. 4 : patience ” ( ÚTopový ) means that God is the author

14, 15). of patience in his servants (Rom. 15 :5).

PASTURE. See SHEPHERD. PATMOS (Gr. Náruos, pat -mos), a small,

PAT'ARA (Gr. Tarapa, pat -ar -al ), a city at rocky island belonging to the group called “ Spor
which Paul exchanged ships during his third mis- ades ,” in that part of the Ægean known asthe

Icarian Sea.
sionary journey (Acts 21 : 1 , 2). It was on the coast

On account of its rocky, barren, and

of Lycia. It was a city of great maguificenceand desolate nature the Roman government used the
very populous in Paul's time, and its ruins are im. island as a place of banishment for criminals.

pressive, as, e. g ., over one of the city's great gate. The prisoners were compelled to work the mines

ways was the inscription, “ Patara, the metropolis of the island. The Emperor Domitian banished

of the Lycians .” Christianity had a footing in the the revelator St. John to this island (Rev. 1 :9),

city, and it was the residence of a bishop.
A. D. 95. The Rev. Bishop Newman thus de.

scribes the island in 1896 : “ Situated in the

PATE. See GLOSSARY.
Ægean Sea, south from Smyrna, and less than

PATH , Figurative. The dispensations of twenty miles from the mainland of Asia Minor,

God are called his paths (Psa. 25:10 ; 65:11), as are the island of Patmos is ten miles long, five miles
also his precepts (17:5 ); the phenomena of nature wide, and less than thirty in circuit . A narrow

are “paths of God ” (Psa. 77:19 ; Isa . 43:16). isthmus divides the island into almost equal parts

PATH'ROS (Heb.oinne, path-roce), the name north and south, with Port Scala on theeastand

of upper Egypt as distinguished from Matsor, or
Port Merika on the west. On this narrow strip of

lower Egypt (Isa. 11:11 ; Jer. 44 : 1 , 15 ; Ezek. 30 : land stood the ancient city in whose harbor St.

14). It was the country which was called Thebais John landed . The whole coast is deeply indented ;

by the classic geographers and Paturissu in the the lofty cliffs rise out of the sea ; the valleys are
cuneiform texts. Colonies of Jews were settled deep and solemn ; the mountains attain an alt

here. of one thousand feet, from whose summit is ob.

PATHRU'SIM (Heb.bronn ,path -roo-seem '), and island, of vale and craggy height. Here andtained a magnificent view of sea and land, of islet

the fifth in order of the sons (i . e., descended there palm and olive, fig and mulberry, cypress

tribes ) of Mizraim (Gen. 10:14 ; 1 Chron. 1:50 ), and oak, almond and pine adorn the island and

thought to have been inhabitants of Pathros, give industry to the people. Five thousand souls

Egypt, and from it to have taken their name. dwell there in peace, industrious and thrifty.

PATIENCE. 1. Mak-roth - 00 -mee'-ah. ( Gr. Order reigns, and one policeman is guardian of

pospolivia ). Endurance, constancy, forbearance, life and property . Patmos is one of the 'Fortu

long-suffering nate Isles. No Turk has trodden its soil , no

2. Hoop-om -on -ay' ( Gr. únouovń ) . Steadfast- mosque sbadows its landscape. The small gov.

ness, constancy, a patient waiting for. ernment tax of two thousand five hundred dollars

The difference between these two terms is thus is annually carried by a deputy to the pasha of

given by Trench (N. T. Syn. , vol . ii , p. 14) : “ Mak . Rhodes. Neither piracy nor slavery nor the

podvuia will be found to express patience in respect plague has ever cursed its shores. The islanders

of persons, inovový in respect of things. We are Greek Christians, gentle, intelligent, happy,

should speak, therefore, of the Harpoovuía of David and in its clear, pure atmosphere dwell together as

(2 Sam.16 : 10-13 ),the inouovń of Job (James 6:11). ” brethren. As we passed through their streets

Patience is that calm and unruffled temper with and along their highways they opened their doors

which the good man bears the evils of life, whether and greeted us with flowers and saluted us with

they proceed from persons or things. It also genuine hospitality. . . . For one thousand years

manifests itself in a sweet submission to the provi. the monks of the Order of St. Christodulus have

dential appointments of God, and fortitude in the occupied Patmos, the gift of the Emperor Alexis

presence of the duties and conflicts of life. This I , sometimes called Comnenus, who in the 11th

grace saves one from discouragement in the face century issued a golden bull , which is still pre.

of evil (Luke 21:19) ; aids in the cultivation of served, granting this island to them thus to found

godliness (2 Pet. 1 : 6 ), the development of the en- a monastery, which is the origin of the Monas
tire Christian character (James 1:4 ), and, continued tery of St. John the Divine. ' ” The modern name

in till the end, will terminate in the triumph of of Patmos is Patino.

everlasting life (Rom . 2 : 7 ; James 5 : 7, 8). PATRIARCH (Gr, tatpiápxns, pat-rec-arkh '.

Patience of God. Respecting the patience of ace). The founder of a tribe, a progenitor. It is

God Trench says (vol. ii , p . 15), very appropriate applied in the New Testament to Abraham (Heh.

“ While both graces (the two formsmentioned | 7:4), to the sons of Jacob (Acts 7 : 8 , 9), and to

above, viz . , with persons and with things) are pos- David (2:29). In common usage the title of

sessed by men only the former is an attribute of I patriarch is assigned especially to those whose

6

ly :
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PATRIARCH PATRIMONY

lives are recorded in Scripture previous to the vention of fancy ” (Smith , Bib . Dict., s . v. ). The

time of Moses. objection that such longevity is inconceivable ac

The Patriarchal Times. These are natu. cording to theexisting conditions of human nature

rally divided into the antediluvian and postdilu- loses all its force if we consider “ that all the

vian periods. ( 1 ) Antediluvian . In this period memorials of the old world contain evidence of

the Scripture record contains little except the list gigantic power ; that the climate, the weather, and

of the line from Seth, through Enos, Cainan, other natural conditions were different from those

Mahalaleel, Jared , Enoch , Methuselah, and La- after the flood ; that life was much more simple

mech, to Noah ; with the ages of each at their and uniform ; and that the after effects of the

periods of generation and at their deaths. To condition of man in paradise would not be imme

some extent parallel to this is given the line of diately exhausted ” (Delitzsch ). Still many schol.

Cain - Enoch, Irad, Mehujael , Methusael, Lamech, ars hold that the Old Testament writers " made

and the sons of Lamech, Jabal, Jubal, and Tubal- the head of a family group stand for his descend.

cain . To the latter line are attributed the first | ants composing such a community till a new com

11

Patmos.

signs of material civilization, the building of cities, munity of the same kind branched off from it ”

the division of classes, and the knowledge of (Prof. J. F. McCurdy, Art . CHRONOLOGY, 2, 2 ).

mechanical arts; while the only moral record of (2 ) Postdiluvian. It is in the postdiluvian

their history obscurely speaks of violence and periods that more is gathered as to the nature of
bloodshed . Great age. — * One of the main ques. the patriarchal history. It is at first general in

tions raised as to the antediluvian period turns its scope. The “ covenant” given to Noah is one

on the longevity assigned to the patriarchs. With free from all condition and fraught with natural

the exception of Enoch (whose departure from the

earth at three hundred and sixty-five yearsof age blessings, extending to all alike. But the history

is exceptional in every sense) , their ages vary from
soon narrows itself to that of a single tribe or

sevenhundredand seventy-seven (Lamech) to nine ofthe ancient world and its empires only so far as
family, and afterward touches the general history

hundred and sixty -nine (Methuselah ). This state
ment of ages is definite. To suppose that the it bears upon this. It is in this last stage that
name of each patriarch denotes a clan or fam the principle of the patriarchal dispensation is

ily, and his age its duration, appearsto be amere of family tiesand paternal authority. This au,
most clearly seen. It is based on the sacredness

evasion of difficulty. It must eitherbe accepted thority, as the only one which is natural and
as a plain statement of fact or regarded as purelyfabulous,like the legendary assignment of im original, is inevitably the foundationof the earliest

mense ages to the early Indian or Babylonian or
form of society, and is probably seen most per:

Egyptian kings. In the acceptance of the literal fectly in wandering tribes, where it is not affected

meaning, it is not easy to say how much difficulty by local attachments and by the acquisition of
wealth .

is involved . The constant attribution in all

legends of great age to primeval men is at least PATRIMONY (Heb. nian738, al, of or

as likely to be a distortion of fact as a mere in- from ; haw -aw -both ', the fathers, the produce of
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PATROBAS PAUL

>

the property which a LEVITE (q. v. ) possessed ac . day School Times, April 17, 1897), “ Saul's name

cordingto his family descent (Deut . 18 : 8 ) . Thus was changed as a matter of course when he became

a Levite who went to the sanctuary might either a Christian . that the word Paul means " little ,'

let his property in the Levitical town and draw the and that Paul wanted to be known as the ' Lit.

yearly rent, or sell the house which belonged to the One ' in Christ's service ; and mentions

him there. such change in the cases of Abram , Gideon, Na

PATYROBAS (Gr. Marpóßas, pat -rob '-as, life omi, etc.
of his father ) , one of the Christians at Rome to 2. Personal History. Paulwas a native of

wbom Paul sent salutations (Rom. 16:14). Tarsus, a city of Cilicia (Acts 21:39 ; 22 :3 ), and

PATTERN . 1. Tab-neeth (Hebrew more,
was of pure Jewish descent, of the tribe of Benja.

min (Phil. 3 : 5). Of his mother

figure, form ), a term principally used in connec there is no mention , and the in.

tion with the tabernacle and temple. It means formation respecting his father

literally a building, then a figure of anything, is very meager, viz.,that he was
a copy or representation , drawing or sketch (Exod .

a Pharisee (Acts 23 : 6), and that

25 : 9, 40 ; Josh. 22:28 ; 1 Chron. 28:11 , 12, 18, 19) . from him Saul inherited the

2. Mar - eh ' (Heb. 78 , Num. 8 :4, only), a rights of Roman citizenship (22 :

view , pattern. vidis
28 ). “ The characterofa Roman

3. Tok -neeth ' (Heb. ?? , Ezek . 43:10 only),
citizen supersededall others be

fore the law and in the generalPaul.

' sum, number. “ The house (temple ) was to be

shown to Israel in order that they might discern him amid the aristocracy of any provisional town”
opinion of society, and placed

the magnitude of the grace of God, blush at their(Ramsay, p . 31 ). It will help to a better under

evil deeds, and measure the well-measured build, standing of the apostle's life and teaching to re

ing, i. e.,consider and ponder what the Lord had member that he was ( 1 ) a Roman citizen ; ( 2) a

bestowed upon them, his people, through the sanc. Tarsian, a citizen of no mean city ; (3) a Hebrew ;

tuary, so that theymight be brought to repent- and (4 ) a Pharisee. The date of his birth is un

ance by means of his glory ” (Keil, Com .).
known, though an ancient tradition gives it as the

4. Hoop-ol-oop'-o-sis (Gr. ÜMOTÚTWOis, outline, second year after Christ.

sketch ), an example or pattern ; thus Paul speaks
( 1 ) Previous to conversion. It being the custom

of himself as “ a pattern to them which should among the Jews that allboys should learn a trade,

hereafter believe," etc. ( 1 Tim . 1:16 ); i. e., to show Paul learned that of " tent-making,”. “ the mate

the example of my conversion that the same rial of which was haircloth supplied by the goats

grace which I had obtained would not be wanting of his native province, and sold in the markets of

also to those who should hereafter believe. The the Levant by the well-known name of cilicium ”

word is rendered “ form ” in 2 Tim . 1:13 .
(Conybeare and Howson, Life and Epistles of St.

5. Too'-pos (Gr. Tútos, the mark of a stroke, Pani). At the proper age (probably about thirteen

print). In Tit. 2 : 7 , it means an example to be years) he went to Jerusalem to prosecute his

imitated; while it has the meaning (Heb. 8 : 5 ) of studies in the learning of the Jews. Here he be

the pattern in conformity with which a thing must came a student of Gamaliel, a distinguished
be made.

teacher of the law (Acts 22 : 3). Here Saul grew

6. Hoop-od -igue-mah (Gr. vróselyua, Heb. 9:23 ), | more and more familiar with the outward observ

signifies properly a delineation , sketch , marked out | ances of the law , and gaining that experience of

by a painter, to serve as an exemplar for another the “ spirit of bondage " which should enable him

to copy and fill up the outlines. So the tabernacle to understand himself, and to teach others the

was only an unfinished sketch, to be completed in blessing of the “ spiritof adoption.” Paul is first

Christ. See GLOSSARY. introduced to us in connection with the martyr

PA'U (Heb. , paun - ee ', bleating), a place in dom of Stephen, and the persecution which fol.

Idumæa (Gen.36:39 ; Pai, 1 Chron. 1:50 ), the capi- lowed, A. D. 36. " Stephen, full of faith and

tal of Hadar, king of Edom . Its position is un . power, did great wonders and miracles among the

known. people.” The learned members of the foreign

PAUL,the great apostle (Gr. Mavhos, pow?-los , synagogues endeavored to refute his teachingsby

little ; Sajnos, sowº-los
, perhaps from Heb. 3789 aroueen montby clamor. As the Cilician syna

" , gogue is mentioned among them , we can readily

shaw-ool, asked ). believe that Saul was one of the disputants. In

1. Name. ThenamePaul,which wasapplied for this transaction he was, if not an assistant, some

the first time by the historian in Acts 13 : 9 , “ Saul thing more than a mere spectator, for “ the wit

who also is called Paul” ( Eaūhos ó kai Tavlos) , nesses laid down their clothes at a young man's

has given rise to much discussion. The usual feet, whose name was Saul ” (7 58). He is

theory is that the apostle had a Jewish name Saul described as a young man (veavias), but was prob.
and a Roman name Paul . Ramsay says (Paul | ably thirty years of age at ast. After Stephen's

the Traveler, etc., p . 81 ) " it was the fashion for burial Saul continued his persecution of the

every Syrian, Cilician , or Cappadocian who prided Church, as we are told again and again in St.
himself on bis Greek education and his knowledge | Luke's narrative and in St. Paul's own speeches

of the Greek language to bear a Greek name; and epistles. He “ made havoc of the Church,"
but at the same timehe had his other name in the invading the sanctuaries of domestic life , " enter.
native language by which hewas known among his ing into every house ” .( 8 : 3 ), and those whom

countrymen in general.” Trumbull writes ( Sun. he thus tore from their homes he committed to

7
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PAUL

1 )

prison.” And not only did men thus suffer at his ples ; but they were all afraid of him and believed

hands, but women also, a fact three times repeated not that he was a disciple.” Barnabas became

as a great aggravation of his cruelty (8 : 3 ). These bis sponsor to the apostles and Church, assuring

persecuted people were even scourged in the them of the facts of Paul's conversion and subse.

synagogues ” (26:11 ). Nor was Stephen the only quent behavior at Damascus. Barnabas's intro

one to suffer death , as we may infer from the duction quieted the fears of the apostles, and Paul

apostle's own confession , “ I persecuted this way was with them coming in and going out at Jeru .

unto the death, binding and delivering into prisons salem. And he spake boldly in the name of the

both men and women (22:4 ), and when they were Lord Jesus, and disputed against the Grecians. "

put to death I gave my voice against them " ( 26:10 ). It is not strange that the former persecutor was

He even endeavored to cause them “ to blas . singled out from the other believers as the object

pheme" (26:11 ). His fame as an inquisitor was of a murderous hostility. He was therefore

notorious far and wide. Even at Damascus Ana- again urged to flee, and, by way of Cæsarea, be

nias had heard " how much evil he had done to took himself to his native city, Tarsus. The length

Christ's saints at Jerusalem " (9:13) . It was not of his stay in Jerusalem was fifteen days ( 1:18),

without reason that in his later years he remem . A. D. 39.

bered how he bad “ persecuted the Church of God (4) At Antioch . While Paul was at Tarsus a

and wasted it ” (Gal. 1:13). movement was going on at Antioch which raiscd

( 2) Saul's conversion. Owing to the persecu- that city to an importance second only to that of

tion of the Church they were scattered abroad and Jerusalem in the early history of the Church. A

went everywhere preaching the word. “ And Saul large number believed there through the preach

breathing out threatenings and slaughter against ing of the disciples driven from Jerusalem , and

the disciples of the Lord ” determined to follow when this was reported at Jerusalem , Barnabas
them . “ Being exceedingly mad against them , he was sent on a special mission to Antioch . Need

persecuted them even to strange cities ” ( Acts 26 : ing assistance, he went to Tarsus to seek Saul,
11 ; comp. 8 : 3 ; Gal . 1:13 ; 1 Tim . 1:13 ) . He went, A. D.44. Ramsay thinks (p . 46) that Paul's stay

therefore, to the high priest “ and desired of him in Tarsus was ten years . Returning with him to
letters to Damascus," where he had reason to be- Antioch, they labored together for " a whole year.”
lieve that Christians were to be found . While on As new converts in vast numbers came in from

his journey to that city his wonderful conversion the ranks of the Gentiles the Church began to lose

took place, changing the proud and persecuting its ancient appearance of a Jewish sect, and to

Saul into the loving, helpful Paul . We hesitate stand as a self-existent community, and they were,

to enlarge upon the words of Scripture , and refer therefore, first at Antioch distinguished as “ Chris
to the narrative of St. Luke (Acts 9 : 3-9 ; see tians ” —they that are connected with Christos.

NOTE). The conflict of Saul's feelings was so While Barnabas and Saul were evangelizing the

great and his remorse so piercing and deep, that Syrian capital , certain prophets came down from

during this time he neither ate nor drank . He Jerusalem to Antioch, and one of them , named

could have had no intercourse with the Christians, Agabus, announced that a time of famine was at

for they had been terrified by the news of his band (probably A. D. 46). No time was lost in

approach ; and the unconverted Jews could have preparing for the calamity. All the Antioch

no true sympathy with his present state of mind . Christians, according to their ability, determined
But he called upon God, and in his blindness a to send relief unto the brethren which dwelt in

vision was granted him - a vision soon to be real- Judea , which also they did , and sent it to the eld.

ized-of his being restored to sight by Ananias. ers by the hands of Barnabas and Saul ” (Acts

After his restoration he was baptized , communed 11 :22-30). This was the occasion of Paul's second
with the disciples , and “ straightway preached visit to Jerusalem . Having fulfilled their mission

Christ in the synagogues that he is the son of they returned to Antioch, bringing with them an.
God," A. D. 37. Conscious of his divine mission , other helper , John, whose surname was Mark

he never felt that it was necessary to consult | ( 12:25). While here the leaders of the Church

“ those who were apostles before him , but he ministered to the Lord , and fasted, the Holy
went into Arabia ” (Gal. 1:17) . Of the time thus Ghost said , Separate me Barnabas and Saul for
spent we learn further from himself ( 1:18) that it the work whereunto I have called them .” Their

was three years, which may mean either three full brethren, after a season of fasting and praying,
years or oneyear with parts of two others . Weare laid their hands on them ; and so they departed

not told to what district he retired , or for what (13 : 1-3).

purpose - perhaps for seclusion, meditation, and (5 ) First missionary journey. The date of their

prayer. Returning to Damascus ( 1:17) the Jews departure is variously fixed . According to Usher

took counsel to slay him , but “ the disciples took it was A. D. 45 ; Lewin, 46–46 ; Conybeare and

him by night, and let him down by the wall in a Howson give 48-49; Ramsay makes it to begin

basket ” (Acts 9:25). According to St. Paul March, 47, and end abont July or August, 49.

(2 Cor. 11:32) it was the ethnarch under Aretas 1. CYPRUS. Their first point of destination was

the king, who watched for him , desiring to appre. the island of Cyprus,the native place of Barnabas.
hend him . Reaching Salamis, “ they preached the word of God

(3) First visit to Jerusalem . Preserved from in the synagogues of the Jews; and they had also

destruction at Damascus, Paul turned his steps John to minister.” From Salamis they traveled

toward Jerusalem. His motive for the journey, to Paphos, at the other extremity of the island,

as he himself tells us, was “ to see Peter ” (Gal . the residence of the Roman governor , Sergius

1:18). “ He assayed to join himself to the disci- | Paulus, who, hearing of the arrival of Barnabas
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PAUL

and Saul, sent for them , “ desiring to hear the dissuaded them. The people in general were dis
word of God.” Attached to the governor was a appointed at the repulse of the honors they had

Jew named Bar-jesus, or Elymas,a false prophet offered . The easy step from blind worship to rabid

and sorcerer, who, fearful of the influence of the persecution was soon taken, at the instigation of

apostles “ withstood them , seeking to turn away certain Jews who came from Antioch and Iconium .

the deputy from the faith. ” Paul rebuked Bar- Paul was stoned, and dragged out of the city for

jesus, denounced him in remarkable terms, declar- dead ; but as the new 'disciples stood round him he

ing against him God's sentence of temporary blind. revived and returned into the city, whence he and

The sight of Elymas began to waver, and Barnabas departed thenext day for Derbe, where

presently a darkness settled on it so thick that he they gained many disciples ( 14:7-21 ) 5. RETURN.

ceased to behold the sun's light. The proconsul, We have now reached the limit of St. Paul's first

moved by the scene, and persuaded by the teach- missionary journey. He revisited Lystra, Iconium,

ing of the apostle, became a believer. From this and Antioch, “ confirming thesouls of the disciples,

point of the apostolical history Paul appears and exhorting them to continue in the faith . ” The

as the great figure of every picture. He now apostles also ordained elders in every church for

enters on his work as the preacher to the Gentiles, their teaching and guidance. They then passed

and simultaneously his name is suddenly changed. through Pisidia and Perga (in Pamphylia ) to Attalia,

Nothing is said to explain the change of name, whence they embarked for Antioch in Syria, where

though we find many conjectures among writers they related the successes which had been granted

(see 1 ). 2. PERGA AND ANTIOCH. From Paphos to them , and especially “ the opening of the door
à Paul and his company set sail for Perga in of faith to the Gentiles.” And so ended the first

Pamphylia, where they remained but a short time. missionary journey ( 14:21, sq . ) .

An event occurred there which was attended with (6) The council at Jerusalem (Acts, ch . 15 ; Gal.,

painful feelings at the time, and involved themost ch . 2). While Paul and Barnabas were abiding

serious consequences ;“ John departing from them at Antioch, certain men came down from Judea

returned to Jerusalem ” (Acts 13:13). This abandon- and taught the brethren that it was necessary for

ment of the expedition by John was doubtless due the Gentile converts to be circumcised. The older

to a change of plan, andmade a deep and lasting converts in Antioch all entered through the syna

impression upon Paul ( 15:38). From Perga they gogue, and had necessarily accepted certain prohi.

traveled on to Antioch in Pisidia. Here “ they bitions as a rule of life. But in Galatia weremany

went into the synagogue on the Sabbath day and who became Christians without any connection

sat down. " Being invited , after the reading of with the synagogue. Paul does not seem to have

the law and the prophets,” to speak, Paul stood imposed upon them any preliminary compliance ;

up and addressed the people ( 13:16-41 ) . The and even Peter had no scruple in associating freely

discourse made a deep and thrilling impression with Antiochian Christians in general. It appears

upon the audience, and the apostles were requested that Peter, having come to Antioch, fellowshiped

to repeat their message on the next Sabbath day. with the Gentile converts until the arrival of some

During the week so much interest was excited that Jewish brethren,when he " withdrew , and separated

on the Sabbath “ almost the whole city came to himself ” from them . Paul, seeing this, rebuked

gether to hear the word of God . " Filled with Peter “ before all," and " withstood him to the

envy because of the desire of theGentiles to hear, face.” This doctrine being vigorously opposed by

the Jews “ spake against those things which were the two apostles, it was determined to refer the

spoken byPaul, contradictingand blaspheming." question to the apostles and elders at Jerusa

The apostles turned to the Gentiles and boldly lem . Paul and Barnabas themselves, and certain

proclaimed salvation to them . Opposition increas- others, were selected forthemission. InGal. 2:2,
ing, the apostles left Antioch (13: 14-51) and came St. Paul says that he went up “ by revelation."

toIconium . 3. ICONIUM. This city belonged at On their way to Jerusalem they announced to the

different times to Phrygia and Lycaonia. Ramsay, brethren in Phænicia and Samaria the conversion

(Paul the Traveler, p. 109) thinks it was at this of the Gentiles. Arrived at Jerusalem , Paul bad
time in the former. Here they went first to the private interviews with the more influential mem .

synagogue, and the effect of their discourses was ( bers of the Christian community (Gal. 2: 2). The

such that great numbers, both of Jews and Greeks, apostles and the Church in general, it appears,

believed the Gospel . Persecution was raised by would have raised no difficulties ; but certain be

the unbelieving Jeivs, but the apostles persevered lievers, who had been Pharisees, thought fit to

and lingered in the city some considerable time, maintain the same doctrine which had caused the

encouraged by the miracles which God worked disturbance at Antioch . A formal decision be

through their instrumentality. Learning the in- came necessary. After considerable discussion

tention of the hostile Gentiles and their Jewish Peter addressed the council , followed by Paul and

instigators to raise a riot and stone them, Paul Barnabas with a statement of facts. Then James

and his company fled ( 13 : 51–14 : 6). 4. LYSTRA gave his decision , which was adopted by the apos

and DERBE, cities of Lycaonia , were now reached. tles, and elders, and brethren. They wrote to the

Here their mission was attested by a miracle — the Gentiles in Antioch , and Syria and Cilicia, dis

cure of a cripple. The simple natives ascribed the avowing the men who, they say, " going out from

work to a present deity, and exclaimed, “ The us, troubled you with words,” and bearing em .

gods are come down to us in the likeness of men . ” phatic testimony to Paul and Barnabas as the

They identified Paul with Mercury, and Barnabas beloved who have hazarded their lives for the

with Jupiter, and were about to pay them divine name of our Lord Jesus Christ.” Having been

honors. From this the apostles with difficulty dismissed, the apostles returned to Antioch and

ness .

( 6
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read the epistle to the gathered multitude, who the unbelieving Jews was excited, and, gathering

were greatly “rejoiced for the consolation .” The a mob, they assaulted the house of Jason, with

apostles continued at Antioch preaching the word . whom Paul and Silas were staying as guests.

Soon after Paul expressed a desire to revisit the “ And the brethren immediately sent away Paul

cities where he had preached and founded churches. and Silas by night ” ( 17:1-10). How long they

Barnabas determined to take John Mark with stayed in Thessalonica is uncertain, but the suc

them , "and the contention was so sharp between cess of their work , and the language of 1 Thess. ,

them that they departed asunder one from the chaps. 1 , 2, would indicate quite a length of time.

other ” (Acts 15 : 36-39).
4. BEREA. The next point reached was Berea ,

( 7) Second missionary journey. Paul chose where the apostles found Jews more noble than

Silas for his companion , and the twowent together those of Thessalonica had been. Accordingly

through Syria and Cilicia, visiting the churches, they gained many converts, both Jews and Greeks.

and so came to Derbe and Lystra . At the latter when the Thessalonian Jews heard of this they

place they found Timothy (q. v. ), whom Paul de came hither and stirred up the people. A tumult
sired to take with him, and therefore circumcised was only avoided by Paul's departure for the

him because of the Jews. Paul then passed coast , whence he set sail for Athens, leaving Silas

through the regions of Phrygia and Galatia, and and Timothy behind him ( 17: 10-15). Some of " the

avoiding, by direction of the Spirit, Asia and brethren ” went with Paul as far as Athens, where
Bithynia, he came with his companions by way of they left him, carrying back " a commandment

Mysia to Troas, on the borders of the Hellespont unto Silas and Timotheus to come to him with all
(Acts 15:40 ; 16 :8 ). 1. MACEDONIA. Paul saw in speed.” 5. Ar ATHENS. and Paul was “ left in

à vision a man of Macedonia, who besought him , Athens alone " ( 1 Thess. 3 : 1 ), A. D. , August, 51 .

saying, “ Come over into Macedonia and help us ! ” As he looked about him " he saw the city wholly

The vision was understood to mean that “ the Lord given to idolatry, ” and “ his spirit was stirred in

had called us to preach the Gospel unto them .” him . " According to his custom, he sought out

They traveled north with the intention of entering his brethren of the scattered race of Israel, de
Bithynia, but the Spirit of Jesussuffered them not, claring to them that the Messiah had come. He

and they passed through Mysia without preaching also began to discourse daily in the Agora (market

in it ( 16 :6-8 ). It is at this point that the historian , place) to them that met with him , among whom

speaking of Paul's company(v.10 ), substitutes“we” were philosophers of the Epicureans and Stoics.

for “ they.” He says nothing of himself. We can His teachings were received , partly in pity, partly

only infer that Luke, to whatever country he be in contempt, and yet anyone with a novelty was

longed, became a companion of Paul at Troas. welcome to his hearers, “ for all the Athenians,

The party immediately set sail from Troas , touched and strangers which were there, spent their time

at Samothracia, passed on to Neapolis, and from in nothing else but either to tell or to hear some

thence journeyed to Philippi ( 16:9-12 ). 2. At new thing." They, therefore, brought him to the

PHILIPPI. The first convert in Macedonia was Areopagus, that he might make to them a formal

Lydia, a woman of Thyatira , who already wor- exposition of his doctrine. Here the apostle de

shiped God. She made a profession of her faith livered thatwonderful discourse reported in Acts

in Jesus, and was baptized. So earnest was she 17:22-31. Beginning by complimenting them on

in her invitation that Paul and his company made their carefulness in religion, he, with exquisite

her house their home while at Philippi. A female tact and ability, exposed the folly of their super

slave, who brought gain to her masters by her stitions , and unfolded the character and claims of
powers of prediction when she was in the pos. the living and true God . But when Paul spoke of

sessed state, beset Paul and his company. Some the resurrection the patience of his audience failed ;

think that the young woman was a ventriloquist, some mocked him , and others thinking they had

appealing to Plutarch, who tells us that in bis heard enough of his subject for the time, promised

time such personswere called poo' -tho - nes, trúbwvec. him another audience. “ So Paul departed from

Paul, in the name of Jesus, cast the spirit out of among them .” But some believed, among whom

the girl, whereupon her masters, seeing their hope was Dionysius the Areopagite, anda womannamed

of gain was gone, dragged Paul and Silas before Damaris (32:34). We are not informed how long

the magistrates. They yielded to the clamor of Paul remained in Athens, nor for what cause
the multitude, and ordered theapostles to be beaten he left . 6. AT CORINTH. From Athens Paul

and cast into prison. This cruel wrong was the proceeded to Corinth, where, as at Thessalonica,

occasion of the signal appearance of theGod of he chose to earn his own subsistence by working

righteousness and deliverance. The narrative tells at bis trade of tent-making. This brought him

of the earthquake, the jailer's terror, his conver. into an acquaintance with Aquila and Priscilla,
sion and baptism, also of the anxiety of the rulers with whom he made his home. “ And he reasoned

when they learned thatthose whom they had beaten in the synagogue every Sabbath , and persuaded

and imprisoned without trial were Roman citizens the Jews and the Greeks." While thus engaged

( 16 :13-40 ). ' 3.AT THESSALONICA. Leaving Phil. Silas and Timothy camefrom Macedonia and joined
ippi, Paul and Silas traveled through Amphipolis him. The First Epistle to the Thessalonians was

and Apollonia, and stopped at Thessalonica, where probably written at this time, drawn out from Paul

was a Jewish synagogue. For three Sabbaths by the report given him of the Church in Thessa

Paul proclaimed Christ in the synagogue, and as lonica ( 1 Thess. 3 : 1 , 2) . Their coming greatly en .

a result some of the Jews, with many devout couraged him , for he acknowledges himself to
Greeks, and of the chief women not a few ,” have been “ in weakness, and in fear, and in much

consorted with Paul and Silas . But the envy of trembling " (1 Cor. 2 : 3). This was doubtless that

9 )
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period of pressingwant from which hewas relieved Neapolis, proceeded immediately to Philippi. Here

by the arrival of “ the brethren ." (Silas and Tim- he was “comforted by the coming of Titus ” ( 7 : 6),

othy) from Macedonia with contributions (2 Cor. and was probably here rejoined by Timothy ( 1: 1).

11:9). Rejected of the Jews, he turned to the Titus was sent to Corinth with the Second Epistle

Gentiles and worshiped in the house of a proselyte to the Corinthians, and to finish the collection he

named Justus. Encouraged by the conversion of had begun there (8:6, 16–18). Hearing that Ju

Crispus, the chief ruler of the synagogue, and by daizing teachers had been corrupting the Church

a vision of the Lord, he remained in Corinth, of Galatia, Paul wrote the Epistle to the Galatians,

teaching the word, a year and six months. During powerfully refuting and remonstrating against the

this period he probably wrote the Second Epistle errors in question. Paul traveled through Mace
to the Thessalonians. The Jews then made an donia, perhaps to the borders of Ilyricum (Rom .

unsuccessful attempt against Paul , but were de- 15:19), and then carried out the intention of which

feated by the calmness of Gallio, the deputy. he had spoken so often, and arrived at Corinth,

7. RETURN. After this long stay at Corinth he where he probably remained three months (Acts

departed into Syria, taking with him Priscilla and 20 : 2 , 3 ). Here he wrote the Epistle to the Romans,

Aquila (Acts 18: 1-18 ). The apostle's destination about January, 67. Leaving Europe Paul now

was Jerusalem, desiring to be there on the day of directed his course toward Jerusalem ,accompanied

Pentecost ( 20:16). He journeyed thither by the by Luke. At Troas he restored EUTYCHUS ( 9. v. )

way of Ephesus, leaving his friends, Aquila and to life. Paul journeyed by land to Assos, where

Priscilla, there. This visit seems to have been a he took ship for Miletus. By invitation the elders

brief one, the only record of it being, “ And when of the Church at Ephesus met him here, and were

he had landed at Cæsarea , and gone upand saluted bidden an affectionate farewell ( 20 :3–38 ). The

the Church (at Jerusalem ), he went down to Anti- voyage was then resumed, by the way of Coos,

och ” ( 18:22 ). He thus completed his Second Mis- Rhodes, and Patara, to Tyre. Here Paul and his

sionary Journey in the early summer of A. D. 54 company remained seven days, and then sailed to

(Conybeare and Howson), or September, A. D. 53 Ptolemais, stopping one day, and reached Cæsarea.

(Lewin ). Ramsay makes it early in the spring of In opposition to the entreaties of Philip (the evan

53 , as Passover in that year fell on March 22. gelist) and others , as well as the prophetic intima

(8) Third missionary journey. After a consid- tions of danger from Agabus,Paul determined to

erable stay at Antioch “ Paul departed, and went go on to Jerusalem , which he probably did on

over all the country of Galatia and Phrygia in or- horseback (21:1-17), probably May 20, 57 .

der, strengthening all the disciples ” ( Acts 18:23), (9) Arrest at Jerusalem , etc. This fifth visit

also giving directions for the collection in behalf of Paul to Jerusalem since his conversion is the

of the poor saints in Jerusalem (1 Cor. 16 : 1 , 2). last of which we have any certain record . He was

1. AT EPHESUS. He then came to Ephesus (prob- gladly received by the brethren, and the following

ably October, A. D. 53), where he found about day had an interview with James and the elders,

twelve disciples who had received the instructions declaring “ particularly what things God had

of Apollos. Upon inquiry Paul found that they wrought among the Gentiles by bis ministry."

had only received John's baptism , and were igno. The charge had been brought against him that

rant of the very existence of the Holy Ghost. He " he taught all the Jews among the Gentiles to for

thereupon explained the mission of John as the sake Moses, saying that they oughtnot to circum

teacher of repentance to prepare men's minds for cise their children , neither to walk after the cus

Christ, who is the true object of faith. They be- toms.” In order to dispel this impression he was

lieved, were baptized, and received the miraculous asked to do publicly an act of homage to the law.

gift of tongues and prophecy. Entering upon his They had four men who were under the Nazarite

public ministry, for three months he spoke boldly law, and Paul was requested to put himself under

in the synagogue, but being opposed he withdrew the vow with these, and to supply the cost of their

to the school of one Tyrannus,where he discoursed offerings. When the seven days were almost

daily for two years. “ And God wrought special ended some Jews from Asia stirred up the people

miracles by the hands of Paul, " so that many against him on the charge of bringing Greeks into

from among the exorcists became converts , and the temple to pollute it. The whole city was

burned their books of magic to thevalue of about moved, the apostle was dragged out of the temple,

ten thousand dollars. At about this time (accord- and they were about to kill him . The appearance

ing to Conybeare and Howson) he paid a visit to of soldiers and centurions sent by the tribune

Corinth, and, returning to Ephesus, wrote the First stayed their blows. The tribune ordered Paul to

Epistle to the Corinthians. The religious change be chained, and, not able to learn who he was nor

was becoming so great that the craftsmen who what he had done, sent him to the castle. He

gained their living by making models of the statue obtained leave to address the people (Acts 21:40 ;

of Diana became alarmed and raised an insurrec. 22 : 1-21 ), and delivered what he himself called his

tion (see DEMETRIUS, Diana). The danger increas. “ defense.” At the mention of his mission to the

ing the apostle and his companion left the city Gentiles they shouted , “Away with such a fellow

(Acts 18–20: 1), A. D., January, 56. 2. AT TROAS from the earth ; for it is not fit that he should
AND MACEDONIA. On leaving Ephesus Paui went live." Seeing thata tumult was imminent, the

first to Troas, where he preached with great suc- tribune sent him within the castle, ordering him

cess, though much dejected by the nonarrival of to be examined by scourging. From this outrage

Titus, who had been sent to Corinth ( 2 Cor . 2:12 , the apostle protected himself by mentioning his

13). The necessity of meeting Titus urging him Roman citizenship. On the morrow he was taken

forward, he sailed to Macedonia, and, landing at before the Sanhedrin ; no conclusion was arrived

>
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at ; only a dissension between the Sadducees and “ King Agrippa, believest thou the prophets ? I

Pharisees. The life of the apostle being in dan- know that thou believest," to which the king

ger be was removed to the castle. That night he ironically responded , “ Thou wilt soon persuade me

was cheered by a vision, in which he was told to to be a Christian ” (Conybeare and Howson,trans.).

“ be of good cheer,” for he must “ bear witness of The reply of Paul concluded the interview, and it

Jesus at Rome.” The conspiracy of forty Jews to was decided that he had done nothing worthy of

kill him was frustrated by tidings brought by death , and might have been set at liberty but for

Paul's sister's son , and it was determined to send his appeal to Cæsar. There was no retreat, and

him to Cæsarea to Felix, the governor of Judea nothing remained but to wait for a favorable op

(22:21–23: 24 ). 1. BEFORE Felix. In charge of portunity of sending the prisoner to Rome (25:13

a strong guard of soldiers he was taken by night | 27 to 26: 1-32).

as far as Antipatris, the cavalry alone going with (10) Voyage to Rome. At length (August, 59,

him to Cæsarea. Felix simply asked Paul of what Ramsay ; A. D. 60, Conybeare and Howson) Paul,

province he was, promising him a hearing when under the care of Julius, a centurion of the Au.

his accusers should come (23:23–35). Five days gustan cohort who had charge of a convoy of

after the high priest Ananias and certain members prisoners, set sail in a coasting vessel belonging to

of the Sanhedrin appeared, with Tertullus as their Adramyttium . The next day they touched at

advocate. The charges made against Paul were Sidon, “ and Julius courteously entreated Paul and

denied by him, and Felix delayed proceedings un- gave him liberty to go unto his friends and refresh

til “ Lysias, the chief captain , should come down,” | himself.” The next port reached was Myra, a city

commanding that Paul should be treated with of Lycia, where they found a ship of Alexandria

indulgence and his friends allowed to see him . bound for Italy ; and to this vessel Julius trans

“ After certain days ” Felix sent for Paul, influ. ferred his prisoners. Leaving behind the harbor

enced probably by the desire of Drusilla, his wife, of Cnidus and doubling Salmone, the headland of

to hear him, she being a Jewess. Felix trembled Crete, they beat up with difficulty under the lea of

under his preaching,but was unrepentant, shutting the island, as far as the fine harbor, near Lasæa,

his ears to conviction and neglecting his official which still bears its ancient name of the Fair

duty, hoping that he might receive a bribe from Havens. “ The ship reached Fair Havens in the

Paul for his liberation. But not receiving this he latter part of September, and was detained there

retained Paul a prisoner without a hearing two by a continuance of unfavorable winds until after

years, until the arrival of Festus (chap. 24), A. D. October 5 ” (Ramsay, p . 322). Contrary to the

59. 2. BEFORE FESTUS. As soon as the new warning of the apostle that it would be perilous to

governor, Festus, came to Jerusalem , he was re- continue the voyage at that season of the year, it

quested to send for Paul. He replied that Paul was decided not to remain . The hope was to reach

should be kept at Cæsarea, whither he ordered his Phenice (Phænix ) and winter there. Overtaken

accusers to accompany him. After ten days he by the Euroclydon , they were unable to bear up
returned, and on the next day Paulwas brought into the wind, and, letting the ship drive, were

before the tribunal . When asked if he was will- carried under the lee of a small island named

ing to be tried at Jerusalem the apostle, aware of Clauda. The storm raged with unabated fury,

his danger, replied that he stood at Cæsar's judg- and the ship was drifting in the sea of Adria,

ment seat. He then uttered the words “Cæsarem when, on the fourteenth night after their depar

appello " ( " I appeal unto Cæsar " ), which a Roman ture from Clauda, they found themselves near

magistrate dared not resist. Festus conferred with land. In the morning they ran aground, and all

hiscouncil and replied ,“ Hast thou appealed unto escaped safely to the land, which they found to be

Cæsar? unto Cæsar shalt thou go " (25 : 1-12). Malta ( Melita, Acts, ch . 27 ), about November. The

3. BEFORE AGRIPPA. While waiting for an op- people of the island treated them kindly, and were

portunity to send Paul to Rome Festus desired to deeply impressed with Paul's shaking off the viper

prepare an account of the trial to be sent to the from his band, believing him to be a god. The

emperor. This was a matter of some difficulty, as company remained three months on the island,

the information elicited at the trial was so vague Paul performing miracles of healing. They then

that he hardly knew what statement to insert; departed from Malta in February, in the ship

and it seemed “ unreasonable to send a prisoner Castor and Polluz, and came, by the way of Syra

and not to signify the crime laid against him .” cuse and Rhegium , to Puteoli, in Italy. Here they

About this time King Agrippa II, with his sister found Christian brethren, with whom they tarried

Berenice, came on a complimentary visit to the seven days : " and so went toward Rome," being

new governor. To him Festus recounted the case, met by brethren from that city at “ Appii Forum

confessing his own ignorance of Jewish theology, and the Three Taverns" (28 : 11-15), spring, A. D.

whereupon Agrippa expressed a desire to hear the 60.

prisoner. The next day Agrippa and Berenice (11) At Rome. Upon his arrival in Rome the

came with great pomp, with suite of military offi- apostle was delivered to the prefect of the guard

cers and chief men of Cæsarea. Paul was brought, (pretorian ), but was allowed to dwell in his own

and, permission having been given him to speak, hired house (under the care of a soldier) and to

he pronounced one of his greatest apologies for receive visitors (Acts 28:16 , 30) . After three days

the Christian truth. When he spoke of the resur- he invited the chief men among the Jews to come

rection Festus exclaimed , " Paul, thou art beside to him , and explained his position. He had com

thyself ; much learning doth make thee mad.” mitted no offense against the holy nation ; he came

This Paul courteously denied, and, turning to the to Rome, not to accuse his countrymen, but com

Jewish voluptuary, he made this appeal to him , I pelled to appeal to Casar by their conduct. For

* )
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the hope of Israel,” he concluded, " I am bound or at least the final decision would not be given,

with this chain .” They replied that they had re. until the following winter (4:21 ), whereas it ac.

ceived no letters concerning him , and that none of tually took place about midsummer. We are not

the brethren coming from Jerusalem had spoken left to conjecture the feelings with which he

evil of him . They expressed also a desire to hear awaited this consummation ; for he has himself

further concerning his religious sentiments. The expressed them in that sublime strain of trium.

day for the hearing was set. They came in large phant hope which is familiar to the memoryof every

numbers, and to them “ he expounded and testified Christian, and which has nerved the heart of a

the kingdom of God," endeavoring to persuade thousand martyrs : “ I have fought a good fight,

them by arguments from their own Scriptures, I have finished my course, I have kept the faith ;

" from morning till evening.” Some believed , and henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of

others did not, and , separating, they had “ great righteousness, which the Lord,the righteous judge,

reasoning among themselves.” (vers. 17-29). He shall give me at that day.” The presence of Luke

remained in his own bired house,under military still consoled him , and Onesiphorus sought bim

custody, and yet receiving every indulgence which out and visited him in his prison, undeterred by

it was in the power of the prefect to grant. He the fear of danger or of shame ( 1:16). He longed,

was permitted to preach “ the kingdom of God,” however, for the presence of Timothy, to whom

and teach “ those things concerning the Lord Jesus” he wrote the Second Epistle, urging him

(v . 31 ). This imprisonment lasted two years (v . 30), before winter ” (4:21) . We know not if Timotby

from A, D. 60, spring, to A. D. 62, spring. Here was able to fulfill these last requests ; it is doubt.

closes the account as given in the Book of Acts, ful whether he reached Rome in time to receive

but we gather from his epistles that during this his parting commands and cheer his latest suffer .

time he wrote those to Philemon, Colossians, Ephe- ings. The only intimation which seems to throw

sians, and Philippians. any light upon the question is the statement in

( 12) Release and subsequent labors. At the the Epistle to the Hebrews (13:23) that Timothy.

end of the two years it is the general opinion that had been liberated from imprisonment in Italy.

Paul was granted a trial before Nero which re. We have no record of the final stage of the

sulted in his acquittal and liberation. He then apostle's trial, and only know that it ended in

probably fulfilled his intention, lately expressed martyrdom , A. D., summer, 68 (or 67). He died

(Philem . 22, and Phil. 2:24 ), of traveling eastward by decapitation, according to universal tradition,

through Macedonia and on to Ephesus, and thence " weeping friends took up his corpse andcarried it

to Colossæ and Laodicea. From Asia Minor he for burial to those subterranean labyrinths (Clem. ,

went to Spain (disputed by many), where he re. Rom ., i, 5) where, through many ages of oppres

mained two years. Returning to Asia Minor and sion, the persecuted Church found refuge for the

Macedonia,he wrote the First Epistle to Timothy ; living, and sepulchers forthe dead.” 1

to Crete, Epistle to Titus ; winters at Nicopolis ; 3.Character. While we learn much concern .

arrested there and forwarded to Rome for trial. ing the character of Paul from his life and labors,

This is the scheme as given by Conybeare and his burning zeal, untiring industry, singleness of

Howson. Lewin ( Life of St. Paul) gives the fol- aim , patient suffering, sublime courage, it is in

lowing scheme : St. Paul sails for Jerusalem , and his letters that we must study his true life, for in

goes thence by Antioch and Asia Minor, visiting them we learn "what is told of Paul by Paul him .

Colossæ , to Ephesus — to Crete — to Macedonia and self ” (Gregory Nazianzen). “ It is notonly that we

Corinth , wintering at Nicopolis - traditional jour. there find models of the sublimest eloquence, when

ney to Spain — probably arrested at Ephesus and he is kindled by the visions of the glories to come,

taken to Rome. Ramsay says (p . 360) that " the the perfect triumph of good over evil, the mani.

hints contained in the Pastoral Epistles hardly festation of the sons of God, and the transforma.

furnish an outline of his travels, which must have tion into God's likeness ; but in his letters, besides

lasted three or four years, A. D. 62-65."
all this which is divine, we trace every shade, even

(13) Second imprisonment and death. This to the faintest, of his human character also. Here

imprisonment was evidently more severe than the wesee that fearless independence with which he
first one had been . Now he is not only chained, withstood Peter to the face, because he was to

but treated “ as a malefactor ” (2 Tim . 2: 9 ). Most be blamed ' (Gal. 2:11 ) ; that impetuosity which

of his friends left him ,many,perhaps, like Demas, breaks out in his apostrophe to the ' foolish Gala

javing loved this present world ” (4:10), others tians ' (3 : 1 ) ; that earnest indignation which bids his

from necessity, and we hear the lonely cry, “ Only converts beware of dogs, beware of the concision '

Luke is with me” (4:11 ). So perilous was it to ( Phil. 3 : 2 ), and pours itself forth in the emphatic

show any public sympathy with him that no Chris- God forbid ' (Rom. 6 : 2 ; 1 Cor. 6:15 ),which meets

tian ventured to stand by him in the urt of jus. every Antinomian suggestion ; that fervid patriot

tice . As the final stage of his trial approaches he ism which makes him wish that he were himself
looks forward to death ashis final sentence (4 : 6-8). accursed from Christ for his brethren , who

Probably no long time elapsed after Paul's arrival are Israelites ' (Rom. 9 : 3 ) ; that generosity which

before his case cameon for hearing. He seems to looked for no other reward than ' to preach the

have successfully defended himself from the first glad tidings of Christ without charge ' ( 1 Cor. 9 :
(4:17) of the charges brought against him , and to 18 , 25 ), and made him feel that he would rather

have been delivered from immediate peril and die than that any man should make this glori

from a painful death . He was now remanded to fying void ; ' that dread of officious interference

prison to wait for the second stage of the trial . which led him to shrink from ‘ building on another

He probably thought that this would not come on, I man's foundation ' (Rom. 15:20 ); that delicacy

.
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which shows itself in his appeal to Philemon, nomena, which they suppose had such an effect on the

whom he might have commanded, “ yet for love's high-wrought imagination, and so struck the alarmed

sake rather beseeching him ’ (Philem. , 9) ; that conscience of Saul, as to make him regard as reality
what was merely produced by fancy. “ Paul , however

scrupulous fear of evil appearance which would ardentmight be his temperamentand vividhis imagina

not eat any man's bread for naught, but wrought tion, could not so far deceive himself as to suppose

with labor and travail night and day, that he that the conversation really took place if there had

might not be chargeable to any of them ' ( 1 Thess. he is sominute in his description as to say it was inthe
been us

2 :9); that refined courtesy which cannot bring Hebrew language” (Bloomtield, New Testament). The

itself to blame till it has first praised (comp. 1 Cor. discrepancies found in the severalaccounts (Acts, chaps.

1:5-7 ;- 2 Cor. 1:6, 7, with latter part of these 'akouo," like our word bear,'has two distinct mean
9, 22, 26 ) have been differently explained . The Greek

epistles), and which makes him deem it needfulings - lo perceive sound and lo understand . Themen

almost to apologize for the freedom of giving whowere with Saul heard the sound,butdid not under
As to the fact that oneadvice to those who were not personally known to stand what was said to him.

him(Rom . 15:14, 15 ); that self-denying lovewhich passage represents them as standing, the other as hav
ing ' fallen to the earth ,' the word rendered ' stood’also

will eat no flesh while the world standeth , lest he means to be fixed, rooted to the spot. Hence the sense

make his brother to offend ' ( 1 Cor. 8:13) ; that may be, not that they stood erect, but that they were
impatience of exclusive formalism with which he rendered motionless, or fixed to the spot, by overpowers

ing fear. Or, perhaps, when the light with such ex

overwhelms the Judaizers of Galatia, joined with ceeding brilliancyburst upon them , they all fell to the

a forbearance so gentle for the innocent weakness earth,' butafterward roseand stood ' upon their feet "

of scrupulous consciences ( 1 Cor. 8:12 ; Rom . 14: (Haley, Discrepancies of the Bible). (4) * Saul, who
is also Paul ” ( Acts 13:9). " The invariable use in the

21 ) ; that grief for the sins of others which moved Acts of Saul up to this point,andPaul afterward , and

him to tears when he spoke of the enemies of the the distinct mention by st. Liike himself of the transi

cross of Christ, of whom I tell you even weep I point between Saul's activityamong his own country:tion , is accounted for by the desire to mark the turning,

ing ' ( Phil. 3:18);that noble freedom from jeal- menand his new labors as the apostle of the Gentiles "
ousy with which he speaks of those who, out of (Sunith ); “ We are inclined to adopt the opinion that

rivalry to himself, preach Christ even of envy and bis other Hebrew name, in bis earlier days,and even
the Cilician apostle had this Roman name, as well as

strife, supposing to add affliction to his bonds, before be was a Christian, yet we cannot believe

What then ? notwithstanding every way, whether it accidental that the wordswhich have led to this dis
in pretense or in truth, Christ is preached ; and I cussion occur at this point of the inspired narrative.

The beatben name rises to the surface at the moment

therein do rejoice, yea, and will rejoice ? ( 1:18 ) ; wben St. Paul visibly enters on his oflice asthe apos

that tender friendship which watches over the lle to the heathen ” (Conybeare and Howson, vol. I, pp.

health of Timothy, even with a mother's care
152, 153 ). ( 5 ) Journeys to Jerusalem .-- In the Book of

( 1 Tim. 5:23 ) ; that intense sympathy in the joys the apostle to Jerusalem after thetimeof his conversion.
Acts we are informed of five distinct journeys made by

and sorrows of his converts which could say , even In tbe Epistles to the Galatians St. Paul speaks of two

to the rebellious Corinthians, Ye are in journeys to Jerusalem- the Orst being three years

after bis conversion , the second. " fourteen years " later

hearts, to die and live with you ? (2 Cor. 7 :3); (Gal. 1:18 ; 2:1). The question ariseswhetherthesec

that longing desire for the intercourse of affecond journey of the epistle must be identified with the

tion , and that sense of loneliness when it was second, third,or fourth of the Acts, or whether it is a

withheld, which perhaps is the most touching by all that the aith cannot possibly be intended . Þaley
separate journey , distinct from any of them. It is agreed

feature of all, because it approaches most nearly and Schrader have resorted to the hypothesis that the

to a weakness ” (Conybeare and Howson) .

our

Galatian visit is some supposed journey not recorded in

the Acts at all. Conybeare and Howson (Life and

NOTE.- (1) Paul's citizenship. It is a mistake to sup- Epislles of St. Paul) identify it with the third Journey

pose that Paul's citizenship ,wbich belonged to the mem- of Acts,ch.15 . ( 6 ) " Ye are too superstitious ” ( Acts 17:

bers of the family, came from their being natives of 22 ).— This translation (from the Vulg . superstitiosiores)

Tarsus. Although it was a “ free city ” (urbs libera ), cannot by any means be defended . Conybeare renders,

enjoying the privilege of being governed by its own * All things which I behold bear witness to your care

magistrates,and wasexempted from the occupation of fulness in religion," and adds, " The mistranslation of

a Roman garrison , yet its citizens did not necessarily this verse in the A. V. is much to be regretted , because

possess the civitas of Rome. The tribune ( Acts 21:39 ; it entirely destroys the graceful courtesy of St. Paul's

22:24 ), as Dr. Bloomfield remarks (on ch . 16:37) , knew opening address , and represents bim as beginning his

that St. Paul was a Tarsian , without being aware that speech by offending his audience” (Life and Epistles,

he was a citizen . This privilege had been granted , or vol . I , p. 378 ) . Bloomfield (New Testament ) translates

descended to bis father, as an individual right, perhaps very religious ,'' i . e . , attentive to religion (as far as

for some services rendered to Casar during the civil they understood it ). See SUPERSTITIOUS. ( 7 ) Vow at

wars (Conybeare and Howson ; Bloomfield , New Testa - Cenchrea ( Acts 18:18 ).— The impression on the reader's

ment). ( 2) Member of the Sanhedrin.-" There are mind is that Paul bimself shaved his head at Cenchrea .

strong grounds for believing that if Paul was not a Eininent commentators hold the view that the ceremony

member of the Sanhedrin at Stephen's death he was was performed by Aquila ; also that the vow was not

elected into that powerful sebate soon after ; possibly as one of Nazarite, but a votum civile , such as was taken

a reward for the zeal he had shown against the heretic. during or after recovery from sickness , or deliverance

He himself says that in Jerusalem be not only exercised from any peril , or on obtaining any unexpected good.

tbe power of imprisonment by commission from the in case of a Nazarite vow the cutting of the hair , which

bigb priests, but also, when the Christians were put to denoted that the legal time had expired , could only take

deatb, gave his vote against them ( Acts 26:10 ) . From place in the temple in Jerusalem , or at least in Judea

this expression it is natural to infer that he was a mem- (Conybeare and Howson ; Bloomfield, New Testament).

ber of thatsupreme court of judicature . If this infer- ( 8 ) Reply to Ananias (Acts 23:3-5 ).--" God shall sinite
ence is well founded, and the qualification for members thee," etc. Some consider these words as an outburst

of the Sanbedrip was that they should be the fathers of of natural indignation , and excuse it on the ground of

children, Saul must bave been a married man, and the the provocation , as a righteous denouncing of an unjust

father of a family. If so it is probable that his wife and ruler. Others think them a prophetic denunciation,

children did not long survive ; for otherwise some notice terribly fulilled when Ananias was murdered in the

of them would have occurred in the subsequent narra. Jewish wars ( Josephus, Wars, xi , 17, 9 ). “ I wist not,
live, or some allusion to them in the epistles” ( Cony- brethren , that he was the bigh priest. " These words

beare and Howson ). (3 ) Conversion . - Some regard the are variously explained . “ Some think that St. Paul

circumstances of the case as by no means miraculous, meant to confess that he had been guilty of a want of

but as produced solely by certain terrific natural phe- I due reflection ; others that he spoke ironically, as refus.

3
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ing to recognize a man like Ananias as high priest ; PEACE (Heb. Dib , shax -lome, safety, famil
others have even thought that there was in the words

an inspired reference to the abolition of the sacerdotal iar ; Gr. εiprin, i -ray’-nay, unity, concord ), a term

system of the Jews and the sole priesthood of Christ. used in different senses inthe Scriptures. 1. Fre

Another class of interpreters regard St. Paul as ignorant
of the factthatAnaniaswas high priest, or argue that quently with reference to outward conditions of

Ananiaswas not really installed in office.Andwe know tranquillity and thus of individuals, of communities,
from Josephus that there was thegreatest irregularity of churches, and nations (e . g. , Num. 6:26 ; 1 Sam.

in the appointments about this time. Lastly , it hasbeen 7:14; 1 Kings 4:24 ; Acts 9:31, etal.). 2. Christian
suggested that the imperfection of St. Paul's vision was

the cause of his mistake ” (Congbeare and Howson ). unity (e . g. , Eph. 4 : 3 ; 1 Thess. 5:13). 3. In its

(9 ) Charge against St. Paul beſore Felix (Acts 24 :5 ,6) .-

St. Paul was accused of a threefoldcrime: First, with stored relations of harmony with God ( e. g ., Isa.
deepest application, spiritual peace through re

causing factious disturbances among all the Jews

throughoutthe empire(wbich was an offense against the 9:6, 7 ; 26 :3 ; 53:5 ; Psa. 119 :165 ; Luke 2:14 ;

Roman government, and amounted to lèse-majesté, or John 14:27 ; ch. 16 ; Acts 10:36 ; Rom. 1 : 7 ; 5 : 1 ;

treason against the emperor); secondly,with being a ring; Gal. 5:22, and many other places). See ATONE
leader of the sect of theNazarenes (which involved heresy

against the law ofMoses);and thirdly, with an attempt MENT, FAITH, PARDON, ADOPTION, Holy Ghost,

to profane the temple at Jerusalem (an offense not only GLOSSARY. — E . McC.

against the Jewish , but also against the Roman law ,

which protected the Jews in the exercise of their wor
PEACE OFFERING . See SACRIFICES,

sbip) (conybeare andHowson,vol.ii.p.282). ( 10) Thornin SACRIFICIAL OFFERINGS.
the Nesh ( 2 Cor. 12 : 7).- " The best commentators are ,

PEACEMAKERS (Gr. eiprotocós, - ray-nop
with reason , agreed that the word okóhow (thorn ) must
be takeninthenatural sense, as denoting some very oy-os', worker of peace). Someinclude in the mean

painful disorder or mortifying infirmity ; grievous ing of this termthe idea of peaceful, peace-loving,

afflictionsbeing, inall languages, expressed by meta- but it evidently goes further than the passive
phors taken from the piercing of the flesh by thorns or
splinters. Various acute disorders have been supposed possession of peace and a love thereof. Meyer

to be meant,as the headache" (Jerome, Tertullian ), ear ( Com ., Matt. , 5 :9) writes: “ Not the peaceful, but

ache,impedimentof speech (10:10),maladyaffecting the the founders of peace ” (comp. Col. 1:20), who as
eyesight. Butit should rather seem that somechron- such ministerto God's good pleasure, who is the
ic distemper or ipërmity is meant, and probably such as
was exceedingly mortifying as well as painfui; other- God ofpeace (Rom . 16:20 ; 2 Cor. 13:11), as Christ

wise the apostlewouldscarcely have feltsuchanxiety himself was the highest founder of peace (Luke
to have it removed .A most probable conjecture is that 2:14 ; John 16:33 ; Eph. 2:14, sq. ).

it was a paraliſtic and hypochondriac affection , wbich

occasioned a distortion of countenance, and many other PEACOCK. See ANIMAL, KINGDOM .

distressing effects, which would much tend to impair PEARL (Gr. papyapirns, mar -gar -ee ' -tace).
his usefulness " (Bloomfield , New Testament). Dr. Ram
say suggests(p. 94, sq.)thatthemalady was a species of See MINERAL KINGDOM.

chronic malarial fever, with its recurring regularity , Figurative. The pearl, as an object of great

weakuess, producing sickness and trembling. value, is used (Matt. 13:45, 46) as a symbol of the

PAU'LUS. See SERGIUS Paulus: kingdom of Christ. In Matt. 7 :6 pearls are a

PAVEMENT (Heb. x , rits- pau ', hot figure for thetruths,privileges, and responsibili
ties of the Christian, “No sacred deposit, or

stone ; once, 2 Kings 16:17, nya, mar -tseh'- responsibility, or even principle (symbolized by
feth ). Originally a stone heated for baking pur- pearls) must be imparted to an unfit man. No

poses, hence a tesselated pavement (2 Chron. 7 : 3 ; doctrines or religious experiences mustbe brought

Esth . 1 : 6 ; Ezek. 40:17, 18). In John 19:13 before an incapable sensualist. In fine, in im

“ pavement ” is the rendering of the Gr. A1060tpw- parting the official trusts and the truths of the

Tov, lith -os'-tro-ton, and explained by the Hebrew Gospel, we must discern men's moral qualities,

equivalent GABBATIA (q . v. ) . In the account of and deal with them accordingly ” (Whedon, Com .,

Abaz despoiling the temple, it is said that he on Matt. , 7 : 6).

“ took down the sea from off the brazen oxen that PECULIAR (Heb. To, seg -ool-law ',wealth ;

were under it, and put it on a pavement of stones

(2 Kings 16:17), probably a pedestal made of stones. Exod. 19:5 wehave the promise, “ Now , therefore,
Gr. Tepltoinois, per -ee -poy'-ay -sis, 1 Pet. 2 :9). In

Figurative. The “ paved work of a sapphire if ye willobey my voice indeed, and keep mycove
stone (Exod. 24:10) is, probably, a reference to nant, then ye shallbe a peculiar treasure unto me

the splendid floors known in Egypt,and is used above all people ” (comp. Deut. 14:2; 26:18 ; Psa.

to indicate that God was enthroned above the 135:4, etc.). The Hebrew term does not signify
heaven in superterrestrial glory.

property in general, but valuable property , which is

PAVILION. 1. Soke (Heb. 7o ), properly laid by, or put aside, hence a treasure of gold or

an inclosed place, also rendered " tabernacle," silver (1 Chron. 29:3 ; Eccles. 2 : 8). “ Jehovah had

covert, ” and “ den ," once “ pavilion ” (Psa. 27 : 5). chosen Israel as his costly possession out of all

2. Sook - kaw ' (Heb. 17o, hut, booth ), usually the nations of the earth, because the whole earth

“ tabernacle ” and “ booth ” (2 Sam. 22:12 ; Psa. him as Creator and preserver. The reason as
was his possession, and all nations belonged to

18:11 ; 31:20).
signed for the selection of Israel precludes the

3. Shaf-roor" (Heb . 17994), splendid ), a word exclusivenesswhichwouldregard Jehovah merely

used once only in Jer. 43:10, to signify glory as a national deity ” (K. and D., Com .). In Tit .

or splendor, and hence probably to be understood 2:14 , peculiar is the rendering of the Gr.Teplo
of the splendid covering of the royal throne. ovolos,per -ee -ooʻ-see-os, special, which means “ that

PAW (Heb . 77, yawd,hand ), only in Lev. 11:27 which is peculiarly one's own.” See GLOSSARY.

(comp. Job 39:21 ). PED’AHEL (Heb. 38779, ped -ah -ale', 'God

Figurative. To express power . delivers), the son of Ammihud, and prince of the

1

"

" )
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tribe of Naphtali. He was appointed by Moses ( 15:37), but its execution was long delayed, prob

one of the commissioners to divide Palestine ably in consequence of that prince's righteous

(Num. 34:28), B. C. 1171 . and vigorous administration (2 Chron . ch . 27).

PEDAH‘ZUR (Heb. 793.77., ped -aw -tsoor ', When, however, his weak son Ahaz succeeded to

a rock preserves ), the father of Gamaliel ; a prince and formed the siege of Jerusalem . The history
the crown of David, the allies no longer hesitated,

of Manasseh, and appointed with others to assist ofthewar is found in 2 Kings, ch. 16 and 2 Chron.

Moses in numbering thepeople (Num. 1:10 ; 2:20 ; 1 ch . 28. It is famous as the occasion of the great

7:54, 59 ; 10:23), B. C. 1209.
prophecies in Isa . chaps. 7-9 ” (s . v . ) . Pekah

PEDA'IAH or PEDAI'AH (Heb. 1717 was despoiled of at least half of his kingdom ,and

ped -aw -yaw ', Jah has ransomed ). fell into the position of an Assyrian vassal (2 Kings
1. The father of Zebudah , who was the wife of 15:29), B. C. 740 ; revised date, 724 . About a

Josiah and mother of Jehoiakim (2 Kings 23:36) , year later Hoshea conspired against him and put
B. C. before 640. him to death (v . 30). Of his character and

2. The father of ZERUBBABEL (q. v . ), by the reign it is recorded , “ He did that which was evil

widow of his brother Salathiel ( 1 Chron. 3:18), in in the sight of the Lord.”

accordance with the Levirate law, B, C, before PEKAHI'AH (Heb. , pek -akh - yaw ',

536.
Jehovah has observed ), the seventeenth king of

3. The father of Joel, which latter was the Israel, being the son and successor of Menahem .

“ ruler ” of the western half-tribe of Manasseh After a brief reign of scarcely two years a con

(1 Chron . 27:20).
spiracy was organized against him by Pekah, who,

4. An Israelite, of the family of Parosh, who at the head of fifty Gileadites, attacked him in his

assisted in rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. palace , murdered him and his friends Argob and

3:25), B. C. 445.
Arieh , and seized the throne (2 Kings 15 :23–26 ),

5. Mentioned only in the genealogy of Sally, as B. C. 761-759 ; McCurdy, 736–735. His reign

the son of Kolaiah and the father of Joed, of was an idolatrous one, he following in the sinful

the tribe of Benjamin (Neh. 11:7), B.C. before practices of Jeroboam .
445 .

PE'KOD (Heb. Tip?, pek -ode ', visitation , or
6. A Levite whom Nehemiah appointed one of

the treasurers, whose " office was to distribute punishment), a name applied to Babylonia as the

unto their brethren” (Neh . 13:13),and probably object of God's displeasure ( Jer. 50:21). In Ezek.
one of those who stood on Ezra's left hand when 23:23 we have “ The Babylonians and all the Chal

be read the law (8 :4), B. C. 445 .
deans, Pekod , " etc. , where, according to Keil

PEDIGREE (from Heb. 7 , yaw-lad', to (Com ., in loc . ), Pekod is from 777, to exercise

showo lineage). Before the departure of Israel supervision, or lead, and so rulers.

from Sinai, Moses, on the first day of the second PELA'AH (Heb. 179859, pel-aw - yaw ', distin
month of the second year after leaving Egypt, guished by Jehovah ).

mustered the twelve tribes with the exception of 1. A son of Elioenai, of the royal line of Judah

Levi . They had the whole congregation gathered | ( 1 Chron. 3:24 ), B. C. after 400.

together by the heads of the tribes, and their 2. One of the Levites who assisted Ezra in

· names enrolled in genealogical registers. See expounding the law ( Neh. 8 : 7) , B. C. 445. He
GENEALOGY. afterward scaled the covenant with Nehemiah

PEEL. See GLOSSARY. ( 10:10) .

PEEP (Heb. 1923, tsaw.faf', to coo or chirp as PELALI'AH ( Heb. 75%, pel-al-yaw ", Jeho

a bird) is applied to wizards whoprofessed thus to vah has judged ), a priest, theson of Amzi and
imitate the voices of the shades or ghosts ( Isa . father of Jeroliam (Neh. 11:12), B. C. before
8:19). See Glossary, Magic. 445.

PEʻKAH (Heb. 2 ?, pel'-kakh, open -eyed ), PELATI'AH (Heb. 1793, pel-at-yaw ', and

the eighteenth king of Israel. He is introduced 777927, pel-at -yaw ?-hoo, Jehovah has delivered ).

into Scripture history as the son of Remalialı, and 1. A son of Hananiah, thedescendant of Sala

captain of King Pekaiah, whom he murdered and thiel, of the family of David ( 1 Chron . 3:21 ), B. C.

succeeded to the throne ( 2 Kings 15:25 ), B. C. 758 , after 536 .

Usher ; revised date, 735 . From the fact that fifty 2. A son of Ishi, and captain of one of the

Gileadites were with him in the conspiracy it has marauding bands of Simeonites who, in the reign

been conjectured that he was a native of Gilead. of Hezekiah, made an expedition to Mount Seir

“ Under his predecessors Israel had been much and smote the Amalekites ( 1 Chron. 4:42), B. C.

weakened through the payment of enormous trib. about 715 .

ute to the Assyrians ( see especially 2 Kings 15:20) 3. One of the chief of the people who signed

and by internal wars and conspiracies . Pekah the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. 10:22), B. C.

steadily applied himself to the restoration of its 445.

power. For this purpose he sought for the sup- 4. Son of Benaiah, and one of the princes

port of a foreign alliance, and fixed his mind on against whom Ezekiel was commanded to prophesy.

the plunder of the sister kingdom of Judah . He The prophet saw him in a vision standing at the

must have made the treaty by which he proposed east gate of the temple ; and the same vision re

to share its spoils with Rezin , king of Damascus, vealed to him Pelatiah's sudden death (Ezek . 11 : 1 ,

when Jotham was still on the throne of Jerusalem | 13), B. C. about 592.
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PEʻLEG (Heb. 12, peh '-leg, division ), the son far from Succoth, east of the Jordan, and north
of Eber, and fourth in descent from Shem . His of the Jabbok. The people of Penuel seem to

brother's name was Joktan, and his son's Reu have treated Gideon churlishly when he pursued

(Gen. 10:25 ; 11 : 16-19 ; 1 Chron. 1:25). His name the Midianites across the Jordan , for which he

is said to have been given him because “ in his threatened to destroy their tower (probablycastle,

days was the earth divided ” (Gen. 10:25 ; 1 Chron . Judg. 8 : 8, 17), which was rebuilt by Jeroboam

1:19). ( 1 Kings 12:25).

PELET (Heb. 27, peh'-let, deliverance).
2. A son of Hur, and grandson of Judah, and

father (i. e. , founder) of Gedor ( 1 Chron. 4:4) .
1. A son of Jahdai, who seems to have been

3. The last namedof the eleven sons of Shashak,
ofthe family of Caleb the Hezronite (1 Chron. a chief man residentin Jerusalem (1 Chron . 8:25 ).

2:47), B. C. after 1170.
PEOPLE. See GLOSSARY.

2. One of the sons of Azmaveth , one of David's

Benjamite captains at Ziklag (1 Chron. 12 : 3), B. C. PEYOR (Heb.ip,peh -ore', opening, cleft).

about 1000. 1. A mountain in Moab, to the top of which

PEʻLETH (Heb. nba, peh'-leth, swiftness). Balak led the prophet Balaam (q. v.), that he might

see and curse the hostof Israel (Num. 23:28), where

1. A Reubenite, and fatherofOn, who joined it is written ,“Peor, that looketh toward Jeshi
.

in the conspiracy of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram

(Num. 16 :1), B. C. 1172.

“ the wilderness on either side of themon,” i. e.,

Dead Sea ."

2. Son of Jonathan, and a descendant of Jerah - northern partofthe mountainsof Abarim by the
Mount Peor was one peak of the

meel through Onan ( 1 Chron. 2:33), B. C. perhaps town of Beth-peor, and opposite to which Israel

1170.

PEL'ETHITE (Heb. 39, pel-ay -thee', run . 4:46, A. V. “ Beth-peor ”).
encamped in the steppes of Moab (Deut. 3:29 ;

ner, 2 Sam. 8:18 ; 15:18). The term is equivalent 2. In four passages (Num. 25:18, twice ; 31:16 ;

to courier, as one portion of the halberdiers had Josh . 22:17 ) Peor occurs as a contraction for

to convey the king's orders to distant places Baal-peor.

(2 Chron . 30 : 6 ). Some believe the Pelethites and 3. The “ Peor ” referred to in Num . 25:18 ;

CHERETHITES (q .v .) to have been foreigners (Phil. 31:16 is the god Baal-peor. See Gods, FALSE.

istines, Ewald , Hist. of Israel, vol . i , p. 246, sq.; PERADVENTURE . See GLOSSARY.

iii, p. 143) ; but the evidence is very meager. PER'AZIM , MOUNT (Heb. 0997 , per -aw

PELICAN . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.
Iseem ', mount of breaches), mentioned only in Isa.

PEL'ONITE (Heb. iba, pel-o -nee', separate). 28:21, unless it is identical with BAAL-PERAZIM
Two of David's mighty men , Helez and Ahijah, ( q. v.). Here David gained a victory over the

are called Pelonites (1 Chron. 11:27 , 36). In Philistines (2 Sam . 5:20 ). It is referred to by

1 Chron. 27:10 it is stated that Helez was of the Isaiah, in warning the Israelites, as a remarkable

tribe of Ephraim . “ Pelonite " would, therefore, instance of God's wrath .

be an appellation derived from his place of birth PERDITION (Gr. år óheia , ap -o ' -li - a ). This

or residence . In 2 Sam .23:26 he is called “ Helez word occurs only in the New Testament, and in
the Paltite," possibly a corruption of the text for that rarely. In the Greek it means a perishing,

Pelonite. And in the same list,instead of “ Ahijah destruction , as “ let thy money perish with thee"

the Pelonite,” we have “ Eliam , the son of Ahith ( Acts 8:20 ) ; with the included idea of misery

ophel the Gilonite ” (2 Sam. 23:34) . ( 1 Tim. 6 :9 ). In particular it is the destruclion

PEN. See WRITING.
which consists in the loss of eternal life, the lot of

those excluded from the kingdom of God (John

PENCE. See METROLOGY, IV, 4 .
17:12 ; 2 Thess, 2: 3 ; Heb. 10:39 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 7 ; Rev.

PENI'EL (Gen. 32:30) . See PENUEL. 17: 8, 11 ). See Hell, PUNISHMENT,

PENIN'NAH (Heb. Tata, pen -in -nar ', coral), PERDITION , SON OF (Gr. vios añS anwheia ).

one of the wives of Elkanah, the father of Samuel . The Jews frequently expressed a man's destiny by
No mention is made of her save that she bore calling him “ the son ” of the same ; thus we read

children and behaved provokingly toward Hannah, of the “ children of disobedience, of the resurrec

the other wife (1 Sam. 1 : 2–7), B. C. about 1080.
tion ," etc.

1. Our Lord calls Judas Iscariot “ the son of
PENKNIFE (Heb.27, tah'-ar), a small knife perdition, "and refers to his end as the fulfillment

which was used for sharpening the point of the of Scripture (John 17:12). The best commentary

writing reed (Jer. 36:23). on this statement is made by St. Peter (Acts 1:20 ).

PENNY. See METROLOGY, IV, 12 . 2. In 2 Thess. 2 : 3, “ the man of sin ” is also

PENTATEUCH. See BIBLE, 4. called the “son of perdition .” See Sin, Man Of.

PENTECOST. See FESTIVALS, II, 2. As to PE'RES (Chald. On , per -as', to split up), one

the leading events of the Pentecost, viz. , that which of the three words of the writing on the wall , and

followed the death of our Lord, see Tongues, interpreted by Daniel ( 5:28), being the singular of
GIFT OF. the word rendered "" Upharsin ( v. 26). The

PENU'EL (Heb. , pen -oo- ale', face of meaningof theverb is todivide intopieces, to

God).
dissolve the kingdom.

1. The name of the place at which Jacob PEʻRESH (Heb. wyn, per '-resh , excrement), a

wrestled with God (Gen. 32: 24–32 ; “ Peniel,” v. 30 ). son of Machir, the Manassite, by bis wife Maachah

The exact site is not known. It is placed not | ( 1 Chron. 7:16), B. C. about 1210.
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PEʻREZ (1 Chron . 27:3 ; Neh. 11 :4). See PHAREZ. arations of gums, woods, etc. The Hebrewsmanu

PEʻREZ-UZʻZAH,orPEʻREZ UZʻZA (Heb. factured their perfumes chiefly from spices im

ported from Arabia, among which the following
Disn, peh ’-rets-00z-zaw ', the breach of Uzzal ),

are mentioned in Scripture : Algum (2 Chron . 2 : 8;

a place called also Nachon (2 Sam . 6 :6), and Chi. 9:10, 11 ), or almug (1 Kings 10:11 , 12 ) ;balm (Gen.

don (1 Chron. 13: 9),the place where Uzzah ( q.v . ) 37:25 ; 43:11 ; Jer. 8:22 ; 46:11, etc.) ; bdellium

died, as a resultof touching the ark of God (2 Sam. (Gen. 2:12; Num. 11 : 7) ; frankincense (Exod. 30:

6:6-8). About a mile and a half or two miles 34–36 ; Lev. 2 : 1 , 2 , 15 ; 24:7, etc.); galbanum

from the site of Kirjath -jearim , on the road to (Exod . 30:34 ); myrrh (Exod. 30:23 ; Psa . 45:8 ;

Jerusalem , is a small village still called Khirbet Prov. 7:17 ; Cant. 1:13 ; Matt . 2:11 ; John 19:39,

el- Uz, or “ the ruins of Uzzah . ” This seems to etc. ) ; onycha (Exod. 30:34) ; saffron (Cant. 4:14) ;

be Perez -uzzah.
spikenard (Cant. 1:12 ; 4:13 , 14 ); nardos (Gr. váp

PERFECTION , PERFECT, the render. Sos, Mark 14 :3 ; John 12:3 ) ; and stacle (Exod. 30:

ings of several Hebrew and Greek words. The 34). These perfumes were generally in the form

fundamental idea is that of completeness. Abso- of ointments (q. v.), incense ( q. v. ), or extracted by

lute perfection is an attribute of God alone. In some process of boiling, and then mixed with oil.

the highest sense he alone is complete, or wanting Perfumes entered largely into the temple service,

nothing. His perfection is eternal, and admits of in the two forms of incense and ointment (Exod .

no possibility of defect. It is the ground and 30 : 22–38). Nor were they less used in private

stan ard all other perfection (see Job 36 :4 ; | life ; not only were they applied to the person, but

37:16 ; Matt. 5:48). A relative perfection is also to garments (Psa . 45:8 ; Cant. 4:11 ), and to articles

ascribed to God's works. It is also either ascribed of furniture, such as beds (Prov . 7:17). On the

to men 'or required of them. By this is meant arrival of a guest the same compliments were

complete conformity to those requirements as to probably paidin ancient as in modern times (Dan.

characterand conduct which God has appointed. | 2:46). When a royal personage went abroad in

But this, it is constantly to be borne in mind, has his litter attendants threw up " pillars of smoke "

reference to the gracious government of God which about his path (Cant. 3 :6 ). The use of perfumes

takes account of man's present debilitated condi- was omitted in times of mourning, whence the al.

tion (see Gen. 6: 9 ; 17: 1 ; Job 1 : 1 , 8 ; 2 : 3 ; Matt. | lusion in Isa. 3:24.

5:48 ; Phil. 3:16 ; James 3 : 2 ; 1 Pet. 5:10, et al . ). PERÄGA (Gr. IIépyn, pergʻ-ay, tower ), the capi.

The term perfection as applied to man's present tal of Pamphylia, located on the river Cestrus,

moral life hasbeen a subject of much contention. about seven miles from its mouth, was visited by

The propriety of using the word as in any sense Paul when on his first missionary journey (Acts

of actual description has even been denied . But | 13:13 , 14). The site is now called by the Turks

fidelity to the Scriptures requires us to believe Eski-Kalesi. It was celebrated for the worship

that, in some important sense, Christians may be of Artemis (Diana ), whose temple stood on a hill

perfect even in this life , though they still must outside the town.

wait for perfection in a larger sense in the life PER’GAMOS ( Gr. IIépyauos, per'.gam -os,

which is to come. For fuller discussion of this we height, elevation ), a city of Mysia in Asia Minor,

refer to articles in this work. See SanctiFICATION, about three miles N. of the river Bakyrtchai (the

Sin. See also Hodge, Sys. Theol., vol. iii, sq.; ancient Caicus), and about twenty miles from the

Pope, Comp. Christ. Theol., iii, 56, sq.; Wesley,
It had a vast library of two hundred thou.

Plain Account of Christian Perfection ; Peck, sand volumes, which was removed by Anthony to

Christian Perfection ; Mahan , Christian Perfec- Egypt and presented to Cleopatra. In this town

on ; Fletcher, Christian Perfection ; Foster, was first discovered the art of making parchment,

Christian Purity . - E. McC. which was called “ pergamena or parchment.

PERFUME (Heb. 07 ?, ket- oʻ-reth, fumiga- The city was greatly addicted to idolatry, and its
tion, Exod. 30:36, 37 ; Prov. 27 : 9 ; OR?, rak -koo '. grove, which was one of the wonders of the place,

was filled with statues and altars. Antipas met

akh, Isa. 67 : 9). Such passages as the following :
" Ointmentand perfumerejoice the heart ” (Prov :martyrdom here (Rev. 2:13), and here was one of

the seven churches of Asia ( ver. 12–17) . The
27 : 9) ; “ All thy garments smell of myrrh ,” etc.
(Psa. 45 :8 ); “Who is this that cometh out of the sumptuousness of the Attalic princes had raised

wilderness like pillars of smoke, perfumed with Pergamos to the rank of the firstcity inAsiaas
myrrh ? ” etc. ( Cant. 3 :6 ); “ And'thou wentest to regards splendor. It was a sort of union of a pa

theking with ointment,and didst increasethy residence, embellished during a succession of years
gan cathedral city, a university town, and a royal

perfumes ” (Isa. 57: 9), andothers, give abundant by kings who allhad apassion for expenditure

and striking evidenceof the use andlove of per- and amplemeans of gratifying it. Under the At
fume in the East. In hot climates the use of per: talic kings Pergamos became a city oftemples,

fumes is a sanitary necessity. They not only mask devoted to a sensuous worship; and being in its

bad smells , but correct them , and are wonderfully

reviving to the spirits from the depressionwhich origin,according to pagan notions, a sacred place,

they fall into in crowded places. There can be might not unnaturally be viewed by Jews and Jew

but little doubt, from what inaybe observed in the ish Christians as one "where was the throne of

Satan ” (v. 13).

East, that the use of sweet odors in religious rites

generally has originated in sanitary precautions .
PERI'DA (Neh. 7:87). See PERUDA.

Being but little acquainted with soap, their chief PER'IZZITES (Hebrew always 779T, hap.

substitutes for it were ointments and other prep. per -iz- zee', “ the Perizzite," one of the nations whose

sea.

"
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land was given to Israel. They are not named in 1. It is the duty of Christians to persevere to

Gen., ch . 10, and theirorigin is not known. They the end in their fidelity to Christ. They must do
first appear (Gen. 13:7) as dwelling in the land to this in order to inherit eternal life (see Matt. 24:

gether with the Canaanites in Abram's day (34:30). 13 ; 1 Cor. 15:58 ; 2 Pet. 1:10 ; Rev. 3 : 2 ) . This

În Judg. 1 : 4, 5 they dwell in the land given to Ju- must often be done in the face of many difficulties

dah, in South Palestine, Bezek being apparently the and discouragements. Most solemn exhortations

stronghold of theCanaanites and Perizzites, though and warnings are given accordingly , lest failure

it may have been merely a rallying point. In occur in this respect (see Luke 12 : 35-40 ; 14:34 ;

Judg. 17: 15–18 the Perizzites and REPHAIM (9.v.) John 15: 6 ; Heb. 6 :4-6 ; 2 Pet. 1:3 , 4 ; 2 :20–22;

dwell in the " wood country” near Mount Ephraim , 1 John 5:16 , et al.). But, still, fidelity to the end

in the land of Ephraim and West Manasseh . is possible through the grace of God in Christ and

They appear as late as the time of Solomon, who the use of the means of grace which God has ap

made them with other Canaanitish tribes tributary pointed. This is illustrated and proved by many

to Israel (1 Kings 9:20; 2 Chron . 8: 7). A late examples of righteous perseverance (see Heb ., ch.
echo is in 2 Esd . 1:21, where “ the Canaanites, the 11 ; 12: 1-13).
Pherezites, and the Philistines are named as the 2. As a Christian grace perseverance finds its

original inhabitants of the land. The “ unwalled ground in the relation of believers to Christ.

towns ” ( 77277 Deut. 3 : 5 ) and the "country Christ has made for them every provision neces

sary for their salvation and for the maintenance

villages” ("1773 175, 1 Sam. 6:18) are trans of their spiritual life . He has redeemed them and

lated by the LXX as referring to the Perizzites, is their heavenly intercessor, Believers are mem.

whence it has been suggested that Perizzite may bers of his mystical body and derive spiritual life

mean a dweller in an unwalled village, as does from him. This Christ bestows in the gift of the

7977 in the Mishna. We may compare the Arabic Holy Spirit (see John 6:39; 10:30 ; 17:10, 15, 20 ;
word meaning low ground between hills (where the Eph. 1:14; 1 John 2 :1; 2 Cor. 9:8 ; Col. 1:11 ; 1 Pet.

unwalled villages would grow up). The XX prob- 4: 1 ; 6:10). Nevertheless we must diligently use

ably read 172. Redelob, after careful examina- in us the watchful and steadfast spirit ( see Eph.
the means of grace appointed of God to preserve

tion, concludes that while the Din (Num. 32:41 , | 6:13–18 ; Phil.2:1 ;Heb. 6:12-14).

“ small towns,” R. V. “towns " ) Havoth - Jair, 3. Final perseverance is the logical outcome of

were villages of tribes engaged in the care of the Calvinistic doctrine of unconditional election

cattle, the Peråzoth (ni??) were inhabited by (see ELECTION). Thus in the Westminster Confes.

peasants engaged in agriculture, like the Fellahs sion it is said: “This perseverance of the saints

of the Arabs ."—W . H.
depends not upon their own free will, but upon the

PERJURY. See Oath, 5 .
immutability of the decreeof electionflowing from

PERSECUTE. See GLOSSARY.
the free and unchangeablelove of God the Father,"
etc. Those who are really Christians, it is held,

PERSECUTION (Gr. diwyuós, dee-ogue-mos', cannot fall away. Their perseverance is absolutely

a pursuing), the active opposition with which guaranteed. Space does not permit the presenta

Christians are beset by their enemies. Such a tion of the method by which Calvinistic theologians

persecution is mentioned as arising on the day of endeavor to sustain this view .

Stephen's murder (Acts 8: 1). This arose, doubt- Reference may be made to Hodge, System . Theol.,

less, from the fact that Stephen, who was a Greek, vol . iii , 110, sq. ; Van Oosterzee ( Christ. Dogm .,

had' not only preached Jesus, but had declared vol. ii , 662, sq.) is more cautious and to some es.

that the city and temple would be destroyed , and tent wavering. The Arminian view is thoroughly

the Gospel preached to all nations. The Phari- set forth by Pope ( Comp. of Christ. Theol., vol.

sees, hitherto neutral, now made common cause iii , 131 , sq.). See also works of Wesley, Fletcher,

with their rivals, the Sadducees, against the Chris- Watson. It must suffice here to say that this

tians ; the prudent cautions of Gamaliel were ig; much disputed doctrine stands or falls with that

nored ; the civil rulers did not interfere, the wild of unconditional election. The question at bottom

fury of fanatical bigotry rushed upon the witnesses really is whether or not man uponthe earth is in

of the truth and scattered them . There were ten a state of probation. And what the whole tenor

persecutions waged by pagan authorities against of Scripture teaching is upon this subject we do

the Christians : 1. Under Nero ,A. D. 64 ; 2. Under not take space hereto show . See PROBATION.

Domitian, A. D. 95 ; 8. Under Trajan , A. D. 100 ; E. McC.

4. Under Antoninus the philosopher in Gaul ,
PER'SIA (Heb. O , par -ras', perhaps from

161-180 ; 5. Under Severus, A. D. 197 ; 6. Un.

der Maximinus, A. D. 235 ; 7. of greatfierceness farash, a horse,that animal being in plenty there;

under Decius, A. D. 249 ; 8. Under Valerian, or from the Zend pars, “ pure," or " splendid ”)

A. D. 257; 9. Under Aurelian, A. D. 274 ; and PERÄSIAN (Heb. 072, par-see', a Parsite). Its

under Diocletian, A. D. 303 . modern name of Fars, or Farsistan, is only a

PERSEVERANCE ( Gr. Tpookuprépnois, corruption of its original appellation .
pros-kar-ter'-ay-sis, persistency, enduring constan- 1. Territory, etc. Persia was in ancient times

cy), a term employed both in ethics and theology. of no great dimensions — yn ohiyn, a scant land,"

In ethics it refers to a Christian duty ; in theology, according to Herodotus (ix, 122). It was bounded

to a Christian grace. Final perseverance desig. on the west by Susiana, or Elam, on the north by

nates a Calvinistic doctrine bricily considered fur- Media, on thesouth by the Persian Gulf, and east
ther on . by Carmania, the modern Kerman. The southern

9
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portion toward the sea is a hot and sandy plain, ful and (probably) self-existing evil spirit, from

in many portions covered with salt ; while among whom war, disease, frost, hail, poverty, sin ,death,

the mountain ranges toward the north there are and all other evils had their origin. The charac

many pleasant valleys and fertile plains, especially ter of the original Persian worship was simple.

in thevicinity of Shiraz. In the largest of these They were not destitute of temples, as Herodotus

valleys, watered by the Bendamir, was situated asserts ; but they had probably no altars, and

Persepolis, the capital of Darius. The more certainly no images. Neither do they appear to

ancient capital, Pasargadæ , lay about forty miles have had any priests. From the first entrance of

to the N., near the village of Murghab, and is the Persians, as immigrants, into their new territory

noted for its possession of the tomb of Cyrus. they were probably brought into contact with a

Farther north an arid country again succeeds form of religion very different from their own.

the outskirts of the Great Desert, which extends Magianism , the religion ofthe Scytlıic, or Turanian,

from Kerman to Mazenderan, and from Kashan to population of western Asia, had long been domi

Lake Zerrah. The district of Fars is the true nant over the greater portion of the region lying

original Persia, yet the nameis commonly applied, between Mesopotamia and India. The essence of

both in Scripture and by profane writers, to the this religion was the worship of the elements, es

entire tract which came by degrees to be included pecially of fire."

within the limits of the Persian empire. This at 4. Language. The language of the ancient

one time extended from India to Egypt and Thrace Persians was closely allied to the Sanskrit, or

on the west, and included, besides portions of ancient language of India.

Europe and Africa, the whole of western Asia 5. History . In remote antiquity it would ap

between the Black Sea, the Caucasus, the Caspian, pear that the Persians dwelt in a region east of

and the Jaxartes upon the north ; the Arabian the Caspian, or possibly in a tract stillnearer India .

desert, the Persian Gulf, and the Indian Ocean The general line of their movement appears to
upon the south. The name “ Persia ” is not have been down the course of the Oxus, along

named in Scripture until after the Babylonian the southern shores of the Caspian Sea to Rhages

period, when it is mentioned frequently_( 2 Chron. and Media. These movements took place before

36:20, 22; Ezra 4 :5 , sq.; 6:14, sq.; Esth . 1 : 3 ; B. C. 880,atwhich period the Assyrian kings seem

Ezek . 27:10 ; 1 Macc. 1 : 1 ), meaning the great for the first time to have come in contact with

Persian kingdom founded by Cyrus. Ezek. 38:5 Aryan tribes east of Mount Zagros. Perhaps they

is the only passage where Persia designates that are the Bartsu or Partsu of the Assyrian monu.

which has been called above “ Persia proper.” ments. If so, they, from the middle of the 9th to

2. People. Herodotus tells us that the Per- the middle of the 8th centuries, occupied south

sians were divided into ten tribes — three noble, east Armenia , but by the end of the 8th century,

three agricultural, four nomadic. The noble tribes B. C. , had removed into the country, which hence

were the Pasargada, who dwelt probably in or forth went by their name. The leader of this last

near the capital; thé Maraphians, perhaps repre- migration would seem to have been Achæmenes,

sented by the modern Máfi, a Persian tribe prid- who was recognized as king of the newly acquired

ing itself upon its antiquity ; and the Maspians, territory, and founded the famous dynasty of

of whom nothing is known . The agricultural the Achæmenidæ, about B. C. 700. After about

were the Derusiæans, the Panthialæans, and the seventy years of subjection to the Medes the Per

Germanians (more correctly Carmanians). The sians revolted under the leadership of CYRUS

nomadic tribes are said to have been the Dahi (q . v. ) , and became not only independent, but rulers

(Ezra 4 : 9, “ Dehavites ” ), the Mardi (mountaineers of the latter, B. C. 558. Cyrus rapidly overran the

and freebooters),the Sagartians, and the Derbices, flat countries beyond the Caspian , pushed his con

or Dropici, colonists from east of the Caspian Sea. quests still further east, adding to his dominions

The Persians were brave and impetuous in war ; the districts of Herat, Cabul, Candahar, Seistan ,

lively, witty , and passionate, truthful for orientals, and Beloochistan . In 539 or 538 Babylon was

quite generous, and of more intellectual capacity attacked, and fell before his army. This victory

than the generality of Asiatics. Before the time first brought the Persians into contact with the

of Cyrus they were simple in their habits, but Jews. The conquerors found in Babylon an op

after the overthrow of Media their simplicity pressed race - like themselves, abhorrers of idols

began to declinę. Polygamy was commonly prac- —and professors of a religion in which to a great

ticed . extent they could sympathize. This race Cyrus

3. Religion. “ Like the other Aryans, the determined to restore to their own country, which

Persians worshiped one supreme God, whom they he did by the remarkable edict recorded in the

called Aura -mazda (Oromasdes ), a term signify first chapter of Ezra ( Ezra 1: 2-4 ). He was slain

ing (as is believed) 'the Great Giver of Life.' in an expedition against the Massageta or the

The royal inscriptions rarely mentioned any Derbices, after a reign of twenty-nine years.

other god. Occasionally, however, they indicate a Under his son and successor, Cambyses III, the

slight and modified polytheism. Oromasdes is conquest of Egypt took place, B. C.525. This

the chief of the gods, so that there are other prince appears to be the Ahasuerus of Ezra ( 4 :6 ).

gods besides him ; and the highest of these is Cambyses, in his absence, was conspired against

evidently Mithra, who is sometimes invoked to by a Magian priest, Gomates, who professed to be

protect the monarch, and is beyond a doubt iden. Smerdis, the son of Cyrus, whom his brother

tical with the sun. ' Entirely separate from these (Cambyses) had secretly put to death. Gomates

-their active resister and antagonist-was Ahri. obtained quiet possession of the throne. Cam .

man (Arimanius) ' the death -dealing '--the power. I byses, despairing of the recovery of his crown,

-
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ended his life by suicide. His reign had lasted also to pantheism, which merges his existence in

seven years and five months . Gomates the Ma- that of the universe. It is objected , as by Man .

gian found himself thus, without a struggle, mas- sel, e. g ., that personality implies limitation,

ter of Persia, B. C. 522. He reversed the policy and therefore implies a contradiction in our

of Cyrus with respect to the Jews, and forbade by thought of God, thus illustrating the limits of

an edict the further building of the temple religious thought. This objection is ably answered

(4 :17–22) . He reigned seven months. by Dr. Hodge (System . Theol., vol . i, chaps. 4, 5 ),

Darius (q . v .) revolted against Gomates, and where he shows that this objection is founded

soon gained the throne. Appealed to in his sec. upon an arbitrary definition of the Absolute and

ond year by the Jews, who wished to resume the Infinite. Also Mansel himself, a Christian theist,

construction of their temple, he not only allowed says upon this subject : “ It is our duty to think

them , confirming the decree of Cyrus, but assisted ofGod as personal, and it is our duty to believe

the work by grants from his own revenues, whereby that he is intinite.” Further, Hodge suggests,

the Jews were able to complete the temple as with respect to the objection that “ Without a

early as his sixth year (Ezra 6 :1-15 ). Next to thou there can be no I,” that according to the

Cyrus, Darius was the greatest of the Persian Scriptures and the faith of the Church, there are

monarchs, and during his reign , B. C. 522-486, in the unity of the Godhead three distinct per:

the empire reached its highest point of greatness. sons — the Father, the Son , and the Holy Ghost,

Xerxes first subjected Egypt (B. C. 484 ), after " so that from eternity the Father can say I and the

which he began at once to make preparations for Son thou.” The personality of God as a fact

his invasion of Greece. It is probable that he apprehended by our faith is essential to religion,
was the Ahasuerus of Esther. During the rest of " We do not worship a law, however simple and

his reign, and part of that of his son and suc. fruitful it may be ; we do not worship a force if

cessor ( Artaxerxes), Persia continued at war with it is blind, however powerful, however universal

Greece. Xerxes was succeeded by the usurper it may be ; nor an ideal, however pure, if it be an

Artabanus, who reigned seven months. Axtaxerx. abstraction. We worship only a Being who is

es ascended the throne, B. C. 465, and reigned living perfection , perfection under the highest

forty years. He is beyond a doubt the king ofthat form — Thought, Love. " See Trinity, FREEDOM.

namewho stood in such a friendly relation toward 2. Man is also a person. In this respect he is

Ezra (Ezra 7 : 11-28) and Nehemiah (Neh . 2 : 1-9, distinct from things and from animals. This is

etc.). He is the last of the Persian kings who one of the features of his likeness to his Creator.

had any special connection with the Jews, and the Here is the basis of his moral obligation. See

last but one mentioned in Scripture. His suc- IMAGE OF GOD, FREEDOM.

cessors were Xerxes II, Sogdianus, Darius Nothus, See, in addition to authors quoted above, Van

Artaxerxes Mnemon , Artaxerxes Ochus, and Oosterzee, Christ. Dogm ., vol. i, p . 244, sq.; Pope,

Darius Codomannus, who is probably the “ Darius Comp. of Christ. Theol., see Index ; Laidlaw,

the Persian ” of Nehemiah (12:22). These mon Bible Doctrine Concerning Man,see index; Knapp,

archs reigned from B. C. 424 to B. C. 330. The Theol., p. 325 ; Stuart, Letters to Channing.–

collapse of the empire under the attack of Alex. E. McC.

ander is well known. On the division of Alex
PERU’DA (Heb. 1777 , per -oo -daw ', kernel ;;

ander's dominions among his generals Persia fell
to the Seleucidæ, under whom it continued till in Neh. 7:57 the name is written 87'79, per-ee .

after the death of Antiochus Epiphanes, when daw ), the name of one of “ Solomon's servants,"

the conquering Parthians advanced their fron- whose descendants returned with Zerubbabelfrom

tier to the Euphrates, and the Persians were in Babylon (Ezra 2:55), B. C. before 536.

cluded among their subject tribes, B. C. 164 . PESTILENCE (Heb. deh '-ber ; Gr.

Still their nationality was not obliterated . InA. D. 2o1jós, loy-mos ). The Hebrewterm seems to have

226 the Persians shook off the yoke of their op- originally meant destruction , but is regularly ap

pressors, and once more became a nation (Smith , plied to that common oriental epidémic, theplague

Bib. Dict.; Mc.C. and S., Cyc. ; Imp. Dict.; Arts. [iq. v. ). The prophets usually connect sword, pes

Cyrus, Darius). tilence, and famine (2 Sam . 24:15).

PER'SIS (Gr. Ilepois, per-sece'), a Christian
PESTLE (Heb. el-ee', lifted), the instru

woman at Rome to whom Paul sent salutations

(Rom . 16:12).
ment used for triturating in a mortar(Prov. 27:22),

PERSONALITY, in theology as in meta- probably used to separate the grain from the husk.

physics, that which constitutes a person . Says PEʼTER. 1. Nameand Family. (Gr.

Locke : “ A person is a thinking, intelligent being létpos, pet'-ros, a rock.) Formerly Simon. Peter

that has reason and reflection, and can consider was the son of Jonas ( John 1:42 ; 21:15, 16), and

itself as itself, the same thinking thing in different probably a native of Bethsaida in Galilee (John

times and places. " In other words, the distin - 1 :44 ).

guishing marks of personality are self-conscious. 2. Personal History . (1) Occupation. Peter

ness and freedom . and his brother Andrew were fishermen on the Sea

1. According to the Scriptures,God is a person. of. Tiberias (Matt. 4:18; Mark 1:16), and partners

He is not merely an eternal substance, but the of James and John (Luke 5:10). Although his

one eternal free and self -conscious being. He occupation was a humble one, yet it was not in.
says “ I ” and teaches men to say “ thou." The compatible with some degree of mental culture,

Bible doctrine of God is therefore not only op- and seems to have been quite remunerative.

posed to atheism , which denies his existence, but | (2) Meets Jesus. With his brother Andrew ,Peter

a
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was a disciple of John the Baptist; and when their his disciples of his coming sufferings and death,

teacher pointed out Jesus to Andrew as the Lamb when “Peter took him and began to rebuke bim ,

of God, Andrew went to Peter and told him, “ We saying, Be it far from thee, Lord . ” But Jesus

have found the Messias." He brought him to turnedand said unto Peter, “ Get thee behind me,

Jesus, who looked upon him and said, “ Thou art Satan, ” etc. ( Matt . 16 :21-23; Mark 8:31-33). “ Our

Simon, the son of Jonas; thou shalt be called Lord seems to call Peter Satan. Not quite so.

Cephas” (John 1 :36–42). This interview resulted But he recognizes a Satan speaking in the words

in no immediate change in Peter's external posi- thąt Peter utters ” (Whedon , Com ., in loc.).

tion. He returned toCapernaum and continued | (9)Mount of Transfiguration. Peter, with James

his usual vocation, waiting further instruction. and John, was a witness of our Lord's transfigura

( 3) Call. This was received on the Sea of Galilee, tion, and in the ecstasy of the hour exclaimed,

where the four partners were engaged in fishing. “ Lord, it is good for us to be here : if thou wilt,

The people were pressing upon Jesus to hear the let us make here three tabernacles ; one for thee,

word, and entering into Peter's boat, which at and one for Moses, and one for Elias " (Matt. 17 : 1 ,

Christ's request was thrust out a little from the sq.; Mark 9: 2, s . ; Luke 9:28, sq .). (10) Mention

land, he discoursed to the multitude. After this he ismade of Peter's inquiry as to forgiveness (Matt.

wrought the miracle of the great draughtoffishes, 18:21 ) ; declaration of having left all for Jesus'

foreshadowing the success of the apostles as fishers sake (Matt. 19:27 ; Mark 10:28 ; Luke 18:28) ; ask
of men. Peter and Andrew immediately accepted ing the meaning of the parable of the overturning

the call, and , leaving all, were soon after joined of the temple (Mark 13 : 3 ) and of the servant

by James and John, who also received a call to watching for his lord (Luke 12:41 ) ; and calling

follow the Master (Matt. 4: 18-22 ; Mark 1 : 16-20 ; the Master's attention to the withered fig tree

Luke 5: 1-11), A. D. 27. Immediately after this ( Mark 11:21). (11) The last supper. When

Jesus wrought the miracle of healing on Peter's Jesus would keep the Passover he commissioned

wife's mother (Matt. 8:14, 15 ; Mark 1:29-31 ; Luke Peter and John to make proper preparation (Luke

4 :38–40), and Peter for some time attended upon 22 : 8). All being ready for the supper, Jesus be

our Lord's ministry in Galilee, Decapolis, Petræa, gan to wash the disciples' feet ; but when he came

andJudea, returning at intervals to his owncity. to Peter,he, in his presumptuous humility, declared,

During this period he was selected as one of the “ Thou shalt never wash my feet,” but upon the

witnesses of the raising of Jairus's daughter Master replying, “ If I wash thee not, thou hast

(Mark 5:22, 37 ; Luke 8:41, 51 ) . (4) Apostle. no part with me,” Peter consented,with the request

“ The special designation of Peter and his eleven that the washing might include both hands and

fellow -disciples took place some time afterward, head (John 13:2 , sq.). When our_Lord declared

when they were set apart as our Lord's immediate that one of them would betray him, Peter beckoned

attendants (Matt. 10 :2-4 ; Mark 3 : 13-19 ; Luke to John that he should ask of whom he spake

6:13). They appear then first to have received | ( 13:24). Still later he stoutly asserted that under

formally the name of apostles, and from that time no circumstances would he ever leave his Master,

Simon bore publicly, and as it would seem almost to which Jesus replied by saying, “ Simon, Simon,

exclusively, the name Peter, which had hitherto behold Satan hath desired you, that he may sift

been used rather as a characteristic appellation you as wheat," and told him of his speedy denial

than as a proper name.” (5) Walks on the sea. (Matt. 26:33;Mark 14:29; Luke 22:31 ; John 13:36).

On one occasion the vessel, in which were a num (12) At Gethsemane. Peter and the two sons of

ber of the disciples, was in the midst of the sea, Zebedee accompanied Jesus to Gethsemane (Matt.

tossed with waves. Jesus appeared, walking on 26:37, sq.; Mark 14:32), and when Judas came,

the sea , much to the alarm of the disciples, who with his company, to apprehend the Lord, Peter

said, “ It is a spirit.” Hearing his words of en- drew his sword and cut off the right ear of Mal

couragement, Peter put the Master to the test bychus, a servant of the high priest, for which he

saying, “ Lord, if it be thou, bid me come unto was promptly rebuked (Matt. 26:51 ;John 18:10 ).

thee on the water . ” Jesus replied, “ Come,” and ( (13) Denial. When Jesus was apprehended Peter

Peter, obeying, walked for a while on the surface followed him at a distance to the palaceof Caiaphas,

of the sea, but losing his confidence because of “ and went in (John speaking to the portress in

the tempest, began to sink , and uttered the cry, his behalf), and sat with the servants to see the

' Lord, save me.” The Master took him by the end.” While in the court." a damsel (the portress)

band, and accompanied himto the ship . When came untohim , saying, Thoualso wast with Jesus

safe in the vessel Peter fell down at his feet, and of Galilee." Peter " denied before them all, say.

declared, “ Of a truth thou art the Son of God ” Jing, I know not what thou sayest ” (Matt. 26:58,

(Matt. 14: 25-33). (6) We find him asking the 69, 70 ; Mark 14 :66-68 ; Luke 22:56-57 ; John

meaning of our Lord's parable of the blind lead . 18 : 15–17). Peter's second denial occurred in the

ing the blind (15:15). (7) Confession. In a con- porch, to which he had withdrawn. Another maid

versation with his disciples as to men's declar- declared to those who were standing about, “ This

ations concerning himself, Jesus asks, " But whom fellow was also with Jesus of Nazareth .” Peter,

say ye that I am ? " Peter promptly replied , with an oath, denied even an acquaintance with

" Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God .”. Jesus (Matt. 26:71, 72 ; Mark 14:69, 70 ; Luke

In his reply the Master made the declaration , so 22:58, where the accuser was a man ; John 18:25 ).

often commented upon, “ Thou art Peter, and upon His third denial was uttered after a while, Luke

this rock I will build my church ,” etc. (Matt.16 :13- says an hour, and was in reply to some who charged

19 ; Mark 8 : 27-29 ; Luke 9 : 18-20 ). ( 8 ) Rebukes him with being one of the disciples of Jesus, say

Jesus. Our Lord on one occasion began to inform ling, “ Thy speech betrayeth thee , ” Peter probably

2
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having made some remark in bis Galilean dialect. an instrument, not pronouncing the sentence, but

He cursed and swore, and declared, “ I know not denouncing the sin, and that in the name of his
the man .

The crowing of the cock and the look fellow -apostles and of the Holy Ghost" (5 : 1-11).

of our Lord awakened Peter to a sense of his guilt, ( 4) In prison. Many miracles of healing being

and he “ went out and wept bitterly ” (Matt. 26 :73– performed by the apostles, they were thrust into

75; Mark 14:70–72; Luke 22:59–62; John 18:26 ,27). prison ; “ but the angel of the Lord by night

( 14 ) At the sepulcher. On the morning of the opened the prison doors," and commanded them

resurrection the women, finding the stone removed to go to the temple and preach the words of life.

from the door of the sepulcher, hastened to tell They were brought before the high priest and re .

the disciples. Mary Magdalene outstripped the buked for their preaching, but Peter declared it to

rest, and told Peter and John , who immediately be their purpose “to obey God rather than men,"

ran toward the spot. John outran Peter, but did and charged the rulers ofthe people with being

not enter the sepulcher. Peter, when he came guilty of the murder of Jesus . Angered at his

up, went in and saw the linen clothes and the words, they sought to slay the apostle, but were

napkin laid carefully away, showing that there had restrained by the wise counsel of Gamaliel (5:14,

been no violence or pillage. John now entered sq.). (5) In Samaria . After Philip had preached

and believed that his Lord had risen, but Peter a while in Samaria, Peter and John were sent

departed “ wondering in himself at that which had down to confirm the converts ; and while there

come to pass (Luke 24: 10–12 ; John 20 : 1-8 ). Peter rebuked Simon the sorcerer, and showed

(15) Restoration . “We are told by Luke (24:34) him that, though professedly a believer, he was

and by Paul that Christ appeared to him first still “ in the gall of bitterness, and in the bonds of

among the apostles. It is observable, however, iniquity" (8 : 14–24 ). (6 ) Meets Paul, etc. About

that on thatoccasion he is called by his original three years later (chap. 9:26, and Gal. 1:17 , 18) we

name, Simon, not Peter ; the higher designation have two accounts of the first meeting of Peter

was not restored until he had been publicly rein- and Paul. This interview was followed by other

stituted, so to speak, by his Master. That reinsti- events marking Peter's position — a general apos

tution took place atthe Sea of Galilee ( John, ch . tolic tour of visitation to the churches hitherto

21), an event of the very highest import. Slower established (Acts 9:32), in the course of which two

than John to recognize their Lord, Peter was the great miracles were wrought on Eneas and Tabi

first to reach him : he brought the net to land. tha, and in connection with which the most signal

The thrice repeated question of Christ, referring transaction afterthe day of Pentecost is recorded,

doubtless to the three protestations and denials, the baptism of Cornelius (10: 1-48 ). His conduct

was thrice met by answers full of love and faith. gave great offense to his countrymen (11:2), and

He then received the formal commission to feed it needed all his authority, corroborated by a

Christ's sheep, rather as one who had forfeited his special manifestation of the Holy Ghost, to induce

place, and could not resume it without such an his fellow -apostles to recognize the propriety of

authorization. Then followed the prediction of this great act. (7) Miraculous deliverance. A

his martyrdom , in which he was to find the fulfill. few years later (A. D. 44), Herod, having found

ment of his request to be permitted to follow the that the murder of James pleased the Jews,

Lord. With this event closes the first part of

Peter's history ” (Smith, Bib . Dict., 8. v. ).

3. History after Our Lord's Ascension .

After this Peter stands forth as the recognized

leader of the apostles, although it is clear that he

does not exercise or claim any authority apart from

them, much less over them . It is he who points

out to the disciples the necessity of filling the

place of Judasand the qualifications of an apostle

(Acts 1:15 , sg .). (1) Pentecost. On the day of

Pentecost Peter, as the spokesman of the apostles,

preached that remarkable sermon which resulted
Roman Prisoner Chained to Guards.

in the conversion of about three thousand souls

(2:14 , sq .). ( 2) First miracle. Peter and John arrested Peter and put him in prison . He was

went up to the temple to pray, and as they were kept underthe care of four quaternions (bands

about to enter, a lame man, who was lying at the of four soldiers), who relieved one another on the

entrance of the gate called Beautiful, accosted watch. Two were stationed at the gate, while the

them, asking alms. Peter said to him , “ Look on other twowere attached to Peter by chains. Not

Silver and gold have I none: but such as withstanding these precautions, an angel delivered

I have give I thee : in the name of Jesus Christ of the apostle, who reported himself at the house of
Nazareth rise up and walk . ” When the people Mary, the mother of John Mark, where many of

ran together to Solomon's porch, Peter preached the Church were gathered praying for his safety

Jesus to them . For this the apostles were im-| (12 :2–17). His miraculous deliverance marks the

prisoned , and the next day were brought before close of this second great period of his ministry.

the Sanhedrin to answer the question " by what The special work assigned to him was completed.

power or by what name they had done this ? ” Froin that time we have no continuous history of

Peter replied with boldness, and they were dis- him. It is quite clear that be retained his rank

missed (3: 1; 4:23). (3) Ananias and Sapphira. In as the chief apostle ; equally so, that he neither

this miracle of judgment "Peter acted simply as I exercised nor claimed any right to control their
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proceedings. He left Jerusalem, but it is not istics of Peter were : “ Devotion to his Master's

said where he went. Certainly not to Rome, person (John 13:37), even leading him into extrav.

where there are no traces of his presence before agance (13 : 9 ), and an energetic disposition, which

the latter part of his life. Some years later showed itself sometimes as boldness (Matt. 14:29)

(A. D. 51 ) we find him in Jerusalem at the con- and temper (John 18:10). His temperament was

vention of apostles and elders, assembled to con- choleric, and he easily passed from one extreme to
sider the question whether converts should cir another (13:8, 9 ) ” (McC .and S. , Cyc., s. v. ) . “ The

cumcised. Peter took the lead in the discussion, contrast between Peter of the gospels — impulsive,

contending that salvation came through grace , unsteadfast, slow of heart to understand the

which was received through faith ; and that all mysteries of the kingdom — and the same apostle
distinctions between believers were thereby re. as he meets us in the Acts, firm and courageous,

moved ( 15 : 7 , sq .). His argument was enforced by ready to go to prison and to deach , the preacher

James, and the question was at once and finally of the faith, the interpreter of Scripture, is one
settled . A painful collision occurred between of the most convincing proofs of the power of

Peter and Paul at Antioch. Peter had there Christ's resurrection and the mighty working of

eaten with Gentiles ; but when certain from Jeru- the pentecostal gift ” (E. H. Plumptre, Bible Edu

salem , sent by James, came, fearful of offending cator, vol. iv, p. 129).

them ( representing as they did the circumcision ), NOTE.-(1 ) Peter's prominence as an apostle. By

he withdrew from all social intercourse with the consulting Matt. 17 : 1 ; Mark 9 :2 ; 14:33 , we learn that

Gentiles. Paul, apprehensive of disastrous conse
Peter was among the most beloved of Christ's disciples.

Sometimes be speaks in the name of the twelve (Matt.

quences, and believing that Peter was infringing 19:27 ; Luke 12:41) : sometimes he answerswhen ques

upon a great principle, says that he " withstood tions are addressed to them all (Matt. 16:16 ; Mark 8:29);

Peter to the face, because he was to be blamed ” sometimes Jesus addresses him in place of them all

( Matt. 26:40 ). His eminence among the apostles de
(Gal . 2 : 11-14 ) . This controversy did not destroy pended partly on the fact that he was chosen among the

their brotherly communion, which continued to irst,and partly on his own peculiar traits . This posi
the end of Peter's life (2 Pet. 3:15 , 16). tion became more decided after the ascension of Jesus,

Peter was probably employed for the most part sq . The early Church regarded him as the representaand perhaps in consequence of the saying in John 21:15,

in building up and completing the organization of tive of the apostolic body - a very distinct theory from

Christian communities in Palestine and the adjoin. that which makes him their head or governor in Christ's
ing districts. There is, however, strong reason to and certainly never claimed any powers wbich didnot

stead . Primus inter pares, Peter beld no distinctoffice,

believe that he visited Corinth at an early period. belong equally to allof his fellow -apostles (McC. and S.

The name of Peter as founder, or joint founder, is Cyc., s. v.).(2) The rock .“ Thou art Peter,and upon
not associated with any local church save those sion thisrock upon which I will build my church , bas

this rock I will build my church , " etc. " The expres

of Corinth , Antioch, or Rome, by early ecclesias- received very different interpretations . in various

tical tradition. From 1 Pet. 5:13 , 14 , it is proba- ages .The first is the construction given by the Church
ble that Peter either visited or resided for some

of Rome.... Itarms that the rock is Peter individ

ually, that the commission constituted him supreme

time at Babylon, and that Mark was with him apostle, with authority, inherited from him by thebish

there when he wrote that epistle. “ It maybe opsof Rome. But, 1. As may be shown, not Peter

considered as a settled point that he did not visit alone, but each apostle, was a rock and a recipient of

Rome before the last year of his life . The evi- the authority conveyed to Peter aloneand personthe keys, and all were coequal in powers . 2. Were

dence for his martyrdom there is complete, while ally, it must still be shown that thispersonal prerog;

there is a total absence of any contrary statement ative was among the successional attributes conferred

in the writings of the early fathers. Clement of without historical foũndation ; and the pretense of a
upon him . 3. That Peter was ever bishop of Rome is

Rome, writing before the end of the 1st century, succession from him by the Romish bishop is a fable.
speaks of it, but does not mention the place, that ... I understand that it is the apostle himself who is

being, of course, well known to his readers. the rock : yet not as aman,nor as a private confessorof
the Saviour's Messiahship, nor as lord of the apostolic

Ignatius, in the undoubtedly genuine epistle to the twelve, but as a specimen and representative of what

Romans ( ch. 4 ), speaks of Peter in terms which all the twelve were " ( Whedon, Com. ) .

imply a special connection with their church . In PETER, EPISTLES OF. See BIBLE.

the 2d century Dionysius of Corinth , in the epistle PETHAHI'AH (Heb. 77 , pelh -akh -yaw ',
to Soter, bishop of Rome (ap . Euseb ., H. E., ii , 25 ),

states, as a fact universallyknownandaccounting freed by Jehovah ).

for the intimate relations between Corinth and
1. A priest , head of the nineteenth course in

Rome, that Peter and Paul both taught in Italy, the reign of David ( 1 Chron. 24:16), B. C. about
970.

and suffered martyrdom about the same time. In

short, the churches most nearly connected with
2. A Levite in the time of Ezra, who had mar

Rome and those least affected by its influ- ried a foreign wife (Ezra 10:23). He is probably

ence, which was as yet but inconsiderable in the the same who is mentioned in Neh. 9:5, B. Č.
about 445.

East, concur in the statement that Peter was a
3. The son of Meshezabeel and descendant of

joint founder of that church, and suffered death

in that city. The time and manner of the apos- Zerah, who wascounselor of King Artaxerxes in

tle's martyrdom are less certain. Theearly writ- matters relating to the Jews (Neh. 11:24), B. C.
445.

ers imply, or distinctly state, that he suffered at

or about the same time with Paul , and in the PEʼTHOR (Heb.ning, peth -ore'), a town in

Neronian persecution. All agree that he was Mesopotamia wherę Balaam resided (Num. 22 : 5 ;

crucified , Origen says that at his own request he Deut. 23 :4 ) . It was probably a noted seat of

was crucified with his head downward .” Babylonian magi , since these wise men

4. Character. Among the leading character accustomed to congregate in particular localities.

were
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It is supposed to have been near Tiphsah, on the Civ ., pp. 359 , 366) . The monuments tell us, not

Euphrates, but this is uncertain . only of the supposed supernatural character and

PETHU'EL (Heb. Spina, pelh- oo -ale', en- priestlyfunctions, but also of their official duties,
larged of God), the father of the prophet Joel pleasures,wars, harems, official members of the

(Joel 1 : 1), B. C. before 760.
royal household (pp . 336, sq . ). See SUPPLEMENT.

Several Pharaohs are mentioned in the Bible :

PETITION. See PRAYER.
1. The Pharaoh of Abraham . ( 1 ) Iden.

PEUL'THAI (Heb. " peza, peh -ool-leh- thah'ee, tification . By Smith ( Bib. Dict., s. v.) this Pha

my wages), the eighth -named son of Obed -edom , a
raoh is identified with Salatis , the head of the

Levite, and one of the porters of the tabernacle in fifteenth dynasty, and by Dr. Strong (McC. and S.,

the reign of David ( i Chron. 26: 5) , B. C.after Cyclopædia, s. v. ) with Binothris of the second

1000.
( Thinitic) dynasty. (2) History. The first Pha

PHALEC (Gr. Þámek, fal - ek ), a Grecized Abraham's visit to Egypt. The beauty of Sarai ,
r'aoh of Scripture is mentioned in connection with

form (Luke 3:35) of the name of PELEG (q. v. ) .
Abraham's wife, was reported to Pharaob , and he,

PHAL'LU (Gen. 46 : 9). See Pallu. believing the statement of the patriarch that she

PHAL’TI (Heb. 099, pal-tee ', delivered), the was his sister, took her to hishouse. “ He en

son of Laish of Gallim , to whom Saul gave Michal treated. Abraham well for her sake," presenting
in marriage afterhe had driven away David (1 Sam . him with cattle and slaves. God interfered and
25:44), B. C. before 1004. The only other refer- smote Pharaoh and his house with great plagues,

ence to him iswhen Michal was restored to David, The king restored Sarai to Abraham untouched
,

which were accepted as punishment from Jehovah.

“ And her husband went with her along weeping chided him for bis untruth, and told him to de

behind her to Bahurim . Then said Abner unto

him, Go return . And he returned ” (2 Sam . 3:15, part , appointing an escort to conduct him out of

16, where he is called Phaltiel), B. C. about 977 .
the land , with his wife and possessions (Gen. 12 :

15–20), B. C. 2260.

PHAL TIEL (Heb. 589 , pal-tee-ale', deliv . 2. The Pharaoh of Joseph . ( 1) Identifice

erance of God), the son -in -law of Saul (2 Sam. 3 : tion . There is great difficulty in determining who

15 ) ; elsewhere called PHALTI (q. v.) . this Pharaoh was. He is identified by Wilkinson,

PHANU'EL (Gr. Þavovía, fan -oo-ale', prob- who is decidedly of theopinion thathe was not
ably for Penuel, face of God), an Asherite, and a shepherd king with Isiriesen 1, one of the kings

father of Anna the prophetess (Luke 2:36), B. C. of hissixteenth dynasty of Tanites (Egypt, i,42,

about 80.
43). Bunsen prefers to identify him with Osirte.

PHARAOH, the common title of the kings and declares him to be the Sesostris of classical
sen Ill, of the seventeenth dynasty of Memphites,

of Egypt in the Bible. The name (Heb. 17372, writers. Josephus says that hewas a shepherd.

par-o ') is derived from the Egyptian word Piré, Smith ( Dict., s. v.) accepts the statement of Euse.

or Phrê, the sun . It was probably given in the bius that the Pharaoh to whom Jacob went was

earliest times to the Egyptian kings as being the the Shepherd Apophis, of the fifteenth dynasty,

chief on earth, as the sun was the chief among the who, he says, appears to have ruled from the time

heavenly bodies, and afterward, when this lumi- of Joseph's appointment (or perhaps somewhat

nary became the object of idolatrous worship, as earlier) until Jacob's death . Strong (McC. and S. ,

therepresentation or incarnation oftheir sun god Cyclopeedia, s. v.) does not think that this Pharaoh

Phra or Rê” (Wilkinson, Ancient Egypt, iv, 267) . was one of the shepherd kings, and is inclined to

" Son of the sun ' was the title of every Pharaoh, identify him with one of the eighth (Memphitie)

and the usual comparison made by the priesthood dynasty, whose names are unrecorded. (2 ) Rule,

of their monarchs, when returning from a success. etc. The state of religion during the reign of this

ful war was that his power was exalted in the Pharaoh appears to have been less corrupt than at

world as the sun was in the heavens ” (Wilkinson , the time of Moses. Jehovah seems to have been

i, 400 ; iv, 288). “ The Pharaohs are blood rela- recognized as God, although symbolic worship had

tions of the sun god , some through their father, been introduced . His government was doubtless

others through their mother, directly begotten by absolute (Gen. 41:40-43),and yet he seems to have

the god , and their souls as well as their bodies been a wise and prudent monarch, anxious for the

have a supernatural origin ; each soul being a dou- welfare of his people. His capital was near Goshen

ble detached from Horus, the successor of Osiris, (Gen. 45:10), and the civilization and prosperity of

and the first to reign alone over Egypt. This Egypt during his reign was very great (Wilkinson,

divine double is infused into the royal infant at i, 43).

birth in the same manner as the ordinary double is 3. The Pharaoh of the Oppression.

incarnate in common mortals. ... Just as the head (1 ) Identification. Manetho supposes this Pha

of a family was in his household the priest par raoh to have been Tethmosis (Thothmes) ; Wilkin

excellence of the gods of that family — just as the son identifies him with Amosis (Ames); while

chief of a nome was in his nome the priest par Lord Prudhoe argues that it was Rameses 1. Sayce

excellence in regard to the gods of the nome - s0 (Bib. Researches, p . 105 ) says that Rameses II was

was Pharaoh the priest par excellence of the gods the Pharaoh of the Oppression. (2) Reign. Dur.

of all Egypt, who were his special deities . ... Heing his reign the Israelites were sorely oppressed ,

maintained daily intercourse with the gods , and the king fearing that in case of war they would

they , on their part, did not neglect any occasion make common cause with his enemies, and then

of communicating with him ” (Maspero, Dawn of l remove from Egypt.. First taskmasters were ap
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pointed over them, who were to oppress them with Edomite, and David's bitter enemy, fled - to Egypt,

hard labor, and thus prevent their increase (Exod. where he was received with distinction by Pha.

1:11 ). As this plan did not accomplish the de- raoh , who gave him for wife the sister of Tah.

sired end, the destruction of the male children at penes, the queen ( 1 Kings 11: 14–19), B. C. before

their birth was resorted to. And when this was 1015. He is probably different from

found not to produce the intended result the com- 7. The Father -in -law of Solomon. The

mand was given out that every Hebrew boy should daughter of this Pharaoh was married to Solomon

be thrown into the river Nile (vers. 15–22 ) . It not later than the eleventh year of his reign, when

was his daughter who found and adopted Moses the temple was finished , having been commenced

(2 : 5-10). in the fourth year ( 1 Kings 6 : 1 , 37 , 38). Men

4. The Pharaoh of Moses's Exile was tion is made (9:16) of an expedition led by him

probably another person than the preceding, as against the city of Gezer, which he gave to his

otherwise he must have reigned the unusual pe. I daughter, the wife of Solomon. It is probable

riod of forty years. This king,

having heard of Moses slaying an

Egyptian who was beating a He.

brew, sought to kill Moses (Exod .

2 : 11-15). That this was not the

same Pharaoh is confirmed by in.

timation in Exod. 4:19 , which seems

to tell us that the king who sought

to take Moses's life lived nearly to

the time of his return to Egypt,

which would make his reign over

eighty years.

5. The Pharaoh of the Ex

odas. (1 ) Identification . The

following are some of the opinions
respecting this Pharaoh : Wilkin.

son supposes him to have been

Thothmes I'll, of the 18th dynasty ;

Manetho, according to Africanus,

makes him to have been Amos, the

first of that line of kings ; Lord

Prudhoe identities him with Ptha .

men , the last of that dynasty. Dr.

McCurdy, in Art.Egypt, gives the
time of Rameses III as B. C. 1220

1190, and places the exode at B.C.

1210. ( 2 ) When Moses asked

Pharaoh to allow the Israelites to

go into the desert and sacrifice to

Jehovah he refused and
Mummy Head of Rameses II .

manded his taskmasters to exact

the tale of bricks as before , while obliging the that she was a convert to the faith of Solomon, as

people to provide their own straw . He hard at this period of his life he would hardly have

ened his heart to all evidence , furnished by the married an idolatress.

plagues, of God's power and purpose to deliver, 8. The Father - in - law of Mered . In

and followed up his reluctant consent to their i Chron. 4:18 mention is made of a Pharaoh whose

departure by an effort to bring them back by force daughter, Bithiah, was married to Mered, an Isra

of arms (Exod ., chaps. 5-14). His acts prove him to elite. The date of this marriage is uncertain, be

have been a man at once impious and superstitious, ing fixed by some at the time of the exode, while

alternately rebelling and submitting. Whether he others bring down this event to the times of, or

was drowned with his army in the Red Sea is not near those of, David. “ The most interesting fea

stated in the narrative , although another passage ture connected with this transaction is the name

(Psa. 136 :15) appears to confirm it. Bithiah (daughter of Jehovah ), given to the daugha

6. The Brother- in - law ofHadad. (1) Iden- ter of Pharaoh . It exhibits the true faith of Israel

tification . Although we have chronological indi- as exerting its influence abroad ,and gathering pros

cations and the name of this Pharaoh's wife to elytes even in the royal house of idolatrous Egypt. '

aid in identifying him , yet unfortunately the his- 9. Pharaoh, the Opponent of Sennach

tory of Egypt at this time is so obscure that we erib . This Pharaoh can only be the Sethos

have not clear information as to its kings. The mentioned by Herodotus as the opponentof Sen

probability is that the Pharaohs of the time of nacherib, and may be reasonably supposed to be

David and Solomon were Tanites; and, if we take the Zet of Manetho, the last king of the twenty

the numbers of Eusebius, Osochor is probably the third dynasty. He reigned in the fourteenth year

Pharaoh in question, while according to Africanus of Hezekiah (B. C. about 701 ), and was the con

he would be Psusennes I. (2) Scripture notice . temporary of Tirhakah, king of Ethiopia, and of

Some time during the reign of David Hadad the Sennacherib, king of Assyria (Isa . 36:6 ).

liit
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10. Pharaoh - Necho II (Heb. 15 and 173, as the second son (Num. 26:20). His family was
nek -o ). (1) Identification . This Pharaoh was very numerous, as is shown in Ruth 4:12 : “ Let

of the Saite twenty-sixth dynasty, of which Manetho thy house be like the house of Pharez, whom Tamar

makeshim either the fifth ruler (Africanus) or the bare unto Judah ." His descendants were notable

sixth (Eusebius). Herodotus calls him Nekôs, and in the timeof David (1 Chron. 11:11, etc. ; 27 :2, 3)

assigns to him a reign of sixteen years, which is and after the captivity ( 1 Chron. 9 :4 ; Neh. 11:4–6 ).

confirmed by the monuments. (2) History. Pha- Inseveral of these passages he is called PEREZ.

raoh-necho was king of Egypt during the reigns PHAR'ISEES (Gr. paploaiws, far-is-ak '-yos, a

of Josiah, Jehoahaz, and Jehoiakim ,kings of Ju-separatist, from Heb. wyp, pav -rash', to separate).
dah (2 Kings 23:29–34 ), and probably for some

1. Name. The name Separatists is thoughtby
time after ( 24 :7 ). “ He seems to have been an

some to have been derived from that separation
enterprising king, as he is related to have at which took place in the time of Zerubbabel, and

tempted to complete the canal connecting theRed thenagain in the time of Ezra, when Israel sepa.
Sea with the Nile, and to have sent an expedition rated from the heathen dwelling in the land and

of Phænicians to circumnavigate Africa, which from their uncleanness (Ezra 6:21 ; 9: 1 ; 10:11 ;

was successfully accomplished . At the commence- Neh. 9:2 ; 10:29). But this is correctly objected

ment of his reign, B. C. 610, he made war against to on the ground that their name must have come

the king of Assyria, and, being encountered on his to the Pharisees in consequence of their stricter

way by Josiah ,defeated and slew theking of Ju- view of the notion of unclean not only from

dah at Megiddo (2 Kings 23:29, 30 ; 2 Chron . 35 : the uncleanness of the heathen, but from that with

20-24 ). Ñecho seems to have soon returned to which they believed the great portion of Israel to

Egypt' ; perhaps he was on his way thither when have been affected. This seems to have been the

he deposed Jehoahaz. The army was probably sense in wbich they were called the separated or

posted at Carchemish, and wasthere defeated by the separating,andthey might have been so called
Nebuchadnezzar in the fourth year of Necho (B.C. from either praise or blame. It is not probable

607), that king not being, as it seems, then at its that they took the name themselves, but that their
head (Jer. 46 : 1, 2, 6, 10 ). This battle led to the adversaries called them “ the separatists." They

loss ofall theAsiatic dominions of Egypt (2 Kings called themselves Chaberim (Heb. 737, khab -ar',

24 : 7 ).”

11. Pharaoh -Hophra. ( 1 ) Identification . associate), this term being in the language of the

This Pharaoh is generally thought to be the Apries Mishna and of ancient rabbinical literature in

gentioned by Herodotus, and called Vaphres by general exactly identical with Perushim ; a Chaber

Manetho ; he was the grandson of Necho II. in them meaning one who strictly observes the law ,

(2 ) History. The Scriptures introduce him as in especially the laws relating to cleanness and un

intimate alliance with Zedekiah, whom he aided cleanness.

against Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. 44:30). Josephus 2. Origin . The priests and scribes determined

(Ant. , x , 7, 3) states that Nebuchadnezzar, on the inner development of Israel after the captivity,

hearing of the march of the Egyptians, broke up Virtually identical in Ezra'stime, they became
from before Jerusalem, met the Egyptians, con- more and more separated, until , in the Maccabæan

quered them in battle, drove them out of Syria, period, two parties, sharply contrasted with each
and then returned to the siege of Jerusalem. It other, were developed from them . The Sadducean

is certain that Nebuchadnezzar laid siege to Jeru - party came from the ranks of the priests, the

salem inthe ninth year of Zedekiah, and took it party of the Pharisees from the Scribes. The
in the eleventh year (39 : 1 ) , B. C. 586. It is prob- characteristic featureof the Pharisees arises from
able (37:7) that on hearing of Nebuchadnezzar's their legal tendency, that of the Sadducees from

approach with his entire army Pharaoh retired their social position. “When once the accurate

from the contest and left Jerusalem to its fate. observance of the ceremonial law was regarded as

“ Some time thereafter, during his reign , his king the true essence of religious conduct, Pharisaism
dom was overrun by NEBUCHADNEZZAR (q . v.), but already existed, but not as a distinct sect or
not long occupied by him (46:13, sq . ). His over- party. It appears that during the Greek period,

throw was predicted by Jeremiah (33:10 ; 44:30). the chief priests and rulers of the people took

No subsequent Pharaoh is mentioned in Scripture, up an increasingly low attitude toward the law,
but there are predictions doubtless referring to they (the Pharisees) united themselves more closely
the misfortunes of later princes until the second into an association of such as made a duty of

Persian conquest, when the prophecy “ There shall its punctilious observance. They appear in the

be no more a prince of the land of Egypt” (Ezek . time of John Hyrcanus under the nameof “ Phari

30:13) was fulfilled (McC. and S., Cyc.; Smith, sees,” no longer indeed on the side of the Mac

Bib . Dict. ). See EGYPT ; also SUPPLEMENT. cabees, but in hostile opposition to them . The

PHA'RES (Matt. 1 :3 ; Luke 3:33) . See Pra- reason for this was that the Maccabæans'chief

object was no longer the carrying out of the

law, but the maintenance and extension of their
PHA'REZ (Heb. 7 .?? peh ' -rets, breach ), a political power. The stress laid upon religious

twin son (with Zarah) of Judah by Tamar (his interests by the Pharisees had won the bulk of

daughter-in -law (Gen. 38:29; 1 Chron. 2 :4). Little the nation to their side, and Queen Alexandra, for

is known of his personal history, although his fam- the sake of peace with her people, abandoned
ily is often mentioned . He and his brethren were the power to the Pharisees . Their victory was

numbered among the sons of Judah (Gen. 46:12 ), now complete ; the whole conduct of internal af.
and after the death of Er and Onan he is named I fairs was in their hands. All the decrees of the

>
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Pharisees done away with by Hyrcanus were re political, but from a religious point of view. The

introduced, and they completely ruled the public Pharisees were by no means a political party, at
life of the nation. This continued in all essen- least not directly. Their aim , viz., the strict carry.

tials even during subsequent ages. Amid all the ing out of the law, was not political, but religious.

changes of government under Romans and Hero- So far as no obstruction was cast in the way of

dians the Pharisees maintained their spiritual au- this , they could be content with any government.

thority. Consistency with principle was on their It was only when the secular power prevented the

side, and this consistency procured them the spirit- practice of the law in that strict manner which

ual supremacy. Although the Sadducean high the Pharisees demanded , that they gathered to

priests were at the head of the Sanhedrin, the gether to oppose it, and then really became in a

decisive influence upon public affairs was in the certain sense a political party, opposing even ex
hands of the Pharisees. “ They had the bulk of ternal resistance to external force. To politics as

the nation as their ally, and women especially such they were always comparatively indifferent.”

were in their hands. They had the greatest in- We must consider the Pharisee as acting under

fluence upon the congregations, so that all acts of two different religious views : ( 1 ) The idea of the

public worship, prayers, and sacrifices were per- Divine Providence might be made the starting

formed according to their injunctions. Their point. Thence would result the thought that the

sway over the masses was so absolute that they sway of the heathen over Israel was the will of

could obtain a hearing even when they said any. God . Hence, first of all, this chastisement of God

thing against the king or the high priest, conse- must be willingly submitted to ; a heathen and,

quently they were the most capable of counteract- moreover, a harsh government must be willingly

ing the designs of the kings. Hence, too, the borne, if only the observance of the law was not

Sadducees, in their official acts, adhered to the thereby prevented . (2 ) Israel's election might be

demands of the Pharisees, because otherwise the placed in the foreground . Then the rule of the

multitude would nothave tolerated them ” (Schürer, heathen over the people of God would appear as

Jewish People, div. ii, vol . ii , p. 28) . an abnormity whose abolition was by all means to

3. Teaching . (1) Immortality. The Phari. be striven for. Israel must acknowledge no other

sees teach “ that every soul is imperishable, but king than God alone and the ruler of the house of

that only those of the righteous pass into another David, whom he anointed. The supremacy of the

body, while thoseof the wicked are, on the con- heathen was illegal and presumptuous. From this

trary, punished with eternal torment ” (Josephus, standpoint it was questionable, not merely whether

Wars, ii, 8, 14) ; or “ they hold the belief that an obedience and payment of tribute to a heathen

immortal strength belongs to souls, and that there power was a duty, but whether it was lawful

are beneath the earth punishments and rewards (Matt. 22:17, sq.; Mark 12:14, sq.; Luke 20:22, sq . ) .

for those who in life devoted themselves to virtue 4. Practices. As an Israelite avoided as far

or vileness, and that eternal imprisonment is ap- as possible all contact with a heathen , lest he

pointed for the latter, but the possibility of re. should thereby be defiled, so did the Pharisee

turning to life for the former” ( Josephus, Ant. , avoid as far as possible contact with the non

xviii, 1, 3). The above is merely the Jewish doc- Pharisee, because the latter was to him included

trine of retribution and resurrection (Dan . 12: 2 ), in the notion of the unclean Am -haarez (i.e. , other

and testified to by all subsequent Jewish litera- Israelites than Pharisees ). When, then, the gospels

ture, and also by the New Testament, as the com- relate that the Pharisees found fault with the free

mon possession of genuine Judaism. (2) Angels, intercourse of Jesus with “publicans and sinners,'
etc. The Pharisees also taught the existence of and with his entering into their houses (Mark 2:

angels and spirits, while the Sadducees denied 14–17 ; Matt. 9 :9-13 ; Luke 5:27-32), this agrees

them ( Acts 23:8), in this respect also representing exactly with the standpoint here described. The

the general standpoint of later Judaism . ( 3) Provi- Pharisees, according to the Talmud, were of seven

dence, human freedom , etc. The Pharisees nuake kinds : (1) The Shechemite Pharisee, who simply

everything depend on fate and on God, and teach keeps the law for what he can profit thereby , as

that the doing of good is indeed chiefly the affair Shechem submitted to circumcision to obtain Dinah

of man , but that fate also cooperates in every (Gen. 34:19 ) . (2) The Tumbling Pharisee, who to

transaction ” (Josephus, Wars, ii , 8 , 14 ). They appear humble always hungs down his head.

assert that everything is accomplished by faith . (3) The Bleeding Pharisee, who in order not to see

They do not, however, deprive the human will a woman walks with his eyes_closed, and thus

of spontaneity, it having pleased God that there often meets with wounds. (4) The Mortar Phari.

should be a mixture, and that to the will of fate see, who wears a mortar-shaped cap to cover his
should be added the human will with its virtue or eyes that he may not see any impurities or in.

baseness (Josephus, Ant. , xviii , 1 , 3 ). “ If we decencies. (5) The What-am - l-yet-to -do Pharisee,

strip off its Greek form , from what Josephus says, who, notknowing much about the law ,as soon as

it is nothing more than this, that according to the he has done one thing,asks, " Whatismy duty

Pharisees everything that happens takes place now? and I will do it ” (comp. Mark 10: 17-22) .

through God's providence, and that consequently (6) The Pharisee from fear, who keeps the law

in human actions also, whether good or bad, a co- because he is afraid of future judgment. ( 7) The

operation of God is to be admitted. And this is a Pharisee from love, who obeys the Lord because

genuine Old Testament view " ( Schurer, div . ii , he loves him with all his heart (Delitzsch , Jesus

vol . ji, p. 15 ). (4) Political . “ In politics the stand- und Hillel).

point of the Pharisees was the genuinely Jewish 5. Pharisaism and Christianity Com

one of looking at political questions not from a pared . (1) In relation to the Old Testament

"
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PHAROSH PHILEMON

1

NICIA,

*

dispensation it was the Saviour's great effort to Damascus, better than all the waters of Israel ? "

unfold the principles which had lain at the bottom (2 Kings 5:12), the same as the “ Awaj,” a little

of that dispensation, and carry them out to their south of Damascus. Its total length is forty

legitimate conclusions , to “ fulfill the law ” (Matt. miles, and it is but one fourth the volume of the

5:17) , to " fulfill, " not to confirm , as too many Barada, or Abana. It flows through the Wady
suppose it to mean . The Pharisee taught such a el-Ajam, “ the valley of the Persians.”

servile adherence to the letter of the law that its
PHARʻZITE (Heb. "???, par-tsee'), the de

remarkable character, as a pointing forward to
something higher than its letter,was completely scendant of Pharez, son of Judah (Num . 26:20).

overlooked, and that its moral precepts, intended
PHASE´AH (Neh . 7:51 ). See PASEAH.

to elevate men , were made rather the instruments PHE'BE (Gr. poißn, foy '-bay, radiant), a dea

of contracting and debasing their ideas ofmorality: coness of the Church at Cencbrea, commended

Thus, strictly adhering to the letter, “ Thou shalt by Paul to the Church of Rome, who had been a

not kill,” they regarded anger and all hasty pas- recipient of her kindness (Rom . 16 : 1 , 2 ). She

sion as legitimate (5:21 , 22). (2 ) While it was the seems to have been on the eve of setting out for

aimof Jesus to call mento the law of God itself Rome on some important business, the nature of

as the supreme guide of life, the Pharisees multi- which is unknown.

plied minute precepts and distinctions to such an
PHENI'CE (Gr. Þorvíkn, foy -nee'-kay, a palm

extent, upon the pretence of maintaining it intact, tree ; Acts 11:19 ; 15 : 3 ; in 27:12 "oivig, foy'-niz ),
that the whole life of Israel was hemmed in and the name of a haven in Crete, on the south coast .

burdened on every side by instructions so numer. Both Ptolemy and Strabo mention a town Phenix.
ous and trifling that the law was almost, if not Phenice is mentioned as one of the places to which

wholly , lost sight of (see Matt. 12:1-13 ; 23:23 ; Christians went during “ the persecution that arose

Mark 3:1-6 ; 7 :2-4; Luke 13:10–17; 18:12) . ( 3) It about Stephen ” (Acts 11:19 ), and which Paul and
was a leading aim of the Redeemer to teach men

Barnabas visited ( 15 :3 ). It was this harbor that
that true piety consisted not in forms, but in sub- the captain of the ship which carried Paul wished

stance ; not in outward observances, but in an to make and winter in (27:12).
inward spirit ; not in small details, but in great

rules of life. The whole system of Pharisaic piety
PHENI'CIA , PHENI'CIANS. See Phe

led to exactly opposite conclusions. Under its in

fluence " the weightier matters of the law, judg
PHI-BE'SETH . See PI-BESETA.

ment, ercy, and faith ” (Matt. 23:23 ; Luke 11 : PHI'CHOL (Heb. 159,pee-kole', mouth of all
,

42) were undervalued and neglected ; the idea ofreligion as that which should have its seat in the or strength ), chief captain of the army of Abime

lech, the Philistine king of Gerar (Gen. 21:22 , 32 ;
heart disappeared (Luke 11:38–41);

the most

sacred obligations were evaded (Mark'7:11);vain 26:26), B.C. about 2200.

and trilling questions took the place of serious
PHILADELPHIA (Gr. Qihadéhoia, fil-ad-el

inquiry into the great principles of duty (Matt. 19 : fee-ah, brotherly love), a city in Lydia of Asia

3 , etc.) ; and even the most solemn truths were Minor, containing one of “ the seven churches of

handled as mere matters of curious speculation or
Asia ” ( Rev. 1:11 ; 3 : 7 ) . It was built by Attalus

means to entrap an adversary (Matt. 22:35, etc.; Philadelphus, whose nameit bore. It wassituated

Luke 17:20, etc.) . (4) The lowliness of piety was,
on the lowerslopesof Tmolus, on the southern side of

according to the teaching of Jesus, an inseparable the valley of the Ain -e-ghiul Sou, a river which is

concomitant of its reality, but the Pharisees sought probably the Cogamus of antiquity, and falls into

mainly to attract attention and excite the admira- the Wadistchai (the Hermus), in the neighborhood

tion of men (Matt. 6 : 2 , 6 , 16 ; 23:5, 6 ; Luke 14: of Sarl-Kalesi (Sardis), about twenty -five miles to

7 ; 18:11 ), (5) Christ ineuleated compassion for the west of the site of Philadelphia. Its eleva

the degraded, helpfulness to the friendless, liberal- tion is nine hundred and fifty-two feet above the

ity to the poor, holiness of heart, universal love, a
A Roman town until 1392 A. D. , it fell , after

mind open to the truth . The Pharisees regarded persistent resistance, into the hands of theTurk.

the degraded classes of society as classes to be It has been several times almost destroyed by earth

shunned, not to be won over to the right (Luke quakes. Its name now is Allah Shehr, “ City of

7:39 ; 15 : 2 ; 18:11 ) , and frowned from them such God.” Trench says that the building in which the

as the Saviour would have gathered within his fold primitive Church met, to whom St. John addressed

(John 7:47,48). They made a prey of the friend- his appeal, is thought to exist now as an old

less (Matt. 23:13) ; with all their pretence to piety mosque.

they were in reality avaricions, sensual , and dis- PHILE'MON (Gr. Qlhíuwv, fil-ay'-mone, af.

solute (Matt. 23:25 ; John 8:7 ), and devoted their fectionate), a member of the Church of Colossæ,

energies to making converts to their own narrow who owed his conversion to the apostle Paul, for

views (Matt. 23:16). The exclusiveness of Phari- such is the interpretation generally assigned to the

saism certainly justifies its being called a sect (Gr. words geavtov uol apocopeiheis, “ thou owest unto

aipeois, Acts 15 :5 ; 26 : 5 ) . Their number, which me thine own self besides ” (Philem . 19) . To

was comparatively small, was about six thousand. him Paul addressed his epistle in behalf of Onesi

PHA'ROSH (Ezra 8: 3). See PAROSII.
His character, as given in that letter, was

one of great nobility. The apostle commends his

PHARʻPAR (Heb . 1972, par -par, swift), one faith and love,his benevolence and hospitality, luis

of the two rivers of Damascus mentioned by docile, sympathizing, and forgiving spirit. His
Naaman, “ Are not Abana and Pharpar, rivers of | house at Colossæ was shown in the time of Theo

sea .

mus.
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PHILETUS PHILIPPI

C

doret, and-tradition represents him as bishop of gospel in Phrygia, and that he met his death at

that city, and as having suffered martyrdom . For Hieropolis in Syria.

Epistle to Philemon, see BIBLE. 2. The Evangelist. Of his family antece

PHILEʻTUS (Gr. Diantós, fil-ay -tos ', beloved ), dents nothing is known. (1 ) As deacon. Wefirst

an apostate Christian named in connection with hear of Philip in his appointment as one ofthe

Hymenæus(2 Tim. 2:17) as holding false views seven deacons, his name following Stephen in the

regarding the resurrection. The apostle does not
list (Acts 6 : 5 ) . They were appointed to superin

state their opinions , concerningwhich there have tend the daily ministration of food and alms, and

been many dissertations . Dean Ellicott (Com ., in
so remove all suspicion of partiality. The persecu.

loc.) says: “ The false ascetism whichis so often tion that followed the death of Stephen stopped

the

tacitly alluded to and condemned in these epistles

of the Church. The“ daily ministrations

led very probably to an undue contempt for the teachers who had been most prominent werecom

body, to false views of thenature ofdeath, and pelled to take flight, and Philip was among them .
thence to equally falseviewsoftheresurrection. (2) Encounters Simon Magus. Philip foundhis

Death and resurrection were termswhich had with way to the city of Samaria, where Simon Magus

these false teachers onlya spiritual meaningand practiced sorcery. Thelatter was held in great
application ; they allegorized the doctrine , and reverence because of the wonders he wrought.

turned all into figure and metaphor. ” The names
Philip performed many substantial miracles, and

of Philetusand Hymenæus occur separately among thepeople , who listened gladly to the preaching
thus drew away from the sorcerer the attention of

those ofCæsar's household whose relics have been of the Gospel. Simon himself seems to have re

found in the Columbaria at Rome.

PHILIP . 1. The Apostle (Gr. DINLITOs, being ,and looking upon baptism as the initiatory
garded Philip as in league with somesuperhuman

fil - ip -pos, lover of horses) was of the city of Beth- rite through which he might obtain the same

saida, in Galilee (John 1:44 ; 12:21), but of his powers; he solicited and obtained baptism from

family we have no information. Little is recorded the evangelist (8 : 5-13) . (3 ) Teaches the eunuch .

of Philip in the Scriptures. (1) Call. He had After Peter and John had come to Samaria to

probably gone with Andrew and Peter to hear the complete the work begin by Philip, he was directed

preaching of John the Baptist . They had, with by the angel of the Lord to proceed to Gaza. On

out doubt, spoken to him of Jesus as the long the way he met the treasurer of Candace, queen of

expected Saviour, for on the next dayafter Andrew Ethiopia, who had come to Jerusalem to worship.

brought his brother Simon to Jesus, Philip unhesi- The eunuch was reading Isa. 63 , when Philip drew

tatingly complied with the Master's request to near to his chariot and asked him if he understood

follow him ( 1:41-43). He was thus the fourth that which he read . Upon invitation Philip took

of the apostles who attached themselves to the a seat and expounded the Scripture, preaching

person of Jesus . (2) Invites Nathanael . The Jesus, the result of which was the conversion and

first act of Philip was to invite Nathanael to baptism of the eunuch. Upon the return from

come and see Jesus, saying, “ We have found the water in which the baptism occurred “ the

him, of whom Moses in the law and the prophets Spirit of the Lord caught away Philip , that the

did write, Jesus of Nazareth , the son of Joseph ” eunuch saw him no more.” Philip continued his

( 1:45–47). His ready acceptance of Jesus, and work as a preacher at Azotus (Ashdod) and among

what he said to Nathanael, seem to imply much the other cities that had formerly belonged to the

acquaintance with the word . ( 3) Ordained apostle. Philistines, and, following the coast line, came to

When the twelve were specially set apart for their Cæsarea (8: 26–40). (4) Later incidents. For a

office, Philip was numbered among them (Matt . number of years (estimated from fifteen to nine

10: 3; Mark 3:18 ; Luke 6:14 ). (4) Other incidents. teen) we lose sight of the evangelist. The last

When Jesus was about to feed the five thousand glimpse we have of him in the New Testament is

he asked Philip, “ Whence shall we buy bread in the account of St. Paul's journey to Jerusalem .

that these may eat ? " And it is added, “ This he at his house the great apostle and his companions

said to prove him ” ( John 6 : 5-7 ) . Bengel and tarry for many days. The four daughters of

others suppose that this was because the charge Philip, “ virgins which did prophesy," and Agabus,

of providing food had been committed to Philip, who prophesied of Paul's danger from the Jews,

while Chrysostom and Theodore of Mopsuestia are mentioned in the narrative (21:8, sq .). The

rather suppose it was because this apostle was traditions concerning Philip are conflicting and

weak in faith . The answer of Philip agrees well uncertain. The Greek martyrologies make him to

enough with either supposition (Kitto ). Certain have been bishop of Tralles, in Lydia ; but the

Greeks, desiring to see Jesus, made application to Latins make him end his days in Cæsarea.

Philip for an introduction . Philip, uncertain at

first whether to comply with their request or not,
PHIL’IP , HEROD ( Matt . 14: 3 , etc. ). See

consulted with Andrew , who went with him , and
HEROD, IV.

mentioned the circumstance to Jesus (12:21, PHIL’IP , the tetrarch (Luke 3 : 1 ) . See HEROD,

22.) The sacred history adds only the remark of IV.

Philip , “ Lord , show us the Father, and it sufficeth PHILIP'PI (Gr. Qihen Trol, fil -ip-poy, lover of

us” ( 14 :8), and refers to his presence at Jerusa- horses, warlıke), a town of Macedonia , anciently

lem with the Church after the ascension (Acts known as Krenides (Strabo, vii , 331), was situated

1:13). The later traditions concerning this apostle about nine miles from the Ægean Sea, N. W. of
are vague and uncertain ; but there is nothing in the island of Thasos. King Philip took it from

probable in the statement that he preached the the Thracians and gave it his own name.
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Philippi which St. Paul visited was a Roman col- not the people from whom they sprung. The

ony founded by Augustus, and the remains which Casluhim are named among the descendants

strew the ground are no doubt derived from of Mizraim, the son of Ham . In Deut. 2:23 the

that city. The establishment of Philip of Mace- Caphtorim are usually identified with the Philis.

donia was probably not exactly on the same site. tines ; but here, too, the local relation is empha

Philip, when he acquired possession of the site, sized by the expression, the Caphtorim , which

found there a town named Datus or Datum , which came out of Caphtor." If any of our polyglot

was in all probability in its origin a factory of the population go to foreign lands they are protected

Phænicians, who were the first that worked the as Americans from America, without regard to

gold mines in themountainshere, as in the neigh - their descent. So, too, in Jer. 47 :4, the Philistines

horing Thasos. The proximity of the gold mines are “ the remnant of the ” maritime “country of

was of course the origin of so large a city as Phil. Caphtor , ” more literally “ isle of Caphtor ; " butthe

ippi , but the plain in which it lies is of extraor- local relation is still prominent. The Philistines

dinary fertility. The position, too, was on the main are the remnant of the country, not of the people

road from Rome to Asia, the Via Egnatia, which of Caphtor.

from Thessalonica to Constantinople followed the R. S. Poole (Smith , Bib . Dicl., 8. v. “ Caphtor ")

same course as the existing post road ” . (Smith , identifies Caphtor with Coptos, about thirty miles

Bib . Dict. , s. v. ). A battle was fought here be down the Nile from Thebes. The name Coptos,

tween Octavius and Anthony on one side and Bru- " if literally transcribed, is written in the hiero

tus and Cassius on the other, in which the former glyphics Kebtu, Kebta, and Keb -Her, probably

conquered, and the Roman republic was over. pronounced Kubt, Kabt, and Kebt-Hor

thrown, B. C.42. Paul and Silas were imprisoned whence ... Gr. Kóntos, Arab. Kuft. ” He fur.

here when on the second missionary journey (Acts ther derives the name Egypt, AT YUTTOS for Aia

16 :9–40 ; 1 Thess. 2 : 2 ). The church at Philippi

was generous (2 Cor . 8: 1-6; 11:9 ; Phil
. 4:16) YUTTOS,from Heb. SinpaN (ee kaf-tore').Thus

The First and Second Epistles to the Corinthians the Philistines would seem to have come out of

were written in this city (see Subscriptions). The Egypt. But, as we have seen, the Bible carefully

first church in Europe was here. The place is a refrains from saying that they were themselves

mass of ruins at the present time. descended from Mizraim ; and Amos 9: 7 seems to

PHILIP'PIANS, EPISTLE TO. See imply that they had been dwelling temporarily in

BIBLE. Caphtor, like the Israelites in Egypt.

PHILISÄTIA , the land of the PHILISTINES
The Philistines are also believed to have been

(q. v.), as it is usually styled in poetry (Psa. 60 : 8 ; connected with Crete. The Cherethites or Chero.

87: 4 ; 108 : 9). thim (1 Sam . 30:14, ; Ezek. 25:16 ; Zeph.

PHILISÄTIM (Gen. 10:14). See PHILISTINE. 2: 5 , binn) appear to be Philistines. In the two

PHILISÄTINES (Heb. bumus , pel-ish-teem ', prophetic passages both are mentioned together,

1 Chron. 14:10 ;-mu ??,pel-ish-tee-yeem ',Amos 9 : either as being the same nation under different
7 ; comp. the Gr. Pulotteip of the LXX), a powerful names or as kindred nations. In 1 Sam. 30:14

nation southwest of theland of Israel, to which they the LXX has Xɛɛdi (khel-eth- ee '), but in the pro

gave the name on(pel-eh - sheth ); Malaiorivn, phetic passages Kpñres (kray'-tes),ofwhich ourn?
Palestina, Palestine. This name, beginning with (ker -ay -theem '), would be the natural Hebrew ren .

Philistia proper (see Zeph. 2 : 5), gradually came to dering Modern writers quite generally regard the

be used of the whole Jewish country on both sides Philistines as Cretans.

of the Jordan by Christians, heathen, and even The Cherethites and Pelethites of David's guard

the Jews themselves (Smith , Bib. Dict. , s . v . , are quite probably supposed to have been Cretans

“ Palestine " ). and Philistines. This is in itself quite probable,

1. Name. If the name is Semitic, it is from on account of their warlike character and of the

Heb. up (paw-lash ”), to roll,hence, presumably, shelterwhich they had given to David in the days

to wander, as we say “ a rolling stone gathers no of Saul (comp. 2 Sam . 15:18 ); they are mentioned

That the name should find itsbest ex- in connection with six hundred Gittites “ from

planation in Ethiopic accords well with their Gath .” But the names have also been explained

connection with Africa, to be explained later . In as executioners (from 07, cut, cut down, destroy)

Hebrew (up)paw-lash'is found only in Hithpael and runners or couriers (from an assumed obsolete

(reflexive),in the meaning roll one's self, wallow ; root op (peh'-leth),analagous to doby ( paw -lat'),to
often in ashes,and in every case (Jer. 6:26 ; 25:34 ; escape ; since “ royal guards were employed as

Ezek. 27:30 ; Mic. 1:10) in connection with mourn executioners (2 Kings 11 :4, 8) and as couriers ”

ing. In the Mishna (629) paw -lash ' means pierce, ( 1 Kings 14:27, where the Hebrew for “ guard ”.

bore through ; the Assyrian paláshu is break in is runners, 69377, haw -raw -tseem ).

pieces, scatter. Philistine would then mean immi.

grant, rover.

The language of the Philistines is held to have
This would agree well with the fre- been Semitic . The Philistines, therefore, must

quent rendering of the LXX, A226qvhoi. A differ- have been either Semitic or thoroughly Semitized.

ent etymology will appear farther on .

2.Country and Origin. They came out of the Philistines Cretan Pelasgians, belonging, of
A view which has met with some favor makes

Casluhim (Gen. 10:14) ; and the phrase pas course, to the Aryan or Indo-Europeanrace. This

(whence) marks the place from which they came, I view is brilliantly presented by Lenormant and

moss.
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Chevallier ( Ancient History of the East). They Argive and Pelasgian indiscriminately (Smith, Dict.

say ( i , 123) : ofGreek and Rom . Geog ., ii,562, where see more).

“ The Philistines had no connection in their 3. History. From the Egyptian monuments,

origin with the other nations of Syria. They were Lenormant and Chevallier find (ii,167), “ that about

neither of the race of Ham , like the Canaanites, the middle of the 15th century B. C., under Seti I,

nor of that of Shem , like the Israelites, but in or a little before his time, a Pelasgic navy made

reality of Japhetic origin. Closely related to the its appearance in the Mediterranean, and the

primitive colonies of Greece and the Archipelago, Japhetic Lybians invaded Africa by sea, and made

they also belonged to that great Pelasgic race their first settlement on the shores of the Lake

which ruled for a time the whole basin of the Triton . . . . From that time, for many centuries,

Mediterranean, and their name, Philistine or Phil. the Pelasgi of the Archipelago, the Philistines of

Crete, the Sicilians, the Sardinians,

the Lybians and Maxyans of Africa,

in spite of the distance of sea sepa
Rolah

rating them , united in a close confed.

Mi peth Gibeah eration , maintaining a constant inter

JERUSALEM course, naturally leading us to suppose
Heights of

Betblebemo an active reciprocal commerce, and

the existence of a considerable knowl.

edge of navigation. ... The power

of the Lybio -Pelasgic confederation

rapidly increased , and was at its

height in the beginning of the 14th

century B. C.” Under Rameses II

they reached the western border of

the delta, and, with the Tyrrhenians

Μ Ο Α and Archæans, they “ nearly con.

quered lower Egypt, even beyond

Memphis, in the reign of Mereptah.”

In the latter part of the 14thcen.

I DU M E A
tury B. C., “ during the reign of Ram

OR
eses III, they abandoned Crete and

threw themselves into Palestine."
Wilderness

The Philistines were accompanied by
IMDB . E. 35 from Greenwich

their wives and children , riding in

rough cars,drawn by oxen (id . , i , 266 ).

istim , contains the same essential elements as that (1) In Palestine. They were conquered by

of the Pelasgi." Rameses III, who destroyed the fleet that brought

The last statement is true if we regard the gus them ; and then, not knowing how to dispose

( yos) of Pelasgus as a suffix, like cus (-xos ), remem- of this entire nation whom he had captured, he

bering that the Latin C originally corresponded in was obliged to give them lands and apportion

sound to the Greek T , and that C was used for to them the seacoast around Gaza, Ashdod,

Gaius (Caius), and Cn for Gnæus (Cnæus), down Ashkelon, Gath, and Ekron. The Philis.

to the latest time (Harper's Latin Dict., s. v. “ C ” ); tines, doubtless reinforced by numerous parties of

and if we assume that the of our is a femi- emigrants from Crete, rapidly increased in num

nine sign, as in sup, feminine ofSep (Mitchell's of the powerof Egypt underthe cowardly and
bers for about a century , profiting by the decline

Ges. , Heb. Gram. , § 80, 2, b ; Green , Heb. Gram ., effeminate kings of the twentieth dynasty.” As

$ 196, 6). their army increased they began to form a navy,

According to the view of Niebuhr, which has and at theend of a hundred years they were able

been quite generally received, the Pelasgi were to attack the Israelites and the Sidonians at once.

original inhabitants of Greece and Italy. They They oppressed the Israelites for more than half a

were once “ firmly rooted, powerful , and honorable century. “ About the time of the commencement

people, ” inhabiting all the countries from the Po of this oppression, perhaps a few yearsearlier, but

and the Arno to the Bosporus ; but in the historic in any case about 1209 B. C. , a Philistine fleet set

times only isolated settlements remained in Italy, out from Ashkelon and suddenly presented itself

Greece, the Ægean islands, and Asia Minor before Sidon ; the city, not being in a state of de

(Smith, Dict. of Greek and Rom. Geog ., ii , 565). fense, was taken by storm, and the conquerors

They were supposed to be ancestors of the Greeks, razed to the ground the great Phænician city, the

the Hellenes being one of their tribes. Their re- first of the daughters of Canaan ” (id .,i, 172–3 ).

ligion was essentially Hellenic, and their language If this Pelasgic view is correct the Philistines

the basis of bothGreek and Latin (W. Smith , Hist. may be compared to the Northmen of the Middle

of Greece, p. 14). In Pelasgian times the Athe- Ages. The name Palastu or Palastar is “ often

nianswere Pelasgi, surnamed Cranai (Herod., 8,44 ), mentioned ” in the Assyrian inscriptions. Thus

and the Ionians,when they inhabited Achæa, be- Rammân Nirâri III (812-783 B. C.) mentions, ap

fore the time of Danaus and Xuthus, were called parently in geographical order, “ Tyre, Sidon, land

PelasgiÆgialeis,Pelasgians of the coast (Id . , 7,94 ). of Omri ( Israel), Edom , Philistia, as far as the

Æschylus, in his Supplices,” uses the terms great sea toward the setting of the sun " (Schrader,

66
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The Cuneiform Inscriplions and the Old Testament, Shamgar wrought temporary relief (Judg. 3:31 ;

i, 206). T'iglath -pileser II, in 734 B. C. , invaded comp. 5 :6 ) against what may have been an early

the Philistine land and took Gaza and Ashkelon foraging expedition , giving , by the rudeness of

(Tiele , Babylonisch - Assyrische Geschichte, ii , 221 , his arm and the rudeness of his weapon , a fore.

225) . Perhaps in these cases Judah maybe in- taste of Samson . After the time of Jair, about

cluded in Philistia. Of course Philistia shared in 1161 B. C. , Philistine gods begin to appear in

the captivities of the Jews and the descendants of Israel, and the eople themselves were not far

its people are merged in the mixed population of away. A Philistine oppression for forty years

that part of Syria. Their subsequent bistory followed, partly relieved by Samson. As be seenis
comes more properly after the Bible story. to have received no support from bis countrymen

(2) Early Bible mention. The Philistines are (Judg. 15:13), his exploits as told in Judg. , chaps.

first mentioned in Gen. 10:14 . This passage, if 13-16 belong rather to the story of his life than

we refrain from critical conjectures, shows that to the history of his country.

their migrations began before the time of Moses, The noon of Philistine power and the midnight

which is very probable, considering that they of Israel's hope was marked by the capture of the

passed their meridian atso remote a period. In ark. But the darkest night was before the morn

the days of Abraham , at least about 1900 B. C. , ing. The ark fought its own battles against the

Gerar was in the land of the Philistines (Gen. 20: Philistines and their gods. At the end of the

2 ; 21:32 ), and so in the time of Israel ( 26 : 1, etc.). forty years Samuel, now grown to manhood (ac.

It is supposed that inthese chapters the name is cording to our Bible, aged about fifty,in about

used by anticipation of what was afterward known 1120 ), mustered Israel at Mizpah, and by divine

as the land of the Philistines and of its inhabi. help won a great victory, which hecommemorated

tants , as we speak of prehistoric America and by the stone Ebenezer . The memory of Samson

Americans, meaning the land now known as Amer- and of the ark, and the piety and valor of Samuel

ica and its prehistoric inhabitants. Certainly the united to awe the Philistines all the days of Sam.

pastoral Philistines who dealt so uprightly with uel , so that Israel recovered the cities which they

Abraham (20: 6 , 9, 16) and who stood in such fear had taken away.

of so mild a man as Isaac (26:16, 29 ; comp. vers. In the next war between Israel and the Philis.

20–22), do not much resemble the formidable tines Israel was strong enough to act on the offen .

warriors and navigators of later times. That sive (1 Sam. 13 :4). The result here too,by divine

Moses might use the name by anticipation is assistance, was the decisive victory of Michmash.

probable, since at the time of the Exodus the The next battle, another great victory for Israel,

Philistines were powerful enough to obstruct the was signalized by the memorable duel between

overland route to the promised land (Exod. 13:17), David and Goliath with its moinentous conse

and the Mediterranean Sea was the “ sea of the quences (chaps. 17, 18 ). The series of Philistine

Philistines ” (23:31 ). But they seem to have been raids,which included the attack on Keilah (23: 1-13 ) ,

a late arrival , and to have been limited to those was interruptedby David's twice resorting to the

frontier towns whose strategic importance were Philistines for shelter from Saul's bate ( 21: 10–15;

well calculated to terrify a race of escaped slaves 27:1 ; 28 :2 ; 29 : 2–11 ).

( comp. Num . 13:28 , 33). For they are nowhere Saul's life went out in the darkness of a Philis.

mentioned among the nations to be dispossessed tine victory . Perhaps his known hostility to

by Israel, not even in the farewell address of David, and the fact that they had sheltered the

Moses (Deut. 7 : 1 ) , nor in the opening address of latter, may have prevented them from taking ad .

Joshua ( Josh. 3:10 ) ; but their five lands are men- vantage of the confusion following Saul's death.

tioned in the grant made to Joshua in his last At any rate it was only when he was anointed over

days ( 13 : 3 ). Whatever accessions the Philistines all Israel that “ all the Philistines went up to seek

may have received , their power always seems to David " and succeeded in finding him, to their cost,

have centered in the five cities, though in their at Baal-perazim ( 1 Chron . 14:11). About seven

strife for dominion they may at times have pos- years after, 1040 B. C. , he finally subdued them .

sessed other towns,particularly in the territory of When in after years they regained their independ.

Dan . But with the five cities, of course, are to ence or assumed the offensive, they did not at

be reckoned the surrounding territory and villages tract much attention because they had partly lost
or “ daughters. " their unique position and had begun to be merged

(3) Relation to Israel. In Judg. 3 : 3 they are into the great mass of Canaanite and Arabian

left to prove Israel. They flourished most from peoples and with them to be overshadowed by the

the time after Jair, according to the English rising power of Assyria.

Bible, about 1161 B. C. , to, we may conven- Some of the Philistines brought presents and

iently say, their subjugation by David, about 1040 tribute silver to Jehoshaphat ( 2 Chron . 17:11).

B. C.-a little over a hundred years. What the In the days of his son , Jehoram , the Philistines

Bible tells of them during that period may be con- united with the Arabians and Ethiopians in a

nected with Shamgar, Samson, Eli , Samuel, and raid in which they robbed the king of his treas.

Saul and David. The story is of surpassing inter- ures , and even his family, with the exception of

est, and is best read in the inimitable language of one son, Jehoahaz (21:16, 17), or Ahaziah (22:1).

the Bible itself. We give only the merest outline. Uzziah warred against the Philistines and Arabians

That such a man as Samson could only begin to with great success, so that “ he brake down the

deliver Israel," argues that the Philistines were wall of Gath, and the wall of Jabnah, and the

of different stock from the ordinary Canaanite wall of Ashdod, and built cities about Ashdod and
tribes.

among the Philistines—and his name spread

а
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abroad, even to the entering in of Egypt ” . In the time of Joshua the manner in which the

( 26 :6-8). As the distances from Jerusalem down five lords of the Philistines are mentioned seems

to Ashkelon and thence along the coast to Pelusium to indicate that there was some confederacy be

was about one hundred and fifty miles, the very tween them, but it may have been only a union

boast shows the reduced size of his kingdom . growing out of relationship and necessity.

In the troublous times under Ahaz, the Philis. Some have supposed that Gaza had a kind of

tines again assumed the aggressive, invading the headship among the five, as it is sometimes men

part of Judah which was near them . tioned first ; but its primacy cannot have been

Hezekiah “ smote the Philistine even unto very strongly marked . The ark was taken to

Gaza ( 2 Kings 18 : 8), the southernmost of their Ashdod, Samson to Gaza. Each town, of course ,

five cities . This was very likely connected with had its surrounding territory with its dependent

his Egyptian alliance, since Sargon, in 720 B. C. , towns and villages ( 7 *3m 7ņi ?, Josh. 15 :

met and defeated the united forces of Gaza and 45–47). In the days of Alexander Jannæus (B. C.

Egypt (Tiele, Babylonisch -Assyrische Geschichte, i; 104–78), Gaza was strong enough to have ten

239, 240). His tartan, or commander-in -chief, took thousand native troops in the field besides two

Ashdod ' in 711 , and Isaiah ( ch . 20) makes it a thousand mercenaries. It had also a senate of

warning not against Judah, but against Egypt and five hundred (Josephus,Ant., xiii , 13 , § 3).

Ethiopia.
5. Religion. The Philistines were a thor.

In Nehemiah's time love had so far softened oughly religious people. Sometimes, at least,

race hatred as to cause great trouble (Neh. 13 : they carried their idols into battle (2 Sam . 5:21 )

23, 24 ). " From this time the history of the and they proclaimed their victories in the “ house
Philistines is absorbed in the struggles of the of their idols ” ( 1 Sam . 31 :9).

neighboring kingdoms” (Smith , Bib . Dict.), and
Their national god was Dagon (1177, a diminu

the history is mainly that of the Philistine coun

try . The latest notices of the Philistines under tive of 47, fish ), “ represented with the hands and

their title of a hógvhoi, are found in 1 Macc ., face of a man and the tail of a fish ” (5 :4 ).

chaps. 3–5. They refer to the land rather than to To his temple they carried the captive ark ( 5 : 2 ),

the people . In 1 Macc. 3:41 , “ the merchants of and to him they offered thanksgiving when they

the country, hearing the fame of them , took silver had taken Samson ( Judg. 16:23, 24).

and gold , very much, with servants (marg ., ' or They also worshiped Astoreth ( 1 Sam.31: 10 ). The

fellers') and came into the camp to buy the chil. Venus Urania ( ý ovpavín 'Appodirn, Herod., i, 105)

dren of Israel for slaves ; a power also of Syria whose temple in Ashkelon was plundered by the

and of the land of the Philistines joined them- Scythians in the course of their twenty-eight

selves unto them .” This was in the invasion by years' occupation of “ Asia,” which terminated 596

order of Antiochus in the time of Judas Macca- B. C. , is quite reasonably identified with Astoreth

bæus, about 165 B. C. To the land of the Philis . or Ishtar. This temple was reputed the oldest

tines the remains of Seron's defeated army had of all the temples of the goddess (Herod ., l . c.).

fed in 166 B. C.
There was also at Ekron a sanctuary of Baal

In 1 Macc.6 :66–68, Judas,about 163 B.C., zebub (2135 509, lord of fies ; comp. (Z£ùs)
invaded the land of the Philistines, especially at 'Arouvios, Paus. , 5, 14 $ 2), who was sufficiently

Azotus, “ and after he had pulled down their well known as the " god "of Ekron ” to attract the

altars and burned their carved images with fire

and spoiled their cities , he returned to Judea .”
patronage of Ahaziah (2 Kings 1 : 2 , sq . ) . His name

In Deut. 2:23, the Caphtorim are said to have became the Greek Beelzebub, “ the prince of the

destroyed the Avim and dwelt in their stead.
devils ” (Matt. 12:24).—W. H.

This fact may give point to the comparison in
PHILOL'OGUS (Gr. 91h6hoyos, fil-ol'-og -os,

Amos 9: 7 between the Israelites and the Philistines fond of talk), a Christian at Rome to whom St.

and Assyrians ; comp. Deut. 2 : 9, 12.
Paul sends his salutation (Rom . 16:15 ). Pseudo

4. Government. From 1 Sam ., ch. 29, the Hippolytus makes him one of the seventy dis

Philistine form of government would seem to çiples, and bishop of Sinope. His name is found

have been a monarchy limited by the power ofthe in the Columbarium of the freedmen of Livia

Augusta " at Rome, which shows that there was a
five lords, which are called b ??? (ser-aw-neem), Philologus connected with the imperial household

usually in the construct form 779 (sarı-nay) . One at the time when it included many Julias.

third as often they are called brug (saw-reem') ; PHILOSOPHY (Gr. pihooopia, fil -os-of-ee'-ah ,

( saw -ray ); (sar) , being a regular Hebrew love of wisdom ), used in the Greek writings of

word for princes. The origin of the title 0127. branch of knowledge. “ Once in the New Testa
either zeal for, or skill in any art or science, any

(ser-aw -neem '), is not certainly known. In 1 Kings ment of the theology, or rather theosophy, of cer

7:30 the same sar '-nay is used for “ axles ”. ( sotain Jewish- Christian ascetics, which busied itself

R. V. ), and it is pointed out that in Arabic kutbun, with refined and speculative inquiries into the

axle, pole, pole star is “ metaphorically prince , nature and classes of angels, into the ritual of the

q . d . , the axis round which a people revolve "
Mosaic law, and the regulations of Jewish tradi.

( Robinson's Ges. , Heb. Lex., s . v . , 120 ), or princeps tion respecting practical life " (Col. 2 : 8) (Thayer's

gentis ( Freytag, Ar. Ler. ) . Others make07 Grimm's Gr.- Eng. Lex . ).

a dialectic plural of me (sar); others connect it PHIN’EHAS (Heb. 07?, pee-nekh-aws',

with τύραννος .
it mouth

of brass
).
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1. Grandson of Aaron, and son of Eleazar represent Africa . According to Buttman, Agenor's

by his wife, one of the daughters of Putiel " real name was Chnas, whence “ Canaan " (S. B.

(Exod. 6:25). He first appears in Scripture his. M., s . v. " Agenor ; " and see CANAANITES). Thus

tory at the timeof the licentious idolatry, where Phænicia would be the land of Phønix, as we

his zeal and action secured the cessation of the may still speak of the land of Israel or land of

plague that was destroying the nation (Num . 25 : Moab, after so many changes both of masters and

7-11), B. C. 1171. For this he was rewarded by people.

the special approbation of Jehovah , and by a Poivig also means purple ; but if pouvioow (-FW ,

promise that the priesthood should remain in his xels) is from porvós (blood red ), from póvos (mur.

family forever (vers. 10–13 ). He was appointed der), from Homer's Teqvov (slew) (so L. and S. ) ,

to accompany as priest the expedition by which it may be safest to derive the name Phoenicia from

the Midianites were destroyed (31 : 6 ) . Seven years poiviệ, the date palm ( R., 1. ). It will then signify

later he also headed the party who were dispatched the land of Palms, like Palmyra or Palmyrene.

from Shiloh to remonstrate against the altar which 2. Country . A narrow strip of coastland, ex.

the trans -Jordanic tribes were reported to have tending from Mount Casius ( Jebel Kraad) to Car

built near Jordan ( Josh. 22: 13–32). In the parti- mel, open to the Mediterranean, but walled in on

tion of the country he received an allotment of bis the east by Mount Bargylus and by Lebanon, which

own—a hill on Mount Ephraim which bore his rises from six or eight to nine or ten thousand
name_Gibeath -Pinechas. Here his father was feet above the sea.

buried (24:33). Phinehas appears to have been Length of coast, two hundred miles ; breadth ,

the chief of the Korabites, or Korhites ( 1 Chron. from two to thirty-five, usually not more than balf

9:20) . After the death of Eleazar he became the latter. Thus four thousand square miles is a

high priest ( the third of the series ), in which ca- “ liberal estimate (R. , 2). In size and shape

pacity he is introduced as giving the oracle to Phænicia a little resembled New York State, east

the nation during the whole struggle with the of the Hudson and Lake George. In surface it

Benjamites on the matter of Gibeah (Judg. 20:28). was somewhat like Chili. In combination of di .

The verse which closes the Book of Joshua is minutive size with far-reaching influence it re

ascribed to Phinehas, as the description of the minds us of Athens, Venice, or England. The

death of Moses at the end of Deuteronomy is to mountain wall, with spurs reaching down to the

Joshua. The tomb of Phinehas, a place of great sea, warded off invasion and prevented the coun

resort to both Jews and Samaritans, is shown at try from being made a thoroughfare for armies .
Awertah, four miles S. E. of Nablus. Yet “ Phænicia lay in the natural course of trade

Character. The narrative of the Pentateuch between the East and the West, and offered the

presents Phinehas asan ardent and devotedpriest, readiest route for theinterchange of the commodi

while in oneof the Psalms (106 :30, 31) he is com- ties of Asia and Europe ” (R., 9).

memorated in the identical phrase which is con- 3. Origin of the People. According to Gen.

secrated forever by its use in reference to the 10 : 6 , 15–18, and to the account of the Phænicians

great act of faith of Abraham- " that was counted themselves, as told by their descendants and St.

to him for righteousness unto all generations for Augustine, they were descended from Capaan, the

evermore ” (comp. Gen. 15 :6 ; Rom . 4 :3). son of Ham, and hence akin to Cush and Mizraim ,

2. Second son of Eli ( 1 Sam . 1 : 3 ; 2:34 ; 4 :4 , or Egypt (L. and C., ii, 144 ). But it is quite gen.

11 , 17, 19 ; 14 : 3 ). Phinehas was killed with his erally believed that the Phænicians of history

brother by the Philistines when the ark was cap. were of Semitic race, and had displaced or sub

tured , B, C. about 1050. jected the original Canaanites (R. , 20 ; S. G. , 8. v .

3. A Levite of Ezra's time (Ezra 8:33) , unless “ Phænicia '') .

the meaning be that Eleazar was of the family of At any rate Tyrian, Arabian, and Babylonian

the great Phinehas. tradition agree that the Canaanites at first lived

PHLEʻGON (Gr. Qhéywv, fleg'-one, burning ), a
near their Cushite kindred on the Arabian shore

Christian at Rome to whom Paulsent salutations of the Erythræan Sea or Persian Gulf, near the

( Rom . 16:14). Pseudo-Hippolytus states that he modern el-Katif : Here in Pliny's day was a

was one of the seventy disciples and bishop of land of Canaan. Hereabout were islands named

Marathon . Tyrus (or Tylus) and Aradus (Strabo, xvi, 3, 4 ).

PHE'BE. See PHEBE.
possibly the Bahrein islands of ourday,with “ tem

ples similar to those of the Phænicians ” (Huren,
PHENI'CE. See PAENICE .

Researches, ii , 46, English Translation ) ; and the

PHENI'CIA , PHENI'CIANS. 1. Name. inhabitants claimed Tyre and Aradus in Phænicia

Phænicia is a Greek name, polvian ( foy-nee'-kay), as their own colonies (L. and C. , ii , 144 ; S. G. , ii,

not easily written in Hebrew and not found in 607, 608).

the Old Testament. In Dr. Delitzsch's Hebrew Driven west, whether by earthquakes (Justin,

New Testament the name of the country (Polvíkn, xviii, 3), by hostile neighbors (Babylonian and

Acts 11:19 ; 15 : 3 ; 21 : 2) is $ 77? 1399, and that of the Arabian accounts), or by the inroads of Japhetic

Aryans between 2500 and 2400 B. C. (L. and C. ,
harbor ( Þoīvik, Acts 27:12) is 03???? . ( The abbre- ii, 144, 145 ), they journeyed westward to the Medi

viations in parentheses refer to authorities given terranean seacoast. “For a thousand years ,

at close of article . ) from the 14th century to the 4th century B. C ."

In mythology Phænix was brother of the re- and we might go farther back and say two thou

howned Cadmus and son of Agenor, the son of the sand— “ a great and remarkable nation, separate

sea god Poseidon (Neptune) by Libya, who may from all others, with striking and peculiar charac
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teristics, occupied the region in question, drew an organized nation , and so to a certain extent

upon itself the eyes of the civilized world, and were the Sidonians. The other cities had each its

played a most important part in history ” (R., 22, independentking,and they hardly formed alliances

23). even in the presence of a common enemy. The

4. History. Phænician history naturally falls Hivites, however, seem to have hada more repub

into two grand divisions: 1. The time of compara- lican form of government (L. and C., ii, 149–151 ) .

tive independence ; 2. The time of absorption into (c) THE SIDONIAN PERIOD. The Phænician na.

great empires. tion sprung from a union of the Sidonians with

(1) Comparative independence . For, being " con- the Arvadites and Zemarites (id . , 151 ) , or of Sido

fined to their narrow coast territory, and prevented nians, Arvadites, and Tyrians ( id ., 152).

by more powerful nations from spreading inland. .. The Shepherds, who ruled Egypt, according to

the Sidonians ”—and the same may be said of the the received account, for the five hundred and

Phænicians generally— “ could rise neither to polit- eleven years ending B. C. 1530 (Lb., pp. 3, 6 ),

ical nor to military importance. It was even im- were a Syrian horde - Phænicians or Canaanites,

possible for them to preserve their independence according to Manetho,and they were under Hittite

or to aspire to any other condition than a limited leadership (L. and C., ii, 155 ). Some, with Ewald ,

and subordinate autonomy, for at nearly every suppose that it was the Shepherd kings of Avaris

period of their history we find that they were vas- who, from the Egyptian hieratic writing, formed

sals to a superior power ” (L. and C. , ii, 156, 157) . the Phænician alphabet of twenty-two letters, “ the

But their vassalage left themfree todo what they origin of most ofthe otheralphabets of the world .”

were best able to do,and perhaps even aided them The invention spread rapidly over Canaan, “ and

in doing it. It drove them to the sea, and thus from the testimony of the hieroglyphical inscrip

made them for a long time masters of the whole tions it is now certain that all these nations were

world of commerce and navigation. We mightset in possession of alphabetical writing at the time

the real turning point in the fortunesof Phænicia when the Egyptians, after expelling theShepherds

at the siege of Tyre by Alexander, who connected from their country, and having in their turn be

it with the mainland and brought it under Greek come conquerors under the first of the Amenho

influence ( see farther on). But the process of ab- teps and Thothmes,took possession of Syria ” (L.

sorption commenced earlier, with Assyria. We and C., ii, 156) .

may, therefore, with considerable justice as well as Most of the Canaanites, including the Hittites,

convenience, make our first grand division of Phoe- sought subsistence or dominion on land ; but those

nician history, that of comparative independence, whom we usually call Phænicians, the Sidonians

or at least of individuality, end with the beginning and their neighbors, turned, as we have said, to

of Nebuchadnezzar's siege, B. C. 598. the sea. Repressed in agriculture, statesmanship,

This part of the history is naturally divided into and war, they enjoyed in commerce and naviga

five periods: tion not only preeminence but monopoly. They

(a) The Oriental period, already mentioned , to had no predecessors known to us, and for many

perhaps B. C. 2350 (L. and C. , ii, 149), though ac- centuries no rivals .

cording to the careful researches of Herodotus No monuments give us the chronology of the

Tyre was founded B. C. 2750 (Hd. , ii , 43 ) . busy commercial life of the Sidonian period. But

( 6) The Canaanite period to the rise of Sidon - all classical writers, whether drawing from Greek

we may say B. C. 1650. or Phænician sources, agree “ in placing the cul

(c) The Sidonian period (Egyptian supremacy), minating point of the commercial prosperity of

from about 1650 (L. and C. , ii, 160) to the capture Sidon, its most extended commerce and longest

of Sidon by the PHILISTINES (q . v.), B. C. 1209. voyages, precisely during the centuries when ...

(d) The Tyrian period, which may be held to the Sidonians were under the political supremacy

close with the submission to Ashur-nazir-pal, B. C. of Egypt. The seat of the principal Sidonian trade

about 870 (Geo. Smith, Hist. of Assyria , p . 43). was then in the eastern portion of the Mediter.

(e) The Assyrian period, to the beginning of ranean, in the Archipelago, andthe Black Sea,

Nebuchadnezzar's siege, B. C. 698. where no rival navy yet existed ” (L. and C., ii,

The final fall of Phænicia as a commercial power 161 and 162). This was during the 18th, 19th,

in the world was brought about by the discovery and 20th dynasties—from the first half of the 17th

of the route to India by the Cape of Good Hope till the end of the 13th century B. C. ” (id ., 160)

by Vasco da Gama in 1498, which naturally diverted Though some of the Phænician cities made occa .

trade from Tyre, and by the capture of Tyre by sional revolts, Sidon and Gebal stood fast to Egypt,

the Turks in 1516. The career of Phænicia will from which they probably received special favor,

thus be a little more or a little less than four thou. in consideration of their maritime services .

sand years, according to the date assigned to found . During this period the Sidonians founded Citium

ing of Tyre. in Cyprus, also Itanum (or Itanus) in Crete. The

(a) THE ORIENTAL PERIOn, and the original home whole eastern part of the Mediterranean (id ., 163)

in and near the Persian Gulf, have been already at least (R. , 87) was commercially a Sidonian lake.

mentioned . There were Sidonian establishments at various

(6) THE CANAANITE PERIOD. Phænician history places on the islands and coasts of the Ægean

for the Canaanite period, and partly for the Sido Sea, from Rhodes to Thasos on the Thracian coast,

nian also, belongs rather under the names of the where Herodotus saw and admired their mining

separate tribes — SIDONIANS, HITTITES, ARKITES, works a thousand years later (Hd., 6, 47). Thence

SINITES, ARVADITES, ZEMARITES, HAMAthites, and they entered the Black Sea, following the coast of
PERIZZITES (9q. vv.). The Northern Hittites were l Asia Minor till they reached Colchis, famed for
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the Golden Fleece . From these regions they ward along the coast of Africa. Utica (founded

brought the gold of the Colchians and Arincas- B. C. 1158) and the neighboring settlements were

pians, the tin of the Iberians and the Albanians, made the starting points from which they discov

who lived by the eastern Caucasus, on the shores ered Spain, and founded Gades (Cadiz ) a few years

of the Caspian Sea ; lead and silver from the same after Utica. To the land of the Turti, or Turde

region ; from the Chalybes, in what was afterward tani, they transferred the name Tharsis, “ primi

Pontus, excellent bronze, refined iron , and, above tively applied to a part of Italy, the country of

all , steel (L. and C. , ii , 163) . the Tyrrhenian Pelasgians ” (id ., 177) ; Southern

Westward they coveted Epirus, Southern Italy, Spain or Bætica thus became Tarshish (Turtes

and Sicily. Egypt, of course, was one of their sus). There the Phænicians traded for «silver,

principal markets and the home of many of their iron, tin , and lead ” (Ezek . 27:12), gold , cinnabar,

merchants. Thence they proceeded west to Hippo honey, wax, and pitch. A little before B. C. 1100

and the neighboring Cambe, where Carthage was they took possession of Malta and Gozo . They

afterward built. also occupied the whole coast of Sicily, which in

These five centuries of Egyptian sway were the the 15th century B. C. had belonged to the Lybio

palmy days of the eldest-born of Canaan, Sidon Pelasgic federation. They established factories

(Gen. 10:15), which was able to furnish ships for on the coast of Sardinia, where they found wool,

the Egyptians, who had a religious horror of the copper, and argentiferous lead.

sea ; and which thus maintained supremacy over By her colonies, founded in the 12th and ulth

the maritime towns except Gebal, the classical centuries B. C. , Tyre rivaled Sidon of old . And ,

Byblus (L. and C. , ii , 164). This period of pros. overlooking the slaughter of her kin by the Israel.

perity closed with the rise of the Pelasgian naval ites, she now turned to Israel as an ally against

power and the capture of Sidon , B. C. about 1209, their common foes, the Philistines in the south

by the PHILISTINES (q . v.). and the Aramæansin the north .

The conquest of Canaan by Israel must have The time was propitious for the formation of a

driven a host of refugees to Sidon. With this great Syrian state. Egypt and Assyria were quies.

event some connect the founding of Sidonian col- cent, and had Israel remained undivided and

onies, beginning with Thebes in Bæotia, which, ac - grown strong the Assyrian and Babylonian cap

cording to received tradition, was founded by tivities could not have happened .

Cadmus, B. C. about 1313 or 1257 (Gr. ii, 36). The alliance of Hiram I with David (from B. C.

( d ) THE TYRIAN PERIOD, nearly five centuries, 1051)wascontinued by Abibaal, who began to reign

to the siege of Tyre by Shalmaneser IV (2 Kings 1028 ; and Tyre saw both Aramæans and Pbilis.

17 : 3) and Sargon II (Isa. 20 : 1 ), B. C. 725–720. tines subdued by David . The Tyrian annals place

“ After having been masters of nearly the whole the taking of Troy at B. C. 1023 (L. and C., ii,181 ).

of Syria ” —besides the Hittite kingdom, which in If we accept the date usually given , B. C. 1184,

B. C. 1250, in addition to Northern Syria , included some other dates will require readjustment.

almost all Asia Minor (Lb. , pl. iv ) — " the Canaan- Hiram II, the friend of Solomon, was a great

ites had found themselves, during the 14th and builder, and by his architectural works " entirely

13th centuries B. C. , successively assailed on all altered the appearance of the city ” (id . , ib.). The

sides by enemies, who deprived them of the greater joint expedition of Solomon to Opbir is mentioned

part of their territory. The Hebrews had con- i Kings 9 :26–28 ; 10:22. Hiram died 994 ; his

quered Palestine, the Philistines had destroyed son, Baleazar, reigned seven years to 987 ; bisson,
Sidon ; on the north the Aramæans had retaken Abdashtoreth, the last of his line, fell in 978, per
Hamath, and either subjugated or destroyed the haps by the influence of Shishak , king of Egypt,

Canaanitish people who occupied it, thus separa- who had a hand in dividing the sovereignty of

ting the inhabitants of the region of Lebanon from Isrnel ( 1 Kings 11:40 ). After half a century of

the Hittites of theAmanus and of the lower Oron- confusion, which synchronized with the reigns of

tes ” ( L , and C. , ii , 174). the houses of Jeroboam and Baasha, Ethbaal,

These misfortunes consolidated the Phænician a priest of Astoreth , established a new dynasty

nation . The fall of Sidon is followed by a half in B. C. 937. His daughter, Jezebel , was well

century of darkness; and when the light of his known as the wife of Ahab, king of Israel ( 16 :

tory dawns again we see a new order of things, 31). Her religious zeal established a Phænician

with Tyre at the head . Its king was called “ king influence " which lasted in Israel till the death of

of the Sidonians ” (not “ king of Sidon " ), and with Joram in 886, and in Judah till the accession of

the assistance of deputies from the other towns he Joash, B. C. 879 " (L. and C. , ii, 184).

“ decided all business respecting the general inter- About the time of Jezebel's marriage to Ahab ,

ests of Phænicia, its commerce and its colonies, Kammân -nırdri II (according to George Smith,

concluded foreign treaties , and disposed of the Hist. of Assyria, p . 6 ), B. C. 913-891, began to

military and naval forces of the confederation ” restore the power of Assyria (T., 1 , 167, 168),
( id ., 175 ). The separate towns retained their an- which had greatly declined since the days of Tig.

cient form of self-government, a limited monar- lath -pileser I, B. C. 1120–1100. The Assyrians

chy controlled by assemblies of the wealthiest and again appeared in the west, but were bought off

most influential citizens, and by privy councils of from the Phænician cities by submission and pres.
priests and magistrates who possessed great influents.

ence ” (id . , ib .). Ethbaal died B. C. 894. His son , Baaleazar,

The Greek seas were lost and the Phænician reigned seven years to 888, and his son, Mathan,

settlements in those regions were almost all de- nine years to 879 (L. and C., ii, 185). Ashur-nazir.

stroyed . The Phænicians, therefore, turned west-I pal in his western expedition,B. C. 870 (G. Smith,

"

«
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)

H. of A., 43), received presents from Tyre, Sidon, we maysee from the warning of Isa . 23 :2–18,

and Gebal (T. , i, 176 ). written B. C. about 700.

Sixty years after the return of the Heraclids, It is likely that the final rupture grew out of the

which latter event was eighty years after the fall Assyrian policy of gradually absorbing dependent

of Troy — hence, according to Tyrian authorities, kingdoms, and making them parts of a great As

B. C. 863, but, according to the Greeks, B. C. 1044 syrian kingdom . The Phænician cities, having

-the Phænicians lost their last possession in the no union , were overpowered separately, though

Sporades. “ Tyre, Arvad, and perhaps Gebal” retained their

Mathan's son and successor was the classic Pyg . native kings even under Ashur-banipal (R., 145,

malion , whose sister, Elissa, the Dido ofVirgil, 146) . Wemay be sure that the last century of

founded Carthage, B. C. 872 (L. and C. , ii , 186 ). Assyrian sway was a century of outrage and

At the beginning of the second Punic war, B. C. trouble.

218, Carthage controlled all the north African The last Phænician governor in the Assyrian

coast west of the Syrtis Major and more than half eponym canon seems to belong to B. C. 637 (R. ,

of the Spanish peninsula. 149). In 633 the Medes beleaguered Nineveh,

Pygmalion, who reigned at Tyre forty years, to and about the same time hordes of Scythians

B. C.832,was compelled to acknowledge the over- began to pour down from the north . The Phæni

lordship of Assyria. But this “ in no way injured cian cities had to unite in self -defense, and to act

the maritime power of the Phænicians.” The for themselves . The period of Phænician inde

weakness of Greece and an alliance with the Pe- pendence which followed ( B. C. 630–598 or 585)

lasgic Tyrrhenians put them again in possession was a period of the greatest prosperity, particu

of the trade between Greece and the East for larly for Tyre, which assumed the headship, “ and

a period of fifty years ; from B. C. 824 to 786 they shortly rose to the highest point of her greatness,"

even dominated the Archipelago (L. and C. , 187 , and made her commercial influence felt to the

188 ). ends of the known world (R. , 150) . This may be

(e) THE ASSYRIAN PERIOD , to the beginning of seen from the twenty-seventh chapter of Ezekiel,
Nebuchadnezzar's siege, B. C. 598 . which “ has been felt by all the historians of

The period of Tyrian supremacy closed with the Phænicia to be a document of priceless value,

siege of insular Tyre, begun by Shalmaneser IV and to form the basis on which all attempts to

B. C. 725, and relinquished by Sargon II in 720 realize the true condition of things at this period

(R. , 137, 139 ) . Though the siege was unsuccess- must rest " ( id . , ib.; and for an excellent account

ful, it gave the other Phænician cities an oppor- of Tyrian traffic at this time, see id . , 154–164).

tunity of throwing off the yoke of Tyre. Their (2) Time of absorption . The second part of

readiness to do so, to welcome the Assyrian con- Phænician history is conveniently divided into

queror, and even to furnish ships for the fight seven periods:

against Tyre, was too great to be explained by (a) Babylonian, to the fall of Babylon, B. C. 538 .

mere terror. It argues at least great jealousy of (6) Persian, to the siege of Tyre by Alexander

the queen city, and perhaps a feeling that they the Great, B.C. 332 ,

were heavily taxed tosupport her splendor ( L. and ( c) Hellenic, to the Roman conquest, B. C. 69 .

C. , ii , 191 , 192). (d) Roman, to the conquest by the caliph Omar,

The decline of Phænician individuality, the A. D. 638 .

merging of Phænicia in Syria, may be said to have (e) First Mohammedan (Saracen ), to the sur

begun with Assyria. Assyria was a great, cen- render of Tyre to the Crusaders, A. D. 1124.

tralized monarchy. She had existed for little (f ) Christian, to the abandonment of Tyre,

short of six centuries " —in a certain sense we after the taking of Ptolemais (Acre) by the Mame

might say over eleven centuries, since Tiele ( i , 138) lukes, A. D. 1291.

dates the priest-king Ishmédagan, B. C. 1840– (9) Second Mohammedan (Egyptian and Turk

“and had been a conquering state for four hun ish), to the present time.
dred years or more . Her main attention had been (a) BABYLONIAN PERIOD to the taking of Baby

turned for four or five hundred years to the train- lon by Cyrus, B. C. 538. On the fall of Assyria

ing of her soldiers and the bringing of her military the nations of Palestine sought to recover their

system to the highest degree of perfection . She independence. Jehoiakim of Judah rebelled in

had long had a standing army. She had drilled, 602 (according to Oxford Bible, 600), and Ethbaal

trained, and disciplined her troops with an un- II , of Tyre , a few years later. Nebuchadnezzar

wearied , unflagging spirit ; had conceived the idea laid siege to Tyre, B. C. 598 . The city on the

of various arms of the service , had separated the mainland fell after a considerable time, but the

several arms, and had advanced each to a high island city held out for thirteen years, to B. C.

degree of efficiency ” (R. , 131 ). 585. Then it probably surrendered, though we

Such a machine could not fail to become an en- have no direct account of the event (R. , 173). At

gine of tyranny and extortion (Nah. 3 : 1). The any rate, Tyre was afterward a dependency of

result was a growing tendency to popular out- Babylon . Her commerce dwindled , her mainland
breaks against the Assyrian governors. But re- city lay in ruins till the time of Alexander; the

sistance was in general useless, and Phænicia was supremacy passed to Sidon . Yet the Phænicians

probably wise in consenting to buy peace by the seem , on the whole , to have fared quite well, for
payment of an annual tribute. Assyrian power when the final troubles of Babylon came they

would protect land traffic ; and thus, under the made no attempt to shake off her yoke.

shadow of Assyria, Phænicia prospered for about But they prúdently conciliated Egypt also. It

a century and a half (B. C. 870-727) (R. 134) , as was at the request of Necho II ( 2 Kings 23 : 29–35)

( 56 ) 865
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coas

that a picked band of Phænician sailors circum- peace under Tigranes of Armenia till 69, when it

navigated Africa about B. C. 600, sailing out by became part of the Roman empire.

the Red Sea and returning through the Mediter- (d) ROMAN PERIOD, from B. C. 69 to the conquest

ranean after nearly three years. For fuller ac- by Omar, A. D. 638. The Romans made Tyre,

counts of this wonderful voyage we must refer to Sidon, and Tripolis free cities ; and if Augustus

Hd . 4, 42 ; Gr. , iii , 283–289 ; R. , 175-180. abridged their liberties in B. C. 20 in consequence

About B, C. 570 the Phænician came of their following Anthony it must have been

under the power of Apries (Pharaoh -Hophra, Jer. either temporarily or to a very limited extent, for

44:30). This was followed by Nebuchadnezzar's in history, both sacred (Acts 12:20–23) and pro

invasion of Egypt, which brought peace to western fane (Strabo), we find them retaining a kind of

Asia for thirty years. semi-independence. Agrippa would hardly have

(6 ) Persian PERIOD to the conquest of Persia ventured to quarrel with fully Roman towns, nor

by Alexander , B. C. 332. With the capture of would they have been likely to send embassies on

Babylon by Cyrus, B. C. 538, Phæniciabecame their own account ( R., 243).
part of the Persian empire. The relations of Phænicia received the Gospel in the dispersion

Phænicia to Persia were, on the whole, pleasant. which followed the death of Stephen (Acts 11:19),

The fidelity of Phænicia insured to Persia the A. D. 41 , and St. Paul, in his third missionary

possession of Cyprus, and the great king must journey, found a church large enough to detain

depend on Phænician ships for his naval battles, him a week (21:3–6 ), A. D. 58, according to Cony.

to say nothing of his obligations to Phænician beare and Howson. Christianity and heathenism

trade by land and sea. Thus the Phænicians lived side by side for three centuries, but Chris.

were strong enough in Persian favor to beg off tianity continually gained, and by the end of the

from fighting against their children , the Cartha- 2d century, A. D. , Tyre had a bishop of its own,

ginians, even at the request of so willful a who took a prominent part in the discussions
monarch as Cambyses. " Persia owed to her then prevalent. The Arian leaning of the council

Phænician ally theglory of recovering complete of Tyre ( A , D. 339), rather lowered Tyrein general

possession of Asia Minor, and of being accepted esteem.

as a final arbiter in the internal quarrels of the A little before the introduction of Christianity a

Greeks " (R. , 205). remarkable development of learning began in

After the independenceof Egypt, B. C. about Phænicia. (Strabo B. C. about 40 to A. D.18 )

406, Phænicia sided with Evagoras (B. C. about studied Aristotle with Boëthus, one of a school of

390–380), took part in the general revolt of the philosophers atSidon . Antipater of Sidon, the poet,

West (“ War of the Satraps," B. C. 362) , and lived about B. C. 108–100 (S. B. M. , i , 203) . An

revolted , in alliance with Egypt ( B. C. 352 ). Sidon tipater of Tyre, a stoic philosopher, was “ intimate

was destroyed through the treachery of its king ; with the younger Cato, and known by reputation,

but during the eighteen years of peace (351–333) at any rate, to Cicero." . It was perhaps another

which closed the Persian dominion it was rebuilt, stoic of the same name who died shortly before

and became flourishing. B. C. 45. Still another Tyrian stoic, Apollonius,

(c) HELLENIC PERIOD to the Roman conquest lived in the time of Ptolemy Auletes, B. C.about65.

(B. C. 332–69), Phænicia being, however, under “ Toward the close of the 1st century Byblus

Tigranes of Armenia (83–69) . The details ofAlex. began to rival Tyre and Sidon,” producing Philo

ander's memorable siege and capture of insular Byblius, the well-known translator (or author) of

Tyre (January to July, 332) , belong rather to the the Phænician history of Sanchoniatho, also Philo's

special history of Tyre, or the biography of Alex. pupil , the critic and grammarian, Hermippus.

ander. The siege left the city “ half burned , half About the time of Hermippus lived Marinus,

ruined, and almost wholly without inhabitants; " “ the first really scientific geographer," who, avail

" but the advantages of the site, and the energy ing himself of the labors of Phænicians, Greeks,

of the people, who flocked back to it after the and Romans, substituted maps made according to

death of Alexander, raised it again, with no long latitude and longitude for itinerary charts, and

space, to the position of a wealthy and flourishing laid the foundation on which PtolemyofPelusiuni

community ” (R. , 236). based his " great geographical work." About the

Tyre recovered in about eighteen years and re- same time lived Paulus, the rhetorician, whose

sumed the headship of Phænicia; but, having lost oration won for Tyre from Hadrian the title and

its insular position, it became the prey of contend- dignity of “ Metropolis.”

ing armies, especially those of Syria and Egypt, Origen went to live at Tyre A. D. about 250 ; and

till B. C. 198, when the preponderance of Syria then, or earlier, he had for a hearer the celebrated
was established , and Phonicia came finally under neoplatonist and opponent of Christianity, Por.
the Seleucids. These were liberal masters, who phyry, whose treatise against Christianity, though
allowed the Phænician cities to coin money, and answered by the bishop of Tyre, yet had con

sometimes honored the capital with their presence. siderable effect among the educated. Porphyry

But Phænicia wasmerged in Syria, and its trade closes the list of Phænician writers, for “ William

was somewhat impaired by the rivalry of Alex- of Tyre (A. D. 1167–1188), was a native of Jeru

andria (see Acts 27 : 6 ; 28:11) and Rhodes. More- salem ." “ From the latter part of the 3d cen.

over, it was overflowed with Greek influence and tury the literary activity of Phænicia declines,

language . The higher classes affected Greek except that Berytus continued eminent for two

names; the Syrophænician woman of Mark 7:26 is centuries longer as a school of Roman law and

also called a Greek (' Ezanvis). After the end of jurisprudence” (R. , 248). Indeed , with the ex:

the Seleucid kingdom , in 83, Phænicia was at Iception of Marinus of Tyre and Philo Byblius, all

:
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the literary men enumerated were “ Greeks in deity. Their ships bore images of gods as their

feeling, perhaps generally Greeks in blood, whom figureheads” (comp. Acts 28:11 and Smith's Dict.

accident bad caused to be born in cities that were of Gr. and Rom. Ant., s . v. “ insigne ” ).
once Phænician ” ( id ., ib .). ever they went they carried with them their re.

(e) SUBSEQUENT PERIODS since A. D. 638. The ligion and worship , and were careful to erect in

political existence of Phænicia ceased under the each colony a temple, or temples," similar, appar

Romans; but its manufactures and commerce con- ently, to those which adorned the cities of the

tinued . Tyre flourished under the caliphs, A. D. mother country (R., 28 , 29).

638-1124. Notwithstanding the violence of the 6. Religion. But, unfortunately, their gods

crusaders, it retained some prosperity through the were worse than their people. Their religion

Christian period, 1124-1291. Indeed, its real fall seems like a degenerate system, a polytheism

may be traced to the discovery of the route by formed out of monotheism by making gods out

the Cape of Good Hope and its capture by the of the names and attributes of God .

Turks, as already stated . See further under Com- “ The Phænician religion rather excited the

MERCE AND MANUFACTURES, near the end of this passions than restrained them , rather blunted the
article . moral sentiments than gave them force or vigor.

5. Characteristics. First, flexibility and tact, Fear of divine vengeance may have exercised a
as shown by their success in colonization and in certain deterrent influence, and held men back

ingratiating themselves with such a multitude of from some forms of sin ; but the aggregate re
nations, civilized and uncivilized. The jealous sults of the religion upon the moral character of

Egyptians not merely traded with them, but they the people was probably injurious rather than

allowed them a settlement in their capital and a beneficial ” ( R., 37). “ The Phænicians had but

temple for their worship, and even admitted small expectation of a future life ” (id ., 38).

Phænician gods into the Egyptian pantheon. He- These are very moderate expressions ( see Lev.

brews, Assyrians, Babylonians, and Persians made 18 : 20–25). But in every nation there are many

them welcome and gave them special privileges . humble individuals who are better than their

Even the alien Greeks “accepted from them let- leaders and better than their systems, and many

ters and weights, welcomed them to their ports, who, under the forms of heathenism , reach out

and though to a considerable extent their rivals in after an unknown God, and , like the widow of

trade, were never weary of singing their praises Zarephath (1 Kings 17:8–24 ; comp. Luke 4:26),

( R. , 26, 27 ). are ready to recognize him when he is revealed.

But with all their flexibility they had immense Besides, history and prophecy are more apt to

depth and force ” of character. “ The thousand dwell upon the strange, the striking, the blame.

years of Phænician greatness, the dangers which worthy than upon that which is ordinary and

they confronted, and the vicissitudes through commendable. If one were to judgeof our Ameri

which they passed unharmed, may ... be adduced can character from the records of crime and folly

as indications, at any rate, of a tough fiber and a in our newspapers, and from some warning ser.

vital energy not the heritage of many races ” (id . , mons, he would do no great injustice.

27). And we may well add to this evidence the Originally the Phænicians seem to have had a

earlier thousand years in which they grew great lofty conception of a great power, distinct from

and the later eighteen centuries in which they matter, Creator and Ruler, who “brought into

maintained themselves so well through so many existence all other beings, and all material things "

national upheavals. (R. , 29) . “ They called him El, ' great ” (or

That they combined a “ capacity for the hardest “strong,” derivation uncertain) ; “ Ram, or Rim

work ” with a “ love of dreamy ease” is shown by mon, high ;? Eliun, supreme ; ' Adonai, my

the unwearied activity of the nation throughout Lord ; ' Bel-samin, ' Lord of heaven ; ' and the

its whole career in shipbuilding, in manufactures, | like. These different names became different

in mining, in colonization, and in commerce. No gods, and new ones were invented or imported,

people of antiquity passed habitually more la as Ishtar from Babylon , and Thoth and Ammon

borious days than did the great bulk of the Phæni- from Egypt'" (id ., ib .).

cian nation ; perhaps none more enjoyed the Among secondary deities were : (1) El, or Il,

delights of rest from toil and indulgence in com- once a name of the true god, afterward likened

fortable ease when the active business of life was to the Greek Kronos, the Roman Saturn. “ He

accomplished (id., ib . ) . was especially worshiped at Carthage, and is per

In abstract thought they were poor. “ They baps to be identified with the Ammonite Moloch ."

were too busy, too much occupied with the affairs It was to him that human sacrifices were offered.

of practical life, to give much attention to specu- ( 2) Melkarth,perhaps originally Baal as god of

lation or abstract reasoning ” (id . , 28). cities , the special guardian of Tyre, identified with

Especially they were religious. “ The temple Heracles (Hercules) by both Greeks and Phoni

was the center of attraction in each city, and the cians. He often appears upon the later Phæni

piety of the inhabitants adorned each temple with cian coins.

abundant and costly offerings. The kings were ( 3) Dagon, usually thought to have had, in

zealous in maintaining the honor of the gods, re- whole or in part, the form of a fish . He was

paired and beautified the sacred buildings, and adored also by the PHILISTINES (q. v .) in Ashdod

not unfrequently discharged the duties of the high (1 Sam. 6 :2–7) and perhaps Gaza (Judg. 16: 21-25,

priest. Both they and their subjects bore, for the etc.), and may havebeen adopted from them into

most part, religious names — names which were re . the Phænician pantheon .

garded as placing them under the protection of ( 4 ) Hadad, Adad, Adod, a Syrian god (comp.

a
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the name Benhadad, 1 Kings 15:18 , etc. ) ; later ones, which alone have the sanction of civilization

apparently used as a name of the sun . and Christianity ” (R., 39).

( 5) Adonis, so well known in Greek mythology . In accordance with the sentiment of that age

His death is held to represent the departure of the they were slave dealers ( Ezek . 27:13), and occa

sun in winter. The river Adonis, when swollen sionally guilty of kidnapping ; but “honest trade

and discolored by the autumn rains, was said to be was their main purpose ” (R., 82), as is shown by
reddened with his blood ; " and the Phoenician their universal welcome ; and they were noto

maidens flocked yearly to the banks of the stream rious for the excellency of their manufactures "

to weep and beat their breasts for his loss ” (R., ( R. , 86). The textile fabrics, the works in metal

35). But the name was originally Adonai (1279), lurgy, and the vases and other articles in glass
which Phænicia produced bore the highest pos

“ my lord,” perhaps a name of Baal.
sible character in the early ages, and were every .

(6) “ Sadyk, the Just One” (P973), appears to where accepted as the ne plus ultra of perfection ,

have been an embodiment of the divine attribute combining as they did the best materials, the best

of justice ” (id . , ib . ). His sons were Eshmun workmanship, and the highest artistic taste and

( ? !), the eighth), and the Kabeiri, or Cabiri elegance " (R., 86).

( 1792, great, mighty ; Isa. 17:12, 739 072, the so-called bronze age in Europe “ does not,as
The idea has been provisionally advanced that

mighty waters ” ), gods of shipbuilding , naviga, has been supposed, represent the irruption of a

lion , and metallurgy, who were dwarfed and new race, supplanting the primitive savages of

misshapen, similar to Hephaistus (Vulcan ). The the stone age, but the era of Phænician influence,

Greeks identified Eshmun with Asclepias (Escula. and the first development of native art under this

pius). teaching " (L. and C. , ii , 205).
( 7) Atargatis (Derceto), more a Philistine than The wealth and prosperity of Phænicia de.

a Phænician deity, was perhaps a native goddess pended mainly upon her carrying trade ; but “ ber

akin to Ashtoreth. fame and reputation were chiefly sustained by the

(8 ) Onca was compared by the Greeks to Athene excellency of her productions, under these four

(Minerva ), the goddess of wisdom , " and to a cer- heads ” (R., 275 )—the purple of Tyre, the glass of

tain extent adopted into their pantheon " (R., 35). Sidon, textile fabrics for garments and furniture,

7. Manufactures and Commerce. “ They and works in metal.

were the first systematic traders, the first miners For the purple Tyre was indebted to certain

and metallurgists, th greatest inventors, the shellfish which abounded along ber coast. Tyrian

boldest mariners, the greatest colonizers ; while dyes were unequaled in antiquity ; they were

elsewhere despotism overshadowed as with a pall “ celebrated by poets and affected by priests,

the whole Eastern world they could boast of a senators, and emperors up to the date of Phæni.

government approaching to constitutionalism ; of cia's conquest by the Saracens,” A. D. 633–638 ;

all the nations of their time they stood the highest and Tyrian purple was imported by the Venetians

in practical arts and science ” ( adapted from E. in the time of Charlemagne, A. D. 768–814 (R.,

Deutsch , R., 38, 39). “ They were masons, car- 280, 281 ) . The discovery of the purple was so

penters, shipbuilders , weavers, dyers, glassblowers, ancient as to be attributed to Hercules (id . , 281 ).

workers in metal, navigators, discoverers beyond Glass was known to the Egyptians of the third

all others; if they were not exactly the inventors and fourth dynasties (variously estimated from

of letters, at any rate, they so improved upon B. C. about 4000 to about 2400 ); but the Sido

the mode of writing which they found in use that nians excelled in its manufacture, and had proc

their system has been adopted, and suffices, with esses all their own (L. and C., ii , 215; R., 283 ,284 ).

a few additions, for the whole civilized world ; In the early ages they wove wool and linen , in

they were the first to affront the dangers of the the later frequently silk . Sidonian embroidery

open ocean in the strong-built ships, the first was famous of old, and always found a ready

to steer by the polar star, the first to make market.

known to civilized nations the remoter regions The skill of the Phænicians in metal work is

of Asia, Africa, and Europe ; they surpassed the attested by Solomon's employment of a Tyrian

Greeks in enterprise , in perseverance, and in artist for the work on the temple ( 1 Kings 7:13,

industry ; at a time when brute force was wor. 14) .

shiped as the main source of power and only The Bible story of the Phænicians is mostly

basis of national repute they succeeded in show- connected with the oppression of Israel by the

ing that as much fame might be won , as much SIDONIANS (q . v . ) in Judg. 10:12 and other scattered

glory obtained , real a power constructed by arts allusions; the alliance with David and Solomon,

as by arms, by the peaceful means of manufac. and the marriage of Jezebel to Ahab, and the

ture, trade, and commerce, as by the violent and warnings against Tyre and Sidon in the prophets,

bloody ones of war, massacre, and conquest. especially Ezekiel .

They set an example which has been followed in The long-continued prosperity of Phænicia, so

the past by Miletus, Corinth , Genoa, Venice, Portu- near their own borders, may help to explain the

gal, Holland, and to some extent by England — an inveterate tendency of the Israelites to lapse into

example which, it is to be hoped,will be far more Baal worship.
largely followed in the future when the rage for We have given the words of our authorities as

military establishments is past, and the rivalry of far as space permitted , thinking that in so short a

nations is diverted from the warlike channels, in compend of a history extending so widely in space

which it at present flows, to the more peacefull and time the reader would prefer the carefully

>
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weigbed words of well-known and trusted special- not far from Egypt (Isa .66:19,A. V. “ Put ;" Nah.
ists. 3 : 9 ; Jer. 46 : 9 ; Ezra 27:10 ; 30:5 ; 38:5). From

We compared the Philistines to the Northmen ; these passages we cannot infer anything as to the
we may liken the Phænicians to the English.— exact position of this country or people ; unless
W. H. indeed in Nahum, Cush and Phut, Mizraim and

ABBREVIATIONS. Lubim , are respectively connected, which might

L. and C. — Lenormant and Chevallier, Ancient indicate a position south of Egypt. Jeremiah

History of the East. (46 : 9) describes the Egyptian army as consisting

R. – Rawlinson, Story of Phænicia.
of Ethiopians, of Phutites, and of Lydians ; and

S. B. D. Smith , Bible Dictionary.
Ezekiel (30: 5) prophesies that Cush and Phut and

S. B. M.— Smith , Dict. of Greek and Roman Lud shall fall by the sword along with the Egyp

Biography and Mythology .
tians. The geographical position of Phut has not

S. G. – Smith, Dict. of Greek and Roman Geog- been cleared up (Smith , Bib. Dict.; Sayce, Higher

raphy. Crit., pp. 135–137) .

L. and S.-Liddell and Scott, Greek -English PHUVAH (Heb. 1779, poov-vaw', blast), one

Lexicon , seventh edition .
of the sons of Issachar (Gen. 46:13). The name

Lb. - Labberton ,New Historical Atlas and Gen- is given as “ Pua ” (Num. 26:23) and “ Puah ”

eral History.
( 1 Chron. 7 : 1 ). His descendants were called Pu

Hd.-Herodotus.
nites (Num. 26:23).

Gr.-Grote, History of Greece.

T.—Dr. c. P. Tielé, Babylonisch-Assyrische PHYGELʻLUS (Gr. Þúyɛnhos, foogʻ-el-los, a

Geschichte. fugitive) (2 Tim. 1:15 ), a Christian connected with

PHRYG’IA (Gr. Spvyia, froog-ee'-ah, barren ),
those in Asia of whom St. Paul speaks as turned

a province of Asia Minor, inland. Once it seemed their repudiation of the apostle was joined with a
awayfrom himself. It is open to question whether

to include the greater partof the peninsula of declension from the faith, and whether the open

Asia Minor, then it was divided into Phrygia
Major and Minor, and the Romans again divided display of the feeling ofAsia took place—at least

it into three parts, Phrygia Salutaris on the east, cerned - at Rome. Phygellus may haveforsaken
so far as Phygellus and Hermogenes were con

Phrygia Pacatiana on the west, and Phrygia (see 2 Tim . 4:16) the apostle at some critical time
Katakekaumene (the burnt) in the middle, for this when his support wasexpected ; or he may have

partwas volcanic. The country wasfertile, and been a leader of someparty ofnominal Christians

its rich pastures made it famousfor itsbreeds of atRome, such asthe apostle describes at an ear
cattle . Paul crossed this provincetwice in the lier period (Phil. 1:15 , 16) opposing him there

course of his missionary journeys. It is the
Greater Phrygia that is referred to in the New (Smith, Bib. Dict. , s . v .).

Testament. The town of Antioch in Pisidia PHYLACTERY. 1. Name. (Gr. pulak.

( Acts 13:14), Colosse, Hierapolis, Iconium, and týplov, foo-lak -tay '-ree-on, a station for a guard .)
Laodicea were situated in it. In the passages The name “ phylactery seems to be confined to

(16 :6 ; 18:23) Phrygia is mentioned in a manner the New Testament. Neither the Septuagint nor

not intended to be precise, the former referring to the other Greek versions have this term in their

Paul's second missionary journey, and the latter translations of the passages which enjoin this

to the third. Nor is Acts 2:10 inconsistent with token. Even Josephus does not use the word

this view. By Phrygia we must understand an “ phylactery,” though he mentions the custom .

extensive district, which contributed portions to The Jews in Christ's time,and to this day, call phy.

several Romanprovinces, andvarying portions at lacteries lep -ee-leen ' (Heb. 7 pn ,prayer fillets).
different times.

2. Form and Use. Phylacteries were strips
PHU'RAH (Heb . 1779, poo -raw ', bough), the of parchment with four passages of Scripture

servant of Gideon, who went with him by night I written upon them in the following order :

a

>

4 3 2 1

Deut. 11: 13-22. Deut. 6 :4-9. Exod. 18:11-16. Exod. 13 : 1-10.

when he visited the camp of the Midianites (Judg. Each strip was rolled up , tied with the white hairs

7:10, 11 ). of a calf's or a cow's tail , and placed in one of the

PHUT, PUT (Heb. U19, poot), the third name compartments of a small box. During prayer

in thelist of the sons of Ham (Gen. 10 : 6 ; 1 Chron. these phylacteries were worn by the male Israel.

1 : 8 ), elsewhere applied to an African country or ites firmly attached with leathern straps to the

people. In the list it follows Cush and Mizraim , forehead between the eyebrows, and on the left

and precedes Canaan . We cannot place the tract arm, so as to be near the heart. This practice

of Phut out of Africa, and it would thus seem regarding the origin of which only this much is

that it was almost parallel to that of the Mizra. certain, that it was in existence in our Lord's time

ites, as it could not be farther to the north ; this (Matt. 23 : 5 ; Josephus, Ant. , iv, 8, 13)—is found.

position would well agree with Libya. The few ed upon a literal interpretation of Exod. 13 :9 ,

mentions of Phut in the Bible clearly indicate a 16, where, with reference to the enactments as

country or people of Africa , and it was, probably, I to the observance of the passover and the sanc.
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ments .

arm

( 6

tifying of the first born , we read : “And it shall ing two shins, one with three prongs and the other

be for a sign unto thee upon thine hand , and for with four.

a memorial between thine eyes ” (v. 9), and . He next puts on the head phylactery, placing it

“ for frontlets between thy eyes ” (v . 16 ); and exactly in the center between the eyes so as to

Deut. 6 : 8 ; 11:18 , where the injunction, so far as touch the spot where the hair begins to grow

the latter part of it is concerned, is repeated , and (Deut. 11:18), and pronounces the following bene.

that with reference to the whole of the command- diction before he finally secures it : “ Blessed art

thou, O Lord our God, King of the universe, who

hast sanctified us with thy commandments, and

enjoined upon us the command about phylacteries."

“ To make broad their phylacteries " (Matt. 23:

5) was to make the strips wider, requiring a larger

box, thus making them more conspicuous. Some

believe that this means having wider straps.

“ It is now generally admitted that the real

meaning of phylacteries is equivalent to amulets

or charms. And as such the Rabbinists really

regarded and treated them , however much they

might otherwise have disclaimed all connection

Phylactery on the Arm . with heathen views."

Of course,the injunction was intended to PHYSICIAN . "Physician, heal thyself”

be taken figuratively.
(Luke 4:23), seems to mean that Jesus had been

The box for the head phylactery and for the describing the various ills from which his bearers

were ordinarily one and one half inches suffered and had applied the words of Isaiah to

square ; the former having on the outside to the himself as the restorer of humanity. Jesus then

right the three -pronged letter shin (Heb. W), which added the proverb thus : “ You are going even to

is designed as an abbreviation of the divine name turn into ridicule what you have just heard, and to

Shadai, “ the Almighty," while on the left side say to me, Thou who pretendest to save humanity

it had a four-pronged shin, the two constituting from its misery, begin by delivering thyself from

the sacred number seven.
thine own,” viz., the want of esteem and consider.

3. How Worn. Through a flap in the box a ation which attached to him .

very long leathern strap is passed. Before com- " They that are whole need not a physician,"

mencing his morning prayers the Israelite puts on etc. (5:31 ), was quoted to the scribes and Phari

first the phylactery for the arm. The strap, sees who objected to Jesus eating with Levi . So

passed through the loop, makes a noose for the far as this concedes to the Pharisees that they

arm . Having put his naked arm through this in were perfectly well, and therefore for them he, as

such a way that when it is bent it may touch the a physician, was useless—so far it is irony. On

the other hand it was calculated to excite serious

doubts in their minds as to whether their point of

view was correct (Godet, Com. , in loc. ).

See DISEASES, TREATMENT OF.

PI -BEYSETH (Heb. mos , pee-beh'-seth ;

Gr. Bovßaorós, Sept. ; the Egyptian Pi- Pasht, i.e. ,

the place of Pasht) was “so-called from the cat

headed Bubastis or Pasht, the Egyptian Diana,

which was worshiped there in a splendid temple.

It was situated on the royal canal leading to Suez,

not far from its junction with the Pelusiac arm of

the Nile . It was the chief seat of the Nomas

Bubastites, was destroyed by the Persians, who de

molished its walls (Diod. Sic. , xvi , 51 ) , and has en.

tirely disappeared, with the exception of some

ruins which still bear the name of Tel- Bastah "

(Keil, Com. , on Ezek . ) . The prophet Ezekiel

( 30:17) declares that the young military men of

Pi-beseth will fall by the sword , but the popula

Phylactery on Forehead . tion of the city will go into exile.

flesh and be near the heart to fulfil the precept,
PICTURE, the rendering of two Hebrew

words :

Ye shall lay up these my words in yourhearts "

(Deut. 11:18), he twists the strap three times close 1. Mas-keeth' (Heb. 01 ,figure ), idolatrous

to the box in the form of the letter shin , and pro- representations, either independent images, or
nounces the following benediction : " Blessed art more usually stones sculptured in low relief, or

thou , O Lord our God, King of the universe , who engraved and colored (Num . 33:52 ; comp. Ezek .

hast sanctified us with the commandments and 23:14, “ portrayed " ). Pictures, movable as with
enjoined us to put on phylacteries." He then us, were probably unknown to the Jews ; but

twists the strap seven times around the arm , form - colored sculpture and drawings on walls or wood,

>
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as mummy cases, must have been familiar to them standards to be returned to Cæsarea (Josephus,

in Egypt. Ant., xviii , 3 , 12 ; War, ii , 9 , 2–4 ). On two other

The pictures of silver ” (Prov. 25:11) were occasions Pilate nearly drove the Jews to insur
probably cornices with carvings, and the “ apples rection ; the first, when he hung up golden shields

of gold ” representations of fruits or flowers, in his palace on Mount Zion, inscribed with the

like Solomon's flowers and pomegranates (1 Kings names of deities . These were only removed by
chaps. 6, 7). an order from the emperor. The second, when lie

2. Sek-ee -yaw " (Heb. 172 , conspicuous), the appropriated the revenue of the temple, arising

flag of a ship, as seen from afar ( Isa. 2:16).
from the redemption of vows, to the building of

Delitzsch ( Com ., in loc . ) thinks that the term
an aqueduct. To these acts must be added the

should not be confined to flags, but that it has slaughter of certain Galileans (Luke 13 : 1 ), who

“ reference to all kinds of works of art, whether seem to have been slain while offering their sacri

in sculptureor paintings , which delighted the ob- fices in the temple. ( 3) His connection with Jesus.

server by their imposing, tasteful appearance.”
It was the custom for the procurators to reside at

Jerusalem , during the great feasts, to preserve

PIECEOF GOLD, Money, SILVER. See ME- order, and, accordingly, at the time of our Lord's
TROLOGY IV.

last Passover Pilate was occupying his official resi

PIETY . Occurs in the A. V. only in the ex. dence in Herod's palace ; and to the gates of this

hortation “ Let them learn first to show piety at palace Jesus, condemned on the charge of blas

home (1 Tim. 5 : 4 ; Gr. evoeßéw, yoo-sebel '-o), phemy, was brought early in the morning by the

better toward their own “ household .” Toward chief priests and officers of the Sanhedrin, who

God the Greek word means reverence, toward man were unable to enter the residence of a Gentile,

due and proper respect . See GLOSSARY. lest they should be defiled and unfit to eat the

PIGEON . See ANIMAL Kingdom, Sacrificial Passover (John 18:28). Pilate, therefore, came

OFFERINGS. out to learn their purpose, and demanded the

PI -HAHIROTH (Heb. stanga, pee hah.
nature of the charge. At first they seem to have

expected that he would have carried out their

khee-roth ', place of reservoirs), the place before, or wishes without further inquiry, and therefore

at, which the Israelites encamped at the close of merely described our Lord as a disturber of the

their third march from Rameses. It was “ between public peace ; but as a Roman procurator had too

Migdol and the sea, over against Baal-zephon ” much respect for justice, or at least understood

(Exod. 14 : 2, 9 ; Num. 33:7, 8, “ Hahiroth ” ) , and his business too well to consent to such a con

is not identified beyond dispute. Dr. Trumbulldemnation, they were obliged to devise a new

( Kadesh - Barnea, p. 406 ) says there are seeming charge, and therefore interpreted our Lord's

traces of its name in ’Agrood, or Ajrood, orAk claims in a political sense,accusing him of assum

rood, where is now , at about four hours N. W.of ing the royal title, perverting the nation, and for

Suez, a fortress with a very deep well , for the bidding the payment of tribute to Rome (Luke

accommodation of pilgrims going out on the way | 23 : 3—an account plainly presupposed in John

of the Dead Sea .” See SUPPLEMENT.
18:33) . It is plain that from this moment Pilate

PI'LATE ,PONTIUS(Gr. Niháros, pil -at'-os, was distracted between two conflicting feelings—a

IIóvrlos, pon '- tee-os), the Roman procurator of fear of offending the Jews and a conscious convic
Judea. tion that Jesus was innocent. Moreover, this last

1. Name. Pilate's family name, Pontius, in- feeling was strengthened by his own hatred of the

dicates that he was connected, by descent or adop . Jews, whose religious scruples had caused him

tion, with the gens of Pontii. His cognomen , frequent trouble , and by a growing respect for

Pilatus, may have been derived from pilatus, the calm dignity and meekness of the sufferer.

armed with pilum (or javelin), or pileatus, the First he examined our Lord privately, and asked

pileus (or cap) being the badge of ‘manumitted him whether he was a king. At the close of the
slaves . interview he came out to the Jews and declared

2. Personal History. (1) Early history. The the prisoner innocent. To this they replied that

early history of Pilate is unknown, save some un. his teaching had stirred up all the people from

reliable traditions. AGerman legend relates that Galilee to Jerusalem . The mention of Galilee

he was an illegitimate son of Tyrus, king of May- suggested to Pilate a new way of escaping from

ence, who sent him to Romeas a hostage. There his dilemma, by sending on the case to Herod

he committed a murder, and was sent to Pontus, Antipas ; but Herod , though propitiated by this

where he subdued the barbarous tribes, receiving act of courtesy, declined to enter into the matter.

in consequence the name of Pontius, and was sent So Pilate was compelled to come to a decision,
to Judea. (2) Procurator. Pilate was appointed and, first having assembled the chief priests and

governor of Judea by Tiberius (A. D. 26), and also the people, he announced to them that the

immediately offended the Jews by removing the accused had done nothing worthy of death ; but,

headquarters of his army from Cæsarea to Jerusa- at the same time, in hopes of pacifying the San

lem . The soldiers, of course, took with them their hedrin , he proposed to scourge him before he re

standards, bearing the image of the emperor, into leased him . But as the accusers were resolved to

the holy city. The sight ofthese standards planted have his blood, they rejected this concession , and

within sight of the temple greatly enraged the therefore Pilate had recourse to a fresh expedient.

people, who declared themselves ready rather to It was the custom for the Roman governor to

submit to death than to this idolatrousinnovation . grant every year, in honor of thePassover, pardon
Pilate yielded to their demands, and ordered the I to one condemned criminal. Pilate therefore of.
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PILATE, PONTIUS PILLAR

fered the people their choice between two — the others that Pilate made an official report to Ti

murderer Barabbas and the prophet whom a few berius of our Lord's trial and condemnation ; and

days before they had hailed as the Messiah. To in a homily ascribed to Chrysostom , though marked

receive their decision he ascended the Bīua (Bema) , as spurious by his Benedictine editors (Hom. viii,

a portable tribunal placed on the Gabbatha, a tes in Pasch., vol. viii, p . 968, D ), certain iTouvnuata

sellated pavement in front of the palace. As soon ( Acta, or Commentarii Pilati) are spoken of as

as he was seated he received a message from his well-known documents in common circulation . The

wife , who had " suffered many things in a dream ,” | Acta Pilati, now extant in Greek, and two Latin

urging him not to condemn the Just One. But he epistles from him to the emperor, are certainly

had no alternative, as the rabble, urged by the spurious.

priests, chose Barabbas for pardon, and clamored 3. Character. Pilate seems to have been a

for the death of Jesus; insurrection seemed im- representative of the rich and corrupt Romans of

minent, and Pilate yielded. Before issuing the his age ; a worldly -minded statesman, not insen

fatal order he washed his hands before the multi- sible to justice andmercy, yet who lived exclusively

tude , as a sign that he was innocent of the crime, in the life that now is. His desire was, doubtless,

in imitation , probably, of the ceremony enjoined to save our Lord, but his own security and com

in Deut., ch. 21. As it produced no effect, Pilate fort would thereby have been interfered with . He

ordered his soldiers to inflict the scourging pre- was too selfish to suffer personal annoyance, and

paratory to execution ; but the sight of unjust suf. “ the unrighteous condemnation of a good man

fering so patiently borne seems again to have was a trifle in comparison with the fear of the

troubled his conscience, and prompted a new effort emperor's frown and the loss of place and power. "

in favor of the victim. But the priests only re- Destitute of any fixed principles, and having no ain

newed their clamors for his death, and, fearing but office and influence, Pilate seems to have con

that the political charge of treason might be con- sulted the law of personal convenience, and to have

sidered insufficient, returned to their first accusa- done right only when it did not interfere with bis

tion of blasphemy, and, quoting the law of Moses selfish aims and purposes. Thus he yielded to

( Lev. 24:16), which punished blaspliemywith ston. the clamor of the Jews and acted contrary to his

ing, declared that he must die, “ because he made sense of justice , for fear that they would accuse

himself the Son of God .” But this title aug- him to the emperor of disloyalty, and thus secure

mented Pilate's superstitious fears, already aroused his deposition ( Smith, Bib . Dict., s . v . ).

by his wife's dream ( John 19: 7 ) ; he feared that
PIL DASH (Heb. 27 , pil-dawsh ', derivation

Jesus might be one of the heroes or demigods of
his own mythology. He took him again into the uncertain), one of the eight sons of Nahor, Abra

palace and inquired anxiously into his descent ham's brother, by his wife and niece, Milcah ( Gen.

(“ Whence art thou ? ” ) and his claims. The result 22:22), B. C. about 2300.

of this interview was one last effort to save Jesus PILEHA (Heb. Na, pil-khaw ', a slice), the

by a fresh appeal to the multitude; but now arose chief of the people who signed the covenant with

the formidable cry , “ If thou let this man go, thou Nehemiah (Neh. 10:24), B. C. 445.

art not Cæsar's friend ; ” and Pilate , to whom
PILGRIM (Gr.: taperidnuos, par-ep - id '-all

political success was as the breath of life , again

ascended the tribunal
,andfinally pronounced the mos), one who comes from a foreign country io

desired condemnation. So ended Pilate's share in reside in a city or land ; used

the greatest crime which has been committed since
Figurativelyof the Christian whose native

the world began. (4) Later history . Scripture country is heaven (Heb. 11:13 ; 1 Pet. 2:11; comp.
Gen. 47 : 9) .

gives us no further information concerning Pilate,
but we learn from Josephus that his anxiety to

PILL. See GLOSSARY.

avoid giving offense to Cæsar did not save him PILLAR The rendering of nine Hebrew

from political disaster. The Samaritans were un- words and one Greek word .

quiet and rebellious. Pilate led his troops against 1. The essential notion of a pillar is of a shaft

them , and defeated them easily enough. The Sa. or isolated pile, either supporting or not support.

maritans complained to Vitellius, now presidentof ing a roof. Pillars form an important feature in

Syria , and he sent Pilate to Rome to answer their oriental architecture, partly, perhaps, as a remi.

accusations before the emperor. When he reached niscence of the tent with its supporting poles, and

it he found Tiberius dead, and Caius (Caligula ) on partly also from the use of flat roofs, in conse

the throne, A. D. 36. Eusebius adds that soon quence of which the chambers were either nar

afterward, " wearied with misfortunes, ” he killed rower or divided into portions by columns. The

himself. As to the scene of his death, there are general practice in oriental buildings of supporting
various traditions. One is that he was banished Hat roofs by pillars , or of covering open spacesbị

to Vienna Allobrogum ( Vienne on the Rhone ), awnings stretched from pillars, led to an extensive

wherea singularmonument— à pyramid on a quad- use of them in construction. At Nineveh the
rangular base, fifty -two feet high - is called Pon. pillars were probably of wood, and it is very likely
tius Pilate's tomb. Another is that he sought to that the same construction prevailed in the house

hide his sorrows onthe mountain by the lake of of the forest of Lebanon ,” with its hall and porch
Lucerne, now called Mount Pilatus ; and there, of pillars ( 1 Kings 7:2, 6), The “ chapiters " of
after spending years in its recesses in remorse the two pillars, Jachin and Boaz, resembled the

and despair, rather than penitence, plunged into tall capitals of the Persepolitan columns.

the dismal lake which occupies its summit. We 2. But perhaps the earliest application of the

learn from Justin Martyr, Tertullian, Eusebius , and I pillar was the votive or monumental. This in

66
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PILLAR OF CLOUD AND FIRE PIN

a

lar usage.

early times consisted of nothing but a single stone Sea, we imagine it spreading out like a cloud bank,

or pile of stones (Gen. 28:18 ; 31:46, etc. ) . The forming, as it were, a dividing wall.

stone Ezel ( 1 Sam. 20:19) was probably a terminal 3. God's Presence. In this cloud Jehovah,

stone or a waymark. The “ place ” ( q.v.) set up by i . e . , the visible representation of the invisible

Saul ( 15:12) is explained by St. Jerome to be a God under the Old Testament, was really present

trophy. The word used is the same as that for with Israel and spoke to them out of the cloud.

Absalom's pillar. So also Jacob set up a pilla In this, too, appeared “ the glory of the Lord "

over Rachel's grave (Gen. 35:20). The monolithic (Exod . 16:10 ; 40:34 ; Num . 17:7). The fire in

tombs and obelisks of Petra are instances of simi- the pillar was the same as that in which the Lord

Absalom set up a pillar “ to keep (his) revealed himself in the burning bush, and after

name in remembrance ” ( 2 Sam . 18:18) . But the ward descended upon Sinai amid thunder and

word mats-tsay-bard' (Heb. 177372 ), “ pillar,” is lightning in a thick cloud (Exod . 19 : 16–18) . It

more often rendered “ statue ” or “ image” (c. 8. , therefore was enveloped in a cloud which prowas a symbol of the “ zeal of the Lord ,” and

Deut. 7 : 5 ; 12 : 3 ; 16:22 ; Lev. 26 : 1 , etc. ) .

Figurative. The figurative use of the term tected Israel by day from heat, sunstroke, and
pillar, ” in reference to the cloud and fire ac- pestilence ( Isa . 4 :4,5 ; 49:10 ; Psa. 91 : 5 , 6 ; 121:6 ).

companying the Israelites on their march, or as
At night it lighted up Israel's path by its splen

in Cant. 3:6 and Rev. 10: 1 , is plainly derivedfrom dor, and defended it from terror, calamity ( Psa.

the notion of an isolated column not supporting a
27 : 1 , sq . ; 91 : 5 , 6 ) . It also threatened destruction

roof. In poetry we read of pillars on which earth to those whomurmured against God (Num . 17:10 ),

and heaven rest ( Job 9 :6 ; 26:11; Psa. 75:3 ); and sending out fire against the rebels and consuming

the comparison is made of a man, or his limbs, them (Lev. 10: 2 ;Num . 16:35).

with pillars, for strength and firniness ( Cant. PILLED. See GLOSSARY.

5:15 ; Jer. 1:18 ; Gal . 2 : 9 ; Rev. 3:12 ; 10 : 1 ) . In PILLOW , the rendering of three very dif

1 Tim . 3:15, we have the metaphorical expression, ferent Hebrew words and one Greek word :

“ the pillar and ground of the truth .”

PILLAR OF CLOUD AND FIRE (fcb: 19:13, 16 , it is recorded that Michal took an
1. Keb-eer' (Heb. 777?, plaiting). In 1 Sam .

777 77393 UN 77299, am-mood' aysh, am -mood' image (teraphim )and laid it in the bed and put a

aro-nawn '). In Exod. 13:18, it is stated that pillow of goats' hair for his bolster. This was,

“ God led the people about, through the way of probably, a piece of woven goats ' hair folded up .

the wilderness;" in vers. 21, 22 (comp. 14:24 ; Num . 2. Mer -ah -ash -aw " (aeb. JUNT ?, headpiece).
14:14 ; Neh . 9 : 12–19) it is said that “ Jehovah

went before them by day in a pillar of cloud , to Simply a place for laying the head (Gen. 28:11 , 18,
elsewhere

lead them in the way, and by night in a pillar of fire
“ bolster ” ).

to give them light; to go by day and night,” etc.; 3. Keh'-seth ( Heb. no?; Ezek . 13:18, 20).

that they mightmarch at all hours. “To this siyn “ Pillow ' is a decidedly erroneous rendering of

of the divine presence and guidance there was a this word , which means a covering or conceal

natural analogon in the caravan fire , which con- ment. The charge is brought against the prophet

sisted of small iron vessels or grates with wood esses that they sewed coverings together to wrap

fires burning in them , fastened at the end of long around the hand of God ; i . e., they cover up and

poles and carried as a guide in front of caravans, conceal the word of God by their prophesying, so

by which the direction of the road was indicated that the threatening and judicial arm of God,

in the day time by the smoke and at night by the which ought aboveall to become both manifest

light of the fire ." A still closer analogy is found and effective through his prophetic word , does not

in the custom of the ancient Persians of carrying become either the one nor the other ” (Kliefoth ,

fire, which they called “ sacred and eternal," in quoted by Keil , Com. , in loc. ).

silver altars in front of the army. The pillar of 4. Pros-kef-al -ahee-on (Gr.A poorepáhalov,head

cloud and fire must not, however, be confounded piece, Mark 4:38). Our Lord employed the row

with any such caravan or army fire, or set down ers' bench or its cushion for a pillow.

as nothing more than a mythical conception, or a
PILOT (Heb. bar, kho-bale', a steersman ) is also

dressing up of this natural custom . The cloud

was not the result of a caravan fire, nor a mere rendered “ ship-master ” ( Jonah 1 : 6 ), but in Ezek

symbol of the divine presence ; it had a miracu- | 27 : 8 “ pilots " seems to beused in a figurative

lous origin and supernatural character .
sense for the chief men of Tyre. Keil ( Com ., on

1. There was but one pillar of both cloud and Ezek. ) thinks the meaning to be that the chief men

fire (Exod. 14:24), for even when shining in the in command of the ships (captains and pilots)

dark it is still called the pillar of cloud ( 14:19 ) were as a rule citizens of Tyre.

or the cloud (Num . 9:21), so that it was a cloud PIL’TAI (Heb. 2 ,pil-tah'ee, my deliver

covering the fire. By day it appeared as a cloud ances), the representative of the priestly house of

in contrast with thelight of the sun,but by night Moadiah or Maadiah, in the time of Joiakim , the

as a fiery splendor, “ a fire-look ” (9:15, 16 ).

2. Form . When this cloud went before the who returned with Zerubbabel to Jerusalem (Neh .
son of Jeshua, and apparently one of the priests

army of Israel it assumed the form of a column ; 12:17 ), B. C. 536 .
but when it stood still above the tabernacle or

came down upon it, it most probably took the PIN (Heb. 7 , yaw -thade', a tent-pin ), the

form of a round globe of cloud . When it sepa copper pegs driven into the ground to hold the

rated the Israclites from the Egyptians at the Red | cords of the tabernacle court (Exod. 27:19 ; 35:

7

1

«
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PINE PISON

"

לו

18 ; 38:20, 31 , etc.), or for any other purpose or 1. The top, or head, of the Pisgab from which

material (Judg. 16:14 ; Ezek . 15:3, rendered “ nail ” Moses took his survey of the promised land,

in Judg. 4:21 , 22 ; 5:26 ; Ezra 9: 8, etc.). the particular peak upon which he stood being

“Pins and needles were also among the articles Nebo (Num. 21:20 ; 23:14 ; Deut. 3:27 ; 34: 1).

of the toilet, which have been occasionally found 2. ASHDOTH HAP-Pisgah (q. V.), perhaps the

in the tombs. The former are frequently of con- springs, or roots, of the Pisgah (Deut. 3:17 ; 4:49 ;

siderable length with large gold heads , and some Josh. 12:3 ; 13:20 ).

of a different form , taperinggradually to a point, " " The Pisgah' must have been a mountain range

merely bound with gold at the upper end,without or district, the same as or a part of that called

any projecting head (seven or eight inches in the mountains of Abarim (comp. Deut. 32:49 with

length ), appear to have been intended for arrang- 34 : 1 ). It lay on the east of Jordan, contiguous

ing the plaits or curls of hair ; like those used in to the field of Moab, and immediately opposite

England in the days of Elizabeth for nearly the Jericho. The field of Zophim was situated on it ,

same purpose " (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt., ii, 344). and its highest point or summit — its 'head'

PINE . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
was the Mount Nebo. If it was a proper name

PINING SICKNESS. “ Pining ” is the
we can only conjecture that it denoted the whole

rendering, in Isa. 38:12 , of the Hebrew (dal- of the lower Jordan. No traces ofthe namePis
or part of the range of the highlands on the east

laro'), dangling, i . e. , like a loose thread or hair. The gahhave been met with in later times on the east

expression, " he will cut me off with pining sick- of Jordan, but in the Arabic garb of Ras el- Fesh

ness," is a part of the figure of a weaver cutting kah (almost identical with the Hebrew Rosh hap

off a piece of finished cloth from the loom . It is pisgah) it is attached to a well-known headland
rendered in the A. V., “ I have rolled up like a on the north western end of the Dead Sea, a mass

weaver my life ; he will cut me off from the loom " of mountain bounded on the south by the Wady

(i . e. , thrum ). en - Nar, and on the north by the Wady Sidr, and

PINNACLE (Gr. itepúylov, pter -oog '-ee-on, a on the northern part of which is situated the great

wing , any pointed extremity, Matt. 4: 5 ; Luke 4:9). Mussulman sanctuary of Neby Masa (Moses) ”

It is impossible to definitely decide what portion (Smith, Dict., 8. v .).

of the temple is referred to as the pinnacle. The
Upon Pisgah Balaam offered sacrifices, so that

use of the definite article makes it plain that it it was probably one of the ancient “ high places

was not a pinnacle, but the pinnacle. Much dif- of Moab (Num . 23:14 ). The exact identification

ference of opinion exists respecting it, but it may of Pisgah was long a problem, until the Duc de

be that it was the battlement ordered by law to be Luynes (1864) and Professor Paine, of the Ameri

added to every roof.
can Palestine Exploration Society (1873) independ

PI'NON (Heb. yöna, pee -none', probably per- headland of the range Abarim , of which the bighently identified it with Jebel Siaghab, the extreme

plexity ), one of the " dukes ” (i. e ., head or founder est summit is Nebo. Respecting the view from

of a tribe) of Edom (Gen. 36:41 ; 1 Chron. 1:52), this point Dr. Smith writes (Hist. Geog. , p. 563) :
B. C. about 1210.

“ The whole of the Jordan valley is now open to

PIPE . See MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. you, from Engedi, beyond which the mists become

PI'RAM (Heb. bx , pir -awm ', wildly), the impenetrable ,to where, on the north, the hills of

Amorite king of Jarmuth who, with four confed- Gilead seem to meet those of Ephraim . The

erate kings, made war against Gibeon, and were
Jordan flows below. Jericho is visible beyond.

defeated by Joshua. They fled to the caveat OverGilead, it is said , Hermon can be seen in clear

The view
Makkedah,from which they were broughtatthe weather, but the beat hid it from us.

close of the battle and pursuit and hanged. Their is almost thatdescribedas the last on which the

bodies were taken down and cast “ into the cave eyes of Moses rested , the higher bills of West

wherein they had been hid ” ( Josh. 10:3–27), B.C. Palestine shutting out all possibility ofa sight of

1170.
the (Mediterranean) sea."

PIR'ATHON (Heb. zinoma, pir-aw -thone') is
PISID'IA (Gr. IIloidia , pis - id -ee '-ah, pitchy), a

mentioned as the dwelling place of Abdon, who mountainous district in Asia Minor,north of Pan

died after holding the office ofjudge for 'eight phylia , twice visited by St. Paul, and in which he

years, and was buried there (Judg. 12:13-15). " It was probably " in perilof robbers ” (Acts 13:14;

is also mentioned (2 Sam . 23:30 ; 1Chron.11:31) 14:21-24;2 Cor.11:26). It was overrun with
as the home of Benaiah , thehero . It was inthe desperate bands of men who resisted the power of

land of Ephraim , on the mountains of the Amale- Rome. Antioch was in Pisidia, as distinguished

kites.
from the more renowned Antioch in Syria ,

PIR'ATHONITE (Heb. pinyna, pir-aw -tho
PI'SON (Heb. 7ivna, pee-shone', canal), one of

nee'), the native of, or dweller in , Piration. Two the four heads into which the stream was divided,

such are named in the Bible. ' 1. Abdon ben . which watered the Garden of Eden (Gen. 2:11 ).

Hillel ( Judg . 12:13 , 15 ). 2. From the same place Numerous conjectures are made as to the identity
“ Benaiah the Pirathonite of the children of of this stream, yet the matter is undetermined.

Ephraim ” ( 1 Chron. 27:14).
The Nile, the Indus, the Hydaspes, the Danube,

etc., have all been suggested. The stream is de

PISÄGAH (Heb. 1770 ,pis-gaw ',a cleft), an old scribed as that which surrounds the whole land of

topographicalname which is found, in the Penta- Havilah, which expression would apply very well

teuch and Joshua only, in two connections. to the course of the Cyrus of the ancients. This

came

)
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PISPAH A PLACE

>
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river rises in Armenia, flows north to a point not and twenty miles E. of Tell -el-Kebir, on the Suez

far from the eastern border of Colchis, and then Canal. See EGYPT ; also SUPPLEMENT.

turns east in Iberia, from which it flows southeast PI'THON (Heb. 71019, pee-thone', expansive),

to the Caspian Sea (K. and D., Com .).
the eldest son of Micah , the grandson of Jonathan ,

PISPAH (Heb. Tos pis-paw ', dispersion ), the son of Saul (1 Chron. 8:35 ; 9:41 ), B. C. after

the second named of the sons of Jether, of the 1000.

tribe of Asher (1 Chron . 7:38). PITY. In many instances pity is the render:

PIT, the rendering of several Hebrew and two ing of Hebrew wordselsewhere translated “ mercy . ”

Greek words,andusedin the sense of a deep hole It is also the rendering of the Heb . 51997 (khaw
dug, in the first instance, for a well or cistern . mal'), to be gentle,clement. In Exod . 2 : 6 ; 1 Sam .

When these were without water they were used as 23:21 , it means to have sympathy, compassion with.

( 1 ) A place of burial (Psa. 28 :1; 30:3 ; Isa. 38:18) ; Elsewhere it has the meaning of to spare, to treat

(2) A prison (Isa.24:22 ; Jer. 37:16) ; (3) As a place with pity ( 1 Sam . 15 : 3, 15 ; 2 Sam . 21:7 ; 2 Chron.

of destruction (Zech. 9:11 ). 36:15 , 17 ). It is written of God that “ the Lord

Figurative. To “ go down into the pit ” is very pitiful” (James 5:11 ), and that " like as a

(Psa . 28: 1; 30: 3 , 9, etc.), a phrase of frequent oc- father pitieth his children , so the Lord pitieth

currence ; is employed to denote dying without them that fear him ” (Psa. 103:13). The apostle

hope, but commonlya simple going to the place Peter exhorts Christians to “ love as brethren , be
of the dead. “ To dig a pit (Psa. 7:15 ; 57 : 6 ; pitiful” ( 1 Pet. 3 : 8 ). It will thus be seen that

Prov . 26:27) is to plot mischief. The pit, as a pity is both a divine characteristic and Christian

place of great discomfort, and probable starvation , grace.

very naturally suggested a place of punishment PLACE (Heb. 77, yawd, hand). “ He set him
(Rev. 9 : 1 , sq.; 11 :7 ; 17: 8 , etc. ).

up a place ' (1 Sam. 15:12 ), literally " hand ,' or
PITCH . See MINERAL KINGDOM.

PITCHER . 1. Kad (Heb. 72, from an old

root to deepen ), a water jar, or pitcher, with one or

two handles, used chiefly by women for carrying

water, as in the story of Rebecca ( Gen. 24 : 15-20).

These pitchers were usually carried on the head or

shoulder. The same word is used (A. V. “ barrel,”

Kings 17:12 ; 18:33) of the vessel in which the

widow of Sarepta kept her meal, and the barrels

of water used by Elijah on Mount Carmel ; also of

the pitchers employed by Gideon's three hundred

men (Judg. 7:16).

2. Nel '-bel (Heb. 533), or nay -bеl 322), is only( 52. ?

used in Lam. 4 : 2 , where it is joined with kheh ' -res

(unn, pottery ), and thus evidently an earthen
vessel,

3. Ker - am ' -ee -on (Gr. Kepáulov, earthenware,

2 :1757775747098
Mark 14:13 ; Luke 22:10), probably the same as

No. 1 .

Figurative. “ The pitcher broken at the ener
fountain” (Eccles . 12 : 6) is used figuratively for the

cessation of life . “ Earthen pitchers," as contrasted

with “fine gold ” (Lam . 4 : 2 ) , is used to represent

the real worth and the low valuation put upon

good men .

PI'THOM (Heb.one, pee-thome',R.V.“ store ” ),

a treasure city built by Rameses II (Exod. 1:11 ).

As Pithom was the sacred name, so Succoth (q . v. )

was the secular name of this place (Exod. 12:37 ) .

Probably identical with Patumos of Herodotus.

The city was built of bricks, some of which had

been made without straw. M. Naville found a

fragment of pottery at the site , on which was

written " The good recorder of Pithom ” (Pi Tum ). Votive Stele from Carthage.

This fragment has been taken to England . Con

cerning the bricks of which the great storehouse monument. This same word is used in 2 Sam .

was made, he says : “ Many of them are made 18:18, and in Isa. 56 : 5 , in the former of Absalom's

with straw , or with fragments of reeds, of which column, or monument ; in the latter, of the portion

traces are still to be seen; and some of Nile mud, or memorial' promised to God's people within

without any straw at all.” The site is identified his house. This meaning is doubtless connected

with Tell-el-Maskhuta, twelve miles W. of Ismailia , I with the ancient custom of carving on the me.

S
u
m

12:38 9797 ???? 8498

"

"
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i. e . ,

morial pillar by a grave , a band and arm . And the occupied in their infliction . While some contend

use of the hand as a memorial has not entirely for the space of a year it seems to be that that

ceased in the East . The dome of almost every time enables them to compare the plagues with

Mohammedan mosque is surmounted by a carved certain natural phenomena occurring at fixed sea

crescent in wood or stone ” (Rev. Wm. Ewing in sons of the year in Egypt. Each plague, accord

S. S. Times). ing to the historian , lasted only a short time; and

PLAGUE. The following Hebrew and Greek unless we suppose an interval of several weeks

between each, a few months, or even weeks, would
words are rendered plague in the A. V.:

afford sufficient time for the happening of the
1. Neh '- gah (Heb. ya?, a stroke, blow). Strokes, whole.

judgments, calamities, which God sends upon 2. The Plagues. (1) That of blood (Exod . 7 :

men (Gen. 12:17 ; Exod. 11: 1 ; Psa. 38:12 ; 39:11, 19-25). Pharaoh, having hardened his heart

etc.). The term is applied to the disease of lep- against the first sign, Moses and Aaron were em

rosy (Lev. 13 : 3 ) . powered to enforce the release of Israel by a series

FIGURATIVE. A person afilicted with leprous of penal miracles. In the morning he met Pharaoh
spots (Lev. 13 :4, 12 , etc. ). near the Nile, and made another demand for the

2. Nek '-ghef (Heb .7 ?, a stumbling), and só a people's release. Upon his refusal Aaron lifted

divine judgment, mostly of a fatal disease (Exod. up the rod over the waters of Egypt,” and they

12:13 ; 30:12 ; Num. 8:19 ; 17:11 , 12).
were all turned to blood.” “ The changing ofthe

3. Mak -karo' (Heb . 677 ?, a beating, smiting ),
water into blood is to be interpreted in the same

sense as in Joel 2:31 , where the moon is said to
calamities inflicted of God (Lev . 26:21; Num . be turned into blood ; that is to say, not as a

11:33 ; Deut. 28:59 , 61 ; 29:22; 1 Sam . 4 : 8 ; Jer. chemical change into real blood , but as a change

19 : 8 ; 49:17 ; 50:13 ). in the color, which caused it to assume the ap

4. Mag -gay-fav ' (Heb . 172 : 2 ), chiefly pestilen - pearance of blood (2 Kings 3:22). The reddening

tial and fatal diseases (Exod . 9:14 ; Num . 14:37 ; of the water is attributed by many to the red

16:48, sq . ; 25 : 8 , 9, 18 ; 1 Sam . 6 :4 ; 2 Sam . 24:21 , earth which the river brings down from Sennaar,

25 ; 1 Chron . 21:22, etc.). but Ehrenberg came to the conclusion, after micro

5. Deh '-ber (Heb. 27, destruction ) is rendered scopical examinations, that it was caused by cryp

" plague”only in Hos. 13:14, in the passage, “ctogamic plants and infusoria. This naturalplie
nomenon was here intensified into a miracle, not

death, I will be thy plagues.” It means the ces
only by the fact that the change took place imme

sation or annihilation ofdeath ( comp. 1 Cor. 15:55 ; diately in all the branches of the river at Moses's
Isa . 25 : 8).

6. The Greek words are páoriš (mas'-tix, whip) ,
word and through the smiting of the Nile, but

figuratively a disease (Matt. 6:29, 34 ; Mark 3:10 ; which caused the fishes to die, the stream to stink ,
even more by a chemical change in the water,

Luke 7:21); and anyn (play-gay', stroke), a public and what seemstoindicate putrefaction, the water

calamity, heavy affliction, sent by God as a punish- to become undrinkable” (K. and D. , Com ., in loc.).

ment (Rev. 9:18, 20 ; 11 :6 ; 15 : 1 , 6, 8 ; 16 : 9 ; 18 :4, The plague appears to have extended through:

8 ; 21 : 9 ; 22:18) . out Egypt, embracing the “ streams, " or dif

PLAGUES OF E'GYPT, the term usually ferent arms of the Nile; " the rivers,” or Nile

employed in speaking of the divine visitations of canals; " the ponds," or standing lakes formed by

wrath with which Jehovah punished the Egyp- the Nile ; and all the “ pools of water," or the

tians, because they would not allow the Israelites standing lakes left by the overflowings of the

to leave. Nile. The “ vessels of wood, and the vessels of

1. History. Moses, with Aaron as spokesman , stone,” were those in which was kept the water

appeared before Pharaoh to convey to bim the for daily use, those of stone being the reservoirs

divine command to allow the departure of the Is. in which fresh water was kept for the poor.

raelites. In attestation of their authority Aaron " The Egyptians digged round about the river for

cast down his rod before the king, and it became water to drink ," as it probably purified itself by

a serpent. This miracle, having been performed, filtering through the banks. The miracle was ini.

or simulated, by his magicians, Pharaoh hardened tated by the magicians, but where they got water

his heart against Jehovah, refused the desired is not stated. On the supposition that the chang.

permission , and thus produced the occasion for the ing of the Nile water took place at the time when

ten plagues. “ Although it is distinctly stated that the river began to rise, and when the reddening

the plagues prevailed throughout Egypt, yet the generally occurs, many expositors fix upon the

descriptions seem principally to apply to that part mont of June or July for the time of this plague,

of Egypt which lay nearest to Goshen, and more in which case all the plagues would be confined to

especially to ' the field of Zoan,' or the tract about the space of about nine months. Perhaps a more

that city, since it seems almost certain that Pha- likely date was September or October, that is 10

raoh dwelt in the Delta, and that territory is essay, after the yearly overflow of the Nile. This

pecially indicated in Psa. 78:43 . The descriptions plague was very humiliating, inasmuch as they

of the first and second plagues seem especially were so dependent upon the Nile for water that it

to refer to a land abounding in streams and lakes, was worshiped as a god, as well as some of its fish,

and so rather to the lower than the upper country..” | (2) Plague of frogs (Exod. 8 : 1-14) . The second

Still we must not forget that the plagues evidently plague also proceeded from the Nile, and consisted

prevailed throughout the land. There is nothing in the unparalleled numbers in which the frogsap

in the account of the plagues to fix the time I peared. These were the small Nile frog, called by
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the Egyptians Dofda. As foretold to Pharaoh, plagues ; that he had authority over Egypt; in .

they not only penetrated into the houses and inner deed, that he possessed supreme authority. Pha.
rooms (“ bedchamber"), and crept into the domes- raoh called Moses, and told him to sacrifice to God

This Moses declined to do, on thetic utensils, the beds, the ovens,and the kneading in the land.
troughs, but even got upon the men themselves. ground that by so doing the Israelites would be

This miracle was also imitated by the Egyptian abomination would not have consisted in their
an abomination in the eyes of the Egyptians. This

magicians, who “ brought up frogs upon the land

of Egypt.”
sacrificing animals which the Egyptians considered

Whetherthe Egyptian augurs really
produced frogs by means of someevil occult holy, forthe cow was the only animaloffered in

sacrifice which the Egyptians regarded as holy.
power, or only simulated the miracle,is notstated. Theabomination would rather bethat the Israel .

One thing is certain , that they could not remove
the evil,for Pharaoh was obliged to send for ites would not observe the sacrificial rites of the

Moses and Aaron to intercede with Jehovahto would look uponsuch sacrifice as an insult to their
Egyptians . The probability is that the Egyptians

takethem away. This request of Pharaoh,coupled gods, and, enraged, would stone the Israelites.

with the promise to letthe people go,was asign Pharaoh,therefore, promised tolettheIsraelitesgo
that he regarded Jehovah as the author of the if he were released from the plague, but hardened

plague. Uponthe morrowGod removed theplague, hisheart as soon as the plague was taken away.

the frogs died,and filled the land with the odor of (5) Plague ofmurrain (Exod. 9 : 1-7) . This plague

their putrefaction. This plague must havebeen consisted of a severe murrain, which carried off

very aggravatingto the Egyptians, for the frog was the cattle of the Egyptianswhich were in the field,
included among their sacred animals , in the second those of the Israelites being spared . A definite

class of local objects of worship. It was sacred to timewas fixed for the plague, in order that,whereas

thegoddess Hekt, who is represented withthe murrains occasionally occur in Egypt, Pharaoh

head of this animal. Then, too, the fertilizing might see in this one the judgment of Jehovah,
water of Egypt had twice become a plague. That theloss of cattle seems to have been confined

( 3) Plague of lice (Exod. 8 : 16–19). It seems that

" lice ” is not the correct word to be hereused, but and from the fact that there were beasts to be killed
to those in the field must be understood from v.3

rather a small gnat ortick, so small as tobe hardly by the hail( v. 25). The heart of Pharaoh still re
visible to the eye, but with a sting causing a very mained hardened. (6) Boils. The sixth plague was

painful irritation. They creep into the eyes and of boils breaking forth in blisters (Exod. 9 : 8–12).
nose, and after the harvest they rise in great Moses and Aaron took soot or ashes from a smelt

swarms fromthe inundated rice fields. The plague ing furnace or lime kiln, and threw it toward
was caused by Aaron's smiting the dust of the heaven . This flew like dust throughout the land,

ground with his staff, and all the dust throughout and became boils (q .v.). The magicians appear

the land of Egypt was turned into gnats, which
to have tried to protect the king by their secret

were upon man and beast. We are notable, nor arts, but were attacked themselves. The king's

is it necessary, to assert whether this miracle con- heart remained hardened, and he refused to let

sisted in calling creatures into existence,or ina thepeoplego. (7) Plagueof hail(Exod. 9:17–35).

sudden creative generation and supernaturalmul. In response to the continued hardness of Pharaoh,

tiplication, for in either case we have a miracle . Jehovah determined to send such a hail as had not

The failure of the magicians in this instance is been known since Egypt became a nation (vers.

thought to have been due to God's restraining the 18, 24). A warning was sent out for all God

demoniacal powers,which the magicians had be fearing Egyptians to house their servants and
fore made subservient to their purpose. Their cattle , thus showing the mercy of Jehovali.
declaration, “ This is the finger ofGod," was not The hail was accompanied by thunder and liglit .

due to any purpose of glorifying God, but simply ning,the latter comingdown like burning torches,
to protect their own honor, that Moses and Aaron and multitudes of men and beasts were slain, trees

might not be considered as superior to themselves and herbs destroyed . Terrified by the fierceness

in virtue or knowledge. It was merely equivalent of the storm Pharaoh called for Moses and Aaron

to saying, It is not by Moses and Aaron thatwe and said, " I have sinned this time : the Lord is

are restrained, but by a divine power:possibly righteous, and I and my people are wicked ” (v. 27).

some god of Egypt. (4) The plague of flies(Exod. Moses promised to pray to Jehovah in behalf of

8:20, sq. ) . The fourth plague was foretold to the Egyptians, that the storm should cease ; but

Pharaoh in the morning as he came forth to the as soon as the storm ceased Pharaoh again hard

water, doubtless for worship. It consisted of ened his heart and refused permission to Israel.

swarms (Heb.577, aw -robe', mixture) of flies, prob- " Theaccountofthe loss caused by thehail is in

ably dog flies. They are more numerous and antroduced (vers. 31 , 32) to show how much had

noying than gnats, and when enraged they fasten been lost, and how much there was still to lose

themselves upon the human body, especially the through continued refusal. According to Pliny

edges of the eyelids, and become a dreadful plague. the barley is reaped in the sixth monthafter the

As the Egyptian magicians only saw the work of sowing time , the wheat in the seventh. The barley

some deity in the plague they could not imitate, a is ripe about the end of February or beginning of

distinction was made in the plagues which followed March, the wheat at the end of March or begin .

between the Israelites and the Egyptians. Jehovah ning of April. The flax is in flower at the end of

placed a “ division," i.e., a redemption ,deliverance, January. Consequently the plague of hail oc

between the two peoples. Thus Pharaoh was to curred at the end of January, or at the latest in the

be taught that Israel's God was the author of the first half of February ; so that there were at least

a
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"

eight weeks between the seventh and tenth plague” of the wrath and grace of God ” (Hengstenberg).

(K. and D., Com. , in loc . ). The havoc caused by Pharaoh proposed another compromise, viz ., that

this plague was greater than any of the earlier the Israelites, men , women, and children, should

ones ; it destroyed men, which those others seem go, but that the flocks and' herds should remain.

not to have done. (8 ) Plague of locusts (Exod. But Moses insisted upon the cattle being taken for

10: 1-20). Pharaoh still persisting in resisting the the purpose of sacrifices and burnt offerings, say.

command of Jehovah, Moses was directed to an ing , “ Not a hoof shall be left behind .” This

nounce another. He appeared before the king firmness of Moses he defended by saying, “ We

and put the question, “ How long wilt thou refuse know not with what we shall serve the Lord until

to humble thyself before me ? " and added the we come thither.” At this Pharaoh was so en

command, “ Let my people go, that they may raged that he notonly dismissed Moses, but threat

serve me.” A compromise was suggested, by ened him with death if he should come into his

which the men should be allowed to go and wor. presence again, Moses answered, “ Thou hast

ship, but that the women should remain , knowing spoken well,” for as God had already told him

full well that in such a case the men would return . that the last blow would be followed by the im.

This compromise being rejected Moses and Aaron mediate release of the people, there was no further

were driven from the king's presence. Moses necessity for him to appear before Pharaoh. This

lifted up his rod, and the Lord brought an east announcement to Moses is recorded by the histo

wind, which the next day brought locusts (q . v. ). rian in chap. 11: 1 . ( 10 ) Death of the firstborn

They came in such dreadful swarms as Egypt had (Exod. 11-12: 30). The brief answer of Moses

never known before, nor has experienced since. ( 10:29) was followed by the address (11:4-8), in

They covered the face of the whole earth, so which he announces the coming of the last plague

that the land was darkened ; and they did eat and declares that there should be " a great cry

every herb of the land,and all the fruit ofthe throughout all the land of Egypt, such as there

trees which the hail had left : and there remained was none like it, nor shall be like it any more ;

not any green thing in the trees or in the herbs of and that the servants of Pharaoh would come to

the field through all the land of Egypt. " The Moses and entreat bim to go with all the Israel

fact that the wind blew a day and a night before ites. “ And he went out from Pharaoh in a great

bringing up the locusts showed that they came anger.” Then Moses commanded the Israelites to

from a great distance, and therefore proved to borrow (i. e. , ask ) from the Egyptians, and the

the Egyptiansthatthe omnipotence of God reached latter readily assented. The Passover (see Fes

far beyond the borders of Egypt and ruled over TIVALS) was instituted, and the houses of the

every land. Another miraculous feature of the Israelites sprinkled with the blood of the victims.

plague was its unparalleled extent, viz. , over all the firstborn of the Egyptians were smitten at

Egypt, whereas ordinary swarms are confined to midnight, as Moses had forewarned Pharaoh. The

particular districts. In this respect the judgment clearly miraculous nature of this plague, coming

had no equal either before or afterward (v. 14) . as it did without intervention on the part of Moses,

In response to Pharaoh's entreaty “ the Lord taking only the firstborn, and sparing those of

turned a mighty strong west wind, which took the Israelites, must have convinced Pharaoh that

away the locusts and cast them into the Red Sea .” he had to deal with One who inflicted this punish.

Pharaoh's promise to allow the Israelites to depart ment by his own omnipotence. That very night

was no more sincere than those which he had Pharaoh sent for Moses and Aaron, and gave them

made before. ( 9) Plague of darkness-(Exod. 10: permission to depart with their people, their chil

21 , sq .). As the king still continued defiant, a dren, and their cattle, even urging haste. See

continuous darkness came over all Egypt, with the Exodus.

exception of Goshen (v. 23). It is described as 3. General Considerations. (1) Miracu.

the darkness of obscurity, i. e ., the thickest dark- lous nature of the plagues. Whether the plagues

ness . The combination of two words or synonyms were exaggerations of natural evils or not, they

gives the greatest intensity to the thought. The were evidently of a miraculous character. They

darkness was so great that they could not see one formed the chief part of the miraculous side of

another, and no man rose from his place . The the great deliverance of the Israelites from Egyp

Israelites alone “ had light in their dwellings.” tian bondage. As miraculous the historianob

This does not refer to their houses, and means viously intends us to regard them, and they are

that their part of the land was not visited by the elsewhere spoken of as the “ wonders " which God

plague. The cause of this plague is not given in wrought in the land of Ham (Psa. 105: 27), i . e , in

the text, but most commentators agree that it was Egypt (106 :7), "tokens and wonders ” which he

the Chamsin, a wind which generally blows in sent into the midst of Egypt (135 :9). Even if we

Egypt before and after the vernal equinox, and admit them to have been of the same kind with

lasts two or three days. It rises suddenly, and phenomena natural to the country, their miracu.

fills the air with fine dust and coarse sand ; the lous character would be shown by the unparalleled

sun is obscured , and the darkness following is degree to which the affliction reached ; in their

greater than the thickest fog. Men and animals coming and going at the command of Moses as the

hide themselves from this storm, and the inhabit- agent of Jehovah ; and in the exemption of the

ants shut themselves up in the innermost rooms Israelites from the general calamity. In respect

of their houses till it is over, for the dust pene to the theory of natural explanations of these

trates even through well-closed windows. “ The plagues the following is timely : “ The Christliche

darkness which covered the Egyptians, and the Welt, of Leipzig, No. 45, contains an article en

light which shone upon the Israelites were types titled Die Plagen Ægyptens, in which the author,
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:)

a physician and many years a resident of Cairo, 4 ; Ezek. 3:22, 23 ; Amos 1 : 5 ; elsewhere “ val.

gives the result of his observationsof present ley."

facts as they illustrate the account given of the 4. Kik -kawr (979, circle ), the region round

Egyptian plagues in the Book of Genesis.

Naturally this report aims, first of all, at a glorifi. It is also used in Gen.19:17, 25,28, 29 ; Deut. 34 :
about any place, as that of Jordan (Gen. 13: 10-12).

cation of Jahweh ; yet his account of the won. 3;2 Sam . 18:23 ; 1 Kings 7:46, etc. Although

drous doings of Israel's God is grounded on the uniformly rendered “ plain ” in Á. V., it is appar

actual climatic conditions of the country. Modern The word is often used to

research and observations enable us to understand
ently a proper name.

intelligently the origin and progress of each plague (Exod. 25:39;1 Chron. 20:2, etc.); also “
signify a “ piece of money ,” generally

a talent ”

as resulting from a state of affairs that actually
or “ loaf of bread ” ( 1 Sam. 10 : 3 ; Prov. 6:26).

exists in Egypt every year down to our own day.

Indeed we can go further and say that if it ever
5. Mee-shore' (niwa72, level). In the A. V. it is

should happen that all of these plagues should uniformly rendered plain , and occurs in Deut. 3:

occur in the course of one winter - and only of 10 ; Josh . 13 :9, 16, 17, 21; 1 Kings 20:23, 25 ;

this season can we think here—they would occur Jer. 21:13 ; 48 : 8 , 21 ; Zech. 4 : 7 ; and in these

in exactly the order in which they are reported in passages, with one exception, it is used for the

Exodus" (N. Y. Independent, December 10, 1896). district in the neighborhood of Heshbon and Di

( 2 ) Design. As we have already said , the bon.

plagues had for their ultimate object the libera- FIGURATIVE. “ My foot standeth in an even

tion ofEgypt; but there were probably other ends place ” (Psa. 26:4); " Lead me in a plain path ” (27:
contemplated : 1. On Moses, tending to educate 11 ), i . e. , free from obstacles over which one might

and discipline him for the great work on which he stumble, and so of safety. It is used figuratively

was about to enter ; to give him confidence in for righteousness, as “Thou shalt judge the people

Jehovah , and courage in obeying him . 2. Upon with righteousness ” (67 :4) .

the Israelites, impressing them with God's care 6. Ar-aw - baw ' (777, sterility ), an arid region.

for them and his great power exercised in their With the article in Hebrew it means the valley of

behalf. 3. Upon the Egyptians, convincing them Jordan, andhas the force of a proper name. It

of the advantage of casting in their lot with Israel. is usually rendered " plain " (Deut. 1 :1,7 ; 2:8, etc.);

4. In demonstrating to Egypt, Israel, and other but “ champaign,” Deut. 11:30 ; "desert , ” Ezek.

nations the vanity of Egypt's gods (Exod. 12:12). 47:8; and · Arabah,” Josh. 15 :6 ; 18:18.

( 3 ) Tk , Egyptian imitations. The question

arises whether these imitations were real miracles 7. Shef-ay-law ' ( , depression), a low plain .

performed through the agency of evil spirits In the A. V. it is rendered " plain ,” Jer. 17:26 :

or tricks of legerdemain ? “It is certainly more Obad. 19 ; Zech. 7 : 7; “ low plains,” 1 Chron. 27:

conformable to scriptural modes of expression, 28 ; 2 Chron. 9:27 ; elsewhere " vale ” or

and therefore more likely to be true, to con- ley.” The Hebrews always applied the word to

sider these miracles real; and that the magicians the maritime plain of Philistia.

were the instruments of supernatural powers of PLAIN . See GLOSSARY.

evil, which at any crisis in the history of redemp

tion always condense their energies.” On the
PLAINS OF PALESTINE . See PALES

other hand it may be said that the magicians did | TINE.

nothing more than the jugglers of India easily do PLAITING . See Hair.

to -day. It must be noted that they failed to per- PLANE (Heb. 177 * ??? , mak -tsoo -aw ', a scrap

form a miracle on the instant, as in the case of
the plague of the lice, when no time was allowed er), acarpenter's tool, perhaps a chisel or carving

them . They were also unable to remove the in- tool ( Isa. 44:13). See HANDICRAFT.

fiction, or even exempt themselves therefrom . PLANE TREE, the rendering in the R. V.

See MOSES, PHARAOH ; also SUPPLEMENT. of the Hebrew 71227 ( ar -mone', naked, Gen. 30:

PLAIN , the rendering of seven Hebrew 37 ; Ezek. 31 : 8) . It is improperly rendered in the

words : A. V. “ chestnut ” (q . v . ) . The plane tree is fre

1. Aw -bale bax, moisture), answers to our
quently found in Palestine, on the coast and in the

word “ meadow .” It is rendered " plain ” only in north . Shedding its outward bark it came by its
Hebrew name, smooth or naked .

Judg. 11:33, appearing elsewhere in composition

as Abel-Meholah (Judg. 7:22), Abel -Shittim (Num.
PLANK (Heb . y , ates), something made of

33:49 ), etc. wood, as a plank ( 1 Kings 6:15 ; Ezek . 41:25 , 26).

2. Ay-lone ( 7538, strong ), is used in Scripture PLANT. See AGRICULTURE, GARDEN, VEGETA

to denote a strong tree, probably the oak. In the BLE KINGDOM.

A. V. the rendering “ plain ” is given in Gen. 12: 6 ; PLASTER . See MINERAL KINGDOM .

13:18 ; 14:13 ; Judg. 4:11 ; 9 : 6 (marg. oak), 37 .
PLASTER, MASON'S. 1. Gheer (Heb . 3,

3. Bik-aw ( 7977, clefi), not a narrow valley from its effervescence, lime, Dan. 6:5). 2. Seed

between mountain ranges, but a broad plain, as (Heb. 7-12 , boiling),as lime in slacking (Deut. 27: 2,

“ the plain of Shinar ” (Gen. 11 :2), “ the valley of

Jericho ” (Deut. 34 :3), “ the valley of Megiddo” 4 ; rendered “ lime” in Isa. 33:12 ; Amos 2 :1).

(2 Chron. 35:22 ; Zech . 12:11 ) , etc. Thiswordis 3. Tooʻ -akh (Heb. 17703 ), to smear, Lev. 14:42 , 43,

rendered “ plain " in Gen. 11 : 2 ; Neh. 6 : 2 ; Isa . 40: | 48 , elsewhere “ daub."

ܙܙ
( 6 val.

>

>
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PLASTER, MEDICINAL POET

a

The special uses of plaster mentioned in Scrip- one end as the handle, the other as the plowshare.

ture are : With these frail plows and tiny oxen, the farmer

1. When a house was infected with " leprosy,' must wait until the ground is saturated and sof.

the priest was to take away the part of the wall tened (Jer. 14 : 4), however late the season may be.

infected, and, putting in other stones, to plaster Then they cannot sow and plow in more than half

the house with fresh mortar (Lev. 14:42 , 48). an acre per day, and few average so much ( Thom

2. The words of the law were ordered to be son, Land and Book , i, p. 208 ). Thomson thinks

engraved on Mount Ebalon stones which had been that the twelve yoke of oxen ( 1 Kings 19:19) were

previously coated with plaster (Deut. 27 : 2 , 4 ; Josh . each yoked to a plow .

8:32). The process here mentioned was probably Figurative. Plowing, was a symbol of :

of a similar kind to that adopted in Egypt for re- Repentance ( Jer. 4:3 ) ; peace and prosperity (Isa.

ceiving bas-reliefs. The wall was first made 2:4 ; Mic. 4: 3 ) ; desolation (Jer. 26:18) ; of the labor

smooth , and its interstices, if necessary, filled up of ministers ( 1 Cor. 9:10) ; “ the plowers plov upon

with plaster. When the figures had been drawn, my back ” (Psa. 129:3) is a figure of scourging;

and the stone adjacent cut away so as to leave keeping the hand upon the plow is a sign of con.

them in relief, a coat of lime whitewash was laid stancy (Luke 9:62). “ The ploving of the wicked

on , and followed by one of varnish after the paint is sin ” ( Prov. 21:4 ) is better rendered the light of

ing of the figures was complete. the wicked, that in which they glory ( the same

3. It was probably a similar coating of cement Hebrew word, 77, neer, standing for plow and

on which the fatal letters were traced by the
light).

mystic hand “ on the plaster of the wall ” of Bel

shazzar's palace at Babylon (Dan . 5 : 5 ) . See LIME,
PLOWMAN (Heb. 778, ik-kawr', Isa . 61 : 5 )

Mortar, Plaster in article MINERAL KINGDOM . is not only a plowman, but a farmer in general.

PLASTER, MEDICINAL ( Heb . 1777, maw- tivation of the soil did not always put themselves
Among the Hebrews the rich and noble in the cul..

rakh ’, to soften by rubbing ), to anoint with heal- upon a level with their servants ; but it was not
ing salve or similar substance (Isa. 38:21 ).

considered a degradation to put their hand to the

PLAT. See GLOSSARY. plow , or otherwise occasionally join in agricultural

PLATE. 1. Pakh (Heb. 12, a sheet of metal,
labor (1 Sam. 11 : 7 ; 1 Kings 19:19 ).

Joel
as with us (Exod.39 : 3 ; Num . 16:38 , 39). 2. Tscets

PLOWSHARE (Heb. na, ayth, Isa. 2 :4 ;

(Heb.pos, glistening ), a burnished metal plate 3:10 ; Mic.4 :3), the iron tip of the plow where it
enters the earth . To beat a plowshare into a sword

(Exod. 28:36 ; 39:30 ; Lev. 8 : 9 ) . 3. Loo -̒akh (Heb . is symbolic of war ; the reverse, of peace.

7795), the heavy plates of laver ( 1 Kings 7:36). PLUMB LINE (Heb. 7 , an -awk'), or

4. Seh'-ren (Heb. 10), an aule (1 Kings 7:30) . PLUMMET (Heb. mozza, mish-keh ”-leth ), a

PLATTER. Figurative. “ To make clean line, to one end of which is attached a weight . Its

the outside of thecup or platter," while it remained useby masons was early known to the Egyptians,

unclean within ( Matt. 23:25 , 26 ; Luke 11:39) , is a and is ascribed to their king Menes.

symbol of hypocrisy. See Disi. Figurative. A wall built with a plumb line is

PLAY. See GameS, GLOSSARY , Music.
a perpendicular wall , a wall built with mechanical

correctness und solidity. The wall built with a

PLEAD . See GLOSSARY. plumb line is a figurative representation of the

PLEDGE. See Hostages, Loan.
kingdom of God in Israel, as a firm and well.

constructed building. To hold a plumb line to a

PLEČIADES(Heb .17727?,kee'-maw, heap, clus building may represent the act of construction;

ter, Job 9 : 9 ; 38:31; Amos 5 : 8 , A. V. or it may be applied to a building in judgment as

stars " ), a constellation of seven large and other to the propriety of destroying it (2 Kings 21:13;
smaller stars in the eastern sky. Amos 7: 7, 8). The expression, " Judgment also

PLOW, PLOUGH (Heb .• , khaw - rash ', to
will I lay to the line, and righteousness to the

scratch ; Gr. åpotpov, ar'-ot-ron ). Egypt, probably Jehovah is about to do is depicted as a building
plummet ” (Isa . 28:17), is a figure by which what

with truth, claims the honor of inventing the which he is erecting, and which he will carry out,

plow. It was entirely of wood, of very simple
so far as his despisers is concerned, on no other

form , as it is still in that country. It consisted of plan than that of strict retribution. To carry a
a sbare, two handles, and a pole or beam , the last plummet in thehand (Zech. 4:10) is a sign of being

being inserted into the lower end of the stilt, or engaged in the work of building or of superintend..
the base of the handles, and was strengthened by ing the erection of a building.
a rope connecting it with the heel. It had no

POCH'ERETH (Heb. O , po -keh'-reth, en
coulter, but was probably shod with metal. It was
drawn by two oxen, guided and driven by the snaring). The “ children ” of Pochereth were

plowman with a long goad.
among “ Solomon's servants who returned from

The plow now used in Palestine differs in the captivity with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:57 ; Neh. 7:

some respects from that described above . It is 59), B. C. before 536.

lightly built, with the least possible skill or ex . POET (Gr. Tonths, poy -ay-tace', a performer),

pense, consisting of two poles, which cross ench This term occurs in Acts 17:28 , in which Pau!

other near the ground. The pole nearer the oxen quotes from Aratus of Cilicia, in the 3d century.

is fastened to the yoke, while the other serves,the and Cleanthes of Mysia, “ We are also his off

6
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POETRY POOL

a

G

spring." From this he argues the absurdity of POND . 1. Ag-am' (Heb. Dax collection of

worshiping idols. water) , the swampy lakes left by the Nile when it

POETRY . See BIBLE, LITERATURE OF. subsided (Exod. 7:19 ; 8 : 5 ).

POISON. 1. Khay-maw ' (Heb. 177277, heat) is 2. Aw.game'(Heb... »), in Isa. 19:10, where it

used of the heat produced by wine (Hos. 7 :5 , marg.) ; is rendered in theA.V.“ ponds for fish .” Delitzsch
the hot passion of anger (Deut. 29:27, etc.) ; and ( Com. , in loc .) renders the verse thus : “ And the

the burning venom of poisonous serpents (Deut. pillars of the land are ground to powder ; all that

32:24, 33 ; Psa. 68: 4 ; 140: 3). Reference in Job work for wages are troubled in mind.” The

6:4 seemsto be made to the custom of anointing former he understands to be the highest castes,

the ends of arrows with the venom of snakes. the others the laboring people . Many understand

2. Roshe (Heb .win ,Job 20:16 ) is used figur. tish ponds, the existence of which is abundantly

atively for that relish of low desire which brings proven from the paintings in the tombs.

its own punishment ; for the punishment of sin is PONDER . See GLOSSARY.

fundamentally nothing but the nature of sin itself PON'TIUS PILATE. See PilATE.

brought fullyout.
PON’TUS (Gr. IIóvtos, pon '-tos, the sea ),

3. Ee-os (Gr. iós, emitted , Rom. 3:13 ; James3 : 8), something thrownout,' hence the venom of large district in the north of Asia Minor, extend

ing along the coast of the Pontus Euxinus, from
a serpent.

which circumstance the name was derived. It is

POLE (Heb. Da, nace ), Num. 21 : 8 , 9, is used three times mentioned in the New Testament

of the pole upon which the brazen serpent was (Acts 2 : 9 , 10 ; 18 : 2 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 1 ). All these pas.

placed ; elsewhere for the flag or standard itself, sages agree in showing that there were many Jew

' sign, banner,” etc. , as elsewhere. ish residents in the district. As to the annals of

POLL (Heb. nas, gul-go '-leth , a skull, and Pontus, the one brilliant passage of its history is

so rendered in Judg. 9:53 ; 2 Kings 9:35), thehead whole region wasmade a Romanprovince, bearing
the life of the great Mithridates. Under Nero the

(Num. 3:47). Cutting the hair or shaving the the nameof Pontus ” (Smith, Bib. Dict. ).

head is rendered by the verb “ to poll,” from the

Hebrew TT? (gah-zawz'), to cut off; 12; (gaw -lakh ),
POOL , the rendering of the following Hebrew

and Greek words :

to be bald ; and Dop (kaw -sam ), to shear. See
1. Ag -am ' (Heb. Dax, Isa. 14:23 ; 35 : 7 ; 41:18 ;

GLOSSARY.

POLLUTION (Gr. ålíoynua, al-is'-ghem -ah,
42:15) ; elsewhere “ pond ” (q . v . ).

contamination ), a Hellenistic word (Acts 15:20 ). The
2. Ber -aw -kaw ' (Heb. 7777, benediction, and so

pollution here referred to has reference to meat prosperity ), a favor, or gift, sent from God. “ Who

sacrificed to idols. After the sacrifice was con passing throughthe valley of Baca (i , e. , weeping)
cluded, a portion of the victim was given to the make it a well; the rain also filleth the pools ” (Psa.
priests, the rest being eaten in honor of the gods, 84 : 6). Through such valleys, by reason of their

either in the temples or a private house. Some dry and barren condition, the worshipers often

salted the flesh and laid it up for future use, while had to pass to Jerusalem . A kind providence
others sold it in the “ shambles” ( 1 Cor. 10:25, might turn these valleys into pools by refreshing
comp. 8: 1 , sq .). Of course this flesh , having been rains, so the grace of God refreshes and revives
offered to idols, was an abomination to the Jews ; the hearts of his people, and instead of sorrows

and any use of it was thought to infect the user they have “ rivers of delight.” (36 : 8 ; 46 :4 ).

with idolatry. The Council of Jerusalem directed 3. Mik-veh' (Heb. 7 ?????, collection of water,

that converts decline invitations to such feasts, Exod . 7:19 ) , a gathering of water, and so rendered
and refrain from the use of such meat, that no in Gen. 1:10 .

offense might be given (Acts 15:28 , sq . ) .
4. Kol-oom -bay '-thrah (Gr. kovußhópa, a diving

POL'LUX (Acts 28:11). See Gods, FALSE. place, only in John 5:2 , 4 , 7 ; 9:7, 11). Hi

POLYGAMY. See MARRIAGE, 1 . The following are the principal pools (reservoirs)

POMEGRANATE. Representations of pome
mentioned in Scripture :

1. Pool of Hezekiah (2 Kings 20:20). It
granates, in blue, purple, and scarlet, ornamented

the hem of the robe of theephod (Exod.28; city, and fed by a water course.
was a basin opened by King Hezekiah in the

In 2 Chron, 32 :

33, 34) (see High Priest, Dress of), and carved 30 it is stated that“ this same Hezekiah also

figures of the pomegranate adorned the tops of
the pillars in Solomon's temple (q. v.). The stopped theupper water course of Gihon, and

“ spiced wine of the juice of the pomegranate '
brought it straight down to the west side of the

(Cant. 8: 2) is made at the present day in the East into the cityof David." This pool, called by the
city of David," i. e. , by a subterranean channel

as it was in the days of Solomon.

Figurative. The liquid ruby color of the dition in the northwest part of the modern city,
Arabs Birket el- Hammām , is pointed out by tra.

pulp of this fruit is alluded to in the figurative notfar east of the Jaffa gate. Thespil ! Tiitetit

description of the beautiful complexion of the
12. The Upper and Lower Pool. The

bride ( Cant. 4 : 3). See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

POMMEL (Heb. 27, gool-law', round), the ing near the fuller's field,and on the road to it
,

upper ” pool (Isa .7: 3; 36 :2 ; 2 Kings 18:17) ly

ball , or round ornament, on the capital of a col- outside the city. The lower .pool is named in

umn (2 Chron. 4:12, 13 ; " bowl” in 1 Kings 7:41 , Isa. 22 : 9 . They are generally known as theupper
42). See GLOSSARY. and lower pools of Gihon. It supports the identi
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POOR PORCH

fication of these with the upper and lower pools ” of retention of pledges (Lev. 25:35, 37 ; Exod. 22:

that there are no other similar or corresponding 25–27, etc.). (5) Permanent bondage forbidden,

reservoirs in the neighborhood ; and the western and manumission of Hebrew bonumen or bond

position of the upper pool suits well the circum - women- enjoined in the sabbatical and jubilee

stances mentioned in Scripture (Isa. 36 : 2). It may years (Deut. 15:12–15 ; Lev. 25 : 39-42, 47-54).

be added that a trustworthy tradition places the (6 ) Portions from the tithes to be shared by the

fuller's field westward of the city . poor after the Levites (Deut. 14:28 ; 26:12 , 13) .

3. The Old Pool (Isa. 22:11 ), not far from the ( 7) The poor to partake in entertainments at the

double wall ("?two walls ” ). This double wall was feasts of Weeks and Tabernacles (Deut . 16:11 , 14 ;
near the royal garden (2 Kings 25 :4 ; Jer. 39:4 ), see Neh. 8:10 ). (8) Daily payment of wages (Lev.

which must be sought in the southeast of the 19:13 ) . Principles similar to those laid down by

city, near the fountain of Siloam (Neh , 3:15). Moses are inculcated in the New Testament, as

4. The King's Pool (Neh. 2:14) is thought to Luke 3:11 ; 14:13 ; Acts 6 : 1 ; Gal . 2:10 ; James

7 .

Solomon's Pool .

>

be found in the fountain of the Virgin Mary, on 2:15. In later times mendicancy, which does not

the east of Ophel (Robinson, ii , 102, 149), and is appear to have been contemplated by Moses, be

perhaps the same as the pool of Solomon. See came frequent.

GIBEON, HEBRON, SAMARIA, SOLOMON, BETHESDA , POOR IN SPIRIT (Gr. πτωχος τω πνεύματι,

and Siloam for the pools under those names. pro-khos' to pnyoo'-mah -tee, destitute),the spiritually

POOR. In the Hebrew and Greek , as in the poor, i . e. , those who feel, as a matter of con
English language, there were a number of words sciousness, that they are in a miserable, unhappy

to express the condition of being in need. The condition ; those who feel within themselves the op
Scriptures frequently mention the poor, and teachi posite of having enough , and of wanting nothing
that no inconsiderable part of the righteousness in a moral point of view (Meyer, Com ., in loc. ) .
required by believers under both Testaments has POPLAR . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

respect to the treatment accorded to the poor. No

merit, however, is given to the assumption of
POR'ATHA (Heb. Nmpis, po -raw - thaw ', per

poverty ; and the Mosaic law takes every precau - haps given by lot), one of the ten sons of Haman

tion to prevent poverty. Its extreme form of slain by the Jews in the palace at Shushan (Esth.

want and beggary was ever represented as the 9 : 8), B. C. about 509.

just recompense of profligacy and thriftlessness PORCH, the renderingof thefollowing words :

(Psa. 37:25 ; 109:10 ; Prov. 20 :4 ; 24:34 ). web

Mosaic Enactments. It was contemplated hall,i Chron. 28:11), the entrance hall of a build
1. Oo-lawm ' (Heb. 078 or , vestibule, or

from the first that there would be those among

the covenant people who would be in circum . ing (Ezek.40 :7, 48), a pillar hall (1 Kings 7:6), a

stances calling for sympathy and aid ( Deut. 15:11). thronehall(v. 7), and the veranda surroundinga

Negatively, the poor man was to have no advan . the vestibule ofthe temple (1 Kings, chaps,
court (Ezek. 41:15 ). It is especially applied to

tage overothers on the ground of his poverty 6 and 7; Joel 2:17). “ The porch of the Lord.”

(Exod . 23 : 3 ) ; but neither, on the other hand, was
his judgmention that account to be wrested (v. 6 ). (2 Chron.15:8; 29:17) seems to stand for the

Among the special enactments in his favor the
temple itself.

following must be mentioned : (1) Therightof 2. Mis-der-ohn ' (Heb. gino??, Judg. 3:23),

gleaning (Lev. 19 : 9, 10 ; Deut . 24:19, 21 ). (2) From strictly a vestibule, was probably a sort of veranda

the produce of the land in sabbaticalyears the poor chamber in the works of Solomon, open in front

and the stranger was to have their portion (Exod. and at the sides, but capable of being inclosed

23:11; Lev. 25 : 6 ) . (3 ) Reentry upon land in the with awnings or curtains. It was perhaps a cor

jubilee year, with the limitation as to town homes ridor or colonnade connecting the principal rooms

(Lev. 25 :25-30 ). (4 ) Prohibition of usury , and of the house.

TE
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PORCIUS POT

(

3:7 ;

>

3. Poo -lone' ( Gr. Tv26v), the porch ( Matt . 26 : cation. Reference to such communication in

71 ) may have been the passage from the street Scripture: Job declares, “ My days are swifter

into the first court of the house in which, in East than a post ” (9:25 , literally a runner ), showing

ern houses, is the mustábah, or stone bench , for that at a very early time persons possessing swift

the porter or persons waiting, and where also the ness of foot were so commonly employed by great
master of the house often receives visitors. men as couriers as to render such an allusion

4. Slo -ah' (Gr. otoá ), the colonnade, or portico, both intelligent and appropriate. Complete estab

of Bethesda, and that of the temple called Solo- lishments of such formed a part of royal establish

mon's porch (John 5 : 2 ; 10:23 ; Acts 3:11 ; 5:12). ments (2 Chron . 30 : 6 , 10). Jeremiah shows that

Josephus described the porticoes, or cloisters, a regular postal service of this sort existed in his

which surrounded the temple of Solomon, and time (Jer. 51:31, " And one post shall run to meet
also the royal portico ( Smith, Dict., 8. v. ) . another ” ), clearly implying that posts were wont

POR CIUS (FESTUS). See FESTUS. to be maintained by relays of special messengers

PORCUPINE, PORPOISE. See Animal regularly organized for their work. The same sort

KINGDOM,
of postal communication is referred to in Esth.

PORT (Heh. , shah'-ar,
3:15 ; 8:13, 14. See GLOSSARY.

Neh. 2:13), else

POST. 1. An'-yil (Heb. 5oy, strong), a word
where rendered " gate ” (q. v .) . See GLOSSARY.

PORTER (Heb. giw, or yü , sho-are', from indefinitely rendered by LXX and Vulgate. Prob

yu , shah' -ar, a gate ; Gr . Ovpwpós, thoo -ro-ros '). including the lintel and side posts. Akin to this
ably, as Gesenius argues, the doorcase of a door,

As used in the A. V. , porter has always the sense is ailâm (Ezek. 40:16 , etc. ), probably a portico.

of door or gatekeeper . In the later books of the 2. Am -maw ' (Heb . .7728 , measure, usually

Old Testament, written after the building of the

temple, the term is applied to those Levites who
“ cubit,” once only “ post, " Isa. 6 :4).

bad charge of the various entrances ( 1 Chron. 9 : 3. Mez -oo -zaw ' (Heb . 197 ?), from a root signi

17 ; 15:18 ; 2 Chron. 23:19 , etc.). In 1 Chron. 15 : fying to shine, i . e. , implying motion (on a center );

23, 24, we have the rendering “ doorkeeper," and the usual term for door post (Exod. 21 : 6 ).

in John 18:16 “ the damsel that kept the door.”
4. Saf (Heb . 99, usually “ threshold,” 2 Chron.

In 2 Sam. 18:26 ; 2 Kings 7:10 , 11 , we meet with
Ezek . 41:16 ; Amos 9 : 1 ) . The posts of the

the porter of the city gates (comp. Acts 12:13 ) ;

and a porter seems to have been usuallystationed doors of the temple were of olive wood(1 Kings,
6:33).

at the doors of sheepfolds. The porters of the

temple, who were guards as well, numbered four POT, a term of very wide application , including

thousand in David's time(1 Chron. 23 :5 ), were many sorts of vessels :
divided into courses (26 : 1-19), and had their posts 1. Aw -sook ' (Heb . TON, 2 Kings 4 :2), an
assigned them by lot (v . 13). They entered upon earthen jar, deep and narrow , without handles,
their service on the Sabbath day, and remained a probably like the Roman and Egyptian amphora,
week (2 Kings 11:5–7 ; those mentioned in vers. inserted in a stand of wood or stone.

4 , 10, sq . , are probably the king's bodyguard ). See

GLOSSARY, Watch. 2. Gheb-ee'-ah (Heb. :). The “ pots

PORTION, the rendering of several Hebrew | before the Rechabites ( Jer. 35:5) were probably

and Greek words, with various meanings:
bulging jars or bowls .

3. Dood ( Heb. 717), a vessel for culinary pur.
1. An allowance, as of food, clothing, etc. (Gen.

14:24 ; 47:22 ; Neh. 11:23 ; 1 Sam .1:5 ;Psa.17 : poses, of smaller size than a “ caldron,” or kettle,

14 ; Prov. 31:15; Isa . 53:12 ; Dan. 1:8, sq.). The with which it is mentioned ( Job 41:20; Psa .81:6).

command, “Go your way, eat the fat, and drink
4. Khel'-res (Heb.inn , “ potsherd, ” Job 2:8 ;

the sweet, and send portions unto them for whom Psa. 22:15 ; Prov. 26:23 ; Isa . 45:99) , an earthen

nothing is prepared : for this day is holy unto our vessel for stewing or seething
Lord ” (Neh .8:10) has reference to a custom , still 5. Kel -ee' (Heb. ??, Lev. 6:28), a vessel of
existing in the East, of sending a portion of a

feast to those whocannot wellattend it,especially any kind, and usually so rendered .

their relations, and those in mourning as well as 6. Keer (Heb. 77, only in Lev. 11:35) , a vessel

in times of joy (2 Sam. 11 : 8, 10 ; Esth . 9:19). for boiling or roasting ( 1 Sam . 2:14 ) . “ In the

2. One's lot, destiny, etc. (Job 3:22 ; 20:29 ; dual it can only signify a vessel consisting of two

27:13 ; Psa. 11:6 ; Isa. 17:14 ); the result of effort parts, i . e . , a pan or pot with a lid . "

(Eccles. 2:10). 7. Seer (Heb. 7o ), the most usual and appro

3. Part of an estate, one's inheritance (q. V. ) . priate word (Exod . 38 : 3 ; 2 Kings 4:38-41; 25:14 ;

It may be that the expression , “ The Lord is the | 2 Chron . 4:11 , 16 ; 35:13 , etc. ). It is combined

portion of my inheritance ” (Psa. 16 : 5 ; 119 : 57 ; with other words to denote special uses ( Exod.

Lam. 3:24) includes all the other meanings. 16 : 3 ; Psa. 60 : 8 ; Prov. 27:21 ) .

POSSESS. See GLOSSARY.
8. Paw -roor? (Heb. 1999), probably an open ,

POSSESSED WITH DEVILS. See DE- flat vessel (Judg. 6:19 ; 1 Sam . 2:14 ; “ pan,”

Num . 11 : 8).

POST (Heb. 97, rauts, a runner ), primarily the 9. Tsin-tseh'-neth (Heb . 23), a covered ves.

person who conveyed any message with speed ; sel for preserving things ( Exod . 16:33 ; comp,

and subsequently the means of regular communi- | Heb. 9 : 4) .

1 set
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POTENTATE POWER

use.

10. The rendering of Heb . Ono' , sheh -fat- with the thirty pieces of silver rejected by Judas,
taw'-yeem (Psa. 68:13 , “ Though ye have lien and converted into a burial place for Jews not

among the pots,” etc.). The word means a forked belonging to the city ; Matthew adducing this

pin or peg upon which carcasses were hung for (v. 9) as a fulfillment of an ancient prediction.

flaying. It is also the word for a double inclos. According to Acts 1:18, the purchase is made by

ure, for the gathering of flocks at night, a sheep- Judas himself, an idiom of Scripture by which an

fold. To “ lie among the pots, i . e., folds," was action is sometimes said to be done by a person

spoken proverbially of shepherds and husbandmen who was the occasion of its being done. What

living in leisure and quiet, remote from the tur- that prediction was, and who made it, is not, how

moil of war (Gesenius, Heb. Lex., s. v. ).
ever, at all clear. Matthew names Jeremiah;

11. Xes'-tace ( Gr. Çéotns), sexlarius, i. e . , a ves- but there is no passage in the Book of Jeremiah,

sel for measuring liquids, holding about a pint ; a as we possess it, resembling that which he gives ;

wooden pitcher from which water or wine is poured, and that in Zechariah (11:12) which is usually sup

whether holding a sextarius or not (Mark 7 :4, 8 ).
posed to be alluded to, bas only a very imperfect

12. Hoo-dree'ah (Gr. Üdpía ), a vessel for hold. likeness toit. Four explanations suggestthem .

ing water, a waterpot (John 2 :6, sq . ; 4:28). The selves : 1. That the evangelist unintentionally sub

waterpots of Cana appear to have been large am stituted the name of Jeremiah for that of Zecha.

phoræ , such as are in use at the present day in riah, at the same timealtering the passage to suit

Syria ." These were of stone or hard earthenware. his immediate object. 2. That this portion of the

The waterpot of the Samaritan woman may have Book of Zechariah was in the time of Matthew

been a leathern bucket, such as Bedouin women attributed to Jeremiah. 3. That the reference is

to some passage of Jeremiah which has been lost

POTENTATE (Gr. dvváorns, doo-nas'-tace, of from its place in his book, and exists only in the
great authority), the title applied to God (1 Tim . evangelist. Some support is afforded to this view

6:15, the only potentate ;" comp. Rom. 16:27),ex- |by the fact that potters and the localities occu .

pressive ofhis transcendent power and authority. pied b them are twice alluded to by Jeremiah

POT'IPHAR (Heb. 2010, po - tee-far ', con
Its partial correspondence with Zech . 11:12, 13 , is

traction of y ? 91D, PotipheRAH, q . v . ), an

no argument against its having at one time formed

a part of the prophecy of Jeremiah ; for it is well

Egyptian and an officer ( “ captain of the guard ” ) koown to every student of the Bible that similar

of Pharaoh. When Joseph was taken to Egypt correspondences are continually found in the

Potiphar purchased him of the Midianite mer . prophets. See, for instance, Jer. 48:45 ; comp.
chants, So favorably impressed did he become with Num. 21:27, 28 ; 24:17 ; Je 49:27 ; comp.

of the ability and fidelity of Joseph, that he made with Amos 1 :4 (Smith, Dict., s.v.). 4. “ That it
him overseer over his house , and committed all is to be regarded as a very old copyist's error,of

his possessions to his care. Upon the accusation a more ancient date than any of the critical helps

of his wife Potiphar cast Joseph into prison (Gen. that have come down to us (Luther, Com ., on

39 : 1–20, B, C. 2000) . After this wehear no more Zech. , 1528).

of Potiphar, unless, which is not likely, he was Meyer ( Com ., on Matt. 27 :9) says : " According

the chief of the executioners afterward mentioned to the historical sense of Zechariah , the prophet,

POTIPH'ERAH, or POTIPHEⓇRAH (Heb. acting in Jehovah's name, resigns his office of

3 pin, po'-tee feh'-rah, corresponding to the shepherdover Ephraim to Ephraim's ownruin;

Coptic Pete -phrah, belonging to the sun), an Egyp- thirty pieces of silver, to be paid him, le casts
and having requested his wages, consisting of

tian and priest of On (Heliopolis),whose daughter the money, as being God's property, into the

Asenath was married to Joseph (Gen. 41:45, 60 ; treasury, of the temple. For we ought to read
46:20, B. C. about 2000).

POTSHERD (Heb. , khel'-res) , a frag
to the potter."

ment of an earthen vessel . Scraping the boil

(see Job 2 : 8 ) with a potsherd will not only relieve
POTTER'S GATE, a gate of Jerusalem

the intolerable itching, but also
(Jer. 19 : 2) not mentioned elsewhere by this name.

remove the

matter.
It is probably identical with the Valley Gate lead

Figurative. The potsherd is used asa figure ing to the valley of HINNOM (q.v . ), if not with the

of anything mean and contemptible (Isa. 45:9); Dung Gate (Neh. 2:13 ; 3:18, sq.; 12:31 ), through
also for that which is very dry (Psa. 22:16 ) which one went from the city southward. Pot
Hypocritical professions of friendship are likened ters' works seem to have been located in its vicin

to “ a potsherd covered with silver dross" (Prov.
ity. “ The ' gate of potsherds ' (A. V. " east

26:23). It is worthless pretense .
gate"), so called from themany potsherds thrown

POTTAGE (Heb. 757?, naw -zeed', something
down before it ” (Orelli, Com ., in loc.).

POUND. See METROLOGY, IV, 2.

boiled, Gen. 25:29, 34 ). The price paid by Esau

to Jacob in consideration of transferring his birth
POVERTY . See Poor.

right . In v. 34 we read that it was made of len- POWDERS (Heb. 17a, ab-aw -kaw ', dust).

tils ( g. v. ).
Powdered spices, used for perfume and incense

POTTER. See HANDICRAFTS. (Cant. 3 : 6).

POTTER'S FIELD (Gr. áypós toũ kepauéws, POWER, or the ability of performing, be

ag-rog' too ker-am -e'-oce), a piece of ground longs essentially to God, who is All-powerful, the

which was purchased by the priests (Matt. 27 :7) |Omnipotent. Power has the sense of : Ability,

intoרֵצֹויַה־לֶא, the treasury ,and notרָצֹויַה־לֶא 1

"

>
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1

strength (Gen. 31 : 6 ; Psa. 22:20 ; Isa. 37:27, etc. ) ; access to God . In combination, dénois gives

Right, privilege, or dignity (John 1:12 ; Acts 5:4 ; prominence to the expression of personal need,

1 Cor. 7:37 ; 9:4, sq., Gr. duvauis, doo'-nam -is ) ; TTpooevxh to the element of devotion, $vTeuBIS to

absolute authority (Matt. 28:18, same Greek as that of childlike confidence, by representing
above) the exertion or act of power, as of the prayer as the heart's converse with God (Grimm ,

Holy Ghost (Eph. 1:19, Gr. kpáros, krat'-os). See Gr. Lex .). 4. euxń (yoo -khay ), which occurs only

GLOSSARY. once in the New Testament in the sense of a

PRÆTORIUM . See PRETORIUM. prayer (James 5:15 ), but in this noun and its verb,

the notion of the vow, of the dedicated thing is

PRAISE, the rendering of a number of
Hebrew and Greek words. Praise is an expres, two other occasions on wbich the word is found

more commonly found than that of prayer. The

sion of approval or admiration ; of gratitude and
devotion for blessings received. When directed (Acts 18:18 ; 21:23), bear out this remark ( Trench,

toward men , it should never descendto fulsome Syn ., ii, p. 1 ). 5. airnua (ah'-ee-tay-mah ), petition

flattery ; nor should the love of it become so
(Phil. 4 :6, requests ; 1 John 5:15, A. V. petitions).

2. Scriptural History . "“ Prayer, constitú.
great as to hush the voice of conscience and of

duty. While without it therewillbe no sense of ting as it does the most direct expressionofreli

gious feeling and consciousness, has been,from the
reproach, when it has gone beyond its proper place ,

instead of improving, it corrupts .
very first, the principal means by which men,

Praise of God is “ the acknowledging his per- attitude toward him ; and from the earliest times,
created in the image of God, have evinced their

fections , works , and benefits. Praise andthanks- ever since in the days of Enoch men began to

giving are generally considered as synonymous, call upon the name of the Lord (Gen. 4:26 ), it has

yet some distinguish them thus: Praise properly formed an integral part of the public worship of

terminates in God, on account of bis natural ex . God." The patriarchs and pious Israelites in all

cellencies and perfections , and is that act of devo

tion by which we confess and admire his several of their hearts by praise, thanksgiving, prayer,
ages have expressed the feelings and dispositions

attributes ; but thanksgiving is a more contracted and intercession before God (Gen. 18:23 , sq.;

duty, and imports only a grateful sense and 20:17 ; 24:12 ; 25:21 ; 32:10, sq .; Exod. 32:11,

acknowledgment of past mercies. We praise

God for all his glorious acts of every kind, that 8:22, sq .; 17:20, sq.; 2 Kings 4:33; 19:15;
sq . ; 1 Sam . 1:10 ; 2 : 1 , sq. ; 8 : 6 ; 12:23 ; 1 Kings

regard either us or other men ; . : . but we thank Jonah 2:2 ; 4 :2 ; Dan. 6:10, sq . ; 9: 3 , sq., etc.);
him , properly speaking, for the instances of his Wefind also that wherever the patriarchs erected

goodness alone, and for such only of these as we
an altar for worship, they did so with the view of

ourselves are some way concerned in ."
calling upon the name of the Lord (Gen. 12: 8 ;

PRAYER . 1. Scriptural Terms. The 13 :4 ; 21:33).

following Hebrew terms are rendered prayer in The law did not prescribe any prayer for public

the A. V.: 1. To (lef -il-law '), in general, sup- worship, except the confession of sin on the great
plication to God (Psa. 65 : 2 ; 80: 4 ; Isa. 1:15 ; Job day of atonement (see Festivals, and Lev. 16:21),

16:17, etc. ); also intercession, supplication for and the thanksgiving on the occasion of the offer

ing of the firstlings and tithes (Deut. 26: 3 , sq. ;
another ( 2, Kings 19:4 ; Isa. 37 : 4 ; Jer. 7:16 ; 11 : ch. 13, sq.), yet it is certain that in Israel no act

14 ) . 2. 35 (paw -lal ), to judge, and then to in. of worship wasunaccompanied with prayer. It
terpose as umpire, mediator (Gen. 20 : 7 ; Deut. 9 : was not expressly mentioned in the law because it

20 ; 1 Sam . 7: 5 ; Job 42:8), with the general sense not only happened that prayer was a regular ac

ofprayer ( Psa. 5 : 2 ; 1 Sam. 1:26 ; 2 Sam . 7:27 , etc. ) . companiment of laying the hand on the victim in

3. 597 (reeb), to strive, and so to contend before a sacrifice, but also because it was usual for the
judge, lo plead a cause ( Job 15:4 ; Psa. 65:17 ; congregation, or the Levites as representing it

Isa. 1:17, " plead for the widow ; Isa. 51:22,
( 1 Chron. 23:30), to offer up prayer morning and

“God that pleadeth the cause of his people ”)? I evening while the incense wasbeing burned (Luke
1:10). As early as David's time we hear of pri.

4. 705 (au-thar') , to burn incense, thence to pray to vate prayer being offered three times a day (Psa.

God (Job 33:26) ; the prayers of the righteous being 55:17 ), which subsequently became an established

likened to incense ( Rev.5 :8 ). 5. (khaw -law '), practice (Dan. 6:11 ), the hours being at the time

to caress, to stroke one's face ,to strive to please ; of the morning sacrifice, about the third hour

spoken of one who entreats God's favor (Zech. and at the time of the evening sacrifice, about the(Acts 2:15), midday, about the sixth hour (10 :9),

7:2 ; 8:21 , 22). 6. Uns (lakk ' -ash ), to whisper , ninth hour (Dan. 9:21 ; Acts 3:1).

prayer uttered in a low voice ( Isa . 26:16 ) . Lakh. Grace, before and after meals, was an ancient

ash is a quiet, whispering prayer ( like the whis . practice, although we find no explicit testimony

pering forms of incantation in ch . 3:3); sorrow regarding it earlier than in the New Testament
renders speechless in the long run ; and a con- (Matt. 15:36 ; John 6:11 ; Acts 27:35). How

sciousness of sin crushes so completely that a earnest and fervent the prayersofpious Israelites

man does not dare to address God aloud (29 :4). were may be seen from the Psalms and many

The following Greek terms are rendered prayer: other parts of the Old Testament . It degenerated

1. démous (deh '-ay-sis), prayer for particular bene. into mere lip service at so early a period as to
fits. 2. Tpooevxń (pros-yoo-khay'), prayer in gen - provoke the censure of the older prophets ( Isa.

eral, not restricted as respects its contents. 1:15 ; 29:13). Later, prayer seems to have de.

3. ¿ NTEUśLS ( ent'-yook -sis, 1 Tim. 4: 5), confiding generated into a mere performance, especially
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among the Pharisees (Matt. 6 : 5 , 7 ) . As a rule prayer is a condition of the efficacy of other

the Israelites prayed in a solitary room, especially means, it is itself and alone a means of grace

the upper chamber (Dan. 6:11 ; Judith 8:5 ; Tobit (Pope, Syst. Theol., iii, 298). And it is a means

3:12 ; Acts 1:13), in elevated places and moun- of grace that has large value, for it affords the

tains with the view of being alone ( 1 Kings 18:42 ; privilege of close communion with God, especially

Matt. 14:23; Mark 6:46 ; Luke 6:12) . If near the when one is alone with him in its supplications.

sanctuary, they offered their prayers in the court While, on the one hand, there arises a deep sense

( 1 Sam . 2 : 1 ; Isa. 16 : 7 ; Luke 18:10 ; Acts 3 : 1 ), of need , of helplessness, and unworthiness, there

with faces turned toward the holy of holies (Psa. comes also an assurance of the divine fullness and

5 : 3 ; 1 Kings 8:38 ) ; in which direction it was the love, which enlarges our petitions and brings con.

practice to turn the face during prayer, even when fidence of answers to our prayers.

at a distance from the temple (2 Chron. 6:34 ; Requisites. Prayer requires sincerity, repent

Dan . 6:11 ). ance or contrition, purpose of amendment and a

The posture. This was generally standing good life, the spirit of consecration, faith , and

( 1 Sam . 1:26 ; Dan. 9:20 ; Matt. 6 : 5, etc. ), but submission to the will of God.

sometimes, as expressive of deeper devotion, in a
Elements of power. “ There are certain ele.

kneeling attitude (1 Kings 8:54 ; 2 Chron . 6:13 ; ments of power in prayer which have a clear and

scriptural ground : fervency of mind

(James 5:16) . In such a prayer the

mind is intensely active . The object

for which we pray is grasped in all the

vigor of thought and feeling. Another

element of power lies in the help of

the Holy Spirit. There are in Scrip

ture clear promises of his help, and

statements which mean the same thing

(Zech . 12:10 ; Eph. 6:18). Then we

have these explicit words : ' Likewise

the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities,'

etc. (Rom. 8:26) . . .
There are many

ways in which he may thus help us.

He may give us a deeper sense of our

spiritual needs, clearer views of the

fullness and freeness of the divine

grace, and kindle the fervor of our sup

plication . We reach a deeper mean

ing in the words, ' But the Spirit him

self maketh intercession for us. ' He

joins us in our prayers, pours his sup

plications into our own . Nothing less

can be the meaning of these deep words.

Postures in Prayer. Here is the source of the glowing fer

vor and the effectual power of prayer.

Ezra 9: 5 ; Dan . 6:10 ; Luke 22:41 , etc.), or with | There are instances which cannot else be ex

the head bowed down to the ground (Neh. 8 : 6 ). plained : such as the prayer of Jacob (Gen. 32: 24

In both cases the hands were uplifted, and spread | 30 ), of Moses (Exod. 32 : 9-14), and of Elijah

toward heaven or in the direction of the holy of (James 5:17, 18). Another element of this power

holies ( 1 Kings 8:22; Neh . 8 : 7 ; Lam . 2:19 ; 3:41 ; lies in the intercession of Christ. In bis high
Psa . 28 : 2 , etc. ). In cases of deep, penitential priestly office he presents our prayers with the in

prayer it was usual to smite the breast with the cense of his own blood and the intercession of his

hand (Luke 18:13) and to bend the head toward own prayers (Rev. 8 :3, 4).”

the bosom (Psa . 35:13 ; comp. 1 Kings 18:42) . 4. Objections. The old question, “ What

After the sacrificial worship was discontinued profit should we have if we pray unto him ? "

prayer came entirely to occupy the place of sac- | (Job 21:15), is a question that continues to be

rifice . Very minute regulations regarding the or. asked. Those who deny the personality of God

der and the different sorts of prayer, as well as declare that it is vain to pray, for there is no God

the outward posture, are given in the Talmud. to hear our prayers. Such objectors set them .

The ancient rabbis and their followers regarded selves against the common consciousness of all

the wearing of phylacteries (q . v . ) as essential to mankind, and may be dismissed with the question,

prayer (Keil,Arch., i , p. 454 , sq . ) . “ He that planteth the ear, shall he not hear ? ”

3. Christian Doctrine. Prayer is the ex- (Psa. 94 : 9). Others admit the ability of God to

pression of man's dependence upon. God for all hear, but they see no use in prayer, since God is

things. What habitual reverence is to praise, the so high , and his counsels far too firmly estab

habitual of dependence is to prayer. lished to be ever moved by our poor petitions.

“ Prayer, or communion with God, is not reckoned We answer, God is “ not far from every one of

among the means of grace technically so called . us ” ( Acts 17:27) ; and in giving man a strong in .

It is regarded rather as the concomitant of the stinct to pray God has virtually pledged himself to

others. But, while it is undeniably true that I hear his prayer and to answer it ( 1 John 5:14 , 15).

sense
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men.

Again it is urged that God is immutable, and herald , e . g . , Sanballat accused Nehemiah of “ ap.

“ The idea of a supernatural providence, with an . pointing prophets to preach of thee at Jerusalem "

swers to prayer, is the idea of a temporal agency (Neh . 6:7 , announce him as king) ; and the same

of God above the order of nature. The objection word is used (Neh. 8:8) of the Levites reading

is that such an agency is contradictory to the aloud the law and teaching the people (v. 9) ; and

divine immutability. There is no issue respecting Jonah (3 : 2 ) was commanded to preach unto Nine

the truth of immutability. Is such an agency veh, i . e. , to proclaim judgment and mercy to its
i

contradictory to this truth ? An affirmative an- people. ( 3) Ko-heh '-leth ( Heb. n.71, an assem
swer must reduce our Christian theism to the

bler ). Thus Solomon is designated (Eccles . 1 : 2,
baldest deisın . Only a false sense of immutability
can require the same divine action toward nation's etc.), " the only true signification of which seems

and individuals, whatever the changes of moral tobe that given by the earliest versions, e . &,

conductinthem ; the same toward Christian be public assembly anddiscoursingof human things ;
Vulgate and Septuagint, i . e . , one addressing a

lievers, whatever the changes of estate with them . unless one chooses to derive the signification of

A true sense of immutability requires changes of preacher or orator from the primary notion of

divine action in adjustment to such changes in calling and speaking ” (Gesenius, Lex., s. v. ).

It seems strange that any one who accepts

the Scriptures can for amoment give place to this (4) Ang-ghel'-lo (Gr. åyyé w, to announce) in sev

objection. "
eral combinations, as: evayyeliğw (yoo-ang -ghel.

“Anotherobjection is based on the divine omnis: 11:5 ; Luke 7:22 ;Heb. 4 : 2, 6 ) , especially to instruct
id -20,to announce good tidings, evangelize, Dlatt.

cience . This objection is made specially against

the efficacy of prayer. God foreknows all things, salvation (Luke 9:6 ; 20 :1 ; Acts 1:37 ; Rom . 15:
men concerning the things pertaining to Christian

knows froin eternity the state and need of every 20 ; 1 Cor. 1:17 ; 9:16, 18, etc. ) ; katayyénhw (kat
soul . Hence prayer is not necessary, nor can it

have any influence upon the divine mind. These any-ghel - lo, to proclaim publicly, Acts 13 : 5 ; 16:36,

inferences are notwarranted. If it were the office ahee, to announce or promise good tidings beforeetc.); apoevayyehicouai (pro -yoo -ang-ghel-id'-zom

of prayer to give information of our wants, it is
surely needless andmust be useless. Prayer has hand,i. e.,before the eventby which the promise
nosuch office. It is required asthe proper reli- ismade good) (Gal. 3:8)., (5) Dee-al-eg'-om -ahee

gious movement ofa soulin its dependence and ( Gr. diaréyouar, to think different things with one's
need, and thus becomes themeans of God's bless self), to converse, discourse with anyone (Acts

ing ” (Miley, Syst. Theol., i , p . 341 , sq .).
20 :9; comp. 18 :4 ; 19 : 8, etc. ) . (6) Lal-eh ' -o (Gr. aah .

éw , to talk) , to speak to one about a thing, i . e . , to
Objection to the need of prayer on the ground teach (Mark 2 :2 ; Acts 8:25 ; 13:42 ; 14:25 ; 16:6,

of the wisdom and goodness of God — that being etc.). (7) Ak -ð-ay' (Gr. áron , hearing), the thing

wise and good he will give what is good with heard ;specially, the preaching of theGospel ( John

out asking, “ admits but of one answer, viz . , 12:38 ; Rom. 10:16, A. V. “ report ; ” Gal. 3 :2 , 5 ,

that it may be agreeable to perfect wisdom to A. V.“ hearing ” ). '( 8) Kay-roos'- 50 (Gr. knpuoow,

grant that to our prayers which it would not have to be a herald ), to officiate as a herald , used of the

been agreeable to that same wisdom to have given public promulgation of the Gospel and matters

us without praying for. A favor granted to pertaining to it, by John the Baptist, Jesus, by

prayer may be more apt, on that very account, to the apostles and other Christian teachers (Matt .

produce good effects upon the person obliged . 11:1 ; Mark 1 : 4 ; 3:14 ; 16:20 ; Rom . 10:15 , etc.).

It may beconsistent with the wisdom of theDeity (9) Par-rhay-see'-ah (Gr. Tanppoia, freedom in
to withhold his favors till they are asked for, as speaking, Acts 9:27 ; comp. 2 Cor. 3:12).

an expedient to encourage devotion in his rational
Thus it will be seen that to some extent preach

creation, in order thereby to keep up and circulate ing had been recognized in the old dispensation;
a knowledge and senseof their dependency upon Noah being “ a preacher of righteousness.” (2 Pet.
him . Prayer has a natural tendency to amend the

petitioner himself
, and thusto bring him within 2:5), the Psalmist and the prophets delivering their

the rules whichthe wisdom of theDeity has pre- buke, pleadingand exhortation, prophecy andmessages of truth in song, and accusation and re

scribed tothe dispensation of his favors ” ( Paley, pronise. The reading and exposition of Scripture

Moral Philosophy, book v , ch. 2).
was from the beginning the chief object of the

PRAYER, LORD'S. See Lord's PRAYER. synagogue service, and is frequently mentioned in

PREACHER, PREACHING . By preach the New Testament (Luke 4:16 ; Acts 13:15 ; 15:21 ).

ing is generally understood the delivering of a
See SYNAGOGUE.

religious discourse based upon a text of Scrip. In the New Testament times our Lord and his

ture . apostles preached wherever the people could be

1. Scripture Terms. The study of these is gathered ; in the synagogues, the mountain side,

very interesting, showing as they do the various the shores of seas and rivers, the public street,
characteristics and purposes of preaching : the porch of the temple. “ The preaching of the

( 1) Baw -sar" (Heb, niwa, to be cheerful, joyful), word of God(the law and the Gospel) is the chief

to cheer with glad tidings, as “ I have preached for all, by which the Holy Ghost brings about the
means ordained by Christ himself, and sufficient

righteousness in the great congregation ” (Psa: commencement and continuance of saving faith in

40: 9 ) ; to preach good tidings unto the meek , ” | the heart of the sinner." So the apostle states

etc. (Isa . 61 : 1 ) . (2 ) Kau - raw ' (Heb. 277., to call | ( Rom . 10:17 ), “ Faith cometh by hearing, and hear

out to) , is used in the sense of proclaiming, as a ling by the word of God . ” : The history of God's
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kingdom furnishes a number of instances showing ( 1 Kings 10: 2, 11 ; 1 Chron. 20:2 ; Ezek. 27:22 ;

that the operation of the Holy Ghost for conver- 28:13) .

sion and sanctification is inseparably united to the 6. Tee-way (Gr. Teun, value, price), in various

preaching of the word, e. g ., the day of Pente- forms, as : Bapúriuos (bar-oo -tim -os), selling at a

cost (Acts 2:37, sq.; 10:44 ,sq.) ; the many remark- great price (Matt. 26:7) ; EVTLLOS (en '-tee-mos), held

able examples of the combined operation of the in high honor (1 Pet. 2:4 ) ; LOÓTIMOS ( ee-sot -ee-mos),

word and Spirit in the apostolic age (Acts 9:31 ; " like precious," i. e. , equally efficient, faith ( 2 Pet.

16:14 ; Gal . 3 :8 ; Eph. 1:13 ; James 1:18 ) ; see “what 1 : 1 only) ; Tipios (tim '-ee-os, valuable) is used to
is written in praise of God's testimony under the denote value, e. g., " precious stones ( 1 Cor. 3:

old covenant ( Psa. 19:8–11 ; 119 ; Jer. 23:29) ; and 12, R. V. “ costly "),fruit of the earth ( James 5 :7),

how the Lord himself spoke of the sufficiency of faith ( 1 Pet. 1 : 7), blood of Christ (v. 19 and 2 :7);

the testimony of Moses and the prophets (Luke in the latter passage, “ he is precious," the R. V.

16 :27–31) ; the testimony of Paul (Rom. 1:16) as is, “ For you therefore which believe is the pre

to the power of God unto salvation ; of Peter ciousness," probably of which the apostle had

( 1 Pet. 1:23) as to the seed of regeneration ; of the been speaking ; the promises as of great value be

epistle to the Hebrews (4:12) as to the sharp and cause of their influence upon the believer's char

two-edged sword of the word — then compare all acter (2 Pet. 1:4) .

this with what experience tells us in varied forms 7. Pol-ov -tel-ace' (Gr. Tolvrens, great and costly),

of ourselves and others , and we shall no longer requiring greatoutlay, as the ointment (Mark 14:3)

hesitate with the apostle to call the word of God, or garments (1 Tim . 2 :9, A. V. and R. V. “ costly ”);
as nothing else on earth, ' the sword of the Spirit ' PRECIOUSSTONES . For discussion of

(Eph. 6:17) " (Van Oosterzee, ii , p . 736). these in detail , see MINERAL KINGDOM.

PRECEPT (Heb. 77373, mils -vaw ', command,
The precious stones mentioned in the Bible are

some twenty in number, and have been given by

divine or human ; 77pp, pik -kood ', appointed, i . e. , the English translators names, which have definite

mandate; 7%, tsav, or 7*, tsawv , injunction ; applications in modern jewelry and mineralogy.

But in only a few cases is it at all probable that
Évtohn, en -tol-ay ', injunction ), a direction, com

mand, rule enjoined by a superior. Religious pre- with those named inthe translations. An immense
we can really identify the stones of the original

cepts are divided into moral and positive . A

moral precept derives its force from itsintrinsic the attempt todetermine the stones ofthehigh
amount of profitless conjecture has been spent in

fitness ; a positiveprecept from the authority priests' breastplate, ofthe Tyrian royal treasures
,

which enjoins it. Moral precepts are commanded andof other Old Testament references in the

because they are right; positive are right because

commanded. Theduty of honoring ourparents, city, there is less, though considerable uncertainty.
case of the Apocalyptic vision of the heavenly

and of observing the Sabbath , are instances, re. The reason for this lies chiefly in the fact that

spectively, of each kind of precept.
only within recent times, since chemistry and min.

PRECIOUS, the rendering of several Hebrew eralogy have become accurate sciences, has any

and Greek words, with many applications : precise meaning attached to the names of gems.

1. Khane (Heb. 117, grace, beauty) is rendered The two great classical authorities, Theophrastus

precious " only in Prov. 17 : 8 , “ A gift is as a
and Pliny, illustrate this fact most clearly, and

precious stone in the eyes of him that hath it," show that — as was indeed inevitable in theab

where it is used in the ordinary sense of a stone them all sorts of stones of generally similar as
sence of both physics and chemistry, as we know

of value.

pect were ally included under a single name ;

2. Khaw-mad' (Heb. 77277, to delight in) and its while closely related varieties of the same species,

derivatives are used to express desirableness , as if different in color, would be classed as distinct
pleasant vessels (Dan. 11:8 ); also rendered stones,

goodly ” (Gen. 27:15 ; 2 Chron. 36:10) . For all the Old Testament gems, we may pass

3. Meh '- ghed ( Heb. 777? ), or mig -daw -naw ' over the conjectures of various commentators,

(77777 ?? ), implies something excellent,e . g., rain , dew and place our main dependence on the LXX,

(Deut. 33:13 ), fruits as products of the sun (v. 14 ; lators at 'Alexandria were men of culture and of
Josephus, and the Vulgate . The seventy trans

comp. Cant. 4:13, 16) , in the sense of rare (i Sam .
3: 1 ); in Psa. 116:15 is the declaration, “ Precious care; and the great work of Theophrastus ( On

Minerals, repi Kłowv ), was then recently prepared,
in thesight of the Lord is the death ofhissaints," and gave the best accountthat the ancient world
implying, I think, that in view of God's care for

his ople andhis knowledge of the joy awaiting to Alexandrian scholars; and we may feel sure
possessed . Of course it was known and accessible

them their death not a humiliation but an honor. that the translators must have used it freely, and

FIGURATIVE. The lips of knowledge is com

pared to a precious jewel (Prov. 20:15 ; comp. for the Hebrew terms. The New Testament being
given us the best Greek equivalents then possible

Lam. 4 : 2).

4. Tobe (Heb. 213) is used in the widest sense itselfpractically into ascertaining the modern
altogether in Greek , the whole question resolved

of good, i . e. , gracious, pleasant, upright, joyful.
equivalents of the Theophrastian names.

5. Yaw -kar' (Heb. 27, to be heavy, costly) and fairly possible for the New Testament, but in the

its derivatives are used to express that which is Old Testament so much obscurity surrounds the

highly esteemed (1 Sam . 26:21 ; comp. 2 Kings meaning of the ancient Hebrew terms, that the

1:13, 14 ; Psa. 72:14 ; 139:17); of jewels, etc. uncertainty is extreme as to how far the Greek

6

66

This is
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version conforms to the original sense. The notes of directly as articles used for ornamentor sought

of some of the rabbis and Targums, and the allu. for their value, and those in which they are men

sions of Josephus (himself a priest) to the stones tioned only by way of comparison or illustration.

of the breastplate, which was in existence in his The stones of the breastplate and the treasures in

time, and which he must have been familiar with , the markets and palaces of Tyre, fall under the

also have value. Jerome, too , must have seen it first head ; but those named in comparison with

in the temple of Concord at Rome. All other wisdom , in the book of Proverbs, and yet more

commentators have dealt merely in learned guess those used in the attempt to describe visions of

work. The Hebrew words, with their several ren- the divine glory, in Ezekiel, or of the heavenly

derings in the LXX, the Vulgate, and the two city, in Revelation, fall under the second group.

English versions, are arranged in a table appended in the first we may seek to identify the stones

to this article, so that all the passages may be seen meant; in the second the inspired writer is striv ,

together and the various translations compared. ing for words to convey impressions of supernat

The last column gives also the marginalreadings ural glory, to “ describe the indescribable.” Here

in the R. V. whenever they differ from the text. our aim should be to grasp the general idea meant

In treating of the Scripture allusions (see Min- to be conveyed rather than to seek specific identi

ERAL KINGDOM) to precious stones in detail, we fication of the minerals referred to in the attempt.

must distinguish between two different kinds of This distinction will aid in the consideration of

references — those in which the gems are spoken the subject, and should be borne in mind.

R. V.

REFERENCE . HEBREW. LXX. VULGATE. A. V.

TEXT. MARGIN.

Gen, 2:12

nus beryl

ouToeipogריִּפַס

beryl

beryl

ruby

emerald , is

carbuncle

sardonyx

lamber 1:

aukoudios|הָמָלְחַא

Exod. 24:10

Exod. 25 : 7

Exod. 28 : 9

Exod. 28:17

Exod . 28:17

Exod, 28:17

Exod. 28:18

Exod. 28:18

Exod . 28:18

Exod. 28:19

Exod. 28:19

Exod . 28:19

Exod. 28:20

Exod. 28:20

Exod. 28:20

Exod. 35 :9

Exod. 35:27

Exod . 39 : 6

Exod.39 :10-13

1 Chron. 29 : 2

Job 28:16

Job 28:16

Job 28:18

Job 28:18

Job 28:18

Job 28:19

Prov. 3:16

Prov , 8:11

2. 7ίθος και πράσινος lapis onychi

Onyx onyx

1. sapphirinus sapphire sapphire

b . 2. capdiov 1. onychinus Jonyx Jonyx

Όσελ. σμαράγδου 1. onychinus Jonyx Onyx

οτασάρδιον sardius sardius sardius

HTPτοπάζιον topazius topaz topaz

ΠΡΟΞσμαράγδος smaragdos carbuncle carbuncle

75av@pas carbunculus emerald Jemerald

ΕΞΟσαπφείρος sapphirus sapphire sapphire

Βίασπις jaspis diamond diamond

ουρλιγύριον ligurium lligure ljacinth

is αχάτης Jachates agate agate

amethystusamethyst amethyst

ww xpvobacos chrysolithus berylσυχρυσόλιθος beryl

Dυβηρύλλιον Jonychinus Onyx onyx

0 ; ovú xlov beryllus jasper jasper

Dila. oapdiov 1. onychinos Onyx onyx

Ελ. σμαράγδου 1. onychinos Onyx onyx

Digo 2.quapáydovl. onychinos Onyx onyx

(precisely as 28 :17-20 above, in all)

Ελ. σοάμ 1. onychinos Onyx Onyx

Dovus 1.sardonychus onyx fonyx

ΘΕΦ σαπφείρος sapphirus sapphire sapphire

lexcelsa coral

αυτογαβές eminentia pearls

locculta Trubies Trubies

}

topazius topaz topaz

bro ?paidou tohvrchoi cunctis opibus rubies rubies

Dai0ol route2oi cunctis pre .

ciosissimis rubies rubies

Pinot

chalcedony i

beryl SLCSOLAT

1:14

beryl KI:-(. fi

!

beryl

beryl

ueftopgתומאָר

2:01

1 : 1 'n( coral

crystal

red coral,or pearlsecdTara[םיִניִנְּפ

Tondylowתַדְטְפ

red coral,or pearls

Dit

red coral,or pearls
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R. V.

REFERENCE. HEBREW LXX. VULGATE. A. Y.

TEXT. MARGIN .

Col.uTEloi.םיִניִנְּפג

De Lijn

iaoflgדּכְדַמ

Vw

ouTpetpogריִּבַס

Prov. 20:15 22 : Ξ πλήθος εσωτάτων multitudo

gemmarum rubies Hrubiesstv . red coral,or pearls

Prov. 31:10 proculet de ul

timis finibus rubies rubies red coral ,or pearls

Cant. 5:14
ευθαρσίς

hyacinthia beryl , beryl topaz

Cant. 5:14 σαπφειρος sapphirus sapphire sapphire

Isa . 54:11 OPE σαπφειρος - (17 sapphirus sapphire sapphire

Isa. 64:12
jaspis agates

rubies

Isa . 54:12 ΤΡΑλ. κρυστάλλου 1. sculptos carbuncles carbuncles

Jer. 17 : 1 1972 ovvxe adauavīí- ungue ada

mantino diamond diamond

Lam. 4 : 52-5 επυρώθησαν rubicundiores

ebore antiquo rubies rubies coral

Lam. 467 sapphirus sapphire sapphire

Ezek, 1 :4 32200 MMÉKTPOV electrum amber amber electrum

Ezek. 1:16 υστοθαρσείς quasi visio

maris berył beryl

Ezek. 1:26 Εθλ, σαπφείρου 1. sapphirinus. sapphire sapphire

Ezek. 1:27 Baunizértpov electrum amber amber electrum

Ezek . 3 : 9 7790 kpatazótepov

πέτρας adamantem adamant adamant

Ezek . 8 : 2 522017 jaÉKTPOV Si lelectrum Jamber lamber electrum

Ezek . 10 : 1 Ρολ, σαπφείρου 1. sapphirus sapphire sapphire

Ezek . 10:91, wenn 2.åvôpakos 1. chrysolithiberyl beryl stone of Tarshish

Ezek . 27:16 TecTakt) emerald emerald carbuncle

Ezek . 27:16 sericum il coral coral

Ezek . 27:16 ) 1972 | xopxòp Site.chodchodagate rubies

Ezek . 28:13 Doápdiov !!! sardius in sardius sardius
ruby

Ezek. 28:13 τοπάζιον topazius topaz

Ezek. 28:13 07 Ouápaydos jaspis.iibzuit diamond diamond

Ezek. 28:13 του άνθραξ chrysolithus beryl beryl chrysolite

Ezek . 28:13 DuCanoeipos Tonyx Onyx Onyx

Ezek . 28:13 lagnis 13' beryllus jasper jasper

Ezek. 28:13
* sapphirus sapphire sapphire

Ezek . 28:13 Πολιγύριον carbunculus emerald emerald carbuncle

Ezek. 28:13 smaragdus carbunele carbunele emerald

αμέθυστος

χρυσόλιθος

βηρύλλιον

övú xiov

Dan. 10 : 6
υποθαρσίς eith chrysolithus beryl beryl

Zech . 7:12 (no noun ) bu adamantem adamant Jadamant

stone stone

gemmam

Pauod'תוומאָר

in topaz

pudios}ריִּפַס

driTisתַקְרָב

T :

Upon examining the table the following results 2. That 70, although rendered with such sin.

appear :
gular variety by the LXX, is almost uniformly

1. That there is general agreement as to 7799, translated onyx or lapis onychinus by Jerome in

topaz (i . e., chrysolite); 7929, sapphire (i . e. , lapis the Vulgate, and once lapis sardonychus, which is

lazuli ) ; as, amethyst, and in , agate. nearly the same — thus agreeing with Josephus.TT :
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PREDESTINATION PRETORIUM

1

.

“ pre

3. That most of the other words are uncertain. the Chaldean kingdom under Belshazzar (5 : 7 ), and

In regard to the problematical WWA, which is was only continued by Darius. Danielwas one of
the triumvirate.

80 variously given in the LXX, and by Jerome

generally rendered chrysolithus ( i. e. , our topaz ),
PRESS. See Oil , 2 ; WINE PRESS.

and once hyacinthus ( i. e . , sapphire ), his transla- PRESS is used (Mark 2 :4 ; 6:27, 30 ; Luke 8:

tion of it in Ezek. 1: 16— " quasi visio maris ” -is 19, 45 ; 19 : 3) in the modern sense of crowd.

interesting in support of the English rendering PRESS FAT (Heb. -7 ?, yeh '-keb, trough ), the

beryl, or Luther's suggestion of turquoise.
4. That there seems no foundation for the vat into which the juice flowed when pressed out

of the grapes (Hag. 2:16). See GLOSSARY, WINE
translation rubies for 5 ???? ; both Jerome and PRESS.

the LXX use indefinite terms implying precious

objects - always plural — and the meaning is prob- LÝ. Presumption is the act of taking upon one's
PRESUMPTUOUS, PRESUMPTUOUS

ably pearls, though the passage in Lamentations self more than good sense and propriety warrant;

does denote redness, and the word may have meant excessive boldness or overconfidence in thought

beads ofgarnet, carnelian, or red coral, perhaps andconduct.In Scripture we have several He.

including both beads and pearls, or it may refer
to the rare and precious pink pearls of theRed brew wordsand one Greek word thusrendered :

1. Zood (Heb. 777, to seethe ; figurative, to beSea ,

5. That between 1793 and 0.5, as denoting and purposelyviolatethe commands ofGod and
insolent), spoken mostly of those who knowingly

emerald and carbuncle, the confusion seems hope commit sin (Exod. 21:14 ; Deut. 1:43 ; 17:13).

less. The two gems were perfectly familiar, aswe 2. Zade ( Heb. 7, arrogant ; 7177, zaw-done',

know from ancient jewelry; but the words seem
to have become,in somesingular way, confounded arrogance); as presumptuoussins (Psa. 19:13); of

before the time of the LXX .
resistance to priest or judge through pride. “ Re.

6. Thatthe passage in Ezek . 28:13 shows dif. şistance to the priest took place when anyone was

ferences of text in the list of stones,as also ap. the judge, when anyone was discontented with
dissatisfied with his interpretation of the law ; to

pears at some points in the account of thebreast: the sentencethat was passed on the basis of the

plate ; and that it is very possible that some of
the confusion of terms maybedue to causes of law : Such refractory conduct was to be punished

this kind, that cannot now be cleared up.-D.S.M. with death, as rebellion against God . "

PREDESTINATION. See ELECTION, Sov.
3. Yawd (Heb. 7 ), hand. In Num. 15:30 “ .

EREIGNTY OF GOD. sumptuously ” is the synonym for “ with a high

PREFER . See GLOSSARY.
hand,” i . e . , so that one who raised his hand, as

it were, against Jehovah, or acted in open rebel.

PREPARATION (Gr. Tapaokevú, par-ask- lion against him , blasphemec God and was to be

yoo -ay , a making ready); in the Jewish sense, the cut off (comp. Gen. 17:14 ).

day of preparation (Matt. 27:62 ; Mark 15:42 ; Luke 4. Tol-may-tace' (Gr. tohuntis, daring), spoken

23:54 ; John 19:31 ) was the day on which the Jews (2 Pet. 2:10 ) of those who were self-willed , licen.

made the necessary preparation to celebrate a tious, and despising authority.

SABBATA (q. v . ) or festival (q . v. ).
Generally, presumptuous sins (Psa. 19:13) are

PRESBYTERY (Gr. Tipeoßvréplov, pres-boo- those committed with knowledge (John 15:22 ),

ter -ee-on ), the order or body of elders ( i Tim . 4 : deliberation and contrivance (Prov. 6:14 ; Psa.

14), mentioned in connection with the ordination 36 : 4 ) , obstinacy (Jer, 44:16 ; Deut, 1:43 ), inatten.

of Timothy. See ELDERS, ORDINATION. tion to the remonstrances of conscience ( Acts 7:51 ),

PRESENCE (Heb. , paw -nel ', face ). Je opposition to the dispensations of Providence

hovah's promise to Moseswas “My presence shall (2Chron. 28:22), and repeated commission of the
same sin (Psa. 78:17).

go with thee , and I will give thee rest” (Exod. 33 :
14). “ The presence ( face) of Jehovah is Jehovah PRETENCE (Gr. apopaois, prof'-as-is, show),

in his own personal presence, and is identical with under color as though they would, etc. (Matt. 23 :
the .angel' in whom the name of Jehovah was 14 ; Mark 12:40 ; Phil. 1 :8 ). It is rendered cloak

(23:20, 21), andwho is therefore called in Isa . 63 : 9 | ( 1 Thess 2 : 5), where Paul says that he never
the angel of his presence ' (face)” (K. and D., any time used flattering words, nor a cloak of

Com .). covetousness ; the meaning being that he had

PRESENT. See Gift.
never used his apostolic office in order to disguise

or to bide avaricious designs.
PRESENTLY . See GLOSSARY.

PRETORIU

PRESIDENT (Chald. 77o, saw -rake', for the
(Gr. apaitáplov, prahee - to '.

ree-on, Mark 15:16). The word denotes : 1. The

Heb. how, sho- tare', and used only in Dan. , ch . 6 ) . headquarters ina Roman camp,the tent of the

According to Dan. 6 : 2 , Darius not only appointed commander- in -chief. 2. The palace in which the

one hundred and twenty satraps for all the prov . governor or procurator of a province resided. At

inces and districts of his kingdom , but he also Jerusalem it was the magnificent palace which

placed the whole body of satraps under a govern- Herod the Great built for himself, and which the

ment consisting of three presidents, who should Roman procurators seem to have occupied when

reckon with the individual satraps. This trium- ever they came from Cæsarea to Jerusalem on

virate, or higher authority of three, was also not public business. The same word is rendered in

newly instituted by Darius, but already existed in the A. V. “ common hall” (Matt. 27:27) ; “ palace "

>

6

6

at

>

2

1

1
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"

1

>

>

(Phil . 1:13) ; “ hall of judgment” ( John 18:28) ; the earth earthy, " while the other was ethical and

judgment hall ” (John 18:28, 33 ; 19 : 9 ; Acts spiritual.

23:35). PRIESTHOOD, HEBREW . 1. Name.

Thé pretorium in Rome (Phil. 1:13) was prob- |(Heb. 10 :2, ko -hane', one officiating ; Gr. ispevs,

ably the quarters of the imperial bodyguard, the
pretoriancohort,whichhad been built for itby hee-er -yooce '.) Thereis no consensus of opinion

Tiberius. Ramsey (St. Paul the Traveler, p. 357)
as to the etymology of the Heb. kochane', but the

says : “ The pretorium is the whole body of per- supposition of Bähr ( Symbolik, ii,15 ),in connect

sons connected with sitting in judginent, the ing it with an Arabic root=33P (to draw near),

supreme imperial court, doubtless in this case the answers most nearly to the received usage of the

prefect or both prefects of the Pretorian Guard, word . In the precise terminology of the law it is

representing the emperor in his capacity as the used of one who may
“ draw near to the divine

fountain of justice, together with the assessors presence (Exod . 19:22 ; 30:20), while others re.

and high officers of the court.” main afar off, and is usually applied to the sons of

PREVENT. See GLOSSARY. Aaron. It is, however, used in a wider sense

when it is applied to Melchizedek (Gen. 14:18),
PREY. See SPOIL.

Potipherah (41:45), Jethro (Exod . 2:16), and to the

PRICE. In addition to its usual meaning of priests mentioned in Exod. 19:22, who exercised

a stated sum asked for anything price has the priestly functions before the appointment of

meaning of wages (Zech. 11:12). Aaron and his sons . These last owed their posi

PRICK. (1) The rendering (Num . 33:55) of tion as priests to natural superiority of rank ,

Heb. 7 , sake, a briar or thorn ; and so the ex
either as firstborn or as elders .

In 2 Sam . 8:18 there is a case of great difficulty
pression " pricks in your eyes,” etc., means to suf

—the sons of David are described as priests (Heb.
fer the most painful injuries ; and (2) of theGr. kohanim , A. V. “ chief rulers,” R. Vi “ priests ")

;Kévtpov (ken '-lion ), a goad (q. v .). See GLOSSARY. Thisconjecture is offered (McC.and S. , Cyc., s. v. ) :

PRIEST, PRIESTHOOD. The idea of a “ David and his sons may have been admitted, not

priesthood connects itself, in all its forms, pure to distinctively priestly acts, such as burning in .

or corrupted, with the consciousness, always more cense (Num . 16:40 ; 2 Chron. 26:18), but to an hon

or less distinct, of sin . Men feel that they orary , titular priesthood. To wear the ephod in

have broken a law. The power above them is processions (2 Sam .6:14 ), at the time when this

holier than they are, and they dare not approach was the special badge of the order (1 Sam . 22:18 ),

it. They crave for the intervention of some one to join the priests and Levites in their songs and

whom they can think of as likely to be more ac - dances, might have been conceded, with no devia

ceptable than themselves. He must offer up their tion from the law , to the members of the royal

prayers, thanksgiving3, sacrifices. He becomes house. "

their representative in “ things pertaining unto K. and D. ( Com ., in loc .) explain as follows:

God.” He may become also (though this does “ David's sons were confidants, not priests , domes

not always follow ) the representative of God to tic priests, court chaplains, or spiritual advisers,

The functions of the priest and prophet but as the title is explained in the corresponding

may exist in the same person . text of the Chronicles ( 18:17) , when the title had

In pre -Mosaic times the office of priest was oc- become obsolete, ' chief about the king ' (marg.

cupied by the father of a family (comp. Job 1 : 5 ), ' nt the hand of the king '). The correctness of

or the head of a tribe for his own family or tribe. this explanation is placed beyond the reach of

Abraham , Isaac, and Jacob built altars, offered doubt by 1 Kings 4 :5, where the kohane is called,

sacrifices, purified and consecrated themselves and by way of explanation, the king's friend.' These

their households (Gen. 12 :7 ; 13:18 ; 26:25 ; 33:20 ; kohanim , therefore, were the king's confidential

35 : 1 , 2). Melchizedek combined kingship and advisers.”

priesthood in his own person ( 14:18). Jethro is 2. Essential Idea of Priesthood . Moses

not merely the spiritual, but also the civil head of furnishes us with the key to the idea of Old Testa

Midian (Exod. 2:16 ; 3 : 1 ). ment priesthood in Num . 16 : 5 , which consists of

In Egypt the Israelites came into contact with a three elements — the being chosen or set apart for

priesthood of another kind, and that contact must Jehovah as his own, the being holy, and the being

have been for a time a very close one . The mar- allowed to come or bring near. The first ex .

riage of Joseph with the daughter of the priest of presses the fundamental condition, the second the

On — a priest, as we may infer by her name, of qualification , the third the function of the priest

the goddess Neith (Gen. 41:45)—the special favor hood. According to Exod. 19:5 , sq ., it is upon

which he showed to the priestly caste in the years these three elements that the character of the

of famine (47:26 ), the training of Moses in the whole covenant people is based. They were chosen

palace of the Pharaohs, probably in the colleges to be God's peculiar people (Deut. 7 :6 ), a kingdom

and temples of the priests ( Acts 7:22)—all this of priests and a holy nation (see Exod . 19:4-6 ).

must have impressed the constitution, the dress, Their sinfulness, however, prevented its realiza.

the outward form of life upon the minds of the tion ; and when brought before Jehovah at Sinai

lawgiver and his contemporaries. There is scarcely they could not endure the immediate presence of

anyroom for doubt that a connectiou of some kind God, and begged Moses to act as their mediator

existed between the Egyptian priesthood and that (20:18, sq . ). In order to maintain fellowship

of Israel . The latter was not indeed an outgrowth between the holy God and the sinful nation ;

or imitation of the former, for the one was “ of | to have the people's gifts and sacrifices brought

man ,
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before God, on the one hand, and God's gifts, (Josh. 21 : 13–19). In addition the following were

mercy , salvation, and blessing conveyed to the their chief sources of maintenance : 1. One tenth

people on the other, the Aaronic priesthood was of the tithes paid to the Levites by the people

instituted . God , by an act of free favor, com- (Lev. 23:10), partly in the raw state, as wheat,

mitted the priesthood to one particular family - barley, grapes, fruits (Deut. 18 : 8 ), and partly as

that of Aaron (28: 1 ), which priesthood they re- prepared for consumption, as wine, oil, flour, etc.

ceived as a gift (Num . 18 : 7). In like manner the (Lev, 23:17 ), and even to the first fruits of sheep

whole tribe of Levi was assigned to the priests as shearing (Deut. 18 :4 ) . 2. A special tithe every

their servants and assistants (see LEVITES). This third year (14:28 ; 26:12). 3. The redemption

divine preference was confirmed by the miracle of money of the firstborn, of which those of the

the budding rod (Num. , 17 : 1 , sq.), and the priest. human race were redeemed for five shekels (Num .

hood as a heritage to the descendants of Aaron. 18:16) ; those of unclean beasts redeemed by a

The qualification, viz ., holiness , was represented in sum fixed by the priest, with a fifth part of the

outward form by the act of consecration and the value added (Lev. 27:27) ; those of clean beasts
robes of office. were not redeemed, but offered in sacrifice, the

The functions were shown by the fellowship with priest receiving the wave breast and the right

Jehovah into which the priests were allowed to shoulder (Num . 18:17 , 18). 4. The redemption

enter in the course of the various acts of worship. money paid for men or things specially dedicated

Holiness is essential to fellowship with God , and to the Lord (Lev. , ch . 27 ). 5. A percentage of

Aaron and his sons, no less than the people whom the spoil (q. v . ) of war (Num . 31:25-47). 6. The

they were to represent before God , were stained by showbread, the flesh of the offerings (see Sacri

sin. As the sanctity imparted to them by their Fices, and Num . 18 : 8–14 ; Lev. 6:26, 29 ; 7 :6–10 ).

consecration , their official robes, and other legal | Their income, which even under the most favor.

requirements, which fitted them to serve at the able circumstances must have been moderate, de

altar, was only of an outward character,it follows pended largely upon the varying religious state of

that these could only have had a symbolicalmean the nation, since no law existed by which either

ing. It was doubtless intended that they should payment of tithes or any other offering could be

symbolize, on the one hand, the sinless character enforced . And yet the law obviously was in .

of the human priesthood , and on the other serve tended to provide against the dangers of a caste

as a type of the perfect priesthood of the true of pauper priests.

and eternal High Priest. ( 3) Dress . When not in actual service neither

3. Priests . (1) Selection. God selected as the priests, nor even the high priest, wore a

priests the sons (descendants ) of Aaron (Exod. 6 : distinctive dress ; but when ministering in the

18 , 20 ; 28 : 1 ), but two of his sons, Nadab and sanctuary the priests were required to wear the fol

Abihu , died without issue, having been put to lowing official dress : Drawer's, i . e. , short breeches

death for burning strange fire upon the altar (Lev. (Exod. 28:42), reaching only from the loins to the

10 :1, sq.), the priesthood was invested in the de- thighs, and made of linen (39:28); a long coat

scendants ofAaron's two other sons, Eleazar and with sleeves, made of fine diapered linen

Ithamar ( 10 :6 ). The selection went still further, ( ver. 27) ; a variegated yirdle, woven of the same

for among these all were disqualified who had four colors as were in the veil hung before the

any physical defect or infirmity-the blind , lame, holy place (ver. 29) ; a cap of linen , and probably

flat-nosed (q . v. ), limbs unduly long (unshapely), resembling in shape the inverted calyx of a flower.

broken -footed, broken -handed, crooked-backed , They had nothing on their feet, as they were not

lean and stunted, blemish of the eye, affected with allowed to tread the sanctuary without having

scurvy, scab of any kind of eruption , stones broken. their feet bare (see Exod. 3:5 ;Josh. 5:15). The

These, however, were supported, as the other additional dress of the high priest is given in

priests ( 21 : 17–23) ; for no one whose legitimate PRIEST, THE High.

-birth entitled him to admission could be excluded. ( 4 ) Duties . The functions of the priesthood

In later times the Sanhedrin inquired into the were very clearly defined by the Mosaic law, and

genealogy of the candidate, sitting daily for this remained substantially the same, whatever changes

purpose in the “ Hall of Polished Stones.” If he might be brought about in their social position

failed to satisfy the court about his perfect legiti- and organization. The duties prescribed in Exodus

macy the candidate was dressed and veiled in and Leviticus are the same as those recognized in

black , and permanently removed . If his geneal. Chronicles and Ezekiel. These functions could

ogy was satisfactory inquiry was next made as to be entered upon the eighth day the service of

any physical defects , of which Maimonides enu- consecration(Lev. 9:1). Theywere such as per

merates a hundred and forty that permanently and tained to " a coming nigh the vessels of the sanc.

twenty-two which temporarily disqualified for the tuary and the altar ” (Num. 18 : 3) : 1. In the holy

exercise of the priestly office. Those who stood place, to burn incense on the golden altar,morning

the twofold test were dressed in white raiment, and evening ; clean and trim lampsand light them

and their names properly inscribed . To this every evening; put showbread on the table every

pointed allusion is made in Rev. 3 : 5 . Sabbath (Exod. 30: 7, 8 ; 27:21 ; Lev. 24 : 5–8) .

The age for entering the priesthood is not men- 2. In the court, to keepthe fire constantly burning

tioned , but it was probably from twenty -five years on the altar of burnt offering (Lev. 6 :9, 13 ), clear

(Num . 8:24) to thirty years (4 :3, 23 , 30, 35, 47 ) . away ashes from the altar (verg. 10, 11 ), offer the

(2) Support. On their settlement in Canaan morning and evening sacrifices (Exod. 29:38–44),

the priestly families had thirteen Levitical cities as- bless the people after the daily sacrifice (Lev. 9:

signed to them , with " suburbs,” or pasture grounds | 22 ; Num . 6 :23-27),wave different portions of the

(
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sacrifice, sprinkle the blood, and put various parts consecration ; and along with these an unleavened

of the victim upon the altar and see to their burn. cake, a cake of oiled bread, a thin cake sprinkled

ing, to blow the silver trumpets (9. v . ) and the with oil, and laid them upon the fat and the

jubilee horn at particular festival seasons. 3. Gen- right shoulder. Placing these altogether on the

erally, to inspect unclean persons,especially lepers, hands of Aaron, he waved them before Jehovah .

and, when so warranted, to declare them clean After this the whole was burned upon the altar,

(Num. 6:22 , sq.; chaps. 13, 14) ; to administer the The breast of the ram — the priest's portion - he

oath of purgation to the woman accused of adul. now waved before Jehovah , afterward sprinkling

tery (5:15 ); to appraise things dedicated to the some of the anointing oil and blood upon the

sanctuary (Lev. 27:2, sq . ) . 4. Finally, to instruct priests and their garments. This concluded the

the people in the law, to act as a high court of ceremony. The remainder of the flesh was cooked

appeals in any difficult case (Deut. 17:8, sq. ; 19 : by Auron and his sons at the door of the taber.

17 ; 21 : 5), and in times of war to address the nacle and eaten by them . Any portion remaining

troops, if deemed necessary, before going into till the next day was burned . The consecration

action (Deut . 20 : 2 , sq . ). The large number of service lasted seven days (Exod. 29:35 ; Lev. 8:33,

offerings brought up to the sanctuary atthe festival sq . ) , the sacrifice being repeated each day.

times taxed the strength and endurance of the Meantime those being consecrated
not

priests to such an extent that the Levites had to allowed to leave the sanctuary (Lev. 8:35).

be called in to help them (2 Chron . 29:34 ; 35:14 ) . After the consecration services, the tonsecrated,

(5) Consecration. (Heb. W77, kaw -dash', to whether high priest or ordinary priest, were re

makeclean.) The ceremony of theconsecration of quired to offer a special meat offering of one

thehigh priest, as well as theordinarypriests, to tenth ephahof flour. This was kneaded with oil

their officeis preseribed in Exod .29:1-34( comp. and baked in separate pieces -- one balf being ,

Exod. 40: 12–15 ; Lev., ch . 8); and in the case of offered in the morning and the other inthe even.

Aaron and his sons it was performed by Moses ing, wholly burned upon the altar (6:19-23). On

(Lev. 8 :1-36 ). The candidate for consecration the eighth day of consecration, the exercise of the

was conducted to the door ofthe tabernacle,and priestly function was begun by the newly conse

had his body washed with water ; was invested crated in the offering of a calf for a sin offering,
with the official dress; was anointed with the and a ram for a burnt offering, for themselves.

holy oil (see 011),which in the case of the high sacrifices for the people (9:1, sq.).This was immediately followed by the offering of

priest, was, according to tradition, poured upon the

head ; but in the case of the other priests it was whom Jehovah had chosen out of the whole
(6) Regulations. Above all Israel, the priests,

merely smeared upon the forehead. In the conse
cration of Aaron and his sonsthe fact of anoint- nation to be the custodians of his sanctuary, and

ing isnot expressly mentioned,although it had had sanctified to that end, were to prove them

been commanded(Éxod. 28:41; 40:15),and the selves the consecrated servants of God in their do

performance of it taken for granted (Lev. 7:36 ; defile themselves by touchingthe dead, excepting
mestic lives and sacred duties. They were not to

10: 7 ; Num . 3 : 3).

A sacrificial service followed, with Moses officia- his mother,father, son, daughter, brother, orsis
such as formed part of one's immediate family, as

ting as priest. The sacrifice consisted ofone young ter who was still living with him as a virgin (Lev .

bullock for a sin of'ering, one ram for the burnt | 21 : 1-6 ) ; by signs of mourning (vers. 10-12; the

offering, the ram of consecration, a basket of un- wife, though not mentioned, is probably included

leavened bread, unleavened cakes kneaded in oil, in the phrase, “ his kin that is near unto him) ; " .

andthinner unleavened cakes sprinkled with oil. by marriage with a public prostitute, a “ profane ”

Those being consecrated (Exod. 29 :1 , sq.) they woman (a defloured maid), or a divorced woman;

luid their hands upon the head of the bullock , i . e . , any person of notoriously immoral life. Such

which was then slaughtered, and its blood sprin- marriage would be irreconcilable with the holi

kled upon the horns of the altar of burnt offering, ness of the priesthood (Lev. 21 : 7-9) ; buthe might

the rest being poured upon the ground at its base. marry a virgin (ver. 14) , or the widow of a priest

The fat of the viscera , caulof the liver, the two (Ezek . 44:22 ). Licentious conduct on the part of

kidneys with their fat, were consumed upon the any of their own daughter's was punished by the

altar ; while the skin, flesh , and dung were burned offenders being burned to death (Lev. 21:9 ). If they
without the camp. should happen, unwittingly or unavoidably, to have

The ram for the burntoffering was then brought, contracted Levitical uncleanness, they were re

and, after the hands of those being consecrated quired to abstain from the holy things until they

were laid upon its head, it was offered as in the had become legally purified (Lev. 22:2–7); and

case of other burnt offerings (see SACRIFICE). every transgression of the law of Levitical purity

Then came the offering of the ram of consecra. was regarded as a crime punishable by death

tion. The hands of the consecrated were laid (22 : 9 ).

upon its head, it was slaughtered by Moses, who Beforeentering the tabernacle the priests washed

sprinkled some of its blood upon the tip of the their hands and feet (Exod. 30 :17-21; 40:30–32);

right ear of Aaron and his sons, upon their right and during the time of their administration they

thumbs, and upon the great toe of their right were to drink no wine or strong drink (Lev. 10:9 ;

feet, the rest being sprinkled upon the altar. Ezek , 44:21 ) ; they were not to shave their heads.

Then he took the fat, the rump, the fat of the The priesthood ministering in the temple were

viscera, the caul of the liver, the two kidneys, arranged into “ ordinary ” priests and various

with their fat , the right shoulder of this ram of officials. Of the latter, besides the high priest

)
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were : The Sagan, or suffragan priest, who offici- (8:1, 2). Some “ ministered before their idols ”

ated for the high priest when he was incapacitated, in the very temple itself (Ezek. 44:12), and

and generally acted as his assistant, taking over allowed others, “ uncircumcised in heart and flesh ”

sight of the priests, whence he is called “ second to join them (v. 7) . They became sensual , covet

priest ” (2 Kings 25:18 ; Jer. 52:24 ) ; two Katho. ous, tyrannical, drunkards, and adulterous (Isa.

likin , chief treasurers and overseers ; seven Am- 28 :7, 8 ; 66 : 10–12), and their corruption was

marcalin, subordinate to the Katholikin, and who shared by the prophets (Jer. 5:31 ; Lam. 4:13 ;

had chief charge of the gates; and three Gizba. Zeph. 3:4 ).

rim , or undertreasurers. These fourteen officers, Although chastened by the captivity, many of

ranking in the order mentioned, formed the the priests repudiating their heathen wives (Ezra

standing “ council of the temple,” which regulated 10:18, 19) and taking part in the instruction of

everything connected with the affairs and serv . the people (Ezra 3 :2 ; Neh. 8 :9-13), the root evils

ices of the sanctuary . Next in rank were the soon reappeared. The work of the priesthood was

" heads of each course on duty for a week, and made the instrument of covetousness, every minis

then the “ heads of families ” of every course. terial act being performed for a consideration

After them followed fifteen overseers ; as over- (Mal. 1:10 ). They “ corrupted the covenant of

seer of gates, guards, lots, etc. Levi ” (2 : 8) and forgot the idea that the priest

(7 ) History. The priests, at first, probably was the messenger of the Lord ( 2:7). They lost

exercised their functions according to a definite their influence and became “ base and contempti
principle of alternation, but when in the course of ble before all the people ” (2 : 9 ) . • This, however,

time their numbers greatly increased, David is not to be understood as implying that the priests

divided them into twenty - four classes or orders, had now lost all their influence. Politically and

sixteen of them consisting of the descendants of socially they still occupied the foremost place
Eleazar and eight of the descendants of Ithamar, quite asmuch as ever they did ; and by virtue of

with a president to each class (2 Chron. 36:14 ; their political standing, in virtue of the powerful

Matt. 2 :4 ; Josephus, Ant., xx, 7, 8 , etc.). Each resources at their command,and, lastly and above
main division was divided into subdivisions, rang- all, virtue of their sacred prerogative . the

ing, according to the Talmud, from five to nine priests continued to have an extraordinary signifi.
for each main division. Each main division and cance for the life of the nation . "

subdivision was ruled by a head . The order in 4. Symbolical and Typical. The priestly

which the classes took their turn was determined prerogatives and qualifications had an undoubted

by lot a new one being appointed each week to symbolical and typical meaning, which ought to
conduct the services during that week , beginning be recognized but not carried to extremes. The

and ending on the Sabbath ( 2 Kings 11:9 ; 2 Chron. following brief summary is abridged from Keil,
23:4 ). These classes are named in 1 Chron. 24. (Arch., i, p 227, sq . ) :
In like manner the various duties were assigned (1) Symbolical. 1. SELECTION. In their be

by lot (Luke 1 :9), for which purpose there was a ing chosen to be Jehovah's peculiar possession, the
special præfectus sortium (director of lots) in the priests had no inheritance in Canaan, the Lord
temple According to rabbinical tradition four himself being their “ part and inheritance ” (Num .
courses returned from captivity, from which 18:20 ; Deut. 10 :9, etc. ) . Jehovah, as the Lord of
twenty -four courses were chosen by lot. the whole earth and owner of Canaan, not only

At the disruption of the kingdom , the priests supplied sufficient dwellings for them , but also

and Levites remained with the kingdom of Judah, assigned an adequate allowance in tithes , first
and there alone exercised their functions, occupy. fruits, etc. Thus as belonging to Jehovah and

ing themselves with mattersofjurisprudence, and provided for by him , they were taught to live by
instructing the people in the law ( 2 Chron. 17. faith and to regard their whole good as centering

7-9) King Jeboshaphat created a supremecourt in and coming from the Lord. They were also

in Jerusalem ( 17 : 7-9), composed of princes, left free to devote themselves exclusively to the

Levites, and priests ; and so long and so far as Lord's service , to the ministry of his word and

king and people remained loyal to the law of law, and to their sacred duties. Hits !!!
Moses, the priests were highly esteemed and exer- 2. HOLINESS. Being holy formed the indis.

cised a healthy influence upon the progress and pensable condition of approach to God, the Holy

development of the theocracy . ! Apostasy sank One Hence in the qualifications necessary for

the priests into immorality, a departure from God , the priestly office - bodily defect or infirmity being

and into idol -worship (Hos 6 : 9 ; Mic. 3:11 ; Zeph. regarded as the counterpart of spiritual defects

3 : 4 ; Jer. 6:31 ; 6:13 ; Ezek. 22.26 ; Mal . , ch . 2 ). and shortcomings -- the bodily perfection of the

The officiating priests occupied rooms inmediate . priests was not intended merely to bea reflection in

ly adjoining the temple, while subsequent to the their persons of the sacredness of their functions

exile several priestly families took up their resi. and ministry, and of the place where they offici.

dence in private houses in Jerusalem (Neh 11 : ated , but rather to symbolize the priest's spiritual
10, sq . ). jag ? Die blamelessness and sanctification of heart. For

A few might enter more deeply into the divine the same reason every Levitical defilement was to

life, and so receive, like Jeremiah , Zechariah, and be avoided, and home life and conjugal relations

Ezekiel , a special call to the office of a prophet; were to be such as would show consecration to

but others, doubtless, served Jehovah , with a God (Lev . 21 : 7 , sq . ).

divided allegiance, acting also as priests of the 3. CONSECRATION. This was the outward sign

higb places, sharing in the worship of Baal ( Jer. of sanctification. The washing of the body sym

2.8 ), of the sun and moon, and the host of heaven I bolized the purifying of the soul from the pollu
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tion of sin. This negative preparation was suc- sweet and refreshing juice, and large quantities of

ceeded by the positive impartment of the indis- delicious seeds, were meant to point to the divine

pensable requisites for the holy office, viz ., the law as a sweet and delicious spiritual food , invig.

dress and the anointing. orating the soul and refreshing the heart ( comp.

. 4 , DRESS. Four is the sacred number signify- Psa. 19 :8-11; 119 :24 , 43, 50, with Deut. 8: 3 ; Prov.

ing the kingdom of God ; and as the dress of the 9 : 8). Wearing the robe, to which this fringe was

ordinary priest consisted of four parts , and that attached , the high priest appeared as the deposi .

of the high priest of twice four, those who wore tory and organ of the word , and he could directly

it signified thereby that they were servants of approach Jehovah only wben clad in the robe of

that kingdom . God's word, as the organ of that divine testimony

Color . The predominating color of the dress on which covenant fellowship with the Lord was

was white, symbolical of glory and holiness (Dan. based.

12 : 6 , 7 ; 10:5 ; Ezek . 9 :3 ; 10 : 2 , 7 ; Matt. 28: 3 ; Ephod (shoulder -piece ) and breastplate. The

Rev. 7 : 9, etc. ) ; and the priests wearing gar- two parts of which the ephod consisted were called

ments of that color appeared in the light of holy shoulders. It was upon the shoulder that the

servants of God. burden of the office rested , upon it the insignia of

The breeches, intended to conceal the “flesh of office was worn (Isa. 22:22). The principal func

nakedness," the parts having to do with secre- tion of the high priest was to appear before God

tions, symbolized the native side of holiness. as the reconciling mediator on behalf of the peo

The coat, enveloping the whole body, woven in ple ; and to show that this duty devolved upon

one piece without a seam and forming the princi- him , he wore upon the shouldersof the ephod the

pal article of dress, indicated spiritual integrity, names of the twelve tribes engraven upon two onyx

the blamelessness and righteousness in which the stones. • . The breastplate, with the names of

idea of blessedness and life is realized, while the the twelve tribes engraven on precious stones,

four-cornered form of the cloth of which the coat with the Urim and Thummim in its pocket, was

was made was for a sign that the one wearing it the breastplate of judgment. By this the high

belonged to the kingdom of God. priest was distinguished as the judicial represent

Cap. This resembled in shape the calyx of a ative of Israel, bearing the people upon his heart,

flower, and pointed to the blooming character, i . e. , not merely to keep them in mind , but being,

i. e . , the fresh vigorous life of him who wore it . as it were, blended together with them by a living

Hence the priest was forbidden to remove this sympathy, to intercede with them before Jehovah.

headdress, but was to tie it on , lest it should fall In the Urim and THUMMIM (q . v .) the high priest

off by accident; for, as the cap represented a had a medium through which God would com .

flower, its falling off would have a significant re- municate to him , in every case in which the congre.

semblance to the falling of a flower (1 Pet. 1:24 ; gation needed divine light in order to know how

James 1:10 ; Psa. 103 : 15 ; Isa . 40: 6-8 ) . (1 ) to act, such a measure of illumination as would

Girdle. The girdle put on by an oriental when enable him to maintain or reestablish the rights

about to do anything in the shape of active work, of Israel when they were disputed or infringed

was the priestly sign of service,and typical of the (Num. 27:21 ). los

towel-girded Christ, who in washing the feet of Headdress. Its significance was not so inuch in
the disciples proved that he “ came not to be min . its being a turban instead of the cap of the or .

istered unto but to minister ” (Mark 10:45). Con. dinary priests, as in the diadem with its descrip

sequently it was of the same colors and wrought tion. The meaning of this diadem lies in its being

in the same style as the veils of the sanctuary, in designated a crown (Exod. 29 :6 ; 30:30 ; Lev. 8:9 ;

order to show that the wearer was an office bearer also the “ king's crown," 2 Sam. 1:10 ; 2 Kings

and administrator in the kingdom of God. 11:12), indicating that its wearer was the crowned

15. Higu Priest. In addition to the above the one among his brethren ,the supreme spiritual

high priest had a special dress consisting of four head of the priesthood . This was a holy crown

articles. The number twice four was itself an bearing the inscription, “ Holiness to Jehovah,"

indication that he was the priest of priests, the i . e. , holy to the Lord. He who was thus crowned

highest priest of all . The twofold duty of the was consecrated to Jehovah ( Psa. 106 : 16) and was

priest to approach in a propitiatory attitude, and required to wear the badge of his boliness upon

to teach the law , was indicated by the dress of his forehead. The high priest, in virtue of the

the high priest . Being on holiness to the Lord conferred upon him, was to

Ć Upper robe. Woven of blue yarn and in one have the power to bear or take upon himself, and

piece, this article indicated entireness of spiritual so put away the sin that adhered to the people's

integrity ; blue pointing to the heavenly origin and gifts in consequence of their impurity, iu order

character of the office. As every Israelite was to that these gifts might become acceptable to God,

wear tassels of blue on the hem of his robe, to and they in turn enjoy his favor (Exod. 28:38 ).

remind him of the law (Num . 15:38 , sq . ) , we may Anointing. Being anointed with oil was sym .

infer that in the fringe of pomegranates and little bolical of being endued with the Spirit of God

bells there also lay some reference to the word (comp. 1 Sam . 10 : 1 , 2 ; 16:13, sq. ; Isa . 61) ; for the

and testimony of God; and that the tinkling of oil with its power of giving light, and of awaken

the bells were to be heard by the high priest to ing and raising the animal spirits, furnished a

remind him that his calling was to be the repre. significant symbol of the Spirit of God as the prin.

sentative, guardian , and promulgator of God's ciple of spirituallight and life.
commandments. ( 2) Typical. “ All the requirements necessary

The pomegranates, with their agreeable odor, I to qualify for the office of the priest had a typical
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meaning in the fact that they were insufficient gold were attached, at the other ends of which

duly to sanctify the priests and to constitute them chains were fastened for the purpose of fastening

mediators between the holy God and the sinful them to the ephod on the shoulders. To the two

people. Freedom from outward defect, cleansing lower rings , again, blue cords(laces) were attached ,

of the body, investing with the official robes, nor the other ends of which were tied to rings that,

the anointing with oil , could be said to purify the for this purpose, were fastened to the bottom of

inward nature, but only served to represent a state the front part of the ephod immediately above the

of outward purity, without, however, truly and girdle. In this way the breastplate was securely

permanently producing even this. Consequently, bound to the ephod, and, at the same time, to the

the Levitical priests were required to repeat the breast, both above and below, so that, held as it

washing of hands and feet every day before en- was by the chains and cords running obliquelyin

tering upon service at the altar or going into the opposite directions, it could not possibly get dis

holy place. On the Day of Atonement the high placed (Exod. 28.13–28 ; 39 : 8–21).

priest had to offer a sin offering for himself and Into the breastplate were put the Urim and

the rest of the priests before he could perform Thummim (Heb. 0990? 09798, 00 -reem ' ve toom

similar service for the congregation, and make
atonement for them before God. If, therefore, a meem '), in order that it might be upon Aaron's

priest who was holy, blameless, undefiled , and heart when he went in before the Lord (Exod.

separate from sinners was alone qualified to rep. 28:30 ). Even such early writers as Josephus,

resent sinners before od, and make atonement Philo, and the Rabbins, are unable to furnishany

for them, and if the priests of the Old Testament precise information as to what the Urim and

did not really possess these attributes, but could Thummim really were. The only Scripture ac.

only be said to be invested with them in a sym- from which itseems very evident that they werecount given of them is in Exod. 28:30 ; Lev. 8 : 8 ,

bolical form in virtue of certain divine prescrip
tions and promises, it followed that the various something of a material nature, which being put

regulationsas to the qualification of the priests into the breastplate after the latter had been pre

for the exercise of the functions intrusted to them pared and put on , formed the medium through

could have been designed merely as a divine ar- which the high priest was enabled to ascertain the

rangement whereby to foreshadow the nature and will of Jehovah in regard to any important matter

character of Him who was to be the true priest affecting the theocracy (Num . 27:21). That the

and high priest. Accordingly they must have been Urim and Thummim were placed in the pocket is

intended to prepare the way for the realization of made specially clear from Lev. 8 : 8 , where, in the

the insufficiency of the Levitical priesthood for course of dressing himself, Aaron puts on the

adequately representing the sinful people before breastplate, and then puts the Urim and Thum .

the holy God, and typically to point to the future mim inside of it, showing that the things thus put

appearing of the perfect Mediator, who woud re- into the breastplate must be materially distinct

deem the peopleof Israel from all sin , invest them from it . What they really were cannot now be

with true sanctification , andmake them a genuine determined with anything like certainty ; nor is it

kingdom of priests ” (Keil, Arch ., ii , p . 240).
known how they were consulted .

PRIEST, THE HIGH (Heb. 1.737, hak-ko
( 2) The ephod (Heb. TIPN, ay- fode') was woven

hane', the priest) . The high priest formed the of blue,purple, scarlet, and fine linen yarn , em

culminating pointin the Israelitish hierarchy. The broidered with figures of gold . It consisted of

first to fill this high position was Aaron, who was
two pieces , the one covering the back , the other

succeeded by his eldest (surviving) son , Eleazar.
the breast and upper part of the body. The two

1. Selection. The high priest was required parts were fastened together on the top of each
to satisfy all the necessary conditions of admission shoulder by a golden clasp or fastening, an onyx

to the sacred office. See PriestHOOD, HEBREW , 3,1. set in gold, with thenames of six tribes on each

2.Support. The source of the high priest's stone. Upon this ephod the breastplate was fns

support was the same as that of the other priests;
tened (Exod . 28 : 6–12 ; 39 :2–7) .

his proportion probably varying according to cir- withoutany seam. It was worn immediately under
The robe of the ephod was of blue color, woven

cumstances (see p. 893).

3. Dress. As befitted the superior dignity of the ephod and was longer than it, reaching a little
his office, the high priest wore, in addition to the below the knees, so that the priest's coat could be

ordinary priest's attire ( viz ., the coat,breeches, seen under it
. The blue robe had no sleeves , but

girdle, cap), an official dress entirely peculiar to only slits in the sides for the arms to come

himself, consisting of four parts :
through. It had a hole for the head to pass

(1 ) The breastplate (Heb.Ton,kho?-shen), called to prevent its being rent. The skirt of thisrobe
through, with a border round it of woven work ,

also “ the breastplate of judgment ” (Exod . 28:15 ; had a remarkable trimming of pomegranates in

29:30 ), asquare piece of cloth made of the same blue, red, and crimson, with a bell of gold between
material , and wrought in the same fashion as the each pomegranate alternately .

ephod (see below ) . It was doubled so as to form
(3 ) The girdle (Heb . Sum, khay'-sheb, a bell)

a pocket.one span broad . Upon this breastplate

were twelve precious stones set in gold, and ar
was of the same material and manufacture as the

ranged in four rows, while on the stones were
ephod, and was used to bind the ephod firmly to

engraved the names of the twelve tribes of Israel. the body (Exod . 28 : 8).

At each of the four corners was a ring of gold. : (4) The miter (Heb. O , mits -nel ' - feth,

Bythe two upper rings small chains of wreathed I wound round ) was a kind of turban which, accord .

>
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ing to Josephus and Philo, consisted of an ordi- ( 2) There were two bigh priests in the reign of

nary priest's cap with a turban of dark-blue color David, apparently of nearly equal authority, viz .,

over it. On the front of this latter was a diadem Zadok and Abiathar ( 1 Chron . 16:11 ; 2 Sam . 8:

of pure gold (i. e., a thin gold plate) on which was 17 ; 15:24, 35 ). It is not unlikely that after the

engraved, “ Holy to Jehovah," and fastened with death of Ahimelech and the secession of Abiatbar
a dark-blue cord (Exod. 28 : 36–38 ; 39:30, sq . ) . to David, Saul may have made Zadok priest, and

4. Duties. The functions peculiar to the high that David may have avoided the difficulty of de.

priest consisted partly in presenting the sin offer. ciding between the claims of his faithful friend

ing for himself (Lev. 4:3 , sq.) and the congrega- Abiathar and his new and important ally Zadok

tion ( v. 13 , sq .), as occasion required, and the by appointing them to a joint priesthood : the first

atoning sacrifice and the burnt offering on the place, with the ephod and Urim and Thummim,

great Day of Atonement (Lev.,ch.16). He also con- remaining with Abiathar, who was in actual pos.

sulted the Lord by means of the Urim and Thum. session of them. It appears that Abiathar bad

mim , in regard to important matters affecting the special charge of the ark and the services con.

theocracy, and informing the people thereon (Num . nected therewith, which agrees exactly with the

27:21 ; 1 Sam. 30 :7, sq .). The high priest had the possession of the ephod by Abiathar and his pre.

supervision of the rest of the priests and of the vious position with David before he became king.

entire worship , and was at liberty to exercise all Abiathar, however, forfeited bis place by taking

the other sacerdotal functions as well. According part with Adonijah against Solomon, and Zadok

to Josephus (Wars, v, 5 , 7 ) , he officiated, as a rule, was made liigh priest in his place.

every Sabbath , and on new moons or other festivals The first considerable difficulty that meets ue

in the course of the year. In addition to his in the historical survey of the high priests of the

strictly religious duties, “ the high priest was the second group is to ascertain who was high priest

supreme civil head of the people, the supreme at the dedication of Solomon's temple. Josephus

head of the state, in so far, that is, as the state says ( Ant., x, 8 , 6) that Zadok was, and the Seder

was not under the sway of foreign rulers. In the Olam makes him , the high priest in the reign of

days of national independence the hereditary As- Solomon ; but 1 Kings 4 :2 distinctly asserts that

monwan high priests were priests and kings at Azariah, grandson of Zadok, was priest under

one and the same time ; while, at a later period Solomon, and 1 Chron . 6:10 tells us of an Azariah,

again , the high priests were-at least the presi- grandson of the former, “He it is that executed

dents of the Sanhedrin, and even in all political the priest's office in the temple that Solomon built

matters — the supreme representatives of the peo- in Jerusalem ,” as if meaning at its first comple.

plein their relations withthe Romans. ” tion . We can hardly be wrong in saying that

5. Consecration. This has already been Azariah , the son of Ahimaaz, was the first high

treated of in article PRIESTHOOD, HEBREW , 3 (5). priest of Solomon's temple.

6. Regulations. The regulations were still Smith thus presents the matter : “ In construct.

more stringent in the case of the high priest than ing the list of the succession of priests of this

of the ordinary priests. He was not allowed to group our method must be to compare the genea.

marry even a widow, but only a virgin of his own logical list in 1 Chron. 6: 8-15 (A. V.) with the

people; he was forbidden to approach a corpse or notices of high priests in the sacred bistory and

take part in funeral obsequies, the prohibition be- with the list given by Josephus. Now, as regards

ing absolute, while exceptions were made in the the genealogy, it is seen at once that there is

case of other priests ; he was not to go out of the something defective; for, whereas from David to

sanctuary to give way to his grief, nor to “ pro. Jeconiah there are twenty kings, from Zadok to

fane thesanctuary of his God ," i. e. , byanydefile- Jehozadak there are but thirteen priests. Then,

ment of his person which he could and ought to again, while the pedigree in its six first genera.

avoid ; nor to contract a marriage not in keeping tions from Zadok, inclusive, exactly suits the his

with the holiness of his rank (Lev. 21 : 10–15). tory, yet is there a great gap in the middle ; for

7. History. In history the high priests natu- between Amariah, thehigh priest of Jehoshaphat's

rally arrange themselves into three groups : reign, and Shallum , the father of Hilkiah,the high

( 1) On the death of Aaron the office of high priest in Josiah's reign -- an interval of about two

priest passed to his eldest son, Eleazar (Num . 20: hundred and forty years — there are but two names,

28, sq .) , and , according to divine promise (25 : Abitub and Zadok, and those liable to the utmost

13) was vested in his descendants from Phineas suspicion from their reproducing the same se.

downward (Judg. 20:28). Then, for reasons un- quence which occurs in the earliest part of the

known, it passed in the person of Eli into the line same genealogy - Amariah, Ahitub, Zadok . Be.

of Ithamar, in which it continued till the deposi- sides they are not mentioned by Josephus, at least

tion of Abiathar by Solomon , who, in appointing not under the same names. This part, therefore,

Zadok to the office, restored it once more to the of the pedigree is useless for our purpose. But

exclusive possession of the house of Eleazar the historical books supply us with four or five

( 1 Kings 2:26 , sq . ; 35). In the group of high names for this interval, viz., Jehoiada, Zechariah,

priests before David seven are named in Scrip. Azariah , Urijah, and Azariah in the reign of Hez

ture, viz.: Aaron, Elenzar, Phineas, Eli , Ahitub ekiah. If, in the genealogy of 1 Chron. 6 ,Azariah

(1 Chron. 9:11 ; Neh. 11:11; 1 Sam . 14 :3), Ahiah ; and Hilkiah have been accidentally transposed, as

while Josephus asserts that the father of Bukki it is not impossible, then the Azariah who was

-whom he calls Joseph , Ablezer, i . e . , Abishua, high priest in Hezekiah's reign would be the

was the last high priest of Phineas's line before Azariah of 1 Chron. 6:13, 14. Putting the addi
Zadok. tional historical names at four, and deducting the
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two suspicious names from the genealogy, we have different officials so designated are given in 1 Kings

fifteen . high priests indicated in Scripture as con- 4 : 1-6.

temporary with the twenty kings, with room, how- 3. The “ princes ” mentioned in Dan. 6 : 1 (see

ever, for one or two more in the history. The Esth . 1 :1) were the predecessors of the satraps of

high priests of this series ended with Seraiah, Darius Hystaspes.

who was taken prisoner by Nebuzar -adan and PRINCIPALITIES (Gr. ápxí,ar-khay',first,

slain at Riblah by Nebuchadnezzar (2. Kings and so rule, magistracy), used by Paul of angele

25:18).” and demons who were invested with power (Rom .
(3 ) An interval of about fifty-two years elapsed 8:38 ; 1 Cor. 15:24 ; Eph. 1:21 ; 3:10; 6:12 ; Col.

between the high priests of the second and third 1:16 ; 2:10, 15 ; Tit. 3 : 1 ) .

group, during which there was neither temple,

altar, ark, nor priest. Jehozadak (or Josedech, PRINCIPLES, the elements, rudiments of

Hag 1:1, 14 , etc. ), who should have succeeded any, art, science, or discipline (Gr. otolXelov, stoy

Seraiah, lived and died a captive at Babylon. The khi'-on , Heb. 5:12). In Heb. 6:1 (Gr. ápxń,ar

pontifical office revived in his son , JesuuA (q.v .), khay') the meaning of the passage is equivalentto

And he standsat thehead of this series, honorably the instruction concerning Christ, such as it was
the fundamentalsof the doctrine of Christ, i . e. ,i

distinguished for his zealous cooperation with

Zerubbabel in rebuilding the temple and restoring
at the very outset.

the dilapidated commonwealth of Israel. His suc PRINT. 1. (Heb. 1777, khaw-kavi', to carve,

cessors, so far as given in the Old Testament, delineate), used in the expression , “ Thou settest a

were Joiakim , Eliashib, Joiada, Johanan, and Jad print upon the heels of my feet ” (Job 13:27) , and

dua. Jaddua was high priest in the time of variously understood. Perhaps this is most cor.

Alexander the Great. Jaddua was succeeded by rect : • Thou makest to thyself furrows (or also

Onias I, his son, and he again by Simon the Just, lines) round the soles of my feet, so that they can

the last of the men of the great synagogue . Upon not move beyond the narrow boundaries marked

Simon's death, his son Onias being under age, out by thee ” ( Delitzsch , Com ., in loc.).

Eleazar, Simon's brother, succeeded him . The 2. (Gr. Tútos, too ’-pos, a mark ), a figure formed

high-priesthood of Eleazar is memorable as being by a blow, a scar ( John 20:25 ). See Mark.

that under which the LXX version of the Scrip
PRINTED ( Job 19:23), i . e. , recorded in a book.

tures was made at Alexandria .
See WRITING.

After the high -priesthood had been brought to

the lowest degradation by the apostasy and crimes
PRIS'CA (2 Tim . 4:19). See PRISCILLA .

of the last Onias or Menelaus, and after a vacancy PRISCIL'LA (Gr. Ipiokidha, pris'-kil-lah,

of seven years had followed the brief pontificate diminutive form Lat. Prisca, ancient), the wife of
of Alcimus, his no less infamous successor, a new AQUILA (9. v. ) , in connection with whom she is

and glorious succession of high priests arose in always mentioned (Acts 18 : 2 , 18 , 26 ; Rom . 16 : 3 ;

the Asmonæan family. This family were ofthe 1 Cor. 16:19 ) . She seems to have been in full

course of Joiarib (1 Chron. 24 :7), whose return accord with her husband in sustaining the “ Church

from captivity is recorded i Chron. 9:10 ; Neh.in their house ” (1 Cor. 16:19 ) , in helping the

11:10, and lasted from B. C. 153 till the family apostle Paul (Acts 18:18), and in the theological
was destroyed by Herod the Great. Aristobulus, teaching of Apollos ( v. 26 ).

the last high priest of his line, was murdered by PRISON , the rendering of several Hebrew and

order of Herod, his brother-in -law, B. C. 35. Greek words: In Egypt it is plain both that special

“There were no fewer than twenty -eight high places were used as prisons, and that they were

priests from the reign of Herod to the destruction under the custody of a military officer (Gen. 40: 3 ;

of the temple by Titus, a period of one hundred 42:17) . During the wandering in the desert we

and seven years. The New Testament introduces read on two occasions of confinement “ in ward ”

us to some of these later and oft-changing high ( Lev . 24:12 ; Num . 15:34 ) ; but as imprisonment

priests, viz., Annas, Caiaphas, and Ananias. The was not directed by the law, so we hear of none

ophilus , the son of Ananus, was the high priest till the time of the kings, when the prison appears

from whom Saul received letters to the synagogue as an appendage to thepalace, or a special part
at Damascus (Acts 9: 1 , 14) . Phannias, the last of it (1 Kings22:27). Later still it is distinctly

high priest, was appointed by lot by the Zealots described as being in the king's house (Jer. 32: 2;

from the course of priests called by Josephus 37:21 ; Neh .3:25 ). This was the case also at Baby

Eniachim (probably a corrupt reading for Jachim " ) lon (2 Kings 25:27). But private houses were some.

( Smith, Dict., s. v. See Jahn, Arch.; Keil , Arch .; times used as places of confinement ( Jer. 37:15 ) .

Schurer, Jewish People in Time of Jesus Christ, Public prisons other than these , though in use by

div. ii, v, i ) . For SYMBOLISM, see p . 895 . the Canaanitish nations ( Judg. 16:21 , 25), were

PRINCE, PRINCESS, the rendering of a unknown in Judea previous to the captivity.
large number of Hebrew and Greek words : Under the Herods we hear again of royal prisons

1. The fathers, who by right of birth stood attached to the palace, or in royal fortresses (Luke

at the head of tribes and portions of tribes, were 3:20 ; Acts 12 :4 , 10). By the Romans Antonia

called princes (Exod. 34:31 ; 35:27 , A. V. “ rulers ") was used as a prison at Jerusalem ( Acts 23:10),

or princes of Israel (Num . 1:44 ; 7:42 , etc. ), and as and at Cæsarea the pretorium of Herod (ver ., 35) .

representing the people, princes of thecongregation The most ancient prisons were simply water cis .

(Num. 4:34 ; 31:13 , etc. ). terns, out of which, since the sides came nearly

2. “ Princes of provinces " ( 1 Kings 20:14 ), who together above, one could not easily escape un

were probably local governors or magistrates . The l aided (Gen. 37:20 , 22) . See PUNISHMENT.

(
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Figurative. Prison is used as a symbol of | (Jer. 34 :8 , 9 ; Jonah 3 :5–7 ; comp. Dan . 3 :4 ; 5:29,

deep affliction (Psa. 142 : 7), of hell (Rev. 20: 7), 4. V. “ herald " ).

bondage to sin and Satan (Isa. 42 : 7 ; 49 : 9 ; 61 : 1 ).
PROFANE (Hebrew from 557, khaw -lal', to

PRISONER . See PUNISHMENT.

open , give access to : Gr. Beßraów, beb'ay -lo '-o, to
PRIVILY, TO PUT AWAY (Matt. 1:19). desecrate). To profane is to make common ,to defile,

See Divorce, GLOSSARY. since holy things were not open to the people , e.ge

PRIVY. See GLOSSARY. a sanctuary (Lev. 19 :8 ; 21: 9), the Sabbath (Exod.

PRIZE (Gr. Bpaßeiov, brab- i'-on, award ), a re- 31:14 ), the name of God (Exod. 19:22 ;.Mal. 1:12),

ward bestowed on victors (1 Cor. 9:24 ; Phil. 3:14) a father's bed by incest (Gen. 49:4 ). Esau, by
in the public games (q. v.) of the Greeks. despising his birthright, was called a "profane

PROBATION,a term not used in the Scrip- person ” (Heb.12:16). In Jer. 23:11 it is said,
“ both prophet and priest are profane ” (Heb. 9777,

tures, but commonly employed in works upon
ethics and theology as expressing a doctrine of khaw -nafe', soiled), a term implying the strongest
the Scriptures, viz., that man in this life is in a opposite of holiness.

state of moral trial and testing. PROGNOSTICATOR. See MAGIC.

This fact appears in the condition of man as PROLONG. See GLOSSARY.

originally constituted . Our first parents were
PROMISE (Hebrew some form of 172$, aw

placed under law, and the penalty of disobedience
was made known to them . They were also ex- mar', to say ,or 737, daw -bar ', to speak ; Gr. ĖTayye:

posed to temptation. After the fall we find,as a aía, ep -ang -el-ee '-ah, announcement), a solemn as
prominent feature of the Old Testament dispensa- severation , by which one pledges his veracity that

tion , the idea of a covenant between God and he will perform , or cause to be performed, that

The underlying truth is that of probation . which he mentions (1 Kings 8:56 ; 2 Chron . 1 : 9 ;

In the Christian Dispensation the covenant as- Psa. 77 :8 ; 105:42). Promises differ from the com

sumes a new form — that of grace. Probation did mands of God, the former being significations of

not cease, but its condition changed (seeRom.6: 14). the divine will concerning a duty to be performed,

Probation now has the distinguishing character of while the latter relate to mercies to be received

grace . While divine law has by no means ceased Some promises are predictions, as the promise of

to assert its claim , there is mingled with the ad- the Messiah and the blessings of the Gospel (Rom.

ministration of the divine government the great 4:13, 14 ; Gal. 3 :14–29). Hence the Hebrews were

reality of redemptive mercy (see Tit. 3 : 4 . Rev. called the “ children of the promise ” (Rom . 9:8),

13 : 8 ; 17:14) . as all true believers in Christ are called " chil.

The laws by which men collectively and indi- dren ” and “ heirs of the promise " (Gal . 4:28 ; Heb.

vidually have their destinies determined are ad- 6:12, 17) . “There are four classes of promises

ininistered by the divine Mediator and Saviour mentioned in Scripture : ( 1 ) Relating to the Mes.

of the world. And yet probation bears an ex- siah ; (2) relating to the Church ; (3) of blessings,

ceedingly solemn character (see ſal, 6 :7 ; Rev. temporal and spiritual, to the pious; ( 4) promises
17 : 1 ). encouraging the exercise of the several graces and

Calvinism denies that man is at present in a duties that compose the Christian character. "

state of probation, the race having passed the pro- PROPER. See GLOSSARY.

bationary state in Adam. Accordingly, Christians, PROPERTY. See Law of Moses, 1 (2).
truly elect persons, are certain to persevere in

their fidelity to Christ, and in preserving their PROPHECY. See PROPHET.

saving relation to him . But it must be exceed. PROPHESY, PROPHET. See GLOSSARY.

ingly difficult to see how this view can be recon

ciled with the solemn warnings and exhortations communicate God's will to his people, and to dis
PROPHET, one who is divinely inspired to

of Scripture to actual believers (see ELECTION; close the future to them.

FINAL PERSEVERANCE; JUDGMENT, FINAL ). For

the doctrineof future probation, see INTERMEDIATE
1. Names. The general Hebrew word for

STATE (see Pope, Comp. Christ. Theol.; Wuttke, prophetis naw -bee' (Heb. 1977 ), from the verb nar

Christ. Ethics, vol . ii , p. 45, sq.; Butler, Analogy) .- baw' (Heb. X7 , to bubble forth). The primary idea

E. McC. of a prophet, therefore, is a weller -forth — one who

PROCH’ORUS(Gr. IIpóxopos,prokh'-or-os,be- utters a communication. In its passive form it

fore the dance),the third on the list of deacons fol- has been taken to mean one who is divinely in.

lowing Stephen and Philip (Acts 6 : 5), A. D. 33 (30). spired ; but the great majority of biblical critics

This is the only mention of him made in the New prefer the active sense of announcing, pouring
Testament. There is a tradition that he was con forth the declarations of God . The passive is de

secrated bishop of Nicomedia by St. Peter. scriptive of the prophet; the active of his office .

PROCLAMATION , the rendering of several Two other Hebrew words are used to designate

Hebrew words, denoting to call, cryaloud, etc., the prophet, ro-eh' ( t) andkho-zeh " ( ),

to express the publishing of the edict of a both meaning one who sees, and rendered in the

governing power in a formal manner . The A. V. by “ seer .' The three words occur in

laws of Moses, as well as the temporary edicts of 1 Chron. 29:29, where they seem to be contrasted

Joshua, were communicated to thepeople by means with each other : “ Now the acts of David the

of the genealogists , or “officers ” (A.V.), but those king, first and last,behold , they are written in the

of the kings were proclaimed publicly by criers | book of Samuel the seer (ro-eh '), and in the book of

"

(

>
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Nathan the prophet (naw -bee'), and in the book of The people were no longer affected by the acted

Gad the seer ” (kho -zeh ). Ro -eh'occurs twelve times lessons of the ceremonial service. They required

( 1 Sam. 9:11 , 18, 19 ; 2 Sam . 15:27 ; 1 Chron. 9 : less enigmatic warnings and exhortations. Under

22 ; 26:28 ; 29:29 ; 2 Chron . 16 :7, 10 ; Isa. 30:10) , these circumstances a new moral power was

and in seven of these it is applied to Samuel. evoked—the prophetic order. Samuel, himself a

It was superseded in general use by the word naw . Levite, of the family of Kohath ( 1 Chron . 6:28)

bee', by which Samuel was designated as well as and almost certainly a priest, was the instrument

by ro-eh ' ( 1 Sam. 3:20 ; 2 Chron . 35:18) , and which used at once for effecting a reform in the sacer.

seems tohave been revived after a period of dotal order (9:22 ), and for giving to the prophets

disuse ( 1 Sam. 10 : 5 , 10, 11 , 12 ; 19:20, 24). Khaw- a position of importance which they had never be

zone' (Heb. 71717) is the word constantly used for fore held . Nevertheless, it is not to be supposed

the prophetical vision, and is found in Samuel, thatSamuel created the prophetic order as a new
The germs both of theChronicles, Psalms, Proverbs, and in most of the thing. before unknown.

prophets. Whether there is anydifference in the prophetic and of the regal order are found in the

usage of these words, and, if any, what that dif- law as given tothe Israelites by Moses (Deut. 13:

ference is, has been much debated .” On thewhole, 1 ; 18:20 ; 17:18),but they werenot yet developed,

bythe three words. Sometimes the prophets are his work ofrestoration permanent aswell as

it would seem that thesame persons aredesignated because there was not yet the demand for them .

(1 ) Schools. Samuel took measures to make

called tso -fee -eem ' (Heb. Dopis, watchmen, Jer. effective for the moment. For this purpose he

6:17 ; Ezek. 3:17 ; 33 : 2,6,7) ; sho-mare' ( Heb.77910, instituted companies,or colleges ofprophets. One

or mau, a watchman, Isa. 21:11 ; 62 : 6) ; ro -ee' we find in his lifetime at Ramah (1 Sam . 19:19,

(Heb. 1717,pastoral),a shepherd (Zech.11:5 ; 11:16 ). Jericho (2:5), Gilgal (4:38), and elsewhere (6:1).
20 ) ; others afterward at Beth-el (2 Kings 2: 3 ) ,

The word is uniformly translated in the LXX by Their constitution and objectwere similar to those

Ti popírons ( prof-ay'-tace ), and in the A. V. by of theological colleges . Into them were gathered

prophet.” In classical Greek apophins signifies promising students, and here they were trained

one who speaks for another, especially one who |for the office which they were afterward destined

speaks for a god and so interprets his will to man. to fulfill. So successful were these institutions

Hence its essential meaning is " an interpreter," that from the time of Samuel to the closing of the

The use of the word apophins in its modern sense canon of the Old Testament there seems never to

is postclassical, and is derived from the LXX. have been wanting a due supply of men to keep

From the medieval use of the word " poprteia up the line of official prophets. Their chief sub

( prof-ay- ti'-ah, prophecy) passed into the English | ject of study was, no doubt, the law and its inter

language in thesense of prediction, and thissense pretation ; oral, as distinct from symbolical, teach

it has retained as its popular meaning. The larger ing being henceforward tacitly transferred from

sense of interpretation has not, however, been lost, the priestly to the prophetical order. Subsidiary

In fact the English word prophet, like the word subjects of instruction were music and sacred

inspiration, has always been used in a larger and poetry, both of which had been connected with
in a closer sense.

prophecy from the time of Moses (Exod. 15:20)
2. The Prophetical Order. The propheti- and the judges (Judg. 4 :4 ; 5 : 1 ).

cal institution was not a temporary expedient, but ( 2 ) Manner of Life. The mode of life led by

provision was made for it in the law . That the the prophets seems to have been subject to no

İsraelites might not consult with false prophets, uniform and rigid law , but, doubtless, changing

such as diviners, observers of times, enchanters, according to circumstances. It must not be taken

etc., Moses promised (Deut. 18 : 9 , 15 ), “ The Lord for granted that there was any peculiar dress adopt

thy God shall raise up unto thee a prophet from ed by them because of the instances of Elijah

the midst of thee, of thy brethren, like unto me ; and John the Baptist wenring a hairy garment.

unto him shall ye hearken ,” etc. (comp. vers. Nor from their manner of living are we to con

16–22). While this passage evidently refers to clude that all adopted an ascetic mode of life.

the Messiah, it does not exclude its reference to a Sometimes, perhaps as an example, or because of

succession of prophets, between Moses and Christ, persecution, they lived in poverty (1 Kings 14:3 ;

running parallel with the kingdom of Israel. The 2 Kings 4 : 1 , 38 , 42 ; 6 : 5). It is probable that

Scriptures do not represent an unbroken series of the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews ( 11:37,

propbets , each inducted into office by his prede- 38) alludes to the sufferings and privation of the

cessor, being silent on this point save in the cases prophets, a vivid description of which is given in

of Joshua and Elisha, who were respectively in the accounts of Elijah, Elisha, and Jeremiah (ch .

ducted into office by Moses and Elijah. The 20). Their persecution and consequent suffering

prophets are described as deriving their propheti. did not arise from opposition to them as a distinct

cal office immediately from God, and not to have class, leading an unsociable, ascetic mode of life,

attached much importance to a series of incum- but from opposition to their faithful ministry .

bents, each receiving his commission from another, 3. Prophetic Function , " The prophets had

or from others.
a practical office to discharge. It was part of

From the days of Joshua to Eli " there was no their commission to show the people of God their

open vision ” ( 1 Sam. 3 :1), as during the time of transgressions and the house of Jacob their sins '

the judges the priesthood, who were originally the (Isa. 68: 1 ; Ezek. 22 : 2 ; 43:10 ; Mic. 3 :8). They

instrument through which Israel was taught and were, therefore, pastors and ministerial monitors

governed in spiritual things, had sadly degenerated . of the people of God. It was their duty to ad.
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monish and reprove, to denounce prevailing sins, The prophets teach respecting man that he was

to threaten the people with the terrors of divine created by God (Mal. 2:10), has a common origin

judgment, and to call them to repentance. They (ib. ) , has the power of reason (Ezek . 12:2 ; Isa. 1:

also brought the message of consolation and par. 18), a capacity forholiness (ib. ), for knowledge

don (Isa . 40: 1 , 2) . They were the watchmen set and progress (2:3-5 ); he is ruined and cannot

upon the walls of Zion to blow the trumpet, and save himself (Hos. 13 :9 ; Jer. 2:22 ; 13:23) ; he is

give timely warning of approaching danger (Ezek. a subject of God's moral government, and owes

3:17 ; 33 :7 , 8 , 9 ; Jer. 6:17 ; Isa. 62 : 6). Their entire obedience to his law (Dan. 4:34, 35 ; Ezek.

function differed from that of the priests, the 18 : 4 , 5, 9 ; Isa . 1:19, 20 ; 23:11-16 ); worship and

latter approaching God in behalf of men by means homage must be rendered by him to God ( Isa. 60:

of sacrifice, the former coming to men as ambas- 6 , 7 ; Mal. 1:11 ; 3:10). All duties arising out of

sadors from God, beseeching them to turn from human relations are also clearly stated and en

their evil ways and live. The prophets do not forced. The prophets, moreover, inculcate, with

seem to have had any official relation to the gov. remarkable clearness and decision, the doctrines

ernment, exerting an influence upon rulers and of faith and repentance (Isa. 26 : 3 , 4 ; 55 : 7 ; Ezek .

state affairs, not as officers of the state , but as 14: 6 ; 18:30 ; 36:31).

special messengers from God . Nor must it be “ By the sphere of prophecy are meant the

inferred that the prophetic and priestly classes parties to whom it was given and the objects

were antagonistic. There were times when the which it more immediately contemplated. Its

priesthood settled down to formality and routine , proper sphere, especially in its stricter sense of con

or exercised their office for gain . At such time taining preintimations of good things to come,isthe

the prophetic voice was raised in scathing re- Church. It is for the benefit of the Church ; it is

bukes, whose terms almost lead one to conclude the revelation to it of the Lord's secret in regard

that in the prophetical estimation the whole to the future movements of his providence, which

priestly order, and all the ceremonies over which belongs peculiarly to them that fear him (Psa. 20:

they presided, were in the essence wrong. Yet 14) . It is only in an incidental and remote man
eren in the midst of such rebukes there is a tone ner intended to bear upon those without. "

of respect for the law, and a recognition of the Prophecy is not intended to open the future to

sacred function of the priest. So, also, when we idle curiosity, but for the higher purpose of fur

come to any crisis in the history in which a posi- nishing light to those whose faith needsconfirming.

tive advance is made, we perceive that it is not by The revelation of future events may be needful in

a conquest of one party over the other, but by the times of discouragement to awaken or sustain

heartycooperation of both , that themovement of re- hope, to inspireconfiden a in the midst of general

form or advance succeeds . Moses,the forerunner of backsliding, and to warn of evil threatening the

the prophets, has Aaron the priest beside him ; and faithful.The predictions against Babylon, Tyre,

Joshua is still surrounded by priests in the carry- Egypt, Nineveh, and other kingdoms, were de

ing out of his work. Samuel is both priest and livered to the people of God to comfort them, by

prophet ; David and Solomon, in the same way, revealing to them the fate of their enemies.

are served or admonished by both " (Robertso.., The prophecy of Jonah against Nineveh seems

Early Religion of Israel, p . 461 ) . to be exceptional . He was sent to a heathen

In addition to the declaration of God's will , the power to denounce the judgments of God against

denunciation of his judgments, the defense of it. He did not, in his own land and among his

truth and righteousness, and bearing testimony to own people, preach against Nineveh, but he entered

the superiority of the moral to the ritual, prophecy the great cityitself and delivered his message there.

had an intimate relation to God's gracious purpose Thus his was a typical character, and his mission

toward Israel (Mic . 5 :4 ; 7:20 ; Isa. 60: 3 ; 65:25). to Nineveh may have been typical of Israel to be

4. Contents and Sphere. The function of “ a light of the Gentiles," and intended to remind

the prophet, as already seen, is not merely the the ancient Church of the mission which it had

disclosure of the future, but included the exposi- neglected and forgotten .

tion and application of the law, the declaration of 5. Prophetic Inspiration . The Scriptures

God's will. It thus contained two elements — the teach that the prophets received their communi

moral, or doctrinal, and the predictive. The doc- cations by the agency of the Spirit of God. When

trinal element of prophecy teaches : “ The exist- the seventy elders were appointed the Lord said

ence of an eternal, self-conscious, intelligent, to Moses , “ I will take of the spirit which is upon

nioral, and voluntary Being, who does all things thee, and will put it upon them,” etc. (Num . 11:

according to the purpose of his will. It ascribes 17, 25 ). Samuel said to Saul , “ And the Spirit of

to him all the attributes of such a Being in infinite the Lord will come upon thee, and thou shalt

perfection . It is more or less a commentary upon prophesy with them and shalt be turned into an.
the doctrine of divine providence, by representing other man ” (1 Sam. 10 : 6). " And Saul sent mes.

the future even , which it brings to view , as a part sengers to take David : and when they saw the

of that system of things in which the Creator is company of the prophets prophesying, and Sam.

present by the direction of his power and the uel standing as appointed over them, the Spirit

counsels of his wisdom , appointing the issues of of God was upon the messengers of Saul , and they

futurity , as well as foreseeing the acting with his also prophesied ” (19:20). According to Peter

"mighty hand and outstretched arm ,' seen or un. (2 Pet. 1:21 ), " prophecy came not in old time by

seen, ruling in the kingdoms of men , and ordering the will of man : but holy men of God spake as

all things in heaven and earth ” ( Dr. Charles Elliott, they were moved by the Holy Ghost.”

Old Testament Prophecy, p . 44). The false prophets were those who “ speak a

a
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vision of their own heart, and not out of the the Lord was upon me' (Ezek .1 :3 ; 3:14 ; 33:22) ;

mouth of the Lord ” (Jer.23:16); “ foolish proph.Isaiah saw ' (Isa. 1 :1); Ezekiel saw ' (Ezek. 1:1);
ets, that follow their own spirit, and have seen Thus saith the Lord ’ (Jer. 1 : 8, 19 ; 2:19 ; 30:11 ;

nothing" (Ezek . 13 :3). The true prophet was God's Amos 2:11 ; 4 :5 ; 7:3 ) ; The word of the Lord

spokesman to man , communicating what he had came unto Jonah ' (Jonah 1:1 ; Joel 1 :1).”
received from God (Exod. 4:16 ; 7 : 1). As to the question, Had the prophets a full

The modes of communication between God and knowledge of what they predicted ? it would seem
man are clearly stated on the occasion of the sc- that “ their understandings were not so mi acu.

dition of Aaron and Miriam : “ And he said, Hear lously enlarged as to grasp the whole of the divine

now my words: If there be a prophet among you, counsels which they were commissioned to enun.

Ithe Lord will make myself known unto him in a ciate." We have, as Oehler says, the testimony of

vision, and will speak unto him in a dream . My the prophets themselves to this effect (Dan. 12 : 8 ;

servant Moses is not so, who is faithful in all my Zech . 4:5 ; 1 Pet. 1:10, 11).

house. With him will I speak mouth to mouth, 6. Prophetic Style. A writer's characteris.

even apparently, and not in dark speeches ; and tic manner of expression we call his style. The

the similitude of the Lord shall he behold ” (Num . sacred writers form no exception ; each one main.

12:6). Three modes are here given : (1 ) Vision ; tains his individuality ; and it is therefore per

( 2) dream ; (3) direct communication and mani- fectly proper to speak of the style of Isaiah, Jere

festation ; the highest form being the last, and miah, etc. But apart from the style which is the

reserved for Moses. In this heresembled Christ, expression of the mental and moral idiosyncrasies

of whom he was a type. The other two were of the prophets there is a style which character.

lower forms, whose comparative rank it is per.izes them as prophets. This arises from the

haps impossible to determine. method of prophetic revelation. When inspired

The state ofthe prophet, while under the influ- of God their intellectual and emotional nature was

ence of the Holy Spirit, has been a matter of con- quickened. They knew by intuition , and their

siderable comment. Philo and the Alexandrine hearts glowed with seraphic ardor. They were in

school held that the prophet was in a state of en. " the region of spirit as contradistinguished from

tire unconsciousness when under such influence . that of sense and time. " At the same time they

Athenagoras held that the prophets were entranced retained their personal characteristics and native

and deprived of their natural powers, “ the Spirit susceptibilities. We find that prophecy made

using them as instruments, as a fute player might large use of the present and past condition of the

blow a flute.” Montanus held the same theory : nation, of the Levitical institutions and ceremo

“ The Al bty ruled alone in the prophet's soul, nies, as symbols in presenting good things to

whose own self-consciousness retired back. God, come, e. g. : ( 1) The future is described in terms

therefore, spoke from the soul of the prophet, of of the past (Hós. 8:13; 9 :3; 11 : 5 ; comp. Rev. 2:

which he took entire possession,as if in his own 14, 20); ( 2) Prophecy made great use of the pres.

name . " But such a theory identifies Jewish proph. ent, and especially of the standpoint and per.

ecy, in all essential points, with heathen divina. sonal circumstances of the agent, to illustrate the

tion. The diviners of the heathen world were future (Ezek. 48:35 ; comp. Rev. 21:22) ; (3) Fre

supposed to be, when under the influence of in- quently the prophetic style received its comple.

spiration, in a state of mind expressed by the tion and coloring from the diversified circum .

Greek èKOTOOLS ( ek '-stas-is ), i. e ., a trance, their bestances of the parties addressed, as well as from

ing faculties held in complete abeyance. Such a the standpoint of the prophet (Dan., chaps. 8, 9) ;

state of mind was regarded as a naturaland neces- | (4) The poetical element of prophecy arises from

sary sign of inspiration, the subject exhibiting the the ecstatical condition of the prophet; but, as it

outward signs of violent excitement, resembling was the primary aim of the Hebrew religious

insanity. teachers to influence the heart and conscience, the

"The Hebrew prophets were not distinguished poetical element,though never entirely suppressed,

by such peculiarities. They were not subject to was held in restraint to further the ends of spirit.

amentia , neither were they placed, as Montanus ual instruction .

taught, in an altogether passive relation to the 7. Interpretation. These rules are given in

divine influence; but they were possessed of in . Smith's Bib. Dict., s. v. : " ( 1) Interpose distances

telligent self-consciousness. They did not lose of time according as history may show them to be

their self-possession, but spoke with a full appre necessary with respect to the past, or inference

hension of existing circumstances. At the same may show them to be likely in respect to the fu.

time the mind of the prophet seems to have been ture, because, as we have seen ,the prophetic visions

raised above its ordinary condition ; and he some- are abstracted from relations in time. (2) Dis.

times adopted measures to prepare himself for tinguish the form from the idea . (3) Distinguish

prophesying (2 Kings 3:15 ; 1 Sam . 10 :5 ; 1 Chron. in likemanner figure from what is represented by

25 : 1 ) . The mind of the prophet was passive while it. (4) Make allowance for the imagery of the

receiving divine communications in visions and in prophetic visions and for the poetical diction in

dreams ; but in the announcement of their visions which they are expressed . (5) In respect to things

and dreams the prophets were in full possession past interpret by the apparent meaning, checked

of intelligent self-consciousness. They were con- by reference to events: in respect to things fu.

scious that they had a divine commission, that ture, interpret by the apparent meaning, checked

they were sent by God to communicate his pur- by reference to the analogy of the faith. (6) In.

poses ; and, accordingly, they preface their pro- terpret according to the principle which may be

phetic utterances by the formulæ, ' The hand of | deduced from the examples of visions explained
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in the Old Testament. (7) Interpret according to Shem (9:26 ),through the family of Abraham ( 12: 3 ),

the principle which may be deduced from the ex. of Isaac (22:18), of Jacob (28:14 ), of Judah (49:10 ).

amples of propheciesinterpreted in the New Tes. Balaam seems to say that it will be wrought by a

tament." warlike Israelitish King (Num . 24:17) ; Jacob, by

8. Use of Prophecy. “ Predictive prophecy a peaceful Ruler of the earth (Gen. 49:10) ; Moses,

is at once a part and an evidence of revelation : by a Prophet like himself, i. e. , a revealer of a

at the time that it is delivered , and until its ful- new religious dispensation ( Deut. 18:15 ). Nathan's

fillment, a part ; after it has been fulfilled, an evi- announcement (2 Sam . 7:16) determines further

dence. St. Peter (2 Pet. 1:19) describes it as ' a that the salvation is to come through the houseof

light shining in a dark place,' or ' a taper glim- David, and through a descendant of David who

mering where there is nothing to reflect its shall be himself a king. This promise is devel.

rays,' i.e. , throwing some light, but only a feeble oped by David himself in the Messianic Psalms.

light as compared with what is shed from the Gos- Psalms 18 and 61 are founded on the promise

pel history. But after fulfillment, St. Peter says, communicated by Nathan, and do not go beyond
the word of prophecy ' becomes more sure the announcement made by Nathan. The same

than it was before ; i.e . , it is no longer merely a may be said of Psa. 89, which was composed by

feeble light to guide, but it is a firm ground of a later writer. Psalms 2 and 110 rest upon the

confidence, and, combined with the apostolic tes same promise as their foundation, but add new

timony, serves as a trustworthy evidence of the features to it. The Son of David is to be the Son

faith. As an evidence, fulfilled prophecy is as sat- ofGod (2:7 ), the anointed of the Lord (v. 2) ; not

isfactory as anything can be, for who can know the only the King of Zion ( v. 6 ; 110: 1), but the in

future except the Ruler who disposes future events ; heritor and lord of the whole earth ( 2: 8 ; 110: 6),

and from whom can come prediction except from and , besides this, a Priest forever after the order

Him who knows the future ? ” (Smith, Bib. Dict.). of Melchizedec (110:4). Atthe same time he is,

9. Messianic Prophecy. The Messianic pic- as typified by his progenitor, to be full of suffering

ture drawn by the prophets as a body contains at and affliction (Psalms 22, 71, 102, 109) ; brought

least as many traits as these : That salvation should down to the grave, yet raised to life without see.

come through the family of Abraham ,Isaac ,Ja. ing corruption ( Psa. 16 ). In Psalms 46 and 72

cob, Judah, David ; that, at the time of the final the sons of Korah and Solomon describe his peace

absorption of the Jewish power, Shiloh ( the tran- ful reign. Between Solomon and Hezekiah inter.

quillizer) should gather the nations under his rule ; vened some two hundred years, during which the

that there should be a great prophet, typified by voice of prophecy was silent. The Messianic con.

Moses ; a King descended from David ; a Priest ception entertained at this time by the Jews might

forever, typified by Melchizedec ; that he should have been that of a king of the royal house of

be born into the world ; that theLord would lay David who would arise and gather under his

upon him the iniquity of all; that he would be cut peaceful scepter bis own people and strangers,

off, but not for himself ; and that an everlasting Sufficient allusion to his prophetical and priestly

kingdom should be given by the Ancient of Days offices had been made to create thoughtfulconsid

to one like the Son of Man. This series of proph. eration, but as yet there was no clear delineation

ecies are so applicable to the person and earthly of him in these characters. It was reserved for

life of Jesus Christ as to be thereby shown to the prophets to bring out these features more dis

have been designed to apply to him. tinctly. In this great period of prophetism there

Development of Messianic prophecy. “ Predic. is no longer any chronological development of

tion, in the shape of promise and threatening, be- Messianic prophecy, as in the earlier period pre

gins with the Book of Genesis. Immediately upon vious to Solomon. Each prophet adds a feature,

the Fall hopes of recovery and salvation are held one more, another less clearly : combine the fea

out, but the manner in which this salvation is to tures, and we have the portrait ; but it does not

be effected is left altogether indefinite. All that grow gradually and perceptibly under the hands

is at first declared is that it shall come through a of the several artists. Its culminating point is

child of woman (Gen. 3:15) . By degrees the area found in the prophecy contained in Isa. 62: 13-15

is limited : it is to come through the family of and ch. 63.”

Prophetic Messages Mentioned in the Historical Books of the Old Testament.

PROPHET. TO WHOM ADDRESSED. WHERE RECORDED.

Pharaoh .

Israelites...

Eli ...

Aaron ...

Unnamed .

Man of God .

Jehovah ....

Samuel..

Samuel..

Samuel...

Nathan

Nathan

Gad..

Abijah the Shilonite .

Shemaiah ..

Man of God .

Ahijah ..

Jehu, son of Hanani.....

Samuel

Israelites..

Saul, at Gilgal ...

Saul, after sparing Amalek

David, respecting temple ..

David, after his adultery .

David, respecting census .

King Jeroboam

King Rehoboam..

Altar of Jeroboam

Wife of Jeroboam ..

| King Baasha ....

Exod . 7 :1 , sq .

Judg. 6 :8-10

1 Sam . 2 :27-36 .

Sam . 3 : 11-14 .

1 Sam. 7:3.

1 Sam . 13:13, 14 .

1 Sam. , ch. 15 .

2 Sam ., ch. 7.

2 Sam., ch . 12 .

2 Sam. , ch . 24 .

1 Kings 11 :29-39.

1 Kings 12:21-24 ; 2 Chron . 11 :2-4,

1 Kings 13 : 1, 2.

1 Kings 14 :5-16 .

( 1 Kings 18:14,
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PROPHET. (ID TO WHOM ADDRESSED . WHERE RECORDED.

Unnamed .. King Abab.

Pupil of the prophets . King Ahab ..

Elijah . King Abab .

Micaiah , son of Imlah Ahab and Jehoshaphat.

Elisha . Jeboram and Jehoshaphat..

Pupil of Elisha .. Jebu ..

Amassa (Heb. NO , A.V.“ burden " ) Concerning house of Abab ..

Jehovah Jebu ..

Jonah. Jeroboam II, indirectly ..

General message... Israel..

Isaiah .. King Hezekiah .

Unnamed prophets.. Israel ..

Huldah , wife of Shallum King Josiah ..

Shemaiah Rehoboam .

Azariah , son of Oded . King Asa ..

Hanani King Asa ..

Jahaziel, the Asaphite The National Assembly

Eliezer , son of Dodavah.. King Jehoshapbat

Elijah , by letter . King Jehoram .

Zechariah , son of Jehoiada . Israel, in reign of Joash ..

Man of God . King Amaziah .

Unnamed . King Amaziah

Oded.. Pekah and army .

1 Kings 20:13, 14, 22, 28 .

1 Kings 20:35 , sq .

1 Kings 21 :17-26 .

1 Kings 22 :8, 14, sq . ; 2 Chron ., cb . 18.

2 Kings 3:11 , sq.

2 Kings 9 :1-10 ,

2 Kings 9:25 , 26 .

2 Kings 10:30.

2 Kings 14:25 .

2 Kings 18:13.

2 Kings, chaps. 19, 20 .

2 Kings 21 : 10-15 .

2 Kings 22:14 , sq.; 2 Chron ., ch, 35 .

2 Chron , 12:5-8.

2 Chron . 15 :1-7 .

2 Chron . 16 :7-9.

2 Chron . 20 :14-17 .

2 Chron. 20:37.

2 Chron . 21 :12-15 .

2 Chron . 24:20 .

2 Chron , 25 :7-9 ,

12 Chron . 25:15 , 16,

2 Chron . 28 : 9-11 .

Table of the Prophetical Books.

NAMES.
DATE OF

MINISTRY.
KINGS OF JUDAH. KINGS OF ISRAEL . SUBJECTS OF PROPHECY.

I. Prophets of Israel :

Jonah . 783-742 B. O ... Uzziah ( Azarlah ) .... Jeroboam II . The Fall of Nineveh.

Amos 760-746 .. Uzziah (Azariah ) . Jeroboam II . The Sins of Israel.

Hosea . 748 (? ) - 734... Uzziab, Jotham , Abaz,

Hezekiah . Jeroboam II to Hoshea . The Sins of Israel.

.......

II . Early prophets of

Israel :

Joel * . 756(?)... Uzziah Jeroboam II . The Plagues upon Judah .

Isaiah . 704-719 (?)... Uzziah , Jotham, Ahaz,

Hezekiah . Zacbarlah to Hoshea... The Kingdom of God .

Micah .. 7138-719 ..... Jotham , Ahaz , Hezekiab Hosbea ... The Captivity and Christ.

III . Later prophets of
Judah :

Nahum... Between 664

607 ... Josiah The Fall of Nineveh

Zephaniah 639-590 . Josiah . The Captivity of Judah.
Jeremiah ...

628-583 Josiah , Jehoahaz , Jehoi

akim... The Captivity of Judah.

- Habakkuk......... 600 590......Jehoiachin... The Chaldean Inyasion .

IV. Prophets of the

Captivity : Kings of Babylon .

Daniel 605-536 about.. Nebuchadnezzar to Cy

rus ..

Ezekiel.. 592-570 .. Nebuchadnezzar.

Obadiab. 586 .. Nebuchadnezzar.

The Great Empires.

The Captivity and Return .

The Destruction of Edom.

V. Post-Exilic proph

ets :

Haggai.....
520 .. Darius I ......

Zechariah .

Malachi .

520 .

432 about..

Darius I ....

Artaxerxes I..

The Rebuilding of the

Temple .

The New Israel.

Reformation and the Mes .

siab .

* Many of the leading scholars place Joel much later , even as late as 500 B. C.

10. Prophets of the New Testament. In was confined to moments of particular excitement,

the New Testament prophet corresponds, in re- and partly that they addressed more the heart

spect both of the sense and of the usus loquendi, than the understanding ” (Tholuck, Com .,on Rom ,

with the Heb. &??? (neb -ee' ). “ Both terms denote 12 : 6).

a conscious utterance and exposition of divine in
The predictive powers did occasionally exist in

spirations. The office of the prophets in the the New Testament prophets, as in the case of

Christian churches was similar to that among the Agabus (Acts 11:28) , but this was not their char.

Hebrews. They taught, roused, and reproved acteristic. They were not an order like apostles,

believers, besides disclosing futurity. They are bishops, or presbyters, but they were men or

distinguished from the teachers (Gr. didáokahoi , women (21:9 ) who had the gift of prophecy given

did -as”-kal-oy), not merely by their declaring the to them . If men they might be apostles (1 Cor.,

future, but partly by the fact that their vocation | ch. 14) ; as there was nothing to hinder the different
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charisms of wisdom , kuowledge, faith, teaching, 3. Under the Monarchy, some foreigners

miracles, prophecy, discernment, tongues, and rose to power and fortune, but they were generally

interpretation (ch . 12) being all accumulated in treated by David and Solomon as a subject class

one person, and this person might or might not brought under a system of compulsory labor from
be a presbyter. Paul tells us that prophecy was which others were exempted (1 Chron . 22:2 ;

effective in the conversion, apparently sudden 2 Chron. 2:17 , 18). As some compensation for

and immediate, of unbelievers ( 14:24 ), and for their sufferings they became the special objects of

the instruction and consolation of believers (v. 31 ) the 'care and sympathy of the prophets. In the

see Meyer and Tholuck , Com. , on Rom. 12:6 ; McC. time of the monarchy, when Israel developed into

and S., Cyc.; Smith, Bib. Dict.; Elliott, Old Testa- a powerful state, many foreigners were attracted
ment Prophecy, Art. Offices of Christ. for the sake of political and commercial relations .

PROPITIATION (Gr. idaoubs, hil-as-mos'), “ Still more did their numbers increase at a later

that which appeases, propitiates ( i John 2:2 ; 4:10) . period when Israel lost its independence and was

This word is used in the LXX as the translationof the subjected to the sway of heathen powers, whose

Hebrew word om (kap-po' -reth, a covering, q.v.). yoke it was never able to shake off except for a

The word properly refers to divinely appointed somewhat limited period. In these circumstances,
sacrifices for sin, and preeminently to thesacrifice inwhich there was nolonger any bond of national

of Christ, of which all preceding oneswere the unity , the religious fellowship which the law, with

type. SeeSacrifiCES, ATONEMENT.
its ceremonial regulations, had created among the

PROSELYTE (Gr. Ipoonavtos, pros-ay?-100- that every day became only more firmly knit."
people, deve ped into an inward bond of union

tos, a newcomer ) is found ouly in the New Testa- Notwithstanding the stiff formalism of Pharisaic

ment, the Heb. 79 (gare) being rendered stranger. piety, still the spirit that had animated the law

From the time of the covenant between Jehovah and the prophets was able not only to resist the
and Abraham Israel had been a peculiar people, corrupting influence of an effete heathenism , but

whose mission it was to proclaim among the also to attract a considerable number of Gentiles,
nations that Jehovah alone was God. There were and lead them to seek in the religion of the Jews

at all times strangers living in Israel to whom the that salvation which their own gods and idolatrous

Mosaic law did not grant the rights of citizenship, worship was unable to afford .
but to whom it did extend toleration and certain Consequently the Talmud and the rabbins dis

privileges, for which it obliged them to comply tinguish two classes of proselytes - proselytes of
with certain of the religiousenactmentsprescribed the gate, i . e . , Gentile strangers who, while living
to Israel . They were required not to blaspheme among the Jews, had bound themselves to observe

the name of Jehovah (Lev. 24:16), not to indulge the seven Noachian precepts against ( 1 ) idolatry,

in idolatrous worship (20 :2) , not to commit acts (2) blasphemy, ( 3) bloodshed , (4) uncleanness,

of indecency (18:26), not to work on the Sabbath (5) theft, (6) eating of flesh with the blood, and

(Exod. 20:10), not to eat leavened bread during | (7) of obedience; and the proselytes of righteousness

the celebration of the Passover ( 12:19), not to eat (or proselytes of the covenant) , who having been

blood or the flesh of animals that had died a formally admitted to participation in the theo

natural death or had been torn by wild beasts cratic covenant, professed their adherence to all

(Lev. 17:10, 15) . the doctrines and precepts of the Mosaic law.

1. Naturalization of. Should such stran. The rabbins gave three essentials for admission

gers wish to become citizens the law sanctioned of males as proselytes to Judaism - circumcision,

their admission on the condition of being circum - baptism , and a sacrifice; for females, baptism ,

cised. They thus bound themselves to observe and sacrifice. Baptism was probably an adapta

the whole law, and were admitted to the full tion of ablution or bathing in water, such as we

privileges and blessings of the people of the may well suppose would in everycase accompany
covenant (Exod . 12:48 , 49 ; comp. Rom. 9 : 4 ) . the circumcision of a Gentile, the law forbidding

The exceptions to strangers thus freely admitted the unclean to take part in any religious ceremony

were the Ammonites and Moabites, who were to till they had bathed in water (Exod. 10:10 ).

be strictly excluded to the tenth generation (i. e . , “ If the baptism of proselytes was of so late

forever), and the Edomites, whose sons an origin, then it is , of course, impossible that

not to be admitted till the third generation the baptism of John and Christian baptism can

( Deut. 23 : 3 , 8) . The reasons assigned for these have been borrowed from it. It is much more

exceptions was that these nations had shown un- likely that the Jews, after the discontinuance of

friendliness to the Israelites when they left Egypt . the temple worship,may have taken occasion from

2. In Canaan. Among the proselytes at the Christian baptism to transform the customary

time of the entrance into Canaan , the Kenites bathing with water that was required in order to

were the most conspicuous (Judg. 1:16) . Thepres- purification , and which the person to be purified

ence of strangers was recognized in the solemn had to perform himself, into a formal act of bap

declaration of blessings and curses from Ebal and tism having the character of a rite of initiation "
Gerizim (Josh . 8:33). The period after the con- (Keil, Arch., i, p . 427).

quest of Canaan was not favorable to the admis- 4. After the Captivity. The proselytism

sion of proselytes, the people having no strong of this period was, for the most part, the conform

faith, no commanding position . The Gibeonites ity, not of a subject race, but of willing adherents.

(9:16, sq.) furnish the only instance of conversion, As early as the return from Babylon, we have

and their position was rather that of slaves than traces of those who were drawn to a faith which

of free proselytes. they recognized as holier than their own.
With

were

a
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the extension of the Roman empire, the Jews be- meal, or of pounded kernels of dates are fed . Tho

came more widely known and their power to “ provender ” mentioned in Isa. 30:24 was a mash

proselytize increased. In most of the large cities (composed of barley and vetches, or things of

of the empire there were men who had been that kind) made more savory with salt and sour

rescued from idolatry and its attendant debase- vegetables. According to Wetzstein, it is ripe

ments, and brought under the power of a higher barley mixed with salt or salt vegetables.

moral law . The converts who were thus attracted

joined, with varying strictness , inthe worship of Intheearly stages of social intellectual growth,
PROVERB (Heb. 507, maw -shawl', to be like).

the Jews. InPalestine even Roman centurions whenmenbegin to observe and generalize on the

learned to love the conquered nation, built syna- facts ofhumanlife, they clothe the results of ob

gogues (Luke 7 :5), fasted , prayed,and gave alms servation in the form of short and pithy sen

( Acts 10:2, 30), and became preachers of the new

faith to their soldiers (v. 7).
tences. Every race, not in savage condition , has

Then to almost every Jewishcommunity there its proverbs of this kind. The Hebrew word ren

was attached a following of “ God-fearing ” (A. dered“ proverb ” has a special significance. The
V, religions) proselytes (Acts 13:43),Gentiles who proverb of the Israelites and other people of the

adopted the Jewish mode ofworship, attended East was primarily and essentially a " similitude.”
the synagogues, but who in the observance of the It was thus a condensed parable or fable, capable

ceremonial law restricted themselves to certain at any time of being expanded, sometimes pre.

leading points, and so were regarded as outside sented with the lesson clearly taught, sometimes

involved in greater or less obscurity, that its very
the fellowship of the Jewish communities.

Proselytism had its dark side, the Jews of so impress the lesson more deeply on the mind.
difficulty might stimulate the desire to know , and

Palestine being eager to spread their faith by the The proverb might be a “ dark saying,” requiring

same weapons as those with which they had de

fended it. The Idumæans hadthe alternative of silver, and the furnace is for gold : but the Lord
an interpretation ; e. g. , “ The fining -pot is for

death, exile, or circumcision, while the Ithræans trieth the hearts " (Prov. 17:3), is a parable of
were converted in the same way, Where force which we find an expansion in Mal. 3 :3, “ He shall

was not used , converts were sought by the most sit as a refinerof silver, and he shall purify the
unscrupulous fraud ; the vices of the Jew were

engrafted on those of the heathen. Their position in Prov. 1:17, however, the proverb, “ Surely in
sons of Levi, and purge them as gold and silver."

was pitiable ; at Rome and other large cities they vain the net is spread in the sight of any bird ,"

were the butt of popular scurrility, bound to make given as is, without any interpretation, and
public confession and pay a special tax. Among capable of many, is a “ dark saying,” in which the

the Jews they gained but little honor, being teaching is deliberately involved in more or less
looked upon with suspicion, as converted Jews
often are now. The better rabbis did their best

obscurity.

Individual proverbs are quoted before we are
to guard against these evils. Anxious to exclude

aliunworthy converts
, they grouped them ,accord- brought into contact withany collection of them .

The saying, “ Wickedness proceedeth from the
ing to their motives, with a somewhat quaint wicked,” passed as a “ proverb of the ancients ”
classification . 1. Love-proselytes, where they in the days of Saul(1 Sam. 24:13 ). An individ.

were drawn by the hope of gaining the beloved ual instance of strangeinconsistency was general
2. Man -for-woman, or Woman -for-man

proselytes, where the husband followed the reli- tion, “ Is Šaul also among the prophets ? ” became
ized as a type of all like anomalies, and the ques.

gion of the wife, or conversely. 3. Esther
a proverb in Israel (10:11 ; 19:24 ). The inclination

proselytes, where conformity was assumed to es to transfer to others the guilt which has brought
cape danger, as in the original Purim (Esth 8:17). suffering to one's self is expressed in the proverb,

4. 'King's-table-proselytes, who were led by the “ The fathers have eaten sour grapes , and the

hope of court favor and promotion, like the con children's teeth are set on edge” ( Jer. 31:29; Ezek.

verts under David and Solomon. 5. Lion -prose- 18:2); in both instances being condemned as an

lytes, where the conversion originated in a super- error.

stitious dread of a divine judgment, as with the
The book of Job is full of apothegms of the

Samaritans of 2 Kings 17:26 . None of these proverb type, one of which becamethe motto of

were regarded as fit for admission within the the book of Proverbs ; “ the fear of the Lord, that

covenant (Smith, Bib . Dict .; Schürer, Jewish Peo- is wisdom ;and to depart from evil, that is under

ple). standing ” (Job 28:28) . When Solomon came into

PROVENDER (Heb. Xiso , mis- po', col contact with the children ofthe east country
lected ; 557, baw-lal', to mix ; Gen. 24:25, 32; 42 : (1 Kings 4:30),whose wisdom clothed itself in tủis

27 ; 43:24 ; Judg. 19:19 , 21 ; Isa . 30:24 ). In the form , it was perfectly natural that he should ex

account of King Solomon's stables (1 Kings4:28) press himself in, and becomethepatron ofmaxims,

we read, “ Barley also and straw for the horses precepts, condensed parables in the shape of

and dromedaries brought they,” etc. Barlev proverbs.

seems to have been the ordinary food of cattle The Hebrew word (177?, khee-daw ', Hab . 2 : 6)

in Palestine and the southern lands, where oats has the meaning of a conundrum, something enig .

are not cultivated . As they make but little hay matical . The passage is thus rendered by K. and

in these countries, they are very careful of their D. ( Com. ) : “ Will not all these lift up a proverb

straw , which they cut up very fine and mix with upon him , and a song, and a riddle upon him ?”

barley and beans. Balls made of bean and barley Our Lord employed proverbs in his teaching , as,

one.

>
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Physician, heal thyself ” (Luke 4:23 ; comp. John of the dependence of the great upon the small, is

16:25, 29). rightly regarded by the care of the infinite God .

PROVIDENCE (Lat. providentia, foreseeing), Things seemingly of only slight importance or

a term which in theology designates the continual accidental are under his overruling power (see,

care which God exercises over the universe which e. g. , 1 Kings 22:34 ; Esth. 6: 1 ; Matt. 6:26 ; 27:19 ;

he has created. This includes the two facts of Luke 12 : 6, 7 ; Acts 23:16). 2. The exercise of

preservation and government. God's providence, nevertheless, has respect to the

1. The doctrine of providence is closely con- nature of different objects. All objects cannot be

nected with that of creation. That God could alike precious in bis sight. And thus there is

create the world and then forsake it is inconceiv. ground in Scriptures, as in reason, for the dis

able in view of the perfection of God. Accord. tinction between general and particular and special

ingly, in the power and wisdom and goodness of providence. Mankind holds a peculiar relation to

the Creator, declared in the Scriptures, we have God among all the works of his creation ; and

the pledge of constant divine care over all parts among mankind, the people of God, the faithful

of his creation, This idea finds expression in servants of his kingdom , arethe objects of his

various places in both the Old and New Testa- special love and care (see Matt. 6 : 25-32; Psa.

ments (e. g.,Psa. 33:13, 15 ; Isa . 45 : 7 ; Acts 17 :24–91:11, 12 ; 147 : 19 , 20 ; Acts 14:16, 17 ; Rom. 8 :28

28) . This sufficiently explains the absence of any 39). 3. The constant and final aim of God's

mention of providence in the Apostles' Creed. providence is the fulfillment of his purpose in

The great truth is implied in the declaration of creation . How broad and wonderful this is may

faith in God the Father Almighty, Maker of defy our comprehension ; but it is declared to be

heaven and earth .” The faith of believers in nothing less than the complete establishment of

revealed religion in all ages has been of the same an all -embracing kingdom of God, under the rule

character ; and however often expressed it is still of the Lord Jesus Christ (see Eph. 1 : 9-11 ; Col.

more frequently implied. 1:19, 20) . 4. The particular steps in this divine

2. Belief in providence, while agreeable with, process are often unintelligible to us, but the pur.

and supported by reason, has its strongest ground pose of God is independent and eternal, and is

in the truth of special divine revelation . It is not certain of its realization (see Psa. 97 : 2 ; Rom .

surprising that enlightened heathen , as Cicero and 11:33; Eph. 1 :4, 5 ; Rom. 11:34, 35 , et al.).

Seneca, argued in its behalf. And that even 5. Belief in the providence of God, according to

among the opponents of Christianity there have the whole purport of Scriptures, is of the highest

been those who have adhered to this idea. For importance, because of its connection with a life

this is an idea not exclusively Christian, but a of trust and gratitude and patience and hope.

necessary feature of religion in general . And of 4. Upon the various philosophical speculations

the correctness of this idea human history as a as to method of God in providence, and his rela

whole, and the spectacle of the universe, furnish tion to natural causes, and to the free agency of

abundant illustrations. Facts irreconcilable by us man, we cannot here enter. For this we must

with this belief, on account of the narrow limits refer the reader to works upon systematic theol .

of human understanding,exist in large number. ogy, mentioned below (see Hodge, Syst. Theol., vol.

And yet the overwhelming preponderance of the i, 576, sq. ; Van Oosterzee, Christ. Dogm. , vol. i,

facts even within our observation is in the oppo- 326, sq . ; Dorner, Syst. Christ. Doct. , index ; Pope,

site direction . Broad observation and right rea. Comp. Christ. Theol., vol. i , 437, sq.; Alford,

son preclude the idea of a government of the Meditations). The literature of this subject is very

world by chance or blind force, and sustains the extensive.

belief that " there is a power in the world that
PROVINCE (Heb. 1777 ?, med -ee-naw ', dis

makes for righteousness.' In addition the deep

necessities of human nature and life are perpetu- trict ruled by a judge).

ally crying out “ for the living God." That facts
1. In the Old Testament this word appears in

apparently opposed to faith at this point exist is connection with the wars between Ahaband Ben

what should be expected. For universal and per- hadad ( 1 Kings 20:14, 15, 19) . The victory of the

fect providence implies infinite knowledge ; and former is gained chiefly “ by the young men of

we know " only “ in part. ” For every mind less the princes ofthe provinces," i. e ., probably, of

than the infinite providence must have its mys- the chiefs of tribes in the Gilead country,

teries. Our faith at this point , as at others , must 2. More commonly the word is used of the divi.

therefore find its chief support and guidance from sions of the Chaldean (Dan. 2:49; 3 :1, 30 ) and the

the word of God . Persian kingdoms (Ezra 2 : 1 ; Neh. 7 : 6 ; Esth . 1 : 1 ,

3. The Scriptures bearing upon this subject are 22 ; 2 : 3 , etc.). The facts as to the administration

very numerous and of great variety and force of the Persian provinces which come within our

Space does not admit here the attempt at refer- view in these passages are chiefly these :Each

But aside from the large number of par- province has its own governor, who communicates

ticular passages, the historical parts of the Bible more or less regularly with the central authority

are throughout illustrative of the great reality. In for instructions (Ezra, chaps. 4 and 5). Eachprov.

brief, it may be said that according to the Scrip- ince has itsown system of finance, subject to the

tures: 1. The providence of God is unlimited. king's direction (Herod. iii , 89). The total num.

It includes all things and all creatures ; it has re- ber of the provinces is given at one hundred and

spect to all that takes place in the universe (see, twenty-seven (Esth. 1:1; 8:9). Through the whole

e. g. , Psa. 145 : 9–17) . The distinction between extent of thekingdom there is carried something

great things and small, often unreasonable in view | like a postal system . The word is used, it must

>
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be remembered, of the smaller sections of a satr. py 3. (Heb. 1979, poo-aw ', a blast ), the father

rather than of the satrapy itself. of Tola, who was of the tribe of Issachar and a

3. (Gr. ¿tapria, ep-ar-khee'-ah, Acts 23:34 ; judge of Israel (Judg. 10 : 1 ).
25: 1), the region subject to a prefect; a province

of the Roman empire, either a larger province or lector of the Roman revenue. The Roman senate
PUBLICAN (Gr. 72 vns, tel-o ' -nace), a col.

an appendage to a largerone,as Palestine wasto had found it convenient, at a period asearly as

that of Syria. The classification given by Strabo if not earlierthan - the secondPunic war, to farm

(xvii , p. 840) of provinces supposed to need mili .

tary control, and therefore placedunder the im- the vectigalia (directtaxes) and theportoria (eus.

mediate government ofthe Cæsar,and those still toms) to capitalists,whoundertook topay a given

belonging theoretically to the republic and admin - ceived the nameofpublicani. Contracts of this
sum into the treasury ( in publicum ), and so re

isteredby the Senate ; and of the latteragain kind fell naturally into the hands of the equites,

into proconsular and pretorian, is recognized, as the richest class of Romans. Not unfrequently

more or less distinctly ,in the gospels and the thes went beyond the means of any individual

Acts. The right of any Romancitizen toappeal capitalist, and a joint-stock company (societas) was

from a provincial governor to the emperormeets
us as asserted by St. Paul (Acts 25:11). In the formed, with one of the partners, or an agent ap

pointed by them, acting as managing director
council of Acts 25:12 we recognize the assessors

who were appointed to take part in the judicial monly at Rome, transacting the business of the
(magister ). Under this officer, who resided com

functions of the governor.
company, paying profits to the partners and the

PROVOCATION , the rendering of four He like, were the submagistri, living in the prove

brew words and one Greek word , with the mean- inces. Under them , in like manner, were the

ing of bitterness, anger, strife. The word is gen. portilores, the actual customhouse officers, who

erally used to designate the ungrateful, rebellious examined each bale of goods exported or imported,

spirit and consequent conduct of the Israelites assessed its value more or less arbitrarily, wrote

(Psa. 95:8 ; Neh . 9:18, 26 ;Heb. 3 : 8 , 15). The out the ticket, and enforced payment. The latter

expression (Job 17 : 2), “ Doth not mine eye con- were commonly natives of the province in which

tinue in their provocation ? ” means that on the they were stationed, as being brought daily into

part of his friends Job sees nothingbut disput- contact with all classes of the population. It is

ings. The prophet (Ezek. 20:28 ) complains of the this class (portitores) to which the term publi

people in the high place that “ they presented the can refers exclusively in the New Testament.

provocation of their offering,” i. e., their gifts, These publicans were encouraged by their supe

which provoked irritation on the part of God, rior in vexatious an.. even fraudulent exactions,

because they were offered to idols . and remedy was almost impossible. They over

PRUDENCE, PRUDENT, the rendering of charged (Luke 3:13), brought false charges of

several Hebrew and Greek words; in all of which smuggling in the hope of extorting hush -money

there is the underlying meaning of intelligence, (19 : 8), and , indeed, their employment broughtout

understanding, and in the good sense of the word the besetting vices of the Jewish character. The

when allied with wisdom (2 Chron . 2:12 ; Prov. 8: strong feeling of many Jews as to the unlawful.

12 ; Eph. 1 : 8).
ness of paying tribute made matters worse . The

PRUNING HOOK (Heb. 17722723,maz-may, in the negative.The publicans werealso regarded
Scribes (Matt. 22:15) for the most part answered

raw', Isa. 2 :4 ; 18 :5 ; Joel 3:10 ; Mic. 4 : 3) , a knife as traitors and apostates,defiled by their frequent

for pruning the vine.
intercourse with the heathen, and willing tools of

PSALM . See Music. the oppressor. Practically excommunicated, this

PSALMODY. See Music. class furnished some of the earliest disciples of

PSALTERY. See Music.
John the Baptist and Jesus. The position of

Zacchæusas a " chief among the publicans ” (Luke
PTOLEMA'IS (Gr. II tolɛpais, ptol- em -ah -is'), 19:2, Gr.åpxıTehóvns)implies a gradation of some

a city called Accho originally,and located in Gali. kind among the publicans ; perhaps he was one of

lee (Acts 21 :7). It was named after Ptolemywhen the submagistri.

he was in possession of Cæle -Syria. Paul was

there for one day on his return from his third licans — the tax -gatherer in general (Gabbai) and
“ The Talmud distinguishes two classes of pub.

missionary journey (21 : 7 ). the Mokhes or Mokhsa, who was specially the

PU'A, another form (Num . 26:23) of Puuvau douanier or customhouse official. Although both

( q. v.). classes fell under the rabbinic ban , the douanier

PU'AH, the name in the A. V. of two men | --such as Matthew was - was the object of chief

and one woman. execration. And this because his exactions were

1. (leb. 1772, poov -varo', a blast,1 Chron. 7 : 1 . ) The Gabbai, or tax-gatherer, collectedthe regularmorevexatious, and gave more scope to rapacity.

See Pauvah.
dues, which consisted of ground, income, and poll

2. (Heb. 72, poo-aw', probably splendid ), one If this offered many opportunities for

of the two midwives to whom Pharaoh gave in- vexatious exactions and rapacious injustice, the

structions to kill the Hebrew male children at Mokhes might inflict much greater hardship upon

their birth (Exod. 1:15). The two, Shiphrah and the poor people. There was a tax and duty upon

Puah, are supposed to have been the chief and all imports and exports ; on all that was bought

representatives of their profession . and sold ; bridge money, road money, harbor dues,

tax .
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town dues, etc. The classical reader knows the immediately were found in them the names of Sen.

ingenuity which could invent a tax and find a nacherib, Shalmaneser, Tiglath -pileser, and other

name for every kind of exaction, such as on axles, Assyrian kings, but the name of Pul was found

wheels, pack animals, pedestrians, roads, high- in no inscription. Furthermore, when the Assyrian

ways ; on admission to markets ; on carriers, lists of kings and of eponyms were found, the

bridges , ships, and quays ; on crossing rivers, on name of Pul did not appear in them, and at the

dams, on licenses—in short, on such a variety of period to which this king is assigned by the Old

objects that even the research of modern scholars Testament there was no gap in any of the lists in

has not been able to identify all the names. But which the name of a king (Pul) could be inserted.

even this was as nothing compared to the vexation To add to the difficulty, a king by the name of

of being constantly stoppedon the journey, having Phulus is mentioned by Alexander Polyhistor and

to unload all one's pack animals, when every bale by Eusebius, both of whom_call him king of the

and package was opened, and the contents tum- Chaldeans, whereas the Old Testament makes him

bled about, private letters opened, and the Mokhes out to be an Assyrian king. Numerous efforts on

ruled supreme in his insolence and rapacity " the part of various biblical and Assyrian scholars

(Edersheim , Life and Times of Jesus, i, p. 515 , were made to reconcile the difficulties, but in vain ,

sq.). See Taxes. until the suggestion of Sir Henry Rawlinson, R.

PUBʻLIUS (Gr. IIóthos, pop '-lee-os, perhaps Lepsius, and Schrader, that Pul was none other

popular ), the “ chiefman ,” and probably governor than the well-known Assyrian king, Tiglath.

ofMelita (or Malta ), who received and lodged Paul pileser III. The theory was thatTiglath -pileser

and his companions after their shipwreck. The did not belong to the ancient royal house of As

apostle miraculously healed the father of Publius syria ; that his name in reality was Pu-lu ; that he

of a fever, andcured others who were brought to came, perhaps, from Babylonia into Assyria, and

him (Acts 28: 7, 8), A. D. 62 (59). The Roman whenhe had seized the throne called himself by

martyrologies assert that he was the first bishop the historical name Tiglath- pileser, a name made

of the island, and afterward succeeded Dionysius famous, about B. C. 1120, by one of the earliest

as bishop of Athens. Jerome records a tradition Assyrian conquerors. This theory was supported
that he was crowned with martyrdom . by Schrader with a masterly array of facts and

PU’DENS (Gr. Novons, poo'-dace, modest), arguments. At last the Babylonian chronicle was

a Christian at Rome who united with others in found by Mr.Pinches in the British Museum, and

sending salutationsto their friend Timothy (2 Tim. on this Babylonian chronicle, at the year 728,

4:21 ). This is the only mention of him in Scrip- stands the name Pul, written Pu-lu ; whereas, on

ture. He is commemorated in the Byzantine the other king lists of the Babylonians at that

Church on April 14 and in the Roman Church same year stands the name of Tiglath -pileser. All

on May 19. He is included among the seventy Assyriologists are now agreed that the Babylonian

disciples in the list given by Pseudo-Ilippolytus. chronicle has settled the question , and that Tig

Papebroch, the Bollandist editor, while printing lath-pileser and Pul are one and the sameperson.
the legendary histories, distinguishes between It is not, however, certainly known whether the

two saints of this name, both Roman senators name Pul was the original name of the monarch,

--- one the host of St. Peter and friend of St. or whether it was a name assumed by him when

Paul, martyred under Nero ; the other, the grand- | he had become king of Babylon. (For particulars

son of the former, living about A. D. 150. Earlier concerning his reign see article TigLATA -PILESER.)

writers are disposed to believe in the existence of
-R . W. R.

one Pudens only. Modern researches among the 2. A place difficult of location, mentioned once

Columbaria at Rome, appropriated to members of ( Isa. 66:19). Mr. Pool says the balance of evi

the imperial household, have brought to light an dence is in favor of identification with the

inscription in which the name of Pudensoccurs African Phut_or Put (Heb. U19, Gen. 10 :6 ; Jer.

as that of a servant of Tiberius or Claudius. Al. 46 : 9, marg.; Ezek . 27:10 ).

though the identity of Paul's Pudens with any PULPIT (Heb. 3.777?, mig-dawl, tower, ros

legendary or heathen namesake is not absolutely trum). The only mention of pulpit in Scripture

proved, yet it is probable that these facts add is Néh. 8:4, where it is stated that “Ezra the

something to our knowledge of the friend of Paul scribe stood upon a pulpit of wood . . . and

and Timothy.
opened the book in the sight of the people. ” It

PU’HITE ( Heb. 1ņio, poo -thee "). According was a raised platform, broad enough to accommo
to 1 Chron. 2:53 , the “ Puhites ” were of the “ fam . date fourteen persons.

ilies of Kirjath -jearim ,” descended from Shobel. PULSE . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM .

PUL. 1. (Heb. 370, pool), the name of an As- PUNISHMENT. The rendering of a con.

syrian king mentioned in the Old Testament insiderable variety of Hebrew and Greek words

several passages (2 Kings 15:19 ; 1 Chron . 5:26). in the Scripture. The principal meanings ex .

According to these passages Pul received from pressed by these terms are reproof, chastisement,

Menahem , king of Samaria, a tribute of one thou- restraint, penalty, full justice, vengeance. The

sandtalents of silver, inreturn forwbich he was, specific meaningin each case must be determined

on his part, not to interfere with the exercise of by the terms employed and the connection.

royal authority by Menahem . These passages in 1. Biblical View. (1) In the Old Testament

Kings and Chronicleshave given great trouble to the punishments most frequently mentioned, and

the student of the Old Testament. When the upon which chief stress is laid , are temporal.

Assyrian inscriptions were first discovered, almost | They were inflicted directly by God, or divinely
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prescribed to be inflicted by persons duly author- 2. Theological and Ethical. The primary

ized . Instances of the former are found in Gen. ground for the infliction of punishment is not the

3 : 16–24 ; 4:10–13 ; 6:12, 13 ; 19:24 ; Num . 16 :28-33, reformation of offenders. In the divine adminis

and many other places. In early times we find pun- tration a distinction is clearly made between

ishment authorized to be inflicted by the hand of chastisement and punishments properly so called .

man (Gen. 9 :5, 6 ), but more and more plainly it And in the administration of human government

appears that this is to be done in accordance with the object of reformation often has a proper recog

divinely appointed and developed social order. nition , though the reason and warrant for the

The penalties prescribed underthe Jewish econ- penal sanctions of law arestill deeper than that.

omy were of great variety, and related to every The chief end is not the discouragement or pre

kind of crime and breach of civil and ecclesiastical vention of crime or wrong doing. This is often

regulations. Among capital offenses were blas- an important effect, and a proper though still

phemy, Sabbath breaking, witchcraft, adultery, subordinate object. The underlying idea -- that

rape , incest, manstealing, idolatry (Lev. 24:14, most deeply fundamental — is justice .

16, 23 ; Num. 15:32, 33 ; Exod. 22:18 ; Lev. 20: See Hodge, Syst. Theol. , Index; Dorner, Syst.

10 ; Deut. 22:25 ; Lev., ch . 22 ; Exod. 21:16 ; Lev. of Christ. Doct., Index ; Pope, Comp. Christ.

· 20:2 ). See further Exod. 21:15, 17 ; Deut. 22 : Theol., Index ; Van Oosterzee , Christ. Dogm .,

21–23 ; Lev. 21 : 9 ; Exod. 22:25 ; Deut. 19:16, 19. 437, 789 , sq.; Martensen, Christ. Eth. ( Social),

The ordinary mode of capital punishment was 176, 'sq.-E.McC.

stoning, though other forms, as hanging and burn- PUNISHMENT. Mosaic Law. The law

ing, are also mentioned. It is believed, however, of retribution seems to underly punishment in all

that these latter were preceded by death in the ages. It is found in the form of blood revenge

ordinary way of execution (Exod. 19:13 ; Num. among many ancient peoples as a primitive (Gen.

25:4 ; Lev. 21 :9 ; Josh . 7:25). 27:45) custom , going back for its final basis to

The meaning of the phrase " cut off from his Gen. 9 :5, sq. ( see REDEEMER). Very naturally, in

people," as descriptive ofpunishment, is disputed . acting as redeemer the person would be tempted

It is used many times in the Old Testament, some- to inflict greater injury than that which he avenged.

times with reference to crimes the penalty for According to the Mosaic code, punishmentwasmade

which is death but frequently also with reference to correspond to the heinousness of the offense ;

to offenses the penalties for which are not so that there should fall upon the culprit what he

clear (Exod. 12 : 15–19 ; 30 :32–35, 38; Lev. 7:25 ; had done to his neighbor,no more,thus giving no

17: 9 ; 19 :8 ). Among minor forms of punishment authority for personal revenge. It also limited

were exemplified the principles of retaliation (Exod . the punishment to the guilty party without extend

21:24, 25 ; Lev. 24 :19-22) and of compensation ing it to his children (Deut. 24:16 ). In the case

(Exod. 21: 18–36 ; 22:24, 6 , 7 ; Lev. 6 :4, 5 ; 24 : 8- of property, punishment was required only in

21 ; Deut. 19:21 ; 22:18, 19). Stripes, stocks, and order to restoration ; and by way of restitution, if

imprisonment also appear among penalties pre- the guilty man had invaded his neighbor's prop

scribed or employed ( Deut. 25 : 3 ; Lev. 26:12 ; Jer. erty or violated the integrity of his house. What

20:2 ). is said ( 19:19 , sq . ) in regard to the false witness

The severity of the Old Testament dispensation holds good of all the penal enactments of the

in this respect has often been made a subject of Mosaic law : “ Do unto him as he had thought to

unfavorable criticism . But the character of the do unto his brother, and put away the evil from

people, and the condition of the times, and the the midst of thee." Thuswe see, at the root of

necessity for impressing the importance of moral- all the enactments of the Mosaic penal code there

ity and religion, and of developing the right na- lies the principle of strict but righteous retribu.

tional life furnish the sufficient explanation. It tion, and its intention is to extirpate evil and pro

is not to be forgotten, moreover, that the doctrine duce reverence for the righteousuess of the holy

of a future life, as a state of reward and punish- God in the heart of the people.

ment, was not as strongly emphasized in those 1. Capital Punishment. That death was

times as afterward. See ImmoRTALITY. regarded as a fit punishment for murder appears

( 2 ) In the New Testament we find a relaxing plain from the remark of Lamech (Gen. 4:24). In

of the severity of the Old Testament with respect the postdiluvian code, if we may so call it, retri.

to temporal penalties ; but in connection with this bution by the hand of man, even in the case of an

the bringing into prominence of the motives and offending animal, for bloodshed, is clearly laid

influences of the Gospel revelation (Matt. 5 :19-48 ; | down ( 9 :5, 6). In the Mosaic law we find the

Luke 7:37–50 ; John 8 : 3–11 ) . sentence of capital punishment, in the case of

That capital punishment is discountenanced by murder, clearly laid down. The murderer was to

the Ne Testament is, however, an unwarranted be put to death, even he should have taken

opinion . The sanctity of human life still has refuge at God's altar or in a city of refuge, and

around it its ancient safeguard (comp. Gen. 9: 6 the same principle was to be carried out even in

with Rom. 13 : 1-6 ; Matt. 26:52 ; Rev. 13:10). The the case of animals (Exod. 21:12 , 14, 28, 36 ; Lev.

retribution , however, upon which the New Testa. 24:17 , 21 ; Num . 35:31 ; Deut. 19:11, etc.). The

ment lays chief stress is that of the future. Of wide range of crimes punishable by death accord .

the fact of future punishment and of the eternal ing to the Mosaic law may be accounted for by

duration in some form the teachings of Christ the peculiar conditions of the Israelites. A nation

and the apostles leave no room for doubt (Matt. of newly -emancipated slaves, they were probably

12:32 ; ch. 25 ; 26:24 ; Mark 3:29 ; 9:43; Rev. 14 : intractable ; and their wanderings and isolation

11 ; 20:10). See also JUDGMENT, THE FINAL ; Hell. I did not permit of penal settlements or remedial
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punishments. They were placed under immediate punishment of a whole city which was given over

divine government and surveillance. Willful to idolatry, it is commanded , Thou shalt slay

offenses, under such circumstances, evinced an the inhabitants of that city with the sword.'Ac

incorrigibleness which rendered death the only cordingly it is no doubt stoning which is meant

means of ridding the community of such trans- when the law merely uses the formulas, ' He shall

gressors, and this was ultimately resorted to in be put to death ,' or " his blood be upon him ?"

regard to all individuals above a certain age, in (Keil , Arch ., ii , 357, 358 ). If the crime had been

order that a better class might enter into Canaan proven by testimony, the witnesses were to cast

(Num . 14:29 , 32 , 35). the first stones at the condemned (Deut. 17 : 7 ;

(1) Capital crimes. (a) ABSOLUTE : 1. Striking John 8:7 ; Acts 7:58) . It was customary to add

or reviling a parent (Exod. 21:15, 17 ). 2. Blas- the raising of a heap of stones over the body or

phemy (Lev. 24:14, 16, 23). 3. Sabbath -breaking its'ashes (Josh. 7:23 ; 8:29 ; 2 Sam . 18:17).
(Num . 15 : 32–36 ; Exod. 31:14 ; 35 : 2) . 4. Witch- 3. Hanging. This among the Jews is generally

craft, and false pretension to prophecy (Exod. spoken of as following death by some othermeans

22:18 ; Lev. 20:27 ; Deut. 13 : 5 ; 18:20). 5. Adul. (Num. 25 : 4 ; Deut. 21:22 ; 2 Sam . 21 : 6, 9), as a

tery (Lev. 20:10 ; Deut. 22:22). 6. Unchastity means of aggravating capital punishment. The

(Deut. 22:21 , 23 ; Lev. 21 : 9 ). 7. Rape (Deut. law provided that persons hanged should not be

22:25) . 8. Incestuous and unnatural connections allowed to remain suspended overnight, but be

(Lev. 20:11 , 14, 15 ; Exod. 22:19). 9. Man-steal buried the same day, Jest — he that was hanged

ing (Exod. 21:16 ; Deut. 24 : 7). 10. Idolatry, ac- being accursed of God--Jehovah's land should be

tual or implied, in any shape (Lev. 20 : 2 ; Deut. defiled (Deut. 21:23) .
13 : 6 , 10, 15 ; 17 : 2–7 ; see Josh ., ch. 7 , 22:20 ; Num. 4. DEATH BY THE SWORD OR SPEAR was the mode

25:1-8). 11. False witness, in certain cases (Deut. adopted when either the avenger of blood carried

19:16, 19 ). out the punishment, or where many were to be

(6) RELATIVE. There are some thirty -six or executed (Exod. 32:27 ; Num : 26 :7 ),or the arrou

thirty- seven cases in the Pentateuch named as to kill at a distance (Exod. 19:13 ). Beheading.

involving the penalty of “ cutting off from the practiced in Egypt from most ancient times (Gen.

people.” On the meaning of this expression some 40:19), first appears among the Jews in the Roman

controversy has arisen (see 2 , 7 , below) . 1. Breach period (Matt. 14:10, sq . ).

of morals : Willful sin in general (Num . 15:30, 31 ) . 5. BURNING was, in pre-Mosaic times, the pun.

Fifteen cases of incestuous or unclean connection ishment for unchastity (Gen. 38:24) . The Mosaic

(Lev. 18:29 ; 20:9-21 ). 2. Breach of covenant : law enjoined burning for unchastity only in the

Uncircumcision (Gen. 17:14 ; Exod.4:24 ). Neglect case of a priest's daughter (Lev. 21 : 9), or of car:

of Passover (Num. 9:13). Sabbath -breaking (Exod. nal intercourse with a mother or daughter (20:

31:14 ). Neglect of Atonement Day (Lev. 23:29) ; 14) . Burning is mentioned as following death by

or work done on that day (v. 30 ). Offering other means (Josh . 7:25), and some have thougļit

children to Molech ( 20 :3).' Witchcraft (20:6 ). that it was never used excepting after death..

Anointing a stranger with holy oil (Exod. 30:33). Certainly this was not the case among other na

3. Breach of ritual: Eating_leavened bread dur- tions (Dan . , ch . 3 ).
ing Passover ( 12:15, 19). Eating fat of sacri- 6. STRANGLING is said by the rabbins to have

fices ( Lev. 7:25). Eating blood ( 7:27 ; 17:14 ). been regarded as the most common but Jeast

Eating sacrifice in an unclean condition (7:20, 21' ; severe of the capital punishments, and to have

22:3,4, 9). Eating of sacrifice on third day after been performed by immersing the convict in clay

offering ( 19:7, 8). Making holy ointment for or mud,and then strangling him by a cloth twisted

private use (Exod . 30:32 , 33 ). Making incense round the neck.

for private use (30 : 34-38). Neglect of purifica- 7 .. “ CUTTING OFF ” hasbeen variously understood,

tion in general (Num . 19 : 13-20). Offering a sacri- some thinking that it meant death in all cases,

fice elsewhere than at tabernacle (Lev. 17 : 9). Slay- | others that in some cases only excommunication

ing an animal elsewhere than at the tabernacle (q. v .) must be understood . Jahn (Arch., 258)

door ( 17 : 3 , 4). Touching holy things illegally says, “ When God is introduced as saying in re

(Num . 4:15, 18 , 20 ; comp. 2 Sam. 6 :7; 2 Chron. spect to any person, “ I will cut him off from the
26:21 ). people, ' the expression means some event in di

(2) Penalties,capital . (a ) The following, prop - vine providence which shall eventually terminate

erly Hebrew, were prescribed by the law the life of thatperson's family” (see 1 Kings 14:10
1. CRUCIFIXION ( q. v . ). 21:21 ; 2 Kings 9 :8). Saalschütz explains it to be

2. STONING. This was the ordinary mode of premature death by God's hand. !.Knobel, Corn,

execution ( Exod. 17 :4 ; Luke 20:6; John 10:31; and Ewald think death punishment absolutely is
Acts 14: 5 . “ So far as can be learned from the meant. Keil sa ( Arch ., ii, p. 358) : “ From Lev.

Pentateuch stoning is enjoined for those cases in 20:2–6, so much only appears, that God himself
which sentence of death was to be executed on will cut off the transgressor if the earthly magis.

individuals judicially ; when, on the contrary, trate shuts his eyes to the crime of idolatry and

either the avenger of blood carried out thepuna does not cut off the idolater. Certainly in Lev., ch.
ishment, or where many were to be executed, the 20, all the abominations of which it holds (in the

sword was used, the spear (Num . 25:7), or arrow comprehensive formula ( 18:29), Whosoever shall

(Exod. 19:13),to kill from a distance. Thus stoning do any of these abominations, even the souls that

isenjoined (Lev. 20:27,sq. ;Dent 17:3, sq .) to pun- dothemshall be cut off fromamongtheir people,

ish the individual who practiced idolatry and have not the punishment of deatli attached to
seduced others; on the contrary (13:16), forthe them. For some of the forbidden marriages only

6
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childlessness is threatened (20:20, sq. ) . But from But the law of retaliation applied to the free

this it merely follows that for certain cases God Israelite only, not to slaves. In the case of the

reserved the cutting off to be otherwise executed ; latter, if the master struck out an eye and de

and in these cases the civil magistrate was not lo stroyed it, i . e . , blinded him with the blow, or

intervene. But in connection with all otheroffenses, struck out a tooth, he was to let him go free, as a

for which the law prescribes cutting off without compensation for the loss of the member. The

any such reserve, the civil magistrate was obliged willful murder of a slave was followed by capital

to carryout sentence of death as soon as the guilt punishment.

was judicially established ; even for transgressions :(2) Compensation . If identical, then it was

of the laws of purification and other matters of retaliation (see above); but it was also analogous,

ritual, if the sin was proved to have been com- thus - payment for loss of time orpower (Exod.

mitted ' with a high hand ,' i. e. , in presumptuous 21:18–36 ; Lev , 24 :18-21 ; Deut, 19:21 ) . A stolen

rebellion against Jehovah, and not merely in sheep (killed or sold ) was to be compensated for
thoughtlessness and haste." by four others, a stolen ox by five others (Exod.

We may, perhaps, conclude that the primary 22 : 1). The thief caught in the act in a dwelling

meaning of “cutting off ” is a sentence of death might be killed or sold ; if a stolen animal were

to be executed in some cases without remission , found alive in his possession , he might be com.

but in others avoidable: ( 1 ) By immediate atone- pelled to restore double (22:2-4 ). Damage done

ment on the offender's part; (2) by direct inter- by an animal was to be fully compensated (v. 5) ;

position of the Almighty, i . e . , a sentence of death as was damage caused to a neighbor's grain (v. 6).
, i

always “ recorded ," but not always executed . A stolen pledge found in the thief's possession

(6) Capital punishments coming from other was to be compensated double (v . 7 ) ; a pledge
lands were : lost or damaged was to be compensated (vers. 12,

1. BEHEADING was known and practiced among 13 ); while a pledge withheld was to be restort .

the Egyptians (Gen. 40: 17-19), and by the He- with twenty per cent of the value (Lev. 6 : 4 , 5 ).

brews in the time of the early kings (2 Sam . 4 : 8 ; All trespass was to pay double (Exod . 22:9).

20:21, 22 ; 2 Kings 10 :6–8). Herod and his de- Slander against the woman by her newly married

scendants ordered decapitation (Matt. 14 : 8–12 ; husband was to be compensated for by the payment
Acts 12:2 ) . of one hundred shekels, and the man further pun.

2. Dichotomy, cutting in pieces (1 Sam. 15:33), ished with stripes (Deut. 22:18 , 19) .

common among the Babylonians, Egyptians, and ( 3) Corporal. Stripes, consisting of forty blows
Persians. with a rod (Deut. 25 :2, sq .) ; whence the Jews

3. Burning alive in a furnace (Dan. 3:20, sq . ) ; took care not to exceed thirty-nine (2 Cor. 11:24 ;

roasting in the - fire (Jer. 29:22 ; 2 Macc. 7 :5 ); Josephus, Ant., iv, 8 , 21 ). If a man smote his

putting to death in hot ashes (2 Macc. 13 : 5 , sq . ) ; servant with a rod so that he or she died, he was

casting into the lion's den (Dan. 6 : 8 , 13 , sq. ) ; punishable (Exod 21:20) .

beating to death on the Túpravov (loom '-pan -on , Scourging with thorns is mentioned (Judg. 8:16) ,

2 Macc. 6:19), probably a circular instrument of and with “ scorpions,” i . e. ,

torture, on which prisoners were stretched and whips with barbed points
tortured or beaten to death . In war we find : like the point of a scorpion's

Sawing in pieces of captives (2 Sam . 12:31 ; sting ( 1 Kings 12:11 ) . In

1 Chron. 20:3 ; comp. Heb. 11:37) ; hurling from addition, we find mention of

precipices (2 Chron. 25:12 ; comp. Psa. 141:6 ; the stocks (Jer. 20 : 2) ; pass.

Luke 4:29)—the latter a frequent punishment ing through fire (2 Sam . 12 :

among the Romans ; the cutting open of the 31 ); mutilation ( Judg. 1 : 6 ;

bodies of pregnant women (2 Kings 8:12 ; 15:16, 2 Macc. 7 :4 ) ; plucking out

etc.), and the dashing of children against walls, hair ( Isa . 50:6 ; Neh. 13:25) ;

when hostile cities were taken (Isa . 13:16 , 18 ; and later, imprisonment, con

Hos. 13:16, etc.). In the New Testament are in fiscation , or exile (Ezra 7:26 ;

cidentally mentioned drowning (Matt. 18 : 6 ; Mark Jer. 37:15 ; 38 : 6 ; Acts 4 : 3 ;

9:42) and fighting with wild beasts (1 Cor. 15:32). 5:18 ; 12 :4 ; Rev. 1 : 9) .

2. Secondary Punishments. (1 ) Retalia The Scriptures mention

Lion, " eye for eye,” etc. (Exod. 21:24, 25) , which the following punishments
is, probably, the most natural of all kinds of inflicted by other nations.

punishment, and would be the most just of all ,
Scourge.

Putting out the eyes of cap

if it could be instantaneously and universally tives, flaying them alive,

inflicted ; but when delayed , it is apt to degener- tearing out the tongiie, etc. Exposure to wild

ate into revenge. Of course it was early seen beasts is mentioned by the apostle Paul ( 1 Cor.

that such a law could not always be enforced with 15:32 ; 2 Tim . 4:17) , but without any particulars.

strict justice , for the same member might be (4) Imprisonment, though not unknown to the

worth more to one man than to another, thus the Israelites from their acquaintance with Egypt

right arm of a sculptor could not be so well spared (Gen. 39:20, sq . ; 40: 3, sq . ; 41:10 ; 42:19) is not

as thatof a singer. Moses accordingly adopted the recognized in the Mosaic law as a mode of punish .

principle, but lodged the application of it in the ment. They put him in ward ” (Lev. 24:12)

judge . “ If a man blemish his neighbor, as he means that the offender was secured, till a deci.

hath done, so shall it be done to him. Life for sion had been arrived at. Imprisonnent is wholly

life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth,” etc. ( Lev. 24 : superfluous where bodily punishments prevail, and
19–22). This law applied also to the beasts. where fines in the case of those without means
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PUNITES PURSE

must be paid by servitude . Not till the time of as purity (2 Cor. 6 :6 ) , and with about the same

the kings is imprisonment introduced, especially meaning.

to punish too outspoken prophets (2 Chron . 16:10; PURGE. See UNCLEANNESS, GLOSSARY.

Jer. 20 : 2 ; 32 : 2 , sq . , etc. ) . After the exile it was

quite a common punishment along with others, in
PURIFICATION . See UNCLEANNESS.

cases of debt (Ezra 7:26 ; Matt. 11 : 2 ; 18:30). PURIFIER , of Silver . See SILVER

Prisoners were bound with chains (Judg. 16:21 ;

2 Sam . 3:34 ; Jer. 40: 1 ) ; and when the punish
PURIM , an annual festival of the Jews (Esth.

ment would be made severer, they were placed in 9:26) in commemoration of the wonderful deliv.
stocks (Jer. 20 : 2). The Roman custodia militaris erance of the Israelites in Persia. See FESTIVALS.

(military imprisonment) consisted in chaining the PURITY (Gr. dyvela, hag-ni'-ah, cleanness).

prisoner by one or both hands to the soldier who Freedom from foreign mixture, but more particu
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Puteoli.

watched him (Acts 12 :4 ; 21:33), or in prison put- | larly the temper directly opposite to criminal sen.

ting his feet in the stocks ( 16:24). sualities, or the ascendency of irregular passions

PU’NITES (Heb. 1979, poo-nee'), the descend - chastity ( 1 Tim . 4:12 ;5:2).

ants of Phuvah or Pua, of the tribe of Issachar set apart,divide), the secretly appropriating and
PURLOINING (Gr. voodićw, nos- fid -zo, to

(Num . 26:23).
setting apart for one's self the property of an .

PU'NON (Heb. 1019, poo-none', darkness), a other, as of a servant thus misusing the prop

station of the Israelites in their journey to Canaan erty of his master (Tit. 2:10). The same Greek

(Num. 33:42), east of the mountains of Edom, a term is used of the act of Ananias, in ostensibly

tribe seat of the Edomitisk phylarch (Gen. 36:41 ), giving allhis property to the Church, and their

It lay next beyond Zalmonah, between it and appropriating part of the purchase money to bis

Oboth . According to Jerome it was “ a little vil- own use (Acts 6: 2, 3).

lage in the desert, where copper was dug up by PURPLE. See COLORS.

condemned criminals, between Petra and Zoar." PURPOSES OF GOD. See ELECTION, PRE

PUR (Heb. 979, poor, lol) is only mentioned DESTINATION.

(Esth . 8 :7 ; 9:24, 26) in connection with Haman's
PURSE (Heb. 192, keece ; Gr. Bahávrlov, bal.

consulting the astrologers to decide upon
the aus

picious day for destroying the Hebrews. See
amº-tee-om, Luke 10: 4 ; CÓvn, dzoº- may, Mark 6: s,

FESTIVALS, Lot.
a girdle, and so a pocket). The Hebrews in jour

neying were provided with a bag in which they

PURELY (Heb.ma, bore, Isa. 1:25) . The carried their money (Gen. 42:35 ; Prov. 1:14 ;

Hebrew term may mean pureness, and we then 7:20 ; Isa. 46 :6). Ladies wore ornamental purses

have the margin rendering “ according to pure. ( Isa. 3:22, A. V. " crisping pins ; ” 2 Kings 6:23,
ness,” i. e. , thoroughly purge ; or an alkali made ' bags" ), the name given to them by Isaiah is

from plants, which was employed to hasten the supposed to refer to the long, round form of the
smelting. purse. The girdle (9. v.) was also used as a purse

PURENESS is from the same Greek root ( Matt. 10 : 9 ; Mark 6:8).
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PURTENANCE QUEEN OF HEAVEN

PURTENANCE (Heb. 27, keh '-reb , the oners ( Acts 28:13 , 14). Vespasian conferred

nearest part, i . e. , the center ). This word stands great privileges upon the city. Cicero had a

in one passage of the A. V. (Exod. 12 : 6) for the villa here, and Hadrian a tomb. Portions of its

viscera, or " inwards ” (as elsewhere rendered) of famous baths remain to this day, and a part of

a sacrificial victim . the pier at which St. Paul must have landed on

PUT (1 Chron . 1 : 8 ; Nah. 3 : 9). See Phut.
his way to Rome. The present name is Poz

zuoli.

PUTE'OLI (Gr. Iorio201 , pot-ee'-ol-oy, wells,

or springs, of sulphur), a famous watering place
PU'TIEL (Heb . SHOID, poo - tee-ale', afflicted

of the Romans, located in a sheltered part of the of God ), the father of the wife of Eleazar the

Bay of Naples. Its Greek name was Diciearchia. priest, and mother of Phinehas (Exod. 6:25), B. C.

It was the most accessible harbor near to Rome. before 1210.

So Paul was brought to this port with other pris. PYGARG . See ANIMAL KINGDOM .

ibat “

QUAIL. See Animal KINGDOM. to Isaac's blessing of Jacob : “ Be lord over thy

QUARREL. See GLOSSARY. brethren ;” and “ I have made him thy lord ” (Gen.

QUARRIES (Heb. Boop,pes-eel', carved ), in 27:29, 37). It would therefore beapplied to the
female who exercised the highest authority, and

the account of Ehud's exploit (Judg; 3:19 , this, in an oriental household , is not the wife, but

26), may mean images (see Deut. 7:25; Isa. 42 : the mother, of the master. This is one of the in.

8 ; Jer. 8:19 ; 51:52, etc.), probably of false gods. evitable results of polygamy — the number of wives,

Keil and Delitzsch ( Com ., in loc.)are of the opinion their social position before marriage, and their

stone quarries ” is the correct rendering, precarious hold upon their husband's affections,
and locate this Gilgal in the vicinity of Mount combine to annihilate their influence . This is

Ephraim. That theancient Canaaniteshad exten- transferred to the mother, as being the only female

sive quarries is shown by the immense blocks in who occupies a fixed and dignified position. The

the foundation of the temple at Baalbek.
extent of the queen -mother's influence is well

QUAR'TUS (Gr. Kovapros, koo'-ar -tos, a illustrated in the interview between Solomon

fourth ), a Christian of Corinth whose salutations and Bathsheba ( 1 Kings 2:19, sq.). The term

Paul sent to the Church at Rome ( Rom . 16:23 ) . gheb-ee -raw ' is only applied twice with reference to

There is the usual tradition that he was one of the the wife of a king—the wife of an Egyptian king

seventy disciples ; and it is also said that he ulti- ( 11:19), where the position of royal consort was

mately became bishop of Berytus. more queenly than in Palestine; and Jezebel

QUATERNION (Gr.terpádlov, tet-rad '- ee -on ). (2 Kings 10:13), who as the daughter of a power.
“ A quaternion of soldiers ” was a guard consist: ful king appears to have enjoyed peculiar privi.
ing of four soldiers, this being the usual number leges after marriage.

of the guard to which the custody of captives and
Where women can never become the head of

prisoners was intrusted, two soldiers being confined state there can never be a queen regnant; and

with the prisoner and two keeping guard outside. where polygamy is allowed or practiced there can

In theaccount (Acts 12:4 ) the four quaternions beno queenconsort. By,queen , then, we under

mentioned were on guard one at a time during stand the chief wifeof the king's harem. This

each of the four watches. rank may be obtained by being the first wife of

QUEEN. The Hebrews had no equivalent for she was ofhigh' birth andbecame mother of the
the king, or the first after accession , especially if

our word queen , in the senseof afemale sovereign, firstborn son ; otherwise she may be superseded

neither did the wives of the king have the dig. by a woman of higher birth and connections sub

nity which the word queen now denotes.
sequently married, or by the one who gave birth

i . Mal-kaw " (Heb. -p? e, the feminine of meh '. to the heir apparent. The king, however, often

lek, " king ") It is applied in the sense of queen acted according to his own pleasure, promoting or

regnant to the queen of Sheba ( 1 Kings 10 :1 ). It removing as he willed.

is also applied to the queen consort, the chief wife,

as distinguished from all other females in the royal | mel -el '-keth hash- shaw -may'-yim , Jer. 7:18 ;44:17,
harem (Esth . 1 :9 , sq . ; 7: 1 , sq.).

18, 19, 25). Probably Astarte (see Gods, False ),

2. Shay-gawl' (Heb. byw), a wife of the first " who is repeatedly mentioned in the inscriptions

rank, as distinguished from mere concubines ; it of Assurbanipal as Atar Samain = Atar of heaven,

is applied to Solomon's bride or, perhaps, mother and indeed as the goddess of a north Arabian

(Psa. 45:9 ), and to the wives of the first rank in tribe of Kedarenes. The epithet of heaven '

the harems of the Chaldee and Persian monarchs alludes to her astral character. As Baal stood in

( Dan. 6 :2, 3 ; Neh . 2 : 6 ) . relation to the sun , Astarte, widely known in Asia,

3. Gheb-ee-raw' (Heb. 777 , mistress, feminine stood in relation to the moon ” (Orelli, Com ., in

of lord ) is expressive of authority,general author- | (comp. the grape cakes,Hos. 3 :1, with which there
loc . ) . Special cakes were baked to this goddess

ity, and dominion. Gheb -eer ! (7977, masculine, may be some connection ), which were symbolic

lord ) is the word which occurs twice with reference representations of the moon, and so moon -shaped .

QUEENOF.םיַמָּׁשַהתֶכְליב, HEAVEN (IIelb
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QUICK
RABBAH

66

Her worship belonged chiefly to the women (Jer. signifies the living as opposed to the dead, as the

44:17), Astarte representing the female principle Judge of the quick and the dead " ( Acts 10:42 ;

of fertility. 2 Tim . 4: 1 ; Heb. 4:12 ; 1 Pet. 4: 5).

QUICK , QUICKEN (from Heb . 77, khaw
QUICKSANDS, THE (Gr. ovpris, soor'-tis,

shoal), a great sandbank in the Mediterranean Sea,
yaw ', to live). In the Psalms (71:20 ; 80:18 ; 119: especially on the north coast of Africa. Of these

25, 37, 40, 88 ; 143: 11, etc.) the causative form of the “ Syrtis major ”, was near Cyrenaica, now

the word is used, signifying to make alive, to com- called the Gulf of Sidra ; and the Syrtis minor,"
fort, refresh . In the Greek we have SWOTOLÉW, near Byzacene, now the Gulf of Cabes. The

dzo -op-oy-eh '-o, to make alive (Rom . 8:11; 1 Cor. ship in which the apostle Paul was sailing was

15:36 ; 1 Tim . 6:13 ; 1 Pet. 3:18, etc.). When the nearer to the former. The ship was caught in a

priest examined one with the leprosy it was com northeasterly gale on the south coast of Crete, and

manded that if he saw " quick raw flesh in the was driven to the island of Clauda (Acts 27:17) .

rising " then the priest was to pronounce him un . This lineof drift continued would reach the greater
clean (Lev. 13:10 , 24 ). The meaning evidently was Syrtis, whence the natural fear of the sailors.

that the flesh showed life, i. e., the skin growing QUIET, QUIT. See GLOSSARY.

and forming anew . The Greek 5WVTES (dzon '-tes) QUIVER . See Armor, 1 ( 4 ).

>

R

RA'AMAH (Feb. 177ppm, rah-maw ', a trem- length Rabbath of the Ammonites, or, children of

bling ; poetically , a horse's mane), the fourth - Ammon ; but visewhere ( Josh. 13:25 ; 2 Sam . 11 : 1 ;

named son (descendant) of Cush and grandson of 12:27, 29 ; 1 Chron. 20: 1; Jer. 49 : 3 ; Ezek . 25:5;

Ham (Gen. 10 :7 ; 1 Chron. 1 : 9 ) . The tribe of Amos 1:14) simply Rabbah. It appears in the

Raamah became afterward renowned as traders sacred records as the single city of the Ammon

(Ezek. 27:22). Of the settlement of Raamah on ites. When first named it is in the hands of the

su prema

Rabbab .

the shores of the Persian Gulf there are several | Ammonites, and is mentioned as containing the

indications. Traces of Dedan are very faint; but bed or sarcophagus of the giant Og (Deut. 3:11).

Raamah seems to be recovered in the Regma It was not included in the territory of the tribes

( Pɛyuú of Ptol., vi , 7 ), a city and bay in southeast east of Jordan ; the border of Gad stops at “ Aroer,

Arabia, and 'Piyua of Steph. Byzant. which faces Rabbah " (Josh . 13:25 ). It was, prob.

RAAMI'AH (Ileb . 1777ppm, rah -am yar ', thun- ably, to Rabbah that Abishai led his forces while

der of Jehovah ), one of the leaders of the Jews holding the Ammonites in check (2 Sam. 10:10,

who returned from captivity with Zerubbabel(Neh. 14), while the main army, under Joab, rested at

7 :7), B. C. about 445. In Ezra 2.2 he is called Medeba (1 Chron. 19:7). The next year Rabbah

REELAIAH ( q . v . ) .
was made the main point of attack, Jonb in com

RAAM’SES (Exod. 1:11 ). See RAMESES.

mand (2 Sam . 11: 1) ; and after a siege, of probably

RAB'BAH ( IIeb. 177 ?, rab -baw '. greal), the 20: 1 ) .

two years, it was taken (2 Sam . 12:26, sq . : 1 Chron.

“ We are not told whether the city was

name of several places : demolished , or whether David was satisfied with

1. A very strong place on the east of the Jor. the slaughter of its inmates . In the time of Amos,

dan, which when its name is first introduced in two centuries and a half later, it had again a

the sacred records was the chief city of the Am . 'wall ' and ' palaces, ' and was still the sanctuary

monites . In five passages (Deut. 3:11 ; 2 Sam.12: of Molech - the king ' ( Amos 1:14 ). So it was

26 ; 17:27 ; Jer. 49 : 2 ; Ezek . 21:20) it is styled at also at the date of the invasion of Nebuchadnezzar
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(Jer. 49 : 2 , 3), when its dependent towns are men- and Rabshakeh are not personal names, but titles

tioned, and when it is named in such terms as of rank and office. They are indeed Assyrian

imply that it was of equal importance with Jeru. words taken over into Hebrew. It may be very

salem (Ezek . 21:20) . Ai Rabbah, no doubt, Baalis , properly surmised that Rabsaris is also an Assyr.

king of the Bene-Ammon (Jer. 40:14 ), held such ian word, and is also some sort of official title.

court as he could njuster ; and within its walls It has, however, not yet been found upon any As

was plotted the attack of Ishmael, which cost Ged- syrian inscription. Winckler has proposed to de.

aliah his life and drove Jeremiah into Egypt.” rive it from three Assyrian words (rab-sha-reshu),

It received the name of Philadelphia from Ptolemy which would together mean about the same thing

Philadelphus (B. C. 285–247), its ancient name, as Rabshakeh (see RABSIIAKEH ); but this is im

however, still adhering to it . It was once the seat probable in itself, and the three words are 'no

of a bishopric and very prosperous, till conquered where found used as a single word . For the pres
by the Saracens. Its modern name is Ammân, ent we can do no better than accept tentatively a

about twenty -two miles from the Jordan, in a val . Hebrew etymology for the word bywhich it would

ley which is a branch , or perhaps the main course , mean “ chief eunuch .” — R . W. R.

of the Wady Zerka, usually identified with the 2. The same name is met with (Jer. 39 : 3) to

Jabbok . designate one of the Babylonish princes present at

2. A city of Judah, named with Kirjath -jearim the capture of Jerusalem, and sent by Nebuchad.

(Josh. 15:60 only ) , but location entirely unknown ; nezzar to release Jeremiah from prison (v. 13 ) .

thought by some (McC. and S. , Cyc.) to be an
RAB'SHAKEH (Heb. 72an, rab -shaw

epithet for Jerusalem itself.
3. In Josh. 11: 8, only, Zidon is mentioned with kay ) , a namementioned several times in the narra

the affix Rabbah (see A. V. margin), but rendered tiveof Sennacherib's campaign against Judah in the

in the text " great Zidon .”
days of Hezekiah (2 Kings 18:17 ; Isa. 36 : 2 , etc.).

RAB'BATH OFTHE CHILDREN OF The word was formerly supposed to be a personal

AMMON is the full appellation (Deut. 3:11 ; the Assyrian army(see also Tartan and RABSARIS).
name, but is now known to be a title of rank in

Ezek . 21:20) of RABBAH, 1 ( q. v . ) .
In the English translation the Assyrian king is

RABBI (Heb. 1?), rab - bie ' ; Gr. paßi, hrab- represented as sending to Jerusalem “ Tartan and

bee', my master, Matt. 23 : 7 , 8 ; John 1:38 , 49 ; 3 : Rabsaris and Rabshakeh from Lachish, ” and in

26 ; 6:25 ), one of the titles of great respect given this form these all certainly seem like names of

by the Jews to their teachers, especially the individuals. The Assyrian inscriptions, however,
scribes . * The use of this title cannot be proved have shown us the word Rabshakeh under the

before the time of Christ. Hillel and Shammai form of rab-sak (literally great, or chief, head ),

were never called rabbis, nor is paßßi (hrab -bee') which means " chief officer ,” though the exact

found in the New Testament except as an actual rank is unknown to us. We are , however, certain

address . The word does not seem to have been that the rank was a high one,for in the inscrip

used as a title till after the time of Christ. Rab- tions of Tiglath- pileser III reference is made to

bawn '(77 ?), or, as the word is also pronounced, the sending of an army against Tyre under the

113? (rab-bone”), is an enhanced form of 37 (rab). commandof a rabshakeh. — R. W.Ř .

Hence , 17? is found in the Mishna as the title of RACA (Gr. Pará, hrak -ah ’, empty, senseless), a

four prominent scribes, about A. D. 40–150, and very common term of opprobrium in the timeof

in the New Testament (paßßovi, hrab -bon -ee', or
Christ ( Matt. 5:22), denoting a certain looseness of

life and manners.

paſſouvi, hrab-boo-nee') as a respectful address to
It differs from “ fool," which

veys the idea of im .Christ (Mark 10:51; Jolin 20:16) ” (Schürer, Jew- follows in that the latter co

ish People, vol . i , p. 315, sq . ). See SCRIBES.
pions, godless, because such a one neglects and

RAB’BITH (Heb. 17997, rab - beeth', multitude), would be a greater criminality in calling aman a
despises what relates to salvation . Thus there

a city in the tribe of Issachar ( Josh. 19:20 ), sup- “ fool, ” since foolishness in Scripture is the op

posed by Knobel to be Arabonch , northeast of posite or spiritual wisdom .

Arâneh , at the southern foot of Gilboa .
RACE. 1. ( Heb . O , o - rakh, Psa. 19 : 5 ) , is

RABBONI. See Rabbi.

RABʻMAG (Heb. 379-37, rab -mawg ', chief to illustrate the going forth of the sun, as a
a poetic word signifying a way, path, and is used

magician , or priest), a title ascribed ( Jer. 39 : 3 , 13 ) “strong man to make a journey."

to NERGAL-SHAREZER (q . v . ), which title he, with 2. One of the contests in the Grecian games

certain other important personages, bears in the ( q. v . ).

Babylonish inscriptions.
RA'CHAB (Matt. 1 :5 ). See Rahab.

RABʻSARIS ( Heb. 0770-37, rab -saw -reece').
RA'CHAL ( lieb . 597, raw -kawl trafic), a

1. A name mentioned in the narrative of Sennach

erib's campaign against Judah in the days of town in the tribe of Judah which David made a
Hezekiah ( 2 Kings 18:17 ; Isa. 36 :2, etc.). In the depository for spoil taken from the Amalekites

( 1 Sam . 30:29 )
English translation the king of Assyria is repre.

sented as sending to Jerusalem “ Tartan and Rab. RA'CHEL (Heb. 3o77, raw -khale ', ewe), the

saris and Rabshakeh from Lachish ," and in this younger daughter of Laban, and one of Jacob's

form these all certainly seem like individual or wives.

personal names It has, however, been learned 1. Meeting with Jacob. When Jacob came

from the Assyrian inscriptions that both Tartan to Hacan he met some shepherds, who told him ,

"

.
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ديلاا

raw

in answer to his inquiries, that they knew Laban, and falsehood of her family. See, for instance,

and that Rachel was already coming to the well Rachel's stealing her father's images, and the

near by to water her father's sheep . He rolled ready dexterity and presence of mind with which

the stone from the well's mouth , watered the she concealed her theft ” (ch. 31). In Jer. 31:15,

sheep, greeted her with a kiss, and told Rachel 16 , the prophet refers to the exile of the ten

who he was. Rachel then hastened to her father tribes under Shalmaneser, king of Assyria, and

with the tidings of what had happened (Gen. 29: 1- the sorrow caused by their dispersion (2 Kings

12), B. C. about 2095. 17:20), under the symbol of Rachel, the maternal

2. Jacob's Wife. Laban received Jacob as ancestor of the tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh,

his relative, and, after a month's service, an agree- bewailing the fate of her children, which lamenta.
ment was entered into between them that Jacob tion was a type or symbol of that which was ful

should serve Laban seven years for his daughter filled in Bethlehem when the infants were slaugh

Rachel. The motive on the part of Jacob was, tered by order of Herod (Matt. 2 : 16–18).
doubtless, that his relations with Esau made a

RAD'DAI (Heb. "75, rad -dah '- ee, treading
protracted stay with Laban advisable ; wbile Laban

was probably influenced by his avarice. Atthe down), the fifth son of Jesse, and brother of King

expiration of the period of service Jacob claimed David (1 Chron. 2:14), B. C.about 1068.

his reward, but was deceived by Laban, who led RA'GAU (Gr. 'Payay, hrag -ow ), son of Pholec,

his elder daughter, Leah, into the bridechamber. I and one of the ancestors of our Lord (Luke 3:36).

He is the same person with Reu, son of

Peleg, the difference in the names aris.

ing from our translators having fol.

lowed the Greek form , in which the

Hebrew z was frequently expressed

by y .

RAGU'EL (Heb. 87 , reh-00

ale', friend of God ), the name given

(Num. 10:29) to Jethro, the father-in

law of Moses. It has been supposed

that one of the names represented an

official title, but which one is uncertain.

RAHAB 1. (Heb. 577

khawb', proud), a woman of Jericho at

time of Israel's entrance into Canaan .

(1) Entertains Spies. Just before

crossing the Jordan Joshua sent two

men to spy out the land of Canaan as

far as Jericho. In this city dwelt

Rahab, “ a harlot," in a house of her

own, although she had a father, a

mother, brothers, and sisters living in

Jericho. From the presence of the

Rachel's Tomb. flax upon the roof and a stock of scar

let (or crimson ) thread in the house, it

Complaining of the deception , he was told to let has been supposed that she was engaged in the

Leah's marriage week pass over and then he manufacture of linen and the art of dyeing. She

should have Rachel, which promise was fulfilled had heard of the wonderful progress of Israel,the

(Gen. 29 : 13–30). Mention is made of her jealousy passage of the Red Sea, and the overthrow of their

toward her sister on account of Leah having chil. enemies, and was convinced that Jehovah purposed

dren while she herself was childless ; of her re- to give the land of Canaan to the Israelites. The

moving and secreting the teraphim , or household spies found in her one who was ready to befriend

gods of her father. This incident indicates that them . Fearful of their being discovered, she hid

she was not altogether free from the superstition them among the flax stocks on the roof, and in

and idolatry which prevailed in the land. She at formed the officers sent in search of the spies

length became the mother of children, Joseph that they had departed from her house beforethe

(30:24) and Benjamin , dying shortly after the closing of the city gates . The officers started in

latter's birth (35:18, 19). She was buried on pursuit, and when it was night Rahab informed

the way to Ephrath, which is Bethlehem .” The the spies of what bad happened, and secured from

site of her tomb is about two miles S. of Jerusalem them a pledge to spare her life and the lives of
and one mile N. of Bethlehem . her kindred , on the condition that she should bang

Character. “ From what is related to us con- out a scarlet line at the window from which they

cerning her character there does not seem much had escaped , and that her family should remaiu

to claim any high degree of admiration and esteem . under her roof. She then assisted them to escape

The discontent and fretful impatience shown in by letting them down by a cord from her window,

her grief at being for a time childless, moved even which overlooked the city wall (Josh . 2 : 1-21 ),

her fond husband to anger (Gen. 30: 1 , 2) . She B. C. 1170.

appears, moreover, to have shared all the duplicity (2) Rahab Spared . At the taking of Jericho

um

us

a
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RAHAM RAIN

1

the spies, under the command of Joshua , took RA'HEL , a form in the A. V. ( edition of 1611)

Rahab and her relatives out of her house, and for the name Rachel, but now omitted everywhere

removed them to a place of safety outside the excepting in Jer. 31:15, where it is probably re

camp of Israel (Josh. 6:22, 23), and thus made tained through the oversight of the editors.

good their oath . The narrator adds, “ And she

dwelleth in Israel unto this day," not necessarily words in the original: ( 1 ) Eet (Heb. 577, to swoop
RAIL , RAILING , the rendering of several

implying that she was alive at the time he wrote,
but that the family of strangers, of which she was down upon ), and so to storm or rush upon anyone

reckoned the head, continued to dwell among the ( 1 Sam. 25:14) ; (2) khaw -raf' (Heb . 1775 , to pull,

children of Israel . As regards Rahab herself, we pluck ), to upbraid, to reproach, to treatwith scorn

learn from Matt. 1 : 5 that she became the wife of ( 2 Chron. 32:17); (3) blas-fay-me'-ah (Gr.Bhaoonuia,

Salmon , the son of Naasson, and the mother of slander), detraction, speech injurious to another's

Boaz, Jesse's grandfather. The suspicion natur- good name (Mark 15:29; Luke 23:39; 1 Tim. 6 :4 ;

ally arises that Salmon may have been one of the 2 Pet. 2:11 ; Jude 9) ; (4) loy-dor.ee'- ah (Gr.

spies whose life she saved , and that gratitude for hoidopía ), the act of reproaching, heaping abuse

so great a benefit led in his case to a more tender upon another ( 1 Cor. 5:11).

passion, and obliterated the memory of any past RAIMENT. See DRESS.
disgrace attaching to her name. But however

this may be, it is certain, on the authority of Mat
RAIMENT, CHANGES OF. Handsome

thew , that Rabab became the mother of the line garments, of fur, byssus, and purple embroidered

from which sprung David, and eventually Christ; with gold (Ezek. 16:10 , 13 ; Eccles. 9:8), were often
for that the Rachab mentioned by Matthew is made by Israelitish women (Prov. 31:22), and also
Rahab the harlot is as certain as that David in the imported (Zeph. 1 : 8). Because they were often

genealogy is the same person as David in the changed during marriages and other festive occa

books of Samuel. sions, they were called garments of change. Kings

(3) Character. Both Jewish and Christian writ- and men of rank had always a large wardrobe of

ers, for very obvious reasons, have been unwilling
these, partly for their own use (Prov. 31:21 ; Job

to admit the disreputable character of Rahab 27:16 ; Luke 15:22), partly to give away as pres.

when introduced into Scripture history, and have ents (Gen. 45:22 ;1 Sam . 18:4 ; 2 Kings 6 :5 ; 10:22 ;
Esth. 4 :4 ; 6: 8 , 11 ).

chosen to interpret the word -7pit (harlot) " host
RAIN . The Hebrew term for rain generically

ess,” as if from 177, to nourish . ” Dismissing,
is 1372 (maw - tar ) ; a burstof rain or showeris zaws,

as inconsistent with truth , the attempt to clear her

character of stain by saying that she was only an (ghel'-shem ) ; a poetical word is 6°???? (reh -bee

innkeeper, and not a harlot, we may yet notice beem ), i. e., “many,” from the multitude of drops

that it is very possible that to a woman of her (rendered in the A. V. “ showers,” Deut. 32 : 2 ; Jer.

country and religion such a calling may have im- 3 : 3 ; 14:22 ; Mic. 5 : 7, etc.) ; (zeh '-remi),expresses

plied á far less deviation from the standard of violent rainstorm , tempest, accompanied with hail

morality than it does with us, and, moreover, that ( Job 24 : 8 ) . Dr. George Adam Smith (Hist. Geog .,

with a purer faith she seems to have entered upon p . 63, sq .) says : “ The ruling feature of the cli

a pure life. As a case of casuistry, her conduct mate of Syria is the division of the year into a

in deceiving the king of Jericho's messengers with rainy and a dry season. Toward the end of Oc.

a false tale, and, above all , in taking part against tober heavy rains begin to fall , at intervals, for a

her own countrymen, has been much discussed . day or several days at a time. These are what the

With regard to the first, strict truth , eitherin Jew Bible callstheearly or former rain (Heb. 1771",
or heathen, was a virtue so utterly unknown be

fore the promulgation of the Gospel that,as far as yo-rel'), literally the pourer. It opens the agri .

Rabab is concerned, the discussion is quite super. cultural year. The soil, hardened and cracked by

Auous. With regard to her taking part against the long summer,is loosened, and the farmer be.

her own countrymen ,it can only be justified , but gins plowing: Till the end of November the

is fully justified, by the circumstance that fidelity average rainfall is not large, but it increases
to her country would in her case have been inti- through December, January , and February, begins

delity to God, and that the higher duty to her to abate in March, and is practically over by the

Maker eclipsed the lowerduty to her native land " middle of April. The latter rains (Heb. w1p ra,
(Smith , Dict. , 8. v.). Her faith is commended in the mal-koshe') of Scripture are the heavy showers of

Epistle to the Hebrews ( 11:31 ) and by James (2:25 ) . March and April. “ Coming as they do before the

2. (Heb. 977 ), rah'-hab , insolence, pride, vio- harvest and the long summer drought, theyare of

lence.) A symbolical or poetical nameapplied to rains of the winter months, and that is why these
far more importance to the country than all the

Egypt. It suggests the character of the
monster” ( Psa. 68:31; 74:13 ;87:4; 89:10; Isa. are passed over in Scripture, and emphasis is laid

61 :9, 10 ; Ezek . 29 : 3 ; 32 : 2).
alone on the early and the latter rains. This has

given most people to believe that there are only

RA'HAM (Heb . On), rakh'-am, pity ), among two intervals of rain in the Syrian year, at the

the descendants of Caleb, the son of Hezron, vernal and autumnal equinox ; but the whole of

Raham is mentioned ( 1 Chron. 2:44 ) as the son of the winter is the rainy season , as indeed we are

Shema and father of Jorkoam, B. C. after 1471. told in the well-known lines of the Song of Songs :

By some Jorkoam is regarded as a place of which ' Lo, the winter 18 past,

Raham was the founder. The rain is over and gone. '

sea
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)

Hail is common, and is often mingled with rain teaches the all -embracing universality of the cove.

and with thunderstorms, whichhappen at intervals nant of grace” ( Delitzsch ). In the wondrous vision

through the winter, and are frequent in spring. shown to St. John in the Apocalypse (Rev. 4:3),

In May showers are very rare, and from then till it is said that " there was a rainbow round about

October not only is there no rain , but a cloud sel- the throne, in sight like unto an emerald ; " amid

dom passes over the sky, and a thunderstorm is a the awful vision of surpassing glory is seen the

miracle." See Dews, PALESTINE. symbol of Hope, the bright emblem of Mercy and

Figurative. Rain frequently furnishes the of Love.
writers of the Old Testament with forcible and RAISER OF TAXES ( Heb. ügis, no'-gashe,

appropriate metaphors : 1. Of the word of God

(Isa. 65:10); as rain and snow return as vapor to lector of tribute,but more probably the taskmaster
urging, Dan. 11:20), generally understood as a col.

the sky, but not without having first of allaccom ; who urges thepeople on to severe labor, afflicts
plishedthepurpose of theirdescent,so theword and oppressesthem as cattle.
of God shall not return to Him without fulfilling

its purpose: 2. The wise and refreshing doctrine
RAISINS (Heb. 193, tsim -moo-keem ),

of faithful ministers (Deut. 32 : 2 ; Job 29:23). dried grapes, or rather cakes made of them , such

3. Of Christ in the communications of his grace as the Italians still call simmaki(Num .6 : 3 ; 1 Sam .
( 2 Sam . 23 : 4 ; Psa. 72 : 6 ; 84 : 6 ; Ezek . 34:26 ; Hos. 25:18 ; 2 Sam. 16 : 1 , etc. ) . See VINE.

6: 3). 4. Destructive,God's judgments (Job 20:23 ; RA'KEM (1 Chron. 7:16). See REKEM, 3.

Psa. 11 : 6 ; Ezek. 38:22 ) , of a poor man oppressing RAK'KATH (Heb. Opa, rak-kath ', shore), a

the poor (Prov. 28 : 3 ) .
“ fenced , " i . e . , fortified city in the tribe of Naph .

RAINBOW (Heb. nur, keh'-sheth, “ bow in tali( Josh. 19:35 only). From its relation to Ham

the cloud,” Gen. 9: 13–16 ; Ezek: 1:28 ; Gr. ipis, I math and Chinnereth, it would seem to have been

(

TIE

RAMAH

T ?

C

ce ' -ris, Rev. 4 : 3 ; 10 :1), the token of the covenant located on the western shore of the Sea of Galilee,

which God made with Noah when he came forth not far distant from the warm baths of Tiberias,

from the ark , that the waters should no more be- which is on the site of ancient Hanmath.

come a flood to destroy all flesh . The right in- RAK'KON (Heb. 1172 , haw -rak -kone', thie

terpretation of Gen. 9:13 seems to be that God

took the rainbow , which had hitherto been but a
temple ), one of the towns belonging to Dan (Josh.

beautiful object shining in the heavenswhen the 19:46 ), apparently near Joppa. Location un

known.
şun's rays fell on falling rain, and consecrated it

as the sign of his love and the witness of his RAM. 1. (Heb. 57, rawm , high .)

promise (Ecclus. 43:11 ). K. and D. ( Com. , on Gen. (1) The son of Hezron, a descendant of Pharez,

9:13 , sq. ) conclude, we think unwarrantedly, that of the tribe of Judah, born in Egypt after Jacob's

“ The establishment of the rainbow as a covenant migration, as his name does not appear in Gen.

sign of the promise that there should be no flood 46:12. He is mentioned first in Ruth (4:19), and

again , presupposes that it appears then for the appears in the genealogy in 1 Chron. 2 : 9, 10, B.C.
first time in the vault and clouds of heaven . From after 2000, He is called Aram in the ancestral

this it may be inferred , not that it did not rain lists of the New Testament (Matt. 1 : 3, 4 ; Luke 3:

before the flood (sce 2 : 5 , 6 ) , but that the atmosphere 33).

was differently constituted ." (2) The firstborn of Jerahmcel, and nephew of

Figurative. “ Springing as it does from the the preceding ( 1 Chron. 2:25 , 27). The names of

effect of the sun upon the dark mass of the clouds, his sons were Maaz, Janim , and Eker.

it typifies the readiness of the heavenly to pervade (3) A son of Barachel the Buzite is described as

the earthly ; spread out as it is between heaven “ of the kindred of Ram ” (Job 32 : 2 ).
Ewald

and earth, it proclaims peace between God and identifies Ram with Aram , mentioned in Gen. 22:

man ; and while spanning the whole horizon, it | 21 , in connection with Huz and Buz.
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RAM RAMATH -LEHI

2. (Heb. Sa , en -yawl', a stag.) See Sheep in self (40:1; 39:8–12). Here were, probably,slaugh.

ANIMAL KINGDOM , SACRIFICIAL OFFERINGS. tered such as, from weakness, age, or pov.

RAM , BATTERING . See Armor, 1 (6).
erty , it was not thought worth while to transport

RAMA ('Pauā, hram-ah', Matt . 2:18 ) , the
to Babylon, thus fulfilling part of the prophecy,

“ A voice was heard in Ramah , lamentation and
Greek form of Ramas (9. v . ).

bitter weeping ; Rachel weeping for her children,”.

RAMAH (Heb. 17727, raw -maw ', a height; etc. ( Jer. 31:15 ; comp. Matt. 2:18). Ramah was

comp. Ezek. 16:24) . Many ancient cities and rebuilt and reoccupied by the descendants of its

towns of Palestine were located on the tops of hills former inhabitants after the captivity (Ezra 2:26 ;

for the purpose of safety, and those which were Neh. 7:30). The Ramah in Neh. 11:33 is thought

specially conspicuouscameto be called the Height; by some to occupy a different position in the list,

and this in time came to be used as a proper and may be a distinct place farther west, nearer

name. Several places in Palestine were called by the plain.
this name. In the A. V. we have several forms 3. Ramah of Gilead (2 Kings 8:29 ; 2 Chron.

of the word- Ramath ( 71797, Josh. 13:26), Ramoth |22:6), elsewhereRaMOTH -GILEAD ( q. v .).

(679727 and ning the plural,21:38; 1 Sam. 30:27), cities of Naphtali (Josh . 19:36),named between
4. Ramah of Naphtali,one of the “ fenced "

and Ramathaim (0.7797, 1 Sam. 1 : 1 ). Adamah and Hazor. It would appear, if the or

1. Ramah of Asher, a town only mentioned der of the list may be accepted, to have been in

(Josh. 19:29 ) in the description of the boundaries the mountainous country northwest of the Sea of

of Asher. It was, evidently , near the seacoast. Galilee. It is the present Rameh , a large, well

Robinson ( Bibl. Res., p . 63 ) supposes that Ramah built village , inhabited by Christians and Druses,
is to be found in the village of Rameh , on the surrounded by extensive olive plantations, and

southeast of Tyre, where several sarcophagi are to provided with an excellent well . It stands upon

be seen. Smith ( Bib. Dict . ) prefers a place of the the slope of a mountain in a beautiful plain south

same name about three miles E. of Tyre. west of Safed , but without any relics of antiquity.

2. Ramah of Benjamin , one of the cities al . 5. Ramah of Samuel, the birthplace and
lotted to the tribe of Benjamin , mentioned with home of that prophet (1 Sam . 1:19 ; 2:11 , etc. ) ,

Gibeon and Beeroth, and in the same group with elsewhere called RAMATHAIM -ZOPHIM (q . v . ).

Jerusalem (Josh . 18:25). The next reference to it 6. Ramah of the South . See RAMATH.

is in Judg. 4 :5, where it is said that Deborah NEGEB.

dwelt between Ramah and Beth -el. Its position is 7. A place occupied by the Benjamites after

clearly indicated in the story of the Levite ( Judg. their return from captivity (Neh. 11:33 ), which

19: 1 , sq .) . In the account of his return from Beth- may be the Ramah of Benjamin (see above), or

lehem toMountEphraim ( v.13 ) Ramah ismentioned the Ramah of Samuel ; but its position in the list

with Gibeah as lying on the north of Jerusalem . (remote froin Geba, Michmash , Beth -el, v . 31 ;

Ramah and Gibeah were near the road on the comp. Ezra 2:26 , 28 ) seems to remove it farther

right, and about two miles apart. When Israel west, to the neighborhood of Lod, Hadid, and Ono.

was divided Ramah, lying between the rival king. The situation of the modern Ramleh agrees very
doms, appears to have been destroyed, for weread well with this, a town tooimportant and too well

of Baasha, king of Israel, going up and building placed not to have existed in the ancient times .
Ramah ( 1 Kings 15:17) . His object was to guard

RAMATHA'IM -ZO'PHIM (Heb . Ona77
the approach from the north to Jerusalem , and
thuspreventanyof his subjects from going there arpis, haw -raw-maw-thah'-yeem Iso-feem ', the dou .

to worship and so fall away to the king of Judah. ble height, watchers). the birthplace of the prophet

The latter was alarmed at the erection of a for- Samuel ( 1 Sam . 1 : 1 ), his permanent and offi

tress so near his capital , and stopped the work by cial residence (7:17 ; 8 :4 ), and the place of his

bribing theSyrians to invade northern Palestine burial ( 25 :1). The name in its full form occurs

(vers. 18-21), and then carried off all the building only in 1 Sam. 1 :1 ; everywhere else in the A. V.

material (v. 22) . The position of Ramah is specif- it is called Ramah. Some locate this place near

ically given in the catalogue of places (Isa. 10 :28 – Gibeah of Saul (1 Sam. 10:26 ; 14:16 ; 22 : 6 ;

32) disturbed by the gradual approach of the king 26: 1 ) ; while K. and D. ( Com ., on 1 Sam . 1 : 1 ) say,

of Assyria . At Michmash he crosses the ravine; “ It is identical with Ramah of Benjamin, and was

and then successively dislodges or alarms Geba, situated upon the site of the present village of er.

Ramah, and Gibeah of Saul. Each of these may Râm , two hours N. W. of Jerusalem .”

be recognized with almost absolute certainty at RA'MATHITE ( Heb. 27, raw -mau -thee',

the present day. Geba is Jeba ,on the south brink inhabitant of Ramah ), an epithet ofShimmei, who

of the great valley ; and a mile and a half beyond
over the vineyards of David ( 1 Chron.

it, directly between it and the main road to the

city, is er - Râm (its name the exact equivalent of
27:27).

ba-Râmah), on the elevation which its ancient RAʼMATH -LE’HI (Heb."m ?, 727, raw -math '

name implies. Its distance from the city is two lekh'-ee, lifting up of the jawbone), mentioned in
hours, i. e., five English or six Roman miles . Judg. 15 :15-17, as the place where Samson slew
Nebuchadnezzar established his headquarters on a thousand Philistines with the jawbone of an ass .

the plain of Hamath, at Riblah (Jer. 39 : 5 ), and Then he threw away the jawbone, and as a memo

from thence sent his generals, who took Jerusalem . rial of the event, and bya characteristic play upon
It was here that the Jewish captives were assem. the old name, he called theplace Ramoth -lehi, i.ee

bled in chains, among whom was Jeremiah him. I the lifting (or wielding) of the jawbone.

т
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RAMATH -MIZPEH RAPHA

T :

"

RAMATH -MIZʻPEH (Heb. 777 02an, RAʼMOTH (Heb. Dizam, raw -moth ', heights ).

raw-math' ham -mits -peh ', the height of the watch 1. An Israelite, of the sons of Bani, who di.

tower), one of the northern landmarks of the ter- vorced his Gentile wife after the captivity (Ezra

ritory of Gad (Josh. 13:26). It was probably the 10:29), B. C. 456.

same place with that early sanctuary at which 2. One of the four Levitical cities of Issachar

Jacob and Laban set up their cairn of stones (Gen. ( 1 Chron . 6:73), although Jarmuth appears ( Josh.

31:48, 49), and which received the names of Miz- 21:28, 29) in place of Ramoth.

peh, Galeed , and Jeg sahadutha : and it seems 3. A city in the tribe of Gad (Deut. 4:43 ; Josh.

very probable that all these are identical with 20:8 ; 21:38 ; 1 Chron. 6:80), elsewhere called

Ramoth -gilead, so notorious in the later history of RAMOTH-GILEAD (q. v. ) .

the nation .
4. A city in the tribe of Simeon ("South Ram.

RA MATH -NE'GEB. 1. Ramath of the oth ,” 1 Sam. 30:27). See RAMATH-NEGEB.

South (Heb. 0727, raw -math' neh'-geb ), a RAʼMOTH -GIL’EAD (Heb. 77. nian,

place on the sonthern border of Simeon ( Josh. 19 : raw -moth' gil-awd', heightsof Gilead ;.“ Ramoth

8 ), simply called Baal (1 Chron. 4:33), and is prob. in Gilead ,” Josh. 20 :8 ; 21:38 ; 1 Kings 22:3,

ably the sameas Bealoth (Josh. 15:24 ). It cannot be etc.; “Ramah " simply, 2 Kings 8:29 ; 2 Chron. 22:

positively identified, though by some the supposi- 6 ), one of the chief cities of Gad, on the east of
tion of Van de Velde (Memoir, p. 342) appears Jordan. It was allotted to the Levites, and ap

probable, that it is identical with Ramath-lehi. pointed a city of refuge (Deut. 4:43 ; Josh. 20:8),

2. South Ramoth (Heb.5.22.0127, raw-moth - which would indicate that it was a place of im

neh '-geb, 1 Sam . 30:27) is mentioned as one of the portance even at the period of the conquest. In

cities to which David sent portions of the spoils the time of Solomon it wasthe residence of one

of the Amalekites . It is doubtless the same as
of his twelve purveyors, and was the center of a

Ramath -negeb.
district which comprised the towns of Jair and

RAM'ESES (Heb . Dolan, rah-mes-ace), or it fellinto the hands ofBenhadad, king of Syria,
the entire region of Argob ( 1 Kings 4:13). Later

RAAM’SES (Heb.Doppyn,rah-am -sace',of Egyp- and proved the occasion of Ahab's death, who

tian origin ), is first mentioned in Gen. 47:11 , with Jehoshaphat, king of Judah, endeavored to

where it is related that a possession was given to retake it ( 1 Kings 22: 3, sq . ; 2 Chron. 18:3, sq . ).

Jacob and his sons “ in the land of Rameses," It appears to have been won back by Israel, for

which was in, or which was “ the land of Goshen.” it was in holding it against Hazael that Joram re

The name next occurs (Exod. 1:11 ) as one of two ceived the wounds which obliged him to return to

" treasure cities, Pithom and Raamses.' Later Jezreel ( 2 Kings 8:28 ; 9:14); and it was while

Rameses is named as the starting point from Jehu was maintaining possession of Ramoth that

which the Israelites began their exodus from he was anointed king of Israel, and sallied forth

Egypt (Exod. 12:37 ; Num . 33 : 3 , 5 ). The Hebrew at the head of the army to slay his master (9:1,

niepa (mis-ken -oth ”) “ means nothing else than sq.). Its location has not been accurately fixed ,

magazines in which grain and food were stored,” places it at the village of es-Salt.

though the most probable opinion is that which

and the treasure cities, or store cities, were

probably erections at the termini or principal sta
RAMS' HORNS. See Music.

tions of the caravan routes, such as are seen at RAMS' SKINS dyed red formed part of the

the presentday, for the accommodation of mer- offering made by the Israelites to the tabernacle

chandise ( Wilson, Lands of Bible, i, 119) . (q. v.).

would seem that when the Hebrews came into RANGE . 1. Keer (Heb. 43, Lev. 11:36)

Egypt they were assigned a territory on the verge seems to have been a cooking furnace, perhaps of

of which they afterward built the treasure city, pottery,or of stones , upon which pots were placed.

Raamses (or Rameses). They were settled here it isimpossible to say exactly what is meant.

with the purpose of their separation from the

Egyptian capital and court ; and the passages
2. Sed-ay-raw ' (Heb. -7770 , a row ), a rank

(Exod. 5:20 ; 8:22 ; 9:26 ; 10:21-23), would indi - or row of soldiers drawn up in cordon (2 Kings

cate quite a distance between the dwellings of 11:8 , 15 ; 2 Chron. 23:14); timbers of chambers

Israel and the court of Pharaoh. Thus it would in a building ( 1 Kings 6 : 9). See GLOSSARY.

seem that it is the district and not the city of RANSOM (Hebrew from 1777,paw-dar', re.

Rameseswhich was the starting point ofthe lease ; 199,ko’-fer, forgiveness ; or 5x;, gaw -al'),
Exodus. Rameses as a city has been identified
by differentauthors with Zoan and Tanis and Sân,a price paid to recover a person orthing from one

a city which has been claimed to be the capital detaining the same, as prisoners of war(1 Cor. 6;

city of Rameses II and his sons ; and that it was
19 , 20). A ransom is that which is substituted

enlarged by Rameses II and named “ Rameses "
for the party (Exod. 21:30) . The people of Je.

at that time. There is good reason to believe hovah are redeemed by wonderful miracles (Isa.

that therewere a number of cities in Egypt by the 35:10). See REDEMPTION, REDEEMER.

name of Rameses. See SUPPLEMENT. RAPHA, or RA PHAH (Heb. 897, or

RAMI'AH (Heb. 57 ????, ram-yaw', raised by 77, raw -faw ', giant).

Jehovah ), an Israelite of the sons of Parosh , who 1. The last named of the sons of Benjamin, son

put away his Gentile wife after the captivity (Ezra of Jacob ( 1 Chron. 8: 2 . “ Rapha" ). B.C.after2000.
10:25) , B, C. 456. 2. The son of Binea and father of Eleasah , the

TT

TT ?

T
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RAPHU RECHAB

eighth in descent from Jonathan, the son of Saul country and his kindred. He went, therefore, to

(1 Chron. 8:37, “ Raphah ; ” Rephaiah in 1 Chron . the city of Nahor, and came to a halt by the well

9:43), B, C. after 1000. without the city at the time when the women came

RAPPHU (Heb. X797, raw -foo', healed ), the out to draw water. He then prayed to Jehovah,

father of Palti
, which latter represented thetribe fixing upon a sign by the occurrence of whichhe

of Benjamin among those sent tospy out the chosen to be the wife of Isaac . Rebekah did just
might decide upon the maiden whom Jehovah had

promised land (Num . 13 : 9), B. C. 1209.
what had been fixed upon as a token, and Abra.

RASOR , RAZOR . See Hair.
ham's servant pressed his suit so eamestly that

RAVEN . See ANIMAL KINGDOM. she and her family consented to her marriage.

RAVINoccurs twice in the A. V. , once (Gen. and she started for her future home the following

49:27, “Benjamin shall ravin as a wolf ”) meaning day. Arriving in Canaan, she was received by

to tear in pieces; and in Nah. 2:12, where it is Isaac and becamehis wife (Gen. 24 : 1–67).

said that " the lion ... filled his holes with prey, 2. Mother. For nineteen years after marriage

and his dens with ravin ,” i . e. , spoil. TheHebrew Rebekah remained childless; then, after the

is elsewhere (Psa. 22:13 ; Ezek. 22:25 , 27) ren- prayers of Isaac and her journey to inquire of the

dered “ ravening.” See GLOSSARY.
Lord, Esau and Jacob were born (Gen. 25 : 21-26)

Jacob was the favorite of his mother ( 25:28 ),

RAZOR . See BARBER, HAIR.
while Esau was a source of grief both to her and

READY. See GLOSSARY. Isaac ( 26:35 ) .

REAI'A , a Reubenite, son of Micah, and ap- 3. In Philistia. Driven by famine into the

parently prince of his tribe ( 1 Chron. 5 : 5 ), B. C. country of the Philistines, Isaac was fearful lest

before 720. The name is identical with REAIAH the beauty of his wife should be a source of dan

( q . v). ger to him , and therefore declared that she was

REAI'AH (Heb. 778?, reh -aw -yaw ', Jehovah his sister. Before long the deception was dis

has seen ).
covered, and Abimelech, the king, commanded

that no one should molest her, on pain of death
1. A descendant of Shubal, the son of Judah | (Gen. 26 : 1-11).

(1 Chron. 4 :2). In ch. 2:52 he is called (apparently) 4. Suggests Deception. Some time after

Haroeh (77877, the seer). this Rebekah suggested the deceit that Jacob

2. The children of Reaiah were a family of practiced upon his father, assisted him in carry .

Nethinim who returned from Babylon with Zerub- ing it out, and prevented the consequences of

babel (Ezra 2:47 ; Neh. 7:50), B. C. before 536. Esau's anger by sending Jacob away to her own

kindred (Gen. 27:5–46 ).
REAPING . Figurative. The relation be.

tweenreaping and sowing has been recognized not state when nor where the death of Rebekah
5. Death and Burial. The Scriptures do

among all people,and suggestedmany illustrations. took place,but ithas been conjectured that it
In the Scripture reaping is frequently used in the

figurative sense : (1) The rewardof wickedness B.C. probably before 2075. The place of her
occurred while Jacob was absent in Padan-aram,

(Job 4:8 ; Prov. 22:8 ; Hos. 8 : 7 ; 10:13; Gal. 6 :8). burial, incidentally mentioned by Jacob on his

(2) The rewardof righteousness (Hos. 10:12 ; Gal. deathbed (Gen.49:31),was in the field of Machpe

6:8,9 ); ministers receiving temporal support for lah . Paul (Rom . 9:10–12) refers to Rebekah as
spirituallabors (1 Cor. 9:11). : ( 3) The final judg: being made acquainted withthe purpose of God

ment(Matt. 13:30,39–43; Rev.14: 14–16 ). (4 ) “ The
plowman shall overtake the reaper ” (Amos 9:13) regarding her children before they wereborn.

is nother form of “ And your thrashing sball RECEIPT OF CUSTOMS (Gr. tehóviov, lel.

reach unto the vintage ” (Lev. 26:5) , the meaning o’-nee-on , placeof toll), the place in which the tax.
of which is that while one is plowing the landan- gatherer sat to receive taxes (Matt. 9:9, etc.).

other shall be cutting the ripe grain , so abun. RECEIVER (Heb. 324, shaw-kal', to weigh ),

dant and continuous shall be the harvests . See one who tested the weight of gold and silver (Isa.

AGRICULTURE. 33:18). The meaning of the whole passage ap.

REASON. See GLOSSARY. pears to be that the dreadful past is forced out of

RE'BA (Heb. ya?, rek '-bah,fourth ), one of the mind by the glorious present.

five Midianite kings slain by the Israelites in Moab
RE'CHAB (Heb. 27 , ray-kawb', a rider ).

(Num. 31:8 ; Josh 13:21 ), B. C. about 1170.
1. One of the two “ sons of Rimmon the Beero

REBECʻCA ('Pepérra), the Grecized form
thite ” who slew Ish -bosheth, the son of Jonathan,

(Rom. 9:10) of the name REBEKAH (9. v. ).
in the hope of obtaining favor with David. But

when the king heard of their crime he was so

REBEK'AH (Heb. 67777, rib-kaw', a noose, filled with abhorrence thereat that he caused them

as of a maiden who ensnares by her beauty), the to be put to death (2 Sam. 4: 2–12), B. C. about 992.

daughter of Bethuel, Abraham's brother (Gen. 2. The father of Jehonadab (or Jonadab), who

22:23). assisted Jehu in destroying the worshipers of Baal

1. Marriage. In arranging for the marriage (2 Kings 10:15–28 ), B.C. before 842. He was the

of his son Isaac, Abraham intrusted the commis- ancestor of the Rechabites(Jer.35:6, 8 , 14, 16, 19).

sion to his trusty servant (generally supposed to 3. The father of Malchiah, which latter was

be Eliezer ), and made him swear not to take a ruler of part of Beth -haccerem , and repaired the

wife for him from the daughtersof the Canaanites, dung gate of Jerusalem after the captivity

but to bring one from his (Abraham's) native | (Neh. 3:14 ), B. C. 445.
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RECHABITES RECORDER

) )
RECH'ABITES (Heb.omn,ray-kar-beer'), same stories as had been told to Wolff thirty years

descendants (assuming “ father," Jer. 35 : 8 , to be before .”

taken literally) of Jonadab, the son of Rechab . A parallel has been sought in the Wahabys, fol.

They appear in sacred history but once, as is fully lowers of Asd -ul-Nahab, during the last and present

told in Jer. , ch . 35, their mode of life being de- century. Zealous to protect his countrymen from

scribed in vers. 6-11 . Their ancestor, Jonadab the vices of Turkish civilization , heproscribed

(vers . 6, 10, 19), or Jehonadab (vers . 8, 14 , 16, 18), opium and tobacco as Mohammed did wine. They

son of Rechab, is presumably the same with the have been called Puritans of Islam ; and their

Jehonadab, son of Rechab (2 Kings 10:15 , 23). rapid and formidable development has been

This is all that we know of him , though John of thought to present a strong analogy to the polit

Jerusalem says he was a disciple of Elisha. ical influence and tenacious vitality of Jehonadab

In 1 Chron . 2:55 “ the house of Rechab ” is con
and bis descendants . - W . H.

nected in kinship with the Kenites. Jehonadab's REʻCHAH (Heb. , ray '-kaw , softness).

connection with Jehu shows that Jehonadab was In 1 Chron. 4:12, Beth- rapha, Paseah , and Tehin.

at that time in the land of Israel, but the two nah the father, or founder, of Ir-nahash, are said

facts are not definite enough to conflict. to have been the men of Rechah ."

The Rechabite movement, like that of the RECONCILIATION (Heb. NIT, khaw -tar ',

Nazarites of Amos 2:11 , seems to have been the
result of an attempt to stem the tide of luxury to offer or receive a sin offering ; 197, kaw.far',

and license which threatened to sap the strength to cover,to make atonement ; Gr. i7.áokopai, hil.

of the people and the state . A return to the as'-kom -ahee, to appease, propitiate ), in its scrip

simplicity of nomadic life was required of the tural and proper theological meaning, the estab

Rechabites, and was enforced from generation to lishment of peace between God and man as the

generation , though the invasion of Nebuchadnez- object of Christ's atoning death . Reconeiliation

zar drove them to seek shelter in Jerusalem . It according to the Scriptures is twofold :

was here that they were tested by Jeremiah under
1. God Reconciled to Man . The hostility

divine command, and for their fidelity received assumed in the term reconciliation is expressed in

the blessing, “ Jonadab, the son of Rechab, shall the Scriptures frequently by the terms anger,"

not want a man to stand before me forever.” “ wrath,” applied to God. By this it is not to be

This is sometimes understood in a liturgical sense understood that God possesses passion or vengeful

of ministering before the Lord (Deut. 10:8 ; 18 : 5, affections, but that there is a principle in God of

7 ; comp. Gen. 18:22; Judg. 20:28 ), and is held , profound and terrible opposition to sin (see Holi

not unreasonably, to imply that the Rechabites NESS, JUSTICE ). The demands of divine justice

were adopted into Israel and incorporated with and holiness must be met before the sinner can

the Levites. R. Judah is cited as having men- receive forgiveness. God himself, in his love even

tioned a Jewish tradition that their daughters for a sinful world, has provided the method and

married Levites, and that their children ministered means of reconciliation . The reconciliation thus

in the temple. far is represented in the Scriptures as an accom

The LXX in the title of Psa. 71 mentions the plished fact, i . e . , the atonement wrought by

sons of Jonadab (Tợ Aavid, viwv 'Iwvadàß, zai Christ, however conditional as to its saving bene

TūVapÚTWv aixyahwr160évrwv). In Neh. 3:14 Mal- fits, is complete (see Col. 1 : 19–22 ; Rom . 5:10, 11 ;

chiah, son of Rechab, repairs a gate of the city.
2 Cor. 5:18 , 19). In such passages as these it is

In1 Chron. 2:55, the “Kenites thatcame of Hemath, to beobserved that the work of reconciliation is

the father of the house of Rechab,” are scribes presented as a divineact, which would not be the

According to Hegesippus, “ one of thepriests of case if reconciliation consisted in the laying aside

the sonsof Rechab, the son of Rechabim,who of enmity on the part of man toward God. See

are mentioned og Jeremiah the prophet,” cried A TONEMENT, Propitiation .

out protesting against the slaying of James the
2. Man Reconciled to God. For the actual

Just . realization of peace all men, according to the

Benjamin of Tudda found
measure of their responsibility, must accept the

near El- Jubar

(Pumbedith ) Jews named Rechabites to the num- and yield compliance to the Gospel conditions of
provision that God has made for human salvation,

ber of one hundred thousand, whose leader traced repentance and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.

his genealogy back to David. They were agricul. On the human side, therefore, reconciliation in .

turists and keepers of flocks and herds, and ab- plies complete submission to the will of God ; and

stained from wine and flesh .” Dr. Wolff, in 1829 this is to be made in view not only of the conse

and 1839, mentions a tribe near Senaa who claimed
descent from Jonadab . One ofthem , when asked quences of unsubmission, but also inview of the

“ Whose descendants are you ? ” read from an 5:11, 20, 21; comp. Heb. 10:31; 1 John 4:19);
divine reconciliation already wrought (see 2 Cor.

Arabic Bible the words of Jer. 35 : 5-11 . He then
LITERATURE. - Watson, Institutes, vol . ii , p . 116,

went on : “ Come and you will find us sixty thou
sand in number. You see, the words of the sa:; Reynold, On Reconciliation ; Pope, Comp. of

Christ. Theol. , Index . - E . McC.

prophet have been fulfilled - Jonadab , the son of

Rechab, shall not want a man to stand before me
RECORD . See Glossary.

forever." . In 1862 Signor Pierotti reported to the RECORDER (Heb. 72.972, maz-keer', remem

British Association that he had found, about two berer), a state officer of high rank among theJews,

miles S. E. of the Dead Sea, a tribe calling them- Among the several new posts created by David
selves Rechabites, who “ told him precisely the when he ascended the throne, was the “ recorder ”
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RED REDEEMER

.

“ the sea

1

> )

.

66

( 2 Sam. 8:16 ; 20:24 ; 1 Kings 4 : 3 ; 2 Kings 18:18, vided into two gulfs ; the westernmost gulf being

37 ; 2 Chron. 34 : 8 ; Isa. 36 :3, 22 ). The recorder nearly two hundred miles long, and with an aver.

had to keep the annals of the kingdom ; and his age width of twenty-one miles. It was across this

office was a different one from that of the “ chan- gulf that the people of Israel made their escape.

cellor " (q. v.) . The latter (A. V. “ scribe " ) had It is called now the Gulf of Suez . The eastern

to draw up the public documents ; the recorder arm is called the Gulf of Akabah, and is one hun.

had to keep them, and incorporate them in the dred and twelve miles long and fifteen miles wide.

connected history of the nation . Both of these The deepest soundings are over six thousand feet,

offices are met with throughout the East, both and precipitous mountains rise from its shores,

ancient and modern, even to the remotest parts of sometimes to the height of six thousand feet. The

Asia (Delitzsch , Com. , on Isa . i , pp. 7, 8 ). sea is called by the Hebrews Yam -mitsraim , or

RED. See COLOR. " the Egyptian sea ” (Isa. 11:15) , or

RED HEIFER . See SacrifiCES,UNCLEANNESS. (Exod. 14:2, 9, 16, 21 , 28 ; Josh. 24:6,7 ; Isa. 10:26).

RED SEA (Heb. 70, soof; once, Num . 21:14 , of question, the most probable point and the best
The place of the crossing of Israel is a matter

17270 , 800-fav '; Gr. 'Epvopa , er -00 -thral ', Acts attested being on the Gulf of Suez, which is

7:36 ; Heb. 11:29). The special designation in thought to have extended at least fifty miles far.

Hebrew is “ the sea of Suph ” (Exod. 10:19; 13:18; ther north then than at the present time (Exod.

15: 4, 22 ; 23:31; Num . 14:25 ; 21:4 ), meaning 14:16 ; Num. 33 : 8 ; Deut. 11 : 4 ; Joshı . 2:10 ; Judg.

“ weedy,” “ the weedy sea ;” possibly suggestive 11:16 ; 2 Sam . 22:16 ; Neh. 9 : 9-11 ; Psa. 66 : 6 ; Isa.

of the papyrus. Whether the name Red is taken 10:26 ; Acts 7:36) . See SUPPLEMENT.

from the name Edom, signifying “ red ," a terri- The earliest navigation of the Red Sea, if we

tory lying on the northeast arm of the sea, or pass by the prehistoric Phænicians, is mentioned

from the red mountains on the western shore, or by Herodotus. “ Sesostris (Rameses II) was the

from the red appearance of the water caused first who, passing the Arabian gulf in a fleet of

by the zoophytes existing therein, is a question. long vessels, reduced under his authority the in

Dean Stanley ( Sinai and Palestine) says: “ The habitants of the coast bordering the Erythræan
appellation • Red Sea,' as applied distinctly to the Sea . ” “ Three centuries later Solomon's navy was

two gulfs of Suez and Akabar, is comparatively built ‘ in Eziongeber, which is beside Eloth , on the

modern. It seems to have been applied to them shore of the Red Sea (Yam Saph ), in the land of

only as continuations of the Indian Ocean, to Edom ' ( 1 Kings 9:26). It is possible that the

which the name of the Erythræan, or Red Sea, sea has retired here as at Suez, and that Ezion

was given at a time when the two gulfs were geber is now dry land. Jehoshaphat also made

known to the Hebrews only by the name of the ships of Tharshish to go to Ophir for gold : but

' Sea of Weeds, ' and to the Greeks by the nameof they went not, for the ships were broken at Ezion

the bays of Arabia and Elatlı. This in itself geber ' ( 22:48 ). The scene of this wreck has been

makes it probable that the term ' red ' wasderived supposed to be Edh-Dhahab. The fashion of the

from the corals of the Indian Ocean, and makes ancient ships of the Red Sea, or of the Phænician

it impossible that it should have been from Edom ; ships of Solomon , is unknown. From Pliny we

the mountains of Edom , as is well known, hardly learn that the ships were of papyrus, and like the

reaching to the shores of the Gulf of Akaba, cer- boats of the Nile ; and this statement was in some

tainly not to the shores of the ocean . * As we measure correct. The Red Sea, as it possessed

emerged from themouth of a small defile,' writes for many centuries the most important sea trade

the late Captain Newbold , in describing his visit of the East, contained ports of celebrity. Of

to the mountains of Nakus, near Tor, ‘ the waters these Elath and Eziongeber alone appear to be

of this sacred gulf burst upon our view ; the sur: mentioned in the Bible ” (Smith, Bib. Dict.,s. v. ).

face marked with annular, crescent- shaped and RED SEA, PASSAGE OF. See Exodus.

irregular blotches of a purplish red, extending as REDEEM . See REDEEMER, REDEMPTION .

far as the eye could reach. They were curiously

contrasted with the beautiful aqua -marina of the
REDEEMED . The children of Israel are

water lying over the white coral reefs. This red called “ the redeemed of the Lord” (Isa . 35 :9;

color I ascertained to be caused by the subjacent 51:11; 62:12), as being emancipated from Baby
red sandstone and reddish coral reefs. A similar lonian captivity, and with further reference to

phenomenon is observed in the Straits of Babel. spiritual deliverance from the bondage of sin.See

REDEEMER ; REDEMPTION .
Mandel , and also near Suez, particularly when the

rays of the sun fall on the water at a small angle REDEEMER (Heb. 583, yo-ale', the nearest

( Journal of Royal Asiatic Society ). kinsman). According to the custom of retribu

This accurate description is decisive as to the tion, it fell to the nearest ki man to avenge the

origin of the name, though Captain Newbold draws blood of a slain relative ; to protect the life and

no such inference. The Hebrew word soof, though property of a relative. This obligation was called

used commonly for " fags,” or “ rushes," could by the Israelites redeeming, and theman who was

by an casy change be applied to any aqueous bound to fulfill it a redeemer . The law and duty

vegetation . of the redeemer is assumed by Moses as a matter

The Red Sea separates Asia from Africa, r'un of tradition, and brought under theocratic prin .

ning along the west coast of Arabia for about ciple. As redeemers are reckoned full brothers,
one thousand four hundred miles, reaching from next to them the father's brothers, then full cous
the Straits of Bâb el-Mandeb to the modern headins, finally the other blood relatives of the clan

of the Gulf of Suez. The northern part is di- | ( Lev. 25:48 , sq . ). The Hebrews being an agri.

۱۱۱
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REDEMPTION REFINE

cultural people, the chief function of the redeemer tions relating to the necessity for redemption,

(go -ale') was to “ redeem " the land that had been also the various stages and measures in the re.

sold by a brother in distress. When the nation demptive economy and the effects of God's gra .

came into bondage it needed a redeemer through cious work.

the “ redemption " of the lands to be secured, and 1. Christ is man's Redeemer ; but as such he is

they looked to Jehovah to become their go-ale'. divinely appointed. The redemption he wrought

Thus the exile gave a force and a meaning to the manifests not only the love of the Son, but also

term morestriking than it could have had before that of the Father. The Holy Ghost is also active

Of thirty-three passages in the Old Testament in in the administration of redemption. The Trinity
which go-ale' is applied to God, nineteen occur in is a redemptional Trinity (see Rom. 5 : 8 ; John

Isaiah, and in that part of the complication which 3:16 ; Matt. 28:19) . Still, for the reason above

deals with conditions existing in the Babylonian named, the Son of God is the Redeemer ofman
exile (Isa. 48:20 ; 52: 9 ; 62:12 ; Psa . 107: 2). In kind (see Rom . 3:24 ; Gal . 3:13 ; Eph. 1 :7 ; 1 Pet

spiritualizing the term go-ale',Isaiah (49:26 ; comp. 1:18, 19 ; 1 Cor. 1:30 ; comp. Matt. 20:28 ; )

Psa. 19:14) places it on a par with “ saviour.” See Tim . 2 : 6).

KINSMAN ; REDEMPTION . 2. Redemption implies antecedent bondage

REDEMPTION (Heb. 1777, paw -daw ', to Thus the word refers primarily to man's subjection
sever ). The thoughts constantly impressed upon to the dominion and curse of sin (see Gal. 3:13 ;
the Israelites were, that they were a people be- 1 Cor. 15:56). Also in a secondary sense to the
longing to Jehovah, that he had redeemed (i. e. , bondage of Satan as the head of the kingdom of

severed them from bondage), and that Canaan, darkness, and to the bondage of death as the

with all it might produce, was the gift of God, the penalty of sin (see Acts 26:18 ; Heb. 2:14 , 15).

Israelites using it as a bounty from Jehovah. Redemption from this bondage, it is important to

Therefore all Israel owed service to God, and were, observe, is represented in the Scriptures as both
in spirit at least, to be priests , unto the Most universal and limited . It is universal in the sense

High. But Levi and his descendants being set that its advantages are freely offered to all. It is
apart for the service of the sanctuary, all others limited in the sense that it is effectual only with

were to be redeemed in the person of the first respect to those who meetthe conditions of salva.

born both of man and beast. The firstborn sons, tion announced in the Gospel. For such it is

so far as the mothers wereconcerned,werepre- effectual in that they receive forgivenessof sins ,
sented , on the fortieth day after their birth, to the the power to lead a new and holy life . Satan is

Lord, and redeemed for five shekels (Num. 18:16 ; no longer their captor, and death has lost its sting
comp. Exod. 13:15 ; Luke 2:27) . The firstlings and terror. They look forward also “to the re.

of oxen, sheep, and goats were to be brought to demption of the body ” (see Heb. 2 :9 ; Acts 3:19 ;
the sanctuary within a year, dating from the Eph. 1 : 7 ; Acts 26:18 ; 2 Tim . 2:26 ; 1 Cor. 15 :55–

eighth day after their birth, and sacrificed (Num . 57 ; Rom . 8 : 15–23). See INCARNATION, Atone.

18:17, sq .; see SacrificES). The firstborn of an DENT, RESURRECTION.

ass, an unclean animal,was required by the original LITERATURE. — Pope, Comp. Christ. Theol. (see
prescription (Exod . 13:12, sq .; 34:20) to be re- Index); Van Oosterzee, Christ. Dogm . (Index) ;

deemed with alamb, and if not redeemed, put to Edwards, Hist. of Redemption ; Muller, Doctrine of

death ; later, the law provided that it was to be Sin.-E. McC.

redeemed with money, the amount being according REED. Figurative. “ A reed shaken by

to the priest's valuation, with a fifth part added the wind ” (Matt. 11:7 ; Luke 7:24) is a symbol of
(Lev. 27:27 ; Num. 18:15) . With regard to the A bruised reed and a smoking

products of the soil , thebest of the firstlingswere wick ” (fax ; Isa . 42:3 ; Matt. 12:20) represent

sacred to Jehovah, as the Lord of the soil (Exod. those who are spiritually miserable and helpless.
23:19 ), and were given to the priest to present to A forceful figure is used by the prophet Ahijab
Jehovah. In addition to individual offerings, the ( 1 Kings 14:15), “ the Lord shall smite Israel, as

congregation as a body were required annually to à reed is shaken in the water, ” meaning that as
offer to the Lord, by way of thanksgiving for the the reeds are swept by the raging current, so shail

blessing of the harvest, a firstling sheaf at the Israel be helpless before the judgmentsof God.
Passover ( q . v .). These were not to be burned, “ A broken reed ” ( Isa. 36 : 6), or “ a staff of reed ”

but given to the priests for their use, with the (Ezek . 29 : 6), represents an uncertain support,

proviso that only those who were ceremonially since it is liable to break when one leans on it ,
clean could eat thereof. The amount of offerings and its jagged edges pierce the shoulder of the

of this kind was not specified by the law , but it man who grasps it. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
was left to each individual's discretion. See TITHES.

REED, a measure of length. See METROLOGY,

REDEMPTION (Gr. ánohírpwors, ap-ol-oo'- I (6).

tro-sis, a loosing away ; autpwors, loo ’-tro -sis, a REELA’IAH (Heb. 75", reh -ay -law -yaw ',

loosing, particularly by paying a price ; for other made to tremble ), one of the children of the prov.

terms, see Strong's Concordance ), a comprehensive ince" who returned from Babylon with Zerub

term employed in theology with reference to the babel (Ezra 2:2), B.C. about 636. In Neh. 7: 7

special intervention of God for the salvation of his name is given as Raamiah.

mankind. Its meaning centers in the atoning work

of Christ as the price paid for human redemption,
REFINE, REFINER (Heb. PET, zaw -kak',

and on account of which Christ is called the Re to strain, clarify ; 92*, tsaw -raf", to fuse). Re

deemer, But along with this are other concep- fining in Scripture was of liquids and metals, and

afickle person ;

>
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REFORMATION REGENERATION
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the processes were quite different. In respect to before the Lord (Zech. 7 :2), B. C. 518. It is

liquids the primary idea was that of straining or thought, however, that the “ house of God " (Beth

filtering, the word for which was zaw -kak '; but in el) should be the subject of the sentence, which

respect to metals it was that of melting, and for would then read, “ Then Beth -el ( i. e. , the inhabi.

this the word was tsaw -raf '. But the first word tants of that place) sent Sharezer and Regem.

also, in course of time, came tobe used of gold or melech andhis men to entreat the face of Jehovah”

other metals to denote their refined or pure state (Keil and Delitzsch, Com ., in loc.).

( 1 Chron. 28:18 ; 29 :4 ). The refiner's art was es- REGENERATION (Gr. Tahiyyeveoia, pal

sential to the working of the precious metals. It ing-ghen -es -ee'-ah, a being born again ), the spirit

consisted in the separation of thedross from the ual change wrought in man by theHoly Spirit, by

pure ore, which was effected by reducing the metal which he becomes the possessor of a new life. It

to a fluid state by the application of heat and by is to be distinguished from justification, because

the aid of solvents, such as alkali ( Isa. 1:25) or justification is a change in ourrelationship to God ,

lead (Jer. 6:29), which, amalgamating with the while regeneration is a change in our moral and

dross, permitted the extraction of the unadulter- spiritual nature. The necessity, in the one case,

ated metal. The instruments required by the re- is in the fact of guilt ; in the other, depravity.

finer were a crucible or furnace and a bellows or They coincide in point of time and are alike in

blow pipe. The workman sat at his work (Mal. stantaneous, and thus are both covered by the

3:3) ; he was thus better enabled to watch the general term conversion, as that term is popularly

process and let the metal run off at the proper and loosely applied (see CONVERSION ). Still they

moment. The Egyptians carried the working of are distinct in that the one is the removal of guilt

metals to an extraordinary degree of perfection ; by divine forgiveness, and the other is the change

and there is no doubt that theHebrews derived from the state of depravity, or spiritual death, to

their knowledge of these arts from this source, that of spiritual life. Regeneration is also to be

though there is evidence that the art of working distinguished from sanctification, inasmuch as the

in copper and iron was known before the flood latter is the work of God in developing the new

(Gen.4:22 ). life and bringing it to perfection, while theformer

Figurative. The Bible notices of refining is the beginning of that life. See SANCTIFICA

are chiefly of a figurative nature : Of the correct- TION.

ive judgments of God (Isa. 1:25 ; 48:10 ; Jer. 9: 7 ; Regeneration is represented in the Scriptures

Zech. 13 : 9 ; Mal. 3 :2, 3 ) ; the purity of God's word principally by such terms as " born again,” “ born

(Psa . 18:30 , A. V. “ tried ; " 119: 140) ; failure of of God," " born of the Spirit ” (see John 3:3-13 ;

means to effect an end is graphically depicted in 1 John 3 : 9 ; 4 : 7 ; 5 : 1 ; 1 Pet. 1:23). There are

Jer. 6:29, “ The bellows are burned, the lead is also other forms of expression of deep significance

consumed of the fire ; the founder melteth in with reference to the same great fact (see Ezek.

vain : for the wicked are not plucked away.” 36:25, 26 ; Eph . 4:22–24 ; 2 Cor. 5:17 ; Col. 3 : 9 , 10) .

REFORMATION (Gr. diópowols, dee-or '-tho- The work of regeneration is specially ascribed

sis, a making straight, Heb. 9:10). " The times of in the Scriptures to the Holy Ghost ( see John 3:

perfecting things, by a change of external forms 5–8 ; Tit. 3:5 ). This is in full accord with the

into vital and spiritual worship, referring to the whole tenor of special revelation in representing

times of the Messiah. " the agency of the Spirit in the economy of salva

REFUGE, CITIES OF. These were six in tion. See Holy Ghost.

number (Num . , ch. 35) : Kadesh, in Naphtali; Regeneration by baptism, or baptismalregenera.

This isShechem , in Mount Ephraim ; Hebron, in Judah tion ,has been a widely prevalent error.
-these were wes of dan .' Golan, in Bashan ; due in part to an improper use of the term . A

Ramoth-gilead, in Gad ; Bezer, in Reuben - east proselyte from heathenism to the Jewish religion

of Jordan. See GLOSSARY. was said to be “ born again.” A corresponding

REFUGE, CITY OF. See Cities OF REF- Church. Those who received baptism, the initia.
use of the term crept into the early Christian

REFUSE. 1. The refuse of cattle , etc. regenerated ; but this was probably without any

tory rite of church membership, were said to be

(1 Sam. 15 :9, Heb. 007, maw-sas', to waste), were intention of denying the deeper work of the Holy
those that were diseased, or otherwise undesirable . Spirit. It was only a loose and improper way of

2. “ The refuse of the wheat” (Amos 8: 6 , Heb. indicating the change in a man's external relation

352, map.pawl") was thewaste
, thechaff,which ship. And it is propertosay that someof the

was sold to the poor by their rich oppressors.
advocates of the baptismal regeneration in the

Church of England still use the term in this sense,

3. Maw -oce ' (Heb. okna, to run, as a sore, and andmake a distinction between regeneration as

so aversion, contempt, Lam. 3:45). See Glos- effected by baptism and the great work of spirit.

ual renewal. But the error has its broader basis

REʻGEM (Heb. Dan, reh '- gem , stone heap ), the in an unscripturalidea of the character and effi

first named of the sons of Jahdai, who
ciency of the sacraments. And thus it is beld

appears to

have been of the family of Caleb ” (1 Chron.2:47), not only by RomanCatholics, but also by Luther

B. C. after 1210,
ans and many in the Church of England. See Sac

REʻGEM -MEʼLECH (Heb. 1739 ban, reh'. LITERATURE.—Works of Systematic Theology,

gem meh '-lek, king's heap ), the name of a person as Watson, Pope, Miley, Hodge, Dorner, Van Oos.

sent with Sharezer to the house of God to pray | terzec ; also Anderson , Regeneration ; Phelps, The

UGE.

SARY.

RAMENTS.

.
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REGION ROUND ABOUT, THE REHOBOTH

>

Nero Birth ; Delitzsch , Biblical Psychology ; Wes of his contemporaries. Thereupon rose the for
ley, Sermons, xviii, xix.-E. McC. midable song of insurrection, heard once before

REGION ROUND ABOUT, THE ( Gr. when the tribes quarreled after David's return
nepixwpos, per-iķh '-o -ros, lying round about). In from the war with Absalom . Rehoboam sent

the Old Testament it is used by the LXX as the Adoram to reduce the rebels to reason, but he was

equivalent of the singular Hebrew word hac- Ciccar stoned to death by them ; whereupon the king

(literally “ the round” ), which seems, in its earliest and his attendants Aed to Jerusalem . On Reho

occurrence, to denote the circle or oasis of cultiva- boam's return to Jerusalem he assembled an army

tion in which stood Sodom and Gomorrah and the of one hundred and eighty thousand men from the

rest of the five“ cities of the Ciccar " (Gen. 13: 10 - two faithful tribes of Judah and Benjamin, in the

12 ; 19:17, 25, 28, 29 ; Deut. 34 : 3). În Matt. 3:5, hope of reconquering Israel. The expedition,

and Luke 3 : 3 , it denotes the populous and flourish- however, was forbidden by the prophet Shemaiah

ing region which contained the towns of Jericho ( 1 Kings 12 :1-24 ); still during Rehoboam's life.

and its dependencies in the Jordan valley, inclosed time peaceful relations between Israel and Judah

in an amphitheater, of the hills of Quarantana, a were never restored (2 Chron . 12:15 ; 1 Kings 14:

densely populated region , and important enough 30 ). ( 3) Reign. Rehoboam now occupied him .

to be reckoned as a distinct section of Palestine. self in strengthening the territories which re

It is also applied to the district of Gennesaret, mained to him by building a number of fortresses

which has similarities to that of Jericho, being (2 Chron. 11:6-10). The pureworship of God was

inclosed in the amphitheater of the hills of Hat- maintained in Judah. But Rehoboam did not

tin , bounded in front by the lake, as the others check the introduction of heathen abominations

were by the Jordan, and also thickly populated into his capital ; the lascivious worship of Asto

(Matt. 14:35 ; Mark 6:55 ; Luke 6:37 ; 7:17) (Smith, reth was allowed to exist, “ images ” were set up ,

8. v .).
and the worst immoralities were tolerated (1 Kings

REGISTER. See GENEALOGY. 14 : 22–24 ; 2 Chron . 12 : 1 ). ( 4) Egyptian inva .

sion. In the fifth year of Rehoboam's reign the

REHABI'AH (Heb. 777 ?, rekh-ab-yaw ,̒ or country wasinvaded by Egyptians and other Afri.

777? ?, rekh-ab-yaw´-hoo, enlarged by Jehovah ), can nations, under Shishak,numbering twelve hun

the only son of Eliezer, the son of Moses ( 1 Chron . dred chariots, sixty thousand horse, and a vastmul

23:17 ; 24:21 ; 26:25), B. C. after 1250 . titude ofinfantry. The fortresses about Jerusalem

RE’HOB (Heb. 507 ?, rekh-obe', width ).
and that city itself were taken , and Rehoboam

1. The father of Hadadezer, kingof Zobah, treasures . After this great humiliation the moral
purchased a peace by delivering up the temple

whom David smote at the Euphrates (2 Sam. 8 : 3 , condition of Judah seems to have improved

12 ) , B. C. before 986 .
2. A Levite who sealed the covenant with Nehe. ( 2 Chron, 12:12) , and the rest of Rehoboam's life

to have been unmarked by any events of impor.
miah (Neh . 10:11), B. C. 445 .

3. Acity on the northern border of Palestine, teen years, having ascended the throne B. C. 934,
tance. He died B. C. 918, after a reign of seven.

marking the limit of the exploration ofthe spies at theage of forty-one (1 Kings 14:21 ; 2 Chron.
in that direction (Num . 13:21 ; " Beth -Rehob in

2 Sam . 10:6, 8 ). It wasprobably in the tribe of 12:13). Hehad eighteen wives, sixty concubines,

Naphtali , the modern Tell el-Kadhy (Judg. 18:28). his wives Maacbah was his favorite, and to her
Of alltwenty-eight sons, and sixty daughters.

4. A town allotted to Asher ( Josh. 19:28 ), close

to Sidon .
son Abijah he bequeathed his kingdom (2 Chron.

11 : 18–22).
5. Another town in Asher (Josh. 19:30). One

of these two towns was assigned to the Gershon REHOBOTH (Heb.nn?, rekh -o -bõll ', broad

ite Levites ( Josh . 21:31 ; 1 Chron. 6:75 ), and was places), one of the four cities founded by Asshur

not possessed by the Israelites ( Judg. 1:31). (Gen. 10:11 , 12), the others being Nineveh, Caleh,

REHOBOʻAM (Heb, ba ?, rekh -ab -awm ', and Resen. It is thought thatRehoboth may pos

enlarger ofthe people). sibly have been a part of the great city of Nineveh.

1. Family . The son of Solomon by the 1. The City. “ The name of Rahabeh is still

Ammonite princess,.Naamah ( 1 Kings 14:21, 31) . attached to two places in the region of the ancient

He was born B. C. about 975.VIDEO Mesopotamia . They lie, the one on the western

2. Personal History . ( 1) Accession. Re- and the other on the eastern bank of the Eu.

hoboam selected Shechem as the place of his phrates, a few miles below the confluence of

coronation , probably as an act of concession to the Khabûr. Both are said to contain extensive

the Ephraimites,who were always dissatisfied with ancient remains. That on the eastern bank bears

their inferior position in the confederation of the the aflix of malik or royal, and this Bunsen (Bibel.

tribes (1 Kings 12:1; 2 Chron. 10: 1 ), B. C. about werk ) and Kalisch (Genesis, 261 ) propose as the
934. (2) Insurrection . The people demanded a representative of Rehoboth. Its distance from

remission of the severe burdens imposed by Solo. Kalah - Sherghat and Nimrüd (nearly two hundred

mon , and Rehoboam promised them an answer in miles) is perhaps an obstacleto this identification.

three days, during which time he consulted first Sir H. Rawlinson suggests Selemiyah in the im

his father's counselors, and then the young men mediate neighborhood of Kalah .” There is doubt

“ that were grown up with him , and which stood in regard to its identification. ' Probably the

before him . " Rejecting the advice of the elders words “ rehoboth ir ” are to be translated as it is

to conciliate the people at the beginning of his in the Vulgate and in the margin of the A. V.

reign , he returned as his reply the frantic bravado | “ the streets of the city,” i. e. , of Nineveh .
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REHUM RELIGION

6

37 ;

2. The Well. “ The third of the series ofwells called the Lord's release " ( 15 : 1 , 2, 3, 9). The

dug by Isaac (Gen. 26:22). The position of Gerar Hebrew term does not signify a remission of

has not been definitely ascertained , but it seems the debt, the relinquishing of all claim for pay.

to have lain a few miles to the S. of Gaza and ment, but simply the lengthening of the term , not

nearly due east of Beersheba. A Wady Ruhaibeh, pressing for payment. In Exod . 23:11 it is said

containing the ruins of a town of the samename, of the land , " But the seventh year thou shalt let

with a large well, is crossed by the road from it rest (Heb. shaw -mat ), and lie still , ” etc. This

Khan en-Nukhl to Hebron , by which Palestine is does not mean an entire renunciation of the field

entered on the South. It lies about twenty miles or possession ; so in the case of debt it does not

S. W. of Bir es - Seba, and more than that distance imply an absolute relinquishment of what has

south of the most probable situation of Gerar. It been lent, but simply leaving it, i . e. , not pressing
i

therefore seems unsafe, without further proof, to for it during this year.

identify it with Rehoboth .” 2. It is related (Esth. 2:18 ) that when Ahasuerus

3. By the River. The city of a certain Saul, took Esther to wife that he “ made a release ( Ileb .

or Shaul, one of the early Edomite kings (Gen. 36: -777 , han -aw -khaw ', quie!) to the provinces.”
1 Chron. 1:48). It lay on the west bank of The exact nature of this quiet is not known, but

the Euphrates, between Circesium and Anah, the
the LXX and Chaldee understand it as immunity

site now called er -Rahabeh .
from taxes.

REʻHUM (Heb. Din?, rekh -oom ', compassion- 3. A custom which prevailed of allowing some

ale).
prominent criminal to go free at the Passover

1. One of the “ children of the province ” who (Matt. 27:15 ; Luke 23:17 ;. John 18:39). The

returned from the captivity with Zerubbabel (Ezra origin of the custom is unknown, but it is probable

2: 2), B. C. about 536. In Neh . 7 : 7 he is called that it prevailed among the Jews before they

Nehum ,
were subject to the Romans, for Pilate said , “ Ye

2. An officer of the king of Persia , perhaps a have a custom .” Perhaps it was memorialof the

lieutenant governor of the province of Samaria, great national deliverance which was celebrated

who united with Shimshai in writing a letter to at the feast of the Passover. The Romans, who

Artaxerxes which influenced him against the Jews | prided themselves in respecting the usages of

(Ezra 4 : 8 , 9 , 17, 23), B. C. 465 . conquered people, bad fallen in with the cus .

3. A Levite , son of Bani, who repaired part of tom.

the wall of Jerusalem under Nehemiah (Neh . 3 :
RELIGION , a term , when viewed etymological.

17), B. C. 445 .
ly, of uncertain derivation . Cicero refers it to re

4. One of the “ chief of the people ” who signed ligere, to read over again, to consider, and thus

with Nehemiah the covenant to serve Jehovah regards it as meaning attention to divine things.

(Neh . 10:25) , B. C. 445 .

5. One of the priests who accompanied Zerub- religare, to bind back, and thus representing re
Lactantius and Augustine derive the word from

babel at the same time as the preceding (Neh. ligion as the ground ofobligation. The word thus

12 : 3) .
translated in the New Testament, where it occurs

RE’I (Heb. 177?, ray-ee',friendly),one of David's but three times, is Opnoksia (thrace-ki'-al ), and it

friends who refused to espouse the cause of Adoni- means outward religious service (see Acts 26 : 5 ;

jah ( 1 Kings 1 : 8), B. C. 960. James 1:26 , 27). In philosophical, as well as in

REINS. 1. Reins is once ( Isa . 11 : 5) the common use, the word has a variety of meanings,

e. g. , Schleiermacher defines religion as “ the feel.

rendering of the Heb.Y ? TT, (khaw -lawts “), strength, ing ofabsolute dependence ;"Kant, “ theobserv.

elsewhere “ loins ” (q . v . ) . ance of moral law as a divine institution ;" Fichte,

2. A name for the kidneys (q . v .), when they “ Faith in the moral order of the universe.” In

are used figuratively. general it refers to any system of faith and wor .

REČKEM (Heb. ???, reh' -kem , varicgation ). ship, as the religion of the Jews or of pagan na .

1. One of the five Midianite kinys slain by the tions, or of Christians. In the popular language

Israelites along with Balaam (Num . 31:8; Josh. of believers in Christianity it means especiallyand

13:21 ), B. C. 1170.
almost exclusively the Christian religion. The

2. One of the sons of Hebron, and father of term calls attention to the all-important fact that

Shammai of the tribe of Judah ( 1 Chron . 2:43, naturewhich prompts him to some sort of faith
man is a religious being. There is that in his

44 ), B. C. after 1170.
3. A descendant of Machir, the son of Manas- and worship. With or without special revelation

seh by his wife Maachah (1 Chron. 7:16). The from God, herequires the satisfaction and conso

name is sometimes given as Rakem .
lation and guidance which come from faith in the

unseen and the eternal. The limits of this article

RELEASE (Heb. U194 , shaw -mat , to let alone; do not admit of representations of the various

Gr. atrołów, ap -ol-oo'.o, to release). forms of religion which have appeared in the his

1. The Sabbatic year (see Festivals) was also tory of the race. For these see articles under

called “ the year of release ” (Deut. 31:10), be their appropriate heads. Scientific research and

cause Moses commanded that during that year the comparative study in this direction , it should be

poor were not to be oppressed . The specific com said , did not exist before the present century.

mand was : “ Every creditor that lendethought the distinction between natural and revealed re

unto his neighbor shall release it ; he shall not exact ligion, their relative value and importance , the

it of his neighbor, or of his brother, because it is inadequacy of the one and the completeness of the

"
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other properly falls under the head of theology. in character with the recognition of the baseness

See THEOLOGY. of sin itself. But here again it is merely a burden

LITERATURE. - F . Max Müller, Introduction to of soul from which a man may seek to free him .

the Science of Religion ; Chips from a German self in vain till he recognizes the great hope set

Workshop ; W. D.Whitney, On the so -called Science before him in the Gospel. (3) It becomes most

of Religion ; J. Gardner, The Religions of the complete and powerful in those who have expe.

World ; 0. Pieiderer, Die Religion, ihr Wesen und rienced the saving grace of God, and thus realize

ihre Geschichte ; James Freeman Clarke, Ten Great more fully than ever the enormity of sin and the

Religions ; A. Fairbairn, Studies in the Philosophy depths of the divine compassion which has been

of Religion and History . - E. McC. operative in their salvation .

RELIGION , RELIGIOUS. See GLOSSARY. Repentance, it is thus to be seen , is the gift of

RELIGIOUS PROSELYTES. See PROSE
God ( Acts 5:31 ; 11:18 ; Rom. 2:4 ). It is so be.

cause God has given bis word with its revelations

REMALI'AH (Heb. 77773297, rem -al-yaw'- concerningsin andsalvation; also theHolySpirit
impress

hoo, adorned by Jehoval), the father of Pekah, of men and lead them to repentance. But as with

king of Israel (2 Kings 15:25 , 27 , 30, 32, 37 ; 16: 1, faith so with repentance it is left with men to

5 ; 2 Chron. 28: 6 ; Isa . 7 : 1 , 4 , 5, 9 ; 8 : 6), B. C. be make for themselves the great decision.

fore 735 . LITERATURE. — Works of Syst. Theol.: Van Oos

RE’METH (Heb. 0997, reh '-meth , height), a terzee, Pope, Miley ; Wesley's Sermons, vi, xiv.

city of Issachar (Josh . 19:21), called in 1 Chron . 6:73
E. McC.

Ramoth. See RAMOTH, 2. REPETITION (Gr. Bartohoyéw, bat-tol-og

REM'MON (Josh. 19 : 7). See Rimmon.
eh'-o, to stutter, prate). Our Lord, in his sermon on

the Mount (Matt. 6 : 7) cautions us against using
REM MON -METH'OAR (Josh . 19:13). See vain repetitions in prayer. This injunction is not

Rimuon.
directed against simple repetitions, which may

REMPHAN . See Gods, FALSE. often arise in the fervency of earnest prayer, but

REND, RENT (Heb. 3.7, kaw -rah ). This against such repetitions on the ground of supposed

Hebrew term is the only one which calls for special attach merit to much speaking in their prayers.
merit. The Gentile nations were accustomed to

notice.

1. The rending of one's clothes (q. v .) as sign extent that itwasone of their maxims that, “ He
The Jews adopted this bad practice to such an

ofgrief, and its figurative use ;thus , “ Rend your that multiplieth prayer shall be heard . ”

hearts and not your garment ” (Joel 2:13) signifies

contrition of heart, and not mere outward signs of
REʻPHAEL (Heb. Sep?, ref-aw -ale', whom

grief. God heals), a son of the Levite Shemaiah of the

2. The prophet in denouncing the people said house of Obed-edom, and appointed one of the

(4:30 ), “ Though thou rentest thy face (marg. eyes) doorkeepers of the bouse of God by David (1 Chron.

with painting, in vain shalt thou make thyself 26: 7), B. C. about 960.

fair.” Allusion is made to the Eastern practice REPHAH (Heb. hen, reh'.fakh, riches), a

of painting the eyes (q. v . ). son of Beriah of the tribe of Ephraim (1 Chron. 7:

REPENTANCE (Gr. petávola, met-an '-oy-ah, 25), B. C. after 1170.

a change of mind), in the theological and ethical

sense a fundamental and thorough change in the
REPHA’IAH (Heb. 1773 ref -aw -yar ', healed

hearts of men from sinandtowardGod. likefaith byJehovah ).

it is one of the necessary conditions of salvation(see
1. The sons of Rephaiah, the sons of Amon,

Faith ; see Matt. 4:17; 9:13 ; Mark 1:15 ; 2:17 ; etc.(1 Chron. 3:21), were, it is supposed, branches

Luke 13: 3 , 5 ; 15 : 7; Acts 2:38 ; 20:21, et al.). It of the family of David whose descent or connec

is bound up with faith and inseparable from it, tion with Zerubbabel is for us unascertainable.

since without some measure of faith no one can
Rephaiah is probably the same with Rhesa (q. v.) ,

truly repent, and repentance never attains toits mentioned in Luke 3:27 .

deepest character till the sinner realizes through
2. A son of Ishi, and one of the chiefs of Sim .

saving faith how great is the grace of God against con inthe timeofHezekiah, who led the expedi

whom he has sinned . On the other hand there tion of five hundred men against the Amalekites

can be no saving faith without true repentance. of Mount Seir ( 1 Chron. 4:42), B. C.about 715 .

Repentance contains as essential elements ( 1 ) a
3. One of the six sons of Tola, and head of a

genuine sorrow toward God on account of sin family in Issachar (1 Chron. 7 :2), B. C. before 1210.

(2 Cor. 7:9, 10 ; Matt. 5 :3, 4 ;Psa.51) ;(2) An from Jonathan, the son of Saul (1 Chron. 9:43),
4. The son of Binea, and eighth in descent

inward repugnance tosin necessarily followedby B. C. long after 1000.

the actual forsaking of it (Matt. 3:8 ; Acts 26:20;
He is called Rapha in 8:37.

Heb. 6 : 1 ). ( 3 ) Humble self-surrender to the will
5. The son of Hur, and the “ ruler of the half

and service of God (see Acts 9 : 6 , as well as Scrip . part of Jerusalem .” He repaired part of the wall

tures above referred to). Repentance, it should of the city (Neh. 3 : 9), B. C.445.

be observed, has different stages of development. REPH'AIM (Heb.xp ?, ref-aw - eem ', strong)

( 1 ) In its lowest and most imperfect form it may a race first mentioned in Gen. 14 : 5 as dwelling in

arise from fear of the consequences or penalty of Ashteroth Karnaim (quite probably not the same

sin. If it goes no farther than this it is simply with Ashtaroth, the residence of Og, Deut. 1 :4, et

remorse, and must end in despair. (2) It deepens | al . ), and being smitten by Chedorlaomer and his

>
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REPHAIM , VALLEY OF REPUTATION

>

>

>

allies. In Gen. 15:20 they appear among the na. represents the ancient vale of Rephaim . It.is the

tions to be dispossessed by Israel. As they are way the Philistines used to comeup in the days

not mentioned in Gen. 10: 15–18, they were prob- of the judges and of David .” Porter says "the

ably not Canaanites, but an older, perhaps abo- plain is flat and fertile, but is shut in on all sides

riginal race. Their few recorded names “ have,as by rocky hilltops and ridges. "

Ewald remarks, a Semitic aspect,” though, to be REPH'IDIM (Heb. On???, ref - ee -deem ', rest

sure, they may have been Semitized . They are

mentioned (A. V. “ giants ” ) in Deut. 2:11; 20 ; Wady Feiran, and the scene of the miracle by
ing places, stays, refreshments), a place in the

3:11, 13 ; Josh. 12:4; 13:12 ; 17:15, with the which Moseswas able to supply the people with

Perizzites (Gen. 15:20).
water. It was, therefore, one of the stopping

The valley of Rephaim (A. V. “ valley of the places in the desert (Exod. 17: 1, 8-16 ), also the

giants " ) is also mentioned (Josh. 15 : 8 ; 18:16 ; scene of a battle with the Amalekites (Num . 24:

2 Sam. 6:18, A , V. “ of Rephaim ; so 23:13 ; 20). There is much difficulty in identifying this

1 Chron. 11:15 ; 14: 9 ; Isa . 17:5 ). In theexpres- place. Stanley, Ritter, and Stewart hold to the

sion, “ the sons of the giant ” (2 Sam . 21:16, 18 ), opinion that the palm grove called for a very long

" born to the giant” (veșs . 20, 22-7977, 1 Chron . time the Valley of Paran, or Feiran, is the spot.

20:4, 6, 8, 1977), the use of the article would lead Dr. Robinson namesthe narrow gorge Wady es.

us to make it a common noun , “the giant," Sheikh, not far fromHoreb ; and thinks Horeb was

rather than a propername, “ Rapha ” (Ges., Heb .. the name, not of a single mountain, but a group.

Gr., $ 110, 1 and n. 1 ). There is up in the valley the Wady Leja , a mass

Rephaim is also used of the deadin Job 26:5 ; and wide, which , tradition says, is the rock which
of granite rock, twenty feet high and equally long

Psa. 88:10 ; Prov. 2:18 ; 9:18 ; 21:16 ; Isa. 14 :9; Moses struck. Dr. Durbin says ofthis, referring

26:14, 19. The various conjectures by which the
two meanings or two words have been connected to the strange fissures found in the rock , “ this

are given by Smith (s. v. “ giants ”). An examina: ural object claiming to attest a miracle ever did
stone made more impression on me than any nat

tionof the passagesjust cited shows that Rephaim
neither art nor chance could have contrived

in this sense usually has a notion of terror con- the holes which form the many fountains.”

nected with it, so that its relation to Sin ?? ( the REPROACH (Hebrew usually -727?, kher

dead) may be compared to that of biny ( the un- paw '; Gr.Öveidos,on”-i-dos),a severe expression of

seen world), to 727 (the grave ). We might, there. | censure or blame, “ mine enemies reproach me

fore, think that the inhabitants of Sheol were (Psa. 42:10 ; see Job 19 : 3 , etc. ) . It is sometimes

called Rephaim from an idea that Sheol was the directed against God, and is then often equivalent

prison house of “ fallen spirits, or buried giants ” to blasphemy (2 Kings 19 :4 , 16 ; Isa. 37: 4, 17, etc.)

—the more as all the passages cited may be It also is the object of contempt, scorn, derision,

classed as poetic ; and possibly all took the word as “ let us build up the wall of Jerusalem, that

from Job 26 :5, where there seems to be a refer- we be no more a reproach ” (Neh. 2:17 ; comp.
ence to a subterranean prison ( comp. 2 Pet. 2 : 4 ; Psa. 22:6 ; 79:4 ; Jer. 6:10 ; 24: 9 , etc. ).

Jude 6) . We might also notice the conjecture REPROBATE. 1. Used only once in the

that the Rephaims were troglodytes,and thus came Old Testament: “ Reprobate silver shall men call

to be associated with the dead. On account of them , because the Lord hath rejected them ” (Jer .

the possible connection with Sheol, and the acces- 6:30, Heb. ON?, maw -as', to spurn ).

sory notion of terror, perhaps the best translation 2. In the New Testament “ reprobate ” is the
is that of the R. V. margin , “ the shades.” But as rendering of the Gr. adókipos (ad-ok '- ee -mos ,not

neither of these explanations, nor, indeed, any standing the test). In Rom . 1 :28° the apostle says

other, is susceptible to proof, it may be thought of theGentiles that, “ even as they did not like to
safer to treat the two meanings as belonging to retain God in their knowledge, God gave them

different words which coincide in sound, like our

" see,” to behold , and “ see, ” a seat of ecclesias- reprobate here depends upon whether it is taken
over to a reprobate mind ,” etc. The meaning of

tical authority . - W . H.
in the active sense, when it means a blinded mind,

REPH'AIM , VALLEY OF (Heb. Payone no longer capable of judging ; if in the pas

boxp?, ay -mek ref -aw -eem ', valley of the strong, sive sense,then reprobate conveys the meaningof
rejected . The former is its more probable sense.

i. e. , giants) is first mentioned in Joshua's descrip. " Reprobate ” in 2 Cor. 13 :5, 6, 7 ; 2 Tim . 3:8, is
tion of the northern border of Judah (Josh. 15: 8 ) . I to be taken in the sense of unapproved. In Tit.

It was the scene of several conflicts between the 1:16 the margin is “ void of judgment.” See
Philistines and David ( 2 Sam . 5 : 17-22 ; 23 : 15-17 ;

GLOSSARY.
1 Chron . 14 :9, sg . ). From 1 Chron. 11:15, 16, it

REPROOF. See GLOSSARY.

seems clear that Rephaim was not very distant from

Bethlehem. The valley was proverbial for its REPUTATION. 1. This word occurs in

crops of grain ( Isa. 17 : 5). Smith says “ the new Eccles. 10 : 1 , as the rendering of the Heb. 27

railway from Jaffa , instead of being carried up (yaw -kawr.', valuable, costly ), and means " held in

Ajalon, turns south at Ramleh by the pass , high esteem .” Similar in meaning is the Gr.

through the low sand hills to Ekron, and thence Tiulos (tim'-ee-os, of great price, Acts 5:34 , “ Ga

runs up the Wady es Surar and its continuing maliel, had in reputation among the people ” ).

defile through the Judean range on to that 2. “ Them which were of reputation " (Gr. dok

plain southeast of Jerusalem which probably | Oūvtec, dok -oon ' -les, Gal. 2 : 2) are those thought of,

1 >
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RESEN RESURRECTION OF CHRIST

L. e.,those highly esteemed, looked up to, and so Gospel accounts of his appearances during the
of influence. forty days and of his visible ascension, his body

3. " He made himself of no reputation ” (Pbil. was undergoing the mysterious change of that

2 : 7) is the rendering of the Gr. Kevów ( ken -oʻ -o), to glorification of which the resurrection was the
empty one's self. See KenOSIS. beginning and the ascension into heaven the end

4. “Hold such in reputation ” (Phil. 2:29, Gr. ( see John 20:4, 14, 26.; 21:4 ; Luke 24:37). What

ĚVTIPOS, en '-tee-mos, valuable) is more properly ren . the change was that adapted the Lord's body to

dered in the R. V. “ Hold such in honor." its destined heavenly environment is a question of

RE'SEN (Heb. 7.7, reh'-sen, a halter ; or, ac- profitless speculation. But it is evident from the

cording to Dr. Sayce, head of the spring), an an
Scriptures that in the resurrection Christ's glorifi.

cient city of Assyria (Gen. 10:12). Keil and De
cation only began. Also that Christ now dwells

litzsch ( Com. , in loc .) think it to have been one of in heaven in a glorified body (Phil. 3:21 ; Col. 3 :4).

a number of towns forming the composite city The resurrection of Christ is represented inthe

called NINEVER (q . v. ) . Sayce (Higher Crit., etc., Scriptures aswrought by the power of God . Its
pp. 150, 152) suggests that Rehoboth 'Ir means miraculous power is strongly proclaimed (see Acts

" the city boulevards,” and that Resen stood mid- 13:30 ; Rom . 1 :4 ; 1 Cor. 15:15). And thus it pre

way between Nineveh and Calah. sents no difficulty for faith to one who really be

RE'SHEPH (Heb. yen, reh '- shef, flame), a it asin the deepest sense notunnatural, but pat
lieves in God . Indeed, the Scriptures represent

son of Beriah, of the tribe of Ephraim ( 1 Chron. ural that Christ should be raised from the dead
7:25), B. C. after 1170. (see Acts 2:24 ) .

RESPECT OF PERSONS (Heb. 727, naw- The testimony of the Scriptures as to the reality

kar'; Gr. TipoowTohnTTéw, pros-o-pol-ape-tel '-o). of the resurrection is most ample and without a
The Hebrew verb means to scrutinize, and hence note of discord as to the essential fact itself. The
care for, or reject ; the Greek verb' is derived witnesses were not few , but many (see, in addi.

from two others meaning to accept theface ; and tion to accounts in the gospels, i Cor. 15: 1-8).
both have the idea of partiality. This is contrary Lord ” (1 Cor.9:1 ) properly places him among the

The declaration of St. Paul that he had “ seen the

totheword,for God commanded that the judges witnesses tothe greatreality.

should pronounce judgment without respect of

persons (Lev. 19:15 ; Deut. 1:17 ; 16:19). God is
The proclamation of the resurrection lies at the

declared to have no respect of persons, i. e., he is basis of apostolic teaching (see Acts 1:22 ; 4 :2, 33 ;
impartial (Acts 10:34 ; Rom . 2:11 ; Eph. 6: 9 ; Col. 17:18 ; 23:6 ; 1 Cor. 15:14, et al . ). It ranks first

3:25); and Christians are warned against the same among the miracles which bear witness to Christ's

( James 2 : 1 , 3 , 9 ; comp. Prov. 24:23 ; 28:21 ) .
divine character (Rom . 1 :4 ). It is the divine seal

RESTITUTION. Sce PUNISHMENT, Mosaic is in close connection with the justification of
of approval upon Christ's atoning work, and thus

Law, 2. sinners (4:25 ; 5:10 ; 8:34 ) . It is connected with

RESURRECTION OF CHRIST, the return our spiritual renewal as the new life of believers

of Christ to bodily life on the earth on the third comes from the risen Christ (Col. 3 : 1-3) . It is the
day after his death . pledge of the resurrection and glorification of the

1. Scripture Doctrine. Only within recent true followers of Christ (Rom . 8:11 ; 1 Cor. 15 :20

years have rationalistic interpretations of the 22 ; Phil. 3:21 ; 1 Thess . 4:14 ).

Scriptures ventured to assert that the phrase 2. Theological. The denial of this great

“ raised from the dead ” does not mean an actual fact has always come from the enemies of Chris.

bodily resurrection, and that it simply declares tianity. This is but natural, as Christianity must
that Christ as a Spirit did not remain in hades, but stand or fall with the resurrection. Christ «

was raised to heaven . That this is a most irra- from the dead ” has always been a cardinal article

tional interpretation is seen from the explicit dec- of faith in the Christian Church. The historic .

Jaration and the whole tenor of the Scriptures proofs of this fact are most weighty when the re

upon this point. Likewise the “ vision hypothesis,'," lation of the fact to the whole bodyof saving truth

that Christ after his death only appeared to his is duly considered. They may fail to convince

disciples in a way purely subjective, is contrary to unbelievers who have no appreciation of the great

the Scriptures, neither can it be, as we shall sec, realities of sin and salvation. But still they are

sustained upon grounds of reason. The resurrec- of great value for the defense of the faith and for

tion of our Lord is set before us in the New Testa- the comfort of believers. The matter resolves it .

ment as the miraculous restoration of his physical self mainly into two considerations , viz. , the credi .

life, the reunion of his spirit with his body, and bility of the witnesses and the difficulties of denial

yet in such a way that the material limitations, in as greater than those of belief. As to the credi.

which he had previously confined his life , were set bility of the witnesses, account is to be taken not

aside. The resurrection was the beginning of the only of their number and variety, but also of the

glorification. It occurred on the morning of the essential harmony of their reports, the absence of

third day after his death, counting according to all motive to falsehood, and their self- sacrificing

custom , for days parts of days ( comp. Matt. 16:21 ; devotion to the Gospel which based itself upon
Luke 24 : 1 ). the resurrection . The difficulties which beset denial

The body in which the disciples saw the risen are found (a) in the impossibility of explaining the

Lord was real, that in which they had seen him empty grave except upon the ground that the

living , and that which had died (see Luke 24:39 ; resurrection actually took place; (b) the attitude

John20: 24–29). And yet, as is manifest from the l of the enemies of Christ after the resurrection,

>
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RESURRECTION OF THE BODY REUBEN

-

revealing as it did their helpless confusion ; (c) the body laid aside in death, that is a matter upon

belief of the disciples, their sudden transition from which the Scriptures open the way to no definite

hopelessness to triumphant faith, which would be conclusion. It may be remarked, however, that

inexplicable except upon the actuality of the resur- the continued identity of the body even in this.

rection ; (d) the founding of Christianityin the present life does not depend upon its possession
world, which can be rationally accounted for only continuously of the same substance ; nor is it

in view of the fact that Christ actually rose from identity of size or form or appearance. It is iden
the dead, tity of relationship and functions. The substance

LITERATURE. -See worksof Syst. Theol. , as Van ofwhich the body is composed is constantly chang.

Oosterzee, Dorner, Hodge, Pope ; also Edersheim , ing. Likewise there are changes in respect to

Life and Times of Jesus ; Geikie, Life andWorks other material features. Still the body remains as

uf Christ ; Farrar, Life of Christ. – E .McC . the vestiture, and in some degree the expression

RESURRECTION OF THE BODY (Gr. of the Spirit in union with it. The coarse repre.

áváoTaois, an -as’-tas-is, to make to stand, or rise sentation of bodily resurrection, in which many

up), the reunion of the bodies and souls of men bave indulged, based upon the idea of the literal

which have been separated by death . This is return of the same fleshly parts laid aside in death

rightly held to be an important article of Christian is therefore without warrant in reason. And this

belief, though it is left by the revelations of Scrip- is not required nor warranted by Scripture. A

ture as to many details in impenetrable obscurity. careful study of St. Paul's great chapter upon the

1. Scriptural. The Old Testament in the subject ( 1 Cor., ch . 15) must show this. The most

earlier parts does not speak explicitly upon this that can be aflirmed is that God will reinvest the

subject. Christ, however, declares the doctrine souls of men with bodies, and that these bodies,

to be generally presupposed in the old economy while changed, shall have in some important sense

(see Luke 20:37, 38). Allusions to it are held to identity with the bodies which have experienced

be found in Psa. 49:14, 15 ; Isa . 26:19 , 20 ; Ezek. , death and dissolution. It is not strange that this

ch . 37. A clear reference appears in Dan. 12 : 2 . doctrine has been denied by rationalists, and ma

It is plainly taught also in the Apocryphal books terialists, and skeptics generally. But it is logic.

of the Old Testament(Wisd. 3:1 ; 4:15 ; 2 Macc. ally held by Christians because of their faith in

7:14, 23 , 29). It was a belief held commonly Christ and in the teachings which bear his author.

among the Jews in the timeof Christ (see Matt. ity. It has great religious and ethical value, inas

22:30; Luike 20:39 ; John 11:24 ; Acts 23 : 6, 8) . much as it recognizes thedignity of the body and

The Sadducees were the exceptions in their denial its true relation to the soul in union with it, and

of the doctrine. Christ appeared and confirmed opens to us the hope of complete glorification

this belief, though careful to guard against erro. (see works of Syst. Theol., as Hodge, Pope, Van

neous sensuous conceptions held by some in connec. Oosterzee, Dorner, Martensen . Particular works

tion with it, as appears in some of the passages to are very numerous).-E. McC.

which reference has been made. Naturally it was RETRIBUTION . See PUNISHMENT, FUTURE.

a marked feature of apostolic doctrine (see Acts
RE'U (Heb. 1?, reh-oo', friend ), the son of

4: 2 ; 26 : 3 ; 1 Cor. , ch. 15 ; 1 Thess . 4:14 ; Pbil. 3:20,
21 ; Rev. 20:6–14, et al.). The teaching of the Peleg and father of Serug, in the ancestry of

Scriptures sums up as follows: 1. The bodyshall Abraham (Gen. 11:18–21 ; 1 Chron. 1:25 ), B. C.

rise again . The integrity of man's being, a crea
before 2200. He lived two hundred and thirty

nine

ture of soul and body, shall be restored. 2. In
years. He is called Ragau in Luke 3:35 .

some sense the identity of the body shall be pre
RÉU'BEN.-1. Name and Family . (Heb.

served. 3. The body is to be so changed and re- | 72787, reh -oo -bane', see a son. ) The firstborn son

fined as to fit it for the new surroundings ofthe of Jacob and Leah(Gen. 29:32), B.C. about2000.

future life. For the saints it is to be a “ glorified 2. Personal History. (1) His crime. When

body.” 4. The resurrection will take place at the Jacob dwelt in Edar Reuben committed an offense

end of the world, and will be preliminary to the (Gen. 35:22) which was too great for Jacob ever to

final judgment. 5. The power is of God in Christ, forget, and ofwhich he spoke with abhorrence even

who said, “ I am the resurrection and the life .” upon his dying bed (49:4 ). (2) Befriends Joseph.

2. Theological. The article in the Apostles' When his brethren were planning for the destruc

Creed containing this doctrine was doubtless in- tion of Joseph in Dothan , Reuben, as the eldest

tended to express the faith of the early Church in son , interfered in his behalf. By his advice Joseph's

the teaching of Christ and the apostles. It was life was spared - he was stripped of his distin .

also intended to meet the Manichean heresy that guished garment and cast into a pit. In Reuben's

there is an essential antagonism between matter absence Joseph was sold to the Ishmaelites. When

and spirit, that matter is by nature evil, and ac- Reuben returned, with the intention of rescuing

cordingly the soul of man is degraded by union his brother, he found that he had gone, and mani

with the body. That this simple but great state- fested great grief thereat (37:21 , 22, 29). (3 ) In

ment of the dignity of the human body, a dignity Egypt. Reuben accompanied his brethren into

as real as that of the human spirit, and that both Egypt in search of food , and accepted Joseph's

soul and body are destined to immortality, has harsh treatment of himself and brethren as a

been overlaid by many crude speculations, is what proper judgment upon them because of their sin

might have been expected, and in no measure (42:22). He delivered Joseph's message to Jacob

detracts from the great truth of revelation to which demanding Benjamin's presence in Egypt, and of

the statement points. As to the sense in which fered his two sons as pledges for his brother's

the resurrection body shall be identical with the safe return (v. 37). Upon the removal of Jacob

:)
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REUBENITE REVELATION

into Egypt Reuben had four sons — Hanoch, Phallu, By general revelation is meant that which is

Hezron, and Carmi (46 :9 ). given to all men, in nature and history, and in the

3. Character. “ Reuben seems to have been nature of man himself. The reality and validity of

of an ardent, impetuous, unbalanced, but not of revelation in this sense is declaredin such scrip

an ungenerous nature ; not crafty and cruel, as tures as Psa. 19: 1 ; Isa. 40:26 ; Rom. 1:19 , 20 ;

were Simeon and Levi, but rather, to use the Exod. 9:16 ; Acts 14 :16–17; 17:15 ; Rom. 2:14,

metaphor of the dying patriarch, boiling up like 15 ; Matt. 6 :22–34. But the actual power of this

a vessel of water over the rapid wood fire of the revelation over men has, in numberless cases,

nomad tent, and as quickly subsiding into apathy been reduced or nullified by sin (see Rom. 4:24

when the fuel was withdrawn." 28). And, besides, the coming of sin into the

4. The Tribe of Reuben . (1) Numbers. world , the establishment of the economy of re

At the time of the migration into Egypt Reuben's demption, has necessitated the making known of

sons were four, and from them sprang the chief truths not made known by general revelation.

families of the tribe. The census of Mount Sinai Therefore God has given the special revelation

(Num . 1:20, 21 ; 2:11) shows that the numbers of brought to us in the Holy Scriptures. The Scrip

this tribe at the exodus was forty-six thousand tures reiterate the truths proclaimed in nature, in

five hundred men above twenty years of age, and history, and in man himself; and, in addition

fit for active warlike service, ranking seventh in thereto, declare the salvation which God has pro

population. At the later census, taken thirty- vided for mankind in Jesus Christ.

eight years after, and just before entering Canaan,
It is true that the Scriptures contain many

its numbers had decreased to forty -three thou- things not in the nature of revelation - matters of

sand seven hundred and thirty, which made it fact, the knowledge of which lay within the reach
rank as ninth (26 :7). (2) Position. During the of unaided human powers. But these are only

journey through the wilderness the position of the framework of the great revelation in connec

Reuben was on the south side of the tabernacle. tion with them. It is to be observed further that

The " camp ” which went under his name was revelation is not to be confounded with inspira

formed ofhis own tribe, that of Simeon and of tion. Revelation refers to the truths or facts

Gad. ( 3) Inheritance. The country allotted to which God has made known; inspiration to the

this tribe was east of Jordan, extending on the process by which the knowledge has come. The

south to the river Arnon, on the east to the desert proofs of revelation and of inspiration, however,

of Arabia ; on the west were the Dead Sea and closely related, and in some measure interwoven,

the Jordan, and the northern border was probably are therefore not identical. See INSPIRATION.

marked by a line running eastward from the Jor. The reality of special revelation is proved by

dan through Wady Heshbån ( Josh . 13: 17-21 ; Num . evidence both external and internal. The exter.

32:37, 38).
nal proof is found in miracles and prophecy. See

REUČBENITE, a descendant of Reuben (Num .
MIRACLES, PROPHECY.

26 : 7, etc.).
The internal proofs are the contents of the rev.

elation itself. The greatness of the truths, their

REU'EL (Heb.28787, reh - oo -ale', friend of adaptationto thenecessities of humanlife,their

God ). practical effects when accepted, and above all the

1. The son of Esau by his wife Bashemath personal character of Jesus Christ, who is the

(Gen. 36 :4, 10 , 35). His four sons (Gen. 36:13 ; center of the whole revelation and the supreme

1 Chron. 1:37 ) were chiefs (“ dukes " ) of the Edom- medium thereof, form sufficient proof that the

ites (Gen. 36:17). revelation of the Scriptures has come from God.

2. A priest of Midian and herdsm Thus the revelation is to be recognized as the sun

a hospitable reception to Moses when he fled from is known, by its own shining. True, it will not be

Egypt, and whose daughter Zipporah became the recognized by those who ignore the reality of sin

wifeof Moses (Exod . 2:18 ). Reuel is undoubtedly and the necessity for salvation. But to everyone

the sameperson as JETHRO (q . v.), the first being who truly feels this sad reality, not only will the

probably hisproper name, and thelatter a title or special revelation of salvation seem possible, but

surname, indicating his rank.
also real and indispensable.

3. The father of Eliasaph, the captain of the
And they who seek and find the salvation pro

host of Gad at the time of the census at Sinai claimed by the Scriptures find a peculiar personal

(Num. 2:14), B. C. 1209. The parallel passages evidence of the divine authority of the Scriptures.

( 1:14 ; 7:42 , 47 ; 10:20) give the name as Deuel. See ASSURANCE.

4. The son of Ibnijah and father of Shephathiah ,
The term “continuous revelation " has come

of the tribe of Benjamin ( 1 Chron . 9 : 8). somewhat prominently into use in recent years.

REU’MAH (Heb. 177787, reh-oo-maw ', ele . By thisit is commonly meant that specialrevela
tion did not cease with the closing of the Scrip

vated ), Nahor's concubine, and by him mother of ture canon ; that revelations as authoritative as

Tebah and others (Gen. 22:24). those of the Scriptures are still being made. We

REVELATION (Gr. årokálupis, apok -al- have not space for adequate discussion of this
oop -sis, an uncovering or unveiling ), a term ex- view. It should be noted , nevertheless , that it is

pressive of the fact that God has made known to a denial of the sufficiency of the revelation already

men truths and realities which men could not dis- given , and opens the way for fanaticism and grave
cover for themselves. Properly enough, however, we may rec

An important distinction commonly recognized ognize the progress which has been exhibited

is between general and special revelation. throughout the whole history of revelation ; and,

who gave

a

"

errors.
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besides that, the deeper and larger understanding Another Hebrew term is 977: (ghid -doof', villifica

of divine truth to which the Christian world is tion ) and is used by Isaiah (51:7) and Zephaniah

continually attaining, whether that truth comes (2:8 ). Kindred to ghid -doof' is the Gr. gordopéw

through revelation general or special . ( loy -dor -eh -o ), which means tovillify, heap reproach
LITERATURE. — Works of Systematic Theology, upon, and is used to represent the treatment of

particularly Van Oosterzee, Christ. Dogm .; Brown, our Lord by his enemies ( John 9:28 ; 1 Pet. 2:23),

Comp. of Natural and Revealed Religion ; Delany, of the question put byPaul to the high priest

Revelation Examined. - E. McC.
(Acts 23 :4 ), as also “ revilers ” in the catalogue of

REVELING (Gr. Kūpos, kő -mos, a carousal ), evildoers ( 1 Cor. 6:10 ). In the expression, " They

in the Greek writings, was a nocturnal and riot | that passed by reviled him ” (Matt. 27:39) the

ous procession of half-drunken and frolicsomefel- evangelist uses theGr. Baconuéw (blas-fay -men -o),

lows, who after supper parade through the streets a very strong term, signifying to rail at, calumni.

with torches and music in honor of Bacchus or ate, showing an utter want of reverence for the

some other deity, and sing and play before the divine Sufferer. In Mark 15:32 it is recorded,

houses of their male and female friends ; hence “ And they that were crucified with him reviled

used generally of feasts and drinking parties that him ” (Gr.oversięw ,on-i-did'-zo),meaning that they

are protracted till late atnight, and indulge in rev- unjustly reproached him.

elry ” (Rom . 13:13, A. V. “ rioting ; ” Gal. 5:21 ; REWARD (Gr. ulogós, mis -thos', hire, wage), a

1 Pet. 4: 3). term used generally in the Scriptures to express

REVENGE, REVENGER . These words | God's gracious bestowments upon his children, and

are often used in the sense of to avenge a wrong, particularly in the future life. Thus said Christ,

or the one who brings punishment (see AVENGER). “ Great is your reward in heaven .” It is used,

This is the meaning in Num. 35 :19–27; 2 Sam. however, sometimes in the still broader sense of
14:11 ; Psa. 79:10 ; Jer. 15:15 . The civil magis- retribution, whether of good or evil (see 2 Pet. 2 :
trate is called by Paul “ the minister of God, a re 15 ; Rev. 22:12) .

venger to execute wrath upon him that doeth evil ” A principal point of contention between Roman

(Rom. 13 :4) ; while in 2 Cor. 7:11 the apostle rec- Catholics and Protestants relates to the ground of

ognizes as a prominent virtue of the church in reward, Roman Catholics holding that reward is

Corinth its zeal and vengeance, i . e., disciplinary based upon the actual merit of the good works of

zeal against the incestuous person. He writes the believers, while Protestants regard the reward as

church (2 Cor. 10 : 6) that he has “ a readiness to of grace. Undoubtedly the whole tenor of the

revenge all disobedience, when your obedience is Scriptures is to the effect that every man shall be
fulfilled. ” How he intends to execute this ven- rewarded according to his works (Rom. 2:16 ; Rev.

geance he does not tell; he might do it by excom- | 22:12 ; Matt. 25:31-46), and yet not because these

munication, by giving the intruders over to the works are themselves meritorious, but because

power of Satan (1 Cor. 5 : 5 ) , or by the exercise of they express the hidden principle of life. But

his miraculous apostolic" power. Revenge, or this does not conflict with the idea of different

vengeance, is attributed to God in two very re- measures of reward, as even among the saved the

markable passages (Deut. 32 :41-43; Nah . 1 :2), in true principle of holy living is stronger in some

which Jehovah is represented as bringing certain cases than in others ( see 1 Cor. 2 :9–15) . No true

punishment upon the wicked. The ordinary un. Christian can feel otherwise than that if he is

derstanding of revenge is quite different from the finally saved and rewarded it must be wholly of

above, and implies a vindictive feeling against the the grace of God in Christ. See Final JUDGMENT,

offender. It differs from resentment, which rises up
PUNISHMENT.—E. McC.

in the mind immediately upon being injured ; for REʻZEPH (Heb. 77, reh ' -tsef, solid, a stone),

revenge may wait years after the offense is com
a stronghold nearHaran, taken by the Assyrians

mitted. In this vindictive sense we have scrip- | (2 Kings 19:12; Isa. 37:12). There were nine
tural instances (Jer. 20:10 ; Ezek . 25:15 ). This cities of this name. This was probably located

sort of revenge is forbidden by the command to
west of the Euphrates, called now Rasapha.

love our enemies and to return good for evil.

REZI'A (Heb. 1777 ?, rits-yaw ', delight), one of
REVENUE. See King.

the sons of Ulla, of the tribe of Asher ( 1 Chron.
REVERENCE. 1. In the sense of paying 7:39) , B. C. perhaps about 1170.

respect to some distinguished person , reverence is

mentioned in 2 Sam. 9 : 6 ; 1 Kings 1:31 ; Esth . 3 :
REZ'IN (Heb. 7'*?, rets-een', delight).

2, 5 ; in the parable of the vineyard (Matt. 21:37 ; 1. A king of Damascus, who was contemporary

Mark 12:6 ; Luke 20:13) ; and of the respect given with Pekah in Israel and with Jotham and Ahaz

to fathers (Heb. 12 :9) and husbands (Eph . 5:33 ). in Judah . Allying himself with Israel , he carried

2. Weare taught to reverence God (Psa. 89:7 ; on constant war against Judah,attacking Jotham

111 : 9), his sanctuary (Lev. 19:30 ; 26:2). See toward theclose of his reign (2 Kings 15:37), B.C.

GLOSSARY, WORSHIP. 742. His chief war was with Ahaz, whose terri.

REVILE, REVILER, REVILING (Heb.
tories he invaded in company with Pekah , B, C.

about 741 .

537, kaw -lal”, to make light of, Exod. 22:28), Jerusalem , where Ahaz was, but “ could not pre
The combined army laid siege to

“ Thou shalt not revile the gods.” Elohim does vail against it ” (Isa. 7 :1 ; 2 Kings 16 :5 ). Rezin,

not mean either the gods of other nations , or however, “ recovered Elath to Syria ” (2 Kings

rulers , but simply God, whose majesty was despised | 16 :6) . Soon after this he was attacked ,defeated,

in every breach of the commandments of Jehovah. I and slain by Tiglath-pileser II, king of Assyria

-

"
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2:48 ; 1

>

tants .

6

.

( 16 : 9). Compare Tiglath-pileser's own inscrip- from which they directed operations against Pales

tions, where the defeat of Rezin and the destruc- tineand Phænicia. HitherPharaoh -Nechoh brought

tion of Damascus are distinctly mentioned. King JEHOAHAZ (q. v.) in chains (see 2 Kings 25:6,

2. One of the families of the Nethinim (Ezra | 20, 21 ; Jer. 39: 5,52). Riblah is preserved in the

Neh. 7:50) . miserable village of Rible, from ten to twelve

REʻZON (Heb. jir?, rez-one', prince), the son hours S.S. W. of Hums (Emesa) , by the river

of Eliadah , a Syrian in the service of Hadadezer,
el-Ahsy (Orontes).

king of Zobah . When David defeated Hadadezer RICHES. This term is frequently used in a

(2 Sam . 8: 3 ) Rezon forsook his lord , and gathering figurative sense to represent the gifts and graces
à band about him , established himself as king of of God's Holy Spirit, as “ Despisest thou the riches

Damascus ( 1 Kings 11 : 23–25) . The settlement of of his goodness," etc. (Rom . 2:4 ; comp. 9:23 ; Eph.

Rezon at Damascus could not have been till some 1 : 7, 18 ; 2: 7 ; 3 : 8 ; Phil. 4:19).

time after the disastrous battle in which the power RID . See GLOSSARY.

of Hadadezer was broken, for we are told that RIDDANCE (Heb. 152, kaw -law ', to end, com
David at the same time defeated the army of

Damascene Syrians who cameto the relief of plete). “ And when ye reap the harvest of your

Hadadezer, and putgarrisons in Damascus,B. C. land, thou shalt not make a clean riddanceof the

about 984. From his position at DamascusRezon corners of thy field ” (Lev. 23:22 ), is another form

harassed the kingdom of Solomon during his whole of the command : “Thou shalt not wholly reap the

reign.
corners ” ( 19 : 9) . The word is also used in Zeph.

RHEʻGIUM (Gr. 'Pńylov, hrayg'-ee-on, broken
1:18, in the sense of ridding the land of inhabi.

off, alluding to the abrupt character of the coast),

a town on the southwest coast of Italy, at the
RIDDLE (Heb . :777 , khee-daw ', tied in a knot ,

southern entrance of the Strait of Messina, men- twisted ), elsewhere “ dark sentence ,”. “ bard ques.

tioned incidentally (Acts 28:13) in the account of tion,” “ dark saying, ” etc. The Hebrew word is

Paul's voyage from Syracuse to Puteoli . It is now derived from an Arabic root meaning “ to bend

called Reggio, a town of about ten thousand in - off , ” “ to twist,” and is used for artifice (Dan. 8:23),

habitants. a proverb ( Prov. 1 : 6 ), a song (Psa . 49:4 ; 78: 2 ) , an

RHE'SĄ (Gr. 'Proá, hray -sah'), a name given oracle (Num . 12:8), a parable (Ezek. 17:2), and in

in the genealogy of Christ ( Luke 3:27) asthe son
general any wise or intricate sentence (Psa. 94:4 ;

of Zorobabel and father of Joanna. He is prob- the word (Judg. 14 : 12–19). Riddles were gen.
Hab. 2 : 6 , etc. ), as well as a riddle in our sense of

ably the same with REPHAIM (q. v .).
erally proposed in verse, like the celebrated riddle

RHODA (Gr. 'Pódn, hrod'-ay, rose), the of Samson , which, however, was properly no

maiden who announced the arrival of Peter at the riddle at all , because the Philistines did not pos.

door of Mary's house after his release from the sess the only clew on which the solution could de.

prison by the angel (Acts 12:13 , 14), A. D. 44. pend. The riddles which the queen of Sheba

RHODES (Gr.'Pódos, hrod '-os, a rose) , an island came to ask of Solomon ( 1 Kings 10: 1 ; 2 Chron.

in the Mediterranean Sea, near the coast of Asia | 9 : 1 ) were rather “bard questions " referring to

Minor. A very ancient center of commerce, litera- profound inquiries. Keil (Com ., 1 Kings 10: 1 )

ture, and art. It was built in the 5th century says that a riddle is “ a pointed saying which

B. C. The Colossus, one of the wonders of merely hints at a deeper truth , and leaves it to be

the world, was erected at its harbor; it is about guessed .” According to Josephus (Ant., viii,5, 3),

eighteen miles broad and forty -six miles long. In Solomon was very fond of the riddle. They were

the Middle Ages the island was famous as the also known to the Egyptians, and were used at

homeof the Knights of St. John. Its population banquets by Greeks and Romans. “ Riddle " is

now is about twenty thousand. Paul touched used once in the New Testament (1 Cor. 13:12,

here (Acts 21: 1) on his return voyage to Syria marg.) ; being in the text “ darkly ” (Gr. aivyna,

from his third missionary journey, but it is not ah'ee-noog-ma, an obscure saying). The Gospel

stated whether or not he landed . revelation is an enigma, “ Inasmuch as it affords

RIB'AI (Heb. 57, ree-bah'ee, contentious), a to us no full clearness of light upon God's decrees,

Benjamite of Gibeah, whose son Íttai was one of ways of salvation , etc., but keeps its contents

David'smighty men (2 Sam . 23:29 ; 1 Chron. 11:31 ) , (Rom .11:33,sq.; 1 Cor.2 :9 ) concealed, bound up in
sometimes in a greater, sometimesin a less degree

B. C. 1000.

RIBAND (Heb. Bora, paw -theel', twisted ), man limitation and human speech, and,conse
images, similitudes, types, and the like formsof hu

rather the thread by which the tassels were fas- quently, is for us of a mysterious and enigmatic
tened to garments (Num . 15:38). nature, standing in need of future light, and

RIBʻLAH (Heb. ->7, rib-law ', fertility ). vouchsafing faith, indeed , but not the external

1. A landmark on the eastern boundary of Israel, figure ” (Meyer, Com .,in loc.).

as given by Moses (Num . 34:11 ), the position being RIDER (Heb. , ro-kabel. It would seem

given with much precision . " It was between natural that horses should have been used for rid

Shepham and the sea of Chinnereth, to the east ing as early as for draught; and the book of Job

of Ain (i . e . , the fountain ). This shows that it was clearly indicates such use in the description of the

different from Riblah of Hamath . chase of the ostrich , “ She scorneth the horse and

2. Riblah of Hamath (2 Kings 23:33, etc. ), his rider” ( Job. 39:18). By the Egyptians, Baby;

the camping ground of the kings of Babylon , lonians, and early Greeks, war chariots were used

"
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instead of cavalry,the drivers of the chariot horses wandering about in the desert after leaving Kadesh

being called " riders ” ( Exod. 15 : 1 , 21 ). The ( 14:25). Of these seventeen places, Ezion -geber
Persians appear to have been the first to discover is the only one that can be pointed out with cer .

the value of cavalry, in which the Hebrews were tainty.
always deficient. White asses were ridden in the RIM'MON, THE ROCK OF (Heb. who

timeofthe judges, and the mules in the ageof 782977, seh´-lah haw -rim -mone'), the cliff or moun,
the kings, horses being generally reserved for char

iots . See ARMY.
tain pass to which the Benjamites fled when pursued

RIGHTEOUSNESS (Heb. PT?* tseh ' -dek ;
after the slaughter at Gibeah . Six hundred reached

it and maintained themselves there for four months,

Gr. dikia, dik -ee '-ah ), purity of heartand rectitude until released by the rest of the tribes (Judg. 20:45,

of life ; the being and doing right. The righteous-47; 21:13). It is mentioned as being in the wil.

ness or justice (q. v .) of God is the divine holi- derness, i. e.,no doubt the desert which rises from

ness applied in moral government and the domain Jericho to the mountains of Beth - el (Josh. 16 : 1).

of law. As an attribute of God it is united with Rimmon has been preserved in the village of

his holiness as being essential in his nature ; it is Rummôn, about fifteen miles N. of Jerusalem ,

legislative or rectoral, as he is the righteous govo which stands upon and around the summit of a

ernor of all creatures ; and is administrative or Iconical limestone mountain, and is visible in all

judicial , as he is the just dispenser of rewards and directions .

punishments. The righteousness of Christ denotes
RING. The ring was at a very ancient date a

not only his absolute perfection , but is taken for
his perfect obedience to the law, and suffering symbolof authority and dignity. That it was so

the penalty thereof in our stead. It is frequently fact that Pharaoh gave his ring to Joseph (Gen.
among the ancient Egyptians is evident from the

usedto designate his holiness, justice,and faith- 41:42), as a token that he transferred to him the
fulness (Gen. 18:25; Deut. 6:25 ; Psa. 31: 1; exercise of the royal authority. Such a transfer

119: 137 , 142 ; Isa. 45:23 ; 46:13 ; 51 :5–8 ; 66: 1 ). is twice related of Ahasuerus, once in favor of

The righteousness of the law is that obedience Hamancai, and again in favor of Mordecai (Esth.
which the law requires (Rom . 3:10, 20 ; 8 :4). The 3:8-10 ; 8:2). These were probably signet rings.

righteousness of faith is the justification (9. v.) A veryearly instance ofa signet ring is to be
which is received by faith (Rom . 3:21-28 ; 4 : 3–25 ; found in the history of Judah (Gen. 38:18, A. V.
5 : 1-11 ; 10 : 6–11 ; Cor. 5:21 ; Gal. 2:21 ).

RIM’MON (Heb. 719 , rim-mone',
" signet" merely); buton (kho-thawm '), signifies

pome

a signet ring worn on the hand, or suspended by a
granate).

cord from the neck (Jer. 22:24). In the New

1. A Benjamite of Beeroth , whose sons, Baanah Testament the ring is a symbol of honor and dig .

and Rechab, iurdered Ish -bosheth (2 Sam. 4 : 2–9), nity, though no longer a power and authority (Luke

B. C. before 988 . 15:22). A “gold -ringed man " (James 2 :2, A. V.

2. A Syrian deity (2 Kings 5:18), worshiped in with a gold ring ; » Gr. χρυσοδακτύλιος, gold

Damascus. See Gods, False. ringed ) was a man of wealth . The ring was gen

3. A town in the south of Judah (Josh . 15:32), erally worn on the fourth finger of the left hand,

allotted to Simeon ( 19 : 7, A. V. incorrectly “ Rem- under the belief that a vein ran from that finger

mon ; ” 1 Chron. 4:32) ; in each passage the name direct to the heart. The wearing of rings on the

Rimmon follows that of Ain , also one of the cities right hand was a mark of effeminacy, but they were

of Judah and Simeon. The two are joined in frequently worn in considerable numbers on the

Neh . 11:29, and are given in the A. V, as En - left. See JEWELRY, TABERNACLE.

RIMMON (9. v. ). The only other notice in the Bible RINGSTREAKED, or STRAKED (Heb.

is in Zech. 14:10. It is identified with the village 717, aw -kode', striped ), a term applied to the parti
Umer - Rumanim (“ mother of pomegranates ” ), colored rams of Jacob's flock (Gen. 30:35, etc. )

about thirteen miles S. of Eleutheropolis.
See GLOSSARY.

4. A city of Zebulun assigned to the Merarite

Levites (1 Chron. 6:77 ) ; by some thought to be
RIN'NAH (Heb. 27, rin -naw ', a shout), a

identical with Rimmon-METHOAR (q . v .); while son of Shimon, of the tribe of Judah (1 Chron. 4:

others think that Dimnah (Josh. 21:35) may have | 20), B. C. before 1170.

been originally Rimmon , as the D and R in Hebrew RIOT (Gr. áowría, as-o -tec' -ah ) the charac

are very easily confounded. ter of an abandoned man ; denotes dissolute life,

RIMʻMON -METH'OAR(Heb.77777397, profligacy (Tit.1:6; 1 Pet. 4 : 4 ; rendered

rim -mone' ham -meth -o-awr', the one marked oj ). in Eph . 5:18 ). The adverbial form (Gr. Noutos, as.

one of the landmarks of theeastern boundary of oʻ-toce) is given in the parable of theprodigal, “ He

Zebulun (Josh. 19:13 , A.V. “ Remmon .”) Methoar wasted his substance in riotous living ” (Luke 16 :

is not a proper name, but the participle of 78 13); In 2 Pet. 2:13 the apostle says ofsome that

(taw -ar'), bounded off, or stretched ; and is better (Gr. tpusń, troo-fay’, to live softly) ;.effeminacy ,
* They count it pleasure to riot in the day time"

rendered in the R. V. “ which is stretched unto understood by some as sexual indulgence, which

Neah . ” It was probably identical with Rimmon, 4.
was considered by the ancients , when indulged in

RIM MON -PAREZ (Heb. 77972 , rim- during the day,as sottishness. 'In Luke 7:26it is
mone' peh '-rets, pomegranate of the breach), one rendered " live delicately.”

of the seventeen camping grounds (Num . 33:19 ) The sense of riotous in the expressions, “ riotous

of the Israelites during their thirty -seven years of eaters of flesh " ( Prov. 23:20) and " a companion

1
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of riotous men ” (28: 7), is glutlonous ( A. V. “glut- The word thus came to mean both a stream and

ton, " 23:21 ; Heb. 551, zaw-lal', to squander, in the its channel,or valley ; andsometimes it is applied

sense of squandering one's own body).
to a valley or glen, apart altogether from the idea

of a stream (Gen. 26:17). In Lev. 11 :9, 10, it is

RI'PHATH (Heb. 079 " ), ree- fath ', spoken ), applied to the stream itself ;while we have the

the second son of Gomer, and grandson of Ja. “ valley," the “ brook," and the “ river " Zered

pheth (Gen. 10: 3 ; 1 Chron. 1:6, in which latter (Num . 21:12 ; Deut. 2:13 ; Amos6:14 ), the " brook ”

passage the name is given Diphath by a clerical and the “river ” of Jabbok (Gen. 32:23 ; Deut. 2:

error). 37), of Kishon (Judg. 4 : 7 ; 1 Kings 18:40). In

RISING . See GLOSSARY. Num. 13:23 “ the brook Eshcol ” should be “ the

RISʻSAH (Heb. 57o ?, ris -saw ', a ruin), one of valley ; ” and inDeut. 3:16 the same word is ren

the stationsof Israel in the wilderness (Num.33: dered— “ unto the river Arnon half the valley”

21, 22), thought to be identical with Rasa, thirty- midst ofthe river ”( Josh. 13:9) should read " in
(comp. Josh. 12: 2). “ The city that is in the

twoRoman miles from Ailah (Elah) ; but no site the midst ofthe valley."
has been identified with it.

RITH MAH (Heb... zalpen ,rith-maw ',place of used for streams, without respect, apparently, to
7. Peh ' -leg (Heb. 159, to gush, or flow over ) is

the broom ), an encampment of Israel (Num . 33:18, their size, but to the distribution of their waters
19), probably northeast of Hazeroth .

through the land. It is used ten times in the

RIVER, the rendering of seven Hebrew words . Scripture, always in the poetical or prophetical

In the case of some of them other terms are em- books (Psa. 65: 9; 119 :136 ; Job 20:17 ; 29:6 ;

ployed, as stream , channel, flood, but in certain Prov. 5:16 ; Isa. 30:25 , etc.).

passages the word river stands as an equivalent 8. A word commonly rendered " conduit "

for every one of them.
(2 Kings 18:17 ; 20:20 ; Isa. 7 :3 ; 36 :2) ; once a

1. 06-bawl' (Heb. 3278, from 337, yaw -bal”, to “ watercourse ” ( Job 28:25) is , rendered " little

flow ), used only in Dan. 8 : 2, 3 , 6. rivers" (Ezek. 31:4). It is abym (teh -aw -laro'),

2. Aw -feek ' (Heb. PD , holding) is applied to and means simply a channel, or conduit, for con

streams or rivers, with a primary respect to the veying water.

channels, often in Palestine deep rock walls or 9. The Greek word notauós ( pot -am -os', running

ravines, that contain or bound them ; and so chan- water) corresponds to Nos. 3 and 5 .

nel comesusually to be a quitesuitable rendering Figurative. “ Rivers " and " waters

for it (2 Sam . 22:16), though K. and D. render it frequently used in Scripture to symbolize abun.

beds of the sea (Psa. 18:15 ; Isa. 8 : 7). Perhaps dance, as of grace of God (Psa. 36 : 8 ; 46:4 ; Isa.

channels would be better than “ rivers" in 32:2 ; 41:18 ;John 1:16 ; 7:38, 39), of peace (Isa.

Ezek. 32 : 6 ; Joel 1:20 ; 3:18) . 66:12), of good things of life (Job 20:17; 29:6),

3. Yeh -ore ' (Heb. 78?), a word of Egyptian ori- of God's providence (Isa. 43:19, 20), affliction (Psa.

gin, and frequently used of the Nile, and appears 69 :2 ; Isa. 43:2). The fruitfulness of trees planted

to have been the common designation for it in by rivers is figurative of the permanent prosperity

Egypt (Gen. 41:1, 2; Exod . 1:22 ; 2 : 3 , 5). Subse of the righteous (Psa. 1:3 ; Jer. 17 : 8). Drying up

quent writers , when speaking of the river of of rivers represents God's judgments (Isa. 19 : 1-8 ;

Egypt,generally borrow thesame word , sometimes Jer. 51:36 ; Nah. 1 :4 ; Zech. 10:11 ), as does also

using it in the plural , the Nile and its branches their overflowing (Isa. 8 : 7, 8 ; 28:2, 18 ; Jer. 47 : 2) .

(Isa . 7:18 ; 19 : 6 ; Jer. 46 : 7 ; Ezek . 29 : 3). The RIVER OF EʻGYPT (Heb.673 779, neh

word is sometimes used of rivers generally ( Job har mits-rah'-yim).

18:10 ; 2 Kings 19:24 ; Isa. 37 : 5 ; Dan. 12:5 , 6). 1. The Nile (Gen.15:18). In the R. V. the word

4. Yoo-baľ (Heb.537"), found only in Jer. 17 : 8, “ brook " is used , while in the A. V. the word

is radically identical with No. 1 . " river ” is found.

5. Naw-hawr' (Heb. 77 , a stream ), in a great 2. Nakh'-al( Heb. 5772, valley ). The Hebrew

number of passages, stands for river in the strict word nakk'-al signifies a stream which flows rap

and proper sense, being often applied to the Jor- idly in winter, or in the rainy season . This is a

dan, the Nile, and other rivers. As the Euphrates desert stream, called now Wady el - Arish . The

was the river by way of eminence in the East, it present boundary between Palestine and Egypt is

was often known simply as han -neh -har (the about midway between this wady and Gaza (Num .

river). Wherever the expression, “ the river," 34:5 ; Josh.15 :4, 47 ; 1 Kings 8:65 ; 2 Kings 24:7;

stands thus absolutely it is to be understood of Isa ., 7:18 ; Ezek . 47:19). See Nile, SUPPLEMENT.

the Euphrates (Gen. 31:21 ; Josh . 1 :4 ; 2 Sam. 10: RIZPAH (Heb. 1737, rits-paw ', a live coal),

16 ; Isa. 7:20 ; 8 : 7 , etc. ). It is unfortunately ren

dered “ flood ” ( Josh. 24 : 2, 14 , 15) .
a concubine of King Saul . Rizpah was a foreigner,

6. Nakh'-al (Heb. 3r72, flowing). It comes She is first mentioned as the subject of an accu.
the daughter (or descendant) of Aiah, a Hivite.

nearer to our torrent than to the deeper and sation leveled against Abner (2 Sam . 3 : 7), B. C.

steadier volume of water which properly bears the 997. We next hear of her in the tragic story

name of river ; and was applicable to the many narrated in 2 Sam. 21 : 8–11 , the particulars of

temporary currents in Palestine and surrounding which are as follows : A famine, which lasted

regions, which sometimes flow with great force three successive years, induced David to seek the

after heavy rains , but soon become dry channels . face of Jehovah, and to ask the cause of the judg .

>>
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ment resting upon the land. The Lord replied, at Ptolemais, it ran first to Cæsarea, thence to

“ Because of Saul,and because of his bloody house, Disopolis, then through Ascalon and Gaza down

because he hath slain the Gibeonites.” David, into Egypt, with a branch through Disopolis to

therefore, sent for the Gibeonites to inquire of Jerusalem . Down this branch Paul was sent on

them as to the wrong which had been done them his way to Felix (Acts 23:23 , 26). (3) The third

by Saul, and as to how he should make atonement connected Galilee with Judea, running through

therefor. They asked for the crucifixion atGibeah the intervening Samaria (Luke 17:11; John 4:4 ).

of seven men of Saul's sons. David granted the re. This journey took three days . (4 ) Three chief roads

quest , because, according to the law (Num .35:33), running from Jerusalem : (a ) One in the northeast

blood - guiltiness, when resting upon the land,could direction over the Mount of Olives, by Bethany,

only be expiated by the blood of the criminal, and through openings in hills and winding ways on to

gave up to the Gibeonites two sons of Rizpah, and Jericho (Matt. 20:29 ; 21:1 ; Luke 10:30, sq. ; 19 :

five sons of Merab, the daughter of Saul. The 1 , 28, sq. ) , crossing the Jordan into Perea. This

victims were sacrificed “ at the beginning of the was the road taken by the Galilean Jews in com

barley harvest,” about the middle of Nisan (our ing and returning from Jerusalem in order to

April), and hung in the full blaze of the summer avoid the unfriendly Samaritans. It was the one

sun till the fall of the periodical rain in October. over which the Israelites came into Canaan, and

During all this time, without any tent to protect by which the Syrian and Assyrian armies advanced

her, and only a garment of sackcloth to rest upon, on Israel (2 Kings 8:28 ; 9:14 ; 10:32, sq .;

Rizpah watched the bodies, and “ suffered neither 1 Chron . 5:26 ) . (6) From Jerusalem southward to

the birds of the air to rest on them by day, nor Hebron, between mountains, through pleasant

the beasts of the field by night,” B. C. 965. valleys, whence travelers went through the wilder

ROAD. 1 (Heb. Ewr, paw -shať , to spread ness of Judea toAila, as the remains ofa Roman

out). Occurs in the A. V. only in 1 Sam. 27:10, Gaza , a way still pursued, which is of two days'
road still show ; or took a westerly direction on to

“And Achish said, Whither have ye made a road duration . (c) The third road went to the Mediter

to -day ? ”. A better rendering is, “ Ye havenot ranean at Joppa ( Jaffa), which has been used,

made an invasion to-day, have ye ? ” It is used in since the time of the crusades, by pilgrims from

our modern sense of a raid, and is rendered in Europe and Egypt to the holy city .

vaded (v . 8 ; 23:27 ; 30 : 1 ; “ invasion , ” v. 14).
The highway (Heb. - poze,mes-il-law ', thorough

2. As a means of communication. Not only the

trade , but the migrations of races from the most an- fare) was frequently prepared for temporary pur

cient times,provethatjourneys of great extent were poses, such as the visit of royalty ( Isa ., ch . 45 ;

made in early antiquity. Commerce and military 62:10) ; and also for permanent use (Num. 20:19 ;

expeditions necessitated the making of roads and Judg: 20:31 ; 1 Sam. 6:12, etc. ). Roads were com

paths, of which the earliest trace is perhaps to be manded to be made to the cities of refuge (Deut.

found in the king's way (Num . 20:17 ; 21:22). At 19:3).

first roads were mere tracks formed by caravans ROAST. See Food.

passing from one point to another ; afterward ROB, ROBBER, ROBBERY. These words

regular paths were made by laying earth and are each the rendering of a number of Hebrew

These were required by law , especially and Greek words. Theft and plunder, systemat

for the approaches to the cities of refuge (Deut. ically organized , have ever been principal employ

19:3). In earlier times the roads between differ - ments of the nomad tribes of the East since

ent cities were in a miserable condition, hardly Ishmael the Bedouin became a “ wild man " and

passable in winter or in the rainy season, though a robber by trade (Gen. 16:12), and robbery has

the hard, rocky ground in the mountainous parts been considered in the highest degree creditable.

of Palestine made it easy to construct good roads. In the singular history of Abimelech we are told

The “ king's way,” mentioned above, was the pub- that “ the men of Shechem set liers in wait for

lic high road-probably constructed at the royal him in the top of the mountains, and they robbed

cost, and kept up for the king and his armies to all that came along that way by them ” ( Judg. 9 :

travel upon, and perhaps also toll was taken for 25). Job suffered serious loss from a predatory

the king from the trading caravans. Regular incursion of the Chaldeans (Job 1:17), as did the

military roads were first constructed in Palestine people of Keilah ,a lowland Judean town, from

by the Romans,and provided with milestones. It the Philistines ( 1 Sam. 23: 1). Other instances are

is thought that Jacob and his family traveled a recorded of invasions of spoilers (Judg: 2:14 ; 6 : 3,

well-known road from Beersheba to Egypt—the 4 ; 1 Sam ., chaps. 11 and 15 ; 2 Sam ., chaps. 8 and

middle, or Shur road ,” portions of which have | 10 ; 2 Kings 6 :2 ; 1 Chron. 5:10, 18–22, etc.).

been found by the Rev. F. Holland (Harper, Bible The Mosaic law strictly forbade robbery, as

and Modern Discoveries, p. 54). The Hebrews other wrongs against others (Lev. 19:13 ; see Law ),

probably became aquainted with road -making in and it was denounced in the Proverbs (22:22) and

Egypt, where, in the Delta especially, the nature by the prophets (Isa . 10: 2 ; 17:14 ; Ezek . 22:29 ;

of the country would require roads and highways 33:15) ; while Hosea (6 :9) compares the apostate

to be thrown up and maintained. priests to “troops of robbers that wait for a man.”

Five roads in Palestine are worthy of mention : In New Testament times, civilization and Roman

( 1) That which ran from Ptolemais, on the coast power had done much to subdue these predatory

of the Mediterranean, to Damascus,which remains hordes; but even then we learn from the parable of

to this day. (2) The one passing along the Medi- the good Samaritan what was to be expected by

terranean coast southward to Egypt. Beginning travelers ; and the road from Jerusalem to Jericho

stones.
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was as dangerous a few years ago as in the time good condition or not. The figure is here applied

of our Lord . St. Paul mentions " perils of rob . to God, who will cause his flock, the Israelites,

bers ” ( 2 Cor. 11:26), and it would appear that he to pass through under the rod, i . e. , take them

was especially subject to dangers of this kind into his special care. " Feed thy people with thy

while passing through Pisidia. These were plun- rod ” (Mic. 7:14) is to feed them under his guid

derers, brigands (Gr. anoths, lace-tace'), and are not ance, the rod being a symbolof leading, protec

to be confounded with thief (Gr. Khéntns, klep'- tion . Rod is used for tribe (Psa . 74 : 2 ; Jer.10:

tace ), one who takes property by stealth (John 10: 16 ) ; as a symbol of power and authority (Psa .2: 9 ;

8, where both are mentioned). 120: 2 ; 126:3 ; Jer. 48:17 , etc.) ; of afflictions, as

Luke, in describing the uproar in Ephesus the means by which God disciplines his people

(Acts 19:23–41), says that the clerk of the city , in (Job 9:34 ; Heb. 12:6 , 7).

endeavoring to appease the multitude, told them 2. Mat- teh ' (her ), branch, and signifies a walk

that Paul and his companions were neither “ robing staff (Exod. 4 : 2 ; 7 :9; 1 Sam. 14:27, 43). In

bers of churches, nor yet blasphemers of your the case of Moses and Aaron the rod was a shep

goddess." The Greek terin used for “ robbers of herd's staff, belonging to Moses, but sometimes
churches ” is iepóovios (hee-er -os'-oo-los, temple de employed by Aaron in performing miracles. It
spoiler ), used in its verbal form , “ dost thou com was also called “ the rod of God ” (Exod. 4:20 ;

mit sacrilege ” (Rom . 2:22), where the meaning is, 17 :9),probably because through it Jehovah wrought

“ thou who abhorrest idols and their contamina- such wonders. Aaron's priesthood was confirmed

tion, dost yet not hesitate to plunder their shrines." by a miraclecalculated to silence the murmurings

The plundering of heathen temples was indirectly of the people. God commanded Moses to take

forbidden to the Jews (Deut. 7:25). twelve 'rods of the tribe princes of Israel and to

Theapostle, speaking of Christ Jesus(Phil. 2 : 6), write upon each the name ofthe tribe. As only

says, “ Who, being in the form of God, thought it twelve rods were taken for all the tribes of Israel,

not robbery to be equal with God ” (Gr. ápráypos, and Levi was included among them , Ephraim and

har -pag -mos', the act of seizing, with the secondary Manasseh must have been reckoned as the one

sense of a thing to be seized ). Grimm (Greek -Eng. tribe of Joseph (see Deut. 17:12). These rods

Lex ., word popon) thus explains the sentence: were to be laid in the tabernacle before the ark of

“ Who, although (formerly, when he was the eternal the covenant; and there the rod of the man whom

Word) he bore the form (in which he appeared to Jehovah chose, i. e., intrusted with the priesthood
the inhabitants of heaven) of God (the sovereign (Num . 16 :5), would put forth shoots. On the fol

as opposed to the form of a servant), yet did he not lowing morning “ the rod of Aaron for the house

think that this equality with God was to be eagerly of Levi was budded, and brought forth buds, and
clung to or retained ,” etc. bloomed blossoms, and yielded almonds ” (Num.

ROBE. See DRESS; High PRIEST, DRESS OF . 17 :1-9 ; comp. Heb. 9 :4 ).

ROBOʻAM (Gr. 'Poßoáj, hrob -ð-am ), the Greek
3. Paul, in recounting his afflictions, writes

form (Matt. 1 : 7) of King REHOBOAM (q. v.).
(2 Cor. 11:25), “ Thrice was I beaten with rods "

(Gr. paßdiów, hrab-did'-zo, to strike with a stick),
ROCK. See PALESTINE, GEOGRAPHY OF. i. e. , bastinadoed .

Figurative. A rock is illustrative of God, as Rods as a means of divination was a common

the Creator of his people (Deut. 32:18) ; as the superstition. See RHABDOMANCY, under Magic.

strength of his people (Deut. 32:4 ; 2 Sam . 22:2, 3 ;
RODE. See GLOSSARY.

Psa. 18 : 1 , 2 ; 62 : 7 ; Isa . 17:10 ) ; as their defense

and refuge (Psa. 31 :2, 3 ; 94:22, etc.),and salvation ROE, ROEBUCK. See ANIMAL Kingdom.

(Deut. 32:15 ; Psa . 89:26 ; 95 : 1 ) . Of Christ, as a RO'GELIM (Heb. babin, ro- gel-eem ', trcaders,

refugeof his people ( Isa. 32:2), the foundation of i . e . , fullers), a town in Gilead, the residence of

his church (Matt. 16:18 ,with 1 Pet. 2 : 6 ), the source Barzillai (2 Sam . 17:27 ; 19:31). Nothing farther

of spiritual gifts ( 1 Cor. 10:4), a stumbling stone is knownrespecting it.

to the wicked (Isa. 8:14 ; Rom . 9:33 ; 1 Pet. 2 : 8).

A rock also signifies a place of safety (Psa. 27: 5 ;
ROHÖGAH (Heb. ,ro-hag -aw ', outery),

40 :2); that one trusts is a rock (Deut. 32:31 , 37) ; the second son of Shamer, of the tribe of Asher,

the ancestor of a people (Isa. 51 : 1 ). and fifth in descent from that patriarch (1 Chron .

ROD, therendering of several Hebrew words 7:34), B. C. about 1210.

and one Greek term : ROLL (Heb . 27, meg - il-law '; SED, sef-ar',

1. Shay '-bet ( 2 ) a stick for punishment a book, as elsewhere rendered ; 119 ghil-law

(Lev. 21:20 ; 2 Sam. 7:14 ; Joh 9:34, etc.; Prov. yone', a tablet, Isa. 8:1). A book in ancient times

10:13, etc. ; Isa. 11 :4, etc.; Jer. 10:16 ; 51:19), and, consisted of a single long strip of paper or parch.

in a few instances, a shepherd's staff (Ezek. 20: ment, which was usually kept rolled up on a stick
37 ; Mic . 7:14 ). and was unrolled when a person wished to read it .

FIGURATIVE. “ He that spareth his rod hateth Hence arose the terin meg-il-law ',from gaw '-lal, “ 10

his son " (Prov. 13:24 ), and the rod and reproof roll,” strictly answering to the Lat.volumen ,whence

giveth wisdom ” ( 29:15), are proverbs in which rod comes our volume. The use of the term meg-il-law'

is used as a figure for punishment. " I will cause implies, of course, the existence of a soft and

you to pass under the rod ” (Ezek . 20:37 ) refers to pliant material, perhaps parchment. The roll was

a custom among shopherds, who let the sheep pass usually written on one side only, and hence the

under their shepherd's rod for the purpose of particular notice of one that was “written with

counting them and seeing whether they are in lin and without " (Ezek . 2:10). The writing was

>
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arranged in columins. We may here add that the 10: 2, 6 ; R. V. “ whirlwind " in Psa. 77:18) occurs

term in Isa . 8 : 1 , rendered in the A. V. “ roll, ” more in Isa. 17:13 " like a rolling thing before the

correctly means tablet. " The house of the rolls ” whirlwind ” Thomson , (Land and Book, ii , 357),

describes some peculiarities of the wild artichoke,

“ it throws out numerous branches of equal size

and length in all directions, forming a sort of
sphere or globe a foot or more in diameter. When

ripe and dry in autumn these branches become

rigid and light as a feather, the parent stem

breaks off at the ground, and the wind carries

these vegetable globes whithersoever it pleases. "

He concludes that this is the rolling thing men

tioned in Isaiah . Delitzsch (Com ., in loc.) renders

it “ like a cloud of dust before the gale.” The

A. V. has in the margin , “ thistle down,” and the

R. V. “ the whirlwind dust before the storm ." .

ROMAM'TI- EʻZER (Heb . ???727, ro

mam '-tee -eh ' -zer, I have raised a help), one of the
Ancient Rolls.

sons of Heman the seer. In the arrangement of

( Ezra 6 : 1 ) was evidently the royal library, and was the temple service by David, Romamti-ezer was
made up of clay tablets. appointed chief of the twenty- fourth section , con

ROLLER (Heb. Sann, khit-tool , swathed), a sisting of twelve persons of his family ( 1 Chroni.

bandage, so called from being wrapped around a 25 :4, 31 ), B. C. a little before 960.
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1
broken limb, for the purpose of healing it . In RO'MAN (Gr. 'Pwuaios, hro -mah '-yos), a citizen

surgery, a roller is a long strip of muslin or other of the Roman empire (Acts 22:25, sq . ; 23:27) . See

webbing, rolled up for convenience, and unrolled CITIZENSHIP, 2 .

in using. “ I have broken the arm of Pharaoh, ROʻMAN EMPIRE, the government of the

king of Egypt ; and, lo ! it shall not be bound up Romans under the emperors, beginning with Au

to be healed, to put a roller to bind it, ” etc. (Ezek. gustus. The following is mostly taken from

30:21). The arm is a figurative expression here Smith's Bible Dictionary :
for military power , as it wields the sword. God

1. Its Inauguration. By the victory of
brokethe arm of Pharaoh by the defeat at the Actium ,Octavianusbecame the undisputed master
bands of the Chaldeans. And that it should reo of the Roman world ; but he shrank from taking

main unbandaged means that his power was not the name of king or dictator, which were odious
to be restored.

to the Roman people . But he long before had

ROLLING THING (Heb. 38?a, gal-gal', ren- taken the title of Cæsar,and now allowed himself

dered “ wheel” in Psa. 83:13 ; Isa. 6:28 ; Ezek . I to be called Augustus, retaining the old official

1
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title of imperator. He was in theory simply the of time had come” (Gal. 4 :4 ). The general peace

first citizen of the republic, intrusted with tem within the limits of the empire, the formation of

porary powers to settle thedisorders of the state. military roads, the suppression of piracy, the march

The empire was nominally elective, but practically of the legions, the voyages of the corn fleets, the

it passed by adoption, and till Nero's time a sort general increase of traffic, the spread of the Latin

of hereditary right seemed to be recognized. language in the West as Greek had already spread

2. Extent. Before the conquests of Pompey in the East, the external unity of the empire,

and Cæsar the Roman empire was confined to a offered facilities hitherto unknown for the spread

narrow strip encircling the Mediterranean Sea of a world -wide religion. The tendency, too, of a

Pompey added Asia Minor and Syria ; Cæsar added despotism like that of the Roman empire to reduce

Gaul. The generals of Augustusoverran the north- all its subjects to a dead level, was a powerful in.

western portion of Spain and the country between strument in breaking down the pride of privileged

the Alps and the Danube. The boundaries were races and national religions, and familiarizing

now the Atlantic on the west, the Euphrates on men with the truth that “ God hath made of one

the east, the deserts of Africa, the cataracts of blood all nations on the face of the earth ” (Acts

the Nile, and the Arabian deserts on the south, 17:24, 26). But still more striking than this out

the British Channel, the Rhine, the Danube, and ward preparation for the diffusion of the Gospel

the Black Sea on the north. The only subsequent was the appearance of a deep and widespread

conquests of importance were those of Britain by corruption which seemed to defy any human

Claudius and Dacia by Trajan. The population of remedy. The chief prophetic notices of the Ro

the empire at the time of Augustus has been cal- man empire are found in the Book of Daniel.

culated at eighty-five million . According to some interpreters the Romans are

3. The Provinces. The usual fate of a intended in Deut. 28:49–57.
country conquered by Rome' was to become a sub- ROMANS, EPISTLE TO. See BIBLE,

ject province, governed directly from Rome by BOOKS OF.

officers sent out for that purpose . Sometimes, ROME (Lat. Roma ; Gr. 'Póun, hro'-may,

however, petty sovereigns were left in possession strength ), the most famous city of the world.
of a nominal independence on the borders, or Its history touches every community of men, and

within the natural limits, of the province. There is immensely fabulous and traditional as well as

were differences, too, in the political condition of substantial. It has reached the extremes of civil

cities within the provinces. Some were free cities, ization and of moral corruption, and has been

i. e. , were governed by their own magistrates, and preeminent in art and science as well as in spirit

were exempted from occupation by a Roman gar- ual tyranny. Its name was once a synonym for

rison. Other cities were “ colonies," i. e ., com- political power and territorial expansion.
munities of Roman citizens transplanted, like 1. The Founding. The origin of the cityis

garrisons of the imperial city, into a foreign land. mythological rather than historical. Romulus, its
Augustus divided the provinces into two classes : founderand first king, was the traditional son of

(1) Imperial, (2) Senatorial ; retaining in his own Mars, and was preserved, when outcastby bis cruel

hands, for obvious reasons,those provinces where relatives, through the kind attention of a wolf and

the presence of a large military force was neces. a shepherd's wife.

sary, and committing the peaceful and unarmed The foundation of Rome dates from 753 B, C.

provinces to the Senate. The imperial provinces It takes its name, according to Cicero, from the
at first were : Gaul, Lusitania, Syria, Phænicia, name of its founder, Romulus. It was located

Cilicia, Cyprus, and Ægypt. The senatorial prov- upon marshy ground , by the river Tiber, in Italy,
inces were: Africa, Numidia, Asia, Achaia and and about seventeen miles from the Mediterranean

Epirus, Dalmatia, Macedonia, Sicily, Crete and Sea, into which the Tiber flows. The Tiber itself,

Cyrene, Bithynia and Pontus, Sardinia, Bætica. which flows within the walls to the distance of

Cyprus and Gallia Narbonensis were subsequently three miles , is navigable only for small provision

given up by Augustus, who in turn received Dal boats, and after heavy rains it rises twenty feet,

matia from the Senate. Many other changes were inundating the low part of the city.
made afterward. The New Testament writers Originally the settlement of Rome was confined

invariably designate the governors of senatorial to the Palatine hill, but before the reign of the

provinces by the correct title of avoúnarol, pro - founder, Romulus, ended, the Capitoline and the
consuls (Acts 13: 7 ; 18:12 ; 19:38) . For the gov- Quirinal mounts were added. The Cælian hill

ernor of an imperial province, properly styled was added by Tullus Hostilius, and the Aventine

“ Legatus Cæsaris," the word 'Hyɛuóv (Governor) is by Ancus Martius, and the Esquiline and the

used in the New Testament. The provinces were Viminal were added by Servius Tullius, who in.
heavily taxed for the benefit of Rome and her closed the whole seven hills with a stone wall.

citizens. They are said to have been better gov. Hence it has been called Urbs Septicollis, " the

erned under the empire than under the common- city of the seven bills.”

wealth , and those of the emperor better than those The original wall of Rome was so insignificant

of the Senate. Two important changes were in that it was ridiculed by Remus, the brother of

troduced under the empire. The governors re- Romulus. For this he was killed. The people

ceived a fixed pay, and the term of their command whom Romulus induced at the first to live within

was prolonged. The condition of the Roman em- the wall of Rome were fugitives, criminals, and

pire at the timewhen Christianity appeared has foreigners. As an asylum for outlaws it was

often been dwelt upon, as affording obvious illus. shunned by the neighboring inhabitants. Matri

trations of St. Paul's expression that the “ fullness | monial proffers were declined by respectable peo
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ple. Wives were secured by strategy. They were convened or dismissed it at pleasure. The au

captured by force from a great company of the thority of the consuls was equal. They appeared

Sabines, who had come to witness a show . By a alternately in public invested withthe symbols

compromise the Sabines afterward came to Rome of authority, and preceded by the lictors. The

and became joint occupants of the city. Romans reckoned their years by the names of

After a reign of thirty-nine years, in 714 B. C., their consuls, until the consular office was (541

Romulus, who suddenly disappeared, was reported A. D.) abolished by Justinian , for it had become

to have been taken up to heaven. Divine honors a mere title without dignity or ority. The

were paid to him under the name of Quirinus. consular period was characterized by party strug.

He was ranked by the Romans among the twelve gles between the Patricians and the Plebeians.

great deities. A temple was erected in his honor, Step by step the common people gained privileges,

and a priest, called Flamen Quirinalis, was ap- until the plebeian legionaries, just returned from

pointedto offer bim sacrifices. a victorious campaign, instead of obeying orders

2. Monarchy. The monarchical government to march against the Volsci and Æqui, intrenched

existed under seven princes, in the following or themselves at Mons Sacer, three miles from the

der : Romulus, B. C. 753 ; after one year's inter- city, and defied the Patricians. Compromise re

regnum , Numa, 715 ; Tullus Hostilius, 672 ; Ancus sulted in the office of the tribune, chosen from the

CP
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The Forum at Rome .

Martius, 640 ; Tarquin Priscus, 616 ; Servius Tul- | Plebeians ; at first two, then five, and then, by the

lius, 578 ; and Tarquin the Proud,534, expelled year B. C. 449 , ten . The power of the tribune

twenty -five years later, B. C. 509. This has been became formidable enough to lead the senators to

called the period of the infancy of the Roman repent of the concession when too late . The office

empire. remained till Augustus, to meet the case, conferred

Each ruler left his impress. One was employed the power of tribune upon himself, whence he

in regulating the forms of worship, another in was called tribunitia potestate donatus. His suc.

enforcing discipline in the army and increasing cesssors followed his example until the power of

the importance of the soldiers, while another de- the tribune, as an offset to imperialism , was lost.

voted himself to enlarging and beautifying the Under Constantine the office was formally abol
public buildings and fortifying the defenses. ished.

3. The Republic. The final abolition of the 4. Empire. With the battle of Actium Oc.

kingly office and the rule of alien princes was tavianus was invested with the title of Augustus, to

followed by a period of government under the which was added the title “ Imperator," or em
consuls. Two consuls were elected annually from peror . This brings Rome into relations with the

the patrician families — until B. C. 367, when L. sacred history of the world . In the reign of

Sextius was created first plebeian consul — and to- Augustus Christ was born in Bethlehem of Judea,

gether possessed full kingly authority. The can- and in the reign of his successor, Tiberius, Christ

didate for the consulship was required to be forty- was crucified on Calvary. The successive em

three years of age, and he must have discharged perors were among the worst of mankind. One

beforehand the inferior functions of questor, after another they miserably perished in themidst

edile, and pretor. In the case of Scipio, Martius, of conspiracy and shame, or died by their own hands.

Pompey, and Angustus, these rules were disre. The history of Rome, politically and morally, from

garded . A cousul presided over the Senate and Tiberius, in 37 A. D., to the reign of Constantine.
1
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in their many 'S.

Higurative. Horusfeceiveone under the shelter
ܝ

in 313 A. D., when the edict in favor of the Chris . reader is the relation of the Roman government

tian religion was issued, was lamentably bad. to the world at the time of Christ. It was supreme

5. Religion. The religion of Romewas pagan, Judea was a Roman province. The Jewish peo

and immensely superstitious . The altars and tem- ple were under the authority of Rome. As Chris

ples were erected not only to the deities whom tianity spread, it attracted the attention of the

they supposed presided over their own city, but emperors, some of whom were more favorable

they built temples in honor of the gods of the toward it than others. Diocletian, A. D. 284,

people whom they conquere persecuted the Church. But Constantine, A. D.

There were no less than four hundred and twenty 323, being sole ruler of the empire, protected the

temples dedicated to idolatry in Rome. Christianreligion, declaring it to be the state re.

6. Scripture Notice. “ Rome is not men ligion, and selected Byzantium as the state capi.

tioned in the Bible except in the books of Macca- tal. Julian apostatized from Christianity in 361 .

bees and in three books of the New Testament, As emperor he attempted to restore the pagan
viz. , the Acts, the Epistle to the Romans, and the religion of Rome. As the residence of the popes,

Second Epistle to Timothy. The conquests of Rome has been thecenter of interest. Between

Pompey seem to have given rise to the first set- two and three hundred of these have ruled the

tlement of Jews at Rome. The Jewish king Church . Some of them have been shamelessly

Aristobulus and his son formed part of Pompey's wicked and immoral in the extreme . The tem

triumph , and many Jewish captives and emigrants poral authority which they claimed was taken

were brought to Romeat that time . Many of from them forever in 1871 , when Italy was united

these Jews were made freedmen. Julius Cæsar under Victor Emmanuel, and Rome was made the

showed them some kindness. They were favored political capital of the nation. The pope still

also by Augustus. Claudius ' commanded all Jews occupies the Vatican as his residence, but there is

to depart from Rome' (Acts 18 : 2 ) , on account of more real religious freedom in Rome now than in

tumults connected, possibly, with the preaching of many countries remote from the Vatican.

Christianity at Rome. This banishment cannot ROOF. See

have been of long duration , for we find Jews re

siding at Rome apparently in considerable num- of the roof represents hospitality ; in the case of

bers at the time of St. Paul's visit (28:17). It is Lot so greatly estimated that he was willing to

chiefly in connection with St. Paul's history that sacrifice his duty as a father to maintain it (Gen.

Rome comes before us in the Bible. The locali- 19 : 8 ) ; and by the centurion considered too great

ties in and about Rome especially connected with an honor for him to receive the Lord as a guest

the life of St. Paul, are : 1. The Appian way, by (Matt . 8 : 8).

which he approached the city (28:15 ). 2. “ The

palace,'or Cæsar's court ’ (Phil.1:13). This may frequently used in the present sense of place or
ROOM , as an apartment (see HOUSE) . It is

mean either the great camp of the pretorian
guards which Tiberius established outside the stead (1 Kings 2:35 ; 8:20 ; 2 Kings 15:25 ; 23:34,

walls on the northeast of the city , or , as seems
etc.) ; of space, abundant room (Psa. 31 : 8 ; 80: 9 ) ;

more probable,a barrack attached to the imperial maketh room for him ” (Prov. 18:16 ).
and also entrance, opportunity, as “ A man's gift

residence on the Palatine . The connection of

other localities at Rome with St. Paul's name rests
“ The highest room ,” as at a wedding (Luke 14:

only on traditions of more or less probability. We ) isthe rendering of theGr. A potokioia (pro

may mention especially: 1. The Mamertine prison, tok-lis-ee'-ah , the first reclining place), the chief
or Tullianum , built by Ancus Martius, near the place at the table. The relative rank of the ser.

forum. It still exists beneath the church of eral places at table varied among Persians, Greeks,

S. Giuseppe dei Falegnami. Here it is said that and Romans. What arrangement was ' current

St. Peterand St. Paul were fellow -prisoners for among the Jewsin Christ's dayis thusset forth

nine months. The story, however,ofthe imprison: " In regard to the position of the guests,weknow
by Edersheim ( Jesus the Messiah, ii , p. 207, sq . ) :

ment in the Mamertine prison seems inconsistent that the uppermost seats were occupied bythe

with 2 Tim ., especially 4:11 . . 2. The chapel on
the Ostian road which marks the spot where the rabbis. The Talmud formulates it in this manner:

two apostles are said to have separated on their That the worthiest lies down first, on his left side,

way to martyrdom . 3. The supposedsceneofSt. with his feet stretching back . If there are two

Paul's martyrdom , viz . , the church of St. Paolo ' cushions' (divans) the next worthiest reclives

alle tre fontane, on the Ostian rond . To these above liim , at his left hand ; if there are three

may be added, 4. The supposed scene of St.Peter's hadlaid down first (at his right),so that the chief
cushions the third worthiest lies below him who

martyrdom , viz. , the church of St. Pietro in Mon

torio , on the Janiculum .
5. The chapel ' Domine person is in the middle.”.

quo Vadis,' on the Appian road, the scene of the ROOT (Heb. wyn, sho ' -resh ; Gr. piča , hrid'.

beautiful legend of our Lord's appearance to St. zah ).

Peter as he was escaping from martyrdom . 6. The Figurative. From the important relation

places where the bodies of the two apostles, after which the root bears to the plant we have in.

having been deposited first in the catacombs, are Scripture many beautiful and forceful illustrations

supposed to have been finally buried — that of Paul taken therefrom . Thus :

by the Ostian road , that of Peter beneath the dome 1. The root of a family is the progenitor from

of the famous basilica which bears his name whom the race derives its name; thus, “ Out of

( Smith , Bib. Dict., s . v . ). the serpent's root shall come forth a cockatrice "

One of the chief matters of interest to the Bible |(Isa. 14:29), meaning that though the Davidic

)
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kingdom was broken down by the Syro-Ephraimit. separate shelves, under which cooking hearths

ish war, another would arise to be a scourge to were placed. postahili Les

Israel's oppressors. Messiah is called “ a root ROW , ROWERS. See Ship .

of Jesse" ( 11:10), as containing its sap and
RUBIES. See MINERAL KINGDOM ; PRECIOUS

strength in his divine capacity (comp. Rev. 5 : 5 ; STONES.

and 22:16, as “ the root and theoffspring of David , "

referring to both his divine and human nature) .
RUDDER . See SAIP

The progenitor of a race is also called its root RUDDY (Heb. 7:1278, ad -mo-nee ', from byx,

( Prov. 12 : 3).

2. Root means the essential cause of anything; 16: 12 ; 17:42), and understood by many to
aw -dam ', to be red ). Applied to David ( 1 Sam.

“ the love of money is the root of all evil "
mean red -haired . It seems rather to refer to

(1 Tim. 6:10 ; comp. Heb .12:15, “ lest any root of the complexion . Tl : is view is confirmed by the
bitterness spring up ” ).

application of kindred words, as “ Her Nazarites
3. “ Rooted means firmly established, “ being

rooted and grounded in love " (Eph. 3:17 ; comp . they were more ruddy in body than rubies ” (Lam.
were purer than snow, they were whiter than milk,

Col. 2:7) ; also “ to take root ” (Job 5:3 ; Psa. 80: 4: 7); and “ My beloved is white and ruddy ” (Cant.
9 , " to take deep root ; Isa. 27:6; 37:31 ; 40:24 ); 5:10), who is immediately described as black

4. Opposed to this is “ to root up,” or “ out,” haired (v. 11).
which has the sense of to destroy, remove (1 Kings

14:15 ; Job 31:12 ; Psa. 52 : 5 ; Jer. 1:10 ; Luke
RUDE. Paul, in 2 Cor. 11 : 6, writes ,

17:6, “ pluck up by the root ” ). though I be rudein speech ,yet not in knowledge. ”

5. The roots of a plant being near water is The Greek term idiúins (id- ee -oʻ-tace) means prop .

symbolic of prosperity ; “ my root was spread out erly aprivate person , as opposed to a magistrate.

by the waters ” (Job 29:19) ; literally
In the New Testament it means an unlearned ,

water,” and so never lacking. Ezekiel (31:7) illiterate, as opposedto the learned, the educated
says of Assyria, “ His root was by greatwaters," (Acts 4:13, rendered “ unlearned " ). “ Rude in

which accounted for the length of his branches." speech," i. c., in respect to speech, means un ,

Theopposite figure is of a “ root dried up” (Hos.trainedin the art.

9:16). RUDIMENTS (Gr. otol xeTov,stoy -khi'-on, any

6. “ A root waxed old in the earth ” ( Job 14 : 8) first thing),letters of the alphabet, the elements

denotes loss of vitality ; while of sinners it is said, ( 2 Pet. 3:10), from which all things have come ;

“ Their root shall be as rottenness, and their blos- primary and fundamental principles (Heb. 5:12,

som shall go up as dust ” ( Isa. 6:24 ). “ first principles ” ) ; in Col. 2 : 8 the ceremonial re

7. Of our Lord in his humiliation, it was said, quirements, especially of Jewish tradition .

“ He shall grow up as a tender plant, and as a RUE . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

root out of dry ground ” (Isa . 63 : 2) , “ both figures

depicting the lowly and unattractive character of RUFUS (Gr. ' Povpos, hroo’- fos, red ), brother

the small though vigorous beginning, themiser- of Alexander, and son of Simon the Cyrenian,

able character of the external circumstances in whom the Jews compelled to bear the cross of

the midst of which the birth and growth of the Jesus when on his way to the crucifixion (Mark

servanthad taken place ” (Delitzsch, Com. , in loc.). 15:21). Rufus is included by the apostle Paul

ROPE, ROPEMAKERS. See HANDICRAFTS. (Rom. 16:13) among those in Rome to whom he

ROSH (Heb. win, roshe, the head ). In the this Rufus is identicalwith the one mentioned by
sends salutations. It is generally supposed that

genealogy of Gen. 46:21 , Rosh is reckoned among Mark,and yet, as this was a common name, they
the sons of Benjamin, but the name does not
occur elsewhere,and it is extremelyprobable that maybe different individuals.

“ Ehi and Rosh ” (UN77-1978 ) is a corruption of

“ Ahiram ” (comp. Num. 26:38).
kham ', to obtain mercy), a figurative title applied

ROT, ROTTEN , ROTTENNESS, the ren- to the daughter of the prophet Hosea, signifying

dering of several Hebrew words, used mostly that God had restored Israel to favor (Hos. 2 : 1),

figuratively. Job says ( 13:28) that “ he, as on condition of their repenting and returning to

a rotten thing, consuineth ; " i . e. , that which is him. Both Peter ( 1 Pet. 2:10) and Paul (Rom .

worm -eaten, droppeth to pieces, a symbol of grad- | 9:25, 26) quote this prophecy with evident appli.

ual decay. Brass and “ rotten wood ” are con- cation to the Gentiles, as well as Jews. “ Through

trasted together (Job 41:27), as representing its apostasy from God, Israel had become like the

strength and weakness . “ The nameof the wicked Gentiles, and had fallen from the covenant of

shall rot ” ( Prov. 10 :7 ) is illustrative of the speedy grace consequently the readoption of the

oblivion into which they go. * Rottenness in the Israelites as the children of God was a practical

bones ” (Prov. 12 :4 ; 14:30 ; Hab. 3:16), in the proof that God had also adopted the Gentile world

Proverbs means an incurable disease, robbing one as his children ” (K. and D., Com .).

of power ; in Habakkuk great terror. 33 (0-111n RUIN , the rendering of very expressive He

ROUME. See Glossary (Room ). brew terms :

ROW (Heb. 77 , tee- raw', usually a wall). · In 1. Derivatives from Heb. 387 ( Naw.faľ, to

Ezek . 46:23 we have the following : “ It was made fall) , the ruin of a city by dilapidation , separating

with boiling places under the rows round about. ” all its stones ( Isa . 25: 2, " Thou hast made of a

Row here does not mean a covering or boundary fenced city a ruin ; 17: 1) ; of a country ( Isa.

wall, but a row or shelf of brickwork which had | 23:13 ; Ezek . 31:13 ; comp. 27:27).

-ranoםַחָרfromהוָבָחֵר.RUHAMAH(Heb

>
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9:11 ;

2. Mekh -it-taw '(Heb.opti ??,dissolution ). “ Thou than " rust,” by which we now understand “oxide

hast brought his strongholds to ruins ” ( Psa. 89:40 ). of iron . ”

The word elsewhere means terror, and expresses RUTH (Heb. 09 , rooth, a female friend ), a

the alarm attendant upon taking a fortified place. Moabitess, first the wife of Mahlon, and then of

3. Ilaw -ras' (Heb . 02., to tear dowru), spoken Boaz, and an ancestress of David and ofChrist.

of “ ruined cities” (Ezek. 36:35, 36 ;, comp,Amos the time of the Judges Elimelech,an inhabitant of
Personal History . ( 1) Wife ofMahlon . In ·

9:11 ), like the Gr. Kataokániw (kut-as-kap -10, Bethlehem in Judah, emigrated into the land of
Acts 15:16).

Figurative. Ruin is a fall or stumbling be- Moabwith his wife Naomiand his two sons, Mah

cause ofor temptation to sin . They ” (the godslonand Chilion, because ofa famine in the land

of Damascus) were the ruin of him ,” etc.(2 Chron . (Ruth 1 :1, 2 ). There he died , and his two sons
married Moabitish women , named Orpah and Ruth,

28:23 ; comp. Ezek . 18:30 ; 21:15).

the latter becoming the wife of Mahlon (4:10 ),
RULER, the rendering of several Hebrew and B. C. about 1070. (2) Return to Bethlehem.

Greek words, and used to designate a large num . After the death of her two sons Naomi resolved

ber of officials, as : King ( 1 Sam. 25:30 ; 2 Sam . to return to her own country and kindred, and

6:21 ); “ rulers of the people,” or“ princes ” (q. v.); Ruth determined to accompany her, notwithstand

prime minister, as Joseph (Gen.41:43); Daniel (Dan . ing her mother- in-law's entreaty that she should

2:48 ; 5 : 7 ) ; town prefect (Judg. 9:30 ; 2 Chron. follow her sister-in -law and retuin to her own peo

29:20 ; Nel . 3 : 9 ) ; chief adviser (2 Sam . 20:26 ; 8. I ple and her God. Ruth answered her in beautiful

18) ; house steward (Matt. 24:45, 47; Luke 12:42) ; and earnest words: “ Entreat me not to leave

superintendent of workmen , as chief herdsman thee, or to return from following after thee : for

(Gen. 47 : 6), mechanics ( 1 Kings 11:28 ; 1 Chron . 27: whither thou goest, I will go ; and where thou

31; 29 ; 6 ); “ ruler," or " governor of the feast ” (see lodgest, I willlodge: thy people shall bemy peo.
FEAST, GOVERNOR OF) ; “ ruler of the synagogue

ple, and thy God my God : where thou diest, will
(see SYNAGOGUE ); “ ruler of the treasures,” i. e..

I die, and there will I be buried : the Lord do so
chief treasurer ( 1 Chron. 26:24 ); the liglıpriest to me, and wore also, if aught but death part
was the “ ruler of the house of God ” ( 1 Chron. thee and me (1:16 , 17) . They arrived at Beth .

2 Chron. 35 : 8), as was sometimes his assist. lehem just at the beginning of the barley harvest.

ant (Neh . 11:11 ) . Sec LAW, ADMINISTRATION OF.
(3) Marries Boaz. Ruth went out to glean for

| RUʻMAH (Ieb. 577277, roo-maw ', elevation ), a the purpose of procuring support for herself and

city named as the home of Pedaiah, the father of mother - in -law, and in gleaning came by chance

Zebudah, Jeloinkim's mother (2 Kings 23:36 ). It upon Boaz, a relative of Naomi. When he heard

is probably the same with Arumah (Judg. 9:41 ), that she had come with Naomi from Moab, Braz

in the neighborhood of Shechem . spoke kindly to her, and gave her permission not

RUMP (Heb. 7 , al-yaw "), or rather tail. only to glean in the field and even among the
sheaves, but to appease her hunger and thirst

Moses prescribed that in certain sacrifices the tail with the food and drink of his reapers ( 2: 1–16 ),
of the victim should be burned upon the altar, His kindness to her induced Naomi to counsel

viz. , the ram of consecration (Exod. 29:22), the Ruth to seek an opportunity for intimating to
lamb of the peace offering (Lev. 3 : 9), and of the Boaz the claim she had upon him as the nearest

trespass offering ( 7 : 3) . The rump was esteemed kinsman of herdeceased husband. Ruth followed

the most delicate portion of the animal, being the this advice, and Boaz promised to fulfill her re.

fattest. The fat tails of the sheep in Northern quest provided the nearer redeemer, who was still
Africa, Egypt, Arabia, and Syria often weigh fif- living, would not perform this duty ( 3:1-13 ). As
teen pounds or more, and small carriages on he was indisposed to do so, Boaz, obtained from

| wheels are sometimes placed under them to bear him a release, redeemed himself the patrimony of

theirweight. The broad part of the tail is an ex- Elimelech, and took Ruth to be his wife (4:1–13),
crescence of fat, from which the true tail hangs B. C. about 1060. In process of time she became

(Robinson, Pal., 166).
the mother of Obed, the father of Jesse and grand

RUN, RUNNING . See FootMAN, GAMES. father of David (vers. 13 , 17 ; Matt. 1 : 5 ) .

RUSH. See REED.
NOTE .-- The artifice that Naomi suggested and Ruth

RUST (Gr. Bpwors, bro'-sis, cating ; iós, ee' -os ). adopted to induce Boaz to act as her redeemer (chap. &

The first of these Greek terms is rendered “ rust
1 , sq .) appears, according to our customs , to he objec.

tionable from a moral point of view ; judged , however,

(Matt. 6:19 , sq .) in the wider sense of corrosion. bythe customsofthat time it is not. Boaz, whowasan

It is , however, generally used, as almost every- honorable man,praised Ruth for having taken refuge

where in Greek writers, of that which is eaten, younger men, and took no offense at the manner in
with him instead of looking for a husband amoug

food (Heb . 12:16 ; 2 Cor. 9:10). The second term which she had approached him and proposed to become

means poison, and is so rendered ( Rom. 3:13 ; his wife. The anxiety manifested by Ruth is explained
by the desire to continue the family name, and to bave

James 3: 8 ); but in James 5 : 3 seems to mean
the possessions of her father-in-law redeemed and re

rather the “ tarnish ” which overspreads silver | stored to the family .
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SABACHTHANI SABBATH
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SABACH'THANI, or SABACHTHA NI 2. Jewish Sabbath . (1) Origin . The Sab

(Gr. oaßaxhaví, sab-akh-than-ee', for Heb. "?P730, bath wasof divine institution, and is so declared

thou hast left me), quoted by our Lord upon the
in passages where ceasing to create is called

cross from Psa. 22 (Matt. 27:46 ; Mark 15:34). resting ” (Gen. 2:3 ; Exod. 20:11 ; 31:17). The

See Jesus. blessing and sanctifying of the seventh day has

regard ,no doubt, to the Sabbath, which Israel ,
SABÆ'ANS. See SABEANS.

as the people of God, was afterward to keep ; but

SAB'AOTH (Gr.oaßaúo,sab -ah-owth”,for Heb. we are not to suppose that the theocratic (Jewishi)

nix , tseh-baw -oth', armies, Rom . 9:29; James Sabbath was thus early instituted. The Sabbath

5: 4). In the Old Testament it frequently occurs
was instituted by Moses. It is in Exod. 16 : 23-29

in the epithet, “ Jehovah, God of hosts,” or simply that we find the first incontrovertible institution

“ Jehovah of hosts." “ In the mouth and mind of of the day, as one given to and to be kept by the

an ancient Hebrew Jehovah -tsebaoth was the leader children of Israel. Shortly afterward it was re

and commander of the armies of the nations, who enacted inthe fourth commandment. Many of
went forth with them (Psa. 44: 9), and led 'them the rabbis date its first institution from the inci

to certain victoryover the worshipers of Baal, dent recorded in Exod. 15:25 . This, however,

Chemosh, Molech, Ashtoreth ,and other false gods seems towant foundation of any sort. We are

(Smith , Bib. Dict.). The epithet, “ Jehovah, God not on sure ground till we come to the unmistak

of hosts,” designates him as the supreme'head able institution in ch . 16, in connection with the

and commander of all the heavenly forces ; so that gathering of manna . The opinion of Grotius is

the host of Jehovah and the host of heaven are probably correct, that the day was already known,

the same ( 1 Kings 22:19), viz. , the angels, who are
and in some measure observed as holy, but that

the Lord's agents, ever ready to execute his will. the rule of abstinence from work was first given

It is never applied to God with reference to the then , and shortly afterward more explicitly im

army of Israel, though once the companies com
posed in the fourth commandment.

posing it are called “ the hosts of the Lord ”
(2) Purpose. The Hebrew Sabbath differed

(Exod . 12:41 ), because they were under his guid- from the Babylonian in that it had no connection

ance and were to fight for his cause.
with Babylonian astronomy and the polytheistic

SABBATH (Heb. O , shab- bawih ', repose , dependent upon changes of themoon;the festival
worship with which it was bound up. It was not

i.e.,cessation from exertion ; Gr.cáßßatov, sab ’ -bat- of thenew moon and the weekly Sabbath were sep

on ). The name Sabbath is applied to divers great arated from each other. Instead ofa Sabbath which

festivals, but principally and usually to the seventh occurred on each seventh day of lunar months, with

day of the week, the strict observance of which is an unexplained Sabbath on the nineteenth , the

enforced not merely in the general Mosaic code, Old Testament recognizes only a Sabbath which

but in the Decalogue itself. recurs at regular intervals of seven days, irrespec

1. Origin. “ We are told in the account of tive of the beginning and ending of the month .

the creation that God “ rested on the seventh day , ' The Sabbath is divested of its heathen associations,

etc. (Gen. 2 :2 ) . The Sabbath rest was a Babylo- and is transformed into a means of binding to

nian as well as a Hebrew institution. Its origin gether more closely the chosen people and keep

went back to pre-Semitic days, and the very name ing them apart from the rest of mankind . In

Sabbath was of Babylonian origin . In the cruci- place of astronomical reasons, which preside over
form tablets the Sabattu is described as “ a day of the Babylonian Sabbath , two reasons are given

rest for the soul.' Though the words were of for its observance in Israel - God's resting on the

genuinely Semitic origin , it was derived by As- seventh day of creation (Exod. 20 :8-11 ; 31 :16,17) ,

syrian scribes from two Sumerian or pre- Semitic and that Israel had been a “ servant in the land of

words, sa and bat, meaning respectively heart’and Egypt, ” and had been broughtout " thence through

' ceasing . In Accadian ( i . e ., early Babylonian) a mighty hand and by a stretched -out arm ” (Deut.

times the Sabbath was known as dies nefastus, a 5:15). “ These are not the subjects of Sabbath

day on which certain work was forbidden ; and celebration ; indeed, the Sabbath has no one event

an old ligi of Babylonian festivals and fast days as the subject of its observance, but is only the

tells us that on the seventh, fourteenth, nine day which Israel is called to sanctify to the Lord

teenth, twenty-first, and twenty-eighth days of its God, because God blessed and hallowed the

each month the Sabbath day had to be observed. day at the creation by resting on it. The com

The king on that day 'niust not eat flesh that has pletion of creation, the rest of God, is his blessed.

been cooked over the coals or in the smoke, he ness in the contemplation of the finished work,

must not change the garments of his body, white the satisfaction of God in his work, which over

robes he must not wear, sacrifices he may not flows in blessing upon his creatures. This blessed .

offer, in a chariot he may not ride.' Even the ness was lost to the world through the fall,

prophet or soothsayer was not allowed to practice but not forever, for, through redemption, divine
his art. We find traces of the week of seven mercy will restore it. The rest of God is the goal

days, with the rest day, or Sabbath, which fell which the whole creation is destined to reach. To

upon the seventh , in Babylonia ” (Sayce, Higher guide to this goal the Sabbath was enjoined by

Crit, and Mon. , pp. 74–77). See SUPPLEMENT. way of compensation for the losses which accrue

"
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to man under the curse of sin , from that heavy, after the exile. See LORD's Day, SUNDAY, SYNA

oppressive labor which draws him from God. Thus GOGUE.

the Sabbath was hallowed , i . e . , separated from SABBATH , COVERT FOR THE (Heb.

other days of the weekto bea holyday forman,by na 179972,may-sawk' hash-shab-barth ', 2 Kings
putting the blessing of his rest on the rest of this

day. The return of this blessed and hallowed day 16:18); This was, no doubt, a covered place, stand,

is to be to him a perpetual reminder and enjoy- / or hall in the court of the temple used by the
ment of the divide rest. Thissignificance of the king whenever he visited thetemple with his ret
Sabbath explains why its keeping through all inue on the Sabbath or feast days. In what the

future generations of Israel is called a perpetual removal of it consisted it is impossible to deter
covenant and a sign between Jehovah and the mine from the want of information as to its orig.

children of Israel forever (Exod. 31:17) ” (Keil ,
inal character, Some think it means to change

Arch ., ii, p. 2, sq . ) .
the name, others believe it to have been a taking

(3) Observance. According to Mosaic law the down thereof. The motive may have been fear of

Sabbath was observed : 1. By cessation from the king of Assyria or his own idolatry (comp.

labor (Exod . 20:10 ). The idea of work is not 2 Chron. 28:24).

more precisely defined in the law , except that the SABBATH , MORROW AFTER THE

kindling offire for cooking is expressly forbidden (Heb. meu nama, maw -khaw-rath'hash-shab
(35 : 3), and the gathering of wood is treated as a

transgression (Num . 15:32, sq.); whence it is evi. 15 ), occurring in connection withthe feast of the
bawih), a term of disputed meaning (Lev. 23:11 ,

' dent that work , in its widest sense, was to cease. Passover. The Sabbath referred to is not the

“Accordingly, it was quitein keeping with the weekly Sabbath,butthe day of rest, the first day
law when not only labor, such as burden-bearing of holy convocation of the Passover, the fifteenth

(Jer. 17:21, sq . ), but traveling, as forbidden by Abib (Nisan). As a day of rest, on which po

Exod. 16:29 , and trading (Amos 8:5, sq.) were to laborious work was to be performed (v. 8), the

cease on the Sabbath , and when Nehemiah, topreventmarketing on thisday,ordered the clos- first day of the feast is called “ Sabbath ," 'irre

ing of the gates” (Neh . 10:31 ;13:15, 19 ). 2. By fell. Thus “ the morrow after the Sabbath
spectively of the day of the week upon which it

is

a holy assembly, the doubling ofthe daily offering equivalent to " the morrow after the Passover "

by twolambs of the first year,with thecorrespond. (Josh. 6:11).

ing meat and drink offerings (Num . 28:9, sq . ;

SACRIFICIAL OFFERINGS, iii, 4 ), and the providing
SABBATH , SECOND AFTER THE

of new showbread in the holy place (Lev. 24:8 ). FIRST (Gr. oáßßatov devTEPÓT putov, sab ’-bat -on

Thus the Sabbath was to Israel “ a day of glad- dyoo-ter -op '-ro- ton, Sabbath second-first, Luke 6: 1 ).

ness.” (Num . 10:10 ; comp. Hos. 2:11), “ a delight, This expression has given rise to much discussion,

the holy of the Lord, honorable ” ( Isa. 58:13 ). and many views of its meaning are given. of

From such passages as Isa. 68:13 , sq ., it will ap- these we mention only a few. Bleek supposes an

pear that the essence of Sabbath observance is interpolation. Wetstein and Storr say that the

placed in the most unconditional and all -embra- first Sabbath of the first,second, and third months

cing self-denial , the renunciation of the whole nat- of the year were called first, second, and third ; the

ural being and natural desires, the most uncon- second- first Sabbath would thus be the first Sab

ditional dedication to God (see Isa . 66 : 2 ; Ezek . bath of the second month . Louis Cappel suggests

20:12, 21 ). The object of this cessation from the following : The civil year of the Israelites

labor and coming together in holy convocation was commenced in autumn, in the month Tizri, and

to give man an opportunity to engage in such men- the ecclesiastical year in the month ' Nisan (about

tal and spiritual exercises as would tend to the mid -March to mid -April), and there were thus

quickening of soul and spirit and the strengthen- every year two first Sabbaths— one at the com

ing of spiritual life. In this higher sense it is mencement of the civil year, of which the name

evident that our Lord meant that “ the Sabbath would have been first-first ; the other at the be

was made for man ” (Mark 2:27) .
ginning of theecclesiastical year, which would be

( 4) Reward, etc. According to Ezekiel (20:12 , called second-first. Edersheim ( Life of Jesus, ii,

20) the Sabbath was to be a sign between Jehovah 54, sq .) and Dr. J. Strong ( Concordance, 8. v.) ad

and Israel, “ that they might know that I am the vocate the very probable view that the “ second.

Lord that sanctify them . ” That is, “ that Jehovah first Sabbath ” was the one following immediately

was sanctifying them — viz., by the Sabbath rest- after the Paschal week, the 22d Nisan.

as a refreshing and elevation of the mind, in which SABBATH DAY'S JOURNEY . See ME

Israel was to have a foretaste of that blessed TROLOGY, I, 9.

resting from all works to which the people of God
SABBATICAL YEAR . See FESTIVALS, I, 3.

was ultimately to attain " ( Keil , Com ., in loc. ) . The

penalty of defiling the Sabbath was death (Exod.
SABEʻANS, a name given to two nations -- the

31:15 ; 35 :2 ; comp. Num . 15:32 , sq.). But if the people of Sheba ( Job 1:15 , , sheb -aw '; Joel

law of the Sabbathwasbroken through ignorance 3:8, Dar , sheb-aw-eem) and of Seba (Isa. 45:14,
or mistake, pardon was extended after the presen
tation of a sin offering. At times the Jews dis. $??, seb-aw -eem '; Ezek. 23:42, Kethibh 10,

pensed with the extreme severity of the law (Isa . Qeri D-830).

56 : 2 ; Ezek . 20:16 ; 22 : 8 ; Lam . 2 : 6 ; Neh . 13 : 1. Sheba was the name of three men : ( 1) First

16 ); indeed, the legal observance of the Sabbath son of Raamah , the fourth son of Cush , the son

seems never to have been rigorously enforced untill of Ham (Gen. 10: 7 ; 1 Chron. 1 :9). (2) Tenth son

9
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of Joktan, the second son of Eber, son of Salah , SABʻTA (Heb. Xa , sab-tar', meaning un.

son of Arphaxad, son of Shem (Gen. 10:28; 1 Chron. known), the third son of Cush and grandson of

1:22). (3) First son of Jokshan, the second son Ham (Gen. 10 : 7 ; 1 Chron. 1 : 9).

of Keturah (Gen. 25 : 3 ; 1 Chron. 1:32).
SAB'TAH (Gen. 10 : 7 ) . See SABTA.

It is not easy to tell in every case which Sheba is

meant. According to Smith (s. v. “ Sheba " ), the do SAB'TECHA (Heb.m. , sab-tek -aw ',mean

main of the Joktanite Sheba, to which the queen ing unknown), the fifth -named son of Cush, the

of Sheba seems to have belonged, embraced “ the son of Ham (Gen. 10 : 7 ; 1 Chron. 1 : 9) .

greater partof the Yemen, or Arabia Felix. ” In the SAB'TECHAH (Gen. 10 : 7) . See SABTECHA.
classics the Sabeans are the chief of the four great SA'CAR (Heb. 27 , saw -kawr ', wages) .

Arab tribes. “ Sheba seems to have been the

1. A Hararite and father of Ahiam , one of
name of the great south Arabiankingdom and the
peoples which composed it until that of Himyer David's mighty men (1 Chron . 11:35) . In 2 Sam.

took its place, as being the nameof a chief and 23:33 he is called Sharar.

sometimes reigning family. " To this Sheba Smith
2. The fourth son of Obed- edom ( 1 Chron . 26 :4).

assigns the Sheba of 1 Kings 10:1,sq.,and Isa. 60: 6 , SACKBUT. See Music , p . 767.

though Josephus and some rabbins refer it to the SACKCLOTH (Heb. Pi, sak ; Gr. párkos,

Cushite Sheba, and the Abyssinian Church has a sak '-kos, a mesh , i. e. , coarse loose cloth ), a coarse

tradition to that effect. It is said that Menelek, texture, of a dark color, made of goat's hair (Isa.
the present ruler of Abyssinia, claims descent from

the queen ofSheba ; but the genealogy of the

ruling family does not always run parallel to that

of the people. To the Joktanite Sheba we refer

probably, but not certainly (Isa. 60 : 6 ; Jer. 6:20) .

The Cushite Sheba seems to have settled some.

where on the Persian Gulf. The place may be

fixed by the ancient city Seba, located on one of

the Bahreyn Islands. This Sheba with the Ketu

rabite Sheba (comp . Dedan ), who pastured flocks

near the Palestinian frontier of the desert, carried

on “ the great India traffic with Palestine . ' '

The marauders of Job 1:15 ; 6:19 , naturally be

longed to the neighboring Jokshanite or Keturah

ite Sheba.

2. Seba'is mentioned in Gen. 10 : 7 ; 1 Chron. 1 : 9 ,

as first son of Cush ; in Psa. 72:10 as bringing

gifts ; in Isa. 43 :3 as given with Egypt and Ethio.

pia for the ransom of Israel; in 45:14 the Sabeans Sitting in Sackcloth .

men of stature . ” Here, too, Seba

is associated with Egypt and especially with Ethio- the Romans. It was used (1) for making sacks
50 : 3 ; Rev. 6:12), and resembling the cilicium of

pia (Cush ). These passages go to show “that (Gen. 42:25 ; Lev. 11:32 ; Josh. 9 :4 ), and (2) for

Sheba was a nation of Africa bordering onor in makingthe rough garments used by mourners

cluded in Cush, and in Solomon's time independent (Gen. 37:34 ; Esth. 4 :1-4 ), which were in ex

and of considerable importance ” (Psa . 72:10) . It treme cases worn next the skin ( 1 Kings 21:27 ;

was presumably the kingdom which rose in the 2 Kings 6:30 ; Job 16:15 ; Isa. 32:11), and this

confusion following the empire and which included

Meroe, whose ancient name, according to Josephus other times were worn over the coat (Jonah 3 :6) in
even by females (Joel 1 :8 ; 2 Macc. 3:19 ), but at

( Ant., ii, $ 2 ), was Saba (Saßa). “ Certainly lieu ofthe outer garment.

the kingdom of Meroe succeeded to that of Seba,
Figurative. Girding with sackcloth is a fig .

a royal city of Ethiopia, which Cambyses after. ure for heavy afflictions (Psa. 35:13 ; 69:11; Isa.

ward named Meroe, after the name of his own 3:24 ; 15:3 ;22:12; 32:11). Putting off, of joy and

sister ” (Josephus, 1. c . ). Others, however, derive gladness (Psa. 30:11 ; Ísa. 20:2). Covering the

the name from Egyptian meru , " island.” . This heavens,of severe judgments (Isa. 60:3 ; Rev. 6:12).

kingdom was the basis of that of the Ethiopian Prophets and ascetics wore it over the undercloth

dynasty founded by Shebek, or Sabaco, which ruleding, to signifythe sincerity of their calling (Isa.

Egypt as well as Ethiopia.
20:2 ; comp. Matt. 3 :4).

The mention of the Sabeans as men of stat

agrees with Herodotus, whosays (iii , 29 ) that oath of enlistment) is the term applied to baptism
SACRAMENT (Lat. sacramentum , a military

the Mispars are said to be the tallest (uéyioti) and and the Lord's Supper,which are generally believed

most beautiful of all men , “ and most long.lived "
(id ., 120). Ezek. 23:42 is difficult and obscure. to have been instituted for the perpetual observ

Instead of Sabeans, the A. V.margin and theR. V. ance of theChristian Church and placed among
its means of grace. As signs they represent in

both have a drunkards. ” The Kethibh is bro, action and by symbols the great blessings of the

the Qeri is bad. Gesenius ( twelfth edition) covenant; as seals they are standing pledges of

seems to favor the meaning drunkards. The text the divine fidelity in bestowing them on certain

could not be usedas a source of authoritative in conditions, being the Spirit's instrument in aiding

formation about Seba or the Sabeans.-- W . H. and strengthening the faith which they require,

are(םיִאָבְס)

G
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and in assuring to that faith the present bestow their designation, partly from their nature. Sac.

ment of its object. rifices do not appear to have been instituted at

The Roman Catholic Church holds to seven sac- first by divine command ; though they must not,

raments, viz. , baptism, confirmation, the eucharist, on that account, be looked upon as human inven.

penance, extreme unction, orders, and matrimony tions. They are the spontaneous expressions, so

It teaches that a sacrament is “ a visible sign of natural to man as the offspring of God , of rever.
invisible grace instituted for our justification ” ence and gratitude which he feels toward him.

( The Rom . Catechism , p. ii, ch . 1 , No. 4 ). The But we must not fail to note that with gratitude

Catholic Dictionary (art. “ Sacraments ” ) has the and reverence there was also the thought of se

following : “ Just as Christ appeared in flesh, just curing a continuance of God's favor and mercy.

as virtue went forth from that body which he Nor must we lose sight of their expressing the

took, just as he saved us by that blood which he idea of propitiation and substitution . Nor can we

willingly shed in love for us, so he continues to afford to forget that in all ages blood has been

makesensible things the channel of that grace by the symbol oflife, and its shedding the symbol of
which our lives are elevated and sanctified. In the offering of one's life. Abundant testiniony is

baptism we are born again ; in confirmation we given of this in The Blood Covenant, by Rev. H. C.

grow up to perfect men in Christ," etc. Trumbull. He says that in the earliest recorded

SACRIFICE. 1. Scripture Terms. The sacrifice, “ the narrative shows Abel lovingly and

following original terms are used to express the trustfully reaching out toward God with substitute

sacrificial act : blood , in order to be in covenant oneness with

(1) Min -khaw ' (Heb. 777??? ), something given • a
God ; while Cain merely proffers a gift from his

earthly possessions. Abel so trusts God that he

gift (Gen.32: 13,18,20,21;43:11,etc.); tribute(2 Sam . gives himself to him. Cain defers to God suffi.

8 : 2, 6 ; 1 Kings 5 : 1 ; 2 Kings 17 : 4 ) ; an offering to ciently to make a present to him . The one shows

God ( 1 Chron. 16:29 ; Isa. 1:13 ), spoken especially unbounded faith ; the other shows a measure of

of a bloodless offering (see MEAT OFFERING, below) . affectionate reverence ” ( p. 211).

(2) Kor-bawn' (Heb. 17 ? ), something brought Again in the sacrifice of Noah we have an ex.

near, an offering as a symbol of communion or pression not only of gratitude and reverence , but

covenant between man and God. of a desire for further communications of divine

( 3) Zeh ’-bakh (Heb. 1727, from 12T, zaw -bakk ', grace. This seems to be implied in the answer
toslay) refers emphaticallyto a bloody sacrifice, in given by the Lord to Noah , " I will not again curse
whichthe shedding of blood is the essential idea. the ground for man's sake ” (Gen. 8:21). In the

Thus it is opposed to min -khaw '( Psa. 40:6 ) and to presentation of the best of his possessions the

o -law ', the whole burnt offering (Exod . 10:25 ; 18: Worshiper symbolized the giving of himself, his
life, his aims, to God. “ The most direct surren .

12 , etc. ) . der of himself that a man can make to God is

(4) Áw-saw' (Heb. ), to do, to prepare, and realized in prayer, an act in whichthe soul merges

so, if for God, to sacrifice (Lev. 23:19 only, but itself in Him from whom it came, in which the

several times rendered offer). spirit unites itself with its God. Now that which

( 5) Thoo -see -ah (Gr. Övoía ) is used both of the corresponds to this inward surrender, as being an

victim offered and the act of immolation, whether outward, visible , tangible verification of it, is sac

literal or figurative; pros-for -al' (Tpoopopá ), pres- ritice, which, on this account,has been called 'em

ent; in the New Testament a sacrifice ( A. V. “ of- bodied prayer.' ” In the “ burnt offerings " of

fering,” Acts 21:26 ; 24:17 ; Eph. 5 : ; Heb. 10 : 5 , Job for his children (Job 1 : 5) and for his three

etc.); hol-ok-ow'-to-mah (orokavtopa) , wholly con- friends (42:8),the idea of expiation is distinctly

sumed (Lat. holocaustum ), a whole burnt offering, set forth ; for in the first instance the influencing
i . e. , a victim the whole of which is burned (Mark thought with Job was, “ It may be that my sons

12:33 ; Heb . 10: 6, 8) . have sinned ; ” and in the latter God said to Job's

2. Origin. The beginnings of sacrifice are friends, “ My servant Job shall pray for you ; for

found in the primitive ages ofman and among all him will I accept.”

the nations of antiquity. Cain and Abel offered In the priestly code of the Pentateuch the funda.

sacrifices to God (Gen. 4:3 , 4 ) —Cain “ of the fruit mental idea of sacrifice is that of substitution,

of the ground , ” and Abel “ of the firstlings of his which again seems to imply everything else. In

flock and the fat thereof.” Noah expressed his the Levitical sacrifices the first fruits go for the

gratitude for deliverance from the flood by pre- whole products ; the firstlings of the flock, the re

senting burnt offerings unto the Lord ( 8:20, sq.). | demption money for that which cannot be offered,

The patriarchs were in the habit of building altars and the life of the sacrifice, which is in its blood,

and offering sacrifices thereon, calling upon God for the life of the sacrificer. See SUPPLEMENT.

at the places where he had revealed himself to 4. Mosaic Sacrifices. We have seen that

them ( 12 : 7 ; 13 :4 ; 26:25 ; 31:54 ; 33:20 ; 35: 7 ; 46: 1). in the time of the patriarchs sacrifices were the

“ Indeed, to sacrifice seems as natural to man as spontaneous outward expression of grateful rever

to pray ; the one indicates what he feels aboutence and faithfulness toward God. Under the

himself, the other what he feels about God. The Mosaic law the offering of sacrifices was enjoined

one means afelt need of propitiation , theother a as a covenant duty ; the material of the sacrifices

felt sense of dependence " (Edersheim, The Tem- and the rites to be observed in offering them were

ple, p. 81 ). minutely described ; and the sacrifices thus offered

3. Fundamental Idea. The fundamental acquired the character of means of grace.

idea of sacrifices may be gathered partly from The ground on which the legal offering of sacri.

ܕ
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fices is based is the commandment, “ None shall the holy God. This view was impressed upon the

appear before me empty ” (Exod. 23:15 ), or “ Ap. Israelites, and they were reminded of the funda

pear not empty before the faceofJehovah ” (Deut. mental principle of the covenant to be holy as

16:16), i . e., " Every man shall give as he is able, Jehovah is holy,” by the commandment that the

according to the blessing of the Lord thy God animal offered be free from physical defects.

which he hath given thee ” (v. 17). These gifts Leaning the hand upon the head of the animal

were not in the nature of tribute, which they were was a symbol of the transference to the victim of

to present to Jehovah as the King of Canaan, but the disposition animating the offerer in approach

in recognition of their deliverance by him from ing the altar, and to devote it to the object which

Egypt, and of their adoption by him as his peculiar the sacrifice was intended to secure . It thus took

people. Through these gifts, as such expression, the place of the offerer, and becoming his substi

they were to enjoy the benefits and blessings of tute, its further treatment and disposal were sup

the covenant, forgiveness of sins, sanctification , posed to be fraught with benefit to him . The

and true happiness. These gifts were to be ac- slaughtering of the animal, as a preliminary to its

companied by the consecration of the offerers ; being offered upon the altar, pointed to the neces.

and the assurance of God's acceptance of such sity of death in the case of the man inwardly .

gifts was to the pious Israelite a divine promise alienated from God by sin , if he ever expected to

that he would obtain the blessings he sought. attain to life in the enjoyment of loving fellowship

“ They thus possessed a sacramental virtue and with him .

efficacy ; and in the Old Testament worship no When the blood , in which the soul resides,

religious act was regarded as complete unless ac- flowed from the animal on its being slaughtered ,

companied with sacrifice. The sacrificial system the soul was understood to be at the same time

was framed with the view of awakening a con- separated from the body, and it was not till the

sciousness of sin and uncleanness ; of impressing blood was sprinkled that, in virtue of the divine

upon the worshiper the possibility of obtaining promise (Lev. 17:11), the soul of the offerer of

the forgiveness of sin , and of becoming righteous the victim was brought within the range and under
before God ” ( Keil, Arch ., i, p. 252). the influence of the divine favor.
At the very threshold of the Mosaic dispensa- Then, when the flesh of his victim came to be

tion is the sacrifice of the Paschal lamb, a substi- burned upon the altar, the man's own body was

tute for Israel's firstborn, and resulting in Israel's understood to be at the same time surrendered to

redemption . This was commanded to berenewed the purifying fire of divine love, so that in this,

yearly at the Feast of Passover. way he was symbolically covered in body and soul

But there was one sacrifice which even under from the divine wrath , and brought within the

the Old Testament required no renewal; offered sphere of the justifying, sanctifying, and saving

when Jehovah entered into covenant relationship grace of God (Keil, Arch., i, p .279, sq . ).

with Israel , and they became the people of God 6. Typical Meaning. There is a power

(see SACRIFICIAL OFFERING, 7). An altar was built ascribed (Lev. 17:11 ) to the blood of the victim ,

at the foot of Sinai, indicating the presence of when sprinkled upon the altar, of covering the

Jehovah ; with twelve boundary stones, or pillars, unholy man from the divine wrath, because the

representing the twelve tribes. These were most soul was supposed to be in the blood. But that

likely round the altar, and at some distance from power the blood could not be said to possess,

it, preparing the soil upon which Jehovah was either on account of its being shed for the man

about to enter into communion with Israel (Exod . , or in virtue of its being shed on the altar. Sacri.

ch . 24). The blood of the oxen was divided into fices, merely as such, had no virtue to procure for

two parts, one half being sprinkled upon the altar, the offerer forgiveness of sin , justification, sancti .

signifying that “ the natural life of the people was fication , and felicity ; all of which the Israelites

given upto God , as a life that had passed through not only looked for through their sacrifices, but

death , to be pervaded by his grace ; and then which so far as the Old Testament dispensation

through the sprinkling upon the people it was re . admitted of it, they actually received.

stored to them again, as a life renewed by the The domestic animals reared by man , and the

grace of God." This covenant was made “upon fruits of the field for which he toiled , were suited,

all the words ” which Jehovah had spoken, and as being the products of his divinely appointed

the people had promised to observe. Consequently earthly calling, to shadow forth the fruit of his

it had for its foundation the divine law and right, mental and spiritual labors in the kingdom of

as the rule of life for Israel . On the ground of God. Yet between the animal and man there al

this covenant-sacrifice all others rested . ways would remain such a difference of nature and

5. Symbolical Meaning. The presenting essence as must necessarily disqualify the former

to God as a gift a portion of the results of one's from taking the place of the latter as a trueand

toil implied a surrender of the person of the of. adequate substitute. The animal has no will of

ſerer bimself. That God did not require the death its own , whereas the man is a being endowed with

of the man , but the surrender of his heart, the freedom ; a being that by virtue of his innate

Jsraelites could not fail to learn in the case of freedom of will, choice, and action stands in a

Abraham when called upon to offer up Isaac . The moral relation to God, so that his life and conduct

presenting of sacrifices under the impression that are subject to the laws that regulate the moral

they embodied the fact of man's surrender of and spiritual order of the world. I. 1,00

himself to God, is insisted upon by Mosaic law as The object of the sacrifice is to establish a moral

a covenant obligation. But from his being unholy relation between theman as a personal being and

and sinful, man is unable to surrender bimself to God the absolute Spirit, to heal the rupture between

"
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God and man that had been caused by sin. Now, tors the deity was propitiated, the testing question

as free personality is the soil out of which sin has comes, Art thou prepared to obey thy God as

sprung, so must the atonement be a work rooted fully as the people about thee obey their gods ? '

in free personality as well . Being outside the and in the putting forth of his faith in the act of

sphere of moral freedom , the animal may be re- obedience, he learns that the nature of his God is

garded as innocent and sinless; but for the same different. Instead, therefore, of saying that the

reason it cannot possess innocence in the true narrative gives proof of the existence of human

sense of the word, and so have a righteousness sacrifice as an early custom in Israel , it is more

such as could form an adequate satisfaction for reasonable to regard it as giving an explanation

the sin and guilt ofman. why it was that, from earlytime,this had been a

But even a perfect human being, if such could be prime distinction of Israel that human sacrifice

found among the sons of Adam , would be unable by was not practiced among the heathen ."

laying down his life to offer a sacrifice of such aton- SACRIFICES, MOSAIC . 1. Classifica

ing efficacy as would reconcile another to God. The tion of. The sacrifices prescribed by the Mosaic

truth is that, in relation to God, everyone must law are included under two classes :

answer for his own soul, and not for another as 1. Those offered for the sake of communion

well (comp. Psa. 49 : 7 , sq.). Much less could such with Jehovah ; and, 2. those offered in communion,

a result be effected by means of animal sacrifices and may be tabulated as follows : ( 1 ) For commun.

and meat offerings ; these could not possibly take ion, or propitiatory, including sin offerings and
away sin (Heb. 10:4, 11). If, then, God did invest trespass offerings. (2) In communi ( a ) burnt

the animal sacrifice with such a significance as is offerings ; (6) peace offerings, including thank

here in question , he can only have done so in offerings, votive offerings, and freewill offerings;

view of the true and perfect sacrifice, which in (c) meatand drink offerings.

the fullness of the times was to be offered through The propitiatory offerings were intended to lead

the eternal Spirit (9:14) by Christ, the Son of God to the worshiper's being pardoned and brought

and Son of man. into communion with God. The others were

Although there was no express mention of the offered after being admitted to this state of grace.

typical character thus attaching to the sacrifices Each of these sacrifices is considered in detail
prescribed in the law, it was hinted at in the below. It should be carefully borne in mind that,

special regulations with regard to the mode of when several sacrifices were offered on the same

offering them ; while in the course of time it came occasion, those of a propitiatory nature took pre

to be revealed through prophecy , although it cedence of the burnt offerings, the latter being fol.
was not till Christ voluntarily offered himself as a lowed by the peace offering. Themeatand drink
sacrifice upon Golgotha that it was completely offerings were presented alike with the burnt and

unveiled (Jahn, Bib. Arch. , Keil , Arch ., i , p . 282, thank offerings, or simply by themselves.
sq.; Edersheim , The Temple, ch . v). CHAT 2. Material. In this respect the sacrifices

SACRIFICE, HUMAN . Asa supreme test were divided into two classes—the bloody, those

of Abraham's loyalty to Jehovah, he was asked which were slaughtered ; and the bloodless, i. e. , the

to offer up his son Isaac. From this it has been meat and drink offerings.

argued that human sacrifice was customary among The material for altar sacrifices were :

the early Israelites . But of this there is no proof. ( 1) Animal, including oxen , sheep, goats, and

Such sacrifice was in harmony with the fierce fowls ( i. e. , turtledoves and young pigeons). The

ritual of Syria . “ The belief in the efficacy of the pigeons were intended for those who could not

sacrifice of the firstborn was deeply inrooted in afford more costly offerings (Lev. 5 : 7 ; 12 :8 ) and

the minds of the ople of Canaan, In time of to serve as sin offerings of an inferior order.

distress and necessity they offered to the gods Male and female cattle (both large and small)

their best and dearest, the fruit of their body might be offered (3 : 1 , 6), though among sheep

for the sin of their soul' (Mic. 6 : 7) . Phænician special prominence was given to the ram (Num.

mythology related how when war' and pestilence 15: 5 , sq .; 28:11, sq.) and to the male of goats

afflicted , the land , Krones offered up his son (7:16, sq., 22, sq.).

Yeoud as a sacrifice, and human sacrifices were The animal intended for sacrifice was required

prevalent late into historical times. The Old to be (a ) of a certain age,eight days at least (Lev.

Testament tells us that Ahaz'made his son to 22:27 ; Exod. 22:30), although sheep and goats

pass through the fire,' a euphemistic expression were usually offered when a year old (Exod . 29:38 ;

for those offerings of the firstborn which made the Lev. 9: 3 , etc. ), oxen when they reached their third

valley of Tophet an abomination ” (Jer. 7:31) year ; (() they must be absolutely free from blem

(Sayce, Higher Crit. , p . 184). ish (Lev. 22 : 20–24 ).

We read that the king of Moab, when he saw (2 ) Vegetable materials . These were grain,

that “ the battle was too sore for him ,"," “ took his olive oil, and wine ; the incense, partly vegetable

eldest son that should have reigned in his stead , and partly mineral; and salt.

and offered him for a burnt offering upon the The grain was offered (a) roasted in the ear

wall ” (2 Kings 3:26 , 27). (Lev. 2:14), (6) as fine flour (2: 1 ), to both of which

But there is nothing in Scripture to show that incense and oil were added (2:1,15, sq. ) ; or ( c) as

the Israelites practiced human sacrifice, or that unleavened bread or biscuits. This last was of

it was enjoined by Jehovah. The case is thus put three kinds—bread baked in the oven, bread baked
by Professor Robertson ( The Early Religion of in a pan, bread fried in oil . In each case the

Israel, p . 254) : " To Abraham , not unfamiliar with flour was mixed with oil ( 2 : 1 , sq.).

various ways in which among his heathen ances- Every meat offering had to be salted (2:13),

+
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as well as the animal sacrifices (Ezek. 43:24 ; Mark commandments of the Lord concerning things

9:49). Leaven and honey were not allowed in any which ought not to be done, and shall do against

offering to Jehovah made by fire (Lev. 2:13).''! any of them ," that conduct would furnish reason

3. Principle Underlying Selection . The for a sin offering. The meaning is that of sinning

animals, etc., selected for sacrifice were from the in error.” This does not mean merely sinning

ordinary articles of diet among the Hebrews, thus through ignorance , hurry, want of consideration,

expressing gratitude to God for blessings be or carelessness (comp. Lev. 5 : 1 , 4 , 15), but also

stowed, and prayer for continuance of his good. sinning unintentionally (Num. 35:11 , 15 , 22, 23) ;

Further, as these offerings were the fruit hence such sins as spring from weakness of flesh

of their life and labors, presenting them sym- and blood, as distinguished from those committed

bolized a consecration to God of their life with all with a " high hand, i. e ., in haughty, defiant re

its energies and endowments. bellion against God and his commandments. The

4. Presentation of Offerings. The manner one sinning “ presumptuously ” was to be cut off

of presentation was regulated by the sacrificial from among his people (15:30).

ritual, and in the case of animal sacrifices was The object and effect of the sin offering were

generally as follows : declared to be the forgiveness of sin (Lev. 4:20,

The victim was brought to the door of the tab. 26, 31, 35 ; 5:10) and cleansing ( ceremonial pur

ernacle, near which the altar was placed ; the per- gation) from the pollution of sin (12 : 8 ; 14:20 ; 16 :

son bringing the sacrifice leaned with his hand 19, etc.) . It was thus the offering among the He

upon the animal's head, and then slaughtered it brews in which the ideas of propitiation and of

the north side of the altar (Lev. 1 :4, 5 , 11 ; 3 : 2 , 8 ; atonement for sin were most distinctly marked.

6:25 ; 7: 2). In the case of sacrifices connected Its presentation presupposed the consciousness of

with the regular services of the sanctuary, those sin on the part of the person presenting it (comp.

offered on festival occasions and in behalf of the | 4:14, 23 , 28 ; 5 : 5 ) . The laying on of the hands

whole people , the victims were slaughtered, flayed, of the offerer was understood to typify the fact

and cut up by the priests . that the sin for which pardon and cleansing were

The victim slain, the priest caught the flowing being sought was transferred to the victim , which
blood in a vessel , and , according to the nature of thereby became sin (4 :4 , 14) . " The soul of the

the sacritice, sprinkled some of it either on the offerer, being represented by the blood , was,
side of the altar, its horns , or on the horns of the through the sprinkling of the latter, brought into

altar of incense, or upon (i. e. , in the direction) of the fellowship with or within thesphere of opera
the ark, emptying what remained at the foot of tion of the divine grace. The blood of the sin

the great altar (Exod. 29:12 ; Lev. 4:17, 18 , etc. ) . offering being sprinkled upon the horns of the

The animal was then flayed by the offerer and altar, which were symbols of power and might,
cut into pieces (Lev. 1 : 6 ; 8:20 ), and either burnt the soul was thereby symbolically brought within

entirely upon the altar or the fat burned up on the full force and efficacy of that divine grace in

the altar, while the remainder of the flesh was which it was required to participate in order that

burned without the camp. It was then eaten by its sin might be duly atoned for.

the priests, or partly by the priests and partly by *** The burning of the fat of thevictim upon the

the one bringing the sacrifice. altar as an offering made by fire for a sweet

If the sacrifice consisted of pigeons the priest savour unto Jehovah (Lev. 4:31 ) was symbolical

wrung off the pigeon's head and allowed the blood of the handing over of the better part of the man ,

to flow upon the side of the altar. He then took the part that is susceptible of renewal, to the

away the viscera and Aung it upon the ash heap purifying fire of the divine holiness and love, in

beside the altar. The head and body were then order that the inward man ight be renewed from

burnt upon the altar ( 1:15). day to day by the Spirit of the Lord, and at length

In regard to vegetable offerings, if connected be changed into the glory of the children of God
tie ir

with burnt offerings, part of the flour andoil, (Keil, Arch ., ii, p . 299, sq. ) .

some of the ears of corn and the cakes, with the
( 3) Material. The material for the sin offering

incense, were burned upon the altar, the remainder
was regulated partly by the position of the one in

falling to the priests , who must consumeit in the whose behalf it was offered, and partly by the na

court ofthe tabernacle without leaven ( 2 : 2, sq .; ture of the offense for which an atonement was to
iqrię

6 :9-11 ; 7:9, sq. ; 10:12 , sq . ) . If, in connection be made. 18 " blij .

with a thank offering, one cake was presented as
1. A YOUNG BULLOCK. Consecration of priests

a wave offering to Jehovab, which cake fell to the and Levites to their office (Exod. 29:10, 14, 36 ;

priest who sprinkled the blood (7:14 ),theremainder Num . 8:8). For the high priest on the Day of

of the offering was to be eaten by those who pre. Atonement (Lev. 16 : 3 ). Sin of high priest (4: 3),

sented it.
or sin of the whole congregation (4:13).

SACRIFICIAL
2. A HE-GOAT. New moons and annual festi.

OFFERINGS . - 1 . Sin
vals (Num . 28:15, 22, 30 ; 29 : 5 , 11 , 16 , 19, etc. ).

Offering . (1 ) Name. (Heb. DROTT, khat-tawth', Dedicationof the tabernacle and temple (Num . 7 :

an offense.) A penalty , or an offering for sin , first 16 , 22 ; Ezra 6:17 ; comp. 8:35). Sin of a prince

directly enjoined in Lev., ch . 4. The Hebrew (Lev. 4:23).

word is not applied to any sacrifice in ante -Mosaic 3. A SHE -GOAT. Sin by one of the common

times, and it is therefore peculiarly a sacrificeof people(Lev. 4:28, 32 ; 6:6 ).
uis Pot

the law. 4. A SHE-LAMB, of a year old . Nazarite re

(2) Meaning. In Lev. 4 :2 we read that, “ if a soul leased from vow (Num . 6:14). Cleansing of a

shall sin through ignorance against any of the leper (Lev. 14:10, 19). Hiero
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5. A TURTLEDOVE or Young Pigeon, for puri. was not applied as above, the flesh was eaten by

fying of a woman after childbirth (Lev. 12 :6) ; the priests in the holy place (Lev. 6:26 ; Num . 18:

a man in his issues (15:14) ; a woman who had | 9 , 10 ). The skin probably went, as in the tres

protracted issue of blood ( 15:29) ; a Nazarite de- pass offering, to the officiating priest.

filed by contact with a dead body (Num . 6:10). A The additional regulations respecting the sin

turtledove or young pigeon, as a substitute for offering were : " Whatsoever shall touch the flesh

the lamb in case of poverty, on occasion of ordi- thereof shall be holy ” (Lev . 6:18, 27), i. e. , every

nary offense ( Lev. 5: 7) ; for purification of the layman touching the flesh became holy as the

leper ( 14:22). priest, and was obliged to guard against defilement

16. Tenth of an ephah of four, as a substitute in the samemanner ( comp. 21 : 1-8) ; the vessel, in

for the pigeon, when poverty prevented the latter, which it was boiled for the priests to eat, was

and on occasion of any ordinary offense (5:11). broken if of earthenware, and scoured if of cop

( 4 ) Occasions. The sin offerings were : per; garments upon which its blood had been

1. REGULAR, offered upon the following occa- sprinkled were to be washed (Lev. 6:27, 28).

sions : ( 1 ) For the whole people, at the New Moon, 2. Trespass Offering (Heb. SUN, aw -shawm ',

Passover, Pentecost, Feast of Trumpets, Feast of

Tabernacles (Num . 28: 15–29: 38), and the Day of
fault).

Atonement (Lev. , ch . 6 ) . (2) Consecration of
(1) Meaning. While the trespass offering was

priests and Levites (Exod. 29:16–14,36 ). (3) The propitiatory inits character, it differed from the

sacrifice of the red heifer, from the ashes ofwhich sin offering in that the latter made atonement for

was made the " water of separation ” (Num . 19: the person of the offender, while the former only

1-10).

atoned for one special offense. “ In fact, the tres.

2.SPECIAL, offered on the following occasions : pass offering may be regarded as representing
( 1 ) For any sin of ignorance against the command- ransom for a special wrong, while the sin offering

ment of the Lord, on the part of priest, prince,symbolized general redemption ” (Edersheim , Ten

people, or individual (Lev. 4:1 , sq.). (2) For cere
ple, p. 100, sq . ).

monial defilement (5:2,3) ; suchas, of women( 12: of a ram ,which was valued by a priest according(2) Material. The trespass offering consisted

6-8 ) , leprosy ( 14 : 9, 31), issues in men and women
(15:15, 30), defilement of aNazarite, or at expira- to the shekel of the sanctuary (Lev. 5:15, 18 ; 6:6;

tion of his vow (Num. 6 : 6–11 , 16).
19:21 ). The only exception was in the case of a

(5) Ritual, or mode of presenting the sin offer- leperand a Nazarite, when the offering consisted

ing. After the animal had been brought forward, of a lamb, withoutany mention of valuation ( Lev.

and thehand duly laid upon it, it wasslaughtered. 14:11 , sq .; Num. 6:12).

If the victim was a bullock offered in behalf of
(3 ) Occasions. The trespass offerings, being

the high priest or of thewhole congregation, its prescribed for special sins, are not included in
blood was taken into the holy place and there the general festal sacrifices. They were offered

sprinkled seven times toward the inner veil,then for thefollowing offenses: 1. “ If a soul commit a
upon the horns of the altar of incense ; after which trespass, and sin through ignorance in the holy

the remainder was pouredout at the foot of the things of the Lord ” ( Lev . 5:15 ), i . e. , to inadvert.

altar of burnt offering ( Lev . 4 : 5 , sq.; 16, sq.)
ently take away from Jehovah that which be.

If the victim wasa ram, a she-goat, or a lamb, longedto him , ofsacrifice, first fruits, tithes, etc.

the blood was merely put upon the horns of the The ram for sacrifice was to be accompaniedby

altar of burnt offering, the remainder being compensation for the harm done and the gift ofa

poured outat the foot of the altar (4:25, 30, 34 ). fifth partof the value to the priest. 2. Ignorant

Upon the Day of Atonement the highpriest took transgression of any definite prohibition ofthe

the blood of the sin offering (the bullock ) for law(v:17). 3. Fraud, suppression of the truth ,

himself, and the blood of the goat offered in be- or perjury againsta neighbor; with compensation

half of the people, into themostholy place, and and with theaddition of a fifth part of property

sprinkled it upon and before the mercy seat ( 16 :
in question to the person wronged (6 :1 , sq.).

14, 15) .

4. Rape of a betrothed slave ( 19: 20-22). 5. At

The next step was, in all cases (exceptpigeons), the purification of a leper ( 14:12), and thepolluted

to separate the fatty portions from the animal,
Nazarite (Num. 6:12).

viz. , the fat covering the intestines and such as
(4) Ritual. The victim was slaughtered on the

was upon them , the kidneysand their fat,the fat north side of the altar, its blood sprinkledupon
on the flanks, the caul, and, in the case of a cer- the latter, the fat burned upon it, and the flesh

tain kind of sheep, the fat ofthe tail
, and then eaten by the priests in the holy place (as in the

burn them upon the altar (4 : 8–10, 19 , 26 , 31 ,
sin offering), the skin also belonging to the offi

35) .
ciating priest. With reference to the accompany.

In those cases in which the blood was sprinkled ing meat offering ,everything baked in the oven ,

in the holy place
, or the holy of holies (and in the and everything prepared in a pan orpot, was to

case of the bullock sacrifice as a sin offering at belong to the priest officiating; while such por

the consecration of the priests, Exod. 29:14), the tions as were mixed with oil or weredry were to

flesh ,along with the skin,head,bones, intestines, belong to ail the sons of Aaron ,” i. e., divided

and dung ,was carried without the camp (after- amongall the priests.

ward the city) to a clean place where the ashes of 3. Burnt Offering (1) Name (Heb. -

sacrifice were usually emptied, and there consumed o-law', ascending as smoke, the name given to

by fire (Lev.4:11 , sq. , 20, sq.; 6:23 ; 16:27). In the this sacrifice because it was to be wholly consumed

case of the other sin offerings, the blood of which and to rise in smoke toward heaven). There is
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also in use the poetical term 395 (kaw -leel', com- 3. FREEWILL burnt offerings on any solemn occa

plete, Deut. 33:10 ; 1 Sam . 7 :9 ; Psa . 51:19 ; Gr. sion , e. g. , dedication of the tabernacle (Num. , ch. 7)

orokaútwua, hol-ok-öw'-to -mah, Mark 12:33 ; Heb. and of the temple (1 Kings 8:64).

10: 6), alluding to the fact that, with the exception The burnt offering was the only sacrifice that

of the skin, it was wholly and entirely consuined. non-Israelites were allowed to bring. The emperor

The victims in the other sacrifices were only par. Augustus had a daily burnt offering brought for

tially consumed upon the altar. him of two lambs and a bullock ; and ever after.

( 2 ) Meaning. The burnt offering symbolized ward this sacrifice was regarded as indicating that

the entire surrender to God of the individual or of the Jews recognized him as their ruler. Hence,

the congregation, God's acceptance thereof, with at the commencement of the Jewish war, Eleazar

a view to the renewal and sanctification of the en- carried its rejection, which was considered as a

tire man and consecration to a course of life pleas- mark of rebellion .

ing to God. The law of sacrifice does not teach (5) Ritual. The victim was led to the altar by

that the burnt offering had any reference to atone . the person offering it, duly consecrated by the lay

ment or forgiveness of sins, provision being made ing on of hands, and then slain by the offerer.

therefor by the atoning sacrifices (sin and trespass The priest then took the blood and sprinkled it

offerings). The burnt offering was based solely round about upon the altar. The animal was

on the assumption that Israel had been admitted flayed, the skin falling to the officiating priest as

into a covenant of grace with Jehovah, and so it a perquisite (Lev. 7 :8 ); the flesh was next cut up,

could only be offered by those Israelites who re- the intestines and hind legs washed, and then the

tained their standing in the covenant. Stran- several parts, including the head and fat, were

gers were permitted, if not guilty of any notorious laid upon the burning wood, the whole being con

offense, to offer bumt and thank offerings to sumed.

Jehovah without being fully ( i . e. , by circumcision) In case the offering was a pigeon the priest wrung

admitted into covenant with the God of Israel, off its head and allowed the blood to flow beside

Anyone forfeiting his covenant rights by sin or the altar ; he then took the increments and flung

transgression was required to be again reconciled them on the ash heap beside the altar. He made

to God by means of a sin offering before he could an incision at the wings and placed the bird upon

venture to present a burnt offering. If there was the altar fire, and there burned it ( 1 : 14-17 ) .

any atoning element in the burnt offering it was When the burnt offering consisted of a bullock or

only to a limited extent. And yet, inasmuch as smaller cattle, the law required it to be followed

sin adheres to all , even in a state of grace, it was by a meat and drink offering varying in quantity

necessary that in the burnt offering there should according to the kind of victim offered — a reguli

be so much of the element in question as would tion , however, which did not apply in the case of

cover any defects and imperfections.
pigeons.

Expressing as it did the inward religious dispo 4.Peace Offering (Hcb. bau nat, zeh '.

sition expected of every true Israelite, the burnt bakh shel-aw -meem ', sacrifice of peace),another sace

offering was required to be presented on the morn • rifice offered in communion with God. It was

ing and evening of every day, the Sabbath, the divided into three kinds : the thank offering

new moons,and festival occasions. At the new (1771mg n2t, zeh'-bakh hat- to -dau ', sacrifice of

moons and festivals the burnt offerings had to be
preceded by a sin offering, it being necessaryin thanks, Lev. 7:12 ; 22:29) ; the votive offering

thisway to make atonement for those sinswhich (77912 , zeh ' - bakh neh'-der, sacrifice of a vow,

had been committed in the interval between one Num . 6:14 ; 15 : 3 , 8 ) ; the freewill offering (12)

festival and another.
177?, zeh’-bakh ned -aw -baw ', Lev. 7:16 ; 22:18, 21 ).

(3) Material. The animals prescribed for this It always followed all the other sacrifices.

sacrifice by the law were a young bullock, a ram ( 1) Meaning. “ The peace offerings have their

or he -lamb, and a he-goat - alwaysa male. In case

of poverty turtledoves or young pigeons mightbe God,and find their culminating point in the sac
root in the state of grace with its fellowship with

offered, irrespective of sex (Lev . 1 :3, 10, 14 ). The rificial feast.” They served to establish the He.

male was commanded, probably, to teach that the brew more firmly in the fellowship of the divine

act of surrender was to be of an active, energetic grace; to be mindful of God when in possession
character.

and enjoyment of the divine mercies ; and when
( 4 ) Occasions. 1. REGULAR burnt offerings adversity threatened to obscure his feeling and

were offered as follows : ( 1 ) Every morning and consciousness of God's nearness and mercy, he

evening (Exod. 29:38-42; Num . 28:3-8). (2) Each might be enabled, through the peace offering, to

Sabbath, double that of the daily offering (Num . maintain this feeling and consciousness, and

28 : 9, 10) . ( 3) At the new moon, the three great quicken them afresh .

festivals, the Day of Atonement, and Feast of In times of prosperity and success he would

Trumpets (see Num. 28 :11-29 :39 ). naturally feel thankful to God and embody his act

2. SPECIAL burnt offerings :( 1 ) At the consecra- by means of sacrifice ; hence thank offering. In

tion of priests (Exod. 29:15 ; Lev. 8:18 ; 9:12 ). case anyone desired to secure a blessing which had

(2) At the purification of women (Lev. 12 : 6 , 8 ) . not yet fallen to his lot, he would naturally en.

(3) At the cleansing of lepers ( 14:19) . (4 ) Remov- deavor by means of a vow to prevail upon God

al of other ceremonial uncleanness ( 15:15, 30) . to bestow it ; hence the votive offering. The mo

(5) On any accidental breach of the Nazarite vow, tive impelling to the freewill offering seems to

or its conclusion (Num . 6:11 , 14). have centered in the desire to thank God for the

>
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enjoyment of his bounties and to be assured of being satisfied with fullness of joy in the presence

their continuance (see Ritual ( 4 ), below). of the Lord (Psa. 16:11).

(2) Material. The victims prescribed for these The sacrificial feast. “In consequence of the

sacrifices were unblemished oxen or smaller cattle consecrated character imparted to the whole vic

of either sex (Lev. 3 : 1 , 6 ; 9 :4, 18 , etc.), though tim by assigning the choicest portions of the flesh

deformed animals were allowable in freewill offer to the Lord and the officiating priest, the sacri

ings (22:23). These sacrifices were always accom- ficial feast was transformed into a covenantfeast, a

panied by a meat and drink offering ( 7:11 , etc.). feast of love and joy, which symbolized the privi.

No mention is found of pigeons being used in the lege of dwelling in the house and family of the

peace offerings. Lord, and so shadowed forth the rejoicing of his

(3) Occasions. Public peace offerings were cus- people before him (Deut. 12:12, 18) and the bless

tomary on occasions of festive inauguration ( Exod. edness of eating and drinking in the kingdom of

24 :5 ; 2 Sam . 6:17, sq.; 1 Kings 8:63); the elec- God” (Luke 14:15 ; 22:30) (Keil, Arch ., i, 330,

tion of kings (1 Sam . 11:15) ; and upon the fortu. sq .).

nate issue of important enterprises (Deut. 27 : 7 ; 5. Meat and Drink Offerings. (1) Name.

Josh. 8:31). They were expressly prescribed for Meat offering is more properly given in the R. V.

the Feast of Pentecost (Lev . 23:19 ). The festivals as “meal offering, ” and is the rendering of the

were observedwith peace offerings (Num . 10:10; Heb. 6717 ??? (min -khaw ',offering),while drinkoffer

2 Chron. 30:22) ; and Solomon arranged three
times a year a sacrificial festival of burnt and ing is the rendering of Heb. 79? ( neh -sek, libation).

peace offerings (1 Kings 9:25). ( 2) Meaning. One meaning of these offerings,

Private peaceofferings were the result of free which is analogous to that of the offering of the

impulse, or in fulfillment ofa vow (Lev. 7:16 ; 22: tithes (first fruits and the showbread ), appears to

21 ; Num. 15:8), in recognition of a special favor be expressed in the words of David : “ All that is

from Jehovah (Lev. 7:12 ;22:29), and regularly at in the heaven and in the earth is thine. . All

the expiration of a Nazaritish vow (Num. 6:14).
things come of thee, and of thine own have we

( 4) Ritual. The offerer led the victim to the given thee " (1 Chron. 29:10-14 ). It recognized the

altar, laid his hand upon its head, and slew it. sovereignty of Jehovah and his bounty in the

The priest caught the blood and sprinkled it upon
bestowal of earthly blessings by dedicating to

the altar. At this stage the fat of the intestines him the best of his gifts — flour, as the main sup

—the same parts as in the case of the sin offering port of life ; oil, the symbol of richness , wine, as

--was taken from the animal and burned upon the symbol of vigor and refreshment (see Psa.

thealtar on the burnt offering (Lev. 3:3-5, 9-11, 104:16);
14-16 ; 9:18, sq . ). The breast and the right Another meaning is ascribed to these offerings,

shoulder were then separated from each other, viz., a symbol of the spiritual food which Israel
the shoulder being heaved — laid aside—as the strove after as the fruit of its spiritual labor in

portion of the officiating priest, directly from the God's kingdom , or those good works in which truc

offerer; while the breast was waved, i. e. , sym- sanctification must necessarily embody itself.

bolically presented to the Lord , from whom the ( 3 ) Material. The material of the meat offer.
priests received it for their use. The priest's part ing consisted either of grain - offered partly un

might be eaten by him , either boiled or roasted, ground, in the shape of roasted ears and partly
in some clean place (7:30, sq . ; 10:13, sq . ). Alí fine flour, in both instances oil being poured on

the flesh of public peace offering (not burned upon and incense added — or of cakes,prepared in three
the altar) belonged to the priests ( 23:20 ). different ways with oil, but without any leaven

The rest of the flesh belonged to the offerer, ( see SACRIFICES, CLASSIFICATION OF, 2 ). Both

furnishing material for the sacrificial feast. In kinds of meat offerings required to be seasoned

the case of thethank offering it must be eaten the with salt (Lev. 2:13).

same day, in other cases at farthest the second The drink offering consisted in every instance

day. Whatever was not eaten within the pre- of wine.

scribed time had to be burned, but not on the ( 4 ) Occasion. Meat offerings were either public

altar ( 7 : 15–17 ; 22:30 ). or private, and were either brought in conjunction

One cake of each of the three kinds making up with burnt or peace offerings (never with sin or

the meat offering was the portion of the officiating trespass offerings) or by themselves.

priest (7:14). The three public meat offerings were the twelve

The meaning of the sacrificial proceedings in loaves of showbread; the omer, or sheaf of wheat,

the case of peace offering is worthy of study. As on the second day of PASSOVER (q. v. ) ; and the

stated above, the fat of the peace offering was to two wave loaves at Pentecost.

be consumed on the top of the burnt offering, Four privatemeat offerings were prescribed by

" which is upon the wood that is on the fire," law, viz. : ( 1 ) The daily meat offering of the high

as an “ offering made by fire, of a sweet savour priest, according to the Jewish interpretation of

unto the Lord " (3 : 5). Thus the peace offering pre. Lev. 6:14 , sq.; ( 2) that at the consecration of priests

supposed the previous reconciliation of the offerer ( 6:20 ); (3) that in substitution for a sin offering,

with God, and the sanctification of his life as the in case of poverty (5:11 , 12) ; and that of jealousy

basis of admission into fellowship with God, (Num . 5:15).

which was realized in the sacrificial feast. As he The following were voluntary, viz., that of fine

partook of this meal the material food was trans- flour with oil , unbaken (Lev. 2: 1) ; that "baken

formed into a symbol of his being spiritually fed in a pan ,"," " in a frying pan,” “ in the oven , " and

with the mercies of the kingdom of God, of his the “ wafers ” ( 2:4-7) .
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(5) Ritual. In all baked meat offerings an (Lev. 23:11); the two lambs as a thank offering

omer was always made into ten cakes—the at the Feast of Pentecost (23:20) ; the lamb and

symbolical number of completeness — except the the log of oil as a trespass offering for the puri

bigh priest's daily meat offering, of which twelve fication of the leper (14:12) ; the thank offering of

cakes were baked , as representative of Israel. In the Nazarite (Num. 6:20 ) ; the jealousy offering

presenting a meat offering the priest first brought |(Num . 5:25 ).

it in the golden or silver dish in which it had been 7. Heifer, The Red. The medium appointed

prepared, and then transferred it to a holy vessel , for the purification of such as might be rendered

putting oil and frankincense upon it. Standing at unclean by contact with the dead was composed of

the southeast corner of the altar, he took the running water and the ashes of the “ red heifer "

“ handful ” that was to be burned , put it in another (Num . 19 : 1 , sq . ). The ashes were prepared as

vessel, laid some of the frankincense on it, car. follows : A heifer, without blemish, and which bad

ried it to the top of the altar, salted it, and then never been yoked, was slaughtered outside the

placed it on the fire. camp, Eleazar ( theson and successor of the high

The rest of the offering belonged to the priests priest) dipping his finger in the blood and sprin.

( Lev. 6:16, sq . ), except in the meat offering of the kling it seven times toward the sanctuary. Then

high priest and at the consecration of the priests the heifer, along with the skin , flesh, blood, and

( 6:20–23), when it was entirely burned, and none dung, was burned in the presence of the priest,
allowed to be eaten. who at the same time took the cedar wood, hys.

Every meat offering was accompanied by a drink sop , and scarlet wool, and cast them into the

offering of wine; but the law contains no regula- flames. A man free from defilement gathered the

tion as to the mode in which it was to be presented ashes, and carried them to a clean place outside

or how the wine was to be disposed of. the camp, where they were stored for use as oc.

6. Heave and Wave Offering, so called casion might require . All personsconnected with

from a special ceremony connected with their the ceremony were rendered unclean till evening.

presentation. The purifying medium was applied as follows:

(1) Heave offering (Heb. 177a7an ter-00- A man ,who was himself free from defilement,
maw ', raised). Everything which the Israelites tooksome of the ashes, put them in a vessel, and

voluntarily (Exod . 25:2, sq. ; 35:24 ; 36 :3), or in poured some fresh running, water over them .

compliance with a legal prescription (Exod. 30:15; Dipping a bunch of hyssop into the mixture, he

Lev . 7:14 ; Num . 16:19, sq .; 18:27, sq .; 31:29, sprinkled it upon the person to be purified on the

89. ),tookand separated fromwhat belongedto third and seventh day: In like manner the tent

them, and presented (Exod. 29:28 ; Num . 18 : 8 ,
in which the corpse had lain and the furniture

sq .; 5 :9) to Jehovah, not as a sacrifice, but as an
were all sprinkled with the same water,

offering (Isa .40:20) by way of contribution for
The red heifer is called a sin offering (Num . 19 :

religious purposes, such asthe erection anduplowed that
the removal ofthe defilementof death

9, 17 ) ; and as death is the result of sin , it fol .

holding of the sanctuary (Exod. 25:2, 54.; 30;13, would naturally call for a sin offering. The color
69.; 35 :5, sq. , 21 , 24 ; 36 :3,6 ; Ezra 8:25, etc.), or
for the maintenance of the priests. condition, and sex of the victim represent a full,

Those portions of the offeringswhichwere waved fresh, and vigorous life ; and possessing this, the

were also regarded as gifts toJehovah, whichhe animal,asa sin offering, was perfectly adapted to

was understood to hand over to the priests ; every congregation that were imputedto it, aswellas
the purpose of bearing the guilt of the sins of the

heave offering could likewise be regarded as a

wave offering. The heaveofferings could only beofvicariously suffering death as the wages of sin.

used by the priests and their children (Num . 18: Theheifer wasburned outside the camp by way of

19 ; Lev. 22:10).
exhibiting the necessary fruit and consequence of

sin.

(2) Wave offerings (Heb. 17100, ten -00-faw ', OFFERINGS PRESCRIBED BY THE Mosaic Ritual.

undulation). These offerings were so called be

cause of the manner of their presentation. The
Having treated of Sacrifice in its general sense ,

offering was placed upon the hands of the offerer , I of the Mosaic Sacrifices, and the general Sacrificial
and, after puttinghis hands underthose ofthe Offerings—with their meaning, material,occasion,
offerer, the priest moved the whole backward and and ritual — we desire to aid the reader still more.

forward, constituting a horizontal movement. The For this purpose we have grouped the materials of

rabbinical suggestion, that therewasa distinct the sacrificial offerings , which were prescribed by

rite of “ heaving,” besides that of waving,"
the law for regular occasions . Thus one will be

seems to rest on a misunderstanding of such
able to see at a glance what offerings were pre

19

sages as Lev. 2 :2, 9 ; 7:32 ; 10:15, etc. Some
sented daily, on theSabbath, and atvarious festivals.

think that “ heaving " applies to an upward move Daily (Num . 28 : 3-8).

ment, as well as the horizontal, but there is little The daily sacrifice was offered morning and
ground for this opinion. evening, each consisting of a yearling lamb, for a

The following were the offerings to be waved burnt offering; a tenth deal of flour, for a meat

before the Lord — the breast of a private thank offering ; one fourth hin wine, for a drink offering.

offering (Lev . 7:30) ; the fat, breast, and shoulder

of the thank offerings at the consecration of the Sabbath (Num . 28 : 9, 10 ; Lev. 24 : 8).

priests, the so-called consecration of offerings The daily offerings (see above ); and two yearling

(Exod. 29: 22–26 ; Lev. 8 :25-29) ; the firstling lambs, for a burnt offering ; two tenth deals of

sheaf offered on the second day of the passover ) flour, mingled with oil, for a meat offering ; one

a
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balf hin wine, for a drink offering ; twelve fresh Feast of Tabernacles (Num . 29:13 , sq.).

loaves of show bread.
The daily offerings ; and,

Nero Moon (Num . 28 : 11-15).

The daily offerings; and two young bullocks , one DAY . Bullocks. Rams. Lambs.Goats,

ram, seven lambs, for burnt offering ; flour min.

gled with oil, three tenth deals for each bullock,
st...

two tenth deals for the ram, one tenth deal for
13 14 1

each lamb ; drink offering.

Second.. 12 14 1

Third . 11 14 1

Feast of Trumpels, or seventh New Moon (Num . Fourth . 10 2 14 1

29: 1-6). Fifth .. 2 14 1

The daily and new moon offerings ; and one Sixth . 8 14 1

bullock, one ram , seven yearling lambs, for burnt Seventh. 7

offering ; flourmingled with oil ; three tenth deals

for the bullock, two tenth deals for the ram, one Total seven days...
14 98 7

tenth deal for each lamb, for meat offering ; one Eighth day.. 1 1 7

kid of the goats, for sin offering ; drink offerings.

Passover (Exod. 12 : 1 , sq.). The bullocks, rams, and lambs together made

The daily offerings; and a kid (lamb or goat, the burnt offerings, while the ram was for a sin

Exod . 12: 5) was selected on the tenth of Abib, offering. Each bullock , ram , and lamb was accom .

slain on the fourteenth , and its blood sprinkled on panied by its prescribed meat and drink offering,

the doorposts and lintels.
the formula for which was :

MEAT OFFERING.

Unlcavened Bread (Num . 28 : 17-24).
Three tenth deals flour for a

bullock , two tenth deals for a ram , one tenth deal
The daily offerings ; and one goat, for sin offer for a lamb ; the flour in each case to be mingled

ing ; two young bullocks, one ram , and seven with oil.

yearling lambs, burnt offering ; flour mingled with DRINK OFFERING . One half hin wine for a bul.

oil, three tenth deals for each bullock , two tenth lock , one third hin wine for a ram , one fourth hin

deals for the ram , one tenth deal for each lamb, wine for alamb.

meat offering. The above offerings were for each

day of the feast ( fifteenth to twenty-first Abib ).
SACRILEGE (Gr. iepoovhéw , hee -ci -os-ool.

On the second day of the feast (sixteenth Abibjele?-«), the robbing of a temple. In Rom . 2:22,

the first sheaf of the new harvest (barley ) was
" Thou that abhorrest idols , dost thou commit

offered by waving,not burning. With this sheaf sacrilege ? ”, R. Vi“ rob temples.” The meaning
was offered a male yearling lamb, for a burnt offers is, thou who abhorrest idols and their contami.

two tenth deals flour andoil,for meat offer. nation dost yet not hesitate to plunder their

shrines ." In Acts 19:37 we have the noun form ,

ing; one fourth hin wine, for drink offering.
“ robbers of churches.” The crime under the term

Pentecost (Feast of Weeks) (Num . 28: 27-31 ; Lev. “ profane ” ( 1. v . ) is frequently alluded to.

23 : 16-20 ). SAD . See GLOSSARY.

The daily offerings; and a kid of the goats, for a
SADDLE. 1. Mer -kawb' (Heb. P???, cover .

sin offering ; two young bullocks, one ram , seven
yearling lambs, for burnt offering ; three tenth ing, Lev. 15 : 9), a saddle, or, more correctly, a seat,

deals flour and oil for cach bullock, two tenth as in a palanquin .

deals for the ram , one tenth deal for cach lamb, 2. " To saddle,” khaw - bash ' (Heb. war, to

meat offering ; one half hin of wine for the bul. wrap firmly ), to gird about, i . e. , to tighten the
lock, one third hin of wine for the ram , one fourth girths of an animal (Gen. 22 : 3 ; Num. 22:21 ; Judg.
hin of wine for each lamb, drink offering. After 10:10 ; 2 Sam . 16 : 1, etc. ) .

the above was presented thenew meatofferin ,,viz. , The saddle in principle, i . e . , some covering to

" two wave loaves," made of two tenth deals wheat protect the animal's back from being chaſed, was

flour, baked with leaven. With these were offered doubtless of early invention ; but the saddle, prop
seven yearling lambs, one young bullock, and two erly so called, was in all probability invented by
rams, for burnt offering, with the prescribed the Persians.

meat and drink offerings; a he-goat, for a sin SAD'DUCEE, a member of one of the re

offering ; two yearling lambs, for a peace offering. ligious parties whichexisted among the Jews in

Dayof Atonement (Lev. 16 : 3 ; Num . 29: 7–11 ). the days of our Lord, the others being the Es

The daily offerings; and a bullock for a sin senes and the Pharisees.

offering, and a ram for a burnt offering, for the
1. Name. The Hebrew word by which they

priesthood ; two goats for a sin offering, and a
were called is b^2773, tsad-dvo-keem '; Gr. Laddov

ram for a burnt offering, for the people ; followed kaios, sad -doo -kah'.yos (Matt. 3 : 7 ; 16 : 1 , 6, 11 , 12 ;

by one young bullock , one ram , seven lambs, for 22:23, 34 ; Mark 12:18 ; Luke 20:27 ; Acts 4: 1 ;

burnt offering ; flour mingled with oil, three 5:17 ; 23:6-8). The ordinary Jewish statement is

tenth deals for bullock , two tenth deals for that the Sadducees were named from a certain

ram , and one tenth deal for each lamb, meat Zadok, a disciple of Antigonus of Socho, who is

offering ; one half hin wine for bullock, one third mentioned in the Mishna as having received the

hin wine for ram, and one quarter bin wine for oral law from Simon the Just . Epiphanius states

each lamb, drink offering. ; ) that the Sadducees called themselves such from

ing ;

>
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Heb. 777, tseh' -dek, righteousness, " and that there law on the part of the Sadducees imparts addi

was anciently a Zadok among the priests, but that tional force to the incident recorded in Matt.

they did not continue in the doctrines of their 22:23, etc. ; Mark 12:18 ; Luke 20:27 , etc. AC

chief.” Edersheim suggests (Life of Jesus, i , 324 ) cording to the understanding of the Sadducees ,

“ that the linguistic difficulty in the change of the marriage would have been consummated only

the sound į into -T'saddiqim into Tsadduqim , between the woman and the seventh brother ;

may have resulted , not grammatically, but by popu- while the Pharisees would have made them all

lar witticism . Some wit may have suggested : cohabit with the woman. The Sadducees would

Read not Tsaddiqim , the righteous, but 7'sad- say, only the last brother could be her husband,

dugim (from Tsad -u, 973), desolation, destruc- but according to the Pharisaic practice,she would
have been the real wife of them all." (6) The cere .

tion.' Whether or not this suggestion approves mony of taking off the shoe ( Deut. 25 : 9) was under

itself to crities, the derivation of Sadducees from stood literally by the Sadducees, who insisted that

Tsaddiqim is certainly that which offers most the rejected widow should spit into the man's face ,

probability .” while the Pharisees held that spitting before his

2. Aristocratic. Wegain but a distorted face metall the requirements of the case. (c) The

image of the Sadducees if we only look at the right of retaliation . With the same conservatism

points of differences between them and the Phari- and rigor the Sadducees insisted upon the literal

sees. Still, cach party had its strong character carrying out of the law , " eye for eye, ” etc. (Exod .

istic, that of the Pharisees being a rigid legalism , 21:23, etc.), while the Pharisees, with a due re

while the Sadducees were aristocratic. Josepbus gard for the interests of the people,maintained

repeatedly designates them as such : “ They only that pecuniary compensation was sufficient. (d ) The

gain the well-to -do ; they have not the people on Sadducees insisted that false witnesses should be

their side” (Ant., xiii, 10 , 6). “ This doctrine has put to death only when the accused had been exe.

reached few individuals,but these are of the first cuted in consequence of their false testimony

consideration ” ( Ant., xviii, 1, 4). What Josephus (Deut . 19 :19-21),while the Pharisees required that

really means is that the Sarducces were the aris- this should take place so soon as sentence had

tocrats, the wealthy (europoi), the personsof rank been passed. In this case the Pharisees were the

(sporoi toiç åžióțaoiv), i. e., from the priesthood . more severe. (e) The Sadducees required com

The New Testament (Acts 5:17 ) and Josephus pensation, not only if an ox or an ass (Exod . 21:32,

( Ant., xx, 9 , 1 ) testify that the high -priestly 35, sq . ), but also if a manservant or a maidserv.

families belonged to the Sadducean party. The ant had injured anyone, arguing that the master

Sadduceans were not, however, merely the priestly is far more answerable for him than his cattle, as

party, but aristocratic priests. he is to watch over his moral conduct. The Phari.

3. Tenets. (1) The law . The Sadducees ac- sees denied this, submitting that the slave was a

knowledged only the written law as binding, and responsible creature, and that, if the master be

rejected the entire traditionary interpretation and held responsible for his conduct, a dissatisfied

further development of the law during the cen- slave might, out of spite , commit ravages in order

turies by the scribes. Thus Josephus writes to make his master pay. ( 1 ) The law of inherit

( Ant., xiii , 10, 6) : “ The Sadducees say, only what | ance formed another distinctive feature of the

is written is to be esteemed as legal, what Sadducees. They maintained thatwhen a son , being

has come down from tradition of the fathers need heir presumptive, and having sisters , died , leaving

not be observed .” While they rejected the tra. a daughter, that thedaughter is not to receive all

dition of the elders, they did not, as some of the the property,but that the sisters of the deceased are

fathers supposed, reject the prophets. to have an equal share with the daughter, urging

(2) In legal matters the Sadducees were, accord that the daughter is only second degree, while the

ing to Josephus (Ant., xx, 9, 1 ), “ very rigid in sisters are the first degree. The Pharisees,on the

judging offenders above all the rest of the Jews,” contrary, maintained that the deceased brother's

while the Pharisees were much milder and more daughter is the rightful and sole heir, inasmuch

merciful. This may be connected with the fact as she is the descendant of the male heir, whose

that the Sadducees strictlyadhered totheletter simple existence disinherited his sisters.com
of the law, while the Pharisees sought to mitigate (3) Ritual. Respecting questions of ritual, a

its severity by interpretation, although the latter difference can only sofar be spoken of that the
in soma instances were the more severe. “ They Sadducees did not regard as binding Pharisaic

saw in the tradition of the elders an excess of decrees with respect, e. g., to clean and unclean.

legal strictnesswhich they refused to have imposed They derided their Pharisaic opponentson account

upon them , while the advanced religious views of the oddities and inconsistencies into which

were, on the one hand, superfluous to their worldly. their laws of cleanness brought them . But they

mindedness, and on the other, inadmissible hy did not renounce the principle of Levitical un

their higher culture and enlightenment ” (Schürer, cleanness in itself, for they demanded a higher

Jewish People, div. ii, vol. I , p . 41 ). Respecting degree of cleanness for the priest who burned the

legal matters, the Sadducees held ': (a ) That the red heiſer (q . v .) than did the Pharisees. They

levirate law was obligatory only when marriage differed somewhat from the Pharisees regarding

was not consummated, i . e., when a woman's be the festival laws, but the only difference of im

trothed husband died' without cohabitating with portance is that the Sadducees did not acknowl.

her, then his surviving brother could perform the edge as binding the confused mass of Pharisaic

duty of levir without cominitting incest, as she enactments.
ill...) ,, - orila

was still a virgin. This restriction of the levirate In short, “ the difference in principle between
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the two parties is confined , on the whole, to this liberty there came a decrease of the religious

general rejection of Pharisaic tradition by the motive. They insisted that man was placed at his
Sadducees. All other differences were such as own disposal , and rejected the thought that a di.

would naturally result from the one party not ac- vine cooperation takes place in human actions as

cepting the other's exegetical tradition. The Sad. such. The real difference between the Pharisees

ducee theoretically agreed with Pharisaic tradition and the Sadducees seems to have amounted to this

in some, perhaps many, particulars - heonly denied —that the former accentuated God's preordina

its obligation, and reserved the right of private tion , the latter man's free will ; and that, while

opinion ” ( Schürer, div. ii, vol. ii, p. 38 ). the Pharisees admitted only a partial influence of

(4) Doctrinal. ( a) The Sadducees refused to the human element on what happened, or the co

believe in a resurrection of the body and retri . operation of the human with the divine, the Sad

bution in a future life, or in any personal contin- ducees denied all absolute preordination, and made

uity of the individual (Matt. 22:23 ; Mark 12:18 ; man's choice of evil or good to depend entirely

Luke 20:27 ; Josephus, Wars, ii , 18, 14). The on the exercise of free will and self-determination .
Jews “ would not consider themselves bound to The Pharisees accentuated the divine to the

accept any doctrine as an article of faith, unless verge of fatalism , and insisted upon absolute

it had been proclaimed by Moses, their great law- and unalterable preordination of every event in

giver ; ?" " and it is certain that in the written law its minutest detail. We can well understand how

of the Pentateuch there is a total absence of any the Sadducees would oppose notions like these,

assertion by Moses of the resurrection of the and all such coarse expressions of fatalism .

dead. This fact is presented to Christians in a Neither the New Testament nor rabbinic writings

striking manner by the well-known words of bring the charge of the denial of God's prevision .

the Pentateuch which are quoted by Christ against the Sadducees.

in argument with the Sadducees on this subject 4. History . Dr. Milligan (Imp. Bib . Dict.) says

(Exod. 3 : 6 ; Mark 12:26 , 27 ; Matt. 22:31, 32 ; of the party of Sadducees : “ Its origin , like that

Luke 20:37 ). It cannot be doubted that in such of the Pharisees, is in all probability to be sought

a case Christ would quote to his powerful adver- in that remarkable period of Jewish history which

saries the most cogent text in the law ; and yet is embraced between the restoration of Israel to

the text actually quoted does not do more than its own land, or rather between the cessation of

suggest an inference on this great doctrine. It is prophecy after that event, and the Christian era .

true that in other parts of the Old Testament No traces of Sadduceeism are to be found in Is.

there are individual passages which express a be-rael previous to the captivity. . . . In the pres

lief in a resurrection, such as in Isa. 26:19 ; Dan.ence of the divinely inspired prophet of Jehovah,

12 : 2 ; Job 19:26 ; and in some of the Psalms ; the representative of the theocracy in its noblest

and it may at first sight be a subject of surprise form and most glorious anticipations, no tendency

that the Sadducees were not convinced by the au- like that of the Sadducees, so denationalized, so

thority of those passages. But although the Sad, cold, so skeptical, and so worldly, could have

ducees regarded the books which contained these taken root. The very nature of the case, there

passages as sacred, it is more than doubtful fore, requires us to seek its origin at a more recent

whether any of the Jews regarded them as sacred date, and naturally carries us to that strange

in precisely the same sense as the written law. period of both outward and inward confusion

Hence, scarcely any Jew would have felt under the ihrough which , after the death of Alexander the

necessity of believing man's resurrection, “ unless Great, Palestine had to pass.” In this Greek

the doctrine had been proclaimed by Moses ; and period political interests were combined with

as the Sadducees disbelieved the transmission of Greek culture; and to effect anything in the po

any oral law by Moses, the striking absence of litical world one must of necessity have stood on

that doctrine from the written law freed them a more or less friendly footing with Hellenism . In

from the necessity of accepting the doctrine as the higher ranks of the priesthood Hellenism gained

divine ” (Smith, Bib. Dict. , s. v . ). ground, while, in the same proportion , it was

(6) According to Acts 23 : 8, the Sadducees de alienated from the Jewish religious interest. This

nied thatthere was " angel or spirit,” i.e .,independ- tendency received a check in the rising of the

ent spiritual realities besides God. To this cate- Maccabees, while the religious life was revived

gory of spirits, denied by them , belonged also the and strengthened. It was then that the rigidly

spirits of the departed ; for they held the soul to legal party of the “ Chasidees ” gained more and

be a refined matter, which perished with the body more influence . And therewith their pretensions

( Josephus, Ant., xviii, 1 , 4 ; Wars, ii, 8, 14 ). The also increased . Those only were to be acknowl.

two principal explanations which have been sug- edged as true Israelites who observed the law ac.

gested as to the belief of the Sadducees upon this cording to the full strictness of the interpretations

point are, either they regarded the angels of the given to it by the scribes. This made the aristo

Old Testament as transitory unsubstantial repre- cratic party the more strenuous in their opposition,

sentations of Jehovah, or that they disbelieved and there resulted a firmer consolidation of par.

merely the angelical system which was developed ties, the “ Chasidees ” becoming “ Pharisees,” and

among the Jews after the captivity. the aristocratie party being called “ Sadducees"

(c) Free will and predestination. If we may by their opponents.

believe Josephus, the Sadducees, in dissenting “ Under the earlier Maccabees (Judas, Jonathan,

from the fantastical, imaginary development of and Simon) this ‘ Zadokite ' aristocracy was neces

Judaism , came to lay great stress upon human sarily in the background. The ancient, high

freedom . With a strong insistence upon personal priestly family, which, at least in some of its mem .
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bers , represented the extreme philo-Hellenistic new covenant, consisting of Israel and the faithful

standpoint, was supplanted. The high priestly of all nations ; (e) the angels (Deut. 38 : 3) ; Chris.

office remained for a time unoccupied. In the Christians (Acts 9:13, 14 , 32, 41 ; Rom. 1 : 7 ; 8:27 ).

year 152 Jonathan was appointed high priest, and It is recorded in Matthew's account of the cruci.

thus was founded the new high-priestly dynasty of fixion that“ many bodies of the saints which slept

the Asmonæans, whose whole past compelled them arose, and came out of the graves after his resur.

at first to support the rigidly legal party. Never.rection ” (27:52, 53 ). These sleeping saints were

theless there was not in the times of the first probably holy persons, whether Jews (as Simeon),

Asmonæans (Jonathan, Simon) an entire with or such as had lately died in the faith of Christ.
drawal of the Sadducees from the scene. The They must have been persons recently deceased,

Asmonæans had to come to some kind of under- or they would not have likely been recognized by

standing with it, and to yield to it at least a por those who saw them . The purpose of their resur

tion of seats in the 'Gerusia .' Things remained rection is , with most probability, supposed to have

in this position till the time of John Hyrcanus, been to show that the powerofthe grave wasde.

when theSadducees again became the really ruling stroyed , by life and immortality being brought to

party, John Hyrcanus, Aristobulus I, and Alex- light in the Gospel ; and thus a pledge given of

ander Jannæus becoming their followers. The the general resurrection . As to the time— that

reaction under Alexandra brought the Pharisees will depend on whether the phrase " after his

back to power. Their political supremacy was, resurrection " be taken with the preceding or the

however, of no long duration. Greatly as the following words, on which interpreters havealways

spiritual power of the Pharisees had increased, differed. See Glossary.

the Sadducean aristocracy was able to keep at the SALA (Greek form of Salah), the patriarch

helm in politics. The price at which the Sadducees Salah, the father of Eber (Luke 3:35).

had to secure themselves power at this later SAʼLAH (Heb. ribu , sheh'-laklı,missile, jave

period was indeed a high one, for they were

obliged in their official actions actually to accom
lin ), one of the patriarchs, and only named son of

modate themselves to Pharisaic views . With the Arphaxad (Gen. 10:24 ; 11:12-15 ; 1 Chron . 1:18,

fall of the Jewish state the Sadducees altogether 24). In the last two references he is called Shelah.

disappear from history. Their strong point was
At thirty years of age he became the father of

politics. When deprived of this their lasthour Eber, and lived to be four hundred andthirty.

had struck. While the Pharisaic party only gained
three years old .

more strength , only obtained more absolute rule
SAL'AMIS (Gr. Surauis, sal-am -ece ), a city

over the Jewish people in consequenceof the col- at the east extremity of the island of Cyprus, and

the first place visited by Paul and Barnabas after
lapse of political affairs , the very ground onwhich they stood was cut away from the Saddu- leaving the mainland at Seleucia (Acts 13:5 ).

Hence it is not to be wondered that Jewish From the use of “ synagogues ” in the plural it

scholars soon no longer knowwho the Sadducees may be inferred that there were many Jews in the

really were ” (Schürer, Jewish People, div.ii, vol.i, city . And it is very probable from them came

p. 41, sq.; see Jahn,Bib. Arch.; Keil , Bib. Arch.). in Acts 11:19, 20.
some of those early Cypriote Christians mentioned

SADOC (Gr. Sadók, sad-oke'), an ancestor of SALA'THIEL (Heb. bp , sheh-al-tee

Jesus (Matt. 1:14 ; Hebrew form Zapok ).
ale', I have asked God ), son of Jechonias, king of

SAFFRON . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. Judah, and father of Zorobabel, according to Matt.

SAIL , the incorrect rendering of the Heb. 1:12 ; but son of Neri and father of Zorobabel,

09, nace (Isa. 33:23 ; Ezek. 27: 7), usually a standard, according to Luke 3:27 ; while the genealogy in
1 Chron . 3 :17-19 leaves it doubtful whether he is

or flagstaf"; and in the passages cited a flag of a the son of Assir or Jechonias. Upon the incontro
ship. In Acts 27:17 it represents the Gr. okɛvos, vertible principle that no genealogy would assign

skyjooʻ-os, and seems to be used specially and col to the true son and heir of a king any inferior and

lectively of the sails and ropes of a ship ( q. v . ) .
private parentage, whereas , on the contrary, the

SAILOR . See Ship. sonof a private person would naturally be placed

SAINT, a person eminent for piety and virtue ; in the royal pedigree on his becoming the rightful

a consecrated or sanctified person. sro heir to the throne, we may assert, with the utmost

1. Khaw -seed' (Heb. 7007, pious, just, godly ), confidence, that St. Luke gives us the true state
of the case when he informs us that Salathiel was

used of pious Israelites, and so of the godlyin the son of Neri, and adescendant of Nathan, the
general ( 1 Sam . 2 : 9 ; Chron. 6:41 ; Psa. 30:4 ; son of David. And from his insertion in the royal

31:23; 37:28; 50:5 ; 52:9; 79 : 2 ; 85:8; 97:10 ; | pedigree,both in 1 Chronicles and St. Matthew's

116 : 15 ; 132:9, 16 ; 145:10 ; 148: 14 ; 149:1 , 5, 9). gospel, after thechildless Jechonias, we infer,

2. Karn-doshe' (Heb. WITP) ; Hag '-ee-os (Gr.åylos, with no less confidence, that, on the failure of

pure, clean). Applied to persons consecrated to Solomon's line,he was next heir to the throne of
God's service : (a ) The priests (Psa. 106: 16 ; comp. David . Keil ( Com. , in loc . ) supposes that Assir

Exod. 28:41 ; 29 : 1 ; Lev. 21:6 ; 1 Sam . 7 : 1 ; 1 Pet. may have left only a daughter, who married a

2: 5) ; (b) the firstborn (Exod. 13 : 2, A. V. “ man belonging to a familyof her paternal tribe,

tify ; " i Pet. 2 : 7, “ holy " ) ; (c) the pions Israelites viz . , Neri, and that from this marriage sprang

(Psa. 16 :3 ; 34: 9 ; 89 : 5 , 7 ) ; (d ) “ saints of the Salathiel. Coming into the inheritance of his

Most High ” (Dan . 7:18 , 21 , 25 , 27 ), the New Tes . maternal grandfather, hewould be legally regarded
tament Israel of God, i . e .,the congregation of the las his legitimate son. The A. V. has Salathiel in

cees.

"
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SALCAH SALT

sons.

1 Chron. 3:17 , but everywhere else in the Old dance before Antipas and his guests. “ The

Testament SHEALTIEL ( q. v.). dancing then in vogue both in Rome and the

SAL'CAH (Heb. 1770, sal-kaw ', wandering ), provinces, from its popularity under Augustus,

a city of Bashan, named in the early records of dancer did not speak , but acted some story by
was very like that of our modern ballet. The

Israel (Deut. 3:10 ; 13:11), and apparently one of

the capitals of Og's kingdom (12 :5 ) . From 1 Chron. of music. Masks were used in all cases to conceal
gestures, movements, and attitudes, to the sound

5:11 it would seem that Salcah wasupon the east- the features, but all other parts of thebody, espe

ern confines of both Manasseh and Gad. Salcah cially the hands and arms,were called into action,

is probably identical with Súlkhad (Szalchat or and a skillful pantomimist could express feelings,

Szarchad),aboutsix hours eastof Bozrah , south of passions,and acts with surprising effect. The

Jebel Hauran, a town with eight hundred houses, | dress of the performer was planned to show the

but uninhabited .

beauty of the figure to the greatest advantage,

SAL'CHAH (Deut. 3:10) . See Salcah. though it varied with the characters represented

SALEM (Heb. Obw, shaw -lame', peaceful), the (Geikie, Life of Christ, p . 300). Salome was
name of a place, mentioned in connection with married in the first place to Philip, tetrarch of

Melchizedek asits king (Gen. 14:18 ; Heb. 7:1,2) . Trachonitis,herpaternal uncle, who died childless ;

It is doubtless the nameof Jerusalem (Psa .76:2). and, secondly, to her cousin Aristobulus, son of

“ Shalam ” is enumerated by Rameses II
Herod, king of Chalcis, by whom she had three

among

liis conquests in Canaan, by the side of Merom

2. The wife of Zebedee, as appears by a com
and Beth -anath , Gaza and Carmel , and must be
identified with JERUSALEM (9. v. ) (Sayce , High. parison of Matt.27:56, with Mark 15:40. Many

Crit ., p. 295).
modern critics are of the opinion that she was tbc

sister of Mary, the mother of Jesus, alluded to in
SAʼLIM (Gr. Laheij , sal-ime', peaceful), the John 19:25. " Others make the expression “ his

place west of the Jordan where John was bap; mother's sister ” refer to “ Mary, the wife of Cle

tizing (John 3:23), probably the Shalem mentioned ophas,” immediately following. We can hardly

in Gen.33:18,and about seven miles south of Ænon. regard the point as settled, though the weight of

SAL'LAI (Heb. O, sal-lal'ee, weighell). modern criticism is decidedly in favor of the for

1. A leading Benjamite who, with wine hundred mer view . The only events recorded of Salome

and twenty-eight of his tribesmen , settled in Je. are that she preferred a request on behalf of her

rusalem on the return from the captivity (Neh. two sons for seats of honor in the kingdom of

11 : 8 ) , B. C. 445. heaven (Matt. 20:20), that she attended at the

2. One of the chiefs of the priests who returned crucifixion of Jesus (Mark 15:40), and that she

to Jerusalem with Zerubbabel (Neh . 12:20), B. C. visited his sepulcher (16 : 1 ). She is mentioned by

about 536. In v. 7 he is called Sallu.
name only on the two later occasions.

SALʻLU, the name of two Hebrews, spelled make general use of salt in the food both of man
SALT. - Uses. Not only did the Hebrews

differently in the original. 1
(Job 6:6) and beast (Isa , 30:24 ), but they used it

1. Sul-loo ” (Heb . 1920, weighcıl), a son of Me in their religious services as anaccompaniment to

shullani, a Benjamite dwelling in Jerusalem after the various offerings presented on the altar (Lev.

the captivity (Neh . 11 : 7 ; 1 Chron . 9 : 7 ), B. C. about 2:13 , “ every oblation of thy meat offering shalt

415. thou season with salt ” ). The salt of the sacrifice

2. Sal- lo ' ( IIeb. 130, weighed ), another form is called “ the salt of the covenant of thy God,”
because in common life salt was the symbol of

(Neh. 12 : 7 ) of the name Sallai, No. 2 ( q. v. ).
The meaning which the salt, with its

SALMA (Heb. Azaw, sal-maw ', clothing). power to strengthen food and preserve it from

1. Another form ( 1 Chron . 2:11 ) for Salmon putrefaction and corruption, imparted to the sac

( q. v .). rifice was the unbending truthfulness of that self

2. The second named of the sons of Caleb , and surrender to the Lord embodied in the sacrifice ,

father ( founder) of Bethlehem ( 1 Chron. 2:51), and by which all impurity and hypocrisy were repelled.

of the Netophathites (v. 54) , B. C. probably about In addition to the uses of salt already specified,

1210 . the inferior sorts were applied as a manure to the

SALMON (Ileb. jizasie, sal-mone', clothing ), soil, or to hasten the decomposition ofdung (Matt.
5:13 ; Luke 14:35) . Too large an admixture,

the son of Nashon, and ancestor of Boaz (Ruth however, was held to produce sterility ; and hence

4:20:21 ; 1 Chron . 2:11, Salma ; Matt. 1 :4 , 5 ; Luke also arose the custom of sowing with salt the

3:32), B. C. before 1070. foundations of a destroyed city (Judg. 9:45), as a

SALOʻME (Gr. Sahóun, sal-o'-may, peaceful). token of its irretrievable ruin. See MINERAL

1. The daughter of Herodias by her first hus. Kingdom.

band, Herod Philip (Josephus, Ant. , xviii , 5 , 4 ) . Figurative. As one of the most essential

She is the “ daughter of Herodias,” mentioned in articles of food , salt symbolized hospitality (see

Matt. 14 : 6 , as dancing before Herod Antipas, and Covenant Or Salt). Of the ministry of good men ,

securing, at her mother's instigation , the death of as opposing the spiritual corruption of sinners
John the Baptist. To do honor to the day and to (Matt. 5:13); of grace in the heart (Mark 9:50) ;

the companySalome broke through the ruleof strict of wisdom or good sense in speech (Col. 4 :6) :

seclusion from the other sex , and condescended, graceless professors as salt without savor (Matt.

though a princess and the daughter of kings, to | 5:13 ; Mark 9:50) ; from the belief that salt would,

covenant.

>
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SALT, CITY OF SALVATION

V

O

by exposure to the air, lose its virtue ; pits of salt in the period subsequent to the Old Testament

was a figure of desolation (Zeph. 2 : 9) ; " salted were framed on the model of the Latin style ; the
with fire ” (Mark 9:49) ; refers to the purification addition of the term “ peace ” may, however, be

of the good, and punishment of sinners. regarded as a vestige of the old Hebrew form

SALT, CITY OF (Heb. 0737.4 ", cer ham-| 2Macc. 1:1). The writer placed his ownname

first, and then that of the person whom he saluted ;
meh'-lakh),a city in the wilderness of Judah (Josh. it was only in specialcases that this order was
15:62), probably at the southwestern extremity of reversed (2 Macc. 1 : 1 ; 9:19 ; 1 Esdr. 6: 7 ). A com.
the Dead Sea, where some of the hills are of pure bination of the first and third persons in the terms

salt, hence its name. Dr. Robinson (Bib. Res., ii, of the salutation was not unfrequent (Gal. 1 : 1 , 2 ;

109) thinks that it lay near the plain at the south Philem . 1 ; 2 Pet. 1: 1). A form of prayer for

end of the Dead Sea,which he would identify with spiritual mercies was also used. The concluding
the SALT, VALLEY OF ( q. v. ) .

salutation consisted occasionally of a translation
SALTWORT. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM of the Lat. valete ( Acts 15:29 ; 23:30), but more

SALT, COVENANT OF. See COVENANT OF generally of the term donášouai, " I salute," or the

Salt. SALT SEA. See DEAD SEA: cognate substantive, accompanied by a prayer for

peace orgrace.
SALT, VALLEY OF (Heb. Abo As,gah'ee SALUTE. See GLOSSARY.

meh '-lakh ), a name employed five times in Scripture. SALVATION, a term which stands for sev.

The l'avine is on the border between Judal and

Edom , south of the Dead Sea . It was the

scene of several battles ( 2 Sam . 8:13 ; 2 Kings

14 : 7 ; 1 Chron . 18:12 ;, 2 Chron . 25:11 ) .

SA'LU (Heb. 8720, saw-loo', weighed ),

the father of Zimri, which latter was slain by

Phinehas for bringing a Midianitish woman

into the camp of Israel (Num . 25:14 ), B. C.

1170.

SALUTATION (Heb . , baw -rak ', to

kneel; oibw, shaw-lome', well, happy, to be

friendly ; Gr. donaopós, os-pas-mos', a greet

ing) , the friendly greeting which in ancient, as

in modern times, has been wont to take place

when meeting or parting. Salutations may be

classed under two heads :

1. Conversational. ( 1 ) The salutation

ai mecting consisted in early times of various

expressions of blessing, such as “ God be

gracious unto thee ” (Gen. 43:29 ); “ Blessed be

thou of the Lord ” (Ruth 3:10 ; 1 Sam . 15:13) ;

“ The Lord be with you ,” “ The Lord bless

thee " (Ruth 2 :4 ) ; “ The blessing of the Lord

be upon you ; we bless you in the name of the

Lord ” ( Psa. 129 : 8 ) . Hence the term “ bless "

received the secondary sense of “ salute.” The

Hebrew term used in these instances (shaw

Oriental Salutation.lome') has no special reference to peace,"

as stated in the marginal translation, but

to general well-being, and strictly answers to | eral Hebrew and Greek words, the general idea

our " welfare." (2) The salutation at parting being safety, deliverance, ease , soundness. In

consisted originally of a simple blessing (Gen. the Old Testament the term refers to various forms

24:50 ; 28 : 1 ; 47:10 ; Josh . 22 : 6), but in later times of deliverance, both temporal and spiritual. God

the term shaw -lome'was introduced here also in the delivers his people from their enemies and from
form“ Go in peace," or rather, " Farewell " the snares of the wicked (see Psa. 37:40 ; 59 : 2 ;

( 1 Sam . 1:17 ; 20:42 ; 2 Sam . 15 : 9). In modern | 106 : 4 ). He also saves by granting forgiveness

times the ordinary mode of address current the of sins, answers to prayer, joy, and peace (79:9 ;

East resembles the Hebrew : Es-selam aleykum , 69:13 ; 51:12, et al.). The Old Testament prophe

· Peace be on you , " and the term " salam " has cies center upon One who was to come as the

been introduced into our own language to describe bringer of salvation (see MESSIAH ).
the oriental salutation . Eastern salutations were In the New Testament salvation is regarded

often complicated and tedious, taking up much of almost exclusively as from the power and do
one's time . Our Lord's injunction “ salute no minion of sin . And of this Jesus Christ is the

man by the way ” (Luke 10: 4 ) seems to mean that author (see Matt. 1:21 ; Acts 4:12 ; Heb. 2:10 ; 5 :9,

the apostles were to travel like men absorbed in et al . ) . It is freely offered to all men, but is con

one supreme interest, which would not permit ditioned upon repentance and faith in Christ (see
them to lose time in idle ceremonies,

John 3:16 ; Heb. 2 : 3 , et al . ) . Salvation proceeds
2. Epistolary . The epistolary salutations from the love of God , is based upon the atonement
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SAMARIA , CITY OF SAMARITANS

sect.

wrought by Christ, is realized in forgiveness, re- that Philip the deacon “ went down to the city of

generation , sanctification , and culminates in the Samaria,” which more literally means “ into a city

resurrection and glorification of all truebelievers . of theSamaritans ” (Gr.Eis TÌM Tóll rñs Eapapeias).

See ATONEMENT ; FORGIVENESS ; REGENERATION ; Still it is likely that the evangelist would resort

SANCTIFICATION ; RESURRECTION . - E . McC. to the capital city. Thus ends the Bible history

SAMA’RIA , CITY OF (Heb.jinaw, sho-mer
of Samaria. See SUPPLEMENT.

öne', watch mountain ; Gr. Eapápela, sam-ar'-i-ah),
SAMA’RIA , REGION OF (Greek usually

an important place in central Palestine, noted Lauapela, sam -ar -i-ah). This term includes all

as the capital of the northern kingdom, as giving the tribes over which Jeroboam made bimself
name to the region about, and later to a schismatic king,whether east or west of Jordan. The ex.

pression “ cities of Samaria ” (1 Kings 13:32) is

1. Geography. Samaria stood upon a hill used for the kingdom of the ten tribes, which did
about threehundred feethigh,ina wide basin not receive this name till after the buildingof the
formed by the valley which runs from Shechem city of Samariaas the capital of the kingdom and

to the coast - thepresent Wady esh-Sha'ir, or Bar- used elsewherein the samesense; thus, by “ Ephra
the residence of the kings of Israel (16:24). It is

ley Vale — andan incoming glen. Surroundedby im and the inhabitants of Samaria” is meantIsrael

mountains on three sides, Samariahas a great (Isa. 9:9-12). Israel, Ephraim, and Samaria are
view tothe west. The broad vale isvisible for eight equivalentterms in Hosea,who also calls the calf
miles,then a low range of hills, and over them the of Bethel “ thy calf, o Samaria ” (Hos. 8 : 5). In
sea, about twenty - three miles away. The moun.

tains surrounding Samaria are terraced to the top, of;and we find the expression in Ezekiel ( 16:53),
Amos 3: 9 the mountains of Samaria " are spoken

and planted with olives and figs, andsown in the captivity of Samarin andher daughter.”
grain, in the midst of which appear a number of

attractive villages .
SAMARITANS (Heb. Daw , sho-mer-o

2. History. Samaria was purchased from its neein ' : Gr . Zapapairal, sam -ar -i'-tahee), a name

owner, Shemer, for two talents of silver, by Omri, found in the Old Testament only in 2 Kings 17:29.

king of Israel, who " built a city on the hill, and It is customary to refer “ Samaritans ” in this pas .

called the name of the city which he built after sage to the colonists brought by the king of

the name of the owner of the hill, Samaria " | Assyria in place of the deported Ísraelites ; but

(1 Kings 16:24). From that time until the captiv- the text seems rather to mean that these colonists

ity of the ten tribes—about two hundred years , put their gods into the houses of the high places

it continued to be the capital .
which the “ Samaritans," i . e ., the forner inhabit

During all this time it was the seat of idolatry ants of Samaria ,had made for their own religious

(Isa . 9 : 9 ; Jer. 23:13, 14 ; Ezek . 16: 46–55 ; Amos use. But the Samaritans of subsequent history

6 :1 ; Mic. 1 : 1 ). There Ahab built a temple to Baal and of theNew Testament are the descendants of

( 1 Kings 16:32 , 33 ; comp. 2 Kings 10:35 ). On the colonists brought in by the king of Assyria.

the other hand, it was the scene of the ministry For a full discussion of the much-disputed ques.

of the prophets Elijan and Elisha (q. v.). Jehủ tions relating to theSamaritans we must refer to

broke down the temple of Baal , but does not ap- such works as Smith's Bible Dictionary and Mc

pear to have otherwise injured the city (2 Kings Clintock and Strong's Cyclopædia. We can here

10 :18–28). The city was twice only give what seem to us the soundest results.

besieged by the Syrians, in
1. The Captor and the Captivity. It was

B. C.863 ( 1 Kings 20 :1) and Shalmaneser IV, who reigned five years, beginning

in B. C. 850 (2 Kings 6: 24- with 727, who laid siege to Samaria ; but itwas

7:20) ; but on both occasions taken by his successor, Sargon II, B. C. 722.

the siege was ineffectual, the At least it was under Sargon's supervision , for

latter time relief coming mi- very soon after Shalmaneser's death his atten.

raculously. It was taken in tion was claimed by Merodach -baladan, who had

B. C. 722 by Shalmaneser (or established himself as king at Babylon. Sar.

rather by his successor, Sar - gon carried off twenty -seven thousand people.

gon ),king ofAssyria ( 18 : 9 , 10), He took fifty chariots as “ the portion of his

and the kingdom of the ten royalty,” and contented himself with the same

tribes destroyed .
Samaria .

In 331 it tribute as “ the former king.". Thus it is plain

yielded to Alexander the Great, that he neither desolated nor depopulated the

who visited it on his way back from Egypt in land. But he put an end to its independence, and

order to punish the Samaritan murderers ofthe set over it an Assyrian governor. In 720 we find

governor he had appointed over Cæle-Syria. Samaria , with Arpad, Simyra, and Damascus, join

Ptolemy Lagos deemed it dangerous enough to ing in the revolt headed by Jaubid or Ilubid of

have it dismantled before he gave over Coele- Hamath ( see more, Tiele, Babylonisch - Assyrische

Syria to Antigonus ; and, being rebuilt, it was Geschichte, p. 257, sq.).

again destroyed fifteen years later. It withstood 2. Extent of the Captivity . It must have

a year's siege by John Hyrcanus, the Maccabee, been confined to Samaria and a small surrounding

before being taken by him . It was rebuilt by Ga- region . In Hezekiah's time (2 Chron . 30:11 ), in

binius, the successor of Pompey. Augustus gave Josiah's (34 : 9 ) , and even in Jeremiah's ( Jer. 41 :5)

Samaria to Herod , who fortified and embellished there were Israelites in the northern kingdom who

it, and named it Sebaste , the Greek for Augusta. clung to the worship of God at Jerusalem . The

In the New Testament it is recorded (Acts 8:5) twenty-seven thousand captives taken away by
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SAMARITANS

( 6

Sargon may, indeed, have been increased by him himself had just as good a divine call as David
self afterward or by other monarchs. But all and better than Solomon or Rehoboam . Putting

the indications are that the depopulation was not all these things together, with what is said , under

thorough, and was limited to the city of Samaria the next head, of the probability that copies of the

and its vicinity. This would account for the fact Pentateuch would be preserved in the northern

that the Galilee of our Lord's day was a Jewish kingdom , we may be reasonably sure that Jero

region. The Samaria of Josephus, ndeed, em boam's ritual would not be very far from that

braced what was formerly the territoryof Ephraim, handed down from Moses.

but the Cuthæan Samaritans “ possessed only a 6. Samaritan Pentateuch . Whether the

few towns and villages of this large area and northern kingdom would be likely, in separating

western Manasseh (Smith, 3. V. , “ Samaria " ). from the Levitical worship, to carry the Pentateuch

3. Repeopling. It is not necessary to sup - with it is a question which, in the lack of positive

pose that this work was done all at once . It is evidence, everyone must answer according to his

more likely that in settling the affairs of that un- own judgment. The tabernacle was most of the

quiet region more than one band of colonists was time in the territory which afterward belonged

brought in. According to Dr. Briggs, in Johnson's to the kingdom of Israel. It was in Shiloh till

Universal Cyclopedia (s.v. “ Samaritans ' '), heathen the time of Eli, B. C. about 1 51 ( 1 Sam. 4 :3), and

colonists were introduced by Sargon in 722 and we know not how much longer. Shiloh was long

again in B.C. 715 ( 2 Kings 17:24 ), and by Esar- remembered as its resting place ( Psa . 78:60 ; Jer.

haddon, B. C. 680 (Ezra 4 : 2 ) . 7:12 , 14 ; 26 : 6). At the close of David's reign,

4. Resultant Population. The Samaritans B. C. 960, itwas no farther south than Gibeon

were a mixed race with a heathen core (Ezra4 :2). | (1 Chron.21:29), a little south of the border. The

Their blood would become more and more Hebra- focus of the old worship thus having been in the

ized by the addition of renegade Jews and by northern kingdom ,ofcourse there would be copies

the intermarriage with surrounding Israelites,who of the ceremoniallaw there, and it is hardly con

would find among them the familiar worship of ceivable that there should not be copies of the

former times. whole Pentateuch, if not more of the Bible, at
least in the Levitical cities. And when “ Jeroboam

5. Worship. For the priestwho was sent to and his sons had cast them ” ( the Levites) “ off
“ teach them the manner of the God of the land ”
was of the Samaritan captivity, and not from Jeru. from executing the priest's office unto the LORD " .

salem (2 Kings 17:27). Their worship must have (2 Chron . 11:14) it is not at all likely that they

descended from that of Jeroboam . Theschism them , any more than thata modern minister on
were allowed to take the sacred things away with

headed by Jeroboam was not religious, but politi
cal ( 12 :4,16), and his object wastoseparate Israel being expelled from a charge would be allowed to

not fromGod, but from Jerusalem (v. 27). His carry with him the Bible and consecrated utensils

golden calves were designed as images of the God of thechurch . On the whole, therefore, asfaras

who brought them up out of the land of Egypt.
historic probability goes, we receive the popular

The notion of plurality is not so clearlymarkedin view , whichhas had its share of learned and able

supporters, that the Samaritan Pentateuch “ came
Hebrew as in English, 79.7 (hin -nay', lo !), being into the hands of the Samaritans as an inheritance

an interjection (“ Behold, thy gods!” ). There is no from the ten tribes whom they succeeded.” Critic.

sign of plurality, except the verb 959.7. But ally speaking, our ignorance and the uncertainty

Dans, even when it refers to the one God, some decision. But,as far as we can discover,this viewof the subject are too great to admit of a positive

times has a plural ver and that in cases where

answers all that is known better, on the whole,

we should not expect it (Gen. 20:13 ; 35 : 7 ; 2 Sam . than any other. The other leading view ,which also

7:23, in reference to this very deliverance from is received by able scholars, is “ that it was intro

Egypt ; Psa. 58:12, a participle; see Gesenius, Feb.- duced by Manasseh (comp. Josephus, Ant. , xi , 8,

Gr., $ 146, 2, n . 2 ; Green, 275, 3a). Thus, Jero- SS 2, 4) at the time of the foundation of the Sa

boam's sin may have been a violation not so much maritan sanctuary on Mount Gerizim ” (see more

of the first commandment as of the second . With fully , Smith , 8. v ., “ Samaritan Pentateuch ”).

all the Jewish horror of his worship, the charge is 7. First Discord Between Jews and Sa

not usually that he introduced other gods(perhaps maritans. All that we know is told in Ezra,
only in 1 Kings 14:9, where the reference is pos- ch . That the Samaritans who wished to join

sibly to images;and 2 Chron. 11:15), but that it was with the Jews are called " adversaries," may mean

schismatic (2 Chron . 13:9 ) and irregular (1 Kings either that they were then scen to be adversaries

12:31-33). Now , while he decisively separated in disguise, or that they were adversaries when

the people from Jerusalem, it would be altogether the account was written . Perhaps the latter ; for

for his interest to conciliate them by making the in the refusal no charge of hypocrisy was made

new worship as much like the old as possible (in against them . It was only that the right to build

Kings 12:32 note the phrase “ like unto the feast belonged to others, and that they could have no

that is in Judah ” ). For a few needful changes part in it. The genealogies were carefully kept

he might plausibly argue that David and Solomon (Ezra , ch . 8), and it is probable that considera.

had taken great liberties; that the temple with its tions of birth were so prominent that there was

burdensome cost was far enough fromthe simple no need of inquiry into anything else .
tabernacle, for whose construction God himself Were the Jews right ? It is not for us to sit in

bad given minute directions ; that Jerusalem had judgment on the case. We can only inquire for

no special divine sanction ; and finally that he our own instruction . We must believe that they

"
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knew their own business best, and presume that The “ Sanballat the Horonite " (see HORONITE) of

they were right. Yet there are some facts which the Bible was contemporary with Nehemiah, 445

cannot escape our notice. Their course in regard B. C., and was father-in - law of one of the sons of

to aliens and children of mixed marriages , as Joiada, the son of Eliashib, the high priest (Neh

shown in Ezra 10:3, and indicated in Neh . 13: 1, 13:28). But the Sanballat of Josephus was a

3 (comp. “ forever,” of v . 1 , with “ to the tenth Cuthæan, of the same race with the Samaritans,

generation of Deut. 23:3 ), though natural and and was sent to Samaria by Darius Codomanus,

probably justifiable under the circumstances, was the last king of Persia (d . 330 ). He was father

yet, so far as we know, somewhat in advance of in -law to Manasseh, the brother of the high priest

what God had required . Aliens and slaves were Jaddua, who was the son of John, the son of Judas,

allowed to eat the passover if they were circum- the son of Eliashib (Jos., Ant. , xi, 7, Ss 1 , 2 ) .

cised (Exod. 12:44, 48, 49 ; see MOABITES ). There must, therefore, have been two Sanballats,
8. Subsequent History. ( 1) Ancient. The unless Josephus has confused the account. In the

relation between Jew and Samaritan was one of persecution under Antiochus, 170 B. C. , the Sil .

hostility. The expulsion of Manasseh by Nehe- maritans disowned their relation to the Jews, and

miah for an unlawful marriage, and his building consecrated their temple on Mount Gerizim to

of the Samaritan temple on Mount Gerizim by Jupiter. (2) Later history. After the destruc

permission of Darius Nothus, took place about tion of Samaria by Alexander the Great, Shechem

409 B. C. The inhospitality ( Luke 9:52 , 53) and became more prominent, and there , after the con

hostility of the Samaritans induced many pilgrims quest by John Hyrcanus, already alluded to, they

from the north to Jerusalem to go on the east of built a second temple . With lapse of time they

the Jordan . The Samaritans sometimes, by rival reacted from their polytheism into an “ ultra Mo.

flames, perplexed the watchers for the signal fires saism .” In our Lord's time they still preserved

which announced the rising of the paschal moon their identity after seven centuries ; and “ thotigli

from Mount Olivet to the Euphrates. They re- their limits had been gradually contracted ,and the

jected all the Old Testament except the Penta- rallying place of their religion on Mount Gerizim

teuch , of which they claimed to have an older copy had been destroyed one hundred and sixty years

than the Jews, and to observe the precepts better. before by John Hyrcanus ( 130 B. C. ), and though

The Jews repaid hate with hate . They cast sus. Samaria (the city ) had been again and again de.

picion on the Samaritan copy of the law, and disal. stroyed, and though their territory had been the

lowed the steadfast claim of the Samaritans to battlefield of Syria and Egypt, still preserved

Jewish birth (John 4:12 ). Social and commercial their nationality, still worshiped from Shechem

relations, though they could not be broken off and their other impoverished settlements toward

(4 : 8), were reduced to the lowest possible figure. their sacred hill ; still retained their nationality ,

“ The Samaritan was publicly cursed in their syna- and could not coalesce with the Jews.” In the

gogues—could not be adduced as a witness in the 1st century the Samaritanswere numerous enough

Jewish courts — could not be admitted to any sort to excite the fears of Pilate, whose severity toward

of proselytism, and was thus , so far as the Jew them cost him his office (Jos. , Ant., xviii , 4 , § 1 ) ,

could affect his position, excluded from eternal and of Vespasian , under whom over ten thousand

life.” It ought to be said , however, that the were slaughtered after refusing to surrender ( B.J.,

rabbinic regulations for the intercourse of Jews iii, 7, S 32). They greatly increased in numbers,

and Samaritans varied greatly at different times, particularly under Dositheus, about the time of
and that the older Talmudical authorities incline Simon Magus. In the 4th century they were

to treat the Samaritans more like Jews (Smith , among the chief adversaries of Christianity. They

art. “ Samaritan Pentateuch , ” sub . fin . ) . In 332 were severely chastised by the emperor Zeno, and

the Samaritans desired Alexander the Great to thence were hardly noticed till the latter half of

exempt them from tribute in the Sabbatical year, the 16th century , when correspondence was opened

on the ground that, as Israelites, they did not cul . with them by Joseph Scaliger. Two of their let .

tivate the land during that year. Becoming satis- ters to him and one to Job Sudolf are still extant,

fied of " the hollowness of their pretensions,” he and are full of interest. Shechem is represented

deferred granting their request ( Josephus, Ant., xi , by the modern Nablus, corresponding to Neapolis,

8 , $ 6 , comp. ix, 14, § 3 ), and on account of their which was built by Vespasian, a little west of the

conduct besieged and destroyed Samaria . John old town. Here has been a settlement of about

Hyrcanus took “ Shechem and Gerizim , and the two hundred, who have observed the law and kept

nation of the Cuthæans, who dwelt at that temple the Passover on Mount Gerizim “ with an exact

which resembled the temple which was at Jerusa- ness of minute ceremonial which the Jews bave

lem, and which Alexander permitted Sanballat, long since intermitted .” — W . H.

the general of his army, to build for the sake of
SAMÄGAR-NE BO (Heb. 777-27590,

Manasseh, who was son-in -law to Jaddua the high
priest, as we have formerly related , which temple gar’-neb -oo', sword of Nebo, i . e. , the Chaldean

was now deserted two hundred years after it was Mercury ; according to Schrader, “ Nebu, be gra.

built ” (Jos , Ant., ix , 13 , $ 1;as for Manasseh, comp. cious ” ), one of the officers of Nebuchadnezzar's

Ant., xi , 7 , SS 1 , 2 ) . The temple on Gerizim was army present at the taking of Jerusalem (Jer. 39 :3 ) ,

“ deserted,” B. C.130. This gives about 330 for B. C. 588. As in v. 13, the chief of the eunuchs

the date of its building: Dr. Briggs, in Johnson's is called Nebu -shasban, it has been supposed that
Universal Cyclopedia, gives B. C.409for the estab. Nebu-sarsechim is only another name of the same
lishment of the worship and the time of Alexander, person , and that Samgar is merely the name of his

i. e . , about 332, for the building of the temple. Toffice.

6

sam
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SAM'LAH (Heb. ippo, sam -law ', agarment), tines came to avenge themselves, and encamped
one of the kings of Edom before the establish- in Judah , and the Judeans, instead of recognizing

ment of the Israelitish monarchy (Gen. 36:36 , 37 ; Samson as a deliverer, went to Etam , to the num
1 Chron. 1:47, 48). He was the successorofHadad ber of three thousand , for the purpose of binding

( Hadar ), and was of the city of Masrekah . him and handing him over to their enemies. He
SAMOS (Gr. Bájos, sam '-os), a noted island consented on condition that they themselves would

in the Ægean Sea, near the coast of Lydia, in Asia not kill him . They bound him with two new .

Minor, separated bya narrow strait, in its nar. cords, and brought him to Lehi ( op, a jaw ), and
rowest part not quite a mile wide. When Paul in this apparently helpless condition delivered him
touched there on his voyage from Greece to Syria to the Philistines. When he heard their shout of

(Acts 20:15) it was a free city in the province of
Asia. It was the seat of the worship of Juno, joy his preternatural strength suddenly put itself

and her temple, called the Heræon, was enriched forth, and, snapping the cords asunder, he seized
by some of the finest works of art known in upon a fresh jawbone of an ass, and smote there

Greece. Its chief manufacture was pottery, of with a thousand men . Casting away his weapon,
fine red clay, the Samian ware being celebrated all he called the name of the place Ramath - lehi (the

over the cirilized world . Its wine (“ Levantine " ) conscious thathe was fighting for the cause of
jawbone height). Weary and athirst, Samson ,

ranks high.

SAM'SON, the renowned judge and deliverer
Jehovah , prayed unto the Lord, who caused a

of Israel.
stream to flow from the rock , which Samson

1. Name and Family. (Heb . yigiani, shim- Samson drank and was revived again ( 15:9-20).
called En -hakkore ( i . e . , the well ofhim that prayed )

shone', sunlike.) Samson was the son of Manoah, | (4) At Gaza. After this Samson went to the city

of Zorah , in the tribe of Dan, whose birth was of Gaza, and became intimate with a woman of

foretold to his parents by an angel of the Lord , loose character residing there . His presence being
accompanied with the announcement that he was made known, the Gazites fastened the city gates,

to be a Nazarite from his nativity ( Judg. 13: 2–5, intending to kill him in themorning,when, as they
24 ). supposed , he would leave the house. But at mici.

2. Personal History. Samson grew up under night Samson arose, and, breaking away bolts,

special influences of the Spirit of God, and at last bars, and hinges, carried the gates to the top of a

was impelled to commence the conflict with the neighboring hill looking toward Hebron ( 16 :1-3),

Philistines, which only terminated with his death . B. C. about 1057. (5) Delilah . After this Sam .

( 1) Marries a Philistine. When he was about son became infatuated with a woman of Sorek,

twenty years old Samson saw at Timnath a daughi- named Delilah, through whom the Philistine

ter of the Philistines who pleased him , and on his princes determined to get possession of his person.

return asked his parents to take her for him as a They supposed that his supernatural strength

wife. They were averse to such a marriage, but arose from an amulet that he wore , and offered to

Samson persisted, being convinced that it would Delilah a tempting bribe if she would discover to

in some way aid him in visiting vengeance upon them his secret. She entered into the agreement,

the Philistines. On his first visit to his future and used all herarts and blandishments to persuade

bride he slew a lion with his hands, and when he Samson to reveal it to her. He deceived her three

went to espouse her he found the skeleton occu . times by false statements, but at last, teased into

pied by a swarm of bees . At the wedding feast compliance, “ he told her all his heart, " and said ,

he proposed a riddle, conforming to the oriental “ If I be shaven , then my strength will go from

custom of furnishing entertainment to the guests. me, and I shall become weak, and be like any

Unable to solve it, they urged his wife to secure other man .” Delilah , satisfied that Samson had

the answer from him and inform them . He yielded , spoken the truth this time, sent word to the Phi.

but, seized with indignation, went to Ashkelon, | listines, who came, bringing the promised reward.

slew thirty Philistines, and gave the changes of Then she made

garments to those who had solved the riddle. He him sleep, his

returned to his father's house, and his wife was head upon her

given to his companion (Judg. 14 : 1-20 ). (2) His lap , cut off his

revenge. Sumson soon after visited his wife, but hair, and gave

was refused admission to her by her father. He the precon.

interpreted the treatment which he had received certed signal,

from bis father - in -law as the effect of the disposi “ Philistines

tion generally of the Philistines toward the Israel. be upon thee,

ites , and resolved to avenge his wrong upon the Samson ." For

whole nation . He secured three hundred foxes saken oy Je.

( jackals), and, by tying firebrands to their tails, set hovah , he fell

fire to the grain fields, vineyards,and olive yards of an easy prey

his enemies ( 15 : 1-5). The Philistines retorted by
> to his eneinies.

burning Samson's wife and father- in -law ; and (6) Imprison

this provocation so aroused Samson that he smote ment and

them “ hip and thigh ” ( i . e. , with a cruel and un death. The

sparing slaughter ), after which he went down and Blinding a Prisoner. ( From an As- Philistines put

dwelt in the cleft of the rock Etam ( 15 : 6-8) . syrian Monument.) out Samson's

(3) Delivered up to the Philistines. The Philis - 1 eyes, and led him , bound with fetters of brass, to

1
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Under this hall the lead .

>

Gaza, where he was made to grind corn in the close together in the center.
prison. As this wasan employment which in the ingmen of the Philistines celebrated a sacrificial meal,

East usually devolved on women , to assign it to root,which was surrounded by a balustrade ” ' (K.and

while the people were assembled upon the top of the

such a man as Samson was virtually to reduce him D., Com ., in loc .).

to the lowest state of degradation and shame.

After a time the unshorn locks of Samson re
SAM'UEL . – 1. Name and Family. (Heb .

covered their growth , the Philistines for some
gau, shem - oo -ale ', asked or heard of God ). The

reason being inattentive thereto, and with it such son of ELKANAH (9. v .), a Levite (1 Chron. 6 : 1–28 ;

a profound repentance seems to have wrought in 33-38) of Ramathaim -zophim , on the mountains

his heart as virtually reinvested him with the of Ephraim , and Hannah, to whom he was born

character and powers he had lost. His captivity in response to her earnest prayer (1 Sam. 1 : 1-20),

was regarded by the Philistines as a great victory, B. C. probably 1080 .

and he seemsto have been kept bythem, like a 2. Personal History. (1) As a child. When

Hannah prayed for a son she vowed to dedicate him

to the Lord as a Nazarite (1 Sam . 1:11 ), and as soon

as he was weaned brought him to Shiloh and made

him over to Eli ( 1:24-28 ). Thus Samuel served

as a boy before the Lord, clothed with an ephod,

and receiving every year from his mother a mantle

reaching down to his feet, such as was worn only

Assyrian Fetters.

by high personages, or women, over the other

dress (2:11, 18 , 19) . (2) Call. At the time when

wild beast, for show and insult . On the occasion Samuel served the Lord before Eli, both as a boy

of a sacrificial festival to Dagon, to whom they and as a young man, “ the word of the Lord was
“ A revelaascribed the capture of their enemy, they brought precious ; there was no open vision.”

Samson from the prisonthat he mightmakesport tion from God presupposing susceptibility on the
for them. Deterniined to use his recovered part of men, the unbelief and disobedience of the

strength against his enemies, a large number of people might restrain the fulfillment of this and

whom crowded the building, Samson persuaded all similar promises, and God mighteven with

the attendant to place him between the pillars draw his word to punish the idolatrous nation ”

upon which the roof rested. After a brief prayer
( K. and D. , Com .). The word of the Lord was

Whilehe grasped the pillars, and, leaning forward with then issued to Sámuel for the first time.

resistless force, brought down thebuilding ,caus- sleeping in his place, probably in the court of the

ing his own death and that of three thousand Phi- tabernacle, where cells were built for the priests

listines. His relatives came to Gaza , took away and Levites, Samuel heard his name called.' Sup

his body, and placed it in the burying place of his posing it was Eli who had called him ,he hastened

father, between Zorah and Eshtaol (16 :21-30). to receive his commands, but Eli told him to lie

He judged Israel B. C. about 1060-1050. Though down again, as he had not called him. Wben,
a mournful victory, it was still a victory, and a however, this was repeated a second and a third

pledge to Israel that their temporary backslidings time, Eli perceived that the Lord had called

and defeats, if sincerely repented of andimproved, Samuel, and instructed him how to act should he

would lead to ultimate triumph .

hear the voice again . The Lord revealed to

3. Character. The mention of Samson's name Samuel the doom of Eli's house, which he reluc

in the list. (Heb. 11:32) of ancientworthies “ who tantly made known the next morning to the aged

had by faith obtained an excellent repute,” war

priest. Other revelations followed , and their exact

rants us in a favorable estimate of bis character fulfillment secured to Samuel a reputation for

as a whole. And yet the inspired narrative re- trustworthiness that made Shiloh an oracle (3:1
cords infirmities that must forever mar the luster 21 ). _ (8) Judge. After the disastrous defeat of

of his heroic deeds . In Samson the Nazarite we
the Israelites by the Philistines (4 : 1 , sq . ) Samuel

man towering in supernatural strength does not appear again in historyfor a period of

througli bis firm faith in, and confident reliance twenty years. During the most of this time the

upon, the gift of God committed to him. On the ark of the Lord had rested in Kirjath -jearim , and

other hand we see in Samson an adventurous, all the house of Israel lamented after the Lord

foolhardy, passionate, and willful man , dishonor | (7: 1, 2), Samuel, who had learned that loyalty to

ing and frittering away the God-given power by Jehovah was necessary to secure to Israel deliver

making it subservient to his own lusts.
ance from its foes, issued a proclamation exposing

NOTE . - Samson's strength .

the sin of idolatry, and urging religious amend
The superhuman

strength of Samson did not really lie in his hair, but in

He summoned the tribes to assemble at

the fact of his relation to God as a Nazarite, of which Mizpeh, to spend a day in penitence and prayer.

his unshornhair was the mark or sign .As soon as he At this assembly Samuel seems to have been
broke away from his Nazariteship by sacrificing his hair ,which he wore in honor of the Lord, Jehovah departed elected, or in some way recognized , as judge

from him , and with Jenovah went bis strength . Over- ( 7 : 3–6) , B. C. 1050. ( 4 ) Eben-ezer . When the

throw of Dagon's temple . So far as the fact itself 18 Philistines heard of the gathering at Mizpeh they

concerned , there is no ground for questioning the possibility of Samson's bringing down the whole building by made war upon the Israelites , who in their fear

pulling down two middle columns. In all probabil- entreated Samuel not to cease to pray for their

ity we have to picture this temple of Dagon as resem- deliverance . The Philistinesadvanced while Samuel

bling the inodern Turkish kiosks, viz ., as consisting of

a ' spacious ball, the roof of which rested in front upon

see a

was engaged in sacrifice and prayer, but were

tour columns, two of them standing atthe ends ,and two thrown into confusion by a terrific thunderstorm

ment.
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sent by Jehovah. This was an unprecedented desert him , resolved to offer the sacrifice himself

phenomenon in that climate at that season of the -a fearful violation of the national law. The

year. The enemies of Israel were defeated, and offering of the sacrifice was hardly finished when

pursued to a place called Beth-car. As a me. Samuel arrived, and, rebuking Saul for his pre

morial of the victory, Samuel placed a stone sumption, made known to him the short continu.

between Mizpeh and Shen , and named the place ance of his kingdom . He then left him and went

Eben-ezer (stone of help) (7 : 7–12) . (5 ) Judicial unto Gibeah of Benjamin (13: 1-15 ). (9) Parts

labors. Samuel had now the entire government with Saul. Later we find Samuel charging Saul

of the nation, and visited, in the discharge of his with the extirpation of the Amalekites, who had

official duties, Beth-el, Gilgal, and Mizpeh. His attacked, in a most treacherous manner, the Is

own residence was in his native city, Ramah (or raelites on their journey from Egypt to Sinai .

Ramathaim ), where he judged Israel, and also Saul was instructed to smite man and beast with

built an altar to conduct the religious affairs of the ban (i . e. , to put all to death) ; but he not only

the nation. This was contrary to the letter of the left Agag, the king, alive, but spared the best of

law, but the prophets seem to have had power to the cattle, and merely executed the ban upon such

dispense with ordinary usage ; and, moreover, the as were worthless. Samuel announced to him that

tabernacle at Shiloh had lost what was most es- his disobedience had secured for him his rejection

sential to it as a sanctuary since it had been by Jehovah. Saul entreated Samuel to remain and

despoiled of the ark by the Philistines ( 7: 15–17 ). worship with him , but the latter refused , and

(6 ) The monarchy. Samuel had appointed his turned to depart. Saul endeavored to retain the

sons as judges in his old age, and as they had prophet by force, and in the struggle the mantle

perverted justice the elders of Israel entreated him of Samuel was torn, in which Samuel saw the

to appoint them a king to judge them after the omen of the rending away of the kingdom from

manner of all the nations (8 :1-5 ). The proposed Saul. Samuel yielded to the renewed entreaty of

change of government displeased Samuel; never- Saul that he would honor him by his presence

theless he laid the matter before Jehovah in before the elders and the people, and remained

prayer, and was instructed to accede to their re- while Saul worshiped. After Saul had prayed,

quest, though not without setting before them the Samuel directed him to bring Agag, king of the

perils and tyranny of a monarchical government Amalekites, whom he slew before the altar of

(8 : 6–19). The people were sent to their homes, Jehovah, and then returned to his own home at

and Samuel proceeded to the election of a sov- Ramah. From that time they met no more , al

ereign . Saul was pointed out by Jehovah as the though Samuel did not cease to grieve for Saul

man whom he was to set apart as king of Israel, ( 15 : 1-35). ( 10) Anoints David. Since Saul had

and was anointed and saluted as monarch (8 : 19– been rejected by God , and the government was not

10: 8) . After Samuel had privately anointed Saul to remain in his family, it was necessary, in order

king, he made provision for his recognition as such to prevent strife and confusion , that his successor

by the people. He summoned the people to Miz- should be appointed before the death of the king.

peh, but before proceeding to the election itself Samuel was therefore instructed by the Lord to

charged the people with their sin in rejecting God go to Bethlehem , and anoint David , the youngest

by their demand for a king. He then caused the son of Jesse, as the chosen one . The sacrificial

sacred lot to be taken, and the lot fell upon Saul, meal over, Samuel returned to Ramah (16 : 1-13).

who was formally introduced to the people ( 10 : 17- | (11) Befriends David. When Saul,in his insane

25). (7) Renewal of the monarchy. There were rage, endeavored to slay David, the latter fled to

certain worthless people ( “ children of Belial " ) Samuel, and they two went and dwelt in Naioth .

who were opposed to Saul's elevation to thethrone, The king pursued David, but when he came to

but the victory of the Ammonites so influenced Naioth and saw Samuel and the prophets, the Spirit

the people in his favor that Samuel convened the of the Lord came upon him also, and he was

people at Gilgal " to renew the kingdom .” This obliged to relinquish the attempt to seize him

consisted , probably of a ratification of the new (19 : 18–24) . (12) Death. In 25 :1 we have a very

constitution and the installation of the sovereign. brief account of the death of Samuel, and the

This solemn service was concluded by the farewell great mourning made for him by the Israelites ,

address of Samuel, in which he handed over the who buried him in his own house (B. C. about

office of judge to the king. The address was con- 1034) . The expression " his house means the

firmed by the miraculous sign of a thunderstorm house in which he lived, with the court belonging

in answer to the prayer of Samuel. It was then to it, where Samuel was placed in a tomb erected

wheat harvest, which occurs in Palestine between especially for him. The place long pointed out

the middle of May and the middle of June, during as his tombis the height, most conspicuous of all

which time it scarcely ever rains ( 11:14–12:25 ). in the neighborhood of Jerusalem , immediately

(8) Reproves Saul. Although Saul had begun above the town of Gibeon, known to the Crusad .

his reign, Samuel continued to exercise hisfunc ers as “ Montjoye,” as the spot from whencethey

tions as prophet and judge. He judged Israel first saw Jerusalem ,now called Neby Samwil, “ the
“ all the days of his life 3. ( 7:15 ), and from prophet Samuel.”

time to time crossed the path of the king . Saul 3. Character. In studying the character of

was engaged in war against the Philistines , and Samuel it is impossible not to be impressed with

having mustered his forces at Gilgal awaited the his piety. Dedicated to the service of God by his

coming of Samuel to sacrifice unto Jehovah . As mother, that service never became an irksome rou.

Samuel did not appear at the time appointed, Saul, tine. God was the center around which he, as well

in his anxiety lest the people should lose heart and I as heaven, turned. In all his difficulties he re

a
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SAMUEL , BOOKS OF SANCTIFICATION

( G

.

ness,

>

as the chosen one.

paired to God for counsel. In all his acts and wise our knowledge of Sanballat (Smith,Bib. Dict.,

decisions he was guided by the word of Jehovah. s . v .).

His advice to the Israelites was the motto of his SANCTIFICATION (Gr. åylaouós, hag -ee-as

own life, “ Turn not asidefrom following the Lord, mos', separation , a setting apart). The Hebrew term

but serve the Lord with all your heart.”
Nor was

WI7 .(kaw -dash ) rendered sanctify, has a corre
his patriotism less apparent. His object was not
the possession of power, but the welfare of his sponding meaning. The dominant idea of sancti

people. Place , honor, and powerwere not sought by fication, therefore, is separation from the secular

him , but he bythem . And when the people, without and sinful, and setting apart for a sacred purpose.

respect to his gray hairs and long service, called As the holiness of God means his separation from

upon him to resign his office there was no feeble all evil (seeHOLINESS OF GOD), so sanctification, in

cry for pity, nor peevish reproach for their in the various Scripture applications of the term , has

gratitude. He challenges inspection of his charac- a kindred lofty significance .

ter and official life ; remonstrates with Israel on In the Old Testament economy, things, places,

their choice as being an act of disloyalty not times, as well as persons, were sanctified , i. e.,

against himself, but Jehovah ; and warns them consecrated to holy purposes (see Gen. 2 : 3 ; Exod.

the evils which would result from the establish - 13 : 2 ; 40:10–13, etc. ). Connected with this were

ment of a monarchy. And when Saul was selected the Mosaic rites of purification (see, e. g. , Num .

as his successor, rising above the weaknesses of 6:11 ; Lev. 22:16, 32; Heb. 9:13). These rites,

our nature, Samuel received him with the utmost however, when applied to persons were efficacious

courtesy, and treated him with even paternal kind- only in a ceremonial and legal sense, and did not

There is no more magnanimous thing in extend to the purifying of the moraland spirit

history.
ual nature. They were symbolical, and thus were

intended not only to remind the Jew of the neces
NOTE.— ( 1) Samuel's artifice, 1 Sam. 16 :2 . The fear

of Samuelon this occasion can onlybe explained on the sityofspiritual cleansing, but also of thegracious

supposition thatSaul was already given up to thepower purpose of God to actually accomplish the work.

of the evil spirit, so thattheveryworstmight be dreaded So David prayednot only “Purge me with hyssop ,

if he discovered that Samuel had anointed another king and I shall be clean," but also “ Create in me a

As to the artifice employed , " there was no untruth in

this,
for Samuel was really about to conduct a sacrificial clean heart, O God, and renew a right spirit

festival,and was to invite Jesse's familytoit, and then within me" (Psa. 61: 7-10).
anoint the one whom Jehovah should point out to bim While in theOld Testament, as well as the New,

It was simply a concealment of the

principal object of his mission from any who might men aro sometimes called upon to sanctify them

make inquiry aboutit, because they themselves had not selves , i . e ., to consecrate themselves truly to God

been invited " (Keil, Com ., in loc.). ( 2) Samuel's ghost (see Exod. 19:22 ; Lev. 11:44 ; 20 : 7,8 ; 1 Pet. 3:15 ),

(see Art.Saul). (3) Acts 3:24, All the prophets from the thought everywhere prevails that inward
Samuel, and those that follow after. "" ,

thus spoke because Samuelwas the first of theregular cleansing is the work of God. See Holy Ghost.

succession of prophets. Moses, Miriam, and Deborah,

Sanctification, Entire. Is it the privilege
perhaps Ehud, had been prophets , but it was only from
Samuel that the continuous succession was unbroken of believers to be wholly sanctified in this life ?

(McC . and S., Cyc., s. v. ) . The doctrine of the Roman Catholic Church is

SAMUEL, BOOKS OF. See Bible, Books not only guilt, but also depravity of every kind ;
that baptism, rightly administered, washes away

and thus, in its own peculiar way, that Church

SANBAL'LAT (Heb. uard, san -bal-lať , answers the question in theaffirmative (see Bar

meaning uncertain ), a Moabite of Horonaim , as rism ). Among Protestant theologians there is

appears by his designation, “ Sanballat the Horon- wide difference of belief ; and there are undoubt

ite ” (Neh. 2:10, 19 ; 13:28). All that we know of edly greater differences of statement, because of

him from Scripture is that he had apparently some confusion in the use of terms.

civil or military command in Samaria, in the only to indicate in a most general way the two

service of Artaxerxes (4 : 2 ), and that, from the leading views, and to add a few suggestions for

moment of Nehemiah's arrival in Juden, he set guidance.

himself to oppose every measure for the welfare (1) The Calvinistic view is that sanctification

of Jerusalem , and was a constant adversary to is imperfect in this life . Corruption of nature re

the Tirshatha. His companions in this hostility mains even in the regenerate so that during this life

were Tobiah the Ammonite and Geshem the Ara- no man is able to live without sin . For formal

bian (2:19 ; 4 : 7 ), B. C. 445. The only other inci- expression of this doctrine the reader is referred

dent in his life is his alliance with the high priest's to the Westminster Confession and to the Larger

family by the marriage of his daughter with one Catechism of the Presbyterian Church.

of the grandsons of Eliashib (13:28 ), which, by ( 2 ) The Methodist view , on the other hand, de

the similar connection formed by Tobiah the Am - spite various shades of opinion and form of state

monite ( 13 : 4 ) , appears to have been part of a ment, is that entire sanctification in a true and

settled policy concerted between Eliashib and the scriptural sense is attainable in this life ; and ac.

Samaritan faction. The expulsion from the priest- cordingly Christians.may arrive at a state of

hood of the guilty son of Joiada by Nehemiah spiritual purity in which they are able to remain

must have still further widened the breach be- free from condemnation . This view is in agree

tween him and Sanballat, and between the two ment with the Calvinistic in regarding sanctifica

parties in the Jewish state. Here, however, the tion as distinct from regeneration (see REGENERA

scriptural narrative ends — owing, probably, to TioN). But it is in strongest contrast thereto in

Nehemiah's return to Persia — and with it like I regarding the work of spiritual purification as one

OF .

We have space
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that may be wrought instantaneously, and in the tude ; thus God promised Abraham and Jacob to

present life . It should be said that the essential multiply their posterity as the stars of heaven

features of Methodist doctrine are held by many and the sand of the sea (Gen. 22:17 ; 32:12). Job

of other denominations. ( 6 : 3) compares the weight of his misfortunes to

With regard to this much controverted and diffi- that of the sand of the sea ; and Solomon says

cult subject it should be observed (1) that much (Prov. 27 : 3 ), “ A stone is heavy, and the sand

confusion has arisen at the point of determining weighty ; but a fool's wrath is heavier than them

just what constitutes depravity, and what are to be both ." The omnipotence of God is expressed by

regarded properly as sins. Depravity, to say the his placing the sand for the bound of the sea (Jer.

least, is difficult to define. It is often spoken of 5:22). The shifting sand is used as symbolic of

figuratively, but these material figures do not form instability (Matt. 7:26).

a basis for exact reasoning. Dr. Miley well ob- SANDAL (Gr. oavsáhlov, san -dal -ee- on , rep

serves, “ Depravityisa moral state of the soul, resenting the Heb. Sez, nah'-al, rendered shoe in
not a substance within it ." Also it is to be re

membered that human nature possesses appetites, the A. V.). The sandal, apparently the article

passions, and affections which are in themselves used by the Hebrews for protecting the feet, con

innocent, but which need to be guarded constantly sisted simply of a sole attached to the foot by

lest they lead to sins. These do not constitute thongs. The Gr. Úródnja (hoop -od '-ay -mah) prop

depravity. And, further, while all violations of erly applies to the sandal exclusively, as it means

the perfect law of God are, in a certain sense, what is bound under the foot.

sins, in the economy of divine grace only those
1. Material, etc. We learn from the Tal.

violations bring condemnation which are wrought mudists that the materials employed in the con

intelligently and voluntarily. ( 2) Thus it may be struction of the sole were either leather,felt, cloth,

seen in what' sense . Christians may be wholly or wood ,and that it was occasionally shod with

sanctified , and yet lead lives which outwardly are iron . In Egypt various fibrous substances, such

far from perfect. The moral disposition, or state
as palm leaves and papyrus stalks, were used in

of the soul, may be pure, and yet the ethical judg. addition to leather, while in Assyria wood or leather

ment stand in need of much illumination. Thus

those who have reached to very lofty attainments

still need to “ grow in grace and in the knowledge

of the Lord Jesus Christ .” And thus there is con .

stant cause for humility and to pray, “ Forgive us

our trespasses." ( 3 ) It may also be seen why

after regeneration a still deeper and more com

plete work of inward purification may be neces

sary . Regeneration is the implanting of a new

principle of life-love in the place of selfishness.

But it is a matter of experience, and recognized in

the Scriptures (e . g. , 1 Cor. 3 : 3 ) that this new

principle of life exists in regenerate persons with

different degrees of strength, and but seldom , if

ever, takes full possession of the soul at the time

of regeneration. (4 ) The most complete love to

God and man is , therefore, entire sanctification .

And this Christians are to seek confidently , real

izing that it can be attained only by the most were employed. In Egypt the sandals were usually

thorough consecration of themselves to God, and turned up at the toe like our skates, though other

the most steadfast and humble obedience to God's forms, rounded and pointed, are also exhibited.

commandments, trusting entirely in the mediation In Assyria the heel and the side of the foot were

of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the inworking of encased, and sometimes the sandal consisted of

the Holy Spirit (see 1 John 1 : 7 ; 3 : 2 , 3 ; 1 Thess . little less than this. Sandals were worn by all

5:23 , et al . ). classes of society in Palestine, even by the very

LITERATURE. — The literature of this subject is poor ( Amos 8:6 ), and both the sandal and the

very abundant. For Calvinistic view , see Hodge, thong, or shoe latchet, were so cheap and com

Systematic Theology. For a modified Wesleyan mon that they passed into a proverb for the most

view, see Pope, Comp. of Christian Doctrine. For insignificant thing ( Gen. 14:23 ; Ecclus . 46:19).

most careful and discriminating statement of 2. Use . They were not, however, worn at all

Methodist doctrine, see Miley , Systematic Theol- periods ; they were dispensed with indoors, and

ogy . See also Foster, Christian Purity : McCabe, were only put on by persons about to undertake

Light on the Pathway of Holiness ; Wesley, Plain some business away from their homes, such as a

Account of Christian Perfection ; Boardman, The military expedition (Isa. 5:27; Eph. 6:15 ), or a
Higher Christian Life.-E. McC. journey (Exod. 12:11 ; Josh . 9 : 5 , 13 ; Acts 12: 8).

SANCTUARY. See Holy Place ; Taber. During mealtimes the feet were undoubtedlyun.
On such occasions persons carried an extra pair.

NACLE ; TEMPLE.

covered, as implied in Luke 7:38 ; John 13 : 5 , 6 .
SAND (Heb . Sin, khole, whirling). Figurative. It was a mark of reverence to

Figurative. The aggregate sand of the sea- cast off the shoes in approaching a place or per.

shore is often used to express a very great multi- I son of eminent sanctity (Exod. 3 :5 ; Josh. 5:15 ).

Sandal .

1

i
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It was also an indication of violent emotion or of had been high priests, and noembers of the

mourning if a person appeared barefoot in public privileged families from which the high priests

(2 Sam. 15:30; Isa . 20 :2; Ezek . 24:17, 23) . To carry were taken), elders (i . e ., tribal and family beads

or to unloose a person's sandal was a menial office of the people and priesthood),and scribes (i. e .,

betokening great inferiority on the part of the legal assessors), Pharisees, and Sadducees alike

person performing it (Matt. 3:11 ; Mark 1 : 7 ; John (comp. Acts 4: 1 , sq. ; 5:17, 34). According to the

1:27 ; Acts 13:25 ). À sandal thong (or lace), or Nishna the number of members was seventy,

even sandals themselves (Gen. 14:23 ; Amos 2: 6 ; with a president, a vice president, and servants of

8 : 6) are put for anything of little value; this is the court (John 18:22 ; Mark 14:65, etc.). Jose.

easily understood when one sees a pair of sandals plus and the New Testament state that the acting

shaped in a few minutes out of a piece of hide, high priest, as such, was always head and presi.

and which would be dear at a few cents , dent. Wherever names are mentioned ne find

SANHE'DRIN (Gr. ovvédplov,so0n- ed'-ree-on) . that it is the high priest for the timebeing that

1. History. The rise of this great council officiates as president - Caiaphas, in the time of

of the Hebrews took place in the time of Greek Christ (Matt. 26: 3 , 57), and Ananias, in the time

supremacy, though the Rabbins endeavor to of Paul ( Acts 23:2 ; 24 :1). It is thought that

trace its origin to the college of seventy elders membership was for life, and that new members

named by Moses. The first occasion on which it were appointed either by the existing members or

is mentioned, and that under the designation of by the supreme political authorities. We may

gerousia (Gr. yepovoia, gher-00-see -oh , the elder. well assume that the one requirement of legal

ship), is in the time of Antiocbus the Great, B. C. Judaism, that none but Israelites of pure blood

223–187. From its designation , gerousia, it is should be eligible for the office of judge in a

evident that it was an aristocratic body, with the criminal court, would also be insisted upon in the

hereditary high priest at its head. It continued to case of the supreme Sanhedrin. New members

exist and exercise its functions under the As- were admitted through the ceremony of laying on

monæan princes and high priests (2 Macc. 1:10 ; of hands.

4:44 ; 11:27 ). When the Roman order of affairs 3. Jurisdiction. The jurisdiction of the San .

was introduced by Pompey the high priest still hedrin was restricted in the time of Christ to the

retained the position of “ governor of the nation ” eleven toparchies of Judea proper ; hence it bad

( Josephus, Ant., xx , 10), thusmaking it likely that no judicial authority over Jesus, so long as he re

thegerousia still remained . Gabinius, B. C. 57–55 , mained in Galilee, but only when he entered Judea.

divided the whole Jewish territory into five “ “ In a certain sense, no doubt, the Sanhedrin ex.

ventions ” (Gr. obvodov, Josephus, Wars, i, 8,5), or ercised such jurisdiction over every Jewish com

“ councils ” (Gr. ovvéSpva, Josephus, xiv, 5, 4) . As munity in the world , and in that sense over Gali

things now stood the council of Jerusalem no lee as well. Its orders were regarded as binding

longer exercised sole jurisdiction. After ten years throughout the entire dominion of orthodox Juda

Cæsar reappointed Hyrcanus II to his former po- ism . It had power to issue warrants to the

sition of ethnarch, and the jurisdiction of the congregations (synagogues) in Damascus for the

council of Jerusalem once more extended to Gali- apprehension of Christians in that quarter (Acts

lee ( Josephus, Ant., xiv, 9, 3–5) . Here for the first | 9 : 2 ; 22 : 5 ; 26:12). At the same time, however,

time the council of Jerusalem was designated by the extent to which the Jewish communities were

the term Sanhedrin. Herod the Great ipaugurated willing to yield obedience to the orders of the

his reign by ordering the whole of the Sanhedrin Sanhedrin always depended upon how far they

to be put to death (Josephus, Ant., xiv, 9, 4 ), and were favorably disposed toward it. It was only

vidently formed a Sanhedrin of those who were within the limits of Judea proper that it exercised

disposed to be tractable. After Herod's death any direct authority.” It would not be proper to

Archelaus obtained only a portion of his father's say that the Sanhedrin was the spiritual or theo

kingdom - Judea and Samaria — and in conse - logical in contradistinction to the civil judica

quence the jurisdiction was probably restricted to tories of the Romans. It was rather that supreme

Judea proper. Under the procurators (q. v. ) the native court which here, as almost everywhere else,

internal government of the country was to a Rome continued to allow, only imposing certain re

greater extent in the hands of the Sanhedrin than strictions with regard to competency . “ To this

during the reigns of Herod and Archelaus. In tribunal then belonged all those judicial matters

the time of Christ and the apostles the Sanhedrin and all those measures of an administrative char.

is frequently mentioned as being the supreme acter which either could not be competently dealt

Jewish court of justice (Matt. 5:22; 26:59 ; Mark with by the inferior local courts, or which the

14:55 ; 15 : 1 ; Luke 22:66 ; John 11:47 ; Acts 4: Roman procurator had not specially reserved for

15, 21, sq . ; 6:12 , sq. ; 22:30 ; 23 : 1 , sq. ; 24:20). himself. The Sanhedrin was, above all, the final

Sometimes the terms pres-boo -ter '-ee-on (Gr. 7 peo- court of appeal for questions connected with the

Buréplov, Luke 22:66 ; Acts 22:5) and gerousia Mosaic law, but not in the sense that it was open

(Acts 5:21 ) are substituted for Sanhedrin . The to anyone to appeal to it against the decisions of

Sanhedrin was undoubtedly abolished, so far as the inferior courts, but rather in so far as it was

its existing form was concerned, after the destruc- called upon to intervene in every case in which

tion of Jerusalem, A. 1) ..70 . the lower courts could not agree as to their judg.

2. Composition. This great council was ment. And when once it had given a decision in

formed (Matt. 26: 3 , 67, 69; Mark 14:53 ; 15 : 1 ; any case the judges of the local court were,

Luke 22:66 ; Acts 4 : 5 , sq.; 5:21; 22:30) of high on pain of death, bound to acquiesce in it

priests (i. e. , the acting high priest, those who | ( Schürer, div. ii , vol. i, 185, sq.). From the New
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Testament we learn that Jesus appeared before not against the accused , although, if the case did

the Sanhedrin on a charge of blasphemy ( Matt . not involve a capital sentence, they could speak

26:65 ; John 19:7 ), Peter and John charged with for or against the accused ; sentence of acquittal

being false prophets and deceivers of the people might be pronounced on the day of trial , but one

(Acts, chaps. 4 and 5), Stephen with being a of condemnation not until the day following. The

blasphemer (6:13, sq .), and Paul with being guilty voting, each member standing, began with the

of transgressing the Mosaic law ( ch. 23). The youngest members of the court, although on some

Sanhedrin enjoyed a considerable amount of occasions it began with the most distinguished

criminal jurisdiction. It had the right of order - member. For acquittal a simple majority was

ing arrests to be made by its own officers (Matt. sufficient ; for condemnation a majority of two

26:47 ; Mark 14:43 ; Acts 4 : 3 ; 5:17 , 18) ; of finally was required. If twelve of the twenty -three judges

disposing of such cases as did not involve sentence necessary to form a quorum voted for acquittal

of death (Acts 4 : 5–23; 5 : 21-40 ). When it pro- and eleven for conviction the prisoner was dis.

nounced sentence of death it required to be rati . charged ; but if twelve were for conviction and

fied by the procurator (John 18:31). Such in. elev n for acquittal, then the number of the

stances as the stoning of Stephen must be regarded judges had to be increased by adding two, which

as an excess ofjurisdiction or an act of irregular was repeated if necessary until either an acquittal

mob justice. Thus we see that the Sanhedrin was secured or the majority requisite for a con

had a tolerably extensive jurisdiction , the serious viction was obtained. But, of course, they had to

restriction being that the Roman authorities could restrict themselves to the maximum number of

at any time take the initi.

ative, and proceed inde.

pendently, as, for example,

when Paul was arrested .

Further, the procurator,

or even the tribune of the

cohorts stationed at Jeru . KUULOKKEITA

salem,. might call the San

hedrin together for the

purpose of submitting to

it any matter requiring to

be investigated from the

standpoint of Jewish law

(Acts 20:30 ; comp. 23:15 ,

20, 28) .

4. Time and Place

of Meeting . The local

courts usually sat on the

second and fifth days of The Sanhedrin .

the week (Monday and

Thursday) ; but whether this was the practice of seventy-one(Keil, Arch., i, 350, sq.; Schürer, Jera
the Sanhedrin we have no means of knowing. ish People, div. ii, vol. i , 163, sq . ).

There were no courts held on festival (q . v . ) days, SANSAN NAH (Heb . 17207, sasan -san -naw '.

much less on the Sabbath . The place in which the

Sanhedrin usually met was situated, according to
a palm branch or thorn bush), a city in Judah (Josh

Josephus ( Wars, v, 4 , 2), close to the so-called 15:31), called Hazar-susah, or Hazar-susim (Josh.

Xystos, on its east side toward the temple mount. 19:5 ; 1 Chron.4:31 ), the latter being simply seo

In cases which did notadmit of delay itassem: der( Tent Work in Palest. , ii , 339) thinksthat il
ondary names, meaning horse court. Lieut. Con

bled in the high priest's house (Matt. 26 : 3 , 57 ;

Mark 14:53).
was at Beit-susîn, east of the valley of Sorek.

5. Judicial Procedure. According to the Mish- SAPH (Heb . Do, saf, a threshold or dish ).

na this was as follows: The members sat in a semi- a Philistine giant, of the race of Rapha, slair
circle, that they might be able to see one another. by Sibbechai the Hushathite (2 Sam. 21 : 181
In front stood the two clerks of the court, one on “ Sippai,” 1 Chron. 20 : 4 ).

the right hand and the other on the left, whose
SAPPHIR (Heb. 7 , shaw - feer ', beautiful,

duty it was to record the votes of those who were
in favor of acquittal on the one hand, and of one of the towns in Judah addressed by the
those who were in favor of condemnation on the prophet Micah ( 1:11 ) , possibly identified with es.

other. There also sat in front of them three rows Suafir, southeast of Ashdod. Robinson found

of disciples of the learned men, each of whom several villages of this name in the vicinity.

had a special seat. The prisoner was required to SAPPHIRA (Gr. Earpeipn, sap -fi'-ray, sap.

appear in a humble attitude , dressed in mourning. phire, or beautiful), the wife of Ananias, and ac.
The following order was observed in capital cases: complice in the sin for which he died . About

Arguments first in favor of acquittal, then those three hours after the death of her husband she

in favor of conviction ; if anyone had spoken in entered the place, unconscious of what had taken

favor of the accused he could not afterward say place. Questioned by Peter as to the price ob.

anything unfavorable,though the converse was al. tained for the land they had sold , she repeated

lowed ; student disciples might speak in favor, but the lie of her husband, and exposed herself to the

3

a
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fate of Ananias. Peter replied to her : “How is Abraham , the rich nomad prince. Warned by

it thatye have agreed together to tempt the Spirit God in a dream, Abimelech restored Sarah to her

of the Lord ? behold , the feet of themwhich have husband (Gen. 20: 1-18). (4) Birth of Isaac. Je.

buried thy husband are at thedoor, and shall carry hovah fulfilled his promise to Sarah, and at the

thee out.' On bearing these words she fell dead appointed time she gave birth to Isaac (21:1-3).

at his feet (Acts 5 :7-10). This was recognized at the time, and later by Paul

NOTE. - Severity of punishment. The offenseof Ana- (Rom. 4:19), as a miracle, both Sarah and Abra .

nias and Sapphira, according to the average standard ham being advanced in years. (5) Death. Thirty

of human morality, was not avery heinous one. They seven years after the birth of Isaac, and when she
bad devoted a large sum to charity, they had defrauded

no oue, but badsimplyretained their own and then had reached the age of one hundred and twenty.

denied the fact. The following considerations are seven , Sarah died at Hebron, and was buried in

offered in explanation byWhedon (Com ., in loc.); the cave of Machpelah (Gen. 23: 1-3), B. C. 2270
“ 1. The divine Spirit being present with unparalleled
powerin the Church, the sin ,as Petersays (vers. 3,4), 1 2196. Isaiah is the only prophet who names

is directly against him . 2. The reason for this selec- Sarah (51 : 2 ) . Paul alludes to her hope of becom .

tion was to present and record at this beginning of the ing amother (Rom . 4:19), and afterward cites the
Christian Church a representative and memorial in.
stance of the just doom of the hypocrite. This couple promise which she received (9: 9), and Peter eulo

were deliberate, positive, conceited , and intentionally gizes her submission to her husband ( 1 Pet. 3 : 6).

permanenthypocrites. TheirdeathwasGod's declara

tion to 1 ages of the true deserts of all deliber
SA'RAI (Heb. "70, saw-rah'ee, perhaps con .

ate hypocrites in the Church of Christ." tentious), the original name of Sarah , and always

SAPPHIRE . See MINERAL KINGDOM. used in the history from Gen. 11:29 to 17:15.

SA'RA, a Grecized form (Heb. 11:11 ; 1 Pet.
SA'RAPH (Heb. 770 , sav-rawf', burning),

3 :6 ) of Sarah . one of the descendants of Shelah, the son of Judah

ŞA'RAH, the wife of the patriarch Abraham . Chron. 4:22),whoseems to have lived about

1. Name and Family. The original name he is said to have had dominion in Moab (B. C.
the time of the entrance of Israel into Canaan, as

of Sarah was SARAI (q. v .), and was changed at
about 1170).

the same time that Abram's name was changed to

Abraham , viz. , on the establishment of the cove
SARDINE. See MINERAL KINGDOM .

nant of circumcision . The Hebrew name of Sarah SAR'DIS (Gr. Eápdels, sar'.dice), the city in

is 77 (saw -raw ', princess) . Of her birth and which wasthe fifth named of the seven churches

parentage wehaveno certain account inScripture. Sardis was a city of Asia Minor, situated on the
of Asia addressed by John ( Rev. 1:11 ; 3 : 1 , 4 ).

In Gen. 20:12 Abraham speaks of her as “ my

sister, the daughter of myfather, but not the Pactolus, just below the range of Tmolus, on a

daughter of mymother,” which would make her spur of which its acropolis was built. The latter

his half-sister ; but the statement of Abraham is crowns a lofty and precipitous hill, irregular and

held by many to mean no more than that Haran , fantastic in its outline, and the configuration of

her father, was his half brother, for the colloquial which has been affected both by frequent earth

usage of the Hebrews in thismatter makes it easy quakesand by the crumbling nature of the red

to understand that he might call a niece a sister. sandstone of which it is composed. “ The acrop

In that case Abraham wasreallyher uncle as well olis is very difficult of ascent; it has afewfrag.

as husband .
ments of ruinous walls on the summit, but no

2. Personal History. As his wife, the his- remains are visible of the temple which Alexander

tory of Sarah is substantially that of Abraham. built there in honor of the Olympian Jove."

She came with him from Urto Haran (Gen.11:31)
, Anciently Sardiswas a splendid and important

from Haran to Canaan (12:5), and accompanied city, the capital of the Lydians (q. v.), a warlike,
him in all his wanderings. (1) Taken by Pharaoh. active, and energetic people, who established an

When Abraham went down into Egyptbe arranged empiro extending as far cast as the river Halys.

with Sarah that she should announce herself as Their Persian conquerors, however, discouraged

his sister, fearing for his life on account ofher their martial spirit, and é..ployed them only in

beauty. Although she was then sixty-five years Sardis as it now stands is a mere desert, and its
those arts which minister to luxury and sensuality,

of age, so beautiful did she appear to the Egyp
tians thatshe was taken by Pharaoh; but, plagued climate is sounhealthy asto render the stay of a
by Jehovah, he returned her to Abraham with single night dangerous. Its remains are few anů

inconsiderable. See SUPPLEMENT.

a reproof for his untruthfulness ( 12: 10–20 ).

(2) Hagar. Having no children of her own, Sarah SAR'DITE (Heb. "77 , sar-dee'), a descendant

gave to Abraham her Egyptian handmaid , Hagar, of Sere:1, the son of Zebulun (Num . 26:26).

who became the mother of Ishmael ( 16 : 1-16) . SARDIUS, SARDONYX . See MINERAL

Later she demanded that Hagarand Ishmael should KINGDOM .

be cast out from all rivalry with herself and Isaac

(21:9, sq.), a demand symbolically applied ( Gal. 4: Greek form (Luke 4:26 )of ZarEPHATH (q.v .).
SAREPTA (Gr. Láperta, sar '-ep -tah), the

22–31 ) to the displacement of the old covenant by

the new. (3) Abimelech . After the destruction SARÖGON (Heb. 1579, sar -güne ), the name of

of Sodom Abraham removed to the south coun . an Assyrian king mentioned only once in the Bible

try, and remained for some time in Gerar. Here (Isa . 20: 1 ), and then merely to give the date to an

Abimelech, the Philistine king, took Sarah, whom important prophecy of Isaiah . The Assyrian form

Abraham had again announced to be his sister, of the name is Sharrukin. Sargon was the suc

into his harem , probably to ally himself with | cessor of Shalmaneser IV ( see SHALHANESER) and
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successor.

the father of Sennacherib (see SENNACHERIB), and lowed the plans first matured by Tiglath -pileser ;

tuled in Assyria B. C. 722-705. Abundant his , he “ carried Israel away unto Assyria, and placed

torical materials concerning his reign have come them in Halal , and in Habor, on the river of Gozan,
down to us . Remains of the walls of cities which and in the cities of the Medes ” ( 2 Kings 17:6 ),

he built, colossal carved bulls covered with in- and to fill the place thus vacated he broughtmen

scriptions, tools, palace utensils, and beautifully from Babylon , and from Cutha, and from Avva,

inscribed prisms have all been found in different and from Hamath and Sepharvaim , and placed

parts of Assyria, and all bear their witness to bis them in the cities of Samaria instead of Israel

glory and success. ( 17:24 ). This colonization as begun by Tiglath

Sargon began to reign in Assyria in the same pileser and extended by Sargon, was handed on

month in which Shalmaneser IV died. This would from people to people till it found its fullest ex.

seem to indicate that there was no doubt or difti- tension in the Roman empire.

culty about the succession . Yet it is clear that After the downfall of Samaria Sargon was

he was not the son of Shalmaneser, nor apparently speedily confronted by another confederation. A

any relative of his predecessor. Indeed , he never leader in Hamath, by name Ilu -bi'di, called also

alludes in any of his known inscriptions to his Jau -bi'ul, had formed a coalition to throw off the

ancestors . It is therefore, with justice, believed | Assyrian supremacy. He was aided by several

that he was not of royal origin at all. In the reign provinces nearby, ainong them Arpad and Damas

of his grandson Esar-haddon a genealogical table cus, and was supported by Hanno, king of Gaza .

was made out,by which Sargon's ancestry was Sargon made haste from Assyria in order to at

traced back to Bel-bani, an early ruler in Assyria. tack Ilu -bi'di before his allies could join him . He

This was evidently only an attempt to gain the met Ilu- bi'di at Qarqar (or Karkar ), and completely

honor of noble lineage. Whatever his origin - and overcame him . He then moved southward and

it was probably humble, since nothing is said of found that Hanno was supported by Seveh of

it - Sargon seems to have been accepted as king Egypt. A battle was fought at Rapichi (modern

without question. He may, therefore, have been Refah ), and again was Sargon victorious. Sevel

adopted by Shalmaneser and designated as his and his troops fled in confusion to Egypt, and

Hanno was taken prisoner and carried off to

Sargon was one of the greatest soldiers ever Assyria. These victories brought enforced peace

produced in Assyria, and his coming upon the in Palestine, and Sargon was free to undertake

scene of action was at the very time when he was conquest and pacification elsewhere. In 719 le

sorely needed by a weakened empire. The reign was carrying on war in the north as far as Lake

of Shalmaneser had been brief. llis death left Urumiah ; in the next year he was collecting tril)
the state in confusion . Babylonia was overrun ute in Cappadocia. In the year 718 Sargon

by the Chaldeans, and under the leadership of crossed the Euphrates and attacked Carchemislı.

Merodach -baladan was in open revolt. There was the ancient Hittite empire had fallen piece by

a siege in progress at Samaria at the end of Shal- piece into the bands of the Assyrians . Carchemish

maneser's reign, and the king of Egypt was and its provinces alone remained. They were now

threatening and ill -tempered. The northern bound- reduced, and the territory completely absorbed

ary of Assyria was dangerously beset by the tribes into Assyria. So ended a great culture state

of Armenia, and northern Syria must again be of the ancient world. The following years were
reduced to subjection. A weak man upon the full of abundant labors in the putting down of

throne of Assyria, and all would have been lost insurrections in Armenia, Que (eastern Cilicia),

that Tiglath -pileser III had gained, and perhaps and in Arabia , and another attack upon an Egyp

the empire's very life would have been in jeopardy. tian king finds mention . In every case peace was

The occasion was great, and Sargon wasequal to it. achieved for a season by force, but new disturb .

The first event in the reign of Sargon , accord. ances were ever breaking forth elsewhere.

ing to his own inscriptions, was the fall of Samaria. In 711 difficulties again attracted Sargon's at

He speaks of it in these words : “ The city Sa- tention in Syria . Azuri, king of Ashdod, thought

maria I besieged, and twenty-seven thousand two that the time was ripe for refusing to pay the As

hundred and ninety people, inhabitants of it , I syrian tribute. Sargon hastily dispatched a Tartan

took away captive. Fifty chariots in it I seized , against him ( Isa. 20 : 1), who removed Azuri from

but the rest I allowed to retain their possessions. the throne and put in his place his brother Achi.

I appointed my governor over them , and the trib . mit, who was an Assyrian sympathizer. The

ute of the late king I imposed upon them . ” We people of Ashdod would not endure a man of such

do not know whether Sargon was actually present sentiments, and deposed him by force. Suddenly
at Samaria or not. The city may have been taken Sargon appeared , took Ashdod and Gath, which

by one of his generals, though he says that he had joined in the rebellion , carried away the chief
took it. We know from other clear instances that inhabitants to Assyria, and supplied their places

the Assyrian kings were not careful to distinguish by colonists from the east. This ended the

their own from the successes of their generals in troubles for the present, and Sargon could now
the field . Whether he or his representative was turn his attention to Babylonia. The state of this

the real conqueror, Sargon was proud of the land might well cause alarm . The whole country

achievement. In his Cylinder Inscription he calls was in open revolt, under the leadership of Mero.

himself “ subjugator of the broad land of Beth- dach -baladan, who had formed also a confederacy

Omri,” and again elsewhere “ the conqueror of with Elam (see MERODACH -BALADAN ). Sargon real

the city of Samaria and the whole land of Beth - ized that this must be a severe struggle. His

Omri.” In the treatment of Israel Sargon fol . plans were, carefully laid . He attacked the con
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federate forces separately,won victories, and soon erals of Nebuchadnezzar's army at the taking of

was in possession of Babylon . In 709 he was Jerusalem (Jer. 39 :3 ), B. C. 588. He appears to

again acknowledged as king in Babylon, and the have held the office of chief eunuch. In Jer. 39:13
rebellion that had begun with the beginning of Nebushasban is called Rab -saris, chief eu

his reign was over. The years 709-707 were nuch ; ” and the question arises whether Nebu

brilliant indeed. Tribute was sent to him from shasban and Sarsechim may not be names of the

the island of Dilmun, in the Persian Gulf, from same person. In Gesenius's Thesaurus it is con

Cyprus, in the far -away Mediterranean . He was jectured that Sarsechim and Rab-saris may be

at the zenith of his power, and the world did him identical, and both titles of the same office ( Smith,

obeisance. For the last few years of his reign Bib. Dict., 8. v.).

we have no Assyrian documents. Only brief hints
SARUCH (Gr. Eapoux, sar -ooch ), the Greek

show that his armies were engaged till the very form (Luke 3:35) of the name of the patriarch

last in subduing insurrections here and there over SERUG ( q. v. ).

his vast empire. It was indeed impossible that
SATAN (Heb. Toit, saw -tawn' ; Gr. Eatavās,

peoples so widely separated and so diverse in all

their thoughts and emotions should be so speedily sat-an -as', an opponent), the chief of fallen spirits.

welded into a unified and symmetrical empire. 1. Scripture Names and Titles. Satan is

Conquests might be made quickly ; concourse of also called the Devil , the Dragon, the Evil One,

feeling must be of slow growth. Sargon died in the Angel of the Bottomless Pit, the Prince of

705. The broken fragments of the Eponym list this orld, the Prince of the Power of the Air,

seem to say that he was murdered, but they are the God of this World, Apollyon, Abaddon, Belial,

too badly mutilated to make us perfectly sure. So Beelzebub. But Satan and the Devil are the

ended the career of the greatest conqueror who names most frequently given. The term Satan is

ever ruled in Assyria. He was not so great as a used in its generic sense in -1 Kings 11:14, “The

pacificator as Esar-baddon, nor were hisworks of Lord stirred up an adversary ( saw -tawn ) unto Solo

peace so magnificent as those of Asshurbanipal, mon , Hadad the Edomite." It is used in the same

but in war he surpassed all who preceded or fol- sense (1 Kings 11:23 ; 1 Sam . 29:4 ; Num. 22:22;

lowed hiin upon that throne. comp. 2 Sam . 19:22 ; 1 Kings 6 :4 ; 11:25 ; Psa.

But he was not only a warrior ; he has left at 109 :6 ).

least one magnificent evidence of his skill in the 2. Scripture Doctrine. Satan is mentioned

arts of peace. When he began his reign the As- first in the Book of Job (1 :6–12 ; 2 :1, sq .).

syrian capital was Calah . He determined to erect mixes with the sons of God ( angels), among

a new city, and place within it a palace which whom he no longer has any essential belonging;

should surpass in magnificence all that had pre- he arbitrarily roams about and seeks his own, but

ceded it. The site selected was at the foot of is still used as a servant by God, on whom he re

Mount Musri , north of Nineveh. The city built mains dependent. His independent activity is in

there be named after himself, Dur-Sharrukin (Sar. this passage mainly that of the spy of evil, of the

gonsburg ), and the palace within its square of accuser of man to God, especially the accuser of

walls was the first Assyrian ruin explored by the pious, and he maintains the assertion that

moderns. It was excavated in the years 1842- even their fear of God is interested.” Job is de

1845 by Botta, and was surprising for its magnifi. livered into the hands of Satan for testing. Satan's

cence even in ruins. In 707 the city and palace intention was to lead Job into apostasy and ruin ;

were ready for occupation. But Sargon did not but the conduct of Job proves that disinterested
long enjoy his own magnificence. The man of fear of God may be a truth . “ The luster of a

war was not to rest in the results of peace. fidelity and love which in the loss of all external

LITERATURE.—Winckler, Geschichte Babyloniens goods regards God as the highest good is revealed

und Assyriens, Leipzig, 1892 ; George Smith, His. by Job as a triumph over Satan ."

tory of Assyria and Babylonia, London, 1895.- We find mention of Satan as a personality in

R. W. R. Zech . 3 : 1 , where after the exile he would hinder

SA’RID (Heb. zooting saw -reed ', survivor ), a the reinstitution of divine worship, asserting that
place at the center, probably, of the southern Israel is rejected by the just judgment of God, and

boundary of Zebulun ( Josh . 19:10), from which is not worthy of the renewal of the priesthood.

the line is traced in a westerly direction (v. 11), Butthe filthy garments are stripped off thehigh

and in aneasterly direction (v. 12 ). Sarid cannot with the declaration that hissins are taken away.priest, and he receives festal garments instead,

be determined with certainty. Knobel, thinking

that the word means an “ incision,” says that it
“ The vision expresses that the restoration of the

refers to the deep and narrow wady which comescious God over the Satan, who maintains strictpriesthood after the exile is a victory of the gra.

down from the basin of Nazareth. Keil ( Com. )
suggests that it may be found in one of thetwo right. " Still in the Old Testament Satan never

henps of ruins on the south side of the modern appears openly as the enemy of God himself.

“ Mount of Precipitation , ” viz. , those near El.
Though he has his special purposes and aims, he

Mezrach , on the northwest.
is yet the servant of God for punishment or trial,

SA’RON (Gr. Ó Sápuv, ho sar'-one, the Sharon ), divine justice ” (Dorner, Christ.Doct., iii, p. 79) .
the asserter or executor of the negative side of the

the district in which Lydda stood (Acts 9:35). See
In the New Testament mention is made of a

SHARON.

plurality of evil spirits, with Satan as their head

SAR SECHIM (Heb. Dopo?, sar -seh - keem ', | (Matt.8:28; 9:34 12:26 ; Luke 11:18,19). They

probably prince of the eunuchs), one of the gen. were endowed with high talents, power, and
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knowledge (Matt. 8:29 ; Mark 1:24). Although The Israelites had been since Joshua under the

Satan is used in the New Testament in a figurative rule of judges raised up by God to meet emergen

sense (Matt. 16:23), yet Jesus said the enemy is cies that arose through the defection and idolatry

the devil (Matt. 13:19, 39 ; Mark 4:15 ), and the of the people. “ In those days there was no king

history of the temptation is no misunderstood in Israel : every man did that which was right in

parable (Matt. 4:10; comp. Luke 22:31 ) . It is his own eyes ” (Judg. 21:25). The corruptaduinis

declared that Satan was a murderer from the be- tration of Samuel's sons furnished the Hebrews

ginning ( John 8:44), the enemy and falsifier of an occasion for rejecting the theocracy ( 1 Sam . ,

God's word (Matt. 13:19, 39) ; that be aroused ch . 8) . This, together with an invasion of the

hatred to Jesus and put treason into the heart of Ammonites and a love of novelty, conspired in

Judas (John 13:27 , comp.6:70 ; Luke 22:53 ); that prompting the demand for a king. Samuel, in

the prince of this world is already judged by Christ, structed by God, granted it, but told the people

or, as Luke puts it, Satan is hurled from heaven the evils that would follow . They still persisted

(Luke 10:18 ), i . e . , is inwardly and fundamentally in their demand, and Saul was introduced into

vanquished. “ The whole history of theworld sub . history. The reign of Saul may be divided into.

sequent to Christ is a struggle against the empire two periods : 1. The establishment and vigorous .

of Satan. Thus the Apocalypse especially de- development of his regal supremacy (chaps. 8–15 ).

picts the history of Satan in the past and in the 2. The decline and overthrow of his monarchy

future (1 John 3:8 ). Prior to the death of the (chaps. 16–31).

Lamb he still stands as the accuser of the pious I. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A MONARCHY is intro .

(Rev. 12:10); he still has the right, so to speak, to duced by the negotiations of the elders of Israel

oppose God's merciful will. But his arraignment with Samuel concerning the appointment of a king

must grow dumb before the Lamb who has been | ( 1 Sam ., chap. 8). Thiswas followed by ( 1) Meet.

slain , and he is expelled from heaven ” ( ibid ., p. 90 ). ing of Saul with Samuel. Having been sent by his

He still works upon the earth , and even in the father after some strayed asses, Saul went with

Church . “ According to the Apocalypse, Satan's his servant through the mountains of Ephraim,

fury increases with his losses, and finally, accord- then through Shalisha and Shalim , and after that

ing to Paul, he collects his strength for one more through the land of Benjamin , without finding the

effort in the antichrist (2 Thess . 2 : 3 , 4 ; Rev. asses. Arrived at Zuph, he determined to return

20: 7), whom the returning Lord will annihilate home, because he was afraid that his father would

with the breath of his mouth, and whose end is trouble himself about them (Saul and the servant).

the burning lake (Rev. 20:10 ; 21 : 8) or the second But his servant proposed that they should go and

death ” (ibid., p. 90). By Paul Satan is called god of consult the man of God who was in the city near

this world (2 Cor. 4 :4 ), because he has the rule at hand, and learn from him what they should do.

outside of Christianity; therefore excision from Samuel,having been forewarned by God, met Saul

the Church is called a' giving over of the sinner at the gate of the city , told him he was the one

to Satan ( 1 Cor. 5 :5 ; Eph. 2 : 2). See DEVIL. for whom he looked, and invited him to the feast,

SA'TAN, SYNAGOGUE OF (Gr. ovvaywyn assuring him that the asses were found. He

Toù Eatavā, Rev. 2:9, 13 ; 3 :9 ), i. e. , Satan's as- awakened the expectation of Saul by thequestion,

sembly ; probably of Jews who persecuted the “ And on whom is the desire of all Israel ? Is it

Christians, because of their misguided zeal for the not on thee and on all thy father's house ? "

law of Moses; who, professing to worship God, ( 9:20. ) (2) Saul anointed. Early the next day

really serve Satan ( Rev. 2 : 9, 13 ). they arose, and, the servantbeing sent on before,

SATAN, THE DEPTHS OF ( Gr. Tà 3a06a
“ Samuel took a vial of oil and poured it upon

rov Saravā, Rev. 2:24), the false teaching preva- Saul's head, and kissed him , and said , Is it not

lent among theearly gnostics; or perhaps the because the Lord hath anointed thee to becap.

doctrines respecting the lawfulness of eating idol tain , over his inheritance ? ” (9:27 ; 10 :1.) To

meats and of adultery. These doctrines were confirm the consecration Samuel gave him three

called by their advocates “ the deep thingsof signs which should occur on his journey home

God," but the Lord styles them “ the deep things first, two men at the tomb of Rachel shouldmeet

of Satan ." |him , and tell him of the finding of the asses and

SATISFACTION . See ATONEMENT, PROPITI
the anxiety of Saul's father for him ; second, three

men should be met in the plainof Tabor, going

SATYR. See Gods, FALSE ; ANIMAL KINGDOM. Saul twoloaves from their offerings ; third, at Gib.
with sacrifices to Beth -el, and they should give

SAUL (Heb. 598 ,shaw -ool, askedfor) . Rob- eah he should meet a company of prophets, and

ertson (Early Religion of Israel, p . 179) says that he himself should prophesy (10:2-13 ). (3) Chosen

Saul was really the name of a Babylonian deity, king. The mysterious interview with Samuel

Savul or Sawul, transported to Edom , and per- did not seem to suffice for the full acknowledge

haps also to Palestine. " ment of Saul as king. Samuel, therefore, called a

1. An Early King of the Edomites, suc- national assembly at Mizpeh , and there instructed

cessor of Samlah at “ Rehoboth by the river ” (Gen. the tribes to choose a king by lot. The result of

36:37, 38). In 1 Chron . 1:48 he is called Shaul. the lot being regarded as a divine decision, Saul

2. The First King of Israel. Saul was the was accredited by this act in the sight of the

son of Kish, of the tribe of Benjamin, a powerful whole nation as the king appointed by the Lord,

and wealthy chief,although the family to which he and he himself more fully assured of the certainty

belonged was of little importance ( 1 Sam . 9 : 1 , 21 ). of his own election on the part of God. Saul was

The time and place of Saul's birth are not given . I hiding away, but was found, brought before the
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people, and introduced to them by Samuel, and re- were disarmed , and “there was no smith found

ceived by them with the cry, “ God save the king ! ” throughout all the land of Israel: for the Philis

He returned to his home in Gibeah, followed by tines said, Lest the Hebrews make them swords or

a band of men “ whose heart God had touched .” spears ” (v. 19). ( 8) Saul's oath. Jonathan, with

But he already began to taste the bitterness of a few faithful followers, made an assault upon the

royalty, for there were some who said , “ How shall Philistine garrison at Michnash,wbich resulted in

this man save us ? ” ( 10: 13–27, ) B. C. 1030. a panic in the camp,so that they slew one another.

The defeat of Ahab and Benhadad II by Shal. The spies of Saul at Gibeah saw the engagement,

maneser II, in B. C. 854, gives us the first sure and the king called for theark and high priest to

date in biblical chronology (q. v .)-- a point from consult as to what he should do. The tumult in

which we reckon back to David , Saul, and Samuel. the camp of the Philistines increasing, he rushed

( 4) Victory over the Ammonites. Nahash , the to the pursuit, driving the foe down the pass of

king of the Ammonites, laid siege to Jabesh in Beth-aven as far as Aijalon. But by a rasb de

Gilead, and only consented to treat with its in- nunciation he (a ) impeded his success ( 14:

habitants on the condition that he should put out 30), (6) involved the people in a violation of the

their right eyes. They asked for seven days in law (vers. 32, 33), and (c)unless prevented by the

which to send among their brethren for help. people, would have put Jonathan to death for

They dispatched messengers to Gibeah, and, prob- tasting innocently of food. Saul returned from

ably unaware of the election of Saul, stated their the pursuit of the Philistines ( 14 : 1-46 ). (9) Other

case tothe people. Returning fromthe field, Saul wars. By this victory over the Philistines Saul

learned the tidings from Jabesh, and the Spirit of first really secured the regal authority over the Is.

the Lord came upon him . Deeply angered, he raelites. Heafterward gained victories over Moab,

hewed in pieces a yoke of oxen and sent them the Ammonites, Edom, the kings of Zobah, the

through all Israel , calling the people to rally about Philistines again, and the Amalekites ( 14:47,

him for the defense of their countrymen . They 48). Mention is now made of his family and of

came together at Bezek to the number of three his commander in chief, Abner ( vers. 49, 50),

hundred thousand. The next day Saul arranged B. C. 1022. (10) Disobedience and rejection.

the army into three divisions, who forced their Samuel , by diviné commission, commanded Saul,

way into the camp of the foe from three differ- as the king anointed by Jehovah through him, to

ent sides , and routed them completely ( 11 : 1– destroy Amalek. He was to smite and ban every.

11 ). (5 ) Renewal of the monarchy. After the thing belonging to it, man and beast ( 15 : 3 ).

victory the people were so enthusiastic in favor of Saul mustered the people at Telaim , two hundred

Saul that they demanded the death of those who thousand foot and ten thousand men of Judah .

had spoken against him as king. Saul refused to “ And Saul smote the Amalekites from Havilahı

grant them their request, saying, “ There shall not until thou comest to Shur, that is over against

a man be put to death this day : for to-day the Egypt." But he disobeyed the divine injunction

Lord hath wrought salvation in Israel.” Samuel by taking Agag, the king, alive , and sparing all

called the people to Gilgal , where the election the best of the cattle and all that was valu.

of Saul was confirmed (11 : 12–15). (6) Saul's able, destroying only that which was vile and

first transgression. In the second year of his refuse. Instead of pursuing the campaign and

reign Saul set to work systematically to deliver finishing the destruction of the fugitives, be re.

Israel from their enemies. He gathered three turned to Gilgal. Samuel, informed by God of

thousand select men ( the beginning of a standing the king's disobedience, went to Saul, who in.

army), two thousand being with himself and the formed him that he had fulfilled the divine com .

other one thousand with Jonathan. Jonathan mand ; but the bleating of the sheep and the

smote the garrison of the Philistines in Geba, lowing of the oxen revealed his crime. Saul

which became the signal of war, Saul summoning pleaded that the people wished to offer sacrifice to

the people to assemble in Gilgal. The Philistines the Lord in Gilgal. Samuel then reminded the

gathered a great army — thirty thousand chariots, king of the low estate from which God had brought

six thousand horsemen, and foot soldiers as the him , of the superiority of obedience to sacrifice,

sand by the seashore - and encamped in Michmash . and, although Saul acknowledged his sin, reiter.

Saul waited seven days for Samuel's coming, but ated the sentence of rejection. As he turned to

as he did not come the people began to disperse depart Saul seized the prophet's mantel with such

and leave Saul , who then resolved that he would despairing energy that it was rent, whereupon

offer the sacrifices without the presence of the Samuel said that even so had Jehovah rent his

prophet. Scarcely was the ceremony over when kingdom from him and given it to another. Sam .

Samuel arrived and asked Saul what he had done . uel then sent for Agag and hewed him in pieces

Saul pleaded the danger he was in , and his desire before the Lord, and departed in grief from Saul

to secure the favor of heaven ; but the prophet to see him no more (ch. 15).

rebuked him , and told him that his kingdom II. Saul's DECLINE AND OVERTHROW. Saul was

should not continue, i . e., to his descendants not immediately deposed, but the consequences

( 13 : 1-14). (7) Saul deserted. Saul did not even of his rejection were speedily brought to light.

accomplish the object of his unreasonable sacri- (1) David's introduction to Saul. “ The Spirit

fice, viz., to prevent the dispersion of the people . of the Lord departed from Saul, and an evil spirit

When he mustered the people still with him there from the Lord troubled him .” When his attend .

were only six hundred men ( 13:16) . The Phi- ants perceived the condition of the king, they ad .

listines overran the country, and the Israelites vised him to have the evil spirit charmed away by

could not offer a successful resistance, for they I music, and upon Saul consenting they recom.
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mended David, who was still residing with his versation in which Saul tells of his deep distress

father, although he bad been anointed king by Sam- because of the Philistines, and Samuel replies that

uel. David was sent for, and played upon his harp. Jehovah had torn the kingdom out of his hand

“So Saul was refreshed, and was well , and the and given it to David, because he had disobeyed

evil spirit departed from him ” (1 Sam . 16 : 14-23). him in sparing the Amalekites. He foretold his

(2) Saul's conduct to David. The overthrow of defeat by the Philistines, and added that on the

the Philistine giant (Goliath ) by David, and his morrow Saul and his sons should be with him

conduct when brought before Saul , won for him among the dead. Saul fell prostrate to the earth ,

the love of Jonathan. The wisdom of his subse faint with terror and exhaustion, forhe had fasted

quent conduct made him acceptable to the men of all the day and night. Urged by the woman and

war and the people, and secured for him the his servants, he partook of food and returned to:

praise of the women who celebrated the overthrow his camp (28 : 7-25). (4 ) Death and burial. The

of the Philistines. This aroused the jealousy and two armies arrayed against each other soon came

rage of Saul, who commenced a seriesof murder to an engagement in the plain of Jezreel (29: 1 ) ;

ous attempts upon the life of David, whom he but the Israelites, being obliged to yield , fed up

seems to have regarded as a rival. He twice åt- the mountains of Gilboa, and were pursued and

tempted to assassinate him with his own hand slain there (31 : 1 ) . The hottest pursuit was made

( 18:10 , 11 ; 19:10) ; he sent him on dangerous after Sanl and those who kept around him . His

military expeditions ( 18 : 13–17 ) ; he gave him three son 3,Jonathan , Abinadab, and Melchi-shua,

Michal, bis daughter, to wife, hoping that the were slain , and he himself was mortally wounded.

dowry demanded (a hundred foreskins of the Phi. He begged his armor -bearer to slay him, that he

listines) would endanger David's life ( 18 :22–27). might not fall into the hands of the uncircumcised.

He seems to have been willing to make any sac. On his refusal Saul fell upon his own sword and

rifice in order to effect his purpose against David, died . The day following, when the Philistines

sending men even to Samuel at Ramal , whither stripped the dead, they found Saul and his three

David had fled ( 19:18 , sq.), attempting, as the text sons, and, having cut off their heads, sent them

(20:33) would seem to indicate, the life of his son

Jonathan ; slaying Ahimelech , the priest (22:11

19 ), under pretense of his being a partisan of Da

vid, and eighty-five other priests of the house of

Eli , to whom nothing could be imputed, as well as

the whole population of Nob. This crime of Saul

put David in possession of the sacred lot, which

Abiathar, the only surviving member of Eli's
priestly family, brought with him , and by which

he was enabled to obtain divine direction in his

critical affairs (22:20, 23 ; 23 : 1 , 2 ) . Having com

pelled David to assume the position of an outlaw ,

Saul then took measures to apprehend and destroy

him (23: 9, sq. ), and, although spared by David

when in the latter's power at En-gedi (ch . 24 ),

took Michal and gave her to Phalti for wife (25 :

44 ). After David had again shown his respect

for the Lord's anointed by sparing the king while

asleep in his camp upon the hill of Hachilah, Saul

acknowledged hisfault and said to David, “ Blessed

be thou, my son David : thou shalt both do great

things, and also shalt still prevail.” And he fol .

lowed after David no more (ch . 26 ) . (3 ) Saul with

the witch at Endor. Another invasion of Israel

by the Philistines drove King Saul to despair, so

that, in utter helplessness, he had recourse to un

godly meansof inquiring into the future. He had

put away those that had familiar spirits , and the Saul's Last Battle.

wizards, out of the land ” ( 28 : 3 ) . But now Samuel

was dead, and, receiving no oracle from God, as trophies into their own land. They also fas.
Sau desperate and infatuated, commanded his tened their bodies to the wall of Beth-shan ; but

servants (v . 7 ) to seek for a woman that had a the men of Jabesh -gilead came, took down the

familiar spirit. They directed him to the woman bodies, burned them , and buried them under a

of En -dor. Assured by Saul that no evil should tree in Jabesh (ch . 31 ), B. C. about 1000. The

happen her, she asked, " Whom shall I bring up news of Saul's death was speedily brought to Da

unto thee ? ” And he said, “ Bring me up Sam- vid at Ziklag ,who mourned deeply because there
uel. ” The woman began her conjuring arts, and of, and slew the Amalekite who claimed to have
“ when she saw Samuel , she cried aloud, Why killed the king (2 Sam. 1 : 1 , sq .) Besides the chil.

hast thou deceived me ? for thou art Saul.” The dren already mentioned Saul left another son ,

king quieted her fear, and then asked her what Ish -bosheth , who was shortly afterward proclaimed
shehad seen. From her description Saul imme- king by Abner, and two sons, Armoni and Me

diately recognized Samuel . Then followed a con . pbibosheth, by his concubine Rizpah (21 : 8).
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SAUL SAVOR

9

T

" Thou

Character. There is not in sacred history witch . This incident introduces the whole subject of
a character more melancholy to contemplate than witchcraft ,and cannot be discussed here . There are

that of Saul. He was naturally humble
and mod many explanations of this story offered, some of which

we shall briefly mention . Kell ( Com .) suggests that

est, though of strong passions. His natural rash- she was not able to conjureup departed spirits , or,
ness was controlledneither by a powerful under- if so, that theappearanceofSamueldiffered essentially

from everything that she had effected or experienced

standing nor a scrupulous conscience, and the before ; that her recognition of Saul afterSamuelap

obligations of duty and ties of gratitude, always peared may be easilyexplained if we assume thatshe

felt by him too slightly, were totally disregarded bad fallen intoa state of clairvoyance. Someconsider

when ambition, envy, and jealousy had taken pos- one of them personating Samuel.
the whole affair gotten up by Saul's attendants, some

Others bave given

session of his mind. He seems never to have ac- a literal interpretation of the story, and bave main.

cepted God unconditionally and trusted him im- tained that Samuel really appeared toSaul. Others

plicitly, but, as the names of his childrenwould account is the narrative of a miracle, a divine repre:
have given another interpretation, viz. , that the wbole

indicate, waveredbetween the worship of God and sentation or impression partly upon the senses of Saui

the old heathenish superstition. Now he would be and partly upon those of the woman " (Kitto ).

under the influence of prophetic inspiration , again

theslave of his common pursuits; at onetime Paul . Why he changed his name is not men
3. The Hebrew Name of the Apostle

pleading withthe prophetto reveal to him the tioned, but perhaps the most probable reason was
will of Jehovah, at another disobeying his com
mands; now driving out of the land allhaving thatthenamePaulwasgiven totheapostleas
familiar spirits, only to consult afterward the a memorial of the conversion of Sergius Paulus,

witch of En-dor. In him , also, is seen that moral
effected by him " (Meyer, Com. , Acts 13: 7).

anomaly or contradiction , which would be incred- SAVIOUR, a term applied in Scripture, in

ible did we not so often witness it, of an individ- its highest sense, to Jesus Christ, but in a subor.

ual pursuing habitually a course which his better dinatemanner to human deliverers.

nature pronounces not only sinful but insane
1. Names. In the Old Testament Saviour is

(1 Sam. 24 : 16–22). usually some derivative of the verb yuz, yaw -shal ',

NOTE.— (1) Armies,numbers, etc. ( 1 Sam . 11 :8) . Saul to save. Beyond this ordinary sense, this term

mustered at Bezek threehundred thousand men ofIs- expresses assistance and protection of every kind
rael and thirty thousand of Judah . These numbers will assistance aggressively, “ to fightfor you against
not appear so large if we bear in mind that the allusion

is not to a regular army,but thatSaulhad summoned your enemies,to save you ” (Deut. 20 :4 );of pro

all the people to a general levy. In the distinction tection against attack, “ Salvation will God ap
drawn between the child eu of Judah and the children point for walls and bulwarks ” (Isa. 26 : 1 ) ; of vic .

of Israel we may already discern a trace of that separa

tion of Judah from the rest of the tribeswhich even- tory," The Lord preserved David ” (i . e., gave

tually led toa formalsecession on thepart of thelatter. himvictory,2 Sam. 8 :6); of prosperity;
Sam. 13:5 wemeetaninstanceofinanifest error in shalt call thy walls Salvation (Isa. 60:18). No

the text. Thirty thousand war chariots bear no pro- better instance of this last sense can be adduced

portion to six thousand horsemen , not only becausethe

number of chariots is invariably smaller than that of than the exclamation " Hosannah ! ” meaning “ save,

thehorsemen (comp.2 Sam . 10:18; 1Kings 10:26 ;2Chron. I beseech thee, ” which was uttered as aprayer
12:3),but also because such a numberofchariots is never for God's blessing on any joyous occasion (Psa.
met with in sacred or profane history. The number

should be three thousand or onethousand,and in the 118:25 ).

latter case the origin of the number thirty must be at- The Greek representative of the above is owcip,

tributed to the fact that the 3 (Hebrew numeral for so- tare'. The ÎXX has so -taré ' where the A. V.

thirty) of the word be, Israel, was written twice, has “ salvation ;" and thus theword “ Saviour"
and consequently the second 3 was taken for the nú

was more familiar to the ear of the reader of the

meral thirty (Keil). ( 2) Sacrifice at Gilgal . The pun- Old Testament in our Lord's age than to us.

ishment of Saul for offering sacrifice appears a severe 2. Person . The title “ Saviour " is applied to

one, butwe must remember that Samuel had instructed Jehovah in the Old Testament (2 Sam. 22 : 3 ; Psa .

Saul, as a direct command from Jehovah , to await his

Saul should not bave doubted thatGod would 106:21 ; Isa. 43:3, 11 ; 45:15, 21 ; 49:26 ; 60:16 ;

bavesent his prophetat the right time,and should have 63 : 8 ; Jer. 14 : 8). The judges were called " saviours,"
regarded any delay as a test of his faith . His conduct

as having rescued their countryfrom oppresso73
showed clearly enough that he thought he could make
war without the counsel or assistance of God. (3) De- (Judg. 3: 9, 15, A. V. “ deliverer "). Jeroboam li

struction ofAmalekites (1Sam . 15:3). They whorep- is styled a saviour in delivering Israel from the
resent this sentence as unworthy of God should ask on Syrians (2 Kings 13 : 5). See ATONEMENT; Re
what principle the execution of a criminal underhuman

governments canbe defended . If men judge thatthe DEEMER ; SALVATION .

welfare of society demands the destruction of one of SAVOR , SAVORS (Heb. ' .., ray’ -akh, odor),
their fellows, surely God, who can better judge what

the interests of his government require, andhas a more
a term used in the Old Testament almost entirely

perfectrightto dispose of men's lives,may cutoffby to denote the pleasing effect upon Jehovah of the
the sword whom , without any imputationof injustice; sacrifices offered him by the Jews (Exod. 29:18 ;

he mightdestroyby disease or famine ( Kitto) . (4 ) Saul's

evil spirit . The evil spirit from the Lord ,” which Lev. 1 :9, 13, 17, etc.). În Joel 2:20, “ And his ill

came into Saul in the place ofthe “ Spirit of the Lord," savor shall come up, ” we have a rendering of Heb.

was not merely an inward feeling of depression at the

rejection announced to him ,which grew into melan , tsakh-an -aw ', putrefaction.

choly and occasionally broke out in passing its of in- Figurative. In the sense of to be minded

sanity, but a higher evil power which took possession of

him , and not only deprived him of his peace of mind, | (Gr . opovéw, fron -eh '-o, to think, feel, Matt. 16:23 ;

but stirred up the feelings, ideas, imagination, and Mark 8:33) ; of taste orflavor, as of salt which has

thoughts of his soul to such an extent that at times it lost its savor (Matt. 5:13 ; Luke 14:34), the ren.

drove him even to madness. This demon is called"an dering of Gr. popaivw, mo-rah'ee-no, to make flat

evil spirit [coming) from the Lord ,” because Jehovah

bad sent itas a punishment (Kell).' (5) Saul and the lor tasteless ; in 2 Cor. 2:14, 16 (Gr. ocuń, os- may')

arrival.
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SAVORY MEAT SCHOOLMASTER

>

" the knowledge of God is symbolized as an odor SCARCE . See GLOSSARY.

which God everywhere makes manifest through SCARLET. See COLORS.

the apostolic working, inasmuch as he by that
SCENT. 1. (Heb . I'?, ray'.akh, odor ), that

means brings it to pass that the knowledge of
Christ everywhere exhibits and communicates its which anything exhaled , as by water (Job 14 :9), or

nature and its efficacy ” (Meyer, Com. , in loc.). by wine (Jer. 48:11 ). In the latter passage Moab

Acceptableness to God ofthe apostolic working is is likened to wine,which has never beenpoured
symbolized by “ sweet savor ” (v. 15,Gr.eiwóía, out or drawn, and hence preserved its original

yoo-o-dee '-ah , fragrance, comp. Eph. 6 :2). See taste and flavor.

GLOSSARY. 2. (Heb. 27, zay'-ker, memento, Hos . 14 : 7),

SAVORY MEAT (Heb. bytoza, mat-am', deli- where it is saidfiguratively of those who sit under

cacy, “ dainties,” Prov. 23 : 3, “ dainty meats , ” v. 6), the shadow of Israel, that they shall “ grow as the

a term applied to the food prepared for Isaac vine, the scent (remembrance, i. e. , renown) as the
wine of Lebanon ."

(Gen. 27 :3, 9 , etc. ) . It was probably so called

from being cooked with different sorts of vegeta
SCEPTER (Heb. Bu, shay-beť; and its de

bles, being made specially toothsome.
rivative Dige, shar -beet', rod ; Gr. páßdos, hrab'.

SAW (Heb. -777?, meg -ay-raw ', 2 Sam. 12:31 ; dos, Hel. 1:8). There is no description given in
1 Kings 7 : 9 ; 1 Chron. 20 :3 ; JiB , mas-sore', Isa. the Scriptures of scepters, so as to enable us to

10:15). Egyptian saws, so far as has yet been ter of the Persian monarch is described as“ golden,"
know therefrom anything as to form . The scep

discovered ,were single-handed, though St.Jerome i. e ., probablyof massive gold ( Esth. 4:11 ). A
has been thought to allude to circular saws. As

carved ivory staff discovered at Nimrûd is sup

is the case in modern oriental saws, the teeth posed to have been a scepter. We know that in

usually incline towardthe handle, insteadofaway some cases the scepter was a strong rod (Ezek.

from it, like ours. They have, in most cases, 19:11, 14 ), about the height of a man , which ancient

bronze blades, apparently attached to the handles kingsand chiefs bore as insignia of honor. It is

by leathern thongs, but some of thoseinthe thought thatit originated in the shepherd's staff,

BritishMuseum have their blades let into them since the first kings were,mostly nomad princes

like our knives. A double-handed iron saw has (Lev. 27:32; Mic. 7:14 ). Diodorus Siculus (iii , 3)

been found at Nimrûd. No evidence exists of the informs us that the scepter of the Egyptian kings

use of the saw applied to stone in Egypt, nor bore the shape of a plow ; of Osiris was a flail and

without the double-handed saw does it seem likely crook ; while thatof the queens, besides the crown,

that this should be the case ; but we read of sawn
was two loose feathers on the head .

stones used in the temple ( 1 Kings 7 : 9 ). The ex
Figurative. The allusions to it are all of a

pression, " put them under saws

hasbeen understood to mean hard labor (see oneof theinsignia of supreme power (Gen. 49:10 ;
(2 Sam .12:31), metaphorical character, and describe it simply as

margin ), but “ cut them with saws” ( 1 Chron . Num . 24:17 ; Psa .45:6 ; Isa . 14 :5 ; Amos 1:5 ; Zech.

20: 3) can hardly be other than torture.
10:11). The use of the staff as a symbol of au

SCAB. See DISEASES .
thority was not confined to kings ; it might be used

SCABBARD (Heb. On, tak ' -ar, Jer. 47: 6), by any leader, as instanced in Judg. 5:14, where
for “

elsewhere “ sbeath . " See SWORD.
pen of the writer," as in the A. V., we should

read “ scepter of the leader."

SCAFFOLD (Heb. sing, kec-yore', 2 Chron. SCE’VA (Gr. Ekevās, skyoo-as', left-handed ), a
6:13), a platform built by Solomon for the dedi. Jew of Ephesus, described as a " high priest ”

catory servicesof the temple, upon which he stood | (Acts 19 : 14-16), either as having exercised the

office at Jerusalem , or as being chief of one of the

SCALE . 1. (Heb . Wroz, kas-keh '-sell ): twenty-four classes. His seven sons attempted to

( a) of fishes (Lev. 11:9, 10, 12; Deut. 14 : 9, 10 ; exorcise spirits by using the name of Jesus, and
Ezek . 29 :4) ; (6) of the laminæ of a coat of mail on one occasion severe injury was inflicted by the

( 1 Sam . 17:5 ); similarly the Gr. Qenis, lep -is ', a
demoniac on two of them (as implied in the term

flake, incrustation from the eyes (Acts 9:18).
appotépwv, both , the true reading in v. 16).

2. (Heb. O "298, ap.pee-kay' maw -gin
SCHISM. See HERESY, 2 .

neem ', strong ones of shields, Job 41:15), of the soaly
SCHOOL (Gr. oxoań , skhol- ay', Acts 19 : 9), a

armor of the " leviathan ,”' i . c. , crocodile.
place where there is leisure, a place of tuition.

3. Of balances ( Heb. O , pel’ · les , Isa. 40:12),
See TYRANNUS.

SCHOOLMASTER (Gr. nawdaywyós, pahee
or rather a steelyard. See BALANCES .

4. (Heb. 157, aw -law ', lo scale the walls of a the Greeks and Romans the name was applied to
dag -o -gos'), a guide and guardian for boys. Among

city, Prov. 21:22 . ) trustworthy slaves , who were charged with the

SCALL . See DiSEASES. duty of supervising the life and morals of boys of

SCALP (Heb. 77 ?, kod-kode', the crown of idea of severity(as of a stern censor and enforcer
the better class . The name carries with it the

the head, Psa . 68:21 , as elsewhere rendered ), so of morals) in i Cor. 4:15 , where the father is dis

called from the parling of the head at that spot. tinguished from the tutor as one whose discipline

SCAPEGOAT. See Azazel ; FESTIVALS ; Day is usually milder. In Gal. 3:24 , sq . , the Mosaic

OF ATONEMENT. | law is likened to a tutor because it arouses the

$
6

to pray
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SCHOOLS, HEBREW

consciousness of sin, and is called raidaywyós master and an assistant. The father himself, as

(A. V. " schoolmaster unto Christ "), i . e., prepar- a rule, saw to it that the child should be in the

ing the soul for Christ, because those who have class at the proper time . Course of study.— " The

learned by experience with the law that they are grand object of the teacher was moral as well as

not and cannot be commended to God by their intellectual training. To keep children from all

works, welcome the more eagerly the hope of sal- intercourse with the vicious; to suppress all feel .

vation offered them through the death and resur. ings of bitterness , even though wrong had been

rection of Christ ,the Son of God (Grimm, Gr.- Eng. done to one's parents ; to punish all real wrong.

Lex., s. v .). doing ; not to prefer one child to another ; rather

SCHOOLS, HEBREW . 1. Elementary. to show sin in its repulsiveness than to predict

We have no account of education specifically be- what punishment would follow, either in this or

fore the time of Moses. This much is certain the next world, so as not to discourage ' the child

that themother looked to the training of the chil- —such are some of the rules laid down ” (Eder

dren in their earliest years (Prov. 31 :1 ; 2 Tim. sheim, Sketches of Jewish Life, pp. 135, 136). The

3:15), while the boys were trained by their fathers , teacher was to strictly fulfill all promises made to

or in well-to -do families by tutors (Num . 11:12 ; the child, to avoid bringing up disagreeable or

Isa. 49:23). This instruction was chiefly in read- indelicate thoughts, be patient, punish without

ing and writing, but especially in the law. That excessive severity -- with a strap, but never with a

reading and writing must have formed part of rod. At ten the child began to study the Mishna ;

education from thevery settlement of Palestine at fifteen he must be ready for the Talmud . In

is evident from the fact that the Israelites were the study of the Scriptures the pupil was to pro

commanded to write the precepts of the law upon ceed from Leviticus to the rest of the Pentateuch,

the doorposts and gates of their houses (Deut. 6 : 9 ; thence to the Prophets, and lastly to the Hagi.

11:20) ; and upon their passage over Jordan, to ographa. Instruction was imparted in questions

write the law upon great stones (27:2-8 ), so as to and answers, or in a catechetical form . After

be easily read by every Israelite. These admoni- the master had delivered his dicta or theme, the

tions unquestionably presuppose that the people pupils asked questions (Luke 2:46) , which he fre

could read plain writing (q . v.). Arithmetic must quently answered by parables orcounter questions

have been taught, as the days of the week , the (Matt. 16:13, etc. ; 22 : 17–22 ; Luke 10:25, etc. ) .

months, the festivals, etc. , were not designated by Sometimes the teacher introduced the subject by

proper names, but by numerals. In fact, every asking a question, the replies of the pupils con.

art or science which occurs or is alluded toin the stituting the discussion, which was concluded by

Old Testament, and upon the understanding of the master pointing out the most appropriate

which depended the understanding of the Scrip- answer. This mode of instruction is strikingly

tures, must have to some extent formed a part of illustrated by the questions put by our Saviour to

the strictly religious Jewish education . There is, his disciples (Mark 8 :27-30).

however, no trace of schools for the instruction 2. Theological Schools. The schools of the

of youth or ofthe people in pre-exilic times. Only prophets (q. v.), called into life by Samuel (1 Sam .

in a single instance (2 Chron. 17:7-9) bave we any 10 : 5 ; 19:20 ), and more firmly organized under

information as to how far and in what way the Elijah and Elisha in the kingdom of the ten tribes

priests fulfilled their calling to teach the people (2 Kings 2: 3 , 6 ; 4:38 ; 6 :1),were not theological

all the ordinances which God gave by Moses (Lev. schools. Not till after the exile , when prophecy

10:11 ) . While there were no nationalor elemen- | began to fail , did the study of the law become a

tary schools efore the exile, there were cases in matter of scholastic learning ; and the priest Ezra

which professional teachers were resorted to— is mentioned as the first who set his heart to search

when the position or official duties of the parent and do the law of Jehovah , and to teach ordinances

rendered his teaching impossible ; when the and judgments in Israel (Ezra 7:10). He is de.

parents were incapacitated , or the child's attain- scribed as “ a ready scribe in the law of Moses

ments surpassed the parent's abilities ; or the son ( 7 : 6 ; comp. vers. 12 , 21 ) ; he must have made the

was preparing himself for a different vocation study of the law his chief business. From Ezra

from that of his father. In postexilic times . onward notable scribes or lawyers are mentioned,

We possess minute information of the schools who not only applied themselves to the faithful

after the captivity and at the timeof Christ. The observing and handing down of the letter of the

regular instruction of the child began with the lawand of the Scriptures, but made thecontents

fifth or sixth year, when every child was sent to of Seripture their special study, especially apply

school. Tradition ascribes to Joshua, the son of ing the law of Moses to the practical duties of life,

Gamalia, the introduction of schools in every town, but also gave decisions in doubtful cases (Matt.

and the compulsory education in them of all chil. 2:4 ; Luke 2:46 ). Thus a complete system of

dren above the age of six . . . . It was even casuistry, founded on the law, was gradually

deemed unlawful to live in a place where there formed for all the relations of life. This was

was no school. Such a city deserved to be either orally transmitted by the scribes (q . v . ) and their

destroyed or excommunicated. Joshua arranged associates ; and as the tradition of the elders (Mark

that in every province and in every town school . 7 : 5 ) was ranked on an equality with, and eventually

masters be appointed, who should take charge of above, the written law of Moses. On the institu .

all boys from six or seven years of age . A school tion of these schools we lack more exact informa.

or teacher was required for every twenty -five tion for the period from the exile to the dissolution

children . When there were only forty children of the Jewish state. Students seeking a deeper

in a community, they were allowed to have one I knowledge of the law turned to eminent scribes

12
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SCHOOLS, HEBREW SCORN

1

for instruction. This was given by the teachers, Samuel the writing of sacred history formed an

partly at their homes, partly in the synagogues, essential part of the prophet's labor.

partly in the porticoes of the temple, in the form The cultivation of sacred music and poetry may

of conversations or disputations. Instruction was be inferred partly from the fact that, according to

gratuitous, the scribes earning their livelihood by 1 Sam . 10 : 5 , musicians walked in front of the

following a trade, unless having means of their prophesyingprophets, playing as theywent along,

own or acquired by marriage. The teachers sat and partly from the fact that sacred music not

while instructing, the scholars at first standing, only received a fresh impulse from David, who

but afterward sitting at the feet of their teachers stood in close relation to the association of proph .

(Acts 22 : 3). ets at Ramah , but was also raised by him into

3. Schools of the Prophets. From 1 Sam . an integral part of public worship. Music was by

19:20 we learn that there was a company ofproph . no means cultivated merely that the sons of the

ets at Ramah, under the superintendency of Sam- prophets might employ it in connection with their

uel, whose members lived in a common building: discourses ,but also as a means of awakening holy

The origin and history of these schools are involved susceptibilities and emotions in the soul , of lifting

in obscurity, but would seem to have been called up the spirit to God, and so preparing it for the

into existence by Samuel. We have no direct reception of divine revelations (see 2 Kings 3:15).

evidence that there were other such unions besides Occasion of forming such schools is to be found

the one at Ramah, but it is probable that there in the decline of the priesthood under Eli and his

was one at Gibeah (1 Sam. 10: 5, 10 ). The next sons, and the utter absence of the sanctuary in

mention of them is in the times of Elijah and the times of Elijah and Elisha, thus furnishing

Elisha, as “ sons of the prophets ” ( 1 Kings 20: the faithful with places and means of edification ;

35 ), living in considerable numbers at Gilgal, Beth- and in the advantages which would naturally arise

el , and Jericho (see 2 Kings 4:38 ; 2 :3, 5, 7 , 15 ; from association, in bringing the young men under

4 : 1 ; 9: 1). About one hundred sons of the proph. the influence of their elders, who were under the

ets sat down before Elisha at meals, in Gilgal powerful influence of the Holy Spirit, thus unit

( 2 Kings 4:38 , 42, 43). The number at Jericho ing them with their spiritual fathers in fighting

may have been as great, for fifty of the sons of for the honor of Jehovah .

the prophets went with Elijah and Elisha to the SCIENCE (Heb. 9772, mad -daw ',Dan . 1 : 4 ; Gr.

Jordan (comp. 2 : 7 with vers. 16 , 17) . From these
In these two pas.passages wefeel warranted in the belief that the yvūors, gno -̒sis, 1 Tim. 6:20).

sons of the prophets lived in a common house (see sages the terms are rendered “ science, ” but else.

also 6 :1). Those who were married most likely where knowledge. In the passage, Dan. 1 : 4 , the

lived in their own houses (4 :1). We must not expression “ cunning in knowledge” may well be

conclude, from their living together and per rendered " skillfulin understanding or knowl.

forming certain duties in common, that these edge.” The Greek term is used about thirty times

prophets were an Old Testament order of monks. in the New Testament, and except in the above

The prophets did not wish to withdraw from act. passage is rendered “ knowledge.” It should be

ive life for the purpose of carrying on a contem- so rendered here, and the passage would read

plative life of holiness, but their unions were oppositions (or contradictions) of falsely named

formed for the purpose of mental and spiritual knowledge , ” i. e., the higher knowledge of Chris .

training, that they might exert a more powerful tian and divine things which false teachers boast of.

influence upon their contemporaries. The name SCOFF (Heb. 027, kaw-las', to disparage, Hab.

“ schools of the prophets” expresses most fully 1:10), to ridicule, make light of, as a fortification,

the character of these unions ; only we must not
enemy.

think of them as merely educational institutions,

in which the pupils of the prophets received in SCOFFER (Gr. Éuraiktīs, emp-aheek -tace ), one

struction in prophesying or in theological stud- who trifles, and so derides (2 Pet. 3 : 3).

ies .
SCORN, SCORNER . 1. In Esth. 3 :6 ( comp.

" Prophesying could neither be taught nor com Job 12 :4) it is recorded of Haman that “ he thought

municated by instruction, but was a gift of God scorn to lay hands on Mordecai alone, ” the ren .

which he communicated to whomsoever he would .

But the communication of this divine gift was by dering of Heb. 117, baw -zaw ', to tread underfoot,

no means an arbitrary thing, but presupposed to despise, and so rendered in Esth . 1:17 ; Prov.

such a mental and spiritual disposition on the 19:16 ; Psa . 73:20 ; Işa. 53 : 3 ) .

part of the recipient as fitted him to receive it ; 2. Loots (Heb. pas, to make mouths, deride ).

while the exercise of the gift required a thorough In this sense a scorner is a frivolous and impu.

acquaintance with the law and the earlier revela- dent person , who sets at naught and scoffs at the

tions of God, which the schools of the prophets most sacred precepts and duties of religion , piety,

were well adapted to promote. It is therefore and morals (Psa . 1 : 1 ; Prov. 9 :7 , 8 ; 13 : 1; 14 : 6 ; 15 :

justly and generally assumed that the study of | 12 ; 19:25 ; 22:10 ; 24 : 9 ; Isa . 29:20 , etc. ).

the law andof the history of the divine guidance 3. Sau -khak' ( Heb. Poi, to laugh, to deride):
of Israel formed a leading feature in the occupa
tions of the pupils of the prophets, which also in of the wild ass having contempt for civilization

cluded thecultivation of sacred poetry and music (Job39:7) ; of the ostrich , in her swiftness,despis.

and united exercises for the promotion of the ing the pursuit of the horse (Job 39:18).

prophetic inspiration " (K. and D., Com ., 1 Sam . 4. Kaw -las” (Heb. o27, to despise, to refuse).

19 : 18–24 . Thus we find that from the time of Spoken of Jerusalem refusing payment for her

)

-
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66

are men

25 ;

Roll.

adulteries, as would an ordinary prostitute (Ezek. some kind. The " pen of the writer ” of the A. V.

16:31). is probably the rod or scepter of the commander

5. Lah '-ag (Heb. 332, to stammer, imitate in numbering or marshal

derision). Scorning.” (Job 34:7) is blasphemy, ing his troops,i, e. , the

and “ co drink scorn like water " is to give one
musterer -general, whose

self up to mockery with delight, and to find satis . duty it was to levy and
muster th

faction in it (comp. 15:16) . It is used of the treat
troops (R.

V. “marshal's staff ” ) .
ment accorded to the godly by their enemies (Psa. Three men

44:13 ; 79 : 4 ; 123 :4 ).
tioned

6. Kat-ag.el -ah '-0 ( Gr. kataykháw), to laugh
as successively

down, to deride (Matt. 9:24 ; Mark 6:40; Luke 8 :filling the office of scribe
under David and Solo.

63).
mon (2 Sam. 8:17 ; 20:

SCORPION , an instrument of scourging, a Kings 4 : 3). We

whip with barbed points like the point of a scor may think of them as

pion's sting . See Animal Kingdom.
the king's secretaries,

Figurative. This instrument was used fig. writing hisletters , draw

uratively by Rehoboam , king of Judea, to repre; ing up his decrees, man
sent the harsher measures with which he would

aging his finances (comp.
deal with the people than had his father ( 1 Kings 2 Kings 12:10). At a

12:11). See SCOURGE.
later period the word

SCOURGE. Hebrew generally,070 , shoot, to again connects itself an Egyptian Scribe with

zohip ; noun oig, shote, a whip ( Job 9:23 ; Isa . 10: with the act of number

26 ; 28:15 , 18) ; Pa, bik-ko'-reth, properly to ing the military forces of the country (Jer. 52:25,
and probably Isa . 33:18). Other associations, how .

examine (Lev. 19:20) ; Gr. jaotlyów ,mas-tig -o'-o, tofog (Matt. 10:17; 20:19 ; 23:34 ; Luke 18:33 ; John ever, began to gather round it about the samepe.
riod. The zeal of Hezekiah led him to foster the

19:1; Acts 22:24); opayenāów,frag-el-lo":0, to lash, growth of abody of menwhose work it wasto
as a public punishment (Matt. 27:26 ;Mark 15:15), transcribe old records, or to put in writing what

and its derivative, a whip ( John 2:15). A com had been handed down orally ( Prov. 25:1). To

mon punishment in the East. The instrument of
punishment in ancient Egypt, as it is also in mod- thisperiod, accordingly, belongs the new signifi

ern times generally in the East,was usually the cance of the title. Itno longer designates only

stick, applied to the soles of the feet - bastinado. and interpreters of the law, boasting of their wis
an officer of the king's court, but a class, students

Under theRoman methodthe culprit wasstripped, dom( Jer.8:8) ( Smith, Bib. Dict.). Sec Scribes,

stretched with cords or thongs on a frame, and WRITING .

beaten with rods. The punishment of scourging

was prescribed by thelaw in the case of a be- and Greek as above; also Gr. vopuikós, nom -ik -os',
SCRIBES, JEWISH. 1. Name. Hebrew

trothed bondwoman guilty of unchastity (Lev. 19 :

20) , and in the case of both the guilty persons, as 7:30 ; 10:25 ; 11:45, 52 ; 14 :3); youLodidáckal.os, nom
“ learned in the law ,” “ jurists ” (Matt. 22:35 ; Luke

appears from the expression “ they shall not be od -id-as'-kal-os, " teacherof the law ” (Luke 5:17 ;
put to death .” In case a man was sentenced to

Acts 5:34).
stripes the judge was to contine the number to

2. Institution. The period of the Sopherim ,
forty, i. e . , to forty at most,lest “ thy brother scribes, began with the return of the Jews from
should seem vile unto thee ” (Deut . 25 : 1-3 ). There

captivity . The law read by Ezra (Neh ., chaps. 8
were two ways of scourging — one with thongs or

whips made of rope ends or straps of leather, the form as we have it now ; and from that time was
10 ) was the Pentateuch in essentially the same

other with rods or twigs. Scourging is frequently acknowledged by Israel as the binding rule of
mentioned in the New Testament(Matt. 10:17 ; 23 :

life, i . e.:

34 ; Acts 5:40 ), and thirty-nine stripes as the

maximum (2 Cor. 11:24 ). The “ scorpion ” (q. v . ) tion of membership among the chosen people and
(1) Canonical. Obedience to it was the condi.

was probably a severer instrument.

Figurative. “ The scourge of the tongue ” tire Pentateuch came to beregarded as dictated
a share in the promises given to them . The en.

( Job 5:21) is symbolical of wordy strife (see Psa .
31:20). In Heb. 12:6 “ scourgeth ” is used of the by God,even to the last eight verses, containing

chastisement sent upon men by God.
the account of Moses's death . From insisting

upon divine dictation the next step was to declare

SCRABBLED . See GLOSSARY. that the law had been handed to Moses by God,

SCREECH OWL. See ANIMAL KINGDOM. the only question being whether it was all deliv.

ered at once or in volumes. As an addition to

SCRIBE (Heb. 27, saw -fare'; Gr. ypajipateús, the law the writing of the prophets and pre -exilian

gram-mal-yooce', a writer). The ypappateús of a history of Israel attained to similar authority. At

Greek state was not the mere writer, but the a still later period there was added to this body

keeper and registrar of public documents (Thucyd- of the “ prophets " a third collection of writings,

ides, iv, 118 ; vii, 10 ; so in Acts 19:35 ). The name which gradually entered into the same category of

of Kirjath -sepher (Josh . 15:15 ; Judg. 1:12) may canonical Scriptures. In proportion as the law

possibly connect itself with some early use of the became comprehensive and complicated there arose

iitle . In the song of Deborah (Judg. 5:14 ) the the necessity of its scientific study and of a pro

word appears to point to military functions of fessional acquaintance with it. Its many details

>
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and the application of its several enactments to law binding upon all, it was necessary to come as

everyday life necessarily involved patient study. near as possible to a general consensus of opinion.
In the time of Ezra and long after this was chiefly Hence the whole process of systematizing the law

the concern of priests, Ezra himself being both was carried on by oral discussion , the acknowledged
priest and scribe. This was naturally the case, as authorities instructing their pupils in the law and
the Pentateuch related largely to priestly functions debating legal questions with each other. This

and privileges. The higher the law rose in the made it necessary that the heads at least of the

estimation of the people, the more did its study body should dwell in certain central localities,
and exposition become an independent business; though many would be scattered about the country
and an independent class of “ biblical scholars or to give instruction and render legal decisions . The

scribes," i. e. , of men who made acquaintance with central point till A.D. 70 was Jerusalem ; after that
the law a profession, was formed, besides the at other places, as Jabne, Tiberias . Gradually the

priests. When under Greek influence the priests, theories of the scribes became valid law; hence,

at least those of the higher strata, often applied the maxims developed by the scribes were recog.
themselves to heathen culture and more or less nized in practice so soon as the schools were

neglected the law, the scribes appeared as the agreed about them . The scribes were, in fact,
zealous guardians of the law . From this time on though not by formal appointment, legislators, es.

they were the real teachers of the people, over pecially after the destruction of the temple ; for

whose life they bore complete sway . In the New there being no longera civil court of justice like
Testament times the scribes formed a finely com- the Sanhedrin, the judgment of the rabbinical
pacted class, holding undisputed supremacy over scribes determined what was valid law . In case of

the people. Everywhere he appears as the doubt the matter was brought“ before the learned ,"

mouthpiece and representative of the people ; he who pronounced an authoritative decision.
pushes to the front, the crowd respectfully giving (2 ) Teaching the law. This was the second

way and eagerly hanging on his utterances as those chief task ofthe scribes . The idea of legal Juda.
of a recognized authority. The great respect paid ism was that every Israelite should have a pro

them is expressed by the titles of honor bestowed fessional acquaintance with the law ; if this was

upon them, “ mymaster ” (Heb. 2 , rab-bec ' ; Gr. impracticable, then the greatest possible number.

paski, hrab-bee', Matt. 23 : 7, etc.) . From this re
As a consequence the famous rabbins gathered

spectful address the title Rabbi was gradually law being never committed to writing, constantabout them large numbers of pupils. The oral

formed ; but its use cannot be proved before the

time of Christ .
repetition was necessary in order to fix it in the

minds of the students . Thus, in rabbinic diction ,

(2) Respect. The rabbis required from their “ to repeat” means exactly the same as “ to teach .”

pupils the most absolute reverence, surpassing Questions were propounded to pupils for their de.

even the honor felt for parents . Thus it was cision, while pupils asked questions of the teach

taught that “ respect for a teacher should exceed

respect for a father, for both father and son owe ditional, a pupil had only two duties — to keep
All knowledge of the law being strictly tra

respect to a teacher ” (Kerithoth, vi, 9, fin .). The everything faithfully in memory and to teach only
practical application of this principle was : “ If a what had been delivered to him. For such in.

man's father and teacher have lost anything, the struction there were special localities, called

teacher's loss should have the precedence — i. e.,he “ houses of teaching,” often mentioned in con.

must first be assisted in recovering it — the burden nection with synagogues as places, which in legal

of a teacher is to be borne in preference to thatof a respects enjoyed certain privileges. In Jerusalem

father, a teacher must be ransomed from captivity the catechetical lectures were held “ in the temple "

before one's own father. ” The rabbis in general (Matt. 21:23 ; 26:55 ; Mark 14:49 ; Luke 2:46 ;

everywhere claimed the first rank (Matt. 23 : 6 , 7 ; 20:37; John 18:20 ), i . e. , in the colonnades, or

Mark 12:38, 39 ; Luke 11:43 ; 20:46 ) .
some other space of the outer court .

3. Employment. This referred, if not ex. (3) Judicial . A third duty of the scribes was

clusively, yet first and chiefly, to the law and the passing sentence in the court of justice; for so far
administration of justice. as men were learned in the law they would be

(1) As jurists.As such the task of the scribe called to the office of judge. With respect to the

was threefold : The theoretic development of the great Sanhedrin it is expressly stated in the New

law . The scribes developed with careful casuistry Testament that scribes were among its members.
the general precepts of the law ; and where the After the fall of the Jewish state, A. D. 70, the

written law made no direct provision they created scribes, being recognized as independent legislators,
a compensation, either by establishing a precedent were also regarded as independent judges. Their

or by inference from other valid legal decisions. sentences were voluntarily acquiesced in , whether
In this way, during the last centuries before they gave judgment collectively or as individuals.

Christ, Jewish law became gradually an extensive Being learned in the law and the elaboration of

and complicated science. This law being un- the historical and didactic portions of Scripture,

written , and propagated by oral tradition , very the scribes were specially qualified for delivering

assiduous study was necessary to obtain even a lectures and exhortations in the synagogues. They
general acquaintance with it. Added to an ac- also had the care of the text of Scripture as
quaintance with the law, the scribes assumed that such .

it was their special province to develop what 4. Literature. 1. In the developing and es.

was already binding into more and more subtile tablishment of the law there was evolved a law of

casuistic details. In order to settle a system of custom, besides the written Torah (law ), called the

ers .

"
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IT :

" scrip

Halachah (Heb. 1737, that which is current and the conclusion of the Talmud ( Heb. Diad, to

customary). 2. The manipulation of the bistorical think, discern ), who determined the law from a

and didactic portions of the Holy Scriptures pro careful examination of all the pros and cons urged

duced an abundant variety of the historical and by the Amoraim in their controversies on divine,

didactic notions, usually comprised under the name legal , and ritual questions contained in the Tal.

of the Haggadah , or Agadah (Heb. 1773.7, or mud, A. D. 500–657.

(5) The Gaonim , the last doctors of the law in
-7778, narrative, legend ).

(1) The Halachah contained “either simply the the rabbinic succession (Heb. jix , uncertain
laws laid down in Scripture, or else derived from meaning). The period of the Gaonim extends

or traced to it by some ingenious and artificial from A. D. 657 to 1034 in Sora, and to 1038 in

method of exegesis ; or added to it, by way of Pumbaditha (Schürer, Jewish People ; Edersheim ,

amplification and for safety's sake ; or, finally, Life and Times of Jesus; McC. and S. , Cyc., s. v. ) .

legalized customs. They provided for every pos- SCRIP (Heb .297 } , yal-koot', only in 1 Sam.
sible and impossible case, entered into every detail 17:40 ; Gr. rupa, pay -rah ), the bag in which the

of private, family, and public life ; and with iron shepherds of Palestine carried their food or other

logic, unbending rigor, and mostminuteanalysis necessaries. In the marginal reading of the A. V.
pursued and dominated man, turn whither he appears in 2 Kings 4:42 for the Heb .

might, laying on him a yoke which was truly un
1= 7 * (tsik -lone', to wind, and so a sack tied at thebearable. The return which it offered was the

pleasure and distinction of knowledge, the ac mouth), which in the text of the A. V. is trans
lated husk. The

quisition of righteousness and the final attain

ment of rewards ” (Edersheim, Life and Times of
scrip of the Gali .

Jesus, vol , i , p . 98).
lean peasants

was of leather,
(2) The Haggadah “ is an amplification and re

used especially to
modeling of what was originally given, according
to the views and necessities of later times. It is

carry their food

true that here also the given text forms the point
on a journey, and

slung over their
of departure, and that a similar treatment to that

shoulders. When

employed in passages from the law takes place in Christ sont forth

the first instance. The history is worked up by
his apostles he

combining the different statements in the text
forbade them to

with each other, completing one by another, set

tling the chronology, etc. Or the religious and
provide them

selves with these

ethical parts are manipulated by formulating dog.
A Scrip .

satchels (Matt..

matic propositions from isolated prophetic utter
ances, by bringing these into relation to each 19:10 ; Mark 6 :8 ; Luke 9:3 ; 10:4 ; 22:35, 36),

other, and thusobtaining a kind of dogmatic sys: executingtheir mission.
teaching them to depend upon Providence while

A canonical book of the Old Testament in Luke 22:35, 36, perhaps also the facts that
The new rule given

(Book of Chronicles) furnishes a very instructive Judaswas the bearer of the bag (John 12: 6 ), and

example of the historical Midrash ( i . e . , exposition, thatwhen the disciples were without bread ,thes

exegesis ). A comparison of its narrative with the
were ashamed of their forgetfulness (Mark 8 :

parallel portions of the older historicalbooks 14-16 ),show that the command was not intended

(Kings and Samuel) will strike even the cursory to be permanent. See Glossary.

observer with the fact that the chronicler has en.

larged the history of the Jewish kings by a whole SCRIPTURE (Heb . 577, kar-thawb', written ;

class of narratives , of which the older documents Gr. ypaoń, graf-ay', document). It is not till the

have as good as nothing ” (Schürer, Jewish People, return from the captivity that the word meets us

div. ii , vol. i, 339, sq.). with any distinctive force. In the earlier books

5. History. This is properly divided into five we read of the law, the book of the law. In Exod.

periods, indicated by the appellations given to the 32:16 the commandments written on the tables of

scribes in successive times : testimony are said to be “ the writing of God,"

( 1 ) The Sopherim (eee above), or “ scribes, ” but there is no special sense in the word taken by

properly so called, lasting from the return from itself. In the passage from Dan. 10:21 , where the

Babylon , and ending with the death of Simon the A.V. has “ the scripture of truth ," the wordsdo not
Just, B. C. about 458-300, about one hundred and probably mean more than “ a true writing The

sixty years. thought of the Scripture as a whole is hardly to be

(2) The Tanaim (Heb. bn, repeaters, i. e. , found in them . This first appears in 2 Chron. 30:

teachers of the law ), in New Testament times, it is applied chiefly to this or that passage5, 18 ( " as it was written," A. V.). In the singular

“ teachers of the law ” (Luke 5:17 ; Acts 5:34) .

(3) The Amoraim , or later doctors of the law John 7:38 ; 13:18 ;19:37; Luke4:21 ; Rom. 9:
quoted from the Old Testament (Mark 12:10 ;

(Heb. 872x, to expound ), “ wise men ” and 17 ; Gal.3:8, etc. ). In two difficult passages some

" doctors of the law," who alone constituted the have seen the wider, some the narrower sense.

authorized recorders and expositors of the Hala. ( 1 ) Māoa ypaor OEÓT VEVOTOS (2 Tim . 3:16) has been

chah ( A. D. 220 - completion of the Babylonian translated in the A. V., “ All Scripture is given by

Talmud , about A. D. 500 ). inspiration of God." There is a preponderance of

( 4) The Saboraim , or teachers of the law after authority in favor of the rendering, " Every ypaon,

tem.

"
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being inspired, is also profitable. The (Jer. 8:8 ). In the reign of Artaxerxes, king of Per

R. V. renders “ Every Scripture inspired of God sia, Ezra was well known as a scribe, and went

is also profitable for teaching,” etc. (2) The up from Babylon to Jerusalem , “ and he was a

meaning of the genitive in Trãoa a poonreía ypačīs ready scribe in the law of Moses ” (Ezra 7 : 6). The

(2 Pet. 1:20) seems at first sight distinctly col. scribes became teachers and expounders of the

lective: “ Every prophecy of [i. e., contained in] law . In the time of our Lord they were generally

the Old Testament Scripture." A closer examina . hostile to his claims as the Messiah , and were

tion of the passage will perhapslead to a different among his most bitter persecutors. Through &

conclusion. (3) In the plural, as might be ex- succession of scribes the Holy Scriptures were

pected , the collective meaning is prominent. In transmitted from generation to generation. The

2 Pet. 3:16 we find an extension of the term to ancient Hebrew differed in its written character

the Epistles of St. Paul ; but it remains uncertain from the Hebrew current in our modern Hebrew

whether “ the other Scriptures ” are the Scrip- Bibles. It was written in the old Phænician let

tures of the Old Testament exclusively, or include ters, of which one of the most ancient specimens

other writings, then extant, dealing with the same is found on the Moabite stone discovered in 1868,

topics. (4) In one passage tà iepà ypáupata (2 Tim . in Dibon, in Moab. Gradually this early character

3:15) answers to “ the holy Scriptures ” of the was displaced , and in the time of Christ the pres

A. V. (Smith, Dict., 8. v.). See BIBLE ; Canon. ent Hebrew characters were in use . It is said in

SCRIPTURE – MANUSCRIPTS. The Matt. 5:18, " one jot or one tittle shall in no wise

word Scripture is derived from the Lat. scriptum, pass from the law ." . Jot, or its Hebrew equiva
or scriptura, and has for its Greek equivalent lent, yodh, is the smallest letter in the Hebrew al.

ypaoh, and Heb. & 7???, mikraw (Neh. 8 :8). In phabet, but the equivalent letter in the early Phoe

its English use in the Bible it means “ the writ- old character had given place at this time to the
nician character was not small , showing that the

ings," as in Exod. 32:16 ; Dan. 10:21 .

The New Testament employs the plural, ypapai, Ms. for singular and MSS. for plural, is from the
later Hebrew . The word manuscript, abbreviated

writings. The precise writing referred to by the Latin corlicesmanuscripti,i. e. , cordices written by

wordScripture is not always clear. The word is band. The word codes, from the Latin codex, or

found thirty -twotimes inthe King James Version; candez, the stock of a tree,board covered with wax
and the plural, Scriptures, twenty-one times, all for writing ; hence, book , plural codices, books.
the passages except one being in the New Testa

ment. In the singular the word refers to pas accents, vowels, or marks of punctuation. The
Hebrew manuscripts were originally without

sages in the Old Testament, which are quoted or Hebrew vowel points were not introduced until

alluded to in the New. In the plural the refer: about the 6th century of the Christian era, by a

ence is to books or collections of books ofthe old body of learned men called the Massoretes,who
Testament. The epithet “ holy ” is applied to the studied the Hebrew Scriptures with great minute

Scriptures in Rom . 1 : 2 and 2 Tim . 3:15 . Their
ness, and made a collection of writings called “ the

inspiration is distinctly attested in 2 Tim . 3:16; Massora , or the Traditions.” By means of their

' All Scripture is given by inspiration of God .”
Other translations, "every Scripture being in- system of vowel points they established thepro

nunciation and meaning of the original Hebrew
spired, ” or “ every Scripture is inspired ," do not

on a firm foundation .

modify the clear declaration of the inspiration of

the OldTestament Scriptures. Bishop Ellicott
Buhl ( Canon and Text of the Old Testament,

says: “ Every separate portionof the HolyBook P. 94), referring to the fact that Hebrew manu

scripts of the Old Testament are not earlier than
is inspired, and forms a living portionof a living the 10th century,says : “ The want of old manu .

and organic whole. While on theone hand this scriptsofthe old Testament is to some extent
expression does not exclude such verbal errors or

possibly such trifling, historical inaccuracies as of the Jews, which makes it possible for us to
supplied by the so-called Massora, or text tradition

man's spirit, even in its most exalted state, may trace back the text to the times earlier than those

not be wholly exempt from, and human transmis. to which the earliest manuscripts belong. The

sion and transcription may have increased, it stilldoes certainly assure us on the other that these propertask of the Massora was the guarding of

theBible manuscripts against degeneration through
writings, as we have seen them , are individually carelessness andwillfulness on the part of tran.

pervaded by God's Spirit, andwarrants our belief scribers, and,inconsequence, themost painful and
that they are (in the words of Clement of Rome, minute supervision was exercised upon them ; but

adCor. i,45) the true utterances of the Holy just in this way,theMassora affords aglimpse
Ghost and an assertion of the full inspiration of into the form of the text transmitted from early

the Bible.” Thebooks composing the Scriptures
and the canon of Scripture have been discussed times, which cannot be too highly valued."

There are two words in our Hebrew Bible that

under the word BIBLE,to which the reader is re- served thepurpose of modern textual emendations ;

ferred.

they are 997, keri, “ read,” and 5n , kethib,
1. Manuscripts of the Hebrew Scrip

tures .Thesacred writings have been preserved which was believed incorrect,instead of substituting
written." When a word was found in the text

to us down to the time of the invention of print- the trueword,placingitin the text, the Massoretes

ing by the process of transcription. Hence there wrotethe correct word in the margin and left the

arose at an early period a class of scholars known incorrect word in the text, with the vowels of the

as scribes (Heb. Do, saw -fare ), meaning a writer correct word . The word in the text would be

or scribe. Their business was to copy the Scriptures | thus shown to be wrong, and by placing these

a
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vowels with theword in the margin the true text witness to the true text, even when it varies from

would be clear. This fear to remove the incorrect our present Hebrew text. The exact value of the

word from the text showed a reverence amounting Septuagint in determining the original Hebrew is

to superstition for the exact wording of their yet uudetermined .

sacred writings. The Hebrew manuscripts which That our Hebrew text has been carefully pre

have been preserved are not nearly so ancient as served is evident from the great care taken by

many of those of the Greek New Testament, nor Jewish scholars in its preservation. The care of

are complete manuscripts so numerous. the Massoretes and other scholars in preserving

There are three ways of classifying Hebrew the text indicates care also in ascertaining the

manuscripts, viz. , synagogue rolls, private manu. true text, and serves to assure us of the genuine

scripts, and a further division according to the ness of our present Hebrew Scriptures.
characters in which they were written. It is said 2. New Testament Manuscripts. The an.

that synagogue rolls were made for " one special cient manuscripts of the New Testament consti
purpose, and were never sold . ” They have neither tute the documentary testimony for the purity of
vowel points nor accents. the text. The science which treats of their value,

“ The private manuscripts are in the form of date, and the laws of criticism of the text is de

books written on either vellum or paper , and are nominated " lower criticism ” as distinguished from

of various sizes . ” The Hebrew characters differed higher criticism .

somewhat in different localities . “ The Spanish The text of the New Testament is attested by

documents have the writing straight, regular, manuscript testimony more voluminous in quan.

square, simple, elegant. The German text is a tity and more reliable than that of any other writ

little inclined, sharp -pointed, crooked , intricate, ings of the period . Indeed there are no ancient

and comparatively inelegant.' The Italian manu- writings whose evidence of a correct text is

scripts occupy a sort of middle ground between stronger than that of the New Testament.

the Spanish and the German in these respects ( 1) Classesof Manuscripts. The New Testament

(Merrill, The Parchments of theFaith, p. 67). The manuscripts are divided into classes by the char

Samaritan Pentateuch , written in Phænician He- acter of the writing employed in them , viz ., un.

brew , is recognized by the Samaritans as their cials, or majuscules, and cursive, or minuscules.

Bible . The uncial manuscripts are written in cap

The total number of Hebrew manuscripts is ital letters, each letter being separate from the

two thousand, but the greater part contains only other.

fragments or portions of the Old Testament. The minuscule manuscripts are written in small

The oldest Hebrew Codex in existence is a letters joined together after the manner of the or

Babylonian manuscript dated A. D. 916. It is a dinary English writing.

manuscript of the prophets, and is now found in The uncials are the older, and mainly precede

the Imperial Library in St. Petersburg. Of the the 9th century, and minuscules did not begin until

whole Old Testament the oldest manuscript is the 9th or 10th century. The character of the

dated A. D. 1010 ( Bubl, Canon and Text of the Old letters, whether uncial or cursive , helps to deter.

Testament). mine the date of the text, as a cursive cannot be

Horne (Introduction , vol . ii , pp. 46-49) gives a earlier than the time of the introduction of that

list of Hebrew manuscripts embodying the fol- kind of writing in biblical manuscripts, viz ., the

lowing facts : 9th century.

The Codex Laudianus is also of the 11th cen. An important class of New Testament manu .

tury. It is in the Bodleian Library in Oxford , scripts are the lectionaries, or lessons prepared

England. It agrees quite closely with the Samar- for church services. They were passages of the
itan Pentateuch . Scripture arranged chronologically, with notes of

Codex Carlsruhensis is at Carlsruhe, and is the explanation at the beginning and end, to indicate

oldest that has a certain date-A. D. 1106. It the occasion on which they were to be used. The

contains the Prophets with the Targum . lessons in the gospels were called είαγγελιστάρια

The Codex Cæsene is in the Malatesta Library (evangelistaria), and those from the Acts and the

in Bologna, and is assigned to the end of the 11th Epistles apažanoor0201 (praxopostoloi). These
century. It contains the Pentateuch sections lectionaries are quite numerous . There are three

the Prophets, Canticles, Ruth , Lamentations, fine minuscule lectionaries in the collection of

Ecclesiastes, and Esther. Drew Theological Seminary, Madison, N. J.

The Codex Parisiensis is in the National Library Owing to the scarcity or costliness of parchment,

in Paris, and is assigned to the 12th century. It a custom arose of erasing the earlier writing and
contains the Old Testament entire. using the parchment a second time, and sometimes

Codex 634 of De Rossi contains a small part of by repeating the process of erasures a third time.

the law-Lev. 21 : 19-Num. 1:50. It belongs to Someancient codices of the Scriptures were thus

the 8th century, written over. In process of time the earlier writ

Codex Norimbergensis, in Nuremberg, contains ing reappeared, more or less distinctly, and with

the Prophets and Hagiographa. It is assigned to difficulty has been restored and read by critical

the 12th century: students. They are called palimpsests, from the

The remarkable thing about the Hebrew text is Greek nahiynoTOS, scraped again (codices rescripti).

the agreement of the old manuscripts that have A fine specimen of this class of manuscript is the

come down to us . The Hebrew text of the Old Codex Ephraemi, in the National Library in Paris.

Testament has been rendered into the Greek of (2) Materials . The materials of the New Testa.

the Septuagint Version, which many regard as a ment manuscripts were chiefly papyrus, vellum op
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parchment, and paper. “Papyrus, from Tránupos gospels where the same section substantially was

( stalk ) wasa reed cultivated extensively in the delta found. These are first found in the Sinaitic man .

of the Nile, and from about the time of the 26th uscript.

dynasty (B. C. 664-525) became a most impor- Chapters and verses were the product of a later

tant article of commerce. . Papyrus pith is of age. Chapters are supposed to have been intro

a cellular or ' fibro -vascular tissue,' and was di- duced about 1228 into the Latin Vulgate by

vided into strips by the use of a sharp knife . Stephen Langton, and thence transferred to the

These strips (oxidal) were cut as thin and as broad Greek . Robert Stephens divided the New Testa

as possible . ... The use of parchment, in a more ment into verses, as seen in his edition of the

or less crude state, probably antedates that of papy. Greek T'estanientof 1551.

rus, but its extensive manufacture and employment ( 4 ) Nomenclature. In the nomenclature of

for literary purposes is usually traced tothe rivalry manuscripts the uncials are designated by capital

which sprang up between Eumenes II, king of Per- letters. Hence we have A as the designation of

gamum (197–159 B. C.), and the contemporary king the Codex Alexandrinus, B of the Codex Vati.

of Egypt, PtolemyEpiphanes. To prevent Eumenes canus, C for the Codex Ephraemi, etc.

from collecting a larger library at Pergamum than When the close of the English alphabet was

the one at Alexandria, Epiphanes forbade the sale reached the Hebrew and Greek capitals were em.

of papyrus to his rival, and thereby caused the ployed to designate the uncials. Thus 8 (Aleph)

reintroduction and improvement of the skins of is the designation of the Sinaitic manuscript.

animals for bookmaking. Hence arose the term For purposes of criticism the manuscripts of

Trepyaunvý ( per-gam -ay -nay ). . . . Skins of goats, the New Testament were divided into four sec

sheep, calves, pigs, asses, and antelopes, were used tions, viz. : “ (1) the Gospels, (2) the Acts and the

in the manufacture of parchment. The term vel. Catholic Epistles, (3) the Epistles of St. Paul , and

lum, often used without discrimination, properly ( 4) the Apocalypse. The manuscripts for each of

refers to the finer qualities, while the ordinary these sections are counted separately, and symbols

term , parchment, generally designates the coarser assigned to them independently. It hence hap

varieties." pens that when a manuscript contains more than
It was not until the 8th century that cotton one section it may be represented by different

paper was introduced in the West, and it was not symbols in its several parts, while, conversely, the

generally used until the latter part of the 15th same symbol may represent different manuscripts

century ( Sitterly, Praxis in Manuscripts of the New in several sections. Thus, e . g. , D in the Gospels
Testament, pp. 17-23). is Codex Bezce, while D in Paul is Codex Claro

The papyrus manuscripts have largely disap- montanus, a related but entirely different manu

peared . Codex Q, according to Scrivener, Is scripti B in the gospels is the great Codex Vati

the only papyrus manuscript of the New Testament canus, the oldest and most valuable of our manu.

written with uncials. ” The manuscripts which scripts, while B in the Apocalypse is the late and

have come down to us from the earliest times are inferior Codex Vaticanus 2066 ; on the other hand

chiefly written on vellum. A (Delta) of the gospels is the same codex as Cin

(3) Division of Text. The method of measur. Paul” (see Warfield's Textual Criticism of the

ing manuscriptswas by stichometry, from the New Testament, pp. 29, 30).
Greek orixos. It consists of dividing the writ- The autographs of the sacred writers are be

ing into lines of a certain number of syllables. lieved to have long since perished, and our knowl

It also served as an aid for reference and reading. edge of their exact language has been handed

The orixol (line clauses) were not framed ac- down to us by the manuscripts wbich have been

cording to meter or quantity, but according to preserved. Before the invention of printing they

The lines were marked by numbers, and were transcribed by professional scribes and others,

were a means of determining the amount of work and were subjected to the vicissitudes which at

performed by copyists. tend literary productions of every age. Errors in

Another mode of dividing the gospels was the transcription would habitually arise, and it is the

Títhol, or titles, being descriptive designations, business of textual criticism to compare the manu.

stating the principal subject of the chapter (see scripts that have comedown to us, and to ascer.

John 2:1), TEPL TOV EV Kava yapov (concerning the tain as far as possible the precise language of the

marriage in Cana). Allied to the tichou were the original writers.

kepáhaia, or headings found in the Acts and When correctors have been employed on manu.

Epistles. Scrivener says: “ Since usagehasafixed scripts the different correctors are indicated “ by

thie term kepáhala to the large chapters and sec. small numerals placed above and to the right of

tions to the smaller, and títhou only to the subjects the letter denoting the manuscript ; like the index

or headings of the former, it would be useless to of an algebraical power, 1 , 2, 3. An asterisk ( *)

follow any other system of names.' affixed in the same way denotes the reading of the

The Ammonian sections originally arranged by original text” (Hammond, Textual Criticism ).

Ammonius of Alexandria, about A. D. 220, di. The number of New Testament manuscripts in

vided the gospels into sections, thus making a existence is very large. Scrivener gives the number

harmony, taking Matthew for a basis. This was of uncial manuscripts at 124, and of cursives, 3,667;

improved upon by Eusebius of Cæsarea, in the 4th total , 3,791 . Additions have since been made, and

century. The sections in each gospelwere num- Vincent gives the present number as 3,829.

bered,and ten canons were formed which enabled The chief uncial manuscripts are the recognized

the reader, by reference to the number in the text authority in textual criticism . We may inention

and in the canon , to note the places in the other the following as having the highest authority

sense.
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among the critics, though some of the cursive tuagint, the New Testament entire, the Epistle of

manuscripts also have great weight in criticism . Barnabas, and part of the Shepherd of Hermas.

A few may be named. This important manuscript was probably overesti.

A, Codex Alexandrinus. It belongs to the early mated by Tischendorf, who, it is thought, yielded

part of the 6th century, andis now in the library undulyto its influence inhis eighth edition of the

of the British Museum in London. This manu- Greek Testament. The Codex & ( Aleph) belongs

script was sent as a present to Charles I, of Eng. to the middle of the 4th century. It is in the

land, in 1628, by Cyrilus Lucaris, patriarch of Con- library at St. Petersburg. The Codex Sinaiticus

stantinople. Little is known of its early history. and the Codec Vaticanus are recognized as the two

Alexandrinus, was given to it because it oldest and most importantGreek manuscripts .

had been brought from Constantinople to Alex- B, Codex Vaticanus. This great manuscript is

andria by Cyrilus. It contains nearly all the Sep- in the Vatican Library at Rome, where it has re

tuagint Version of the Old Testament and the New mained, except for a brief períod, since the first

Testament except Matthew's gospel as far as to establishment of the library by Pope Nicholas V,

chapter 25: 6 ; John 6:50 to 8:52; 2 Cor. 4:13 to who died in 1455. The best critics regard it as

12 : 6 . It contains the only copy extantuntil recently belonging to the former part of the 4th century.

of the First Epistle of Clement of Rome to the It is to be regretted that the papal power has

Corinthians,and a fragment of his so-called Second until recently thrown such obstacles in the way of

Epistle. The letters of the text of Codex Aare the examination of it even by the most competent

"larger, rounder, and more elegant uncials than critics, as to prevent a thorough collation of it.

those of the Vatican Codex. There are no spaces The collations of it by Bartolocci, Bentley, Birch,

between the words, no accents or breathings, and and the examination of many of its readings by

but few cases of punctuation or abbreviation " Tischendorf, Tregelles, Alford, and others, have

(Merrill, Parchments of the Faith, p. 195). This been of great value, and have enabled them to

codex lies open in the British Museum in a glass render invaluable service in the settling of the

case, and is of great interest to visitors. New Testament text as affected by this manuscript.

N (Aleph ), Codex Sinaiticus. The finding of this In the Old Testament the greater part of Genesis

remarkablemanuscriptby Constantine Tischendorf and some of the Psalms are wanting, and in the

reads like a romance. In 1844, while visiting the New Testament, Hebrews, from 9:15 to the close

Convent of St. Catherine, on Mount Sinai, in search of the book , the pastoral Epistles, Philemon , and

for manuscripts, he noticed a basket full of what the Revelation, have also been lost. Tregelles

appeared to be waste paper, about tobe consigned says , “ In many respects there is no manuscript

to the flames. His eagerness led him to examine of equal value in criticism , so that even though we

the basket, and his keen insight soon discovered are at times in doubt as to its readings, we are

that it contained forty -three vellum leaves of the bound to prizehighly what we do know .”

Septuagint version of the Old Testament, which C, Codex Ephraemi. This manuscript is a

he readily secured and afterward published under palimpsest ( Codex rescriptus), and is now in the

the nameof Codec Friderico - Augustanus, in honor National Library of Paris. It is regarded by the

of Frederick Augustus, king of Saxony, under most competent authorities as belonging to the 5th

whose patronage he was pursuing his investiga century. The upper writing of this manuscript

tions . This manuscript contains portions of First was a portion of Greek works of Ephraem Cyrus ;

Chronicles and Nehemiah, and Esther entire. In hence its name. It contains parts of the Septua

1859 he again visited the convent, under the pro- gint, and also of all the New Testament books

tection and patronage of Alexander II of Russia. except Second Thessalonians and Second John.

The fact that he was sent by the head of the It resembles Codex A. It contains the Ammonian

Russian Church gave him a warm welcome from sections and the richol. This manuscript is very

the monks. He at once began his search for the highly esteemed by critics.

balance of the manuscript which he had discovered D, Codex Bezce, belongs to the 6th century, and

in 1844, but for a long time without success. On is in the library of the University of Cambridge,

his previous visit he had explained to the monks England. It is a Græco -Latin manuscript . It

its value , and they were now unwilling to expose was presented to the university by Theodore Beza

their treasure to his gaze. The steward of the in 1581. It contains the Gospels and Acts, with

convent onenight asked Tischendorf to visit his a few leaves wanting. The value of its text has

cell, and on entering he showed him " a bulky been widely discussed because of its marked vari

kind of volume wrapped up in a red cloth .” On ations from the ordinary text, and because it is

examining it he was overjoyed to find that it was supported by many Church fathers and by the

the missing part of the manuscript of which he Syriac and old Latin versions. It is thought to

had so long been in search. He said, “ It wastoo represent a type of text much older than itself.

wicked to sleep, " and in the chilly cell, by the light It is the earliest manuscript which contains John

of a candle, he undertook to copy the Epistle of 7 : 53–8 : 11 . It is written stichometrically. It is

Barnabas, the Greek of which was of great value, designated also as Codex Cantabrigiensis.

because the first four and a half chapters had D (in St. Paul's Epistles), CodexClaromontanus.

hitherto been known only in a Latin translation. It is in the National Library of Paris. It is a

After much vexatious delay he succeeded in secur. Græco -Latin manuscript, and contains the fourteen

ing the treasure as a present to the Emperor of Epistles of St. Paul, except Rom . 1:1–7. It be.

Russin, by whom , under the editorship of T'ischen . longs to the 6th century. Theodore Beza says

dorf, à facsimile edition in four volumes was that he procured it from Clermont, in the diocese

published in 1862. It contains most of the Sep. of Beauvais, and hence it received thenameClaro.
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montanus. The Latin version represents the X, Codex Monacensis (IX or X). University

Vetus Latina. It is, in Tregelles's opinion, “one Library in Munich.

of the most valuable manuscripts extant. ” This Y, Codex Barberini 225 (VIII). Barberini Li

manuscript at the present time is receiving marked brary in Rome.

attention as one of the most valuable manuscripts. z , Codex Dublinensis Rescripticus (VI). Library

The following is the list of the chief uncial of Trinity College, Dublin.

manuscripts, with the designation and century to A (Delta), Codex Sangallensis (IX). Library of

which they belong, with the place where each is the monastery at St. Gall, in Switzerland .

found : O (Theta ), Codex Tischendorfianus I ( VII).

x (Aleph), Codex Sinaiticus (IV ). Imperial Li. University Library at Leipsig.

brary at St. Petersburg. A (Lambda), Codex Tischendorfianus III (VIII

A , Codex Alexandrinus ( V ). Library of the or IX ). Bodleian Library at Oxford.

British Museum in London . II (Pi), Codex Petropolitanus (IX ). St. Peters

B 1 , Codex Vaticanus (IV ). Vatican Library in burg.

Rome. A number of the above are merely fragments ,

C, Codex Ephraemi ( V ). Imperial Library in butrepresent often important textual readings.
Paris. The Cursive or Minuscule Manuscripts are

D 1 , Codex Bezæ (VI) . Cambridge University numerous, and although lightly regarded by some

Library. critics because of their later date, some of them

D 2, Codex Claromontanus (VI). Imperial Li- are of great value. Scrivener assigns the earliest

brary at Paris. cursive manuscript to 964 A. D., although cursive

E 1, Codex Basileensis (VIII). Public Library writing was employed in the 8th century.
at Basel . Cari Lachmann, professor in Berlin , constructed

E 2, Codex Laudianus (VI). Bodleian Library a text formed wholly upon the early manuscripts
at Oxford. (small edition , 1831 ; larger edition in two volumes,

E 3, Codex Sangermanensis (X). Imperial Li 1842–1850 ), setting aside the printed text as of no

brary at St. Petersburg.
critical value. The early uncials and versions

Fi, Codex Boreeli (IX ). Public Library at were long regarded as almost the sole authority

Utrecht. for a correct text of the New Testament . Recent

F 2, Codex Augiensis (IX). Library of Trinity investigation , however, shows that some of the

College, Cambridge. cursive manuscripts represent a very early text.

G Ž, Codex Angelicus (or Passionei) (IX). Li. Dr. Scrivener (Introduction to the Criticism of the

brary of Augustinian Monks at Rome. New Testament, vol. ii , pp. 277, 278) remarks :

G 3, Codex Boernerianus (IX). Royal Library " We do not claim for the recent documents the
at Dresden. high consideration and deference fitly reserved for

H 2, Codex Mutinensis (IX ). Grand Ducal Li- a few of the oldest ; just as little do we think it
brary at Modena. right to pass them by in silence, and allow to them

H 3, Codex Coislinianus 202 (VI). Twelve no more weight or importance than if they had

leaves at Paris , two at St. Petersburg. never been written . “ There are passages , ' to em

I, Fragmenla Palimpsesta Tischendorfiana (or ploy the words of a very competent judge, where

Codex Tischendorf II). At St. Petersburg. theevidence of the better cursives maybe of sub

J. ( This letter not now in use. ) stantial use in confirming a good reading, or in

K 1, Codex Cyprius (IX). Imperial Library at deciding as between two of nearly equal merit to

Paris . place one in the text and assign the other to the

K2, Codex Mosquensis (IX) . Library of the margin .'' Of the cursives Miller ( Textual Guide,

Holy Synod at Moscow . p. 101) says : “ Their general agreement among

L 1 , Codex Regius (VIII or IX). Imperial Li- themselves proves that they express the settled

brary at Paris . conviction of the Church of their time, while their

L2, Codex Angelicus (IX ). Rome. consonance with the mass of the uncials that went

M 1 , Codex Campianus (IX or X). Imperial before them demonstrates their unbroken unison

Library at Paris. with the ages that lately preceded them . ” A few

N , Codex Purpureus (VI or VII). Four leaves of the principal cursives are :

at the British Museum , six at the Vatican, and 33, Codex Colbertinus (33 in the Gospels , 17

two at Vienna. in St. Paul's Epistles, 13 in the Acts and Catholic

P, Codex Guelpherbytanus I (VI). The Ducal Epistles). It is in the National Library of Paris ,
Library at Wolfenbüttel. and belongs to the 11th century. It is “ the most

Q , Codex Guelpherbyłanus II (VI). The Ducal important cursive ” manuscript now known. It
Library at Wolfenbüttel. contains part of the prophets and all the New

R, Codex Nitriensis (VI). British Museum at Testament except the Apocalypse.
London. 69, Codex Leicestrensis (69 in the Gospels , 31

S, Codex Vaticanus 354 (X). Vatican Library in the Acts and Catholic Epistles, 37 in St.

at Rome. Paul's Epistles). This is also a cursive manu.

T, Codex Borgianus I ( V ). Library of Propa. script, and is the property of the town coun
ganda in Rome . cil of Leicester. Its date is assigned to the

U , Codex Nanianus (IX or X) . Library of St. 14th century. It is defective to the eighteenth

Mark's, Venice. chapter of Matthew and at the present time all is

V , Codex Mosquensis (VIII or IX) . Library of lost after Rev. 14:10. “ It is of far higher value

the Holy Synod, Moscow. than not only the mass of the recent cursive
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copies, but also than the greater part of the later culty ; liturgical insertions ; alterations for dog.

uncials " (Tregelles). These two have been highly matic reasons ” (Hammond, Textual Criticism , p.

esteemed . Dr. Scrivener adds, as very important: 15 ). The great textual critics , such as Bengel,

Codex 157,which is in the Vatican Library,and be. Wetstein, Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf,

longs to the 12th century ; Codex 61, in the British Tregelles, Scrivener, Westcott, and Hort, have each

Museum (it contains the Acts only, with many had their principle of criticism . We mention

verses wanting. It was discovered by Tischen- some rules laid down by Trigelles : “ 1. Where

dorf in Egypt. Its date is A.D. 1044. Scrivener there is no variation in authorities, criticism has

says that it is " as remarkable as any in existence " ); no place. 2. If authorities are all but unanimous,

and Codex 95 of the Apocalypse. To these Miller confidence is but little shaken. 3. If the reading

(p . 107) adds as important: “ 13, Regius, collated of the ancient authorities in general is unanimous,

by Professor W. H. Ferrar ; 20, Regius 188 ; 66, there can be but little doubt that should be fol

Codex Galei Londinensis ; 71, Lambeth, 528 ; 113, lowed, whatever may be the later testimonies. 4. A

Codex Harleianus ; 237–259, collated by C. F. reading found in versions alone can claim but little

Matthaei ; 507–517, collated by Dr. Scrivener. authority. 5. A reading found in patristic cita

The lectionaries have not been examined as tions alone rest on yet weaker basis. 6. The read.

closely as their merits in criticism deserve. It is ings respecting which a judgment must be formed

apparent that the lessons prepared for church are those where the evidence is really divided in

services would be selected with care ; the text such a way that it is needful to inquire on which

would be the recognized text of that time. The side of the balance it preponderates. 7. Wheu no

earliest Greek lectionary belongs to the 8th cen- certainty is attainable, it will be well for the case

tury, although they were probably in use at the to be left doubtful." These rules are among

close of the 4th century. The lectionaries witness those laid down by Tregelles in Horne, pp. 342–

both to the text and to the fact that the text was 345).

recognized as a part of the received Scriptures. The attempt to find in the manuscripts which

Scrivener indicates that few " have been really have come down to us the genuine text of the

collated," and gives an extended list of them . He New Testament has demonstrated that wbile the

gives the number of the Evangelistaries as 963 variations are very numerous, the important dif.

and of the Apostoli as 288 . ferences are comparatively few, and that no car.

Much remains to be done in investigatingthe dinal doctrine of the Christian faith has thereby

quotations in the Church fathers. While their been overthrown. The variations are largely due

testimony may be only of secondary value, yet to differences in spelling, in order of words, etc.

their concurrence or divergence is of importance The results of textual criticism show the steady

as settling adisputed text. convergence toward the text which may be in the

(5) Families. The separation of the manu- best sense “ received by all.”

scripts of the New Testament into families is of Works for reference : Scrivener's Introduction

modern growth and has yielded very valuable re- to the Criticism of the New Testament, 2 vols. ,

sults. It was introduced by Bengel, whose New fourth edition , revised by Rev. Edw . Miller, M.A.;

Testament appeared in 1734. He hoped by tracing Introduction and Appendix to the New Testament

the genealogy of manuscripts to classify them, and in the Original Greek, by Brooke Foss Westcott,

thus simplify the work of criticism . His divisions D.D., and Fenton John Anthony Hort, D.D .; C. E.

were the Asiatic and the African . This method Hammond's Textual Criticism Applied to the

wasdeveloped by Griesbach , who recognized three New Testament ; Praxis in Manuscripts of the

families, viz ., the Alexandrian, Western, and By- Greek Testament, by Rev.Charles F. Sitterly, Ph.D.;

zantine. Dr. Hort has four classes-the Syrian , B. B. Warfield, An Introduction to the Textual Crit.

Western , Alexandrian, and Neutral, giving strong icism of the New Testament; P. Schaff, A Com .

preference for the Neutral, or Pre-Syriaic text, and panion to the Greek Testament and the English

thus constituting N and B the supreme arbiters of Version ; Critical Handbook of the Greek Nero

the purity of the New Testament text. Testament, by E. C. Mitchell ; A History of the

Against this high estimate of X (Aleph ) and B 7'extual Criticism of the New Testament, by Mar.

scrivener and Burgon protest, attempting to vin R. Vincent, D.D.; Guide to the Textual

show that no such high value rightly belongs to Criticism oftheNew Testament,by Edward Miller,

them, and claiming as great authority for other M.A. ; Smith, Dictionary of the Bible - subject,
uncials and cursives. See Scrivener's. Introduc- “ New Testament." - H . A. Burtz .

tion to the Criticism of the New Testament, vol . ii, SCROLL (Heb. O, say’-fer ; Gr. BeBhíov,

pp. 267–301; also Introduction andan Appendix bib-lee'-on, Isa. 34: 6), the form of an ancient book

to Westcott and Hort's New Testament in Greek, (q. v.). In Rev. 6:14 the heaven is said to depart
pp. 115–179.

( 6 ) The variations that have been found in the
as a scroll is rolled up.

SCULL . See SKULL.

manuscripts are in part the necessary results of

transcription , " unconscious or unintentional," such
SCUM (Heb . 27, khel-aw ", rust), in Ezek.

errors of sight, errors of hearing, errors of 24 : 6, 11, 12, Jerusalem is likened to a pot with

memory ; " or they are “ conscious or intentional," spots of rust upon it, that cannot be removed.

including " incorporation of marginal glosses ; cor. The uncleanness of the pot is this rust, which is

rections of harsh or unusual forms of the words to be burned away by the heat.

or expressions ; alterations in the text to produce SCURVY . See DISEASES.

supposed harmony with another passage, to com- SCYTHIAN (Gr. Exúons, skoo ' -thace, savage

plete quotation, or to clear up a supposed diffi- Col. 3:11 only), one of a nomad race, or collection
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of races, dwelling " mostly on the north of the 10:22) traversed by Solomon's fleet. The place

Black Sea and the Caspian, stretching thence in a where two seas met ” (Acts 27:41 ) is understood

definitely into inner Asia.". They called them by Smith, and approved by Ramsay, to be “ a neck

selves Scoloti,and the native traditions traced of land projecting toward the island of Salmonetta,

their origin to Targetaus, son of Zeus, or perhaps which shelters St. Paul's Bay on the northwest. ”

son of their corresponding god Papæus (Hd., iv , 3. The term is also applied to the great lakes

59), and a daughter of the river Borysthenes ( ibid. , of Palestine, whether fresh or salt ; e. g ., (a ) The

iv, 5 , 6 ) . In the name Targetaus some have seen Sea of Chinnereth (Num . 34:11) called in the New

the origin of the name Turk . Testament “ the Sea of Galilee ” (Matt . 4:18), the

The Scoloti were fierce barbarians, who “ scalped “ Sea of Tiberias” (John 21 : 1 ) , and the Sea (or

their enemies, and used their skulls as drinking Lake) of Gennesareth (Matt. 14:34 ; Mark 6:53 ;
cups (ibid ., iv, 64, 65), and offered human sacri- Luke 5 :1). See GALILEE,SEA OF. ( 6) The Dead

fices " (Smith ). Their “ justice,” so highly praised Sea , called also the Salt Sea (Gen. 14 :3 ), the Sea

by the earlier poets, was probably a rough and of the Plain , or the Arabah (Deut. 4:49 ), and the

ready impartiality, which is very easy where there Eastern Sea ( Joel 2:20 ; Ezek. 47:18 ; Zech . 14: 8 ).
is no regard for human life or suffering. In the It is neither named nor alluded to in the New

only place where Scythians are mentioned (Col. Testament. (c) The Lake Merom is only named

3:11) they are evidently taken as representatives in Josh. 11 : 5 , 7, A. V. “watersof Merom .”
of the barbarian world . It has been inferred, 4. Yawm is also applied to great rivers, as the

however, and is by no means impossible , that there Nile (Isa . 19:5 ; Amos 8 :8 , A. V.“ flood ;" Nah. 3:8;
were Scythians in the early Church . Ezek . 32 : 2 ) , and the Euphrates (Jer. 51:36).

In the time of Psammetichus, king of Egypt, the Figurative. To “ shut up the sea with

contemporary of Josiah , the Scythians invaded doors ” ( Job 38 : 8 ) is a symbolical expression for

Palestine and plundered the temple of Venus restraining, fixing a bound thereto : “ The sea hath
Urania in Askalon ; and they were only prevented spoken ' (Isa . 23 :4) is figurative for the rock

from entering Egypt by prayers and presents / island upon which new Tyre stood , and made her

(Hd., i , 105 ). Some suppose

that their possession of Beth

shean gave it its name, Scy

thopolis (LXX. EkvóūvnÓhis,

Judg. 1:27 ; comp. Judith 3:10 ;

2 Macc. 12:29 ; and 1 Macc.

6:52 ; Josephus, Ekvóórones).

They took Sardis, B. C. 629 ;

defeated Cyaxares of Media,

624 ; occupied “ Asia " for
Egyptian Signet Rings.

twenty -eight years, till they were expelled , B. C. | lamentation ; the noise of hostile armies is likened

696 (see full account of Scythians in Smith's Dict. to the “ roaring of the sea ” ( Isa. 6:30 ; Jer. 6:23);

of Greek and Roman Geog ., s . v. “ Scythia ” ). waves of the sea ” represent righteousness ( Isa.

Most moderns, following Josephus (Ant., i, 6 , 48:18), a devastating army (Ezek . 26 : 3 , 4 ) , and

$ 1 ) and Jerome, identify the Magog of Ezek . 38:2 ; in their restlessness the wicked ( Isa. 67:20) ,

39 : 1 , 6 , the land of which Gog was prince, with and the unsteady (James 1 : 6 ) ; the diffusion of

the land of the Scythians, who in Ezekiel's time spiritual truth over the earth is symbolized by the

inhabited the region between the Caspian and covering waters of the sea (Isa . 11:9 ; Hab. 2:14 ) ;

Euxine. The Scythians of the time of Herodotus Raging waves of the sea , foaming out their own

and Ezekiel are quite probably believed to have shame” (Jude 13), is a figurative description of

been a Japhetic race. The Scythians were skill- false teachers who threw out their obscene teach .

ful archers, and were famous asmounted bowmen ; ings like wrecks upon the shore. “ The abundance

and they were even credited with the invention of of the sea ” (Isa . 60 : 5) is everything of value that
the bow and arrow . --W. H. is possessed by islands and coast lands ; “ The

SEA (Heb. E7, yawm , roaring ; Gr. dúhaoca, princes of the sea ” (Ezek. 26:16 ) is a figurative

thal -as-sah, probably salty) is sometimes given in term for the merchants of Tyre; “ From sea to

the A. V. as the “ deep .” Yawm is used in Scrip- end
sea ': (Amos 8:12 ; Mic. 7:12) stands for “ from one

the world to the other."

ture in the following senses :
SEA, BRAZEN ( 1 Kings 7: 23–44; Jer. 52:17),

1. The “ gathering of the waters," i. e . , the molten (2 Kings 25:13 ; 2 Chron. 4 : 2) , the great

ocean (Deut. 30:13 ; 1 Kings 10:22 ; Psa. 24 : 2 ; laver (q. v.) in Solomon's temple.
Job 26 : 8, 12 ; 38 : 8) . SEA MONSTER. See Dragon, Whale, in

2. With the article, of some part of the great article Animal Kingdom .

circumambient water, viz. : (a ) Of the Mediter. SEA OF GLASS (Gr. Oáhaooa, thal -as-sah,

ranean Sea, called the “binder, ” the “ western, ” sea, and vahívn , hoo -al-ee'-nay, glassy, Rev. 4 :6 ;

and the “ utmost " sea ( Deut. 11:24; 34 : 2 ; Joel 15 : 2 ) . “ Theglassy sea naturally leads the thoughts

2:20) ; sea of the Philistines ” (Exod . 23:31) ; to the great brazen laver, known as the brazen sea,

“ the great sea ” (Num . 34 :6 , 7 ; Josh . 15:47 ) ; which stood in the court of Solomon's temple,
“ the sea

(Gen. 49:13; Psa. 80:11 ; 107 : 23 ; between the altar and the sanctuary, and at which

1 Kings 4:20, etc. ) . (6 ) of the Red Sea (Exod . the priests cleansed themselves before entering

15 :4 ; Josh. 24 :6 ), or of one of its gulfs (Num . upon the discharge of their duties within the pre.

11:31 ; Isa. 11:15), and perhaps the sea ( 1 Kings I cincts of God's holy house. The resemblance is
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SEA OF JAZER SEAL, SIGNET

"

carved onitsupperconvexsurface into the like WEB Hiram; and if
Ulm

not, indeed , exact ; and were it not for what fol. a design in relief. From about the 9th century

lows, there might be little upon which to rest this B. C. the cylinder form of seal began to be re.

supposition. We know, however, from many ex- placed by the “ conoid " seals, which ultimately

amples that the seer uses the figures of the old superseded them to a large extent. These were

Testament with great freedom , and as the temple all of fine hard stones, especially of the blue or

source of the living creatures next introduced to “ sapphire " chalcedony ; they were conical to

us cannot be mistaken , it becomes the more prob- hemispherical in form , with the design cut on the

able that the brazen sea of the same building, fat base, and drilled for suspension across the

whatever be the actual meaning of the figure, pointed or rounded end.

suggests the glassy sea ” (Dr. W. Milligan, Com . on 3. Hebrew . Seals of all these types must

Revelation , p . 69 , sq. ). have been very familiar to the Hebrews throngb

SEA OF JAʼZER (Jer. 48:32), a lake, now their intercourse with Assyria and Egypt. The

represented by some ponds in the high valley in Phænicians, from a very early period, took up the

which the city ofJAAZER (q . v. ) is situated. business of manufacturing seals on a large scale,

SEAH. See METROLOGY, ii , 1 , 5 . and their products are found very widely distrib

SEAL , SEALSKIN . See ANIMAL Kingdom . uted through the ancient world , including Pales.

SEAL, SIGNET (Heb. anin, kho-thawm '; tine. They did not much adopt the cylinder
Gr. oppayis, sfrag-ece'), a portable instrumentused form , but rather the scarab and the conoid ; carved

to stamp a document or other article, instead of sometimes mingling Egyptian and Chaldean de
with much skill, butno originality, copying and

or withthe sign manual. The impression made signs,and putting on hieroglyphicsof Egyptian

therewith had the same legal validity as an actual form , but of no meaning-asmodern imitators

signature, as is still the casein the East . Indeed, may embellish their wares with Chinese or Arabic

the importance attached to thismethod issogreat characters,merely for effect. The fixing of such

that,without a seal , no document is considered seals in a ringis believed by some to be a Phe

authentic. In a similar manner coffers, doors of
nician device, afterward taken

houses and tombs, were sealed .
up by the Greeks, and lasting

1. Egyptian . The most familiar form of to our own day. Such a seal

Egyptian jewelry is that of the so-called scaraboid
ring we have, bearing the name

of Abibal, the father of King
.

Hiram ; and if the mounting
ness of a scarabeus, the sacred beetle of the

be contemporaneous with the
Egyptians ; and on the lower flat side bore inscrip

Haggai's Signet. stone, this carries the seal ring
tions in intaglio. Examples of these seals are back to the 11th century B. C.
known as far back as the 4th dynasty, B. C. 3600. But the passage (Gen. 41:42) is much older ; it is
Sometimes they were made of blue pottery or true that this and some similar passages may refer

porcelain, and in many cases consisted of a lump to sealsthat were hung on the hand or wrist by a

of clay, impressed with a seal and attached to the cord. · But the seal ring, or signet, clearly alluded
document by strings .

2. Assyrian. The form of Chaldean seal best ancient and widespread.
to (Esth. 3:12 ; 8 :8 ; Jer. 22:24) is probably very

known to us is the cylinder or rolling seals .
The impression of a signet ring on fine clayhas

been recently discovered at Nineveh, as well as

two actual signet rings of ancient Egyptian kings

( Cheops and Horus). The engineers of the Pales.

tine Exploration Fund came upon a pavement of

polished stones twelve feet below the surface, and

under this a stratum of concrete. In this con :

crete, ten feet down, they found a signet ring in

old Hebrew characters, Haggai, son of Shebani.

ah .” A singular fact in connection with this is

that he alone of all the minor prophets mentions a

signet (Hag. 2:23).

An Assyrian Seal. The use of clay in sealing is noticed in the book

of Job (38:14) , and the signet ring as an ordinary

These were made, like the scarabs, of hard and part of a man's equipment in the case of Judah

handsome stones, that would take a good polish (Gen. 38:18), who probably, like many modern
and receive and retain engraving in intaglio. The Arabs, wore it suspended by a string from bis

earlier, indeed , were of softer material, such as neck or arm (Cant. 8 : 6 ). The ring or the seal , as

shell, marble, serpentine, and steatite ; then came an emblem of authority both in Egypt, in Persia,

hematic, basalt, porphyry, and later the quartz and elsewhere, is mentioned in the cases of Pha.

gems and chalcedony. They were usually about raoh with Joseph (Gen. 41:42 ), of Ahab ( 1 Kings

an inch in length , or more, and from one third to 21 : 8 ) , of Ahasuerus (Esth . 3:10 , 12 ; 8 : 2 ), of Darius

one half inch in diameter, and were drilled end. (Dan. 6:17 ; also 1 Macc. 6:15), and as an evidence

wise so as to be rolled upon an axis or suspended of a covenant in Jer. 32:10, 14 ; Neh. 9:38 ; 10: 1 ;
round the neck . The sides of the cylinder were Hag. 2:23 . Engraved signets were in use among

covered with designs and inscriptions; and when the Hebrews in early times, as is evident in the

used as a seal it was impressed or partly rolled description of the high priest's breastplate (Exod.

úpon the substance to be marked, leaving thereon | 28:11, 36 ; 39 : 6) ; and the work of the engraver
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man

is mentioned as a distinct occupation (Ecclus. as teachers and judges ; thus “ the Pharisees sit

38:27 ). in Moses' seat," i . e ., consider themselves as

Figurative. “ It is turned as clay to the Moses' successors in explaining and defending the

seal,” i. e ., “ it changeth like the clay of a signet law (Matt. 23 : 2).

ring ” (Delitzsch, Com ., in loc.), is an allusion to 2. Mo-shawb? (Heb. wiza ),abode, a seat (1 Sam.

a cylinder seal, revolving like day and night( Job 20:18, 25 ; Job 29: 7) ; a sitting, i. e. , assembly of

38:14). In Cant. 8 : 6 is the prayer, “ Set me as a

seal upon thine heart, as a seal upon thine arm ,"
persons sitting together (Psa . 1 : 1 ) ; the site of an

implying approaching absence ofthe bridegroom, image (Ezek. 8:3).

andthat she wished that her impression maybe (Ezek. 28:2), the language ascribed to the prince
Figurative. “ I sit in the seat of God ”

graven on his arm andheart,i. e.,his love and of Tyre is that of
pride . “ The Tyrian state waspower. The meaning ofthe figurative expression, the production and seat of its gods. He, the prince

" I will make thee - Zerubbabel —as a signet

(seal ring , Hag. 2:23), is evident fromthe impor- divine seat;therefore he, the prince, was himself
of Tyre, presided over this divine creation and

tanceofthe signet ring in the eyesofanoriental, a god, amanifestation of the deity, having its

who is accustomed to carry it continually with
him, and to take care of it as a very valuable work and home in the state of Tyre »(Kliefoth).

possession ; also in the same sense when Jehovah 3. Tek - oo -naw ' (Heb. 1713m), arranged, a place,

says, “ Though Coniah [i. e.,Jehoiakim ) were the dwelling (Job 23 : 3).

signetupon my right hand, yet would I pluck thee 4. Thron '-os (Gr. Opóvos), used figuratively for

hence ” (Jer. 22:24 ). The term sealed is used for kingly power (Luke 1:52 ); of Satan (Rev. 2:13 ; 13 :

that which is permanent (Isa. 8:16), confirmed 2 ; 16:10) ; of the elders (q . v .) (4 :4 ; 11:16) .

(John 6:21 ; Rom . 4:11), that which is to be kept 5. “ Theuppermost seats” ( Luke 11:43), “ high

secret (Dan. 8:26 ; 12:4 ,9), impenetrable tomen ,but est ” (20:46), is the rendering of Gr. a potokaðɛdpia

known to Christ (Rev. 5 :2–8 ), approval(John 3:33) ; (pro-tok-ath -ed -ree -ah),the first or principal seats,

to “ seal up the stars ” (Job 9:7 ) means to cover and means preeminent in council.

them with clouds, so that their light is excluded SE’BA (Heb. 87., seb-aw').
from men, while to “ seal up the hand of every

1. The oldest son of Cush, and hence a country
( 37 : 7) is to prevent men from working by

reason of the cold . The “ seal of the living God, and people among the Cushites (Gen. 10 : 7 ; 1 Chron.

1 :9 ).
on which is supposed to be engraven the name of

2. The name of a people (Psa. 72:10 ; Isa. 43 : 3).Jehovah, impressed upon the foreheads of the
See SABEANS.

faithful, symbolizes the indwelling of the Holy

Spirit (Rev. 7 :2-8 ; Eph. 1:13 ; 4:30 ; 2 Cor. 1:22 ;
SEʻBAT or SHEBAT, the fifth month of

see MARK). The seals upon the " foundation of the Hebrew civil year. See CALENDAR ; Time.

God ” (2 Tim. 2:19) are supposed to be inscrip- SECA'CAH (Heb. 1777 ?, sek-aw-kuw', inclo.

tions upon this mystical building, proper to be im- sure), a town in the wilderness of Judah, near the

pressed upon the minds of all professing .Chris. Dead Sea ( Josh. 15:01 ). Noted for its “ great cis

tians , both for encouragement and for warning. tern ," identified by some with Sikkeh , but posi

SÉAM (Gr. áppagos, ar'-hraf-os). Our Lord's tion uncertain .

inner garment, for which the soldiers cast lots
SEʻCHU (Heb. 10, say’ -koo, a hill or watch

( John 19:23 ), was “ without seam ," i . e . , it was

woven entire, from the neck down.
tower), a place of a “ great well,” probably lying

SEA MEW, SEA MONSTER. See Ani- and that of Samuel, Ramathaim -zophim ( 1 Sam .
on the route between Saul's residence, Gibeah,

MAL KINGDOM.

SEAR (Gr. kavrnpiátw, kòw -tay -ree-ad'-zo, to of Beeroth, is suggested as its site.
19:22). The modern Suweikeh, immediately south

brand ). The term is used ( 1 Tim . 4: 2) figuratively

of the conscience. Those of whom the apostle 6:1). See SABBATH, Second.
SECOND SABBATH after the first (Luke

speaks were branded with the marks of sin , i .

carry about with them the perpetual conscious.
SECRET. See MYSTERY.

ness of sin (Grimm, Gr. Lex. , s . v .). Another in- SECT (Gr. aipeous, hal'ee-res -is, a choice), a

terpretation is that their conscience, like cauter. religious party, as Sadducees (Acts 5:17); Phari.

ized flesh , was deprived of sensation. sees ( 15 :5) ; Nazarenes (24 : 5 ; comp. 26 : 5 ; 28:22) .

SEASON. See TIME. SECUNDUS (Gr. Ekkoūvdos, sek -oon '-dos, sec

SEAT, as furniture. See House. ond), a Thessalonian Christian , and one of the

SEAT. 1. Kis-say' (Heb. ASD or -709, cov- partywho went withthe apostle Paul from Corinth
as far as Asia , probably to Troas or Miletus, on his

ered ), a throne, as usually rendered, but also any return from his third missionary visit (Acts 20:4).

seat occupied by a king (Judg. 3:20), or other dis
SECURE. See Glossary.

tinguished person , as the high priest ( 1 Sam . 1 :9 ;

4:13, 18), the king's mother ( 1 Kings 2:19), prime SEDITION (Heb. 97700r, esh -tad -dure' ; Gr.

minister (Esth . 3 :1). In the New Testament we otáois, stas'- is, a standing), used generally in the

have Gr. Bhua, bay '-ma, of the “ judgment seat ” sense of rebellion (Ezra 4:15 , 19), insurrection

(Matt. 27:19 ; John 19:13 ; Acts 18:12, 16 ,17 ; 25 : 6 , (Luke 23:19 , 25 ; Acts 24 :5 ), “ dissension ” (Acts

10,17); of Christ (Rom. 14:10; 2 Cor. 5:10 ); kabédº 15 : 2) ; Gr. dixooraoia ( dee-khos-tas-ee'-ah ), a stand

pa, kath -ed ’-rah, inthe usual sense of place (Matt. ingapart (Gal. 5:20).

21:12 ; Mark 11:15 ) ; but generally of the exalted SEDUCER (Gr. yóns, goʻ-ace, lit. a howler ),

seat occupied by men of eminent rank or influence, I a deceiver, an impostor (2 Tim. 3:13), as a false
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SEED SEIR , MOUNT

66

teacher. These went from bad to worse under tion of Esau's removal to Mount Seir follows im .

the influence of self-deception, as well as that of mediately on the mention of Isaac's death and

deceiving others. burial (Gen. 35: 27-29 ; 36: 1-8). At the base of

SEED. See AGRICULTURE. this chain of mountains are low bills of limestone

Figurative. As the prolific principle of fu. or argillaceous rocks ; then lofty masses of por.

ture life, seed in Scripture is taken for posterity phyry, which constitute the body of the mountain;

of man (Gen. 3:16 ; 4:25 ; 13:15, etc.), of beasts above these is sandstone broken into irregular

(Jer. 31:27), trees (Gen. 1:11 , 12, 29, etc.). The ridges and grotesque groups of cliffs ; and again,

seed of Abraham denotes not only those who de. farther back and higher than all, are long elevated

scend from him by natural issue, but those who ridges of limestone without precipices . Beyond

imitate his character, independent of natural de all these stretches off indefinitely the high plateau

scent (Rom . 4:16). Seed is figurative of God's of the great eastern desert. The height of the

word (Luke 8:5, 11 ; 1 Pet. 1:23), and its preach. porphyry eliffs is estimated by Dr. Robinson at

Ing.is called “ sowing ” (Luke 8: 5 ; Matt. 13:32 ; about two thousand feet above the Arabah (the

1 Cor. 9:11). Sowing seed is symbolical of scat great valley between the Dead Sea and Elanitic

tering or dispersing a people (Zech. 10: 9), of dis. Gulf), while the limestone ridges farther back do

pensing liberality (Eccles. 11 : 6 ; 2 Cor." 9:6 ), of not fall short of three thousand feet. The whole

working evil (Job 4 :8), righteousness (Hos. 10:12), breadth of the mountainous track between the

or deeds in general (Gal. 6:8). Christ compares Arabah and the eastern desert above does not ex.
his death to the sowing of seed with its results ceed more than fifteen or twenty miles. These

(John 12:24); Paul likens the burial of the body mountains are quite different in character from

to the sowing of seed (1 Cor. 15 : 36-38).
those which front them on the west side of the

SEEDTIME. See AGRICULTURE.
Arabah . The latter seem to be not more than

two thirds as high as the former, and are wholly
SEER. See PROPHET.

desert and sterile ; while those on the east appear

SEETHE (Heb. Swa, baw-shal), seething pot to enjoy a sufficiency of rain,andarecoveredwith
(Heb. 159, naw -fakhº, to blow hard). Food (q.v.) tufts of herbs and occasional trees. The geueral

was often prepared by boiling (Exod. 16:23 ; 23: Hebron, though the face of the country is very

appearance of the soil is not unlike that around

19, etc.). The pot in which it was boiled tookits different. It is, indeed, the region of which Isaac

name, a pot blown,” i . e. , with a fanned fire un said to his son Esau, Behold , thy dwelling shall

der it, a kettle violently boiling (Job 41:20 ; Jer. be (far) from the fatness of the earth , and the

1:13 ).
dew ofheaven from above ' (27:39) ” (Kitto ).

SEʻGUB (Heb. 577, seg- oob ', elevated). 2. The Land of Seir is located by Dr. Trum .

1. The youngest son of Hiel the Bethelite and bull to the south and east of Beer-sheba, and thus

rebuilder of Jericho. Segub died for his father's presents the case : “ Esau married and had chil.

sin (1 Kings 16:34 ), according to Joshua's predic- dren long before he permanently left his old home

tion , “ Cursed be the man before the Lord, that near Beer-sheba, and that region over which Esau

riseth up and buildeth this city Jericho : he shall extended his patriarchal stretch came to be known

lay the foundation thereof in his firstborn , and in as “ the land of Seir ? (or Esau ), and the country

his youngest son shall he set up the gates of it ” (or field ) of Edom ' (Gen. 32:3 ). There was where

(Josh. 6:26 ), B. C. between 876 and 854. Esau was living when Jacob came back from

2. The son of Hezron (grandson of Judah ) by Padan-aram, for Isaac was not yet dead, and it

the daughter of Machir, the “ father ” of Gilead. was not until after his death that Esau re.

He was himself the father of Jair (1 Chron. 2:21 , moved to Mount Seir (35:27-29 ; 36 :1-8 ). When

22), B. C. perhaps about 1900. the brothers had met Jacob spoke of himself as

SEʻIR (Heb. , say-eer', rough ,hairy),a
journeying by easy stages toward the home of

chief of theHorites (q . v .), the former inhabitants prospective ‘Mount Seir (comp. 33: 16–20 ; 35:27).
Esau, in Seir — Esau's present ' Seir, ' not Esau's

of the country afterward possessed by the Edom . Then it was—and even until the very day of Ja.

ites (Gen. 36:20, 21 ; 1 Chron. 1:38) . Whether he cob's return — that Esau was a dweller in the

gave thename to the country or took it from it is land of Seir, the country of Edom ' (32:1-3), not
uncertain .

the Mount Seir, or the Edom which was the equir.

SEʻIR , LAND OF (Heb. Yani, say -cere alent of Mount Seir. Thisdesignation of the land

oh'-rets, Gen. 32: 3 ; 36:30) ; of Esau's occupancy in southern Canaan by the

SEIR , MOUNT (Heb.77 770), say -eer ' har, cob's return from Padan-aram, wasnever lost to
name of ' Seir,' which existed at the time of Ja.

Gen. 14 :6, sq.).
it . It was found there when the Israelites made

1. Mount Seir is the range of mountains run their unauthorized raid northward from Kadesh

ning southward from the Dead Sea, east of the barnea (Deut. 1:44). To the present time there

valley of Arabah, to the Elanitic Gulf. The ear remain traces of the old name of ' Seir ' in the re

liest mention of “ Mount Seir is in the Bible ac- gion southeast from Beer-sheba, and yet north of

count of Chedorlaomer's campaign, in the days of the natural southern boundary line of the land of

Abraham . This was long before the birth of Canaan . The extensive plain ‘Es Seer ' is there,

Esau ; and it is said that the HORITES (q . v. ) were corresponding with the name and location of the

then its inhabitants. The Israelites were forbid . ' Seir ' (1:44 ) at which, or unto which, the Israelites

den to enter this region, as Jehovah had given it were chased by the Amorites when they went up

to Esau for a possession (Deut. 2 : 5 ). The men- l in foolhardiness from their Kadesh-barnea."

>
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SEIRATH SENNACHERIB

are

3. Another Mount Seir formed one of the SEMACHI'AH (Heb. 777???, sem -ak -yaw '.

landmarks on the north boundary of Judah ( Josh. hoo, sustained of Jehovah), the last named of the

15:10 only ). It was to the west of Kirjath -jearim six sons of Shemaiah, the son of Obed-edom

and between it and Beth -shemesh. It is a ridge (1 Chron. 26:7).

of rock to the southwest of Kureyet el Enab, a SEM'EI (Gr. Eɛuet, sem -eh -ee ), the son of

lofty ridge composed of rugged peaks, with a wild Joseph, and father of Mattathias, in our Lord's

anddesolate appearance, upon which Saris and genealogy (Luke 3:26) probablySHEMAIAH (q. v.).
Mishir are situated (Robinson, Bib. Res. , p. 155).

SENA'AH, or SEN'AAH (Heb. 7877, sen
SETRATH (Heb. 1777 , seh-ee-rar', woody aw -aw', thorny). The “ children of Senaah

district, shaggy), a place in the mountains of enumerated among the “ people of Israel ” who

Ephraim , bordering on Benjamin, to which Ehud returned from the captivity with Zerubbabel (Ezra

went for refuge after killing Eglon at Jericho 2:35 ; Neh. 7:38). In Neh. 3 : 3 the name is given

(Judg. 3:26, 27). Possibly the same as Seir, yet with the article , has -Senaah. See HASSENAAH.
not identified. The names in these lists are mostly those of

SELA , SELAH (Heb. so, seh '-lah, rock, towns; but Senaah doesnot occur elsewhere in
the Bible as attached to a town.

and so rendered in A. V., Judg. 1:36 ;
The Magdal

2 Chron , 25 :
Senna, or great Senna ,” of Eusebius and Jerome,

12 ; Obad. 3) was probably the capital city of
the Edomites, later known as Petra. It took its seven miles north of Jericho (“ Senna ” ), however,

is not inappropriate in position. Bertheau sugoname from its situation and the mode in which it

was built, since it was erectedina valley sur- gests that Senaah represents not a singleplace,

roundedbyrocks, and that in such a mannerthat this (Smith , Bib. Dict. , s. v. ).
but a district; but there is nothing to corroborate

the houses were partly hewn in the natural rock .

It was still flourishingin the firstcenturies of the ship), adeliberative body, and in the New Testa
SENATE (Gr. yepovoia, gher -00-see -ah, elder

Christian era, and splendid ruins still exist. The

excavations are remarkable, consisting ofwhat people who were members of the Sanhedrin, but
ment (Acts 5:21 ) of not only those elders of the

appear to be the façadesof great temples and the whole body of elders generally, the whole coun.
immense theaters , hewn in rock of variegated cil ofthe representatives of the people (Meyer,
colors. The place seems to have been the very

Com ., loc.).
center of interest and trade from time immemorial.

It was taken by Amaziah, king of Judah, and SENATORS (Heb. 1 ? 7, zaro-kane', old ), chief

called by him Joktheel, the subdued of God men, magistrates (Psa . 105 : 22) . The Hebrew word

(2 Kings 14 :7 ; 2 Chron. 25:11 , 12). is elsewhere rendered elder (q. v.).

SELAH . See Music. SE'NEH (Heb. 172., seh '-neh ), the name of one

SELA -HAMMAHʻLEKOTH (Heb. y'o of the two isolated rocks which stood in the “ pas

nip ? 227, seh´-lah ham -makh-lek -õth', cliff of divi. sageofMichmash,” climbed by Jonathan, and his
armor-bearer, when he went to examine the Phil

sions), a rock in thewilderness of Maon, and the istine camp (1 Sam . 14 :4). It was the southern

sceneof one of David's most remarkable escapes one of the two ( 14 : 5 ), and the nearest to Geba.

from Saul (1 Sam. 23:28). Not identified . The name in Hebrew means a “ thorn ,” or thorn

SEʻLED (Heb. 150, seh '-led, exultation ), a de bush. Josephus mentions that the last encamp
scendant of Jerahmeel, of the tribe of Judah. He ment of Titus's army was at a spot “ which in the

was the elder of two sons of Nadab and died child . Jews' tongue is called the valley,” or perhaps the

less ( 1 Chron. 2:30), B C. after 1190.
plain “ of thorns, near to a village called Gabath

SELEUČCIA (Gr. Eɛhetkela, sel-yook '-i-ah ), a
saoulé," i . e. , Gibeath of Saul.

SE'NIR . See SHENIR.
town near the mouth of the Orontes and the sea.

port of Antioch (q . v. ), from which Paul sailed SENNACH'ERIB (Heb. 5777?o, san-khay

forth on his first missionary journey (Acts 13 :4 ), reeb') . Sennacherib, oneof the kings of Assyria,
and it is almost certain that he landed there on son of Sargon, ascended the throne on the twelfth

his return from it ( 14:26). It was built by Seleu- day of Ab ( July - August), B. C. 705. His father,

cus Nicator, who built so many other cities of the Sargon, had been a usurper, and having gained

same name that this one was called Seleucia Pie. his position by the sword , he also lost his life by
e ria, being near Mount Pierus, and also Seleucia ad it at the hands of a murderous soldier. There

Mare, being nearer the sea. It retained its im- seems to have been no opposition to Sennacherib's

portance in Roman times, and was a free city in accession, as so often happened in the history of

the days of Paul. Now called el-Kalusi . Assyria. He inherited a vast empire from his

SELF -WILL (Heb. yix7, raw -tsone, pleasure, father, with abundant opportunities for its further

and, ina wicked sense, wantonness, Gen.49:6). father's boldness or daring, nor his resources.
extension . He had, however, not inherited his

In the New Testament self-willed isthe rendering allthe powersofhis mind were employed in

of Gr.avbáðns, ow -thad'-ace, self-pleasing, arrogant holding together that which he had received. It
(Tit. 1 :7 ; 2 Pet. 2:10).

is indeed doubtful whether he left his empire as
SELVEDGE (Heb. 7*7, kaw -tsaw ', termina strong as he had received it.

tion), the edge of a piece of cloth (Exod. 26 :4 ; The records of Sennacherib's reign have not

36:11 ). come down to us in as complete a form as those

SEM (Gr. Shu, same), the Grecized form (Luke of his predecessor or successor. Of the later

3:36) of the name of SHEM (q. v.). years of his reign we have no Assyrian accounts .

(

>
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The earlier years are, however, well covered by directed against the people called the Kassi, to

the beautiful and well-preserved prism called the gether with the Medes and other races living

Taylor Cylinder, now in the British Museum . Of along and beyond the upper waters of the Tigris,

all Assyrian documents which have come down to and even among the mountains northeast of As

us not one is in better preservation than this. It syria, is boasted of by Sennacherib, but there

was found by Colonel Taylor in 1830. It is four- seems to have been little result from it. He

teen and one half inches high, and is covered on claims to have “ widened his territory," but we

all of its six sides with fine Assyrian script, which can find no evidence that Assyrian supremacy was

sets forth the annals of the king. It has been actually carried much farther. The chief result

several times translated into modern languages by of the campaign was probably “ a heavy tribute "

Talbot, Menant, Hörning, and Bezold. A com- and the intimidating of some peoples who other

plete translation of it by Rogers is published in wise might have been troublesome when cam .

the Records of the Past, vol. vi,new series. From paigns against the West were undertaken.

that translation certain extracts are reproduced 3. Against the Hittites. The third cam

below : paign of Sennacherib was directed against the

1. Campaign Against Babylon. Sargon land of the Hittites. At this period this term

had left a powerful empire, but not all sources of did not mean the same as it did before the days

possible difficulty had been blotted out, nor all peo- of Sargon. The empire of the Hittites had been

ples within the great territory reduced to com- destroyed, and land of the Hittites now meant

plete submission . Sennacherib was sure to meet only the land of Phænicia and Palestine. This

with troubles in Babylonia. The people of Baby- western country had often before been invaded

lon had been brought into the Assyrian empire from Babylonia and Assyria ( see articles Assyria,

by force. They could not be expected to forget Sargon, SHALMANESER , TIGLATH-PILESER ,and CHED

that they had amagnificent historybehind them, ORLAOMER ), but though conquests had been made,

while yet the people of Assyria were but laying there were still more to be made. Rebellions

the foundations of their state. It was hard for a were frequent. It would be yet a long time be.

city with so grand a history as Babylon to yield fore autonomy should die out among the commer.

submission to the upstart power of Assyria. In cial Phænicians and the patriotic and religious

the confusions that followed the close of Sargon's Hebrews. Sennacherib seems to have come sud
reign the Babylonians saw the opportunity for denly into the west, and his success at first was

another rebellion. The leader of this uprising probably due to the unpreparedness of the native

was Merodach -baladan , who came from the low- kings and princes. Elulæus, king of Sidon, of.

land country far south of Babylon, near the Per- fered no resistance, but fled from the invader.

sian Gulf, called, in the texts of that period, the His cities of Sidon, Sarepta, Acco (now Acre),

land of Kara-dunyash. It was probably a na. Ekdippa, and others were quickly subdued and

tional uprising which Merodach -baladan led (see plundered. Ethobal was made king over them ,

MERODACH -BALADAN ), but he had allies from the anda heavy annual tribute assessed upon the in

mountain land of Elam, and with their help he habitants . The news of this great Assyrian ric

had himself crowned king in Babylon. Once tory spread southward, and many petty kings sent

more was there in his person national rule in presents and acknowledged Sennacherib as their

Babylonia, and the Assyrian supremacy was, tem- suzerain , hoping thereby to save their cities from

porarily at least, overthrown. For nine months destruction and their lands from plunder. Among

Merodach -baladan reigned undisputedly. Then those who thus yielded without a blow for free.

Sennacherib invaded Babylonia with an army dom were the rulers of Arvad, Byblos, Moab, and

which Merodach -baladan could not resist. The Edom . The king of Ashkelon, Tsidqa by name,

contest was fought at Kish, and the rout of the had not sent, and his land was therefore next at .

Babylonians was complete . Merodach - baladan fled tacked . The resistance seems to have been slight,

alone and escaped with his life . The victorious and Ashkelon was soon taken . The king and all

Sennacherib entered Babylon and plundered every his family were deported to Assyria as captives,

thing which had belonged to his unfortunate adver- and his cities of Beth-dagon, Joppa, Beni-berak

sary, but seems not to have disturbed the posses. ( Josh. 19:45 ), and Azuru were plundered. The

sions of the citizens. He then marched south people of Ekron had also refused to submit 10

into the land of Kaldi , whence the rebels had Sennacherib. Their ruler, Padi,who had been set

drawn their supplies. The overthrow was com- over them by the Assyrians, they cast in chains

plete in every particular. Seventy-five cities and and delivered over to Hezekiah , king of Judah .

four hundred smaller towns and hamlets were This move on their part probably signifies their

taken and despoiled. This invasion was not car- allegiance to the league of Judah and Egypt,
ried out without heartless cruelty, as the descrip- which proposed to resist Sennacherib. When

tion of the taking of one city testifies. Says Sen. Sennacherib was ready to attack the city of Ekron

nacherib : “ The men of the city Khirimme, a the Egyptian armyappeared, accompanied by its

rebellious enemy,I cast down with arms ; I left allies from Melukhkha, a battle took place at

not one alive ; their corpses I bound on stakes and Eltekeh (19:44 ; 21:23), and once more Sennach

placed them around the city.” Over the reduced erib claims a victory. Of the fight he says little,

country an Assyrian named Bel-ibni was made save that a few captives weremade. He did not,

king, subject to Sennacherib . But this was not however, follow up the Egyptians, and it is there.

the end of Sennacherib's difficulties with Baby- fore probable that herespected their prowess and
lonia . was desirous of avoiding the risk of a second and

2. Against the Kassi. The next campaign Idesperate conflict. He was content rather with
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upon him ."

taking Eltekeh and Timnath (Gen. 38:12 ; Josh. spoil of the city of Lachish marched before him . "

15:10, etc.; modern Tibneh ), and then fell back to With the words, given above, of tribute and em.

punish Ekron. Let his own words describe his own bassies of homage Sennacherib concludes his ac .

deeds : “ To the city of Ekron I went ; the gov. count of his campaigns to the west. The biblical

ernors (and) princes, who had committed a trans- account adds one detail more in these words :

gression, I killed and bound their corpses on poles " And it came to pass that night, that the angel
around the city. The inhabitants of the city who of the Lord went forth , and smote in the campof

had committed sin and evil I counted as spoil; to the Assyrians an hundred fourscore and five thou

the rest of them who had committed no sin and sand : and when men arose early in the morning,

wrong, who had no guilt, I spoke peace. Padi, behold, they were all dead corpses ” (2 Kings 19 :

their king, I brought forth from the city of Jeru- 35) . Of this great destruction there is no word

salem ; upon the throne of lordship over them I or hint in Sennacherib's inscriptions. It was in

placed him. The tribute of my lordship I laid deed not to be expected that such a record would

be made under any circumstances. The Assyr

4. Invasion of Judah. Immediately upon ians report only victories . At any rate Sennach.

this victory over Ekron comes Sennacherib's in- erib never invaded Palestine again . The chrono.

vasion of the kingdom of Judah . This was known logical data of the Assyrians locate this famous

to us from the biblical account in 2 Kings 18 : 13– Judean campaign in the year 701 B. C. It is ex

19:36. It fills a large space in Israel's history, ceedingly difficult to reconcile this date with the

and it was a moment of thrilling interest when chronological data in the book of Kings, and per

Sennacherib's own version of the invasion was baps wemust await further light.

found . His story is so important for the student 5. Later Campaigns. After the Judæan

of the Bible that it may well be here translated campaign Sennacherib found opposed to him a

entire : “ But Hezekiah of Judah, who had not powerful coalition of Elamites, Babylonians, Ara.

submitted to my yoke, I besieged forty -six of his mæans, and Medians , with whom he fouglit at

strong cities, fortresses, and small cities of their Chalule in the year 691 B. C. The result was a

environs, without number, (and) by casting down doubtful victory for the Assyrian arms. It seems

their walls (?) and advancing the engines, by an indeed that Sennacherib did little more than ward

assault of the light-armed soldiers, by breaches, off ruin and postpone for a time the inevitable

by striking, and by axes ( ?) I took them ; two ruin of the empire.

hundred thousand one hundred and fifty men , Again and again was there trouble and rebel

young (and ) old , male and female, horses,mules, lion in Babylonia. Now it is the once-defeated

asses, camels, oxen and sheep without number 1 Merodach -baladan, again it is Suzub, the Chaldean.

brought out froin them , I counted as spoil. Indeed so numerouswere the uprisings in Baby

(Hezekiah) himself I shut up like a caged bird in lonia thatit is now almost impossible to distinguish

Jerusalem , his royal city ; the walls I fortified them and understand their significance. After

against him , (and)whosoever cameout of the gates several invasions and fruitless peacemakings,

of the city, I turned back. His cities, which I had Sennacherib took Babylon, and actually broke

plundered , I divided from his land and gave them down its walls, and practically ruined the city.

to Mitinti, king of Ashdod, to Padi, king of This was in 689 B. C. In this year came thus to

Ekron, and to Tsil-Bal, king of Gaza, and (thus) an end for a time the glory of this once invincible

diminished his territory. To the former tribute, city. The destruction can only be regarded as an

paid yearly, I added the tribute of alliance of my act of revengeful folly. It did not quell the tur

lordship and laid that upon him . Hezekiah him. bulent spirits of the Babylonians, who could not

self was overwhelmed by the fear of the bright be brought into subjection by such means, and

ress of my lordship ; the Arabians and his other it only left a legacy of trouble to Sennacherib's

faithful warriors whom, as a defense for Jerusa- son and successor. Sennacherib's own opinion of

lem his royal city he had brought in, fell into the people of Babylonia was expressed in the

fear. With thirty talents of gold (and) eight hun phrase " evil devils.” He could not understand

dred talents of silver, precious stones , gukhli them , and their patriotic love of the city by the

daggassi (? ) large lapis lazuli, couches of ivory, Euphrates was not a sentiment to be admired, but

thrones of ivory, ivory, usu wood , boxwood (? ) of passion to be destroyed.

every kind, a heavy treasure, and his daughters, The results of all these wars can only be found,

his women of the palace, the young men and as we look back upon them , in the retention of

young women, to Nineveh, the city of my lord- what Sargon liad won. Of real expansion, there

ship , I caused to be brought after me; and he was none.

sent his ambassadors to give tribute and to pay In spite of wars and dissensions Sennacherib was

homage.” Sennacherib does not name the place able also to give attention to the arts of peace.

where he received this great tribute from Heze. In Nineveh he constructed two magnificent palaces ,

kiah. From the Bible we learn that it was La- and the city walls and gates herebuilt or restored .

chish (2 Kings 18:14). From Sennacherib himself The inscriptions give no hint concerning the

we also learn that he had besieged and taken the manner of Sennacherib's death in the year 681

same city of Lachish. A splendid wall relief has B. C. The Bible, however, supplies the missing

come down to us, upon which Sennacherib is rep- detail by showing that he died at the hands of his

resented seated upon a throne receivingmen bear. two sons, Adrammelech and Sharezer, while be

ing presents. In front of the king's head are was engaged in worship (2 Kings 19:37). These

these words : “ Sennacherib , the king of the world, statements agree well with the known facts that

the king of Assyria, sat on his throne, and the Sennacherib had preferred Esarhaddon above his
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a

tory.

brothers, and that there was jealousy among the stated that the king bad collected bis troops and

other members of the family. marched to the country of 'Saparda. . . . Classical

LITERATURE. — Smith, George,History of Assyria history informs us that the campaignin 'Saparda

and Babylonia ; Rogers, The Inscriptions of Sen. here referred to, was a campaign in Bithynia and

nacherib, Records of the Past, new series, vol. vi , Galatia. Here, then, was the land of Sepharad,

London, n . d. (1893).— R. W.R. to which the captives of Jerusalem were brought

SENSE . i. (Heb. ban, seh' -kel, intelligence.) (Sayce, Higher Crit., p. 482).

Thus it is said that Ezra and others " read in the SEPHARVAIM (Heb. 0.972 , sef -ar -vah '.

book, in the law of God, distinctly, and gave yim), the name of a city under Assyrian rule,

the sense ” (Neh. 8 : 8), i. e., caused the people to from which people were transported and settled

understand.
in Samaria, in the reign of Sargon , along with

2. Gr.aioonrýplov, ahee-sthay-tay'-ree-on, faculty other people from Cutha, Babylon, Avva, and

of the mind for perceiving, understanding, judging Hamath (2 Kings 17:24). It appears from other

(Heb . 5:14 ). biblical allusions that Sepharvaim was in a coun.

SENSUAL (Gr. Yuxuós, psoo-khee-kos',A. V. try which had but a short time before this been

natural), having the nature and characteristics of conquered by the Assyrians ; it was not in a land
the puxń ( psoo-khay), i. e. , of the principle of ani- which formed an integral portion of the Assyrian
mal life, which men have in common with the empire (2 Kings 18:34 ; 19:13 ; Isa. 36:19 ; 37:13).
brutes (1 Cor. 15:44 ), similar to “flesh and blood ." It has been identified commonly with the city

(y. 50). It has also the meaning of governed by Sippara, the ruins of which were found by Hor.
the " psoo-khay,” i . e. , the sensuous nature with its muzd Rassam, at Abu Habba, southwest of
subjection to appetite and passion (Jude 19 ; comp. Bagdad, and near the Euphrates. This identifi.
1 Cor. 2:14 ). So in James 3:15 ,sensual wisdom is cation is , however, fraught with great difficulty,

that which is in harmony withthe corrupt desires and may indeed be regarded as practically impos

and affections, and springing from them . sible . Sepharvaim has a different form from

SENTENCES (Heb. 77TT, khee -dlaw ', en- Sippara ; it is mentioned always in connection with

tangled, intricate ), a riddle, enigma (Dan .6:12) ; Hamath, as though it were located in the vicinity;

understanding mysteries, i. é. , using dissimulation, it was recently conquered by the Assyrians while.

artifice (8:23 ), as shown in v. 23 .
Sippara was an ancient city in Babylonian terri

For these and other reasons scholars have

SENU'AH (Neh . 11 :9). See HASENUAH .
with practical unanimity ceased to connect Seph

SEPARATION (Heb. 1777, nid -daw ', rejec- arvaim with the ancientBabylonian city of Sippara.

tion ; ?, neh ' -zer, set apart). The Levitical law Instead of this the identification proposed by
provided that persons contaminated by certain Halévy has received common acceptance, viz., that

defilements should be excluded for a longer or Sepharvaim is the sameas the city Sibraim (Ézek.

shorter period from the fellowship of the sanc- 47:16 ), and that this is the city mentioned in the

tuary, and sometimes even from intercourse with Babylonian chronicle under the name of Shabrain,

their fellow -countrymen. These defilements com- which lies in the Hamath district, and was con

prised the uncleanness of a woman in consequence quered by Shalmaneser IV. In these particulars

of child-bearing (Lev., ch. 12), leprosy (chaps. 13 , it exactly suits the requirements of the biblical

14 ), and both natural and diseased secretions from Sepharvaim . The proof is, however, not pos

the sexualorgans of either male or female (ch. 15), itive, though the case is at least plausible.

and from a human corpse (Num . 19 : 11-22). See R. W.R.

UNCLEANNESS. SE PHARVITE (Heb. " ????, sef -ar -vee'), a

SE PHAR (Heb . 27 ,sef-awr ;numbering),“ a native of SEPHARVAIM (q. v .) (2 Kings 17:31 ).

mountain of the east,” mentioned in connection SEPTUAGINT. See SCRIPTURE,VERSIONS OF.

with the Joktanite boundaries (Gen. 10:30). The SEPULCHER . See TOMB.

immigration of the Joktanites was probably from SERAH (Heb. 1770 , seh'-rakh, superfluity;
west to east, and they occupied the southwestern
portion of the peninsula. There is quite a general written Sarah in Num. 26:46), the daughter of

agreement that Sephar is preserved in the very Asher, the son of Jacob (Gen. 46:17 ; Num . 26:46 ;

ancient city of Zhafar — now pronouncedIsfór— | 1 Chron. 7:30). The mention of her name in a
in the province Hadramant, of South Arabia, not list of this kind, in which no others of her sex are

far from the seaport Mirbat.
named, and contrary to the usual practice of the

SEPH'ARAD (Heb. 7777, sef -aw -rawd', sep in connection with her history or circumstances.
Jews, seems to indicate something extraordinary

aration, boundary). In Obadiah (v. 20) it is said The Jews have a tradition that she was very re

that the captives of Jerusalem were “ in Sepharad.” markable for piety and virtue, and was therefore

Sepharad is the 'Saparda of the cuneiform in privileged to be the first person to tell Jacob that

scriptions which we first hear of in connection his son Joseph was still living ; on which account

with the closing days of the Assyrian empire. she was translated to paradise, where, according

Its precise situation has lately been made known to the ancient book Zohar, are four mansions, each

to us by a cuneiform tablet, published by Dr. presided over by an illustrious woman , viz., Sarah,

Strassmaier (Zeitschrift für Assyriologie,vi , 3, pp. daughter of Asher ; the daughter of Pharaoh, who

235, 236). It is dated in the thirty -seventh brought up Moses ; Jochebed , the motherofMoses;

year of Antiochus and Seleucus the kings,' that is and Deborah, the prophetess (McC . and S., Cyc ,

to say, in B. C. 275. In the previous year it is I s . v.).

60
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SERAI'AH (Heb. 177716, ser -aw -yaw ', Jah has and hands (v. 6). According to the orthodox

prevailed ). view, which originated with Dionysius the Are.

1. The scribe (or secretary) of David (2 Sam.opagite, they stand at the head of the nine choirs

8:17), B. C. 986. In other places the name is cor- of angels, the first rank consisting of seraphim ,

rupted into “ Sheva ” .(20:25 ), “ Shisha ” (1 Kings cherubim , and thrones. In anycase, the seraphim

4:3), and “ Shavsha ” ( 1 Chron. 18:16 ). and cherubim were heavenly beings of different

2. The son of Azariah, and high priest in the kinds. And certainly the name seraphim does

reign of Zedekiah (2 Kings 25:18 ; 1 Chron. 6:14 ; not signify merely spirits as such, but even, if not

Ezra 7: 1). When Jerusalem was captured by the the highest of all, yet a distinct order from the

Chaldeans, B. C. 586, he was sent as prisoner to rest.”.

Nebuchadnezzar at Riblah, and there put to death 3. Occupation . The seraphim which Isaiah

( Jer. 52: 24-27).
saw hovered above on both sides of Him that sat

3. An Israelite, the son of Tanbumeth, the Ne- upon the throne, forming two opposite choirs,and

tophatbite, and one of those to whom Gedaliah presenting antiphonal worship. Their occupation

advised submission to the Chaldeans (2 Kings was twofold — to celebrate the praises of Jehovah's

25:23 ; Jer. 40: 8), B. C. 588 . holiness and power (v.3), and to act as the medium

4. The second son of Kenaz, and father of a of communication between heaven and earth (v. 6) .

Joab who was a head of a family of the tribe of From their antiphonal chant (“ one cried unto

Judah, in the valley of Charashim ( 1 Chron. another. ”) we may conceive them to have been

4:13, 14).
ranged inopposite rows on each side of the throne.

5. Sonof Asiel, and father of Josibiah, of the See CHERUBIM .

tribe of Simeon ( 1 Chron . 4:35). SEʻRED (Heb. 7 , seh '-red , fear), the first
6. A priest who returned from the captivity born of Zebulun (Gen. 46:14), and head of the

(Ezra 2 :2 ; Neh. 12:1, 12), B. C. 536. He is, per family of the Sardites (Num . 26:26).

haps, the same who is mentioned (Neh. 10 : 2) as
SERGEANT (Gr. Þaßdoūkos, hrab -doo -̒khos),

sealing the covenant with Nehemiah as “ ruler of

the house of God ” ( 11:11 ).
a rod holder, i. e ., a Roman lictor, a public serve

7. The son of Azriel, and one of the persons trates of cities and colonies as insignia of their
ant who bore a bundle of rods before the magis .

commanded by King Jehoiakim to apprehend office, andwho executed the sentences which they

Jeremiah and Baruch (Jer. 36:26 ) , B. C. about 606 .
8. The son of Neriah, and brother of Baruch | pronounced (Acts 16:35).

( Jer. 51:59 , 61 ). He went with Zedekiah Baby SERʻGIUSPAUL'US, the Roman proconsul

lon in the fourth year of his reign , and is described of Cyprus at the time when Paul with Barnabas

as sar měnûchåh (literally“ prince of rest; " A. V. visited that island on his first missionarytour.

a quiet prince ;" marg. “ prince of Menuchah, or
He is described as an intelligent ( “ prudent”) man,

chief chamberlain " ), a titlewhich is interpreted and hence entertained Elymas, desiring to learn
by Kimchi as that of the office of chamberlain. the truth. On becoming acquainted with Barna

Perhaps he was an officer who took chargeofthe basandPaul he was convinced of the truth ,and

royal caravan on its march, and fixed the place accepted the Gospel (Acts 13 : 7–12).

where it should halt. Seraiah was sent on an em SERMON ON THE MOUNT. 1. The name

bassy to Babylon, about four years before the fall usually given to a discourse delivered by Jesus to

of Jerusalem , andwascommissioned by the prophet his disciples and a multitude on a mountain near

Jeremiah to take with him on his journey the roll Capernaum , A. D. perhaps 28 (Matt., chaps. 6–7 ;

in which he had written the doom of Babylon, Luke 6:20, sq .). The time, however, is no more

and sink it in the midst of the Euphrates, as a distinctly given than is the place. Meyer ( Com .,

token that Babylon would sink , never to rise again in loc.) thinks that it was after Jesus had chosen

(Jer. 51:60–64 ), B. C. 595 . his first four apostles, and that “ his disciples,” in

SERAPHIM.-1. Name.
addition to these four, were his disciples generally.

(Heb. perhaps
Edersheim ( Life and Times of Jesus, i, 524 ) lo

779, saw -rauf", burning, fiery.) The meaning of cates it immediately afterthe choice of the twelve,

the word “ seraph ” is extremely doubtful; the grouping together Luke 6:12,13, 17–19 ; comp.

only word which resembles it in the current He- with Mark 3 :13–15, and Matt. 6: 1, 2.

brew is saw -raf", " to burn,” whence the idea of 2. The Discourse Itself. " It is the same

brilliancy has been extracted ; but it is objected as that found in Luke 6 : 20-49 ; for, although dif

that the Hebrew term never bears this secondary fering in respect of its contents, style, and ar

Gesenius connects it with an Arabic term rangement from that of Matthew, yet, judging

signifying high or exalted ; and this may be regarded from its characteristic introduction and close, its

asthe generally received etymology. manifold and essential identity as regards the

2. Nature. An order of celestial beings, subject matter, as well as from its mentioning the

whom Isaiah beheld in vision standing above Je circumstance that, immediately after, Jesus cured

hovah as he sat upon his throne (Isa . 6 :2, 6). They the sick servant in Capernaum (Luke 7 : 1 , sq . ) , it

are described as having each of them three pairs is clear that Matthew and Luke do not record two

of wings, with one of which they covered their different discourses” (Meyer , Com .).

faces ( a token of humility ); with the second they The plan, according to Gess, is as follows:

covered their feet (a token of respect) ; while with The happiness of those who are fit for the king

the third they few . They seem to have borne a dom (Matt.5 : 3–12). The lofty vocation of Jesus's

general resemblance to the human figure,for they disciples (5: 13–16 ). The righteousness, superior

are represented as baving a face, a voice, feet, I to that of the Pharisees, after which they must

sense.
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SERPENT SERVANT OF JEHOVAH

a

strive who would enter the kingdom (5 :17–6 :34 ). pent's root shall come forth a cockatrice, and his

The rocks on which they run the risk of striking, fruit shall be a fiery flying serpent.” The “ rod ”

and the help against such dangers ( 7: 1-27). A which was broken is the Davidic scepter, now

most excellent plan is given by Whedon ( Com ., broken by the Syro -Ephramitish war. Philistia

in loc.) as follows: was rejoicing in consequence, but this joy was all

1. Christian piety, as distinguished from irre. over now. “ The power from which Philistia had

ligion (Matt. 5 :3–16 ). Nine benedictions upon escaped was a common snake, which had been

humility, penitence, meekness, aspirations after either cut to pieces or had died out down to the

goodness, mercy, purity , peacemaking, and holy very roots. But out of this root, i. e. , the house

suffering for righteousness' sake (vers. 3–12). of David, there was coming forth a basilisk (Heb.

Woes pronounced upon contrary traits (Luke 6:24 , Yox, tseh '- fah) ... which would bring forth
26) . Active duties enjoined upon the blessed

a winged dragon as its fruit. The basilisk is

ones (Matt. 5 : 13–16).
2. Christian piety as distinguished from Juda. Hezekiah and the flying dragon is the Messiah ;

ism (Matt. 6:17–6 :18 ). The completion of pure vidic government of the immediate future,the
or, what is the same thing, the former is the Da.

Judaism (5:17–20). Distinguished from degenerate latter the Davidic governmentof the ultimate fu.

Judaism , in regard to angry, passions, sexual ture” (Delitzsch , Com .). The fiery flying serpents

purity, oaths, conciliation , morallove, sincerity in ( Isa. 30:6)may be so called because of rapid move

alms, prayer, and fasting (5 :20-6 :18).
3. Christianity, as distinguished from Gentilism ment, which appears like a flight, or it may refer

(Matt. 6: 19–7:27). ( a ) Supreme trust in God our dilates its hood into a kind of shining wing on
toa species of serpent, the Naja tripudians, which

provident Father (6: 19–34). The earth -treasures each side of the neck and is very poisonous.

must not come into competition with the heavenly

treasures (6 : 19-23). The world -god must not
SERPENT CHARMING , the art of taming

standin competition with our heavenly Father serpents (Heb. win ?, lakh'-ash, a whisper, Jer. 8:

(vers. 24–34 ). (b) Supreme reverence for God as | 17 ; Eccles. 10:11 ), wbile those who practiced the art

our adjudging Father ( 7:1-27). Usurp not his were known as men -akh -ash-eem ' (Heb. Onunar?)
place as Judge (vers. 1-6) . Confide in his more There can be no question at all of the remark
than earthly parentage (vers. 7–12). Enter the

narrow way to him, avoiding false guides (vers. exercisedby certain people in the East ' over poi.
able power which , from time immemorial, has been

13-20). Profession no assurance before bis judg

ment bar (vers. 21-23). (c) We stand or fall in tioned in the Bible, and probably alluded to by
sonous serpents. The art is most distinctly men.

judgment only by obedience to Christ's words James (3:7). Theusual species operatedupon,
(vers. 24–27.)

both in Africa and in India, are the hooded snakes
SERPENT. See ANIMAL KINGDOM ; TEMPTA- (Naja tripudians and Naja haje) and the horned

TION ; also SUPPLEMENT.
Cerastes. " That the charmers frequently, and per.

Figurative. The malice of the wicked is com- haps generally, take the precaution of extracting

pared to the “ poison of the serpent” (Psa. 58 :4 ; the poison fangs before the snakes are subjected

comp. 140: 3) ; the poisonous bite of the serpent to their skill , there is much probability for be.

is a figure of the baneful influence of wine (Prov. lieving ; but that this operation is not always

23:31, 32) ; unexpected evil is like the bite of a attended to is clear from the testimony of Bruce

serpent lurking in a wall ( Eccles . 10: 8), and a land numerous other writers. Some bave sup

“ babbler ” like an uncharmed serpent, which posed that the practice of taking out or breaking

bites (10:11); enemies who harass and destroy off the poison fangs is alluded to in Psa. 58:6,

are compared to serpents (Isa . 14:29 ; Jer. 8:17 ), “ Break their teeth, O God, in their mouth.” The

while the voice of discomfited Egypt is likened to serpent charmer's usual instrument is a fute

serpents roused from their lair by thewoodnian (Smith, Bib. Dict. , s . v .).

(Jer. 46:22). The serpent is a figure for hypocrites
SEʻRUG (Heb. 1791, ser -oog ', tendril), the son

(Matt. 23:33 ), those who are prudent ( 10:16) ; and
the handling of serpents (Mark 16:18) is men- of Reu, father of Nahor, the grandfather of Abra .

tioned as a proof of supernatural protection (comp. ham (Gen. 11:20 ; 1 Chron. 1:26 ). When thirty

Acts 28: 5).
years of age he begat Nahor, and lived two hun.

SERPENT, BRAZEN . See BRAZEN SER- dred years afterward,B. C. before 2300. In Luke

3:35 , the name is Grecized into SAROCA (9. v . ) .

SERPENT, FIERY (Heb. 77 , saw -rawf', day's journeyfrom Charræ in Mesopotamia, was
Bochart conjectures that the town of Seruj, a

burning, Num. 21: 6 ; Deut. 8:15 ). As the Israel. named from this patriarch . Suidas and others

ites traveled round the land of Edom they found ascribe to him the deification of dead benefactors

food and water scarce and rebelled against Jehovah . of mankind. Epiphanius states that, though in

In consequence they were afflicted by a plague of his time idolatry took its rise, yet it was confined

fiery serpents (literally “burning snakes" ), so to pictures. He characterizes the religion of

called from their burning, i. e. , inflammatory bite, mankind up to Serug's days as Scythic. There is,

which filled the victim with heat and poison. The of course, little or no historical value in any of

punishment brought the people to reflection and these statements.

confession of sin . They were pardoned through
SERVANT. See SERVICE.

faith , which they manifested by looking to the

brazen serpent (q . v . ) . In Isa. 14:29 theprophet
SERVANT OF JEHOVAH (Heb . 72

utters the following prediction,“ Out of the ser- 1-777?, eh ' -bed yeh-ho-vaw '; Gr. doūdos tou Kvpiov,

>

>

PENT.
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SERVICE

senses :

"

а .

doo ' - los too koo -ree' -00, " servant of the Lord,” “ my to maintain himself as an independent citizen, in

servant," etc.), a term used figuratively in several which case he might pass by sale under the power

of another (Exod. 21:2 , sq. ). " The passage which

1. A worshiper of God (Neh. 1:10), and Daniel lays down the law in such a case (Lev. 25:39) does

in particular (Dan. 6:20) ; to pious persons, as not imply that the sale was compulsory, but is
Abraham (Psa. 105:6, 42 ), Joshua ( Josh. 24:29 ; understood by Rosenmüller, Gesenius, Knobel,
Judg. 2 :8 ), and many others. and others, as meaning that the individual sold him.

2. A minister or ambassador of God on some self, or rather the right to his labor, to some one

special service (Isa . 49 : 6), e . g. , Nebuchadnezzar, of his brethren, that he might obtain the means of

whom God used to chastise his people (Jer. 27:6 ; subsistence for himself and family ” (Dr. Lindsay,

43:10) ; but usually some favorite servant , as the in Imp. Dict.).

angels (Job 4:18), prophets (Ezra 9:11; Jer. 7:25 ; (2) By the commission of a theft. The law re

Dan. 9 :6 ; Amos 3 :7) ; and especially Moses (Deut. quired restitution to the extent at least of double

34 :5 ; Josh. 1 : 1 , 13, 15 ; Psa. 105: 26). Paul and the value of the amount stolen , and in somecases

other apostles call themselves the " servants of even five times more. If the thief could not

Jesus Christ” and “ of God ” (Rom . 1 : 1 ; Col. 4 : make the required restitution , then he was to be

12 ; Tit. 1 : 1 ; James 1 : 1 ; 2 Pet. 1 : 1 ; Jude 1 ; sold for his theft (Exod. 22 :3), and so by his labor
Rev. 1 : 1). make the restitution.

3. The Messiah is typified as the servant of the (3) The children of a Hebrew servant became

Lord for accomplishing the work of redemption by the condition of their birth servants of the

( Isa. 42: 1 ; 62:13 ; comp. Matt. 12:18). master (Exod. 21 :4 ).

4. The term " servant” is also applied to the ( 4 ) Although it is not clearly stated in the law

relation of men to others occupying high positions : that a man might be claimed personally, and with

as Eliezer, who had a position in Abraham's house his children sold by his creditors, in fact, the per.

hold something similar to that of a prime minis- son and children of a debtor were claimed (2 Kings

ter at court (Gen. 15 : 2 ; 24 : 2 ) ; Joshua, in relation 4 : 1 ; Neh. 5 : 5 ; comp. Isa . 50 : 1 ; Job 24: 9). From

to Moses (Exod. 33:11) ; Gehazi , in relation to Lev. 25:39, 47, it may be understood that while

Elisha (2 Kings 4:12 ), etc. See SERVICE. the impoverished man might sell himself it was

SERVICE, the rendering of several Hebrew only toworkoff his debt till the jubilee year.

and Greek words : Heb. 737 ( aw -bad '), to serve, (5) Every Israelite, male or maid, who had be.

work ; 77 (ser-awd ), stitching, service ; n relatives. If not thus redeemedhe was bound to
come a slave might be redeemed at any time by

( shaw -rath '), to attend ; 7; (yard ), a hand ; Gr. receive hisfreedom without payment after six

dlakovía (dee-ak -on -ee'-ah ), attendance ; heltoupyia years' service, with a present of cattle and fruits

( li-toorg -ee'-ah), public function, as of a priest ; (Exod. 21:2 ; Deut. 15 :12-15). If he brought a

dovleów (dool-yoo -̒o), to be a slave ; harpeów (lat. wife with him into service, she received her free
ryoo'o), to minister . dom with him ; if he received a wife from his

While there were persons employed for wages master, then she and her children remained in

( see HIRELING), the servants of the Israelites, as bondage (Exod. 21 : 3 ; Jer. 34:8, sq .).
of other ancient peoples , consisted chiefly of ( 6 ) Respecting an Israelite maid sold to another

slaves -- men and maid servants--held as property. Israelite as housekeeper and concubine, these con.

These were bought from neighboring nations or ditions prevailed : (a) She could not “ go out as

from foreign residents in Canaan, captives taken the menservants do," i, e . , she could not leave at

in war, or children of slaves bornin the house of the termination of six years, or in the year of ju.

the master. In so far as anything like slavery bilee, if her masterwas willing to fulfill the object

existed, it was a mild and merciful system, as for which he had purchased her (Exod. 21 :7).

compared to that of other nations. It cannot be (6) If she did not please her lord she was to be

said to be a Mosaic institution at all , but being immediately redeemed ,not sold to a strange peo

found by the Jewish lawgiver, it was regulated by ple (v. 8). ( c) If he betrothed her to his son, he

statute with the purpose and tendency of mitiga- was bound tomake such provision for her as he

ting its evils and of restricting its duration. One would for one of his own daughters (v. 9). ( d) If

source of slavery was branded with utter reproba- either he or his son, having married her, took a

tion by Moses, the punishment of death being second wife, it should not be to the prejudice of

made the penalty of stealing or makingmerchan. the first, either in respectto support, clothing,or

dise of a human being, whether an Israelite (Deut. cohabitation ( v. 10). ( e) In failure of these, she

24 :7) or foreigner (Exod. 21:16). With regard to was freed without money ( v. 11 ).

the kind of service which might be exacted by (7) If a Hebrew servant, from love for master

Hebrew masters from their servants, a distinction or wife and children, preferred not to accept free.

was made between those who were of their own dom in the seventh year, but wished to remain in

brethren and foreigners. his master's house, he was brought before the eld.

1. Hebrew . Because the Israelites were the ers and had his ear bored against door or post

servants of God they were not to be treated, when with an awl in token of lifelong servitude (Exod.

they became servants to their brethren, as bond 21 : 6 ; Deut. 15:17). The boring of the ear is

servants, but as hired servants and sojourners, found among many Eastern people as a token of

and their masters were to rule over them with servitude, not only in case of slaves, but also of

kindness (Lev. 25:39). In several ways a Hebrew dervishes and others devoted to a deity. This act

might become the servant of his brethren : was not prescribed in the law as symbolizing any.

( 1) When he, through poverty, became unable thing shameful or despicable ; for Moses seeks in
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every way to protect and restore personal free- other religious festivals ( Deut. 12:12, 18 ; 16:11 ,

dom, and could not therefore approve of anyone 14), and enjoy the rest ofthe Sabbath (Exod. 20:

voluntarily devoting himself to perpetual slavery. 11 ; Deut. 5:14 , sq.). The occupations of slaves

It was allowed because love and the allegiance of were of a menial character, as implied in Lev. 25:

love was prized more highly than loveless personal 39, consisting partly in the work of the house and

freedom (Keil , Bib. Arch .). The custom of redu- partly in personal attendance.

cing Hebrews to servitude appears to have fallen SERVITOR (Heb . nu ?, meh - shaw -rayth ',

into disuse subsequently to the Babylonish cap, an attendant), but not in a menial capacity (2 Kings

tivity. Vast numbers of Hebrews were reduced
4:43). See GLOSSARY.

to slavery as war captives at different periods by
SERVITUDE. See SERVICE.

the Phænicians (Joel 3 : 6 ) , the Philistines (Amos

1 : 6), the Syrians ( 1 Macc. 3:41 ; 2 Macc. 8:11) ; SETH (Heb. 7, shayth, compensation ). The

the Egyptians (Josephus, Ant., xii, 2, $5), and, signification of his nameis “ appointed ” or “ put ”

above all, by the Romans. in the place of the murdered Abel; but Ewald

2. Hebrew Slave and Foreign Master. thinks that another signification, which he pre

Should a Hebrew become the servant of a " stran. fers, is indicated in the text, viz. , "seedling ,"
ger," meaning a non-Hebrew, the servitude could or germ .” The third son of Adam, and father

be terminated only in two ways, viz., by the ar- of Enos when he was one hundred and five years

rival of the year of jubilee or by the repayment old . He died at the age of nine hundred and

to the master of the purchase money paid for the twelve (Gen. 4:25, 26 ; 6 :3-8 ; 1 Chron . 1 : 1 ; Luke

servant, after deducting the value of the services 3:38).

already rendered. The estimate was based upon SETHUR (Heb. Tino, seth -oor ', hidden ), son

the pay of a hired laborer (Lev. 25 :47–55) .

3. Non -Hebrew Slaves. (1) Source . The Asher among the twelvespiessentby Mosesto
of Michael, the representative of the tribe of

majority of non -Hebrew slaves were war captives, view the promised land (Num. 13:13), B. C. 1209.

either of the Canaanites who had survived the

general extermination of their race under Joshua,
SEVEN. See NUMBERS, 3.

or such as were conquered from the other sur.
SEVENTY. See NUMBERS, 3.

rounding nations (Num . 31:26 , sq . ). Besides these, SEVENTY DISCIPLES OF OUR LORD

many were obtained by purchase from foreign (Luke 10 :1, 17). These were, doubtless, other

slave dealers ( Lev. 25:44, 45 ) ; and others may persons than the “ twelve," whom our Lord seems

have been resident foreigners who were reduced to have kept by his side. Considerable specula

to this state either by poverty or crime. The tion has arisen owing to the number seventy, some

children of slaves remained slaves , being the class thinking that Jesus had in view the ancient He.

described as “ born in the house ” (Gen. 14:14 ; 17 : brew analogue of the seventy - originally seventy

12 ; Eccles. 2 : 7 ), and hence the number was likely two_elders of the people (Num . 11: 16–25 ). Godet

to increase as time went on . The average value (Com., on Luke)says : “ There is another explana.

of a slave appears to have been thirty shekels tion of thenumber which seems to us more natu.

(Exod. 21:32). ral . The Jews held, agreeably to Gen. 10, that

(2) How considered. The slave is described as the human race was made up of seventy (or

the possession ” of bis master, apparently with seventy-two) peoples - fourteen descended from

a special reference to the power which the latter Japhet, thirty from Ham, and twenty -six from

had of disposing of him to his heirs as he would Shem.

any other article of personal property (Lev . 25:45, SEVENTY WEEKS. See DANIEL, Book

46) ; the slave is also described as his master's OF ; WEEKS.

“ money ” (Exod. 21:21 ), i . e . , as representing a
SHAALAB BIN (Heb. 7aby , shah - al- ab

certain money value. Such expressions show that

he was regarded very much in the light of a man. been ', a place of foxes,Josh. 19:42), or SHAAL'

cipium or chattel. BIM (Heb. brassu, shah-al-beem ', house offores,

(3) Freeing. That the slave might be manu- Judg. 1:35 ; 1 Kings 4:9 ), a town in Dan named

mitted appears from Exod. 21:26, 27 ; Lev. 19:20. between Ir-shemesh and Ajalon (Josh . 19:42). It

As to the methods by which this might be effected is frequently mentioned in the bistory of David

we are told nothing in the Bible ; but the Rabbin . and Solomon under the latter form . It may pos

ists specify the following four methods: (1) re. sibly be the present Selbit.

demption by a money payment, (2 ) a bill or ticket SHAAL BONITE (Heb. byv, shah -al-bo
of freedom ,(3)testamentary disposition,or (4)any nee). Eliahba the Shaalbonite was oneofDavid's
act that implied manumission, such as making a
slave one's heir, thirty -seven beroes (2 Sam . 23:32 ; 1 Chron. 11:33 ).

4. Protection. Both respecting the Israelite Hewas the native of a place named Shaalbon,

and thestranger provisionwasmade forthe pro- tical with Shaalbim or Shaalabbin, of the tribe ofwhich is not mentioned elsewhere, unless it is iden.

tection of his person ( Lev. 24:17, 22 ; Exod. 21:20).
Dan .

A minor personal injury, such as the loss of an
SHA'APH (Heb.goo, shah'-af, fluctuation ).eye or a tooth, was to be recompensed by giving

the servant his liberty (Exod. 21:26 , 27) . The po- 1. The last named of the sons of Jahdai of the

sition of the slave in regard to religious privileges tribe of Judah (1 Chron. 2:47), B. C. probably
was favorable. He was to be circumcised (Gen. about 1190.

17:12), and hence was entitled to partake of the 2. Third named of the four sons of Caleb by

paschal sacrifice (Exod. 12:44), as well as of the Maachah, his concubine. He was the “ father

1

( G
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( i. e. , founder) of Madmannah (1 Chron . 2:49), 1. Captive. He was one of the Jewish cap.

B. C. after 1190. tives carried to Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar, B. C.

SHAARA'IM (Heb. 6.30 , shah -ar -ah '-yim , about 586. Being of goodly person and of supe

two gates). rior understanding, he was selected , with his three

1. A city called also Sharaim (Josh . 15:36), companions, for the king's service, and was placed

near Azekah, in Judah_ (1 Sam . 17:52). It is under tuition in the language and learning of the

probably the same with TellZakariya.
Chaldeans as taught in the college of the magi.

2. Atown in Simeon (1 Chron.4:31), supposed cians. Like Daniel he lived on pulse and water,

to be identical with Te Sheriah, between Gaza and when the time of his probation was over he

and Beer-sheba.
and his three companions, being found superior

SHAASH'GAZ (Heb. Taoyu, shah-ash -gaz', before the king (Dan. 1:7, sq.).
to all the other magicians, were advanced to stand

perhaps beauty's servant), the eunuch who had 2. Promotion. When Nebuchadnezzar deter

charge of the concubines in the court of Xerxes mined upon the slaughter of the magicians be

( Esth. 2:14), B. C. 618. cause they could not tell him his forgotten dream ,

SHAB'BETHAI (Heb. "nau, shab -beth -ah'ee, Shadrach united with hiscompanionsin prayer to
restful), a Levite who assisted in taking account God to reveal the dream to Daniel (Dan. 2:17, 18) ;

of those who had married Gentile wives (Ezra 10: and Daniel, being successful, Shadrach shared in

15), B. C. 457. He is probably the samewith the the promotion, being appointed to a high civil of

one mentioned (Neh . 8 :7) as assisting in the in- fice (v. 49).

struction of the people in the law, and as one of
3. Fiery Furnace . At the instigation of

the chief of the Levites who had the oversight certain envious Chaldeans an ordinance was pub

of the outward business of the house of God ” lished that all persons should worship the golden

(11:16).
image to be set up in the plain of Dura. For re

SHACHI'A (Heb. 1770, shok -yaw ', accusa
fusing to comply , Shadrach, with Meshach and

Abed-nego, were cast into the fiery furnace ; but
tion or announcement, according to the margin ; theirfaith remained firm , and they escaped unhurt.

but the text has 1770, shob -yaw ', captivation ), The king acknowledged Jehovah to beGodand
the sixth named of the seven sons of Shaharaim promoted his faithful servants (Dan . 3 : 1-30). After

by his wife Hodesh ( 1 Chron . 8:10). their deliverance from the furnace we hear no

SHAD'DAI (Heb. 70, shad -dah'ee, the Almore of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego in the

Old Testament; neither are they spoken of in the

mighty), an ancient name of God, rendered “ Al- New Testament,except in the pointed allusion to

mighty " everywhere in the A. V.
them in the Epistle to the Hebrews, as having

SHADOW (Heb.58, tsale, or 55x, tsayº-lel; " through faith quenched the violence of fire»
nypsy, tsal-maw'-veth ;Gr. okiá, skee -ah ; woorí- |(Heb. 11:34). Butthere are repeated allusionsto
noua, ap-os-kee'-as-mah, shading off ; karaokláśw, them in the later apocryphal books, and themar.

kat-as-kee-ad'.
"-20, obscuration ). The use of this tyrs of the Maccabean period seem to have been

word in Scripture is mostly much encouraged bytheir example ( 1 Macc. 2:59,

Figurative. 1. “ Shadow of death ” is taken 60 ; 3 Macc. 6 :6 ; 4 Macc. 13 : 9 ; 16 :3, 21 ; 18:12).

from the shadow representing darkness, gloom , SHAFT. 1. ( Heb. 77 , yaw -rake', a thigh ),

etc., and so is figurative of the grave (Job 10:21 ; the shank of the golden candlestick (Exod. 25:31 ).
12:22 ; 16:16 ; Isa. 9 : 2 ; Jer. 2 : 6 ); also severe trial

2. (Heb. YT, khayts, a dart), and used figura
( Psa. 23:4 ) ; state of ignorance (Matt . 4:16) .
2. Ashadow , swiftly moving, is symbolic of tively of one who is used to preach the word (Isa.

the fleetness of human life (1 Chron . 29:15 ; Job
49 : 2).

8 :9 ; 14 :2 ; Psa. 102 : 11 ). SHA’GE (Heb. Nau, shaw - gay ', erring), father

3. Covering and protection from heat ; thus of Jonathan the Hararite, one of David's guard

the Messiah "is as the shadow of a great rock in ( 1 Chron. 11:34). See SHAMMAH, 5.

a weary land ” ( Isa. 32 : 2 ; 49 : 2 ; Cant. 2 : 3 ; Psa. SHA'HAR (Psa. 22, title). See Music.

17 :8 ; 63 : 7 ; 91 : 1 ).

4. An image cast by an object and represent SHAHARA'IM (Heb. D : 7770, shakh -arah ' .

ing the form of that object, as opposed to the vim , double dawn, i . e. , morning and evening twi.

“ body ” or thing itself (Col. 2:17) ; hence a sketch, light), a Benjamite who became the father of sev.

outline, as the Jewish economy (Heb. 8 : 5 ; 10: 1 ) . eral children in the land of Moab ( 1 Chron . 8 : 8 ).

The second Greek term means “ a ' shadow Considerable confusion appears to have crept into

caused by revolution " (James 1:17),the thought be the text, and various ways have been suggested of

ing that “ with the Father of light there is neither removing the difficulty.

parallax nor tropical shadow .” As the sun ap SHAHAZ’IMAH (Heb. 177297w, shakh-ats

pears to us to have changes, whence come sum- ee'-maw, toward the heights ), a place in the tribe
mer and winter, day and night, but in reality the of Issachar, between Tabor and the Jordan (Josh .

changes we experience are from ourselves ; so 19:22) . Not positively identified.
God, the source of all good, does not change, SHAʼLEM (Heb. obu, shaw -lame',peaceful),
though he may appear to do so.

named in the A. V. as a place near Jacob's well

SHADRACH (Heb. 17274 , shad-rak', mean- (Gen. 33:18, 20). It is improbablethatShalem is

ing uncertain ), the Chaldee name given to Hana- a proper name. The R. V, renders. “ Jacob came

niah, the chief of the three Hebrew children . in peace to the city of Shechem .”

ر
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SHALIM , LAND OF SHALMANESER

SHA’LIM, LAND OF (Heb. Dobyw, shah - assisted in building its walls (Neh. 3:12), B. C.

al-eem ', land of foces), the region through which 445.

Saul passed in looking for the asses of Kish, which SHAL'LUN (Heb. 7920), shal -loon ', another

were lost ( 1 Sam. 9 :4 ). It is identified by Schwarz form of Shallum , retribution ), “ the son of Col.

( Palest., p. 155) with Shual, near Ophrah (13:17). hozeh, the ruler of part of Mizpah ; he built it,

SHAL'ISHA, LAND OF (Heb.my?w, shaw- and covered it, and setupthedoors thereof,the
lee-shaw ', triangular), a district adjoining on Mount locks thereof, and the bars thereof, and the wall

Ephraim ( 1 Sam . 9 :4), north of Lydda . Unques of the pool of Siloah by the king's garden, and

tionablythe country round Baal-shalisha (2 Kings unto the stairsthat go down from the city of Da.

4:42). It is mentioned in connection with Saul's vid ” (Neh . 3:15 ), B. Č. 445.

search after the asses of his father. SHALMAI (Heb.margin in Ezra, brand ,

SHALʻLECHETH, THE GATE OF (Heb. sham -lah'ee, my thanks, text Shamlay '; in Neh.

now,shal-leh'-keth ,a casting down), one of the 252, sal-mah’ee,my garments). The children of

gates of the temple through which the refuse was Shalınai (or Shamlai, as in the margin of Ezra 2:

thrown, by the causewaygoing up out of the Tyro. 46) were among the Nethinim who returned with

poon valley (1 Chron. 26:16 ). This gate fell to Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:46 ; Neh. 7:48), B. C. about

the lot of Hosah, to act as porter.
536.

SHAL'LUM (Heb. 0124, shal -loom ', retribu
SHALʻMAN (Heb. 72250, shal-man', perhaps

tion).
Persian, fire worshiper ), an abbreviated form of

1. The Sixteenth King of Israel. His Shalmaneser, king of Assyria (Hos. 10:14 ).

father's name was Jabesh . Shallum conspired SHALMAN’ESER (Heb. hox 2250 , shal

against Zechariah, son of Jeroboam II, killed him , man-eh'ser). The Assyrian inscriptions have made

and thus brought the dynasty of Jehu to a close, known to us four kings of the name Shalmaneser.

as was predicted (2 Kings 10:30), B. C. 742. He of these only one is mentioned by name in the

reigned only a month ,being in turn dethroned and Old Testament, and he is Shalmaneser IV , of As

slain by Menahem ( 15 :10-15 ). syrian history. But though Shalmaneser II is not

2. The Son of Tikvah and husband of the named in the Old Testament, the evidence is there

prophetess Huldah ( 2 Kings 22:14 ; 2 Chron. 34: of his influence and his work. Without some

22), B. C. 626. He was custodian of the priestly knowledge of him it is impossible to understand

wardrobe, and was probably the same with Jere- the reign of Ahab, king of Israel, with whom he
miah's uncle (Jer. 32 : 7). was contemporary.

3. Son of Sisamai and father of Jekamiah, 1. Shalmaneser II. The reign of Assbur.

and a descendant of Shesham of Judah ( 1 Chron . nazirpal (884–860 B. C.) was one of the most

2:40, 41 ). brilliant and daring of all Assyrian history. In

4. The Third Son of Josiah, king of Ju- him the spirit of the mighty Tiglath -pileser I

dah , known in the books of Kings and Chronicles (about 1120 B. C.) seemed to live again . The

as Jehoahaz (1 Chron . 3:15 ; Jer. 22:11 ) . See JEHO- boundaries of the Assyrian empire were carried

far beyond their previous limits, and Assyrian in.

5. Son of Shaul, the son of Simeon ( 1 Chron . Auence began to be counted a force far and near.

4:25). Under his leadership the Assyrians invaded Ar.

6. A High Priest, son of Zadok and father menia and ravaged the country south of Lake Van.

of Hilkiah ( 1 Chron. 6:12, 13), and an ancestor of With the sword went also Assyrian commerce and

Ezra (Ezra 7 : 2), B. C. after 950. He is the Me culture. The Assyrian system of cuneiform writ.

shullam of 1 Chron . 9:11 ; Neh. 11:11 . ing was introduced into the land where later the

7. The Youngest Son of Naphtali ( 1 Chron . kingdom of Van held sway, and so a center of
7:13), called Shillem (Gen.46:24), B. C. about 2000. influence was located . To the westward also

8. A Descendant of Kore, and chief of the marched Asshurnazirpal victoriously, reaching

porters of the sanctuary in the time of David even the Mediterranean, and receiving tribute

( 1 Chron . 9:17 , 19, 31 ) , B. C. about 980. He from Tyre and Sidon. But there his work ceased.

seems to have been the same Shallum whose de. Would his successor be able to retain what he

scendants returned from the exile (Ezra 2:42 ; 10: won ; would he be able to increase it ? He was

24 ; Neh. 7:45). With this Shallum we may iden. succeeded by his son Shalmaneser II , whose glori.

tify Meshelemiah and Shelemiah ( 1 Chron . 26:1, 2, ous reign (860–825 B. C. ) surpassed even bis

9, 14) , and is perhaps the “ father” of Maaseiah father's.

(Jer. 35:4). of the reign of Shalmaneser II we possess

9. The Father of Jehizkiah, which latter several well-preserved original monuments. The

was one of the chieftains of Ephraim who took most beautiful of them is the famous Black

part in returning the prisoners carried away from Obelisk, now in the British Museum. A solid

Judah (2 Chron . 28:12), B. C. before 741. block of basalt, over six feet high , is covered on

10. A Jew of the descendants of Bani, who all four sides with inscriptions cut into the stone,

put away his idolatrous wife (Ezra 10:42) , B. C. and accompanying these are well-executed pictures

456. of the objects which the king had received as

11. A Levitical Porter who did the same gifts, or in payment of tribute. A second impor.

( Ezra 10:24 ), B. C. 456. tant text is the Monolith Inscription, a large slab,

12. The Son of Halohesh, the “ ruler of the with a portrait, nearly life-size, of the king, and

balf part of Jerusalem ,” who with his daughters this covered over with two columns of writing,

AHAZ .
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Besides these, several colossal bulls, covered with In this campaign he again excites the interest of

inscriptions, have also been found. From these biblical students. Jehu was now king of Israel ,

original sources of information we cannot recon- a man daring enough to usurp a . throne, but not

struct the king's reign . courageous enough to face the Assyrians. Jehu

At the beginning of his reign Shalmaneser set attempts to buy off the Assyrians by sending costly

himself to strengthen the kingdom of his father presents to Shalmaneser. On the Black Obelisk

in Mesopotamia and in Armenia. Five years were Shalmaneser has left a picture of Jehu's ambassa

devoted to this task . His land was now strong, dors stooping to kiss his feet, and bringing to him

and he could turn his attention to the outside. In presents. Accompanying the picture are the words,

the sixth year of his reign (854 B. C. ) he turned is The tribute of JEHU , son of Omri : silver, gold,

westward to take up the work of conquest where etc.” Jehu was not the son of Omri, but would

his father hadleft it. Asshurnazirpal had not be so called by the Assyrians, who long spoke of

disturbed Israel ; that was reserved for his son . Israel as the “ land of Omri. ” In 839 Shalmaneser

The fame of the exploits of Shalmaneser had received the tribute of Tyre, Sidon , and Byblos,

passed through Syria and into Palestine. It was and this was his last expedition to the west.

evident to the peoples of all that country that no Thereafter he was occupied near at home with a

single nation could successfully oppose so great a rebellion in 827. In 825 he died , and Shamshi.

.warrior as he. The only hope was in a coalition . Ramman II, his son, ruled in his stead .

A union for the general defense was composed of 2. Shalmaneser IV , a king of Assyria, who

the peoples of Damascus, Hamath , Israel , Phæ- reigned 727–722. He was the successor of Tig.

nicia, Que (eastern Cilicia), and Muçri (western lath.pileser III (see TIGLATH - PILESER ), and ascended

Cappadocia ). These combined forces Shalmaneser the throne in the very month in which his prede

II met in battle at Qarqar (sometimes written cessor died . No historical inscriptions of this

Karkar ), and thus tells the story of the battle : king have yet been found. A weight containing

“ From Argana I departed ; to Qarqar I ap- his namealone, and a boundary stone dated in his

proached. Qarqar , his royal city, I wasted, de reign , are the only monuments of his date which

stroyed , burned with fire ; 1,200 chariots, 1,200 have come into our possession . Our knowledge

saddle horses, 20,000 men of DADDA- IDRI , of Da- of his reign begins with the eponym lists . These

mascus ; 700 chariots, 700 saddle horses, 10,000 are lists of the names of Assyrian kings, accom

men of ÍRKHULINA, the Hamatbite ; 2,000 chariots, panied in some cases with a brief note mentioning

10,000 men of AHAB, the Israelite ; 500 men of the campaigns conducted by themonarch. In the

the Quans; 1,000 men of the Egyptians (?) ; eponym list for the year 727 B.C. is the record

10 chariots, 10,000 men of the Irkanatians ; 200 that Shalmaneser ascended the throne. Under

men of Matino-Baal, the Arvadite ; 200 men of the same year is the record of a campaign against

the Usanatians ; 30 chariots, 10,000 men of a city, the name of which is unhappily broken off.

ADUNU -Baal, the Shianian ; 1,000 camels of Gin. As this record stands before the words recording

DIBU', the Arabian ; 1,000 men of Baasha, the king's accession , it may be that the campaign

son of RUKAUBI, the Ammonite — these 12 [there was begun by his predecessor and continued by

must be a mistake here, for only 11 have been him. The Babylonian chronicle sets down in this

mentioned ] kings he took to his assistance ; to same accession year, during the last three months,

make battle and war against me they came. With the destruction of the city of Shamara'in, or Sha

the exalted power which Asshur, the lord , gave bara’in. This city was once thought by some to

me, with the powerful arms which Nergal, who be the city of Samaria. This view is improbable

goes before me, had granted me, I fought with on philological grounds. With more probability

them , from Qarqar to Gilzan I accomplished it is now by many supposed to be the biblical

their defeat; 14,000 of their warriors I slew with Sepharvaim (2 Kings 17:24 ), but even this view is

arms; like RAMMAN I rained a deluge upon them , uncertain. In the year 726 the eponym list says

I strewed hither and yon their bodies.” This is a that there was no campaign. For the remaining

bold claim of an overwhelming victory. It was a three years of the king's reign there were cam

victory for the Assyrians beyond a doubt, but it paigns, but the lands against which they were di.

does not appear atthis distance that thevictory rected are unknown, for the eponym list is broken

was won without great sacrifices. It is clear, at at this point. The next definite intelligence of

any rate, that Shalınaneser did not feel it suffi- the events in the reign of Shalmaneser IV is found

ciently great to justify him in attempting to seize in the Old Testament. Hosea was king of Israel
Hamathor Damascus. in Samaria at the time that Shalmaneser was reign .

In the year 850–849 Shalmaneser II again in- ling in Assyria . He had paid tribute to the As

vaded the west land, and again his inscriptions syrians, but decided to make a bold attempt to

record victory. He was, however, in this cam- throw off the yoke. He therefore sought aid from

paign not endeavoring to attack Israel , and hence the Egyptian king So (or Seveh ), and this was

his deeds do not interest students of the Bible. naturally construed as rebellion by the Assyrians

Another expedition followed in 846, and this also ( 17:4). Shalmaneser invaded Palestine and laid

was without effect upon Israel ; the king was beat. siege to Samaria . The siege continued for three

ing down Syria by successive blows , and this time years, and at its conclusion many of the inhab.

he seemsto have dealt a severe blow to the north - itants of Samaria were carried into captivity.

ern confederation, for Damascus is left to stand Samaria fell in 722 B. C., and that was the year of
alone. In 843 Shalmaneser, upon a new invasion, Shalmaneser's death . The inscriptions of his suc.

found new rulers to oppose him . Ben - hadad Il cessor, Sargon, claim that the city was taken by

no longer lived, and Hazael was ruler in Damascus. I him and not by Shalmaneser (see Sargon). This

1
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may have been the case, or it may be merely a so reckoned because he answered the description

boast of Sargon. In any case the historical char. as given in Judg. 2:16 .

acter of the book of Kings is not impugned. Of SHAM'HUTH (Heb. 07.aw, sham-hooth',

the other events in the reign of Shalmaneser IV desolation), the fifth captain for the fifth month in
we know nothing definitely.

LITERATURE.—George Smith, History of Assyria B. C.about 1000. From a comparison of the lists in
David's arrangement of his army ( 1 Chron. 27 : 8),

andBabylonia,London, 1895. On Shalmaneser 11; 1 Chron.,chaps.11 and 27,it would seem that Sham
see Rogers, “ Assyria's First Contact with Israel,” | huth is the same as Shammoth the Harorite.

Methodist Review , March -April, 1895.—R. W. R.
SHAʼMIR (Heb. 779u), shaw -meer ', a thorn .)

SHAʼMA (Heb. 972, shaw-maw', obedience),

the eldest son of Hothan, and, with his brother 15:48). Keil (Com .,in loc.) suggests its identity
1. A town among the mountains of Judah (Josh .

Jehiel, a member ofDavid's guard (1 Chron. 11:44), with the ruins of Um Shaumerah, mentioned by

B. C. about 1000.
Robinson (iii, app. ). Dr. Strong (McC. and S., Cyc.,

SHAMARI'AH (2 Chron. 11:19) . See SHE s . v . ) suggests the ruined village Simieh ,southwest

MARIAH, 2. of Hebron .

SHAMBLES (Gr. pákekhov, mak '-el -lon, a 2. A town uponthe mountains of Ephraim , the

meat market ). Such markets seem to have been residence and burial place of judge Tola ( Judg.

introduced into Palestine by the Romans, and 10 : 1, 2). Its situation is still unknown.

the Jews were forbidden to deal with them be- 3. A Kohathite Levite, son of Michab, and ap

cause they offered the Aesh of unclean animals pointed by David to the service of the sanctuary

for sale. When Paul urged the Corinthians to ( 1 Chron. 24:24) .

buy whatever was offered in the shambles, ask. SHAMMA (Heb. Nyou , sham -maw ', desola

ing no questions for conscience' sake ” (1 Cor. tion ), the eighth named of the eleven sons of

10:25 ), he meant that they should not stop to in: Zophah, an Asherite ( 1 Chron. 7:37), B. C. after

quire whether it had or had not been sacrificial 1209 .

flesh . The flesh offered for salewas to be flesh
SHAM’MAH (Heb..zaw ,sham -maw ', desolato them, and nothing more. See MARKET.

SHAME, SHAMEFACEDNESS. The
tion).

1. The third named of the sons of Reuel , the
Greek term alo xuvn , ahee-skhooʻ-nay, shame, issubjective, making reference to one's self and son of Esau (Gen. 36:13 ; 1 Chron. 1:37), and head

one's actions, having a tendency to restraina bad of one of the families (Gen. 36:17).
2. The third son of Jesse, David's father, and

act; while aišás, ahee-doce', shamefacedness ( 1 Tim.2:9; Heb. 12:28, " reverence " ), is objective, hav- one of the brothers not chosen by Jehovah to be

ing reference to others, precedes and prevents a
anointed king ( 1 Sam . 16 :9), B. C. before 1000.

With his two elder brothers he joined the Hebrew
bad act.

SHA’MED, properly SHEMER (Heb . mar, army(17:13). He is elsewhere,bya slight change
in the name, called Shimea ( 1 Chron. 20 : 7 ), Shim .

shel '-mer, preserved ), the third -named son of eah (2 Sam . 13:3, 32), Shimma ( 1 Chron. 2:13 ).

Elpaal , and builder of Ono and Lod . He was a 3. The son of Agee the Hararite, and one of the

Benjamite ( 1 Chron. 8:12), B. C. after 1170. three captains of David's champions, B. C. 992.

SHAMEFASTNESS. See Glossary. The exploit by which he obtained this high dis

SHAʼMER (Heb. , sheh '-mer, preserved ).
tinction was the invaluable assistance he rendered

1. The son of Mahli, and father of Bani, of the of the two accounts (2 Sam, 23:11 , 12 ; 1 Chron.
to David against the Philistines. By a comparison

tribe of Levi ( 1 Chron . 6:46), B. C. perhaps about| 11:13, 14) it seems that David had joined battle
1210.

with the Philistines at Pas-dammim. Shammah

2. The second son of Heber, an Asherite took his stand in the middle of a cultivated field ,

( 1 Chron. 7:32 , where he is called Shomer ), and where the Philistines were in great numbers, and

father of Ahi and others (v . 34), B. C. perhaps wrested it from the foe . According to Kitto

before 1210.
( Cyc., s. v. ), Shammah also shared in the dangers

SHAM'GAR (Heb. now, sham-gar', perhaps of forcing a waythrough the Philistine hostto

sword ), the third judge of Israel ( Judg. 6:16) . gratify David's thirst for the waters of Bethlehem

Nothing is recorded about the descent of Shamgar, (2 Sam . 23 :13-17 ); but Keil and Delitzsch ( Com .,

save that he was the son of Anath. He may have in loc.) think that this deed was performed by

been of the tribe of Nanhtali, since Beth -anath is in three of the thirty heroes whose names are not

that tribe (Judg. 1:33). In the days of Shamgar given.

Israel was in a most depressed condition, and the
NOTE . - Lentil and barley field . - The scene of Sham

whole nation was cowed . At this conjuncture mah's exploit issaid in Samuelto be a feld of lentils

Shamgar was raised up to be a deliverer. With

0-073 ), and in 1 Chron. a field of barley ( it ).
no arms in his hand but an oxgoad he made a

It is more likely that it was a field of barley , and that by

desperate assault upon the Philistines, and slew a very slight change and transposition of letters one

six hundred of them (Judg. 3:31 ; comp. 1 Sam . word was substituted for the other. The reason that

13:21 ), B. C. probably before 1120 . He does shammah is not mentioned in 1 Chron . is that “ three

lines bave dropped out from the text in consequence of
not seem to have secured for the Israelites any

permanent victory overthe Philistines, nor is theeye of the copylst having wandered from binub

an account given of the length of his services. DONI, V. 9, to bonus DON ?), v. 11 " (K. and Da
Moreover, he is not called a judge, but is probably Icom ., in loc .).

1
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4. “ Shammah the Harodite " was another of and probably of Jaazaniah (Ezek. 8:11). There

David's mighty men (2 Sam. 23:25). He is called seems to be no sufficient reason for supposing
“ Shammoth the Harorite ” ( 1 Chron. 11:27) and that Shaphan, the father of Ahikam , and Shaphan

“ Shamhuth the Izrahite " (27 : 8 ). In the latter the scribe, were different persons.

passage he is mentioned as the leader of the fifth 2. Personal History. The history of Sha

division of David's army. phan brings out some points with regard to the

5. In the list of mighty men (2 Sam . 23:32, 33) Office of scribe which he held . He appears on an

we find “ Jonathan ,Shammah the Hararite ;" while equality with the governor of the city and the royal

in 1 Chron. 11:34, it is “ Jonathan,the son ofShage recorder, with whom he was sent by the king to

the Hararite.” Combining the two, Kennicott pro- Hilkiah to take an account of the money which

poses to read “ Jonathan,the son of Shamha, the had been collected by the Levites for the repair of

Hararite ” (Smith , Bib . Dict. ). the temple and to pay theworkmen ( 2 Kings 22:4 ;

SHAM'MAI, or SHAM'MAŤ (Heb. O , 2 Chron. 34 : 9 ; comp. 2 Kings 12:10) , B. C. about

sham -mah'ee, destructive).
639. Ewald calls him minister of finance (Gesch .,

1. The elder son of Onam , of the tribe of Judah iii, 697). It was on this occasion that Hilkiah

( 1 Chron. 2:28), B. C. about 1170.
communicated his discovery of a copy of the law,

2. The son of Rekem ,and father of Maon, of which he had probably found while making prep
the tribe of Judah ( 1 Chron. 2:44, 45), B.C. after arations for the repair of the temple. Shaphan

1190 was intrusted to deliver it to the king, who was so

3. Named, apparently, as the sixth child of deeply moved upon hearing it read thathe sent

Ezra, of the tribe of Judah (1 Chron. 4:17), B. C. Shaphan, with the high priest and others, to con

after 1190. Bertheau suggests, however, that the sultHuldah the prophetess. Shaphanwas then
last clause of v. 18 be inserted in v . 17 after the apparently an old man , for his son Abikam must

name Jalon. If thissuggestionis accepted, then bave been in a position of importance, and his
Be this as

Shammai would be the son of Mered by his Egyp- grandson Gedaliah was already born.

tian wife, Bilhiah.
it may, Shaphan disappears from the scene, and

SHAM’MOTH (Heb. nizu , sham -mõth ', eighteen years later,whenwe find Elishama was
probably died before the fifth year of Jehoiakim,

ruins ), “the Harorite,” one of David's guard scribe (Jer. 36:12) , (Smith , Bib . Dict. , 8. v . ) .

( 1 Chron. 11:27) ; apparently thesame with “ Sham
SHAPHAT (Heb. E , shaw -fawt', judge).

mah the Harodite” (2 Sam . 23:25), and “ Sham

huth ” ( 1 Chron . 27 : 8). 1. The son of Hori, and the spy chosen from

SHAMMU'A (Heb. Y179w, sham-moo'-ah, re
the tribe of Simeon to assist in exploring the

nowned ).
promised land (Num . 13 :5 ), B. C. 1209.

2. The father of the prophet Elisha ( 1 Kings

1. The son of Zaccur, and the man who repre- 19:16, 19 ; 2 Kings 3:11 ; 6:31), B. C. before 865.

sented the tribe of Reuben among the twelve spies 3. One of the six sons of Shemaiah in the royal

(Num . 13:4), B. C. 1209.

2. One of the sons of David (by his wife Bath B. C. perhaps about 350.
line ofJudah, after the captivity ( 1 Chron. 3:22),

sheba, 1 Chron. 3 : 5 ), born in Jerusalem ( 14 : 4 ),
4. One of the chiefs of the Gadites in Bashan

B. C. about 989. In the A. V. , 2 Sam. 5:14 , the in the timeof Jotham (1 Chron. 5:12), B. C. about

same Hebrew nameis Anglicized, “ Shammuah,” | 738.
and in 2 Chron. 3 : 5 he is called Shimea .

3. A Levite, the father of Abda (Neh. 11:17) , oxen in the valleys (1 Chron. 27:29) , B. C. after
5. The son of Adlai, who was over David's

B. C. before 445. The same as Shemaiah, the
1000 .

father of Obadiah ( 1 Chron. 9:16) .

4. The representative of the priestly family of
SHAʼPHER (Heb . , sheh '-fer, brightness ),

Bilgah, or Bilgai, in the days of Joiakim (Neh. a mountain at which the Israelites encamped during

12:18 ), B. C. about 500. their wilderness journeyings, situated between

SHAMMU'AH, son of David (2 Sam. 6:14) ; Kehelathah and Haradah (Num . 33:23 ). Its identi

elsewhere called Shamua and Shimea .
fication is doubtful.

SHAM'SHERAI, SHAMSHERA'I SHA'RAI (Heb. , shaw -rah'ce, hostile),

(Heb. numu , sham-sher-ah'ee, sunny), the first one of the “ sons” of Bani, who put away his
named of the six sons of Jeroham , resident at Gentile wife (Ezra 10:40), B. C. 456.

Jerusalem ( 1 Chron . 8:26), B. C. about 1120. SHARA'IM (Josh . 15:36) . See SHAARAIM, 1 .

SHAPEN. See GLOSSARY.

SHAʼPHAM (Heb. DPH, shaw -fawm ', bold ), the father of Ahiam the Hararite (2 Sam . 23:33),
SHA'RAR (Heb. 770, shaw -rawr', hostile),

the chief second in authority among the Gadites B. C. before 990. In 1 Chron . 11:35 he is called

in the days of Jotham (1 Chron. 5:12), B. C. about Sacar, which Kennicott thinks the true reading.
750.

SHAPHAN (Heb. 174, shaw-fawn', coney), agricultural instrument, probably a small garden
SHARE (Heb. nuna, makh-ar-eh '-sheth), an

the scribe or secretary of King Josiah.

1. Family. He was the son of Azaliah (2 Kings
hoe or spade ( 1 Sam. 13:20) .

22: 3 ; 2 Chron. 34 : 8) , father of Ahikam (2 Kings SHAREʻZER (Heb. Nu, shar -eh '-tser,

22:12 ; 2 Chron . 34:20 ), Elasah (Jer. 29 : 3 ) , and prince of fire).

Gemariah (36: 10-12), and grandfather of Gedaliah 1. A son of SENNACHERIB (q . v . ) , who, with his

(39:14 ; 40:5 , 9, 11 ; 41:2 ; 43:6 ), Michaiah (36:11 ), l brother Adrammelech, murdered their father while

or
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sons

>

46

he was worshiping in the temple of the god Nis. him ( 15:32), and Shaaraim ( 1 Chron . 4:31 ). It

roch ( 2 Kings 19:37 ; Isa. 37:38), B. C. 681. inay possibly be preserved in the Tell Sheriah

2. In Zech. 7 : 2 , Anglicized SHEREZER (q. v.). almost halfway between Gaza and Beer-sheba.

SHARʼON (Heb. 117 , shaw -rone', a plain). SHAʼSHAI (Heb. Mui, shaw -shah'ee, whitish,

1. Themaritime plain between Carmel and Joppa or noble), oneof the " of Bani, who put away

was called Sharon, probably meaning the level, bis Gentile wife after the exile (Ezra 10:40), B.C.

but in Greek the Forest, from a great oak forest 456 .
which once covered it. To the south the name SHA'SHAK (Heb. peto, shar -shak ', pedes.

for it was Pelesheth, Philistia, or, poetically, the trian ), son of Beriah, a Benjamite (1 Chron. 8:14 ).

shoulder of the Philistines, from its shape as it He was the father of Ishpan and others ( vers. 22
rises from the sea. From the Crocodile River the

plain , widening from eight miles to twelve, rolls 25), B. C. after 1170.

SHA'UL (Heb. 57890, shard -ool', asked ).
southward forty miles to the mouth of Nahr Rubin

and a line of low hills from two hundred and fifty
1. The son of Simeon by a Canaanitish woman

to three hundred feet high. The country is un . (Gen. 46:10 ; Exod. 6:15 ; Num. 26:13 ; 1 Chron.

dulating, with groups of hills from two hundred 4:24 ), B. C. after 2000.

and fifty to three hundred feet high. To the north
2. 1 Chron. 1:48, 49. In Gen. 36:37 he is less

it is largely wild moor and marsh, with long accurately called Saul (q. v.).

tongues of sand running in from the coast. Its 3. Son of Uzziah , a Kohathite (1 Chron . 6:24).

northern part is crossed by a few perennial waters. SHA ULITES(Heb. 1989 , shaw -oo-lee ), the

In the southern half, southof the 'Aujel, and in family founded by Shaul, 1 (Num . 26:13 ).

front of the broad gulf of Ajalon, there is far

more cultivation - corn fields, fields of melons,
SHAVEH , VALLEY OF (Heb.:770 ,shau

gardens, orange groves, and groves of palms,with vay', valley of the plain ), a valley called also the

strips of coarse grass and sand, frequent villages king's dale,” or Kidron, on the north of Jeru .

on mounds, the once considerable towns of Jaffa, salem (Gen. 14:17 ; 2 Sam . 18:18). Here Absalom

Lydda, and Ramleh, and the highroad running had erected a monument to himself, whether in

among them to Jerusalem . Three routes lead the form of a column, an obelisk, or a monolith

from Sharon to the plain of Esdraelon : 1. From cannot be determined. It was situated about two

the north end of Sharon due north, past Subbarim, stadia (one fourth of a mile) east of Jerusalem .

and, ascending to the east of the Muhrakah, SHAVEH -KIRIATH'AIM (Heb. To
reaches Esdraelon at Tell Keimun. 2.Another On ??, shav -vay' kir-yaro-thah ”-yim , plain of Kir.

route leaves Sharon at Khurbet es-Sumrah,strikes jathaim ), a plainnear the city of Kirjathaim of
northeast up the Wady 'Arah to the watershed at Moab (Gen. 14: 5).

'Ain ' Ibrahim , and thence descends to Lejjun, from Reuben (Num . 32:37 ; Josh. 13:19). Chedorlaomer
It belonged afterward to

which roads branch to Nazareth , Tiberias, and by defeated the Emims bere. “ It is probably still

Jezreel to Jordan. 3. A more frequented route tobe seen in the ruins of el Teym , or et Treme,

leaves Sharon farther south, and, traveling almost about amile to the west of Medabah ” (K. and D,

dne 'east by a long wady, emerges upon the plain Com ., on Gen.).
of Dothan, and thence descends northeast to

Jenin, in Esdraelon . Sharon was a place of pas. SHAVING . See HAIR .

ture for cattle ; there the royal herds of David SHAV'SHA (Heb. 27 , shav-shaw ', joyfun,

grazed ( 1 Chron. 27:29), the beauty of which was the secretary of King David ( 1 Chron. 18:16), and

as generally recognized as that of Carmel itself apparently the same with Seralar (q. v . ).
(Isa. 35 : 2), and the desolation of which would be

indeed a calamity (33 : 9), and its reestablishment
SHEAF, the rendering of three Hebrew words:

a symbol of the highest prosperity (65:10). 1. Al-oom -maro'(Heb.77038 ), bound ; “ sheaf "

Figurative. The rose of Sharon was a simile in Gen. 37: 7 ; Psa. 126 : 6 ; 129 : 7.

of all that a lover would express (Cant. 2 : 1 ). 2. Aw -meer " (Heb. 7779 ), bunch , handful, as

2. A Sharon is mentioned (1 Chron . 5:16), and rendered in Jer, 9:22 ; bence a sheaf (Amos 2:13 ;

is by some identified with the Sharon above, while Mic. 4:12 ; Zech. 12:6 ).

others locate it to the east of Jordan. Keil ( Com. ,

in loc. ) says : “ The supposition of the older com. 3. O ' -mer (Heb. 779 ), a heap .

mentators that there was a second Sharon in the The Mosaic law contains the following pre

east Jordan land is without foundation ; ... and scriptions respecting sheaves: 1. One accidentally
it is probable that at all times there was inter dropped or left upon the field was not to be taken

course between the cis and trans-Jordanic Manas. up, but remained for the benefit of the poor (Deut.

sites, in which the Gadites may also have taken 24:19). See GLEAN. 2. The day after the Feast

part." of the Passover the Hebrews brought into the

SHARʼONITE (Heb. Dime, shaw-ro-nee), the temple a sheaf of barley, with accompanying

designation (1 Chron . 27:29) of Shitrai, David's
(ceremonies Lev. 23: 10–12). See FESTIVALS.

chief herdsman in the plain of Sharon . SHE'AL (Heb. 98%, sheh -awl", asking ), one of

SHARU HEN (Heb. 1799 , shaw -roo -khen ',
the of Bani, who put away his foreign

wife (Ezra 10:29), B. C. 456.

abode of pleasure), a town originally in Judah , but

afterward set off to Simeon (Josh . 19 : 6 ) , hence in
SHEAL TIEL (Heb. bpm, sheh -altee

the Negeb, or “ south country.” It is called Shil. I ale ', asked of God ), father of Zerubbabel (Ezra

а

sons
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3 :2, 8 ; 5 : 2 ; Neh . 12 : 1 ; Hag. 1 : 1 , 12 , 14 ; 2 : 2, 23). mission to lier city, and proposed the execution to
See SALATHIEL. her fellow - citizens. The head of Sheba was

SHEARD. See Glossary.
thrown over the wall, and the insurrection ended ,”

B. C. about 967. (Smith, Bib. Dict., 8. v.)
SHEARI'AH (Heb..777, sheh -ar -yaw', Jah 5. One of the Gadite chieftains resident in

has stormed ), the fourth ofAzel's six sons, and Bashan in the reign of Jeroboam II (1 Chron. 5:13),
oneof the descendants of Saul ( 1 Chron . 8:38 ; 9:44 ), B. C. about 784.

B. C. long after 1000. 6. The kingdom of Sheba. The kingdom of

SHEARING HOUSE (Heb.bappyna, the SABEANS (q. v. ), which, according to some, em .

bayth ay -ked haw -ro-eem ), a place on the road Felix. When the fame of Solomoncame to the
braced the greater part of the Yemen , or Arabia

between Jezreel and Samaria, at which Jehu, on

his way to the latter, encountered forty -two mem
ears of the Queen of Sheba ( Saba ), she undertook

bers of the royal family of Judah, whom he a journey to Jerusalem to convince herself of the

slaughtered at the well or pit attached to the truth of the report which had reached her.

place (2 Kings 10:12 , 14 ). The translators of our
She proposed to test his wisdom by enigmas

version have given in the margin the literalmean. number of inscriptions have been found in south
( 1 Kings 10 : 1–13 ; 2 Chron . 9 : 1–12). “ A large

ing of the name— “house of binding of the shep- western Arabia written in the so -called Sabæan

herds.” It is probable that the original meaning characters. Theyshow , among other things, that,

has escaped. Eusebius mentions it as a village of besides the famous kingdom of Sheba, there was

Samaria " in the great plain [of Esdraelon ), fifteen another monarchy called Ma'in, hence the classical

miles from Legeon ” (Smith , Bib. Dict. , s. v . ) .
and now current term “Minean ' ” (McCurdy, in

SHE'AR - JA’SHUB (Heb . 5707 , sheh Recent Res . in Bib. Lands, p. 14). Solomon was

awre yaw -shoob', a remnant shall return ), the son able to answer all her riddles; and this demon .

of Isaiah, who accompanied his father when he stration of his wisdom , with the wonders of his

went to deliver to King Ahaz the prophecy con- retinue, his table , and palace, filled her with amaze.

tained in Isa. 7 :3 , B. Č. about 735. The name, ment. She then said with astonishment to Solo

like that of Maher-shalal-hash -baz, probably had mon , that of what her eyes now saw she had not

a mystical significance. heard the half. After an exchange of valuable

SHE’BA (Heb. ,sheb -aro', Nos. 1 , 2, 3, 6 ; presents, she returned to her own country. Jesus
spoke of her as the “ queen of the south ” ( Matt.

yay, sheh '-bah, an oath, or seven ,Nos.4 and 5). 12:42 ) . Reference is made to the commerce that

1. A son of Raamah, son of Cush (Gen, 10: 7; took the road from Sheba along the western bor.

1 Chron. 1 : 9). He is supposed to have settled ders of Arabia (Job 6:19 ; Isa. 60 :6 ; Jer. 6:20 ;
somewhere on the shores of the Persian Gulf . Ezek . 27:22 , 23). See Candace ; also SUPPLEMENT.

2. A son of Joktan, son of the patriarch Eber 7. Shek '-bah (Heb. yv, seven), one of the towns
(Gen. 10:28 ; 1 Chron . 1:22) . The Joktanites were
among the early colonists of southern Arabia , and allotted to Simeon ( Josh. 19:2),mentioned between

the kingdom which they there foundedwas, for Beer-sheba and Moladah . Sheba is wanting in the

many centuries,called the kingdom of Sheba,after Chronicles, probably omitted through a copyist's

one of the sons of Joktan .
error , as Shema answers to it in 15:26, where it

3. The elder son of Jokshan , son of Keturah stands before Moladah, just as Sheba does

here.

(Gen. 25 :3 ; 1 Chron. 1:32), B. C. probably after

2200 “ He evidently settled somewhere in Arabia, SHEBAH (Heb. 27 , shib -aw ', seven [ch ]),

probably on the eastern shore of the ArabianGulf, the famous well which gave its nameto the city

where his posterity appear to have become incor- of Beer-sheba (Gen. 26:33). According to this

porated with the earlier Sabeans ( q . v . ) of the version of the occurrence , Shebah, or, more accu.
Joktanic branch .”

rately, Shibeah, was the fourth of the series of

4. “ The son of Bichri, a Benjamite from the wells dug by Isaac's people, and received its name

mountains of Ephraim (2 Sam . 20:1-22), thelast from him , apparently in allusion to the oaths

chief of the Absalom insurrection. He is described | (thirty -one) which had passed between himself and

as a ‘ man of Belial . ' But he must have been a the Philistine chieftains the day before. It should

person of some consequence from the immense not be overlooked that, according to the narrative

effect produced by his appearance. It was, in of an earlier chapter, the well owed its existence

fact, all but an anticipation of the revolt of Jero- and its name to Isaac's father (21:32 ) . Some com

boam . The occasion seized by Sheba was the mentators, as Kalisch ( Com. , on Gen. 26:33), looking

emulation between the northernand southern tribes to the fact that there are two large wells at Bir

on David's return ( 20: 1 , 2 ). Theking might well es Seba, propose to consider the two transactions

say, “ Sheba, the son of Bichri, shall do us more as distinct, and as belonging the one to the one

harm than did Absalom ' (v . 6 ). Sheba traversed well, the other to the other. Others see in the

the whole of Palestine, apparently rousing the two narratives merely two versions of the circum

population , Joab following in full pursuit. It seems stances under which this renowned well was first

to have been his intention to establish himself in
dug.

the fortress of Abel -Beth -maachah, famous for

the prudence of its inhabitants ( v. 18 ) . That SHE'BAM (Heb. bain, seb-awm ', spice), one of

prudence was put to the test on the present occa. the towns in the pastoral district on the east of

sion. Joab's terms were — the head of the insur- Jordan - demanded by, and finally ceded to the

gent chief. A woman of the place undertook the tribes of Reuben and Gad (Num . 32 : 3 only). It is
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probably the same which appears in the altered distribute tithes among their brethren (2 Chron.
forms of Shibmah and Sibmah . 31:15 ), B. C. 719. The name is given in the A. V.

SHEBANI'AH (Heb. 72 , sheh- an -yaw ',
“ Shecaniah . ”

brought up by Jehovah ).
4. One of the “ sons ” of Pharosh, and ancestor

1. One ofthe priests who blew the trumpet be- of the Zechariah who, with one hundred and fifty

forethe ark of theLord when it was removed from males,accompanied Ezra fromtheexile (Ezra 8:3 ),

B. C. before 457.

the house of Obed -edom to Jerusalem ( 1 Chron .

15:24 ), B. C. about 986 .
5. Another Israelite, and progenitor of Jahaziel,

2. One of the Leviteswhostood upon the “ stairs” whowith three hundred males went up with Ezra

and offered the prayer of confession and thanks. from Babylon to Jerusalem (Ezra 8 : 5), B. C.before

457.

giving (Neh . 9:4 , 5 ), and joined in the sacred cove

nant with Nehemiah (10:10 ), B. C. 445.
6. The son of Jehiel, of the “sons of Elan , "

3. Another Levite'who'signed the covenant and oneof the Jews who proposed to Ezra the re

(Neh , 10:12).
pudiation of the Gentile wives (Ezra 10: 2), B.C. 457.

4. A priest who also sealed the covenant (Neh . of the east gate," and assisted in repairing the
7. The father of Shemaiah, who was keeper

10:4 ). llis son is prominently mentioned in 12:14, wall of Jerusalem under Nehemiah (Neh. 3:29),

andhe is probably the same with Shechaniah (v . 3). B.C. before 445.

SHEB’ARIM (Feb. 50 , sheb -aw -reem ', 8. The son of Arah, and father- in -law of Tobiah,

breaches, ruins), apparently the name of a place the Ammonite who opposed Nehemiah (Neh . 6:18),

( Josh. 7 :5), but probably stone “ quarries ” (R. V.), B. C. 445.

near the slope east of Ai. Harper ( The Bible, 9. One of the “ priests and Levites ” ( probably

etc. , p . 150) thinks it was “ some ridge near the the former), who returned with Zerubbabel from

steep precipice of the pass up which the corps Babylon (Neh. 12: 3 ), B. C. about 536.

had ascended .”

SHE’BER (Heb. ,shek '-ber, breaking ), a der, ridge).
SHE'CHEM (Heb. bat, sheh '- kem , a shoul.

son of Caleb by his concubine Maachah ( 1 Chron. 1. The son of Hamor, the Hivite prince at

2:48), B. C. about 1170. Shechem (Gen. 33:19) . Charmed with the beauty

SHEB’NA (Feb. 27 , and 177 , sheb-naw ", of Dinah,Jácob's daughter, Shechem took her
vigor ), a person occupying a high position in Heze with him and seduced her. This wrong was ter.

kial's court, officially described as over the ribly avenged by the girl's brothers, Simeon and

house . ” The office he held was that of minister Levi(Gen. 34:1-31 ; Josh . 24:32 ; Judg. 9:28 ; Acts

of the household , and included the superintend- | 7:16, A. V. Sychem ).

ence of all the domestic affairs of the sover 2. A man of Manasseh, of the family of Gilead,

eign (Isa. 22:15 ), B. C. about 719. He subse. and head of the family of Shechemites (Numi.

quently held the subordinate position of secretary 26:31), B. C.about 1171. His family is mentioned

( Isa. 36 : 3 ; 37 : 2 ; 2 Kings 19 : 2 ), his former post
in Josh . 17 : 2 .

having been given to Eliakim . In his post of 3. A son of Shemidah , a Gileadite (1 Chron . 7:19).

eminence Shebna had helped to support a spirit of 4. Shek -em ' (Heb. Do , a ridge), an ancient

self-security and forgetfulness of God ; and Isaiah and important city of Palestine, called also SICHEN

was sent to pronounce against him the prophecy (Gen. 12 : 6), SYCHAR (John 4 : 5 ), and SYCHEM (Acts
of his fall (Isa. 22:15 , sq .) . 7:16).

SHEB’UEL (IIeb. Spain, sheb -oo -ale ', cap- ( 1 ) Name. It is not known whether the city

tive of God ).
was named after Shechem (Gen. 33:18, sq . ) , or he

1. A descendant of Gershom ( 1 Chron . 23:16 ; received his name from it. The etymology of the

26:24), who was ruler of the treasures of the Hebrew word shekem indicates that the place

house of God ; called also Shubael ( 24:20 ), B. c. was situated on some mountain or hillside; and

before 960. ble is the last descendant of Moses that presumption agrees with Josh. 20: 7, which

of whom there is any tracc .
places it on Mount Ephraim (see also i Kings

2. One of the fourteen sons of Heman the min . 12:25), and with Judg . 9:6, which represents it as

strel (1 Chron. 25 : 4 ) , called also Shubael (25:20 ),under the summit of Gerizim , which belonged to

B. C. before 960. the Ephraim range. The other biblical intima.

tions in regard to its situation are only indirect.

SHECANI'AH (1 Chron. 24:11 ; 2 Chron. But the historical and traditional data which exist

31:15 ), another form for Shechaniah. See Nos. outside of the Bible are abundant and decisive.

2 and 3.

Josephus describes Shechem as between Gerizim

SHECHANI'AH ( Ileb. 1772 , shek -an -yaw ", and Ebal. The present Nábulus is acorruption
Jehovah has dwell). merely of Neapolis ; and Neapolis succeeded the

1. Apparently the son of Obadiah, and presum- more ancient Shechem . All the early writers who

ably a descendant of David ( 1 Chron. 3:21 , 22) . touch on the topography of Palestine testify to

Keil (Com ., in loc . ) thinks that the list from v . 21 this identity of the two. The city received its

to the end of the chapter is a genealogical frag. new name from Vespasian, and on coins still er.

ment inserted into the text at some later time. tant is called Flavia Neapolis. Its situation ac

2. The tenth in order of the priests who were counts for another name which it bore among the

appointed by lot in the reign of David ( 1 Chron . natives, while it was known chiefly as Neapolis to

24:11 , “ Shecaniah ” ), B. C. about 960. foreigners. It is nearly midway between Judea

3. One of the priests appointed by Hezekiah to I and Galilee.
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( 2) Location. The situation of the town is one Shechem owed the revival of its claims to be con

of surpassing beauty. It lies in a sheltered valley, sidered the religious center of the land ; but this

protected by Gerizim on the south and Ebal on was in the interest of a narrow and exclusive sec.

the north. The feet of these mountains, where tarianism (John 4 :5, sq . ).

they rise from the town, are not more than five Modern Shechem , called Nablus (or Nabulus ),

hundred yards apart. The bottom of the valley has an estimated population of from ten to twenty

is about eighteen hundred feet above the level of thousand, among whom are about one thousand

the sea, and the top of Gerizim eight hundred feet Christians and two hundred Samaritans. In the

higher still. The site of the present city, which Samaritan synagogue are several valuable manu .

we believe to have been also that of the Hebrew scripts, the most important of which is the codex

city, occurs exactly on the water summit ; and of the Pentateuch known as the Samaritan Codex.

streams issuing from the numerous springs there
SHE'CHEMITES (Heb. 1770 , shik -mee'), a

flow down the opposite slopes of the valley, spread

ing verdure and fertility in every direction .
family designation of the descendants of Shechem ,

(3) Bible allusions. Abraham , on his first mi.
3 (Num . 26:31 ).

gration to the land of promise, pitched his tent and SHECHI'NAH ( Chald. and New Heb. 7 ,
built an altar under the oak (or terebinth ) of Moreh, shek -ee -naw ', residence, i . e . , of God ), a word not in

at Shechem .. " The Canaanite was then in the Scripture, but used by later Jews and by Chris .
land ;" and it is evident that the region, if not the tians to express the visible divine Presence, espe.

city, was already in possession of the aboriginal cially when resting between the cherubim over the
race (see Gen. 12:6). At the timeof Jacob's ar. mercy seat. See Ark, under TABERNACLE.

rival here, after his sojourn in Mesopotamia
SHED'EUR (Heb. 19177 shed- ay -oor ',

(33:18 ; ch . 34), Shechem was a Hivite city, of which
Hamor, the father of Shechem , was the headman. darter of light), the father of Elizur, chief of the

It was at this time that the patriarch purchased tribe of Reuben at the time of the exodus (Num .

from that chieftain " the parcel of the field ,” | 1 : 7 ; 2:10 ; 7:30, 35 ; 10:18) , B. C. before 1210.

which he subsequently bequeathed as a special SHEEP, the rendering of several words in the

patrimony to his son Joseph (Gen. 33:19; Josh. original (see also Animal Kingdom ) :

24:32; John 4 :5 ). The field lay undoubtedly on

therich plain of the Mukhna, and its value was old enough to butt (Exod. 12 : 5 ; Job 31:20).
i. Keh -bes” (IIeb . w??, to dominate ), a ram just

the greater on account of the well which Jacob

had dug there, so as notto be dependent on his 2. Keh '-seb ( Ileb. Sw?, by transposition from

neighbors for a supply of water. The defilement keh -bes ), a young sheep, a lamb (Gen. 30:32 , 33 ,

of Dinah, Jacob's daughter, and the capture of 35 ; Lev. 1:10, etc.; Num . 18:17).

Shechem and massacre of all the male inhabitants
3. Tsone (Heb. 78%, or 7181, tomigrate), a col.

by Simeon and Levi, are events that belong to this lective name for a flock of sheep (Gen. 4 :2 ; 29:10 ;

period (Gen. 34: 1, sq .). In the distribution of the 31:19 ; 38:13, etc.), the most frequent word thus

jand, Shechem fell to Ephraim (Josh . 20 :7), but rendered.

was assigned to the Levites, and became a city of

refuge (21:20, 21) . It was the scene of the pro: lock, a single sheep (Gen. 22:7 , 8 , A. V. “ lamb ;""
4. Seh (Heb. ), or Say (IIeb . ), one of a

mulgation of the law, when its blessings were
heard from Gerizim and its curses from Ebal Exod . 12:5 , etc. ), though sometimes used collect

(Deut. 27:11 ; Josh. 8 : 33-35) ; and here Joshua ively (Jer. 50:17 ).

assembled the people shortly before his death , 5. Prob'-al-on (Gr. 7póßatov ), any four-footed

and delivered to them his last counsels (24 : 1 , 25 ) tame animal accustomed to graze, but always a

After the death of Gideon, Abimelech, his illegiti- sheep in New Testament (Matt. 7:15 ; 10:16 ; 12:11 ,

mate son, induced the Shechemites to revolt and sq.). Sheep were an important part of the pos

make him king (Judg. , ch . 9). After a reign of sessions of the ancient Hebrews and of Eastern

three years he was expelled from the city, and in nations generally. The first mention of sheep

revenge destroyed the place, and, as an emblem of occurs in Gen.4 :2. They were used in the sacri.

the fate to which he would consign it, sowed it ficial offerings, both the adult animal(Exod. 20:24 ;

with salt (vers. 25-45 ). It was soon restored, 1 Kings 8:63 ; 2 Chron. 29:33), and the lamb, i . e . ,

however, for we are told in 1 Kings, ch . 12, that “ a male from one to three years old ,” but young

all Israel assembled at Shechem , and Rehoboam , lambs of the first year were more generally used

Solomon's successor, went thither to be inaugu- in the offerings (sce Exol.29:38 ; Lev. 9:3 ; 12 : 6 ;

rated as king. Here, at this same place, the ten Num . 28 : 9, etc. ) . No lamb under eight days old

tribes renounced the house of David , and trans- was allowed to be killed (Lev. 22:27 ). A very

ferred their allegiance to Jeroboam ( 1 Kings 12:16), young lamb was called taleh (sce 1 Sam . 7 : 9 ; Isa.

under whom Shechem became for a timethe capi. 65:25). Sheep and lambs formed an important

tal of his kingdom . The most of the people of article of food (1 Sam . 25:18 ; 1 Kings 1:19 ;

Shechem were carried into captivity (2 Kings 17 : 5 , 4:23; Psa. 44:11 , ctc .). The wool was used as

6 ; 18 : 9, sq. ), but Shalmaneser sent colonies from clothing (Lev. 13:47 ; Deut. 22:11; Prov. 31:13 ;
Babylon to occupy the place of the exiles ( 17:24) . Job 31:20, etc. ). “ Rams' skins dyed red ” were

Another influx of strangers came under Esar -had- used as a covering for the tabernacle (Exod. 25 : 5 ).

don ( Ezra 4 :2). From the time of the origin of Sheep and lambs were sometimes paid as tribute

the Samaritans the history of Shechem blends (2 Kings 3 : 4) . It is very striking to notice the

itself with that of this people and of their sacred immense numbers of sheep that were reared in

mount, Gerizim . It was to the Samaritans that Palestine in biblical times. Sheep.shearing is
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alluded to in Gen. 31:19 ; 38:13 ; Deut. 15:19 ; 1 Sam . tural, that the sheep -shearing was to a pastoral

25 :4 ; Isa . 53 : 7, etc. Sheep dogs were employed people : celebrated by a festival corresponding to

in biblical times, as is evident from Job 30: 1 , our harvest-home, marked often by the same rev

“ the dogs of my flock .” Shepherds in Palestine elry and merrymaking ” (Gen. 31:19; 1 Sam . 25 :4,

and the East generally go before their flocks, 8, 36 ; 2 Sam . 13:23–28, etc.). Sheep -shearers are

which they induce to follow by calling to them mentioned in Gen. 38:12 ; 2 Sam . 13:23, 24 .

(comp. John 10 :4 ; Psa . 77:20 ; 80: 1 ), though they SHEEPSKINS (Gr. unhonh, may -lo -tay ', a

also drove them (Gen. 33:13).
simple garment made of the sheep's pelt (see

Figurative . Thenature of sheep and their Dress, 1), and used figuratively ( Heb. 11:37) to

relation to man have given riseto many beautiful represent a condition of extreme poverty .

figures. Jehovah wasthe Shepherd of Israel, and
SHEET. 1. Saw -deen ' (Heb. 7'70, Judg. 14:12,

they were his flock (Psa. 23 : 1 ; 74: 1 ; 78:52 ; 79:13 ;

80: 1 ; Isa. 40:11; Jer. 23: 1 , 2, etc.); apostasy of 13). This is rendered “ fine linen " (Prov. 31:24;

sinners from God is likened to the straying of a Isa. 3:23), and means, probably, a shirt.

lost sheep (Psa. 119 : 176 ; Isa . 63 : 6 ; Jer. 50:6) ;
2. Oth -on '-ay (Gr. óðóvn, a sail,Acts 10:11 ; 11: 5).

Jesus came to earth as the good Shepherd (Luke SHEHARI'AH (Heb. 777TV, shekh-ar-yar ',

15 :4-6 ; John 10: 8 , 11 ). As the sheep is an em- sought by Jehovah ), the second of the six sons of

blem of meekness, patience, and submission , it is Jeroham, Benjamites residing in Jerusalem at the

expressly mentioned as typifying these qualities captivity (1 Chron. 8:26), B. C. 688.

in the person of our blessed Lord (Isa. 53 :7 ; Acts
SHEKEL. See METROLOGY, iv.

8:32, etc.).

SHEEPCOTE, or SHEEPFOLD, the ren
SHEKINAH , another spelling of SHECHINAH

dering of the following Hebrew and Greek terms:
(q. v.).

1. Naw -veh ' (Heb. 1777, habitation, “ sheepcote, "
SHEʻLAH (Heb. 15, shay-law ', petition).

2 Sam. 7: 8 ; 1 Chron. 17 : 7 ; “ fold,” Isa. 65:10 ; 1 of Shvah (Gen. 38:6, 11, 14, 26 ; 46:12 ; Num.
1. The youngest son of Judah by the daughter

Jer.23:3; Ezek. 34:14 ; “ stable,” 25:5),ina gen. 26:20 ; 1 Chron.2:3 ; 4:21), B. C. after 2000. His
eral sense is a place where flocks repose and feed.

descendants (1 Chron, 4: 21-23) were called Shelare
2. Ghed-ay-raw' (Heb .777 , inclosure, "cote,"ites.

1 Sam. 24 : 3 ; " fold , " Num . 32:16, 24, 36 ; Zeph. 2. The son of Arphaxad (1 Chron . 1:18 ). See

2 :6), a built pen, such as joins buildings, and used SALAH.
for cattle as well as sheep.

SHEʻLANITE (Heb . , shay -lar -nee'), a
3. Mik - law ' (Heb..757??, pen, “ sheepfold, ” Psa. descendant of SAELAH (q. V.), son of Judah (Num .

78:70 ; “ folds,” 50 :9 ; Hab. 3:17), is probably what 26:20).

we understand by stalls. SHELEMI'AH (Heb. 79293w , shel-em - yar ',
4. Ow-lay' (Gr, aihń, court, John 10 : 1 ), the roof .

less inclosure in the open country in which flocks repaid of Jehovah ).
1. The porter of the east entrance to the taber .

were herded at night.
When sheepare exposed to the depredations of nacle, his son Zechariah having the northern gate

robbers, it is customary in the
East to shelter them (1 Chron. 26:14 ), B. C. about960. He is called

in well-built inclosures, which are impregnable and Shallum (1 Chron .9:17, 31 ).
Meshelemiah (9:21; 26: 1 , 2 ) , Meshullam (Neh . 12:25),

when once the flock is within them . When no
2. One of the “ sons” of Bani in the time of Ezra

danger from this source is feared the flocks are
(Ezra 10:39), B. C. 456.

folded only when they are to be shorn. 3. another of the “ sons" of Bani in the time of

SHEEP GATE (Heb. yo , shah ' -ar, Ezra (Ezra 10:41), B. C. 456.

opening, or door ; hats-tsone', flock ), one of the gates 4. The father of Hananiah , which latter re

of Jerusalem rebuilt by Nehemiah (Neh. 3 :1, 32 ; paired part of the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:30),
12:39). It was located between the tower ofMeah B. C. 445. He is probably an apothecary, or man .

and the chamber of the corner (3 : 1 , 32), or gate ufacturer of incense (v. 8 ).

of the guardhouse (12:39, A. V. “ prison gate ” ). 5. A priest appointed by Nehemiah to serve as

It is probably the sameas inaccurately rendered a treasurer of the Levitical tithes (Neh. 13:13), B.C.

in A. V. “ sheep market ” ( John 5 : 2).
445.

SHEEP MARKET (Gr. apoßatiký, prob -at
6.- The grandfather of Jehudi, whowas sentby

ik -ay', relating to sheep, John 5:2). The word the princes to invite Baruch to read Jeremiah's

“ market” is an interpolation of our translators, rols tothem(Jer. 36:14), B. C. about 606 .

perhaps after Luther's schafhaus (sheephouse); the orders of Jehoiakim to takeBaruch and Jere.
7. Son of Abdeel, one of those who received

It should probably be rendered “ sheep gate '
miah (Jer. 36:26).

(q. v.).
8. The father of Jehucal, or Jucal, in the time

SHEEPMASTER (Heb. 773, no -kade', mark- ofJedekiah (Jer.37:3), B. C. about 697.

er , 2 Kings 3 :4 ), a term signifying both a shepherd 9. The father of Irijah, the captain of the ward

( Amos 1 : 1) and also a possessor of flocks. In who arrested Jeremiah (Jer.37:13 ; 38 : 1 ), B. C. be

Arabic it is properly the possessor of a superior fore 586 .
kind of sheep or goats. SHEʻLEPH (Heb. sw, shek '-lef, a drawing

SHEEP -SHEARER (Hebrew from 713 , gaw - forth ), the second of the thirteen sons of Joktan

zaz ,toshear). “ What the harvest was to an agricul- | (Gen. 10:26 ; 1 Chron . 1:20). The tribe which

*

>
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"

orתייבֹולָׁש,

T :

sprangfrom himhas been satisfactorily identified, was fulfilled primarily in the subjugation of the

and is found in the district of Sulaf. people of Palestine (Josh. 23 :4 ; 2 Chron. 8 : 7, 8)."

SHE’LESH (Heb. wyw, sheh'-lesh, triplet), a NOTE. -The expression, " Unto Shem ... the brother

of Japbeth the elder," etc. (Gen. 10:21), has caused much

son of Helem , and great-grandsonof Asher( 1 Chron. discussion as to the relative ages of Japheth and Shem .

7:35), B. C. perhaps about 1170. Many prominent authorities supportthe seniority of

SHEL'OMI, or SHELOʻMI (Heb. 7>> z, shel- Shem ,while a large number argue infavor of Japheth.

SHE'MA (Heb . Saw , sheh '-mah, rumor ).
o -mee', pacific), the father of Ahihud, which latter

1. The last -named son of Hebron and father of

represented the tribe of Asher among the com
missioners appointedto divide the promised land Raham , of the tribe of Judah ( 1 Chron. 2:43,44),

B. C. about 1190.
(Num. 34:27), B. C. 1171 .

SHEL'OMITH (Heb. vann,
2. The son of Joel and father of Azaz, of the

tribe of Reuben (1 Chron . 5 : 8 ). He is probably
shel -o -meeth ', peaceful) . the same with Shemaiah of v. 4.

1. The daughter of Dibri, of the tribe of Dan, 3. One of the sons of the Benjamite Elpaal , and

and mother of the man who was stoned for blas one of those who drove out the inhabitants of

phemy (Lev. 24:11 ) , B. C. 1209. Gath ( 1 Chron. 8:13), B. C. after 1170.

2. The daughter of Zerubbabel (1 Chron. 3:19) , 4. One of those who stood at Ezra's right hand

B. C. perhaps after 536 . when he read the law to the people (Neh. 8 :4 ),

3. First named of the three sons of Shimei , B, C. about 445.

chief of the Gershonites in the time of David
5. town in south Judah, named between

( 1 Chron . 23 : 9) , B. C. about 960. In v. 10 his Amam and Moladah ( Josh. 15:26 ). In the parallel

name should probably take that of “ Shimei.” list of towns set off from Judah to Simeon (Josh.

4. A Levite, chief of the Izharites in the time 19 : 2) it is given as Sheba, which is perhaps the

of David (1 Chron . 23:18 ), B. C. before 960. In more nearly correct.
24:22 he is called Shelomoth .

SHEMA'AH (Heb. , shim -aw ', rumor ),
5. A Levite, and descendant of Eliezer, the son

of Moses, who in the reign of David was one of a Benjamite of Gibeah , and father of Ahiezer and

the temple treasurers ( 1 Chron. 26:25, 26, 28), B.C. Joash, who joined David at Ziklag ( 1 Chron. 12:3),

before 960.
B. C. about 1002.

6. The last child of Rehoboam by his wife
SHEMAI'AH (Heb. , shem -ah -yaw ',

Maachah (2 Chron. 11:20), B. C. about 934 . or 77772 , shem -ah-yaw ' -hoo, heard of Jehovah ).

7. According to the present text the sons of 1. A prophet in the reign of Rehoboam . When

Shelomith , with the son of Josiphiah at their head, the king had assembled one hundred and eighty

returned from Babylon with Ezra (Ezra 8:10), thousand men of Benjamin and Judah to recon .

There appears, however, to be an omission, and quer the northern kingdom after itsrevolt, Shem

the true reading is probably " Ofthe sons of Bani, aiah was commissioned to charge them to return

Shelomith the son of Josiphiah .”
to their homes and not to war against their breth.

SHEL'OMOTH (1 Chron . 24:22). See Suel - ren (1 Kings 12:22 ; 2 Chron. 11: 2), B. C. after

OMITH, 4.
934. His second and last appearance was upon

SHELUʻMIEL (Heb. 38979, shel -oo-mec- theoccasion of the invasion of Judah and siege

ale , peace of God ), the son of Zurishaddai,and ofJerusalem by Shishak ,king of Egypt (2 Chron.

prince ofthe tribeofSimeon at the time of the 12:5, 7 ). He wrote a chronicle containing the

events of Rehoboam's reign (v. 15) .
exodus (Num . 1 : 6 ; 2:12 ; 7:36, 41 ; 10:19), B. C.

2. The son of Shechaniah, among the descend.
1210.

ants of Zerubbabel (1 Chron. 3:22). He was

SHEM (Heb. bw, shame, name), one of the keeperof the east gateof the city,and assisted

three sons of Noah, born when his father was five Nehemiah in restoring the wall (Neh. 3:29), B. C.

hundred years of age (Gen. 6:32 ) , B. C. perhaps 445. He is probably the same with Semei (Luke

before 3800. At the age of ninety-eight years he 3:26 ).

entered the ark, being married but childless (7: 7 ) , 3. Father of Shimri and ancestor of Ziza, a

and two years after the flood (i. e . , the begin- prince of the tribe of Simeon ( 1 Chron. 4:37), B. C.

ning of the flood) he became the father of Ar- before 726. Perhaps the same as Shimei (vers.

phaxad, other children being born still later (11 : 26, 27).

10, 11 ; 10:22) . He assisted Japheth in covering 4. The son of Joel, a Reubenite, and father of

the nakedness of his father when it was made Gog (1 Chron. 5 :4) . He is probably the same as

known by Ham. In the prophecy of Noah which Shema (v. 8).

is connected with this incident ( 9 : 23-37) the first 5. Son of Hasshub, a Merarite Levite who lived

blessing falls on Shem . Flis death at the age of in Jerusalem after the captivity ( 1 Chron. 9:14).

six hundred years is recorded in 11:11 . “ The He was one of those who had " the oversight of

portion of the earth occupied by the descendants of the outward business of the house of God ” (Neh .

Sbem (10:21-31) intersects the portions of Japheth | 11:15), B. C. 445.

and Ham, and stretches in an uninterrupted line 6. The son of Galal and father of the Levite

from the Mediterranean Sea to the Indian Ocean. Obadiah (or Abda ), who “ dwelt in the villages of

It includes Syria (Aram), Chaldea (Arphaxad), the Netophatites” after the captivity (1 Chron.

parts of Assyria (Asshur), of Persia (Elam ), and of 9:16), B. C. before 445. In Neh. 11:17 he is called

the Arabian peninsula ( Joktan). The servitude of Shammua.

Canaan under Shem, predicted by Noah (9:26) , ) 7. Son of Elizaphan, and chief of his house (of
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two hundred men) in the reign of David . He Abihail (2 Chron . 11:19 ; A. V. “ Shamariah ” ),

took part in the removal of the ark from Obed. B. C. about 934.

edom (1 Chron. 15 : 8, 11 ), B. C. about 988. 3. One of the family of Harim , a layman of

8. À son of Nethaneel, and a Levite scribe who, Israel, who put away his foreign wife in the time

in the time of David, registered the division of the of Ezra (Ezra 10:32 ), B. C. 456.

priests into twenty-four orders (1 Chron . 24 :6), 4. Another of the family of Bani under the

B. C. about 960. same circumstances (Ezra 10:41 ).

9. The eldest son of Obed-edom, the Gittite , SHEME/BER , or SHEMEBER (Heb .

anda gate keeper of the temple (1 Chron. 26 :4, 6 , ,shem -ay'-ber, loftyfight), king of Zeboiim ,

7), B. C. before 960,
10. One of the Levites sent by Jehoshaphat, in and ally of the king of Sodom when he was at

histhird year, to teach the people of the cities of tackedby the northeastern invaders under Chedor.

Judah ( 2 Chron. 17:8 ), B. C. 872.
laomer (Gen. 14 : 2), B. C. about 2250.

11. À descendant of Jeduthun the singer, who

assisted in the purification of the temple in the owner of the bill on which the city of Samaria

reign of Hezekiah (2 Chron . 29:14), B. C. 719. He was built (1 Kings 16:24). King Omri bought it

is perhaps the same as the Shemaiah who distrib- for two talents of silver, and named it Shomeron,

uted titles among his brethren (31:15). after Shemer ( 1 Kings 16:24), B. C. about 886.

12. A Levite in the reign of Josiah, who, with SHEMIDA, O SHEMʻIDA (Heb. 5792

others, made large contributions ofsacrifices for shem -ee-daw ', name of knowing), one of the six

the passover (2 Chron . 35 : 9), B. C. 621 .
sons of Gilead and founder of the family Shemida .

13. One of the sons of Adonikam , who,with his ites, of the tribe of Manasseh (Num . 26:32 ; Josh .

two brothers, brought sixty males from Babylon 17:2). His three sons are mentioned in 1 Chron.
with Ezra (Ezra 8:13), B. C. about 457. 7:19, where the name is given as “ Shemidah . "

14. One of the “ heads " whom Ezra sent for to
SHEMI'DAH (1 Chron. 7:19). See SHEMIDA.

his camp by the river of Ahava, for the purpose

of obtaining Levites and ministers for the temple
SHEMIDAITES ( Heb. 177724 , shem -te

from “ the place Casiphia ” (Ezra 8:16), B.C.about dar-ee'), descendants (Num . 26:32) of SAEMINA,

457. who obtained their inheritance among the male

15. A priest of the family of Harim , who put posterity of Manasseh (Josh. 17: 2, A. V. “ children

away his foreign wife at Ezra's bidding (Ezra 10: of Shenida ”).

21 ), B. C. 456 . SHEM'INITH, a musical term (1 Chron. 15:

16. A layman of Israel, son of another Harim , 21 ; Psa. 6 , title ; 12, title). See Musical TERMS.

who also had married a foreigner (Ezra 10:31 ) , SHEMİR'AMOTH (Heb. ni77 , shem

B. C. 456.
ee-raw -moth ', name most high ).

17. Son of Delaiah , the son of Mehetabeel, a
1. A Levite musician of the second degree in

prophet in the time of Nehemiah, who, bribed by the choir founded by David (1 Chron. 15:18 ), play.
Tobiah and Sanballat, pretended fear, and pro- ing “ with psalteries on Alamoth ” ( v. 20 ; comp.

posed to Nehemiah that they should seek safety 16:5), B. C. about 986.

in the temple (Neh . 6:10, sq . ) , B. C. 445. 2. One of the Levites sent by Jehoshaphat to
18. The head of a priestly house who returned teach the law to the inhabitants of Judah (2 Chron.

with Zerubbabel from Babylon (Neh. 12:6 , 18), 17 :8), B. C. after 875.

B. C. 536. If the same, he lived to sign the cov- SHEMU'EL (Heb. 389200, shem -oo -ale", heard
enant with Nehemiah ( 10 : 8), B. C. 445. The Shem

aiah , son of Mattaniah and father of Jonathan, of God).

mentioned in 12:35, is perhaps the same.
1. Son of Ammihud, appointed from the tribe

19. One of the princes of Judah at the time of of Simeon to divide the land of Canaan (Num. 34 :

the dedication of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh . 12 : 20), B. C. 1209.

34 ), B. C. 445. 2. Another form of Samuel the prophet (1 Chron.

20. One of the musicians who took part in the 6:33).

dedication of the new wall of Jerusalem (Neli . 12 :
3. A descendant of Tola, and one of the chiefs

36), B. C. 445 .
of the tribe of Issachar (1 Chron . 7 :2).

21. Oneof the priestly trumpeters on the same SHEN (Hebrew with article77, hash-shane',

occasion ( Neh . 12:42). the tooth ), a place (1 Sam. 7:12) between which and

22. The father of the prophet URIJAU ( q. v . ), Mizpeh Samuel set up the stone Ebenezer, to com

of Kirjath -jearim ( Jer. 26:20 ), B. C. before 609. memorate the rout of the Philistines. The name

23. Shemaiah the Nebelamite, a false prophet may indicate a projecting pointof rock (1 Sam . 14:

in the time of Jeremiah (Jer. 29 : 24-32). 4), or a place situated upon such a point . Its esact

24. The father of Delaiah, one of the princes locality is unknown.

who heard Baruch's roll (Jer. 36:12 ), B. C. before SHENA'ZAR SHEN’AZAR ( Heb.
607.

SHEMARI'AH (Heb. -777220, shem -ar- yaw ', and brother of Salathiel (1 Chron. 3:18), B. C.
3877, shen -ats-tsar ), one of the sons of Jeconiah

kept of Jehoval). after 606 .

1. One of the Benjamite warriors who came to SHE’NIR (Heb. , shen -cer ', Deut. 3 : 9 ;

David at Ziklag (1 Chron . 12 : 5), B. C. about

1002. Cant. 4: 8), SE’NIR (Heb. 7 , sen -eer', 1 Chron.

2. The second son of Rehoboam by his wife 5:23 ; Ezek. 27:6, pointed, and so peak), the name

3
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given by the Amorites to Mount HERMON ( q. v. ). Hebron . His mother's name was Abital (2 Sam .

The Sidonians called it Sirion, and in Psa. 29 :6 | 3 :4 ; 1 Chron. 3 : 3 ) , B. C. about 994 .

Sirion is used poetically for Hermon . 2. Son of Reuel, and father of Meshullam , a

SHE’OL (Heb. Six , sheh -ole', Hades, or the Benjamite chieftain dwelling in Jerusalem after
world of the dead), a word usually derived from the captivity ( 1 Chron. 9:8), B.C. before 536.

3. The Haruphite, or Hariphite, one of the Ben .

Sep (shaw -al ), “ to ask or seek,” perhaps with jamite warriors who joined David in his retreat at

the signification expressed in English, “ the insa- Ziklag (1 Chron. 12 : 5 ), B. C. about 1002.

tiable sepulcher.” We have no clew to the origin 4. Son of Maachah, and prince of the Simeon.

of the word , and must seek for its meaning in the ites in the time of David (1 Chron. 27:16), B. C.

several passages in which it occurs. In Gen. 37:35 , before 960.

“And Jacob said, I will go down into the grave 5. The last named of the six sons of Jehosha .

(opku, sheh -o'-laro) unto my son mourning," the phat, king ofJudah, all of whom were richly en
meaning is obvious. In Num. 16:30 Moses de dowed by their father (2 Chron . 21 : 2, 3), B. C. after

875.

clares that Korah shall go down alive into the pit,

viz ., the interior of the earth (v. 33). In 2 Sam .
6. The family of Shephatiah, three hundred and

22:6 the A.V. has,“ The sorrows of hellcompassed seventy-two in nuinber, returned with Zerubbabel
me about." The English word hell does not here ( Ezra 2:4 ; Neh. 7:9). A second detachment of

mean a place of torment, for it will be seen that eighty, with Zebadial at their head , cameup with

thesorrows(Heb . “ snares”) of Sheol are equivalent Ezra (Ezra8:8), B. C. before 636.

to the nets of death . In Job 11 :8 there seems to
7. The family of another Shepbatiah were

be an allusion to the belief that there is a dark among the children of Solomon's servants who

and deep abyss beneath the center of the earth ,
came up with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:57 ; Neh. 7:59),

B. C. before 536.

tenanted by departed spirits, but not necessarily a

place of torment. “ Hell from beneath is moved Judah and ancestor of Athaiah (Neh. 11 :4), B. C.
8. A descendant of Perez, or Pharez, the son of

for thee,” etc. (Isa . 14: 9), is thus rendered by

Delitzsch ( Com., in loc.), "" The kingdom of the long before 536.

dead below is all in uproar on account of thee ; "
9. The son of Mattan , one of the princes of

and its meaning thus interpreted , “ All Hades'is Judah, who counseled Zedekiah to put Jeremiah

overwhelmed with excitement and wonder, now
in the dungeon (Jer. 38 : 1 ) , B. C. 589.

that the king of Babel .. , is actually approach- SHEPHEʻLAH, THE (Heb. O , hash

shef -ay -law ', the low ), the name given to the south .

In the great majority of cases Sheol, in the Old ern division of the low -lying district between the

Testament, is used to signify the grave ; and it can central highlands of PALESTINE ( 9. v .) and the
have no other meaning in Gen. 37:35 ; 42:38 ; Mediterranean Smith (Hist. Geog. Holy Land)

1 Sam. 2 : 6 ; 1 Kings 2: 6 ; Job 14:13 ; 17:13, 16 , says : “ Though the namemay originally have been

and in many passages in the writings of David, used to include the maritime plain, yet the Sheph
Solomon , and the prophets. The darkness and elah proper was the region of low hills between

gloom of the grave was such that the word denot- that plain and the high central range. "

ing it came to be applied to the abiding place of
SHEPHERD ( from Heb. 7o, raw-aw', tothe miserable . When this was supposed to be

the case our translators rendered the word " hell." tend ;Gr. Troliv, poy-mane').
1. Duties. The routine of the shepherd's

Some passages are doubtful, but concerning others
scarcelya question can be entertained (e. g.,Job duties appears to have been as follows :Inthe
11 :8 ; Psa. 139:8; Amos 9: 3), in which the word morning he led forth his flock from the fold (John
denotes the opposite of heaven. Still more deci: | 10 :4), which he did bygoing before them and call.

sive are Psa. 9:17 ; Prov. 23:14 ; in which Sheol can ing to them , as is still usual in the East; arrived

only mean theabode of the wicked ,asdistinguished assistanceof dogs (Job 30:1), and, should any
at the pasturage, he watched the flock with the

from and opposed to the righteous.

is used in muchthe same sense as sheôlin the with water, either at a running stream orat

In the New Testament the Gr. äsns (hah '-dace) sheep stray, he had to search for it until he found

it ( Ezek . 34:12 ; Luke 15: 4) ; he supplied them

Old, except that in a less proportion of cases can
it be construed to signify " the grave." In this troughsattached to wells (Gen. 29 :7 ; 30:38; Exod.

sense it occurs in Acts 2:31 ; 1 Cor. 15:55 ; but in 2:16 ; Psa. 23 : 2 ) ; at evening he brought them

general the Hades of New Testamentappears to back to the fold,and reckoned them tosee that

be theworld of future punishment( e. g. , Matt. 11 : rod " as they entered the door of the inclosurenone were missing, by passing them “ under the

23 ; 16:18 ; Luke 16:23 ).
(Lev. 27:32 ; Ezek. 20:37 ) , checking each sheep as

SHEʻPHAM (Heb. Spu, shef-awm ', bare), a it passed, by a motion ofthehand(Jer.33:13);

place mentioned by Moses in his specification of and, finally , he watched the entrance of the fold

the eastern boundary of the promised land (Num. throughout the night, acting as porter (John 10 : 3).

34:10, 11 ) . Location undecided . The shepherd's office thus required great watch .

SHEPHATHI'AH (1 Chron . 9 :8 ), more prop. Nah. 3:18). It also required tenderness toward
fulness, particularly by night (Luke 2 : 8 ; comp.

erly SHEPHATIAH, 2.

SHEPHATI'AH (Heb. 77959, shef -at- yaw ', drivingthem toand from the pasturage (Gen.
the young and feeble (Isa. 40:11 ), particularly in

judged of Jehovah ). 33:13). In large establishments there were various

1. The fifth of the six sons born to David in grades of shepherds, the highest being styled

7
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“ rulers ” (Gen. 47 :6), or “ chief shepherds ” (1 Pet. SHEPHUʻPHAN(Heb. TODW, shef- oo - faron ',

6 :4) ; in à royal household the title of abbir, serpentlike), one of the sons of Bela, the firstborn

" mighty," was bestowed on the person who held of Benjamin (1 Chron. 8 :5 ). His name is also

the post (1 Sam . 21 : 7). written Shephupham (A. V. “ Shupham ,” Num.
2. Life . The office of the Eastern shepherd, 26:39) and Muppim (Gen. 46:21).

as described in the Bible, was attended with much
SHERAH (Heb. 7789, sheh - er -aw ', kins

hardship , and even danger. He was exposed to

the extremes of heat and cold (Gen. 31:40); his woman ), daughter of Ephraim (1 Chron. 7:24), and

food frequently consisted of the precarious sup- foundress of the two Beth-horons, and of Uzzen

plies afforded by nature, such as the fruit of the Sherah, B. C. probably about 1169. This Ephra.

sycamore," or Egyptian fig (Amos 7:14), the im was probably a descendant of the patriarch ,

" husks ” of the carob tree (Luke 15:16), and per- andlived after Israel took possession of Canaan .

chance the locusts and wild honey which supported SHERD . See POTSHERD .

the Baptist (Matt. 3 :4 ) ; he had to encounter the SHEREBI'AH (Heb.7 , shay -rayb -yar ',

attacks of wildbeasts, occasionallyof the larger Jah has brought heat), a Levite of the family of
species, such as lions, wolves , panthers, and bears

( i Sam . 17:34 ; Isa . 31 :4 ; Jer. 5 :6 ; Amos 3:12) ; nor
Mahli, the son of Merari, who, with eighteen of

washe free from the risk of robbers or predatory his brethren, joined Ezra at the river Ahava (Ezra

hordes (Gen. 31:39 ). To meet these various foes 8:18 , 24). When Ezra read the law to the people

the shepherd's equipment consisted of the follow . Sherebiah was among the Levites whoassisted

ing articles: A mantle, made probably of sheep him (Neh .8 :7), B. C. about445. He took partin
skin, with the fleece on,which he turned inside the psalmof confession and thanksgiving whichwas

out in cold weather, as implied in the comparison sung at thesolemn fast after the Feast ofTaber.

in Jer. 43:12 (comp. Juv., xiv, 187); a scrip or nacles (9:4, 5),and signed the covenantwith Nehe.

wallet, containing a small amountoffood (1 Sam. thechief of the Levites
who belonged to the choir

miah (10:12). He is again mentioned as among

17:40) ; a sling, which is still the favorite weapon

of the Bedouin shepherd ( 17:40) ; and, lastly, a
( 12 : 8, 24).

staff, which served the double purpose of a weapon
SHERESH (Heb. wing, shek '-resh , root), son

against foes, and a crook for the management of of Machir, the Manassite, by bis wife Manchah
the flock ( 1 Sam. 17:40 ; Psa. 23 : 4 ; Zech. 11: 7). If (1 Chron. 7:16).

the shepherd was at a distance from his home, he SHERE'ZER (for derivation see SHAREZER ), a

was provided with a light tent ( Cant. 1:8 ; Jer. messenger sent, with Regen -melech, in the fourth
35 : 7 ), the removal of which was easily effected year of Darius, to inquire at the temple regarding

(Isa. 38:12). In certain localities, moreover, towers a day of humiliation in the fifth month (Zech . 7: 2),
were erected for the double purpose of spying an B. C. 618.

enemy at a distance, and protecting the flock :
SHERIFF (Chald. PPR, tif taker, a laroyer ),

such towers were erected by Uzziah and Jotham

(2 Chron. 26:10 ; 27 :4 ) , while their existence in a court official at Babylon (Dan . 3:2 , 3), “ a judge in

earlier times is testified by the name Migdal-Eder the narrower sense of the word " (Keil , Com .), or

(Gen. 35:21, A. V. “ tower of Edar ; ” Mic. 4 : 8 , one who, like the present Mohammedan mafli,

A. V. “ tower of the flock ' ).
decides points of law in the Turkish courts.

The hatred of the Egyptians toward shepherds SHE'SHACH (Heb. , shay -shak'). This

(Gen. 46:34) may have been mainly due to their is supposed to be a symbolical name for Babel

contempt for the sheep itself, which appears to Babylon— ( Jer. 25:26 ; 61:41). It is thought by

have been valued neither for food nor generally some critics to be a cabalistic plan, called " Ath.

for sacrifice, the only district where they were of. bash ,” making the word Sheshach represent Babel,

fered being about the Natron lakes. It may have by putting the last letter in the place of the

been increased bythememory of the shepherd in- first, and the last but one for the second, etc.

vasion (Smith, Bib . Dict.).

Figurative. The shepherd is used frequently the second letter be represented byw, the next to
Thus changing the word bba, Babylon , we let »

in Scripture as illustrative :

the last ; then would stand for 5, and we have
1. Of God as the Leader of Israel ( Psa . 77:20 ;

80: 1). Tuw. Von Buhlen thinks the word synonymous

2. of Christ as the goodShepherd (Ezek 34:23; ofa prince.” Rawlinson says that the nameof
with the Persian Shih -shah, which means “ house

Zech. 13 : 7 ; Isa . 40:11 ; John 10:14 ; Heb. 13:20).

3. Of kingsasleaders of the people ( Isa. 44:28 ; might have been read in one of the ancient dia
the moon-god, identical with that of Ur, or Hur,

Jer, 6: 3 ; 49:19).
lects of

4. Of ministers (Jer. 23 :4 ), foolish shepherds as
Babylon as Shishaki, and so explain the

Scripture Sheshach .

bad ministers (Isa . 56:11; Jer. 50 : 6 ; Ezek . 34 : 2 ,
SHE'SHAI (Heb. ww, shay -shah'ee, whitish ),

10 ; Zech. 11 : 8 , 15–17).

SHEPHI (Heb. Spu, shef- ee', bareness), the
one of the three sons of Anak , wlio dwelt in

Hebron (Num. 13:22), and were driven thence and

fourth of the five sons of Shobal, the son of Seir slain by Caleb at the head of the children of

of Edom ( 1 Chron. 1:40) , called in the parallel Judah (Josh. 16:14 ; Judg. 1:10) , B. C. 1164.

passage (Gen. 36:23) Shepho (Heb. 10, same SHE'SHAN (Heb. , shay-sharon ', lily ), a

meaning).
son of Ishi, in the posterity of Jerahmeel, of the

SHEPHO (Gen. 36:23). See SHEPIII. tribe of Judah. Having no sons, he gave his

>
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daughter, probably Ahlai, to his Egyptian slave, Ephraimites did — doing away with the aspirate,

Jarba, through which union the line was perpetu- he was adjudged an Ephraimite, and put to death.

ated ( 1 Chron. 2:31 , 34, 35), B. C. about 1190. Thus forty -two thousand Ephraimites fell ( Judg .,

SHESHBAZ ZAR (Heb. Savu, shays)-ch. 12).

bats -tsar”, foreign derivation ), the Chaldean or Per.
SHIB'MAH (Num. 32:38). See SIBMAH.

sian name given , apparently, to Zerubbabel ( Ezra SHICʻRON (Heb. jinou, shik -ker - one', drunk

1 : 8 , 11 ; 6:14 , 16). That Sheshbazzarmeans Zerub- enness ), a town near the western end of the north

babel is evident from ( 1 ) lis being called the ern boundary of Judah, named between Ekrah

“ prince (19 ** p I) of Judah,” a term marking him and Mount Baalah ( Josh.16:11). As it is not

as head of the tribe in the Jewish sense . (2 ) His named among the cities of Judah (vers. 21–63), it

being characterized as “ governor ” (TTO), ap.thepresent ruined village Beit Shit,about half
would seem to have been in Dan. It is , perhaps,

pointed by Cyrus, both which Zerubbabel was ;
and yet more distinctly bythe assertion (5:16)that way between Ekron andAshdod .

“ Sheshbazzar laid the foundation of the house of
SHIELD. See ARMOR, 2, ( 1 ).

God which is in Jerusalem ,” compared with the SHIGGA'ION . See MUSICAL TERMS.

promise to Zerubbabel (Zech . 4 : 9) , “ The hands of SHIGIO'NOTH . See MUSICAL TERMS.

Zerubbabel have laid the foundation of this house ;

SHI'HON (Heb. 778 , shee-ohn', overturn .
his hands shall also finish it ” ( Smith , Bib. Dict. ,

8. v.). ing, a ruin ), a city in Issachar ( Josh . 19:19), named

SHETH (Heb. nu, shayth, confusion ).
between Haphraim and Anaharath. A name re.

sembling it is the Khirbet Shi'in , one and one
1. The patriarch Seth ( 1 Chron, 1 : 1 ) . half miles N. W. of Duburieh .

2. In the A. V. of Num. 24:17 the Heb . Sheth

SHI'HOR (1 Chron. 13 :5). , See SIHOR ; also
is rendered as a proper name, but there is reason SUPPLEMENT.

to regard it as an appellative, and to translate,
instead of “ the sons of Sheth ,” “ the sons of SHI’HOR - LIBʼNATH (Heb. Opp? sinou ,

tumult," or confusion , the wild warriors of Moab shee-khore' lib -nawth ', black, white ). This seems
( comp. Jer, 48:45) . to be thought by some to be a river, and by others,

SHEⓇTHAR (Heb. no, shay-thawr', foreign as Mr.Grove, to beno river at all. Mr.Porter
derivation ), one of the seven princes of Persia and thinks that this name might have been given to

Media, who had access to the king's presence, some little town on the banks of one of the

and were the first menin the kingdom inthe third streamlets falling into thesea near Carmel, where

year of Xerxes (Esth. 1:14).
the sand is very white and glistening. However,

SHE'THAR -BOZ NÁI(Chald. apiano, south ofCarmel
,onthe borders of Asher, prob

it is still generally believed to have been a river

sheth-arl bo-zen -ah'ee), a Persian officer of rank, ably the modern Nahr- Zerka , or crocodile brook

having a command in the province “ on this side (Josh. 19:26) . Crocodiles are still found in the

the river,” under Tatnai, the satrap, in the reign Žerka. Dr. Thomson thinks that long ages ago

of Darius Hystaspis (Ezra 5 :3, 6 ; 6 :6, 13 ). He they were introduced by some Egyptians who

joined with Tatnai and the Apharsachites in try settled here and brought their deitieswith them .

ing to obstruct the progress of the temple in the

SHIL'HI (Heb. m , shil-khee', missive), thetime of Zerubbabel , and in writing a letter to

Darius, of which a copy is preserved in Ezra, father of Azubah , the mother of King Jehoshaphat
ch. 5 . As regards the name Shethar-boznai, it ( 1 Kings 22:42 ; 2 Chron. 20:31 ), B. C.bfeore 875.
seems to be certainly Persian . The first element SHIL'HIM (Heb.

60shil-kheem”, armed
of it appears as the name Shethar, one of the men ), a place in the south of Judah ( Josh. 15:32 ).

seven Persian princes in Esth . 1:14 (Smith ). Some would connect the name with the idea of

SHEVA (Heb. N7 , shev-aw', false ). water flowing. It is called also Sharuhen ( Josh.

1. The scribe or royal secretary of David (2 Sam . 19 : 6 ), and Shaarim (1 Chron. 4:31 ). Some think

20:25). He is called elsewhere Seraiah (8:17), it preserved in Tell Sheriah, almost halfway be.

Shisha (1 Kings 4 : 3), and Shavsha ( 1 Chron. 18:16). tween Gaza and Beer-sheba.

2. Son of Caleb ben -Hezron by his concubine SHIL'LEM ( Heb. Dan , shil-lame', recom .
Maachah ( 1 Chron. 2:49).

pense), a son of Naphtali (Gen. 46:24 ; Num. 26:49),
SHEWBREAD. See SHOWBREAD . elsewhere ( 1 Chron . 7:13) called SHALLUM (q. v.).

SHIB’BOLETH (Heb. Onu, shib -bo '- leth , a SHIL'LEMITE (Heb. 7920 , hash- shil-lay.

stream , as flowing ; or an ear of grain, as growing mee '), a descendant of SHILLEM ( q. v.).

out) . This word came into notice in the Old SHILO’AH (Isa. 8 : 6 ). See Siloam .
Testament history merely with respect to its proper

SHI'LOH, the name, apparently, of a person
pronunciation. After the defeat of the Ephraim .

and of a place.

ites by Jephthah and the Gileadites on the farther

side of Jordan, the latter seized the fords of the 1. (Heb. 10, slice- lo', tranquil), a title of the

river, with the view of cutting off the return of Messiah (Gen. 49:10). While there has been much

the Ephraimites. To test whether those who ap- discussion as to the grammatical interpretation of

proached the river were really Ephraimites, they the word , the entire Jewish synagogue and the

asked them to pronounce the word shibboleth. If | whole Christian Church agree as to the fact that

apy one pronounced it sibboleth—the way the the patriarch is here proclaiming the coming of

> 1
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the Messiah . “ The objection that the expecta. wives (Judg. 21 : 19–23). At Shiloh Eli judged

tion of a personal Messiah was foreign to the Israel, and died of grief at hearing of the capture

patriarchalage, and must have been foreign to the of the ark (1 Sam . 4:12–18 ). That there was no

nature of that age " (Kurtz), is not valid . For the permanent structure there is evident from 2 Sam .

expectation of a personal Saviour did not arise 7 :6 : " I have not dwelt in any bouse since the

for the first time with Moses, Joshua, and David, time that I brought up the children of Israel out

but was contained in the germ of the promise of of Egypt, even to this day, but have walked in a

the seed of the woman and in the blessing of tent and in a tabernacle." Ahijah the prophet

Noah upon Shem , and still further expanded in had his abode at Shiloh at the time of Jeroboam I,

the promises of God to the patriarchs. When Ja- and was visited there by the messengers of the

cob had before him the founders of the twelve- king's wife to learn the result of their child's sick

tribed nation the question naturally arose, from ness ( 1 Kings 11:29; 12:15 ; 14 : 1 , etc.). The peo

which of the twelve tribes would the promised ple there after the exile appear to have been Cuth

Saviour proceed ? REUBEN (q . v.) had forfeited ites (2 Kings 17:24, 30 ; comp. Jer. 12:5 ),who had

the right of primogeniture by bis incest, and it adopted some form of Jewish worship.

could not pass over to either Simeon or Levi on The site of Shiloh is very minutely described :

account of their crime against the Shechemites. “ On the north side of Beth - el, on the east side of

Consequently the dying patriarch transferred, both the highway that goeth up from Beth -el to She
by his blessing and prophecy, the chieftainship chem , and on the south of Lebonah ( Judg. 21 :

and promise to his fourth son, Judah. Judah was 19). It is now known by the Arabic name Seilun.

to bear the scepter with victorious, lionlike cour:

age, until in the future Shiloh was to descend 11:5, A. V., should berendered-as in other cases
SHILONI. This word, occurring only in Neh .

from Judah .
_“ the Shilonite."

The gradual advance of Messianic prophecy

places the personal meaning of Shilolı beyond all
SHI'LONITE (Ileb. 977 , bu, orbe

possible doubt. Balaam's prophecy transfers Ja- shee- lo -nee ).
cob's proclamation of the lion nature of Judah to 1. The native or resident of Shiloh - a title

Israel as a nation (Num . 23:24 ; 24 : 9 ) , and intro ascribed only to Ahijah ( 1 Kings 11:29 ; 12:15 ;

duces the figure of the scepter from Gen. 49 :9, 10. 15:29 ; 2 Chron, 9:29 ; 10:15) .

As champion, even after the death of Joshua, 2. The Shilonites are mentioned among the de.

Judah by divine direction opened the attack upon scendants of Judah dwelling in Jerusalem at a

thic Canaanites ( Judy. 1 : 1 , sq .), and also the war date difficult to fix (1 Chron. 9 :5 ). They are doubt.

against Benjamin (20:18 ). From Judah was raised less the members of the house of Shelah, who in

up the first judge in tlié person of Othniel (3 : 9 , the Pentateuch are more accurately designated

sq .). The election of David raised Judah to the Shelanites.

rank of ruling tribe, and it received the scepter SHIL'SHAH (Heb. , shil-sharo ', triad ),

over all the rest ( 1 Chron. 28:4 ). The authority

of Zerubbabel as “ governor of Judah ”(Hag. 2 : 2)
son of Zophah, of the tribe of Asher (1 Chron. 7:

would seem to have rested upon a recognition of 37),B. C. before 960.

this traditional supremacy . SHIMEA (Heb. Xpu, shim - aw ', rumor,

Solomon sang of the King's Son who should fame).
have dominion from sea to sea and from the river 1. Son of David by Bath -sheba (1 Chron. 3 : 5),

to the ends of the earth ( Psa , 72) ; and the proph. called in 2 Sam. 5:14 ; 1 Chron. 14 :4 , SHAMMUA

ets after Solomon prophesied of the Prince of | ( 9. v .).

Peace, who should increase government and peace 2. A Merarite Levite, son of Uzza and father

without end upon the throne of David , and of the of Haggiah ( 1 Chron. 6:30) , B , C. before 987.

sprout out of the rod of Jesse , whom the nations 3. A Gershonite Levite, ancestor of Asaph the

should seek ( Isa . 9 : 5 , 6 ; 11: 1-10) ; comp. Ezek. 21 : minstrel (1 Chron. 6:39).

27 ). “ Thus did the kingdom of Judah arise from 4. The brother of David (1 Chron . 20 :7), else.

its temporary overthrow to a new and imperishable where called Shammah, Shimwa, and Shimeah.

glory in Jesus Christ ( Heb. 7:14) , who conquers all SHIM'EAH (Heb. 20, shim -aw ', triad ).
foes as the Lion of the tribe of Judah (Rev. 5 : 5 ),

and reigns as the true Prince of Peace, as
1. Brother of David and father of Jonathan

peace' (Eph. 2:14) , forever and ever ” (K. and D. , and Jonadab (2 Sam . 21:21 ) ; called also Shammah

Com., on Gen.).
( 1 Sam. 16 :9), Shimea ( 1 Chron. 20:7), and Shimma

2. (Heb. 150, shec-lo', place of rest),one of the
(2:13).

2. A descendant of Jehiel, the father or founder
earliest and most sacred of the Hebrew sanctua- ofGibeon ( 1 Chron. 8:32), B. C. perhaps 536. He

ries. The ark of the covenant, which had been is called ( 9:38) Shimeam .

kept at Gilgal during the subjugation of Palestine,
SHIMEAM (Heb. Drow, shim-yawm', their

was removed thence to Shiloh, where it was kept
from the last days of Joshua tothe timeof Sam fame), the descendant of Jehiel (1 Chron. 9:38),

uel ( Josh . 18 : 1-10 ; Judg. 18:31 ; 1 Sam . 4 : 3 ) .
called (8:32) SHIMEAH (q. v .).

Here Joshua divided among the tribes the west SHIM EATH (Heb. Tau, shim -awth ', fem

Jorlanic region, not already allotted ( Josh. 18 :10 ; inine of Shimeah ), an Ammonitess, mother of Jo .

19:51 ), in which distribution Shiloh fell to Ephraim zachar or Zabad, one of the murderers of King

(16:5 ). Shiloh was the scene of the seizure by the Joash (2 Kings 12:21 ; 2 Chron. 24:26), B. C. be

Benjamites of young women , whom they took for fore 797.

1
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SHIMEATHITES (Heb. Tad, shim-aw- tion is made of his numerous family (1 Chron. 4 :
thee ), one of the families of " scribes " resident at 26, 27), B. C. perhaps before 1210.

Jabez, in the tribe of Judah ( 1 Chron. 2:55 ) ; de- 7. A Reubenite, son of Gog and father of Micah

scendants, apparently, ofa Shimea not of the Ke. (1 Chron. 5 :4).

nites, possibly the brother of David (2 Sam . 21:21 ). 8. A Gershonite Levite, son of Jahath (1 Chron .

SHIM’EI (Heb. 17720, shim-ce', renowned ).
6:42 ).

9. Son of Jeduthun, and chief of the tenth divi.
1. Son of Gershon, the son of Levi (Num . 3:18 ; sion of the singers in David's reign (1 Chron . 25:

1 Chron. 6:17, 29 ; 23:7,9, 10 ; Zech . 12:13 ; Shimi, 17), B. C. before 960.

Exod. 6:17). In 1 Chron. 6:29, according to the 10. The Ramathite who was over David's vine.

present text, he is called the son of Libni, and yards ( 1 Chron. 27:27), B. C. before 960.

both are reckoned as sons of Merari ; but there is 11. A Levite of the sons of Heman, who took

reason to suppose that there is something omitted part in the purification of the temple under Heze.

in this verse, as he is everywhere else represented kiah (2 Chron . 29:14 ), B. C. 719.

to be Libni's brother. Dr. Strong ( Cyclopeedia) 12. The Levite who, with his brother Cononiah,

conjectures that Shelomith should be read instead had charge of the offerings in the reign of Heze

of Shimei in 1 Chron. 23:10. Keil(Com ., in loc.) kiah (2 Chron. 31:12, 13), B. C. 719. Perhaps the

thinks the Shimei of vers. 7 and 10 to be another sameas the preceding.

than the one in v. 9.
13. A Levite in the time of Ezra who had mar.

2. The son of Gera, a Benjamite of the house ried a foreign wiſe (Ezra 10:23), B. C. 456.

of Saul, and resident, during David's reign, of Ba- 14. One of the fainily of Hashum who put away

huriin, on the other side of the Mount of Olives hisforeign wife at Èzra's command (Ezra 10:
( 2 Sam . 16 : 5 ) . (1) Curses David. When David, 33).

in his flight from Absalom, had come to Bahurim , 15. A son of Bani, who had also married a for .

Shimci ran out ofthe place cursing the king and eign wife and put her away (Ezra 10:38 ).
pelting him and his servants with stones. Abishai 16. Son of Kish, a Benjamite and ancestor of
wanted to put an end to this cursing ,andrequested Mordecai (Esth. 2 :5), B. C. before 518.

permission to “ take off his head," but was for .
SHIM'EON (Heb. 13z, shim - one', laring),

bidden by the king, who said , “ It may be that the
Lord will look on mine afdiction, and that the a layman of Israel , of the family of Harim , who

Lord will requite nie good for his cursing this day .'
had married a foreign wile, and divorced her in

The royat party passed on, Shimei following them the time of Ezra (Ezra 10:31).

and casting stones and dirt as long as they were SHIM'HI (Hcb, www, shim -ee ), a Benjamite,
in sight (2 Sam. 16 : 5–13 ), B. C. about . 967. apparently the same as Shema, the son of Elpaal
(2) Spared. The next we learn of Shimei is bis

( 1 Chron . 8:21 ).

suing for pardon at the hands of the king. Just

as David was crossing the Jordan in the ferryboat
SHIM'I (Exod. 6:17). See SIIMEI, 1 .

(2 Sam . 19:18), the first person to welcome him SHIM’ITE (Heb. ???? , shim -ee'), a descendo

was Shimei, who may have seen him approaching ant (Num . 3:21 ; comp. Zech . 12:13) of Shimci ( 1 ),

from the heights above. He threw himself at the son of Gershon.

David's feet in abject penitence, and, notwith SHIMʻMA ( 1 Chron . 2:13). See SIMEANI, 1 .
standing the desire of Abishai that he should

be put to death, his life was spared (19 : 16–23 ). SHI'MON (Hcb. 712 , shcc-mone', desert).

( 3 ) Executed. But the king's suspicions were not the four sons of Shimon are enumerated in an
set at rest by this submission, and on his death . obscure genealogy of the tribe of Judah ( 1 Chron.

bed he recalls the whole scene to the recollection 4:20), B. C. after 1170.

of his son Solomon . Solomon gave Shimei notice SHIMʻRATH (Heb . 7mm shim -rawth ',

that from henceforth he must consider himself guard ), a Benjamite, the ninth named of the sons
confined to the walls of Jerusalem on pain of death of Shimhi (1 Chron . 8:21), B. C. after 1170.

He was to build a house in Jerusalem ( 1 Kings 2:36,

37). For three years the engagement waskept,
SHIM'RI (Icb.790, shim -ree', watchful).

At the end of that time, for the purpose of cap . 1. Sonof Shemaiah, and head of a Simeonite

turing two slaves who had escaped to Gath, he family (1 Chron . 4:37 ), B. C. probably after

went out on his ass and made his journey success. 1170.

fully. On his return the king took him at his 2. The father of Jediael , one of David's guard

word, and he was slain by Benaiah (vers. 38–46 ), ( 1 Chron. 11:45), B. C. before 982.

B. C. 954. 3. The son of Elizaphan, and one of the Levites

3. An adherent of Solomon at the time of Adon . who aided in the purification of the temple under

ijah's usurpation (1 Kings 1 : 8 ) , B. C. 958. Unless Hezekiah (2 Chron. 29:13), B. C. 719.

he is the same as Shimei, the son of Elah (4:18), SHIMÄRITH (Heb. 0177p, shim -reell ’, fem

Solomon's commissariat officer, or withShtimeah, inine of Shimri), a Moabitess,mother ofJehoza.
or Shammah, David's brother, it is impossible to bad , one of the assassins of King Joash (2 Chron .
identify him .

24:26 ; in 2 Kings 12:21 , Shomer).
4. Son of Elah, and Solomon's commissariat of.

ficer in Benjamin ( 1 Kings 4:18), B. C. 954 .
SHIM ROM (1 Chron . 7 : 1 ). See SmImron.

5. Son of Pedaiah and brother of Zerubbabel SHIMʻRON (IIch. 7i7za , shim -rone', guard.

(1 Chron . 3:19), B. C. 536. ianship ).
6. A Simeonite, son of Zacchur. Special men- 1. The fourth son of Issachar, according to the
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lists of Genesis (46:13 ) and Numbers (26:24 ), and that the Egyptians were an adventurous people,

the head of the family of the Shimronites, B. C. willing to leave their own towns in pursuit of

about 2000. In 1 Chron. 7 : 1 later editions give fortune, and that even

“ Shimrom .' the sea did not inspire

2. A town of Zebulun (Josh. 19:15) , one of those
them with fear or re

which joined the confederacy under Jabin against ligious horror, “ Invet

Joshua (11:1-5 ), the same more fully called Shim erate prejudice alone

ron-meron (12:20). could prevent us from

SHIM’RONITE (Heb. zaw, shim -ro-nce ), admitting thatthe Egyp

i descendant (Num . 26:24) of Shimron, the son of
tians of the Memphite

Issachar.
period went to the ports

of Asia and to the Balli

SHIMRON -MEʻRON (Heb. pismo ima nîbû by sea.” It is cer .

shim -rond mer-one', guard of lashing), a town con Ancient Ship (from a coin ). tain that they used wood

quered by Joshua ( Josh. 12:20 ), and probably the and metals from Leb

same as elsewhere (11 : 1 ) called simply SHIMRON anon and Asia Minor. The Phænicians were

( q. v .). among, if not the earliest, cultivators of maritime

SHIM'SHAI (Heb. up , shim -shah'ee, affairs..

sunny ), the scribe or secretary of Rehum , who
Although the Jews cannot be called a seafaring

was a kind of satrap of the conquered province of people, yet their geographical position was such

Judea and of the colony of Samaria, supported by that they could not have been entirely ignorant of

the Persian court (Ezra 4 : 8 , 9 , 17, 23). He was
commerce and ships. Their close relation with

apparently an Aramean, for the letter whichhe Phænicia,theirown seaboard on the Mediterranean,

wrote toArtaxerxes was in Syriac ( 4:7), and the their greatnavigable lake of Gennesareth, and, at

form of his name is in favor of this supposition.
no great distance from Jerusalem, the Red Sea,

SHINAB (Heb. 58 , shin -awi', father has navigation. There can be no doubt thatthe arts
all tended to bring them into acquaintance with

turned ), the king of Admah in the time of Abra- of shipbuilding and of navigation came to Greece
ham (Gen. 14: 2) .

and Italy from the East, and immediately from

SHI'NAR (Heb. 7 , shin '-aur ), the name of the Levant: whencewemay justifiably infer that
a country (Gen. 10:10 ; 11 : 2 , ff .). In the biblical these arts, so far as they were cultivated in Pales

story Shinar is the name of the land in which tine, were there in a higher state of perfection at

were located the cities of Babylon, Erech , Accad, an early period at least than in the more western

and Calneh . It was, therefore, a part of the land parts of the world .

of Babylonia, and may be roughly spoken of as
We know very little about the early bistory of

southern Babylonia, though some of these cities, Palestinian shipping, though by someaprophecy
perhaps, would more strictly be included in north of Israel's connection with navigation is seen in

ern Babylonia. Very little light from the Baby. Gen. 49:13, “ Zebulun shall dwell at the haven of
lonian inscriptions has comeupon this word Shinar. the sea ; and he shall be for a haven of ships;

It is probable that it is connected with the Baby- and his border shall be unto Zidon.” K. and D.
lonian Sumer, which occurs so constantly upon the (Com ., in loc. ) render the passage tbus : “ Zebulun,

Babylonian inscriptions. Its most common usage
to the border of the sea will he dwell , and indeed

is in the political expression, “ king of Sumer and toward the coast of ships, and his side toward

Accad, ” but the meaning of this phrase is still a Zidon ; " and understand Zidon as standing for

subject of controversy among Assyriologists. We Phoenicia (comp. Deut. 33:19; Josh. 19:10 , sq.).

find someof the earliest kingsofBabylonia bearing Such advantage of location could only have been

this title, and it continued irregularly in use down partially improved, for we find Solomon looking

to a very late period in the history of Assyria. It to Hiram as his carrier by sea, who brought tim.

appears to have been a political rather than a ber of Lebanon in floats to Joppa. Later, after

geographical expression ,and its limitsmusthave having conquered Elath and Ezion.geber on the

varied in different periods of history. The land farther arm of the Red Sea , Solomon converted

to which it is applied in the Old Testament is al. them into naval stations, buthe was still indebted to

together alluvial,and was celebrated in the ancient Hiram for “ shipmen that had knowledge of the

world not only bythe Babylonians, but also by the sea.” ( 1 Kings 9:26 ; 10:22).

Greeks and Romans as a land of prodigious fer
The effort to form and sustain a navy in con

tility. Modern travelers do not speak in such nection with the East was not permanently suc

high terms of it, and part of its fertility, at least, cessful; it soon began to decline, and the efforts
must have been ascribed to the wonderful care of Jehoshaphat to revive the enterprise failed

with which it was lilled and to the elaborate sys. ( 1 Kings 22:49, 50) . Joppa was a Jewish seaport

tems of irrigation by which it was watered. In its in the time of the Maccabees (1 Mac. 14 : 5 ) , and

cities the earliest kingdoms known to us in the Herod the Great availed himself of its natura)

history of the human race were founded. SeeUR; features to make amore capacious port at Cæsarea

ELLASAR ; BABYLONIA . — R . W. R. (Josephus, Wars, iii, 9, 3 ).

SHIP (Heb. -78 on -ee-yaw ', conveyance ; which the Egyptians launched upon the sea
2. Ancient Ships. (1 ) Egyptian . The ships

7399, sef-ee - naw ', a sen -going vessel ceiled with a built upon the model of the Nile boats, and only

deck ; * , tsee, a ship ; 720iov,ploy'- on , a sailer). differed from the latter in details, which would

1. Navigation. Evidence is not wanting I now pass unnoticed . The hull, which was built on

66T :) were
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a curved keel, was narrow , had a sharp stem and long, and the time was kept by means of the

stern, was decked from end to end, low forward music of a flute or the stroke of a hammer in the

and much raised aft, and had a long cabin ; the hands of a boatswain.

steering apparatus consisted of one or two large The mast of a ship of war was low and carried

stout oars, each supported on a forked post and a square sail attached to a yard which was lowered

managed by a steersman . It had onemast, some during an engagement; the bow and stern, which

times composed of a single tree, sometimes formed were built alike, were covered with half -decks,

of a group of smaller masts planted at a slight while the middle of the vessel was generally left

distance from each other, but united at the top by open. Merchant vessels had three masts, and

strong ligatures and strengthened at intervals by were full-decked. As to the size of ancient ves.

crosspieces which made it look like a ladder ; its sels , we may judge of them by the number of

single sail was bent sometimes to one yard, some- passengers they carried. The ship in which Paul

times to two ; while its complement consisted of was wrecked had two hundred and seventy-six

some fifty men, oarsmen, sailors, pilots , and pas. persons on board (Acts 27:37 ) , besides a cargo of

sengers. Such were the vessels for cruising or wheat (vers. 10, 38) ; and all these passengers

pleasure. The mer

chant ships resembled

them, but they were of

heavier build , of greater

tonnage, and had a

higher freeboard . They

had no hold ; the mer .

chandise had to remain

piled up on deck, leav

ing only just enough

room for the working

of the vessel. They

nevertheless succeeded

in making lengthy voy

ages, and in transport

ing troops into the 했
enemy's territory from

the mouth of the Nile

to the southern coast

of Syria ” (Maspero,

Dawn of Civ ., 392).

(2) Greek and Ro

mad . “ The difference

between the longnarrow Egyptian Ship.

shipofwarandtheshort,

broad merchant vessel , wasmuch more pronounced I seem to have been taken on to Puteoli in another

in antiquity than in modern times, and existed as ship ( 28:11 ), which had her own cargo and crew ;

early as the time of Homer ( Odys., V, 250 ; ix , 323 ). and we have no evidence of any difficulty, although

The former type, however, was not yet devoted to such an emergency was unexpected . The ship in

fighting by sea, but to the transport of troops, which Josephus was wrecked ( Life, 3), in the same

who also served as rowers. The merchant ships part of the Levant, had six hundred_souls on

were generally worked as sailing vessels, and were board; and a grain ship described by Lucian as

only propelled by oars in case of need, so that driven into Piræus by stress of weather would

they required a very small crew. On the other appear to have measured eleven or twelve hundred

hand the ships of war depended for propulsion tons.

on a strong crew of rowers, who sat in a line on 3. Bible Reference. The following allusions

both sides of the vessel . A vessel with one bank to seafaring are found in the Old Testament: The

of oars (möneris) was specially described according prophecy concerning Zebulun (Gen. 49:13) ; in

to the number of the rowers ; e. g. , a pentēcontõrös Balaam's prophecy (Num . 24:24 ) ; in one of tlie

was a vessel with fifty rowers . Afterward diērēis warnings of Moses (Deut. 28:68) ; in Deborala's

(Lat.birēmis), with two, and tržēreis ( Lat . trirēmes), song ( Judg. 5:17) ; the illustrations and descrip

with three banks of oars on either side , came into tions in Job (9:26 ), the Psalms (48 : 7 ; 104 :26 ;

(Seyffert, Dict. Class. Ant. , 8. v . ) . Later 107 :23 ), Proverbs (23:34 ; 30:19 ; 31:14). Wehave

vessels were built with four, five, six , fifteen , six . already referred to Solomon's ships ( 1 Kings 9:26 ;

teen, and as high as thirty and forty banks of 2 Chron . 8:18 ; 9:21 ), and the disastrous expedi

The rowers sat close together, with their tion of Jehoshaphat's ships from the same port

faces toward the stern of the vessel. The number of Ezion -geber (1 Kings 22:48, 49 ; 2 Chron . 20:36,

of rowers in an ancient trireme, i. e., with three 37). Tyre is depicted allegorically as a splendid

banks of oars, was one hundred and seventy, that ship (Ezek . , ch . 27 ), while Isaiah speaks of the

of a Roman quinquereme,five-banked , in the Punic " ships of Tarshish ” ( 2:16 ; 23 :1 , 14 ). In the nare

wars, was three hundred ; and it is recorded that rative of Jonah ( 1:3–16 ) several nautical terms are

an eight-banked vessel of Lysimachus carried a introduced ; and Daniel ( 11:40) speaks of ships of

crew of sixteen hundred . The oars were very | war.

11

use

oars.
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Frequent mention is made in the New Testa- build, and the tendency to strain theseams, led to

ment of vessels on the Sea of Galilee. There Jesus taking on board “ helps” (Gr. Bondela, bò -ay thi'ah ),

addressed the multitude from on boarda vessel cables or chains, which in case of necessity could

(Matt., Gr. Tholov, ploy '-on ), i. e. , a small fishing be passed around the hull, at right angles to itsi

vessel ; and frequent mention is made of his sail. length , and made tight - a process called in the

ing up and down the lake (Matt. 8:23 ; 9 : 1 ; 14:13 ; English navy frapping.

John 6:17) . Some of his earliest followers were (5) Steering. Ancient ships were steered by

owners of barks which sailed on this inland sea means of two paddle rudders, one on each quarter,

(Matt. 4:21 ; Luke 5: 3 ; John 21: 3). Josephus calls acting in a rowlock

these vessels okáon ( skaf'-ay ), a skif (comp. Acts or through a port

27:16, 30, 32) ; probably like our modern fishing hole, as the vessel

smack, generally propelled by oars, but also em was large or small.

ploying sails . The same thing is

4. Construction and Equipment. (1) The true not only of the

hull of ancient vessels presentsno special pecu. Mediterranean , but

liarities ; the bow and stern were similar in shape; of the early ships of

merchant ships had no hold , the cargo being the Northmen. There

stowed away upon the deck , the sides of which is nothing out of har.

were protected by an open rail , the stempost and mony with this early

the sternpost rising in a curve, most frequently Paddle Rudder . system of steering

terminating in an ornament representing a water in James 3:4, where

fowl bent backward. On the siern projections we Gr. andáhov (pay-dal -ee-on ), helm , occurs in the
sometimes see an awning represented, and on the singular; for the governor steersman

bow the anchors were stowed . Capstans were (Gr. xv0vvwv, yoo-thoo -̒none) would only use one

evidently used to raise anchors. The personifica. paddle rudder at a time.

tion of ships led to the painting of an eye on each 5. Officers and Crew . Luke mentions (Acts

side of the bow , a custom still prevalent in the 27:11; comp. Jonah 1:6 ; Rev. 18:17) two principal

Mediterranean. Indeed our own sailors speak of officers of the ship : the master (Gr. kußepviins,

the “ eyes ” of a ship, and it is said in Acts 27:15 koo-ber-nay'-tace, literally pilol),undoubtedly equiv

that the ship " could not bear up into the wind,” alent to our captain ; the owner (Gr. vaikinpos,

literally “ look the wind in face.” A badge, sign , now '-klay -ros), a shipowner or master of a trading

or emblem was also placed at the prow (28:11 ). vessel , who tookpassengers and freight for bire.

(2) Masts, rigging, etc. These, in distinction The " governor ( James 3 :4, Gr. eidúvwv, yoo

from the hull or vessel itself, were called okevú thoo-none) is merely the man at the helm . The

(skyoo-ay ), gear (Acts 27:19, tackling,” A.V. ). " shipmen ” (Gr. ó vavtal, hoy now '-tahee) were
Its principal feature was a large mast with one common sailors.

large, square sail fastened to a yard of great Figurative. An industrious housewiſe is

length. Other masts were sometimes used, ar likened to a merchantship, bringing “ her food

ranged as the mainmast. The sail that washoisted from afar ” (Prov. 31:14 ). ‘Shipwreck

when the ship of Paul was run aground was a bolical of one departing from the faith ( 1 Tim . 1:

foresail,” or a small sail substituted for the larger 19).

sail in stormy weather (Gr. ápréplov, ar-lem '-ohn, SHI'PHI (Heb. O , shif -ee', abundant), a
A. V. “ mainsail ” ). The mast is mentioned (Isa.
33:23), and from Ezekiel (27.5 ) we learn that Leb: Simeonite, father of Ziza , a prince of the tribe in

anon cedarwas sometimes used to make them of ;the time of Hezekiah ( 1 Chron. 4:37), B. C. before
719.

“ the oak of Bashan ” for the oars ( v. 6) and cy

SHIPH MITE (Heb . nap , shif -mee' ), anpress of Senir ( Antilibanus) for the sheathing of

the hull. Ropes and sails were made of byssus epithet of Zabdi, officer over David's stores of

linen , the latter being woven in party colors . wine ( 1 Chron. 27:27) ; probably as a native of

(3) Anchors. Although shipsrigged and con- SHEPHAM (q. v. ).

structed like those of the ancients might, under SHIPHRAH (Heb. -7770, shif-raw ', bright.

favorable circumstances, be able to work towind; ness), the nameofone of thetwo midwives of the

ward, it must have been “slowly and with difficulty;' Hebrews who disobeyed the command of Pharaoh

and in the event of a ship being caught in a gale , to kill the male children (Exod. 1 : 15–21 ).

on a lee shore, the only mode of escape was to
SHIPH'TAN (Heb. Top , shif-taun’, judi

anchor. No better proof could be given of the

superiority in this branch of seamanship than the cial), father of Kemuel, a prince of the tribe of

successful manner in which Paul's ship was brought Ephraim , and one of the commissioners to divide

to anchor in the face of a lee shore in a gale of Canaan (Num . 34:24), B. C. 1169.

wind, and finally run ashore, when it could be SHIPMASTER . See SHIP, 5.

done in safety to the lives of all on board ” ( Imp. SHIPMEN . See GLOSSARY.

Dict. , s. v. ) . The anchors were much like those
SHIPPING . See GLOSSARY.

of modern make, except that in place of the palms,

or iron plates attached to the extremities of the SHI'SHA (Heb. dan , shee -sharo', whiteness ),

arms, the arms themselves were beaten flat, as in father of Elihoreph and Ahjah , the royal secreta

the Dutch anchors. ries in the reign of Solomon ( 1 Kings 4:3), B. C.

( 4 ) Undergirders (Gr. únogómara, hoop -od-zo'- before 960. He is apparently the same as Shav.

mat-ah, Acts 27:17). The imperfection of the sha, who held the same position under David.

» is sym
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SHITTIM .

SHI'SHAK (Heb. Pun , shee- shak', once Euphrates and Mesopotamia . Shishak , probably

pwiu, shoo-shak ), king of Egypt, the Sheshenk I unable to attack theAssyrians, attempted thesub.
of the monuments, first sovereign of the Bubastite jugation of Palestine and the tracts of Arabia

twenty -second dynasty.
which border Egypt, knowing that the Arabs would

1. The Origin of the royal line of which interpose an effectual resistance to anyinvader of

Sheshenk I was the head is extremely obscure. dating his power in Arabia. See Egypt ; Sayco
Egypt. He seems to have succeeded in consoli.

Lepsiusgives a genealogy of Sheshenk I from the (High. Crit.); Smith (Bib. Dicl. ).

tablet of Harp-sen from the Serapeum , which, if

correct, decides the question. In this Sheshenk I
SHITRAI(Heb. 90, shit-rah'ee, decisive),

is the son of a chief Namuret, whose ancestors, the Sharonite who had charge of David's herds

excepting his mother, who is called “ royal mother," that fed in Sharon (1 Chron, 27:29), B. C. before
are all untitled persons, and all but the princess 960.

bear foreign , apparently Shemitic, names . Sayce SHITTAH TREE (Isa . 41:19). See VEGE
(High. Crit., p . 361) says : “ The dynasty of Shi- TABLE KINGDOM.

shak was of Lybian origin, and the rise of its SHIT TIM (Heb. O , shil- tecm ', acaciu ).
founder was due to the power which the Lybian

mercenaries had gained in the state ... It lasted before entering Palestine(Num . 25:1; Josh , 3:1;
1. Israel's last camping place east of Jordan

one hundred and twenty years . "

2. Reign . Sheshenk 1,on his accession, must Mic. 6:5); an abbreviation of Abel-shittim (Num.
have found the state weakened by internal strife 33:49). It was the place from which Joshua sent

and deprived of much of its foreign influence. forth spies into Canaan ( Josh. 2 : 1 ). See ABEL

Sheshenk took as the title of his standard , “ He

who attains royalty by uniting the two regions
2. The barren valley of the Jordan above the

[of Egypt ).” He himself probably married the Dead Sea, and was chosen by the prophet Joel

heiress ofthe Rameses family, while his son and (3:18) to dencte a very dry valley, as the acacia

successor, Usarken, appears to have taken to wife grows in a dry soil. It was probably west of the

the daughter, and perhaps heiress, of the Tanite Jordan . In the prophecy the spring which waters

twenty-first dynasty. Probably it was not until this valley, and proceeds from the house of

late in his reign that he was able to carry on the Jehovah, is, of course, not an earthly stream , but

foreign wars of the earlier king who captured represents spiritualwater of life (comp. Zech . 14 : 8 ;

Gezer. It is observable that we trace a change of John 4:10 ; Rev. 7:17).

dynasty in the policy that induced Sheshenk, at SHITTIM WOOD. See VEGETABLE King

the beginning of his reign, to receive the fugitive DOM.

Jeroboam (1 Kings11:40 ). See SUPPLEMENT . SHI‘ZA (Heb. 870, shee-zaw', splendor ), the
3. Invades Judah. The king of Egypt does father of Adina, one of David's Reubenite war

not seem to have commenced hostilities during the riors (1 Chron. 11:42 ), B. C. before 1000.

powerful reign of Solomon. It was not until the

division of the tribes that, probably atthe instiga.
SHO'A (Heb. gigs, sho'-ah , rich ), thought by

tion of Jeroboam-to whom he had given shelter the older theologians,with “ the Babylonians, and

and his sister-in -law in marriage — he attacked Re. all the Chaldeans,” “ and Koa, and all the As

boboam . “ In the fifth year of king Rehoboam syrians ” (Ezek. 23:23), to be the names of the

Shishak king of Egypt came up against Jerusa- different tribes in the Chaldean empire. Keil

lem , because they had transgressed against the ( Com ., in loc. ) renders it “ lords," in referring to the

Lord, with twelve hundred chariots and threescore use of the word in Job 34:19 (A. V. “ rich " ) and

thousand horsemen : and the people (were] with . Isa. 32:5 (A. V. bountiful ” ), where it signifies

out number that came with him out of Egypt ; the rich , liberal . In Prov. 17:7 it is rendered in

Lubim , the Sukkiim , and the Cushim . And he the A. V. “ prince," and " noble " in 8:16 . “ But

took the fenced cities which (pertained ) to Judah, a consideration of the latter part of the verse

and came to Jerusalem " (2 Chron. 12 : 2-4) . Shishak (Ezek. 23:23), where the captains and rulers of the

did not pillage Jerusalem , but exacted all the Assyrians are distinctly mentioned, and the fond .

treasures of his city from Rehoboam , and appar. ness wbich Ezekiel shows for playingupon the

ently made him tributary (vers . 5-12, especially sound of proper names (see 27:10; 30:5), leads to

8). The narrative in Kingsmentions only the in the conclusion that in this case Pekod, Shoa, and

vasion and the exaction (1 Kings 14:25, 26). Koa are proper names also ; but nothing further

Shishak has left a record of this expedition sculp- can be said " (Smith , Bib. Dict.).

tured on the wall of the great temple of El-Kar- SHO'BAB (Heb. Spiw, sho-barl ', rebellious).
nak . It is a list of the countries, cities, and tribes

1. Second named of the sons born to David in
conquered or ruled by him , or tributary to him . Jerusalem (2Sam . 5:14 ; 1 Chron. 3 : 5 ; 14 :4), B. C.
One of them is Yurabma, the Jerahmeelof 1 Chron. about 1043.

2:25 ; the greater number of names belongs to the

kingdom of Judah, more especially to the desert Hezron,by his wife Azubah (1 Chron. 2:18), B. C.
2. Apparently the son of Caleb, the son of

region of the extreme south . In this list Cham

about 1190.
pollion recognized a name which he translated in.

correctly “ the kingdom of Judah ," and was thus SHOʻBACH (Heb. 7ziw, sho -bawk ', expan .

led to trace the names of certain cities of Pales. sion), the general of Hadarczer, king of the Syr.

tine. The Pharaohs of the empire passed through ians of Zoba, who was defeated ' by David in per.

northern Palestine to push their conquests to the son at Helam. Shobach was wounded, and died

66
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on the field (2 Sam . 10 : 15–18). In 1 Chron. 19:16, SHOE LATCHET . See LATCHET, SHOE ;

18, he is called Shophach, B. C. 1036.
GLOSSARY .

SHOʻBAI (Heb. 30, sho -bah'ce, taking cap SHOHAM (Heb. Di, sho ' -ham , to blanch ),

tive). The children of Shobai were a family of a Merarite Levite, son of Jaaziah, employed about
the doorkeepers of the temple who returned with the ark by David (1 Chron . 24:27), B. C. about 983.

Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:42 ; Neh. 7:45), B. C. before SHOMER (Heb. zajw, sho -mare ', keeper ).
536.

1. Second named of the three sons of Heber, an

SHOʻBAL (Heb.3910, sho- bawl', overflowing ). Asherite (1 Chron. 7:32),called in v. 34SHAMER

1. The second son of Seir the Horite (Gen. 36:20; (q. v.).
1 Chron. 1:38), and one of the “ dukes," or phy- 2. The father of Jehozabad, who slew King

larchs, of the Horites (Gen. 36:29), B. C. about Joash (2 Kings 12:21). In the parallel passage in

1840. 2 Chron. 24:26, the name is converted into the

2. One of the three sons of Hur, the son of feminine form Shimrith, who is further described

Caleb ( 1 Chron . 2:50). He became the founder as a Monbitess. This variation may have origi.

( “ father ") of Kirjath -jearim , B. C. about 1190. nated in the dubious gender of the preceding name

The passage should probably be rendered, “ These Shimeath, which is also made feminine by the

are the sons (i. e. , descendants) of Caleh, through chronicler. Others suppose that in Kings the

his son Hur,” etc. See Keil (Com ., in loc .). În father is named, and in Chronicles the mother.

1 Chron . 4 : 1 , 2, Shobal appears with Hur among SHOPPHACH ( Heb. Piw, sho.fawk', poured),

the sons of Judah . He is possibly the same as the general of Hadarezer (1 Chron. 19:16, 18 ),

the preceding.
called in 2 Sam. 10:16, SAOBACH (q. v.).

SHOʻBEK (Heb. Paiw, sho -bake', forsaking), SHOPHAN (Heb. 10 , sho-fawn ', hidden or

one of the heads of the people who scaled the hollor ), given in A.V. as a town of Gad (Num.

covenant with Nehemiah (Neh . 10:24), B. C. 445. 32:35), but it is thought that the word is simply a

SHOʻBI (Heb. ains, sho-bee', captor), son of suffix to the preceding word Atroth (R. V. " At
Nalash, of Rabbah, of the children of Ammon. roth -shophan " ).

He wasone of the first to meet David at Mahanaim , SHORE. 1. Khofe (Heb. girt, chafed by

on his flight from Absalom , and c :apply him with waves, Gesenius, or inclosed, Fuerst; comp. Eng.
bedding, cooking utensils, and food ( 2 Sam . 17:27), cove), a roadstead (Judg. 5:17 ; Jer. 47:7 ;

B. C. about 970. in Josh. 9 : 1 ; Ezek. 25:10 ; “ haven ” in Gen. 49:13 ;

SHO'CHO (2 Chron. 28:18 ), SHO'CHOH
“ seaside " in Deut. 1:7).

(1 Sam. 17 : 1 ). See Sochoh . 2. Kaw - tsel ' (Heb. TP), extremity of the land

SHOCK OF CORN (Hel),3973, gaw.deesh ', a (Josh. 15:2 ; elsewhere “ brim or “ brink " ).

heap ; hence " a tomb,” Job 21:32), a “ stack ' 3. Saw -faw' (Heb. 17pm , lip ), used in our sense

(Exod. 22 : 6) of grain reaped (Judg. 15 : 5 ; Job of seashore (Gen. 22:17 ; Exod. 14:30, etc.).

5:26). 4. Ahee-ghee-al-os" (Gr. aiyalós), the beach, on

SHOʻCO (2 Chron . 11 : 7). See Sochor.
which the waves dash (Matt. 13 : 2, 48 ; John 21 :4 ;

Acts 21:5 ; 27:39, 40).
SHOE. See Dress, pp. 282, 283 .

5. Khi'-los (Gr. xechos, the lip), usually rendered
Figurative. To take off one's shoes or san. the “ lip ” (Matt. 15 :8 ; Mark 7:6 ; Rom . 3:13, etc.),

dals was a token of reverence or respect (Exod. once “ shore ” (Heb. 11:12 ), as the place upon or

3 : 5 ; Josh . 5:15 ) . In Ruth 4 : 7 (comp. Deut. 25 :9 , from which the waves pour.

10) it is recorded, “ Now this was the manner in

former time in Israel redeeming and concerning E'DUTH , musical terms (q. v .).
SHOSHAN'NIM, SHOSHANNIM

changing, for to confirm all things; a man plucked

off his shoe, and gave it to his neighbor." From
SHOULDER is generally the rendering of

the expression “ formerly," and from thedescrip- Heb. Day, shek-em”, the neck, as the place to re
tion of the custom , we infer that it had largely ceive a burden (Gen. 21:14 ; 24:15, 45, etc.).

gone out of use when the book was written. The Twice (Num . 6:19 ; Deut. 18: 3) it represents Heb.

custom itself,which existed among the Indians 217 , zer-o'-ah, the arn , the foreshoulder offered
and ancient Germans, arose from the fact that

in sacrifice.
fixed property was taken possession of by tread.

Shoke (Heb.piw ) is used especially

ing upon the soil; and hence taking off the shoe of the right, or “ heave” shoulder (Exod. 29:22,
Karo - thafe (Heb.and handing it to another was a symbol of the 27 ; Lev. 7: 32–34, etc. ) .

transfer of possession orright of ownership. From any , clothed ) is the shoulder properly so called , as

this thought we have the expression , “ Over Edom the spot from which garments are suspended
will I cast out my shoe” ( Psa . 60 : 8 ; 108 : 9), i . e . , ( Exod. 28:12 ; 39 : 7), especially of the “ shoulder
claim it as my own. The declaration (Matt. 3:11), pieces ” of the high priest (q . v .). In Isa . 11:14

" whose shoes I am not worthy to bear,” is ex . it is the peculiar name of Philistia's coast land

plained by Egyptian paintings representing a serv. ( Josh. 15:11 ), used figuratively of the shoulder of
ant bearing on his arm the shoes of his master, the nation. O '-mos (Gr. duos, Matt. 23 :4 ; Luke

a mark of servile condition. Shoes were removed 15 :5) has a similar meaning with shek - em ', above.
in mourning and replaced on occasion of joy (Cant. Figurative. To withdraw one's shoulder (Neh.

7: 1) . Shoes with blood on them is figurative of 9:29), i. e., to refuse an appointed burden, is fig.
being engaged in war (1 Kings 2 : 5) . See SANDAL. / urative of disobedience, rebellion ; while to “re
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move one's shoulder from his burden ” (Psa. 81 : 6) SHROUD (Heb. wyn, klo'-resh, thicket), the

is to deliver him from bondage. Job, in assur- rendering in the A. V. of Ezek . 31 : 3 , but ““ forest '

ance of innocence, exclaims, “ Oh ... that mine ( 2 Chron. 27 :4 ) ; " bough ” (Isa. 17 : 9 ) ; probably a

adversary had written a book ,” i. e.,an indictment shadowing thicket. See GLOSSARY.

made out in legal form, and adds, “ Surely I would SHRUB (Heb. It see' -akh, Gen. 21:15), a

take ( carry] it upon my shoulder ” (Job 31:35, 36) .
The meaning doubtless is that he would wearit bush, as rendered in Job 30 :4 , 7 ; " plant " in Gen.

upon his shoulder asa mark of his dignity. “ The 2:5. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

staff of the shoulder ” (Isa . 9 :4 ) is the staff which
SHU'A. 1. (Heb . 270), shooʻ-ah, a cry for

strikes the shoulder ; or the wood, like a yoke, help, 1 Chron . 2:3),a Canaanite of Adullam ,whose

on the neck of slaves, the badge of servitude. daughter was the wife of Judah and the mother of

“ The government shall be on his shoulder" (9 : 6), his first three children (Gen. 38 : 2 , 12) ; in both

passages the A. V, has incorrectly “ Shuah .”

2. (Heb. Agn , shoo ' -aw ), the daughter of Heber,

the grandson of Asher ( 1 Chron. 7:32).

SHU'AH. 1. (Heb . 1770 , shoo'-akh, pit), the

last named of the six sons of Abraham by Ketu

rah (Gen. 25 : 2 ; 1 Chron. 1:32).

2. The father of Judah's Canaanitish wife

(1 Chron. 2 : 3 ). See Suva, 1 .

3. (Heb. -mu, shoo-khaw ', a pil), a brother

(some manuscripts have son ) of Chelub, among

the descendants of Judah ( 1 Chron . 4:11 ).

SHU'AL (Heb. 1770, shoo-awl, jackal).

1. The third named of the eleven sons of

Zophah ( 1 Chron. 7:36) .

2. The land of Shual” ( 1 Sam . 13:17) is named

as invaded by one of the marauding companies of
Philistines ; probably five or six miles N. E. from

Beth-el in Benjamin . It has not been identi.
fied .

SHU'BAEL (Heb. 3x370, shoo -baw - ale"), two

Keys Borde Upon the Shoulder. Levites ( 1 Chron . 24:20 ; 25:20) ; called elsewhere

A Token of Authority. SHEBUEL ( q. v .).

SHU'HAM (Heb. 07770 , shoo -khawm ', humil

like the expression, " And the key of the house of ity ), the son of Dan (Num . 26:42) ; elsewhere

David will I lay upon his shoulder" (22:22) refers to (Gen. 46:23), called Husum ( q. v . ).

the custom of wearing the ensign of office upon

the shoulder, in token of sustaining the govern
SHU’HAMITE (Heb. 1731770, shoo-khar .

ment. The sameidea is expressed by the epaulets mee'). The descendants of Shuham numbered

worn in the armyand navy. To “ lay burdens on four thousand four hundred and sixty when Israel

men's shoulders,” etc. (Matt. 23 : 4 ) is to selfishly entered Canaan (Num . 26:42, 43).

burden men with obligations which the scribes and SHU'HITE (Heb. 1770, shoo- khee') , a term

Pharisees would not concern themselves with . only used as an epithet of Bildad in Job 2:11 ;

SHOULDER BLADE (Heb. 1770, shik- 18:1; 25 :1 ; 42:9. It is quite probably a patro

maw ', only in Job 31:22), where it means the nymic from Shuah, son of Abraham and Keturah

socket or bone to which the arm is attached . (Gen. 25 : 2 ; 1 Chron . 1:32 ) . Of course the Shuah

SHOULDER PIECE(Heb. 107,kaw-thafe',(1900) of Gen. 38:2, 12 , and ( mind ) of Chron.

clothed ), the side pieces on the upper part of the 4:11, as also the Shua (270) of 1 Chron. 2 : 3

high priest's ephod, which came over the shoul- ( parallel to Gen. 38 : 2 , 12) and (1990) of 1 Chron.

der, where the front and back flaps were fastened | 7:32, are different persons from the one under con .

(Exod. 28:7, 25 ; 39:4 ; simply “ shoulders,” 28:12; sideration. The twelfth edition of Gesenius com .

39:7 ; or “ sides,” 28:27 ; 39:20). See Priest, High . pares the cuneiform Suhu or Shuhu, on both sides

SHOVEL,the implement used for removing of the Euphrates southerly from Carchemish, not

ashes from the altar (Exod . 27 : 3 , etc. ) . See far from the modern Beredjik , near Aintab.

TABERNACLE. It is also the rendering of Heb. Smith (Bib. Dict. ) locates the Shuhites near Hit,

ng], rakh'ath (Isa . 30:24), a winnowing fork.
on the Euphrates, nearly west of Bagdad. In
either case the Shubites would be in the extreme

SHOWBREAD. See TABERNACLE.

north, toward the Euphrates. Either identifica

SHOWER. See Rain. tion would favor a northeast or Aramaic location

SHRED, SHREWD. See GLOSSARY. for the land of Uz rather than a southern, i , e. , an

SHRINE (Gr. vaós, nah -os', a temple, Acts
Edomite or Arabian one.-W. H.

19:24 ), a miniature representation of the splendid SHU’LAMITE (Heb . 97270, shoo-lam

temple of Diana, with a statue of the goddess . meeth', peaceful), the title applied (Cant . 6:13) to1
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the bride, “ Return, return, O Shulamite ! ” . It Egypt” ( 1 Sam. 27: 8) ; and as over against

appears to be the feminine of Solomon. Egypt ” (15 :7). From its meaning a wall,”

SHUMATHITE ( Heb. m , shoo-mau- as well as from various references to it in

thee ), one of the four families which sprang from thetext, it would seem that Shur was a barrier

Kirjath-jearim ( 1 Chron. 2:53). Perhaps the best of somekind across the great northeastern high

rendering of vers. 52, 53, is, “ Shobal ... had ways out of Egypt, near the eastern boundary
line of Egypt.

sons ; Haroeh, Hazi-Hammenuhoth , and the fam
" A favorite identification of Shur has been in

ilies of Kirjath - jearim , namely,” etc.

SHU'NAMMITE ( Heb. 07979270), shoo- nam- from the Gulf of Suez, having the appearance
a range of mountains a little to the eastward

meeth ), a native of SAUNEM (q . v. ), as is evident of a wall and bearing the name Jebel er-Rahab,

from 2 Kings 4:8, 12, where it is applied to the being in fact the northwestern end, or exten

hostess of Elisha. It was also applied to the beau- sion , of Jebel et-Teeh . But prime objec

tiful Abishag, the nurse of David in his old age tion to this identification is that Jebel er-Rábah

(1 Kings 1 : 3 ; 2:17 , 21, 22). does not stand before Egypt, as thou goest toward

SHU'NEM (Heb.SOTW shoo-name', two resting Assyria ' . Inasmuch as there was a great de

places), a place belonging to Issachar.
fensive wall built across the eastern frontier of

Here the

Philistines encamped before Saul's last battle Egypt, ' as thou goest toward Assyria '-a wall

( Josh. 19:18 ; 1 Sam . 28 :4) . It was the home of that washardly less prominent in the history of

Abishag ( 1 Kings 1 :3), also the residence ofthe ancient Egypt than has been the Great Wall of

woman whoseson Elisha restored to life (2 Kings it would seem the most naturalthing in the world
China in the history of the ‘ Middle Kingdom'

4 : 8-37) . Identified with Solam at the southwest

foot of Little Hermon, three miles N. of Jezreel, | 'that is before Egypt' had reference to the wall
to suppose that the biblical mentions of the wall

and in the midst of a rich country .

SHU'NI (Heb. 1970, shoo -nee', quiel ), son of this wall is in an ancient papyrus of the 12th

that was before Egypt. The earliest mention of

Gad, and founder of the family of the Shunites dynasty (of the old Egyptian empire, prior to the

(Gen. 46:16 ; Num . 26:15) , B. C.after 2000. days of the Hyksos invasion ), which was obtained

SHU’NITE (Heb. 70 , shoo-nee'), the patro- by Lepsius for the Museum of Berlin.

nymic given to a descendant of SHuni (q. v. ), the
With the Great Wall standing there across the

son of Gad (Num . 26:15).
entrance of Lower Egypt as a barrier and a land

SHU'PHAM (Heb. Opp , shef -oo- fawm ', almost as a matter of course that the region on
mark between the delta and the desert, it follows

serpentlike), given in Num . 26:39 as a “ son ” of either side of the wall should bear the name of

Benjamin and head of the family of Shuphamites. the wall : on the western side was the Land of

He is doubtless the same person elsewhere ( 1 Chron. Mazor, the Land Walled in ; on the eastern side

8 : 5 ) called SHEPHUPHAN (q . v .). He was, if the was the Wilderness of Shur, the Wilderness Walled

same person, a son of Bela, the son of Benjamin, out. Hence it comes to pass that the desert coun

and was reckoned among Benjamin's solis because, tryeastward of Lower Egyptis known in the Bible
like them , he founded an independent family (K. as the Wilderness of Shur ” ( Trumbull, Kadesh .

and D. , Com ., in loc.). Barnea, p . 44 , sq . ).

SHU PHAMITE ( Heb. 10, 8h00-faw- Shur is first mentioned in the narrative of Ha.

mee'), the designation of a descendant of “ Shu- gar's flight from Sarah (Gen. 16 : 7 ). Abraham

pham ” (Num . 26:39), or Shephuphan ( 1 Chron . afterward " dwelled between Kadesh and Shur,

8 : 5) .
and sojourned in Gerar ” (20 : 1 ). The first clear

SHUP PIM (Heb. Dop, or op , shoop- pcem ', indication of its position occursin theaccountof

Ishmael's posterity. " And they dwelt from Hari.

serpents).

1. In the genealogy of Benjamin “ Shuppim est toward Assyria ” (25:18; comp. 1 Sam . 15:7;
lah unto Shur, that [ is ] before Egypt, as thou go

and Huppim , the children of Ir," are reckoned 27:8). The wilderness ofShur was entered by the

( 1 Chron. 7:12 ; comp. 5:15). Ir is the same as Iri , Israelites after they had crossed the Red Sea

the son of Bela, the son of Benjamin, so that (Exod . 15:22, 23). It was also called the Wilder.

Shuppim was the great-grandson of Benjamin .
ness of Etham (Num. 33 : 8) .

To avoid the difficulty of supposing that Benjamin

had a great -grandson at the time he went down SHU'SHAN ( Heb. 7970, shoo - shan ', lily ;

into Egypt, Lord Hervey conjectures that Shup . LXX. Eovoáv, soo-san ), the capital of Susiana, or

pim or Shephuphan was a son of Benjamin, whose the country called Elam in Scripture, and which

family was reckoned with that of Ir or Iri. This lies between Zagros and the lower Tigris (Dan. 8 : 2).

is unnecessary, as the date is that of Jacob's death. It took its name from the great abundance of lilies

2. A Levite who, together with Hosah, had which grew in its neighborhood. The founding of

charge of the temple gate Shallecheth ( 1 Chron. Shushan and of the old tower therein reaches back

26:16), B. C. about 960. Keil (Com ., in loc. ) to prehistoric times. According to Strabo (xv, 2,

thinks that the word has come into the text by a 30), it must have been built by Tithonos, the father

repetition of the two last syllables of the preced- of Memnon ; and Herodotus gives to the town the

ing word . epithet, Mejvóvia Eovoa (vii, 151 ; v, 54, 53). If

SHUR (Heb. hu, shoor, a wall) is referred to this proves nothing more than that in Susa there
as “before Egypt, as thou goest toward Assyria ” was à tomb of Memnon, yet it would sufficiently

(Gen. 25:18 ) ; and as even unto the land of prove the ancient existence of the city or its citadel

>
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The city had, according to Strabo (xv, 3 , 2), a Gob (2 Sam . 21:18 ; 1 Chron . 20 :4), B. C. about

circuit of one hundred and twenty stadia (twelve 970.

English miles), and , according to others, two hun. SIB BOLETH , another form (Judg. 12 : 6) of
dred stadia. Its palace was called Menoneion and SAIBBOLETH ( q. v.).

was strongly fortified . Here was the “ golden

beat ; " here also were the apartments of Darius, SIBMAH (Heb. 1v, sib -maw', coolness,

which were adorned with gold ” (Æschylos, Pers., fragrance), a town east of Jordan, which was

3, 4 , 159, 160), “ the widely famed palace ” (Diod taken possession of and rebuilt by the tribe of

Sic . , xvii, 65). In 325 3. C. , when visited by Reuben (Josh . 13:19 ; A. V. “ Shibmah,” Num .

Alexander, it possessed great wealth, and from its 32:38). It was probably the same with Shebam

plunder he gave largesses to his soldiers and pres . ( v. 3) ; and belonged originally to that portion of

ents of great value to his generals on the occasion Moab which was captured by the Amorites under

of his marriage with Barsine and Parysatis. After Sihon (21:26). It is mentioned by Isaiah ( 16 : 8, 9)

the fall of Persia Shushan was one of the capitals and Jeremiah (48:32), both making reference to

of the Parthian empire, as also under the Sassanid its vintage. The wine of Sibmah was so good

kings. It fell into the handsof the Mohammed that it was placed upon the table of monarchs,

ans under Kalif Omar, A. D. 640.
and so strong that it smote down, i. e . , inevitably

“ The ruins of Shushan are now only a wilder . intoxicated, even those who were accustomed to

ness, inhabited by lions and hyenas,on the eastern good wine. Not positively identified.

bank of the Shapur, between it and the Dizful , SIBRA’IM (Heb. 6??? , sib -rak ' -yim , double

where three great mountains of ruins, from eighty hope), a landmark on the northern boundary of

to one hundred feet high, raise themselves, show- Palestine, between Berothah and Hazar-hatticon

ing the compass of the city, while eastward smaller ( Ezek . 47:10 ), perhaps identical with Ziphron

heaps of ruins point out the remains of the city , | (Num. 34:9).

which to this day bears the name of Schusch ”

(Keil , Com ., on Dan , p . 288). SI'CHEM , another form (Gen. 12 :6) , of She

Shushan is mentioned in Scripture as the winter CHEM ( q. v .).

residence of the kings of Persia (Dan . 8 : 2 ; Neh. 1 : 1; SICK, SICKNESS. See Diseases, TREAT.

Esth . 1: 2, 5 ). The prophet Daniel seems to place MENT OF .

himself in Shushan only in vision . SICKLE, the rendering of two Hebrew words

SHU'SHAN -E’DUTH (Psa. 60, title), a mu- and one Greek word :
sical term (q. v .). 1. Kher -mesh' (Heb, war, a reaping hook ,. a ,

SHU'THALHITE (Heb. mand, shoo -thal. Deut. 16 :9; 23:25).

khee'), a designation of a descendant of SMUTHIELAH 2. Mag-gawl" (Heb. 5-72), with the same mean.
( q. v.), the son of Ephraim (Num . 26:35) .

ing (Jer. 50:16 ; Joel 3 :4, 13).

SHU'THELAH ( Heb. ningu, shoo-theh'. 3. Drep '-an -on (Gr. Ópértavov), the instrument

lakh, noise of breaking) . generally used for cutting grain. See AGRICUL.

1. First named of the three sons of Ephraim TURE, 4. The Israelites might pluck and eat the

(Num. 26:35 , 36) , B. C. perhaps about 2000. His standing grain of a neighbor, but were forbidden

descendants to a second Shuthelah are given in to “ move a sickle," i. e ., reap it (Deut. 23:25 ).
1 Chron. 7:20, 21 . Figurative. “ To thrust in the sickle " is a

2. The sixth in descent from the preceding,be- figurative expression for gathering a harvest (Mark

ing the son of Zabad and father of Ezer and Elead 4:29 ; Rev. 14 :14–19).

(1 Chron. 7:21 ) , B. C. probably after 1170. SID'DIM , VALE OF (Heb. D-70J 7 ???,

SHUTTLE (Heb. any, el' -reg, a weaving), is ay'-mek has-sid -deem ', the valley of the fields; per.

used in Job 7 : 6 as a figure of the swiftness of life. haps so called from the hig' cultivation in which
His days pass as swiſtly by as the little shuttle it was kept before the destruction of Sodom and

moves backward and forward in the warp . the other cities), the scene of the battle between

SI'A(Heb. Nyo, see-ar', congregation), one of Chedorlaomer,and his allies, and the five confed.

the chief of the Nethinims, whose “ children ” re
erate kings (Gen. 14 : 3). If we understand the

turned with Zerubbabel (Neh. 7:47), B. C.before salt sea,” to designate a part of what was after
expression in the last of the verse , " which is the

536. In Ezra 2:44 the name is given as Siaha.
ward known as the Salt, or Dead Sea, then the

SI'AHA (Heb. 87 , see - ah -haw ', congrega . valley of Siddim may be identified with the in.

lion), a chief Netlinim (Ezra 2:44). In Neh. 7:47 | closed plain lying between the south of the sea

he is called Sia (q . v. ) . and the range of heights which terminate the

SIB'BECAI or SIB BECHAI (Heb . " O, Ghôr and commence the Arabah . Some writers,

sib- bek-ah'ee, thicketlike) ,“ the Hushathite," prob- north end of the Dead Sea. It was full of “slimohowever, strongly contend for its location at the

ably so called from his birthplace ( 1 Chron. 11:29) .
He belonged to the prominent family of Judah; ( bitumen ) pits ” (v. 10 ), and here the Egyptiang

the Zarhites,and wascaptain of the twenty-four gotthe bitumen with which they embalmed their

thousand men of David'sarmy serving in the dead ; andeven to this day “ pits ” exist.

eighth month . Sibbecai's great exploit, which SI'DON (Heb. 71793, tsee-done', fishery), a word

gave him a place among the mighty men of Da. which occurs in the Old and New Testaments in

vid's army,was his combat with Saph, or Sippia , this form , as well as ZIDON (q. v.), as the name of
the Philistine giant, in the battle at Gezer, or the oldest capitalof the Phænicians; in Gen. 10:18

9

+
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it must be understood as the name of a person . sionary tour, a discussion arose respecting circum .

He appears as the firstborn of Canaan . cision, and the council decided adversely to the

SIDOʻNIANS. See ZIDONIANS. extreme Judaizing party. Silas was appointed a

SIEGE. See WARFARE ; GLOSSARY.
delegate to accompany Paul and Barnabas on their

return to Antioch with thc decree of the Council

SIEVE (Heb. 1777?, keb -aw -raw ', netted, Amos of Jerusalem ( Acts 15 :2-, 2 ), A. D. about 50 .

9 : 9 ; 1725, naw - fau ', Isa. 30:28) . The ancient Egyp- After accomplishing this mission ' he remained in

tians often made sieves of string, and those for Antioch, although granted permission to return

coarser work were constructed of small rushes or (vers. 33, 34). The qualification of Silas for speak.

reeds. ing to a congregation is stated ( v. 32).

Figurative. “ The sieve of vanity ” ( literally 2. Paul's Companion . Uponthe separation

nothingness, Isa. 30:28) is a sieve in which every of Paul and Barnabas Silas was selected by Paul

thing that does not remain in it as good grain is as the companion of his second missionary jour

given up to annihilation . To sift a nation (Amos ney (Acts 15:40). “ The choice of Silas was, of

9 :9) or person (Luke 22:31 ) means to prove, test course, due to his special fitness for the work,
them. which had been recognized during his ministration

SIGHT. See GLOSSARY. in Antioch. Doubtless he had shown tact and

SIGN , the rendering of several Hebrew and sympathy in managing the questions arising from

Greek words, which usually denote a miraculous, the relations of theGentile Christians to theJews"

or, at least, divine or extraordinary token of some ( Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 176 ). His double character,

(generally) future event. Thus the rainbow was Hebrew and Roman, was also a qualification for a

given to Noah asa sign of his covenant (Gen. 9:12, coadjutor of Paul. In further notices of him we

13) , and for the same purpose circumcision was learn that he was scourged and imprisoned with

appointed to Abraham (17:11 ; comp Exod . 3:12 ; Paul at Philippi. At Berea he was left behind

Judg. 6:17). Signs and wonders sometimes denote with Timothy, while Paul proceeded to Athens

those proofs or demonstrations of power and au- | (Acts 17:14), and we hear nothing more of his

thority furnished by miracles and other tokens of movements until he rejoined the apostle at Corinth

the divine presence (Matt. 12:38 ; John 4:48 ; Acts ( 18:5). His presence at Corinth is several times

2:22). The word is used for a miraculous appear. noticed (2 Cor. 1:19 ; 1 Thess. 1 : 1 ; 2 Thess. 1:1).

ance, which would attest the divine authority of a
He probably returned to Jerusalem with Paul,

prophet or teacher (see Matt. 16 : 1 ; 24:30). where he remained, ceasing any longer to be his

SIGNET. See SEAL.
companion. Whether he was the Sylvanus who

SI’HON (Heb. ginto, sce-khone', tempestuous, 5:12) isuncertain ; the probabilities are in favor
conveyed Peter's first epistle to Asia Minor ( 1 Pet.

or frequently 717o), the king of the Amorites, who of the identity. A tradition of very slightauthor

refused to the Israelites permission to pass through ity represents Silas to have become bishop of

his territory when nearing the promised land. Corinth.

Shortly before the time of Israel's arrival he had SILENCE . 1. Dem -aw -mar ' (Heb. 5777777

dispossessed the Moabites of a splendid territory, stillness) is used poetically by hendiadys ( Job
driving them south of the natural bulwark of the

stillness and aArnon (Num .21:26–29). When the Israelite host4:16, szaus Sip; -179227),17
appears he does not hesitate or temporize like voice, i. e . , a still voice, a light whisper. The verb

Balak, but at once gathers his peoplo together and is used (19:21 ), “ and kept silence at my counsel,”

attacks them (v. 21 ). But the battle was his last . to indicate respectful attention.

He and all his host were destroyed, and their district 2. Karo-rash' Ieb. WIT), to be dumb, which
from Arnon to Jabbok became at once the pos- often depends upon deafness, and is joined with

session of the conqueror, B.C. 1171. The king it. Spoken of God as not listening toand answer.
dom of Sihon is mentioned in Josh. 13:21, 27, and

his dukes, i. e., vassals.
ing the prayers of men (Psa. 28:1 ; 35:22 ; 50:3 ,

SIHOR, or, correctly, SHIHOR (Heb. nio, 21. jof menas listening to God without interrupt
» ing bim (Isa. 41:1).

shee-khore', black, dark, turbid ), one of the names i . See-gah'-0 (Gr. olyáw ) is used in our sense of

given to the Nile in Scripture (Isa. 23 :3 ; Jer.2:18 ). not speaking: of one wishing to speak in a tongue

Opinions vary as to the identity of Sihor (Josh . (“ unknown " ), in which case he is not to speak
13 : 3 ) and Shihor ( 1 Chron. 13 : 5 ) with the first two. unless an interpreter is present ( 1 Cor. 14:28) ; of

Keil (Com .) thinks them to be the brook of Egypt, women in the hurches (v. 34), “ an appendix to

the modern Wady el Arish . the regulative section regarding the gifts of the

SILAS (Gr. Elhas, sce'-las), contracted form of Spirit, vers. 26, 33 " (Meyer, Alford , Westcott).

SILVA’NUS (Gr. Echovavós,sil-oo-an -os',wooded ), Others think that Paul makes an appeal in sup

a prominent member of the church in Jerusalem port of his instruction to the authority or expe

(Acts 15:22). Of his immediate family no ac. rience of the Church .

count is given, but his name, derived from the SILK. 1. Shaysh ( Heb. wo), or shesh -ee '

Latin silva, “ wood , ” betokens him a Hellenistic
Jew , and he appears to have been a Romancitizen (Heb. W ), from the Egyptian, and meaning

( 16:37). He is probably the same as Sylvanus, whiteness. Itwas the name of a costly cotton , but

mentioned in Paul's epistles. used also of linen cloth (Exod . 39:28 ; Isa. 43:17).

1. Mission to Antioch . Upon the return of In Prov. 31:22 it is rendered silk, although it was

Paul and Barnabas to Jerusalem from their mis- I probably byssus.
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"

2. Meh '-shee (Heb. uza, drawn ), fine thread , symbol of the Davidic monarchy enthroned upon

stuff composed of fine threads ; according to Jer. Zion, which had the promise of God, who was

ome, " a garment so fine as to seem equal to the enthroned upon Moriah, in contrast with the im

finest hair.” It occurs in A. V. Ezek. 16:10, 13. perial or world kingdom, which is compared to the

as “ silk , " and was so understood by the rabbins. overflowing waters of the Euphrates ” (Delitzsch,

The term dem -eh '-shek (Heb. P ! ???) occurs in .Com ., in loc.). There isno reason to doubtthat
the " waters are the same as No. 3.

Amos 3:12 (A. V. “ Damascus " ), and has been
2. “The Pool Of Siloah” ( Heb. 177

supposed to refer to silk from the resemblance of

the word to our damask.” It appears,however, not, ber-ay-kaw ', reservoir, and hash-sheh'.

that “ damask ” is a corruption of dimakso, a term lakh ), “ by the king's garden ” (Neh . 3:15), was

applied by the Arabs to the raw material alone. near the gate of the fountain, and was doubtless

We must, therefore, consider the reference to silk the sameas No. 3.

as extremely dubious. 3. “ The Pool of Siloam " (Gr. 1 kohvußn

3. Say -ree-kos' (Gr.onpekos,from Enp, an Indian Opa tov Ethoáj, hay kol-oom -bay'-thrah, a diving
tribe from whom silk was procured) . The only place, and sil- o-am ', “ which is by interpretation,

"

TI

C
U
E
L

Pool of Siloam .

"

undoubted notice of silk in the Bible occurs in Sent, ” John 9 : 7) is found three times in Scrip

Kev . 18:12 , where it is mentioned among the treas- ture - Neh. 3:16 ; Isa. 8: 6 ; John 9 : 7. If we

ures of the typical Babylon. It is, however, in compare Neh. 3:15 with 12:37, we shall find that

the highest degree probable that the texture was the pool of Shiloah , the stairs that go down from
known to the Hebrews from the time that their the city of David (southern portion of the temple
commercial relationswere extended by Solomon;mount), and the king's garden were inclose
The value setupon silkby the Romans,as implied proximity . Josephus frequently mentions Siloam ,
in Rev. 18:12 , is noticed by Josephus, as well as

by classical writers .
placing it at the termination of the Valley of the

Cheesemongers or the Tyropæon ( Wars, v, 4, 1)
SIL'LA (Heb. No, sil-law ', twig or basket) is but outside the city wall( Wars, v, 9, 4) —where

named in 2 Kings 12:20, “ the house of Millo, the old wall bent eastward ( Wars, v, 6, 1),and

which goeth down to Silla .” Silla is regarded by facing the hill upon which was the rock Periste.

many as an abbreviation of for? (mes-il-law'), reon, to the east (Wars, v, 12, 2). Fromthese

" which goes down by the road," and Thenius sup. speaksofthe sameplace as the present Birket
descriptions it is quite evident that Josephus

poses that the reference is to the road which ran
diagonally from the Joppa gate to theHaram . Silwân, on the other side of the Kidron .

area, corresponding to the present David's road.
Further, the evangelist's account (John 9 :7) of

Some think it a place in the valley below.
the blind man sent by Jesus to wash at the pool

of Siloam seems to indicate that it was near the
SILLY. See GLOSSARY.

temple. It was from Siloam that water

SILOʻAH , SILOʻAM , or SHILO'AH .
brought in a golden vessel to the temple during

1. “ The Waters of Shiloah" ( Heb. ? the Feast of Tabernacles (see p . 364, col. 2) ; to

W., may hash -she- lo'-akh) is used ( Isa. 8 : 6) “ as a whichour Lord probably pointed when he stood

was
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SILOAH SILVANUS

"

in the temple and cried , " If any man thirst, let afterward to verify the copies by examining each
him come unto me, and drink .” letter with the candle so placed as to throw the

“ The pool of Siloam is fed by a conduit which light from right, left, top, bottom. We were re

is cut for a distance of seventeen hundred and warded by sending home the first accurate copy

eight feet through the solid rock, and which takes published in Europe, and were able to settle many

its start from the so-called Virgin's Spring (see disputed points raised by the imperfect copy of

EN-ROGEL). The object with which it was cut the text before it was cleaned.”

unmistakable. The Virgin's Spring is the only The inscription records only the making of the

spring of fresh water in the immediate ueighbor. tunnel; that it began at both ends; that the work .

hood of Jerusalem , and in time of siege it was im- men heard the sound of the picks of the other

portant that while the enemy should be deprived party, and thus guided they advanced, and when

of access to it, its waters should be made avail. they broke through were only a few feet apart.

able for those who were within the city . But the The character of the letters seem to indicate that

spring rose outside the walls, on the sloping cliff the scribes of Judah had been accustomed for a

which overlooks the valley of Kidron . Accord long time to write upon papyrus or parchment.

ingly a long passage was excavated in the rock , The pool itself is an oblong tank, partly hewn

bymeans of which the overflow of the spring was out of the rock and partly built with masonry,

brought into Jerusalem , the spring itself being about fifty-three feet long, eighteen feet wide, and

covered with masonry, so that it could be sealed ' nineteen feet deep. The water has a peculiar

in case of war . That it was so sealed we know taste - somewhat brackish — but not disagreeable,

from 2 Chron . 32:3 , 4 ” (Sayce, High. Cril., pp. though becoming more so with the advance of the

376-7). The following account of the channel | hot season. It is the “ bathing place " of Rabbi Is.
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Inscription ou Siloam Channel.

and its inscription is from Major C. R. Conder | mael, where the high priest used to plunge him .

( Palestine, p. 27, sq .). “ The course of the chan- self, and which the modern Jews of Jerusalem

nel is serpentine, and the farther end near the visit as one of their boly places, especially on the

pool of Siloam enlarges into a passage of consid. first day of the year and on the Day of Atone.

erable height. Down this channel the waters of ment.

the spring rush to the pool whenever the sudden

flow takes place. In autumn there is an interval
“ SILOʻAM , TOWER IN " (Gr. 8 núpyoç ¿v

of several days; in winter the sudden flow takes TW Elaway ). Reference is madeby our Lord

place sometimes twice a day. A natural siphon (Luke 13:4) to this tower as having recently fallen
from an underground basin accounts for this flow , uponand killed eighteen persons. The circum
as also for that of the Sabbatic river ' in North stance itself, and the locality in which it took

Syria. Whenit occurs the narrow parts of the place, weredoubtless quite familiar to his hearers

and did not need to be more particularly men .
passage are filled to the roof with water.

“ This passage was explored by Dr. Robinson, enable us more exactly to define either. Some
tioned . But we are without the means that might

Sir Charles Wilson, Sir CharlesWarren ,and others; think it to be the village now called Silván or

but the inscription on the rock close to the mouthof thetunnel was not seen , being then under water. Kefrº Silwân, cast of the valley of Kidron, and to
When it was found in 1880 by a boy who entered the northeast of the pool. It stands on the west
from the Siloam end of the passage, it was almost slope of theMount of Olives. Edersheim (Life
obliterated by the deposit of lime crystals on theofJesus, p. 222) locates the tower, at the Siloam
letters. Professor Sayce, then in Palestine,made Pool, which had fallen on eighteen personsand

a copy, and was able to find out the generalmean- struction of an aqueduct intoJerusalem by Pilate,
killed them , ” perhaps in connection with that con .

ing of the letters. In 1881 Dr. Guthe cleanedthe which called forth ,on thepart of the Jews, the
textwith a weak acid solution, andI wasthen able, violent opposition which the Roman so terribly
with the aid of Lieutenant Mantell , R.E. , to take

a proper squeeze.' It was a work of labor and
avenged.

requiring patience, for on two occasions we sat for SILVA'NUS (Gr. Elhovavos, sil - 00 -an -os ', of

three or four hours cramped up in the water in the grove), a companion of the apostle Paul in his

order to obtain a perfect copy of every letter, and journey through Asia Minor and Greece (2 Cor.

a
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1:19 ; 1 Thess. 1 : 1 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 1 ; 1 Pet. 5:12), the Lord will make myself known unto him in a

given in the Book of Acts as Silas (q. v . ). vision , My servant Moses is not so, who is

SILVER . See MINERAL KINGDOM .
faithful in all mine house. With him will I speak

mouth to mouth , even apparently, and not in dark

SILVERLING (Isa. 7:23), a silver coin. See speeches ; and the similitude of the Lord shall he

METROLOGY, iv . behold ” (Num . 12 : 6-8 ; comp. Dent. 4:12, 15 , 16).

SILVERSMITH (Acts 19:24). See Handi- " The form [A. V. ‘ similitude'] of Jehovah
CRAFTS ; METALS. not the essential ire of God, his unveiled glory

SIM'EON (Heb . 7i , shim- one', hearing ).
--for this no mortal man can see (Exod. 33:18,

1. The second son of Jacob by Leah (Gen. 29: God in a clearly discernible mode, differing from
sq. )-but a form which manifested the invisible

33), B.C. probably before 2000. In connection the vision of God in the form a man (Ezek .

with Levi Simeon undertook to avenge the seduc: 1:26 ; Dan. 7 : 9, 13 ), or of the angel of Jehovah.

tion of their sister Dinan (4. v .), but performed

such acts of wanton cruelty and injustice upon clear distinctness of a spiritual communication,
“ God talked with Moses without figure, in the

the Shechemites that Jacobwas fearfulof the sur. whereas tothe prophets he only revealed himself

rounding people. In obedience, therefore, to his through themedium of ecstasy or dream ” ( K. and

father's command, he removed southward to D. , Com . on Num . 12 : 6-8).

Beth-el (ch . 34 ; 35 : 1 ) . He was selected as hos .

tage for the appearance of Benjamin (42:24 , 36),
2. Dem -ooth ' ( Heb. 09727 , model), a pattern

but was subsequently released (43:23). Judging |( A. V. 2 Kings 16:10) of an Itar ; an image ; some

from Jacob's dying words (49 : 5-7) and from Jew . thing cast, as of oxen ( 2 Chron. 4 :3 ); a likeness

ish traditions, he was artful, fierce, and cruel. (A. V. Gen. 1:26 , “ after our likeness " ); appear.

The Tribe of SIMEON. At the migration into ance (A. V. Ezek . 1:16) as of the wheels, of a man

Egypt Simeon had six sons . At the exodusthe (Dan. 10: 6) . The verb daw -maw (Heb. 17727, to

tribe numbered fifty -nine thousand three hundred liken, compare) is used (Hos. 12:10) in the sense of

warriors (Num . 1:23), ranking third. When the employing parables ( q. v.).

second census was taken the numbers had decreased

to twenty-two thousand two hundred , and ranked
3. Tab -neeth ' (Heb. O , structure, model),

lowest of the tribes ( 26:14 ). The assignment of a resemblance, as “ they changed their glory [ i.e. ,

Simeon in the promised land was “ within the Godſ into the similitude of an ox ” (Psa . 106: 20 ;

inheritance of the children of Judah ” (Josh. 19: comp. 144:12),

1-9 ; 1 Chron. 4 : 28–33). This territory, which
4. The word in the New Testament is from the

contained eighteen or nineteen cities , with their Gr. õplocos (hom '-oy-os, similar), and means that

villages spread around the venerable well of Beer- which is like,or similar (Rom . 5:14 ; Heb . 7:15 ),
likeness as of man

sheba, was possessed by the help of Judah ( Judg.
to God (James 3 : 9 ; see

1 : 3 , 17 ).
Dem -ooth ', above).

2. An Israelite who divorced his Gentile wife SIMON (Gr. Eipov, sce'-mone, perhaps a con

(Ezra 10:31 ). See SHIMEON. traction of the Hebrew Shimeon = Simeon ).

3. A just and devout Israelite, endowed with the 1. One of the apostles, usually called Simon

gift of prophecy, and who, having received divine Peter (q . v . ) .

intimation that his death would not take place till 2. “ Simon the Canaanite,” one of the twelve

he had seen the Messiah , entered the temple, and apostles (Matt . 10:4 ; Mark 3:18), otherwise de.

there recognizing the Holy Child , took him in his scribed as Simon Zelotes (Luke 6:15 ; Acts 1:13 ).

arms and gave thanks for the privilege of seeing the latter term (Gr. Zynutís, dzay-lo-tace'), which
Jesus (Luke 2:25–35 ), B. C. 4 . All attempts to is peculiar to Luke, is the Greek equivalent for

identify him with other Simeons have failed.
the Chaldean term (7*??, kan -neh -awn ', zealous)

4. The son of Judah and father of Levi in the
preserved by Matthew and Mark . Each of these

genealogy of our Lord (Luke 3:30 ). He is per: equally points out Simon as belonging to the fac

haps the samewith Maaseiah, the son of Adaiah tion of the zealots, who were conspicuous for their

(2 Chron . 23 : 1 ) .
fierce advocacy of the Mosaic ritual. He is not to

5. The proper name of Niger, one of the teach- be identified with Simon the brother of Jesus.

ers and prophets in the church at Antioch (Acts
3. A brother of James and Jude, and a kinsman

13:1 ), in which passage only he is mentioned . of Jesus (Matt. 13:55 ; Mark 6 :3 ). He is by many

This name shows that he was a Jew bybirth, thought to be thesame with Simon the Canaanite,
taking that of Niger as more convenient in his but for this there is no evidence. The prevailing

intercourse with foreigners.

6. A form ( Acts 15:14) of the name of Simon who became bishop of Jerusalem after the death
opinion is that he is identical with the Symeon

Peter.
of James, but Eusebius makes them two persons,

SIM'EONITE (Heb. 1o , hash-shim -7- 4. “ Simon the Leper.” A resident at Bethany,

nee'), a patronymic designation of a descendant of distinguished as “ the leper.” It is not improb.

Simeon, 1 (see Num. 25:14 ; 26:14 ; 1 Chron. 27:16 ). able that he had been miraculously cured by Jesus.

SIMILITUDE. 1. Tem -oo -naw '(Heb..7277377, his death and burial (Matt. 26 :6, etc. ; Mark 14 : 3,
In his house Mary anointed Jesus preparatory to

or 73727 , an appearance,shape, likeness ). Jehovah, etc.; John 12 : 1 , etc. ) .

upon the sedition of Aaron and Miriam , made this 5. “ Simon of Cyrene ." A Hellenistic Jew,

distinction between a prophet, as usually known, born at Cyrene, on the north coast of Africa ,who

and Moses : “ If there be a prophet among you, I was present at Jerusalem at the time of the

a
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crucifixion of Jesus, either as an attendant at the intention. In Prov. 1:22 simplicity is the render

feast (Acts 2:10) or as one of thenumerous settlers ing of ina (paw -Ihaw ', intransitive ), to let oneself

at Jerusalem from that place ( 6:9). Meeting the be enticed, seduced . In the New Testament sim

procession that conducted Jesus to Golgotha, as
plicity stands for Gr. án Rórns (hap-lot'-ace) , free

he wasreturning from the country,he was pressed from pretenseand dissimilation ; thus in Rom . 12 : 8

into the service to bear the cross (Matt. 27:32 ; the apostle exhorts to an openness of heart which

Mark 15:21 ; Luke 23:26) when Jesus himself was manifests itself by liberality, without self- seeking ;

unable to bear it any longer. Mark describes him and in 2 Cor. 1:12 declares his own simplicity, i . e .,

as the father of Alexander and Rufus, perhaps sincerity. The “ simplicity that is in Christ” (11:3)

because this was the Rufus known to the Roman is that single-hearted faith in Christ which is op

Christians (Rom . 16:13), for whom he more spe, posed to false wisdom in matters pertaining to

cially wrote . The Basilidian Gnostics believed

that Simonsufferedin lieu of Jesus (Smith, Bib. Christianity (see Grimm, Gr.and Eng. Lex.).

Dict. , s . v. ). SIM'RI (Heb. , shim -ree', vigilant), son
6. The Pharisee in whose house a penitent of the Merarite Levite Hosah. He was not the

woman washed the feet of Jesuswith her tears,and firstborn, but for some reason his father made him

anointed them with ointment (Luke 7:40, 43, 44). “ chief among his brethren.” He was appointed

7. The father of Judas Iscariot (John 6:71 ; | by David doorkeeper of the ark ( 1 Chron . 26:10 ),

12 :4 ; 13 : 2 , 26). B. C. before 960.

8. The Samaritan magician living in the age of

the apostles, and usually designated in later his. SIN (Heb. Un, khal-ar -aw ' ; Gr. ápapria ,

tory as Simon Magus. According to Justin Mar. ham -ar -tee'-ah, a falling away from or missing the

tyr ( Apol., i , 26) he was born at Gitton, a village right path).

of Samaria, identified with the modern Kuryet Jit, 1. General. The underlying idea of sin is

near Nâbulus. He was probably educated at that cf law and of a lawgiver. The lawgiver is

Alexandria, and there became acquainted with the God. Hence sin is everything in the disposition

eclectic tenets of the Gnostic school. Either then and purpose and conduct of God's moral creatures

or subsequently he was a pupil of Dositheus, who that is contrary to the expressed will of God

preceded him as a teacher of Gnosticism in Sit- ( Rom . 3:20 ; 4:15 ; 7: 7 ; James 4:12, 17).

maria, and whom he supplanted with the aid of The sinfulness of sin lies in the fact that it is

Cleobius. He is first introduced tous in the Bible against God, even when the wrong we do is to

as practicing magical arts in a city of Samaria, others or ourselves (Gen. 39: 9 ; Psa . 51 :4 ) .

perhaps Sychar (Acts 8 : 5 ; comp. John 5) , and The being and law of God are perfectly har.

with such success that he was pronounced to be monious, " God is love.” The sum of all the

“ that power of God which is called Great ” (Acts commandments likewise is love; sin thus in its

8:10). " The preaching and miracles of Philip hav. nature is egotism , selfishness. Self is put in the
ing excited his observation, he became one of his place of God (Rom . 15 :3 ;1 Cor. 13 :5 ; 2 Tim . 3:

disciples, and received baptism at his hands. Sub - 1, 2 ; 2 Thess. 2:3, 4 ). Selfishness (not pure self .

sequently he witnessed the effect produced by the love, nor the exaggeration of it, but really in op
imposition of hands, as practiced by the apostles position to it ) is at the bottom of all disobedience,
Peter and John, and, being desirous of acquiring and it becomes hostility to God when it comes
a similar power, he offered a sum of money for it. into collision with his law .

His object evidently was to apply the power to the All sin thus has a positive character, and the

prosecution of magical arts. The motive and the distinction between sins of commission and those

means were equally to be reprobated ; and his of omission is only upon the surface. In both
proposition met with a severe denunciation from cases is actual disobedience (see Matt. 23:23).
Peter, followed by a petition on the part of Simon , 2. Original. A term used to denote the effect

the tenor of which bespeaks terror ,but not peni- of Adam's sin upon the moral life of his descend
tence (v. 24 ). From his endeavor to obtain spir. ants. It is formally defined as " that whereby
itual functions by a bribe is derived the word man is very far gone from original righteousness,

simony. There are many stories concerning his and is of his own nature inclined to evil ” (see
subsequent career which are, without doubt, fabu- Fall ). The fact of sin in this sense is plainly de .

lous; and the supposed statue to him is believed , clared in the Scriptures (Rom . 5:12, 19 ; comp.

from a tablet found in 1574 on the Insula Tiberina, Gen. 3 :4 ;. Eph. 2: 1-3 ; Col. 1:13 ; 2 Tim. 2:26 ;

to have been erected to the Sabine god , Semo 1 John 3:4 ). In accord with this is the further
Sancus (see Farrar's St. Paul, i , 260 ). fact of the universalityof sin , also proclaimed in

9. The Tanner, a Christian convert with whom Scripture (Matt . 7:11 ; 15:19 ; Rom . 3: 9, 23 ; 1 John

Peter lodged while at Joppa. His house was by 1:18 ; James 3:2 ; comp. 1 Kings 8:46 ; Job 14:4 ;

the seaside, as the trade of a tanner was consid- Prov. 20 :9 ), and borne witness to by history and

ered unclean by the Jews, and not allowed to be human self-consciousness.

carried on inside their towns (Acts 9:43 ; 10 : 6 , 17 , The nature of the connection between the sin

32). of Adam and the moral condition of his descend.

SIMPLE. See GLOSSARY . ants is, however, a matter upon which opinions

have greatly differed .

SIMPLICITY (Heb . DM, lome, innocence, in- The chief forms of doctrine have been as fol.

tegrity ) is predicated of the two hundred follow - lows:

ers of Absalom in his conspiracy ( 2 Sam . 15:11 ), ( 1 ) By Calvinists of the more rigid type it has

who “ knew not anything ," i. e., of their leader's been held that the sin of Adam was immediately

a
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imputed to the whole human family, so that not SIN . 1. (Heb . 79, seen, clayey, muddy), a

only is the entire race depraved , but also actually city of Egypt, called by the Greeks Pelusium . It

guilty on account of the first transgression. To lay on the eastern arm of the Nile, about three

sustain this opinion it is argued that Adam was miles from the sea. The mounds of broken col.

not only the natural, but also the representative umns are thought to mark the site now called el .

or federal head of the human race. His fall in. Tinel , “ a miry place.” Ezekiel (30:15, 16) calls

volved the whole race in guilt (see IMPUTATION ). it “ the strength ” ( i . e . , “ fortress ” or “ bulwark ”)

( 2 ) Arminian . The view more generally held of Egypt.

is that the effect of Adam's sin upon the moral state
2. Wilderness of Sin (Heb. 79737 ?, mida

of mankind is in accordance with and by virtue of
the natural law of heredity. The race inherited bar'- seen ), a tract or plain lying along the eastern
proneness to sin . But this proneness to sindoes shore of the Red Sea. It is thought to be the

notimply guilt, inasmuch as punishment can justly present plain ofel-Kaa, which commences at the
be inflicted only on account of actual sin , which the mouth of Wady Taiyibeh, and extends along
consists in voluntary transgression. This view is the whole southwestern side of the peninsula . It

held by many Presbyterians, Congregationalists,
was the scene of the murmurings and the miracle

of the quails and manna (Exod. 16 : 1 ; 17 : 1 ; Num .
Episcopalians, and universally by Methodists.
( 3) Pelagianism . The doctrine known as PELA- 33:11 , 12).

GIANISM (q. v. ) denies any necessary connection
SIN OFFERING . See SACRIFICIAL OFFER

between the sin of Adam and the character and INGS.

actions of his descendants. Every human being SI'NA (Eivă , see-nah '), the Greek form (Judith

is by nature as pure as was Adam before his sin . 5:14 ; Acts 7:30, 38) of Sinai (q. v. ).

The prevalence of sin is to be accounted for upon

the ground of evil example and surroundings. Ac SI'NAI (Heb. 20, sin -ah'ee ; Gr. Elvā, sel

cordingly it is possible for men to lead lives of nah), the mountain district reached by the Israel.

such complete freedom from sin that they may ites in the third month

stand in no need of redemption or of regenerating after leaving Egypt.

grace. This doctrine is repudiated by all evan. 1. Name. The name

gelical Churches. is a very ancient one, and

The recognition of the reality of sin , not only in its meaning not definitely

the sense of actual disobedience, but also in the
fixed . If Shemitic it, per .

sense of innate sinfulness, is essential. For only haps, means thorny, i. e.,

thus can be seen the necessity for a special rev cleft with ravines. Dr.

elation, and only thus are menprepared to accept Sayce (High. Crit ., p. 263)

the Gospel of salvation in Christ. says : “ Sinai '(the moun.
HORESREVISinal)

3. Forgiveness of Sin . See JUSTIFICATION ; tain ) which belongs to

REPENTANCE. Sin ,' took its name, like the

4. The Unpardonable Sin (Matt . 12:31 , 32 ; desert which it overlooked,

Luke 12:10 ; Heb. 10:26 ; 1 John 5:16) . The pas from the Babylonian Moon -god Sin .” A Himyar.

sages referred to undoubtedly point to one partic. itic inscription informs us that the name and wor.

ular sin , and that is unpardonable. What this sin ship of Sin had made their way to southern Arabia,

is has been a matter of much discussion . The and the name of Sinai makes it plain that such had

view held by Wesley and others is that it is “ the also been the case in the North.

ascribing those miracles to the power of the devil 2. Bible Notices. When the Israelites left

which Christ wrought by the power of the Holy Elim they came to the wilderness of Sin , and then

Spirit.” This view is generally held to be inade- to Rephidim , where they encamped (Exod. 16: 1 ,
quate . Lange expresses the truth more exactly sq .; 17 : 1 ) , and in the third month after the Exodus

when he says : “ We have here to understand fully arrived atthe " Wilderness of Sinai ” (19: 1). Moses

conscious and stubborn hatred against God and went up into the Mountand received a preliminary

that which is divine as it exists in its highest de- message from Jehovah, declaring his past assist.

velopment." ance and promise of future guidance and protec

This sin is unpardonable not because the grace tion, on the condition of obedience (vers. 3–6).

of God is not sufficient for its forgiveness, but be- The people were commanded to prepare them .

cause it springs from a state of the soul in which selves for a direct message from Jehovah, a bound

there is left no disposition for repentance and ary line was set around the mountain to prevent

faith in Jesus Christ. Thus they who are in anxi- any of the people from approaching rashly or in .

ety lest they have committed this sin show in this advertently to " touch the mount" (v. 12). The

very fact that such anxiety is groundless. Never- top of the mount” was in full view from the

theless , they who persist in sinning against reli- camp; so that when the Lord “ came down " upon

gious life have great reason to fear lest they be- it the thick cloud in which his glory was shrouded

come thus fearfully guilty. “ in sight of all the people " (vers. 11 , 16 ).

LITERATURE . — On unpardonable sin : Stier, Words The people were brought out of their camp “ to

of Jesus, vol. i , 236 ; Whedon and Lange on pas- meet with God ; and they stood at the nether

sages referred to above ; Meth . Quar. Rev., April, part of the mount " (v. 17) ; for they “ saw the

1858. On whole subject : Works of Systematic thunderings, and the lightnings, and the noise of

Theology, particularly Van Oosterzee, Dogmatics; the trumpet, and the mountain smoking; and

Hodge, Systematic Theol.; Dorner, System of Chris- when the people saw it , they removed, and stood

tian Doctrine ; Müller, Doctrine of Sin.-E.McC. I afar off ” (20:18).
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reasons :

Moses received the tables of the law twice ( see “ Understanding Horeb to be the more general

Moses), and was made acquainted with the details name, there might still be differences of opinion

of the rites and ceremonies recorded in thePenta- how wide a circuit should be included under it,

teuch (31:18; ch. 34 ; Lev . 7:38, etc.). On the though the common opinion seems to be that

first day of the second month after leaving Egypt there is no necessity for taking it wider than that

the census was taken (Num . 1: 1-46) ; the position range (some three miles long from north to south )

assigned to the various tribes when in camp and which is called by the modern Arabs Jebel Tûr or

on the march (1 :47–2 :34) ; the firstborn were re- Jebel et - Târ, sometimes with the addition of Sina,

deemed (3:40–61); the office and duties of the though Robinson says extremely rarely ” (McC. and

Levites enumerated (4 :1-49) ; the tabernacle was S., Cyc., s . v .).

reared and covered with the cloud (9:16 , sq. ), and, 4. Identification of Sinai. The Bible nar.

finally, on the twentieth day of the second month, rative implies three requisites, which must be

in the second year, " the children of Israel took present in any spot answering to the true Sinai:

their journeys out of the wilderness of Sinai ” (10: i . A mountain summit overlooking the place

11, sq.; comp. 33:15 , 16). where the people stood . 2. Space sufficient, ad.

3. Horeb and Sinai. Concerning these names jacent to themountain, for so large a multitude to

there has been much difference of opinion. Ewald I stand and behold the phenomena on the summit ;

(Geschichte, ii , 57) pronounces

Sinai the older name, and

Horeb the name used by the

author of Deuteronomy (ex

cept 33 : 2), which book he

assigns to a later writer.

Hengstenberg ( Pent., ii , 325–

327 ) agrees with Gesenius that

the one name is more general

than the other, but differs in

this respect, that he makes

Horeb the mountain ridge and

Sinai the individual summit

from which the ten

mandments were given. The
following are his

1. The name Sinai is used at

the time that the Israelites

were upon the very spot of the

legislation (see from Exod.

19:11 to Num . 3 : 1 ) ; whereas

Horeb is always used in the Mount Sinai.

recapitulation in Deuteronomy

(except 33 : 2). 2. The name Horeb occurs in the and even , when afraid , to remove afar off, and

earlier books thrice, all in Exodus, but it is in still be in sight. 3. The relation between this

circumstances which best suit the general or space where the people stood and the base of the

comprehensive meaning which we attach to it mountain must be such that they could approach

(sce Exod. 3 : 1 ; 17:6 ; 19:2 ; comp. 33 : 6). 3. and stand at “ the nether part of themount," that

An argument may be drawn from the use of they could also touch it , and that the bound could

the preposition connected with these two be set around the mount (Bib . Sac., May, 1849, p.

Thus in Exod. 17 :6 we find the Lord say. 382). The three claimants for the name Sinai.

ing, “ Behold, I will stand upon the rock in Horeb,” are:
i. e ., upon the particular spot, but in the district. Jebel Serbal, suggested by Burckhardt ( Travels,

The preposition in in the A. V.needlessly varied p . 609), and advocated by Lepsius, Bartlett,

into “ at" once or twice ), which is used with Stewart, and others. It is some thirty miles dis

lloreb, not only here, but almost always where the tant westward from the Jebel Mūsa, but close to the

name occurs in Deuteronomy, perhaps always, ex- Wady Feirán and El Hessue, which he identifies,

cept " from " ( 1:2, 9 ). The same is true of all the as do most authorities, with Rephidim , just a mile

passages in which Horeb is mentioned in later from the old convent of Farân. The earliest tra

Scripture (1 Kings 8: 9 ; 2 Chron . 6:10 ; Psa. 106: ditions are in its favor. But there are two main

19; Mal. 4 :4), except i Kings 19:8, A.V. " unto objections to this: 1. It is clear, from Exod. 19 : 2

Horcb the mount of God." With Sinai, on the comp. 17 : 1 ), that the interval between Rephidim

other hand, there are connected several preposi- and Sinai was that of a regular stage of the march .

tions “ in ” and “ from ," as in the case of Horeb ; 2. There is no plain or wady of any sufficient size

also “ to , " but especially “ upon ” ( Exod. 19:11 , near Serbâl to offer camping ground to so large a

18, 20 ; 24:16), which describes the descent of the host, or perhaps the tenth part of them . Jebel

Lord , or the resting of the symbol of his presence, Mûsa is the Sinai of recent ecclesiastical tradition ,

upon that individual peak from which the law was with some advocates among modern travelers.

given ; whereas we have no reason to think that it These claim that the Wady es Sebayeh, which its

rested upon the whole mass of mountains which southeast or highest summit overhangs, is the spot

are clustered together, where the people camped before the mount ; but

names .

6
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the second objection to Serbâl applies almost in to continue doubtful. Dr. Sayce (High. Crit ., p.

equal force to this—the want of space below. 268, sq. ) argues that Sinai was a mountain of

Ras Sasafeh or Sufsafeh. The third view is that Seir, and not in the so-called Sinaitic peninsula ,"

of Robinson, that the modern Horeb of the monks but adds that " the exact site of the mount of

- viz., the northwestern and lower face of the God ' must be left for future exploration to dis

Jebel Músa, crowned with a range of magnificent cover.” See SUPPLEMENT

cliffs, the highest point called Ras Sasáfeh, or SINCERE . See GLOSSARY.

Sufsâfeh , as spelt by Robinson - overlooking the

plain er Rahah, is the scene of the giving of the
SINCERITY(Heb. 69an, taw -meem ', without

Law, and that peak the mountain into which blemish), the acting or speaking without hypocrisy

Moses ascended. " Lepsius objects, but without (Josh. 24:14 ; Judg. 9:16, 19). The Gr. àdolos,

much force ( since he himself climbed it), that the ad'-ol-os,means unadulterated, as “ the sincere
[ pure] milk of the word ” (1 Pet. 2 : 2). Paul desires

the Philippians (1:10) to be pure, their behavior

innocent, etc., that thus they may “ be sincere (Gr.

VICINITY
áyvūs, hag -noce ) and without offense till the day

of Christ.” Sincerity in Eph. 6:24 and Tit. 2 :7 is
MT.SINAI the rendering of theGr. ápbapoia af-thar-see -ah ;

the meaning of the first passage being to “ love

our Lord Jesus Christ with never-diminishing

(undecaying ) love ” (A. V. “ love in uncorrupt

ness " ) , while in Tit. 2 : 7 the A. V. renders “ in

thy doctrine showing uncorruptness, gravity."

Spring • The sincerity of your love ” ( 2 Cor. 8 : 8) may

Jebel Fire a properly be rendered that “ yourlove is legitimate"

(Gr. yvioios, gnay'-see-os);while eiherpivela (i-lik .

ree -ni-ah) meansfound pure when tested by the
Jebel Sena sunlight, and so pure, unsullied (Phil. 1:10 ; 1 Cor.

5 : 8 ; 2 Cor. 1:12; 2:17).

SINEW , the rendering of two Hebrew terms :

Jrel Ghubsheh 1. Gheed hawn-naw -shek' (Heb. 777 77:),

“ the sinew that shrank ” (Gen. 32:32), i. e. , the

nervus ischiadicus, the principal nerve in the neigh
:JUM borhood of the hip , which is easily injured by any

Alaw

violent strain in wrestling. Because of the dislo

cation of the thigh of Jacob the Israelites avoid

eating this nerve.JebelMûsa

2. Aw-rak' ( Ileb. Da, to gnaw ), used only in

Job 30:17, A. V. “My sinews take no rest; ” but

should be rendered “ My gnawers sleep not.” It

Wady - Valley is uncertain whether Job refers to gnawing pains

or to the worms which were formed in his ulcers.

SINGING. See Music.

peak Susafeh is nearly inaccessible. It is more to Figurative. Singing is symbolic of joy ( Neh.

the purpose to observe that the whole Jebel Mûsu 12:27; Isa. 35: 2; 44:23 ; 61:11), and so theabsence

is, comparatively with adjacent mountains, insig- of it is expressed by the cessation of song (Isa.
nificant. The conjunction of mountain with plain 16:10).

is the greatest feature of this site ; in choosing it

we lose in the mountain, as compared with Serbál, ofopdanpós åndows, of-thal-mos' hap-looce' (Matt.
SINGLE EYE is the rendering in the A. V.

but we gain in the plain, of which Serbál has 6:22 ; Luke 11:34 ). ” Hap-looce'meanssimple, that

nothing . It may be added that, supposing Wody in which there is nothing complicated or confused ;

Tayibeh to have been the encampment “ by the and thus in our sense of sound, healthy.

sea," as stated in Num . 33:10, three routes opened

there before the Israelites : the most southerly one SI’NIM (Heb.677 ?, see-neem ', Isa. 49:12) , the

down the plain el Kaa to Tür ; the most northerly name of a remote people, from whose land men

by the Sarbat el Khadem ; and the middle one by should come to the lightof Israel and of the Gen

Wady Feiran, by which they would pass the foot tiles. It is,of course, not quite impossible that

of Serbal, whichtherefore in this case alone could it may refer to the Lebanon SinITES (q. v .), or with

possibly be Sinai. The middle ronte aforesaid the tribe Sina in the Hindu-Kush (Lacouperio

from Wady Tayibch reaches the Wady Feirân in Babylonian and Oriental Record). The Lxx .

through what is called the Wady Mokatteb, or gives İlépoal, but the early interpreters looked

“ written valley,” from the inscriptions on the to the south as to Sin (Pelusium ) or Syene. But

rocks which line it, generally considered to have the prevailing opinion refers it to the classical Sinæ,

been the work of Christian hands, but whether the people of southern China. They are, indeed ,

those of a Christian people localized there at an first mentioned by Ptolemy and Marcianus. But

unknown period , as Lepsius thinks, or ofpassing theremust have been an overland traffic between

pilgrims, as is the more general opinion, is likely the East and the West from time immemoriad;
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and the namemost likely to travel west was that such confession ; he taught men to pray for for.

of the Sinæ , whose town, Thinæ (another form of giveness, but uttered no such prayer for himself ;

Sinæ) , the modern l'hsin, or Tin, in the prov. he declared the necessity of the new birth by the

ince of Shensi. We are even told that the Sinæ work of the Holy Spirit, but it was for others.

were anciently called Thinæ (Oival). " The Sinæ He recognized in himself no such necessity . And

attained an independent position in western China thus it follows that in Christ we find a reversal of

as early as the 8th century B. C. , and in the 3d the law which prevails with respect to all limited

century B. C. established their sway under the measure of human excellence ,or hewas supremely

dynasty of Tsin, over the whole of the empire. excellent, absolutely without sin .

The rabbinical name of China, Tsin, as well as (3) The objections of infidels are too trivial or

the name China itself, was derived from this too abstruse to be entered upon here with any

dynasty. " —W. H. fullness. However, it may be said that the blight

SINÄITES (Heb. O , see -nee', Gen. 10:17 ; | be shown to be an interference with the rights of
ing of the barren fig tree by the wayside cannot

1 Chron . 1:15), a tribe mentioned only in the phrase private property. And, moreover, Christ had the

? 0.3 ?,and in the connection, “ And Canaan right to use this insensate object for the purpose

begat Sidon (71793), his firstborn, and Heth , and of symbolicallyimpressing his solemn lesson. The

the Jebusite, and the Amorite, and the Girgashite, destruction of the swine atGadara is to beviewed
and the Hivite, and the Arkite,and the Sinite,and with reference to the deliverance of a human soul

the Arvadite, and the Zemarite, and the Hamath- as of infinitely higher importance than the loss of

ite. ” From its position in the list it is inferred that the lives of many animals. And, besides, it can.

it lay toward the north, perhaps in the northern not be shown that Christ really willed or directly

part of the Lebanon district. In that region were
caused the destruction. We may dismiss this

Sinna, a mountain fortress mentioned by Strabo part of the subject in recalling the fact that the

Sinum , or Sini, the ruinsof which existed unbelieving world has in reality but littleto say
in the time of Jerome,” and others with somewhat against themoral perfection of Jesus.

similar names. The Targums of Onkelos and
(4) The sinlessness of Christ is a fact of many.

Jonathan give Orthosia, a maritime town north - sidedimportance. 1. Christ, because he was sin .

easterly from Tripolis. It was aplace of impor- less, is one of the highest,may we not say, the

tance, as commanding the only road " betwixt highest of the credentials of Christianity. He is

Phænice and the maritime parts of Syria." De la moral miracle, and is himself greater than all

litzsch ( T.282) mentions the cuneiform Siânu, his miracles. 2. The fact has important relation

which is mentioned with Semar and Arka.
to the authority of his teaching (see Matt. 17 :5 ;

W. H.
John 8:46) . 3. Christ in bis sinlessness exhibits

to us the highest good. He was not free from

SINLESSNESS OF CHRIST, the perfect poverty, and persecution, and hatred, and loneli
freedom of Christ, not only from all outward acts ness, and death, but he was free from sin. 4. His

of sin , but also from all inward inclination to sin . sinlessness is importantly related to the value of

1. Scripture Statement. The Old Testa . his atoning sacrifice. His offering of himself was

ment prophecies relating to Christ, whether sym- of unspeakable value because he was spotless (see

bolically expressed or uttered in words, point to 1 Pet. 1:19; comp. John 1:29). 6. Likewise the

his perfect purity (see Isa . 9:6, 7 ; ch . 53). The efficacy of his intercession is based upon the same

New Testament bears most emphatic testimony to fact (1 John 2 :1 ; Heb. 4 :14–16 ). 6. This fact

the same fact (see Matt. 11:29 , 30 ; John 4:34 ; also throws light upon his proffer of new life to

6:38 ; 8:29 , 46 ; 15:10 ; 17 :4 ; Acts 3:14 ; Rom . 8 : 3 ; men . He is at the same time our perfect

2 Cor. 5:21 ; Heb. 4:15 ; 7:26 , 27 ; 1 Pet. 1:19; example, and the one through whom we receive

2:22 ; 1 John 2: 2 ; 3 : 5 ) . It is distinctly stated that power to follow in his steps (John 10:10 ; 1 Pet.

Christ way tempted, and if so we must admit the 2:21.)

abstract possibility of his sinning. Yet his temp- The doctrine of Christ's unsullied purity is there

tations were in no case such as spring from a fore one which has been steadfastly held as of
sinful nature, and the fact remains that he was greatest momeut by the Church in all ages.

absolutely without sin (see TEMPTATION OF Christ). LITERATURE . — Ullman, The Sinlessness of Jesus,

2. Theological Suggestions. ( 1 ) The sin- translated from German, Edinburgh, 1858 ; Schaff,

lessness of Christ is to be looked at with reference The Person of Christ ; Dorner, The Person of

to his human nature, and is to be distinguished Christ; see also discussion of topic in Neander's

from the holiness which he possessed as an attri. Life of Christ ; Godet, in Expositor, first series,

bute of his divine nature . vol . vi, “ The Holiness of Jesus Christ.”

(2) The fact of his sinlessness is morally demon- Among works of systematic theology , Van Oos.

strated, aside from the testimony of the Scriptures, terzee is to be specially commended with respect

as follows: 1. Christ certainly made upon those to the topic. - E . MOC .

around him the impression that he was a person

of at least unusual moral excellence. 2. It is a SI'ON, MOUNT. 1. (Heb. 7A , har sec

fact which has the force of a law that the higher ohn'), one of the various names of Mount Her.

imperfect beings rise in moral attainments the mon,which are fortunately preserved, all not im

more keenly conscious they become of remaining probably more ancient than “ Hermon ” itself
moral defects . 3. Christ manifested no con- (Deut. 4:48 only).

sciousness of moral defect, but the opposite. He 2. The Greek form (E16v, see-oon ') of the Hebrew

taught men to confess their sins, but he made no name Zion, the famous mount of the temple
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( 1 Macc. 4:37, 60 ; 5:54 ; 6:48, 62 ; 7:33 ; 10:11 ; sition of the orientals, who, in the absence of

14:27 ; Heb. 12:22 ; Rev. 14 : 1 ). chairs, sit upon the floor with their feet crossed

ȘIPH‘MOTH (Heb. Dinpo, sif-moth', fruit- under them. “ In Palestine people sit at all kinds
ful), one of the places in the south of Judah of work ; the carpenter saws, planes, and hews

which David frequented during his freebooting with his hand-adze sitting upon the ground or
life (1 Sam. 30:28 ). No one appears yet to have upon the plank he is planing. The washerwoman

even suggested an identification ofit, but may be sits bythe tub ; and, in a word, no one stands
referred to in 1 Chron. 27:27, where Zabdiis called where it is possible to sit ” (Thomson , Land and

the Shiphmite.
Book , i , 191 ).

Figurative. Of judges who sit in judgment
SIP'PAI (Heb. 120, sip-pah'ce, basinlike), one (Isa. 28:6 ; Joel 3:12 ; Mal. 3 :3, “ sit as a refiner of

of the sons of “ the giants " slain by Sibbechai at silver " ); hence the seat of violence, i.e ., of unjust.

Gezer (1 Chron. 20 :4 ), called in the parallel passage judgment ( Amos 6: 3 ) ; mourners, who sit upon the

(2 Sam. 21:18) by the equivalent name Sapi (q .v . ) . ground (Isa. 3:26 ; 47 :1; Job 2:13 ) or solitary

SI'RAH (Heb. 277., see -raw ', retreat, retired ), (Lam . 1 : 1 ; 3:28) ; of an army which sits down in å
a well about a mile north of Hebron. Abner was place, i. e . , holds it ( 1 Sam . 13:16) ; of those who

recalled here by Joab (2 Sam . 3:26), and treacher- sit still, who remain quiet, as opposed to those who

ously slain. The well is probably the ' Ain Sareh go to war (Jer. 8:14 ). See GLOSSARY,

of to-day. SITNAH (Heb. sil-naw ', strife), the

SIRION (Heb . gim., sir -yone', coat of mail) , second of the two wells dug by Isaac, where a
one of the various names of Mount Hermon, that contest was had with the Philistines (Gen. 26:21 ).

by which it was known to the Zidonians (Deut. The modern Shutneh .

3 :9). The name in Psa . 29:6 is slightly altered in SITA. See Glossary.

the original ( Fleb. 1197, shir -yone'). SIVAN, the third month of the Hebrew

SIRS. See GLOSSARY. sacred year, and ninth of the civil year (Esth. 8. 9).

SIS'AMAI (Heb . 2200, sis-mal’ee, meaning
See CALENDAR ; TIME.

SKIN . 1. The rendering generally of the
doubtful), son of Eleasah, and father of Shallum ,
descendants of Sheshan , in the line of Jerahmee1 Heb. Six (ore, naked ), and meaning the skin of a

(1 Chron. 2:40), B. C. before 1170.
man, the skin or hide of animals (Lev. 4:11 ; 7 : 8,

SIS'ERA (Hleb . 7 , see-ser-aw',
etc.); also as prepared, i . e. , leather (Lev. 11:32 ;

uncertain
13:48 ; Num . 31:20).

derivation )
2. Baw -sawr' (Heb. 27, flesh , so generally

1. The “ captain ” of the army of Jabin, king
of Canaan. He dwelt in Harosheth of the Gen- rendered) is only rendered skin in Psa. 102 : 5,

tiles (probably situated in one of the larger plains
" My bones cleave to my skin ” (flesh ).

of Galilee (K. and D., Com ., in loc.]), and for twenty 3. Ghe'-led (Heb. 7 , polished, smooth ), the

years oppressed the Israelites with a force of nine human skin as smooth and naked (Job 16:15),

hundred chariots of iron ( Judy. 4 : 2 , 3 ) . When where Job says , “ I have sewed sackcloth upon

Sisera received tidings of the march of Barak to my skin .” This is to be attributed to the hideous

Mount Tabor he mustered his army at the Kishon , distortion of his body by elephantiasis, which will

where it was thrown into confusion and utterly not admit of the use of the ordinary form of

routed (vers. 10–16 ). Sisera, to save himself, clothes.

sprang from his chariot and fled on foot . He
4. Der-mat'- ee-nos (Gr. depuátivos), that which

took refuge in the tent of Jael , the wife of Heber is made of skin , leathern, as a girdle (Mark 1 : 6).

the Kenite. She received the fugitive in the See BOTTLE ; DRESS.

usual form of oriental hospitality, but when he had Figurative. “ Skin for skin ” (Job 2 : 4) seems

fallen asleep Jael took a tent stake and drove it to mean “ one gives up one's skin to preserve

into his temples, so that he died (vers. 17–22). one's skin ; one endures pain on a sickly part of

B. C. about 1120. See JaEL.
the skin , for the sake of saving the whole skin ;

2. The name reappears in the lists of the Neth- one holds up the arm to avert the fatal blow from

inim ,who returned from the captivity with Zerub- the head ." " The skin of my teeth ” ( 19:20) is

babel (Ezra 2:53 ; Neh. 7:55 ). It doubtless tells supposed to be that which surrounds the teeth in

of Canaanite captives devoted to the lowest offices the jaw , viz. , the periosteum . The disease has

of the temple.
destroyed the gumsand wasted them away from

SISTER (Heb. Dinx, aw -khõlh ; Gr. åsenon, the teeth, leaving only the periosteum. “ Can the

ad - el -fay ), a term used by the Hebrews with equal Ethiopian change his skin ? ” ( Jer. 13:23) is sym.

latitude as brother (q . v .). It may denote a rela- bolical of the inability of one to get rid of an evil

tion by the same father and mother, by the same character which has become second nature.

father only, by the same mother only, or merely a SKIRT (Heb .Saz, shool), the flowing train of

near relative (Matt. 13:56 ; Mark 6 : 3). Sarah was a female dress (Jer. 13:22 , 26 ; Lam. 1: 9 ; Nah .

called the sister of Abraham (Gen. 12:13 ; 20:12) , 3 : 5) ; more vaguely (977, karo-nawf', literally a

though only his niece according to some, or, ac
cording to others, sister by the father's side. Rewing) the flap of a robe (Deut.22:30 ; 27:20 ; Ruth

3 :9, etc. ).
specting marrying such relatives, see Marriage.

Figurative. To raise the skirts of a woman's
SIT , SITTING (Heb. sur, yaw - hab' ; Gr. garment is put for a symbol ofinsult and disgrace

kadébouai, kath -ed ' -zom -ahee ), the favorite po- | (Jer. 13:22, 26 ; Nah. 3:5 ) ; whereas to cover her
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accuser .

with one's skirt was a token of matrimony SLOW. 1. Kaw -bade' (Heb. 727 ) means heavy,

(Ruth 3 : 9) . as when Moses said, “ I am not eloquent [literally,

SKULL. See GOLGOTHA. a nian of words ), bat heavy in mouth and in

SKY (Heb. Paw, shalık '-ak, vapor,Deut.33:26 ; tongue ” (Exod. 4:10); a difficulty in speaking,

though not exactly stammering.
2 Sam. 22:12 ; Job 37:18 , etc. ) may mean the

clouds or the firmament. “ His excellency is in 2. • Awrake' (Heb. 7.$ , to make long) is used in

the sky ” ( Deut. 33:26) is a figurative expression the frequent expression ,“ slow to anger ” (Neh.

to denote omnipotence.
9:17 ; Psa. 103 : 8 ; Prov. 16:32, etc. ), and expresses

the same state of mind as the term “long-suffer
SLACK, SLACKNESS. See GLOSSARY.

ing.”

SLANDER (Heb. 77, dib-baw), a defaming, 3. A very peculiar expression is found in Tit.

evil report (Num . 14:36 ; Psa. 31:13 ; Prov. 10:18). 1:12, " slow bellies ” (Gr.7aotépes ápyai, gas-ter '-es

In the apostolic Church the wife of a deacon was ar-gah'ee), to describe the Cretians. The one word

forbidden ( 1 Tim . 3 : 6) to be a slanderer (Gr. is used to indicate their sensuality, the other their

Suáßolos, dce-ab'-ol-os), i. e. , a calumniator, false sloth (R. V. " idle gluttons " ).

SLUGGARD, another rendering in the A. V.

SLAVE , SLAVERY. See SERVICE. of the Hebrew, rendered Slothful ( q. v. ).

SLEEP, the rendering of several Hebrew and
SLUICE (Heb. 7 , seh '-ker, wages, reward ,

Greek words, used in the general sense of sleep or Prov. 11:18), the improper rendering in Isa . 19:10 ,

repose for the body (Psa.4 :8; 121 :4 ; Jonah 1 :5, 6). means those who live upon wages, and is not

The manner of sleeping in warm Eastern climates equivalent to do, the dammers-up of water.

is very different from that in colder countries.
SMITH . See HANDICRAFT ; METALS.

Their beds are generally hard, feather beds being

unknown . The poor often sleep on mats, or
SMYRNA (Gr. Enúpva, smoor’-nah, myrrh).

wrapped in theirouter garment, for which reason miles N. of Ephesus,at themouth of a small river,
a rich, prosperous, and dissolute city of lonia , forty

thelatter was not allowed to be retained in pledge Meles. Anciently it was one of the finest cities
overnight (Gen. 9:21 , 23 ; Exod. 22:26, 27 ; Deut.24:12, 13 ). The wealthy sleep on mattresses 'stuffed of Asia, and was called “ the lovely — the crown

with woolor cotton, being often onlya thick quilt, chief city of Anatolia,withamixed population of
of Ionia—the ornament of Asia .” It is now the

used singly or piled upon each other. In winter
a similar quilt of finer material forms the coverlet, two hundred thousand people, one third of whom

while a thin blanket suffices in summer ; unless, are Christians. It is referred to in Rev. 2 :8-11

indeed, the convenient outergarment is used as the seatofone of the seven churches. It was

( 1 Sam . 19:13). See BED.
largely inhabited by Jews bitterly opposed to

Figurative. Sleep isemployed as a symbol of Christ and Christianity; and the church ofSmyrna

death (Deut. 31:16 ; 2 Sam . 7:12; Job 7:21; Dan. becomes the type of a suffering Church. It will

12:2; John 11:11, etc.); of supineness, indolence
, be observed that at Smyrna the Church is still

or stupid inactivity ofthe wicked (Rom . 18:11 , 12 ; is uttered . It was Polycarp's field of Christianfaithful, and that against her no word of reproach

Eph. 5:14 ; 1 Cor. 11:30).
usefulness, and here he suffered martyrdom , A. D.

SLEIGHT. See GLOSSARY, 155.

SLIME. See ASPHALT; BITUMEN, in MINERAL SNAIL . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

KINGDOM ; GLOSSARY.
SNARE (usually the rendering of some form

SLIME PITS. See Siddim.
of Heb. 077, yaw -koshe',to ensnare; frequently of

SLING . See Armor, p. 85 . na, pakh, a spring net ; Gr. Bpóros, brokk '-os,
Figurative. The proverb, “ Ashe that bind- noose; nayis, pag-ece', trap ), a net or trap, espe

eth a stone in a sling," etc. (Prov. 26:8), is prob. cially of the fowler (Ísa. 8:14 ; Amos 3:5) ; also
ably better rendered by Gesenius “ As a bag of such as seizes man and beast ( Job 18:10 ; Jer.

gems in a heap of stones,” the Heb. 1725.2 (mar- 18:22). Snares were set in the path orhidden in
gay-maw ', A. V. “ sling ") meaning a “ heap of the ground (Psa. 140 :5 ; 119:10 ; Prov. 7:23 ; 22 :5 ;

stones” (comp. Matt. 7 :6). Jer, 18:22). The snare (Heb. 12, pak ) ) was formed

SLIP (Ileb. -77125, zem-o-raro', pruned ), is the of two parts which, when set, were spread out
layer of a vine. To set “ strange slips ” (Isa .17:10) upon the ground, and slightly fastened with a
is thought to be figurative for making foreign trap-stick ; so that as soon as a bird or beast

alliances, e. g. , with the king of Damascus. touched the stick the parts flew up and inclosed

SLOTHFUL . In Prov. 12:24 , “ the slothful
the bird in the net or caught the foot of the ani .

mal (Job 18: 9).

shall be under tribute, " the Heb . 177797, rem -ee- Figurative. Snare is used for anything that

yaw', means remiss, treacherous ; and the meaning may be the cause of injury or destruction ,e. &- ,

seems to be, " The deceitful man will come to de- the nations about Israel (Josh . 23:13 ) ; false gods

pendence.” ' In v. 27 we have an expression which (Judg. 2 : 3 ; 1Kings 11 :4 ; Psa . 106:36) ; false proph

means that such a man does not improve his op- ets (Hos. 9:8 ); riches, love of ( 1 Tim . 6 :9) ; death ,

portunities. The Heb. 535, aw-tsal”, has the usual as a hunter (2 Sam .22:6; Psa. 18:6 ; comp.91:3).

meaning of to be slack , indolent, and is most gen- SNOUT (Heb. 1978, af, nostril, hence, face) is

erally used in the Old Testament. onlymentioned in Prov. 11:22, “ as a jewel of gold
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more .

snow

in a swine's snout, so is a fair woman without dis- of Tirhakah Thisname, in Egyptian Sevech,

cretion . " Clark (Com .) thus comments : “ Beauty is also that of the god Saturn ."

in a woman destitute of good breeding and modest SOAP (Heb. 1972, bo-reeth '). The Hebrew

carriage is as becoming as a gold ring on the bo-reeth ' is a general term for any substance of
snou: of a swine. ”

cleansing qualities . As, however, it appears in

SNOW (Heb.abo, shel '-leg, white ; Gr. xuósv, Jer. 2:22, in contradistinction to nether (Heb.

khee-one'). In the historical books of Scripture mo, nek ' - ther, A. V. “ nitre " ), which undoubt

snow is twice mentioned as actually falling (2 Sam. edly means “ natron," or mineral alkali, it is fair

23:20 ; 1 Chron. 11:22 ; comp. 1 Macc. 13:22) . In to infer that bo -rectl ' refers to vegetable alkali,
the poetical books the allusions are so frequent

as to make it probable that snow was anordinary usual ingredientsin our soap . It occurs in Mal.
or some kind of potash, which forms one of the

occurrence in Palestine. “ During most winters
both hail and snow fall on the hills. On the Cen: 3 :2, but there is nothing to tell us whether itwas

tral Range snow has been known to reach a depth But ha, bore ( Job 9:30) denotes a vegetablealkali
obtained from the vegetable or mineral kingdom .

of nearly two feet, and to lie for five days, or even used for washing. Númerous plants, capable of

. . Thisexplains the feat of Benaiah,who yielding alkalies, exist in Palestine and the sur,

went down and slew a lion in themidst of a cistern rounding countries ; wemay notice onenamed

in theday of the snow ( 2 Sam . 23:20)” (Smith , Hist. Hubeibeh ( the Salsola Kali of botanists) found near

Geog ., p. 64 , sq.): The snow lies deep in the the Dead Sea , the ashes of which are called el

ravines of the highest ridge of Lebanon until the Kuli, from their strong alkaline properties, the

summer is far advanced, and, indeed ,never wholly Ajram, found near Sinai, which, when pounded,
disappears ; the summit of Hermon also perpetuo serves as a substitute for soap. Modern travelers

ally glistens with frozen snow. From these sources, have also noticed the Saponaria officinalis and

probably, the Jews obtained their supplies ofice the Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum , both pos

for the purpose of cooling their beverages in sum .
sessing alkaline properties, as growing in Pales.

mer (Prov. 25:13).
tine.

Figurative. The color of snow is given as
SOBER , SOBERLY, etc. 1. (Gr. výpw , nay'

an image of brilliancy (Dan. 7:9 ; Matt. 28 : 5 ; Rev.
1:14); of purity (Isa. 1:18 ; Lam. 4:7, referring to fo,and derivatives), calmand collected in spirit,

thewhite robes ofthe princes); of the blanching temperate, dispassionate (1 Thess. 5 : 6 , 8 ; 2 Tim.

effects of leprosy(Exod. 4 : 6 ; Num. 12:10 ; 2 Kings 4 :5, A. V. “ watch ;” 1 Pet.1:13).

5:27 ) ; of cleansing power (Job 9:30 ) ;
2. (Gr. owopovéw, so -fron -ek '-o,and derivatives),

waters,” i. e ., melted snow, easily dried up in the the being of a sound mind, as of one whohas

burning sand( 24:19 ), is used to express the swift ceased to be under the power of an evil one (Mark

andutter destruction of the godless ; snow , fertil-15:16 ; Luke 8:35) ; the opposite of énorīval, to be
izing the earth before it again returns as vapor to beside one's self (2 Cor. 5:13) ; the exercise of
the sky, figures the effective power of God's word self-control, soasto (a) placea moderate estimate
( Isa. 55:10). “ Will a man leave the snowof upon one's self (Rom. 12:3 ), (6 ) to curb one's pas

Lebanon ?" (Jer. 18:14 ) is thus rendered by Orelli
sion (Tit. 2 : 6 ) .

( Com .), “ Does the snow of Lebanon disappoint on SOʻCHO (Heb. 13700, so -ko', a fence, a hedge,

the rock of the fields ? " i . e . , the Lebanon snow 1 Chron. 4:18), variously called Sochor ( 1 Kings

feeds withoutceasing ,the water flowing therefrom . 4:10), SHOCHOH ( 1 Sam . 17:1), Shoco (2 Chron.

Phenomena of nature, stable and trustworthy, are 11:7), SHOCHO ( 28:18). It was in the low country

contrasted with the fickleness of Israel . of Judah (Josh. 15:35), and was settled by the

SNUFF (Heb.shaw -af'),to inhalecagerly, the cities fortified by Rehoboam after the revolt of
sons of Ezra, of the tribe of Judah . It was one of

as Jer. 14: 6 , where the wild asses , tormented by the northern tribes (2 Chron. 11 : 7 ) . Here Goliath

burning thirst, pant for wind like jackals (comp. was slain , and it was also one of Solomon's com

-2 : 24) . “ Snuff ” (Heb. 1797, naw-fakh', to blow al), missariat districts . It lay on the north side of
means to express contempt, as of God's altar Wady es-Sunt, and is identified with modern

( Mal . 1:13) .
Khurbet Shuweikeh, fourteen miles S. W. of Jeru .

salem .

SNUFF-DISH, SNUFFER, articles used in

the TABERNACLE (q . v. ) . SOʻCHOH ( 1 Kings 4:10). See Socho.

SO (Heb. xio, So), a king of Egypt. Hoshea,
SOCKET. See TABERNACLE.

the last king of Israel, evidently intending to be SO'COH. 1. A city in the low country of

come the vassal of Egypt, sent messengers to So, Judah ( Josh. 15:35 ). See Socho.

and made no present, as had been the yearly cus- 2. Another city of Judah , in the mountain dis

tom to the king of Assyria ( 2 Kings 17 :4 ), B. C. trict ( Josh. 15:48),one of a group of eleven towns.

725. The consequence of this step was the inn- Robinson located it in the Wady el-Khalil, about

prisonment of Hoshea, the taking of Samaria , ten miles S. W. of Hebron ; bearing, like the other

and the carrying captive of the ten tribes ( 18:10, Socho, the name of Shuweikel ,

11 ).
2014 SOʻDI (Heb. "710, so -dee', intimate),father of

Identification. " It has been questioned Gaddiel , the spy appointed to represent the tribe

whether this So was the same with Sabaco, the of Zebulun (Num . 13:10 ), B. C. 1209.

first king of the Ethiopian dynasty in upper Egypt,

or his son and successor Sevechus, the second king SOD'OM (Heb. Oho, sed -ome', burnt),an ancient

of the same dynasty, and the immediate predecessor I city in the vale of Siddim, mentioned (Gen. 10:19) as

,
7
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belonging to the Canaanites, in which Lot settled the king a mortal wound ” (Keil , Com ., 1 Kings

after separating from Abraham (13:12 ; 14:12). It 22:34).

had its own “ king,” or chief, as did the other SOLDIER . See ARMY.

four cities of the plain (14 : 2) , and with them re

belled against Chedorlaomer. It was finally de
SOL'OMON. 1. Name and Family. (Hebe

stroyed by Jehovahbecause of its greatwicked -225, shel -o-mo', pacific ; also named, at the com

ness ( 19: 1 , sq .) . Respecting the manner of its mand of Nathan ,JEDIDIAH, beloved of Jehovah ). A

destruction , it is recorded (v. 24 ), “Then the Lord son of King David by Bath -sheba ( 2 Suni. 12:24 ;

rained upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah brimstone 1 Chron. 3 :5 ), B. C. before 990. Sayce (Hibbert

and fire from the Lord out of heaven.” “ The words Lecture, pp. 61 , 62) thinks that Solomon was a
are to be understood quite literally as meaning name given , not in childhood, but subsequently.

that brimstone and fire, i . e . , burning brimstone, The cuneiform inscriptions inform us that Salli .

fell from the sky, even though the examples of manu, “ the god of peace,” was a god honored

burning bituminous matter falling upon the earth , particularly in Assyria (Robertson, Early Religion
which are given in Oedmann's Vermischte Samm- of Israel, pp. 178, 179).

lungen (iii, 20 ), may be called in question by his- 2. Personal History. ( 1) His youth. Noth .

torical criticism . By this rain of fire and brim- ing is known of Solomon's youth, unless it bethat

stone not only were the citiesand their inhabitants he was brought up by Nathan the prophet (2 Sam.

consumed, but even the soil , which abounded in 12:25), where the true reading probably is, " and
asphalt, was set on fire, so that the entire valley he intrusted him to Nathan,” etc. (Kitto, Stanley ).

was burned out and sank, or was overthrown, i. e., He was Bath -sheba's favorite son , “ tender and

atterly destroyed , and the Dead Sea took its place ” only beloved in the sight of his mother ” (Prov.
(K. and D. , Com .). See Lot. 4 : 3), and to her David had pledged her son's ac

Sodom is introduced by Ezekiel (16:46 , sq.; cession by a separate and solemn oath ( 1 Kings
comp. Rev. 11 : 8) with Samaria, as sisters of Jeru. 1:13, 17, 30). (2) Appointed successor. When

salem in a spiritual sense, as animated by the David had become enfeebled by age, his son,

same spirit of idolatry, Jerusalem acting even Adonijah, endeavored to place himself upon the

more corruptly than they. The prophet then throne, and so far succeeded as to have himself

enumerates the sins of Sodom (v. 49 , sq .) : pride, proclaimed king at En -rogel ( v . 5-9 , 25 ). Nathan

satiety, careless ease, haughtiness, and unchari- informed Bath-sheba of these proceedings, and
tableness toward the poor. they together succeeded in rousing the languid

SOD'OMA (Gr. Eódoja, sod'-om-ah, Rom . 9:29), energies of the king, who acted with prudence

the Greek form of Sodom ( q. v . ) .
and decision. At his command Zadok the priest

and Nathan the prophet, supported by Benaiah,

SOD'OMITE (Heb. 1977?, kaw -dashe', conse- with thebodyguard ofCherethitesand Pelethites,

crated, devoted ). The sodomites were not inhab- proclaimed Solomon king, amid the rejoicings of

itants of Sodom , nor their descendants, but men the people, and anointed him with the sacred oil,

consecrated to the unnatural vice of Sodom (Gen. which Zadok took out of the tabervacle, B. C.
19 : 5 ; comp. Rom. 1:27) as a religious rite. “ This 960 ( 1:32-40). A constant memorial of this

dreadful " consecration , or, rather, desecration, solemnity is presented in the seventy-second

was spread in different formsover Phænicia, Syrin, Psalm . The last act of David was to send for

Phrygia, Assyria, Babylonia. Ashtaroth, the Greek Solomon and urge upon him obedience to the

Astarte, was its chief object .” The term was statutes of Jehovah, so that he might enjoy pros

especially applied to the emasculated priests of perity. He also told him how to deal with Joab,

Cybele , called Galli , perhaps froin the river Gallus Barzillai , and Shimei (2 : 1-9). Upon hearing ti .

in Bithynia, which was said to make those who dings of Solomon's appointment, A donijah fled to

drank it mad. In Deut. 23:17 the toleration of a the altar for refuge, but received assurance from

sodomite was expressly forbidden, and the pay Solomon that his life would be spared if he proved
received by a sodomite was not to be put into worthy of clemency (1:50–53). (3) Solomon's

the temple treasury (v. 18) . “ The price of a reign. To give the narrative of Solomon's reign

dog ” is a figurativeexpression used todenote the chronologically is amatter ofgreat difficulty,because

gains of a kaw -dashe' (sodomite), who was called we have veryfew notices of time, and also because

kivaidos, kin '-ahee-dos, by the Greeks, from the of the confusion of the various texts describing it .

doglike manner in which he debased himself (see 1. Disposes of enemies. Adonijah, shortly after

Rev. 22:15 , where the unclean are called “ dogs ” ). Solomon's accession ,madea request that Abishag,

SOFT. See GLOSSARY. David's concubine, should be given him as a wife.

SOLDER (Heb. P??, deh '-bek, joint), welding This was interpreted as an act of treason, and

of metal ( Isa. 41 : 7 ). In 1 Kings 22:34; 2 Chron . sessed of the priesthood, and Zadok put in his
Adonijah was put to death ; Abiathar was dispos.

18:33, deb-aw-keem', ???, are " joints by which place ; Joab was slain because of the murder by

the iron thorax was attached to the hanging skirt him of Abner and Amasa ; Shimei was confined

which covered the abdomen ' (Cler. ). The true within the limits of Jerusalem , with the under .

coat of mail covered only the breast to somewhere standing that a trespass of the injunction would

about the last rib ; and below this it had an ap- forfeit his life ; three years after he went to Gaih

pendage (skirts) consisting of movable joints . in pursuit of two of his servants, and was put to

Between this appendage and the true coat of mail death (2 : 13-46 ). 2. Marriage. Having firmly
there was a groove through which the arrow seated himself upon the throne, Solomon sought

passed, and, entering the abdomen , inflicted upon to strengthen his kingdom by foreign alliances,
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and married the daughter of the king of Egypt to God, and requesting hisassistance,which Hiram

(3: 1 ), of the 21st dynasty. 3. Choice of wisdom . gladly promised ( 1 Kings 5 :1, sq.). Hiram gave

Notwithstanding this foreign alliance, Solomon cedars and fir trees out of Lebanon, which bis

loved the statutes of David, bis father. The blot servants felled , while those of Solomon squared

upon his conduct at this time was that he sacri- and fitted them for their places in the building.

ficed and burnt incense in high places ( 3 :3) . In the provisions for both parties were supplied by

the course of a series of sacrifices (it may be) Solo Solomon. The prepared timber was brought down

mon came to Gibeon , where the tabernacle stood . to the sea , floated round to Joppa under the care

There, in the midst of a great convocation of the of the Tyrian sailors , whence Solomon undertook

people, he sacrificed a thousand burnt offerings. the thirty miles transport to Jerusalem . He em .

The following night God appeared to him in a ployed, of the descendants of the Canaanites,

dream , and asked him to choose what he should seventy thousand to bear burdens, eighty thousand
give him . Sensible of the responsibilities resting to hew timber and stone in Lebanon, under three

upon him , he asked for wisdom in preference to thousand six hundred overseers ( 1 Kings 5:15, 16 ;

any other blessing. This was granted him , and 2 Chron . 2:17, 18) . He also raised a levy of thirty

the Lord added riches and honor,with the promise thousand Israelites, whom he sent to work in

of a long life if he was obedient to the command- Lebanon by relays of ten thousand, each relay

ment of Jehovah . Assured of God's favor, he serving a month and returning home for two

returned to Jerusalem and renewed his sacrifices ( 1 Kings 5:13, 14) . The actual building of the

before the ar and made a feast to all his serv . temple was commenced in the fourth year of Solo.

ants (3 :4-15). 4. Wise judgment. An oppor. mon's reign, B. C. 966 (1 Kings 6: 1 ; 2 Chron.

tunity soon arose to prove his sagacity. Two 3 :2). It was completed in seven and a half years,

women appeared before him with a dead and a in the eighth month ( Bul) of the eleventh year of

living child , each claiming the living one as her Solomon, B, C. 949 ( 1 Kings 6:38). The site

Solomon ordered the living child to be cut prepared for it by David had formerly been the

in twain. This the real mother could not endure, thrashing floor of Ornan, on Mount Moriah. The

and begged him to spare the life of the babe, dedication was a ceremony of remarkable gran .

He therefore commanded the child to be restored deur. It took place in the month Ethanim (Oc.

to her. “ And all Israel heard of the judgment tober) of the succeeding year, the delay being , no

which the king had judged ; and they feared the doubt, in order to accommodate it to the Feast of

king : for they saw that the wisdom of God was in Tabernacles. It was held the week preceding that

him to do judgment” ( 3:16–28). ( 4) National festival, and was attended by the whole people

prosperity. The general tone of the records of and all the priests. Solomon made the prayer of

Solomon's reign is that of jubilant delight. The consecration, after which he and all the people

hard, warlike reign of David was followed by one offered their sacrifices, twenty-two thousand oxen

of peace and quiet. His own court was arranged and one hundredand twenty thousand sheep. The

on the same general basis as his father's, but on a Feast of Dedication lasted seven days, followed by

scale of greater magnificence. The supplies needed the seven of the Feast of Tabernacles, and the peo

for the court were levied throughout the whole ple returned to their homes “ joyful and glad of

land by twelve officers, “each man his month in a heart for all the goodness that the Lord had done

year made provision .” The provision for each for David his servant, and for Israel his people "

day consisted of thirty measures of fine flour, sixty ( 1 Kings, ch . 8 ; Chron. 5 : 6, 7). This superb

measures of meal , ten fat oxen and twenty from structure was followed by others of great magnifi.

the pasture, and one hundred sheep, besides veni. cence ; a palace (q. v.) for himself,which consumed

son and fowl (4:22 , 23). The peace and plenty of thirteen years in its erection ; the house of the

Israel are thus described : “ Judah and Israel were forest of Lebanon ; and a third for his queen,

many, as the sand which is by the sea in multi. Pharaoli's daughter ( 1 Kings 7 : 1–12 ) . On the

tude, eating and drinking and making merry " completion of this palace he conducted her to it

(4:20 ). “ And the king made silver and gold at in state from the city of David ( 1 Kings 9:24 ;

Jerusalem as plenteous as stones, and cedar trees 2 Chron. 8:11 ). Among his other buildings may

made he as sycamore trees that are in the vale for be mentioned a summer palace in Lebanon ( 1 Kings

abundance " ( 2 Chron. 1:15 ). In his great military 9:19 ; Cant. 7 :4 ), stately gardens at Etham (Eccles.

establishment Solomon set at naught the law 2 : 5 , 6 ) , the foundations of something like astately

against keeping up a force of cavalry (see Deut. school or college, costly aqueducts. About the

17:16) . He had forty thousand stalls of horses same time Solomon undertook the repairs of the

for his fourteen hundred chariots, and twelve fortress of Zion , as well as Millo itself ” (Smith,

thousand cavalry horses, besides fleet horses used 0. T. Hist.). He also fortified the towns Hazor,

for posts ( 1 Kings 4:26, 28), dromedaries in the Megiddo, Gezer, Beth-horon (upper and lower),

latter verses meaning " swift horses ” (2 Chron. Baalath , and Tadmor (1 Kings 9 :15–18 ; 2 Chron.

1:14 ). ( 5) Sacred and royal buildings. It had 8 : 4-6) . The services of King Hiram were ac.

been the intention of David in his later years to knowledged by a cession of twenty cities along

erect at Jerusalem a house for Jehovah,and for the seacoastof Galilee , a gift at which Hiram ex

this he had made great preparations. Immense pressed his discontent by a play upon the name of

quantities of gold and silver were collected, and one of them, Cabal, a word signifying dirt. Hiram

the designs placed in the hands of Solomon . King returned them with a gift of one hundred and

Hiram sent an embassy of congratulation to Solo. twenty talents of gold , and the alliance of the two

mon on his accession , who returned an answer in.kings remained unimpaired ( 1 Kings 9 :11-14 ).

forming Hiram of his intention of building a house | (6) Second vision. After the completion of these

а
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works God appeared a second time to Solomon by on the Mediterranean coast to the west of Juilea,

night, assuring him that he had heard his prayer, and " unto the border of Egypt.” These separate

accepted the temple as a house of sacrifice, prom- kingdoms doubtless preserved their separate or.

ising to establish his kingdom, warning him , how ganization and nationality, as when independent,

ever, of the ruin that would follow disobedience but were ever ready both to contribute to the

( 1 Kings 9: 1-9 ; 2 Chron . 7 : 12–22) . (7 ) Commerce. annual revenues of Solomon and also to furnish ,

Solomon put forth vigorous efforts to promote the when occasion offered, their quota of men for any

commerce and trade bis country. To increase public service (Whedon, Com .). (11) Sin . The

the land traffic he had small cities built in advan- great wisdom of Solomon appears to have been

tageous localities , in which goods of all sorts in insufficient to keep him from falling into evil

large quantities were kept in suitable storehouses. practices , for we read that “ King Solomon loved

While thus linking his dominions with the great many strange women , together with the daughter

highways of commerce to the north and northeast, of Pharaoh, women of the Moabites, Ammonites,

he opened the path of maritime enterprise, both Edomites, Zidonians, and Hittites ; ... and he

in the Mediterranean and Indian Ocean, in con- had seven hundred wives , princesses, and three

junction with the Tyrian fleets of Hiram . The hundred concubines: and his wives turned away

fleets built by Solomon, and navigated by the his heart. For it came to pass, when Solomon was

skilled mariners of Hiram, sailed to Ophir, a place old, that his wives turned away bis heart after

in the Indian Ocean, probably on the eastern coast other gods: and his heart was not perfect with the

of Arabia, and returned after a three years' voy- Lord his God , as was the heart of David bis father.

age, bringing gold, silver, ivory, and precious For Solomon went after Ashtoreth the goddess of

stones, almond trees, apes, and peacocks (1 Kings the Zidonians, and after Milcom the abomination

9 : 26–28 ; 10:22 ; 2 Chron. 8:17, 18). (8) Wealth. of the Ammonites. And Solomon did evil in the

Solomon's revenue had so greatly increased that sight of the Lord, and went not fully after the

it was variously stated (perhaps in different years) Lord, as did David his father. Then did Solomon

at four hundred and twenty, four hundred and build a high place for Chemosh, the abomination

fifty, and six hundred and sixty -six talents. Silver of Moab, in the hill that before Jerusalem , and

was so abundant as scarcely to be esteemed a for Molech, the abomination of the children of

precious metal, and all the king's drinking vessels Ammon. And likewise did he for all his strange

were of gold. Solomon had two hundred shields wives, which burnt incense and sacrificed unto

made, each of wbich was overlaid with about their gods ” (1 Kings 11 : 1-8). These outrages,

eighteen pounds of gold ; and three hundred the more flagrant in the king who had himself

smaller ones, whose covering of gold weighed built the temple, and to whom Jehovah had twice

about nine pounds. His throne was magnificently given solemn warnings mingled with his promises,

constructed of gold and silver, and was so remark- called down the wrath of God . The judgment

able that " there was not the like made in any was pronounced upon him that his kingdom should

kingdom ” ( 1 Kings 10 :14-23 ). (9) Queen of Sheba. be rent from him and given to his servant, one

So great had King Solomon become that he “ ex- tribe being reserved to his son for the sake of

ceeded all the kings of the earth for riches and David (11 :9-13 ). (12) Enemies. Solomon had

wisdom ." Solomon received visitors from all parts already some formidable enemies. One of these

of the world , who came to hear his wisdom , bring- was Hadad, prince of Edom , who had escaped to

ing vast presents of gold , silver, garments, armor, Egypt from the massacre of Joab, where he mar .

spices, horses, and mules ( 10:23–25 ). Among ried the sister -in - law of Pharaoh . He returned to

these illustrious visitors the most distinguished his own country, and began a harassing war

was the queen of SHEBA (9. v .), who came with a against Solomon. A still more formidable enemy

great caravan of camels, bearing gold , precious was Rezon, who founded the kingdom of Damas.

stones, and spices. “ She came to prove him with cus, and was an enemy of Solomon through all his

hard questions " (enigmas or riddles), by which to reign. But Jeroboam was an internal enemy of a

test Solomon's wisdom . Solomon gratified her still more dangerous character. He was a young

curiosity and thirst for knowledge, drawing out man of talent and energy, who, having been ap.

her confidence until " she communed with him of pointed by Solomon superintendent of the engi.

all that was in her heart.” The wisdom of the neering works projected around Jerusalem , had
king and the magnificence of his surroundings risen into public notice. He was informed by

completely overwhelmed the queen : " there was Abijal the prophet that God intended to give him

no more spirit in her. ” She confessed that the the kingdom , saving the remnant promised to

report which had reached her did not tell half Solomon's son . Hearing of this, Solomon sought

the truth respecting his greatness and wisdom. the life of Jeroboam ; but the latter fled to Egypt,

Solomon dismissed her with valuable presents, and remained there till the death of Solomon

and she returned to her own country ( 1 Kings (11:14-40 ). (13) End. Amid such beginnings of

10:1-13 ; 2 Chron. 9 : 1-12). (10) Extent of domin- impending trouble Solomon approached the end of
ion. “ And Solomon reigned over all kingdoms bis course. He died after a reign of forty years

from the river unto the land of the Philistines, and was buried in the royal sepulcher in tlie city

and unto the border of Egypt : they brought pres- of David, B. C. about 920. Sayce (High. Crit,

ents,and served Solomon all the days of his life” p . 320) thinks that “ forty " is used as an Hebrew

(1 Kings 4:21; 2 Chron . 9:26). The territory over idiom for an indefinite period, and that Solomon's

which Solomon ruled included all the kingdoms reign was about thirty -two years long. Notwith

“ from the river, ” the great Euphrates ( comp. Gen. standing his immense harem we only read of hi

15:18), “ unto the land of the Philistines,” lying I having one son, Rehoboam ( 11 :41-43). It may be

>
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that the historian mentions only Rehoboam because Canaanites, who had been living till then with a
he was successor to the throne. certain measure of freedom, were reduced by Solo.

3. Character . The character of Solomon, as mon to the Helot state, and compelled tolabor in

drawn in the Scriptures, is many-sided . The the king's stone quarries, and in building his

simple, unpretending child ; the darling of Jehovah palaces and cities. To some extent, indeed, the

(2 Sam. 12:24, 25 ) ; the chosen king; the seeker change has been effected under David, but it ap

after wisdom , choosing her above all other things ; pears to have been then connected especially with

the wise and sagacious judge ; the powerful ruler the temple, and the servitude under his successor

and glorious sovereign ; the man of science, and was at once harder and more extended (1 Chron.

able to solve difficult problems, surpassing in 22 : 2). 3. The last passage throws some light on

many ways all the kings of the nations round their special office. The Netbinim , as in the case

about him ; his navies traversing many a sea, and of the Gibeonites,were appointed to be bewers of

kings and princes from afar bringing and laying wood (Josh . 9:23 ), and this was enough for the

at his feet their gifts. He was “ full of sublime services of the tabernacle. For the construction

devotion, equally full of practical sagacity ; the and repairs of the temple another kind of labor i

extemporizer of the loftiest litany in existence, was required, and the new slaves were set to the

withal the author of the pungent Proverbs ; able work of hewing and squaring stones ( 1 Kings 5:17,

to mount up on rapture's ethereal pinion to the 18). Their descendants appear to have formed a

region of the seraphim ,but keenly alive to all the distinct order, inheriting, probably, the same func

details of business, and shrewd in all human in- tions and the same skill.

tercourse ; zealous in collecting gold, yet lavish in SOL'OMON'S SONG. See BIBLE, BOOKS OF

expending it ; suinptuous in his tastes, and splen SOMETIMES . See GLOSSARY .

did in costume; the patriot intense, the Israelite

indeed ” (Hamilton, The Royal Preacher). Ener .
SON(Heb. 12, bane;Gr.viós,hwee-os'; the Chald .

vated byluxury, defiled by licentiousness, hewas 73, bar, son, occurs in the Old Testament, and
an easy prey to idolatry ; he neglected to fear God appears in the New Testament in such words as

and keep his commandments. Barnabas). “ Son ” is used in a great variety of

NOTE. – 1 Kings 2 :28-31. “ Á strict regard for the meanings in both the Old and NewTestaments;

honor of Jehovah and for his stalules, laws, judgments, ( 1 ) the immediateoffspring ; (2) grandson, asLaban

and testimonies required that thecrimes of the bloody is called son of Nahor (Gen. 29 :5), though he was
Joab should receive their merited penalty ; but David his grandson (24:29) ; so Mephibosheth is called
seemstohave felt that his own handswere too fullof the son of Saul, though he was the son of Jona
blood , and his own heart had been too deeply stained

with blood -guiltiness ” (Psa.51:14), to allow him to be the than, Saul's son (2 Sam . 19:24 ) ; ( 3) remote descend

instrument of Joab's punishment. Not for sins com- ants (Num . 2:14, 18) ; (4 ) son by adoption , as

mitted against David asa father,butfor sinscommitted Ephraim and Manasseh to Jacob (Gen. , ch . 48) ;
against the law and majesty of God, does David advise

Solomon, the king ,as the keeper ofGod's law and the (5) son by nation, as sons of the East (1 Kings

guardian of God's honor, to punish the guilty offender 4:30 ; Job 1 :3); (6) son by education, i . e. , a disciple,
( Whedon ). Chap. 3 :7-9 . The wisdom that Solomon as Eli called Samuel his son ( 1 Sam . 3 : 6 ). Solo.

asked and obtained was not so much of the beart as the

head. Itwas wisdom not for himsell personally,but for mon calls his disciple his son in the Proverbs often,

his omce, such as would qualify him for the administra- andwe read of the “ sons of the prophets

tion of justice, the government of the kingdom , and for ( 1 Kings 20:35, etc.), i . e., those under training

the attainment of general scientific knowledge (J. and for service ; similarly a Christian convert (1 Tim .
F. , Com . ) . Chap . 4 :29-34. High powers of mind , great

capacity for receiving, aswell as aptitude forcommuni- 1: 2 ; Tit. 1 :4 ; Philem. 10 ; 1 Cor. 4:15 , 17 ; 1 Pet.

cating, knowledge. Of bis many proverbs and songs 5:13) ; (7 ) son by disposition and conduct, as sons

we have only a small portion remaining: He is gen , of Belial (Judg. 19:22; 1 Sam . 2:12), sons of the
erally considered as the author of the three canonical

books, Proverbs, Song of Solomon , and Ecclesiastes. mighty, i. e ., heroes (Psa. 29 : 1 ) ; sons of the band

(2 Chron . 25:13, A. V. “ soldiers of the army ” ),
SOL’OMON, SONGOF. See BIBLE,BOOKS OF.

sons of the sorceress, i . e . , those who practice

SOL’OMON'S PORCH. 1. “ The porch of sorcery (Isa. 57 : 3) ; (8) son in reference to age , as

judgment" attached to the palace ( 1 Kings 7 : 7 ) . the " son of one year ” (Exod. 12:5 ), i. e. , a year

See PALACE. 2. The portico (Gr.otoà Dohojāvos, old ; ( 9) a production or offspring of any parent,as

sl)-ah' Sol-om -o'-nos), the outer corridor of the sparks are called “ sons of the burning coal’

temple (John 10:23 ; Acts 3:11; 5 :12). See TEMPLE. (Job 5 : 7, marg .), an arrow is “ son of the bow ”

SOL'OMON'S SERVANTS (IIch.2 (41:28), because thearrow flics from the bow ; alsov

732 , ab -day' shel-o -mo', Ezra 2:58 ; Neh. 7:57 , floor," i.e., thrashed grain (Isa . 21:10 );

son of the quiver ” (Lam. 3:13 ) ; son of the

sons of

60 ), the descendants (“ sons " ) of persons thus oil,” i. e . , branches of the olive (Zech. 4:14 , marg.) ;

named returned from captivity. Following as expressive of deserving, as son of beating , i.e .,

they do in the lists , the priests, Levites , and the deserving beating (Deut. 25 : 3), so son of perdition

Nethinim , they would seem to have someconnec- ( John 17:12); (11) Son of God, by excellence above

tion with the temple service. Smith (Bib. Dict. , all, viz . , Jesus (Mark 1 : 1 ; Luke 1:35 ; John 1:34 ;

8. v .) suggests : 1. The name as well as the order Rom . 1:4 ; Heb. 4:14 ) ; ( 12) sons of God , i . e. ,

implies inferiority even to the Nethinim . They angels (Job 1 : 6 ; 38 : 7 ) , perhaps so called as pos .

are descendants of the slaves of Solomon . The sessing power delegated from God, his deputies,

servitude of the Nethinim , “ given to the Lord ,” vicegerents ; ( 13) believers are sons of God (John

was softened by the idea of dedication . 2. The | 1:12 ; Phil. 2:15, etc. ) ; ( 14) sons of the world (Luke

starting point of their history is probably found in 16 :8), i . e., worldly -minded persons; sons of diso

1 Kings 5:13, 14 ; 9:20, 21 ; 2 Chron. 8 :7, 8. I bedience, those who are unrestrained in evil ; sons

1
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SON OF GOD SONSHIP OF CHRIST

6

of hell (Matt. 23:16); sons of the devil, i. e. , under of man wbo, because Jehovah would bring about

his power (Acts 13:10) ; sons of the bridechamber the completion of salvation through him, had such

(Matt. 9:16 ; Mark 2:19), the youthful companions a divine calling as no one had ever had, and no
of the bridegroom , as in the instance of Samson. one after him could have. “ The name Son of

Offspring , especially sons, were highly valued man appears about fifty times in the gospels in
among all Eastern nations, and barrenness was the mouth of Jesus. And since Christ applies

regarded as one of the severest afflictions (see both names (Son of man and Son of God) to him .

Gen. 16:2 ; 29:31 ; 30 : 1 , 14, etc. ). See CHILDREN ; self, and, therefore, the divine and human sides in

FAMILY. his person and his self - consciousness have arrived

SON OF GOD. See SONSHIP OF CARIST. at unity, and in this unity the consummation of

revelation and humanity is at the same time given,

SON OF MAN (Heb . - 79-77, ben -aw -dawm '; this new personal living unity is to be thought as

Gr. viós tov ávOpárov, hwee'-os tooan -thro'-poo ), " a that which acts and speaks in him. According to

designation, which, like the Son of God, is now the portrait communicated to us by the Gospel,

| chiefly associated with Christ, and used in both this man is nowhere without the divine, which

the oíd and New Testaments. It had a general, constitutes his person, just as conversely human

before it received a special application. It is em- ity essentially belongs to the person who is

ployed as a kind of circumlocution for man, as a ó viós Toù Okov (Son of God ) ” (Dorner, Christ.

frail and changeable being in contrast with God Doct. , iii, p. 168, sq.).

(Num. 23:19 ; Psa. 8 :4 ; Isa. 51:12 ; 56 : 2 ) . The ad SONG (Heb., sheer ; Gr. 48h , o -day ). Songs
dress, ' Son of man, ' occurs so frequently in Ezekiel
(2: 1 ; 3:1, etc.), that it must be regarded as one of were used on occasions of thanksgiving and tri.

the peculiarities of his prophecies. It may be umph, asthe song of Mosesat the deliverance
that the frequent use of this expression was to from Pharaoh (Exod. 10:1) ; the song of Israelat
remind the prophet, as wellas the people towhom the well of Beer (Num . 21:17) ; the song of Moses

he communicated his revelations, not merely of in Deuteronomy (ch . 32) ; of Deborah (Judg. 6:12);
the weakness of humanity,butto show them at of David on bringing theark to Jerusalem (i Chron.

the sametime how powerfully the word of God 13: 8) ;of Hannah (1 Sam . , ch. 2 ) ; of the Virgin

operates infeeble man, and also that God, who Mary (Luke1:46); the songsin heaven (Rev. 6:9,

has selected the prophetas the organ of his will, 39.; 14:3 ; 16:3, sq.; 19 :4, sq .).

possesses also the power to redeem the people, Figurative. Songs (see SINGING) were indic.
that were lying powerless under the oppression of ative ofjoy, and their absence of sorrow . “ Ye

the heathen, from their misery, and to raise them shall have a song, as in the night” (Isa . 30:29), is

up again ” (Keil, Com ., on 2 : 1 ) .
a figurative allusion to the joyful singing of the

In Dan .7:13 itis recorded, “ Isaw in the night Israelites on the festal night before the passover.

visions, and, behold, one like the Son of man came And, lo, thou art unto them as a very lovely

with the clouds of heaven ," etc. It would seem song," etc. (Ezek. 33:32), is more correctly ren.

that the person so designated was notonly ideal dered, “ Thou art unto them likea pleasantsinger,"

humanitybringing in the higher kingdom , as op- etc., i. e.,the prophet waslike thesinger of pleas.

posed to those represented by the beast, but also ant songs, towhich they listened for pleasure, but

as coming from heaven. The words “ae a man ”
without obedience.

do not teach that he was only a man. He that SONSHIP OF BELIEVERS. See Alop

comes with the clouds of heaven may, as Kranich- TION .

feld observes, " be regarded, according to current SONSHIP OFCHRIST, a matter of doctrine

representations, as the God of Israel coming on with reference to the divine nature of Christ. It

the clouds, while yet he who appears takes the is inwrought with the doctrine of the TRINITY

outward form of a man .' The clouds are the veil (q. v .), and in the very nature of the case points

or the " chariot ” on which God comes from heaven to a relationship which in its deepest essence can.

to execute judgment against his enemies (see Psa. not be comprehended by the human understand

18:10, sq . ; 97:2-4 ; 104 :3 ; Isa . 19 : 1 ; Nah. 1 : 3). ing (see Matt. 11:27). And yet the Scriptures

“ This passage forms thefoundation for the declar- throw somerays of light upon the subject.

ation of Christ regarding his future coming, which 1. Scriptural. The term Son of God is used

is described after Dan. 7:13 as a coming of the in the Scriptures in various senses. In the Old

Son of man with, in, on the clouds of heaven Testament it is sometimes applied to Israel (e. 8. ,

(Matt. 24:30 ; 26:64; Mark 13:26 ; Rev. 1:7 ; 14:14).” Exod . 4:22 ), also figuratively to heavenly beings

According to Weiss (Bib. Theol. of N. T., p. (Job 1 : 6 ; 38:7). In the New Testament it is also

75), the use of the article before “ Son ” points employed in different applications (Luke 3:38 ;

“ to the fact that the expression (Son of man) Matt. 6: 9, 45). It is in one instance (Luke 1:35)

mcans, not a son of man among others, but a applied to Christ on account of his miraculous

definite Son of man, whose uniqueness required conception. And yet it is plain beyond all ques.

no explanation for his hearers." From this it fol. tion that the Scriptures apply this title to Christ in

lows, however, that this uniqueness is not to be a sense far deeper than all these. Both Christ him.

sought in a higher divine nature, which constitutes self and his apostles speak of his Sonship in a way

the deepest essence of this Son of man ; for the which cannot be employed with reference to any,

idea of such a Son of man was altogether foreign, even the highest, of God's creatures (see John 3:13,

at least to the popular consciousness . But, no 16 ; 5 : 17–31 ; 6:62; 8:58 ; 10:30 ; 14 : 1 , 11 ; Rom.

doubt, every Israelite who believed in Scripture 1 :3, 4 ; 9:5 ; Col. 2 :9 ; Tit. 2:13). See KENOSIS;

could, in consequence of prophecy, know of a Son | WORD.

(
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SOOTHSAYER SOSTHENES

"

>

p. 671.

1

2. Theological. The doctrine of the Scrip- morsel. The handing of the " sop ” to Judas

tures, universally held by the Christian Churcis, would indicate that his place at the table must

includes the following features: have been near to our Lord.

(1 ) The Sonship of Christ involves an ante. SOP'ATER (Gr. Suratpos, so '-pat-ros,saviour

mundane and eternal distinction of personality of his father ), a disciple of Berea, who accom

between the Son and the Father. He is the eter- panied Paul from Greece into Asia, on his return

nal Son even as the Father is the eternal Father. from his third missionary journey (Acts 20:4 ). In

Thus both Christ and the apostles speak of his the Codex Sinaiticus, and several other manu

preexistent state ( John 8:58 ; 17 : 5 ; Rom. 8 :3 ; scripts, his father's name is given as Pyrrhus. It

2 Cor. 8 : 9 ; Phil. 2 :6-8). And thuswhile heteaches is a question whether or not he is the same with

men to pray,saying “ Our Father,” for himselfhe SOSIPATER (q. v .).

simply says “ Father,” or “ My Father ” (see John
SOPH'ERETH (Heb. O , 80 -feh -reth,Oppo,

15: 5 , and many other places).
’

(2) The Sonship of Christ implies also that he scribe). “ The children of Sophereth ” were a

as the Son “ has the ground of his existence in family who returned from Babylon with Zerub.

the Father, and as the Father has not in the Son ” | babel, among the descendants of Solomon's serv.

(see Van Oosterzee, vol. I , p. 276). Christ is the ants (Ezra 2:55 ; Neh. 7:57), B. C. before 536.

* only begotten of the Father " (John 1:15, 18 ), SORCERER , SORCERY. See Magic, (16),

the “ only begotten Son " (3:16), “ his own Son ”

(Rom. 8 :3). Upon these and similar Scripture SORE . See DISEASES.
expressions is based the doctrine of the eternal

generation. This theological term , however, it is SOʻREK (Heb. P270, 80-rake', red, vine), a

rightly held , is one which is liable to abuse, and valley in which was the home of Delilah (Judg.

should never have associated with it anthropomor. 16 :4 ). Dr. Smith ( Hist. Geog., p. 218) identifies it

phistic conceptions, and should exclude all idea with the present Wady es Surar, through wbich

of time. The idea to be reverently held is that runs the railroad from Joppa to Jerusalem. “ It

the Son of God has the ground of his existence is the way the Philistines used to come up in the
eternally in the Father. days of the judges and of David ; there is no

(3) The Son is in the most complete sense par- shorter road into Judea from Ekron , Jamnia, and,

taker in the same nature with the Father. He perhaps, Ashdod. . . . Just before the Wady es

possesses the same attributes ( John 5:21 ; 21:17 ; Surar approaches the Judean range its width is

Luke 11:49), performs the same works (Matt. 9 : 2, increased by the entrance of the Wady Ghurab

sq.; John 5 :24-29 ), and claims equal honor with from the northwest, and by the Wady en Najil

the Father (John 5:23 ; 14 : 1 ; Matt. 28:19). As from the south.” It was by the level road up the

the Son , having the ground of his existence in the Sorek valley that the ark was taken to Beth

Father, he is in this sense subordinate. Also in shemesh (1 Sam . 6:10, sq .). " The territory which

his incarnate state he became subordinate in a the Book of Joshua assigns to Dan lies down the

still deeper sense (see Kenosis) . And yet before two parallel valleys that lead through the Sheph .

his incarnation he thought it not robbery to be elah to the sea , Ajalon an Sorek . . .. The head

equal with God ;” and in his glorified state “ in of the vale of Sorek has usually been regarded as

him dwelleth all the fullness of the Godhead the scene of the battle in which the Philistines took

bodily." the ark (ch. 4 ) " (Smith, Hist. Geog ., pp. 220, 223).

The doctrine of the eternal Sonship of Christ

has beenthe ground of many hard-fought battles brew and Greek words, representing mental pain
SORROW , the rendering of a number of He

( see particularly Arianism and SABELLIANISM in

works on theology), but the Christian Church
or grief, arising from the privation of some good

steadfastly holds to theteachings of the Scriptures. contracts the heart, sinks the spirit, and in
we actually possessed. It is the opposite of joy ;

And the truth at this point is most important ; for juresthe health. Scripture cautions against it

only in the light of this truth can we recognize in (2 Sam . 12:20 ; Ecclus. 30:24, 25 ; 1 Thess. 4:13,

Christ the perfect revelation of God, and realize etc.). Paul distinguishes two sorts of sorrow :

the efficacy of his saving ministry.

LITERATURE.—Van Oosterzee , Christ. Dogm.; not to be repented of: but the sorrow of the world
Godly sorrow worketh repentance to salvation

Watson , Theol. Inst.; Dorner, Syst. Christ. Doc.; worketh death ” (2 Cor. 7:10). The one is that

Hodge, Syst. Theol.; Kidd, Christophany; Schaff, sorrow for sin wrought by God which leads to re

ThePerson of Christ; Dorner, The Person of pentance,while the other is a sorrow about worldly

Christ. – E . McC.
objects which, when separated from the fear of

SOOTHSAYER , SOOTHSAYING . See God, tends to death , temporal and eternal. Sor :

MAGIC, ( 15), p . 671 . row, in the expression, “ The sorrows of hell com

SOP (Gr. Wwuiov, pso-mee'- on , fragment), a piece thecords of the grave, ” etc.
passed me about” ( Psa. 18 : 5 ), may be rendered

of bread dipped into the sauce (John 13: 26-30).

In the East the animal food is so thoroughly SOSIP'ATER (Gr. Ewoimatpos, so-sip '-at-rus,

cooked as to be easily separated by the fingers. saver of his father ), a kinsman of Paul, mentioned
When , however, the food is in a semifluid state, in the salutations of the Epistle to the Romans

or so soft that the fingers cannot conveniently hold (16:21 ) as being with the apostle . He is perhaps

it, it is conveyed to the mouth by means of a thin the same with Sopater.

piece of bread. It is customary for the host to SOS THENES (Gr. Ewolévns, soce- then '-ace, of

honor a guest by thus passing to him any dainty safe strength )

66
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SOTAI SOUTH

ܙܙ

a

1. The ruler of the synagogue at Corinth , who Rom. 13: 1 ). It also has the meaning of the seat

was beaten by the Greeks in the presence of Gal of the feelings, desires, affections, aversions (our

lio when the latter refused to entertain the charge soul, heart, etc.; R. V. almost uniformly soul) ; the

made to him against Paul ( Acts 18:17). Some have human soul , in so far as it is so constituted that,

thought that he was a Christian, and was mal- by the right use of the aids offered it by God, it

treated thus by his own countrymen , because he

was known as a special friend of Paul. A better blessedness; the soul regarded as a moral being
can attain its highest end and secure eternal

view is that Sostheneswas oneof thebigoted designedfor everlasting life (3 John 2; Heb.
Jews ; and that “ the crowd were Greeks who,

taking advantage of the indifference of Gallio,and 13:17; James 1:21 ; 5:20; 1 Pet. 1:9). Another

ever ready to show their contempt of the Jews, meaningof psoo-khay ' is the soul as an essence

turned their indignation against Sosthenes. In which differs from the body, and is not dissolved

this case he must have been the successor of by death (Matt. 10:28 ); the soul freed from the

Crispus (v. 8).
body, a disembodied soul (Acts 2:27 , 31 ; Rev. 16: 3 ;

2. Paul wrote the First Epistle to the Corin . 20:4). See Spirit,

thians jointly in his own name and that of a cer- SOUR (Heb. ha, bo'-ser, immature ). The

tain Sosthenes, whom he terms “ the brother” proverb , quoted in Jer. 31:29 , 30, and Ezek. 18: 2,

( 1 Cor. 1 : 1 ). Some have held that he was identical The fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the chil.

with the Sosthenes mentioned in the Acts . If this dren's teeth are set on edge,” is easily understood .

be so he must have been converted at a later The sour grapes which the fathers eat are the sins

period, and have been at Ephesus, and not at which they commit ; the setting of the children's

Corinth, when Paul wrote to the Corinthians. The teeth on edge is the consequence thereof, i . e ., the

namewas a common one, and but little stress can suffering which the children have to endure. The

be laid on that coincidence (Smith, Dict., s. v. ). teaching of the proverb is that children would

Ramsay (St. Paul, p . 259) says : “ Probably two have to atone for their fathers' sin , without any

persons at Corinth named Sosthenes were brought culpability of their own. This fatal error is con.

into relations with Paul , one a Jew, the other a demned by both Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Jehovah

prominent Christian ; or, perhaps, the Jew was declares with an oath that this proverb shall not

converted at a later date . " be used any more, for their iniquity shall be made

SOʻTAI (Heb.uio, so -tah'ee, roving ). The manifest ; and announces that all souls are his,
“ children ” of Sotai were a family of the descend. and he will mete out to each his deserts. In Hosea

ants of Solomon's servants who returned with it is declared of Israel, “ their drink is sour" (4:18),
Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:55 ; Neh . 7:57), B.C. before 536. i. e . , deteriorated (Heb. 1739 or 970, soor ), and their

SOTTISH. See GLOSSARY.
rulers (lit. shields) love shame, viz., the things that

bring shame.

SOUL ( generally the rendering of Heb. was,
SOUTH, the country or quarter of the heavens

neh '-fesh, a breathing creature; Gr. Yuxń, psoo- which the Shemite, standing with his face to the

khay , breath, etc., the equivalent of neh '-fesh ). east, supposes to be on his right hand .
The Hebrew term “may indicate not only the en.

tire inner nature of man , but also his entire per
1. Neh'.gheb (Heb. 27.), rendered in A. V.

sonality, i . e., all that pertains to the person of
“ the south ,” means literally the dry or parched

man ; " “ in the sense of person ; somebody. land; and probably took its name from the hot,

everybody (Deut. 26:16 ; Josh . 10:39 ; 11:11, 14 ); drying winds,which annually blow into Syria from

and numbersare reckoned, as well in the New Africa and Arabia. Thus our Lord said (Luke

Testament as in the Old , by souls ( 1 Pet. 3:20). It 12:55), " And when ye see the south wind blow,

would thence be wrongly concluded that the soul ye say, There will be heat.” The word is occa

is what constitutes the person of man ; for the sionally applied to a dry tract of land. Caleb's

brute is also called up? (neh '-fesh). In ? (neh'- daughter saysto her father, " Thou hast given me
a south land [i. e . , dry land) ; giveme also springs

fesh ) in itself is not involved the conception of the of water ” (Judg. 1:15). It is also used in the

personal living, but only of the self- living (the in- geographical sense in Num . 34:3 ; Josh. 15 :2 ;

dividual). In such cases 09? (nel-fesh)indicates iChron. 9:24 ; 2Chron. 4 :4; Ezek. 40:2 ; 46 : 9, etc.

the person of the man, but not the man as a per- A very important use of the word (Negeb ) is as

The beast is " ? ( neh '-fesh ), as a self-living the designation of the regions lying south of
nature by the power of the spiritthat proceeds Judea, consistingof the deserts of Shur,Zin, and
from God and pervades entire nature, the indi. Puran, the mountainous country of Edom or Idu.

vidual constitution of which spirit is the soul of (Hist. Geog., p. 279) thinksthat Dhậheriyah, prob
mea , and part of Arabia Patrea. Dr. Smith

the brute ; but man is WE? (neh '-fesh), as a self- ably the site of Kirjath -sepher, is the frontier

living nature by the power of the Spirit that pro- town between the hill country of Judea and the

ceeds from God, and is in the form of God , and is Negeb. He says : “ South of Dhaheriyah the soil

therefore personal, the operation of which spirit is more bare, but travelers coming up from the

is his endowment with soul” (Delitzsch , Bib . Psych ., desert delight in the verdure which meets them

pp . 181 , 182). as soon as they have passed Beer-sheba and the

The Greek term , yvxh ( psoo -khay ), has the Wady es -Seba. The disposition of the land — the

simple meaning of life (Matt. 6:25 ; Luke 12:22) ; gentle descent cut by the broad wady — and its

that in which there is life , a living being in Cor. fertility, render it as open a frontier and as easy

16:45) ; every soul , i . e. , every one ( Acts 2:43 ; 3:23 ; 1 an approach to Judea as it is possible to conceive

1
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SOVEREIGNTY OF GOD SPARK

But it does not roll out upon the level desert. (e. g.,Psa. 50: 1 ; 66: 7 ;93: 1 ; Isa. 40:15 , 17 ; 1 Tim .

South of Beer-sheba, before the level desert is 6:15 ; Rer. 11:17). The method of the divine
reached, and the region of roads from Arabia to rulership is , however, to be judged in the light of

Egypt and Philistia , there lie sixty miles of moun. special revelation. The term absolute sovereignty,

tainous country, mostly disposed in steep ridges as used in Calvinism, means the sovereign elec

running east and west, whose inaccessibleness is tion of a certain number to salvation, and the sov.

further certified by the characterof the tribe that ereign reprobation of others. There issense, in.
roam upon it . Wilder sons ofIshmael are not to deed, in which the sovereignty of Godis absolute.

He is under no external restraint whatsoever. He

be found in all the desert. The vegetation, even is the Supreme Dispenser of all events. All forms

after rain , is very meager, and in summer totally of existence are within the scope of his dominion.

disappears. No great route now leads, or ever And yet this is not to be viewed in any such way

has led, through this district,' but the highways as to 'abridge the reality of the moral freedom of

which gather about the south of it from Egypt, God's responsible creatures, or to make men any ,

Sinai, the Gulf of Akabah, and Arabia, are thrust thing else than the arbiters of their own eternal
by it either to the cast up the Wady ’Arabah to destinies. God has seen fit to create beings with

the Dead Sea, or to the west toward Gaza and the power of choice between good and evil. He

Philistia. Hence we find Judea almost never rules over them in justice and wisdom and grace.

invaded from the south . The inhabitants of the This is the whole tenor of the Scriptures, and

Negeb were included in the conquests of Joshua the plain declaration of many passages (e . g., Deut.

(10:40) ; and to the same region belongs the pas- 10:17; Job 36 :5 ; Acts 10:34, 35 ; Rom. 2 :6 ; Col.

sage, Turn our captivity as the streams in the 3:25 ; 1 Pet. 1:17).

south ' (Psa. 126 :4 ). Sometimes ' south ' is used Thus understood the sovereignty of God is the

in a relative sense ; thus the cities of Judah are great ground of confidence for his people, and the

called the cities of the south ' ( Jer. 13:19 ) ; rela- proper basis upon which to urge sinners to repent

tively to Chaldea, expressed by “ the north ' ( 1:14 ; ance. See ELECTION.

comp. 4 :6 ; 6 : 1 ). Egypt is also called the south ;' LITERATURE . — For Calvinistic statement, see

thus, the king of the south ' (Dan. 11 : 5) is Hodge, Syst. Theol.; for Calvinistic view greatly

Ptolemy Soter, and his successors." modified, see Van Oosterzee, Dogmatics ; for Ar.

2. Daw -rome' (Heb. Di77) is a bright, sunny minian , see Pope, Comp. Christ. Doc.; Miley,

region, hence the south, the southern quarter
Syst. Theol.; Watson, Theol. Inst.–E. McC.

(Ezek . 40:24 , sq . ; 42 : 12 , sq .; Eccles. 1 : 6 ) ; poetically
SOWER , SOWING. See AGRICULTURE.

for the south wind ( Job 37:17). SPAIN (Gr. Etavía, span-ee'-ah) , the name

3. Tay-mawn' ( Heb. 777mm, what is on the right anciently applied to the peninsula which now

hand ) , the south, the southern quarter (Josh. 12:3 ; namebeing 'ÍBnpía (ec-bay-ree'-ah) , and the natives
comprises Spain and Portugal, the usual Greek

13:4 ; Job 9 : 9 ; Isa . 43 : 6) ; and, perhaps, meaning

Egypt (Zech . 6:6 ). It is used poetically for the the flourishing times of their republic, established
were called Iberians. The Carthaginians, during

south wind (Psa . 78:26 ; Cant. 4:16).
many settlements upon the Spanish coast, such as

4. Yaw-meen' (Feb. 71797 , the right side), the Carthage (now Cartagena), and Malacca,,the royal

south , as “Thou hast made the north and the city (now Malaga). Under the management of

south ” (Psa . 89:12). The word is evidently here Hamilcar Barca and Hannibal a considerable part
used in its widest sense, comprehending not only of Spain became a Carthaginian colony, and

all the countries lying south, but also the Indian gradually passed under the Roman power. The

Ocean , etc. , the whole hemisphere. In some pas- Hebrews were acquainted with the position and
sages where our translation renders theword right, mineral wealth of Spain from the timeof Solomon.
the meaning would have been clearer had it been Paul, in his epistle to the Romans (15:24) , tells

rendered south (2 Sam. 24 : 5 ; Job 23 : 9 ; comp. 1 them of his purpose ofvisiting Rome whenever he
Sam. 23:19, 24 ) . should take his journey into Spain . “ Such an

5. Mid-bawi" (Heb . 777?, desert), “ promotion intention implies in the plainest way an idea al.

cometh not from the south ” (Psa. 75 : 6), literally ready existent in Paul's mind of Christianity as the

6 wilderness."
religion of the Roman empire.” “ From " Rome,

6. The Greek words are : ( 1 ) híų ( leeps, bringing " the center of the Roman world , Paul would go
moisture), the quarter of the heavens from which on to the chief seat of Roman civilization in the

the southwest wind blows (Acts 27:12); (2) peonie- west, and would thus complete a first survey

ſpía(mes-ame-bree'-ah, noon), but, with respect to (Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 255). Whether the journey

locality, the south ( 8:26) ; ( 3 ) vóros (not'-os ), the
was ever made is an open question. See Paul.

southern quarter or wind (Matt. 12:42 ; Luke 11:31 ;
ŞPAN . See METROLOGY, p . 710.

13:29 ; Rev. 21:13). SPARK . In Job 18 : 5 it is predicated that his

SOVEREIGNTY OF GOD, a term by which light“ shall be put out, and the spark (Heb. 575 ,

is expressed the supreme rulership of God. This shaw -beeb', fame) of his fire shall not shine.”

is rightly held to be not an attribute of God, but Spark here probably refers to the lamp hanging

a prerogative based upon the perfections of the in thetent that has gone out ( comp. 21:17 ; 29:3).
divine Being. When misfortune breaks in upon the Arab, he

The possession of the most complete sovereignty says, “ Fate has put out my lamp.” The declara.

is a necessary part of the proper conception of tion of Eliphaz (Job 5: 7) means that “ Misfortune

God, and is abundantly declared in the Scriptures | does not grow out of the ground like weeds ;

!
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it is rather established in the divine order of the SPICERY . See GLOSSARY.

world, as it is established in the order of nature SPIDER . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

that sparks of fire should ascend."

In describing the leviathan, it is said ( Job 41:19),
Figurative. Bildad compares the trust of

“ Out of his mouth go burning lamps, and sparks the ungodly and secretly wicked (Heb. 9277, kharo.

of fire lenp out.” Bartram has observed of the nafé ', A. V. “ hypocrite " ) to a spider's web (Job

alligator, that as it comes on the land a thick 8:14) ; as easily as a spider's web is cut through,

smoke issues from his distended nostrils . This by the lightest touch or a breath of wind , so that

would seem to give the impression of a fire exist- on which the evil man depends and trusts is cut

ing beneath , and bursting forth. The Hebrew word asunder. In Prov. 30:28 thespider is introduced as

is 71717 , kee-dode', struck off . “ Sparks” (Isa. one of the instances of instinctive sagacity and

60:11 ) is the rendering of Heb. 777, (zee-kaw', to Aies. To “ takeholdwith her hands " means to use
providence ; tolerated , even in palaces, to destroy

spring, to let fly ), and may be understood as burn- with activity the limbs provided fortaking prey .
ing arrows. Theseare figurative for the blas. In the declaration of Isaiah (59 : 5), they “ weave the

phemies and anathemas cast at the servant of spider's web,” we have a higure to represent the
Jehovah.

worthlessness and deceptive character of the works

SPARROW . See Animal KINGDOM. of the wicked.

Figurative. “ I watch , and am as a sparrow SPIKENARD. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM .

alone upon the house top ” (Psa. 102 : 7 ) a figure

SPIN (Heb. 77, taug-vao ; Gr, ví da , may -tho,of loneliness, while our Lord's allusion to God's

care for the comparatively worthless sparrow
Exod. 35:25 , 26 ; Matt. 6:28 ; Prov. 31:19). The

( Matt. 10:29, 31 ; Luke 12:6 , 7) is an incentive for latter passage implies (according to the A.'V. ) the

use of the same instruments which have been in
man to trust divine Providence.

vogue for hand spinning down to the present day,
SPEAR. See ARMOR, p. 84 .

viz., the distaff and spindle. The distaff, how.

SPECKLED. 1. Naw-kode (Heb. 7pp, ever, appears to have beendispensed with , andthe

markcd ), spotted , as black goats or sheep, with term so rendered means the spindle itself, while

white spots, or vice versa (Gen. 30:32 , 33 , 35, 39 ; that rendered “ spindle " represents the whirl of

31 : 8 , 10, 12). Jacob , in order to increase bis the spindle, a button of circular rim which was

wages, resorted to the following plan : “ In the affixed to it, and gave steadiness to its circular

first place (30 : 37–39) he took fresh rods of storax, motion. The “ whirl ” of the Syrian women was

maple, and walnut trees, all of which have a daz- made of amber in the time of Pliny. The spindle

zling white wood under their dark outside, and was held perpendicularly in the one hand , while

peeled white strips upon them . These partially the other was employed in drawing out the thread.

peeled and, therefore , mottled rods he placed in SPINDLE (Heb. sing , kec-shore', director ),
the drinking troughs; , in order that if

lation took place at thedrinking time, it might giving motion to thewhole(Prov. 31:19) . In the
the twirl or lower part of the instrument used in

occur near the mottled sticks, and the young be East ít is held in the hand, often perpendicularly,

speckled and mottled in consequence ” (K. and D. , andis twirled with one hand ,while the other

Com .).
draws out the thread. The spindle and distaff are

2. Tsaw -booʻ-ah (Heb. 395 , dyed ), colored , the most ancient of all the instruments used for

mottled ( Jer. 12 : 9 ) , elsewhere in modern Hebrew , spinning, or making thread.

the hyena, but in the above passage a many -colored SPIRIT (Heb. 777, roo '-akh, breath, wind;

3. Saw-rook” (Heb . 72 ), red in color, as the principle, etc.), à term used in the Scriptures gen
Gr. Tvevua, pnyooʻ-mah, wind, breath, the vital

horses (Zech. 1 : 8). See Color. erally to denote purely spiritual beings, alsothe

SPECTACLE (Gr. Oéarpov, thek'-at-rony, one spiritual, immortal part in man . Other terms

to be gazed at and made sport of ( 1 Cor. 4 :9). (wan, neh '-fesh ; yvxí, psoo khay') refer to the

SPELT. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
animal soul or life of man, though it seems evident

SPICE. The spices mentioned as being used that these words are also used frequently in a

by Nicodemus for the preparation of our Lord's broader and deeper sense with reference to man's

body (John 19:39, 40) are “ myrrh and aloes, ” by spiritual nature (e. g ., Gen. 2 :7 ; Psa. 42 :2 ; Matt.

which latter word must be understood, not the 10:28 ; 11:29). See Soul. There are, however,

aloes of medicine ( Aloc), but the highly-scented passages (as 1 Thess. 5:23 ; Heb. 4:12) which seem

wood of the Aquilaria agallochum . The evangel- to emphasize a distinction between soul and spirit.

ist John computes the amount at one hundred Upon the basis of the Scripture terms attempts

litras ( A. V. " pounds " ), referring doubtless to have been made to build up a theory of man as a

the Roman pound of about twelve ounces. This being of threefold nature — body, soul, and spirit.

would make seventy-five pounds avoirdupois. The This theory (trichotomy) was advocated by some

amount mentioned may seem large, but Josephus of the Greek Christian fathers, and has been re.

( Ant., 17 , 8 , 3 ) tells us that there were five hun- vived recently in England by the Rev. J. B. Heard .

dred spice-bearers at Herod's funeral; and in the M.A. ( The Tripartite Nature of Man, Spirit, Soul,

Talmud it is said that eighty pounds of opobal- and Body, Edinburgh, 1868). It has also found

samum were employed at the funeral of a certain favor upon the Continent with Beck, Delitzsch ,

rabbi. It must also be remembered that Nico Oehler, and others. The whole matter is carefully

demus was a rich man . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. I reviewed, though adversely, by Laidlaw ( The Bible

. copu

bird of prey .
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SPIRIT, THE HOLY SPOT

Doctrine Concerning Man, Edinburgh,1879 ). The True spirituality in the last sense is the result of

underlying question is whether the Bible is in the inworking of the Holy Spirit (see 1 Cor. 2:14,

tended to furnish us a psychology ora view of the 15 ; 3 : 1 , 16, et al . ) . In an ecclesiastical sense the

subject that is strictly scientific. See Inspiration. term is used in the Church of England to denote

Aside from this it sliould be said : the whole body of the clergy, with reference to the

1. The primary significance of the words ren- nature of their office.

dered spirit is wind , breath . But it is evident
SPIT, SPITTLE (Heb. from PP7, raw -kak ' :

that these terms are most generally used in a sense
that is figurative, as denoting forms of existence P? , yaw -rak ', Num . 12:14 ; Deut. 25:9 ; Gr. atuoua,

that have no basis in the material world. This is ploos’-mah), a source of legal defilement; e. g.,the

in accordance with a common law of language. spittle of a person having an issue defiled theone

Words priinarily of material significance receive a upon whom it fell (Lev. 15 :8 ). To spit in one's

meaning which entirely supplants the meaning face was regarded as the grossest insult (Num.

which was original. 12:14 ; Deut. 25 :9 ; Isa . 50: 6 ; Matt. 26:67 ; 27:30) ;

2. Thus “ God is a Spirit” (Juhn 4:24 ) . The indeed it was a great indignity to spit toward any.

whole teaching of the Scriptures represents God as one, so that an oriental never allows himself to

a purely spiritual being. This is one of the funda. spit in the presence of one whom he respects.

mental trutlis of biblical or Christian theology. Spittle was employed by our Lord in the cure of

3. The term is also applied to superhuman the blind man (John 9:6), and the rabbins cite it

created intelligences. Thus both the holy and the as a remedy in like cases, especially the spittle of

fallen angels are spoken of as “ spirits” (see Heb. persons who were fasting.

1:14 ; Matt. 10: 1 ; Mark 1:23 ; Luke 4:36 ; Acts SPOIL , the rendering of a number of He.

5:16 ). See ANGELS ; DEVILS. brew and Greek worde, consisted of captives of
4. Also the term refers to that part in man both sexes, cattle, and whatever a captured city

which distinguishes man from the brute creation . mightcontain , especially metallic treasures. With
It is the rational principle in human nature ( Job in the limits of Canaan no captives were to be

32: 8 ; Psa. 31:5; 77:6; Eccles. 12:7 ; Acts 17:16 ; made (Deut. 20:14 , 16) ; beyond those limits, in
18:5 ; •Rom . 8:16 ; 1 Cor. 6:20 ; 7:34 , et al .). case of warlike resistance, all the women and chil

It should also be said that the term sometimes dren were to be made captives, and the men put

refers to dispositions or tempers, as the “ spirit of to death. The law of booty was that it should
meek men , " etc. (Gal. 6 : 1 ; Rom. 8:15 ; 11 : 8 ; be divided equally between the army who won it

2 Tim. 1 :7 ). and the people of Israel, but of the former halt
LITERATURE.—In addition to works above re- one head in every five hundred was reserved to

ferred to : Martensen, Dogmatics ; Oehler, Bib. God and appropriated to the priests, and of the

Theol.; Delitzsch , Bib .Psychologie; Lotze, Mikro- latter one in every fifty was similarly reserved

kosmos (Anthropologie).- E. McC. and appropriated to the Levites (Num . 31: 26–47 ;

SPIRIT, THE HOLY. See Ghost, The Holy. comp. 2 Sam . 8:10, sq.; 1 Chron. 26:27, sq . ). A

SPIRITS, DISCERNINGOF. See Discern. portion of the spoil was assigned tothe oppressed,

ING OF SPIRITS. the aged , widows, and orphans (2 Macc. 8:28 , 30).

SPIRITUAL GIFTS (Gr. Tá TrvEvpatiká, tah that the baggage guard should share equally with
As regarded the army, David added a regulation

pnyoo-mat-ee -kah ', the spiritualsupply; xapiopata, the troops engaged (1 Sam.30:24, 25). The di.

khar-is '-mat-ah , gifts), a phrase to denote the en- vision of the spoil was a joyous feast for the peo

dowments bestowed by the Holy Spirit in the
ple (Isa. 9 : 2).

primitive Church ( 1 Cor. 12 :1), and the same as

“ gifts ” (v . 4 ). A spiritual gift SPOKE, an incorrect rendering of Heb. men,means any ex

traordinary faculty, which operated for the fur- khish -shoor', which rather means the hub, where

therance of the welfare of the Christian commu- the spokes unite ( 1 Kings 7:33).

nity, and which was itself wrought by the grace of SPONGE. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

God, through the power of the Holy Spirit, in
SPOON. See TABERNACLE.

special individuals, in accordance, respectively,

with the measure of their individual capacities, SPORT. The expression, “ Against whom do

whether it were that the Spirit infused entirely ye sport yourselves ?” (Isa. 57 :4) may well be ren .

new powers, or stimulated those already existing dered “ Over whom do ye make yourselves merry ?”

to higher power and activity (Rom . 12:6 , sq .) " See Games.

(Meyer, Com ., 1 Cor. 12 : 1 ) . These gifts included SPOT. 1. Moom (Heb. Diza), a blemish, and

Word ofwisdom, knowledge; faith ; healing ; work- usually so rendered, either physical (Lev. 21:17,

ing of miracles ; prophecy ; discerning of spirits ; sq . ; 22:20 ; 24:19, 20, etc. ; 2 Sam. 14:25 ; Cant.

tongues and their interpretation (vers. 8-10). See 4: 7) ; or moral (Deut. 32 : 5 ; Job 11:15 ; 31 :7 ;

under various heads. Prov. 9 :7 ).

SPIRITUALITY, the quality of being spirit. 2. Bo-hel '-reth (Heb.a),a whitish spot on

ual , as opposed to material. Thus theology pred the skin, the “ bright spot ” of incipient leprosy

icates spirituality of God (see SPIRIT). The (Lev, 13: 2–39 ; 14:56) .

spirituality of man refers to the immaterial part
3. Bo '-hak (Heb. Poga, to be pale),the " freckled

of his nature. The term is also used with refer

ence to the disposition or internal condition of spot” of pronounced leprosy ( Lev, 13:39).

men whenin such a state as prepares them to rec. 4. Khab -ar -boo - raw ' (Heb. 1772727, a streak ),

ognize and properly appreciate spiritual realities . I the mark upon the panther, or, according to

1
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Gesenius, the stripes of the tiger ( Jer. 13:23), used STAFF (Heb. 1972, mat-teh ' ; 3p2, mak-kale';

as an illustration of the inability of men to rid Daw, shay'-bet; Gr. Þáßdos, hrab ”-dos ; all meaning
themselves of evil character.

5. Taw -law ' (Heb. x37, to cover with pieces ), ferentpurposesby the ancients, as withus.
a stick ). Rods and staffs were employed for dif

Men

spotted, variegated ; as “ sheep or goats ” (Gen. and women were goaded with them (Exod. 21:20 ;

30:32–39 ; Ezek . 16:16, A. V. “ divers colors " ). Num. 22:27 ; 1 Sam . 17:43 , etc.) ; grain was some

6. In Heb. 9:14 Jesus is said to have " through times beaten with them (Judg. 6:11 ; Ruth 2:17 ;

the eternal Spirit, offered himself without spot to Isa . 28:27) ; they were used by old and infirm

God ” (Gr. åuwuos, am '-o-mos), i . e ., in an ethical persons for support or defense (Exod. 21:19; Zech .

sense, without blemish, fault . The Gr. onios 8: 4 ), also by travelers (Gen. 32:10 ; Exod. 12:11 ;

(spee '-los, spot) has also a moral sense of fault | 2 Kings 4:29; Matt. 10:10). A staff, like a seal,

(Eph . 5:27) ; and its negative form (đonchos, as' . was a sign of rank (Gen. 38:18, 25), sometimes

pee-los) means spotless, free from censure (1 Tim. inscribed with the owner's name; also a badge of

6:14), from vice, and so unsullied ( 2 Pet. 3:14). office (Exod . 4 : 2 , sq.; Num . 20 :8, etc.). The staff

SPOUSE. See MARRIAGE .
of the shepherd was used to aid in climbing hills ,

beating bushes and low brush in which the flock
SPREADINGS (Heb. ?????, mit -rawce', an strayed, and where snakes and reptiles abounded.

expansion ). “ Also can any understand the spread. STAGGER. See GLOSSARY.

ing of the clouds? " (Job 36:29 . ) Here spreading
STAIR (Hebrew usually 572, mah - al-eh ', or

does not mean bursting, but spreadings (comp.

Ezek. 27:7). " It is the growth of thestorm ya, mah-al-aw', an ascent; once 79772 ,mad

clouds, which collect often from a beginning small ray-gaw', Cant. 2:14, a precipice, “ steep place, ”

as a man's hand ' (1 Kings 18:44) , that is in . Ezek. 38:20 ; 373, lool, a winding stair, 1 Kings

tended.”
6 :8). The stairs probably ran around the inside

SPRIG is the rendering in the A. V. of (1) Heb. of the quadrangle of the house, as they do still ,

SIT(zal-zal , tremulous),ashootof a vine ( Isa. e. g.,in the ruin called “thehouse of Zaccheus

18:5), and (2) Heb. 169 (peh -o-raw', properly at Jericho. Respecting the meaning of 2 Kings
9:13, see JEHU.

ornamentation, foliage), a branch (Ezek. 17 : 6 ).
STAKE (Heb. 7 ;, yaw -thade', a peg ), a peg

SPRINKLING . Instances of sprinkling are
given in the Scriptures , viz., with blood (Exod . or. nail,andoftenso rendered ; especially a teni

29:16, 20, 21; Lev. 1 :5, 11, etc. ); see SaCRIFICE; the idea of continuance and permanency is figured
pin (Isa. 33:20 ; 54 : 2). In the former passage

with water (Lev. 14:51 ; Num .8:7 ; 19:13, 20, etc. ) ; bya tent thatis not moved,nor its pegs drawn.

with oil (Lev. 14:16 ). See ANOINTING.

Figurative. “ So shall he sprinkle many illustrated by a tent, the inside space of which is
The enlargement and strengthening of Zion is

nations ” ( Isa. 62:15) would seem to be a figure widened, and the tent pins driven deeper into the

setting forth the expiation and purifying of many
ground.

nations; and then the antithesis would be : Many

were astonished ; so many (not merely men, but)
STALL, the rendering of Hebrew and Greek

nations shall be sprinkled . They were amazed words signifying a stable for cattle (Amos 6: 4 ;

that such an abject person claimed to be the Mal. 4: 2 ). A " stalled ox ” (Prov. 15:17) is one

“ Stalls " is used in the sense of
Messiah ; yet it is He that shall justify and cleanse. that is fattened.

Many commentators understand the phrase as pairs, as of horses (1 Kings 4:26 ; 2Chron. 9:25 ;

meaning " He shall cause many nations to leap 38:28). The expression, " There shallbe no herds

with astonishment. ” “ The figurative expression, in the stall” (Hab. 3:17) is used to denote calam .

to sprinkle with clean water ' (Ezek . 36:25), is ity, disaster.

taken from the lustrations prescribed by the law , STAMMERER (Heb. m , il-layg ', a stut

more particularly the purifying from defilement by terer, Isa. 32 :4 ; 337, law -ag ', properly, to speak

the dead by sprinkling with the water prepared unintelligibly, Isa . 28:11 ; 33:19), hence to mock or
from the ashes of a red heifer " (Num . 19 : 17–19 ; 1 deride.

comp. Psa. 51 : 9) . “ Having our hearts cleansed

from an evil conscience ” (Heb . 10:22) stands over
STANDARD. See Exsign.

by contrast with mere physical cleansing (Heh. 9:13,
STANDARD BEARER (Heb. Do?, nar .

19 ; comp. Exod. 24 : 8 ; Lev , 8:11 ). As the Old sas', one who is sick ). “ And they shall be as when

Testament covenant people were sprinkled with a standard bearer fainteth ” (Isa . 10:18), should

the (cleansing) blood of the sacrifice, so are read, “ as when a sick man dieth . ”

Christians sprinkled by the blood of Christ, and STAR (Heb. 10, ko-karb', round or shining ;
their consciences delivered from the sense of

Gr. åothp, as-tare').
guilt.

1. Under the term stars the Hebrews included

STA'CHYS (Gr. Etá xus, stakk'-oos, an ear, constellations, planets , indeed all the heavenly

i . e., of grain ),a Christian at Rome to whomPaul bodies except the sun and moon . In fact the

sent salutations, calling him “mybeloved ” ( Rom . ancient Hebrews knew very little of the starry

16 : 9 ) . According to an old tradition recorded by heavens, and no indications are given in Scripture

Niceporus Callistus, he was bishop of Byzantium . of scientific astronomy ( 9. v.). We find there

He is said by Hippolytus and Dorotheus to have only the ordinary observations of landsmen ( Amos

been one of the seventy disciples.
5 :8 ), especially shepherds ( Psa. 8 : 3).

STACTE . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. Figurative. The patriarchs observed the stars

"

(
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(Gen. 37: 9 ) ; and metaphors drawn from the starry appropriate, for the admonition is directed against

world , either with reference to the countless num- excessive anxiety about food and clothing, which,

ber of the stars (Gen. 22:17 ; Exod. 32:13 ; Nah. though necessary to the preservation of life, have
3:16 , etc.) or to their brightness (Num . 24:17; nothing in common with stature ” (Bloomfield,

Isa. 14:12; Rev. 22:16 ) came into frequent and N. T.).
early use. The Psalmist, to exalt the power and 2. “ Stature ” in Eph. 4:13 is the age suitable

omniscience of Jehovah, represents him as taking a for anything ; figuratively of an attained state of

survey of the stars, as a king reviewing his army mind fit for a thing, and so the age in which we

(Psa. 147 :4). Stars were frequently employed as are fitted to receive the fullness of Christ.

symbols of persons in exalted stations; e. 8., STAVES . See Staff ; TABERNACLE.

star out of Jacob ” designates King David (Num.

24:17), applied by some to the Messiah. The STAY, in the A. V. of Isa. 19:13, “ even they

patriarchswere called “ stars ” (Gen. 37 : 9), and that are the stay of the tribes thereof, ” is the

denote the princes, rulers, and nobles of rendering of the Heb. ?, pin -naw ', an angle ;

the earth ( Dan. 8:10 ; Rev. 6:13 ; 8 :10–12; 9 :1 ; and the passage may be rendered “ the princes of

12:4). Christ is called the " Morning Star," as he Zoan . the corner stones of the castes ” of

introduced the light of Gospel day, revealing more Egypt. Instead of supporting and defending their
fully the truths of God than the ancient prophets. people, they now only led them astray. In Isa.

The study of the stars led to their worship (see 31 : 1, " stay ” is used in the sense of rely (comp.

Idolatry), and to calculations of human affairs 48 : 2). In the description of Solomon's throne

(see ASTROLOGY). (1 Kings 10:19 ; 2 Chron . 9:18) , " stays ” is the

2. Star in the East (Gr. dotépa év tủ ávatoàn, rendering of the Heb. 77, ( yawd, hand), i. e. , arms

Matt. 2 : 2), seen by the wise men (Magi) on their
journey to Jerusalem, and as they approached on both sides of the seat. See GLOSSARY

Bethlehem . After ascertaining at what time they STEADFASTNESS. 1. Ster -eh'-o-mah (Gr.

first observed the star, Herod sent them to Beth - crepéwpa), is that upon which a thing can rest ; in

lehem , with the request to inform him when they Col. 2 : 5, “ steadfastness of faith ," theterm is used

found the child . As they left Jerusalem the star figuratively in a military sense, solid front.

which had attracted their attention at its “ rising ” 2. Stay -rig-mos' (Gr. oinpiyjós, 2 Pet. 3:17), in

(Gr. ávatorñ, an -at -ol-ay ), and which, it would the usual sense of stability.

appear, they had not seen of late, once more ap
STEEL. See Metals ; MINERAL KINGDOM .

peared. In ancient times such guidance bya star

was a matter of belief and expectancy; and “ they
STEPH'ANAS (Gr. Tepavās, stef-an -as',

rejoiced with exceeding great joy."
crowned ), a Corinthian disciple whose household

Until the last few years this phenomenon was
Paul baptized ( 1 Cor. 1:16), being the first con

understood to be some supernaturallight resem- verted to Christianity in Achaia, and one of those

bling a star, that appeared insome country far who “ addicted themselves to the ministry of the

to the east of Jerusalem , to men who were versed saints ” (16:15). Just the form that this ministry

in the study of celestial phenomena; and that tookwe havenoprecise information. Heappears
it conveyed to their minds an impulse to travel to have been with Paul when he wrote his first

to Jerusalem to find a newborn king. Latterly, letter to the Corinthians (16:17).

however, the star has been removed from the STEʻPHEN . 1. Name (Gr. Stépavos, stef".

category of supernatural events, and has been re- an -os, a crown).

ferred to the ordinary astronomical phenomenon 2. Personal History. Stephen, as his Greek

of a conjunction of the planets Jupiter and Saturn name seems to indicate, was probably of Hellen

(see N. T. Chronology, p. 205). istic origin. Where or when born, however, we

STAR GAZER (Isa. 47:13). See Magic.
have no means of ascertaining. ( 1) As deacon.

STATELY (Heb. 17713 ?, keb-ood -daw ', mag- in Acts 6:5. In the distribution of the common
The first authentic account wehave of Stephen is

nificent). In speaking of the ungodly alliance fund that was intrusted to the apostles for the

between Judah and Chaldea, the former sent am- support of the poorer brethren, the Hellenists

bassadors to Chaldea, and, for the purpose of re- complained that a partiality was shown to the

ceiving the Chaldeans, adorned herself as a woman natives of Palestine, and their widows were neg

would do for the reception of her paramours. She lected. The apostles, hearing of the complaint,
seated herself upon a stately bed ” (Ezek . 23:41), took measures immediately to remove the cause of

i . e. , a splendid divan, and in front of this there it. Unwilling themselves to be taken from the

was a table spread, upon which stood the incense work of the ministry, they advised the church to

and the oil that she ought to have offered to Je- select seven men of honest report, full of the Holy

hovah (Kliefoth). Ghost and wisdom, for this business (v. 3). The

STATURE (Gr. jikos, hay -lee'kos, literally brethren proceeded immediately to select the pre.
how much ?). scribed number, among whom Stephen is first

1. “ Which of you by taking thought can mentioned. The newly elected deacons were

add one cubit unto his stature ? " (Matt. 6:27 . ) brought to the apostles, who ordained them to

“ Stature " here is usually taken in the sense of to their work (v. 6). From the first Stephen oc.

the height of one's body, but others think it cupied a prominent position. He is described as

refers to the life itself ; " the duration of life de " a man full of faith and of the Holy Ghost"

termined by God is set forth under thefigure of a (v. 5 ) , “ full of faith and power " ( v. 8), and of

definite lineal measure.” “ This is more surely irresistible “ wisdom and spirit " ( v. 10 ). He

"
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attracted attention by the “ great wonders and language of Scripture, " fell asleep " ( 7:60). “ De.

miracles " which he did among the people. (2) His vout men carried Stephen to his burial, and made

teaching. From his foreign descent and educa. great lamentation over him " (8 : 2), A. D. 34 .

tion he was naturally led to address himself to the NOTE.-1 . The trial. The trial of Stephen appears to

Hellenistic Jews. In these disputations he prob- havebeen irregular, and the judicial act was not com .

ably took more advanced grounds than the apos. pleted. There are, Indeed, the witnesses, and part of

tles had respecting the discontinuance and abro- the prisoner's defense ;andberethe legal action stops.

gationof the Mosaic system , contending that al. opinion of the council, and then deliver sentence in ac
Thebigb priest does not, as in our Lord's trial , ask the

ready it had, as a ritual system , lost all force and cordance with their views. The wholeproceedings
binding obligation by its complete fulfillment broke up with a tumult at what they deemed the blas

Christ(Kitto, Illustrations). Certain adherentsof senting. The witnesses against Stephen acted ashis
pbemy of Stephen (Kitto , Meditations). 2. Saul con

several (five) synagogues were leaders in the dis- executioners (Deut. 17:7 ; John 8:7 ),and laid theirouler
putation with Stephen. (3) Arrest. Unable to garments for safety at the feet of Saul. One of the

withstand his reasoning, they caused bis arrest, custom to signify his assent to the act by taking the
prominent l aders in the transaction was deputed by

appearing against him before the Sanhedrin with clothes into bis custody (Smith, Cyc.).

false witnesses. The charge against him was

blasphemy, in speaking “ against this holy place
STEWARD ( usually Heb.nie, sar,head person ;

and the law " (v. 13). Stephen doubtless saw that Gr. štítporos, ep- it'-rop -os, manager' ; vikovojos,

he was to be the victim of the blind and malignant oy -kon -om '-os, overseer ), a manager or superintendo

spirit which had been exhibited by the Jews in ent of another's household,as Eliezer over the
every period of their history. Yet he stood serene, house of Abraham (Gen. 15 : 2, where Eliezer is

collected, and undismayed. “ And all that sat in called porn,ben -meh '-shek , son of possession,
the council . saw his face as it had been the i . e. , heir). We read also of Joseph's steward

face of an angel " (v. 15) . From which we may (43:19 ; 44: 1, 4 ); " stewardsover all the substance

not unreasonably conclude “ that it pleased God and possession of the king,” David (1 Chron .28: 1);

to manifest his approbation of his servant by in. of Tirzah (1 Kings 16 :9);and of Herod (Luke 8: 3) .

vesting his countenance with a supernatural and As great confidence was reposed in these officials,
angelic brightness, such as that with which the Paul describes Christian ministers as the stewards

face of Moses shone when he had been speaking of God over his Church (Tit. 1: 7 ; comp. 1 Cor.

with the Lord ” (Kitto ). (4) His defense, The 4 :1, 2). Believers are also said to be stewards of

high priest that presided asked the judicial ques. God, of God's gifts and graces (1 Pet. 4:10).

tion, " Are these things so ? ” To this Stephen

replied in a speech which has every appearance of
STOCK. The rendering of several Hebrew

being faithfully reported . He began with the call and Greek words, meaning : the trunk of a tree

(Isa. 44:19 ; Job 40:20, A. V. “food " ) : the stump

of Abraham, and traveled historically in his
ment through all the stages of their national ex. ( Job 14 :8 ; 40:24, A. V. “ stock " ) or trunk (Isa.

istence, evidently designing to prove that the 11:1 , A. V. “ stem ") ;a tree or piece of wood ( Jer.

presence and favor of God had not been confined 2:27 ; 10 : 8) ; a plant transplanted (Acts 13:26 ;

to the holy land or the temple of Jerusalem . He Phil. 3 :5 ), race or kindred ; a gazingstock (Nah . 3 : 6).

also showed that there was. a tendency from the STOCKS. 1. Mah-peh '-keth (Heb. noma,

earliest times toward the same ungrateful and wrench ; Jer. 20 : 2 , 3 ; 2 Chron . 16:10, A.V. “ prison,

narrow spirit that had appeared in this last stage literally the house of the stocks), a wooden frame in

of their political existence. He then suddenly which the feet, hands, and neck of a person were so

broke away from his narrative and denounced fastened that his body was held in a bent position .

them as “ stiff -necked and uncircumcised in heart

and ears,” and as “ always resisting the Holy which the feet of a criminal are fastened, and2. Sad (Heb. 75), the block or log of wood in

Ghost.” The effectupon his hearers wasterrible;
they werecut to the heart, and gnashed on him which hemust drag about with him when hemoves

with their teeth .” On the other hand Stephen, ( Job 13:27; 33:11).

filled with the Holy Ghost, was granted a vision of 3. Ek '-kes (Heb. Das, fetter ), an ankle band.

the glory of God, and Jesus at his right hand, The rendering of Prov. 7:22 may be as one bound

“risen to meet and welcome his spirit as it should I in fetters (goeth) to the punishment of the fool . "

escape his mangled body, and to introduce

him into the presence of his Father, and

to a crown of unfading glory." (5) His

martyrdom . Enraptured , he exclaimed,

“ Behold, I see the heavens opened , and

the Son of man standing on the right

hand of God !” The fate of Stephen

was settled , for his judges broke into a

lond yell, stopped their ears , ran upon

him with one accord, dragged him out of Modern Oriental Stocks.

the city to the place of execution . Saul

Inwas present and consented to his death . 4. Tsee-noke' (Heb. pios ), a prison ; or, better,

striking contrast to the fearful rage of his enemies stocks proper, or some other confinement for the

was the spirit shown by Stephen. First offering feet (Jer. 29:26). Orelli (Com ., in loc.) thinks that

a petition for himself, he then prays, “ Lay not the tsee-noke' was a kind of neck iron ( comp. Arab.

this sin to their charge," and, in the beautifull zinak, neck chain).

>>
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5. Xoo'-lon (Gr. Fúhov, wood ), a log with holes entrances of caves ( Josh. 10:18 ; Dan. 6:17), sepul.

in which the feet, hands, and neck of prisoners chers (Matt. 27:60 ; John 11:38 ; 20: 1), and springs

were inserted and fastened with thongs ( acts (Gen. 29: 2).

16:24 ) ; probably similar to Sad, 2 . (3) Flint stones (Heb. 27% , tsoor, or witsore)

Stocks hasan altogether different meaning in occasionally served thepurpose of a knife, par

Hos. 4:12, “ My people ask counsel at their stocks” ticularly for circumcision and similar objects

( Ates, Heb . y '). The stocks here referred to (Exod. 4:25 ; Josh. 5 :2, 3).

were idols made of wood (comp. Jer. 10 :3 ; Hab.
( 4) Stones were further used as a munition of

2:19).
war for slings ( 1 Sam. 17:40, 49), catapults (2 Chron .

26:14), and bows(Wisd. 6:22 ; comp. 1 Macc. 6:51 ) ;

STOICS (Gr. Etwikós, slo -ik -os'). The Stoics as boundary marks(Deut. 19:14 ; 27:17; Job 24 : 2 ;

and Epicureans, who are mentioned together in Prov. 22:28 ; 23:10) ; such were probably thestone

Acts 17:18, represent the two opposite schools of of Bohan ( Josh. 15:6 ; 18:17 ), of Abel (1 Sam .6:15,

practical philosophy which survived the fall of 18) , the stone Ezel (20:19 ), the great stone by

higher speculation in Greece. The Stoic school Gibeon (2 Sam . 20:8), and the stone Zoheleth

was founded by Zeno of Citium (about B. C. 280) , ( 1 Kings 1 :9) ; also as weights for scales (Deut.

and derived its name from the painted “ portico 25:13 ;
Prov. 16:11 ), and for mills (2 Sam . 11:21).

(otoá) in which he taught. Zeno was followed by ( 5 ) Large stones were set up to commemorate

Cleanthes (about B. C. 260), Cleanthes by Chry- any remarkable events (Gen. 28:18 ; 31:45 ; 35:14 ;

sippus (about B. C. 240), who was regarded as the Josh. 4 : 9 ; 1. Sam . 7:12). Such stones were occa

intellectual founder of the Stoic system. Stoicism sionally consecrated by anointing (Gen. 28:18). A

soon found an entrance at Rome, and under the similar practice existed in heathen countries, and

empire Stoicism was not unnaturally connected by a singular coincidence these stones were de

with republican virtue. The ethical system of the scribed in Phænicia by a name very similar to

Stoics has been commonly supposed to have a close Beth -el, viz. , baetylia . The only point of resem.

connection with Christian morality. But the blance between the two consists in the custom of

morality of Stoicism is essentially based on pride, anointing.

that of Christianity on humility; the one upholds (6 ) That the worship of stones prevailed among
individual independence, the other absolute faith the heathen nations surrounding Palestine, and

in another ; the one looks for consolation in the was from them borrowed by apostate Israelites,

issue of fate, the other in Providence ; the one is appears from Isa , 57 : 6 (comp. Lev . 26: 1 ). " The

limited by periods of cosmical ruin , the other is smooth stones of the stream are those which

consummated in a personal resurrection (Acts the stream has washed smooth with time, and

17:18). But in spite of the fundamental error of rounded into a pleasing shape. “ In Carthage

Stoicism , which lies in a supreme egotism , the such stones were called abbadires; and among the

teaching of this school gave a wide currency to ancient Arabs the asnâm , or idols, consisted for
the noble doctrines of the Fatherhoodof God, the the most part of rude blocksof stone of this de.

common bonds of mankind, the sovereignty of the scription. Stone worship of this kind had

soul (Smith, Dict.). been practiced by the Israelites before the cap

STOMACHER (Heb. Sezna, peth -eeg -eel'), an tivity,andtheir heathenish practices had been

article (Isa. 3:24) of female dress (q . v. ).
transmitted to the exiles in Babylon " (Delitzsch,

Com ., in loc.).

STONE (usually Heb. 178, eh ' -ben ; -59, sch'. (7 ) Heaps of stones were piled up on various

lah, lofty ; 77% , tsoor, a cliff ; Gr. Zidos, lee'- thos ; occasions ; the making of a treaty (Gen. 31:46 );
Ttétpos, pet'-ros, large stone ; vñpos, psay -fos, a over the grave of a notorious offender ( Josh.7:26 ;
pebble), 8:29 ; 2 Sam. 18:17 ) ; such heaps often attaining

1. Kinds. The ordinary stones mentioned as a great size from the custom of each passer-by

found in PALESTINE (q . v.) are chiefly limestone adding a stone.

(Isa. 27: 9), especially marble and sandstone ; basalt (8) Stones were used for tablets (Exod. 24:12 ;

( Josephus, Ant., viii, 7, 4 ) ; flint and firestone Josh . 8:32 ) and guide stones to the cities of refuge

(2 Macc. 10 :3 ). ( q. v .).

2. Uses. Stones were applied in ancient Pales- ( 9) “ A time to cast away stones, and a time to

tine to many uses : gather stones ” (Eccles. 3 : 5) seems to refer to the

(1) They were used for the ordinary purposes of custom of spoiling an enemy's field by throwing

building, and in this respect the most noticeable stones upon it (2 Kings 3:19, 25) ; and the clear

point is the very large size to which they occa- ing a field of stones preparatory to its cultivation

sionally run (Mark 13: 1 ) . Robinson gives the di- (Isa . 6 : 2).

mensions of one as twenty -four feet long by six Figurative. Stones are used figuratively to

feet broad and three feet high. For most public denote hardness or insensibility (1 Sam . 25:37 ;

edifices hewn stones were used ; an exception was Ezek. 11:19; 36:26 ), or firmness, strength (Gen.

made in regard to altars (Exod . 20:25 ; Deut. 27 : 5 ; 49:24 ), where the stone of Israel ” is equivalent

Josh. 8:31 ). The Phænicians were particularly to “ the rock of Israel ” (2 Sam. 23: 3 ; Isa . 30:29).

famous for their skill in hewing stone (2 Sam .6:11; Christians are called “ living stones ," i . e . , not like

1 Kings 5:18). Stones were selected of certain the inanimate things of the material temple, but

colors in order to form ornamental stringcourses living men built up on Christ, the living and chief

( 1 Chron. 29: 2). They were also employed for corner stone. “ I will make Jerusalem a burden.

pavements (2 Kings 16:17 ; comp. Esth. 1 :6). some stone for all people " (Zech . 12 : 3) may be a

(2) Large stones were used for closing the figure founded upon the labor connected with
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building, the heavy stones of which hurt those a receptacle for provisions (Deut. 38:8 ; " barn " in

who attempt to carry them away. The “ white Prov. 3:10 ), usually underground in the East ; a

stone ” ( Rev. 2:17) has been granary (Jer. 50:26 ; comp. Exod . 1:11 ; Luke 12:

understood as referring to the 24). The Egyptians had storehouses for stuffs

pebble of acquittal used in the and jewels, gold , preserved fruits, grain, liquors,

Greek courts ; to the lot cast armor, provisions, etc. Their grain storehouses

in elections in Greece ; to the “ had only two openings, one at the top for pour.

wbite stone given to the victors ing in the grain , another on the ground level for

at the Grecian games ; and to drawing it out. For the security and management

the stones of hospitality usual of these there were employed troops of porters,

in ancient times, a sort of storekeepers, accountants, ' primates, ' who super

carte blanche, entitling the per. intended the works, record keepers, and directors.

son who showed it to ask for Great nobles coveted the administration of the

and receive what he might storehouses, and even the sons of kings did not

want.” Precious stones (q . v . ) think it derogatory to their dignity to be entitled

are used in Scripture in a figu directors of the granaries ' or directors of the

rative sense to signify value, armory (Maspero, Dawon of Civ ., p. 285 , sq . ).

beauty, durability, etc., in those STORK. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

objects with which they are
STORY . See GLOSSARY.

STRAIGHT STREET (Gr.,puma eiſkia ,hroo '

mah yoo -thi-yah ), one of the ancient thorougb .

fares of Damascus, on which was located the housc

of Judas,where Paul was visited by Ananias (Acts

9:11). " It still retains the samename in an Arabic

form ( Derbel-Mustakim), running westward from

the Bab es-Shurky, or East Gate. Its length was

about one English mile, and its breadth about one

hundred feet. It is not quite straight now, nor is

its architecture imposing.

STRAIN . See Gnat, in ANIMAL KINGDOM ;

GLOSSARY.

STRAIT, STRAITLY. See GLOSSARY.

STRANGER . See FOREIGXER .

STRANGLE (Heb. P27, khaw -nak', to choke;

Gr. Tviyw, pneeg '-o ). It was forbidden by Moses,

and also by theprimitive Christians, to eat animals

put to death by strangulation, not having the

blood properly removed (Gen.9:4 ; Acts 15:20) .

STRAW (Heb. 7 , teh'-ben ; " chaff ” in Jer.

33:28 ; “ stubble ” in Job 21:18) . Both wheat and

barley straw were used by the ancient Hebrews

chiefly as fodder for their horses, cattle, and

camels (Gen. 24:25 ; 1 Kings 4:28 ; Isa. 11 :7 ; 65:

25 ). There is no intimation that straw was used
Lower End of “The Street Which is called Straight."

for litter. It was employed by the Egyptians for

compared (see Cant. 6:14 ; Isa. 54:11, 12:Lam. and mixed with the clayto make them more com.
making bricks (Exod . 5 : 7 , 16), being chopped up

4 :7 ; Rev. 4 : 3 ; 21:11 , 21 ) . See CORNER STONE.

STONING. See PUNISHMENT.
pact and to prevent their cracking. The ancient

Egyptians reaped their corn close to the ear, and

STOOL ( Heb . 12 , oʻ- ben , a pair of stones, as a afterward cut the straw close to the ground and

polter's wheel, is used of a low stool, so called from laid it by. This Pharaoh refused to give to the

its resemblance to a potter's wheel). Gesenius Israelites. See VEGETABLE KIxopom.

( s . v . ) thinks a seat of this kind was used by the STRAWED. See GLOSSARY.

midwife while assisting a woman in labor lying on STREAM OF EGYPT occurs once in the

a bed (Exod. 1:16 ) .
A. V. instead of “ the river of Egypt” (Isa. 27:12 ).

STORAX . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM .
See RIVER OF EGYPT.

STORE CITY (Ileb. Disada , eer, a city, STRIKE. See GLOSSARY.

and mis-ken -otk ’, magazines, 1 Kings 9:19 ; 2 Chron . STRIKER (Gr. a2hkins, plake'-tace), a pugna.

8 :4 , 6 ; 16 :4 ; 17:12 ; treasure city,” Exod. 1:11 ; cious,contentious, quarrelsome fellow (1 Tim. 3 : 3 ;
storehouse, 2 Chron. 32:28), a place of deposit for Tit. 1:7).
merchandise.

STRINGED INSTRUMENTS. See Music

STOREHOUSE, the rendering of several

original terms, meaning a treasury (1 Chron . 27 : STRIPES. See PUNISHMENT.

26 ; Psa. 33 :7 ; Mal. 3:10, as elsewhere rendered ) ; STRONG DRINK . See DRINK, Strong

ےن•
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STUBBLE. 1. Kash (Heb. w2, dry), the dry Rameses (Exod. 12:37) . Itwas the name of a dis.

portion of grain ; left standing in the fields (Exod. trict or region , and not a city. " It is not neces.

5:12), and then burned over (Exod. 15 : 7 ; Isa.5 : 24 ; sary to suppose that all the Israelites reached

Joel 2 :5, etc. ); or broken up by thrashing and sep. Succoth on the day of their hurried start from

arated from the grain ( Job 13:25 ; 41:20 ; Psa. 83 : their homesin Rameses-Goshen . ... Brugsch ar

13 ; Isa. 40:24, etc.). See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. gues strongly for the correspondence of the Egyp

2. Teh'-ben (Heb. 199, tek ’-ben, Job 21:18), tian Thuku' or Thukoo with the Hebrew Suc
coth. As to the location of the Egyptian

properly straw , as used for provender.
Thukoo, it is shown by the monuments that Pi-tum

3. Kal-am '-ay (Gr. kalauń, 1 Cor. 3:12 ) , the (the House of [the god ]Tum ), which probably was

stalk of grain after the ears are removed. See the Pithom of the Bible text, was the chief city

AGRICULTURE.
of the district of Thukoo ; that that city was situ.

STUMBLING, STUMBLING - BLOCK or ated ' at the entrance of the East ;' and that it was

STONE. 1. Mik -shole' (Feb. Sivaro, obstacle) is near the lakes ofthe eastern border. ... Allthis

usedasany object over which a person may trip goes to show that Succoth was a well-known tent

the foot,and hence the cause of ruin or disgusting field alongthe line of lakes of which Lake

( Isa. 57:14 ; Jer. 6:21 ; Ezek . 7:19 , etc. ), or an Timsah is a center ” (Trumbull, Kadesh - Barnea,

idol (Zeph. 1 :3 ) , i . e . , an incitement to apostasy.
pp. 393-395).

2. Neh '-ghef (Heb. , tripping), a cause of
SUC'COTH -BE’NOTH . See Gods, FALSE .

stumbling ( Isa. 8:14 ). Notice the heaping to SU'CHATHITE (Heb. 27 , soo -kaw -thee),

gether of synonyms, especially in v. 15 . a descendant probably of an unknown Israelite by

3. Pros'-kom -mah (Gr. apóckouua ), an obstacle the name of Suchah , and the last named of the

against which, if one strike his foot, he necessarily families of scribes living at Jabez ( 1 Chron. 2:55).

falls; figuratively , that over which the soul stum . SUK'KIIM (Heb. 01.2o, sook -kee-yeem '), a

bles into sin ( 1 Cor. 8 : 9 ) . To put a stumbling

block in another's way is, figuratively, to furnish with the LUBIM (q. v. ) and the Cushim (“ Ethio
race mentioned only in 2 Chron. 12 : 3 as associated

an occasion for sinning ( Rom . 14:13 ) . “ Stone of

stumbling ” is used figurativelyof Jesus Christ, pians.”) in the army with which Shishak invaded

with regard to whom it especially annoyed and of.
Judah in the days of Rehoboam.

fended the Jews that his words and deeds, and Gesenius, connecting the name with a (a

particularly his ignominious death, failed to cor- booth or tent) , thought them “ dwellers in tents,"

respond to their preconceptions respecting the in which case they might be an Arab tribe, like
Messiah (Rom . 9:32 , 33 ; 1 Pet . 2 : 8 ) . the Scenita .

STUMP (Heb. P3', ik -kar') of a tree cut According to the LXX. they were Troglodytes

down, but able to sprout again (Dan. 4:15 ,23, 26) . and Sów , to enter, corresponds fairly well with our
(Tpoyhodúral) . This name, from Tpóyan,a hole,

In 1 Sam. 6 :4 it is recorded that the image of Da
cave dwellers." It was given to various races,

gon was miraculously overthrown, his hands and especially to a race inhabiting both shores of the

his head cut off, and only the stump left. This Red Sea, their territory on the eastern side being

was to prove to the Philistines the utter helpless- southeast of Syeneand northeast of Meroe. Their

ness of their god.
dwellings have been compared with the catacombs

SU'AH (Heb. 1775, soo' -ak ) , sweeping [ riches, of Naples. Some of these Troglodytes were ser.

Fürst] ) , the first mentioned of eleven sons or de- pent eaters, but most were herdsmen. Their lan.

scendants of Zophah, one of the “ heads” of the guage seemed to the Greeks a “ shriek or whistle ”

house of Asher ( 1 Chron . 7:36). rather than an articulate speech. Their food was

SUBSTANCE . See GLOSSARY. principally animal; their drink was a mixture of

SUBURBS (Heb . 27???, mig-rawsh ), a place be able to run down theanimals which they
blood and milk. They were so fleet of foot as to

where cattle are driven to graze, a pasture ; es- hunted. They served as light-armed soldiers in

pecially the open country set apart for pasture the army of Xerxes, B. C. 480. Aristotle “ de

round the Levitical cities (Num . 35 : 2 ; Josh. 21:11 ; scribes the Troglodyta as pygmies who, mounted

1 Chron. 6:55). It also meant an open place, area, on their horses, waged incessant war with the

round a city or building (Ezek . 27:28 ; 45 : 2 ; 48:17) . cranes in the Ethiopian marshes." The Ababdeh

SUC'COTH (Heb. DDD, sook- kohth', booths). of the Troglodytic region, and the Barnagas on the

1. An ancient town in Palestine, and the place Abyssinian frontier, are said to resemble the Trog.
where Jacob built booths for his cattle and a lodytes in manners and customs.

house for himself after separating from Esau (Gen. It is said that no hieroglyphic name has been

33:17 ; Josh. 13:27). The brass foundries for found resembling the name Sukkiim . This would

making the fine work for the temple were built favor the Arabian theory. - W . H.

here (1 Kings 7:46 ; 2 Chron. 4:17 ) . There Gideon
SULPHUR . See BRIMSTONE, in MINERAL

met with opposition when pursuing the Midianites Kingdom.

(Judg. 8: 5 , 8 , 14–16) . The place is referred to in
SUMMER (Heb. 7.2, kak '-yits, harvest of

Psa. 60: 6 ; 108: 7. There is question as to the

present site of Succoth . Burckhardt, Porter, Rob fruits, 2 Sam . 16 : 1 , 2, etc. ). See Agriculture ;
PALESTINE.

inson, and Van de Velde each have their theories

in disagreement. SUN (Heb. warm, sheh'-mesh, to be brilliant),

2. The first encampment of Israel after leaving I called in the history of the creation the " greater

1

1
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light" in contradistinction to the moon or “ lesser does not follow that the object symbolized by them

light,” in conjunction with which it was to serve was known to the Jews themselves. If we have

for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and for any notice at all of conscious sun worship in the

years," while its special office was “ to rule the early stages of their history it exists in the doubt

day ” (Gen. 1: 14–16 ). The “ signs” referred to ful term chammânîm (Lev. 26:30 ; Isa . 17: 8, etc.),

were probably such extraordinary phenomena as which probably described the stone pillars or stat

eclipses, which were regarded as conveying pre- ues under which the solar Baal was worshiped at

monitions of coming events (Jer. 10 : 2 ; Matt. 24: Baal-hamon (Cant. 8:11 ) and other places . To

29, with Luke 21:25 ). judge from the few notices we have on the sub

Sunrise and sunset are the only defined points ject in the Bible , we should conclude that the

of time in the absence of artificial contrivances Jews derived their mode of worshiping the sun

for telling the hour of the day. Between these from several quarters. The importance attached

two points the Jews recognized three periods, viz. , to the worship of the sun by the Jewish kings

when the sun became hot, about 9 A. M. ( 1 Sam. may be inferred from the fact that the horses

11 : 9 ; Neh. 7 : 3) ; the double light or noon (Gen. were stalled within the precincts of the temple

43:16 ; 2 Sam . 4 : 5), and “ the cool of the day,” (2 Kings 23:11) ” (Smith , Bib . Dict., s. v .).

shortly before sunset (Gen. 3 : 8). The sun also SUN'DAY, or LORD'S DAY. 1. Name

served to fix the quarters of the hemisphere, and Change of the Day. Sunday is the first

east, west, north, and south , which were repre. day of the week, adopted by the first Christians

sented respectively by the rising sun, the setting from the Roman calendar (Lat. Dies Solis, Day

sun (Isa. 45 : 6 ; Psa. 50 : 1 ), the dark quarter (Gen. of the Sun ), because it was dedicated to the wor

13:14 ; Joel 2:20 ), and the brilliant quarter (Deut. ship of the sun . The Christians reinterpreted the

33:23 ; Job 37:17 ; Ezek . 40:24 ) ; or otherwise by heathen name as implying the Sun of Righteous.

their position relative to a person facing the rising ness, with reference to this “ rising ” (Mal. 4 : 2).

sun - before, behind, on the left band, and on the It was also called Dies Panis (Day of Bread ), be

right hand (Job 23 : 8, 9). cause it was an early custom to break bread on

The apparent motion of the sun is frequently that day. In The Teaching of the Twelve it is

referred to in terms that would imply its reality called the “ Lord's Day of the Lord” (Kvplakāv de

( Josh . 10:13 ; 2 Kings 20:11 ; Psa. 19 : 6 ; Eccles. Kupiov).

1 :5 ; Hab. 3:11). “ The Jewish Christians at first continued to

Figurative. Of God's favor (Psa. 84:11); of frequent the temple and synagogue services, but

the law of God (19 : 7) ; Christ's coming (Mal. 4: 2) ; at a very early date.the first day of the week '

of the glory of Christ (Matt. 17:2 ; Rev. 1:16 ; took the place of the Jewish Sabbath as the chief

10 : 1 ) ; of supreme rulers (Gen. 37:9 ; Isa . 13:10 ); time of public worship (Acts 20: 7 ; 1 Cor. 16 : 2) in

its clearness) of the purity of the Church (Cant. many of the churches of Jewish Christians.' It

6:10) ; (its brightness) of the future glory of was the day of the resurrection of Christ, of most

saints (Dan. 12:3, with Matt. 13:43) ; (its power) of his appearances to the disciples after the resur.

of the triumph of saints (Judg. 5:31 ); (darkened) rection ,and on this day the Holy Spirit was poured

of severe calamities (Ezek . 32 : 7 ; Joel 2:10, 31 ; out at Pentecost. For these reasons, and espe

Matt. 24:29 ; Rev. 9 : 2 ) ; (going down at noon) of cially after the destruction of the sacred city had

premature destruction (Jer. 15 :9 ; Amos d: 9) ; (no rendered the sacrificial service of the temple in .

more going down) of perpetual blessedness (Isa. possible, Sunday became the recognized day of as.

60:20); ( before or in sight of) of public ignominy sembly for fellowship and for the celebration of

( 2 Sam. 12:11, 12; Jer. 8 :2 ) ; of the person of the the Lord's Supper. The Jewish Christians at first

Saviour (John 1: 9 ; Mal. 4 :2), and of the glory and observed both the seventh and the first dayof the

purityof heavenly beings (Rev. 1:16 ; 10 :1; 12 : 1 ). week , but the Gentile Christians kept the Lord's

SUN, WORSHIP OF. “ The worship of Day ' from the beginning. The relation of the

the sun , as the most prominent and powerful agent seventh to the first, as understood by the Jewish

in the kingdom of nature, was widely diffused Christians, maynotbe easy to determine, get there

throughout the countries adjacent to Palestine. seems to be indications that the seventh was re.

The Arabians appear to have paid direct worship garded as a day of preparation for the first. The

to it, without the intervention of any statue or idea of Christian worship would attach mainly to

symbol (Job 31:26 , 27), and this simple style of the one ; the obligation of rest would continue at.

worship was probably familiar to the ancestors of tached to the other ; although a certain inter .

the Jews in Chaldea and Mesopotamia. The He- change of characteristics would grow up, as wor.

brews must have been well acquainted with the ship necessitated rest, and rest naturally suggested

idolatrous worship of the sun during the captivity worship. '

in Egypt, both from the contiguity of On , the chief “ In his letter to the Magnesians Ignatius evi .

seat of the worship of the sun as implied in the dently addressed a church of mixed character,

name itself (On = the Hebrew Beth -shemesh , since he speaks of some who were brought up in

house of the sun ,' Jer. 43:13), and also from the the ancient order of things , ' who have come to

connection between Joseph and Poti-pherah (“ he the possession of a new hope, no longer observing

who belongs to Ra' ) , the priest of On (Gen.41:45 ). the Sabbath, but living in the observance of the

After their removal to Canaan the Hebrews came Lord's Day,' etc.

in contact with various forms of idolatry, wbich “ There is neither in this writer nor in the Bar.

originated in the worship of the sun ; such as the nabas epistle an intimation that Sunday was re .

Baal of the Phænicians, the Molech or Milcom of garded as in any way a substitute for the Jewish

the Ammonites, and the Hadad of the Syrians . It | Sabbath, nor yet a continuation of it ; rather it
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was a new institution . It is, however, impossible first day of the week was observed during the first

to determine the time of its beginning ; no im- three centuries, the following facts are important

pressive enactment, like that in the case of the to notice : Between the death of the apostles and

Decalogue, was needed. ... Not until the 4th the edict of Milan , the Lord's Day was sanctified

century do we find a statement intimating that the by a Church unrecognized by the State and ex

Jewish Sabbath , with its sanctions and duties, was posed to opposition and sometimes to bitter perse .

transferred to the first, or the Lord's Day. cution . The motive for its observance was, there.

The observance of the Jewish Sabbath in the fore, purely moraland religious. The social posi.

churches of the Jewish Christians continued for tion of the early Church, drawing its members for

the first five centuries . In the East both days the most part from the poorer artisans, traders,

were celebrated with rejoicing; in the West the and slaves, forbade the strict and general keeping
Jewish Sabbath was observed as a fast . of the Lord's Day, much more of both the Sabbath

“ The reign of Constantine marks a change in the and Sunday. Thus the universal hallowing of the

relations of the people to the Lord's Day. The day of the resurrection was impossible ” ( Bennett,

rescript of the emperor, commanding the observ. Christ. Arch., p .444, sq. ).

ance of Sunday, scems to have hadlittle regard 3. Legal Observance. In the midst of the

for its sanctity as a Christian institution ; but the corrupt influence of heathenism and the growing

day of the sun is to be generally regarded with indifference of the Church, it was thought neces
veneration. .. Later enactments made plain the sary to bring some stress of authority upon the

duties of civil and ecclesiastical officers respecting Christian conscience to hold it to the faithful ob

the observance of Sunday, until it takes its place servance of the first day, as the Jews had known

as an institution to be guarded and regulated by the the power of a positive enactment in keeping them

government. steadfast in thehallowing of their Sabbath.

2. Sanctity and Ground of Observance. constant temptation of the Christians to attend

“ The resurrection of Christ was the one all-suffi- upon the heathen spectacles and festivities could,

cient fact wlich accounts for the rise and growth in the case of such whose piety was low, no longer,
of the Christian Church . " Jesus and the resur- as at first, be broken by considerations of the high

rection' was the burden of the apostolic preach- privileges of Christian worship and of the com.

ing. Hence the recollection of the day of the memoration of the resurrection Christ, but the

resurrection was so indelibly impressed upon the restraints coming from a quasi legal enactment

hearts of the first disciples that on its return they were found to be more and more necessary '

came together to pray and to recall the memory (ibid., p . 450) .

of the Lord by breaking of bread and the celebra- “ The obligation to observe the day does not

tion of the eucharist. It was the dictate of the come from the fourth commandment, but from

glowing love for Christ, whose followers they de. the apostolic institution of the Lord's Day. Never.

lighted to be reckoned .... We fail to find the theless, from the time of the attempts of the em.

slightest trace of a law or apostolic edict institu- perors to adjust the civil conditions to the recog

ting the observance of the day of the Lord ; ' nor nition of Sunday as the chief religious holiday, the

is there in the Scriptures an intimation of a sub- sense of obligation to keep sacred the first day of

stitution of this for the Jewish Sabbath . The the week, coming from legal enactment, more and

primal idea of the Jewish Sabbath was cessation more supplanted the consideration of the high and

of labor, rest; the transference of this idea to the holy privilege which had animated the Christian

first day of the week does not appear in the teach- Church during the first years of its activity.

ings of Christ nor of his apostles . Nor in the From the last part of the 6th century the strict

Council of Jerusalem, when the most important legalistic view becomes more and more promi.

decisions are reached relative to the ground of nent, and the rulers in State and Church incline

union of Jewish and Gentile Christians, is one word to strengthen the civil and conciliatory enact

found respecting the observance of the Sabbath. ments respecting the Lord's Day by divine author.

Contrariwise, Paul distinctly warns against the ity, as contained in the fourth commandment

imposition of burdens upon the Church respecting (ibid . , p . 451 ).

days, but declares for a conscientious freedom in
these observances. • Let every man be fully per.

SUP (Heb. 27, meg -am -maw ', a gathering,

suaded in his own mind ” (Rom . 14 :5, 6 ). Still host) is used (Hab. 1 : 9) as follows: “ Their faces
more strongly does he upbraid the Galatian church shall sup up as the east wind." A better render

for putting itself again in bondage to the weak ing is, “ the gathering of their faces is forward,"

and beggarly elements , as days, months, times, and i: e., all their faces are turned forward, pressing

years ; while in his letter to the Colossians (2:16 ,
In the R. V. it is given , “ All their faces are

17) hespeaks of the entire abolition of the Jewish set eagerly as the east wind.”

Sabbath .” SUPERFLUITY (Gr. Teploocía, per -is-si'-ah )

Justin Martyr, in his dialogue with the Jew occurs in James 1:21 , “ Wherefore lay apart all

Tryphon, who taunts the Christians with having filthiness and superfluity of naughtiness,” etc.,and

no festivals nor Sabbaths, clearly claims that Sun. has been variously understood. Grimm (Gr.-Eng.

day is to them a new Sabbath, and that theentire Lex., s . v . ) thinks it to mean “ the wickedness re.

Mosaic law has been abrogated ( Cum Tryph ., cc . maining over in the Christian from his state prior

10, 11 ). The new law binding upon Christians to conversion .” Weiss (Bib. Theol. of N. T., p.

regards every day as a Sabbath , instead of passing 270) thinks it “ an excess of ” wrath (A. V. “wick.
one day in rest or absolute idleness.

edness ” ), to which this wickedness hurries them

“ With respect to the strictness with which the lon, the spirit opposed to meekness.

1

on .
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SUPERFLUOUS (Heb. y., saw-rah', to mentioned in Scripture is the pledging of person

prolong ), the having anymember too long or large, for person , as when Judah undertook with bis

and so deformed . Any person so afflicted was not father to be surety for Benjamin (Gen. 43 :9) ; and

allowed to officiate in the tabernacle or temple when circumstances seemed to callfor a fulfill

service (Lev. 21:18), nor was any such animal per - ment of the obligation , he actually offered himself

mitted as a sacrifice (22:23). in the room of Benjamin. In this sense the

SUPERSCRIPTION (Gr. érzypaon, ep-ig-raf.
Psalmist asks God to be surety for him (Psa.

ay', written upon ), an inscription, title ; in the New 119 :122), as did, also, in his great distress, Heze

kiah (Isa. 38:14).
Testament of an inscription in black letters upon

a whitened tablet, such as Pilate wrote and caused financial. The Mosaic regulations respecting debts
The more common kind of surety spoken of is

to beplaced on the cross (Luke 23:38 ; John 19:19); were such that, except in rare cases, the creditor

also an inscription upon a coin (Matt. 22:20 ; Mark

12:16 ; Luke 20:24) .
was not likely to suffer any considerable loss ; and

it may be that this was the reason why the Mosaic

SUPERSTITION (Gr. deloidālpovía, dice-ee- law contains no statute on suretyship. In later times

dahee-mon -ee -ah, reverence for the gods), “ a word they were very common ,as we learn from Proverbs,

which Festus, in the presence of Agrippa, the where foresight is taught (Prov. 6: 1 , sq . ; 11:15 ;

Jewish king, employs ambiguously and cautiously 17:18), by pointing to the fact that the surety has

( Acts 25:19, A. V. religion '), so as to leave his to stand for the debtor, and could not expect any

udgment concerning its truth in suspense ilder treatment than he (Prov. 20:16 ; 22:26 , sq .;

(Grimm , Lex ., 8. v . ). comp. Siriach 8:16 ; 29:20 , 24 ).

SUPERSTITIOUS (Gr. deloidātuwv, dice-ee- Figurative. “ In the highest sense the terin

dahec'-mohn, reverencing the gods), in a good sense, is applied to Christ, who, in his character as medi.

godly; in a bad sense, superstitious. Paul, in the ator, is represented as the surety (iyyvos, eng '.
opening of his address to the Athenians ( Acts goo-os) of a better covenant ' (Heb: 7:22), having

17:22) calls them , with kindly ambiguity, divinity- made himself responsible for all that in this cove.

fearing, devout, without the knowledge of the nant was required to be accomplished for the sal.

true God. vation of those who were to share in its pro

visions ” (McC. and S. , Cyc.).
SUPH , a word in the R. V. marg. (Deut. 1 : 1 ),

referred to as meaning the Red Sea ; most prob
SURFEITING (Gr. xpaitáln, krahee-pal'-ay ),

ably an abbreviation of Yam -suph, or the Red Sear the giddiness and headache caused by drinking

SU PHAH (Num . 21:14, A. V, marg.; R. V. in the early sense of thatword,would express it
wine to excess (Luke 21:34 only). Fulsomeness,

text), also instead of the Red Sea.
very well , with only the drawback that by ful.

SUPPER. See BANQUET ; Food ; LORD's someness might be indicated the disgust and loath

SUPPER . ing from overfulness of meat as well as wine,

SUPPLICATION. 1. Tekh-in -naw . (Heb. while surfeiting expresses only the latter ( Trench,

sapnin) has the meaning of favor, mercy ( Josh. Gr. Syn. , 2d series,p. 61 ).

11:20 ; Ezra 9: 8) ; also prayer, i . e . , a cry for mercy
SURNAME. 1. Kaw -naw ' (Heb. 17 ), to

(1 Kings 8:28 , etc. ; 2 Chron. 6:19 , 24, 29 , 35 ; Psa. mention with honor (Isa . 44 :5), which may be ren .
6:9 ; 55 : 1 ; Dan. 9:20 ). dered, “ and name the nameof Israel with honor "

2. Khaw -nan ' (Heb . 127, to incline), to be favor- (see 45:4 ).

ably disposed ; and then to implore favor,to. entreat voke, to put a nameupon ),to surname (Matt. 10:3 ;
2. Ep -ee-kal-eh '-om -ahee (Gr. ¿nikahéoual, to in .

(1 Kings8:33; Esth. 4 :8 ; Job 8 :5 ; Psa. 30:8,etc.). Luke 22:3 ; Acts 1:23,etc.). The expression (Acts

3. Del '-ay -sis (Gr. dénois, asking) , in the New
Testament, requests addressed by men to God 15:17). “ all the Gentiles upon whom my name is

(James 5:16; 1 Pet . 3:12, A.V. “pray” and called,” means those who were declared to be

“prayers ") ; joinedwith #podevzi(pros-yoo-khay), dedicated to him (comp. James 2:7, A.V. “ worthy7

name” ).
prayer , i . e. , any pious address to God (Acts 1:14 ;

Eph. 6 : 8 ; Phil. 4 :6 ; 1 Tim . 2 : 1 ; 5 : 5) . Bengel says SU'SA (Esth . 11 : 3 ; 16:18, Apochrypha ), Suu .

dénous is the asking of favor in some special neces .

sity ; apogevxń is exercised in all presentation of SU'SANCHITES (Heb . , shoo - shan .

desires and wishes to God .” Trench ( Syn . N. T., kee', Ezra 4 :9 only ), one of the nations settled in

second series, p. 3) makes this important point of Samaria by the Assyrians, and still remaining in

distinction , viz., " that apooevxh is ressacra , a word the days of Artaxerxes. It is supposed that they

restricted to sacred uses; it is always prayer to were the inhabitants either of the province Susi.
God ; Sénois has no such restriction ."

ana or of its capital Susa ( Shushan ); probably the

SUR (Heb. -70, soor, removed, as in Isa. 49:21 ), latter, as Dan. 8 :2 seems to make Shushan the

the name of one of the gates of the temple at capital of Elam , and in Ezra 4 : 9 Elamites are

Jerusalem (2 Kings 11:6) in the parallel passage mentioned separately.-W. H.

( 2 Chron . 23 : 5 ) it is styled " the gate of the foun
SUSAN'NA (Gr. Sovoávva, soo -san ' -nah, a

dation .”
lily ), one of the women who followed our Lord

SURETY (from Heb. , aw-rab', to braid, and " ministered unto him of their substance

intermix ), to deposit a pledge, either in money, (Luke 8: 3), A. D. 28. No particulars of her life

goods, or in partpayment,as security for a bargain are known. The name, apparently of common

(Gr. & ryvos,eng'-goo-os). The earliest form of surety | occurrence, is of the same origin and meaning as

>

SHAN ,

3
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Shesban ( 1 Chron. 2:31 , 34 , 35 ). The Susanna so, and Isaiah (ch. 28) does not mention Shechem at

who figures prominently in the symbolism of the all, but the city of Samaria or Sebaste, six miles
ancient Church is the heroine of the apocryphal away.

story of the judgment of Daniel. 2. The second possibility is that Sychar was the

SU'SI (Heb. D70, soo -see ', a horseman) , the name of a place other than Shechem , but, like it,

father of Gaddi, who was the representative of Jacob bought. “ For this the first evidence we get
in the neighborhood of the parcel ofground which

the tribe of Manasseh in the first commission sent is at the beginning of the4th century, when two

by Moses to “spy out the land ” of Canaan (Num. visitors to the land,Eusebius and the Bordeaux

13:11 ), B. C. before 1209 .
Pilgrim (the latter about A. D. 333), both mention

SWADDLE (Heb. Nem, taw -fakk ', to bear a Sychar, distinct from Shechem , lying , says the

upon the palm ); in English, to carry in the arms former, before Neapolis , the present Nablus, and

( Lam . 2:22); elsewhere (Ezek. 16 : 4 ) ihe rendering the latter adds that it was à Roman mile from

of bmp, khaw-thal', to wrap in bandages
, to swaddle Shechem .” In mediævaltimes the abbot Daniel

( 1106, 1107) speaks of the hamlet of Jacob called

(comp. Luke 2:17).
Sichar. Jacob's well is there . Near this place,

Figurative. The thick mist (A. V. “ dark.
ness.") is called (Job 38:9) the swaddling clothes at half a verst away,is the town of Samaria .

of the sea.
at present called Neapolis.' Fetellus (1130) says :

' A mile from Sichem is the town of Sychar ; in it

SWADDLING BAND. See GLOSSARY. is the fountain of Jacob, which, however, is a

SWALLOW. See Animal Kingdom. well.'” Other travelers mention both Sichem and

SWAN . See Animal Kingdom .
Sycbar, and Dr. Smith (p. 372) concludes, “ That

all this time, in spite of ecclesiastical tradition ,
SWEAR. See Oath.

the name Sychar should have continued to exist

SWEAT (Heb. JT. ,yek'-zah, perspiration ). In in the neighborhood, and solely among the natives,

setting forth the requisites, obligations, and privi. is a strong proofof its originality, of its havingbeen

leges of the priest's office, Ezekiel (44:18) desig- from the first a native and not an artificial name.”

nates linen as the material for their clothing, “ About one and a half miles to the east (of

assigning as the reason that the priest is not to Nablûs), where the vale opens into the small plain

cause himself to sweat by wearing woolen cloth . of Moreh, is the undisputed site of Jacob's well ;

ing; Sweat produces uncleanness ; and the priest, and north of this, at the foot of Ebal, the little

by keeping his body clean , is to show even out- village of Askar, among its cactus hedges, pre

wardly that he is clean and blameless. serves the site of Sychar, mentioned in the fourth

SWEAT, BLOODY. See Bloody SWEAT .
gospel, below which is the tomb of Joseph

( .
SWELLING. 1.Gawo-ohn'(Ileb .Jina,pride). Condér, Palestine,p. 63) .

SY'CHEM (Acts 7:16). See SMECHEM.

The “ swelling of Jordan " is a phrase (Jer. 12 : 5 ;

49:19 ; 50:44, A. V. ) wbich should be rendered
SYE’NE (Heb. 07210, sev-ay-nay', or 7.7?, sev.

pride of Jordan,” as in Zech . 11 : 3 . Orelli ren- ane'), a town of Egypt on the frontier of Cush, or

ders it “ jungles of Jordan,” where lions lurk. Ethiopia. Ezekiel speaks (29:10 ) of the desola
2. Hoop-er -okh -ay' (Gr. inepoxý, to be above) , tion of Egypt " from Migdol (A. V. ' tower ') to

superior in rank (authority, 1 Tim . 2 : 2) ; R. V. Syene, even unto the border of Ethiopia,” and of

" those who are in high place.” its people being slain " from Migdol to Syene ”

3. Hoop-er' -ong -kos (Gr. inépoykos, a swelling ), (30:6 ). Its ancient Egyptian name is Sun, pre

immoderate, extravagant; expressive ofarrogance, served in the Coptic Souan, Senon, and the Arabic

' great swelling words ” ( 2 Pet. 2:18 ; Jude 16 ) . Aswân. It was separated by an arm of the Nile,

4. Foo-see'-o-sis (Gr. quoiwois), a puffing up of ninety yards wide, from Elephantine, forming a

soul, loftiness, pride ( 2 Cor. 12:20) . suburb of that important city. “ Marshy pastur.

SWINE. Figurative. “ A fair woman with ages occupied the modern site of Syene; beyond

out discretion ” ( Prov. 11:22), Neither cast ye brated throughout the whole of Egypt, and a
these were gardens, vines, furnishing wine cele

your pearlsbefore swine ” (Matt. 7 :6), are proverbs forest of date palms running toward the north

which are easily understood . As if he offered

swine's blood ” (Isa. 66 :3) is used of those who, and streets of the twin cities musthave presented
along the banks of the stream , The markets

without reflection, and merely as an external act,
offer sacrifices to God . Even though they offer at that time the same motley blending of types

sacrifices which are prescribed , their state ofmind and costumes which we might have found some

is no more acceptable than if they offered that years back in the bazaars of modern Syene.

which was unclean . See ANIMAL KINGDOM.
Elephantine and Syene have preserved for us

SWORD. See ARMOR, p . 84 .
nothing of their ancient edifices; but the tombs

which they have left us tell their history. They

SYCAMINE,SYCAMORE,SYCOMORE. honeycomb in long lines the sides of the steep hill
See VEGETABLE KINGDOM . which looks down upon the whole extent of the

SY'CHAR (Gr . Er záp, soo-khar', perhaps liar, left bank of the Nile opposite the narrow channel

drunkard). Sychar was either a name applied to of the port of Aswân ” (Maspero, Dawn of Civ.,

Shechem , or it was an independent place. pp. 425, 430).

1. It may have been that the Jews called SYNAGOGUE. The material of this article

Shechem Sheqer, false, or Shikor, drunken . But is largely taken from Schurer's The Jewish People

we have absolutely no proof of their baving donel in the Time of Jesus Christ (Div. II, vol. ii, $ 27).

"

as

1
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1. Object. As only a small proportion of the supervision of the concerns of the synagogue in

people could become proficient in the study of the general. This officer was found in the entire

law under the scribes, and as it was desirable that sphere of Judaism , not only in Palestine, but also

all should have at least an elementary acquaint- in Egypt, Asia Minor, Greece, Italy , and the Roman

ance therewith, the custom grew up in post- empire in general. The Hebrew title (no CNS,

exilic times of reading the Scriptures in the syna- roshe hak-ken -ay'-seth , " the minister of the syna

gogue on the Sabbath day. It must be under. zogue” ) was undoubtedly synonymous with the
stood that the main object of these Sabbath day Greek term. This office differed from that of an

assemblages in the synagogues was not public elder of the congregation, although the same per

worship in its stricter sense , but religious instruc- son could fill the offices of both . The ruler of the

tion, wbich to an Israelite was above all instruc- synagogue was so called , not as head of the com

tion in the law . Thus Josephus says (Apion, ii , 7 ), munity, but as conductor of their assembly for

“ Not once or twice or more frequently did our public worship. Among bis functions is specially

lawgiver command us to hear the law, but to come mentioned that of appointing who should read the

together weekly, with the cessation of other work, Scriptures and the prayer, and summoning fit per

to hear the law and to learn it accurately.” Philo sons to preach ; to see that nothing improper took

called the synagogues “ houses of instruction , ” in place in the synagogue (Luke 12:14 ), and to take

which “ the native philosophy ” was studied , and charge of the synagogue building. Although it

every kind of virtue taught. In the New Tes- was customary to have but one ruler for each syna

tament, too, the teaching (Gr. didáokeiv, did -as'- gogue, yet sometimes more are mentioned (Acts

kein ) always figures as the chief function of the 13:15).

synagogue. (2 ) Receiver of alms(Heb .27 , gab -baw

2. Origin . The origin of these Sabbath day ay ' tsed -aw -kaw '). This official had nothing to do

meetings in buildings erected for the purpose with public worship as such, and is , therefore,

must be sought for in the post-exilic period. The where the civil and religious communities were

first traces of them are “ the synagogues of God ” not separated, to be regarded rather as a civil offi .

byzia, mo-ad - ay'- ale, assembly of God , Psa . cial. According to the Mishna the collection was
74 :8), probably of the Maccabean era ; but their to be made by two, the distribution by three per

commencement may well be as far back as the sons. Not only was money collected, but also

time of Ezra. In the time of Christ “ teaching in natural products.
the synagogue on the Sabbath day was already an (3) The minister (Heb. MOORD 71, khaz-zawn'

established institution (Mark 1:21 ; 6 : 2 ; Luke 4:16 , hak-ken -ay'-seth ; Gr. Ünnpéens, hoop -ay -ret'-ace,

31 ; 6 : 6 ; 13:10 ; Acts 13:14 , 27, 42, 44 ; 15:21 ; Luke 4:20). His office was to bring forth the Holy

16:13 ; 17: 2 ; 18:4). According to Acts 15:21, Scriptures at public worship and to put them by
“ Moses of old time hath in every city them that again. He was in every respect the servant of the

preach him ,being read in the synagogues every congregation, having, for example, to execute the

Sabbath day.” Josephus , Philo, and, later, Judaism punishinent of scourging and also to instruct the
generally, trace back the whole system to Moses, children in reading.

but there is no evidence of a pre-exilian origin.

3.Religious Community. The system pre- the prayer in the name of the congregation is also

supposes a religious community. This was an in
dependent organization in towns in which Jews generally regarded as one of the officers of the

might be excluded from civic rights, or Jews and synagogue. There were also “ ten unemployed

others had equal rights. In such cases the Jews men, whose business it was, especially in the

would be thrown back upon self-organization as a
post-Talmudic period, to be always present for a

religious community ; for whether they cooperated fee in the synagogue at public worship, for the
or not in civil affairs,the necessityofindependent purpose ofmakingup the number of ten members

organization for religious matters was the same. required for a religious assembly; but theyare
Where Jews only had civic rights, and thelocal hardly to be regarded as officials.

authorities were Jewish , matters relating to the 6. Building (Heb. Ona, bayth hak

synagogue were probably under their jurisdiction ken -ay '- seth, house of assembly ; Gr.ovvaywyn, 800n

and direction. In the Mishna, for example, it is pre . ag -o-gay '). Synagogues were built by preference

sumed as quite self-evident that the synagogue, the outside the towns and near rivers, or on the sea.

sacred ark,and the sacred books were quite as much shore, for the sake of giving everyone a convenient

the property of the town as the roads and baths. opportunity for performing such Levitical purifi

4. Conduct of Synagogues. The general cation as might be necessary before attending
direction of affairs was committed to elders, while public worship . The size and architecture of

special officers were appointed for special pur. course varied . In northern Galilee ruins of an.

poses. But the peculiarity here is that just for cient synagogues are preserved in the present time,

ihe acts proper to public worship — the reading of the oldest of which are of the 2d , possibly of

the Scriptures, preaching and prayer—no special the 1st century after Christ. They may perhaps

officials were appointed. These acts were, on the give an idea of the style of building employed

contrary, in the time of Christ still freely per- for synagogues in the time of Christ. Almost all

formed in turn by members of the congregation. these synagogues lie north and south , so that the

5. Officials . ( 1 ) The ruler of the synagogue entrance is at the south. As a rule they appear

(Gr. ápxrovváywyos, ar -khee -soon -agʻ-o-yos) had the to have had one chief entrance and two smalle
care of external order in public worship , and the side doors.

who pronounced(רּוּבִצחיִלְׁש.Tlueperson (Heb
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The fittings of synagogues in New Testament the prayer stood in front of the chest in which lay
times were very simple. The chief was the closet the rolls of the law. Every adult member of the

(Heb..man, tay -baw ) in which were kept the rolls congregation was competentto dothis ; and might

also recite the Shema, read the lesson from the
of the law and the other sacred books. These were

prophets, and, if a priest, pronounce the blessing.
wrapped in linen cloths and lay in a case.

The Scripture lessons, from both the law and
resentation of an old silver case for the Penta- the prophets, could be read by any member of the

teuch among the modern Samaritans is given in congregation, even by minors
, the latter being

the Survey of Western Palestine ( vol. ii , 1882 , p. only excluded from reading the Book of Esther at

206 ). An elevated place (Gr. Bīpa, bay -mah, the feast of Purim . If priests and Levites were

tribune), upon which stood the reading desk, was
erected at leastin post-Talmudic times, for the present ,theytook precedence in reading theles

The reader usually stood (Luke 4:16), but

person who read the Scriptures or preached. both sitting and standing were allowed at the read

Lamps were also used ; and trombones and trum . ing of the Book of Esther, and the king was al

pets were indispensable instruments in public lowed to sit when he read his portion of Scripture

worship. The former were blown especially on
at the Feast of Tabernacles in the Sabbatic year.

the first day of the year, the latter on the feast The lesson from the Torah was so arranged that

days.
the whole Pentateuch was got through with in a

The large synagogue at Alexandria is said to cycle of three years, for which purpose it was di.

have had the form of a basilica. It is possible vided into one hundred and fifty-four sections.

that they were sometimes built like theaters, On Sabbaths several members of the congrega

without a roof, but this is only really testified tion , at the least seven, who were summoned for

concerning those of the Samaritans.

7. Where Located. The value attached to the ruler of the synagogue, took part inthe read
the purpose by some official , originally, indeed , by

these Sabbath day assemblies leads us to assume

that there was in every town of Palestine, and least three verses, but not to repeat them by heart.
ing; each (at the reading of the Torah) to read at

even in smaller places, at least one synagogue. The reading of the law was already followed in

In the post-Talmudic period it was required that New Testament times by a paragraph from the

a synagogue should be built wherever len Israel

ites were dwellingtogether. In the largertowns prophets (see Luke 4:17;Acts13:15). The prophets
not being read in course , a choice of them was

there was a considerable number of synagogues,
e. g. , in Jerusalem , Alexandria, and Rome. The open , and they were always read by one person,

and that on the chief services of the Sabbath .

different synagogues in the same town seem to the sacred language of Scripture not beingfamiliar

have been distinguished from each other by special to thebulk of the people, its reading wasfollowed

emblems, as a synagogue of the vine in Sep
by translation into the Aramaic dialect. The

phoris , " of the olive tree " in Rome.

8. Worship. The order of worship in New reading of the Seripture was followed by a lecture

Testament tiines was tolerably developed and read (Matt. 4:23; Mark 1:21; Luke 4:15 ; 6 :6;
or sermon, explaining and applying the portion

established. The congregation sat in an appointed | 13:10 ; John 6:59 ; 18:20) ; the preacher sitting

order, the mostdistinguished in the front seats,the (Luke 4:20) on an elevated place. The position of

younger behind ;men andwomen probably apart preacher was open to any competent member of

(see Matt. 23 : 6 ; Mark 12:39 ; Luke 11:43 ; 20:46 ).
the congregation.

In the great synagogue in Alexandria the men
The service closed with the blessing pronounced

are said to have been set apart according to their by a priestly member of the congregation, to
respective trades. A special division was prepared which the whole congregation responded Amen.
for the leper. The chief parts of the service were, If no priest or Levite was present the blessing
according to the Mishna, the recitation of the

was not pronounced,but was made into a prayer.
Shema, prayer, the reading of the Torah, the

SYN'TICHE (Gr. Evtúxn, soon- too’-khay,
reading of the prophets, the blessing of the priest, accident), a Christian woman of Philippi , who

followed by the translation of the Scripture that
seems to have been at variance with another fe.

had been read, and the discourse. The Shema, so male member named Euodias or Euodia ( Phil. 4 :

called from its commencing words, bring 932, 3),A. D.57. Paul pathetically entreats them

( shem -ah ' yrs- raw -ale' , “ Hear, O Israel " ), consists of to live in mutual harmony, and mentions their

Deut. 6 :4-9 ; 11 : 13-21 ; Num . 15 :37-41, together names with a respect bordering on fondness, as

with benediction before and after. It is rather a fellow - laborers in the Gospel, whose names were

confession of faith than a prayer. The custom of written in the book of life. It has been surmised

praying the first three and last three benedictions that they were deaconesses , in which case their

of the Shemoneh Esreh at Sabbath and festival good fellowship would be of almost vital impor.

worship reaches back to the age of the Mishna. tance to the infant Church.

The Shemoneh Esreh was the chief prayer which SYR’ACUSE (Gr. Evpákovoal, soo-rak'-00

every Israelite, even women, slaves , and children, sahee), a town on the eastern coast of the island of

had to repeat three times a day - morning, after. Sicily , once connected with the mainland by a

noon, and evening. It was the custom to pray causeway, a fact curiously recorded upon the coin.

standing and with the face turned toward the age, which represents dolphins swimming round

holy of holies, i . e. , toward Jerusalem . The prayer the head of Arthusa while the island remained,

was offered by some one named by the ruler of the but meeting at the nose of the figure when it was

synagogue, the congregation making only certain no longer an island. It was a place of great

respouses, especially the amen. He who uttered | splendor, the birthplace of Archimedes, andhere
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Saint Paul remained three days when on his way of Palestine, and to extend thence northward to

to Rome ( Acts 28:12). Called now Syracusa, hav- the skirts of Taurus, westward to the Mediterra.

ing a small population. nean, and eastward probably to the Khabour River.

SYRʻIA Heb. 07 ??, ar-awm ', highland ; Gr. It was subdivided into five principalities :

Eupía, soo -ree'-ah ).
( 1 ) Aram-Dammesek , or Syria of Damascus "

1. Name. In Gen. 10:22 Aram, the youngest (2 Sam . 8:5,6 ). This was the rich country about
son of Shem, is mentioned as the founder of the Damascus, lying between Antilibanus and the

Aramæan nation, and thus the country is rightly desert, and the last with the district about Harran
called “ Aram ” (Num .23:7); but the same He- and Orfah, the flat country stretching out from

brew word is rendered “ Mesopotamia ” (Judg.the western extremity of Mons Masius toward

3:10) and “ Syria” ( 10 :6). Most probably Syria is the true source of the Khabour, at Rasel-Ain.

derived from Tsůr (Heb. 273, tsoor), the ancient this lasttract and extending beyond it, though
Aram -naharaim seems to be a term including

city of Tyre. Syria and Assyria are very different how far beyond is doubtful. (2) Aram -Zobah,or

Syria of Zobah ” ( 10 :6), seems to be the track

between the Euphrates and Cæle -Syria. The

JOURNEYS other divisionswere : (3) Aram -Maachiah ( 10: 6, 8) ;

(4 ) Aram -Beth -rehob (10:6 ,8 ); and (5) Aram.

ABRAHAM
Naharaim (Gen. 24:10), or “ Mesopotamia .” The

exact location of the last three is difficult to de

termine. Probably they were portions of the tract

intervening between Antilibanus and the desert.

The Greek writers used the term Syria still

more vaguely than the Hebrews did Aram . On

the one hand they extended it to the Euxine ; on

theother they carried it to the borders of Egypt.

Still they seem always to have had a feeling that

Syria proper was a narrower region. The LXX

and New Testament writers distinguish Syris

from Phænicia on the one hand, and from Sama.

ria, Judea, Idumea, etc. , on the other. In the

MEDITERRANEAN present article it seems best to take the word in

this narrow sense, and to regard Syria as bounded

by Amanus and Taurus on the north , by the

Euphrates and the Arabian Desert on the east, by
GREAT

Palestine on the south , by the Mediterranean near

the mouth of the Orontes, and then by Phænicia

Dead Seg!Hebron.

The tract thus circumscribed isupon the west .

Dead about three hundred miles long from north to

°°Beerslieba,
south, and from fifty to one hundred and fifty

miles broad. It contains an area of about thirty

thousand square miles.
ARABIA PETRAEA 3. Physical Features. (1 ) Mountains. The

general character of the tract is mountainous, as

the Hebrew name Aram (from a root signifying

" height ") sufficiently implies. On the west two

longitudinal chains, running parallel with the coast

at no great distance from one another, extend

along two thirds of the length of Syria , from the

latitude of Tyre to that of Antioch . In the lati.

tude of Antioch the longitudinal chains are met

by the chain of Amanus, an outlying barrier of

Taurus, having the direction of that range, which

in Hebrew The Greek form of the name de
in this part is from southwest to northeast. The

most fertile and valuable tract of Syria is the long
rived from Tsûr would be softened down to

Evpía (s00 -ree'-ah ) ; Assyria is in Hebrew TÜN libanus. The northern mountain region is also
valley intervening between Libanus and Anti.

(ash-shoor'), and in Greek Acovnía ( as -soo-ree'-ah ), fairly productive ; but the suil of the plains about

sometimes 'A roupia (at-oo-ree'-ah ). In the Assy- Aleppo is poor, and the eastern flank of the Anti

rian inscriptions Assyria is called As-sur, while libanus, except in one place, is peculiarly eterile.

the Tyrians are the Tsur-ra-ya, the characters The mountain ranges are : (a) Lebanon, extending

used being entirely different. The name Syria from the mouth of the Litany to Arka, a distance

was of foreign origin, and was never adopted or of nearly one hundred miles, and is composed
acknowledged by the people themselves. chiefly of Jura limestone, but varied with sand.

2. Territory . Ancient geographers are not stone and basalt. (See LEBANON ) (6) Antilibanus.

agreed as to the extent of Syria , confounding , This range, as the name implies, stands over

with Herodotus, Syria and Assyria. The Hebrew against Lebanon, running in the same direction,

Aram seems to commence on the northern frontier li. e., nearly north and south, and extending the

SEA
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same length . (c) Bargylus. Mount Bargylus, tance : 1. Antioch ; 2. Damascus; 3. Apamea;

called now Jebel Nosairi toward the south, and 4. Seleucin ; 5. Tadmor,or Palmyra ; 6. Laodicea;

toward the north Jebel Kraad , extends from the 7. Epiphania (Hamath ); 8. Samosata ; 9. Hierap.

mouth of the Nahr -el-Kebir (Eleutherus ), nearly olis (Mabug); 10. Chalybon ; 11. Emesa ; 12. Heli

opposite Hems, to the vicinity of Antioch, a dis- opolis ; 13. Laodicea ad Libanum ; 14. Cyrrhus;

tance of rather more than one hundred miles. 15. Chalcis; 16. Poseideium ; 17. Heraclea; 18. Gina

One of the western spurs terminates in a remark . darus; 19._Zeugma; 20. Thapsacus. Of these,

alle headland, known to the ancients as Mount Samosata, Zeugma, Thapsacus, areon the Euphra

Casius, and now called Jebel-el- Akra, or the “ Bald tes ; Seleucia, Laodicea , Poseideium, and Hera

Mountain .” (d) Amanus. North of the mouth clea, on the seashore; Antioch , Apamea, Epipha

of the Orontes, between its course and the eastern nia, and Emesa (Heins), on the Orontes; Heliopolis

shore of the Gulf of Issus ( Iskanderun ), lies the and Laodicea ad Libanum , in Cæle-Syria ; Hie.

rangeof Amanus, which divides Syria from Cili- rapolis, Chalybon, Cyrrhus, Chalcis, and Gindarus,

cia. Its average elevation is five thousand feet, in thenorthern highlands ; Damascuson the skirts,

and it terminates abruptly at Ras- el -Khanzir, in a and Palmyra in the center of the eastern desert.

high cliff overhanging the sea. 4. History . (1) The first occupants of Syria

(2) Rivers. 1. The Orontes is the largest river in appear to have been of Hamitic descent. The

Syria, and has its source about fifteen miles from Canaanitish races, the Hittites, Jebusites, Amor.

that of the Litany. Its modern name is the Nahr- ites, etc., are connected in Seripture with Egypt

el-' Asi, or “Rebel Stream ,” an appellation given to and Ethiopia, Cush and Mizraim (Gen. 10 :6 , 15

it on account of its violence and impetuosity in many | 18). These tribes occupied not Palestine only,

parts of its course. It is also called el-Maklûb but also lower Syria, in very early times, as we

(** The Inverted ” ), from the fact of its running, as may gather from the fact that Hamath is assigned

is thought, in a wrong direction. It runs north- to them in Genesis (10:18 ). Afterward they seem

west across the plain to the foot of Lebanon, to have become possessed of upper Syria also .

where its volume is more than trebled by the After a while the first comers, who were still to a

great fountain of Ain el-'Asy. Hence it winds great extent nomads, received a Shemiticinfusion,

along the plain of Hamath, passing Riblah, Hems, which most probably came to them from the

Hamath, and Aramea. At Antioch it sweeps round southeast. The only Syrian town whose existence

to the west, and falls into the Mediterranean at we find distinctly marked at this time is Damas.

Seleucia. 2. The Litany is the next largest river, cus ( 14:15 ; 15:2 ), which appears to have been

having its source in a small lake situated in the already a place of some importance. Next to

middle of the Cæle-Syrian valley , about six miles Damascus must be placed Hamath (Num . 13:21;

to the S. W. of Baalbek . It enters the sea 34: 8). Syria at this time, and for many centuries

about five miles N. of Tyre. The other Syrian afterward, seems to have been broken up among

streams of some consequence, besides the Litany a numberof petty kingdoms.

and the Orontes, are the Baraila, or river of ( 2 ) Testimony of the monuments. The Egyp.

Damascus ; the Koweik , or river ofAleppo ; and tian records show that “ in that eventful era,

the Sajur, a tributary of the Euphrates. from the 16th to the 13th century B. C. , Syria as

(3) The lakes. The principal lakes of Syria well as Palestine was madean appanage of Egypt ;

are the Agh -Dengiz, or Lake of Antioch ; the Sa- that she was forced to relax her hold in conse

bakhah, or Salt Lake, between Aleppo and Balis ; quence of local uprisings ; " that " finally she fully

the Bahr-el-Kades, on the upper Orontes ; and the retrieved her position under the much -vaunted

Bahr -el-Merj, or Lake of Damascus. 19th dynasty, and that then she was met by the Hit.

( 4) The great valley. By far the most impor- tites, and compelled to call a halt upon the Syrian

tant partof Syria, and on the whole its most strik. border” (Dr. McCurdy, in Recent Researches in

ing feature, is the great valley which reaches from Bible Lands, p . 11).

the plain of Umk, near Antioch , to the narrow (3) Syria and Israel. The Jews first come into

gorge on which the Litany enters in about latitude hostile contact with the Syrians, under that name,

33° 30'. This valley, which runs nearly parallel in the time of David. Claiming the frontier of

with the Syrian coast, extends the length of two the Euphrates, which God had promised to Abra

hundred and thirty miles, and has awidth varying ham (Gen. 15:18 ), David made war on Hadad.

from six or eight to fifteen or twenty miles. The ezer, king of Zobah (2 Sam . 8 : 3 , 4, 13). The

more southern portion of it was known to the an. Damascene Syrians were likewise defeated with

cients as Cæle-Syria, or “ the Hollow Syria .” great loss (v. 5). Zobah, however, was far from

(5 ) The eastern desert . East of the inner being subdued as yet. When, a few years later,

mountain chain, and south of the cultivable ground the Ammonites determined on engaging in a war

about Aleppo, is the great Syrian Desert, an ele. with David, and applied to the Syrians for aid ,

vated, dry upland, for the most part of gypsum Zobah, together with Beth -rehob, sent them

and maris, producing nothing but a few spare twenty thousand footmen, and two other Syrian

bushes of wormwood and the usual aromatic kingdoms furnished thirteen thousand (2 Sam .

plants of the wilderness. The region is traversed 10:6). This army being completely defeated by

with difficulty, and has never been accurately sur. Joab, Hadadezer obtained aid from Mesopotamia

veyed. The most remarkable oasis is at Palmyra, ( v. 16 ), and tried the chance of a third battle,

where there are several small streams and abun which likewise went against him , and produced

dant palm trees. the general submission of Syria to the Jewish

(6 ) Principal towns. These may be arranged, monarch. The submission thus begun continued

as nearly as possible, in the order of their impor- | under the reign of Solomon (1 Kings 4:21). The
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only part of Syria which Solomon lost seems to the administration of their own affairs, subject to

have been Damascus, where an independent king a tribute levied according to the Roman principles

dom was set up by Rezon , a native of Zobah of taxation ; and secondly, a number of tracts,

( 11: 23–25 ). On the separation of the ten which were assigned to petty princes, commonly

tribes from Rehoboam , Syria was ripe for revolt. natives, to be ruled at their pleasure, subject to

Rezon disappears from the scene, and Ben -hadad, the same obligations with the free cities as to
in the reign of Asn, king of Judah, is king of taxation. The free cities were Antioch, Seleucia,

Aram, with Damascus as its capital. Ile forms Apamea, Epiphania, Tripolis, Sidon, and Tyre;

an alliance with Asa, and subdues the northeru the principalities, Comagêné, Chalcis ad Belum

part of the kingdom of the ten tribes ( 15 : 18- (near Baalbek), Arethusa, Abila or Abilêné, Pal.

20). A second Ben-hadad lays siege to Sama. myra , and Damascus. The principalities were

ria, the capital of Ahab, but is defeated; meeting sometimes called kingdoms, sometimes tetrarchies.

with a still greater disaster the following year. In They were established where it was thought that

an endeavor to recover Ramoth -gilead Ahab was the natives were so inveterately wedded to their

defeated and slain . Samaria was again besieged own customs, and so well disposed for revolt, that

in the days of Jehoram , son of Ahab ; but in con- it was necessary to consult their feelings, to flatter

sequence of a panic it was delivered. War con- the national vanity, and to give them the sem .

tinued to be waged between the Syrian kings blance without the substance of freedom .

(Hazael, Ben -hadad III, Rezin) and kings of Although previously overrun by the Romans,

Israel ( Jehoram , Jehu, Jeboahaz, Joash , Jero. Syria was not madetributary and governors ap
boam II). pointed, until B. C. 64. Down to the battle of Phar .

In the latter days of Jotham , king of Judah, salia the country was fairly tranquil , the only trou .

we find Rezin, king ofAram, and Pekah, king of ble being with the Arabs,who occasionally attacked

Israel, confederate with Israel. They invade the the eastern frontier. The Roman governors, par.

country, threaten thecapital, and recover Elath to ticularly Gabinius, took great pains to restore the

Aram ,in the reign of Ahaz, who, to protect him- ruinedcities. After Pharsalia (B. C. 46) the trou.

self, became a vassal of Tiglath -pileser, king of bles of Syria were renewed . Julius Cæsar gave

Assyria. The latter accordingly “ went up against the province to his relative, Sextus (B. C. 47), but

Damascus, and took it, and carried the people of it Pompey's party was still so strong in the East

captive to Kir, and slew Rezin ” (2 Kings 16 : 9). that the next year one of his adherents, Cæcilius

It was probably at the same time that he took Bassus, put Sextus to death, and established him.

Ijon and Abel-beth-maachah, and Janoah,” etc. , self in the government so firmly that he was able

and carried them captive to Assyria ( 15:29). to resist for threeyears three proconsuls appointed

(4 ) Relations with Assyria , Babylonia, etc. by the Senate to dispossess him , and only finally

Syria became attached to the great Assyrian em- yielded upon terms which he himself offered to his

pire, from which it passed to the Babylonians, antagonists. Bassuş had but just made his sub .

and from them to the Persians. In B. C. 333 it mission when, upon the assassination of Cæsar,

submitted to Alexander without a struggle. Upon Syria was disputed between Cassius and Dolabella

the death of Alexander Syria became, for the first (B. C. 43). The next year Cassius left his prov

time, the head of a great kingdom . On the divi- ince and went to Philippi, where he committed sui.

sion of the provinces among his generals, B. C. cide. Syria then fell to Antony, who appointed

321, Seleucus Nicator received Mesopotamia and as his legate L. Decidius Saxa (B. C. 41 ). Pacorus,

Syria. Antioch was begun in B. C. 300, and, be the crown prince of Parthia, overran Syria and

ing finished in a few years, was made the capital Asia Minor , defeating Antony's generals and

of Seleucus's kingdom . The country grew rich threatening Rome with the loss of all her Asiatic

with the wealth which now flowed intoit on all possessions (B. C. 40-39 ). Ventidius, however, in

sides. The most flourishing period was the reign B. C. 38, defeated the Parthians, slew Pacorus,

of the founder, Nicator. The empire was then and recovered for Rome her former boundary. A

almost as large as that of the Achemenian Per. quiet time followed. In B. C. 27 a special procu.

cians, for it at one time included Asia Minor, and rator was therefore appointed to rule it, who was

thus reached from the Ægean to India . The reign subordinate to the governor of Syria , but witbin

of Nicator's son , Antiochus I, called Soter, was his own province had the power of a legatus. Syr.

the beginning of the decline, which was progress. ia continued without serious disturbance from the

ive from hisdate. It passed under the power of expulsion of the Parthians (B. C. 38) to the break .

Tigranes, king of Armenia, in B. C. 83, and was ing out of the Jewish war (A. D. 66) . In B. C. 19

not made a province of the Roman empire till after it was visited by Augustus, and in A. D. 18–19 by

Pompey's complete defeat of Mithridates and his Germanicus,who died at Antioch in the last named
allyTigranes, B. C. 64. year. In A. D. 44-47 it was the scene of a severe

(5) Under the Romans. As Syria holds an im- famine.

portant place in the New Testament as well as in (6) Syria and Christianity. A little earlier

the Old , some account of its condition under the than A. D. 47 Christianity had begun to spread

Romans is in order. That condition was some into Syria, partly by means of those scattered at

what peculiar. While the country generally was the time of Stephen's persecution (Acts 11:19), and

formed into a Roman province, under governors partly by the exertions of Paul (Gal. 1:21 ). An.

who were at first propretors or questors, then tioch, the capital , became as early probably as

proconsuls,and finally legates, there were exempted A. D. 44 the see of a bishop, and was soon recog.

from the direct rule of the governor, in the first nized as a patriarchate .

place, a number of " free.cities,” which retained SYRIÀ MA'ACHAH . See MAACHAH , 3.
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1

SYRIAC (Dan. 2:4),SYRIAN TONGUE nicia, popularly called Syrophenicia, by reason
(Ezra 4: 7) or LANGUAGE (2 Kings 18:26 ; Isa. of its proximity to Syria and its absorption by

36:11 ), is the rendering in the A. V. of the Heb. conquest into that kingdom . The woman of Syro .

09a79, ar -aw -meeth '. This represents that branch phenicia applied to Jesus to healher afflicted

of the Shemitic or Syro-Arabian languages usually she came near to him and worshiped, saying,
daughter, who was possessed with a devil. When

termed the Aramæan, the eastern being repre. Lord, help me,” he replied, “ It is not meet to

sented by the Chaldee. take the children's bread, and to cast it to dogs.”

SYR’IAN (Heb. 1993 , ar-am -mee '), an in. Whether this was to try her faith , or to show that

habitant either of western Syria (q . v. ), i : e. , on
at that time his work and mission were among Is

the Mediterranean (2 Kings 5:20 ), or of eastern, rael, is hard to determine. Her faith, however,

i . e. , Mesopotamia.
was great and met its merited reward in the cure

SYROPHENI’CIAN ( Gr. Evpopoíviosa, 800
of her daughter. Matthew ( 15:22 ) calls her a

woman of Canaan," being in respect to her na .
rof-oy'-nis-sah ), a general name (Mark 7:26 ) of a tionality, in common with the Phenicians, a do

female inhabitant of the northern portion of P ! | scendant of Canaan.

T

>

TA'ANACH (Heb. Ten, tah -an -awk ', sandy), man of Ephraim ,” whose sanguinary deeds are

a royal city of the Canaanites, whose king was recorded in 2 Chron. 28: 7 , and who may have thus

among the thirty-one conquered by Joshua ( Josh. promoted the war in hope of receiving the crown.

12:21). It was apportioned to the western half Because of the Aramaic form of the name, how .

tribe of Manasseh (Josh . 17:11 ; 21:25 ; 1 Chron. ever, others have supposed him to have been a

7:29), and became a city of the Kohathite Levites Syrian warrior, who, in the event of success, might

(Josh . 21:25 ). In the great struggle of the Canaan. hold the Judaic kingdom in fealty to Rezin, as

ites under Sisera against Deborah and Barak it suzerain . The Targum of Jonathan turns the name

appears to have been the headquarters of their into a mere appellative, and makes the passage

army (Judg. 5:19). They seem to have still occu- read : “ We will make king in the midst of it

pied the town, but to have been compelled to pay whoso seems good to us."

tribute (Josh . 17:13 ; Judg. 1:28). Taanach is 2. A Persian official in Samaria, who, together

generally named with Megiddo, and they were with Bishlam , Mithredath, and others, wrote to

evidently the chief cities of that fine , rich district King Artaxerxes a letter of bitter hostility to the

in the western portion of the plain of Esdraelon. rebuilders of Jerusalem (Ezra 4: 7, A.V. “ Tabeel " ),

It is now called Tannuk ; the old ruins being ex- B. C. 522. The letter was written in the “Syrian

tensive on the top of the hill , the modern village (or Aramæan] tongue, ” and it has been argued

being at its base. “ On the temple walls of Kar. thence, as well as from the form of his name,that

nak at Thebes, Thothmes III ( B. C. 1600) gives he and his companions were Aramæans.
Taanach in the list of Canaanitish towns which TABʻERAH (Heb. 67 , tab -ay-raw ', burn .

had submitted to his arms " (Harper, Bib. and Mod. ing), a place in the wilderness of Paran, so called

Dis., p. 65 ). See SUPPLEMENT.
from the fact that the fire of the Lord consumed

TA'ANATH -SHI'LOH (Heb. ingn, the discontented ofthe children of Israel (Num .

tah -an -ath ' shee- lo ', approach to Shiloh ), a place 11 :3 ; Deut. 9:22).

mentioned as on the northern boundary of Ephra- TABERING (Heb. 27, taw -faf", to drum ),

im (Josh. 16:6 ), at its eastern end between the used for the smiting of timbrels (Psa. 68:25), but
Jordan and Janohah. It is frobably the Ain in Nah. 2:7 for smiting upon the breast, as an

Tana, a heap of ruins southeast of Nabulus, where
expression of violent agony in deep mourning

there are large cisterns to be found.
(comp. Luke 18:13 ; 23:27). See GLOSSARY.

TAB’BAOTH (Heb. nice , tab-baw-othe',
TABERNACLE. 1. O'-hel (Heb. byx, tent)

rings, or spots), one of the Nathinim whose de, and mish -kawn' (1???, residence) are both used of

scendants returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel

(Ezra 2:43 ; Neh. 7:46) , B. C. before 536. the Jewish tabernacle (q. v. ), but the terms are

TAB'BATH (Heb. nes, tab -bath ', famous), a
found to be carefully discriminated . O'-hel de

place mentioned in connectien with the flight of the wooden walls of the structure.
notes the cloth roof, while mish-kawn' is used for

the Midianite host ( Judg. 7:22 ) . It is possibly

identified with Tubukhat- Fahil. 2. Soke (Heb. f ), and sook -kaw ' (1770), both

TA'BEAL,TA’BEEL (Heb. 99, tax -beh- from 1739,saw-kak',to entwine, are used to denote

ale', pleasing, Godis good ).
a hut, booth (Lev. 23:34 ; Psa. 76 : 2 ; Job 36:29 ;

1. The father of the man whom Rezin, king of Isa. 4 :6 ; Amos 9:11 ; Zech. 14:16).

Syria, and Pekah, king of Israel , proposed to seat Sik -kooth ' (Heb. DIDO) is used to denote an

on the throne of Judah instead of Ahaz (Isa. 7 : 6), idolatrous booth which the worshipers of idols

B. O before 738. In the A. V. the name is spelled constructed in their honor, like the tabernacle of

Tabeal. It has been conjectured that “ the son of the covenant in honor of Jehovah (Amos 5:26).

Tabeal ” was identical with Zichri, the " mighty 4. TheGreek words rendered " tabernacle " are :
" )
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"

( 1 ) Skay -nay' (okrv“ ), any habitation made of green applied to the sacred tent, with some distinguish.

boughs, skin, cloth , etc. (Matt. 17 :4 ; Mark 9:5 ; ing epithet. In one passage only ( 1 Kings 1:39)

Luke 9:33 ; John 7 :2 ; Heb. 11 :9, etc.). The “ laber: does it appear with this meaning by itself . In its

nacle of Molech ” (Acts 7:43, comp. Amos 5:26) application to the tabernacle the term o '- hel means

was a portable shrine, in which the image of the (a) the tent roof of goat's hair ; (b) the whole

god was carried. (2) Skay'-no -mah (okhwua), used

of the tabernacle, etc.
building.

Figurative. “ The light shall be dark in his (3) Bah ”-yith (Heb. 712, house) is applied to

tabernacle ” (Job 18 :6), is a symbol of misfortune. the tabernacle (Exod . 23:19 ; 34:26 ; Josh . 6:24 ;

When Job says, The secretof God was upon my 9:23 ; Judg. 18:31 ; 20:18), as it had been, appar

tabernacle ” (29 :4), he means that the blessed fel. ently, to the tents of the patriarchs (Gen. 33:17).

lowship of God, confiding, unreserved intercourse, So far as it differs from the two preceding words

ruled over his tent. “ Who shall abide in thy it conveys the idea of a fixed settled habitation ;

tabernacle ? ” (Ps. 15 : 1 ; comp . 27:5 ,) is to be on and was, therefore, more fitted to the tabernacle

terms of peaceful communion with God, i. e., in after the people were settled in Canaan than dur.

the Church . ing their wanderings. Its chief interest to us

The term tabernacle is transferred to heaven, as lies in its having descended from the first word

the true dwelling place of God (Heb. 9:11 ; Rev. ever applied in the Old Testament to a local sanc

13 : 6) ; used figuratively for the human body in tuary, Beth-el, “ the house of God ” (Gen. 28:17),

which the soul dwells as in a tent, and which is keeping its place, side by side, with other words
taken down at death (2 Cor. 5 :4). spread one's tent, tabernacle, palace, temple, synagogue - and

tabernacle over others (Rev. 7:15, OKMWOEL É ' at last outliving them all ; rising in the Christian
avrous, A. V. “ dwell among " ) is to afford shelter Ecclesia to get higher uses (1 Tim . 3:15).

and protection. The “ tabernacle ” (hut) of David ( 4) Ko'-desh (Heb. 173 ), or mik -dawsh' (Heb.

seemstobeemployed in contempt of his house, ???? ; Gr. åyiaoua, hag-ee -as-mah, etc.)
, thei. e. , family, reduced to decay and obscurity (Acts

15:16). holy, consecrated place (Exod. 25: 8, A. V. “ sanc

TABERNACLE OFISRAEL. 1. Sources tuary; ” , Lev. 12:4) ; applied, according to the con

of Information . The fullest, mostdefinite, bore witness, sometimes to the whole structure
secrated scale of holiness of which the tabernacle

as well as most reliable source of information re

specting the tabernacle is the Bible , especially (Lev. 4:6; Num . 3:38 ; 1:12, A. V. “ sanctuary"),
thepassages in Exodus. Chapters 25-28 minutely sometimes to the innermost sanctuary, the Holy

of Holies (Lev. 16: 2).prescribe the construction of the edifice and its

furniture, while the parallel passage ( chaps. 35–
(5) Hay-kawl' (Heb. 5 , a temple), as mean.

40) describes the execution of the task. We are ing the stately building or palace of Jehorah

also aided by the specifications of the temple of (1 Chron. 29:1, 19), is applied more commonly to

Solomon (1 Kings, ch. 6 ; 2 Chron ., chaps. 3 , 4 ), the temple (2 Kings 24:13, etc.) ; but also used of

including that seen in vision by Ezekiel (chaps.40- the tabernacle at Shiloh (1 Sam . 1 :9 ; 3:3) and Je.

43), both of which temples were modeled , in all rusalem ( Psa. 6 : 7).

essential features, after the plan of the taber- ( 6 ) Two compound phrases are used in Scrip

nacle. Outside the Scriptures the principalauthor- ture : (a) “ The tabernacle of the congregation ”

ity is Josephus,who, in his description of theear. (Exod. 29:42,44), the A.V. rendering of 7zia biz

liest sacred buildings of the Jews ( Ant., III, vilo-hel mo-ade'), literally the tabernacle of meet
2-vii , 7), repeats substantially the statements of
Scripture. The rabbinical writings of the Jewsing, “ where Iwill meet with thee " (v.42 ; comp.

us little information which could aid us in 30:6, 36 ; Num .17:4). (6) Oʻ- hel haw-ay-dooth

reconstructingthe tabernacle. Of allthemodern (Heb. 072 , A. V. " the tent oftestimony,"

works on the sacred edifices of the Jews the most Num. 9:15 ; “ the tabernacle of witness," 17:7 ;

imposing and learned is Solomon's Temple ; or, The 18 : 2 ). In this case the tent derives its name from

Tabernacle ; First Temple ; House of the King, etc. , thatwhich is the center of its holiness, i. e. , the

by T. 0. Paine, LL.D., a minister of the New Je two tables of stone within the ark , which are em .

rusalem Church (Boston, 1861 ; large 8vo ). phatically the testimony (Exod. 20:16, 21; 31:18).

2. Names and Synonyms. (1) Mish -kawn' 3. History. We find mention in the Old Tes.

(Feb. 77972, from 122, shaw -kan', to lie down), a
tament of three tabernacles :

dwelling. It connects itself with the Jewish, tablished after the sin of the golden calf. There
(1) The provisional tabernacle, which was es

though not scriptural word Shechinah, as describ: followed a transitional period, the whole future

ing the dwelling place of the divine glory. It is

not applied in prose to the common dwellings of this period a tent is pitched, probably thatof
depending upon the penitence of the people. In

men, but seemsto belong rather tothe speech of Moses himself,outside the camp, and called the

poetry (Psa. 76 :2 ; Cant. 1:8). In its application “ tabernacle of the congregation," or “ of meet

to the tabernacle it denotes (a) the ten tricolored ing." Of thisprovisional tabernacle there was no

curtains ; (b) the forty-eight planks supporting ritual and no priesthood. The people went out to

them ; (c) the whole building, including the roof.
it as to an oracle (Exod. 33 : 7 ).

(2) OP-hel (Heb. 1778, a tent) is more connected (2) The Sinaitic tabernacle, which was erected

with the common life of men as the tent of the in accordance with directions given to Moses by

patriarchs (Gen. 9:21 , etc.). For the most part, Jehovah (see below ).

as needing something to raise it, it is used, when The Davidic tabernacle, erected by David

a
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in Jerusalem for the reception of the ark (2 Sam. thrown into the Tiber by Maxentius in the 4th

6:12) ; while the old tabernacle remained till the century, at the time of his flight from the city ;

days of Solomon at Gibeon, togetherwith the brazen and hopes have been entertained of its possible

altar, as the place where sacrifices were offered future recovery, but with very little foundation.

(1 Chron. 16:39 ; 2 Chron. 1 :3 ) . Gibbon asserts, on the other hand, that it was

Upon the intercession of Moses, Jehovah re- taken by the Vandals to Carthage ; thence recov .

newed his covenant with Israel, gave them another ered and brought to Constantinople, and there
copy of the law , and invited them to make their carried in the triumph given to Belisarius on his

offerings of material for the construction of the return from Africa, A. D. 534 ; that it was after

tabernacle . This they did in excess of what was ward removed to Jerusalem , and there deposited

wanted (Exod. 36 : 5 , 6 ), and the work proceeded in a Christian church . Jerusalem was taken and

under the direction of Bezaleel and Aholiab (35 : sacked by Chosroes II, of Persia, in 614 ; and

30 ; 36 : 2). The tabernacle was completed on the nothing has been known of it since.

first day of the first month (Nisan) of the second A striking Hebrew tradition exists as to the ark

year after the exode, and the ritual appointed for of the covenant: That it was taken by Jeremiah

it begun (40 : 2). Instead of being placed without and secreted in a cavern (2 Macc, 2 :4-8 ), at the

the camp, like the provisional tabernacle, it stood time of the Babylonian capture of the city ; and

in its very center. The priests on the east, the that its hiding place has never been found, and

other three families of the Levites on the other never will be, until Messiah shall set up his king

sides, were closest in attendance, the “ body- dom and restore the glory of Israel . There are

guard ” of the great King. In the wider square other rabbinical tales of similar character, but not

Judah, Zebulun, Issachar, wereon the east ; Ephra- deserving of attention .

im , Manasseh , Benjamin,on the west ; the less 4. Structure. In Exodus (25 : 10-27 : 19) we

conspicuous tribes , Dan, Asher, Naphtali, on the have the prescribed order for the building of the

north ; Reuben, Simeon , Gad, on the south side. tabernacle, beginning with the ark and proceed

When the army put himself in order of marching outward , while in 36:8–38:31 we have a de

the position of the tabernacle, carried by the Le- scription of its construction, pursuing the reverse

vites, was still central , the tribes of the east and order ; which order will be followed in this article.

south in front, those of the north and west in the It is proper to state here that the cubit used in

rear (Num ., ch. 2). this article is that adopted by the late celebrated

In all special facts connected with the taber- Egyptologist, Sir J. G. Wilkinson , viz. , 20.625

nacle the original thought reappears. It is the inches. The common estimate for the cubit is

place where man meets with God. eighteen inches. See SUPPLEMENT.

As long as Canaan remained unconquered, and (1) The court was an inclosed space about the

the people were still therefore an army, the taber- tabernacle one hundred cubits long by fifty cubits

nacle was probably moved from place to place, wide, or, in round numbers, one hundred and

wherever the host of Israel was for the time en- seventy-two feet by eighty-six feet. Inclosing

camped ; and finally was placed at Shiloh (Josh. this space was a peculiarly constructed fence. Its

9:27 ; 18:1). The reasons of the choice are not framework consisted of pillars of “ shittim ” (prob

given. Partly, perhaps, its central position, partly ably acacia) wood , five cubits, i . e ., a little over

its belonging to the powerful tribe of Ephraim, eight and one half feet high (Exod. 27:18) . They

may have determined the preference. were, doubtless, round and of the same thick .

It remained in Shiloh during the whole period ness throughout, probably about five inches. The

of the Judges, the ark being taken from the build . bottom was held in place by a “ socket," or

ing in the time of Eli ( 1 Sam . 4 :4 ), and never re- plate of copper ( A. V. “ brass" ), evidently laid

turned. Perhaps the woodwork ( the curtains, of flat upon the ground. The socket had a mortise,

course, having been often renewed) became un- or hole, to receive the tenon which was in the

serviceable ; and Talmudic tradition speaks of a bottom end of the pillar,

permanent stone structure, traces of which, it is The pillars werekept upright by cords (Exod.

thought, are still to be seen on the site of Shiloh | 35:18) fastened to pins of copper (27:19) driven inte

(Conder, Tent Work in Palestine, i , 84). the ground, both on the inside and the outside,

Under Samuel's administration worship was The " fillets ” were curtain rods hung upon hooks

transferred to Mizpeh ( 1 Sam . 7 : 6 ) and elsewhere near the upper end of the pillars, and served as

( 1 Sam. 9:12 ; 10 : 3 ; 20 : 6 ; Psa. 132 : 6). In David's the top rail of a fence, to keep the pillars at a

day the showbread was kept at Nob (1 Sam. 21 : 1-6) , proper distance apart. The fillets were of shittim

implying theexistence there of at least part of the wood, covered with silver, while the hooks and the

sacred furniture of the tabernacle; and at the close caps which protected the tops of thepillars were

of his reign " the high place that was at Gibeon ” of the same metal (38:17, 19). Hooks were also

possessed somefragments of the original taber- placed at the bottom of the pillars, by which the

nacle, with its altar of burnt offering ( 1 Chron . 16 : lower edge of the curtain was fastened. The pil.

39; 21:29; comp. 1 Kings 3:4 ; 2 Chron. 1 : 3-6) . lars, when set up and braced by the fillets and

This is the last mention of the edifice itself. stay ropes, formed the complete framework of a

Meanwhile David had set up a tent on Mount Zion , fence. Upon this was hung sheets of “ fine

to which he finally transported theark ( 1 Chron. twined linen,” probably like our duck, sewed end .

15 : 1 ; 16 : 1 ; 2 Sam . 6:17, A. V. “ tabernacle " ) ; wise together so as to form a continuous screen

which in turn was superseded by the temple from the doorway all round the corners to the

( q . v .). doorway again. This was five cubits wide, the

There is a tradition that the candlestick was same as the height of the pillars, but as the pillars

.
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rested upon sockets, the curtain would be kept off discussion has been caused by the directions in

from the ground. Exod. 26:24 and 36:29 respecting the rear planks.

The hanging for “ the gate of the court " was Dr. Strong thinks it to be the joining of the two

in the middle of the eastern end, and was “ needle- parts of the plank itself. “Dr. Paine thinks it refers

work, of blue, and purple, and scarlet, and fine to fastening it with a ring to the end side plank,

twined linen " (Exod. 38:18 ), i . e . , tlie warp was of | and uses a ring for that purpose. Dr. Keil thinks

bleached linen threads and the woof of alternate the ring to be that through which the rear bar

bars of wool dyed blue, purple, and scarlet. Its passes, the corner planks having only one instead

size was five cubits high by twenty cubits long. Of two, as do the other planks. I venture the sug.

Entrance into the courtwas only effected by lift- gestion that the corner plank may have been

ing this curtain at the bottom . In this court was " coupled " to the end side plank by dowels. These

the altar of burnt offering, which probably stood being on the edge of one and the face of the other

in the center of the front half of the space, about would securely hold the rear plank, and notdeface

halfway between the entrance and the tabernacle. any visible portion of either plank; while the side

Midway between the altar and the tabernacle planks would be kept in place by the strain of the

(30:18 ) stood the laver ( q. v . ) . The tabernacle tent covers .

itself was situated at the front edge of the rear In order to keep the planks in line, three series

half of the inclosure, and being thirty cubits long of bars were provided, made of acacia wood over

and ten cubits wide, it would leave equal spaces laid with gold, to pass through rings of gold on the

(viz . , ten cubits) behind it and on either side. outside of the planks (Exod. 26 : 26–29 ; 36 :31-34 ).

(2) The tabernacle. This was composed of two of these five were on each side and five on the

parts, the tabernacle proper (Heb. 1792, mish- rear, the middle bar reaching fromendtoend,

kawn') and the tent ( N , o -̒hel,A. V. “ a cover- while the upper and lower ones were divided,

ing upon the tabernacle,” Exod. 26 :7). The taber- their ends being fastened (as Josephus suggests)

nacleproperconsistedof planks(A.V. “boards ") withdowels . They were probablyof different

of the acacia (A. V. “ shittim ")wood, each ten lengths, toprevent the break beinginthecenter.

cubits long by one and a half broad (26:16) ; their
The whole structure was, doubtless, stayed with

entire surface being plated with sheets of gold. which the tent cloth was attached, and the other
cords, one end fastened to the copper knobs to

Twenty of these formed each side wall (vers.
The18, 20), each plank having two tenons at its foot end to copper pins driven into the ground.

toenter thesocket. There were eight rear planks blanketofskins, probably suspended from the
planks were covered on the outside with a double

(v. 25), six ofwhich were of the same dimensions knobs above mentioned, thus kceping thewind
as those on the side, thus making nine cubits. As and dust from entering between the planks, and
the width of the tabernacle was probably the same

as its height, viz. , ten cubits, thus making of the blanket was of “ badger skins " (Exod. 26:14 ;
also protecting the gold sheeting . The inner

Holy ofHolies a perfectcube,this would leave 36:19, R. V. “ seals" ),but may have been of the
one cubit of space to be filled by the two corner
boards, There is nothing in the Hebrew to Angora goat. This was probably hung with the

indicate the breadth of these two boards, and other blanket (of ram skins dyed red) was bung
hair turned inward toward the planks, while the

we assume that they were only one half cubit with thehair on the outside, toshed the rain .

wide. If, now, the rear planks are placed within

the side planks, so as to be flush with the end , ( a) THE ROOF (Heb. 27 , o '-hel, tent) was made

each corner plank will rest on two sockets , and of goat's-hair canvas, i. e. , camlet, such as is still

we have the sixteen sockets demanded. This will used by the Arabs, being generally of a foxy black

oblige'us to count the rear socket of the sides, as or brownish color (Cant. 1:5 ). It consisted of an

is done with the posts of the courts. The meaning inner covering and a fly. The material waswoven

seems to be that as you look at each side forty in eleven pieces, each thirty cubits long by four

sockets are seen , while if you look at the rear, wide (Exod.26 :7, sq.; 36:14, sq. ), five of these pieces

sixteen are in view. being joined so as to make the inner tent, and six

Dr. J. Strong ( The Tabernacle of Israel) has forming the fly. As to the manner in which they

devised a very ingenious corner board , on the sup- were sewed together, see Figures a, b. This sixth

position that the same amount of material was breadth, being thirty cubits long, would allow it

required for it as for the others. He divides the self to be double across the front and single across

board into two sections , one being the breadth of the rear of the tabernacle (26:9, 13) . The lower

one cubit plus the thickness of the plank ; the edge of each sheet was buttoned over curtuin

other section he fastens to this at right angles so knobs on the planks by means of fifty loops at

as to overlap the side plank . At least three ob. tached to their selvedge. The tent extended one

jections may be urged against this arrangement: cubit over the sides (vers. 10–13). The roof was

(a ) The grooving of the rear plank which is on the sustained by posts, one of them being an exten

side, in order to receive the bars, would not ɔnly sion of the central front doorpost, their heads

mar but seriously impair the strength of the probably rounded so as not to tear the roof canvas

board . (6) Even with this groove the bar would be (6 ) THE DOOR OF THE TENT. The entrance to the

too thick to make so short a bend as to enter the tabernacle was closed with a screen like that of the

rings of the corner board . (c) It throw's the rear court, supported by five pillars, covered with

planks their thickness beyond the sides of the gold ; their hooks were of gold, and their “ fillets "

building, whereas the tent cover is only thirty cubits | ( curtain rods) were covered with gold ; while their

long,and could notthus cover the rearboards. Much ( sockets were of bronze (Exod. 26:36, 37 ; 36:37,

( 6
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car

38) . If these pillars are arranged so as to leave“ brass" ). At each corner was a “ horn ,” apo

six spaces, each space will be a little over thirty. parently a triangular extension of the sides at their
four inches wide. According to Dr. Paine, the junction. The altar had a grate (Heb .27 , mak

curtain rodshad rings in their ends,which slipped bawr', a netting) placed halfway between the top
down over hooks in the tops of the posts and on

the planks.
and bottom (v. 5). At each corner of the grate

(c) THE WALL DRAPERY. Each of these consisted was a ring, through which were passed the cop

of five pieces of cloth woven of the samematerial per-covered poles by which the altar was

as the door screen, four cubits wide and twenty ried when on the march , like a handbarrow . Of

cubits long. These pieces were sewed together at course it was lined both inside and outside with

the ends , and hung by “ loops ” of bluecord to the copper to protect it from the heat. At the end

gold knobs on the inside of the planks (Exod. 26 :1 - of twenty years two hundred and fifty censers

6 ; 36: 8-13) . An especial dignity was given to these were flattened out and nailed on its sides, telling

side curtains, over that of the door screen, by their their awful story (Num. 16 :17,36-40) to the coming

embroidery of “ cherubim of cunning work ” (26:1 ; generations. The common censer in Egypt was a

36:8), instead of the simple tracery on the latter. small , shallow , platelike vessel, about half a cubit
As will be seen, the hangings were each twice as in diameter. As the priests were not allowed to

long as the entire circuit ofthe three walls , there- go up the altar by steps (Exod. 20:26 ), and as it

fore they must have been gathered into some man would be too high to reach from the ground, the

ner of festoons. Drs. Strong and Paine place earth was, probably , raised about the altar so as

these cherubiin upon the blue stripes, which were to approach it by an incline.

so extended by the loops as to appear as panels, The utensils for the altar (Exod. 27 : 3) made of

one before each plank. Arguing from there being copper were : ash pans, shovels for cleaning the

only fiſty taches (curtain knobs), these scholars altar; basins for receiving the blood to be sprinkled

hang one curtain behind the other. We prefer to on the altar; flesh hooks, i . e ., large forks, to handle

raise the knobs near to the top of the planks, and the pieces of flesh ; fire pans (Exod. 38:3 ; A.V.

hang the curtains one above the other, which can “ censers,” Num . 16:17 ) ; snuff dishes (Exod. 25:38).

be done by simply having the loops of one curtain According to Lev. 6:13, the fire on this altar was

longer than those of the other — as we hang two never allowed to go out.

pictures from the same nail. It seems improba- 2. THE LAVER (Heb. 1-2, kee-yore', rounded, a
ble that such rich and beautiful curtains would basin) stood about midway between the altar and
be bid , as the first plan suggests. the tabernacle. It was the basin used by the

(d) THE VEIL (Heb. moms, po-reh '-keth, a separa- officiating priests, and was made from the bronze

tion ), particularly described in Exod . 26 : 31-33 ; mirrors of the women ( Exod. 30:18 ; 38 : 8 ) . It was

36:35, 36,was the screen between the Holy Place probably round, of considerable size, with another

and the Holy of Holics . It was of the same ma- and shallower basin beneath it , into which the wa

terial as the door screen, but was embroidered ter ran after being used , and in which the priests
with cherubim . Of these it is thought that there washed their feet. We have no Scripture infor.

were two, their extended wings touching each mation as to its size or shape. As no mention is

other. The veil, like the other hangings, was sus- made of a vessel in which was washed the parts

pended upon pillars, and, probably, " fillets ” ( cur- of the victims offered in sacrifice, the laver was

tain rods), though these latter are not mentioned. likely used for this purpose also. As washing in

These pillars (and fillets) were covered with gold , the East was always in running water, the laver

the hooks were of gold , and the sockets of silver. was , doubtless, supplied with faucets from which

For the veil four pillars were used , and as no one the water would flow upon the object to be cleansed,

of them ran up to the peak, it did not, there whether the hands or feet of the priests or the

fore, need to be in the center. The upper corners parts of the sacrifice (see LAVER) . In the sacred

of the veil were fastened to the gold hooks in the structure itself there were four articles of furni.

planks. If we follow the proportions of the Holy ture, three in the Holy Place and one in the Holy

Place and the Most Holy Place in the temple, we of Holies.

must suppose the latter in the tabernacle to have
3. The table of ShowBREAD (Heb. Da je

been square, and the former to have been twice
as long as brond. This will fix the dividing line , shoo-lekh -awn ' lekh'-em paw-neem ”, iable of

i .between the two rooms at two thirdsof thewidth the face, i. e. , of Jehovah ). This was placed on
of the seventh plank from the rear, the presump- the north or right side, and facing the candlestick

tion being that the pillars were wholly within the (Exod . 40:22). It was made of acacia wood, two

Most Holy Place. cubits long, one broad, and one and one half high.

5. Furniture. 1. THE ALTAR OF BURNT OFFER This proportion between the length and the height

ING ( Ileb. 157 13 ???, miz-bakh' hau -o-law ', on the Arch of Titus. The surface,or top of the
is accurately maintained in the sculptured form

Exod. 30:28 ; brazen altar, non ne???, miz- table, rested on a frame, a handbreadthdeep,

bakk han -nekh -sheth', Exod. 39:39; table of the while round it ran a “ crown ” or molding of gold,

Lord, Mal. 1 : 7, 12) was placed in the court, be projecting above the top , to keep articles from

tween the entrance and the tabernacle. It was slipping off the table. The legs were apparently

made strong and light for convenient transporta . mortised into the sides (as usual nowadays), with

tion ; a hollow box of acacia (“ shittim " ) wood, rings near each corner for the carrying staves

five cubits square and three cubits high (Exod. (25 :23–30 ; 37: 10–16 ).

27 : 1-8), overlaid with sheets of copper ( A. V. The bread placed upon the table (Heb. " face
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bread " ) was made of fine wheat flour (unleavened), thrown thereon by the Jewish writers, and by the
baked in twelve loaves (cakes), each containing representation on the Arch of Titus at Rome.

one fifth of an ephah of flour. These, according
Dimensions. The size of the candlestick is not

to Jewish traditions, as well as the dimensions of given in the Bible description of it, and we are

thetable, would seem to have been placed upon assignsit á height of aboutfive feetand a breadth
therefore left to conjecture . “ Jewish tradition

plates in two piles of six each . They were re

newed every Sabbath to be eaten by the priests Titus it measures two feetnine inches high by
of about three and one half feet. On the Arch of

exclusively (and that in the sanctuary only),and two feet broad ; but the figures there delineated

were then replaced by fresh loaves ( 1 Sam . 21 : 6 ) ,

which had been prepared overnight by the Levites of showbread on the same sculpture, as well as
are not life- size, and the proportion with the table .

(1 Chron . 9:32). To each pile of loaves incense with the men there exhibited , yields a size about

was added, probably placed in bowls beside the the same as the above tradition . We may there

bread, “ for a memorial, even an offering made by fore fix the entire height, including the base, at
fire unto the Lord ” (Lev. 24 : 5–9) . about three cubits, and the entire breadth at about

The utensils belonging to the table were : the two cubits ” (Strong, The Tabernacle, p. 44). Tak

dishes (Heb. 017?, keh-aw -roll ") for the showing the doctor's estimate of a cubit at 20.67inches,
the dimensions would be about 62 x 41 inches .

bread ; bowls (Heb. 02, kap-poth ', A.V." spoons”) Bähr conjectures thatits height was the same as

for the incense ; jugs (A.V. “ covers, " Heb. 07922 ?, the table of showbread, viz . , one and one half cu

men -ak -keeth ), which, as they were used for mak - bits, and that the distance between the two ex

ing libations with ( A. V. “ 10 cover withal" ) were treme lamps was one and one half cubits also.

doubtless for wine, with a spout for pouring ; Finally came the lamps themselves (Heb . singu.

and cups (Heb. nie?, kes-aw -õth'), all being of lar 79, neer),which were of the kind generally used

in the East, but here of gold . These were placed,

4. THE GOLDEN CANDLESTICK ( IIeb. .771),
of course, upon the top of the main shaft, and the

branches in sockets. Opinion generally places
o-raw') stood on the south or left side of the Holy them on ahorizontal line, although the instruc

Place, directly opposite the table of showbreadtions given in Exodus afford no information. The
(Exod. 40:24), the construction of which, except lamps were supplied with olive oil, pure (i . e .,

as to size, is minutely described (25 :31-40 ; 37: " prepared from olives which had been cleansed

17–24). The material of which it was made was from leaves, twigs, dust, etc., before they were

pure gold, of which an entire talentwas usedfor crushed " ), beaten (i.e., “ obtained notby crushing

the candlestick and its vessels. The different in oil presses , but by beating, when the oil which

parts were of “ beaten work ” ( 197 ?, mik -shaw '), flows out by itself is of the finest quality and a

hammered out of sheets. It consisted of a pedes- white color ) ( K. and D., Com. , on Exod . 27:20 ).

tal ( 57.75, yaw-rake') , elsewhere meaning the leg, It is likely that the plane of the lamps ran from

or, rather, thepart of the body from which the legs Holy Place. The lamps were lighted at the time
east to west — thusthe better lighting up of the

and feet spring ; and the shaft ( P?, kaw -neh ', of the evening sacrifice (Exod . 30:8),and extin

reed or stalk), from which , probably, at equal dis- guished , trimmed, and filled at the time of the

tances from one another, there projected three morning sacrifice (Exod. 30:7 ; 1 Sam . 3: 3). They

branches on each side, and rising as high as the are traditionally believed to have held half a “ log,"

central shaft. The central shaft and the six | i . e ., a little more than a half pint.

branches terminated in sockets , into which the The utensils belonging to the candlestick were

seven lamps were placed . The ornamentation of the “ tongs ” and the snuff dishes (Exod . 25:38),

the candlestick , a very beautiful design, consisted made of the same gold as the candlestick itself.

of a “ bowl ” (Heb. 27 , gheb-ee'-al), which was The “ tongs” were used to pull up the wick and to

hold the coal while blowing it to light the lamp.
almond -shaped (i . e. , the nut), tapering from a

The “snuff dishes

head. Above this was the “ knop ” (Heb. 777 Lev. 16:12), used for bringing the live coalsfrom
were coal pans (Exod. 27 : 3 ;

himpa, kaf-tore', chaplet or chapter ), like the the great altar.
capital of a column , and under the intersection 6.THE ALTAR OF INCENSE (Heb. 27 ? nağa

of the branches (25:35). Surmounting all was 2757, miz-bay'-akh mik -tar " ket-o'-reth ) occupied

the “ flower" (Heb. 1 , peh '-rakh, literally “ blos- the middle space near to and in front of the inner

som ” ), like a bud just ready to burst into bloom . veil (Exod. 30 :1-6 ; 37 : 25–28 ; 40 : 5 ; Lev. 16:18).

There were four of these ornamental groupings It was, however, reckoned as belonging to the

on the main stem, one being placed at intervals Most Holy Place ( 1 Kings 6:22 ; Heb. 9:4 ), appar.

at each of the three points where the branches ently on account of its great sanctity. In con.

diverged, the fourth being probably at the up : struction it was a simple box of acacia wood , two

per end, just under the lamp which was placed cubits high , one cubit wide, and one cubit broad,

upon it. There were three of these groups on with a top, and horns like the large altar, the

each branch, one under the lamp, and the two whole being covered with gold . It had no grate,

others, probably, placed equidistant from each because the fire did not come directly in contact

other. This is our conception of the form of the with it . It had a molding around the edge and

candlestick , which is known to us chiefly by the rings to carry it, and staves. No utensils belonged

passages in Exod. 25 :31-40 ; 37 : 17-24, the light I especially to it . Upon this altar neither burnt
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offerings nor meat offerings were allowed to be been removed, together with all the contents, for

offered, nor drink offerings to be poured, but it in the days of Solomon the ark contained the two

was used exclusively to burn incense upon mom- tables only (1 Kings 8 :9). The other contents of

ing and evening. the ark were a golden pot of miraculously pre.

6. THE ARK . ( a ) Names. It was called the served manna (Exod. 16:33, 34 ), and “ Aaron's rod

ark of the covenant (Heb. 0997 $, aw-rone' that budded ” (Heb. 9:4 ; comp. Num . 17:10).

ber -eelli', Num . 10:33), or ark of the testimony
6. Care ofthe Tabernacle. The following

(Heb. 0727712$, aw -rone' hav -ay-dooth', Exod. are the directions as to the care ofthe tabernacle
and its furniture (Num. 4 :4–33 ; 7:3–9 ; 10:17, 21) :

25:22, etc. ), from the law which waskept therein.

(6) Construction, contents, etc. The ark was made is used here with special reference to the service
“ The service” (v.4) signifies military service, and

of acacia wood ( “ ' shittim ") two and one half cu- of the Levites as the sacred militia of Jehovah.

bits long, one and one half cubits broad, andone The following were the duties of the Kohathite

and one half cubits high (external dimensions), Levites :When the tabernacle was to be taken

and plated inside and out with pure gold. Run. down for removal the priests took downthe veil

ning round each side was a gold border (A. V. and covered the ark of testimony with it; over

crown ” ), extending abovethe top of the ark, so this theyput a covering of“ badgers' skins," and
as to keep the lid froin moving.

This lid was called the “ mercy seat” (Exod. dishes from thetable of showbread, they spread
finally a " cloth wholly of blue.” Removing the

25:20 22 ; Heb. Ons?, kap -po '-reth, a covering), over it a cloth of blue, then replaced the dishes

of the same size as the ark itself, and made of and spread upon them a cloth of scarlet, and finally
acacia wood covered with gold . The ark was a covering of “ badgers' skins." The candle

transported by means of two gold-covered poles, stick, with its lamps, snuffers, and extinguishers,

run through two gold rings on each side, from was then covered with acloth of blue, over which

which they were not to be drawn (25:15) unless it was placed a covering of badgers' skins. The

might be necessary to rernove them in order to altar of incense was covered with a cloth of blue

cover the ark when the tabernacle was removed and badgers' skins, and then all other “ instru.

(Num . 4 : 6). ments ofministry ” inthe sanctuary were wrapped

Upon the lid , or mercy seat, or at the ends in blue and badgers' skins and placed upon a

of the ark , as in theTEMPLE ( 9. V.), were placed the “ bar," i. e., a bier made of two poles with cross

CHERUBIM (q . v .), probably figures beaten out of pieces. After this the great altar was cleansed

gold as was the candlestick . In shape they were from the ashes, covered with a purple cloth, the

probably human , with the exception of their altar utensils packed in it , and then covered with

wings, though some authorities think they were of badgers' skins. When all this preparation was

the samecomplex form as the cherubim mentioned completed the Kohathites came forward to bear

by Ezekiel ( 1 :5–14). They were no doubt the nor the furniture away. The only thing notmentioned

mal or full height of a man, and are always spoken as prepared by the priests was the laver,probably

of as maintaining an upright position (2 Chron. 3 : because it was carried without any covering.

13). They stood facing each other, looking down To the care and carrying by the Gershonites

upon the mercy seat,with their wings forward in were assigned the tapestry of the tabernacle, viz.,

a brooding attitude (Exod. 25:20 ; comp. Deut. 32 : the inner covering,the tent of goats' hair, the two

11 ) . The golden censer, with which the high outside coverings of the planks, the entrance cur.

priest oncea year entered the Most Holy Place, tain, the veil , the hangings of the court and its

was doubtless set upon this lid . entrance curtain, with all the cords and the va.

Between the cherubim was the Shechinah (Heb. rious implements used in said work . Thus their

777 , shek -ee-naw ', residence), the cloud in which office was to performwhatever was usuallydone

Jehovah appeared above the mercy seat (Exod. 25 : with these portions of the sanctuary, especially in
22 ; comp. Lev. 16 : 2). It was not the cloud ofin: setting up or taking down the tabernacle(Num.

cense (Lev. 16:13), but the manifest appearance of 3:25 4:33).

the divine glory. Because Jehovah manifested his
The charge of the Merarites was : the planks of

essential presencein this cloud, not only could no sockets (both of the sacred building and its court)
,

the tabernacle with the bars, the pillars and their

unclean and sinful man go before the mercy seat,

i. e , approach the holiness of the all-holy God, and their pins and cords. That is, they were tº

but even the anointed high priest,if he went be? takethem down, carry them on the march, and to

fore itat hisown pleasure, or without the expia . fix them when the tabernacle was set up again

tory blood of sacrifice, would expose himself to (Num . 3:36,37 ; 4:31, 32). See LEVITES.

certain death .
7. Symbolism of Tabernacle and Furni.

The contents of the ark were : the two tables ture. 1. THE DESIGN of the tabernacle is thus

of stone, on which Jehovah wrote the Ten Com stated, “ Let them make me a sanctuary, that I

mandments, or rather those prepared by Moses may dwell among them ” (Exod .25: 8). This sanc

from the original, broken by himwhen he heard tuary is accordingly styled the tent ofmeeting (Heb.

of Israel's idolatry (Exod. 31:18–34:29 ; Deut. 9: 7312 3.76 ) between Jehovah and his people; for

10-10 :4 ); the autograph copy of the law , written God said to Moses, “ This shall be a continual

by Moses (Deut. 31:26 ), presumed to be the Penta- burnt offering throughout your generations,atthe

teuch in full , and thought to be the sameaswas door of the tabernacle of the congregation, before

afterward discovered in the time of Josiah (2 Kings the Lord : where I will meet you , to speak with

22 : 8), but which must, in the meanwhile, have you there ” (29:42) ; “ and I will dwell among the

)
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children of Israel, and will be their God ” (v. 45, of Holies, were of silver. The copper plates were

89.). In accordance with this promise the glory thought to represent the earthly side of the king.

of Jehovah filled the tabernacle, but that presence dom of God, though the silver capitals on its pi.

was manifested to the people in the pillar of cloud lars pointed to the ethical purity and sanctity of

and fire above the sacred structure (Exod. 40 : 34- this portion of the tabernacle. “ Then again, the

38 ; Num . 9:15–23); and Jehovah continued to com- silver pedestals of the boards and pillars belonging

mune regularly with Moses from above the mercy to the dwelling place served to show that that part

seat (Lev. 1:1 ; Num . 1 : 1 ; 7:89 ; comp. Exod. 25 of the structure was founded upon purity and

22). This dwelling on the part ofGod in the midst holiness. " - Ark, mercy seat, cherubim , the very

of Israel was the realization of his covenant which walls, were all overlaid with gold, the noblest of

he made with his people, “ I will take you to me all metals, the symbol of light and purity, sun.

for a people, and I will be to you a God ” (Exod. light itself as it were, fixed and embodied, the

6: 7 ; comp. 19:5 , sq . ) . Accordingly the dwelling token of the incorruptible, of the glory of a great

place reared within the tabernacle was a sign and King. Various interpretations are given as to the

pledge, not merely of the special, active presence of symbolical meaning of the different colors em

God in and among Israel, but eo ipso of God's rule ployed. Dr. Keil thinks that “ the white color of

over them as well, as is clearly indicated in the fol. the byssus, of which the curtains round the court

lowing : ‘ I will establish my covenantwith you . were made, serve to indicate that the tent was to

and set up my tabernacle (dwelling place) among be used as a sanctuary, while the four colors that

you : and my soul shall not abhor you. And I will are blended together, both in the curtain over the

waik among you, and will be your God, and ye entrance ofthecourt and in the veils and hangings

shall be my people ' ( Lev. 26 : 9, 11 , sq.) . . . As of the dwelling place, denoted that the sanctuary

God's people Israel was not merely to have their. was to be regarded as a representation of the

God in their midst dwelling among them ,but they kingdom of God. ... As decorations of the sanc

were also to have the privilege of approaching tuary, those colors represented certain character.

him, of enjoying the protecting and blissful , the istics of the kingdom of God ; the hyacinth ( A. V.

pardoning, sanctifying, and glorifying presence blue '), e. g. , its heavenly origin and character ;

and fellowship of their God ” (Keil, Bib. Arch ., i, the purple, its royal glory; while crimson,as being
125, 126). the color of blood and fresh life, and white, as

2. THE STRUCTURE. Built at the time of Israel's being that of holiness, served to indicate that the

journeyings, the tabernacle assumed the form of dwelling place of the divineking was a place of

a tent, as indicating that God shared with their holiness and life ”. ( Bib. Arch ., i, 129, 130). Dr.
cares and sorrows. The tent for Jehovah was Strong (Tabernacle of Israel) says: “ Foremost

made of acacia wood, the only kind to be obtained among the true colors of the tabernacle was wbat

in the Arabian desert for such a purpose (thus in common parlance may be called ' blue, ' but was

precluding any symbolical significance to the sup- in reality a mixture of indigo blue with deep red .

posed choice of this species of wood), and the cur. So was also the next color (they are always named

tains that hung over the walls (planks) gave to it in the same order ), the difference being that in the

its tentlike appearance. This tent was surrounded former the blue predominated, in the latter the

by a court, so that the tabernacle was made up of red.... Blue, especially of the warm violet shade,

two leading divisions, the court and the dwelling is eminently characteristic of heaven (the cerulean

place. The latter, as already stated, was Jehovah's sky, with a reddish tinge prevalent in the Orient)

dwelling place in the midst of his people (Exod. and hence interpreters, as by common consent,
23:19 ; Josh. 6:24 ; 1 Sam . 1 : 7, 24 , etc.), the palace have not failed to recognize the symbolism here

of the divine King ( 1 Sam . 1 :9 ; 3 : 3 ; Psa. 5 : 7 ; 27 : The Tyrian purpleof antiquity was univer.

4, 6), the seat of royalty in his kingdom , where he sally accepted as the emblem of royalty. ... It

vouchsafed to his people evidences of his presence is, therefore, so appropriate to the mansion and

among them . The court was the place where Is. servitors of the supreme King that we need not

rael, isolated from all the nations of the earth , dwell upon it . The remaining shade of red

assembled before Jehovah, presented to him gifts (crimson) can only point to blood,... everywhere

and sacrifices with the view of obtaining from him in Scripture designating the life principle of man
mercy , well-being, and life. The dwelling place and beast (Gen. 9:4-6), and the essential element

was divided into two parts : the Holy Place, where of atonement.”

the priests, as the consecrated representatives of 4. FURNITURE. The design and meaning of the

the people, were allowed to approach God with court culminated in the altar of burnt offering;

sacrifice ; and theHoly of Holies, in which Jehovah and all the gifts with which Israel approached
was present sitting on his throne, Jehovah wereintended for it. Upon it they were

3 . APE, Colors, etc. A certain nificance completely or partially consumed ; and in them the

seems to attach to the fundamental shape of the people were regarded as consecrating themselves

structureofboth tabernacle and court ; also to the to God as his peculiar possession . “ The heart of

numerical principle on which every detail was the altar, in accordance with the general regulation
carried out, as well as to the colors employed (see (Exod. 20:24 ),' was of earth or unhewn stones

Color, NUMBER). The whole structure rested which had something of the character of earth

upon a basis ofmetals ; the pillars of the court about them ; but as soon as this nucleus of earth

and of the entrance to the tabernacle being set had been inclosed within its framework of wood,

upon copper ( A. V. “ brass " ') plates, while those of overlaid with plates of brass (bronze ), it assumed

the boards of the tabernacle, and the pillars that the important character of an article of furniture

supported the veil between the Holy Place and Holy for use in the sanctuary, a divinely appointed
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center where Jehovah was pleased to establish a God, but it is, at the same tinue, what he is and

memorial to his name, where he was pleased to desires to be for Israel." Thus as early as Deut.

come near to his people Israel and bless them . 9: 9 , 11 , 15 , the word “ covenant ” is substituted

Though in reality a mere elevation or mound of for “. testimony ” as being synonymous with it.

earth , it was, in virtue of a divine appointment, While the tables of the law bore testimony to the

transformed into a place of sacrifice, where Israel, truth that the God of the covenant was a " jealous

in presenting its oblations, lifted itself up toward God ” (Exod. 20 :5, sq . ), we find that the mercy seat,

the Lord that it might participate in his mercy and regarded as God's throne, taught that grace and

grace.” (Keil , Bib. Arch ., i, 140). The horns of mercy were also conspicuous attributes of the

an animal were the symbol of power, strength , God of Israel in dealing with his people. His

and vitality, and in like manner the significance gracious presence was manifested in a cloud, be

of the altar, as the place where the divine power cause his glory is so great that no mortal could

and strength, the divine grace and blessing were look upon its naked splendor, and his holiness so

manifested, culminated in the horns (comp. 1 Sam. overwhelming that no sinful man could stand be

2:10 ; Dan. 7:24 ; 8 : 3-9 ; Rev. 17:12) . For this fore it.

reason the blood of the atoning sacrifices was Proceeding upon the very natural theory that

sprinkled upon the horns as well , and they were the tabernacle represented the dwelling of God, as

laid hold of by anyone having committed an acci- the divine King, among his people, Dr. J. Strong

dental homicide, with the view of securing himself ( The Tabernacle, p. 93) thus summarizes its sym .

against the avenger of blood. bolism : “ In a general way it is obvious that the

The laver was for the priests to wash the hands entire mansion and precincts are set forth as the

and feet in on entering the holy place or approach- residence of Jehovah in the style of an oriental

ing the altar to minister, so that they might not king, and that this was his special home among

die (Exod. 30 : 19-21 ) . Such washing was a sym . his chosen people. The successive door screens

bol of sanctification ; and it is only he who is in- kept out all intruders, and the furniture was such

wardly pure that is fitted to serve God in his as suited his royal state and convenience. In the

kingdom , fitted to serve as a mediator between courtyard were performed the culinary offices of

sinful people and a holy God . the establishment, the food was cooked (as it were)

“ The table of showbread derived its significance on the brazen altar, and the washing was done at

from the “ bread of the presence, that was placed the laver. The Holy Place represented the recep

upon it,' a symbol of the spiritual food which the tion room , where the official business was trans.

people of Israel were called upon to labor for (John acted ; and here the night-long lamp denoted the

6:27 ; comp. 4:32 , 34 ) , as a figure of the faithful ceaseless vigilance and activity of the heavenly

accomplishment of the spiritual life task assigned King. The table of showbread was his board,

them by God, ... the fruit of their spiritual labors furnished with the three principal articles of

in the kingdom of God, i . e. , of their sanctification oriental subsistence, bread, oil, and wine ; and the

by means of their good works ” ( Keil ). altar of incense was the place appointed for the

The candlestick was not without its symbolism , reception of homage and petitions from his sub .

for oil (q. v. ) is made use of in the Old and New jects. The interior apartment was his secret

Testaments as a symbol of the Spirit of God ; and chamber for his own private counsels and retire

it is expressly stated ( Rev. 1:20) that the seven ment.” . Still further, it may not be out of place

candlesticks which John saw before the throne to suggest that the pillar of cloud represented the

of God mean the seven churches, as representing royal standard , showing the presence of the King

the new kingdom of God, the Christian Church. in his mansion, and guiding his people in their

The candlestick would seem to teach that the Old journeyings .

Testament Church was to receive divine direction TABERNACLES, FEAST OF. See Fes.

from Jehovab , and in turn to be the light of the TIVALS.

world ( Matt. 5:14 ; Luke 12:35 ; Phil. 2:15). TABʻITHA (Gr. Taßıná, tab - ee -thal ', gazelle,

The altar of incense was no less significant. The i . e. , beauty), a benevolent Christian widow of Jop

cloud of fragrant smoke was the natural, almost pa whom Peter restored to life (Acts 9 :36-42).

the universal , emblem of the heart's adoration She was probably a Hellenistic Jewess, known to

(Psa. 141 :2), and was a symbol of the fact that the the Greeks by the name Dorcas (Aopkās), and to

prayers of believers are acceptable and pleasing the Hebrews by the Syriac equivalent. It is not

to God (Psa. 141 : 2 ; Rev. 5 :8 ; 8 : 3 ). Indeed the certain, however, that Tabitha bore both names ;

offering of incense had the force and significance Luke may have translated the name for the benefit

of a sacrifice, in keeping with the idea of prayer of his Gentile readers, and used its definition
being a sacrifice of the lips (Hos. 14 : 2 ; comp. Psa. thereafter for their convenience. The Greeks

119:108). Upon that altar no “ strange fire ” was used Dorcas, i. e. , “ female gazelle," as a term of

to be kindled. When fresh fire was needed it was endearment for their women . Soon after Peter

to be taken from the altar of burntoffering in the had miraculously cured the palsied Æneas in

outer court (Lev. 9:24 ; 10: 1). Lydda the church at Joppa was bereaved by the

The ark, as containing “ the testimony ,” was death of Tabitha. They at once sent for the

of extraordinary significance. The Decalogue apostle, whether merely to receive his Christian

not only expressed the divino will , but also bore consolation or in the hope that he could restore

testimony to those divine attributes under which their friend to life, does not appear. A touching

Jehovah reveals himself, his essence and being, in picture is given of the widows who stood “weep

and to Israel. “ It is not merely what Jehovah ing, and showing the coats and garments which

requires of his people Israel as their covenant | Dorcas had made. " Peter " put them all forth , "

"

>
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1

prayed, and commanded the lifeless woman to 6. Loo' - akh (Heb. 775 or ?, glistening ), a tab

arise. She opened her eyes , arose, and by the let whether of polished stone or wood (Exod. 27:8,

apostle was presented to her friends. The facts, etc., A. V.“ board ” ),or for writing on (Isa. 30 :8 ;
which becamewidely known, produced a profound Hab . 2:2 ; Prov. 3: 3).

impression in Joppa, and occasioned many con
7. Pir -ak -id ' - ee -on (Gr. alvaridov, Luke 1:63)

versions ( 9:42).
and plaz (Gr. ahas, flat), the former a small writ

TABLE. 1. May- sab' (Heb. 33??), a divan, ing tablet, the latter meaning the same as No. 1

i. e. , a company of persons seated round about a (2 Cor. 3 : 3).

room (Cant. 1:12 , A. V. “ at table ") . TABLE OF SHOWBREAD . See TABER

2. Shool-khawn' (Heb. 197 ? ), extended, spread NACLE.

out, especially a table as spread with food , viands TABLE OF THE LORD is a phrase used

( Judg. 1:7 ; 1 Sam . 20:29, 34 ; 1 Kings 2 : 7, etc.). to designate the table or altar of the Christian

As to the form of tables among the Hebrews lit- Church , and evidently taken from 1 Cor. 10:21.

tle is known; but, as among other orientals, they in the Old Testament the words table (q. v.) and

were probably not high. They were doubtless, altar appear to have been applied indifferently to

among the ancient Israelites, similar to those of the same thing (Ezek. 41:22).
modern Arabs, a piece of skin or leather, a mat, TABLES OF THE LAW (Heb. 8 nhi ,

or a linen cloth spread upon the ground. Hence 100-koth'eh '-ben, Exod. 24:12 ; 31:18), also called

the fitness of the name something spread, and the
“ tables of the covenant” (Deut. 9 :9, 15), or “ of

figurative expression, “ Let their table become a
snure before them ” (Psa. 69:22),i. e., let their feet the testimony ” (Exod. 31:18) were given toMoses

i .

become entangled in it, as it is spread on the
onMount Sinai, having the Ten Commandments

ground. See GLOSSARY.
.written by the finger of God.

3. An -ak-i'-mahee (Gr. åvakcīuai), to lie at table TABLET, the inaccurate rendering in the

(John 13:28) on the divan.
A. V. of :

4. Klee -nay (Gr. Kāívn, a bed ), a couch to re- 1. Koo -mawz' (Heb. 77210 , jewel), probably gold
cline on at meals (Mark 7 :4) .

drops likebeads worn around the neck or arm by

the Israelites in the desert ( Exod. 35:22 ; Num .

31:50 )

2. Bot-tay han-neh '-fesh ( Heb. Wag ,

houses ofthe breath, i . e, perfume bottles, Isa 3:20).

See GLOSSARY.

TA'BOR . 1. Mount (Heb. Sian, taro-bore'),

now called Jebel et Tur ; a conical and quite sym .

metrical mound of limestone, on the northeastern

part of the plain of Esdraelon . It is about six

miles east of Nazareth. The northern slope is

covered with oak trees and syringa. It rises to

the height of one thousand three hundred and

fifty feet above the plain, which itself is four hun.

dred feet above the Mediterranean Sea. The ascent

Roman Triclinium . is usually made on the west side, near the little

village of Debdrieh , probably the ancient Dabe.

5. Trap '-ed -zah (Gr. Tpáneta ), a table on which rath ( Josh. 19:12). Tabor is named (19:22) as a

food is placed (Matt. 15:27 ; Mark 7:28 ; Luke 16 : boundary between Issachar and Zebulun. Barak,

21 ; 22:21 , 30) ; the table of showbread (Heb. 9 : 2 ) ; | at the command of Deborah, gathered his forces

the table or stand of a money changer, where he on Tabor, and descended thence with “ ten thou.

sits, exchanging different kinds of money for a sand men into the plain, conquering Sisera on

fee, and paying back with interest loans or depos. the banks of the Kishon ( Judg. 4 : 6-15 ). Here

its (Matt. 21:12 ; Mark 11:15 ; John 2:15). the brothers of Gideon were slain by Zebah and

Figurative. “ The table of the Lord is con- Zalmunng (8:18, 19) ; and some think Tabor is in .

temptible ” (Mal. 1 : 7 ; comp. v. 12), is what the tended when it is said (Deut. 33:19) of Issachar

prophets charge the priests with representing and Zebulun that “ they shall call thepeople

The table of Jehovah is the altar, and they made unto the mountain : there they shall offer the

it contemptible by offering upon it bad, blemished sacrifices of righteousness. ” Dr. Robinson savs

animals, whicb, were unfit for sacrifices . “ They the prospect from it is the finest in Palestine.

shall speak lies at one table ” (Dan. 11:27), is a fig- Lord Nugent says he cannot recollect ever to have

ure of feigned friendship. Eating, especially in seen from any natural height a more splendid

the presence of enemies (Psa. 23 :5; comp. Ísa. sight. In the time of Christ the summit is said

21 : 5 ) , denotes a sense of security. In 1 Cor. 10 : to have been crowned by a fortified town , the ruins

21, “ Ye cannot be partakers of the Lord's table, of which are present there now (1 Chron . 6:77).

and of the table of devils,” brings into sharp con- It is difficult to see how such a scene as that of

trast the holy communion and the sacrifices of Christ's transfiguration could bave taken place

fered to heathen deities . Paul seems to make the there, and the New Testament clearly points to

real existences answering to the heathen concep- somepart of Hermon as the place.

tion of these gods to be demons. 2. The City. Tabor is mentioned in the lists

ON
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"

66

of 1 Chron ., ch.6, as a city of the Merarite Levites, in that sat in the seat,” chief among David's cap

the tribe of Zebulun (v. 77). The list of the towns tains (2 Sam. 23 :8 ), is in 1 Chron. 11:11 called

of Zebulun ( Josh ., ch .19) contains the nameof Chis- " Jashobeam , an Hachmonite," or, as the margin
loth -tabor ( v. 12). It is therefore possible either gives it, son of Hachmoni.” Kennicott has

that Chisloth-tabor is abbreviated into Tabor by shown that the words translated “ he that sat in

the chronicler, or that by the time these later lists the seat ” are a corruption of Jashobeam, and that

were compiled the Merarites had established them- “ the Tachmonite ” is a corruption of the “ son of

selves on the sacred mountain , and that Tabor is Hachmoni,” which was the family or local name

Mount Tabor, of Jashobeam. Therefore he concludes “ Jasho.

3, The Plain, or Oak, is mentioned (1 Sam . beam the Hachmonite ” to bave been the true

10: 3) as one of the points in the homeward jour . reading .

ney of Saul after his anointing by Samuel. The TACKLING (Heb. bom ,khel '-bel, Isa. 33:23 ;

VIDEO

Mount. Tabor.

place is nowhere else mentioned, and nothing fur- ( Gr. Okevh, skyoo -ay', Acts 27:19) represents the

ther can be determined concerning it than that it spars, ropes, chains, etc., of a ship (q. v . ) .

stood by the road leading from Rachel's tomb to TAD MOR (Heb. 27 , tad -more', palm ), a
Gibeah.

city built by Solomon in the wilderness (2 Chron .
TABRET. See Music, p . 765 ; GLOSSARY. 8 :4 ; R. V. “ Tamar " ), and the parallel passage

TAB’RIMMON, TAB'RIMON (Heb. ( 1 Kings 9:18) adds " in the land," indicating the

71 :2729, tab-rim -mone', pleasing to Rimmon ), the land on the southern border of Palestine ( Ezek.
father of Ben -hadad I, king of Syria in the reign 47:19 ; 48:28). The Greeks and Romans call the

of Asa ( 1 Kings 15:18), B. C. before 918 .
city Palmyra. It was one hundred and seventy

six miles from Damascus, and the center of vast
TACHE, one of the knobs upon which were

hung the curtains of the tabernacle (q. v. ). See Its grandeur is attested by its magnificent ruins
commercial traffic as well as a military station .

GLOSSARY.
Presuming that Tadmor is the same as Palmyra,

TACH‘MONITE, THE (Heb. iamna, takh- the following factsmayproperlybementioned.

kem -o -nee', probably sagacious), “ the Tachmonite The first author of antiquity who mentions Pal.
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myra is Pliny the Elder. Later, Appian writes of That this prediction became history, and that the

it in connection with a design ofMark Antony to Babylonian king did twice invade Egypt and con .

allow his cavalry to plunder it. In the 2d century quered it, is no longer doubted.

A. D. it seems to have been beautified by the em- The site of Tahpanhes was found by Dr. Flin.

peror Hadrian . It became a Roman colony under ders Petrie, in 1886 , “ who seems to have found

Caracalla (211–217 A. D.), and received the jus the very house of Pharaoh -hophra. He has laid

Italicum . In the reign of Gallienus the Roman bare ' an area of continuous brickwork, resting on

Senate invested Odenathus, a senator of Palmyra , sand about one hundred and sixty feet by sixty

with the regal dignity, on account of his services feet , facing the eastern entrance to what seem

in defeating Sapor, king of Persia . Upon his as- royal buildings.' Mr. Petrie further says, “ It is

sassination his widow, Zenobia, wished to make of curious how exactly this answers the biblical de

Palmyra an independent monarchy, and for a scription of the entry of Pharaoh's house in Tali

while successfully resisted the Roman arms ; but panhes.' Mr. Petrie dug into this square plat

was defeated and taken prisoner by the emperor i form and found there some ' unhewn stones, ' but

Aurelian (A. D. 273), who left a Roman garrison without inscriptions. He was surprised on inquiry

in Palmyra. This garrison was massacred in a to learn that the mound from which these stones

revolt, for which Aurelian punished the city so are exhumed is called by the Arabs to this day,

severely that it never recovered from the blow. ‘ Kasr el hint el Yahudi ' (the Castle of the Jews'

TA'HAN (Heb. 1979 , takh'-an, camp). Daughters ). Mr. Petrie calls this mound a tower.

1. The head of one of the families of the tribe It was about one hundred and fifty feethigh. It

of Ephraim at theend of the exode (Num . 26:35), ment had certainly been used for akitchen. In
was square and contained many stories. The base.

B. C. before 1171 .
2. Apparently the son of Telah and the father one room were stones for grinding corn , dishes,

of Laadan ,in the genealogy of Ephraim (1 Chron. jars, and iron rods, the spits used for roasting

7:25), B. C. after 1171.
meat. Several objects found contained the name

of Uababra " (Mariette Bey, Monuments of Upper
TA'HANITES (Heb. 1979, takh -an-ee' ), the Egypt, pp. 309 , sq.).

descendants (Num . 26:35) of TAHAN, 1 (q. v. ). TAH PENES (Heb. So, takh -pen -ace ),

TAHAP'ANES. See TAHPANHES. an Egyptian wife of the Pharaoh who received

TAHATH (Heb..tim , takh '-ath, station ). Hadad, the Edomite prince, when he fled from his

1. A Kohathite Levite, son of Assir and father father's desolated capital (1 Kings 11:18-20 ), B. C.
of Uriel, or Zephaniah, in the ancestry of Samuel about 940. The sister of Tahpenes was given to

and Heman ( 1 Chron. 6:24, 37). Hadad inmarriage, and their son , Genubath, was

2. An Ephraimite, son of Bered and father of “ in Pharaoh's household among the sons of Pha
“ weaned ” by the queen herself, and brought up

Eladah (1 Chron.7:20), B. C. after 1171. Perhaps raoh." At that time Egypt was divided into per.
identical with Tahan , 1 (q. v.) .

3. Apparently the grandson of the foregoing, haps three monarchies. Psusennes, of the Tanilic

being registered as son of Eladah and father of line, has been conjectured to have been the hus.

Zabad ( 1 Chron. 7:20) , B. C. after 1171 . band of this Tahpenes, brother-in -law of Hadad

4. The name of a desert station between Mak- and father-in - law of Solomon ; but there has been

heloth and Tarah (Num . 33:26 ) ; not identified . no name found among those of that period bear.

TAH'PANHES (Heb. 07 :2979, takh -pan- ing any resemblance to Tahpenes.

khace', Jer. 2:16 , marg .; 43: 7, 8 , 9 ; 44 : 1 ; 46:14), TAHRE'A (Heb. y.ie , takh -ray -ah, cun .

TAHAP'ANES (Heb. To, takh-pen -ace ', ning, or fight),a great-grandson of Jonathan, and

Jer. 2:16), or TEHAPH NEHES(Heb. Onzpnm on of the four sons of Micah (1Chron. 9:41), B.C.
tekh-af-nek:h -ace', Ezek. 30:18), an important city after 1037. In the parallel passage (8:35) he is
in the time of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Jeremiah called Tarsa ( q. v . ).

( ch . 39) and Josephus ( Ant., x , 9, 1 ) tell us that
TAH'TIM -HOD'SHI, THE LAND OF

Nebuchadnezzar had taken Jerusalem ,made Zede- (Heb. Vonn, takh-teem ' khod-shee',perhaps
kiah captive, burned the city , and carriedaway the land of the newly inhabited ), one ofthe places

most of the inhabitants to Babylon. A feeble visitedby Joab during his census of the land of
remnant of Judah gathered under Johanan and Israel. It occurs between Gilead and Dan -jaan

fled to Tahpanhes, in Egypt. In this party were
“ the king's daughters," Jeremiah the prophet, (2 Sam . 24:6). The name has puzzled all the in

and Baruch, bis amanuensis (compare other pas- terpreters, but is thought by some to mean “ the

sages above). Here stood a house of Pharaoh, Hittites of Kadesh .” Mr. Porter says, “It was

respecting which the command came to Jeremiah, manifestly a section of the upper valley of the

“ Take great stones in thine hand, and hide them Jordan, probably that now called Ard el- Huleh,

in the clay in the brickkiln , which is at the entry lying deep down at the western base of Hermon.”

of Pharaoh's house in Talpanhes, in the sight of TALE . See GLOSSARY.

the men of Judah ; and say unto them, Thus saith

the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel ; Behold, I
TALENT, the greatest weight of the Hebrews.

will send and take Nebuchadrezzar the king of
See METROLOGY, p. 712.

Babylon, my servant, and will set his throne upon TALI'THA CU’MI, two Syriac words (Mark

these stones that I have hid ; and he shall spread 5:41 ; Gr. Tahudá kovul, lal-ee -thah ' koo'-mee) signi.

his royal pavilion over them ," etc. (Jer. 43 : 8-10). I fying “ Damsel, arise.”

( G

>
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TALMAI (Heb. an, tal-mah'ee, furrowed .) cause, suggested to him the means of accomplish .
1. One of the gigantic sons of Anak who dwelt ing his wicked purpose. He feigned illness, and

in Hebron (Num . 13:22). They were expelled begged his father, who visited him , to allow his

from their stronghold byCaleb ( Josh. 15:14 ) and sister to come to his house and prepare food for
killed by the men of Judah ( Judg. 1:10), B. C. which he had a fancy. She came and prepared

about 1145. There is a tall race , of light com- some cakes, probably in an outer room ; but Am
plexion, figured on the Egyptian monuments, and non refused to eat, and,ordering all his attend.

called in the hieroglyphic inscriptions Tanmahu, ants to retire, he called her into his chamber, and
who have been supposed to represent the descend there accomplished his infamous purpose. Am

ants of this man . " The interchange of the liquid non's love gave way to brutal hatred , and he

l for n , so constant in all languages,” makes plau ordered her to leave his apartments. Tamar re

sible the conjecture that this is the Egyptian ren- monstrated , telling him that this wrong would be

dering of Talmai . greater than thatalreadydone her. The meaning

2. The son of Ammihud, and king of Geshur, a of this seems to be that by being thus sent away
small kingdom in the northeast of Bashan (2 Sam . it would inevitably be supposed that she had been

3: 3 ; 13:37 ; 1 Chron. 3 : 2 ). His daughter, Maacah, guilty of some shameful conduct herself. Her

was one of David's wives and mother of Absalom , brother would not listen to her, but ordered one

B. C. before 1000. of the attendants to put her out and bolt the door

TALMON (Heb. 312259, tal-mone', oppressor ),
after her. Notwithstanding she wore the dress of

the head of a family of doorkeepers in the temple, divers colors " ), Amnon's servant treated her as a
a princess, a garment with sleeves (A. V. “ of

“ the porters for the camps of the sons of Levi ” common woman, and turned her out of the house.
( 1 Chron. 9:17 ; Neh . 11:19 ). Some of his de- Then Tamar put ashes upon her head, rent her

scendants returned with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:42; royal dress , laid her hand upon her head, and ran

Neh . 7:45), and were employed in their hereditary crying through the streets . She shortly encoun;

office in the days of Nehemiah and Ezra (Neh . tered Absalom , who took her to hishouse, where
12:25). she remained in a state of widowhood. David

TAʼMAH (Heb. Ten, teh'-makh, derivation failed to punish the crime of his firstborn, butshe

uncertain ). The children of_Tamah were among
was avenged two years afterward by Absalom

the Nethinim who returned with Zerubbabel (Neb .(2 Sam .13:1–32 ; 1 Chron. 3 :9), B. C. about 980 .

7:55), B.C. before 536. In Ezra (2:53) the name ultimately,by her marriage with Uriel of Gibeah,
3. Daughter of Absalom ( 2 Sam . 14:27). She

is Anglicized Thamah.

TA'MAR (Heb. , taw -mawr', a palm tree, of Judah, or wife of Abijah (1 Kings 15 :2).
became the mother of Maachah, the future queen

sometimes Thamar). 4. A place in the southern border of Palestine,

1. The wife of Er, the son of Judah, and, after supposed to be Thamara, a day's journey on the
his death, of bis brother Onan. The sudden death road from Hebron to Aelam (Ezek . 47:19 ; 48:28)

of his two sons so soon after their marriage with TAMARISK . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

Tamar made Judah hesitate to give her the third

also, thinking, very likely, according to a super
TAM'MUZ (Heb . 79727, tam-mooz') . Ezekiel ,

stition (Tobit 2:7,sq . ), that either she herself or afterrepresenting the elders of Israel as secretly

marriage with her had been the cause of their carrying on their idolatrous worship, says that he

deaths. He therefore sent her to her father, with brought me to the gate of the Lord's house

the promise that he would give her his youngest which was toward thenorth ; and,behold ,there sat

son as soon as he was grown up, though he never
women weeping for Tammuz " (Ezek. 8:14 ) . No

intended to do so. Desirous of retaining the satisfactory etymology of the word has been pro

family inheritance and name through children, posed; The LXX., the Targum of Jonathan Ben
Tamar waited until satisfied that Shelah was not Uzziel, the Peshito Syriac, and the Arabic in

to be given to her as a husband, and then deter- Walton's Polyglot, merely reproduce the Hebrew

mined to procure children from Judah himself, word. The Vulgate alone gives Adonis as a

who had become a widower. She ensnared him modern equivalent, and this rendering has been

by pretending to be one of those women who were eagerly adopted bysubsequent commentators, with

consecrated to the impure rites of Canaanitish but few exceptions. It is at least as old, there.

worship. He gave her pledges, which she pro- fore, as Jerome, and the fact of his having adopted

duced some three months after, when she was ac- it shows that it must have embodied the most

cused of unchastity and sentenced to death by credible tradition. Cyril of Alexandria and Theo.

Judah . He acknowledged his own guilt, and the doret give the same explanation, and are followed

provocation he had furnished her to do wrong. by the author of the Chronicon Paschale. Adonis,

Tamaris life was spared, and she became the according to the legend, was slain in the month of

mother of the twins Pharez and Zarah (Gen. 38 : 6- June, and restored to life again. An annual fes

30 ; Thamar, Matt . 1 : 3 ), B. C. about 2000.
tival was kept in his honor, at which he was la

2. A daughter of David by Maachah , as is evi- mented by women as though he were dead, and

dent from her being the full sister of Absalom then afterward celebrated in songs as having

(2 Sam . 13 : 1 ; comp. 3 : 3 ) . Amnon, the eldest son come to life again . Sayce (High. Crit. and Mon.,

of David by Ahinoam (3 : 2 ), conceived a passion p. 101) gives the fragment of an old Accado

for Tamar because of her beauty, and, being un- Sumerian hymn,descriptive of a garden, one verse

able to gratify his desire, he quite pined away.
of which reads :

Jonadabnoticed his condition , and, learning its [10] the midst of it was the god Tammuz,
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TA’NACH ( Josh. 21:25), a slight variation of the modern village of Beit- Tirza in Wady Ahmed,
TAANACH ( q. v. ). north of Beit- Jala .

TAN'HUMETH (Heb. O , tan -khoo '. TARE'A (Heb.ympa, tah -ar -ay -ah ), son of

meth, consolation ), thefather of Seraian ( 9. v.). in Micah, inthe lineage of King Saul ( 1 Chron. 8:35 ;
the time of Gedaliah (2 Kings 25:23) , B. C. 588. “ Tahrea ” in 9:41).

In this passage he appears as a Netopbathite by TARES. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM .

the clerical omission of another name, as is evi.

dent from the parallel passage (Jer. 40: 8) .
TARGET (Heb. 117 ?, kee-dohn'), a spear

TANNER . See LEATHER, WORKERS IN, p. 450. (1 Sam. 17:6), as usually rendered ; 1775, tsin -naw'

( 1 Kings 10:16 ; 2 Chron. 9:15 ; 14 : 8), a large
TAPHATH (Heb. 1999, taw -fath ', ornament), shield, as usually rendered. See GLOSSARY.

the daughter of Solomon, who married Ben-abina- TARPELITES (Heb. , tar-pel-ar

dab,who was commissary for the region of Dor

(1 Kings 4:11 ), B. C. after 960. yay', only Ezra 4: 9), one of the peoples settled

TAP'PUAH (Heb. 1927, tap -poo -̒akh, an the daysof Artaxerxes. Some have compared the
in the cities of Samaria, and remaining there in

apple). Median Tapuri ( Tatovpoi) of Ptolemy, the Tapyri

1. The second named of the four sons ofHebron, ( Tánupol) of Strabo ; others the Tarpetes (Taprites)

of the lineage of Caleb (1 Chron. 2:43), B. C. before of Strabo, who dwelt near the Palus Mæotis, or
1170, Sea of Azof. This latter location seems too far

2. A city of Judah , in the Shephelah,orlowland off. The Speaker's Commentary proposes Tubal ,

Josh . 15:34), about twelve milesW.of Jerusalem ; l the classic T'ibareni, on the coast of Pontus, which

Tarsus .

is also at some distance. In reality nothing is

known . - W . H.

TAR'SHISH (Heb. , tar-sheesh ”, sub

dued ).

1. Second son of Javan, and grandson of Ja.

pheth (Gen. 10 :4 ; 1 Chron . 1 : 7).

2. The sixth named of the seven sons of Bilhan,

the grandson of Benjamin ( 1 Chron . 7:10 ; A. V.

probably the same with the royal city of the “ Tharshish ” ).

Canaanites ( 12:17 ), conquered by the Israelites. 3. One of the seven princes of Persia in the

3. A town in the tribe of Ephraim (Josh. 16 :8 ), time of King Ahasuerus (Esth . 1:14 ), B. C, about
near Manasseh , in which latter territory probably 519.

lay the land of Tappuah " ( 17 : 8). It probably 4. A city and emporium of the Phænicians in
contained a fine spring, and hence called En- tap- the south of Spain . It was probably Tartessus.

PUAH ( 9.v. ). Van de Velde (Memoir, p. 351) locates “ It formed the western limit ofthe Mediterranean,
p

it at the present village of ' Atâf, which is disputed and stood not far from the modern Gibraltar.

by Keil ( Com .). From early times it had been visited by Phe.

TARAH ( IIeb . Hm, teh '-rakh, stopping, sta- nicians, and the ships that traded to it were
tion ), one of the halting places of Israel, between known as the ships of Tarshish. ' So numerous

Tahath and Mithcah ( Num . 33:27, 28). were they that the name became synonymous with

TAR’ALAH (Heb. na, tar- al-aw ', a reel destination. Å merchantman could be termed a
trading ships generally, whatever might be their

ing), a town in the western section of the territory ship of Tarshish ,' even though its voyages were

of Benjamin (Josh . 18:27), perhaps identical with lin the Indian seas ” ( Sayce, High. Crit. , p . 130).
>
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5

With three exceptions in the Book of Chron. in Tartan , as in Rab-saris and Rab-shakeh, we have

icles, the following are references to all the pas not a proper nanje at all , but a title or official

sages in the Old Testament in which the word designation, like Pharaoh or Surena. The As

" Tarshish ” occurs: Jonah 1 :3 ; 4 :2 ; Gen. 10:4 ; syrian Tarlan is a general, or commander-in -chief.

1 Chron. 1 :7 ; Isa . 2:16 ; 23 : 1 , 6, 10, 14 ; 60:9 ; 66:19 ; TASKMASTERS (Heb. Dro ?? ,saw - ray

Jer. 10: 9 ; Ezek. 27:12, 25 ; 38:13 ; 1 Kings 10:22 ;
22:48 ; Psa. 48:7 ; 72:10. While none of these mis-seem', masters of burdens, Exod. 1:11; ini,

passages furnishes direct proof that Tarshish and naw -gas', to drive,3 : 7 ; 5 : 6–14), persons appointed

Tartessus were the same cities, yet several cir- by order of Pharaoh to see that the Hebrews were

cumstances render the identity highly probable. assigned hard, wearing toil. It was his hope, by

With respect to thepassages in Chronicles(2 Chron. such oppression , to break down the physical

9:21 ; 20:36, 37), they would seem to indicate that strength of Israel and thus lessen its increase;

there was a Tarshish accessible from the Red Sea. and also to crush their spirit so as to banish the

The suggestion of Dr. Sayce above agrees with very wish for liberty. " So Israel was compelled

that of Dr. Keil ( Com .) that " ships going to to build provision or magazine cities, i. e., cities

Tarshish ” should read “ Tarshish -built ships,” i.e., for storing the harvests.

built for a long voyage. It was to this city that TATNAI (Heb. , tat-ten -ah'ee, perhaps

Jonah shipped when he wished to avoid going on gift), a Persian governor of Samariawhen Zerub

his God -given mission to Nineveh (Jonah 1:3). babel began to rebuild Jerusalem . He seems to

TAR’SUS (Gr. Tapoós, tar-sos ), the capital of have been appealed to by the Samaritans to op.
Cilicia , and the birthplace and early residence of pose that undertaking, and, accompanied by an

the apostle Paul (Acts 9:11 ; 21:39 ; 22 : 3). The other high official, Shethar-boznai, went to Jerusa.

passages 9:30 and 11:25 give the limits of his resi. lem . They sent a fair and temperate report of

dence in his native town, which succeeded the what they saw and heard to the supreme govern.

first visit to Jerusalem and preceded his active ment, suggesting that search be instituted to learn

ministry at Antioch and elsewhere (comp. Acts whether the building was going onin accordance
22:21 ; Gal. 1:21 ). It was during this period, with a royal decree (Ezra 5 :3 , 6) . The statement

probably, that he planted the Gospel there, and it of theJews being verified by the discovery of the

has never since entirely died out. It would seem original decree of Cyrus, Tatnai and his colleagues

that Paul was there also at the beginning of his applied themselves with vigor to the execution of

second and third missionary journeys (Acts 15:41 ; the royal commands (6 : 6, 13 ), B. C. 536–519.

18:23). TATTLER (Gr. patapos, flooʻ -ar-os, from

Tarsus was situated in a wide and fertile plain phów, to throw up bubbles, 1 Tim . 5:13), a person

on the banks of the Cydnus, which flowed through uttering or doing silly things, garrulous, babbling.

it ; hence it is sometimes called Tapooi, tar -soy ', TAVERN. See Inn .

in the plural. The city was founded by Sardana

palus, king of Assyria, although the Greeks claimed TAX (Hebrew some form of 77, aw -rak ', to

à share in its colonization . It appears first in arrange, to value).

authentic history in Xenophon's time, when it was 1. În Early Times. From the very begin

a city of considerable importance. It was occu. ning of the Mosaic polity provision was made for

pied by Cyrus and his troops for twenty days, and a national income. Taxes, like all other things in

given over to plunder. that polity, had a religious origin and import .

After Alexander's conquests had swept this way, While Israel was in the migratory state, only such

and the Seleucid kingdom was established at Anti- incidental taxes were levied, or, rather, such vol.

och, Tarsus usually belonged to that kingdom, untary contributions were received as the exigen.

though for a time it was under the Ptolemies. In cies of the time required . Only when the nation

the civil wars of Rome it took Cæsar's side, and became settled in Palestine did taxation assume a

on the occasion of a visit froni him had its name regular and organized form .

changed to Juliopolis. Augustus made it a “ free 2. Under the Judges. Under the theocratic

city .” It was renowned as a place of education government, provided for by the law, the only

under the early Roman emperors. Strabo com- payments obligatory upon the people as of per.

pares it in this respect to Athens and Alexandria. manent obligation were : the tithes (q. v .), the

Tarsus also was a place of much commerce. first fruits (q . v. ), the redemptionmoney of the

“ It is probable, but not certain , that Paul's firstborn ( q. v.), and such other offerings as be.

family had been planted in Tarsus with full rights longed to special occasions.

as part of a colony settled there by one of the 3. Under the Monarchy. The kingdom ,

Seleucid kings in order to strengthen their hold with its centralized government and greater mag.

on the city. ... The Seleucid kings seem to have nificence, involved, of course, a larger expendi.

had a preference for Jewish colonists in their ture, and, therefore, a heavier taxation. The chief

foundations in Asia Minor ” (Ramsay, Paul the burdens appear to have been : ( 1 ) A tithe of the

Traveler, p. 32). produce both of the soil and of live stock (1 Sam.

TAR'TAK. See Gods, FALSE.
8:15 , 17) ; (2 ) forced military service for a month

every year ( 1 Sam , 8:12 ; 1 Kings 9:22 ; 1 Chron.
TAR'TAN (Heb. 777 , tar- tawn ', foreign 27:1) ; (3) gifts to the king (1 Sam . 10:27 ; 16:20 ;

derivation), the name, apparently, of a general 17:18 ); (4) import duties (i Kings 10:15) ; (5) the
sent by Sennacherib, king of Assyria, to reduce monopoly ofcertain branches of commerce (1 Kings

the Philistine city of Ashdod ( 2 Kings 18:17; Isa. 9:28; 22:48 ; 10:28, 29); (6) the appropriation to

20: 3 ). Recent discoveries make it probable that I the king's use of the enrly crop of hay (Amos 7: 1 )

7
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"
census

At times, too, in thehistory of both the kingdoms province at a fixed price, generally for five years.

there were special burdens. A tribute of fifty The board had its chairman , or magister, and its

shekels a head had to be paid by Menahem to the offices at Rome. These were the real publicans

Assyrian king (2 Kings 15:20), and under his suc- (q. v .), who underlet certain of the taxes ” (Eder.

cessor, Hoshea, this assumed the form of an an- sheim , Jewish Social Life, p. 53, sq . ) .
nual tribute (17 :4).

4. UnderthePersians. The financial sys. 2:2 ; Acts 5:37), an enrollment (or registration) in
TAXING (Gr. ånoypaon, ap-og-raf-ay', Luke

tem of Darius Hystaspis provided for the payment thepublic records of persons, together with their

by each satrap of a fixedsum as the tribute due property andincome, as the basis of an ap-ot- im '.

from his province. In Judea, as in other prov. ay-sis (anoriunois), census, or valuation, i. e ., that

inces, the inhabitants had to provide in kind for it might appear how much tax should be levied

the maintenance of the governor's household, be
upon

each one. Another form of the same Greek

sides a money payment of forty shekels a day verb (anoypápeodal) is used in Heb.12:23, “ To
(Neh. 6:14, 15)." Å formal enumeration is given thegeneral assembly and church ofthe firstborn,
in Ezra 4:13 ; 7:24, of the three great branches of which are written ” (R.V. “ enrolled " ). The Eng.

the revenue : (a ) The mid -daw ' (Heb. 777?), fixed, lish word conveys to us more distinctly the notion

measured payments, probably direct taxation ; of a tax or tribute actually levied , but it appears
(6) the bel-o' (*)ą ), the excise or octroi, on articles to have been used in the 16th century for the

of consumption ; (0) the hal-awok" (T23 ), probably of a given county,ortheregistrationofthepeople
simple assessment of a subsidy upon the property

the toll payable at bridges, forts, or certainsta- for the purpose of a poll tax. The word ánoypaon

tions on the highroad. The influence of Ezra by itself leaves the question, whether the returns
secured for the whole ecclesiastical order, from made were of population or property,undetermined .

the priests down to the Nethinim , an immunity In either case would have seemed the

from all three (Ezra 7:24) ; but the burden pressed mostnatural Latin equivalent. Two distinct regis

heavily upon the great body of the people. trations, or taxings, are mentioned in the New

5. Under Egypt and Syria the taxes im- Testament, both of them by St. Luke. The first

posed upon the Jews became still heavier, the is said to have been the result of an edict of the

- farming " system of finance being adopted in its emperor Augustus, that " all the world (i. e ., the

worst form . The taxes were putup at auction ; Roman empire) should be taxed ” (Luke 2:1),and

and the contract sum for those of Phænicia, Judea, is connected by the evangelist with the name of

and Samaria has been estimated at about eight Cyrenius, or Quirinius. The second, and more im

thousand talents. A man would bid double that portant (Acts 5:37), is distinctly associated , in

sum , and would then force from the province a point of time, with the revolt of Judas of Galilee.

handsome profit for himself.

6. Roman Taxation . “ The Roman taxation, names which St. Luke keeps distinct, with an in
The account of Josephus brings together the two

which bore upon Israel with such crushing weight, tervalof several years between them. For further

was systematic, cruel, relentless, and utterly re- information respecting the enrollment, see Caro

gardless. In general,the provinces of the Roman NOLOGY, p . 206.

empire, and what of Palestine belonged to them,

were subject to two great taxes - poll tax (or, TEACH (Heb. properly 77 , law -mad ', but

rather, income tax) and ground tax. All property many other words also ; Gr. didáokw , did -as' -ko,

andincome that fell not under the groundtax was and other terms). Inasmuch as men are delivered

subject to poll tax , which amounted for Syria and from the bondage of sin, and builded up in right

Cilicia to one per cent. The poll tax was really cousness through theagency of the truth , teaching

twofold, consisting of income tax and head money, becomes essential. Moses and Aaron were teach.

the latter, of course, the same in all cases, and ers of Israel in the statutes of Jehovah (Exod.

levied on all persons (bond or free) up to the age 18:20 ; Lev . 10:11 ; 14:57), having been firsttaught

of sixty- five - women being liable from the age of of God (Exod. 4:12). Moses commanded fathers

twelve, and men from that of fourteen. Landed to teach their children the commandments of God

property was subject to a tax of one tenth of all with persistency and care (Deut. 4 :9 , 10, 14 ; 11:19).

grain and one fifth of the wine and fruit grown, The priests were to continue to instruct the peo

partly in product and partly commuted into money. ple, especially by reading the law to them at the

Besides these, there was tax and duty on allim- Feast of Tabernacles, in the seventh year ( 24 :8 ;

ports and exports, levied on the great public high- 31:9-13). It is frequently recorded of Jesus that

ways and in the seaports. Then there was bridge he " taught” the people (Matt. 5 : 2 ; Mark 1:21 ;

money and road money, and duty on all that was 4: 2 ; Luke 4:15 , 31, etc.).

bought and sold in the towns. The Romans had Teaching is an important branch of the commis.

a peculiar way of levying these taxes - not directly, sion which Christ gave to his apostles before his

but indirectly — which kept thetreasury quite safe, ascension. “ Go,” said he, “teach all nations ;

whatever harm it might inflict upon the taxpayer, as recorded by another evangelist, “ Preach the

while at the same time it threw upon him the Gospel to every creature.” In this way they were

whole cost of the collection . Senatorsand magis- to make disciples, as theGr. pa&nteúvate (math

trates were prohibited from engaging in business ay-tyoos'-at-eh ) imports. It is one of the precious

or trade; but the highest order , the equestrian , promises of the new covenant that all its subjects

was largely composed of great capitalists. These shall be " taught of the Lord ” ( Isa. 64:13 ; qnoted

Roman knights formed joint stock companies, by Jesus, John 6:45).

which bought at publio auction the revenues of a “ Teachers ” are mentioned as among divino

>

>
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PANHES .

HARSA.

gifts (Eph. 4:11), i . e. , those who undertook in the name from the fertility of the valley, rich in grain,

religious assemblies of Christians to teach, with by which it was surrounded.

thespecial assistance of the Holy Spirit (comp. TEʻLAH (Heb.Həm,teki-lakh,breach ), son of
1 Cor. 13:28, sq . ; Acts 13 :1 ; James 3:1). If any. Rephah (or Resheph ), and father of Tahan , in the

one was accepted as a teacher in this sense, hewas the more dangerous,as he would seemto be lineage between Ephraim and Joshua (1'Chron.

inspired in his utterances (2 : 1 ).

7:25 ), B. C. before 1210.

TELA'IM (Heb. , tel-aw -eem ', young
TEARS . See MOURN.

lambs), probably the same as TELEM (q . v. ), the
TE'BAH ( Heb. 1 , leh '-bakh, slaughter ), the place where Saul gathered his army to fight Amalek

first named of the four sons of Nahor by his con- ( 1 Sam. 15 :4).

cubine Reumah (Gen. 22:24),
TELAS'SAR , or THELA'SAR (Heb..

TEBALI'AH (Heb. 177???, teb-al-yaw ’-hoo, exbm, tel- as -sar', the hill of Asshur),a city which

Jah has purified ), the third named ofthe sonsof lay in the hill country of the upperMesopotamian

Hosah, “ of the children of Merari” ( 1 Chron . plain , thirty milesfrom Sinjar, identified by someas

26:11). Tel Afer. It is mentioned in 2 Kings 19:12 (A. V.

TEBETH (Heb. ha , tay' -beth ), the tenth " Thelasar ”) and in Isa. 37:12 as a city inhab

month of the sacred year of the Hebrews (Esth . ited by “ the children of Eden,” which had been

2:16), corresponding in the main to January. conquered and was held in the time of Sennacherib

TEHAPE NEHES (Ezek. 30:18 ). See Tah- by the Assyrians.
TEʻLEM (Heb. bb, tel'-lem , oppression ).

TEHINNAH (Heb. Terim, tekh -in -naw ', gra 1. One of the temple porters who put away his

ciousness), a name occurring in the genealogy of Gentile wife (Ezra 10:24) , B. C. 456 .
2. A town in the southern border of Judah

the men of Rechah , of the tribe of Judah . He is
mentionedas a son of Eshton,and founder of the ( Josh . 15:24), where it is mentioned between Ziph

city of Nahash (1 Chron . 4:12).
and Bealoth . It is very probably the same as

TELAIM (q. v.).
TEIL TREE (Isa. 6:13). See VEGETABLE

TEL -HAR'ESHA (Neh. 7:61 ). See TEL.
KINGDOM .

TEKEL (Heb. 3pm, tek -ale', weighed ), the TEL -HAR’SA (Heb. da bi, tale khar.

second word in the sentence of the Babylonian show ', mound of workmanship), one of the Baby;

king (Dan. 5:25, 27). The interpretation presents lonian towns from which some Jews, who “ could

the double meaning, “ Thou art weighed in the not show their father's house, nor their seed,

balances, and art found too light,” i. e. , deficient in whether they were of Israel," returned to Judea

moral worth.
with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:59 ; Neh . 7:61 , A. V.

TEKO’A, TEKO’AH (Heb. S'ipm, tek-o -̒ah , “ Tel-haresha "). It was probably in the low coun
pitching of tents, perhaps trumpet clang), a town try near the sea, in the neighborhood of Tel-melah

in Judah, about six miles S. of Bethlehem , and on
and Cherub .

the range of hills which rise near Hebron and TELL. See GLOSSARY.

stretch toward the Dead Sea. By the “ wilderness TEL -MEʻLAH (Fleb.7739 bm, tale men'-lakh ,

of Tekoa ” (2 Chron. 20:20) must be understood hill of salt, called in 1 Esdr. 6:36 “ Thermeleth " ),

the adjacentregion east of thetown. Tekoa is a place probably nearthePersian Gulf , and from
now called Tekü’a, and is a ruined site, sho

which the Jews returned (Ezra 2:59 ; Neh. 7:61 ).
many Hebrew traces. We first meet with Tekoah

in the account (2 Sam. 14 : 2, sq. ) of Joab employ
TEʻMA (Heb. Nam, tay.maw', desert, or south),

ing a “ wise woman" residing there to effect a the ninth son of Ishmael (Gen.25:15 ; 1 Chron. 1 :

reconciliation between David and Absalom . Here, 30) ; whence the tribe called after him , mentioned

also, Ira, the son of Ikkesh, one of David's thirty in Job 6:19 ; Jer. 25:23 ; and also the land occu.

" mighty men ,” was born , and was called on that pied by this tribe (Isa. 21:14). The name is identi.

account “ the Tekoite ” (23:26 ). Tekoa was one fied satisfactorily with Teyma, a small town on the

of the places fortified by Rehoboam at the begin- confines of Syria,between it and Wadi-el -Kurâ,

ning of his reign, to prevent an invasion from the on the road of the Damascus pilgrim caravan.

south (2 Chron. 11 : 6 ). People from Tekoa took TEʻMAN (Heb. 1???, tay-mawn ', the south, or

part in building thewalls of Jerusalem after the right).
captivity (Neh . 3 :5, 27). Jeremiah exclaims ( 6 : 1 ) , 1. The eldest son of Eliphaz, the son of Esau

“ Blow the trumpet in Tekoa, and set up a sign (Gen. 36:11 ; 1 Chron. 1:36). He was a duke ( or

in Beth -haccerem ,” both signals of warning of an prince) of the Edomites (Gen. 36:16, 42; 1 Chron.
enemy's approach . Tekoa was also the birth : 1:36 , 63), and gave his name to the region in which

place of Amos (Amos 1 : 1 ) , and he was here called the tribe he founded settled (Gen. 36:34), B. C.

to be a prophet of God. after 2000.

TEKOʻITE (Heb. with article nyipt, hal- 2. The country of the Temanites, the southern

tek - o-ee'), an inhabitant of TEKOAH (9. v . ).
portion of Idumæa. In after ages it was the chief

TEL - A'BIB ( Heb. 297 bo, tale aw - beeb ', the prophet Ezekiel, pronounced the doom of

stronghold of Idumæa ; hence when the Lord, by

hill of corn), the residence of Ezekiel on the river Edom, he said, “ I will make it desolate from Te.

Chebar (Ezek. 3:15 ). It doubtless derived its | man (25:13). The Temanites were celebrated

>
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mon .

for their courage and wisdom (Jer. 49 : 7 ) ; hence (2) Preparation . Solomon, as soon as be found

the force and point of Obadiah's judgment, “ Thy himself securely seated upon the throne, made ar

mighty men, O Teman, shall be dismayed ! ” (v. 9.) rangements for beginning to build the temple

InHab. 3:3 Teman is used for Idumæa generally. ( 1 Chron., chaps.22 , 28, 29 ). He entered into a

TEMANI (Gen. 36:34) , or TEʻMANITE treaty with Hiram ,king of Tyre, stipulating that
( Heb. 157297, tay-maw -nee'), a descendant of Te thismonarch should permit himto get cedar and

cypress wood and blocks of stone from Lebanon ;

MAN (q . v . ) or an inhabitant of that land ( 1 Chron. and that he would allow workmen sent by Solo

1:46 ; Job 2:11, sq.). mon to fell the wood and quarry and bew the

TEM'ENI ( Heb. ??????, tay-men-nee', fortu- stones, under the direction of skilled workmen,

nate), the third son of Ashur, “ father ” ( founder) subjects of Hiram . In return Solomon was to

· of Tekoa,by his wife Naarah (1 Chron. 4:6), B. C? sendsupplies ofwheat, oil , and wine. It was also

about 1170. arranged that Solomon was to have the services of

a skillful artist of the name of Huram, to take

TEMPER . See GLOSSARY. charge of the castingsand of the manufacture of

TEMPERANCE. 1. Eng -krať -z-ah (Gr. £y. the more valuable furnishings of the temple

kpátela ), self-control; the virtue of one who mas. ( 1 Kings 5:15, sq.; 2 Chron ., ch. 2 ). So, in the fourth

ters his desires and passions, especially his sen- year of his reign, Solomon began the erection of

sual appetites (Acts 24:25 ; Gal . 5:23 ; 2 Pet. 1 : 6 , the sacred editice, which was built on Mount Mo

whereit is named as one of the Christian graces). riah to the east of Zion, an eminence which David

In 1 Cor. 9:25 the verbal form is used, and is ren- himself selected for the purpose when he built an

dered “ is temperate, ” i. e. , exhibits self-govern- altar upon it after the plague bad ceased ( 1 Chron.

ment. 21:18, sq. ; 22 : 1 ). To secure an adequate site for

2. So '-frone (Gr. ovopov, Tit. 2 : 2) has the mean. hundred cubits by two hundred being required, the
the temple and its courts , an area of at least four

ing of sound mind (R. V. “ sober -minded " ). See summit of the hill had to be leveled and the su

GLOSSARY.

of a deity. In this article attention is specially eleventh year ofSolomon's reign, i. e. ,

TEMPLE, a building set apart for the worship perficies enlarged by means of substructions built
on the sides, The edifice was completed in the

in seven

called to the three buildings at Jerusalem which
and a half years (B. C. 949).

successively bore the name of temple. As these
(3) The structure. The temple proper was a

were all built upon the same site, and after the

saine general pattern, they were in nature and de- building formedof hewn stones,sixty cubits long,

sign the same,viz. , thatof the one built by Solo- twenty wide, and thirty in height (measuring

This latter was, in its essential features, a
fromthe inside), and covered with a flat roof com

reproduction of the tabernacle, in more lasting posedof rafters and boards of cedar,overlaid with

material, and the necessary adjuncts of a per- temple was sixty cubits highand sixty cubits in
marble. Josephus (Ant. , viii, 3, 2) says, “ The

manent building.
1. Name. The usual and appropriate Hebrew length ,andthe breadth was twenty cubits ;above

term for temple is 37 (hay -kawl', capacity, a that the heightofthe whole structure was one
this was another story of equal dimensions, so

large building, a palace), and frequently allied with hundred and twenty cubits.” Josephus probably

-797 (Jehovah ). Occasionally it is also quali- gave the external dimensions, while in the Book
fied by WIP (ko'-desh, sanctuary), to designateits of Kings the internal measurements are given. In

the inside the building was divided by means of a
sacredness. Sometimes the simpler phrase, na

partition of cedar wood into the Holy Place and

-71.77 (bayth yeh - ho- var ', house of Jehovah ), is the Most Holy Place, so thattheformer was forty
used .

cubits long, twenty wide, and thirty high ; wbile

The Greek terms employed are vaós (nah -os', the latter was acube measuring twenty cubits in

shrine) andiepóv (hee-er -on ', a sacred place). each direction, the other ten cubits going to form

2. The Temple of Solomon. " (1) The in . “ upper chambers " (2 Chron. 3 :9). On the inside

ception . The idea that the tabernacle, a tempo- the walls were lined with wood, so as to cover the

rary building, should be supplanted by a perma- stones ; the walls and roof being covered with ce

nent one of stone, seems to have been suggested dar, and the floor with planks of “ fir " (cypress

to David by the Spirit ( 1 Chron. 28:12 , 19), espe- wood ). The side walls were covered over with

cially after he had secured peace by conquest of carved work , representing cherubim , palms, gar

his enemies ( Sam . 7 : 1-12 ; 1 Chron . 17 : 1-14 ; | lands, and opening flowers ( 1 Kings 6:18 ; 2 Chron.

28 : 1 , sq.) ; but he was forbidden to build for the 3 :5 ), overlaying them all with thin plates of gold.
reason which he stated to omo “ The word of The Aoor as well as the walls and ceilings were

the Lord came to me, saying, Thou hast shed blood covered with gold ( 1 Kings 6:30 ).

abundantly, and hast made greit wars : thou shalt The entrance to the Holy of Holies consisted of

not built an house unto my name, because thou a folding door in the partition wall , four cubits

hast shed much blood upon theearth in my sight ” wide, made of olive wood, and ornamented with
( 1 Chron. 22 : 8 ). He, however, collected much ma- overlaid carvings of cherubim , palms, and opening

terial for the building ( 22 : 2-5) , and made arrange flowers . These doors, as well as those at the en

ments to have the task completed by his son Solo- trance of the Holy Place, were hung on hinges of

mon . The latter was a man of peace, and his reign gold (1 Kings 7:50). These doors stood open, but
a period of prosperity and peace (2 Sam. 7 : 9-13 ; a veil was . hung over it, similar in material and

1 Kings 6 : 3 , 4 ; 1 Chron . 22:7-10). ornamentation to that in the tabernacle . The en .
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FRONT VIEW.

intilia TUTTI

WEST END. SO con

trance to the Holy Place consisted of a folding door outer portion of the porch ,their names being Jachin

ofcypress wood with doorposts of olive, each one (Heb. 7 ? ;, yaw -keen ', he will establish ) and

being divided into an upper and lower section Boaz (Heb. 133, boʻ-az, perhaps alacrity). These
( like the Dutch doors), and ornamented in the

same manner as the door of the Holy of Holies. pillars were hollow, of bronze (probably wrought),

In the front of the buildingwas a porch twenty each eighteen cubits high and twelve in circum ..

cubits wide and ten cubits deep (1 Kings 6 : 3; 1 ference, surmounted by capitals five cubits high.

These capitals were

ornamented with two

rows of pomegranates,

with network between

Tai the rows, and their

upper part termina .

ting in representations

of the stalks, leaves ,

and flowers of the lily

( 1 Kings 7: 15–22 ;

2 Chron. 4:12, sq . ).

Thus the height of the

pillars including the

capitals would be

twenty-three cubits,

which may also be

assumed as the height

of the porch. On the

sides and rear of the

building wings were

added , each three

stories high , contain:

ing rooms for storing

furniture and stores

required for the tem.

ple service, These

wings were

structed that the raft

ers of the different

stories rested upon

projections the

outside of the walls of

the main building, so

as to avoid inserting

them in the walls

themselves (1 Kings

6: 5 , sq . ). Each story

was five cubits high,

and five, six , and seven

cubits wide, respect

ively, and they were

communicated with by

means of passages and

stairs (6: 8 ).

( 4 ) The courts.

There was an inner

court (1 Kings 6:36)

running round the

temple and reserved

exclusively for the

priests. It was formed

Solomon's Temple, according to Paine. by an outer or bound

arywall, composed of

2 Chron. 3 :4 ). There would seem to be an error three layers of hewn stone and a " row of cedar

in the text (2 Chron. 3 :4 ) as to the height of the beams,” probably laid upon the stones to protect the

" porch ; " for a front one hundred and twenty
masonry Outside of this was the “ great court "

cubits high to a house only thirty cubits high could (2 Chron. 4:9), intended for the use of the people,

not be called 1378 (0o- lawm', a porch) ; it would was by doors of bronze(A.V.“ brass ” ).
From the

and probably inclosed with masonry. Access to it

only have been a 377 ? (mig-dawl', a tower). fact that the court of the priests (inner) is called

Two bronze (A. V. “ brass " ) pillars supported the “ the higher court ” ( Jer. 36:10), it is likely that it

on

DIT

MITIT1 ON
NI

LENT

INTERIOR .

>

)
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was on a higher level than the outer court ; and it is or landings, besides a deep molding at the base,

not unlikely that the temple itself was higher than This would make the measurement at the top

the inner court, so that the whole would have a twelve cubits. The following utensils for this

terracelike aspect. So far as can be gathered altar are mentioned : pots, shovels, basins, and

from subsequentstatements of an incidental na forks ( 1 Kings 7:40, 45; 2 Chron. 4:11 , 16). See

·ture (2 Kings 23:11 ; Jer. 35 : 4 ; 36:10 ; Ezek. , ch . ALTAR. A little to the south, but between the

8 , etc.), it would appear that there were vestibules altar and the porch, stood the brazen or molten

and porticoes at the gates the outer court, and sea, a huge round basin,described in article LAVER .

that, if we may judge from the pattern of the There were also on each side of the altar, at the

temple (1 Chron. 18:12) at all the four sides, right and left wing of the temple, ten brazen

probably in the corners and on both sides of the lesser lavers on wheels (1 Kings 7: 27–39 ; 2 Chron.

gate, as the temple of Ezekiel's vision would seem 4 :6). See LAVER.

to show . The measurement of the courts is not (6) Symbolical and typical meaning. These

given , but following the analogy of the tabernacle were both similar on the whole to those of the

(comp. Ezek. 40:27) we may venture to assume l tabernacle , the points of difference being only

that the court of the priests was

one hundred cubits, and the same

in breadth ,measuring it on the east

or front side of the temple; thus

making the entire measurement one

hundred cubits wide by two hundred

in length . We will then have for

the outer court an area of at least

four hundred cubits long and two

hundred cubits wide.

(5) The furniture. In the Holy

of Holies was placed the ark, with

its mercy seat, which was taken

from the tabernacle. It stood be.

tween two cherubim , which were

ten cubits high, made of olive wood

and overlaid with gold. Their wings

were outstretched , about five cubits

long, touching each other over the

ark , while the outer wings touched

the side walls of the apartment

( 1 Kings 6 : 23–28 ; 2 Chron. 3 : 10–

13 ) . They stood upon their feet

and faced “ inward," i . e . , toward

the Holy Place ( 2 Chron . 3:13 ).

In the Holy Place were the altar

of incense,or “golden altar ” ( 1 Kings

7:48 ; comp. 6:22 ; 2 Chron. 4:19),

made of cedar wood and overlaid

with gold ; ten golden candlesticks

with seven lamps to each , and placed

in front of the Holy of Holies, five

of them being on the right side and

five on the left side ( 1 Kings 7:49 ; “Robinson's Arch ” of the Temple.

2 Chron. 4 : 7) ; and ten tables for

the showbread, five being on each side (2 Chron. | such as would arise from the one being a tent and
4: 8) . The form and construction of these objects the other a house. The temple was designed to

have not been minutely described, as they were be “ a house for Jehovah to dwell in, a place for

clearly modeled after those in the tabernacle, his seat forever " ( 1 Kings 8:13 ; 2 Chron. 6 : 2 ) , or

only made on a larger scale to correspond with a house where the name of Jehovah should dwell

the greater dimensions of the temple apartments. (2 Sam . 7:5, 13 ; 1 Kings 8:16 , 18, 29 ; 2 Chron.
Of course the several articles of furniture were 6 : 6 , etc.). “ The temple, like the tabernacle, was

accompanied with their utensils, viz., snuffers and intended to be a representation of the kingdom of
extinguishers for the candlesticks; for the tables, God in Israel. But if the tabernacle, as a mova.

the bowls, basins, and dishes, etc. ( 1 Kings 7:49 , ble tent, was suited to the circumstances of Israel
50 ; 2 Chron . 4:21 , etc. ). before settling in the promised land, the temple,

In the inner court was the altar of burnt of'er on the other hand, as a fixed habitation, suggested

ing ( 1 Kings 8:64), which according to 2 Chron. the idea that the people of God had now obtained

4 :1 was twenty cubits square and ten cubits high, a permanentinheritance in Canaan, and that the

and made after the pattern of the one in the tab- kingdom of God in Israel had now been placed

ernacle. Keil (Bib. Arch ., p . 173) thinks that upon a permanent basis. Hence it was that in

twenty cubits was the measurement of the bottom the first instance Jehovah established the house

of the altar reduced a cubit by each of three steps of David by promising to secure the kingdom to

"
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his posterity forever (2 Sam. 7:11 , sq . ), before al . Assyria those artistic objects, as he had alread:

lowing a house of stone and cedar to be built for given him silver and gold from the temple and

himself by the seed of David. In virtue of this palace (v. 8). King Hezekiah was also compellet

promise the building of the temple and the cir- to pay tribute to Sennacherib, which he did by

cumstance of its being filled with the divine glory taking silver from the temple, and stripping the

in the symbol of the cloud ( 1 Kings 8:10, sq.) as- gold from the temple doors and posts (18:15, sq.).

sume the character of a pledge of the eternal du Worst of all was the desecration of the temple by

ration of God's covenant of mercy ” (Keil , Bib. Manasseh, who caused altars for the whole host of

Arch. , i , p. 140) . The figurative meaning of the heaven to be erected in both courts, an image of

measurements, colors, and furniture have already Astarte to be set up in the sanctuary (21 :4 , 5, 7),

been treated under Color, NUMBER, TABERNACLE. and “houses of the sodomites” (23: 7 ), probably

The word temple in Scripture, in a figurative tents or huts, erected in the temple court for the

sense, denotes sometimes the Church of Christ paramours to dwell in , and in which there were

(Rev. 3:12 ; comp. 2 Thess. 2 :4 ) ; heaven ( Psa. 11 : also women who wove tent-temples for Asherah ;

4 ; Rev. 7:15) ; while the soul of the righteous man and kept horses consecrated to the sun in a place

is the temple of God, because it is inhabited by set apart for them in the inner court toward the

the Holy Spirit ( 1 Cor. 3:16, 17 ; 6:19 ; 2 Cor. back of the temple ( v. 11). Josiah purged the

6:16). sacred place of these abominations ( v. 4 , sq. ) ; but

(7) History . After the completion of the build. soon after Nebuchadnezzar captured Jerusalem,

ing Solomon had the ark placed in the Holy of and gathered together all the treasures of the

Holies, and dedicated the temple with solemn temple, including all the golden utensils, and car.

thanksgiving and prayer, accompanied with liberal ried them off ( 24:13 ). Eleven years later Jerusa,

thank offering. This service, participated in by lein was destroyed by the Chaldeans, who burned

the heads of the tribes as well as men from all the temple to the ground after pillaging it of its

parts of Israel , lasted seven days. So large was valuables, which they took to Babylon (2 Kings

the number of victims offered that it was neces. 25 :9, 13, 17; Jer . 52:13, 17-23).

sary for a time to convert the inner court in front 3. The Temple of Zerubbabel. “ We have

of the porch into a place of sacrifice, as the altar very few particulars regarding the temple which

of burnt offering was not capable of holding the the Jewserected after their return from the cap.

multitude of sacrifices ( 1 Kings 8 : 1 , sq .; 2 Chron . , tivity (about 520 B. C.), and no description that

chaps. 5, 6 ; 7 :7) . Immediately after the consecra- would enable us to realize its appearance. But

tion prayer, in offering up which Solomon knelt there are some dimensions given in the Bible and

upon the brazen platform that was erected in the elsewhere which are extremely interesting as af.

inner court and in front of the altar (2 Chron . 6 : fording points of comparison between it and the

13), fire fell from heaven and consumed the burnt temples which preceded it, or were erected after

offering (7 : 1 ). it . The first and most authentic are those given

At the disruption of the kingdom the temple in the Book of Ezra (6 : 3 ) , when quoting the de

ceased to be the sanctuary of the whole people, cree of Cyrus, wherein it is said, “ Let the house

Jeroboam having erected special places of wor. be builded , the place where they offered sacrifices,

ship at Beth -el and Dan for the use of the revolt- and let the foundations thereof be strongly laid ;

ing ten tribes ; but the temple continued to be the the height thereof threescore cubits ; and the

authorized center of worship for the kingdom of breadth thereof threescore cubits; with three rows

Judah . As early as the days of Rehoboam the of great stones, and a row of new timber.' Jo.

treasures of the temple were plundered by Shishak, sephus quotes this passage almost literally, but in

king of Egypt ( 1 Kings 14:26 ), and gold and silver doing so enables us with certainty to translate the

therefrom were subsequently sent to Ben -hadad, word here called row as ' story -as indeed the

king of Syria, to purchase an alliance against Ba sense would lead us to infer. The other dimen .

asha, king of Israel ( 15:18 , sq . ). sion of sixty cubits in breadth is twenty cubits in

Under Jehoshaphat the outer court was renewed excess of that of Solomon's temple, but there is

(2 Chron. 20: 5 ) , while under Jehoash considerable no reason to doubt its correctness, for we find

repairs were made upon the temple itself (2 Kings both from Josephus and the Talmud that it was the

12:5 , sq .), which repairs had been made necessary dimension adopted for the temple when rebuilt,

by the havoc wrought by the wicked Athaliah or, r'ather, repaired, by Herod. We are left, there.

(2 Chron. 24 :7 ). During the reign of Amaziah all fore, with the alternative of assuming that the

the gold and silver (as well as the utensils which porch and the chambers all around were twenty

had gold or silver about them ) that were in the cubits in width , including the thickness of the

temple, were plundered by Jehoash, king of Israel walls, instead of ten cubits , as in the earlier build

(2 Kings 14:14). After this Jotham - built the ing. This alteration in the width of the pteromata

higher gate" of the temple ( 2 Kings 15:35 ; 2 Chron . made the temple one hundred cubits in length by

27 : 3 ), probably at the entrance to the inner court. sixty in breadth, with a height, it is said , of sixty

Ahaz, on the other hand, had the altar of burnt of. cubits, including the upper room , or Talar, though

fering taken away and another put in its place, made we cannot help suspecting that this last dimension

after one he had seen in Damascus ; he also had is somewhat in excess of the truth . The only

the decorations removed from the laver stands, other description of this temple is found in Hec.

tbe, basins themselves taken out, and the oxen atæus the Abderite , who wrote shortly after the

removed from under the brazen sea, and the latter death of Alexander the Great. As quoted by Jo.

placed upon a " pavement of stones ” (2 Kings 16: sephus, he says, that ' in Jerusalem , toward the

10-17). This was done to secure for the king of middle of the city, is a stone-walled inclosure
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about five hundred feet in length , and one hun- year of Herod's reign (20 or 21 B. C.), and the

dred cubits in width ,with double gates,' in which temple proper, on which priests and Levites were
he describes the temple as being situated . Hec- employed, was finished in a year and a half, and the

atæus also mentions that the altar was twenty courtsin thecourse of eightyears. Subsidiary build.

cubits square and ten high. And although he ings were gradually erected, added to through the

mentions the temple itself, he unfortunately does reigns of his successors , so that the entire under.

not supply us with any dimensions. From these taking was not completed till the time of Agrippa

dimensions we gather that if the priests and II and the procurator Albinus (A. D. 64).
Levites and elders of families were disconsolate at For our knowledge of the last and greatest of

seeing how much more sumptuous the old temple the Jewish temples weare indebted almost wholly

was than the one which on account of their to the works of Josephus, with an occasional hint

poverty they had just been able to erect ' (Ezra from the Talmud. The Bible unfortunately con

3:12), it certaiuly was not because it was smaller, tains nothing to assist the researches of the an.

us almost every dimension had been increased one tiquary in this respect.

third ” (Smith , Bib. Dict. ) . The temple and its courts occupied an area of

According to the Talmud this temple wanted one stadium ( Josephus), or five hundred cubits
five things that were in Solomon's temple , viz ., (Talmud). They were arranged in terrace form ,

the ark, the sacred fire, the Shekinah, the Holy one court being higher than another, and the tem.

Lipirit, and the Urim and Thummim . The Holy of ple highest of all, so as to be easily seen from any

Holies was empty, and on the spot where the ark part of the city or vicinity, and thus presenting a
should have stood, a stone was set upon which very imposing appearance (Mark 13: 2, 3 ).

the high priest placed the censer on the great day ( 1 ) The outer court was surrounded with a

of atonement. In the Holy Place there was only high wall, with several gates on its west side, and

one golden candlestick, one table of showbread , had porticoes running all round it , those on three

and the altar of incense ( 1 Macc. 1:21, sq. ; 4:49) ; of the sides having double, and that on the south

while in the court was an altar of burnt offering side having triple piazzas. These porticoes were
built of stone (4:45) . covered with roofs of cedar supported on marble

History. This templewas plundered by Anti- pillars, twenty -five cubits high, and were paved

ochus Epiphanes, who also defiled it with idol. with mosaic work. This outer court, which could

atrous worship ( 1 Macc. 1:21 , sq.; 46, sq . ; 4:38 ; be frequented by Gentiles and unclean persons,

2 Macc. 6 : 2 , sq . ), but was restored by Judas had on its inner side and extending all round a

Maccabeus ( 1 Macc. 4:36 , sq . ). He also fortified rampart surrounded with a stone parapet, i , e . , a

the outside against future attacks (6 : 7 ). It was mound ten cubits broad, the top of which was
taken by Pompey on the day of atonement after a reached by a flight of fourteen steps. This con.

three months'siege, and later by Herod the Great stituted the outer boundary of the inner temple
( Josephus, Ant., xiv, 4, 2, sq.; xvi , 2 ). area ( tò dɛútepov iepov, Josephus). Some distance

4.Ezekiel's Temple. The vision of a temple back from the rampart we come to the wall by

which the prophet Ezekiel saw while residing on which the temple and its inner courts were sur.

the banks of the Chebar in Babylonia in the rounded. On the outside this was forty cubits

twenty-fifth year of the captivity, does not add high, while on the inside it was only twenty -five,

much to our knowledge of the subject. It is not the level of the inner space being so much

a description of a temple that ever was built or higher.

ever could be erected at Jerusalem , and can con- (2) Women's court . Entering by the east gate

sequently only be considered as the beau ideal of we come to the court of the women, a square of

what a Shemitic temple ought to be. The temple one hundred and thirty-five cubits , separated from

itself was of the exact dimensions of that built by the court of the Israelites by a wall on the west

SOLOMON (q. v.). Notwithstanding its ideal char side , and having gates on the north and south

acter, the whole is extremely curious, as showing sides for the women to enter by. These gates, as

what were the aspirations of the Jews in this di. well as those on the east and west sides of this

rection, and how different they were from those court, had rooms built over them to a beight of

of other nations ; and it is interesting here, inas- forty cubits, each room being ornamented with

much as there can be little doubt but that the ar. two pillars twelve cubits in circumference, and

rangements of Herod's temple were in a great provided with double doors thirty cubits high and

measure influenced by the description here given forty wide, and overlaid with gold and silver.

(see Ezek. 41:1-43:17). According to Middoth, ii , 8 , the gates, with the ex.

5. Herod's Temple. The temple as it ex. ception of the eastern one, were only twenty cubits

isted after the captivity was not such as would high and ten wide.

satisfy a man as vain and fond of display as The eastern gate, called in the Talmud Nica.

Herod the Great; and he accordingly undertook nor's, or the great gate, was made of Corinthian

the task of rebuilding it on a grander scale. " Al. brass, and was regarded as the principal gate on

though the reconstruction was practically equiva. account of its greater height (being fifty cubits)

lent to an entire rebuilding, still this temple cannot and width (forty cubits), and from its being more

be spoken of as a third one, for Herod himself richly decorated with precious metals. It isun.

said, in so many words, that it was only intended doubtedly the “ gate of the temple which is called

to be regarded as an enlarging and further beauti- Beautiful” (Acts 3 :2, búpa tov iepow ý neyouévn

fying ofthat of Zerubbabel” (Keil, Bib . Arch ., i , 'Npaia ). Round the walls of the court, except the

p. 188) . After the necessary preparation the west side, ran porticoes (porches ), the roof ofwhich

work of building was begun in the eighteenth | rested on lofty and highly finished pillars. In

.
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"

each corner was a room, used, respectively, for TEMPT (Heb. 197, baw -khan ' ; Gr. Telpásul

storing the wood deemed unfit to be burned on the
pi-rad '-zo,

altar ; for those affected with leprosy to wash different senses ; not always involving an evil pur
both meaning to test or try) is used in

themselves ; for storing sacrificial wine and oil;
and that one in which the Nazarites shaved their pose, asan inducement to sin.

1. “ God did tempt Abraham ” (Gen. 22: 1 ) in
hair and cooked the flesh of the consecration sacri: commanding him to offer up his son Isaac, intend,

fices. According to Josephus(Wars,V, 5 ,2)it ing toprove his obedienceandfaith, to confirm and

was in some of the pillars of this court that the strengthen him by this trial, and to furnish in him
thirteen alms boxes were placed.

an example of perfect obedience for all succeeding
( 3) The inner court. The entrance to the court

ages. When it is recorded that God proved his
of the Israelites was the western gate oftheouter people, whether they would walk in hisway or not
court, and was reached by a stair of fifteen steps. Exod. 16 :4 ),and that he permitted false prophets
This inner court measured one hundred and eighty. toarise among them , who prophesied vain things

seven cubits long (from east to west), and one hun. to trythemwhether theywould seek the Lord
dred and thirty- five wide ( from south to north ), with their whole hearts, we should interpret these

and surrounded the temple. Against its walls
were chambers for storing the utensils required expressionsby that of James 1:13, 14, “Letno

for the services, while it had three gates on both God : for Godcannot be tempted with evil,neither
man say when he is tempted, I am tempted of

the south and north sides , making seven entrances

in all. Eleven cubits of the eastern end was par when he is drawn away by his own lust, and
tempteth he any man : but every man is tempted,

titioned off by a stone balustrade one cubit high, enticed. ”

for the men (the court of the Israelites), separating
2. Satan tempts us to every kind of evil, and

it from therest of the space whichwenttoform lays snares for us, even in our best actions. He
the court of the priests. In this latter stood the

lays inducements before our minds to solicit us to
altar of burnt offering, made of unwrought stone, sin (1 Cor. 7:5 ; 1 Thess. 3:5 ; James 1:13, 14).

thirty cubits in length and breadth , and fifteen Hence Satan is called that old serpent, the devil
,high . West of this was the temple, and between and “ the tempter ” ( Rev. 12 :9 ; Matt. 4 :8 ). Ho

it and the altar stood the laver.

tempted our first parents (see TEMPTATION ); our
(4) The temple proper. The temple stood so Saviour (see Temptation of Christ) ; he tempted

much higher than the court of the priests that it Ananias and Sapphira to lie to the Holy Ghost

was approached by a fight of twelve steps. It
(Acts 5 : 3 ).

stood in the western end of the inner court and
3. Men are said to tempt God when they un.

on the northwest part of the temple mount, and
reasonably require proofs of the divine presence,

was built, according to Josephus (Ant., xv, 11 , 3),
upon new foundations of massive blocks of white power, or goodness. It is proper for us to seek

marble, richly ornamented with gold both inside we need, butweare not to tempt him , orexpose
divine assistance, and to pray him to give us what

and out. Some of these stones were forty-five ourselves to dangers from which we cannot es.

cubits long, six broad , and five high. Its length cape without miraculous interposition. God is not

and height, including the porch, was onehundred obligedto work miracles in our favor ; he requires

cubits, while on each side of the vestibule there was of us only such actions as are within theordinary

a wing twenty cubits wide, making the total width of
measure of our strength . The Israelites fre.

this part of the building one hundred cubits. The quently tempted God inthe desert, as if they had

porch was ten cubits deep , measuring from east to
reason to doubt his presence, his goodness, or his

west, fifty wide, ninety in height, and had an open power, after all his appearances in their behalf

gatewayseventy cubits high and twenty-fiveinwidth.
The interior of the temple was divided into the (Exod. 16: 2, 7, 17 ; Num. 20:12; Psa . 78:18, 41,

Holy Place and the Holy of Holies . “ The temple
etc. ).

had doors also at the entrance, and lintels over would know whether things or men are really
4. Men tempt or try one another when they

them of the same height with the temple itself. what they seem or are desired ; also when they
They were adorned with embroidered veils, with wish them to depart from the right. The queen
their flowers of purple, and pillars interwoven ; of Sheba came to prove the wisdom of Solomon

and over these, but under the crown work , was
by giving him riddles to explain ( 1 Kings 10: 1 ;

spread out a golden vine, with its branches hang. 2° Chiron . 9 :1). Daniel desired of the eunuch to

ing down from a great height” ( Josephus, Ant., prove them for soine days whether abstinence

xv, 11 , 3 ). The holy place was forty cubits long; from food of certain kinds would make them

twenty wide, and sixty in height, and contained leaner (Dan. 1:12, 14 ). The scribes and Phari.

one golden candlestick, a single table of shoiv. sees often tempted our Lord and endeavored to

bread, and one altar of incense. Separated from
catch him in their snares(Matt. 16 : 1 ; 19:3 ; 22:18 ).

it by a wooden partition was the Holy of Holies,

twenty cubits long and sixty high, which was empty.
TEMPTATION (Heb. Toa, mas -saw ' ; Gr.

The rabbinical writers maintain that there were relpaqjós, pi-ras-mos', a testing) is generally un .

two veils over its entrance. It was this veil that derstood as the enticement of a person to commit

was rent on the occasion of our Lord's crucifixion . sin by offering some seeming advantage. The

As in the case of Solomon's temple, side rooms sources of temptation are Satan, thy world , and

three stories high were built on the sides of the the flesh . We are exposed to them in every state,
main structure (see Smith ,Bib . Dict.; McC. and S., in every place, and in every ime. The nearest

Cyc.; Edersheim, The Temple; Keil, Bib. Arch .; approach to a definition of the process of tempta.

Payne, Solomon's Temple). See SUPPLEMENT. tion from within is given us by James, “Every

3
.

+
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TEMPTATION OF CHRIST

man is tempted, when he is drawn away of his character of Christ. How could he, the sin.

own lust, and enticed " (James 1:14) . “ Temptation less One, be tempted ? Did the temptation imply

proper in the case of a fallen creature is, strictly in any sense the possibility of his falling into sin ?

speaking, within. It craves the gratification that As to the first question it should be remembered

is offered from without : ' then when it hath con. that temptation does not necessarily imply a sinful

ceived, it bringeth forth sin ' ( 1:15 ). The contest nature on the part of the one tempted. The first

inthe regenerate man isthis lust of the flesh op: man Adam, though created inthe image and
posing the Spirit of the new nature ; and the Spirit after the likeness ” of God , was tempted and fell

continually moving the renewed spirit to oppose into sin . And does not the passage Heb. 4:15

its desires. In this sense our first parents were teach that not only did Jesus successfully resist

not tempted, though in their case the temptation temptation, but also that his temptation was not

from without assailed a will capable of falling, and such as springs up within a sinful nature ? Christ

was the means of engendering the concupiscence “ without sin ” in both these senses . His

that then engendered all sin . In this sense the temptation was wholly from without, from the

glorified in heaven , after a probation ended, will evil one, though appealing to desires within him

be incapable of temptation. In this sense our that were wholly innocent. As to the possibility

sinless Redeemer was absolutely untemptable and of his yielding to temptation these views have

impeccable . He was in all points tempted like been held : ( The old Calvinistic view, that

as we are, yet without sin ' (Heb. 4:15). . . . He Christ had no volitional power to yield to tempta

had no mother lust which could conceive and tion. Dr. Edwards strongly advocated this view

bring forth sin . But there is another aspect in his work on the Will. (2) The old Arminian

of temptation which brings him still nearer to us, view, that the man Jesus had such volitional

and that is, the trial of the spirit from without power. (3) The view nuaintained by Dr. Nast, in

This he underwent to the utmost ; indeed, as much his Commentary on Matthew, in accord with much

beyond the possibility of his servants' temptation present-day German teaching, that " the eternal

as their internal temptation was impossible to Logos had the volitional power to sin, having con.

him ” (Pope, Christ. Theol., iii , 205). See TexPt; centrated and reduced himself to finite and liuman

TEMPTATION OF CHRIST. conditions." Van Oosterzee appropriately says,

TEMPTATION OF CHRIST. An experi- " The sinlessness of the Lord is to be regarded as

ence in the life of our Lord recorded in Matt. an attribute of his true humanity, and thus to be

4 : 1-11 ; Mark 1:12 , 13 ; Luke 4: 1-13 . That Christ clearly distinguished from the absolute holiness of

was tempted on other occasions and in other ways him who cannot even be tempted of evil. The

than here indicated would seem evident from moral purity of the Lord did not in itself exclude

Luke 22:28 and Heb. 4:15 . This, however, through even the least possibility of sinning. Had such

which he passed immediately after his baptism and possibility been absolutely wanting, the former.

before his entrance upon his ministry, was an would, even in the Son of man , have lost all morai

event of so much importance as to be regarded as worth. The great thing here is precisely this

preeminently his temptation. And to this com- that he who was exposed to the severest tempta.

monly exclusive reference is made. tion, ever so maintained the dominion over him

1. Character of the Narration . Much self that it could be said of him , he was able not

labor and ingenuity are often expended in seeking to sin , " potuit non peccare." As the result of a

to determine to what extent the narrative of the sustained conflict, he so perfectly vanquished the

gospels is to be taken literally. How much of it power of evil that sinning became for him morally

is to be understood as descriptive of actual outward an absolute impossibility ; in other words, the

occurrences, and how much was internal, subjec - potuit non peccare " was evermore raised to a

tive ? Did Satan actually bear Christ away to a non potuit peccare." He could not ' sin . And

" pinnacle of the temple " at Jerusalem ? Did he yet discussion upon this theme, as Edersheim says,

also take our Lord to " an exceeding high moun. “ sounds, after all, like the stammering of divine

tain " from the summit of which he showed him words by a babe. " It is a subject for reverent

" all the kingdoms of the world ? ” Did such faith rather than exact dogmatizing.

changes in the scene of the temptation actually 3. The Nature of the Threefold Temp

take place in an outward, material sense , or did tation . According to Mark, the temptation was

they simply take place in the mind of Jesus ? Is protracted throughout the “forty days.” The

the gospel narrative in these respects marked by temptations described by Matthew and Luke are

the figurative manner common among orientals ? therefore regarded as the culminating features of

Upon these questions the opinions of commen- the long struggle. The order of the temptations

tators are greatly divided . There has been no end vary in the two gospels named, a matter of little

of discussion , and with little profit. The popular or no consequence. The long fast, once a favorite

interpretation has been literal . And not a few matter for inndel objections, no longer presents

scholars have attempted to defend this interpre- any difficulty whatever. The significance of the

tation . But, on the other hand, even as orthodox separate assaults of evil have been variously in

a scholar as Calvin has held the accountto be that terpreted ; a fact due in considerable measure to

of a vision or allegory. But it should be observed the comprehensiveness of the whole great event.

that whichever view is taken the reality of the Says Smith : " The three temptations are addressed

temptation is in no measure lessened, nor is the to the three forms in which the disease of sin

factdisguised that the real agent of thetemptation makes its appearance in the soul — to the solace oi

was Satan. sense, and the love of praise and the desire of

2. The Temptation as Related to the I gain (1 John 2:16). But there is one element

66
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TEMPTATION OF CHRIST

common to them all, they are attempts to call up ful prominence to temporal, material , good, is illus.

a willful and wayward spirit in contrast to a pa- trated , so in the present instance all attempts to

tient and self-denying one." The subject, how build up Christ's kingdom by means of display,

ever , can hardly be summed up thus briefly. rather than by the patient, divinely appointed

1. The temptation to change the stones into processes, find their rebuke ; likewise all forms

bread by a miracle was an appeal to Christ to of fanatical presumption .

step out of his divinely appointed path for the 3. The temptation to win power by an act of

sake of satisfying his hunger. He had accepted homage to the devil.

the conditions of a human life , and it was for him Inconceivable as this may seem at first, never .

to do his duty and trust in God for sustenance. theless this was the bold form in which was em.

His power to work miracles was not for himself bodied the idea of winning power for good and

but for others (see Kenosis) . Had he obeyed the holy ends by a compromise with evil at the outset.

temptation he would have become unlikemen who It was an appeal to holy ambition , but upon the

1

3

An Arab Tent (See article Tent ).

3

must put their trust in divine Providence . “ He ground of doing evil that good might come. The

would have become his own providence." kingdom was to be won, but in the way suggested

2. The second temptation was to prove his Son- itwould have been at the expense of ruining the

ship, to exhibit his faith in his Sonship, by cast- King. At this point also the great temptation of

ing himself down from a pinnacle of the temple. Christ has its most practical lessons.

This temptation was at the opposite extreme from The manner and complete success of Christ's

the preceding. The first was a temptation to dis- resistance appear upon the surface of the narrative

trust, the second that extravagant, unwar and call here for no comment.

ranted confidence, or presumption. Again was LITERATURE.—See commentaries on Matthew and

the call to step out of the path divinely appointed, Luke: Lange, Meyer,Whedon,Owen, Godet. Lives

but by presumptuously plunging himself into need of Christ: Edersheim , Geikie, Farrar. Also Ecce
less perils. The Scripture quoted by the adver. Homo ; Expositor, First Series, vol. iji , article on
sary was quoted in a mutilated form . “ He shall “ Temptation of Christ,” Fairbairn ; Hall, sermon ,

give his angels charge concerning thee.” “ TO “ Our Lord's Temptation ; " Krummacher, “ Christ

keep thee in all thy ways was left out. As in in the Wilderness ; " Monod, " Temptation of Our

the former instance all temptation to give unlaw. Lord. ” — E . McC.

"
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TEN 110 TERAPHIM

4

TEN . See NUMBER, p. 796 . others, and one bereſt of friends is referred to as

TEN COMMANDMENTS. See DECALOGUE. having no helpers in erecting his tent ( Jer. 10:20).

TENDER -HEARTED. 1. Rak lay-bawb' Thetent being rapidly taken down and renoved

(Heb. 373 72 ), literally tender of heart, i. e. , | 2 Cor.5 :1)..
became a symbol of the frailty of life (Isa . 38:12 ;

fainthearted, timid, as spoken of Solomon's son TENTH DEAL (Heb. gines, is-saw -rone', a

Rehoboam in his youth ( 2 Chron . 13 : 7 ).

2. Yoo'-splangkh-os (Gr. evothayxos, having ( Exod. 29:40; Lev. 14:10, 21;Num . 15:4, 6, 9 ,etc. ) ; •
tenth ), a dry measure, specially for grain and meal

strong bowels), in biblical and ecclesiastical lan
more fully the tenth of an ephah. See METROL.

guage, compassionate,tender-hearted(Eph. 4:32 ;
i Pet. 3:8,A. V. ' pitiful; " R.v .tender ogy, II.
hearted ”). TEʻRAH (Heb. 1727 , teh ' -rakh, station ), the

TENONS (Exod. 26:17, 19 ; 36:22, 24), prob
son of Nahor born in Ur of the Chaldees ; the

ably dowel pins at the end of the planks of the father of Abram, Nahor, and Haran, and through

TABERNACLE (q . v. ).
them the ancestor of the great families of the

Israelites, Ishmaelites, Midianites , Moabites, and
TENS, RULERS OF. See p. 637 , column 2. Ammonites (Gen. 11:24-32). Welearn from the

TENT (Feb. usually book, o'hel; Gr. okmh, Scripture thatTerahwasan idolater (Josh. 24:2),

skay-nay ), a movable habitation, made of curtains thathe took part in the family migration toward

extended upon poles. The patriarchs of the Isra- Canaan, and that he died in Haran at the age of

elites, whose fathers and kindred already pos- two hundred and five years, B. C. before 2250.

sessed fixed houses in Mesopotamia, dwelt in tents TER'APHIM (Heb . Dan ter-aw - feme'),

because they lived in Canaan only as pilgrims. images connected with magical rites ; always in

The Israelites did not dwell in houses until their the masculine plural. In the Septuagint they are

return from Egypt. Their tents , in material, form. represented by a different rendering in nearly

and furniture ,no doubt resembled the tents of the every book where the word occurs : iu Gen. , ch.

present Bedouins, consisting sometimesof plaited 31 , by eidwaa (7-do-lah); in Judg. , chaps. 17, 18, by

mats, but generally of cloth coverings, either | Depapiv (ther -af-in '); in 1 Sam .,ch . 19, by kevorádia

coarser, of goat hair (black , Cant. 1:5 ), or finer, (ken -otat'-ee-ah ); in Ezek . 21:21, byya.urtá (gloop

woven from yarn . (See cut, p . 1091.) The goat- lah '); in Hos.3 :4, by dīãou (day '-loy); and in Zech.

hair cloth is sufficient to resist the hraviest rain . 10: 2, by áropdeyyóuevou (ap -of-theng -gom '-en -oy).

The tent poles, called amúd, or columns, are usu. Teraphim is probably from the Heb. 97, taw -raf',

ally nine in number, placed in three groups, but
many tents haveonly onepole,others two or three. I tolive in comfort. The teraphim werethe sup

The ropes which hold the tent inits place are fas- posed guardians and givers of prosperous life, and

tened not to thetent cover itself, but to loops con times. Itappears that Laban attached great valuewere greatly venerated and worshiped in early

sisting of a leathern thong tied to the ends of a

stick, round which is twisted a piece of old cloth ,
which is itself sewed to the tent cover, The ends

of the tent ropes are fastened to short sticks or

pins , called wed or aoutad, which are driven into

the ground with a mallet ( Judg. 4:21 ). Round

the back and sides of the tent runs a piece of stuff

removable at pleasure to admit air. The tent is

divided into two apartments, separated by a carpet

partition drawn across the middle of the tent and

fastened to the three middle posts . The furniture

deemed necessary was a carpet, cushions, a low

table (sometimes replaced by a round skin ), eating
and cooking utensils, and a lamp. When the

pasture near an encampment is exhausted, the

tents are taken down, packed on camels and re

moved ( Isa. 38:12 ; Gen. 26:17, 22 , 25 ) . The larger

tents of the well -to - do are divided into three

rooms; the first, at the entrance, in the case of

common people, is reserved for the young and

tender of the flock or herd, the second for the
Assyrian Teraphim .

men , and the innermost for the women . The

manufacture of tents formed a regular trade, at to these objects , from what he said as to the theft

which Paul occasionally labored, especially in con- and his determined search for them (Gen. 31:19,

nection with Aquila ( Acts 18 : 3 ) . 30, 32–35). The most important point is that Laban

Figurative. So prominent a feature of ori- calls them his " gods ” (31:30, 32), although he was

ental life could hardly fail to suggest many stri. not without belief in the true God (31:24, 49–53);

king metaphors. Thus theheavensare compared to for this makes it almost certain that we bave here

a tent ( Isa. 40:22 ). The prosperity of the Church not an indication of the worship of strange gods,

is referred to as an enlargement of a tent (54 : 2 ; but the first notice of a superstition that after

see also 33:20) . The setting up of a tent, espe. ward obtained among tho - Israelites who added

cially a large one, was a work needing the help of corrupt practices to the true religion . Teraphim

1
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again are included among Micah's images (Judg: (Job 33 : 7 ) , a bugbear ; idols (Jer. 50:38), from the

17 : 3-5 ; 18:17, 18 , 20). Teraphim were consulted fear with which they fill their worshipers ; -777??

fororacular answers by the Israelites (Zech,10:2; (mekh -it- law ', Isa. 64:14) is a breaking in pieces,

comp. Judg. 18 :5, 6 ; 1 Sam . 15:22, 23 ; 19:13, 16,
LXX.; 2 Kings 23:24 ), and by the Babylonians, in and so consternation , from OT (khaw -thath '), te2

the case of Nebuchadnezzar (Ezek. 21:19–22). be broken, confounded (Gen. 35 :8 ; Ezek. 26:17 ,

The worship or use of teraphim after the occupa- 32 :23–32); 27 (baw-law”) denotes the falling

tion of the promised land cannot be doubted to
have been one of the corrupt practicesofthose away of a person in sickness, a garment through

Hebrews who leaned to idolatry, but did not aban- age, etc. , and so the mind consumed with anxiety

don their belief in the God of Israel.
and care. Other words simply express fear, os

Some writers have relied upon the declaration the Greek word póßos ( fob ' -os ). Death is called

of the prophet Hosea (3 :4 ) , “ For the children of the “ king of terrors ” (Job 18:14 ; comp. 24:17),

Israel shall abide many days without king, and in distinction from the terrible disease which is

without prince, and without sacrifice , and without called its “ firstborn ” ( 18:13). Death is also per

pillar, and without ephod or teraphim , ” to prove sonified elsewhere (Psa. 49:15 ; Isa. 28:15).

that pillars, ephod, and teraphim were all together

parts of the genuine Israelite religion . Professor

TERÄTIUS (Gr. Téptios, ter '-tee-os, from Lat .

Robertson ( Ěarly Religion of Israel,pp. 238,239) tertius, third), probably a Roman, was the amanu .

says :

ensis of Paul in writing the Epistle to the Romans
passage is one of threatening, and the

inference generally drawn from it is, that as the (Rom. 16:22). Some have proposed without rea

things mentioned are to be taken away from Israel son to identify him with Silas. Nothing certain
is known of him.

as a punishment, they are to be regarded as things

of which they were aforetime lawfully possessed.
TERTUL'LUS (Gr. Tépružnos, ter '-tool-los,

They were, in a word , to be deprived of both po- diminutive form of Tertius), “ a certain orator

litical freedom and religious privileges ; and as the retained by the high priest and Sanhedrin to ac

former is denoted by king and prince, the latter is cuse the apostle Paul at Casareabefore the proc.

summed up in the succeeding expressions, which, urator, Felix (Acts 24 : 1 , 2 ). He evidently be.

therefore, at Hosea's time, denoted legitimate ele- longed to the class of professional orators, multi
ments of their worship. The things are, in tudes of whom were to be found not only in Rome,

fact, arranged in pairs, and I think light at once but in other parts of the empire, where they went

falls upon the passage when read in this connec- with the expectation offinding occupation at the

tion, each pair representing at once the true and tribunals of the provincial magistrates. We may

the false, the good and the evil , of which they infer that Tertullus was of Roman, or, at all
would be deprived. events, of Italian origin ; while the Sanhedrin

Neither king .
would naturally desire his services on account of

.. nor prince .

Neither sacrifice ... nor pillar. their own ignorance of the Latin language and of

Neither ephod . nor teraphim. the ordinary procedure of a Roman law court.

If we take the things in pairs we get the legiti- The historian probably only gave an abstract of

mate monarchy and the bastard lordship, legiti- the speech ,giving, however, in full the most salient

mate sacrifices and those with which the idola. points, and those which had the most forcibly

trous pillars were associated, the legitimate priestly impressed themselves upon him , such as the ex

ephod and the superstitious consulting of tera - ordium and the character ascribed to Paul ( v. 5).

phim .” There is no description of these images ; TESTAMENT, the frequent rendering of

but from the account of Michal's stratagem to Gr. draðinn, dee-ath -ay'-kay, a disposal.

deceive Saul's messengers, it is evident, if only 1. A disposition, arrangement of any sort. which

one image be there meant, as is very probable, one wishes to be valid (Gal . 3:15), especially the

that they were at least sometimes of the size of a last disposal which one makes of his earthly pos

man, and, perhaps, in the head and shoulders, if sessions after his death , a testament or will.

not lower, of human shape, or of a similar form 2. A covenant, a compact, very often used in

( 1 Sam . 19 : 13–16 ) . Scripture. The word covenant is used to denote

TEʻRESH (Heb. wym, teh '-resh, severe), one of the close relationship which God entered into :with
the two eunuchs whose plot to assassinate Ahasu . Noah (Gen. 6:18 ; 9:9, sq . ) ; with Abraham ,Isaac,

eruswas discovered by Mordecai (Esth. 2:21 ; 6 : 2 ) . afterward , through Moses, with the people ofand Jacob, and their posterity (Lev. 26:42) ; and

He was hanged B. C. about 515.
Israel (Exod., ch. 24; Deut. 5 : 2 ; 28:69). “ By this

TERRACE (Heb. To , mes-il-law ', thorough- last covenant the Israelites are' bound to obey

fare), a staircase, constructed out of algum trees, God's will as expressed and solemnly promulgated

for Solomon's palace ( 2 Chron . 9:11 ). in the Mosaic law ; and he promises them his al.

TERRIBLENESS. See GLOSSARY. mighty protection and blessings of every kind in

TERROR, the rendering of several Hebrew
this world , but threatens transgressors with the

words and one Greek worddenoting great fear,
severest punishments. Hence in the New Testa.

that which agitatesboth body and mind. Someof ment we find mention of ... the ark of the cove

these words have as their primary meaning the ( Heb. 9:4 ; Rev. 11:19,A. V. ' the ark of his testa.
nant, or law , in which the tables were deposited

cause of fear, others the result. Thus 772 " (ayment'); of the covenant of circumcision (Heb .

maw ', Josh. 2: 9 ; Job 20:25 ; Psa. 33:18 ; 55 :4 ; 9:20 ; comp. Acts 7 : 8 ) ” (Grimm, Gr.- Eng. Lex .).

88:15) is that which inspires dread , as a king The new and more satisfactory bond of friend.

1
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ship which God in the Messiah's time would enter Trachonitis." 3. Lysanias,who is said (Luke 3 : 1 )

into with the people of Israelis called Kalvý Saðýkn, to have been “ tetrarch of Abilene.” The title of

kahee-nay' dee-ath -ay '-kay, the new testament- tetrarch was at this time probably applied to petty

wliich divine promise Christ has made good (Heb. tributary princes without any such determinate

8 : 8-10 ; 10:16) . Thus we find two testaments meaning. But it appears from Josephus that the

(covenants) spoken of, the Mosaic and the Chris. tetrarchies of Antipas and Philip were regarded

tian (Gal. 4:24); with the former of which (Heb. as constituting each a fourth partof their father's

9:15, 18 ; comp. 8 :9 ) the latter is contrasted (Matt. kingdom . Weconclude that in these two cases,

26:28 ; Mark 14:24 ; Luke 22:20 ; 1 Cor. 11:25 ; at least, the title was used in its strict and literal

Heb. 13:20), of which Christ is the Mediator (8 : 6). sense.

Old and New Testaments . When the books
THADDÆUS (Gr. Oaddaios, thad -dah ’-yos),

written by Christ's apostles, or by apostolic men, a name in Mark's catalogue of the twelve apostles

came to be placed alongside the sacred books of (Mark 3:18) in the great majority of manuscripts.

the Hebrews, as comprising the entire scriptural In Matthew's catalogue (Matt.10: 3) Lebbæus is

canon, it became necessary to distinguish the two probably the originalreading. From a comparison

divisions by appropriate designations. A usage with the catalogue of Luke (Luke6:16 ; Acts 1:13)

which already prevailed furnished the designa- it seems scarcely possible to doubt that the three

tions required. The gracious engagements into names of Judas, Lebbæus, and Thaddæus, were

which God was pleased to enter with individuals borne by one and the same person . Edersheim

and communities bear in the Old Testament the ( Life of Jesus, i, 522 ) derives the term Thaddæus

name of ber - eeth ' (Heb. 077?), or covenant (q. v.), from thodah, praise, and adds, “In that case both

and to this corresponds the Gr. dia@han in the LXX. Lebbæus and Thaddæus would point to the hearti

and the New Testament. Of these covenants two nessand thanksgiving of the apostle, and hence

his character ." His real name seems to have been

stand out from all the rest as of preeminent im
Judas Labbæus, and his surname Thaddæus.

portance — God's covenant with Israel mediated

by Moses, and that covenant which he promised
THA HASH (Heb. wnn, takk-ash, badger),

to establish through the Messiah. This latter is the third son of Nahor by his concubine Reumah
called by Jeremiah (31:31) “ a new covenant," and (Gen. 22:24).

familiarly used by the apostles (2 Cor. 3 : 6 ; Heb.
THA'MAH (Ezra 2:53). See TAMAH.

9:15 , etc.), would naturally suggest the applica

tion of the phrase " the first testament” ( kaivý
THA MAR (Matt. 1 : 3) . See TAMAR, 1 .

diadakn) to the former (Heb . 9:15). In the Latin
THANK . See GLOSSARY.

Church the usage prevailed of calling these two THANK OFFERING. See SACRIFICIAL OF

covenants Vetus et Novum Testamentum , i. e . , the FERINGS.

Old and the New Testament ; and Testament has THANKSGIVING (Heb. 77. yar -dar ';

naturally passed into the title of the two divisions

ofthe Scripturesinthe English andmost ofthe 177in, to - daw ' ; Gr. eixnploría, yoo-khar-is-tee -ah)

European versions (see Kitto, McC. and S. , Cyc.). " is a duty of which gratitude is the grace. This

TESTIMONIES (Heb. 1777, ay -dar ', or 077 obligation of godliness is acknowledged by the

ay -dooth '; Gr. from uaptupéw, mar-too-reh ’-o, wit- tian grace it has someblessed peculiarities. It is
universal sentiment of mankind ; but as a Cbris

ness), anything which testifies (Gen. 31:52, A. V. gratitude, as,for all the benefitsof divine Provi

“ witness " ); a precept of God (Deut. 4:45 ; 6:17, dence, so especially for the general and personal

20 ; 1 Kings 2 : 3; 23 :3 ; 1 Chron . 29:19, etc.; Psa. gifts of redemption. The very term most in use

25:10 ; 78:56 ; 93 : 5 ; 19 : 2, etc.); a collection of shows this ; it is zápis, lar' -ece, which is the

precepts, the law, specially theDecalogue (Exod. grace of God in Christ, operating in the soul of
16:34; 25:16, 21 ; 31:18). The Scriptures are so the believer as a principle, and going back to him

called because " they testify” of Christ (John in gratitude: " Thanks be unto God for his un.

5:39 ). As being the receptacle of the table of speakable gift. ' The ethical gratitude of Chris

the law , the ark was called " the ark of the testi- tianity connects every good gift and every perfect

mony ” (Exod . 25:22 ; 26:33, 34); and the taber- gift with the gift of Christ. Moreover, it is a
nacle , " the tabernacle of testimony” (Num. 1:50, thanksgiving which in the Christian economy, and

53 ; 10:11). Ay-dooth' is found in composition in it alone, redounds to God for all things: in

with Shushan ( in the title of Psa. 60) and with everything give thanks. This characteristic flows

Shoshannii (Psa. 80, title). See Musical Terms, from the former. The rejoicing which we have in

p . 768. " The testimony of Jesus Christ ” (Rev. the Lord, and the everlasting consolation we pos.

1 : 2) was that which Jesus spoke to John, probably sess in him, makes every possible variety of divine

concerning future events. dispensation a token for good. The Christian

TETRARCH (Gr. Tetpápxns, tet -rar'-khace), privilege is to find reason for gratitude in all

properly the sovereign or governor of the fourth things: ' for this isthe will ofGod in Christ Jesus

part of a country. 1. Herod Antipas (Matt. 14: 1 ; concerning you '” (Pope, Christ. Theol., pp. 226,

Luke 3:1, 19 ; 9: 7 ; Acts 13 : 1 ), who is commonly 227).

distinguished as “ Herod the tetrarch ," although THANKWORTHY is the rendering of the

the title of “ king " is also assigned to him both Gr. xápis (khar'-is, grace), in the declaration

by Matthew (14 :9) and by Mark ( 6:14, 22, sq.). (1 Pet . 2:19), “ For this is thankworthy, if a man

2. Herod Philip, who is said by Luke (3: 1 ) to have for conscience toward God endure grief, suffering

been “ tetrarch of Ituræa and of the region of I wrongfully." The meaning is, this wins for us

( 6

T.

•

"
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THARA THEBES

SARY .

1

(God's) favor (R. V. " is acceptable " ). See Glos. in Attica are of two kinds: (a) ordinary leaden
tokens about the size of either a florin or a six.

THARA (Luke 3:34) . See TERAH. penny bit , or (6) counters of bone or ivory about

the size of a half crown . ”

THAR'SHISH , a less correct form for Tar
( 2 ) The Roman theater . “ In Rome, where

SHISH , 2.
dramatic representations, in the strict sense of

THEATER (Gr. Oéarpov, theh '-al-ron ). the term , were not given until 240 B. C., a wooden

1. A place in which games and dramatic spec- stage was erected in the circus for each perform

tacles are exbibited and public assemblies held, ance, and taken down again.... Those who wanted

for the Greeks use the theater also as a forum seats had to bring their own chairs ; sometimes,

(Acts 19:29, 31 ). by order of the senate, sitting was forbidden . In

2. A public show, and, figuratively, a man who 154 B. C. an attempt was made to build a per

is exhibited to be gazed at and made sport of manent theater with fixed seats, but it had to be

( 1 Cor. 4 :9, A. V. and R. V.“ a spectacle " ). The pulled down by order of the senate. In 145 B. C. ,

writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews speaks ( 12: 1) on the conquest of Greece , theaters were provided

of “ so great a cloud of witnesses," having in mind, with seats after the Greek models were erected ;

no doubt, the agonistic scene, in which Christians these, however, were only of wood, and served for

are viewed as running a race, and not the theater one representation alone. The first stone theater

or stage, where the eyes of the spectators are fixed was built by Pompey in 55 B. C. , a second one by
on them . Cornelius Balbus ( 13 B. C. ), and in the same year

(1) The Greek theater was originally intended the one dedicated by Augustus to his nephew

for the performance of dithyrambic choruses at Marcellus, and was called by his name, the ruins

the feast of Dionysus. The hymn celebrated the l of which still exist . Besides these there were no

other stone theaters in Rome. The

Roman theater differed from the

Greek . In the first place the audi.

torium formed a semicircle only,

with the front wall of the stage

building as its diameter, while in

the Greek it was larger than a semi

circle. Again a covered colonnade

ran roundthe highest story of the

Roman theater, the roof of which

was of the same heightasthe highest

part of the stage. The orchestra,

moreover, which was inclosed by the

căvěa , contained places for specta

tors ; these were, at the first, re

served exclusively for the senators ;

foreign ambassadors whom it was

wished to honor were afterward

Theater at Ephesus. admitted to them . Places of

dignity also assigned to

sufferings and actions of the god in a style corre- magistrates and priests, probably on the podium ,

sponding to the passionate character of his wor- or the space in front of the lowest row of seats ,

ship ; and it was sung to the accompaniment of a where there was room for a few rows of chairs.

Aute and a dance round the altar . “ From the The first fourteen rows of the ordinary seats were

first it consisted of two principal parts : (a) the (68 B. C. ) appropriated to the equites ; after them

circular dancing place (orchestra), with the altar came the general body of citizens,who were prob

of the god in the center, and (b ) the place for the ably arranged in the order of their tribes ; in the

spectators, or the theater (thčātron ) proper. The upper part of the căvča were the women, who sat

thèātron was in the form of a segment of a circle, apart, in accordance with a decree of Augustus ;

with the seats rising above one another in concen- the lowest class were relegated to the highest

tric tiers . The seats were almost always cut in the tier. Even children were admitted, only slaves

slope of a hill. When the dithyrambic choruses being excluded. Admission was free, as was the

had developed into the drama, a structure called case with all entertainments intended for the peo

the skēnē (Lat. scena) was added , with a stage for ple. The tickets of admission did not indicate any

dramatic representations. It was erected on the particular seat, but only the block of seats and

side of the orchestra away from the spectators , the row in which it would be found ” (Seyffert,

and at such a height and distance as to allow of Dict. of Class. Antiq., s. v .) .

the stage being in full view from every part of THEBES, the Greek name of a city of Egypt,

the theater. The first stone theater was that and its capital during the empire ; called in the

built at Athens, the home of the Greek drama; A. V. “ No-Amon ,” R. V.“ Noamon," or simply No

and the theaters in every part of the Hellenic ( Jer. 46:25 ) ; R. V. “ Amon of No " (Ezek. 30 : 14

world were constructed on the same general prin- 16 ) (see No) . Thebes is referred to by classical

ciples . It is estimated that the theater in Athens i writers as being very ancient. “ Thebes spreads

had room for twenty -seven thousand five hundred itself on both banks of the Nile, just as London

persons. The tickets of admission discovered and Paris extend over both banks of the Thames

To

were

a

"
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THEFT THESSALONICA

and Seine. On the right bank are the temples of tions if contrary to the divine will . The later his .

Karnak and of Luzor. On the left bank , going tory of Israel is a rehearsal of the conflict and

from north to south , are the temple of Goornah, intercourse between the great head of the kingdom

of Deir - el - Bahari, the Ramescum , the Colossi, the and the refractory functionaries. Under the new

temple of Deir-el -Medineh, and of Medinet- Abou." | economy this idea passed over, in its spiritual im.

Of these the most wonderful was Karnak, whose port, to the Messiah, as the heir of David's perpet.

ruins are to-day the most picturesque of all Egypt. ual dynasty , and thus Christ becomes the ruler of

For descriptions of thesc_temples see Mariette his Church and the hearts of its members.

Bey, Monuments of Upper Egypt; Maspero, Dawn THEOPH'ILUS (Gr. Okoolhos, ther -of - 11-08,

of Civilization . friend of God) , the person to whom Luke inscribes

In October, 1899, nine columns of the great his gospel and the Acts of the Apostles (Luke 1: 3 ;

hall of the temple at Karnak collapsed . Their Acts 1 : 1 ). We meet with a considerable number

fall, as indeed the general decay of the temple, is and variety of theories concerning him. The

perhaps due to the infiltration of the Nile, whose traditional connection of Luke with Antioch has

water, saturated as it is with nitre, eats away the disposed some to look upon Antioch as the abode

sandstone. of Theophilus, and possibly as the seat of his

THE BEZ (Heb. yan, tay-bates ', conspicuous), government. “ Wemay safely reject the Patristic
the scene of the death of the usurper Abimelech notion that Theophiluswas either a fictitionsper.

son or a mere personification of Christian love.
(Judg. 9:50) . He had suffocated a thousand

The epithet kpáriote (“most excellent ') is a suffi
Shechemites in the hold of Baal-berith by the cient evidence of his historical existence. It does

smoke of green wood, and then besieged and took not, indeed, prove that he was a governor, but it

Thebez. This town possessed a strong tower, to makes it most probable that he was a person of

V
i
d

Thessalonica .

which the men , women , and children betook them - high rank. All that can be conjectured with any

selves . When Abimelech advanced to the tower, degree of safety concerning him comes to this,

and drew near to set the door on fire, a woman that he was a Gentile of rank and consideration

threw a millstone down upon him from the roof who came under the influence of Luke or under

of the tower, and smashed his skull. Whereupon that of Paul at Rome, and was converted to the

he called to his armor -bearer to give him a death . Christian faith ” (Smith, Dict. , 8. .v .).

blow with his sword, that men might not say of “ The only traditional information we possess

him , “ A woman slew him ." Thebez seems to be about this person is that found in the ' Clementine

preserved in the large village of Tubás, northeast Recognitions' (x , 71 ), about the middle of the

of Shechem , a still important town. It is situated | 2d century: " So that Theophilus, wlio was at

on the slopes and summit of a hill, whose sides the head of all the men in power at the city (of

are pierced with numerous cisterns, some in use. Antioch ), consecrated, under the name of a church ,

Hundreds of people even now live underground, the great basilica ( the palace) in which he resided.'
in caves cut in the rock .

According to this, Theophilus was a great lord re

THEFT. See Law , p . 637. siding in the capital of Syria” (Godet, Com. , on

THELA'SAR (2 Kings 19:12). See TEL -ASSAR.
Luke ).

THEOCRACY (Gr. Oeokparía, theh-ok-rat-ee'.
THESSALO'NIAN (Gr. Oxooahovikeus, thes .

ah,rule of God ), the form of government among 1 :1; 2 Thess. 2:1 ; " of Thessalonica, ” 27 : 2) of an
sal-on - ik-yoos), the designation (Acts 20 :4 ; 1 Thess.

the early Israelites, in which Jehovah was recog.
nized as their supreme civil ruler, and his laws inhabitant of THESSALONICA (9. v .).

were taken as the statute book of the kingdom . THESSALO‘NIANS, EPISTLES TO. See

Moses, Joshua, and the Judges were theappointees BIBLE , Books of.

and agents of Jehovah. The kings were each THESSALONI'CA (Gr. Oooahovíkn, thes

specifically anointed in his name and the prophets sal-on -ce'-kay ), called anciently Therma. It was
were commissioned to inform them of his will , and named after the wife of Cassander, who rebuilt

did not hesitate to rebuke and even veto their ac. I the city . Under the Romans it was one of four
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divisions of Macedonia . Paul and Silas organized 1. In taking an oath it was an ancient custom

a church there ( Acts 17 :1-4 ; 1 Thess. 1 :9) . In to put the hand under the thigh. Abraham re

Acts 20: 1-3 Paul's visit is named ; see also Phil. quired it of his servant, when he made him swear

4:16 ; 2 Tim. 4:10 . In Acts 17: 6, 8, the rulers of that he would take a wife for Isaac of the daugh

the city are called, in the original, politarchai. ters of the Canaanites (Gen. 24 : 2–9). Jacob re

It is now the most important town, after Constan- quired it of Joseph when he bound' him by oath

tinople, of European Turkey. Its name is Saloniki, to bury him in Canaan (47 : 29–31 ). This custom,

and it has a mixed population ofeighty-five thou. the so-called bodily oath, was, no doubt, connected

sand. Placed on the great road (Via Egnatia ), with the significance of the hip as the part from

which connected Rome with the whole region which the posterity issued (46:26, margin) and the

north of the Ægean Sea, Thessalonicawas an in- seat of vital power. The earlyJewish commenta

valuable center forthe spread of the Gospel. In tors supposed it to be especially connected with

fact it was nearly, if not quite, on a level with the rite of circumcision.

Corinth and Ephesus in its share of the commerce 2. It is stated (Gen. 32 : 25–32) that the angel

of the Levant. The circumstance noted in Acts touched the hollow of Jacob's thigh and put it out

17:1, that here was the synagogue of the Jews in of joint. By the dislocation of his hip the carnal

this part of Macedonia, liad evidently much to do nature of his previous wrestling was declared to

with the apostle's plans, and also doubtless with be powerless and wrong. By his wrestling with

his success. The firsi scene of the apostle's work God Jacob entered upon a new stage in his life.

at Thessalonica was the synagogue ( 17 : 2 , 3 ). Because of the dislocation of Jacob's thigh the

THEUʻDAS (Gr. Oevdās, thyoo-das', perhaps custom grew up among his descendants of refrain

contraction of Oɛodwpos, God -given ), an insurgenting from eating the nervus ischiadicus, the princi

mentioned by Gamaliel in his speech before the palnerve in the neighborhood ofthe hip, which is

Sanhedrin, at the time of the arraignment of the easily injured by any violent strain in wrestling.

apostles (Acts 5: 35-39). He seems to have been 3. If the wife, accused by her husband of infi.

a religious impostor, and to have had about four delity, was guilty, a part of the curse pronounced

hundred adherents, who were all slain or scattered . upon her was that her thigh should rot (Num. 5:

Josephus (Ant. , xx, 5 , 1 ) informs us “ that a cer. 21). Precisely the nature of this disease it is im.

tain magician, whose namewasTheudas, persuaded possible to determine. Michaelis supposes it to
a 'great part of the people to take their effects have been dropsy of the ovary.

with them and follow him to the river Jordan ; Figurative. The phrase " hip and thigh

for he told them he was a prophet, and that he (Heb.piw, shoke, Judg . 15 : 8) occurs in the ac

would, by his own command, divide the river, and count of Samson's slaughter of the Philistines,
afford them an easy passage over it ; and many and is a proverbial expression for a cruel, unspar

were deluded by his words. Fadus ... sent a troop ing slaughter. To uncover the thigh (Isa . 47:2)

of horsemen out against them ; who, falling upon was to lay aside all feminine modesty, as to “ grind

them unexpectedly, slew many of them , and took at the mill” was to take a servant's place. Strik

many of them alive. They also took Theudas ing the thigh was the sign ofthe deepest shame

alive, and cut off his head, and carried it to Jeru- (Jer. 31:19) or of sorrow (Ezek . 21:12). In Rev.

salem . " 19:16 it is written, “ And he hath on his vesture

THIEF . See Law, p . 637.
and on his thigh a name written ,” etc. Schleus.

THIEVES . The prophetIsaiah(1:23)says sword, which hung upon the thigh. Montfaucon
ner thinks that the name was written upon the

of the Israelitish rulers that they were compan

ions of thieves, ” meaning thereby that they allowed gives an account of several images of warriors

themselves to bebribed by presents of stolen having inscriptions upon the thighs.

goods to acts of injustice toward those who had THIMNATHAH ( Josh. 19:43). See TIMNAH.

been robbed. The men who under this name ap. THINE WOOD. See GLOSSARY.

pear in the history of the crucifixion were robbers
THIRST (Heb. 87 , isaw -maw '; Gr. dipos,

rather than thieves, belonging to the lawless
bands by which Palestine was at that timeand dip -sos),a painful sensation occasioned by the ab

afterward infested. Against these brigands every sence of liquids from the stomach. This sensation

Roman procurator had to wage continual war, It is sometimes accompanied by vehement desire,

was necessary to use an armed police to encounter and the term is therefore used figuratively in

them (Luke 22:52) . Of the previous history of the Scripture, in the moral sense of a long

the two who suffered on Golgotha we know nothing after God (Psa . 42:2 ; 63: 1 ; 143:6, etc.). A
ing. They had been tried and condemned, and longing after criminal indulgence is also called

were waiting their execution before our Lord was thirst ( Jer. 2:25). A state of continued satisfac

accused. It is probable enough, as the death of tion is expressed by the phrase, “ They shall hun.

Barabbas was clearly expected at the same time, ger no more, neither thirst any more ” (Rev. 7:16).
that they had taken part in his insurrection . At THISTLE . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

first the thieves reviled our Lord, but afterward

one of them in penitence prayed to be remembered
THOM'AS (Gr. Owuās, tho-mas', twin ), also

when Jesus should come to his kingdom (Matt. called Didymus, its Greek equivalent.

27:38 , 44 ; Mark 15:27).
1. Name and Family. Out of this name

THIGH (Heb. 77, yaw-rake'; Gr. unpós, may- Lydia, or that he was a twin brother of our Lord ;
has grown thetradition that he had a twin sister,

ros'), the part of the body from the legs to the which last, again , would confirm his identification
trunk .

with Judas (comp. Matt. 13:55). He is said to

( G

>
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THOMAS THORN IN THE FLESH

have been born in Antioch, but is also considered which he did not recognize the statement of eye

by some a native of Galilee, like most of the other witnesses as a sufficient ground of faith . In the

apostles ( John 21 : 2). New Testament we hear of Thomas only twice

2. Personal History. In the first three again, once on the Sea of Galilee, with six other

gospels we have an account of his call to the disciples (21:2), and again in the assembly of the

apostleship (Matt. 10 :3 ; Mark 3:18 ; Luke 6:15). apostles after the ascension (Acts 1:13 ). The

The rest that we know of him is derived from the earlier traditions, as believed in the fourth cen

gospel of John. When Jesus declared his inten. tury , represent him as preaching in Parthia, or

tion of going to Bethany, Lazarus being dead, Persia, and as finally buried in Edessa. The later

Thomas, apprehensive of danger, said to the other traditions carry him farther east. His martyrdom

disciples, “ Let us also go, that we may die with is said to bave been occasioned by a lance.

hini ” ( John 11:16 ). At the last supper, when
THORN, the rendering of several Hebrew and

Jesus was speaking of his departure, Thomas said Greek words ; indeed there are no less than

unto him , “ Lord,weknow not whither thou goest; twenty-two words rendered in the A. V. “ thorn ,"
and how can we know the way ? ” (14:5.) When thistle," “ brier,” etc. (see VEGETABLE KINGDOM).
Jesus appeared to the first assembly after his res. In the passage “ Canst thou put a hook into his
urrection, Thomas, for some reason, was absent.The others toldhim, “ We have seen the Lord.» [the leviathan ) nose? or bore his jaw through with
Thomas broke forth into an exclamation which a thorn ? ” ( Job 41 :2 ; comp. 2 Chron. 33:11 ; Heb.

conveys to us atonce the vehemence of hisdoubt, tin, khoʻ-akh,) thorn was a hook or ring put

and the vivid picture that his mind retained of through the nostrils of large fishes in order to lct

his Master's form as he had last seen him lifeless them down again alive into the water and retain

on the cross (20:25). “And after eight days again I them as captives.

(

"

1

Thrashing Floor .

( G

"

his disciples were within, and Thomas with them : Figurative. " A grieving thorn ” (Ezek. 28:

then came Jesus, the doors being shut, and stood 24) should be rendered a smarting sting, figurative

in the midst, and said, Peace be unto you.” Turn- of the hurts of heathenism . “ The most upright

ing to Thomas,he uttered the words which convey is sharper than a thorn hedge ” (Mic. 7 :4 ) refers

as strongly the sense of condemnation and tender to the corruption of the nation , which was so great

reproof as those of Thomas had shown the sense that even the most upright injured all who came

of hesitation and doubt. “ Then saith he to in contact with bim . In Job 5 : 5 , “ taketh it even

Thomas, Reach hither thy finger, and behold my out of the thorns," means that even a thorny hedge

hands ; and reach hither thy hand, and thrust it does not prevent them from taking the food of

into my side : and be not faithless, but believing." the orphan . From want of energy “ theway of

The effect upon Thomas is immediate. Doubt is the slothful man is as an hedge of thorns ” (Prov

removed , and faith asserts itself strongly. The 15:19), i . e. , full of almost insurmountable ob

words in which he expresses his belief contain a stacles (comp. 22:5 ). To be overgrown with thorns

high assertion of his Master's divine nature : " And is a figure of desolation (24:31). The crackling

Thomas answered and said unto him, My Lord and of thorns under a pot ” (Eccles. 7 : 6) is that to

my God." The answer of our Lord sums up the which the laughter of fools is compared. The

moral of the whole narrative : " Thomas, because wicked are often compared to thorns (2 Sam . 23 : 6 ;

thou hast seen me, thou hast believed : blessed Nah . 1:10 ). Dried cow dung was the common

are they that have not seen , and ret have be- fuel in Palestine ; its slowness in burning makes

lieved " (20: 26–29). From this incident came the
title of Donbting Thomas,” and he has been the quicknessof a fire of thorns the more graphic

characterized as “ slow to believe, subject to de- asan image of the sudden end of fools (comp.

spondency, seeing all the difficulties of a case: false prophets (Matt.7:16).Psa. 118 : 12) . Thorns and thistles are symbolic of

viewing things on the darker side.” It may
that he was of a critical tendency of mind, in THORN IN THE FLESH . See Paul

" )
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THOUGHT. See GLOSSARY. throne was approached by six steps (1 Kings 10:

THRASHING . See AGRICULTURE, P. 28.
19 ; Chron. 9:18) ; and Jehovah's throne is de.

Figurative. Thrashing is used in Scripture scribed as “ high and lifted up ” (Isa. 6 :1). The

as a figure of providential chastisement (Isa. 21: materials and workmanship were costly. It was

10) ; crushing oppression (Isa. 41:15 ; Mic.4:12, 13); furnished with arms or " stays.” The steps were

judicial visitation (Jer. 51:33) ; the labors of min- also lined with pairs of lions. As to the form of

isters ( 1 Cor. 9 : 9, 10). Dust made by thrashing is the chair, we are only informed in 1 Kings 10:19

a figure of complete destruction (2 Kings 13 :7).
that “ the top was round behind.” The king sat

on his throne on state occasions. At such times

THRASHING FLOOR (Heb. 123, go -ren, he appeared in his royal robes.

even ), a level and hard-beaten plot in the open air Figurative. The throne was the symbol of

(Judg. 6:37 ; 2 Sam . 6 : 6), on which sheaves of supreme power and dignity (Gen. 41:40). “ To sit

grain were thrashed (Isa . 21:10 ; Jer. 51:33 ; Mic. 4 : upon the throne ” implied the exercise of regal

12 ; Matt. 3:12). The top of a rock was a favorite power (Deut. 17:18 ; 1 Kings 16:11) ; to “ sit upon

spot for this purpose ; on this the sheaves were the throne of another ” ( 1 Kings 1:13 )meant to

spread out, and sometimes beaten with flails | succeed him as king. “ Thrones " also designates

-a method practiced especially with the

lighter grains, such as fitches or cummin

(Isa. 28:27)—but more commonly by oxen.

The oxen were either yoked side by side and

driven round over the grain , or yoked to a

machine ( Lat. tribulurn or trahea ), consisting

of a board or a block of wood, with stones or

pieces of iron fastened to the lower surface

to make it rough. This was dragged over

the grain , beating out the kernels.

The thrashing floors were watched all

night to guard against theft of the grain

(Ruth 3:4, 6 , 14) ; they were often of con

siderable value, and frequently named in

connection with the winepress (Deut. 16:13 ;

2 Kings 6:27 ; Hos. 9:2 ; Joel 2:24) , since

grain , wine, and oil were the more important

products of the soil. They were sometimes

given particular names, as that of Nachon

. ( 2 Sam . 6 :6) or Chidon ( 1 Chron. 13 :9), Atad

(Gen. 50:10), Ornan or Araunah (2 Sam. 24:18,

20 ; 1 Chron . 21:15).

THREE . See NUMBER.

THREE TAVERNS. See APPII FORUM.

THRESHOLD , the rendering in A.V. of :

1. Saf (99), a sill or bottom of a doorway

(Judg. 19:27 ; 1 Kings 14:17 ; Ezek. 40: 6 , 7 ;

Zeph. 2:14 ). CHALELLAND

2. Mif-lawn ' (77??, a stretcher ), probably

the bottom beam or sill of a door ( 1 Sam. 6 :4,

6 ; Ezek.9 :3 ; 10 :4 , 18 ; 46 : 2 ; 47 : 1).

3. Aw - s00f' (90$, collection ), only in the

plural, and meaning stores , storehouses

(1 Chron. 26:15, 17 ), especially as connected with earthly potentates and celestial beings, archangels

the western gates of the temple (Neh. 12:25). (Col. 1:16 ).

THRONE (Heb. Ro?, kis-say' ; Gr. Opovos, THRONG . See GLOSSARY.

thron '-08 ; Bñua, bay '-mah ). The Hebrew term THROUGHLY . See GLOSSARY.

kis-say ' applies to any elevated seat occupied by a THUM MIM . See URIM AND THUMMIM.

person in authority , whether a high priest ( 1 Sam .
THUNDER (Heb. 317

1:9 ), a judge (Psa. 122:5), or a military chief (Jer.
or bj, kole, a voice,

1:15 ). The use of a chair in a country where the i . e. , of Jehovah ; b3"], rah '- am , a peal ; Gr. Bpovrń,

usual postures were squatting and reclining, was bron-tay'). In a physical point of view themost
at all times regarded as a symbol of dignity noticeable feature in connection with thunder is

( 2 Kings 4:10 ; Prov. 9:14) . In order to specify a the extreme rarity of its occurrence during the
throne in our sense of the term it was necessary summer months in Palestine and the adjacent

to add to kis- say' the notion of royalty ; hence the countries. From the middle of April to the mid

frequent occurrence of such expressions as “ the dle of September it is hardly ever heard. Hence
throne of the kingdom ” ( Deut. 17:18 ; 1. Kings 1 : it was selected by Samuel as a striking expression

46 ; 2 Chron. 7:18). The characteristic feature in of the divine displeasure toward the Israelites

the royal throne was its elevation : Solomon's (1 Sam. 12:17) . Rain in harvest was deemed as
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THUNDERBOLT THYINE WOOD

extraordinary as snow in summer (Prov. 26: 1 ), and situated on the confines of Mysia and Ionia , a little

Jerome asserts that he had never witnessed it in south of the river Hyllus, and at the northern ex .

the latter part of June or in July ( Com ., on Amos tremity of the valley between Mount Tmolus and

4: 7). The plague of hail in Egypt is naturally the southern ridge of Temnus. It was one of the

represented as accompanied with " mighty thun- many Macedonian colonies established in Asia

derings” (Exod. 9 : 22–29, 33 , 34 ). It accompanied Minor, in the sequel of the destruction of the

the lightnings at the giving of the law (19:16 ; 20 : Persian empire by Alexander. The waters of

18) . It is referred to as a natural phenomenon Thyatira are said to be so well adapted for dyeing

subject to laws of the Creator (Job 28:26 ; that in no place can the scarlet cloth , out of which

38:25) . fezes are made, be so brilliantly or so permanently

In John 12:28 it is related that there “canie a dyed as here. So in the Acts ( 16:14 ) Lydia, the

voice from heaven ” in response to the prayer of first convert of Paul at Pbilippi, is mentioned as

Jesus. “ It is a voice which came miraculously a seller ofpurple from Thyatira. The principal

from God ; yet, as regards its intelligibility con- deity of the city was Apollo, worshiped as the

ditioned by the subjective disposition and recep - sun -god under the surname Tyrimnas. He was no

tivity of the bearers, which sounded with a tone doubt introduced by the Macedonian colonists, for

as of thunder, so that the definite words which the name is Macedonian. A priestess of Artemis

resounded in this form of sound remained unin. is also mentioned in the inscriptions. Another

telligible to the unsusceptible, who simply heard superstition of an extremely curious nature, which

that majestic kind of sound, but not its contents, I existed at Thyatira, seemsto have been brought

Thyatira .

C

and said, Bpovrinu yeyovéval (“ It is thunder ') " thither by some of the corrupted Jews of the dis.

(Meyer, Com ., in loc.). Mark (3:17) tells us that persed tribes. A fane stood outside the walls,

our Lord surnamed James and John “ Boanerges, dedicated to Sambatha — the name of the sibyl who

which is, The sons of thunder.” Some have is sometimes called Chaldean, sometimes Jewish,

thought that this was applied to them because of sometimes Persian - in the midst of an inclosure

their eloquence ; others to their courage and ener- designated “ the Chaldean's court." This seems

gy. It seemsmore likely that it referred to their to lend an illustration to the obscure passage in

impetuous, ardent temperament. Rev. 2:20, 21 , which Grotius interprets of the wife

Figurative. In the imaginative philosophy of the bishop. Now there is evidence to show

of the Hebrews thunder was regarded as the voice that in Thyatira there was a great amalgamation
of Jehovah ( Job 37 : 2 , 4 , 5 ; 40 : 9 ; Psa . 18:13 ; of races. But amalgamation ofdifferent races in

29:3–9; Isa. 30:30, 31 ), who dwelt behind the pagan nations always went together with a syncre.

thundercloud (Psa. 81:7 ). Thunder was, to the tism of different religions, every relation of life

mind of the Jew, the symbol of divine power having its religious sanction. If the sibyl Sam .

(29:3, etc. ) and vengeance ( 1 Sam . 2:10 ; 2 Sam. batha was really a Jewess, lending her aid to this

22:14). proceeding, and not discountenanced by the au

THUNDERBOLT (Heb. 90 , reh '- shef, a thorities of the Judæo-Christian Church at Thya

live coal, an arrow ). In accordance with the tira, both the censure and its qualification become

easy of

popular notion “ hot thunderbolts ” (Psa . 78:48) Bible) thinks that the Jezebel referred to in con
explanation. Dr. Milligan (Expositor's

meant lightnings, with reference, doubtless, to the nection with Thyatira was the Old Testament char.

manner in which lightning strikes the earth . acter of that name ; and that the sin of the church

THYATIRA (Gr. Ovátelpa, thoo-at - i-rah ), a in Thyatira was that it tolerated the evil of wbich

city in Asia Minor, the seat of one of the seven she was so striking a representative.

Apocalyptic churches (Rev. 1:11 ; 2:18). It was THYINE WOOD . See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
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TIBERIAS

TIBEʻRIAS (Gr. Tißeplás, tib -er -ee -as'), a city neighborhood. Tiberias was the capital of Gali.

in the time of Christ, ou the Sea of Galilee ; first lee from the time of its origin until the reign of

mentioned in the New Testament (John 6 : 1 , 23 ; Herod Agrippa II, who changed the seat of power

21 : 1 ), and then by Josephus,who states that it was back again to Sepphoris, where it had been before

built by Herod Antipas, and was named by him the founding of the new city. Many of the in.

in honor of the emperor Tiberius . It was one of habitants were Greeks and Romans, and foreign

aste

T
b
e
r
l
a
s.

wine towns round the sea,each one having not less customs prevailed there to such an extent as to

than fifteen thousand inhabitants. It was prob. give offense to the stricter Jews. The ancient

ably a new town, and not a restored or enlarged name has survived in that of the modern Tūbarieh.

one merely ; for “ Rakkath " ( Josh . 19:35 ), which which occupies unquestionably the original site,

is said in the Talmud to have occupied the same except that it is confined to narrower limits than

position, lay in the tribe of Naphtali, whereas those of the original city. Near Tūbarieh , about a

Tiberias appears to have been within the limits of mile farther south along the shore, are the cele .

Zebulun (Matt. 4:13 ). G. A. Smith , however, brated warm baths, which the Roman naturalists

thinks it may be the same with Rakkath , or in its reckoned among the greatest known curiosities of
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TIBERIAS, THE SEA OF TIGLATH -PILESER

the world . The intermediate space between these He is mentioned in Scripture only in Luke 3:1 ,

baths and the town abounds with traces of ruins, where he is termed Tiberius Cæsar. John the

such as the foundations of walls, heaps of stones, Baptist, it is there said , began his ministry in the

blocks of granite, and the like ; and it cannot be fifteenth year of his reign, an important chrono

doubted, therefore, that the ancient Tiberiasoccu- logical statement, helping to determine the year

pied also this ground, and was much more exten- of Christ's birth and entrance on his public life.

sive than its modern successor. It stood anciently

TIBHATH (Heb. O , tib -khath ', slaugh
as now, on the western shore, about two thirds of
the way between the northern and southernend ter), a city of Hadadezer, king of Zobah (1 Chron.

of the Sea of Galilee. There is a margin or strip 18:8), called BETAH (9.v .) in 2 Sam . 8 : 8, probably

of land there between the water and the steep an accidental transposition of the first twoletters.

hills (which elsewhere in that quarter come down TIB'NI (Heb. ????, tib-nee', strawy), the sixth

so boldly to the edge of the lake), about two miles king of Israel , and son of Ginath . After the tragic

long and a quarter of a mile broad. The tract in death of Zimri there was a division among the

question is somewhat undulating,but approximates people, “ half followed Tibni ... and half followed

to the character of a plain. Tūbarîeh , the modern Omri.” Aftera struggle lasting four years Omri's

town, occupies the northern end of this parallelo - party prevailed, and, according to the brief ac

gram , and the warm baths the southern extrem count of the historian, “ Tibni died , and Omri

ity; so that the more extended city of the Roman reigned ” (1 Kings 16:21, 22), B. C. 886.

age must have covered all, or nearly all, of the
TIDAL (Heb. 1917 tid -apl ), the name of a

peculiar ground whose limits are thus clearly de

fined. Its newness, uncleanness, bad character of kingwho accompanied Chedorlaomer in his raid

its inhabitants, and idolatry, may account for its into Palestine about 2250 B. O. Of the person

absence from the records of our Lord's ministry ality of this king nothing else is known. The name

on the lake. After the fallofJerusalem the Jews has, however, been unexpectedly found by Mr.

resorted thither, it became their metropolis, and, Pinches upon a broken Babylonian tablet of the

after'A. D. 150, the seat of the Sanhedrin, and reignof Hammurabi,king of Babylon (B. C. 2287–

the rabbinical schools, from which came the Tal- 2233 ?). Upon this inscription the name is written,

mud and the Masorah . “Tudghulla, son of Gazza. ” This discovery is

TIBEʻRIAS, THE SEA OF, another name very important, because by it the chain of evi.

( John 21:1only) forthe Sea of Galilee (comp. 6:1). with Babylonian history is materially strengthened.
dence which connects the 14th chapter of Genesis

It is thought thatthe evangelist used this name as
being more familiar to nonresidents in Palestine The country ruled by Tidal was Gojim , often trans.

than the indigenous name of the “ Sea of Galilee "
lated “ nations or Gentiles.” It is not yet cer .

( q. v.) or “Sea of Gennesaret. "
tainly located. Hommel believes it to be Goi, in

TIBERIUS (Gr. Tißépios, tib-er'-ee-os, pertain- LAOMER, ARIOCH, and A MRAPHEL.
northeastern Babylonia. See articles on CHEDOR.

ing to the Tiber ; in full, Tiberius Claudius Nero LITERATURE.-Sayce, Patriarchal Palestine, Lon .

Cæsar), the second Roman emperor, successor of don, 1895 (especially the preface).— R . W. R.

Augustus, who began to reign A. D. 14, and reigned

until A. D. 37. He was the son of Tiberius Claudius
TIGʻLATH -PILE'SER , the name of an As

Nero and Livia, and hence a stepson of Augustus. syrian king (see also Pol). The nameof Tiglath
He was born at Rome on the 16th ofNovember, pileserfillsa large place in the history of the
B.C. 42. He became emperor in his fifty-fifth Hebrewpeople before the fallof Samaria. It was
year , after having distinguished himself as a com- in the reign of Tiglath-pileser III, known also to

mander in various wars, and having evinced usunder the name of Pul, that they first sensibly
talents of a high order as an orator and an admin. felt the menace of complete overthrow by the

Assyrians. (1) Name and origin. The name

Tiglath -pileser appears in Assyrian under the form

of Tukulti-apal-esharra, but this was abbreviated

even by the Assyrians themselves. It was a fa.

mous name in the annals of Assyria, for one of the

greatest Assyrian conquerors, Tiglath -pileser I

(about 1120 B. C. ), had borne it . Tiglath-pileser

III was, however, a far greater man than his

Coin of Tiberius. earlier namesake. He was not of royal origin . Of

his origin , indeed, nothing is known. It is prob

istrator of civil affairs. He even gained the repu. able that he was an Assyrian general. He may

tation of possessing the sterner virtues of the have been also an administrator or governor of

Roman character, and was regarded as entirely one of the vast provinces of the Assyrian empire.

worthy of the imperial honors to which his birth He appears suddenly upon the scene of historical

and supposed personal merits at length opened the action. He says nothing in his inscriptions of his

way. Yet, on being raised to the supremepower, father or of his mother. His inscriptions were

he suddenly became, or showed himself to be, a mutilated long after his death by Esar-haddon, an

very different man . His subsequent life was one indignity offered to no other king, and these facts

of inactivity, sloth , and self-indulgence. He was lead irresistibly to the conclusion that he was not

despotic in his government, cruel and vindictive a member of the royal family. The king who

in his disposition. Tiberius died at the age of preceded him upon the throne was Asshur-nirari

seventy-eight, after a reign of twenty-three years. III, who reigned weakly from 784 to 745 B. C. In
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TIGLATH -PILESER

7

3

2

1

the year 746 there was a rebellion against his rule. thought he was far enough away to place them

Whether Tiglath - pileser, then perhaps a general, out of danger. Some of the previous kings had

set this rebellion on foot, participated in it, or tried in a very slight fashion colonization and de.

merely reaped its results, we have no means of portation, but withoutconspicuous success. These

knowing, but immediately upon the death of were made by Tiglath -pileser III his chief methods.

Asshur-nirari III he was acknowledged king of He first conquered a people and then deported the

Assyria. (2) Reign. The very first years of his best of them to another part of his dominions,

reign showed him a masterful man. In other in bringing from that place enough people to colonize

stances in Assyrian history such an usurpation the land thus vacated. For many peoples this

would have been followed by petty wars and in- was punishment worse than death . From his

surrections all over the kingdom, but no audible point of view it contributed to stability by making

murmur was heard at the beginning of his reign . successful rebellion almost an impossibility. He

He was evidently known everywhere as a man further set Assyrian governors over conquered

with whom it would be dangerous to trifle. His provinces, and endeavored not only to collect

reign was not long (745–727 B. C. ), and he may tribute annually, but also to administer all the

have come to the throne comparatively late in life. affairs of the land as a part of the Assyrian em.

Whatever his name was, he assumed at once the pire which he was building. Campaign followed

royal style of Tiglath -pileser, adopting as his own campaign, north, east , and south , with lesser in
a famous name. Were it not for the abuse of his vasionsalso in the west. All these things affected

inscriptions, suffered at the hands of Esar-haddon, the Hebrew people but little. They were, how

we should know all the events of his reign in great ever, a threat of what might be when once he was
detail. He had restored the palace of Shalmaneser free to set about to the conquest of Palestine.

II, in Kalehi. Upon the walls of its great rooms (3 ) Relation with Israel. Nominally some of the

he placed stone slabs with beautifully engraved states of Syria and Palestine were already Assyr

ian tributaries, but As

syrian influence had

been little felt for a

long time. If it had

been possible to unite

all the petty kingdoms

of Syria, Palestine, and

their neighboring.coun.

tries into one great con

federation for mutual

defense it would prob.

ably have been possible

to prevent the recon .

quest of the west by

the Assyrians, even

under so great a mas
Final Assault on Damascus. (From the Assyrian Monuments .)

ter as Tiglath - pileser

inscriptions recounting the campaigns of his reign . | III. But the weakness of the west lay in its

Besides these he left inscriptions written upon utter inability to put aside selfish and petty con
clay, giving accounts of his campaigns grouped in cerns to work for united interests. Some of

geographical order ; and supplemented these by these states determined again , about 739 B. C.,

other inscriptions on clay containing lists of the to throw off the Assyrian yoke . At the head of

countries conquered, but without any details of the coalition thus formed Azariah, or Uzziah,
the campaigns. The first matter that claimed the king of Judah, took his stand. To support

attention of the new king was an invasion of him Hamath , Damascus, Tyre, Que, Melid , Sa
Babylonia, rendered necessary to drive out nomadic maria, and others, to the number of nineteen, had
Aramæans who had invaded and settled in the banded together. It was indeed a promising con

country , and threatened to destroy its civilization . federation. If these nineteen states should put

The march of the new Assyrian king southward their full quota of men into the field under com

was a triumphal progress. He was heralded as a petent military direction they would , no doubt, be

deliverer, and soon reestablished an orderly gov . able to resist the Assyrians, and to prevent, and,

ernment in the kingdom of Babylonia. After this at least, postpone the engulfing of Syria into the
he turned into the northwest and into the east, now rapidly growing Assyrian empire. But be

where he collected heavy tribute from peoples who fore any combination of their forces could be

had refused it during the weak reign of his pred brought about Tiglath- pileser came west and en

At the very beginning he introduced tered Palestine, apparently determined to attack

an entirely new method of dealing with conquered the ringleader, Uzziah, in his own territory, before

peoples. Before his reign the Assyrian kings had his allies could come to his aid. As soon as he

for the most part contented themselves with pred- entered the northern kingdom Menaliem threw

atory raids by which they enormously increased down his arms and paid the Assyriansone thousand

the wealth of Assyria, but contributed little to the talents of silver as a token of subjectior.. : Here

upbuilding of stable government in the conquered was practically an end of the entire confederation.

lands. Peoples thus conquered paid tribute while Tiglath -pileser was apparently satisfied with this

the conqueror was at hand, and refused when they collapse, and as the others were willing to pay

MATHS
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ccessor.
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2

tribute, he did not pursue the advantage which he He made the Assyrian empire out of a kingdom

had gained, but went back to Assyria laden with and a few dependencies. He made it a world

a heavy booty, to which Rezon of Damascus and power, binding province to province, and trans

Hirom of Tyre had also contributed. In 734 B. C. forming local centers into general centers by de

we find him again on the Mediterranean coast. portation and colonization.-R. W. R.

In this year he seems to have crossed the plain
TI'GRIS (Gr. Tiypis, tig '-ris) is used in the Sep.

of Syria, near Damascus, and to have gone straight
to the coast,which he followed towardthe south. tuagint asthe equivalent of the Heb. 5277 (khid.

He had no fear of Tyre nor of Sidon, for they were del '-kel, A. V. Hiddekel, Gen. 2:14), one of the

busy with commerce, and he needed to strike but rivers of Eden. Dr. Sayce says (High. Crit., etc.,

a few light blows before Gaza was reached. Here, p. 96) : “ The name of Hiddekel, or Tigris, was

if ever, Egypt and Syria and all the West ought to also Accadian. In the old language of Babylonia

have made a stand against the Assyrians, but no it was termed Idiqla and Idiqna,the encircling, '
stand was made, and Gaza was overwhelmed . In which the Semitic successors of the Accadians

the reignof Ahaz, king of Judah, with him Pekah changed into the feminines Idiqlat and Idiqnat.

of Samaria and Rezon of Damascus, was another From Idiqlat the Persians formed their Tigra with

opportunity for coalition against Assyria, but a play upon a word in their ownlanguage which

Pekah and Rezon thought they saw in the youth signified an ' arrow. ' The Hiddekel, we are told,

of Ahaz a chance for the enrichmentof their own flowed ' to the east of Asshur .' But the Assbur

kingdoms. They united forces and invaded Judah . meant is not the land of Assyria, as the A. V. sup.

So began the Syro-Ephraimitic war. Alaz was poses, but the city of Assur, the primitive capital

likely to be overwhelmed. To whom should he of the country, nowrepresented by the mounds of

turn for help ? No help was to be had in Egypt, Kalah Sherghat. The land of Assyria lay to the

and in the madness of the hour he sent an em- | east as well as to the west of the Tigris.” Daniel

bassy to meet Tiglath

pileser and sue for

help against Damascus

and Samaria . Tiglath

pileser accepted a bribe

froin Ahaz, for it suited

his own future pur

poses so to do, and at

once threatened Da.

mascus. This drew off

from Judah the armies

of Damascus and Sa

maria. Tiglath -pileser

then passed by Damas

cuis, came down the sea

coast past his tributary
Captivity of the Inhabitants . (From the Monuments.)

states of Tyre and Si

don, and turned into the plain of Esdraelon above ( 10 :4) calls it “ the great river, which is Hiddekel."

Carmel. His own accounts fail us at this point, but It rises in the mountains of Armenia , about thirts

the biblical narrative fills the gap by stating that miles northwest of Diarbekir, at no great distance

he took a number of cities and overran the land from the sources of the Euphrates, and pursues a
( 2 Ki 15:29) . He might then have attacked meanderi course for upward of one tliousand

Samaria itself, but the party of assassins made one hundred miles, when they at last unite and

that unnecessary, for they slew the king, and in flow as one stream into the Persian Gulf.

his place Tiglath -pileser set up Hoshea as the
TIKVAH (Heb. 1777, tik-vaw', a'cord, or

nominal king of Samaria, but as his personal rep.hope).
resentative ( 15:30). Damascus was next besieged ,

andthe entire country about it given over to deso- the husband of Huldah 'the prophetess ( 2 Kings
'1. The son of Harhas, and father of Shallum ,

lation . Tiglath -pileser boasts that he destroyed atthis time five hundred and ninety -one cities,whose 22:14), B. C. before 624. He is called in 2 Chron.

inhabitants were carried away with all their pos.
34:22, TIKVATH.

sessions to Assyria. Ahaz of Judah cameto pay ofthe rulers appointed by Ezra to superintend
2. The father of Jahaziah , which latter was one

nonor in Damascus to this foreign conqueror, who the divorcementofthe Gentile wives after the

was now practically master over the whole coun .
try. He it was who had prepared the way for captivity ( Ezra 10:15), B. C. before 437 .

the destruction of Samaria by Shalmaneser IV and TIKVATH (Heb, text, Dupin, to -kah'ath,

Sargon II (722 B. C. ). His later career has but obedience, marg. ???, tok-hath), the father of
little bearing upon the Old Testament story. In Shallum (2 Chron. 34:32). See Tikvah (2 Kings

728 B.C., npon New Year's Day, he was solemnly 22:14).

anointed 'king of Babylon, and in 727 he died.
Upon any basis of estimate whatever he ranks as

TIL’GATH-PILNE'SER, a variation

one of the greatest conquerorsand one of the ( 1 Chron. 5 : 6, 26 ; 2 Chron . 28:20) of TiGLATII

greatest executives among all the lines of great

rulers who made Assyria a dreaded name in Asia. TILE (Heb 17 , leb- ay -naw ', so called frore

TUTTI

PILESER .
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TILING TIME, DIVISIONS OF

the whitish clay), a brick (Ezek. 4 : 1 ) used to write 4. Maw -klawr" (Heb. 7777, deferred) is time to

upon. When the clay was in a soft, moist state, corne, to-morrow (Exod. 13:14 ; Josh. 4 :6 ,21 ; comp.

in its mold or frame, the characters were inscribed
1 Sam. 20:12).

upon it, and then the clay was baked. Such was

the perfection of the manufacture that some of 5. Id -dawn ' (Heb. 77%, a set time) is used in

them are in a state of fine preservation after three the Book of Daniel in a sense that has been

thousand years. See WRITING.
much disputed. In Dan. 4:16, 23 , 25, 32 , the

TILING (Gr.Képauos,ker'-am -os, potteryware); be changed from man's, and let a beast's heart beprophet writes of Nebuchadnezzar, “ Let his heart

The rendering of theA. V.,Luke5:19, through given unto him ; and let seven timespassover

the tiling ” ( Slà Tūv kepáuwv), has been the cause
of considerable difficulty. Some have understood him .” Gesenius (Lexicon) gives its meaning as

by the tiling the layer of sticks, brush ,and hard- prophetic languagefor a year. “ Following the

rolled clay which constitutes the ordinary flat roof example of the LXX. and of Josephus, many an .

of an oriental house. Of course, the breaking up of cient and recent interpreters understood by the

this might be readily repaired , but would cause an word 777 years, because the times in 7:25 ; 12:7

intolerable dust at the time. Dr. Edersheim (Life are also years , and because in 4:29 mention is

of Jesus, i , 503) says: “ The roof itself, which had made of twelve months, and thereby the time is
Kard-beaten earth or rubble underneath it, was defined as one year. But from 4:29 the duration

paved with brick , stone, or any other hard sub
stance, and surrounded by a balustrade which ,ac of the 777 cannot at all be concluded, and in

cording to Jewish law, was at least three feet | 7:25 and 12 : 7 the times are not years . Id -dawn '

high . It is scarcely possible to imagine that the (177) designates generally a definite period of

bearers of the paralytic would have attempted to time, whose length or duration may be very dif.

dig through this into a room below, not tospeak ferent” (Keil, Com. , on Dan. 4:16).

of the interruption and inconvenience caused to

those below by such an operation. But no such 6. Ayth ( Heb. 73') is a general term for time ;

objection attaches if we regard it not as the main e . g., the time of evening (Josh. 8:29, A. V. “ even

roof of the house, but as that of the covered gal tide ” ) ; timeof bearing ( Job 39: 1 , 2) ; at or about

lery under which we are supposing the Lord to a time (Dan. 9:21); time or season of love (Ezek.

bave stood. ... In such case it would have been 16 : 8), i. e ., of young women at marriageable age,

comparatively easy to Sunroof ' the covering of etc.

' tiles,' and ihen 'having dug out ' an opening 7. Pah' -am (Heb. bye, a stroke), a tread of

through the lighter framework which supported the foot, step (Psa. 119 : 126) ; one time (Gen. 18 :

the tiles, to let down their burden ' into the midst

before Jesus.' " 32, A. V. “ this once ; ” Exod. 9:27 ; Prov. 7:12,

A. V. " now " ).
TILLAGE. 1. Neer (Heb. 7 ? or ?, Prov.

13:23), to break up with a plow (comp. Jer. 4 : 3 ; dentime, i. e . , obscure and long, of which the be.
8. O -lawm ' (Heb. 0313 or bps", concealed ), hid

Hos. 10:12).

2. Ab-o-daw ' (Heb. -7737. or -77123, work), i.e. , eternity ( Josh. 24:2 ; Deut. 32:7, A.V. “ daysof
ginning or end is indefinite, duration, everlasting,

,i &

servile labor (Lev. 25:39); work, business (1 Chron. old ; " Prov. 8:23, “ everlasting " ).

9:19 ). Specifically, work of the field , agriculture 9. Kahee-ros ' (Gr . kalpós) , an occasion , set time ;

( 1 Chron. 27:26 ; Neh. 10:37) . khron'-os (Gr. xpóvos), a space of time, opportu .

TIʼLON (Heb. giban, tee -lone', suspension , or nity, etc.

zirn , too-lone', gift,or scorn), the last named of TIME, DIVISIONS OF. The following are
the four “ of Shimon, of the tribe of Judah mentioned in Scripture :

(1 Chron. 4:20), B. C. perhaps 1170.
1. Year (Heb. , shaw -naw ', as a revolu

TIME’US, more correctly TIMÆUS (Gr. tion of time), so called from the change of the

Tímalos, tim '-ah -yos), father of the blind beggar
seasons.

cured by Christ (Mark 10:46), the son being thence exilic period were lunar, of 354 days 8 hours 38
The years of the Hebrews in the pre

called BARTIMEUS (q. v . ) .
seconds, and consisted of twelve unequal lunar

TIMBREL . See Music, p. 765. months. As this falls short of the true year (an

TIME, the rendering of several Hebrew and astronomical month having 29 days 12 hours 44

Greek terms, of which the following are most im- minutes 2.84 seconds), they were compelled , in
portant: order to preserve the regularity of harvest and

1. Yome (Heb. Dir, a day), used both in the vintage (Exod. 23:16 ), to add a month occasion.

particular sense of a natural day (see below), and ally, thus making it, on the average, to coincide
in the general sense of a set time. with the solar year ( containing 365 days 0 hours

2. Zem -awn' (Heb. 17??), an appointed time ; 48. minutes 45 seconds). The method of doing
this among the very ancient Hebrews is unknown.

thus “ To everything there is a season ” (Eccles.
3:1), i.e., everything remains but for a time; ali Among thelater Jewsan intercalary monthwas

things are frail and fleeting. In Dan. 2:16 ii is inserted after Adar and was called Ve-dar, or sec.

ond Adar. The intercalation was regularly de.

an appointed season.
creed by the Sanhedrin, which observed the rule

3. Mo-ade” (Heb. 7yir , an appointment), a never to add a month to the sabbatical year.

space of time, appointed and definite (Exod. 34 : The Hebrew year began, as the usual enumera

18 ; 1 Sam. 13 : 8 ; Isa. 14:31 , etc. ). tion of the months shows (Lev. 23:34 ; 25 :9 ; Num .

44

>
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>

1

9:11 ; 2 Kings 25 : 8 ; Jer. 39: 2; comp. 1 Macc. 4: 13 :4 ; 23:15 ; Deut. 16 : 1 ), corresponding to the

52; '10:21), with Abib or Nisan (Esth. 3 :7), sub- later Nisan ; Bloom month ( 77 or 75 uin , kho '.

sequent to and in accordance withtheMosaic desh zeev, 1 Kings 6: 1 , 37), the second month;
arrangement. As we constantly find this arrange

ment spoken of as a festal calendar, mostrab- Rain month (373 777?, yeh '-rakh bool, 6:38), the

binical and many Christian scholars understand eighth month ; Freshet month (@x 17., yeh '.

that the civil year began , as with the modern rahh haw -ath -aw -neem ', 8 : 2), the seventh month ;

Jews, with Tisri (October), but the ecclesiastical all of which seem to be mere appellatives. Occa .

year with Nisan.
sionally the months were newly numbered after

A well -defined and universal era was unknown the post-exilian period .

among the ancient Hebrews. National events After the exile the months received the follow .

were sometimes dated from the exodus from

Egypt (Exod. 19 :1; Num. 33:38; 1 Kings6:1), ing names : (1) Nisan (Heb. 197, nee -sawn ', Neh.

usually from the accession of the kings (as in 2:1 ; Esth. 3:7), the first month , in which the

Kings, Chronicles, and Jeremiah), or the erection passover was held and in which the vernal equi.

of Solomon's temple ( 1 Kings_8:1; 9:10), later nox fell ; (2) Iyâr (778, ee-yawr', Targum on

from the beginning ofthe exile (Ezek. 33:21;40 : 1 ), 2 Chron. 30: 2) ; (3) Sivân (1799, see-vawn ', Esth.

but in Ezek. 1:1 otherwise. For special purposes, 8:9) ; (4 ) Tammûz (79997 , tam -mooz'); (5) Ab (> $

such as the tithing of cattle and the planting of
trees, the Jewish year began at distinct times.awb); (6) Elal 3758, el-ooľ , Neh . 6:15), the last

The regnal year began with Nisan. The first year month of the civil year in the post-exilian age ,

of each king's reign began onthefirstdayof ( 7) Tishri (" myn,tish-ree ), in which the festivals
Nisan after his accession, the preceding days be- of atonement and tabernacles fell; (8) Marches

ing counted to his predecessor. This accounts for
the precise specification ofthe time of three ván (770772, mar -khesh -varon ', Josephus,Ant., i ,

months, as exceptional, in the case of the reigns 3 , 3) ; ( 9) Chisiêu (7207, kis-lave', Neh. 1 : 1 ; Zech.

of Jehoahaz and Jeconiah . The post-exilian books 7: 1 ) ; ( 10) Tebeth (mo, tay-beth', Esth . 2:16) ;

dateaccordingto the reigning years of the Persian ( 11 ) Shebát (**, sheb -awe', Zech. 1 : 7) ; (12) Adár
masters of Palestine (Ezra 4:24; 6:15 ; 7 : 7, sq.; 77 , ad-awr', Esth. 3:7; 8:12).
Neh. 2 : 1 ; 13 : 6 ; Hag. 1 : 1 , 2 , etc. ) .

As Syrian vassals the Jews adopted the Greek 3. Week (Heb. 977 , shaw -boo -̒ah, sevened ;

( 1 Macc. 1:10) or Seleucid era, which dated from Gr. oáßßatov, sab ’-bat-on, rest, by extension sen

the overthrow of Babylon by Seleucus Nicator I. night, i. e. , the interval between two sabbaths).

Still another national reckoning is given (1 Macc. The division of time into weeks is met with as

13:41 , sq .), viz . , from the year of the deliverance early as Gen. 2 : 2, 3 ; and in the narrative of the

of the Jews from the Syrian yoke, i . e. , seventeen deluge more than one allusion occurs to this mode

of the Seleucian era, or from the autumn of B. C. of computing time (7 :4 , 10 ; 8:10 , 12). Later,

143.
weeks appear to have been known among the

2. Month (Heb. wyn, khoʻ-clesh, the new moon) . Syrians of Mesopotamia ( 29:27, 28), while still
The Hebrew months were lunar, and began from later they attached a certain sacredness to the

the new moon as ocularly observed ; at least this number seven , ifwe may judge from the procedure

is the case from the post-exilian period . In this of Balaam (Deut. 23 :4 ; Num . 23:1, 4 , 14 , 29).

period the length of the lunar month depended Weeks appear to have been known in Egypt in

upon the day when the appearance of the new the time ofJoseph (Gen. 60:10, 11 ). The septen

moon was announced by the Sanhedrin, which thus ary ( weekly) institutions constituted a very prom

made the month either twenty-nine days orthirty inent feature of the Mosaic law (Num . 19:11; 28:

days , according as the day was included in the 17; Exod. 13: 6, 7 ; 34:18 ;Lev. 14:38 ; 23:42 ;

following or the preceding month. The general Deut. 16:8, 13). Ordinarily, however, days rather

rule was that in one year not less than four than weeks (as among the Greeks and Romans)

nor more than eight full months should occur.
constituted the conventional mode of computing

The final adjustment of the lunar to the solar time (see Lev. 12 :5 : Dan. 10: 2, sq.).

year was by intercalation, so that whenever in the
In the post-exilian period the reckoning by

last month, Adar, it became evident that the pass - cial names for particular week days came into use
weeks became more customary, and at length spe.

over, which must be held in the following month,
Nisan , would occur before harvest, i. e.,not at the Mark 16: 2, 9 ; Luke 24:1 ; Acts 20: 7 ; 1 Cor. 16 :2).

time when the sun would be in Aries, an entire The astronomical derivation of the week naturally

month was interjected between Adar and Nisan, grows out of the obvious fact that the moon

constituting an intercalary year. This, however, changes about every seven - properly, seven and

according to the Gemara, did not take place in a three eighths — days,so that thelunarmonth divides

sabbatic year, but always in that which preceded itself into four quarters. The days of the week

it ; nor in two successive years, nor yet more than
were named long before the Christian era on reg.

three years apart.
ular astronomical principles from the seven plan .

Before the exile the individual months were ets, which was an Egyptian invention. They be.
usually designated by numbers (the twelfth month gan with Saturn's day ( Saturday), inasmuch as

occurs in 2 Kings 25:27 ; Jer. 62:31 ; Ezek. 29:1); Saturn was the outermost planet; but among the

yet we also find the following names : Ear month week, and so the Jewish and Christian week com
Jews this day (the Sabbath ) was the last of the

(Heb. 59787 , kho -desh haw-aw.beeb', Exod. I menceswithSunday. These heathen names were
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TIME, DIVISIONS OF

never in general use among the Jews. Weeks (or number of days, but of nights ; the night appears

heptads) of years belong, among the Jews, to to draw on the day.” And Cæsar says (Bell.Gal.,

prophetical poetry, but in one instance they occur vi , 18) of the Gauls, “ They measure time not by

in a literal sense in prose (Dan . 9 : 24-27). the number of days, but of nights ; and accord

4. Day (Heb. Dir, yome ; Gr. quépa ,hay-mer'. ingly observe their birthdays, and the beginning,

ah ), one of the commonest and most ancient of of months and years, so as to make the day follow
the divisions of time. As used in Gen. 1:5 , etc. , the night.” of this custom we have a memorial

day marks an entire revolution of time, as of nat- in our ' sennight,” fortnight,” to express the

ural day and night; not day as distinguished from period of seven and fourteen days respectively.

night, but day and night together. “ If the days Figurative. Day is often used by sacred

of creation are regulated by the recurring inter- writers , in a general sense, for a definite period of

change of light and darkness, they must be re- time — an era or season, when something remark .

garded not as periods of time of incalculable du- able has taken place, or is destined to do so (Gen.

ration, of years or thousands of years, but as 2 :4 ; Isa. 22 : 5 ; Joel 2:2, etc. ) . And it accorded

simple earthly days. It is true the morning and with Hebrew usage to designate by the term day

evening of the first three days were not produced or night what probably formed only a part of

by the rising and setting of the sun, since the sun these ; thus by three days and three nights might

was not yet created ; but the constantly recurring be understood only a portionof three (Matt.12:

interchange of light and darkness, which produced 40 ; 27:63, 64 ; comp. with 1 Kings 12 : 5 , 12 ) . As

day and night upon the rth, cannot for a mo- it is also by that the more active portion of

ment be understood as denoting that the light man's life is spent , so day is used to express the
called forth from the darkness of chaos returned whole term of life considered as a season of active

to that darkness again, and thus periodically burst labor (John 9 : 4 ).

forth and disappeared. The only way in which we 5. Hour (Chald. zpratnes shaw-aw', properly a

can represent it to ourselves is by supposing that look ; Gr . öpa, ho'-rah). The mention of hours

the light called forth by the creative mandate was
separatedfrom the dark mass of the earth ,and first occurs in Scripture at the time of the Baby

concentrated outside or above the globe, so that lonian captivity ( Dan. 3 : 6 ; 5 : 5 ). It would appear

the interchange of light and darkness took place that the Babylonians were among the first to adopt

as soon as the dark chaotic mass began to rotate , the division of twelve equal parts for the day, as

and to assume in the process of creation the form Herodotus testifies ( ii , 109) that the Greeks de

of a spherical body. The time occupied in the rived this custom from the Babylonians. The

first rotations of the earth upon its axis cannot, Hebrews also adopted it ; and in the New Testa

indeed , be measured by our hourglass ; but even ment we read of the third, sixth , the ninth hours

if they were slower at first, and did not attain of the day, which were the more marked divisions

their present velocity till the completion of our of the twelve. The night was divided into the same

solar system , this would make no essential differ- number of parts. From the variations in sunrise

ence between the first three days and the last and sunset this division , which had these natural

three, which were regulated by the rising and set phenomena for its two terminations, could never

ting of the sun ” (K.and D., Com. , on Gen. 1 : 5 ) . attain to exactness, and was therefore unsuited to

From a very early period the time of reckoning nations that had reached a high degree of civili .

the day was from sunset to sunset, and this be- zation . Such nations accordingly fell upon the

came the Jewish method (Lev. 23:32 ; comp. Exod. plan of adopting midnight as the fixed point from

12:18 ). The Phænicians, Numidians, and other which the whole diurnal revolution might be reck .

nations of the East are said to have followed the oned,divided into twice twelve , or twenty -four hours.

same custom , if it was not indeed the custom gen. The following table gives the Jewish divisions

erally followed in remote antiquity. “ The an- of the day, according to natural phenomena and

cient Germans ( Tacitus, ch . xi ) compute not the religious observances :

ENGLISH HOUR . JEWISHI. SCRIPTURE NAME IN TALMUD.

6:00 P. M.

66

6:20

10:00

12:00

2:00 A.M.

8:00

4:30

5:40

6:00

Sunset. Gen. 28 : 1; Exod . 17:12 ; Josh . 8:29, etc. Twilight (Arab. ' Ahra ).

Stars appear. Evening Shema, or prayer.

First watch ends. Lam . 2:19. The ass brays.

Midnight. Do Exod . 11:4 ; Ruth 3:8 ; Psa . 119 ;62 ;

Matt . 25 : 6 ; Luke 11 : 5.

Second watch ends. Judg . 7:19. The dog barks.
Cock crow.

Mark 13:35 ; Matt. 26:75 .

Second cock crow. Matt. 26:75 ; Mark 14:30 .

Column of dawn, Twilight ( Arab. Subáh ).

Sunrise (tbird watch ends). Exod . 14:24 ; Num . 21:11 ; Deut. 4:41 : Three blasts of trumpet (Arab.

Josh . 1:15 ; 1 Sam . 11:11 . Doher ). Morning sacrtice .
First hour of prayer . Acts 2:15 .

Noon ,
Gen. 43:16 ; 1 Kings 18:26 ; Job 5:14.

Great vesper . First Mincha.

Small vesper. Second Mincha (Arab. ‘Aser).

9:00

12:00 M.

1:30 P. M.

3:30

Arab. Mogoreh , before sunset .

Evening sacrifice at northeast of

altar. Nine blasts of trum

pet.

Sunset. Gen. 15:12 ; Exod. 17:12 ; Luke 4:40, etc. Six blasts of trumpet, on eve of

Sabbath .

5:40

6:00
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TIMES, OBSERVER OF (Deut. 18:10, 14 ; several excavated sepulchers. The whole bears

Lev. 19:26 ; 2 Kings 21 : 6 ; 2 Chron. 33 : 6). See the nameof Tibneh, and although without further

Astrologer,” “ Prognosticator, Stargazer,” in examination it can hardly be affirmed to be the
article MAGIC. Timnah of Joshua, yet the identification appears

TIM'NA (Heb. yo???, tim -naw ', restraint). probable (Smith , Bib. Dict., 8. v .).

1. A concubine of Eliphaz, son of Esau, and TIM'NITE (Heb. ????, tim -nee'), a designa

mother of Amalek (Gen. 36:12). In 1 Chron. 1:36 tion of Samson's father-in-law, from his residence

she is named (by an ellipsis) as a son of Eliphaz. in Timnah ( Judg. 15 :6).

She is probably the same as the sister of Lotan,

and daughter of Seir the Horite (Gen. 36:22 ;
TIMON (Gr. Tiuwv, tee -mone, valuable), the

1 Chron. 1:39).
fifth named of the seven deacons, " appointed to

2. A duke (or_sheik) of Edom (Gen. 36:40 ; serve as almoners on the occasion of complaints

1 Chron. 1:51 , A. V. “ Timnah " ). of partiality being made by the Hellenistic Jews

TIM'NAH (Heb. 1777 n?, tim -naw ”, portion ), is known .
at Jerusalem (Acts 6: 5). Notbing further of him

a name which occurs, simple and compounded,
TIMO'THEUS, the Greek form of Timothy

and with slight variations of form , several times,
(q. v. ) .

in the topography of the Holy Land.

1. A place which formed one of the landmarks TIM'OTHY (Gr. Typóleos, tim-oth'-eh-08, dear

on the north boundary of the allotment of Judah to God ), the convert and friend of Paul.

(Josh. 15:10). It is probably identical with the

Thimnathah which belonged to Dan(19:43),and those mixed marriages which, though unlawful,
1. Family. Timothy was the son of one of

that again with the Timnath, or, more accurately,

Timnathah, of Samson (Judg. 14:1, 5 ),and the history . His motherwas a Jewess,while his father
were quite frequent in the later periods of Jewish

Thamnatha of the Maccabees. The modern rep. (name unknown) was a Greek (Acts 16 : 1-3).
resentative of all these various forms of the same

name is probably Tibneh , a village about two 2. History. ( 1) Early life. The picture of

miles west of Ain Shems (Beth-shemesh ), among Timothy's early life, as drawn by the apostle Paul,

thebroken undulating country by which the central represents a mother and grandmother, full of ten.

mountains of this part of Palestine descend to the derness and faith , piously instructing him in the

maritime plain. In the later history of the Jews Scriptures, and training him to hope for the Mes.

Timnah must have been a conspicuous place . It siah of Israel (2 Tim . 1:5 ; 3:15). Thus, though

was fortified by Bacchides as one of the most im- far removed from the larger colonies of Israelitish

portant military posts of Judea (1 Macc. 9:50), and families , he was brought up in a thoroughly Jew

it became the head of a district or toparchy. ish atmosphere ; although he could hardly be called

2. A town in the mountain district of Judah a Jewish boy, having never been admitted by cir.

(Josh. 15:57) . It was the place near which Tamar cumcision within the pale of God's ancient cove

entrapped Judah into intercourse with her (Gen. nant. (2) Conversion. Timothy was probably

38 : 12–14 , A. V. “ Timnath " ). A distinct place living at Lystra when Paul made his first visit to

from No. 1 . that city (Acts 16 : 1 ), and appears to have been

3. The name of a person . See Timna, 2. converted at that time (Acts 14:6 ; comp. 2 Tim.

TIM NATH (Heb. 27 , tim -nath ', portion). time of Paul's second visit, but it is safe to as
1 : 5 ) . No mention is made of Timothy until the

See TIMNAH.
sume that his spiritual life and education was

TIM'NATH -HE'RES (Heb. On nan, tim- under thecareofthe elders of the church ( Acts
nath' kheh'-res, portion of Heres, Judg. 2 : 9). See 14:23). . (3 ) Circumcision. Those who had the

Timnath -SERAH . deepest insight into character, and spoke with a

propbetic utterance, pointed to Timothy ( 1 Tim .
TIM'NATH -SE'RAH (Heb . 1779 nap , tim- 1:18 ; 4:14 ) as specially fit for missionary work ;

nath ' seh'-rakh, portion of Serah, Josh. 19:50 ; and Paul desired to have him as a companion.

24:30 ) , the name of the city which was presented the apostle circumcised him (Acts 16 : 3 ), and

to Joshua after the partition of the country ( 19:50) : Timothy was set apart as an evangelist by the

and in “ the border ” of which he was buried laying on of hands (1 Tim . 4:14 ; 2 Tim . 1 : 6 ; 4:5 ) .

(24:30). It is specified as “ in Mount Ephraim , on ( 4) Paul's companion. Henceforth Timothy was

the north side of Mount Gaash .” In Judg. 2: 9 , one of Paul's most constant companions. They

the name is altered to Timnath -heres. The latter and Silvanus, and probably Luke also, journeyed

form is that adopted by the Jewish writers. Ac- to Philippi (Acts 16:12), and there already the

cordingly, they identify the place with Kefar Cheres, young evangelist was conspicuous at once for his

which is said by Rabbi Jacob, hap - Parchi, and filial devotion and his zeal (Phil . 2:22) . He seems

other Jewish travelers, to be about five miles south to have been left behind at Philippi to watch

( " nine miles," G. A. Smith ) of Shechem (Nablas ). over the infant church . He appears at Berea,

No place with that name appears on the maps. where he remained with Silas after Paul's de

Another and more promising identification has, parture (Acts 17:14), joining Paul at Athens.

however, been suggested by Dr. Eli Smith . In his From Athens he is sent back to Thessalonica

journey from Jifna to Mejdel- Yaba, about six (1 Thess. 3 : 2 ), as having special gifts for com

miles from the former, he discovered the ruins of forting and teaching. He returns from Thes

a considerable town. Opposite the town was a salonica, not to Athens, but to Corinth , and bis

much higher hill , in the north side of which are name appears united with Paul's in the opening
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TIMOTHY, EPISTLES TO TIRIA
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words of both the letters written from that city to walked. The Gr. ahalácw, al-al-ad '-20 ( 1 Cor. 13:1 ),

the Thessalonians ( 1 Thess. 1 : 1 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 1 ). Of refers to the clanging sound which comes from

the five following years of his life we have no cymbals when beaten together.
record. When we next meet with him it is as

TIPH'SAH (Heb . hop , tif-sakh ', a fording
being sent on in advance when the apostle was
contemplating the long journey which was to in- place), the limit of Solomon's dominion toward

clude Macedonia, Achaia, Jerusalem , and Rome the Euphrates (1 Kings 4:24), and said to have

(Acts 19:22). It is probable that he returned by been attacked by Menahem , king of Israel (2 Kings

the same route and met Paul according to a pre- is the sameas the one known to Greeks and Ro
15:16). It is generally admitted that this town

vious arrangement ( 1 Cor. 16:10), and was thus

with him when the second epistle waswritten mans as Thapsacus, a strong fortress on the west

to the church of Corinth (2 Cor. 1 : 1 ) . He returns
ern bank of the Euphrates. Situated at the ter.

with the apostle to that city, and joins in messages mination of the great trade road from Egypt,

of greeting to the disciples whom he had known Phænicia, and Syria, to Mesopotamia and the

personally at Corinth , and who had since found kingdoms of inner Asia, its possession was of

their way to Rome (Rom . 16:21 ). He forms one great importance.

of the company of friends who go with Paul to TIRAS (Heb. 07 ?, tee-rawce '), the youngest

Philippi and then sail by themselves, waiting for son of Japheth , the son of Noah (Gen. 10 : 2 ;

his arrival by a different ship (Acts 20:3-6). We 1 Chron . 1 :5 ). Several efforts have been made to

have no mention of him until he joins the apostle, identify his descendants, ancient authorities gen.

probably soon after his arrival in Rome. He was erally fixing on the Thracians. But the matter is

with Paul when the Epistles to the Philippians, to still enveloped in obscurity.

the Colossians, and to Philemon were written

( Phil. 1 :1 ; 2:19 ; Col. 1 : 1 ; Philem . 1 ) . It follows TI'RATHITE (Heb. Do, tecr -aw - thee',

from 1 Tim. 1:3'that he and Paul,after the release from ? , teer -aw ', gate ), the designation of one

of the latter from his imprisonment, revisited the of the three families of scribes residing at Jabeż

proconsular Asia, that the apostle then continued | ( 1 Chron. 2:55 ), the others being the Shimeathites

his journey to Macedonia, while the disciple re . and Suchathites. The Jewish commentators, play

mained, half reluctantly, even weeping at the sep- ing with names in Shemitic fashion, interpret them

aration (2 Tim . 1 : 4 ), at Ephesus, to check, if pos. thus: “ They called them Tirathim , because their

sible, the outgrowth of heresy and licentiousness voices when they sang resounded loud (??) ; and

which had sprung up there. He had to exercise Shimeathites, because they made themselves heard

rule over presbyters, some older than himself in reading thelaw . ” But this interpretation is

( 1 Tim . 4:12), to render judgments (5: 1 , 19, 20), to
improbable.

regulate the almsgiving and sisterhood of the

church (vers. 3–10), and ordain presbyters and TIRE, an old English word used in the A. V.

deacons (3 :1-13). These duties, together with the exclusively for dressing the head.

danger of being entangled in the disputes of rival

sects, made Paul very anxious for the steadfast- adorn the head as did Jezebel (2 Kings 9:30).
1. Yaw -tab' (Heb. -97), a verb, to make comely,

ness of his disciple. Among his last recorded words

Paul expresses his desire to see him again (2 Tim . 2. Peh -ayrı' (Heb. 8 ), a headdress, turban

4 : 9, 21). It is uncertain whether Timothy was ( Ezek. 24:17, 23) .

able to fulfill these last requests of the apostle, or 3.Sah-har-one' (Heb. 117), a pendent disk

that he reached Rome before his death, although

some have seen in Heb. 13:23 an indication that Lieutenant Conder thinks that the “ round tires,
worn by women on the head or neck (Isa. 3:18).

he shared Paul's imprisonment. (5) Legends . Ac- like the moon,” of Isaiah were like the strings

cording to an old tradition, Timothy continued to ofcoin which 'form part of the headdress of the

act asbishop of Ephesus, and suffered martyrdom modern Samaritan women. See page 283 ; Glos

under Domitian or Nerva ,

NOTE.— “ .He took and circumcised Timotheus ” (Acts

16 : 1 , 3) . Paul's couduct in circumcising Timotheus has TIR’HAKAH (Heb. 7777 , teer -haw '-kaw ),

been considered inconsistentwith his principle and.con- the Ethiopian king in thesouth of Egypt, and
duct in refusing to circumcise Titus ( Gal . 2 : 3, 4 ).

two cases are , however, entirely different. In the latter opponent of Sennacherib (2 Kings 19 : 9 ; Isa . 37 :9).

there was an attempt to enforce circumcision asneces- The king of Assyria was wagingwar against Heze

sary to salvation ;in theformer it was performedas a kiah when intelligence was received that Tirhakah
voluntary act, and simply on prudential grounds

(Haley, Discrepancies, p . 260) . was advancing against him . Upon hearing this

TIM'OTHY, EPISTLES TO. See BIBLE, of Jerusalem , B. C. probably 710. Tirhakah
he sent a second time, demanding the surrender

BOOKS OF.

(Gr. Oapakú), LXX. , is the Tapakós of Manetho, the

TIN. See Mineral Kingdom, p . 741 . successor of Sevechus (Shebek II), the third king

TINKLING (Heb. 27, aw -kas ), mentioned of the twenty-fifth (Ethiopian) dynasty. His name
as a characteristic of the manner in which the is spelt Tahalqa or Taharqo upon themonuments.

Jewish women carried themselves (Isa . 3:16). They TIRⓇHANAH (Heb. 1777 , teer -khan -aw ',

could only take short steps because of the chains derivation uncertain ), the second son of Caleb the

by which the costly foot rings worn above their Hezronite by his concubine Maachah (1 Chron.

ankles were joined together. These chains were
2:48).

probably ornamented with bells, as is sometimes
the case now in the East, which tinkled as they TIR'IA (Heb.Anna , tee -reh -yaw ', fear) , the

a

a

SARY.
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TIRSHATHA TITHE

third named of the four sons of Jehaleleel of the 1 Chron . 29:15 ( “ sojourners " ); Lev. 25:6, 45, 47

tribe of Judah (1 Chron. 4:16) . ( “ stranger[ s ]”; R. V., v. 47, “ sojourner " ). This

TIRSHA THA (Heb. always with the leaves the place of his birth unsettled. It is gen

article, Anzo , hat-teer - shaw -Ihaw ), the title erally supposed to be Thisbe, in Naphtali ( Tob.

1 : 2, LXX.). But the text and the identification are
of the governor of Judea under the Persians (Ezra too uncertain tobe of evidentiary value. - W . H.

2:63 ; Neh . 7:65 , 70),and added as a title after the

name of Nehemiah (8 : 9 ; 10 : 1 ). In the margin of
TITHE ( Heb. 05:19, mah -as-ayr ' ; Gr. dekárn,

the A. V. it is rendered “ governor ;" an explana- dek -at -ay, a tent/ ). The use of tithes is fre

tion justified by Neh. 12:26 , where “ Nehemiah the quently referred to in both profane and biblical

governor ” occurs, instead of the more usual ex- history.

pression “ Nehemiah, the Tirshatha .” According 1. In early times the two prominent instances

to Gesenius, it denotes the prefect or governor of are : ( 1 ) Abram presenting the tenth of all his

a province of less extent than a satrapy. It is property, or rather of the spoils of his victory, to

used of officers and governors under the Assyrian Melchizedek (Gen. 14:20 ; Heb. 7 : 2 , 6). (2 ) Jacob,

(2 Kings 18:24 ; Isa. 36: 9), Babylonian (Jer. 51:57 ; after his vision at Luz, devoting a tenth of all his

Ezek. 23 : 6, 23), Median ( Jer. 51:28), and Persian property to God in case he should return home in

( Esth. 8 : 9 ; 9 : 3) monarchies.
safety (Gen. 28:22).

TIR'ZAH (Heb. 17 , teer - tsaw ', delight). 2. Mosaic Law . The tenth of all produce,

1. The youngest of the five daughters of Zelo- flocks, and cattle was declared to be sacred to

phehad (Num . 26:33; 27 : 1 ; 36:11 ; Josh . 17: 3), B.C. Jehovah by way, so to speak, of feu -duty or rent

1170. This was the case that gave rise to the to him who was, strictly speaking, the owner of

Levirate provision , that in the event of a man dy- the land , and in return for the produce of the

ing without male children his property should ground ; though, if so disposed, a man was at

pass to his daughters. liberty to redeem the tithes of the fruits of his

2. An ancient Canaanitish city, whose king was field and his trees by paying the value of them

among the thirty-one overcome by Joshua on the with a fifth part added (Lev. 27:30,sq . ) . The law

west of Jordan ( Josh. 12:24 ) . It was the capital did not specify the various fruits of the field and

of the kings of Israel down to the time of Omri of the trees that were to be tithed. The Mishna

(1 Kings 14:17 ; 15:21 , 33 ; 16 : 6 , sq . ), who besieged (Maaseroth, i , 1 ) includes everything eatable, every.

Zimri there, and the latter perished in the flames thing that was stored up or that grew out of the

of his palace ( 16:18) . Once, and once only, does earth . The Pharisees, as early as the time of Je

Tirzah reappear, as the seat of the conspiracy of sus , made the law to include the minutest kitchen

Menahem (son of Gadi) against Shallum (2 Kings herbs, such as mint and cummin (Matt. 23:23 ;

15:14 , 16 ). Its beauty was well known (Cant. 6:4 ). Luke 11:42). With regard to animal tithes, the

It is probably the present Talluza, an elevated law prescribes that every tenth beast that passes

and beautifully situated place, of considerable size, under the staff, i. e. , under which the shepherd

surrounded by large olive groves, two hours north makes them pass when he counts his flock , was to

of Shechem . be sacred to the Lord, good and bad alike. It

TISH'BITE, THE (Heb. Payn, hat-tish- forbids any attempt to substitute one beast for

bee', 1 Kings 17 :1; 21:17, 28 ; 2 Kings 1:3, 8 ; 9:36), well as the one exchanged for it - being required
another on pain of both animals — the tenth as

the well-known title of Elijah, probably meaning to be redeemed (Lev . 27:32, sq. ). This tenth,

a residentof some town of similar namein Gilead, called Terumoth, is ordered to be assigned to the

This name would naturally be Tishbeh (Fürst and Levites as thereward of their service, and it is

Gesenius), Tishbi,or possibly Tesheb . In 1 Kings ordered further that they are themselves to dedi.

17 : 1 , na, “ of the inhabitants, ” might be cate to the Lord a tenth of these receipts, which

pointed na, “ from Tishbi” of (i . e. , in) is to be devoted to the maintenance of the high

Gilead . This would accord well with the LXX.
priest (Num. 18 : 21-28).

(6 Ocoßeírns, o éx Oeczūr) and Josephus(TÓMew Book of Deuteronomy, i.e . , from thirty-eight to
This legislation is modified or extended in the

Okoſávns, “ of Thesbon, a city ” in Gilead ). The

Targum bas suinia ?, “ from Toshab.” This is people: 1. To bring their tithes, together with
forty years later. Commands are given to the

further favored by the fact that the noun in their votive and otherofferingsand first fruits to

is everywhere written with n if we leave out of the chosen center of worship, the metropolis,

account this place ( 1 Kings 17:1). Putting all there to be eaten in festive celebration in com

these things together, it is quite likely that the pany with their children, their servants, and the
true pointing ofthe text is an , “ from Tishbi" Levites (Deut. 12:5–18). 2. All the produce of

of Gilead ; and “ of Gilead ” might be added to tithes with the firstlings of the Rock and herd
the soil was to be tithed every year, and these

distinguish it from a place of like namein Galilee.

If we accept the ordinary reading it means, not
were to be eaten in the metropolis . 3. But in

that Elijah was a native of Gilead, but that he case of distance permission is given to convert the

was a sojourner there. That this is the meaning appointed place, and there laid out in thepur
produce into money, which is to be taken to the

of the word > in, anyone can see by examining chaseof food for a festal celebration, in which the

the passages where it is found : Exod. 12:45 (A. V. Levite is , by special command, to be included

foreigner,” R. V.“ sojourner " ); Gen. 23:4 ; Lev. (14: 22-27). 4. Then follows the direction that at

22:10 ; 25:23 , 35 , 10, 47 ; Num . 35:15 ; Psa . 39:12 ; 1 the end of three years all the titre of that year is

3
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TITLE TIZITE

to be gathered and laid up " within the gates," TI'TUS ( a common Latin name, Grecized Tirog

and that a festival is to be held, in which the tee' -tos), a fellow -laborer of Paul. We find no men.

stranger, the fatherless, and the widow , together tion of Titus in the Acts, and must draw materials

with the Levite, are to partake ( vers. 28, 29) . for a biography of him from Second Corinthians,

6. Lastly, it is ordered that after taking the tithe Galatians, and Titus , combined with Second Timo
in each third year, “ which is the year of tithing,” thy. If, as seemsprobable, the journey mentioned

an exculpatory declaration is to be made by every in Gal . 2 :1, 3 , is the same as that recorded in Acts

Israelite that he has done his best to fulfill the 15, then Titus was closely associated with Paul at

divine command (26: 12-14). Antioch, and accompaniedhim and Barnabasthence

From all this we gather: 1. That one tenth of to Jerusalem . At Troas the apostle was disap.

the whole produce of the soil was to be assigned pointed in not meeting Titus (2 Cor. 2:13), who

for the maintenance of the Levites. 2. That out had been sent on a mission to Corinth ; but in

of this the Levites were to dedicate a tenth to God Macedonia Titus joined him ( 7: 6, 7, 13-15 ). He

for the use of the high priest. 3. That a tithe, was sent back to Corinth, in company with two

in all probability a second tithe, was to be applied other trustworthy Christians, bearing the second

to festival purposes. 4. That in every third year epistle to the Corinthians, and with the earnest re

either this festival tithe or a third tenth was to be quest that he would attend to the collection being

eaten in company with the poor and the Levites. taken for the poor Christians of Judea (8 : 6, 17).

The question arises, Were there three tithes taken The “ brethren ” (ådɛ2poi) who took the first epistle

in this third year ; or is the third tithe only the to Corinth (1 Cor. 16:11, 12) were doubtless Titus

second under a different description ? It must be and his companion,' whoever he may have been.

allowed that the third tithe is not without support. In the interval between the first and second im.

Josephus distinctly says that one tenth was to be prisonment of Paul at Rome he and Titus visited

given to the priests and Levites, one tenth was to Crete (Tit. 1 : 5 ). Here Titus remained and received

be applied to feasts in the metropolis, and that a a letter written to him by the apostle. From this

tenth besides these was every third year to be letter we learn that Titus was originally converted

given to the poor (comp. Tob. 1 : 7, 8). On the through Paul's instrumentality ( v. 4 ). Next we

other hand Maimonides says the third and sixth learn the various particulars of the responsible
years' second tithe was shared between the poor duties which he had to discharge in Crete. He is

and the Levites, i. e ., that there was no third tithe. to complete what Paul had been obliged to leave

Of these opinions that which maintains three sep. unfinished ( v. 5 ), and to organize the Church

arate and complete tithings seems improbable. It throughout the island by appointing presbyters in

is plain that under the kings the tithe system par. every city. Next he is to control and bridle (v. 11 )

took of the general neglect into which the observ. the restless and mischievous Judaizers, and he is

ance of the law declined, and that Hezekiah , to be peremptory in so doing (v. 13). He is to

among his other reforms, took effectual means to urge the duties of a decorous and Christian life

revive its use (2 Chron. 31:5, 12 , 19). Similar upon the women (2:3-5), some of whom, possibly,

measures were taken after the captivity by Nehe had something of an official character (vers. 3, 4).

miah (Neh. 12:44 ), and in both these cases special The notices which remain are more strictly per

officers were appointed to take charge of the stores sonal . Titus is to look for the arrival in Crete of

and storehouses for the purpose. Yet, notwith. Artemas and Tychicus (3:12), and then he is to

standing partial evasion or omission, the system hasten to join Paul at Nicopolis, where the apostle

itself was continued to a late period in Jewish his. is proposing to pass the winter. Zenas and Apol.

tory (Heb. 7 :5–8 ; Matt. 23:23; Luke 18:12). los are in Crete, or expected there; for Titus is

The firstborn , the firstlings, and of the tenth to send them on their journey , and supply them

of the flocks and herds and produce of the soil with whatever they need for it (v . 13). Whether

were offered to Jehovah as being sacred to him. Titus did join the apostle at Nicopolis we cannot

" Tithes and offerings, along with the firstborn, tell. But we naturally connect the mention of

were understood, therefore, to be the representa. this place with what Paul wrote at no great inter.

tives of the entire produce of the land and of the val of time afterward (2 Tim. 4:10) ; for Dalmatia

whole of property generally, and, being paid over lay to the north of Nicopolis, at no great distance

as they were to Jehovah, they constituted a prac. from it. From the form of the whole sentence it

tical confession and acknowledgment that the seems probable that this disciple had been with

whole land, that all possessionsin general, be. Paul in Romeduring his final imprisonment.

longed to him, and that it was he alone who con- Tradition . The traditional connection of Ti.

ferred them upon those who enjoyed them ” (Keil, tus with Crete is much more specific and constant,
Bib . Arch ., i , p. 453). though here again we cannot be certain of the

facts. He is said to havebeen permanent bishop
TITLE . See GLOSSARY.

in the island, and to have died there at an advanced

TITTLE (Gr. Kepala, ker-ah'-yah, a little horn, age. The modern capital, Candia, appears to

extremity, point), used by Greek grammarians of claim the honor of being his burial place. In the

the accents and diacritical points. In Matt. 5:18 ; fragment by the lawyer Zenas Titus is called

Luke 16:17, it means the little lines or projections bishop of Gortyna. Lastly, the name ofTitus was

by which the Hebrew letters, in other respects the watchword of the Cretans when they were in .

similar, differ from each other,as 17 and 7, 7 and vaded by the Venetians (Smith, Dicl., s. v.).

7, 5 and 3. The meaning is that “ not even the TI'TUS, EPISTLE TO. See BIBLE, BOOKS OF.
minutest part of the lawshall perish (Grimm,

Lex., s. v.). TI'ZITE (Heb . * , tee-tsce ), the designation
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TOAH TOLA

of Joha (q. v .), the brother of Jediael and son of stone wall" (4 :3 ). Then followed the leagueagainst

Shimri, a hero in David's ariny (1 Chron. 11:45). the Jews entered into by Sanballat and Tobiah

TOʻAH (Heb. Din to '-akh, lowly ), son of Zuph with the surrounding nations (v. 7, sq.). After

and father of Eliel, ancestor of Samuel and Heman Nehemiah into a conference in the valley of Ono
that an unsuccessful attempt was made to inveigle

(1 Chron. 6:34 ), called Tohu (1 Sam . 1 : 1 ) and (6:1, sq.). Still later we find Tobiah carrying on a
Nahath (1 Chron . 6:26) .

secret correspondence with the Jewish nobles hos

TOB (Heb. siu , tobe, good). “ The land of tile to Nehemiah (vers. 17–19) . During Nehemiah's

Tob " was, according to 2 Sam. 10 :6 , 8, a district absence from Jerusalem Eliashib, the bigh priest,
in the northeast of Perea, on the border of Syria, installed Tobiah in “ a great chamber," i . e . , oneof

or between Syria and Ammonitis, called Táblov the very large buildings in the forecourts of the

(1 Macc. 6:13), or more correctly Tovſiv (2 Macc. temple , from which he was ejected by Nehemiah
12:17 ). There Jephthah took refuge when ex- upon his return (13:4–9).

pelled from home by his lialf-brother (Judg. 11 : 3 ) ,

and there he remained , at the head of a band of TOBIʼJAH (Hebrew same as Tobian (q. v. ]).

1. One of the Levites sent by Jehoshaphat to
freebooters, till he was brought back by the sheiks
of Gilead (v. 5) . It is undoubtedly mentioned teach the law in the cities of Judah (2 Chron.

againin 2.Sam . 10 :6, 8 , as Ish -tob, i. e., Man of 17:8), B. C. after 875.

Tob, meaning, according to a common Hebrew
2. One of the captivity in the time of Zechariah,

idiom, the “ men of Tob .” After an immense in- in whose presence the prophet was commanded to

terval it appears again, in the Maccabean history take crowns of silver and gold and put them on

(1 Macc. 5:13), in the names Tobie and Tubieni the head of Joshua the high priest (Zech. 6:10, 14 ),
B. C. 519.

(2 Macc. 12:17 ). No identification of this ancient

district with any modern one has yet been at
TO'CHEN (Heb. 12h, to '-ken, measured), one

tempted. The name Tell Dobbe, or, as it is given of the towns of Simeon ( 1 Chron. 4:32) ; probably

by the latest explorer of those regions, Tell Dibbe, the same with TELEM ( Josh. 15:24 ) or TELAIN
attached to a ruined site at the south end of the ( 1 Sam. 15 :4 ).

Lejah, a few miles northwest of Kenâwat, and also TOGARMAH (Heb. 177272m, to -gar-maw ',
that of ed Dab, some twelve hours east of themountain el Kuleib, are both suggestive of Tob. Dr.G. meaning doubtful), a son ofGomer, and brother

A. Smith ( Hist
. Geog., p. 687) says: “ The nameof of Ashkenaz and Riphath (Gen. 10: 3;1 Chron.

the land of Tob, which was north of Mizpeh, may
1 : 6). The descendants of Togarmah are mentioned

survive in that of the wady and village of Taiyibeh , among the merchants who trafficked with Tyrein

east of Pella . "
“horses, horsemen, and mules” ( Ezek. 27:14 ) ;

and are also named with Persia, Ethiopia, and

TOB - ADONI'JAH (Heb. -77 sig, tobe Libya, asfollowersof Gog, the chief prince of

ad-o-nee-yah', pleasing to. Adonijah), one of the Meshech and Tubal (38 : 5, 6 ).

Levites sent by Jehoshaphat through the cities of TO’HU (Heb. 17 , to'-khoo, lowly, 1 Sam . 1 : 1 ) ,

Judah_to teach the law to the people (2 Chron. the same as Toah (1 Chron. 6:34), or Nahath (v.

17 : 8), B. C. after 875 . 26).

TOBI'AH (Heb. .77in, to-bee-yaw', goodness TOʻI (Heb. km, toʻ - ee, error ), the king of Ha.

of Jehovah). math on the Orontes , in the time of David. When

1. “ The children of Tobiah ” were one of the the latter defeated the Syrian king, Hadadezer,

families returning with Zerubbabel who were un. Toi's powerful enemy, Toi sent his son Joram (or

able to prove their kinship with Israel ( Ezra 2:60 ; Hadoram) to congratulate him upon his victory,

Neh . 7:62 ), B. C. before 536 . and to make presents of gold , silver, and brass

2. One of the leading opponents to the rebuild- | (2 Sam. 8 : 9, 10), B. C. about 984.

ing of Jerusalem under Nehemiah , Tobiah was

formerly a slave at the Persian court, and had blood shall be to you for atoken ” (Exod. 12:13),
TOKEN (Heb. Dix, uth , a sign ). " And the

probably, as a favorite, been appointed governor i . e., a pledge that God would spare the Israelites

of the Ammonites (Neh. 2:10, 19) . Tobiah, though upon whose doorposts was the blood.

a slave and an Ammonite, found means to ally something past, a memorial (Exod. 13:9, A. V.
A sign of

himself with a priestly family, and his son Johananmarried the daughter of Meshullam , the son of “ sign,” 16 ; Isa . 55:13 ; Ezek. 14:8, “ sign "). A

Berechiah, while he himself was the son- in -law 8:18, A. V.“ signs ”). Asign or token of anything
sign of something future, a portent, omen (Isa.

of Shechaniah, the son of Arah (6:18), and these in itself not visible ; e . g. , the token of a covenant ,

family relations created for him a strong faction

among the Jews. He and SANBALLAT (9. V.), on 31:13 , A. V. “ sign "). Hence, an argument,proof
as circumcision (Gen. 17:11), the Sabbath (Exod .

receiving intelligence of the expected arrival of
Nehemiah, were greatly exasperated and endeav- (Job 21:29). The prophetic signof the truth of

ored to terrify him by asking whether he intended
a prophecy (Exod . 3:12).

to rebel against the king. Nehemiah replied that TOʻLA (Heb. sin, to -law ', a worm ).

they had no authority of any kind in Jerusalem , 1. The eldest son of Issachar (Gen. 46:13 ;

and did not allow himself to be intimidated (2:19 , 1 Chron . 7 : 1 ). His six sons (1 Chron. 7 : 2 ) became

20 ). When he heard that the building of thewalls progenitors of the Tolaites (Num . 26:23), which

had been actually commenced, Tobiah, in unmin- numbered in David's time twenty- two thousand

gled scorn , declared, “ Even that which they build , six hundred fighting men ( 1 Chron. 7 : 2 ) .
if a fox go up, he shall even break down their 2. A judge of Israel. He was the son of Puab,

1
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TOLAD TOMB

>

of the tribe of Issachar. He succeeded Abimelech the sepulcher was guarded by a large stoneor by

in the judgeship, and ruled Israel twenty -three a door (Matt. 27:65 ; Mark 15:46 ; John 11:38, 39).

years in Shamir,Mount Ephraim,where he died This structure of the tombs willexplain some of

and was buried ( Judg. 10 : 1 , 2 ) . The date is un- the particulars connected with the burial of our

certain ,as Tola doubtless ruled contemporaneously Lord, how the women coming early to the grave

with some other judge . had been astonished in finding the very great

TOʻLAD (Heb. şim, to -lawd', posterity), a town stone ' rolled away from the door of the sepul
cher ,' and then , when they entered the outer cave,

in Simeon in David's time ( 1 Chron . 4:29); given

in the fuller form El-tolad ( Josh. 15:30 ). It is not sittingon theright side,clothed ina long white
were affrighted to see what seemed ' a young man

yet discovered .
garment' (Mark 16 :4 , 5 ) ” (Edersheim, Jewish

TOʻLAITES (Heb.pin, to-law.ee"), the gen- Social Life,p. 171).

eral name of the descendants of Tola (q . v. ), the The accompanying diagram represents the forms

son of Issachar (Num . 26:23).

TOLL. See Tax ; TRIBUTE ; PUBLICAN.

TOMB (Heb. 97., gaw -deesh ', heaped up , a

tumulus ; Gr. uvnjelov, mnay-mi'-on, a remem A

brance ), a natural cave enlarged and adapted by

excavation, or an artificial imitation of one, was

the standard type of sepulcher . This was what the

structure of the Jewish soil supplied or suggested.
B

“ The caves, or rock -hewn sepulchers, consisted

of an antechamber in which the bier was de

posited , and an inner or rather lower cave in

which the bodies were deposited, in a recumbent

position, in niches. According to the Talmud

these abodes of the dead were usually six feet

long, nine feet wide, and ten feet high. Here of Jewish sepulture. In the apartment marked A

there were niches for eight bodies—three on each there are twelve such loculi, about two feet in

side of the entrance and two opposite. Larger width by three feet high . On the ground floor

sepulchers held thirteen bodies . The entrance to these generally open on the level of the floor;
when in the upper story,

as at C, on a ledge or plat.

form, on which the body

might be laid to be anointed,

and on which the stones

might rest which closed the

outer end of each loculus.

The shallow loculus is shown

in chamber B, but was ap

parently only used when

sarcophagi were employed,

and, therefore, so far as

we know , only during the

Græco -Roman period, when

foreign customs came to be

adopted .

“ Of the twenty-two kings

of Judah who reigned at

Jerusalem from 1048 to

590 B. C. , eleven, or exactly

one half, were buried in

one hypogeum in the city
of David . Of all these it

is merely said that they

were buried in the sepul.
chers of their fathers ' or

of the kings' in the city

of David, except of two

Asa and Hezekiah . Two

more of these kings (Je.

horam and Joash) were

buried also in the city of

David, but not in the

sepulchers of the kings.'

The passage in Neh. 3:16,

Tomb with Rolling Stone. and in Ezek. 43 :7,9,together

RIMINATION

sat
ion

1
1
1
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TONGS TONGUES, CONFUSION OF

with the reiterated assertion of the books of Kings tuous uses are specified : "keeping the tongue"

and Chronicles, thatthese sepulchers were situated (Psa. 34:13 ; 1 Pet. 3:10 ; Prov. 21:23), “ ruling

in the city of David, leave no doubt but that they the tongue ” (James 1:26), etc.

were on Zion , or the Eastern Hill , and in the im. TONGUES, CONFUSION OF (Gen. 11:1

mediate proximity of the temple . They were in 9). The biblical account of this event begins

fact certainly within that inclosure now known as with the statement, “ And the whole earth was of

the ‘Haram Area ;' but if it is asked on what one language, and of one speech ” ( v. 1). The

exact spot, we must pause for further information author of the Book of Genesis conceived the unity

before a reply can be given ” ( Smith , Bib. Dict.). of the human race to be of the most rigid nature
See DEAD ; GRAVE. -not simply a generic unity, nor again simply a

TONGS. 1. Mel-kawk ' (Heb. 177 ???, 1 Kings specific unity, but a specific based upon a numer
7:49 ; 2 Chron . 4:21 ; Isa. 6 : 6) , or Mal -kawkk' ical unity, the species being nothing else than the

(Hippa, Exod. 25:38 ; 37:23, A. v. " snuffers;» enlargement of the individual. Unityof language

is assumed by the sacred historian apparently as

Num . 4 : 9 ), pincers either for holding coals or for a corollary of the unity of race. Noexplanation

trimming a lamp. is given of the origin of speech , but its exercise is

2. Mah -ats -awd' (Heb. 7*33, Isa. 44:12), an evidently regarded as coeval with the creation of

ax, and so rendered in Jer. 10 : 3. man . Speech , being inherent in man as a reflect.

TONGUE (Heb. 710 }, law -shone '; Gr. y.wooa, father to son by thesame process of imitation by
ing being, was regarded as handed down from

gloce-sah ') is variously used in Scripture . which it is still perpetuated . The original unity

1. Literally for the human tongue ( Judg. 7:5 ; of speech was restored in Noah. Disturbing

Job 27 :4 ; Psa. 35:28 ; Prov . 15 : 2; Zech. 14:12; causes were, however, early at work to dissolve

Mark 7:33 , 35, etc.) ; the tongue of the dog (Psa. this twofold union of community and speech. The

68:23 ); the viper (Job 20:16 ). human fanily endeavored to check the tendency

2. A particular language or dialect spoken to separation by the establishment of a great cen.

by any particular people, e. g., “ Everyone after tral edifice, and a city which should serve as a

his tongue ” (Gen. 10 :5, 20, 31 ; comp. Deut. 28:49 ; metropolis of the whole world (vers. 3 , 4). The

Esth. 1:22 ; Dan. 1:4 ; John 5 : 2 ; Acts 1:19 ; 2 :4, 8 , project was defeated by the interposition of Je.

11 ; 1 Cor. 12:10 , etc.). hovah, who determined to “confound their lan .

3. For the people speaking a language (Isa. guage, so that they might not understand one

66:18 ; Dan. 3 :4, 7 ; Rev. 5 : 9 ; 7 : 9 ; 10:11 , etc.). another's speech ” ( vers. 5–7).

4. Personified . “ Unto me shall every tongue The desire for renown and the purpose to thus

[i. e. , man ] swear” (Isa . 45:23 ; comp. Rom . 14:11; maintain their unity were thus manifested, reveal

Phil. 2:11 ; Isa. 54:17). Such expressions as the ing pride and the loss of spiritual unity and broth

following are used : the tongue is said to meditate erly love. “ Consequently the undertaking, dic

(Psa. 52:2 ), to hate (Prov. 26:28), to rejoice (Acts tated by pride , to preserve and consolidate by

2:26), to be bridled (James 1:26 ), to be tamed ( 3:8). outward means the unity which was inwardly lost,

5. Figurative. For speech generally. “ Let could not be successful, but could only bring down

us not love in tongie only” (1 John 3:18) ; " asoft the judgment of dispersion ” (K. and D., Com .).

tongue," i.e.,soothinglanguage(Prov.25: 15 ). " Rage By the firm establishment of an ungodly unity

of the tongue ” (Hos. 7:16 )—i. e . , verbal abuse the wickedness and audacity of men would have

" strife of tongues ” (Psa. 31:20), and “ scourge of led to fearful enterprises. Therefore God deter

tongue” (Job 5:21) mean contention and execra- mined, by confusing their language, to prevent the
tion . They bend their tongues like their bow heightening of sin through ungodly association,

for lies ” (Jer. 9: 3 ) is to tell determined and ma- and to frustrate their design.

licious falsehoods. To “ sharpen the tongue The nature of the confusion of tongues has been

(Psa. 140: 3) is to prepare cutting speeches ( comp. variously understood. “ It is unnecessary to as

57 :4 ) ; " to smooth the tongue ” (Jer. 23:31) is to sume that the judgment inflicted on the builders

employ flattery ; while " to smite with the tongue of Babel amounted to a loss , or even a suspension,

( 18:18) is to traduce. To mock is figuratively of articulate speech . The desired object would

expressed by “ to stick out the tongue ” ( Isa. 57 :4 ). he equally attained by a miraculous forestallment

“ To hide under the tongue ” (Job 20:12) is to en- of those dialectical differences of language which

joy wickedness ; while " honey and milk under the are constantly in process of production. The ele.
tongue" is figurative for delicious language. “ To ments of the one original language may have re .

divide the tongues of the wicked ” is to bring mained, but so disguised by variations of pronun.

about dissension among them (Psa . 55: 9 ; comp. ciation , and by the introduction of new combina.
2 Sam . 15:34 ; 17:14 , 15 ) . “ The cleaving of the tions, as to be practically obliterated” ( Smith,

tongue to the palate” may mean profound attention Bib . Dict.). See DispersioN, SUPPLEMENT.

(Job 29:10), excessive thirst ( Lam . 4 : 4 ; comp. Psa. “ When it is stated , first of all , that God had

22:15 ) , or dumbness (Ezek . 3:26; Psa . 137 : 6). To resolved to destroy the unity of lips and words by
gnaw one's tongue is a sign of fury, despair, or a confusion of the lips, and then that he scattered

torment (Rev. 16:10 ). the men abroad, this act of divine judgment can:

6. Vicious uses of the tongue are expressed by not be understood in any other way than that God

the following phrases: flattery (Psa. 5 : 9 ; Prov. deprived them of the ability to comprehend one

28:33), backbiting (Psa. 15 : 3 , literally “ run about another, and thus effected their dispersion . The

with the tongue," Prov. 25:23), deceit (Psa . 50:19 ), event itself cannot have consisted merely in a

unrestrained speech (73 : 9), lying ( 109 :2), etc. Vir change of the organs of speech produced by the

)

"

1
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TONGUES, GIFT OF TOOTH

a

>

omnipotence of God, whereby speakers were turned classified and compared, arranged, apparently,

into stammerers who were unintelligible to one according to their worth, placed under regulation.

another " (K. and D. , Com ., in loc .). The facts which may be gathered are briefly these :

TONGUES, GIFT OF. 1. Promise of. The 1. The phenomena of the gift of tongues were

promise of a new power coming from the Divine not confined to one church or section of a church.

Spirit, giving not only comfort and insight into 2. The comparison of gifts, in both the lists given

truth, but fresh powers of utterance of some kind, by St. Paul ( 1 Cor. 12 :8-10, 28-30), places that of

appears once and again in our Lord's teaching tongues, and the interpretation of tongues, lowest

The disciples are to take no thought what they in the scale. 3. The main characteristic of the

shall speak, for the Spirit of their Father shall ' tongue' is that it is unintelligible. The man

speak in them (Matt. 10:19, 20 ; Mark 13:11). The speaks mysteries,' prays, blesses, gives thanks, in

lips ofGalilean peasants are to speak freely and the tongue ( 14:15, 16 ), but no one understands

boldly before kings. In Mark 16:17 we have a him . He can hardly be said , indeed, to understand

more definite term employed : “ They shall speak bimself. 4. The peculiar nature of the gift leads

with new tongues.” It can hardly be questioned the apostle into what appears at first a contradic

that the obvious meaning of the promise is that tion. " Tongues are for a sign , ' not to believers,

the disciples should speak in new languages which but to those who do not believe ; yet the effect on

they had not learnedas other men learn them . unbelievers is not that of attracting but repelling.

2. Fulfillment. After our Lord's ascension, They involve of necessity a disturbance of the

while the disciples were gathered together in one equilibrium between the understanding and the

place, "suddenly there came a sound from heaven feelings. Therefore it is that, for those who be

as of a rushing mighty wind, and it filled all the lieve already, prophecy is the greater gift ” (Smith,

untothemeloven"tongues,likeas offire, and it | TONGUES OF FIRE. In the account of
were sitting. Bib. Dict.).

sat upon each of them ” (Acts 2 : 2,3). After this ex- the descent of the Holy Spirit upon the disciples

ternal phenomenon there now ensued the internal at Pentecost it is said (Acts 2 : 3) : “ And there ap

filling of all who were assembled with the Holy peared unto them cloven tongues , like as of fire

Spirit. The immediate result was that they began ( Gr. yaworal doei Tupós) , and it sat upon each of

to speak with other tongues (Gr. 2anεiv ērépais | them .” The words mean : There appeared to

yhúsoais). “ For the sure determination of what them , i . e . , were seen by them , tongues which ap

Luke meant by this, it is decisive that ėrépais peared like little flames of fire, luminous, but not

yhuocais ( other tongues ”), on the part of the burning; not really consisting of fire, but only
speakers was, in point of fact, the same thing Goei Tupós, “ as of fire.” “ As only similar to

which the congregated Parthians, Medes, Elamites, fire , they bore an analogy to electric phenomena;

etc. , designated as raiç ierépaiç yawooais (“our their tongue-shape referred as a sign to thatmi

own tongue, ' comp . v. 8). The other tongues,' raculous speaking which ensued immediately after,

therefore, are, according to the text, to be con- and the firelike form to the divine presence(comp.

sidered as absolutely nothing else than languages, Exod. 3 :2), which washere operative in a manner

which were different from the native language of so entirely peculiar. The whole phenomenon is to

the speakers. They, the Galileans, spoke, one be understood as a miraculous operation of God

Parthian, another Median, etc., consequently lan- manifesting himself in the Spirit,by which ,as by

guages of another sort, i . e . , foreign ( 1 Cor. 14:21 ) ; the preceding sound from heaven, the effusion of

and these indeed — the point wherein precisely the Spirit was made known as divine, and his

appeared the miraculous operation of the Spirit-efficacy on the mindsof thosewho were to receive

noi acquired by study (Mark 16:17) ” (Meyer, Com. , him was enhanced ” (Meyer, Com. , in loc.).

in loc .). When the event is admitted to be dis

tinctly miraculous, and the power a special gift TOOTH (Heb. ju , shane ; 177?, lekh '-ee, in Psa.

of God, it need not be considered either impossible 58:6 ; Prov. 30:14 ; Joel 1 :6 ; Gr. odous, od -ooce').

or inconceivable ; and incapacity of conceiving the 1. Literal Use. In this sense the term is

modus operandi should not lead to a refusal of the used with reference to the loss of the member by

credibility and certainty of the fact. violence, in illustration of the law of retaliation

In the list of spiritual endowments mentioned (Exod. 21:24 ; Lev. 24:20 ; Deut. 19:21). Such loss

in 1 Cor. 12 : 8-10 are “ divers kinds of tongues," admitted of a pecuniary compensation, and under

and “ the interpretation of tongues” (comp. vers. private arrangement, unless the injured party be

28–30 ; 14:4 , 6 , 13 , 14 ). By many the speaking came exorbitant in his demand, when the case was

with tongues is a miraculousgift by which a person referred to a judge. Our Lord's comment upon

is able to speak a foreign tongue without learning the law (Matt. 5:38) prohibits private revenge.

it. On the other hand thereare those who, with Lekh'-ee (Heb. 977 ?) is used for the human jaw
Meyer, “ Understand by yaborals hanεiv such an bone (Psa. 3 : 7) , for thatof an ass ( Judg. 15 :15–17),

outburst of prayer in petition, praise, and thanks.
giving, as was so ecstatic that in connection with and for that of a leviathan ( Job 41:14). Although

it the speaker's own conscious intellectual activity shin -nah'-yim is the general word for teeth , yet the

was suspended, while the tongue did not serve as Hebrews had a distinct term for molars or jaw

the instrument of the utterance of self-active re- teeth , especially of the larger animals; thus meth

flection, but, independently of it, was involuntarily al-leh-oth (Heb. niyona, Job 29:17; Psa. 57:4;
set in motion by the Holy Spirit, by whom the Prov. 30:14 ; Joel 1:6), and, by transposition, mal.
man in his deepest nature was seized and borne

away ” ( Com ., in loc. ). “ The spiritual gifts are ) et- leh-oth" (Heb. niym2, Psa. 68 :6).

a
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2. Figurative. “ His teeth shall be white writers, to be the large village of Tafyleh, the

with milk ” (Gen. 49:12) seems to denote a super- chief place in Jebal, west of the Edomitish moun.

abundance of milk, as " his eyes shall be red with tains. The suggestion of Schultz that Tophel may

wine " denotes plenty thereof. “ I will send upon have been the place where the Israelites purchased

them the teeth of beasts ” ( Deut. 32:24) expresses food and drink of the Edomites (2:28 , 29) bas much

devastation by wild animals. “ The teeth of lions ” to be said in its favor ; for the situation of Tophel

(Job 4:10) is a symbol of the cruelty and rapacity warrants the supposition that it was here that they

of the wicked. " To take one's flesh into one's passed for the first time from the wilderness to an

teeth ” (Job 13:14 ) is thought by some to mean to inhabited land.

gnaw it with anguish (comp. Rev. 16:10), while

othersinterpret it “ tobe intentupon the main - phet is commonly supposed to be derived from
TOʻPHET, or TOʻPHETH . 1. Name. To

tenance of life, as a wild beast upon the preserva, toph, or drum, from the drums used to drownthe
tionof his prey, by holding it between its teeth cries of children whowere made to pass through

and carrying it away ” ( Delitzsch, Com. , in loc. ). the fire to Moloch. Gesenius says : “ As to the ety.

Gnashing of teeth means, properly, grinding the
teeth with rage or despair (Job 16 :9 ; Psa . 35:16 ; mology of the name ( to' feth, spittle ), it is

37:12 ; 112: 10 ; Lam . 2:16 ; Matt. 8:12 , etc. ). By best referred to the root on ( loof, to spit), and

“ the skin of my teeth” (Job 19:20) is generally rendered place to be spit upon, to be abhorred (Job

understood the gums ; Delitzsch , however, thinks 17: 6 ).” Others regard Tophet as from shopin (tof.

it to be the periosteum , a skin in the jaw . Job's

disease wassuch that the gums especially were
tel ', contempt), the place of burning dead bodies.

destroyed and wasted away about the teeth, only
2. Location, etc. Tophet lay somewhere east

the periosteum round about the teeth being stiit or southeast of Jerusalem , for Jeremiah went ont

left to him , and single remnants of the covering by the Sun Gate, or east gate, to go to it ( Jer.

of his loose and projecting teeth .
“ To smite 19 :2). It was in “ the Valley of the Son of Hin

upon the jawbone” and “ to break the teeth " nom ” ( 7:31 ), which is " by the entry of the east

mean to disgrace and disable (Psa. 3 :7 ; comp. Mic. gate ” ( 19: 2). Thus it was not identical with Hin

6:13 ; 1 Kings 20:35 ; Lam . 8:30). The teeth of nom . It was in Hinnom and was, perhaps, one of

calumniators, etc. , are compared to " spears and its chief groves or gardens. It seems also to have

(Psa. 67:4 ; comp. 1 Sam . 24:9); and to been part of the king's gardens, and watered by

“ break the teeth ” of such persons is to disable Siloam , perhaps a little to the south of the present

them (Psa. 58: 6 ). To “ escape fromthe teeth " of Birket el-Hamra. The name Tophet occurs only

one's enemies is to avoid their malice (Psa. 124 : 6 ; 1 in the Old Testament (2 Kings 23:10, “ Topheth ;''

Zech. 9 : 7 ) . Oppression is compared to “ jaw teeth Isa.30:33; Jer. 7:31 , 32 ; 19 :6, 11-14 ). The New

like swords and grinders like knives ” (Prov. 30: Testament does not refer to it, nor the Apocrypha.

14 ) . Beautiful teeth are compared ( Cant. 4 : 2 ; 6 : 6) In Tophet the deity (Baal, Jer. 19 : 5 ; Moloch,
to sheep newly shorn and washed ; but the remain : 32:35) was worshiped by sacrifices in heathenfash.

ing part of the comparison, “ whereof every one
ion , first by the ancient Canaanites, and afterward

bear twins and there is not one barren among by apostate Israelites (comp. Psa. 106 :38; Jer. 7:

them ,” is much better rendered by Le Clere, “ all 31 ). This was done first by Ahaz (2 Kings 16: 3 ) ,

of_them twins, and nonehath lost his fellow." then especially by Manasseh (21:6). Thus it be

“ To break the teeth with gravel stones.” A very
came the place of abomination, the very gate or

forcible figure is in “ He hath also broken my pit of hell. The pious kings defiled it (23:10), and

teeth with gravel stones ” (Lam . 3:16 ; comp. Prov.threw down its altars and high places, pouring
20:17), referring to the grit that often mixes with into it all the filth of the city, till it became the

bread baked in ashes, as is the custom in the East,
“ abhorrence ” of Jerusalem . Every vestige of

and figurative of harsh disappointment. “ Iron Tophet, name and grove, is gone, and we can only

teeth ” (Dan.7 : 1 , 19) are the symbol of destructive guess at the spot.

power. Hypocritical and greedy prophets are rep- TORCH. The Heb. 7792 (lap -peed ', Zech. 12:
resented as those who “ bite with their teeth and 6), and the Gr. hajtás ( lam -pas', John 18 : 3), usu

cry, Peace ” ( Mic. 3 : 5 ) . " I will take away hisblood out of hismouth , and his abominations from ally signify,and are translated, a lamp. In Nah.

between his teeth ” (Zech. 9:7), refers to idolaters 2 : 3 “ torch ” stands for Heb: 57753 (pel-aw -daw ',

keeping a feast, which is interrupted by Jehovah, steel) ; “ the chariots shall be with filaming torches,”

and idolatry abolished. “ Cleanness of teeth " | i . e . , with polished scythes or armature.

(Amos 4 : 6) is the figure of hunger, famine. “ To Figurative. A flaming torch is used by the

cast in the teeth " is an old English phrase, for prophet (Zech. 12 : 6) as a symbol of great anger

the Hebrew bas no such idiom , signifying to re- and destruction .

proach, The Greek is wveldicov avrov (on - i ' -did

zon ow-ton') , “ they upbraided him ” .(Matt. 27:44 ).
TORʻMAI (Heb. 177277, tor-maro', deceit) oc

The action of acid is referred to in Ezek . 18 : 2 ; curs only in the margin of Judg. 9:31.
By a few

comp. 10:26 . commentators it has been conjectured that the

TOPAZ. See MINERAL KINGDOM .
word wasoriginally the same with Arumah (v. 41 ).

TOʻPHEL (IIeb. bon, to '-fel, lime, mortar ), appellative
The Septuagint and Chaldee take the word as an

Šv kpvoli, secretly ; so also do Rashi

apparently a boundary of the great Sinaitic desert and most of the earlier commentators, while R.

of Paran (Deut. 1 : 1 ) . It is supposed by Heng- Kimchi, the elder, has decided in favor of the

stenberg and Robinson, and all the more modern second rendering as a proper name. As the word

>

>
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TORMENTOR TOWN
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An Ancient Tower.

only occurs here it is impossible to determine in poses. Besides these military structures, we read

favor of either view. in Scripture of towers built in vineyards as an al.

TORMENTOR (Gr.Bagaviotńs, bas-an -is-tace ', most necessary appendage to them (Isa . 5 : 2; Matt.

Matt. 18:34), one who elicits the truth by means 21:33 ; Mark 12: 1). Such towers are still in use

of the rack, an inquisitor ; used in this passage of in Palestine in vineyards, especially near Hebron ,

a jailor, probably because the business of tor.

turing was assigned to him . Torture was usu

ally employed to extort confession or evidence,

as when Claudius Lysias, the chief captain,

commanded Paul to be brought into the castle

and “ examined by scourging ” (Acts 22:24 ).

TORTOISE. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

TOU (1 Chron. 18 : 9 , 10) . See Toi.

TOW. 1. Neh -oʻ- reth (Heb. om?, Judg .

16 : 9 ; Isa. 1:31), as being shaken or beaten off

from flax in batcheling.

2. Pish -law ” (Heb. , Isa. 43:17) , flar,
as elsewhere rendered .

TOWEL (Gr. 2évtiov, len '- tee - on ), a linen

cloth or apron, which servants put on when

about to work ( John 13 : 4, 5 ). Girding one's

self with a towel was the common mark of a

slave, by whom the service of footwashing

was ordinarily performed.

TOWER. 1. Or -nawn' (Heb. 777, strong),

a siege tower ( Isa. 23:13) .

2. Bukk ' -an (Heb. 199) . " A word often

used for tower ' in the Egyptian records is

bekhen , bakhun, or bekhent. This word Brugsch

declares to be identical with the Hebrew bekhon ,' and are used as lodges for the keepers of the

and to mean an ' outlook ,' .a tower built on a hill.' vineyards.

It applies , he says , to‘any building from which one
TOWN is not carefully distinguished from

can look far out into the land, and which itself is city in the A. V., and is sometimes the rendering

visible afar ; thence any house standing high ; a
tower. ' In any event it is a word which is of eer (Heb. 77'), awr (17 ), or aw -yard ( 927 ), a

used in theHebrew interchangeably with mig-dole, place guarded by watchmen ; generally rendered

for a watchtower ” ( Trumbull, Kailesh -Barnea, p. “ city ;" keer (77), or kee-raro ' (1777), wall. In

368 ) . the Greek we have koʻ-may (kbun) , hamlet. Neither

3. Mig.dole" (Heb. 5 *772), or Mig -dawl" (27272), inthe old norin the New Testament is the dis

is from a root meaning “ to become great.” See tinction between cities and towns carefully ob

MIGDOL. served. “ Palestine had at all times a far larger

4. Pin -notk ' ( Ilcb. mVDE) , the corners and bat- number of towns and villages than might have
tlements of the walls of the fortifications (Zeph. been expected from its size, or from the general

1:16 ; 3 : 6 ; comp. 2 Chron. 26:15) .
agricultural pursuits of its inhabitants. Even at

the time of its first occupation under Joshua we

5. 0 '- fel (leb . ben, hill, 2 Kings 5:24 ) . See find somewhere about six hundred towns,

OPHEL. with probably an average population of from two

6. Maw -tsore' (Heb.Tisz), a fortress, only in tothree thousand. But thenumber of towns and

Hab. 2 : 1 .
villages, as well as their populousness, greatly in.

creased in later times. ... Alike the New Testa

7. Mils-pek ' (Heb . 7 ). See MoZPEIT. ment, Josephus, and the rabbis give us three names,

8. Poor'.!gos (Gr. Tipyos), a tower, a fortified which may be rendered villages, township ,or towns

structure rising to a considerable height, to repel —the latter being surrounded by walls, and again

a hostile attack , or to enable a watchman to see distinguished into those fortified already at the

in every direction. The “ tower of Siloam " seems time of Joshua, and those of later date. A township

to designate a tower in the walls of Jerusalem , might be either great, ' if it had its synagogue, or

near the fountain of Siloam (Luke 13:4). Watch- small if it wanted such ; this being dependent

towers or fortified posts in frontier or exposed on the residence of at least ten men (see SYNA.

situations are mentioned in Scripture, as the tower GOGUE) . The villages had no synagogue; but their

of Edar, etc. (Gen. 35:21 ; Mic. 4 : 8 ; Isa. 21 : 5 , 8 , inhabitants were supposed to go to the nearest

11 , etc. ), the tower of Lebanon (Cant. 7 : 4 ) . Re. township for market on the Monday and Thursday

mains of such fortifications may still be seen , of every week , when service was held for them ,

which probably have succeeded to more ancient and the local Sanhedrin also sat (Megill., i, 1-3).

structures built in the same places for like pur- Approaching one of the ancient fortified

1

2
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TOWN CLERK TRADE

towns, one would come to a low wall that protected (Acts 19:35 ). The speech delivered by him may

a ditch . Crossing this moat, one would be at the be analyzed thus : He argues that such excitement

city wall proper, and enter through a massive gate, as the Ephesians evinced was undignified , inas.

often covered with iron , and secured by strong much as they stood above all suspicion in religious

bars and bolts. Above the gate rose the watch matters (vers. 35, 36); that it is unjustifiable,
tower. Within the gate ' was the shady or shel. since they could establish nothing against the men

tered retreat where the elders ' sat. The whom they accused (v . 37) ; that it was unneces.

gates opened upon large squares, on which the sary, since other means of redress were open to
various streets converged. These streets are them (vers. 38, 39) ; and, finally ,if neither pride

all named, mostly after the trades or guilds which nor a sense of justice availed anything, fear of the

have there their bazaars. In these bazaars many Roman power should restrain them from such il.

of the workmen sat outside their shops, and in the legal proceedings (v . 40) (Smith, Bib . Dict.).

interval of labor exchanged greetings or banter
TRACHONI'TIS (Gr.Tpaxwvitis, trakh - o -nee'.

with the passers-by. ... The rule of these towns tis , rough district,only in Luke 3:1). " Tracho

and villages was exceedingly strict. The repre- nitis was the territory which contained the Trachon

sentatives of Rome were chiefly either military or Trachons. These are described by Strabo

men or else fiscal or political agents. Then every (xvi, 2, 20) as the two so-called Trachones ' lying

town had its Sanhedrin, consisting of twenty-three behind Damascus.' The name... corresponds

members if the place numbered at least one hun. exactly to the two great stretches of lava, " the

dred and twenty men, or of three members if the tempests in stone,' which lie to the southeast of

population were smaller. . Of course all ec. Damascus — the Lejá and the Safá. Each of these

clesiastical and, so to speak , strictly Jewish causes , is called by the Arabs a wa'ar, a word meaning

and all religious questions, were within their rough, stony tract, and thus equivalent to Trachon.

special cognizance. Lastly, there were also in the latter, beyond the reach of civilization, was

every place what may be called municipalauthor. little regarded, and the Lejá became known as the

ities, under the presidency of a mayor - the repre- Trachon par excellence, as is proved by the two

sentative of the elders — an institution so fre inscriptions at either end of it - in Musmireh, the

quently mentioned in Seripture, and deeply rooted ancient Phænä, and the Bereke, each of whichis

in Jewish society. Perhaps these may be referred called a chief town of the Trachon . .. Now the

to (Luke 7 : 3 ) as sent by the centurion of Capernaum Trachonitis was obviously the Trachon plus some

to intercede for him with the Lord.
territory round it. In the north it extended west

“ What may be called the police and sanitary ward from the borders of the Lejá to the districts

regulations were of the strictest character. Of of Ulatha and Paneas in the northern Jaulan ; and

Cæsarea , e. g., we know that there was a regular in the south it bordered with Batanea, but also

system of drainage into the sea, apparently similar touched MonsAlsadamus, the presentJebel Hau
to, but more perfect than thatof any modern town ran . Philo uses the name Trachonitis for the

( Josephus, Ant., xv, 9 , 6 ). The same holds true whole territory of Philip " (Smith, Hist. Geog ., P.

with regard to the temple buildings at Jerusalem .
543).

But in every town and village sanitary rules were
The portionof Philip's tetrarchy most difficult

strictly attended to. Cemeteries, tanneries, and to define is the Ituraan ; and it is uncertain whether

whatever also might be prejudicialto health, had it covered or overlapped Trachonitis. Luke's

to be removed at least fifty cubits outside a town. reference is ambiguous, and we have no modern

Bakers' and dyers' shops, or stables, were not al.echo of the name to guide us.

lowed under the dwelling of another person .

Again, in building, the line of each street had to
TRADE . 1. In the sense of occupation, as

be strictly kept, nor was even a projection beyond when Joseph told Pharaoh, “ The men are shep.

it allowed. In general the streets werewider than herds, for their trade hath been to feed sheep '

those of modern Eastern cities. The nature of the (Heb. 727?? wix, an-shay' mik -nel ', men ofcat
soil, and the circumstance that so many towns tle, Gen. 46:32, 34). " Trading ” (Luke 19:15) is

were built on hills (at least in Juden), would, of the rendering of the Greek diampayqarevopai( dee
course, be advantageous in a sanitary point of
view. It would also render the paving of the ap-rag-mat-yooʻ-om -ahee), to undertake a business

streets less requisite. But we know that certain earnestly, for the sake of gain.

2. In the sense of traffic, commerce : Naw -than
towns were paved — Jerusalem with white stones
(Josephus, Ånt., xx, 9, 7). To obviate occasions (Heh. 799, to give, i. e. , to pay), something as an

of dispute, neighbors were not allowed to have equivalent for the sale (Ezek. 27 : 12-14) ; Sam .

windows looking into the courts or rooms of others, khar' (no, to go about, travel), to traverse the

nor might the principal entrance to a shop be
through a court common to twoorthree dwellings " country as a merchant,to trade, traffic (Gen. 34:10) ;

(Edersheim , Sketches of Jewish Social Life, pp.
Gr. épyáGopal ( er -gad '-zom -ahee), to work, to make

87–93) .
“ do business " (Matt. 25:16 ),gains by trading, our

TOWN CLERK (Gr. ypajputeus, gram -mat and especially as seamen (Rev. 18:17).

yooce'), the city secretary, recorder, to whose office Traffic is the rendering of Heb. 73 ?? (ken

belonged the superintendence of the archives, the ah '-an, literally Canaan). The expression, " land

drawing up of official decrees, and the reading of of traffic ” (Ezek. 17 :4 ), should read “ a land of

them in public assemblies of the people. This Canaan ” (comp. 16:29) ; the sentence will then

official appeased the mob in Epbesus, when Deme. read, “ He plucked off the top of his young twigs,

trius and his fellow -craftsmen raised a tumult I and carried it into a land of Canaan," an epithet
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TRADITION TRANSFIGURATION

(

applied to Babylonia as being a land whose trad. stas-is ). The word is thus defined by Grimm, “ A

ing spirit had turned it into a Canaan. In Gen. throwing of the mind out of its normal state,

42:34 “ traffic " is the rendering of saw -khar' (see whether such as makes a lunatic , or that of the

2), while in 1 Kings 10:15 the Hebrew is mis- man who by some sudden emotion is transported

khawr ! (1997 ), from the same root, signifying to out of himself, so that in this rapt condition, al .

travel about for the purpose of trade. Similar in though he is awake, his mind is so drawn off from

meaning is the Heb . 737, rek -ool-law ' (Ezek . divine thathe seesnothing but the forms and
all surrounding objects and wholly fixedon things

28 :5 , 18 ). “ Traffickers ” ( Isa. 23 : 8) is from the images lying within, and thinks that he perceives

Hebrew signifying Canaanite. with his bodily eyes and ears realities shown bim

TRADITION (Gr. Tapádoors, par -all -os-is, a
by God.”

giving over), a giving over either by word of
TRANSFIGURATION ( Gr. μεταμορφόω,

mouth or in writing ;objectively, what is delivered, met -am -or-for-o, to change into another form). It

as Paul's teaching (2 Thess. 3 : 6 ; comp . 2:15 ;
is recorded (Matt. 17 :2 ; Mark 9: 2) that our Lord

1 Cor. 11 : 2, A. V. " ordinances ''). It is also was transfigured " before his disciples, Peter,

used of the body of precepts, especially ritual, James, and John ; and this is explained (Luke 9

which, in the opinion of the later Jews, were orally 29), “ And as he prayed, the fashion of his coun.

delivered by Moses, and orally transmitted in un. tenance was altered , and his raiment was white

broken succession to subsequent generations, and glistering." Each of the evangelists repre.

which precepts, both illustrating and expanding sent it as taking place about eight days after the

the written law, as they did , were to be obeyed first distinct intimation our Lord made to them of

with equal reverence (Matt. 15 : 2 , sq.; Mark 7:3, his approaching sufferings, death, and resurrec

5 , 9 , 13 ; Coi , 2: 8) . “The traditions ofmyfathers ” tion . The location is merely given as a high

(Tarpukai Tapuốógeus, Gal. 1:14) are precepts re- mountain , which is traditionally thought to have
ceived from the fathers, whether handed down in been Mount Tabor ; but as Jesus was at this time

the Old Testament books or orally. Meyer, in his sojourning in the neighborhood of Cæsarea Phil.

Com . on Matt. 15 : 2 , says : “ The Jews, founding ippi , it seems likely that it was one of the ridges of

upon Deut. 4:14 ; 17:10, for the most part attached Hermon. While our Lord was praying he was

greater importance to this tradition than to the transfigured ," i . e ., his external aspect was

written law. They laid special stress upon the changed, his face gleaming like the sun, and his

traditional precept, founded on Lev. 15:11, which raiment being so white that it shone like light.

required that the hands should be washed before the cause of this appearance was that his divine

everymeal. Jesus and his disciples ignored this glory shone out through his human form ,and not,

tradition as such , which had been handed down as in the case of Moses, caused by God having ap

from the men of olden time.”
peared to him .

The disciples seem to have been in a slumber
TRAFFICKER . See GLOSSARY.

when this divine radiance began to shine forth ;

TRAIN . 1. Khah'-yil (Heb. 577, strength ), butwhen they woke up they were filledwithwon.
the term used respecting the queen of Sheba ; der and fear, beholding also two men , Moses and

" she came to Jerusalem with a very great train ” | Elias, in glory, conversing with him . Peter, re.

( 1 Kings 10: 2), i . e. , a retinue of men, and camels covering himself, in the rapture of the moment,

laden with riches. suggested that three tents should be pitched to

2. “ Train up a child, ” etc. (Prov. 22 : 6), has the secure the continued presence and fellowship of

sense in Hebrew ( 7727, khaw-nak') of “ to imbue such glorious company. He had scarcely given

one with anything,” to initiate ; and so to train up overshadowed them , out of which came a voice,

expression to his thought when a bright cloud

a child according to his way, according to his dis saying, “ This is my beloved Son, hear ye him .

position and habits.
The theme of conversation is not given by Mat

3. Isaiah (6: 1 ) says that the Lord's train (Heb. thew or Mark, but Luke records that they spake

Saug, shool) filled the temple. “ The heavenly concerning his death.

temple is that superterrestrial place, which Jeho The lessons of the transfiguration are thus

vah transforms into heaven and a temple, by man. summed up by Kitto : ( 1) To teach that, in spite

ifesting himself there to angels and saints. But of the calumnies which the Pharisees had heaped

while he manifests his glory there he is obliged on Jesus, the old and new dispensations are in har.

also to veil it, because created beings are unable mony with each other. To this end the author and

to bear it. But that which veils his glory is no restorer of the old dispensation talk with the

less splendid than that portion of it which is re- founder of the new, as if his scheme, even the
vealed. And this was the truth embodied for most repulsive feature of it, was contemplated by

Isaiah in the long robe and train . He saw the theirs, as the reality of which they had promul

Lord, and what more he saw was the all- filling gated only types and shadows. ( 2) To teach that

robe of the indescribable One ” (Delitzsch, Com ., | the new dispensation was superior to the old,

in loc. ).
Moses and Elias appear as inferior to Jesus, not

TRANCE . 1. In the only passage (Num. 24 :4, merely since their faces did not, as far as we

16) in which this word occurs in the English of know, shine like the sun, but chiefly because the

the Old Testament, there is , as the Italics show, voice from the excellent glory commanded to hear

no corresponding word in Hebrew. him in preference to them . (3 ) To gird up the

2. In the New Testament the word occurs three energies of Jesus for the great agony which was

times (Acts 10:10 ; 11 : 5 ; 22:17, Gr. &kotaois, ek'- so soon to excruciate him . (4 ) To comfort the
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TRANSFORMED TREASURE

)

hearts of his disciples, who being destined to see dangers, of destructive sins (Job 18:10 ; Prov. 13:

their Master, whom they had left all to follow, 14 ), also of a person or thing as a cause of ruin

nailed to a cross, to be themselves persecuted, and (Exod. 10:7 ; 1 Sam . 18:21 ; Rom.11: 9).

to suffer the want of all things, were in danger of
TREAD , TREADERS. See WINEPRESS.

despair. Gazing at the glorified body of their

Master, they beheld not only a proof, but an ex
TREASURE (Hebrew mostly from 78x, aw

press and lively image of his resurrection, ascen- tsar', to hoard ; Gr. Ongavpós, thay -sow -ros ), any,
sion , and exaltation above the beavens . (5) To thing collected in storehouses, e. g ., treasures of

teach that virtue will not allow supine contempla- grain, wine, oil; brass, silver, gold ; coined money.

tion , but demands the exercise and exertion of our So winds, rain, hail, snow , etc., are in the treas
several powers. ures of God (Psa. 135 : 7 ; Jer. 51:16 ). Pharaoh

This wonderful event in the life of Christ is al . compelled the Hebrews to build him treasure cities,

luded to by Peter, toward the close of his life, as or magazines (Exod. 1:11 ), and the kings of Judah

one of the proofs of our Lord's majesty (2 Pet . 1 : had keepers of their treasures, both in city and

18) ; and the apostle John refers (1:14 ) to the country (1 Chron. 27:25; 2 Chron. 32:27 , etc.), and

convincing power of the “ glory ” exhibited on these places were called treasure cities. The tem
that occasion. ple treasury (Mark 12:41 ; John 8:20 ) was that

TRANSFORMED (Gr. petauoppów, met-am- portion of the Court of the Women in which were

or.fõ'-o), used of the change of the moral charac- thirteen chests to receive the offerings of worship

ter forthe better (Rom. 12:2), through the renewal ers, either for the temple service or for the poor.

These chests were narrow at the mouth and wide
of the thinking power: “ The apostle considers it
as a peculiar operation of the Christian faith , at the bottom , and shaped like trumpets, whence

their name.

that believers are seriously concerned to prove in

everything what is the will of God (Eph. 5:10) ;
Figurative. “ Ye shall be a peculiar treasure

whereas man, in his natural state, looksmore to
unto me, ” etc. (Exod. 19 : 5 ; comp. Psa. 135:4 ),

the point of how he may please men ” (Tholuck, means more than property in general, for in this

Com.). The apostle (2 Cor. 3:18) speaks of the sense all peoples are the Lord's. The meaning is

Christian being changed into the same image that Israel were a costly, valued possession as

from glory toglory,” etc. In this passage the compared to other people,because they recognized
“ The fear of the Lord is

Gospel is probably spoken of as a mirror, in which Jehovah alone as God.

the glory of Christ gives itself to be seen ; the his treasure” ( Isa. 33:6 ).means that piety is the

Christian, studying the Gospel, becomes so trans- wealth of a nation. The word treasures is often

formed that the same image which he sees in the used to denote great abundance, as : “ In Jesus

Christ are hidden all the treasures of wisdom and

“ mirror ” —the image of the glory of Christ,
presents itself on him , i . e . , he is so transformed knowledge” (Col. 2:3); the “ treasures of wicked.

that he becomes like the glorified Christ.
(Prov. 10 :2 ; Mic. 6:10) are those things

In 2 Cor. 11:13, sq ., the apostle, characterizing which are accumulated through wrong (comp.Luke

false prophets, , says of them that they are
" the treasures of darkness ” ( Isa. 45 : 3) re16 :9 ) ;

de

ceitful workers, transforming themselves into the fer to the carefully stored riches of Babylon and

apostles of Christ. And no marvel ; for Satan the Lydian Sardes, which Cyrus acquiredby con.

himself is transformed into an angel of light ” (see quest; Amos (3:10) says of the rich in Samaria,

vers .14, 15).The Greek is petaoxnjarico (met- lence and robbery in their palaces," i . e. , they beap
They know not to do right... who store up vio

askh-ay -mat-id '-zo), andmeans to assume theap
pearance of another. The persons of whom Paul up injustice and violence in their palaces like

speaks were servants of Satan, butin working earthen vessels (2 Cor. 4:7)"" is referred either,
treasures (comp. Rom . 2 : 5 ) ; “ this treasure in

against the apostlein doctrine and act they hypo: in accordancewith v. 6, to the light kindled by God

criticallyassumedthe mask of an apostle, though in the heart, or to the ministryof the Gospel(Cal.

they were the opposite of a true apostle.
vin, Bengel, etc. ). In Matt. 12:35 ; Luke 6:45, the

TRANSGRESSION (Heb. mostly sup, peh'- heart ofa good man is compared to a treasure of

shah, revolt; Gr. Tapáßuois, par-ab'-as-is, viola- good things, while the depraved man has his treas.
tion ), sometimes used synonymously with sin , but ury of evil . “ Treasure hid in a field ” ( Matt. 13:44 )

sometinies used in a distinctivo sense, as indica refers to the custom of burying money, jewels,

ting a violation of the law through ignorance, e. g. , and other valuables, that they may remain free
Exod. 34:7 ; Rom . 4:15 . All sin is transgression, from molestation or suspicion . Thomson ( Lond

but all transgression is not sin in the sense of in- and Book, i , p . 194 ) refers to the finding of sev.
curring guilt. See Sin. eral copper pots which contained a large quantity

TRANSLATE, in both its Hebrew and Greek and his father Philip, and adds: " I suspect it
of ancient copper coin , all of issues of Alexander

originals, has the sense of removal of a person or

thing from one state or condition to another ( 2 Sam . officers concealed when he heard of bis unexpected
was the royal treasure, which one of Alexander's

3:10 ), where it has reference to transferring a king death in Babylon, intending to appropriate it to

dom from Saul to David . Col. 1:13, “ hath trans- himself ; but being apprehended , slain , or driven

lated us into the kingdom of his dear Son,” has awayby some of the revolutions which followed

clearly a localreference; as is also the case with thatevent,the coin remained where he had hid it. ”

Enoch (Heb. 11 : 5). Such n fact illustrates the above text. A man

TRAP, the rendering of several Hebrew and discovers the place where the treasure is hid, keeps

one Greek word, and used figuratively of fatall the discovery to himself, buys the field , and the

ness
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TREASURER TRENCH

(

treasure is his own. Job represents (3:21 ) the summer (Hos. 4:13 ). To explain how this wor.

man weary of life as seeking the grave with the ship came about, Stade (Geschichte, i, p. 451) says

eagerness of one digging for hid treasure ; and that at such places were graves of patriarchs or

Solomon ( Prov. 2 :4) compares wisdom to “ bid other heroes — as Hebron, the burying place of

treasures . " Abraham , etc.; but Robertson (Early Religion of

TREASURER (Heb. and Chald. ??. , ghiz- Israel, p. 248) says : “ I believe the prophet,who

bawr', Ezra 1 : 8 ;. 7:21 ; Chald. 1979, ghid -bawr', reproved the worship under green trees, came
nearer to a true explanation of the origin of the

Dan . 3 : 2, 3 ), an important officer in all oriental worship in the hint, because the shadow thereof is
courts . In Isa. 22:15 Shebna is not a " treasurer "

good ' (Hos. 4:13 ), than modern critics , with their
as rendered in the A. V., but a so -kane', associate learneddisquisition asto the tree suggesting life

(Heh. 725) , and is officially described as over and being the abode of a spirit or a divinity.'

the house . " This name was given to an office of
TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, and OF LIFE .

state of great importance, in fact the highest of These were planted by God in thegarden of Eden ;

all, and one so vastly superior to all others (36:3 ; " the one to train man's spirit through the exer

37: 2) that it was sometimes filled by the heir to cise of obedience to the word of God, the other to

the throne (2 Chron. 26:21 ) .
transform his earthly nature into the spiritual es

TREASURY . See TREASURE. sence of eternal life . These trees received their

TREATY . See AllIANCE ; COVENANT. names from their relation to man, that is to say,

TREE (Heb. 7?, ates ; Gr. dévdpov, den ’-dron ). destined to produceupon human life and its devel,
from the effect which the eating of their fruit was

Besides this generic term there occur words of opment. The fruit of the tree of life conferred

more special signification , e . 8. , ay' -shel ( Heb. the power of eternal , immortal life ; and the tree

box, 1 Sam . 22:6; 31:13 , “ grove" in Gen. 21:33), of knowledge was planted to lead men to the
which is thought to denote the tamarisk or else knowledge of good and evil. The tree of life was

the terebinth (q. v.); ayl (Heb.bax, Isa. 61 : 3 ; life. The tree ofknowledgewasto lead man toto impart the power of transformation into eternal

Ezek. 31:14), etc.
the knowledge of good and evil ; and, according

Mosaic Regulations. When the Israelites
to the divine intention, this was to be attained

planted fruit trees in Palestine they were to treat through his not eating of the fruit. This end was

the fruit of every tree as uncircumcised, i . e . , pot

to eat it. “ The reason for this command is not to the limit imposed by the prohibition , the difference
to be accomplished , not only by his discerning, in

be sought for in the fact that in the first three between that which accorded with the will of God

years fruit trees bear only a little fruit, and that and that which opposed it , but also by his coming

somewhat insipid, and that if the blossom or fruit eventually, through obedience to the prohibition,

is broken off the first year the trees will bear all to recognize the fact that all that is opposed to

the more plentifully afterward, though this end the will of God is an evil to be avoided, and,

would no doubt be thereby attained ; but it rests through voluntary resistance to such evil, to the

rather upon ethical grounds. Israel was to treat full development of the freedom of choice origi .

the fruits of horticulture with the most careful nally imparted to him into the actual freedom of a

regard as a gift of God, and sanctify the enjoy, deliberate and self -conscious choice of good ” (K.

ment of them by a thank offering. In the fourth and D., Com ., Gen. 2:17). But by yielding to the

year the wholeof the fruit wasto be a holiness temptation to eat of its fruit our first parents came

of praise for Jehovah, i . e. , to be offered to the to know good from evil by a sad, bitter experience,

Lord as a holy sacrificial gift, in praise and thanks, and by receiving the evil into their own soul be

giving for the blessing which he had bestowed came thevictims of the threatened death. The

upon the fruit trees (K. and D. , Com .). The various references to the “ tree of life” evidently

Hebrews were forbidden to destroy the fruit trees consider it to have been the divinely appointed

of their enemies in time of war, for the tree of medium for securing in some way the immortality

the field is man's life” ( Deut . 20:19, 20).

Noted Trees. There are in Scripture many 12 ; Rev. 2 :7 ; 22: 2, 14).
of our first parents (Prov. 3:18 ; 11:30 ; Ezek. 47 :

memorable trees, e. g. , Allon -bachuth (Gen. 35 : 8) ,
TRENCH. 1. Teh -aw -law ” (Heb. m ),the tamarisk in Gibeah ( 1 Sam . 22 : 6 ) , the terebinth

in Shechem (Josh . 24:26 ), under which the law was channel or conduit (1 Kings 18:32 , 36 , 38, as else

set up; the palm tree of Deborah (Judg. 4 : 5 ), the where rendered) , a kind of ditch cut for the pur

terebinth of enchantments (9:37 ) , the terebinth of pose of receiving and draining water from ad.

wanderers (4:11), and others (1 Sam. 14: 2 ; 10: 3 ; jacent parts. Something ofthis kind Elijah prob

sometimes “plain " in A. V.). This observation of ably had dug round the altar on Carmel (v . 32 ).

particular trees was among the heathen extended 2. Khale (Heb. 577, 2 Sam. 20:15), a wall , ram,
to a regular worship of them. See VEGETABLE

part, or bulwark , as elsewhere rendered.
KINGDOM.

Worship of Trees. Among the Canaanites 3. Mah -gawl? (Heb. 3392, 1 Sum . 26 : 6 , 7 ; comp.

and other Eastern peoples worship was carried on 17:20), a wagon rut, hence a defense formed by
in holy groves (q.v. ). In theabsence of groves they the vehicles of an army.

chose green trees with thick foliage (Ezek. 6 13 ; 4. Klar' -ax (Gr. zápaſ, a pale or stake), a pali ,

20:28), such as the vigorous onk , the evergreen sade or rampart, i. e ., pales between which earth,
terebinth (Isa . 1:29, 30 ; 57 : 5 ) , and the poplar or stones , trees, and timbers are heaped and packed

osier, which remains green even in the heat of together (Luke 19:43).

4

&
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TRESPASS TRINITY

For '-08

TATION.

TRESPASS. 1. Peh'-shah (Heb .yun,revolt), the coin with which the tax was paid.
the breaking away from an allegiance, covenant (Gr. pópos, a burden ) was the annual tax upon

(Exod. 22 : 9 ; 1 Sam . 20:28).
houses, lands, and persons (Luke 20:22 ; 23 :2).

2. Mah-al' (Heb. 5912, to cover up), to act cov- char is a strong ass couching down betweentwo
Figurative. Of Issachar, Jacob said, “ Issa

ertly, and so treacherously, as an adulterous woman burdens ; and became a servant unto tribute "

against her husband (Lev. 26:40) ; or to take away (Gen. 49:14 , 15 ). The simile of a strong ass, etc. ,

by stealth , to steal ( Josh . 7 : 1 ) . pointed to the fact that this tribe would content

3. Aw -shawm ' (Heb. DUN); Gr. par- ap -to -mah itself with material good , and not strive after

(itapán tája), an offense committed, a hurt or
political power and rule. " Like an idle beast of

burden, he would rather submit to the yoke and
wrong done a neighbor. The Hebrew means a be forced to do the work of a slave than risk his

side slip, and theGreek a lapse or deviationfrom possessions and his peace in the struggle for lib

truth and uprightness. They both convey the erty ." See Tax.
meaning of an error or slip rather than a deliberate

TRINITY, the term by which is expressed

or gross sin (Lev. 5 : 6, etc.; Matt. 6:14 , 15 , etc.).
the unity of three persons in the one God. The

TRESPASS OFFERING . See SACRIFICIAL | Christian doctrine is : 1. That there is only one

OFFERINGS. God, one divine nature and being. 2. Tbis one

TRIAL. See Law, ADMINISTRATION OF ; TEMP- divine being is tripersonal, involving the distinc.

tions of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost

3. These three are joint partakers of the same
TRIBE . See ISRAEL, ConstitutION OF.

nature and majesty of God. This doctrine is pre

TRIBULATION (Heb.3, tsar, or 7%, tsawr, eminently one of revelation. And while it brings

narrow ; Gr. Onixrs, thlip '- sis, a pressure) has in before usoneof thegreat mysteries of revelation,
the A. V. much the same meaning as trouble, or and transcends the finite comprehension, it is es.

trial, i . e . , afflictive dispensations to which a per- sential to the understanding of the Scriptures;

son is subjected either by way of punishment and, as we shall see, has its great value and uses.

(Judg. 10:14 ; Matt. 24:21 , 29 ; Rom . 2 : 9 ; 2 Thess.
1. Scripture Doctrine. It is quite generally

1 : 6 ) or by way of trial (John 16:33 ; Rom. 5 : 3 ;
admitted that the doctrine under consideration

2 Thess. 1 : 4). cannot be proved from the Scriptures of the Old

Testament; but, at the same time, it is properly
TRIBUTARY (Heb. 072, mas, or 072, mees, held that with the accompanying light of the New

commonly derived from 1977, maw -sas', to pine Testament traces of this truth can be found in the

away, because tribute is a consuming of strength ), Old (e. 8., Num. 6 : 24-26; Isa. 6 :3 ; 63 : 9 , 10 , the

one who becomes subject to tribute service(Deut. sanctity of thesymbolical number three-the
20:11 ; Judg. 1:30, 33, 35 ; Lam . 1 : 1 ). See Tribute. plural form of Elohim, also places in which the

TRIBUTE. 1. Mas ( Heb. 072, a consuming), This is in accord with the gradual development of
deity is spoken of as conversing with himself).

spoken mostly of tribute to be paid in service, fully revealed truth in other particulars. The religion

“ tribute of one serving ” ( 1 Kings 9:21 ), a condi- of the Old Testament is emphatically monotheistic.

tion of serfdom (Josh . 16:10 ; 17:13 ; Judg. 1:28) . The almost exclusive proclamation of the unity of

Thus we see that Adoram was appointed over. God was essential as a safeguard against polythe.

seer over the tributary service in the time of Solo- ism.

mon (2 Sam . 20:24 ; 1 Kings 4 : 6 ) . The New Testament teaching upon this subject

2. Mel '- kes (Heb. Oga, to enumerate ), a portion isnot givenin the way of formal statement. The

formal statement, however, is legitimately and
paid to the Lord (Num . 31:28 , sq .) .

necessarily deduced from the Scriptures of the

3. Mid-daw' ( Heb. 777?), something measured New Testament, and these, as has been suggested ,

out (2 Kings 23:33 ;Ezra 4:20). cast a light backward upon the intimations of the

4. Bel-oʻ (Chald. 157, consumed ), a tax on things Old. Reliance, it is held by many competent
critics, is not to be placed upon the passages

consumed, excise (Ezra 4:13 ; 7:24).
Acts 20:28 and 1 Tim . 3:16 ; and 1 •John 5 : 7 is com

5. O '-ncsh (Heb. 19%), a fine imposed (Ezra 6: 8 ; monly regarded as spurious. Asidefrom these,
Neh. 5 : 4 ). however, it is plain that both Christ and the apos.

6. Mis-saw' (Heb. 1707?, number ), that which an tles ascribe distinct personality to the Father, the

Israelite gave to the Lord, according to his ability Son, and the Holy Ghost (see articles, FatHER,

(Deut. 16:10).
Holy Ghost, Tue).God thE ; SONSHIP OF CHRIST ;

And these utterances are such as to admit legiti.

7. Mas -saw' (Heb. Veza) does not signify trib- mately of no other conception than that of the

ute , for the word denotes burden ; so that it should unity of these three persons in the ontological

read “ and of silver a burden ” ( 2 Chron . 17:11 ) . oneness of the whole divine nature (see , e . g. , Matt.

8. Did '-rakh-mon (Gr. didpaxuov, a double 28:19; John 14:16, 17 ; 1 Cor. 12 :4-6 ; 2 Cor. 13:13 ;

drachma), a temple tax levied upon all Jews (Matt. Eph. 4:4-6 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 2 ; Rev. 1 :4-6 ). The same

17:24 ) ; and kane'-sos (Kīvoos), a register and worship is paid, the same works are ascribed to

valuation of property in accordance with which each of these three persons, and in such a way asto

taxes were paid , the tax or tribute levied on indi. indicate that these three are united in the fullness

viduals, and to bepaid yearly (Matt. 17:25 ; 22:17 ; of the one living God. The Monotheism of the

Mark 12:14). “ Tribute money ” (Matt. 22:19) was | Old Testament is maintained, while glimpses are,

a

"
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TRINITY TRIUMPH

nevertheless, afforded into the tripersonal mode to rationalism , it is for those who accept it a safe.

of the divine existence. guard against all tendency to rationalism or intel.

2. TheologicalSuggestions. (1) The Chris- lectual pride. And, further, in the Trinity we

tian faith at this period does not ground itself should behold not only a God who is exalted far

upon philosophy, for it here extends to a matter above us, but also Christ with us, and the Holy

far above the reach of philosophical reflection. Ghost who will dwell in us. Thus in a proper way

Also but little stress , if any, is to be laid upon is harmonized the divine transcendence with the
apparent resemblances between pagan religions divine immanence.

and Christianity at this point — resemblances more The glory of the Gospel depends upon this
apparent than real . The doctrine is to be ac- truth ; for Christ is most clearly seen to be God's

cepted by faith in the divine revelation ; and while unspeakable gift, the bringer of the most perfect
it is above reason, and cannot be comprehended revelation, and the author of eternal salvation,

in its depth and fullness, it does not follow , nor when we recognize his essential oneness with the

can it be shown, that it is opposed to reason . Father. Likewise the Holy Ghost is thus seen to

(2) The question whether the Trinity is merely be, in his relation to a sinful world, and to the

one of manifestation or that.of essential nature Church as well as to individual believers, the in

has been raised again and again in the history of finite source of hope and new and holy life .

the Church (see SABELLIANISM in works on Doc- 3. Historical. Briefly it may be said that

trine). Undoubtedly the history of revelation the faith of the primitive Christians at this point,

shows a progress in the unfolding of truth con- as many others, was without attempt at scientific

cerning God . And in that sense the Trinity is form. The elements of the doctrine, however,

dispensational. But it is also emphatically to be were embraced by their simple reliance upon the

borne in mind that if God reveals himself he must teaching of Christ and his apostles. It was only

reveal himself as he is , and the Trinity of revela- gradually, and after a considerable period, in its

tion must therefore rest upon a Trinity of nature. conflict with Judaism and paganism , that the

The attempt to remove difficulty by any sort of thought of the Church arrived at something of

Sabellian interpretation only raises difficulty of a formal statement. The word Trinity ( Trinitas)

deeper character. Can God on the whole reveal was first employed by Tertullian (2d century),

himself other than he actually is ? though his word was only the Latin translation of

(3) On the otherhand Christianity has reason the Greek Tpías, employed by Theophilus of Anti

to guard itself, as it has generally sought to do och . The word Person was also first employed

against tritheistic conceptions. Both the unity by Tertullian , though he used it in the inadmissible
and the tripersonal nature of God are be main- sense of individual.

tained. And thus the proper baptismal formula The Council of Nice (A. D. 325) was an epoch

is not, “ In the name of God the Father, God the in Christian history. The heresy of Sabellius and

Son , and God the Holy Ghost,” but the words as Paul of Samosata, which refused to recognize the
our Lord gave them (Matt. 28:19) . Father as in any personal sense distinct from the

( 4) It is admitted by all who thoughtfully deal Son and the Holy Ghost,had been previously con

with this subject that the Scripture revelation here demned. But Arius, who began with the Sabel

leads us into the presence of a deep mystery ; and lian idea that the Trinity is only one of manifesta

that all human attempts at expression are of tion, changed his position and declared that there

necessity imperfect. The word person, it may be, were three persons in God, but that these three

is inadequate, and is doubtless used often in a way were unequal in glory. In short, the Son and the

that is misleading, “ That God is alike one Person, Holy Ghost owed their existence to the divine

and in the same sense three Persons, is what Chris- will , and, accordingly, were creatures of God ( see

tianity has never professed ” (Van Oosterzee ). | ARIANISM in books on Doctrine ). The Council of

Said Augustine , " Three persons, if they are to be Nice, in opposition to Arianism and various other

so called, for the unspeakable exaltedness of the theories, adopted the formalstatement of the con

object cannot be set forth by this term .” And yet substantiality of the Father, the Son, and the Holy

the long standing and prevailing doctrine of the Ghost, while maintaining the distinction of per.

Church expresses more nearly than any other the sonality. The doctrine of the Nicene Council was

truth concerning. God as it comes to us in the Holy reaffirmed at various succeeding councils, and is

Scriptures. And it is further to be borne in mind the generally recognized doctrine of the Christian

that this teaching of the Church has been called Church.

forth for the purpose of combating various forms LITERATURE. — Copious. In addition to works

of error. It has not been held as a complete or of Systematic Theology, as Van Oosterzee, Dorner,

perfect expression of the truth concerning the Pope, Hodge, Watson, see Hist. of Doct., Hagen
unfathomable being of God, but rather as a pro- bach, Shedd, Neander ; also Burris, The Trinity ;

test against the denials of the personalty and Matteson, The Trinity and Modern Arianism ;

supreme deity of the Son and of the Holy Ghost. Meier, Historical Development of the Trinity ;

(5 ) Accordingly the doctrine has a large meas- Gore, The Incarnation of the Son of God.-E.

ure of importance. It has been called “ a bulwark MoC .

for Christian theism ." Unitarianism is very apt

TRIUMPH ( Heb. 139, aw -laz ', to exult ;to degenerate into deism or pantheism . Also

this doctrine affords us a glimpse into the won. 729, ar -latz ', to jump for joy; Gr. Opraußebu ,

derful being of God, while at the same time it three-am -byooʻ -o, a noisy song). The nations of

constantly proclaims the impossibility of compre- antiquity generally celebrated success in war by

hending God . Thus while it is a stumbling-block | a triumph, which usually included a gorgeous pro
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TRIUMPH TRUCE BREAKER

cession, a display of captives and spoil, and a tions in the Scriptures ( Psa. 110 : 1 ; Isa . 60:14 ;

solemn thanksgiving to thegods. 1 Cor. 15:26).

1. The Egyptians. The return of a king in
TRO'AS (Gr. Tpwás, tro-as'), a city on the

triumph from war was a grand solemnity,cele coast of Mysia, opposite the southeast extremity
brated with all the pomp which the wealth of the of the islandof Tenedos, and near Troy. Itwas
nation could command. “ The inhabitants flocked

tomeet him , and with welcome acclamations Tpwás), having been built by Antigonus ; but was
formerly called Antigonra Troas ('Avriyóvela

greeted his arrival and the success of his arms. embellished byLysimachus, and named Alexandria

The priests and chief people of each place ad- Troas in honor of Alexander the Great. It flour

vanced with garlands and bouquets of flowers ; ished under the Romans, and, with its environs,

the principal person present addressed him in an

appropriate speech; and as the troops defiled Jus Italicum . It was while in Troas that Paul re.
was raised by Augustus to be a colonia with the

through the streets or passed withoutthewalls ceived the divine intimationthat he was to carry

the people followed with acclamations, uttering the Gospel into Europe (Acts 16:8-11); wherehe

earnest thanksgivings to the gods, the protectors rested for a short lime on the northward road

of Egypt, and praying them foreverto continue from Ephesus (during the next missionary jour

the same marksof favor totheir monarch and ney), in the expectation of meeting Titus (2 Cor.

their nation ” (Wilkinson, The AncientEgyptians, 2:12, 13);where onhis return southward he met

i, 277, 278). " The Assyrian sculptures abound those who had preceded him from Philippi (Acts

with similar representations.

2. The Romans. Among them the highest after, he left a cloak , somebooksand parchments
20: 5 , 6 ), and remained a week ; and where, years

honor which could be bestowed on a citizen or in the house of Carpus (2 Tim. 4:13).

magistrate was thetriumph orsolemn procession ,

in which a victorious general passed from the
TROGYLʻLIUM (Gr. Tpwyi27.cov, tro -gool'.

gate of the city to the capitol. He set out from lee-on ), a town and promontory on the Ionian
the Campus Martius along the Via Triumphalis, coast, directly opposite Samos, the channel here

and from thence through the most public places being about one mile in width. Paul sailed through

of the city. The streets were strewn with flowers this channel on his way to Jerusalem at the close

and the altars smoked with incense. The proces of his third missionary journey, spending a night
sion was formed as follows : First, a numerous band at Trogyllium (Acts 20:15 ). “ St. Paul's Port ” is

of music, singing and playing triumphal songs ; the name still given to the harbor there.

the oxen to be sacrificed, their horns gilded and TROOP. 1. Gawd (Heb. 7 , fortune) is an

heads adorned with fillets and garlands;thespoils, improper rendering (Isa. 65:11) for Gad, the God
and captives in chains ; the lictors, having their offortune. See • Gad ” in article Gods, False.
fasces adorned with laurel; a great company of

musiciansand dancers ; a long train of persons 2. Ghed -ood ' ( Heb. 7773), a marauding party

carrying perfumes ; the general dressed in purple in the forays for which Palestine has always been

embroidered with gold , wearing a crown of laurel, notorious, especially beyond Jordan (Gen. 49:19;

in his right hand a laurel branch and a scepter in 2 Sam . 3:22; 22:30 ; Job 19:12 ; Psa. 18:29, etc.),

his left, his face painted with vermilion, and a sometimes in the A. V. “ bands. "

golden ball suspended from his neck. He stood TROPH'IMUS ( Gr. Tpópiuos, trof'-ee -mos,

erect in his chariot, with a public slave by his side nutritious), a companion of the apostle Paul. He
to remind him of the vicissitudes of fortune and was a native of Ephesus in Asia Minor, and, to

of his mortality. Behind him came the consuls, gether with Tychicus, accompanied Paul in his

senators , and other magistrates, on foot ; the whole third missionary journey when returning from

procession closing with the victorious army. Macedonia toward Syria (Acts 20:4). Trophimus

3. The Hebrews celebrated their victories by went to Jerusalem , where he was the innocent

triumphal processions, the women and children cause of the tumult in which the apostle was ap.

dancing to the accompaniment of musical instru- prehended. Certain Jews from the district of
ments ( Judg. 11 :34-37), and singing hymns of Asia saw the two missionaries together, and sup.

triumph to Jehovah ; of which hymns that sungby posed that Paul had taken Trophimus into the
Miriam (Exod. 15 : 1-21 ) and Deborah ( Judg. 5 : 1-31) | temple (Acts 21 : 27–29). In 2 Tim . 4:20 Paul

are notable examples . Triumphal songs were ut- writes that he had left Trophimus in ill health at
tered for the living ( 1 Sam . 18 : 6-8 ; 2 Chron. 20 :21- Miletus. Of further details we are ignorant.

28),and elegies forthe dead ( 2 Sam.1:17-27; 2 Chron.
TROUGH (Heb. Ops, shoʻ -keth, drinking), a

35:25). Great demonstrations of joy were made,

and the shout of victory resounded from mountain vessel of wood or stone for watering animals (Gen.

to mountain (Isa.42:11; 62: 7 , 8 , 63:1-4 ; Jer. 50 : 2 ; 24:20 ; 30:38 ; Exod. 2:16, Heb. 27), rah ' -hat;

Ezek. 7 : 7 ; Nah . 1:15). Monuments in honor of Gen. 30:38 , 41 , A. V. " gutter" ). See KNEADING

victory were erected, and the arms of the enemy TROUGH.

were hung up as trophies in the temples (1 Sam.

21 : 9 ; 31:10 ; 2 Sam . 8:11 , 12 ; 2 Kings 11:10).
TROW (Gr. dokéw, dok -eh -o, Luke 17: 9) , to be

Indignities to prisoners formed a leadingfeature of opinion, to think ; so used that the object is

among ancient nations; such asmaiming, blinding, easily understood from the context.

and killing. Many representations appear upon TRUCE BREAKER (Gr. åotovdos, as'-pon.

the monuments of putting the foot upon the head dos, without a treaty ), one who cennot be persuaded

or neck of a conquered foe (Josh. 10:24 ), and it to enter into a covenant, implacable ( 2 Tim. 3 : 3 ;

forms the ground of many figurative representa- | Rom . 1:31 , A. V. “ covenant breaker " ).

5

1
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TRUMP, TRUMPÉT TYRE

TRUMP, TRUMPET. See Music. much probability in the conjecture that Tychicus

TRUMPETS, FEAST OF. See FESTIVALS .
was one of the two “ brethren ” (Trophimus being

the other) who were associated with Titus (2 Cor.

TRYPHENA (Gr. Tpúbarva, troo'-fahee -nah, 8 :16–24) in conducting the business of the collec

luxurious), a Christian woman of Rome to whom, tion for the poor Christians in Judea.

in connection with Tryphosa, Paul sent a special

salutation (Rom. 16:12). What other relation they
TYRAN'NUS ( Gr. Túpavvos, too ’-ron -nos,

sustained is not known, but it is more than likely sovereign ), the man in whose school Paul taught

that they were fellow -deaconesses. for two years during his sojourn at Ephesus ( Acts

19: 9) . The fact that he taught in his school after
TRYPHOʻSA (Gr. Tpvowoa, troo -fo'-sah, lux- quitting the synagogue favors the opinion that he

urious). See TRYPHENA ; also SUPPLEMENT. was a Greek , butwhether he was a convert is un

TU‘BAL (Heb. 321n, too -bal", meaning uncer certain . Paul taught every day in the lecture
tain ), one of the seven sons of Japheth (Gen. 10 : 2 ; room of Tyrannus. “ Public life in the Ionian

1 Chron. 1:5). He is thought to have been the cities ended regularly at the fifth hour ( 11 A. M. ) ;

founder of the Tiberani, said by the scholiasts to
thus Paul himself would be free, and the

have been a Scythian tribe. “ Tubal and Meshech, lecture room would be disengaged after the fifth

the Tabali and Muskâ of the Assyrian monuments, hour; and the time, which was devoted generally

were the representatives of eastern Asia Minor! to home life and rest, was applied by him to mis

Their territory originally extended far to the sion work ” (Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 271 ).

south . In the time of Sargon and Sennacherib TYRE (Heb. his or mis, isore ; Gr. Tópos, looʻ .

that of the Tabali adjoined Cilicia, while the Muskâ ros), an ancient Phænician city, located on the

inhabited the highlands to the east of them , where shore of the Mediterranean Sea , twenty miles from

they were in contact with Melitênê and the Hit Sidon and twenty -three miles from Acre. It once

tites. In later days, however, Meschech had re consisted of two parts — a rocky coast defense of

treated to the north, andthe classical geographers great strength on the mainland, and a city upon a

place the Tibarêni and the Moschians at no great small but well- protected island, about half a mile

distance from the Black Sea ” ( Sayce, Higher Crit. , from the shore. Tyre was already a city on an

etc. , p. 130) . island in the sea in the 14th century B. C., as we

TU'BAL-CAIN (Heb. 7:2 3217, tooʻ-bal kah'- learn from an Egyptian papyrus of that date. At

yin, meaning uncertain ), the son of Lamech by his the time that Alexander the Great besieged Tyre

wife Zillah, who is described (Gen. 4:22) ag “ ham for seven months, the configuration ofthelocality
was changed, and a causeway being built, the is.

mering all kinds of cutting things in brass and land no longer existed. The city was spoken of as

iron " —the inventor of edge tools .
" a crowning city, whose merchants are princes,

TURBAN. See Dress, p . 282 . whose traffickers are the honorable of the earth

TURTLE , TURTLEDOVE . See ANIMAL
( Isa. 23 : 8 ). The Tyrian merchants sailed to all

KINGDOM.
ports and colonized almost everywhere. David

early formed an alliance with them for trading
TWELVE. See NUMBER. purposes (2 Sam . 5:11 ; 1 Kings 5 : 1 ; 2 Chron. 2 : 3).

TWILIGHT. See TIME. See Hiram ; Solomon .

These friendly relations survived for a time the
TWINKLING. The apostle Paul, in speak- disastrous secession of the ten tribes, and a cen

ing of those who shall be alive whenChrist comes tury later Ahab married a daughter of Ethbaal,

in judgment, says ( 1 Cor. 15:52), “ We shall all be king of the Zidonians ( 1 Kings 16:31 ) , who, ac

changed in a moment” (Gr. év atóulo , en al.om ’-o; cording to Menander, was daughter of Ithobal,

that which cannot be divided ), “ in the twinkling of king of Tyre. When mercantile cupidity induced

an eye” ( év Plaự opałpov, en ree-pay' of-thal-moo', theº Tyrians and the neighboring Phænicians to

the jerk of the eyelash). Both these were com- buy Hebrew captives from their enemies, and to

mon expressions to denote the shortest conceivable sell them as slaves to the Greeks and Edomites,

time.
there commenced denunciations and, at first,

TYCH'ICUS (Gr. Tuxerós, too -khee-kos', fate. threats of retaliation (Joel 3 :4-8 ; Amos 1 :9 , 10).

ful), one of Paul's fellow -laborers. We first meet But the likelihood of the denunciations being ful .

him as a companion of the apostle during a por- filled first arose from the progressive conquests of

tion of his return journey from the third mission : the Assyrian monarchs. Accordingly, when Shal.

ary tour (Acts 20:4) . He is there expressly called maneser, king of Assyria , had taken the city of

( with Trophimus) a native of Asia Minor; but Samaria, had conquered the kingdom of Israel and

while Trophimus went with Paul to Jerusalem carried its inhabitants into captivity, he turned his

( 21:29), Tychicuswas leftbehind in Asia, probably arms against the Phænician cities. “ ' At this time

at Miletus (20:15, 38). In Paul's first imprison- Tyre had reached a high point of prosperity. Shal.

ment he was with the apostle again (Col. 4 :7, 8 ; maneser seems to have taken advantage of a revolt

Eph . 6:21 , 22) . The next reference to him is in of the Cyprians ; and what ensued is thus related by

Tit. 3:12. Here Paul ( writing possibly from Ephe. Menander, who translated the archives of Tyre into

sus) says that it is probable he may send Tychicus the Greek language : “ Elulæus reigned thirty-six
to Crete, about the time when he himself goes to years (over Tyre). This king, upon the revolt of

Nicopolis. In 2 Tim . 4:12 (written at Rome dur. the Kittaans (Cyprians), sailed with a fleet against

ing the second imprisonment), he says, “ I am them and reduced them to submission. On the

herewith sending Tychicus to Ephesus.” There is other hand, the king of the Assyrians attacked in
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TYRE TYRUS

war the whole of Phænicia, but soon made peace ever, of this fact respecting Tyrian mercenary sol

with all and turned back. On this Sidon and Ace diers, Ezekiel gives interesting details respecting

(i . e ., Akkô or Acre) and Palætyrus revolted from the trade of Tyre. It appears that its gold came

the Tyrians , with many other cities which delivered from Arabia by the Persian Gulf (v. 22), just as

themselves up to the king of Assyria. Accord in the time of Solomon it came from Arabia by

ingly, when the Tyrians would not submit to him, the Red Sea.

the king returned and fell upon them again , the Only thirty -four years before the destruction of

Phænicians having furnished him with sixty ships Jerusalem commenced the celebrated reformation

and eight hundred rowers. Against these the of Josiah (B. C. 622). This momentous religious

Tyrians sailed with twelve ships, and, dispersing the revolution (2 Kings, chaps. 22, 23) fully explains the

fleet opposed to them , they took five hundred men exultation and malevolence of the Tyrians. In that

prisoners. The reputation of all the citizens reformation Josiah had heaped insults on the gods

Tyre was hence increased . Upon this the king of who were the objects of Tyrian veneration and

the Assyrians, moving off his army, placed guards love. Indeed, he seemed to have endeavored to

at their river and aqueducts to prevent the Tyrians exterminate their religion (23:20). These acts

U

w
y
t
y

Tyre .

from drawing water. This continued for five must have been regarded by the Tyrians as a series

years, and still the Tyrians held out, supplying of sacrilegious and abominable outrages; and we

themselves with water from wells.” It is in refer- can scarcely doubt that the death in battle of

ence to this siege that the prophecy against Tyre Josiah at Megiddo, and the subsequent destruc

in Isaiah, ch . 23 , was uttered . After the siege of tion of the city and temple of Jerusalem were

Tyre by Shalmaneser (which must have taken place hailed by them with triumphant joy as instances

not long after 721 B. C.), Tyre remained a power- of divine retribution in human affairs. This joy,

ful state with its own kings (Jer. 25:22; 27:3 ; however, must soon have given way to other feel.

Ezek . 28 : 2-12), remarkable for its wealth , with ings, when Nebuchadnezzar invaded Phænicia, and

territory on the mainland, and protected by strong laid siege to Tyre. That siege lasted thirteen

fortifications (Ezek. 28 : 5 ; 26 :4 , 6 , 8 , 10 , 12 ; 27:11; years, and it is still a disputed point whether Tyre

Zech . 9 : 3 ) . Our knowledge of its condition thence was actually taken by Nebuchadnezzar on this

forward until the siege by Nebuchadnezzar depends occasion . At the time our Lord visited Tyre

entirely on various notices of it by the Hebrew (Matt. 15:21 ; Mark 7:24) it was perhaps more

prophets, who denounced the idolatry and wicked - populous than Jerusalem . The town is in ruins

ness ofthe city ( Isa. 23: 1 ; Jer. 25:22 ; Ezek., chaps. now, consisting of miserable huts and people,

26, 27, 28 ; Amos 1 : 9 , 10 ; Zech. 9 : 2 , 4 ) . Some of about five thousand " impoverished Metâwileb, or

these notices are singularly full, and especially the Persian schismatics, and Arab Christians.” After

twenty -seventh chapter of Ezekiel furnishes us on the death of Stephen the Martyr, a church was

some points with details such as have scarcely formed here, and here Paul spent some time (Acts

come down to us respecting any one city of an- 21 : 3 , 4 ) , and it was early the seat of a Christian

tiquity, excepting Rome and Athens. One point bishopric ( Smith, Bib. Dict.).

especially arrests the attention, that Tyre, like its TY'RUS, the Greek form (Túpoc) of Tyre (Jer.

splendid daughter Carthage, employed mercenary 25:22 ; 27 : 3 ; 47:4 ; Ezek . 26 :2-4 , 7, 15 ; 27 :2, 3 , 8,

soldiers (Ezek . 27:10, 11 ). Independently, how- 132 ; Hos. 9:13 ; Amos 1 :9, 10 ; Zech. 9 :2, 3).
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U'CAL (Heb. 378, 0o -kawl', or 3p8,ook-kawl”, | 14 :3 ; 15:18 ; 1 Sam . 14:6 ; Jer . 9:26 ; Rom . 4:9 ;

devoured ), a word which occurs as a proper name
1 Cor . 7:18 , etc. ) ; " of uncircumcised lips ” (Exod.

in the received version of Prov. 30 : 1 : “ The man 6:12 , 30) means one whose lips are, as it were ,

spake unto Ithiel,even unto Ithiel and Ucal.” Most covered with a foreskin, so that he cannot easily

great authorities indorse this translation, and re- bring outhis words, slow of speech ” (4:10 ); “ of

gard these two persons as disciples of
Agur the uncircumcised ears (Jer. 6:10 ; Acts 7:51) are

son of Jakeh ,” a Hebrew teacher, whose authorship those whose ears are closed with a foreskin, i. e . ,

of this unique chapter has rescued his name from closed to the prophet's testimony by their impuré

obscurity; but the passage is very obscure. By heart ; “ uncircumcised in heart ” (Lev. 26:41;

slightly varying the punctuation it has been trans- Ezek. 44 :9 ; Acts 7:51; comp. James 1:21 ; Col.

lated, “ I have labored for God, and have obtained " | 2:13) are those who are in an impure, God-offend

(Cocceius) ; “ I have wearied myself for God, and ing state of nature (Jer. 4:4 ,“ take away the fore

have given up the investigation ” ( J. D. Michaelis ); skins of your hearts ” ). The “ uncircumcised tree"

“ I have wearied myself for God, and have fainted was the one under three years of age, whose fruit

(Bertheau) ; “ I havewearied myself for God , and I by the law was treated as unclean (Lev. 19:25).

becaine dull ” ( Hitzig ), etc. If either of these views UNCLEAN (Heb. 8??, taun-may ', to be foul ;

be correct, the repetition ofthe first clause of the 277?, nid -daw ', rejection, Lev. 20:21 ; Ezra 9:11 ;
sentence is merely for poetical effect. Bunsen, Zech. 13 : 1 ; 1777, er- vaw ”, nudity, Deut. 23:14 ;
however, supposes the speaker to have given him

self a symbolical name, somewhat in the manner 077, kaw -lashe', consecrated, Job 36:14 ; -777 ,

of the English Puritans, and translates, “ The say- kaw -reh ', accidental disqualification , Deut. 23:10 ;

ing of the man ' I-have-wearied -myself-for-God :' Gr. åráðapros, ok-ath'-ar-los ; piaguós,mee-as-mos',
I have wearied myself for God, and have fainted contamination ).

away. Dr. Davidson, with greater accuracy, UNCLEAN, UNCLEANNESS . Although

reads : “ I am weary, O God, I am weary, O God, sin has its origin and its proper seat inthe soul,

and am become weak.” Ewald combines the two it pervades the whole body as the soul's organ,

names into one, which he renders, .“ God-be-with- bringing abont the body's dissolution in death
me-and-I -am-strong, " and bestows it upon a char- and decomposition . Its effects have spread from
acter whom he supposes to engage in a dialogue man to the whole of the earthly creation, because,

with Agur. Keil follows Ewald's translation of as having dominion over nature, he has brought
the names, but disjoins them ,and regards the first nature with him into the service of sin . God has

as typifying the reverential believers in God also made the irrational creature subject to
among Agur's disciples, and the second the self

' vanity ” and “ corruption " on account of man's
righteous freethinkers who thought themselves sin (Rom . 8:20, 21 ). " " It is in this penetration of

superior to the revealed law, and in practical athe- sin into the material creation that we may findthe

ism indulged the lusts of the flesh .”
explanation of the fact that from the very earliest

U'EL ( Heb. 1878, oo-ale', wish of God ), one of timesmenhave neither used every kind of herb

the sons of Bani . He is mentioned in Ezra 10:34 por every kind of animal as food ; but that , while

as one of those who “ gave their bands that they they have, as it were, instinctively avoided certain

would put away ” their Gentile wives after the plants as injurious to health or destructive to life,

captivity, B. C. 456 . they have also had a horror naturalis ( i . e . , an inex

UK'NAZ ( the marginal reading of
plicable disgust ) at many of the animals, and have

Kenaz,” 1 Chron. 4:15), grandson of Caleb the avoided their flesh as unclean. A similar horror

son of Jephunneh . See KENAZ.
must have been produced upon man from the very

U’LAM (Heb. 1978, oo -lawm ', solitary ).
first, before his heart was altogether hardened by

death as the wages of sin, or rather by the effects

1. A son of Sheresh , and father of Bedan, of of death , viz. , the decomposition of the body ; and

the tribe of Manasseh. Mentioned only in the different diseases and states of the body, that

genealogical record ( 1 Chron. 7:16 , 17). were connected with symptoms of corruption and

2. The firstborn of Eshek , a direct descendant decomposition, may also have been regarded as

from Mephibosheth , the grandson of King Saul; rendering unclean. Hence, in all nations and all
lived about B. C. 588. His sons and grandsons, the religion of antiquity, we find that contrast

numbering one hundred and fifty, were famous as between clean and unclean, which was developed

archers and “ mighty men of valor " ( 1 Chron . 8:39 , in a dualistic form , it is true, in many of the re

40) . ligious systems, but had its primary root in the

UL'LA (Heb. xty, ool-law ”, burden or yoke, corruptionthat had entered theworld through sin ”
1 Chron . 7:39 ), a descendant of Asher, and father (K. and D. , Com. , on Lev. , ch . 11 ).

of three of the “ chief of the princes ” of the tribe.
This contrast between clean and unclean was

UNCIAL LETTERS. See SCRIPTURE, MANU
limited by Moses to three particulars : ( 1 ) Food ;

(2) contact with dead bodies, human and animal ;

UNCIRCUMCISED (Heb . 5m , aw -rale ', ex
(3) bodily conditions and diseases . The law pointed

out most minutely the unclean objects and various

posed ; Gr. ákpoßvoria, ak-rob -oos- tee'-ah) is used defilements within these spheres, and prescribed

iguratively, for a heathen (Gen. 34:14 ; Judg. I the means for avoiding or removing them. In

>
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UNCLEAN , UNCLEANNESS

this article the subject will be treated as follows : to inanimate objects, such as pots for cooking, if

( 1 ) Causes of uncleanness ; (2) disabilities of un- they or any part of their carcasses happened to fall

cleanness ; (3) puritication from uncleanness. upon them, such earthen vessels asany of them

1. Causes ofUncleanness. ( 1 ) Food. Cer- dropped into, and, lastly , food in the preparation

tain articles of diet were prohibited as conducing of which water had been used that had been thus

to uncleanness. These were things strangled or contaminated, or seed that had been wet with such

dead of themselves, or through beasts or birds of polluted water (11:32–37).
prey ; whatever beast did not both part the hoof (3) Defilement by bodily conditions and dis

and chew the cud ; and certain other smaller ani. eases . ( a) Leprosy (q . v . ) , either in connection

mals rated as “ creeping things ; " certain classes of with persons, dwellings, or fabrics (Lev. , chaps. 13,
birds mentioned in Lev., ch . 11, and Deut. , ch . 14, 14 ) . (6) The discharge of seminal fluid, whether

twenty or twenty-one in all; whatever in the waters of an involuntary character (as during sleep or
had not both fins and scales; whatever winged in . in dreams), or such as occurred during sexual

sect had not besides four legs the two hind legs for intercourse. Both alike constituted the man , and,

leaping ; besidesthings offered in sacrifice to idols ; in the latter case, thewoman also unclean till even

and all blood, or whatever contained it (save, ing ( 15 : 16-18). (c) The flux ; whether the cata

perhaps, the blood of fish , as would appear from menial discharge of the woman, the morbid issue

that only of beast and bird being forbidden, Lev. of blood in a woman, or the flux in men , i . e . ,
the

7:26), and, therefore, filesh cut from the live ani- discharge of mucus from the urethra (Num . 5 : 2) .

mal; as also all fat, at any rate that disposed in (d) Childbirth . Contactwith persons in the above

masses among the intestines, and probably states, or even with clothing or furniture that bad

wherever discernible and separable among theflesh been used by them while in those states,involved un .

( 3: 14–17 ; 7:23). The eating ofblood was prohib. cleanness in a minor degree (Lev. 15:5–11, 21-24 ).

ited even to “ the stranger that sojourneth among
2. Disabilities of Uncleanness. Defile

you ( 17:10, 12-14). Besides these, we find ment by contact with a dead human body ren

the prohibition against " seething a kid in its dered the person or object unclean for seven days.

mother's milk ” (Exod. 23:19 ; 34:26 ; Deut. 14:21 ). Defilement from the carcass of an animal made

Thus it will be seen that all animals are unclean the person or object unclean until evening. The

which bear the image of sin, of death , and corrup- leper was required to rend his clothes, to bare bis

tion, e . g . , all larger land animals, all ravenous head, and put a covering upon his upper lip, and

beasts which lie in wait for life or tear and devour then to cry to everyone he met, “ Unclean ; un

the living ; all winged creatures, not only birds of clean ;" and , besides this, he had to isolate him

prey, but also marsh birds and others, which live self by living outside the camp (or city) ( Lev. 13:45,

on worms, carrion,and all sorts of impurities; all sq .; Num . 6:2 ; 12:10, 14, sq. ) . Houses affected

serpentlike fishes and slimy shellfish, and small with leprosy were examined by the priest,who,

creeping things, except some kinds of locusts, before entering, had all the contents of the bouse

" because, partly, they recall the old serpent, partly removed in order to prevent everything within

they seek their food in all sorts of impurities, from becoming unclean . If symptoms of leprosy

partly they crawl in the dust and represent cor
were discovered the house was closed for seven

ruption in the slimy character of their bodies” days. After seven days the house was again ex

(Keil , Bib. Arch ., ii , 117 , 118) . amined , and if indications of leprosy were evident,

(2) Defilement by death . The dead body of a
the affected stones were removed, with the scrap

human being, no matter whether he had been ings of the walls, and carefully replastered. ir

killed (Num .19:16, 18 ; 31:19) or had died a natural the evil broke out anew , the house was pronounced
death, had the effect of rendering unclean for unclean, pulled down, and removed to an unclean

seven days the tent (or house) in which the man place outside the city. Leprosy in clothes or

had died, and any open vessels that were in it, as fabrics made of linen , wool,or leather, required

well as the persons who lived in it or happened to that the article should be shut up for seven days,

enter it . Itwas equally defiling to touch thebody and if still affected itwas burned (Lev . 13 :47–59)
of anyone who had died in the open air, or even Persons or objects defiled by the discharge of

to touch a dead man's bones or å grave. When seminal fluid were unclean until evening ; persons
thus defiled the uncleanness was not confined to defiled by a flux were removed from the camp

himself, but extended to everything he touched, (Num . 5 :2); the menstruous woman was considered

and everyone that touched him , and such were unclean for seven days, as well as the man who

unclean till evening ( 19:22).
might have intercourse with her at this time;

The carcass of any animal, clean or unclean, everything on which she lay or sat was unclean

defiled everyone who touched, carried, or ate it, until evening (Lev. 15: 19-24 ). A man or woman

until the evening, so that he was required to bathe with an issue was unclean as long as the disorder

himself in water and wash his clothes before he lasted, and also rendered unclean anything upon

became clean again (Lev. 11:24-28,31, 36,39,40; which they sat or laid, or the person whom they

17:15). But it was nomore defiling to touch clean might touch, and in the case of the man anyone

animals slaughtered by men , and unclean animals upon whom his spittle might come ( 15 : 25-29) ; the

that had been killed by them , than it was to touch woman at childbirth became unclean just as at the

unclean animals while still alive. Eight kinds of timeof her courses,and that for seven days at the

the smaller animals( IIeb. y . , shel'-rets, a swarm ), sides being obliged to remain at home in the blood
birth of a boy , and fourteen if it was a girl, be

viz. , the weasel, mouse , and six of the lizard of her purifying for thirty-three days more in the

species, that communicated their defiling influence / former case and sixty- six in the latter, and was

a
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UNCLEAN , UNCLEANNESS UNCTION

debarred from touching anything holy and from two stages of the proceedings indicated — the first,

coming to the sanctuary ( 12 :2–8 ). which took place outside the camp, the readmis.

3. Purification from Uncleanness. The sion of the leper to the community of men ; the

regulations with respect to defilements and their second , before thesanctuary, his readmission to.

corresponding purifications were not prescriptions communion with God. In the first stage the

framed with a view to the cultivation of cleanli- slaughter of the one bird and the dismissal of the

ness, tidiness, and decency - not mere sanitary reg. other symbolized the punishment of death de

ulations — but they were of a religious nature, served and fully remitted. In the second, the use

baving as their object the cultivation ofholiness of oil and its application to the same parts of the

and spiritual life. It was owing to the well. body, as in the consecration of priests ( 8:23 , 24),

understood connection between defilements on the symbolized the rededication of the leper to theserve

one hand and sin and its consequence , death , on ice of Jehovah . The ceremonies to be observed in

the other ,that the Levitical purification ranked the purification of a house or a garment infected

side by side with the sacrifices; and that they with leprosy were identical with the first stage of

formed, quite as much as these latter, an integral the proceedings used for the leper (14:33–53).

part of the Mosaic ritual. The term “ purifica. (3) of those defiled by sexual discharges.

tion," in its legal and technical sense, is applied to Such purification was, in every instance , effected

the ritual observances whereby an Israelite was by bathing the body and washing the objects de.

formally absolved from the taint of uncleanness, filed in running water, the purifying medium of

whether evidenced by any overt act or state, or nature's own providing. If, however, the state of

whether connected with man's natural depravity. defilement lasted longer than seven days,as in

The following regulations respecting purification the case of those suffering from an issue of blood,

are given in the law : a discharge of mucus from the urethra, or child.

( 1) of those defiled by contact with the dead. birth , then a sin offering and a burnt offering were

The medium appointed in such cases was a kind | added to the washing with water. These were of.

of sprinkling water, composed of running water fered at a certain period after the healing and the

and the ashes of a sin offering specially suited to washing — those suffering from an issue of blood

the occasion (Num ., ch . 19). A heifer, without or a mucus discharge, and the leper after his first

blemish , and which had never been yoked , was cleansing, at seven days; while in the case of

slaughtered without the camp, Eleazar dipping his childbirth it was thirty-three or sixty-six days. In

finger in the blood and sprinkling it seven times those cases where the defilement lasted over a

toward the sanctuary. The heifer, entire, was week communion with the Lord could only be se.

then burned in the presence of the priest, who cured by the offering of a sin offering (of a pigeon)

cast cedar wood, hyssop, and the scarlet wool into and a burnt offering ( a lamb) .

the flames. The ashes were then carried by a The necessity of purification was extended in

man free from defilement to a clean place outside the post-Babylonian period to a variety of unau .

the camp, where they were stored for use as occa- thorized cases. Cups and pots, brazen vessels and

sion might require. A man free from defilement couches were washed as a matter of ritual observ.

took some of these ashes, put them into a vessel , ance (Mark 7 : 4 ). The washing of the hands be .

and then poured some fresh running water over fore meals was conducted in a formal manner

them. Dipping a bunch of hyssop into the mix . (v. 3 ), and minute regulations are laid down on this

ture, he sprinkled it upon the person to be puri . subject in a treatise of the Mishna entitled Yadaim .

fied, both on the third and the seventh day. On What may have been the specific causes of un

the latter day, after atonement had been made, cleanness in those who came up to purify them .

the person being purified was required to wash his selves before the passover (John 11:55 ), or in those

clothes and bathe himself in water, after which he who had taken upon themselves the Nazarite's vow

became clean on the evening of that day. The tent (Acts 21:24, 26), we are not informed ; in either

in which the corpse had lain, as well as the furni- case it may have been contact with a corpse,

ture that it contained, were all sprinkled with this though in the latter it would rather appear to

same water and were thus purified (vers.12, 17–19). have been a general purification preparatory to

(2) Of those recovered from leprosy. The cere- the accomplishment of the vow. In conclusion it

monial for the purifications is based upon the idea may be observed that the distinctive feature in

that this malady is the bodily symbol not so much the Mosaic rites of purification is their expiatory

of sin as of death. “ As being a decomposing of character. The idea of uncleanness was not pecu

the juices of the body, as a putrefying and drop- liar to the Jew. But with all other nations simple

ping off of its members, as being the presence of ablution sufficed — no sacrifices were demanded.

corruption in the living body, leprosy forms the The Jew alone was taught, by the use of expiatory

counterpart of death . Consequently the per offerings, to discern , to its full extent the connec

son affected with this disease was required to dis- tion , between the outward sign and the inward

play the tokens of his intimate association with fount of impurity.
death in the kind of dress he wore, in his shaved UNCTION (Gr. xpropa, khris '-mah, ointment,

head, and in his rent garments ; and hence it was, anointing), the gift of the Holy Spirit as an effi

too, that he was excluded not merely from the cient aid in getting a knowledge of the truth

pale of the sanctuary, but was even debarred from | ( 1 John 2:20). Not that the work of Jesus was

all intercourse whatever with the covenant people, imperfect, but the Spirit helps us to understand

called as it was to be a holy nation " (Keil, Bib . the truth he taught, and thus to glorify him (John

Arch. , i , 393) . 16:14), in whom the full revelation of God had

Thé rites are described in Lev. 14 :4–32. The I been given (v. 15). See GLOSSARY.

1

1
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UNDEFILED UPPER CHAMBER

UNDEFILED ( Heb. bp, tawm, complete), one ployed by the speaker (Mark 16:17 ; Acts 2 : 4 ).

who is sound in a moral sense, as the pious man
Others (see Grimm , Lex .) understand it to mean

(Psa. 119 : 1 ) ; or, as in Cant. 5 :2 ; 6 : 9,of a bride who strange utterances, rugged, dark, disconnected.”

is innocent of connection with another than her UNLEARNED (Gr. åypájpatos, ag -gram '.

spouse . In the New Testament " undefiled ” is mal -os, unlettered ), illiterate, without learning (Acts

the rendering of the Greek åpíavtos (am -ee'-an -tos), 4:13) ;while elsewhere “unlearned ” is the render

not defiled, i. e., free from that by which thenature ing of åpaons (am -ath -ace', 2 Pet. 3:16), without

of a thing is deformed or its force and vigor im- knowledge; ' naidevtos (ap -ah'ee-dyoo-tos, 2 Tim . 2:

paired. Thus Jesus was undefiled (Heb. 7:26 ), i . e. , 23 ), without instruction, rude, uneducated ; idiorns

pure from sin . The bed undefiled ” (13 :4) is one ( id -ee-oʻ -tace, 1 Cor. 14:16 , 23, 24 ), a private per.

free from adultery. A religion that is sincere and son, i. e. , an unlearned, illiterate man as opposed

clean ( James 1:27 ), and the inheritance provided to the learned.

for the just ( 1 Pet. 1 :4), are
" undefiled .”

UNLEAVENED BREAD (Heb . 7 > 72,mats

UNDERGIRDING . See Suip, p. 1024. tsaw ', sweet ; Gr. å Gyulos, ad'-200-mos), bread baked

UNDERSETTERS (Heb. 997, kaw -thafe ',
from unfermented dough (Gen. 19 :3 ; Judg. 6:19 ;

1 Sam. 28:24 ). This was formally presented for

8 shoulder, usually so rendered) were parts of the the paschal cakes (Exod . 12 : 8, 16, 20; 13:3, 6, sq.),
laver (q . v .) in Solomon's temple, probably props and thus became a symbol of the festival popu.

running up from the body of the vehicle and hold. larly called “ the feast of unleavened bread " (q. v.).
ing the basin between them . See GLOSSARY. See LEAVEN.

UNGRACIOUS. See GLOSSARY.
UNNI (Heb. , oon -nee', afflicted ).

UNICORN . See ANIMAL KINGDOM . 1. A relative of Heman the singer, who with

UNITY (Heb. 777 ', yakl ’-ad, adverb unitedly) David , to perform on the psaltery in the taber
other Levites was appointed , by order of King

is used to signify a oneness of sentiment, affec. nacle service ( 1 Chron. 15:18, 20), B. C. about 986.

tion, or behavior, such as should exist among the 2. A Levite employed in the musical service of

people of God (Psa. 133 :1 ) . The unity of the the temple after the return from captivity (Neh.

faith ” (Eph. 4:13 , Gr. évórns, hen -ot -ace, oneness) 12:9),B. C.535. Thisname should be written Unno

is the unanimity of belief in the same great truths

of God, and thepossessionofthegrace of faith in (Heb. 75 %, oon -no ).

a similar form and degree. UNTEMPERED MORTAR (Heb. Sen, taw

UNKIND. See GLOSSARY. fale ), the plaster coating or cement of a wall ,

probably from the primary meaning of bem (taro
UNKNOWN GOD (Gr, åyvwotos Deós, ag'

noce-tos theh-os', unknown god), the inscription fal ), to stick or plaster over, from which has

observed by Paúl upon an altar in Athens (Acts sprung the secondary meaning of weak, insipid.
17:23), which he ingeniously adduces in his speech The meaning of the figure “to daub with untem

before the people as an instance of their religious- pered mortar” (Ezek. 13:10, 11 , 14, 15 ; 22:28 ) is,

ness. This was not addressedto thephilosophers; the people build up foolish hopes,and theprophets
they did not dedicate altars to an unknown god , not only paint these hopes for them in splendid

but regarded all such proceedings as the mere su- colors, but even predict their fulfillment, instead

perstition of the vulgar. Pausanius (i , 1, 4 ) and of denouncing their folly . ... The plastering is

Philostratus ( Vit. Apollon ., vi , 2 ) both mention therefore a figurative description of deceitful Hat

“ unknown gods,” and it evident from both pas. tery or hypocrisy " (Keil, Com .).

sages that at Athens there were several altars so UPHAR'SIN . See MENE.
inscribed. “ It is related that Epimenides put an

UʻPHAZ (Heb. 7578, 00-farz ), the name of a
end to a plague in Athens by causing black and

white sheep, which he had let loose on the Areop- famous gold region (Jer. 10: 9 ; Dan. 10: 5 ), is

agus, to be sacrificed on the spots where they thought by many to be a corruption of Ophie

lay down, to the god concerned, yet not known by (q . v.) ; but Orelli (Com ., on Jer. 10: 9 ) says: “ It is

name, viz., who was the author of the plague; and inconceivable that the word arose by error from

that therefore one may find in Athens aliars with this well-known name. Assyria and Babylon might

out the designation of a god byname. From this haveother gold mines. Still the views respecting

particular instance the general view may be de- the site of this Uphaz remain mere conjectures.

rived , that on important occasions, when the refer. UPPER CHAMBER orROOM (Heb.org

ence to a god known by name was wanting, as in al-ee- yav ', lofty ; 2 Kings 1 : 2 ; 23:12 ; 1 Chron. 28:

public calamities of which no definite god could be

assigned as the arihor, in order to honor or propi- “ loft," 1 Kings 19:17,23 ;
11 ; 2 Chron . 3 : 9 ; “ summer parlor," Judg. 3:23 ;

“ chamber over the

tiate the god concerned by sacrifice,without lighting gate," 2 Sam . 18:23 ; Gr. avbytov, an- oʻ-geh -on,

upon a wrong one, altars were erected which were Mark 14:15 ; Luke 22:12 ; imepwov, hoo-per-o'-on,

destined and designated åyvoorŲ Oegi (unknown

god) ” (Meyer, Com .).
upper , Acts 1:13 ; 9:37, 39 ; 20: 8), a room in the

upperpart of the house, used to receive company,

UNKNOWN TONGUE (1 Cor. 14 : 2 , 4 , 13 , hold feasts, to retire for meditation and prayer

14, 19, 27) is a gloss of the A. V. , for the Greek (Mark 14:15 ; Luke 22:12). Among the Hebrews

has simply yvooa ( gloce '-sah, a tongue), and ob- it seems to have been on or connected with the

viously a different language from that usually em- flat roofs of their dwellings ; in Greek houses it

>
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UR URI

a

occupied the upper story ( 1 Kings 17:19, sq. ; riority seems perfectly natural. About 2800 or

2 Kings 4:10 ; Acts 1:13 ; 9:37 , 39 ; 10:9 ; 20:8 ). 2900 B. C. we find ruling in Ur a king named Ur.

Rich, luxurious men were charged with sinfully | Gur. Like his predecessors in other cities his

multiplying chambers of this sort ( Jer. 22:13 , 14 ). boast was in the building of new temples and the

They were used as “ summer houses for their repairing of old ones . The temple of the sun god

coolness" (Judg. 3:20 ; 2 Kings 1 : 2 ; 23:12 ). In at Larsa, the temple of Nina in Uruk, and temples

Scripture the lower portion was the winter house, in Nippur were built or restored by him. The

the upper room was the summer house ; or, if on great temple of the moon god in Ur was founded

the same story, the outer apartment is the sum- by him , and the walls of the city were built by

mer house, the inner is the winter house. him. Of his wars and conquests we hear no word.

UR, UR OF THE CHALDEES (Heb. 178, His son Dungi was also indefatigable in building

oor, light, east), the name of one of the most an operations. He completed the temple of the moon

cient cities of the world, called in the Old Testa- god in Ur, and built also in Uruk , Lagash, and

ment Ur Kasdim , or Ur of the Chaldees. It was Kutha. These two names of Ur-Gur and Dungi

the fatherland of Abraham , the father of the He. are all that remain of what was perhaps a consid .

brew people. The ancient city of Ur is repre- erable dynasty in Ur. Their buildings would seem

sented by vast mounds on the western side of the to indicate that they held at least nominal sway

river Euphrates, opposite Nasrieh, which are over a considerable part of Babylonia. It is prob.

known to the inhabitants under the name of Mug - able, however, that they were contented with the

bair, which means “ place of pitch .” The modern regular receipt of tribute, and did not attempt to

name is due to the fact that the mound has long control all of the life of the cities subject to them,

been used by the natives as a place from which to which still retained their former kings in the ca

obtain bitumen, or pitch , for building purposes. pacity of vicegerents ” (Rogers, History of Early

This bitumen is taken from the walls of buildings Babylonia, pp. 15–17) .

in the ancient city. The moundhas been repeat- Nothing is known of the political situation in

edly visited by explorers from the days of Taylor Ur at the time of Abraham . Of its culture and

to Peters,but has never been excavated. Wells have its religious position in Babylonia we know much .

been sunk in it in places, and enough is known of | The city represented at that time the highest civili.

the general character of the mound to make it cer- zation which had been achieved by man.
It was

tain that it contains quantities of antiquities which the center in southern Babylonia of the worship of

go back to the days of its early history. It is un- the moon god Sin , as Haran was the center of the

fortunate for the progress of knowledge relating worship of the same god in northern Babylonia.

to the past history of the race that excavationson When Abraham left the city of Ur, a citizen of no

this site cannot be immediately undertaken. The mean city , to wander into lands almost unknown,

importance of this could scarcely be overrated . he left behind him all that civilization had been

The origin of the city of Ur is veiled in the ob- able to achieve and went out in pursuit of higher

scurity of the earliest ages of human history. ideals. The city was then hopelessly given over

" This city was admirably situated to achieve to polytheism , and there was no opportunity in it

commercial and historical importance. The river for the cultivation of monotheism . It is just to

Euphrates flowed just past its gates, affording view Ur as the motherland of much of Western

easy transportation for stone and wood from its civilization, for the ideas of the Hebrew people

upper waters, to which the Lebanon, rich in ce- have dominated the West, and the early history of

dars, and the Amanus were readily accessible. those ideas is inseparably bound up with the name

The Wady Rummein came close to the city and of Abraham . — R . W. R.

linked it with central and southern Arabia , and
UR (Heb. 578, oor , light), mentioned in 1 Chron.

along that road came gold and precious stones, 11:35, as the father of Eliphal, one of David's

and gums and perfumes to be converted into in
“ valiant men ,” B. C. before 1000. There is evi.

cense for temple worship . Another road went dent confusion at this point in the genealogical

across the very desert itself, and, provided with list, both here and in the parallel passage (2 Sam .

wells of water,conducted trade to southern Syria , 23:34 ). Hepher must either be regarded as an.

the peninsula of Sinai, and across into Africa. other name for Ur, or else omitted as an error in

This was the shortest road to Africa , and com- copying. The phrase “ the son of ” should be

merce between Ur and Egypt passed over its more erased from 2 Sam . 23:34, and Ahasbai and Ur

difficult but much shorter route than the one by might then be identified .

way of Haran and Palestine. Nearly opposite the

city the Shatt - el -Hai emptied into the Euphrates, UR'BANE (Gr. Ovpßavós, oor-ban -os', of the
and so afforded a passage for boats into the ti city), a Christian at Rome to whom Paul sent salu .

grus, thus opening to the commerce of Ur the tations, as having been his associate in labor,“ our

vast country tributary to that river. Here, then, helper in Christ ” (Rom . 16:9).

were roads and rivers leading to the north , east, U'RI (Heb . 1778, 00 -ree', fiery ).

and west ; but there was also a great outlet to the 1. The father of Bezaleel, one of the architects

southward. The Euphrates made access to the of the tabernacle. He wasof the tribe of Judah,
Persian Gulf easy. Nocity lay south of Ur on that and son of Hur (Exod . 31:2 ; 35:30 ; 38:22 ; 1 Chron.

river except Eridu, and Eridu was no competitor 2:20 ; 2 Chron . 1:5 ), B. C. before 1210.

in the world of commerce, for it was devoted only 2. The father of Geber, Solomon's purveying

to temples and gods—a city given up to religion . officer in Gilead ( 1 Kings 4:19), B. C. before 960.

“ In a city so favorably located as Ur the devel- 3. One of the temple porters who put away his

opment of political as well as commercial supe- | Gentile wife after the exile (Ezra 10:24 ), B. C. 456.
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URIAH URIM AND THUMMIM

>

On every side

URI'AH (Heb.179778,00-ree-yaw ',and 7167778, URI'JAH. 1. (2Kings 16:10 ,sg .) SeeURIAI, 2.

00 -ree-yaw '-hoo, Aame of Jehovah ).
2. (Neh. 3 :4, 21.) See URIAH, 3 .

1. One of David's heroes (1 Chron. 11:41 ; 2 Sam.
3. The son of Shemaiah of Kirjath - jearim , who

23:39), and husband of Bath -sheba. He was a prophesied in the days of Jehoiakim. When the

Hittite. His name, however, and his manner of king sought his death he fled to Egypt, but his

speech (2 Sam . 11:11)indicate that he had adopted him to Jehoiakim,who put him to death,and cast
retreat was soon discovered . Elnathan brought

the Jewish religion . He married Bath -sheba, a
woman of extraordinary beauty,thedaughter of his body among the graves of thecommon people

Eliam . The time of the illicit intercourse between ( Jer. 26 :20–23), B. C. about 609.

David and his wife, Uriah was in camp with Joab ; URIM AND THUMMIM (Heb. DY978.7

but when the king was informed by Bath-sheba -20_ ?, haw -00 -reem ', lights; veh -hat-toom -meem ',

that she was with child by him , he ordered Uriah perfections). Into the breastplate of the high

to come to Jerusalem ,on the pretext of asking priest(q.v.) were placed " the Urim and the
news of the war - really in the hope that his re

turn to his wife might cover the shame of his own
Thummim ; and they shall be upon Aaron's

crime. The king met with an unexpected obstacle heart, when he goeth in before the Lord ” (Exod.

in theaustere, soldierlike spirit which guided all 28:30) . These formed the medium through which

Uriah's conduct, and which gives us a high notion the high priest ascertained the will of Jehovah in

of the character and discipline of David's officers. regard to any inportant matter affecting the the

On the morning of the third day David sent him ocracy (Num. 27:21 ). Even such early writers as

back to the camp with a letter containing the Josephus, Philo, and the Rabbins are unable to

command to Joab 'to cause his destruction in the furnish any precise information as to what the

battle. The device of Joab was to observe the Urim and Thummim really were.

part of the wall of Rabbath -Ammon where the we meet with confessions of ignorance.

greatest force of thebesieged was congregated, and
1. Meaning of the Words. In Urim He

thither, as a kind of forlorn hope,to send Uriah. brew scholars,with hardly an exception , have seen

A sally took place. Uriah and the officers with the plural of ûr (light or fire). The LXX. trans

him advanced as far as the gate of the city,and lators, however, appear to have had reasons which

were there shot down by the archers on the wall. led them to another rendering. The literal Eng.

Just as Joab had forewarned themessenger,the lish equivalent would of course be “ lights ;" but

king broke into a furious passion on hearing ofthe renderings in the LXX. and Vulg. indicate, at

the loss. The messenger, as instructed by Joab, least, a traditional belief among the Jews thatthe

calmly continued, and ended the story with the plural form did not involve numerical plurality.

words: “ Thy servant Uriah the Hittite is dead Thummim . Here also there is almost a con.

also . ” (2 Sam . 11:24), B. C. about 980 .
sensus as to the derivation from tôm (perfection,

2. A priest in the reign of Ahaz, who is in- completeness). What has been said as tothe

troduced in Scripture history as a witness to plural of Urim applies here also. “ Light and

Isaiah's prophecy concerning Maher-shalal-hash. Perfection” would probably be the best English

baz (Isa. 8 : 2), B. C. about 735 . He is perhaps equivalent. The mere phrase, as such, leaves it

the same as Urijah , the priest who built the idol- therefore uncertain whether each word by itself

atrous altar for King Ahaz (2 Kings 16:10 , sq., the two taken together might be referred to twodenoted many things of a given kind, or whether

“ Urijah " ). He was probably high priest at the
time, succeeding to Azariah , who was high priest distinct objects, or to one and the same object.

in the reign of Uzziah, and was succeeded bythat In Deut. 33:8 wehave separately, “ Thy Thummim

Azariah who was high priest inthe reignofHeze. and thy Urim ,” the first order being inverted . Urim

kiah. Hence it is likely that he was son ofthe isfound alone in Num . 27:21 ; 1 Sam . 28:6 ; Thum.

former and father of the latter.
mim never by itself, unless we find it in Psa. 16 : 5.

3. A priest of the family of Hakkoz (A. V. ,
2. Scripture References. The first refer

“ Koz ” ), who supported Ezra while reading the ence (Exod. 28:30) to these objects would seem to

lawto the people (“ Urijah ,” Neh . 8:4), B. C. 457. indicate that they needed no explanation. Inside

He is probably the same with the father of Mere: the breastplate, as the tables of the covenant were

moth (Ezra 8:33 ; Neh. 3 :4 , 21 ) .
placed inside the ark (25:16 ; 28:30), are to be

URI'AS, the Greek form (Ovpías, oo -ree'- as) of placed the Urim and the Thummim ,"the Light

Uriah, the husband of Bath -sheba (Matt. 1 : 6 ).
and the Perfection ; and they, too, are to be on

URIEL (Heb. 59778, 0o-rec-ale', flame of |(28:15–30). Not a word describes them . They
Aaron's heart when he goes in before the Lord

God) . are mentioned as things already familiar both to

1. A Levite of the family of Kohath . His Moses and the people, connected naturally with
father's name was Uzziah ( 1 Chron . 6:24 ). the functions of the high priest, as mediating

2. Chief of the Kohathites, who assisted, with between Jehovah and his people. The command

one hundred and twenty of his brethren, in bring. is fulfilled (Lev. 8 : 8). They pass from Aaron to

ing the ark from the house of Obed-edom (1 Chron. Eleazarwith the sacred ephod and other pontifi.
15 :5, 11 ), B. C. about 992 . calia (Num . 20:28). They are mentioned again

3. Urielof Gibeah was the father of Maachah, (Num . 27:21; Deut. 33 : 8 , 9 ). Once, and once only,

or Michaiah, wife of Rehoboam , and mother of are they mentioned by name in the history of the

Abijah ( 2 Chron. 13 : 2 ), B. C. before 930. In 11:20 Judges and the monarchy ( 1 Sam. 28:6 ). There

she is called the daughter (granddaughter) of Ab. is no longer a priest with Urim and Thummim

salom . (Ezra 2:63; Neh. 7:65) to answer hard questions.

>
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USURY UZZAH

1

3. Theories. Somethink the Urim and Thum. Pharez, the son of Judah. He resided at Jerusa .

mim to have been identical with the twelve stones lem after the return from Babylon ( 1 Chron. 9 :4 ).

on the breastplate. Josephus ( Ant., iii , 7,5 ) identi . 2. One of the sons of Bigvai, who returned with

fies them with the sardonyxes on the shoulders of seventy males in the second caravan with Ezra

the ephod, and says that they were bright before (Ezra 8:14 ) , B , C, about 457.

a victory, or when the sacrifice was acceptable, UTTER. See GLOSSARY .

dark when any disaster was impending. “ Another

UZ (Heb. yowy, oots, consultation ).
theory is that in the middle of the ephod, or within

itsfolds,there was a stone or plate ofgold, on and a grandson of Shem .
1. A son of Aram (Gen. 10:23 ; 1 Chron. 1:17),

which was engraved the sacred name of Jehovah ;
2. A son of Nahor, by Milcah (Gen. 22:21 , A.V.,

and that by virtue of this, fixing his gaze on it , or
Huz).

reading an invocation which was also engraved 3. A son of Dishan, and grandson of Seir (Gen.
with the name, or standing in his ephod before the

36:28).
mercy seat, or at least before the veil of the sanctu

4. The land of Uz was the country in which Job

ary, he became capable of prophesying, hearingthe lived (Job 1:1). The LXX. renders év zupę tī

divine voice within ,or listening to it as it proceeded Aioitidi; andPtolemy(v, 19, 2) says that the

in articulate sounds from the glory ofthe Shekinah .” Aisitai , i . e. , the Uzzites, dwelt in the Arabian

Michaelis (Laws of Moses,v, 52) gives his own desert, west from Babylon, under the Caucabenes,

opinion that the Urim and Thummim were three and adjacent to the Edomites of Mount Seir, who

stones, on one of which was written Yes, on
at one period occupied Uz, probably as conquerors

another No, while the third was left neutral or
(Lam. 4:21 ). The position of the country may

blank. These were used as lots, and the high further be deduced from the native lands of Job's

priest decided according as the one or the other friends - Eliphaz,the Temanite,beingan Idumæan;
was drawn out. Kalisch (on Exod. 28:31 ) identi

fies the Urim and the Thummim with the twelve Chaldeans; and Bildah , the Shuhite, being one of
Elihu, the Buzite, probably a neighbor of the

tribal gems, looks on the nameas one to be ex- the Bene -Kedem . “ The land of Uz." is men.

plained by an hendiadys ( light and perfection
tioned in only two other passages of Scripture;

perfect illumination ), and believes the high priest, groupedby Jeremiah( 25:20) withEgypt, Philistia,

by concentrating his thoughts on the attributes Edom, and Moab, but in Lam. 4:21identifying it

they represented, to have divested himself ofall with a portion of Edom , or affirming that some of
seltishness and prejudice, and so to have passed the Edomites in hisday inhabited Üz.

into a true prophetic state. The process of con

sulting Jehovah by Urim and Thummim is not
UʻZAI (Heb. "I78, 00-zal'ee, strong), the father

given in Scripture. of Palal , one of those who assisted in rebuilding

USURY (Heb. 79, neh'-shek, a biting, i . e . ,
the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 3:25), B. C. before 447.

UʻZAL (Heb. 5728, 00-zâwl', derivation uncer.
extortion ; Gr. TÓKOS, tok'-os, a yield) is used in the
A.V. in the sense of interest for money, anddoes tain ), the sixth of the thirteen sons of Joktan, a

not necessarily imply the demand for exorbitant descendant of Shem (Gen. 10:27 ; 1 Chron. 1:21 ).

increase. According to the Mosaic law the Israel. Authorities quite generally agree that Sanaa, the

ites were forbidden to take usury from their metropolis of Yemen, is the modern name of the

Uzal founded by this person.
brethren upon the loan of money, food , or any.

thing else, i . e. , they were not upon the return of UZ'ZA (Heb. 873 , ooz-zaw', strength ).

the loan to demand anything more ( Lev. 25:36 , 1. The proprietor, apparently , of (or the perso

37 ; Deut. 23:19 , 20, etc.) ; although interest after whom was named) the garden in whick

might be taken from foreigners (ver. 20) . The Manasseh and Amon were buried (2 Kings 21:18,

Israelites not being a commercial people, money | 26), B. C. before 643 .

was not often loaned for the purpose of business, 2. ( 1 Chron . 6:29 . ) See Uzzal, 2 .

but rather to aid the struggling poor. This last 3. The older of the two sons of Ehud the Ben.

is the only kind of usury forbidden in the law , and jamite, born to him after the removal of his for.

the avoiding of this is sometimes given among the mer children (1 Chron . 8 : 7).

characteristics of the godly man (Psa. 15 : 5 ; Jer. 4. The children of Uzza " were a family of

15:10 ; comp. Prov. 28 : 8). Nethinim who returned with Zerubbabel (Ezra

The practice of mortgaging lands, sometimes at 2:49 ; Neh. 7:51 ), B. C. before 556.

exorbitant interest , grew up among the Jews dur- UZʻZAH (Heb. 27,00z-zaw ', strength ).

ing the captivity, in direct violation of the law
1. Oneof the sons of Abinadabof Kirjath - jearim .

( Lev. 25:36 ; Ezek . 18 : 3 , 13 , 17 ) ; and Nehemiah
exacted an oath to insure its discontinuance(Neh. He,with his brother Ahio, accompanied the ark

6 : 3-13). Jesus denounced all extortion , and pro- When the procession had reached the thrashing
when David sought to remove it to Jerusalem .

mulgated a new law of love and forbearance ( Luke Hoor of Nachon the oxendrawingthecart upon

6:30, 35) . The taking of usury in the sense of a which the ark was placed stumbled. Uzzah, who

easonable rate of interest for the use of money

employed in trade is different,and isnowhere for its falling. He died immediately, being smitten
was walking beside it, put out his hand to prevent

bidden ; and is referred to in the New Testament by God on account of his offense. The event pro.

as a perfectly understood and allowable practice duced a profound sensation ,and David, fearing to
(Matt. 25:27; Luke 19:23). carry the ark any farther, had it placed in the

U'THAI (Heb. 1019, oo-thal'ee, helpful). house of Obed - edom (2 Sam. 6 :3-10 ; 1 Chron. 13: 7 ,

1. The son of Ammihud, of the children of l9, 11), B. C. about 988.

1
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OZZEN -SHERAH UZZIELITE

60

1

T

NOTE . — Why was Uzzah so severely punished?is years before, and penetrated as far as the head
a question variously answered . We tbink the follow

ing answer correct : According to Num ., ch .4,theark of theGulfof Akaba, where he took the important

was notonlyto be moved bynone but Levites, but it place of Elath (2 Kings 14:22 ; 2 Chron . 26 : 1 , etc.).

was to be carried on the shoulders; and in v . 15 even Uzziab waged other victorious wars in the south,
the Levites were expressly forbidden to touch it on pain especially against the Mehunim, or_people of
of death . But instead of taking these instructions as
theirrule, they bad followed the example of the Philis Maân, and the Arabs of Gurbaal. Toward the

tipes when they sentback the ark (1 Sam . 6:7, sq.), and west Uzziah fought with equal success against the

had placed it uponanew cart and directed Uzzabto Philistines, leveled to the ground the walls of
drive it, while, as bis conduct on the occasion clearly
shows, he had no idea of the unapproachable holiness Gath, Jabneh, andAshdod , and founded new for

of the ark of God,and had to expiate his offense with tified cities in the Philistine territory. 3. Reign,
his life, as a warning to all the Israelites ” (K. and D. , Uzziah strengthened the walls of Jerusalem , and
Com. , in loc .).

was a great patron of agriculture. He never de
2. A Levite of the sons of Merari, the son of serted the worship of the true God, and was much

Shimei, and father of Shimea ( 1 Chron, 6:29). influenced by Zechariah, a prophet who is only

UZÖZEN -SHE'RAH (Heb. 1778, 002- mentioned in connection with him (2 Chron. 26:5).

near Beth -horon, founded or rebuilt by Sherah, an death of Solomon. During his reign an earthquake

zane' sheh -er -aw ', the plat of Sheerah ), a place So the southern kingdom was raised to a condition

of prosperity which it had not known since the

Ephraimitess ( 1 Chron . 7:24), and probably an
heiress who had received these places as her in- occurred which was apparently very serious in its
heritance. The place Uzzen-Sherah is not else- consequences, for it is alluded to as achronological

where referred to.
epoch by Amos (Amos 1 : 1 ; comp. Zech. 14 : 5 ) as

a convulsion from which the people “ fled .” 4. Sin

UZ'ZI (Heb. , ooz-zee', strong). and death . The end of Uzziah was less prosper

1. Son of Bukki, and father of Zerahiah, in the ous than his beginning. Elated with his splendid

line ofthe high priests ( 1 Chron. 6 : 5 , 51 ; Ezra 7 :4) , career, he determined to burn incense onthe altar

B. C. considerably after 1171. Josephus (Ant., v, of God, but was opposed by the high priest Aza

11 , 5 ) relates that after Ozi (Uzzi), of the family riah and eighty others (see Exod. 30 : 7 , 8 ; Num.

of Eleazar, Eli , of the family of Ithamar, received 16:40 ; 18 : 7 ). The king was enraged at their re .

the high priesthood. But the circumstances that sistance, and , as he pressed forward with his cen.

led to the transfer of this honor are unknown, ser, was suddenly smitten with leprosy. Uzziah

2. Son of Tola, the son of Issachar (1 Chron . was “ buried with his fathers,” yet apparently not

7:2, 3). actually in the royal sepulchers (2 Chron. 26:23),

3. Son of Bela , of the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chron. B. C. about 738.

7: 7). 2. A Kohathite Levite, and ancestor of Samuel

4. The son of Michri and father of Elah, among (1 Chron. 6:24), B. C. perhaps 1300.

the ancestors of a Benjamite house which settled 3. Father of Jehonathan, one of David's over .

at Jerusalem after the return from captivity seers ( 1 Chron. 27:25), B. C. before 1000.

( 1 Chron. 9 : 8) , B. C. before 536 . 4. Father of Athaiah, or Uthai, resident in Jeru.

5. A Levite, son of Bani , and overseer of the salem after the exile (Neh . 11:4 ), B. C. before 536.

Levites dwelling at Jerusalem in the time of Nehe- 5. A priest of the sons of Harim, who had

miah (Neh . 11:22) , B. C. 536 . taken a foreign wife in the days of Ezra (Ezra

6. À priest, chief of tlie course of Jedaiah , in 10:21), B. C. 456.

the time of Joiakim the high priest ( Neh. 12:19).

He is probably the samewith one of the priests ale',strength of God) .
UZZI-EL, or UZ ZIEL (Heb. 387

who assisted Ezra in the dedication of the wall of

Jerusalem ( 12:42), B. C. about 500.
1. Fourth son of Kohath , father of Mishael,

Elzaphan, or Elizaphan, and Zithri, and uncle to
UZZI'A (Heb . , ooz-zee-yaw', probably for Aaron (Exod. 6:18, 22 ; Lev. 10 :4), B. C. before

Uzziah), the “ Ashterathite " (i. e. , from Ashtaroth , 1210.

beyond Jordan) , who was one of David's warriors 2. A Simeonite captain , son of Ishi, in the days

(1 Chron 11:44 ), B. C. after 1000 . of Hezekiah ( 1 Chron . 4:42) , B. C. about 712.

UZZI'AH (Heb. 1722 , 002-zee-yaw', strength of Bela (1 Chron .7 :7),B. C. after 1706.
3. Head of a Benjamite house, of the sons of

Jehovah ).
4. A musician of the sons of Heman, in David's

1. The tenth king of Judah.

(1) Nameand family. In some passages his reign (1 Chron. 25:4).

name appears in the lengthened form Azariah, an active part in purifying the temple in the days
5. A Levite, of the sons of Jeduthun, who took

which Gesenius attributes to an error of the copy of Hezekiah (2 Chron. 29:14–19), B. C. 719.

ists. This is possible, but there are other in

stances of the princes of Judah changing their days of Nehemiah ,who took part in repairing the
6. Son of Harhaiah, probably a priest in the

names on succeeding to the throne. His father wall (Neh. 3:8). He is described as of the gold

was Amaziah, who was slain by conspirators.

(2) History. 1. Chosen king. After the mur- office it was to repair or make the sacred vessels ,
smiths,” i . e . , of those priests whose hereditary

der of Amaziah, his son Uzziah was chosen by B. C. about 445.

the people to occupy the vacant throne at the age

of sixteen (2 Kings 14:21 ) , B. C. 783 . 2. Wars. UZZI'ELITE (Heb. 8 , 0...zee-ay -lee ), a

He began his reign by a successful expedition descendant of Uzziel the Levite. In David's time

against his father's enemies, the Edomites, who the Uzzielites numbered one hundred and twelve

had revolted from Judah in Jehoram's time, eighty adult males (Num. 3:27 ; 1 Chron. 26:23 ; 15:10 ).
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VAGABOND : 17 VALLEY GATE

1.3و11.6
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VAGABOND (Heb. 593, nood, Gen. 4:12, 14 ; | Hinnom (Josh. 16:8 ; 18:16 ;Neh. 11:30 ), or of the

993, noo'-ah, Psa. 109: 10 ) has the sense of wan- son of Hinnom ( Josh. 15:8 ; 18:16 ; 2 Kings 23:10 ,

dering in both of the original terms. Perhaps a etc. ), the ravineon the southwestern side of Jeru

good rendering of " fugitive and vagabond” is salem, whence the term Gehenna; the valley of

“ banished and homeless . " The “ vagabondJews" Jiphthah -el, aravine between Zebulun and Asher

mentioned in Acts 19:13 were strolling Jewish ( Josh. 19:14 , 27); the valley of Zephathah , a ravine

demon-exorcisers - sorcerers,who, forthehealing of Gedor, another ravine in Simeon (1Chron. 4:39);
in the tribe of Simeon (2 Chron . 14:10) ; the valley

of demoniacs, used secret arts and charms.

VAIL . See Veil, DRESS.
the valley of Hamon-gog (Ezek . 39:11 , 15), or of

the passengers ( v. 11 ) , a ravine on the east of the

VAINGLORY (Gr. Kevodočia, ken -od-oc-ee' Sea of Galilee ; the valley of the craftsmen ( 1 Chron .

ah), glorying without reason, self-esteem, empty 4:14 ), aravine in Judah; the valley of themountains

pride (Phil. 2:3). See GLOSSARY. ( Zech . 14: 5), a ravine near Jerusalem ; the valley

VAJEZ'ATHA (Heb. XII??, vah- yez-aw '. of salt (2Sam, 8:13 ; 2 Kings 14:7; 1 Chron. 18:12;

thaw , foreign derivation ), one of the ten sons of southwestern shore of the Dead Sea ; the valley of
2 Chron. 25:11 ; Psa. 60, title), a ravine on the

Haman, whom the Jews slew in Shushan (Esth. the hyenas ( 1 Sam. 13:18), in the tribe of Benja.

9: 9), B. C. about 509 .
min. Others, such as the valley of vision (Isa.

VALIANTNESS, valor, bravery. 22: 1 , 5), of slaughter (Jer.7:32 ; 19 :6 ), are fanciful

VALLEY, the rendering in the A. V. of the names; and still more poetical is the valley of the

following Hebrew and Greek words :
shadow of death ( Psa. 23 :4) .

1. Bik - ar ' (Heb. 797.2, a split), rather a plain 4. Nakh'-al (Heb. 5772, receiving; A. V. often

than a valley, wider than the latter, but , like it , brook," “ river," " stream " ), answers exactly to

surrounded by mountains. It denotes a wide al- the Arabic wally. It expresses as no English

luvial bottom , and its levelness is referred to in Isa . word can the bed of a stream (often wide and

40:4 ; usually rendered “ valley ” (Deut.8: 7 ; 11:11; shelving, and like a “ valley ” in character, which

34 : 3 ; Josh. 11:8, 17; 12 : 7 ; 2 Chron. 35:22 ; Psa . in the rainy season may be nearly filled by a foam .

104:8, etc.), but “ plain ” (Gen. 11:2 ; Neh. 6 :2; ing torrent, though for the greater part of the
Isa. 40 :4 ; Ezek. 3:22 , 23 ; 8:4 ; Amos 1:5 ). This year dry), and the stream itself which after the

Hebrew term is applied to the following places : subsidence of the rains has shrunk to insignificant

The valley of Shinar (Gen. 11: 2) ; valley of Jericho dimensions. Many of the wadies of Syria, owing
(Deut. 34:3) ; valley of Lebanon ( Josh. 11:17 ) ; to the demolition of the wood which formerly

valley of Megiddo (ž Chron. 35:22; Zech. 12:11) ; shaded the country and prevented too rapid evap

valley of Mizpeh (Josh. 11:8 ); valley of Ono (Neh . oration after rain, are now entirely and constantly
6: 2) ; valley of Aven (Amos 1 : 5 ).

dry. As Palestine is emphatically a land of

2. Ay'-mek (Heb. Pzaz, to be deep ), a long broad wadies, so this Hebrew term is of very frequent

sweep between parallel ranges of bills of less ex .
occurrence in the Bible . Stanley enumerated fif.

teen of these water courses or torrent beds—those

tentthanNo. 1, answering quite closely to ouridea of Gerar, of Eshcol, of Zered, of Arnon , of Jab

in generalof a valley in its proper sense . It is

applied to thefollowing localities : Valley ofAchor Kidron, of Gaash ,of Cherith, of
bok, of Kanah, of Kishon, of Besor, of Sorek, of

( Josh. 7:24, 26 ; 15:7; Isa. 65:10 ; Hos. 2:15); could not be distinguished by a mere English

valley of Ajalon (Josh. 10:12) ; valley of Hebron reader from the river ofEgypt,” viz ., the Nile,

(Gen. 37:14); valley of Jehoshaphat ( Joel 3 :2, 12), although in theoriginal an entirely different word
called (v. 14 ), figuratively, the valley of decision ; is used.

valley of Jezreel ( Josh. 17:16 ; Judg. 6:33; Hus.

1:5); valley of Keziz (Josh. 18:21). " This term is 5. Hash -shef-ay-law" (Heb. Simpoz) is the only

sometimes used as an appellative for certain well- case in which the employment of the term “ valle; "

known localities, e. g ., the valley of weeping ( Psa. is unfortunate. This district (see SHEPHELAH )has

84 :6, A.V. “ valley of Baca " ); the valley of bless- no resemblance to a valley, but is a broad swelling

ing (2 Chron. 20:26, A. V. “ valley of Berachah "); tract of many hundred miles in area, which sweeps
valley of the oak (1 Sam . 17: 2, 19 ; 21 : 9 , A. V. gently down from the mountains of Judah toward

“ valley of Elah " ); valley of giants (Josh. 15 : 8 ; the Mediterranean. It is rendered “ vale ” (Deut.

18:16 ; “ valley of Rephaim ," 2Šain . 5:18, 22 , etc. ) ; 1: 7 ; Josh. 10:10 ; 1 Kings 10:27 ; 2 Chron . 1:15 ;
valley of Shaveh (Gen. 14:17), or of the king Jer. 33:13), and “ the valley," or valleys ” ( Josh.

(“ dale," Gen. 14:17 ; 2 Sam . 18:18) ; valley of the 9 : 1; 11:2, 16 ; 12:8 ; 15:33 ; Judg. 1:9 ; Jer. 32:44 ).

slime pits (Gen. 14 :3, 8, 10, A. V. “ of Siddim ' ') ; 6. In the New Testament we read of our Lord

the valley of booths ( Psa. 60 : 6 ; 108 : 7 , A. V. " of standing in the plain " (Gr.TÓTOS TEDLvós, top'-os
Succoth ” ), etc. ped -ee-nos', Luke6:17),a level place ; and “ valley

3. Gah'ce (Heb. 193 or 3, a gorge ), a deep, (Gr. pápays, far’-anx, 3:5), ravine (McC. and S.,

narrow ravine with a stream in the bottom, either
Cyc., s . v . ).

between bills or through an open plain . In the VALLEY GATE (Heb.Nagu, shah ' -ar

A. V. it is invariably rendered “valley , " and is hag-yah'ee), an entrance at the northwestern end

applied to the following localities : The valley oflof Jerusalem (Neh. 2:13 ; 8:13 ; comp. 2 Chron.

Gad... This last
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TZVANIAH VEGETABLE KINGDOM

Jaffa gate.

or

26 :9 ; 33:14), probably corresponding to the present than ordinal or generic relationships, and are the

equivalent of anumber of Hebrew words, the

VANI'AH (Heb. ), van-yaw"
, Jah has an. generic or specific signification of which has been

owered ), one of the sons of Bani, and an Israelite plants of a given type. The effort, therefore, to
lost. Others still, as the lily, are ordinal for all

who divorced his Gentile wife after the captivity construct a scriptural flora, accurate and precise

(Ezra 10:36 ), B. C. 456. -
in its details, must be abandoned, and each name

VANITY, the rendering of the following of a plant treated on its own merits.
Hebrew and Greek words : ALGUM ALMUG TREES (Heb.

1. Aw ' -ven (Heb. 7.?.x , to pant), nothingness, a nyama , al-goom -meem ). There is no reason to

vain and empty thing (Isa. 41:29 ; Zech. 10: 2), doubt the identityof the algum and the almug, as

specially of the nothingness of idols and of every . is proven by a comparison of 1 Kings 10:11 and

thing pertaining to idolatry (1 Sam . 15:23), and so 2 Chron. 9:10. As to the algum trees out of

put for an idol (Isa. 66:3) ; hence in Hosea the Lebanon ” (2 Chron. 2:8), they may have been the

city (house of God, 309, bayth - ale ) is scorn- same as those that were imported from Ophir.

fully called the house ofidols(1.29a, baythaw'. In this case they may have then been indigenous,

or cultivated, and have since become extinct ; or

ven , Hos. 4:15 ; 10:5); it has the meaning of they may have been another sort of tree called

nothingness as to worth ; naughtiness, i. e . , wicked by the same name, as is the case with many other

ness, iniquity (Num. 23:21 ; Job 36:21 ; Isa . 1:13) ; trees. There is no necessity for supposing an in .

also of toil, trouble (Psa. 55: 3 , A. V. " iniquity ;" terpolation, nor even for inferring, as some have

Prov, 22 :8, A. V. “ vanity " ). done, that " out of Lebanon ” refers to “ cedar

2. Heh '-bel (Heb. 19 , a breath ), something trees and fir trees” only, and not to algums.We
vain, empty, fruitless (Job 9:29 ; 21:34; 35:16; have no means of determining certainly what tree

Jer. 10:3,8 ;Lam. 4:17); specifically of idols of theredsandalwood ,but not a particle ofevi
was intended. The weight of authority is in favor

(2 Kings 17:15 ; Psa. 31: 6 ; Jer. 2 : 5 ; Jonah 2 : 8) .
dence. As now seen in commerce it is not suit

3. Shawv (Heb. ? ) or shav (13 ) bas the able either for terraces (marg. highways, or stairs,

meaning of desolation ; so " months of vanity ” | 2 Chron. 9:11 ), more properly staircases, or for

(Job 7 :3) are those of calamity. Evil and calam- pillars(marg .a prop,or rails, 1 Kings 10:12 ), more

ity are both implied in 15:31, “ Let him not trust properly balustrades, or for harps and psalteries.

in yanity [evil], deceiving himself: for vanity We are therefore obliged to content ourselves
[ calamity]shall be his recompense.” To “ speak with the transliteration and the uncertainty.

vanity ” (Psa, 41 : 6) is to utter falsehood. This
ALMOND (Heb. 77, shav -kade', wakeful

term is also applied to idols (31 : 6) .

4. To'-hoo (Heb. 19, to lie waste), a desert probably from its early blossoming ), a tree very
(Deut. 32:10 ; 11:24 , " wilderness”) also a worthless much resembling in form and blossom the peach;

and is only another species of the same genus.
thing ( Isa. 41:29), as an idol (44: 9 ; comp. 59:4 ).

5. Mat-ah -yot -ace (Gr. paratórns) corresponds
Its flowers appear as early as February, or even

to shawv, and means that which is devoid of truth January. The almond is diffused byculture from

and appropriateness( 2 Pet
.2:18); that which is China to Spain, on both sides of the Mediterranean,

perverse or depraved (Eph. 4:17 ); frailty, want of inthe south of England, and in southernpor

tions of the United States. There is no region,
vigor ( Rom . 8:20) .

however, where it thrives better than in Syria.

The almond tree blossoms toward the end of

VEGETABLE KINGDOM .
si January, or the beginning of February, before the

The flora of Syria and Palestine is very rich . coming of the leaves, so that the appearance of a

The phænogamous plants and higher cryptogams tree in full bloom is very striking. Although the

are distributed through one hundred and twenty. blossoms are tinged with pink, the general effect

four orders, eight hundred and fifty - genera, and is white. The fruit is eaten in two stages, the

about three thousand five hundred species, with first the tender, acidulous, unripe, crisp pod, and

many well-characterized varieties (see Post, Flora the other the ripe almonds, so familiar every.

of Syria, Palestine, arid Sinai, Beirut, 1896). Only where. There are four species of wild almonds

one hundred names of plants are given in the in the Bible lands. The Hebrew name of the

Bible. Of these thirty-six cannot be determined almond is the waker, in allusion to its being the

with certainty . Of the sixty -four which are de first of the fruit trees to awake in the winter and

terminable thirty-five are cultivated. Of the iden- put forth its luxuriant blossoms. This tree is

tity of most of these, as wheat, barley, fax, olives, referred to by Jacob when be tells his sons to

vines, figs, etc., there can be no doubt. In one take into Egypt “of the best fruits in the land ...

case, rye (A. V. Exod. 9:32 ; Isa. 28:25, R. V. and almonds” (Gen. 43:11 ) . In Eccles. (12:5),

" spelt ” ), the name is a mistranslation . Of the “ The'almond tree shall flourish ,” doubtless refers

wild plants mentioned, some, as algum , lign aloes, to the profuse flowering and white appearance of

etc. , are exotics, of which it is impossible to de the tree when in full bloom and before the leaves

termine with certainty the species. Others, as appear (Jer. 1:11, 12). In Num. 17:8 the rod of

anise, ash, bay tree, chestnut, heath, juniper, hem. Aaron is described as having " budded, and brought

lock, mulberry, poplar, rose of Sharon , are mis. forth buds, and bloomed blossoms, and yielded

translations. Others, as flag, recd , thistle, thorn, almonds.” With its oblong-oval sharpened at one

refer to plants agreeing in mode of growth rather | end and rounded at the other, the shape of the

.
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Aloes, Lign Aloes VEGETABLE KINGDOM Balm

almond nut is remarkably graceful. This natur- inedicine. It was certainly subject to tithe among

ally led to its selection for ornamental carved the Hebrews (Matt. 23:23).

work ; and it was the pattern selected for the APPLE . The Hebrew word (17997, tap - poo'.

bowls of the golden candlestick(Exod.25:33,34; akh)for apple is nearly the same as the Arabic

37:19), “ symbolizing the speedy and powerful re

sult of light ” (Keil, Arch ., i , 146 ).
tuffah, and wherever the name of the tree has been

Figurative. InJer. 1:11, 12,there is an allu- preserved in that of a place, as in Beth Tappuah,

to another he meanings of the Hebrew theArabichas preserved it in the modified form ,
root, which is to hasten . In the first of the two in this tuffáh, showing that the reference to the

verses the almond tree is mentioned by its name
familiar fruit is recognized. The apple is a favor

shaw -kade, and in the second it is said " for Iwill ite fruit with the natives of this land ,and although

hasten [ki-shaw -kad ] my word,” hasten being from they do notnow possess any very fine varieties,
the same root asalmond. The almond was chosen they are particularly fond of the smell of an apple

to symbolize God's haste in fulfilling his promises. (Cant. 7:8). They habitually smell an apple to

There can be no reasonable doubt that
theallu- revive themselves when faint (2 : 5). Most ofthe

sion in Eccles. 12:6 is to the white hair of the apples cultivated here are sweet (v. 6). The allu

aged.
sions to the size of the apple tree in 2:3 , 8: 5, are

borne out by the facts of the case. There is no

ALOES, LIGN ALOES (Heb. 099,a -haw- occasion, then, to seek for anyother tree,as some

leem '; Gr. áhon , al-ő-ay ). This is doubtless the have done, to meet the Scripture requirements.
lignum aloes of the ancients, the product of ASH (Heb. 77 , oʻ- ren, strength ). This word
Aquilaria Agallocha, Roxb. , and other trees of the
same genus, growing in India and China. It was

occurs but once in the A. V. (Isa. 44:14). It is

well known to the Greeks and also to theArabians. impossible to say with certainty what tree the

Avicenna gives in considerable detail descriptions original oʻ-ren meant. It is, however, wholly im .
an ash. The LXX . and

of the various grades and qualities of the drug. probable that it was
It is now known to the Arabs under the name of Vulg. have pine. There are three kinds of pines

ud-es-salib, and 'ûd -en -nadd,and ’úd-el-bachûr. It common inSyria and Palestine, but only oneof

is mentioned in four placesin the Old Testament these isplanted. This is the familiar stone pine

and once in the New Testament (Num . 24:6 ; Psa. the mostextensively cultivated trees of the coun.or maritime pine, Pinus Pinea, L. It is one of

45:8 ; Prov. 7:17 ; Cant. 4:14 ; John 19:39) . A
question has been raised as to the identity of the try, with wood hard enough to be carved into an

tree mentioned in Num . 24 :6 with the other trees image, and never sown in irrigated districts,but

of the same name. This question may safely be nourished only by the rain. "Large forests of this

answered in the affirmative. Although the Yign tree have been planted along the sandy coast to

aloes is a native of India and China it is easy to also stillmore extensive forests in the mountains,
resist the encroachment of the drifted sand, and

suppose that it was cultivated in the tropical

valley of the Jordan, which is wellknown tohave for the sake of its valuable timber.

produced trees in ancient times all traces of which ASPALATHUS. The name of one or more

have now disappeared . But even if it were to be aromatic substances mentioned only once (Ecclus.

supposed that it was not cultivated in Palestine, it 24:15). The substance and plant producing it are

might have been alluded to as a well-known tree indeterminable.

of foreign growth , of which the luxuriance was BALM (Heb. , tser-ee', or an tsor-ee', to

proverbial, in this respect resembling the cedar, in
the same passage, which, ifitindicated the cedar crack, hence to leak), an aromatic gum, or resin

of Lebanon, was to the Israelites ofthat dayalso (Gen. 37:25), probably produced in Gilead, or a

å foreign tree, mentioned as an emblem of pros- 51:8), wellknown to Jacob (Gen.45:11), and dealt
prime article of commerce there (Jer. 8:22 ; 46:11 ;

perity.
in by Judah and Israel in the latter days of their

AMOMUM (Gr. årløpvil, am '-o-mum ). This monarchies (Ezek. 27:17 ). No tree now growing

word occurs only in Rev. 18:13 , and is rendered in in Gilead •produces the traditional balm , now

the A. V. “ odors.” Amomum is a fragrant plant known as Mecca balsam. This substance is the

of India. It belongs to a genus of plants, natural gum of Balsamodendron Gileadense and B. opo

order Scitamineæ , belonging to tropical regions of balsamum , which grow in southern Arabia. But
the Old World, and allied to the ginger plant. there can be no doubt that in Roman times these

They are herbaceous, with creeping rootstocks and trees were cultivated in the lower Jordan valley.

large sheathing leaves, and are remarkable for the This would bring a part of its area of cultivation

pungency and aromatic properties of their seeds. within the limits of Gilead . In any case it was to

Several specimens yield the cardamoms and grains such an extent an article of commerce in that dis.

of paradise of commerce. The one mentioned in trict that it went by the name of balm of Gilead.

Revelation had seeds like grapes, from which an Dioscorides erroneously says that the tree grew

ointment was made.
“ only in the country of the Jews, which is Pales

ANISE (Gr. åvndov, an'-ay-thon) . The mar- tine, in the Ghor.” Balm of Gilead was once an

ginal rendering dill is undoubtedly the true one. important element in the materia medicn, but it

The Gr. åvndov is the exact equivalent of the Lat. has now fallen into disuse. Some have supposed

anethum, which is the dill, and not the anise. It that maslich is the balm of Gilead. Avicenna,
is the aromatic, carminative seed of Anethum however; clearly distinguishes it from that well.

graveolens, L. , an urubellifera, cultivated widely in known gum . The so -called balm of Gilead , pre.
the East, and used both in cookery and domestic I pared by the monks of Jericho, from the fruits of

2
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Barley VEGETABLE KINGDOM Cassia

the zaqqûm , Balanites Ægyptiaca, Del . , has no being distasteful to them , the orientals are very

claim except their authority . It is said , however, fond of them .

to have healing properties .

BARLEY(Heb. 777, seh -o -raw '; 739 , seh- We have no reliable data to enable us to deter
BOX TREE (Heb. ux , leh -ash shoor').

ore'; Gr. kpídlvos, kree'-thee -nos), a well -known mine the tree intended by the Hebrew original of

grain, cultivated from the remotest antiquity , and this word. It is mentioned in two passages (Isa.

frequentlymentioned in the Bible. A wild species , 41:19 ; 60:13) in connection with the cedar, shittah ,

found in Galilee, and northeastward tothe Syrian myrtle, fir, and pine. It seems rather unlikely

desert, Hordeum Ithaburense, Boiss. ( H. spontane- that a shrub, known only in far northern Syria,

um , Koch), may be the original stock from which should be associated with these familiar trees.

the cultivated varieties were derived. It is con- The Syrian box, Buxus longifolia , Boiss. , is only

spicious by its very long awns, which are some two to three feet in height, and must have been

times a foot in length. Barley is the universal unfamiliar to the readers ofthe Bible in the time

provender for horses, mules, and, to a certain ex- of Isaiah. The old Arabic version gives sherbín,

tent, for asses ( 1 Kings 4:28), taking the place of which is either the wild cypress or the lizzâb, Juni
oats with us. It is still used for bread among the perus excelsa , M.B. It might be better to trans

very poor (2 Kings 4:42). It was sometimes literate the Hebrew, as is done in the case of

mixed with other cheap grains, for making bread algum, and call the tree teashshûr.

( Ezek. 4:9). From its cheapness it was the jeal

ousy offering (Num . 5:15 ); part of the price of an
BRAMBLE . See Thistles, THORNS.

adulteress (Hos. 3 : 2) and of lewd women (Ezek .'
BRIERS. See TAISTLES, THORNS.

13:19) ; a barley cake expressed the low rank and BULRUSH . See REED.

poverty of Gideon ( Judg . 7:13).

The barley harvest is earlier than the wheat har
BURNING BUSH (Heb. , sen -eh', bram .

vest (Exod. 9:31,32), and begins in April, in tlie Jor- ble, Exod. 3 :244 ; Deut. 33:16 ), one of the many

dan valley, and continues to be later 'as the alti- thorny shrubs growing in Sinai . The monks of

tude increases , until , at a height of six thousand the Convent of St. Catherine point out a black

feet above the sea , it takes place in July and berry bush ( Rubus tomentosus, Borck, var. collinus,

August. Barley is sown in October and Novem- Boiss. ), growing behind the chapel of the convent,

ber, after the " early rain . ” It is never sown in as the bush in question. This is improbable, as

the spring, for the simple reason that it would not Rubus is not indigenous there. The burning bush

have rain, and so could not mature any grain, miglit be one of the seyal trees , Acacia tortilis,

even if there were moisture enough in the soil to Haync, or A. Seyal, Del. , or the nebk, Zizyphus

cause it to germinate. That which issown on the Spina Christi, L., or some other thorn bush .

higher levels behaves like winter wheat in cold CALAMUS. See REED.

climates , dying down under the snow , and sprout

ing again in the spring.
CAMPHIRE (Heb. 2D, ko'.fer ). This is the

BAY TREE (Heb. 17778, ez-raukl', springing everywhere in the Holy Land. Its clusters of
henna plant, Lawsonia alba, L. It is cultivated

up). The translation of the A. V., “ like a green cream -colored flowers are much admired by the

bay tree ” ( Psa . 37:35), is well amended by the orientals, and form a part of almost every nosegay

R. V. , to “ like a green tree in its native soil." during the flowering season. The sçriptural allu.

BEANS (Heb. Sia, pole, thick, plump). Beans sions (Cant. 1:14 ; 4:13,14) show that itwas equally
are mentioned twice, once as part of a mixture of esteemed in ancient times. Its leaves are also

cheap cereals, used for making a coarse ki used for staining the hands and feet. There is ,

bread (Ezek. 4 :9), and once as part of the pro. however, no allusion to this use of the plant in the

visions of David at Mahanaim (2 Sam . 17:28). Scripture.

The vegetable alluded to in each case is the horse CANE. See REED.

bean, Fabu vulgaris, L. , which is extensively cul

tivated , both as human food and for fodder.
CAPERBERRY (R. V. Eccles. 12 : 5 ; A. V.

As

human food it is either cooked unripe in the green “ desire ; " Heb. 27 , ab-ce-yo -naro ', provoca.

pod , like string beans, or the ripe seeds are boiled tive of desire), the immature fruit of Capparis

like our whitebeans. spinosa, L. , a plantgrowing everywhere in clefts of
mere rocks and walls .

It is stimulant, and supposed to
ore', bitter ). The Hebrews were commanded to eat be aphrodisiac. If caperberry be the correct ren.

the passover lamb with bitter herbs (Exod. 12:8 ; dering of ab-ee -yo-na:0"the meaning of the passage
Num . 9:11 ) . There are many such , wild and culti . is that even the caperberry shall fail to excite de.

vated, which are habitually used by the natives of sire, a meaning in effect similar to that of A. V.

the East in salads ; among them are lettuce, water CASSIA (Heb. 1777., kid-daw ', shriveled, Exod.
cress, pepper grass, and endive. The object of the

ordinance was not to remind the Israelites of their 30:24 ; Ezek . 27:19 ; , kets -ee-aw ', peelech

" bitter bondage ” (Exod. 1:14 ),butof the haste with Psa . 45 : 8) . Probably Cassia lignea of commerce,

which they made their exit from Egypt. Unleav. which consists of strips of the bark of Cinnamo

ened bread, a roast lamb, and a few bitter herbs mum Cassia , Blume,a plant growing in China and

constituted a meal the elements of which were Malaysia. Cassia buds are the immature flowers

always at hand and could be got together with of the same.
Both have the flavor and aroma of

the least possible delay. So far from these herbs I cinnamon.

1
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Cedar VEGETABLE KINGDOM Cockle

waters can

no

CEDAR (Heb . 1978, eh '- rez ). By far the greater which should be cut straw . Chaff is the correct

number of references to the cedar in theScrip. rendering for the Hebrew yio (motes, winnowed).
tures are to be understood of the famous “ cedar Chaj, after the thrashing is over, is mingled with

of Lebanon.” This is a tree of very wide distri- the cut and split straw (leh'-ben ). Winnowing

bution, and fulfills well the conditions demanded, separates the product of thrashing into four

with the following exceptions: 1. The cedar wood heaps-grain, cut straw , chaff, and finally the

used in purification, in connection with scarlet straw and chaff and itscommingling with the dust
dust, caused by the comminution of a part of the

and hyssop. This would seem to have been a

tree found in the Sinaitic desert, and in use long brew , is also erroneously translated (Dan. 2:35)
of the earthen floor. This, which is ' ûr in He

before the Israelites could have easily obtained the
“ chaff.”

cedar of Lebanon . It might well have been

Juniperus Phænicca , L. , which is found in Mount
CHESTNUT TREE (Heb . 117 , ar -mone').

Hor and its neighborhood, and could also have As this tree is not found in the Holy Land, some

grown on the mountains of Sinai. 2. The “ cedars other must be sought that will fill the conditions
in the garden of God ” (Ezek. 31 : 8 ) , The com- required . The R. V. very properly follows the

parison of the Assyrian , who is called “a cedar of LXX. and the Vulg. , and gives plane tree. А

Lebanon " (v. 5 ), with these trees would seem to scratch in the bark of this tree would at once

indicate some other tree . We have no means of show a while streak (Gen. 30:37) . The plane tree

determining what it was. 3. The “ cedars by the is also of a stature and imposing appearance suf

(Num . 24 : 6)

hardly be cedars of Lebanon ,

because this tree never grows

in such situation . True, in

poetry, even in the Scriptures,

it is not to be expected that

all the congruities of time

and place shall be rigidly

observed . But unless WG

suppose such poetic license,

we must infer that the trees

here referred to were soine

water-loving species then

known as cedars, now

longer determinable.

It is likely that the subal

pine regions of Lebanon and

Antilebanon clothed

with these trees. They are

still found at a number of

points on Lebanon, along

the flanks and top of Jebel

Barûk , and above the gorge

of the Kadîsha, as also above

Sîr, and in the Dunnîyeh.

They are abundant in Amanus and theTaurus.Their | ficient to make it suitable for comparison in the

range is from the Himalayas to the Atlas,and from group with which the cedar of Lebanon is com.
central Asia Minor to Lebanon . They also existed pared (Ezek. 31: 8 ). This tree often attains a

in Cyprus. It is a tall tree ( Isa. 2:13 , etc.), “ with height of a hundred feet and a diameter at its

fair branches and with a shadowing shroud ” base of from six to ten feet. It is abundant

(Ezek . 31:3) ; suitable for masts of ships (27:5 ), and along all water courses in Syria and Mesopotamia.

for beams, pillars, and boards ( 1 Kings 6 : 9 ; 7 : 2 ) ,
CINNAMON (Heb. 777237, kin -naw -mone';and for carved work (Isa . 44:14 ). Of this noble

tree much of the temple was built, as well as Solo. Gr. Kivápojov, kin-am '-o-mon ). No one can doubt

mon's house and other important public edifices the substance intended,as the Hebrew name is

in Jerusalem . It was used for roofing the temple the same as the English. It was used by that
of Diana at Ephesus and that of Apollo at Utica, race as a perfume for theholy oil (Exod . 30:23)
and other famous buildings. Its claim to be the and for beds (Prov. 7:17). It seems to have been
“ king of trees” is not to be considered with ref. cultivated by Solomon (Cant. 4:14). It is a part

erence to ihe whole forest world, but only in con . of the wares of Babylon the Great (Rev. 18:13 ).

parison with the trees found in Bible lands. This COCKLE (Heb. Tuz, bosh -aw ). The word
claim was never disputed in the period of the rendered cockle (Job 31:40) should be, as in the
Hebrew nationality in this land, and the sacred margin of the A. V., slinking weeds, or of R. V.
grove at Besherri, on Lebanon, still bears the an. noisome weeds. There are multitudes of these in
cient name of " the cedars of the Lord.”

the fields of Palestine and Syria , as the goose weeds,

CHAFF, the husks which surround the seeds stink weeds, arums, henbané, and mandrake. The

of the cereals. A. V. incorrectly renders by chaff wild grapes ( Isa . 6 : 2, 4) should be rendered slink

khaw -shash', which should be culgrass, and teh '-ben, I ing fruits. Such are the fruits of Solanum ni.

were

Cedars of Lebanon .
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Coriander VEGETABLE KINGDOM Fig

W

A

N

an erroneous trans

grum, L. , a plant growing in all vineyards in this from the sun by day and the dew by night, during

land, the fruit of which is black, resembling a small the rainless summer of Syria and Palestine. As

grape, and baving an ill odor, which would corre- soon as the last of the cucumbers is gathered the

spond with the requirements of the comparison. lodge is " left," a useless reminder of past plenty

It is called in Arabic ' inab- edh-dhib, wolf's grapes. and prosperity.

CORIANDER (Heb. 79, gad, cutting), the CUMMIN (Heb . 192, kam-mone', preserving:

aromatic seed of Coriandrum sativum , L. It is Gr. kúpivov, koo'-min -on ), one of the aromatic

somewhat larger than a hemp seed, and only spoken seeds, subject to tithe by the Jewish law (Matt.

of to illustrate the size and color of the grains of 23:23). It is still known by its ancient name

manna (Exod . 16:31 ; Num. 11 :7) . (kammûn) throughout the Arabic world . It is an

CORN , the generic name for the cereal grains. aromatic and carminative, used in cooking and in

Those cultivated in Bible lands are wheut, barley, domestic medicine. It is still thrashed with a

vetch, fitches ( Ni- rod (Isa. 28:25, 27).

gella sativa, L.), CYPRESS (R. V. HOLM OAK ). It is im.

millet, beans, pulse possible to determine what tree is meant by the
(edible seeds in

general),
Hebrew ( 17 , teer -zaw ', Isa. 44:14) original of

lentils,

and maize (notmen
the word translated as above. The meaning of the

tioned in Scripture, root, hard or strong, would apply to many trees.

as it is a grain of It would therefore be better to transliterate it, as
modern introduc- in the case of algum , than to guess at it , as has

tion). Rye (Exod. been done by both versions. See FiR .

9:32 ; Isa. 28:25) is DILL. See ANISE.

EBONY (Heb. 17, ho '-ben , hard ), the hard ,
lation for vetch .

See HARVEST, Fan,
close-grained, black heart wood of Diospyros

THRASHING Floor,
Ebenum , L. , which grows in the East Indies. It

AGRICULTURE.
has been an article of commerce from ancient

times , having been brought to Palestine from De
COTTON, the

dan, on the Persian Gulf (Ezek . 27:15) . It is used
marginal rendering for cabinet work, rulers, etc. An ebony was

of the R. V. for brought in ancient times from Ethiopia, but we

An Ear of Egyptian Corn . green in both ver- have no certainty as to the tree whichproduced

sions (Esth . 1 :6 ) . it. Virgil (Georg., ii , 116 ) says that “ India also

We have no evidence that the ancient Hebrews producestheblackebony."

knew it, although it has been cultivated from time

immemorial in India and other parts of the East.
ELM (Hos. 4:13) should be terebinth, as in R. V.

CROWN OF THORNS. See THISTLES, FIG (Heb. 78?, teh -ane', or ? , teh -ay -naw ' ;

THORNS. Gr. Oūkov, sooʻ-kon ), the fruit of the well -known

CUCUMBER . There are two kinds of cu .

cumbers cultivated in the East, both of which were

probably known to the ancient Egyptians and the

Hebrews. One is identical with our ordinary

kind , but more delicate in flavor and more whole.

The other is tougher, more dry, and less

delicate in flavor. The former kind grows only in

irrigated ground, while the latter flourishes dur.

ing the hot, rainless months of summer, without

a drop of water, except what it can extract from

the parched soil or absorb from the atmosphere

during the night. It was doubtless the custom in

Egypt to water both kinds, and hence the succu.

lent character of the vegetable so keenly regretted

by the Israelites during their thirsty journey in

the wilderness (Num . 11 : 5 ; Heb. Köp, kish -shoo ',
hard ).

The garden of cucumbers ( Isa. 1 : 8 ; Heb.

hp??, mik -shaw ”) is still a feature of oriental

landscapes, some of these being on rolling ground,

exposed to the blazing sun of August, without

water, and others being among the irrigated or.

chards of orange and other fruit trees, but all

supplied with a lodge, where the watchman keeps

guard over the tempting vegetable, none of which
would reach its lawful owner but for this precau .

Fig, Foliage and Fruit.

tion . This lodge is a frail structure of poles and tree. It is one of the favorite articles of food in

leaves , adapted only to protect the watchman the East, and, in the dried state, a considerable

some.
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Fir VEGETABLE KINGDOM Galbanum

a

IL
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2

article of commerce. The failure of the fig trees the Holy Land has never been a wooded country

was a national calamity. Their productiveness in historic times, it was doubtless more so at the

was a token of peace and the divine favor. They time of the Hebrew conquest than it has been

are associated with the vine, the palm , the pome- ever since. Numerous woodsand forestsare
granate. The fig tree differs from most other mentioned by name. Several Hebrew names are

fruit trees in that its fruit is green and inconspic- used for collections of trees. Wbile not consist

uous, concealed among leaves until near the time ently translated, sebhak and 'abhîm denote thickets;

of ripening. If the promise given from a distance pardés, park or orchard ; and hôrésh and ya'ar,

by the leaves be not fulfilled on approaching wood or forest. Few considerable forests remain

(Mark 11:13), the tree is a hypocrite. Such a one in our day, except north of Antioch, beyond the
our Saviour cursed . proper limits of the Holy Land.

FIR (Heb. wina,ber -īsh ), probably the cypress , FRANKINCENSE (Heb. 113}, leb-o -naw ').
Cupressus sempevirens, L. This tree fulfills all See Galbanum, below.

the conditions of the various passages in which FRUIT. The Holy Land is not only a land of

fir occurs (1 Kings 6:15 , 34 ; 2 Chron. 3: 5 ; Ezek . floroers, but also of fruits. Owing to the great

27 : 5). The tall trunk of this tree is well adapted | diversity of level , from the tropical valley of the
for masts. Other possible candi

dates which have been suggested

are Pinus Halepensis, Mill., and

Juniperus excelsa, M. B. The R.

V. margin, in the first three
2001

of the above passages, favors

cypress."

FITCHES, the rendering of

two different words. OLSA

1. Koos-seh'-meth (Heb. 772

Ezek. 4 : 9), which should be vetch ,

or kirsenneh. See RYE.
LATITI

2. Keh '- tsakh (Heb. F*7, Isa.IT
WEEIOS

28:25 , 27), which refers to the

fruit of the nutmeg flower, Nigella

sativa, L. It is a black seed , used

in the East as a condiment, R. V.

marg., i. e. , “ black cummin.” It is

still thrashed in this country with

a stick .

FLAG (Heb . 10$, aw'-khoo),

a generic word for such plants as

have a more or less grasslike

or sedgy form ; and grow in

swamps or by riverbanks (Job

8:11 ). The Hebrew original,

10x , is rendered (Gen. 41 : 2 , 18)
Fig Tree.

A. V. “ meadow,” R.V. “ reed grass.” It would Jordan, one thousand three hundred feet below
be better to render it in all the passages fens. the sea, to subalpine Lebanon, the fruits of the

Another word , soof (Exod. 2 : 3, 5), is well trans- country present a cosmopolitan variety. Themost
lated “ flags . characteristic are the banana, orange, and its

FLAX (Heb. Simun, pish -taw '), a well-known congeners,dates, most of the rosaceous fruits,per
simmon, jujube, grapes, figs, olives, and pomegran.

plant, Linum sativum, L. The fibers of the bark ,
The orange is in season for six months, the

when separated, twisted , bleached, and woven ,are grape nearly as long. Figs ripen during four
linen . In the raw state they are “ tow ” (Judg months. Almost all garden vegetables thrive, and

16 : 9 ; Isa. 1:31). Somewhat twisted, tow consti- many of them are in season for months.

wick " (R. V. marg. Isa. 42: 3 ; 43:17).

FLOWERS. The flowers of the Holy Land GALBANUM (Heb.-iz?, Icb -o-naw ', while

are renowned for their beauty. The most showy ness), a gum resin with a pungent balsamic odor

and widely diffused are the scarlet and blue ane- (Exod. 30:34) . It was one of the constituents of the

mones, the scarlet ranunculi and poppies, the num- sacred incense. Two ferulas, F.galbaniflua, Boiss .

erous silenes, the purple pea blossom , a number of et Buhse, and F. ribricaulis, Boiss., both growing

showy roses, the scarlet pomegranate, a host of in Persia, are believed to be the sources ofthegum .

composiles, the styrax, a number of crocuses, col- It is used in medicine as an antispasmodic. It is

chicums, irises, tulips, and ixiolirions, etc. In

many places they are so abundant as to impart a whitish appearance at first, but afterwardchanging
a greasy, sticky, granulated resin, presenting a

rich and varied coloring to the landscape.
to yellow , and having a pungent odor and taste,

FOREST (Heb. y ., yah '-ar, a thicket). While I and which, when mixed with fragrant substances,

G 72
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Gall VEGETABLE KINGDOM Hyssop

93

has the effect of increasing the odor and fixing it 27:25 ; Isa. 15 :6 ; 1 Cor. 3:12) it would better be

longer ” (Keil , Bib . Arch., i, 121 ). rendered herbage or grass, understood in the most

GALL. While some of the references to gall generic sense.

clearly point to bile, or gall bladder (Job 16:13 ; HAZEL (Gen. 30:37) should be almond, as in

20:14, 25, Heb. 177079, mer-o'-raw), others as clear. R. V. (Heb .715, looz).

ly point to a plant (Deut. 29:18 ; Lam. 3:19, etc. , HEATH (Heb. zinx, ar-o-ayr). There is

Heb. WNT, roshe). It is probable that the poppy one species of heath, Erica verticillata, Forsk. ,

is the plant intended. The " gall ” which was which grows in Lebanon. But this cannot be the

offered to Christ on the cross (Matt. 27:34) was plant intended (Jer. 17 :6 ; 48:6), called ' ar’ar,

doubtless myrrh (Mark 15:23). which is the Arabic name for Juniperus Phænicea,

L. , a tree found in the mountains of Edom . It is

GARDEN , a term used in Scripturewith a far no way likely that it is “ tanarisk ," as in R. V.

wider signification than in ordinary literature. It marg. in the above passages.

includes park, orchard, vegetable, and flower gar

dens. The garden of Eden was a vast farm , HEDGE. Hedges are more commonly used

including all the above. A peculiar feature of to separate gardens and orchards in the East than

most oriental cities is that, wbile the houses are
are walls. Many thorny plants are set out for

crowded together, and few gardens are found this purpose. Also some ofthe giant grasses, as

among them, the environs are mostly composed of Arundo Donax, L. , and Saccharum Aegyptiacum,
L.

fruit and vegetable gardens, and trees of various
HEMLOCK , an unfortunate translation of

corts, planted for utilitarian purposes. Theeffect
of these gardens, surroundingthe towns,as in the the Heb. Oxy, roshe (A. V. Hos. 10 :4) (sce Gall ),

case of Jaffa, Sidon, Beirut, Damascus, and Hems, and of , lah -an-aw ”(Amos 6:12), which should
is extremely beautiful. be, as in R. V. , “ wormwood.”

GARLIC (Heb. Ons, shoom, odor), a well- HENNA. R. V. for A. V. “ camphire," marg .

known vegetable, more agreeable to oriental than " cypress ” (Cant. 1:14 ; 4:13).
to most European palates. It is mentioned but

HERB. See Grass.
once (Num . 11 : 5 ).

GOPHERWOOD (Heb. 28, go’-fer),an un- Sus. 68). The holm oak is Quercus coccifera ,L.,
HOLM TREE (R. V. Isa .44:14 , A.V." cypress,

known wood, used in the construction of the ark one of thefinest trees of Bible lands. It is widely

(Gen. 6:14).
diffused, and usually planted near solitary tombs .

GOURD (IIeb . 717,"7. kee-kaw - yone', nauseous).
HUSKS (Gr.kepátiov, ker-at -ee -on , horned, Luke

The ivy and castor oil planthave been supposed to 16:15) , the pods of Ceratonia Siliqua, L. , the carob

be the kee-kaw -yone' (Jonah 4 :6-10 ). But the bottle tree. This tree is an evergreen, cultivated every

gourd, Cucurbita Lagenaria, L. , fulfills the con

ditions of the narrative, and is , we believe, the

plant intended.

GOURDS, WILD (IIeb . RP, pak-koo-an',

splitting open, 2 Kings 4:39), were probably colo .

cynths, which grew abundantly in the locality al

luded to, and suit the requirements of the passage.

GRAPES . See Vine.

GRASS, a term used in Scripture in an in

definite sense, referring to green herbage in gen

eral. All the four Hebrew words, yerek, húzir,

déshe, and 'esebh, translated “ grass," have this

wide meaning. The idea conveyed to us by the

term grasses, as plants with hollow culms, strap

shaped leaves, and an inflorescence of glumes and

pales, is a strictly modern creation of descriptive

botany.

GREEN HERBS, GREEN GRASS,

GREEN THING . See Grass. where in the Holy Land . The pods are still often

GROVE, the equivalent in A. V.of two words. spissated decoction of them is known as dibs
fed to swine, and are eaten by the people . An in

1. Ash-ay-raw ' (Heb. quia), which may be Kharrúb, i. e., carob honey.

translated mast or flagstaff, or transliterated , as
HYSSOP (Heb. Sitx, ay - zobe '; Gr. voowTOS,

in R. V.

2. Ay'-shel (Heh. bus ), which should be trans- Maru ,L. Itwas used in sprinkling(Exod. 12:22;
hoos'-so-pos), a labiate plant, probably Origanum

lated tamarisk, as in R. V. (Gen. 21:33 ; 1 Sam . Lev ., ch. 14 ; Heb . 9:19), and in quenching the thirst

22 : 6 , marg.). of a victim on the cross ( John 19:29 ). It grew

HAY. Hay is never, and probably never has out of walls (1 Kings 4:33 ) , probably the walls of
been, anade in the Holy Land . The grasses from terraces. There is no reason to believe that the

which it is prepared are not cultivated . In the reed ” (Matt. 27:48 ; Mark 15:36), on which the

Birce passages where it occurs in A. V. (Prov. Isponge soaked in vinegar was raised to Christ's

Carob Leaves and Pods.
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Ivy VEGETABLE KINGDOM Millet

1 )

66

66 1 )

ee, Gen.

mouth, was the same as the “ hyssop ” upon which MALLOWS (Heb. 179b7a, mal-looʻ -akh ), a term
the sponge was put (John 19:29). Evenwereit used only once in the Bible (Job 30 :4, R. V. salt
so the stem of the caper plant, which has been

proposed as the hyssop, would not suit the require mal-loo'-akh refersto the sea orache, Alriplex Hali.
wort "). The Arabic equivalent of the Hebrew

ments of the term reed," which suggests à
mus, L. , a plant growing in just such regions as

straight, not a zigzag stem.
the one referred to by Job. Dioscorides says that

IVY (2 Macc. 6 : 7) grows everywhere over rocky they were cooked as vegetables. The leaves are

walls in the Holy Land. sour, and furnish little nourishment.

JUNIPER (Heb. ong, ro '-them , 1 Kings 19:4, MALOBATHRON (Heb. m , beh '-ther ), a

R. V. marg. “ broom ;" Job 30:4 , R. V. text spice (R. V. marg. Cant. 2:17 for “ Bether " ). It is

“ broom ” ). The plant intended is doubtless the an Indian and Chinese tree,which does not grow

retem of the Arabs, Retama roetam , L. , a desert, in Palestine, and therefore could not have given

almost leafless, shrub, furnishing a very poor ref- its name to a chain of mountains. If it is to be

uge from the sun's rays . Its roots make good translated, A. V , marg. “ division ” is better than

fuel and charcoal (Psa. 120:4 ). malobathion . The transliteration of both A. V.

LEEKS (Heb. 737 , khaw-tseer'), a kind of
and R. V. text, “ Bether," is better. debitor

onion, Allium Porrum , L. , cultivated extensively MANDRAKE (Heb. "717, doo-dah '

in the East. It is mentioned once with onions 30:14 ; Cant. 7:13, R. V. marg. in both love

and garlic (Num. 11 : 5 ). apples " ), a narcotic plant of the order Solanacec,

LENTILS (Heb. 977, aw -dawsh ”, Gen. 25:34 ; cients asa love philter,and evidently so referredMandragora oficinarum , L., esteemed by the an

2 Sam. 17:28 ; 23:11 ; Ezek . 4 :9). The seed of to in both the above-cited passages. Taken in

Ervurn Lens, L. , a cereal everywhere cultivated in considerable quantities, it is an acrid narcotic
the East. A pottage made of it is as much used poison. It is not used in modern medicine.

now as food as it was in Jacob's time.

LIGN ALOES . See ALOES.
MANNA (Heb. 77, mawn, what ?) . Many have

sought to identify manna with some substance
LILY (Heb. jwow, shoo-shan') , while in a spe- naturally produced in thedesert , answering to the

cial sense the word for iris, is as broad in its ap- conditions of the food rained down on the Israel.

plication as its rendering in our versions , lily . The ites in the wilderness, during a period of forty

expression “ lily of the valleys ” (Cant. 2:1) does years . There is a substance called mann by the

not refer to the flower Arabs, and having some nutrient properties, which

understood by this des- exudes from Tamarix mannifera, Ehr.,and certain

ignation in ordinary oaks, and Alhagi Maurorum, D. C.,and A. Camel

speech, as it is not found orum , Fisch . But this substance corresponds in

in Palestine. The lily no way with the properties of the scriptural

of other passages in manna. The latter was clearly a miraculous pro

Canticles was evidently duction , and ceased as soon as the necessity for it

a garden flower (2:16 ; passed away (Exod. 16:14 , 31 ; Num . 11 : 7, 8 ; Josh.

4 :5 ; 6 : 3 ). The allusion 5:12) . Among its most remarkable cliaracteristics

(5:13 ) may be to rosy was the double supply on Friday, and the total
A Lily of Palestine.

color, or fragrance , or lack on the Sabbath .

both . From earliest times the lily has been MASTICH, a fragrant, terebinthine gum , ex.

imitated in stone and bronze, as an architec- uding from Pistacia Lentiscus, L. , a small tree,

tural ornament (1 Kings 7:19 ; 2 Chron. 4:5)., The growing abundantly in Palestine and Syria, men.
expression " lilies of the field ” (tà kpíva Tov åypov, tioned only in the Apocrypha (Sus. 54) . It is
Matt. 6 : 28-30) is well translated . Fortunately we the universal chewing gum of the East. A pre

have only to go to the grain fields of Palestine to serve is also made ofit.

find precisely what fulfills the conditions of the

allusion . They are MELONS (Heb. Do , ab - at-tee'- akh , Num.as follows : A plant which

would naturally be called a lily (not a ranunculus, 11: 5), doubtless generic for watermelons and can

nor an anemone, nor apoppy, plants having names taloupes, of which there are several luscious varie.

of their own in both Greek and English, and never ties in the Holy Land. Being very cheap, and

confounded with Jilies in either ancient or modern serving to quench the thirst engendered by the

speech ), growing among the wheat, adorned with hot climate of Bible lands, it would naturally be

regal colors, and having stems,which, when dried , lamented by the Israelites in the desert.

would answer as fuel for the oriental oven. There MILDEW (Heb. 1177 , yay-raw -kone', pale

are three species of the sword lily, Gladiolus ness ). Various sorts of parasitic fungi,on plants,

segelum , Gawl, G. Illyricus, Koch, and G.atro- the growth of which is favored by moisture. It
violaceus, Boiss . , with pink to purple and blackish is the opposite of blasting, shid -daw.fone', which

violet flowers, which grow everywhere among is the drying up of plants by the hot sirocco, or

standing corn, and have stems suitable for light khamsîn winds (see Deut. 28:22 ; 1 Kings 8:37 ,
fuel. As they are the only plants which fulfill all

etc. ).

the conditions , we cannot but believe that they

were the very plants to which our Saviour pointed MILLET (Heb. 70+, do' -khan , Ezek. 4: 9), the

to illustrate the heavenly Father's care of his seed of Panicum miliaceum, L., and of Setaria
children. idItalica, Kth. It is about as large as a mustard1
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Mint VEGETABLE KINGDOM Myrtle

seed. In the single passage where it occurs it tracted from the Arabian Balsamodendron Myrrha,

formed part of the basis of a very complex bread . Nees. It was used as a perfume, for embalming,

Some have supposed that Sorghum vulgare, L., is and as an ingredient of the holy anointing vil. It

the plant intended by the Hebrew original do'-khan. was one of the gifts of the Magi. Another He

This seems to us improbable. brew word, w's ( lote), is translated myrrh (Gen.

MINT, a tithable herb. The most common 37:25 ; 43:11 ). It should be translated ladanum

species of mint is Mentha sativa , L. , which is uni- (R. V. Gen. 37:25, marg.). This is a gummy exu

versally cultivated and used as a favoring insalads dation from Cistus villosus, L., a plant growing in

and in cookery. - "Hdvooua (Gr. hay -doo '-os-mah, great abundance in the Holy Land.

Matt. 23:23 ; Luke 11:42) was probably generic for MYRTLE, a well-known and beautiful ever .

other kinds of mint, as well as the above. green shrub , Myrtus conmunis, L. , with wbite

MULBERRY TREE (Heb. X , baw -kaw ',

2 Sam . 5:23, 24 ; 1 Chron . 14:14, 15), a tree, to

the identification of which we have no clue. It

would be better to transliterate the Hebrew term,

which is from the same root as Baca (Psa . 84:6),

which signifies weeping. The expression would

then read trees of becaîm . They were certainly

not niulberries. The mulberry is mentioned, how

ever, in the Apocrypha ( 1 Macc. 6:34 ). The syca

mine (Luke 17: 6) is the black mulberry (see Syca

MINE).

MUSTARD (Gr. civari, sin '-ap -ee ), a well

known plant, of which two species, Sinapis ar .

vensis, L. , and S. alba, L. , flourish in the Holy

Land. Beside these, S. nigra, L. , the black mus

tard, is cultivated as a condiment. All produce

minute seeds ( Matt. 17:20 ; Luke 17 : 6). All, in

favorable soil in this warm climate, attain a size

quite sufficient for the exigencies of the passages

(Matt. 13:31, 32 ; Mark 4:32 ; Luke 13:19) . The

birds, in the latter passage, it will be observed ,

lodge, not nest, in the branches. The term " great

is to be taken only as an exaggerated con

trast with the minute seed , and to be explained

by the parallel “greatest among herbs ” (Matt. 13:
Myrtle.

32 ). There seems to us to be no evidence what. flowers, berries which are at first white, and then

ever that Salvadora Persica, Garcin, is the plant turn bluish black. They are edible, though rather

intended by sin '-ap -ee. too astringent for Western palates. The Hebrew

MYRRH (Heb. mia, or giza , more, distilling ; name of Esther, Madasseh, is derived from the

Arabic murr) is the well-known gum resin ex- name of this plant. The translation “ myrtle

1

tree

/

h .

IIINOM

Ancient Oak of Palestine.
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Nettle VEGETABLE KINGDOM Olive

sages cited .

trees” (Zech. 1 : 8 , 10, 11 ) is an error, as the orig. cultivated in Bible countries. It is alluded to

inal has only bron ? (had-as'-seem ), myrtles, with many times in the Bible, often as an emblem of

no hint as to whether they were trees or shrubs.
peace, prosperity, and wealth. Much is said of

its beauty, fruitfulness, and usefulness to man .

NETTLE . The Hebrew 377 (khaw -rool ), kind. Its' berriesand oilare now,as always,

which occurs thrice ( Job 30 : 7 ; Prov. 24:31 ; leading articles of commerce. Disasters to olive

Zeph. 2 : 9), and is translated “ nettle,” R. V. trees are national afflictions, and the failure of the

marg. “ wild vetches,” probably signifies thorn , crop is a cause of ruin and a sign of the divine

scrub, or brush . The Holy Land is preeminently wrath. The olive berry (Isa. 17 :6; James 3:12) is

a land of such scrubs, and the sense of the above a small drupe, of an oblong ovoid shape, green

passages is well met by the term. The Hebrew when young, becoming dark purple, then black,

wordsw19a7? (kim-moshe') and W122"P. (kee-moshe ) and containing a large amount of oil and a bitter

(Isa. 34:13 ; Hos. 9 :6), from a root signifying ió principle. The bitter , appetizing taste and the

sting, doubtless refer to thetruenetiles, of the nutritive properties of the berry cause it to be a

genera Urtica and Forskahlea , of the order Urti- prime article of diet in all Eastern lande. It is

cacece, of which there are a number of species in eaten after pickling inbrine, or preserved in olive

this land. This rendering perfectly suits the pas- the latter way. Butthe chief value of theolive
oil . Only the fully ripe berries are preserved in

tree consists in the rich and abundant oil which is

NUTS . The nuts of Gen. 43:11 (Heb. 7 , expressed from the berry. Large groves of olive

boʻ- len ) are without doubt pistachios, as in R. V. trees exist in the neighborhood of most of the

marg. They are, and always have been, luxuries cities of the coast of Syria and Palestine, and

in the East. Thenuts of Cant. 6:11 (Tian, eg - oze') throughout Lebanon and the hill country of Pales.
are walnuts. They are universally cultivated and tine. The oil produced from them is one of the

chief articles of commerce in this land. Oil forms
greatly esteemed in Bible lands.

a large element in the diet of the people, being
OAK . Four Hebrew words are rendered oak. used for salads, which are an accompaniment.of

Of these, three, 3:8 (ak'-yil), -75 (ay-law ),and most of their meals, and for frying, in place of
zip8 ( al-lone ), are uncertain in meaning, somere- butter, especially during the fasts of thevarious

Christian sects. It is also much used in the man.

ferring themto the oak and others to the terebinth. ufacture of soap. It is boiledwith crude carbon.

The other, fax ( al-law '), probably refers definitely ate of soda; and makesa very excellent grade of

to the oak. They are always so translated in hard soap, of which considerable quantities are

A. V. and R. V. There are nine species of oak in exported to Europe, and the remainder consumed

the Holy Land, many of them being large and in the country.

fine trees. They were doubtless much

more abundant in ancient times in Bashan

(Isa. 2:13 ; Ezek. 27 : 6 ; Zech . 11:2). They

are still, as in ancient times (Gen. 35 : 8),

planted by tombs. The wood is valuable

for many industrial purposes.

OIL TREE . The Hebrew expression

Tray y ( ates sheh '-men ) is of uncertain

meaning. It occurs only in three connec

tions (1 Kings 6:23 , 31-33, olive ” ;

Neh. 8:15 , A. V. “ pine,” R. V. “ wild

olive ; " Isa. 41:19 , “ oil tree, ” R. V.

marg. " oleaster ” ). It evidently, from its

name,denotessome tree rich in oleaginous
or resinous matter, the presence of which

is a sign of fertility. It is of a size and

hardness sufficient to furnish material for

a carved image ten cubits high. It grows

in the mountains and has foliage suited

for booths, and is not the olive, which

is mentioned by name in the same con.

nection (Neh. 8:15) ; some fatwood tree,

for example any of the pines (as in A. V.,

Neh . 8:15, not wild olive " as in R. V.).

It is useless to seek to identify it . Better

call it " oil tree.”

OLIVE (Heb. O, zal '-yith ; 720

sheh '-men ; Gr. from thaia, el-ah -yal ),

a tree, with leaves of the characteristic

dull green at their upper surface and a

silvery sheen at their lower, universally Olives and Olive Press .
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Onions VEGETABLE KINGDOM Pannag

ONIONS (Heb. 3x3, beh '-tsel, peeled ). Much yield ( Psa. 92:12 ). Its beauty is compared with
as the onion is cultivated and used as an article that of woman (Cant. 7 : 7). The failure of the

of food and commerce, it is only mentioned once palm was a sign of general calamity (Joel 1:12).

in the Bible, in connection with the longing of the The names of many places contain the word

Israelites in the desert for the good things of Tamar, the Hebrew for this noble tree .

Egypt (Num . 11:5 ). Those familiar with the PANNAG ( Heb. 302, pan -nag’, Ezek . 27:17),

F

AN

I
T

Palms.

delicately flavored onions of the East prefer them a substance, perhaps the one known by the Arabs

to the ranker product of the West. as halawa. It is made of a decoction of soapwort

PALM TREE (Feb. 7720 , taw -mawr', erect ; root, to which is added syrup of dibs and sesame

Gr. poivig, foy'-nix ), a well -known tree, Phæniz oil . The mixture is stirred over the fire until the

dactylifera, L.,widely disseminated in Bible lands. elements are fully incorporated, and set aside to

Its trunk, the midribs of its leaves, and its fruit crystallize. Pannag was, as halâwa is now , an
are ali important. It is an emblem of the right- article of internal commerce in Palestine and

eous, owing to its straight trunk and abundant | Syria, and of export to other lands.
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Paper Reeds,Papyrus VEGETABLE KINGDOM Rue
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PAPER REEDS, PAPYRUS. See REED. 1. Ag-mone' (Heb. 777378 ) is rendered " reed ,"

PINE TREE . We have already seen under " marsh,” “ hook," " rope,'" “ caldron ,” “ burning

Oil Tree that ates shel ' -men (Heb. 72 7?, Neh. refers in a general way toswamp plants of the
, rush,” and “ bulrush ." It doubtless

8:15) is probably, as in A. V., “ pine," or fat wood, orders Cyperaced and Graminece, and the like. ,
not, as in R. V., “ wild olive. ” Another word (Heb.

777?, tid -hawr', enduring) is rendered in the only

place in which it occurs “ pine ” (Isa. 41:19 , R. V.

marg. “ plane ” ). There is , however, no etymo

logical basis for this rendering, nor for 'R. V.
marg. “ plane,” for which there is another Hebrew

word, ar -mone', qizamy (see Chestnut), nor for

Gesenius's rendering “ oak .” We prefer to trans

literate it tid -hawr '. Under Ash we have given our

reasons for the opinion that o'-ren (Heb. 77 ) prob

ably refers to the stone pine, Pinus Pinea , L. On

the whole it must be admitted, however, that it is
not absolutely certain that any of these words TING

signifies pine.

PLANE TREE. See Chestnut.

POMEGRANATE (Heb. 71727, rim -mone'), a

well-known tree, Punica Granatum , L. , cultivated

everywhere in the East. The fruit is spherical,

often four inches or more in diameter, green when

young, turning red in ripening, with a woody, Papyrus.

astringent rind, inclosing a large number of luscious

pulpy seeds of a pinkish color. The pomegranate 2. Go -mch (Heb. 1779 ) probably includes the
is frequently mentioned in company with the vine, papyrus, bulrushes, club rushes, and twig rush, i . e. ,

fig, and palm . The rind contains much tannin, plants of the orders Juncacece and Cyperacece.
and a decoction of it is a specific against the tape 3. Kaw -nek ' ( Heb . 1. ), which is cognate with

worm (see 1 Sam . 14 : 2 ; Cant. 4:13 , etc. ) .

POPLAR, the translation of Heb. 17z? (lib- English reed, taken as that term is in a broad
cune, may be considered as the equivalent of the

nel '), Arabic lubna, while tree (Gen. 30:37, R. V. sense. It includes tlic tall grasses with woody

marg. “ storax ; ” Hos. 4:13 ) . There can be little stems, such as Arun: lo Donar, L., the Persian

doubt that storar is the correct rendering Storax reed, Saccharum Ægyptiacum , Willd. , the Arabic

officinale, L., although usually a slırub, often at- ghazzár (both of which may be considered as in .

tains a height of twenty feet, which would answer cluded under the expression “ reed shaken with

the requirements of the passage in Hosea. The the wind ,” Matt. 11 : 7) , Phragmiles communis, L. ,

lower surface of its leaves is white, and it bears a the true reed . Kaw -nek ' is variously translated

wealth of large white blossoms, which well entitle “ reed," " stalk ,” “ bone," “ beam " of a balance,

it to the name of the white tree. Its effect in the “ branches” of a lampstand, “ cane, " " calamus.”

landscape is similar to that of Cornus florida , L.,

the flowering dogwood of the northern woods in reeds ” ( A. V. Isa. 19: 7), should be, as in R. V.,4. Aw -roth' (Heb . nin ), translated “ paper

the United States .
“ meadows."

POTTAGE. See LENTILS.

ROSE (Heb. Obsan, khab -ats-tsel '-leth ). The

PULSE (Dan. 1:12 , 16), a word of far more word occurs in A. V. twice (Cant. 2 : 1 ; Isa . 35 : 1 ) ,

restricted meaning than the Hebrew y , zay -ro'- in both ofwhich R.V. marg. has “ autumn crocus.
ah, or 737?., zay-raw -ohn ', something sown, which It is probable that narcissus is thecorrect render

ing. Two species , Narcissus Tazetta, L. , and N.
signifies primarily vegetables in general, and more
particularly edible seeds which are cooked, as lentils, serotinas, L.,growin the Holy Land. The rose is

horse beans,beans, chick peas, and the like. Daniei mentioned in the Apocrypha (Ecclus. 24:14 ; 39:13).

and his companions were pleading for a simple
There are seven species of rose which grow in the

vegetable diet in placeof the richi, unwholesome Holy Land. The most widely distributed ofthese

dishes of the king's table .
is Rosa Phænicea, Boiss . , which grows on the

coast and in the mountains. A pink rose, with

PURSLANE . See Egg. very fragrant petals, is cultivated in Damascus

RAISIN . See VINE. for the sake of its essential oil , the famous attar

REED GRASS . See Flag . of roses. Rose water and syrup of rose leaves are

also extensively manufactured ihroughout the
REEDS, RUSHES . Șix Hebrew words are

country .

used for marsh plants. Two, aw ' -khoo (Heb. 17x),
RUE (Gr. niyavov, pay'-gan -on ), a plant with a

and soof (Heb. 9770 ), are frequently but not always penetrating, to most persons disagreeable, odor,

rendered “ flag ” (see Flag ) . Of the remaining It was tithable (Luke 11:42). The officinal species,
four : Ruta graveolens, L., is cultivated . The allied wild

« ܐ
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Rush VEGETABLE KINGDOM Sycamine

species, R. Chalepensis, L. , is widely diffused ture of the tabernacle. It also yields the officinal

throughout the country. gum arabic . Shittim , Abel-Shittim , and the Val.

RUSH . See REED.
ley of Shittim were named from this tree.

RYE,the A. V. rendering (Exod. 9:32;Isa. SOD’OM , VINE OF.See Vine.

(םָשּב)

> ich bei

Bamb
i

28:25) of the Heb. nao?, koos -seh '-meth (A. V. SPELT. See RYE .

“ fitches,” Ezek. 4 : 9). The R. V. renders it in all
SPICE, SPICERY. Two generic Hebrew

three passages “ spelt.” We believe it to be the words for aromatics occur in the Old Testament,
kirsenneh, which is the cognate Arabic for the sam (29) and baw -sawm ' ( 07); bo -̒sem
leguminous plant Vicia Ervilia, L. , a cereal uni
versally cultivated inthe East. Rye is unknown and beh'sem ( ) being alternative forms of the

in these lands, and spelt is not commonly culti- same .
Several of the individual aromatics in

vated. The Vulgate renders the word vicia. cluded under these words are given, as frankin

Fitches is a corruption of this Latin word ,but it is cense, stacte, onycha, galbanum , myrrh, cinna .

elsewhere used for the seeds of Nigella saliva (see mon, calamus, and cassia (Exod. 30:23, 34 ) .

FITCHES). It is not a happy choice here. It would These and numerous other aromatics, among them

be better to translate koos-seh '-meth by vetch, with a spikenard and lign aloes, were used as perfumes,

marginal note, “ the kirsenneh of the Arabs." anointing oils, and incense, and for embalming

SAFFRON (Heb.1572, kar-kome', Cant.4 : 14), bodies. Nek -ohth' (Heb. ONS?, Gen. 37:25) has

an aromatic, composed of the styles of several been supposed by some to be gum tragacanth .
species of crocus,principally C. cancellatus, Herb. We are inclined,however, to regard it as also a

Bot. They are ofan orange color, and are prin- genericterm, which is not badly expressed by

cipally used to impart an agreeable odor and flavor
spicery,” better by aromatics.

to boiled rice. The flowerets of Carthamus tinc- SPIKENARD (Heb. ????, nayrd ; Gr. vápdos,

torius, L., known as safflower, or bastard saffron , nar'.dos), an aromatic oil extracted from an East
are used for a similar purpose.

Indian plant, Nardostachys Jalamansi, D. C.(Cant.

SALTWORT. See Mallows. 1:12 ; 4:13, 14 ; Mark 14 : 3 ; John 12: 3). It cost

SHITTAHTREE, SHITTIM WOOD (Heb . her devotion.
the woman who anointed Christ's feet $62.50 for

700, shit-taw'; bow , shit-teem), a tree, of which
STACTE (Heb. 1999, naw -tawf', Exod. 30:34),

two species, Acacia Seyal, Del. , and A. Tortilis,
an aromatic ; R. V , marg.

Hayne, grow in the deserts of Sinai and et-Tih, probable ;nor is it likely thatit is storax, which we
“ opobalsamum ” is not

believe to be a product of the plant designated as

libneh (see POPLAR). Stacte is in fact myrrh, and its

Hebrew original in the above passage, nawo -tawf",

signifying drops, probably refers to myrrh in

tears. The same word ( Job 36:27) is used for drops

of water .

STORAX . See MYRRH, POPLAR, STACTE.

STRAW. During the process of oriental

thrashing the straw is cut into bits half an inch

to two in length , and more or less crushed and

shredded , and pulverized , and mixed with the

chaff. This product is known in Arabic as tibn ,

the cognate of the Hebrew 12m ( teh ’ -ben ), which

art is usually translated straw, sometimes incorrectly

chaff and stubble. As hay is unknown this cut

straw is its substitute .

STUBBLE (Heb. wz, kash , dry ; 1an, teh '.

ben , Job 21:18 ; Gr. kaháun, kal-am'ay, 1 Cor. 3 :

12) . As grainis, for the most part, pulled up by

the roots in oriental harvesting, there is very lit

tle true stubble in an Eastern field . But there is

an abundance of dry sticks and fallen straws,

with weeds and thorny plants growing among

them . . On this stubble the herds and flocks sub

sist in summer, and it astonishes occidentals to

see what large numbers of animals get a living

from land that to their eyes seems blasted and

desert. Such dry sticks and straws are readily

Acacia (Shittim) Foliage, Flower, and Fruit. lighted, and the flames spread like prairie fire.

and around the Dead Sea. The wood is hard,
SWEET CANE. See REED.

very heavy, indestructible by insects , of a fine and SYCAMINE . The Gr. ovkámivoç ( soo -kam '.

beautiful grain , and thus suitable in every way ee-nos) meant also the sycomore, but the English

for the construction of the framework and furni. I term has come to mean only the black mulberry,
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Sycomore ? VEGETABLE KINGDOM Thistles

more.

to

Morus nigra, L. The fruit of it resembles in which they occur. One of them , sar -pawd' (Heb.

shape and external appearance the larger sorts of 7779, Isa. 65:13), is probably no thorn, but the

blackberries, but it has a decidedly different:elecampane, which is placed inthe above passage
. ,

once, in the New Testament(Luke17:6). Wherever the myrtle. The
ovkáuivos occurs in the LXX. it refers to the syco- number of names

for thorny plants, WV, !

SYCOMORE, the rendering in the Old Testa- though so large, is

ment of br (sharo-kawm ) and 172p? (shik- small in compari

maw ) in the Hebrew, and ovkájivos (soo-kam '-ee
son with the num .

d'IT

nos) in the LXX. It is a spreading tree, Ficus At least fifty gene
ber of such plants.

Sysomorus, L. , of the order Urticacece, often
ra , and more than

planted byroadsides, where it affords a favorable two hundred spe
point of view for sightseers. It also grows wild cies, in the Holy

and reaches a very large size. Its wood is light Land, are armed

but durable, and much used for house carpentry with prickles or

and fuel . It was once abundant in the Holy thorns, and many

Land (1 Kings 10:27, etc.) and in Egypt (Psa. 78: more with stinging

47). Its fruit is a small edible fig. hairs. If the weary

TAMARISK , R. V. correctly for Heb. Sux traveler sits conti

(ay'-shel) (Gen. 21:33, A.V.“ grove,” marg., " tree ;" dingly, on a grassy

i Sam. 22:16, A. V.“ tree ,” marg. “grove in a high side,he is sure to
bank by the way,

place ;" 31:13 , A. V. " tree " ). There are nine rise more quickly

species of tamarisk in the Holy Land, many of than he sat down,

which make fine heads of foliage, suitable to the happy if he is able
LUT

needs of the above references. extract the

TARES (Gr. Çiçávcov, dzidz-an'-ee-on ). Tares thorns which are 3

are very numerous in the grain fields, along with often broken off in

a large number of other his flesh . It is often

species of plants not suit. difficult to force

able for human food . They
horses through

fields overrun with
are left until the stalks are

well grown together, and Eryngiums, Cirsi.

then, not long before the ums, Onopordons,

harvest (Matt.13:30 ),women and the like. They

and children,and sometimes will swerve from
men , go carefully among the side to side, and at

grain and pull up all but tempt to leap over

the wheat and barley. their tormentors,
Nowadays these weeds are and sometimes be

not burned, but fed to cat- come almost fran .

tle. If any tares remain tic from the pain ,

in unnoticed until the grain is Many herbs have
harvested and thrashed heads several inch

out, the seeds are separated es in diameter,bris.

from the wheat and barley tling with spines
and set aside for poultry. There are four kinds two to six inches

of tares in the Holy Land, far the most common of long.
Such are

which in the grain fields is Lolium temulentum , L. sometimes dragged

TEIL TREE (Isa. 6:13) should be terebinth, Aoors and broken
out on thethrashing

as in R. V.
to pieces, as food

TEREBINTH . See TURPENTINE, OAK, TEIL for asses and cam.
TREE. els . With such,

THICKET. See Forest.
perhaps, Gideon

" taught (thrashed]

THISTLES, THORNS (including BRAMBLE, the men of Suc.

BRIER). Seventeen Hebrew words are used for coth " (Judg. 8:16).

plants with prickles and thorus. Probably most of Thenumberof intri.

them once referred to definite species , which cate thorn bushes

we have now no means of fixing. It is clear suitable for hedges

that translators, both ancient and modern , have is large (Job 5 : 5).
Thistle and Thorny Cactus.

given up in despair all hope of unraveling the in crown of

tricacies of the tangle, and have translated these thorns " which was platted for our Saviour's head

numerous terms to suit their conviction of the (Mark 15:17 , etc.; Gr. åkávoivos, ak-an'-thee-nos)

needs of the context of the various passages in may have been composed of Calycotome villosan

Tare.

The i
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Thyine Wood VEGETABLE KINGDOM Vine of Sodom

.

L., or Poterium spinosum , L. Zizyphus Spina- to the people of the East. It is associated with

Christi, L. , the traditional Christ thorn, would not the fig, palm, and pomegranate in the enumeration

have been easy to procure in Jerusalem . of the products of the land. Gheh - fen (Heb.

THYINE WOOD (Gr. Búivos, thoo '-ee-nos, fra.

grant), the fragrant brown wood of Thuja ar

ticulata, Desf., growing in the Atlas, analogous to
771 Del

lignum vitæ, and used for costly furniture (Rev.

18:12).

TOW. See Flax.

TREES. Trees are valued in this land , mainly ju? 11 เรา

as yielding fruit or tirnber. Systematic planting ,

of shade trees is almost unknown, except in ceme- 1200

teries and around the tombs of saints . The forests

have been greatly reduced in number and contain

few large trees (see FOREST) . Some efforts have

been made from time to time to acclimatize foreign

trees. Solomon appears to have had botanical

gardens, and such are mentioned by Josephus in

his days . Pliny mentions the palm groves of

Jericho. Trees have important symbolical mean

ings in Scripture. Man fell from eating the fruit
VT

of the tree of knowledge of good and evil," and

was driven off in the attempt to attain the tree

of life.”. This tree, transplanted to heaven , sup

plies food and medicine for all .

TURPENTINE. This tree is only mentioned

in the Apocrypha (Ecclus. 24:16 ). It is the terebinth

( butm of the Arabs), Pistacia Terebinthus, L. , and

its variety Palæstina ( P. Palæstina, Boiss.). It is
Vine Leaf and Flower.

generally diffused, the trees being usually solitary,

seldom in groves or forests. Another species, e ) is generic for vine, so -rake' (Heb. Pa, Jer.

Pistacia mutica, Fisch et Meyer, is more common 2:21 ), a choice vine, and naw -zeer ' (Heb. 77 , un

east of the Jordan and in JebelBil'âs, oftheSyr: pruned vine). Luis

ian Desert. Several of the words translated

" oak " in A. V. may refer to this tree . See Oak. VINE OF SODOM (Heb. nistean bapa,

VINE, a plant mentioned early and very fre- gaph -nawm ' oo-mish -shad -moth ', Deut. 32:32). It

quently in Scripture. It was and is one of the is impossible to identify any plant growing near the

most important sources of livelihood and wealth site of Sodom which corresponds with this poetical

:: 14 !' allusion. Various plants have been suggested, but

none of them fulfill the necessary conditions. The

Los colocynth is a vine, but does not produce clusters

nor grapelike fruit. The 'ushr, Calotropis procera,

Willd ., also bears neither clusters nor grapes. Sola .

nigrum , L. , and its allied species , called in

Arabic 'inab -edh -dhib, wolf's grapes, have fruits too

small to be called grapes, are not vines, and are not

peculiar to this region . Solanum coagulans, Forsk .,

is not a viue, and bears fruits like small tomatoes

"

1
2

is provis3 s } friends

po to kosze An Eastern Vineyard (Gathering Grapes).
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VEGETABLE KINGDOM 1 VERSIONS OF THE SCRIPTURES

not grapes. Cucumis prophetarum , L. , produces no VEIN ( Heb. **70, mo- lsaw ', a source ), signi.

clusters nor grapes. In our view it is better to refies the issuing place, i . e . , the place from which

gard the vine of Sodom as a poetic creation, simi- anything naturally comes forth ( Job 38:27), or

lar to the wine in the same passage. The poet, whence it is obtained ( 1 Kings 10:28) ; the place

filled with the idea of bitterness suggested by the where a mineral is found, the mine (Job 28:19),

waters of the Dead Sea, pictures an ideal vine , the place where the gold comes forth, therefore a

nourished by this bitter sea, producing bitter clus- gold mine.

ters, grapesof gall, the wine of which is dragon's VENGEANCE. 1. Naw-kam' (Heb. 27, to
poison and the cruel venom of asps . Such imagery

is in strict accord with Hebrew poetical license. grudge) is to punish. In a bad sense, as of an in.

LVINEGAR of excellent quality is made from oneself (Judg.15 : 7 ; 1 Sam . 18:25 ; Ezek. 25:15 ),
jured person , it is to take vengeance, to avenge

the light wines of the country. It is uncertain and is the manifestation of vindictiveness (Lam .

whether the vinegar presented to our Saviour on 3:60). When vengeance is predicted of the Lord

the cross was acid wine or true vinegar.
it must be taken in the better sense of righteous

VINEYARDS are often hedged about, but punishment (Psa. 94: 1; Jer. 11:20 ; 20:12, etc.).
as often not. They are provided with towers or 2. Dee'-kay ( Gr . dinn , right, justice) ; ek -dik '-ay
booths for watchmen . The vines must be regu- sis (Gr. Ékdiknois, punishment). Both these words

larly pruned. Grapes are of many kinds in the express the idea of executing righteous judgment

Holy Land and of superior excellence. The vin. (Acts 28 :4 ) , vindicating one from wrongs (Luke

tage takes place in Septemberand October, and is 18 :7, 89 .; 21:22), avenging an injured person

a season of great rejoicing. The grapes are either ( Acts 7:24 ).

eaten as such , or dried into raisins, or the juice 3. Or- gay' (Gr. öpyn, impulse, desire), as attrib.
expressed in the wine vat and fermented into uted to God in the New Testament, is that in God

wine, or boiled down in great caldrons into dibs, which stands opposed to man's disobedience, and

i. e ., grape honey. Neither the unfermented juice passes over into the notion of retribution, punish .

(mistår) of the grapes nor the inspissated syrup ment (Rom . 3 : 5). See WRATI.
is known as wine. The latter is never diluted

as a beverage .
VENISON (Heb. 773, tsah ' -yid , the chase ;

WEEDS (Heb. 975, soof, Jonah 2 : 5) are sea 1773, tsay-daw ', Gen. 27 : 3), game taken in hunt.

weeds (Gr. xoptos,khor'-tos, Ecclus. 40:16), worth - ing (25:28 ; 27 : 6–33).

less land plants. VERSIONS OF THE SCRIPTURES, a

WHEAT, the translation of Heb . 72, bar, general name for translations of the Scriptures

After theusually generic for cereals ; daw -gawn' ( Heb. into other languages than theoriginal.

777), also usually generic for cereals ; ree- faw . 2d century beforeChrist, and still more after the
Hebrew language became a dead language in the

(Heb. 1777, A. V. Prov. 27:22 , R. V. “ bruised spread of Christianity,translations of the Hebrew

corn " ), which should be translated grits, komh, Scriptures into the prevailing languages became a

and hillah, the specific names for wheat. The necessity. Accordingly, almost every language

date of the first cultivation of wheat mounts to then current had at least one version, which re.

the remotest antiquity. Grains of it have been ceived ecclesiastical authority, and was used in.

found in Egyptian tombs, in the deeper strata of stead of the original Hebrew text.

the ruins at Lachish , and elsewhere in ancient “ In the case of the New Testament, there did

monuments. The wild original is unknown. not for a long time exist any occasion for a trans

WILLOW . Several species of willows are lation , as the Greek language, in which it was
found in the Holy Land. There are two Hebrew written , was universally prevalent in the civilized

words for willow — tsaf-tsaw -faw ' (??*?*), the world at the time of thepromulgation of the Gos.
pel . In certain provinces of the Roman empire,

equivalent of the Arabic sifsáf, and aw-rawb' however, the Latin soon came into common use;

7 ). Tradition says that the willow on which especially in North Africa, and hence the old

the Israelites hung their harps was the weeping Italic and afterward the Vulgate arose. Still

willow , called from that circumstance Salix Baby- later the Syriac version was made for the use of

lonica , L. Many places mentioned in Scripture the oriental Christians, to whom that language
are named from willows. was vernacular ” (McC . and S. , Cyc.).

WORMWOOD (Heb. ,lah -an -aw ' ; Gr.
In this article the several versions are arranged

åripivôos, ap'-sin-thos), bitter plants growing in
into two general groups, ancient and modern .

waste,usually desert places. They are an emblem OLD TESTAMENT. ( a) Madefrom the Hebrew text.
1. Ancient. ( 1) Arabio. (1 ) VERSIONS OF THE

of calamity and injustice. They belong to the Rabbi Saadiah Haggaon,the Hebrew commentator

genus Artemisia, of which there are five species of the 10th century, translated portions(some
inthetable-lands and deserts of Palestine and thinkthe whole)ofthe Old Testament into Arabic.
Syria . - G . F. Post.

His version of the Pentateuch was printed at Con .

VEIL (Heb. von, paw-ro'-keth), the screen Saadiahwas printed by Paulus at Jena in 1791,
stantinople in 1546. The version of Isaiah by

separating the Holy and Most Holy Places in the from a Bodleian manuscript; the same library

tabernacle (q . v . ) and temple (q . v. ). It was this contains a manuscript of his version of Hosea.

piece of tapestry that was rent by the earthquake The Book of Joshua in the Paris and Walton's

at Christ'scrucifixion (Matt. 27:51 , etc. ). Polyglots is also from the Hebrew ; and this

1
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Rödiger states to be the fact in the case of the it was found that while the native Christians use

polyglot text of 1 Kings, ch . 12 ; 2 Kings 12:16 ; only Arabic vernacularly, yet in their services and

Neh . 1–9:27. (6) Made from the Peshito Syriac. in their public reading ofthe Scriptures they em

This is the base of the Arabic text contained in ploy a dialect of the Coptic. This is the version

the polyglots of Judges, Ruth, Samuel, Kings, and now called Memphitic. Wilkins, in 1716, pub.

Nehemiah . ( c) Made from the LXX. The ver- lished at Oxford the first Memphitic New Testa

sion in the polyglots of the books not specified ment, founded on manuscripts in the Bodleian ,and

above. Another text of the Psalter in Justiniani compared with some at Rome and Paris. It was

Psalterium Octuplum , Genoa, 1516.6(2) VER- published by Wilkins (London, 1731, 4to ), by

SIONS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. (a) The Roman Fallet ( Paris, 1854, sq .), and by De Lagarde (Leip

edition of the four Gospels, 1590–91. (6 ) The sic, 1867, 8vo ); the Psalmsat Rome (1744 and

Erpenian Arabic. The whole New Testament, 1749) by the Propaganda Society. In 1837 Ideler

edited by Erpenius, 1616 , at Leyden, from a man- published the Psalter more correctly ; and in 1844

uscript of the 13th or 14th century. ( c) The the best critical edition , by Schwartze, appeared.

Arabic of the Paris Polyglot, 1645. In the Gos- The twelve minor prophets were published by

pels this follows mostly the Roman text ; in the Tattam (Oxon ., 1836 ,8vo), and themajor prophets

Epistles a manuscript from Aleppo was used. by the same (1852). Bardelli published Daniel

(d) The Carshuni Arabic text ( i . e., in Syriac let- (Pisa, 1849), and a few other pieces of other

ters), theSyriac and Arabic New Testament, pub. earlier books were printed at different times by
lished in Rome, 1703 . Mingarelli , Quatremère, and Münter. In 1846 a

(2) Armenian . This translation was under new and more correct edition was begun by

taken by Mesrob (Miesrob ), A. D. 410, aided by Schwartze, and continued, but in a different man.

his pupils Joannes Eccelensis and Josephus Pal. ner, after his death , by Botticher ( 1852 , etc.). In

nensis. Their work was begun with translating 1848–52 the “ Society for Promoting Christian

Proverbs, ending with thecompletion of the whole Knowledge” published the New Testament in

Old Testament. In the New Testament theyused Memphitic and Arabic (London, 2 vols. , folio ).

the Syriac as their basis, from their inability to (2) THE THEBAIC VERSION. The examination of

obtain any Greek books. In 431 Joseph and Egyptian manuscripts in the last century showed

Eznak returned from the Council of Ephesus, that beside the Memphitic there is also another

bringing with them a copy of the Scriptures; and version in a cognate Egyptian dialect. To this the

Isaac, the Armenian patriarch, and Mesrob began name Sahidic wasapplied by some, from an Arabic

a new version from the Greek. Hindered by their designation for upper Egypt and its ancient lan

want of a competent knowledge of the Greek, guage. It is, however, far better to assign to this

Eznak and Joseph were sent, with Moses Choren. version a name not derived from the language of

ensis, to Alexandria to study that language. There the Arabian occupants of that land ; thus Copto

they made what Moses called a third translation. Thebaic (as styled by Giorgi), or simply Thebaic,

The first printed edition of the Old and New is far preferable. This version was also made

Testaments in Armenian appeared at Amsterdam , from the Greek, both in theOld and the New Testa

1666, under the care of Oscan (or Uscan ), de- ment, and probably in the 2d century . Only some

scribed as an Armenian bishop. Zohrab, in 1789, fragments of it have been printed by Münter, Min .

published at Venice an improved text of the Ar- garelli, and Zoega. (3) BASHMURIC OR AMMONIAN.

menian New Testament ; and in 1805 he and his Some Egyptian fragments were noticed by both

coadjutors completed an edition of the entire Münter and Giorgi among the Borgian manu

Armenian Scriptures based upon a manuscript scripts, which in dialect differ both from the

written in the 14th century . Dr. Charles Rieu, of Memphitic and Thebaic. These fragments of a

the British Museum, undertook the task of collat. third Egyptian translation were edited by both

ing the Venice text of 1805 for Tregelles, thus these scholars independently in the same year

supplying him with a valuable portion of the ma- | (1789). In what part of Egypt this third dialect

terials for his critical edition of the New Testa- was used, and what should be its distinctive name,

ment. has been a good deal discussed. Arabian writers

(3) Chaldee ( Targums). mention a third Egyptian dialect under the name

(4) Egyptian. (1) THE MEMPHITIC VERSION of Bashmuric, and this has by some been assumed

was for some time the only Egyptian translation as the appellation for this version . Giorgi sup

known to scholars. Coplic was then regarded as posed that this was the dialect of the Ammonian

a sufficiently accurate and definite appellation. It Oasis ; in this Münter agreed with him ; and thus

being established that there were at least two they called the version the Ammonian .

Egyptian versions , the name Coptic was found to (5) Gothic . The Moeso -Goths were a German

be indefinite , and even unsuitable for the transla. tribe which settled on the borders of the Greek

tion then so termed ; for in the dialect of upper empire, and their language is essentially a German
Egypt there was another; and it is from the dialect. Their version of the Bible was made by

ancient Coptos in Upper-Egypt that the term Cop- Ulphilas, a bishop born 318 A. D. , after Greek
tic is taken . Thus Copto-Memphitic, or, more manuscripts in the New Testament, and after the

simply, Memphitic, is the better name for the Septuagint in the Old Testament. In the latter

version in the dialect of lower Egypt. When part of the 16th century the existence of a manu

Egyptian translations were made we do not know, script of this version was known through Morillon
probably before the beginning of the 4th century having mentioned that he had observed one in the

When the attention of European scholars was di- library of the monastery of Werden on the Ruhr,
rected to the language and races of modern Egypt | in Westphalia. In 1648, almost at the conclusion
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a

of the Thirty Years' War, among the spoils from Alexander was divided among his generals, and

Prague was sent to Stockholm a copy of the the Ptolemys took Egypt, and fostered the Jews,

Gothic Gospels, known as the Codex Argenters. It they, with increased numbers and wealth, naturally

is now preserved in the library of the University wished to have their law and other Scriptures in

of Upsal. “ The manuscript is written on vellum the language of their daily life.

that was once purple, in silver letters , except “ A fabulous account of this version is given in

those at the beginning of sections, which are a letter of Aristeas, narrating how King Ptolemy

golden. The Gospels have many lacunæ. It is sent an embassy to the high priest at Jerusalem ,

calculated that when entire it consisted of three with large sums in silver and gold ; and how the

hundred and twenty folios ; there are now but high priest selected six men of each tribe, who,

one hundred and eighty -eight. It is pretty cer- after a magnificent reception, were shut up in cells

tain that this beautiful and elaborate manuscript on the seacoast, and completed the translation in

must have been written in the 6th century, prob- seventy-two days. The internal evidence proves

ably in upper Itály, when under the Gothic sov . that it wasmade gradually, and by men deficient

ereignty. Knittel, in 1762, edited from a Wolfen- in the knowledge handed down in the schools in

büttel palimpsest some portions of the Epistle to Palestine. They often divide sentences wrongly,

the Romans in Gothic, in which the Latin stood mistake the meaning of rare words, and not un

by the side of the version of Ulphilas. New light frequently confess their ignorance by transcribing

dawned on Ulphilas and his version in 1817. Hebrew words in Greek characters. But the

While the late Cardinal Mai was engaged in the story was so generally current that the version

examination of palimpsests in the Ambrosian Li. wascalled the Septuagint, as being madebyseventy

brary at Milan, of which he was at that time a [and two] men " (Dean of Canterbury in The Ob

librarian, he noticed traces of some Gothicwriting server ).

under that of one of the codices. This was found The letter of Aristeas was received as genuine

to be part of the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah. and true for many centuries . The general belief

In making further examination, four other palimp- of scholars now is that it was the work of some

sestswere found which contained portions of the Alexandrian Jew , whether with the object of en .

Gothic version. Mai deciphered these manuscripts hancing the dignity of hislaw or the credit of the

in conjunction with Count Carlo Ottavio Castigli. Greek version , or for the meaner purpose of

one, and their labors resulted in the recovery, be gain .

sides a few portions of the Old Testament, of al- This translation holds a very important place

most the whole of the thirteen Epistles of St. Paul in Church history for the following reasons given

and some parts of the Gospels. The edition of by the Dean of Canterbury:

Gabelentz and Loebe (1836-45) contains all that “ And, first, for many ages it was the sole means

has been discovered of the Gothic version, with a by which the Old Testament was known to Chris.

Latin translation, notes, and a Gothic dictionary tians. The Hebrew Scriptures were absolutely

and grammar. " unknown in the West, and only partially known

(6 ) Greek Versions of the Old Testament. Of in the East ; and thus the Church was unable to

these there are six . distinguish between what was genuine and what

( 1) SEPTUAGINT. “ When the Jews returned from apocryphal. The old Latin version ( Vetus Itala )

the Babylonian exile the common people had lost was made from the Septuagint.

the use of the old classic Hebrew, and this led to “ An equally important service which it rendered

the formation of Targums, or translations into was that it prepared the Gentile world for the re

the Aramæan patois spoken by the multitude. ception of Christ. Those devoutmen and women

And these Targums, gradually perfected during of whom we read so much in St. Paul's missionary

the four and a half centuries between Nehemiah's tours were Gentiles whose hearts had been

age and the coming of Christ, and handed down reached by the revelation in the Old Testament of

by oral tradition in the Rabbinic schools, guarded the unity, holiness , omnipresence, and almighty

the Hebrew text from corruption then, and are power of God ; and it was the Septuagint which

most useful to us now for textual criticism. But had given them this knowledge. Without this

the most complete version of the Old Testament preparation, going on for nearly three centuries,

was that made into Greek in Egypt,” called the the Gentile world would not have been fit to re

Septuagint. It was probably begun in the time ceive doctrines so pure and refined as those of

of the first Ptolemy, about 280 B. C. , and com- Christianity.

pleted in the course of the next thirty or forty " To us a third most important use is that the

years. All agree that Alexandria was the birth. Septuagint bears witness to the substantial accu.

place of this version. That which led to the racy of the Hebrew text. Made in Egypt at a dis.

making of this version was, doubtless, the fact tance from the Palestinian schools, and by men

that avery large number of Jews had 'settled in evidently untrained inthe vast traditional knowl.

Egypt. Isaiah speaks of their presence not only edge of the scribes, it has preserved for us a text

in lower Egypt, but in Pathros (i. e . , Upper Egypt), long current in Egypt, and made from manuscripts

and even in Cush (i . e. , the Soudan and Abyssinia ) some of which may possibly have been carried

(Isa. 11:11 ). He foresaw the time when whole thither in the times of Isaiah and Jeremiah. Of

cities there would speak the Aramæan tongue course there are considerable differences of read.

(19:18), and condemned the policy which caused ing, and these often are of great value. But the

80 many Israelites to migrate thither (30: 2) . They wonder is that this text, which branched off from

naturally adopted the language of commerce, the main stem three centuries before Christ,

which was Greek. When the Greek empire of | agrees so generally, and often even minutely, with

>
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the ordinary Hebrewtext as given us by the Mas- same in its contents as the fifth (except 2 Kings).

sorites in the 9th and 10th centuries after Christ. Of the seventh version very few fragments remain .

“ Finally, this version rendered to Christianity a It seems to have contained the Psalms and the

fourth and most important service ; for it formed minor prophets ; and the translator was probably

the Greek of the New Testament both in its vo. a Jew . The existing fragments of these varied

cabulary and its grammar. The New Testament, versions are mostly to be found in the editions of

humanly speaking, could not have been written Origen's Hexapla, by Montfaucon and by Bardht.

unless the Septuagint had provided for it a lan- (6) THE VENETO -GRECIAN VERSION. A manuscript

guage. Possibly a vocabulary had grown up in of the 14th century, in the library of St. Mark, at

Egypt to express both the technical terms of the Venice, contains a peculiar version of the Penta

law , and also ideas altogether beyond the range of teuch, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Canticles, Ruth ,
the Greek philosophies. These the Septuagint Lamentations, and Daniel. All of these books

has preserved for us, and only by its study can except the Pentateuch were published by Villoi.

we reach the full meaning of many of the words son at Strasburg in 1784 ; the Pentateuch was

used by the apostles and evangelists. Even the editedby Ammon at Erlangen ( 1790–91). It may

names of Christian graces are often of Septuagint be said briefly that thetranslation was made from

origin . Thus the word for love - agapê - is not the Hebrew, although the present punctuation and

found in any classic writer, but in the Septuagint accentuation is often not followed ; and the trans

alone. " : { lator was no doubt acquainted with some other

(2) AQUILA. In the 2d century therewere three Greek versions.

versions executed of the Old Testament Scriptures (7) Latin Versions. See VULGATE.

into Greek. The first of these was made by (8) Samaritan Versions. The SAMARITAN PEx .

Aquila , a native of Sinope in Pontus, who had be- TATEUCH A recension of the commonly received

come a proselyte to Judaism . The Jerusalem Tal- Hebrew text of the Mosaic law, in use with the

mud describes liim as a disciple of Rabbi Akiba, Samaritans, and written in the ancient Hebrew

which would place him some time in the reign of ( Ibri), or so-called Samaritan character.

the emperor Hadrian (A. D. 117–138 ). It is sup- (a) History. This recension is found vaguely

posed that this object was to aid the Jews in their quoted by some of the early fathersof the Church,

controversies with the Christians. under the name of «Παλαιότατον Έβραϊκόν το

(3) THEODOTION. The second version, of which Tapà Eauapeitais. " Eusebius of Cæsarea observes

we have information as executed in the 2d cen- that the LXX. and the Samaritan Pentateuch agree

tury, is that of Theodotion. He issaid to have against the receivedtext inthenumberof years from

been an Ephesian, and most generally described the deluge to Abraham , Cyril of Alexandria speaks

as an Ebionite. His work was rather a revision of certain words (Gen. 4:8) wanting in the He.

of the Septuagint, with the Hebrew text, than a brew, but found in the Samaritan. The Talmud , on

translation. the other hand, mentions the Samaritan Pentateuch

(4 ) Symmachus is stated by Eusebius and Je distinctly and contemptuously as a clumsily forged

rome to have been an Ebionite ; while Epiphanius record . Down to within the last two hundred and

and others style him a Samaritan. It maybe that fifty years,however,no copy of this divergent code

as a Samaritan he made this version for some of of laws had reached Europe, and it began to be pro

that people who used theGreek , and who had nounced a fiction, and the plain words of the

learned to receive more than the Pentateuch. Church fathers—the better known authorities

Epiphanius says that he lived under the emperor who quoted it, were subjected to subtle interpre

Severus . The translation which he produced was tations. Suddenly, in 1616, Pietro della Valle,

probably better than the others as to sense and one of the first discoverers also of the cuneiform

general phraseology. inscriptions, acquired a complete codex from the

(5 ) THE FIFTH , SIXTH, AND SEVENTH VERSIONS . Samaritans in Damascus. In 1623 it was pre

Besides the translations of Aquila, Symmachus, sented by Achille Harley de Sancy to the Library

and Theodotion , the great critical work of Ori. of the Oratory in Paris, and in 1628 there ap.

gen, comprised as to portions of the Old Testa- peared a brief description of it by J. Morinus in

ment three other versions, placed for comparison his preface to the Roman text of the LXX. It

with the LXX. , which, from their being anony- was published in the Paris Polyglot, whence it

mous, are only known as the fifth , sixth , and was copied , with few emendations from other

seventh ; designations taken from the places codices, by Walton. The number of manuscripts

which they respectively occupied in Origen's in Europe gradually grew to sixteen . During the

columnar arrangement. Eusebius says that two present century another but very fragmentary

of these versions were found, the one at Jericho copy was acquired by the Gotha Library. A copy of

and the other at Nicopolis , on the Gulf of Actium . the entire (?) Pentateuch, with Targum (? Samaritan

Epiphanius says that the fifth was found at Jeri- Version) in parallel columns, 4to,on parchment,

cho, and the sixth at Nicopolis ; while Jerome was brought from Nablus by Mr. Grove, in 1861,

speaks of the fifth as having been found at the for theComte de Paris, in whose library it is.

latter place. The contents of the fifth version (6) Description. Respecting the external con.

appear to have been the Pentateuch , Psalms, Can- dition of these manuscripts, it may be observed

ticles , and the minor prophets. The existing that their sizes vary from 12mo to folio, and that

fragments prove that the Hebrew translator used no scroll , such as the Jews and the Samaritans

the Hebrew original; but it is quite certain that use in their synagogues, is to be found among
he was aided by the work of former translator's. them. Their material is vellum , or cotton paper ;

The sixth version seems to have been just the the ink used is black in all cases, save the scroll
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7

used by the Samaritans at Nâblus , the letters of Samaritan Pentateuch came into the hands of the

which are in gold . There are neither vowels, ac- Samaritans as an inheritance from the ten tribes ,

cents, nor diacritical points. The individual words whom they succeeded, which is the popular opin.

are separated from each other by a dot. Greater ion ; that it was introduced by Manasseh at the

or smaller divisions of the text are marked by two time of the foundation of the Samaritan sanctuary

dots placed one above the other, and by an as- on Mount Gerizim. Other, but very isolated , no

terisk. A small line above a consonant indicates tions are those of Morin , Le Clerc, Poncet, etc. ,

a peculiar meaning of the word, an unusual form , that the Israelitish priest sent by the king of As.

a passive, and the like ; it is, in fact, a contriv. syria to instruct the new inhabitants in the religion

ance to bespeak attention . The whole Pentateuch of the country brought the Pentateuch with him .

is divided into nine hundred and sixty-four para. Further, that the Samaritan Pentateuch was the

graphs, or Kazein, the termination of which is in- production of an impostor, Dositheus, who lived

dicated by these figures, =, .., or <. To none of during the time of the apostles, and who falsified

the manuscripts which have as yet reached Eu- the sacred records in order to prove that he was

rope can be assigned a higher date than the tenth the Messiah (Ussher). Against which there is

Christian century. The scroll used in Nablus is only this to be observed , that there is not the

said by the Samaritans to have been written by slightest alteration of such a nature to be found.

Abishua, the son of Phinehas. Its true date is Finally, that it is a very late and faulty recension,

not known. made after the Masoretic text (6th century after

( c) Critical character. A controversy was main . Christ), into which glosses from the LXX . had been

tained respecting the claims of the Samaritan received (Frankel).

Pentateuch for genuineness above the received (e) Versions. According to the Samaritans them

text, until 1815, when Gesenius (De Pent. Sam . selves, a Samaritan version of the Samaritan Pen

Origine, Indole, et Auctoritate) abolished the rem- tateuch was made by the high priest Nathaniel,

nant of the authority of the Samaritan Pentateuch . who died about B, C. 20. It would seem to have

There are many variations in the Samaritan Penta- been composed before the destruction of the second

teuch, some mere blunders arising from an imper- temple ; and being intended, like the Targums, for

fect knowledge of the first elements of grammarand the use of the people exclusively, it was written

exegesis ; others, from the studied purpose of con- in the popular Samaritan idiom , a mixture of He

forming certain passages to the Samaritan mode brew, Aramaic, and Syriac. In this version the

of thought, speech , and faith ; still others, to a original has been followed, with a very few ex

tenriency toward removing, as well as linguistic ceptions, in a slavish and sometimes perfectly

shortcomings would allow , all that seemed obscure childish manner, the sense evidently being of
or in any way doubtful, and toward filling up all minor consideration . In other cases, where no

apparent imperfectious either by repetitions or by Samaritan equivalent could be found for the He

means of newly invented and badly fitting words brew word, the translator, instead of paraphrasing

and phrases. These variations have been arranged it, simply transposes its letters, so as to make it

by Gesenius as follows: 1. The first class, then, look Samaritan . On the whole it may be consid

consists of readings by which emendations of a ered a very valuable aid toward the study of the
grammatical nature have been attempted. 2. The Samaritan text, on account of its very close verbal

second class of variants consists of glosses and in- adherence."
terpretations received into the text. 3. The third Tò EauapeitikÓV. The hatred between the Sa

class exhibits conjectural emendations of real or maritans and the Jews is supposed to have caused

imaginary difficulties in the Masoretic text. 4. The the former to prepare a Greek translation oftheir

fourth class exhibits readings in which apparent Pentateuch in opposition to the LXX. of the Jews.
deficiencies have been corrected or supplied from In this way at least the existence of certain frag

parallel passages in the common text. 5. The afth ments of a Greek version of the Samaritan Pen

class is an extension of the one immediately pre- tateuch , preserved in some manuscripts of the

ceding, and comprises larger phrases, additions, LXX. , together with portions of Aquila, Sym

and repetitions from parallel passages. 6. To the machus, Theodotion , etc. , is accounted for. These
sixth class belong those “ emendations ” of pas- fragments are supposed to be alluded to by the

sages and words of the Hebrew text which contain Greek fathers under the name EauapeltlKÓV. It

something objectionable in the eyes of the Samar. is doubtful, however, whether it ever existed in
itans , on account either of historical improbability the shape of a complete translation, or only desig .

or apparent want of dignity in the terms applied nated a certain number of scholia translated from
to the Creator. 7. The seventh class comprises the Samaritan version.

what we might briefly call Samaritanisme, i. e . , (9 ) Slavonic version. In the year 862 there

certain Hebrew forms, translated into the idio- was a desire expressed, or an inquiry made, for

matic Samaritan. 8. The eighth and last class con- Christian teachers in Moravia, and in the follow.
tains alterations made in favor or on behalf of ing year the labors of missionaries began among

Samaritan theology, hermeneutics, and domestic them . They were Cyrillus and Methodius, two

worship. Thus the word Elohim , four times con . brothers from Thessalonica. To the former is
strued with the plural verb in the Hebrew Penta- ascribed the invention of the Slavonian alphabet

teuch, is in the Samaritan Pentateuch joined to and the commencement of translating the Scrip

the singular verb (Gen. 20:13 ; 31:53 ; 35 : 7 ; Exod. tures. He appears to have died in Rome, while

22 :9). Methodius continued for many years to be the

(d) Origin and age. Respecting these ques. bishop of the Slavonians . He is said to have

tions opinions have been much divided : that the continued his brother's translation, although how

5
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MENT.

much they themselves actually executed is quite we have the direct statements of Ephraem , and

uncertain. The Old Testament is, as might be we find the same thing as evident from the in

supposed, a version of the LXX. , but what measternalexamination of the version itself. The first

ure of revision it may since havereceived appears printed edition of this version was that which ap

by no means certain. As the oldest known man- peared in the Paris Polyglot of Le Jay in 1645 ;

uscript of the whole Bible is of A. D. 1499 , it it is said that the editor, Gabriel Sionita, a Mar.

may reasonably be questioned whether this version onite, had only an imperfect manuscript. In Wal

may not in large portion be comparatively modern. ton's Polyglot, 1657, the Paris text is reprinted,

The oldest manuscript of any part of this version but with the addition of the Apocryphal books

is an Evangeliarium in Cyrillic characters (A. D. which had been wanting. In the punctuation

1056). The first printed portion was an edition given in the polyglots a system was introduced

of the Gospels in Wallachia ( 1512) ; in 1575 the which was in part a peculiarity of Gabriel Sionita

same portion was printed at Wilna ; and in 1581 himself. Dr. Lee collated for the text which he

the whole Bible was printed at Ostrog in Vol . edited for the Bible Society six Syriac manuscripts

hynia. The general text is such as would have of the Old Testament in general, and a very an.

been expected in the 9th century ; so some read. cient copy of the Pentateuch ; he also used in part

ings from the Latin have, it appears, been intro the commentaries of Ephraem and of Bar-He.

duced in places. bræus. From these various sources he constructed

(10) Syriac versions. (1 ) OF THE OLD TESTA- | his text, with the aid of that found already in the

1. From the Hebrew . In the early times polyglots. But we now have in the manuscript

of Syrian Christianity there was executed a ver- treasures brought from the Nitrian valleys, the

sion from the Old Testament of the original He- means of far more accurately editing this version.

brew, the use of which must have been widely It has been much discussed whether this transla

extended among those professing the Christian tion were a Jewish or a Christian work. There

religionamong that people. need be no reasonable objection made to the

(a) Name. Ephraem the Syrian, in the latter opinion that it is a Christian work .

half of the 4th century, gives abundant proof of ( d ) Relation to other texts. It may be said that

its use in general by his countrymen. When he the Syriac in general supports the Hebrew text

calls it our version it does not appear to be in op- that we have. A resemblance has been pointed

position to any other Syriac translation, but in out between the Syriac and the reading of some

contrast to the original Hebrew text , or to those of the Chaldee Targums. If the Targum is the

in other languages . At a later period this Syriac older, it is not unlikely that the Syriac translator

translation was designated Peshito (Simple). It is examined the Targums in difficult passages. If

probable that this name was applied to the ver- existing Targums are more recent than the Syriac,

sion after another had been formed from the Hex- it may happen that their coincidences arise from

aplar Greek text. the use of a common source — an earlier Targum

(6) Date. This translation from the Hebrew But there is another point of inquiry of more im

has always been the ecclesiastical version of the portance ; it is, how far has this version beer

Syrians . Its existence and use prior to the di. affected by the LXX.? and to what are we to at

visions of the Syrian churches is sufficiently proved tribute this influence ? It is possible that the

by Ephraem alone . It is highly improbable that influence of the LXX. is partly to be ascribed to

any part of the Syriac version is older than the copyists and revisers ; while in part this belonged

advent of our Lord ; those who placed it under to the version as originally made. When the ex.

Abgarus, king of Edessa, seem to have argued on tensive use of the LXX . is remembered, and how

the account that the Syrian people then received soon it was superstitiously imagined to have been

Christianity. All that the account shows clearly made by direct inspiration, so that it was deemed

is, that it was believed tobelong to the earliest canonically authoritative, we cannot feel wonder

period of the Christian faith among them . Ephra that readings from the LXX. should have been

em , in the 4th century , not only shows that it from time to time introduced. Some comparison

was then current, but also gives the impression with the Greek is probable even before the time

that this had even then been long the case. For of Ephraem ; for, as to the Apocryphal books,

in his commentaries he gives explanations of while he cites some of them (though not as Scrip.

terms which were even then obscure. This might ture), the Apocryphal additions to Daniel and the

have been from age ; if so, the version was made Books of Maccabees were not yet found in Syriac .

comparatively long before his days ; or it might be Whoever translated any of these books from the

from its having been in a dialect different from Greek may easily have also compared with it in

that to which he was accustomed at Edessa. In some place the books previously translated from

this case, then, the translation was made in some the Hebrew .

other part of Syria. Probably the origin of the ( e) Recensions. In the Book of Psalms this ver .

old Syriac version is to be compared with that of sion exhibits many peculiarities. Either the

the old Latin ; and that it differed as much from translation of the Psalter must be a work inde.

the polished language of Edessa as did the old pendent of the Peshito in general, or else it has

Latin, made in the African province, from the been strangely revised and altered, not only from

contemporary writers of Rome. The old Syriac the Greek , but also from liturgical use. It is stated

has the peculiar value of being the first version that, after the divisions of the Syrian Church ,

from the Hebrew original made for Christian use there were revisions of this one version by the

(c) Origin and history. The proof that this Monophysites and by the Nestorians. The Kark .

version was made from the Hebrew is twofold ; I aphensian recension mentioned by Bar-Hebræus
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a

was only known by name prior to the investiga- perhaps even of the 1st century. They naturally

tions of Wiseman. It is found in two manu- upheld it as almost coordinate in authority with

scripts in the Vatican, and was formed for the use the Greek text, and as being of a period anterior

of Monophysites. to any Greek copy extant. Others, finding in it

2. The Syriac version from the Hexaplar indubitable marks of a later age, were inclined to

Greek text. The only Syriac version of the old deny that it had any claim to a very remote an

Testament up to the 6th century was apparently tiquity . It appears probable that the New Testa

the Peshito. Moses Aghelæus, who lived in the ment of the Peshito is not from the same hand as

middle of the 6th century, speaks of the versions the Old. Not only may Michaelis be right in sup.

of the New Testament and the Psalter, " which posing a peculiar translator of the Epistle to the

Polycarp ( rest his soul!), the chorepiscopus, made Hebrews, but also other parts may be from differ.

in Syriac for the faithful Xenaias, the teacher of ent hands ; this opinion will becomemore general

Mabug, worthy of the memory of the good . ” It the more the version is studied.

is said thatthe Nestorian patriarch, Marabba, A. D. (6 ) The Curetonian Syriac gospels. Among

552, made a version from the Greek. The ver- the manuscripts brought from the Nitrian monas

sion by Paul of Tela, a Monophysite, was made in teries in 1842, Dr. Cureton noticed a copy of the gos

the beginning of the 7th century ; for its basis he pels differing greatly from the common text ; and to

used the Hexaplar Greek text-i. e. , the LXX ., this the nameofCuretonian Syriac has been rightly

with the corrections of Origen, the asterisks, applied. Every criterion which proves the com

obeli , etc. , and with the references to the other mon Peshito not to exhibit a text of extreme an.

Greek versions. The Syro-Hexaplar version was tiquity equally proves the early origin of this.

made on the principle of following the Greek, Dr. Cureton considers that the manuscript of the

word for word, as exactly as possible. It contains gospels is of the 5th century, in which competent

the marks introduced by Origen ; and the refer- judges are agreed. The manuscript contains Matt.

ences to the versionsofAquila, Symmachus, Theo- 1–8 :22 ; 10 :31-23:25 ; Mark (the last four verses

dotion , etc. In fact, it is from this Syriac version only ) ; Luke 2:48–3 : 16 ; 7 :33–15: 21 ; 17: 24–24:41 ;

that we obtain our most accurat ', acquaintance John 1 :1-42 ; 3 : 6–7 : 37 ; 14 : 11-29.

with the results of the critical labors of Origen . It In examining the Curetonian text with the com.

is from a manuscript in the Ambrosian library at mon printed Peshito we often find such identity

Milan that we possess accurate means of knowing of phrase and rendering as to show that they were

this Syriac version. This manuscript contains the not wholly independent translations . Then again

Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Canticles , we meet with such variety in the forms of words,

Wisdom , Ecclesiasticus, minor prophets, Jere etc. , as seem to indicate that in the Peshito the

miah , Baruch , Daniel, Ezekiel , and Isaiah . phraseology had been revised and refined. But

(2) SYRIAC NEW TESTAMENTVERSIONS. ( a) The the great (it might be said characteristic ) differ
Peshito Syriac. It may stand as an admitted ence between the Curetonian and the Peshito gos

fact that a version of the New Testament in pels is in their readings ; for while the latter can.

Syriac existed in the 2d century ; and it seems not in its present state be deemed an unchanged

equally certain that in the 4th century such a production of the 2d century, the former bears

version was as well known of the New Testament all the marks of extreme antiquity, even though

as of the Old . To the translation in common use in places it may have suffered from the introduc

among the Syrians-orthodox, Monophysite, or tion of readings current in very early times.

Nestorian - from the 5th century and onward, the (e) The Philoxenian Syriac version, and its

name of Peshito has been as commonly applied in revision by Thomas of Harkel. Philoxenus, or

the New Testament as the Old . There seem to Xenaias, a Monophysite, Bishop of Hierapolis or

be but few notices of the old Syriac version in the Mabug at the beginning of the 6th century, caused

carly writers . In 1552 Moses of Mardin came to Polycarp, his chorepiscopus, to make a new trans.

Rome to Pope Julius III , commissioned by Igna. lation of the New Testament into Syriac. This

tius the Jacobite (Monophysite) patriarch, to state was executed in A. D. 508, and it is generally

his religious opinions, to affect (it is said) a union termed Philoxenian from its promoter . This ver.

with the Romish Church, and to get the Syriac sion has not been transmitted to us in the form in
New Testament printed. which it was first made ; we only possess a revi.

In this last object he failed ooth at Rome and sion of it, executed by Thomas of Harkel in the
Venice, but was successful at Vienna. Widman- following century (The Gospels, A. D. 616). From

stadt, chancellor of Ferdinand I, had studied Syriac the subscriptions we learn that the text was revised

many years before, and through his influence the by Thomas with three (some copies say two) Greek

emperor undertook the charge of an edition , which manuscripts. In describing this version as it has
appeared in 1555, through the joint labors of Wid. come down to us, the text is the first thing to be

manstadt,Moses, and Postell. The lexicon which considered. This is characterized by extreme lit.

accompanies this edition is of great value. Later erality : the Syriac idiom is constantly bent to
editions are those of Professor Lee ( 1816) ; Mr. suit the Greek, and everything is in some manner
William Greenfield ( 1828), published by Messrs. expressed in the Greek phrase and order. As to

Bagster. It appears probable that the New Tes . the kind of Greek text that it represents, it is just
tament of the Peshito is not from the same hand what might have been expected in the 6th century.

as the Old . " (d) Syriac versions of portions wanting in

This Syriac version has been variously esti- the Peshito. These are the Second Epistle of

mated. Some have thought that in it they had a Peter, Second and Third of John, Jude, the Apoca

genuine and unaltered monument of the 2d or I lypse, John 8 : 1-11 .

ܪ
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dee,

( e) The Jerusalem Syriac Lectionary . The man- Targum . Still others dissent, and identify On.

vscript in the Vatican containing this version was kelos and Aquila as the same person. With regard

written in A. D. 1031 in peculiar Syriac writing ; to the date, the Targum was begun to be com

the portions are of course those for the different mitted to writing about the end of the 2d century

festivals ; the dialect is not common Syriac. A. D. So far, however, from its superseding the

(11) Targum (Heb. 0937 , tar-goom ', a trans- oral Targum at once, it was, on thecontrary, strictly
lation, interpretation ), the name given to a Chal- forbidden to read it in public. Nor was there

any uniformity in the version. Down to the mid.

or, more accurately, Aramaic version of the dle of the ad century we find the masters most

Old Testament, of which there are several ex- materially differing from each other with respect

tant. to the Targum of certain passages, and transla

Moses commanded that at the end of every tions quoted not to be found in any of our Tar.

seven years, in the Feast of Tabernacles, the law gums. Weshall not be far wrong in placing the

should be read in the hearing of all Israel (Deut. work of collecting the different fragments with

31 : 10-13 ). How far the ordinance was observed their variants, and reducing them into one - finally

in early times we have no means of judging. It authorized version -- about the end of the 3d or

would appear that such readings did take place the beginning of the 4th century, and in assigning

in the days of Jeremiah. After the exile Ezra Babylon to it as the birthplace .

commanded that the law should be read “ before (6) Style, etc.. We now turn to the Targum it .

the congregation, both men and women ” (Neh. 8 : self. Its language is Chaldee , closely approaching

2, 8 ), with the addition of an oral paraphrase in inpurity of idiom to that of Ezraand Daniel It

the Chaldee dialect. This ecclesiastical usage, follows a sober and clear, though not a slavish

rendered necessary by the change of language con- exegesis, and keeps as closely and minutely to the

sequent on the captivity, was undoubtedly contin- text as is at all consistent with its purpose, viz..,

ued in aftertimes. The office of interpreter thus to be chiefly, and above all , a version for the peo

became one of the most important, and the canon ple. Its explanations of difficult and obscure pas.

of the Talmud, that as the law was given by a sages bear ample witness to the competence of

mediator, so it can be read and expounded only those who gave it its final shape and inſused into

by a mediator, became paramount. Both trapsla- it a rare unity. It avoids the legendary charac

tion and explanation were designated by the term ter with which all the later Targums entwine the

Targum . In the course of time there sprang up biblical word as far as ever circumstances would

a guild, whose special office it was to act as inter- allow. Only in the poetical passages it was com

preters, while formerly the learned alone volun- pelled to yield-though reluctantly-to the popu .

teered their services. These interpreters were lar craving for Haggadah ; but even here it chooses

subjected to certain bonds and regulations as to and selects with rare taste and tact. In spite of

the form and substance of their renderings. its many and important discrepancies, the Targum

Again, certain passages liable to give offense to never for one moment forgets its aim of being a

the multitude are specified , which may be read in clear though free translation for the people, and

the synagogue and translated ; others, which may nothing more. Wherever it deviates from the

be read but not translated , others, again, which literalness of the text, such a course, in its case,

may be neither read nor translated. Altogether is fully justified - nay, necessitated - either by the

these interpreters (Meturgemanim ) do not seem to obscurity of the passage or the wrong construc

have been held generally in very high respect , one tion that naturally would be put upon its wording

of the reasons being probably that they were paid , by the multitude. The explanations given agree

and thus made the Torah " aspade to dig with it .” either with the real sense, or develop the current

The same causes which , after many centuries of traditions supposed to underlie it . As to the

oral transmission of the whole body of the tradi . Bible text from which the Targum was prepared ,

tional law, engendered also, and about the same we have no certainty whatever on this bead, owing

period, as it would appear, written Targums — for to the extraordinary corrupt state of our Targum

certain portions of the Bible, at least. The fear texts.

of the adulterations and mutilations which the (2 ) TarguM ON THE PROPHETS - viz ., Joshua,

divine word, amid the troubles within and without Judges, Samuel, Kings, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel,

the commonwealth, must undergo at the hands of and the twelve minor prophets - called Targum

incompetent or impious exponents, broke through of JONATHAN BEN Uzziel We shall probably not

the rule that the Targum should only be orul, | be far wrong in placing this Targum some time,

lest it might acquire undue authority. The grad- although not long, after Onkelos, or about the

ual growth of the code of the written Targum , middle ofthe 4th century, the latter years of R.

such as now embraces almost the whole of the Joseph, who, it is said , occupied himself chiefly

Old Testament, is shrouded in deep obscurity. The with the Targum when he had become blind.

Targums now extant are : This Targum may fairly be described as holding,

( 1 ) THE TarguM OF ONKELOS ON THE PENTATEUCH. in point of interpretation and enlargement of the

(a ) Authorship, etc. Onkelos is the same name text, the middle place between Onkelos, who only

as Aquila, the Greek translator of the Old Testa. in extreme cases deviates into paraphrase, and the

ment; and the Targum was so called because the subsequent Targums, whose connection with their

new Chaldee version was started under the name texts is frequently of the most flighty character.

which had become expressive of the type and ideal (3 AND 4 ) Targom Of Jonathan -Ben -Uzziel,

of a Bible translation ; so that, in fact, it was a AND JERUSHALMI- TARGUM ON THE PENTATEUCH,

Targum done in the manner of Aquila - Aquila. Onkelos and Jonathan on the Pentateuch and
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Prophets, whatever be their exact date, place, uted to Jerome. This version should have a

authorship, and editorship, are the oldest of exist- deep interest for all the Western churches. For

ing Targums, and belong, in their present shape, many centuries it was the only Bible generally

to Babylon and the Babylonian academies flourish- used ; and, directly or indirectly, it is the real

ing between the 3d and 4th centuries A. D. The parent of all the vernacular versions of western

one which extends from the first verse of Genesis Europe. The Gothic version of'Ulphilas alone is

to the last of Deuteronomy is known under the independent of it. In the age of the Reformation

name of Targum Jonathan (ben Uzziel), or Pseudo- the Vulgate was rather the guide than the source

Jonathan, on the Pentateuch. The other, inter- of the popular versions. That of Luther (N. T.,

preting single verses, often single words only, is in 1523) was the most important, and in this the

extant in the following proportions : a third on Vulgate had great weight. From Luther the in

Genesis, a fourth on Deuteronomy, a fifth on Auence of the Latin passed to our own Authorized

Numbers, three twentieths on Exodus, and about Version. But the claims of the Vulgate to the

one fourteenth on Leviticus. The latter is gen. attention of scholars rest on wider grounds. It is

erally called Targum Jerushalmi, or, down to the not only the source of our current theological

11th century (Hai Gaon , Chananel), Targum Erets terminology , but it is, in one shape or other, the

Israel, Targum of Jerusalem , or of the Land of most important early witness to the text and in

Israel . Not before the first half of this century terpretation of the whole Bible .

did the fact become fully and incontestably estab- (1 ) NAME. The name Vulgate, which is equiv.

lished that both Targums were in reality one , alent to Vulgata editio ( the current text of Holy

that both were known down to the 14th century Scripture), has necessarily been used differently in

under no other name than Targum Jerushalmi- various ages of the Church . There can be no

and that some forgetful scribe, about that time, doubt that the phrase originally answered to the

must have taken the abbreviation " ( T. J.) over KOLVÌ ŠKOOGLS of the Greek Scriptures. In this

one of the two documents, and, instead of dissolv. sense it is used constantly by Jerome in his Com.

ing it into Targum - Jerushalmi, dissolved it erromentaries. In some places Jerome distinctly

neously into what hemust till then have been en. quotes the Greek text ; but generally he regards

gaged in copying, viz. , Targum - Jonathan, scribe the old Latin , which was rendered from the LXX. ,

ben Uzziel (on the Prophets). as substantially identical with it, and thus intro

; (5) TarguMS OF JOSEPH THE BLIND ON THE duces Latin quotations under the name of the

HagiogRAPHA. These Targums on the Hagio. LXX. or Vulgata editio. In this way the trans.

grapha which we now possess have been attrib- ference of the name from the current Greek text

"ited vaguely to different authors, it being assumed to the current Latin text became easy and natural .

in the first instance that they were the work of Yet more : as the phrase Kolvì ŠKDOLÇ came to

one man. Popular belief fastened upon Joseph signify an uncorrected (and so corrupt) text, the

the Blind . Yet, if ever he did translate the same secondary meaning was attached to Vulgata
Hagiographa, certain it is that those which we editio. Thus in some places the Vulgata editio

possess are not by his or his disciples' hands, i . e . , stands in contrast with the true Hexaplaric text
of the time of the 4th century. Between him and of the LXX. This use of the text Vulgata editio

our hagiographical Targums, many centuries must to describe the LXX. (and the Latin version of the
have elapsed. Hifised LXX.) was continued to later times. As a general

(6) TARGUM ON THE Book of CHRONICLES. This rule the Latin fathers speak of Jerome's version

Targum was unknown up to a very recent period. as “ our ” version (nostra editio, nostri codices). -15

In 1680 it was edited for the first time from an (2 ) THE OLD LATIN VERSIONS. (a) Origin. The

Erfurt manuscript by M. F. Beck , and in 1715 from history of the earliest Latin version of the Bible

a more complete as well as correct manuscript at is lost in complete obscurity. All that can be af.

Cambridge, by D. Wilkins. The name of Hungary firmed with certainty is that it was made in Africa.

occurring in it, and its frequent use of the Jeru . During the first two centuries the Church of Rome

salem -Targum to the Pentateuch , amounting some- was essentially Greek . The same remark holds

times to simple copying, show sufficiently that its true of Gaul ; but the Church of North Africa seems

author is neither “ Jonathan b. Uzziel” nor “ Jo- to have been Latin -speaking from the first. At

seph the Blind,” as has been suggested. But the what date this Church was founded is uncertain .

language, style, and the Haggadah, with which it It is from Tertullian that we must seek the earliest

abounds, point to a late period and to Pales- testimony to the existence and character of the

tine as the place where it was written. Its use Old Latin ( Vetus Latina) . On the first point the

must be limited to philological, historical, and evidence of Tertullian, if candidly examined, is

geographical studies. decisive . He distinctly recognizes the general

(7) THE TarguM TO DANIEL. It is for the first currency of a Latin version of the New Testa

time that this Targum is here formally introduced ment, though not necessarily of every book /at

into the regular rank and file of Targums, although present included in the canon. This was charac

it has been known for now more than five-and - terized by a “ rudeness ” and “ simplicity " which

twenty years. Munk found it , not indeed in the seems to point to the nature of its origin. The

original Aramaic, but in what appears to him to version of the New Testament appears to have
be an extract of it written in Persian . arisen from individual and successive efforts ; and

( 8) There is also a Chaldee translation extant the work of private hands would necessarily be

of the Apocryphal pieces of Esther.
subject to revision for ecclesiastical use. The

(12) Vulgate. The popular name given to the separate books would be united in a volume, and

common Latin version of the Bible, usually attrib- thus a standard text of the whole collection would

>
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be established . With regard to the Old Testa. Testament ; (3 ) the new version of the Old Tes.

ment the case is less clear. It is probable that tament from the Hebrew .

the Jews who were settled in North Africa were Jerome bad not been long in Rome (A. D. 383),

confined to the Greek towns ; otherwise it might when Damasus applied to him for a revision of

be supposed that the Latin version of the Old the current Latin version of the New Testament

Testament is in párt anterior to the Christian era, by the help of the Greek original.

and that (as in the case of Greek) a preparation he says, “ almost as many forms of text as copies."

for a Christian Latin dialect was already made The gospels had naturally suffered most. Jerome

when the Gospel was introduced into Africa. therefore applied himself to these first. But his

However this may have been, the substantial aim was to revise the old Latin, and not to make

similarity of the different parts of the Old and a new version . Yet, although he proposed to

New Testaments establishes a real connection be. himself this limited object, the various forms of

tween them, and justifies the belief that there was corruption which had been introduced were, as

one popular Latin version of the Bible current in he describes, so numerous that the difference of

Africain the last quarter of the 2d century. the old and revised ( Hieronymian ) text is through

(6) Canon . With regard to the African canon out clear and striking. Some of the changes

of the New Testament the old version offers im- which Jerome introduced were made purely on

portant evidence. From considerations of style linguistic grounds, but it is impossible to ascertain

and language it seems certain that the Epistle to onwhat principle he proceeded in this respect.

the Hebrews, James, and Second Peter did not Others involved questions of interpretation. But

form part of the original African version. In the the greater number consisted in the removal of

Old Testament, on the other hand, the Old Latin the interpolations by which the synoptic gospels

erred by excess and not by defect. especially were disfigured . This revision, how .

(c) Revision. After the translation once re - ever, was hasty.

ceived a definite shape in Africa, which could not Jerome next undertook the revision of the Old

have been long after the middle of the 2d cen. Testament from the LXX. About the same time

tury, it was not publicly revised. The old text (about A. D. 383) at which he was engaged on the

was jealously guarded by ecclesiastical use, and revision of the New Testament, Jerome undertook

was retained there at a time when Jerome's ver- also a first revision of the Psalter. This he made

sion was elsewhere almost universally received. by the help of the Greek, but the work was not

In the Old Testament the version was made from very complete or careful. This revision obtained

the unrevised edition of the LXX. But while the the name of the Roman Psalter, probably because

earliest Latin version was preserved generally un- it was made for the use of the Roman Church at

changed in North Africa, it fared differently in the request of Damasus. In a short time the

Italy. There the provincial rudeness of the ver- old error prevailed over the new correction ," and

sion was necessarily more offensive. In the 4th at the urgent request of Paula and Eustochium

century a definite ecclesiastical recension of the Jerome commenced a new and more thorough

gospels at least) appears to have been made in revision (Gallican Psalter). The exact date at

North Italy by reference to the Greek , which was which this was made is not known, but it may be

distinguished by the name of Itala . The Itala fixed with great probability very shortly after

appears to have been made in some degree with A. D. 387, when he retired to Bethlehem, and cer.

authority: other revisions were made for private tainly before 391 , when he had begun bis new

use, in which such changes were introduced as translations from the Hebrew. In the new revi.

suited the taste of scribe or critic. The next stage sion Jerome attempted to represent as far as pos .

in the deterioration of the text was the intermix- sible, by the help of the Greek versions, the real

ture of these various revisions. reading of the Hebrew. This new edition soon ob

( d ) The labors of Jerome. At the close of the tained a wide popularity. Gregoryof Tours is said

4th century the Latin texts of the Bible current to have introduced it from Rome into the public

in the Western Church had fallen into the great services in France, and from this it obtained the

est corruption . The evil was yet greater in pros- name of the Gallican Psalter. Numerousmanu

pect than at the time; for the separation of the scripts remain which contain the Latin Psalter

East and West was growing imminent. But in the in two or more forms. From the second (Gallican)

crisis of danger the great scholar was raised up revision of the Psalms Jerome appears to have

which probably alone, for fifteen hundred years , proceeded to a revision of the other books of the

possessed the qualifications necessary for produc- Old Testament, restoring all, by the help of the

ing anoriginal version of the Scriptures for the Greek, to a general conformity with the Hebrew .

use of the Latin churches . Jerome (Eusebius The revised texts of the Psalter and Job bave

Hieronymus) was born , A. D. 329, at Stridon, in alone been preserved ; but there is no reason to

Dalmatia, and died at Bethlehem A. D. 420. After doubt that Jerome carried out his design of revis.

long and self-denying studies in the East and ing all the “ canonical Scriptures." He speaks of

West, Jerome went to Rome A. D. 382 , probably this work as a whole in several places, and dis.

at the request of Damasus, the pope, to assist in tinctly represents it as a Latin' version of Origen's

an important synod . His active biblical labors Hexaplar text, if, indeed , the reference is not to

date from this epoch, and in examining them it be confined to the Psalter, which was the imme.

will be convenient to follow the order of time, diate subject of discussion. But though it seems

noticing ( 1) the revision of the old Latin version certain that the revision was made, there is very

of the New Testament ; (2) the revision of the great difficulty in tracing its history.

old Latin version ( from the Greek) of the Old The next work of Jerome was the translation
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that year .

of the Old Testament from the Hebrew. This ver- ity must bave done much to check the spread of

sion was not undertaken with any ecclesiastical the interpolations which reappear afterward, and

sanction , as the revision of the gospels was, but which were derived from the intermixture of the

at the urgent request of private friends, or from old and new versions. But the new revision was

his ownsense of the imperious necessity of the gradually deformed, though later attempts at cor

work. Its history is told in the main in the pref. rection weremadebyLanfrancof Canterbury (A. D.

aces to the several installments which were suc- | 1089), Cardinal Nicolaus (A. D. 1150), and the Cis.

cessively published. The Books of Samuel and tercian abbot Stephanus (about A. D. 1150).

Kings were issued first, and to these he prefixed HISTORY OF THE PRINTED Text. Early editions .

the famous Prologus galeatus, addressed to Paula It was a noble omen for the future of printing

and Eustochium , in which he gives an account of that the first book which issued from the press
the Hebrew canon, At the time when this was was the Bible ; and the splendid pages of the

published (about A. D. 391–392 ) other books seem Mazarin Vulgate (Mainz: Gutenburg and Fust)

to have been already translated ; and in 393 the stand yet unsurpassed by the latest efforts oftypog.

sixteen prophets were in circulation , and Job had raphy. This work is referred to about the year

lately been put into the hands of his most intimate 1455, and presents the common text of the 15th

friends. Indeed, it would appear that already in century. Other editions followed in rapid suc

392 he had in some sense completed a version of cession. The first collection of various readings

the Old Testament ; but many books were not appears in a Paris edition of 1504, and others

completed and published till some years after followed at Venice and Lyons in 1511, 1513 ; but

ward. The next books which he put into circula- Cardinal Ximenes (1502–17) was the first who

tion, yet with the provision that they should be seriously revised the Latin text, to which he as.

confined to friends, were Ezra and Nehemiah, signed the middle place of honor in his polyglot

which he translated at the request of Dominica between the Hebrew and Greek texts.
This was

and Rogatianus, who had urged him to the task followed in 1528 (2d edition, 1532) by an edition

for three years. This was probably in the year of R. Stephens. About the same time various

394, for in the preface he alludes to his intention attempts were made to correct the Latin from the

of discussing a question which he treats in Ep. lvii, original texts (Erasmus, 1516 ; Pagninus, 1518–28 ;

written in 395. In the preface to the Chronicles Cardinal Cajetanus;Steuchius, 1529 ; Clarius, 1542),

he alludes to the same epistle as “ lately written , ” or even to make a new Latin version ( Jo. Cam.

and these books may therefore be set down for pensis, 1533). A more important edition of R.

The three books of Solomon followed Stephens followed in 1540, in which he made use

(A. D. 398 ), having been “ the work of three days, " of twenty manuscripts, and introduced consider

when he had just recovered from the effects of a able alterations into his former text. In 1541

severe illness. The Octateuch (i. e . , Pentateuch, another edition was published by Jo. Benedictus

Joshua, Judges, Ruth, and Esther ) was probably at Paris, which was based on the collation of

issued after A. D. 400. The remaining books were manuscripts and editions, and was often reprinted

completed at the request of Eustochius, shortly afterward. Vercellone speaks much more highly

after the death of Paula ( A. D. 404 ). of the Biblia Ordinaria, with glosses, etc. , pub

Thus the present Vulgate contains elements lished at Lyons, 1545, as giving readings in ac.

which belong to every period and form of the cordance with the oldest manuscripts, though
Latin version : (1) Unrevised old Latin : Wisdom , the sources from which they are derived are not
Ecclus. , 1 and 2 Macc.,Baruch. ( 2) Old Latin re- given .

vised from the LXX .: Psalter. (3) Jerome's free ( f ) The Sistine and ClementineVulgates. The first

translation from the original text : Judith, Tobit. session of the Council of Trent was held on Decem.
(4) Jerome's translation from the original : Old ber 13 , 1545. After some preliminary arrangements

Testament except Psalter. ( 5) Old Latin revised the Nicene Creed was formally promulgated as the
from manuscripts : Gospels. (6 ) Old Latin cur foundation of the Christian faith on February 4,
sorily revised : the remainder of New Testament. 1546 , and then the council proceeded to the ques.

( e) Revision of Alcuin . Meanwhile the text of tion of the authority, text, and interpretation of

the different parts of the Latin Bible were rapidly Holy Scripture. A committee was appointed to

deteriorating, the simultaneous use of the old report upon the subject, which held private meet

and new versions necessarily leading to great cor . ings from February 20 to March 17. Considerable

ruptions of both texts. Mixed texts were formed varieties of opinion existed as to the relative value

according to the taste or judgment of scribes, and of the original and Latin texts, and the final de.

the confusion was further increased by changes cree was intended to serve as a compromise . In

introduced by those having some knowledge of affirming the authority of the “ old Vulgate it

the Greek. The growing corruption, which could contains no estimate of the value of the original

not be checked by private labor, attracted the at- texts. A papal board was engaged upon the work

tention of Charlemagne, who intrusted to Alcuin of revision, but it was currently reported that the

(about A. D. 802) the task of revising the Latin difficulties of publishing an authoritative edition

text for public use. This Alcuin appears to have were insuperable. Nothing further was done

done simply by the use of manuscripts of the toward the revision of the Vulgate under Gregory

Vulgate, and not by reference to the original XIII, but preparations were made for an edition

texts. Alcuin's revision probably contributed much of the LXX. This appeared in 1587, in the second

toward preserving a good Vulgate text. The best year of the pontificate of Sixtus V, who had been

manuscripts of his recension do not differ widely one of the chief promoters ofthe work. After

from the pure Hieronymian text, and his author- | the publication of the LXX. Sixtus immediately
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devoted himself to the production of an edition vonia), Karelian ( Finland ), Zirian or Siryenian

of the Vulgate. He himself revised the text, and (Finns about Vologda ), Samogitian (Wilna, Mord.

when the work was printed he examined the vin), Tcheremissian (Finns on the Volga ), Tchu .

sheets with the utmost care, and corrected the wash (Volga) ; total, 62.

errors with his own hand. The edition appeared (3) Countries of Asia. Wotjak (Western Si

in 1590, with the famous constitution Aeternus beria ), Wogul (Ural Mountains), Orenburg or

ille (dated March 1, 1589) prefixed, in which Kirghise Tartar, Ossetinian (Caucasus), Hebrew,

Sixtus affirmed with characteristic decision the Armenian (Ancient), Armenian (Modern), Arme

plenary authority of the edition for all future time. nian (Ararat), Georgian, Koordish , Azerbijan,

He further forbade expressly the publication of Turkish Tartar or Karass (Astrakhan ), Arabic,

various readings in copies of the Vulgate. Upon Arabic (Hebrew , Jews in Syria, Yemen, etc. ),

the accession of Gregory XIV , a commission was Arabic (Carshun, Mesopotamia, etc.), Syriac (An

appointed to revise the Sixtine text, under the cient), Syriac (Modern ), Persian ,Persian (Hebrew,

presidency of the Cardinal Colonna (Columna). At Jews in Persia), Pushtoo or Afghan , Sanskrit,

first the commissioners made but slow progress, | Urdu or Hindustani (Arabic ), Urdu (Persian ),

and it seemed likely that a year would elapse be- Urdu (Roman), Bengali, Bengali (Roman), Mussul.

fore the revision was completed . The mode of man-Bengali, Santali ( Bengal), Mondari (Koles of

proceeding was therefore changed, and the com- Chota Nagpore ),Lepcha, Orissa, Hindi or Hindui,

mission moved to Zagorolo, the country seat of Hindi (Kaithi), Sindhi (Arabic, West India),Sindhi

Colonna ; and, if we may believe the inscription (Gurumukhi), Moultan (orWuch , or Ooch), Punjabi

which still commemorates the event, and the cur. or Sikh, Gondi (Central India) , Nepalese or Par.

rent report of the time, the work was completed butti, Telugu (Southeast India ), Canarese (Mysore ),

in nineteen days. The task was hardly finished Singhalese (Ceylon ), Pali,Tamil,Dakhani or Madras

when Gregory died (October, 1591), and the publi- Hindustani, Malayalam ( Travancore), Tulu (West

cation of the revised text was again delayed. His of the Mysore), Marathi (Western India), Marathi

successor, Innocent IX, died within the same (Modi), Gujerati, Parsi-Gujerati, Indo-Portuguese

year, and at the beginning of 1592 Clement VIII (colonies in Ceylon) , Assamese, Khassi (Eastern In

was raised to the popedom . Clement intrusted dia) , Siamese, Peguese (Burmah ), Burman, Karen

the final revision of the textto Toletus, and the ( Burmah ), Bghai-Karen, Sgau-Karen , Pwo-Karen,

whole was printed by Aldus Manutius (the grand- Tibetan, Malay, Malay (Roman), Low Malay or

son) before the end of 1592. Soerabayan (Batavia), Dajak (Borneo), Javanese,

2. Modern Versions. In the English lan- Balinese (Dutch East Indies), Sundanese, Nias
guage see Bib. Dict., p. 150, sq . ( island near Sumatra), Batta ( Toba, Sumatra ),

The number of versions of Scriptures in whole or Batta (Mandaheling ), Chinese Classical), Man .

in parts has greatly increased of late years. The darin, Foochow (Colloquial) , Ningpo (Colloquial ,

American Bible Society made an exhibit at the Roman), Swatow (Colloquial), Shanghai (Collo

World's Columbian Exposition in 1893 of two hun- quial), Soochow (Colloquial), Amoy (Colloquial,

dred and forty-two languages and dialects in which Roman ), Nanking (Colloquial), Canton (Colloquial),

the Biblehas been printed in whole or in part, and Shanghai(Colloquial, Roman), Swatow (Colloquial,

circulated. Theseversions were arranged in the Roman ),Hakka (Colloquial, Roman ), Canton (Col

following groups : loquial, Roman ), Calmuc (or Western Mongolian ),

( 1) The languagesof the British Isles. En. Japanese, Chino - Japanese, Chino -Corean , Japan.

glish, Gaelic (Highlands of Scotland ), Irish , Irish ese (Roman ), Manchu, Mongolian Literary, Mon.

(Roman characters), Manx (Isle of Man), Welsh ; golian (Colloquial), Mongolian (Buriat Colloquial);
total , 6. total , 94 .

(2) The Continent of Europe. Breton (Brit- (4) The Islands, Malagasy (Madagascar ), Nar.

tany), French , French Basque ( Pyrrhenees ), Span - rinyeri (Australia ), Maori (New Zealand ) , Nengone

ish, Catalan (Eastern Spain ), Spanish Basque, or Mare (Loyalty Isles) , Liſu, laian , Aneityum (New

Spanish Basque (Guipuscoan dialect), Gitano Hebrides), Eromanga, Fate, Fiji, Rotuman, Ton .

(Spanish Gypsies ), Portuguese, Icelandic, Nor gan (Friendly Islands), Nieué, or Savage Island,

wegian, Swedish, Norway-Lapponese (or Quanian), Samoan (Navigator's Island), Rarotongan (Cook's

Lapponese, Russ Lapp, Finnish , Dutch, Flemish, Island), Tahitian (Society Islands), Marquesan,

German , German (Hebrew), Lithuanian , Polish, Ebon (Marshall Islands), Kusaien (Strong's Island ),

Polish ( Hebrew ), UpperWendish( Lusatia ), Lower Gilbert Islands, Ponape (Ascension Island ), Mort

Wendish (Lusatia ), Bohemian, Hungarian, Hun lock, Hawaiian (Sandwich Islands); total , 23 .

garian-Wendish (Wends in Hungary), Slovenian, (5 ) Africa . Ethiopic, Amharic (Abyssinia ), Tigre

Latin, Italian , Romanese (Oberland, Switzerland ), (Abyssinia ), Coptic (Egypt), Galla (South of Abys.

Romanese (Enghadine, Switzerland), Piedmontese, sinia), Kinika, Swabili (East Coast_of Africa),

Vaudois (Waldenses, Northern Italy), Maltese, Sechuana, Zulu , Otiyeherero, Kafir, Damara, Na.

Greek (Ancient), Greek (Modern ), Greek (Modern, macqua (these six in South Africa) , Sesuto, Dualla,

Roman characters), Albanian (Gheg ), Albanian Ibo, Haussa, Nupé, Yoruba, Accra or Ga, Tschi

(Tosk), Turkish (Arabic ), Turkish (Greek charac. or Twi , Mandingo, Mende, Temne, Benga , Grebo,

ters ), Turkish ( Armenian ), Spanish (Hebrew, for Mpongwe, Dikele (all fourteen in West Africa ),

Spanish Jews in Turkey), Rouman (Roman char. Galla (South of Abyssinia), Bullom ( near Sierra

acters, Danubian Provinces), Rouman (Cyril char. Leone). Ewe (Gold Coast), Berber (North Africa) ;

acters), Ruthenian (Little Russia ), Servian, Croa. total , 32 .

tian, Bulgarian, Slavonic, Russian, Esthonian (6) America . Greenland , Esquimaux, Cree

(Reval, Russia), Esthonian (Dorpat), Lettish ( Li- | (Roman, British America ), Cree, Micmac (Nova
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stones,

Scotia ), Tinne (Hudson's Bay), Chippewayan, Tu- ness). In Isa. 32 :6 " the vile person will speak

kudh (Loucheux Indians), Maliseet (New Bruns. villainy may better be rendered “ the fool speaks

wick ), Mohawk, Choctaw, Seneca, Dakota, Ojibwa, folly." In Jer. 29:23 " villainy " is wickedness in

Muskokee, Cherokee, Delaware, Nez Perces (nine the practice of adultery.
North American Indian tribes), Mayan (Yucatan),

Mexican or Aztec, Negro-English (Surinam ), Cre
VINE. 1. Names. The following Hebrew

olese (West Indies), Aymara (Peru), Arrawack and Greeknames denote the vine :

(Guiana), Quichuan (Argentine) ; total , 25. (1 ) Ghel -fen (Heb. 1 , twining), or more def.

VERY. See GLOSSARY.
initely, ghel.fen hay-yah'- yeen (1.23 Pa, Gen.

40:9 and fifty-two other places).
VESTRY (Heb.hasa,mel-taw - khar ', from

( 2) So-rake' (Heb. 10:0 ), or so -ray -kaw '(POW),
an old root to spread out), the wardrobe of the is a term denoting some choice kind of vine( Jer.

temple of Baal (2 Kings 10:22). The priests of
Baal, like those of almost all religions, had their 2:21 ; Isa. 6: 2 ; Gen. 49:11), thought to be the same

sacred dresses (A. V. “ vestments " ), which were
as that now called in Morocco serki, and in Persia

kishmish, with small round dark berries and soft
worn at the time of worship, and were kept in a

wardrobe in the temple.

(3) Naw -zeer " (Heb. 1775, unpruned) is an “ un
VESTURE. See Glossary.

dressed vine ” (A. V., Lev. 25:5 , 11), i. e. , one
VEX . See GLOSSARY.

which every seventh and every fiftieth year was

VIAL. 1. Pak (Heb. 12, from root to distil), not pruned .

a bottle or flask, as of oil ( 1 Sam. 10: 1 ; " box "
(4) Am '-pel-os (Gr. åutehos ), a generic word for

vine.

in 2 Kings 9 : 1 , 3 ) .

2. Fee-al -ay (Gr. piáłn, Rev. 5 : 8 , etc.), a bowl.
2. Culture. The grapevine ( Vitus vinifera)

is supposed to be a native of the shores of the

VICTUAL. The rendering of several Hebrew Caspian . Its culture " extends from about the

and Greek words. See BANQUET ; Food, etc. twenty -first to the fiftieth degree of north latitude,

VILLAGE, a collection of houses less regular and reaches from Portugal on the west to the con:

and important than a town (q . v . ) or city (q. v . ). fines of India on the east. It is, however, only

“ Village,” in theA. V., is the rendering of several along the center of this zone that the finest wines

Hebrew and Greek words. are made ” ( Hogg, Vegetable Kingdom , p . 181 ).

1. Kaw -fawr" (Heb. 77, protected, 1 Chron. AlthoughEgypt is not nownotedfor its grapes,
yet we find it mentioned early in Scripture (Gen.

27:25 ; Cant. 7:11 ) is the proper Hebrew term for 40: 9-11 ; Num. 20: 5 ; Psa. 78:47). The Egyptians

village. It appears also in the forms kef-eerl “ trained their vines on a trelliswork, supported

7997, covered as by walls , Neh . 6 : 2 ), and ko'.fer by transverse rafters resting on pillars; and a

( 1795, 1 Sam. 6:18) , and is represented by the wall, extending round it, separated this part from
the rest of the garden. Sometimes the orchard

Arabic kefr, still so much used . In the Hebrew and vineyard were not separated by any wall, and

the prefix kaw -fawr' implied a regular village, as figs and other trees were planted within the same

Capernaum , which had in later times, however; limits as the vines. But if not connected with it,

outgrown the limits implied by its original desig. the vineyard was close to the orchard. i . Some

nation. vines were allowed to grow as standing bushes,

2. Khaw -tsare' (Heb. 737, inclosed) is properly and, being kept low , did not require any support;
others were formed into a series of bowers. .

an inclosure, as of farm buildings inclosing a court When the vineyard was inclosed within its own

(Josh . 13:23, 28), the encampment of nomads (Gen. wall or circuit, it frequently had a reservoir of

25:16 ; Deut . 2:23, A.V. “ Hazerim " ),and of ham- water attached to it, as well as the building which

lets near towns (Josh. 15:32, sq.; 1 Chron. 4:35 ; contained the winepress ; but the various ways of

Neh. 11:25),especially unwalled suburbs of walled arranging the vineyard, as well as the other parts
towns (Lev. 25:31 ; comp. v . 34) .

3. Ko'may (Gr. koun) is applied to Bethpage of each individual.
of the garden,depended, of course, on the taste

When the grapes were

(Matt. 21:2), Bethany (Luke 10:38; John11: 1), gathered the bunches were carefully put into deep

Èmmaus (Luke 24:13), Bethlehem ( John 7:42). A wicker baskets, which men carried, either on their

distinction between city or town (TÓhes) and yil- head or shoulders, or slung upon a yoke, to the

lage («bum) is pointed out in Luke 8: 1 .

4. Other termsare improperly rendered “ village." | were put, like other fruits, into flat openbaskets,
winepress ; but when intended for eating, they

Thus the plural of paw -rawz' (Heb. from 777, to and generally covered with theleaves of the palm,

separate), rendered " villages " (Hab. 3:14), should vine, or other trees (Wilkinson, Anc. Egyp .,

be “ captains, " or eminent men ,” i. e ., men vol. I,pp. 38-44).

separated by their rank or prowess from the Palestine, evenbefore Israel took pussessiɔn of

In Judg.5 : 7, 11 , per -aw -zone' (Heb. 7777 ?, Num . 13:23); and Moses enacted rules andregu
it, was a land of vineyards (Deut. 6:11 ; 28:30 ;

properly rulers) is rendered " villages ,” and in lations for the culture of the vine, while their

Ezek. 38:11 , per-aw -zotk' (Heb . 01179)means “ open prospective owners still wandered in thedesert

country .” See City ; Town. (Exod . 22 : 5 ; 23:11 ; Lev. 25:6 , 11 ; Num . 6 : 3 ; Deut.

VILLAINY (Heb. 1577, neb -aw -law ”, foolish of Judah was especially adapted;and inobtaining
22: 9 ; 23:24 ; 24:21 ). For this culture the portion

)
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The proper
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for his inheritance the hilly slopes of the south, season , to guard the vintage from thieves or jack.

the prophecy of his ancestor was fulfilled , “ He als ” (Dr. H. B. Tristram , in S. S. Times ).

washed his garments in wine, and his clothes in 4. Mosaic Regulations. It was contrary to

the blood of grapes " (Gen. 49:11). Here, more the law to eat the fruit of a vineyard during the

than elsewhere, are to be seen on the sides of the first three years after its planting. The fourth

hills the vineyards, marked by their watchtowers year allthefruitwas holy to theLord, “ to praise

(see TOWERS) and walls, seated on their ancient the Lord withal. ” Only in the fifth year did the

terraces - the earliest and latest symbol of Judah. produce of the vines fall atirely to the owner's

The elevation of the hills and table-lands of Judah disposal (Lev. 19 : 23–25 ; comp. Mark 12: 2). In

is the true climate of the vine, and at Hebron, ac later times, however, while it was still held wrong

cording to the Jewish tradition, was its primeval to eat during the first three years , the rule was

seat. It was from the Judean valley of Eshcol- greatly relaxed regarding the fourth year. Various
“the torrent of the cluster " -that the spies markings were adopted whereby the passer-by

cut down the gigantic cluster of grapes. Al. might distinguish the three years' from the four

though from many of its most famous haunts the years' vineyard, and so escape the peril of eating

vine has disappeared—e. g. , from En-gedi—both from the former.
season for

in southern Palestine and on the slopes of Leba- claiming produce would therefore not come until

non there are specimens sufficient to vindicate the fifth year.

the old renown of this “ land of vineyards. ” The The vine in the Mosaic ritual was subject to the

grapes of Hebron are still considered the finest in usual restrictions of the “ seventh year ” (Exod.

the Holy Land. Bunches weighing from six to 23:11), and the jubilee of the fiftieth year (Lev.

seven pounds are said to be by no meansuncom- 25:11 ). The gleanings were to be left for the

mon, and Sir Moses Montefiore said he saw one poor and the stranger ( Jer.49 : 9 ; Deut. 24:21). The

bunch at Hebron a yard long (Imp. Dict., s. v .).
vineyard was not to be sown “ with divers seed

3.Vineyard (Heb. 07 , kelʻrem, garden; in vineyards (Luke 13:6; comp.1Kings4:25 :
( Deut. 22 :9), but fig trees were sometimes planted

1792, kan -naw ',planted; Gr. åutehóv, am -pel-ohn'). “ Every man under his 'vine and under his fig

“ The preparation of a vineyard is the most costly tree ” ). Persons passing through a vineyard were

and onerous of all the operations of that primitive allowed to eat grapes therein , but not to carry

busbandry in Eastern lands, the methods of which any away (Deut. 23:24 ).

have remained unchanged and unimproved from 5. Vintage (Heb. , baw -tseer ', clipped ).

the earliest times of which we possess anyrecords. The vintage began in September, and wasatime

It is, in fact, the only branch of agriculture, as

there practiced, which demands any consider. and the people lived in the vineyards — in lodges
of general festivity. The towns were deserted,

able outlay. In the first place, the vineyard must and tents (Judg. 9:27 ; Jer . 26:30 ; Isa. 16:10 ).

be carefullyinclosed by a permanent fence, which The grapes were gathered with shouts of joy by

is required for no other crop. The pasturelands the grape gatherers ” (Jer. 25:30), and put into

outside the villages are all unfenced, and the baskets (6:9), andthen carriedto the wine press.

boundaries only marked by well-known stones or

landmarks. The cornfields are equally open, or
In Palestine at present the finest grapes, says

only protected by thorn branches strewn on the Robinson, aredried as raisins, and the juice of the

"remainder, after having been trodden and pressed,
ground, while the olive yards nearer the town or
village are equally unprotected . When thevine- is boiled down to a syrup, which, under the name

yard hasbeenthus hedged ,the next operation is of dibs (Heb. 27), is much used by all classes,

to gather out the stones, not the small stones wherever vineyards are found, as a condiment

which strew all the hillsides, and are indispensable with their food. Even the leaves and the stocks

for the retention of moisture in the soil, but the of the vine are useful. The cuttings of the vine

larger bowlders, which are henped in long rows and the leaves are much used for manure to the

like a ruined stone wall . On these rows the vines vineyards. The leaves are also used as a vege

are trailed , to preserve the fruit from damp. table , chopped meat and rice being rolled up to

Next, there must be a wine press (q. v . ) hewn out gether in single leaves, and boiled for the table,

of the native rock ; for the grapes are always making a very agreeable dish. The leaves are

pressed on the spot, lest they should be bruised also used for fodder, while the wood serves as fuel

and injured by conveyance to a distance. These (Ezek . 15 :3, 4 ; comp.John 15 : 6).

wine presses, or vats, are the most imperishable 6. Figurative. The vine is a symbol; thus

records of the past in the deserted land . They Israel was a vine brought from Egypt (Psa. 80:8 ;

are simply two parallel troughs, one above the comp. Isa. 6 :2 , sq . ). To dwell under one's vine

other, with a perforated conduit between them . and fig tree is an emblem of domestic happiness

The bunches of grapes are thrown into the upper and peace (1 Kings 4:25 ; Psa. 128:3 ; Mic. 4 :4 ).

vat, where they are trodden, and the juice flows The rebellious people of Israel are compared to
into the lower one . These wine fats, ' found in “ wild grapes, an empty vine,” “ the degenerate

abundance through the whole land , and even far plant of a strange vine” (Isa . 6 :2, 4 ; Jer. 2:21 ;

into the southern desert, are silent witnesses to Hos. 10: 1 ) . By the vine our Lord symbolizes the

its former fertility . Then, unless the vineyard spiritual union existing between himself and be.

adjoins the village, there must be a temporary lievers (John 15 :1-6), unfruitful branches being

lodge, or booth , erected on poles ; but, more gen. mere professors. The quick growth of the vine

erally , a permanent tower, of which many traces is a symbol of the growth of saints in grace (Hos.

may still be seen , for the watchman, during the | 14: 7) ; its rich clusters, of the graces of theChurch

>
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VINE OF SODOM VOCATION

the age
1

DOM .

3

6

(Cant. 7:8) ; the worthlessness of its wood, of the is not that of unspotted virginity, for which

unprofitableness of the wicked (Ezek. 15 :2 , 3, 6 ) ; the Hebrews have the special word beth -oo -law '

a vine setting fruit, but not bringing it tomatu: ( an ), but simply being of marriageable ago,

rity, is representative of Israel notanswering the
rightful expectations of Jehovah (Hos. 10 : 1 ) . The

of puberty ."

vineyard is used as a figure of Israel (Isa. 5 : 7 ;
3. Par -then ' -os (Gr. mapőévos ), a virgin (Matt.

27: 2; Jer. 12:10 ; comp. Matt. 21:33 ) ; while the 1:23 ; 25 :1, 7, 11 ; Luke 1:27 ; Acts 21:9 ; i Cor .

failure of the vineyard is a symbol of severe ca. | 7:25, 28, 33), i . e. , either a marriageable maiden

lamities (Isa. 32:10 ); to plant vineyards and eat or a young married woman, a pure virgin (2 Cor.

the fruit thereof is a figure of peaceful prosperity 11: 2 ). In Rev. 14 :4 it is used in the sense of a
(Neh. 9:25 ; Isa. 65:21 ; Ezek. 28:26) . See VEGE- man who has abstained from all uncleanness and

TABLE KINGDOM . whoredom attendant upon idolatry, and so has

kept his chastity.
VINE OF SODOM. See VEGETABLE King

Respecting the virginity of Mary, the mother of

our Lord, see Mary.

VINEGAR . See WINE.

VIRTUE (Gr. åpérn, ar -et '-ay, manliness ;
VINEYARD. See VINE.

Suvapis, doo'-nam - is, power, strength ). The first of
VINEYARDS, PLAIN OF THE (Heb . these terms denotes a virtuous course of thought,

0979777 32x, aw.bale'ker- av-meem), a place men- feeling, andaction, moral goodness (2 Pet. 1:6),
tioned in Judg. 11:33 only ; and bly now rep- any particular moral excellence, as modesty, pú

resented by a ruin bearing the name of Beit el. rity (Phil. 4 :8). The latter term indicates power,

ability, and is often so rendered. In Mark 5:30 ;
Kerm— " house of the vine " —to the north of Luke 6:19 ; 8:46, it indicates the power of Christ

Kerak . Its situation cannot be definitely deter to heal disease. See GLOSSARY.

mined.

VINTAGE . See VINE.
VISION (some derivative of Heb. 117, khaw.

VIOL. See Music. zaw ', to perceive ; Gr. opáw, hor -al' - o ; or of

VIOLENCE. The rendering of two Hebrew -7'7, raw -aw ”, to see; önropal, op'-tom -ahee ), a

and three Greek words: supernatural presentation of certain scenery or

1. Khaw -mawce' (Heb . 072TT) has the sense of circumstances to themind of a person while awake

using violence, especially with evil intent (Gen. (Num. 12 :6-8). Balaam speaks of himself as hav .

6:11, 13 ; 49:5, A. V. “ cruelty ; ” Psa . 18:48 , À. V. ing seen “ the vision of the Almighty " (24:16).

“ violent man ” ). In the time of Eli it is said, “ And the word of

2. Gaw -zal" (Heb. 51a, to strip of) has the the Lord was precious in those days; there was

meaning of to rob (Lev. 6 : 2 ; Job 20:19 ; 24 : 2 ) , in public and recognized revelation of the divine will
no open vision ” ( 1 Sam , 3 : 1 ), i . e., there was no

which passages the sense is that of seizing an- | (comp. Prov. 29:18, “ Where there is no vision the

other's property by fraud or injustice, especially of people perish ” ). See Dream.

the rich and powerful who seize upon the posses.

sions of the poor by fraud and force (Eccles. 5 : 8 ;
VISITATION (Heb . TIRO, pek -ood -daw ';

Jer. 22 : 3 , Ezek . 18 : 7, 12 , 16 , 18 ) . Gr. ÉTLOKOTH, ep -is-kop -ay ), inspection, is some

3. Bee'-ah (Gr. Bin , vital activity), strength in times taken for a visit of mercy from God (Gen.

violent action , force ( Acts 5:26 ; 24 : 7 ). In Matt . 50:24 ; Exod. 13:19 ; Luke 1:68), but oftener for

11:12, “ The kingdom of heaven suffereth vio- a visit of rigor and vengeance , or at least of close

lence " (ý Baoiheia T. oup. Blášetal), carried by inspection (Exod. 32:34 ; Isa . 23:17 ; 1 Pet. 2:12) .

storm, i. e. , a share in the heavenly kingdom is

sought for with the most ardent zeal and the in
VOCATION (Gr. kovs, klay '-sis, an invito .

tensest exertion . tion ), a theological term signifying calling (Rom.

4. Dooʻ-nam -is (Gr.Súvajus,strength, ability) is 11:29 ; 1 Cor. 1:26 ; Eph. 1:18; 4 :4; Phil. 3:14:

used in the expression, Quenched the violence 2 Thess. 1:11 ; 2 Tim. 1 : 9 ; Heb. 3 :1 ; 2 Pet. 1:10 ).

of fire ” ( Heb. 11:34 ).
The dominant idea is that God in his grace calls

5. Dee-as - i '-0 ( Gr. diacrío, Luke 3:14) , “ do vio- men to forsake a sinful life and to enter into the

lence to no man," means to extort money , or
kingdom and service of the Lord Jesus Christ.

other property, from one by intimidation. The long-standing point of controversy between
Calvinistic and Arminian theologians' relates to

VIPER . See ANIMAL KINGDOM .
the character of this call , the former holding that

VIRGIN , the rendering of two Hebrew words there is an " external call” to all men, addressed

and one Greek word : indiscriminately to all men, while the “ effectual

1.Beth -oo- law ” (Heb. , separated) prop call ” is given only to those who by the divine de.

erly denotes a virgin, maiden (Gen. 24:16 ; Lev. refusing to recognize any such distinction.
cree are predestined to everlasting life , the latter

21:13 ; Deut. 22:14, 23 , 28 ; Judg. 11:37 ; 1 Kings
Methodists and Arminians generally regard the

1 : 2) ; the passage Joel 1 : 8 is not an exception, as divine call, under whatever external conditions it

it refers to the loss of one betrothed, not married . is made, as in every case one of thoroughly gra.

2. Al-maw' (Heb. 177???, veiled ), a young woman cious reality ,and so efficaciousthatif it isheeded

of marriageable age (Gen. 24:43 ; Exod. 2 : 8 ; Psa . the man is certain of salvation .

68:25, A. V. “ damsel " ; Prov. 30:19 ; Cant. 1 : 3 ; See ELECTION ; ATONEMENT ; Holy Ghost. – E .

6 : 8 ; Isa. 7:14). " The primary idea of this word | McC.

( 6
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VOPHOI 1 . ? ! WAGON 1

VOPH'SI (Heb. Oni, vof -see', additional), the changed, and if a man attempted to do so he was

father of Nahbi, one of the explorers of Canaan required to bring both the devotee and the chang

(Num. 13:14 ) .
ling (27 : 9 , 10, 33 ). They were to be free from

blemish (Mal. 1:14 ). An animal untit for sacrifice

VOW (Heb. from 777, naw -dar, to promise ; might be redeemed ,with the addition to the priest's

Gr. evxí, yoo -khay', a prayer ), defined as a religious valuation of a fifth , or it became the property of

undertaking, either, positive, to do something, or, the priests(Lev. 27:12, 13). (3) The case of per
negative, to bstain from doing a certain thing. sons stood thus: A man might devote either him.

Under the old covenant the principle of vowing self, his child (not thefirstborn), or his slave. If

was recognized as in itself a suitable expressionof no redemption took place, the devoted person be

the religioussentiment, and as suchwasplaced NazariTE). Otherwise he might be redeemed at
came a slave of the sanctuary (2 Sam . 15 : 8 ) (see

under certain regulations. It was not, except in
a valuation according to age and sex (Lev. 27: 1-7).

a few special cases , imposed as an obligation on
the individual conscience. The Lord never said, (4) General regulations. Vows were entirely vol
Thou shalt vow so and so ; but, If thou shouldst untary, but once made were regarded as compul

make a vow, or when thou dost so, then let such sory, and evasion of performance of them was

and such conditions be observed. Theconditions Deut. 23:21; Eccles. 6 :4). If persons in a de
held to be contrary to true religion (Num . 30 : 2 ;

specified in the law related almost exclusively to

the faithfulperformance of what had beenfreely daughter living in her father's house, or a wife,
pendent condition made vows — as an unmarried

undertaken by the worshiper-what he had pledged even if she afterwardbecame a widow — the .vow,

himself before God to render in active service or if in the first case her father, or in the second her

dedicated gifts. He was on no account to draw husband, heard anddisallowed it, was void ; but

backfrom his plighted word, but conscientiously if they heard withoutdisallowance, it was to re

to carry it into effect, since otherwise a slight main good (Num . 30:3–16). Votive offerings aris

would manifestly be put upon God and a stain ingfrom the profit of any impure traffic were

leftupon the conscience of the worshiper.(Deut. wholly forbidden (Deut. 23:18).

23 : 21-23 ; Eccles. 5 : 5 ; Psa, 50:14 ; Nah . 1:15) .
Vows in general and their binding force as a

Mosaic Regulations. ( 1) A man could not

devote to sacred uses the firstborn of man or 22:25 ; 50:14 ; 66:13 ; 116 :14 ; Prov. 7:14 ; Isa. 19 :
test of religion are mentioned (Job 22:27 ; Psn.

bcast, whichwas devoted already (Lev.27:26); 21; Nah.1:15). See Oath.

if he vowed land, he might redeem it or not (vers.
VULGATE . See VERSIONS.

16 , 20) (see REDEMPTION ) . (2) Animals fit for sac

rifice , if devoted, were not to be eem VULTURE . See ANIMAL KINGDOM .or

G

WAGES. 1. Usually some form of Heb. service for him . In Egypt money payments by

ni ( saw -kar ', Gen. 31 : 8 ; Exod. 2 : 9 ; Ezek. 29:18 , way of wages were in use, but the terms cannot
now be ascertained .

19) ; elsewhere “ hire,” “ reward,” etc.
Among the Hebrews wages in general, whether

2. Mas-kok '- reth (Heb. Do , Gen. 29:15 ; of soldiers or laborers, are mentioned (Hag . 1 :6 ;

31:41 ; Ruth 2:12 , “ reward ” ). Ezek . 29:18 , 19 ; John 4:36). The rate of wages

3. Peh -ool -law ' ( Heb. , Lev . 19:13 ; Psa . is only mentioned in the parable of the house
holder and vineyard (Matt. 20: 2) . where the labor.

109 : 20, “ reward ” ).
er's wages are given as 'one denarius per day

4. Two Greek words are thus rendered : Mis (about sixteen cents ), a rate which agrees with

thos' (uiolós, John 4:36, elsewhere “ reward,” or Tob. 5:14 , where a drachma is mentioned as the

“ lire " ) ; op -so '-nee-on ( öyóviov, Luke 3:14 ; 2 Cor. rate per day, a sum which may be taken as fairly

11 :8 ; Luke 6:23, “ reward ” ). equivalent to the denarius, and to the usual pay

Wages, according to the earliest usages of of a soldier in the latter days of the Roman re

mankind, are a return for something of value, public. In earlier times it is probable that the

specifically for work performed. Thus labor is rate was lower. But it is likely thatlaborers, and

recognized as property, and wages as the price also soldiers, were supplied with provisions. The

paid or obtained in exchange for such property. Mosaic law was very strict in requiring daily pay

The earliest mention of wages is of a recompense ment of wages (Lev. 19:13 ; Deut. 26:14 ,15). The
not in money , but in kind. This was given to employer who refused to give his laborers suffi.

Jacob by Laban (Gen. 29:15, 20 ; 31 : 7, 8, 41). Such cient provisions was censured (Job 24:11 ), and the

payment was natural among a pastoral and chang. iniquity of withholding wages is denounced (Jer.

ing population like that of the tent -dwellers of 22:13 ; Mal. 3 : 5 ; James 5: 4) (Smith ). See Serv.

Syria. Burckhardt (Syria, p . 297 ) mentions a

case in Syria resembling closely that of Jacob

with Labin - a man who served eight years for rolls or turns round, Gen. 45:19, 21 , 27 ; 46 : 3 ;
WAGON (Heb. - pp , ag -aw - law ', that which

his food, on condition of obtaining his master's

daughter in marriage, and was afterward con- Num. 7 :3 , 6–8 ; , reh ' keb, Ezek . 23:24 , else.

pelled by his father-in - law to perform acts of I where “ chariot ” ). The oriental wagon , or arabah,

ICE.
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is a vehicle composed of two or three planks, by Smith ( Bib. Dict., 8. v.) : " 1. The practice

fixed on two solid circular blocks of wood, from common in Palestine of carrying foundations down

two to five feet in diameter, which serve as wheels. to the solid rock , as in the case of the temple, and

To the floor are sometimes attached wings, which in the present day with structures intended to be

splay outward like the sides of a wheelbarrow . permanent (Luke 11:48). 2. A feature of some

For the conveyance of passengers mattresses or parts of Solomon's buildings, as described by Jo.

clothes are laid in the bottom , and the vehicle is sephus, corresponds remarkably to the method

drawn by bullocks or oxen. The covered wagons adopted at Nineveh of incrusting or veneering a

for conveying the materials for the tabernacle wall of brick or stone with slabs of a more costly

were probably constructed on Egyptian models. material, as marble or alabaster. 3. Another use

Others of a lighter description , and more nearly of walls in Palestine is to support mountain roads

approaching the modern cart, occur in the Assyr- or terraces formed on the sides of hills for pur.
ian monuments. Some of these have eighit, poses of cultivation . 4. The path of the vine.

others as many as twelve spokes in their wheels. yards' (Num . 22:24) is a pathway through vine,

WAIL . See MOURNING. yards, with walls on each side."

WALK . Figurative. Walk is often used
Figurative. In Scripture language a wall is

in Scripture for conduct in life, general demeanor, lection of God(Zech . 2:5),of those who afford
a symbol of salvation (Isa. 26:1 ; 60:18) ; of pro .

and deportment. Thus it is said that Enoch and
Noah “ walked with God," i . e ., they maintained protection (1 Sam .25:16 ; Isa. 2:15) , of the Church

a course of action conformed to God's will and as a protection to the nation (Cant. 8: 9, 10), of

acceptable in his sight. In the Old and New ordinances as a protection to the Church (Cant.

Testaments we find God promising to walk with 2:9 ; Isa. 6:5) ;of the wealth of the rich in his own

his people ; and his people, on the other hand, de conceit (Prov. 18:11). A.“ brazen wall” is sym.

siring the influence of the Holy Spirit, that they wicked ( Jer. 16:20) ; the “ wallof partition”(Eph.
bolical of prophets in their testimony against the

may walk in his statutes. “ To walk in darkness

(1 John 1 : 6, 7) is to be involved in unbelief and 2:14 ), of the separation of Jews and Gentiles;

“ whited walls ” (Acts 23 :3), of hypocrites,
misled by error; " to walk in the light ” (v . 7) is

to be well informed, holy, and happy; “ to walk
WAN . See GLOSSARY .

by faith ” (2 Cor. 5 : 7) may be rendered “ through WANDERINGINTHE WILDERNESS.

faith we walk , " i, e ., faith is the sphere through See WILDERNESS OF WANDERING .

which we walk. “ To walk after the flesh ” (Rom .
WAR . The rendering of several Hebrew and

8:1, 4 ; 2 Pet. 2:10) is to gratify the carnal de- Greek words : Heb. 27???, mil-khaw -maw ',
sires, to yield to fleshly appetites, and to be obe

dient to the lusts of the flesh ; while “ to walk fighting ; *?*, tsaw -bar ', or -777, tseb -aw -aw ',
after the Spirit ” (Gal . 5:16) is to be guided and to make war ; used also for the sacred service of

aidedby the Holy Spirit,the active and animating the Levites (Num . 4:23) ; -75, law-kham', literally
principle of the Christian life.

WALL (Heb. properly 7 ?, keer, as a defense ; otpatevw, strat-yooʻ-o, to make a military expedi.
to consume ; Gr. Tóhepos, pol'-em -os, a conflict;

orain, kho-maw ', as a barrier ;sometimes now, tion.

shoor, perhaps from its rocky character; various 1. The Egyptians. “ Military service in. “

forms of 774, gaw -dar ', to inclose ; occasionally Egypt was notuniversally compulsory, but rather

bom, khale, from its strength ; 7.7, khah”-yits, whose origin but little is known. Perhaps origi
the profession and privilege of a special class of

from its exterior position ; 79797, khaw -roots ', from nally it comprised only the descendants of the con:

its being dug, etc.; Gr. teixos, ti '-khos ; toixos, quering race, but in historic times it was not ex.

toy'-khos). In ancient times the walls of cities clusively confined to the latter, and recruits were

and houses were usually built of earth , or of bricks raised everywhere among the fellahs, the Bedouins

( q. v. ) of clay, mixed with reeds and hardened in of the neighborhood, thenegroes,the Nubians, and

the sun.
When any breach took place in such a even from among the prisoners of war, or adventure

mass of earth , by heavy rains or a defect in the ers from beyond the sens. This motley collection

foundation , the consequences were serious (Gen. of foreign mercenaries composed ordinarily the

49 :6 ; Psa. 62 : 3 ; Isa. 30:13) ; and we can easily bodyguard of the king or of his barons, thé per.

understand how such walls could be readily demanent nucleus round which in times of war the

ztroyed by fire (Amos 1 : 7, 10, 14 ). The exten- levies of native recruits were rallied . Every Egyp.

sive mounds on the plains of Mesopotamia and tian soldier received from the chief to whom he

Assyria, marking the sites of ancientcities, show was attached a holding of land for the mainte.

that the walls were principally constructed of nance of himself and bis family. . . \ They

earth or clay. The wall surrounding the palace were enrolled in special registers, with the indi.

of Khorsabad is fixed by Botta at forty -eight feet cation of the holding which was temporarily as

nine inches ; probably about the same as that of signed to them . A military scribe kept this regis .

Nineveh, upon which three chariots could be driven ter in every royal home or principality. Military

abreast. The wall of Babylon was eighty-seven service seemed in the eyes of the fellahs so great

feet broad , and six chariots could be driven to that for the most part those who were engaged in

gether upon it. Not infrequently stone walls, it had their children also enrolled , and taken to

with towers and a fosse, surrounded fortified the barracks, where they were taught not only

cities (Isa. 2:15 ; 9:10 ; Neh . 4 :3 ; Zeph. 1:16). the use of the bow, the battle-ax, the mace, the

The following additional points are mentioned | lance, and the shield, but were all instructed id

-e
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a

such exercises as rendered the body supple and the selection of champions (1 Sam. , ch. 17 ; 2 Sam .

prepared them for maneuvering, regimentalmarch- 2:14 ), who were spurred on to exertion by the

ing, running, jumping, and wrestling either with offer of high reward (1 Sam . 17:25 ; 18:25 ; 2 Sam .

closed or open hand. Their training being fin. 18:11; 1 Chron. 11 : 6). The contest having been

ished, they were incorporated into local companies decided, the conquerors were recalled from the

and invested with their privileges . When they pursuit by the sound of a trumpet (2 Sam . 2:28 ;

were required for service part or the whole of the 18:16 ; 20:22 ).

class was mustered, arms kept in the arsenal (3) Siege of a town. The siege of a town or

were distributed among them , and they were con- fortress was conducted in the following manner :

veyed in boats to the scene of action ” (Maspero, A line of circumvallation was drawn round the

Dawn of Civ., p . 305—309). place (Ezek. 4:2 ; Mic. 5: 1), constructed out of the

2. The Chaldeans. “ When a war was immi- trees found in the neighborhood (Deut. 20:20 ), to

nent a military levy was made upon his (the king's) gether with earth and any other materials at

domains, but we are unable to find out whether the hand. This line not only cut off the besieged from

recruits thus raised were drawn indiscriminately the surrounding country, but also served as a base

from the population in general or merely from a of operations for the besiegers. The next step

special class analogous to that of the warriors was to throw out from this line one or more

which we find in Egypt, who were paid in the mounds,” or “ banks, ” in the direction of the

same wayby grants of land. The equipment of city (2 Sam . 20:15 ; 2 Kings 19:32 ; Isa. 37:33),

these soldiers was of the rudest kind ; they had no which were gradually increased in heigbtuntilthey

cuirass, but carried a rectangular shield , and, in were about half as high as the city wall. On these

the case of those of higher rank at all events, a mounds or banks towers were erected (2 Kings

conical metal helmet, probably of beaten copper, 25 : 1 ; Jer. 52 :4 ; Ezek. 4 :2 ; 17:17 ; 21:22 ; 26 :8 ),

provided with a piece to protect the back of the whence the slingers and archers might attack

neck. The heavy infantry were armed with a with effect. Battering -rams (Ezek. 4 :2 ; 21:22)

pike tipped with bronze or copper, an ax or sharp were brought up to the walls by means of thebank,

adze, a stone-headed mace, and a dagger. The and scaling ladders might also be placed on it.

light troops were provided only with the bow and ( 4 ) Treatment of conquered, etc. The treat

sling. As early as the millenium B. C. the king ment of the conquered was extremely severe in

went to battle in a chariot drawn by onagers, or ancient times. The bodies of the soldiers killea

perhaps horses; he had his own peculiar weapon, in action were plundered ( 1 Sam. 31:8 ; 2 Macc.

which was a curved baton probably terminating 8:27) ; the survivors were either killed in some

in a metal point, and resembling the scepter of the savage manner (Judg. 9:45 ; 2 Sam. 12:31 ; 2 Chron .

Pharaohs. ... At the beginning of a campaign 25:12), mutilated ( Judg. 1 :6; 1 Sam . 11: 2 ), or

a distribution of weapons to the newly levied carried into captivity (Num . 31:26 ; Deut. 20:14 ).

troops took place ; but as soon as the war was at Sometimes the bulk of the population of the con.

an end the men brought back their accouterments , quered country was removed to a distant locality.

which were stored till they were again required " The Mosaic law mitigated to a certain extent the

(ibid ., pp. 721, 722). severity of the ancient usages toward the con.

3. The Hebrews. (1) Preliminary. Before quered. The conquerors celebrated their success

entering on an aggressive warfare the Hebrews by the erection of monumental stones (1 Sam .

sought forthe divine sanction by consulting either 7:12 ; 2 Sam . 8:13), by hanging up trophies in

the Urim and Thummim ( Judg . 1 : 1 ; 20 : 2, 27, 28 ; their public buildings (1 Sam .21 :9 ; 31:10 ; 2 Kings

1 Sam . 14:37 ; 23:2 ; 28 :6 ; 30:8 ) or some acknowl. 11:10), and by triumphal songs and dances in

edged prophet ( 1 Kings 22:6 ; 2 Chron. 18: 5). which the whole population took part (Exod. 15 :1

Divine aid was further sought in actual warfare 21 ; Judg., ch . 5 ; 1 Sam . 18 :6-8 ; 2 Sam ., ch. 22 ;

by bringing into the field the ark of thecovenant, Judith 16:2–17 ; 1 Macc. 4:24 ).

which was the symbol of Jehovah himself (1 Sam. 4. Figurative. War is a figure of our contest

4 :4, 18 ; 14:18). Formal proclamations of war with death (Eccles. 8 :8). In the song of Moses,

were not interchanged between the belligerents. Jehovah is declared to be " a man of war ” (Exod.

Before entering the enemy's district spies were 15 : 3), one who knows how to make war, and pos.

sent to ascertain the character of the country and sesses the power to destroy his foes. War illus.

the preparations of its inhabitants for resistance trates the malignity of the wicked (Psa. 05:21 ),

(Num . 13:17 ; Josh . 2 : 1 ; Judg. 7:10 ; 1 Sam. 26 :4). the contest of saints with the enemies of their

(2) Actualwarfare. When an engagementwas salvation (Rom. 7:23 ; 2 Cor. 10:3 ; Eph . 6:12 ;

imminent a sacrifice was offered (1 Sam . 7 : 9 ; 13:9) , 1 Tim. 1:18), and between antichrist and the

and an inspiriting address delivered either by the Church (Rev. 11 : 7 ; 13 :4 , 7 ).

commander (2 Chron. 20:20 ) or by a priest (Deut. WARE. See GLOSSARY.

20 : 2 ) . Then followed the battle signal (1 Sam .
WARFARE . See GLOSSARY.

17:52 ; Isa. 42:13 ; Jer. 50:42 ; Ezek . 21:22 ; Amos

1:14). The combat assumed the form of a num
WASHING . See Ablution .

ber of hand - to -hand contests. Hence the high WASHPOT. See GLOSSARY.

value attached to fleetness of foot and strength of WATCH . 1. The rendering of some form of

arm (2 Sam .1:23 ; 2:18 ; 1 Chron. 12:8). At the the Heb. 9220 ( shaw -mar', to protect), and may

sametime variousstrategic devices were practiced,

such as the ambuscade (Josh. 8 : 2 , 12 ; Judg. 20:36), mean day or night watch ; thus there was a guard

surprise (Judg. 7:16 ), or circumvention (2 Sam. (A.V.“watch”)ofthe king's house (2 Kings 11:5–7),

8:23) . Another mode of settling the dispute was by land in Jerusalem under Nehemiah (Neh. 4: 9 ; 7 : 3 ).
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The Jews, like the Greeks and Romans, divided are opened in several parts of Egypt and Arabia

the night into military watches instead of hours, (Matt. 10:42). Sometimes water is so scarce as to

each watch representing the period for which sen- be paid for (Num. 20:17, 19 ; Lam . 5 :4 ).

tinels or pickets remained on duty. Thus we read 2. Peculiar Usages. Among the optical

of “ a watch in the night” (Psa . 90: 4). The illusions which the deserts of the East have fur.

proper Jewish reckoning recognized only three nished is the mirage. This phenomenon of waters

such watches, entitled the first or “ beginning of that fail, ' or ' are notsure,' was called by the He

the watches " (Lam. 2:19), the middle watch ( Judg.
7:19),and themorning watch (Exod. 14:24 ; 1 Sam . brews 570, shaw -rawb', i.e ., heat, and isrendered

11:11 ). These would last respectively from sun- ' the parched ground ' ( Isa. 35 : 7 ) ; properly, 'And

set to 10 P. M.; from 10 P. M. to 2 A. M.; and from the mirage shall become a pool , ' i . e. , the desert
2 A. M. to sunrise. Subsequently to the establish- which presents the appearance of a lake shall be

ment of the Roman supremacy, the number of changed into real water."
watches was increased to four, which were de.

scribed either according to their numerical order, for tears (Jer. 9:1, 7) ; hence, figuratively, trouble
3. Figurative. Water occasionally is used

as in the case of the " fourth watch ” (Matt. 14: ( Psa . 66:1) and misfortune (Lam . 3:54 ; Psa.69:1 ;

25,Gr.guarn , foo-lak-ay ) ,or by the terms “ even ,” | 119 : 136 ; 124 :4 , 5 ) ; persecution (Psa. 88:17 ) ; hostile .

" midnight, " " cockcrowing," and " morning” (Mark armies (Isa. 8: 7 ; 17:13). Water is put for chil.

13:35). These terminated respectively at 9 P. m. , dren or posterity (Num . 24: 7 ; Isa. 48: 1) ; forclouds

midnight, 3 A. M. , and 6 A. M. (Psa. 104 : 3 ) ; for the ordinances of the Gospel

2. Shaw -kad' (Heb. 720, to be alert) is to be (Isa. 12:3 ; 35:6, 7 ; 55:1 ; John 7:37, 38) ; divine

support (Isa. 8 :6 ) ; the gifts and graces of the
wakeful, and so watchful, either for good (Jer. 31 : Holy Spirit (Isa. 41:17, 18 ; 44:3 ; Ezek . 36:25 );

28 ; 51:12) or evil (Isa. 29:20). water poured out, the wrath of God (Hos. 5:10)

3. Koos-to-dee -ah (Gr.kovotwdía ), a Roman gen- and of faintness by terror (Psa. 22:14). Deep
try, one of the soldiers who guarded the

tomb of our Lord (Matt. 27:65, 66 ) .

4. Gray-gor -eh '-0 (Gr. yonyopéw ) means

to keep awake, to watch , and so to take

heed lest through remissness and indolence

some destructive calamity suddenly over

take one (Matt. 24:42 ; 25:13 ; Mark 13:35 ;

Rev. 16:15), or lest one be led to forsake
ILVON

Christ (Matt. 26:41 ; Mark 14:38), or fall

into sin (1 Thess. 5 : 6 ; 1 Cor. 16:13 ; 1 Pet.

5 : 8 ; Rev. 3 : 2 , sq .) To “ watch ” (Col. 4 : 2)

is to employ the most punctilious care.

5. Nay'- fo (Gr. vínow, to abstain from

wine, be sober) is used in the New Testa

mentfiguratively, to be calm and collected

in spirit; to betemperate, dispassionate,cir.

cumspect ( 1 Thess. 5 : 6, 8 ; 2 Tim . 4 : 5 ; 1 Pet.

1:13 ; 5 : 8).

WATCHTOWER . See TOWER.

WATER (Heb. 0.3, mah '-yim ; Gr.

üdwp, hoo'-dore) is frequently mentioned in

Scripture both as an element in fertility

and as a drink. An Eastern Well.

1. Supply. “ The long rainy season in

Palestinemeans a considerable rainfall, and while it , water is used of the counsel in the heart ( Prov.

lasts the land gets a thorough soaking. But the 20 : 5) and of the words of the wise (18 :4). Water

land is limestone and very porous . The heavy " spilled on the ground ” is a figure of death

rains are quickly drained away, the wadies are left (2 Sam . 14:14 ); while its instability figures a wa
dry, the lakes become marshes or dwindle to dirty vering disposition (Gen. 49:4 ). “ Stolen waters

ponds, and on the west of Jordan there remain ( Prov. 9:17) denote unlawful pleasures with

only a few short perennial streams, of which but strange women. The difficulty of stopping water

one or two, and these mere rills, are found in the (17:14) is a symbol of strife and contention, while

hill country.” Hence the water of running streams its rapid flowing away represents the careerof the

and fountains, as opposed to that of stagnant cis. wicked ( Job 24:18 ; Psa. 58: 7). See FOUNTAIN ;

terns, pools, or marshes, is called living water WELL.

(Gen. 26:19 ; Zech. 14 : 8 ; John 4:10, 11 ; 7:38 ;
WATER OF JEALOUSY . See JEALOUSY

Rev. 7:17). In the hot countries of the East the
OFFERING.

assuaging of thirst is one of the most delightful

sensations that can be experienced (Psa. 143 :6 ; WATERPOT (Gr. Úspía, hood -ree'-ah ), a

Prov. 25:25 ), and every attention which humanity large vessel of stone in which water was kept

and hospitality can suggest is paid to furnish standing (John 2 : 6, 7 ) for the sake of cleansing,
travelers with water. Public reservoirs or pools which the Jews practiced before and after meals

97
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PERINGS.

The “ firkin ” (Gr. perpuths, met-ray-tace') was a tices. The Egyptian loom was usually upright

measure containing about eight and seven eighths and the weaver stood at his work . The cloth was

fixed sometimes at the top, sometimes at the bot

tom. The modern Arabs use a procumbent loom ,

raised above the ground by short legs. The Bible

does not notice the loom itself, but speaks of the

beam to which the warp was attached (1 Sam. 17:

7; 2 Sam . 21:19), and of the pin to which the

cloth was fixed and on which it was rolled (Judg.

16:14). We have also notice of the shuttle, which

is described by a term significant of the act of

weaving (Job 7:6) ; the thrum or threads which

attached the web to the beam (Isa. 38:12, marg .),

and the web itself (Judg. 16:14). Whether the

two terms in Lev. 13:48 rendered warp ' and

woof ' really mean these admits of doubt.

“ The textures produced by the Jewish weavers

were very various. The coarser kinds, such as

tent cloth, sackcloth, and the hairy garments of

the poor were made of goat's or camel's hair

gallons. The " waterpot” mentioned in 4:28 was (Exod. 26: 7; Matt. 3 :4). Wool was extensively

a jar of earthenware in which water was carried . used for ordinary clothing (Lev. 13:47 ; Prov. 27:

26 ; 31:13 ; Ezek. 27:18 ), while for finer work
WATERSPOUT (Heb.7953, tsin -noor",hol. flax was used, varying in quality, and producing

low) was a cataract, waterspout (Psa. 42 : 7 ; ren- the different textures described in the Bible as

dered in the A. V.of 2 Sam. 5 : 8, " gutter " ; R.V. ' linen ' and 'fine linen .' The mixture of wool

water course " ). and flax in cloth intended for a garment was in

WAVE OFFERING . See SACRIFICIAL OF- terdicted (Lev. 19:19 ; Deut. 22:11).”

WEB. See SPIDER ; WEAVING.

WAX, WAXEN . See GLOSSARY. WEDDING . See MARRIAGE.

WAYFARING . See GLOSSARY.
WEDGE. See keh ' -them .

WAYMARKS (Heb. 777*, tsee -yoon ', conspic- WEEDS. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

uous), pillars to mark the road for the returning WEEK, a measure of time (q . v.) .

exiles (Jer. 31:21 ). Caravans set up pillars or

pointed heaps of stone to mark the way through
WEEKS, FEAST OF. See FESTIVALS.

the desert against their return .
WEEPING . See MOURNING.

WEALTHY. See GLOSSARY. WEIGHT. 1. Eh '-ben (Heb. 128, a stone), a

WEAN, WEANING . See CHILDREN. weight of a balance, even when rot madeof stone,

WEAPON . See ARMOR.
since anciently, as at the present day, the orien

tals often made use of stones for weights (Lev. 19:

WEASEL. See ANIMAL KINGDOM. 36 ; Deut. 25:15, etc.).

WEAVING . In addition to material on this 2. Mish -kawi (Heb. Spera), mish -kole

subject given in article on Handicraft,wegivethe Sipeza), may mean either the weight numerically
following from Smith (Bib. Dict. , s. v.); “ The estimated (Gen. 24:22 ; Lev. 19:35; Num . 7:13,

artof weaving appears to be coeval withthefirst etc.),or the act of weighing (Ezra 8:34).

dawning of civilization. In what country or by

whom it was invented we know not, but we find 3. Peh ' -les (Heb. 059, Prov. 16:11 ; " balance,”

it practiced with great skill by the Egyptians at a Isa. 40:12), a steelyard .
very early period. The ' vestures of fine linen ' 4. In the New Testament " weight " is men.

such as Joseph wore (Gen. 41:42) were the product tioned only once in its literal sense, and is the

of Egyptian looms, and their quality, as attested rendering of Gr. Talavriacos (tal-an -tee-ah'-yos),

by existing specimens, is pronounced to be not talentlike in weight (Rev. 16:21). The Israelites
inferior to the finest cambric of modern times. were commanded to have “ just weights ” (Lev.

The Israelites were probably acquainted with the 19:36 ; Deut. 25:16 ; Prov. 20:10, 23), and the

process before their sojourn in Egypt; but it was prophet Micah (6:11) denounces “ the bag of de

undoubtedly there that they attained the profi- ceitful weights ,” referring to the stone weights

ciency which enabled them to execute the hang. which were carried in a bag.

ings of the tabernacle (Exod. 35:35 ; 1 Chron . 4 : 5. Figurative. Job, in speaking of the fixed

21 ) and other artistic textures. At a later period laws ordained by Jehovah for the duration of the

the Egyptians were still famed for their manufac- world , particularizes by examples : “ He appointed

tures of ' fine ' (i . e. , backled ) flax and of chôrî, the weight for the winds ” (28:25 ) i. e. , the measure

rendered in the A. V. networks,' but more prob- of its force or feebleness. To “ entbread by weight "

ably a white material either of linen or cotton (Isa. (Ezek. 4:10, 16 ) denotes extreme poverty or scar.

19:9 ; Ezek. 27: 7). city of food. The "weight of glory ” (2 Cor. 4:

“ The character of the loom and the process of 17) is a figurative expression to denote the inten.

weaving can only be inferred from incidental no. I sity of the celestial glory, especially as contrasted

or

n

"
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WELL WHEEL

with the transitoriness of our present afflictions. return full as the wheel revolves. 3. A modifica .

The writer of the Hebrews (12 : 1 ) urges his readers tion of the last method, by which a man, sitting

to “ lay aside every weight” (Gr. öykos, ongʻ -kos). opposite to a wheel furnished with buckets, turns

This word means anything prominent, an encum- it by drawing with his hands one set of spokes

brance ; it is used figuratively for whatever dis- prolonged beyond its circumference, and pushing

position (as sensuality and worldly-mindedness) another set from him with his feet. 4. A method

bows the soul down to earth , and consequently very common, both in ancient and modern Egypt,

impedes it in running its spiritual race. is the shadoof, a simple contrivance consisting of

WELL. 1. Names. The rendering of the a lever moving on apivot, which is loaded at one

end with a lump of clay or some other weight,
following Hebrew and Greek words :

and has at the other a bowl or bucket. Wellsare

(1 ) Bě-ayr " (Heb. , a pil), something dug, usually furnished with troughs of wood or stone,

and having the meaning of our word cistern (Gen. into which the water is emptied for the use of

16:14 ; 21:19, sq. ; 26:19, sq . ; 2 Sam . 17:18, etc.). persons or animals coming to the wells. Unless

(2) Bore (Heb . mia, from No. 1 ) is found in machinery is used , which is commonly worked

1 Sanı. 19:22 ; 2 Sam. 3:26 ; 23:15 , 16 ; 1 Chron . by men, women are usually the water carriers "

11:17 , 18 . (Smith ).

(3) Mah-yawn' (Heb. 77 ? 12, from No. 4), a spring,
5. Figurative. Wells are figurative of : God

as the source of salvation (Isa. 12: 3 ; comp. Jer. 2 :
as in Psa. 84 : 6 .

13 ; John 4:10 ; Cant. 4:15 ) ; mouth of the right

( 4 ) Ak ’-yin (Heb. 7.?, an eye), a fountain ; eous (Prov. 10:11 ) ; wisdom and understanding in
whether so called from its resemblance to the eye , a man (16:22 ; 18:4 ); “ drinking from one's own,"
or, vice versa, the eye, from its resemblance to a domestic happiness (5:15) ; “ wells without water, ”

fountain, may be doubtful (Gen. 24:13 , 16 ; 49:22 ; of hypocrites (2 Pet . 2:17).

Neh. 2:13 ); a living spring.
WEN. See DISEASES.

( 5 ) Pay -gay' (Gr. anyó, gushing ), a fountain

spread by a spring (John 4 :6, 14 ; 2 Pet. 2:17).
WENCH . See GLOSSARY.

(6 ) Freh '-ar (Gr . ppéap , hole, John 4:11 , 12), a WEST (Heb . sing, aw -khore', behind ; 67,

pit dug, and thus distinguished from a living
yawm, the sea ; 577 , mah -ar-awb', evening ;

spring .

2. Importance. The heat and the large weg nia, bo hash -sheh -́mesh, the going down

flocks and herds have made a special necessity of of sun). The oriental, in speaking of the quarters

a supply of water (Judg. 1:15) in a hot climate ; it of the heavens, supposes his face turned to the

has always involved among Eastern nations ques
east. So the east is before him, the west behind,

tions of property of the highest importance, and the south at his right hand, and the north at his

sometimes given rise to serious contention. Thus left.

the well Beer-sheba was opened, and its possession WHALE . See Animal KINGDOM.

attested with special formality by Abraham (Gen.
WHEAT. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

21:30, 31 ). The Koran notices abandoned wells

as signs of desertion (Sur. 22 ) . To acquire wells
Figurative. On account of its excellence as

which they had not themselves dugwas one of afood, wheat is a figure of good men, as taresare
the marks of favor foretold to the Hebrews on of evil (Matt. 3:12 ; 13:25, 29, 30 ; Luke 3:17) .

their entrance into Canaan (Deut. 6:11 ). To pos- WHEEL. 1. O -fawn' (Heb. 1Pix, revolving)

sess one is noticed as a mark of independence is usually and properly rendered “ wheel ” (Exod.
(Prov. 5:15), and to abstain from the use of wells 14:25 ; i Kings 7:30–33 ; Isa. 6:28 ; 28:27, 28;

belonging to others, a disclaimer of interference Ezek. 1:15-21 ; 3:13 ;, 10:2–19 ; 11:22 ; Nah. 3:2).
with their property (Num. 20:17, 19 ; 21:22) .

Similar rights of possession , actual and hereditary ,
2. Gal.gal (Feb. 53), or ghil-gawl (2 ),- . ?;

exist among the Arabs of the present day. means revolving, and is rendered “ wheel ” in Psa.

3. Construction . Wells in Palestine are usu . 83:13 ; Eccles. 12 :6 ; Isa. 6:28 ; 28:28 ; Jer. 47 :3;

ally excavated from the solid limestone rock ,some. Ezek. 10:2, 13 ; Dan . 7 :9 . In Isa. 17:13 the A. V.
times with steps to descend into them (Gen.24:16). has “ a rolling thing," thought to be a thistle
The brims are furnished with a curb or low wall down.

of stone, bearing marks of high antiquity in the 3. Pah ' -am (Heb. byn, Judg. 5:28), a step, and

furrows worn by the ropes used in drawing water.
It was on a curb of this sort that our Lord sat

often so rendered.

when he conversed with the woman of Samaria 4. O'-ben (Heb. 1=k), only in Jer. 18 : 3 , a pot

(John 4 :6 ), and it was this, the usual stone cover , ter's wheel.

which the woman placed on the mouth of the As seen in article on Wagon, many of the wheels

well at Bahurim (2 Sam. 17:19), which was dry at in the East were merely circular pieces of solid

times. wood, but we also find evidences of their being

4. Raising theWater. “ The usual methods also made with spokes and fellies . An Egyptian

for raising water are the following : 1. The rope wheel has been found having a wooden tire to the

and bucket, or water-skin (Gen. 24 :14–20 ; John felly and an inner circle , probably of metal,

4:11 ) . 2. The sakiyeh, or Persian wheel . This which passed through and connected its six spokes

consists of a vertical wheel furnished with a set a short distance from the hub. The diameter of

of buckets or earthen jars, attached to a cord the wheel was about three feet one inch . The

passing over the wheel, which descend empty and I felly was in six pieces, the end of one overlap
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ping the other ; and the tire was fastened to it by sense of horror which is occasioned by blasts of

bands of rawhide passing through long, narrow a more destructive and terrific kind.

holes made to receive them (Wilkinson, Anc. Figurative. In a large proportion of the

Egyp ., i , 379, sq .). Among the ancient Assyrians passages the terms are used in a figurative sense,

the wheel had eight spokes, and was apparently as with reference to the resistless and sweeping

strengthened by four pieces of metal which bound destruction sure to overtake the wicked (Psa. 58: 9 ;

the fellies. Prov. 1:27 ; 10:25 ; Isa. 41:16, etc.).

The wheels mentioned as seen in vision by Eze.
WHITED. See GLOSSARY.

kiel ( 1:15 , sq . ; 10: 2–19) seem to have served to

put the chariot in motion. Although the throne WIDOW(Heb. 1777 , al-mar -naw ', bereaved ;

of God is not now expressly represented and desig. Gr. xúpa, khay’-rah, deficient, as of a husband).
nated as a chariot throne, yet there can be no

doubt that the wheels which Ezekiel sees under islation special regard was paid to widows. 'Tis
1. Mosaic Regulations. In the Mosaic leg.

the throne beside the cherubim are intended to in- truethat no legal provision wasmade fortheirmain

dicate the possibility and ease with which the tenance; but they were left dependent partly on

throne can be moved in the direction of the four the affection of relations, more especially of the

quarters of the heavens ” (Keil, Com ., in loc. ) . eldest son, whose birthright, or extra share of the

These wheelswere “ a wheel in the middle of a property, imposed such a duty upon him , and

wlieel (v. 16), i . e . , one wheel placed at right partly on the privileges accorded to other dis

angles with another, so that being turned it could ſtressed classes, such as a participation in the tri

go toward all the four sides. Their being sup- ennial third tithe ( Deut. 14:29 ; 26:12), in leasing

plied with eyes seems to indicate that their move. (24 :19-21), and in religious feasts ( 16:11, 14 ).

ment was guided by intelligence .

In Jer. 18:3 is a reference to the potter's wheel. widows, even calling himself their husband ( Psa.
God himself claimed a special interest in the

Sir J. G. Wilkinson conclusively shows that it 68:5 ; 146: 9); and uttered the severest denuncia

must have been in use in Egypt previous to the tions against such as defraud and oppress them

time of Joseph.
(Psa. 94 : 6 ; Ezek . 22 : 7 ; Mal. 3 : 5). With regard to

WHELP (Heb. 12, bane, son or ofspring, Job the remarriage of widows, the only restriction im
4:11 ; 28:8; elsewhere 71.7, goor, or 91., gore,Gen. posed by the Mosaic law had reference to the con

49:9; Deut. 33:22 ; Jer. 51:38; Ezek . 19:2, 3, 5 ; tingency of one being left childless, in which case

Nah. 2:13), the cub of a lion, or of a jackal (Lam . the brother of the deceased husband had a right

4 :3); the cubs of a bear (2 Sam . 17 : 8 ; Prov. 17:12; to marry the widow (Deut. 25 : 5 , 6 ; Matt. 22: 23–

Hos. 13 : 8) are not designated by the Hebrew 30 ). See Marriage ; LEVIRATE .

word.
2. New Testament Usage. In the apos

tolic Church the widows were sustained at the

WHETHER . See Glossary. public expense, the relief being daily administered

WHIP (Heb: win, shote, lash ; sometimes in kind, under the superintendence of officers ap
rendered “ scourge,” Job 5:21; 9:23 ; Isa . 10:26 ; pointed for this special purpose (Acts 6 :1-6 ).

28:15). In all slaveholding countriesthe whip has Particular directions are given by St. Paul as to

been used upon human beings as a means of co- the class of persons entitled to such public main .

ercion and punishment. The system of adminis- tenance ( 1 Tim. 5 : 3–16). Out of the body of such
tering personal chastisement has been , and is , uni- widows a certain number were to be enrolled, the

versal throughout the East. For this purpose, qualifications for such enrollment being (1) that
however, the rod was oftener used, and punish- they were not under sixty years of age ; (2) that

ment by the bastinado is now most common. they had been “ the wife of one man," probably
Whips were made of various materials, from the meaning but once married, and (3 ) that they had

simple scourge ( q. v . ) to the cruel scorpion ( q. v .). led useful and charitable lives (vers. 9, 10). Some

WHIRLPOOL . See GLOSSARY.
have thought this implies a receiving of the more

elderly and approved widows into a kind of ecclesi

WHIRLWIND. The four Hebrew words astical order (v . 9), either of deaconesses or of a

rendered in A. V. “ whirlwind ,” all reſer, not to a sort of overseers for those of their own : sex ; but

wind revolving with great rapidity upon its own the language is certainly vague and indefinite.

axis, but to a wind blowingwith fury and produ- WIFE. See MARRIAGE.

cing blight and destruction ; hence tempest or storm , WILD BEAST. See ANIMAL Kingdom.

rather than whirlwind, would have been the proper
WILD VINE or GRAPE . See VEGETABLE

The two in most frequent use are soo -faw '
Kingdom.

WILDERNESS . The Hebrew term most
(Heb. 17775 ), from a root meaning to snatch away ,
and signifying a sweeping desolating blast (Job frequently rendered “ wilderness" is 777? (mid

21:18 ; 37 : 9 ; Isa .21 : 1 ; llos. 8: 7, etc.); and saw -ar"bawr', in the sense of driving flocks, and so pas

( 79, to toss), indicating the same thing, but more
ture). In a few cases only the following are the

with reference to its vehement agitating motion Hebrew terms : Ar-aw-bar" ( 91773., sterility, Job

(2 Kings 2 : 1 , 11 ; Job 40 : 6 ; Isa . 40:24, etc. ). Of 24 : 5 ; Isa. 33: ? ; Jer. 51:43 ; Amos 6:14) ; yesh -ee

the other two, rooʻ-akh (177,Ezek. 1:4) should mone'(jiranes ,desolation , Deut.32:10 ; Psa. 68: 7 ) ;

be rendered simply wind ; and the other saw -ar tsee-yaw' ( , aridity, Job 30: 3 ; Psa. 78:17) ;

( , Psa. 58 : 9 ; Dan. 11:40) has respect to the toʻ-hoo 1976 ), desolation, Job 12:24 ; Psa. 107:40 ).

)

term .
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TheGreek term is er -ay-mee '-ah ( épnuia, solitude) ites moved northward to the wilderness of Paran
used in New Testament. ( Num . 10:12) ; Taberah (Num. 11 :3 ; Deut. 9:22) ;

WILDERNESS OF WANDERING, the Kibroth -hattaavah (Num . 11:34 ; 33:16) ; Hazeroth

land in which the Israelites sojourned and wandered | ( 11:35 ; 33:17) ; desert of Arabah by the way of

for forty years on theirway from Egypt to Canaan. Mount Seir (Deut. 1 :1, 2, 19 ) ; Rithmah (Num .

It lay within the peninsula of Sinai, or that penin. | 33:18) ; Kadesh in the desert of Paran (Num.

sula extended, i . e. , within the angle or fork | 12:16 ; 13:26 ; Deut. 1 : 2, 19).

formed by the two branches of the Red Sea -- the 2. Wanderings. In consequence of unbelief

Gulf of Suez and the Gulf ofAkabah - or the lines and rebellion, the Lord swore that they should

of these branches produced, having the Holy Land wander in the wilderness until all that were above

to the north of it. It is that portion of Arabia twenty years old should perish (Num . 14:33). Their

called Arabia Petræa (or rocky Arabia ), from its wandering, therefore, began on their retreat from

rocky and rugged character. It consisted, accord- Kadesh. The following stations were encamped

ing to Dr. Trumbull, of several districts : ( 1 ) The in until their return to Kadesh : Rimmon -parez

wilderness of Shur, or Etham, i. e . , the great (33:19) ; Libnah (v. 20) ; Rissah (v. 21) ; Kehelathah

wall of Egypt, extending from Suez to the Med- | (v . 22); Mount Shapher ( v. 23); Haradah (v. 24 ) ;

iterranean; (2) the wilderness of Paran, occupy- Makheloth ( v. 25) ; Tabath (v. 26) ; Tarah (v. 27) ;

ing the center of the peninsula ; (3) the wilderness Mithcah ( v. 28) ; Hashmonah (v . 29) ; Moseroth

of Sin , in the lower part of the peninsula ; (4) the ( v. 30 ); Bene-jaakan (v. 31) ; Hor-hagidgad (v. 32);

wilderness of Zin to the northeast. It was in the Jotbathah ( v. 33); Ebronah ( v. 34 ); Ezion -geber

plain or wilderness of Paran (Gen. 14 : 6 ; 21 : 21 ; | (v. 35), by the way of the Red Sea (Deut.2: 1 ) ;
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Num. 13:26 ), still called the Wilderness of Wan- | KADESH, in the desert of Zin (Num. 20: 1), by the

dering, and in the neighboring mountains, that way of Mount Seir ( Deut. 2 :1).

the children of Israel chiefly wandered after their 3. From Kadesh to Jordan. To Beeroth

retreat from Kadesh. But their wandering was Bene-jaakan (Deut. 10:6); MountHor (Num . 20:22 ;

not altogether confined to this region, for it seems 33:37 ), or Mosera (Deut. 10 :6 ), where Aaron died ;

to have extended to the region of Sinai , or the Gudgodah ( v.7); Jotbath (v.7) ; by way of the Red

district of the Tawarah Arabs, and then toward Sea (Num. 21:4 );by Ezion -geber (Deut. 2 :8); Elath

the close of the thirty -eight years to the plain of ( v. 8 ) ; Zalmonah (Num . 33:41); Punon (v. 42) ;

the Arabah and to the wilderness of Zin. All of Oboth (21:10 ; 33:43); Ije-abarim (21:11), or lim

this region was deficient in water. Hence the ( 33:44, 45) ; the brook Zered (21:12; Deut. 2:13 ,

occasion for the miraculous stream of waterwhich 14) ; brook Arnon (Num . 21:13 ; Deut. 2:24) ; Di

followed the Israelites for so many years. It was bongad (Num . 33:45 ) ; Almon-diblathaim ( v. 46) ;

deficient also in food for man , but apparently not Beer ( well) in the desert (21:16, 18) ; Mattanah

in food for cattle. There is little doubt that the ( 21:18) ; Nahaliel (v. 19); Bamoth (v. 19); Pisgah

wilderness once afforded greater resources than ( v. 20), or mountains of Abarim ,nearNebo (33:47);

at present ;although thereseems to have been no by way of Bashan to the plains of Moab by Jor:

city nor village (Psa. 107:4 ). The wandering of dan (21:33 ; 22 : 1 ; 33:48). See SUPPLEMENT.

Israel , properly speaking, commenced on their

retreat from Kadesh (Num. 14:33 ; 32:13), for up
WILL, WILL -WORSHIP . See GLOSSARY,

to that time their journey had been direct, first to WILLOW. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

Sinai and then to Kadesh.

1. The Direct Journey. The first part, viz . , WILĻOWS, THE BROOK OF THE (Heb.

to Sinai, has been given in article on Exodus (q.v.) 35m2, nakh - al haw -ar-av-beem ), a stream

Having rested there for about one year, the Israel- mentioned by Isaiah (15 : 7) in his dirge over Moab .
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His language implies that it is one of the bound. The northwest wind prevails from the autumnal

aries of the country. Some authorities read “ the equinox to the beginning of November, and the
desert stream (as Hitzig, Maurer, Ewald, and north wind from June to the equinox.

Knobel), and identify it with the Wady -el- Ahsy ; 2. The east wind crosses the sandy wastes of

others (as Gesenius, Pusey, and Delitzsch ) think Arabia Deserta before reaching Palestine, and was

it to be the “ Willow Stream ," and identify it with hence termed " the wind of the wilderness ” ( Job

one of the rivers which flow to the south ofArnon 1:19 ; Jer. 13:24). It blows with violence, and is

from the mountains of the Moabitish highlands hence supposed to be used generally for any vio

down to the Dead Sea. One ofthese is still known lent wind ( Job 27:21; 38:24 ; Psa.48:7; Isa. 27:8 ;

as the Wady Sufsaf, i. e. , the willow brook. See Ezek. 27:26 ). It is probably in this sense that it
VEGETABLE KINGDOM. is used in Exod. 14:21 . In Palestine the east wind

WILLS . Under a system of close inheritance prevails from February to June.

like that of the Jews, the scope for bequest 3. The name “ sherkiyeh ," our sirocco (literally

in respect of land was limited by the right of re. “ the east " ), is used of all winds blowing in from

demption andgeneral reentry in the jubilee year. the desert, east, southeast, south, and even south

Keil says ( Bib. Arch., p. 309, 311 , note 5)," " of southwest. They are hot winds. “ When ye see

wills there is not a trace to be found in the Mosaic the south wind blow, ye say, There will be heat;

law or throughout the whole of the Old Testa- and it cometh to pass” (Luke 12:55 ; comp. Job

ment. Neither the expression command his 37:17 ; Jer. 4:11 ; Ezek. 17:10 ; 19:12 ; Hos. 13:15).

house ' (put his house in order), 2 Sam. 17:23 ; They blow chiefly in the spring, and for a day at
2 Kings 20 : 1 ; Isa. 38 : 1 , nor the writing mentioned a time; and they readily pass over into rain by a

in Tob. 7:14 , indicates a testamentary disposition. slight change in the direction, from south -south
Not till the time of the later Jews do testaments west to full southwest.

occur ; comp. Gal. 3:15 ; Heb. 9:17 , and among
4. The west and southwest winds reach Pales .

princely families ( Josephus,Ant., xii, 16 , 1 ; xvii, tine loaded with moisture gathered from the Medi

3,2 ; War, ii , 2 , 3),as well as in Talmudic law , after terranean, and are hence expressively termed by

the Greek and Roman fashion ." the Arabs “ the fathers of the rain . ” Westerly

WIMPLE . See DRESS ; GLOSSARY.
winds prevail in Palestine from November to Feb.

ruary, and, damp from the sea, drop their mois.

WINDOW . See House. ture and cause the winter rains. “ In summer the

WINDS. That the Hebrews recognized the winds blow chiefly out of the drier northwest,

existence of four prevailing winds as issuing, and, meeting only warmth, do not cause showers,

broadly speaking, from the four cardinal points but greatly mitigate the daily heat. This latter

north, south , east, and west-may be inferred from function is fulfilled morning by morning with al

their custom of using the expression " four winds ” most perfect punctuality .... He strikes thecoast

as equivalent to the “ four quarters” of the hem - soon after sunrise ;in Hauran, in June and July, he

used to reach us between ten and

twelve o'clock, and blew so well

that the hours previous to that

were generally the hottest of our

day. The peasants do all their

winnowing against this steady

wind” (Smith , Hist. Geog ., pp. 66,

67).

In addition to the four regular

winds, we have notice in the Bible

of the local squalls (Mark 4:37 ;

Luke 8:23), to which the Sea of

Genesareth was liable. In the nar .

rative of St. Paul's voyage we meet

with the Greek term lips (214) to

describe the southwest wind ; the

Latin carus or caurus ( xãpos), the

northwest wind (Acts 27:12) ; and

euroclydon, a wind of a very vio

lent character coming from east

northeast ( v. 14).

Windowing with the Wind.
WINE. 1. Bible Terms.

The product of the wine press was

isphere (Ezek. 37 : 9 ; Dan. 8 : 8 ; Zech . 2 : 6 ; Matt. | described in Hebrew by a variety of terms, indica

24:31). tive either of the quality or of the use of the liquid .

1. The north wind, or, as it was usually called (1 ) Yah'-yin ( Fleb. 7.-, effervescing ) is rendered

“ the north ," was naturally the coldest of the four

(Ecclus. 43:20), and its presence is hence invoked invariably in theA. V. “ wine,” excepting Judg.

as favorable to vegetation in Cant.4:16. It blows 13:14, “ vine " ; Cant. 2:4 , “banqueting.” This

chiefly in October,and brings dry cold (Job 37:9). term corresponds to the Gr. oivos (oy'-nos), and

It is described in Prov. 25:23 as bringing rain ; in our wine. In most of the passages in the Bible

this case we must understand the northwest wind . I where yah'-yin is used ( eighty -three out of one

»
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hundred and thirty-eight), it certainly means wine was ordinarily made (Mic. 6:15 ; Prov. 3:10 ;

fermented grape juice, and in the remainder Joel 2:24 ). As to the intoxicating character of

it may fairly be presumed to do so. In four this drink, the allusions to its effects are confined

only (Isa. 16:10 ; Jer. 40: 10–12 ; Lam. 2:12) to a single passage, “Whoredom and wine (yah '.

is it really doubtful. In no passage can it be yin] and new wine (tee-roshe'] take away the heart,"

positively shown to have any other meaning. The where tee-roshe' appears as the climax of engrossing

intoxicating character of yah '-yin in general is influences, in immediate connection with yah '-yin.

plain from Scripture. To it are attributed the (3) Khel '-mer (Heb. 797), or kham - ar ' (Chald .

* darkly fiashing eye” (Gen. 49:12; A.Vcred."); 72297). This word occurs eight times — twice (Deut.
the unbridled tongue (Prov. 20: 1 ; Isa. 28 : 7), the

excitement of the spirit (Prov. 31 : 6 ; Isa. 5:11 ;
32:14 ; Isa. 27 : 2) in its Hebrew and six in its Chaldee

Zech. 9:15 ; 10: 7 ) , the enchained affections of its form (Ezra 6 : 9 ; 7:22 ; Dan. 5 : 1 , 2 , 4 ,23). It conveys

votaries (Hos.4:11),the perverted judgment (Prov. the notion of foaming or ebullition , and may

31:5 ; Isa. 28:7), the indecent exposure (Hab. 2 : equally well apply to the process of fermentation,

15, 16), and the sickness resulting from the heat or to the frothing of liquid freshly poured out, in

(chemâh, A. V. “ bottles " ) of wine (Hos.7: 5).. which latter case it might be used of an unfer

So in actual instances : Noah planted a vine- mented liquid.

yard, and drank of the yah '-yin and was drunken

(Gen. 9:21) ; Nabaldrankyah '-yin, and was very inebriating drink, whether wine prepared or dis
( 4) Shay-kawr" (Heb. , an intoxicant), an

drunken (1 Sam . 25:36, 37) ; the “drunkards of
Ephraim “ overcome with yah '-yin ” (Isa. tilled from barley, honey, or dates. It is ren .

28:1). Jeremiah says, “ I am like a drunken man, dered in the A. V. “ strong drink ” twenty-one

and like a man whom yah '- yin hath overcome" times, and once strong wine ” (Num. 28: 7 ; Psa.

( Jer. 23: 9). The intoxicatingquality of yah'-yin is 69:12, “ drinkersof strong drink " ). Dr. Douglass

confirmed by rabbinical testimony. The Mishna, (Imp. Dict., s. v.) says,
“ But we incline to the

in the treatise on the Passover, informs us that belief that shechår early came to have a fixed

four cups of wine were poured out and blessed, meaning related to thatof ydyin ; the latter de.

and drunk by each of the company at the eating noting all the liquid products of the grape, from

of the paschal lamb, and that water was also 'asis to mesech ; the former including all similar

mixed with wine, because it was considered too products of any fruit except the grape. The

strong to be drunk alone. The Gemara adds, liquors included under shechår might therefore be

“ The cup of blessing is not to be blessed, until it pomegranate wine, palm wine, apple wine, honey

is inixed with water.” To meet the objection, wine, perhaps even beer, for some have identified

How can intoxication be hindered ? the rabbins it with the liquor obtained from barley by the

replied, “ Because wine between eating does not Egyptians." The word is employed in the follow .

intoxicate a man . But although usually intoxi. ing passages in such a manner as to show de.

cating, yet it was not only permitted to be drunk, cisively that it denotes an intoxicating drink :

but was also used for sacred purposes, and is Lev. 10: 9, where the priests are forbidden to

spoken of as a blessing (Gen. 49:12; Deut. 14 :24– drink wine, or shay-kawr', when they go into the

26 ; Exod. 29:40 ; Lev. 23:13 ; Num . 15 : 5 ; Amos tabernacle ; 1 Sam . 1:15, where Hannah, charged

4: 9 ). “ Some, indeed, have argued from these with drunkenness by Eli, replies it is not so " I

passages that yah'-yin could not always have been have drunk neither wine nor shay -kawr');" Psa.

alcoholic. But this is begging the question, and 69:12 , where the psalmist complains, “I was the

that in defiance of the facts . Although invariably song ofthe drinkers of shay-kawr! ” (A. V. “ drunk .

fermented, it was not always inebriating, and in ards " ); Prov. 31:4, 5, “ It is not for kings to drink

most instances, doubtless, was but slightly alco- wine; nor for princes shay-kawr': lest they drink,

holic, like the vin ordinaire of France ” (McC. and and forget the law ; " Isa . 5:22, “ Woe unto them

S. , Cyc ., s. v . ) . that aremighty to drink wine, and men of strength

( 2) Tee-roshe' (Heb. winn) properly signifies to mingle shay-kawr" ” ( comp. 28 : 7 ; 29:9).

must, the freshly pressed juice of the grape (the
(5) Aw -sees ' (Heb. Dropy, Cant. 8 : 2 ; Isa. 49:26 ;

Yaxvxos of the Greeks, or sweet wine) ; rendered Joel 1:5 ; 3:18 ; Amos 9:13) is derived from a word

new wine” in Neh. 10:39 ; 13 :5, 12 ; Prov. 3:10 ; signifying “ to tread ," and therefore refers to the

Isa. 24: 7 ; 65: 8 ; Hos. 4:11 ; 9:2 ; Joel 1:10 ; Hag method by which the juice was expressed from

1:11 ; Zech . 9:17 ; “ sweet wine " in Mic. 6:15 . In the fruit. It would very properly refer to new

this last passage it seems to be used for that from wine as being recently trodden out, but not neces.

which wine is made. The question whether either sarily to unfermented wine.

of the above terms ordinarily signified a solid sub (6) So' -beh (Heb. 80, potation) occurs only
stance, would be at once settled by a reference to three times (Isa. 1:22, " wine ;" Hos. 4:18 , “ drink ;"

the manner in which they were consumed. With Nah. 1:10, « drunken "), but the verb and par.
regard to yah'-yin we are not aware of a single ticiple often—the latter to denote drunk, a drunk .
passage which couples it with the act of eating. ard, a toper.

In theonly passage where the act of consuming

tee-roshe' alone isnoticed (Isa. 62 : 8, 9), the verb is mixed with water or aromatics (Psa. 75: 8, A. V.
(7) Mel '-sek (Heb. 70 , a mixture) is wine

shaw -thaw (Heb.my ), which constantly indi- " mixture”). But the noun appears to have been

cates the act of drinking. There are, moreover, restricted in usage to a bad sense, to denote wine

passages which seem to imply the actual manu- mingled with stupefying or exciting drugs, so that

facture of tee-roshe' by the same process by which I the wine might produce more powerful effects

)

"
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than was possible otherwise, at a time when disments of ancient Egypt furnish abundant evidence

tillation had not been discovered. that the people of that country, both male and

(8 ) Kho'-mets (Heb . yah)occurs five times,and female, indulged liberally in the use of wine.

is simply vinegar. It was probably made from Under the Mosaic law wine formed the usual drink

yah '- yin or slay-kawr '.
offering that accompanied the daily sacrifice (Exod .

(9) Ay-nawb' (Heb. 53, A. V. “ wine” in Hos. 23:13 ), and other offerings (Num. 15: 6). T'ithe

29:40), the presentation of the first fruits ( Lev.

3 : 1 ; elsewhere correctly grapes ” ).
was to be paid of wine as of other products. The

( 10) Yeh'-keb (Heb. SR., A.V. “ wine ” in Deut. priest was also to receive first fruits of wine, as of

16:13 ; elsewhere correctly “ press " ). See WINE other articles (Deut. 18 :4 ; comp. Exod. 22:29). The

use of wine at the paschal feast wasnot enjoined

(11) In the New Testament we have the follow . by the law , but had become an established custom,

ing Greek words : Oy’-nos (oivos), comprehending wine wasmixedwith warm water on these occa
at all events in the post-Babylonian period. The

every sort of wine. Glyooʻ-kos (yev xos, must) sions,as implied in the notice of the warming

sweet or “ new wine,” which seems to have been kettle. Hence in the early Christian Church it

of an intoxicating nature (Acts 2:13) , where the was usual to mix the sacramental wine with water.

charge is made, “ These men are full of new wine ; " >

to wlich Peter replies ( v. 15), “ These men are Christ (Matt. 26 :27–29); of the blessings of the Gos,
Figurative. Wine is figurative of the blood of

not drunken as ye suppose .” If the wine was not

intoxicating the accusation couldonly havebeen pel (Prov. 9:2,5 ; Isa. 28:6; 55:1); of the wrath and

ironical .From theexplanations of the ancient judgments ofGod (Psa. 60:3 ; 75:8 ; Jer.13:12–14;

lexicographers we may infer that the luscious 17: 2; 18:3); of violence and rapine (Prov. 4:17).
25 : 15-18) ; oftheabominations of theapostasy (Rev.

qualities of this wine were due not to its being

recently made, but to its being produced from the WINE PRESS. Each vineyard bad its wine

purest juice of the grape. Gen '-ay -mah tace ám- press , the practice being to extract the juice from

pel'-oo (yévnpa tīs autémov ), fruit of the vine (Luke the grape in the field . These presses were gen

22:18 ). Oj'-nos ak '-rat-os (oivoç årpatos), pure erally hewn out of the solid rock, and a large

wine (Rev. 14:10) . Ox'-os (öços ), sour wine or vine number of them remain at the present day. From

gar (Matt. 27:48 ; Mark 15:36, etc.). Sik ' - er -ah the scanty noticescontained in the Bible we gather

(oikepa, Luke 1:15, A. V. “ strong drink ” ), an in- that the wine presses of the Jewsconsisted of two

toxicating beverage made of a mixture of sweet receptacles or vats placed at different elevations,

ingredients, whether derived from grain or vege in the upper one of which the grapes were trod

tables, or from the juice of fruits, or a decoction den, while the lower one received the expressed

of honey. It corresponds to No. 4. juice. The two vats are mentioned together only

2. Biblical History ofWine. Wine is first in Joel 3:13 : “ The press [gath, Heb. n3] is full ;

the fats (trough, yeh'-keb, Heb. 52.) overflow "

the upper vat being full of fruit, the lower one

overflowing with the must. Gath is also strictly

applied to the upper vatin Neh. 13:15 , Lam . 1:15,

and Isa. 63 : 2, with poo-raw ' (Heb .:7779, crushing)

in a parallel sense in the following verse. The

term poo-raw', as used in Hag.

2:16, probably refers to the con

tents of a wine vat rather than

to the press or vat itself. The

two vats were usually dug or

hewn out of the solid rock (Isa.

5: 2, marg .; Matt. 21:33). An.

cient wine presses, so

structed, are still to be seen in

Palestine.
An Egyptian Wine Press .

Figurative. The very force

mentioned in the case of Noah, who “ planted a ful use of the wine press as a figure is found in
vineyard,and did drink of the wine (yah '-yin ), and Isa. 63 : 3–6 , where Jehovah is represented as taking
was drunken ” (Gen. 9:20 , 21 ) . The second notice vengeance upon the ungodly nations. The nations

is in Gen. 19:32 , etc. , where it is said that the are the grapes, which are cut off and put into the

daughters of Lot made their father drink wine wine press ( Joel 3:12) ; and the red upon his gar.

(yal'.yin ), so that lie became stupidly intoxicated. I ments is the life blood of these nations . “ This

It is mentioned in the blessing pronounced by work of wrath had been executed by Jehovah, be

Isaac upon Jacob (27:28 ) ; in connection with cause he had in his heart a day of vengeance, which

Egypt (10:11), when the chief butler says, “ I took could not be delayed, and because the year of his
the grapes, and pressed them into Pharaoh's cup .' promised redemption had arrived." The New Tes

With regard to the uses of wine in private life tament counterpart of this passage is the destruc
there is little to remark . It was produced on tion of antichrist and his army (Rev. 19:11, sq . ).

occasions of ordinary hospitality ( 14:18) , and at He who effects this destruction is the Faithful and

festivals, such as marriages ( John 2 : 3 ). The monu- | True, thc Logos of God. The vision of John is

-

con
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evidently based upon that of Isaiah . Merciless dicious , endued with reason and using it (Deut.

oppression is forcibly illustrated in Job 24:9-12, 4: 6 ; 34 : 9 ; Prov . 10 : 1 , etc.) ; skillful to judge

where serfs are said to " tread wine presses and ( 1 Kings 2 : 9) ; thus the wisdom of Solomon is

suffer thirst.” manifested in his acute judgment (3:26 ; 10: 1 , sq .),

WING (Heb. generally sp , kaw -nawf', ex- in the verses and sentences he composed orre

tremity ; Gr. atépus, pter '-00x, feather). The He- Wisdom includes skill in civilmatters (Isa. 19:11 ) ,
tained in his memory ( 1 Kings 5:12 ; Prov. 1 : 2).

brew word conveys the meaning not only of the the faculty of interpreting dreams and prophesy

wings of birds, but also the lappet, skirt, or flap ing (Dan . 5:11), as well as the art of enchantment

of a garment (Ruth 3 : 9 ; Jer. 2:34 ), tlie extremity and magic (Exod. 7:11 ) . A higher and more en

of a country (Job 38:13 ; Isa. 24:16, marg .). lightened wisdom is ascribed to angels (2 Sam .

Figurative. God says that he has borne his 14:20 ), to God (Job 9 :4 ; 28:23).

people on eagles' wings (Exod. 19 : 4 ; Deut . 32:11 ), 2. Saw -kal (Heb. Səis, to be prudent, circum

i.e.,he had brought them out of Egypt with strong spect, 1 Sam. 18:30 ; Job 22: 2 ; Psa . 2:10 ; 94 : 8,

and loving care. The eagle watches over its young
etc. ) .

in the most careful manner, flying underthem

when it leads them from the nest, lest they should 3. Too -shee- yar " ( Heb. 177won, properly upright

fall upon the rocks and bedestroyed. “ To mount ness), counsel, understanding (Job 11 : 6 ; 12:16 ;

up with wings as eagles” (Isa. 40:31), i. e . , their 26 : 3 ; Prov. 3:21 , etc. ) .

course of life, which has Jehovah for its object, is, 4. Bee -naw ' ( IIeb. , understanding ), the

as it were, possessed of wings. Thewings of the faculty of insight, intelligence (Prov. 4 : 7, “ under
sun (Mal. 4: 2 ) are the rays by which it is sur.

rounded . As the rays of the sun spread light and standing,” v. 5 ; 39:26).

warmth over the earth , for the benefit of plants
5. The Greek termsare : Sof-ee'-ah (oopía), broad

ness bringhealing for all the hurts inflicted by which the word'is taken must be discovered from

and living creatures, so will the Sun of righteous and full intelligence; used of knowledge of very

diverse matters, so that the shade of meaning in

sin. “ The wings of the wind ” ( 2 Sam . 22:11 ;

Psa. 18:10), and of the morning ” ( Psa . 139 :9) are
the context in every particular case ; fron '-ay -sis

expressive of the swiftness with which the winds (opóvnois), understanding, specially knowledge and

and the morning move onward. The idea of pro- holy love of the will of God ( Luke 1:17 ; Eph. 1 : 8 ).

tection, defense, is given by such expressions as
Occasional Uses. ( 1 ) Wisdom is put for in

“ Hideme under the shadow of thy winys” (Psa. genuity, mechanical dexterity (Exod. 28:3; 31:3);
17 : 8 ; comp. 36 : 7 ; 57: 1 ; 61 :4 ; 63 :7 ; 91:4; Matt. (2) craſtiness,subtlety,whether good or bad (Exod.

23:37 ; Luke 13:34 ).
1:10 ; 2 Sam . 13 : 3 ; Prov. 14 : 8 ); (3 ) the skill or

WINK AT. See Glossary.
arts of magicians, etc. (Gen. 41:8 ; Exod. 7:11 ;

Eccles . 9:17 ) ; (4 ) sagacity,learning, experience (Job
WINNOW . See AGRICULTURE.

12:2 , 12 ; 38:37; Psa. 105 :22 ); (5 ) the currentpagan

WINTER (Heb , usually 97 , kho'-ref, striet- philosophy of the apostolic age (1 Cor. 1:20 ; 2 :5 ;

ly antumn ; Gr. Xetuóv, khi-mone', the rainy
3:19 ; 2 Cor. 1:12).

The Dominant Uses. ( 1 ) An attribute of
season). In Palestine winter includes part of

autumn and the seasons of seedtime and cold , ex
God , intimately related to the divine knowledge,

tending from the beginning of September to the but manifesting itself in the selection of proper

beginning of March (Gen. 8:22; Psa. 74:17 ; Zech. ends and the proper means for their accomplish

Thus not only the world of nature, but
14 :8 ; Matt . 24:20) . The cold of winter is not usu

ally very severe, though the northwinds are very festation of divinewisdom (see Psa . 104: 24 ; Rom .
especially theeconomy of redemption, is a mani

penetrating from the middle of December to the

middle of February. Snow and hail during most 11:33; 1Cor. 1:24; Rev. 7:12). Thus the old

winters fall on the hills. On the central range Testament appeal of wisdom to men is the appeal

snow has been known to reach a depth of nearly of the “ OnlyWiseGod ” (see Proverbsand Psalms).

two feet, andto lie for five days or even more,and (2) In men wisdom is notonly practical understand

the pools at Jerusalem have sometimes been cov
ing of matters relating to this life (1 Kings 3:12),

ered with ice. But this is rare . On the central but in the highest sense it is the theoretical and

range the ground seldom freezes, and the snow
practical acceptance of divine revelation . Wis.

usually disappears in a day. On the plateaus Acts 6:10; 1 Cor.2:6;12:8;Eph. 1:17 ; Col. 1 : 9 ;dom is in the decpest sense a divine gift (see

east of Jordan snow lies regularly for some days

every winter, and on the top of Hernion there are
3:16 ; James 1 : 5 ; 3 : 15–17).

fields of it during the summer . See CALENDAR ; WISE. See GLOSSARY.

GLOSSARY. WISH. See GLOSSARY.

WINTERHOUSE (Heb. 997, kho'- ref ). In WIT. See GLOSSARY.

Scripture the lower portion of the house was called WITCH. See Magic ; Saul ; GLOSSARY.

the “ winterhouse,” as was also the inner apart.

ment, while the outer and upper ones were called
WITHAL,WITHDRAWN. See Glossary.

the “ summerhouse ” (Jer. 36:22). WITHERED. See DISEASES .

WISDOM . 1. Khok -maw ' (Heb . 177277), has WITNESS (Heb. 73, ayd ; Gr. paptvpéw, mar .

the special meaning of dexterity, skill in an art too -reh '-o, to testify).

(Exod. 28 : 3 ; 31 : 6 ; 36 : 1 , 2) . It has also and more 1. A Memorial. Among people with whom

generally the meaning of intelligent, sensible, ju . I writing is not common, the evidence of a transac .

ment.
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tion is given by some tangible memorial or signifi- in us that we are able to cry, “ Abba, Father ;"

cant ceremony. Abraham gave seven ewe lambs are consciously free from condemnation, and are

to Abimelech as an evidence of his property in the sealed with that Holy Spirit of promise."
well of Beer-sheba. Jacob raised a heap of stones, 2. Theological Suggestions. 1. The fact

“ the heap of witness," as a boundary mark be- to which the witness of the Spirit particularly re

tween himself and Laban (Gen. 21:30 ; 31:47, 52) . lates is that of the gracious change in relation of

The tribes of Reuben and Gad raised an “ altar ” the pardoned sinner to God. He is no longer

as a witness to the covenant between themselves guilty, and “ an alien ,” butforgiven, and by adop

and the rest of the nation ; Joshua set up a stone tion a child of God. That the Spirit also wit

as an evidence of the allegiance promised by Israel nesses to the sanctification of believers is gathered
to God ( Josh. 22:10, 26 , 34 ; 24:26, 27). by inference and experience rather than from ex

2. Legal Usages. Thus also symbolical plicit teaching of the Scriptures. The one point

usages, in ratification of contracts or completed upon which the Scriptures lay emphasis is that

arrangements, as the ceremony of shoe-loosing the Spirit's witness is to the fact of adoption, con

(Deut. 25 : 9, 10 ; Ruth 4 : 7 , 8 ), the ordeal prescribed nected, of course,with justification and regenera

in the case of a suspected wife (Num. 5 : 17–31 ), tion, 2. The witness of our own spirit is to be

with which may be compared the ordeal of the distinguished from the witness of the Holy Spirit .

Styx. But written evidence was by no means un- In Rom . 8:16 the word used is ovupaprupów, which

known to the Jews. Divorce was to be proved by means two or more witnesses jointly, yet distinctly,
a written document (Deut. 24: 1, 3). In civil con- giving testimony to the same fact. And two wit

tracts, at least in later times, documentary evi- nesses here are mentioned, the spirit of the man

dence was required and carefully preserved (Isa. himself and the Spirit of God. The witness of

8:16 ; Jer. 32:10–16 ). our own spirit is indirect in the sense that it is

3. Evidence in Law . On the whole the law based upon a comparison of the facts of our re

was very careful to provide and enforce evidence ligious life and experiences with the representa

for all its infractions and all transactions bearing tions and requirements of the Scriptures. We

on them . Among special provisions with respect know whether or not we have truly repented and

to evidence are the following : 1. Two witnesses believed in Christ, and whether we have peace

at least are required to establish any charge (Num. and joy and love and the spirit of obedience (see

35:30 ; Deut. 17:6 ; John 8:17 ; 2 Cor. 13 : 1 ; comp. Rom . 5 : 1 ; 8 : 1-14 ; 1 John 2:29 ; 3:14, 19 , 21 ; 4: 7).

1 Tim . 5:19). 2. In the case of the suspected But the witness of the Spirit is beyond this, though

wife, evidence besides the husband's was desired associated with it. As Wesley says, “ The testi.

( Num . 5:13). 3. The witness who withheld the mony of the Spirit is an inward impression on the

truth was censured (Lev. 5 : 1). 4. False witness souls of believers, whereby the Spirit of God di

was punished with the punishment due to the rectly testifies to their spirit that they are chil.

offense which it sought to establish . 5. Slander- dren of God,' " and, further, “ there is in every be

ous reports and officious witness are discouraged | liever both the testimony of God's Spirit and the

(Exod. 20:16 ; 23: 1 ; Lev. 19:16 , 18 , etc. ) . 6. The testimony of his own that he is a child of God . ”

witnesses were the first executioners (Deut. 13: 9 ; This direct and distinct witness of the Spirit is

Acts 7:58) . 7. In case of an animal left in charge frequently merged into and confused with the

and torn by wild beasts, the keeperwas to bring witness of our own spirit, as notably by Dr. Chal

the carcass in proof of the fact and disproof of his mers ( Lectures on Rom. , p . 202), where he reduces

own criminality (Exod . 22:13) . 8. According to the work of the Spirit to the graving “upon us the

Josephus, women and slaves were not admitted to lineaments of a living epistle of Jesus Christ, and

bear testimony ( Ant., iv , 8 , 15). tells us in the epistle of a written revelation what

4. New Testament Useof Word. In the these lineaments are .” But this is in opposition

New Testament the original notion of a witness to a fair exegesis of Rom . 8:16, where the idea of

is exhibited in the special form of onewho attests two joint yet distinct testimonies appear. 3. The

his belief in the Gospel by personal suffering. witness of the Spirit is to be regarded as a se

Hence it is that the use of the ecclesiastical term quence or reward of saving faith, and not the

“ martyr ” has arisen . basis of such faith or a necessary element therein .

WITNESS OF THE SPIRIT, the direct Wesleyan writers, and Wesley himself, have not

testimony of the Holy Spirit to true believers as always been sufficiently clear upon this point. At
to their acceptance with God and their adoption times Wesley distinguishes most clearly between

into the divine household . " justifying faith and a sense of pardon," and adds,

1. Scriptural. The two classic passages upon “ How can a sense of pardon be the condition of

which this doctrineis especially based are Rom . our receiving it ? " (Works, xii, 109 , 110.) But else.
8:16 ; Gal. 4 : 6 . is, however, argued that just where (Sermons, x, 8 , 9) he argues that "

as Christ in his visible ministry not only forgave not love God till we know he loves us ; and we

sins, but also announced to penitent sinners their cannot know his pardoning love to us till bis Spirit

forgiveness, so it is one of the offices of the Holy witnesses to our spirit.” He is seeking to prove

Spirit still to proclaim directly to those who are here that the witness of the Spirit must precede

pardoned the fact of their pardon. Also this the witness of our own spirit ; but in seeking this

view is confirmed by other representations than he goes too far, and makes the witness of the

those named in the Scriptures of the presence and Spirit the basis of our faith and an essential ele

activity of the Holy Spirit ( sce Rom . 8 : 1 , 2 ; 2 Cor. ment therein. It is of the largest importance that

1:22; Eph. 1:13 ; 4:30 ). The Holy Spirit is “ the it should be understood that saving faith is simply

Spirit of Adoption. ” It is because he speaks with complete reliance of the penitent soul upon the

we can
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grace of God in Jesus Christ, as offered in his prostrate oneself before another in order to do

word, and that the witness of the Spirit comes in him honor and reverence (Gen. 22:5, etc.). This

God's own . time and way to those who do thus mode of salutation consisted in falling upon the

truly repent and believe. While the Spirit's wit- knees and then touching the forehead to the

ness is a great boon proffered to all believers, and ground (Gen. 19 : 1; 42:6 ; 48:12 ; 1 Sam . 25:41 ,

none should rest without it, yet there are ways of etc. , often rendered “ bowed " ). It is, however,

directly seeking it which involve not faith, but used specifically to bow down before God, spoken

unbelief, and disparagement of the sure promises of worship rendered to God , and also to false

of God ascontained in his Holy Word. gods (Gen. 22: 5 ; Exod. 24:1 ; 33:10 ; Judg. 7:15 ;

3. Historical. 1. Sacramentarian theories of Job 1:20 ; Psa. 22:27 ; 86 : 9).

salvation make the evidence of salvation to stand

in connection with the proper use of the sacra in connection with idol worship ; to fall down in
2. Seg - eed' (Heb. 73., to fall down ), spoken of

ments. The direct testimony of the Spirit to the adoration of idols (Dan. 3: 5, 6 ; 10–12, 14, 15, 28) ;

heartsof believers isalmost whollyignored. 2. The in honor ofa man, as of Daniel (2:46).

doctrine of assurance among Calvinists at one

point goes beyond, at another it falls short of, 3. Au - tsab ' (Heb. Syy, to carve, labor ), to serve

that of the Scriptures. It regards assurance, or an idol, as in Jer. 44:19 ; or according to others,

the witness of the Spirit, as relating to final and to fashion her, i. e . , the image (see Orelli , Com .,

eternal salvation , of course including the state of in loc.).
present acceptance with God. But it at the same 4. The Greek words thus rendered are : Pros.

time regards the witness of theSpirit as on the kno-neh '-o (TTPOOkivéw ), properly to kiss the hand to

whole an exceptional and unusual bestowment of (toward) one, in token of reverence, also by kneel.

God upon believers. 3. Methodism regards the ing or prostration to do homage — the word most

witness of the Spirit as the common privilege of frequently used in the New Testament.
Seb ' -om

all who believe. It is the direct testimony of the ahee (oéßopiai), to revere a deity (Matt. 15 :9 ; Mark

Spirit of God to their divine adoption . And while 7 : 7 ; Acts 18:13 ; 19:27) . “Proselytes of the gate ”

not independent of the external and objective are called “ men that worship God ” (oeſouévn TÒV

grounds of assurance, it is in itself the supreme Okov, Acts 16:14 ; 18 : 7), or simply · devout per.

additional testimony to the one great reality (see sons” (tois oeßouévols, Acts 17:17). Lat-ryoo'-o

ASSURANCE). (Ratpeiw , to serve), in theNew Testament to ren

LITERATURE . — Wesley's Sermons, x - xii; Chal- der religious service or honor, and in the strict

mers on Romans, Lect. liv ; Watson, Sermon civ ; sense to perform sacred services , to offer gifts, to

Walton, Witness of the Spirit; Young, The Wit- worship God in the observance of the rites insti.

ness of the Spirit ; Works on Systematic Theology : tuted for his worship (Heb . 10 :2 ; “ service,” 9 : 9).

Watson, Hodge, vol . iii (Assurance), Pope, Miley.- Eth-el-oth -race-ki'-ah (80820 pnoreia ,voluntary wor
E. McC.

ship) , i . e. , worship which one devises and pre
.

WITTINGLY. See GLOSSARY. scribes for himself, contrary to the contents and

nature of the faith which ought to be directed to
WITTY . See GLOSSARY.

Christ ; said of the misdirected zeal and practices

WIZARD . See Magic. of ascetics (Col. 2:23). Ther -ap -yoo '-o ( Depanauw ),

WOE, WORTH. See GLOSSARY. to do service, as in Acts 17:25 .

General Observations. It is as natural to

WOLF. The following allusions aremade to worship as it is to live. The feeling andexpres

the wolf in the Scriptures : Its ferocity is men- sion of highadoration , reverence, trust, love, loy.

tioned in Gen.49:27 ; Ezek. 22:27 ; Hab. 1 : 8 ; Matt.

7:15 ;its nocturnal habits in Jer. 5 :6 ;Zeph .3:3 ; or divine, is a necessity to man.
alty, and dependenceupon a higherpower, human

To these senti.
Hab. 1:8 ; its attacking sheep in Ecclus. 13:17 ; ments, to a greater or less degree,in every man ,
John 10:12 ; Matt. 10:16 ; Luke 10 : 3.

Figurative. of the wicked (Matt. 10:16 ; And that something secures his worship.
something or somebody, real or imaginary,appeals.

Wor
Luke 10:3); of wicked rulers (Ezek. 22:27 ; Zeph : ship is as old as humanity. It has its root in a

3 : 3); of false teachers (Matt. 7:15 ; Acts 20:29 );
of the devil( John 10:12); of the tribe ofBenjamin necessity of the human soul as nativeto itasthe
(Gen. 49:27); of fierce enemies (Jer. 6 :6 ; Hab. consciousness of God itself, which impels itto

1 :8) ; ( Isa . 11 : 6 ; 65:25) . SEE ANIMAL
testify by word and act its love and gratitude

to the Author of life and the Giver of all good ”
KINGDOM .

(Keil, Bib. Arch ., p . 55).

WOOD. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM.
Primitive Worship. We are not informed

WOOD CARRYING, FESTIVAL OF. See as to the nature of the worship rendered by our
FESTIVALS, 4. first parents ; but we learn from earliest records

WOOL. See DRESS, 1 .
that their sons were moved to present a portion of

WORD. See SUPPLEMENT. the product of their labor in sacrifice to God.

WORKFELLOW . See GLOSSARY.
Men as early as Enos, the grandson of Adam (Gen.

4:26), called upon the name of the Lord ; or, in
WORM. See ANIMAL KINGDOM.

other words, the regular and solemn worship of

WORMWOOD. See VEGETABLE KINGDOM. God as Jehovah ( i . e ., as the God of salvation)

was celebrated in word and act—with prayer and

WORSHIP . The rendering in the A. V. of
sacrifice . Max Müller (in his essay) says : "That

the following Hebrew and Greek words :
feeling of sonship which distinguishes man from

1. Shaw -kharo' (Heb. 1719, to bow down), to every other creature, and not only exalts him
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above the brute, but completely secures him that the animal victim was to be regarded merely as

against sinking into a purely physical state of a symbol of the heart's devotion to God. Whether

being, that original intuition of God, and that con- these sacrifices were offered at regular intervals

sciousness of his being dependent upon a higher or on special occasions (see Job 1:5 ), we cannot

power, can only be the result of a primitive say.

revelation in the most literal sense of the word.”
Besides altars, memorial stones (Heb. Dax ,

This view is entertained by Schelling. The other
view is that worship cannot be traced to a divine mats-tsay-both were erected by the patriarchs on

source; that the original condition of the human spots where God had favored them with special

family was of an extremely rude and imperfect revelations, drink offerings being poured upon

character; and that fetichism, as being the lowest, them (Gen. 28:18, sq. ; 35:14, sq.). The narrative

was also the earliest form of religion, and that for of Jacob's vow (28:20, sq .) tells of his promise

this reason we ought to regard religion , even in that if God would watch over him , supply his

its most advanced forms, as springing originally wants , and bring him back in safety, that he

from a barbarous fetichism . But the grounds upon would acknowledge Jebovah as his God, that he

which this opinion is based are weak in the ex. would consecrate the pillar he had set up and

treme. “ It would be nearer the truth to say that make it a house of God, and render to Jehovah

they are as divine as they are human in their the tenth of all his income. We read (35 : 1 , sq . )

origin , seeing that they are based upon the rela- of his exclusion of strange gods from his house,

tion of man to God involved in his creation , and and, after due preparation on the part of his house

are evoked by a sense of the divine training and hold, his building of an altar at Beth-el.

guidance under which he finds himself after his In the above-mentioned forms of worship the

creation " (Keil , Bib . Arch ., p . 56) . rite of circumcision was added. In obedience to

In primitive times that form of worship which a divine order, and as a token of the covenant

Enos introduced was still maintained, forEnoch which Jehovah made with him, Abraham per

“ walked with God ” (Gen. 5:24 ) ; Noah was formed this rite upon himself and the male mem

righteous before bim , and expressed his gratitude bers of his household, enjoining it upon his pos.

by presenting burnt offerings (6 :9 ; 7:20 ). terity as an inviolable obligation (17 : 1 , sq . ).

In a subsequent age God chose for himself a Nothing further is known regarding the forms of

faithful servant in the person of Abraham, made worship which obtained among the patriarcbs.

him the depository of his revelation, and the Mosaic. When Israel became a nation with

father and founder of that people, which was des- an organized civil government, in order to fulfill

tined to preserve the knowledge and worship of its divine mission , it was necessary that its reli.

his name till the time when the Saviour should gious affairs should also be remodeled, and that

issue from its midst. While other nations multi- the character and style of its worship should be

plied their modes of worship according to the po- fixed and regulated by positive divine enactments.

litical constitution which they adopted, and to this did not necessitate an entirely new system of

suit the number and variety of their deities, they worship , since they were to serve and worship the

devised a corresponding variety of ritual, with a God of their fathers. Therefore the worship in

numerous priesthood and a multitude of sacred troduced by Moses was grafted on that of Israel's

observances. But Abraham , and the posterity ancestors, improved and perfected only as the cir

born to him , preserved a simple form of worship cumstances of the Israelites as a confederacy of

as became shepherds, while it was at the same tribes or a monarchy seemed to require, with such

time duly in keeping with the revelation imparted forms and ceremonies as would further Israel's

to them . Wherever they pitched their tents for divinely appointed mission. This object was

any length of time they built altars, that, in com- further secured by the Mosaic ritual, inasmuch as

pliance with ancient usage, they might call upon
it embraced all the essential elements of a perfect

the name of the Lord (Gen. 12:7, 8 ; 13:4, 18 , etc.). the place of worship, withits structure and ar,
system of worship, giving precise directions as to

Those altars were, doubtless, simple mounds (Heb .rangements, instituting a distinct order of sacred

gian, baw -moth ) composed of earth and stone, functions, prescribing the religious ceremonies,

while the victim sacrificed upon them consisted of fixing the sacred seasons and the manner in which

animals of an edible nature (i . e. , clean) taken from they were to be observed.

the fold . This system bore the stamp of genuine wor.

We have no information regarding the particu- ship, being framed by Moses in accordance with

lar ceremonies observed in connection with these revelation , and recognizing Jehovah as the true

sacrifices ; but it is probable that prayer was of God. Nor is it a vital objection to its being true

fered by the patriarchs in person , who were in the worship that it had a material and sensuous char.

babit of discharging the priestly functions. The acter, and that many of its forms and ceremonies

offerings were for the most part burnt offerings, were such as belonged to the ritual of pagan reli

i . e . , offerings that were entirely consumed upon gions. These facts have been variously miscon.

the altar ; although instances are given of a por- strued, and have been taken advantage of for the

tion of the sacrifice being reservedfor use inthe purpose of disparaging the origin and character of

sacrificial feasts (Gen. 3:54 ; 46 : 1 ). In the selec- the Mosaic worship. It is true that the Mosaic

tion of animals for sacrifices the patriarchs were worship embodies itself, for the most part, in out

probably guided by the directions given to Abra- ward forms and ceremonies, for one can only give

ham ( 16 : 9); while the way in which the sacrifice expression to his relation to his Creator through

of Isaac terminated (22:12, 13) must have shown | corporeal media . Religious thought and feeling
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can only express themselves in word and act ; WOT, WOULD. See GLOSSARY .

and therefore forms are necessary in every kind WOUNDS. See DISEASES.

of worship. And being copies or impressions of

religious ideas, they must have an allegorical or WRATHS (Gr. Ovuós, thoo-mos', passion ). In

symbolical character. the list of probable evils to be avoided ( 2 Cor.

Further, the religion of the Old Testament is 12:20) is “ wraths.” Thoo-mos' and or -gay (Gr.

monotheism, in contradiction to the polytheism of opyń) are found several times together in the New

heathen nations. Jehovah is represented not only Testament (Rom . 2 : 8 ; Eph. 4:31; Col. 3 : 8 ; Rev.

as the only true God ; notmerely as the almighty 19:15). The general opinion of scholars is that

Creator, Preserver, and Governor of the world and thoo-mos' is the more turbulent commotion, the

every creature; not simply as the eternal, absolute “ boiling agitation of the feelings , either presently

Spirit, the good and merciful One who has des to subside and disappear, or else to settle down

tined man to enjoy the felicity of life which springs into or -gay ', wherein is more of an abiding and

from personal fellowship with himself ; as the settled habit of the mind ( ' ira inveterata' ), with

omnipresent and near One watching over all his the purpose of revenge ” (Trench, i, pp. 178 , 179).

creatures, to keep the weak and distressed ; who WREST. See GLOSSARY.

seeks to conduct those who have wandered from

him back to the fountain of life ; who selected for
WRINKLE . Job in his complaint (16 : 8)

himself, from degenerate humanity, a race to be says, “ Thou hast filled me with wrinkles” (Heb.

in a special sense his people, and to whom he, in --227, kaw -nat ), a figurative expression , meaning

a special sense, would be God, with the purpose to be shriveled up. Paul speaks ( Eph. 6:27) of

of saving the world . This is accompanied with the Church as a bride “not having a spot or

such directions for the regulations of their life, wrinkle " (Gr. puris, hroo -tece '). The former is any

that, if accepted and complied with, Israel would blemish on the person, the latter probably means

become to Jehovah “ a peculiar treasure above all the tokens ofapproaching age. If so, it reminds

people.” (Exod. 19:5, sq. ), “ a kingdom of priests us of the continued youth and attractiveness of the
and a holy nation ." Church.

Christian. The Church of Christ is not only

his representative body on earth , it is also the
WRITING (Heb. Sn , kaw -thab ', to grave ;

temple of divine service, continuing and perfecting 29, saro-far ', to inscribe ; -7772, mik -tawb ', char.
the worship of the past. This service includes acters in writing; Gr. ypáow , graf'-o, to grave ,

offerings presented to God, and blessings received értypáow, ep -ee-graft-o, to write upon, to fix indel.

from him. The former embraces the entire ordi, ibly).

nance of worship, with its nature, reasons, and 1. Antiquity. The conclusion of much of

observances ; the latter embraces the means of modern scholarship is that the art of writing dates

grace, common prayer, the word, and the sacra- back quite early in the history of the human fam .
ments. These, however, are really one, and their ily. The Old Testament writers, when they speak

relations to each other as one are of great im- of reading and writing, speak of them as matters

portance. Both require for their realization the of course, as if they were commonly practiced,

institution of the evangelical ministry. The wor- well-understood things . Thus it would seem that

ship of the Christian Church may be regarded in from a very early time reading and writing were

its divine principles and in its human arrange quite common. '" For, to speak first of all of

As to the former, its object is the re. Egypt, not only are there proofs of the practice of

vealed Trinity ; its form is mediatorial,through writing long before the time of Moses, but the

the Son incarnate, by the Holy Spirit; its attri- | period immediately preceding the exodus was one

butes are spirituality, simplicity, purity, and rev. of remarkable activity and high attainment. The

erent decorum ; its seasons are the Christian Sab- poem of Pentaur, which has been compared with

bath preeminently, and all times of holy assembly. à lay of the Iliad, celebrates a victory gained over

As to the latter, it is left to the congregation it- the Hittites by Rameses II, the father of the

self to determine the minor details, according to Pharaoh of the exodus. " The tablets found at

the pattern shown in the Scripture . Tell -el -Amarna, in Upper Egypt, written in the
As an institute of worship the Church of Christ cuneiform character, go back to the century be .

has its ordinary channels for the communication fore the date assigned by most Egyptologists to

of the influences of the Holy Ghost to the souls the exodus. These prove, according to Sayce,

of men, viz. , the means of grace ; the supreme that “ good schools existed (at that time) through

means being the word and prayer. Special at- out western Asia ; that the people of Canaan

tention is also called to the sacraments ( q. v .), could read and write before the Israelitish con.

baptism, and the Lord's Supper (Keil, Bib.Arch., Guest; that there was an active literary intercourse
1, p. 85, sq. ; Pope, Christ. Theol., iii, p. 287, sq. ). from one end of the civilized East to the other."
See GLOSSARY.

Robertson ( Early Religion of Israel, p. 78) says :

WORTHIES (Heb. 1778 , ad -deer',large). In It is true the medium of communication was the

Babylonian language and script ; but we cannot

Nahum (2:6) is the expression, “ He shall recount suppose that a people acquainted with that mode

his worthies," i. e ., " he remembers his powerful of writing would relapse into illiterates when the

ones. " The Assyrian king is represented, in the Phænician alphabet took its place ; much more

hour of defeat, as remembering that he has brave reasonable is it to suppose that this discovery

and powerful ones, and sends for them . would be an immense stimulus to them . We need

WORTHY. See GLOSSARY.
no longer, therefore, wonder that among the towns

ments.

2*** :'

66
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taken by Joshua was one called Kirjath -sepher, from this that the art of writing was an accom .

book -town (Josh. 15:15 ; Judg. 1:11 ), or Kirjath- plishment possessed by every Hebrew citizen,

sannah (Josh . 16:49) ; or that a lad caught at the though there is no mention of a third party ;and

roadside was able to write down the names of the it is more than probable that these " bills of di.

chief men of Succoth in the time of the judges vorcement," though apparently so informal, were

( Judg. 8:14, R. V.).” the work of professional ecribes . It was enjoined

2. Scripture Mention. Writing is first dis- as one of the duties of the king (Deut. 17:18) that

tinctly mentioned in Exod. 17:14, and the connec- he should transcribe the book of the law for his

tion clearly implies that it was not then employed own private study. If we examine the instances

for the first time, but was so familiar as to be in which writing is mentioned in connection with
used for historic records . Moses is commanded individuals, we shall find that in all cases the

to preserve the memory of Amalek's onslaught in writers were men of superior position . In Isa.

the desert by committing it to writing. The tables 29:11 , 12, there is clearly a distinction drawn be

of the testimony are said to be “written by the tween the man who was able to read and the man

finger of God ” (Exod. 31:18) on both sides, and who was not, and it seems a natural inference that

the accomplishments of reading and writ

ing were not widely spread among the peo

ple, when we find that they are univer .

sally attributed to those of high rank or

education-kings, priests, prophets, and

professional'scribes.

3. Materials. The oldest documents

which contain the writing of a Shemitic

race are probably the bricks of Nineveh

and Babylon on which are impressed the

cuneiform Assyrian inscriptions. There

is, however, no evidence that they were

ever employed by the Hebrews. Wood

was used upon some occasions (Num.

17:3), and writing tablets of boxwood

are mentioned in 2 Esd. 14:24. The

“ lead , " to which allusion is made in

Job 19:24, is supposed to have been

Oriental Letter Writer. poured, when melted, into the cavities

of the stone made by the letters of an

“ the writing was the writing of God, graven upon inscription, in order to render it durable . It is

the tables ” (32:15 ). The engraving of the gems most probable that the ancient as well as the

of the high priest's breastplate with the names of most common material which the Hebrews used

the children of Israel (28:11 ), and the inscription for writing was dressed skin in some form or

uponthe miter (39:30) have to do more with the other. We know that the dressing of skins was

art of the engraver than of the writer, but both practiced by the Hebrews (Exod. 25 :7 ; Lev. 13:48 ),

imply the existence of alphabetic characters. The and they may have acquired the knowledge of the

curses against the adulteress were written by art from the Egyptians, among whom it bad at

the priest “ in the book," and blotted out with tained great perfection. Parchmentwas used for

water (Num. 5:23). This proceeding, though prin. the manuscripts of the Pentateuch in the time of

cipally distinguished by its symbolical character, Josephus, and the peußpával of 2 Tim. 4:13, were

involves the use of some kind of ink, and of a skins of parchment. It was one of the provisions

material on which the curses were written which in the Talmud that the law should be written on

would not be destroyed by water. Hitherto, how . the skins of clean animals, tame or wild , or even

ever, nothing has been said of the application of of clean birds. The skins when written upon

writing to the purposes of ordinary life, or of the were formed into rolls (měgilloth ; Psa . 40:8 ; comp.

knowledge of the art among the common people. Isa. 34 :4 ; Jer. 36:14 ; Ezek. 2: 9 ; Zech. 6 : 1 ). See

Up to this point such knowledge is only attributed INK; INKHORN ; Pen ; Roll ; also SUPPLEMENT.

to Moses and the priests. From Deut. 24 : 1 , 3,
WRITING TABLE. See TABLET.

however, it would appear that it was extended to

others. It is not absolutely necessary to infer WROUGHT. See GLOSSARY.
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YARN (Heb. 57.77???, mik -vay', 1 Kings 10:28 ; 2. Mo-law ' (Heb .Tpira, Isa. 68 :6 , 9 ; Jer. 27:2 ;

$ ?????, mik -vay', 2 Chron. 1:16) is noticed in the 28:10, 12, 13 ; Ezek . 30:18), the bars of the yoke,

two above-mentioned and extremely obscure pas
i . e. , the oxbows of the same form as now.

sages. Keil ( Com. , in loc . ) renders “ And (as for) 3. Ole (Heb. 59 ,Jer. 2:20, etc .; 518, 6 :6 ), the

the going out of horses from Egypt for Solomon, curved piece of wood upon the neck of draught

a company of king's merchants fetched (horses ) animals, by which they are fastened to the pole or

for a definite price . " The R. V. has “ And the beam . This is the Hebrew term most frequently

king's merchants received them in droves, each rendered " yoke.”

drove at a price. " This comes from understanding 4. The Greek terms are dzoo - gos ' (Svyós, Matt.

the Hebrew term as meaning company or troop. | 11:29, 30 ; Acts 15:10 ; Gal . 5 :1 ; 1 Tim . 6 : 1),

Two Draught Oxen Yoked Together.

The translators of the LXX. and Vulg. have taken | which has the usual meaning of yoke ; and dzyoo'.

17.????? as the name of a place, és 'Ekové, or rather gos (5ɛvyos, Luke 14:19), meaning two draught cat

Ék Kové. According to this the rendering would tle (horses, mules,or oxen) yoked together.

be,“ And as forthe going out of horses from Egypt symbol of servitude to others (Gen. 27:40 ;Lev.
Figurative. Yoke is frequently used as a

and Koa,” etc.

26:13; Deut. 28:48 ; Jer.27 : 8 , 11, 12; 1 Tim. 6 : 1 ) ; to
YEAR . See TIME.

one's own sins(Lam . 1:14 ); God's disciplinary teach

YEARN . See GLOSSARY. ing (Lam .3:27 ; comp.Psa .90:12 ; 119:71); “ trouble.

YOKE. The rendering of the following He. some laws imposed on one, especially of theMosaic

brew and Greek words :
law (Acts 15:10 ; Gal. 5 : 1 ) ; hence the name is so

transferred to the commands of Christ as to con.

1. Tseh '-med (Heb . 7,1 Sam . 11 : 7 ; 1 Kings trast them with the commands of the Pharisees,

19:19, 21 ; Job 1 :3 ; 42:12 ; Jer.51:23) hasthe same which were a veritable yoke ;' yet even Christ's

meaning as our “ yoke of oxen ,” viz. , two. It also commands must be submitted to, though easier to

means so much land as two oxen will plow in a day. I be kept (Matt. 11:29) ” (Grimm, Gr. Lex .).

«

Z

ZAANA’IM (Heb. 09933, tsah -an-an -neem '), i to its identification with Zenan, “ as Zenan was in
a " plain , " or, more accurately, “ the oak by Zaa . the plain , and Zaanan was most probably to the

naim " -probably a sacred tree-marking the spot
north of Jerusalem ."

near which Heber the Kenite was encamped ZAANAN NIM (Heb. bobby, isah -an -an .

when Sisera took refuge in his tent (Judg. 4:11 ) , neem', only in Josh. 19:33; Judg. 4:11,marg.),and

and said to be near Kedesh, on the northwest of probably the same with Zaandim (q. v. ).

Lake Huleh. It is probably the same as Zaanan. ZAČAVAN (Heb. 77391, zah - av -awn ', disquiet),

nim ( Josh. 19:33). the second named of the three sons of Ezer and a

ZA'ANAN (Heb. 83, tsah-an -awn', place of Horite chief (Gen. 36:27 ; 1 Chron . 1:42,“ Zavan " ).

focks), a place named by Micah (1:11 ) in his ad. ZA'BAD (Heb. 77T, zaw -bawd’, gift).

dress to the towns of the Shephelah . Keil objects 1. Son of Nathan, son of Attai, son of Ahlai,

>
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Sheshan's daughter (1 Chron. 2 :31-37), and hence a chief publican (åpxıTehávns) residing at Jericho,

called son of Ahlai (11:41 ), B. C. about 992. He who, being short of stature, climbed up into a

was one of David's mighty men, but none of his sycamore tree in order that he might see Jesus as

deeds has been recorded. he passed through that town . When Jesus came

2. An Ephraimite, son of Tahath , and father of to the tree he paused, looked up, and calling

Shuthelah , 2 (1 Chron . 7:21 ) . Zaccheus by name, bade him hasten and come

3. Son of Shimeath, an Ammonitess; an assas- down, because he intended to be a guest at his

sin who, with Jehozabad, slew King Joash (2 Chron. house. With undisguised joy Zaccheus hastened

24:26), B. C. 797. The assassins were both put to down and welcomed the Master. The people mur .

death by Amaziah, but their children were spared mured, saying, " That he was gone to be a guest
(25 : 3 , 4), in obedience to the law of Moses (Deut. with a man that is a sinner." Zaccheus was

24:16 ). In 2 Kings 12:21 his name is written, especially odious as being a Jew and occupying
probably more correctly, Jozachar. an official rank among the taxgatherers, which

4, 5 , 6. Three Israelites, respectively would indicate unusual activity in the service of

of Zattu (Ezra 10:27) , Hashum (10:33), and Nebo the Roman oppressors. He seems to have been

( 10:43), who divorced their Gentile wives after the deeply moved by the consideration shown him by

captivity, B. C. 456. Jesus, and, before all the people, made the vow

ZAB'BAI, or ZABBA'I (Heb."21, zab -bal’ee, which attested, his penitence ," Behold, half of

my goods , Lord, I hereby give to the poor ; and
pure). whatever fraudulent gain I ever, made from any

1. One of the “ sons ” of Bebai, who divorced

his Gentile wife (Ezra 10:28), B. C. 456 .
one, I now restore fourfold ,” greater restitution

than the law required (Num . 6 : 7). Jesus there.
2. Father of the Baruch who assisted in repair

ingthe walls of Jerusalem after the exile ( Neh. upon made the declaration, “ This day issalvation
come to this house, forasmuch as he also is (in the

3:20), B. C..445 .
true spiritual sense) a son of Abraham ” (Luke

ZAB'BUD (Heb. 7709, zab -bood ', given), a 19 : 1-10).

” of Bigvai , who returned from Babylon with ZACʻCHUR (1 Chron. 4:26), see Zaccur, 2.

Ezra (8:14), B. C. 459.

ZAB'DI (Heb. 1721, zab -dee', giving).
ZACʻCUR (Heb. 7101, zak -koor', mindful).

1. The son of Zerah and grandfather of Achan,
1. The father of Shammua, the Reubenite spy

of the tribeof Judah (Josh . 7:1, 17, 18), B.C. be. (Num . 13 :4), B. C. before 1209.

fore 1170. 2. Son of Hamuel , and father of Shimei ( 1 Chron.

2. The third of the nine sons of Shimhi the 4:26 ; A. V. “ Zacchur ” ), B , C. before 1170.

Benjamite ( 1 Chron. 8:19), B. C. about 1170. 3. A Levite, and third named of the four “

3. The Shiphmite ( i . e., inhabitantof Shepham ), of Merari by Jaaziah” (1 Chron. 24:27 ).

and David's custodian of wine cellars ( 1 Chron. 4. Son of Asaph the singer, and leader of the

27:27), B. C. about 960. third course of Levitical musicians (1 Chron . 25 : 2,

4. Son of Asaph, the minstrel, and grandfather 10; Neh. 12:35).

of Mattaniah, a prominent Levite in the time of 5. The son of Imri, who assisted Nehemiah in

Nehemiah (11:17), B. C. 445. rebuilding the city wall (Neh . 3 : 2), B. C. 445.

ZAB'DIEL (Heb. S ??? t, zab -dee-ale', gift of the covenantwith Nehemiah (10:12),'B.C. 445.
6. A Levite, or family of Levites, who signed

God). 7. A Levite whose son or descendant, Hanan ,

1. The father of Jashobeam , which latter was was one of the treasurers over the treasuries

commander of the first division of David's army (marg. "storehouses " ) appointed by Nehemiah

( 1 Chron . 27 : 2), B. C. about 960 . (13:13 ), B. C. 434.

2. The “son of Haggedolim ” (i . e. , " mighty

men of valor ” ), who was overseer of one hundred
ZACHARI'AH (another form of ZECHARIAH ),

and twenty-eight of the captives returned from the son of Jeroboam II, the last of the house of

the captivity (Neb . 11:14 ), B. C. 445 .
Jehu, and fourteenth king of Israel. He ascended

the throne upon the death of his father (2 Kings

ZABUD (Heb. 7737, zaw -bood ', given ), the son 14:29), B. C. about 742. He reigned only six

of Nathan (1 Kings 4 :5 ). He is described as a months, being slain by Shallum (15 :8-10).

priest (A. V. “ principal officer " ) , and as holding

at the court of Solomon the confidential post of
ZACHARI'AS (Gr. Zaxapias, dzakh -ar-ee ' -as,

“ king's friend , ” which had been occupied by
Greek form of Heb. Zechariah ).

Hushai the Archite during the reign of David
1. Son of Barachias, who, our Lord says, was

(2 Sam. 15:37 ; 16:16 ; 1 Chron . 27:33 ).
slain by the Jews between the altar and the temple

(Matt. 23:35 ; Luke 11:51 ). There has been much
ZABʻULON (Gr. Eaßoviúv, dzab-oo-lone ), the dispute who this Zacharias was. Many of the

Greek form of the name Zebulun (Matt . 4:13 , 15 ; Greek fathers have maintained that the father of

Rev. 7 : 8 ).
John the Baptist is the person to whom our Lord

ZACʻCAI (Heb. "21 , zak-kah'ee, pure). The alludes; but there can be little or no doubt tha:
Bons of Zaccai to the number of seven hundred the allusion is to Zechariah, the son of Jehoiada

and sixty returned with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:9 ; (2 Chron. 24:20, 21).

Neh. 7:14), B. C. before 536 .
2. Father of John the Baptist (Luke 1 :8, sq. ).

ZACCHE'US,more properlyZACCHAUS ZA'CHER (Heb. 27, zeh ” -ker , memorial),

(Gr. Zakzaios, dzak-chah'-ee-yos, for Heb. Zaccai), of the sons of Jebiel, the father or founder of

One
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Gibeon, by his wife Maachah ( 1 Chron . 8:31 ; 9:37, and that Abihail, the daughter of Eliab, was Ma.

“ Zechariah ” ). halath's mother.

ZADOK (Heb. 117x, tsaw -doke', just). ZAIR (Heb.797, tsaw - eer ', little ), a place east

1. Son of Ahitub , and, with Abiathar, high of the Dead Sea, in Idumea, where Israel discom

priest in the time of David. He was of thehouse fited the Edomites (2 Kings 8:21). Its identifica

of Eleazar, the son of Aaron ( 1 Chron. 24:3), and tion is not positive.

eleventh in descent from Aaron. (1) Joins David. ZAʼLAPH (Heb. 13, tsaw -lawſ", perhaps

In 1 Chron.12:28 weare told that he joined David wound), thefather of Hanun, whoassisted in re.
at Hebron, after Saul's death, with twenty-two cap

tains of his father's house, and,apparently, with pairing the wall of Jerusalem after the captivity

nine hundred men (4,600 – 3,700, vers. 26, 27), (Neh. 3:30), B. C. 445.

B. C. 1000. (2) Fidelity to David . From this ZAL'MON (Heb . 71225s, tsal-mone', shady).

time Zadok was unwavering in his loyalty to David. 1. An Ahobite (i. e. , sprung from the Benjamite

When Absalom revolted and David Aed from Je- family of Ahoah ), and one of David's warriors

rusalem , Zadok and all the Levites bearing the ark ( 2 Sam. 23:28). In the parallel passage (1 Chron.

accompanied him , and it was only at the king's ex: 11:29) he is called Ilai ( q. v .).

press command that they returned toJerusalem , and 2. A wood near Shechem (Judg. 9:48), a kind
became themedium of communication between the of “ black forest , ” as rendered by Luther. David

king and Hushai the Archite (2 Sam ., ch .15 ; 17:15 ). (Psa. 68:14 , “ white as snow in Salmon " ) uses lan

After Absalom's death Zadok and Abiathar were guage symbolical of the presence of light in dark

the persons who persuaded the elders of Judah to ness, or brightness in calamity.

invite David to return ( 19:11 ) . When Adonijah,

in David's old age, set up for king, and had per
ZALMO‘NAH (Heb.ass, tsal-mo-naw ',

suaded Joab and Abiathar the priest to join his shady), a station of Israel in the wilderness (Num.

party, Zadok was unmoved, and was employed | 33:41, 42). It lay southeast of Edom, perhaps in

by David to anoint Solomon to be king in his room the Wady el-Amran, which runs into the Wady

( 1 Kings, ch. 1 ). (3) Rewarded. For this fidelity Ilhmn, close to where Elath anciently stood .

he was rewarded by Solomon , who thrust out

ZALMUNNA (Heb. ypass, tsal-moon -naw ',
Abiathar from being priest unto the Lord , ” and
“ put in Zadok the priest ” inhis room (2:27, 35). shadedenied , i. e ., deprived of protection ), one of
From this time, however, we hear little of him . It the two kings of Midian who were captured and

is said in general terms in the enumeration of slain by Gideon ( Judg. 8 : 5–21 ; Psa. 83:11 ), B. C.

Solomon's officers of state that Zadok was the about 1100. See ZEBAH.

priest ( 1 Kings 4: 4 ; 1 Chron . 29:22) , but no single ZAMZUM MIM (Heb. 697977?), zam -zum

act of his is mentioned. Zadok and Abiathar mim ', only in Deut. 2:20), the name given by the

were cohanim , i . e . , officiating high priests (2 Sam . Ammonites to the people called by others REPHAIM

15:35 , 36 ; 19:11). The duties of the office were (q . v . ) . They were " a people great,many,and tall.”

divided. Zadok ministered before the tabernacle “ From a slight similarity between the two names,

at Gibeon ( 1 Chron. 16:39) ; Abiathar had the care and from the mention of both in connection with

of the ark at Jerusalem ; not, however, exclusively the Emnim , it is usually assumed that the Zamzum

(1 Chron. 15:11 ; 2 Sam . 15:24 , 25 , 29 ). mims were identical with the Zuzims ” (q. v. ), but

2. In the genealogy of the high priests in all is conjecture.-W. H.

1 Chron . 6:12, there is a second Zadok , son of a

second Ahitub, and father of Shallum . It is sup ZANO'AH (Heb. Dit, zaw -no' -akh , marsh ,

posed by some that the name was inserted by error bog).

of a copyist , while others identify him with Odeas, 1. A town in the low country of Judah (Josh .

mentioned by Josephus ( Ant., x , 8, 6). He is per- | 15:34 ) . It was inhabited by Judeans after the

haps the same person as the one mentioned captivity (Neh . 11:30), who also assisted in repair

( 1 Chron . 9:11 ; Neh . 11:11 ). ing the walls of Jerusalem (3:13) . The site is

3. Father of Jerusha, the wife of Uzziah, and marked now by Zanu'a in the Wady Ismail, some

mother of King Jotham (2 Kings 15:33 ; 2 Chron. ten miles west of Jerusalem .

27:1), B. C. before 738. 2. A town in the hill country of Judah , ten

4. Son of Baana, who repaired a portion of miles southwest of Hebron (Josh. 15:56). " In

the wall in the time of Nehemiah ( 3 :4 ). He is 1 Chron . 4:18 Jekuthiel is said to have been the

probably the same who is in the list of those that father (i . e. , founder or rebuilder) of Zanoah.

sealed the covenant in Neh . 10:21 , as in both cases ZAPH'NATH -PAANE'AH ( Heb. nap

his name follows that of Meshezabeel ( B. C. 445). 733', tsof-nath ' pah-nay'-akh), the name given by

5. Son ofImmer, a priest who repaired a por. Pharaoh to Joseph (Gen. 41:45). According to

tion of the wall opposite his house (Neh. 3:29 ) ,

B. C. 445. Rossellini and more recent Egyptologists, Zaph

6. The scribe whom Nehemiah appointed one of nath -paaneah answers to the Coptic P-sõnt-em
the three principal treasurers of the temple (Neh. ph -anh, i . e. , sustentator vite , support or sustainer

13:13), B. C. 445.
the call intrusted toof life, with reference to t

him by God. Sayce ( Higher Crit. and the Monu.
ZA HAM (Heb. 6.7t, zah” -ham , loathing), the ments, p . 213) says, “ At present the origin of the

last of the three sons of Rehoboam byAbihail first syllable is still doubtful , and though the lat
(2 Chron. 11:19), B. C. about 930. Keil ( Com ., in ter part of the name is certainly the Egyptian

loc .) holds that Mahalath is the wife of Rehoboam , I n -ti-pa-ânkh, of the life,' it is difficult to say in

a
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which of its different senses pa -ankh, ' the life , ' is ZAR’HITES, THE (Heb . , zar-khee '), a

employed.” See JOSEPH, SUPPLEMENT. branch of the tribe of Judah ; descended from

ZAʼPHON (Heb. 719 , tsaw -fone', north), a Zerah, the son of Judah (Num. 26:13, 20 ; Josh.

place mentioned , in connection with Beth -aram , 7:17 ; 1 Chron. 27:11 , 13).

Beth-nimrah, and Succoth, as part of the inherit- ZAR'TANAH, a place named (1 Kings 4:12)

ance of Gad (Josh. 13:27). It was in “ the valley to define the position of Beth-shean. It is possibly

(i . e ., of Jordan), and probably not far from the identical with ZARTHAN (q. v.).

southern extremity of the Sea of Galilee.
ZAR'THAN (Heb . 797 , tsaw -reth -awn ).

ZAPRA (Gr. Zapá, dzar-ah'), the Greek form 1. A place in the ciccar or circle of Jordan ,
(Matt. 1 :3) of the Hebrew name ZERAH 2 (q . v .).

mentioned in connection with Succoth ( 1 Kings

ZA'RAH (Gen. 38:30 ; 46:12). See ZERAH, 2. 7:46) , between which and Zarthan the bronze ( or

ZAPREAH (Neh. 11:29) . See ZORAH. copper) vessels for the temple were cast. It is

ZAʼREATHITE (1 Chron. 2:53) . See Zo. given in 2 Chron. 4:17 as Zeredathah.
2. It is also named in the account of the passage

of the Jordan by the Israelites (Josh. 3:16 , A. V.

ZA'RED (Num. 21:12). See ZERED. “ Zaretan ' ) as defining the position of the city

ZAR'EPHATH (Heb . 09 ? tsaw -ref-ath', Adam .

refinement), a town which derives its claim to no- ZATTHU (Neh . 10:14). See ZATTU .

tice from having been the residence of the proph
ZATTU (Heb. Sint, zat-too', derivation un

et Elijah during the latter part of the drought

( 1 Kings 17 : 9, 10). Beyond stating that it was
certain), an Israelite whose " children, ” to the

near to, or dependent on, Zidon, the Biblegives number of nine hundred and forty-five (Ezra 2 :8)

no clue to itsposition. Josephus ( Ant., viii, 13, 2) turned with Zerubbabel( B.C. before 536). Severalor eight hundred and forty -five (Neh. 7:13), re

says that it was not far from Sidon and Tyre,

for it lies between them .” It is on the seashore ofhis descendants renounced their Gentile wives

north of Tyre. And to this Jerome adds (Onom ., those who sealed the covenant made by Nehemiah(Ezra 10:27), and a person (or family) was among

“ Sarefta " ) that it “ lay on the public road , ” i . e . ,
the coast road. Both these conditions are im ? (Neh. 10:14, “ Zatthu " ).

plied in the mention of it in the itinerary of Paula ZA VAN (1 Chron. 1:42). See ZAAVAN.

by Jerome, and both are fulfilled in the situation

of the modern village of Súrafend. Of the old second son of Jonathan, a descendant of Jerah
ZAʼZA (Heb. XIT, zaw-zaw', prominent [?] ) , the

town considerable indications remain. One group
of foundations is on a headland called Ain ei meel, of the tribe of Judah (1 Chron . 2:33).

Kantarah ; but the chief remains are south of ZEBADI'AH (Heb. 177721, zeb - ad -yaw ', and

this, and extend for a mile or more, with many 777727, zeb -ad -yavoʻ-hoo, gift of Jehovah).

fragments of columns, slabs, and other architec

tural features. In the New Testament Zarephath 8:15).
1. A Benjamite, of the sons of Beriah (1 Chron.

appears under the Greek form of Sarepta.
2. A Benjamite, of the sons of Elpaal ( 1 Chron .

ZAR'ETAN (Heb.177 , tsaw -reth -awn ', cool. 8:17).

ing), a place named in the account of the passage 3. One of the two sons of Jeroham of Gedor,

of Jordan by the Israelites, “ That the waters who joined David at Ziklag ( 1 Chron. 12 : 7), B. C.

which came down from above stood and rose up
before 1000 .

upon an heap very far from the city Adam, that 4. Third son of Meshelemiah the Korhite

is beside Zaretan " (Josh . 3:16 ; R. V. rose up in ( 1 Chron. 26 : 2) .

one heap, a great way off,at Adam, the city that 5. Son of Asahel , the brother of Joab, of the

is beside Zarethan ” ) . “ Near Beisấn is an unusu- fourth division of David's army (1 Chron. 27 : 7) ,

ally large mound called Tell es Sârem. A good B. C.before 960 .

deal of clay is found here, and a mile to the south 6. A Levite in the reign of Jehoshaphat , sent

is a stream the Arabic of which means " red to teach the law in the cities of Judah ( 2 Chron .

river.' It has been suggested that the waters 17:8 ), B. C. 872.

of the Jordan were suddenly dammed up by a 7. The son of Ishmael, and prince of the house

landslip or similar convulsion . The appearance of Judah in the reign of Jehoshaphat (2 Chron.

of the banks, and the curious bends of the river 19:11), B. C. about 853 .

near this place, would seem to support the idea. 8. Son of Michael, of the “ sons ” of Shephatiah ,

It is clear from the Bible statement that who returned with Ezra from captivity with eighty

the waters were arrested a long way off, above males ( Ezra 8 :8), B. C. about 457.

Jericho ” ( Harper, Bib. and Mod. Disc., p . 148) . 9. A priest of the sons of Immer, who had mar.

Kurn Sartabeh is a little more than fifteen miles ried a foreign wife after the return from Babylon

above Jericho, which tallies well with the expres. (Ezra 10:20), B. C. 456.

sion " very far .” See ZARTHAN.
ZE'BAH (Heb. 172 , zeh '-bakh, sacrifice ), one

ZAPRETH -SHAHAR (Heb. non of the two Midianitish kings overthrown_by

tsch '-reth hash - shakh '-ar, the splendor of dawn), a Gideon. He is mentioned in Judg: 8 :5–21 ; Psa.

city in Reuben “ in the mount of a valley” (Josh. 83:11, and always in connection with Zalmunna.

13:19), and near the eastern shore of the Dead They seem to have commanded the invasion of

Sea. Identified with the ruins of Zara , in Wady Palestine,leading theirhordes with thecry, “ Seize
Zurka Main , these goodly pastures” (v. 12). While Oreb and

>
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as hay.

-yos, the

Zeeb, two of the inferior leaders of the incur. ZEBUDAH (Heb. -77137, zeb- oo -daw ', given),

sion , had been slain, with a vast number of their a daughter of Pedaiah, of Rumah, wife of Josiah,

people, by the Ephraimites, at the central fords of and mother of King Jehoiakim (2 Kings 23:36),

the Jordan, the two kings had succeeded in mak- B., C. before 608.

ing their escape by a passage farther to the north

ZEʻBUL (Heb. Ba?, zeb -ool', dwelling ), ruler of
( probably the ford near Beth -shean ), and thence

by the Wady Yabïs, through Gilead, to Karkor, a the city of Shechem under Abimelech. He ad.

place which is not fixed, but which lay doubtless vised Abimelech of the defection of the Shech .

high up on the Hauran . Here they were reposing emites, and counseled him to advance upon the

with fifteen thousand men , a mere remnantoftheir city . He closed the gates of the city against Gaal

huge horde, when Gideon overtook them . The and his men that went out to fight against Abim.

name of Gideon was still full of terror, and the elech , and thus assisted in their overthrow (Judg.

Bedouins were entirely unprepared for his attack 9 :28–41), B. C. about 1100.

-they fled in dismay, and the two kings were ZEBULONITE (Heb. 13737, zeb- 00-20 - nee "),

taken. They were brought to Ophrah , the native
village of their captor, and then Gideon asked a member of the tribe of Zebulun(Judg. 12:11 ,

them, “ What manner ofmen were they which ye
12 ; Num. 26:27, A. V. “ Zebulunite " ' ) .

slew at Tabor ? " Up to this time the sheikhs may ZEBʻULUN (Heb . 12725, zeb -oo-loon ', habita
have believed that they were reserved for ransom ; tion ).

but these words once spoken, there can have been 1. The tenth son of Jacob, and the sixth and

no doubt what their fate was to be. They met it last of Leah (Gen. 30:19 , 20). We have nothing

like noble children of the desert, simply requesting recorded concerning Zebulun personally. In the

that the blow should be struck by their captor genealogical list (ch. 46) he is mentioned as hav

himself ; " and Gideon arose and slew them , ” B.Cing, at the time of the migration into Egypt, three

about 1100.
sons, founders of the chief families of the tribe

ZEBATM (Heb. 67 , hats -tseb -aw -yim ', the (comp. Num. 26:26).

gazelles), apparently the name of the native place
Tribe. During the desert journey Zebulun, with

Theof the sons of Pochereth ,” who are mentioned Judah and Issachar, formed the first camp.

in the catalogue of “ Solomon's slaves tribe then numbered fifty-seven thousand four

ing returned with Zerubbabel (Ezra 2:57 ; Neh . hundred (1:31). The head of the tribe at Sinaiwas

7:59).
Eliab, son of Helon (7:24), and at Shiloh, Eliza

phan, son of Parnach (34:25) . Its representative
ZEB'EDEE (Gr. Zɛßedaios, dzeb -ed-ak'

among the spies was Gaddiel , son of Sodi (13:10).

Greek form , probably, of Zabdi or Zebediah ), the The territory of Zebulun in Canaan lay bé.
father of James the Great and John (Matt. 4:21 ), tween the Sea of Galilee and the Mediterranean

and the husband of Salome (Matt. 27:56 ; Mark Sea. Nazareth and Cana were in it ; and it em

15:40). He was a Galilean fisherman, living prob- braced a section of the shore of the former sea,

ably either at or near Bethsaida. From the men- where Christ performed so many of his miracles.

tion of his “ hired servants ” (Mark 1:20 ), and the Then was fulfilled the prophecy of Isaiah (Isa.

acquaintance between John and Annas the high 9 : 1 , 2 ; comp. Matt. 4 : 12-16 ). In the visions of

priest, it has been inferred that the family were Ezekiel (48 : 26–33) and of John (Rev. 7 : 8) this tribe

in good circumstances. He appears only once in finds due mention.

the gospelnarrative, viz. , in Matt . 4:21, 22 ; Mark 2. A place on the eastern border of the tribe

1:19 , 20, where he is seen in his boat with his two of Asher, between Beth -dagon and the valley of
sons, mending their nets .

Jiphthah -el (Josh. 19:27).

ZEBI'NA (Heb . X="??, zeb -ee-naw ', bought), ZEB'ULUNITE (Num . 27:27). See ZEBULON

one of the “ sons ” of Nebo, who put away his ITE.

Gentile wife after the captivity (Ezra 10:43), B. C. ZECHARI'AH (Heb. 1777 - T, zek -ar -yaw ', re.

456. membered of Jehovah ).

ZEBOI'IM (Gen. 14 :2, 8) . See ZEBOIM.
1. A chief of the Reubenites at the time of the

ZEBOʻIM , the rendering of : 1. (Heb. DxŠx aptivity by Tiglath-pileser (1Chron. 6:7), B. C.
about 740.

tseb-o-eem', gazelles), one of the five cities in the 2. Son of Meshelemiah, or Shelemiah, a Kor.

vale of Siddim , destroyed by Jehovah (Gen. 10:19 ; hite and keeper of the north gate of the tabernacle

Deut. 29:23 ; Hos. 11 : 8) . It was ruled over by a of the congregation (1 Chron . 9:21 ). In 26:2, 14,
he is described as

separate king, Shemeber (Gen. 14 : 2 , 8) .
one counseling with under.

standing."

2. (Heb. Oy , hats-tseb- o-ecm ', valley of the 3. One of the sons of Jehiel ( 1 Chron. 9:37) .

wild beasts ,) the name of a valley, i . e. , the ravine 4. A Levite of the second order in the temple

or gorge, apparently east of Michmash (1 Sam. band as arranged by David , appointed to play

13:18), near to which one of the flying columns of “ with psalteries on Alamoth ” ( 1 Chron. 15:18, 20 ;

the Philistines came. “ The wilderness " is no 16 : 5), B , C. before 960.

doubt the district of uncultivated mountain tops 5. One of the priests who, with trumpets, ac

and sides lying between the central portion of companied the ark from the house of Obed-edom

Benjamin and the Jordan valley. In that very (1 Chron. 15:24), B. C. about 988 .

district there is a wild gorge known as Shuk ed- 6. Son of Isshiah, or Jesiah, a Kohathite Le

Duba, “ ravine of the hyena." vite, descended from Uzziel ( 1 Chron. 24:25).

1 )
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7. Fourth son of Hosah, of the children of (Neh. 12:16). Probably the same as Zechariah

Merari ( 1 Chron . 26:11 ). the prophet, the son of Iddo, B. C. about 536.

8. The father of Iddo, who was chief of his 26. One of the priests, son of Jonathan, who

tribe, Manasseh in Gilead, in the reign of David blew with the trumpets at the dedication of the
(1 Chron . 27:21 ), B. C. about 1000. city wall by Ezra and Nehemiah (Neh. 12:35, 41 ),

9. One of the princes of Judah sent to teach B. C. 445.

the people the law in the reign of Jehoshaphat 27. The son of Jeberechiah, who was taken by

(2 Chron. 17 : 7) , B. C. 912 . the prophet Isaiah as one of the " faithful wit.

10. The son of Benaiah and father of Jahaziel , nesses to record,” when he wrote concerning

which latter was the Gershonite Levite who en- Maher-shalal-hash - baz ( Isa. 8 : 2 ), B. C. about 742.

couraged the army of Jehoshaphat against the 28. The eleventh of the twelve minor prophets.

Moabites (2 Chron. 20:14), B. C. before 875. Zechariah was of priestly descent, a son of Bere.

11. One of the sons of King Jehosbaphat chiah and grandson of Iddo (Zech. 1: 1, 7), the chief

(2 Chron. 21 : 2) . of one of the priestly families that returned from

12. Son of the bigh priest Jeboiada in the reign exile along with Zerubbabel (Neh. 12 :4 ) . His

of Joash, king of Judah (2 Chron. 24:20 ), and mention in Ezra 5: 1 ; 6:14 , as the son of Iddo is

therefore the king's cousin. After the death of explained by the hypothesis that owing to some
Jehoiada , Zechariah probably succeeded to his unexplained cause-perhaps the death of his

office, and in attempting to check the reaction in father — Zechariah followed his grandfather in the

favor of idolatry which immediately followed, he priestly office, and so the historian dropped the
fell a victim to a conspiracy formed against him father's name. Zechariah commenced his pro

by the king, and was stoned in the court of the phetic labors in the eighth month of the second

temple, B. C. 836. It is probable that “ Zacharias, year of Darius, B. C. about 520. In the fourth

son of Barachias,” who was slain between the year of Darius a deputation of Jews came to the
temple and the altar (Matt. 23:35), is the same temple to inquire whether the day on which Jeru .

with Zechariah, the son of Jehoiada, and that the salem and the temple were reduced to ashes by

name of Barachias as his father crept into the the Chaldeans was still to be kept as a day of

text from a marginal gloss , the writer confusing mourning and fasting. Zechariah replied to them

this Zechariah either with Zechariah the prophet, declaring that, in the sight of Jehovah, obedience

who was the son of Berechiah, or with another is better than fasting. Two other oracles deliv.
Zechariah, the son of Jeberechiah (Isa . 8 : 2 ) . ered by Zechariah are recorded in his book of

13. A prophet in the reign of Uzziah, who ap- prophecies ( chaps. 9-11 and 12–14). According

pears to have acted as the king's counselor, but to the fathers, Zechariah exercised his prophetic

of whom nothing is known (2 Chron . 26 : 5 ), B. C. office in Chaldea, where he wrought many miracles

783. -returned to Jerusalem when an old man, stil

14. The father of Abijah, or Abi, Hezekiah's discharging the duties of his priestly office, and,

mother (2 Chron. 29: 1), B. C. before 719. dying at an advanced age, was buried in the holy

15. A Levite who, in the reign of Hezekiah, | city by the side of Haggai. The statement to the

assisted in the purification of the temple (2 Chron . effect that he was slain under Joash has arisen

29:13), B. C. 719. from his being confounded with the Zechariah

16. A Kohathite Levite and an overseer of the mentioned in 2 Chron . 24:20 ; Matt. 23:35 . See 12 ;

temple restoration in the reign of Josiah ( 2 Chron . BIBLE, BOOKS OF.

34:12), B. C. 621 .

17. One of the rulers of the temple in the reign
ZEDAD (Heb. 777 tsed -awd', side, sloping

of Josiah (2 Chron . 35 : 8), B. C. about 621 . place), a city on the northern boundary of Pales.

18. The leader of the “ sons” of Pharosh, who, tine, as promised by Moses (Num. 34:8) , and as

to the number of one hundred and fifty, returned restored by Ezekiel (Ezek . 47:15). It is identical

with Ezra (8 : 3 ) , B. C. about 457. with Sudud, between Emesa and Baalbec.

19. The leader of the twenty-eight sons ” of

Bebai, who returned from captivity with Ezra
ZEDEKI'AH (Heb. 1777.7 *, tsid -kee- yaro ', and

(8:11 ), B. C. 457. 79777.7 %, tsil-kee-yaw '-hoo, justice of Jehovah ).

20. One of the chiefs of the people whom Ezra i . Son of Chenaanah, and the person who

summoned in council at the river Ahava (Ezra 8 : acted as spokesman of the prophets when consulted

16). He stood at Ezra's left hand when he ex. by Ahab as to the result of his proposed expedition

pounded the law to the people (Neh . 8 : 4 ), B. C. to Ramoth-gilead (B. C. 875). Preparing bimself

457. with a pair of iron horns (the horns of the reëm,

21. One of the family of Elam who divorced a or buffalo, being the recognized emblem of the

foreign wife after the captivity (Ezra 10:26 ), B. C. tribe of Ephraim ), Zedekiah illustrated the man .
456. ner in which Ahab should drive the Syrians before

22. One of the ancestors of Athaiah, of the him . When Micaiah delivered his prophecy Zede

tribe of Judah (Neh . 11:4 ), B. C. before 536. kiah came near and smote him upon the cheek .

23. The son of Shiloni and father of Joiarib, of For this he was threatened by Micaiah in terms

the family of Perez (Neh . 11 : 5). that evidently .alluded to some personal danger.

24. A priest and ancestor of Adaiah, which lat. The probability that Zedekiah and his followers

ter was prominent in Jerusalem after the captiv. were false prophets is strengthened by the ques

ity (Neh . 11:12), B. C. before 445. tion of the king, “ Is there not here besides a

25. The representative of the priestly family of prophet of Jehovah, that we may inquire of him ? "

Iddo in the days of Joiakim , the son of Jeshua 1 ( 1 Kings 22:11 ; 2 Chron . 18:10.)
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ZEDEKIAH ZELOTES

He was

The first

2. The Last King of Judah . (1) Family. betrayed by some Jews who had deserted to the

Zedekiah was the son of Josiah by his wife Hamu. enemy. After his capture he and his sons were

tal , and therefore own brother to Jehoahaz (2 Kings sent to Nebuchadnezzar at Riblah, while his daugh

24:18 ; comp. 23:31 ; 1 Chron. 3:15). His original ters were kept at Jerusalem. Nebuchadnezzar re

name had been Mattaniah, which was changed to proached Zedekiah for breaking his oath of alle.

Zedekiah by Nebuchadnezzar, when he carried off giance, ordered his sons to be slain before him,

his nephew Jehoiachin to Babylon ,and lefthim and then his own eyes to be thrust out.

on the throne of Jerusalem. ( 2 ) Reign . Zede- loaded with chains and taken to Babylon, where

kiah was twenty -one years of age when he was he died (Smith , Dict. , s. v.).

made king (2 Kings 24:17 , 18 ; 2 Chron . 36:11), NOTE . - At Orst sight there seems a discrepancy be .
B. C. 597. The earlier portion of Zedekiah's tween Jer. 34: 3 ; 2 Kings 25:7 ; Ezek. 12:13.

reign was marked by an agitation throughout the passage,however,doesnot assert that he should actu
whole of Syriaagainst the Babylonian yoke. In álly see Babylon,but that he should see the king andgo

tbither. The above facts verify the predictions. Zede

this movement Jerusalem seems to have taken the kiahsaw the king of Babylon , but not the city itself,

lead, since in the fourth year of Zedekiah's reign baving lost his sight before being taken there.

we find ambassadors from all the neighboring 3. A son of Jeconiah and grandson of Jehoi

kingdoms—Tyre, Sidon, Edom, and Moab — at his akim, king of Judah (1 Chron . 3:16), B. C. 698

court, to consult as to the steps to be taken. This or later. Some identify him with the person men

happened either during the king's absence or im- tioned in v . 15, but Keil (Com ., in loc.) conjec.

mediately after his return from Babylon, wbither tures that he was a literal son ,and not simply a

he went, perhaps, to blind the eyes of Nebuchad- successor of Jeconiah, and that he died before the

nezzar to his contemplated revolt (Jer. 51:59). exile.

The first act of overt rebellion of which any rec- 4. The son of Maaseiah and a false prophet

ord survives was the formation of an alliance with among the captives in Babylon. He was de.

Egypt, of itself equivalent to a declaration of en . nounced by Jeremiah (29:21 ) for having,with Ahab,

mity with Babylon. As a natural consequence it uttered false prophecies, and for flagitious con.

brought on Jerusalem an immediate invasion of duct . Their names were to become a byword, and

the Chaldeans. The mention of this event in the their terrible fate death by burning — a warning,

Bible, though sure, is extremely slight, and occurs B. C. about 586.

only in Jer . 37: 5–11 ; 34:21 , and Ezek . 17 : 15–20 ; 5. The son of Hananiah, and one of the princes

but Josephus. (x , 7 , 3) relates it more fully, and of Judah who received the announcement that

gives the date of its occurrence, viz. , the eighth Baruch had delivered the words of Jeremiah to

year of Zedekiah. Nebuchadnezzar, aware of Zed . the people (Jer. 36:12), B. C. 607.

ekiah's defection, sent an army and reduced the

whole country of Judea, excepting Jerusalem, ZE'EB (Heb. SST, zeh-abe', wolf ), one of the

Lachish, and Azekah (Jer. 34: 7). Pharaoh hav- princes of Midian who were defeated by Gideon,

ing marched to the assistance of Zedekiah, the probably near the Jordan. Zeeb was slain in á

Chaldeans at once raised the siege and advanced wine press, which in later times bore his name

to meet him . The nobles seized this opportunity (Judg. 7:24, 25 ; 8: 3 ; Psa. 83:11 ), B. C. about 1100.

of reenslaving those whom they had so recently ZEʻLAH (Heb. 35, tsel '-lah, slope, side ), a

manumitted ( ch. 34). Shortly after this Jeremiah
was put in prison, and would probably have lost town in Benjamin, which was the family burying

his life but for the interference of Zedekiah (37: place of Kish,thefather of Saul (2 Sam .21:14;

16-21). On the tenth day of the tenthmonth of of Saul,the first king ofIsrael. It has not been
comp. Josh. 18:28), probably the native place

Zedekiah's ninth year the Chaldeans were again
identified.

before the walls (52:4 ). From this time for.

ward the siege progressed slowly but surely to its ZELEK (Heb. p , tseh '-lek, fissure), an Am
consummation, with the accompaniment of both monite and one of David's valiant men (2 Sam.

famine and pestilence. Zedekiah again interfered 23:37 ; 1 Chron . 11:39).

to preserve the life of Jeremiah from the venge.
ZELOPHEHAD (Heb. 77px,tsel-of-khawd",

ance of the princes (38 :7–13). While the king
was hesitating the end wasrapidly coming nearer. meaning unknown), the son of Hepher and de

The city was indeed reduced to the last extremity. scendant of Manasseh through Gilead ( Josh. 17: 3),
The fire of the besiegers had throughout been B. C. before 1170. He died without male heirs,

very destructive, but it was now aided by a severe and his five daughters claimed his inheritance.

famine. The bread bad long since been consumed The claim was admitted by divine direction, and a

(38 : 9), and all the terrible expedients had been law was promulgated, to be of general applica
tried to which the wretched inhabitants of a be. tion, that if a man died without sons his inherit

sieged town are forced to resort in such cases. At ance should pass to his daughters (Num . 26:33 ;

last, after sixteen dreadful months, the catastrophe 27:1-11). A still further enactment (ch . 36) pro

arrived. It was on the ninth day of the fourth vided that such heiresses should not marry out of

month, about the middle of July, at midnight, as their own tribes — a regulation which the five

Josephuswith careful minuteness informs us,that daughters of Zelophehad complied with, all being
the breach in those stout and venerable walls was married to Manassites.

effected. Passing in through the breach , they ZELOTES (Gr. ZnCars, dzay-lo -tace , parti

made their way, as their custom was, to the center san), the surname of the apostle Simon (Luke 6 :

of the city, and for the first time the temple was 15 ; Acts 1:13 ), to distinguish him from Simon

entered by a hostile force. Zedekiah fled, but was | Peter. In the parallel lists (Matt. 10 :4 ; Mark 3:

2
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18) he is called Simon the Canaanite, this being 3:13, in connection with Apollos. It is impos

thought by some to be a transliteration of the sible to determine whether Zenas was a Roman

Heb. 78??, kan-awn', zeal. Meyer (Com ., on Matt. jurisconsult or a Jewish doctor. Grotius thinks

10:4) says : “ Zealots were a class of menwho, like that he was a Greek who had studied Roman law .

Phineas (Num. 25: 7), were fanatical defenders of The New Testament usage of vouckós, “ lawyer,"

the theocracy; and who, while taking vengeance
leads rather to the other inference.

on those who wronged it, were themselves guilty
ZEPHANI'AH (Heb. 1779%, tsef-an -yar ',

of great excesses . But the ó Kavavaios (or Kava- hidden of Jehovah).

virns, according to the received text) is not to be 1. A Kohathite Levite, ancestor of Samuel and

explained in this way, inasmuch as this form of Heman ( 1 Chron . 6:36).

the epithet is derived from the name of some 2. The son of Maaseiah ( Jer. 21 : 1 ), and sagan ,

place or other." or second priest, in the reign of Zedekiah. He

ZEL'ZAH ( Heb. hu , tsel-tsakh '; clear succeeded Jehoiada (29:25 , 26), and was probably

shade ), a place in the border of Benjamin,nuen. others to punish pretenders to the gift of proph
a ruler of the temple, whose office it was among

tioned by Samuel when taking leave of Saul at

Ramah (1 Sam. 10:2). Among the signs which saya
In this capacity he was appealed to by

theprophet said would confirm his anointing of Shemaiah , the Nehelamite to punish Jeremiah

Saul was the latters meeting with two men at (29:27). Twice was he sent fromZedekiah toin

Rachel's sepulcher. Thiswas on the way from quire of Jeremiah the issue of the siegeofthe

Bethel to Bethlehem , and to the west in full view citybythe Chaldeans (21: 1), and to implore him

is the
village of Beit Jala, which may be identical to intercedefor the people (37:3). On the capture

of Jerusalem he was taken and slain at Riblab
with Zelzah.

(52:24, 27 ; 2 Kings 25:18, 21 ), B. C. about 589.

ZEMARA'IM (Heb.67.727, tsem -au -rah'-yim ,
3. The prophet, son of Cushi,who prophesied

double fleece). against Judah and Jerusalem in the days of King

1. One of the ancient towns assigned to Ben- Josiah (Zeph. 1 : 1 ), B. C. about 630.

jamin ( Josh . 18:22), in the eastern section of its 4. Father of Josiah (Zech . 6:10) and of Hen,

territory, and grouped with Beth -arabah and Beth- according to the reading of the received text of

el. It is probably to be identified with the ruins Zech. 6:14, B. C. before 519.

of es -Sumrah, on the road from Jerusalem to
ZEPHANI'AH , BOOK OF. See BIBLE,

Jericho, east of Kkan Hadhur. BOOKS OF.

2. The mountain from which Abijah , king of

Judah, addressed Jeroboam and the army of Is
ZEPHATH (Heb. hoy, tsef-ath ', beacon,

rael (2 Chron . 13:4 ). It is described as being “ in watchtower ), the earlier name ( Judg. 1:17) of a

Mount Ephraim ," i . e. , within the general high- Canaanitish town, destroyed by Judah and Simeon,

land district of that tribe. Robinson (Phys.Geog ., and renamed Hormah. Two identifications have

$ 38) conjectures Mount Zemaraim to the east of been proposed for Zephath : that of Dr. Robinson

Bethel, near the border of the two kingdoms, to with the well-known pass es- Sufâ ; and that of

which Mount Ephraim also extends. Mr. Rowlands (Williams, Holy City, i, 464) with

ZEM'ARITES (Heb." opp , hats- tsem -aw -ree',
Sebåta, two and one half hours beyond Khalasa,

on the road to Suez.

“ the Zemarite,” only found Gen.10 : 18 and 1 Chron .
ZEPH'ATHAH (Heb , 77ex, tsef-aw '- thaw ,

1:16), the name of a people reckoned among the
sons of Canaan, " the Arvadite, and the Zemarite, vale of the watchtower), a valley near Mareshah

and the Hamathite,” whence it is naturally as- (2 Chron. 14:10 ), where Asa joined battle with

sumed that the Zemarites lived between Arvad Zerah the Ethiopian . A deep valley is found

and Hamath . The old interpreters, as the Jeru- near the site of Mareshah,running down to Beit

salem Targum , the Arabic version, etc. , locate Jibrin (Eleutheropolis), and thence into the plain

them at Emessa, the modern Hums. Michaelis of Philistia . This may be the valley of Zephathah.

placed them at Sumra, the classical Simyra (but ZEʻPHI (1 Chron. 1:36). See ZEPHO.

see Smith, Dict. of Greek and Rom . Geog. , s. v .). ZE PHO (Heb. 1DX, Isef-o ', or DX tsef -ee ',

It is possible that the names Zemaraim.Josh. watchtower), a son of Eliphaz, son of Esau (Gen.
18:22) and Mount Zemaraim (2 Chron, 13:4) rep: 36:11), and one of the “ dukes ” of the Edomites
resent southern migrations of Zemarites; or, as
the list in Gen. 10 :15–18 is not altogether in strict (v. 15). In 1 Chron. 1:36 he is called Zephi.

geographical order, the Zemarites as a whole may ZEPHON (Heb. 710x, tsef -one', watch ), the
have lived in the vicinity of Zemaraim and Mount first of the seven sons of Gad (Num . 26:15) and

Zemaraim . - W . H. progenitor of the Zephonites.

ZEMI'RA (Heb. 1779797, zem -ee -raw ', music), ZEPH'ONITES (Num. 26:15). See ZEPHON,

one of the nine sons of Becher, the son of Ben- ZER (Heb. , tsare, rock ), a fortified town in

jamin (1 Chron. 7 : 8).
the territory assigned to Naphtali (Josh. 19:35).

ZE'NAN (Heb .777, tsen -awn ', pointed), a town It has not been identified.

in the lowland district of Judah (Josh. 15:37), and ZEʻRAH (Heb. 1777, zeh ' -rakh, rising ).

supposed to be the same as Zaanan (Mic.1 : 11 ). 1. Son of Reuel, son of Esau (Gen. 36:13 ;

ZENAS (Gr. Znvās, dzay-nas', Jove-given ), 1 Chron. 1:87), and one of the “ dukes," or phy

a Christian lawyer of Crete mentioned in Tit . I larchs, of the Edomites (Gen. 36:17). Jobab, an

>

>

> )
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early king of Edom , perhaps belonged to his fam- of Mordecai (Esth. 5:10, 14 ; 6:13), B. C. about

ily (Gen. 36:33 ; 1 Chron. 1. 44). 510.

2. Less properly, Zarah. Twin son with his ZEʻRETH (Heb. nay, tseh ’-reth, splendor),

brother Pharez of Judah and Tamar(Gen.38:30 ; son of Ashur, thefounder ofTekoa, by his wife

1 Chron . 2: 6 ; Matt. 1:3). His descendants were Helah (1 Chron . 4 : 7 ), B. C. perhaps 1170.

called Zarbites, Ezrahites, and Izrahites (Num .

26:20 ; 1 Kings 4:31 ; 1 Chron. 27 : 8, 11). ZEʻRI (Heb. "7*, tser.ee ', balm ), one of the

3. Son of Simeon (1 Chron . 4:24 ; “ Zohar,” sons of Jeduthun, and a Levitical harper in the

Gen. 46:10 ).
reign of David (1 Chron. 25 :3). He is probably

4. A Gershonite Levite, son of Iddo, or Adaiah the Izri mentioned in v. 11 .

(1 Chron. 6:21, 41).
ZEROR (Heb. 117 , tser -ore', a particle), a

5. The Ethiopian (or Cushite) king defeated by

Asa. After a period of ten years' peace Asa's Benjamite ancestor of Kish, the father of Saul

reign was disturbed by war. Žerah, with a mil . (1 Sam . 9 : 1 ), B. C. before 1095.

lion of men and three hundred chariots, invaded ZERU'AH (Heb. 1977 , tser -oo -ow ', leprous),

the kingdom and pressed forward to Mareshah. themother of Jeroboam , the son of Nebat (1 Kings

Thither Asa marched to meet him, and drew up 11:26),B. C.before 934.

his army in battle array in the valley of Zepha

thah. After commending his cause to Jehovah ZERUB'BABEL (Heb. 3977, zer -oob -baw .

Asa made the attack, which was eminently suc. bel , born in Babylon ; it represents the Babylo.

cessful. Asa pursued the fleeing Ethiopians as nian Ziru -Babili, “ the seed of Babylon " ), the head

far as Gerar, crippling them so that they could of the tribe of Judah at the time of the return

not recover themselves and again make a stand from Babylonish captivity.

(2 Chron. 14 : 9-13), B. C. 905. Dr. Sayce ( Higher 1. Family. Zerubbabel is called the son of

Criticism and Monuments, pp. 363 , 465) identifies Shealtiel ( Ezra 3 : 2 , 8 ; 5 : 2 ; Neh. 12 : 1 ; Hag. 1 : 1 ,

Zerah with Osorkon II of Egypt, and makes 12, 14 ; 2 : 2), and in the genealogies (“ Zorobabel,"

Asa's twenty - fifth year of reign the time of the Matt. 1:12 ; Luke 3:27). In 1 Chron . 3:19 he is

invasion. given as the son of Pedaiah, the brother of Sheal.

ZERAHI'AH (Heb. 177?? , zer -akh - yaw ', tiel (see note below ): Josephus(Ant., xi, 3,10)
Jehovah has risen ). speaks of him as “ the son of Salathiel , of the

1. A priest, son of Uzzi and ancestor of Ezra posterity of David and of the tribe of Judah.”

the scribe (1 Chron. 6 : 6 , 51 ; Ezra 7:4), B. C. about
2. History. In the first year of Cyrus, Zerub.

457. babel was living in Babylon, and was recognized

2. Father of Elihoenai, of the sons of Pahath as prince of Judah in the captivity. He was prob

Moab (Ezra 8 :4), B. C. about 457.
ably in the king's service, as he had received a

Chaldee name( Sheshbazzar) and had been intrusted
ZERED, or ZARED (Heb. 757, zeh '-red, | byCyrus with the office ofgovernorofJudea.

luxuriance, willow -brook ), a valley separating ( i) Goes to Jerusalem . Zerubbabel led the first

Moab from Edom (Deut. 2:13, 14) , and where the colony of captives to Jerusalem , accompanied by

Israelites encamped before crossing the Arnon Jeshua the high priest, a considerable number of

(Num. 21:12). It seems to be the same with the priests , Levites, and heads of houses of Judah and

Wady el-Ahsy, which communicates with the Dead Benjamin. Arrived at Jerusalem , their first care

Sea, and is called “ brook of the willows” ( Isa. was the building of the altar on its old site and to

15 :7), and " river of the wilderness ” ( Amos 6:14) . restore the daily sacrifice (Ezra, ch. 2 ;3 :1-3),

Dr. Smith thinks all sites to be problematical. B. C. about 536. (2) Rebuilding of the temple.

ZEREDA (Heb. 17773, tser -ay -daw ', pierced ), 1ofthe temple. Aided by a grant of material andThe great work of Zerubbabel was the rebuilding

a town in Mount Ephraim given as the birthplace money,Zerubbabel was enabled to lay the founda

of Jeroboam , the son of Nebat the Ephrathite, and tion in the second month of the second year of

servant (i. e., officer) of Solomon ( 1 Kings 11:26) . their return. This was done with the utmost so

By some it is identified with ZARTHAN (q . v.) ; oth- lemnity, amid the trumpet blasts of the priests,

ers , because of its connection with Mount Ephraim , the music of the Levites , and the loud songs of

think that it cannot be the same. Lieut. Conder thanksgiving of the people (vers. 8–13). (3 ) Hin .

(Tent Work in Palestine, ii, 340) identifies it with drances. The work had not advanced far before

Surdah, a village a little more than a mile south the mixed settlers in Samaria put in a claim to

of Jufua.
take part in it ; and when Zerubbabel and his

ZERED'ATHAH (Heb. 1977 ser -ay- companions declined the offer,they endeavored to

daw ' -thaw , same as Zereda ), another name (2 Chron. I hinder its completion. They “ troubled them in

4:17) for Zarthan (q. v .), the place of Solomon's them at the court. The result was that no farther
building,” and hired counselors to misrepresent

brass foundry.

progress was made during the remaining years of

ZER'ERATH (Heb. 1777, tser -ay -raw9, a the reign of Cyrus and the eight years of Cam.

place mentioned (Judy. 7:22) in describing the byses and Smerdis (4: 1–24). Nor doesZerubbabel

route of the Midianites before Gideon. Keil and appear quite blameless for this long delay. The

Delitzsch ( Com .) identify it with Zarthan (q . v .).
difficulties in the way of building the temple were

not such as need have stopped the work ; and
ZE'RESH (Heb. wmt, zeh '- resh , gold ), the wife during this long suspension of sixteen years Zerub

of Haman the Agagite, who advised the hanging I babeland the rest of the people had been busy ip

3
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building costly houses for themselves (Hag. 1 :2-4 ). rifice), one of the seven eunuchs of Ahasuerus

(4) Building resumed. Moved by the exhorta. ( Esth. 1. 10), B. C. about 519.

tions of the prophetsHaggaiand Zechariah, Zerub

babel threwhimself heartily into the work, and Gadites who dwelt in Bashan (1 Chron . 6:13).
ZI'A (Heb. yt, zee' -ah, motion ), one of the

was zealously seconded by Jeshua and all the peo

ple . This was in the second year of the reign of ZIÓBA (Heb. , or 7 % , tsee-baw ', station ),

Darius Hystaspes, who enjoined Tatnai and She- a former servant of Saul of whom David made

tharboznai to assist the Jews with whatsoever the inquiry, “ Is there not yet any of the house

they had need of at the king's expense. The work of Saul, that I may show the kindness of God

advanced so rapidly that on the third day of the unto ? ” ' Mephibosheth was in consequence found,

month Adar, in the sixth year of Darius, the tem- and Ziba was commanded to cultivate the land

ple was finished, and was forth with dedicated with which was restored to the king's son (2 Sam.

much pomp and rejoicing (Ezra 5 :1 to 6:22), B. C. 9. 2–12). At this first mention of Ziba he had

516. The only other works of Zerubbabel which we fifteen sons and twenty servants (v. 10). When

learn from Scripture history are the restoration of David, in his flight from Jerusalem , had gone a

the courses of priests and Levites, and of the pro- little over the height (Mount of Olives) Ziba met

vision for their maintenance , according to the in - him with a present of asses, food, and wine. To

stitution of David (Ezra 6:18 ; Neh . 12:47) ; the the king's inquiry, " Where is thy master's son ?”

registering the returned captives according to their Ziba replied, “ Behold , heabideth at Jerusalem :

genealogies (Neh. 7 : 5), and the keeping of a pass- for he said, To-day shall the house of Israel re

over in the seventh year of Darius. In the gene store me the kingdom of my father.” This im.

alogies of Jesus (Matt. 1:12 ; Luke 3:27), he is probable calumnywas believed by David in the

represented as son of Salatbiel, though the Book excited state in which he then was, and he gave

of Chronicles tells us he was the son of Pedaiah to Ziba all the property of Mephibosheth (16 : 1, sq. ).

and nephew of Salathiel. It is of more moment On David's return Mephibosheth accused Ziba of

to remark that while Matthew deduces his line having slandered him , and David gave command

from Jechonias and Solomon , Luke deduces it that the land should be divided between them

through Neri and Nathan. Zerubbabel was the (19:29).

legal successor and heir of Jeconiah's royal estate, ZIB’EON (Heb.givax, tsib -one', dyed ), father

the grandson of Neri, and the lineal descendant of
Nathan , the son of David. In the New Testament of Anah, whose daughter Aholibamah was Esau's

the name appears in the Greek form ofZorob- wife (Gen. 36 :2). Although called a Hivite, he is

abel.
probably the same as Zibeon , the son of Seir the

3. Character. Zerubbabel was inferior to Horite (Gen. 36:20, 24, 29 ; i Chron. 1:38, 40).

few of the great characters of Scripture , whether ZIB'IA (Heb . , tsib-yaw ', roe), a Benja

we consider his loyalty to Jehovah and his people, mite, the son of Shaharaim by his wife Hodesh

his zeal in the great and perilous work he under . (1 Chron. 8:9).

took, his courageous faith, or his heroic self-ab
ZIBʻIAH (Heb. 17773, tsib -yaw ', roe), a native

negation.
of Beer -sheba and mother of King Jehoash (2 Kings

NOTE. — The discrepancy between 1 Chron. 3:19 and 12 : 1 ; 2 Chron . 24 : 1 ).
other passages as to theparentage of Zerubbabel is ex

plained by Keil (Com ., in loc . ) by the supposition that ZICH'RI (Heb . , zik-ree ', memorable, re
Shealtiel died without any male descendants , leaving

his wife a widow. After Shealtiel's death hissee nowned).

ond brother, Pedaiah , fulalled the Levirate duty, and 1. Son of Izhar, the son of Kohath (Exod. 6:21 ).

begat, in bis marriage with his sister -in -law , Zerubba 2. A Benjamite, of the sons of Shimbi ( 1 Chron.
bel, who was now regarded, in all that related to laws

of heritage, as Shealtiel's son . 8:19).

3. A Benjamite, of the sons of Shashak (1Chron .
ZERUTAH , or ZERUI'AH (Heb. 1777 , 8:23).

tser-00 -yaw ', wounded ), the mother of David's three 4. A Benjamite, of the sons of Jeroham

great generals, Abishai , Joab, and Asahel . She (1 Chron . 8:27 ).

and Abigail are specified ( 1 Chron . 2:16) as “ sisters 5. Son of Asaph (1 Chron. 9:15) ; elsewhere

of the son of Jesse," while it is stated in 2 Sam. called Zabdi (Neh. 11:17) and Zaccur (12:35 ).

17:25, that Abigail was the daughter of Nahash. 6. A descendant of Eliezer, the son of Moses

Some early commentators have concluded that and father of the treasurer Shelomith (1 Chron .

Abigail and Zeruiah were only stepsisters of 26:25 ), B. C.before 960.

David , i . e . , daughters of his mother by Nahash , 7. The father of Eliezer, the chief of the Reu

and not by Jesse . Of Zeruiah's husband there benites in the reign of David ( 1 Chron. 27:16).

is no mention in the Bible. 8. Of the tribe of Judah, father of Amasiah,

ZEʼTHAM (IIeb. oņi, zay -thawm ', olive), the which latter volunteered at the head of two

hundred thousand men in Jehoshaphat's army
son of Laadan, a Gershonite Levite (1 Chron .23:8), (2 Chron . 17:16 ), B. C. after 875.

and, with his brother, a keeper of the temple 9. Father of Elishaphat, one of the conspir.

treasury (26:22), B. C. about 960.
ators with Jehoiada to make Joash king (2 Chron.

ZE'THAN (Heb. 1977, zay -thawn ', olive), a
23 : 1 ), B. C. about 799,

Benjamite, of the sons of Bilhan (1 Chron. 7. 10), seiah the son of King Ahaz, the governor of the
10. A mighty man of Ephraim who slew Maa.

B. C. probably about 960.

palace , and the prime minister ( 2 Chron . 28 : 7 ),

ZE'THAR (IIeb . 777, zay-thar', star, or sac- I B. C. about 735.
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man .

)

11. The father of Joel, which latter was over. This, perhaps, means that the territory of Zidon,

seer of the Benjamites after their return to Jeru- though afterward limited by that of Tyre,origi.

salem from captivity (Neh. 11 :9), B. C. before 536. nally “ extended southward to the tribe of Zebu.

12. A priest of the family of Abijah in the lun and Mount Carmel.” In Josh. 19:28, 29, Great

days of Joiakim (Neh. 12:17 ), B. C. about 445. Zidon and Tyre are on the border of Asher.

ZID DIM (Heb. 0973, tsid -deem ', sides), a place and were among the early oppressors of Israel
The Zidonians were not dispossessed (Judg. 3 : 3),

in Naphtali (Josh. 19:35 ), pos bly the same as
Kefr- Hattin several miles west ofthe Sea of (10:12); In Josh. 13:6 the R.V. reads " even all

the Zidonians.” This would make the inhabitants
Galilee.

of the hill country Zidonians, indicating that the

ZIDKI'JAH (Neh. 10 : 1 ). See ZEDEKIAH. Zidonian population had " spread up into the hill

ZIÓDON (Heb. 717 %, tsee-done', fishery). country; " and this idea is rather favored bythe He

1. The eldest son Canaan (Gen. 10:15 , “ Si- brew accentuation, bri7x bp 072 07072-79

don ; " 1 Chron. 1:13). (Green, Heb.-Gr. , § 29, 10 and $ 30, 1 , p . 39, 1. 7),

2. A very ancient and wealthy city, on the and still more by their skill in cutting timber

Mediterranean, about twenty - five miles north of ( 1 Kings 5 : 6). So in Judg. 18 : 7 we find them de.

Tyre. It is situated on a small promontory in scribed as living " quiet and secure,” devoted, no

the narrow plain between the Lebanon and the doubt, to the cultivation of their lands, and not

It had a very commodious harbor, now engaged in trade , having no business with any

nearly choked up with sand. It was distant one The language of the text indicates this

day's journey from the fountains of Jordan. Al . “ careless," " quiet and secure ” life was the usual

though it was assigned to Asher (Judg. 1:31 ) it “ manner of the Zidonians. " The Zidonians

was never conquered; but, on the contrary, was adored, as tutelary god and goddess, Baal (whence

sometimes a formidable enemy ( 10:12). Even in the name of the king Ethbaal , 1 Kings 16:31 ) and

Joshua's time it was called Tsidon -rabba, or Great Ashtoreth ( 1 Kings 11 : 5 , 33 ; 2 Kings 23:13).

Zidon ( Josh. 11:8 ; 19:28), or Zidon the metrop- Jezebel, the wife of Ahab,was the daughter of the

olis, i . e. , of Zidonia. king of the Zidonians ( 1 Kings 16:31), but the ex .

Zidon claimed to be the mother city of which ample of taking Zidonian women had been set by

Tyre was a colony ; perhaps correctly, though the Solomon ( 11 : 1 ).

weight of ancient authority is pretty evenly di- In Homer, also, the Sidonians are praised for

vided . Zidon, in Gen. 49:13, is the firstborn of their skillful workmanship, but never as traders,

Canaan. yre first appears in the Bible at the except as they may havepassed under the gen.

time of the invasion of Palestineby the Israelites eral name Phænician ( Niad, vi, 289–295 ; Od.,

(Josh . 19:29). Both cities were of great antiquity. iv, 614-618 ; xv, 425) ; and the two are distin

According to the researches of Herodotus, who guished in Iliad, xxiii , 743 , 744, where Phæ

visited Tyre for the very purpose of investigat- nicians convey Sidonian work. The Homeric

ing this question (Herodotus, ii, 43 , 44), Tyre was poems do not mention Tyre, but they mention

founded two thousand three hundred years before both Sidon (Erdāvoç Toluxánkov, Od., xv. 425) the
his own time, hence 2750 B. C. Sidonians (πέπλοι παμποίκιλοι, έργα γυναικών Σιδο

From the time of Solomon to the invasion of viõv, Iliad, vi, 289, 290) ; see also Od., iv, 84 and

Nebuchadnezzar Zidon is not often directly men- 618 ; xv, 118, and Éidóvés tovdaídałol, Iliad,xxiii ,

tioned in the Bible, and it appears to have been 743; and their country Sidonia, Iliad, vi, 291, fol.

subordinate to Tyre. It was threatened by the lowing 290, already quoted, tàs avtos' 'A régavopos

prophet Joel (3 :4) and Jeremiah (27 : 3 ). During Seoeldìs ryaye Eidovíngev, and Od., xiii, 285 , és

the Persian domination Zidon seems to have at- Eldovínu evvalopévnu ). Strabo observes that while

tained its highest point of prosperity, excelling at the poets glorified Sidon , the Phænician colonists

the close of this period all other Phoenician cities in Africa gave “ more honor ” to Tyre.-W. H.

in wealth and importance. This prosperity was

suddenly cut short by an unsuccessful revolt
ZIF (Heb. 77, zeev, bloom ), the early name

against Persia ; for upon the approach of the (1 Kings 6:1 , 37) of the second Hebrew ·month ,

Persian troops the inhabitants shut themselves up Iyar. See CALENDAR.

with their families, and each man set fire to his own ZIHA (Heb. T *, tsee-khaw ', thirsty ).

house. Forty thousand persons are said to have
1. One of the Netbinim whose descendants re.

thus perished ,B. C. 351. ' It gradually recovered, turned from the captivity (Ezra 2:43 ; Neh. 7:46),

and cooperated with Alexander against Tyre, but

from that time ceased to play any important po
B, C, before 536.

litical part in ory.
2. A ruler of the Nethinim after the return from

Zidon is mentioned in the New Testament. Babylon (Neh . 11:21), B. C. 636.

Jesus went once to the coasts of Tyre and Zidon ZIKÄLAG (Heb. 337x, tsik -lag ), a town in

(Matt. 16:21); Sarepta, a city of Zidon, is referred the Negeb, or south country of Judah ( Josh . 15:
to (Luke 4:26) ; and Paul touched at Zidon on his

voyage from Cæsarea to Rome (Acts 27:3). See 31). The next mention is of its assignment, with

SIDON ; ZIDONIANS.
other places in Judah, to Simeon (19 : 5). It was

ZIDO'NIANS (Heb. 1917 , tsee-do -neem '), monthsby theappointment of Achish ,king ofGath
made David's residence for a year and four

the inhabitants of Zidon . In Gen. 10:19 Zidon ( 1 Sam . 27: 6). Itwas destroyed once by the Amalek.

and Gaza are two of the extreme points of Canaan . ites, who in turn were routed utterly by David

In 49:13 Jacob makes Zidon the limit of Zebulun . | (30: 1 , 2). It was at Ziklag that David received
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the news of Saul's death (2 Sam. 1 : 1 ; 4:10) . It is (Num. 13:21 ; 20 :1 ; 27:14 ; 33:36 ; 34 :3 ; Deut. 32:

identified with “ Asluj,” or Khirbet Zuheilikah, by 51 ; Josh. 15 :1). By some it is supposed to be a
Conder. portion of the desert tract between the Dead Sea

ZILÄLAH (Heb. 73, tsil-law ', shade), one of and the Gulfof 'Aqabah(see McC. and S., Cyc.,

thetwo wives of Lamech,the Cainite, towhom he s.v.) Butit musthave been to the west of this

addressed his song (Gen. 4:19, 22, 23). She was Num. 34 :4.
tract ( called 'Arabah ), as is clearly indicated in

“Directly west of the 'Arabab is a

the mother of Tubal-cain and Naamah.
wild mountain region, rising in successive slopes

ZILPAH (Heb. ?!, zil- paw ', a trickling ), orterraces from the'Arabah inone direction , and

the female servant given by Laban to his daugh- from the Desert et- Teeh in another. It now bears

ter Leah as an attendant (Gen. 29:24), and by the name of the Arabs who inhabit it,and is com

Leah to Jacob as a concubine. She was the monly known as the Azâzimeb mountains, or the

mother of Gad and Asher (30: 9-13 ; 35:26 ; 37:2 ; / ?Azâzimat. This is a distinct and well-defined

46:18), B. C. about 2085. local wilderness, fully meeting the conditions of

ZIL'THAI (Heb. *, tsil-leth -ah'ee, shadow ). the Bible. It mayfairly be identified as thatwil
the various references to the wilderness of Zin in

1. A Benjamite,of the sons of Shimhi (1 Chron. derness, and again as a portion of the wilderness

8:20), B. C. after 1170.
of Paran in its larger sense. Yet its northeastern

2. One of the captains of thousands of Manas- portion was probably in Edom, and it is possible

seh who deserted to David at Ziklag (1 Chron. 12 : that only the remainder was known as Zin. This

20), B. C. about 1000. identification of the wilderness of Zin would lo

ZIM'MAH (Heb. 17791, zim -maw ', purpose).
cate Kadesh somewhere in the 'Azâzimeh moun.

1. A Gershonite Levite, son of Jahath, the tains ” (Trumbull, Kadesh - Barnea, pp. 70, 71 ).

grandson of Gershom ( 1 Chron . 6:20), B. O. after ZI'NA (Heb. 85 , zee-naw', abundance, 1 Chron.

1210. He is probably the same as the son of 23:10). See Zizah.
Shimei in v. 42 .

ZI'ON (Heb. 710x, tsee-yone', sunny, or fort
2. Father or ancestor of Joah, a Gershonite in

the reign of Hezekiah (2 Chron . 29:12 ), B.C. before [Fürst ]), the most southwestern hill , and the high

726 . At a much earlier period we find Zimmah est in Jerusalem . It has been identified by Fer.

and Joah as father and son ( 1 Chron. 6:20), for in guson (Jerusalem Revisited , etc. ) with Moriah ;

the various families the same name often repeats Captain Warren ( The Temple or the Tomb, Lond . ,

itself. 1880) has contended for Akra ; while Dr. Sayce

ZIM'RAN (Heb. 1777, zim -rawn ”, musical), southern hill,'the so-called Ophel.” Zion has an
( Higher Crit ., etc., p . 385) says, “ It was the

the eldest son of Keturah and Abraham (Gen. 25 : elevation of two thousand five hundred and fifty

2 ; 1 Chron . 1:32) . His descendants have not feet above the Mediterranean Sea ; its western

been positively identified. and southern sides rise abruptly from the valley

ZIM'RI (Heb. " ????, zim -ree', musical). of Hinnom, to the height of three hundred feet,

1. The son of Salu, a Simeonite chieftain, slain and above the Kidron,at En-rogel, of five hundred
feet.

by Phinehas with the Midianitish princess Cozbi
“ Since the days of the Jewish kings the ap

(Num. 25:14), B. C. 1171. When the Israelites at pearance of the hill has undergone much change.

Shittim were suffering for their impure worship of The valleyof the Cheesemakers has been filled with

Baal-peor, Zimri brought this woman into his tent rubbish to a depth of more than seventy feet,

to commit adultery with her. This shameless while the summit of Zion was cut away in the

wickedness so inflamed the zeal of Phinehas, the age of the Maccabees in order that it might be

high priest, that he seized a spear and pierced overlooked by the temple hill. . . Mount Zion is

both of them through in the very act.
now but a southerly continuation of Mount Moriah .”

2. The fifth king of Israel,whoreigned only Zion was the stronghold of the Jebusites, why so

seven days. He is first mentioned as captain of long defied the Israelites,and was atlastcaptured

half the chariots of the royalarmy and as chief by King David(Num . 13:29; Josh. 16:63 ;Judg.
conspirator against King Elah, who was murdered 1:21 ; 2 Sam. 6 :5–8). Upon it David built his

while indulging in a drunken revel in thehouseof palace, and there he and fourteen of bis succes.

his steward in Tirzah. His first act as king was
sors were buried in the royal tomb (1 Kings 2:10 ;

the slaying of all the house of Baasha. But the 11:43 ; 14:31, etc.) As first occupied for apalace,
army, which at that time was besieging the Philis . Zion was called the city of David (2 Chron . 5: 2),
tine town of Gibbethon, when they heard of Elah's and, as the site of the tabernacle pitched by Da.

murder, proclaimed their general Omri king . He vid, it was known as the holy hill, or hill of the
immediately marched against Tirzah and took the sanctuary (Psa. 2 :6 ). Zion was the last spot to

city. Zimri retreated into the innermost part of yield to the Romans under Titus, and even when

the late king's palace, set it on fire,and perished the rest of the city was in ruins, and the enemy

in the ruins (1 Kings 16:9-20), B. C. 887.
occupied the temple courts, the remnant of the

3. The eldest of the five sons ofZerah, the son Jews from the walls of Zion haughtily refused the

of Judah ( 1 Chron . 2 : 6 ). terms of the conqueror, and perished in thou

4. Son of Jehoadah and descendant of Saul sands. Zion was frequently, by the prophets, put

( 1 Chron. 8:36 ; 9:42).
for Jerusalem itself (Isa . 8: 8 ; 10:24 ; 30:19 ; 33:14 ;

Psa. 48 : 2, 11 , 12 ; comp. Rom. 9:33 ; 11:26 ; 1 Pet.

ZIN (IIeb . 73, tseen , a crag), a wilderness or 2 : 6 ; Rev. 14 : 1) ; and its inhabitants were some.

open, uncultivated region lying south of Palestine l times called sons or daughters of Zion ( Isa. 1:27 ;
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Zech . 2 : 7, 10 ; 9 : 9 , 13 ; Zeph. 3:14, 16 ; Joel 2:23 ; of Moab," alluded to in Num . 21:26 , we are not

Matt. 21 : 5 ; John 12:15). told, nor do we know that he himself ever reigned

Figurative. It is used as a symbol of the (Smith ).

spiritual Sion, the church or city of the living God ZIP'PORAH , or ZIPPOʻRAH (Heb. 7703,

( Hleb. 12:22, 28 ; Gal. 4:26 ; Rev. 3:12 ; 21 : 2 , 10).
tsip -po-raw ', feminine of Zippor, sparrow ), daugh

ZI'OR (Heb. Smyrs, tsce -ore', smallness), a town ter of Reuel orJethro, the priestof Midian,wife
in the mountain district of Judah (Josh. 15:54), of Moses and mother of his two sons Gershom

where it is mentioned in the group around Hebron and Eliezer (Exod. 2:21 ; 4:25 ; 18 : 2 ; comp. v. 6 ),

to the south. It has not been identified, though B. C. 1250. The only incident recorded in her

“ so far as the name is concerned, it might have life is that of the circumcision of Gershom (4 :24

been preserved in the heights of Tugra, near to 26). See Moses.

Hebron ” (Knobel) . ZITH'RI (Heb. 7o, sith-ree', protective ), the

ZIPH (Heb. 77, zeef, a flowing). son of Uzziel, and grandson of Kohath, of the tribe

1. The eldest son of the four sons of Jehaleleel of Levi (Exod. 6:22) . This is the only mention

(1 Chron . 4:16) . made of him in Scripture.

2. A town apparently in the south or Simeon
ZIZ (Heb. 7 , hats- tseels, a flower ), an ascent

itish part of Judah (Josh . 15:24), mentioned with

Ithnanand Telem. Dr. Strong joins it with the koa (2 Chron . 20:16 ; comp. v. 20),by which the
or cleft leading up from the Dead Sea toward Te.

former, i . e. , Ithnan - Ziph. band of Moabites, Ammonites, and Mehunim , who

3.A town in the desert (A. V. “ wilderness ” ) | attacked Jehoshaphat,made their way. There can

of Ziph, to which David fled from Saul ( 1 Sam . be very little doubt that the pass was that of Ain
23:14, sq . ; 26 : 2 , 3 ) ; and was fortified by Reho
boam (2 Chron.11:8), having been originally built Jidy; theverysameroute which is taken by the

by Mesha, the son of Caleb (1 Chron . 2:42);. It ent day ; alongthe shore as far as to Ain Jidy,
Arabs in their marauding expeditions at the pres

has been preserved inthe ruins upon the hill Ziph , and then up the pass, and so northward below

about three miles south of Hebron. The wilder: Tekûa ” (Robinson, Bib . Res., i , 508, 530). The

ness of Ziph ” was that portion of the desert of

Judah which was near to and surrounded the town remained attached to the Wady el Hasasah .
name, “ ascent, or height of Hazziz," has perhaps

of Ziph.

ZIʼZA (Heb. 879?, zee -zaw , abundance).

ZI‘PHAH (Heb. PT, zee.faw ', feminine of 1. Son of Shiphi, a chief of the Simeonites in

Ziph ), the second son of Jehaleleel, and brother the reign of Hezekiah ( 1 Chron . 4:37) , B. C. about

of the preceding ( 1 Chron. 4:16). 719,

ZIPHIMS (Psa. 54 , title). See ZIPHITES.
2. Son of Rehoboam by Maachah, the grand

daughter of Absalom (2 Chron . 11:20), B. C. after

ZIPH'ION (Heb.7119x, tsif-yone', Gen. 46:16). 934.
See ZEPHON.

ZIʼZAH ( Heb. 177* ?, zee-zaro '), a Gershonite Le.

ZIPHITES, ZIPH'IMS (R. V.always “ Ziph-vite, second son of Shimei ( 1 Chron. 23:11 ; called

ites ;" 1 Sam . 23:19, Heb. DINT, ziph - eem '; 26 : 1 , Zina in v . 10) .

DYDIS , haz-ziph -eem '; Psa. 54 , title, Dip?! , haz- ZO'AN (Heb. po's, Iso ' -an, perhaps place of de.

zee - feem ), inhabitants of Ziph , who twice reparture, or low region ), the biblical name of Tanis,

vealed to Saul the hiding of David in their vicin. an ancient city of Lower Egypt, situated on the

ity. The interesting events which bappened at Tanitic branch of the Nile (Num . 13:22 ; Psa.

that place, the farewell interview between David 78:12, 43 ; Isa . 19:11:13 ; 30 :4 ; Ezek. 30:14 ).

and Jonathan, the sparing of Saul's life by David , The modern name is San or Zan. The town was

and the temporary relenting of Saul, belong rather built on an island surrounded by delta mud. It

to the geography or to the biographies of Saul and was on the bank of the river, and possibly on the

David . This Ziph was “ in the highland district ” shore of the sea. “ Zoan , the Tanis of classical

in Judah; it is named between Carmel and Juttah geography, was the capital of the Hyksos ( shep

(Josh . 15:55). The Ziph of v. 24 is a different herd kings ' ) during their long domination in

place .—W. H. northern Egypt. It was from Zoan that Apophis,

ZIPHRON (Heb. 19??, zif -rone', fragrance), the Hyksos Pharaoh, sent the insulting message
a place on the northern boundary of the Promised to the vassal prince of Thebes which led to the

Land, and, consequently , of Naphtali (Num . 34:9), long war ofindependence and the final expulsion

where it is mentioned between Zedad and Hazar- of the Asiatic stranger from the soil of Egypt.

It is thought by Knobel and Wetstein to The departure of the Hyksos was the signal for

be preserved in the ruins of Zifran, fourteen hours' the decline of Zoan. It sank for a while to the

journey northeast of Damascus, near theroad from rank of a petty village,and it was not till the rise

Palmyra. In the parallel passage (Ezek. 47:16) of the 19th dynasty that its temple was again

Hazar -hatticon occurs in a similar connection . adorned with images and sculptures, and the city

itself made a residence of the Pharaohs. The ex.

ZIP POR (Heb. iDx, tsip -pore', a sparrow), cavations which have been carried on there have

father of Balak, king of Moab . His name occurs shown that the foundation of the city went back

only in the expression son of Zippor " (Num . 22 : 2 , to the earliest days of the Egyptian monarchy.

4, 10, 16 ; 23:18 ; Josh . 24 : 9 ; Judg. 11:25), B. C. Monuments of Pepi, of the 6th dynasty , have been

before 1170. Whether he was the “ former king discovered, and the kings of the 12th and 13th

( G

enan.
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dynasties were munificent benefactors of its tem situated there instead of at the southern end of

ple. Even the short-lived 14th dynasty seems to the lake, as it is generally taken for granted they

be represented among its ruins ” (Sayce, Higher were (Smith , Bib . Dict. , s . v .). Others place the

Crit., etc., pp. 189, 190). district to the south of the Dead Sea, and Dr. G.

“ No city presents stronger evidence ofthe mag. A. Smith thus sums up the argument for each

nificence of the reign of Rameses II than does locality : “ That Abraham and Lot looked upon the

Tanis. The costliness of bis temple there, and cities from near Bethel (Gen. 13 : 5 , 10) ; that the

his statue , ninety-two feet in height, weighing nine name Circle of Jordan is not applicable to the

hundred tons , towering above all surrounding south end of the Dead Sea ; that the presence of

buildings, seen for miles across the plains, unsur- five cities there is impossible ; that the expedition

passed by any monolith the world has ever seen , of the Four Kings, asit swept north from Kadesh.

show that either Tanis was in a position to com- Barnea, attacked Hazezon Tamar, which is prob .

mand the northern route to Syria, or because it ably En-gedi, before it reached the vale of Siddim

gave the king easy communication with all his and encountered the king of Sodom and his allies ;

dominions, or for some other reason or reasons, that the name Gomorrah perhaps exists in Tubk

was his capital. It certainly ranked in size and 'Amrîyeh, near 'Ain el Feshkah ( 14 :7 , 8 ) ; and

grandeur with Memphis and Thebes " (Mariette that the name of Zoar has been recovered in

Bey, Monuments, etc. , pp. 308, 309). Tell Shâģhûr. However, at the south end of the

“ Amenemhâît I founded a great temple in Tanis Dead Sea there lay, throughout Roman and me.

(Zoan) in honor of the gods of Memphis. The diæval times, a city called Zoara by the Arabs,

vestiges of the columns, still scattered on all sides , which was identified by all with the Zoar of Lot, "

show that the main body of the building was of etc. ( Hist. Geog ., p. 506). See SUPPLEMENT.

rose granite, and a statue of the same material

has preserved for us a portrait of the king ” | tion of northern Syria lying between Hamath and
ZOBAH (Heb. Azis, tso-bawé, station), a por

(Maspero ,Dawn of Civ., p. 500 ).

Bible Notices. From the Bible we learn that the Euphrates, and so closely connected with

Zoan was one of the oldest cities in Egypt, having Hamath that the great city was sometimes called

been built seven years after Hebron, which already Hamath -Zobah. Solomon, David , and Saul all

existed in the time of Abraham (Num . 13:22 ; had trouble with the people of Zobah ( 1 Sam .

comp. Gen. 22 : 2), B. C. about 2250 ; that it was 14:47; 1 Kings 11 : 23–25 ; 2 Sam . 8 :3 , 5 , 12 ; 23:36 ;

one of the principal capitals of the Pharaohs (Isa . 1 Chron. 18 :3, 5 , 9 ; 19 : 6 ; 2 Chron. 8 : 3 ; Psa. 60 ).

19:11 , 13) ; and that “ the field of Zoan ” was the

ZOBEBAH (Heb. 15 , iso -boy-bar ', the
scene of the marvelous works which God wrought
at the hand of Moses (Psa. 78:12, 33). To Tanis slow moving), the second child (probably daughter,

came ambassadors either of Hoshea or Ahaz, or
as the word is feminine) of Coz, of the tribe of

else possibly ofHezekiah : "For his princes were Judah (1 Chron. 4 : 8), B. C. after 1170.

at Zoan, and his ambassadors came to Hanes ZOHAR ( Heb.is, iso '-khar, whiteness,
(Isa. 30 :4). As mentioned with the frontier town

Tahpanhes, Tanis is not necessarily the capital .
light).

But the same prophet, perhaps, more distinctly
1. A Hittite, and father of Ephron, from which

points to a Tanite line (19:13). The doom of Zoan latter person Ephraim bought the grave of Mach

is foretold by Ezekiel, “ I will set fire in Zoan ” pelah (Gen. 23 : 8 ; 25 : 9).

(Ezek. 30:14 ), where it occurs among the cities to
2. Fifth named of the six sons of Simeon (Gen.

be taken by Nebuchadnezzar. See SUPPLEMENT. 46:10 ; Exod . 6:15) ; elsewhere ( 1 Chron . 4:24)

called Zerah .

ZO’AR (Heb. js, fully is, tsoʻ- ar, small

ness ), one of the five cities which lay on the floor ZO HELETH (Heb. nemt, zo -khen -leth , ser .
of the Jordan valley, after the name of which pent, slippery), a rocky and dangerous ledge or

they were called Cities of the Kikkar, or Circle. plateau “ by En -rogel,” upon which Adonijah slew

It was one of the most ancient cities of the land oxen and sheep (1 Kings 1 : 9 ) . It overbangs the

of Canaan. Its original name was Bela (Gen. 14 : Kidron valley. This has been most satisfactorily

2, 8). In thegeneral destruction ofthe cities of identified by M.Clermont Ganneau for the present

the plain Zoar was spared to afford shelter to Lot Arab name Zahweilah, a cliff onwhich the village

( 19:22, 23 , 30). It is mentioned in the account of of Silwâa or Silvam stands. To this the women

the death of Moses as one of the landmarks which of the village resort to draw water at the “ Vir.

bounded his view from Pisgah(Deut. 34:3), andit gin's Fount."

appears to have been known in the time both of ZOWETH (Heb. nmit, zo -khayth', perhaps

Isaiah ( 15:5) and Jeremiah (48:34 ). These are all strong), son of Ishi, of the tribe of Judah (1 Chron .
the notices of Zoar contained in the Bible . It was

situated in the same district with the four cities
4:20), B. C. after 1170.

already mentioned, viz. , in the “ plain ” or “ circle ” ZOPHAH (Heb. neix, tso -fakk ', a cruse ), son

“ of the Jordan ," and the narrative of Gen. 19 evi. of Helem, or Hotham, the son of Heber, an Asher.

dently implies that it was very near to Sodom ite (1 Chron. 7:35 , 36), B. C. about 1170.

(vers. 15, 23 , 27). The definite position of Sodom

is, and probably will always be, a mystery ; but ZOPHAI (Heb. "pix, tso- fah'ee, honeycomb),

there can be little doubt that the plain of the Jor- a Kohathite Levite, son of Elkanah and ancestor

dan was at the north of the Dead Sea, and that of Samuel ( 1 Chron. 6:26 ), B. C. before 1050. In

the cities of the plain must therefore have been Iv . 35 he is called Zuph .
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ZOʻPHAR (Heb.pix, Iso - far ', sparrow ), one Vethaneel was chief of his tribe at the time of

of the three friends of Job (Job 2:11 ; 11: 1; 20:1; the exode (Num . 1 :8 ; 2 : 5 ; 7:18, 23 ; 10:15), B. C.

42: 9). He is called a Naamathite, or inhabitant before 1210.

of Naamah, whose location is unknown. In the ZUPH (Heb. 97%, tsoof, honeycomb).

LXX. Zophar, the friend of Job, is called “ king

of the Minæans. ”
1. A Levite of the family of Kohath, and father

of Tohu, in the ancestry of Samuel (1 Sam. 1 : 1 ;

ZOPHIM (Heb. Dios, tso - feem ', watchers, 1 Chron . 6:35; “ Zophai, ” v. 26).

field of watchers). The “ field of Zophim
2. A district at which Saul and his servant ar.

the top of Pisgah (Num . 23:14 ), one of the high rived after passing through those of Shalisha , of

places to which Balak brought Balaam , that he Shalim , and of the Benjamites ( 1 Sam . 9 : 5 only).

might see Israel . It is the modern Tai'at- es-Safa. It evidently contained the city in which they en .

countered Samuel (v. 6), and that again was cer.

ZOʻRAH (Heb. 27 ? *, tsor -aw ', place of wasps tainly not far from the tomb of Rachel . ” The

or hornets ), a town of Dan, but really within the only trace of the name of Zuph in modern Pales.

limits of Judah (Josh. 19:41 ; Judg. 18: 2). It was tine, in any suitable locality, is to be found in

both the birthplace and burial place of Samson Soba, a well- known place about seven miles due

(Judg. 13 : 2 , 25; 16:31 ), and afterward fortified by west of Jerusalem ,and five miles southwest of Neby

Reheboam ( 2 Chron . 11:10 ). It was on the hillside Samwil. But this is at the best no more than con .

overlooking Sorek. jecture, and unless the land of Zuph extended a

ZOʻRATHITES (Heb. , hats-tsor- aw- good distance east of Soba , the city in which the

thee'), people of Zorah , a town in the lowland of weeting with Samuel took place, could hardly be

Judah (Josh. 15:33, A. V.“ Zoreah,” R.V.“Zorah” ), sufficiently near to Rachel's sepulcher ( Smith, Bib.

but assigned to Dan (19:41). In í Chron. 4 :1, 2 the Dict., s. v. ). .

“ families of the Zorathites.” are descended from ZUR (Heb. 173, tsoor, a rock).

Ahumai and Lahad, sons of Jahath , the son of 1. Father of Cozbi (Num . 25:15), and one of the

Reaiah, the son of Shobal, the son of Judah. The five princes of Midian who were slain by the Is

Hebrew word rendered in the A. V. mostly Zorah, raelites when Balaam fell (31 : 8 ; Josh. 13:21 ),

but in Neh . 11:29 Zareah , and in Josh. 15:33 Zo. B. C. 1170.

reah, is the same— .77 ? *, R. V. always Zorah .
2. Son of Jehiel, the founder of Gibeon ( 1 Chron.

So the Zorathites of 1 Chron. 4 : 2 and the Zareath . 8:30 ; 9:36), B. C. after 1170.

ites of 1 Chron. 2:53 are alike OST, “ the Zo ZU RIEL (Heb. 1973, tsoo -ree-ale', my rock

rathite ” (comp. “ the Amalekite , ” etc.), R. V.“ the is God), son of Abihail, and chief of the Merarite

Zorathites ; ” unless we take the conjunctive ac- Levites at the time of the exodus (Num. 3:35),
B. C. 1210.

cent in 1 Chron. 2:53 , TT, as a substitute for

Methegh (Mitchel's Gesenius, Heb.-Gr., § 16, 20,
ZURISHADDAI (Heb.quinas, tsoo -ree .

end) . In thiscase Zareathites would be justifiable. shad -dah’ee, my rock is the Almighty), father of
If, as is likely, they refer to one people, it is better Shelumiel, the chief of the tribe of Simeon at the

to read i Chron. 2:50 with the R. V., " These were time of the exodus (Num . 1 : 6 ; 2:12 ; 7:36 , 41 ;

the sons of Caleb ; the son of Hur, the firstborn 10:19), B. C. 1210.

of Ephrathah , Shobal the father of Kirjath - je- ZU'ZIM (Heb. 64777, haz-200-zeem ', only Gen.
arim .” The list of Judah's “ , " ( 1 Chron . 4 :1)
will then be successive descendants. The “ 26. | 14 : 5 ), the name of an ancient people dwelling in

rites ” of 1 Chron . 2:54 will belong to a separate LXX. (both manuscripts) has š8 vn io xupá ; the
Ham , who were smitten by Chedorlaomer. The

branch . - W . H.

Targum of Onkelos and the Samaritan version also

ZOREAH (Josh . 15:33) . See Zoran . translate the name “ strong people.” This ren

ZOʻRITES , THE (Heb. 7 , tsor- ee '), are
dering depends upon some different Hebrew read.

named in the genealogies of Judah (1 Chron . 2:54) ing, possibly 6-11.77. or DI777 . Robinson's Gesen .

apparently among the descendants of Salma, and ius proposes the root 777 as referring to the fertii

near connections of Joab . They are hence classedity of the soil . Sayce thinks it originated in a

with the “ Zareathites and the Eshtaulites ( v . 53) . transcription of a cuneiform rendering of Zam

ZOROB’ABEL (Matt. 1:12 ; Luke 3:27). See zummim . It is quite generally suspected to bean

ZERUBBABEL.
abridgment of ZAMZUMMIM (q. v . ), on the ground

that the place of the Zuzim in the text would

ZU'AR (Heb. 1x, 1800 -awr ', littleness), the accord well with the supposition that “017 is by,
father Nethaneel, of the tribe of Issachar. I ' Am , i . e . , Ammon ; " but all is conjecture.—W.H .
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1 AARON . - 2 . (2) Golden call. See Calf, How is it possible that later writers “ before the

GOLDEN, SUPPLEMENT. time of Jeremiah," eight hundred years after the

2 AARON . — 2. (7) Death. The cract place utmost effort had been made to eradicate every“abomination ” was driven out of Egypt, and the

of the burial of Aaron cannotbe definitely known, trace oftheir residence in Egypt, should have at

but the mountain upon which he died is now fairly tended to such aphilological nicety, as this ?

well identified . As far as any reliance may be

placed upon tradition and especially upon the
Rather it is a distinct markof authorship either

very

exact fulfillment of the conditions imposed bythe contemporaneous with the " abomination " in Egypt

or not long subsequent to its departure.
biblical narrative, Mount Hor is probably to be

identified not with the traditional site, a mountain
ABRAHAM . B. C. 2333. The discoveries of 10

in Edom from which Israel had been cxcluded, L. W. King,madcamong the tablets in the British

but with a mountain farther to the W. , with which Museum 1909-10, have satisfied most scholars that

Aaron's name is still locally connected (Hoskins, the first and second dynasties of kings in Baby

From Nile to Nebo). lonia, formerly regarded as successive, were, in

fact, in large part contemporaneous with the third

10 ABOMINATION. It is well to distinguish dynasty, so that the chronology of the time is re

carefully between the Hebrew words translated duced at least three hundred and sixty-nine years.

“ abomination .” Topw, shik-koots', unclean, and Thus thedate of Hammurabi, the contemporary of

V2 , sheh´- kets, rejected, are properly explained in Abraham , was probably as late as1912B. C.

This date for Hammurabi has of course changed

the various passages where they occur as having all subsequent dates for the lifeof Abraham (King,

referencetoceremonial requirements. .agin, Letters and Inscriptionsof Hammurabi).

to -ay -baw ', though a Hebrew word, has certainly
ABRAHAM . NOTE.- (1) Sacrifice of Isaac. 13

an Egyptian history in Gen. 43:32. TheHyksos The excavations by Macalister at Gezer, 1902-09,

kings, Egyptian Haq-shashu, Bedouin Princes, have mostremarkably fulfilled the conjecture that
were desert princes who invaded the Delta of human sacrifice was practiced in the land of

Egypt, and finally usurped the throne of Lower Canaan in the early times, especially the sacrifice of

Egypt and maintained a more or less rigid suzer, the firstborn . " All round the feet of the columns,

ainty over Upper Egypt for about five hundred and over the whole area of the High Place, the

years. These kings were on the throne in the time earthwas discovered to be a regular cemetery in

of Joseph. They were expelled by the early kings which the skeletons of young infants were buried.

of the eighteenth dynasty. Their rule was held in These infants were never more than a week old.

the utmost abhorrence by the Egyptians, who They were deposited in large jars, and with them

called them aat, pest or abomination . So persist were placed smaller jars, possibly for food for the

ent was the bitter animosity of the Egyptians to use of the little victim in the other world . Two at

wards these hated foreigners, that later Egyptian least of the skeletons showed marks of fire. We

history has not preserved their ethnic name at all, bave herc evidence of the widespread custom of

but has handed on their memory by this spiteful devoting the firstborn, a part of the practice where

appellation. It was no doubt to this Egyptian by the first fruits of man, of beast, and of the field,

name for the Hyksos people that Joseph referred were sacred to the divinity (Macalister, Bible

when he said " every shepherd is an abomination Side Lights From the Mound of Gezer, pp. 73 , 74 ),
unto the Egyptians.” The word not being a Not only was the example of human sacrifice round

proper name,but an epithet, was not transliterated about Abraham , butthe withholding of his own

by the Hebrew writer, but translated into the
son Isaac from sacrifice would probably be re

Hebrew word 79in, to -ay-baw '. marked upon as an act of impiety by his heathen

This use of the word becomes one of the subtle neighbors. Thus God's dealing with Abraham in

linguistic evidences of the Egyptian origin or asso- the offering of Isaac gave at one and the sanie time
ciations of this portion of the Pentateuch at a time the divine approval of the dedication of children to

whenthe use and significance of this word would God and the divinc condenination of the notion that

be still perfectly understood by the Hebrew people . this required the death of the children.
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13 ABRECH . The important thing in the inter- shemesh (P. E. F.S. , 1911-12). There is little

pretation of this word is not so much what they in all these discoveries that throws light either

cried before Joseph, but that they cried before upon the history, thecivilization or the system of

him. Whatever may have been the exact meaning government of the Amorites. They were a tall

of this expression ,abrech , its general import can people, as the name seems to indicate and the

hardly be mistaken . Outrunners go before every Egyptian sculptors represent, as also is evinced by

royal carriage in the East ; indeed , every cab-driver the skeletons exhumed. In religion , they were

acts as his own outrunner, if he does not have one ; worshipers at the High Place, apparently with all

and always the cry, however it may vary, is for the abominations attributed in Scripture to the

the purpose of clearing the way in streets where Canaanites. Numerous bodies of little children,

foot-men make no distinction between the roadway all under eight days of age, buried together near

and the sidewalk. Thus the general import of this the High Place, cannot be reasonably interpreted

narrative of Joseph is simply that he was allowed to mean anything else than the most horrid of

to have royal outrunners who cried before him . human sacrifices , the sacrifice of the firstborn

15 ACCAD. This ancient city is now identified (Bible Side Lights from the Mound of Gezer ,

with tolerable certainty. “ Akkad is the Agade of pp .53,82) . " In two important respects the first

the cuneiform writings, city of the elder Sargon , Semitic invaders were superior, as regards their

and then the name for the North Babylonian king? civilization, to the people they dispossessed

dom , whose chief city was Agade.
Its identifica. namely , in the use of bronze, as just mentioned,

tion with Agade has now been assured by the in- and in the use of a simple form of potter's wheel.

scriptions K 9906. Bezold, Catalogue IV , 1049 Otherwise they cannot be said to have been much

At first theyand comp. Weissbach, Z. D.M. G., 1899, p .661 " in advance of their predecessors.

(Jeremias, The Old Testament in the Light ofthe lived in the caves that these had been obliged to

Ancient East, I, p. 295).
vacate, but before long they began to build houses,

of the type that has persisted, with wonderfully
21 ADONI-ZEDEK . Colonel Conder has read

the name of the king of Jerusalem in the Tell el.

Amarna tablets Adoni-Zedek , but Winckler reads

it Abt-Khiba and Sayce, Ebed-Tob.

29 AHAB. The palace of Ahab at Samariawas

discovered during the excavations conducted by

Reisner in 1907-10 under the auspices of the

American Institute of Archæology. Only the

foundations remain . These have been enclosed

within the foundation of a structure of Roman

times, the architect apparently ignoring the foun

dations of the palace of Ahab, except where it

was necessary to clear them out of the way. See

SAMARIA.

38 ALTAR. 1. Early . A very curious altar

was found by Sellin (Tel Taannek ) at the site of
Heads of Amorites.

Taanach of the Old Testament. It is probably

Canaanite, or an instance of Israelite lapse into little change, down to the villages of modern

Canaanite worship. The altar is about three feet twentieth century Palestine” (Macalister, A History

bigh, of poorly burned pottery. It has a hollow of Civilization in Palestine, p. 30).

place in the top for the placing of a pan with fire, Amorites, however,are through Egyptian and

other

The most important discoveries concerning the

probably for the offering of incense. It is gro

tesquely decorated with mysterious symbols, con- sculptured representations, and by means of the
spicuous among which is a standing serpent.' This philological studies of Professor Clay and others.

altar is now shown in the Imperial Ottoman Clay (Amurru) has shown that Amurru was the

Museum at Constantinople. early Semitic name for Palestine and Syria, a land

A large altar, probably an altar of burnt offers which was an earlier home of the Semites than

ing, was found by Professor George L. Robinson in Babylonia ; if not the source of Semitic culture, at

1900 at the High Place discovered by bim near least an earlier source than Babylonia, to which

Petra. This particular altar is probably of later they wentwhen they journeyed east (Gen.

times than the Canaanite altar, but the High Place 11 : 2 ) . Thus the surmise long indulged , that the

may be very old (Robinson , Biblical Worlá, Janu- name Amorite is rather a general name for the in
ary, 1901 , January, 1908).' Altars of old Semitic habitants of this region, is confirmed, although,

worship were discovered by de Morganin a bas- when later,other peoples, especially Hittites, be
relief of a High Place at Susa (Vincent, Canaan came great in the land, the name Amorite was re

d'après l'Exploration Récente, p . 144 ). Both the stricted to particular tribes. Numerous sculptures

great altar and the altar of incense are approached character of the Amorite people. The featuresareof Amorites have put beyond question the Semitic

by steps and are flat on the top.

so characteristically Semitic as to be recognized
46 AMORITES. Many remains wbich are prob. instantly. What little is known of the Amorite

ably of Amorite populations of Canaan have been language, chiefly through Amorite words in other

unearthed at Gezer (P.E.F.S., 1903-1908), and at languages, makes certain that it was a Semitic

Taannek (Sellin, Tel- Taannek ), and later at Beth- | tongue ; that, indeed, Amorite and early Hebrew

66
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of patriarchal times were practically the same thus far discovered in the history of excavations.

language. The seeming discrepancy in the state. It was found in three large fragments, which were

ment that the Amorites are descendants of Canaan readily joined together. It is cut out of a block

(Gen. 10 :15–16 ) is only apparent, not real. The of diorite, and stands seven feet four inches high.

lists of Genesis 10 do not discriminate sharply At the base it is about twenty -two inches wide,

among various classes of descriptive distinctions and at the top just above the bas-relief it is about

now expressed by the technical terms geographical, sixteen inches. . . Beneath the bas- relief are six

ethnographical, and ethnological. Political bound teen parallel columns running beltwise, beneath

aries, racial boundaries, and racial relationships which five additionallines had been erased, and the
were all classed together and denominated by one stone polished. On the reverse there are twenty

and the same word. eight parallel columns, containing in all about four

46 AMRAPHEL. Much has been learned con. thousand lines of a closely written cuneiform in

cerning Hammurabi since the year 1900, and while scription . The inscription is divided into a

the identification of Amraphelwith this great Edo. prologue, code, and an epilogue. In the prologue,

mite king is still the subject of some discussion , Hammurabi gives his titles, mentions the gods he

most scholars scarcely question it any longer. worshiped, enumerates the cities over which he

The identification phonetically is fairly well made ruled, and in generalmagnifies himself by referring

out, not involving more difficulty than many other to the beneficent deeds which he conferred upon

names which have been written in both cuneiform | his people and country . Including the number of

.

531

CES

TEST

Photograph of the Text of the Code of Hammurabi.

characters and Hebrew letters and been subject to laws erased, which are estimated at about thirty

local changes. This latter, local changes, is too five, the code hasabout two hundred and eighty.

much overlooked. The name of a person or place two paragraphs of laws ” ( Clay, Light on the Old

among a people is that by which the person or Testament from Babel). The code of Hammurabi

place is known among them , even though the name is one of the most systematic codes ever prepared

be very different elsewhere. The names of two (Lyon, Journal of the American Oriental Society,

noted Italian cities are, among English -speaking xxv, p . 254 ). The laws of this code are found

people , Florence and Leghorn , which differ cer- upon comparison with the life of Abraham to have

tainly as much from their names in the home land, been the laws in force in Canaan in that time

Firenze and Livorno, as Amraphel does from Ham- (Kyle, The Deciding Voice of the Monuments in

murabi. Then, many other things than the phone. Biblical Criticism ,pp. 206–208).

tic resemblance of the name contribute to the ARCHÆOLOGY. ' The rapid extension of 75

identification between Amraphel and Hammurabi. archæological discoveries , the growing confidence

A Confederacy of Elamite and Babylonian kings in archæological evidence, and the gradual forma

has been found, of which Hammurabi was one. tion of systematic archæological science bavebroad

Amurru, “ the land of the Amorites," i. e., Canaan, ened and defined much more sharply the place of

was a province of the empire of that confederacy biblical archæology in Bible study, especially in

and there was an emigration movenient in that age . biblical criticism . A very large use of archæologi

In 1901–2, de Jorgan found at Susa a great monu- cal material, though without much attempt at

ment of Hammurabi containing a wonderful codle classification, in the great Bible encyclopedias, A

of laws (Johns, The Code of Hammurabi). “ It Bible Dictionary, by Hastings, and the Encyclopedia

is the longest cuneiform inscription known, and Biblica, by Cheyne, and the more systematic dis

perhaps the most important monument of antiquity | cussion of thesubject in Authority and Archæology,

a
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by Hogarth, to which many great scholars con- Exodus. That some of the tribes of Asher and

tributed, have made decided progress toward fuller possibly Ephraim may have returned to Palestine

recognition of biblical archæology. Orr, in the in the days of favor at court or have escaped after
Problem of the Old Testament, said of the science the days of oppression began, as seems to be in .

of archæology that it “ bids fair, before long, to dicated in Judges and by the Chronicler ( Judg. 0 :

control both criticism and history. ” And this 17 ; 1 Chron . 7:21, 22; Müller, Asien und Europa,

theme has systematic discussion in Kyle's recent p . 236), is so inherently reasonable and natural that

work, The Deciding Voice of the Monuments in it furnishes no ground for critical argument either

Biblical Criticism . Comprehensive application of for or against the biblical story. Days of freedom

archæological material to critical problems has and favor always are days of the liberty of move

been made by Jeremias in The Old Testament in ment. And when has it ever been that slaves did

the Light of the Ancient East, Eerdmanns in his not succeed in running away ?

Studien, Clay in Light on the Old Testament from ASHKELON . A brief exploration of the site 94
Babel, and Driver in his Introduction and Commen- oftheancient city of Ashkelonwas recently made

taries. These works, in addition to the great sources by Duncan Mackenzie. The history of civilization

of archæological facts, the works of Naville, Petrie, revealed by the layers of débris is about the same

Müller, Père Vincent, and all the older archæologi
as at Gezer and Beth -Shemesh, except the Israelite

cal research workers, have given to biblical ar remains, which are wanting. As Ashkelon re

chæology a place in the very first rank of biblical mained'a Philistine city, this was to be expected

study. Some of those who are now putting forth ( P.E.F.S., Jan. , 1913, pp. 8–23) .
archæology as authoritativo in biblical discussions,

as Jeremias and Eerdmanns, are advocates of very
ASSYRIA . Two notable works on Assyria 97

radical views of Scripture; others, as the various appeared in 1912. One was by Professor R.W.

writers in Authorityand Archæology, are adherents Rogers, Cuneiform Parallels to the Old Testament,

of the Wellhausen Biblical analysis of the Penta- being a large collection of transliterations and

teuch, and other books of the old Testament ; translations of the original texts of those passages

while others, as Orr, Clay, Naville, and Kyle, hold in cuneiform literature which furnish information

It is of greatmuch more conservative views of biblical interpre- on subjects treated in the Bible.
tation. But, whatever the conclusions reached, the interest and use to the general Bible student.The
discussion is giving archæology a place of far other book, a more technical work , is by Professor
greater importance in biblical study than ever Morris Jastrow, Religion Babyloniens und Assyr.

before. iens, with Bildermappe.

79 ARCHITECTURE. 5. Hebrew. (2) Va
BABYLONIA . - 3 . Ethnology. During 113

rious periods. Palestinian excavations since 1900 the past ten years there has been increasing in .

have added another period of Palestinian building clination to find an earlier home, if not the original

between the Stone Age and the Hebrews, namely, home, of Semitic culture in Amurru, Syria, and
Whether this branch of the race rethe Pre-Israelite Semitic period, usually called Palestine.

Amorite (Macalister, P.E.F.Š. 1902-09 , Bible Side mained thus near the second starting point of

Lights from Gezer and a History of Civilization world migration in the region of Ararat, drift

in Palestine). It cannot be said that this period ing gradually southward along the Mediterranean
added much to the great architecture of the world, coast, or whether this movement of Semitic people

but it did onething of importance, it gave to Pales- toward Canaan was a later one , it is impossible to

tine that form of village domicile which has con- say. The view of the origin of Semitic culture that

tinued in that land down to the present day. places it in this region , as the earliest origin now

92 ASENATA. Much stress has been laid in known, has been well stated and most completely

developed by Professor Clay ( Amurru ). From
critical works upon the names Asenath and Zaphe. thispoint it is believed they“journeyed east and

nath-paaneah as belonging exclusively to later found a plain in the land of Shinar.” . There they

Egyptian history not earlier than 900 B. C: " The mingled with the Sumerians and learned from them

Egyptian names Zaphenath -Paaneah, Potipherah, the cuneiform writing, and later “ went forth
and Asenath belong to types of names which do Ashur and builded Nineveh .”

not appear, or are not frequent, on the Egyptian

monuments till some centuries after the Exodus .
BABYLONIA.4. History . ( 5 ) Ham

From these facts, reached in complete independence murabi. See AMRAPHEL, SUPPLEMENT.

of criticism , the Egyptologists Steindorff, Brugsch, BAPTISM. The Hermetic Writings of Egypt 121

and Ebers all agree in inferring that the names in contain many references to baptism in very re

question did not originate before the 9th century markable terms. Formerly these Writings were

B. C.” ( Smith, Modern Criticism and the Preach- thought to be subsequent to the baptism of John

ing of the Old Testament, pp. 63–64) . This date, andof the apostles and early disciples of Jesus,

the 9th century B.C. , for these names would bring but a re-examination of the Writings ( Petrie,

the biblical record containing them down to that personal Religion Among the Ancient Egyptians)

date for origin. Asenath is now known from the has shown from internal evidence that the Writings

eleventh dynasty onward to the eighteenth, i. e. , comein large part from a period 500–300 B. C.

from about 2000 B. C.to near the time of the In these Writings (Corp. Herm . V ) about 300B. C.

Exodus (Kyle, The Deciding Voice of the Monu- occur such expressions as " baptize thyself with

ments, pp. 157–160). See JOSEPH.
this font's baptism . ” The application of water as

93 ASHER . There are indications that some of a symbol of purification makes use of a most

the tribe of Asher were in Palestine before the natural figure. It is not surprising that it should

>
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be found in other thanrevealed religion . But the trations of Greek religious societies. They bold ,

natural and true is God's everywhere ; that heathen in accordance with the standard Greek lexicons,

used it did not make it theirs, nor debar God from that the meaning of the word baptizo is to dip, im
his own. It has ever been the way of revelation merse, plunge. Professor Sophocles, a native

to adopt as symbols most familiar things . The Greek and an authority ou ecclesiastic termsof the

" tree of life" in the garden was a tree. The " bow ” | Roman and Byzantine period, so defines it, and he
in the clouds was à natural phenomenon . The says: “There is no evidence that Luke and Paul

materials of the Supper were the familiar materials and the other writers of the New Testament put

present at the Passover feast. So baptism adopted upon the word meanings not recognized by the

the symbol well known and used as expressive of Greeks.” That the word for baptism was technic

cleansing. The very essence of revelation is the ally applied to an ordinance of Christianity does

making known the unknown through the well notmake the act used as an ordinance anything
known and familiar. Otherwise it would not be different from the act signified by the original and

revelation. A revelation in an unknown tongueor persistent meaning of the word . Moreover, the

a religion with incomprehensible symbolism would figurative senses of it found in the New Testament
be no revelation at all.

are always in harmony with the literal meaning of

BAPTISM , BELIEVERS'. From the begin the word. These facts ,together with the uniform

ning the Christian Churches practiced baptism , and usage and practice of the New Testament, the

practiced it in the name of Jesus (Acts 2:38 ; 16:38 ; symbolic significance of baptism as a burial and

10:48 ; 19: 5 ; Gal. 3:24 ; Rom .6 :3 ; 1 Cor. 1:13-15 ; resurrection, and the witness of a host of scholars

12:13 ; Eph . 4 : 5 ; John 3 : 5). They clearly did so of all denominations, agree with the view that

under the conviction that they were acting according baptism is immersion , and that immersion

to the will of Christ,and,therefore, under the highest was the invariable practice of New Testament

authority. Even if the formalbaptismal command times.

of Jesus contained in Matt. 28:19 be left out of the It should be noted, however, that the stress

count on the grounds some take that it was unlike Baptists place on immersion is not because they

Jesus to give such a formula, that Paul seemed not believe it essential to salvation, but essential to the

to know it when he wrote that Christ had sent him ordinance itself. They insist that when one is

not to baptize but to preach the Gospel , and be baptized he should be really baptized. They would

cause it is considered out of harmony with the rest not have the pictured truth of the ordinance de

of the New Testament, which knows only of baptism stroyed or clouded by the substitution of someother

in the name of Jesus, it must be conceded that the act. Besides, they contend that the will of Christ

elements which this command contains came to be cannot be done, unless the thing commanded by

considered by later congregations as those which him is done. If Christ himself was immersed, then

constitute Christian baptism , and that the early we cannot follow his example unless we are im

Christians traced these elements back to a direct mersed. Why , they ask , should we do anything in

word of Jesus. If, in addition, Mark 16:16 be the name of baptism if we are unwilling for

set aside as a part of the spuriousappendix of that any reason to do what Christ did and what he

Gospel, so that no direct word of Jesus formally commands ?

instituting Christian baptism is left on record, we Coming now to the more specific and important

are nevertheless assured by the facts of the case subject of this article, Believers' Baptism . Bap

represented in these passages, and in the faith and tism was practiced at the command of Jesus as a

practice of these early Churches, that baptism preparation for, or condition of admission into

was practiced by Christians, and practiced in the his Messianic congregation (John 3:22 ; 4: 1 , 2 ).

form in which it was practiced , because it was be. The act was usually performed immediately after

lieved to be according to the will of Christ that it the recognition and confession of the Messiahship

should be so practiced. In short, it was the of Jesus and the decision on the part of the be

supreme authority of Christ here, as in all other liever to join the Messianic congregation (Acts 2 :

things pertaining to Christian faith and practice, 41 ; 8:38 ; 9:18; 10:33-48; 16:33). Baptism in

thatwas the fundamental presupposition with these the name of Jesus, then, was equivalent to a pro

early Christians. fession of faith in him , of entering formally into

Now Baptists hold to this fundamental principle, the relation of belonging to Christ, of subjecting

and accepting the Scriptures of the New Testament oneself to the lordship of Christ.

as they do, as the sufficient and authoritative reve- Accordingly, the invariable order is repent or

lation of Christ's will , they recognize them as justly believe and be baptized . They then that received

claiming their allegiance and obedience. They his word were baptized” ( Acts 2:41). Mark 16:16,

hold also, accordingly, that the two ordinances, “ He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved,”

baptism and the Lord's Supper, are the only out- is a witness to this order, as is also the gloss
ward forms embraced in the order of the churches Acts 8:36, 37 : " What doth hinder me to be

andobserved with Christ's sanction, and that the baptized ? '.. If thou believest with all thine

forms of these ordinances as essential to their heart thou mayest .” _ These and kindred passages

significance are to be preserved and observed ac- throughout the New Testament showthatbaptiem

cording to the will of Christ. was at the beginning simply the initial, voluntary,

They believe that Christian baptism had its root formal act of a Christian believer's public life as a

in the baptism of John, not in Jewish ablutions , member of a Messianic congregation or Christian

not in “ Proselyte baptism ,” as there is no evi . Church . Not a single clear exception to the rule

dence of its existence before the time of Christ, can be found. The burden of proof, therefore,

and certainly not in the mysterious, initiatory lus- I would seem to rest upon those whowould substitute
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something else for immersion as baptism , and convert baptisms. (f) Christ asserts the rights

some other than a believer as a true subject of of infants ( Matt. 19:14 ). (g) The promise is theirs

baptism . GEORGE BOARDMAN EAGER . (Acts 2:38, 39). (1) Housebold baptisms ( Acts

16:15 , 33; 1 Cor. 1:16). (i) Practice of Post

BAPTISM . - LUTHERAN VIEW . apostolic church. (j ) It fits the whole scheme of

Whatever the church gets from the hands of God , Redemption.

man presumably must have a blessing in it. As to mode, the Lutheran Church is stringent

Baptism was instituted by Christ (Matt. 28 :18-20; on what she believes to be doctrine revealed by

Mark 16 : 15, 16, 20) . God, but is liberal on government, forms and cere

John's B. Luther calls “ the vestibule to Chris- monies ( Augsburg Confession , Art. VII). It wil

tian Baptism,” Chemnitz calls it “ a transient never be admitted that immersion is the only mode

sacrament, ” John himself contrasts it with for valid Baptism . In general this position satisfies:

Christ's (Matt. 3:11 ; John 1:33 ; see also Acts “ Any quantity ofwater, in any way applied , in the

19 : 2-6) .
name of the Father and of the Son and of the

Christian Baptism is “ not simply water, but it is Holy Ghost constitutes Christian Baptism .”

the water comprehended in God's command and Geo. H. GERBERDING .

connected with God's Word ” ( Luther's Catechism ).

Water applied “ in the name of the Father and of BAPTISM . - TRINE IMMERSION. Trine

the Son and of the Holy Ghost " constitutes Chris. immersion is administered by a threefold dipping of

tian Baptism .
All are shapen in iniquity and the candidate,, -once for each name of theTrinity.

conceived in sin ,” “ by nature children of wrath " | It is the form of baptism observed by the Greek

(see Rom. 5:12 ; 8 :7 ; 1 Cor. 2:14 ; Matt. 15:19 ; and Armenian churches, numbering millions of ad.

James 1:14; Gal. 5:17 and references). See Augs- herents, and also by the Church of the Brethren

burg Confession, Art. 2; Sinalcald Articles, Part 3, and a few other Christian bodies in the United

Art. 1 ; Formula of Concord, Chap. 1. States and Canada . The authority of the practice

All need to be born again of the Holy Ghost is based on the meaning of the baptismal formula,

( John 3 : 3 , 5, 6; Gal . 6:15 ). God the Holy Ghost given by Jesus, and found in Matt. 28:19 , reading

can if he will recreate the sinful heart (Matt. 3: 9). thus: " Go ye therefore, and teach all nations,

He can effect this through simple means. Christ baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of

used saliva and clay to open the eyes of one born the Son , and of the Holy Ghost.” In this formula

blind, and fed thousands with five barley cakes and we have the names of the Trinity, and it is the

two fishes. He can use thewater and word of Bap - purpose of the three actions to symbolize the three

tism as a means of Grace. And this is His will . (See persons of the Godhead, — Father,Son, and Holy
Matt. 28:19 ; Mark 16:16 ; John 3 : 5 ; Acts 2:38 ; Ghost. The three actions constitute the one

22:16; Rom .6 :3; Gal . 3:27; Eph. 5 :25–26; Col. 2:12; baptism , mentioned in Eph. 4 : 5, they being looked

Tit. 3 : 6; 1 Pet. 3:21.) The Holy Ghost works upon as one, in the sense that the Father, Son, and

through this God -given means. And on the basis Holy Ghost are oue. Taking it the Christian

of such clear Scripture, which is nowhere changed world over, there are more than 100,000,000 per.

or explained away, Luther says in his Small sons who were dipped three times at their baptism .

Catechism , “ Baptism worketh forgiveness of sins, They claim triple immersion to have been the first

delivers from death and the devil, and confers ever practice of the earlychurches, and , in the language
lasting salvation on all who believe, as the Word of Dr. Wall, affirm that “ the way of trine immer

and promise of God declare.” Baptism then is a sion, or plunging the head of the person three

means of regeneration ; by it the seeds or germs times into the water, was the general practice

of the new life are implanted, and he who rightly of all antiquity." -- llistory of Infant Baptism,

receives it is brought into covenant relation with vol . i , page 419. They further maintain, as

the Triune God. stated by John Chrysostom , the learned Greek

Man is bound to the revealed means. God can orator, that “ Christ delivered to his disciples one

use other means or work without means. “ It is baptism , in three immersions of the body, when he

not the absence, but the contempt of the sacra- said unto them : 'Go teach all nations, baptizing

ment that condemns. " The Lutheran Church them in the name of the Father,' ” etc.

never taught either confessionally or through her J. H. MOORE.

reputable theologians that unbaptized infants are

lost. BELSHAZZAR . Belshazzar is now a well- 132

The Lutheran Church insists earnestly on Infant kuown personage. Nabonidus in a prayer to the

Baptism. She does this because, (a) As sinful by moon -god Sin pleads: “ And as for me, Nabonidus,

nature, infants need the regenerating grace of this the king of Babylon , protect thou me from sinning

sacrament. (6) God himself ordained infant mem- against thy exalted godhead, and grant thou me

bership among his covenant people ( infants at graciously a long life ; and in the heart of Bel

eight days old were circumcised) . God alone can shazzar, my firstborn son , the offspring of my loins,

recall such membership: He has never done so. set the fear of thine exalted godhead, so that he

Therefore it stands. ( ) The divine commission is , may commit no sin and that he may be satisfied
“ Baptize the nations ” —There never was a nation with the fullness of life ” (Price, The Monuments

without infants. ( d ) Thousands of infants were and the Old Testament, p. 241 ; also Rogers, Cune.

among those who were “ baptized unto Moses in iform Parallels to the Old Testament, 379).

the sea. ( e) There is not a case in the New Not all the events in the taking of Babylon are

Testament of one born of believing parents and yet understood, but much has become clear. The

baptized as an adult. The adult baptisms are all chronicle of Nabonidus says : " In the month of

"

"
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Tammuz, Cyrus, when he made battle in Kesh the same view of Canaanite religion as that given

(Opis) on the banks of the river Zalzallat, with the at Gezer and Taanach. Dr. Mackenzie mentions

soldiers of Accad, conquered the inhabitants of one curious identification , that of a flat stone on

Accad. On the 14th , Sippara was taken without a the side of the road on which probably the Ark

battle. Nabonidus fled. On the 16th Gobryas, rested . To one not familiar with oriental roads,

the governorof theland of Gutium, and the soldiers this seems an amazing identification. But the old

of Cyrus entered Babylon without a battle . Later roads are the paths of animals ; the donkeys and

Nabonidus was captured because he tarried in the camels were the road engineers . They followed

Babylon . To the end of the month the shield the course of least resistance and located the paths

bearers of Gutium guarded the gates of Esagila. accordingly, and the stopping places were put just

No arms of any kind were taken into Esagila or where the loaded beasts needed to stop and rest .

into the shrines ; nor was the standard carried in. For the same natural reason both roads and stop

On the third day of Marchesvan Cyrus entered ping places continue to this day wbere they have

Babylon. Difficulties were cleared. (? ) Peace was been from the beginning. The road from the

established for the city. Cyrus proclaimed peace Philistine cities, whence the cows bringing the Ark

for all Babylonia and from the month Kislev unto came, comes over the ridge here at Beth -shemesh

Adar the gods of Accad whom Nabonidus had in a low place, and to this day donkeys and camels

brought to Babylon returned to their cities. In coming by that road stop to rest at a certain spot,

Marchesvan, by night,on the 11th, Gobryas in ... and there, by the side of the road in the field , is a

and the son of theking was killed. From the 27th large flat stone, a part of the rock ledge , indeed ,

of Adar, until the 3d of Nisan, there was lamenta - jutting out of the hillside.

tion in Accad. All the people bowed their BEZALEEL. What Bezaleel could do is now 142

heads. " well illustrated in the abundant remains of jewelry

This is evidence that most of the events of the and decorations and art work in the great museum

taking of Babylon as described in the Bible did take at Cairo. Among manyother treasures are these :

place, and there is no necessary conflict between Let us sit before this great carved door and admire

the account in Daniel and the account by Naboni- its beauty. It comes from long before the Op

dus. The chronicler is interested in the great pression was over, perhaps from near the beginning

affairs of the army of Cyrus and the political of it. It is carved in very low relief, in panels

changes in the land , and so describes many things running across the door, increasing in elaborateness

of which Daniel makes no mention. The sacred and beauty from the bottom to the top. The lowest

historian, on the other hand, from his characteristic panel is a series of representations of doors ; the

viewpoint of God's providence, makes most out of next above is made up of alternating groups of

that later portion of the military operation when ornamental hieroglyphs ; and above these are two

In Marchesvan, by night, on the 11th, Gobryas larger panels of scenes of the king himself,

in ... and the son of the king was killed " ( Clay, Thothmes II, surrounded by his names and titles ,

Light on the Old Testament from Babel, p. 375 ). the delicate tracery of the birds and animals and

The archæological evidence supplements the Bible flowers of the hieroglyphs brought out in all the

account very much, but presents nothing contradic- rounded softness of low relief, the most difficult

tory to it, and makes nothing in it improbable. and beautiful of all carving. We must not esti

" The son of the king " in this particular Chronicle mate the work that was done for the tabernacle,

can hardly be any other than “ Belsbazzar, my “in carving of wood,” by the crude Oriental carv

firstborn son of the preceding part of the Chron. ing that comes into market to-day, but by this ,

icle of Nabonidus. which compares favorably with the famous medie

141 BETH-SHEMESH. 1. Ain -Shems is about val carving in the pulpit at Amsterdam or in the

three quarters of a mile S. W. of the modern cathedrals of England.

station ofDeir Aban on the Jaffa -Jerusalem railway. This great coffin from the tombs of the kings

It stands on a high promontory on the mountains has the five exposed sides completely overlaid with

of Judea which juts out near the valley of Sorek . pure gold , not the thin gold leafwhich we know , but

Ain -Shems has been excavated by Dr. Duncan beaten plates of gold . The gold beaten “ into thin

Mackenzie under the auspices of the Palestine Ex plates and cut into wires " to work it in “ blue, and

ploration Fund. It was an ancient Canaanite High in purple, and in scarlet, and in fine linen with

Place, and like all such High Places, as Gezer, skilful work ,” may yet be seen in process of man.

Megiddo, Taanach, and probably also Carmel, ufacture at Assiut, and also among the showy

occupies a most commanding site — was in fact a articles of personal adornment of many ladies

high place . Much the same evidence on thehistory who have been to see the wonders of modern
of civilization in Palestine appeared here as at Egypt.

Gezer. The habitations of the Cave Dwellers, Who that has seen the pots and pans and skil.

probably_aborigines, appear here exactly as lets of the ancient Romans, which have been re

there . These are followed by the pre -Israelite covered from Pompeii and elsewhere, has not

Semitic remains, probably Amorite, and then by wondered at the beauty and artistic workmanship
Israelite remains. Not nearly so many Egyptian of those compared to our own plebeian domestic

remains were found here as at Gezer; naturally utensils ? Butthose scarcely surpass in design and

enough , as Gezer continued an Egyptian city, at workmanship this large collection of such vessels

least still claimed by the Pharaoh down to the time from the ruined, altars and palaces of Egypt.

of Solomon, and Solomon admitted the claim by They give us a vivid idea of " the vessels of the

accepting it as a dower with his wife. The High altar, the pots, and the shovels, and the basins, the

Place with a row of standing stones presents here flesh hooks,and the firepans ” which Bezaleel made.
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Besides, here are still more exquisite pieces in gold fortifications. The great walls of cities and forti.

and silver from the very time of the Exodus ; this fications in ancient Egypt by their very massive.

silver pitcher delicately worked in a conventional ness afforded almost impregnable defense against

flower pattern with a band of hieroglyphs, the rim all the methods of attack then known. Besides

a gold band and the handle an admirably figured the great walls and the fortress at Pithom , the

goat trying to climb into the pitcher ; or this cup enormous walls of the Hyksos fortified the camp

in solid gold, ornamented in hieroglyphs and leaf found at Tell el-Yehudiych by Petrie, in 1906, and

ornaments, and this bowl of solid silver completely again at On (Heliopolis) in 1912 are the best ex .

covered with beautiful chasing. No silversmith's amples of defenses of sun -dried bricks. These

window of New York or London can give us hints Hyksos walls were about one hundred and thirty

of higher art ormore skilful workmanship than we feet broad ; that at Heliopolis built around a cen .

find here. tral core of mud and sand upon which the brick

Before me in these cases are wonderful speci- were laid in sloping fashion . These walls remain

mensof linen, some light and flimsy like a gossamer almost intact to this day, but are now nearly com.

of silk , and more delicate than the finest produce pletely covered by the mud from the sediment of

of the Belfast looms. Other is heavy damask, rich the Nile inundation. Notwithstanding the waters

and soft. Still other is a linen crepe with all the of the inundation have flowed around and over this

crinkled texture of that beautiful fabric . Then see wall for a thousand years, it is still so solid that

these pieces embroidered in “ blue.” How did the diggers recognize it instantly from the sur

they make a “ blue ” that would keep in these deli- rounding mud as soon as the pick is struck into it.

cate shades for three thousand five liundred years ?

Next to an examination of thewardrobe of the religious forms and beliefs,those amidst which
BUSH, BURNING . Studies in Egyptian 169

priests of the tabernacle itself is the privilege of Israel then dwelt and from which Moses was to

looking upon these “ fine twined linens ” and em- deliver them , set the symbolism of theburning

broideries of ancient Egypt.
The best things are yet to be seen , for the rich bush in a very different light. The prevailing idea

est of allthe workof Bezaleelmust have been the The secret place of the god in an Egyptian temple
was that God dwelt in darkness and was dangerous.

jewelry of the high priest. This jeweled dagger was in perpetualdarkness and the approach was
hasthe blade set in a heavy gold socket,the hilt is by a risingandnarrowing and ever-darkening way,
resplendent with precious stones, and the pommel

is crescent-shaped of lapis lazuli. These two gold and the mystery in which the divinity dwelt, while
so as to impress the worshiper with the darkness

necklaces are of the finest workmanship, one with the dread ofthe gods was inculcated by many other

abutterfly pendant of microscopic filigreework, devices. The scene at the burning bush was to
the other has three little eight-pointed stars of

similar delicacy. prepare Moses for the work of training the Israel

Here are also hawk breastpins, less than an inch ites in a revealed religion, one that began with the

and a half from tip to tip of the wings, each revelation that God, instead of being dark and

feather of which is a separate gem set in gold.' But dangerous, would enlighten and not destroy his

surpassing all else in the collection in this jewel ginning ofthe revelationofhimwhowas the Light
people. This scene in the wilderness was the be

room are these breastplates. The base is of mass of the world. The fire in the bush revealed God;

sive, solid gold, which appears at the back of the the interpretation that the bush representedthe

gem. Even there the feathers of the vultures are Church of God in the fires of affliction in Egypt

worked out with such infinite pains as only a glass

can show. The front ofthe breastplate defies all yetnotconsumed , is repugnantto this revelation

description. It is of the same gold framework at the bush that God is the Light and Saviour of

the world . He is there seen manifesting his glory
which we have already seen , with precious stones

for theinlaying, a kind of work which deties suc- thewickedness of the Egyptians. The reference
(Acts 7:30) and not any evil whatever, much less

cessful imitation to-day. Birds andflowers, the to the good will of him thatdwelt in the bush ”

names of kings, and mythological creatures and is not compatible with the idea of affliction in the

scenes are joined together in some of the most That scene re

beautiful creations which the jeweler's art has vealed his " good will," and the crown of the
symbolism there (Dent. 32:16).

ever produced.
blessing upon Joseph.

BITTERN (Heb. 71E7, 767, kip-pode'). By
CALF, GOLDEN. Formerly it was generally 178

many kip -pode is thought to be a bird,but others agreed that the golden calfwas copied from the

render porcupine as the R. V. The porcupine is a Egyptian Apis. Much additional light in recent
shy and man-fearing animal, and is more likely years makesthis very improbable. Apis worship
than the bittern to dwell in ruins. The porcupine

is found along the sea coast and in the lower of thebull.If Israel desired to introduce Apis
was the worship of the living bull, pot of the image

mountain districts of Palestine and Syria. Its worship ,with which they probably were familiar,

flesh is eaten by the natives. It is covered with they would have searched the herds for a young

quills , is nocturnal in its habits, and seldom seen bull with the marks which were esteemed essential,

by man (Isa. 14:23 ; 34:11 ; Zeph. 2:14).
and, failing to find such, would have given up their

168 BRICK. 2. Egyptian. The value of sun- designs for Apis worship . Even if the worship of
dried brick can best be understood now by the re- an image of the bull was allowable, which is ex

turn to earthworks in military fortifications. With ceedingly doubtful, they would certainly bave

the increasing power of projectile weapons, earth- searched first to see if a real bull might be found.
works now afford better protection than stone The view that the golden calf was an image of the

6

1
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Apis bull arises out of a confusion of Apis worship are there practiced on the ignorant, together with

with Serapis worship . This latter was a combina- the wonderful adaptation of Gordon's Calvary to the

tion of Apis worship with the worship of Osiris , demands of Christian sentiment for a suitable place

whence the name Serapis, Osiris-Apis. In Serapis for the crucifixion and the burial. The discovery

worship the image of the bull was very commonly of what is now known as the Garden Tomb at the

worshiped. In thevaluable collection illustrating side of Skull Hill, or Gordon's Calvary, has added

Serapis worship in the Louvre Museum this may much impetus to general acceptance of this site as

be seen abundantly shown. But this Serapis wor- the true Calvary. Added to these things, the

ship did not arise until about one thousand years pictures of this little knoll with holes in the sides,

after Israel left Egypt. Information concerning the which give it very much the gruesome appearance

Mnevis bull whose worship was much in vogue in of a skull, and are even pointed out as part of the

the delta, especially at On (Heliopolis), bas been evidence in favor of this site, and a very appealing
coming to light little by little. A picture of the

image of this bull is known which is painted yel .

low, the usual Egyptian method of representing

gold . If Israel worshiped any Egyptian god at

Sinai , it is far more likely to have been Mnevis,

since the Israelites were a delta people and ap

parently a golden image of this god was worshiped

in Egypt.

It is, however, much more likely that the calf

worship at Sivai was Semitic calf-worship prevalent

among Semitic peoples from very early times down

until at least the Babylonian captivity. Thus the

sin of Aaron at Sinai would be much the same as

that of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, the worshiping

of Jehovah by images. In these cases the lapses

were into primitive Semitic worship of the young

bull , which was regarded as the visible symbol of

power. This explanation scems more in accord
Interior of the Garden Tomb.

also with the words of worship used by the Israel

ites at Sinai. “ These be thy gods,O Israel, which

have brought thee up out of Egypt.” Could they case is made out for those who wish to find such a

be supposed to believe that an Egyptian god had place for the crucifixion and burial as Christian

turned against Egypt and brought them out ?
sentiment can approve. But Christian sentiment

was not consulted in the selection of the place of
179 CALVARY. There has been much develop the crucifixion. Roman soldiers chose the site,

ment of theories concerning the location of Calvary and Christian sentiment was not even on the hor

since the beginning of this century, but very little izon . And having had nothing to do with the
progress toward actual identification , The hill selection of the site it must not be allowed to have

north of the Damascus gate suggested by Colonel anything to do with identifying it. The idea that

there was a hill at the place of the crucifixion is

entirely gratuitous. There is no hint of it in the

Bible. The " green hill far away ” is the sentiment

of modern hymnology. The garden which makes

such delightful appearance now is, of course, the

work of its German caretaker. There are no old

gardens in that region. Titus leveled every garden

and orchard between his camp and the city wall

for themaneuvering of his troops and the operat

ing of his machines. All gardens after that date

must be entirely new. The holes which give the

hill the appearance of a skull are the work of

quarrymen within the memory of those now living

in Jerusalem . The best that can be said for this

location of Calvary is that the tomb is just such a

tomb as that in which the Lord lay.

Concerning the site of the Church of the Holy

Exterior of the Garden Tomb. Sepulcher not much more can be said than for

Skull Hill. The ridiculous superstitions which lo

Conderhas been adopted with great enthusiasm by cate the tomb of Adam , show the holes in whieh

many persons . Public attention was called to it the crosses stood, the slab on which they say the

first, or at least with greatest influence, by General Lord was laid for his anointing, and a crack left

Gordon. Two things have powerfully operated to- by the earthquake, in addition to what is claimed

ward acceptance of this site among many Chris. to be the very tomb itself, and all within the small

tians; repugnance to the ridiculous and revolving space enclosed by the church walls, fill one with

superstitions which attach to the Church of the disgust. But neither did superstition have any

Holy Sepulcher and the disgusting shams which thing to do with locating the place of the crucifixion
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censers

and must not be allowed to frighten us away from there have been found a Hittite palace and some

it, if real evidence attest the locality . But as to Hittite inscriptions . The palace is similar in

this real evidence, very little can be said . Of character to the great palace at the northern capital

Queen Helena's dream by which she claimed to of the Hittites at Bogbatz-keui uncovered by Pro

locate the crosses and the tomb nothing can be said fessor Winckler in 1906.

except that probably she had the dream . Of the
CENSER. The tabernacle was Egyptian in 191

Jerusalem traditions which may have influenced its architecture,and the furniture,at least in part,

her dream we know nothing. Whatever they may the veil and the ark, followed Egyptian forms

have been , if they existed, they are absolutely all stripped of all idolatrous symbolism . It is thus

the evidence there is for the place . Moreover, if probable that the censer was also Egyptian, as

the crucifixion was at this point, the city wall must were very common in the worship in

have been just at the foot of a steep declivity. No Egyptian temples. The Egyptian censer wasusu.

engineer would ever build a city wall thus, when ally, if not always, a dish or bowl , probably of

by extendingit a very little he could get far enough bronze, with a handle, sometimes very short, some

up on the hillside to prevent any enemy standing times about two feet in length. Many such censers

outside and shooting over the wall . The site of from every era are seen in Egyptian sculpture.

Calvary is lost probably forever . We can only

say that itwas not far from this place;but, like narrative of the campaign of the four kings from
CHEDALAOMER . Careful attention to the 197

Mary in the garden, we “ know not where they
the East together with the study of the geography

have laid him . "

of that campaign, as now fairly well understood,
183 CANDACE. Recent excavations in Nubia have caused much misapprehension of this famous

under the auspices of the University of Pennsyl- passage to disappear. The imperial armies of the

vania have brought to light some interesting traces Elamite allies were on a great campaign, which,

of that dynasty of queens to which Candace be having reached the Palestinian border, swept down

longed. A large bronze or copper bowl was found the E. side of the Jordan to the lower end of

engraved with the picture of one of the successors the Dead Sea, subduing all the tribes along the

of Candacesitting in state under a palm tree, at- way, then turned westward and again northward

tended by the royal fanbearers. Attendants are through the Amorite region W. of the Dead Sea,

also seen bringing to the queen a large bowl of and finally closed the campaign in the valley where

milk , a mark of the greatest honor and esteem to the Cities of the Plain attempted to make a stand

this day in the Sudan.
against the imperial troops. They were completely

186 CAPERNAUM . German explorations at defeated in this attempt and overthrown. Then

Tell-Hum have gone far to establish this place as the great army from the East set out on its return

the real site of Capernaum. The old method of march . The campaign was over. Abraham hear

locating places by inference from biblical refering of the predicament of Lot, carried off among

ences must give way to the more scientific method the captives and the spoil, gathered his household

of identifying places by their ruins and then and allies and followed. It must be noted that the

understanding the Scripture by the location rather baggage train of plunder and captives is not the

than fixing the location by interpretation. The main army of fighting men .
Lot and the plunder

full report of the German work at Tell -Hum has would be with this train and not with the great

not yet been published, but the discovery of an army of the warriors. Abraham and his Bedouin

important city and especially a great and beautiful allies came up with the baggage train at the head

synagogue, together with the absence of any iden- of the Jordan and hung upon its ianks until it had

tification of an important city or large buildings at reached Damascus, when, by a night attack, a suc

Kahn Minyeh, make it practically certain that Tell- cessful raid was made. Lot, with some of the

Huu is the site of the Saviour's city. One may plunder, was rescued . The purpose of Abraham

stand there today on the very pulpit or reading being accomplished, the raiders immediately drew

platform from which, most probably, Christ off to return . That the imperial army on its return

preached the sermon on the bread that came down march would stop to give attention to a band of
from heaven. The full publication of the work marauders who in a night foray had rescued a few

done at this point may be expected with great captives and a little plunder is not to be thought
interest. of for a moment ; and get the account properly

188 CARCHEMISH . Everything pertaining to describes the attack and defeat of Chedalaomer

the Hittites is of interest in these days. The world and bis allies, because the guards, probably far

is talking about the Hittite literature, the Hittite outnumbering Abraham's party , belonged to the

capital, a Hittite empire, and the Hittite power as
imperial army. The raid was completely success.

a third great world -power with Egypt and Assyria. ful in the face of great danger and fearful odds

And now the British Museum has sent an accom and is properly described as, for the little band of

plished archæologist, D. G.Hogarth ,to begin ex- Abraham, a great victory.

cavations at Carchemish, the site of the old south- CHERUB. The cherubim of the Tabernacle 199

ern capital of the Hittites on the Euphrates. bear little or no relation to the cherubim of Eden

Professor Sayce , who does so much for biblical or of heaven . The name cherub seems here to be

research, and who is ever on the watch for any taken in a general way to mean a symbolical,

thing that may reflect even a ray of light upon winged creature. These cherubim of the Taber

Bible history , gives an account of a visit to the nacle, likemost of the “ pattern showed ” to Moses

scene of the excavations at this interesting place . “ in the Mount,” were certainly taken from Egyptian

The work has not progressed very far, but already forms, the idolatrous symbolism being, in each case,
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left behind. The sheltering of wings is one of the kept stable . This state of stability continued

most common and beautiful symbols seen in Egypt, down until perhaps fifty years ago when the delta

and also in Assyrian sculpture, wbich copied it of the Jordan had grown large and opportunity for

from Egypt. It is a natural, and most beautiful expansion of the evaporating area to the S. was ex

and expressive symbol of tender providential care. bausted, and then the sea began to rise again , and

It is used in the language of many biblical writers, gradually take possession once more of the delta

and even by the Lord himself. of the Jordan to increase the area of evaporation ;

204 CHRONOLOGY, NEW TESTAMENT. andthus an island is today seen in the making.

Now the Cities of the Plain could not have been

Much light has been thrown upon the dates of New

Testament events and upon the subject of New at the N. end of the sea, for little, if any, of the

Testament chronologyby the explorations con- delta of theJordan was then in existence and that
Had the cities beenducted by Sir Williain Ramsey in Asia Minor ( The only the highest portion .

Cities of St. Paul ; The Letters to the “ seven there or on the bluffs above the delta , the ruins

Churches , Pauline and Other Studies in Early would be discoverable to this day. But if they
Christian History ; St. Paul in Asia Minor ; st. were at the lower end of the sea, then when the

Paul the Traveler and Roman Citizen). waters were shoved out over that tongue of land

214
CIRCUMCISION. For the existence of cir- bythe filling in of the delta of the Jordan they

cumcision among the Egyptians,reliance had form . covered the ruinsof the cities, and they are there

at the bottom of the sea to this day. Only marine
erly to be placed almostwholly upon the statements explorations will settle the question finally, but

of ancient writers, especially Herodotus ;but re: thesegeologicalchangesleavelittle room for doubt

cently pictured representations of the operation of that the Cities of the Plain were at the S. end of
circumcision have been found by Professor W. Max

the sea .

Müller ( Egyptological Researches, 1906).

215

CORINTH . The American School of Classi- 228
CITIES OF THE PLAIN . Recent changes cal Studies at Athens, under the auspices of the

at the Dead Sea seem to throw a new and clearer American Institute of Archeology, bas been con

light on the locationof the Cities ofthePlain. ducting excavations at old Corinthsince 1896. A
TheDead Sea is rapidly rising. Along the eastern considerable portion of the most important parts

shore of thesea, at the foot of Jebel Usdum , of theancient city has been laid bare. A number

there was, a few years ago, quite a little beach ; of old fountains of elaborate architecture and fine

now there are four feet of water against the foot

of the cliff. The River Arnon had quite a delta sacred spring for the use of the priests and the
workmanship were found. Among them is a

down to recentyears ; now the delta has entirely service of the temple. This fountain had been

disappeared and boats pass over the place where it sealed up in thethird century B. C. , probably from

Underneath the water may be seen the failure of the water, and never again opened

stumps of great trees which once grew there. untilMr. Hill and his workmen found it. In front

Twenty years ago a small island lay in the sea near of this fountain ran a carved wall composed of

the N. end ; even fifteen years ago picnic parties

resorted thither ; now boats row
alternating plain panels and triglypbs. One of the

overthe spot plain panelswas found to be a secret door opening
without obstruction and a new island may be seen

in the making at the N. end of the sea in the delta handle to reveal to the beholder its character as a
in, upon being pushed, and having no lock nor

of the Jordan. The water has passed N. of a por: door. Within the passage to which this door led

tion of the coast to some slightly lower land and

now has nearly cut off another portion of thedelta locked door a passage continued by a tortuous way
was another door having a lock . Beyond this

as an island. As nearly as can be learned, for no
exactrecords ofthe Dead Sea have been kept for to aconsiderable distance and ended at the back

of an altar in a very old temple. At the end of

any long period, this rising of the sea began about the passage wasa megaphone arrangement cut in

fifty years ago, but has becomequite rapid within the stone bywhich some one passing from the dis

the lastfifteen years. Themeaning ofthis phenom, tantpriests” spring coulddeliver inagreatsepul.
can be inferred with practical accuracy chral tone the oracles to the multitudes waiting in

from observation of geological formations and the temple. Such a device had been believed to
changes. The delta of the Jordan, formed, of have existed in ancient temples, but this is the
course, by the detritus of that river, is now about first time ithas been actually found. A warning

eight miles in extent, i . e., once themouth ofthe inscription on the wall near the spring forbade any
Jordan was eight miles farther N. than it is now.

Thefilling in of this delta diminished the evaporat- ofmoney."
one to pass along that way, “penalty eight pieces

ing surface of the Dead Sea, and the re-establish

ment of an equilibrium between inflow and evap: cleared, asalso the ancient Basilica. Thestepsof
The Agora of ancient Corinth bas also been

oration required the sea to rise. Far down the the Agora,which served as a rostrum for those

sea a tongue ofland runs out from the E., now who would harangue the public, are in situ, and in

under a few feet of water, not many years ago a the Basilica there is a very ancient part which is

ford for camels. Beyond it to the S. isa broad plain probably , though not certainly, the judgment hall
a little lower, now covered with water. With the

of Gallio.

rise of the sea by the filling in of the delta at the

N. end the waters were at last pushed out over CRETE. Arthur J. Evans in 1894 obtained a 233

that tongue of land in the S., thus quickly increas- clue of the possibilities of Cretan discoveries in

ing the area of evaporation and causing equilibrium some three- and four-sided seals which he found at

between inflow and evaporation to be restored and Athens. They were engraved with strange biero

once was.

enon

а
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glyphic characters, certainly neither Egyptian nor Cyaxeres ” (Wilson, Did Daniel Write Daniel?
Hittite . He learned that these seals were from p. 56 ) . Æschylus in his Persoe mentions a Mede

Crete . Again , in the same year and the beginning as the first leader, followed by Cyrus.
There oc

of 1895, a series of explorations to locate the most curs in the Scholiast upon Aristophanes this state

favorable site for excavation was made and the yet ment, “ The Daric ( i . e . , the coin) is not named

remaining part of the site at Kephalah was secured from Darius (Hystaspes), the father of Xerxes, but

for the work of excavating. The result of the from another preceding king.” Finally, a general

work was the uncovering of a large portion of the of Cyrus's army, Gobryas, whose name is Median ,

Palace of Minos, who, however much this name plainly appears in command at Babylon at the time

may cover, thus passes from the realm of myth the Persians began their rule ; he took the king.

and becomes in some sense historical. The palace dom .' Considering that it was common, as it is

is on a far larger scale than the palaces at Tiryns still common , for Eastern monarchs, as well as

and Mycenæ. Within the palace was discovered Western monarchs, to have several names, it is not

the base of a larye altar, a large magazine with at all impossible that the Cyaxeres of Xenophon,

store-jars, the magazine still containing a number Gobryas of Nabonidus, and “ Darius the Mede"
of great jars. The throne room of the palace was are one and the same person . He would be a

also identified There were also beautiful frescoes hardy critic, indeed , who would dare to say that

which introduce us to a new epoch in the history | “ Darius the Mede ” is impossible. Some Greek

of painting. The colors are almost as brilliant as archæologists now claim that there are indications

when laid on three thousand years ago. Among that Greek music was an introduction
from the

the decorations is a painting of a group of ladies East, probably from Persia . The tendency of

with strangely modern -looking costumes . The musical instruments to carry their names with them

ladies seem to be engaged in lively conversation ; is well known. It is certain that there was a very

altogether the scene seems to be so modern and wide intercourse of Greeks with other nations as

lifelike that a French gentleman visiting the ex- early as the eighteenth and nineteenth Egyptian

plorer exclaimed at the sight of them , “ Ce dynasties, about nine hundred years before Nebu

sont des Parisiennes ” (“ These Parisian chadnezzar. W. Max Müller finds those whom he

ladies ” ). thinks to be Ægeans in Egypt about 2500 B. C. ,

But the crowning discovery was a clay receptacle and Mesopotamians on the Nile at the same early

containing a horde of tablets, some in the same date ( Müller, Egyptological Researches, 1904 , p. 16,

hieroglyphics as the above-mentioned seals, but the pls. 6-7 ; also p. 9). It is evident that there was

great mass of them , amounting to over a thousand intermingling of foreign peoples over the East at a

inscriptions, in a form of writing which belongs to much earlier date than has been generally thought.

another and much more advanced system of linear There is nothing impossible in Greek minstrels

characters. Much study and comparison will be themselves being present in the great orchestra of

necessary for the full elucidation of these materials. Nebucha dvezzar at this late date.
The language, even, is not certainly known, but is Daniel has not been found, and not certainly

probably some primitive form of Greek (A. J. Darius the Mede. There is nothing to do but to

Evans, Smithsonian Institution Report, 1901 , wait for the further evidence from archæology

pp . 425-37). which , judging by the development of the past

245 DANIEL. The critical discussion about the half century, will not long be delayed . The uni

reality of Daniel, the trustworthiness of his story form tendency of the evidence thus far to substan

and the date of the authorship of the book that tiate the details of the life and book of Daniel

bears his name still rages with unabated zeal. But may well give hope that the final outcome of

little by little, for many years archæological evi- the critical discussion will be in the

dence has been coming to light bearing upon de direction.

tails of the story of Daniel's career . Belshazzar is 2. DARIUS THE MEDE. This king men- 247

now a well-known personage (see BELSHAZZAR ). tioned by Daniel is not yet identified by this name.

He was not the immediate son of Nebuchadnezzar, There can be little doubt that in person he is to be

but of Nabonidus. Nor was Nabonidus the son of identified with Gobryas , a general of Cyrus who

Nebuchadnezzar, but there is evidence which points took Babylon. That Darius is but another name

to a daughter of Nebuchadnezzar as the wife of for this same general is quite in accord with the

Nabonidus and the mother of Belshazzar. Not all custom of oriental monarchs (indeed , modern

the events of the taking of Babylon are yet under- occidental monarchs for that matter)of having more

stood, but the account has become clearer ( Chron . than one name. The mention by the Scholiast of

icle of Nabonidus, Clay, Light on the 0. T. from Aristophanes that the “ Daric is not named from

Babel, pp. 374-75). It is even now apparent from Darius (Hystaspes) the father of Xerxes, but from

independent evidence that most of the events of another preceding king " may quite probably refer

the taking of Babylon as described in the Bible to this Darius . The custom of having subordi.

did take place. And there is no necessary conflict nate kings was much practiced by Persian mon

between the account in Daniel and the account by archs. Professor R.D. Wilson (comp. Orr, Problem

Nabonidus and Cyrus (Clay, Light on the 0. T. of 0. T., p . 534 ) has shown that there are five

from Babel, pp . 374–75 , 381–84 ) . Darius the Assyrio -Babylonian words meaving in Aranaic

Mede is still a mysterious personage, but not as king.” Three of these denote subordinate rulers.

mysterious as he was; nor was he ever quite as Any of these words might be rendered into Hebrew

mysterious as he is sometimes represented to be . by king." Further he has shown, what is

Xenophon says that a Mede succeeded to the apparent even in the English Bible , that " king "

throne of Babylon. He gives him the name sometimes means little more than mayor of a city.

same
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So that, though Cyrus was himself “ king,” it is DEAD SEA . Recent observations at the 268

quite in accordance with custom that there should Dead Sea are of much interest . See CITIES OF

be another subordinate “ king," as Darius the THE PLAIN, SUPPLEMENT.

Mede, resident at Babylon.
DISPERSION OF MANKIND . The re- 278

248 DAVID . - 1 . Name. The name of Israel's lation of the confusion of tongues at Babel to the

great king, David, which formerly stood alone in dispersion of the race over the world is placed in a

records of ancient history,has recently been found different light by recent discoveries together with

part of the name of an early Sumerian king at Bys- careful attention to the form of the narrative in

mia by the explorations of J. Edgar Banks, begin. Genesis. There has been a growing tendency for

ning in 1903. The statue of this early king was found some years to question the view that Babylon was

and his full name is Lugal-daudu, the second part the source of Semitic culture ( see AMORITE), and

of which is undoubtedly David ; indeed, almost its its course westward. And now by the investiga

exact equivalent in modern Arabic. No historical tions of many, especially the work of Professor

connection is apparent between this early king Clay (Amurru), it is well established that the

David in Babylon and the king of Israel at Jeru. source and courge of Semitic culture was very dif.

salem , though there may be a lineal descent of the ferent from that view which derived it from Baby
name, other links of which may yet appear. lon. Careful study of names, especially the names

of gods, shows that the Semitic culture of Babylon

255 DAVID , CITY OF. There has been a com

plete reversal of opinion concerning the location of Amorites.” Here after the food, how long after
came from the West, Amurru, “ the land of the

the City of David within the few years since the ward it is impossible to say, the culture began and

explorations of Bliss and Dickey, south of the from this point extended into Babylonia. The

present city of Jerusalem. See Zion and Oppel, words " journeyed east and found a plain in the

SUPPLEMENT.
land of Shinar ” refer probably exclusively to tbis

257 DEAD, THE . - 1. Egyptian. Much has Semitic emigration , and thus the confusion of

been learned concerning the Egyptian belief of the tongues at Babel had to do only with this branch

state and experiences of the dead since the days of of therace, “the whole earth, ” as in many cases in

Wilkinson, especially since the translation and study the Bible and out of it, being limited to the scope

of the Pyramid texts (Breasted, Development of Re- of the subject in hand. The invariable literary

ligion and Thought in Ancient Egypt) has opened method of the Book of Genesis, which is divided

the way for much more complete understanding of into ten parts, is to give first and briefly in each

Egyptian ideas concerning the dead. There was part a general view of other peoples of the world,

much progress in the belief of the Egyptians con- including the chosen line of descent, and then,

cerning the future state, from the gross material- much more in detail, the history of the chosen line.

istic conceptions in the earliest times, toward some Thus the tenth chapter of Genesis gives in brief

partial approach to the idea of a real resurrection outline the dispersions of the nations, including the

near the Christian era . In the earliest times the Semitic people, an outline of bistory which extends

dead man was supposed to come out of the tomb far down the course of human progress and im .

in the body and partake of the food provided in plies the existence of many languages. Then, hav .

the antechamber of the tomb for his use. An ing finished this general account, the author of

actual door was provided for him, as may be seen Genesis takes up more in detail the history of the

in the tombs at El Kab . Later a false door, i . e. , Semitic people, the chosen line of descent, and

the sculptured appearance of a door, was substi- gives an account of the confusion of tongues and

tuted for the real door, and the dead man was the resulting division of races wbich took place

pictured as seated within the tomb partaking of among, Semitic people as an illustration of the

the food presented without, to which in some mys- method of dispersion all over the world. This is

terious way he was supposed to have access with - in exact accord with the account wbich science

out a real door. The next step in the progress gives of the way in which different tongues arise,

finds him released from the confines of the tomb indeed, are still arising, in the world, though easy

and going away through the heavens in the boat of communication in these days has diminished this

the sun and coming back again to his place. All progress almost to the vanishing point.

the while this progress in doctrine went on, the EAST. 1. Keh'-dem. The East, the Quedem 288
provisions were still brought by the friends for the of the ancients,isthe Bible name for the country
dead man's use . The idea that the ka, the mys- E. and S. E. of Palestine. It was well known to the

terious double of the dead mau, could live onthe Egyptians, and even the Hebrew name wasadopted
kas, the doubles, of the food , gained acceptance. by them as the name for that land, as in the jour
From this it was but an easy step to the notion neys of Sinuhit (Chabas, Records of the Past, new
that the picture of the food , or a wish for its sup; series, ii, pp. 18-36).
plying, would furnish all that the ka of the dead

man needed . The Egyptian doctrine of rising EDOM. Edom's place in history has been 291

from the dead never did become a doctrine of a clearly identified in the papyrus Anastasia ,wherean

real resurrection , but was always a doctrine of officer of Seti Merenptah II reported to tbe Phar.

resuscitation to the same old life upon “ oxen, aoh " that the Bedouin tribe of the Edomites

geese, bread, beer, wine, and all good things " passed the frontier guard near Thuku (Succoth ) to
(comp. Maspero, Guide to the Cairo Museum ; the lakes of Pithom of Merenptah in Thuku, in

Breasted , Developmentof Religion and Thought in order to pasture their beasts onthe land of Pbar.

Ancient Egypt). aob ” (Müller, Asien und Europa, p. 136).

2
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293 EGYPT. Recent years have added many in- part cut from the solid rock of the hillside, bas

portant discoveries in Egypt. 1. Discoveries in been bared. The stage is still standing; the same

Egyptian history have come through the uncover. stage from which the town clerk delivered his most

ing of Tel el- Yehudiyeh ,Memphis and On ( Helio- diplomatic and sarcastic speech for the quieting and

polis) by Petrie, in the necropolis of Memphis shaming of the mob which had collected to ex

about the great pyramids by Reisner and in other press its disapproval of the work of Paul and bis

cemeteries elsewliere ; and many unconnected his companions. The most beautiful of all remaining

torical facts were brought to light through the structures at Ephesus is the ruined library in ex .

Egyptological researches of Müller. At Tel el.Ye- quisite white marble.

hudiyeh, the hill of the Jew's daughter, was found

the remains ofthe temple of Onias, a miniature of villages and towns on this plain is characteristic of
ESDRAELON , PLAIN OF. The lack of 330

the temple in Jerusalem . Underneath the ruinsof the East. Villages and small towns are nearly al.

the times of Onias the great wall of the Hyksos ways secluded . Even a city set on a hill ” is as

fortified camp was found. The sloping sides ofthe notable today as in the time of Christ. The same
wallshowed the Hyksos to be “ bow ” people. At absence of villages in the great agricultural lands

Memphis a colossalalabaster sphinx twenty-six feet may be noticed in Bulgaria and even in parts of

long wasfound. It bearsno name, but is from the France. The Plain of Esdraelon is now once again
eighteenth, or best work of the nineteenth dynasty .

a great wheat field . One may be detained for
It is the greatest movable sphinx yet discovered. hours in his journey in going around the wheat.

The palace of Apries at Memphis (the Pharaoh

Hophri of the Bible) has also been examined, re- of cattle of the Bedouin may be seen grazing.
portions where wheat is not sown, fine herds

vealing more fully than ever before the character

of a palace of a great Pharaoh. This discovery is to be found near the Suez Canal. Etham is
ETHAM . Professor Naville thinks this place 334

confirms the suspicion which before existed that
the Hyksos were of the desert people to the E. of equivalent to the Egyptian Khetam, a fortress.
Egypt. Of still greater interest is the revelation The particular fortress meant was probably on the

of the first year of work on the site of the great
Shihor; see Shihor, SUPPLEMENT.

city of On. Here in 1912 was discovered a great ETHIOPIA . See CANDACE, SUPPLEMENT. 335

Hyksos enclosing wall similar to the one at Tel el

Yehudiyeh . Great hopes are entertained of the
EXODUS. Recent discovery has added little 339

results at both Memphis and On, but probably ten Exodus given above,butthe repeated examinationor nothing to the very admirable account of the

years yetmay be needed to complete the excava. of the route of the Exodus and its identification by

tions at these places .

2. The most important discovery pertaining to such competent persons as Palmer, Trumbull, Pet

the religion of Egypt made in recent years is that rie (Researches in Sinai) and Hoskins (From Nile
of the Osirion at Abydos byNaville in1912. It to Nebo) makes a confirmation of this view of the

has notyet been opened, but is expected to give route oftheExodus which is very conclusive. It
much light upon the cult of Osiris, which is still is comparatively easy at a distance of from three

involved in much obscurity. Extensive researches thousand to six thousand miles, in the quiet of the

have beenmade in Egyptian religion, especially of study, surrounded by maps and diagrans, to raise

the pyramid texts (Breasted, Development of Re- many doubts concerning the route of the Exodus,

ligion and Thought in Ancient Egypt) and of the but personal experience of many, as of the writer,
takes a much different view. When one sets his

Egyptian system of offerings. These latter re .
searches are not yet entirelycompleted, but it is feet in the way at Pithom, now identified beyond

conclusively shown that the Egyptian offerings question, and follows along the way, journey by
were chiefly supplies for the gods and for the dead journey, marking each stopping place, not wrang
with but little really sacrificial intent, and that the ling over the exact spot of the crossing, but placing
burning did not form a regular partof the sacrifi- it, as it must be placed, three days' journey from

cial service. Marah ; and then goes on to find every place in

321 EN -ROGEL. n 1911 Captain Parker made narrative and with precisely the same experience
regular order, at the exact distance required by the

excavations under the Haram area at Jerusalem , given there ; perceives the route to be the great

even under the dome of the rock, clearing out caravan route of centuries through the region ; re

some of the sewers ; he also carefully cleared the joices at Elam ; murmurs at the Wilderness of

conduit connecting the Virgin's Fountain (Eu- Sin and heartily wishes with the Israelites that he

Rogel ) and the Pool of Siloam . As a result of his had stayed in Egypt; finds the oasis of Feiran, and

work, the volume of water at En-Rogel was greatly so on to the place in the heart of the mountains

increased and it has continued so, much to the re- which exactly fulfills the conditions of the giving

joicing of the people.
of the Law , " a mountain that can be touched,” a

323 EPHESUS. Extensive explorations have been suitable place for the assembling of the people, the
made, and are still in progress,at the site of an- place “ afar off ” to which they might flee, and this

cient Ephesus. The great temple of Diana of the region the only one in the peninsula that presents

Ephesians has been completely excavated." But these conditions — when one has experienced all

little of it remains to this time except a number these things, the conviction that one has passed

of the bases of the great columns. The large along the route of the Exodusand that the account

Agora, market place, the place also of public as . given of it in the Bible is veritable history is over

sembly for the haranguing of the people, is un. whelming and irresistible .

covered. Tbe great theater, whose seats were in FLOOD. The most satisfying account of the 376
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natural causes made use of by God in carrying out core. Sun -dried brick made a more substantial

his great moral purpose in the flood is found in fortification than would seem possible. The return

the work of Professor George Frederick Wright, of modern defenses to earth -works in these days

the greatest authority on the geology of the sur- of great projectile weapons has quite justified the

face of the earth . According to Wright, the ancients in their dependence on walls of mud
flood is connected with the close of the Glacial brick.

Period in North America and northern Europe. GEZER . In the year 1902the excavation of 404

Veryaccurate observations made at the gorgeof Gezer was undertaken by R. A. Stewart Macalister

the Niagara and the Falls of St. Anthony show under the auspices of the Palestine Exploration

that these gorges have been worn through the rock Fund. Work continued on the bill each season

by the action of the water since about the close of until 1908, by which time all the ancient city had

the Glacial Period, thus having only been in proc- been examined except a small portion upon which
ess of formation for a period of from five thousand is now a Mohammedan cemetery. Gezer occupied

to seven thousand years. At the close of the Gla- a bigh, bold hill with a most commanding view of
cial Period a series of great cataclysms occurred, the Plain of Sharon N. and S. and of the moun

and especially many local floods, all culminat- tains of Judea to the E. Gezer proved to be a

ing in the great flood known as the Flood of Noah , Canaanite High Place. The sanctuary, with its
the account of which we have in the Bible, this standing stones,ten in number, was found with the

being the last great change of land levels in the stones still in place, though two vere broken off.

history of geology. During the Ice Age a mass of

ice and snow had accumulated on the northern

continent of the Western Hemisphere, and also on

a part of the Eastern Hemisphere, to an enormous

quantity, all of which was withdrawn as water from

the ocean. At last the equilibrium of the earth's

crust was disturbed, the enormous weight caused

the sinking of the glaciated area which, of course,

resulted in an upheaval of the bottom of the sea

and the pushing out of the waters over a great

portion of Central Asia ; at the same time the

water flowed in over a large part of the gla

ciated area also. This condition is most exactly

described in the biblical account by the state

ment that “ the foundations of the great deep

were broken up." There is very conclusive evi

dence that this subsidence was of short duration,

followed by a return to about the former status of

the earth's surface, the land rising again and the

water returning to the sea . These various move.

ments are clearly recorded in the geological forma

tions of the Western Continent, and evidences of

equal clearness of an inundation of the great cen

tral basin of Asia are still found along the moun

tain sides there.

The study of this same Glacial Period shows

that the Western Continent was inhabited before

the great flood , and that the inhabitants came
Stone Altar Found at Gezer.

from the N. W. from the direction of what is now

Behring Strait, where there was then probably no Thus was afforded for the first time actual know

Few events of Bible history have so ledge of the High Places of Canaan,though others

much scientific confirmation as the Flood of Noah , have since been found. Little is yet known of the

both the conditions and extent of the flood and ceremonies which took place at thesanctuary. The

the time in the history of the world in which it stones are in a straight row , are rough hewn, but

took place (Wright, The Ice Age in North America ; sufficiently hewn to bring them into a standing

also Scientific Confirmations). pillar form . One of the stones was from the

383 FORT. Egyptian. The hugeness of the neighborhood of Jerusalem , probably taken in
walls of fortifications which have recently been war and carried off, as idols and other symbols of

found far surpass the figures given above. The worship were sometimes taken captive, and as the

wall of the great fortified camp of the Hyksos at Ark itself was taken by the Philistines.

Tel el- Yehudiyeh was one hundred and thirty feet The skeletons of numerous little cbildren , under

thick and the similar wall, probably by the same eight days of age, all buried near together and close

kings, at On (Heliopolis), is of the same gigantic by the High Place affords most gruesome sugges

dimensions. The thickness of the wall prevented tion of the sacrifice of little children , probably the

speedy digging through in case an enemy succeeded firstborn, in connection with the worship at the

in getting a footholdat the base of the wall . The High Place. The uncovering of the site of Gezer

great wall at On was not made entirely of brick , revealed much concerning the history of civilization

but had a central core of mud and sand around in Palestine. At least four layers of civilization

which the bricks were laid on the slope of the I were detected : 1. Remains of the earliest nou

>

open water.
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Semitic cave -dwelling inhabitants whose homes in Palestine do not sustain the “ P document " in

caves, together with their sanctuaries and burial Joshua. And indeed when these portions of the

places, were found ; II. Evidences of a pre-Israelite book of Joshua are separated from the rest they

Semitic population and civilization, thought to be are not supported by the excavations, but the book

Amorite; III. Clear indication of the incoming of Joshua as it stands in the Bible is confirmed in

Israelite civilization ; IV. Remains of post-Israelite a remarkable way. Let us look fairly at both

times down to the Greek and Roman occupations. sides of the controversy. What state of things in

Egyptian remains in great abundance were found Canaan between Israel and the Canaanites does

of periods from very early times down to the the biblical narrative at its face value demand at

monarchy. The appearance of Hebrew pottery the conquest period, and what does this new

clearly marks the time of the Conquest as contem . archæological book of.Joshua being constructed by

poraneous with certain changes in the religious and the excavators evince for the same period in that

burial customs of the Gezerites. The sanctuary land ? We have already seen that the Israelites

at the High Place is also encroached upon by the spoke the “ language of Canaan " and were of the

same race as the dominant element in the land.

They occupied the vineyards and olive orchards

and the houses full of all good things. " They

had the same material for pottery and in the

main the same uses for it. They are represented

to have fallen into many customs of the

Canaanites and to have intermarried, though

against their law, with the people of the land.

Finally, they did not drive out all the Canaanites ,

as they were commanded to do, but made

alliances with many of them and dwelt together

with them in joint occupancy ofmany cities

and communities, and so soon fell , as it was

said they would, under the seduction of Ca

naanite idolatry. After the days of Joshua,

they lapsed very much into the Canaanite

religion so that it was not until in the period of

the Judges and the beginning of the monarchy

that the religion of Israel emerged for a time

triumphant. This was only, as we know , to

yield again in later times until the Northern

Kingdom perished altogether and the Southern

Kingdom was finally cured of idolatry in Baby

lon . Turning pow to the results of the excava

tions, we find that it is just such a state of

things that is revealed by them at the same

period. At Gezer, especially, the layers of

débris are most clearly apparent. They are

definitely marked by Egyptian remains and by

the introduction of Hebrew jar handles. There

is manifested an intermingling of populations

at Gezer at this period of the incoming of

Israel . A joint occupancy is represented as in

the sacred narrative. A decline in reverence

for the High Place is manifested by the partial

Seventh Stone from High Place at Gezer. occupancy of it for the purpose of private

dwellings. The coming down of a purer religion

houses of the people contemporaneously with the is to be noted in the speedy disappearance of the

entrance of the Israelites to live with the Gezerites , horrible child -sacrifices and the gradual and finally

as recorded in the Bible. The earlier burial cus- complete introduction of the beautiful symbolism

toms give way and there is the gradual introduction of the bowl and lamp deposit in tombs.

of the beautiful symbolism of the bowl and lamp The results of the excavations, as far as they

deposit in 'tombs, denoting the going out of the have progressed, show at this period exactly the

life. At the same time there are evidences of kind and extent of changes demanded by the Bible

severe struggle. At this period the great tunnel narrative as it stands in the book of Joshua. This

leading to a secret water supply, far down through might seem at once to settle the question and de

the solid rock within the city walls, was lost and cide against the critical view . It is here the

never again found until it was cleared out by the strange issue is made upon which now the whole
excavators. conflict at this point must be decided. The issue

Much controversy in biblical criticism has arisen is this: whether or not the agreement of the ex

out of the discoveries at Gezer, Critics who hold cavations with the narrative as it stands in the

to the documentary theory of the Pentateuch and Bible, if made out beyond all question , does after

some other portions of the Bible urge that the re- all vindicate the book of Joshua in its present

sults of the excavations at Gezer and elsewhere in form. The advocates of the critical partition of
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HAGAR. The conduct of the Patriarch in 441

selecting a subordinate wife and then in deal

ing with Hagar as he afterward did , which is

a shock to our ideas of pious propriety, is now

found to have been not only in accordance with

the customs of the people but in most exact

conformity to the law of the land . Palestine

was then a province of the Elamite-Babylonian

empire and subject to its laws . The great

Code of Hammurabi is now almost entirely in

our possession . Among many other things in

the conduct of the patriarch, Abraham's and

Sarah's conduct in this instance is found to be

prescribed by law . The Code (law 146) says :

" If a man has espoused a votary, and she has

given a maid to her husband and she has borne

children, afterward that maid has made herself

equal with her mistress, because she has borne

Sacrificed Infant Buried in a Jar at Gezer.
children , her mistress shall not sell her for money ,

she shall put a mark upon her and count her

among the maid -servants."

the book take their stand upon the position that

the excavations do not confirm the “ P document.” in the search for information concerning the Hit
HITTITES. Great progress has been made 494

It is notnecessary to go into a detailed description tites within ten years, but the foregoing admirable
and illustration of that document. It is frankly

admitted that when the book of Joshua is broken article on this people has been written with such

into the fragments produced by thecritical hypoth- true scientific insight that scarcely anything needs

esis and according to the critical criteria, and to be changed : only the recent discoveries should

the “ P document" is separated and read by itself, the Hittites, as a great people
, has been finally

be added . The confident opinion of the reality of

the excavations do not confirm it . Its advocates

then ask our further assent to the conclusion that confirmed and is now accepted by all. Former

the narrative in Joshua at its face value is by this sneers at the historical accuracy of the biblical
discredited . This assumes the correctness of the references to Hittites are no more heard. The

critical partition of Joshua, which is the real ques are also confirmed . Only the probable direction in
general outlines of Hittite growth and migration

tion at issue. Indeed , if we may be allowed so

barsh an expression, it begs that question . It which the solution of the problem of the Hittite

puts the facts to the test of a theory, whereas, the

theory should be put to the test of the facts .

Let us ask if there is anything in the situation

created by the critical partition which points to a

decision of this real question at issue. On this

supposition that the critical partition is correct,

what then shall we say of the work of the final

redactor who put together these various documents

so as to make up the book of Joshua as it stands

in the Bible ? How does it come that he so put

together these fragments and so filled up the gaps

that, when more than twenty -five hundred years

later this old civilization should be dug up, the

things that should remain in the débris of ages

would so exactly confirm this fabricated narrative

which he had pieced together out of such inhar .

monious fragments ? What kind of prevision did

this wonderful redactor possess ? May we expect

such divine gift in one who is literally making

history ” ?

Will it not seem to most people that the failure

of the excavations to confirm the “ P document,'

considering all these circumstances and facts, dis
credits the critical partition which produced the

“ P document,” rather than the complete narrative

in Joshua from which this part of the “ P docu

ment” is extracted ? It does seem that a calm

and faithful following of logical processes leads to

this conclusion . The excavations in Palestine con

firm the narrative of the conquest as it stands in

the Bible . They do also substantiate this com

pleted narrative as true at its face value. Hittite Sculpture from Boghatz-keui.

16
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1 )

language and of the final identification of the “ Apostles' Creed,” Art. 3, and Augsburg Confes

strange hieroglyphic inscriptions of the N. as Hit- sion, Art. 5).

tite is to be found is not now quite what it seemed That this is the teaching and claim of the word

at the time of the writing of the above article. itself, see John 6:63 ; Rom. 1:16 ; Heb. 4:12 ;

This problem is not yet solved, but it may be that 1 Pet. 1:23 ; James 1:21 ; 2 Cor. 3 :8 ; Eph . 6:17.

in the end Jensen's studies may prove to be nearly, The same gracious, quickening, strengthening,

if not quite correct. Several additional attempts and comforting effects are ascribed indiscrimi.

to read the strange hieroglyphics, thought to be vately to the Spirit and the Word , showing that

Hittite, have been made, in one or two instances where one is, there the other is also, and that one

with great confidence, but none yet with such suc- acts through the other. So, “ calling " is ascribed

cess as to carry conviction to the minds of scholars. in one place to the Spirit and in another to the

It is now generally accepted , however, that the Word (Rev. 22:17 ; in Matt . 22: 3 , 4 , the servants',

hieroglyphic inscriptions of the N. are Hittite. Al i. e. , ministers', call ).

though it can hardly still be said that more is On “ enlightening ” see John 14:26 and 16:13 .

absolutely proven than that these inscriptions The Spirit is called the “ Spirit of Wisdom , ” “ of

occur in territories at some time occupied by Hit- Light” (comp. 2 Tim . 3:15 ; 2 Pet. 1:19).

tites, still it is scarcely now a mooted question On “ regeneration,” comp. John 3 : 5, 6, 8 ; 1 John

that this strange writing was Hittite. 5 :4; 1 Pet. 1:23 ; James 1:18.

Many discoveries of hieroglypbic inscriptions On “ sanctification ,” comp. John 17:17 ; 1 Cor. 6:

believed to be Hittite and a few additional refer- | 11 ; see also Rom. 10: 13-15 ; 1 Cor. 1:21 ; Rom.

ences among other people to the Hittites, bave 10 : 6-8.

come to light. But the great discovery, eclipsing So the Spirit operates through the Word wher.

all others and putting the Hittites finally beyond ever and whenever that Word is devoutly and

challenge as a great nation, was the discovery in earnestly used, whether it be the preached Word,

1906, by Winckler, of Hittite remains at Boghatz- the written Word , the pondered Word, the Word in

keui and the identification of this place as the the administration of the Sacraments, or the

northern capital of the empire, as Carchemish was Word in absolution . He that would have the

probably the southern capital. Most important of influence and power of the Spirit, must prayer .

all was the discovery of a great library of tablets fully and diligently use the Word . He who

written in the cuneiform script, many of which are desires a larger measure of the Spirit, must let

in an unknown tongue believed to be Hittite. the Word dwell in him more richly. This teach

Among the tablets is a copy of the great treaty ing clears away many difficulties and affords much

between the Hittite king and Rameses II made comfort. Geo. H. GERBERDING .

after the battle of Kadesh between those kings,

and of which we have the Egyptian copy on a wall

of the S. wing of the great temple at Karnak. HYKSOS. Recent discoveries have shed much 511

A preliminary statement of the discoveries of light and started many suggestions concerning the
Winckler may be seen in the Orientalistische Lit- Hyksos. First of all the nameHyksos , which was

teratur- Zeitung, Dec. 15 , 1906 . The tablets are formerly learned through Josephus, who quoted it

at Constantinople undergoing a thorough examina- from Manetho, has been found upon scarabs and
tion and translation . The full publication of the is definitely known to be Egyptian , or at least a

material is still anxiously awaited by the learned name expressed in Egyptian elements. It is com
world. Whether the attempts already made at pounded of haq, a prince, and shashu, bedouin,

the complete unfolding of the Hittite inscriptions who were shepherds, hence, Bedouin Princes, or

shall prove successful or whether others must take Shepherd Kings, as they have been called . This

their place , the unraveling of the long- time mys- suggestion ofthe origin of these invaders receives

tery of the Hittites cannot be long delayed, and strong confirmation from the discoveries made by

when it comes, great additional light can scarcely Petrie at Tel el-Yehudieh in 1906. A great forti.

fail to be thrown across the pages of biblical fied camp was found surrounded by an immense

history. Discoveries thus far have far more wall one hundred and thirty feet thick enclosing a

than vindicated any expectation concerning these space about four hundred wide, a truncated oval

people which the few biblical references to them in shape. The walls had sloping sides and a

causeway leading over the wall instead of a gate

HOLY GHOST, OPERATIONS OF.-- way in it. The presence of numerous Hyksos

LUTHERAN VIEW . The Lutheran Church scarabs and the almost total absence of all others

believes and teaches that the Holy Spirit, the third in the stratum of débris to which the wall belonged

person of the Trinity, operates on the hearts, con- makes it certain that this was a Hyksos camp.

sciences, and lives of men through the ministry , The location indicates that either it was Avaris of

preaching the Word, and administering the sacra- which Herodotus speaks, as seems most probable,

ments ( Augsburg Confession , Art . 5 ). The Word or some other similar camp. The sloping side of

which conditions the sacraments is by pre- the walls was for defense by projectile weapons,

eminence the vehicle, means, and instrument in this case the bow. This indicates that these

through which he is ever operative. The Word is Hyksos invaders were of the desert people to the

more than information : it is life, it is power, it E. whom the Egyptians called " bow people."

bears to the devout hearer and user the Spirit of This epithet was rather a term of contempt in

God . It not only tells about sin and salvation , distinction from their own use of the more virile

but through it the Holy Spirit delivers from sin offensive weapons, the spear and the short sword,

and confers salvation (see Luther's Catechism, J the battle-ax and the club. Thus the character

arouse .
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of the Hyksos and the region from which they JERICHO. The site ancient Jericho was 570

came is well determined. They were Bedouin excavated recently by Sellin under Austrian aus.

Princes from the E. and the N. E., but this does not pices . Many of the walls of the houses were

determine their ethnic character or relationships . found, but only the lower portions of the ancient

The discovery, also, in 1906, of the great Hit- walls of the city. The excavations were a great

tite capital at Boghatz-keui, by Winckler, together disappointment of the ordinary expectations from

with the many other pieces of scattered informa- such work, i . e. , almost nothing was found. This
tion concerning these mysterious people which is negative kind of evidence not usually of much

have come to light from various sources, now worth, and perhaps not of much worth in this case,

incline many to see in them the Hyksos invaders though it is exactly what was to be expected

of Egypt, who ruled in the Delta and held in on the assumption that the Bible narrative is

suzerainty all Upper Egypt for five hundred years. correct.

Some things favor this suggestion ; as the time A “ tongue of gold," translated in the English

at which the Hyksos appear on the scene of his version a wedge of gold ,” mention of which is

tory in Palestine ; the greatness to which it is now made in the account of the sin of Achan at

apparent these strange people attained , apparently Jericho, received unexpected explanation in the

the only people known to bave had such greatness excavations at Gezer in the layer of débris cor

as seems demanded of those who should invade responding in time with the Conquest. A piece of

and hold Egypt; the worship of the god Sutekh by gold bullion made in the shape of a sheep's tongue

the Hyksos, a god not of Egypt but of the eastern was found, showing that gold was passed around

Mediterranean shore; and finally the many resem . in this form in that day. Incidentally, it is rather

blances between the Hittite hieroglyphics and suggestive concerning the need of that age for a

those of Egypt. On the other hand, were they medium of exchange ; only large business of in

the great hereditary enemy of the Egyptians who dividuals or nations would have any need of an

had ruled them for five hundred years, it seems exchange medium in such large pieces .

incredible that, in the lengthy accounts of the later JERUSALEM . Topography. The loca- 673

wars between Egyptians and Hittites, there should tion and topography of Jerusalem of today differ

be no reference to the former relations of this much from the location and topography of the

people with Egypt, nor any boast of having once ancient city down even to Roman times. Succes.

driven them out of the Nile valley (Petrie, Hyksos sive destructions with the ever accumulating débris

and Israelite Cities; also Orientalistische Litter- have filled up the valleys and have caused a leveling

atur - Zeitung, Dec. 15, 1906). down of the hills so as to change in some measure

550 JACOB'S WELL.
the topography, and the city itself has, as a whole,

We have no biblical
been moved somewhat N.

knowledge concerning Jacob's connection with the

well which bore his name.
The site upon which Jerusalem stands is almost

The description of it

given in John, “ Jacob, which gave us the well either side of the high ridge to the N. W. From
surrounded by two deep valleys. These start from

anddrank thereof himself, and his children , and the N. E. side of this ridge the valley of the Kid

his cattle," is the statement of the Samaritan wo
man. It was doubtless a tradition ofthat day. The ron runs first about due E. It is about an eighth

real importance of this well is notitsconnection of a mile wide and from twenty to thirty feet deep ,

with Jacob but with Jesus. It is well known and gradually becoming narrower and having morepre

its identificationcan scarcely be called in question. It then turns abruptly and runs almost due S.,
cipitous sides until it reaches the ridge of Olivet.

It is one of the few places where one may feel sure
of being in the very footsteps of Jesus in that descendingand narrowing very rapidly until, as it

land. Greek monks now have charge of the well passes the site of theancient city, it is no more than

and thesurrounding land and have carried on ex: Hinnom , inmedintely S. of the city, having de
a deep, precipitous ravine. It joins the Valley of

tensive excavations, uncovering the foundation of scended sevenhundredand fifty feet in the course

a large and beautiful church which had been built of about four miles. The other valley, the Valley

in the very early days of Christianity and then

later years displaced by a much larger structure.
of Hinnom , starts from the S. W. side of the same

ridge N. W. of the city, descends still more rapidly,

553 JAMBRES. This mysterious reference to a by a much shorter course, first S. and then S. E.

person whose real character has been only an infer- to join the Kidron S. of the city . The high ridge in

ence has received illumination ; probably Jambres cluded between these two valleys ends in an abrupt

is identified by the work of Professor Groff in headland above where the valleys meet, and is itself

Egypt. The great magician of the time of Rameses split at that point by a third valley, the Tyropean,

Il and the beginning of the reign of his successor which begins just N. of the present city wall and

Merenptah, who was most probably the Pharaoh of descends by a steep and narrow course to the S.

the Exodus, was Kha -em -uas, a prince of the realm , front of the promontory on wbich the city was

the brother of Rameses II. His fame existed long built, and there spreads out in a great crescent
after his death. By a careful comparison of the shaped valley opening out into the junction of the

spelling of this name in the Egyptian and the Kidron and the Hinnom . This Tyropean valley

Greek spelling of the word Jambres it appears thus divides the headland into two unequal ridges,

most probable that the name as it appears in a broad high ridge on the W. and a lower and

Timothy is the form in which the name of this narrower and more precipitous ridge on the E.

ancientEgyptian was preserved among the Greeks, Two smaller lateral valleys, one from the E. and
and that Jannes and Jambres were the great an- one from the W., near the Tyropean, cut both tbe

tagonists of Moses among the magicians of Egypt. E. and the W. ridges into two portions. The up
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per end of the E. ridge was Bezetha, the new city, JOSEPH. The former insurmountable diffi- 598

the lower part Moriah, where stood the temple and culty in reconciling the chronology of the Patri

where now stands the Mosque of Omar. The N. archs and the Exodus has been practically removed

part of the W. ridge was Acra, the S. portion of by the discovery that some of the early Babylonian

the ridge has been called Zion since the days of dynasties which had been thought successive were

Josephus and no one knows for how long before in fact contemporaneous. This discovery has re

his time. The E. ridge was crossed just below the duced the date of Abraham's call to about 1912

summit of Moriah by still another valley or low B. C. Other discoveries have also thrown light

portion ; and the lower part of the ridge from this upon the life, the career , and the character of

valley down to the junction of the Kidron with the Joseph. It may be noticed that Palestinian am

Valley of Hinnom , was the bill Ophel. Here on bassadors to Egypt, long before the days of Abra

this narrow and almost impregnable rocky ridge ham , wore coats of many colors, almost certainly

stood the Jebusite fortress which was taken by the insignia of rank , a kind of ceremonial dress.

David and again fortified by him as his own cita- And so Joseph's coat of many colors probably in

del. This was the original City of David and Zion. dicated the father's intention to promote him , per

These names ultimately spread over all the hills haps to make him Sheik of the tribe. This

occupied by Jerusalem. On this same ridge of accounts for the otherwise silly conduct of the

Ophel above the site of the Jebusite fortress, later older brothers in their spiteful discontent about

thecastle of David , the palace of David was erected, the coat of many colors which was the object of

and still later, on the summit of Moriah above, the their hatred when they had him in their hands.

temple was built by Solomon. When the city Had it been only the gaudy expression of a father's

spread over the western ridge, the names , “ the vanity in decking out a child, it could hardly have

City of David ,” and “ Zion ” followed the growth of excited the batred of men. Ishmaelites, Midianites,

the city and at some time during the long history, and Medianites are still puzzling. But evidence of

probably after the return from the captivity, the activity, of travel , of trade routes and of military

name Zion was localized on the larger western bill , routes throngh tlie east country beyond Jordan and

and, in the days of Josephus, that scholarly man in Arabia is accumulating. The existence of dif

and ardent Jew seemed not to have suspected fereut tribes in a great caravan going down into

that the belief of his day concerning the location Egypt, which had traveled no one knows how long

of the original fortress of David was not correct. nor how far to pick up trade, is not a matter of

The work of many excavators, and especially Bliss surprise. The Hyksos Kings, Bedouin Princes,

and Dickie's examination of the foundation of the were on the throne of Egypt ( see Hyksos), and

old city walls, have shown beyond question the Joseph, the Bedouin Prince, had thus a clear road

original location of the city. The ancient city for promotion in exact accord with the experience

occupied the S. slopes of the headland upon which which the Bible attributes to him . This fact, to

the city stood and gradually spread up over the gether with the presence of the Semitic tongue in
summit. The city today has moved bodily Egypt and the activity of Phænician traders in the

northward, and the southern slopes and the broad foreign business of Egypt, and, finally, some un

crescent shapes of the Tyropean Valley are now derstanding, even sympathy, between the Patri

left to the farmer and the gardener. Zion isliterally archs and these Pharaohs in religious matters,

“ plowed as a field. ” The city has spread far back furnish Joseph's day and opportunity in exact

toward the summit of the ridge from which the accord with the biblical account. Recent excava

Kidron Valley and the Valley of Hinnom start. tions at Heliopolis, the ancient On ( see On), have

When the ancient city stood in its glory, the castle discovered the presence of Hyksos fortifications.

on the lower summit of Ophel,above it the palace, As Joseph married “ the daughter of the Priest of

and crowning all , the white splendor of the temple On ” the priests must already, in his day, have

on the summitof Moriah, the hearts of the people beensubservient to the royal house of theforeign

must have thrilled with the words of the Psalmist, invaders ; i . e. , these invaders had already taken

“ Beautiful for situation , the joy of the whole possession of the capital. Thus within this Hyksos

earth, is Mount Zion, on the sides of the north ,” wall at Heliopolis , in the fortified citadel of the
i . e. , looking northward. great capital , Joseph probably had the seat of his

The situation of the city was in ancient times government and from this place directed all the

justly celebrated. The city, which , as we have affairs of the famine relief.

seen, was almost wholly surrounded by valleys as
KADESH-BARNEA. To this admirable re- 612

by great moats, was also surrounded beyond the view of the discoveries and discussions concerning

valleys by ridges. These ridges on either side Kadesh -Barnea should be added a reference

withdrew the attacking force of any enemy to a to the epochal researches of Professor Palmer
distance beyond the reach of the projectile weapons in 1868-1871 (E. H. Palmer, The Desert of the

Today an enemy who should occupy Exodus).

those ridges would have the city at his mercy. In

those days an enemy so situated was utterly baffled KIBROTH -HATTAAVAH . Concerning 617

as long as he could be kept there. From these and the death which took place at Kibroth -Hattathis site and the discontent and the murmuring

natural defenses of Zion was drawn the beautiful avah , there has been received much additionalin,
and expressive symbolism of God's care of his formation in recent years. The place was visited

people, “ As the mountains are round about Jeru- and carefully considered by Professor Palmer (E.

salem , so the Lord is round about his people from H. Palmer, The Desert ofthe Ecodus), and latterly
benceforth even forever.”

Hoskins also has visited this place and given most

of that age.
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pure linen.

careful consideration to its claims. The one thing acter. He makes his will , he bequeathes to his
that at first causes some incredulousness is the church his legacy of love. In a will we do not

seeming unlikelihood of such heaps of stones re- look for ambiguous or figurative language. Men
maining until the present day. This objection, do not lightly change or substitute the words of a

however, arises from ignorance of the character last will or testament.

and ways of the desert, and is best satisfied by a As to interpretation of Scripture, the Lutheran

consideration of the fact that Petrie discovered at Church has certain fixed principles. She inter

Serabít el -Khadem stone huts of the workmen of prets literally unless text or context indicate that

Pharaoh which have existed there from the time it is figurative. She interprets. Scripture by

of the twelfth dynasty, about 1,000 years before Scripture. She examines and compares all that
the journey of the Israelites through this region is said on a subject before she formulates a

(Petrie, Researches in Sinai). doctrine.

The words of the institution are found in Matt.

636 LAW OF MOSES. The preparation of an 26:26-28 ; Mark 14 : 22-24 ; Luke 22: 19-20 . The

elaborate code of laws at so early a period in the differences are verbal only. Luke adds, “ Do this

history of the world is set now in a new light by in remembrance of Me." About thirty years later

the discovery of the Code of Hammurabi ( see Paul writes to the church inCorinth,reminding

AMRAPHEL).
them that what he delivered , he bad received of

650 LINEN. W, shaysh , the byssus, was linen , the Lord (see 1Cor. 11:23-26).' In his instructions
not silk. Microscopic examination has shown con . as to worthy and unworthy communing, he takes

clusively that mummy cloth to whichthe name the real and actual presence of Christ's body and

byssus was applied in references to Egypt, was blood for granted (see verses 27-29 ; comp. 1Cor. 10:

16). The Lutheran Church, noting thatthe eartbly

653
elements are called bread and wine before, during,LORD'SPRAYER . A remarkable discovery and after the consecration and distribution , does

of what is probably an Aramaic original ofthe not believe in or teach atransubstantiationor phy.

Lord'sPrayer in meter has beenmade by Pro- sical changeof the bread into flesh or of the wine
fessor C. C. Torrey. In translating theGreek of the into blood. Neitherdoes she believe in a physical

Lord's Prayer in Luke into Palestinian Aramaic
as an illustration of the thesis that Luke often mixture or fusing of the earthly and heavenly ele

used Aramaic originaldocuments in preparing his ments . Though often falsely accused of believing
Gospel, there appeared quite unexpectedly inciden- in such a consubstantiation of elements, shehas

tal evidence that the Lord's Prayer was originally does believe in a real presence of the glorifiednever taught it, but always repudiated it. She

in Aramaic and in verse. It was observed when Christ. She does believe that he gives his glori

the translation was finished in the Aramaic that fied but real, true body and blood to the communi.
two of the lines were in exact meter and that a

She believes that the consecrated bread

few entirely legitimate changes, pot affecting either which the communicantreceives is the communion ,

the idiom or the translation , turned the whole pas- or communication, or conveyance ofthat glorified

sage into exact seven syllable meter in Aramaic, body and the wineof that blood. Without change

the poetic form most in favor inAramaic inearly of substance, or physical mixture, the bread re

times. Professor Torrey says,“ The use ofmeter maining brend and the wine remaining wine, these
in formulæ to be recited and especially in prayers, eartlıly elements convey the heavenly gift of the

is, of course, most natural, and has agreatmany present body and blood of the God-man who is
illustrations. There seems to be a real probability
that theoriginal form of the Lord's Prayer has present with his church always, even to the end

of the world. It is not then a gross, carnal, caper

here been found, since the accidental appearance naitic presence and eating and drinking. It is a

of these six lines of the formulæ in exact syllabic mysterious butreal presence, not of Christ'sbody

meter and faithfully rendering the most primitive of humiliation as it was, subject to weakness,

Greek text, would be almost a marvel. No at
tempt, for instance, to render the Greek of Mat- hunger, thirst,pain, and death, but of that glorified,

thew into metrical lines can succeed ” ( Sunday tation , inseparably joined with the Godhead and
spiritual, resurrection body, in his state of exal

School Times, May, 1913). by this union rendered everywhere present. This

LORD'S SUPPER , THE . - LUTHERAN body and divinity was present though veiled, when

VIEW . Lutherans believe that this holy sacra- the God-man walked this earth. Peter and Janes
ment is a means of grace, appointed by Christ amid and Jolin caught a glimpse of it on the Mount of

the most solemn surroundings. “It hath been Transfiguration (Matt. 17: 1-8; Mark 9:2-9; Luke
instituted for the special comfort and strengthen . 9 : 28-36; 2 Pet. 1:16, 17).

ing of those who humbly confess their sins and The same mode or method of argument that will

who hunger and thirst after righteousness,” or get rid of Baptismal Grace and the Real Pres
dained by Him in whom dwelt the fulness of the ence will eliminate the incarnation, the deity of

Godhead and to whom all power was given in Christ, the Trinity, and all the great fundamental
heaven and in earth, whose incarnation, nature, mysteries.

vicarious atonement , and divine kingdom are mys- The confessional teaching of the Lutheran

teries thatthe angels desire to look into . We do Church is setforth in Luther's Small and Large

not expect to comprehend it with our frail, sin. Catechisms, Parts 5 ; in Augsburg Confession,
blinded reason. The awful solemnities of the “ Art and Apology,” Art. 10; Smalcald Articles,

night of the institution prepare us to expect a Art. 6 ; Formula of Concord, ch. vii, in Parts i
miracle of grace . We note its testamentary char- and 2. Geo. H. GERBERDING .

cant.

C
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669 LYDIANS, Recent excavations at Sardis pied by a lake of water, except that at the time of

( see SARDIS) have brought to light some material low Nile the lake is reduced to very small dimen.

in the Lydian tongue. It is notyet translated, but sions. This condition of the site of the temple

ere long, it is boped, something will be known of has been brought about by the rising of the sur

the language of this interesting people. rounding land by reason of the Nile deposit from

the inundation continued through many thousands
667 MAGICIANS. 1. Egypt. See JANNES AND The work of excavation proceeds very

JAMBRES.
slowly becaus is only during the short period

678 MANNA . Attempts have been made in crit of the low Nile that the work can be carried on

ical discussions to explain the manna by the manna and even then , at the lowest levels, only by con
of commerce, a gum which exudes from the tama- stant baling and pumping. Little by little the

risk tree in thisregion of the route of the Exodus area of the great temple is examined and plotted,

through the Sinai Peninsula. This gum is called but on account of this inflow of the Nile water, the

in Arabic mân. It is only necessary to remember great ruins can never be exposed to view. Thus

the qualities of the real manna, and its giving, as far a part of the great avenue of sphinxes which

described in the Book of Exodus, with those of this led from the E. toward the entrance to the temple
manna of commerce, and its source, to see how has been found. The West Hall of the temple of

utterly the explanation fails. The manna in the Ptah, the great temple of Memphis, has been ex

Wilderness was ( 1 ) round and hard and white amined. The oldest portion of the tempie has not

and resembled a coriander seed ; ( 2) it could be yet been reached in the excavations.
An enor

ground and boiled and baked ; (3) it furnished mous alabaster spbinx of eighty tons weight of the

food supplies for forty years ; (4 ) it was nourish- eighteenth or nineteenth dynasty, the largest mov

ing as food . On the other hand, the manna of able sphinx yet found in Egypt, was discovered in

commerce ; ( 1) is a drop of gum , neither hard nor 1912. Outside of the temple area , the Palace of

white; (2) it cannot be ground , for it is a soft, Apries (see Pharaoh HoPHRI) has been examined ,

sticky gum ; if boiled, it would become molasses ; a most interesting work, because this is the best

and if baked , it would produce only a pan of taffy ; preserved specimen of an Egyptian palace and
(3 ) all the supply of gum from the tamarisk trees affords a more distinct notion of the true character

on the whole peninsula for forty years' would not of the great palaces of the Pharaohs (Petrie,Mem .

be enough to give Israel one meal ; (4 ) it is not a phis, i, ii ).

food, but a cathartic. METROLOGY. ( 4) Cubit. The mysteries 710

concerning the cubit so well set forth in the article
690 MEDEBA. In the year 1890, a mosaic floor on this subject have probably received final illu

of an old church was found at Medeha, which con- mination in the work of the Rev. W. Shaw Calde

tained an ancient map of Jerusalem , dating from
The study of those phenomena which have

the 4th or 5th century A. D. Unfortunately , the puzzled so many led Mr. Caldecott to the theory

workmen did not appreciate its value and much of that the Semitic long measure employed three dif

it was destroyed, but the work of destruction was ferent cubits, “ the cubit,” “ the cubit of a cubit

stopped in time to save a considerable portion. and a hand breadth ” and the “ great cubit . ” With

The value of this map, which has been much written this theory in mind as a working hypothesis,he

about, is really ratherasa curiosity than as offering set about to read and restore the Senkereh mathe

any reliable geographical or topographical informatical tablet in the British Museum which long

mation concerning the land of Palestine or the defied all attempts of the greatest Assyriologists.

City of Jerusalem . Its value as a mạp has been It was believed to be a table of measures, but on

much sacrificed to the introduction of symbolism the hypothesis of a single standard of long measure,

in keeping with the decorative character of the nothing could be made out of it. Caldecott found
mosaic.

its mysteries to dissolve rapidly before the sup

699 MELCHIZEDEK . The Tel el -Amarna tab. 1 position of a triple standard . The portions of the

lets are thought by many to throw light upon the tablet yet remaining were read and found to be

character of Melchizedek, although affording no systematic tables of long measure. The system

historical information concerning him . The King upon which the tables were constructed having
of Jerusalem , Ebed -Tob, employs a formula ,ap- oncebeenperceived ,the missing portions of the
parently a formula of vassalage, in addressing the tableswere easily restored on the same principles.
Egyptian King, Amenhotep IV (?), which probably the solution . The statueof Gudea of the LouvreAnother monument of antiquity now came into

explains the strange language concerning Melchi.
zedek , “ withoutfather, without mother, without Museum, Paris, is a sitting figure of a king having

descent.” Ebed -Tob says, “ Behold it was not my on his lap the ground plan of a great palace. At

father and not my mother who established me in one side of it is a measuring rule which, like the

this position, but it was the mighty arm of the Senkereh Tablet, had defied explanation on the

king himself who made me master of the lands supposition of a single standard of measure. Ap

and possessions ofmy father” (Budge, A History plyingthe theory of a triple standard and the

of Egypt, iv, p. 231).
table of measures derived from the Senkereh Tab.

let, the Rule of Guden also became perfectly intel

700 MEMPHIS. The systematic excavation of ligible ; is, indeed , simply a builder's measuring

the site of Memphis was begun in 1908, by Pro- rule, graduated for all three standards of long

fessor Petrie. The site of the great temple is now
From this rule the exact length for each

in a low -lying tract amidst the palm groves by the standard cubit was found. They were related to

village of Mit-Rahineh , but is in large part occu- each other as 3, 4, and 6, the relations between

cott.

6 9)

measure.
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measures

three sides of a right-angled triangle. These way along the old caravan route, finding each

were used respectively as a jeweler's station in its place, at the right distance, in the

cubit in decorative work, an architect's cubit on right direction, and with the exact experiences of

buildings, and a surveyor's cubit in land measure the Israelites, produces a conviction scarcely pos

ment. The tables of measure on the Senkereh sible to be shaken. Now, according to the de

Tablet were constructed on the duodecimal, instead scription in Exodus the crossing must bave been

of the decimal system. It remains only to test the within three days' journey of Marah, i. e. , near the

accuracy of the results by the application of the site of the mode town of Suez. Anywhere within

system of tables and the Rule of Gudea to the ten miles of that place will satisfy all the conditions

actual constructions described in the Bible and in of the narrative. According to this approximate

Josephus. The plan of the Tabernacle as given in location of the crossing, Migdol must have been

Exodus , which on the single cubit system has either Ras Ataka or some other high point on the

always presented some inexplicable difficulties,was mountains of the desert W. of Suez, suitable for a

found to be perfectly simple and clear. When watch tower, a Migdol. Pi-Habiroth lay between

drawings were made from descriptions and accord- Migdol and the sen, somewhere beyond the ancient

ing to the new tables of measures, a symmetrical sea line within ten miles of modern Suez ; and

structure was produced, adapted to the desert life Baal-Zephon on the opposite, the eastern shore of

and involving no difficulties in construction. The the sea .

same method of testing was applied to the Temple

of Solomon with like satisfactory results. Even
MILLO. This old fortification has been sought 725

the plan of Ezekiel's temple, the puzzle of com- in the region of the present Jaffa Gate, in accor

mentators in all ages, which , it has been declared , dance with the notion that the Castle of David

was never intended to be built, was, in the hands was on the W. hill, but the work of Bliss and

of an architect working by the 'new tables of Dickie in the search for the old walls of the city

measures, perfectly workable. Here only, in all has very conclusively substantiated the opinion

the application of the system, one measurement as that located Zion on the eastern hill Ophel. Ac

given in the received text of Ezekiel, was found cordingly Millo is likewise to be sought in that

impracticable; perhaps a mistake of a copyist. quarter of the city.

Then Josephus's description of the Temple of MOAB: Mention of Moab has been found in 749

Herod, which had been said to be full ofmistakes, Egypt (Recueil de travaux, xxx). It occurs in au

because Josephus was not an architect and did not inscription around the base of a standing stutue

take the trouble to be exact, was found absolutely of Rameses II in front of the N. pylon of the

correct, working out, under the hands of an archi . temple of Karnak . The spelling of the name is

tect, a beautiful and symmetrical structure. Last the plainest possible in hieroglyphics and the iden

of all , the discovery was tested on the temple area tification of the name of this ancient people for

itself where some traces of the old walls of the the time of Rameses II, the Oppressor, is beyond

temple are to be seen and some ancient drains are question. Whether Rameses II bimself actually

still visible. It is well known that the drains in subdued this people, as he claims, or whether he

that time and in that part of the world were car- boasted of the success of his fathers, after the

ried under doors of buildings. The plan of Herod's usual fashion of the Pharaonic inscriptions, in

Temple, drawn to the new measurement, when either case the existence of Moab before the time

placed upon the temple area, puts a still remaining of Rameses II is attested. The placing of Moab

drain exactly under a door. The system would in that age is completely vindicated .

seem to be established on firm ground. The

principle upon which it is constructed is the same
MOSES. 1. Name. The name Moses, in 757

as that which gave to the English -speaking world Hebrew, 72, mo-sheh, is of Egyptian origin. The
three standard gallons, the wine gallon, the beer Egyptian form is mes or mos. The 7 is added

and milk gallon, and the dry gallon, and which as the Hebrew ending of the word . Mes in Egyp

formerly gave Europe three measuring sticks, tian means “ drawn out, " then “ born ,” then

the ell Flemish, the ell English, and the ell “ child .” It occurs generally with the name of

French. Remembering the very large literature the god Ra joined with it. Itwas the basis of the

on Hebrew architecture which exists, it is not to name of the royal family, as we would say the
be expected that such a radical change will family name.” During a large part of the

speedily be adopted by all , but these results of nineteenth and twentieth dynasties, this name was
Caldecott seem to be established upon unassailable the royal name, Rameses or Ramoses. In the

ground. eighteenth dynasty there were also Abmoses and

723 MIGDOL. A recent discovery of manuscripts Thothmoses, i. e., “ born of Ab ," the moon god, or
makes mention of some places along the route of “ born of Thoth ," the scribe god . Pharaoh's

the Exodus, as Migdol and Pi-Hahiroth, butdoesnot daughter on seeing this Hebrew child resolved to

afford any exact information concerning the loca- adopt it ; thus itwould receive the family name,

tion of any of these places. The Bible account is Ramos. Certainly in Egyptian the name of the

still the most illuminating. If it be possible to god would be appended. This name comes down

locate approximately any one of the places men to us as Rameses, or Ramoses, with the ending es

tioned in connection with the crossing of the Red or os received through the Latin and the Greek.

Sea, all the others may be located approximately The Egyptian theory of royal birth was that each

by means of that one. The route of the Wilder member of the royal family was born of a princess

ness journey from Marah onward is fixed with through the intervention of the god Ra, and so
almost absolute accuracy. A journey over the “ Ramoses,” “ born of Ra." This child, however,
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was not really a child of the princess. But to the place was begun by Professor Petrie in 1912.

oriental mind the name must have some signifi- Houses of the priest of On, the E. pylon of the

Soshe fell back on the primarymeaningof city , which was perhaps also a pylon of the temple,

the word, “drawn out," and so named the child, a building of Rameses II and the foundation of an

because she “ drew him out of the water." obelisk of Thothmes III have been found, the latter

This Egyptian name of Moses is one of the de- being paired with the standing obelisk of Usertsen I.

ciding evidences for the period of Egyptian history The most important discoveries, however, have

to hich Moses belonged. He could not have re- been that the place has been abandoned since the

ceived this vame in Egypt before the dynasties Persian invasion, and that there existed here a

when “ born of " was used as a royal family name. great Hyksos wall fortifying the temple, or at least

Coupled with the name of the land , Rameses, a large portion of it. This wall is very similar to

which could not have been so called until the the Hyksos wall of the fortified camp at Tel el

Rameside kings, it limits the time of Moses to the Yehudiyeh, probably the Avarîs of Hyksos history.

Rameside dynasties, the nineteenth and twentieth As Joseph married a daughter of the priest of On,

dynasties. it is certainly implied that the priests of On

790. NILE . Later discoveries and investigations were subservient to the royalhouse at that time.

have made clear the seeming confusion in the It is probable that at On, within this great wall of

references to these various names of the Nile . fortification, Joseph ruled as Prime Minister in

Yeor was the Nile , and its canals and pools of Egypt.

water, indeed , all the water of the Nile. Shihor,
PHARAOH. Cheyne says ( Encyclopedia Bib- 852

also spelled Sihor, has been discovered in the lica ), “ The name given to all Egyptian kings in

Egyptian name Shi-t-hor, the canal of Horus (see the Bible.” He also says that the name could not

Shinor). This canal carried the waters of the have been received by the Hebrews until after

Nile farthest E. and thus furnished the first sweet 1000 B. C. The Hastings Bible Dictionary says

water of Egypt to those approaching from the that a letter was addressed to Amen -Hotep of the

eastern desert (Jer. 21:18). Nahar and Nahal, in eighteenth dynasty as “ Pharaoh the lord .”

the passage mentioned, both refer to the desert

stream separating Palestine from Egypt. This from the time of the pyramid texts onward . Its
But the name Pharaoh was used in the Egyptian

was always the boundary. Abraham's posterity etymology is per -a -a, “ great house." It was used

never did occupy from the Nile to the Euphrates, at firstwith distinctreference to its etymology and

but from “ the river of Egypt,” this desert stream , not clearly as an independent title. This plainly

to “ the great river, the river Euphrates.”
shows that originally it was simply the expression

793 NO-AMON. This name is the Egyptian "a great house," and only by a figure of speech

nut, a city, and Amon , the proper name of a came to mean “ king.” In the time of Rameses

god, “ the city of Amon ," i . e., the city par excel. II, the Oppressor, the word was fully established
lence, It was translated in the authorized version as a title of the king as embodying the government,

“ populous No,” following a mistake in the Vulgate exactly as the expression the “ Sublime Porte,” the
of the meaning of the word amon . The de.

High Gate,” denotes the Turkish government.

scription of No-amon in Nahum 3 : 8 seems to be The word is so used in the Tale of Two Brothers,

that of a delta city , for it is represented as on the in a document of the time of Rameses II. Later

But , sea, in that passage is used poetic- in Egyptian history, Pharaoh was followed by the

ally for the Nile. With this difficulty removed, name of the king, as “ Pharaoh Shishak ” ( Re

the Egyptian etymology of the word leaves no cueil de Travaux, xxi, 13 , i, i ). But the Bible

doubt as to the identification of the place. The does not speak so, but calls this king “ Shishak,

“city of Amon " in the days of Nahum and Eze. king of Egypt.” This new custom in the use of

kiel was Thebes. See THEBES. this title Pharaoh , did not reach the Hebrews

794 NOPH . The explorations being conducted at until later when we have Pharaoh Necho and

Memphis, Noph, and at Heliopolis, the ancient On,
Pharaoh-Hophra.

thus far indicate that On, and not Noph, was the PHARAOH. 11. Pharaoh -Hophra. The 864
capital in the Hyksos time. No Hyksos remains Palace of Pharaoh-Hophra (Apries) at Memphis

have been found at Memphis, while a great Hyksos was explored by Professor Petrie in 1909. It is

wall fortifying the temple, or a large portion of it, one of the most complete specimens of great Egyp

is still in situ at Heliopolis. tian palaces remaining to the present day. It

805 ON. The ruins of On within the walls cover consisted of a great court, with a place in the

about four square miles. Through the center of centre where it is supposed the throne was set for

this area, from E. to W., runs a low -lying strip of judgment, and back of this, private apartments,

land which marks the site of the ancient great thought to be those of the women's quarters. A
sanctuary. It is about a quarter of a mile wide rather surprising and interesting feature of this

and nearlya mile long. The temple, oneof the palace is the private verandaat the north end of

earliest in Egypt, having been built originally upon the palace for the “ wind of the evening ” (Petrie,

the level of the land in the age of its erection ,has, Memphis, ii).

of course, remained down at that low level , while PI-HAHIROTH . Nothing is certainly known 871

the surface of the land of Egypt has risen by of the meaning of this name. Attempts toward
reason of the inundation. Today, the foundation an Egyptian etymology have been made, but with

of that portion of the temple erected in the twelfth indifferent success. A Demotic papyrus recently
dynasty is about nine and a half feet below the discovered by Spiegelberg speaks of a “ Lake

level of the soil. Systematic excavation of this Khartha ” in this region. This is probably the

sea.
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Egyptian name of which Hahiroth is the Hebrew forth in the foregoing article (see PLAGUES 3,

equivalent. Thus Pi-Habiroth would mean [1]). To the three miraculous elements there

" the mouth of (lake) Habiroth." References mentioned may be added a fourth : the orderly

to Pi-Hahiroth in the Bible contain no hint of increasing severity of the plagues with such ar

description. Since we have neither the meaning rangement as, at one and thesame time, vindicated

of this name nor any description of the place, Jehovah's claim to be the Lord of the whole earth

other than the above-mentioned discovery , it is im- and educated the Egyptians concerning the power

possible to know certainly whether Pi-Hahiroth and wisdom and even the mercy of Jehovah , who,

was a fortress, a sanctuary, a city, or some natural in the last but two of the plagues, the plague of

feature of the landscape. On the location of the hail, afforded an opportunity for God-fearing
Pi-Hahiroth see MIGDOL, SUPPLEMENT. Egyptians to escape.

875 PITHOM. In the last decade there has arisen RAMESES. This name Rameses has much 922

much discussion concerning Naville's discoveries of to do with the identification of both the time of

Rameses' claims at Pithom , but no new evidence. the Oppression and the time of the writing of
The argument against the identification of Rameses Genesis. No land would be called Rameses until

as the builder of Pithom rests wholly upon bis the time of the Rameside kings. If the Oppression

well -known character as a plagiarist, who system . had taken place in the eighteenth dynasty under

atically took possession of the monuments of his Thothmes III, as claimed by many, why should a

great predecessors, chiseling out their names and city be called Rameses ? If the account of the

inserting his own in the inscriptions. This, how- Patriarchs had been written at a late date after the

ever, was so clumsily done that it is apparent to Rameside dynasty and when the name had ceased ,

the eye of even the casual, non -technical beholder, among the Egyptians, for a land, or a city ,as well as

not to speak of the absurdities which at once ap- for kings, how was such a philological nicety at

pear when scholars read the inscriptions intowhich tended to by the author of that account ? Or, if

his name has been inserted without any other he was such an archæologist and so careful to name

change. The original inscriptions of Rameses every place by the name by which it was known at

himself are recognizable at a glance because of the timeat which he wrote, or at the time of which

the absence of this bungling. He has an inscrip- he wrote, why did he speak of the “ land of Ram

tion at the gateway of Pithom , “ I built Pithom at eses ” in the days of Jacob, many centuries before

the mouth of the east," i . e. , as a frontier fortress. any place was called by such a name in Egypt ?

No charge of plagiarism is brought against this The writing of this account in Genesis in the Rame

inscription. So that his general character as a side Period, that is, about thetime of the Exodus, is

plagiarist cannot hold against this instance. The entirely in harmony with the common practice of

only thing that can be said in truth against the historians of naming places by the names by which

identification of Rameses as the builder of Pithom they were known at the time at which the historian

is that he may have been only a rebuilder of a
lived .

fortress which had been destroyed, and that the RED SEA . An earlier mention of an expedi- 926

Israelites may have built the former fortress under tion to the Red Sea than that noted above from

another Pharaoh . This is a possible supposition, Herodotus, is that found in the inscription of Hat
but it is pure supposition . The account in the shepsut of the eighteenth dynasty on the temple

book of Exodus says that Israelbuilt Pithom . wall of Deir el-Babri, where is the account of a
Rameses II says, “ I built Pithom .” Until some wonderful expedition to the land of Punt by way

actual evidence appears which breaks this syn- of the Red Sea. Much earlier mention, also, than

chronism , it must stand, and Naville's work of the even this ismade in Egyptian inscriptions; that of
identification of Rameses II as the Pharaoh of the theexpedition of Hennu to the land of Punt occurs
Oppression must also stand. in the time of Se-ankh -ka - ra of the eleventh dynasty.

876 PLAGUES OF EGYPT. To this admirable RIVER OF EGYPT. See NILE, SUPPLEMENT.
938

discussion of the plagues later discoveries have

added nothing, except so to bring out the facts con- does not now appear tocorrespond so exactly to the
SABBATH . The Babylonian “ Sabbath "

947

cerning the natural phenomena of Egypt in the
Sabbath of the Bible.

orderof the plagues, and exactlycorresponding in lonianUseofthe Sabbath ” in Clay, Amurru, p.
See "Discussion of Baby

character to them, as to havemademore clear the 65 ; Lighton the 0. 7. from Babel
, p. 15. Ofthe

relation which these miracles bear to naturalmeans word “ sha-bat-tum ," Professor Clay says: “ Tbis

and agencies. As every soul of man is given a has generally been regarded as being the origin of
body, so every supernatural manifestation is given
a natural embodiment. Even the Spirit descended the Hebrew Sabbath. But it has since been ascer

as a dove ” and God's presence at Sinai was
tained from a list, which gives the Sumerian and

manifested in brightness. The deity of Jesus was
Babylonian days of the month, that shabatli, or

attested with the sound of a

“ voice ” on the shapatti, was the Babylonian name for the fifteenth

mountain . The mostdevout and unequivocal be- dayofthemonth. This word does not have any.

lievers in miracles have viewedtheEgyptian thingtodowith theHebrew shabat, “ to rest,"but
plagues as the embodiment of the divine inter- is explained as a synonym of the Babylonian

position in those various natural hardships and gamaru , “ to complete.”

pests and disasters known in that land, existing to SACRIFICE. The sacrificial system of the 950

the present time, and occurring, when they do Egyptians, with which Israel must have been in

occur, in the exact order of the plagues. The some good measure familiar, is of special interest

miraculous character of the plagues is clearly set for comparison with the Mosaic ritual.

>

66
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upon them .

I. MATERIALS. The Egyptians used the same so prominent a place in the Mosaic ritual; ( 4 ) as

materials for sacrifice as the Hebrews with some there was no sacrificialmeal,the idea of fellowship

additions, especially using flowers in great profu- seems neglected or entirely wanting.

sion . The materials are, in both cases, for the With Moses in the sacrificial system at Sinai

most part, the suitable materials available. presenting its profound religious symbolism, we

II. METHOD. The method of sacrifice in Egypt
are face to face with God in revelation.

differed much from that in the Mosaic ritual . SAMARIA . Excavations have been con- 964

There was no ceremony of substitution, such as the ducted at Samaria by Dr. Reisner, under the
laying on of the hands. The animal was slain for auspices of the American Institute of Archæology,

the bloody sacrifice, and thus his blood was shed, during the years 1908–10. Great Roman remains

but the shedding of blood seems only to have been have been found, and underneath them the foun .

a necessary incident in the sacrifice, little or no dations of the Palace of Ahab. A large number

account whatever being taken of the blood . Sacri. of potsherds with Hebrew lettering have come to

fices were presented, but not burned . In the case light, but no historical inscriptions or, indeed , in

of some of the small sacrifices, such as could be

presented on a dish or in an urn held in the hand,

there seems to have been some use of fire, either

by the incensing of the sacrifice or by laying it up

on coals to make a good smell. But the holocaust

was unknown among the Egyptians, if we are to

judge by the ten thousand sculptured representa

tions of the offerings found on the monuments .

Also, the great altars yet remaining in Egypt, from

the largest of all , at Abu Gurab of the fifth dyn .

asty, and the great altar of Userten of the twelfth

dynasty at Lisht, now in the Museum at Cairo, down

to the beautiful and elaborate altar of Hatshepsut

at Deir el-Bahri, have never had sacrifices burned

And it certainly was not expected by

those wbo erected them that sacrifices ever would

be burned upon them. The great altar of Abu One of Herod's Temples at Samaria,

Gurab is of alabaster and the altar of Hatshepsut

at Deir el-Bahri is of the delicate white limestone scriptions of any kind. There were simply the
of Egypt : in either case a single fire would have marks of the makers of the pots, or the record of
calcined the stone and have ruined the perfection the date and the amount of the wine or oil de

of the altar forever. The altar of Usertsen from livered in the pots . Some valuable material in

Lisht is of granite, but shows not a trace of fire, epigraphy has been supplied and in the use of a

such as granite easily takes. Moreover, the top of very few Hebrew words. Beyond this, the Hebrew
the altar is carved and the carving is as perfect finds have yielded nothing thus far.

and beautiful as on the day it came from the hand

of the sculptor. The innumerable pictures of
SARDIS. The work of exploration at Sardis 974

altars on the monuments never show any prepara has revealed many indications of a splendid city,

tion for the burning of the offering. No wood is some inscriptions supplying valuable linguistic
under the sacrifice, and none is ever seen being material, some information concerning ancient laws,

brought for the burning. The offerings are heaped
! These are not ret understood,but it is hoped that

and also some inscriptions in the Lydian tongue.

upon the altar in perpendicular heaps to a great
height. Any attempt to burn them would have these Lydian inscriptions will enable scholars to

resulted in the whole mass slipping off to the floor recover the lost Lydian tongue.

of the temple as soon as the fat began to melt. SERPENT. Serpent worship is probably in- 63

The Egyptian sacrifices were not burned . What dicated among the Canaanites by the discovery at

was done to them is not known. Presumably they Gezer of a bronze serpentnow in the museum at
were not allowed to be lost. A few of them have Constantinople, though this may have been only a

been found in the tombs. There is no indication votive offering (Macalister,Bible Side Lights from
of a sacrificial meal.

Gezer, p. 76).

III. MEANING. In meaning there was scarcely SHEBA . See CANDACE, SUPPLEMENT. 1011

any resemblance between the Egyptian and Mosaic SHIHOR . Joshua ( 13 : 3 ) speaks of the “ Shihor 1019

sacrifice. Most of the Egyptian offerings were which is before Egypt," a stream which commen

provisions, either for the dead or for the gods, and tators have thought to be “ the brook of Egypt,"

not sacrifices at all in any true sense of that word. the desert stream which separated Egypt from

In the case of those offerings presented on the Palestine, now called Wādy el-Arish . Again

altars of the gods, intended in some way to placate Jeremiah (2:18) says, “ What hast thou to do in

please the gods : ( 1 ) as there was no ceremony the way to Egypt, to drink the waters of the

of substitution, there was nothing to indicate that Shibor ? (Sibor)." The commentators have thought

the offering was instead of the offerer ; ( 2 ) as no Shihor in this case to be a name for the Nile.

use was made of the blood there was no propitia- Both interpretations cannot be right. Whatever

tion by means of it ; (3) since the sacrifices were the name Shihor means, at least it was not a mov

not burned, there was no dedication such as had l able river. It must be the same stream in both

or

)
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these passages. In fact, as now appears, neither work of decorations, of 14.4 inches for archi

of these former interpretations was strictly correct. tectural work and 18 inches for land measure

In the northeasternmost province of ancient Egypt, (Caldecott, The l'abernacle , Solomon's Temple,

Khentab (“ Fronting on the East ") was a canal, a The Second Temple) affects the description ofthe

fresh-water stream drawn off from the Nile, called tabernacle very much. While the general form

in the Egyptian language “ Shi-t Hor," i. e., the and character of the structure remains the same,

Horus Canal (" " is a feminine ending ). There many small details are found to be different, and

have been many changes in the branches and especially all the difficulties requiring special de

canals from the Nile in the Delta, and this one vices and suppositions in order to be constructed

with many others has been lost altogether ; but according to the specifications in the account in

there is a tradition among the Bedouin of Wādy the Book of Exodus, entirely disappear. Concern

el- Arish to this day that once a branch of the Nile ing the plan of the Tabernacle, in addition to the

came over to that point. This Shihor “ Stream of most excellent description given in the article

Horus ” makes perfectly clear and harmonious the above , it should be noted thatthe plan is Egyptian.

different references of Scripture to Sbihor. It was

“ before Egypt," as Joshua describes it, and it was

the first sweet water of Egypt which the traveler

from Palestine in those days was able to obtain, as

the words of Jeremiah indicate. To drink the

waters of the Sihor " meant to reach this supply

of the fresh water of the Nile at the border of the

desert ( Sunday School Times, April 19 , 1913) .

1025 SHISHAK . The reading of the name read

“ King of Judah " by Champollion was long ago

given up by the Egyptologists. Another name in

the same inscription has been the subject of some

discussion recently. It has been translated by

some persons as the “field of Abram ” and pointed

out as the first actual mention of the name Abra

ham, as used in Palestine. It would be of great

interest to all to have such a mention of Abraham

in the time of Shishak or at any other tine. But

this reading is barely a possibility. It is rejected

by nearly all Egyptologists ( Journal of the Ameri

can Oriental Society, 1910–11).

1035 SINAI. Comp. Palmer, The Desert of the

Ecodus ; Petrie, Researches in Sinai ; Hoskins,

From the Nile to Nebo).

1067 TAANACH. This ancient Canaanite High

Place was explored by Sellin. It revealed a civ.

ilization very similar to that found in the other

Canaanite city Gezer, with the exception that the

earliest work on the walls and cisterns at Taanach

was the best, and, indeed, of a very superior char

acter. The High Place showed the samearrange

ment of upright stones found at Gezer. The most

interesting and unique object discovered was an

altar, probably an incense altar. It is about three

feet high, made of rude pottery, ornamented by
Stone Altar Found at Taanach .

grotesque, symbolical figures moulded in the clay

on either side. There is a hollow place in the top

of the altar into which , apparently, a fire pan was God said to Moses, “ See thou make all things ac

fitted . This altar is very far from being an artistic cording to the pattern shown thee in the mount.

i object, eitherhaving belonged to a primitive civili- The plan shown him can be known only by the
zation and religious culture or having been a very structure which he erected . The command of God

crude representation of the civilization from which to follow the plan indicated nothing as to its

it comes, probably the latter, as some other good character, whether old or new. It was the simple,

pottery was found in the ruins. Whether this altar universal plan of the Egyptian house, the Egyptian

represents the worship of Canaanites or some later great house or palace, the Egyptian temple or

lapse of Israelite people into Canaanite worship house of the gods, and the Egyptian tomb, the

is impossible to say . In either case it represents house of the dead ( Bible Student, Jan. , 1902, pp.

Canaanite worship (Sellin , Tel Taannek ). 29-33). See BEZALEEL, SUPPLEMENT.

1068 TABERNACLE OF ISRAEL . 4. Struc- TEMPLE. The description of the structure 1086

ture. The discovery of the triple standard for of the temple, like that of the tabernacle (see

the cubit in use among the Hebrews (See METROL. TABERNACLE, SUPPLEMENT) is very much altered by

OGY, SUPPLEMENT), the cubit of 10.8 inches for art'the discovery of the triple standard for the cubit

>
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TONGUES, CONFUSION OF ZOAR
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in use among the Hebrews, 10.8 inches for art ascribed the power to purify, enlighten, and to

work and decoration, 14.4 inches for architect- make free through the knowledge of its truth

ural work, and 18 inches for land measure (see (John 14:23; 15 :7, 10).

METROLOGY, SUPPLEMENT). The general form of the The word logos as applied to Jesus (John 1 : 1 )

Temple of Solomon is found to be very different is a remarkable expression ; all the more because

from that in all published plans of that building. the apostle assumes that his readers will at once

The same is true in a still greater degree of the understand it. It had its origin in the Targums,

Temple of Zerubbabel. And the Temple of Eze- or paraphrases of the Hebrew Scriptures. The

kiel, which is thought impossible to be built, and personification of theWord of Godappears in the

indeed never intended for actual construction , is Psalms (33 : 6 ; 107 : 20 ; 119 :89 ; 147: 15), and in

none other than the Temple of Zerubbabel , with Proverbs (8 and 9) the wisdom of God is

perhaps some modifications made necessary by the strikingly personified. In the apocrypha the per

limited means at command (Caldecott, Tabernacle, sonification is still more complete ; while in the

The Temple of Solomon, The Second Temple ). Targums the development is carried still further.

Where Scripture speaks of a direct communication
1116 TONGUES, CONFUSION OF. See Dis- from God to man, the Targums substituted the

PERSION, SUPPLEMENT.
Memra or “ Word of God.” Philo's conception of

1127 TRYPHENA AND TRYPHOSA . In the the Logos is not fixed or clear, but generally means

columbarium of Czesar's household discovered in some intermediate agency, by means of which God

Rome inside the Porta San Sebastiano are two created material things and communicated with

niches inscribed Tryphena and Tryphosa. These them . The Logos of St. John is not a mere attri.

are thought to be very probably theresting places bute of God, but the Son of God, existing from all

of the funeral urns containing the ashes of Paul's eternity, and manifested in time in the person of

friends of these names at Rome.
Jesus Christ. “ Human thought had been search

ing in vain for some means of connecting the finite
1175 WILDERNESS OF WANDERING . with the Infinite, of making God intelligible to

Hoskins, From Nile to Nebo, gives in a helpful man and leading man up to God. St. John knew

way the most recent re-examination of the route that he possessed the key to this enigma. He

of Ísrael through the Wilderness of the Wandering. therefore took the phrase which human reason had

WORD (Heb. 27, daw -bawr'; Gr. 267oç, lighted on in its gropings, stripped it of its mislead

log'-os, something said ; põua, hrai-mah, uiter- ing, associations, fixed it by identifying it with

ance). As early as the second century the terms Christ, and filled it with thắt fulness ofmeaning

sermo (sermon) and verbum (word ) were rival which he himself derived from Christ's own teach

translations of the Greek hóyos ( logos ). The ing ” (Plummer, Cambridge Bible).

Latin versions of the Scriptures all adopted ver- WRITING A most comprehensive and log- 1183

bum and from it came “ The Word.” Logos means ical discussion of this subject is found in Professor

not only the spoken word but thought expressed by Zerbe's The Antiquity of Hebrew Writingand

the word. It is the spoken word as expressive of Literature. On the Egyptian origin of the Phæ

thought and is applied to God's revelation to man . nician alphabet, additional evidence is adduced by

See REVELATION, SCRIPTURE . M. G. Kyle in Recueil de travaux. The latest

In the LXX both Greek words are used as contribution on the subject is an elaborate gather

translations of the Hebrew 777 In the familiar ing of pottery marks, showing in a very startling

phrase " the word of the Lord came,” word is way that, however historically the alphabet may

rendered by logos (2 Sam . 24:11 ; 1 Kings 6:11 , have been put together in its final form by the

12 , 22, etc., etc.) and by hray'-mah'(1 Sam . 15:10; Phænicians, the various signs have been in use

2 Sam . 7 : 4 ; 1 Kings 17:8 ; 19 : 9 , etc.), but in the in very widely different places from early time as

prophetical books (Jer. 1 : 1 excepted ) logos is in- arbitrary signs employed for convenience (Petrie,

variably used to denote the message which God | The Formation of the Alphabet, 1912).

revealed to the prophet, that he might declare it ZAPHNATH - PAANEAH . See JOSEPH, 1187

to the people of His name. SUPPLEMENT.

Very early in the church 8 hóyog was used to

designate the special revelation of grace given in
ZOAN . It only needs to be added that the 1197

and by Jesus Christ (Luke 1 :2 ; Acts 4:4, etc. ): Petrie in 1887–88.He found works of the kings
ruins of Zoan were carefully examined by Professor

Jesus so described his message (Matt. 13:20 ;

Mark 4:14), andMark thus summarizes the teach ofEgypt from the early times of theold kingdom ,

ing of Jesus (Mark 2 : 2) . The Apostles charac
fromthe middle kingdom , from the Hyksos kings

terize their own distinctive dutyas a steadfastand from the later great Pharaohs on down to

Ptolemaic times.

continuance in the ministry of the word (Acts 6:4 ) .
The ruins are hopelessly im

It is declared to be the exclusive subject and sub- bedded in the swamps, owing to the rising of the

stance of the early missionaries (Acts 8:4,17,etc.). ground from the sediment of the inundation .

It is found in the earliest and latest of Paul's epis- ZOAR . In the account of the separation of 1198

tles (1 Thess. 1 : 8 ; 2 Tim . 4 : 2 ) . Abraham and Lot at Bethel (after they came up

The Word is the principal means by which rev. out of Egypt) , the writer in Genesis describes the

elation is introduced and communicated. The attractive region which took Lot's avaricious eye

kingdom of heaven grows from a germ or seed, as “ like the garden of God, like the land of Egypt

which seed is the Word of God (Matt. 13 : 3 , 19 , 24 , as thou goest unto Zoar." . The only Zoar which

87 ; 1 Peter 1:23). To this Word of Christ is I commentators and critics have known is the " little

16
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)

one ' to which Lot was permitted to flee from writing in Egypt or in the desert to a people just

Sodom . Manifestly this reference could not be to come out of Egypt, would, with perfect natural.

that Zoar. Translators and commentators and ness, use the words “ like the land of Egypt as

critics have tried all sorts of corrections and sup- thou goest unto Zoar.” But a writer in Palestine

positions and transpositions to inake sense of this five or six hundred years later than the time when

passage. Now on some branch of the sweet water Israel came out of Egypt could not use such lan .

of theNile, probably on Shi-bor, stood an ancient guage at all. It wouldhave been more puzzling to

frontier fortress (Egyptian, khetam), called in the the Israelites than it has ever been to the com

Egyptian language Tsvar, of which the Hebrew for mentators and the critics. As Professor Naville

“ Zoar " is a good equivalent, and of which " Zoar” says, " What conception can men living in Judea,

is the nearest equivalent in our Roman letters. in a mountainous and dry country, watered chiefly

This fortress, Zoar, was then on the edge of the by rain, have of an irrigated land owing its fertil

desert as one came up out of Egypt, and limited ity to a large river and its inundations ? “ It is

on that side all the richness and verdure of Egypt, oneof the Mosaic touches, of which we findmany

beyond which lay barren sands . This Zoar on the in Genesis” ( Sunday School Times, April 19, 1913 ).

desert edge of Egypt makes the passage relating M. G. KYLE .

to Lot's choice perfectly clear. A man, as Moses,

"

> )
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GLOSSARY

OF OBSOLETE AND ARCHAIC WORDS .

ABBREVIATIONS.

Gr

Heb.

Lat .

Vulg

Fr ..

Greek . 0. E.

Hebrew . A. S ..

Latin . Apoc

Vulgate . Marg .

French , A. V.

Old English .

Anglo -Saxon.

. Apocrypha .

.Marginal reference.

.Authorized Version .

R. V

Cap .

Rhe

Tyn .

R. C. T.

Revised Version .

Caption of chapter.

Rheims Version .

Tyndale .

Richard C. Trench.

ABANDON (Gr. #kßámasiv, ex -ball -a - sin , Luke 6:22 ). | ADDICT (Gr. tácow, tas '- so ), to arrange in an or

Rhe. , " Blessed shall ye be when men shall bate derly way, to appoint ( 1 Cor . 16:15 ) . The word

you , and abandon your name as evil for the Son addict is now used in a bad sense , as given to a

of man's sake." R. C. T. says that the word bad habit, but it had no such sense formerly.

comes down from " bann ” or “ banns, ” as a ADMIRATION (Gr. Oavja, thoul-mah , Rev. 17 : 6 ) ,

proclamation, then becoming more severe , to wonder, astonishment, whether accompanied

denounce, from “ abandonare,” which expres- with approval or disapproval. R.V. , “ with great

sion is the point of contact between the past and wonder. ”

present, since what we devounce we are ex- ADVISE (Heb . 97 , yaw -dal', 2 Sam. 24:13), to take
pected to “ abandon .”

counsel ; (R.V. To, raw-aw', 1 Chron. 21:12 ) , to
ABIDE (Gr. pévo , men '- o, Acts 20:23 ), to stay in a “ consider.” “ Now therefore advise thee what

state of expectancy. 0. E. abidan , to wait worde I shall bring againe to him that sentme.”

for, “ The active sense of looking out for a -Geneva.

tbing was much more strongly felt in the word
AFFECT (Gr. 592ów, dzay-lo-o ) , to desire , to bave

abide than it is now .” Wyclif, 2 Pet. 3:12 , “ abid
warmth of feeling for or against, to covet. Gal .

ing and highing unto the coming of the day of
4:17 , R. V., " They zealously seek you in no good

our Lord .” Tyn. , Heb. 12 : 2 , " abode the crosse.”
way ; ... that ye may seek them .” • This was

Abide denotes shortest stay , sojourn is marked

by longer continuance , while dwell comprehends After (Gr. kará, kat-ah ', Rom. 8 : 1 ) , according to.
formerly a very common use of the word .

the idea of perpetuity in a place . Abide and

sojourn relate more properly to the wandering
Matt . 16:27, Wyclif, “ And thanne he schal yelde

babits of men in the primitive state of society .

to every man aftir bis workis ."

Abide, from the Persian or Arabic lat or vit, AGAIN (Heb. 270, shoob, Judg . 3:19, to turn back ,

“ to pass the night.” Sojourn , Fr. séjourner,
Gr. åtayyé22w , ap- ang -ell- lo, Matt. 11 :4 ) , in the

from sub and diurnus, “ in the daytime,” " to sense of to carry back word , without any idea

pass the day. ” — Halliwell, Dict. of Archaic and of repetition . O. E. engegen.

Provincial Words. AGAINST (Chald. 739, neh '-ghed , Num. 25 :4) , against
ABJECTS (Heb . 79, nay-keh', Psa . 35:15 ), smiters, or in full view ofthe sun . R. V. , “ before ."

1. e . , traducers, worthless, contemptible people. ( Heb. 79', ad, Gen. 43:25 ), in the sense of time .

This is now used only as an adjective, but for And “ they made readye the present ageynst

merly as a substantive as well as a verb . R. V. , Joseph came at noon . ” --Coverdale.

has it “ smiters." George Herbert says, “ Serv- | ALARM (Heb. yngm , roo-ah ' ) , figurative to split the

ants and abjects flout me.”
ears by noise , a battle cry, a call to arms (2 Chron .

ABUSE (Gr. Kataxpaouai, kat-akh -rahl-om -ahce, 13:12 ) . Wright says this phrase without the ar

1 Cor. 7:31 ; 9:18 ) , to use badly , to overuse ; em- ticle goes back to the origin of the word “ alarm ”

ployed concerning the abuse of power. R. V. , as an interjection ( Ital . all ' arme, to arms) , be

“ using it to the full." fore it became a substantive .

ACCESS (Gr. 7 pooaywyh, pros-ag -ogue-ay ', Rom . 5 : ALL ( Judg. 9:53, " all to brake ” ), to break all to

2 ; Eph . 2:18 ). Lat . accessus , increase ( Isa ., ch . pieces. The R. V. changes to read , “ And a

18 , cap . ) . Bacon makes use of the word in Ad- certain woman cast an upper millstone upon

vancement of Learning : Besides, infinite is Abimelech's head , and brake his skull.”

the access of territory and empire by the same ( Gr. Tās, pas , any, Heb. 7 : 7) . R. V. changes

enterprise ." to “ without any dispute.”

1 )
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Allege GLOSSARY Barbarian

.

ALLEGE (Gr. Taparihnul , par-at-ith'-ay-mee , Acts ASSWAGE (Heb. Jwn, khaw -sak ', Job 16 :5, 6) , to
17 :3) , to place alongside of, to adduce proofs. A restrain , hinder, or bold back .

law term, not as now simply to assert, but it ju- (Heb. 720, shaw -kak ', Gen. 8 : 1 ), to abate, to

cludes the idea of argument strongly put. make cease. The word here is used intransi

ALLOW (Gr. OVVEVDOKÉW, soon -yoo -dok -ehl-o, Luke tively.

11:48) , to approve , to think well of. R. V. , " con- ASTONIED ( Heb. Dzaw , shaw-mame', Job 17 :8 ; Jer.

sent.” The word bad once a sense of praise or
14 : 9) , to stun, to stupefy, amaze, usually in a

approval, which now may be said to have de
passive sense (Mark 5:42) . Tyn. , 1534 , has it

parted altogether.-R. C. T.
“ They were astonied at it out ofmeasure.” The

In Rom . 7:15, yiváokw , ghin-ocel-ko ; in the word “ to astonish ” has now loosened itself

sense of understand, viz ., “ I do not understand altogether from its etymology, attonare and

what I am doing.” R. V. , “ know .” attonitus , thunderstruck .

AMBASSAGE (Gr. a peopeia , pres -vil -ah , Luke 14 : AT ONE (Acts 7:26 ). The passage has the signifi

32) , an embassy, persons sent on a mission, and cation of a palling or fastening together in a

refers also to the mission itself.
condition of peace, hence the “ at one or " at

AMERCE (Heb. 2 , aw -nash ', Dent. 22:19 ), to in
peace.” Fuller, in Pisgah - Sight of Pulestine,

flict a penalty.
says , “ His first essay succeeded so well, Moses

would adventure on a second design, to atone

ANCIENT (Heb. ]?1 , zaw-kane'. Psa. 119 : 100 ; Jer. two Israelites at variance. "

19 : 1) , an old man, an elder, as indicating dignity. ATTENT (Feb. Sez, kash -shoob ', 2 Chron. 6:40 ),
R. V., “ I understand more than the aged ,” also ,

“ take of the elder of the people .”
harkening, attent (-ive) . . Lat. attentus.

AVOID (Heb. -39, saw -val', 1 Sam. 18:11 ), lo de
AND IF ( Matt. 24:48 ) , a redundant expression .

Horne Tooke derives ' s and ” from the A. S.
part, to remove, to (fetch a) compass , to escape ;

unnan , and “ if” from gifan , both signifying “ to
the Old French esvuidier, to e . .pty out. Shakes

give ." Wright says that the usage of “ gif "
peare, “ Well done, avoid nomore.”

in Old English , and of “ gin ” in Scotch, seems to Avouch (Heb. 772x, aw -mar',Deut. 26:17, 18 ;Luke ,

support Horne Tooke's etymology. ch . 20, cap.; Acts , ch . 4, cap. ) , to answer, to

ANGLE (Heb. Tan, khak-kaw', Isa. 19 : 8) , a hook,
challenge, to certify. Mr. Wedgwood says that

connected with the idea of piercing or adhering.
the word " avouch " came to the meaning of

0. E. angul. performing the part of an avouchee, or person

called to defend his right , when impugned,

ANON (Gr. εudéws, yoo -thehl-oce, Matt. 13:20 ; Mark
under the feudal system, when the right of a

1:30 ) , at once, immediately. R. V. , “ straight
tenant being impugned , he called upon his lord

way.” The Rheims version bas it “ and in
to come forward and defend his right. This act

continent ' receiveth with joy.” Incontinent, was called in the Latin of the time advocare

meaning instantly, is obsolete.
(Dict. of Eng. Etym. , s . v . ) .

ANYTHING (Gr. ris,tis) , at all , in any way (Acts AWAY WITH (Heb. 557, yaw - kole ', Isa. 1:13 ) , to en

25 :8 ). R. V. bas it “ nor against Cæsar have I

sinued at all.”
dure , to suffer, to overcome. “ I maye not awaye

with youre new-moones. "-Coverdale.

APACE (Feb. 75251, haw -lak ', 2 Sam . 18:25 ; Psa .
AWORK (Heb. 727, aw -vad ', 2 Chron. 2:18), to work,

08:12), a pace, at a great pace , swiftly, a fleeing ,
to labor. Wright says this is a compound

escape .
formed like ado, abroach , asleep , the prefix

APPLE (Heb. jjcjrx, ee-shone', diminutive of WTX, being the abbreviated preposition “ on ."

ecsh , Deut. 32:10 ; Psa. 17 :8) , the little man of

the eye. Vulg . , pupilla oculi. BAKEMEATS (Heb. 72x, aw.faw', to bake, Gen.

APPROVE (Gr. ánoơeikvoll, ap -od -ikel-noo-mee,
40:17 ). The marg. has “ meat of Pharaoh, the

Acts 2:22) , to demonstrate or accredit .
work of a baker,or, cook .” Shakespeare, “ The

funeral baked meats did coldly furnish forth

(Gr . ovvionu , soon -isl- tay -mee, 2 Cor. 6 :4 ) ,
the marriage tables.”

to commend . Shakespeare, “ and approve it

with a text." BANK (Heb.. ?? io, so -lel -aw ', 2 Sam. 20:15 ) , a mili

tary mound , or a rampart of besiegers .

ARMHOLE ( Heb. 558, ats-tseel' , Jer . 38:12 ; Ezek.
BANQUET (Heb. mora,mish-tew ,Esth. 7 : 1 ) , drink ,

13:18, to separate, select, refuse , meanings from
drinking. The Hebrew here is literally to

the primitive root 3xx , awtsal'; hence the joint
drink ;"' and the banquet formerly applied to the

of the hand , i.e. , knuckle ), armpit. Put these

drinking, not to feasting in general , but rather
ragges and cloutes under thine arme holes."

the dessert after dinner. Shakespeare , “ Bring
Coverdale.

in the banquet quickly ; wine enough Cleopa

ARTILLERY (Heb.157, kel- ee', 1 Sam. 20:40) , any tra's health to drink .”

armor, weapon . R. V., " weapons.” “ In earlier BANQUETING (Gr. Tótos, pot' -os, from rivo, peel.

use any engines for the projecting of missiles , no, to imbibe, to drink , 1 Pet. 4 :3) , an indul

even to the bow and arrow , would have been in- gence in drinking. Literally, " drinkings."

cluded under this term . ” — R.C.T . The word ar- BARBARIAN (Gr. Bápßapos, bar -bar -os', 1 Cor. 14 :

tillery was used long before the invention of gun- 11 ) , a foreigner, one speaking a foreign tongue.

powder to denote missiles, weapons in general Of uncertain derivation.

"
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Beast GLOSSARY Bruit

.

66

BEAST (Gr. 5wov, dzol-on , neuter of a derivation of BODY OF HEAVEN (Heb. Dyp, eh '-tsem , Exod .

Sáw , dzahl- o ), a live thing, living creature (Rev. 24:10 ), from root signifying strong, the bone ;

4 :6) . In Dan ., ch. 7, cap. , the original words hence, the body, substance, strength, the self

(Heb. 87.7, khay-vaw', from Xv ?, khah-yaw' ) same, the very thing or substance . It is here a

mean “ living creature” of any kind, not " beast ”
Hebraism for “ the heaven itself, the very

in the modern sense . In 1 Cor. 2:14 the A. V. bas
heaven ."

it “ natural man ,” but in Wyclif, 1380,the pas- BOLLED (Heb. 539..ghib -ole!, Blossom , Exod. 9:31 ) ,
sage reads, “ A beestli man perseyueth not tho

made convex, like a cup or the calyx of a flower.
thingis that ben of the spirit of God ; for it is foli

The R. V. has it in marg. was in bloom .” The
to hym .” Also in 1 Cor. 15:44, in Wyclif, “ It is

word is still in use in Ireland in the sense in

sowun a beestli bodi , it schal rise a spiritual
which it is found in the A. V.

bodi . If ther is a beestli bodi, there is also a

spiritual bodi.” BONNET (Heb. 1929, mig -baw -aw ', Exod. 28:40 ;

BECAUSE (Gr. iva, hinl-ah, Matt. 20:31), to the end Isa.3 :20 ) ; the R.V. has “ headtire ; " Vulg., tiara ;

that, in order that (denoting the purpose or the LXX. has kidápis , signifying a Persian bead

result), so as. Wright says , “ The etymology of dress , or one differing from the common tiara

the word .by cause ,' as spelt in Pol. Vergil, bie in having a peak. Wedgwood claims for it a

cause ' ( Lat. causa ), evidently shows that the Scandinavian origin . A headdress of women,

word may as properly be applied to mark the except in Scotland, where men also use the

intention of an action as the reason for it.' name.

BESOM (Heb. KUNO , mat-at-ay ', apparently a BOOK (Heb. O, say '-fer ), any formal writing. Job

denominative from us, tect) , suggesting some- 31:35, R. V., bas " indictment” _ "And that I had

thing sticky, dirt to be swept away, or removed the indictment which mine adversary hath writ

with a broom. “ I wil swepe them out with the ten ! ”

besome of destruccion.” — Coverdale. In 1Kings BOTCH (Feb. TTT , shekh - een!, Deut. 28:27, 35 ), from

7:40 the Geneva version has it, “ And Hiram

unused root meaning to burn , inflammation ;

made caldrons, and besomes, and basens.”

Wright says , " In Devonshire the name ' bisam ,'
hence , boil, ulcer. See DISEASES .

or 'bassam ,' is given to the heath plant, be- BOTTOM (Heb. x??, mets -ool - law ', Zech. 1 : 8) ,

cause used for making besoms, as , conversely , a
to be dark, shadowing, and this from primitive

besom is called a broom , from being made of
root 558, tsaw -lal', meaning to tumble down,broom twigs.” The word is still common as a

i . e . , to sink or settle by a waving motion ; hence ,
provincialism.

the idea of a shady valley or low place.
BESTEAD ( Isa. 8:21 , situated ; A. S. stede, a

place, stead as in steady, homestead ). It BOWELS (Gr. Othúyxvov, splangkhl-non , from

means a place of difficulty, as in Froissart, othhv, splane, the intestine), figuratively sym

“ They that were lefte behynde were hardly pathy , pity, tender mercy. i John 3:17, “ He that

bestadde."
shall see his brother have neede and sbal

BESTOW (Heb. , yaw -nakh ', 2 Chron. 9:25 ), to
shut his bowels from bim . " - Rhe.

deposit ; by implication ,to allow to stay,to place , BRAVERY (Heb. olyan, tif -ehi-reth , Isa . 3:18) ,
put, set down.

beauty, comeliness , finery , not synonymous with

(Gr. ovváyu, soon -ag ' -0 , from ovv, soon , and
courage , but descriptive of personal adornment.

áyw, agl - o ), to lead together, to gather, to be Shakespeare, “ with scarfs and fans and double
stow (Luke 12:17, 18 ) . The word “ synagogue " is

change of bravery."

the place of meeting. Wright says the word

is from the A. S. stow, “ a place ,” and it still BREACHES (Heb. yor?, mif-rawts', from 7.7 ,
exists in the names of towns, as Stowe, Stowe- paw -rats', Judg. 5:17), primitive root to break
market. Hence, “ bestow ” signifies to stow out, to burst out; hence , a break or breach in a

away, or dispose of. coast, a bay ( Vulg ., portus ) ; R. V . , " creeks. "

(Gr. pwuisw , pso -midi-20, 1 Cor. 13 :3, from the
BREAK UP (Gr. diopvoow ,dee-on-oosl-so ,Matt. 24:43 ;

base poulov, pso -meel-on ), a crumb, morsel , a
Mark 2 :4, ¿Eopvoow, ex -or -oos'- so ), to break open ,

mouthful. In the sense of giving food, alms, or
as a door or a house. The A, V. has in the

money.

marg. of Ezek. 18:10, " the breaker up of an

BEWRAY (Heb. 675;, gaw -law ', Isa. 16 :3) , primarily house ."

to denude ; as , for instance , captives were dis

graced by being stripped, uncovered, hence , re BRIGANDINE ( Heb.7ino, sir-yone', Jer. 46 : 4 ; R. V..

vealed ( Matt. 26:73 , dñhos , dayl-los, clear,mani
“ coats of mail " ), armor for a brigand.

fest ). A. S. wregan or wreian, to accuse, con- Bruit (Heb. 1992 , shem - ow -aw , passive par
nected with Goth. vrohjan and Ger. rugen , to

ticiple of 0729, shaw -mame', primitive root , to
accuse ; hence , to discover or point out.

slun , to stupefy , Jer. 10:22) , in passive sense , to

BLOW UP (Heb. 379, taw -kah '), to clang, to blow

1

make amazed.

on a wind instrument. Psa. 81 :3, " Blowe up

the trompettes in the new Moone." - Coverdale. ( Heb. yw, shayl-mah, Nah.3 : 19) , something

Comp. Shakespeare, “ King John ," v , 2. heard , a sound , rumor.

9
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Buckler GLOSSARY Check

once .

BUCKLER ( Heb. .77510, so-khay -raw , Psa. 31 : 4 ) , a CASTAWAY (Gr. àdókiuos , ad-ok '-ee -mos, 1 Cor. 9:27),

shield , something surrounding a person ; Fr. unapproved, rejected, castaway. Tyndale, 1534,

vouclier, a shield with a knob ; Lat. bucula , a Cranmer, 1539, and Geneva, 1557, all employ the

boss of a shield . The thing has gone out of use term , at 2 Cor. 13:5 , " except ye be cast-awayes."

and the word also.
CATHOLIC (Gr. kalohikos, kath -ol-ee -kos'), general,

BY (1 Cor. 4 :4) means in respect to or concerning. universal (1 John, ch. 4, cap.) .

R.V.has it " agaiust” – “ nothing against my- CAUL (Heb. 0994, shaw -beece', Isa . 3:18, from an
self.” The word was also used in the sense of

unused rootmeaning to interweave), a netting for

during the time , by the space of ( see Acts 7:42 ; the hair. R. V. marg ., " networks.” See DRESS.

13:21 ;
1 ; 19:10 ; 20:31 ; Rev. 14:20).

CERTIFY (Gr. yvopišw, gnorid ' -zo, Gal. 1:11) , to

BY AND BY (Gr. Efautīs, ex -aw -tace', Mark 6:25 ) , at make known, to certify, to give to understand.

" Give me by andby in a charger the CHALLENGE (Heb. 7z2x, aw -
mar', Exod . 22:9), to

head of John the Baptist ; " R. V., “ forthwith .”
claim as one's own, to demand. R. V, bas ir

( Gr. xilus, yoo -thus', Matt. 13:21 ; R. V. ,
“Wherefore one saith , this is it."

" straightway ” ).

CHANCE (Heb. 7????, mik -reh ', something met

CABIN (Heb. 0139, khaw -nooth ', from 7:5, khaw
with by chance; from T. , kaw -raw ', to light

naw ', Jer . 37:16 ), to incline, and by implication

upon or bring about chiefly by chance, Deut.

to decline, as in a sunset; hence, the time to
23:10 ). Lat. cadere, to fall ; hence , to happen.

pitch the tent, or encamp, and thence to the
Accident , from Lat. accidere, in the same way.

signification of a cell , vault, or prison . A. V. in ( Gr. Tvy závw , toong -khan - o ), intransitive, to

marg. has " cells," as also the R. V. in the text. happen as if meeting with ( 1 Cor. 15:37) .

The word is of Celtic origin .
CHANGEABLE (Heb. 17 ** 772, makh - al-awtsaw ',

CANKERED (Gr. kartów, kal-ee -ol- 0 , James 5 :3) , can- Isa. 3:22), a changeable suit of apparel . R. V.

ker, or that is rusted down, corroded. Latimer in
has it “ the festival robes." Coverdale has

his sermon speaks of " a new canker to rust and " holy day clothes;" Geneva version, “ costly ap

corrupt the old truth ," and Shakespeare , “ Hen- parel.” In Zech. 3 :4 the Hebrew is translated

ry IV ,” has “ the canker'd heaps of strange- " change of raiment.”

achieved gold .” CHANELBONE (Job 31:22, marg. ) , an old term for

CAPTIVATE, used only in a figurative sense now,
collar bone (see Hall's Analomy, 1565, “ of the

shoulder and the chanell bone ” ). “ Without

but in the cap . of 1 Sam . 14 , 2 Kings 17 ,

2 Chron . 28 , and Jer. 39 it has the old mean
hole or canel bone. ” —Chaucer .

ing of taking captive or prisoner. Shakespeare , CHAPMAN (Heb. 990, toor, 2 Chron . 9:14), primitive

Henry VI,” “ upon their woes whom fortune
root, to meander about, especially in search of

,captivates."
trade; a merchantman ; we would call him a

bagman or runner. A. S. chapman ; from same

CAREFUL (Heb. 1wn, khash -akh', Dan. 3:16), used root are derived “ cheap ” and “ chaffer."

in the old sense of necessity, needful, as we say CHAPT (Heb. Onn, khaw -thath ',Jer. 14 :4),to break

we do not tbink it needful, or do not care to an

Chaucer and Milton use it in the literal
down , to go down, to cause dismay. “ The earth

sense , as “ full of care , anxious " ( comp. Jer. chappeth or goeth a sunder for droughth ."

17 : 8 ; Luke 10:41 ; Phil. 4 : 6) . CHARGE (Gr. Tapavyyéław, par-ang-gel - lo, 1 Tim.

5 : 7) , to transmit a message, and by Implication

CARRIAGE ( Heb. 157, kel-ee', 1 Sam. 17:22 ). The to enjoin , to command , as in R. V.

R. V. has “ baggage.” It includes dress, imple- (Gr. Bapéw, bar -eh - o ), to weigh down , to

ments, weapons, vessel , ware . burden, to charge (1 Tim. 5:16, R. V. , “ be

(Heb. -7775p, keb - ood -daw ', Judg. 18:21) , burdened ” ). “ Let not the congregation be

wealth , mightiness, magnificence , from a root charged .” — Tyn .

signifying something burdensome. In thispas. CHARGER (Heb. 1777 ?, keh -aw -raw ', cut out ), a
sage it means the valuables , and not the heavy

bowl (Num, 7 : 13-85 ) .

baggage.
(Gr. nivas , pin -ar , flat), a dish, plate (Matt.

(Heb. N705, nes-oo -aw , Isa. 46 :1), some 14 : 8, 11 ; Mark 6:25 , 28 ; Luke 11:39, “ platter ” ).

thing borne, a load.

CHARGES (Gr. dataváw, dap-an -ah '- o , Acts 21:24 ),
(Gr, Anookevá85w, ap -osk -yoo-ad ' -20, Acts 21 :

in good sense , to incur cost ; in a bad sense, to
15 ) , to pack up baggage. R. C. T. says once it

waste, to spend.

meant the thing carried, now it means the thing

which carries, the vehicle which carries . “Spar- CHAWES (Ezek. 29 :4 ; 38 :4 ), the old form for jaws.

tacus charged his lieutenants that led the army,
The antiquated form, “ chaw ," coupects the

gave them battle , overthrew them , and took all
word with chew or cbaw .

their carrlage” (see Plutarch's Lives). Cran- CHECK ( Heb. 177012, mo-say -raw ', Job 20 : 3 ), re
mer, 1539, has it, “ We toke vp oure burthens proof, rebuke, Fr, échec, this from the Persian

and went vp to Jerusalem .” The Geneva ver- shah , king ; used in the game of chess to call

sion , 1557 , has it , • * After those dayes we attention to the danger of the king.

trussed vp our fardels and weut vp to Ieru u Although I had a check,

salem .” To geue the mate is hard! ' ' - Surrey.

swer.
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Cheek teeth GLOSSARY Conversation

6

“ We

CHEEK TEETH (Heb. po?, meth-at-leh -aw "), COLLOPS (Heb. 17999,pee-maw ',Job 15:27 ), from a
great teeth , molars ( Joel 1 : 6 ) . R. V. , " jaw root meaning to be plump. The word is still used

teeth .” in Yorkshire,as applied to bacon ; hence , Collops

CHEER (Gr. Oapoéw, thar-seh ' -o , from Pápoos, tharl
Monday, before Ash Wednesday.

808, Matt. 9:2), to bave courage , having reference COMFORTLESS (Gr. Opoavós, or - fan -os', John 14:18 ),

to the face . Fr. chere , the countenance, aspect.
parentless, orphans; marg. , " orphans;" R. V.,

In swoot of thi cheer thou schalt ete thi breed ,
“ desolate. "

till thou turne agen in to the erthe of thich COMMUNICATE (Gr.Koivwvín , koy -nohn -eel -ah , Heb.

thou art takun ” (Gen. 3:19 ). – Wyclif . Cicero 13:16) , from root meaning partnership , sharer ;

urges that the Greek has no equivalent to the used intransitively, to participate , Phil . 4:14.

Lat, vultus, the countenance, that is, as the ever- “ They were to judge whether they had done

varying exponent of the sentiments and pas- well or amisse to communicate these dignitaries

sions of the soul . Perhaps it may be charged with the commons.” - Holland , Livy.

on the English that it, too, is now without such COMPEL (Heb. y , paw -rats ', 1 Sam . 28:23), to
a word. But “ cheer " in its earlier uses, of

which certain vestiges still survive , was exactly
press , urge , compel ; R. V., to constrain by argu

ment ; also 2 Sam. 13:25, 27 ; 2 Kings 5:23 ; Luke
such.-R. C. T. , Gloss. Eny. Words.

14:23, kvaykáśw , an -ang -kad ' -zo, to compel.

CHIDE (Heb. 27 , roob, Exod. 17 :2 ; Judg. 8:1; Psa. COMPREHEND (Heb. 370, kool, Isa. 40:12), from

103 : 9 ), primitive root, to grapple , but mostly fig

urative , to hold controversy , to plead.
primitive root, to keep in , to contain , to hold as

in a measure .

shall downright chide if I longer stay." - Shakes

CONCLUDE (Gr. ovyk εiw , soong -klil - o, Rom. 11:32 ;
peare .

Gal . 3:22), to shut together , or include. " Scrip

CHIDING (Heb. 57 , reeb) , complaining, quarrel. tures hath concluded alle thingis undir synne.”

ing (Exod. 17 : 7) . – Tyn . R. V. , " shut up all things.”

CHIMNEY (Heb. , ar -oob-baw ', Hos. 13 : 3) , a
CONCUPISCENCE (Gr. EniQvuía, ep -ee-thoo -mec '-ah ,

window , an aperture for smoke. In the Apoc. ,
Rom. 7 : 8 ; Col.3 :5 ; 1 Thess. 4 :5) , a longing (espe

2 Esd. 6 : 4, the word is the translation of the
cially for what is forbidden) , lust, unlawful de

Lat. caminus, a fireplace or oven . Wyclif, in
sire. Lat. concupiscencia.

Matt. 13:42, has “ Thei schulen sende hem in to CONFUSION (Heb. 10 , tol-hoo, Isa. 34:11, 41:29 ),

the chymney of fier ;" and the same in Rev. 1:15, from unused root, to lie waste , desert, without

“ his feet like to latoun as in a brennynge form. It appears to be used in the strong sense

chymeney." of destruction .

(Gr. åkataoraoia , ak -at-as -tah - seel-ah , James

CHOLER (Heb. 579, maw-rar', from 777?, maw 3:16). Instability, disorder, tumult. Wyclif has
raw ', Dan . 8 : 7 , to be bitter, figurative to be moved

unsteadfastness ; Cranmer has unstableness ;
with anger) . “ And touched with choler, hot as

Geneva has sedition.

gunpowder .” — Shakespeare. The Greek word
zoań, khol-ay', literally signifies bile , from which CONSCIENCE (Gr. ovveidnois, soon -il-duy -sis, Hella

fluid anger was supposed to be produced.
10 : 2 ; 1 Cor. 8 :7) ; Vulg. , conscientia, or conscious

“ The reason why the simpler sort are

CHURL (Heb. 32, kay-lah'ee , from 592, kool, in moved with authority is in the conscience of

sense of providing in a niggardly way, Isa. 32 : 5 , their own ignorance .” — Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

7 ). The word both in the English of Shakes- CONTAIN (Gr. éykpatevojai, eng-krat-yoo'-om -ahee,
peare and in rabbinical interpretation refers to 1 Cor. 7 :9), to exercise self - restraint in diet and

miserliness. The signification is much the same
chastity.

as the Gr. avotnpóc, ow -stay -ros', used in the
CONVENIENT (Gr. kankw , kath -ay '-ko , to come to,

parable of the talents.
Rom. 1:28 ), becoming, seemly, fitting - used in

CHURLISH (Heb. 77, kaw-sheh', 1 Sam. 25 : 3) , this sense in the marriage service.
cruel, hard , stubborn . 6. The churlish chiding CONVENT (marg. of Jer. 49:19 and 50:44) , to convene ,

of the winter's wind . ” - Shakespeare. to summon to a tribunal; Lat. convenire. “ To

morrow morning to the council board he be

CLAVE (Heb. 52a, baw -kah ', Gen. 22 : 3 ), to rend , to
convented .” - Shakespeare, “ Measure for Meas

break , or make a breach. Coverdale has “ He

clove wodd for the brent offerynge.”

CONVERSANT (Heb. 27, haw-lak', Josh . 8:35 ;(Heb. 227, daw -bak ', Gen. 34 : 3 ; Ruth 1:14) , to
1 Sam. 25:15 ), to come continually , follow , wont

cling to , attached to.
to haunt. “ The stranger that was conversant

CLOSET (Gr. Tapelov, tam - il-on , Matt. 6 : 6 ) , a private
with thee . ” — Geneva.

chamber in the oriental house, spot for retire . CONVERSATION (Heb. 7...?, dehl-rek , Psa. 50:23),

ment (comp. Joel 2:16) . road ,way,custom , manner ; R.V. , marg. , " way."

COAST (Gr. 6plov, horl - ee -on , Mark 7:31 ) , a boundary
(Gr. Tpóros, tropl-08, Heb. 13 :5) , deportment ,

line , and by implication a border or coast. Mis- style , mode of life .

rendered in A. V. at Josh. 12:23 ; Judg. 18 : 2 ; Jer . (Gr. moliteva, pol-itl-you -mah ), citizenship

25:32 (see R. V. ) . (Phil. 3:20 ) ; to bebave as a citizen (1:27 ).

ness ,

ure . "
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Convince GLOSSARY Diligence

a bed.

.

>

3

CONVINCE (Heb. 12 , yaw -kakW ), to be right, justi- DEBATE (Heb. 1773, mats -tsaw ', Isa. 58 :4 ), a quar

fy , maintain (Job 32:12 ). rel , contention (comp. Rom. 1:29 ; 2 Cor. 12:20 ).

(Gr. Ëhéyxw,el- eng '-kho, John 8:46), to convict. DECK (Heb. 727, raw-bad', Prov . 7:16) , to spread

CORN (Gr. KÓKKOÇ, koki-kos, John 12:24 ), kernel of

seed grain. DEHORT (Prov . , ch . 7, cap.; 1 Pet. , ch . 2) , to dis

COUNTERVAIL (Heb. 1770, shaw - vaw ', Esth . 7 :4) ,
suade ,

to equalize, compensate. DELICATE (Heb. 12 , aw -nogue ', Deut. 28:51 ; Isa.

COURSE (Gr. pépos,merl-os, 1 Cor. 14:27), a section , 47 : 1 ; Jer. 6 : 2) , luxurious, effeminate.

a sbare , an allotment.
DELICATELY (Gr. Ofataháw, spat-al-ahl- 0, 1 Tim.

5 :6, marg. ) means given up to pleasure, volup

CREATURE (Gr, krious , ktisl - is, Rom. 8:20) , a build- tuousness.

ing, a creation . “ The creature is suget to van- DELICATES (Heb. 77 , eil -naw ', Jer.51:34), pleas

yti.” – Wyclif.
ure , delight, choice morsels .

CUNNING ( Heb. 1 ,khaw -shav ', Psa. 137 : 5) , skill , DENOUNCE (Heb. 7a , naw -gad', Deut. 30:18) , prim

ability ; primitive root , properly to plait or im- itive , to front, to stand boldly opposite, certify,

penetrate , as to fabricate or plot ; to devise, con bewray. “ Tongues of heaven , denouncing

ceive . “ I believe that all these three Persons
vengeance upon John ." - Shakespeare.

in the Trinity are even in power , and in cun

DEPUTY (Gr. avoúrazos, anth - 00 ' -pat-os, Acts 13 :7 ) .
ping, and in might, full of grace and of all good

ness." -Foxe ( T. S. G. ) .
Vulg . and R. V. , “ proconsul.” Superlative of

(Heb. 13 , dahl-ath , 1 Kings 7:14) , knowl
Únép, hoop ' -er, superior to, exceeding.

edge, skillfulness.' ' DESCRY ( Heb. 70 , toor , Judg. 1:23 ), to reconnoi

ter, to seek , spy, in a military sense. " Who

CURIOUS (Gr. Tepiepyos, per - ee -er -gos, Acts 19:19 ), hath descried the number of the foe.” — Shakes

in the sense of magic, R. V. marg ., " magical ;' peare.

working all around, curious arts ; also used in DESIRE ( Feb. 77??? , khem -daw "), “ without being
the sense of " careful." Give me thy grace ,

desired,” is used (2 Chron . 21:20) in the sense
that I may be a curious and prudent spender of

of being unregretted. “ She shall be pleasant
my time." - Jeremy Taylor, Holy Living.

wbile she lives , and desired when she dies.” –

CURIOUSLY (Heb. 27, raw -kam ', Psa . 139 : 15) , to
Bisbop Taylor, Sermon .

variegate color, embroider. The figurative is of DESPITE (Gr. évußpítw , en -oo -bridi-zo , Heb. 10:29,

the adjusting the parts of a human body, as the to insult, to treat with contempt. " Despitous

tlireads and colors are in tapestry. is he that hath disdayne of his neighbour.”

Chaucer.

(Heb. Cpp, shek-awi", contempt, Ezek. 25 :6.
DANCE (Heb. 77; raw -kad ', Eccles . 3 : 4 ) , to stamp ,

to spring about for joy , to skip. DESPITEFUL (Heb. 28 , sheh -awt'), to push aside,

(Gr . ópxéojai, or-khel -om -ahee, Matt. 14 : 6 ,
Ezek. 25:15.

from öpxós , a row or ring ), to dance , from the (Gr. ¿ ippeátw , ep -ay -reh -ad -zo ), to insult ;

ranklike or regular motion . “ The mingling of
A. V. , “ despitefully ,” Matt. 5:14 ; Luke 6:26 .

males and females, which is so common in the (Gr. i3piśw , oo-bridi- zo ), to abuse, Acts 14 :5 ;

modern dance,wasunknown to the Jews; indeed ,
Rom. 1:30.

the dancing was usually done by the women DEVOTIONS (Gr. oéßaoua, sell -as-mah ), something

alone, as it is still in Egypt.” - Schaff. Dr. Clarke adored , the object of devotion or worship

says , concerning this passage , “ By a literal ( Acts 17:23, R. V.). Tyndale has it “ the manner

rendering of the saltavit of the Vulgate in how ye worship your Goddes." . R. C. T. says

my old manuscript of the English Bible , the " devotions ” is now abstract, and means the

whole of this business seems to have been mental offering of the devout worshiper ; once

treated with sovereign contempt; for thus says it was concrete , and meant the outward object

the translator , ‘ Shee leped in themyddle.' ” The to which these were rendered, as temples, altars ,

whole modern implication and signification of images, shrines , and the like . The word oéſaoua

the dance is so entirely different from the mean- is found in 2 Thess. 2 : 4 , where it is rendered

ing of the word as lised both in the Old and New “ all that is called God , or that is worshiped ."

Testaments, that it seems very properly an ar
DIE THE DEATH ( Gr. Thevrów , tel- yoo -lah ' -o ,

chaic word . Only the grossest perversity would

look to the Scriptures for an approval of the
Matt. 15 : 4) , to expire , decease . The sense was

modern dance . that of dying by judicial sentence. Rendered in

the Bishop's Bible (Gen. 2:17), “ For in what daye

DANGER (Gr. Èvo ros, enl-okh- os, Matt. 5:22 ) , liable so ever thou eatest thereof, thou shalt dye the

to, subject to . death ."

DARLING (Heb . 7777 , yaw -kheeil', Psa. 22:20 ; 35:17 ), DILIGENCE (Gr. orovdáśw, spoo -dad '-20 , 2 Tim. 4 : 9 ).

sole , only, solitary, and , by implication , beloved .
to make haste , to be prompt . Found often in

the old writers .

DAUSMAN (Heb. Na , yaw -kakh ', Job 9:33), prim- Also 2 Pet. 1:10 (Gr. Otroudí, spoo -day ), dis

itive root, to set right, to judge , to plead . patch, earnestness.

ܙ
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Diligently GLOSSARY Equal to

ing

DILIGENTLY ( Gr. åkpißwoe, ak -ree -boce ', Matt. 2 :7); | DURE (Gr. Eoti , es-tee', Matt. 13:21), consist, re

R. V. , “ accurately.” Bible title -page, edition main . R. V. , “ endure.” “ During " is a parti

1611 : “ The Holy Bible , with the former transla- ciple of the same verb.

tions diligently compared and revised.”

DISALLOW ( Heb. 81 , noo , Num . 30 : 5), to forbid, EAR (Heb. Un , khaw -raslv 1 Sam. 8:12),primitive

make of none effect. root, to scratch, to engrave with tools , hence to

( Gr. nodokiuáśw , ap-od -ok - ee -mad -20 ), to dis
plow with an instrument.

approve, repudiate, reject. R. V. , “ reject (Heb. 727, aw -bad ', Deut. 21 :4 ; Isa. 30:24 ),

( 1 Pet. 2 :4, 7 ) . primitive root meaning to work , to till , to dress.

DISANNUL (Gr. ákupów , ak-oo-ro'-o,Gal. 3:17, R.V.) , EARNEST (Gr. appaßúv, ar-hrab-ohw, Eph . 1:14) , a

to invalidate . pledge, part of a price paid in advance as secil

(Gr. εréw ,ath - ct-ch '- o , Gal . 3:15 ; Heb. 7:18 ) , rity for the rest. Rhe . , 1582 , “ Which is the

to set aside . pledge of our inheritance , to the redemption

of acquisition , vnto the praise of his glorie .”

DISCOMFIT (Heb. 0721, haw -mam ', Judg. 4:15) ,

to put in commotion . Primarily means to un
EDIFY (Gr. oikodouéw, oy-kod -om -eh - o , Acts 9:31 ) ,

fasten, then to disintegrate. “ Hannibal's army,
to construct or be a house -builder . Used by old

by such a pavick of fear, was discomfited at
writers literally in this sense , but now in a spir

the walls of Rome.” — Burton , Anat. Melon .
itual or metaphorical sense . The Greek word

is translated literally in Acts 20:32 ; see also

DISCOVER ( Heb. 997, khaw -saj ", Psa. 29 : 9 ), to Col. 2 : 7 .

strip off, uncover . “ The voice of the Lord dis

covereth the forests , i . e . , strippeth off the
EFFECT (Heb. 777, daw -vawr', Ezek . 12:23 ), mean

leaves.” " purport.”

( Heb. 135, gaw -lawi', Isa. 22 : 8 ; Job 12:22),to ELEMENTS (Gr. oroi xelov,stoy -khi'-on , Gal . 4 : 3 , 9) ,

reveal, to tell . Esth ., ch . 2, cap . , Mordecai dis
rudiments, fundamentals.

covered treason, not that he found it out, but ENDAMAGE (Heb . Plo , nez-ak ', Ezra 4:13 ) , damage,
told of it.

hurt. Some old words have lost the prefix

DISHONESTY (Gr. aioxívn, ahee -skhool-nay, 2 Cor. “ en ," while others retain it ; thus, to damage,

4 : 2 ), shame, disgrace. R. V ., " shame.” “ It is a to treat, but to en -courage and to en -compass.

great reproach and dishonesty for the husband ENGINE (Heb. jizen , khish -shaw -vone ', 2 Chron.
to come home without his wife .” — More, Uto

26:15) , a warlike contrivance or invention , strict
pia .

ly any instrument of commerce or skill.

DISPOSITION (Gr. Sarayń, dee-at-ag-ay', Acts 7:53 ),

ENLARGE (Heb. 3777, raw -khab', 2 Sam. 22:37 ;
an arrangement, instrumentality. R. V. , “ re

ceived the law as it was ordained by angels; "
Psa. 4 : 1) , to broaden, to make room , to set at

marg., “ as the ordinance of angels.”
liberty .

ENSIGN (Heb. mix, öth , Num . 2 : 2) , signal , sign ,
DISPUTE (Gr. diaréyouai, dec -al-eg' -om -ahee, Acts standard .

19 : 8 ) , to say thoroughly , to discuss, to reason .

ENSUE (Gr. Slókw , dee - o -ko, 1 Pet. 3:11 ), to pursue,
DIVERT (2 Kings, ch . 16, cap ., “ Ahaz diverteth

to persecute. Wyclif has it, “ Seke he pees, and
the brazen altar to his own devotion ” ). “ This

word signifies the turning us away from our
parfylli sue it.”

selves , not so much to make us happy, as to ENTREAT (Gr. ißpicw , hoo -bridi-zo) , to use shame

make us forget that we are not happy.".. fully (Luke 18:32 ) .

Doctor (Gr. duhokahos, did -usi-kal-os ), master,
(Gr. Xpáopai, khrah ' - om -ahee, Acts 27 : 3 ) , in

teacher. R. V., " teacher,” Luke 2:16.
same sense. Also ¿ putów, er - o - tal - o ( Phil. 4 : 3 ;

A. V. , " intreat ” ), to beseech, ask , pray . The

(Gr. vopodidáckahos,nom -od -id -us-kal-os,Luke
following has the word in both significations:

5:17 ; Acts 5:34 ), an expounder of Jewish law ,
“ I entreated you in my last to burn my letters

rabbi, doctor of laws .
sent unto you for the argument sake,

Dote (Heb. 385, yaw -al', Jer. 50:36) , to be foolish , if you entreat the postscript in the same man

to lose one's senses through fright. " A sword ner, you shall not erre a whit.” – Secretary

is upon the boasters, and they shall dote." Davidson, 1586 .

(Heb. 25% , aw-gab', Ezek. 23 : 5, sq. ) , primitive EQUAL (Heb. 127, taw -kun ', Ezek . 18:25), primitive
root, to breathe often , to love , to be foolishly root to, balance , to measure out.

fond . “ She doted on ... the Assyriaus her

(Heb . maza,may-shawr',Psa .17:2),from prim
neighbors."

itive root, z , yaw -shar ', to make even .
DRAUGHT (Gr. àypa, ag '-rah , Luke 5 :9) , a catching

of fish , a haul. (Heb. ",yo-sher', Prov. 17:26 ), to bestraight
(Gr. aqedpov, af-ed -rone', Matt. 15:17) , place or even , upright; equal in the sense of equity,

for sitting apart, house of the sewer. righteousness.

DREDGE ( Job 24 :6, in marg ., A. V. , “ mingled corn , EQUAL TO (Heb. 1774, shaw -vaw ',Lam .2:13),prim

or, dredge ” ), a word still used in Wiltshire; itive root, to level , to compare , to equalize.

dredge-malt, or malt made of oats and barley. “ Monks equal this to the still small voice of

“ Grain sown for beasts' provender."'-- Pliny. Elijah .” - Fuller, Christ . Hist.

... and
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Err GLOSSARY Forerunner

.

ERR (Heb. yp, taw -aw ', Psa. 95:10 ) , primitive FAIN (Gr. ÈT Côvuéw ,ep-ee -thoo -mehl-o, from Avuáw,

root, to vacillate, to go astray, to be out of the to breathe hard , to have passion , hence to set

right way.
the heart upon, desire, Luke 15:16 ). In Bacon's

Essays it occurs in almost the sense of “com

ESCHEW (Gr. Krāívw, ek -kleel -no, 1 Pet. 3:11) , to pelled :” “ For the Nobility, though they con

avoid , to go out of the way. “ Let him eschue
tinued loyall unto him, yet did they not cooper

evyll and do good. ”—Tyn. Job 1 :8, primitive ate with him, in his businesse. So that in effect,

root , to turn off, depart, withdraw . he was faine to doe all things himself.”

ESTATE (Heb. 12 , kane, Dan. 11 :7, 20) , station, of- FAIR (Heb. 57 , taw '-hore, Zech. 3:5), pure , clean ,
fice, place. “ We will establish our estate upon in a ceremonial, moral, or physical sense.

our eldest Malcolm .” Shakespeare, “ Mac
FAITHLESS (Gr. ÖTLOTOS , apl-is -tos, Matt. 17:17 ;

beth . "

John 20:27) , disbelieving, or without Christian

EVANGELIST (Gr. εvayyɛhcorns, yoo-ang-ghel-is- faith - spoken of heathen .

tace', Acts 21 : 8 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 5 ; Eph. 4:11) , to an- FAMILIAR SPIRIT (Heb. 1x , obe, 1 Sam . 28 : 3-9 ) , an

nounce good news, i . e . , the Gospel ; hence , evil spirit, a servant or attendant upon a necro
the preacher. In some old writers the word

s! mancer. Allusions to such are found frequently

is gospeler. Applied now generally to the in writers of the 16th and 17th centuries .

writers of the first four books in the New

Testament. FAN (Gr. atúov, ptool-on , Matt. 3:12 ; Luke 3:17) , a

winnowing fork , as scattering like spittle.

EVIDENCE (Heb. :7700, sif- raw ', Jer. 32:10, etc.), (Heb. ???, miz - reh ', Isa .41:16 ),a winnowing
a register, written paper, deed, document. shovel.

EVIL -FAVOREDNESS (Heb. 777, daw-bawn'; y ' ], FARE (Heb. Dibuj, shaw -lome, 1 Sam . 17:18 ), wel

ruh , Deut. 17 : 1 ) , bad, evil, ill-looking, de --i fare , prosperity.

formed,

(Gr. evopálvw , yoo-frahlee -no, Luke 16:19 ), to

EXACTRESS (Isa. 14 :4,marg.) ; Lat.exactor , collector make glad , to make merry .

of taxes. The city of Babylon as an exactress FASHION (Gr. eidos, il-dos, Luke 9:29 ) , appearance .

of gold. “ Expectation, who is so severe an ex
The facion of his countenance was changed."

actress of duties . ” _ B . Jonson .

" } - Tyn.

EXCEED (Heb. 73 , gaw -bar', Job 36 :9) , pri tive

FAT (Heb. 52. yeh '-kel, Joel 2:24 ; 3:13) , elsewhere
root, to be strong, to act insolently , proud. rendered wine press. A. S. foet, a vessel. In

R. V., “ bebaved themselves proudly .” .
Coleridge, Gloss. , it is found as “ fet.”

EXCELLENCY (Gr. Útépexw , hoop-er-ekh '-o, Phil. FAVOR (Heb. ,paw -neh ',Psa. 119 : 58 ) , the face

3 : 8) , to hold oneself above, figuratively to ex
simply. But the mind is used in a nicety of sig

cel , superiority. Wyclif has it, “Netheless I
nification ,

gesse alle thingis to be peirement ; for the clere

science of Jesus Christ my Lord.” A class of FEAR (Heb.12, pakh '-ad , Gen. 31:42 ), in the con

Latin words in “ ia ” are superseded by the ter- crete sense of the “ cause or object of fear.” The

mination “ y ," as arrogancy. - 1 active sense of the verb fear, once common , has

4. become obsolete .

EXCHANGER (Gr. Tparecians, traped -zeel -tace, from

Tpáresa , trap '-ed -zah, Matt. 25:27 ), a four- FERVENT (Gr. Ektevńs, ek-ten -ace', 2 Pet. 3:10, 12) ,

legged table or stool , thence the exchanger or intense , extreme burning.

money broker who sat at the table or place of Fetch (Heb. 1173, law - kakh ', Deut. 19 : 5 ) , to force
exchange . R. V. , “ bankers.”

away, to drive, to fetch a stroke.

EXORCIST (Gr. EEOPKLoths, ex -or-kis -tacel, Acts (Heb. 27, saw -bab ', 2 Sam. 14:20 ) , to revolve ,

19:13) , one who binds by an oath (or spell) , a surround, as to fetch a compass. " Fetch ” and

conjuror. The original meaning was to adjure , " take " are used in similar phrases, as in

as in Matt . 26:63. Shakespeare , “ If he took you a box o' the ear,

EXPECT (Gr. ěkdexouai, ek -dekh '-om -ahee, Heb.
you might have your action for slander to.”

10:13 ),to look for,wait for." Whilst he expected FLAGON (Heb. Juur, ash -ee-shaw ', 2 Sam. 6:19 ).

the tides and return of business, he filled up the
The word signifies something pressed closely

empty places of leisure with his studies."-
together. The R. V. renders it " a cake of rai

Fuller, Holy War.
sins;" as , Cant. 2 :5, “stay ye me with raisins . "

EXPRESS (Gr. xapakthp, khar -ak -tare !, Heb. 1 :3 , The Geneva version has it “stay me with

from to sharpen to a point, akin to ypáow, graf- o , fiagons."

to grave, scratch , write ), exact copy, image , FOLDEN (Heb. 129, saw -back'), primitive root, to

figure ; hence , the word character as a figure fold together, to entwine. R.V. bas it “ tangled , "
stamped upon . Nah. 1:10.

EYESERVICE (Gr. öphaluodovacíu, of-thal-mod -oo- FORERUNNER (Gr. apodpouos, prod -rom -os ) , a

lil-ah , Eph. 6 : 6 ; Col. 3:22) , sight labor , that is , scout, or runner abead , precursor. Wyclif has it

that needs watching. foregoer,” Heb. 6:20...} Isa
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Former GLOSSARY God speed

__

now

FORMER (Heb. 1937?, kad -mo-neen) ; as to time it GALLANT (Heb. 278, ad -deer , Isa. 33:21), large,

is anterior, and as to place it refers to the mighty. “ Our royal good and gallant ships."

“ East.” R. V. has it " eastern ,” Zech. 14 :8. Shakespeare .

FORTH (Gr. eksiswul, ek -didi-o-mee),out,to let out, GARNER (Gr. atodikn, ap-oth -ay'-kay, from anot.

to deliver over, Luke 20 :9. iAnji, ap -ot -eeth '-ay -mee , Matt. 3:12 ; Luke 3:17 ) ,

to put away, to lay aside ; old form of grapary.

FORWARDNESS (Gr.otovo , spoo-day', from oneúðN, Lat. granaria , a place for storing grain .

spyool-day, 2 Cor. 8 : 8) , to speed , and so earnest
GARNISH (Gr. koouéw, kos-mehlo, Luke 11:25 ; Matt .

ness, readiness . R. V.," as proving through the
12:44 ; 23:29), to decorate , adoru , to put in order,

earnestness of others.”

to trim , to snuff , as a wick.

(Gr. A potruía ,proth -oo-mei'-ah, 2 Cor. 9 : 2) , GENDER (Heb. 127, awbar', Job 21:10) , primitive
readiness of mind, i . e . , alacrity.

root, to cross over, to carry over, to engender,

FRAME (Heb. 192 , koon, Judg. 12 : 6) , primitive root, to beget.

to be erect ; figurative, to render sure , to con- (Gr. Youáu, ghen -nahº- o , Gal. 4:24 ; 2 Tim. 2 :.

trive . In the Suffolk dialect to frame means 23 ) , to propagate.

to speak affectedly. GENERALLY (Heb. 35, kole, 2 Sam. 17:11 ), in gen

. FRANKLY (Gr. xapišonai , khar - id -zom -ahee, Luke eral, together, all, the whole.

7:42) , gratuitously, freely , with the sense of for- GENERATION (Gr. Yévvnua , ghen ' -nay -mah , Luke

giveness. R.V. omits the word altogether. “ The 3 : 7) , progeny, offspring, brood. “ O generation

pirate soldiers were frankly let go. ” — Holinshed , Il of vipers."

Chronicles. “ I do beseech your grace .

GHOST (Heb. yn , gaw -vah ', Gen. 25 : 8 ; 49:33 ), prim
to forgive me frankly .” — Shakespeare, “ Henry

itive root, to breathe out, to die . Once used in
VIII.”

a common way, but now applied to one spirit

FRAY (Heb. 791, khaw -rad ', Deut. 28:26 ; Jer. 7 : only, and in a hallowed way. “ It liketh hem

33 ), primitive root, to shudder with fear ; hence, to be clene in body and gost.” — Chaucer.

to make afraid . Chaucer used it in this sense .
Gin (Heb. He, pakh, a șnare , trap net, especially

Still used as a provincialism , though called ob

solete in the dictionaries . of a fowler, from ano, paw-khakh', primitive

root, to batter out) . It is used five times in A. V.

FRET (Heb. nono , pekh -eh -theth, Lev. 13:55 ), to (Job 18 : 9 ; Psa. 140 :5 ; 141 :9 ; Isa. 8:14 ; Amos 3 :5) .

wear a hole by corrosion, to eat like moth or The word “ grin ” is common in early authors .

mildew. Sternhold and Hopkins, 1599, “ Even as a bird ,

(Heb. 7777, khaw -raw ', Psa. 37 : 1) , primitive
out of the fouler's grin ” (Psa. 124 : 7 ).

root, to grow warm, glow, vex , displease in the (Heb. 07.720, mo-kashe'), a noose for catching

sense of vying with a rival. 0. E. fretan , to animals , a snare (Psa. 140 : 5 ; 141 : 9) .

devour.

GLASS (Gr. Katontpicoual, kat-op -tridi-zom -ahee,

FRONTLETS (Heb. Tapiz, to -faw -faw ', Exod. 13 : 2 Cor. 3:18), to show in a mirror.

16) , from unused root , meaning to go round , or (Gr. ¢oontpov, esl -op -tron , 1 Cor. 13:12 ; James

bind, as a fillet for the forehead ; hence, the 1 : į mirror for looking into.

name given to a piece of parchment upon which GLISTERING (Gr. #çaotpártw, ex -as-trap -to ), to be

are written certain passages of Scripture.
rariant ( Luke 9:29 ; compare 1 Chron . 29 : 2) .

(Gr. quhakthplov, foo-lak -tay '-ree -on , Matt. 23 : Superseded by the modern “ glitter." * All that

5 , A. V. “ phylacteries,” neuter of a derivative glisters is not gold ." --Shakespeare .

of qurácow , foo-last-so), to watch or guardor GO ABOUT (Gr. Gntéw , dzay-teh - o, Rom. 10 : 3), to
preserve ; hence, the leather case in which were

seek ; R. V., " seeking to establish."
put the passages of Scripture , and which was

bound about the forehead. GO BEYOND (Gr. vtepBaivw , hoop -er -bah'ee-no ') ,

R. V ., " transgress," or, " overreach ” (1 Thess.

FULLER (Gr. yvapevc, gnaf-yuce ', Mark 9 :3) , a cloth 4 : 6 ).

dresser; xvánto), knap -to,to tease cloth. John GO TO (Heb. 5.75, yaw -hab '), come on (Gen. 11:3) .
the Baptist is called in the Anglo -Saxon gospels

the “ fulluhtere. " (Gr. åyɛ, ag '-he ), lead , or come on (James 4:13).

GOD FORBID (Gr. uh, may, Rom. 3 :4) , a primi

GAINED (Gr. Kepdaivo , ker-dah'ee-no, Acts 27:21 ).
tive particle of qualified negation distinguished

Wright says : “ The Greek is here literally trans
from ou, oo , which expresses unqualified denial ,

lated ; but the English phrase conveys an er and yivoual, ghin'-om-ahee, to come to be .

roneous idea, as if it meant to incur danger, This is a frequent expression in Scripture ,

whereas it can be proved by numerous examples and is not at all understood as an appeal to

to mean escape or avoid danger. The Geneva the Almighty, either in the Hebrew or Greek

version renders it, ' So should ye haue gayned or Vulgate.

this hurt and losse , ' and adds in a note , ' that GOD SPEED (Gr. xaipw , Ichah -cero, 2 John 10, 11) ,

is , ye should haue saued the losse by auoyding a primary verb , signifying to be cheerful; hence,

the danger.' ” a salutation with hope and joy.

.

44

)
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Goodman GLOSSARY High day

ܙܙ

.

GOODMAN (Gr. oixOdeonóTNS, ‘oy-kod -es-pol -ace), HAP ( Heb. 07 .????, mik -reh!, Ruth 2 :3 ) , generally
the master of the house (Matt. 20:11; 24:43 ; Luke now used in composition with other words : as,

12:39 . Goodınan is probably a corruption of the mishap. perhaps, haply, hapless. 2 Cor. 13 :5,

A. S. gummann or guma, a man. " lo happe ye been reprevable ." -Wyclif.

GOVERNOR ( Gr. tidúvw,yoo-thool-no),to straighten AAPLY (Gr. åpa, ari -ah , Acts 5:39 ). “ Lest haply

or steer. James 3 :4, R.V.,“ steersman ” (see Acts
ye be founde to stryve agaynst God . ” — Tyn .

27:11 ) . In Gal. 4 :2 used in the sense of a guard

ian . See its use in Plutarch,North’s transla- HARD ( Heb. w , naw -gash ', Judg. 9:52), near,

tion : " The others called him (Leonidas) Alex- close .

ander's gouernour.” ( Gr. ovvouopéw, soon -om -or -ehlo), to adjoin or

GRACIOUS ( Heb. 197, khane), kindness, favor (Prov.
be near to (Acts 18 :7) .

11:16 ; Jer. 22:23 ). Once used in a passive sense HARDLY (Gr. Svokóiws, doos-koll-oce, Matt. 19:23 ),

as comely and of fair proportions. " In voices with difficulty , impracticability . R. C. T. says

well divulged , free, learn'd , and valiant ; and in of Mark 15:43 , “ Hardily (audacter, Vulg. ) he

dimension and the shape of nature, a gracious entride in to Pilat, and axide the body of Jhesu."

person .” — Shakespeare. HARDNESS (Gr. Kuko Taléw , kak -op -ath -ehl- 0 , 2 Tim .

GRAFF ( Gr. ÉykevTpíšw , eng-ken -trid - zo ), to prick in , 2 : 3) , trouble, hardship.

to ingraft (Rom. 11 : 17-23 ). “ We will eat a last HARLOT (Gr. rrópvn , pori-nay, Matt. 21:31 ), origi..

year's pippin of my own grafing." - Shakes
nally a vagabond . R. C. T. says it was used of

peare.
both sexes alike, and for the most part a term

GREAVES (Fleb. 71 , mits-khaw' ) , defensive ar- of slight and contempt.

mor for the legs. From the Fr. grève,which HARNESS (Heb. 777 , shir-yone', 1 Kings 22:34),
means the sbin of a leg. Wyclif has "leg-har

neis .” “ Vaunt-brass and greves.” – Milton . It was used formerly in reference to armor or

Ançient armor ( see 1 Sam. 17 :6) .
covering, both of man and beast. Now it refers

to that of the animal only. In French harnais

Grief (Heb. "??, khol-cer) , disease, sickness, anx refers to the beast and harnois to the man.

iety . Used in a bodily as well as a mental

sense to indicate pain: “ Or take away thegrief HARNESSED (Heb. Wiem, khaw -mooth ', Exod. 13 :

of a wound .” -Shakespeare. “ This bearbe Ta 18) , armed , equipped .

baco , hath perticuler vertue to heale griefsofthe HASTE (Heb. , oots, Exod. 5:13) , to be close,

heade .” — Frampton . The Hebrew word ren narrow , to hurry. Obsolete in prose.

dered grief in Isa. 53 : 3, 4, 10, is elsewhere trans

lated sickness (Deut.7:16 ; 28:59 ,61;2Kings1:2). HAUNT (Heb. ban, rehr-gel, 1 Sam . 30:31), to fre

GRIEVANCE ( Heb. 379;', aw -mawl', wearing effort,
quent, to inbabit. Psa. 26 :4 , Geneva version,

• I have not haunted with vain persons.”

worry, Hab. 1 : 3) , human misery either of mind

or body. HAVE (Heb. 83 , yaw -tsaw ', 2 Kings 11:15), to es

GRUDGE (Heb. ;?, lécn ), primitive root, to stay
cort, bring, conduct, as in Shakespeare, “ Your

mistress sent to have me home to dinner." Used

permanently ; hence, in a bad sense , to be ob
with various prepositions ; as , to have away, to

stinate ; not as in our sense, to covet or begrudge
have forth.

( Psa. 59:15) . R. V. has it “ tarry all night.”

R.C. T.says it formerly implied open utterances HEADSTONE (Heb. Tux, ro -shaw ', Zech . 4 : 7) ,

of displeasure at others . Wyclif, in Luke 15 :2, topmost stone of a building.

has, " And the farisies and scribis gruechiden ; HEADY (Gr. TPOTETİs, propel-ace , 2 Tim. 3 :4),

seiynge , for this resceyveth synful men and
rash, quick, obstinate. “ That rasb and headio

eteth with hem ."
attempt.” - Holland, Livy.

(Gr . yoyyouós, gong -goos-mos ', 1 Pet. 4 : 9), in
HEART (Heb. ab, labe, 2 Sam. 7:27), to be bold.

the sense of murmuring. “ Without a grudge or

grumblings. ” - Shakespeare, “ Tempest . " " As HEAVINESS (Gr. autéw , loo -pehl- 0, 1 Pet. 1 :6), sad

Judas grucched agens the Maudeleyn." - Chau “ I am bere, brother, full of sadness.''

cer, Parson's Tale. Shakespeare.

GUILTY (Gr. *voxos, en ' -okh -os, Matt. 26:66 ). It HELPS (Gr. Bonbera, bo -ay '-thi-ah , Acts 27:17 ), a

meant guilty to the extent of meriting death as chain for frapping a vessel .

a penalty. It corresponds to the reus mortis of Also (Gr. åvrihnuls, an -till -ape-sis, 1 Cor. 12:28 ),

the Vulgate. assistance , counsel. So Bacon has it, “ Embrace,

and invite helps, and advices, touching the exe

HALING (Gr. kuracipw, kat-as-ool -ro , Acts 8 :3) . H
cution of thy place.”

meant to arrest by force , as we use the word HEM (Gr. kpáonedov,kras'-ped -on, Matt. 9:20), R. V ,
haul. Diseases that violently hale men to " border.” “ Entomb'd upon the very hemn o' the

death euerlasting .” – Udal, Erusmus. sea. ” -Shakespeare.

Halt (Heb. 3*, Iseh -lah , Gen. 32:31 ) , to limp. High DAY (Heb .37., gaw -dole', Gen. 29 : 7 ), great,

“ But shee refused him, because that hee halted i.e. , broad daylight. Shakespeare uses the word

on one legge." --Stow . great in the same way, thus, It is great morn

(Gr . Yoóc, kho-logº, Matt. 18 :8 ) , crippled. ing ” (“ Troilus and Cressida ” ) ,

pess .
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High -minded GLOSSARY Intelligence

66

" chas

66

HIGH-MINDED (Gr. iynhoopovéw, hoop- say- lo - fron- IMPLEAD (Gr. ¿ykaréw , eng -kal-eh -o , Acts 19:38), a

ehl- o, Rom. 11:20 ; 1 Tim. 6:17) , lofty in mind, ar- law term , meaning to accuse or indict.

rogant.
IMPUDENCY (a word found in the cap. of Isa. , ch.

HOAR (Heb. 70,say-baw ', 1 Kings 2 :6 ; “ hoary, " 3) . The old form of impudent, Lat. impudentia .

Job 41:32 ; Prov. 16:31 ), said of hair, gray. “ As Audacious, without impudency.” Shakes

hoor as an hawethorn .” — “ Piers Ploughman.” peare, “ Love's Labor Lost.”

HOARY (Heb. Sipa, kef -ore ', Job 38:29), white frost, INCONTINENT (Gr. akpáins, ak-rat'-ace,2 Tim. 3 :3) ,

as covering the ground. intemperate, wanting self -control. It once had

HOISE (Gr. ĖTaipw, ep - aheel-ro, Acts 27:40 ), to hoist
a broad meaning, conveying the idea of indul

gence of any passion whatever.
up .

HOLD (Gr. rýpnois, tayl-ray -sis, Acts 4 :3) , a prison . INDITE (Heb. wny, raw -khash ', Psa. 45:1), to com

(Heb. 7 ??, tser -eet-ahee, Judg. 9:46 ), a for
pose , or prepare for another what he shall write .

And couche eke rede well ynough and indite,
tress .

But with a penne she could not write." - Chaucer.

HOLPEN (Heb. 7o, zer - o -aw ', Psa. 83 : 8 ), helped .

A. S. helpan . INFLUENCE (Heb. 1727.,kee-maw ', Job 38:31).The

oriental idea of astrological effect upon human

HONEST (Gr. kaños, kal-os', Rom. 12:17) , honorable .
destiny seems here introduced . " The moist

The Greek word applies to moral as well as

star, upon whose influence Neptune's empire
physical beanty.

stands . " —Shakespeare.

HONESTY (Gr. oeuvotns, sem -not '-ace, 1 Tim . 2 :2). INHABITER (Gr. Kataikéw , kat-oy -keh '-o , Rev. 8:13 ;

R. V. has it “ gravity.” Shakespeare applying

12:12 ) , an inhabitant. The idea of housing per
it to men indicated “ honor,” to women

manently is here . The marg . of some passages

tity .”
has “ inhabitress ” (Jer. 10:17 ; 51:35 ; Mic. 1:11 ) .

HONORABLE (Gr. čvripos, en -tee-mos, Luke 14 :8) , INJURIOUS (Gr. vßpiotic, hoo -bris'-tace, 1 Tim.
rank in society.

1:13 ) , insolent, abusive . “ Not half so bad as

HOSEN (Heb. Wang, pat-tecsh ', Dan. 3:21) . The thine to England's king, injurious duke, that

old plural of hose meant not merely breeches , threatest where's no cause .” - Shakespeare,

but any covering of the legs. Wyclif, in Acts Henry VI.”

12 : 8 , has, “ And the aungel seide to him girde INKHORN (Heb. Dop, keh '-seth , Ezek . 9 : 2) , a cup ,
thee & do on thin hosis, and he dide so " -here

also the Vulg . has “ caligas," and the A. V.
now an inkstand.

sandals,”

INN (Heb. 77372,maw -lone',Gen.42 : 27 ; 43:21 ; Exod.

HOUGH (Heb. , aw-kar' , Josh. 11 : 6) . It refers to 4:24 ), a place for lodging without food or en

the cutting the back sinews of a horse's leg. tertainment, hence the 0. E. inns of court."

Also 2 Sam . 8 : 4 . The early version of Wyclif bas , Joseph's brethren carried their own provisions.

“ The hors of hem thow shalt kut of the synewis and one opened his sack , to feed his beast of

at the knees." burden , at the inn.

HUNGER-BITTEN (Heb. , raw -abe', Job 18:12) , INNOCENTS (Heb . 27, naw -kee ', Jer. 19 :4) , indo

famished . The words hunger-starved and win- cent people , also innocency . The old form of

ter-starved are used by the old writers . innocency is used in Gen. 20 : 5 ; Psa. 26.6.

HUSBANDMAN (Heb. wx, eesh , Gen. 9:20, etc. ),cul- INORDINATE (Gr. Tráfos, path '-os, Col. 3 : 5) , excess

tivator of land . ive and ungoverned , as passion .

HUSBANDRY (Gr. ykúpylov, gheh-orel-ghee-on, 1Cor. INQUISITION (Heb. Wn7, daw -rash ', Psa. 9:12) ,
3 : 9) , tilled land . “ And all her husbandry doth search , inquiry. “ Avoid envie ; anxious feares ;

lie on heaps, corrupting in its own fertility . ” — anger fretting inwards, subtill and knottie in

Shakespeare. quisitions." — Bacon .

INSTANT (Gr. Etikeluel, ep - ikl- i -mahee, Luke 23:23),

ILL-FAVORED (Heb . » , rah , Gen. 41 : 3 ) , bad, hurt. importunate , urgent.

( Gr. a pookaptepów , pros-kar -ter - eh '- o , Rom.
ILLUMINATED (Gr. Quritu, fo-tidi- zo , Heb. 10:32) ,

12:12) , persevering.
to shed rays , to brighten. The Geneva version

( Gr. épíornue, ef - isl-tay -mee, 2 Tim. 4 : 2 ), to
has it " after ye had received light."

stand , be pressing , urgent.

IMAGERY ( Heb. 1970 , mas-keeth', Ezek . 8:12) , INSTANTLY (Gr. otoudaios , spoo-dan - yos, Luke

referring to ancient palace chambers whose
7 :4) , earnest, energetic .

walls were decorated with paintings. " An altar

carved with cumning imagery. " - Spenser. INTELLIGENCE (Heb. 72, bene , Dan . 11:30 ) , to have

IMAGINE (Heb. To haw -gaw ', Gen. 11 : 6 ; Job
an understanding or agreement rather than a

quality of mind. “ The arch flatterer with
21:27 ; Psa. 2 : 1 ; 10 : 2) , to devise or contrive .

whom all the petty flatterers have intelligence."

IMPART (Gr. uetadidwill, met -ad - id ' - o -mee, Luke -Bacon . It seems to convey the idea of treach

3:11 ; Rom. 1:11) , to supply or communicate. ery or double dealing.

T
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Intent GLOSSARY Look

INTENT (Gr. íva, hino-uh, John 13:28) , intention or LACE (Heb. Samp, paw-theel', Exod. 28:28 , 37), a
purpose. band , upon which are fastened jewels . “ At their

INTERMEDDLE (Heb. 9., aw-rab', Prov. 14:10 ), eares hang laces full of jewels . ” — Old Euglish .

engage, mingle in, not necessarily in an offensive LARGE (Gr. ikavós, hik -an -os ', Matt. 28:12 ), a lar

way, as is generally implied in the use of the

gesse or ample present of money. “ They gave
word now .

large money to the soldiers."

INTREAT (Gr. rapakahéw, par -ak -al- eh - o, 1 Tim.

5 : 1) , to exhort in a kindly spirit,withoutrebuk- LATCHET (Heb. rimp , ser -oke', Isa. 5:27 ; Gr. ipás,
ing. In the A. V. of 1611 entreat and intreat are hee -mas ', Mark 1 : 7) , a shoe string or thong.

used indifferently in both senses of the word. It LAUD (Gr. ÉTalvéw , ep-ahee-neh ' -o , Rom . 15:11 ) , to
signifies to deal with.

praise .

INWARD (Heb.' zid , sode, Job 19:19) , intimate. LAVER (Heb. mine , kee-yore' , Exod . 38 : 8 ), a vessel

“ Those inward counselleurs had need also to

for washing, particularly in religious ceremonial.
be wise men . " - Bacon .

ITERATE. The word is in the marg. at Prov. LAY (Heb. O , scem , Job 41:26 ), to lay at or to

26:11. It signifies to repeat. Shakespeare says , strike at ; also to lay out and to lay away.

" Truth tired with iteration ." (Josh. 2 : 1 , marg .), to lodge or dwell.

LEASING (Heb. 57?, kaw - zaw ', Psa. 4 :2 ; 5 :6 ),

JANGLING (Gr. Mataliohozía , mat-ah -yol-og - eel-ah , falsehood , lying .

1 Tim . 1 : 6) , random talk , babbling , prating.
Wyclif, in Exod. 17:7, has, “ And he clepide the LEES (Heb. 700, sheht-mer ), sediment, dregs (Isa

name of that place Temptynge, for the ian 25 : 6 ; Jer. 48:11 ; Zeph. 1:12) .

glyng of the sones of Ysrael." LET (Gr. Katéxw , kat -ekh - o ), to hinder, prevent,

JAW TEETH (Heb. 79nza, meth - al- leh -aw ', Prov . or, as the R. V. has it, " restraineth ” (2 Thess.

30:14) , the grinders , cheek teeth . 2 : 7) .

JEOPARD (Heb. 9777, khaw -raf ', Judy . 5:18) , to LET BE (Gr. ápínju, af-eel-ay-mee ), forsake, leave
alone (Matt. 27:49 ) .

hazard or risk , as we use the word jeopardize .

JEOPARDY (Gr. Kivouvévw , kin -doon - y00 / -0, Luke LEWD (Gr. rovnpós, pon-ay-ros ', Acts 17 :5 ) . R.C.T.

8:23 ; 1 Cor. 15:30) , a risk. says the word has gone through three distinct

JEWELS (Heb. "??, kel -ee', Gen. 24:53; Exod. 3:22 ;
significations. It first conveyed the idea of ig

norance, and, on the assumption that those who
Prov. 11:22) . It was formerly applied to the

were ignorant of the truth would not practice it,

precious metals ; now used in reference to pre
it came to mean moral delinquency. John 7:49 ,

cious stones.
“ This people who knoweth not the law are ac

JEWRY (Heb. 717?, yeh -hood ', Dan. 5:13, rendered cursed . "

“ Judab ” in Daniel; Gr.'Iovdaia ,ee-oo-dahl-yah , (Heb. 17797, zim -maw ', Ezek. 16:27 ; 23:44 ), im

Luke 23 : 5 ; John 7 : 1 ) . It refers to the part of pure, dissolute .

Palestine occupied by the tribes of Judah and

Benjamin. LIGHT ( Feb. Tn?, paw -khaz ), to bubble, as boiling

JOT (Gr. lora, ee - ol -tah, Matt. 5:18) , the smallest water, to froth, to be unimportant (Num . 21 : 5 ).

letter in the Greek alphabet, and therefore the LIGHTEN (Gr. áfokálvyrus, ap -ok -all-oop -sis), to

one most likely to be omitted or overlooked . give light to (Luke 2:32) .

JOY (Heb.77720p, saw-makh ',Psa. 21 : 1 ) , to rejoice ; LIKE (Heb. 1799, kem-o') , likely (Jer. 38 :9). The

rarely used. Wyclif has , Gen. 45:16 , " And Pharao same had like to have happened a second time. "

joyede and al the meyne of hym .” -Pliny.

JUDGE (Gr.kpívo , kree-no, Luke 19:22), condemn, LIKING (Heb. 65m, khaw -lam '), condition (Job
sentence . “ Apprehended and judged to die . ” —

Shakespeare, “ Henry IV .”
LIST ( Gr. Oéhw , thell- o ), to please, or wish of choice

JUSTIFY (Heb. 27%, tsaw -dak , Isa. 6:23) , a legal (Matt. 17:12 ; Mark 9:13) .

term ; to acquit or exonerate. “ I cannot justify Lively (Gr. Çaw, dzahl-o ), living (Acts 7:38, etc. ).
whom the law condemns. ” — Shakespeare.

LOADEN (Heb. 0723, aw -mas '), made a load, laden

KERCHIEF (Heb. 77POI, mis-paw -khaw ',
1. ( Isa. 46 : 1 ).

Ezek.

13:18 ) , spread out like a veil , a covering for the LODGE (Heb. - 293za,mel-oo-naw ', Isa. 1 :8) , a hut
head .

or place to lodge . “ As melancholy as a lodge

KINE ( Heb. 1777, paw -raw ', Gen. 32:15 ; Exod . 41 : 2,
in a warren . " - Shakespeare.

etc. ) , the old plural of cow . The Scotch bave LOFT ( Heb. 27 , al-ee-yawn, a story or upper

“ kye.” Pliny wrote, “ This serpent liveth at the room (1 Kings 17:19 ) .
first of kine's milk , and thereupon takes the

dame Boae " (Holland's Translation ).
LOOK (Gr. # poodokáw , pros-dok -ahl- o ), to expect

(Acts 28 : 6) . “ My lord , I look'd you would have

KNOP (Heb. ginpa, kaf-tore', Exod. 25:31 ), a bud given me your petition .” — Shakespeare, “ Henry

or like a bud, an ornament . VIII." .

39 :4 ).

.
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Lunatic GLOSSARY Mortify

or

LUNATIC (Gr. oeanviášonai , scl-ay -nee -add-som- MESS (Heb. 8072, mas -ayth ', Gen. 43:34; 2 Sam .

ahee) , epileptic (Matt. 4:24 ; 17:15) .
11 :8 ), a supply of food .

LUST ( Gr. ĖTiOvquá, ep -ee -thoo-meer-ah ), a desire, METE (Gr. MetPÉW ,met-rehl-o ,Matt. 7 :2), measure .

2 pleasure ( James 1:14, 15 ; 2 Pet. 1 : 4 , etc. ) , but not

confined to the idea of passion as mostly now. METEYARD (Heb. -77??, mid -daw ', Lev . 19:35 ) ,

measuring rod . “ The smith giveth over his

MADE (Gr. pooTOLéopat, pros-poy -eh '-om -ahee), to
hammer and stithy: the tailor his shears and

pretend ,to feign (Luke 24:28 ; comp. 2 Sam. 13 :6) .
metewand . ” - Bacon.

• MyLord of London maketh as though he were MIGHTIES (Heb. a., ghib-bore', 1 Chron . 11:12, 24),

greatly displeased with me .” — Latimer. valiant men.

MAGNIFICAL (Heb. 575, gaw-dal', í Chron. 22:5), MINCING (Heb. 729, tax -faſ , Isa. 3:16), moving

magnificent. “ Neither ought we to be carried
with short steps like children . “ Turn two min .

away with external shews of magnifical pomp."
cing steps into a manly stride . "-Shakespeare.

-Sandys, “ Old Sermons."

MALICE (Gr. kakia, kak - eel - ah , 1 Cor. 5 :8 ; Eph . 4 :
MIND (Gr. pédawv, mell-lone, Acts 20:13 ), to intend

31) . This is applied to wickedness in a more
or purpose , to be about to do.

extended sense than is understood now. Not MINDED, to resolve , determined , as the Gr. Bov.

merely malice . R. C. T. intimates that the word houar, bool-lom -ahee (Matt. 1:19 ).

used in Rom . 1:29 signified that state ofmind MINISH (Heb. ym. , gaw -rah ', Psa. 107: 39), to make

which “ takes things by the wrong handle

misinterpretation of motives — the " malignitas less , or, as we say, diminish. An early version

interpretantium ” of Pliny . “ The study of the of the gospel of John has, at 3:30, “ It bihoueth

word is very suggestive of the psychological
him for to waxe, forsoth me to be menusid , or

truth , that the evil which men find in themselves
maad lesse."

they suspect in their fellow -men . " MINISTER (Gr. Unnpétns, hoop -ay -ret'-ace, Luke 4 :

MANSIONS (Gr. povń, mon-ay', John 14 :2 ) , a resting 20) , formerly an attendant or servant, not as

place. Our idea of magnificent display in a
now referring to a church official or officer of

dwelling is not in the original word . The French
state .

has maison , a resting place . MISERABLE (Gr. 82eeivós , el - eh - i-nos', Rev. 3:17 ) .

MAR (Heb. Onu, shaw-khath', Ruth 4 :6) , to spoil
R. C. T. says : “ There was a time when the

or squander or waste .
‘ miser ' was a wretched man, now he is the

covetous ; at the same time ‘ misery, ' which is
MARISH (Heb. 2a , geh '-beh , Ezek. 47:11 ) , a marsh,

now wretchedness , and miserable ,' which is

low place under water.
now wretched , were severally coveteousness

MASTER BUILDER (Gr. ápxitéKTWv, ar-kee -tekl-tone, and covetous. They have exactly exchanged

1 Cor. 3:10 ) , an architect. “ The master -builders places.” Hooker says, “ The liberal-hearted

and inferiour builders in Christes Church . ” . man is , by the opinion of the prodigal, miserable ,

Bacon . and by the judgment of the miserable, lavish ”

(Eccles. Polity ) .

MASTERY (Heb . 1777.5, gheb - oo -raw ', Dan . 6:24) ,

superiority. MITE (Gr. 2 € TTTÓv , lep -ton ', Mark 12:42), a very small

MATTER (Gr. 12n, hool-lay, James 3 :5) , wood,
coin. R. C. T. says, “ Minutes ' are now 'mi

fuel. “ Perpetual matier of the fuyr of helle . ” —
nute ' portions of time; they might be minute por

Chaucer. tions of anything.” Wyclif's version of Mark

12:42 would indicate that the word “ mite ” is

MEAN (Heb. I, khaw -shoke', Prov. 22:29) , not contracted from “ minute," being a minute por

necessarily base , but low and humble . Confu- tion of money. “ But whanne a pore widowe

sion of the Anglo -Saxon word gemoene, com- was come, sche cast two mynutis , that is a

mon, and moene, false , probably led to the farthing."

change in signification .

MOCK (Heb. 175, loots , Prov . 14 :9), a jeer or taunt,

MEAT (Heb. -378, ok -law ', Gen. 1:29) . R. C. T. a matter of ridicule .

says all food was once called meat ; it is so in Also to delude (Gr. čunaitw , emp-aheed '-70,

our Bible , and " horse meat ” for fodder is still
Matt. 2:16) , to delude or mislead .

a phrase in use in the North country. “ Meat ”

is now a name given only to flesh . MOLLIFIED (Heb. 77, raw -kal ', Isa. 1 : 6 ), to

MEDDLE (Heb.mys;, gaw -lah ', 2 Chron. 35:21). Bar
soften ; an old medical term .

row distinguishes between “ meddling” and be- MORE (Gr. Theiwv, pli -own, Acts 19:32 ), greater,

ing meddlesome . Some of the early translations larger in extent. “ A man cannot tell whether

of the Scriptures have in 1 Thess .4:11, “ Meddle Apelles or Albert Durer were the greater

with your own business.” Once the word bad trifier . "-Bacon.

no offensive meaning as now, but simply implied MORTIFY (Gr. Aavarów , than -at- o '- o , Rom . 8:13 ), to

the idea of having proper dealings with a per
put to death . Erasmus says, " Christ was mor

son or thing .
tified and killed in dede as touchynge to his

MEMORIAL (Heb. 72T, zeh'-ker, Psa. 9 : 6) , memory. fleshe.”
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Mote GLOSSARY Odd

»

MOTE (Gr. kápoos, kar -fos, Matt. 7 :3 , etc. ) , a small NOISED (Gr. åkouw, ak -00l- o , Mark 2 : 1) , heard by

particle . “ A mote it is , to trouble the mind's others and through others .

eye ." - Shakespeare .
NOISOME (Gr. Bhaßepós, blab-er-08, Rev. 16 :2 ;

Motions (Gr . málinua, path ' -ay -mah, Rom. 7 :5 ) , comp. Psa. 91 :3 ; Ezek. 14:15, 21 ; " hurtful” in

emotions, passions , impulses. 1 Tim . 6 : 9) , in the early translations, was

equivalent to noxious or hurtful. So in Plu

Mount (Hleb. O,so -lel -aw ', Jer.6 : 6) , mound.
tarch'sMorals the gods are spoken of as noisome,

MUFFLER (Heb. 7 , rah - al-aw , Isa. 3:19), a hurtful, and doing mischief unto men. But in

covering for the lower part of the face . It was
the 17th century it came to mean anything dis

called sometimes a mask .
« On Bible Re

“ He might put on a
gusting or offensive . - R . C. T. ,

hat, a muffler, and a kerchief, and so escape.”
vision . ”

Shakespeare, “ Merry Wives.” NOTABLE (Gr. Šilpavńs, ep - if -an -ace ', Acts 2:20) ,

well known, conspicuous.
Munition (Heb. 177579, mets- o -daw ', Dan. 11:15,

Novice (Gr. veóQUTOS, neh -of -oo -tos, 1 Tim. 3 :6) , one

marg .; Isa. 29 : 7 ; 33:16 ; Nah , 2 : 1 ) , a fortress ,
newly admitted to the Church or having

stronghold . The verb muite is used by Bacon
espoused the faith . It has come in modern

(Essay III ) .

"!! phrase to signify one admitted to a religious

MURRAIN (Heb. 27, Jehl-ber , Exod.9 :3) , a disease 1 order or house ,

of animals, Matthew's Bible has “ The Lord NURSING FATHER (Heb. 72$ ,aw -man', Isa. 49:23 ;

shal be uppon thy cattell with a mighty greate
Num . 11:12) , a foster father , or nourisher ; what

morraine ."
ever encouraged or promoted. “ Idelnes, mother

" The fold stands empty in the drowned field ,
and norisher of all vices.” — Shakespeare,“ Rich

And crows are fattened with the murrion flock . ”
ard III."

-Shakespeare, “ Midsummer Night's Dream ."

OBEISANCE (Heb. 1770 , shaw-khaw ', Gen. 37 :7,
NAMELY (Gr. pálcora, mall- is-tah , Tit. 1:10,

etc. ) , literally, " bowed or prostrated oneself.”
A. V. , “ specially ” ), according to R. C. T. , once

Wright says , “ From the simple meaning of obe

meant chiefly or especially, while it now only
dience which literally belongs to obeisance , it is

signifies that something is designated (Mark 12 :
applied to denote the act of obedience or hom

31 ; Rom . 13 :9 ) .
age, the outward symbol of the act.” Chaucer

NATURAL (Gr. Yuxerós, psoo-khee-kos', 1 Cor. 15:44 ), 11. uses the word obeisant for obedient.

a body animated with the principle of animal | Oblation (Heb. 12 ?R , koor-bawn ', Lev . 7:38, etc. ),

life .

anything offered or solemnly devoted to God in

NAUGHTINESS (Gr. Kakía , kah - cel -ah, James 1:21) ,
his worship . Money as well as other sacrifices

wickedness, sin , or crime. The modern sense
were intended in the old form . Oblations and

almost entirely confined to the nursery. “ So alms are synonymous.

shines a good deedina naughtyworld .” -Shakes
OBSERVATION (Gr. tapatupnois, par -at-ay ' -ray

peare .

sis, Luke 17:20) , observation in the sense of

NÁUGHTY (Heb. von , rah , Jer. 24 : 2 ) , worthless or
ceremony, demonstrative anticipation .

good for nothing.
OBSERVE (Gr. OuvTnpéw), soon -tay-rehl- o , Mark 6:20) ,

NECROMANCER (Heb. 7a, mooth , Deut. 18:11) , a to hold in respect or reverence . To watch with

person who professes to hold communication intense inte ,est. Aye, and to have better men

with the dead.
than himself, by many thousand degrees, to ob

NEESE (Heb. y, at- ce-shaw , Job 41:18 ;
serve him, and stand bare. ” – Milton .

2 Kings 4:35, A.V. , " sneeze ” ), to sneeze. “ His OCCUPY (Heb. 70 , aw -saw ', Judg. 16:11) , to make

nesinge is like a glisteringe fyre ." - Coverdale . use of, to employ. “ Newe ropes that were

never occupied .” — Geneva. “ Iron with muche
NEPHEW (Gr. ËKyovov, ek '- gon -on , 1 Tim. 5 : 4) , for

occupying is worne too naugbt, with little hand
merly a grandson , or even remote lineal descend

ant ; A. V. , " children's children .” So also the
ling gathereth rust." - Schoole of Abuse. R.C.T.

says , He now occupies who has in present
Lat. nepos once had a wider meaning than that

of nephew . Hence our modern word nepotism
possession ; but the word involved once the fur.

ther signification of using, employing ; an occu
includes quite an extensive circle of relation

ship. Until the 17th century the word which in
pier was a trader or retail dealer ." Thus, " He

(Eumenes) made as though he had occasion to

our A. V. is indicated by the danghters of chil

dren did mean niece , and so Wyclif has it. Our
occupy money, and so borrowed a great sum of

word nepotism still has the early signification .
them.” – Plutarch , Lives. In Luke 19:13 we

5 have “ occupy till I come,” in the sense of trade,

NEVER (Gr. óvoé, oo -deh ', Matt. 27:14 ), never a word , improvement of property. " Occupiers and shop

and never so , not, or not at all . The provincial- keepers .” — Pliny.

ism “ nary " is equivalent to “ ne'er a ."
OCCURRENT ( Heb. 29, peh '-gah , 1 Kings 5 :4) , an

NITER (Heb . 09, neh -ther!, Prov. 25:20 ; Jer. 2:22 ). occurrence . “ This occurrent fel out in Lactania ,

soda . Not the salıpeter of commerce of our the nearest part unto us of Spaine.” –Pliny .

day, but the alkali which, with acid , causes a ODD (Heb. 1777, awdaf'. Num. 3:48 ), overplus , over,
strong fermentation . remain,

T

,
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Ofien GLOSSARY Peradventure

>

“ Your

OFTEN (Gr. TvKVÓS, pook -nos', 1 Tim. 5:23),frequent. PAPER REED (Heb. 1777, aw -raw ', Isa. 19 : 7), a
“Often messengers.” - Shakespeare, Richard papyrus plant.

III. "

PARCEL (Heb. p ?ri, khel-kaw ', Gen. 33:19 ; Josh.
OINTMENT (Gr. júpov, mool- ron , John 12 : 3, etc.), 24:32), portion. Still used as a law term.

perfume. " The odour of oyntments are more

durable than those of flowers. " —Bacon. Pass (Heb. 27, aw -bar ', Prov. 8:29 ), transgress.

ONE AND ANOTHER (Heb. wax , eesh , Jer. 36:16 ),
(Gr. Ünepßánhw, hooper-vali-lo , Eph. 3:19 ;

Phil. 4 : 7 ) , to exceed, surpass. “ Do you not see

both, each, individually.
the grasse , how in color they excell the emeralds,

OPEN (Gr. diavoiyw, dee -an -oy ' -go, Luke 24:32 ), to euery one striuing to passe his fellow , and yet

expound or explain. they are all kept of an equall height .” ---Sidney,

Arcadia.

OR EVER (Heb. xxş, law , Dan. 6:24) , before, ere.

ORDAIN (Heb. 177??, men -aw ', Dan. 2:24) , to ap
PASSAGE (Heb. 277222, mah -ab -aw -raw ", Judg.

12 : 6 ; 1 Sam . 13:23 ; 14 : 4 ; Isa. 10:29 ), a pass over a
point.

mountain , or a ford across the river. The pas

OUCHES (Heb. ,mish -bets -aw ', Exod. 28 : saye of Michnash ; the passages of Jordan.

11 ) , rosettes , clasps, setting for gems.

brooches, pearls , and ouches. " - Shakespeare,
PASSENGER (Heb. 777, delf-rek, Prov. 9:15 ; Ezek.

“ Henry IV .” 39:11 , 14, 15 ) , wayfarer, passer-by.

OUTGOINGS (Heb. Sim, to-tsaw aw ', Josh. 17 :9 , PASSION (Gr.ökolonaliís,hom -oy-op-ath -ace',James
18 ; the extremes , outermost limit. 5:17 ) , feelings. Free from gross passion of

mirth or anger .” - Shakespeare .

(Heb. N $ 12, mo-tsaw ', Psa. 65 : 8 ) , exit, rising .
(Gr. Tiáo xw, pas '-kho , Acts 1 : 3) , sufferings,

OUTLANDISH (Heb. " ?? ;, nok -ree ', Neh . 13:26) , for- the sufferings of Christ. “ All the passion of all

eign , strange, woman , as opposed to a wife. the martyrs that ever were . . . were not able

“ All kinds of outlandish wheat .” — Pliny. to remedy our sin . ” - Latimer.

OUTMOST (Heb. 1737 ,kayi-tsch ,Deut. 30 : 4) , utter- Pate (Heb. 1977, kod-kode', Psa. 7:16) , crown of
most.

the head ; used now mostly in a comic sense .

OVERCHARGED (Gr.Bapóvw, bar-ou'-no, Luke 21:34 ; PATTERN (Gr. Tútoc, tool-pos, Heb. 9:23 ). When the

2 Cor. 2 : 5) , overburdened . “ No people over
A. V. was made pattern not only denoted the

charged with tribute is fit for empire ." - Bacon .

thing from which the copy was made , but also

OVERLIVE (Heb. 27 , aw - rak ', Josh . 21:31), to out the copy which was made from a model.

live , survive. “ I love the man so well as I wish PEACE (Heb. W.7, khaw-rush ', Exod. 14:14 ; Num .
he may overlive me .'. " - Bacon .

30 : 4 ) , to keep silence .

OVERPASS (Heb. 72 , aw -bar', Jer. 5:28 ) , to pass (Gr. owTáb , see - o -pah - o , Mark 4:39) , an inter

over, neglect. jection used to enforce quiet.

OVERPLUS (Heb. 9777), aw -dos", Lev.25 :27 ) , surplus. PECULIAR (Heb. o, seg- ool-law , Exod. 19 :5 ;
“ Our overplus of shipping we will burn . " . Deut. 14 : 2 ) , used formerly in the sense of owner

Shakespeare . ship , and with a signification of private prop

OVERRUN (Heb. 27 , aw - var ', 2 Sam . 18:23 ) , to out
erty ; technically the property which a slave or

a child was allowed by the master to control .

run . “ We may outrun by violent swiftness
What exempt or peculiar places are within

that which we run at, and lose by our overrun
the circuit of your diocese where you have not

ning . " - Shakespeare, “ Henry VIII.”
full jurisdiction as ordinary ? ” — Parker, Corre

OVERSEERS (Gr. ¿ TIGKOTOS, ep -isi-kop -os, Acts spondence.

20:28) , bishop . See R. V. and Wyclif.
PEELED (Heb.02,maw -rat',Isa . 18 : 2,7 ; Ezek . 29 :

18) , stripped of hair , and sometimes of skin also.

PADDLE (Heb. 77 , yaw -thade', Deut. 23:13 ), a little " As pyled as an ape was his skulle . ” -- Chaucer.

spade, a shovel. Padella is Italian for frying
“ Peeld priest, dost thou command me to be

shut out ? " - Shakespeare . An old provincial
pan.

boatman said , “ Brayed nettles is the best cure

PAINED (Gr. Basavicw , bas -an -id -20 , Rev. 12 : 2 ) , suf
for a pilled skin .' !'–Wright.

fering , in pain , or labor.

PALMA CHRISTI ( Heb. 7197"?, kee -kaw -yone',
PEOPLE (Heb. De, am , Josh. 11 : 4 ) , a host, multi

tude. “ Much people " used for a great number,
Jonah 4 : 6 , marg. R. V.) , the castor oil plant.

and “ little people " for a small number. “ He is

PALMER WORM ( Heb. DTA , gaw -zawm ', Joel 1 : 4 ) , so courageous of himselfe that he is come to the

a caterpillar. This worm is still found in some held with little people." _ “ King Arthur.”

parts of England . (Gr. 2aoç, lah -o8 ', Rev. 7 : 9) , peoples , races, or

tribes .

PALSY (Gr. Tapahutikos, par -al-oo -tee-kos', Matt.

4:24 ; 9 :2 ; Mark 2 :3, 4) , paralytic . “ The palse , PERADVENTURE (Heb. 12 , pane, Gen. 31:31), per

and not fear, provokes me . ” - Shakespeare. haps.

1 )

.
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Persecute GLOSSARY Proper

66

PERSECUTE (Heb. 977, raw -daf', Psa . 7 : 1 , 5 ; 71: Post (Heb. 117, roots, Job'9 :25 ; Esth .8:14 ; 2 Chron.

11) , to pursue. Preye ze for hem that pursuen 30 : 6 ), swift messenger. It first meant a thing

and sclaundren you . " - Wyclif. To follow up fixed or stationary , then a fixed place , as a mili

with hostile intent. tary post or a designated place on a line of

travel, where horses were in waiting, and then
PIETY (Gr. εvoeßéw , yoo -seb-eh - o, 1 Tim. 5 :4). This

the meaning was transferred to the traveler or

meant, not so much a religious state , as a rela- messenger himself.

tion between relatives , more especially a filial

affection . " Yet for bls kindnesse and dutifull POWER (Heb. erga, mem-shaw-law', 2 Chron .

pietie to his father, deserveth commendation .” 32 :9) , a military force . “ So soon as we had

-Livy. Erasmus, “ On the Creed," says : “ To gather'd us a power we dallied not. ”—Hey

the loue of God & to the loue of our parentes, wood.

is gyuen one commune name in the Latyne, that

is to wyte, pietas. Forpietas properly is called PREFER (Heb. 27 , shaw-naw', Esth . 2 : ) , to pro

the affection or loue towardes God and towardes mote an individual to honor.

our parentes, & towardes our countrie , which is

PRESENTLY (Gr. Taplotnul, par -is '-tay -mee, Matt.
as it were a commune parente of many men,

26:53, etc. ) , instantly. “ There are two infallible
lykewyse as God is father of all men . "

touchstones of a true miracle , which alwaies is

PILL (Heb. 353 , paw -tsal', Gen. 30:37 ), to strip off done-Eidéws, presently, and tehéiws, perfectly.”

the skin or bark. See PEELED. -Fuller, Church Hist.

PLAGUE (Heb. 37 , naw -gal ', Psa. 73 : 5, 14 ; 89:23 ). PRESSFAT (Heb. 1779, poo-raw ', Hag. 2:16), vat

Its meaning originally was of most serious im- of the olive or wine press.

port, but it has come to mean a mere trifling an

noyance . Once a God plagued the victim, now PREVENT (Heb. 77, kaw -dam ', Psa. 18 : 5 ; 119 : 148 ),

a child plagues. to anticipate, to precede.

PLAIN (Heb. Di, tome, Gen. 25:27 ) , honest, simple . (Gr. poávw , fthan - o , Matt. 17:25 ; 1 Thess. 4 :

15) . The word came to bave the meaning of

PLAT (Heb. -p? , khel-kaw', 2 Kings 9:26) , a por- bindrance. R. C. T. says : “ One may reach a

tion of land. The word is akin to the Fr. plat point before another to help or to hinder him

and the Gr. Thatus, which bear the signification there ; may anticipate his arrival either with the

“ flat.” . Probably meant a flat small portion of purpose of keeping it for him or against him .

ground. * To prevent ' bas slipped by very gradual de

grees, which it would not be diMcult to trace,

PLAY (Heb. Pas, tsaw -khak ', Exod. 32 :6) , diver- from the sense of keeping for to that of keeping

sion . The old form not confined to children's against ; from the sense of arriving first, with

amusement. As used, 2 Sam. 2:14, in the tech- the intention of helping, to that of arriving first,

nical sense it means a sword play, fencing. with the intention of hindering ; and then gener

PLEAD (Heb. 12 , yaw-kakh', Jer. 2 : 9,35 ; Ezek. 17 :
ally from helping to hindering " ( Gloss. Eng.

Words) .
20) , a legal arguing as in lawsuit, as Job 16:21 .

POLL (Heb. Aba, gaw -lakW ', 2 Sam. 14:26 ; Ezek. 44:
PRICK (Gr. Kévrpov, ken-tron, Acts 9 :5 ; 26:14 ), to

20 ; Mic. 1:16) , to cut off the hair of the head .
spur, goad.

“ Their heades be not polled or shauen , but PRIVILY (Heb. 193, tsaw -fan ', Psa. 10 :8, etc.), se
rounded a lytle aboue the eares.” — More, Utopia . cretly , in lurking place .

(Heb. mbaba, gul-go ' -leth , Num . 1 : 2, 18 ; 3:47 ;
(Gr. 2áopa, lath -rah , Matt. 1:19.)

1 Chron . 23 : 3, 24 ), skull ; hence, by implication, a

head. PRIVY (Heb. 779T, khaw -dar', Ezek. 21:14) , in
formed of a secret matter.

POMMEL (Heb. 27, gool-law , 2 Chron. 4:12 ), ap
(Gr. ovveidw , sun -il -do , Acts 5 :2), cognizant of

plied once to any round, ball - shaped protuber
a secret.

ance , but now almost exclusively in reference to

a part of the saddle.
PROGNOSTICATOR (Heb. T;, yaw -dah ', Isa. 47:13) ,

PONDER (Gr. ovßáław, soom -ball- lo , Luke 2:19) , relating especially to the weather, a weather

to seriously consider, to weigh in the mind. prophet. “ Let now the astrologers, the starre

PORT (Heb. 30 , shah '-ar, Neh. 2:13 ; Psa . 9:14) , a
gasers, and prognosticatours stand up.” —Gene

va Version .

gate . Bishops' Bible has " Mourne, thou porte;

weepe, thou citie ” ( Isa. 14:31). PROLONG (Heb. quia, maw -shak ', Ezek. 12:25 ),

PORTER (Gr. Ovpwpós, thoo - ro -ros ', John 10 :3), gate
postpone. “ This wedding day perhaps it is but

keeper.
prolong'd.” -Shakespeare.

Possess (Heb. wmp , yaw -raysh',Num . 13:30) . The Proper ( Heb. 7 , seg-ool- aw', 1 Chron . 29:3),
old signification is to take forcible possession of,

Lat. proprius, one's own , hence property .

not merely to bave in keeping. “ Remember, (Gr. áoreios, as -tilos, Acts 1:19) , peculiarly fil

first, to possess his books. ”-Shakespeare. or characteristic.

.
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Prophesy GLOSSARY Ringstraked

T.

PROPHESY (Gr. spoonteúw, prof -ate -yool- o, 1 Cor. QUIT ONESELF (Gr. åvdpicomai, an -dridi- zom -ahee,

11 : 5 ) meant not only to foretell , but to ex 1 Cor. 16:13) , in the serse of acquit, behave.

pound truth . Bacon writes : “ First, whether it
“ Now quit you well.” -Shakespeare .

were not requisite, to renew , that good exercise ,

which was practiced, in this church,some years ; RANGE (Heb. .7770, sed -ay -raw ', 2 Kings 11 : 8) , a

and was commonly called prophesying . rank or row, as of soldiers , and of mountains

Which was this ; tha the ministers, within a (see Job 39 : 8 ) .

precinct, did meet, upon a week day, in some

principall town ; where there was, some ancient,
RAVENING (Gr. áprayń, har -pag -ay ', Luke 11:39 ),

grand minister, that was president; and an au .
plunder, extortion .

ditory admitted , of gentlemen , or other persons RAW (Heb. 17, khah'ee, 1 Sam . 2:15 ), alive , active,

of leysure. Then every minister, successively, springing, hence raw .

beginning with the youngest, did handle one ,

and the same part, of Scripture, spending , sev
READY (Gr . uézaw, mell -lo , Luke 7 :2) , from a root

erally, some quarter of an hour, or better, and in containing the idea of expectation , and near as

the whole , some two hours: and so, the exercise ,
to point of time .

being begun , and concluded with prayer ; and the REASON (Gr. åpeotós , ar-es -tos ', Acts 6 :6 ) , fit . “ It

president, giving a text, for the next meeting, is not reason that we should leave the word

the assembly was dissolved ." of God and serve tables, ” The word is used in

PROPHET (Gr. Tepopilins, prof-ay '-tace, Eph. 4:11 ) , a
the sense in which we employ the adjective ,

Christian teacher, under the influence of the
reasonable . Also, as in Rev. 18:19, in the sense

Holy Spirit.
of in consequence of.

PUBLICAN (Gr. Težúvne, tel-o '-nace, Matt. 5:46 , etc.) , RECEIPT(Gr.Tehúviov,tel-o'-nee-on ,Matt. 9 :9) . The

one to whom was farmed out the collection of
place for the taking of toll is meant, rather than

the Roman customs in the time of Christ.
the act of receiving customs.

PULSE (Heb. vor, zay - raw -ohn ', Dan. 1:12) , a
RECKON (Gr. 2oyítojai, log - id '-zom -ahee, Rom. 8 :

18) , to conclude.

bean , or fruit of a pod , used for food .

RECORD (Gr. páptus, marl-toos, Phil. 1 : 8) , witness .

PURGE (Gr. kalaipw , kath -ah'ee -ro, John 15 : 2 ), to

cleanse . Latimer says, “ He came into this REFUGE (Heb. 1717a, meh - o -naw ', Deut. 33:27 ),

world with his passion to purge our sins.” To
habitation , abode .

cleanse away excrescences or excessive growtli, REFUSE (Heb. Oga, maw -as ', Psa . 118 : 22) , to reject.
as upon a plant.

(Gr. anodokipágw , ap - od - ok - ce -madd-zo, Matt.

PURLOIN (Gr. voovitojai, nos -fid - som -ahee , Tit. 21:42, A. V. , “ rejected ” ), disapprove, disallow.

2:10) . Nosphi signifies clandestinely, or apart, RELEASE (Feb. .771.7, han -aw -khaw ', Esth . 2:18) .
hence the idea of embezzlement.

It meant permission of rest, quiet.

PURTENANCE (Heb. S .???, keh '- reb , Exod . 12 : 9) , the

intestines or in wards of an animal . Translated
RELIGION (Gr. Oprokeia , thrace -kil-ah, Acts 26 : 5 ;

elsewhere bowels.
James 1:26 , 27) , a ceremonial observance.

R. C. T. says, “ Religion orice meant, not a serv

ice of God , but an order of monkery ; and taking

QUAINTLY (Gr . åopahićw, as-fal-idl-zo, Mark 14:44). the monastic vow was termed going into a ‘ re

Theword quaint, which now means odd, antique, ligion .' "

curious, once signified skillful, safe , securely. REPROBATE (Heb. 08?, maw -as', Jer . 6:30) , cast
“ Whom evere I schal kisse , he it is ; holde ye

away, spurn , A. V.marg. has “ refuse silver."

him , and lede ye warli, or queyntly .” — Wyclif.

REPROOF (Heb. - main ,to-kay-khaw ', Psa. 38:14 ) ,
QUARREL (Gr. popon, mom -fay ', Col. 3:13) , com

argument, rejoinder. So Job 24 : 2 ; Prov . 29:15 .

plaint as in an action at law .
“ In the reproof of this lies the jest." - Sbake

QUATERNION (Gr. Terpádov, tet-rad -ec -on , Acts speare .

12 :4), a squad of four Roman soldiers. Holland's REPROVE (Heb. Tə , yaw -kakh ', Job 6:25) , refute,
Livy makes part of the word stand for a set of

disapprove.

three .

REQUIRE (Heb. Baw, shaw -al', Ezra 7:21 ; 8:22 ) , to
QUICK (Gr. Çáv , dzahl- o , 2 Tim . 4 : 1 ) , used in con

ask for .

trast with dead ; alive , living.

REVERENCE (Heb. 170, shaw -khaw ', Esth. 3:2,
QUICKEN (Gr. ( Worolów , dzo-op -oy - eh /-0 , 1 Cor. 15:36 ; etc.), to salute , bow down to.

Eph . 2 : 1 ) , to make alive .

RID (Fleb.'5.59, naw-tsal' , Gen 37:22 ; Exod. 6 : 6) , to
QUIET ( Heb. 7 , shaw -kat ', Judg. 18:27 ) , at rest . snatch away. “ Rydde me and deliver me thorow

" To incense an angrie bodie when he is at thy rightuousnesse." - Coverdale , Psa. 71 : 2 .

quiet.” - French Dict,
RINGSTRAKED (Heb. 7p7, aw -kode ', Gen. 30:35,

Quin (Heb. 8 ??, naw -kee ', Josh . 2:20 ) , released . 39 , 40 ; 31 : 8 , 10 , 12 ) . Straked means streaked , or

“ We are never quit of this debt.” – Latimer. marked with a line or streak.
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Riot GLOSSARY Sleight

.

>

RIOT (Gr. åowría, as -o -teel-ah , Tit. 1 :6 ; 1 Pet. 4 :4) , SHAPEN (Heb. 5-7, kheel, Psa . 51 :5 ), formed , fash

excess , dissoluteness in living . ioned . “ As the births oi. ulving creatures at

RISING (Heb. xv, seh -ayth ', Lev. 13 : 2 , etc. ), swell
first are ill shapen, so are all innovations which

are the births of time . ”-Bacon, Essays.
ing, a leprous scab.

SHERD (Heb. wyn, kheh '-res, Isa . 30:14 ; Ezek. 23 :
ROD (Heb. 220, shay -bet', Psa. 23 : 4 ), staff or sup 34 ), a shred, fragment.

port, on which one leans.

SHIPMEN (Gr. vautns, now'.tace, Acts 27:27 ), sailors.
ROLLER (Heb. Sinn, khit-tool', Ezek. 30:21 ), a SHIPPING (Gr. Thoov, ployl- on , John 6:24 ) , taking

bandage. a voyage. “ Take, therefore , shipping; post, my

ROOM (Gr. Apurokacoia, pro-tok -iis-eelah, Luke 2 : 7), lord, to France .” . Shakespeare, “ Henry VI.”

a place or seat. “They seke after salutations SHOE LATCHET (Heb. nine, ser -oke', Gen. 14:23),
in the market place , & the preferment of the the thong or string of a shoe .

chiefe seate in assembles ;and in all ſeastes, SHRED (Heb. App, paw -lakh ', 2 Kings 4:39 ), cut to
and bankets , the first place or vppermost roume

pieces. “ Shredding it into countries ; and, with
of the table . " -Erasmus.

topography, mincing it into particular places. ” —

Fuller, Holy State.

SAINT (Heb. 750ņ , khaw -seed', Psa. 106 :16; Dan.8: SHREWD (Heb. Dię , khaw-mawce', Gen. 6:11). Wy
13) , a holy person, a beloved one . “ Nor thou

clif has ,." Forsothe the erthe is corrupt before

shalt not suffre thy saint to see corrupcion.” —
God, and is filled with shrewness.” It once

Sir Thomas More .

meant iniquity, or intense moral evil.

SALUTE (Heb. 7a, baw - rak ', 2 Kings 4:29),to bow SHROUD (Heb. wyn, kho-resh, Ezek. 31 :3) , shelter,

down to the ground ; to salute with embrace ,
overhanging shade . Wright says that the cov

kueel in adoration , protracted and elaborate,
ered space on the side of St. Paul's Church,

hence unfavorable for baste .
called the shrouds, was to protect the congre

SAVOUR (Gr. opovéw ,fron -ehl-o , Matt. 16:23 ; 2 Cor.) , gation in inclement seasons. " Places under

to think , to have a sentiment, to be of a mind. ground, as the burrows of wild animals. ” -Halli

Latimer quotes Paul thus, “ When I was a child well , Dict .

I savoured as a child ” ( 1 Cor. 13:11) . Also it SIEGE (Gr. Opóvos, thron -os ). The word once meant

meant flavor, taste , scent, and in the Hebrew it
a seat ; now it is confined to the military idea of

was used figuratively for reputation . a land blockade by an army. In Matt. 25:31, 32,

SCALL ( Heb. PA?, neh'-thek , Lev. 13:30), tetter,
Wyclif has • Thane he scbal sitte on the sege of

his majestie ."
scurf. • Under thy long locks thou maist have

the scall.” -- Chaucer.
SIGHT (Gr. opaols, horl -as-is , Rev. 4 : 3), appearance ,

aspect.

SCARCE (Gr. uónic, mol -is, Acts 14:18; 27:7), scarce- SILLY (Heb. Simp, paw - thaw , Job 5 :2 ; Hos. 7:11) .
ly. Many warring rapiers are afraid of goose

quills and dare scarce come bither." - Shakes
It once had no bad sense, and meant barmless,

peare, " Hamlet.” inoffensive . Wyclif uses “ unceli ” for unhappy.

“ I am an vnceli man ! who schal delyuer me

SCRABBLE ( Heb. 1777, taw-raw' , 1 Sam. 21:13),
fro the bodi of this synne ? " (Rom. 7:24 .)

scratch , mark . Scrab is a word still in use in SIMPLE (Gr. aképalos , ak -erl-ah -yos, Rom. 16:19),

the Suffolk dialect, meaning to scratch.

guileless , innocent. R. C. T. says the “ simple "
SCRIP ( Gr. anpa, pay'-rah, Matt. 10:10) , a small bag is one “without fold ; " sine plica, not double ,

or wallet. “ He on the tender grass would sit, without duplicity, as we may imagine Nathanael

and hearken , even to ecstasy , and in requital to have been .

ope his leathern scrip ." - Milton . SINCERE ( Gr. å donos, ad -ol-os, 1 Pet. 2 :2 ) , unadul

SEAR (Gr. Kavinprácw , kow -tay -ree-adi-20, 1 Tim. terated , clear ; sine cera, without wax , as honey.

4 : 2) , to dry up, cauterize , scorch . SIRS (Gr. åvhp, an -ayr !, Acts 7:26 ), a form of ad

SECURE ( Gr. toléw , poy -ch '- o, Matt. 28:14 ), a relief dress as we would say “ Gentlemen .” “ Sirs ,

from responsibility and care . strive no more. ” — Shakespeare.

SERVITOR (Heb. on shaw-rath', to attend, SIT (Gr. åvakcīnai, an -ak - il-mahee, Luke 22:27), to

2 Rings 4:43) , a serving man.
recline .

' Come, I have

heard tbat fearful commenting is leaden servi- Sith ( Heb. bx, eem, Ezek. 35 :6 ), since ; corruption

tor to dull delay." - Shakespeare.
of Old English . Latimer has “ sithens ” and

Shakespeare has " sithence."

SHAMEFASTNESS (Gr.aidás, ahee-doce',1 Tim .2 : 9); SLACK (Heb. 1777, raw -faw ', Josh. 10:6), to slacken

modesty, bashfulness. “ Shamefast she was, in

maiden's shamefastness . Chaucer. R. C. T.
or relax . “Slack their duties . " - Shakespeare.

says shamefacedness was " shamefastness," SLEIGHT (Gr. Kußeia, koo-bil -ah , Eph.4:14 ),artifice,

like steadfastness and steadfast ; but the ordi- fraud , gambling, associated with the idea of

nary manifestation of shame being in the face, crawling or creeping. “ With sleight and man

it bas been brought to its present orthography. hood stole to Rhesus ' tent.” - Shakespeare ,

Early editions of the A. V. had “shamefast- “ Henry VI." The word means literally dice

ness. " playing or throwing, from kúßus, a cube or die .
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Slime GLOSSARY Unction

men.

SLIME (Heb. 27, khay-mawr', Gen. 11 :3) , bitu- TARE (Gr. otaphoow, spar -asl-so , Mark 9:20 ), to

“ The bitumen of which I speak is in convulse with epilepsy.

some places in manner of a muddie slime." — TARGET (Heb. Tos , tsin -naw ', 1 Kings 10:16 ;
Pliny.

2 Chron. 9:15) , a small shield ised in war .

SOFT (Gr. pahakos, mal-ak-os', Matt. 11 : 8) , mild

tempered, effeminate ; hence Tyndale has (Tit .
TELL (Heb. 20, saw -far ', Psa. 48:12) , to count,

reckon.

3 :2) , “ Be no fighters but soft, showing all meek

ness to all men ."
TEMPER (Heb. 557, vaw-lal ', Exod. 29 : 2 ), to mix or

SOMETIMES (Gr. Toté, pot-eh ', Eph . 2:13 ; 5 :8 ; Col. compound. “ To temper poisons for her.” —

1:21 ; Tit. 3 : 3) , once, once upon a time, in refer
Shakespeare.

ence to the past. “ Thy sometimes brother's TEMPERANCE (Gr. Eykpáteia, eng -krat - i -ah, Acts
wife . ” - Shakespeare, “ Richard III.” .

24:25) , self -control ; notused exclusively, as now ,

SOTTISH (Heb. 577, saw-kawi, Jer . 4:22 ), foolish. in reference to abstinence from intoxicating

Fr. sot, a fool . drink , but it meant moderation in all things .

SPICERY (Heb. DNS- , nek ' -ohth ,Gen.37:25),aromat- TERRIBLENESS (Heb. 270 , mo-raw ', Deut. 26 : 8 ),
ics,

dread, terror.

STAGGER (Gr. diarpívo , dee- ak -ree -no , Rom . 4:20) , THANK (Gr. zápis, kharl-ece, Luke 6:32) , reward.

doubt , to waver. Once written “ stacker."

THANKWORTHY (Gr. xápıs, khari -ece, 1 Pet. 2:19) ,

STAY (Heb. 729, saw -mak', Isa. 20 : 3) , to support. deserving thanks.

“ Good busbandman ...wont to pitch props and

stakes close unto their young plants to stay
Thought (Gr. jepluváw , mer - im -nah '- o, Matt. 6:25 ),

them up .” — Pliny.
care , concern, or anxiety. Tyndale bas it in

1 Cor. 9 :9, “ Doth God take thought for oxen .”

STORY (Heb . 779, mid -rawsh ', 2 Chron. 13:22 ), “ Thou art a foole to take thought, for it will not

history . R. V. , " commentary. ” “ As many as amend thee .” - Shakespeare.

know story or have any experience . ” – The Throng (Gr. Ožißw, thleel -vo, Mark 3 :9), to crowd.
Translators to the reader.

“ To fight hand to hand, thy men so pestered

STRAIN (Gr. divai w , dee-oo -lidl- zo , Matt. 23:24 ), behind that one thronged & overlaid an other."

from hoo -lidl-zo , to filter. The early versions of -- Plutarch .

Coverdale , Tyndale, and the Geneva bad it THROUGHLY (Gr. Slakaðapítw, dee-ak-ath-ar- idi-20 ,

“ strain out,” not “ strain at," a gnat.
Matt. 3:12) , to cleanse thoroughly, to winnow.

STRAITLY (Gr. anelli, ap-i-lay', Acts 4:17) , strictly, THYINE WOOD (Gr. Ovivos, thool-co-nos, Rev. 18:12),

severely.
a fragrant wood, citron wood .

STRAWED (Gr. otpwvviw, strone-noo'o , Matt. 21 : 8) , TIRE (Heb. 297, yaw -taw , 2 Kings 9:30), to deck

scatter, spread.

the head . Milton says, " A golden tiar circled

STRIKE (Heb. 79 , naw -than ', Exod . 12 : 7) , to smear his head .”

or rub .

TITLE (Gr. Títhos, titi-los , John 19:19), the in

STUFF ( Heb. 37, kel-ee', 1 Sam . 10:22 ; Gen. 31:37) , scribed charge of crime, for which men were

furniture, baggage. punished , publicly displayed , as , for example ,

SUBSTANCE (Gr. Ünapfis, hoop'- arr- is , Heb . 10:34 ),
on the cross of such as were crucified .

property. Wyclifhas “ a better and a dwellynge TITTLE (Gr. Kepala , ker-ah - yah, Matt. 5:18 ; Luke

substance.” 16:17) , something hornlike, the apex of a Hebrew

letter.

SWADDLING BAND (Heb. hom, khath -ool-law',
“ It is in the Hebrew alphabet that

the I , called “ yot ” or “ yod,” is the smallest of
Job 38 :9 ) , swathing cloth .

the letters , and that the tips of the letters afford

so natural a figure of speech for the smallest

TABERING (Heb. 99ņ, taw -faf', Nah . 2 : 7) , to beat
tittle of the law . ” - Sharpe, Bible Texts Nlus.

or play upon the tambourine. TORMENTOR (Gr. Bagavioths, bas-an-is-tace', Matt.

TABLE (Gr. alvakidiov, pin - uk -id ' -ee -on , Luke 1:63) ,
18:34 ), executioner. “ When master Latimer

a writing tablet.
stood at the stake, and the tormentors were

about to set the fire upon him . ” — Foxe, Acts.

TABLET (Heb. 77290, koo -mawz', Exod. 35:22). This
TRAFFICKER (Heb. z , ken -ah -an - ee ', Isa. 23 : 8),

was not used in the sense of a tablet, but an or
merchant or tradesman.

nament or necklace.

TABRET (Heb. gin, toſe, Gen. 31:27 ; Job 17 : 6) , a
tambourine . UNAWARES (Heb. "T;, yaw-dah', Psa. 35 : 8 ; Josh .

20 : 9) , unexpectedly.

TACHE (Heb. O??, keh - res, Exod. 26 :6) , a clasp or

fastening, as a buckle . UNCTION (Gr. xpioja, khrisl-mah , 1 John 2:20 ),

anointing ; still used in the Roman Catholic

TALE (Heb. jam, to'-ken, Exod. 5:18) , a carefully Church in reference to the sacrament called ex

counted number. treme unction .

1

1
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Undersetters GLOSSARY Withal

1

1

UNDERSETTERS (Heb. 577.7, kaw -thafe ', 1 Kings WARE (Gr. pviácow, foo-last -so, Luke 8:27 ), past
7:30) , supports. tense of wear. “ I am his firstbord son , that

UNICORNS (Heb. ,, rame, Psa. 22:21) , wild oxen.
was the last that ware the imperial diadem of

Rome." - Shakespeare .
See R. V.

UNIMPOSSIBLE (Matt. 17:20 ; Tyndale , ed . 1611 , " un- WARFARE (Gr. otpateia, strat- il-ah, 1 Cor. 1 : 7 ),

possible " ), impossible. military service , figurative of apostolic career.

UNPERFECT (Psa. 139 : 16 ; Wyclif, ed . 1611 , “ unper- WASHPOT (Feb. 1770 , see -rau ', Psa. 60 :8 ; 108 : 9 ),

fit ” ) , imperfect.
a vessel to wash in.

UNWASHEN (Gr. åvirtos, an - ip - tos, Matt. 15:20 ; Wax, WAXEN (Gr. yupáokw, ghay -rasi-ko, Heb. 8 :

Mark 7 : 2) , unwashed.
13) , to grow . " Beholde'ye liliesof the feeld, how

USED (Heb. 7703, lim -mood ', Exod. 21:36 ) , accus- thei waxen. ” ' _Wyclif.

tomed .

WAYFARING (Heb. 1 , aw -rakh', Judg. 19:17 ;

UTTER (Heb. Tap , naw-gad', Lev. 5 : 1) , to disclose, Isa. 33 : 8 ), traveling.

to give information.

WEALTHY (Heb. 1777 ?, rev -aw -yaw ', Psa. 66:12 ),
( Heb. 77819T, khce-isone ', Ezek . 42 : 1 ) , outer,

rich. The marg . of R.V.has it “ abundance ."
outside.

WENCH (Heb. O , shif-khaw , 2 Sam. 17:17 ) , a
maid or servant, generally of low birth.

VAIN (Gr. pátalos, matt-ah-yos, James 1:26 ), empty,

worthless . WHETHER (Gr. tis, tis, Matt. 21:31) , which of the

two. “Whether of them twayne did the will of

VAINGLORY (Gr. Kevodočia, ken - od -ox -eel-ah , Phil .
the father ? ” —Tyn.

2 : 3) , self-conceit, empty glory. Marvin R. Vin

cent says : “ In the Septuagint the word is used WHITED (Gr. Koviáw , kon -ce -ahl- o , Matt. 23:27 ;

to describe the worship of idols as folly . The
Mark 9 :3) , made white, whitened .

verb KEVODOFéw is used of following vain conceits

about the truth ." WILL (Gr. 062w, thell-o, Mark 6:25 ; Rom. 9:16) , to

wish or desire . “ He sent into the city to his
VANITY (Gr. patalÓTIS, mat-ah -yot'-ace, Rom. 8 :

friends, to will them to come unto him . ” — Plu
20) , inutility, transientness.

tarch .

VAUNT (Gr. neprepévoual, per -per -yool-om -ahee,
WILL-WORSHIP (Gr. č0 €nofipnokela , eth - el -oth -race

1 Cor. 13 : 4) , to boast.

kil-ah , Col. 2:23), piety, sanctimony. Wyclif has it

VENISON (Heb. 77%, tsay-daw ', Gen. 27 :3) , flesh “ chosen holiness ; " Cranmer, “ superstition ; "

of beasts taken in hunting. Pliny writes of " the Geneva, “ voluntarie worshipping.”

venison of elephant's fesh."

VERILY (Gr. åpnv, am -une', John 8:51, etc. ) , sure ,
WIMPLE (Heb. ONPO??, mit -pakh'-ath , Isa. 3:22),

2 linen cloth or covering for the neck . “ For

firm , trustworthy. she had layd her mournfull stole aside , and

VERY (Gr . annos, al-ay -thoce', John 7:26) , orig- widow-like sad wimple throwne away.” — Spen

inal sense, true, as , " My very friend hath got ser , " Faerie Queene."

his mortal burt in my bebalf. ” — Shakespeare, WINK AT (Gr. Únepeidw , hoop-er-il-do,Acts 17:30), to

“ Romeo and Juliet.”
connive at or countenance . Literally, to close

VESTURE (Heb. was, leloosh', Gen. 41:42 ; Psa.

22:18) , clothing.
WINTER (Heb. 977, khaw -raf ', Isa. 18 :6 ), to be

VEX (Gr. Oxaéw, okh-lehl- o , Luke 6:18) , to torment, winter, from a root signifying the crop or bar

barass. It signified a more serious trouble vest gathered ; hence, autumn and winter.

than its present use suggests.

WISE (Gr. Outws, hool-toce , Matt. 1:18), on this wise,
VIRTUE (Gr. Súvapıs, dool-nam - is, Mark 5:30) , on this way, like this.

power, madly strength , might. “ Be bold and

comforted by our Lord and the power of his WISH (Gr. xvxouai , yool-khom -ahee, Acts 27:29), to

might ." - Latimer. “ The general end of God's earnestly long for ; more emphatic than the

external working is the exercise of bis most common use of the word.

glorious and most abundant virtue . ” —Hooker; Wit (Heb. T;, yaw -daw , Gen. 24:21), to know.
Eccl. Polity.

0. E. witan .

VOCATION (Gr. 627015, klay '-sis, Eph . 4 : 1 ) , calling.

(Heb. 1777777, khok -maw ', Psa. 107 : 27 ), under“ We should tarry our vocation till God call us ;

we should have a calling of God .” — Latimer.
standing, sense , knowledge.

Void (Heb. 17773 ??, meb -oo- kaw ', Gen. 1 :2) , empty, WITCH (Heb. quip, kaw -shaf , Deut. 18:10), wiz
waste . ard, sorcerer. In Acts 8 :9 Wyclif has “ Sy

VOYAGE (Gr. 72605, plol-os , 2 Macc. 5 : 1) . “ Any
mount, a witche.”

journey was a voyage once, whether by land or WITHAL (Gr. åua, ham -ah , Col. 4 :3) , also , in con

sea . " - R . C. T. nection with . It signifes close relationship .

* 1

the eyes.
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Withdravon GLOSSARY Yearn

WITHDRAWN (Heb. 1777, naw-dakh, Deut. 13:13 ) , WORTHY (Gr. åžios, ax '- ee -os, Luke 12:48),suitable ,

drawn away ; always transitive in A. V. deserving, meritorious.

WITTINGLY (Heb. Saip, saw -kal', Gen. 48:14) , WoT (Heb. 9T;, yaw -dah ', Gen. 21:26 ),know .

knowingly , understandingly.

WOULD (Heb. 1978, akh -al-ah'ee), an exclamation ,
Witty (Heb. 17795 ?, mez - im -maw ', Prov. 8:12 ). as “ Would God !”

The word originally meant not a humorous or

smart expression, but skill, ingenuity, cunning. WREST (Heb. 1720p, naw -taw ', Exod. 23 : 2 ), to per

vert, to twist. “ Some there be that labour by

WOE WORTH (Heb. --T, haw, Ezek. 30 : 2 ), an ex
wrestynge of the Scriptures to pulle themselves

pression of despair, as , “ Woe be to the day ! Ah !
from under due obedience .” — Lever, Sermons.

Alas! ” The opposite state of feeling indicated

by wellworth,” as by Coverdale,“ Wellworth Wrought (Heb. 27, haw-lak', Jonah 1:11 ) , to
the Corinthians, for though they were fallen into walk or exercise , to go to and fro, restless .

abuse about this holy mystery , and about other “ The sea works high, and the wind is loud.”

things, we read not that they spurned against Shakespeare. Tholuck says. “ To man every

the Holy Spirit.” thing forbidden appears as a desirable blessing ;

WORKFELLOW (Gr. ovvepyós, soon -er - gos ', Rom .
but yet, as it is forbidden , he feels that his free

dom is limited , and now his lust rages more vio16:21) , a fellow-workman , as our modern term

coadjutor.
lently like the waves against the dike."

WORSHIP (Gr. Sófa, doxl-ah, Luke 14:10) , reverence ,

dignity. “ Aye, but give me worship and quiet- YEARN (Heb. 2727, kaw -mar', Gen. 43:30 ), literally

ness . ” — Shakespeare. If ony man serve me , to shrivel as by heat, hence to warm with passion

my fadir schal worschip bym .” – Wyclif. “ With or emotion . “ No : for my manly heart doth

my body I thee worship .” — “ Marriage Service.” yearn .” — Shakespeare.
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A PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY

OF

PROPER NAMES

EVERY NAME IN THE BIBLE AND APOCRYPHA PRONOUNCED PHONETICALLY

А

Aalar A'a-lar

Aaron A'ron

Aaronites A'ron-ites

Abacuc Ab'a-kuk

Abaddon A-bad'don

Abadias Ab'a-di'as

Abagtha A -bag'thah

Abal A'bal

Abana Ab'a-nah

Abarim Ab'a-rim

Abaron Ab'a-ron

Abba Ab'bah

Abda Ab'dah

Abdeel Ab'de- el

Abdi Ab'di

Abdias Ab-dy'az

Abdiel Ab'de-el

Abdon Ab'don

Abednego A -bed'ne-go

Abel A'bel

Abelbethmaa- A'bel-beth -ma'

chah a-kah

Abelmaim A'bel-ma'im

Aþelmeholah A'bel -me-ho'lah

Abelmizraim A'bel- miz'ra-im

Abelshittim A'bel-shil'tim

Abesan Ab'be-san

Abez A'bez

Abi A'by

Abia A -by'a

Abiah A -by'ah

Abialbon A -be-al'bon

Abiasaph A -bi'a-saf

Abiathar A -bi'a -thar

Abib A'bib

Abida A -by'da

Abidah A -bi'dah

Abidan Ab'i-dan

Abiel A'be-el

Abiezer A'be-e'zer

Abiezrite A'be-ez'rite

Abigail Ab'e-gale

Abihail Ab'e-hale

Abihu A -by'hu

Abihud A -by'hud

Abijah A - by'jah

Abijam A -by' jam

Abilene
Ab'e-le'ne

Abimael A -bim'a - el

Abimelech A-bim'e-lek

Abinadab A -bin'a-dab

Abiner Ab'i- ner

Abinoam A -bin'o -am

Abiram A -bi'ram

Abiron A -by'ron

Abisei Ab'i-se'i

Abishag Ab'be -shag

Abishai A -bish'a-i

Abishahar Ab-be-shay'har

Abishalom A -bish'a-lom

Abishua A-bish'u-a

Abishur A-by'shur

Abisum Ab'y -sum

Abital Ab'e- tal

Abitub AB'y - tub

Abiud A-bi'ud

Abner Ab'ner

Abraham A'bra-ham

Abram A'bram

Abrech Ab-rek '

Absalom Ab'sa - lom

Absalon Ab'sa-lon

Abubus A-bu'bus

Acaron A k'a-ron

Acatan A k'a-tan

Accad Ak'kad

Accaron Ak'ka-ron

Accho A k'koh

Accos A k'kos

Accoz Ak'koz

Aceldama A - sel'da -mah

Achaia ( ya) A -kay'yah

Achaicus A -kay'e -kus

Achan A'kan

Achar A'kar

Achaz A'kaz

Achbor Ak'bor

Achiacharus A'ke-ak'a-rus

Achias A -ky'as

Achim A kim

Achimelech A -kim'e-lek

Achior A'ke-or

Achish A'kish

Achitob Ak'i-tob

Achitophel A -kit'o - fel

Achmetha Ak'me-thah

Achor A'kor

Achsa Aksa

Achsah Ak'sah

Achshaph Ak'sha

Achzib A kʼzib

Acipha A s'e- fah

Acitho A s'e - tho

Acua Ak'u-a

Acub Akub

Adadah Ad'a-dah

Adadezer Ad-ad-ezer

Adadrimmon Ad -ad - rim ' mon

Adah A'dah

Adaiah Ad'a-i'ah

Adalia Ad'a -li'a

Adam Ad'am

Adamah Ad'a-mah

Adami Ad'a-mi

Adar A'dar

Adasa Ad'a-sa

Adbeel A d'be- el

Addan Ad'dan

Addar Ad'dar

Addi Ad'dy

Addo Ad'do

Addon Ad'don

Addus Ad'dus

Ader A'der

Adida Adi-da

Adiel A'de- el

Adin A'din

Adina Ad'i-nah

Adino Ad'i -no or

A - di'no

Adinus Ad'i-nus

Adithaim Ad'e-tha'im

Adlai Ad'la-i

Admah Admah

Admatha Ad'ma-tha

Adna Ad may

Adnah Ad'nah

Adonibezek A-do'ni-be'zel

Adonican A - don'i - kan

Adopijah Ad'o-ni'jah

Adonikam A - don'i -kam

Adoniram Ad - o - ny'ram

Adonis A-do'nis

Adonizedek A -don'i-ze'dek

Adora A -do'ra

Adoraim Ad - o -ray'im

Adoram A-do'ram

Adramelech A-dram'e-lek

Adrammelech A -dram 'me-lech

Adramyttium Ad -ra - mit'te -um
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A'dre-ah

A'dre - el

A-du'el

A -dul'lam -ite Aiahnor

A -dum 'mim

A'e - di'as

Adria

Adriel

Aduel

Adullam

Adullamite

Adummim

Aedias

Æneas (Gr.

Aivéas)

Ænon

Æon

Æthiopia

Agaba

Agabus

Agag

Agagite

Agar

Agarenes

Agee

Aggeus

Agrippa

Agur

Ahab

Aharah

Aharhel

Ahasai

Ahasbai

Ahasuerus

Ahava

Ahaz

Ahaziah

Ahban

Aher

Ahi

Ahiah

Ahiam

Ahian

Ahiezer

Ahihud

Ahijah

Ahikam

Ahilud

Ahimaaz

Ahiman

Abimelech

Ahimoth

Ahinadab

Ahinoam

Ahio

Ahira

Ahiram

Ahiramites

Ahisamach

Ahishahar

Ahishar

Ahisham

Ahithophel

Ahitub

Ahlab

Ahlai

Ahoah

Ahohite

Aholah

Aholiab

Aholibah

Aholibamah

Ahumai

A'ne- as

A'non

Alon

E-the-o'pe-a

Ag'a-ba

Ag'a -bus

Algag

Agag - ite

Agar

Ag'a -renez

Age-e

AQ -ge'us

A -grip ' pah

Algur

A'hab

A-har'ah

A -har' el

A-has'a-i

A-has'ba-i

A-has-u-e'rus

A -hay'vah

A'haz

A'ha-zi'ah

Alºbal

A'her

A'hy

A-hy'ah

A-hy'am

A-hy'an

A -hy-e'zer

A-hy'ud

A-hy'jah

A-hy'kam

A-hy'lud

A-him'a-az

A -hy'man

A-him'me-lek

A -he'moth

A -hin 'na-dab

A-hin'no-am

A -hy'o

A -hy'rah

A-hy'ram

A -hy'ram -ites

A -his'a-mal

A -hish'a - har

A-hy'shar

A -hy'sham

A -hit'o - fel

A -hy'tub

Ahlab

Ahlay

A -ho'ah

A -ho'hite

A -ho'lah

A -ho'le - ab

A -ho'le-bah

A’ho -lib'a -mah

A-hu'ma-i

Ahuzam A - hew'zam Aminadab A -min'a -dab

Ahuzzath A -huz'zath Amittai A -mit'tay

Ai A'i Amizabad A - miz' a -bad

Ajah A-i'ah Ammah A m'mah

A -i'ath Jo Ammedatha Am-med'a-thay

Aija A -i'jah
Ammi Am'my

Aijalon A'jal-on Ammiel Am -me - el

Aijeleth Shahar Aj'e-leth sha'har Immihud Am-my'hud

Ain A'in
Amminadab Am -min'a -dab

Airus A-i'rus Amminadib Am'min'a-dib

Ajah Aljah Ammishaddai Am'mi-shad'

Ajalon Aj'a-lon da-y

Akan A'kan
Ammizabad Am-miz'a-bad

Akkub Ak'kub Ammon A m'mon

Akrabattine A k'ra -bat- ti'ne Ammonite A m'mon - ite

Akrabbim A-krab'bim
Ammonitess Am'mon - ite' es

Alameth Al'e -meth Amnon Am 'non

Alammelech A -lam 'me-lek Amok A'mok

Alamoth Al' a -moth
ht Amon A'mon

Alcimus Al'si -mus
Amorite Am'o-rite

Alema Al'e-ma Amos · A'mos

Alemeth Al'e -meth
Amoz A 'moz

Alexander Al-egz'an -der Amphipolis Am - fip'o - lis

Alexandria Al- ex -an'dre - a Amplias Am ' ple-as

Alexandrians Al-er - an'dre - ans
Amram A m'ram

Aliah A -li'ah
Amramites Am'ram-ites

Alian A-li'an Amraphel Am'ra -fel

Allom Al'lom
Amzi Am'zy

Allon Al'lon
Anab A'nab

Allonbachuth Al'lon-bak’uth
Anael An'a - el

Almodad Al-mo'dad
Anah A'nah

Almon Al'mon
Anaharath An - a -hay'rath

Almondibla- Al'mon -dib'la
Anaiah An'a-i'ah

thaim tha'im
Anak Anak

Alnathan Al'na -than
Anakim An'a-kim

Aloth A'loth
Anamim An'a -mim

Alpha Al'fa
Anammelech A-nam'me-lek

Anan A'пап

Alphæus, or

Alpheus Al- fe'us
Anani A-na'ny

Altaneus Alta - ne'us
Ananiah An - a -ny'ah

Altaschith Al-tas'kith
Ananias An-a-ny'as

Alush A'lush
Ananiel A - nan'i - el

Anath
Al'vahAlvah

A'nath

Alvan Al'van
An'a-thothAnathoth

Amad A'mad Andrew

Amadatha A-mad'a-thah
(andru ) An'dru

Amadathus A-mad'a-thus Andronicus An -dro -ny'kus

Amal A'mal Anem A'nem

Amalek Am'a-lek Anen A'nen

Amalekite Am'a - lek - ite Aner A'ner

Amam A'mam Anethotite An'e-thot' ite

Aman A'man Anetothite An'e- tot'ite

Amana A m - a'nah Aniam Any -am

Amariah Am-a-ry'ah
Anim Anim

Amarias Am'a-ry'as Anna An 'nah

Amasa A m'a-sa Annaas An'na -as

Amasai A- mas'a- i
Annas An'nas

Amashai A-mash'a-i Annuus An-nu 'uz

Amasiah A m'a-si'ah Anos A'nos

Amathas A m'a -thas Antichrist An'ty-christ

Amatheis A m'a - the'is Antilibanus An'ty -lib'a - nus

Amathis Am'a-this Antioch An'ty-ok

Amaziah A m'a -zy'ah Antiochia An'ti- o - ki'a

Amedatha A -med'a-thah Antiochians An'ty -o'ki -ans

Amen A'men Antiochis An - ty'o - kis

Ami A'my Antiochus An -ty'o -kus

Amidoi Am'i-doi Antipas An'ty - pas
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Ard

Asiel

antipater An - tip'a - ter

Antipatris An-ti p'a -tris

Antonia An - to'ny- a

Antothijah An'to -thi'jah

Antothite An'toth-ite

Anub A'nub

Anus A'nus

Apame A-pa'me

Apelles A -pel'les

Apharsachites A -far'sak -ites

Apharsathchites A -far'sath -kites

Apharsites A -far'sites

Aphek Afek

Aphekah A - fe'kah

Apherema A - fer'e -mah

Apherra A - fer'rah

Aphiah A - fi'ah

Aphik A'fik

Aphrah Af'rah

Aphses Al'sees

Apollonia A p' pol-lo'ne- a

Apollonius A p'pol-lo'ne -us

Apollophanes A p'pol-log'a-nees

Apollos A-pollas

Apollyon (or

apolyon) A- pol'yon

Appaim Ap'pay-im

Apphia Af'e- ah

Apphus Al'fus

Appii Forum A p'pey fo'rum

Aquila A k'quil-ah

Ar Ar

Ara A'rah

Arab (a city) A'rab

Arabah
Ar'a-bah

Arabatthane

(arabaththane) Ar'a-bath-tha'ne

Arabattine Ar'a-bat-ty'ne

Arabia
A -ray'be- a

Arabian A -ray'be - an

Arad A'rad

Aradus Ar'a-dus

Arah A'rah

Aram
A'ram

Aramitess A'ram-i'tes

Aramnaharaim A'ram -na'hay

ra'im

Aramzobah A'ram-zo'bah

Aran A'ran

Ararat Ar'a-rat

Ararath Ar'a-rath

Arathes A-ra'thes

Araunah A-raw'nah

Arba Ar'bah

Arbah Ar'bah

Arbathite Ar'bath-ite

Arbattis Ar-bat'tis

Arbela ( in

Palestine) Ar-bee'lah

Arbite Ar'bite

Arbonai Ar -bo'na - i

Archelaus Ar-ke -lay'us

Archevites Ar'ke - vites

Archi Arki

Archippus Ar-kip'pus

Archite Arkite

Arcturus Ark-too'rus

Ard

Ardath

Ardites

Ardon

Areli

Arelites

Areopagite

Areopagus

Ares

Aretas

Areus

Argoh

Ariarathes

Aridai

Aridatha

Arieh

Ariel

Arimathæa

Arimathea

Arioch

Arisai

Aristarchus

Aristobulus

Arkite

Armageddon

Armenia

Armoni

Arna

Arnan

Arnon

Arod

Arodi

Arodites

Aroer

Aroerite

Arom

Arpad

Arphad

Arphaxad

Arsaces

Arsareth

Artaxerxes

Artemas

Aruboth

Arumah

Arvad

Arvadite

Arza

Asa

Asadias

Asael

Asahel

Asahiah

Asaiah

Asana

Asaph

Asarael

Asareel

Asarelah

Asbazareth

Ascalon

Aseas

Asebebia

Asebia

Asenath

Aser

Aserer

Ar'dath

Ardites

Ar'don

A-re'li

A - re'lites

Ar - e -op'a - gite

Ar - e-op'a -gus

A'rez

Ar'e- tas

A-re'us

Ar'gob

A'ry - a -ra'thez

A -rid'a - i

A -rid'a - thah

A -ry'eh

A'ry -el

Ar- e -ma - the'ah

Ar - e -ma- the'ah

A're - ok

A-ris'a-i

Ar-is-tar'kus

Ar- is - to -bew'lus

Ark'ite

Ar' ma-ged'don

Ar-me'ne-a

Ar-mo'ni

Arnah

Arnan

Arnon

A'rod

Ar'o - dy

A'rod - ites

Arlo - er

Ar'o-er-ite

A'rom

Ar'pad

Ar'fad

Ar- fax'ad

Ar'3a-sez

Ar'sa-reth

Ar-tag-zerk'zez

Arte-mas

Ar'u -both

A-ru'mah

Ar'vad

Ar'vad-ite

Ar'zah

A'sah

A8-a-dy'as

As'a-el

As'a - hel

As'a-hy'ah

As'a-y'ah

As'a -nah

| A'saj

A -sar'a- el

A - sar'e - el

A8- a -re'lah

A8-baz'a -reth

As'ka-lon

A-se'as

A-seb'e-by'ah

A s'e-by'ah

As'e- nath

A'ser

A - serer

Ashan A'shan

Ashbea Ash'be-ah

Ashbel Ash'bel

Ashbelites Ash'bel - ites

Ashchenaz Ash'ke-naz

Ashdod Ash'dod

Ashclodites Ash'dod-ites

Ashdothites Ash 'doth - ites

Ashdothpisgah Ash' doth- pis'gah

Asher A sh'er

Asherah Ash - e'rah

Asherites Ash'er - ites

Ashima Ash'e -mah

Ashkelon Ash'ke- lon

Ashkenaz Ash'ke- naz

Ashnah Ash 'nah

Ashpenaz Ash 'pe-naz

Ashriel Ash're-el

Ashtaroth Ash'ta-roth

Ashtemoh Ash'te-mo

Ashterathite Ash'te -rath - ite

Ashteroth Kar- Ash'te -roth -karl .

naim na-im

Ashtoreth Ash'to -reth

Ashur Ash'ur

Ashurites Ash'ur - ites

Ashvath Ash'vath

Asia A'shi-ah

Asiarchs A ' si-archs

Asibias As'i-by'as

A'sy-el

Asipha A s'i- fah

Askelon A s'ke-lon

Asmadai A s'ma - da

Asmaveth As'ma-veth

Asmodeus As'mo-de'us

Asmoneans

( Josephus) A s'mo-ne'anz

Asnah As'nah

Asnapper As-nap' per

Asochis

( Josephus) A - 80'kis

Asom A'som

Aspatha A s'pa-thah

Asphar As'phar

Aspharasus As- phar'a -sus

Asriel A 8're - el

Asrielites As'ri-el-ites

Assabias As'sa -by'as

Assalimoth As- sal'i -muth

Assanias As'sa-ny'as

Assaremoth As'sa-re'moth

Asshur Ash'ur

Asshurim Ash -shu'rim

Assideans As'si- de'ans

Assir As'sir

Assos AS'80s

Assuerus As'su - e'rus

Assur As'sur

Assyria A 8 - sir'e - a

Assyrian As-sir'e -an

Astaroth A s'ta -roth

Astath As'tath

Astyages As-ty'a-ges

Asuppim A -sup' pim

Asyncritus A - sin'kre - tus

Atad A'tad
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Azrikam

Azubah

Azur

Azuran

Azzah

Azzan

Azzur

Az -ry'kam

A-zu'bah

Azur

A-zu'ran

Azzah

Az'zan

Az'zur

B

Atarah At'a -rah

Atargatis A -tar'ga -tis

Ataroth At'a-roth

Atarothadar At'a - roth - a'dar

Atarothaddar At'a-roth-ad'dar

Ater Alter

Aterezias At'e-re - zi'as

Athach A'thak

Athaiah Ath'a - i'ah

Athaliah Ath'a -ly'ah

Atharias Ath'a -ry'as

Athenians A-the'ny-ans

Athenobius Ath'e-no'by-us

Athens Athens

Athlai Ath'lay

Atipha At'i-fa

Atroth At'roth

Attai At'tay

Attalia Atta-ly'ah

Attalus Atta - lus

Attharates (ath

tharateez ) Al-thar'a - tez

Augia Aw'gy-ah

Augustus A w - gus'tus

Auranus Aw -ray'nus

Auteas A w-te'as

Ava A'vah

Avaran Av'a-ran

Avaron Av'a - ron

Aven A'ven

Avim A'vim

Avims A'vimz

Avites A'vites

Avith A'vith

Azael Az'a-el

Azaelus Az'a - e'lus

Azah A'zah

Azal A'zal

Azaliah Az-a-ly'ah

Azaniah Az-a-ny'ah

Azaphion A -za'fi-un

Azara Az'a-ra

Azarael A -za'ra - el

Azareel A -za're - el

Azariah Az - a - ry'ah

Azarias Az-a-ry'as

Azaz A'zaz

Azazel A - za'zel

Azaziah Az-a-zy'ah

Azbazareth Az-baz'a-reth

Azbuk Az'buk

Azekah A-ze'kah

Azel A'zel

Azem A'zem

Azephurith Az-ze- few'rith

Azetas A-ze'tas

Azgad Az'gad

Azia A -zy'ah

Aziei A -zy'e-i

Aziel A'zy-el

Aziza A -zy'za

Azmaveth Az-may'veth

Azmon Az'mon

Aznothtabor Az'noth-tay'bor

Azor A'zor

Azotus A -zo'tus

Azriel Az'ry-el

Baal Bay'al

Baalah Bay'al- ah

Baalath Bay'al-ath

Baalathbeer Bay'al-ath -be'er

Baalberith Bay'al -be'rith

Baale Bay'a -lee

Baalgad Bay'al- gad

Baalhamon Bay'al -hah'mon

Baalhanan Bay'al-hah'nan

Baalhazor Bay'al -hah'zor

Baalhermon Bay'al-her -mon

Baali Bay'al - i

Baalim Bay'al -im

Baalis Bag’a -lis

Baalmeon Bay'al-me'on

Baalpeor Bay'al-pe'or

Baalperazim Bay'al-per' a -zim

Baalshalish
a Bay'al- shal'- 2

shah

Baaltamar Bay'al-ta'mar

Baalzebub Bay'al-ze'boob

Baalzephon Bay'al- ze'fon

Baana Ba'a-nah

Baanah Ba'a - nah

Baanias Ba'a -ny'as

Baara Ba'a -rah

Baaseiah (-ya) Ba'a-se'yah

Baasha Ba'a - shah

Baasiah Ba'a-sy'ah

Babel Ba'bel

Babi Ba'bi

Babylon
Bab'e- lon

Babylonians
Bab'e- lo 'ne - ans

Babylonish Bab'e-lo'nish

Baca Ba'kah

Bacchides Bak'ki-dez de

Bacchus Bak'kus

Bacenor Ba-se'nor

Bacchurus Bak-ku'rus

Bachrites Bak'rites

Bago Ba'go

Bagoas Ba-go'as

Bagoi Bag'o - i

Baharumite Ba-ha'rum-ite

Bahumus Ba-hu'mus

Bahurim Ba-hu'rim

Bajith Ba'jith

Bakbakkar Bak-bak'ker

Bakbuk Bak'buk

Bakbukiah Bak'buk - i'ah

Balaam Bavºlam

Balac Bay'lak

Baladan Bal'a-dan

Balah Bay'lah

Balak
Bay'lak

Balamo Bal'a -mo

Balasamus Ba-las'a-mus

Balnuus Bal-nu 'us

Balthasar Bal-tha'sar

Bamah Ba'mah

Bamoth Ba'moth

Bamothbaal Ba'moth -bay'al

Ban Ban

Bananias Ban'an - i'as

Banaias Ban'a - i'as

Bani Ba'ny

Banid Ba'nid

Bannaia Ban -na'ya

Bannus Banºnus

Banuas Ban'u -as

Barabbas Ba-rab'bas

Barachel Bar'a -kel

Barachiah Bar' a -ky'ah

Barachias Bar'a -ky'as

Barak Ba'rak

Barhumite Bar -hu'mite

Bariah Ba -ry'ah

Barjesus Bar -je'sus

Barjona Bar - jo'nah

Barkos Bar'kos

Barnabas Bar'na -bas

Barodis Ba -ro'dis

Barsabas Bar'sa-bas

Bartacus Bar'ta -kus

Bartholomew Bar-thol'o -me

Bartimæus Bar'te -ma'us

Bartimeus Bar'te-meus

Baruch Bay'ruk

Barzelai Bar-zel'a-i

Barzillai Bar -zil'la - 2

Basaloth Bas'a-loth

Bascama Bas'ka -ma

Bashan Ba'shan

Bashan havoth- Ba'shan hay'

jair voth - jay'ir

Bashemath Bash'e -math

Basilis Basi-lis

Baslith Bas'lith

Basmath Bas'math

Bassa Bas'sah

Bastai Bas'ta - i

Bathrabbim Bath'rab'bim

Bathsheba Bath ' she'bah

Bathshua Bath'shu'ah

Bathzacharias Bath'zak -2 -ry 'as

Bavai Bav'a - z

Bazlith Baz'lith

Bazluth Baz'luth

Bealiah Be'a-li'ah

Bealoth Be'a - loth

Bean Bc'an

Bebai Beb'a - i

Becher Beker

Bechorath Be- ko'rath

Bectileth Bek'ti -leth

Bedad Be'dad

Bedaiah Bed'a-i'ah

Bedan Bedan

Bedeiah Be-de'ya

Beeliada Be'el - i'a -dah

Beelsarus Be- el' sa -rus

Beeltethmus Be'el -teth 'mus

Beelzebub Be-el'ze-bub

Beer Be'er

Beera Be-erah
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Beerah

Beerelim

Beeri

Beerlahairoi

Beeroth

Beerothites

Beersheba

Beeshterah

Behemoth

Bekah

Bel

Bela

Belah

Belaites

Belemus

Belial

Belmaim

Belmen

Belshazzar

Belteshazzar

Ben

Benaiah

Benammi

Beneberak

Benejaakan

Benekedem

Benhadad

Benhail

Benhanan

Beninu

Benjamin

Benjamite

Beno

Benoni

Bennui

Benzoheth

Beon

Beor

Bera

Berachah

Berachiah

Berah

Beraiah

Berea

Be- e'rah

Be'er - e'lim

Be- e'ry

Be'er -la -hay'roy

Be- e'roth

Be- e'roth - ites

Be'er - she'bah

Be- esh'te-rah

Be'he -moth

Be'kah

Bel

Bella

Be'lah

Bela - ites

Bel'e-mus

Be'li-al

Bel'ma-im

Bel'men

Bel-shaz'ar

Bel -te - shaz'ar

Ben

Be-na'yah

Ben -am'mi

Ben'e-be'rak

Ben'e -jay'a -kan

Ben'e-ke'dem

Ben'ha'dad

Ben -ha'il

Ben'ha'nan

Ben'e-nu

Ben'jay-min

Ben'jay -mite

Be'no

Ben'o'ni

Ben'nu- l

Ben 'zo'heth

Be'on

Be'or

Berah

Berla -kah

Ber' a -ky'ah

Be'rah

Ber'a-i'ah

Bethshan Beth'shan

Bethshean Beth'shean

Bethshemesh Beth'she'mesh

Bethshemito Beth'she'mite

Bethshittah Beth'shit'tah

Bethsura Beth'su'rah

Bethtappuah Beth'tap'pew -ah

Bethuel Be- thew'el

Bethul Be'thul

Bethulia Beth'u - li'a

Bethzur Beth'zur

Betolius Be- to'ly -us

Betomasthem Bet'o -mas'them

Betomestham Betºo - mes?tham

Betonim Bet'o - nim

Beulah Bu'lah

Bezai Bezay

Bezaleel Be- zal'e - el

Bezek Be'zek

Bezer Bezer

Bezeth Be'zeth

Biatas By'a -tas

Bichri Bik'ry

Bidkar Bid'kar

Bigtha Big'thah

Bigthan Big'than

Bigthana Big'tha -nah

Bigvai Big'va

Bildad Bil'dad

Bileam Bille-am

Bilgah Bilgah

Bilgai Bil gay-;

Bilha Bil'hah

Bilhah Bil'hah

Bilhan Bil'han

Bilshan Bil'shan

Bimhal Bim'hal

Binea Bin'e -ah

Binnui Bin'u-i

Birsha Bir'shah

Birzavith Bir'zay -vith

Bishlam Bish'lam

Bithiah Bi-thy'ah

Bithron Bith'ron

Bithynia Bi-thin'e-Q

Bizjothjah Biz-joth'yah

Biztha Biz'tha

Blastus Blas'tus

Boanerges Bo'a - ner'jecz

Boaz Bo'az

Boccas Bok'kas

Bocheru Bok'e -ru

Bochim Bo'kim

Bohan Bo'han

Booz Bo'oz

Borith Bo'rith

Boscath Bos'cath

Bosor Bo'sor

Bosora Bos'o-rah

Bosrah Bos'rah

Bozez Bo'zez

Bozkath Boz'kath

Bozrah Boz'rah

Bukki Buk'ki

Bukkiah Buk-ky'ah

Bul Bul

Bunah Bu'nah

( Gr. Bepéa) Bere - a
1 Macc. ix . 4 .

Berea

(Gr. Bepoia ) Be-re'ah

Berretho Be-re'tho

Berzelus Ber -ze'lus

Besai Be'say

Besodeiah
Bes'o -de'ya

Besor Be'sor

Betah Be'tah

Betane Bet' a - ne

Beten Be ten

Bethabara Beth - ab'a -rah

Bethanath Beth'a'nath

Bethanoth Beth ' a ' noth

Bethany
Beth'a- ny

Betharabah
Beth'ar'a -bah

Betharam
Beth'a'ram

Betharbel Beth'ar'bel

Bethaven
Beth'a'ven

Bethazmaveth
Beth'az'ma-veth

Bethbaalmoon
Beth'ba'al-me'on

Bethbarah
Beth'ba'rah

Bethbasi
Beth'ba'si

Bethbirei
Beth'bir'e - i

Bethcar Beth'car

Bethdagon Beth'da'gon

Bethdiblathaim Beth'dib'la

tha'im

Betheden Beth'e'den

Bethel Beth'el

Bethelite Beth'el- ite

Bethemek Beth'c'mek

Bether Be'ther

Bethesda Be-thes'dah

Bethezel Beth'e'zel

Bethgader Beth'gay'der

Bethgamul Beth'gay'mul

Beth-Gilgal Beth -gil'gal

Bethhaccerem Beth'hak 'se-rem

Beth-Haggan Beth-hag'gan

Bethharan Beth'ha'ran

Bethhogla Beth'hog'la

Bethhoglah Beth'hog'lah

Bethhoron Beth'ho'ron

Bethjeshimoth Beth'jesh'i-moth

Bethjesimoth Beth'jes'i-moth

Bethlebaoth Beth'leb'a-oth

Bethlehem Beth'le-hem

Bethlehem Beth'le - hem -ef'

Ephratah ra-tah

Bethlehemite Beth'le'hem - ite

Bethlehemju- Beth'le -hem - ju'

dah dah

Bethlomon Beth - lo'mon

Bethmaachah Beth'may'a -kah

Bethmarcaboth Beth 'mar'ka

both

Bethmeon Beth 'me'on

Bethnimrah Beth ' nim'rah

Bethoron Beth-o'ron

Bethpalet Beth 'pa'let

Bethpazzez Beth' paz'zez

Bethpoor Beth'pe'or

Bethphage Beth'fay -je

Bethphelet Beth'fe'let

Bethrapha Beth'ra'fah

Bethrehob Beth're'hob

Bethsaida Beth'say'dah

Bethsamos Beth'sa' mos

Bethsan Beth'san

.

2 Macc. xiii . 4 ;

Acts xvij . 10,

13 , and xx. 4 .

Berechiah Berle -ki'ah

Bered Bered

Beri Be'ry

Beriah Be- ry'ah

Beriites Be-ry'ites

Berites Be'rites

Berith Berith

Bernice Ber-ny' se

Berodachbala- Be-ro'dack -bal'

dan a-dan

Bercea Be- re'a

Beroth Be'roth

Berothah Be-ro'thah

Berothai Berlo-thay

Berothite Be'ro - thite
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Bunni

Buz

Buzi

Buzite

Bun'ni

Buz

Bu'zi

Buz'ite

Kar'pus

с

Cabbon Kab'bon

Cabul Kay'bul

Caddis Kaddis

Cades Ka'dez

Cadesbarne Ka'dez-bar'ne

Cadesh Ka'desh

Cadmiel Kad'me- el

Cæsar Se'zar

Cæsarea Ses'a-re'a

Cæsarea Philip- Ses'a-re'a fil -lip'

pi pi

Caiaphas Ka'ya -fas

Cain Kain

Cainan ( Kaïvâv) Kay'nan

Calah Kay'lah

Calamolalus Kal'a-mola-lus

Calamus Kal'a -mus

Calcol Kal'kol

Caldea Kal-de'a

Caldeans Kal-de'anz

Caldees Kal-deez'

Caleb Kay'leb

Calebephratah Kay'leb -ef'ra -tah

Calitas Kal'y-tas

Callisthenes Kal-lis'the-nez

Calneh Kal'neh

Calno Kal'no

Calphi
Kal'fy

Calvary
Kal'va-re

Camon Kay'mon

Cana Kay'nah

Canaan (kanan ,

or kanaan ) Kay'nan

Canaanite (-nan ,

or -naan) Kay'nan-ite

Canaanitess

(-nan , or

-naan ) Kay'nan-it-es

Canaanitish

(-nan , or

-naan) Kay'nan i'tish

Candace Kan-day'se

Canneh Kan'neh

Canticles Kan'le-kels

Capernaum Ka- per'na-um

Capharsalama Kal'ar-sal'a

mah

Caphenatha Ka -fen'e-tha

Caphira Ka-fy'rah

Caphthorim Kaſ'tho -rim

Caphtor
Kaf'tor

Caphtorim Kaf'to -rim

Caphtorims Kaf'to -rimz

Cappadocia (-do

shia ) Kap - pa - do'she - a

Carabasion Kar-a-bay’ze-on

Carcas

Caria Ka'ry-ah

Carmanians Kar -ma'ny -ans

Carme
Karme

Carmel
Karmel

Carmelite Karmel- ite

Carmelitess Karmel- i'tess

Carmi Kar'my

Carmites Kar mitz

Carnaim
Kar'na -im

Carnion ! Kar'ny-on

Carphasalama Kar'fay - sal'a

та

Carpus

Carshena Kar'she - nah

Casiphia Ka-sif'i- a

Casleu Kas'lew

Casluhim Kas'lew -him

Cashea
Kash'e- a

Casphon Kas'fon

Casphor
Kas'for

Caspis
Kas'pis

Castor

Karkas

Carchamis Kar'ka -mis

Carchemish Kar'ke-mish

Careah kay-re'ah

Kas'tor

Cathua Ka -thu'a

Cedron Se'dron

Ceilan Se'lan

Celosyria Sel'o-syr'i-a

Cenchrea Sen'kre- ah

Cendebeus Sen -de -be'us

Cephas Se'fas

Ceras Se'ras

Cesar Se'zar

Cesarea Ses - a - re'ah

Cesarea Philip- Ses - a -re'ah - fil

pi lip'pi

Cesil Ses'il

Cetab Se'tab

Chabris Ka'bris

Chadias Ka'dy-as

Chæreas Ke're-as

Chalcol Kal'kol

Chaldea Kal- de'ah

Chaldean Kal- de'an

Chaldees ! Kal -dez'

Chanaan (kanan

or kanaan) Ka'na -an

Chanaanite (ka

nanit, or kana

anit ) Ka'nan-ite

Channuneus Kan'nu-neus

Chanoch Ka'nok

Charaathalar Kar'a ath'a-lar

Characa Kar'a -ka

Charashim Kar'a -shim

Charasim Kar'a - sim

Charchamis Kar'ka -mis

Charchemis Kar'ke-mis

Charcus Karkus

Charea Ka're-a

Charmis Kar' mis

Charran Karran .

Chaseba Kas'e-bah

Chavah Ka'vah

Chebar Ke'bar

Chedorlaomer Ked -er -lay -o'mer

Chelal Ke'lal

Chelcias Kel'she-as

Chellians Kel'li - anz

Chelluh Kel'lu

Chellus Kel'lus

Chelod Ke'lod

Chelub Ke'lub

Chelubai Ke- lew'bay

Chemarims Kem'a -rimz

Chemosh Ke'mosh

Chenaanah Ke-nay'a -nah

Chenani Ken'a - ni

Chenaniah Ken - a -ny'ah

Chepharhaam- Ke'far -ha -am'o

monai пау

Chephirah Ke- fi'rah

Cheran Ke'ran

Ohereas Ke're- as

Cherethim Ker'eth-im

Cherethims Ker 'eth - imz

Cherethites Kerleth - ites

Cherith Re'rith

Cherub (a city) Ke'rub

Cherub Cher'ub

Cherubim Cher' u -bim

Chesalon Res'a - lon

Chesed Ke'sed

Chesil Ke'sil

Chesulloth Ke- sul'loth

Chethiim Ke-thy'in

Chettijm Ket-ty'im

Chezib Kézib

Chidon Ky'don

Chileab Kil'e-ab

Chilion Kil'i -on

Chilmad Kil'mad

Chimham Kim'ham

Ohinnereth Kin'ne-reth

Chinneroth Kin'ne-roth

Chios Ky'os

Chisleu Kisºlu

Chislon Kis'lon

Chisloth Kis'loth

Chislothtabor Kis'loth -ta'bor

Chittim Kittim

Chiun Ky'un

Chloe Klo'e

Choba Ko'bah

Chobia Kob'a-i

Chorashan Ko-ray'shan

Chorazin Ko-ray'zin

Chosameus Kos'a-me'us

Chozeba Ko -ze'bah

CHRIST Krist

Christian Kris'chan

Chrysolite Kris'o- lite

Chrysoprasus Kri- 80p'ra-sus

Chub Kub

Chun Kun

Chusa Kew'sah

Chushanrisha- Ku'shan -rish - a

thaim tha'im

Chusi Ku'sy

Chuza Ku'za

Cilicia Si'lish'e-a

Cimah Si'mah

Cinnereth Sin'ne- reth

Cinneroth Sin'ne- toth

Cirama Sira-mah

Cis

IS

Sis
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Dophkah

Dor

Dora

Dorcas

Dorymenes

Dositheus

Dothaim

Dothan

Drusilla

Dumah

Dura

Dof'kah

Dor

Do'rah

Dor'kas

Do- rym'e -nez

Do - sith'e - us

Do'tha-im

Do'than

Dru-sil'lah

Du'mah

Du'rah

B

Eanes

Ebal

Ebed

Ebedmelech

Ebenezer

Eber

Ebiasaph

Ebronah

Ecanus

Ecbatana

Ecbatane

Ecclesiastes

Ecclesiasticus

Sy'say

Sil'imz

Klaw'dah

Klaw'de-a

Klaw'de- us

Klem'ent

Kle'o - pas

Kle'o- pa'tra

Kle'o- fas

Kloe

Klo' pas

Ny'dus

Sel'o-syr'i-ah

Ko'lah

Kol-ho'zeh

Koºlg-us

Ko - los' se

Ko- losh'e-anz

Kon'a-ny'ah

Ko-ny'ah

Kon'o-ny'ah

Ko'os

Kor'be

Ko're

Kor'inth

Ko- rinth'e -anz

Ko - rin'thus

Kor-ne'li- us

K08

Ko'sam

Kow'tha

Koz

Koz'by

Kra'tez

Kres'senz

Kreet

Kreetz

Kree'she-anz

Kris 'pus

Kush

Ku'shan

Ku'shan -rish -a

tha'im

Ku'shi

Kuth

Ku'tha

Ku'thah or

Kuth'ah

Sy'a-mon

Sip'ri-anz

Sy'prus

Syr'a-mah

Sy-re'ne

Sy-re' ne- an

Sy -re'ne-us

Sy'rus

Dalmanutha Dal'ma - nu'thah

Dalmatia Dal-ma'shi-ah

Dalphon Dal'fon

Damaris Dam'a - ris

Damascenes Dam'a-seens'

Damascus Da-mas'kus

Dan Dan

Daniel Dan'yel

Danites Dan'ites

Danjaan Dan -jay'an

Dannah
Dan ' na

Daphne Daſ'ne

Dara Da'rah

Darda Dar'dah

Darius Da-ry'us

Darkon Dar'kon

Dathan Da'than

Dathema Dath'e -mah

David Da'vid

Debir De'ber

Debora Deb'o -rah

Deborah Deb'o - rah

Decapolis De-kap'o - lis

Dedan De'dan

Dedanim Ded'a-nim

Dehavites De-hay'vites

Dekar De'kar

Delaiah Del'a-i'ah

Delilah De- li'lah

Delus De'lus

Demas
De'mas

Demetrius De-me'tri -us

Demophon Demºo-fon

Derbe Der'be

Dessau ( Gr.

Δεσσαού) Des'sa - u

Deuel De-yew'el

Deuteronomy Du'ter on'o-my

Diana Dy-a'nah

Diblaim Dib'lay-im

Diblath Dib'lath

Diblathaim Dib'la -tha'im

Dibon Dy'bon

Dibon Gad Dy'bon-gad

Dibri Dib'ry

Didymus Did'e-mus

Diklah Dik'lah

Dilean Dil'e-an

Dimnah Dim'nah

Dimon Dy'mon

Dimonah Dy- mo'nah

Dinah Dy'nah

Dinaites Dy'nay-ites

Dinhabah Din-hay'bah

Dionysius Di'o- nis'i- us

Dioscorinthius Di'os-ko -rin'thy

Us

Diotrephes Di- ot're - fez

Dishan Di'shan

Dishon Di'shon

Dizahab Diz'a-hab

Docus Do'kus

Dodai Dod'a-y

Dodanim Doda- nim

Dodavah Doda -vah

Dodo Do'do

Doeg

Ed

Edar

Eddias

Eden

Eder

Edes

Edna

Edom

Edomite

Edrei

Eglah

Eglaim

Eglon

Egypt

Egyptian

Ehi

Ehud

Eker

Ekrebel

Ekron

Ekronites

Ela

Eladah

Elah

Elam

Elamites

Elasah

Elath

Elbethel

Elcia

Eldaah

D

Cisai

Citims

Clauda

Claudia

Claudius

Clement

Cleopas

Cleopatra

Cleophas

Cloe

Clopas

Cnidus

Colosyria

Cola

Colhozeh

Colius

Colosse

Colossians

Conaniah

Coniah

Cononiah

Coos

Corbe

Core

Corinth

Corinthians

Corinthus

Cornelius

Cos

Cosam

Coutha

Coz

Cozbi

Crates

Crescens

Crete

Cretes

Cretians

Crispus

Cush

Cushan

Cushanrisha

thaim

Cushi

Cuth

Cutha

Cuthah

E'a -neez

E'bal

E'bed

E'bed -me'lek

Eb - en - e'zer

E'ber

E -by'a -saf

E-bro'nah

E -ka 'nus

Ek-bat'a-nah

Ekabat'a-neh

Ek- kle'zi-as'tez

E'k - kle'zi- as'ty

kus

Ed

E'dar

Ed-dy'as

E'den

E'der

E'dez

Ed'nah

E 'dom

E'dom - ite

Ed're- i

Eg'lah

Eg'lah-im

Eg'lon

E'jipt

E-jip'shan

E'hy

E'hud

E'ker

Ek're-bel

Ek'ron

Ek'ron-itz

E'lah

El'a-dah

E'lah

E'lam
1

E'lam -itz

El'a-sah

E'lath

El-beth'el

El'shi-ah

El'day -ah or

El-day'ah

El'dad

E'le -ad

E'le a'leh

E-le'a-sah

E-le'a-sah

E'le-a'zar

E'le-a-zu'rus

Cyamon

Cyprians

Cyprus

Cyrama

Cyrene

Cyrenian

Cyrenius

Cyrus

Dabareh

Dabbasheth

Daberath

Dabria

Dacobi

Daddeus

Dagon

Daisan

Dalaiah

Dab'a- re

Dab'ba-sheth

Dab'e -rath

Da'bry-ah

Da- ko'by

Dad-de'us

Da'gon

Day'san

Dal'a-y'ah

Eldad

Elead

Elealeh

Eleasa

Eleasah

Eleazar

EleazurusDo'eg
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El-Elohe- Israel El'e- lo'he- iz ' .

ra - el

Eleph E'lej

Eleutherus E -lu'the -rus

Eleuzai E - lu'za - i

Elhanan El-hay'nan

Eli E'ly

Eliab E -luab

Eliada E -ly'a -dah

Eliadah
E -ly'a -dah

Eliadas E -ly'a -das ;

Eliadun E-ly'a-dun

Eliah E -ly'ah

Eliahba E -ly'ah -bah

Eliaka E -ly'a -kah

Eliakim E -lyºa -kim

Eliali E-ly'a-li

Eliam E-ly'am

Eliaonias E-ly'a-o-ny'as

Elias E -ly'as

Eliasaph E -ly'a -saj

Eliashib E -ly'a -shib

Eliasib
E -ly'a -sib

Eliasis E -ly'a - sis

Eliatha E -lyºa -than

Eliathah E -luºa -than

Elidad E - ly'dad

Eliel E'ly-el

Elienai
Eºlgemay

Eliezer E'ly-e'zer

Elihaba E -ly'ha-bah

Elihoenai El'e-ho- e'nay- i

Elihoreph El'e- ho'res

Elihu
E -ly'hu

Elijah E-ly'jah

Elika El'- i -kah

Elim E'lim

Elimelech E - lim'e- lek

Elioenai E -ly'o - e'na - i

Elionas E - ly -o'nas

Eliphal El'e- fal

Eliphalat E -liſ'a -lat

Eliphaleh E -lif'a -leh

Eliphalet E -liſ'a -let

Eliphaz Ele- faz

Elipheleh E -liſ'e-leh

Eliphelet E -lil'e -let

Elisabeth E-liz'a-beth

Eliseus El- e -say'us

Eliseus El- e -se'us

Elisha E -ly’shah

Elishah E -luºshah

Elishama E-lish'a-mah

Elishamah E -lish'a -mah

Elishaphat E - lish'a -ſat

Elisheba E - lish'e -bah

Elishua El-e-shu'ah

Elisimus E -lis'e -mus

Eliu E -luu

Eliud E-ly'ud

Elizaphan E -liz'a -fan

Elizeus El- e -ze'us

Elizur
E-ly’zur

Elkanah El'kay- nah

Elkosh El'kosh

Elkoshite El'kosh-ite

Ellasar El'lay-sar

Elmodam El-mo'dam

Elnaam El'nay - am

Elnathan Elnay -than

Elohim El'o-him

Eloi E - lo'i

Elon E'lon

Elonbethhanan E'lon -beth 'hay'

nan

Elonites E'lon - itz

Eloth E'loth

Elpaal El'pay-al

Elpalet El'pay-let

Elpayran El-pay'ran

Eltekeh Elte -keh

Eltekon El'te - kon

Eltolad El-to'lad

Elul E'lul

Eluzai E -lu'za - i

Elymais El'e-may'is

Elymas
El'e -mas

Elymeans El'e- me'anz

Elzabad El'za-bad

Elzaphan El'za - jan

Emims E'mimz

Emmanuel Em -man'u - el

Emmaus Em'ma-us

Emmer Em'mer

Emmor Em 'mor

Enam E'nam

Enan E'nan

Enasibus E -nas'e -bus

Endor En'dor

Eneas E'ne- as

Eneglaim En -eg'lay -im

Enemessar En'e-mes'sar

Enenius E- ne'ny-us

Engaddi En -gad'di

Engannim En-gan'nim

Engedi En-ge'di

Enhaddah En -had'dah

Enhakkore En -hak'ko - re

Enhazor En -hay'zor

Enmishpat En -mish ' pat

Enoch E'nok

Enon E'non

Enos E'nos

Enosh E'nosh

Enrimmon En-rim'mon

Enrogel En -ro'gel

Enshemesh En-she' mesh

Entappuah En -tap'pew -ah

Epænetus Ep- e - ne'lus

Epaphras Ep'a - fras

Epaphroditus E - paf'ro -dy'tus

Epenetus E - pen'e - tus

Ephah E'fah

Ephai E'fay

Epher
E'ſer

Ephesdammim E'fes- da m'mim

Ephesian Ef- ſe'zhan

Ephesus El'fe -8u8

Ephlal El'lal

Ephphatha El'fa -thah

Ephraim E'fra -im

Ephraimite E'fra - im - ite

Ephrain E'fra - in

Ephratah Ef'ra -tah

Ephrath

Ephrathito

Ephron

Epicureans

Epiphanes

Epiphi

Er

Eran

Eranites

Erastus

Erech

Eri

Erites

Esaias

Esarhaddon

Esau

Esay

Esdraelom

Esdraelon

Esdras

Esdrelom

Esdrelon

Esebon

Esebrias

Esek

Eshbaal

Eshban

Eshchol

Eshean

Eshek

Eshkalonites

Eshtaol

Eshtaulites

Eshtemoa

Eshtemoh

Eshton

Esli

Esora

Esril

Esrom

Esthaol

Esther

Etam

Etham

Ethan

Ethanim

Ethbaal

Ether

Ethiopia

Ethiopian

Ethma

Ethnan

Ethni

Euasibus

Eubulus

Euergetes

Eumenes

Eunatan

Eunice

Euodias

Eupator

Euphrates

Eupolemus

Euroclydon

Eutychus

Eve

Evi

Ef'rath

| Ef'rath - ite

E'fron

Ep'e-ku - re'anz

E -pif'a -nez

Ep'i- fy

Er

E'ran

E'ran-ites

E - ras'tus

E'rek

E'ry

E'rites

Ez-zay'yas

E'sar - had'don

E'saw

E'zay

Es'dray-e'lom

Es'dray -e'lon

Ez'dras

Es- dre'lom

Es-dre'lon

Es'e-bon

E-se'bry-as

E'sek

Esh'bay-al

Esh'ban

Esh'kol

E'she -an

E'shek

Esh'kay - lon - ites

Esh'tay-cl

Esh'tay - ul -ites

Esh'lemo'ah

Esh'te -moh

Esh'ton

Es'ly

E-so'rah

Es'ril

Es'rom

Est'ha-ol

Es'ter

E'lam

Etham

E'than

Eth'a-nim

Elh'bay-al

E'ther

E'thy-o'py-ah

E'thy-o'py-an

Elh'mah

Eth'nan

Eth'ny

Yew - as'e-bus

Yew-bew'lus

Yew -er'je -tez

Yew'me- nez

Yeºna -tan

Yew'nis

Yew -o'dy - 08

Yew'pay -tor

Yew'fray'lees

Yew - pol'e -mus

Yew -rok'ly -don

Yew'le -kus

.

Eve

E'vy
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Evilmerodach E'vil-me-ro'dak

Exodus Ex'o - dus

Ezar E'zar

Ezbai Ez'bay-i

Ezbon Ez'bon

Ezechias Ez'e- ky'as

Ezecias Ez'e- sy'as

Ezekias Ez'e-ky'as

Ezekiel E-ze'ky-el

Ezel E'zel

Ezem E'zem

Ezer E'zer

Ezerias Ez'e -ry'as

Ezias E-zy'as

Eziongaber E'zy-on-gay'ber

Eziongeber E'zy -on -gey'ber

Eznite Ez'nite

Ezra Ez'rah

Ezrahito Ez'ra - hite

Ezri Ez'ry

Ezron Ez'ron

Garmite

Gashmu

Gatam

Gath

Gathhepher

Gathrimmon

Gaulanitis

Gaza

Gazara

Gazathites

Gazer

Gazera

Gazez

Gazites

Gazzam

Geba

Gebal

Geber

Gebim

Gedaliah

Geddur

Gedeon

Geder

Gederah

Gederathite

Gederite

Gederoth

Gederothaim

F

Felix

Festus

Fortunatus

Fe'lir

Fes'tus

For'tu-nay'tus

G

Gis 'pa

Gaal

Gaash

Gaba

Gabael

Gabatha

Gabbai

Gabbatha

Gabdes

Gabrias

Gabriel

Gad

Gadara

Gadarenes

Gaddi

Gaddiel

Gadi

Gadite

Gaham

Gahar

Gaius

Galaad

Galal

Galatia

Galatians

Galeed

Galgala

Galilæan

Galilean

Galilee

Gallim

Gallio

Gamael

Gamaliel

Gammadims

Gamul

Gar

Gareb

Garizim

Gay'al

Gay'ash

Gay'bah

Gab'a-el

Gab'a-thah

Gab'ba-i

Gab'ba-thah

Gab'dez

Ga'bry -as

Gay'bre-el

Gad

Gad'a-rah

Gad'a -reens'

Gad'dy

Gad'dy - el

Ga'dy

Gad'ite

Gay'ham

Gay'har

Gay'yus

Gal'a - ad

Gay'lal

Ga -lay'she -ah

Ga-lay'she-anz

Gal'e - ed

Gal'gay-lah

Gal'e - le'an

Gal'e- le'an

Gal'e-lee

Gal'lim

Gal'ly-o

Gam'a - el

Ga-may'ly-el

Gam'may-dims

Gay'mul

Gar

Gay'reb

Gare- zim

4

Gar'mite

Gash'mu

Gay'tem

Gath

Gath'he fer

Gath'rim'mon

Gau-lan-i'tis

Gay'zah

Ga-zay'rah

Gay'zath - ites

Gay'zer

Ga-ze'rah

Gay'zez

Gay'zites

Gaz'zam

Ge'bah

Ge'bal

Ge'ber

Ge'bim

Ged'a-ly'ah

Ged'dur

Ged'e -on

Ge'der

Ge-de'rah

Ged'e-rath-ite

Ged'e -rite

Ge-de'roth

Ged 'dey -ro'th -a'

im

Ge'dor

Ge-hay'zy

Ge-hen'nah

Gel'e - loth

Ge-mal'ly

Gem'a-ry'ah

Ge-nes'a-reth

Jen'e - sis

Gen - ne'sar

Gen - nes'a -ret

Gen - ne'us

Jen'tyle

Ge-nu'bath

Ge'on

Gerrah

Gerah

Ge'rar

Ger' a - sa

Ger - a - seen '

Ger'ge-8a

Ger'ge-seens '

Ger'ge- sites

Ger'e-zim

Ger -se'ny -ans

Ger ' shom

Ger'shon

Gershon-ite

Ger'son

Ger'zytes

Ge'sem

Ge'sham

Ge'shan

Ge'shem

Ge'shur

Gesh'u -ri

Gesh'u-rytes

Gether

Geth - sem'a - ne

Gedor

Gehazi

Gehenna

Geliloth

Gemalli

Gemariah

Genesareth

Genesis

Gennesar

Gennesaret

Genneus

Gentile

Genubath

Geon

Gera

Gerah

Gerar

Gerasa

Gerasene

Gergesa

Gergesenes

Gergesites

Gerizim

Gerrhenians

Gershom

Gershon

Gershonite

Gerson

Gerzites

Gesem

Gesham

Geshan

Geshem

Geshur

Geshuri

Geshurites

Gether

Gethsemane

Geuel Ge-yew'el

Gezer Gezer

Gezrites Gez'ryted

Giah Gy'ah

Gibbar Gib'bar

Gibbethon Gib'be- thon

Gibea Gib'e- ah

Gibeah Gib'e -ah

Gibeath Gib'e- ath

Gibeathite Gib'e- ath - ite

Gibeon Gib'e -on

Gibeonito Gib'e -on - ite

Giblites Gib'lytes

Giddalti Gid -dal'ti

Giddel Giddel

Gideon Gid'e -on

Gideoni
Gide-o'ni

Gidom Gy'dom

Gihon Gy'hon

Gilalai Gil'a - lay - i

Gilboa Gil -bo'ah

Gilead Gil'e - ad

Gileadite Gile-ad - ite

Gilgal Gilgal

Giloh Gy'loh

Gilonite Gy'lo-nyte

Gimzo Gim'zo

Ginath Gy'nath

Ginnetho Gin'ne- tho

Ginnethon Gnºme-thon

Girgashite Gir'ga -shyte

Girgasite Gir'ga-syte

Gispa

Gittahhepher Gil'tah -he'fer

Gittaim Git'tay-im

Gittite Git'tyte

Gittith Git'tith

Gizonite Gy'zo-nyte

Gizrites Giz'rytes

Gnidus Ni'dus

Goath Go'ath

Gob Gob

Gog Gog

Golan Go'lan

Golgotha Gol'go-thah

Goliath Go-ly'ath

Gomer Go'mer

Gomorrah Go-mor'rah

Gomorrha Go-mor'rah

Gorgias Gor'jy-as

Gortyna Gor-ty 'nah

Goshen Go'shen

Gotholias Goth'o-ly'as

Gothoniel Go- thon'y - el

Gozan Go'zan

Graba Gra'bah

Grecia Gre'she-a 4-5

Grecian Greshan

Greece Grees

Greek Greek

Greekish Greek'ish

Gudgodah Gud'go-dah

Guni Gew'ni

Gunites Gew'nytes

Gur Gur

Gurbaal Gur'bay'al
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H

Haahashtari Hay'a -hash'ta - ri

Haammonai Hay-am'mo-nay

Habaiah Hay-bay'yah

Habakkuk Hab'a-kuk or

Hab -bak'uk

Habaziniah Hab'a-zy-ny'ah

Habbacuc Hab'ba -ku !

Habor Hay'bor

Hachaliah Hak'a -ly'ah

Hachilah Hak'e - lah

Hachmoni Hak'mo-ni

Hachmonite Hak'mo-nyte

Hadad
Hay'dad

Hadadezer i Had'ad-e'zer

Hadadrimmon Hay'dad -rim'

mon

Hadar Hay'dar

Hadarezer Had'ar-e'zer

Hadashah Had'a-shah

Hadassah Ha-das'sah

Hadattah Ha-dat'tah

Hadid Hay'did

Hadlai Had'la-i

Hadoran Ha-do'ram

Hadrach Hay'drak

Hagab Hay'gab

Hagaba Hag'a -bah

Hagabah Hag'a-bah

Hagar Hay'gar

Hagarenes Hay'gar-eens

Hagerite Hay'ger - ite

Haggai Hag'ga-i

Haggeri Hag'ge- ri

Haggi Hag'gi

Haggiah Hag'gy-ah

Haggites Hag'gyles

Haggith Hag'gith

Hagia Hay'gy-ah

Hai Hay'i

Hakkatan Hak'ka-tan

Hakkoz Hak'koz

Hakupha Ha -kew'fa

Halah Hay'lah

Halak Hay'lak

Halhul Hal hul

Hali Ha'li

Halicarnassus Hal'i-kar-nas'

Hammothdor

Hammonah

Hamongog

Hamor

Hamoth

Hamuel

Hamul

Hamulites

Hamutal

Hanameel

Hanan

Hananeel

Hanani

Hananiah

Hanes

Haniel

Hannah

Hannathon

Hanniel

Hanoch

Hanochites

Hanun

Hapharaim

Haphraim

Hara

Haradah

Haran

Hararite

Harbona

Harbonah

Hareph

Hareth

Harhaiah

Harhas

Harhur

Harim

Hariph

Harnepher

Harod

Harodite

Haroeh

Harorite

Harosheth

Harsha

Harum

Harumaph

Haruphite

Haruz

Hasadiah

Hasenuah

Hashabiah

Hashabnah

Hashabniah

Hashbadana

Hashem

Hashmonah

Hashub

Hashubah

Hashum

Hashupha

Hasrah

Hassenaah

Hasshub

Hasupha

Hatach

Hathath

Hatipha

Ham 'moth -dor

Ham-mo'nah

Hay'mon -gog

Hay'mor

Hay 'moth

Hay-mew'el

Hay'mul

Hay'mul-ites

Hay -mew'tal

Hay-nam'e - el

Hay'nan

Hay -nan'e- el

Hay-nay'ni

Han'a -ny'ah

Hay'nez

Han'e - el

Han'nah

Hamºna -thon

Han'ny-el

Hay'nok

Hay'nok-ites

Hay'nun

Haf'a -ray'im

Haf-ray'im

Hay'rah

Har'a-dah

Hay'ran

Hay'ra -ryte

Har-bo'nah

Har-bo' nah

Hay'ref

Hay'reth

Har'hay-t'ah

Har'has

Har'hur

Hay'rim

Hay'rif

Har'ne-fer

Hay'rod

Hay'rod - ite

Har'o-eh

Hay'ro -rite

Hay-ro'sheth

Har'shah

Hay'rum

Hay -rew'maſ

Hay -rew'fyte

Hay'ruz

Has'a -dy'ah

Has'e-new'ah

Hash'a -by'ah

Hay -shab' nah

Hash'ab-ny'ah

Hash -bad'a - nah

Hay'shem

Hash -mo'nah

Hay'shub

Hay-shew'bah

Hay'shum

Hay -shew'fah

Has'rah

Has'se- nay'ah

Has'shub

Hay'sew'ſah

Hay'tak

Hay'thath

Hay -ty'Jah

Hatita Hat'e - lah

Hattaavah Hat -tay'a - vah

Hatticon Hatty-kon

Hattil Hat'til

Hattush Hat'tush

Hauran Haw'ran

Havilah Hav'e - lah

Havothjair Hay'voth -jay'ir

Hazael Haz'a - el

Hazaiah Ha -zay'yah

Hazaraddar Hay'zar - ad'dar

Hazarenan Hay'zar - e'nan

Hazargaddah Hay'zar-gad'dah

Hazarhatticon Hay'zar-hat'ty

kon

Hazarmaveth Hay'zar-may'

veth

Hazarshual Hay'zar - shew'al

Hazarsusah Hay'zar -su'sa

Hazarsusim Hay'zar -su'sim

Hazazontamar Haz'a -zon - tay'

mar

Hazelelponi Haz'e-lel - po'ni

Hazerim Ha-ze'rim

Hazeroth Ha-ze'roth

Hazezontamar Haz'e- zon - tay'

mar

Haziel Hay'zy - el

Hazo Hay'zo

Hazor Hay'zor

Hazorhadattah Hay'zor- ha -dat

SUS

tah

Hazubah Haz'zew -bah

Hazzurim Haz'zew -rim

Heber He'ber

Heberites He'ber - ites

Hebrew He'bru

Hebrewess He'bru -ess

Hebron Hebron

Hebronites He'bron - ites

Hegai Heg'ay-i

Hege He'ge

Helah He'lah

Helam He'lam

Helbah Hel'bah

Helbon Hel'bon

Helchiah Hel -ki'ah

Helchias Hel- kilas

Heldai Hel'da-i

Heleb He'leb

Heled He'led

Helek He'lek

Helekites He'lek - ites

Helem He'lem

Heleph He'les

Helez He'lez

Heli He'li

Helias He -ly'as

Heliodorus He'ly - o - do'rus

Helkai Hel'ka - i

Helkath Hel'kath

Helkathhazzu- Hel'kath - haz'zu

rim rim

Helkias Hel-ky'as

Helon He'lon

Hemam He'mam

Heman He'man

Halloesh Hal-lo'esh

Hallohesh Hal-lo'hesh

Halohesh Ha - lo'hesh

Ham Ham

Haman Hay'man

Hamath Hay'math

Hamathite Hay'math - ite

Hamathzobah Hay'math -zo'- ,

bah

Hamital Ham'e-lal

Hammablekoth Ham'mah- le'

koth

Hammath Ham'math

Hammadatha Ham ' med-a-thah

Hammelech Ham'me- lek

Hammoleketh Ham -mol'e- keth

Hammon Ham'mon
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Hemath

Hemdan

Hen

Hena

Henadad

Henoch

Hepher

Hepherites

Hephzibah

Hercules

Heres

Heresh

Hermas

Hermes

Hermogenes

Hermon

Hermonites

Herod

Herodians

Herodias

Herodion

Hesed

Heshbon

Heshmon

Hesron

Hesronites

Heth

Hethlon

Hezeki

Hezekiah

Hezion

Hezir

Hezrai

Hezro

Hezron

Hezronites

Hiddai

Hiddekel

Hiel

Hierapolis

Hiereel

Hieremoth

Hierielus

Hiermas

Hieronymus

Hierusalem

Iddo

Iduel

Idumæa

Idumeans

Idumea

Idumeans

Igal

Igdaliah

Igeal

Iim

Ijeabarim

Ijon

Ikkesh

Ilai

Illyricum

Imla

Imlah

Immah

Immanuel

Immer

Imna

Imnah

Imrah

Imri

India

He'math

Hem'dan

Hen

He'nah

Hen'a-dad

He'nok

He'fer

He'fer -ites

Hef'zy -bah

Her'ku-leez

He'reez

He'resh

Her ' mas

Her' meez

Her -mog'e- neez

Her'mon

Her' mon-ites

Her'od

He-ro'dy -anz

He-ro'dy-as

He-ro'dy-on

He'sed

Hesh'bon

Hesh'mon

Hes'ron

Hes'ron - ites

Heth

Heth'lon

Hez'e- ky

Hez'e-ky'ah

He'zy-on

Hezir

Hez'ra-i

Hez'ro

Hez'ron

Hez'ron - ites

Hid'da- i

Hid'de- kel

Hy'el

Hy'e-rap'o-lis

Hy-er'e - el

Hy-erle- moth

Hy -er're-e'lus

Hy-er' mas

Hy'e- ron'y -mus

Hy'e-rew'say

lem

Hig -ga'yon

Helen

Hil- ky'ah

Hillel

Hin'nom

Hy'rah

Hy'ram

Her- ka'nus

Hittyte

Hy'vite

Hizºkyah

Hiz-ky'jah

Ho'bah

Ho'bab

Ho'bah

Ho-bay'yah

Hod

Hod'a - i'ah

Hod'a-vi'ah

Ho'desh,

| Hodevah

Hodiah

Hodijah

Hoglah

Hoham

Holofernes

Holon

Homam

Hophni

Hophra

Hor

Horam

Horeb

Horem

Horhagidgad

Hori

Horims

Horite

Hormah

Horonaim

Horonite

Hosa

Hosah

Hosea

Hoshaiah

Hoshama

Hoshea

Hotham

Hothan

Hothir

Hukkok

Hukok

Hul

Huldah

Humtah

Hupham

Huphamites

Huppah

Huppim

Hur

Hurai

Huram

Huri

Hushah

Hushai

Husham

Hushathite

Hushim

Huz

Huzoth

Huzzab

Hydaspes

Hymenæus

Hymeneus

Ho-de ' vah

Ho-dy'ah

Ho -dy'jah

Hog'lah

Ho'ham

Hol'o -fer 'neez

Ho'lon

Ho'mam

Hof'ni

Hof'rah

Hor

Ho'ram

Ho'reb

Ho'rem

Hor'hay-gid'gad

Ho'ri

Ho'rimz

Ho'ryte

Hor' mah

Hor'o - nay'im

Hor'o- nyle

Ho'sah

Ho'sah

Ho-ze'ah

Hosh'a-i'ah

Hosh'a-mah

Ho- she'ah

Ho’tham

Ho'than

Ho'thir

Huk'kok

Hew'kok

Hul

Hul'dah

Hum'tah

Hew'ſam

Hew'fam - ites

Hup'pah

Hup'pim

Hur

Hew'ray - i

Hew'ram

Hew'ri

Hew'shah

Hew'shay -i

Hew'sham

Hew'shath-ite

Hew'shim

Huz

Hew'zoth

Huz'zab

Hy-das'peez

Hy'me-ne'us

Hy'me-neus

Indian

Iphedeiah

Ir

Ira

Irad

Iram

Ir - Haheres

Iri

Irijah

Irnahash

Iron

Irpeel

Irshemesh

Iru

Isaac

Isaiah

Iscah

Iscariot

Isdael

Ishbah

Ishbak

Ishbibenob

Ishbosheth

Ishi

Ishiah

Ishijah

Ishma

Ishmael

Ishmaelite

Ishmaiah

Id'do

Id'u - el

Id'u -me'ah

Id'u -me'ans

Id'u-me'ah

Id'u -me'ans

I'gal

Ig'da-ly'ah

Ig'e -al

l'im

Ij'e- ab'a -rin

l'jon

Ik'kesh

I'lay

Il -lyr'e -kum

Im'lah

Im'lah

Im'mah

Im'man'u - el

Im'mer

Im'nah

Im'nah

Im'rah

Im'ri

Indyah, or

In'dy -ah

Ind'yan, or

In'dy-an

If'e-de'yah

Ir

I'rah

l'rad

I'ram

Ir -ha - he'res

I'ri

I'ry'jah

Ir -nay 'hash

I'ron

Ir' pe- el

Ir'she'mesh

I'rew

I'zak

1 -za'yah

Is'kah

18 -kar'e- ot

Is'da - el

Ish'bah

Ish'bak

Ish'by -be'nob

Ish'bo'sheth

I'shi

I -shy'ah

1 -shy'jah

Ish'mah

Ish'ma - el

Ish'ma - el- ite

Ish'ma-i'ah, or

Ish-may'yah

Ish'me- el- ite

Ish'me-ray

I'shod

Ish' pan

Ish'tob

Ish'u-ah

Ish'u -ay

Ish'u-i

Is'ma -ky'ah

I

Higgaion

Hilen

Hilkiah

Hillel

Hinnom

Hirah

Hiram

Hircanus

Hittite

Hivite

Hizkiah

Hizkijah

Hoba

Hobab

Hobah

Hobaiah

Hod

Hodaiah

Hodaviah

Hodesh

Ibhar

Ibleam

Ibneiah

Ibnijah

Ibri

Ibzan

Ichabod

Iconium

Idalah

Idbash

Ib'har

Ib'le-am

Ib-ne'yah

Ib-ny'jah

IWri

Ib'zan

Ik'a-bod

1- ko'ny-um

I -day'lah

Id'bash

Ishmeelite

Ishmerai

Ishod

Ishpan

Ishtob

Ishuah

Ishuai

Ishui

Ismachjah
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Ismael

Ismaiah

Ispah

Israel

Israelite

Israelitish

Issachar

Isshiah

Istalcurus

Isuah

Isui

Italian

Italy

Ithai

Ithamar

Ithiel

Ithmah

Ithnan

Ithra

Ithran

Ithream

Ithrite

Ittahkazin

Ittai

Ituræa

Iturea

Ivah

Izehar

Izeharites

Izhar

Izharites

Izrahiah

Izrahito

Izreel

Izri

Is 'ma- el

Is'ma - i'ah

Is'pah

Iz'ra - el

Iz'ra - el - ite

Iz'ra - el - i'tish

Is'sa-kar

Is-shy'ah

Is'tal-ku'rus

Is'u -ah

Is'u-i

1-tal'yan

It'a-le

Ith'a-z

Ith'a-mar

Ith'e - el

Ith'mah

Ith'nan

Ith'rah

Ith'ran

Ith're -am

Ith'ryte

It'tah -kay'zin

It'tay-i

It'u-re'ah

It'u-re'ah

I'vah

Iz'e-har

Iz'e- har - ites

Iz'har

Iz'har-ites

Iz'ray-hy'ah

Iz'ray-hyle

Iz're- el

Iz'ry

Jaddua

Jadon

Jael

Jagur

Jah

Jahalelel

Jahath

Jahaz

Jahaza

Jahazah

Jahaziah

Jahaziel

Jahdai

Jahdiel

Jahdo

Jahleel

Jahleelites

Jahmai

Jahzah

Jahzeel

Jahzeelites

Jahzerah

Jahziel

Jair

Jairite

Jairus (Gr.

Jad -dew'ah

Jay'don

Jay'el

Jay'gur

Jah

Ja -hal'e - lel

Jay'hath

Jay'haz

Ja-hay'zah

Ja -hay'zah

Jay'ha -zy'ah

Ja -hay'zy - el

Jah'day -i

Jah'dy-el

Jah'do

Jah'le - el

Jah'le - el- ites

Jah'ma-i

Jah'zah

Jah'ze - el

Jah'ze - el- ites

Jah'ze- rah

Jah'zy - el

Jay'er

Jay'e -ryte

’Iaipos ), Es
Jay'e-rusther xi, 2.

Jairus (Gr.

'Idelpos ), New

Jaakan

Jaakobah

Jaala

Jaalah

Jaalam

Jaanai

Jashobeam Ja - sho'be -am

Jashub Jash'ub

Jashubilehem Jash'u-by-lehem

Jashubites Jash'yewb - ites

Jasiel Jay'sy - el

Jason Jay'son

Jasubus Ja-sew'bus

Jatal Jay'tal

Jathniel Jath'ny -el

Jattir Jat'ter

Javan Jay'van

Jazar Jay'zar

Jazer Jay'zer

Jaziel Jay'zy-el

Jaziz
Jay'ziz

Jearim Je'a- rim

Jeaterai Je-at'e- ray

Jeberechiah Je-ber'e -ky'ah

Jebus Je'bus

Jebusi Je-bew'si

Jebusite Jeb'u - syte

Jecamiah Jek'a- my'ah

Jecholiah Jek'o-ly'ah

Jechonias Jek'o- ny'as

Jecoliah Jek'o-ly'ah

Jeconiah Jek'o - ny'ah

Jeconias Jek'o- ny'as

Jedaiah Je'day - yah

Jeddu Jed'du

Jedeiah Je-de'yah

Jedeus Je - de'us

Jediael Je-dy'a-el

Jedidah Jed'e- daw

Jedidiah Jede- dy'ah

Jediel Je'dy - el

Joduthun Jed'u-thun

Jeeli Je-e'li

Jeelus Je- e'lus

Jeezer Je - e'zer

Jeezerites Je- e'zer - ites

Jegarsahadutha Je'gar- say'ha

dew'thah

Jehaleel Je-hay'le-el

Jehaleleel Je'ha -le'le- el

Jehalelel

Test .

Jakan

Jakeh

Jakim

Jalon

Jambres

Jambri

James

Jamin

Jaminitos

Jamlech

Jamnia

Jamnites

Janna

Jannes

Janoah

Janohah

Janum

Japheth

Japhia

Japhlet

Japhleti

J

Jay'a-kan

Jay -ak'o -bah

Jay-a'lah

Jay-a'lah

Jay -a'lam

Jay'a-nay , or

Jay-a'nay

Jay -ar'e-or'e

Ja - i-rus

Jay'kan

Jay'keh

Jay'kim

Jay'lon

Jam'breez

Jam'bri

Jamez

Ja'min

Jay'min -iles

Jam'lek

Jam-ny'ah

Jam'nytes

Jan'nah

Jan'nez

Ja - no'ah

Ja -no'hah

Jay'num

Jay'ſeth

Ja -ſy'ah

Jaf'let

Jaf'le- ti, or

Je-hal'e-lel

Jehdeiah Jeh-de'yah

Jehezekel Je- hez'e-kel

Jehiah Je-hy'ah

Jehiel Je -hy'el

Jehieli Je-hy'e - li

Jehizkiah Jehiz -ky'ah

Jehoadah Je- ho'a-dah

Jehoaddan Jeho - ad'dan

Jehoahaz Je- ho'a-haz

Jehoash Je -ho'ash

Jehohanan Je'ho -hay'nan ,

or Je-ho'ha- nan

Jehoiachin Je- hoy'a- kin

Jehoiada Je- hoy'a-dah

Jehoiakim Je- hoy'a - kim

Jehoiarib Je- hoy'a- rib

Jehonadab Je-hon'a-dab

Jehonathan Je-hon'a-than

Jehoram Je-ho'ram

Jehoshabeath Je'ho -shab'e-ath

Jehoshaphat Je-hosh'a -fat

Jehosheba Je - hosh'e -bah

Jaarooregim

gim

Jay'a - saw

Jay- a'se- el

Jay-az'a-ny'ah

Jay - a'zer

Jay'a-zy'ah

Jay - a'zy -el

Jay'bal

Jab'bok

Jay'besh

Jay'besh - gil'e -ad

Jay'bez

Jay'bin

Jab'ne - el

Jab'neh

Jay'kan

Jay'kin

Jay'kin-ites

Jay'kob

Jay- ko'bus

Jay'dah

Ja -day'yew

Jaasau

Jaasiel

Jaazaniah

Jaazer

Jaaziah

Jaaziel

Jabal

Jabbok

Jabesh

Jabeshgilead

Jabez

Jabin

Jabneel

Jabneh

Jachan

Jachin

Jachinites

Jacob

Jacobus

Jada

Jadau

Jaf -le'ti

Jay'fo

Jay'rah

Jay'reb

Jay'red

Jar'e -sy'ah

Jar'hah

Jay'rib

Jar'e -moth

Jawr'muth

Ja-ro'ah

Jas'a - el

Jay'shen

Jay'sher

Japho

Jarah

Jareb

Jared

Jaresiah

Jarha

Jarib

Jarimoth

Jarmuth

Jaroah

Jasael

Jashen

Jasher
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Jeshohaiah

Jeshua

Jeshuah

Jeshurun

new

Jesiah

Jesimiel

Jesse

Jessue

Jesu

Jesui

Jesuites

Jesurun

JESUS

Jether

Jetheth

Jethlah

Jethro

Jehoshua Je-hosh'u -ah

Jehoshuah Je- hosh'u-ah

JEHOVAH Je- ho'vah

Jehovahjireh Je-ho'vah-jy'reh

Jehovahnissi Je- ho'vah- nis'si

Jehovahshalom Je-ho'vah -sha'

lom

Jehovahsham- Je- ho'vah -sham'

mah mah

Jehovahtsidke- Je-ho'vah -sid'ke

nu

Jehozabad Je-hoz'a-bad

Jehozadak Je- hoz'a - dak

Jehu

Jesh'o -hay -i'ah

Jesh'u - ah

Jesh'u -ah

Jesh'u -sun , or

Jesh - urrun

Je - sy'ah

Je -sym'e - el

Jes'se

Jes'sew - e

Je'sew

Jes'u- i

Jes'u-ites

Jes'u - run

Jezus

Je'ther

Je'theth

Jethlah

Je'lhro, or

Jetur

Jeuel

Je'hew

Jehubbah Je-hub'bah

Jehucal Je'hu -kal

Jehud Je'hud

Jehudi Je -hew'di

Jehudijah Je'hu-dy'jah

Jehush Je'hush

Jeiel Je- i'el

Jekabzeel Je-kab 'ze -el

Jekameam Jek'a -me'am

Jekamiah Jek'a -my'ah

Jekuthiel Je- kew'thy - el

Jemima Je -my'mah, or

Jem'e -mah

Jemnaan. Jein'na -an

Jemuel Je-meu'el

Jephthae Jet'tha-e

Jephthah Jef'thuh

Jephunne Je-ſun'ne

Jephunneh Je-fun'neh

Jerah Je'rah

Jerahmeel Je -raw'me- el

Jerahmeelites Je -raw'me- el - ites

Jerechus Jer'e -kus

Jered Je'red

Jeremai Jer'e -may

Jeremiah Jer'e -my'ah

Jeremias Jer'e -my'us

Jeremoth Jer'e -moth

Jeremy Jer'e-my

Jeriah Je-ri'ah

Jeribai Jer'e-bay

Jericho Jer'e -ko

Jeriel Je'ry- el

Jerijah Je-ry'jah

Jerimoth Jer'e-moth

Jerioth Je'ry-oth

Jeroboam Jer'o-bo'am

Jeroham Jer'o-ham

Jerubbaal Je-rub'ba-al

Jerubbesheth Je-rub'be-sheth

Jerubesheth Je-rub'e - sheth

Jeruel Jer 'u-el

Jerusalem Je - roo'sa - lem

Jerusha Je-roo'shah

Jerushah Je-roo'shah

Jesaiah Je-say'yah

Jeshaiah Je-shay'yoh

Jeshanah Jesh'a-nah

Jesharelah Je-shar'e-lah

Jeshebeab Je-sheb'e-ab

Jesher Je'sher

Jeshimon Jesh'e -mon

Jeshishai Je- shish'a - i

Jeush

Jeuz

Jew

Jewess

Jewish

Jewry

Jezaniah

Jezebel

Jezelus

Jezer

Jezerites

Jeziah

Jeziel

Jezliah

Jezoar

Jezrahiah

Jezreel

Jezreelite

Jezreelitess

Jibsam

Jidlaph

Jimna

Jimnah

Jimnites

Jiphtah

Jiphthahel

Joab

Joachaz

Joachim

Joacim

Joadanus

Joah

Joahaz

Joakim

Joanan

Joanna

Joannan

Joarib

Joash

Joatham

Joazabdus

Job

Jobab

Jochebed

Jocia

Jeth'ro

Je'tur

Je'u - el, or Je

u'el

Je'ush

Je'uz

Ju

Ju'ess

Ju'ish

Ju'ry

Jez'a -ny'ah

Jez'e-bel

Je -ze'lus

Jezer

Je'zer-ites

Je -'zy'ah

Je'zy- el

Jez-ly'ah

Jez'o-ar

Jez'ra-hy'ah

Jez're-el

Jez're-el-ite

Jez're- el-i'less

Jib'sam

Jid'laf

Jim'nah

Jim'nah

Jim'nytes

Jif'tah

Jif'thah - el

Jo'ab

Jo'a- kaz

Jo’a- kim

Jo'a-sim

Jo'a-day'nus

Jo'ah

Jo'a-haz

Jo’a -kim

Jo-a'nan

Jo-an ' nah

Jo- an'nan

Jo'a-rib

Jo'ash

Jo'a -tam

Jo'a -zab'dus

Jobe

Jo'bab

Jok'e-bed

Jo'dah

Joed Jded

Joel Jo'el

Joelah Jo -elah

Joezer Jo - e'zer

Jogbehah Jog'be -haw

Jogli Jog'li

Joha Johah

Johanan Jo -hay'nan

Johannes Jo-han'nez

John Jon

Joiada Joy'n -dah

Joiakim Joyla -kim

Joiarib Joy'a -rib

Jokdeam Jok'te- am

Jokim Joºl:

Jokmeam Jok'me-am

Jokneam Jok 'ne-am

Jokshan Jok'shan

Joktan Jok'tan

Joktheel Jok'the- el

Jona Jo'nah

Jonadab Jon'a - dab

Jonah Jo'nah

Jonan Jo'nan

Jonas Jonas

Jonathan Jon'a -than

Jonathas Jon'a - thas

Jonathelemre- Jo'nath - e'lem -re

chokim koºlm

Joppa Jop'pah

Joppe Jop'pe

Jorah Jo'rah

Jorai Jo'ra-i

Joram Jo'ram

Jordan Jor'dan

Joribas Jor'e -bas

Joribus Jor'e -bus

Jorim Jo'rim

Jorkoam Jor'ko -am

Josabad Jos'a -bad

Josaphat Jos'a-fot

Josaphias Jos'a -fy'as

Jose Jo'se

Josedec Jos'e -dek

Josedech Jos'e -dek

Joseph Jo'zef

Josephus Jo- se'fus

Joses Jo'sez

Joshabad Josh'a -bad

Joshah Jo'shah

Joshaphat Josh'a -fat

Joshaviah Josh'a -vy'ah

Joshbekashah Josh-bek'a -shaw

Josheb Jo'sheb

Bassebet bas'se-bet

Joshua Josh'u-ah

Josiah Jo-sy'ah

Josias Jo-sy'as

Josibiah Tos'e-by'ah

Josiphiah Jos'e -fy'ah

Jotbah Jot'bah

Jotbath Jotbath

Jotbathah Jot'ba-thah

Jotham Joºtham

Jozabad Joz'a-bad

Jozachar Joz'a- kar

Jozadak Joz'a-dak

/
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dæa

Judah

Judaism

Judas

Judo

Judea

Judith

Juel

Julia

Julius

Junia

Jupiter

Jushabhesod

Justus

Juttah

Jewbal

Jew'kal

Jew 'dah

Jero -de'ah

Jewdah

Jeu'da - ism

Jew'das

Jewd

Jew -de'ah

Jew'dith

Jewel

Jew'ly - ah

Jewly -us

Jew'ny - a

Jew'py- ter

Jew'shab - he'sed

Justus

Jut'tah

Kir Kir

Kirharaseth Kir-har'a-seth

Kirhareseth Kir-har'e-seth

Kirharesh Kir-hay'resh

Kirheres Kir - heres

Kiriath Kir'e- ath

Kiriathaim Kir'e- a - thay'im

Kiriathiarius Kir'e- ath'e - ay'

re - us

Kirioth Kir'e- oth

Kirjath Kirjath

Kirjathaim Kirjath -a'im

Kirjatharba Kir'jath -ar'bah

Kirjatharim Kir'jath -a'rim

Kirjathbaal Kir'jath -bay'al

Kirjathhuzoth Kir'jath -hew'

zoth

Kirjathjearim Kir'jath - je'a

rim

Kirjathsannah Kir' jath- san'nah

Kirjathsepher Kir'jath -se'fer

Kish Kish

Kishi Kish'i

Kishion Kish'e-on

Kishon Ky'shon

Kison
Ky'son

Kithlish Kith'lish

Kitron Kitron

Kittim Kittim

Koa Koºah

Kohath Ko'hath

Kohathites Ko'hath - ites

Kolaiah Kol-a-z'ah

Korah Ko'rah

Korahite Ko'rah-ite

Korathites Ko'rath-ites

Kore Ko're

Korhite Kor'hite

Koz Koz

Kushaiah Kush-ay'ah

Lasthenes

Latin

Lazarus

Leah

Leannoth

Lebana

Lebanah

Lebanon

Lebaoth

Lebbæus

Lebbeus

Lebonah

Lecah

Lehabim

Lehi

Lemuel

Leshem

Lettus

Let ushim

Le mmim

Levi

Leviathan

Levis

Levite

Levitical

Leviticus

Libanus

Libertines

Libnah

Libni

Libnites

Libya

Libyans

Lignaloos

Likhi

Linus

Loammi

Lod

Lodebar

Lois

Loruhamah

Lot

Lotan

Lothasubus

Lozon

Lubim

Lubims

Lucas

Lucifer

Lucius

Lud

Ludim

Luhith

Luke

Luz

Lycaonia

K

Kabzeel Rab'ze- el

Kades Ka'dez

Kadesh Ka'desh

Kadeshbarnea Ka'desh-barine

ah

Kadmiel Kad' my-el

Kadmonites Kad'mon - ites

Kallai Kal'la-z

Kanah Kay'nah

Kareah Ka-re'ah

Karkaa Kar'ka -ah

Karkor Kar'kor

Karnaim Kar'nay-im

Kartah Kar'tah

Kartan Kar'tan

Kattath Kat'tath

Kedar Kedar

Kedemah Ked'e-mah

Kedemoth Ked'e -moth

Keder Ke'der

Kedesh Ke'desh

Kedesh Naph- Ke'desh naf'ta-li

tali

Kehelathah Ke-hella-thah

Keilah Ky'lah

Kelaiah Ke-lay'yah

Kelita Kel'e-tah

Kemuel Ke-mu'el

Kenan Ke'nan

Kenath Ke'nath

Kenaz Kenaz

Kenezite Ken'ez-ite

Kenite Ken'ite, or Ke'

nite

Kenizzites Ken'iz-zites

Kerenhappuch Ker'en -hap'puk

Kerioth Ke'ry-oth

Keros Ke'roz

Keturah Ke- tu'rah

Kezia Ke-zy'ah

Keziz

Las'the -nez

Lat'in

Laz'a -rus

Leah

Le- an'oth

Leb'a-nah

Leb'a - nah

Leb'a - non

Leb'a-oth

Leb -be'us

Leb-be ' us

Le-bo'nah

Le'kah

Le'ha-bim

Le'hi

Lem'u -el

Le'shem

Let'tus

Le - tew'shim

Ce- um ' mim

Le'vi

Le- vy'a-than

Le'vis

Le'vite

Le- l'it'il-al

Le - vit'e -kus

Liba- nus

Lib'er-tinz

Lib'nah

Lib'ni

Lib'nites

Lib'y- ah

Lib'y-anz

Line -alloze

Lik'hi

Lan 18

Lo - am'mi

Lod

Lo -debar

Lo'is

Lo-ru'ha -mah

Lol

Lo'tan

Loth'o - su'bus

Lo'zon

Leu'bim

Lew'bimz

Lec'kas

Lew'se-ſer

Lew'she- us

Lud

Lew'dim

Lew'hith

Luke

Luz

Lik'a -o'ny - ah , or

Ly -ka -o'ne- a

Lik'lah

Lish'e - ah

Liddah

Lid'e - ah

Lid'e- anz

Ly-say' ne-as

Lish'c- as

Ly -sim'a -kus

Lis'trah

L

Ke'ziz

Kibrothhattaa- Kib'roth -hat

vah tay'a-vah

Kibzaim Kib'zay-im

Kidron Kid'ron

Kinah Ky'nah

Laadah Lay'a -dah

Laadan Lay'a-dan

Laban Lavºban

Labana Lab'a-nah , or

La-ba'nah

Lacedemonians Las'e- de-mo'ny

anz

Lachish Lay'kish

Lacunus Lay-ku'nus

Ladan Lay'dan

Lael Lay'el

Lahad Lay'had

Lahairoi La-hay'roy

Lahman Lah' man

Lahmi
Lah'mi

Laish Lay'ish

Lakum Lay'kum

Lamech Lay'mel

Laodicea La-ode-se'ah

Laodiceans La -od'e - se'anz

Lapidoth Lap'e-doth

Lasea La-se'ah

Lasha Lay'shah

Lasharon La - shay'ron

Lycca

Lycia

Lydda

Lydia

Lydians

Lysanias

Lysias

Lysimachus

Lystra
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M

Mahath May'hath

Mahavite May'hay - vite

Mahazioth Ma- hay'ze-oth

Mahershalal- May'her - shal' .

hashbaz

Maschil

Mash

Masha ]

Masias

Masman

Maspha

Masrekah

Massa

Massah

Massias

Mathanias

Mathusala

Matred

Matri

Mattan

Mattanah

Mattaniah

Mattatha

Mattathah

Mattathias

Mattenai

Matthan

Matthanias

Matthat

Matthelas

Matthew

Matthias

Mattithiah

Mazitias

Mazzaroth

Meah

Meani

Mearah

Mebunnai

Mecharath

Mecherathite

Medaba

Medad

Medan

Medeba

Mede

Media

Median

Meedla

Megiddo

Megiddon

Mehetabeel

Mehetabel

Mehida

Mehir

Meholah

Meholathite

Mehujael

Mehuman

Mehunim

Mehunims

Mejarkon

Mekonah

Melatiah

Melchi

Melchiah

Melchias

Melchiel

Melchisedec

Melchizedek

Melchishua

Melea

Mas'kid

Mash

May'shal

Ma- sy'as

Mas' man

Mas'fah

Mas're-kah

Mas'sah

Mas'sah

Mas - sy'as

Math'a - ny'as

Ma-thu 'sa -lah

May'tred

May'tri

Mat'tan

Matta -nah

Matta -ny'ah

Mat'ta -thah

Mat'ta-thah

Mat'ta -thy'as

Mat'te- nay'i

Mat'than

Mat'thay -ny'us

Mat'that

Mat-the'las

Math'yew

Mat-thy'as

Matti - thi'ah

Maz'e- ty'as

Maz'za-roth

Me'ah

Me- a'ni

Me- a'rah

Me-bun ’nay

Mek'e -rath

Mek'e-rath - ite

Meda -bah

Medad

Me'dan

Mede-bah

Meed

Me'de- ah

Me'de- an

Me-e'dah

Me- gid 'do

Me-oid'don

Me-het'a -beel

Me-het' a -bel

Me-hy'dah

Me'hir

Me-ho'lah

Me- hol'ath - ite

Me-hew'ja - el

Me-hew 'man

Me-hew 'nim

Me- hew'nima

Me- jar'kon

Mek'o-nah

Mel'a -ty'ah

Mel'ki

Mel-ky'ah

Mel-ky'as

Mel'ky - el

Mel- kiz'e -dek

Mel-kiz'e - dek

Mel'ky -shu'ah

Me'le - a

Maacah May'a -kah

Maachah May'a -kah

Maachathi May -ak'a -thi

Maachathite May-ak'a-thite

Maadai May - ad'ay

Maadiah May - a -dy'ah

Maai May - a'i

Maalehacrab May-al'e- a

bim krab'bim

Maanai May'a-nay

Maaneas Ma-an'е - as

Maani May'a -ni

Maarath May'a -rath

Maaseiah May'a -se'yah

Maasiai May -as'e - ay

Maasias May'a-sy'as

Maath May'ath

Maaz May'az

Maaziah May-a-zy'ah

Mabdai Mab'day - i

Macalon Mak'a-lon

Maccabæus Mak'ka -be'us

Maccabees Mak'ka-beez

Maccabeus Mak'ka-be'us

Macedonia Mas'se- do 'ne- ah

Macedonian Mas'se - do'ny - an

Macharus Mak - e'rus

Machbanai Malkºbag-mau

Machbenah Mak'be-nah

Machi May'ki

Machir May'kir

Machirites May'kir -ites

Machmas Mak'mas

Machnadebai Mak'nay-de'bay

Machpelah Mak- pe'lah

Macron May'kron

Madai Mad'a - i

Madiabun Ma-dy'a-bun

Madiah Ma-dy'ah

Madian May'de-an

Madmannah Mad -mannah

Madmen Mad'men

Madmenah
Mad-me'nah

Madon May'don

Maelus Ma-e'lus

Magbish Mag'bish

Magdala Mag'da -lah

Magdalen Mag'da-len

Magdalene Maq-da-le'ne

Magdiel Mag'de-el

Maged May'ged

Magi May'gi

Magiddo Ma-gid'do

Magog

Magormissabib May'gor-mis'

say-bib

Magpiash Mag'pe-ash

Mahalah Ma-hay'lah

Mahalaleel Ma-hay'lay-le'el

Mahalath May'hay-lath

Mahali May'hay-li

Mahanaim May'hay -nay'im

Mahanehdan May'hay -neh'

dan

Maharai May - har'a - i

al -hash'baz

Mahlah Mah'lah

Mahli Mah'li

Mahlites Mah'lites

Mahlon Mah'lon

Mahol May'hol

Makaz May'kaz

Maked
May'ked

Makheloth Mak -he'loth

Makkedah Mak -ke'dah

Maktesh Mak'tesh

Malachi Mal'a -ki

Malachy Mal'a -ki

Malcham Mal'kam

Malchiah Mal ky'ah

Malchiel Malky-el

Malchielites Malky -el- ites

Malchijah Mal-ky'jah

Malchiram Mal-ky'ram

Malchishua Mal'ky-shu'ah

Malchus Mal'kus

Maleleel Ma- le'le - el

Mallos Mal'los

Mallothi Mallo -thi

Malluch Malluk

Mamaias Ma- may'yas

Mammon Mam'mon

MamnitanaimusMam -ny'ta

nay”mus

Mamre Mam're

Mamuchus Ma-mew'kus

Manaen Man'a-en

Manahath Man'a - hath

Manahethites Ma-nay'heth-ites

Manasseas Man'as- se'as

Manasseh Ma-nas'seh

Manasses Ma-nas' sez

Manassites Ma-nas'sites

Maneh May'neh

Mani May'ni

Manlius Man'ly-us

Manoah Ma-no'ah

Maoch May'ok

Maon May'on

Maonites May'on-ites

Mara
May'rah

Marah
May'rah

Maralah
Mar'a-lah

Maranatha Maròa-mau_thah

Marcus Markus

Mardocheus Mar -do- ke'us

Maresha Ma-re'shah

Mareshah Ma-re'shah

Marisa Marle-sah

Marimoth Mar'e-moth

Mark Mark

Marmoth Mar'moth

Maroth
May'roth

Marsena Mar'se-nah

Mars' Hill Marz' hil

Martha
Mar'thah

Mary May'ry

Masaloth Mas'a-loth

May'gog
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Moeth Mo'eth

Moladah Mol'a - dah

Molech Mo'lek

Moli Mo'li

Molid Mo'lid

Moloch Mo'lok

Momdis Mom'dis

Moosias Mo'o -sy'as

Morasthite Mo'ras -thite

Mordecai Mor'de-kay

Moreh Mo'reh

Moreshethgath Jor'esh - eth - gath

Moriah Mo-ry'ah

Morians Mo'ry - anz

Mosera No- serah

Moseroth Mo -seroth

Moses Mo'zez

Mosollam No- sol'lam

Mosollamon Mo-sol'lay -mon

Moza Mo'zah

Mozah Mo'zah

Muppim Iupim.

Mushi Mew'shi

Mushites Mew'shites

Muthlabben Muth -labben

Myndus Min'dus

Myra My'rah

Mysia Mish'e- ah

N

Naam Nayam

Naamah Na! 'a- ah.

Naaman Maya-man

Naamathite Nay'a -ma - thite

Naamites qua- mites

Naarah Nay'a -rah

Naarai Nay'a -ray

Naaran Sau g-ran

Naarath Sa - rath

Naashon Aa -ash'on

Naasson Na-asson

Naathus Na'a -thus

Nabal Ney'bal

Nabarias Naba-ry'ns

Nabatheans Nab'a -thean :

Nabathites Nybath - ites

Naboth Nay'both

Nabuchodono- Nab'u -ko- don'o

807
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Melech Melek

Melicu Mel'e-kew

Melita Mel'e- tah

Melzar Mel'zar

Memmius Mem'me- us

Memphis Mem'fis

Memucan Me-mew'kan

Menahem Men'a -hem

Menan Me'nan

Mene Me'ne

Menelaus Men'e- lay'us

Menestheus Me-nes'the-us

Meonenim Me-on'e -nim

Meonothai Me-om’o-thay

Mephaath Meſ'a -ath

Mephibosheth Me-fib'o-sheth

Merah Me'rab

Meraiah Mer'a-i'ah

Meraioth Me-ray'yoth

Meran Me'ran

Merari Me-ray'ri

Merarites Mer'a -rites

Merathaim Mer’a - thay

Mercurius Mer -kew're- us

Mered Me'red

Meremoth Mer'e -moth

Meres Me'rez

Meribah Mer'e -bah

Meribah Ka- Mere-bah Kay'

desh desh

Meribbaal Mer'ib -bay'al

Merociachbala- Me-ro'dak -bal'a

dan dan

Merom Me'rom

Meronothite Me- ron'o -thite

Meroz Me'roz

Meruth
Me'ruth

Mesech Mesek

Mesha Me'shah

Meshach Meshak

Meshech Me'shek

Meshelemiah Me- shel'e -my'ah

Meshezabeel Me- shez'a beel

Meshezabel Ne- shez'a -bel

Meshillemith Me- shil'le -mith

Meshillemoth Me-shil'le -moth

Meshobab Me-sho'bab

Meshullam Me-shul'lam

Meshullemeth Me- shul'le-meth

Mesobaite Mes'o-bay'ite

Mesopotamia Mes'o -po-tay'

me- ah

MESSIAH Mes-sy'ah

MESSIAS Mes- sy'as

Meterus Me-te'rus

Methegammal Me'theg -am'mah

Methoar Meth'o-ar

Methusael Me-thew'sa - el

Methuselah Me-thew'se -lah

Meuuim Me-yew'nim

Mezabah Mez'a -hab

Miamin My'a -min

Mibhar Mib'har

Mibsam Mib'sam

Mibzar
Mib'zar

Micah My'kah

Micaiah My-kay'yah

Micha My'kah

Michael My'ka -el

Michah My'kah

Michaiah My-kay'yah

Michal My'kal

Micheas My-ke'as

Michmas Mik'mas

Michmash Mik'mash

Michmethah Mik'me-thah

Michri Mik'ri

Michtam Mik'tam

Middin Mid'din

Midian Mid'e -an

Midianite Mid'e - an - ile

Miclianitish Mid'e- an -i'tish

Migdalel Mig'dal-el

Migdalgad Mig'dal-gad

Migdol Mig'dol

Migron Mig'ron

Mijamin Mija-min

Mikloth Mik'loth

Mikneiah Mik -ne'yah

Milalai Mil'a - lay'i

Milcah Milkah

Milcom Mil'koin

Miletum Ali-le'tum

Miletus Mi- le'tus

Millo Mil'lo

Miniamin Mi- ny'a -min

Minni Minni

Minnith Min'nith

Miphkad Mif'kad

Miriam Mir'e- am

Mirma Mirmah

Misael Mis'a - el

Misgab Mis'gab

Mishael Mish'a-el

Mishal My'shal

Misham My'sham

Misheal My'she-al

Mishma Alish'muh

Mishmannah Mish -man'nah

Mishraites Mish'ra - ites

Mispar

Mispereth Mis' pe-reth

Misrephothma- Mis're- foth

im may'im

Missabib Mis'sa -bib

Mithcah Mith'kah

Mithnite Mith'nite

Mithredath Mith're-dath

Mithridates Mith'ry-day'lez

Mitylene Mit'e-le'ne

Mizar My'zar

Mizpah Miz'pah

Mizpar

Mizpeh Miz' peh

Mizraim Miz'ra-im

Mizzah Miz'zah

Mnason Narson

Moab Mo'ab

Moabite Mo'ab - ite

Moabitess Mo'ab- i'les

Moabitish Mo'ab - i'tish

Moadiah Mo'a-dy'ah

Mochmur Mok ' mur

Modin Mo'din

Mis'par

sor

Nachon Nay on

Nachor Naiko

Nadab Nalal)

Nadabatha Na -dab'a - thah

Nagge Nag'ge

Nahalal Nasha -lal

Nahaliel Na -hay'le - el

Nahallal Na-hal'lal

Nahalol Nagºha-lol

Naham Na’ham

Nahamani Na -ham'a - ni

Naharai Na- har'a - i

Naharaim Noy'ha -ray'im

Nahari Sauha - ri

Nahash Nay'hash

Nahath Nay'hath

Nahbi Nahibi

Nahor Nay'hor

Miz ' par
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Oboth

Ochiel

Ocidelus

Ocina

Ocran

Oded

Odollam

Odonarkes

Og

Ohad

Ohel

Olamus

Olivet

Olofernes

Olympas

Olympius

Omaerus

Omar

Omega

Nahshon Nah'shon

Nahum Navºhum

Naidus Nay'e-dus

Nain Nay'in

Naioth Vayºyoth

Nanea Na -ne'ah

Naomi Va -o'mi

Naphish Vay'fish

Naphisi Naj'e- si

Naphtali Naf'ta - li

Naphthar Naf'thar

Naphtuhim Vajtu -him

Narcissus Var- sis'sus

Nasbas Vas'bas

Nashon Vay’shop

Nasith Nay?sith

Nasor Vay'sor

Nathan Sagºthan

Nathanael Va - than'a - cl

Nathanias Nath'a- ny'as

Nathanmelech Vay'than -me'lek

Naum Vay'um

Nave Vay've

Nazarene Vaz'a -reen

Nazareth Vaz'a -reth

Nazarite Naz'a -rite

Neah Ve'ah

Neapolis Ne-ap'o -lis

Neariah Ve'a-ry'ah

Nebai Veb'a - i

Nebaioth Ve-bay'yoth

Nehajoth Ve-bay'joth

Neballat Ve-bal'lat

Nebat Ve'bat

Nebo Ve'bo

Nebuchadnez- Veb'yew -kad

zar

Nephtoah Nef'to -ah

Nephusim Ne-few'sim

Nephtali Nep'tha-li

Nepthalim | Nepºta-lim

Ner Ner

Nereus Ne're- us

Nergal Ner'gal

Nergalsharezer Ner'gal- sha -rc

nez'zar

Nebuchadrez- Veb'yew-kad

zar rez'zar

Nebushashan Veb'yew - shas'

ban

Nebuzaradan Veb'yew -zar-a'

dan

Necho Ne'ko

Necodan Ne-ko'dan

Nedabiah Ned'a -by'ah

Neemias Ve'e-my'as

Neginoth Veg'e- noth

Nehelamite Ne- hel' a -mite

Nehemiah Ne'he-my'ah

Nehemias Ve'he -my'as

Nehiloth Ve'he- loth

Nehum Ve'hum

Nehushta Ne- hush'tah

Nehushtan Ve-hush'tan

Neiel Vee- el

Nekeb Ne'keb

Nekoda Ne- ko'dah

Nemuel Ne- mew'el

Nemuelites Ne-me w'el-ites

Nepheg We'feg

Nephi Ve'li

Nephis Ve'fis

Nephish Ve'fish

Nephishesim Ne- fish'e- sim

Nephthali Nef'tha-li

Nephthalim Nel'tha-lim

zer

Neri Ne'ri

Neriah Ne- ry'ah

Nerias Ne-ry'as

Nero Vero

Nethaneel Ve-than'e- el

Nethaniah Neth'a -ny'ah

Nethinims Neth'e - nimz

Netophah Ne-to'jah

Netophathi Ne-tofºa -thi

Netophathite Ne-tof'a -thile

Neziah Ve- zy'ah

Nezib Nezib

Nibhaz Nib'haz

Nibshan Vib'shan

Nicanor Ny -kay'nor

Nicodemus Vik'o -de'mus

Nicolaitans Vik-a-lay'e-tanz

Nicolas Vik'o - las

Nicopolis Wy-kop'o - lis

Niger Ny'jer

Nimrah Vim'rah

Nimrim Vim'rim

Nimrod Vim'rod

Nimshi Vinn'shi

Nineve Vin'e -ve

Nineveh Nin'ne- veh

Ninevites Nin'e- viles

Nisan Vy'san

Nisroch Nis'rok

No Vo

Noadiah No'a -dy'ah

Noah Vo'ah

Noamon No - a'mon

Nob Nob

Nobah No'bah

Vod Nod

Nodab No'dab

Noe Nole

Noeba No-e'bah

Voga No'ga

Nogah Vo'gah

Nohah Vo'hah

Nomades Nom'a -dez

Non Non

Noph Nof

Nophah No'fah

Numenius New -me'ne- us

Nun Nun

Nymphas Nim'fas

O

Obadiah O'ba-dy'ah

Obal O'bal

Obdia Ob-dy'ah

Obed O'bed

Obededom O'bed -edom

Obeth O'beth

Obil O'bil

Omri

On

Onam

Onan

Onesimus

Onesiphorus

Oniares

Onias

Ono

Onus

Ophel

Ophir

Ophni

Ophrah

Oreb

Oren

Orion

Ornan

Orpah

Orthosias

Osaias

Osea

Oseas

Osee

Oshea

O'both

O'ke-el

Os'e-de'lus

Os'e - nah

Ok'ran

O'ded

0 -dol'lam

Od'o- nar'keez

Og

O'had

O'hel

Ol' a -mus

Ol'e- vet

Olo-Jer' neez

0 - lim ' pas

0 -lim ' pe -us

Om'a - e'rus

O'mar

O ' me- ga or

0 -megah

Om'ri

On

O'nam

O'nan

0 -nes'e -mus

On'e- sif'o- rus

O-ny'a - reez

O -ny'as

O'no

O'nus

O'ſel

O'fir

Ofini

Og'rah

O'reb

O'ren

O - ry'on

Ornan

Or ' pah

Or'tho-sy'as

0-zay'yas

0-ze'ah

0-ze'as

O'zee

0-she'ah or

O'she-uh

Oth'ni

Oth'ny-el

Oth'o-ny'as

O.r

O'zem

0- zy'as

O'zy-el

Oz'ni

Oz'nites

0-zo'rah

Othni

Othniel

Othonias

Ox

Ozem

Ozias

Oziel

Ozni

Oznites

Ozora

P

Paarai

Padan

Padanaram

Padon

Pagiel

Pahathmoab

Pai

Palal

Palestina

Pay'a-ray

Pay'dan

Pay'dan-a'ram

Pay'don

Pay'ge-el

Pay'hath-mo'ab

Pay'i

Pay'lal

Pal'es-ty'nah
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Palestine Pal'es -tyne

Pallu Pal'lew

Palluites Pal'lew - ites

Palti Pal'ts'

Paltiel Pal'te- el

Paltite Pal'tite

Pamphylia Pam - fil'e -ah

Pannag
Pan'nag

Paphos Pay'fos

Paradise Parla -dise

Parah Pay'rah

Paran Pay'ran

Parbar Par'bar

Parmashta Par -mash'tah

Parmenas Par'me-nas

Parnach Par nak

Parosh Pay'rosh

Parshandatha Par- shan'da

thah

Parthians Parthe-anz

Paruah Paroo - ah

Parvaim Par -vay'im

Pasach Pay'sak

Pasdammim Pas-dam 'mim

Paseah Pa-se'ah

Pashur Pash'ur

Patara Pat'a -rah

Patheus Pa - theus

Pathros Path'ros

Pathrusim Path -rew'sim

Patmos Pat'mos

Patrobas Pat'ro -bas

Patroclus Pa-tro'klus

Pau Pay'yev

Paul Pawl

Paulus Paw'lus

Pe (Ps. cxix ) Pee

Pedahel Ped'a -hel

Pedahzur Pe- dah'zur

Pedaiah Pe-dey'yah

Pekah Pe'kah

Pekahiah Pek'a -hy'ah

Pekod Pe'kod

Pelaiah Pella - i'ah

Pelaliah Pel'a -ly'ch

Pelatiah Pel'a -ty'ah

Peleg Pe'leg

Pelet Pelet

Peleth Peleth

Pelethites Pe'leth-ites

Pelias Pe-ly'as

Pelonite Pello - nite

Peniel Pe -ny'el

Peninnah Pe-nin'nah

Pentapolis Pen -tap'o - lis

Penuel Pe-new'el

Peor Pe'or

Perazim Per a - zim

Peres Peres

Peresh Pe'resh

Perez Perez

Perezuzza Pe'rez - uz'zah

Perezuzzah Pe'rez - uz'zah

Perga Per'gah

Pergamos Per' ga -mos

Perida Pe -ry'dah

Perizzite Per'iz - zite

Permenas Per'me- nas

Persepolis Per - sep'o -lis

Perseus Perise -us

Persia Per she-ah

Persian Per'she - an

Persis Persis

Peruda Pe-rew'dah

Peter Peter

Pethahiah Peth'a -hy'ah

Pethor Pe'thor

Pethuel Pe- thew 'el

Peulthai Pe-ul'thay

Phaath Moab Fay'ath -mo'ab

Phacareth Fak'a -reth

Phaisur Fay'sur

Phaldaius Fal-day'yus

Phaleas Fal - leas

Phalec
Fa'lek

Phaleg Fa'leg

Phallu Fal'lew

Phalti Fal'ti

Phaltiel Fal'te- el

Phanuel Fa -new'el

Pharacim Far'a -sim

Pharaoh Fay'ro or Fay'

ra - o

Pharaoh -hoph

ra ( faro or Fay'ro -hof'ra

farao ) or Fay'ra- o

Pharaoh -ne

choh ( faro Fay'ro-ne'koh or

or farao ) Fay'ra-o

Pharathoni Far'a -tho'ni

Phares Fa'reez

Pharez Fa'rez

Pharira Fa -ry'ra

Pharisee Far' e - see

Pharosh Fa'rosh

Pharpar

Pharzites Far'zites

Phaseah Fa -se'ah or

Fay'se - ah

Phaselis Fa-se'lis

Phasiron Fas'e-ron

Phassaron Fas'sa -ron

Phebe Fe'be

Phenice Fe -ny'se

Phenicia Fe-nish'e-ah

Pheresites Fer'e - sites

Pherezite Ferie- zite

Phibeseth Fy -be'seth or

Fib'e -seth

Phichol Fy'kol

Philadelphia Fil'a -del'fe -ah

Philarches Fe-lar'keez

Philemon Fy -le'mon

Philetus Fy-letus

Philip Filip

Philippi Fil -lip 'pi

Philippians
Fil-lip'pe-anz

Philistia Fe - lis'te -ah

Philistim Fe-ls_tim

Philistine Fe-lis'teen

Philologus Fe- lol'o - gus

Philometor Fillo-me'lor

Phineas Fin'e -as

Phinees Fine- es

Phinehas Fin'e - has

Phison Fy'son

Phlegon Fle'gon

Phoros Fo'ros

Phrygia Fridj'e -ah

Phrygian Fridj'e- an

Phud Fud

Phurah Few'rah

Phurim Few'rim

Phut Fut ( as nut)

Phuvala Few'vah

Phygellus Fe - jellus

Physon Fy'son

Pibeseth Py-be'seth

Pihahiroth Py'ha -hy'roth

Pilate Py'lat

Pildash Pil'dash

Pileha Pilla -hah

Pileser Py-le'zer

Pilneser Pil - nezer

Piletha Pille-thah

Piltai Pil'tay

Pinon Py'non

Pira Py'rah

Piram Py'ram

Pirathon Pira -thon

Pirathonite Pir'a - thon - ite

Pisgah Piz'gah

Pisidia Py side-ah

Pison Py'son

Pispah Pis' pah

Pithom Py'thom

Pithon Pu_thon

Pleiades Ple' ya -deez

Pochereth Pok'e -reth

Pollux Pollur

Pontius Pilate Pon'she-us py'lal

Pontus Pon'tus

Poratha Por'a - thah

Porcius Por'she- us

Portius Festus Por'she - us fes ' .

tus

Posidonius Pos'e-do'ne -us

Potiphar Pot'i- far

Potipherah Po tif'c -rah

Prisca Pris'ka

Priscilla Pris - sillah

Prochorus Prok'o-rus

Ptolemais Tol'e-may'is

Ptolemee Tol'e-mee

Ptolemeus Tol'e -me'us

Pua Pewah

Puah Pew'ah

Publius Pub'le- us

Pudens Pew'denz

Puhites Pew'hites

Pul Pul ( as dull)

Punites Pew'nites

Punon Perc'non

Pur Pur ( as fur )

Purim Pew'rim

Put Put (as nut)

Puteoli Pew - te'o - li

Putiel Pew'le-el

Pygarg Pi'garg

Far'par
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Ruhamah

Rumah

Ruth

Reu'ha-mah

Rew 'mah

Rewth

Q

Quartus Quar'tus

Quaternion Qua -ter'ne -on

Quintus Mem- Quin'tus mem'

mius

S

me-U8

Sabachthani

Sabaoth
R

Raamah Ray'a-mah

Raamiah Ray'a -my'ah

Raamses Ra-am 'seez

Rabbah Rab'bah

Rabbath Rab'bath

Rabbi Rab'bi

Rabbith Rab'bith

Rabboni Rab -bo'ni

Rabmag Rab 'mag

Rabsaces Rab'sa - seez

Rabsaris Rab'sa-ris

Rabshakeb Rab'sha -kee

Raca Rayka

Racha Ray'kah

Rachab Ray'kab

Rachal Ray'kal

Rachel Ray'chel

Raddai Rad'da - i

Ragau Ray'gaw

kages Ray'geez

Ragua Rag'yew-ah

Raguel Ra- gew'el

Rahab

0-ar

Re'yewRay'hab

Raham Ray'ham

Rahel Ray'hel

Rakem Ray'kem

Rakkath Rak'kath

Rakkon Rak'kon

Ram Ram

Rama Ray'mah

Ramah Ray'mah

Ramath Ray'math

Ramathaim Ray'math-a'im

Ramathaim- Ray'math -a'im

Zophim zo'fim

Ramathem Ram'a-them

Ramathite Ray'math-ite

Ramathlehi Ray'math-le'hi

Ramathmizpeh Ray'math -miz'

pah

Rameses Ra -me'siz

Ramiah Ra-my'ah

Ramoth Ray'moth

Ramoth -gilead Ray'moth -gil' .

e - ad

Rapha Ray'fah

Raphael Ray'fa - el

Raphaim Raf'a -im

Raphon Ray'jon

Raphu Ray'few

Rasses Ras'seez

Rathumus Ra-thew'mus

Razis Ray'zis

Reaia Re'a-i'ah

Reaiah Re'a-i'ah

Reba Re'bah

Rebecca Re-bek'kah

Rebekah Re-bek'ah

Rechab Re'kab

Rechabites Re'kab - ites or

Rek'ah -bites

Rechah Rekah

Reolaiah Re'el -a'yah

Reelius Re- el'e - us

Reesaias Re- e - say'yas

Regem Re'gem

Rogemmelech Re'gem -me'lek

Rehabiah Re'ha-by'ah

Rehob Rehob

Rehoboam Re'ho-bo'am

Rehoboth Re-ho'both

Rehu Re'hew

Rehum Re'hum

Rei Re'i

Rekem Re’kem

Remaliah Rem'a-ly'ah

Remeth Re'meth

Remmon Rem'mon

Remmonmeth- Rem'mon -meth'

oar

Remphan Rem'fan

Rephael Re'fa - el

Rephah Refah

Rephaiah Ref'a - i'ah

Rephaim Rej'a -im

Rephaims Ref'a -ims

Rephidim Ref'i-dim

Resen Re'sen

Resheph Re'shef

Reu

Reuben Ruben

Reubenites Ru'ben-ites

Reuel Re-yeu'el

Reumah Rumah

Rezeph Re'zef

Rezia Re-zy'ah

Rezin Re'zin

Rezon Rezon

Rhegium Re'je-um

Rhesa Re' sah

Rhoda Ro'dah

Rhodes Rodz

Rhodocus Rod'o - kus

Rhodus Ro'dus

Ribai
Ry'bay

Riblah Rib'lah

Rimmon Rim'mon

Rimmon Rim'mon-meth'

methoar o-ar

Rimmonparaz Rim'mon -pay'

reez

Rinnah Rinnah

Riphath Ry'fath

Rissah Ris'sah

Rithmah Rith 'mah

Rizpah Riz' pah

Roboam Rob'o-am

Rodanim Rod'a-nim

Rogelim Ro-ge'lim

Rohgah Ro'gah

Roimus Ro'e-mus

Romamtiezer Ro -mam'te -ezer

Roman
Ro'man

Rome Rome

Rosh Rosh

Rufus Rew'fus

Sabæans

Sabat

Sabateas

Sabateus

Sabatus

Sabban

Sabbatheus

Sabbeus

Sabdi

Sabeans

Sabi

Sabie

Sabta

Sabtah

Sabtecha

Sabtechah

Sacar

Sadamias

Sadas

Saddeus

Sadduc

Sadducees

Sadoc

Sahadutha

Sala

Salah

Salamis

Salasadai

Salathiel

Salcah

Salchah

Salem

Salim

Sallai

Sallu

Sallum

Sallumus

Salma

Salmah

Salmanasar

Salmon

Salmone

Salom

Salome

Salu

Salum

Samael

Samaias

Samaria

Samaritan

Samatus

Sameius

Samgarnebo

Sami

Samis

Samlah

Sammus

Samos

Say'bak-thay'ni

Sab'a -oth or

Sa-bay'oth

Sa-be'anz

Say'bat

Sab'a - te'as

Sab'a -te'us

Sab'a -tus

Sab'ban

Sab'ba -theus

Sab-be'us

Sab'di

Sa -be'anz

Say'bi.

Say'be-e

Sab'tah

Sab'tah

Sab'te -kah

Sab'te -kah

Say'kar

Sad'a -my'as

Say'das

Sad -de'us

Sad'duk

Sad'dew -seez

Say'dok

Say'ha-dew'thah

Say'lah

Say'lah

Sal'a-mis

Sal'a-sad'a-i

Sa - lay'the -el

Sal'kah

Sal'kah

Say'lem

Say'lim

Sal'la - i

Sal'lew

Sal'lum

Sal- lew'mus

Sal'mah

Sal 'mah

Sal'man- a'sar

Salmon

Sal-mo'ne

Say'lom

Sa - lo 'me

Say'lew

Say'lum

Sam'a - el

Sa -may'yas

Sa -may're- ah

Sa -mare- tan

Sam'a-tus

Sa-me'yus

Sam'gar -ne'bo

Say'mi

Say'mis

Sam'lah

Sam'mus

Say'mos
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Samothracia Sam'o-thray'she

ah

Sampsames Samp'sa -meez

Samson Sam'son

Samuel Sam'yew-el

Sanabassar San'a-bas'sar

Sanabassarus . San'a-bas'sa-rus

Sanacib San'a-sib

Sanballat San -bal'lat

Sansannah San-san'nah

Saph Saj

Saphat Say'fat

Saphatias Saf'a - ty'as

Sapheth Say'ſeth

Saphir Sal'fir

Sapphira Saf- fy'rah

Sara Say'rah

Sarabias Sar'a -by'as

Sarah
Say'rah

Sarai Say'ray

Saraia Sar'a-i'ah

Sarajah Sar'a-i'ah

Saraias

Seleucia

Seleucus

Sem

Semachiah

Semaiah

Semei

Semellius

Semis

Senaah

Seneh

Senir

Sennacherib

Sa-ray'yas

Saramel Sar'a -mel

Saraph Say'raf

Sarchedonus Sar-ked'o-nus

Sardeus Sar-de'us

Sardis Sar'dis

Sardites Sar'dites

Sarea Say're-ah

Sarepta Sa-rep'tah

Sargon
Sargon

Sarid Say'rid

Saron Say'ron

Sarothie Sa -ro'the

Sarsechim Sar-se'kim

Saruch Say'ruk

Satan Say'tan

Sathrabuzanes Sath'ra -bew

zay' neez

Satyr Say'ter

Saul Sawl

Savaran Sav'a-ran

Savias Say've-as

Saviour Sav'yer

Sceva Se'vah

Scythian Sith'e- an

Scythopolis Sy-thop'o-lis

Scythopolitans Sith'o pol'e-tanz

Seba Se'bah

Sebat Se'bat

Secacah Sek'a-kah

Sechenias Sek'e- ny'as

Sechu Se'kew

Secundus Se -kun'dus

Sedecias Sed'e-sy'as

Segub Se'qub

Seir Se'ir

Seirath Se'e -rath

Sela Se'lah

Selah Se'lah

Selahammahle- Se'la -ham'mah

koth le'koth

Seled Se'led

Selemia Sel'e -my'ah

Selemias Sel'e-my'as

Senuah

Seorim

Sephar

Sepharad

Sepharvaim

Sepharvites

Sephela

Serah

Seraiah

Sered

Sergius

Seron

Serug

Sesis

Sesthel

Seth

Sethur

Shaalabbin

Shaalbim

Shaalbonite

Shaaph

Shaaraim

Shaashgaz

Shabbethai

Shachia

Shaddai

Shadrach

Shage

Shahar

Shaharaim

Shahazimah

Shahazimath

Shalem

Shalim

Shalishia

Shallecheth

Shallum

Shallun

Shalmai

Shalman

Shalmaneser

Shama

Shamariah

Shamed

Shamer

Shamgar

Shamhuth

Shamir

Shamma

Shammah

Shammai

Shammoth

Shammua

Se- lu ' she -ah , or

Sel'u -si'a

Se- lu'kus

Sem

Sem'a-ky'ah

Sem'a - i'ah

Sem'e - i

Se -mel'le- us

Se'mis

Se- nay'ah

Se'neh

Se'nir

Sen -nak'e - rib , or

Sen'na-kee'rib

Se-new'ah

Se-o'rim

Se'far

Sef'a -rad

Sef'ar - vay'im

Se'far -vites

Se - ſe'lah

Se'rah

Ser'a - i'ah

Se'red

Ser 'ge-us

Se'ron

Se'rug

Se'sis

Ses'thel

Seth

Se'thur

Shay'al-ab'bin

Sha - al'bim

Sha-al'bo-nite

Shay'af

Shay'a -ray'im

Sha-ash'gaz

Shab -beth'a - i

Shak'e - ah

Shad'da - i

Shay'drak

Shay'ge

Shay'har

Shay'ha -ray'im

Sha-haz'e-mah

Sha-haz'e-math

Shay'lem

Shay'lim

Shal' e - shah

Shal'le -keth

Shallum

Shallun

Shal'ma-z

Shal'man

Shal'ma-ne'zer

Shay'mah

Sham'a -ry'ah

Shay'med

Shay'mer

Sham'gar

Sham'huth

Shay'mir

Sham'mah

Sham'mah

Sham'ma-i

Sham'moth

Sham -mewah

Shammuah Sham -mew'ah

Shamsherai Sham'she-ray'i

Shapen Shay'pen

Shapham
Shay'fam

Shaphan Shay'fan

Shaphat
Shay'fat

Shapher Shay'fer

Sharai Shar'a- i

Sharaim Shar'a - im

Sharar
Shay'rar

Sharezer Sha -rezer

Sharon Shair'on

Sharonite Shair'on- ice

Sharuhen Sha -reu'hen

Shashai Shash'a- i

Shashak Shay'shak

Shaul Shay'ul

Shaulites Shay'ul-ites

Shaveh Shuy'veh

Shaveh Kiria- Shay'veh Ker'i

thaim a -thay'im

Shavsha Shav'shah

Sheal She'al

Shealtiel She-alte -el

Sheariah She'a-ry'ah

Shearjashub She'ar - jay'shut

Sheba She'ba

Shebah
She'bah

Shebam She'bam

Shebaniah Sheb'a -ny'ah

Shebarim Sheb'a -rii

Sheber She'ber

Shebna Sheb ' nah

Shebuel Sheb'yeu - el

Shecaniah Shek'a - ny'ah

Shechaniah Shek'a -ny'ah

Shechem She'kem

Shechemites She'kem - ites

Shedeur Shed'e-ur

Shehariah She'ha- ry'ah

Shelah She'lah

Shelanites She'lan - iles

Shelemiah Shel'e -my'ah

Sheleph She'lej

Shelesh She'lesh

Shelomi Shel'o -mi

Shelomith She'o -mith

Shelomoth Shel'o -moth

Shelumiel She- lew ' me- el

Shem Shem

Shema She'mah

Shemaah She-may'ah

Shemaiah Shem'a- i'ah

Shemariah Shem'a - ry'ah

Shemeber Shem'e -ber

Shemer

Shemida She- my'dah

Shemidah She-my'dah

Shemidaites She-my'da - ites

Sheminith Shem'e -nith

Shemiramoth She-mir'a -moth

Shemuel She -mew'el

Shen Shen

Shenazar She- nay'zar

Shenir She'nir

Shepham She'fam

Shephathiah Shef'a - thy'ah

She' mer
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Sip'puy

Sho'mer

So

Shephariah Shef'a -ty'ah

Shephelah Shef'e -lah

Shephi She'ſ

Shepho She'fo

Shephuphan She- ſew'ſan

Sherah She'ral

Sherebiah Sher'e-by'ah

Sheresh She'resh

Sherezer She -re'zer

Sheshach She'shak

Sheshai She'shay

Sheshan She'shan

Sheshbazzar Shesh-baz'zar

Sheth Sheth

Shethar She'thar

Shetharboznai She'thar-boz'na-i

Sheva She'vah

Shibboleth Shib'bo-leth

Shibmah Shib'mah

Shicron Shy'kron

Shiggaion Shig-gay'yon

Shigionoth Shi-gy'o- noth

Shihon Shy'hon

Shihor Shy'hor

Shihorlibnath Shy'hor-lib'nath

Shilhi Shil'hi

Shilhjm Shil'him

Shillem Shil'lem

Shillemites Shil'lem-ites

Shilo Shy'loh

Shiloah Shi-lo'ah

Shiloh Shy'loh

Shiloni Shi-lo'ni

Shilonite Shy'lo- nite , or

Shi-lo'nite

Shilshah Shil'shah

Shimea Shim'e - ah

Shimeah Shim'e - ah

Shimeam Shim'e-am

Shimeath Shim'e-ath

Shimeathites Shim'e- ath - ites

Shimei Shim'e-i

Shimeon Shim'e -on

Shimhi Shim'hi

Shimi Shy'mi

Shimites Shim'ites

Shimma Shim'mah

Shimon Shy'mon

Shimrath Shim'rath

Shimri Shim'ri

Shimrith Shim'rith

Shimrom Shim'rom

Shimron Shim'ron

Shimronites Shim'ron-ites

Shimronmeron Shim'ron -me'ron

Shimshai Shim'shay

Shinab Shy'nab

Shinar Shy'nar

Shion Shy'on

Shiphi Shy'fi

Shiphmite Shif'mite

Shiphrah Shif'rah

Shiphtan Shif'lan

Shisha Shy'shah

Shishak Shy'shak

Shitrai Shitra - i

Shittim Shit'tim

Shiza Shy'za

Shoa Sho'ah

Shoal Sho'ah

Shobab Sho'bab

Shobach Sho'bak

Shobai Sho'ba-i

Shobal Sho'bal

Shobek Sho'bek

Shobi Sho'bi

Shocho Sho'ko

Shochoh Sho'koh

Shoco Sho'ko

Shoham Sho'ham

Shonier

Shophach Sho'ſak

Shophan Sho'fan

Shoshannim Sho -shan'nim

Shoshannim- Sho -shan'nim

eduth e'duth

Shua Shu'ah

Shuah Shu'ah

Shual Shu'al

Shubael Shu'ba - el

Shuham Shu'ham

Shuhamites Shu'ham - ites

Shuhite Shu'hite

Shulamite Shu'lam - ite

Shumathites Shu'math - ites

Shunammite Shu'nam -mite

Shunem Shu'nem

Shuni Shu'ny

Shunites Shu'nites

Shupham Shu'ſam

Shuphamites Shu'ſam-ites

Shuppim Shup'pim

Shur Sher

Shushan Shu'shan

Shushaneduth Shu'shan eduth

Shuthalhites Shu'thal-hites

Shuthelah Shu'the-lah

Sia Sy'ah

Siaha Sy'a-hah

Siba Sy'bah

Sibbecai Sib'be-kay

Sibbechai Sib'be-kay

Sibboleth Sib'bo-leth

Sibmah Sib 'mah

Sibraim Sib'ra -im

Sichein Sy'kem

Sicyon Sish'e-on

Siddim Sid'dim

Side Sy'de

Sidon Sy'don

Sidonians Sy -do'ne-anz

Sigionoth Se-oy'o-noth

Sihon Sy'hon

Sihor Sy'hor

Silas Sy'las

Silla Sillah

Siloah Si-lo'ah

Siloam Si-lo'am

Siloe Si-lo'e , or Sillo -e

Silvanus Sil- vay'nus

Simalcue Sy' mal -kewe

Simeon Sim'e - on

Simeonites Sim'e-on - ites

Simon Sy'mon

Simri Simºri

Sin Sin

Sina Sy ' nah

Sinai Sy'ray

Sinim Sy'nim

Sinite Sin'ite

Sion Sy'on

Siphmoth Sif'moth

Sippai

Sirach Sy'rak

Sirah Sy'rah

Sirion Sir'e -on

Sisamai Si- sam'a - i

Sisera Sis'e-rah

Sisinnes Si - sin ' neez

Sitnah Sil'nah

Sivan Sy'van

Smyrna Smir'nan

So

Socho So'ko

Sochoh So'koh

Socoh So'koh

Sodi So'di

Sodom Sodom

Sodoma Sod'o -mah

Sodomites Sod'om - iles

Sodomitish Sod'om - i'tish

Solomon Sol'o-mon

Sopater Sop'a -ter

Sophereth Sof'e-reth

Sophonias Sog'o - ny'as

Sore So'rek

Sosipater So-sip'a -ter

Sosthenes Sos'the-neez

Sostratus Sos'tra -tus

Sotai So'ta-i

Spain Spane

Sparta Spar'tah

Stachys Stay'kis

Stephanas Stef'a - nas

Stephen Ste' un

Stoics Stoliks

Suah Su'ah

Suba Su'bah

Subai Su'ba-i

Succoth Suk'koth

Succoth -benoth Suk'koth -be'noth

Suchathites Su'kath-ites

Sud Sud

Sudias Su 'de-as

Sukkiims Suk'ke-imz

Suph Suf

Suphah Suf'al

Sur Sur ( as fur)

Susa Su'sah

Susanchites Su'san-kites

Susanna Su -zan'nah

Susi Su'si

Sychar Sy'kar

Sychem Sy'kem

Sychemite Sy'kem-ite

Syelus Sy-e'lus

Syene Sy-e'ne

Syntiche Sin'te -ke

Syracuse Sir'a-kuse

Syria Sir'e-ah
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Syriamaachah Sir'e - a -may'a

kah

Syriac Sir'e - ak

Syrian Sir'e-an

Syrion
Sir'e -on

Syrophenician Sy'ro -fe-nish'e
an

T

Taanach Tay'a-nak

Taanath-shiloh Tay'a -nath - shy'

loh

Tabaoth Tab'a -oth

Tabbaoth Tab'ba -oth

Tabbath Tab'bath

Tabeal Tay'be-al

Tabeel Tay'be-el

Tabellius Ta-bel'ly -us

Taberah Tab'e-rah

Tabitha Tab'e-thah

Tabor Ta'bor

Tabrimon Tab'ry-mon

Tachmonite Tak'mo-nyte

Tadmor Tad'mor

Tahan Tay'han

Tahanites Tay'han - ites

Tahapanes Ta-hap'a-neez

Tahath Tay'hath

Tahpanhes Tah' pan -heez

Tahpenes

Telah Telah

Telaim Tella - im

Telassar Te- las'sar

Telem Telem

Telharesha Tel-har'e -shah

Telharsa Tel -har'sah

Telmela Tel -me'lah

Telmelah Tel -me'lah

Tema Te'mah

Teman
те'тап

Temapi Tem'a-ni

Temanite Te'man - ite

Temeni Tem'e - ni

Terah Terah

Teraphim Ter'a - fim

Teresh Te'resh

Tertius Ter'shy - us

Tertullus Ter-tullus

Teta Te'tah

Thaddæus Thad - de'us

Thaddeus Thad -deus, or

Thad'de-us

Thahash Thay'hash

Thamah Thay'mah

Thamar Thay'mar

Thamnatha Thamºna- thanh

Thara Thay'rah

Tharra Thar'rah

Tharshish Thar'shish

Tharsus Thar'sus

Thassi Thas'si

Thebes Thebes

Thebez The'bez

Thecoe The-kole

Thelasar The-lay'sar

Thelersas The- ler 'sas

Theman The'man

Theocanus The- ok'a -nus

Theodotus The- od'o - tus

Theophilus The -of'e -lus

Theras The'ras

Thermeleth Ther'me- leth

Thessalonians Thes'sa-lo'ny

ans

Thessalonica Thes'sa -lo -ny'ka

Theudas Thu'das

Thimnathah Thim'na - thah

Thisbe This'be

Thomas Tom'as

Thomoi Tom'o-2

Thracia Thray'shy-ah

Thraseas Thra - se'as

Thummim Thum'mim

Thyatira Thy'a - ty'rah

Tiberias Ty-be'ry-a8

Tiberius Ty-be'ry-us

Tibhath Tib'hath

Tibni Tib'ni

Tidal Ty'dal

Tiglath -pileser Tig'lath - py -le

Timæus Ty-me' us

Timeus
Ty-me'us

Timna Tim'nah

Timnah Tim'nah

Timnath Tim'nath

Timnathah Tim'na -thah

Timnathheres Tim'nath-he'rea

Timnathserah Tim'nath -se'rah

Timnite Tim'nyte

Timon Ty'mon

Timotheus Ty -mo'the- us

Timothy Tym'o -thy

Tiphsah Tif'sah

Tiras Ty'ras

Tirathites Ti'rath-ites

Tirhakah Tur'ha-kah

Tirhanah Tur'ha -nah

Tiria Tur'e -ah

Tirshatha Tur'sha-thih

Tirzah Tur'zah

Tishbite Tish'byte

Titans Ty'tans

Titus Ty'tus

Tizite Ty'zite

Toah To'ah

Tob Tob

Tobadonijah Tob'ad - o -ny'jah

Tobiah To-by'ah

Tobias To-by'as

Tobie To'be

Tobiel To'by-el

Tobijah To -by'jah

Tobit To'bit

Tochen To'ken

Togarmah To-gar ' mah

Tohu To'hew

Toi To'i

Tola To'lah

Tolad To'lad

Tolaites To'la-iles

Tolbanes Tol'ba-neez

Tophel To'fel

Tophet To'jet

Topheth To'feth

Tou To'u

Trachonitis Trak'o- ny'tis

Tripolis Trip'o - lis

Troas Tro'as

Trogyllium Tro -jylly -um

Trophimus Trof'e -mus

Tryphena Try -te'nah

Tryphon Try'lon

Tryphosa Try - fo'sah

Tubal Tubal

Tubalcain Tu'bal-kain

Tubieni Tu'by-e'ni

Tychicus Tyk'e -kus

Tyrannus Ty-ran'nus

Tyre Ty'er

Tyrians Tyr'e-ans

Tyrus Ty'ruszer

Tigris Ty'gris

Tikvah Tik'vah

Tikvath Tik'vath

Tilgathpilneser Til'gath -pil

Tah'pe -neez

Tahrea Tah're - ah

Tahtimhodshi Tah'tim -hod'shi

Talithacumi Tal'e - thah -ku'

mi

Talmai Tal'may

Talmon
Tal'mon

Talsas
Tal'sas

Tamah Tay'mah

Tamar Tay'mar

Tammuz
Tam'muz

Tanach Tay'nak

Tanhumeth Tan'hew -meth

Tanis Tay'nis

Taphath Tay'fath

Taphnes Taf'neez

Taphon Tay'fon

Tappuah Tap'pu-ah

Tarah Tay'rah

Taralah Tar'a-lah

Tarea Tay're-ah

Tarpelites Tar'pel-ites

Tarshis Tar'shis

Tarshish Tar'shish

Tarsus Tarsus

Tartak Tartak

Tartan Tar'tan

Tatnai Tat'na - i

Tebah Te'bah

Tebaliah Teb'a-ly'ah

Tebeth Te'beth

Tehaphnehes Te-haf'ne- heez

Tehinnah Te-hin'nah

Tekel Te'kel

Tekoa Te-ko'ah

Tekoah Te-ko'ah

Tekoite Te-ko'ite

Telabib Tella -bib

nee'zer

Tilon Tylon

Ucal

Uel

Ulai

Ulam

U

Yew'kal

Yev'el

Yeu_la

Yevlam
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Ula

Ummah

Unni

Upharsin

Upbaz

Ur

Urbane

Uri

Uriah

Urias

Uriel

Urijah

Urim

Uta

Uthai

Uthi

UZ

Uzai

Uzal

Uzza

Uzzah

Uzzensherah

Uzzi

Uzzia

Uzziah

Uzziel

Uzzielites

Ullah

Um'mah

Un'ni

Yew - far'sin

Yew 'faz

Ur

Ur'bane

Yew'ri

Yew -ry'ah

Yew-ry'as

Yew'ry - el

Yew -ry'jah

Yew'rim

Yeu_tah

Yew'tha - i

Yeu_thi

Uz

Yew'za- i

Yew'zal

Uz'zah

U z'zah

Uz'zen -she'rah

Uz'zi

U z -zy'ah

U z -zy'ah

U z -zi'el

U z -zy'el -ites

Vajezatha

Vaniah

Vashni

Vashti

Vophoi

Zalaph Zay'las

Zalmon Zal ' mon

Zalmonah Zal- mo'nah

Zalmunna Zal-mun'nah

Zambis
Zam'bis

Zambri Zam'bri

Zamoth Zay'moth

Zamzummims Zam-zum'mimo

Zanoah Za - no'ah

Zaphnathpaa- Zaſ'nalh -pay'a

neah ne'ah

Zaphon Za'fon

Zara Za'rah

Zaraces Zar'a-sez

Zarah Zay'rah

Zaraias Zar' - a - i'as

Zareah Zay're-ah

Zareathites Zay're- ath - ites

Zared Zay'red

Zarephath Zar'e-fath

Zaretan Zar'e-lan

Zarethsharar Zay'reth -shay'

har

Zarhites
Zar'hytes

Zartanah Zar'ta - nah

Zarthan Zar'than

Zathoe Zath'o-e

Zatthu Zat'thew

Zathui Za-thew'i

Zattu Zat'tu

Zavan Zay'van

Zaza Zay'zah

Zebadiah Zeb'a-dy'ah

Zebah Ze'bah

Zebaim Ze -bay'im

Zebedee Zeb'be-dee

Zebina Ze-by'nah

Zoboiim Ze -boy'im

Zeboim Ze-bo'im

Zebudah Ze-bew'dah

Zebul Ze'bul

Zebulonites Zeb'u - lon - ites

Zebulun Zeb'u-lun

Zebulunite Zeb'u-lun-ile

Zechariah Zek'a-ry'ah

Zedad Ze'dad

Zedechias Zed'e-ky'as

Zedekiah Zed'e -ky'ah

Zeeb Ze'eb

Zelah Ze'lah

Zelek Ze'lek

Zelophehad Ze-lo'fe-had

Zelotes Ze-lo'teez

Zelzah Zelzah

Zemaraim Zem'a-ray'im

Zemarite Zem'a-rite

Zemira Ze- my'ra

Zenan Ze'nan

Zenas Ze'nas

Zephaniah Zef'a - ny'ah

Zephath Ze' fath

Zephathah Zet'a -thah

Zephi Ze' fi

Zepho Ze'fo

Zephon Ze'fon

Zephonites Zef'on -ites

Zer Zer

Ze'rah

Zer'a-hy'ah

Zer'a-i'ah

Ze'red

Zer'e-dah

Ze- red ' a -thah

Zer'e -rath

Ze'resh

Ze'reth

Zeri

Ze'rer

Ze- su'ah

Ze -sub'ba -bel

Zeru- i'ah

Ze?tham

Ze'than

Ze'thar

Zy'ah

Zy'bah

Zib'e -on

Zib'e - ah

Zib'e - ah

Zik'ri

Ziddim

Zid -ky'jah

Zy'don

Zy -do'ne- ans

Zif

Zy'hah

Zik'lag

Zil'lah

Zil'pah

Zil’thay

Zim 'mah

Zim'ran

Zim'ri

Zin

Zy'nah

Zy'on

Zy'or

Zif

Zy'fah

Zif'imz

Zif'e -on

Zif'ites

Zy'fron

Zip'por

Zip - po'rah

Zith'ri

V

Va-jez'a-thah

Va-ny'ah

Vash'ni

Vash'ti

Vof'si

Zerah

Zerahiah

Zeraian

Zered

Zereda

Zaredathah

Zererath

Zeresh

Zereth

Zeri

Zeror

Zeruah

Zerubbabel

Zeruiah

Zetham

Zethan

Zethar

Zia

Ziba

Zibeon

Zibia

Zibiah

Zichri

Ziddim

Zidkijah

Zidon

Zidonians

Zif

Ziha

Ziklag

Zillah

Zilpah

Zilthai

Zimmah

Zimran

Zimri

Zin

Zina

Zion

Zior

Ziph

Ziphah

Ziphims

Ziphion

Ziphites

Ziphron

Zippor

Zipporah

Zithri

Ziz

Ziza

Zizah

Zoan

Zoar

Zoba

Zobah

Zobebah

Zohar

Zoheleth

Zoheth

Zophah

Zophai

Zophar

Zophim

Zorah

Zorathites

Zoreah

х

Zan'thy-kusXanthicus

Ziz

Zaanaim

Zaanan

Zaanannim

Zaavan

Zabad

Zabadæans

Zabadaias

Zabadeans

Zabbai

Zabbud

Zabdeus

Zabdi

Zabdiel

Zabud

Zabulon

Zaccai

Zacchæus

Zaccheus

Zacchur

Zaccur

Zachariah

Zacharias

Zachary

Zacher

Zadok

Zaham

Zair

Z

Zay'a-nay'im

Zay'a-nan

Zay'a -nan'nim

Zay'a -van

Zay'bad

Zab'a-de'ans

Zab'a-day'yas

Zab'a-de'ans

Zab'bay

Zab'bud

Zab - de'us

Zab'di

Zab'dy - el

Zay'bud

Zab'u - lon

Zak'ka-i

Zak-ke'us

Zak- ke'us

Zak'kur

Zak'kur

Zak'a-ry'ah

Zak'a-ty'as

Zak'a-ry

Zay'ker

Zay'dok

Zay'ham

Zay'er

Zy'zah

Zy'zah

Zo'an

Zo'ar

Zo'bah

Zo'bah

Zo-be'bah

Zo'har

Zo'he -leth

Zo'heth

Zo'fah

Zo'fay

Zo'far

Zo'fim

Zo'rah

Zo'rath - ites

Zo're-ah
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Zorites

Zorobabel

Zuar

Zo'rites

20- rob'a-bel

Zu'ar

Zuph

Zur

Zuriel

Zuf

Zur

Zu're- el

Zurishaddai

Zuzims

Zu'ry -shad'da - s

Zu'zim :



TABULAR VIEW OF THE PROPHETS,

SHOWING THE PERIODS DURING WHICH IT IS SUPPOSED THEIR PROPHECIES

WERE DELIVERED.
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NEW BIBLICAL ATLAS WITH INDEX .

List of Maps.

MAP

1.-LANDS PEOPLED BY Noah's FAMILIES

( Gen. 10 ).

2. - CANAAN BEFORE The Hebrew CONQUEST.

3.-LANDS AND ROUTE OF the Exodus.

4.-CANAAN AS ALLOTTED TO THE TWELVE TRIBES .

5.-REALMS OF DAVID AND SOLOMON.

6.- KINGDOMS OF JUDAH AND Israel .

7.-LANDS OF THE HEBREW CAPTIVITIES.

8. - BABYLONIAN EMPIRE,

MAP

9. - PersiAN EMPIRE .

10. - GRECIAN EMPIRE

11.-ROMAN EMPIRE.

12.- JERUSALEM AND HIGHLAND SURROUNDINGS,

WITH ALTITUDES .

13.-- DIVISIONS OF PALESTINE in Christ's TIME.

14. — THB A POSTLE Paul's MISSIONARY JOURNEYS.

15.—The Temple AT JERUSALEM AS PLANNED BY
Herod.

.

.

.

-

.

. .

Kustui. .

List of Biblical Names,

WITH FIGURES AND LETTERS INDICATING THE SITUATION OF THE PLACES

ON THE MAPS.

Note .— Figures preceding a hyphen denote the numbers of the Maps; the figure or figures and letter

following the same hyphen indicate the space on such Maps ; thus, Asshur (1-8 D ; 8-12 D) appears on

Map No. 1, in the space 8 D , and on Map No. 8 in the space 12 D.

The names of placesat present unidentified, also classicaland modern names , are omitted from the Index .

Abana , or Abanah , river 6 -21 I | Amalekites 2 - 7G ; 3 - 5 K

Abarim, mountains of 4 -20 N Amathis = Hainath 5-8 C

Abdon 4, 6 -19 K Ammon 2,5 -8 G ; 6 -21 N

Abel, Abel-maim , Abel of Beih-maacah, Amon ofNo, also calledNo 1-7 E

also Abel-beth -maacah = Amorites . 2 - 7G ; 6 -20 N3

Abel-beth -maachah 4 , 6 -20 K Amphipolis 14 - 8 C

Abel-meholah 4 ,6-20 M Anaharath 4 -19 L

Abel-shittim 7G; 4 -20 N Ananim 1 - 6D

A bez , or Ebez 4 -19MAnaniah 12 - 6 C

Abilene 14 -11 E Anathoth . 4 , 6 -19 N ; 12 - 7 C

Abimael 1 - 9 F | Anem =En-gannim 4,6 -19 M

Accad 8 D ; 7 -12 E Aner = Taanach 4 , 6 -19 L

Accaron 13 -18 N Anti- Libanus 6 -20 I

Accho, Acco 4, 6 -19 L Antioch ( in Syria ) 7, 10, 14 -11 D
Aceldama, or Akeldama 13 -20 O Antioch (in Pisidia ) 14 -10 D

Achaia 11 , 14 - 8 D Antiochia = Antioch 14 -11 D

Achaia (Rom . i6. 5), read Asia 14 - 9 D Antipatris 13 -18 M ; 14 -10 E

Achmetha, or Ecbatana 7,9 -13 E Aphek ( 1 Sam . 4. 1) = 12 - 5 C

Achor, the valley of 4, 6 -19 N | Aphek (1 Sam . 29. 1 )
4 -19 L

Achshaph 4 -19 L Aphek ( E. of Sea of Chinnereth ) 4 , 6-20 L

Achzib (Judah) 4 -18 N ; 12 – 3 D Apollonia 14 - 8 C

Achzib (Asher) 4,6 -19 K Appi, Forum ,or The market of Appius, 14 - 6 C

Adadah 4 -19 O Ar of Moab 3 - 7 G

Adamah 4 -20 L Arab 4,6 -19 0

Adami-nekeb
4 -19 L Arabah, the deep valley running north

Adida = Hadid 4, 6-18 N and south of the Salt Sea 4, 6 -20 N

Adithaim = Hadid 4 , 6 -18 N Arabah , Sea of the 4 -19 O

Adora = Adoraim : 4 , 6 -19 N ;'12 - 4 F Arabia 9 , 10, 11 -11 F ; 14 -10 F

Adramyttium 14 - 9 D Arad 3-7 G ; 4 , 6 -19 0

Adria 14 - 7 D Aradus 7, 14 -11 E

Adullam
6G ; 4, 6 -18 N ; 12 - 3 E Aram , or Syria 1 - 7D ; 5 - 8 E ; 6 -21 K ; 7 -11 E

Adummim
4 -19 N Aram-naharaim , or Mesopotamia 5 -10 B ; ? -12 D

Ænon
13 -19 M Ararat, land of = Armenia 7-12 D

Ahava 7-12 E AraratMount . i 8 D ; 7 -12 D

Ai (Benj.), also called Aiath, Aija Ararath = Ararat 7-12 D

2 - 7 G; 4 -19 N ; 12 - 7 B Arba, or Arbah = Hebron 4. - 19 N

Aijalon , or Ajalon (Dan) . 4, 6 -19 N ; 12 - 4 B Arbela = Betli -arbel 6 -19 L

Aijalon (Zebulun) 6 -19 L Arbite = native of Arab 6 -19 0

Aijalon, valley of 12 - 4 B Archevites, the inhabitants of Erech 7-13 E

Ain (Num . 34. 11 ) 5-7 E Argob 5-8 E ; 6 -21 L
Akeldama 13 -20 O Ariel = Mount Zion 13 -20 O

Akrabbim, ascent of 6-19 P Arimathea (?) Ramah 12 - 6 B ; 13 -19 N
Alema 4, 6 -20 L Arkites 2 - 8D

Alemeth , or Allemeih 12 - 7C Armageddon , or Har-Magedon 13 -19 L

Alexandria 14 - 9E Armenia , or Ararat 7 , 8, 9, 10, 11 -12 D
Allemeth Alemeth

12 - 7 C Arnon,river, orvalley of 4 , 6-20 O

Allon -bachuth , or Allon-bacuth = Ataroth 12 - 6 B Aroer (Gad) 6 -20 N

Aimodad
1 - 8 F Aroer (Reuben ) 7G ; 6 -20 O

Almon 4 -19 'N ; 12 -7 € Aroer (1 Sam .30. 28) 5-18 O

Almon-diblathaim 4 -20 N Arpachshad, orArphaxad (?) 1 - SD

Altar repaired by Elijah (1 Kin. 18.30) 4 -19 L Arpad 5-9 B

Alush 3 - 5 K Arumah 4 , 6 -19 M

(Copyright 1898, by A. J. HOLMAN & Co. )
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.
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2
2

Assyria :: 4 -20 N

.

.

Arvad 5-7 D ;7-11EBethany . 12 - 6 C ; 13 -19 N

Ascalon 13 -18 N Beth -arabah 12 - 5 F

Aser (Naphtali) = Hazor 4, 6 -19 K Beth -aram = Beth -haran 4 -20 N

Aser = Asher 6 -19 K Beth -arbel 4, 6 -19 L

Ashan = Chor -Ashan 6 -18 0 Beth-aven = Beth - el 12 - 6 A

Ashchenaz = Ashkenaz 1-7 C Beth -azmaveth = Azmaveth 12 – 7 B

Ashdod 4 , 6 -18 N Beth-baal-meon = Baal-meon 4 -20 N

Ashdodites , or Ashdothites , of Ashdod 4 -18 N Beth -barah ? 16-20 M

Ashdoth-pisgah = the slopes of Pisgah 4 -20 N Beth-birei , or Beth -biri 6 -18 O

Asher, allotment of 4 -19 K Beth -car : : 4, 6 -19 N ; 12 - 5 C
Ashkelon 5-6 G Beth -dagon (Asher) 4 -19 L

Ashkenaz 1-7 CBeth -diblathaim Almon -diblathaim 4 -20 N

Ashnah 12 - 4 D Bethel (Ephraim ) 2 - 7G ; 4, 6, 13 -19 N ; 12 - 6 A
Ashtaroth 6-21 L Bethel (Simeon ) = Bethul 12 - 4 E

Ashteroth -karnaim 2 - 8 F Bether 4 -19 N ; 12 - 6 D

Asia (Roman Province ) 11 , 14 - 9 D Beth -gader = Gedor 12 - 5 E

Askelon 6.- 18 N Beth -gamul 4 ,6-20 N

Asshur(= Assyria) : 1 SD ; 8-12 D Beth- gilgal = Gilgai 6 -19 N

Assos 14 - 9 D Beth-haccerem ,orBeth -haccherem 12 – 6 E

Assur = 7-12 D Beth -haram = Beth -haran

Assyria 18 D ; 7,8 -12 D Beth-hogla Beth -hoglah 4 -19 N

Assyrian Empire 8-12 D Beth -horon , the upper 4 , 6 -19 N ; 12 - 5 B

Astaroth = Ashtaroth 6-21 L Beth -horon , the nether 4 -19 N ; 12 - 4 B

Ataroth (Reuben) 4 -20 N Beth - jeshimoth 4 , 6-20 N

Ataroth -adar, or Ataroth -addar 4 -19N ; 12 - 4 B Beth-jesimoth , or Beth -jeshimoth : 3 - 7 G

Athens 14 - 8 D Beth-lebaoth 4 -18 O

Attalia 14 -10 D Beth-lehem (Judah) 2- 76 ; 4, 6, 13 -19 N ; 12 - 6 D
Ava, or Avva . 7-12 E Beth -lehem (Zebulun ) 4 , 6 -19 L

Aven Bethel 12 - 6 A Beth-lehem Ephrathah = Beth -lehem 12 - 6 D

Aven , Plain of, possibly the Valley of Beth-lomon =Beth-lehem 12 – 6 D

Lebanon (?) 6 -20 I Beth-maacah , or Beth -maachah = Maacah 6-8 E

Avites , or Avvim ( Josh . 13. 3) , Avims . 2 - 6 G Beth -marcaboth 6 -18 O

Avites , or Avvites (2 Kin . 17. 31 ) = the
Beth-meon = Baal-meon 4, 6-20 N

people of Ava . 7-12 EBeth-nimrah 4 -20 N

Azekah 4 -19 N ; 12 - 4 D Bethoron = Beth -horon 12 - 5 B

Azmaveth 12 - 7 B Beth -peor 4 -20 N

Aznoth -tabor = Tabor 4 -19 L Bethphage () : i2 6 °C ; 13 -19 N
Azotus 13 -18 N Beth -rehob (Judg. 18. 28 ) 6 -20 K

Azzah, orGaza (Philistia ) 6-17 N Bethsaida 13 -20 L

Beth -samos = Azmaveth 12 - 7 B

Baalah, Mt. Baalah , also Baale of Ju
Bethsan = Beth -shan . ) . 6 -19 M

Kirjath - jearim
12 - 5 C | Beth -shan 6 -19 M

Baalah (Simeon) Bilhah
5 - 6 G Beth-shean 4 -19 M

Baalath 6 -19 N Beth -shemesh ( Judah ) 4,6 -18 N ; 12 – 3 D

Baal-gad ( ?)
4 -20 K Beth -shemesh (Naphtali) 4 -19 L

Baal-hazor 4, 6 -19 N Beth-shemesh (Issachar) 4 -20 M

Baal -hermon = Mt. Hermon 6 -20 K Beth -shemesh (Egypt) 3 - 3 H

Baal-meon 4 ,6.20 N Beth -shittah 4, 6 -19 L

Baal-shalisha, or Baal-shalishah 4, 6 -19 M
Bethsura = Beth -zur 4 -19 N ; 12 - 5 E

Baal-tamar 4 -19 N ; 112 - 6 B Beth-tappuah 4 -19 N ; 12 - 4 F

Baal-zephon (?) 3 - 4 H
Bethuel = Bethul 12 - 4 E

Babel (Babylon) 1-8 D
Bethulia 4 -19 M

Babylon . 7, 8, 10 -12 E
Beth-zur 4 -19 N ; 12 -5 E;

Babylonian Empire
Map No.8 Betolius = Beth -el 12 - 6 A

Bahurim
12 - 7 CBetomestham 4 -19 M

Balah (Simeon) = Bilhah 5 - 6 G
Betonim 4 -20 M

Bamoth = Bamoth -baal 4 -20 N Bezek ( Judg. 4,6) 4,6 -18 N

Bashan 6-20 L Bezek ( 1 Sam . 11. 8 )
6 -19 M

Bashan -havoth -jair, or Havvoth - jair ( i.e.
Bezer 4 , 6 -20 0

the towns of Jair) in Bashan 6-21 L
Bileam = Ibleam 6 -19 M

Bathzacharias . 12 - 5 D
Bilhah 5-6 G

Beeroth ( Benjamin) · 4,6 -19 N ; 12 - 6 B Bithynia . 9, 10, 11, 14 -10 C

Beer-lahai- roi = el ' Ain 3-6 H Boscath , or Bozkath 4, 6 -18 N

Beer-sheba
2, 3, 5 -6 G ; 4,6 -18 0 Bosora 7-11 E

Beesh -terah, or Be-eshterah =Ashtoroth 6 -21 Ľ Bozez (1 Sam . 14.4)
12 - 7 B

Bela = Zoar 2 -7 G ; 4 -20 N
Bozkath 4, 6 -18 N

Bene-berak 4 -18 M Bozrah (Edom) 7-11 E

Benjamin , allotment of 4 -19 N Bozrah (Moab) = Bezer
6 -20 O

Beon = Baal-meon 4 -20 N

Berachah , or Beracah 12 - 5 E Cabul ( Asher) 4 , 6 -19 L ; 6 - 7 F

Berea , also Beroth, see Beeroth 12 - 6 B Cades = Kedesh 6 -20 K

Berea (Aleppo) 5 -9 B ; 14 -11 D Cades-barne = Kadesh -barnea 3-7 H

Berea, orBercea (Macedonia) 14 - 8 C Cæsarea 13 -18 L

Bered 2 - 6GCæsarea Philippi 13 -20 K

Beroth = Beeroth
12 - 6 B Cain, or Kain

4 -19 0

Berothah = Berothai (?) 20 5-8 D Calah 1 -8 D

Besor, the brook 4 , 6 -18 0 Caleb -ephratah, or Caleb -ephrathah =

Bethabara, or Bethany : 13 -20 L Beth -lehem 6 -19 N

Beth -anath 4 , 6 -19 K Calneh 1-8 D

Beth -anoth 4 -19 N ; '12 - 6 F | Calno= Calpeh 1-8 D
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Calvary, or The Skull 12 - 6 C ; 13 -20 O Dedan (Cushite ) 1-9 E

Cana 13 -19 L Dedan (Keturhite ) 7 D ; 8-11 E

Canaan, the land of, see Map 2 3 - 6 G | Delus 14 - 9D

Canaanites
2 - 6 G Derbe 14 -10 D

Canneh = 1-8D Diblath , or Diblah 4 , 6 -19 K

Capernaum ) 13 -20 L Diblathaim = Almon -diblathaim 4 -20 N

Caphira Chephirah 12 - 5 CDibon, E. of Jordan 4 -20 O

Caphtor (Jer. 47. 4) 1 - 6 D Dibon (Judah ) 6 -19 O

Caphtorim (?) 1 -6D ; 1-7D Dibon-gad Dibon E. of Jordan 4 -20 O

Cappadocia
9 , 10 , 11 , 14 -11 D Diklah 1 - 8 F

Carchemish 6-10 B ; 7,8 -11 D Dimnah . 4 -19 L

Caria 9, 10, 14 - 9 D Dimon = Dibon ( ?) 4 -20 O

Carmel, Mount 4 , 6 -18 L Dimonah Dibon of Judah 6 -19 0

Carmel ( Judah ) 4, 6 -19 O Dizahab, or Di-zahab 3 - 6 K

Carnaim , Carnion , see Ashteroth -Karnaim 2 - 8 F Docus 4 -19 N

Casluhim 1-7 D Dodanim 1 - 6 D

Cauda, or Clauda : 14 - 8 E Dophkah 3 - 5 K

Cedron = Gederoth 6 -18 N Dor 4 , 6 -18 L

Cedron , or Kidron , the brook 12 - 6 C Dora
4 , 13 -18 L

Celosyria (Cæle-Syria) . 10 -11 E Dothaim 13 -19 M

Cenchrea, or Cenchreæ 14 - 8 D Dothan 2 7 F ; 4 , 6 -19 M

Cesarea . 13 -18 L ; 14 -10 E Dumah (Judah ) 4 -18 O

Cesarea Philippi • 13 -20 K Dura, plain of 7-13 E

Chaldea . 7 -13 E

Champaign, the= the Arabah 4 -20 N East Sea , or Eastern Sea = the Salt Sea 6 -19 0

Chanaan = Canaan 3 - 6 G Ebal, Mount . 4 , 6 -19 M

Charchamis, also Eben -ezer 117. 12 - 6 C

Charchemis = Charchemish 5-10 B Ebron , or Hebron = Abdon 4-19 K

Charran , or Haran 14 -11 D Ecbatana (northern ) 7-13 D

Cherethims = Cherethites 6 -18 N Ecbatana (southern ) 7 , 9-13 E

Chesalon 4 -19 N ; 12 - 4 C Edar, or Eder = Gedor -19 N ; 12 - 5 E

Chesil = Bethul 12 - 4 E Edom 3,5 - 7 H ; 7 -11 E

Chesulloth = Chisloth -tabor 13 4 -19 Ľ Edrei (Bashan) : 6 -21 L

Chettiim ( Apoc. ) = Macedonia 14 - 8 D Eglaim (?) 6 -20 0

Chezib = Achzib 4 -18 N ; 12 – 3 D Egypt 1 - 7 E ; 3 - 3 1 ; 8, 9 , 10, 14 -10 E

Chinnereth , Sea of 4, 6 -20 L Egypt, river, stream , or brook of 3 , 5 - 6 H

also called Chinneroth. Egypt, the streams of = mouths of the Nile , 3 - 3 G

Chios 14 - 9 D Ekrebel 4 -19 M

Chisloth - tabor 4 -19 L Ekron 3,5 - 6 G ; 4 , 6 -18 N

Chittim , or Kittim = Cyprus 5 - 5 Č Elah , vale or valley of 4,6 -18 N ; 12 - 3 D

Chor-ashan , or Cor -ashan 6 -18 0 Elam 1 - 8 D ; 7,8 -13 E

Chorazin 13 -20 L Elath 3-7 I

Chozeba, or Cozeba 4 -19 N ; 12 - 5 E El-beth-el, or Beth -el 2 - 3 G ; 12 - 6 A

Chun, or Cun 5 - 8 D Elealeh 4 ,6-20 N

Chusi 4 -19 M Eleasa 12 - 5 B

Cilicia
. 9 , 10, 11 , 14 -10 D Elijah's Altar

4 -19 L

Cinneroth , or Chinneroth (1 Kin . 15. 20 )= Elim (?) . 3 - 4 I

the plain west of the sea of Chinnereth 4, 6 -20 L Elisha, spring healed by: see fountain near
Cirama Ramah . 12 - 6 B Jericho 6 -19 N

City of David Zion (i Kin. 9. 24; 2 Chr. Elishah 1 - 6 D

8. 11 ) 13 -20 O Ellasar 7 -13 E

City of Palm trees =rees '= Jericho 6 -19 N Elon -beth -hanan 12 - 5 B

Clauda , or Cauda 14 - 8 E Eloth 5 - 7 I

Cnidus
14 - 9 D Elteke, or

Eliekeh 4 -19 N ; 12 - 4 B

Colosse , or Colossa 14 - 9 D Elymais 7 -13 E

Coos , or Cos . 14 - 9 D Emims, or Emim 2 - 7 G

Cor-ashan , orChor-ashan 6 -18 O Emmaus (Khamaseh) 12 - 5 D

Corinth . 14 - 8 D Emmaus (El Kubeibeh) 12 - 5 B ; 13 -19 N

Cos = Coos 14 - 9 D En-dor 4, 6 -19 L ; 5 - 7 F

Cozeba, or Chozeba 4 -19° N ; 12 - 5 E En-eglaim = Eglaim 6 -20 O

Crete 14 - 8 D En -gaddi En-gedi 4, 6 -19 O

Cush, or Ethiopia 1-7 FEn-gannim (Issachar ) 4 , 6 -19 M

Cush , or Ethiopia (Gen. 2. 13) 1 - 8 C En-gedi . 4, 6 -19 O

Cyamon == Jokneam 4 -19 Ľ En -haddah ® ) 4 -19 M

Cyprus 8, 11 , 14 -10 D En-hazor 4 -19 L

Cyrene . 14 - 8 E En-mishpat = Kadesh -barnea 3- 7 H

En -rimmon, see Rimmon 4, 6 -18 0

Dabareh , or Daberath 4,6 -19 L En-rogel 13 -20 O

Dabbasheth, or Dabbesheth . 4 -19 L En - shemesh 4 -19 N ; 12 - 7 C
Daberath 6-19 L Ephes-dammim Pas -dammim 4 -18 N

Dalmatia · 14 - 7 C Ephesus 14 - 9 D

Damascus -2,6-8 E ; 6 -211; 7, 14-11 E Ephraim , allotment of 4 -19 M

Dan , city 2,5 - 7 E ; 4 ,6, 13-20 K Ephraim , city 12 - ; A ; 13 -19 N

Dan , districts of
4 -18 N ; 4 -20 K Ephraim , Mount, or hill country of 12-6 A ; 4,6 -19 M

Dan -jaan = Dan 6 -20 K Ephrain , or Ephron = Ophrah (?) 6 - 19 N ; 12 - 7 A
Dannah . 12 - 3 F Ephratah , or Ephrathah = Beth -lehem 6 -19 N

Daphne 14 -11 D Ephrath = Beth -lehem . 2 - 7 G

David , city of = Zion 13 -20 0 Ephron = Ophrah
66 -19 N ; 12 - 7 A

Debir ( Judah ) 4, 6 -18 0 Erech 1-8 D ; 7 -13 E

Debir ( Josh . 16. 7 ) 4 -19 N Esau, the Mount of = Mount Seir 3- 7 H

Decapolis 13 -20 M Esdraelom = Esdraelon 13 -19 L
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Esdrelom = Esdraelon 13 -19 L Golan 4, 6 -20 L

Esebon (= Heshbon ) 13 -20 N Golgotha = Caivary 13 -20 O

Eschol, valley of
: 3 -1 G ; 4 -19 Ñ Gomer 1-70

Eshean , or Eshan 4 -19 O Goshen ( Egypt) 3 - 3 H

Eshtaol ..4,6 -19 N ; 12 - 4 C Goshen ( Judah) 4 -18 O

Eshtemoa 4 , 6 -19 0 Gozan 7-12 D

Eshtemoh = Eshtemoa 4. - 19 O Great Sea 3- 6 ; 4, 6-18 M; 14 - 7 E
Etam (Simeon) 4, 6 -18 O Grecia , or Greece 9, 10 , 14 -8 D

Etam (Judah ) . 4 , 6 -19 N ; 12 - 6 D Gudgodah (?) 3 - 7H

Etam , the rock . 4 , 6 -19 N ; 12 - 4 D

Etham , wilderness of (Num. 33. 8), Habor (?) . 7-12 D

called Wilderness of Shur (Ex. 15. 22) 3 - 4 H Hachilah , hill of 4, 6 -19 O

Etham ( ?) 3 - 4 H Hadad -rimmon 4-19 L

Ether .- . 4-18 N Hadashah = Adasa . 12 - 6 B

Ethiopia , or Cush 1-7 F Hadid 4, 6 -13 N

Ethiopia, or Cush (Gen. 2. 13) 1-8 C Hadoram 1 - 8 F

Euphrates, river 1-7D ; 5 -10 C ; 8, 9 -12 E Hai, or Ai 2 - 76 ; 12 - 7 B

Ezion - gaber = Ezion-geber 3,5 - 6 I Halak , mount ( ) 5-7H

Halhul 4 -19 N ; 12 - 5 F

Fair Havens 14 • 8 E Halim 4 -19 K

Ham , city 2 -7 G

Gaash, bill of 4 -19 M Ham , the land of =Egypt (Ps . 105. 23) 3 - 3 H

Gaba = Geba 12 - 7 B Hamath
5-8 C ; 7-11 D

Gabdes = Geba 12 - 7 B also called 'Hamath the Great.

Gad , allotment of 4 -20 M Hamath , the land of 5-8 D

Gadara 13 -20 L Hamath, the entering in of (= the pass

Galaad = Gilead 6 -20 M on the watershedof the Leontes and

Galatia 14 -10 D Orontes).

Galgala = Gilgal 6 -19 M Hamathites 2 - 8 D

Galilee ; - ; F; 13 -19 L ; 7, 14 -11 E Hammath 4 -20 L

Galilee, Sea of 13 -20 L Hammon (Asher) 4 -19 K

Gallim (?) ! 12 - 6 B Hammon (Naphtali) 6 -20 L

Garden-house = En-gannim 6 -19 M Hammoth -dor = Hammath 4 -20 L

Garizim = Gerizim . 6 -19 M Hanes 3 - 4 H

Gath 4,6 -18 N ; 5 - 6 G Hannathon 4 -19 L

Gath -hepher 4 , 6 -19 L Haphraim or Hapharaim 4 -19 L

Gath -rimmon (Manasseh) = įbleam 4 -19 M Hara 7-11 D

Gaza 2, 3 , 5 - 6 G ; 6 -17 N ; 14 -10 E Haran 1-7D ; 7, 14 -11 D
Gazara = Gezer 6 -18 N Hareth , or Hereth 4, 6 -19 N ; 12 - 4 E
Gazer, Gazera = Gezer 6-18 N Har-Magedon , or Armageddon 13 -19 L

Gebà ( Benjamin) 4, 6-19 N ; 12 -7 B Harod, well or spring of 4, 6 -19 L

Gebo (Judith 3. 10) . 13 -19 M Harosheth 4,6 -19 L

Gebal 2, 5 - 7D ; 7-11 E Hauran 6 -21 L

Gebal (Ps:83.7) 6 - 7 H ; 7 -11 E Havilah (Armenia) 1-8 C

Geder = Gedor (Judah) 4 -19 N ; 12 -5 E Havilah (Arabia ) 1 - 8 F

Gederah ( Benjamin )
12 - 6 B Havilah (Cush ) 1- 8 F

Gederoth 4, 6 -18 N Havilah E. of Shur 5-6 H

Ge-harashim , or the valley of Charashim 12 - 4 B Havoth - jair, or Havvoth - jair ; 6-21 L

Geliloth , probably Gilgai
4 -19 N Hazarmaveth 1-8F

Gennesar, water of =Gennesaret , lake of, 13 -20 L Hazar-shual (?) 6 -18 N

Geon = Gihon 1-8 D Hazar-susah, also called Hazar-susim 6 -17 O

Gerar (?) 2 - 6 G Hazazon -tamer En -gedi 2 - 7 G

Gerizim , Mount 4, 6 -19 M Hazeroth 3 - 6 K

Gesem = Goshen 3-3H Hazezon -tamer, or Hazazon -tamar 2 - 7 G

Geshur 5 - 8 E ; 6 -21 K Hazor (Benjamin ) 12 - 6 C

Geshurites 2 - 8 E Hazor (Neh . 11. 33) 12 -

Gether i - i- 7D ; 2-8 E Hazor ( Naphtali ) 4,

Gethsemane 13 -20 O Hebron (Judah ),

Gezer (?) 4, 6 -18 N 2, 3 , 5 - 7G ; 4, 6 , 13 -19 N ; 12 - 5 F

Gibbar = Gibeon 6 -19 N ; 12 - 6 B Hebron, or Ebron (Asher ) = Abdon 4,6 -19 K

Gibbethon (?) . 4 -18 M Helbon 5-8 E

Gibeath (Benjamin) 6 -19 N ; 12 - 6 C Heleph 4 -19 L

Gibeah (2 Sam. 6, 3 , 4 ) 6 -19 N ; 12 - 5 C Helkath 4 -19 L

Gibeath (Josh . 18-28 )
12 - 5 C Hemath , or Hamath, the entering in of 5-8 D

Gibeon (Benjamin ) 2,5-76 ; 4 , 6 -19 N ; 12 - 6 B; i
Hena 7 -12 E

Giblites , or Gebalites, of Gebal 5-7 D Hepher 12 - 4 E

Gihon, river (?) 1-8 D Heres = Timnath -heres 6 -19 M

Gilboa , Mount 4, 6 -19 M Hereth = Hareth 12 - 4 E

Gilead , the land of, also called Mount Hermon , Mount 5 - 7 E ; 6 -20 K

Gilead 2 -7 F ; 4 , 6 -20 M ; 7 -11 E Hermonítes, or Hermons = therange of

Gilead Mount (Judg. 7. 3 ), probably Hermon 6 -20 K

Mount Gilboa . 6 -19 M Heshbon . 4, 6 -20 N

Gilgal ( Benjamin ) 4 , 6 -19 N Heth , the children of = Hittites 2 - 7 G

Gilgal (Ephraim ) 4 , 6 -19 M Hiddekel, river 1-8 D

Gilgal (near River Kanah ) 4, 6-18 M | Hierapolis 14 - 9 D

Giloh .4,6-19 N ; 6 - 76 ; 12 - 4 E Hinnom , valley of 13 -20 O

Gimzo 4 , 6 -18 N Hittites 7 G ; 2-8 D
Girgashites 2 -7 F Hivites 2-7E & G

Gittah -hepher, orGath-hepher 4 -19 L Hobah 6 -21 1

Gittite = native of Gath . 6 -18 N Holon (Judah ) = Hilen 6 -18 N

Gob = Gezer . 6-18 N | Holy City (Neh 11, 1) = Jerusalem 13 -20 O
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Holy Land (Zech . 2. 12) = Palestine Jogbehah 175 4,6 -20 M
Hor, Mount (near Petra ) 3,5 - 7 h Jokmeam ( 1 Chron. 6. 88) Kibbiah () * 4 -19 N

Hor, Mount (Num. 34. 7) 5-7 D Joktan 1 - 8 F

Horeb 3 - 5 K Joktheel (Petra ) 7-11 E

Horem 4 -19 K Joppa 5-6 F ; 4, 6, 13 -18 M ; 7, 14 -10 E

Hor-hagidgad, or Hor-haggidgad = Gud .
Joppe = Joppa 13 -18 M

godah 3 - 7 H Jordan , river 2,5-7 F *; 4 , 6 , 13 -20 L ; 7 , 14 -11 E
Hori, Horims, Horite Horites 2 - 7 G Jordan, plain of 2 - 7G ; 4, 6 -20 M

Hormah (Simeon) 4 -18 0 Juda Judæa 13 -19 N

Hosah 4 -19 K Judæa beyond Jordan = Perea 13 -20 M

Hukkok
4 -19 L Judah, allotment of 4 -19 N

Hukok 6 -19 L Judah, kingdom of 6 -19 N ; 7 -11 E
Hul

1- D ; 2 - 7 E Judah, wilderness of 6 -19 0

Huzzab 7-12 D Judah, the city of Zion 13 -20 O

Judæa 13 -19 N

Ibleam (?) 4,6 -19 M Judæa,thewilderness of 13 -19 N

Iconium 14 -10 D Judæa (Luke 21. 21) = Jerusalem 13 -19 N

Idumæa . 14 -11 E

Idumea = Edom 7-11 E Kades = Kadesh -barnea (nearMt.Seir) 3- 7H

lje-abarim, or lye-abarim ,also called lim , Kadesh (Num . 20. 14 , 16 ) = Kadesh -barnea 3 - 7 H.

or Iyim (?) 3 -7 H Kadesh, wilderness of (Ps. 29. 8) = the wil

Ijon 6 -20 K derness of Zin (Num. 33. 36 ) 3- 7H

Illyricum 11 , 14 - 7 C Kain , or Cain 4 -19 O

India 9, 10 -17 F Kanah 4 -19 K

Iron 4 -19 K Kanah , river or brook 4 -19 M

Irpeel 12 - 6 B Kartah 4 -19 L

Ir-shemesh = Beth -shemesh 4 -18 N ; 12 - 3 D Kedesh (Issachar) 4, 6 -19 L

Ish - tob , or men of Tob , see Tob 6 -20 L Kedesh (Judah ) Kadesh 3 - 7H

Israel, kingdom of 6 -19 M Kedesh (Naphtali ) 4, 6 -20 K

Israel, mountainor mountains of = Mount Kedesh ( Judg. 4. 11). 6 -20 L

Ephraim . 6 -19 M | Keilah '4, 6 -19 N ; 5 - 7 G ; 12 4 E

Issachar, allotment of 4 -19 M Kenath 5 - 8F

Italy 14 - 6 C Kerioth ( Judah ), or Kerioth-hezron 4 -19 O

Ithlah = 12 - 4 C Kerioth Moab)= Kiriathaim 4, 6 -20 N

Ittah -kazin , or Eth -kazin 4 -19 L Kibzaim , possibly Kibbiah
4 -19 N

Ivah , or Ivvah 7 -12 E Kidron , the brook 12 - 6 C

Iyim, or lim = Iye-abarim 3 - 7H King's garden (2 Kin . 25. 4 ) 13 -20 0

13 -20 OKing's pool (Neh. 2. 14 ), En -rogel
Jaazer, or Jazer 4 , 6 -20 N; 5-7 G Kir of Moab, also called 3 - 7 G

Jabbok , river 2,5 - 7F ; 4, 6-20 M Kir-haraseth , or Kir-hareseth
Jabesh = Jabesh -Gilead 4 , 6 -20 M ; 6-7 F

Jabneel (Judah ) 4 -18 M Kiriathaim

Kir -haresh, or Kir -heres

2 - 7 G ; 4 , 6 -20 N
Jabneel (Naphtali) 4-20 L Kiriath-arba = Hebron 2 - 7 G ; 4 , 6 -19 N

Jabneh
6 -18 N Kiriath -arim , Kiriath -baal, also

Jacob's Well . 13 -19 M Kiriathiarius = 12
Kirjath -jearim - 5 C

Jahaz (?) 4,6 -20 Kiriath -jearim , or Kirjath-jearim 4 -19 12 5 с
Jahaza, Jahazah, also

Kiriath -sannah , also Kiriath -sepher -
Jahzah = Jahaz 4,6 -20 O Debir 4, 6 -18 0
Jair, towns of = Havvoth -jair

6-21 Kirioth, or Kerioth = Kiriathaim 6 -20 N

Jamnia 13 -18 N
Kirjath -jearim 4 , 6 -19 N ; 12 – 5 C

Janoah (2 Kin . 15. 29) 6 -19 K Kirjathaim (Reuben ) = Kiriathaim 4 -20 N

Janum , or Janim 4 -19 N ; 12 - 5 F Kirjath -arba, or Kiriath -arba = Hebron
Japhia

4 -19 L
2, 5 - 7 G ; 4, 6 -19 N

Japho, or Joppa 4-18 M Kirjath- arim , also Kirjath -baal Kirjath

Jarmuth ( Judah) 4 -18 N ; 12 - 3 D

Jarmuth (Issachar)
jearim 5-19 N ; 12 - 5 C

4 -19 Kirjath -sannah = Debir 4 -18 O

Jattir
4, 6 -19 Kirjath -sepher = Debir 4 ,6-18 O

Javan
1-6 D Kishion, or Kishon 4 -19 L

Jazar =· Jazer 4,6 -20 N Kishon , or Kison, river 6 -19 L

Jearim , Mount = Chesalon 6 -19 L

Jebus , Jebusi, or Jebusite Jerusalem
Kittim (Cyprus) 1-7 D

3 - 7 G ; 4, 6 -19 N

Jebusites

Jegar-sahadutha

2-7 G Lachish, before the captivity of Judah
Galeed 2 - 7 F (2 Kin . 18. 14 ) Tell el Hesy 4, 6 -18 N

Jehud 4 -18 M Lachish, after the return from Babylon
Jemnaan (?) = Jabneh : 6 -18 N (Neh. 11. 30 ) Umm Lakis ( ?) 4 ,6-18 N

Jerah 1-9 F Laish (Dan ) . 4 ,6-20 K

Jericho, also called Jerechus Laish , or Laishah ( Benjamin ) Adasa (?) 12 - 6 B

3,5 - 7G ; 4, 6, 13 -19 N Laodicea 14 - 9 D

Jericho, fountain or spring of ( 2 Kin . 2. 21) 6 -19 N Lasea 14 - 8 E

Jerusalem 3,5 - 7G ; 4, 6, 13 -19 N ; 12 - 6 C Lasha (?) 2 -7 G ; 4 -20 N

7, 8, 9, 14 -11 E Lasharon , or Lassharon 4 -19 L

Jeshanah 4,6 -19 N Lebanon ,Mount 5 - 7 E ; 6-20 I

Jeshimon ( i.e. the desert)
4, 6 -19 N Lebanon, Mount ( Judg. 3.3), also called

Jeshua 6-18 O Lebanon toward the Sunrising (Josh.

Jethlah , or Ithlah : 12 - 4 C 13. 5) = Anti- Libanus 6 -20 K

Jewry Judæa 13 -19 N Lebanon , valley of 6 -20 I

Jezreel (Judah) 4 , 6 -19 O Lebaoth = Beth -lebaoth 4 -18 O

Jezreel ( Issachar) 4, 6 -19 L Lebonah 6-9 M

Jezreel, valley of 4 , 6 -19 L Lebahim 1 - 6 D

Jobab 1-9 F Leshem . 4 -20 K
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6 -18 N

Libanus, Mount 6 -20 1 Misrephoth -maim = Zarephato 16-19 K

Libya, or Put 1 - 5 D ; 11, 14 - 8 € Mitylene . 14 - 9 D

Libyans, or Put 1-5 D Mizpah ( in Gilead) = Mizpeh 6 -20 M

Lo -debar (?). 5'16 -20 M Mizpah (Benjamin ) = Mizpeh. 12 - 6 C

Lubim , Lubims= Lehabim 1 -6 D Mizpah, or Mizpeh, the land of = the
Lud valley of Lebanon 6 -20 I

Ludim
1.01

1-6 D Mizpeh, also called Mizpeh of Gilead 6 -20 M

Luhith (?) 6 -20 O Mizpeh of Moab 6 -20 O

Luz (Beth -el) 2 7G ; 4,6 -19 N Mizpeh (Benjamin) : 4,6 -19 N ; 12 - 6 C

Luz ( Judg. 1. 26 )
6 -20 K Mizraim = Egypt 1-7 E

Lycaonia
14 -10 D Moab

2 ,5 - 7G ; 6 -20 0

Lycia 14 - 9 D Moladah ?) 4, 6 -19 0

Lydda 13 -18 N Moreh , hill of 6 -19 L

Lydia (1 Macc. 8. 8 ) 9, 10, 14 - 9 D Moresheth-gath, probably Mareshah 6 -18 N

Lydia, or Lud (Ezek . 30. 5) 1 - 6 D Moriah , Mount 13 -20 O

Lydians, or Ludim (Jer. 46. 9) 1 - 6 D. Mosera, Moserah, also roserosh =

Lystra
14 -10 D Mount Hor 3 - 7 H

Mozah 4 -19 N ; 12 - 5 C
Maacah, Maachah 8 E

Myra 14 -10 D

Maachathi, Maachathites, or Maacath
9 , 10, 14 - 9 D

ites = the people of Maacah
Maaleh -acrabbim = ascent of Akrabbim 6 -19 P Naarah, or Naarath 4 -19 N

Maarath 4 -19 N ; 12 - 5 E Naaran 6 -19 N

Macalon = Michmash 12 - 7 B Nahalal, or Nahallal 4 -19 L

Macedonia 10, 11, 14 - 8 C Nahalol . 6 -19 L

Machmas = Michmash 12 - 7 B Nain 13 -19 L

Machpelah, at Hebron 2 - 76; 12 - 5 F Naphtali, allotmentof 4 -19 K

Madai 1 - 8 D Naphtuhim 1-7 E

Madian = Midian : 1-7 E Nasor = Hazor 6 -19 K

Madmannah 4 -18 O Nazareth 13 -19 L

Magadan , or Magdala 13 -20 L Neah (?) . 4 -19 L

Magiddo - Megiddo 6 -19 L Neapolis 14 - 8 C

Magog 1 -8 C Nebaioth 5-7H

Mahanaim () 5 - 7 F Neballat' (?)
Main 1 - 8 F Nebo, Mount 4, 6 -20 N

Maktesh, possibly the Kidron valley 13 -19 N Neiel 4 -19 L

Mamre 4 -19 N Nekeb (?) 4 -20 L

Manasseh , allotment of 4 -19 M Nepthali , Nephthalim , also

also called Manasses. Nepthalim Naphtali 13 -19 L

Manassites = Manasseh 4 -19 M Nephtoah 12 - 6 C

Maon 4,6 -19 O Netophah (?) 4 -19 N ; 12 - 6 D

Mârib 1- 8 F Nezib 4. - 18 N ; 12 - 3 E

Marisa = Mareshah 4, 6 -18 N Nibshan 12 - 6 D

Mashal 6 -19 L Nicopolis 14 • 8 D

Maspha ( Benjamin ) = Mizpeh 12 - 6 C Nile , river i - 1E ; 3 - 3 K ; 8-10 G
Maspha (Gilead) = Mizpeh 6 -20 M Nimrah , see Beth -nimrah 4 -20 N

Mattanah (?) 4 -20 N Nimrod, the land of 1-8 D

Medaba = Medeba 4 , 6-20 N Nineve, Nineveh i - D ; 1 -12 D

Media 9 , 10 -13 E Nippur : 7-12 E

Median Empire 9 -13 D No, orNo-amon 1-7 E

Megiddon Megiddo 4 , 6 -19 L Nob 12 - 6 C

Me-jarkon 4-18 M Nophi 3 - 3 I

Mekonah, or Meconah 6 -18 N
Obal 1 - 8 F

Melita 14 - 6 D
Oboth (?)

Memphis 31 ; 14 -10 F
3 - 7H

3 -

Mephaath (?)
4 -20 N | Ocina =Accho 6 -19 L

Odollam = Adullam 6 -18 N ; 12 - 3 E
Meribah ( in the wilderness of Zin ),

Meribah -Kadesh ,
Olivet, or Mount of Olives 12 - 0 C

1-10 ; 3 - 3
Meribah of Kadesh ,

Ono, also called onus 6 -18 M

Meribath-kadesh , also
13 -20 0

Meriboth -kadesh = Kadesh -bamea
1 - 8 F

Merom, the waters of

Meronoth
4, 6 -19 N ; 12 -7 A12 - 5 È Ophrah (Benjamin )

Meroz
6 -19 M6 -19 1 Ophrah (Manasseh )

Mesech, or Meshech ( Japhetic)
1-8 Oreb, Mount = Mount Sinai 3 - 5 K

Mesha 1-8 E | Padan , Paddan, also Paddan -aram =

Meshech (Shemite ) = Mash 1-7 D Padan -aram 1 - 8 D

Mesopotamia : 5-10 B ;3 ; 7, 11 -12 D Palestina, Palestine, Philistia land of

Metheg -ammah 6 -18 N the Philistines 6 -18 N

Michmas Michmash 12 - 7 B Pamphylia 14 -10 D

Midian 1-7 E Paphos 14 -10 E

Midianites 3 - 6 K Parah 4 -19 N

Migdal -el 4 -19 K Paran, wilderness of

.

.

.

.

.

O

On :

.3 -7 H Ophel

4 -20 K Ophir Ⓡ) . .

.

Gath :

.

1 - 7 E ; 5 - 6 H

Migdal-gad
• 14-18 N Parthia 9 D ; 9, 10 -14 D

Migdol (Egypt) 3 - 4 H Pas -dammim 4 -18 N

Migron
12 - 7 B Pathros 1-7 E

Miletum , or Miletus 14 - 9 D Patbrusim 1-7 E

Millo ) 13 -20 O Patmos 14 -9 D

Minni 7-12 D Peniel = Penuel (?) 7P ; 4,6 -20 M
Minnith 6 -20 N Peor (? ) 4 -20 N

Misheal or Misbal : 4 -19 L | Perga 14 -10 D

.
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sea

Put .

Pergamos , or Pergamum
14 - 9 D Rithmah (?) 3-7H

Perizzites 2 - 7 F River , brook , or stream of Egypt . 3,5 - бн

Persepolis 1 - 9E ; 7,9 -14 F River, or flood of Egypt (Amos 9.6)

Persia 1-9E ; 9, 10 -14 F Nile 3- 3 1

Pethor 5-10 B Rome 11, 14 - 6 C

Petra , or Sela . 3,5 - 7 H
Sabeans of Arabia ( Job 1. 15 ; Joel 3. 8) 8 -13 H

Pharathoni, probably Pirathon
6 -19 M

Sabeans of Ethiopia ( Is. 45. 14 ) 8-11 I

Pharpar, river (?)
6 -21 K

1-7 F
Phenice , Phenicia, or Phænicia

14 -11 È Sabta, or Sabtah

1.8 F

Phenice, or Phønix (Crete )
14 - 8 D Sabtecha, Sablechah, orSabteca

Salamis 14 -10 D

Pheresites, also Salem =Jerusalem 12 - 6 C

Pherezites , see Perizzites 2 -7 F
Salim 13 -19 M

Philadelphia
14 - 9 D

14 - 9 D

Philippi

14 - 8 C Salmone, cape

Salt Sea . 2 , 3 - 1 G ;4 -19 7
Philistia = land of Philistines 6 -18 N

6 -19 OPhilistim = Philistines 1 -7D ; 2 - 6G ; 4,6 -18 N Salt, valley of .
Samaria 6, 13 -19 m ; 7, 14 -11 E

Phison Pison
1-8 C

district of
Samaria,

Phoenicia

13 -19 M

Phænice
14 -11 E

Samos 14 - 9 D

Phenix , or Phenice 14 - 8 D
14 - 9 C

Phrygia
9, 10, 14 -10 D Samothracia, or Samothrace

San'a 1.8 F

Phut, or Put
1 - 5 D

6-18 N
Pi - beseth

3 - 3 H Saphir, or Shaphir :
Sardis 14 - 9 D

Pi-hahiroth 3 - 4 H
6 -19 K

Pirathon . 6 -19 M Sarepta, or Zarephath
13 -18 M

Pisgah

4 -20 N Saron, or Sharon

9 , 11 -12 BScythia
Pisidia

14 -10 D

Pison , or Pishon , river

13-19 MScythopolis
1-8 C

Sea of theArabah , the Salt Sea 4 -19 0

Pithom
3-4 H

Sea of Chinnereth 4 -20 L

Plain , or Arabah ( Deut. 2. 8) 3.7H
Sea of Galilee,also called Sea of Tiberias 13 -20 L

Plain (or circle ) of Jordan 2-7 G

Pontus
9 , 10, 11 , 14 -11 Sea, the East,the Eastern Sea,theSodo

Potter's field = Akeldama
mitish Sea = Sea of the Plain 6-19 O

13 -20 0

Ptolemais
13 -19L ; 14 -11 È Sea,the Great, also called theWestern

Punon (?) 3-7 I
Sea, the uttermost sea , the hinder

1-5 D
7 -10 E ; 3 --G ; 14 - 7 E

Sea (Nah. 3. 8) = R. Nile 1-7 E

Puteoli 14 - 6 C
Sea of the Philistines 3 - 6 G

Quicksands, the, or Syrtis
14 - 7 E Seba 1 - 1 F ; 8 -11 1

Secacah 12 - 7 F

Raamah 1-9 E Sechu, or Secu 12 - 6 B

Raamses = Rameses 3 - 3 H Seir, Mount ( = Edom ) 3- 7 H

Rabbab, Rabbath (Ammon) 5-7G; 4,6 -20 N Sela , Selah , or Petra 3 , 7 H ; 7-11 E
Rabbah (Judah ) 12 - 5 D Sela -hammahlekoth (1 Sam . 23. 28 ) 6 -19 0

Rabbith 4 -19 M Seleucia 10, 14 -11 D

Rachel's tomb 12 - 6 D Seneh ( 1 Sam . 14. 4) 12 - 7 B

Rahab ( = Egypt) 3 - 3 H Senir = Mount Hermon 6-20 K

Rakkath 4 -20 L Sephar, Mount 1-9 F

Rakkon (?) 4 -18 M | Sepharvaim 7-12 E

Rama, or Ramah (Benj . ) 4, 6 , 13 -19 N ; 12 - 6 B Seveneh , or Syene . 9-10 G

Ramah ( Naphtali ) 4 -20 L Shaalabbin 18 N ; 12 - 3 B

Ramah ( Asher) 4 -19 K Shaalbim 6 -18 N

Ramah (Gad ) =Ramoth -gilead 6 -20 M Shaaraim (Judah ) 4 -19 N ; 12 - 4 D

Ramah (Samuel's city) = Ramathaim
Sharaaim (Simeon )

6 -18 O

zophim , also called Ramathem 12 - 6 B Shahazimah , or Shahazumah 4 -20 L

Ramesse = Rameses 3 - 3 H Shalem (?) 4 -19 M

Ramoth (Gad) = Ramoth -gilead 4 -20 M Shamir (Ephraim ) 6-19 M

Ramoth ( Issachar) 6 -19 L Shamir (Judah)

Ramoth-gilead (?) • 4 -20 M Sharaim , or Shaaraim • 4 -19 N

Red Sea 3 - 5 L ; 5 - 6 I Sharon, " the plain ” (N. of joppa) . 16-18 M

Rehob ( = Beth-rebob) 4 -20 K Sharuhen 4 -18 O

Rehob ( Asher) 4, 6-19 K Sheba (Gen. 10. 28)
1-3 8-13 H

Rehoboth- Ir = thesuburbs of Nineveh, 1 - 8 D Sheba (Gen. 25. 3 ) . 1-8 E

Rehoboth , by the river 1 - 8 D Sheba, or Beer-sheba 4 -18 O

Rehoboth (a well) 2-6 G Shebah, or Shibab = Beer-sheba
2 - 6 O

Remeth = Jarmuth 4 -19 L Shechem 2,5 - 7 F ; 4, 6 -19 M

Remmon, or Rimmon (Simeon) 6-18 © Shelah , pool of = Pool Of Siloam 13 -20 O

Remmon , or Rimmon ( Zebulun) also Sheleph
1.8 H

called Remmon-methoar . 4 -19 L Shen 4 -19 N ; 12 -8 C
Rephaim (Deut. 2. 20) = Zamzummim 3 - 8 G Shenir, or Senir (= Mount Hermon) 6 -20 K

Rephaim , vale or valley of 12 - 6 C Shihor, or Sihor (Is.23.3; Jer. 2. 18 ) = Nile 3 - 2 K

Rephidim ( ?) 3 - 5 K Shihor (1 Chr. 13. 5) = the brook of Egypt 5 - 6 H

Resen (?) . 1 - 8D ; 7 -12 D Shilhim = Sharuhen 4 -18 O

Reuben , allotment of 4 -20 N Shiloah, the waters of=Poolof Siloam 13 -20 O

Rezeph 5-10 C ; 7 -11 Ô Shiloh5 2 - 7F ; 4, 6 -19 M

Rhegium . 14 - 7 D Shimron . 4 -19 L

Rhodes, Rhodus 14 - 9 D Shinar, the land of i - SD ; 1 -13
Riblah in the land of Hamath 2,5 8 D ; 7-11 E Shittim = Abel-Shittim 4 -20 N

Rimmon (Simeon ) . 4, 6 -18 O Shocho, Shochoh, Shoco - Soco 6-18 N

Rimmon , or Rimmono ( żebulun) 4, 6 -19 L Shunem 4, 6 -19 L

Rimmon, the rock (Benjamin ) 6 -19 N ; '12 - 7 A Shur, thewilderness of i - ji ; 3-5 H

Riphath 1-6 CShushan 9-13 E

-

.

.

: : 14-18 0

-8F ;

=

•

.
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13 -20 o Ulai, river

.

.

.

Sichem , or Shechem 2,5 - 7 F Tiphsah ( 1 Kin . 4. 24 ) 5 -10 C ; 7-11 D

Sidon , or Zidon 6 -19 1 ; 14 -11 E Tiphsah (2 Kin . 15. 16 ) 6 -19 M

Sidonians, or Zidonians 6 -19 K Tiras 1-6 C

Sihor, or Shihor (Josh. 13. 3) = the Tirzah 4, 6 -19 M

brook of Egypt 5-6 H Tob (?) 6 -20 L

Sihor, or Shihor (Is.23. 3 ; Jer. 2. 18) Togarmah (= Armenia) 1-8 D

the Nile 3 - 2 K Trachonitis 14 -11 E

Siloah , orSiloam , pool of 13 -20 O Tripolis 7, 14 -11 E

Simeon , allotment of 4 -18 Troas 14 - 9 D

Sin ( in Egypt) 3 - 4 G Trogyllium
14 - 9 D

Sin , wilderness of
3 - 5 K Tubal 1-7 C

Sina, or Sinai, Mount 3-6 K Tyrus = Tyre 4,6, 13–19 K ;6- E ; 7, 10, 11,14 -11 Ě
Sinites 2-7 D

7 -13 E
Sion = Zion

Ummah
13 -20 O

4 -19 K
Sion , or Zion , Mount = Mount Moriah

Sion , Mount (Deut . 4. 48)

1 - 8 F= Hermon 6 -20 K Uphaz, possibly Ophir
Ur of the Chaldees ØD ; 7 -13 ESion , the land of (2 Esdr. 14. 31) = Ca.
Uz 1-7 D

paan , see Map No. 4. Uzal 1 - 8 F

Sirah, the well of .
6 - 19 N ; 12 - 5 F

Sirion = Mount Hermon 6 -20 K

12 - 4 BUzzen -sherah , or Uzzen -sheerah

Smyrna:
14 - 9D Water of Jericho= Docus 4 -19 N

Socho, Sochoh, or Socoh 4 -18 N Waters of Merom 4 -20 K

Socoh, or Soco (in the lowland ofJudah ) 4 -18 N Wilderness of Paran 5 - 61

Sodomitish Sea = the Salt Sea 6 -19 O Wilderness of Judah 6 -19 O

Solomon's Pools
12 - 5 D Wilderness of Judæa .3 -19 N

Sorek , valley of 6-18 N Wilderness of Shur 3 - 5 H

Spain
11 - 3 D Wilderness of Sin 3 - 5 K

Sparta 14 - 8 D Wilderness of Zin 3- 7H

Stream or brook of Egypt
5 - 5 H

Succoth (Gad) 4,6 -20 M Yeor (iie . Nile) 1-7 E

Succoth Egypt)
3 - 4 H

Succoth (1 Kin .8. 46) Šakut)
4 -20 M Zabulon, or Zebulun 13 -19 L

Susa
7-13 E Zalmon , Mt. 6 -19 M

Sychar :
13 -19 M Zalmonah (?) 3-7 I

Sychem, or Shechem
13 -19 M Zamzummims, or Zamzummim 3 - 8 G

Syene, or Seveneh
1-7 E Zanoah (lowland of Judah ) 4 -18 N ; 12 - 3 D

4 -18 O
Syracuse

11 , 14 - 7 D Zanoah (Josh. 15. 56)

Syria, or Aram 5 - 9D ; 6-21 K ;7,8,
Zaphon (?) 4 -20 L

5-9
9, 10, 11 , 14 -11 e Zareah or Zorah 6 -18 N ; 12 - 3

Syria, kingdom of
10 -11 E Zared, or Zered , the valley of 3-7 G

Syrtis

6 -19 K

the quicksands 14 - 7 E Zarephath

Zaretan, or Zarethan 4 -19 M

Taanachi 4, 6 -19 L ; 5 - 7 F Zareth -shahar, Zereth -shahar . 4 -20 N

Tabor, Mount 4, 6, 13 -19 L Zartanah, or Zarethan = Zarthan 6 -19 M

Tabor = Chisloth -tabor 4 -19 L Zarthan , or Zarethan 6 -19 M

Tadmor (2 Chr. 8. 4) .5 -10 D ; 7 -11 E Zebulun, allotment of 4 -19 L

Tadmor ( 1 Kin . 9. 18) = Tamer 6 -19 o Zedad, the entering in of (Exek. 47. 15),

Tahapanes Tahpanhes
3 - 4 H

possibly thesame pass as the entering
Tamar ) 6 -19 0 in of Hamath (Ezek . 48. 1) 5 8 D

Tanach, or Taanach 4 -19 L Zemaraim 4 -19 N

Tanis 3- 3 G Zemarites 2-8 D

Taphnes =Tahpanhes : 3 - 4H Zephath (?) 6 -19 P

Taphon Beth -tappuah 4 -19 N ; 12 - 4 F Zered , brook 3-7 G

Tappuah (Manasseh) possibly Tiphsah 4 -19 M Zereda, or Zeredah (1 Kin. 11.26).

Tarshish ) 1-7 D ; 8 -10 D Zeredah, or Zeredathah = Zarthan . 6 -19 M

Tarsus 14 -10 D Zererath , or Zererah 6 -20 M

Taverns , The Three 14 - 6 C Zereth -shahar, or Zareth -shahar 4 -20 N

Tehaphnehes = Tahpanhes . 3 - 4 HZidon 2,5 - 7 E ; 6 -19 1 ; 7 -11 E

Tekoah , or Tekoa 5-7 G ; 6 12 - 6 E Zidonians = Sidonians 6-19 K

Tello 7-13 E Ziklag,on theborder ofPhilistia (Neh . ii .
Temple at Jerusalem 13 -20 O 28) 4, 6 -18 O

Thamnatha= Timnath 6 -18 N Zin , desert, or wilderness of 3-7H

Tharshish , or Tarshish . 7D ; 8 -10 D Zion , city of David , distinguished from
Thebez . 6 -19 M Mount Moriah ( 1 Kin . 8. 1 ) 13 -20 O

Thecoe = Tekoa : 12 -6 E Zion, the heightof ( Jer. 31.12)also calied
Theman = Teman 8 -11 E the Mount Zion ( Is . 18. 7) = Mount

Theras = Ava 7-12 E Moriah 13 -20 O

Thessalonica 14 - 8 Č Zion (Is. 2.3 ; 52. 1) = Jerusalem : 13 -20 O

Thimnathah , or Timpah Timnath 4. - 18 N Zion (Ps . 78. 68) = the tribe of Judah 4 -19 N

Thisbe (?) 6 -19 K Zion , the mountains of ( Ps. 133. 3 R. V.)
9 C = Mount Hermon , also called Mount

Three Taverns 14 - 6 C Sion (Deut . 4. 48) 6 -20 K

Thyatira zuen . 14 - 9 D Ziph (hill country of Judah) . 4 , 6 -19 O
Tiberias 13 -20 L Ziz, the cliff, or ascenta 6 -19 O

Tiberias, Sea of = Sea of Galilee 13 -20 L Zoan 3-3 G

Tigris , river 1- 8 D ; 7, 8, 9 -12 D Zoar (?) 2 - 4 -20 N

Timpah 2 - 6 G Zoba, orZobah rollin 5-8 D

Timnath, or Timnah 2 - 6 G ; 4 -18 N Zoheleth , stone of 13 -20 O

Timnath -beres 6 -19 M Zorah, also called Zoreah -18 N ; 12 - 30

Timnath -serah 4 -19 M Zuziins, or Zuzim 2-8 G

..

.

= . 0

• 12 - 6 A

C

19 N ;

.

Thracia • 11 , 14

i G ;
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THE TEMPLE AT JERUSALEM

As planned by Herod
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